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SUertisements.

lyrKS. C. A. BAREX, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bns Avenue. 782—]y

A SOPBANO SINGEB, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this etty.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Bwigbt, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771—

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes!
These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from

very easy to moderately difGcnlt, in the Italian style, and all

Bweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,
In Seminaries,

In Choir Practice,
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.
PRICE, To Centa.

Sent post-paid for th* above price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO.. Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO , New York.

Letters on Music.
TRANSLATED BY

Fanny Raymond Ritter,
THESE entertaining letters are not filled with technicalities,

but are calculated to interest as well as instruct. They
have met with a large circulation and extended Bucces.s in Ger-
many.

Price, in Cloth, $1.75. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail
price.

OlilVEK DITSOW" & Co.. Boston.

C. H. DITSOW & Co., New York.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST trSEFUIi AND ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK!

Contains, in Part I, plain, full, and complete directions
to the learner I

Contains, in Part IX, a fine selection of popular melodies,
which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments

!

Contains, in Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &c.

Price, in Boards^ 1.50- Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-
ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

New Songs.
BEAUTIFUL LOVE.

Song and Chorus. By C A. White. With a Litho-

graphic title. Price 40 Cts.

DO"WN- BT THE SEASIDE.
Ballad and Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. Mu-

sic by Edwin. Christie. With a Lithographic Title. 40 Cts.

DREAMING EVER, FONDLY DREAM-
ING.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Music by Edwin Christie. 30 Cts.

THE ANGELS ARE COMITSG,
Ballnd and Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. Mn-

tfc by Edwin Christie. With a Lithographic Title. 40 Cts.

The above new songs will be mailed post-paid on receipt o

price. OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Yorfc.

History of Music
IN THE rORM OF LECTURES.

BY

Frederic Ziouis Hitter.

A series of V-ve Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

the history of the Art, the whole forming a book of intense

interest to th« musical student.

Bound In Cloth uniformly with Bitson & Co's popular

works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.£0. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

UNPARALLELED FOR CHEAPNESS
AND COMPLETENESS

!

Ditson & Co's

STANDARD OPERAS
[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].

With full Vocal and Pianoforte Scorq including Recitatives.
With English and Italian words.

NOW READY.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
Norma, Luoretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro.

Pkice OF E.\CB m Paper $1.00. Ik Boards, with illumi-

nated covers, $2,00. Sent postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by inO§CHELES.
In One Volume. . . Price $2.00.

Neatly bound In Cloth uniformly with Bitson & Co's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," ''Life

of Gottschalk," "History of Music," &c.]

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

VOCAL.
Pearl of the Isle J- R- Thomas. 35

For You ^^- Keller. 30

Regret Thee! V- Gabriel. 30

Speak to me F- Campana. 30

Aj;ain the flowers we loved to twine Barnes. 30

Ave Maria. (Holy Spirit, hear our prayer). Bafer. 40

Oh ! for the wings of a Dove. Sacred Quartet.

J. S. Knight. 40

Merry Land of Childhood C. Tempieton. 30

Stay home with me to-night dear Tom. . .Porter. 30

Pilgrims of the Night E- Clare. 30

Bo-Peep ! Spring song 0. Bensel. 30

FIvnnof Virginia f. B. 40

Meet me, Addie, by the Oak Tree. . .E. Christie. 40

Only Hope ! Song and Cho Tucker. 35

The Lord is in His holy Temple. Quartet.

Otto Lob. 40

Ah ! do not forget. Song and Cho.. H. Tucker. 35

I really don't think I shall marry. Comic.
Gabrielle. 30

Data der kind of Mans lam W. F. Welhnan. 30

Easter Hymn. Morning breaks upon the Tomb.
W. H. Clarke. 50

Df.nghters of Freedom, the Ballot be Yours.

Solo and Quartet E.Christie. 30

Norah, Sweet Norah W. T. Wrightoh. 30

Little One, Goodnight. £ Pabst. 30

God bless that little Church round the corner.

Song and Chorus £.'^Christie. 40

Jim.. .
...F.B. 40

INSTRUMENTAL.
Gsrmania. Waltz W. Torsell. 40

Moetand Chandon. Waltz J. S. Knight. 30

Valse Brillante. (Military Style). . .J. Lei/bach. 40

Om 96. Waltz F. Christie. 30

Summer Night Schottische J. H. IVand. 30

Eleven Chorals from Schneider's Organ School. 35

Dawn of Love Mazurka F. L. Ripley. ."iO

Fire Fly Galop J- W. Turner. 30

Gay Galop ; C. E. Uairington 30

Touriston Galop F. Zikojf. 30

The Little Ensign. (Der kleine Fahnrich) CeH</e/ 40

In the Fields. (Anf den Bergen) Jiingman. 40

Five Songs without Words G. D. Wilson. 75

My Mountain Home. Styrienne C. Wels. 50

Blanche March from Kiicken T Bissell. 30

Floral Polka Mazurka C.de Jat.on. 30

Brandenburg March B. G. Jurvis. 30

Overture to the "Light Cavalry." 4 hands.

F. V. Supp€. 1.00

Thunder and Lightning. (Unter Donner und

Blitz). Fast Polka J. Stranss. 35

Woman's Heart. Frauenherz Polka Maz. ^frawss. 35

Paraphrase on "The Girl I left behind me." Wood. 40

Joys Departed. Nocturne /. W. Turner. 30

Autumnal Tints Si/dnei/ Smith. 75

Four Sonatas : also Aria, Larghetto, Gavotte,

Corrente for Piano by G. Baltista Martini.

Revised by C, Banck. 60

Blissful Momenta. Mazurka Caprice. CAas. Wels. 60

Study in G Chopin. 30

BOOKS.
Deems' Solfeggi. An Elementary and Pro-

gressive Method, comprising the Art of Read-

ing Music at Sight, Exercises in Solfeggi and

Vocalization, and Recreative Duels, Trios, &c.,

for Solo or Class training James M. Deems. 75

The Pestalozzian Music Teacher. By
Dr. Lowell Mason and Theodore F. Seward. $2.00

Mdsic by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance win find the convevance a saving of time and expense

In obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at doubU
these rates.
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GSO- 'W. 33UBLSV,
Teacher of Vocal Music, Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin bnildiDg, 154 Tremont Street. 770

f^EO- "W. FOSTER will make arraDgements to

conduct Musical ConTentjons. FestiTals, Societies, &g.

Address, care of Oliver IHtson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

CHURCH AND PARLOR/

PBor. & ssas. ssG^a a. bobbin's,
Aesdemy of Husio.

718—tf 8 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEEH-TISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care OliTer Dit^on & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEESOW offers hia SerTices as Conductor of

Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Masa.

J. 2". B^SOXiFMSSXT,
VOCAL CULTUBE AND SINGING.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

G-. E. "WHITINO
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address OliTer Ditson & Co. 623

L. DAM A.
Teacher of Cnltivation of the Voice.

Chickerings' Building, 246 Wasliington Street. Room 5.

JOHN W. TUFTS,
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Van Renssalear Place.

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was establi.'shed in April, lSo6. Its claim to the first rank
as an edacator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, ED"WARD B- OLIVER,
Principal, Boston, Masp.

PROF. A, C. MAGGI, of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian, French and Spanish languaees. Lessons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

vate lessons and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Avenue, Boston.

Y^LLK,
-^'-^ tne Pianoforte
4^

,\ LLK. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instrnction on

53 Hancock Street*

Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. i657-tf

lunitis a iin
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson fc Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KX6I.XSH AXD ITAI,IA»f 8I3(rSI3if&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

T SCHUBEETH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Mudic, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.y. 357

G. ANDKB & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PmLADELPHIA.

A Urg« assortment of Avericajt Music constantly on band.

TUTE M. "W. "WHITNEY, BaB80 Vocalist,—
lUTing recently returned from Europe, Is now prepar-

ed to receiTe profesaicnal engagements. Residence No. 9

Albion, 9t., Bwton 74-1— 3mo8.

]ITB. C. P. M0BEI80N oilers bis serricM a» Con-

-^"-^ductor of Muiiical Fe-ttWals and ConTcntlonv the coming

feaMo. Address at Newboryport, Mass., or Care of OlWer

Ditson k Co., BoKton. 720

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, T«cher of the PIANO-
yOKTE, SINOI.NG and Mf-'-IUAL C0.MP0.SIT10N.

ReyideTice, Cooiidse lIoaA«. CotomnnicatioDS may be
left at Ditson Ic (^'> ilnsic Store. 717- tf.

MISS G. M. HAHEI8,
TTSA-CBliB. OF FZ.a.I70 & 8ZXTGII7G.

AUdre.« car. Oiirer Dit,»on it Co., or at KeMi'ieiiC«, Autvuru-
itol*. 7j0-<;mo3 .

_

vrzMsx.o-w z<. BATmisjsr,

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new loio-prked

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-
ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Agent in New Tork S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

E. & G. G. hook:,
BOSTON.

Builders of the powerful CoLisECM Organ; the large Organ
in the Pltmouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of jecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and speciflcations furnished on application. 743

Jl^USICAL ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. 3. DAVENPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

Tl/IR. J. J. KIMBALL will be absent from the city till

September 2U, at which time he will resume lessons on
the Voice. Letters may be addressed to him at 9 Allston St.

jyrME. BEKTHA JOHANNSEN has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston , and Is

prepared to give lessons in the Art of Singing t* advanced

pupils. For further particulars Inquire at Koppitz & Teuf-

er'3 Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. IIOLBUOOK, East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invit«d to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBI.fl«>*2IERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Muyical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTiON.
Ourfit<>ckof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

InstruiUCntB, etc., Ih tlm ]tirget<t luid uiout r'oni|il<-tu In the
No. WeHt. Our connection with McHBfS. O. DITSON & CO.,
enabiCH oii to runiiMh their publications to Wuutern Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

03* In addition to the publlcationn of MttBHrw. 0. Ditson
& <'o.. we keep on hand and fiirtilHh fill Muhic aud MuhIc
iiookH pubiiMht:d in America, togfther with a choice Htock of

PoreiKU Music. oi'J-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 medals;
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
'^"warded them for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity. Nevv styles and
reduced prices this
season. -^><%^ v

'

Catalogues free.

MASON & HAMLIK
ORGAN" CO., 154 Tre-
mont St., Boston; 690

.^^jias"^Broadway, Kew York.

BSTRUCTIO^ m THE YIOLIN.
Tl/r*. BERNHARD'LISTEMAWN respectfully

* announces that, in connection with his brother, ha

is prepared to receive Pupils for the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

each, at Hallett, Davis & Co's Building, No. 274 Washington

Street. Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Messrs. Listemann have the privilege of hearing Solo playing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANN,
lU Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 3ms

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEHSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing

School Bcoks.

Price $1.50 ; ?13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JVeu) Styles, ife-

sonarut ; with im-
proverrherbts pat-
anted June and,

jflug-uSt, 1370;
urpassing all

pievious produc-

tion's inrioh. health

tiful qualities of
tone and general

excellence (prices JJeduoed ; $50 to

$S,0 00 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

154 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
;
593 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

,

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OOE

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OP

BB^SS lis?iPiiEfiTi,
OF TIIK MOST APPROVED MANDFACTDRE.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOimS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And hU other descriptions of Musical Instramente.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

FOB SALE AND TO LET.
Our fftci'.lties are such tts enable us to furnish the above:

ai™, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C4.HD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF (MUSICAL MEHCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove sati.sfactory to

purcbaserfl.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
.').'! COURT 8IIUSET, (Opposite the Coart llonse)
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A History of Opera.

BY C. SCHnLZE*
It is no easy task to give, in the narrow limits

of a journal, a clear and complete picture of the
orii^in, progress and development of Opera, a
work of art to the production of which such dif-
ferent arts : poetry, vocal and instrumental music,
elocution, mimicry, painting and perspective,
dancing and mechanics, have with sisterly love
aided each other—a work of art, which, in the
course of time, has gone through the most varied
changes, to whose worship men have erected, all

over the globe, thousands of temples, where thous-
ands of singers, of both sexes, raise their voices,
and which, every evening, delights the hearts
and senses of an endless crowd of auditors. The
historical picture which I shall endeavor to place
before the eyes of my readers, would, certainly,
be clearer and more striking if it could be illus-

trated by musical examples. But, owing to the
limited space at my disposal, I must renounce all

ideas of this sort. My object must be only to
draw, in sharp outlines, the course of develop-
ment which dramatic poetry, in the closest alli-

ance with music, has pursued for neaily three
hundred years.

At the same time that, in the far West, a new
world was discovered, the dawn ofa higher epoch
of civilization was gilding the old one. Truth
and reason lighted a fresh torch ; the sciences
awoke from their death-sleep, and the old Greek
and Roman authors once more saw the day. Men
plunged with love, nay, with enthusiasm, into
classical antiquity, and, among the subjects be-
longing to it, old music attracted the attention of
scholars and educated persons. People grew
ecstatic about this music, concerning the true
nature of which and the manner in which it was
practised, they knew about as much as a man
born blind knows about colors. They placed it

immeasurably higher than the music of the peri-
od, because, in the writings of ancient authors,
they found glowing descriptions concerning its

wonderful elTects. The most profound reverence
and admiration was above all entertained for the
old Greek tragedies, with thei^ choruses, which
were regarded as musical models for imitation.

Greek Drama was formed out of epic (narra-
tive) and lyrical poetry—the ode or song—and
just the same process naturally took place m Ger-
many and France. Od;/sse>j and Iliad, Nihelun-
gen and Gudrun, the Sonqs of Roland and of
Wdliam, together with Greek lyrics, and the
lays of mmstrels and troubadours, are so many
parallel links, fashioned quite independently of
each other in the long chain of development fol-
lowed by dramatic poetry.
The commencement of our modern dramas is

to be found in the religious plays of the Middle
Ages, in the Mysteries, as they were called, which
used to be performed at Christmas, at Shrove-
Tide, m Lent, and at Easter, in the market place,
in the open country, and afterwards in the
churches. This very last year, we have seen at
Oberammergau, in Bavaria, the performance of
one of these passion-plays, which, for centuries,
has been repeated there from time to time, and
in- which nearly the entire village appears in ac-
tion upon a natural stage. Such plays soon
spread most widely in Germany, France, Italy
and Spain. In the decretalia for the year 1230,
of Pope Gregory IX., it is expressly mentioned
that priests and deacons are to be masked in the
church-plays. Music was allied at a very early
period with these naive dramatic essays. The
German "Marienklage" (Latnent of Man/), dat-
ing from the end of the I3th century, wa'i actu-
ally all sung. Pilgrims returning from the Prom-

*Prom the Berlin Echo. [Translated for the London Musi-
cal World.]

ised Land, and with sentiments elevated by the

recollection of the holy places they had visited,

sang Christ's Passion, the history of the Virgin
Mary, and of the Apostles, and th legends of

the Saints, first separately, and afterwards in

chorus. But there was even dancing in these old

plays, especially at Shrove-Tide.

Greek tragedy, and the religious plays of the

Middle Ages, were, therefore, the two starting

points of Opera in a poetically dramatic sense.

What were they musically ?

Vocal music had already reached the sympho-
netic stage, and was probably also accompanied
by instruments. The separate parts were, how-
ever, written according to the stiff rules of coun-
ter-point. One unison chord was neighbor of
another. This produced a monotony which crush-
ed all feeling. The melodic element was very
subordinate, and the text was unintelligible to

the auditors. The mind therefore was left en-
tirely vacant by such compositions. Music was
cultivated not only in churches, but in private
life as well, at the courts of temporal and spiritual

nobles, especially on festive occasions. As musi-
cal forms in profane music there gradually rose

up the Ballad, and the Canzone, or dance-song,
the Maggiolata, or May-Song, the Carnival Song,
and the Madrigal, or Love-Song. If to these we
add the Chorus, the Interlude, as it was calleil.

and the dramatic Scena, we have enumerated
all the steps, by which opera at first victoriously

ascended. The last-mentioned forms appeared
as early as in thedrarnatic performances got up
at the Courts of the Estes in Ferrara, and of the

Medici in Florence and in Rome, on festive oc-

casions, at the end of the 15th century. The
chorus was introduced into tragedies, and fhi>

prologue or intermezzo, into comedies. The in-

termezzo was originally a madrigal for several

voices. At a later period, one or other of the

vocal parts was accompanied by music, as was
the case in a pastoral by Beccario, in Ferrara,
about 1550, in which the priest appears upon the
stage with a lyre, and sings his part. If to all

this we add the important fact that, at the same
time, Italian painting, imitating Antiquity, had
raised itself to a height never anticipated, and
imparted greater brilliancy and magnificence than
ever to the Court-festivals of the above-named
princes, and that the Italian language, by its

clear, melodious vocalization, and its simple con-
sonant-combinations, appeared, more than any
other, as though made expressly for music, we
shall not hu astonished that Italy was the native
land of Opera.
We may call Florence the cradle of Opera.

We there find, about 1580, in the house of that

lover and patron of music, Giovanni Bardi, Count
di Vernico, a small literary-musical circle, con-
sisting of men of science and lovers of the art.

Three of them: Vincenzo Galilei, the father of

the celebrated astronomer; Count Bardi him-
self; and Girolamo Mei, had written valuable
works, in which they set forth their views, on old

and new music. They asserted distinctly that

the new music was deficient in verbal grace and
expression. From theory, they quickly proceed-
ed to practice. Galilei was the first to write

songs ibr one voice. The performance of the

scene he composed of Count TJgolino, from Dante,
and some fragments from the Lamentations of

Jeremiah, which he sang himself accompaniedon
the tenor-viol, met with unanimous approbation

from his auditors. It is true that these and other

like essays in composition, especially those of the

singer, Caccini, who had been living at the Court

of Florence since 1564, are lost, but they must
be regarded as the beginning of artistic solo song.

After Count Bardi removed to Rome, where he
was made a chamberlain of the Pope, the central

point of the musical club was the house of the
Florentine noble, Giacomo Corsi, who had writ-

ten on the music of the Ancients, and composed
canzonets. Among those who frequented the

house were, also, the poet Ottavio Rinuccini,and

the musician Peri. The efforts of all these men
were directed to combining the words properly
with the music, to recovering the old spoken-
song of the Greeks, the true ancient Recitative,

and more especially, to produce the same results

by means of modern music. They endeavored
to effect this by making the performer recite in a
singing tone, by bringing the accompanying bass

part, in passionately accented passages, in har-

monic combination with the melody, and allow-

ing the instrumental part to remain quiet only

when the words were not strongly accented.

They called this the "Slilo rappresen'atioo ;
" we

call it now-a-days. Recitative.

Rinuccini then wrote a pastoral : Daphne, for

which Peri and Caccini supplied the music, and
which was performed, with the greatest applause,

in Corsi's house.

But Rinuccini was still more fortunate with
Euridice, in 1600. This poem was written by
its clever, handsome, and enamored author for

the marriage of Maria di Medici, whom he ador-

ed, with Henry IV. of France. Some of the airs

in it were composed by Corsi ; the part of Euri-
dice aud the choruses by Caccini ; and all the
rest by Peri, the solos being treated as recitative,

and the choruses written very simply. The nov-

elty of the thing, and the musical expression,

aiming to be true, surprised all Florence, and
Rinuccini's fame was soon spread about, a result

to which the presence of so many princes of

France and of Italy, and the co-operation of the

best singers in the world, contributed their share.

Euridice was, it is true, rather a series of mad-
rigals joined one on to the other than a tragic

poem. The language was a mixture of antique

notions and affected bombastic forms of modern
expression, and the music awkward and stiff.

Still, the new style, which, by the element in it

of earthly love, unconsciously formed a sharp

contrast to sacred music, excited enthusiasm ev-

erywhere. It was called : "»iiovamusica,"''lrag-

edia," or '^drama per musica," "melo-drama ;" and
^'trngicomedia."

The name of "opera" was not known till much
later, and appeared first, in 1656, in an English

opera book. Outward splendor of scenery and
costume, and the sense-entrancing arts of danc-

ing and mechanics were in no wise wanting to

the first-born of Opera. From the very origin

of raelo-drama, the poets manifested, in a remark-

able manner, a partiality for the wonderful and
the magic element, in which of course the igno-

rance of the great masses always takes delight.

Mythological subjects predominated for a long

time in the musical drama. When the mytho-
logical notions of the Ancients were exhausted,

authors turned to northern mythology. Demons,
gnomes, and fairies appeared on'jthe stage ; the

legend and the saga were riflfld in all directions.

This tendency towards the Wonderful, a tenden-

cy that permeates opera even at the present day,

appears to be instinctive, for the magic arts of

the machinist and of the scene-painter have al-

ways had to serve as beauty-patches to vapid lib-

rettos and suspicious music.

The scenes in Euridice, for instance, repre-

sented first green fields ; then the wide expanse

of ocean; then smiling gardens; then a thunder-

storm with dark clouds, rain, and wind ; then the

abodes in Elysium ; and then the fearful torments

of the infernal regions. From beneath the bark

of trees, which opened of its own accord, the

forms of fair maidens came forth ; forests sprang

up by magic, and were populated by fauns, satyrs,
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an*] dryatlsi Fountains and rivers gushed out,

and were animated wiih nvmphs.
As Another example of the srenic invention of

that pTiod, I will meniion an alU-ntorical specta-

cle of Capponi, of Bolojjna, which was [icrformcd,

in the Carnival of 1628. in the Royal Palace of
Turin, to celebrate the birthday of the Queen of

France.
At the openinsr of the Royal hall, amid the

loud sound of instruments, thern appeared all the

gods in heaven who are well disposed to man
;

each one sang a short recitative, answered by the

chorus. Then the Elements appeared, symbol-
ized under different shapes, namely : a ship, sis-

nifying water; a theatre, instead of the earth;

a mountain vomitini; flames, instead of fire ; and
a rainbow, instead of air. In a moment, the en-

tire hall was filled with water, like a sea, on
which the ship sailed slowly round ; in the fore-

part of the latter, was a rich throne, prepared
for the sovereign and the other princes of the

Court. Here and there on the sides of the ship

were engraved the arms of the provinces subject

to the Duke of Savoy, and in the miildle of it

t'lere was a large table, laid for forty persons.

The god of the sea beggt-d the prince, the ladies

and the noblemen, to come on board, where they
were waited on, at a rich bancpiet, by tritons,

who brought the dishes on the backs of marine
monsters. Meanwhile, on a rock, which rose at

no great distance, was represented the story of
Arion, who was flunsr into the sea and rescued by
a dolphin. The music constituted the prologue.

The first act set forth the departure of Arion,

from his native place, Lesbos. In the second, he
was seated sinsing on the dolphin. In the third,

he was in Corinth, where King Periandcr ex-

presses a wish to hear his misfortunes, and tells

the sailors who had betrayed him who he is. At
the end, the Sirens danced a ballet, invented by
the Duke Carlo Emmanuele.

Dancing, too, was thus, at an early period, the

willing attendant of Opera. Rinuccini invented,
especially during his stay in Paris, several beau-
tiful dances, which, according to the custom of
the period, were combined with vocal canzonets.
The rhythm was marked by long-sustained, deep
instrumental tones. It was not till later that the
art rose to allegorical dances and ballet.

As a matter of course, orchestral music could
not, in the first half of the 17th century, either

satisfy artistic requirements, nor could the mind
be really and profoundly moved by the singing.

There was a want of musical contrasts, produced
by the conscious employment of consonances and
dissonances, and by free combinations of tones,

not restricted by stiff" rules. Peri and Caccini
despised, it is true, counterpoint, but they had
not reached such a height in art as to be able to

come forward as reformers. Another master
completed the schism in the old traditional har-
monic chord system. This was Claudius Monte-
verde, br.m in 1568, at Cremona, and a pupil of
Ingagneri. In two of his madrigals, which ap-
peared in 1598, he introduced, in order to ex-
press deep passion, free dissonances, an innova-
tion which occasioned a great sensation and a pa-
per war. Or;5^eii.<!, composed by him in 1607 for
Alantua, far surpassed Peri's music. The de-
claimed portion was more energetic and more
passionate than any before then ; there were
even cantilena-like passages in the music, and
they must be regarded as the beginning of the
subsequent sharply-defined difference between
the recitative and the air. The bass, as an ac-
companying part, was more mobile, and took a
share in the expression of the vocal part. The
orchestra, which was strengthened, had more to
do

;
tofjk the interludes, and attempted, by dif-

ferent kinds of lone-coloring, to characterize the
dramatic situation, llonteverde's Ariadne, the
words of which were written by Rinucci, was
prcducedin 1608, and created as great a sensa-
tion as his former work. The monologue, deliv-
ered by the heroine of the piece, when she has
been deserted by Theseus, made an extraordi-
nary impression on the public, and was long af-

terwards regarded as a musical masterpiece.
Monteverde's fame now spread all over Italy. In
this capacity, he continued to exercise a great

influence upon the development of secular music,

especially of the musical drama, though that in-

fluence did not penetrate very far, till after 1640,

when regular operatic performances were given

in Venice, particularly under the direction of his

pupil,* Cavalli, who developed still further the aria,

and organized the orchestra.

Monteverde's operas made the round of all the

theatres of Italy, predominating, more especially,

at the theatre in Venice, a town which gave
such performances the preference over any others.

From 1637 to 1 700, 357 operas, by some 40 com-
posers, were produced at seven different theatres

there. After Monteverde's death, in 1643, more
and more adherents were gained over to the opin-

ion that a number of harmonies, simply follow-

ing each other, just like colors placed side by

side in paintinz, could not touch our inward feel-

ings or our mind, but that it was the drawing,

i e., the melody, alone which moved, excited,

siirred, and charmed us, that it was melody whjiih

breathed life into the words of the poet. We
may here name, as the representatives of melodic

style, Cesti, Viadana, and Carissimi. Viadana
applied these principles to the sacred concertos,

which he invented, and his efforts, and more par

ticularly Carisslmi's. could not fail to affect opera
also. Carissimi, who had been a chapelmaster in

Rome since 1649, and up to 1680 marked an

epoch in musical matters, never, it is true, wrote

an opera, but carried the recitative and the mel-

ody of the drama into the chamber-cantata, as it

was called, and thus facilitated extremely the

further development of the musical form. [Jp to

now, polyphonic choral sons had exercised exclu-

sive sway in church music. In the chamber-
cantata, solos and chorus relieved each other coii-

certante, and. in this way, were especially condu-
cive to the further development of oratorio. This

compo.ser rendered, indirectly, great services to

opera, by his efforts to introduce more delicate

accentuation in the declamation ; a more rhyth-

mical song-like construction of the cantilena, as

air and duet, by canonic treatment of solo-parts

for several voices, and by the harmonic sub basis

of the recitative, in which, by means of modula-

tion, the effect of the verbal expression is increas-

ed, and by means ofgreater mobility in the heavy
basses.

This cantata style was without more ado at

once introduced into the sinaing-drama by Car-

isslmi's pupils, of whom I will mention only Bu-
ononcini, Bassani, Legrenzi, and the elder Scar-

latti. It was more particularly Alexander Scar-

latti (born, 1650 ; died, 1725), subsequently up-

per chapelmaster in Naples, and founder of the

Neapolitan school, which far surpassed the Vene-
tian school, who continued, with credit, his mas-

ter's work. It was, through him, the glory of the

flourishing days of Italian music, through him,

who wrote hundreds of masses, cantatas, and ora-

torios, besides one hundred and nine operas alone :

who declared Haise to be the greatest master of

harmony in Italy, and .lomelli the greatest com-
poser of church-music of his day— it was through

him that vocal music gained that soft, noble char-

acter for whii:h this entire period was distinauish-

ed. Recitative, to which he lent still greater ef-

fect by an ohhlirjato instrumental accompaniment,
attained, under him, a perfection previously un-

known. With regard to the aria-form, he intro-

duced the innovation of repeating it, though this

innovation is found, also, simultaneously in the

works of German composers, SteffanI, for in-

stance. Scarlatti's operas, of which the most

important one is said to be La Pi-incipesaa fidele,

held sway all over Italy, and gained many ad-

mirers in Germany, also, especially at Vienna
and Munich. It may safely be asserted that the

influence of his school is perceptible even at pres-

ent in Italian musical style.

Before proceeding further in the development

of opera, it may not be out of place to cast a

glance on the first spread of this new form of art.

Even when scarcely born, it began its wander-

ings through the world. In Rome, the pastoral,

L'A nimo C'll il Cnrpo (Soa\ and Boily), by Cav-

agliere, was produced as early as 1600, and, in

the carnival of the year 1606, the Romans saw,

on a Thespian car, which visited all the largest

open squares in the Eternal City, five singers and

five performers representing a musical drama by

Quagliata, for the public amusement. Bologna

was one of the first cities in Italy where meloiJra-

ma settled, for Rinuccini's Emidice was perform-

ed there in 1601. In Venice, opera was intro-

duced by MonteverdejwithManelli's Andromeda,

ill private houses, in the palaces of the Doges,

and, afterwards, in the theatre. All other large

towns of Italy followed with amazing rapidity.

Opera then traversed the Alps. In the year 1645,

Mazarin sent for Italian operatic singers, men
and women, to Paris, and the first opera given

there was La fintn Fazza, performed in the pres-

ence of Louis XIV. This was followed, in 1647,

by Peri's Orfen ed Euridice, got up with extra-

ordinary magnificence. In the year 1669, Per-

rin obtained the exclusive Royal privilege of com-

posing for the French opera. This was the rea-

son why Cambert, the composer, who felt affront-

ed at it, left his country for England, importing

thither the French musical drama.

Italian music, however, very soon supplanted

French music again, but it could not obtain a fitra

footing in London. The best Italian operatic

company, and the most enersetic managers were

sent for: the nobility gave thousands upon thous-

ands ; Handel industriously set one Italian book

after another, and yet opera suffered shipwreck.

One reason was that the Italian laniruage clashed

with the taste of the proud and prudish islanders;

but a still more impDrtant one was that the vapid,

offensive, books, ami the acrobat-like tricks of

the Italian bravura style, could warm no English

heart. All the operas produced in London van-

ished as quickly as they came. It must, there-

fore, strike us as astonishing, that even down to

the present day, that is to say, after a lapse of

more than 140 year.s, one English opera has kept

its sround. having.when first produced, been play-

ed sixty-three successive nighfs. I allude to The

Beqqnrs' Opera, by Gray. This work took like

wildfire, .always filling the house and the treasury,

so as to give rise to the joke on the manager.

Rich, and the composer. Gay; ''The Beggars'

Opera made Gay rich, and Rich gay."

The book of this patch-work affair is thorough-

ly immoral, frivolous; and impudent ; the mu ic

consists of well-known melodies, treated in the

form of popular songs ; the whole is really not an

opera, but a plav interspersed with vocal music.

The secret of its success at this epoch is to be

found in the delicht of the public at the evident

satire directed ajainst the prime minister, Wal-

pole, and the Court, and the palpable contrast

between the realistic roughness, nay, coarseness,

and pretended propriety, arrogant, self-sufficient

Pharasaieal virtue, and despicable amorous toy-

ins depicted in the piece. This realism is prob-

ably ttie reason why The Beggars' Opera attracts

an audience in England even at the present day.

Amons us, too, there is a public which feasts

both ear and eye on the poison of French stage

productions.
(To be Continued).

The Centennial of Beethoven.

BY REV. n. LAIRD COLLIER.

[From Old and New, March, 1871.]

Beethoven was horn at Bonn, on the Rhine, and

died at Vienna ; and it was fittinc nlike to tiis cenins

and career that his dny of welcome should hiivo

fallen in Decemher, and' his day of adieu in Mnrch.

Me ciime when the cnrth was dreary, and went him-

self to repose when Nslnre was disporting herself in

lichtninirs and thiinrterinps and storm. In this in-

tfrvid. hetween his first day, in 1770, nnd his Inst

day, in 1827, a deep monotone of spiritual sadness

was the weird chord upon which nil included days

were strung.

This crown of thorns, the inevitable law and pen-

alty of all genius, pierced his spirit nt every point

anil pore; and of this ho died. When ho wan lour

years of ngo, music hecame the pursuit of his life, in

no sense the labor of his life; for ho followed and

made suit to the Muse, nnd so onrly as his elcvenlh

vear heard her voice nocoptins his heart. Thence-

forward, this spiritual affiiuice was never chilled, and

knew no day of ji^nlousy or pasRlonaie accusation-

This was a love whore sanctity was never qiiosiionod,

and so never set to words, hut a matter of ihiit
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deepest conscio-jsn^ss which knows, " I am my he-

loved's, and my beloved is mine." The musical in-

stinct and Was, moreover, were of the quality of his

nature, the only valuable inheritance which he re-

ceived with his blood. His father, a tenor singer in

the Elector's chapel,—a man of irrep^ular habits, and
worthless results in life,—early became the musical
taskmaster of his son. The boy was impatient of

hi< father's mechanical and inartistic methods, and
impetuous to discard all laws of the letter, that his

original genius might become a law unto itself. His
way out to the fulness of his career had been ap-

pointed by an inspirer who needed no formal sign-

boards of instructors. He loved music after the

fasliion of his own heart, and not another's. He
went to the piano as a reminder, perhaps formulator,

•of the melodies afloat in his own soul. When
driven there by the scourge of authority, the piano
was but a mechanism of wires and strings, black
and white keys.

He never know the sweets of home, wrapped In

the warm love of a mother, and the wise solicitude of

a father The tenderest and most potential influ-

ence which one bears on through life to make it hal-

lowed and hallowing to all other lives was wanting
to his. He cherished deep aiTection for the name of
his mother, and bore the image of his dear good
grandfather, who died when he was hut three years

old, and o< whom he always delighted to speak with
reverence and love.

But the ideal and domestic side of his nature, the

highest and divinest, found a noble culture in the

hospitable family of his life long friend Von Breun-
ing. In this sacred circle, he was loved with a love

always on the alert to reconcile merits of nature with
faults of temperament,—a love never without new
and adequate resources to magnify his genius and
pardon his follies.

The light of love never went out upon this vestal
altar ; and at this hearthstone he became familiar

with the great German minds through books and so-

ciety. His education was scanty, and never ad-
vanced in the rudiments and technicalities beyond "a
little Latin." At the age of fifteen, he was appoint-

ed organist in the chapel of the Elector of Cologne,
through the friendly offices of Count Waldstein, an
amateur of taste, and an appreciating admirer of the

great master's genius through life.

His career in Bonn was terminated when Beet-
hoven was in his twenty-second year ; and thereafter

Vienna was the scene of his studies, his achieve-
ments, and fortunes. Of his years of study, but
litde is told us. He was not unknown to the great
artists yet living, as a versatile and originative com-
poser, when he arrived in Vienna to enjoy the in-

structions of Haydn, the most distinguished. Though
ignorant, for the most part, of the science of coun-
terpoint, be obeyed the voice of his own sense of
beauty, which was the higher law of his inspiration

;

and, though this frequently set at nought all that

was arbitrary and limiting, he did wisely to trust

then, as always thereafter, his own instinct, which
was alw.ays in harmony with those deepest and un-
definable laws of nature. The most perceptible in-

flenee of his great master traceable in his style is in

the first symphony in C major, and the sonata-; dedi-
cated to Haydn. In his later works this influence
has wholly passed away, giving no indication that it

ever became a part of the texture of his artistic cul-

ture. These early days, attended by hope and pros-
perity, were the only days of his brilliant career,—
brilliant on its professional side, in which the angel
of peace entered his heart, and folded its wings to
abide.

At this period, it was evident that the tone of his

mind was introspective, that his resources were not
in the wealth of the artistic world about him, but the
wealth of the artistic woild within him. Already he
had more to give the world than the world had to

give him ; for he came not to be ministered unto, but
to minister. He had little aptitude as an instructor,

from original distaste for the work ; and he only re-

sorted to it when in dire extremity himself, or in the
hope of helping his family. Madame Von Breuning
often compelled him to go over to the opposite house,
and continue his lessons in the family of a distin-

guished ambassador. He would sulk along until he
reached the door, when he would promise to come
the next day. His friend would look out of her own
window, and say, " Onr Beethoven has had another
' niplus,'

"—a phrase himself was fond of using.
In these days, he was too busy for society ; and,

when the days came in which he could have com-
manded the leisure, he had no heart for it, as we
shall see.

He had no flattery for rank and titles, and dis-
dained, with inborn pride, to court the patronage of
nobility.

His manners were never regulated by conven-
tional laws ; and, in defence of their singularity, he

eotidcscended to speak or Write no word during life.

As always, many were jealous of his rising fame,

and made him tlie subject of unfriendly, and fre-

quetrtly cruel, crilicistn. Of these, though sensible,

he was unheeding, and by inward spiritual impulse

moved forward to the mastery of his art ; and. dur-

ing the first decade of his sojourn in Vienna, he

composed bis first two symphonies, over twenty

sonatas, trios, quartets, his well-known septet, his

only oratorio, and many of his best-known and most
admired productions.

These, too, were the pictorial days of his life,

when ho worshipped at the shrine of love. The
story of this passion is told, with all its fulness and
interceptions, in the Sonata, in C sharp minor, dedi-

cated to the Countess Guicciardi.

One may read his soul there as readily as in the

words addressed to her: " Mv angel, my all,

mi/self! If our hearts were still near together, that

would be, indeed, my life. Great as is thy love for

me. mine for thee is still greater. I can only live

entirely with thee, or not at all. How I long for

thee, with tears, my life !
" This sonata is known as

the " Moonlight Sonata," having been compared, by

Rellstah, to a hark, visiting the savage sites of the

Lake of the Four Cantons of Switzerland, by moon-
lig^ t. This was his farewell utterance of love. She
married another. And of this husband it is said

that, when be was manager of the Imperial Theatre,

and Beethoven was old and poor, he refused permis-

sion to have " Fidelio " performed.

When past fifty years of age, Beethoven said :

" She married the count, and then sought me weep-

ing ; but I repulsed her, for I despised her." He
repulsed and despised her. Hs; thought the old and

only love was gone ; but love is never qnite gone

when the memory of it remains and is cherished.

This ideal and Platonic love joined hands with

his great infirmity to shut his heart to the vulgar

voices of the world, and infused into all his compo-

sitions of this period a depth of sentiment, and in-

tensity of passion, which flowed forth in the tones of

unutterable longing. No domestic felicity ever

gave cheer or solace to his life ; his brothers, Carl and

John, were suspicious of his brotherly attachment,

were exacting and demanding, until his very rela-

tion to them seemed the " evil principle " enterine

into his life. On one New Year's, John, who had

become possessed of some wealth, sent in his card to

his noble brother, as if to mortify and tantalize him,
" John van Beethoven., Land owner." Beethoven

returned it, " Ludwig van Beethoven, Brain owner."

Domestic sorrows and disquietudes came like bil-

low upon billow ; and when deep was calling unto

deep, his fatlier still dissipated, his brothers still ex-

asperating, his nephew, now his ward through long

and vexing litigation, still reckless and ungrateful,

the last link binding his heart to home—a link which

in itself was the very heart of home—was severed
;

bis mother rested in death. And. as if the Fates

had ordained that the clouds portentous should have

no silver linings, the great personal disappointment

and grief of his life settled upon his soul. That
sense most needful to him was deadened ; and his

deafness became an incurable complaint,—yes, com-
plaint, rather than malady ; for, though he strove to

know the peace of resignation, he never was reoon-

eiled to the prison house into which this confined

him.

The little Brentano. like a fairy whom we see not

coming or gointr, wltose presence is known only by
the gifts of spirit which are left behind, writes in one

of her felicitous letters to Goethe a sun picture of

Beethoven, full of happy detail, which makes open
passage to his heart,

—

" I could not get anv one to introduce me ; but I

found him alone. He has three apartments, in

which he alternately secretes himself—one in the

country, one in town, and a third on the ramparts.

It was there I found him on the third floor. I en-

tered unannounced. He was seated at the piano ; I

gave my name ; ho was most friendly, and asked me
if I would hear a song which he had just been com-
posing, and sung with a shrill and piercing voice,

that made the heaven thrill with wofulness, ' Know-
est thou the land.' ' Is it not beautiful,' said he,

'exquisitely beautiful? I will sing it again.' lie

was pleased with my cheerful praise. ' Most peo-
ple,' he remarked, ' are moved on hearing music

;

but these have not musicians' souls ; true musicians
are too j?CT7/ to weep.' Ho then sang another song
of yours, which he had just been composing, ' Dry
not, dry not, ye tears.' He accompanied me home;
and it was during our walk that he said all these fine

thincs on the art, talking so loud all the while, and
standing still so often, that it required some courage
to listen to him in the street. He, however, spoke
so passionately, and all that he uttered startled me
so. that I forgot even the street. Thev were not a

little surprised, at home, on seeing me enter the

room with him in the midst of n large dinner-party.
After dinner, he sat down to the instrument, and
played, una-ked, wonderfully and at great length."

Beethoven was now separated unto his divine func-
tion and high callin;:. Hi-s habits were abstracted

;

so that he would enter an inn, throw himself upon a
seat, and order his hill, wiih()ut rememberini: that be
had ordered no fond. He would stand by the hour,
when in a fren/.y of coinposiuir, pourini* buckets full

of cold water upon his hands. He was constantly

removini: from one lodgini: to another, and would
frequently be paying for three or four ilwi-Iling-

places at onco ; since his freak or fancv would drive

him now to the south side of the city, and now to

the north side of the city, in the full belief that he
could the more fluently compose.
The quality of this man was antique. The basis

of his nature was ethical, and its flowering in charac-

ter pure and spotless. The society surrounding him
was, by its low moral tone, unwoithy of him ; and
he was not withottt wrath at the baseness of men.

Bi-ethoven knew asperities of temper, and hurled
the stern co-ivictions of his ju-*f soul aijainst his

time and its temnorizing couventionalism-; in harsh
and unsightly sentences ; but it has been said, with

an exquisite c'larity :
" The faults of man are the

niL'ht in which he rests from his virtues
"

He was passionate and excitable. This tempera-
ment is the birthright of genius ; culture puis the

bit in the teeth of such natures : and the champing is

what the world calls masterstrokes of genius. There
were morbid moments, when he believed himself the

most wretchetl of all God's children
;

yet it was
both the purpose and custom of his life to set Fate at

defiimce.

These correlated facts of temperament and trial

made his life stranare and introverted ; but he lives in

our beai-t-!, not the afflicted, niir-ied, storm-benten
genius that he was. but an image of an inspiration,

and fact of an altitude, whither so often we have
been led and lifted bv his mu-iic, that we might catch

an outlook into the infinite which has now enfolded

him, and with welcomes awaits our coming.

The familiar andante of the Fiyih, and the 'alle-

gretto of the Seventh Symphony ; Schiller's Ode to

Joij, in the Ninth ; the raginir, then waning storm,

the outbreak of the shepherds' joy and song in the

Pastoral, are to the soul only spiritual prompters,

uruintr the spirit upward towards heights where the

invisible and eternal are still only suggested.

Indeed, the Symphonies are all homilies, lifting, by
their utterance, the aspirer beyond the atmosphere of

sense into the worhl of the unseen.

Beethoven, unlike Mendelssohn, never parts com-
pany with the responsive sotti at the horizon line

where earth and heaven blend into one. but leads

through the open way into the wot Id of light and
spirit.

Although the overture to Coriolanus and the four

overtures to Fidelio are brilliant and weird, offering

frequent temptation to sacrifice the elevated purpose

of music'to the temporary effect, there is no single

instance where the master surr-ndered to the passing

sutreestion of the tempter. We discover the more
yielding nature of Mozart, usually so pure and con-

scientious, who. in the mid-^t of the grand, even sol-

emn music of The Magic FAi^c, introduces the purely

superficial ballads of the bird catcher.

The music of "Fidelio" in itsorlL'inal inception and

form called " Leonora," after Bouilly, tells with

more exact literalness and lucidness the pure heroic

love, the siahing, inventive, open-eyed love, of Leo-

nora, than the libretto ; indeed, the performance was
delaved, because no words were to he found so full of

intensity and passion as the music. And until the

warm heart, magnificent actino:, and overpowering

voice of Wilhelmina Schrii-ler were sought and

found to carry " Leonora " abroad into the world,

Beethoven wrote no other opera ; for he had no hope

that words, so fixed and rigid are they of import,

could be put toeether to satisfy the demands of his

higher vehicle of sentiment.

There is a " tone-tongue " and a " tone palette
"

higher and diviner than the word-language of the

poet, or the color lansuago of the painter. In strik-

ing illustration of this is the unmi-^takable contro-

versy going on in the alleirro of the sonata in G ma-
jor ; it is alike sad and bewitching. There is the

almost querulousness of the treble, as it turns into

remonstrance at the beady, wilful ways of the bass.

There is love, redemptive love, in the one. and the

determined wavwardness in the other, until the " re-

sisting principle " gives out, and the music becomes
as tender as the flesh of an infant.

There is always a spiritual fulness in his melody,

even in its most gradual declinings, when it sinks

into the whisperings of the softest summer wind,

when "no leaf of nature trembles, and no wave
curls in the still lake," leaving room for the sugges-

tion, that the artist has power precise to bear away
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to the farthest orbit of the universe, and far beyond
give glimpses of a boundless shadowy void ; for his

music is never the symbol of scantiness, nor yet of

superfluity, but prodigality. We never fear the next

measure will be sacrificed to the fulness of this

;

but this is a pledge of richer resource in the next.

Criticism has decided that the Funeral March of the

Heroic Symphony was added after it was completed,

and dedicated to the First Consul, upon the master's

hearing the news of Napoleon having caused himself

to be proclaimed emperor. In the absence of au-

thentic data, we are led to believe that tliis famous
march is no freak of resentment, but 'tlie flowering of

its Own fulness ; and, indeed, this martial hymn, un-

like Chopin's, celebrates, not the going out of a life,

but an ascension to life,— the passing away, but

through departed clouds, to a higher glory. Among
the achievements of man, I know of none character-

ized by such wealth of resource and creativeness of

genius as Beethoven's Ninth Symphotiy. The litera-

ture of metaphysics has not more entirely lifted the

veil from the workings of the human intellect, or the

visions of poetry more vividly revealed the passions

of the human heart.

This symphony, furthermore, welds into one the

types of Humboldt's " Cosmos " and Tennyson's
" In Memoriam."

This age of art has left ns no sacred music so

fraught with the richest spirit of religion as Beeth-
oven's Jlissa Solemnis and the Mass in C. They
are most religious in that they are least dogmatic.

The faith of this music reaches unto the eternal,

gives hope to the most desponding, and embraces in

true catholic charity the most isolated and the most
foreign.

The sonl of Chopin, subtle, undulating and ara-

besque, was attuned to the minor key in this a branch
of the true vine ; for the most part sad and sombre,
yet he knew parentheses of joy and gladness, and by
times, as Liszt well said, was " fantastic like the

playful stampings of a delicious little leazing sylph."
Mendelssohn is Hebraic, reminding one of the

stateliness of the pomegranates and the bells of the

svnagogue.
Beethoven is a re-assurance that the canon of in-

spiration is not closed ; for he became a point of

departure in the poetry and method of music. An-
gels of harmony will fold their wings, and abide with

other souls,—tit temples for their indwelling. Tn
the memory of the master, there is a fitting unity

;

his music compares with the majesty of his face, his

face with his spirit, and his spirit with the circum-
stances of whicli it was born. Beethoven poured a
new current of life into the forms of music, and is

the foundation, nay, the very ground in which the

foundations of a new order of music is laid. He
clothes religion itself in a possible language ; to ex-

press which, speech, by its very formality, is inade-

quate.

Forced from society, its evanescent and mutable
fashions had no influence upon his music ; so it is

divine, in that it is not the voice of a time", but all

time ; not of a people, but all people.

Finally, nature, by her own habit, sanctions the

method of the singer. She never brings her mes-
sages in words ; for words divide the world, as do
boundary lines, into nations, each speaking a differ-

ent language. So, too, the voice of music is univer-

sal. The German text is a confusion to the unfa-

miliar English eye ; but the notes of the German
staff are the notes of the English slafF. The forms of
music are the same the world over, wherever the

spirit of music has taken to itself forms. Her voice

is the syml)ol of unity and brotherhood.

Civilization has its criterion in this : that it ad-

vances as man passes from the rigidity of thought
and its formal statement to the relaxation of senti-

ment, and its glow in art and song. So this gives

hope of the reunion of the now dismembered race
;

when sentiment shall bear sway, and music shall be
its speech, the Kliinc shall not divide, nor the chan-
nel separate ; neither shall the great ocean be broad
enongh to keep asunder continent from continent.

As the centennial anniversary passes, it renews the

promise of one people with one language overall
the earth.

usir Jhoair.

London.
Oratorio Coscerts. On TVcdnesday evening

Dr. Ferdinand Hiller's S'tla and iMmmianli was
given for the first time in London. The whole work
was listened lo with the most profound interest and
attention, and enihasiaslic demonstrations of sympa-
thy with its gifted composer must have assured him
that the triumph he achieved at Birmingham was
confirmed by the verdict of his London audience.

The vocalists were Miss Wynne, Miss Spiller, and
Messrs. Cummings and Santley. Mr. Barnby's Choir
did good service in the trying and unfamiliar cho-

ruses, and the band, conducted by Dr. Hiller, wa» as

steady as could have been expected at a first repre-

sentation.

The second part of the concert consisted of two
compositions by M. Gounod—viz., a quartet, salu-

tan's Hostia and a setting of the 130th Psalm, De
Profiindis, both given for the first time, and listened

to with much interest ; and Handel's tenfh Chandos
Anthem, "Let God arise."

Dr. Hiller, M. Gounod, and Mr. Barnby divided
the duties of directing the music.

—

Musical World,
March 18.

Ferdinand Hiller's Recitals. Yesterday
week, Dr. Ferdinand Hiller, .issisted by Madame
Schumann, Herr Joachim, Signor Piatti, and some
lady vocalists, gave a recital of chamber music to a

mere handful of listeners. The scant attendance was
a disagreeable fact for those who talk largely of Eng-
lish art-progress. It could not easily be explained

away. Here was a composer and professor of world-

wide renown, in co-operation with artists of the high-

est rank, presenting new or unfamiliar works mani-
festly worthy attention ; and yet the amateurs of Lon-
don almost unanimously refused their countenance.
Are then the pessimists right?—and is there no such

thing among us, in any unappreciable degree, as a
genuine love of high class music 1 We are some-
times told that when performances of classical works
do succeed in England it is only because steady per-
sistence creates an idea that they are succeeding

—

which in turn susgests the desirableness of "swim-
ming with the tide." About the truth of this we of-

fer no opinion ; but to see a concert like Dr. Hiller's

given to a "beggarly account of empty benches" is to

be reminded of the observation.

The programme of Dr. Hiller's first recital was
entirely made up of works from the distinguished
professor's own pen, and included an adequate vari-

ety of selections. Of its interest there can be little

need to speak in the hearing of those who know how
accurately Dr. Hiller represents the prevailing phase
of musical thought and expression in Germany.
Without going so far as the advanced liberals, who
would abolish "pure" .irt altogether, and make mu-
sic the subservient handmaid of a sequence of ideas

or emotions, the Cologne professor holds aloof from
the conservatism which exaggerates form into for-

mality, and by setting too much value upon the visi-

ble, misses that which is spiritual. In most of Dr.
Hiller's works there is enough of "intellectuality" and
of free expression ; but at the same time they show
how modern ideas can be grafted on the good old
stock—in other words, how it is possible to reject the
dortrine of finality in music without a resort to ille-

gitimate practices. Therefore, as reflecting current
notions in the land of free thought. Dr. Hiller's com-
positions have a value apart from their undeniable
merit ; and should be studied by all who would ob-
serve the artistic signs of the times. The first piece
in Friday's programme was an air with variations for

pianoforte (Op. 98), which Dr. Hiller played so as to

make it clear that he has lost none of his old execu-
tive power, nor of his well-known skill in interpret-

ing with absolute fidelity whatever he takes in hand.
Much fancy distinguishes the variations ; but ihey
struck us as being somewhat overcrowded with de-

tails, and proportionately foggy. No such objection

can he brought against a Suite de Pieces—Gavotte,
Sarabande, and Courante—{Op. 118), which showed
how it is possible to throw upon antiquated forms the
light of modern taste, and make them again attrac-

tive. The second and third movements are particu-

larly fine; but indeed the entire set deserves almost
unqualified praise. Dr. Hiller played the Suite in

magnificent style ; his execution of some rapid oc-

tave passages for the left hand being especially note-
worthy. An operetta without words, for two perfor-

mers, rendered by Madame Schumann and Dr. Hil-

ler, presented a novel and attractive feature. In it

twelve movements familiar to lyric dramas are group-
ed according to a certain plan ; as, for example, the
overlure, followed by the "Air of the Maiden," a
".Scolding Song," a "Chorus of Hunters," "Air of
the Youth," &c. These materials may be wrought
up into any fitting romance ; hut the difl^ercnt num-
bers have an attraction even for listeners who decline

to trouble their imai;ination .'ihout a plot. The work,
as a whole, displays abundant merit; but some of
the movements are conceived and developed after a
singularly happy fashion, conspicuous examples being
the ".Scolding Song" (encored j, the "(Jhorus of Hun-
ters," the "Drinking Song," and "Chorus of Wo-
men." With such artists as Madame Schumann and
Dr. Hiller it is superfluous to discuss the perform-
ance of the operetta. Enough that every movement
was given with an intelligence as remarkable as the

execution was precise. A Duetto appassionala for

piano and violin TOp. 58), in which Dr. Hiller was
assisted by Herr Joachim, may be passed as calling

for little observation ; but, on the other hand, we
could say much in praise of a Serenade (Op. 61), for

piano, violin, and violoncello (Signor Piatti), with-

out exhausting the catalogue of its merits. The last

named work is in five movements, and has important
dimensions; while each part, but especially the

minuet and finale, reveals the hand of a master and
the ideas of an original thinker. A composition so

classical, in the highest sense of the term, should be

better known. The vocal music, consisting of six

songs, was well sung by Mdlle. Drasdil and Miss
Fanny Chatfield ; Signor Randegger doing able ser-

vice as accompanist. The second recital was to take
place last night.

—

Ibid.

RoTAL Italian Opera.—All that our London
operatic managers can have lost by the war is the

privilege of producing some work, novel or revived,

which might perchance, but for the war, h.ave been
brought out last winter at the Theatre des Italiens.

It must, on the other hand, have placed an unusually
large number of singers at their choice—a fact of

which we had already had indications in the many
new names which have recently appeared in concert

programmes. It cives Mr. Gye, as we were before

saying, Mme. MiolanCarvalho for a few months, M.
Faure for an entire season, .and M. Jourdan for a pe-

riod which it has not been thought worth while to

define.

Mr. Gye loses Mile. Tietjens (by which the public

will lose Fidelio, Medea, and some other operas and
operatic parts in which Mile. Tietjens is unrivalled),

and he g.ains Signor Mongini who bast year, it will

be remembered, belonged to Mr. Wood's company at

Drury Lane. This loss and this gain will set the

public wondering what new operatic combination or

combinations have been effected. We can give no
information on the point. All we know is, as per-

programme, that Mile. Tietjens is to be replaced in

such parts as Donna Anna, Agata {Der Freyschutz),

and Gertrude (Hamlel), by Mme. Parepa-Rosa, who
since her first appearance in England some fifteen

years airo, has been singing with the greatest success

in the United Stales ; and that Signor Mongini will

share the principal tenor music with Signor Mario.

Here, too, is another fact to be observed in the ope-

ratic politics of the day. Mme. Mombelli, the charm-
ing mezzo soprano of last season's Drury Lane com-
pany, joins the Royal Italian Opera. Signor Bettini,

too—last year, with Mme. Trebelli-Bettini, of the

Drury Lane Opera—is this year with Mme. Trebelli-

Bettini, of the Royal Italian. Has opposition been

replaced by a friendly combination, by a dual, or

even a triple monopoly ? Unable to answer the

question, we can only say that Mr. Mapleson an-

nounces the opening of "Her Majesty's Opera" for

the fifteenth of April, and in the meantime that Mr.
Gye has got together a company which even for the

Royal Italian Opera is unusually strong.

The first attractive feature in the programme is, so

to say, of a negative character. Signor Mario, who is

to sing this season, will, after this season, never sing

again. Thereupon a well-merited eulogy is pro-

nounced on the talent of the retiring vocalist, ihe

whole enlivened by a really appropriate quotation

from Moore. Signor Mario, who has been, we
scarcely like to calculate how many years before, the

public, has, as the programme points out, sung attho

Royal Italian Opera twenty-three seasons out of tho'

twenty-four which that establishment now numbers.

Signor Mario is not even, it appears, to continue his

performances until the end of the coming season.

Ills final retirement is fixed for Ihe last days of June.

Naturally, this great artist, who for tho last quarter of

a century (and more) has appeared in every impor-

tant Italian opera that has been produced in Eng-

land, cannot in a single season go through his whole

repertory of characters ; but wo are promised that an

opportunity will be given us of bearing him once

again in many of bis most celebrated parts. We
have said that several of the principal tenor parts are

assigned this year to Signor Mongini, who will bo

heard, (for the first time (as Vasco di Gama) in

L'Africaine, and for tho first time at the Itoyal Italian

Opera, as Otello. Signor Mongini will also appear

as Arnold, in duillanme. 'Tel!, and on tho opcuing

night (March 28) as Edgardo, in Liicia.

The list of sopranos includes Mme. Adolina Patti,

Mme. Pauline Lucca, Mme. Miolan-Carvalho, Mile.

Scssi, Mme. Parepa-Rosa, Mile. Orgcni, and others.

In regard lo Mme. Patti, wo agree with tho author of

the Royal Italian programme—"that it is entirely su-

perfluous to write any panegyric on tho talents of

this most gifted artist;" and the same may bo said to

a less degree of Mme. Patli's associates in tho same

vocal department. We may add on our own ac-

count, however, that nothing is more remarkable in
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Mme. Patti'a talent than its versatility ; and of this

we are to have fresh proofs durin;; the approaching
season, when she Is announced to appear for the first

time as Elena in La Donna del Lago, as Desdemona
in Qtello, and as Caterina in Les DUmans de la Cour-

ronne. Mme. Paulina Lucca, besides repeatin^j all

her celebrated parts, will undertake for the first time
those of Fides in Le Prophete, Pamina in 11 Flauto
Magico, and Rachel in La Juiiv.
Among the baritones the public will be clad to find,

in addition to II. Faure, MM. Graziani and Cotogni.
Signor Ciampi still retains the position of pn'mo buffo.

The conductorsbip is entrusted to MM. Vianesi and
Bevignani, and Mr. Augustus Harris will continue
to fill the post of stage manager.— Times.

Joachim at the Monday popular concerts.
The most crowded andience of the season was drawn
to St. James's Hall by the announcement that Herr
Joseph Joachim would make his first appearance.
The great violinist—greatest of violinists, indeed,

both as executant and as faithful interpreter of all

that is most beautiful in the art he professes—was
welcomed with enthusiasm. This is as it should be

;

for Herr Joachim, though extraordinarily endowed,
is, by his own choice, art's devoted servant, and never,

like many of his contemporaries, uses art as a mere
pretext for egotistical display. Give him the simp-
lest quartet by Haydn or Mozart, and be bestows as

much thought upon it as upon the most elaborate
and pretentious of the later works of Beethoven.
When he plays Haydn and Mozart, he makes us
think only of H.iydn and Mozart ; when he plays
Beethoven, he mates us think only of Beethoven

;

and this is invariably a rule with him, no matter up-
on what music he may be engaged. There is not in

our remembrance a more selfdenying, as there is not
in our remembrance a more thoroughly accomplish-
ed artist, judge him from what point of view we
please, than this prince of Hungarian musicians. But
to discuss merits so unanimously recognized is un-
neeessary. We believe that the violinist does not
exist who, however sensitively jealous of others,

would decline to make an exception in favor of one
in particular, and to admit Herr Joachim as his supe-
rior. In fact, were it not so, the world would step in

and make the exception on its own account. We
have said before and say again, that Herr Joachim is

at this moment art's most loving and zealous, no less

than its most gifted, disciple, and is thus fairly enti-

tled to the position he has won and the universal es-

teem he enjoys.

The programmedid not Include a single piece from
either J. S. Bach, or Beethoven—Herr JoaChim's
idols ; it comprised, nevertheless, enough to enable
him to vindicate his right to he credited as facile
prlnceps among violinists. Mendelssohn's really

"grand" quintet in B flat for stringed instruments
(No. 2) is one of those compositions which enable
Herr Joachim to put forth all his strength ; and sel-

dom has he led it more superbly. Each of the four
movements was nobly set forth ; but, perhaps, the
adagio, in which Mendelssohn approaches so nearly
to Beethoven that he might even be mistaken for

Beethoven, was the finest exhibition of all. In the
delivery of the theme, where the other instruments
accompany the first violin, tremolando, Herr Joachim
surpasses himself. His companions in the quintet
were Herr L. Hies, Herr Straus, M. Zerbini, ani
(the Joachim of the violoncello) Signor Piattl. It
could hardly by any chance have been better exe-
cuted.

Herr Joachim's solo was J. S. Bach's marvellous
CAaconne with twenty-nine variations, which he has
played so often at the Monday Popular Concerts, but
never more magnificently. With what simple maj-
esty he delivers the theme—with its wide spread bar-
monies, so difficult to express upon the instrument

—

and with what rare felicity ho imparts to variation
after variation a marked individuality, while preserv-
ing that balance which keeps together and gives unity
to the whole, need not be said. Enough that the
Cliaconne was heard from end to end with the old de-

light and applauded with the old fervor. That Herr
Joachim had to submit to the usual penalty for so
brilliant a display will be readily believed. The au-
dience, indeed, wonld gladly have listened to the
theme and its many variations over again, but on re-

. turning to the platform Herr Joachim gave another
piece, from the same inexhaustible source, and with
the same success.

The last composition in which the Hungarian vio-

linist took part was Schubert's quintet in A for
stringed instruments—an early work, written when
its author was scarcely twenty-two, but none the less

attractive for that reason. In this quintet the pian-
ist was Mdme. Schumann ; and a more spirited per-
formance could scarcely have been heard.
Now that Herr Joachim has arrived, the Monday

Popular Concerts may be said to be at their zenith.

CrYSTAI. Pat ce. The programme of the eigh-

teenth Saturday jncert contained some very inter-

esting orchestral elections. There were included in

It, for example, Chcrubini's rarely-heard overture to

TJ Ilotpllcrie Portnqaise ; Berlioz's extraordinary ef-

fusion known as the overture {No, 2) to Ljenvenulo

Cellini; Schumann's Symphony in B flat (No. I)

;

and Spohr's violin concerto (No. l.'j).

On Saturday last J. F. Barnet's Paradise and the

Peri was given under the composer's direction ; and
with Mdme. Vanzini, Mdme. Patey, Mr. Vernon
Rigby, and Mr. Santley as principals. There was
a large audience, and an excellent performance elic-

ited much applause. The cantata was preceded by
Auher's overture to ZaneiUi and followed by the

"Wedding March," from Mendelssohn's Midsummer
Night's Dream.

Frankfort-on-themain. The programme of

the tenth Museum Concert included an entirely new
Symphony, in r> minor, by Herr Albert Dietrich.

The Symphony affords abundant proof that its com-
poser thoroughly understands all the mechanical de-

tails of his art, but is deficient in imagination and
feeling. It w,"\s exceedingly well performed by the

band, under the direction of Herr L. Midler, and the

same may be said of the overture No. 4, E major, to

Fidelia, Mdlle. Anna Regan, from Vienna, and
Herr Benno Walter, violinist, from Munich, two
young artists as yet little known, appeared on this

occa.sion, and produced a favorable impression.

The lady possesses a pleasing and carefully trained.

If not very strong, soprano voice. She sang a Can-
zonetta by Alessandro Scarlatti (1680); an air by
Antonio LottI (1700) ; and Mozart's "Crudele."
Herr Benno plaved, with great feeling and artistic

finish, Spohr's D minor Concerto, No. 9, and Ernst's

Fantasia on March and Romance from Othello.

Prague.—Signor Giovanni GordlglanI, who, for

about the last ten years, has enjoyed a pension as re-

tired professor of singing at the Conservatory, died

lately in his seventy-sixth year. When Mme. Albo-
ni was singing here, Signor Gordigiani produced a

three-act opera, Consuelo. the characters in which
were sustained by Mme. Alhoni, Mile. Soucup, Herr
Reichel, and the composer himself, who took the part

ofPorpora, He composed, also, several short Ital-

ian operettas, which were well received ; and publish-

ed various sacred pieces, including an "Ave Maria;"
a "Pater noster ;" and a "Regina Cceli." He was,

moreover, a libretto writer and musical critic. Ills

younger brother, Lulgi, a popular composer in Italy,

died some years since at Florence.

Madrid. The London Musical World translates

the following letter from the Neiie Berliner Musik-

zeitung

:

Musical life in the Spanish capital, provisionally

diverted, by the tribute paid to the Carnival, info the

sphere of vulgarity, will take a higher flight with the

Classical Orchestral Concerts, given by Monasterio
In the Circo de Madrid, at the commencement of
March. It is true that the programme of these six

concerts, executed by one hundred performers, moves
almost exclusively In that circle which is now usually

designated In new musical Germany as an "ahgetha-

ner Standpunkt," or standpoint long since past. But
it is still very new for Spain, If we only moderately
assume that the musical education of Spaniards is

about a hundred years behind that of the other na-

tions of Europe. We must not then he astonished

at reading in the bills : "First performance of Mo-
zart's C major Symphony," and "for the first time,

Haydn's ' Symphonv with the kettledrum-"—Schu-
mann, Rubinstein, Raflf, Brahms, Wagner, and even
Mendelssohn, and Schubert, are, for Spaniards, as

yet—not even names, and, in all probabilifv, will not

be born here before the next century. Were they,

indeed, not composers, but bull fighters, what bril-

liant popularity they would already have achieved I

If we compare the very small number of concerts and
the very bad attendance at them, with the bull-fights

which are regularly held In all sea.^ons.and invariably

command overflowing audiences, we may form a gen-

eral idea of the nation.il feeling for art; and if the

assertion is true that Spain has not yet been laid un-

der contribution by virtuosos, it results simply from
the fact that there is absolutely nothing to be laid un-

der contribution. There are theatres here in Madrid
which, to exist, charge a real (three-fourths of a

franc) for a seat, and four euartos (two sous) for ad-

mission to the gallery. You may imagine what the

profits must be, especially in the provinces, where the

number of places is very small. Thus, for instance,

five provinces (Alava, Albacete, Alicante, Almeria,

and Alvlla) possess twenty-six theatres, with 6,500
places altogether, one theiitre having only 90, and
most of the others varying between lOo and 300.

Alicante only has a larger sized theatre, with 1 ,200
places. Spain can boast, it is true, of some more
important theatrical cities, snch as Barcelona, Va-
lencia, Seville, Malaga, and Cadiz, but more espe-

cially Barcelona, at which latter place there was, a
few years since, the best opera in the country ; this

year, however, they are all in a very bad state. Even
the Grand Opera herein Madrid, despite the splendor
in which the pieces are u.sually got up, and a few
celebrated artistic names, such as Tamberlik,Tiberini,
Ortolan!, Selva, and Giraldoni, cannot by any means
be considered satisfactory. The day before yesterday,

Rossini's Barhiere was given, with Tamberlik for the

first time as Almaviva. Good Heavens ! What a

heavy monstrosity they made of this charming work,
which seems to have been written between a bottle

of champagne and the fiery eyes of a loving Dona.
Just fancy an orchestra of a bundled performers
blowing and fiddling away with might and main, and
strengthened moreover with trombones and opiii-

cleides, and the vidgarsoundsof the piston. If Rossini

had heard the last instances of barbarism, distorting

his light, sparkling and original instrumentation, he

would have taken his leave of this horrible world
long before he did. Fancy, moreover, Tamberlik, a

heroic tenor, singing Almaviva's/ioreVfire/ Fancy a

Figaro, Signor Aldighieri, who always shouts as if

he had to sing Verdi's Trovatoro ; a Bartolo without

comic talent or voice ; and a Basilio, who gives the

"Calumny" airin the sleepiest of ton;)os,and.without-

the famous crescendo—and you will have a 'faint no
tion of this melancholy Barbiere. The most success-

ful artist was Madame Ortolani-Tiberini, not by any
means because she gave a graceful impersonation of

Roslna (in this respect Mesdames Artot and Patti

are models of excellence), but on account of the

introduction into the Lesson-scene of a Habanera, an
original Spanish melody, which she was compelled

to repeat three limes. This was the great success in

the Barbiere di Siviglia, which was in the other parts

literally played and sung down. But the manage-
ment thinks the artists are paid, and, therefore, bound
to sing and play away valiantly ; while, for the trum-

peters, a part must be written, even though Mozart
did not compose one, so that they may earn their

salaries. And thus materialism and Spanish taste

ruin even the works of genius. In a short time It

Is to be the turn of Mozart's Don .Juan. I am curious

as to how many trumpets will accompany the entry

of the Governor's Statue, and whether the trombones
of Spanish military musicians will be pressed into

the service. A. v, Cz.

Berlin. At the Royal Operahonse, previous to

the performance of Meverbeer's Africaine, on the

2d Inst., the strains of "Die Wacht am Rhein" were
first heard. These were followed by the national

hymn, the entire audience standing up. The curtain

then rose, and the Goddess of Peace was perceived,

with the green olive branch. At her side was a shield

with the word 'Pe.ace" inscribed on it, and surrounded
by soldiers of the difl^erent German states. The
enthusiasm of the audience wa.s, of course, something
tremendous.— Herr Taglioni has concocted a new
ballet, of a military character, in honor of the Ger-
man victories. The music. In which are Interwoven
popular old marches, is by Herr Hertel. The ballet

is to be performed on the Emperor-King's birthday,

and will, according to report, be preceded by Meyer-
beer's Feldlager in Schlesien, a work peculiarly adapted
to the occasion —On the 8th instant., Mdlle. Hedwig
Raabo, a talented actress, was married to Herr Nie-

mann, the tenor.

VIENNA.—Ilerr Johann' Strauss's new operetta, Luligo

und die vierzig 2Zduber, wag a great success on the first nighfc,

a fact due to the joint attractions of the music, the splendid

misc-en-sccne, and, above all, the admirable way in which the

artists flustained their parts. With regard to the book, Ilerr

Johann Strau.ss has uot been more fortunate than other Ger-

man composers.

IIVMBITRG.—Cherubini's overture to Les Abencerragcs

^

and Beethoven's .Seventh Symphony in A m.ijor, were the

principal ochestral pieces at the last Philharmonic Concert.

The singer W.S.S Signor Emilio Pancani from the Scala, Milan.

Ilerr Fr. Griitzmacher, from the Koyal Operahouae, Dresden,

played a new Violoncello Concerto, by Ilerr Taubert, and took

part with Herren Louis Lee, Sebastian Lee, and Klies, in Herr
Franz Lachuer's "Serenade."

The programme of the eighth Philharmonic Concert com-

prised Symphony in C minor, Gade ; overture to Kr7>g Lenr,

Berlioz ; and Eighth Symphony, Beethoven.—A very credi-

table performance of .7. 9. Bach's .Talteniir.es Passion was given

last week by the members of the St. Cecilia Association, under

the direction of Ilerr Carl Voigt. The air, "Es ist vollbracht,'?

was sung by Mme. Joachim with such depth of religious feel-

ing and beanty of expression, that the audience were per-

fectly spell-bound. She produced a similar effect in the solo,



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OP MUSIC.
"Von den Stricken meiner SUnden." The music of the Sa-

viour was aung very admirably by Hcrr Adolf Schulze. The
tenor part of the Evangelist was confided to Herr Rudolf Otto,

from Berlin, who performed bis fitiguiog; and difficult task

like a true artist.—Soiree of llerr Henry Schradieck :—Nonet,
Op. 31, Spohr

;
Octet, op. 166, Schubert

; and Septet, Beetho-

ven.

COLOGNE —Sixth GUrzenich Conoert :—Overture to Man-
fred, Schumann ; Adagio and Allegro from the Violin Concer-

to, No. 6, Spohr (played by Ilerr Japhat) ; Symphony in D
major, Mozirt ; and Missa Solemnis, C major, op. 8i3, Beetho-

ven. Fourth Soiree for Chamber Mu.'^ic :—Trio-Nocturne,
Schubert; Stringed Quartet, A minor, Schumann; Pianoforte

Concerto, E flat major, Field; and Stringed Quartet, F minor,

Beethoven.

Eighth GUrzenich Concert :—Symphony in B flat major
Haydn ; Pianoforte Concerto, No. 3, F minor, competed and
played by 51. Dupont of Bru3.=ell3 ; Bass Air, with final chorus,

fi-om The Seaso7is, Haydn [Herr Scaria] ; Pianoforte Solo<i,

Chopin, J. S. Bach, and >Tr. Dupont] ; "Zigeunerleben,"

Schumann; Song^;, Hartmann, Goanod [Herr Scaria]; '*Ju-

bel Ouverture," Weber.

f tutgljf s lonrnal of llnsir.
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IC?- In this Number One of the New Tolume [XXXtl,
we give the Title Page and Index for the past two years, in-

stead of the asual four pajces of Muf:ic. In the next number
the publication of Bach's Passion Music will be resumed and
continued b^ fortnightly instalments to the end.

Concerts.

Harvard Musical Association. The tenth of

the Symphony Concerts, on Thursday Afternoon,

March 23, brought a sixth successful season to a

close. The audience was the largest of the season.

The programme, in completion of the plan of honor-

ing the Centennial anniversary of the birth of Beetho-

ven by a Beethoven Concert at the beginning and

end of the series, as well as by two more (one with

the Handel and Haydn Society) during the birthday

week, was again made up almost entirely of some of

the noblest compositions of the great orchestral mas-

ter ; to-wit

:

Overture to "CoriolaDUs" Beethoven-
Fifth Piano Concerto, op 73, in E fiat "

Miss Marie Keebs.

Overture to "Egmont" Beethoven.
Piano Solos:

ft]. Polonai^ie in C, op. S9 "

b]. Chromatic Fanta^^ia and Fugue in D minor. . . . Bach.
Eighth Symphony in F Beethoven.

In the execution of all these works the Orchestra

gave signal illustration of the benefit of a whole win-

ter's thorough, careful training- We run no risk in

saying that at this moment it is an excellent orches-

tra ; and could it only be kept together in full force

and frequent occupation with the same high class of

music, we should enter upon another season next

November with good auspice.^ indeed. Mr. Zkrrahn
has certainly succeeded in inspiring more of delicacy

and precision, more of sympathetic vitality, into the

whole band, than ever Boston orchestra has shown

before ; and the improvement has been manifest all

along from the first concert to the tenth. Thoe two

wonderful Overtures, with all their concentrated fire

and meaning, and their subtle delicacy, were brought

out in a most satisfaclory manner. The smiting,

startling, chords in the"Coriolan" were instantaneous

and electric ; and that wonderfully compressed and

brief, yet complete, epitome of the whole tragedy

of "Egmont" was worked up so powerfully to its

dramatic climax, as to realize the intention to a rare

degree. The Eighth Symphony, full of Spring and

sunshine and return of youth and joy amid the clouds

and sorrows of the later years of a sad and troubled

life, had a most reviving influence after the more
sombre, trying pictures. Far gone indeed must one

be with weariness and heaviness of heart, whom the

first phrase of that bnoyant .Symphony will not

instantly revive. To hear it is like going out of close

confinement in a hot room into the pure and nimble

air of a perfect Spring day. The sunshine which

pervades it is intrinsic in the music, imprisoned in its

clear and perfect form as they say the lustre is in the

most precious diamond ; in the darkest place it

gives out light, and irradiates the darkest chambers

of the soul. How much of light, gay, sparkling

music, so-called, one may hear with but increasing

sense of heaviness, like empty jokes and games
prolonged (o such a torturing pitch, that one would

fain either go to sleep, or find a truer rest in contact

wiili a deep soul like this ! The joy which so deep a

spirit can feel, even in the midst of trials, is some-

thing infinitely surpassing the capacity of joy in

frivolous and careless natures ; and it is such joy that

thrills through every chord of this Beethoven Sym-
phony, while in its artistic mastery it is a clear and

perfect gem. This, too, was felicitously rendered.

The "Emperor" Concerto was the pi^ce de resistance

of this concert ; and in the rendering of it Miss

Marie Krebs, who had a poor chance to prove her

quality in the Nilsson Concerts last November, was

at once recognized as one of the best among the fine

classical pi.inists of whom we have heard so many.

Of individual magnetism, of any marked subjective

quality or inspiration, less was felt than in Miss

Mehlig, or in some of our older pianists, who fall far

short of her consummate execution. All this were

too much to expect of one so young ; it requires

experience of life, that sort of culture of heart, mind

and soul, that growth of character, which could not

come to one scarcely out of a girlhood wholly spent in

laying the technical foundations of an artist life in

the most solid, thorough manner. But she has rare

intelligence ; she has a certain eager, joyous and

adventurous enthusiasm ; a sincere love of her art

;

and the most wonderful power of musical memory
that we have yet witnessed here ; for indeed virtually

all the great Concertos, the Sonatas, the concert

pieces of Bach, the important works of all the masters,

which figure much in concerts, seem to be at her

fingers' ends without a page before her. These

powers, aided by the admirable teaching of herfather,

and the impression of the best traditions, qualify her

amply for the interpretation of the great repertoire of

pianoforte music. Absolute certainty in every chord,

phrase, passage ; a crystal clearness of touch, making

every tone most vividly distinct and .separate
;
great

strength and evenness ; careful regard to light and

shade and tempo ; and, in the main, correct concep-

tion,ensured a rendering wherein the powtr and beauty

of the great Concerto were brought home to all. We
do not say that there was nothing wanting ; she has

of course much yet in life and Art to live for, and, so

far as aptitude and study could go, is she not won.

derfiilly well equipped for the journey?

If we noted any particular shortcomings, they

were these : an overpowering strength sometimes

in the left hand, not keeping the unaccented middle

chords enough in the shad':, and thereby obscuring

the melody; a certain stiffness in the beautiful Adagio,

as if the teacher sat behind ; and then, in the transi-

tion from the Adagio into the Rondo, a rather heavy

announcement of the wodVe, which although /ortm.'-

mo, should be elastic. But such defects will surely

disappear.

The Polonaise in C, a very bright and joyous

thing, full of bravura, was heard here for the fir;*!

time, and few, we fancy, would have thought it was

by Beethoven. Flung off with such sparkling pre-

cision and freedom, it was as refreshing as a dash of

clear spring water. But her greatest power was shown

in her admirable rendering of the great Chromatic

Fantasia and Fugue by Bach. The exuberance of

rapid figures and fioriture, which soinetimes seem

conventional and empty, were shown to be poetical,

and in those highly charged recitati vc passages seemed

given out in irrepressible electric flashes ;
nothing

more real, or more full of feeling, good friends ! ye

who fancy these great things of Bach to be mere

works of calculation and that therefore they require

nothing but mechanical precision in the player! And
then those marvellous successions of great chords,

each striking fire ! The Fugue, too, unfolds most

majestically, and was so fully brought out that (even

though it was a Fugue '.) it appeared to enchain at-

tention more than the Fantasia. The only blemish

in the rendering did not come to trouble us until the

whole was over : that rush up the whole length of the

keyboard, to end on a bright high note, was not by

Bach, nor in his style at all. Being imperatively en-

cored. Miss Krebs played the too much neglected

Tarentella by Chopin, and in a manner simply per-

fect.

Carl Zerrahn's Benefit Concert, on Thursday,

March 30, naturally and fitly supplemented the series

of Symphony Concerts, which for six years he has

conducted with steadily increasing success. And it

was one of the best concerts of the winter, except that

it was much too long. Of course the Orchestra, if

we have spoken truly of the tenth Concert, was in a

condition to do justice to the following programme :

Symphony in B flat. No. 4 Beethoven.
Piano Concerto, in A minor Schumann.

Miss Marie Kress.

Adagio and Andante from the "Prometheus" music.
Beethoven.

Polonaise, in A flat .' Chopin.
Miss Krebs.

Serenade for 5 'Cellos, ContrabasRO & Timpani. Schwenke.
Messrs. Suck, Uietzel, lleindl, Kaltenbora, Iloffmano,

Stein and Stohr.
Overture to the Hindoo Legend, "Sakuntala".GolJraark.

The fair young Saxon made another marked

success in the Schumann Concerto, which one would

have thought a task as formidable as any. It was a

complete, clear photograph of the work, as it is

written, in a strong light. And it was carried through

with unflagging fire and energy, the zeal of the strong

runner. The great Chopin Polonaise, too, was an

easy triumph. For an encore the lady played Thal-

berg's Variations on "Sweet Home" (not Wehli's !)

with a liquid evenness and grace that Thalberg himself

could not exceed. Beethoven's warmest, tenderest,

rose-colored Symphony, yet sweeping on with rush of

strong wings in the infinite unrest of love, was beau-

tifully rendered, holding the audience spellbound.

The sweet and pastoral "Prometheus" movements,

pl.ayed for the third lime, were by no means cloying.

But Goldmark's Overture, also for the third time,

and coming after so much solid matter, did seem too

much. The Serenade for five 'cellos, &c., is a good

rich piece of harmony and euphony, without marked

originality, and was nicely played.

The feast was bountiful and choice and well served,

but, we are pained to say, there were loo few at the

table. The Music Hall should have been filled

completely. It surely was not from want of recog-

nition of the valuable services of the beneficiary, that

it was not full ; but solely owing to a cause which

sadly interferes just now with the support of concerts

generally: the preoccupation of mind and time and

purse of almost everybody with the French Fair, and

its countless tributaries in the shape of private concerts,

readings and theatricals. The measure of Mr.

Zerrahn's claim is clearly seen in the present excellent

condition of the Orchestra. And so again we urge the

importance of having its members kept together in

such true work, bridging over as much as possible of

the interval between now and November, so that they

may not scatter and entirely lose the good routine

and common understanding reached by the winter's

practice. Has not good orchestral music become

so indispensable a luxury to most of ns, that there

would be large and eager audience once a week, from

this time forward into June, if the same orchestra

would keep on giving concerts of a lighter kind, but

good, and at an easy price? Who would not bo too

glad, if he could run in at a convenient hour on one

day any week, and hear a Symphony alone for fifty
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cents 1 While for another class, works of a lighter

kind might follow. We think it would be gain to the

musicians, not only in a material, but in an artistic

sense, by keeping up the morale of the orchestra as

an organic whole.

Miss Makie Krees gave her first Piano forte

Kecital, on Tuesday Evening, March 28, at Brackett's

Piano-forte Hall, to a large audience (for a chamber

concert) She was assisted by her mother, Mme.
Krebs-Michalesi, long a distinguished singer at

the Dresden royal Opera. The programme was as

follows :

SoData Characteristique. Op. 81 Beethoven.
Sone : "Ber Wanderer" Schubert.
a]. Nocturne Chopin.
b]. Novellette, No. 4 Schumann.
Song: "Waldeflgepprich" Schumann.
Prelude and Fui^ue, ^ la Tarantelle, in Amin Bach.
Song; "Mein Hocbiand" Krebs.
Rigoletto-Fantasie lA^it.

The young pianist more than confirmed the first

impression of her complete command of all the

resources of her instrument, and of a most varied and

extensive repertoire of the classics of the pianoforte

from J. S. Bach to Liszt. She played entirely with-

out notes. Admirable as it was in execution, her

rendering of the Beethoven Sonata : "Les Adienx, I'

Absence, et la Retour" was less satisfactory in point

of feeling, being somewhat cold and dry, like the

recitation of a lesson thoroughly learned. It ,'ieemed

all clearly mirrored in a soul unshaken
;
yet the swift

onsweep of the last movement was exciting. Again

her greatest triumph was in Bach. The Prelude and

Fugue in A minor, (to which some puWisher must

have put the title "a /a ntnrantelle'^ because both the

Prelude and the Fugue move in whirling triplets like

the Tarantelle,) was listened to with breathless

interest,—a worthy counterpart to her performance of
the Chromatic Fantasie and Fugue in D minor. Here
she seemed to enter fully into the spirit of the work.
The Chopin and Schumann pieces, particularly the
latter, were also very satii^factory ; and in the

Fantasie by Liszt she revelled in unbounded wealth
and power of execution.

Mme. Krebs-Michalesi has a voice which must
have been extremely beautiful in its best days, and
still well preserved, of great volume and richness in

the contralto tones and of good compass. The
rendering of Schubert's "Wanderer," albeit a little

constrained and cold, evinced an artist of a noble
school. But in Schumann's "Wood Talk," and in

her husband's setting of "My heart's in the high-
lands," there was true dramatic fire and fine expres-
sion. It would be interesting to hear more of the
flowers of German song from so true an interpreter.

And therefore, as well as on her own account, we
trust that Miss Krebs will, later in the month, not fail

to give us the two more "Kecitals" which she had
intended.

Mb. Hermann Daum's Farewell Concert was not

60 well attended as it would have been in a more
favorable season. There was much that was excellent

and much that was enjoyed in the performance of the
following programme ; but instead of the Kondo by
Chopin, Messrs Lang and Parker played, with fine

effect, a portion of the "Homage k Handel" by
Moscheles ; and for the Bach Concerto was substitu-
ted part of a Haydn Quartet by the Listemann.
Heindl party :

Fugue for the [Organ Bach.
Mr. John K. Paine.

Madamina, il catalogo Mozart.
Mr. J. F. Rudolphson.

Sonata in C, op. 2. No. 3 Beethoven.
Mr. Hermann Daum

a]. "The leaves are falling around me" Abt.
bj. "The .Charmer" MeodelBsohn.

Mrs. J. F. \V^eat. [Miss Houston.)
Concerto in major for three Pianofortes Bach.

Messrs. B. J. Lang, H. Leonhard, and J. C. D. Parlter.
Accompanied by two Violins, Viola, 'Cello and Bass.

Messrs. Listemann, Heindl and Regestein.
May Song Hiller.

Miss Addie 3. Ryan.
Rondo in C, for 2 Pianofortes Chopin.

Messrs. B. J. Laoff and J. 0. D. Parker.
La ci Darem Mozart.

Miss A. S. Ryan and Mr. J. F. Rudolphson.
Polonaise in E flat, op. 22 Chopin.

Mr. Hermann Daum.

NiLssoN IN Oratorio. We have not listened to
the old familiar oratorios of the Mesiiah and Creation
with such fresh interest for many years, as on last
Saturday and Sunday evening. There is something

individual, original, and charmingly sincere in what-
ever the young Swedish singer does ; something
genuine from within, which is even better than the

purity and sweetness of her voice and her artistic

modulation of it ; and we were not surprised to hear

from her a somewhat different rendering of the great

songs in the Messiah from the examples set to us by

great singers heretofore. The distinguishing quality

of Christine Nilsson's singing of them was its beau"

tiful simplicity, much of the time almost childlike,

and a pervading gentleness, the expression as of a

deep, interior, meditative rapture (even in "Rejoice

greatly"), rather than the perpetual giving out of the

full power of voice to triumph by main force. Hence
when the strong, emphatic points did come out, they

told with a peculiar jiower, because the feeling was
so genuine, so uncontainable. There was a virginal

purity and sweetness, and a clear power, in her

delivery of the first Recitative : "There were Shep-
herds," which we have not heard surpassed ; it was
indeed an imaginative realization of the scene, the

holy peace and beauty of the starry night, with its

miraculous new hope ! "Rejoice greatly," given

with exquisite grace and evenness, was not less truly

the expression of true joy because it did not leap out
into loud, bold revelry of song ; it was the heai't full

of happiness communing with itself; something too

much, perhaps, of the sotto voce, so that some of the

more shaded tones may not have fully reached the

ear in all parts of the hall ; but still one knew how
true and good it all was ;—and how feelingly the

words: "He is the righteous Saviour," &c., were
expressed in the tearful voice !

If there was disappointment anywhere, it was in that song ,•

but we love the Art which seeks truth rathf-r than effect. The

Air : "How beautiful." made a profound and be.iutiful im-

pression. In the great ."Ong of Faith : "I know that my Re-

deemer liveth," it is much to say that she actually made it

new to us. Imparting so much freshness and originality (not

sought for as suck) to it, that, for the first time since we

heard Jenny Lind sing it, we were not bored but happy to

hear the song repeated It was characterized, as we have said,

by quiet fervor and assurance ; a heart's confession to it-elf,

rather than a bold proclamation and profes.cion ; touchingly

shaded as the various reflections came up; and when the

words "I know'' returned again, it was not with strong, bold

emphasis, but with a " still voice," far inward, as in rapt

reverie and ecstacy of faith. We do not care todrcide which

i* best ; but this _at any rate was true and individual ; let

everyone sing from her own heart ; if that be right fpre sup-

posing vocal conditions and artistic method, which no one

doubts in this case) the song wilt surely tell.

A new spirit seemed to be infused into the whole. Never,

hardly, have we heard the choruses all go so well, and they

were well accompanied. The other leading singers, too, all

did their best. Mi.ss Anxie C.\bt won great applause by her

admirable singing of "0 thou that tellest," and "He was des-

pised." Mrs. West in "Come unto him" was worthy of her-

self ;
&fr. J. F. Winch gave the ba.^s solos in a moit satifactcry

manner ; and Mr. W.m J. Winch manifested improvement,

singing 'Comfort ye' quite finely, though he is not equ.il to the

pathos of "Thy rebuke,'' nor the strength of 'Thou shalt

dash them."

The Creation al.so was an uncommonly good performance as

a whole. Never have we heard anything more sweetly, even-

ly and exquisitely melodious than Nilsson's singing of "With
verdure," and in all her pieces, in the Trios, &c., the listening

sense only acquired new appeti e by what it fed upon ; though

"On mighty pens" seems better suited to the grander, soaring

style of Jenny Lifid, whose voice went up there like a rocket.

Mr.'MraoN M. WaiTNEr's grand, deep bass never was so telling

as in those descriptive pieces ; and Mr. Simpson sang the tenor

airs with fine voice and style, though now and then a little

dry. Mrs. West, in the trying predicament of inheriting the

soprano role from Nilsson (in the Adam and Eve part) acquit-

ted herself in a most praiseworthy manner.

CROWDED OUT.—By some strange miscalculation of space,

in the hurry of going to press a day earlier than usual on ac-

couQtof Fast Day. half of our Editorial matter is excluded.

Worcester, Mass.—Mr. B D Allen gave the
third of his chamber concerts on Tuesday evening,
Feb. 28th, with the assistance of Miss M. .T. Ingra-
h:im, and ilessrs. Schullze, Ryan, and Fries. The
programme opened with the Grand Trio Concerto
for violin, viola, and 'cello, in D, op. 8, hy Beetho-
ven ; it abounds in lovely melodies, and fresh, rich

harmonies ; full of happiness and sunshine, so unlike
what one usually hears of Beethoven ; a welcome
waif from the early days of the great composer, be-

fore his spirit was so eorely troubled. Its treatment
was original, and it was played coji amore. Miss In-

graham sang Cheruhini's "Ave Maria," (with clario-

net obligato) with fervor, and rare devotional feeling
;

its tender, religious strains suiting well the beautiful

veHed quality of her voice. She also sang, later in

the evening, with charming simplicity and feeling,

two of Mr. Allen's songs, "The Chiid's Garden" and
"The Summer's Call;" and for a last selection, "Bel
J}aijriio ;" giving it a triumphant rendering, which
received an encore ; it being answered by Franz's
beautiful song "Mother, sing me to rest." Mr. Al-
len's piano solo was a Fantasiestiick by SchaefFer ; a
strange, original composition ; strangely fascinating

one, yet at the same time baffling one's understand-
ing. Its performance was a masterly one, arousing
a desire to become better acquainted with this strange,
wild composition. The Mendelssohn Sonata for

piano and 'cello, was great in idea, and difficult of
performance ; and its rendering was a telling one.
The concert closed with a Mozart Trio for piano,
clarionet, and viola ; brim-full of Mozartean beauty
and grace ; the instruments in exquisite sympathy
with one another, weaving a perfect string of pearls

;

making a happy ending to this delightful concert.

The fourtli and last of the series was given at

Washburn Hall on Friday evening, March 4tli. His
assistants were Mrs. Houston-West, and Messrs.
Schultze, Meisel, Ryan, Fries, Story and Parkhurst.
The programme was historically arranged, embracing
music from the time of Bach and Handel, lo Franz,
Schumann, Mendelssohn and Gade ; extending over
a period of more than a century and a half. The
concert opened with the Z?(!c/i Concerto in C, for three

pianos, with quartet string accompaniment; which
proved a fresh, exhilarating opening piece, and was
rendered to perfection ; not a break, or a H.iw in any
part ; the rich volume of sound flowing on faultlessly,

inspiring every one with its nobleness. Mrs. West
sang, with nice appreciation of its beauties, Handel's
lovely aria ^Lascia ch io pianga,* to illustrate the vocal

music of the first period. The exquisite quartet

phiying of Messrs. Scbulize, Meisel, Hyan and Fries

was a rare treat ; the lovely Mozart Qiartet in F, No.
8, with its delicate questionings jind responses, in the

midst of such rich, harmonious beauty, being a hap-

py selection ; "On miqhty pens" receiving a noble in-

terpretation ; the soul of the singer fairly revelling in

its delicious beauty ; if was such a rendering as fiut

few give. Mr. Allen opened the tJiird period with a
piano solo, overcoming the manifold difficulties of

Von Weber's Polacca IhiUiante, op. 72, in a masterly
manner ; he was recalled, and played Trdunierei,

made dear to every one by the Thomas Orchestra.

We thank Mrs. VVest much for bringing to us the

choice little gem. Tears of Love, hy Beethoven, with

its rare delicacy and pathos ; it war treated most ar-

tisiicallv, and would have been perfect, but for the ill

effect of her recent sickness making itself known at

an inopportune moment ; the lady had been so hoarse

all day as to harlly speak alouil ;
but she mastered

her discomfort wonderfully. The fourth period in-

troduced a slow movement from Schumann for clar-

ionet, viola, and piano, two lovely songs : "The Part-

ing," by Franz, and "The Cliarmer," by Mendelssohn,
sung with rare feeling and expression ; and a Nocel-

lette (jiiano, violin, and 'cello ) by Gade, the great

Danish composer, whose music always abounds in

fresh, original ideas, full of buoyancy and beauty. It

was a happy ending to this noble series, for which
Mr. Allen has the heartiest thanks of the whole mu-
sical community.

—

Palladium.

Philadelphia.—The Bulletin, March 31, writes

thus glowingly of some of our Boston artists :

—

" There was a splendid audience at the Academy
of.Musiclast evening, when Mr. Pugh brought his
" Star Course " to an end with a concert by the
Mendelssohn Quintette Club of Boston, assisted hy
Mrs. J. W. Weston, vocalist. The stage was deco-
rated with plants, (lowers and wreaths, and this, with
the arrangement of the ligfits, had a beautiful effect.

The performance of the Quintette Club was, of

course, simply perfect. We do not think a work
like Kreuizer's overture to A Night in Ijrenada,

which was written for a full orchestra, can have jus-

tice done to it by five instruments ; but so far as ex-

ecution goes, there could be no complaint. The
quartet and quintet pieces were all charming, and
the solos by Mr. Heindl, Mr. Schultze and Mr.
Fries were exquisite. All this was expected, as a
matter of course ; hut the singing of Mrs. Weston
was a surprise, and a most delightful one. Rarely
has a voice so fresh, pure and (lelicious been beard

in the Academy. It is not very powerful or of very
extensive range ; but for velvety sweetness and for

evenness of quality, we know few voices that equal
it. Add to this that Mrs. Weston has a very modest
but very winning manner, and that she sings wiili in-

telligence and a most admirable method, and it is

not to bo wondered at that she created a sensation.

The song of " Urbain," in Les Huguenots, caused
an encore, and she sang Mr. Moulto.i's " Beware "

in a verv captivatin.; manner. She also sang a new
Italian canzonetta, by Pinsuti, with English words,
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and a very pretty English ballad, by Osborn, called

"Who's at my Window?" Each of these was en-

thusiastically encored, and she responded to each

with a well-cliosen ballad—one of them called "The
Srerry Sunshine " being particularly animated and
graceful. The other was a pretty Irish ballad called

"Norah the Pride of Kildarc." It will be seen that

Mrs. Weston's repertoire is made up of fresh pieces,

and that she does not rely for effect on hackneyed,
common place or clap-trap songs. No concert-singe''

that has ever appeared in the Academy has had a

more legitimate success than hers of last evening,

and every lover of good music, interpreted in the

best manner, must hope for frequent visits in the

future from this very attractive artist. She goes with

the Quartette Club to the north and west.

The History of Music.

FIFTEENTH LECTURE BY MR. J. K. PAINE.

[Reported for the Advertiser].

Mr. Paine began with a few remarks upon Mozart,
and said that Beethoven— the subject of this lecture

—was the greatest of the school of pianists which
grew up on Mozart's model,—not on account of his

executive ability, but his wonderful fire and inspira-

tion. He was born on the 17th or 18th of December,
1770. At a very early age he was instructed by his

father, and by the time he was eleven years of age
had attained great skill. In his fifteenth year he was
appointed assistant organist, and a few years later he
was sent to Vienna to study with Mozart. Mr. Paine
referred to Beethoven's sorrows and hardships in early

life, and said that after spending five of the happiest

years of his life he withdrew himself from the world
as a performer to give himself up to an ideal world.

Then followed a very productive period in his life.

During this period deafness had already begun to

afflict liim. He proudly and patiently bore his in-

creasing deafness, the coldness of his friends and the

sneers of others. He was a staunch republican all his

life in bis political ideas, and did not hesitate to avow
his principles. He had not only a great heart but a

powerful mind, and reflected on all the great events

of his time. He was not only the representative mu-
sician, but might also be called the artist and poet of

the nineteenth century. Mr. Paine devoted some
time to treating of Beethoven's sorrows and said that

he was the great master of instrumental music as Mo-
zart was of opera, Handel of oratorios, and Bach of

Passion Music.

SIXTEENTH LECTORIS.

(Reported for the Boston Journal.}

The sixteenth lecture by Mr. Paine, delivered at

Wesleyan Hall, on Saturday, was devoted to a con-

sideration of "The Opera in Europe in the 19th Cen-
tury—Italian, French and German."

It was a singular fact that the land of Palestrlna

and Gabrieli should have long ago lost the love for

their heavenlj' harmonies, and in secular music
should have wandered so far away from the path

marked out by Scarlatti. Italy's present position in

the musical world is the result of almost an entire

abandonment to the light, pleasing ami sensuous side

of the art. The Italians know what they wantof the

opera. This is more than can he said of the Ger-

mans, whose ideas on this subject often clash. In

Italy people go to tlie opera simply to be amused, or

to receive visits, to make appointments and even to

transact business. Under such circumstances, hav-

ing no higher aim than to have their ears delighted,

their fancy pleased, or to enjoy the entertainment of
social intercourse, it is no wonder that the Italian

(^pera has been a brilliant success at home, and
through the wonderful voices and talents of her sing-

ers a favorite with the great mass of the public all

over the civilized world. Italian Opera, since Mo-
zart's day, has reached its climax in the achievements

of Uossini, and since the close of his active career, it

has gradually declined. The lecturer gave an inter-

esting sketch of Rossini's life. A consummate mas-
tery of the vocal style, he declared, was the secret of

Kossini's) power. He had the wisdom to write out

all the florid ornatrenH, passages and cadenzas, or

Jwrlture, which before his day were left entirely to the

ain^er^ to introduce arl tihirnm, and he showed so

much tasie and discrimination in manipulating the

vocal part that he succeeded in limiting what had
grown 10 be an annoyance and abuse, liossini is im-
qae-tionably the first Italian composer of this centu-

ry, that 13 to say in the pure Italian school. But it

cannot he said that many of his operas will live.

Only two, "The Barber of Seville," and "William
Tel," no* hold the stage. His "Stabat Mater" was
described by the lecturer as very pleasing and sensu-

om secular music profanely set to one of the most
pathetic and religions hymns ever written, Kossini

had imitators and successors, the most celebrated of

whom are Mercadante, Bellini, Donizetti and Verdi.

We find certain characteristics common to all these

masters, inherited in part from Rossini as the presid-

ing genius of the group.
In music the French have been great only in the

comic opera. The best names among her native com-
posers are Gre'try, Boieldieu, Ilerold, Auber and
Adam, who distiniruished themselves chiefly in this

branch. In the grand opera they have carried off the

palm. Lully, the founder of the French opera, was
an Italian by birth, and Gluck, Piccini, Salieri, Cher-
ubini, Spontini and iVIeyerbeer were the daring for-

eigners who took Paris by storm, and made the grand
national opera the stepping-stone to fame. The
French, like the English, have- never produced a
great epoch-making musician, yet, nevertheless,

France, more than England, has exerted a powerful
influence, at least on one branch of music. French
music, like French literature, is a product of the wit

and understanding. The Italians demand above
everything beautiful melody and singing, the French
an impressive action and plot. Singing is held sec-

ondary to dramatic expression and subordinate to the

declamation. The Germans seek to unite both har-

moniously and to add an important accessory in the

polyphonic, architectural forms of music in a richer

and more plastic treatment of the orchestra, but, with

the exception nf a few great masters, struggle vainly

to reach their ideal.

Meanwhile the Italians and the French have gained
the applause and success of the unthinking world.

The French are the only people who have had a na-

tional opera in the strict sense of the term ; for the

centralization which makes Paris the nation, com-
bined with that patriotic pride which amounts almost

to fanaticism, and the love for the theatre which per-

vades all classes, has made that capital for the last

one hundred years the centre of the operatic world,

notwithstanding the fact that Mozart. Beethoven. Von
Weber and other great masters wrote for another

sphere, and, as the music testifies, a much higher one
—an ideal sphere. In connection with a sketch of

the French opera, the lecturer reviewed briefly the

music of Boieldieu, Hale'vy, Auber and Gounod, the

chief native composers who were Gretry's contempo-
raries or successors ; and Antonio Salieri, Luigi

Cherubini ("whose compositions were highly praised),

Gasparo Spontini, Meyerbeer, who bad been the most
eminent foreign composers to follow Gluck. The
French composer Mehul, on account of bis solid Ger-

man style, was less appreciated by his own country-

men than by the Germans.
Germany, said Mr. Paine, has for a long time been

the battle ground of various dramatic principles, not

only in regard to the opera but the entire act of dra-

matic representation. The opera in Italy and France
has had more or less connection with the political

history of those countries, but the German opera has

had more to do with the history of ajsthelic and poet-

ical culture of the German people than their political

life. The Germans until recently have been more of

a speculative than a practical people, and in their

efforts to thoroughly grasp the principles that under-

lie the dramatic art and embody them in their works
they have generally failed to realize their aims. It

cannot be said that German composers as a class

have shown as much productivity in the opera as in

other branches of music, notwithstanding that the

greatest representatives of the musical drama have

been Germans. It may be truly affirmed that the

one opera of Beethoven is worth more to the life of

music than a score of operas by Donizetti or Auber,
and that the serious thoughtful efforts of Gluck have

been more fruitful of good results to the art than the

prolific routine of Italian operatic composers. Yet
it remains a curious fact that no German master has

founded a dramatic school in hi? country that might
be compared with the Neapolitan school, or the

French comic opera. Both Gluck and Mozart had

more numerous followers among the French and
Italians than at home. Mozart was undoubtedly in-

fluenced by Gluck, and Beethoven by Mozart, yet

neither followed in the other's footsteps so closely as

to he identified as dependents. Beethoven's "Fide-

lio" marks a return of the opera in Germany, from its

universal height accomplished by Mozart, to a na-

tional German character. Those who came directly

after Beethoven in time, did not follow this truly na-

tional and modern direction, but chose instead a more
narrow and insignificant course, which led to the so-

called "romantic opera." In this latter connection,

and in concluding, the lecturer dwelt briefly upon
Louis Spohr, Carl Maria von Weber, and Henry
Mirschner, who were designated the reprosentativo

composers of this school.

Dr. Langmaid gave very cfl^ictively two musical

illustrations in connection with the lecture—an aria

from Kossini's "Barbicre," and the prayer from We-
ber's "Obcron."

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publlahed by Oliver DUt^on & Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Pearl of the l-ile. 3. E6 to e. J. R. Thomas. 35
A pearl of melody.

For Yoa. 3. D tog. M. Keller. 30
A thought ! a thou<2:ht ! for the rosy morn.

Sweet fancies to swee''. muBic,

Regret Thee! 4. E6 to f. V. Gahriel. 30
Speak to me. 3. A to d. F. Campana. 30

Two very effective exliibition or concert 80ug3, the
last suitabla for alto voice.

Again the flowers we loved to twine. 3. E?) to e.

L. B. Barnes. 30
Poetry by Rev. Thos. Ddle. Music smooth, flowiog,

and flt3 well to the word^s. '
.

-

Ave Maria. (Holy Spirit, hear our Prayer). 4.

F to q. B. F. Baker. 40
Uncommonly sweet melody. Latin words an Ave

Maria, gratia plena Sec. The English is not a trans-

lation but a prayer set to music.

Oh ! for the Wings of a Dove. Sacred Quartet.

4. Abto a. J. S. Knicild. 40
Original, and with great variety. Contains a fine

solo, followed by a duet, then by a quartet, which
has two movements. Ends in five fiata.

Merry Land of Childhood. 3. A to f.

C. Templeton. 30
"The merry land of childhood
IIow far away it oeemsl"

Charming reminiscence of early days, with a good
chorus.

Stay home with me to-night, dear Tom. 2. G
to d. ir. T. Porter. 30

'Stay home with me to-night, dear Tom,
Don't put my arms away.''

Beautiful home son?, a« is the nest.

As Good as Gold ! 2. Fto d, A. Lee. 30
"My love is but a shepherd lad,

A shepherdess am I."

Has a ''lady's'' wnd "gentleman's*' version.

Over the Sea. 3. lib to e. L. E. lllcks. 30
Fine Irish song with chorus.

Poor little huherLss child. 3. F to e. A. Nisfi. 30

Poor Child of the Drunkard. Sonir and Cho.

0. Ah to e. W. F. Sherwin. 30
Simple, affecting ballads, both of them, and good

for anybody to sing.

Instrumental.

Germania. Waltz. 3. A6. . W. Torsell 40
Moet and Chandon. Waltz. 3. C. J. S. Knight. 30
Valse Brillante. Military Stvle. 3. C. Lfi/bnch, 40

Old 96 Waltz. 2. F.
'

E. Chrhtt'p. 30
The large number of fine pieces to be noticed in this

column, render.sit necessary to classify, although all

are worthy of separate descriptions. Torsell's Waltz
is very rich and sweet. Knight's arraucement ot a

popular air must meet with favor. Leybich's waltz

i.s singular, but very taking throughout, and Old 93
is simple, but very pretty.

Summer Ni<rht Schottische. 2. G. J. U. Wand. 30
Has considerable variety and power, with simplicity.

Eleven Chorals from Sclineidcr's Organ School, 3. 3.5

Good themes for voluntaries.

Dawn of Love Mazurka. 4. Ah. E. L. Riplcij. 50
Full of rare and pretty effects. A fine Mazurka. 1

Fire Fly Galop. 2. C ./. W. Turner. 30

Gay Galop. 2. G. C. E. Uarrtuqion. 30

Touriston Galop. 3. F. F. Zikoff. 30
Three pretty galops, the last of which is the mo.^t

elaborate and '-high-clas.-i," but will not please, per-

haps, more than the others, whose composern know
how to make the Fire-Fly, and the Gay hours pass

quickly.

The Little Ensign. (Der kleineFahnrich.) 4.

F. /''. Bendel. 40

In tiio Fields. (Auf dei Bergen). 3. D.
A. Jungman. 40

Five Songs without Words. 3. G. D. Wilson. 75
Three very pleasing piano pieces, which will well re-

pay practice.

My Mountain Home. Styrienno. 4. E'). C. Wefs. 50
A senii-niountain melody, which reminds one of the

Alps. Drilliant.

Blanche March. From Kilcken. 3. D. T. Btssell. 30
A pleasing arrangement of a German "gem."

Abdrevutions.—Degrees of difficulty are mar 'ted from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B tiat, &c.

A small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the fltaff,

ftn italic letter the highest note, if above the ataT.

Music nv Maii,.—Music is Hent by mall, the eKponse being

twu cents for every four ounces, or fraction tliereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). FerHcn^ at a dis-

tancu will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

In obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double these

rates.
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NEW HOME SONGS.
Acushla Gal Mochree. *'0 Bright Tuisc of

my licart," from "ArrahuaPogue." 30

Aged and Grey. Song. L. B, Staikwcathcr. 30

•'For I Rin old, aged and grey,

Cliiliireii of tiaie, I am passing away."

Bradley Clay. Ballnd. J. C. Johnson. 30

'Wlum the diiylight died nway,
Diud tbe lite of Bradley C\ny.

When the moon cliuiljed up the hill

Climbed hi.-i spirit hi-^her still.

Koiipsack he had laid aside
Fora state beatified.

He W.1S at the tattoo blown
By the bu^rles round thettirone.

Far beyond thiscartli's control,

Where archangel's call the roll."

Bury me at Sunset, A Soldier's Lnst Tie-

(|uest. Frank Wilder. 30

Come, Sing to me Again. Ballad. Turner. 30

'•I have heard sweet music stealing,

Hound about me as 1 lay.

Like the soufTB of ai'.gela siuginc
From the bright land far nway."

Coming Home ;
<^'- *'Tiie duel War is Over."

Soii^ and Clioius. C C. Sawyer. 30

Cot where the Old Folks Died. Song and
Cliorus!. At. B. Lcaviit, 30

"But the cot, on the lot, on the top of the hill.

Near the spot where 1 sat and cried.

'Ti.*: the lot where the old folks toiled and lived,

And the cot where the old folkfl died."

Could I be Near my Boy. ^^- ^<-eUer. 30

Effie May. Song and Chorus. R. R. French. 30

Ela, the Pride of my Heart. F. Wi/marth. so

Flower Girl. B. 0. Enm-son. 30

"Come, O, come, buy my flowers, they are fragrant and fair,

All wet with the dews of the morn,
And sweet with the breath of the pure mornihg air.

For I gathered theai all Eince the dawn."

The Green Shenandoah. J- l^- Tnrner. 3o

Home the Boys are Marching ;
or, ''Ring

tiio Merry Bells." /''. Wilmarth. 30

I cannot Sing the Old Songs. Ballad.
^ ^

Clarihel 30

I Know he will Return. Rudolphsen. so

I Live for those who Love Me. ^- G. Ckiric. so

Fm Lonely Since my Mother Died. Song
and Chorus. U. S. Thompson. 30

In Peace Again. J- ^^- Turner, so

'•In peace again ! break forth the strain !

Througliout our native land !

lling out ye merry bells with joy !

Boom iorth, ye cannons grand."

In the lonely, quiet Chamber. Ballad.
•^ ^ Jas. W. Parker. SO

"In the lonely, quiet chamber
There's an empty cradle bed.

With a print upon the pillow.

Of a baby's shining head
;

'Tis a fair and dainty cradle,

Downy soft with pillows whito,
But within the blanket folded.

Lies no little form to-night."

It is the Miller's Daughter. Words by
Tennyson. Music hy Hudolphsen. 30

I've no Mother now. Ballad. T. Smith. 30

Kiss me while Fm Dreaming. Wiminerstedt. so

"Little Fairy,Blue-Eyed Carrie." F.Bruce, so
''Mideternal joys supernal
Now thou tread'st the heavenly shore,

Little fairy, blue-eyed Carrie,

With the loved ones gone before."

Mother, when the War is Over. Song
and Chorus. J. W. Turnei: 30

Move my Arm Chair, Dearest Mother.
Ballad. F. Wiimarih. 30

"Jlove my arm cliair. dearest, mother.
In the sunshine, bright and strOEig,

For thie world is fading, mother.
I shall not he with you long."

0, Could I See my Father. Tho Soldier's

last Words. Son;,' &. (chorus. J. W. Turner. 30

Oft in my Dreams I See my Mother.
BalL-id. L. B. Slarkwealher. 30

She Sang' among the Flowers. fVrigluon. so

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. As
suii^ by the "Hutchinson JTamily." 30

Wearing of the Green. As sung in "Arrah

Na Pogue." 40

"Oh, Paddy de.ir, and did you hear the news that's going
round.

The Shamrock isf forbid by law, to prow on Irish ground."

"When you and I were Soldier Boys. Clark, so

'O, tli« ."itorTiiy tiiiiei we knew
In onr suit of :irniy blue
AV'lien you and I were soldier boys, together Will "

Will You come to meet me, Darlinar ?

Bullad. /.. //. UunfFi/. 30

NEW HUMOROUS SONGS.
The Colonel from Constantinople. As

Sun<,^ hy the Florences. 40

"Kind friend.s your pity pray bestow,
On one who stands before you,

And listen to my tale of wof.
Though I promise not to bore you."

Girl with the Waterfall. l'^r,n,k Wilder. 30
''Tliere'.s pon)^'s about most everything

Th;it one could name or pnll.

But until thir* none has beeu wrote
About the Waterfall."

Intelligent Contraband. An Orifriimi Sonp:

and Dance. Charlie Pcffciif/ill. 30

Jolly Dogs ; O'S Slap Bang. Copchincl. 30

Matilda Toots ;
or, "Have you seen her

Boots." The Adventures of a Skater.
Sntomnn. 30

My Mother did so before me. B. Covert, so

"The men I'll tea?e myself to please,

My mother did so before me "

'•U'e'lt wed and kiss, what liarm is this,

My mother did so before me."

Nicodemus Johnson. A Contrahmid Soncr.

retlenr/ltl.

0, My Heart goes Pit-a-Pat. Son<,' and

Duct sung in llie "Naiad Queen."
'0, my heart poes pit-a-pat,

O. my brain goes whirligij;,

And my brow throbs rnb-a-dnV
That's my case precisely, O."

Polly Perkins' o'". Tlie Brol^en ITcirtcd jrilk-

man. llarri; Cliflon. S.'j

Pretty Girl Milking her Cow, As sung
in 'Colleen liawn." 30

Sarah's Young Man. C. IT'. Thmt. so

Susie Clair. Song & Dance. Charlie FHten.jill. 30

BEAITIFUL CONCERT S®^T,S.

Ave Maria.

Day is Done.

Fairies (The) Theo.

Five o'clock in the Morning.
Golden Ring.

Good Night, my dearest child.

How fair art thou.

Hunting Tower. (Scoteli)

I hear the wee Bird Singing.

II Bacio. (Tlie Kiss)

Impatience.

Lady of the Sea.

Laughing Song.

Love's Request.

Merriest girl that's out,

Nightingale's Trill.

Night is Serene.

so

so

Ooifnofl.

Balfi.

Barker.

Clarihel.

Linleij.

. Aht.

Welch.

Liuleij,

Arditi."

Curshman.

II. Smart.

Aither.

Heiehardt.

A/inasi.

W. Gaiiz.

Don Sebastian."

0, say not woman's love is bought.
Whiltaher

0, ye tears.

Separation.

Shadow Song.
"

Sing, Birdie, Sing. (Parepa.)

Sing me a merry lay.

Sing, smile, sleep. (Serenade).

Thou, everywhere,

lieichardt.

Rossini.

Oinorah.'*

Ganz.

Williams.

Gowiod.

LncliJier.

SACRED PIECES.
Ave Maria. Kuchm.

Three voices. Weisel.

Celestial Hope. 'J'en. Solo and Qt. "Fidelia."

Come, ye Weary. Emerson.

Guide me, thou great Jehovah. Q'-
"

Hear my Prayer. Quartei. Southard.

He wiU not always thus.afllict.
"Fall of Jerusalem."

I will be glad. Quartet. Southard.

I will praise the Lord. Quartet.

Lauda Sion. Cliorus. Lamhilotte.

Let thy loving Mercy. (0 SalutarisjSon^/mrrf.

Morning Service in C. Tuckerman.

Southard.

"Fidelio."

Southard.

C. .Stearns.

Davenport.

Wild Shady Wood.
Ye pretty Birds.

(.Soml>rcford). "Tell."

Gumbert.

50

3.')

30

30

35

30

35

30

CO

30

40

40

30

SO

40

40

30
30

40

75

50

30

50

50

35

40

30

50
60

30

40

40

30
60

40

50

35

1.00

40

50

40

30

30

30
40

40
35

1.00

30

50

1.00

Lord, my God. Quartet.

Lord, veil not thy face.

magnify the Lord. Quartet.

Salutaris Hostia. C
that I had Wings. Quartet.

were my head like the springs of

water. "Full of Jerusalem .

"

Praise ye the Lord. Qt- ^ Soio. Beethoven.

Rejoice the heart of thy Servant. Qf-

Southard.

Te Deum LaudamUS, in U fiat- Steams.
" " " Tuclccrmun.

The Lord Upholdeth. "Fall of Jerusalem."

Trust in God. Sopr, Solo & Qt. Beethoven.

Vespers in C with Magnificat. W.O.Fiske.

GUITAR SONGS.
Aileen Aroon. so

Call me thine O'wn. so

Come in and shut the Door. so

Dear Mother, I'U come home again. so

1)0 they pray for me at home. so

Faded Flowers. 30

Flee as a Bird. so

Home Delights. so

I'd choose to be a Baby. so

I'm leaving thee in Sorrow. so

I'm lonely since my mother died. so

Moss grown cell. so

Move my arm chair, dearest mother. so

Tenting on the old camp ground. so

Too Late. so

Twinkling Stars. so

CHOICE PIECES FOR THE PIA^O.
Arion Waltz.
Brightest Eyes.

Cricket Polka.

Debatten Waltzes.

Dying Poet.

Fantasia "L'Africaine."

Maiden's Blush Waltz.

Marche des Amazons.
Marche des Tambours.
Meteor Galop.

Mossy Dell Waltz.

New Anvil Polka.

whisper what thou feelest

Partridge Polka.

Polka de Concert.

Romance NouveUe.
Scheiden Waltzes.

Starry Night.

Tears, idle tears. Nocturne

.

Tempest of the Heart. Variations. Grobe.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. "

Wearing of the Green. Trans. Baumhach.

J. S. Knifjht.

Krwjer.

Withers.

Gunf/l.

"Seven Octaves."

Ketterer.

"Seven Octaves."

J. M. Wehli.

30

50

30

GO

60

75

60

1-00

60

SO

40

75

40

St/dnei/ Smith.

Wollenhaupt.

I^untcr.

Koppitz.

Uoffma^u

Koppitz.

U. Wehli. 1 .00

M. Wehli. 1.00

Weissenborn. GO

Si/dnei/ Smith. 60

Turner. 30

40

60

40

J.

J.

The above sent hy Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues free, on application.



OLIVER DITSON & CO.
No. 277 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON

PUBLISH MOST OF THE STANDARD METHODS OF

FOR THE VOICE AND EVERY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.

THEm OWN

PUBLICATIONS

SHEET MUSIC
OOMPSISS UPWAUDS

Of

30,000 Pieces!

MUSIC ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

Seminaries ffnd Scliools.

CHORUSES, TRIOS, AND

QUAKTETTS.

Vocal and Instrumental Duets.

MANO-FOUTE FOUR, SK, AND

EIGHT UA>'*> PIECES.

GUITAR MUSIC.

©ptratic & ©ratorio ^tkdioits.

GEilS FROM THE GERMAN.

ROVDOS, FAVTASIAS, OPE-
RATIC AIRS, SOXATAS,

A\'D OVERTURES.

VARIATIONS.

MAECHES & aUICKSTEPS.

BEDOWAS, WALTZES, POLKAS,

GAL0PADE3, DANCES, ETC.

AND THEIR

CATA1,©«UE
or

B © ® M i
MOBE THAK

500 VOLUMES

!

Piano-Forte Methods.

STUDIES, EXAMPLES, AND
EXEBCISES.

CATECHISMS, DICTIONARIES,

PRIMERS, AND ENCYCLO-
PEDIAS.

TREATISES ON HARMONY
AND THOEO' BASS.

jnstriictions, JSxeixises Sr Music
FOR THE

OB&a.ir AXTB voxox:,

MELODEON,

Flute, "Violin, and Accordeon,

BANJO, FIFE,

CLARIONET AND FLAGEOLET,

Concertiun, Violoncello,
DOUBLE BASS,

AND ALL

BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

Collections of Vocal and In-

strumental Music, Opekas,
Oratokios, Sacked Music,
Juvenile Works, &c., Ac.

IN ADljITION TO THEIH OVTS IMMENSE CATALOGUES, O. D. & CO. KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND, AND FURNISH TO THE TRABE, THE

i=TD-BX.IC.A.TI03SrS 0:E' E-VEE,-^- IvIXJSIC KCOXJSE IlSr THE -CTKriTEX) ST.A.TES.

AND, BT RECENT ARRANGEMENT,

MOST OP THE BEST WORKS ISSUED BY EUROPEAN PUBLISHERS.

They have, also, every facility at their command for procuring with despatch snch FOREIGN MUSIC as is not usually kept on hand by American Dealers, Buch

as large Vocal and Imtrumental S<Mres, Collections of Cliurch Music, Theoretical Works in Foreign Languages on Music and kindred tubjedrt, German Part-Songs for Male

and Mited Voice$, Ordiesiral Accompaniments to Oratorios, Masses, Cantatas, ^-c, ^c.

Piano-Fortes and Melodeona for Sale from $25 to $300 each ; and to Let from $4 to $12 per Quarter.

With the privilege of a deduction of Rent in case of purchase within one year.

CATALOOtnzs of Sheet Mnsic and Mtisic Book^ sent free to any address on application.

[C?" Tlie special attention of Dealers, Seminaries, Teachers, Mu»ical Socie' es, Choirs, Amateur Clubs, and all persons interested in Music is respectfally

solicited to tlie namerous advantages secured to them at tljis establishment.
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BY OT.IVER DITSON & CO.
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^Hertisemcnts.

TWrRS. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chaodler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782-ly

A SOPRANO SINGER, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place iu some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771

—

Pestalozzian Music Teacher,
By DR. LOWELL MASON", THEODORE
SEWARD & JOHN" W. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and praclieal book, BervinE as a manual
for teaching Music, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive 3Iethodf
which is amply illustrated by esRmples. and made ready for
tlie use of all in.-^tructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above pi ice

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSON" & CO.. New York.

SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORTE.
By WILLIAM MASON & E. S. HOADLEY.
A wonderfully well-arrancred and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets tor
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercise.'', and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine inusiciaDS and thorough teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of ail confidence. Price, $3.00,
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Eaton's New Method
FOE THE CORNET.

A MOST trSEFTJL AND ATTKACTIVE
UrSTKUCTION BOOK!

Contains, in Part I, plain, full, and complete directions
to the learner

!

Contains, in Part II, a fine selection of popular melodies,
which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments!

Contains, in Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone aud
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &c.

Price, in Boards, 1.50. Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-
ceipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

UNPARALLELED FOR CHEAPNESS
AND COMPLETENESS!

Ditson 8t Go's

STANDARD OPERAS
[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].

With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.
With English and Italian words.

WOW READT.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
Norma, Lucretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro

Price op E.4Cn in Paper SI.00 In Boards, with illumi-

nated covers, $2.00. Sent postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

New Songs.
BEAUTIFUL LOVE.

Song and Chorus. By C A. White. With a Litho-

graphic title. Price 40 Cts.

DO'WN BY THE SEASIDE.
Ballad and Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. Mu-

sic by Edwin CArisde. With a Lithographic Title. 40 Cts.

DREAMING- EVER, FONDLY DREAM-
ING.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Music by ErJwin Christie. 30 Cts.

THE ANGELS ARE COMIINIG,
Balind and Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. Mu-

sic by Edwin Christie. With a Lithographic Title. 40 Cts.

The above new songs-will be mailed post-pai.i on receipt o

price. OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

History of Music
IN THE FORM OF LECTURES.

Frederic Lotiis Hitter,
A series of Five Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

(he history of the Art, the whole forming a book of intense

interest to the musical student.

Bound in Cloth uniformly with Ditson & Go's popular
works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.50. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO,. New York.

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by MOSCHELES.
In One Volume. . . Price $2.00.

Neatly bound in Cloth uniformly with Ditson & Co's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," "Life

of Gottschalk," "History of Music," &c.J

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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50

30
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40
40

VOCAL.
Pearl of the Isle /• R- Thomas.

For You M. Keller.

Regret Thee ! V. _Gabnel.

Speak to me F. Campana.

Again the flowers we loved to twine Barnes.

Ave Maria. (Holy Spirit, hear ouf prayer). Z5o/cer.

Oh ! for the wings of a Dove. Sacred Quartet.

J. S. Knirjht.

Merry Land of Childhood C. Templelon.

Stay home with me to-night dear Tom. . .Porter.

Pilgrims of the Night E. Clare.

Bo-Peep ! Spring song 0. Hensel.

Flynn of Virginia F. B.

Meet me, Addie, by the Oak Tree. . -E. Christie.

Only Hope ! Song and Cho Tucker.

The Lord is in His holy Temple. Quartet.

Olio Lob.

Ah ! do not forget. Song and Cho..i?. Tucker.

I re.iUy don't think I shall marry. Comic.
Gabrielle.

Dafs der kind of Mans \ am. . . .W. F. Wellman

Easter Hymn. Morning breaks upon the Tomb.
W. H. Clarke.

Daughters of Freedom, the Ballot be Yours.

Solo and Quartet B.Christie.

Norah, Sweet Norah W. T. Wrir/hton.

Little One, Goodnight E. Pabsl.

God bless that little Church round the corner.

Song and Chorus E. Christie.

Jim F. B.

INSTRUMENTAL,
Germania. Waltz W. Torsell. 40

Moet and Chandon. Waltz J. S. Knight. ZO
Valse Brillante. (.Military Style). . .J. Lei/lmh. 40
Old 96, Waltz E. Christie. 30
Summer Night Schottische J. H. Wand. 30
Eleven Chorals from Schneider's Organ School. 35
Dawn of Love Mazurka E. L. Ripley. 50

Fire Fly Galop T. W. Turner. 30
Gay Galop C E. Han-inqton. 30
Touriston Galop F. Zikoff. 30
The Little Ensign. (Der kleine Fahnrichj.ZJenrfe/ 40
In the Fieras. (Auf den Bergen). . . ...Jungman. 40
Five Songs without Words G. D. Wilson, lb

My Mountain Home. Styrienne C. Wels. 50
Blanche March from Kiicken T. Bissell. 30
Floral Polk^ Mazurka. C.de Janon. 30
Brandenburg March B. G. Jarvis. 30
Overture to the "Light Cavalry." 4 hands.

F. V. Supp^. 1.00

Thunder and Lightning. (Unter Donner und
Blitz). Fast Polka J. Stranss. 3d

Woman's Heart. Frauenherz Polka Maz..SV?a«ss. 35
Paraphrase on "The Girl I left behind me." Wood. 40
Joys Departed. Nocturne J. W. Ttirner. 30
Autumnal Tints Sydney Smith. 75
Four Sonatas : also Aria, Larghetto, Gavotte,

Corrente for Piano by (3. Battista Martini.

Revised by C. Banck. 60
Blissful Moments. Mazurka Caprice. CAas. Wels. 60
Study in G Chopin. 30

BOOKS.
Deems' Solfeggi. An Elementary and Pro-

gressive Method, comprising the Art of Read-
ing Music at Sight, Exercises in Solfeggi and
Vocalization, and Recreative Duets, Trios, &c.,

for Solo or Class training. . ..James M. Deems. 75

The Pestalozziau Music Teacher. By
Di'. Lowell Mason and Theodore F. Seward, S2.00

Music by Maii,.—Music is sent by mail, the expense beinjt
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinai-y piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OF MUSIC.

Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 151 Tremoot Street. 770

/^EO. TO". POSTEK will make arrangements to

conduct Musical ConventloDS. Festivals, Societies, &g.

Addresp, -care of Oliver DitsOD ; or, at Keeue, N. H. 770

PROF. & XsZnS. BBG^a .A.. HOBBIKS,
Academy of Music.

71S— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEEBTTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Bitson & Co., Boston.

T O. BMEKSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Dltson & Co., Boston, Mass.

J-. F. RimOXiFHSEST,
VOCAL CULTURE AND SUfGING.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony,

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

L. DAMA,
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

Chickerings' Building, 246 Washington Street. Room 5-

JOHN W. TUFTS.
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Tan Renssalear Place.

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWARD B. OLIVER,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

PROF. A. C. MAGGI, of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian, French and Spanish languages. Lessons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC HEADINGS. Pri-

Tate lessons and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Arenue, Boston.

MLLR. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstructioH on

tn« Pii

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

Care Oliver Dit.=on & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Addresfl, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

§MXU
Teaohep of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

E33f6I.I8H ASTD ITAlIASf 8I3ir©IKt6.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELUOTT W. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditsoa & Co's.

T BCHUBEETH & CO. Pnblishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Hadio, 820 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, >".¥. 367

a. ANDKB & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNTIT STREET, PIULADELPHIA.

A large aaaortment of Asjeeican Mdsic confltantly on hand.

Tl/rB. M. "W. "WHITNEY, Basso Vocalist,—
Haying recently returned from Europe, is now prepar-

ed to receive profesaional engagements. Eesidence No. 9

Allaton, St., Boston 744—3mOB.

MB. O. P. MOEEISOW offers his services as Con-

ductor of Muidcal Festivals and Conventions the coming

8«flMD. Address at Newburyport, Mass., or Cars of Oliver

Ditson k Co., Boston. 720

ADOUH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, 81.N0IN0 and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolldge HDas«. Communications may be
left at Ditson fc Co's Mnsic Store. 717- tf.

MISS a. M. HABEIS,
TEAOH£R OF FI-O.N'O & SINOUTG.

Address care Oliver Dit^jn & Co., or at itesideoce. Aubum-
J«le. 740-6m08 .

-Wn7SX.O-W Im. B.A.VI>Eir,

No. m'j Tremont Street, Boston. €31—Om.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.,
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak,
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Chuhch. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of inetfuments ofall sizes, io every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of tiecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specificatioos furnished on application. 743

lyrUSICAIi ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
P. S. DAVENPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

TllR. J. J. KIMBALL will be abeent from the city till

^'-*- September 2U, at which time he will resume lessons on

the Voice. Letters may be addressed to him at 9 Allston St.

lyrME. BERTHA JOHANNSEN has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give lepsons in the Art of Singing t* advanced

pupils. For further particulars inquire at Eoppitz & Vrvp-

ER'a Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by B. L. UOLBROOK, t':fi8t Mcdway, Mass.
Purchasers are Invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials.

LYON & HEALY,
music PUBLISHERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the lurgeat and moHtconiph-to In tlie

No. WeHt. Oar conoection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
eoablcM as to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[CT^In addition to the publications of Messrs. O, Ditson
& Co., wo keep OD hand and furnlnb all MuMc and Music
Books publinhed In America, together with a choice stock of

ForeiKn Music. 619-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Masor^
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-
mony Circular.

75 medals;
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
av/arded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free,

MASON <Sc HAMLINORCAN CO., 154, Tre-
mont St., Boston ; B90
Broadway, New York.

IIVSTRIICTION 0^ THE VIOLIN.
TUr-p BERNHARD LISTEMANN" respectfully

announces that, in connection with his brother, he

is prepared to receive Pupils fcr the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

each, at) Ilallett, Davis & Co's Building, No. 374 Washington

Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Messrs. Lietemann have the privilege of hearing Solo playing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr, LISTEMAI^'N',
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 3ms

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEKSON,

the most satisfactory of all tlie modern Clioir and SiBging

School Broits.

Price $1.60 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Wow Tork.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Btyles, lie-

sonant ; luith im-
provements pat-
ented June and
sfiiog-ust, lg70;
surpassing all

pi evious produc-

tions inrioh. beau-

tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices ifeduced / $50 to

$2,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free,

151 TREMONT ST,, BOSTON ; 596 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OCB

SPLENDID ASSOBTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Ijargest Stocks in the

Duited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to 8350 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Inatruuients.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double- Biifls.

PIAJVOS A]¥I> IIEILOBEOIVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish the above

;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC. AND
CIBD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF,MUSICAL MEBCHAKDISE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fall to prove satisfactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
83 COUnT STllEET, (Opposite the Court Iloaao)
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Opera and the Art of Singin|^.*

BY CARL GLOGGNER-CASTELLI.

If we follow the several phases of develop-

ment, through which the Opera has gradually

moulded itself into the Musical Drama of our

time, our interest will be at once directed to the

Art of Singing as the chief factor of the whole

kind.

The several epochs of the style of singing go

hand in hand with those of the Opera. A sclionl

of singing (method) forms itself as the necessary

result of a musical style, which, coming forward

independently, and for some time controlling the

direction of the public taste, sets peculiar condi-

tions to the performing artists, and requires a

study with special reference to its peculiarities.

Hence Opera and style of singing are so in-

separable in their development, the one condi-

tioning the other, that in the history of the Opera

we can also follow that of Singing.

The distinctive national ways of feeling de-

termine the ground color of musical works of

art. Our mode of feeling and expression takes

its form from the influence e.xerted upon us by

the spiritual life of the people in the midst of

which we grow up, or to whose peculiarities we

are most drawn through character and inclina-

tion. Only to independent, individual creative

faculty is it possible to call into life a series of

Art works, whose influence is powerful enough

to bring about a revolution in taste. That such

an influence is not confined to talent of the

most pure ideal direction, we see everywhere

in the history of Opera. Even composers, whom
we cannot count among those commonly called

" classical," have for long periods exercised an

important influence on the direction of public

taste. The element of novelty and of surprise,

the power of sensual charm, has lifted their

works into notice ; and the prevailing medi-

ocrity, the want of fresh productive talents, has

made them indispensable to our stage repertoires

for years. This circumstance alone passes with

many for the trial (as it were) by fire, if not, in

certain cases, even for the stamp of classicality.

" This opera is really good ; it has already

kept its place so many years upon the repertoire,"

we often hear it said. This properly is no proof

of its goodness ; it only shows how destitute a

great part of the public is of any sort of judg-

ment in matters of Art, since it will not open

its eyes to the shallowness of these mere manu-

factured articles, after they have been performed

for years. But great and lasting as the influence

may be of talents, often in themselves significant,

but moving in eccentric paths, still for the history

ofArt they have merely the value of every ephem-

eral manifestation, that of a mistaken direction,

jacking the propagating element, the intrinsic ne-

cessity, which alone can give the basis for a wider

development.

Of the three main tendencies in Opera, pre-

* Translated, for this Journal, from the Musikalisches

Wockenblatt (Leipzig).

sented by the style of' different nations, the

French have exerted the most local influence

;

the German, the latest, but artistically the most

widely operative ; the Italian, the earliest and

the most long-lived. While with the French

composers the fundamental feature of their style

is found in the tone of the popular ballad, in the

songs of the troubadours, the German tone-poet,

like a genuine son of his people, draws something

original and individual out of the depths of a

rich spiritual hfe. The style most influenced by

the beauty of the given material is that of the

Italian Opera. So rich is this material, so pliable

the organ of the natives of that land of paradise,

that Art has only to continue what Nature has

already begun ; the voice, endowed with the

highest euphony and flexibility, reaches a degree

of technical culture seldom found in other races.

Thus we have seen the Italian Opera and its

style of singing, down to the second decade of

our century, control the taste of the whole Euro-

pean public. All the great singers who had

come before the world till then, were mostly

formed in that school, whose fatherland can truly

be called the cradle of song. Neither the

French masters of the latter part of the 18 th

century, nor the reformer Gluck, were able

essentially to lessen the taste of the great public

for the Italian Opera and its artistic interpre-

ters. Even Mozart, whose " Magic Flute " rears

itself like a sublime monument of German Art

out of the midst of a fermenting mass of hetero-

geneous tastes, could not overcome the sensuous

intoxication which held the whole theatre-going

public captive. Far beyond its own time

stretches the dominion of the Italians ; nay, a

new period of splendor was developed for their

Opera when Rossini came upon the stage.

A later German master, Carl Maria von

Weber, was the first to succeed in breaking a

path, at least in Germany. His popular music,

and particularly the success of " Der Freyschiitz,"

(first performed in 1821), penetrating into all

classes of the people, contributed essentially to

place the German Opera in the foreground and

establish a new current. Then men began to

give room to the thought, how much nearer

the native Art stands to the spiritual life of the

German people, than all the sensuous charm of

the foreign virtuoso opera. But, though the

feeling for the simple and the true forms such a

leading trait in the character of the German
people, still the great public was too much ac-

customed to*lhe splendor of Italian Opera, and

too much carried away by pomp and externality,

for any decided revolution to be looked for then.

The epoch, which was destined to crowd out the

empire of the Italians, surpassed in brilliancy of

execution and of scenic display all that the

Italians ever had produced. The triumpher of

this epoch is Meyerbeer ; the man who had con-

ceived the bold idea of combining the style of

the French Grand Opera with that of the

Italian,—of making the one in a certain manner

the foundation for the other.

Meyerbeer had studied at the same time with

Weber (1810-11) under the Abbe Vogler.

Widely as their paths diverged, and diffi-rent as

their efforts subsequently were, yet they have

reached a common result, in so far as it was

vouchsafed to both of them to lead the taste of

the theatre-going public into new paths. The

startling, almost stunning effect produced by

Meyerbeer's " Robert the Devil " marks the ten-

dencies of that composer, just as clearly as the

far-reaching influence of Weber on the develop-

ment of German Opera gives the true measure

for the appreciation of the artistic individuality

of the latter.

After Meyerbeer had brought out " Jephtha "

and " The Two Caliphs " without much success,

in Germany, he turned, at the suggestion of

Salieri, to Italy. " Romilda a Coslanza," "Marg-

herita d'Anjou,'" Emma di R-sburgo," and " II

Crociato in Egitto " are the fruits of his sojourn

beyond the Alps. With the last named opera

he succeeded in establishing a reputation for

himself, not only in Italy, but also in Paris and

in Germany. So he returned, in the year 1825,

to his Fatherland, where there was at last a

hope of seeing from his talent works of a German .

tone and spirit. But how far ]\Ieyerbeer still was

from fulfilling the hopes ejitertained of him in

Germany, he showed in the year 1831, when he

entered the lists with his " Robert le Diable."

As with a stroke of magic came the effect of

this ensnaring opera, so perfectly new in style<

with its unwonted brilliancy of instrumentation,

and all its pomp of decoration and machinery.

Rossini's star began to pale ; and when Duprez,

the famous tenor, came back from Italy and, in a

grandiose, till then unheard-of manner, depart-

ing from the traditional style of singing, made

his roles so effective, Meyerbeer had fully con-

quered ; the Italian Opera and its method of

singing was from that moment thrown into the

shade. Rossini quitted the arena and went im-

mediately back to Bologna. From that time he

composed no more operas.

We still hear, from many sides, how prejudiced

the public mind is, in regard to Ross'ni's retire-

ment and perseverance in the resolution to write

no more operas, with the mistaken notion that he

felt that his creative faculty had become ex-

hausted, that the spring from which so much that

was beautiful had flowed, was dried up. And

yet this man only a few years before had written

his finest work, the " Tell," so wholly different

from his earlier operas, so fresh in invention, and

all the purer in style that it seemed quickened by

the breath of the German muse ; so that the

appearance of this work might well be regarded as

a turnino- point in Rossini's creative activity.

That he should have " written himself out " with

the completion of this opera, can hardly be sup-

posed else in a work of its great compass; traces

of such a diminution of the inventive gift would

certainly have shown themselves. But here we

seek for such in vain, ami even the later coflipo-

sition, the Stahat Mater, betrays no symptom of
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exhaustion. Rossini's withdrawal bad a wholly

different reason : He, who for nearly twenty

years had reigned over the whole world of opera;

saw clearly enough how great was the attractive

power of the new talent now in the ascendant,

how a new epoch was preparing, against which

he could not make head, and he wished to retire

while at the zenith of his fame. Doubtless

Rossini might have kept on writing works still

worthy of his name, and had he been a German

arlisi, as he was an Italian composer, he would

have been still faithful to his banner, and have

held it up, though thousands turned away from

him to do homage to the new colors. The

German self denial, the impulse to create for the

sake of creating, is what the Italian Rossini did

not possess. To turn aside into the paths of

Meyerbeer, to compete with him for the favor of

the crowd, would have been a sin against his

own artistic independence ; to go on in the wa)'

already chosen, to see his old fame obscured, and

his new works rewarded with a succes d'estime,

to experience a slow dying out of his splendor,

—

that Rossini would not, could not, simply because

' —he was Rossini.

[To be Continued
]

A History of Opera.

BY C. SCHUI.ZE.

[Continued from page 2-]

In Germany, the introduction of opera was
greatly facilitated by the love for art and magni-
ficence characterizing t)ie Emperor Leopold, the

Electors of Bavaria and Saxony, as well as other
reigning princes, who frequently used to get up
brilliant dramatic performances af their respec-

tive courts. The first German Singspiel, or play

interspersed with song^, was Rinuccini's Daphne.
translated by Martin Opitz in 1630, that is to

say, in the midst of the turmoil of the Thirty
Years' War, which might have been supposed to

scare away anything in the shape of art. The
piece was produced with the music of the Capell-

meisler, Heinrich Schiiiz, at the marriage of

Sophie, sister of the Elector Johann Georg I.,

with the Landgraf of Hesse, Georg II.

Among the oldest musical pieces really Ger-.
man, the first place is held by the religious sylvan
poem, Scelewirj, composed by the famous organist,

Joh. Gotll. Stade, at Nuremberg, in the year
1644, for three treble voices, two alto voices, and
one bass voice, and scored for three violins, three
flutes, three reed pipes, a big horn, and a theorbo
(bass lute), as a foundation for the whole. A
peculiar trait of this German work was the char-

acterization of the personages bv the vocal parts

assigned them, and the intentional employment
of the German rounrled form of the sontr, which
moreover was enlarged into the air and the con-

, certed piece.

German was not, however, retained in the
service of opera, Italian singers of both sexes
being yet employed. It was not until after 16 78,

when the first German theatre was erected in

Hamburgh, that our mother tongue sccceeded to

its ri;:hts upon the operatic stage. AVe find men-
tioned as the first musical piece at this theatre :

Ije.r geschaj/'ene. yefallene, unrl a"J}/erichlt;te

Menyc/i {Tlie Crention, Fall, and Tier/enerallon of
Man), words by Richter, and music arranged by
Theile, a pupil of Ilcinrii.h Schiitz. The book,
like those of the operas represented up to the

year 1600, was treated, it is true, as regards its

purport and language, exactly like the coarse
Shrovetide pieces, and the music composed, solely

by amateurs, was doubtless appropriate.

In Spain, it was the custom, even during the
earliest years of Phillip Il.'.s reign, to sing ducts
and trios in comedies, but it was not till the nup-
tials of Carlos II. with Maria von Neuburg that
the first opera, Lully's Arrnii/e, -wan brought out.

Italian music, however, was preferred, and soon
afterwards, singers and composers were sent for

from Naples and Milan.

In Russia it was, of course, not until a late pe-

riod that 0[>era took firm root. The Empress
Elizabeth built the first Russian operahouse in

Moscow. At her coronation, in 1762, Hasse's

Clemenza dl Tito was performed in this theatre

with all imaginal'le splendor. Metastasio's three

poems, Alexander in India, Se7niramis and Olym-

pian, with music by Manfredius, enjoyed the same
honor.

The first Russian opera mentioned is Cephahis

and Procris, words by Sumarokov, music by Araja,

only Russian singers and players taking part in

the performance. But in this case, also, the Ital-

ians retained the prize. Catharine II. gave a large

salary to the celebrated Galuppi, whom she sent

for from Venice, and hie music to Metastasio's

Dido achieved an immense success.

We have seen how Italian music and Italian

poetry subjected all the countries of Europe be-

neath their sway. But the greater the sphere of

their dominion became, the more depraved grew
the taste displayed by them. The books became
worse and worse, being a confused mixture of his-

torical and mythological, real and allegorical,

sacred and profane, subjects, while the lanjiuage

was stilted and high-soundins, sentimental, full of

empty phrases, and purportless. The poetic art

was no longer the royal sister of music ; it was
degraded into a Cinderella. Though, about 1650,_

Ciecoginini combined the serious with the comic,

the elevated with the low and common, and po-

etry with the loosest prose, he was considered a

reformer of the drama and a model for imitation.

It must not, howfever, be supposed that the pro-

gress which I have mentioned as takintr place in

composition, melody, harmony, and instrumenta-

tion, found favor with all the musicians of the

period, and excited them to follow in the same
p^th. The case was then exactly what it is now.

The progress made was itself, too, insignificant.

Not a sinirle composer, till shortly after 1050, ad-

vanced true musical expression. The contrapun-

tal-periwig style continued to flourish bravely.

Fusue and canon still attempted to carry on their

soul-murdering game : musical riddles and eye-

music could not satisfy the thirsty feelings, and

the narrow-minded system of harmonics did not

budge from its own ground. The melody suffered

seriously from being overloaded with ornamental

shakes, slurred notes, tremolos, interrupted ca-

dences, and Riiclcungen ; noisy instrumentation

became more and more a perfect curse on the

land. Dances, good scenery, and artistic machin-

ery, such were the birdlime with which it was

attempted to catch the public. We are indebted

to French opera for the first improvement in this

respect. The success obtained by the perform-

ances of the Italian singers whom Mazarin had

invited to Paris, excited in a high degree the em-
ulation of French authors and musicians. In

1G59, the Abbe Perin wrote a pastoral, for which

Cambert, organist at the Cliurch of St. Honore,

composed the music. They did the same in 1661.

Both pieces appear, however, to have excited only

a passing interest. Perin, to wl»om, as I have

already mentioned, w,as granted the privilege of

erecting permanent theatres in Paris, and other

towns of France, was more fortunate with his melo-

drama of 7''o»7?one. which, with Cambcrt's music,

entranced the Parisians for eight successive

months, and brought the author in the respectable

sum of.30,000 francs. The privilege conceded to

Perin was, however, obtained the following year,

1672, by Lully, who founded French opera, and
thus represents a step in the development of opera

generally, preparing most crcilitably the path for

the ideas of a great master who came after him,

and who understood better than all other musi-

cians to turn his ringing thoughts into ringing

coin.

Lully began his career at Paris as a scullion,

and died a royal chapelmaster, leaving bcliiu<l him

property to the amount of CiO.OOO livrcs. He was
Ijorn in IGD.'i, af Florence, anrl went to Paris when
he was a boy of twelve. His opera of Cadmufi,

for which (^iiiiiault wrote the book, was produced

in 1673 as the first lyrical tragedy of the Fretudi

theatre. In that same year he obtained the thea-

tre in the Palais Royal. A Royal order forbade

at thesametime more than two singers and six

violins to be employed in any other Parisian thea-

tre.

The new theatre opened with Lully's Alceste,

the words of which were written by Quinault.

This was followed in 1675, by Theseus; in 1676,

hy Atys ; and, in 1677, by /si's. As Lully ascribed

the small success of these operas to Quinault, he

allied himself with Corneille, who wrote for him
Psyche in 1678, and Bellerophon in 1679. In every

subsequent year, however, we again find Lully in

faithful alliance with Quinault. The last opera,

namely, j4r»!/rfe, was produced in 1686. It pleas-

ed, however, neither the public nor the Court.

Under these circumstances, Lully had it perform-

ed for himself alone, the only other such instance,

only with a contrary motive, being one that oc-

curred not long since in ^Munich. The plan suc-

ceeded, for it caused King Louis to think there

must be something in the opera after all. He or-

dered it to be revived, and the Court and public

went into ecstacies of delight. Even after Lully's

death, which took place in 1687, his operas were

the favorites of the French, and continued to be

so for more than half a century.

His music, it is true, enjoyed a higher reputation

than its value deserved; Lully's recitatives are

not so pleasing and characteristic as those in the

works of many of his predecessors. The cho-

ruses were generally treated in one uniform man-
ner, although more carefully than before ;

his airs

were really nothing more than chansons, and this

is why they soon spread about as street ballads.

—

But airs, chorus, and ballet were skilfully dove-

tailed into one another. It was Lully who devel-

oped the heroic and historical ballet,as it is called,

and composed the music for it. His scoring, too,

is clever. His instrumental basis for the orches-

tra, especially in the choruses, is the stringed

quartet. His overtures for stringed instruments

used for a long time to be played, even in Italy,

before every opera, until they were displaced by

Scarlatti's. They consisted mostly of two move-
ments in the same key, one of which moves hom-
ophonously in the Largo, and the other figured

in the Vivace. Besides furnishing the music to

Moliere's Princesse d' Elide and L'Amour Medecin,

Lully composed nineteen operas. His greatest

merit was the fact of his constantly endeavoring

to obtain good poems, which Quinault, who was

very talented, wrote for him. Armide and Atys

are, in their way, masterpieces of poetical expres-

sion. Quinault's have been used down to the

most recent times, though the recitative is brought

rather too prominently forward in them. 'The

whole stock in trade of mythological wonders was

flung overboard ; the public wanted to see rea-

sonable beings speak and act. The great char-

acters of Greek -anil Roman history became
henceforth the supports of opera. The acts were

reduced from five to three ; the wearisome pro-

logues were lopped away; the recitatives were

curtailed ; the airs and duets were removed to

the end of the scenes ; and the choruses previously

introduced at the end of every act abolished. The
scenery and changes of scene became much more

simple. Apostolo Zeno, too, of Candia (born

1 750), the founder of magnanimous opera, con-

tributed as much as Quinault to the improvement

of operatic text books. His characters were ele-

vated, though their expression of passion appears

frequently somewhat flat; the action was always

based upon sufficient motives, though rather in-

volved, and in many scenes too long, so as to

render the music fatiguing. But still higher than

Zeno stood Metastasio (died 1 782), whose soft,

harmonious language seemed expressly created

for composition, to which it excited even Mozart.

As we are aware, the book of Titus is by Metas-

tasio. He employed in a skillu! manner long and

short lines, dillereut metres, and even rhyme ; he

introduced, with ecpial skill, the lyric into the

dramatic style, and strove to attain truthfulness

of character, a greater rapidity in the events, and

animation in the scenery. We must, it is true,

souielimes overlook the fantastical nature of his

mode of exirression, the frecpient and cloying re-

currence of amorous toying, and the invariable

sameness of the dramatic complications and crisusf

(To be Continued).
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Dr. Ferdinand Hiller.

[From the Loudou "2Vm(.i."]

The temporary sojourn among us of Dr. Ferdinand
Hiller, one of the most distinguished representatives

of the musical art, and Spohr's successor as the hon-
ored **A/tineisfer" of Germany, is conferring upon
some of our public performances just now a special

interest. The junior of Mendelssohn by about three
years, Hiller was one of the most intimate of the few
very intimate friends of that great musician, and
ranked high in his esteem among the companions
who strove heartily with him towards a common end.
A reference t» Mendelssohn's published letters will

sutfice to acquaint all previously unaware of the fact

upon what terms Hiller was with their illustrious

author, and what Mendelssohn himself thought of
Hiller. But even this honorable testimony is not
required on behalf of one who has labored so assidu-
ously and effected so much for art in various ways.
There are few branches of musical composition which
Dr. Hiller has not, from time to time, successfully
essayed. Oratorio, opera, and orchestral Symphony
have come to him with like facility ; while his nu-
merous additions to the repertory of the pianoforte,
upon which he is still one of the most masterly of
living executants, have contributed no little towards
the preservation of the "universal instrument" as a
medium for upholding and strengthening a taste for

that genuine art which meets with such formidable
antagonists in those who look upon self-display as the
beginning, the middle, and the end. Against the ego-
tism.of pure "virtuosity," Dr. Hiller, although from
the earliest himself a virtuoso of exceptional acquire-
ments, has argued with unbending severity, and
thereby earned among lovers of music for its own
sake a high and durable reputation. Further than
this he is one of the most deeply-read and accomplish-
ed critics of our day, and by the exercise of his lite-

rary pen has done scarcely less for the cause of healthy
art t lan by the example of his musical productions.
Dr. Hiller, in short, deserves the hearty recognition
which is everywhere the admitted prerogative of
honest and earnest labor ; and he comes so rarely
among us, we are glad to find that his present visit

has not been past by unheeded in certain influential

quarters. The familiar friend and in some respects
the rival of Mendelssohn is no ordinary man. Such
was Hiller ; and that he is now something more has
been satisfactorily proved since his recent arrival in
England.

At the third Oratorio Concert the first piece in the
programme, and indeed its most important feature,
was Dr. Hiller's Nala and Dnmayanli, written ex-
pressly for the Birmingham Festival of 1870, and
produced with entire success. In St. James's Hall
the other night, as in the Birmingham Town Hall
last September, Dr. Hiller directed the performance.
We need not again describe the cantata. It will be
remembered, by all who take an interest in the mat-
ter, that the poem is founded upon an episode in the
ancient Hindu epic, the Mahahkctrala, and that it turns
upon the loves of Prince Nala of Nishadha and
Princess Damayanti, daughter of King Bhima, who,
enamored of each other by hearsay, although they
have never met, are, with certain supernatural aids,

ultimately brought together and duly wedded. Such
a subject would have possessed little interest at the
present time were it not on account of the fanciful
and richly-colored music which Dr. Hiller has in
vented for it, and by means of which he has, if we
may employ the phrase, galvanized a corpse. No
one cares for Nala ; no one cares for Damavanti—in
spite of the renown of her beauty ; least of' all does
any one care for King Bhima. But every one with
an ear attuned to h.armony must care for Dr. Hiller s

music—and particularly for that part of it which
illustrates the opening scene of the cantata (in the
Gardens of King Bhima). The execution, on the
whole, was even better, perhaps, than at Birmingham;
and for this the utmost credit is due to Mr. Barnhy,
who, although he had prepared the work for public
performance, resigned his conductor's stick, with ex-
cellent taste, to Dr. Hiller on the occasion. The prin-

cipal singers were Miss Edith Wynne. Mr. Cum-
mings, and Mr. Santley (the same as" at Birmingham),
against not one of whom could a single objection be
raised

; the orchestra, with Mr. Carrodus, our admi-
rable English violinist, as leading violin, was all that
could be wished ; and the choral portions, with an
exception here and there, were given in such a man-
ner as must have satisfied Dr. Hiller himself, difficult
to satisfy as he notoriously is. Under any circum-
stances he could hardly have been otherwise than
pleased with the very cordial reception he experi-
enced at the hands of Mr. Barnby's audience.

_
At Saturday's Crystal Palace Concert, a still more

important share of the programme was awarded to
Dr. Hiller, who not only conducted the performance
of his grand orchestral Symphony in E—"Es mass

dock Friihlinf] werden" {"It must soon be spfinq"), but
played the pianoforte part of Mozart's concerto in

D, -Hs well as two solo pieces composed by himself.

The Symphony has been more than once described.

It was originally introduced, six years ago, at the

concerts of the unhappily defunct Musical Society of

London and was also played at the Crystal Palace
under Mr. Manns about tiiis time twelvemonth. Am-
bitious in design, large in proportions, and, for the

most part, thoroughly original in the method of its

development, one or two hearings are scarcely enough
for amateurs, however attentive and inteliigent, to

grasp the purport of the whole, as a whole. Each
new performance, however, helps to disclose fresh

beauties, and establishes more and more clearly* the

fact that while Dr. Hiller, in the composition and
working out of this really noble Symphony, has been

to a certain degree influenced by his famous contem-
poraries, Mendelssohn and Schumann, he is a vigor-

ous thinker on his own account, and had Mendels-
sohn and Schumann lived, might in some measure
have also influenced them. Schumann (who was very
impressionable) in particular. But Mendelssohn died

in 1847 ; Schumann in 1854—somewhere about the

period at which the Symphony in E was composed
;

and thus Dr. Hiller, whose talent, enormously devel-

oped since the death of Mendelssohn, had, when
Schumann obtained possession of the musical mind
of Germany, undergone a fresh metamorphosis, was
not allowed a chance of taking his revenge. It mat-
ters little, however ; the Symphony. "Es muss dock

Fr«/i(r'!i7 ioradcn," to which, by the way, we see no
reason for attaching apolitical significance, is asplen-
did composition; and it was agreeable to find it thor-

oughly appreciated by the Crystal Palace audieuce,

who applauded every movement, and called back
the composer with enthusiasm at the end. Better

played, we say it advisedly, the Symphony could not

by any possibility have been. One word must de-

scribe Dr. Hiller's performance of Mozart's concerto

in D (the so-called "Coronation Concerto") ; and
that word is "perfection." It was really as if Mo-
zart himself was playing his own concerto. AH of

Hiller consisted of an elaborate "cadenza" in the

first movement, improvised in masterly style, and a

shorter one in x\iq finale, so completely in keeping

with the text that any one might have believed it to

be Mozart's. We have seldom heard the work of a

great master given with more utter self-abnegation

or more religious devotion to the author.

Of the pianoforte solos introduced by Dr. Hiller

(one of his pianoforte "Studies," and a little caprice,

"Zur Guittare") we need only say that they were
played with exquisite delicacy and taste.]

The History of Music,

SEVENTEENTH LECTURE BY MR. J. K. PAINE.

(Reported for the Boston Journal.)

The seventeenth and last but one of Mr. J. K.

Paine's lectures on Music was delivered at Wesleyan

Hall on Saturday, the particular division of the sub-

ject treated upon being Music since Beethoven, with

critical sketches of Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu-

mann and other modern masters.

The lecturer said that through the controlling

power of Beethoven's genius the various forms of

concert and chamber music have remained the central

point of all subsequent development as represented

by the younger masters, Schubert, Mendelssohn,

Schumann, Chopin and others. The works of the

older masters, Haydn, Mozart, and particularly Se-

bastian Bach, whose compositions have becorirt

thoroughly known even to musicians only during the

last forty years, have had a full share in forming the

musical life of the present age ; but Beethoven is the

presiding genius of^ the century, and the grand forms
he perfected remain the ideal types, inasmuch as the

free, themaiic structure of the Sonata and Symphony
was made the ve'hicle of his conceptions. He elevated

the forms to match his grand personality, and no
successor has yet appeared to carry the dimensions of
the art beyond the limits he set. Schubert, Men-
delssohn, Schumann and others have developed music
in single, separate points, but no one of them has

enlarged the collective form as represented by Bee-

thoven's symphonies or Handel's oratorios. Beetho-

ven's only pupil, except the Grand Duke Rudolph,
was Ferdinand Ries ; but this excellent musician and
pianist was not endowed with genius to follow in the

footsteps of his master. This was vouchsafed to the

wonderfullv gifted Franz Schubert, who was born at

Vienna, Jan. 31, 1797, and died in 1828.

Mr. Paine gave an interesting sketch of Schubert's

life and music. After bestowing praise upon his

instrumental compositions, and especially upon his

Seventh Symphony in C, which Schumann drew out

of its obscurity, he remarked that it was as a song
writer, however, th,at Schubert stands forth as an
original master. He is the creator of the modern
German song, and this was the sphere of his be t

activity and significance as an artist. His produc-
tiveness in this branch was something marvelous.
Three hundred and sixty of his songs have been
published and nearly as many still exist in manu-
script, making over six hundred in all. The first

successor of Schubert as a song composer, was Carl
Loewe, who was born near Halle in 1786. This mas-
ter enjoys a high reputation in Germany.

Already in Spohr, Von Weber and Loewe, we
witness a change in the musical leadership from South
to North Germany, but the lifeless period in German
music that set in with the era of Rossini aud Bellini,

did not come to an end until the appearance of Men-
delssohn. Under his guidance and example a new
school of German music was founded. The names
of Schumann, Chopin, Gade, Hiller, Hauptmann
and others well represent a bright epoch in the further

development of modern music. The lecturer gave
an account of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, who
was born in Hamburg in 1809, and died in 1847,
paying a high trib itc both to his works and to his

high and noble devotion to liis art. Mendelssohn's
genius was exercised in almost every form of musical
composition', except the opera, from the Lied to the

oratorio and Symphony, and the easy mastery he
exhibited on every side renders him comparable to

the universal Mozart, with this difference, that Men-
delssohn remained strictly faithful to the national and
individual type, while Mozart transformed the dif-

ferent European types into harmonious unity ; al-

though Mendelssohn did a great work as the collec-

tive result of his activity, it cannot be said that he

opened any new paths of development, or enlarged

any of the important forms of music. His oratorios,

"St. Paul" and "Elijah," are the greatest works in

this department that have appeared since Handel's

day.

A sketch was next given of Robert Schumann,
who was born June 8, 1810, and died in 1856. His
services as a critic and as a composer, were in turn

dwelt upon somewhat elaborately. Mr. Paine award-
ing him a high place in both connections. The clos-

ing days of this master were rendered unhappy by
mental disorder, and he died in an insane asylum.
Like Beethoven, Mendelssohn and others, he made
the piano the starting point of his music. All the

productions of the first ten years of his artistic life

are piano compositions. Then followed a year of

songs (1840), and then a year of Symphonies and
other orchestral music (1841). The next year was
devoted principally to quartets and other chamber
music, and in the "following years appeared his great

vocal works among all kinds of compositions. Bach,
Beethoven and Schumann are the most German of

German composers. It is doubtful whether Schu-
mann's music will ever be liked in Italy and France,

where Mozart and Mendelssohn find a place, and
even the English who are allied by race with the

Germans have not fully accepted Schumann's or Se-

bastian Bach's music. Schumann, like Mendelssohn,
w.as an earnest student of Bach's music. In his songs

he shows a progress beyond Schubert and Mendels-
sohn, in giving powerful and characteristic expres-

sions to the text. Of all composers since Beethoven
he is the least of a mannerist. Among the talented

artists who were identified prominently with Men-
delssohn and Schumann were Niels W. Gade, Stern-

dale Bennett, Ferdinand Hiller, Julius Rietz, Carl

Reinecke and Glinka. In closing, Mr. Paine remark-
ed that there were two remarkable artists who also

demanded attention : Chopin and Robert Franz ; but

the limits of the lecture prevented any extended
account of them.
At the conclusion of his lecture Mr. Paine perform-

ed upon the pianoforte, with fine skill and taste, two
compositions by Schumann—a piece from his "Wood
music" (Op. 82), aud a nouelette in F major (Op. 21).

EIGHTEENTH LECTUSE.

Mr. J. K. Paine delivered the eighteenth and last

of his series of University lectures, on the History of

Music, at Wesleyan Hall, Saturday noon, taking for

his especial theme " The New German Music."
He said the lamented deaths of Mendelssohn and

Schumann arrested at its full career the onward
course of the traditional art of music. Had these

leaders of the musical world lived to the present hour
in the active practice of their art, the relative promi-
nence of later musicians, like Wagner and Liszt,

would doubtless aave been modified by their living

influence and example. No one can doubt that

Mendelssohn would have e.xerted all his power and
influence in a different direction. Before his death

the various public attempts made by Berlioz and
Wagner failed to strike any root. Robert Schumann
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wrote in hi-; private journal on the 5tli of August,

1817, eonceniing the new opera of " Tannhiiuser
:"

'* Id is an f;pcra wliich cannot be so easily described

in a few words ; it is certain tliat it possesses a touch

of cenius. If Wagner were as melodious a musi-

cian as be is an intellectual one, lie would be tbe

man of ihe time." This precisely describes the

])resent of)inion of a large class of people in regard

to tlie mnsiral abilities of Wagner. The premoni-

tory pyinptonis of the violent revolution in the musi-

cal world, which was fairly inaugurated soon after

the poliricil revolution of 1848, were witnessed in

the acts of Hector Berlioz, a Frenchman by birth

and ednciitioM. This remarkable character was
horn in a small town near Grenoble in 1803, and
died in Paris in 1869. Berlioz was not content that

mu.-ic should suggest or characterize in a general

way a poeiic idea, or intellectual thought, hut strove

to make it take the place of words even in points of

detail. lie would make music secondary or subordi.

nate to mental conceptions. As pure instrumental

music is solely the language of the emotions, he

would fain make it intellectual by means of a pro-

gramme of the poetic contents. Berlioz was a bril.

lian! musical journalist, and for many years was con-

nected in this capacity with the Journal des Debats.

His valuable work on modern orchestration is dis-

tinguished by a vast amount of technical knowledge
and poetic talent.

Richard Wagner, the leading figure of the gronp,
was horn in Leipsic in 1812. His early youth was
spent under different artistic impressions, but at the

age of fifteen his attention was turneil to music, and
at the age of nineteen he began his life as a practical

musical director. After some years passed in con-

nec'ion with different theatres in Germany, he went
to Paris, where he was unsuccessful. In 1842 he
returned to Germany, and his " Rienzi '' was brought
out tor the first time at Dresden. It met with dis-

tinguished success, and the author found himself
suddenly the favorite of the Dresden public. The
music did not break away from the traditional style,

and this fact, together with the pomp and display of

the stage .spectacle, an element which Wagner had
hnrriiwed from the French opera, insured the favora-

ble reception of his work. This was speedily fol-

lowed by his " Flying Dutchman " and the " Tann-
hauser," but neither of these operas was well re-

ceived by the public. He had departed too far from
the path marked out by his predecessors. As a

fierce radical in politics as well as in religion and
music, Wagner became, of course, a very active par-

tic-pant in tl.e revolution of 1848, and in consequence
of the failure of that movement, he was compelled
to fl.e from the country. In his exile he published
tnose wriiinirs which were destined to cause a
fp-cater commotion in the musical world even than

his music. Meanwhile Li>zt published an able

analysi< i:nd eulogy of Wagner's "Tannhiiuser'
and " ry)her.grin," and brought those works out
with brilliant success at Weimar. It was not long

after this that Wagner's name and music became un-
iversally kni'wn, either to be honored and loved, re-

spected and fidinired by a friendly class, questioned
hv a more wary and critical class, or despised and
execrarcd hy still another class of the inharmonious
sons of mu>ic. Wagner's personal history since this

time is well known. The great aim of Wagner's
theories is an entire revolution in art, society, poli-

lies. a':d religion. The general features of^ this

scheme are announced in his first pamphlet—" Art
and lievolation." The theory is developed as a

wh(de in the following pamphlet, " The Future
Woik of Art," and its especial discussion and ap-

plication to poetry and music form the subject of the

third pamphlet, " The Opera and Drama." He
says lh:!i modern life is founded on hypocrisy ; that

the indu-iry of modern nations is perverted or de-

generate, Kud draws a parallel between the artistic

life of the Greeks and ours, unfavorably to the latter

He holds iliat the development of genuine art is

incompatible widi Christian knowledge or conscious-

ness, ai.d a':-o that man is his own god and stands

aboTe naiiirc, corresponding, in his inward and out-

ward life as an emotional and reasoning, as well as

an impressionable creature, to that grand and com-
plete art which is the result of all the separate

branches or modes of art. His object, in a word, is

lo reunite the various branches of art as they were
united in anciint Greece, but on a higlier |danc. In

hi.H Ia«t pamphlet, Wagner proceeds to the special

Rppliraiion of these principles. lie reviews the

opini and drama of the past with sharp, un.'^paring

orilicism. I'oclry and music mast he equally

and lrap|,ily v.cdded in order to constitute the ideal

work of art. It is contended that there is no true

ofiera or irne drama, and Wagner would abolish the

literary drama as well as the opera, scbfltituting for

ihcin H work of art addressed to tbe senses an(I feel-

ings iiIoi:c. He denounces what is usually termed

melody, that is, the traditional form of the air. This
must t)e done away with, and the infinke melodf/,

hinted at in Beethoven's last works, must be intro-

duced. The only genuine melody, he declares, is

that which arises from the heartfelt delivery of the

language—melody that does not attract any attention

on its own account, except as the sensuous expres-

sion of a sentiment which is clearly manifest in the

language. Wagner did not apply these principles to

full practice at the outset. He was too shrewd for

this. In his " Flying Dutchman " he approaches

this aim from a safe distance. In " Tannbaaser' he
goes further, but still retains the air, concerted pieces,

and other traditional forms. "Lohengrin" comes
nearer to the ultimate goal of his desires, since he

selects for the first time a mythical subject, it being

his creed that the myth is the beginning and end of

all true poesy. " Tristan and Isolde " marks the

nearest attainment of his ideal. " Rheingold " and
"Die Walkiire" are operas founded on tbe Nibelungen
myths. His only comic opera, " The Master-Singer
of Nuremberg," brings to light many pleasant

reminiscences of the venerable traditions of old fash-

ioned art.

Having drawn a sketch of Wagner's views and
works, the lecturer passed to a consideration of the

counter-views which have become universally cur-

rent among reflective minds. Wagner's denuncia-

tion of modern life, and the declaration that our
present religion, society and politics must be

completely revolutionized before the future work of

art can he appreciated, is so far from any possibility

of realization, that we may dismiss it as the vagary
of a wild dreamer. His scheme of uniting all the

fine arts in order to farm a grand comprehensive art,

such as the Greeks are said to have had, looks

promising enough at first, but reflection does not

lend wings to our faith. There is, in fact, nothing
eminently new or original in the idea. Music,
poetry and dancing have long appeared conjointly

in the drama in some form, accompanied as far as can
be considered practicable by other fine arts. Even the

Greeks did not combine the arts equally, and perhaps

the nearest approach to a grand ensemble of the arts

was afforded by mediaeval religious performances,

like the dramatic representations of the Passion of

Christ. This sprang from the very soul of Christi-

anity itself, a religion incapable of future art, accord-

ing to Wagner. Every one of the arts has its

particular province, in which, as soon as it reaches its

highest attainment, it excludes the others. A con-

cession robs each art of its highest prerogative. To
banish the air from the opera is unjustifiable, because

its ajsthetic influence is too great. On the same
grounds the chorus and concerted movements are

fully justifiable, even if they arrest for a moment the

further action of the drama. The ground taken

by Wagner that the genuine source of the ideal drama
is the myth, will not stand the test of criticism. No
one will doubt that Wagner is a man of remarkable
character and a genius, but neither his head nor his

heart have been altogether right. He has been led

astray by vagaries. His pernicious theories have
marred all his later music, yet hero and there won-
derful beauties come to light in his scores. His best

music has an element of popularity in it.

The concluding part of the lecture was devoted to

a brief consideration of Liszt, and to a general view
of modern music. Who knows, asked the lecturer,

but that another and younger people may yet rejuve-

nate the life of music? As patriotic and art-longing

Americans, added he, let us hope that this will be

the mission of our own land. May it lift the veil

that now shrouds the future of this beautiful art.

The musical illustrations consisted of two tenor

airs by Wagner, one from " Tristan and Isolde,"

and the other from " The Master-Singer of Nurem-
berg," both of which were finely sung by Dr. Lang-
maid.

At the close .General Henry K. Oliver, of Salem,
offered a series of resolutions, recognizing the real

and valuable instruction derived from the lectures,

and expressing thanks both to Mr. Paine and
Harvard University, together with the hope that

future efforts may be made in the same direction.

The resolutions were adopted nnanimously.

The Eoyal Albert Hall.

Few characteristics of modern cities are more
noticeable than the improvements which are constant-

ly making in the edifices devoted to public amuse-
ment. Only one or two of the many large audience

rooms In this city now consecrated to music and the

drama, have a history dating back twenty years, and
those wliich they replaced were vastly inferior to the

new in size, in comfort and in general adaptability to

the purpose designed. The same is true of every

large city in America. In the gioat European cities

the edifices of the past are many of them noble

structures, but constant improvements have neverthe-

less been making for many years. The large and

costly Grand Opera House in Paris, yet unfinished,

is but an example of a tendency that is to be noticed

everywhere. Modern requirements have been directed

not only to richness of design and perfection of inter-

nal arrangement, but to an increase of capacity. The
immense crowds of London have been ill-accommo-

dated, in default of a better place, in the Crystal

Palace, but the huge choruses and overflowing audi-

ences have found ample room under its roof. During

the past few years a vast structure has been rising in

Kensington, designed specially to supply the place

which the Crystal Palace has so poorly filled. The
Queen laid the foundation stone in 1867 ; on the 29th

of March she declared it formally opened.

The Royal Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences, as

this structure has been named, is in the form of an

ellipse, with a major axis of 272 feet and a minor

axis of 228 feet. The material is dark red brick,

relieved with terracotta. The latter material forms

a broad and massive base thirteen feet high ;
above

it is a high brick story pierced with two rows of win-

dows deeply recessed in terra-cotta, and at the top of

this story is placed a balcony passing entirely around

the building ; still higher is a masonic frieze in buff

upon a chocolate ground, with outlines in black, six

feet six inches wide, and also belting the entire build-

ing. Within an outer shell of staircases, corridors,

retiring-rooms and other apartments, is an immense

hall, elliptical in form, with a major and niinor axis

of 219 and 185 feet respectively. At the end oppo-

site the roval entrance is an organ, said to be the

largest in the worid, built by Mr. Willis of London.

This organ has five claviers, four manuals and one

pedal. There are in all one hundred and eleven stops,

besides fourteen couplers and thirty-two combinations.

Tbe number of pipes is close upon nine thousand

and the wind is supplied by two steam engines. The
orchestra is placed in front of the organ, and leaves

to the public an auditorium in horse shoe form. The
auditorium is divided into an arena covered with

movable chairs, an ampitheatre, boxes, balcony, and

the picture gallery, which runs completely around the

hall. The total seating capacity, not including the

orchestra, is 7266. The estimate'd cost of the building

was two hundred thousand pounds sterling, and this

amount has not been exceeded. It was built by sub-

scription without any aid from the government, and

has no debt to incumber it at the outset. Reserved

seats are sold in this building for the season of iiine

hundred and ninety-nine years, and as the auditorium

room is so arranged as to leave almost no choice of

seats, the price is uniform at one hundred pounds

sterling for each seat. If all the seats should be sold

there would be a fund of nearly three million dollars

to provide entertainments, but it is not expected of

course, that more than a small fraction will be abso-

lutely sold by subscription.

The uses to which it is proposed to put the hall are

various. It is expected to provide meeting-places

for the learned societies, and to he the scene of cattle-

shows. It is adapted even to public lectures. At
the opening the Prince of Wales read his address in

a loud voice, and was not only distinctly heard

throughout the building, but every one in the hall

was aware that he was speaking in a loud tone. It

would not he necessary for any one who heard the

noble voice of Madame Parepa-Rosa in the Coliseum,

to be told that the size of the Eoyal Albert Hall

would be a slight difficulty for a powerful vocalist to

overcome ; but the London Hall was formed with a

special view to acoustic properties, and so perfectly

has this object been accomplished that a position in

the picture gallery is not only equal to any other for

seeing, but is, although the" most distant from
^
the

orchestra, inferior to no other part for hearing. The

first public performance in the hall was to have taken

place on Wednesday evening last, and was announced

to be tbe first of a series of evening concerts to be

given by the Society of Arts in aid of a national

training school.

There are many interesting facts in connection with

the balding which might he noticed ; as, for example,

the mosaic work above the balcony on the exterior,

the symbolic designs for which were contributed by

several artists, enlarged by photography, and con-

structed in two years by ten men at a cost of neariy

five thousand pounds ; "the beautifiU roof of glass and

iron, obscured at the opening by an awning of un-

bleached calico to shut out the glare of the sun which

did not show his face ; the admirable convenience for

entrance and egress without crowding or confusion
;

the excellent arrangements for lighting, healing and

ventilating ; and the imposing ceremonies of the

opening. The vast and beautiful structure is a mon-

ument to the progress of the age. No building has

yet been dedicated to public amusement which has

not at some time been found too small to accommo-

date all who wished to be present, and the same ex-
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perience is undoubtedly reserved for this monster
edifice. It is not to be supposed that the Royal Al-
bert murks the limits of possibility in the construc-
tion of an auditorium wherein every person shall be
able to see and hear well, and when once so long a
step is made as has been taken in this case, further

progress is easy.

—

Advertiser.

The Three New Musical Knights.

It is a consolation for the loss of national recogni-
tion of the importance of music in early education,
that some appreciation is shown in high places of the

merits of musicians. That two English musicians
are thought worthy of knighthood is quite phenome-
nal ; and indeed Sir Julius Benedict is as much an
Englishman as his own habits and tastes and the
laws ol naturalization can make him. Sir Julius
Benedict is a native of Stuttgart, where he was
born in 1805. He began his studies under Hummel
at Weimar, and subsequently received the tuition of
Weber, upon whose recommendation, at the age of

19, Benedict was engaged to conduct the German
operas at Vienna. In 1827. his first dramatic work,
an opera in two acts, entitled " Giacinta ed Ernesto,"
was produced at the Fondo at Naples, but being es-

sentially German in style, it met with but litile suc-

cess on ihe Neapolitan stage. In 1830, he returned
to his native city, where his opera, " 1 Portotjhesi in

Goa," was warmly received. After paying a visit to

Paris and a second residence of a few years in Na-
ples, Benedict came to London for the first time in

1835, chiefly at the instance of Mdme. Malibran, and
in 1836 he undertook the direction of the Opera
Buffa at the Lyceum. Here his operetta, " Un Anno
ed un Giorno," was performed with great success. In
1838 he produced his first English opera, " The
Gipsij's ]Varninr/," which was remarkably successful.
His subsequent operas, " T/te Brides of Venice," and
" The Crusaders," had each a long run at Drury
Lane, when under Mr. Alfred Bunn's management.
In 1850 he accompanied Jenny Lind as conSuctor
and pianist to the United States and Havanna, and
on his return to England he formed a choral society
called Ihe Vocal Association. During the seasons of
1859 and 1860 he conducted the Italian Operas at
Drury Lane and Her Majesty's Theatre, when he
brought out an Italian version of Weber's" Oberon."
At the Norwich Festival in 1860 he produced a can-
tata entitled " Undine," which obtained a very great
popularity. His " Lily of Killarnei/ " was produced
in 1862; and about two years after his charming
operetta, " The Bride of Song." His later works
are a magnificent concerto for the pianoforte, pub-
lished about three years ago ;

" The Legend of St.

Cecilia," and his oratorio of "St. Pete-," of which
an excellent performance has been given bv Mr.
Barnhy's choir during the present week.
The present Principal of the Roval Academy of

Music, Professor Sir Steknd.^le Bennett, was
one of the earliest of the Academy pupils. He is

the son of the late Mr. Robert Bennett, who was
for many years the organist in the parish chnrch of
SheflSeld, and his mother was Elizabeth, daughter of
Mr. James Donn, F. L. S., curator of the Royal
Botanical Gardens at Cambridge. He was born at
Sheffield in the year 1816, and having lost both his
parents in his infancy, he was brought up by his
grandfather, Mr. John Bennett, by whom he was
entered, when eight years of age, as a chorister in
Kmg's College, Cambridge. Two years afterwards
he was placed in the Royal Academy of Music,
where he began his regular studies by taking the
violm as his instrument ; but he shortly abandoned it

for the pianoforte, upon which he received instruc-
tion. He soon began to turn his mind to composi-
tion, and, as a pupil of Dr. Crotch, produced his
first symphony in E flat at the Royal Academy,
which was followed at short intervals by his piano-
forte concertos.

, Having formed an intimate friend-
ship with Mendelssohn, ho went in 1836 to Leipsic,
where several of his works fparlicularly his overture
to the "Naiades" and his concerto in C minor) were
performed at concerts under Mendelssohn's direction.
His published works are numerous, including his
overtures, the "Naiades," the " Wakhymplie," "Pari-
sina," and " The Merry Wives of Windsor," concer-
tos, sonatas, and studies for ttie pianoforte, songs,
duets, and other vocal piece's. His charming can-
tata " The iJutj Queen " is possibly the best known of
his vocal works. In 1856 he was appointed Professor
of Music at the University of Cambridge, and re-
ceived the degree of Doctor of Music in the same
year, and M. A. in 1869 ; and he was also created

^. C. L. of the University of Oxford in 1870.
From 1856 till 1868 he was conductor of the Phil-
harmonic Concerts, and in the latter vear he was
appointed Principal of the Royal Academy of Music.
Professor Sir Sterndale Bennett is as well known for

his suavity of manner and kindness of heart as for

his musical abilities. He married in 1844 Miss
Mary Ann Wood, daughter of James Wood, Com-
mander R. N.

Sir George ,T. Elvey is a son of the late Mr.
John Elvey, of Canterbury, by Abigail, daughter of

Mr. Samuel Hardinian. Ho was born in 1816, and
was educated at the Cathedral School of his native

city ; thence he passed to New College, Oxford,
where he took his degree as Bachelor of Music in

1831, and in due course his Doctor's degree. In

1835 ho was appointed organist of St. George's
Chapel. Windsor. Sir George Elvey is a good spec-

imen of a florid cathedral oreanist. His talents and
taste do not lie in the way of the grand mechanical
and contrapuntal effects obtained by Bach in his

magnificent fugues, but he greatly excels as an ac-

companist, and as an extempore player in the free

style—more acceptable to and more appreciable by
persons of ordinary musiciil cultivation. His intro-

ductory voluntaries at St. George's Chapel—with
his favourite combination of full swell and diapasons
— were always most effijrtive, and the choirs of the
Royal Chape! and of Ellon College owe their excel-

lence chiefly to Sir G. Elvey's taste and industry.

Sir George has composed a great deal of Church
music, chants almost innumerable, good a^d efl'ec-

tive " Services," and anthems of which it will fuf-

fice to name two, " In that Day," and " Behold.
God, our Defender." He has also written much
secular music, but it has generally been for Court
occasions, and therefore its popularity has been
shortlived, and by no means in proportion to its

merits.

—

Orchestra.

\\%\t ShoHb.

London.

Her Majesty's Opera.—Mr. Mapleson's pros-

pectus of the Grand Opera season, to take place at

Drury-lane Theatre, commencing on Saturday, April

15, promises a more than ordinary array of novel-
ties, both in respect to the artists engaged and the

representations to be given. With few exceptions
the prime donne will be importations of celebrity from
foreign establishments. Mdlle. Marie Marimon, who
heads the list, appears for the first time in England

;

Mdlle, Cecile Fernandez is announced as a debutante.

Mdlle. Ida Benza, a lady with a high Italian repu-
tation, also appears for "the first time to claim the
suffrages of an English public. In addition to the

sensation of these interesting novelties, several of the
most esteemed favorites of the lyric stage in London
will return to gain fresh, laurels in the scenes of their

past triumphs. The public will rejoice to number
amongst the most distinguished of these Mdlles.
Titiens and lima di Murska, Mdlle, Leon Duval and
Madame Sinico, at the head of the contralto list

Madame Trebelli-Bettini. Equally unfamiliar, but
none the less welcome as celebrated novelties, are the
announcements of the principal tenor—Signori Fan-
celli, Vizzani, Bentami. Sinigaglia, and Nicolini
from the Italian, Parisian, and Spanish Oper.as, who
appear for the first time. Sigr.or Rinaldini is also

added. The hassi and baritoni are numerous, and
presentiliigh claims to distinction. Signer Mendioroz,
from San Carlos, Naples; Signor Moriami, from the
Teatro Regio, Turin ; Signor Sparapani, from
Genoa ; Signor Rives, of the Academic de Musique,
and Signor Bignia, of the Imperial Opera, Vienna,
are all first appearances in London. Signor Borella,
of the Italian Opera Buffa, has already won golden
opinions from bis English admirers, and his engage-
ment amongst the Drury-lane Company will be gladly
hailed. Signor Rocca, Agnesis, Antonucci, Celli,

Casaboni, Caravoglia, and Foli, complete the long
and shining list. A more promising one has, perhaps,
never before been put forth, at least in the direction
of abundant novelty. The director of the music
will be Sir Michael Costa, whose return to the post
he formerly filled with such distinction will doubtless
be a source of general satisfaction. The new or
rather revived representations promised include Don-
izetti's delightful opera of Anna Bolena, too long a
stranger to the London opera boards ; // ilatrimonio
Segreto, introducing Signor Borella in one of his most
successful characters ; Oberon ; Verdi's Un Ballo in

Masehera: Cherubini's magnificent but unfamiliar

opera of Medea ; L^Omhra, by Flotow and Wagner's
opera L'Otandese Dannato ; T^es Huguenots, alter-

nately introducing Mdlle. Titiens in her great char-

acter of Valentine, and one of the novelties of the

season, Mdlle. Ida Benza ; it will also afford Signor
Nicolini an appearance in the attractive role of Raoul.
Faust will be given with three different heroines

—

namely, Mdlle. Ilmadi Murska, Mdlle. Leon Duval,
and Mdlle. Marie Marimon. L'Elisir d'Amore, La

Favofita, Don Giovanni, 11 Barbiere, 1 Puritani, Figlia

del lierj'jimenfo, Fidelio, Der Fregschutz, Seniiramide,

II Flaulo Magico, liigoletio, and a host of other grand
operas, 1)y the most celebrated composers, from Mo-
zart to Meyerbeer, are promised in almost overwhelm-
ing profusion. A long and brilliant season indeed
must that be which can carry into fulfilment such a

splendid array of promissory announcements. Even
the half exploded ballet shines in revived lustre on
this prospectus, several eminent members of the Terp-
sichorean art being announced to appear in the in.

cidcntal ballets, as well as selected pieces. A band
and chorus corresponding in all respects to other de-

partments of the enterprise are engaged, and the

whole scheme is set forth in the most attractive and
liberal form. No one can read this prospectus with-

out extending to Mr. Mapleson the same cordial

wishes for hearty support and abundant patronage
with which we greet Mr. Gye in his equally interest-

ing Convent Garden announcements.

—

Standard,

March 27.

Ferdinand Killer's Recitals. The second
and third of these highly interesting musical enter-

tainments took place respectively on the Friday
evenings, March 17lli and 24th. It is no slight

praise to any composer to declare that his gen-

ius alone can sustain the interest of a highly

select and critical audience for an entire eve-

ning, yet siich is not the only or the least

meritorious feature in Dr. Hiller'a recitals. They
are eminently instructive, and prove how faithfully

tone pictures can depict ideas, and how susceptible

music may become of interpreting scenes and events.

Descriptive composition \% Dr. Killer's forte, and this

was very clearly demonstrated by the second perform-

ance of his Operetta without Words, repeated by
desire, and growing by repetition into still more
favor with all who listened to its pleasing and char-

acteristic strains. The second concert opened with

Dr. Hiller's third sonata in G minor—a fine scholas-

ic though somewhat abstruse work. Selections from
the Operetta witlwut Words followed, including the

overture, "Air of the maiden," the irresistible aria-

buflfii "scolding song," the charming "chorus of hun-

ters," "Chorus of Women," and the march. A
serenade for pianoforte and violoncello, consisting of

three movements, was magnificently played by Dr.
Killer and Mons. Paque; but one of the most strik-

ing features of the recital was given by Dr. Hiller in

a group of three numbers, consisting of two "ghasels,"

described in the programme as a musical imitation of

that form of Oriental poetry in which the same word
or rhyme returns continually during the whole poem,
a canon ( also a fine scholarly piece of writingjj and
some rhythmical sketches, in which double and triple

time is cleverly yet pleasingly commingled in the

same piece. Each of these remarkable morceaux

formed a complete study, and afforded subjects of

equal interest and pleasure to the musician and ama-
teur. The choicest gem of the performance, however,
was a pi.anoforte improvisation by Dr. Killer, which
served to display all his great powers as a matchless"

executant, and his remarkable inspiration as a com-
poser.

Although this was the closing number of the pro-

gramme, it was listened to with the most rapt atten-

tion, ami deservedly called forth hearty plaudits, and
an enthusiastic recall from a highly-gratified audience.

Madame Rudersdorff varied the evening's entertain-

ment with several vocal pieces, and Signor Randeg-
ger accompanied. The third recital on Friday
evening was no less successful than the previous

two, the programme again consisting of Dr. Hiller's

delightful compositions. Dr. Hiller will return to

London at the end of April to take part in the open-

ing ceremony at the Albert Hall in May.

—

Ibid.

Mlle. Brandes and Mme. Joachim. The
Daily News speaks as follows of the ladies who ap-

peared at the Monday popular Concert ;

—

"Mdlle. Brandes has performed with great success

on many occasions, notably at some of the Leipzig

Gewandhaus Concerts, where the audience is highly

critical, especially on instrumentalists. Her enthusi-

astic reception here on Monday night was largely

due to her undoubted merits, and perhaps somewhat
to her juvenile appearance. Her principal display

was in style and sustained power. Three detached

pieces, albeit charming in themselves, do not give the

same scope for intellectual grandeur and poetical sen-

timent that is offered by one of Beethoven's great

solo sonatas ; nor indeed, are such special qualities to

be expected from one so youthful as Mdlle. Brandes.
Perhaps therefore, she did wisely in chosing the presto

movement in A major from Scarlatti's Harpsicor.d

pieces, Schumann's ArabesJce, and Weber's Moto
conlinuo (as the./i«afe to his first sonata is called),

for her inaugural performance. In all these Mdlle.

Brandos displayed much brilliancy of execution, an
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especially crisp aud elastic touch, and great decision
and clearness of rhythm and accent. The youn^ lady
was warmly applauded after each piece and, on
bein^ recalled, she played the third number of the
first book of Mendelssohn's Lieder ohne Worte. In
Beethoven's Sonata in C minor, for piano and violin,

the co-operation of Herr Joachim at the latter instru-

ment was so important a feature that we must await
Mdlle. Brandes' solo performance of this master's
music before pronouncing on her qualifications for

interpretation. Another speciality at Monday's con-
cert was the first appearance of Madame Joachim,
whose admirable singing has long been renowned in

Germany. The fine mezzo-soprano voice and ex-
cellent declamation of this lady were displayed to

high advantage in music of very opposite styles. In
the air, 'Erbarrae dich' fwith the accompanying
violin ohhligato of her husband), from Bach's Mattceus
Passion Musik in Schubert's 'An die Leyer,' aud
Mendelssohn's 'Gruss' (the latter-encored). In the

calm religious feeling of the first, and tlie romantic
expression of the two modern lieder, Madame Joachim
was alike successful and the applause in each case
was general and earnest."

Madame Parepa-Rosa's indisposition, our read-

ers will regret to learn, has become so serious that

her physician has ordered her, at least, two months*
rest, and to give up all engagements for that perioti.

Madame Parepa will leave London shortly for the

south of Italy.

MUSIC IN JAPAN. We mean ciTJlized, not Japanese mu-
sic. A friend has brought us copies of three different journals

[in the Engli=li language] published at Yokohama, from which

it appears that the musical art is cultivated^with considerable

zeal, and to good purpose, among the English and American

residents of that city. Here is a programme of a concert given

in aid of the wounded French :

Trio : "Le Koi des Aulnes" Calcott.

Duo [piano and 'cello] from "Rosemonde" Schubert.
Duo : "Angiol di Pace" Mercadante.
Song : "Si tu savais" Balfe.

Piano Solo : *'Le Dernier Sourire"' TVoUenhaupt.
- Gounod'3 "Meditation'" on th-^ first Prelude of. .,, .Bach.

Violin, Piano, Organ and Violoncello.

Vocal Quartet : "Soare Immagine'' Mercadante.
Song : '"Le Lac'' Niedemeyer.
Trio, No. 1, in G, for Piano, Violin and" 'Cello Haydn.
Song: "La Camelia" Gordigiani,
Solo and Chorus : "Nazareth" Gounod.
*'La Marseillaise,''' [chantee par les Soldats Frangaia de 'i

- Infanterie de Marine.

The performers, it appears, were mostly amateurs, fo that

theirnames are omitted in the highly complimentary mention

of their deeds. One of them, however, as we chance to know,

is a Boston lady, the olde.=:t daughter of our old friend, the late

Thomas Comtr [musical by birthright therefore], and the

wife of Capt. Henry W. Burditt, also of this city, now in

command of steam packet ship ''Ariel,'" belonging to the Pa-

cific Mail Steamship Co., running between Yokohama and the

various ports of Japan. Mrs B. is an accomplished pianist,

and the notices before us speak of the "extreme delicacy of

touch," the "finish and precision" ofher rendering of the piece

by Wollenhanpt.

gluig|f s iournal of S^nsu.
— ^ ^
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Chamber Concerts.

With all the plethora of the past musical season,

our city has hardly known so sparing a supply of

quiet "Chamber Music" since the Mendelssohn Quin-

tette Club set the first example. This club has gath-

ered np its laurels of so many years to take them

upon "starring" tours throughout the Union. Only

one Quartet have they let us hear at home this win-

ter, and that one was Beethoven's last, produced in

honor of his hnndreth birthday. Mr. Perabo, before

New Year, gave one series of four Piano Matinees :

that, with the exception of "Conservatory" concerts,

is all we can recall in this kind until now that the

"great season" is over. Nor has it been much better,

we believe, in New York as to string Quartet play-

ing. Philadelphia seems to have taken the lead in

this kind of entertainment, by its ,J,irvis, and its

Wolfsohn series, and perhaps more especially by the

high-toned classical "Parlor Conceits," of Miss

Anna Jackson, with their constantly improving Vio-

lin-Quartet.

But nov that the "great season" in over, .our

chamber concerts come like April showers. We
have no less than six to record since the month be-

gan, and before our next issue there will have fallen

at least six more. First, as being hitherto the rarest,

and supplying the most serious want, come the

LiSTEMANN Quartet Matinees. Three of the

four have now been given, in Wcsleyan Hall, on suc-

cessive Wednesday Afternoons. Here are the first

two programmes :

April 5-

Quartet in E flat, No. 1. [First time in Bostonl.Cherubini.
Adagio and Allegro. Larglietro. Scherzo, Finale.

Song. "Qui sdepno." [II Flauto Magico] Mozart.
Mr. Myron W. Whitney.

6th Violin Sonata, G minor, comp 1681 H. Eiber.
(Fiivst f.ime in Bcsfon]. [1G3S-1698 ]

Largo. Passaeaglia. Gavotte. Allegro agitato.
Bernhard Lidtemann.

Song. '-The two Grenadiers". . . Schumann.
Mr. Whitney.

Grand Quartet in D minor, op. posth Schubert.
Allegro. Andante coamoto. Scherzo. Finale.

April 12.

Quartet in G major, No. 5 Haydn-
Allegro con brio. Allegretto. Mcniietto. Finale.

''Folies D'E-spagne." Var. in D minor. Arcanpelo Corelli.

[First time in Boston.] [1053-1713.]
Bernhard Listemann.

Trio in B minor, op. 63 Schumann.
Mit Energie und JLeidenschqft. Lebhaft.

Lavgsam^mitinnigerFnipfindmig. Mit Fever,
Messr.. H. Leonhard, B. Listemann, A. Heindl.

Quartet in E flat. No. 12, op. 127 Beethoven.
Allegro tenerainente. Adagio. Scherzando. Vivace.

Finale.

This is admirable matter, and the interpretation

was all highly satisfactory. Finer quartet playing

we have never heard in Boston than this by the

brothers Listemann (violins) and brothers Heindl
(viola and 'cello.) Mr. Bernhard Listemsinn in the

first violin part brings his marvellous power of exe-

cution to the service of fine feeling and conception,

and leads off with great fire and energy, keeping the

whole thing alive. The middle parts are uncommon-
ly good; musical and full in tone, not dry and

wooden ; and the 'cellist, if not up to the finish and

expression of Wulf Fries, has sterling qualities and

shows the spirit that ensures continual improvement.

The Quartet by Cherubini is a noble work, which

should not have remained so long unknown among
us. Masterly in classical form and treatment, it is

full of poetry and happy fancies. There are strains

of fairy music in it quite as delicate and fine as Men-
delssohn's. Of the great Schubert Quartet, with its

profoundly sad and solemn march in the Andante,

we need not speak, except to say, that never were its

power and depth and beauty brought home here

more palpably.

Better contrast could not have been offered than

that of the light-hearted, clear, delightful Haydn

Quartet with that great work of Beethoven, the first

of the six Quartets of his last period, which is so

deep in mood, and yet so changeable, so pregnant

with exhaustless meaning, so crowded with beauties

which only many hearings can reveal completely.

Though it came last on the programme, and after

an exciting Trio, it riveted attention throughout its

whole great length, the Adagio m.aking a profound

impression. It was the best proof of the efficiency

ofthe performing party that this difficult and complex

work came out so clear and even. Were it placed

on every programme, it would so gain in beauty

each time as to justify the repetition.

It was a capital idea of Mr. Listemann to give, us

in each programme a specimen from the old masters

of the violin. His first selection, the Sonata by

Bibcr, with which David begins the historical series

in his "High School for the Violin," is indeed a noble

composition, in the breadth aad grandeur of its intro-

duction, and particularly of its Passacar/lla move-

ment, suggesting comparison with the great Chaconne

by Bach.

It flecmn to «how how much tlie muflic for the violin , owing

to the flympathetic, free, suggefltivo nature of the loHtrument,

haa kept in a/Ivancc of other muxlc. So too Beethoven in hia

violin quartetd ueems to anticipate later periods of hlw own

development. David's piano accompaniment. In which he had

only the figured bai«H of the original to guide him, is faithful

to the spirit of the whole and quite felicitous.

It was well played, as are all the accompaniments in these

concerts, byMr. Wm. F. Apthorp, a young gentleman who

graduated two years ago at Harvard, of various gifts both lit-

erary and artistic, but in whom the passion and the aptitude

for music has proved strong enough tn draw him into that

profession
; and this is the beginning of his public artist life.

Mr. Listemann played the Sonata superbly, and there is that

In it that taxes all the modern arts of virtuosity. The Yaria-

tions by Corelli, which likewise forms the second of David's

selections, less grand than the Sonata by Biber, are also

quaint-and full of invention, though hardly of the genius of the

other. Here David has modernized the work somewhat, add-

ing an elaborate Cadenza, &c., and particularly by inventing

figures in the piano part, though for the most part he either

only makes the most of those already hinted in the figured

bass, or, in the true contrapuntal spirit, he offsets the figure

and the motive of one half of the violin melody against the

other as accompaniment.

Mr. Whitnei's vocal contributions were of course most sat-

isfactory, his grand bass tones sounding superbly in that

hall. Mr. Kheissmann was to have snng in the second mati-

nee, but, he being ill, the Trio in D minor by Schumann, a

splendid novelty, was substituted. It is all that the German
headings of its different movements indicate : full of fire and

passion in its quick movements, and of subtle depth of medi-

tative feeling, although somewhat sickly.in the slow movement;

yet this too has a fascinating beauty. It was finely interpre-

ted, Mr. Leonhard bringing out the force and meaning of the

piano part, -which bristles with difficulties, strange rhythms,

&c., with masterly emphasis and fervor.

Of the third matinee we must speak next time. The Quar-

tets were by Mozart lE flat) and Raff (A major) ; the Violin

Solo was Tartioi's "Trille du Diable."

These admirable concerts have not had the audience they

deserved, though the number steadily increases. ' It is to be

hoped that the/oHr//i and last^ nest Wednesday, will crowd

the hall. The programme includes a new Quartet by Svend-

sen (a Dane, we believe) ; another old Violin Sonata, by Rust

songs by Mr. Kreissmann ; and the first of Beethoven's "Ra-

eamowsky" Quartets

Piano Fokte Concerts. Not the least interest-

ing record under the head of Chamber Concerts

should be that of the Four Concerts undertaken 3y
four young pianists, pupils, all, of Mr. Lang. Their

names, already beginning to be well known, are. Mr.

G. W. SuMNEK, Mr. W. F. Apthoep, Mr. G. A.

Adams, and Mr. H. 6. Tdcker. They are given

on successive Monday afternoons, before large and

cultivated audiences, in Bumstead Hall. The pro-

grammes of the first two were as follows:

a. Prelude in C. [Well tempered Clavichord, No. 1].

Bach
b. Fugue in E minor, from the fourth Pianoforte Snite.

Handel.
Three Diversions, for Pianoforte, 4 hds. Op. 17. Bennett.
Concerto in F minor. Op. 21 Chopin,
''Festspiei und Brautlied" from Wagner's '-Lohengrin."

Liszt.

Concerto in E flat. Op 73 Beethoven.
Fantasia Cromatica e Fnga, D minor Bach.
ConcertstUck,-in F. Op. 79 Weber.

The young knights summon witnesses to see that their

spurs are well won, for they shrink not from the highest tasks.

It must be acknowledged that -so far they have acquitted

themselves with honor. There was a certain grace and loyalty

in choosing that Bach Prelude for the beginning, which, with

the Handel Fugue, was neatly dnne by Mr. Adams. Mr. Ap-

thorp took the upper part, and creditably, in the charming

little pieces by Bennett. It is saying much for Mr. Sumner,

that he won the hearty recognition of t-iat audience by hia

rendering of so formidable a work as Chopin's F-minor Con-

certo, after such masterly interpretations as we have beard.

Mr. Lang himself (teacher and "head centre" of the group)

outlined the orchestral parts upon another piano. Mr. Tuck-

er, with young giant strength and brilliancy, performed the

"Lohengrin" transcriptiou.

Mr. Adams was disabled, by an accident to his band, from

playing the great Beethoven Concerto, and Mr. Sumner was

prevailed on to repeat the one by Chopin, in which he was

even happier than before. Mr. Sumner also gave a very clear,

although a little stilf, interpretation of the Bach Fantasia, &c.

The Concertstuck was triumphantly achieved by Mr. Tucker,

Mr. Apthorp supplying the accompanimeut.

Mn. EnNST Perabo. The first of four Com-
plimentary Matinees to the young artist, arranged

by his friends and pupils, completely filled Wesleyan

Hall on Friday afternoon last week with the best

kind of audience. The object was, of course, to hear

Mr. Perabo play his own selections out of the wide

range of piano music in which ho is so much at

home. And it were needless to tell, even if we had
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room, how beauttfdlly he rendered every number of

the following programme :

Suite, op. 31, G minor, [first time] Wold. Rargiel.

( a. '-The Mill," op, 17, No 3 Adolph .Teusea.

I
b. "Albumlciif,'^ op. 7, No. 2 Theodore Kirchner.

( c. '*Tbe happy Wanderer," op. 17, No. 2.

Adolph Jensen.

Impromptu, op. 90, No. 1 Schubeit.

Serenade for 4 hands, op. 6 Anton Krause.
[Arranged by Ernst Perabo]

Sonata, op. 2, No. 1, F minor Beethoven.

Orchestral Concerts.

Mr. A. P. Peck's Annual Benefit Concert, April

12, was a remarkable occasion, the Music Hall being

crammed to overflowing at high prices. For the

careful and obligingsuperintendent of the Music Hall

has made friends of all the concert-goers and the con-

cert-givers. And artistically it was the best concert

of the kind that we remember, the choice of pro-

gramme and of artists signally illustrating the im-

provement of the public taste, when even the most

popular caterers must have an eye mainly to the

"classical" in their bills of fare. Thom.vs's Orches-
tra played the Overtnres to Taimhauaer and Tell, the

Allegretto from Beethoven's 8rh Symphony. Men-
delssohn's "Midsummer Night's Dream" Scherzo and
Wedding March, and a Strauss Waltz, all m their

admirable way. Miss Anna Mehlig played the

Liszt arrangement of a Weher Polonai.se, and a four-

hand Capriccio (with Mr. Perabo) by Mendelssohn.
Miss Kellogg sang a serious and very interesting

Scenaand Aria by Ant. Rubinstein, and Kossini's

"Bel' raggio" in lier best manner. And Miss Annie
Gary, with her rich and cultivated contralto, won
new favor in Rossini's "Fac ut portem" and a song
by Donizetti.

On Saturday the Thomas Orchestra gave a
Farewell Concert for the season. Beethoven's 4th
Sympliony ; a rich and interestinc; introduction (new)
to "Loreley,"^by Mnx Brnch ; Weber's Jubilee Over-
ture; the "Kaiser Franz" Variations (by all the

strings) from Hayda's Quartette; a Strauss Waltz,
and a noisy, rather common new march by Reinecke,
were the orchestral pieces, plaved with the usual

spirit, delicacy and precision. Mis« Mkhlig gave a

most perfect and poetic rendering of the Liirghetto

and Rondo of Chopin's F-minor Concerto, besides a

"Concert paraphrase," by Liszt, on the "Midsummer
Night's Dream."

ir.\NDEL & HAYDN FESTIVAL. The great Triennial Fes-

tival will begin on the 9th and close on the 14tli of May. The

chorus, 750 strong, are zealously rehearsing, three nights every

week, upon the Oratorios, &c., and some of the new work

which they have in hand is worthy of their utmo.';t effort; par-

ticularly Handel'a ''Israel in Egypt," and the copious selec-

tions from Bach's "Passion Music." For principal solo singers,

Mme. RuDERsroRF, soprano, and Mr. Cummikgs, tenor, emi-

nent in the London Oratorios, have been engaged, besides

Sliss Adelaide Phillipps. Mr. M. W. Whitket, and others of

our best at home. Tlie Orchestra will number 100 performers,

largely from New York. There will be five Oratorio and four

Orchestral Concerts, the latter in the afternoons, in which

there will be grand Symphonies, including the Ninth (with

Chorus) by Beethoven, and Concertos by such artists as Miss

Mehlig, Miss Krebe, and it ia hoped, Vieuxtemps, the great

violinist-

The Festival w ill open on Tuesday, at 3 o'clock, with Nico-

lai'a Festival Overture, a Mendelssohn part-song (unaccompa-

nied) by full chorus, and the "Hymn of Praise." On Wed-

nesday evening, '"Elijah''; Thursday evening, "lerael in

Egypt"; Friday afternoon, "Ninth Symphony"; Saturday

evening, selections from Bach's "Passion," and Bennett's

"Woman of Samaria" [new] —There is every prospect of a

finer Festival, even, than that three years ago.

FOR THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS. It; is moat fit that

Music should step forward with alacrity to aid and cheer the

noble movement for the establishment of a great free collec-

tion, for the good of all, of all the Art treasures that exist in

our community, and of whatever else can be procured. We
are glad to learn, therefore, that our townsman Mr. R. C.

DiXEY, with the aid of Mr. Listemann, and Mr. B. W. Crown-
INSHIELD, amateur violoncellist, have arranged a choice con-

cert for that purpose, to be given in the beautiful Mechanics'

Hall on Bedford Street, on Thursday, April 27, at 8 p.m.

Tickets two dollars each. The programme includes a Trio by

Rubinstein; Andante and Variations from Beethoven's Trio

in C minor, op . 1 ; two piano pieces by Raflf ; and two move-

ments of Schumann's Piano Concerto, played by Mr. Dixey,

with Mr. Lang accompanying. There will be Songs also.

—

The Editor of this Journal will be happy to receive orders for

tickets.

Death of M. Fetis.

This distinguished musical scholar, critic, teacher

and historian, after a life of remarkable industry and

influence in the world of music,— at all events in

France and Belgium—has just died, in the midst of

his labors, on the completion of his eighty-seventh

year. How formidable these labors were, may be

judged from the following summary, which we trans-

late from Le Guide Musicale, of Brussels, of the

30th ult.

Francois Joseph Fetis was born at Mons, March 25, 1784,

and died at Brussels Marcli 26, 1871.

His father, an organist, professor of music and director of

concerts at Mons, gave him the first lessons in the art and

sent him to Paris at the age of seventeen. The young Ffitis

had already composed a Stabat Mater for two choirs and two

orchestras Three months after his arrival in Paris he was

appointed rc;?cif7n/r in Rey's class of Harmony, and he ob-

tained there the first prize. He was taught the piauo by

Boieldieu. In 1803 he undertook a journey for the study of

counterpoint and fugue according to the theories of the Ger-

man School.

From the year 1806, he imposed upon himself the difficult

minsion of preparing a purified edition of the chants of the

Roman church. From 1813 to 1818 he filled the functions of

organist of St. Peter's, as well as of professor of singing and

of harmony, at Douai. There he wrote ''La Science deH Or-

ganiste " In 1823 he published an "Elementary Method of

Harmony," which became much in vogue in France, in Bel-

gium, and many other countries.

Returning to Paris, M. Fdtis wrote there seven operas:

"L Amant et le Mari,^^ "ia Vieille^^^'^'Les ScPAtrs junieUes,"

"Marie Stuart en Ecosse^'''' ''Le Bourgeois de Reims,^^ "-Le

Mannequin de Bergajne^'*'' and "Phidias.'^

In 1S21 he succeeded Eler as Professor of Composition at

the Conservatoire of Paris, and his teaching won the appro-

bation of CheriibinL From 1827 to 1835 he published his

musical journal, La Rfvue Miisirale de Paris which was af-

terwards remodeled and for which he still wrote assiduously.

In 1828 he bore off a second prize for his Memoir on the Neth-

erland Musicians ; and in 1830 appeared his little book : ''La

Muxique inise a. la portce de tout le 7no7ide," which passed

through several editions, and "Les Curiositcs de la Musique,^^

forming a sort of cooiplement to it.

His "Treatise on Harmony," as well as his "Treatis-e on

Counterpoint and Fugue" won him a great renown. These

two books Serve as the basis of the instruction ai the Conser-

vatoire of Brussels. He was called to the direction of this es-

tablishment in 1833 At the same tiaie the King, Leopold I.,

conferred on him the title of master of his private chapel.

Apart fi'om his labori" at the Conservatory, M. Fctis devoted

himself to the publication of his^Biographie Universelle des

ill'ij.tEciois" (Brussels, 1835—1844), of which a second edition

appeared from 1860 to 1865.

Among his other works we count a '' Methode de Plain-

chanV ; "Progressiive Solfeggios"; a '' Traite de V accotrf

pagnement de la partition"' ; a "Manual of the Principles of

Music"; a *'Trtatiseon Singing in Chorus';' a "Manual of

Composers" ; a "Method of Methods for the Piano ;" a ''Meth-

od of Methods in Singing;" a "Sketch of the History of Har-

mony" ; a "'Notice S7ir Paganini'''' ; a " Traite elenentaire de

Miisiqiie, on Tkeorie de tontes les parties de cet Art ;^^ a ''Me-

moir on the simultaneous Harmony of Sounds among the

Greeks and Romans "

After so many serious labors, Mr. Ft'tis retained sufficient

vigor to undertake still more important works. Of this num-
ber is "The General History of Music," his excgi momtmcn-
tum, in some sort, of which two volumes out of eight have

seen the light.

We have still to add his musical productions: Motets,

Masses, Cantatas, Symphonie.'i. pianoforte works. &c. What
he himself considered his best production was a Mass for

voices, organ, violoncellos and double-basses. Great praise

has been beetowed upon another of his Masses, that which he

composed for the funeral service of the Queen of Belgium.

He was one of the most active, as he was the oldest, of the

collaborateurs of the Bevue et Gazette Musirale de Paris.

Do we ever see a career more full ? The rigorous di.scipHne

to which the celebrated musician had subject'-d his faeulties,

and the obligation which he put upon himself of working in-

variably sixteen hours a day, explain how he was able to pro-

duce this long series of works as erudite as they are various.

A letter, which he addressed on the 1st of March, 1867, to a

Parisian viusicologue, proves the rare vigor with which this

old man, theu of eighty-three years, was equal to the mani-

fold occupations of his profession. "I am at this moment,"

he says, "engaged with the administrative affairs of the Con-

servatoire which I direct; with my course of composition;

the direction of the rehearsals and concerts of this institution

;

those of She Court also; tlie commencement of the printing of

my Histoire gencrale di la Musique, and with the continua-

tion of this work. Moreover, I have not been able to avoid

my nomination as a member of the jury on mnsical instru-

ments, which will oblige me to be in Paris from the first of

April till the end of May. I must be at Brussels on the first

of June for the grand Concoitrs of musical composition, of

which I am president, and for the examinations of the Con-

servatoire. At the end of that month I shall return to Paria

for the historical concerts, and shall come back to Brussels in

the beginning of August for the Concours of the Conserva-

tory."

We came near forgetting the rehearsals of "i' Africnlne^^^
over which M. Fetis preeided, at the Grand Opera at Paris,

with a solicitude worthy of that posthumous work of Meyer-
beer.

Our illustrious compatriot has been actively concerned in
too many ideas, theories and facts, to allow the possibility of
giving here even a summary appreciation of them History,
theory, instruction, criticism, all the branches of musical bib-
liography have been treated by him.

"His investigating spirit,'' says AI. Felix Clement, ''volun-
tarily attached itself to all parts of the musical art, but ic is

principally at setting out from the fifteenth century that he
truly deserves the name of an encyclopedist, having left no
question unexplored from the dawn of the Renaissance to our
day. Within these vast limits, with the sole exception of
George Kastner, we know of no musician to be compared to

this Belgian Siivant, whose labors are the glory of his country
and the education of our own."

The LiND-GoLDscHMiDT Libel. From time

to time, ever since the great singer left this country,

there has been a renewal of certain slanderous and

false reports about her husband,—started of course

by jealous, mean, malicious spirits, in disreputable

newspapers, and thoughtlessly copied or alluded to

in other papers—which it must have cost no little

patience to endure. All good people will rejoice

that the libel has at length been brought before the

Lord Chief Justice of Eno^land, where the lie was
promptly nailed to the counter. The report of the

trial, which we find in the Orchestra, is highly inter-

esting, and we had hoped to copy it entire, but must
abstain for want of room. The following brief ab*

stract is fi-om the Transcript :

Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, husband of Jenny
Lind, has recovered damage from three English
papers, that copied the silly story about him in this

country, that he gambled, and had lost all his wife's

earnings. In one instance the damages was placed
at S2500, and in the others at S3750 each. It ap-

pears from the evidence that the charges made were
utterly groundless ; that the plaintif had carefully

settled his wife's money upon her.

Madame Goldsehmidt testified thather fortune had
not only been unimpaired since her marriage, but

had been actually more than doubled. Her husband
was addicted to no expensive tastes or habits what-
ever, was not a gambler, and did not even smoke,
and his life vvas absolutely blameless, and had been

so ever since their marriage. Fnrther, she declared

that th^^y had lived together in entire concord and
hiirmony and had never lived apart. Mr. Gold-
schmidt gave similar tesiimony.

Among the witnesses whose testimony was the

stronge.-t was the Earl of Leven and Melville. The
Goldschmidts have for many years lived at Roc-
hampton, a beautiful suhurb of London, on the con-

fines of the far-famed Richmond Park, and Lord
Leven and his family, who reside at Rochampton
House, have become intimate with their accomplished
neighbors, who are always to be met during the sum-
mer at the fetes with which Lady Leven—a daughter

of the celebrated Wilberforce's friend, Henry Thorn-
ton, M. P*, anthor of the world-known ''Family
Prayers/' of which the profane have said, alluding

to their enormous sale, that no prayer was ever so

efficacious—entertains her friends.

We give a report of the testimony of the wife in

full:

Madame Goldschmidt was then called as a witness,

and examined by Mr. Pollock, and stated that she
was a native of Sweden; that in 1852 she married
Mr. Goldschmidt in Boston, United States; he pur-

sued tlie profession of music; for some years they

resided at Dresden; in 1858 they came "to reside in

England; in 1862 they built a house at Wimbledon,
where tbey still resided ; they had three children, the

eldest of whom was at Rugby School ; on their mar-
riage her fortune was considerable, and legal arrange-

ments were made as to it with the advice of her

friends ; since their marriage he had assisted her in

the management of her property, "most carefully and
judiciously," added Madame Goldschmdt, with em-
phasis ; he has attended to the expenditure also, she

said, "most conscientiously."

He had also emplo^'ed an accountant, and from
time to time he had clear information as to everything

connected with her property ; my property, she said,

has remained intact, and we have earned more than
half as much again, and the whole is under the care

of my husband and my former guardian. I have
had perfect freedom as to ray expenditure, and, on
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the other hand, Mr. Goldschmidthas never expended
any money upon himself, except in the ordinary ex-
penses for a gentleman in his position. His habits

have been simple and inexpensive. His amusements
and occnpations have been with me and our family.

His time is a good deal occupied. We have never
been separated.

Mr. Pollock—Is there any ground for saying that

you and he are ill-matched as husband and wife, or

that your marriage has not been happy ?

Mme. Goldschmidt (in a tone of deep and tender
feeling)—not in my heart. We have never lived

apart. She went on to say, with emphasis, that they
had suifered persecution ever since their marriage

—

"silent persecution," in consequence of these calum-
nies. She had seen (she said) Mr. Goldschmidt
received everywhere as if he were a scoundrel. She
stated, in conclusion, that they lived upon terms of

intimacy with persons of good position, many of

whom, she was happy to say, were present in court

to-day.

- New Yoek, March 27.—The two farewell Nils-

son concerts were the only concerts of interest during

the past week. They took place at Steinway Hall

on Wednesday evening and Saturday afternoon. She

was assisted as usual by Miss Gary, M. Vieuxtemps,

Signor Brignoli, and a poor orchestra under the di-

rection of Max Maretzek. The audience at each

one was very large. It is reported here that Miss

Nilsson is to remain in this country all next summer

and winter, and sing in opera in the tiill. Her en-

gagement with Mr. Strakosch expires very soon.

A miscellaneous concert for the benefit of the

Hahnemann Hospital took place on Saturday even-

ing at the same hall. Miss Kellogg and several oth.

er artists appeared.

Miss Krebs's^usual piano matinee did not take place

last week. Pianoforte recitals are becoming very

numerous, for Mr. S. B. Mills is to give three on

April 8th, 15th and 22nd at the Brooklyn Athenaeum.

The Brooklyn Philharmonic will play at their last

concert, for the first time, a Symphony in F-sharp

minor by George F. Bristow.

The Liekerkranz Society gave their fourth concert

at their hall in Fourth Street last night. Mr. Von

Inten and Mile. Ilosetta were the soloists, and Men-

delssohn's "Hymn of Praise" was performed.

April 3d.—The only concert during the week

was the fifth of the Philharmonic Society, which had

the following attractive programme :

Symphony id £ flat BeethoveD.
CoaenTto in D minor A. Rubinstein.

Mis3 Mary Krebs.
Overture "Tn the Highlan J..>," Op. 7 Qade.
Scherzo "Midiummer Night's Dream".... ..Mendelssohn.

Miss Krebs.
Symphonic Poem : "Tasso: lamento e trionfo" Liszt.

Beethoven's fourth Symphony was perfectly played

by the orchestra. Gade's Overture is a very fine and

picturesque work, but was not as well played as the

Symphony.

Liszt's "Tasso" is an uncouth, uninteresting work,

full of cymbals, drums, tambourines, &c. ; and why
it was placed on the programme is a mystery. Mr.

Bergmann deserves great credit for placing it last;

for at least one-third of the audience got up and left

during the intermission, before the last piece.

Rubinstein's work, though not an original, is a

very interesting composition. There are three long

and difTicult movements. Mi's Krebs played both

pieces from memory. Her merits are a faultless

execution and wonderful memory. Her playing of

the Mendelssohn Scherzo was better than that at the

Concerto ; bat it loses its ch.irm when taken from

the orchestra. She was recalled, each time, the sec-

ond time playing a piece by Schumann.

The audience was as large as usual, notwithstand-

ing the unpleasant state of the weather.

The next concert offers for a novelty a Symphony

:

"Im Walde," by Raff. M. Henri Vieuxtemps, the

great violiniste, will perform.

Aprii, 10.—There were several concerts in New
York and Brooklyn daring the past week. Those in

Brooklyn, however, were much better than those in

New York.

Mr. S. B. Mills gave the first of a series of three

pianoforte recitals, at the Brooklyn Athanosum on

Saturday afternoon. He was assisted by a large

number of well known soloists. The Brooklyn Phil-

harmonic Society gave their last concert at the Acad-

emy of Music, on Saturday evening. The pro-

gramme was faulty only in its extreme length. It

was as follows :

Symphony, F .'^Iiarp minor Bristow.
Aria, from "Laclemenza diTito," Mozart.

Miss Adelaide Phillips.

Concerto in A minor Schumann.
Miss Krebs.

Overture: "Leonorc. No. 3," Beethoven
"Una Voce Poco Fa." ROssioi.

Miss Phillipps.

Andante and Rondo [violin] Vieuxtemps.
Mis* Toedt.

Overture to "William Tell." Rossini.

Mr. Bristow's Symphony is a fine work and should

be heard more often. Miss Phillipps and Miss Krebs

fully sustained their reputations as first-class artists.

Miss Toedt's playing was not particularly interesting.

The overture to "William Tell" has been heard so

much that it would be advisable to lay it aside for a

few years. The audience was unusually large. The

programme was much too long, lasting until near

eleven o'clock.

Wagner's "Lohengrin" has just been produced at

the Stadt Theatre, and is to be given again this

week. According to newspaper accounts it met with

great success.

Last night there w.is a concert given at Steinway

Hall, for a charitable purpose, by the "Aschenbroedel

—Verein." Miss Krebs played Liszt's concerto in

E flat, and Mr. Wenzel Kopta a concerto in A
minor (No. 8) by Spohr and a Romance in F, for

the violin, by Beethoven. A large orchestra (of 100

members) played the overture to "Rny Bias" and
two minor pieces. Whatever the charitable

purpose, it could not have been bennefitted much, as

three or four hundred persons was the most that

could be got togethei;.

J. M. W.

APRIL 17.—The concerts last week were all of a miscella-

neous character. Miss Vienna Demorest, who appeared in a

private concert some six weeks since, made her first appear-

ance in public at Steinway Hall on Tuesday evening, previous

to her going to Europe to study.

On Thursday and Saturday occurred the two concerts of

Miss Cassie Reoz, a'TOcalist from Philadelphia, whose voice

reaches the h igh note of G sharp. She sang, among other

pieces, the " Caro nome*^ from "Rjgoletto," and in the quar-

tet from the same. Miss ALlelaide Phillipps, Signers Leoni

and Roneoni, and a small, but good, orchestra under Carl

Bergmann, assisted her.

The Euterpe concert which was to have taken place on the

21st inst. is postponed for two weeks.

Mr. Charles Werner (violoncellist) gives a concert at Associ-

ation Ilall to night. A large number of well-known artists

and an orchestra, also appear.

The Philharmonic Society give the first rehearsal for their

last ffoncert on Friday afternoon. A new symphony, "/;«

TraWf," by Raff, Mozirt's overture to "Idomeneo," and Ber-

lioz's overture "The Itoman Carnival" will be played.

An Opara Company from Havana, with Miss Kellogg as

prima donna, commence a short season of Italian opera, about

May Ist, at the Academy.

Miss Nileson hasjust been engaged for another one hundred

nights, by Mr. Strakosch, to appear in opera, nextseason. It

is not announced yet whether the performance will take place

at the Academy or the Grand Opera House. j. M. w.

PHILADELPHIA.—The second concert of the "Beethoven

Society," organized a year ago by Carl Wolfsohn, and conduct-

ed by him, took place last Saturday evening in the Academy

of Music, with a chorus of 1.50 voices and an orchestra of 50

Instruments. The newspapers are full of praise of the per-

formances, but complain of the programme as too long. It

was as follows :

Unfinished Symphony Schubert.
"Song of the Spirits over the AVaters," Chorus. , . . Hlller.

Concerto for I'lano , Mendelssohn.
Mr. Ohas. H. Jarvlfl and orchestra.

"King of Thule," Chorus Taubert.
"Wanderer's Song,'' Chorus Schumann.
Concerto for Violoncello Goltermann.

.Mr, Rudolph Ilennig and orcbestni.

"The Water Lily" Chorus Niels Gade.
"Gipi»y Life." Chorus Schumann.
Cantata, "If.lth Psalm" Mendelssohn.
Overture, "itlenzl" Wagner.

perial Sotires

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Published br Oliver I>BtHon &. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

Lover and the Bird. For Soprano. 4. VJi to a.

GiiqJielmn. 35
Full of melody, and is an effective conceit song

The "Duet" part, where the inRtrumcnt imitates the
bird, and the '"lover" responds in similar notes, is

Tery fine.

Only a little Brook. Song and Cho. 2. B6 to f.

M. W. Buckelton. 30
"Nay, 'tis but a narrow stream,
Sunshine p;ild8 the tide,

And the Eastt^r lilie.'^ gleam
On the other side ''

May be added to the list of those sweet, sunshiny
songs that aid in depriving the passage "over the
river" of its terror.

I love to siniT. 3. C to f. E. L. Hime. 30
'I love to sing,—I love to sing,

But why, I cannot tell."

May be made a degree harder or ea.siier, by adding
the small notes, or omitting the triplets. Smooth,
rich and classical.

God bless the little children. 2. C toe. Denniker. 30
"So winning in their helpl^-ssnefls, i

How sinless, and how fair !"

Poetry by Mary Grace Halpine, and is a genuine ex-
pression of womanly, warm hearted love for the little

ones. Sing it at home.

Fold your arm around me, Papa. Song: and Cho.
3. W) to f. M. Loesck. 30

'Fold your arms around me, papa,
Lay my head upon your breast,

Barker grow the eveninf; shadows.
And your darling longs for rest."

Beautiful farewell song of a dying child.

Some Dav. 3. G to e. H. Schodler. 30
"You smoo'h the tangles from my hair,
With gentle touch and tenderest care."

Words by Florence Percy. Poem and music per-
fectly charming

Row us. Row us Swift. For three Ladies Voices.

3. G \o g. Campana. 75
'Voga, voga, marinAro,

Row us swirr, O boatman, row us."
For 1st and 2nd Soprano and Alto, and has an easy

swinging, rolling progression. Will be seized eagerly
by seminary teachers.

Instrumental.

Emperor Winiam March. 2. D. A. T. Midler. 40
Simple and brilliant.

Souvenir dc Memoire. Waltz. 2. CL.TT. Hatch. 30
Bridal Garland. Waltz. 4. E6. W. KeHnmn. 35
Humming Bird. " 2. G. .7. W, Turner. 30

Three very pleasing waltzes, the first and last of
of which will make excellent instruction pieces, while
the Bridal Garland is brilliant and powerful,—almost
triumphal in character.

Les Adieux Valse. 4. Gungl. 75
Famous set of waltzes.

Sunrise Galop. 3. E&. H. L. Eddt/. 30
StarrincT Galop. 3. G. J. M. Deems. 35

Both are light, tripping and "dance-exciting."

Three Divertimentos. 4 hds. 4.

W. Sterndale Bennett. 75
Have a character between organ pieces and studies,

and are very ingeniously constructed. Played with
spirit, will be effective.

Little Kitty Nocturne. 3. G. W. Busenhis. 30
Little Kitty and all her tribe are much obliged. A

very sweet Nocturne.

Home, Sweet Home. Transcription. 4. F. Oesten. 50
The "old sweet story" in a new and very pleasing

form. Warmly commended.

La Soothe. (The Soothing Strain.) Reverie.

4. D. W. T. Porter. 40
Will earn its name as a "lulling" piece, and has an

an unusually pretty melody.

Bookti.

System for Beginners. In the Art of Play-

ing npon the Pianoforte. By
Wm. Mason and E. S. ITondlej/. 3.00

These gentlemen, both accomplished teachers, have
done ft good thing for their brethren in the crafts.

They believe in abundance of Five Finger Exercises,
Huns, Scales, and the like, and furnish abundant
material, with a sufficiency of pleasing 'amusements.'
The "accent" exercises are peculiar and very useful.

ADBREVtATiONB.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The kfy Is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &o.,
a small Unman letter marks the highest note, (f on the stafT,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

Music DV Mail.—Music Is sent by mail, the expenne being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at u
distiincB will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense In obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at

double these rates.
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Vo-j/ Easy.
Ardlti's Kiss Waltz Everest. 30
Clmplut of Peails. 12 Nos. viz..BnHm6acA, each, 20

1 . Martha Flotow. 7. Freyschutz V. Weber.
2. Sicilian Vespers Verdi. 8. William Tell Rossini.

3. Gipsy's VVarning..Benedict. 9. Nabucodonosor Verdi.

4. Vaill'iiuce Polka Ascbcr. 10. Charles VI Halevy.

5. Lombardi Verdi. 11. LuisaMillcr Verdi.

6. L'KlisireD'Amore.Donizetti. 13. AmateurWalta Baumbach.

Cliildren's Toys. 12 Noa. viz. . .BaumiacA, each, 20

1. narmonica. 7. Druta.
2 Jews Harp. 8. Rattle.

3. Shuttle Cock. 9. Harlequin.
4. Top. 10. Doll.

5. Fire 11. Bat.

6. Rocking Horse. 12. Football.

Coaxing Polka BeHah 20

Coloiiella Waltz Belhk. 20
Dinnimer Boy's March Winner. 30
Ellen and Annie Schottish Bellak. 20
Flora's Waltz Alexander. 20

Gems of Verdi. Viz Rimbault, each, 20

I. Ah chc la morte.TrOT.atore. 2. LIbiamo La Traviata-

3 II Balen ' 4. Parigi o cara.

.

*'

5. Silastaochezza. *' 6. Di Provenza. ..
**

Sroison d' Or. (Golden Harvest). Operatic

arrangements Alberii, each, 20

1. Traviata. 11. Romeo et Juliet.

2. Rijoletto. Vi. LaFayorita.
3. Filledu Regiment. 13 Sonnambula.
4. Trovatore. 14. Sicilian Vespers.
f>. Lucia. 15. Don GioTanni.

6. Norma. 16. Huguenots.
7. Ldmttardi. 17. Robert le Diable.

5. Krnani. IS. Masaniello.

9. Lucrezia. 19. Prophete.
10. Masked Ball. 20. Linda.

Jovful Waltz Bellak. 20

l.iila's Ilifrliland March Lorenz. 20

^rerrv Zingara Polka Bellak. 30
Moss"y Deil Waltz Turner. 30
Now and Then. 24 Nos. viz ...Bellak. each, 30

1 llyac;i.^h Schottische. 2. Trab Trab Galop.
3. Mounl.aiii Echo Polka. 4. Rosette Polka.
6- Cliini'^again. 6. Young Recruit Quickstep.
7 Sardinian \raltze. 8. Masked Ball Mazurka.
9. Sntilcs and Tears. 10. Dnnbarton's Polka.

11 W'arhlings at Eve. 12. Aria Alia Scozzese.

1.3. Ri-d.While & Blue March. 14. Lombardi March.
15. Battle of Prague March 16 Joy, Joy. Freedom To-Day.
17. Now.andThpn Polka. 18. Casket Redowa.
19. Le Torrent Waltz. 20. whistle my lad qaickatep
21. IMltn Thee, Liberty. 22. Pony Galop.
23. I'd bo a Star. 24. Verdi Cotillion.

Pnpils Folio. 24 Nos. viz Everest, each, 20

1. Her bright smile haunts. 2. Bolero. Sicillian Vesperfl.

3. Do they think of me. 4 Chorus of servants.Martha.
6. Dan.e de Seville Waltz. 6. Warblings at eve.

7. Glory Hallelujah. 8. The Captain.
9. Shadow Song. Dinorah. 10. Reaper's Polka.

II. Red, White and Blue. 12 En avant March.
13. Pirates Cho, Enchantress. 14. Lucrezia Borgia Waitz.
15. Annie Lisle. 16. Hans-und Gretchen Polka.
17. Hunter's Cho.Frey.schutz. 18. 11 Balen. Trovatore.

19. Air from Traviata. 20. Serenade. Don Fasquale.

21. Angel of lieht, Favorita. 23. Swilzers farewell.

28. In tears I pine for thee. 24. When the swallows homft-

25. Grand March from Faust. ward fly.

Red, White and Bine Quickstep Farringer. 2!>

Hockinff Chair Polka Bellak. 20
Rival Polka Leonard. 30
Zenobia Polka Turner. 30
Young Minstrel. Dances and Operatic Gems. 39

Nos Gerville. each, 20

1. Departure for Syria. 20. Dernier Pensee de Weber.
2. Take them I implore thee. 21. Air Flauto Magico.
3. Fir.«t love Redowa. 22. Polka Mazurka.
4. Carnival de Venise. 2". La Cenerentola.

B. Storm March Galop. 24. Donna Del Lago.
6. Fanfare Polka. 25. Le Barbier de Seyille.

7. Invitation a la Valse.
, 26. La Somnambula.

8- Maltha Polka and Chorus 27. Valse de la Reine.
from Iliiguenotf. 28. Danse Espagnole.

9 Galop. Martha, and Child 29. Le Cor des Alpes.

of Regiment Waltz 30. La MignonneSchottisch.
10. Pieretre I'olka MiiZiirka. 31. La Chassedu JeuneHenri.
11. Les Bords de L'vonne. 32. El Jaleo de Xeres.

12. Zppherine Polka' Mazurka. 33. Le Chant du Colibrl.

13. M'nie. Pailla.s.^e Waltz. 34. Elisire D'Amore.
14. Valse di^ Strauss. 35. La Sonnambula (Lesonge).
15. Valse de Ijibitzky. 3G. Souvenir de Bellini.

16. Chanson Allemande. 37. Noces de Figaro.

17. Air Italien. (LaMolinara;, 33. Robin des Bois.

18. Polka. 39. Les Puritains.
19. AirTyrolien.

Easy.
Arion Waltz J. S. Knight. 30
Arrow and the Bow Oesten. 30
Au Revoir Polka Redowa J, S. Knight. 30
Captain. Tran.scription Turner. 40
Chant du Bei't'Or Colas. 30
Constellation March A.E. PillsbuiT/. 30
Cricket Polka Withers. 30
Croyez Moi Baumfdder. 25
Diiwning of Pence March Turner. 30
Dew Drop. Bluette Favarger. 35
Dream (The) Bergson. 35
Dreams of the Past Turner. 30
Fairy Wedding Waltz Ttimer. 30

Field Flowers Oeslen. each, 30
1. Come home with me^ ulp*'ir. 4. Up sailors, the anchor rises.

2. Thou villiige maid. 5. Come lovely May.
3. In dark forest shades. 6. fir trees.

Fredonia March Lothrop. 30
Gaields Champetres. 6 Morceaux. iJiin/cn, each, 35

1. Martha. 4. Langage des Clockes.
2. Visite da Bonheur. 5- Air. Styrien.
3. Polka. 6. Tic Tao.

Gems from Faust Rimbault, each, SO
1. Celebrated Valfie. 5. Faust & Marguerite's Duet.
2. Bijou Song. 6. Soldier's Chorus.
5. Kermesse. 7. Chorus of Old Men.
4. Flower Song. 8. Ttie Garden Cavatina,

Gift. Six Pieces ^fendehsehn.
1 & 3. The Sisters. 26 6. The First Grief. 20
3. The Dewdrop. 20 6. Free at Last. 25
4. The Firs; Party. 20

Golden Ray Polka Turner. 30
Ileimweh Jungmann. 30
Heliotrope Polka Williams. 30
Hooker's (Gen'l.) Qnickstep Whitllesay. 40
How so fair. "Martha." Variations .Grobe. 40
lone Galop T. S. Knight. 30
Leaves and Blossoms. (Blatter & BlUthen.) 10

Pieces Spindler. each, 30
1. Messenger of Spring. 6. Ivy Leaf.

2. Fragrant Violet. 7. Hunting Song.
8. Song of love. 8. Moorish Dance.
4. Buds. 9. Warrior's March.
6. Gazelle. 10. Flying Leaf.

Lily of the Valley Knig. 40
Ltttle Spring Song C. Hering. 30
March da Crociato Bun/muller. 35

Marching Along Quickstep Burdilt. 30

Military March "Faust." 35
On the' banks of the Rhine Oesten. 30

On yonder Rock. Transcription Everest. 30
Opera House Waltz Patliani. 30

Polka. Op. Ill Spindler. 50

President Johnson's Grand March. G. R. Herbert. 40
Rappelle toi. Bagatelle Forbes. 30

Repertoire du jeune Pianiste. L'Afric.ainc . Beyer. 35

Re-union March Strauss. 30

Reverie in "Semiraraide" Bess. 50

Robin Adair. Transcription Everest. 30
Rose March Williams. 30
Russian Polka . . . Beyer. 30

Santa Lucia Polka Redowa J. S. Knight. 30
Shadow Song Polka Redowa " 30
Simplette. Melodie Vavarger. 30
Smith's (P. F.) March Martin. 35

Song Chimes, viz Brunner. each, 30

1. Good night, my love. 4. In dark'ninc: night.

2. Picture of the Rose, 5. Whispering breezes.

3. Remembrance. 6. The Lark.

Sylphs, The Spindler. each, 20

1. Flora's Polonaise. 4. Wanda Maznrka.
2. Tyrolicnr^ Waltz. B. Florella Waltz.
3. Fairy PC a. 6. Rosette Galop.

Tears, idle tek.s. Nocturne Turner. 30
Three Children's Songs Oesfen, each, 30

1. A Waltz Song. 3. Gondolier's Song.
2. Tyrolese Melody.

Tone Pictures. 6 Nos. viz Reynold.

1. The Fountain. 30 4. May Flowers. 30
2. Young Zephyrs. 35 5. The strange story. 80
3. Pearls of Dew. 30

Turkish March Beethoven. 30
Union March Militaire E. M. Porter. 40
Warrior's Victory March Strauss. 30
Waterfall Schottisch F. H. Pease. 30
WithinaMileof Edinburg Glover. 35

Woodland Waltz Metcalf. 30

Moderately Difficult.

Alpine Bells Oesten. 40
Alpine Shepherdess Berg. 40
Bellaggio Brinley Richards. 50

Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberg. 30

Bid me Discojirse Brinley Richards. 60

Bride's Prayer on her Wedding Day Oesten. 35
Bouquet de Melodies. L'Africaine Beyer. 60
Brightest Eyes . . . Kruger. 50

Carnival Botschafter Waltzes Strauss. 60
Chant des Vagues Sydney Smith. 40
Chapelle du Forest. Idyle Jungmann. 50

Chime again, beautiful bells Richards. 40
Christmas Chimes " 40

Convent Bells Spindler. 50

Coronation , or Leap Year Waltzes Strauss. 40
Deuxiome 'Tarentelle Sidnei/ Smith. 80

Dying Poet "Seven Octaves." 60

Fairy Menuet Lysberg. 30
Fairy Whispers Sidney Smith. 60
Farewell. Romance Jungmann. 40
Faust. "Boquet of Melodies." Beyer. &0
Faast Polka Mazurka Ketterer. 50

Faust, Repertoire Bei/er. 35

Feast of Roses Hervey. 40
Fillegrave Polka Ketteter. 60

Flears des Alps Barb(a. 50

Crown Jewels. 33 Nos. viz Baumbach. each, 3"^

1. Ah CheLa Morte. 2. Charity. ,

3. II Balen. 4. 01.1 Hundred.
5. Shadow Air 6. Porlugueseeventnghyiuu.
7. False One I Ixive thee still. 8. I would not live alway.
9. Ah Don't Mingle. 10. Plcvel'n German Hymn.

11. S.alut a la France. 12. Fading Still Fading.
].!. Ask me not. ]4. Wings of a Dove.
15. Thenj-ou'll remember me IG. T\ rolese Evening Hymn.
17. Brindisi. 18 Evening song to the Virgin
19. Quintette Finale. 20 Marseilles Hymn.
21. How so fair. 23. Coming thro' the Rye.
23. In tears I pine. 24. Annie Laurie.
25. Ever of Thee. 26. God save the Queen.
27. ^Vhen the Swallows. 28. Long Weary Day.
29. The star spangled banner. .30. Juniata.
31. WithinamiieofEdinboro'. 32. II Suon Dell' Arpa
33. On this day ofjoy delicious

Gaiete de Coiur. Valse Sidney Smith. 80
Galop Brilli.inte. "Vepres Siciliennes". . . .iJer^. 50
Garibaldina Grand March B.Richards. 50
Golden Bells. Caprice S. Smith. 75
Good Night, farewell Voss. 35
II Bacio. Transcription Oeslen. 50
Pm lonely since my mother died. Var. . . Grobe. 60
Love lighted eyes Oesten. 40
Marche des Tambours Sidney S?nith. 60
Marching Along. Variations Baumbach. 60
Maidens Blush Waltz "Seven Octaves."- 60
Marseilles Hymn Berg. 50
Massaniello. Fantasia Sidney Smith. 80
Memories of Home B. Richards. 50
Monastery. (Vignette) . " 60
Mother's Prayer .

..'. Krug. 40
Mountain Stream. Morceau S.Smith. 70
Mountain rill Hawes. 50
Night Shades no longer. Variations Grobe. 40
Ocean Shells , .Eervey. 50
Pas Redouble, Morceau Brilliante..ii'iVHey 5»irf/i. 75
Pinson Pauvrette F. Barbot. 50
Kove Angelique. Berceuse S. Smith. 50
Romance. Traviata Oesten. 35
Savoyard Melody B. Richards. 40
Scheidcn Waltzes Wetssenbom. 60
Shadow Air "Pardon de Ploermel Richards. 50
Slumber Song Dressel. 30
Slumber Song Heller. 20
Soleil Couchant. Nocturne Leopold. 35
Spanish Melody Spindler. 40
Spinning Wheel Sidney Smith. 60
Spring Fairy Ergelbrechl. 50
Starry Night. Serenade S. Smith. 60
St.ar Spangled Banner. Variations Grobe. 60
Sul Mare. (On the sea) Kuhe. 40
Tenting on the old camp ground. Var...GroJe. 60
Thou art so near and yet so far Richards. 50
Twilight Reverie Berg. 35
Valse d'Hiver. "Vepres Siciliennes." " 50
Vieni la mia vendette. Variations Grobe. 40
Village Swallows. Waltzes Strauss. 60
Wandering Sprite. (Illustrated) Engelbrecht- 60
Wearing of the Green Baumbach. 50
Who will care for mother. Variations. " 60
Wilt thou love me Knig. 40

Difficult.
Alice. Romance Aschir. 60
Barber of Seville. Fantasia Brilliant. . Leybach.l .00

Campanella (La) Egghard. 50
Chant du Bivouac Ketterer. 50
Chatelaine (Le) Valse de Salon " 75

Chant du Martyr "Seven Octaves." 75

Dripping Well Gollmick. 50
Fairy Land Schottisch "Sevai Octaves." 75

Fantasie in "Mireille" Ketterer. 75

Faust. Fantasia Brilliant " 60
Faust. Fantasia Elegante Leybach. 60

Grand Caprice, in form of Waltz. . . Wollenhaupt. 90

Grand Valse Brilliante. Op. 14 Leybach. 60

Helene. Grand Valse Brilliante. . . . Wollenhaupt. 75

Hirondelles (Les) Streich. 90

Marche des Amazons J. M. Wehli.l.00
Marche Styrienne Ketterer. 70

Meteor. Grand Galop Wollenhaupt. 75

Nocturne, No. 1. Op. 55, in F Minor. . . Chopin. 75
" 2. " 55, " E flat Miijor. " 35

On Song's bright pinions Heller. 90

Orfa. Grand Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

O whisper what thou feelest E. Hoffman. 75

Polka de Concert J.M. WeUi.\.00

Polonaise in C. Op. 40 Chopin. 35

Polonaise. Morceau de Concert ... lFo/teiAaup(. 90

Polonaise. No. 2. Op. 26, in E flat Minor. CAo^jin. 75

Polonaise. E flat major, op. 22 " 1.50

Premier Nocturne Leybach. 50

Reveil des Oiseaux. Idyle Lysberg. 75

Romance d' Ines. "L'Africaine"... Jaell. 60

Romance Nouvelle J. M. Wehli.l .00

Rutsseau (Le), Valse Etude Wollenhaupt. 50

Sylphs (Les) des Bois Ascher.l.OO

Tarentelle Heller. 60

Un Ballo in Maschera, Fantasia Leybach.l.00
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CHOICE CATALOGUE OF VER^^
PUBLISHED BY OLIVEE DITSON k CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON k CO., NEW YOEE.

NOTE - -All the pieces In the Catalo^es numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these Ufltfl will be exire of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Addrevutions.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difficulty. TBe easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellak, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
steps, ^altze5, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like
mo^t of thatof Strauss, and such marches as the March from
Paust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg's "Sweet Home'* are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, D6. &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a Tocal piece),
if on tbe staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Gh. means tbat the song has a Chorus,

Instrumental.

PAVOKITE MA-KCHES & QUICKSTEPS.
Challenge Jlirch. 2. F H. Kleber. 30
Peter's Highlana March. 2. E6.. TF. C. Peters. 35
Midniu:ht March. 2. G Leila. 30
LeReve. Quickstep 3. B6 C. G. Wentworth. 30
Fredonia March. 2- A6 ....D. W. Lothrop. 35
Fusileer's Grand March. 2. A N. K. Bacon. 30
Baveux Quickstep. 2. E6 W. C. Glynn. 30
Aladdin " 2. G T. Comer. 30
Iron Boots " 2. F C. E. Bennett. 35
Prize Banner " 2. D D. H. EasMl. 35
Highland March & Q'step. 2. F..J. W. Turner. 30
Hero's Quickstep. 2. G H. Schmidt. 30
Warrior's Triumphal March. 3. Bb.T. H. Howe. 40
Village Quickstep. 2. C...
Military !March from "Faust.
Mtner'9 Quickstep. 2. E5 ....
La Grande Dnehesse March. 3. D. . . .E. Mack. 40
Champagne Charlie Q'step. 2. C. Arr.hy Knight. 30
Capt. Jinks. Quickstep. 2. Bb. " " 30

More mircliin J feet have moved to the above airs
than coald well be counted. The oldest among them
do not lose their popularity.

.J. C. Barllett. 30
S.Bb.A. Davnent. 35
..A. F. Holmes. 25

TWO BEILLIANT 'WALTZES.
Flying Trapeze, Waltz. 3. C G. Lyle. 35
Summer N'oon. " 2. F E. Mack. iO

Pine Lithograph title.

PAVOBITE POLKAS.
Golden Robin Polka, 3 E N. Bosquet. 35
Pet Robin Polka, 3 G J. H. McNaughton. 60

Fine colored Vignette.

Swinging Polka, 3 E6 T. Baker.
Fine colored Vignette.

New Anvil Polka, 3 F Parlow.
Partridge Polka, 3 G Koppitz.

The above are characteristic pieces. The Robin pol-
kas have sweet bird calls in them, the Swinging Polka
has a Bwinging movement, the Anvil Polka sounds
best with hammer accompaniment, and the Partridge
Polka brings in the whistle of the Quail. The picture
titles are very attractive.

SpiiHt of Air. Polka. 2. B6 E. Mack.
Fine lithograph title.

Un Mari Sage. Polka. 4. C and F.
••La Belle Helene."

A sort of Polka with variations.

Grand Polka de Concert. 5 J. H. Morey.
A powerful piece.

60

40

40

60

PAVOEITE GALOPS.
Brightest Eyes. Galop. 3. G..W.H. Schultze. 35
Trab-trab. 'Galop. 2. A F. B. Helmsmuller. 35
Ypiilanti Galop. 2. Bb C. Zerrahn. 30
Love, I'leasure and Mirth. Galop. 3.J3e/nis;nu//er. 35
Hurrah Sturm Galop. 3. F " 35

Five wide-awake Galopp.

Little Red-Riding Hood Galop. 2. CE.Mack. 50
Very pretty title.

Long Brancn Galop. 2. F. Arr. by .7. S. Knight. 30
Introduces '"On the Beach atNewport."

Not for Joseph. Galop. 3. C A. Lloyd. 35
Can-can Galop. 2. G "Grande Vuchesse." 35
Fire of Youth. (Jagend-feuer). Gnlop. 2. C.

//. Jlermanrt. 40

LANCEES.
Tbe Original Lancer's Qnndrille. 2. J. S. Knight. 40
Newport Lancer'* Quadrille. 2 35

Theae mo«e famon^ of the lAncerfl hardly need a
word of commendatioa, as they are known every-
where.

La Grande Dachessc Lanccra' Qaadrillc. 3.

./. .S'. Knight. 50
Contaias six brilliant airs from the opera.

BEILLIABTT PIECES BY POPETLAE
AUTHOES.

Last Rose of Summer. 6. Ab H.Ecrz. 1.00

Spring Fairy. (Lafee printemps). 3. B6.
J. C. Engelbrecht. 50

La Redemption. Polka Elegante. 3. D.A i7q/"e?-. 50
Summer Breezes Waltz. 4. Ab T. Briclter. 35
Une Voix des Onde. (A Voice from the Waves).

4. D?) G. W. Heivitt. 40
Rocking Waves and Whispering Breezes. 4. Ab.

C. A. Moody. 50
Home, Sweet Home. 5. D6 A. Baumbac/i. 60
Pic-Nic Polka. 3. F T. La Hache. 50
Wandering Sprite. 4. Ab J. C. Engelbrecht. 60
Beautiful Star. Transcribed. 3. Wi.B. Bichards. 50
All Aboard. Polka BriUant. 4. Eb . Engelbrecht. 50

With Lithograph title.

La Barcarolle (of Weber). 4. DJ.Arr. hy Barnett. 30
Ever of Thee. 3. Bb. Transcribed h^ Baumbach. 40
La Dolcezza. Noctarne. 5. 'Db...J. G. Barnett. 35
Le Triumphe. Grand Concert Galop. 3. Eft.

A. Gockel. 50
Witches Galop. 3. E6 M. Liebich. 40
Bittle-it Polka. 4. E6 Wm. Mason. 50
La Couronne. Mazurka de Salon. 5 A6. W.Berge. 75
Sourire du Matin. (Smiles of Morning). Reverie.

5. Ab W. lucho. 75
Old Hundred. Int. & Variations. 4. Ab.Poulton. 60

A fine list, from which players, somewhat advanced,
ay with ease select pieces for the pleasure of them
Ives and friends.

Brilliant Jewels. A Medley. i...A. p. Wyman. 75
Contains a number ot popular melodies.

La Belle Helene. Potpoari. Books 1 and 2. 4
E. Mack, each. 75

OLD, BUT POPULiE.
The Enchanted Polka. 2. Bb..D.T. Harraden. 35
Helen's Dream Waltz. 2. B6 L. Louis. 35
Galloping Sleigh-ride Polka. 3. E. J. P. Ordway. 35
Smith's March. 2. A ' .J. T. Martin. 35
Woodland Waltz. 2. B6 1. N. Metcalf. 35
Syracuse Polka. 3. E6 J. A. Fowler. 30
Cally Polka. 2. B6 A. Dodworth. 35
Glenmary Polka. In 3 sets. 3 R. S. Willis. 60
Sounds from the Alps. 3. Ab G. Blessner. 50
Starlight Waltz. 2 E6 J. L. Truax. 30
Sleigh-bell Polka. 2. G L. G. Casseres. 30
Serious Family Polka. 2. G G. Loder. 35
Rainbow Schottisch. 3. E6 H. Kldier. 50

Colored Vignette title.

Peabody Schottisch. 2. Bb J. E. Maqriider. 30
All are new to those who have never heard them,

and are thus always gaining new friends.

PAVOEITE MELODIES WITH VAEIA-
TIONS.

Wearing of the Green, Transcribed, 4 Ei.
" A. Baumbach. 40

Oft in the Stilly Night, Var. 4D... .C. Grobe. 60
Lone Starry Hours, " 4 G " 60
Marseilleise, " 4 C " 60
Yankee Boodle, " i 0. A. Baumbach. 35
Auld Lang Syne, " 4 G C. Grobe. 60
Annie Lisle, ' 4 Bb. " 60
Anvil Chorus, " 4 G. • " 60
Do they Miss me at Home?" 4 Bb. " 50
Darling Nelly Gray, " 4 Ei. " 60
Lilly Dale. " 4 Bb. " 60
Star Spangled Banner, " 4 C. " 60
Shells of Ocean, " 4 Eft. " 60
Home Again, " 4 Eft. " 60
Fisher's Hornpipe, " 4G.. .L. Struck. 50
Oh ! Boys carry me 'long, " 3 F C. Grobe. 50
Farewell my Lilly Dear, " 3 C. " 50
Aileen Aroon. Var. 4. G. ... .A. P. Wyman. 50
Champagne Charlie. 4. C .... " " 60
Little Maggie May. 4. G " " 60
Speed Away. 4. Aft " " 60

All are excellent for learners who aro somewhat ad-
vanced, and as they are on Melodies of standard ex-
cellence, are not likely to wear out.

TWO FAVOEITE SCHOTTISCHES.
Reverie Schottlsche. 3. F E. Mack. 40
Champagne Charlie. 3. Eft. Arr. by E. Wcllmann. 30

Uave illustrated titles.

EASY PIECES.

Opera Schottisch, 2 F B. Kleber. 40
Hamburg Polka, 2 Bft. " 30
New Bobolink " 2 C F. M. Barrows. 30
Banjo Polka, 2 G J. Belial.. 30
Opera March, 2D J. H. Kappes. 30
Dream March, 2 C. G. L. Smith. 30
Drummer Boy's " 2D S. Winner. 30
Daisy Dean Q. step, 2 G C. Farringer. 30
Christina Polka & " 2 C H. L. Greene. 30
Young Pupils Second Galop, 1G..F. H. Brown. 25
Fairy Bell Polka, 2 D T. E. Howe. 30
Everybody's Polka, 2D Somebody. 30
Ella Waltz, 1 O G. B. Ware. 25

Flora's Waltz, 2 F M. P. Alexander. 25

First Steps, 1 C & F . .- /. Bellak. 40
Contains " Pestal," " Jordan," " Prima Donna,"

" Lilly Dale," "Evergreen Polka," *'Katy Darling,"
" Pop goes the Weasel," *' Coming Thro' the Rye,"
and " Carnival."

Magic Spell Schottish, 2 G J. Bellak. 30
Golden Wreath Waltz, 2 G L 0. Emerson. 30
Rippling Wave Waltz, 3 Bft /. W. Turner. 30
Rivulet Waltz, 3D E. Pond. 30
Silver Spring Polka, 2 G L. 0. Emerson. 30
Rival Polka, 2 G ..R.B. Leonard. 30
Blue Bird, Polka Redowa, 2 F Weingarten. 35

Zenobia Polka, 2 F J. W. Turner. 30
These are not of the ^ very easiest " grade, but are

proved favorites, and well calculated to stimulate and
please the learner in his second and third quarter's

practice.

POITE HAND PIECES.
Lancers Quadrilles, 2 Dressier. 75
Norma March, 3D J. C. Viereck.' 50
Buds from the Opera, 2 J. Bellak. each. 40
1 ftfartha. 16 Puritani.
2 Bohemian Girl. 17 William Tell.

3 Don Pasquale. 18 Moses.
4 Crown Diamonds. 19 La Dame Blaiiciifi.

5 Lucia. 20 Anna Bolena.
6 Lncrezia. 21 Zampa.
7 La Fille du Regiment. 22 La Muette.
8 Favorita. 23 Trovatore.
9 Emani. 24 Rigoletto.
10 Somnambula. 25 Fra Diavolo.
11 Linda. 26 Maritana.
12 Moutecchi. 27 Cinderella.

13 Belisario. 28 Caliph.
14 L'Elisire. .- 29 La Bayadere
15 Norma. 30 La Traviata.

Meteor Grand Galop, 3 Eft Wollenhaupt. 75
Belongs to the set " A Collection of Favorite Dance

Music for Two Performers," wbich contains about 80
favorite Waltzes, Galops, Polkas, Quadrilles, &c., all

spirited and pleasing. Send for any of the list, and
be pleased

!

Amesbury Waltz, 1 G E. W. Nason. 3D
Isador Waltz, 1 Bft " " 30
Forest Glade, Polka Bril 4 Eft. .Z. 31. Gottschalk. 60

Where there are two players in a family, a selection

from the above fine duets will furnish a vast deal of
pleasure both to performers and hearers.

Wayside Flowers G. A. Russell, each. 35

1 Fairy Wedding Waltz. 11 lielgravia WnJtz.
2 Le Reve Quickstep. 12 Corn-flower Waltz.
3 L'Africaine Polka. 13 First Love Redowa.
4 Criapino Galop. 14 Five o'clock in tbe morning
5 Parting Waltz 15 Polka, "Grande Duchesse."
C Mabel Waltzes. 18 The Guards' Waltzes.
7 March, "G'rd Duchesse." 17 Wildfang Galop.
8 Run for Luck Polka. 18 Joys that we've tasted,Wtz
9 I'll meet thee in the Lane. 19 Amelie Waltzes.

10 O would I were a bird. 20 Come into the gardcn,Maud

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and very con
veniently arranged for learners.

A EEDOWA.A MAZtJEKA AND A BANCE.
Orange Blossom Redowa. 3. Eft E.Mack. 40
Summer Garlands. Mazurka. 3. C... " 40
The Can-can. Danced by Molacchi and Baretta.

Arr. by J. S. Knight. 50
Have handsome illustrated titles.

BRILLIANT DANCE-MUSIC PEOM THE
OPEEA OP "BAEBE-BLEUB."

By Offenbach.

Grand Waltz. The Kiss. 3. E 50
Schottischo. 3. D 30
Lancer's Quadriile. 3 40
Quadrille. 3. F and Bft 40
Polka. 3. D 35

Redowa. 3. Bft 30
Galop. 3. G 30
March. 3. G 30
Boulotto Galop. 2. F 35
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A SOPEANO SINGBE, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771—

THE
Pestalozzian Music Teacher,
By DR. LOWELt. MASORT, THEODORE

SEWARD a JOHN W. DICKINSON".

A very clenr-headed and practical bcok, pervins as » nianu.il

for teaching Music, Geogniphy, Arithmetic and all other school

studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
which is amply illu-^itnited by example.i. and mfide ready for

the use of all insiructorfl. Price $2,00. Mailed, post-paid,

for the above price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORTE.
By "WILLIAM MASON & E. S, HOADLEY.
A wonderfully well -arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recrerttions, Illustritive Pictures, Duets for

Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercise.'!, and many fine

Melodiea for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine mu.'^ieians and thorough teachers who
compiled thework are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes

!

These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from
Tery easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian style, and all

sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,
In Seminaries,

In Choir Practice,
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.
PRICE, T5 Cents.

Sent post-paid for the above price,

OLIVER DITSOBT & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOBT & CO , New York.

New and Popular Songs.
MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. Song and Chorus E. Chrislie. 4,0

MEET ME, ADDIE, BTTHE OAK TKEE.
Song and Chorus E- Christie. 40

TENDER AND TRUE e. Lyle. 40

GOLDEN STREETS. Song and Chorus.

W. Kittredge. 40

All have handsome Lithograph titles.

Sent by mail on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CAETATA.
BY

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who pxaniine this Cantata, (which \s almost an Or,

atorio)will agree with a prouiioenc. musical writer, who pro-
nounces it

• 'charmiiip, from first to la«t."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety cf Solos, Quartets, &c.,
and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socie-
ties and Choirs.
PWff,— Paper, $1.12 ; Boards, $1.50 ; Cloth, $1.75.
Sent, ppst-paid, en receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Messe Solennelle,

In 13 ITfliiior.

L. NIEDERMEYER.
NiEDEHMEYER, a friend and proteg^ of Ro.'isini, has achieved

a success in this work, which will furnish a pleasing novelty
for the practice of Choirs," Mass Clubs, & c. Said by Dr James
Pech to be ''pleasingly elegant." "We have, on every repeti-
tion, passed through tbe work with increasing interest."

Pnce.—Paper, $1.25 ; Cloth, 1.50.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO . Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

UNPARALLELED FOR CHEAPNESS
AND COMPLETENESS

!

Ditson & Go's

STANDARD OPERAS
[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].

With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.

With English and Italian words.

NO'W READY.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lueia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
Norma, Luoretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.

Price OF EACH IS Paper $1.00. In Boarbs, with illumi-

nated covers, $2.00. Sent postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

\m W'^m for i^jj.

VOCAL.
'Tis but a Lock of Hair ..-E. Christie. 30

All Revoir, Louise T.J. Ltppilt. 30

Tlie Beggar Boy f- Oimpana. 50

Chiquita. (Bret Harte) F-lBooU. 30

Upon the Stanislow. " " .
40

Darkly the Shadows press on my Eyes. ..Fame. 30

Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartette. 0. Lob. 40

She's just about the age S. Franks. 30

Baby "and 1 want to kiss you goodbye.
W. 0. Perhns. 30

Lover and the Bird. For Soprano Guglielmo. 35

Only a little Brook. Song and Cho .. Hachellon. 30

I love to sing E. L. Uime. 30

God bless the little children Demnker. 30

Fold Your arm around me. Papa. Song & Cho.
•^

M. Loesck. 30

Some Day. .

." H- Schoetler. 30

Row us. Row us swift. For three Ladies' Voices.

Campana. 75

Pearl of the Isle ; . .-.J- H- Thomas. 35

For You '1^- Keller. 30

Regret Thee'l V- Gabriel. ^'O

Speak to me F- Campana. 30

Asiain ihe flowers we loved to twine Barnes. 30

Ave Maria. (Holy Spirit, hear our prayer). Bate-. 40

Oh ! for the wings of a Dove. Sacred Quartet.

J. S. Knight. 40

The Lord is in His holy Temple. Quartet.

Otto Lob. 40

INSTRUMENTAL.
Happy Memories W- Busenius. 35

Roiid to Luck. Grand Concert de Concert.

Chas. Wels. 4. A6. 2 hands. 60

3. A6. 4 " 1.00

2d. March Hongroise F. Liszt. 75

German Triumphal March through Paris.

E. Pabst. 40

Virginia Military Institute March. C. M. Stephani. 30

Sparkling Schottisch /. B. Mutli 30

Julio. Mazurka Brillante C. Kolting. 15

Emperor William March A. T. Muller. 40

Souvenir de Memoire. Waltz. . C. L. H. Hatch. 30

Bridal Garland. W-altz W. Keilman. 35

Humming Bird. " J. W. Turner. 30

Les Adieux Valse Gunql. 75

Sunrise Galop II. L. Eddy. 30

Starring Galop .J. M. Deems. 35

Three Divertimentos. ihis.W. Stei-ndaleBamett. 75

Little Kitty Nocturne W. Busenius. 30

Home, Sweet Home. Transcription Oesten. 50

La- Soothe. (The Soothing Strain.) Reverie.

W. T. Porter. 40

Germania. Waltz W. Torsell. 40

Meet and Chandon. Waltz J. S. Knight. 30

Valse Brillante. (Military Style). . .X Leybach. 40

Old 96. Waltz E. Christie. 30

Summer ?Jight Schottische J. H. Waud. 30

Eleven Chorals from Schneider's Organ School. 35

Dawn of Love Mazurka E. L. Ripley. 50

Five Songs without Words G. D. Wilson. 75

In the Fields. (Auf den Bergen) Jungman. 40

BOOKS.

Messe Solennelle. For Four Voices.

L. NiedermeyPT. L25

Ststbm for Beginners, in the Art of Play-

ing upon the Pianoforte. By
Wm. Mason and E. S. Hoadley. -3.00

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense hein?
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double

these rates.
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lyrKS. C. A. BAEKT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near ColCm-

bu3 Avenue. 782-ly

Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building. 154 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. W. POSTER will make arrangements to

conduct .Mucical Conventions. Festivals, Societies, &c.

Addre.is, care of 01 iver Ditson ; or, at Keene, N. H 770

paoF. & ssas. x!i>g.&r a. roebiits,
Academy of Music.

713— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

, S. P. PHEUTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Bo.iton.

T O. BMEHSOH' offers his Services as Conductor of

* Slusical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Addre-^s, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass

J. F. KUDOX.PIISEXr,
VOCAIi CULTURE AND SINGINO.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

O. X!. 'WEITXirO
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 623

L. DAM A,
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

Chickerings' Building, 246 Washington Street. Room 5'

JOHN W. TUPTS.
TEACHER OP PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Van Renssalear Place.

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was estabHshed in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
aa an educator in every department of Muslo, is sanc-
tioned bj a constantly iucreasing patronage from all parts of

our coantry. School" and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest ttachtTs, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWABD B. OLIVEE,
Principal, Boston, Mase.

PROF. A. C. MAGGI. of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian. French and ?panih;h ianguapes. Lessons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

Tate le.=50nB and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Avenue, Boston.

yjl LLH. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instractioa on

444
toe Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

Cars Oliver Ditson & Co. 671— tf.

TkfR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct
*'-* Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [SBT-tf

Innms M. JHI,
Teaolier of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMAi'ION OF THE VOICE,

Ka61>ISU A\D ITALIA X SLlSGISf©.
Address at the New Ituilding, 64.^ Wasliington Street.

ELLIOTT TV'. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at OliTer Ditson &. Go's.

C*. AlMLittJi at CO.
lapnpTVt^'J OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

X lar^t assortment of Amekicaic Mdsio constaotly on hand.

TyiK M. W. WHITWEY. Basso Vocalist,,—
Having receutly returned irom Europe, is now prepar-

ed to rei-elTe profetwiotial engagements. Residence No. 9

AII>ton, St., UortOD 744—3mas.

"\ I B. C. p. MOKEISOIJ offers his servires as Con-
-^ -^-ductor of Mu.'.ical FeHtlvals and ConTentlons the coming
a«a^on. Address at Newburyport, Mass., or Care of Oliver

InUoa k Co., Boston. 720

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOI-.TE, SINUl.SO and .MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Ke^ideiice, Cooiid^e Uou.-e. ConjmunicatiODS niaj be
toft at Ditdon & Co'B Mnaic Store. 717— tf.

MISS G. M.. HAHEIS,
TBAOHZ;B OF FIA.NO & SXXT0ZI70.

A'idreaa care OilT^r Ditson & Co , or at KyFiidenre. Auburn-
dale. 740-';mr,!< .

Vni7SZ.O-V7 Z.. BAVDIIN,
TE-A^CHER. OF C3-XJIT.A.B,,

<SJ3_

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

No. 12.» Trem'jnt Str<*t, lJ*'to GHI— fjrr

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; ia finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualiti<'S and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full five-

Octave seta of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TKEMOLO or VOX IIUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated STVell i« furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced infitruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRIISrCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

£. & a.

la sm
BY
G, HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful CoLiSEDM Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denomiuatioDS.

Also an assortment of jecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

TWrUSICAL ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early ajiplication. SOLON WILDER,
F. S. DAVENPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

Tk,^ R. J. J. KIMBALL will be abpent from the city till

"^ -*- September 20, at which time he will resume lessons on

he Voice Letters may be addressed to him at 9 Allaton St.

lyrME. BERTHA JOHANWSEN has the pleas-

ure to announce that she bow resides in Boston, and la

prepared to give le.^sons in the Art of Singing t« advanced

pupils. For furtlier particulars inquire at Koppitz & Pruf-

ER's Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 moa.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufartured by E, L. HOLBKOOK Kast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply lor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON&HEALY,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Eetail Da*lere in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Ourstockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., Is the lari^est iiTid most com ph-te in the
No. VVcet Our connertlon with .Memrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,

enables un to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,

at ne BoHton Prices.

(C7~In addition to the publUiitlons of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furoiKb till Music and Musio
Hooks publJHbed in America, tog.-ther wltti a choice stoclc of

Poreiscn Music. U19-if

Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
<& Plamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL.
OTHERS. See Testi-
mony Circular.

75 MEDALS
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
a"warde(J them for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity. New styles and.
reduced prices this
season. ..

Catalogues free.

MASON & HAMLIN
ORGAN CO., 154. Tre-
mont St., Boston; 596

^Broadway, Ne"w York.

lASTRUCTIO^f OBf THE VIOLIN.
Tyr-^ BERNHARD LISTEMANW respectfully

announces that, In connection with his brother, he

is prepared to receive Pupils for the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

each, at Hallett, Davis & Go's Building, No. 274 Washington

Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Mesprs. ListeniJtnn have the privilege of hearing Solo pla>ing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANN,
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 Sns

The Choral Tribute
BT L. O. BMERSOlf,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School B^oks.

Price $1.60 ;
$1.3.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHA3. H. DITSOJJ & CO., Mew York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS,
JTew Styles, Ile-

sonant ; with imr-

provements pat-
ented June and
Jiii^ust, 1S70;
surpassing all

previous produc-

tions inrioh.beaur-

W tiful qualities of
tone, and general

exoellenoe. (Prices ifeduced ; $50 to

$S,000 each. JTew Rlustrated Cata-

loffZie, free.

154 IREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 596 BROAOWAY, NEW YORK.

T SCHTTBEBTH & CO. Ptiblishers and Dealen

in Foreign and American Muciic, saOBroad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS OALLXD TO ODR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the liargest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including Tery Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GmTARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAEINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions ofMusical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViDlonceJIo and Double- Biuta.

PBAJ^OS AMP iraEI^ODEOiVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our faciltles are such as enable us to furnish the above:

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IHD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEBCHANDI8E, at

prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisluctory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 OOUHT STKKET, (Oppoulte the Court House)
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Opera and the Art of Singing^.*

BY CARL GLOGGNER CASTELLI.

[OoDtiQued from page 10.]

11.

The controversy of the "Gluck-ists and Pic-

cin-ists," the war between Ideality and Realism,

between Art and Virtuosity in Opera, did not,

as a (luestion of principles, come to an end with

the lives of the two rivals. What concessions

even Mozart had to make to the taste of his time,

to the demands of liis singers, who cared too little

for the dignity of Art to serve it at the expense

of virtuosity, is well enough known from his ope-

ras. Through the greater part of the Rossini

period (1807—1819-25) Spontini kept the stage,

v?ho, in simple treatment of the voices and truth

of expression, had taken Gluck for his model.

But neither the sovereign protection of the em-

press Josephine, and later that of Frederic Wil-

liam III., nor the astonishment of the musical

world, availed to win the victory for his brilliant

music from Rossini's muse. Weber's success in

Germany and England contributed essentially to

pave the way for a more ideal tendency ; in

France his "Freyschiitz"^ was not quite under-

stood, nor is it yet under the name of "Robiu des

Bois."

The reign of the Italians on both sides of the

Rhine was first overcome by the appearance of

Meyerbeer. For the history of Opera as well

as of singing, Meyerbeer's appearance forms a

decisive chapter. From this time onward we see

the importance of the Italian Opera gradually

step into the background, its very works, one

after another, vanish from the repertoire. The
number of operas of Rossini, Bellini and Donizet-

ti Coriginally more than a hundred) which are

performed now-a-days, has melted away to com-

paratively a few. Verdi has never been able to

quite make his way in Germany and France, and

of his many operas only the Trovainre has kept

its place upon the repertoire. But the Italian

school of singing, the cultivation of the instru-.

ment, such as Rossini sought and found it for the

performance of his operas, has nearly vanished.

Just as fast as Rossini's Operas (of the period be-

fore "Tell") became forgotten, was the Blethod

also lost which was peculiar to the singers of that

epoch. What we still hear of it, is either decay-

ing relics of that great school, or single epheme-

ral manifestations. Even in Italy the perform-

ances of Rossini's operas are no longer every day

occurrences. The great public finds no longer

any relish in them ; and the singers, who have

been formed in the school of Verdi's later style,

for the most part cannot sing them. Verdi has

crowded out the "Swan of Pesaro" in Italy ; he

is the Italian Meyerbeer. The loss thereby to

the art of singing in Italy, is analogous to the in-

fluence which Meyerbeer's operas have exerted

on this art on this side of the Alps.

To be able truly to appreciate the Italian art

* Translated, for this Jouroal, from the Musikalisches

WockenblaU (Leipzig).

of song, one must have heard Italian operas sung

by Italian singers, particularly those of the Ros-

sini period.

When Rossini began to develope his peculiar

style, which gives the singer opportunity to make

all the excellencies of a well cultivated instru-

ment available, voices were raised against him

even in Italy. The complaint was made that,

instead of taking his predecessors, Cim;irosa, Zin-

garelli, &c., for his models, and letting the singer

produce his effect through the beauty of a sus-

tained tone, he has turned the human voice into

an instrument and destroyed the natural power

of tone. If we compare Rossini's demands upon

the singers with the style of the older Italian op-

era, if we consult the traditions which have come

down to us from that epoch, it will become clear

enough to us, that the charm felt in the fulness

and power of the human organ in its highest de-

velopment has been perceptibly weakened by

Rossini, in ord»r to make room for a more one-

sided culture of mere technical facilit)'. To be

sure, the older Italian singers trained themselves

to a facility in passages, which scarcely fell short

of that of the newer singers of the Rossini school.

But their chief aim was the tone itself, and the

effect produced upon the hearers purely by this.

What we read of the formation o( the tone, the

cultivation of the breath, the flexibility of the

voice, in the singers of that time, judged by tiur

present ideas, sounds almost fabulous. The sing-

er Ferri, for example, who died in 1710, is said

to have possessed such a control over his voice,

that in the delivery of passages of feeling he ac"

tually thrilled his hearers. Yet at the same time

he had developed his technical facility to such a

degree, that he executed consecutive trills, for

instance, through two octaves, up and down, in

one breath,—such passages requiring fifty seconds

time.—Similar things are told of Sassaroli, so-

prano castrato of the King of Saxony, who sang

as late as 1820 in a musical festival at Gorlitz.

Farinelli (died 1782) executed in one breath

passages requiring fifty seconds time. Moreover,

it is said that he could increase his tone to such a

degree of strength, that it completely covered up

the sound of a triumpet.

It is known that the famous masters of that

great Italian period of song, such as Bernachi,

Pistochi, Porpora, &c., regarded the study of (one,

and the control of it through all the phases of

emotion, as the foundation of the art of sincin",

and that they based the entire study upon that.

If at the same time the instrument, as such, was

brought to the highest perfection of flexibility, it

was not at all at the expense of power and ful-

ness in the organ, which had been gradually

built up by the thorough study, through a lonor

period, of the tone itself. On the contrary it lay

in the whole character of that school to give the

voice the highest possible development on this

side also, and at the same time the most perfect

self-control.

If the old Italians considered the expressive

power of tone as the main thing, and used the

highest technical facility as something issthetical-

ly legitimate to the human instrument by way of

artificial frame or setting ; in the Rossini school

the art of emheUishments has placed itself in the

foreground, and crowded out the sustained Con-

tahUe, and its effect in and through itself, by a

wealth of passages, frequently not calculated to

lend greater art and sharpness to the dramatic

expression, but which seem for the most part

merely intended to give the singer opportunity

to^show the astonishing flexibility of his throat.

Not without reason therefore has it been said,

thjrt most of Rossini's operas are concert operas.

As such, this kind of opera, however, has outlived

itself, and so has this kind of virtuosity in gen-

eral ; and it has come to pass that we can only

enjoy the operas of that epoch relatively, at the

most, when a performance of them gives us an

opportunity of admiring one of the distinguished

singers of that school, who are becoming every

day more rare.

[To be Continued.]

Bach's Passion-Music at Westminster
Abbey.

[From the London Daii> News, April 7.]

This great work— analogous in sublimity and
grandeur to Handjl's Messiah—was heard last

evciiin;! for the first time in this country accord-
ing to its original and proper purpose ; as a por-

tion of a religious celebration of the most solemn
occasion in the Christian year. The special ser-

vice held in the Nave of Westminster Abbey in-

cluded Bach's musie, or rather selected portions

thereof preceded by the commencing prayers of

the evening service (read by the Rev. Flood
Jones, Minor Canon) ; the two parts being divi-

ded, as intended, by a sermon special to the oc-

casion—in this instance preached by the Very
Reverend the Dean.
Of the characteristics of Bach's Passion-Music

to the text of St. Matthew (one of several simi-

lar works by him) ; of its sublime grandeur in

conception, and gigantic power and science in

execution, we have more than once spoken, and
may therefore now dispense with lengthened no-

tice. It is but just, however, to recall attention

to the fact that the first efficient performance of
the "Passion-Music" in this country was at the
sixth of last year's series of Oratorio Concerts,

in April, under the direction of Mr. Joseph
Barnby, by whose fine choir the noble choruses
were sung with grand effect. Its first public

hearing in England was due, many years since,

to the defunct Bach Society, and the exertions of
its president, now Sir Sterndale Bennett ; but,

from various causes, the arrangements and prep-
arations were then insufBcient. Last year's

special performance was given in Exeter-hall,

and produced so profound an impression that the
work was repeated in February this year at St.

James's-hall, the usual locale of the Oratorio Con-
certs. On both occasions one of the finest cho-

ruses, "O man, thy heavy sin lament" ("O
mensch, bewein' dein' Siinde gross"), which
closes the first part, was omitted, from an impres-
sion (we believe) that, following close after the
highly dramatic choral movement, "Have light-

nings and thunders," its serious and penitential

tone would have formed an anti-climax when de-
prived of its proper sequel—the sermon applica-

ble to the occasion, by which the first and second
parts of the music are intended to be .separated

in church use. It is to be regretted that this
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oinis-ion was afrain made last nialit, as the calm

and solemn expression of the chorus is well cal-

culated (an I doubtless intended) to prepare the

congregation for the dis 'ourse which follows.

The sermon was preached by the Dean of

Westminster, who took for his text the 12th

Chapter of the Gospel of St. John—"I, if I be
lifed up fiom the earth, will draw all men unto

me." After remarking that the Evangelist here

spoke of the death of the cross, and the spectacle

which it presented of humiliation and of glory, of

moving tenderness aM<l of awful majesty, the

Dean said those words, like many others which
occurred in the Gospels, rose high above their

outward signification. They expressed, when
considered truly, how the passion of Christ, be-

yond any other scene upon earth, combined these

two great characteristics—on the one hand, ele-

vat'on above all that is vulvar, poor, base, mean,
oriiinary, commonplace, earthly ; on the other

hand, the attraction of the best and deepest feel-

ings, not only to one clas-:of mind and heart, but

to all. Christ was "lifted" above the earth. The
cross and the cruoifir-d had no relation with sel-

fish pa.-sions, with worldly policy, with ecclesias-

tical forms, with petty quarrels, with false decla-

rations, with narrow fanaticism, with fierce con-

troversy. It might be questioned how far the

leading minds of poetry, philosophy, and history

had yet rendered their lull tribute to the sublim-

ity of what one of tliemselves in one of his great

works had called "the Divine depth of sorrow."

But as respected the arts, there could be no
doubt that they had lifte<l up that sacred figure

to the highest [liniiacle to which they themselves
could reach. Never had the genius of the paint-

er soared to a higher point than when it present-

ed to the aduiiration of every age the likeness of

the heavenly babe in his mother's arms, his coun-
tenance already kindling with the pros|)ect of the

death conflict, or the Master at the Parting Sup-
per, or the solemn spectacle of Calvary. And
so, in like manner, the highest elevation attained

by music had been in those marvellous creations

of sound in which it had labored to convey through
the listening ear to the listening soul the holy

thoughts, and the blessed memories, and the

colossal greatness, of that wondrous scene which
lifted those strains above themselves, because it

was itself lifti-d above the world by its own in-

trinsic divirjity. The effort of musical genius to

represent the sacred story was one means of ad-
vancing religion which in the present slate of

Christendom seemed especially vouchsafed to

them for that purpose. In proportion as the
Christian religion ha<l become more spiritual men
had shrunk from those processions and sensual

images which in Southern countries had been and
Were still used at that season. But the divine
faculty of song and music was by universal con-
ssnt the most ethereal, the least material of all

imaginations or lepreseulations, in its full devel-

opment the pure creation of modern times, the
especial product of the Reformation, the darling
oflspring of the great German race, which had
been for many gi'nerations the first in conscien-
tious and truthful learning, as it was now in force

of arms and in ein-rgy of will. There it was that

out of (he depth of the desplsetl 18th centurv,
under the guidance of a jiious Lutheran pastor,

that noble mu.-ii- whii-h they were that night hear-
ing was callerl into existence to stimulate the de-
votion of the people to the faith and the spirit of
Luther. Through him the rising genius of Se-
bastian Bach was encouraged to undertake the

lofty mission of rousing his countrymen to the

worthy celebration of the dying love of their Di-
vine Redeemer, the reasonable worship of their

Heavinly Father, "in spirit and in truth." This
was the true Protestant commemoration of Good
Fridiy ; thi3, he would fain hope, was the frame
of mind in which those who had lent themselves
to that good work now ofTered their best fai-ulties

to the highest of causes—the increase of a true,

sob<!r, manly sense of spiritual religion : this was
the frame of mind in which he trusted those who
were there, had listened, and would listen, to the
most solemn of all words represented in the most
vivid and U'Ost touching form that human inspi-

ration had produced. The remainder of the ser-

mon consisted of a practical application of the

text in connection with the occasion.

Besides the chorus above specifieil, many other

numbers were omitted ; some justification for

which may be found in the fact that the service,

which began at seven o'clock, did not terminate

until very nearly ten. The choruses, and espec-

ially the sublimt Lutheran chorales (unaccoinpa-

nicd), were very finely sung by a chorus com-

prising many members of Mr. Barnby's Choir, in

addition to that of the Abbey, with reinforce-

ments from various .sources, including choristers

from the Chapel Royal, the Temple Church,

Windsor, Eton, Rochester, &c., the treble parts

sung entirely by boys, and all having been array-

ed in surplices. The soprano and contralto solos

were extremely well sung by Master Hildersley,

of the Temple,' and Master Coward, of the Chapel

Royal, their prominent pieces having been the

air of the former, "Although mine eyes with tears

o'erflow." and that of the latter (with the elabo-

rate violin obbligato well played by Mr. Pollit-

zer), "Have mercy upon me, O Lord." The im-

portant tenor recitatives. were sung by Mr. Cum-
mings, as at the two previous performances re-

ferred to; and again his delivery of the phrase,

"And he went out and wept bitterly," was one of

the most impressive passages in the solo music.

The principal bass solos were assigned to Mr. L.

Thomas, who gave the recitatives and the air,

"'Tvvas in the cool of eventide," with much ear-

nestness. The sublime final dirge, for douiih-

chorus, "In tears of grief." was followed by the

blessing delivered by the Dean ; and thus closed

an event of special interest as recognizing among
us the importance of musics as a portion of re!:'^

ious worship. The onhestral arrangements

were similar to those of the performance in Feb-

ruary, fo.ne features in which, including occasion-

al use r.fthe drums, as we then mentioned, were
derived from the modernized score of Robert

Franz. The instrumentalists and choristers were
ranged in ascending rows on each side of the

organ screen—that instrument having been very

efHciently used generally, and especially in ac-

companying the recitatives by Mr. Jekyil. assis-

tant organist of Westminster Abbey. Mr Joseph

Barnby conducted. The effect of the whole ser-

vice, amid the solemn surroundings of the build-

ing and in association with the awful occasion

cominemorateil, will not soon be forgotten by
those who attended it. Long before the com-
mencement the nave was crowded to excess, and
even other parts of the building, where hearing

was difficult, were thronged by many who had
been unable to gain nearer approach.

Music in our Public Schools.

A Paper Read at the Sleeting of the American Social

Science Association, April 3, 1871, hi/ Dr. J. Baxter

Up/iam.

In : cordance with the request of this Association, I

will sate, Terj briefly, my views as to the pnictica-

bility of some easy and inexpensive plan of elemen-

tary instruction in music, wliich might he rendily

engrafted upon the system of Common School Eilu-

eation, as we find it in New England and in many
other sections of our country. As to the benefit of

such instruction.— if properly carried out,— its agency
in the formation of a refined and melodious speech,

Its (rfficiency as a menus of recreation and of disci-

pline in the school room and its humanizing influence

upon both teacher and pupil, the best educators in

other countries and our own are now agreed. The
almost urnversnl ability of children of the school age
to iipprcciatc the sounds of the scale, and acquire

some knowledge of music in its simpler forms, has

hccn'ahuTidaniiy proved. Said Mr. Shelton, a lute

ma^itcr of the Hancock Grammar School, sjieaking

upon this point : "In my school of about H.HjO girls

less than a dozen were imfiltcd, from all causes, lor

attaining to a fair degree of success in this department
of culture." This was before the introduction of

music as ti rctpiired study in our primary schools.

Very recently the (jucstion was tested in the primary
and younger classes of the gi-ammar dcpai'trncnt in

the Boston schools, hy a delegation of the coinmillce

on education from the .State Legislature. The rc»ult

showed that in the lowest primary classes of ahont
40 pupils, whose av,'-rage age was .'Ji years, some half

dozen pupils were found who could not sing in time.

As you proceeded upward in the school these in-

stances became less frequent ; and when the second

year of the grammar course was reached, in a class

of 108 pupils of the average age of 12 to 1.3 years, not

a single discordanr voice could be found Mr. Mason
assures me that he is accusiomed to disregard these

exceptional cases among the smaller cliildren and to

require them to participate in the musical exercises

with the others, feeling confident tliat the voice and
ear of such delinquents will be brought up to the

standard in due time.

Without discussing the many intei-esfing hearings

of my subject in an artistic sense, I will come at once

to the practical issue. Can music, in its elementary

and simpler forms, he generally taught in the com-
mon schools of our lanl ? Can it^)e taught effeetn-

ally and at the same time economically 1 and if so,

how can it be doee?
In reply to the first two branches of tins enquiry

I say unhesitatingly, yes. It can be taught as uiii-

veisally and as effectu.illy as reading, writing, geog-

raphy or arithmetic. For proof of this it is only

necessary to drop in at any of the public schools in

Boston, in Salem, in Lowell and some other of the

larger towns iu this Commonwealth, and examine the

pupils in music and the other studies I have named
(so far as they have been pursued), and the proficien-

cy of the pupils in music will be found as good as in

anything else. That it can he taught as economi-

cally as the other branj hes will appear when I state

that the cost per scholar need not be greater than the

price of the text book which is required in reading,

in writing, in geography or arithmetic ; the otdy con-

dition for this economy being, as I shall state more
particularly fuithcr on, that a town or group of

towns shall be large e.iough to allow the employment,

at a reasonable salary, of a person competent to set

in operation and generally to direct the plan of mu-
sical instruction.

In answer to the latter part of the enquiry—How
can these results he attained 1— I will attempt to de-

scribe, in a few words, the plan of musical instruction,

as at present carried on in the public schools of this

city, it being allowed upon competent and impartial

testimony that the plan as here adopted is, on the

whole, satisfactory and successful.

-The chief points of this plan have been briefly and

correctly stated by Mr. Pbilhrick in his last semi-an-

nual report to the' School Board. "On eniering the

primary school at five years of age," says the report,

"the child is at once taught to produce musical

sounds and to sing little pieces adapted to his capac-

ity. From this point the course of musical instruc-

tion is continued hy an easy and just gradation all

the way up through the "primary, grammar and high

schools." "There are two features of the sjsleni,"

continues Mr. Philbrick, "which produce a strong

impression upon the minds of competent visitors Irom

other States and countries,—the thorough scientific

training imparted to the pupils, and the provision

requiring the instruction to be given mainly by the

regular school teachers, aided and superintended by a

limited corps of professional teachers of music "

At first but very little is done with text-books. A
black-board, a piece of chalk and a pointer are the

implements mostly required. Very soon a series of

charts is had recourse to by which the teacher fixes

the attention of the pupil upon the signs .and charac-

ters employed in musical notation, and leads him by

gentle and progressive stages up to the point at which

it is as easy for him to read at sight and express in

singing tones a musical phrase upon the staff as to

understand and articulate in words a paragraph in

his School reader.

The organization of the musical department of the

Boston public schools is now as follows :

The general control and supervision of the whole

plan of musical instruction rests upon one responsible

head, who i»called the Supervisorof Musical Instruc-

tion in the Boston Public Schools, &c., who.se duty

it is to exercise a similar care and responsibility over

the whole musical department of our educational

system to that now exercised by the inastef of a

grammar school over the various classes in the dis-

trict under his charge. He is at the same lime teach-

er of music in the High Schools. The grammar
department, which, under the new arrangement in

gradation, consists of six classes in each school, is

under the charge of three .professional teachers of

music, each of whom is responsible for the leai-hing in

two of the classes of the same grade in all the schools

of the city, widi the exception of those in the newly

annexed 'district of Dorchester. The primary schools

are in like manner placed und.or the charge of one

professional teacher, with the exception of i:)nrches-

ter, as before mentioned. In this last named ilistrict

all the classes of the primary and grammar depart-

ments are for the present under the general charge of

a single proftissionul teacher ; this provision is only

temporary, it being intended another year to merge

these schools in the Boston organization. All the
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officers and teachers above alluded to are subject to

the executive authoritj of the Standing Comrnitree
on Music, who derive their power from the Sc ool

Board.
Ten minutes in each session in the primavy schools

and Hfieen minutes each day in the lower classes of
the p;rammnr schools are required to be devoted to

instruction in mu^^ic by tlie regular teachers of the

schools. The 1st and 2nd classes of the p;rammar
depsirtment devote one half hour each week to this

study, under the personal instruction of the profes-

sional teacher, and it is hopei that the Board will

allow tlie further provision that ten minutes each dnj
shall be given to such instruction by the regular
teachers in these classes, in like manner as in the

classes of a lower o:rade. In the hip:h school a speci-

fied number of hours each week is given to this study
tinder the personal tuition of the professionsil teaclier,

and, in addition, in the Girls' Hi^h and Normal
School such instruction is required to be given as
shall qualify the pupils to teach in their turn this

branch of stidy in our common schools.

The number af pupils whose musical instruction is

under the general charge of t!ie various professional

teachers may be stated as follows ;

Tn the primarv' schools, under Mr. Mason 14.387
III the two !o *'er ria.st^e.s of the gra-iiniar depart-

iiieiit, tiTiile? Mr. Alexander 7-914
Tn the t^ mi Idle classes, under Mr Ilolt 4. 511
In the tv o up HT clashes, undnr Jlr Sharland. . . . . 2.458
In the h'gh srhnU. under Mr. Eichher^ 1..355
Besidi 8 which there are in the primary and gntm-
m:^^ schouiti ID die i)ort;Ue.ster District, under Mr.
Wilde 1.978

—this in August, 1870.

-A definitely arrsmged programme of the course of
instruction, so fir as the primary schools are con-
cerned, has been adopted and printed in the rules and
regulations, and a similar programme is in prngress
for the grammar schools. Pianos, the best -of their
kind, have been placed in tlie high and gVammar
school-houses, and lo a considerable extent, in the
properly graded groups of the primary schools ; which
pianos are rL-quired to be kept in order and in tune,
and to he used as aids to, not os suhstitides for. musi-
cal instruction. The rooms without, pianos aVe being
supplied with a simple pitch pipe, which can be made
to give any sound of the middle octave in the treble
clef.

An important point has recently been made in the
establishment of classes for normal instruction in mu-
sic among- the teachers of all the schools, which is

being carried out more or less faithfully by the pro-
fessional teachers.

A combination of vocal and physical training, in
connection with their musical tuition, has been de-
vised for the younger pupils by the joint eJibrt of the
teachers of vocal and physical culture and of music.
This proper training of the voice, it has been well
remarked, is the best possible preparation for singing.
A systeihaiic and progressive course of musical in-
struction is thus given to all the pupils of the pubHc
schools in the city of Boston, except the bovs of the
Laiin and English High S^liools. where the plan is

not yet fully in operation, commencing with the
children of 5 or 6 years of ago, when thev first; enter
the primary school-room, and ending with the highest
class of the pupils of the Girl's High and Normal
School, who are themselves preparing to become
teachers in their turn.

Let us go over tliis method of instruction in some-
wliMt of detail. And T will confine your attention
more panicnlarly to the stuges of instruction during
the period of primary and the lower half of thegnm-
mar school pupilage, /. e. a period extending from the
age of 5 to about 12 or 13 vears, this being the com-
pass within which the large m:ijorttv of the children
attending our public schools maybe found, and, to
my mind, l)y far the most important age for public
musical instruction.

The first attempt of the teacher is to gain the
attention of the cliildren by singing to them some
easy melodic phrase within the range adapted to their
voices and asking them to repeat it after him—to
imitate the sounds he has given them, in their proper
order.

_
This, nfter a few trials, t!ie majority of the

class will do. Some ten or fifteen minutes is spent
in this way and they have taken their fim lesson in
music. It is purely a matter of rote singing, of the
easiest and simplest kind. The interest of the chil-
dren is excited, their attention'aroused, their appre-
ciation of musical sounds for the first time perhaps
awakened. A few lessons are given in this way at
the out>;et.

But true rote singing, as Mr. Mason has happily
expressed it, is "a very difl^erent thing from the ordi-
nary 'hap-hazard' singing we too often find in our
Sunday schools and in common schools where no
regular instruction in music is given." It is an ap-
peal to the imitative faculty, which young children
possess in so great a degree of perfection ;—and

hence the utmost care should be taken that the exam-
ple be a proper model for imitation as regards method
and style and purity and correctness of tone, even in

the utterance of tlie simplest musical phrase. These
preliminary role lessons should therefore be given,

when possible, by the professional teacher himself.

And they must needs be few and not long continued.

Even at this early stage in the musical instruction'

great attention is given to the formation of a proper

quality of voice. The difference between a good and
bad qualit}' is illustrated by examples. The child is

called upon to use a smooth and pleasant intonation

in speaking, in reading, in recitation and in singing.

Above all, he is taught to avoid a noisy use of the

voice.

As preliminary to the exercise of the voice in sing-

ing—and it applies to reading as well—the young
children are trained in the following points :

1. A proper position of the body.
2. Riffht manaoiement of the breath.

3 A good quality of utterance, as just mentioned.
4. A corrert sound of the vowels.
5 A ffood articuUition.

6. Intelligent expresaion.

Care, too, is to be taken in the singing exercises of

5'0'ing children that a too great compass be not at-

tempted. The child is allowed to sing only in the

middle register or where he makes the tones with the

least eflt>rt. Commencing our instruction with the

rote singing, as already stated, the first five sounds
of the G scale are only attempted at the outset. Even
within this range many of the best juvenile songs
may be found. After the voice has been well prac-

ticed in this compass it may be extended upward and
downward to a judicious extent, taking care not to

strain the voice in the least degree.

Tlie pitch and compass of the voice having thus

been attended to, musical phrases of easy rhythmical

structure are next taught in double and in triple time,

the rote method still being used. Various devices

arc resorted to to attract and keep the attention of the

child to the lesson, [L e., marking the movement by
a curve upon the blackboard, holding up the hand
and pointing out the motives, sections and phrases

upon the fingers in turn. &c., &c.) At this stage

musical notation in its simplest form is begun. The
teacher explains—gives examples which the pupil is

required to imitate. With all these, practical exer-

cises upon the sounds of the scale are intermingled.

In the second year of primary instruction the pupil

is taught to know the different kinds of notes and
rests, to understand the nature of quadruple and
sextuple time and the manner of beating the same,
the accentuation as applied to music, etc. He is also

mildly indoctrinated into the mysteries of the chro-

matic scale, so far as the simple changes from the

natural into the keys of G and F major is concerned.

In the third and last year of primai^ instruction

he is taughf to describe by its intervals the major
diatonic scale, &c., &c.

[Conclusion nest time.]

Music and Statuary in Our Public Schools.

DEDICATION OF A NEW BUILDING.

[From the Boston Daily Advertiser, April 20].

The new building of the Girls* High and Normal
School, the largest and finest public school building
in this country, located between Pembroke and New-
ton streets, was dedicated yesterday, with exercises in

the usual form, but of unu-ual interest. At ten

o'clock a large audience assembled in the school hall,

where the young ladies of the school were also gath-

ered. They sat in a body at the left side of rhe hall,

and under the direction of Mr. Julius Eichberg sang
during the morning several diflRcult selections from
the works of the masters. Mr. Sharland assisted at

the piano, and with the aid of a large orchestra Mr.
Eichberg succeeded in furnishing the best music ever
heard at a school dedication in this city. "The
March of Priests" from Athalip was performed as a
prelude, after which the Rev. Warren Cudworth read
from the Scriptures and offered prayer.

TRANSFER OF THE KETS.

Alderman J. E. Jenkins, in behalf of the city gov-
ernment, then addressed Mayor Gaston, the president

of the school committee, as follows :

—

Mr. Mayor:—As -chairman of the committee on public

buildings, it is my eimple duty, as well as pleasure, to surren-

der to you the keys of this noble edifice, which has been erect-

ed and furnished at a cost of $308,000. This is a very large

sum to expend on one building, I am aware, but it must be

remembered that this is a very large structure, I am told

the largest free public schoolliouse in the world. Then why
may we not look for results commensurate with its cost and
size ? It surely has been erected at the proper time, for edu-

cation baa become a political necessity. you%committee de-

sire me to say that they consider this a thorough building iu

evtry particular, and in their judgment much credit is due to

the architect and builders, as well as to our efficient enperin-

tendent.

REMARKS OF BIATOR GASTON.

Ilia Honor, Mayor Gaston, in receiving the keys, said:

—

"In behaif of the Gchool committee, I accept from the city gov -

ernment, which you to-day represent, this beautiful and ele-

gant structure, for the purpose of dedicating it to the great

use for which it is designed. The contribution of go expen-

sive and elegant an edifice to the canseof learning in this city

is faithful testimony that Boston remains true to her tradi-

tions and history, and that she still believes that in the cause

of popular education she can spend her money freely and yet

not unwisely. [Applause.] While such a spirit shall prevail

in your counsels her safety and honor will be assured. We
accept this beautiful gift with the same spirit of satisfaction

and pride with which it is offered.

Turning to the Rev. Henry Bnrroughs, the chairman of the

Normal school committee, His Honor said : "I will now with

pleasure transfer the keys of this building to you, and by this

act dedicate It to the great chaige wh'ch you and your associ-

ates have been selected to guide. It requires no spirit of

prophecy to see that under your wise direction there shall

proceed from this building influences which shall not only

elevate the city but the State at large. The trust which is

implied in the delivery of these keys I now give to yo-u, with

the full assurance that it will be executed with fidelity." [Ap-

plause.]

ADDRESS OF MR. BURROUGHS.

Mr. Mayor:—In behalf of the committee on the girls' high

and normal school, I accept the trust, of which these keys

are the emblem, with a deep sense of our responsibility to the

citizens who maintain this school and to the parents of the

pupils. We avail onrfelves of this opportunity to express our

grateful acknowledgments to you, sir, and to the city council,

for the munificent liberality that has provided so thoughtfully

and generously for the wants of this institution in this mag-

nificent edifice, to the committee on public buildings and the

superintendent of that department, to Mr. Ropes, the archi-

tect, and to those friends who have selected this hall as the

depository of these classic works of art. When we see five

hundred young ladies receiving in this school the highest edu-

cation in science and literature, it is hard to believe that girls

were not admitted to the public schools of Boston until 1789,

that eyen then they were only permitted during the summer
to occupy the seats vacated by boys who had gone out to

work, and that it was not until 18"23 that they were allowed to

attend during the whole year. A high school for girls was or-

ganized in 1825, but it met with great opposition, and con-

tinued but a short time, and only twenty years ago the opin-

ion was quite prevalent that a grammar school education was

enough for the daughters of the citizens of Boston. This sem-

inary of learning was established in 1S52, chiefly through the

persevering exertions of Br. LeBaron Russell, and in accord-

ance with the recommendations of Mr. Bishop, then superin-

tendent of public schools. Its design was to prepare young

ladies to become teachers, and its hundred pupils were assem-

bled in the second and third stories of the old Adams school-

house in Mason street, under the charge of Mr Loring Loth-

rop, the first master and now a member of our committee.

Believing that the most thorough and liberal culture Is one of

the essential qualifications of a good teacher, the founders of

the normal school framed a course of study embracing those

branches of learning usually taught in schools of the highest

order. Their aim was not so much to fill the storehouse of

the memory, as to develop and cherish the faculties imparted

by the Giver of every good and perfect gift, to strengthen the

reason and to give readiness and accuracy in the expression of

ideas by words.

^Vhen the second attempt to create a high school failed, in

1853, the course was extended from two to three years, and

pupils were received who did not intend to teach. From that

time to the present the girPa high and normal school has

steadily increased in numbers. In 1857 the removal of the

public library gave it the use of the lower floor of the build-

ing. In 1861 the rooms of the adjicent edifice, vacated by the

natural history society, were added to the old school-house,

and very soon afterward even these accommodations were

found to be too small. The erection of stores in the neighbor-

hood, excluding air and sunshine, the noise of the street and

noxious gases of the furnaces combined to render it imperative

to remove to a more quiet place. A loton Berkeley street was

selected and approved by the school committee. But so"many
obstacles intervened to prevent the accomplishment of the de-

sign that the erection of a school-liouse on that site was final-

ly abandoned. We are indebted to the very efficient^ecretary

of o'Jrcommittee, Mr. Henry C. Hunt, for the selection of this

high and open lot of ground on which the city council hag

erected an edifice unequalled in size and convenience,—a mon-

ument which commemorates not only the wise and far-seeing

liberality of our citizens, but also the recognition of the duty

of the city to give to girls as good an education as we give to

boys.

While we have endeavored to afford every possible ftcility

for the acquisition of mathematical, scientific and literary
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knowledge', we hnve not forgotten the primary object of this

iDStitiitioD. A tniining department wa3 added in 1864, and

placed under the charge of Miss Srickney, its present superin-

tendeat. Here j oung ladies are instructed In the theory and

practice of teaching, and are prepared to become assistaots in

our public schools. And since there are amons our scholars

some who have not the peculiar qualifications requisite for

Bucceaa as teachers, the committee, in 1866, made bookkeeping

one of the elective studies. It is now proposed, in riew of the

increasing work of the regular course, to allow pupils to re-

main during the fourth year to continue thfir scientific or

literary studies, o r to receive such special instruction as will

fit them for mercantile and industrial pursuits. It Peems to

me not to he the language of esaggeratlon when we call this

the crowning glory of our Boston schools. In eighteen years

that have elapsed since its foundation, 2S39 pupils have been

admitted, of whom all but 719 are from our grammar schools.

693 have j^raduated, and 643 have become teachers ; and many
of these have received more than one appointment, making the

wliole number of appointments 897. This sffhool has supplied

253 teachers for the primary, and 310 for the grammar schools,

and has numbered among its own instructors sixteen of its

graduates. The first plans for this new school-house were

drawn at the desk of one whose memory is fresh in our minds

to.day. To see such a bnildlDg as this in this section of the

city was one of his most cherished bopw, and I should be

false to the dictates of my own heart, and to the expectations

of his pupils and friends, if I should let the occasion pass away

without the mention of the name of William Henry Seavey,

that ripe scholar, in who.se well proportioned mind all powers

were harmoniously blended ; that unsurpassed teacher, whose

clear ideas found utterance in the most simple language ; that

judicious counjiellor and sympathizing friend, whose influence

over his pupils was unbounded. The solemn trust whifh be

laid down with his life has been committed to you, Mr. Hunt,

with your accomplished and faithful asaistanis. We present

to you these keys aa our recognition of your authority as head,

master, and as the token of our confidence. Under jour

guidance our school is expanding its programme to keep pace

with the progress of the age. Science has been called the

doubting element in human progress, and it should be the

aim of every teacher to give the scholar a firm hold on what

she had learned, and to cultivate a confidence in the truth,

that cannot be shaken by ingenious cavils or unanswered

question. While you open to these young minds the wonder-

ful discoveries of the telescope and the microscope, and the

revelations made by spectrum analysis, and trace out the his-

tory ofgeologicKl changesjshow them in all the.se marvels one

great design manifesting the presence, everywhere and in all

time, of an intelligent mind working with Almighty power,

steadfastly pursuing a single purpose, the creation of man
and his redemption from evil. In this school, above all oth-

ers, by the side of the inductions of science should be placed

the truths revealed in the gospel of Him, who, by his teaching

and the example of his tender reverence for woman, has given

her the exalted position which she justly holds in the great

family of our Heavenly Father.

Tlie head-master, Mr. E. Hunt, upon receiving the

keys, replied on behalf of liimself and associates,

ihanking the city government for the ample means of

in.> traction it hnd provided. He said thev would
prove an inspiration in their future labors, and an in-

centive to the young to renewed efforts in the attain-

ment of nseful knowledge.
The following dedicatory ode, written by Miss

Mary G. Morrison, music by Eicbherg, was then sung

by the pupils of the school, \\itb piano and orchestra

accompaniment

:

'•Pwaipe now a joyful song
;

Let it be borne along

By love and praise upon the air;

And louder swell more clear,

Now sweet to li.atening ear,

Aa muHC lends its charm to prayer."

THE STATUARY.

Perhups the most interesting feature of the exer-

cises was the presentation of the works of art in the

hall, which liave been placed there through the infttru-

men'ality of the Social Science Association, with the

hope of arousing the attention of the friends of educa-

tion in this country to the importance of the aesthetic

culture which may be introduced into Ihe public

schools. The works referred lo were procured at a

cost oi about SI 500, from Ix>ndon, Paris and Home,
and are descrilied as follows :

—

The fixed p*>rtion conf»i.*t*i of what U generally known as the

Pannthenaic trifrifi, the oHipnal of which once embellished the

exlemal walU of the Parthenon, or Greek temple of Minerva

at Athene, a considerable pfjrtion of which iii now Id the Brit-

bh MaBenro, and formn a portion of the coHecrion called the

Elgtin M*rblM. The ca»ta which now embellish the walla of

this ball are from the above-nanieJ collection. The plates or

BUb* are three ft-et four Inches high, and occupy the epace

directly under the cornice at the Intersection of the walh and

ceiling, and extend entirely around the hall, a length of 276

feet. Amonff the CHsts of statuary are a full-length statue of

Demosthenes, also of Diana, Polyhymnin, one of the muses,

Pudicitia, a female fijure representing chastity, one of the

Caryatides, from the Erechtheum of the Acropolis, Amazon,

the Venus of Milo, and a colossal statue of Minerva. Of busts

there are two Apnllos, a colo-iisal bust of Juno, the same of

Jupiter, a bust of Pallas, same of Homer, Pericles, iEscuIa-

pius, Zeus, Bacchus and Augustus, a half length figure of the

Genius of the Vatican, the same of Psyche, and a piece of

statuary called the Bone-player.

The President of tlie Social Science Association,

Samuel Eliot, LL.D., presented the Statuary, with

the following remarks :

REMARKS OF MR. ELIOT.

Mr. Chairman :—It is my pleasant office to ofler, in behalf

of all those who hare contributed toward placing this collec-

tion of casts here, their contribution toward the success and

the development of this school. We have thought that while

there is enough controversy in the educational world as to the

proportion which different studies should take in it, while

some of us are very much on one side and some on the other,

and not so many of us, perhaps, between the two, with regard

to the prominence which should be given to one study above

another, there is an opportunity for those who believe in its

influence to advocate one study not generally advocated and

to press its claims upon the thoughts and the affections of this

educated community. Fair as our school system is, and

adorned as it is with all the light and beauty that stream in

from the past upon the present, there is one ray which has

not yet penetrated far, one that comes from the art of the an-

cient world, one that, if it comes, comes here, an everywhere,

fraught with light and benediction. About the place that

should be assigned to Greek language or literature in a pro-

gramme ofstudy, there mny be a question, but about the

place to be assigned to Greek art. there U no question, and

there can be no question among those who know what that

art is and what power it is susceptible of wielding. If it were

only as a mere negation of that high pressure put upon our

children, if it were only as a softening element introduced

into study that needs to he softened and shaded down

—

"Quam neque longa dies nee pietas mitigat ulla,"—
like the harper who lays his open palm upon the harp to dead-

en its vibrations, ceathetic education, if it found its place

among us, would soften and sweeten the whole course of study.

But it is not merely as a negation that art should he welcomed

among us ; it ought to come full of that positiveness, lull of

that inspiration which we all stretch out our arms to accept

and open our heart troubles. Greek art is the expression of

the finest culture and the deepest thought that have ever

found an abiding place upon this earth. It was the pursuit

of the best men in Athena and throughout Greece It ought

to be cherished by us, it ought to be made more of for the 1«b-

sons, not merely artistic, but intellectual and moral, which it

conveys. In its simplicity, in its idealism, in its unbroken

and unshaken truthfulness it is a teacher of principles which

no-scholiir can learn without being the better for them, and

no community cherish without being sanctified by theni. If

we welcome it here we shall welcome something which will

make our school brighter, our home dearer, and our whole

lives nobler. We shall welcome something which we can take

into our breasts and cherish there, and, while we cherish it, it

cherishes us and gives life and breadth and purity.

Mr. Chairman, I offer in the name, not merely of the Amer-

ican Social S>;ience Association, but more particularly in the

name of those members of the association, and those friends of

theirs not members, who have taken part in this work, the

collectiou which we see on and about these walls. It has been

carefully chosen under the guidance of one who will follow

me in explaining his choice. AVe owe to him, I am free to

say, a large share of what will make this collection valuable

here, and will lead, as we trust, to its being imitated else-

where, and I beg the tencher>i and the pupils of this school to

feel that we ask them and depend upon them to help U8 in

this experiment which we are trying. If they value these ex-

pressions of .art, if they think well of them and speak well of

them. If they get that good from them which wo believe they

will, the ripple which is stirred here to-day will spread far

beyond this school and this city to every part of the country
;

and there will gradually come into the education of the Unit-

ed States an re^Ihetic element which it now wants, but wjiich

Im as sure to come through this experiment, or through some

better experiment, as the ^un is sure to rise tomorrow, I

beg your permifulon, Mr. Chiiirinan, in ronclnHion, to read a

part of a letter, which wa.s adtlrepsed to me to be read to-day.

It comes from the friend who gava this frieze which runs

about thewft wallp, a friend who was the first to propone this

work, whose sympHthy and enthusiasm have encouraged it at

every ftep, and who ought to h)e here to-day in the flesh, an I

doubt not he \p in the spirit, to witnepK the result of hU ef-

forts and his hopec,—Mr. Jiinies M. Barnard :
—"A great inter-

etit is felt here," he writes from Italy, "In this movement,

particularly In the plan which hns be«n adopted for the public

schools by thiH aworiatlon. I wi-(h J »;ould be prcnent to re-

joice with you In tho inauguiutlon. Jteceive niy proftmnd

sympathy. Mrs. Barnard unites with nie in presenting to the

girls' high and normal school, through the association, the

frieze of the Parthenon, reproduced by Brucciani, from the

originals in the British Museum." And now, Mr. Chairman,

not only the frieze, but the statues and busts become the

property of this school ; and as long as they stand here, may

they stand as silent but not the less effective teachers of all

that is good and pure in the human heart, and all that is

truest and noblest in human lives. [Applause.]

Mr. Charles C Perkins, to whom Mr. Eliot referr-

ed in his address, was then called upon to explain

the frieze and statuary ; and he did 80 in a very in-

teresting way, remarkini; that they were but the fore-

runners of what might be expected when the Art Mu-
seum was completed.

A letter from Hon. Charles Sumner, expressing

his regret at not being able to attend, was read.

The 23d Psalm was suns, music by Schubert, and

addresses wers subsequently made by ex-Governor

Washburn, Superintendent Philbrick, Messrs. Charles

W. Slack and Loving Lothrop, interspersed with

some fine instrumental and vocal music, including a

theme and variations from Beethoven's quartet in A
major, "Ye sons of Israel" from Mendelssohn, also

the trio "Lift thine eyes" by the same composer.

The exercises were closed by the singing of a hymn,

written by Miss Eliza G. Swett.

The Organ of the Royal AlbeiC Hall—In-

ternational Exhibitions in Music

Although her Majesty's Commissioners have not

included in their official proirramme music as one of

the fine arts capable of exhibition, or musical instru-

ments as a class, it is yet contemplated to make use

of, to the fulle'=;t extent, the exfeptional facilities that

will be afforded in the coming Exhibition for the dis-

play of musical execution. The Commissioners,

with the view of making this display thoioughly in-

ternational, have taken steps to secure, if possible,

the attendance of the best organists and military

bands of the Continent, and have issued a circular to

the eiFect that each foreign country taking part in the

Exhibition should be invited to send its most celebra-

ted military band to perform at the International Ex-
hibition, and that a snm of money, at the rate of £5
for each member of the hand, not exceeding forty in

number, shall be allowed to the band selected by each

foreign country- The Commissicmers will, also,

further provide the members of the bands with free

lodgings in barracks, and with soldiers' rations for

ten days. Each band so selected will give two per-

formances every day for a week, at times appointed,

during the hours the Exhibition will be open to the

public. Each foreign country is also invited to send

its most celebrated organist to perform on the organ

now in course of construction for the Royal Albert

Hall, to whom an honorarium of .£50 will be allowed.

Each organist so selected will give two performances

every day for a week, at times appointed, during the

hours the Exliibition is open lo the public. By this

means, the public visiting the Exhibition will have

an opportunity of hearing some of the most celebrat-

ed Continental organ and otiier instrumental perfor-

mances, it may be added, without extra charge, and
the capabilities of the grand organ of the Albert Hall

will be developed as far as the most talented perform-

ers can do so. This instrument, wfiich the builder,

Mr, Henry Willi?!, claims to be tlie largest in the

world, consists of five claviers extending from CC to

C in altissimo (in five complete octaves or 61 notes),

and that of the pedale from CCC to G (two octaves

and a fiftii, or 32 notes) The pedal organ consists

of 21 stops— 1, double open diapason (wood) 32 ft.
;

2. double open diapason (metal), 32 ft.; 3, contra

violone (metal), 32 ft. ; 4, open diapason (wood), 16

ft.; 5, open diapason fmeinl), 16 fr. ; 6, bourdon

(wood), 16 ft ; 7, violone (metal), 16 ft. ; 8, great

quint (metal), 12 ft. ; 9, violoncello (metnl), 8 ft.
;

10, octave (wood), 8 ft. ; II, quint (metal), 6 ft. ; 12,

super octave (metal), 4 ft. ; 13, furniture, 5 ranks
;

14, mixture, 3 ranks; 15, contra posaune (wood),

32 ft. ; 16, contra fagotto (wood) IG ft.; 17, hombardo
(metal), 16 ft.; 18 opbidcide (wood) 16 ft. ; 19 trom-

bone (metal), 16 ft.; 20. fiigotto (wood), 8 ft; 21,

clarion (metal), 8 ft. The first, or choir organ, com-
prises 20 stops— 1. violone, IG ft ; 2, viola da f^amba,

8 ft. ; 3, dulciana, 8 ft; 4, liebhcli gedact, 8 ft. ; 5,

open diapason, 8 ft. ; 6, vox anglica, 8 ft.; 7, prin-

cipal (harmonic), 4 ft. ; 8, gemsl^orn, 4 ft. ; 9, lieb-

lich fiote, 4 ft. ; 10, celcstiana, 4 ft. ; 11, flageolet, 4

ft. ; 12. piccolo (harmonic), 2 ft. ; 13, super octave,

2 ft ; 14, mixture, 3 ranks; 15, corno di bassetto,

16 ft; 16, clarinet, 8 ft. ; 17, cor anglais, 8 ft.; 18,

oboe, 8 ft. ; 19, trompette harmonique, 16 and 8 ft.
;

20, clarion. 4 ft. All the pipes in this organ are of

metal. The effect of wood is imparted by iho I;ar-

monic coiibtruetion, and the disadvaniago of using
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wood for small pipes is therefore avoided. The
stops numbered 1, 3, 6, S, 9, 11, U, and 17 are in-

tended to represent what is called tlie "echo orgnn"
in some larj;e organs, and in them placed on a fifth

clavier. The second (^ncnt) organ contains 25 stops
— I, flute conique, partly harmonic, 16 ft; 2, contra
Ciimha, 16 ft. ; 3, violone, 16 ft. ; 4, bourdon, 16 ft.

;

5, open diapason, 8 ft. ; 6, open diapason, 8 ft. ; 7,

viola da gamba, 8 ft. ; 8, elaribel, 8 ft. ; 9, fittte har-

monique, 8 ft.; 10, fldte h, pavilion, 8 ft.; 11,

quint, 6 ft.
; 12, flilte octaviante harmonique, 4ft.;

13, viola, 4 ft. ; 14, octave, 4 ft. ; 15, quinte octavi-

ante, 3 ft ; 16, piccolo harmonique, 2 ft ; 17, super
octave, 2 ft. ; 18, furniture, 5 ranks; 19, mixture, 5
ranks; 20, contra posaune, 16 ft.; 21, posaune, 8 ft.;

22, trompette harmonique, 16 and 8 ft. ; 23, tromba,
S ft. ; 24, clarion harmonique, 8 and 4 ft. ; 25, clar-

ion, 4 ft. Of the above stops, only the basses of the
bourdon and elaribel are of wood. The third, or
swell organ, contains 25 stops—1, double diapason,
16 ft. ; 2, bourdon, 16 ft. ; 3, salcional, 8 ft. ; 4, open
diapason, 8 ft. ; 5, viola da gamba, 8 ft. ; 6, fifties a
cheinine'es, 8 ft. ; 7, elaribel flute, 8 ft. ; 8, quint, 6
ft. ; 9, flfue harmonique, 4 ft. ; 10, viola, 4 ft. ; 11,
principal, 4 ft. ; 12, quinte octaviante, 3 ft. ; 13,
super octave, 2 ft. ; 14, piccolo harmonique, 2 ft.;

15, sesquialter, 5 ranks; 16, mixture, 5 ranks; 17,
contra posaune, 16 ft. ; 18, contra oboe, 16 ft. ; 19,
baryton, 16 ft. ; 20, voix humaine, 8 ft. ; 21, oboe,
8 ft. ; 22, cornopean, 8 ft. ; 23, tuba major, 8 ft. ; 24,
tuba, 4 ft. ; 25, clarion, 4. Of these stops, only the
basses of the bourdon and elaribel ftute are of wood.
The fourth, or solo organ, contains 20 stops— 1,
contra basso, 16 ft.; 2, flfite k pavilion, 8 ft.; 3,
viola d'amore, 8 ft. ; 4, flute harmonique, 8 ft. ; 5,
elaribel flute, 8 ft. ; 6, voix celeste, 8 ft. ; 7, flute
traversie're, 4 ft. ; 8, concert flute, 4 ft. ; 9, piccolo
harmonique, 2 ft. ; 10, cymbale ; 11, corno di bas-
setto, 16 ft. ; 12, clarinet] 8 ft. ; 13, bassoon, 8 ft.;

14, French horn, 8 ft.; 15, ophicMide, 8 ft; 16,
trombone, 8 ft. ; 17, oboe, 8 ft. ; 18, bombardon, 16
ft.; 19, tuba mirabilis, 8 ft. ; 20, tuba clarion, 4 ft.

Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, and 17 are inclosed in a swell
box. Couplers :—l, solo sub octave (on itself) ; 2,
solo super octave (on itself) ; 3, swell sub octave (on
itself) ; 4, swell super octave (on itself) ; 5, unison
solo to great organ ; 6, unison swell to great organ

;

7, unison choir to great organ
; 8, swell to choir ; 9,

solo to choir; 10, solo to pedals ; 11, swell to pedals
;

12, great to pedals ; 13, choir to pedals ; 14, sforzan-
do. A double acting vertical movement, struck by
the heel of either foot, instantly detaches and con-
nects the movement of the pedal organ from all but
bourdon, violone, open diapason (metal), and octave,
and also draws and withdraws the pedal coupler to
great organ. Eight patent pneumatic combination
pistons govern the whole of the stops of each manual
organ. These 32 pistons appear immediately below
and in front of each clavier, concentrated so "as to be
at all times within reach of the hands of the perform-
er. Six pedals govern the stops of the pedal organ
by means of ventils. Two pedals apply and detach
a movement that causes the aforesaid six pedals gov-
erning the pedal organ to act also upon the combina-
tion movement of the great organ. Six pedals gov-
ern and combine in various ways all other accessories,
and thus, by one instantaneous operation of the per.
former, vary the cfi"ect of the whole instrument at
at once. Two tremulants, governed by pedals (one
to the swell, the other to thosolo organ), are applied.
These tremulants act only upon suitable stops. The
sforzando is brought into action by means of a pedal.
Two pedals govern the great to pedal coupler. The
patent atmospheric contrivance of 1862 for actuating
the swell independently of the swell pedals is also
applied. The internal metal pipes consist of 5-9ths
lamb-stamp commercial tin, and 4 9ths soft lead, and
the scales of these, as well as tho.se of the front, are
suitable to the proportions of the building. All the
front pipes are made of tin 90 and lead 10 in 100
parts, and are burnished and polished in the same
manner as those in the best continental organs. The
main reservoirs in which the compressed air is forced
are placed in a chamber prepared in a clean and dry
locality. The feeders supplying the air by steam
power are of the most ample size, and constriicted to
receive their wind from the room above, and not only
from the locality in which they are placed. To carry
out this arrangement (of the highest importance) pas-
sages are provided for the windshafts to and from
the organ to the chamber in which the main reser-
voirs are placed. The main reservoirs deliver their
wind to numerous reservoirs in immediate connection
with the pipes.— OrcAcs(ra, Feb. 3.

Baoh in Westminster Abbey.
It is just upon forty years since Mendelssohn, at

the organ in jSt. Paul's Cathedral, revealed to the
English public that there was a school of instrumen-
tal music infinitely more powerful and intense than

any that entered the ears of a mere worldly audience.
Up to that time Sebastian Bach was considered as a
composer that the professor might blame without in-

justice, and the amateur altogether despise. It was
not that his music was weary, stale, and unprofitable

—but it was felt to be too intellectual for ordinary
minds to comprehend—and altogether wanting in

that mysterious beauty by which great souls lead np
the hearts of their contemporaries to the conception
and admiration of the new rapture, the further vision,

hurling down the throned opinions of the present
times, and setting up a new poetry in music's king-

dom hitherto untold, uncommunicated, and undreamt
of.

The mission of Mendelssohn in this country was
to teach the English nation the sanctity of art in

divine worship, and the real use of music as the truly

legitimate and primal means of adoration—the ex-
pression of the voice within the heart to eternal love,

in gratitude of praise for the prospects of eternal

life.

Bach's music to the English ear was as it were a

light set upon a hill ; but mists and darkness prevent-

ed its rays from penetrating to those living below. It

was the beacon indicating belief in immortality, com-
munion with the divine intelliirence, the unravelling
of mysteries, the utterance of the secret spirit, the

contemplation of unseen realities, and assurance of
undying hope—some short insight into the very re-

gions of the bles,sed.

Our musical historians and professors of the prac-

tical art of music had condemned Sebastian Bach as

the visionary, the dreamer, the morhid solitaire, wast-

ing existence on stern dialectics and startling corn-

plexities. In his music they could see nothing natu-

ral or simple, nothing sweet or consoling, distinct or
lifelike

; it was a confusion worse confounded. And
the hint th.-it this composer was a great dramatic wri-

ter, a teacher of exalted feeling, and a sure guide in

the strongest and most wonderful of all passions—the

passion of love—would have been received with scorn

and incredulity. But the times have changed; the

doors of \yestminster Abbey have been thrown open
to him and bis service-music—the nave, the transepts,

the choir, every nook and cranny of this grand old

fane has been crowded with worshippers ; and Sebas-

tian Bach lives again togiv?lifo to the soul, and to

present, in a masterpiece of truth and tepderness, the

sublime history of the divine love resigning life to

conquer death and to set up the doctrine of a happy
immortality as the one great hope and security to the

struggling soul And yet the idea of a musical per-

formance, never, we vouch to say, crossed the mind
of any one present. The music seemed the one great
essential necessity of the service, absorbing all mere
notion of mode and manner. The solo playing of
the violin was most exquisite, but no one thought of
the leader of the band, bighlv gifted as he is. The
power of the music as worship had deposed all con-
sideration of its art. To follow the stream of such
harmony as something "composed" was impossible.

We owe it, we understand, to the kind thoughtful-

ness of Dr. Stanley, the Dean of Westminster, that

the return of Maundy Thursday should have been
commemorated in St. Peter's, Westminster, in a

manner so becoming the solemnity of the season
;

and at the same time bearing upon the great objects

now in discussion at the Eilucational Temple in

South Kensington. If music is to make any real

progress in this country it can he only after the old

and good fashion of first dedicating it to the duties

and exigencies of divine worship. The musician has
been one of the great disseminators of the Gospel,

one of the "lovely messengers," with "feet all beauti-

ful," ushering in the glad tidings of the Mission of
Peace. In these days of mistaken action and restless

activities, the ingenuity of our professors has been

tortured to the invention of a school which is of

the earth earthy, without either power, beauty, or

majesty ; a treading among the dust, a mere dream
of the night. Music in these days h;is no whisper of

consolation, it raiely looks upwards, and never
pierces beyond the cloud. Dr. Stanley in giving the

English people an opportunity of hearing the great-

est exam]ile of didactic music that ever breathed from
the soul of man—a work unrivalled in its lofty and
deeply sought out images—has marked no ordinary
day and given point to no ordinary epoch. What
may he the result of this realization of a school of

music that heart, in this country, had never conceived,

and ear never heard, it is impossible to prophesy.
How many of those strange and weird chords float-

ing upwards among the dim, mysterious arches of our
hallowed minster, sank into tue souls of the worship-
pers and communicated with fresh force the unfath-

omable love, and the depth of sorrow manifested on
that awful night— the one preceding the Day of Death
—we know not. But this we know, ifjudgment may
be relied upon from the expression of feature, the

vivid harmonies of the loving old master flowed into

very many hearts and brought up before the mind's
eye a right contemplation of that mystery, which an-
gels themselves desired to look into, but were unable
fully to comprehend. For nearly three hours the

scene in the Abbey was as an ethereal light thrown
over the cares and troubles of the earth. We heard
the voice of the aged sotitoire at Patmos repeating in

solemn and sustained tone the history of the greatest

event which ever happened upon this earth ; and
there was Our Saviour speaking for himself, sur-

rounded by his Disciples, arresti-.d, hurried here and
there, belied, insulted, tormented, and finally led off

to the mount of execution ; and there made the meek
sufferer in that darkest of all human actions.

With Handel, the Messiah stood as in the period
of distant ages even before the times of prophecy.
We hear him saying :

"Lo, I come to do Thy will, O Lord."
But with Bach, the scene is in time and space ; the

Messiah himself is before us, and we hear Hira say :

"Father, unto Thee all things are possible ; take

away this cup from Me ; nevertheless not what I will,

but what Thou wilt."

Handel deals with the Prophets and their promises
of the future doings of Divine love. Bach deals with

the present action ; ihe fads that hallowed the words
of the Ancient Seer. His work is the real and sol-

emn grandeur of the drama, the deep mystery—the

action present of the Incarnate life. With ordinary

composers we should have heard much pedantry,

stiffness, and straining after effect ; but not so with

Bach. His wealth of invention, his elevated feeling,

and ever-present power of sustaining it, makes this

work of his the most majestic of all musical concep-
tions. He stands on higher ground than the prophet
of old ; for the prophet of ancient times looked

through the glass, and his sight was dim, and he saw
but darkly ; hut with Bach, the scene is before him
in all its depth of gloom, its fierce cruelty, its terrible

atrocity, its marvellous and immeasurable love. No
mere fertility of genius, no mere wealth of learning

could have led him to realize such a scene, unless

made distinct and conscious by the presence of a true

and firm faith—faith in the subject— faith in his art

—faith in his own power and will. Here is the true

secret of the effect that this music produces upon the

mind of the Christian in worship. It is the outpour-

ing of one of the greatest of great musicians upon the

highest objects of human hopes, the deepest thoughts

of human intellect, a communion with the slumbers
of the dead, and glimpses of the half unveiled glories

behind the gates ajar. Dr. Stanley in his sermon
gave his hearers a slight sketch of the power of music
in divine worship, and its true status as the chosen

handmaid of religion. But where the reality is, the

commentary is unnecessary. ' On the part of Sebas-

tian Bach, love to his Saviour- had given him the

heart and the tongue to describe and communicate
the love of his Master ; and his art was of that elec-

tric character that it created a sympathy with band,

chorus, and congregation.

Every re-hearing of this marvellous work brings

before the mind its herculean difficulties. How it

was done on Maundy Thursday let the huge assem-
bly then present say ; we wonder that it was done at

all, and that so many great things were so easily and
spiritedly rendered. We thought of old Bach and
his children, the schoolboy, the young men of the

town, his chorus, the orchestra of amateur tradesmen
—and, hearing in Westminster Abbey what we heard,

we could only say, "It is the same story, the same
spirit, the same energy, the same affection. Nothing
short of all this could get such results."

"^// the world sluiU shifj of Tliee." There is no
higher conception of the grandeur of music, and it

has no higher theme for its operation. Such theme
and such music is truly "peace on earth, and pros-

pect of the skies."

The one grand and continuous charm of what may
be termed the evening function was the use of the

"stringed instruments." Of course no organ could

have given adequate expression to the deeply-wrought
harmonies of Sebastian Bach—relations so tender

and true, as to lie infinitely out of the range of the

temperament indulged in by our organ builders.

Throughout this great work Bach takes as his plat-

form the three chords of the key with their four minor
thirds, thus prominently soothing the ear with the

minor third, the sweetest of all concords, and the

luscious combination of the double tritone. A chain

of harmonies of this kind and character, if heard on
the organ alone, would sooti irritate the ear, and put
the choral force all out of tune. We may say with

with respect to the use of "stringed instruments ;" in

church service—"the Scriptures cannot be broken"

—

and their absence in such a church as Westminster
Abbey is to be deeply regretted. The violin was
made for church use, and it is only in such places as

minsters and cathedrals that its marvellous beauty and
utility become apparent. But we argue not its use as a
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matter of iBsthetics, but as one of direction and com-
inand. ''Stringed instruments /' are again and again
alluded to in the pages of Holy Writ, as tlie "instru-

ments of God," tlie "holy instruments,"- the "musical
instruments," whilst in the first Temple Church there
was a choir of two hundred and forty-eight singers

—

the orchestra numhered no bss than four thousand.
The prophet Habakuk inscribes his sublime ode to

the chief singer on "my stringed instruments," and
the grandest and oldest of hymn-books, the one hun-
dred and fifty psalms of David and his brother poets
concludes with the command to "Praise Him upon
the stringed instruments."

The true beauty ofthe orchestra is its life ; life in

opposition to mechanism—sounds made by the will

and heart of living men, and not the utterance of the
wood and metal ofthe organ-builder left to the mercy
or caprice of one individual—one thousand fingers in

place of so much bellows and tube.

The "Passion" of Bach accompanied on the organ
would have proved insupportable, whilst the band
threw a purity and serenity of well balanced harmony
over the scene which the glorious old minster might
be almost imagined to rejoice in. Nature will not
repeat imperfection ; and in inusic where the tones
vary to the degree commonly called "out of tune,"
she declines any re-echo ; there comes a choke but no
stream. Whereas with all harmony, whether from
voices or instruments in tune, or near enough to he
considered- in tune, nature assists the imperfection of
man, and draws the sounds into perfect accord. The
echoes in Westminster Abbey are those of perfect

harmony. The stream of unbroken echo on Maundy
Thursday night, so soft, so gentle, so plaintive, and
so tender, completely subdued the worshippers, and
when the voice of Dr. Stanley first broke upon the

ear in his opening prayeT before the sermon, the gulf
between absolute harmony of sound and the difjointed

tones of ordinary human utterance was made most
transparent. May we be permitted to indulge the

hope, now that Westminster Abbey is fitted up for its

double choir, the services in this splendid fane between
this Easter and Whitsuntide seasons may he made
rich and solemn by the use of some large orchestral

compositions in the course of the forthcoming ser-

vices. The iJognificat is of course the great feature

ofthe Office of Evensong, and it stands in the place

ofthe Creed and Gloria in the Holy Communion.

Sebastian Bach never wrote a more j'lyous, spirited,

and delightful composition than his ilagnifical in D
major. It is beyond measure brilliant and exhilara-

ting, and has been put into ordinary and etfVctive

score by Franz, who has so well transcribed the

"Passion." We feel sure there would be no difB'ul-

tv in gathering together a strong and competent cho-

rus to sing this great mq^vement, and we liave no
doubt that any necessary expenses attending the

presence of a band would be cheerfully met- by the

many friends and advocates for the employment of

an orchestra in our Church services.

We have not alluded to the exceedingly beautiful

appearance Of the immense choral body all clothed in

white. We have no need to quote Acts of Parlia-

ment, Injunctions, or Rubrics with regard to use of

the White Robe, the "raiment of the Augel"— the

"garment of him who is to receive the white stone"

—and of those who are "to walk with Me in white."

The aspect of these white-robed ministers of song was
beautiful exceedingly, and at once took away all idea

of an ordinary "performance." Here was no Exeter
Hall, no gathering together of great musical talent

for the mere purpo.«es of personal aratificalion ; but

it was the numerous choir of rightly attired ministers

about to offer their services as a pure act of worship

to the Divine Being.

And now, to find fault, there was only one blem-

ish in this noble and holy undertaking, and this was
the absence of the .w-'omen's ijoices. The "daughters

of Zion," the "maidens of Jerusalem," were selected

and instructed in the song.s of the temple ; and the

command for the "daughters" to rejoice is certainly

co-extensive with that of the "sons." And here

again the exigencies of human nature are in harmony
with the behests of the Bible. The boy's voire is

one in an imperfect cohdiiion, without any real body
of tone, and wanting in that which is the great

charm of vocalization, the utterance of feeling.

Without the women-soprano, a choir, however nu-

merous, is diveste/l of that most beauiifal characteris-

tic, the Ion", of ihc sex. Nothing can make up for its

absence, nothing can supply its variety, its richness,

its magnificence. The choir on Thursday night was
every way excellent as to character and degree, but

utterly wanting in tiLat brilliancy and loveliness—that

sweet ring which proceeds from the throats of wo-

men-singers.

Tn advocating the revival of the use of the orches-

tra and of a numerous trained body of choral voices,

wa may appeal to the glorious 8erric<;s to be heard in

the Netherlands and in both Southern and Northern
Germany.

Something has been said touching the Protestant-

ism of this remarkable service. The only distinctive

variation of the Lutheran form of service from that of
the old Church consists in the introduction of the

Hymns and Chorals as an act o( common or congre-
gational worship. TjUther was determined to make
his new Office Book a book for common worship, a

book for the people, containing music the people
could and ought to sing. The congregational hymn
tunes in the great work of Sebastian Bach were not
sung by the congregation in Westminster Abbey.
There was good reason for the silence of the congre
gation ; but we trust the time is coming when the
"Passion" of Bach will be rendered in its right way,
and that the congregation may take their just co-op-
eration in the task. The chorals were well and beau-
tifully aiven by the choir, hut the weight of congre-
gational tone and the effect on the spirit of some
three thousand worshippers joining in the expression
of song was not there. But this is to come ; and
come it will.

Westminster Abbey has witnessed Sebastian Bach
in the expression of the passion of grief; it remains
that Bach should be heard there in the passion of joy.
His Eastertide and Christmas music will do this.

ffetglf s lonrniil cf Push.
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The Musical Festival.

The hum of preparation and of expectation has for

some time filled the air for many miles around, and
music lovers from all parts of the Union are setting

their faces towards this musical Mecca which is called

"the huh." For on Tuesday next. May 9, begins

the Second Triennial Festival of the Handel and

Haydn Society, which wiH last through the week,

embracing nine great Concerts (five) of Orato-

rio, and four of Symphony, &e.,) ending with Han-
del's "Messiah" on Sunday evening. The whole

affair will be on as great a scale, and even greater,

than that of 1868,—which is not a matter of so much
importance,-—but what is more to the purpose than

either scale or quantity, it bids fair to outdo the

former Festival in gualilt/^ both of selection and per-

formance, as much as that outdid all earlier attempts

here in America. The chorus numbers over 700

voices, properly balanced and of better average qual-

ity than heretofore ; and the work of rehearsal has

gone on steadily and earnestly all winter lonff, under

the animating, thorough drill of Carl Zkrrahn, at

first once a week, then twice, three times, and just

now almost every evening of the seven. The Or-

chestra will include that of our own Harvard Con-

certs, with many ofthe best musicians of the Phil-

harmonic and Th.omas's Orchestras of New York,

others from Philadelphia, &c,, to the number of one

hundred. The list of principal vocalists is as follows:

Soprani: Mme. Rudkrsdorff, than whom no so-

prano for a dozen years has .shown herself more thor-

oughly qualified ("fertir/" as the Germans would say)

for the Oratorio tasks of the Birmingham and London

festivals ; besides Mrs. J, Hooston West and Mrs.

H. M. Smith, whose merits are well known of all.

Conlralli : Miss Adelaide Pnii.Lipps, Miss An-

nie L. Cary, and Miss Antoinette Sterling :

—

a noble list, but it would be still nobler if it included

Mrs. Barry.

Tr-.nori: Mr. Wm. H. Citmmings, expressly from

London, and Mr. Wm. J. Winch.

Bas»i: Mr. Myron W. Whitney, Mr. ,J. F.

Ri;dolph.sbn, and Mr. J. F, Winch,—all of Boston;

and hardly to be beaten.

Miss Anna Mkiilio and Miss Marie Krebs are

engaged as Solo Pianists. (Unforlunatclj M. Vieux-

temps was n6t to be had to play Beethoven's violin

Concerto ; well, it would hav& been good, but there

was danger, on the other hand, of too m.uch riches).

Mr. Zerrahn, of course, conducts the whole, and

Mr. B. J. Lang presides at the Great Organ, all

whose 5,700 pipes have recently been tuned up to the

reigning concert pitch, so that there will be no more

lack of the entente cordiale between orchestra and

organ.

It remains to indicate the several stations in the

round of the week's pilgrimage, at each of which the

devotee will pause and find a new refreshment for

his soul.

I. On Tuesday afternoon, the Opening.. First, Nic-

olai's Festival Overture (which has done like service

in several of our Festivals before) on Luther's Cho-

rale : "Einfesle Bury ist unser Gott." We trust that,

in the next festival, it will be Bach's Cantata on that

subject ; but this will show the whole choral and
'

orchestral force with an imposing splendor. Then,

for a novel and most beautiful effect, the singing by

the vast choir, unaccompanied, of Mendelssohn's

part-song, "Farewell to the Forest" ; then the "Hal-

lelujah" from Beethoven's "Mount of Olives," and

finally, for the main feature, Mendelssohn's Sympl o

ny-Cantata, "The Hymn of Praise," whicH never

fails io he inspiring. On this occasion Mme. Ru.

dersdorff and Mr. Cummings make their first appear-

ance before an America' public, and Miss Cary will

be welcomed back.

II. Wednesday Afternoon. First Orchestral and

Vocal Concert. Principal orchestral pieces : the

light and lively Symphony in G, by Haydn, and. the

heavy "Les Preludes" by Liszt. Miss Mehlig will

play a Concerto, we suppose, and Mme. Radeisdortf,

Miss Phillipps and Miss Cary will contribute Arias

and Songs.

III. Wednesday Evening. Oratorio : "Elijah."

Mme. Rudersdorff, Mrs. West, Miss Phillipps, Mr.

Cummings, Mr. Whitney fo'r the Prophet.

IV. Thtirsday Afternoon. Second Concert : the

great Schubert Symphony in C. and other great

works ; Piano Solos by Miss Krebs ; Songs by Mme.
Rudersdorff and Miss Cary.

V. Thursday Evening. Handel's sublime Orato-

rio, to be given for the first time here in its complete-

ness and after full and careful preparation : "Israel

in Eijypt." In this, if all well founded hopes are

realized in the performance, the choral enterprise of

Boston will reach a higher tide-mark than it has 3'et

left on record. We have given extended descriptions

of this great Handelian mountain chain of choruses

on former occasions when the work has been attempt-

ed here ; but doubtless now it will explain itself.

VI. Friday Afternoon. Concert. Part I. Unfin-

ished Symphony (B minor), Schubert; Songs by

Miss Sterling and Mr. Cummings. Part II, Ninth

(Choral) Symphony of Beethoven, the quartet of

solo singers to consist of Mrs. Smith, Miss Sterling,

Mr. Wm. J. Winch, and Mr. Rudolphscn. The

great mass of the Handel and Ilaydn chorus really

love to sing this work, trying as it is to voices ; it is
'

one of their sure triumphs.

VII. Saturday Afternoon. Concert. Beethoven's

Fifth (C minor) Symphony; Singing by Miss Phil-

lipps ; Piano Solos by Miss Mehlig.

VIII. Saturday Evening. Selections from Bach's

St. Matthew Passion Music, and Bennett's "Woman
of Samaria,' entire ; both for the first time in this

country.

This beginning upon the Passion Hfusic of Bach,

the greatest work of the greatest of all composers of

religious music, is an important step in the history of

the Society, although tliey only give seleclions,

amounting in all to perhaps a fourth part of the

whole work. Doubtless it is the wiser way to mas-

ter and present now only the more practicable por-

tions of it; these, we have no doubt, will interest the
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audience, as they have ah-eady interested the singers,

and the whole task will after this appear less formid-

uble. The selections include : 1) a very few passa-

ges of the Kecitative, or Gospel narrative, on which

the whole is based, (for a Tenor voice, according to

the tradition of the Passion service, but with the

words of Jesus by a Bass voice). Among them,

however, is the unspeakably tender story of the Sup-

per ; that in which Jesus says : "My soul is sorrow-

ful" ; and that where "He fell down on His face and

prayed : My Father, if it be possible," &c.

2) Three of the unaccompanied Chorales, which

represent the participation of the worshipping congre-

gation in the service,- These are : the first in the

work, prompted by Christ's first announcement that

he is betrayed to be crucified : "Say, sweetest Jesu,"

(Herzlithster Jesu, mas hast Da verhrocheu" ; then one

which follows the prediction of the denial by Peter :

"I will stay here beside Thee" ; and, near the end

and consummation of the tragedy, the old hymn, "0

Huupt veil Dha and Wuvden" ("0 Head all bruised

and wounded") :— the same melody with the last, but

presented in a new light by Bach's wonderful skill in

four-part harmony.

3) Of the third, or reflective, element, which enters

into the composition of the great work, namely, the

Arias for solo voices and the great Choruses with or-

chestra, the following have been selected :

No. 9 and 10. Tlie Alto Recitative : "Thou dear

Redeemer" and Aria : "Grief and pain" (Miss Ster-

ling), which are the comment of the pious heart upon

the story of the woman with the ointment. Both

have the simple accompaniment of two flutes with

siring quartet, as in the Symphony Concert a few

months since.

Nos. 25 and 26. (After "My soul is sorrowful").

The wonderful Tenor Recitative : "0 grief" fMr.

Winch), with intermittent strains of that first Choral

melody, now to the words : "Why must Thou

suflTer," &c., and harmonized with wonderful sngges-

tiveness ; the whole profoundly beautiful and touch-

ing. Then the Aria : "I'll watch with my dear Jesu

alway," alternating with soft, rich choral strains

:

"So slumber shall our sins befall," &e.

Nos. 28 and 29. Bass Recitative : "The Saviour

falls before his Father kneeling," and Aria : "Gladly

will I, all resigning. Cross nor bitter cup declining,

Drink in my Redeemer's name," &c. (Mr. Whitney).

No. 33. Duet for Soprano and Alto : "Alas! my
Jesus now is taken," with interjectory chorus : "Leave

Him, bind him not !" and followed by the indignant

and terrific outburst of double chorus: "Ye light-

nings, ye thunders, in clouds are ye vanished " 1

The above pieces include the greater portion of the

First Part, the principal omissions being the im-

mense double chorus at the opening : "Come, ye

daughters, weep for anguish," and the final chorus,

in form of figured Chorale :
"0 Man, bewail thy

sin so great" ; besides a couple of Soprano Airs, two

or three short choruses of Jews and Disciples, and

most of the narrative Recitative.

From the SeeoDd Part only two pieces have been taken, be-

sides the Choral : "0 Head," &c. ;
namely :

No. 47. The Aria with Violin Solo—mo.st beautiful of all

—"Erbarme dich" ("Have mercy, my God"), commonly

given to the Alto, but this time to be sung by Mme. Kudees-

DORPP.

No. 78. The concluding Double Chorus of the disciples at

the tomb of Jesus : "Around thy tomb here sit we weeping,"

^.-a heavenly strain of tears and peace and rest.

A fourth element in the wortt, which adds vastly to the vivid

reality of the scenes, and here entirely omitted, consists in

those fierce choruses of the Jewish crowd, such as "Crucify

him," which in the old Catholic Passion service were called

TuThoi, vulgarly mob choruses.

All the Airs and Choruses, which are given at all, will have

Bach's wonderfully expressive orchestral accompaniments, as

completed sometimes from the figured bass by Robert Franz.

IX. Sunday Evenijig. Closing Oratorio : "The Messiah,"

with Mme. Rudersdorff, Mrs. Houston West, Miss Phillipps,

Mr. Cummiugs and Mr. "Whitney.

Verily a great week of music now invites us ! How shall we

be able to report the half of it ?

Concerts.

The fortnight past has offered more, mostly in small halls,

than we have room to barely mention. But we must not

omit, at all events, to make some sign of grateful acknowl-

edgment, in behalf of hundreds of invited and delighted

guests, for the rare feast given us in Horticultural Hall, on

Tuesday evening, April 25, by some thirty gentlemen of the

Mexdelssous Glee Club, of New York. It was a graceful act

on their part. The hall was entirely filled by musical fami-

lies and friends of the singers, and the invitations would have

been much more general but for the limits of the hall. The

company was of the most refined, and the whole thing had an

air of ease and elegance as of a private drawing room. The

singers were a modest, quiet, gentlemanly set, who mingled

socially with their gwests between the p.arts, and one chief

beauty of their singii g was that no one seemed in the least to

think of putting himself forward personally, but each sought

only to promote the purest harmony of all. Theaverage qual-

ity of voices was very fine, there being not less than half a

dozen pure high tenors among them, mostly light, but very

sweet and musical. Their Conductor, Mr. Mosekth.\l, is evi-

dently asuperior man. and the influence of a true musician is

felt in the perfect ensemble, the beautiful precision, light and

shade, and true expression of the whole. Better part-singing

by male voices we have never heard than the specimens here

given by this club of amateurs. Here we heard, with the

larger volume of a choir of thirty, the same perfection of

which we have had example in the eight or ten voices of our

own "Chiekering Club."

The pieces sung by the Club were "Welcome, Joy," by Gre-

gor; "Silent Night," by Weber ; "Parting," by Jan sen
;

"Love and Wine," Mendelssohn ; a very interesting "Ritor-

nello," for five parts, by Schumann ; and a "Serenade," by

Abt ; besides several encore pieces. Miss Sterlikg found en-

thusiastic audience for her songs (Cinzonetta, by Mozart; No.

15 of Schumann's "Dichterliebe" cycle ; andan English ballad

bySullivan); never have we heard her rich voice tempered to

such true expression. Mr. Mills, also, contributed some ad-

mirable piano playing : three characteristic little Schumann

pieces, and a most brilliant "Waltz Caprice d'apres Strauss"

by Taussig.—It was altogether one of the most charming mu-

sical treats of the seascn, and we only wish we were sure that

we had something as good to send them in return. Would

New York, perhaps, accept some of our big "Jubilees," of

which we have enough and to spare.

Two more Listem.ann Quartette matinees completed the

series. The third began wi th Mozart's perfect Quartet in E
flat. No. 4, which was finely rendered, and closed with a Quar-

tet in A, No 2, op. 90, by Raff, which we found far less edify-

ing. For Violin Solo, Mr. L played Tartini's "Trille du Dia-

ble" Sonata, and exceedini;ly well. Miss F. G. Perrv sang

Mozart's "Dove sono" and Schubert's "Post," with good voice

and style, though not much animation.

The fourth concert opened with a very fres'.5, fantastic,

Northern sort of Quartet, the Op. 1 of a young Dane or Swede,

named Svendsen, It was much enjoyed. Mrs. H. E. H. Car-

ter, having a sweet, high, flexible soprano, contributed some

fair vccalism in a song by Sponholtz, and Eckart's "Echo

Song." Beethoven's Quartet in F, first of the Rasoumowsky

set, was an excellent thing to end the series.—These con-

certs must be given earlier in the season nest time, for they

are worthy of the best attendance.

Mr. Perabo w.as particularly happy in his selections, as

well as his interpretatiou in his second matinee : Schubert's

Sonata, op. 142 (F minor); a graceful "Rondo Piacevole" by

Sir Sterndale Bennett ; an interesting Andante and Scherzo,

arranged by himself, from the D-mincr symphony by Volk-

mann ; a Frirludium, Blenuett and Toccata, op. 13, by Anton

Krause ; and Beethoven's Six Variations on an original theme,

op. 34.

The third matinee opened with a Beethoven Sonata. linD,

op. 10), in which the solemn grandeur of the Largo movement

was most impressively brought out. Mendelssohn's fairy

Scherzo a Capriccio (F sharp minor) ; a fine Andante, arrang-

ed from the unfinished Symphony, op 11, by I^orbert Burg-

miiller ; and the splendid Sonata in D, op. hZ, by Schubert,

completed another rich and satisfactory programme. The

young artist never had the sympathy of his large audience

more fully than in these concerts.

The last concerts.by the four young pianists (pn.

pils of Mr. Lang,) two more Piano Recitals by Miss

Makie Kkees, Mr. Dixet's pleasant and success-

ful evening of music in aid of the Art Museum, Mr.

Thayer's first Free Organ Recital (Bach, Mendels-

sohn, Schumann, Handel), and several other con-

certs, worthy, all, of notice, have to wait a fortnight

longer ! Man is finite, and our capacity even of

hearing all the good things which invite one in such

crowded times is limited. Bad lack it was that

robbed us of Miss Krebs's performance of Bach's

"Italian Concerto."

The Late Rev. Joseph Angier.

[Remarks of Rev. JouN Weiss at his funeral in Milton, Apri

15,1871]

I remember so many pleasant days spent with our

friend and brother who has gone, at home, or stand-

ing with him in the sea's breath, whose murmurs he

made me forget with a more subduing voice, that I

hardly dare speak lest friendly appreciation should

transgress the limit of modesty, and I should affront

that pale face with the fault of eulogy which he liked

least of all. No man was more generous than he

with praise, no man advanced so few pretensions.

His nature was delicate and noble, founded upon

purity, illustrated by sincerity. He had that greatest

virtue of sincerity, and it always came quickly to

arm a very critical moral opinion. For if he ever

became aware th.at impurity was in his neighborhood,

or some untruthfulness, he would turn his back upon

it with a gesture so abrupt that it was converted into

heat, but it was wholesome and refreshing. Some
persons could note his petulance who were too coarse

to credit its scrupulous and gentlemanly origin. This

warmth and scorn of disposition was an excellence

more often than a defect. In the place where he is

to-day he prefers to have me use the word defect.

But, if sometimes he had to blame hiiuself, I think

that ot'iers might more frequently extol. And I am

sure, if dead hands could ever be lifted from cofBns

to extend a reconciling touch, his would be the first

to shake off that marble coldness and beckon to our

generosity.

No man's mind was ever more thoroughly cleared

of cant, no man was more sensitive to the commis-

sion of cant, or treated it with a more pardonable dis-

courtesy. But he had real beliefs, not to be paraded,

but nourished quietly, in that Divine Person whose

warm hand holds him safe to-day, in that Person's

love, in the excellence of truth, and in personal im.

mortality. Is there anything of belief that you can

add to this—anything of much consequence ? His

whole nature came simply and modestly to the sur-

face in his preaching, which had a level that never

lifted into any striking peculiarity either of fancy or

speculation, for he depended mainly upon a recom-

mendation of plain and salutary sentiments. He
never tried to enhance it with phrases, to add a cubit

to its stature. Nor vias he ever anxious to enforce

a creed. I remember that in his prime he had a style

which was the expression of a harmonious taste that

prevailed in everything he did. What he was in the

scenes of your private experience it is not for me to

say. Who can explore that domain of intercourse

between a pastor and the fluttering flock of hearts

that expect his coming 1 Doubtless there are many

yet left in this parish, and who may be here, to recall

how pleasantly he went up and down these hillsides

fertile with growth and with men and women, listen

-

tening for the hours when life or death knocked at

the door. His sympathizing hand opened it, bade

the pain enter, but checketi its turbulence. Your
hearts must be the chroniclers and interpreters of this.

No man can go back of the heart, or tell it any news
of sach.experience. But wherever he went he car-,

ried a genial clime. Young people were especially

fond of him, and this art of attaching them was
always fresh in his enfeebled frame.

So, early one spring morning, when God was hint-

ing newness of life over all the earth, befell asleep,

softly as the lately released Neponset underneath his

window went lapsing to the sea. What a precions

seed is the human body, that can stir and throb for

two and sixty years, though the nerves are exaspera-

ted with a subtle illness and the whole temper over-

clouded by debility, as the man struggles to set free

his germ of immortality ! So that the bare being

alive, with personal identity linking all the hours, is

a proof of the primest and costliest kind that we shall

continue to be ; especially if the person have, as our

friend had, some pre-eminent gift. Not that a gift is
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necessary to support the fact of personal continuance

;

it seems to me that plain-dealin;^ is gooii enough for

that—any superiority of ordinary minds. Nothing
so conviuces us of the boundless air as these innu-
merable common breaths wo draw. But still a gift is

a symbol ; it makes the idea become pictorial ; the

senses are attracted and delighted ; they are subsi-

dized, and have to conspire .igainst their own mortal-

ity. Such a gift was our friend's exquisite sensibili-

ty for harmony, his perception of melody and power
to give it expression by that most delicate yet com-
manding voice. Indeed, of all the gifts, there is not
one 10 compare with this, not one function of earth
like harmony, to import such a suspicion of personal
continuance into our poor life. For just as God put
evil into the world to feed his ultimate purpose, liar,

mony prepares discords to resolve them into perfect

accords, so that a dissonance becomes prelude and
hint of a completer marriage. Music is the creature's

earnest expectation ; with it we can aflord lo wait for

the manifestation of the sons of God. Music is con-
tinually saying, "Not that we would be unclothtd,
but clothed upon, that moriality may he swallowed
up of life." It is prophecy, perceiving that not here,

not in these limits of partial chords and grating ccmi-

binations, is there an opportunity for the soul's con-
firmed expression. Harmony is a guaranty to every
man of the continuance of his opportunity: it is a
proclamation of some great symmetrical plan. In
his mature days, and long after disease had begun to

sap his strength, his organ was the wonder of every
one who felt its sweet and firm vibrations. He
rivalled the quality of famous names, and would have
plucked dangerously at their laurels. How his mood
of tenderness stilled the circle ; how he shivered with
pain, thrilled with triumph ; how he tossed us the

quaint and homely phrase of some people's dear air
;

how we all came together in his "Dulce, dulce

doinum !" And here are his classmates who can
recall well enough how he sent the brave blood of
friendship flashing through the chain of hands that

met for Auld Lang Syne.
The time of the singing of birds has come, but that

voice is mute, that flattering tongue is cold. No, not
so, dear friends, I am faithless to my subject when I

say so ; let me recall that, for I am sure that the fibre

and quality of his musical soul, which built the
tongue and freighted it with such expressiveness, is

even now allied with some finer substance of the uni-

verse, and sings the joy of living. The tongue is not

yet cold. Death waves its staff; the movement
releases ampler measures, the feeling musters toward
some solution ; his surmises and anxieties break into

the rapture of personal security.

Then, as we bury him, and yield all right of pos-

session in him to the spring flowers, let us have a

fair confidence that he intones the praises of immor-
tal life.

glusital Correspnhnte.

Hartford, Coxn., April 19.—On looking over

the index for Volume XXX. in your last number, I

was sorry to find so slender a record of musical

events in this State. The love of the divine art,

however, has not been slumbering, nor sleeping-

Crowded houses and enthusiastic audiences have

greeted all the great artists ihathave honored us with

their presence, particularly the entertainments given

by Theodore Thomas. This splendid Orchestra has

been listened to with the greatest delight. Their

programmes have been similar to those given by him

in Boston, and I question whether in your city, so

justly famed for its love of the classic, Beethoven's

Symphonies have ever been more thoroughly enjoyed

than in the city of Hartford.

JJext to the Thomas Concerts in importance, have

been those by Mile. Nilsson. Her first was secular,

and drew a five thousand dollar house ; the second

was in Oratorio, and given in connection with the

Beethoven Society : th.; pecuniary receipts thereof,

a? well as the audience, being very large.

The Beethoven Society is in the thirteenth year

of its existence, and is now in splendid working or-

der ; their faithful study and singing of Handel's,

Havdn's, Beethoven's, Jlendelssohn's, .Spohr's and

Costa's Oratorios, proves how industrious they have

been, and how well they have earned the reputatioi

of being second only to ih'^ Handel and Haydn Soci-

ety of Boston, and even to that only in point of num-
bers. The cr'lit is due Ui the :ible and skilful teach-

er and director. Dr. J. G. Barnett. It is therefore

hardly necessary to say that the time-honored "Mes-

siah" was splendidly given by the Beethoven Society

under the conducting of Dr. Barnett. The singing

of the grand chorus was truly sublime. Mile. Nils-

son, unfortunately, was not in good voice or spirits,

and therefore did not satisfy the audience ; but the

solos of Miss Annie Gary and your noble basso, Mr.

Whitney, were little short of perfection.

There have also been other musical entertainments

all tending to advance and furtl-.er a love for the

science in our community. The churches in the city

and vicinity do much to stimulate a taste for good

music. Some of the pastors also, take great interest

in the choirs, and the result is that music can be

heard which has the character of true devotion,

—

a pouring out of the heart in sacred song.

It may interest your readers to know how music in

some of the churches in Connecticut is conducted. I

will therefore mention one example. It is a church

in which the music is under the sole direction of the

Organist, Dr. J. G. Barnett, and consists both of

choir and congregational singing. In this church

also they have frequently a service of song, in which

the congregation take an active part, singing hymns

of praise ; and the choir, which numbers twenty-four,

with four fine voices for the Solos, performs Motets,

extracts from Oratorios and other sources. The ob-

ject is to make the people familiar with a high class

of devotional music, and thus elevate their tastes.

The scheme is attended with the most happy results.

At these gatherings I have heard several short Can-

tatas, amongst them "The Christian's Supplication,"

"Tlie Life of the Blessed," composed by Dr. Bar-

nett for the choir. On Sunday last I listened to his

last effort, a work having for its subject "Christ's

Kesurrection and Ascension." The incidents are

described by air and chorus linked together by a

series of narrative passages delivered in recitative.

These Recitatives are models in construction, from

the fact that they are melodies based upon rich and

varied harmonies. The character of our Saviour,

Mary Magdalen, and the faithless Thomas are in-

tensely individualized. . The music is full of feeling,

and truthful expression, and so admirably fitted to

the words that it seems to be their very echo. The

scene with the Disciples immediately before the

Ascension : "Peace be unto you," "Feed ye my
sheep,"—the music of which is very pathetic and im-

pressive—was listened to with the most profound atten-

tion, and as the voice of the singer in subdued accents

breathed forth the words : "And now I ascend to my
Father in heaven," every heart throbbed in sympa-

thy, and seemed to follow the risen Saviour to the

gates of Heaven. Dr. Barnett's music is deeply

imbued with the spirit of religion, simple^ melodic,

yet full of character, and contains all those traits

which are accepted as the evidence of a deeply

inspired musician's intentions. The Cantata, or

short Oratorio, was admirably and expressively sung,

and as accompanied by himself upon a magnificent

organ, the tone and combination found a language

suggestive, with singular delicacy, clearness, and

force, of the sublime subject. It is to be regretted

that Dr. Barnett does not give up his teaching, and

make an effort to have some of his many useful

works, written for church purposes and small socie-

ties, published. I am confident that they would be

received with very great favor by choirs and musical

organizations in the country, and supply the material

that is now very much needed. Dr. Barnett's works

have all the elements of popularity, very melodic and

simple in construction, and are admiral)ly fitted to

the voice and intelligence of the singer. Written and

arranged to words of a marked chnraetcr, they have

an intensity of meaning, that interests and enlists the

sympathies of the singer, and thus by their truthful

and natural expression appeals to the heart of the

listener. 8.

DESORIPTITE LIST OF THE
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Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

'Tis bur, a Look of Hiiir. F to e. E. Christie. 30
'' 'Tis but a lock of hair she left me,

When aogels bnre her far away,
0, how T love that simple trf-.isure

Ttaat brings me fitill one Riimpse of May."

Au Revoir, Louise. 3. FJ> to d. T. J. Lippitl. 35
This fonc, written with Frecch words, by Mlie. Pan-

peron, has been nicely arranged and fitted with Eng-
lish words, and was one of the attractions of the re-

cent French fair. A fine French song.

The Bcix^Jir Boy. 2. F to d. F. Campana. 50
One of the series "Sonveoir of London," and while

it retains its Italian and English words and is an "Ital-

ian" song, it is a vory easy one, "and well fitt«d for the
first study of the kind.

Chiquita. (Bret Harte). 3. G to e. F. Boott. 30
Upon the Stanislow. " 2. G to d. " 40

''Then Brown he read a paper, and he reconstructed
there,

From those same bones an animal that was extremely
rare;

And Jones, he asked the chair for a suspension of the
rulys,

Till he could prove that these same bones was one of
his lost mnles."

Easy and good melodies. Who will adopt these
singular efforts for concert songs ? They will be very
effective.

Darkly the Shadows press on my Eves. 2. F
to e. il. B. Farnie. 30

'*Ah I now there breaks a dawn afar,

Streaming from out the 'gates ajar.' "

Good sacred song.

Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartet. 3. E
to g. 0. Lob. 40

One of Lob'B six quartetta. Add it to your list.

Well worth singing.
,

She's just about the ape. 2. D lo d. S. Franks. 30
Comic. Pretty melody.

Baby and I want to kiss vou good-bve. 2. E6
to e.

*

W. 0. Perkins. 30
"If you must go, said the wife drawing nigh,
Baby and I want to kiss you gnod-bye."

And it did him "lots of good. Very pretty Jittle

poem, and excellent song.

InstrumentaL

Happy Memories. Rondo. 3. Bb. \V. Duseiitus. 35
Good instructive piece.

Road to Luck. Grand Galop de Concert.

Chas. Wels. 4. Ab. 2 hands. 60
3. Ab. 4 " 1.00

A very powerful and brilliant piece. The "single"
arrangement is full of octaves, but easy to persons
with an "octave" grasp.

2d. Marche Honfrroise. 6. G. F. Liszt. 75
Of the same character as the precediniir, only im-

mensely "more so." Quite f-imple in construction,
-but rendered difficult by the rapid succession of
thirds, octaves, tenths and chords, and the abund-
ance of "springs." Very effective.

German Triumphal March through Paris. 3. G.
E. Pabst. 40

Very full and inspiring. Contains the singular ar-

rangement of the "IM:irpeiIl«ise" in minor, the French
air in mourning, contrasted with bright German airs.

Virginia Military Institute Mar -h. 2. D.
C. M. Siepkam. 30

Sprightly melody. A quick march.

Spaikl PK Sc ottische. 3. F. J. li. JMuth. 30
Tl:e title ^uffl-Mcntly describes it.

Julie. Mazurk'. Brillante. 5. C. C. KoUing. 30
May he calle 1 a ''Concert Mazourka." llius many

original effects and is <*xcellent practice for the left

as well I- t..e right hand.

Books.

Messe Solennelle. For Four Voices.

L. Nipdermeijer. L25
Niedermeyer, a friend and proteg6 of Kossini's, has

produced a Vfry graceful and Interesting work, which
shows decided talent and taste in the compoHer. Well
worth adding t) the library of musical societies and
choirs.

Adbeeviations.—Degrees of difflcuUy are marked from 1 to
7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B Hat, &c.
A small Homan lettf?!r murks the highest note, if on the stuff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

Music dv Maii-—Music Is sent by mail, the expense beinR
two cent-s for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, fabout
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Percons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
In ohtFtlning supplies. Uooks can also be sent at double these

rates.
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Fery Easy.
Ard'iti's Kiss Waltz Everest. 30
Chupltt of Pearls. 12 Nos. y\z.. Baumhach, each, 20

1. Martha Flotow. 7. Freysohutz V.Weber.
2 Sicilian Vespers Verai. 8. William Tell Eossini.

3. G'.psy'y Warning.. Benedict. 9. NabucodonoBOr Verdi.

4. Vaill.mce Polka Ascher. 10. Charles VI HaleTy.

B. l.ombardi Verdi. 11. Luisa Miller Verdi.

6. ij'KiisireD'Amore.Donizetti. 13. AmateurWaltz Baumbach.

Cliildroii's Toys. 12 Nos. Tiz. . .ijaumJiacA, each, 20

1. Harmonica. 7. Drum.
2 Jew.s Ilnrp. 8. Rattle.

3. Shuttle Cock. 9. Harlequin.
4. Top. 10. Doll.

5. Fife 11. Bat.

G. Uockiog Horse. 12. Football.

Conxiti!; Polka Bdlah. 20

Coloiiella Waltz Bdliik. SO
Drummer Boy's March Winner. 30

Ellen and Annie Schottish Bellak. SO

Flora's Waltz Alexander. 20

Gem3 of Verdi. Viz Rimbavlt, each, 20

I. Ah che lamorte.Trovatore. 2. Libiamo La Traviafe*-

3. II IJalen ' 4. Parigi o cara.

.

"

6. Si la etanchezza. " 6. Di Provenaa. ..
"

Moison d' Or. (Golden Harvest). Operatic

arrangements Alfterti, each, 30

1. Traviata. 11. Romeo et Juliet.

2. Rigoletto. I'J. LaFaTOrita.

3. Fille da Regiment. 13. Sonnanibula.
4. Trovatore. 14. Sicilian Veepera.

fi. Lucia. 15. Don Giovanni.

6. Norma. 16. Huguenots.
7. Lombardi. 17. Robert le Diable.

5. Ernani. 18. Masaniello.

9. Luorezia, ly. Prophete.
10. Masked Ball. 20. Linda.

Joyful Waltz Bellak. 20

Liila's Highland March Lorenz. 20
Merry Zingara Polka Bellak. 30

Mofsy Dell Waltz Turner. 30
Now and Then. 24 Nos. viz ...Bellak. each, SO

1. Hyacir.^h Schottiache. 2. Trab Trab Galop.
3. Mounlain Echo Polka. 4. Rosette Polka.
5. Chiui'.- again. ' 6. Young Recruit Quickstep.
7. Sardinian Wtiltze. 8. Ma.^^ked Ball Mazurka.
9. Smiles and Ttar.o. 10. Dunbarton'a Polka.

II. Warblings at Kve. 12. Aria Alia Scozze.^.

13. Red.While & Blue March. 14. Lombardi March.
15. Battle of Pr;igue March 16. Joy, Joy. Freedom To-Day.
17. Now and Thru Polka. 18. Casket Redowa.
19. I..e Torrent Waltz. 20. O whistle my lad quickstep
21. Hail to Thee, Liberty. 22. Pony Galop.

23. I'd bo a Star. 24. Verdi Cotillion.

Pupils Folio. 24 Nos. viz Everest, each, 20

1. Her bright smile haunts. 2. Bolero. Sicillian Vespers.

3. Do they think of me. 4. Chorus ofserTanta.Martha.
5. Dame de SeTiUe Waltz. 6. Warblings at eve.

7. Glory Hallelujah. 8. The Captain.

9. Shadow Song. Dinorah. 10. Reaper's Polka.

11. Red, White and B»ue. 12 En ayant March.
13. Pirates Cho., Enchantress. 14. Lucrezia Borgia Waits.

15. Annie Lisle. 16. Hans-und Qretchen Polkft.

17. Hunter's Cbo .Freyschutz. 18. II Balen. Trovatore.
19. Air from Traviata. 20. Serenade. Don Pasqaale.

21. Angel of litiht. Favorita. 22. Switzers farewell.

28. In tears 1 pine for thee. 24. When the swallows home-
25. Grand March from Faust. ward fly.

Red, White and Blue Quickstep Farrinqer. 2!i

liocking Chair Polka Bellak. 20
Rival Polka Leonard. 30
Zenobia Polka Tmner. 30
Young Minstrel. Dances and Operatic Gems. 39

Nos Gerviile. each, 20

1. Departure for Syria. 20. Dernier Pensee de Webeir.
2. Take them I implore thee. 21. Air Flauto Magico.
3. First love lledowa. 23. Polka Mazurka.
4. Carnival de Venwe. 22. La Ccnerentola.
5. Storm March Galop. 24. Donna Del Lago.
6. Fanfare Polka. 25. Le Barbier de Seville.

7. Invitation a la Valse. 26. La Somnambula.
8. Maltha Polka and Chorus 27. Valse de la Reine.

from Huguenots. 28. Danse Espagnole.
9. Galop. Martha, and Child 29. Le Cor des Alpes.

of Regiment Waltz 30. La MignonneSchottisch.
10. Pieretfe Polka Mazurka. 31. La Chjisse du Jeune Henri.
11. Les Bords de f/yonne. 32. El Jaleo de Xeres.

12. Zepherine Polka M.izurka. 33. Le Ch.xntdu Colibri.

13. M'me. Paillas.-ie Waltz. 34. Elisire D'Amore
14. Valse de Strauss. 35. La Sonnambnia (Lesonge).
15. VaJse de Labitzky. 36. Souvenir de Bellini.

16. Chanson AUemande. 37. Noces de Figaro.

17. Air Italien. (LaMolinaraj. 38. Robin des Bois.

18. Polka. 39. Lea Puritains.

19. AirTyrolien.

Easy.
Arion Waltz J. S. Knight. 30
Arrow and the Bow Oesten. 30
An Kevoir Polka Redowa J. S. Knight. 30
Captain. Transcription. Turner. 40
Chant du Berger Colas. 30
Constell.Ttion March A. E. Pillsbury. 30
Cricket Polka Withers. 30
Croyez Moi Baumfdder. 25
Dawning of Pc.iee March Turner. 30
Dew Drop. Bluette Favarger. 35
Dream (The) Bergson. 35
l>reams of the Past Turner. 30
Fairy Wedding Waltz liimer. 30

Field Flowers Oesten. each, 30
1. Come home with me, dis^'ir. 4. Up sailors, the anchor rises.

2. Thou village mam. 5. Come lovely May.
3. In dark forest shadee. 6. fir trees.

Fredonia March Lothrop. 30
Gaiet(?s Champetres. 6 Morceaux.i/»ii(CTi, each, 35

1. Martha. 4. Langage desClockos.
2. Visite da Bonheur. 5. Air. Styrien.
3. Polka. 6. Tio Tao.

Gems from Faust Rimbanlt, each, SO
1. Celebrated Valse. 5. Faust & Marguerite's Duet.
2. Bijou Song. 6. Soldier's Chorus.
8. Kermes.se. 7. Chorus of Old Men.
4. Flower Song. 8. The Garden Cavatina

Gift. Six Pieces Sfendelssehn.

1 & 2. The Sisters. 26 5. The First Grief. 20
3. The Dewdrop. 20 6. Free at Last. 25
4. The First Party. 20

Golden Ray Polka Turner. 30
Heimweh Junqmann. 30
Heliotrope Polka Williams. 30
Hooker'8 (Gen'l.) Quickstep Whittlesay. 40
How so fair. "Martha." Variations. ... tt-ofie. 40
lono Galop 7. S. Knight. 30
Leaves and Blossoms. (Blatter & Bliithen.) 10

Pieces Spindler. each, 30
1. Messenger of Spring. 6. Ivy Leaf.

2. Fragrant Violet. 7. Hunting Song.
8. Song of love. 8. Moorish Dance.
4. Buds. 9. Warrior's March.
6. Gazelle. 10. Flying Leaf.

Lily of the Valley Krug. 40
Ltttle Spring Song C. Bering. 30
March du Crociato Bun/muller. 35

Marching Along Quickstep Burditt. 30
Military March "Faust." 35

On the banks of the Rhine Oesten. 30
On yonder Rock. Transcription Everest. 30
Opera House Waltz Paitiani. 30

Polka. Op. Ill Spindler. 50

President Johnson's Grand March. G. R. Herbert. 40
Rappelle toi. Bagatelle Fortes. 30

Repertoire du jeune Pianiste. L'Africaine. Beyer. 35

Re-union March Strauss. 30
Reverie in "Semiramide" Hess. 50

Robin Adair. Transcription Everest. 30
Rose March .... Williams. 30

Russian Polka . . . Beyer. 30

Sant.i Lucia Polka Redowa J. S. Knight. 30

Shadow Song Polka Eedowa " 30

Simplette. Melodie Favarger. 30

Smith's (P. F.) March Martin. 35

Song Chimes, viz Brtinner. each, 30

1. Good night, my kjve. 4. In darkening night.

2. Picture of the Rose, 5. Whispering breezes.

3. Remembrance. 6. The Lark.

Sylphi, The Spindler. each, 20

1 Flora's Polonaise. 4. Wanda Mazurka.
2. Tyrolien.-^ Waltz. B. Florella Waltz.
3. Fairy Pc a. 8. Rosette Galop.

Fears, idle tei..s. Nocturne Turner. 30
Three Children's Songs Oesfcn, each, 30

1. A Wfllta Song. 3. Gondolier's Song.
2. Tyrolese Melody.

Tone Pictures. 6 Nos. viz Reynald.

1. The Fountain. 30 4. May Flowers. 80
2. Tourg Zephyrs. 35 5. The strange story. 80
3. Pearls of Dew. 30

Turkish Mfu-ch Beethoven. 30

Union March Militaire E. M. Porter. 40
Warrior's Victory March Strauss. 30

Waterfall Schottisch F. H. Pease. 30

Within a Mile of Edinburg Glover. 35

Woodland Waliz Metcalf. 30

3Ioderately Difficult.

Alpine Bells Oesten. 40

Alpine Shepherdess Berg. 40
Bellaggio Brinley Richards. 50

Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysherg. 30

Bid me Discourse Brinley Richards. 60

Bride's Prayer on her Wedding Day. . Oesten. 35

Bouquet deMelodies. L'Africaine Beyer. 60

Brightest Eyes Kruger. 50

Carnival Botschafter Waltzes Sirauss. 60

Chant des Vagues Sydney Smith. 40
Chapelle du Forest. Idyle Jungmann. 50

Chime again, beautiful bells Richards. 40
Christmas Chimes " 10

Convent Bells Spindler. 50

Coronation, or Leap Year Waltzes Strauss. 40
Deuxiome 'Tarentelle Sidney Smith. 80

Dying Poet "Seven Octaves." 60

Fairy Menuet Lysherg. 30

Fairy Whispers Sidney Smith. 60
Farewell. Romance Jungmann. 40

Faust. "Boquet of Melodies." Beyer. 60

Faust Polka Mazurka Ketterer. 50

Faust, Repertoire Beyer. 35

Feast of Roses Hervey. 40
Fillegrave Polka Ketteier. 60

Flears des Alps Barbot. 50

Crown Jewels. 33 Nos. viz Baumbach. each, S''-

1. Ah CheLaMorte. 2. Charity.
a. II Balen. 4. Old Hundred.
6. Shadow Air 6. Portugnefeevenlnghymu.
7. Fnl.^e One I Love thee still. 8. I would not livo alway.
9. Ah Don't Mingle. 10. Plevel's German Hymn.

11. Saluta la France. 12. Fading Still Fading.
13. Ask me not. 14. Wings of a Dove.
15. Then you'll remember me 10. TyroleKo Evening Hymn.
17. Brindisi. 18. Evening song to the Virgin
19. Quintette Finale. 20. Marseilles llyniu.
21. How so fair. 22. Coming thro' the Rye.
23. In tears I pine. 24. Annie Ijiurie.
25. Ever of Thee. 20. God s.ave the Queen.
27. When the Swallows. 28. Long Weary Day.
29. The star spangled banner. 30. Juniata.
31. WithinamiiuofEdinboro'. 32. II Suon Dell' Arpa
33. On this day ofjoy delicious

Gaiete de C'ffiur. Valse Sidney Smith. 80
Galop Brilliante. "Veprcs Siciliennes" Bag. 50
Garibaldina Grand March B. Richards. 50
Golden Bells. Caprice S. Smith. 75
Good Night, farewell Voss. 35
II Bacio. Transcription Oesten. 50
Pm lonely since my mother died. Var.. . Grole. 60
Love lighted eyes Oesten. 40
Marche des Tambours Sidney Smith. 60
Marching Along. Variations Baumbach. 60
Maiden's Blush Waltz "5ei'en Oc/at'es." 60
Marseilles Hymn Berg. 50
Masfianiello. Fantasia Sidney Smith. 80
Memories of Home B. Richards. 50
Monastery. (Vignette) " 60
Mother's Prayer Krug. 40
Mountain Stream. Morceau S. Smith. 70
Mountain rill Hawes. 50
Night Shades no longer. Variations Grobe. 40
Ocean Shells Ilervey. 50
Pas Redouble, Morcea* Brilliante. .AVf/ney Sjniih. 75
Pinson Panvrette F. Barbot. 50
Kove Angeliqne. Berceuse S. Smith. 50
Romance. Traviata Oesten. 35
Savoyard Melody B. Richards. 40
Scheiden Waltzes Weissenborn. 60
Shadow Air "Pardon de Ploormel Richards. 50
Slumber Song Dressel. 30
Slumber Song {Teller. 20
Soleil Couchant. Nocturne Leopold. 35
Spanish Melody Spindler, 40
Spinning Wheel Sidney Smith. 60
Spring Fairy Erge/brecht. 50
Starry Night. Serenade S. Smith. GO
Star Spangled Banner. Variutions Grobe. 60
Sul Mare. (On the sea) Kuhe. 40
Tenting on the old camp ground. Var. . . Grobe. 60
Thou art so near and yet so far Richards. 50
Twilight Reverie Berg. 35
Val.se d'Hiver. "Vepres Siciliennes." " 50
Vieni la mia vendette. Variations... .. Grobe. 40
Village Swallows. Waltzes Sirauss. 60
Wandering Sprite. (Illustrated) Engelbrecht- 60
Wearing of the Green Baumbach. 50
Who will care for mother. Variations. " 60
Wilt thou love me '. Aru^. 40

Difficult.
Alice. Romance Ascher. 60

Barber of Seville. Fantasia Brilliant. . Leybach.l 00
Campanella (La) Eqghard. 50

Chant du Bivouac Ketterer. 50

Chatelaine (Le) Valse de Salon " 75

Chant du Martyr "Seven Octaves." 75

Dripping Well Gollmick. 50

Fairy Land Schottisch "Seven Octaves." 75

Fantasie in "Mireille" Ketterer. 75

Faust. Fanta.sia Brilliant " 60
Faust. Fantasia Elegante Leyhach. 60

Grand Caprice, in form of Waltz . . . Wollrnhaupt. 90

Grand Valse Brilliante. Op. 14 Leybach. 60

Helene. Grand Valse Brillianlo Wollenhanpt, 75

Hirondelles (Les) Streich. 90

Marche des Amazons J. M. Wehli.\.00

Marche Styrienne Ketterer. 70

Meteor. Grand Galop Wollenhanpt. 75

Nocturne, No. 1. Op. 55, in F Minor. . . Vhopin. 73
" " 2. " 55, " E flat Major. " 35

On Song's bright pinions Heller. 90

Orfa. Grand Polka "5ei.'en Octaves." 60

O whisper what thou feelcst E. Uitfrman. 75

Polka de Concert J.^t. Wehli.X.OO

Polonaise in C. Op. 40 Chopin. 35

Polonaise. Morceau de Concert . . . Wollenhanpt. 90

Polonaise. No. 2. Op. 26, in E flat Minor. t'/io/)in. 75

Polonaise. E flat majoi, op. 22 " 150
Premier Nocturne Leybach. 50

Rcveil des Oiseaux. Idyle Lyskerg. 75

Romance d' Ines. "L'Africaine"... ladl. 60

Romance Nouvelle J. M. ICe/i/iM .00

Ruisseau (Le), Valse Etude Wollenhaupt. 50

Svlphs (Les) des Bois Ascher.X.OO

Tarentelle HelUr. 60

Un Ballo in Maschera, Fantasia Leybach.l.00
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Very Easy Pieces.
Children's Toys. 12 Nos.,

1. .H;irmonic;s
2. -Jew's Harp.
5. .Shuttle Cock.
4. .Top.
5. . Fife.

6..KockiDgIIorse.

Now find then. 24 Nos. ,

,

1. .Uyacinih Schottische.
2. .Trab trab Galop.
8. . MountaiQ Echo Polka.
4. . Itosette Polka Maaourka.
6. . Cbime again.

6. .Young Recruit Quickst.
7. .tSarditiiaa \raltx.

8 -Masked Bali Blazourka.
0. .8mil6a and Tears.

10. . Dumbarton's Polka,
11. . Warblinps at eve.

12. .Aria alia scozieso.

Pianist's Wreath, 24 Nos
1.. Peri Waltz.
2.. Slap Bang Polka.

5. -Her Brigtit Smile Traltz.

4..L' Eleganco Polba.
5. -Juniata Mazourka.
6. . Caprica Militaire.

7.. Leap Year Wtlti.
8.. Call Me Thine own.
9. .March of the Victor.

10. .Guard's Waits.
11. .Joys we're tasted Waltz.
13. .Ailesn Arooo Polka.

Shells of Ocean. 25 Nos.
1 . Mermaids March.
2. .Pearl Waltz.
3. .0, would I were a Bird
4.. Wearing of the Greeu.
5. .Coral Redowa.
6. -Five O'clock in th«

Morning Quickstep.
7. .Rippling WaveMazurka-
8. .Sea Shell Polka.
9. .TurfSchottiPch.

10.. Diamond Waltz.
11. .Zephvr Redowa.
13.. Sea Shore Galop.

Youne; Minstrel. 39 Nos.
1. .Departure for Syria.

3. .Take them, I implore.
3. -First love. Redow*.
4 .Carnival de Venicn,

5. .Storm March Galop.

6-. Fanfare Polka. Aschei".
- 7. .Invitation 9. la ValFe.

8. .Martha Polka and Cho-
rus from Huguenots.

9.. Galop Martha. Child of

Regiment \raltz.

lO.-Pierette Polka Mazurka.
ll..Le3 bords de I' Yonne
12. .Z«pherine Polka Maz'ta
13. -Mme. Paillasse Waltz?
14 .Valpe de Strauss.
15. .VaUa de Labitzky.
16 .Chunson AUemande.
17-. Air Italien. LaMoliaara
18.. Polka.

l9..Air Tyrolien.
20. . Dernier Pensee da Weber

22.

2S.
24.

25.

26.

27.

23..

29
30.

SI.

32.

s;i.

34,

35.

36.

37,

Baumback, each. SO
-Drum.
.Rattle.

. Harlequin.

.Doll.

.Bat.

, Foot Ball.

Bellak, each. 30
.Red, White and blue.
. Lombard! March.
.Battle of Prague.
.Gipsey Warning,
.Now and then Polka.
.Casket Redowa.
.Le Torrent Walti.
. I whistle my lad,

. Hail to thee, Liberty.
, Pony Galop.
.I'd be a Star.

.Verdi Cotillon.

Bellak, each-. 20
.Bonnie Red. White and

Blue Quickstep.
.KroU's Balklange Walti.
. How can I leave the*.
. Wreath Mazurka.
. March Triumphalt.
.Drummer Boy.
.Blossom Waltz.
.Thou art sonearMaa'ka
.Flower Galop.
. Kiss Waltz.
.Maryland Polka.
.Hark I hear angel.

Mach, each, 30
.Ruby Walti.
.Sapphire Mazurka
.Perkiomen March.
. Emcr.ild Schottisch.
.Shooting Star Polka.
-Parting to-night Walti.
. Morning Blue Polonalae.
. Star Varsoriana.
- AFfpction Redowa.
.Go Ahead Quickstep,
. Finlander's Dance.
, Fairy Idle Galop.
.Ever be Happy March.

. . . . GervilU, each, 20
.Air de Mozart. Flauio

Mngico,
.Polka Mazourka.
• La Cenerentola.
.Donna del Lsgo,
. Lh Marbier de Seville.
. Ln. Sonnambula.
.Vftlse de la Reina de

PruFne,
Danse Espagnole.
.Le Cor des Alpes.
.La Mignonno Schottiach
- LaChisse du jeune Henri
.El Jaleo de Xerea.
.Le Chant du Colibri.

. Eli.'»ire d'Amort*.

.La Sonnambula

. Souvenir de Bellini.

.Nocefl de Figaro.

.Robin des Bois.

• Les Puritains.-

Easy Pieces.
Amusement Scfiottiacli E. W.Parker. 30
Brilliant Gem Polka Turner. ,30

Daisy Dean Quickstep Farringer. 30
Fiiiry Minuet Lysherg. 30
Faust Waltz. ( Vijrnette) Coole. 75
Kindersland'hen. 3 No3 Orsien each. 30

1. . A W«lti Soni;. 3. . QondolUr'a SoDg.
2. .Tyrolei* Melodj.

Merrv Tiine». 16 Nos !if. ITolison, each, 20
1. .'The Old S«n»ation. 10. .Lo2ic O'Buchan.
2 .The Nei>3«nsatioa. ]1. .Tyrolean Maiden's SonK.
S.Minnii- Clyde. 12. .Polly Perkins and Annia
4. .Aunt Sally. Lijle.

6. Kitty Patterson. 1.3. .Garibaldi Hymn.
6. . Blue Bells of Scotland. 14. . Anvii Chorus.
7. . Auid I.«njt Syne. 1.5, .Santa Lucia.
8 C^mln' thro' the Rye. 16. .So Early in the Morning
9. . Echo des Alpes. and Bob Ridley.

Moisson d' Or. 20 Nos Alherli, each, 20
1. .La TreTiata. 11. .Romeo et Julietta.
2 .Riznletto. 12. . 1.* Favorite.
8. .r>.-\ flile du P.egiment. 13 .Ja Sonnambula.
4. .11 TroTitore. 14.. I Ve.pri .Sicillanl.

6..r.urladi Lammermoor. 16 .Don Juan.
6. .Norma. 16. . \jt% Ilugnenote.
7. .1 l/)mbardl. 17. .Prfherto II SlaTolo.
8. .Ernanl. 18. . Jy» Mu.tte.
9 .Lacrn a Borjfa. 19. . I.,e Prophet*.

10. Cn Bnlloln Majcher*. 20. .Linda dl Chamonnlx.
MoMy Dell Waltz Turner. 30
Pnrepa Valie " 35
Ristori Walti '< 35

Scenes from Childhood. 6 Nos Oaten, each, 30
1. .The Goat Carriage. 4. .What waa heard in the
2. .The Doll's Dream. Wood
8. .See Saw. B. .The Watchman.

6 .The Little Tyrolese.

Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen. 30
Sylpha. 6 Nos Spindler, each. 20

1.. Flora's Polonaise. 4. ."WandaMazourlla.
2. . Tyrolienne Waltz. 5. . Florella Waltz.
8. . Fairy Polka. 6. . Rosette Galop.

Tears, Idle Tears. Nocturne Turner. 35
Thoughts at Twilight. " " 35

Traceries. 6 Nos J. W. Colbt/, each. 30
1. .Golden Gallopade. 4. . Bluette Schottische.
2. . Moonlight March. 5. . Shower Polka.
S. .Brook Quickstep. 6. .GroTe March.

Wiegenlied (Cradle Song) Heller. 25
Zenobia Polka Turner. 35

Pieces of Medlimi DIMcisIty.

Carnival of Venice Czerm/. 30
C6t^ de la Mer. Barcarole Miles. SO
Estasi. Valse Brilliante. (Arditi) Knight. 50
Fairy May Polka T. H. Howe. 30
Fall of the Leaf Waltzes Knii/ht. 60
Guards' Waltzes Godfrey. 60
Ilclter Skelter Galop C. Faust. SO
Hurly Burly Galop C. Faust. 30
II Bacio Cramer. 40
I'll meet thee in the Lane. Galop Kniqht. 35
Long Weary Day. Transcription Baumback. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 60
March du Crociato. Fantasia Burgmuller. 35
Military March, in Faust Davenport. 35
Reunion March Strauss. 30
Siniplette. Melodie Favarger. 30
Warrior's Battle March Howe. 30
Warrior's Victory. (Krieger's March). Srcruss. 30
Wiener-Bonbons Walzer Strauss. 75
Wings of a Dove. Transcription Baumback. 40

Adieu Spindler. 30
Ah che la Morte. (Trovatore) Baumback. 40
Amorine. Bluette Oesten. 40
narcarolle D' Oheron Voss. 60
Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberq. 30
Blow, Gentle Gales. Transcription. .. .TJ/cAarrfs. 40
Bolero d'Apres Victor Mass^ Kuhe. 70
By the Sad Sea Waves. Transcription.. 7?!c/iorrfs. 40
Chant du Bergcr M. de Colas. 35
Criapino. Fanla.iia Elegante Ketterer. 75
Croyez Moi. (Trust in Me) Ascher. 30
Der Kiiss. (II Bacio) '.

Oesten. 50
Don Juan. Fantasia Brilliante Leybach. 1.00
Dream. Heverie Bergson. 50
Falling Spray. Fantasia Hervey. 50
Farewell (Scheidegriisie). Jnngman. 40
Fille dea Alpes .Egghard. 40
Flee as a Bird. Transcription Grobe. 50
Flick and Flock Galop Ketterer 75
Forget Me Not Spindler. 30
Gaetana. Mazourka Ketterer. 50
Gazza L.idra. Fanta.sie Brilliante Leybach. 75
Heimweh hmgmann. 30
How so Fair. Tran'jcriyition Baumbach. 40
I'm Lonely since my Mother died. Varied. Grofie. 60
Juanita. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Little Spring Song Heriiig. 30
Longing for Home Bierman. 40
Maiden's Blush. Concert Waltz. Seven Octaves. 60
Murmuredu Ruisseau. (Biibbling Brook). Cr/ssac. 50
Nimblefoot Schottische . . . . Hervey. 30
Norma. Fantasia Brilliant Leybach. 90
Northern Pearl. Nocturne Cloy. 35
Norvegienne Ketterer. 60
O, dear what can the matter be Ttichards. 60
Pensec. Galop Brilliante Guzman. 60
Piano Pieces performed by Perabo.

Nos. 1,5,6,8 Bargiel, each, 20
" 2, 3, 4, 7 ' " 35

Complelo " 1.50

Polkn.op.lll Spindler. 50
Pot Pourri, Criapino o la Comare Cramer. 75
Reverie eur Semiramido Hrss. 50
Rondo. Belisario Brunntr. 35
Salut a la France " 35
Sea .Side Revcrio Bricher. 40

Sighing for Home Jungmann. 20
Sleep, thou sweet Angel Oaten. 40
Sous la Fenetre (Under the Window). .5. Smith. 70
Sul Mare. Barcarolle Kuhe. 40
Tone Pictures Reynald, each, 35

1. .The Fountain. 4. .May Flowers.
2.

.
YounK Zephyrs. 6. . The Strange Story.

8. . PearU of Pew.
Tradita. Romance Arditi. 40
VoixduCiel. (Heavenly Voices) Neldy. 60
Warum. (Why !) Schumann. 25
Wearing of the Green. Tratwcription. SauJiiiacA. 40
Ye Pretty Birds. " Kuhe. 50 .

-DlHiciiII Pieces.
Barbler de Seville. Fant. Brill Leybach. 1.00
Grande Pharaphrase de Concert Ascher. 63
Guillaume Tell. Fantasia Leybach. 1.00
Harp on the Tree Hoffmann. 75
II Balen. Transcription Hoffmann. 60
Jet d' Eau Sidney Smith. 75
Les Huguenots " " 90
Les Sylphes des Bois Ascher. 1.00
March des Amazons Wehli. 1 .00
Martha. Fantasia Brilliant Sidney Smith. 1.00
Oberon. " " " " 90
Polka de Concert Wehli. 1.00
Pompa di Festa Willmers. 80
Romance Nouvelle Wehli. 1.00
Schonsten Augen, (Brightest Eyes) Krw/er'.' 60
Victoire, Polka Bravura Hervey. 40

Alboni's Second Valse Brilliante Schuloff.
Amelia Waltzes Lumbye.
Argentine Mazurka Ketterer.
Ballo in Maschera .Beyer.
Bohemian Girl Belluk.
Brightest Eyes Galop "

Crown Diamonds "
Dame Blanche^ Beyer.
Dunbarton'a March Belluk:
Festival and Birth-Day Ball lucho.
1. Valse 40 6.. Redowa
2. .Schotti.TCh 40 6. .Quadrille
3. .Galop 40 7. .Bolera
4. .Polka 40

Fille du Regiment Bellah.
Galop Brilliante Sponhollz.
II Bacio Oesten.

L'Africaine Beyer.
Lucie di Lsmmermoor

. Bellak.
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 1

Sans Souci Galop Ascher.
Sonata, No. 1 in F, Op. 32 Diabelli.

Sonatina, No. 1 in C, Op. 24 "
" 2 " G, " " "

Thou art so near and yet so far Bellak.

80
75

75
75

40
30
40

40
CO
10,

40
70
60
75

40
.00

70
75

40
40
30

Studies.
Concone's Fifteen Etudes Expressives, Op. 44,

2 booh:s, each
Concone's Twenty-five Etudes Melodiques, Op.

24, 2 books, each
Kohlcr's First Steps. Book 1, 60; Book 2, 75;

Complete
Kohler's Special Studies. 2 books, each
Kohler's New School in Velocity. 2 bks., en.

.

Kohler's Effective Execution. 2 books, e.ich..-

Plaidy's Technical Studies. American Finger.
•' " " Foreign "

Lcmoine's 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 bks., each.
Moschelles' Studies. 2 books, each

Czerny's 50 Grand Finishing Studies, Op. 409.

6 books, each
Czerny's 30 Nouvellea Etudej do Me'canisme,

Op. 849, 6 books each

Czerny's 110 Exercis&s. Op. 4.'i3. 6 bks., each.

Duvernoy's Eoole du Style. 4 books, each. .

.

Heller's 25 Studios on Rhythm and Expres-
sion, Op. 47, 2 books, each

Heller's 30 Progressive Studies, Op. 46, 2 bks.

each
Heller's 25 Studios, introductory to Art of

Phrasing, Op. 45, 2 books, each
Holler's 24 Nouvelle Etudes, Op. 90, 2 bks., «a.

Heller's 24 Preludes, Op. 81,2 books, each ....

Heller's Art of Phrasing, Op. 16, bk. 1 81.75
;

book 2

1.25

1.00

1 25

1 .'.0

1.75

2.00

2.00
2..''>0

I 50

3.00

1.25

60
1.00

60

1.50

2.00

1.50

1 75

1.50

J.OO

2@» Sheet Music and Mosic Books, sent, postrpaid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.
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BY OT.IVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington 8treet, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.
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JOHN 8. SPOONER, PRINTUR, 21 FRANKLIN STRISEtT

JJB. GEORGE P. BROOKS, Concert Organist and
Professor of Piano.

Address, at Oliver Ditson & Co's, and at his Music Room
887 Washington Street. 785-3aio

A SOPRANO SINGER, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J 8. Dnight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771_

Music For
Soldiers' Memorial Day.

••O'ER GRAVES OF THE LOVED ONESPLANT BEAOTIFCJL FLOWERS."
Solo and Choru.>i Or Ordway 50

SOLDIERS' MEMORIAL DAY. Duetand
Chorus w. O. Peri-ins. 30

THEY ARE SLEEPING. Solo and Chorus.
Jamts G. Clark. 40

SILENTLY, TENDERLY, MOURNFUL-LY HOME. Quartett. Male Voices N. Barker. 30
WHERE SHALL THE BEAUTIFaL
REST. SoloandDuett Starkweather. 30
Sent by Mail on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H DITSON & CO.. Now York.

Compositions of
JAMES M. WEHLI.
AS PERFORMED BY THIS CELEBR4TED PLAYER IN
HIS CONCERTS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

Marche d' Amazons $100
•' de Nuit 100

Silver Bells 73Home, Sweet Home. [For the Left llandl." ! . i 60
Sleigh Ride 75
Sans Souci 75
Polka de Concert 1 00Harpe Eolienne 60

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.
A SACRED CAJVTATA.

BY

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who examine this Cantata, (which is almost an Or,

atorio) will agree witb a prominent musical writer, who pro-
nounces it "charming:, from first to last."
Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos, Quarteti, &c.,

and is well worthy a place !u the repertoire of Musical Socie-
ties and Choirs.
PnW,— Paper, $1.12; Boards, $1.50 ; Cloth, $1.75,
Sent, post-paid, en receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!
BIOGRAPHICAL.

All that is PdperfluoDs Omitted ! All that l" Important
Rktained ! Ably Written ! Ikterestino prom the First
Page to the Last I

Life of Beethoven Schindler and Mosckeles. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters Dr. L. Nohl. 2.00
Life of Mendelssohn W. H. Lampadms. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters . Larfy iraWace 2 vo s ea. 1.75

Life of Handel V. Schotlcher. 2 00
" Rossini H S. Edwards. 175
" Chopin ...F. Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk O. Hensel. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75

Mozart. A Romantic Biography H. Rau. 1.75

Polko's Reminisoenoes (Of Mendeliisohn) 175
Polko's Musical Sketches 1 of the Great Masters) 1.75

MISCELLANEOUS.
History of Music F. L. Riiter. 1 50
Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50

History of the Old Hundredth Psalm
Tune W H Havergal. 1.50

Meson's Musical Letters.. Dr. Lowell Mason. 1.50
Hastings' Forty Choir- T Hastings. 150
Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 6.00
Gardiner's Music of Nature 5 00
The rcent enconr iging progress in Musical (Culture am)

Musical Taste, is cl,^»trly iniiicifeil by the great and Increas
ing demand for the above works, which are all *'weU got
up." anil full of important and interesting matter.

Sent, poRt-p:tid, for the above prices.

OLIVER DITSON * CO , Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York

AS BICHA.SDSOM-'S KTB'W MXiTHOB
leads all othtrs aw an instruction book for the Pianoforte, so

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used in learning to play od

these favorite instrumenta.
Mr. Clarke is a fine nmsician and brilliant organist, and,

In this work, displaya good taste aa well as talent in combiniuc
good muf^ic with well graded and thorough instruction

.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C H. DITSON" & CO., Uew York.

Messe Solennelle,
In IB ITIinor.

BY

L. N lEDERMEYER.
NiEDERMETER, a fHeud and proteg6 of Rossini, has acliioved

a succesfi in this work, which will furnish a pleai^ing novelty
for the practice of Choirs, Muse Clubs, Ac. Said by Dr Junies
Pech to be 'plea.'jingly elegant." " \Ve have, on every repeti-
tion, passed through the work with increasing interest.''

PWce.—Paper, $1.25 ; Cloth, 150.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

NORMAL
MUSIC SCHOOL

Of six weeks (July 6th to Aug. 17th) at

BINGHAMTON, N. T".

Theo F. Seward and Chester Q. Allen
Principals.

GEORGE JAMES WKBB. Teacher of the Voice.
WILLIAM MASON, Teacher of the Piano Forte
S. P. WAUItKN, Teacher of the Organ
W. S. B. MATHEHS, Piano Forte and Organ.

Special attention given to the preparation of Teachers. For
circulars apply to

786 -It T. r. SEWARD, Oranse, N. J.

Im ^xim f0v Phjj.

VOCAL.
'Tis hnt a Lock of Hair E. Christie. 30

Au Revoir, Louise T.,1. Lippilt HO
The BcKgar Buy /•'. Oimpana. 5"

C'liqnita. (BretHarte) F.^Boott. 30
Upon tlie Staninlow. " " 40
Darkly the Shadows prees on mv Eyes. . .Farnie. 30
Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartette. 0. Lob. 40
She's just about the ni;e 5. Franks. 30
Baby and I want to kiss you good-bye.

W. 0. Perhns. 30

Lover and the Bird. For Soprano. ... Gvglielmo. 35
Only a littb' Brook. Song and Cho . . //i/c/.f/ton. ,30

I love to sing E. L IJIme. 30

Ood bless the little children iJetmlker. 30
Fold your arm around me, Pap.a. Song & Clio.

' M. Loesck. 30
Some Dav H. Sc/ioeller. 30
Row us, Row us swift. For three Ladies' Voices.

Compana. 75

Pearl of the Isle J. R. Thomas. 3.i

For You M. Kel/fr. 30
RcLTci Thee ! V. Giihriel 30
Spenk to me F Campana. ^0
AL'nin the flowers wc loved to twine Biirnes. 30
Ave Maria. (Holy Spirit hear our prayer). Soier. 40
Oh! for the. wings of a Dove. Sacred Quartet.

./. 5. Knight. 40
The Lord is in His holy Temple. Quartet.

Otto Cob. 40

INSTRUMENTAL.
Happy Msmories W. Dusenius. 35
Road to Luck. Grand Concert de Concert.

Clias. Wels. 4. Aft. 2 hands. 60
3. Aft. 4 •' 100

2d. March Honcroise F. Ciszt. 75

German Triumphal March through Paris.

E. Pabst. 4f)

Virginia Military Institute March. C. M. Stephani. 30
Sparkling Schottisch J. if.' Muth 30
Julie. Mflznrka Brillante C. KSllinq. 75

Emperor William March A. T. Muller. 40
Souvenir de Memoire. Waltz.. C L. H. Hatch. 30
Bridal Garland. Waltz W. Keilman. 35
Humming Bird. " J. W. Turner. 30
Les Adieux Valse Gunql. 75

Sunrise Galop fl. L. Eddy. 30
Starring Galop J. M. Deems. 35

Three Divertimentos. 4 hds.W. AVerndiile Bennett. 75

Little Kitty Nocturne W. Buseniiis. 30
Home, Sweet Home. Transcription Oesten. 50

La Soothe. (The Soothing Strain.) Reverie.

W. T. Porter. 40
Germania. Waltz W. Torsell. 40
Meet and Chandon. Waltz J. S. Knight. 30
Valse Brillante. (Military Style) .. .J. Let/bach. 40
Old 96. Waltz E. Christie. 30
Summer Night Schottische J. H. Waud. 30
Eleven Chorals from Schneider's Organ School. 35
Dawn of Love Mazurka E. L. Ripley. 50
Five Songs without Words G. D. Wilson. 75

In the Fields. (Auf den Bergen) Jungman. 40

BOOKS.

Messe Solennelle. For Four Voices.

L. Niedermeyer. 1.25

System for Beoinners, in the Art of Play-

ing upon the Pianoforte. By
Wm. Mason and E. S. Eoadley, 3.00

Music BT MAtt.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for very four ounces, or fraction thereof, {about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music) Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obta ning supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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•R/rBS. C. A. BAEEY, Vo crliit trd "Per

of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colnm-

bus Avenue. 782-ly

0£0. W. DTTOX.E'Sr,

Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin bnitdin^, 154 Tremont Stivet. 770

/^EO. 'W. FOSTER will make arrangements to

condurt Musical CODTeutions. Festivals, SorietleP, ke.

Address, care of Oliver Bit-^on; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PROF. <c aXSS. EDCAB A. ROBBZI7S,
Aeademy of Music.

718— tf 8 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKE W TI3S,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care OliverDitson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSON' offers his Services as Conductor of
^* Mosical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of O. Ditson & Co., Boston, Maes.

J. F. RUDOZ.FHSEM',
VOCAL CtTLTUKB AND SINGIKO.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

o. E. "WHrrzifo
Oives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony,
Address Oliver Dit-son & Co. 622

L. D A M A.
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

Chicfeerings' Building, 246 Washington Street Room 5-

JOHN W. TUFTS.
TEACHKR OF PIASOFORTB OKGAN, ANDHARMONT.

No. 1 Tan Rens.salear Place.

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Waf» effiabli.'hed in April, 1856. Itp claim to the first raok
a^ an educator in every department of Music, is saDc-

tioned by a constantly iucrt-a-siug patronage from all parts of
our country. School-^ and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teacbfrs.on applica-tion to the Institute.

Address, SDWABB B. OLIVEK,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

PEOJP. A. C. MAGGI. of Florenoe, Teacher of

*he Italian. Frfnch and Ppanish languages. Lfspons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

Tate lessons and classes

716-3m 64 Shawmut A«niie, Boston.

* % LLJ; GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InsiractioB on

toe Pianoforte
53 Hancock Street*

A. KZlEZSS2a^£T27.
Car« OllTer Ditson & Co 671—tf.

M R. W. 0. PERKINS will make engaEements to conduct

Musical ('onTentioDS the cooiing (^*ason.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., BostoB. i657-tf

'
lunins M. iill, "

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony,
Addrei* at Ditson k Co"s, or 154 Tremont Street.

L . W . WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 64.5 Washington Street.

EliUOTT W. PHATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

O. ANDKE A CO.

IMPORTEKS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHLA.

A large assortment of Avebicak Musio constantly on hand.

n/TB M. 'W. WHITNEY, Basso Vocalist,—
Ilaviog recently returned from Europe, is now prepar-

ed to receive professional engagements. Residence No. 9

Allslon, 8t.,lSo>tou 744—3mo8.

"JV* B. C. P. MOBEISOW offers his servires as Con-

^'-^ductor of Mui-ical fef-tlvals and Conventions the coming

easoD. Address at Newburyport, Mass., or Care of Oliver

Entson & Co., Bo,«t0D. 71^0

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PTANO-
yOKTE. SI.MjI.sy arid ilCSlCAL (JO.MPOSITION.

Ke-i'leDC«, CcKiiid^e HoQ-«. CommUDicatioQS uia> be
left at l/ttMto k Co's Finnic Store. 717- tf.

MISS O. M. HAEEI3,
TBJiO-BIia. OF FZ.A.Z70 & EII7GINC.

Address care Oliver iJit^oa dc Co , or at iler^iJeri'-e. Auburii-
4*le- 740-^jijiOrt.

-V7ZZTSX.OV7' Z.. HATSEXT,

No. VJj Ireuiont UlT'i^J, lit,-.:on, G-ll—Sm

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Orpan, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantfe that

the qualiti s and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other mMkers. Tht-instromenthas two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stop,", viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Onr Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no deri-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded In regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PHINCE & CO,
Agt^ntin New York S. T, Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Sellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and britieb Provinces. 748

—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful CoLiSEDM Organ; the large Organ

in tbe Pltmoctb Church, Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denomioiitions.

Also an aa&ortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and rfpairinft promptly executed.
Circulur.-^ liud ^pf(-iQ<-Htioo^> *'uruished on application. 743

|LJUSICAL ASaOClATIOMS. or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singlj or together

are requesttKi to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. 3. DAVBNPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

V* R. J. J. KIMBALL will be absent from the city till

^"-* September 20, at which time he will resume lessons on

the Voice Letters may be addressed to him at 9 Allston St.

]WrM:B. BERTHA JOHANJMSEN has the pleas-

ure to announce that she bow resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give lessons in the Art of Singing t» advanced

pupils. For further particulars inquire at Koppitz & i'EUF-

EE's Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBKOOK hast Medway. Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandiso
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Ourntockof Sheet Music, Musio Books, Musical
Instruments, er,c.. In the lari^HHt and uiOHt complete In the

No, rt>,«t Our conne.-tlon with Me>sr8. O. DITSON fe CO.,
enablcM us to furnii^h their publications to WeHtern Dealers,

at ne Boston I'rices.

[Iv^ln addition to the publications of .Messrs. O. Ditson

& Co., we l<eep on hand and turiiUh all Mu^'ic and Music
Fiookfl puhlifhed in America, together with a choice strwk of

Poroixn Music. (il9-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Teiti-

^^:t3 mony Circular.

75 MEDALS,
Or other* highest pre-
miums, have been
a-warded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues- free,

MASON & HAMLIN
|ORGAN CO., 154 Tre-
mont St., Boston ; 696
Broadway, New York.

OSTRiCTIO^ ON THE VIOLO.
lyr-M BEKWHARD LISTEMANN" respectfully

announces that, in connection with his brother, he

is prepared to receive Pnpils for the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

each, at Hallett, Davis & Co's Building, No. 274 Washington

Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Mt^ssrs. List^'mann have the privilege of hearing Sco pUving
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. TjISTEMAN Tf,
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 Sms

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. JEMEKSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and SingiDg
School B'oks.

Price $1.60 ; $13 50 p»r dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Mew York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles, Ile-

sonant ; with inv-

provernents pat-
ented June cmd>

Jla^ust, 1370;
surpassing all

previous produo-
'• tionsin rioh. heaur-

"''"
tiful qualities of

~'
tone, and g'eneral

excellence. <Frices Ifeduoed ; $S0 to

if>S,0 00 each. JTevf-,- Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

1C4 FREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 593 BR0A3WAY, NEW YORK.

J SCHUBEBTH 4 CO. Publisb«n. and Dealeia

in Foreign and AmeiSean Mudlc, 820Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Mnsicians
13 CALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Bmbracing one of the LaTgest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

PluteB of every variety of Quality and Brioe,
luclmding Terj Choice Instruments.

MARTUf'S CELEBKATED GinTAIlS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS. FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all ottier descrijitions ofMu.slcal Instruments.
Together witb

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo aud Doubie-Bass.

FOB SALE AND TO LET.
Our faci.ities are such as enable us to furnish the above;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AWD
C lED MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KI.NDB OF MUSICAL MEKCHAWDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STllKKT, (Opposite the Court Uouse)
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Opera and the Art of Singing.

BY CAUL GLOGGNER-CASTELLI.

[CoDtJDued from page 17.]

III.

With the entrance of the Meyerbeer period,

then, the taste of the preat public was at length

decidedly diverted from its exclusive idolatry

for the Italian opera. Even the mass began to

strip oft" the fetters of long habit, and give room
to the thought that it is really absurd to "go to

death" with trills and variations. Meyerbeer
sought truth of expression in the union of all the

means afforded by an effective manner of singing,

and an expanded and finely elaborated instru-

mentation. His cantilena is of thrilling effect,

the more so that he understands how to treat the

human voice in an exceedingly effective manner.

To be sure he has not troubled himself to inquire

how long the singer can endure the exertions

which he demands of him. His operas are near-

ly as long again as the Italian ; he requires of

the voice a compass, a richness throughout, even

in the highest registers, a power of endurance,

only found in a few singers. Passage work, as

such, Meyerbeer has written only exceptionally

in his greatest operas ; and whole pieces in this

style only where the number happens to lie out of

the course of the action, as, for example, the

florid arias of Isabella in Ruber!, the aria of the

Queen in the second act of the Huquenots, both

of which may be regarded as it were as concert

intermezzos. Meyerbeer had broken with the tra-

ditions of the Italian school, and created a new
style for himself as German-French-Italian mas-
ter.

The influence of his operas on the art of sing-

ing soon made itself felt. The singers, compelled

to accommodate their voices and their manner of

singing to the requirements of a new school, for-

sook the earlier method which had been respect-

ed as a model. The injurious consequences to

the art of singing have come clearly enough to

light : a pressing of all means into requisition; an

unrelaxing and exhausting strain upon the high-

est energies ; a vehemence of passion overstep-

ping all esthetic laws. Meyerbeer has on his

conscience all this screaming and unlovely exag-
geration of the effects of song : all this feverish

excitement of the nerves in over-refined decla-

mation ; this abandonment of all naturalness and
(even in the height of passion) artistic modera-
tion of song. To the consequences of his direc-

tion must it be ascribed, that our singers no long-

er sing, but scream ; that so many singers of the

present time fall victims to this manner,—school

it cannot be called, but rather a distorted image
of the most beautiful in Art, for which Nature
has given -us such wonderful means.

"It gropes about my ears indeed,

But to the heart it goeth not !"

As in the opera Rossini was crowded out by
Meyerbeer, so likewise in the field of singing a

new man arose, who, like Meyerbeer, in spite of
great personal attributes, worked destructively

for the future, and whose influence upon the

later manner of singing is seldom truly recog-

nized. I mean the singer Duprez.

Hissed off" at first in Paris, he turned to Italy,

where he staid several years, and then returned

to the French capital. Gifted with a splendid

tenor voice, he had become developed into a

dramatic singer such as had not been known be-

fore. His recitatives, delivered with the fullest

outlay of energetic declamation, found the live-

liest echo in the French. When he came to use

his magnificent vocal resources as he did in the

Allegro of the Aria in the fourth act of Tell, the

famous ^•Sulrez moi" (commonly omitted on the

German stage), where he brought out the hiah

C in the chest voice with all the might of his

colossal organ, it was all over with the fame of

all his predecessors. Nourrit, till then the favor-

ite of the Parisians, a distinguished tenor singer,

recognized the rival's power. His day was over,

and in despair over his lost and irrecoverable

glory, he flung himself from an upper window

down upon the pavement, and so made an end to

his life.

Duprez may justly be considered one of the

greatest dramatic singers of our time. His man-

ner of singing was identical with the Mejerbeer

style of grand opera, and the main features of his

method soon spread themselves all over Europe.

It possessed brilliant qualities enough to throw

the old way of singins into the shade; but it did

not last long, as singers soon became aware of its

injurious influence upon the voice. Organs al-

ready ruined during the period of study, singers

who had sacrificed their voices after two or three

years of public singing, became from that time

nothing rare. Most destructively, perhaps, have

the consequences shown themselves among tenors.

After hearing of Duprez, and how the chest reg-

ister could be cultivated even into the highest

regions of the voice, the public were no longer

contented with the use of the falsetto. Soon it

became one of the impossibilities to be engaged

as a "heroic tenor," without at least possessing

the high H flat in the chest tone. The singers

found it a more thankful task to humor the taste

of the public, than to pay exact regard to the in-

tentions of the composer ; for often Meyerbeer

himself indicates, by pp, his design that the fal-

setto and not the chest tone should be employed.

That every tenor singer, whether such hinh pres-

sure suited his natural compass or not. strove to

screw his voice up and make effect, was very nat-

ural ; for Art goes after bread, and a high C with

the chest voice Q'Do di petto") often realizes an

income of thousands to its fortunate possessor.

Roger has made a laudable exception ; his beau-

tiful use of the falsetto certainly produces a more

agreeable effect than the forced high chest tones

so unnatural to the organ of many a singer.

How wide-spread is this mistaken notion, that the

use of the falsetto is entirely contrary to Art, we
hear frequently enough in the expressions of in-

dividuals when some unlucky tenorist happens to

get caught on one of these tabooed falsetto tones.

Thus the school founded by Duprez, important

in itself, has called into life a manner of singing

the ruinous consequences of which we can see

daily even now.
[Conclusion next time.]

A History of Opera.

BY C. SCHUI.ZK.

[rontinued from page 10]

The Italians learned a areat deal from their

countryman Lully. Rossi and Corelli took the

improvements in French opera to Italy, namely
a more correct di.strlhution of the separate divis-

ions, as well as the limitation of vocal extrava-

gancies. Most overtures were henceforward
treated on the French model. The cumbersome
Netherlandish style was gradually quite .«up[ilant-

ed by that of Cassati and Melani in Rome; of

Cnlonna in BMogna ; of Bassani in Ferrara ; of

Stradella in Genoa; and of Lesrenzi in Venice;

of Leo, and, after him, Greco, C^ildar?, and Hu-

ononcini, in Naples. We must likewise mention

Vinci, the model of our own Graun and Hasse,

the perfectcr of the ohhlif/al* recitative, ie., the

recitative vigorously supported by the orchestra
;

Perti of Bologna ; Porpora of Naples (died in

17fi7). forhis expressive and genuinely artistic

employment of the instruments ; Rinaldo of

Capua ; and Pergolese, whose skilful application

of counterpoint, animation and fervor in duets,

and sweet melody, excited universal envy among
his fellows in art.

Instrumentiil music, also, had advanced some
steps, a fac/ especially due to the schools of Co-

relli and Tartini. Thn first of these schools was

distinguished by the simplicity and beauty of har-

mony and modulation, by contrast and art in im-

itation ; the latter for practical experienci- in the

construction and powers of the violin, for cm ne.<s,

grace, and unity in the musical ideas. The art

of accompaniment entered—thanks, also, to these

schools—on a new stage of its career. The sim-

ilar instruments in the orchestra had their espec-

ial places assigned to them ; their playing was

brought back to a more correct dynamic stand-

ard ; the employment of them was regulated by

greater attention to the purport of the text ; and

the direction of the orchestra was marked by

greater precision. Basse's instrumentation then

held a high place in art.

With all these things, increasing virtuosity

amons the singers of both sexes went, of course,

hand in hand. Singin<r schools were establisht-d

in all the larjie towni of Italy, the most flourish-

ing being, about 1G90, those at Na|iles and Bo-

logna ; anil Ferri of Perugia, one of the most

famous teachers. Rou^.-^eau says, in his Dictinn-

nnlre lie Musique, of this singer : he could run up

and down, in one breath, two full octaves fillid

with shakes, and give correctly every chromatic

note without an accompaniment. When he left

the theatre, his carriage was strewed with roses;

and when he entered a town, the people went to

meet him, as though he had been a prince. A
similar musical meteor was Carlo Broschi—sur-

named Farinelli—of Naples, a pupil of Scarlatti,

Porpora, ^nd Bernacchi. He could execute in

one breath passages lasting fifty seconds, and his

voice was so strong that it completely smothered

the sound of a trumpet. Of feinale singers, I

will mention only. Vittoria Tesi and Faustina

Bordoni, subsequently the wife of the great

Hasse.

Rameau was the first to improve upon the style

of Lullv, by coml ining the separate efforts and
ameliorations of his predecessors. At the age of

fifty he wrote, in 1734, his first opera, HJppolite

et Aricie, which proved an unusual success. By
this opera, and his other twenty operas, he swpyed

for thirty years the French stage, for which he
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became a seeoml Lully- As rejiarils form, he n'-

turneil to primitive Ilalian opera; thw air, for

instance, reappears as rondo ; but, on the other

hand, he especially raised tlie capability of ex-

pression by a more richly fashioned system of
harmony and declamation.

His instrumentation is more polvphonous, es-

pecially in the choruses, and likewise more deli-

cate, than Lully's. Although Hillcr cannot see

much that is crwid in Rameau's music ; although

Marpurg thinks it deficient in natural melody
;

and although Matlheson would send it to the Iro-

quois] Indians, Rameau must be designated the

first who strove to combine the melodious Italian

with the declamatory French style. His enileav-

ors divided Paris, from 1752 to 1754, into two
hostile camps, that of the BuflTonists, who exalted

comic Italian opera above everything else, and
the Anti-Buflroni''ts, who preferred national

French opera. The latter at last triumphed, and
the Italians had to leave Paris. In consequence
of this, opera comique was subse(iuently developed,

side by iside with grand opera, into a natirmal

production. In connection with this fact Gretry,

a Fleming (1741— 1813), the composer of about
firty operas, must V)e especially mentioned. His
Richard Cceur de-Linn has been favorably re-

ceived even very recently. As imitators of Gre-
try, I may name d'Aleyrac (died in 1809); Catel

(d'iedin 1830) ; Berton (died in 1844); but more
especially Isouard (died in 1818), the rival of

Boieldieu, the composer of Cendriilnn, an opera
which was performed for more than one hundred
sncces«ive nights in Paris, and m^de the round
of Europe, and Jnconde, a work long popular in

Frani e and Germany.
But this combination, which Rameau endeav-

ored to effect, of Italian and French op^ra is to

be found in some German composers, who natu-

rally e.\ercis>-d a material influence upon the

foundation of a German opera. Among them
was Stertani in Hanover (di-d in 1783); Kusser
in Hamburgh (died in 1727) ; and more espec-

iilly R-inhanl Keiser, also in Hamburgh (died

in 1739), the first great German operatic compo-
ser ; furthermore, Handel (died in 17.59); Mat-
theson ((jiid in 1764); and Telemann (died in

1767), who all wrote for the Hamburgh stage.

Of thest- composers. Keiser. who possessed a fer-

tile fancy, is favorably distinguished for pleasing

and graceful melody and oratorically-musical ac-

centmtion. He waa a genuine German composer,
f)r, of his 116 opi-rns. which for forty years, from
1694 to 1734. were the favorites of the Hamburg
stage, not One was written to an Italian book,

though German poetry was not then in a condi-

tion to provide a musician with particularly agree-

able materials to work upon. The other Ham-
burjih composers c^nerally selected Italian books,

or German adaptations of ihem. Even Handel
could not permanently hold the public captive;

he was deticient [?] in the idealistic element. His
operas are a chain of airs connected by a thread

of recitative, S|iarinL'ly interrupted by choruses

and stiti duets, without any truth in the person-

ages or the situations, and without any logical

eorisistencv in the plots.

The Italian style was equally, or even more,

cultivated hy Has«e, in Dresden, who wrote fifty-

two opera.», and Graun, in Berlin, who wrote

more tlian thirty, among which the first, Rode-
liude, was compose(!, in 1742, for the Carnival in

the latter capital.

Hasse's strength lay in the Susceptible and
Emotional. He attached the highest value to

bravura. But Graiin's music e.xcela Hasse's. It

is fir more ilramaiie, and his airs are, both melo-

dically and harmoniially, far more important.

Keiser made upon the Hamburg stage the laud-

able attempt to render comic opera .something

national. His elf^jrls proved, however, a failure

soon after the year 1740. The same fact must
be reconled of the German opera opened at

Minnheimin 177 7. and of that started by Joseph

H. at Vienna, in 1778; the latter collapseil as

early as 1 783. But thoroughly to transform the

Italian style and guide if into a genuinely artis-

tic path, wa.s a task which only one man then

understood, that man being (iluck, born 1714,

died 1787. With him there begaa a new and

bright feature in the musical drama—the earnest,

ideal conception of it. Gluck's profound feeling

:ind perseverance produced works which sur-

passed aught previously known.
In Vienna, where, since the commencement of

the 1 7th century, Italian opera had grown into

great favor, GUick had enjoyed the opportunity

of seeins many a sterling master's work admira-

blv performed. Fux, Porfile, Caldara, Buonon-

cini, and others, were engaged there. The cele-

brated Sanmiartini became his master in Milan.

After staying in that city for four years, Gluck

wrote, in 1741, his first opera, Artaserxe, which

soon spread his name about. During the five

years following, he wrote operas for Milan, Ven-
ice, and Cremona; produced, 1746, in London,

La Caduln de' Giganii, and then settled perma-

nently in Vienna. He there composed industri-

ously, but always after the Italian model. It was

with yl/ces/e, the book of which was supplied by

Calsabigi, that, at the age of fifty-three, and after

having already composed twenty operas, Gluck

d' liberately left the broad Italian highway, and
entered upon a new path. Being more inclined

to national French opera, he abandoned the Ital-

ian language, and had Racine's Iphigenie in Au-
lide arranged for him. It was produced, under

the patronage of Marie Antoinette, at Paris, in

1774, and awoke, nay, worked up into fury, the

slumbering party feud of the Buftonists and Anti-

Buflfonis's.

On the 2nd August, in the same year, his

transition opera, Orpheus, remodelled, was pro-

duced. Soon after this, he set out for Vienna.

The Italian party profited by his absence to send

to Naples for the celebrated Piccini, who certain-

ly was very strong in comic opera, and a respec-

table composer generally, who was not equal to

Gluck. The performances of //)/iiV/en(e en Tatt-

ride, in 1779 and 1781, were crowned with the

most brilliant success, and considerably thinned

the ranks of the hostile party.

Gluik at last remained the victor. The suc-

cess achieved by Echo and Na>-ci.tsu>! was not so

great. Now, in what did the reforms consist

which have caused Gluck to be reckoned among
the greatest artists of our nation ?

An opera is for Gluck a musical work of art,

one anil indivisible. The operatic stage is not a

concert-room, and still less an arena for musical

rope-dancers. The previous traditional musical

forms were destined to undergo manifold altera-

tions. The overture to Alcesle already shows the

thinking artist ; instead of.so much pretty toying on

a fixed model, it contains significant thoughts in

logical connection. Gluck's chorus is rather a

genuine choral song. His air is closer and more
rounded off than that of other conipo.sers. The
declamation and the internal truth of the verbal

expression are perfect. The harmonies are rich

and dignified ; the instrumentation is delicate and

full of color. The music is subordinated to the

text and the psychological truth of the action, and

does not interrupt the song of the latter by a sys-

tem of ornamentation. Gluck was and still is our

master in heroic opera. Every person whose

taste has not been ruined by modern musical

caricatures, and Italian dalliance, still delights in

Gluck. What two hundred years previouslv was

attempted by the Florentine nnisical clnbof Bardi

and Corsi, namely, to combine the spirit of

antique tragedy with modern sentiment, that did

the German master Gluc'k happily eflect.* He
was the creator of what is termed classical opera.

For the flatlflfjiction of tlioflR RenHt^men who, to show they

know nothinK of GcrmHO, will ronuTantly mbntitut^ '-tr' for

*'w" in the compOHer'rt niimp. we bng to show theni, by citinK

th« origlniil of the above pHHUrtKe, ill which llerr Sfiliuize in-

diilifes In n port of pun not to be renderej into Encii^h, where
their pet (iiffire'flH in correct : "VVa.? hat dtr dfittsctte Meistcr

Gluck mil GlucJc zu Standi: ffefjrarht
''

[To be Continued.

]

doned. The child is now expectel to begin to read the rota-

tion of simpie musical phrases at sight. I cannot better ex-

plain the progress and method of instruction in the lower

grades of the grammar classes than by quoting the words of

Mr. Holt, iu his recent report of his doings, to Mr. Ei'-hberg,

and which appears as an appendix to the Semi-Annual Report

of the Standing Committee on Music, under date of 20th De-

cember last. He speaks as follows ;

"Iti my sixth class is commenced an intellectu.al study of

the sounds of the scale.

''To illustrate: Children are taught to recognize any sound

of the scale, by its scale name ; as 1,2, 3, 1. 4, 2. 6. 6, 5, 7. 8,

&c. ; and they will produce the same at the dictation of the

teacher. This is to educate the ear.

"One or two minutes are spent in this exercise, which are

followed by a representation of the sounds, thus :

Music in our Public Schools.

A Paper Read at the Meetiny of lite A merlcan Social

Scifjice Association, Ajrril 3, 1871, hi/ Dr. J. Baxter

Ujiham.
(Conclu'lt?d from pa^e 10 )

In the lowewt claBs Id the KmmmAT Hchool** the pupil in rap-

ifJIy led over the whole Krourid taken in hlfl primary couthc,

now and hence forward by reference to the musiciil character");

rot«-ieacbiag and rote-flinging being for the mottt part abao-

which trains the eye together with the ear.

''Five minute-o are spent in this way, each day. as a drill

exerrise, followed by practice upon the music rharta. The

result of this drill is remarkabie. The ear becomes 60 well

trained that children will go to the black-board and write the

Fca\e, or pitch-name, of &ny sounds given with the syllable

la. This drill of Blngle sounds is followed by Triad practice,

after which the class is divided, an adilitional pointer used,

and the pupil is trained in two-part harmony, thus :

1^
"This is followed by the practice of two part songs upon the

charts, together with the beating of the time ;
and, in addi-

tion to this, in the fifth and tourth classes, by the chromatic

scale and a study of the keys which grow out of it, e. g. :

--^.-^-i
;5^.^r.a^-•.8^i^

"And such has been the progress that children ten years of

age will go to the black board and write the pitch of any pro-

gression of sounds which may be given in any of the sharp

keyR.

"I think it is safe to say that at the end of the school year

the fourth class will have po practical a knowledge of all the

nine different keys that they will sins correctly auy choral,

whii-h may be written in any of those keys, at pight.

•'The pupils become familiar with the position of each scale

upon the staff, the same as in the key of C. To illustrate :

ipiiif^lilliiliii^il

-M
In tlie third or next higher class is lutroduoed the study of

the intervals, tlie chords and the triads.

At the end of this year the pupils can readily sing in plain

thjeepart harmonies, and should understand all the signs and

characters used in musical composition, and be able to com-

prehend and read at sight any of the music found in our ordi-

nary collections of psalmody. This, as I said at the outset, is

as far as T think it expedient, for the present, to carry these

illustrations, since it covers the most important part of the

ground to be occupied in the general introduction of a system

of musical teaching in the common schools of the land. Thus

much, then, for musical instruction as it is given in the Bos-

ton public schools. The question now returns : Can such in-

struction be made aviiilable, at a moderate expense, in our

public schools generally throughout the country ? And if so,

Ilow ? and at what cost ?

An essential element in the plan of such teaching, as we

have seen, is this: that It he given mainly by the regular

school teachers, with the aid a'jd general direction only of a

professional teacher. We have seen that a single professional

teacher can superintend the Instruction of a large number of

pupils,—just how many will depend upon clrcufustances. The

number may be more or less, according to the density of the

population, and to the general ability of the corps of

regular teichera employed. In a city like this, where,

we may perhaps say without boasting, that the stmdard of

qualiflcatlon la high, from lO'J to 240 schools or clMses, repre-

senting 8000 to 12,000 pupils, can thuj be Uughl.
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In the neighboring cities of Salem and Lowell, and some

others in this State, a pingle intelligent head has been found

Butfioient. The salaries might vary from $1000 or $1200 to

SSOOO per annum. My belief is that in towns and cities not

exceeding a population of 40,000 to 60.000 Inhabitants, or in

rural districts where a group of smaller towns and villages of

perhaps half this population in the aggregate exists, and which

could all be conveniently visited in a circuit of a week or ten

days' extent, a single professional teacher only would be re

quired. And in the latter instance a competent man, who

should be a resident of the district, ought to be had for S1200

per annum.

I take it for granted that all the regular teachers could do

their part in such instruction if they would. It requires in

the system we have been considering no special musical ability

or previous training. An aptness to ti^ack only is necessary,

and any person who is fitted in other respects to hold the re-

sponsible position as a teacher in a public school has the abili-

ty, I contend, to learn in a very short time (under the direc-

tion of a competent professional head, such as we have named)

how to teach the elementa of music as well as the otherstudies

required in our common schools. Nor is it necessary that the

teacher should he able to sing in order to be successful in this

branch of study, though of course it is an aid. On this point

says Mr. Holt in his report to the Music Committee iu 1869,

"in the short time within which mueic has been regularly and

systematically taught in the classes under my charge, only

seven out of the two hundred and fifty-one teachers who have

come under my observation have proved themselves unable to

do their work satisfactorily. Of these seven, three exchange

work with other teachers at the time of the music lesson, one

employs a teacher from outside to aid her in this part of her

work, who is present at the time of my visit to receive my in-

structions, while in three rooms the work is imperfectly done.

With regard to the progre.sa made in different classes," con-

tinues Mr. Holt, "it varies in proportion to the faithfulness

of the teacher. I find that teachers who are regarded as su-

perior in other branches, obtain the best results in music.

And many of my best teachers are among those who had no

idea that they could do anything in music when we com-

menced. * * * I visit each of the two hundred and fifty-

one teachers with their classes once in every four weeks ; in

this way I am able to help every teacher over any difficulty she

may encounter, and to shape my instructions to the wants of

each class."

Says Mr. Philbrick in his report, to which I have already

alluded, "The improvement in the method of teaching music

has very naturally helped the improvement of the methods of

handling the other branches. As a general rule, teachers in

an elementary school who teach one branch well, teach all

branches well."

The cost of musical teaching to any city or town, or to a

group of towns situated as I have said, having an aggregate

population of say 20,000 inhabitants (one-fifth of whom may be

reckoned to be of the school age), ought not to exceed the sum
of S1350 per annum, and would be made up as follows :

The Salary ot the professional teafcher, say, $1 ,200 00
A Set of Charts, with Stand complete, for each school

(say forgo schools, wirh an average of 50 pupi's
^ach,.«1125x 80= $900); which should last

with careful treatment, six years lS900 = 61 150 00

Making, as above SI ,,150.00

The manual for the teacher, as also the pitch.pipe, is not

included in the above expense, it being supposed that each

teacher would desire to purchase and possess them. And with

this manual in the hands of the teacher, the charts and the

blackboard, I believe that up '.o the age I have indicated text

books in music may be dispensed with altogether.

If to this be added he cost of a pitch pipe and a copy of the

"Ttacher's Manual" (explaining the use of the charts) for

each school, the cost (on the supposition that these, like the

charts, would lust by careful usage six years) would he in-

creased by S26.67—making a total of $1376.67, or a trifleover

34 cents for each scholar per annum.

With sach simple addition to the mechanism of oar common
Bchool system of education, and at BO slight expense, an ele-

mentary knowledge of music could be diffused throughout the

country. What variety and interest it would give to the dull

routine of every da\ school wqrk! What sunshine and glad-

ness it would infuse into the homes and hearts of the people !

Obituary.

DASIEt, FRANCOIS ESPRIT AUBER.

Auber, one of the most distinguished musical com-
posers that Frame has produced, died in Paris yes-

terday, at the ad vanceil age of 87 years. He was
born at Caen, Jan. 29, 1784, and when a hoy erinced
a passionate taste for^music. At the age of 20 he was
sent to Tvondon lo study business, but, findlnp: it ut-

terly distasteful, returned to Paris and devoted him
self more than ever to his favorite art. He composed
some pieces which were received with applause in

private circles, hut, feelinjr convinced of the import-
ance of assiduous study, he placed himself under the

tuition of Cherubini, and in 181-3 appeared before the

public in an opera entitled, Sejour Milhaire, which
was not a success. He was discouraged, and for

some years did not contribute to the theatres, but,

foitunaiely for the world and his own fame, the death

of his father in embarrassed circumstances compelled
him to devote himself to his art as a means of sup-

port, and in 1819 he produced at the Opera Comique
Lf, Testament et les Btlletsdoux, an opera in one act.

This was also unfavorably received, but undeterred

by the ungenerous comments of critics, he wrote La
Berg€re Chatelaine, which was produced in the same
theatre in the early part of the year 1820, and entire-

ly reversed the public verdict regarding his merits.

The history of the succeeding half century of his life

presents a succession of triumphs. AH his grace,

spirit, and dramatic power appeared in the opera just

named, which, with Enniin, ou la Promesse tmpniflente,

produced the following year, founded the brilliant

reputation he enjoyed. From tliat lime forward he

produced a great number of works, some of which
are the most successful operas now represented upon
the stage. An imitator of Rossini at the outset, he

gradually acquired greater independence of style, and
in Masanniello, in which his genius reached its cul-

minating point,- he ventured to form a style of his

own, to which he afterwards steadily adhered. In

addition lo the works mentioned, T^e Cheval de lironze,

Fra Diavolo, Le. Domino T^oir, Les Diamnnts (te la

Coiironne, U Eliair d' Amour, Le Dieu et la Bat/ndere,

Guslave, La- Sirene, and Hai/d^e, are among his most
popular operas, and will immortalize his genius.

Many of them have been translated into English and
German, and almost all into Italian, and their melo-

dies are known all over the civilized world. He con-

tinued until a few years ago a vigorous and success-

ful writer for the stage.

The characteristics of Auhcr's music are sprightli-

ness, grace, and great clearness and simplicity in

their (jramatic effects. His combinations are inge-

nious, if not profound, and his melodies simple, and
often tender, although rarely pathetic. He succeed-

ed best in huifo operas, for which Scribe furnished

him with admirable librettos, and which are models
of light and graceful composition. Among his last

compositions, exclusive of those for the stage, was a

March for the opening of the London Exposition of

1862. He received many marks of regal and impe-
rial favor in France.

—

N. Y. Tribune, loth.

BIGISMUND THALBERG.

[From the Weekly Review, New York.]

The announcement of the death of this great pian-

ist, recalls in us a time which was a go'lden one for

all virtuosos. Europe was lying prostrate at the feet

of those who could amnse the people. The govern-
ments fostered this sentiment. In France the lour-

(jeoiaie reigned supreme, and every means was em-
ployed to delight this important and inflnential class

of societ) . Theatres, concerts and balls were the

centre of attr.action. A singer, a player, a dancer of
unusual merit, became a great historical moment.
Germany echoed this sentiment. There society took
its li^e from Paris. People danced to the fife played
in the French capital. A new opera, a new overture,

a new prima donna, created the only possible sensa-

tion. Heroes were only those who could plav the

piano and the violin. It was the time when Ernst,

with his *'Elegy,'* was able to make people weep.
Performers with long hair and pale faces were the

accepted benefactors of society. It was at this time
that Thalberg won his laurels. His pianism was the

wonder of the day. When he came forward with his

fantasia on "Moise," the public imagined there were
two persons who played the pianoforte. Even pian-

ists thought so, when he first played in a back room
of a well known manufacturer in Paris ; the critics

talked of an innovation. Yet the thing was old, the

germ of the system could be found in Beethoven's
Sonatas. The clever pianist simply enlarged the

principle laid down by the great master. He made
the whole keyboard speak in his own methodical and
scholarly manner. The effect at least at that time
was unprecedented, especially when the author him-
self was the interpreter. And indeed nobody else

could play like him.

He had the most beautiful touch together with the

most marvellous technics. When he came to us in

New York years ago, his powers were considerably
worn. But at the time of his glory thirty years ago
his playing was perfection. Alas, this very quality

made it dry and monotonous. It was impossible to

listen to him for any length of time. He lacked im-
agination and inspiration. His operas, his sonata,

prove this sufficiently. He was at the piano, what
he was in life, a perfect gentleman. Emotional
powers he had none. There was no change in his

appearance from the time he sat down at the piano
to the time he left it. He never became excited, aye,

in the hottest days he could not even perspire. To

him the well known words of the old Austrian Em-
peror, addressed to Dreyschock, could not be applied :

"Sir, I have heard a good many of your profession,

but I never saw anybody perspire like you.'* His in-

fluence is gone, ami we think there are but very few
pianists who perform his fantasias in public. Yet
his "I/Art du chant" may even now be used by
teachers with good advantage. In conclusion let us

say with the lady in Paris, who, when asked about

the merits of the two pianists, who occupied tht; at-

tention of the musical world at that time, exclaimed :

"Thalberg is the greatest pianist, but Liszt is the

only one."

Miss Vienna Demorest's Concert

(From the New York Sun, April 14 ]

Miss Vienna Pemorest gave her first public con-

cert at Steinway Hall on Wednesday evening. There
has never within our remembrance been a singer who
commenced her career under such a weight of praise.

The press has teemed with the most extravagant com-
pliments of her voice and her singing, and recently,

in a magazine printed in this city, her portrait was
published on tfie opposite page and face to face with

that of Nilsson. "The suggestion was that these were

sisters in art; and, in fact, several papers have not

hesitated in plain words to award the young singer

an equal place with that held by the distinguished

Swede.
Amid this general course of laudation. Miss Dem-

orest will not perhaps take it amiss if she hears one

voice of quiet and truthful dissent, especially if that

dissent is spoken only in a spirit of kindness. It

may even serve as a foil and to give greater zest to

the overwhelming flattery that has preceded her pub-

lic appearance, just as the King of Macedon in the

midst of his obsequious courtiers took a curious de-

light in the grim official whose sole duty it was to

repeat from hour to hour the caution : "Philip, thou

art but mortal !"

We freely say therefore that few vocalists that have

ever appeared on the stage of Steinway Hall have

had so many conspicuous faults and so little actual

attainment in their art as Miss Demorest.

The young lady is entirely unprepared for a public

appearance. 'Die programme of the evening an-

nounced that she was about to go to Europe lo study,

and this is well ; but it seems a. little singular that

the concert that should have come at the conclusion

and as the culminating point of this study should

have been allowed to precede it. To begin with a

public concert and then to commence to learn to

sing is rather reversing the natural order of events.

It may however serve to mark the progress that Miss

Demorest will undoubtedly make ; and after the disci-

pline that she will be subjected to by any first rate

teacher, she will herself be the first to acknowledge

that she stood but at the very beginning of her art

on the occasion of giving this concert, and perhaps

to wonder at her own temerity.

As words of general criticism are but of little use,

we shall briefly refer in detail to some of Miss Dem-
orest's characteristics as a singer.

In the first place, her tone is exceedingly bad. It

is neither pure nor sweet, but on the contrary thin,

reedy, and unpleasant. And this arises apparently

not from anv organic defect, but from an absolute

lack of knowledge of how to produce the tone, which

is indeed the basis of the art of singing. The young

lady is without training—the merest novice in an art,

the elements of which she has yet to master.

Among the pieces that she sang was Donizetti's

very charming, brilliant, and familiar aria, "O Luce

di quest' Anima " It is a difficult aria, and served

as well as any that could have been selected to ex-

hibit all the defects of Miss Demorest's voice and

execution. The tone, in the first place, owing to the

wrong position of the vocal cords and muscles, was,

as we have said, bad and thin. The vocalization was

slip-shod, the notes in rapid descending passages be-

ing slurred over and not distinctly given. The in-

tonation was faulty— in other words, she failed to

sing the notes in perfect tune; the pronunciation of

the vowel tones in this, but more especially in her

English songs, was conspicuously bad ; and the gen-

eral efltct was that of an untaught beginner under-

taking, with more ambition than judgment, what only

an artist could' perform.

If Miss Demorest goes to such a teacher as War-

tel of Paris, or to any man of repute, he will at once

tell her all this and a hundred other wholesome

truths, and will dispel the illusions that injudicious

flattery has thrown about her. Probably she will he

kept steadily at singing simple scales, and more

especially at singing single notes, for months, until

she has learned to produce an even tone. Nor in all

likelihood will she be permitted so much as to sing a

ballad for a year or two. It takes five years of un-
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remitrine frainiriir to make a vocaiir^t. httI we sin-

cerclv hoiie thar, at the enti of rhat time, Miss Dem-
oresr mnv he ahle to make cnnd the half of what her

nnwi'^e rtiul injudicious frieii'Js have said of her. If

there is any one stnmblinir-hlock in tlie wav of true

success, it is the falsehood of undiscerninf; nnd insin-

cere flattery. When Miss Demorest first discovers

and recognizes the fact that she has no method—which

is the touchstone of all vocalism— then she will be

prepared to take t)ie first earnest step forward in her

art, and not till then. The A B C of music must
first be acquired, and upon this alphabet she may
afterward build.

We cannot refrain from referring to the unknown
accompanist, who«e name was wisely omitted from
the pro;;ramme, and who miirht have spoiled a better

concert. He accompanied Mr, Thomas in his sint;-

inir of Schubert's ''Wanderer," and so discreditable

a player we have never heard in public. Whole
handfals of chords were played falsely, the minor
ones often being played major and the major ones

converted into minor. He becan with the wrong
chord, and continued a series of blunders to the very

end. So wildly discordant did he become at times,

that it seemed as though he would inevitably lead

Mr. Thomas off into some other key ; and ii was
only the fact that that gentleman is a correct and
excellent musician that saved him from completely

breaking down.

To Se, or not to Be.

One of a thousand would be "native composers"

bespeaks our sympathy in the following touching ap-

peal through the columns of the New Bedford Mer-

cury

:

Messrs. Editors :~Tt jp, I believe, a privilege of the ag-

grieved of every class to confide their sorrows to the public,

and through the medium of the press to seek sympathy and

counsel. I am a musical man. in my way. Nature has fa-

vored me with a larynx which enables me to sing from C

below the ptaff to the fifth leger line; and an average of fif-

teen minntes a ^ay devoted to the practice of the piano, from

early childhood, haa given me a command of the instrument,

and has frequently won applause in the round dances, as well

as tn the more lively cotillon. But I am al^o a composer. At

distant intervals T have given to the world, at one time a

waltz, which trippintf belles have called "sweet," and at an-

other, a ballad which has drawn tears from the eyes of my
aaditun*, perhaps for various reasons. Shakespeare makes

Isabella say :

•'The poor beetle that we tread upon

In corporal suffrance findd a pang as great

As when a giant dies."

And if, comparing small with great, their woes be equal,

may not their joys also have the same exaltation? I am sure

Beethoven or Mozart never listened to their own divine con-

ceptions with more thrilling pleasure than I have heard mine,

rendered by some fair friend, lending the grace of her own

accomplishments to the genius she inspired. But Mozart,

Beethoven and I have bad our mortifications, and this brings

me to the point.

The other night I calVd upon the Miss Simpkinses, or the

^lifses Simpkios (which is right ?) t^rr^ing, with the music

selected for the evening's amusement, one or two of my own
compositions, whli^h I modestly hoped would receive the ap-

plau«« of tbese cultured amateurs, since I regarded them as

among my be?t eflorts. The O'ft "opus" which I hesitating-

ly e*sayed was a defcriptive ballad, in which a homewHrd
bound VMtf*l goes to pieces in the dark, and something white

on the fhore, which proves to be one of the drowned, is buried

the next morning in a quiet church yard conveniently near.

I never fang =o impressively But the younger Miss Simp-

kins remarked, as I concluded, that fhc always preferred to

hear the other words. "The breaking waves dashed high," to

that song. "Well, I suppose it is true that mutical, aa well as

other great thoughts often run in the same channela. And
so, though somewhat dl^comflttd, I s.ing my second efTort, a

racrpii m»flody, which the flder MissSimpkins warmly praiwd

aji an old h^mn that alvia3fH waji a favorite. Messrs Editors,

would yon advice me to continue composition under thene cir-

cumstances, or shall I leave the fl»?ld to others ? Pleaee reply

through the columns of the M^w York Lrd^er. x.

usic ^broab.

London.

Oratorio Comcf.rts. 'I'ljc fifth conrcrt of ihe
sensnn look place in Si. Jamei's Hall on WcdncMlnv
evcnine week, when hrafl in E^iyjil was, if we are not
mi^taken, given for llie fir«t time under Mr. Bamhy's
direction. The wiidoiD of choosing a work whii'h
demands greaier re-'onrces than were availahle is

open to serioDs qnestii n. Handel's stufiendoas cho-
rases want power in the first instance, and the pablic

have been accustomed to hear them at Exeter Hall
and the Crystal Palace Festivals under conditions

nd:ipted to sjitisfv fhi^i requirement. Hence it was
anticipated tlint Mr. Rarnby's mode.st. "350" conid
produce little effect, and that the performance wonid
pa.ss off, as far as concerned its choral music, without
making the customary sensation. Such, in point of
fact, was the rase, the famous "Hailstone" alone
eliciting more than slight applause. The solos were
taken by Mme. Sherrington, Miss Sinclair, Mtre.
Pntey, Mr. Sims Reeves. Mr. Raynham, Herr
Stepan, and Mr. Beale. Mme. Patey won much
favor for her admirable rendering of "Thou shalt

bring them in ;" and Mr. Reeves achieved one of his

greatest triumphs in "The enemy said," and the rec-

itatives preceding the final chorus. He sang the for-

mer with astonishing vigor and power of voice, while
his declamation of the latter was one of the finest ar-

tistic achievements in our remembrance. About the

superlative excellence of each effort there could be
no doubt at all, and the audience were not slack in

showing their appreciation. Mr. Reeves very prop-
erly declined to repeat the air, and, but for their nat-

ural excitement, we should blame the andiencc for

making so unreasonable a request. H rr Stepan and
Mr. Beale—a veteran and a recruit—were associated

in "The Lord is a man of war," but not happily, in-

asmuch as the veteran has spent a good deal of his

strength, and the recruit was nervous. The orches-

tra did good service, and Mr. Docker made the most
of an organ which goes for little at best.

—

Mus World.

Modern Chamber Mdsic.—The last of a series

of concerts introducing new and little known cham-
ber compositions by living masters, took place at the

Hanover Square Rooms on Friday week The pro-

grammes of the three concerts comprised two quar-

tets. Op. 25 and 26, and a quintet, Op. 34, for piano
and strings, by Johannes Brahms : a pianofore trio

and string quartet by Robert Volkmann ; a sonata
for piano and viola, and a quartet, by Antoine Ru-
binstein ; a trio for pianoforte, violin, and violoncello,

in D, by Carl Reinecke. To the chamber composi-
tions of Brahms we have repeatedly called attention,

and are glad to note the favor they met with. Rob-
ert Volkmann shows distinct traces of Schumann's
influence, but his work, less intellectual than that of

Brahms, is more impregnated with the spirit of na-

tional songs and dances, particularly of Hungary.
Brahms and Volkmann show themselves capable of

keen self criticism. This cannnot be said of Rubin-
stein. We know of no important piece of his which
would not gain by a use of the pruning knife. His
principal thoughts, always vigorous, are not unfre-

quently marred by want of refinement in their devel-

opment and diction. At the last concert Herr Rein-
ecke took Ihe pianoforte part of his trio in D, a bril-

liant and effectively-written composition, which was
well received. A set of solo pianoforte variations on
a pnssep/erf of Bach's, which Herr Reinecke played
later in the evening, fell flat, though the very clever-

ly contrived piece de.serves the praise of musicians,

perhaps even more than the trio. The pianoforte

was played, and extremely well played, at the first

two concerts by Herr Willem Coenen, the violin by
Mr. Wiener, viola by Mr Zerbini, and violoncello by
Herr Daubert— all excellent artists. The perform-
ances were carefully rehearsed. Concerts of a simi-

lar tendency ought to be less exceptional.

—

Ihid.

Mendelssohn Scholarship Fohndation.—At
a meeting of the committee on the 22nd of April, for

the election of a scholar (Cipriani Potter, Ksq , in the

chair), William«Shakespcare, (!) student of the Royal
Academy of Music, was unanimously elected to the

vacant scholarship. The examiners were the Chair-

man (Mr. Cipriani Potter). Sir Julius Benedict, Mr.
John Gosfl, Mr. C. Halle. Mr. Hullah, Mr. Arthur
Sullivan, and the Hon. Secretary (Mr. Otto Gold-
schmidt.)

Berlin.— { Correspondenre of the London Ulnnirni.

World). Herr Bernhard Hopffer'fl opera, Frilhjoff

is in active rehearsal at the Operahonse, which, by
the way, is epitbetized as "Royal," despite the eleva-

tion of the King to the Imperial dignity. The fol-

lowing retrospective glance of what was done at this

theatre from the 1st f)ctobcr to the 31st December,
1 «T0, is taken from the Slimta Anzfifjpr. Besides
Richard Wagner's grand operas. Die A/fisfersiuqer,

l^ilifnfjrin, /iienzi and Tannhilnf^er, and Meyerbeer's
Ihifpienola, the management gave the classical operas
of Beethoven and Oluck, new life being imparted to

the larter's Armide and J/diiffenie in An/is. Then
came Mozart's /Mn .fiinn, Zanherjlole, and Fii/nro^

Ilorhzeit, the last being selected for the benefit of Herr
Krftnse, on his ceasing to be a member of the com-
pany. While grand French opera was represented

by Auber's jI/mc/'c, nnd Italian opera by Verili's Tro-

vdlore, the romantic school was not forgotten, both

Miirgarethe and Romeo vnd Julie, by M. Gounod, hav-

ing been performed. These operas, in the more ele-

vared style, were varied by light operas with dialogue

(S/'^V/o/Jerji). such as Donizetti's Etisire d' Amove;
Anher's Diamanis de la Conronne, ^lar^on, and Fra
iJiavolo; Rossini's Barbiere ; Lortzing's Czar vnd
Zimmermann ; a revival in this branch of opera was

l)ie heiden Scliii'zen, by the last-named composer, a

piece which by its subject, and the couplets distribu-

ted through it here and there, is very appropriate at

this particular moment. Of Weber, there was only

one work given, but that was his best, namely, Der
Frei/srhiifz : of Bellini we had Norma, and of Verdi

La Traviala, each repeated once ; lastly, there was
one performance of Herr von Flotow's Martha. In

addition to the ballet of Flick und Flock, embellished

with new pictures adapted to the times ; Fantasca ;

and smaller choreographic works, the management
included in its programme some grand dramas, of

which we may mention Strnensee by Michael Beer;

Faust, by Goethe; Schiller's Wilhelm Tell ; and
Shakespeare's Midsummer Niffht's Dream, with Men-
delssohn's music.

Two patriotic concerts given on the 29th October

and 16th November by the Royal Chapel, with the

cooperation of large choruses, under the direction of

Herren Eckert and Taubert, occupy an honorable

place among the various musical performances got up

for charitable purposes during the war. The first

especially brought in a large sum, and, moreover, by

the performance of -the Ninth Symphony, and of

Schiller's ode, "An die Freude,' served to remind

the audience of the hundredth anniversary of Beetho-

ven's birthday, which was universally kept on the

17th December. This event was duly observed on

two successive days, both at the Theatre Royal, and

at the Operahouse ; at the former by Goethe's Eg-
mont, with Beethoven's music, and at the latter hy

Fidelia, Beethoven's only creation in this branch of

the art. Of the numerous performances—the sum
total was seventy-four— there were four of a new
opera by Herr Bernhard Scholz. It bears the title of

Ziethen'sche Ilnmren. After being given in Breslau,

Hamburgh, and Leipsic^ it was first produced at the

Royal Opera bouse on the 4th October, and within a

short period repeated three times. The story, which

has been put into its present shape by Herr "Th. Reh-

baum, belongs to tiie time of Friedrich II. It is

founded on an anecdote replete with patriotic feeling,

and, from its martial character, has much that fits it

for the present time.

Herr Richard Wagner and his wife will take this

capital on their way home from Leipsic at the end of

the month. Herr Wagner has asked the Academy,
of which he is « member, for permission to give a

lecture "On the Purpose of Opera. Of course, the

lecture will he published in the shape of a book. The
publication of the "Kaisermarsch" was announced for

the 14th inst. The pianoforte arrangement for two

hands is by Herr Tausig ; that for four hands, by

Herr Ulrich ; and that for eight hands by Herr Horn.

The arrangement for military bands is by Herr Wie-

precht. The march will be first publicly performed

here under the Direction of Herr Bilse.

Vienna.—In the 365 days of the Subscription

Year, from the 1st April, 1870, to the 31st March,

1871, there was only one performance at tie old

Operahouse. This was on Easter Sunday, 17th

April, 1870, for a charitable purpose. Koha-t le

Didhle was announced, but, in consequence of the in-

disposition of Herr Muller, it had to be withdrawn,

and GiiiV/aume TV// substituted. All the other per-

formances took place in the new Operahouse. For

47 days in t. e months of July and August, 1870,

the bouse was closed for the holidays ; on five days

there was no performance in consequence of rehear-

sals or preparations for novelties ; on eleven days,

there was no performance in consequence of those

davs being grand festivals of the Church ; on three

days the house was closed because the Court was in

mourning ; on two days there were performances for

charitable purposes ; on three days, the theatre was

devoted to gala-performances ; on four days, there

were performances in aid of the Pension Fund, and,

on another day, there was a concert for the same pur-

pose ; on 266 days, the performances were in the

Subscription,350 being guaranteed, and sixteen extra,

which were given for nothing. The repertory con-

sisted of thirty-one different operas and eight ballets.

The following were produced with a fresh mise.en

scene, and for the first time at the new Operahouse :

L'Afriaiine, Gustnvus, .Joseph, Mifjnon, Tumdmuser,

Riilmrt le Diahle. Lohenc/rin, Le Nozze di Fiqaro, La
Juive, .Judith, Le Postilion de Lonjumeau, pe>- Flie-

r/ende flolliinder, Jtifioletto, Le Domino Noir, Gis'ele,

'Monte Cliristo, Esmeralda, and Nana Suhili. The
following were the number of times the various ope-

ras were played :

—

J'unst, 17 times ; IJAfricaine, 16 ;

Tonnltriuier,'\2; Dec I'reisclmtz, 11; Romeo et. Julie,
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II; Don Giovanni, 10; La Jtiiiie, 10; GiiiHaume
Tell, 10; anri Die Zauhei-fliile., 10; te Nozze di Fi-i

giro, Der Fliegende Holliiiider, Lis Huguenots, and
Af/ffnon, 8 limes each ; Lohengrin, Aorma and Le
Prophele, 7 times ea'ch ; Alartha, Die Jl/eislersinger

and Hohei't le Diahle, 6 limes each ; Fra Diavoto,

Lucia di Lammermoor, and Gustavus, 5 times each
;

Le Domino Noir, Joseph, and La Muette, 4 times
each ; Fidelio and Judith, 3 times each ; Armida, Le
Postilion de Lonjumeau, and Rigoleito, twice each ; and
L'Africaine, once.

CoLOONE.—The forty-sixth Masical Festival of
the Lower Rhine will be specially devoted to the cel-

ebration of peace. It will take place here from the

28th to the 30th May, under the supreme direction of
Dr. Ferdinand Hiller. Among the artists already
engaged are Herr and Mme. Joachim ; Herr Stock-
hansen of Stuttgart ; and Herr Schild, of Weimar.
The programme will include on the 28th : "Fest-
ouvertnre," Reinecke ; Cantata, "Fine feste Burg,"
J. S. Bach ; Overture to Jphigenia, Gluck ; "Israel's

Siegesang" (a hymn on words from the Bible), Fer-
dinand Hiller ; and the Ninth Symphony, Beetho-
ven. On the 29th, Handel's oratorio of Joshua will

be performed ; and, on the 30th, the works selected

will be, in addition to the vocal solos, "Coronation
Hymn," Handel ; Violin Concerto, Joachim ; and
the overture to Dei- Freyschiitz. A petition has been
forwarded to the Emperor requesting him to attend
the Festival.

Naples.—An unknown Mtssa Solemnis by the fa-

mous Neapolitan composer, Giovanni Battista Per-
golese, has just been discovered among the archives
of San Fernande at Naples. The parts have been
carefully copied from the score at the instigation of
Signor Serrao, who intended to have the work per-

formed in Passion-Week for the congregation of the

before-named church. Pergolese, who died at the
age of twenty-two, just when he had finished his cel-

hrated Stahat Mater, and who, though so -young, had
already formed a style, is one of the most interesting

of the Italian composers belonging to the early peri-

od of the eighteenth century. Among his very few
compositions for the theatre, the best known is La
Serva Podrona ; the only other one that has been
published is II Maestro di Musica.

iliisital Correspnknce.

New York, May 8 —The last concert of the

Church Music Association came off at Steinway

Hall, on Wednesday evening. This was the pro-

gramme :

Overture "La Muette di Portici" Auber.
Ma-f^s in D Niedermeyer.
Music to "A Midsummer Night's Dream" (witli choruses)

Mendelssohn.

The concert was not as great an artistic success as

either of the first two. The "Midsummer Night's

Dream" did not go as smoothly as was expected.

The orchestra played as well as usual, but the chorus

showed a want of sufficient rehearsal. The Poem,

or such parts of it as had relation to the music, was

read by Mr. Matthison. The Mass in D, by Nieder.

meyer, is a magnificent work, and was finely sung.

The solos were undertaken by Mme. Anna Bishop-

Schultze (soprano). Miss Clara Perl (contralto), Mr.

Wm. S. Leggat (tenor), and Mr. F. Kemmertz

(basso).

During the intermission between the first and sec-

ond parts, the conductor, Mr. James Pech, was pre-

sented by the subscribers with a handsome gold

watch and chain.

The opera season at the Academy, under the man-

agement of Signor Albites, which commenced on

Monday, was very successful, the Academy being

crowded at each performance. "Poliuto" was given

on Monday, "Traviata" on Wednesday and Satur-

day maiinee, and "Un Ballo in Maschera" on Friday

evening. "Rigoletto," "Sicilian Vespers" and

"Faust" are announced for this week.

The sixth and last Philharmonic Concert of the

season, on Saturday evening, may be considered as

the end of the musical season, though there are two

weeks more of opera. The following was the pro-

gramme :

Symphony. No. .3, in A minor Mendelssohn.
Scena ed Aria: "Frey.schutz" Weber.

Mi.'iS Mary Krebs.
Violin Concerto in D, op. 6! Beethoven.

Dr. Leopold Damro«ch.
Overture to "Idomeneo," [tirst time] Mozart.
Song, from Goethe's "Faust" Duchauer.

Mi.'is Krebs.
Overture: "^e Carnival Romain" Berlioz.

Mendelssohn's greatest orchestral work was well

performed, with the exception that Mr. Bergmann
took the time of the Scherzo a little too fast.

It is not often that Beethoven's Violin Concerto is

heard entire. The first movement has been played

many times, but the other two are very unfamiliar.

Dr. Damrosch played his own cadenza. Mr. Vieux-

temps was engaged to plity at this concert, and ap-

peared at a private rehearsal, but was unable to ap-

pear at the concert.

Miss Krebs has a pleasant mezzo-soprano voice,

but not of much power. She was recalled after each

of her songs.

The following is a list of the works performed this

season (the 29th) :

Symphonies. Beethoven, Nos. 4, 7, and 8 ; Schu-

bert, "Unfinished" in B minor : Rubinstein, "Ocean";

Mozart, No. 5, in D major ; Schumann, No. 3, in E
flat ; Mendelssohn, No. 3, "Scotch."

Overtures. Wagner, "Tannhiiuser" ; Beethoven,

"Egmont" (with all the music, songs, &c.) ; Cheru-

bini, "Anacreon" ; Mendelssohn, "Ruy Bias"

;

Goldmark, "Sakuntala" ; Schumann, "Overture,

scherzo, et finale," op. 52; Reinecke, "Aladdin":

Bargiel, "Medea" ; Gade, "In the highlands" ; Mo-

zart, "Idomeneo" ; Berlioz, "Le Carnival Romain."

Pianoforte Concertos. Beethoven, Nos. 3 (C minor)

and 5 (E flat) ; Liszt, Nos. 1 (E flat) and 2 (A flat)

;

Rubinstein, No. 4 (D minor).

Violin Concerto. Beethoven, in D.

Miscellaneous Pieces. Liszt, Symphonic poem :

"Tasso" ; Bergmann, Recitative and Romanza (bass

clarinet) ; Lachner, Serenade for four violincellos

;

Mendelssohn, Scherzo from "Midsummer Night's

Dream" Cpiano).

Songs, Arias, ^'c. Mozart, from "Titus" ; Meyer-

beer, "Ah mon fils" and "Dans ce chateau" ; Beet-

hoven, "Abscheulicber," from "Fidelio"; Rubin-

stein, "E'Junque ver" ; Rossini, "Bel Raggio" ; Mo-
zart, "Letter Aria" ; Weber, from "Der Freyschiitz";

Duchauer, "Marguerite at the Spinning Wheel," from

''Faust."

The following are the soloists, who appeared :

Singers, Mme. Rosa Czillag, Mme. Louise Licht-

may. Miss Clara Louise Kellogg, Miss Mary Krebs,

and Miss Louisa Morrison Fiset.

Pianists. Mr. S. B. Mills, Mr. Richard Hofi"-

mann, and Miss Mary Krebs.

Violinist. Dr. Leopold Damrosch.

Clarinet. Mr. E. Boehm.

Violoncellists. Messrs. Bergmann, Bergner, Hoch,

and Liesegang.

Mr. Theo. Thomas and his fine orchestra, with

Miss Mehlig, give a matinee next week. He opens

the Central Park Garden on the 1st of this month.

J. M. w.

What They Say of the Passion Music.

[From the Daily Advertiser, May 15.]

The Music Hall was again filled on Saturday eve-

ning with a most earnest and attentive audience.
The programme was devoted to selections from the

"St. Matthew Passion Music" of John Sebastian

Bach, and to "Sterndale Bennett's oratorio of "The
Woman of Samaria." both of which were presented
for the first time in America. Of the seventy-eight

numbers of the former work sixteen were presented,

the selections given including representatives of every

form of composition employed in the "Passion Mu-
sic." The success attending this performance will be
found so great, we think, as to warrant the produc-
tion of the entire work at a not very distant day. In

many of its features the "Passion Music," even on a
first hearing, is cap.able of affording the most pure
and exalted pleasure to every sensitive and apprecia-

tive soul. The recitatives are felt at once to be in-

comparable, telling as they do the story of the death

and passion of Christ with wonderful simplicity and
directness, and yet with the graphic tenderness and
intensity of a stricken believer and eye-witness. The
great master of tones is perceived in this power to

portray and impress through tlie agency of accompa-
nied recitative, as the great artist in color is detected

through the vivid life or the swift change which fol-

lows a few simple touches of his brush. The choral

numbers of the "Passion Music," also, with scarcely

an exception,—if we are warranted to speak from
those performed on Saturday evening,—are replete

with meaning and beauty, of which much is easily

gathered up even by a novice. As specimens of the

most marvellous power of harmonic combination,

exercised with absolute ease and freedom, and as ex-

pressions of every phase of intense religious feeling,

they seem incomparable. The full significance of the

airs, on the other hand—and this, it occurs to us. is

an inversion of the usual experience with unfamiliar

music—does not come out so fully upon first ac-

quaintance. The treatment of the melody is, if we
may so 6.ay, unmelodic, the mere pleasing of the ear

being apparently disregarded, or at least subordinat-

ed to an expression of the inner thought and feeling

of the composer, which transcends the form of ordi-

nary melody.
The numbers of the "Piission Music" which gave

the greatest jileasure. we should designate as the alto

recitation and aria, "Thou dear Redeemer, thou," and
"Grief and Pain" ; the solo and chorus beginning,

"0 Grief! her^ throbs the racked and bleeding

heart" ; the bass aria. "Gladly will I, all resigning"
;

the double chorus, "Ye lightnings, ye thunders, in

clouds are ye vanished !" the alto aria, "Oh, pardon

me, my God"; and the concluding chorus, "Around
thy tomb here sit we weeping." The "Grief and
Pain" aria was sung by Mrs. Barry at the Harvard
Symphony concerts of this season, and its wonderful

depth of pathos reveals itself more and more clearly

as familiarity with it increases. The chorus, "Ye
lightnings, ye thunders," seems almost without a par-

allel as a combination of picturesque and emotional

power; and the concluding chorus, with its refrain,

"Around thy tomb here sit we weeping, and murmur
low in tones suppressed—Rest thee softly, softly

rest!" leaves an impression of beauty and power
which is simply indescribable The music speaks as

with the voice of some loving disciple who, torn with

grief at the remembrance of the great agony, can yet

rejoice that his Master's sufferings are over, and find

in the sleep of the Savior by whose tomb he watches,

an earnest of that peace of the faithful soul which

passeth all understanding. The solos were princi-

pallv rendered by Mme. Rudersdorff, Miss Sterling,

Mr.'Wm. J. Winch and Mr. Whitney. All of these

artists acquitted themselves nobly though, with the

single exception of Mme. Rudersdorff^, they were all

somewhat hampered by the immense diHiculties of

their music,, and could not find opportunity for using

the highest expressive power of which they are capa-

ble. Still, Miss Sterling's rendering of "Grief and
Pain," and Mr. Whitney's of "Gladly will I, all re-

signing," were very earnest and effective. Mme.
Rudersdorft"s delivery of the very intricate and trying

aria, written for a contralto voice, "Oh pardon me,

my God," was characterized by complete intelligence

and thorough technical skill, and might have been

considered perfect but for her extremely bad enunci-

ation of her words, which may perhaps be referred to

an imperfect mastery of the English language. An
oboe ohligato performed by Mr. Ellcr, in connection

with the tencr air : "I'll watch with my dear Jesus,"

and a violin ohligato given hv Mr. Bernhard Liste-

mann, in conjunction with Mme. Rudersdorff's aria,

were both very skilfully done. The chorus sang al-

most all their music with admirable accuracy, spirit

and understanding. Very general regret was ex-

pressed that Mr. Whitney did not present the great

air, "Give me back my dearest Master," the render-

ing of which made so profound an impression at the

symphony concerts of last winter.

[From the Journal.]

One performance could not offer to an audience

two selections of a religious character each so enjoy-

able of its kind as Bach's *'Passion Music of St. ijat-

tliew," and Bennett's " Woman of Samaria." The
one full of depth, thoroughly original, and only such

as John Sebastian Bach could write ; the other com-
paratively light, pleasing, and, as far as the subject

would let it be, sensuous. The former, to be judged
by many hearings, or even fairly understood in all its

wealth ; the latter showing most of its beauties at a

single hearing. Bach's music deeply enjoyed by mu-
sicians ; Bennett's by the public at large.

The Passion music (we must speak in passing of

Mr. Dwight's very appreciative translation) was, as

far as one can judge from a first hearing, remarkably
well done. The chorus sang the difficult music with

a precision and power that was hardly expected ; the
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chorales, "I will stay here beside thee," and "Ye
lightnings, ye thunders," a strong emphatic double
chorale, were gloriously done, and the latter gained
a deserved encore.

Throughout the chorus were steady and are to be
congratulated on their success in a new and verv dif

ficult field, for seldom have they sung better than in

the above mentioned and m the very trying conclud-
ing chorale, [chorus] "Around thy Tomb."

Miss Sterling sang, as usual, in sweet voice and
pure style, and Mme. Rudersdorff with all the relig-

ious feeling the music requires, the two ladies ren-

dering superbly the duet, accompanied by the chorus,
which introduces the double chorale, Ichorus] "Ye
lightnings," &n. Mr. W. J. Winch we thought to be
weak in the tenor music, while Mr. Whitney sang with
the utmost precision and in true tone,but with less feel-

ing than he commonly displays. Space forhiis even a
shadow of what is due to the selections from this

grand composition, and it only remains to be said

that few expected and every one rejoiced at the suc-

cess of the first part of the programme for Saturday
night.,

[From the Gazette, May 14.]

If nothing else worthy of fame had been done dur-
ing the Festival, the production of Bach's Passion
Music, poriions of which formed the first part of last

evening's concert, would alone have made the occa-
sion memorable. About a quarter of the work, as
published, was sung, the selections made being suffi-

cient to show its triune character of narrative, drama
and passion. The story of the passion could not be

more succinctly told than in the Scriptural record
used for the narrative portions of the work, and so

the selections, though made with care and discrimina
tion, could not be otherwise than di-sjointed. The
choruses, which seemed to give the most pleasure,

were the one beginnin*^: "Ye thunders, ye lightnings,"

and ihe finale, "Around thy Tomb," etc. The viv-

idness of the former electrified the audience, who
would not be quieted except bj' repetition. The
seraphic calm breathed forth in the latter was not less

impressive. The solos were sung by Mme. Kuders-
dorfF, Jliss Sterling, Mr. Whitney (who assumed
with becoming dignity and chaste expression the

numbers assigned to Jesus,) and Mr. W. J. Winch,
who sang the recitatives of the Evangelist and the

tenor airs with the most refined taste. Some of the
solos had been hiurd here before, and we were sorry to

miss the fine bass air : "Give me back my dearest
Master, ' which Mr Whitney sang at a recent Harvard
concert. A violin obligato, plaved by Mr. Liste-

mann, and one for oboe, by Mr. Kller, were admira-
bly played. The general satisfaction expressed may
yet be taken as an index of a popular willingness to

hear, and induce the society to bring out the work
entire.

[From the Times].

Indeed, we should not attempt any critical notice

of so great a work as Bach's Passion Music after a
single hearing, and can only say now that the selec-

tions given were of the most interesting and impres-
sive nature, reaching a height of relieious feeling and
expression that we have heard nowhere else.

[From the Traveller.]

The music, which all predicted would be found
heavy and uninteresting, is, in fact, full of beauties,

and there is verv much in it to interest the listener. It

breathes the pure spirit of devotion, and it is a won-
derful tone epic on the Sufft-rings and passion of the

Saviour. The renderinL' of the aria, "O pardon me,
my God," transposed \i] from the contralto, by Mme.
Rudersdorff; "(iriefarid Pain." by Miss Sterlini;

;

and the "Gladly will I resign" by .Mr Whitney was
in the highest degree artistic, and the difft-rent styles

of these numbers showed the scope of the composer's
powers. The chorus, which was in capital condition,

did il3 work well and thoroughly, and the two cho
ruses, "Ye lightnings, ye thunders, in clouds are ye
vanished," and "Around thy tomb here sit we weep-
ing," were given with great effectiveness and in the

\xiil style of the society. An oboe obligato by Mr.
Eller to the tenor air, "I will watch with mv dear

Jesus," and a violin obligato by Mr. B. Li«temann.
to the aria, "O pardon me my God," were delicatelv

and feelingly given. On the whole, the music proved
to be more than interesting, though there were some
nniDberti that were quite wearisome.

[From the TranMripl.)

Of Bach's Passion Music, first heard here on Sat-

arday evening, we have simply to say that the Society

had evidently taken to it with genial as well as labo-

rious study, and meant to present it with conscien-

tious skill and feeling, .Still, with all advantages of

rendering, we doubt if attention was strictly drawn to

the music or that irs inherent greatness was recog-

nize'] and onderstooj. There is certainly no appeal

to popular emotion in it, and the style is generally too
severe for the average modern taste. In consummate
musical treatment it is, of course, of value for the
educated

; and beyond this there is the spiritual and
religious force and a fine dramatic pathos to commend
and exalt it. But its traits are sad, suggesting pain
and struggle, and the power to tvpify them in music
is summoned from such central and deep thought and
profound purpose that the strain to understand the
great scope of the work is not overcome by the wav-
side glimpses of simple melody or the moments of
full impassioned harmony and bold instrumental
color which happily arrest the ear.

The airs to which we were treated in these extracts

of the work were certainly not lacking melodv, but it

was not of the salient kind and did not generally
challenge attention, especially as the singing of them
was attended with so much mechanical effort of voice
by those who e«saved them— Mme. RudetsdorfF, Miss
Sterling, Mr. W. .1. Winch and Mr. Whitney. The
great passages of the work accorded at this time were
the great double chorus "Ye lightninis, ye thunders,"
which is graphic in the extreme, and received an en-

core for i]s masterly choral treatment : and a further

double chorus "Around thv tomb, ' which is replete

with tender beauties and interior fervor, as well as

commanding breadth of expression.

Jbiglfs lournal of Pusu.
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Second Triennial Festival of the Handel

Handel and Haydn Society.

The great music.il week has come and gone, leav-

ing impressions which will long enrich the lives of all

concerned in it whether as actors or as happy listen-

ers. It was a grand experience. No one ha? par-

taken in it who does not feel the better for it. Art in

this country, higher culture, love of the beautiful and

true, faith in all high and holy things, has surely

gained by it. Such a festival is a proud mark of

musical and social progress. It shows how much has

been accomplished in the education of the musical

sense and faculty among the children of the ungenial,

utilitarian and prosaic children of the Puritans. It

sums up the results of all our culture through the

noble Symphonies and Oratorios and Chamber Music

we have heard, and through the rudimental musical

instruction that pervades our public schools, making

the ear and soul sensitive to pure tones artistically

woven into a subtle spiritual language, and every

school a nursery of fresh, true singers and quick

readers for the continual replenishment and renova-

tion of our great choral unions. In such an effort

we learn, to our own surprise, how much is possible

with good use of the means we have, and are encour-

aged to still loftier endeavors. When, in addition to

the triumphs of past years, to the "Messiah," the

"Elijah," the "Hymn of Praise," the "Ninth Sym-

phony," the old Society at length succeeds in a com-

plete production of Handel's "Israel in Egypt," and

in awakening a pretty general and heart-felt response,

on the first hearing, to numerous selections (over an

hour in length) from Bach's "St. Matthew Passion

Music," its members may well feel that they need

shrink from no really noble task, however difficult,

hereafter. They have at least mastered "Israel," and

they have practically settled it that the performance

of the entire Passion Music here witliin another year

or two, and followed up from time to time until it

becomes known and loved and takes its place with

the "Messiah," is a thing predestined. If the Festi-

val had done nothing more than simply bring hut so

much of that music so home to the hearts of most

who heard it for the first time that night, it would

still mark a most important step of progress. (But

of this in due order, later ; for the present we only

point for confirmation of our feeling of the temper in

which Bach left that audience, to the generally more

than respectful, the in some cases very warm and

earnest, mention in the various newspapers from

which we have made extracts elsewhere).

A six days' Festival, embracing nine such formida-

ble programmes, was certainly a very ambitious, as

well as a most laborious undertaking. But that am-

bition amply vindicated itself three years ago ;
and

this time, setting its mark still higher, has reached it

even more triumphantly. The second Triennial Fes-

tival has been more successful (musically) than the

first. Of course, there have been imperfections—in-

evitably in so much great work ; but weak or faulty

details are swallowed up in the impression of a glo-

rious whole ; the victory throughout was as complete

and fine as any one could have a right to hope. Per-

haps the scale was larger than is found necessary for

the satisfaction of older and more cultured musical

communities ; a body of 700 singers cannot under-

take all the serious and noble tasks that are within

the reach of a select, compact choir of only three or

four hundred, since the raw recruits necessitate so

much rehearsal of the works familiar to the rest. But

on the other hand, we live in a republic, and theptople

here come in for a share in yhatsoever culture or

good work of this kind there is going on ;
within

reasonable bounds we need, we rightfully demand

some multitudinous song festivals amid the many in

which quality is thought of more than quantity ;
but

here we had the latter with no' material sacrifice of

the former. Perhaps the length of the Festival, the

number of concerts crowded into one week, was too

great ; in Germany they are content with two or

three days ; but here so short a period would hardly

warrant the costly assemblage of such vast forces ;

once scattered, it if a long time before all the elements

can be brought together again ; and if it takes hut two

days for such soul refreshment for the more quiet,

art-loving people of the old world, it may well re-

quire six days to make the due impression on a bust,

ling, money-making, "fast" community like ours.

We need sometimes a whole week's Sabbath (in an

ideal, joyful sense, as of the Ninth Symphony).

The Opening. TnESDAT, May 9.

Here, too, we have forestalled the most that we

wished to say, in our haste to copy (on the last page)

the candid and appreciative record of a New York

correspondent. We do not think he overrates the

inspiration which possessed alike the singing and the

listening masses. It was a noble opening, full of

good omen for what was to follow. Yet, could we

have selected freely, that miscellaneous First Part

should have had a somewhat different programme.

The programmes, generally, of the Afternoon (Sym.

phony) concerts, we gratefully acknowledge, were far

better than those of the Birmingham and other Eng-

lish Festivals, which are too often wearisome medleys

of hacknied Italian opera airs and virtuoso exhibi-

tion pieces ; at least they were made up almost al-

together of good matter, if now and then there

chanced to be too much of a good thing. But the

opening of the Festival should have been all great.

Nothing fitter, or grander, than the "II) mn of

Praise," of course, could any one desire, which form-

ed the Second Part. The Fest Ouverture by Nicolai,

however, had ushered in every Festival (three or four)

which we had had before, and it has not the intrinsic

charm to warrant so much lepetition. The grandeur

consists wholly in the Lutheran Chorale : "Kin fisle

Burij," which, simply sung alone, say once in unison,

and once with Bach's four-part harmeny, would have

proved more edifying than it does followed by all

that elaborate, uninspired fugue work for the orches-

tra, with the weaving in of a second and ft trivial

subject ("Rule Brittania," or something like itj.

Indeed, the work as a whole has been pretty general-

ly voted dull and heavy. To he sure it answered one

end, that of letting the full sound of the entire assem-

bled force, the 700 singers, the 100 ornhestra players,

and the great organ, burst upon the ear at once with
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stariling and stupendous power. But it thrilled and

quiikened for a moment, only, to roUow up the

promise with fatifrue. Another time, we hope, a

greater thin-rr will be selected for this opening: ser-

vice ; say Bach's Cantata on that very Chorale, or

his Maguijjcat, or the easier Magnificat in D, by Du-

rante ; and, if tliese do not employ the whole force of

the modern orchestra, what matter, so the muaic in

itself be really sublime, if some of the monster effect

batteries be kept in reserve a while 1

The vocal solos were naturally dictated by the

curiosity to hear the distinguished artists from abroad-

Besides, such festivals are costly, and various attrac-

tions must he held out to the crowd ; and then come

in a thouf?and accidents to give the final shape to any

programme with the best intentions. *^Non p'lu

mesta'* indeed seemed out of place, altliough Miss

Annie Cary sang it capitally.

Handel's "Sound an Alarm" introduced the young

English tenor, Mr. Wm. H Cummings, who, though

he has not the weijihtiest and most robust sort of

tenor, has a very musical, pure, telling voice, most

evenly developed, which he commands with ease and

certainty, and sings with a refinement, an intelligence,

an air of general culture, a fervor, and a real interest

in the whole music, not in himself or bis own part

alone, which seems to have won all hearts at once.

With the exception of Sims Reeves, who evidently

furnished him the model, we never heard this battle

song so powerfully given. A chaste nobility has

characterized the style of all his singing. Some, for

this very reason, found him cold at first, but were at

length won over. Some fine ears were troubled by a

shade of false intonation in a note or two ; but what

of that, when the impression of the whole is beautiful

and true ? Mr. Cummings is not a mere singer, vox

et preierea nihil, like so many Italian opera tenors ; he

is a musician in his instincts and hia culture. He
has had an organist's education, which is an excellent

foundation. A pupil of Mr. Hopkins, of the Temple

Church, he was known also, unprofessionally, losing

well. Accident first brought him out in that capaci-

ty. Only about seven years ogo, Sims Reeves called

on him to take his place in Judus Maccahceiis, and

after much hesitation he consenied ; his success was

marked ; he was encored in "Sound an alarm,** and

from that time, after some period of study in Italy,

he has been a puhlic singers, mostly in the field of

Oratorio.

Madame Rddersdorff {this is hermaiden name)

was born in December, 1822, at Ivanowsky in Rus.

sia ; but at the age of three years she was taken to

Hamburg, where her father was engaged as Concert-

master. Her beautiful voice was formed at an early

age through Marianne Sessi ; afterwards Banderali

and Bordogni became her teachers. After appearing

in England and Germany as a concert singer, she

made her debut in opera at Carlsruhe in 1841, and

was then engaged at Frankfort-on-the-Main, where

she was married in 1844 to Dr. Kiichenmeister, a

professor of mathematics. She renounced the stage

for a time, but accepted an engagement at Breslau in

1846 ; afterwards in Berlin from 1852 to 1854, when

she removed to London, where she still resides, after

a distinguished career, for some time in opera (Mo-

zart's Donna Anna was her first lole in London),

but for some years past principally in oratorios and

concerts. We heard her \a the Birmingham Festival

of 1861, where she shared the leading soprano honors

with Tietjens, LemmensSherrington, &c., and her

voice at that time seemed to us more worn than it

does now. It must have been glorious once. Of
course it is by no means in its prime, but something

seems to have renewed its vigor, and there is a fresh-

ness and a fervor in her singing and her whole ap-

pearance quite remarkable for her age. Her strong

side, next to her complete musicianship, is her dra-

matic fire and the intensity with which she throws
herself into the spirit and expression of her song.

There is a marvellous vitality about her, and her ear-

nest, sympathetic presence seems to quicken chorus,

orchestra and all around her ; she is in it all, and seems

to act it all out with the rest, and even prompt it.

She is at home in all the great mu'=!ic and in everv

part of it; we verily believe, if need were, she could

conduct any of the oratorios, impromptu, orchestra

and nil. In the piece chosen for her first appear-

ance, she had full scope for all her dramatic energy

and fire. The scena in the character of Medea, writ-

ten for her appearance at a Leipzig Gewandhaus con-

cert about two years ago by Randegger, now the

foremost Italian teacher of singing in London, (hut

whose name and music suggest that there is German

blood in him), is a long and impa-^sioned outburst of

jealous love, revenge and tenderness, on the same scale

with Beethoven's "Ah perfido," only more extrava-

gant and with a larger proportion of fierce declama-

tory recitative. It sounds the whole compass of that

sort of passion, as well as of the singer's voice,

which, while weak in the middle portion, and some-

times inaudible at some distance, often thrills you by

its splendid high tones, as well as by its strong deep

tones of passion. It was a revel.ition on her part of

superb vocal and dramatic power. The orchestral"

instrumentation, too, is quite remarkable, and we

read that the piece made a great impression in Leip-

zig, so much so that men like David, Reinecke and

Ferdinand Hiller suggested to the author the writing

of a Suite or a Symphony. And so the singer came

and sang and conquered

Mendelssohn's part-son?;: "KfirewplI to the Forest," aa sunpr

by the entire chorus, unaccompanied, was a beautiful, rich,

cool, broad mass of euphonious harmonv. each of the

fourparta being posifively fett, and everythincj. in time and

tune, in light «nd Phade, in clear, precise enunciation, perfect

as one could wish. In the third Terse it went alone, without

the conductor's wand, Pteadv as clock-work, with no nhade of

drooping from the pitch. This caused great enthupia«ni and

it had to be repeated. But considered as a wonderful feat of

choral ability, i-ompared with their other effort';, it was an il-

lusion, for it was the easiest thing they had to do. Resides,

though it was a plensant thing enough for an impromptn in

an informal, free and easy meeting, it wjus hardly a fit selection

for so great an occasion ; the nnpretending song was never

written to be sung in that way; it was subjecting it to too

strong a magnifying lens —The "HMllelnjih" from Beethoven's

"Mountof Olives" was sung with great spirit and eflectively

accompanied.

Of the "Hymn of Praise," Mendelssohn's happiest and most

spontaneous great work, which has been given here so often

and so well before, we need only say that never before has it

been given or received quite so well aa this time. The three

Symphony movements came out like a warm and breathing

picture from that noble orchestra, and all the choruses, even

"The night is departing." E-o swift and intricate that we have

doubted the possibility by any great choir of making it quite

clear, were clearly and magnificently sung. But the memo.
rable feature was the admirable rendering which Mr. Cum-
mings gave of the Tenor Solo and the Recitative : "Watchman,

will the night fioon pass ?" so full of dramatic earnestness and

pathos, 80 beautifully graduated in force, with such intelli-

gence in the pauses, the emphasis, and whole expression, and

tones so pure and musically modulated; it proved the artist,

the true singer, both by instinct and by culture. A very

thoughtful, very fervent artist, though some call him cold.

Mme. Rudersdorff, too, in the answer to the Watchman, in-

stead of ringing out the sentence in a clarion toue, sang soft-

ly, sweetly : "The night is departing," then repeated the

word "departing," with a burst of splendor ; and most, we

think, were speedily oonverted to the new reading. The first

soprano solo (with chorus): "Praise thou the Lord," was de.

livered with intense fervor and great brilliancy in the high

range of tones. In the lovely Duet: "I waited for the Lord,"

her dramatic sforzandn habit was rntber in contrast with the

even flow of Miss Gary's rich, smooth voice ; otherwise it was

all but perfect on the part of solos and of chorus.

So much for a glorious beginning I

Second Day. Wednesday, Mat 10.

Afternoon Concert, Orchestral and Vocal, with

the following programme :

Overture: "Leonora," No. 3 Beethoven.
Concerto for Pianoforte, in E flat, with orchestra. "

Miss Anna Mphliir.

Cavatina, Se m' abandonni, "Nitocii" Mercadante.
Mies Gary.

Overture: "Genoveva" Schumann.

Symphonv, in G major Haydn.
Ad'ijio and Allegro, Adagio. Menuetto. Finnte.

Grand Scena: "Andmmeda" Mozart.
Mme. Rudersdorff.

. Aria : "Una voce poco fa" Rossini.
Miiss Phillipps.

Les Preludes Liszt.

The grand orchestra gave an impressive rendering

of the two well chosen Overtures, though lacking

something of the spirit, delicacy and precision with

which they have been given, after special study, by

our Harvard Orchestra alone; nor was the (here)

familiar Symphony by Haydn—admirable relief be-

tween those Overtures and "Les Preludes"— quite so

fine and full of sunshine as we have heard it when

Mr. Zerraiin has had more lime to assimilate and

school his usual forces. Miss Mehlig played the

greatest of Concertos, if possible, with more delicacy,

more subtle power and ideality, more fervent as well

as finished, easy mastery than ever before. Miss

Gary's Cavatina sounded commonplace and out of

place, but she sang it extremely well. Mozart's

"Andromeda" Scena, {'Ah,loprevidi !'), not from any

opera, but one of his twelve grand concert arias, per-

haps the greatest and most individual of them all,

afforded another noble opportunity for Mme. Ro-

dersdorff's impassioned lyric eloquence, and nobly

she improved it. One can imagine bow she would

have sung Donna Anna's great scene : "Or tu sai.'*

The florid "Una voce," made trebly florid by some-

body's luxuriant embellishments,— all in good keep-

ing with the spirit of the melody, however—formed

Miss Adelaide Philmpps's Festival entree. We
commonly prefer our great Contralto in broad, sus-

tained Cantahde, as more congenial to her large and

nohle nature; but we must admit that' very rarely

have we been delighted by so finely finished, even,

free and spirited a piece of vocal execution, all the

fioriture being exquisitely perfect, and the whole song

lull of the right sparkle and espi^gJ^.rie. Liszt's "Sym-

phonic Poem," now grown hacknied and heavy to

many of us, seemed superfluous in so rich a pro-

gramme ; its full and ingenious instrumentation, how-

ever, furnished argument for the great orchestra in

all its faculties, and it was splendidly interpreted.

Yet we would fain protest, here and throughout the

Festival, against the boisterous valor of that bass

trombone.

EVENING : Mendelssohn's "Elijah." Now the Music

Rail was crowded, for here, more than in any oratorio, the 700

singers were known to be at home and sure. And verily we

doubt if ever before such perfect and eleetrifyine chorus sing-

ing had been heard in Americ«. Every chorus, greater small,

sublime or tender, solemn and devout or graphic and dramat-

ic, went to a charm. ^'Thanks be to God" nearly took the

audience off their feet; and so too was theorchestra superb in

that, and indeed throughout. The Double Quartet might

have been sung better, but "Cast thy burden upon the

Lord" (Mme. RuJersdorff, Miss Philltpps, Mr. Cummings and

Mr. Whitney) was almost perfect as a piece of Quarfet singing;

we understand that Mme. R. herself had drilled the voices.

But by some strange fatality the An^el Trio, never before en-

trusted here to three more superiorarti^^ts, never went so badly !

Mr. Whitney, with all his weight and dignity of voice and per-

son, is hardly in his best sphere in the music of the Prophet;

it seeks too high a level for his best voice ; nor did he seem to

be so thoroughly alive and in good spirit for so arduous a task

us he is sometimes. Yet much of his rendering was very noble

and impressive
;
particularly "It is enough." Mr. Ccmmikgs,

in the tenor solos, showed the same beauty of voice, the same

refined, chaste feeling, suggesting always something in reserve,

the same purity of style and sovereign intelligence as before,

and still grew in favor, though we do not think we hnd him at

his best that night Mme. Rddersdorff threw an intensity

and vigor into the part of the Woman, which made that scene

for once quite thrilling, and her rendering of "Hearye. Israel"

and ''Be not afraid" was electrifying- Nothing could be more

sincerely musical and satisfying than Miss Phillipps's singing

of "O rest in the Lord." Mrs IIouston-West, too, did her

small parts of the soprano music, that of the Youth, &c., in

sweet, clear voice, and with trut feeling, excellently well.

And here, having reached one of the climaxes of this great

"tidal wave" ofsong,—in fact, in point of good performance

and of popular appreciation, we may say the highest of the

week—we must pause. The greater half of our reporter tisk

remains, which is to dispose of such great themes as "Israel in

Egypt," the ''Ninth Symphony," and Rach's "Passion Music."
not to speak ot Bennett's "Woman of Samaria," and much
good concert matter.
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Opening of the Festival.

A NEW YORK ISIFKESSION.
(Correspondence of the Sun).

BOSTON, MAYO. 1S71—The Handel and Haydn Society

are now quietly holding their Trienoial Festival here in Bos-

ton, The event is one of the utmost interest in its relation to

the art of music, which certainly of all the arts is the one to

which we Americans most look as a constant source of happi-

ness.

The Handel and Haydn Socfety, as most of your readers

know, is the oldest institution of the kind in thecountry,and

by far the best. It has nearly 750 zealous singers upon its

roll, and every third year they surrender a week of their time

in the busy spring to give the public the mature re.'ults of

what (hey have most fully accomplished and conquered dur-

ing the intervening years. This summary of labors nobly

prosecuted is now beinff oiven in a spirit of such genuine de-

votion to art that it is deserving: of every prai>e.

These musical festivals owe their origin to England, and date

back there nearly ninety years. The cathedral choirs of

Gloucester, Worcester, and Hereford have assembled alter-

natfly at these different cathedral towns since the year 1724,

holding, T believe, this year their one hundred and forty-sev-

enth annual meeting. The first great Handel commemora-
tion was held at Westminster Abbey in 17S4. It lasted five

days, numbered some five hundred performers, and was the

greatest afF.dr of the kind that had been known up to that

date. Of lare they have made a practice of holding in Eng-

land, as well as here in Boston, a triennial Hnndel festival,

but there on afar grander scale. At the festival of 1S68, which

was given at the Crystal Palace, the audience numbered on

one day nearly twenty thousand persons. Christine Nilsson,

Mme. Rudersdorff' {now singing here), Miss Kellogg, and many
other singers of eminence assisted. The chorus consisted of

four thousand singers, and the orchestra of Ave hundred per-

formers.

Of course the Handel and Haydn festival of the Bostonians

is on a much smaller scale. In England every body of singers

is gathered together thnt is willing to take part. Here, on the

contrary, it it the work of a single society, not accepting any

outside aid except in the matter of solos and orchestra. Even

so the material is sufficient and more than eufficieat for the

purpose.

Out of the seven hundred and fifty voices, at least six hun-

dred and fifty are in attendance, and the orchestra numbers

upwards of a hundred instruments. In addition to this there

is the support of the finest organ in this country, and one of

the largest ever constructed. When all these forces are em-

ployed, it may readily be imasioed that the Boston Music Hall

can scarcely contiio the sound.

We of New York have somewhat unpleasant associations

connected with the words musical festival. Some were once

given under that name at Steinway Hall, but they were hired

enterprises and hatl no fe-tival character whatever. Then the

Boston Peace Jubilee assumed a half burlesque form in spite

of some of its elements of grandeur, and 'Tvas of more than

doubtful benefit to art. Finally came that dreadful and mel-

ancholy affair at the Third Avenue Rink, wherein all concern-

ed came to giief, and among them this very Handel and Haydn
Society. No wonder that we fail to associate anything very

agrt-eable with the words.

But here it is different. Society is more compact^ thepride

in the Handel and Haydn is universal ; the persons engaged,

instead of desiring to make anything out of the matter, are

willing to saci^fice mnch valuable time in its behalf, and t

provide against any deficiency, public-spirited merchants

guaranty to make good all losse.'* to the amount of $50,000.

In this f>pirit tbe affair Li iuauguritted. Of course it is quiet

and UDOateDticious. True devotion to arc is apt to take that

form, and not. to proclaim iteelf boastfully.

At 3o'clo<k thi* (Tue>dfiy) afternoon, then, the festival be-

gan. Promptly to the minute the great chorus entered, and

each singer a.^.i^amed his allotted seat, Tbe auditorium was

alrea^iy filled. In the centre and about Mr. Carl Zerrahn, the

conductor, the orchestra was grouped, and the rows of singers

radiated outward io a^cendicg liuee, till the last rows stood

upoo tbe topmost bencben, with their bead.i so nearly reach-

lug the third gallery that they looked like a fringe of support-

ing caryatides.

The programme consisted of mi.acellaneons concert plfces for

the first part, and MendKlAAohn^A "Uyinn of Praise" for the

se«-ood. The (*oloi-t3 were Mme. Rader*idorfI, Mi^-s Annie Cary,

and .Mr, Cummingi. Tbe first and laxt named are sing<:rs

whom the Society baa eofjHged to c<>me from England for the

purpo^te of .ending their services during tbe present week, and

a^amiog the principal fopraoo and tenor part^i. Both of

them have high r<:pntatioDS abroad aa oratorio singerfl, though

not tbe bigheat. Tbey have taken conspicuous parts at the

great Eogll'h festival* in London and eUewhere. Mit^ Cary is

tbe lady whom we have so often heard la New York la con-

neclioo with Miss Nilitson's concerts.

The fullowiog ia the programme of tbe first part of the opeo-

iog concert

:

Nicolai"i f^!»fi»al overtare on Latber''s choral : "Bin fe.ite

barz,'* for orbbe^-tra, chorus, and organ.

''Sound an Alarm"—Judas Maccabeus, Handel, Mr.
Cummings.

Four-part song, "Farewell to the Forest," Mendelssohn.
By the entire chorus.

"Non Piu Mesra.'^ alto aria. Ropslni. Miss Cary.
Grand scena, "Medea." Randeeger. Mme. Rudersdorff.
The Ilallelujfih Chorus from "Mount of Olives. "Beethoven.

Nicolai> overture was a fitting work with which to open the

sis days' labor. It is deeply religions in character, devotional

and severe. Its groundwork is Luther's mighty choral, intro-

duced In the commencement and afterward at the close, the

two parts being connected by a double fugue worked out with

much elaborate learning. The better part of it is Luther's;

what Nicolai has added awakened respect for his devotional

spirit and for his learning, rather than interest for any value

that it adds to the great reformer's hymn.

The second piece brought Mr. Cummings before thepwblic.

It is scarcely fair to judj;e of a singer from his first appearance

before a new audience. But we can safely go so far in praise

of this gentleman as to say that we do not know of his equal in

this country as a tenor singer of oratorio. He is still a young

roan, and one of undoubted artistic intelligence and refine-

ment. Whatever he sang showed .i thorough understanding

of his work. If he is in any wise lacking, it is because art has

failed to supply what nature denied; in other words, because

his acquirements are even rarer than his natural gifts. The

words with which the great aria opens, "Sound an Alarm I"

were given out in long drawn tones which furnished an excel-

lent opportunity to judge of the character of his voice. I did

not think the quality of the tone itself remarkably beautiful.

It is not io this direction that his superiority seemed to con-

sist, so much as in his great mu.=ical intelligence, pure method,

easy execution, earnestness, and enthusiasm.

Mendelssohn's four-part song, "Farewell to the Forest,"

showed how well the chorus had been trained, bow nicely tbe

voices were blended, and what delicacy and light and shade

the great body of singers were capable of. The Eong itself is

fragrant with the odors of the woods and fields. It is sweetly

and charmingly graceful and simple. After leading the first

two verses, Mr. Zerrahn left his chorus to go on by themselves

without any directing hand The seven hundred were equal

to the emergency. The points were taken up with the same

accuracy and precision, the expression marks as carefully re-

garded, and the pronunciation so clear that every word was

distinctly intelligible.

Miss Cary then sang tbe Rossini "rice song," the "Non PIu

Mesta." She appeared to much greater advantage than when

contrasted with and overshadowed by Miss Nilsson, as she has

so long been. By contrast then her voice seemed hard and

cold, but before this audience of her native city it seemed to

gain in warmth and color. Finally came Mme, Rudersdorff,

upon whom so much of the interest of the present week will

centre. This lady is a truly great and admirable artist. Her

singing of Randegger's intense se^na is to music what Mme.

Seebach's garden scene in "Marie Stuart" is to the drama

—

grand in conception and splendid in execution. The voice

may not be what it cnce was, but the fire of genius is there.

Mme. Parepa could sing a bright, cold aria better, but she

never approached Mme Rudersdorff's fervor. Both in this and

in the "Hymn of Praise" which followed, this lady displayed

the highest artistic gifts, and I sincerely hop"- that before she

returns to Europe she may be heard in New York in oratorio.

The choruses of the "'Hymn of Praise" were superbly ren-

dered. They presented no difficulty which tbe Society did not

fully overcome. Tbe severer tests will come later in the week,

when that greatest of choral works, "Israel in Egypt," and

also certain portions of Bach's Passion music, are to be given.

The concert of this afternoon, indeed, is but the inauguration

of the festival ; the interest will broaden and deepen as the

work goes on, culminating in the performance of the "Mes-

siah" on Sunday night. Besides the evening oratorios there

is to be a concert every afternoon.

Among the well-known artists who are to take part during

the festival, are Miss Adelaide Phillipps, Miss Antoinette Ster-

ling, Miss Anna Mehlig, and Miss Marie Krebs. It is curious

to observe our Old Philharmonic players dotted in here and

there among tbe orchestra, playing away as faithfully for Zer-

rahn as they do for Bergmann. But Zerrahn's hundred is by

no means equal to Bergmann's. It hits not had the drill, and

it is impossible to gather together an orchestra from four or

five ritiefi and have the eri-tfmi/^ as perfect as in one accus-

tomed to the same leader. Zernihn, neverthless, is a splendid

conductor, and does with them all that man can do.

The strength of the festival, however, lies in the finish and

In tbe great extent of its choral work. Besides the "Hymn of

Praise" and the "Messiah," the Society is to sing the "Elijah,"

"Israel In Eifypt," Sterndale Bennett's "Woman of Samaria,"
and (parts of> Bnch'H Pafhion music during the week, Thi«iMa
great maws of material for any society to have worked up ready
for public pp-rformance atone time, When will our Harmonic
or SleodelsiWbn Union be ready to do as much ?

OBERAMMEKOAt;,—Thc pprformnnrcfi of tlie Pas-

sion Plays, or MyMtericfi, inicrriiptcd last }X'ar Ity the

wnr, will bf: resumed .':nd oontiruKMl on the I24tli of

June ; tlie 2w\, 9ih, lOih, 2.')lh, and .'iOth July ; the

Gth, 14th, 20ili, nnd 27th of August; und the 'Jrd,

9tli, 17th, and 24tlMBcpteinbcr.

^i^tt'iRl Boiires.

DESCKIPTITE LIST OF THE

Publiiiheil by Oliver DitBon Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaiitziiezit.

The Wood Nymph's Call. 3. G to f. Williams. 60

One of Parepa'a songs, and an admirable one ; easy,

graceful, waltz like in movement, requires but amod-
erate compassand fair execution, and does not fwtigue

in singing

Souvenir de London. Campana.
A set of 8 pieces, arranged with Italian and English

words by W. and J. E. Perkins. Of these

No. 4. The Troubadour. 3. F minor to f. 40
*' 5. Come. (Vienij: 3. E6 to e. 50

" 6. The Sit^h. (II Sospiro) 3. G to e. 40
with others of the set are noticeable as very ea^y

Italian songs, and well fitted for the first songs in that

style for practice.

Oh, list to me. (E coute Mori). 3. Fto f Benot't. 30
"With a neat, pretty French finish, and has a bright

accompaniment.

I must leave thee, bonnie Katie. 3. F to f. F. Abt. 30

Fine farewell song.

The Heart that once was mine. 3. G to g.

M. W. Hackkton. 30
"Where hast thou given

The heart that once was mine ?"

Jealous, but pretty.

Some other Day. 3. A6 to f. Offenbach. 30

'*Cease. said I, cease I pray,

Nay, nay, nay,

Some other day perhaps I may."
Capital.

I thou^'ht his heart was all my own. 3.D to a. Clay. 30
Effective.

Little Sister's gone to sleep. Song and Chorus.

2. G to e. E. Christie. 40
"Angels bade our darling come,

Little sister 's gone to sleep."

Fine Lithograph title. Like other songs of its kind,

but a very good kind.

Willie and Old Brindle. 3. F to f. M. Keller. 30

Just the thing for "Willie May" or any other wide

awake boy or girl to sing.

She's the fairest. Duet. 2. G to c. J. W. Turner. 30
Uncommonly good, and'is easy.

The Merriest girl in the village. 2. C to e. Christie, 40
Fine lithographic title, and good song every way.

Even me. 2. Ab to f. Mrs. B. R. Boylston. 30

A hymn nicely set to music.

Forsake me not. Duet for Treble and Tenor.

From Spohr's "Last Judgment." 5. G to^. 60

A magnificent duet.

InstrumentaL

Morning Mail Galop. 4. Ah. A. Greheis. 40

Tbe title is not so good as the piece, which is very

spirited and varied in character.

Vesuvius. 4. E/>. G. D, Wihon. 75

One of tbe best of the author's pieces, and an ex-

cellent piece for learners.

Old 96. Waltz. For one or two Guitare. 3. B.

Eayden. 30
Favorite waltz, well arranged.

Wanderstunden. (Leisure Hours.) 5. D6. Hellei'. 40

Played by Wehli at his concerts. Very striking and

original.

The Little Gem Polka. 2, F. J. W. Turner. 30

A perfect "gem" for young players.

Juliet Waltzes. 3. C. Coote. 40

Easy, Howing melody. Among the "better half* of

Coote's compositions

La Sahotiere. Danso aux Sabots. 5. W. Mason. 75

Perfectly elegant. Although a "wooden shoe

dance" It spiritualizes the clapping of the clogs, and

ia a very well wrought composition.

Adbiieviationsi.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from I to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B Hat, &.c.

A small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an itaLic tetter the highest note, if above the stuff.

Music dv Mail —Music Is sent by mail, the expense being

two CHiitH for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, {about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music), PerHons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyancw a saving of lime and expHiiHe

in obtaining supplies. Hooks can also be sent at double these

rated.
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NOTE -All the pieces ,m the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be eure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

AoBEEViiTioss.—Pieces and songa are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difficulty. The eaaieat pieces, for beginners,

like many by Bellak, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
steps, ^VaUzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

mostof thatof Strau.-?.-}, aad such marches as the March from
Fauat, are 3. Pieces about as diOlcult a.-* "The MaidaD'a
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg's ''Sweet Ilonie^' are 6, and the more difficult

piecea of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, sharp, D6, &o. A
small Roman iRtter marks the highest note (of a vocat pleo©},

if on ttao staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is abore
the staff. Ch. means that the song has a Chorus,

Instrumental.

PAVOKITE MAKCHES & QUICKSTEPS.
Challense Mirch. 2. F H. Kleber. 30
Peter's Hijililand March. 2. E6. . JF. C. Peters. 35
Midnijjlit March. 2. G Leila. 30
LeRcve. Quickstep 3. B5 C. C. Wentvxrlh. 30
FredoTiia March. 2- A6 D. W. Lothrop. 35
Fusileer's Grand March. 2. A N. K. Bacon. 30
Bayeux Quickstep. 2. E6 W. C. Glynn. 30
Aladdin " 2. G T. Comer. 30
Iron Boots " 2. F C. E. Bennett. Qb
Prize Banner " 2. D D. H. Haskell. Sb
Highland March & Q'step. 2. F..X W. Turner. 30
Hero's Quickstep. 2. G H. Schmidt. 30
Warrior's Triumphal March. 3. Wi.T. H. Howe. 40
Village Quickstep. 2. C J. C. Barllett. 30
JCilitary March from "Faust." S.Bb.A. Davnent. 35
Mtner's Quickstep. 2. Eft A.F.Holmes. 25
La Gr.ande Duchesse March. 3. D E. Mack. 40
Champasno Charlie Q'step. 2. C. Arr.bj Knight. 30
Capt. Jinks. Quickstep. 2. B6. " " 30

More marnbini f«et have moved to the above aira

than couM w«U be couated. The oldest among them
do not loie their popularity.

TWO BHILLIAETT WALTZES.
Flying Trapeze, Waltz. 3. C. G. Lyh. 35
Summer Noon. " 2.

FiD8 Lithograph title.

F E. Mack. 40

PAVOBITE POLKAS.
Golden Robin Polka, 3 E '.N. Bosquet. 35

Pet Robin Polka, 3 G J. H. McNaughton. 60
Fiae colored Vignette.

Swinging Polka, 3 E6 T. Baker. 60
Fine colored Vignette.

New Anvil Polka, 3 F Parlow. 40
Partridge Polka, 3 G Koppitz. 40

The above are characteristic pieces. The Robin pol-
kas have .sweet bird calls in them, the Swinging Polka
has a awiuGiing movement, the Anvil Polka sounds
be.«t with hammer accompaniment, and the Partridge
Polka brings in the whistle of the Quail. The picture
titles are very attractive.

Spirit of Air. Polka. 2. B6 E. Mack. 40
Fine lithograph title.

Un Mari Sage. Polka. 4. C and F.
"La Belle Helene." 40

A sort of Polka with variations.

Grand Polka de Concert. 5 J. H. Morey. 60
A powerful piece.

FAVORITE GALOPS.
Brightest Eyes. Galop. 3. G. .W. H. Schultze. 35
Trab-trab. Galop. 2. A F. B. Helmsmuller. 35
Ypsilanti Galop. 2. B6 C. Zerrahn. 30
Love, Pleasure and Mirth. Galop. S.Helmsmuller. 35
Hurrah Sturm Galop. 3. F " 35

Five wide-awake Galops.

Little Red-Riding Hood Galop. 2. C.E.Mack. 50
Very pretty title.

Long Branch Galop. 2. F. Arr. by J. S. Knight. 30
lutroducos '-Oa the Beach at Newport."

Not for Joseph. Galop. 3. C A. Lloyd. 35
Can-can Galop. 2. G "Grande Duchesse." 35
Fire of Youth. (Jugendfeuer). Galop. 2. C.

H. Hermann. 40

LAITCEHS.
The Original Lancer's Quadrille. 2. J. S. Knight. 40
Newport Lancer's Quadrille. 2 35

These most famous of the Lancers hardly need a
word of commendation, as they are known every-
where.

Ln Grande Ducliesso Lancers' Quadrille. 3.

J. S. Knight. 50
'Contains six brilliant airs from the opera. "

BHILLIAWT PIECES BY POPULAB
AUTHOKS.

Last Rose of Summer. 6. Aft H.Herz. 1.00

Spring Fairy. (Lafefe printemps). 3. B6.
J. C. Enqelbrecht. 50

LaRedemption. Polka Elegante. 3. D. 5^ Ho/er. 50

Summer Breezes Waltz. 4. Aft T. Bricher. 35

Une Voix des Onde. (A Voice from the Waves).
4. I)ft G. W. Hewitt. 40

Rocking Waves and Whispering Breezes. 4. Aft.

C. A. Moody. 50

Home, Sweet Home. 5. Dft A. Baumhach. 60

Pic-Nic Polka. 3. F T. La Hache. 50

Wandering Sprite. 4. Aft J. C. Engelbrecht. 60
Beautiful Star. Transcribed. 3. Eft.B. Richards. 50

All Aboard. Polka Brillant. 4. Wy. Engelbrecht. 50
With Lithograph title.

La Barcarolle (of Weber). 4. Dft. Arr. by Barnett. 30
Ever of Thee. 3 Bft. Transcribed by jBawmftacA. 40
La Dolcezza. Noctarne. 5. T>b...J. G. Barnett. 35
Le Triumphe. Grand Concert Galop. 3. Eft.

A. Gockel. 50
Witches Galop. 3. Eft M. Liebich. 40
Bittle-it Polka. 4. Eft fVm. Mason. 50
La Couronne. Mazurka de Salon. 5 Aft. W.Berge. 75
Sourire du Matin. (Smiles of Morning). Reverie.

5. Aft... ]V. lucho. 75

Old Hundred. Int. & Variations. 4. Ab.Poullon. 60
A fine li.st, from which players, somewhat advanced,
ay with ease select pieces for the pleasure of them
Ives and friends.

Brilliant Jewels. A Medley. 4...^. P. Wyman. 75
Contains a number ot popular melodies.

La Belle Helene. Potpouri. Books 1 and 2. 4
E. Mack, each. 75

OLD, BUT POPTIL&.K.

The Enchanted Polka. 2. Bb..D. T. Harraden. 35
Helen's Dream Waltz. 2. Bft L. Louis. 35
Galloping Sleigh-ride Polka. 3. E. J. P. Ordway. 35
Smith's March. 2. A J. T. Martin. 35
Woodland Waltz. 2. Bft L N. Metcalf. 35
Syracuse Polka. 3. Eft LA. Fowler. 30
Cally Polka. 2 . Bft A. Dodworth. 35
Glenmary Polka. In 3 sets. 3 R. S. Willis. 60
Sounds from the Alps. 3. Aft G. Blessner. 50
Starlight Waltz. 2 Eft J. L. Truax..,30

Sleigh-bell Polka. 2. G L. G. Casscres. 30
Serious F.amily Polka. 2. G G. Loder. 35
Rainbow Scb'ottisch . 3. Eft H. Kleber. 50

Colored Vignette title.

Peabody Scbottisch. 2. Bft J. E. Magruder. 30
All are new to those who have never heard them,

and are thus always gaining new friends.

FAVOEITB MELODIES 'WITH VAKIA-
TIONS.

Wearing of the Green, Transcribed, 4 Eft.

A. Bavmbach. 40
Oft in the Stilly Night, Var. 4 D... . C. Grobe. 60
Lone Starry Hours, " 4 G " 60
Marseilleisc, " 4C " 60
Yankee Doodle, " i C. A. Bawjibach. 35
Auld Lang Syne, " 4G C. Grobe. 60
Annie Lisle, " 4 Bft. " 60
Anvil Chorus, " 4 G. " 60
Do they Miss me at Home?" 4 Bft. " 50
Darling Nelly Gray, " 4 Eft. " 60
Lilly Dale. " 4 Bft. " 60
Star Spangled Banner, ' 4 C. " 60
Shells of Ocean, " 4 Eft. " 60
Homo Again, " 4 Eft. " 60
Fisher's Hornpipe, " 4 G.." .L. Struck. 50
Oh ! Boys carrv me 'long, " 3 F C. Grobe. 50
Farewell my Lilly Dear, " 3 C. " 50
Aileon Aroon. Var. 4. G A. P. Wyman. 50
Champagne Charlie. 4. C .... " " 60
Little Maggie May. 4. G " " 60
Speed Away. 4. Aft " " 60

All are excellent for learner.^ who are somewhat ad-
vanced, and as they are on Melodies of standard ex-
cellence, are not likely to wear out.

TWO FAVOHITE SCHOTTISCHES.
Reverie Schottische. 3. F. .^ E. Mack. 40
Champagne (/'hnrlie. 3. TLb. Arr. hy E.Wellmann. 30

Have illustrated titles.

EASY PIECES.

Opera Schottisch, 2 F H. Kleber. 40
Hamburg Polka, 2 Bft. " 30
New Bobolink " 2 C P.M. Barrows. 30

Banjo Polka, 2 G /. Cc/Aj.'-. 30
Opera March, 2D A //. Kappes. 30

Dream March, 2 C .G. L. Smith. 30
Drummer Boy's " 2D S. Winner. 30
Daisy Dean Q. step, 2 G C. Farringer. 30
Christina Polka & " 2 C. //. /.. Greetie. 30
Yonng Pupils Second Galop, 2 G. ./'. H. Brown. 25

Fairy Bell Polka, 2 D T. H. Howe. 30
Everybody's Polka, 2D Somcliody. 30
Ella Waltz, 1 O G. B. Ware. 25

Flora's Waltz, 2 F M. P. Alexander. 25

First Steps, 1 C&F /. Bellak. 40
Contains ** Pestal," "Jordan," '' Prima Donna,"

"Lilly Dale," "Evergreen Polka," " Katy Darling,"
" Pop goes the AVeasel," " Coming Thro' the Kye,"
and " Carnival."

Magic Spell Schottish, 2 G J. Bellak. 30

Golden Wreath Waltz, 2 G L 0. Emerson. 30
Rippling Wave Waltz, 3 Bft J. W. Turner. 30
Rivulet Waltz, 3 D IL Pond. 30
Silver Spring Polka, 2 G L. 0. Emerson. 30
Rival Polka, 2 G R. B. Leonard. 30
Blue Bird, Polka Redowa, 2 F Weinqarlen. 35

Zenobia Polka, 2 F I. W. Turner. 30
These are not of the " very easie-.t " grade, but are

proved favorites, and well calculated to sfimutatp and
please the learner in his second and third quarter's

practice.

FOITB HAND PIECES.
Lancers Quadrilles, 2 Dressier. 75

Norma March, 3D J. C. Viereck. 50

Buds from the Opera, 2 J. Bellak. each. 40

1 Martha. 16 Puritan!.
2 Bohemian Girl. 17 William Tell.

3 Don Posquale. 18 Mopes.
4 Crown Diamonds. 19 La Dame BIa.:irifi.

5 Lucia. 20 Anna Eoleuu.
6 Lucrezia. 21 Zanipa.

7 La Fille du Rsgiment. 22 La Muette.
8 Favorlta. 23 Trovatore.

9 Ernani. 24 Rigolotto.

10 Somnambula. 25 Fra Diavolo.

11 Linda. 26 Maritana.
12 Moutecchi. 27 Cinderella.

13 Belisario. 28 Caliph.

14 L'Elisiro. 29 La Bayndera
15 Norma. 30 L» Traviala.

Meteor Grand Galop, 3 Eft Wollenhaupt. 75
Belongs to the set " A Collection of Favorite Dance

Music for Two Performers," which contains about 80
favorite Waltzes, Galops, Poikas, Quadrilles, &c., all

spirited and pleasing, ^od for any of the list, and
be pleased

!

Amesbury Waltz, 1 G E. W. Nason. 30
Isador Waltz, I Bft " " 30
Forest Glade, Polka Bril 4 E5*. . L. M. Gettschalk. 60

Where there are two players in a family, a selection

from the above fine duets will furnish a vast deal of

pleasure both to performers and hearers.

Wayside Flowers G. A. Russell, each. 35

1 Fairy Wedding Waltz. 11 Belgrnvia Waltz.
2 IjS Reve Quickstep. 12 Corn-flowrr Walts.
3 L'Atricaine Polka. 13 First Love Redowa.
4 Crispino G.alop. 11 Fivco'clock in the morning
5 Parting Waltz 1,5 Polka, "Grand" Duchesse."
6 Mabel Waltzes. 16 The Guards' Waltzes.

7 March, "Q'rd Duchesse." 17 Wildfan(f Galop.

8 Run for Luck Polka. 18 .Toys thatwe've tasted,W'tz
9 I'll meet thee in the Ijane. 19 Amelie AV.iUzes.

10 O would I were a bird. 20 Come into the garden,Maud
Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and very con

veniently arranged for learners.

A REDOWA.A MAZtTEKA AND A DANCE.
Orange Blossom Redowa. 3. Eft E.Mack. 40

Summer Garlands. Mazurka, 3. O..,. " 40
The Can-can. Danced by Molacchi and Barctta.

Arr. by .). S. Knight. 50
Have handsome Illustrated titles,

BKILLIANT DANCE-MITSIO FEOM THE
OPERA OF "BAEBE-BLEUE."

By Offenbach.

Grand Waltz. The Kiss. 3. E 50

Schottische. 3. D 30

Lancer's Qnadriile. 3 40

Quadrille. 3. F and Bft 40
Polka. 3. D 35
" Redowa. 3. Bft 30

Galop. 3. G 30
March. 3. G 30

Boulotte Galop. 2. F 35
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Very Easy Pieces.
Children's Toys. 12 Nos.,

1. . Harmonic's
2. -Jew's Harp.
S.. Shuttle Cock.
4. .Top.
5.. Fife.

6.. Rocking Horse.

Now and then. 24 Nos. ,

,

1. .Hvacinth Schottische.

2, .Trab trab Galop.
5. .Mountain Echo Polka.
4. .Uosette PolbaMazourka.
5. .Chime ttgain.

6. .Young Recruit Quickst.
7. .Sardinian Waltz.

S .Masked Ball Muzourka.
9. .Smilea and Teara.

10. . Dumbarton's Polka,
11. . Warblings at eve.

12. . Aria alia seozzese.

Pianist's Wreath. 24 Nos
l..Peri Waltz.
2.. Slap Bang Polka,

fi. .Her Bright Smile Walti.
4. .L' Elegance Polka.
£. .Juniata Mazourka.
6. .Caprice Militairo.

7. .Leap Year Waltz.
8. Call Me Thine own.
9. .March of the Victor.

10.. Guard's WaltE.
11. .Joys we've tasted Waltz.
12. .Aileen Aroon Polka.

Shells of Ocean. 25 Nos.
1 . Mermaids March.
2. .Pearl Waltz.
3- .0, would I were a Bird
4.. Wearing of the Green.
5. -Coral Rjedowa.

6.. Fire O'clork in the
Morning Quickstep.

7. .Rippling WaveMaaurka-
8 .Sea Shell Polka.
S- .TurfSchottiiich.

10. .Diamond Walts.
11. .Zephyr Redowa.
12.. Sea Shore Galop.

Toun? Minstrel. 39 Nos.
1. -Departure for Syria.

2.. Take them, I implore.

S .First love. Redowa.
4 .Carnival de Venice.

5. .Storm March Galnp.
6. .Fanfare Polka. Ascher.
7- -Invitation 3. la Valpe.

8. .Martha Polka and Cho-
rus from Huguenots.

9- . Galop Martha- Child of

Regiment Waltz.
.Piarette Polka Mazurka.
.L^ bords de 1' Yonne

12 .Zttpherine Polka Maz'ka
13- ..Mme. Paillasse Waltz.
14 .Vaipe de Strau.sa.

1.5. -VaUe de Labitzky.
16. . Chanson Allemande.
17- . Air Italien. LaMolinara
IS. . Polka. ^
19..Air TyroHen.

*
20. . Dernier Penseede Weber

10-

11.

Baumbach, each. SO
7. Drum.
8.. Rattle.

0. . Harlequin.
10. .DttU.

11.. Bat.

12. .Foot Ball.

Bellak, each. 30
13- -Red, White and blu«.
14. -Lombardi Mareh.
15. .Battle of Prague.
16. -Gipsey Warnine.
17. .Now and then Polka.
18 . . Casket Redowa.
19- .Le Torrent Walti.
20. .1 whistle my lad,

21. . Hail to thee, Liberty.
22. -Pony Galop.
23.. I'd be a Star.

24.. Verdi Cotillon.

Bellak, each. 20
.Bonnie Red. Whit« and

Blue Quickstep. .

.Kroll'e Balklange ^Talli.

. How can I leave thee.

.Wreath Mazurka.

. March Triumphalo.

.Drummer Boy.
• Bloaaom Waltz.
-Thou art so nearHai'ka
-Flower Galop.
-Kiss Waltz.
.Maryland Polka.
.Hark I hear angel.

Mack, each, 30
13. .Ruby Walta.
14. .Sapphire Mazurka.
15. . Perkiomen March.
16. -Emerald Schottisch.
17. .Shootiog Star Polka.
18.. Parting to-night Walta.
19. .Morning Blue Polonaise.
20. .Star Varsoviana.
21. .Affection Redowa.
22- -Go Ahead Quickitep.
23. .Finlandcr's Dance.
24.. Fairy Isle Galop.
25. .Ever be Happy Mareh.

Gtrinlle, each, 20
21. .Air de Mozart. Flauto

MagiCO.
22-. Polka Mazourka.
2S- .La Cenerentola.
24. . Donna del Lago-
25. . Le Barbier de Seville.

26. .La Sonnambula.
27..VaIse de la Reine de

PrusBe,
28. -Danse Espagnole.
29..LeCor des Alpe-i.

30. .La Mignonne Schottisch
31. .LaChaasedujeune Henri
32. .ElJaleo de Xeres.
8;i. .Le Chant du Colibrl.

34. .Eliaire d'Amore.
35. .La Sonnambula
36. .Souvenir de Bellini.

37. .Noces de Figaro.
38. .Robin des Bois.

89..Les Puritalna.

Easy Pieces.
Amusement Schottisch E. W. Parker. 30
Brilliant Gem Polka Turner. 30
Daisy Dean Quickstep Farringer. 30
F^iiry Minuet Lysherg. 30
Fault Waltz, (Vifrnette) • Coote. 75
Kinder.itand'hen. 3 Nos Oesten each. 30

1. . A Waltz Son^. 3. . Qondoller's Song.
2..Tyiole«e Melody.

Merrv Tunei. 16 Noi Af. ITohson, each, 20
1 .The Dili Scn«»tion, 10. .Lojic O'Buch&n.
2 .The New Sensation. 11. .Tyrolean Malden'i SonR.
8. Minnie Cljde. I2..P0II7 Perklnjand Anni.
4..AantSiillr. LiBJe.

6. Kitty Pattemon. 13. Garibaldi Hymn.
6 . Hlue Bcllj of Scotland. 14. . Aniil Choriu.
7. . Auld I-anif Syne. 1.5. .Santa Lucia.
R .Cfinin' thro' the Rye. 16. .So Early in the Momlnf
9 .Erho dM Alpes. and Bob Ridley.

Moisson li' Or. 20 Noj Alherli, each, 20
1 .Ija Traviata. 11. Romeo et Jullett*.
2,Kiiolotlo. 12. .La FaTorite.
3. .I.A QUe du P-eglmcnt. 13 .La Sonnamhnla.
4 IITroTatore. 14. .1 Ve^pri SlcUlanl.
G. . Laria dl Lamm.rmoor. 15. .Don .Tuao.

6 .Norma 16. .T>efl Hiigaenot*.
7- . I Lombard!. 17. .Roberto il Diayolo.
8 .Ernanl. IS.lyi Muette.
S.Laerej a Borgia. 19. .Le Prophete.

10. Un Billo In Ma*eh«T». 20. Linda dl Chamoonli.
Moijy DpII Waltz Turner. 30
Parepa Valie " 35
Hittori Waltz " 35

Scenes from Childhood. 6 Nos Oesten, each, 30
1. The Goat Carriage. 4. .What was heard in the
2. .The Doll'8 Dream. Wood
8. .See Saw. 6. .The Watchman.

6 .The Uttle Tyrolese.

Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen. 30
Sylphs. 6 Nos Spindler, each. 20

1.. Flora's Polonaise. 4. .WandaMazourka.
2. .Tyrolienne Waltl. 6. .Florella Waltz.
8. . Fairy Polka. 6. . Rosette Galop.

Tears, Idle Tears. Nocturne Turner. 35
Thoughts at Twilight. " " 35

Traceries. 6 Nos J. W. Colby, each. 30
1. .Golden Gallopade. 4. .Blaette Schottische.
2. . Moonlight March. 5. . Shower Polka.
8. .Brook Quirkstep. 6. .QroTe March.

Wiegenlied ( Cradle Song) Heller. 25
Zonobia Polka Turner. 35

Pieces of Medium Difficulty.

Carnival of Venice Czerny. 30
Cot^ de la Mer. Barcarole Miles. SO
Estasi. Valse Brilliante. (Arditi) Ktiight. 50
Fairy May Polka T. H. Howe. 30
Fall of the Leaf Waltzes . . Knight. 60
Guards' Waltzes Godfrey. 60
Helter Skelter Galop C. Paust. 30
Hurly Burly Galop C. Faust. 30
II Bacio Cramer. 40
I'll meet thee in the Lane. Galop Knight. 35
Long: Weary Day. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 60
March du Crociato. Fantasia Burgmuller. 35
Military March, in Faust Davenport. 35
Reunion March Strauss. 30
Simplette. Melodic Favarger. 30
Warrior's Battle March .Howe. 30
Warrior's Victory. (Krieger's March ).5i?rauss. 30
Wiener-Bonbons Walzer Strauss. 75
Wings of a Dove. Transcription Baumbach. 40

Pieces of Moderate Difficulty.

Adieu Spindler. 30
Ah che la Morte. (Trovatore) Baumbach. 40
Amorine. Bluette Oesten. 40
Barcarolle D' Oberon Voss. 60
Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberq. 30
Blow, Gentle Gales. Transcription. . . .Richards. 40
Bolefo d'Apres Victor Massd Kuhe. 70
By the Sad Sea Waves. Transcription.. /ficAarrfs. 40
Chant du Bergor M. de Colas. 35
Crispino. Fantasia Elegante Ketterer. 75
Croyez Moi. (Tru.st in Me) Ascher. 30
Der Kiiss. (II Bacio ) Oesten. 50
Don Juan. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 1.00

Dream. Reverie , Bergson. 50
Falling Spray. Fantasia Hervey. 50
Farewell (Scheidegriisse) Jungman. 40
Fille des Alpes Egghard. 40
Flee as a Bird. Transcription Grobe. 50
Flick and Flock Galop Ketterer 75
Forget Me Not Spindler. 30
Gaetana. Mazourka Ketterer. 50
Gazza Ladra. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 75
Heimweh Tungmann. 30
How so Fair. Transcription Baumbach. 40
I'm Lonely since my Mother died. Varied. Grofie. 60
Juanita. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Little Spring Song Hering. 30
Longing for Home Bierman. 40
Maiden's BhiRh. Concert Waltz. Seven Octaves. 60
Murmuredu Ruisaenu. (Babbling Brook). Sri»jac. 50
Nimblefoot Schottische Hervey. 30
Norma. Fantasia Brilliant Leybach. 90
Northern Pearl. Nocturne Cloy. 35
Norvfegienne Ketterer. 60
O, dear what can the matter be Richards. 60
Pensee. Galop Brilliante Guzman. 60
Piano Pieces performed by Perabo.

Nos. 1 , 5, 6, 8 Bargiel, each, 20
" 2. 3. 4, 7 '' " 35
Complete " 1.50

Polka, op. 1 11 Spindler. 50
Pot Pourri, Crispino e la Comare Cramer. 75
Reverie sur Semiraraide Hess. 50
liondo. BBlisario Brunner. 35
Salut a la France " 35
Sea Side Reverie Bricher. 40

Sighing for Home Jungmann. 20
Sleep, thou sweet Angel Oesten. 40
Sous la Fenetre (Under the Window).. 5. Smith. 70
Sul Mare. Barcarolle Kuhe. 40
Tone Pictures Reynold, each, 35

1. .The Fountain. 4. .May Flowers.
2. .Young Zephyrs. 6. .Ttie Strang. Story.
S. Pearls of Pew.

Tradita. Romance Arditi. 40
Voix du Ciel. (Heavenly Voices) Neldy. 60
Warum. (Why!) Schumann. 25
Wearing of the Green. Transcription.BaunifcacA. 40
Ye Pretty Birds. " Kuhe. 50

Difficult Pieces.
Barbier de Seville. Fant. Brill Leybach. 1.00
Grande Pharaphrase de Concert Ascher. 65
Guillaume Tell. Fantasia Leybach. 1.00
Harp on the Tree Hoffmann. 75
II Balen. Transcription Hoffmann. 60
Jet d' Eau Sidney Smith. 75
Les Huguenots " << go
Les Sylphes des Bois Ascher. 1.00
March des Amazons Wehli. ] .00
Martha. Fantasia Brilliant Sidney Smith. 1 .00
Oberon, " " <• « go
Polka de Concert Wehli. I.OO
Pompa di Festa Willmers. 80
Romance Nouvelle Wehli. 1 .00
Schonsten Augen, (Brightest Eyes) KrOger. 50
Victoire. Polka Bravura Hervey. 40

Four-Hand Pieces.
Alboni's Second Valse Brilliante Schuloff. 80
Amelie Waltzes Lumbt/e. 75
Argentine Mazurka Ketterer. 75
Ballo in Maschera Beyer. 75
Bohemian Girl Bellak. 40
Brightest Eyes Galop " 30
Cro»Fn Diamonds " 40
Dame Blanche Beyer. 75
Dnnbarton's March Bellak: 30
Festival and Birth-Day Ball lucho.

1. . Valoe 40 6. . Redowa 40
2. .Schottisch 40 6. .Quadrille 60
8. .Galop 40 7..Bolera 40
4. .Polka 40

Fille du Regiment BeUak. 40
Galop Brilliante Sponholtz. 70
II Bacio Oesten. 60
L'Africaine Beyer. 75
Lucie di Lammermoor Btllak. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 1 .00
Sans Souci Galop Ascher. 70
Sonata, No. 1 in F, Op. 32 Diabelli. 75
Sonatina, No. 1 in C, Op. 24 " 40

" 2 " G, " " " 40
Thou art so near and yet «o far Bellak. 30

Studies.
Concone's Fifteen Etudes Expressivei, Op. 44,

2 books, each 1.25
Concone's Twenty-five Etudes Melodiques, Op.

24, 2 books, each 1 .00
Kohler's First Steps. Book 1, 60; Book 2, 75;

Complete 1.25
Kohler's Special Studies. 2 books, each 1.50
Kohler's New School in Velocity. 2bks., ea.. 1.75
Kohler's Effective Execution. 2 books, eaeh.. 2.00
Plaidy's Technical Studies. American Einger. 2.00

•' " " Foreign " 2..50
Lemoine's 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 bks., each. 1.59

Moschelles' Studies. 2 books, each 3.00
Czerny's 50 Grand Finishing Studies, Op. 409.

6 books, each 1.25

Czerny's 30 Nouvelles Etudes do Me'canisme,
Op. 849, 6 books each 60

Czerny's 110 Exercises. Op. 453. 6 bks., each. 1.00

Duvernoy's Ecolo du Style. 4 books, each... 60
Holler's 25 Studies on Rhythm and Expres-

sion, Op. 47, 2 books, each 1.50
Heller's 30 Progressive Studies, Op. 46, 2 bki.

each J.00
Heller's 25 Studios, introductory to Art of

Phrasing, Op. 45, 2 books, each 1 .50

Heller's 24 Nouvelle Etudes, Op. 90, 2 bks., ca. 175
Heller's 24 Preludes, Op. 81 , 2 hooks, each 1 .50

Heller's Art of Phrasing, Op. 16, bk. 1 81.75
;

book 2 ; J.OO

leS^ Sheet Music and Mnsio Books, sent, pcstrpaid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.
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©WIGUTSS JOlTKETAIi OF XS.TJSJ€.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boeton, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.
(C?* TERM 2^~ If mailed or called for, $2.00. perannnm

delivered by earner, 'S2.50. Paymentin advance.
Advertisements wiU be inserted at the following rates:
One iuBertion per line 30 cents.
EHch subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15 00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

^Hertisements.
MES. FAUWIE F. FOSTEE,

No. 6 Boylston Place,
Teacher of Piano ami Singing. 7S'

J^ CONTEALTO SIETGEE of experience desires a

situatiOD in a Choir in Boston or vicinity—Quartette

preferred. Good references given. Address Box 77, West
Newton, or enquire of Hon. Oliver Warner, State House.

A SOPEA.no SINGBE, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771_

Music Books worth having!
Life of Beethoven SehindUr and Moscheles. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters NoK. 2.00
Life of Mendelssohn Lnmpadnts. 1.75
Mendelssohn's Letters. Zarfy iraHac<-.2 vols.ea. 1.75
Polko's Eeminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75
Polko's Musical Sketches (of theGreatMaaters) 1.75
Life of Handel Seliodchrr. 2 00

" Eossini
; ..Edwards. 1.75

" Chopin Liszt. 1.50
" Gottschalk Henset. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75
Mozart, A Romantic Biography Ran. 1.75
Music Explained to the 'World Fetis. 1.25
Eitter's History of Music 1.50
Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50
History of "Old Hundred" Havcrgal. 1.50
Mason's Musical Letters 1.50
Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50
Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 6.00
Gardiner's Music of Nature 5.00
The recent encouraging progress in Musical Culture and

Musical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and increas-
ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got
up." contain nothing superfluous, omit nothing that is impor-
tant, and are full of ''readable," interesting matter.

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

SECHTER'S GREAT WORK
ON

HARMONY.
BT

[Late Court Organist and Professor of Harmony at the Conser-
vatory of Vienna],

Compiled, Adapted and Translated by C. C. MULLER.
Price $2.00; Handsomely Bound in Cloth.
In Europe this is the standard work on the subjects of which

it treats, and it is universally acknowledged to be the best and
most exhaustive treatise on Harmony ever written. It should
be in the library of every Teacher of Music.

\JZ^ Copies mailed pobt-patd.

"WM, A. POND & CO.,
Wo. 547 Broadway, & 39 Union Square, M".T.
787—It

s m
JAMES
AS PERFORMED BY THIS CELEBR\TBD PHYER IN
HIS CONCERTS THRODGUODI THE UNITED STATES.

Marche d' Amazons $1.00
" de Nuit 100

Silver Bells 75
Home, Sweet Home. [For the Left Hand] 60
Sleigh Eide 75
Sans Souci 75
Polka de Concert 1.00
Harpe Eolienne 60
Minnehaha 75
Eomance Nouvelle 1.00

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.
A SACRED CAJVTATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Person.'! who examine tbi-^ Cantata, (which is almost an Or,

atorio) will agree with a prominenc niuf'^ical writer, who pro-
nounces it "cbarminpr, from first to last."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos, Quartets, &c.,
and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socie-
ties and Choirs.
PWce,—Paper, $1:12 ; Boards, $1.50 ; Cloth, $1.75.
Sent, post-paid, en receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

AS niCHABDSOIT'S ITH'W KXSTHOD
leads all others as an instruction book for the Pianoforte, so

CLARKE S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used in learning to play on

these favorite iostruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organiaC, and,

in this work, displays good taste as well as talent in combining
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Messe Solennelle,
In !B Iflinor.

BY

L. NIEDERMEYER.
NiEDERMETER, a friend and proteg6 of Rossini, has achieved

a success in this work, which will furnish a pleasing novelty
for the practice of Choirs, Mass Clubs, &c. Said by Dr James
Pech to be "pleasingly elegant." "We have, on every repeti-
tion, passed through the work with increasing interest."

PWcfi.—Paper, $1.25 ; Cloth, 1.50.

Sent, post-paid, oo receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

NORMAL
MUSIC SCHOOL

Of six weeks (July 6th to Aug. 17th) at

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
Theo. F. Seward and Chester G. Allen

Principals.

GEORGE JAMES WEBB. Teacher of the Voice.
WILLIAM MASON, Teacher of the Piano Forte.
S. P. WARREN, Teacher of the Organ.
W. S. B. MATHEWS, Piano Forte and Organ.

Special attention given to the preparation of Teachers. For
circulars apply to

786-lt T. F. SEWARD, Orange, N. J.

^m ^)\mt Ux %\\\\t.

VOCAL.
Driftinn; .' .... Clarihd. 30
The Moon was slowly rising Wriqiiton. 30

The Two Roses Wermr. 30
Good night and Good morniPK T. R. Bhorles. 35

Steuling a kiss at the garden gate. Song & Clio.

With Lithograph lille il. Loe.tch. 40

Farewell, Farewell ! Song & Clio. J. R. Thomas. 30
Sail Ho

!

" ' G. Barker. 35

Rock me, Billows. ( Wosren und Wellenj.ATuc/.-OT. 35

From thence we come. (Port sind wir her). Ahl. 30

Benedic Anima. (Prai.se the Lord). ili./^./i.SmiVA. 40

God is a Spirit. Quartet or ClioiHS. From the

"Woman of Samaria" W. S. Bennett. 40
What is life •? J. L. Halton. 40
The Wood Nymph's Call Williams. 60

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Trouhadour 40
" 5. Come. (Vieni) .lO

" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro) 40
Oh, list to me. (Ecoute Mori) Benolt. 40
I must leave thee, bonnie Katie F. Alt. 30
The Heart that once was mine.il/. W. Hackleton. 30
Some other Day Offenbach. 30
I thought his heart was all my own Clay. 30
Little Sister's gone to sleep. Song & Cho. Christie. 40
Willie and Old Brindle .M. Keller. 30
She's the fairest. Dnet J. W. Turner. 30
The Merriest girl in the villnee Christie. 40
Even me Mrs. B. R. Boylston. 30
Forsake me not. Duet for Treble and Tenor.
From Spohr's "Last Judgment." 60

INSTKUMENTAll

.

Three Petits Morceaux. 4 hands J. Rummel. 35
No 2. Andante,

Five Petits Morceaux " 25
No. 1. Rondino Galop.

Brilliant Variations on
"We met by Chance" A. P. Wyman. 40
•'W idow in the Cottage by the Sea. " 40

Offertoire in E6 (as played by Mr. Torrington).
i L. Wely. 75

Minnehaha. (Laughing Water). . .J. Ji. Wehli. 75
Consent Waltz N. B. C. ZO
Summer Garlands. Polka F. Zlkoff. 40
Morning Mail Galop A. Grebeis. 40
Vesuvius G. D. Wilson. 75
Old 96. Waltz. For one or two Guitars. Hayden. 30
Wanderstunden. (Leisure Hours) lieller. 40
The Little Gem Polka J. W. Turner. 30
Juliet Waltzes C. Coote. 40
La Saboliere. Danse aux Sabots W. Mason. 75
Happy Memories W. Busenius. 35
2d. March Hongroise F. Liszt. 75
German Triumphal March through Paris.

E. Pabst. 40
Virginia Military Institute March. C. M. Stevhani. 30
Five Songs without Words G. D. Wilson. 75
Sparkling Schottisch J. R. Muth 30
Julio. Mazurka Brillante C. KSlling. 75
Emperor William March A. T. Midler. 40
Three Divertimentos. ihAs.W.Sterndale Bennett. 75
Souvenir de Memoire. Waltz.. C L. H. Hatch. 30
Bridal Garland. Waltz W. Keilman. 35
Humming Bird. " J. W. Turner. SO
Les Adieux Valse Gunql. 75
Sunrise Galop H. L. Eddy. 30
Starring Galop J. M. Deems. 35

Music by Mail.—Music ig sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of mu.':ic). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.
jyrBS. C. A. BAKBY, Vo calift ard r

of Vocal Masic. 124 chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

GEO. xfr. htjuimEV,
Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason ft Ham-
lin building, 154 Treoiont Street. 770

piEO. W. FOSTEK will make arrangements to

conduct Musical ConTentions. Festivals, Societies, fee.

Address, care of Oliver Bitson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PKOF. & MRS. SD&A.II A. ROBBXITS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKEW TISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSOIf offers his Services as Conductor of
^"^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

J. F. RX7DOX.FHSEX)',
VOCAL CULTUKE AND SINGING.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

a. E. -WHITING'
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 822

Ij. dam a.
Teacher of Cnltivation of the Voice.

Chickeringa' Building, 246 Washington Street. Room 5.

JOHN W. TUPTS.
TBACHEB OF PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Van Renssalear Place.

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, ia sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
onr country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWABS B. OLIVER,
Principal, Boaton, Maas.

PKOF, A. C. MAQGI, of Florence, Teacher of

*be Italian, French and Spanish languages. Lessons in
Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

Tate lessons and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Avenue, Boston.

MLLK. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstrcctioB on
tn,

444
the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

R. W. 0. PERKINS -will make engagements to cODdnct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, oare of Oliver DitSOn & Co., Boston. [667-tf

M

Innhs Wi, Jill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KA'SI.I8R JLHD ITAI^XA^ 8i:Kr&I3!a&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Wastiington Street.

ELUOTT W. PHATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Addres.^ at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large aAsortment of American Music constantly on hand.

TyrE M. "W. "WHITNET?', Basso Vocalist,—
UaTing recently returned from Europe, in now prepar-

ed to receive professional engagementa. Kesidence No. 9

AllsWn, 3t., Boston , 744—3nioi).

Af E. C. p. M0EEI80N olTera his jerricea aa Con-

^'-'-dactor of 5Iuaical F(;.ttlvalft and ConventiODH the coming

««ajiOD. Ail'iTfiSS at Newburyport, Maaa., or Care of Oliver

Intaon & Co., Boaton. 720

ADOLPH KIEXiBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SI.NOl.SO and MUSICAL COMFO.SrflON.

ReHidence, CooliJ^e noa=e. Commanicationa may be
left at IHteon & C<.'d Mn.%ic 'dUjrfi. 717— tf.

MI88 G. M. HAEEIS,
TZLA.CBB2 OF FZA.270 & SZZ7GZXTG.

Addreas care Oliver lJit,v.tn & Co., or at Kesidence. Auburn-
dale. 7-K>-'Jriiofl.

VrUirSZiCW Z4. Bil7Z>£I7,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Beaton. Ml—6n>.

/CHURCH AND PARLQR7

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz. :

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inetruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S135, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PHINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.

. Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in
the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an aBbortment of kiecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

RiTUSICAL ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. S. DAVENPORT. Addreas, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 636-tf

TJR. GEORGE F. BKOOK.S, Concert Organist and

Professor of Piano.

Address, at Oliver Ditson & Go's, and at his Music Room
387 Washington Street. 785-3mo

jWTME. BERTHA JOHATsTNSEN has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give lessons in the Art of Singing t« advanced

pupils. For further particulars inquire at Koppitz & Pruf-

EE'8 Music Store, No. 30 West »t. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR Kaat Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply lor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY, -

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical MerciiandiBO

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our Block of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., 1h the lari^ef-t (iti'l niOHtc.uriiplftc in the

No. VVc-t Oar connection with MexBrii. O. DITSON & CO.,

enfihlc.H UH to furnlHh their publications to Wt-Htcrn Dealers,

at ne IJoptori PriccH.

in/*In addition to the publlcationB of McsHrFt. 0. Dltflon

& Co.. v;c keep on hfintl and furoiwh (ill Music and MuhIc
Books puhli-hed in America, together with a choice Htock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS
Or oilier highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues Tree. r

MASON & HAMLIN"ORGAN CO., 154. Tre-
mont St., Boston ; 596
Broad"way, Nevv York.

IjVSTRUCTIOIV 0^ THE VIOLIN.
lyr-M BERNHARD USTEMAK'N' respeetfally

announces that, in connection with his brother, he
is prepared to receive Pupils for the Tielin, ia classea of 2 or 3

each, at Hallett, Davis & Go's Building, No. 2V4 Washington

Street, Room 7- Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Messrs. Listemann have the privilege of hearing Soio playing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. XjISTEMANI^,
16 Harrison Avenne, Boston. 742 Sms

The Choral Tribute
BY li. O. BMEKSON,

the most satisfactory of alt the modern Choir and Singing
School Bf^oks.

Price $1.60 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSQJJ & CO., JJew York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles, I^e-

sonant ; with im-
provements pat-
ented June and
s^iog-ust, 1370;
surpassing all

previous produc-

tions in rich,beau-

tiful qualities of
tone, and general

exaellenoe. (Prices Jfeduced; $§0 to

$2,00 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

154 TREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 596 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

T SCHTTBEBTH. & CO. Publiehflrs and Dealers

in Foreign and American Mudio, 820 Broad-
waj near 12t.h Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS OAULED TO OOK

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Liargest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

nOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Inctutiing very Obolce Inntrunieutti.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDECNS.

CLAKINETS, FLAGEOLETS, PIFE8,
And all other deHCrlptlons of Musical InMtrunieuts.
Together witU

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Doubte-Biiss.

FOE SALE AND TO LET.
Our fHci.UieH are Buch as enable UB to furnLsh the aboTe;

al»o, MUSIC BOOKS, SHIET MUSIC, AIMD
CIRD MUSIC POit BANDS, AND ALL
Kl.NDS OF MUSICAL MEKCHANDIBE, at
prircH and termB, that cannot fail to prove eatinfactory to
purchaners.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
S3 COUKT STREET, (Opposite the Court Uonse)
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Opera and the Art of Singing^.

BY CARL GLOGGNF.R-CASTELLI.

[Concluded from page 25.]

IV.

If Rossini's contemporaries found fault with

him for instrumenting his operas too stron<:ly,

and thereby smothering the singer, surely this

objection may be brought with still more force

against the composers of the last forty years.

Only think of Marschner, for example, not to

speak of many other German and Italian compo-
sers, with whom trombones and noisy instruments

like the big drum must be taken into the account

as almost constant accessories. Such massive in-

strumentation no longer admits of any true song,

and so the saying of the Frenchman !s confirmed :

"They put the pedestal upon the stage and the

statue in the orchestra." The orchestra, which

in truth should be the accompanying element,

through whose manifold capacity of shading the

expression of the soul's emotions should be

strengthened ; through whose mediation that

should in a certain manner be completed which

the singer in his subjective utterance of feeling

cannot render in detail,—has raised itself in our

days to an independent element, whose loud

manifestations often hardly allow a few single,

scarcely audible notes of the singers to penetrate

into the auditorium, so that his efBcacy as an act-

ing person is thrown entirely into the back-

ground. Only compare the moderate and finely

considered instrumentation of Mozart's operas

with that of many modern works.

That we have entered upon an epoch, in which

the characterlessness of most of the Italian operas

has finally been replaced through better efforts,

must fill with satisfaction every one who means
it honestly with Art. Nevertheless there is no
denying that, with the Italian opera, we have lost

a method of singing, which at least allowed a

natural, an unforced formation of the tone. In

the same degree that the orchestra has gained

expansion, has the art of singing fallen into the

back-ground. Seldom do we hear singers now,

who really satisfy us through beauty of tone, nat-

ural, and not outree, declamation and perfectly

developed technique. The old maxim, that the

instrumentalists should learn from the singer, is

to-day no longer applicable. Since the singers

no longer give themselves to earnest studies, they

can, as a rule, learn better from any violinist

brought up in a good school, how to sustain a

tone, and how to phrase musically, than they can

from their colleagues.

Opera and style of singing (that is, method) go

hand in hand. Nothing is more incorrect than

the assertion, that the composers had dropped all

use of technical difficulties because the singers no
longer studied. On the contrary the singers have

neglected technical study, since the later compo-
sers ceased to make the same demands upon
them ; that is to say, since flexibility of throat

has become less an indispensable quality for every

singer, but rather the speciality of a certain cate-

gory, the so-called coloratur, or florid singers.

But beauty of tone, and perfect control over it,

can only be acquired through conquest of all

technical difliculties. For tJiis end one should

study technics, and not to place facile execution

as such in the foreground. This principle in our

day has been quite too much forgotten, and so it

has come to pass, that the majority of our singers

neither know their instrument so well as they

ought, nor have it in their power ; in short they

understand no longer how to sing.

The old strife of the Gluckists and Piccinists

had received a new turn with Meyerbeer's ap-

pearance, in fo far that vi;-tuosity was driven

from the field in opera. Much as there is genial,

no doubt, in Meyerbeer's writing, still his tenden-

cy, in its inmost essence, is a realistic one, and so

is the manner of singing which has proceeded

from his works. Hence the degeneration of this

latter, the employment of extreme means of ef-

fect, the crowding out of all artistic moderation,

the overtasking of means for reaching a height-

ened dramatic expression, and all at the cost of

beauty of tone.

There is no ignoring the fact, that, in spite of

Meyerbeer's influence, the taste for good music

during the last years in Germany, and partly

even in France and England, has made important

progress. The interest which the public takes in

the performance of classical opera shows this.

Even in Paris the German opera, during the last

fifteen yeai-s, has had a success, from which we

must infer a greater understanding. Yet the

method of the art of singing has remained every-

where the same. What are the few good artists,

who are still in a condition to sing a Mozart or

Rossini opera finely, in comparison with the whole

crowd of singers vitiated by the modern style-

lessness and screaming manner ? How can we
expect a return to the better, so long as homage

is still rendered to this system ? So long as the

theatre managers are still tempted to bring out

the Huguenots, the Proplie'te, &c., on Sundays, as

good speculations, there can be no use of talking

about any decided reformation in the direction

of the public taste. Only a new direction in the

opera can beget a new style of singing, and the

old idols will not fall until a new prophet comes

to overthrow them I " Wann wird der Better kom-

men diesem Lande ?"

Judging by all indications, the opera is now in

a transition period. Most of the operas, works

of the greater German masters, are either comic,

or belong to the class of opera mezza seria. Of
great tragic operas by German composers there

are so few, that no peculiarly German style in

this kind has yet developed itself. Hence per-

haps the absence of a great German school of

singing, whereas the Italians and the French had

long ago a genre of their own, and a style of

singing corresponding to it. What is most pecu-
liar to us (Germans), because most kindred, na-

tive to us, is the Lied ; and so far as this form of

song has found employment in the opera, it cer-

tainly has had an important influence on its style

of singing.

An independent, and by its tendency peculiar

style of serious opera has come to light with

Richard Wagner. From the peculiarity of its

style there might have arisen the necessity of a

new school of singing, were it not that, in its

necessary consequences, in the building up of the

"Opera of the Future," the point of the pyramid

is broken off.

It scarcely admits of a doubt that we are ap-

proaching a new era in the Opera, if we only

continue to study the historical foundation, and

thereby to separate the good from the false, with-

out falling into eccentricities.—The old forms

have become enlarged, and from the power of

conviction bursts forth everywhere the impulse

to create in new forms. The war between ideal-

ity and realism, to be sure, will never end, so

long as Art progresses ; the Gluckists and Pic-

cinists will always stand confronted, though the

party leaders change their names. But we may

well indulge the hope now, that the scale will

sink in favor of the former. In this principle

alone can we find the right standpoint, which the

Opera, the musical drama of our time, can as-

sume ; and it alone can show us the way to the

development, according to the peculiar nature of

dramatic song, of Tone, inspired and quickened

through the hasls of the Word, and standing in a

constant mutual relation with it.

Apropos of ''Lohengrin."

Deak Journal.—It was my—shall I say good?—
fortune, to attend two of the Lohengrin performances

at the New York Sladt Theater. Will you permit

me to give expression here to a few of the observa-

tions that forced themselves upon me, concerning the

"music of the future 1"

It strikes me that one of the heaviest evils, not to

say diseases, under which our times labor, is the im-

mense preponderance of the purely intellectual facul-

ties and powers over every other,—a tendency, I

have no doubt, fostered, if not produced, by the great

intellectual attainments of the age ; in other words,

everybody, in our day, imagines he can do everything.

He has but to choose between becoming a Shakes-

peare, a Michael Angelo, or a Beethoven ; for, if he

will only apply his mind to either of the respective

arts, he may accomplish what they did. There is no

man who more fully illustrates this than Richard

Wagner ; he embodies iu his own person all the most

shining virtues, as well as the most glaring defects of

the age. The proportions of his mind are as gigan-

tic as those of his genius {spontaneous inspiration or

creative power) are small. The very manner in

which he became the musical dramatist or dramatic

composer, in which character he stands before us

to-day, more than confirms this opinion. We are

told that it was one of Weber's operas, Der Frey.

schuiz, I think, which first determined W. to devote

himself to music, and that even when he had fully

entered this career, he once halted in the midst of it,

and hesitated whether not rather to take up the drama

alone,—the spoken word, instead of that "musical

declamation," which he would have us believe is the

most perfect expression of feeling. What fortunate

accident may have turned the scale in favor of

Euterpe, is not on record. That he, whose soul is
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truly kindled by the "divine spark, without which

nothing avails," the poet, painter, or composer, "by

the grace of God," has absolutely no choice left him,

that genius has the path it is to follow,—just such a

one and no other, pointed out to it by an "innermost

necessity, ' a fate, a destiny, by laws as fixed and im-

mutable as those which govern the courses of the

planets : this unimportant fact, this small obstacle

in the way of his "determination" to become a com-

poser, Wagner,— in all the arrogance of his vast mind,

with all the assumption of a man who felt sure he

could build a bridge to the moon, if he only

gave some time and attention to that style of archi-

tecture,—seems to have completely ignored. Did

any one ever hear that Mozart or Beethoven hesita-

ted whether they had not better devote themselves to

drawing and painting, or that Shakespeare contem-

plated musical composition ? Does any of us imag-

ine that, because we may resolve to study counter-

point or perspective, we shall be able to produce im-

mortal works ? If we do, we shall discover soon

enough our woeful mistake, the melancholy failure in

which such efforts must invariably end, and how the

Muses may never be compelled to bestow their favor

upon him whose brow they have not kissed of their

own free will ; we shall give to the world only

works which, being the outgrowths of a fevered and

overtaxed brain, not things "made of flesh and blood,

and instinct with the breath of life,"—mere produc-

tions of the intellect,—will touch merely the intel-

lect, and affect the senses, and that unpleasantly

enough sometimes, but neither stir our hearts nor

elevate our souls.

All this, then, I apply in its fullest possible mean-

ing, in its utmost possible extent, to the apostles of

the "music of the future," in general,— if that must

still be ca'led "music" which rejects what seems to

me the very soul and essence of the divine art,—and

to W. and his "musical dramas" in particular. To
Lohengrin, too, though this work is probably the, best

and most pleasing of its kind that may be heard. It

is perhaps not quite so fully an exponent of Wagner's

peculiar musical philosophy as most of his other

operas; for now and then there does appear a snatch

of melody, which may possibly be beautiful. I say

possibly, for we wander through such a dreary waste

of harmonic, occasionally dis-harmonie, chords and

combinations, to me wearisome in the extreme at a

second hearing, though friends have been to hear

Lohengrin no less than ten limes, and as they assure

me with ever increasing delight ; through such a bar-

ren desert of tones in the high and middle registers,

rambling and disconnected to all mortal senses,

—

how the unfortunate singers ever make it possible to

memorize their parts is an unfathomable mystery,

—

that the thirsty, fainting ear drinks up every little rill

of melody with an eagerness which makes it abso-

lutely impossible to judge of its intrinsic worth, and

we are much i.jclined to mistake a pool for an ocean,

and a blade of grass for a tree. I repeat then, those

melodies may possibly be beautiful, and W. should

be given credit for them if they are original, not

"reminiscences." if not conscious plagiarisms from

the works of other more fortunate composers, as I

strongly suspect. Of one passage, one of the best in

the work, I know this to be the case ; a prayer of

King Henry's in the firit act, which must instantly

recall to any one the hymn of the Priests of Isis in

the Zauhfrjlvte,*'

I question if W. ever composed a melody, was

ever blessed with a single musical inspiration in his

life. From this barrenness, and ilie consciousness of

it, no doubt, first sprang those peculiar views that

seem to have since grown into a fixed creed,—no-

ticed in your columns some time back,—among them

this : "that harmony is more the real cs.sence of music

than melody." And yet this is absolutely like sepa-

rating soul and body and casting the soul away as

something that may be very well dispensed with.

Melody is unquestionably the imperishable part, the

divinely inspired, the heavenly born, the portion not

"made by man" in music ; melody is to a composi-

tion, what the idea is to a poem. A composition

without melody is what a poem would be without an

idea, a mere play and jumble of meaningless words

and phrases. And that Ws philosophy is not the

result of independent reasoning and conviction, but

the outgrowth of his poverty of ideas, is made very

evident by that wHth which he attempts to supply the

deficiency. He substitutes declamation ; the spoken

word has taken the place that melody once held, and

the harmony that accompanies it is but to give a

more vivid coloring to the emotion thus expressed.

Deprive him of the word, his staff and his support,

or of at least a given definite subject, such as others

of the same school, Liszt and Berlioz, for instance,

have chosen for their "tone-paintings," and we should

see how soon his muse would be reduced to absolute

beggary, and die of woeful starvation.

Yet he thus not only does away with the immortal

essence of music, but perverts, it seems to me, its

very nature : which is to express just that which is in-

expressible otherwise, to translate and embody all

those exquisitely delicate shades of sentiment, those

infinitely subtle emotions of which the word is at best

but a coarse interpreter, and in many cases none at

all. Music with him is no longer a queen, reigning

supreme in her own right and_^in her own peculiar

realm, but reduced to serve another art, degraded to

a mere slave and handmaiden of the word.

How and why, in spite of all this, Wagner and the

"music of the future" number many and very enthu-

siastic admirers, both among the uninitiated and pro-

fessional musicians, particularly among the young

rising " generation of genius," is upon second

thought not very difficult to explain. Naturally such

coarse, direct, and, if I may use the term, naked ex-

pression of sentiment as is this "tone-painting ;"—

a

high, shrill note for the "height of anguish," a low,

gloomy one for the "depth of despair," a loud thump

of the kettle drums for a burst of passion ofany kind,

to give only a few instances ; a mode of expression

utterly devoid of that delicate symbolism which is the

very essence of poetry,— is much more comprehensi-

ble and intelligible to most people than the more sub-

tle interpretations of the emotions of the soul which

the great masters have given us, and which, I have

no doubt, often appear to the "multitude at large"

as a "book sealed with seven seals." As a matter of

course, they take kindly to the man who talks "plain

English" to them. And more than this, there is an

undeniable charm and fascination, an interest that

does not easily flag, about witnessing the displ.iy of

great intellectual powers, no matter how they may be

employed, such as undoubtedly appear in W's works,

only this charm is as widely different from musical

enjoyment as one of W's arias, or "musical declama-

tions," is from one of Beethoven's immortal Sympho-

nies.

But the reason why many young musicinns swear

by W. is still another, though certainly no better one.

They delight in his works because they feel the pos-

sibility, the growing, if not the present, power of

doing just as much as soon as they shall have snffi

ciently mastered the technical forms of the art. They

perceive that these productions are but the direct,

unclothed expression of certain passions and emo-

tions which they too possess,—nay, which we all

possess in common, and give utterance to in some

shape or other, or could, if wo received the proper

training, and which they too will certainly be able to

embody, at some time or other, in new and unheard

of vocal and instrumental combinations and effects.

If this man he a genius, having done this, I too am
a genius, for I too can do this,— is the secret senti-

ment, whether acknowledged and confessed or un-

consciously cherished, makes little difference ; and of

course the "Anch" io son j/illore .'" feeling is altogether

too pleasant and delightful not to be grasped at, and

clung fast too, at the very first opportunity. No
wonder they hail as an apostle and a "Messiah" the

man who inspires them with so great an idea of their

own gifts, so firm a conviction of, and confidence in,

their own creative power. Were his creed universal-

ly accepted, "the world," in the expressive words of a

friend, "would soon be swarming with geniuses." Yet
I scarcely fear that such will ever be the case. I be-

lieve that with W.'s death "the music of the future"

will at once become a thing of the past, and ere long

perish entirely, as many another system, containing

no elements of life, no germs of immortal existence,

passed away witli its founder.

Thinking of Wagner and his works, I am remind-

ed of one of H. C. Andersen's most charming stories ._

how little Kai/, held captive in the barren palace of

the Snotv Queen, aroused himself by arranging great,

shining blocks of ice into all kinds of figures. "That
was the cold play of the intellect," says Andersen.

He succeeded in making all manner of shapes and

constellations; there was but one figure he could

never form ; one word, the one word that would have

broken the charm and given him freedom, the word
Etei-ni/i/.

This communication, dear Journal, has already

swelled to more than three times the length originally

intended for it, and I feel it high time to stop, though

of course these few stray hints have far from exhaust-

ed this vexed question of the "music of the future."

Heaven help our grandchildren ! I cannot help ex-

claiming inwardly, when I think of the possibility

that this "necessary evil" might be "handed down
untarnished to coming generations !"

Brooklyn, N. Y ., May \2lh, 1871. K. ST. L.

What They Say of the Passioa Music.
[Continued from page 30.]

[From the Sunday Cnitrier.]

The composer has displayed hia greatest power in the cho-

ruses and orrhestration. The hymnal. "I will stay here be-

side Thee," is impressively solemn io its rich harmony and de-

votional inspiration. Many of the feleetions are heavy, chal-

lenging critical study, but presenting but occasional glimpses

of that melodic beauty that delights the e.ar, and there is a

feeling not altogether peculiar to this particular composition,

but applicable to the composer's works in general, of the ivant

o/ 501/7, [I I]—of the living inspirational warmth that glows in

the richest works of Handel, Haydn and Mendelssohn,

In contrast to the preceding portions, which are wanting in

this living element, the superb chorus, "Te lightning, ye

thunders, in clouds are ye vanished" stands out like a beacon

light OTera waste of waters. In subject and construction this

chorus is in a degree suggestive of the hailstone chorus in

"Israel," although the composer in his original treatment o

the parts dispels any analogy that might be instituted. The

number is vigorous and inspiring, yet not altogether free from

l/iinness, [ ! I] and not reflecting the intensity and grandeur of

the powerfully dramatic passage which it describes.

The great efTeut produced by this number was largely due to

its magniftcent rendering by the chorus, which infused a spirit

and abandon into its performance that would have rendijred

the veriest commonplace brilliant. The chorus was enthusias-

tically redemanded. forming the only demonstration of the kind

(ilicited. Following the choral came another fine chorus, and

the concluding double chorus, which was surpassingly grand

in its wealth of splendid harmonics.

The principal solo work was the aria "Grief and Pain," for

contralto, sung by Miss Sterling ; "Oh, could my Love for

Thee avail,'' for tenor, sung by Mr. Winch
;
"Gladly will I, all

resigning," for bass, grandly given by Mr. Whitney, who was

not, however. In his best voice ;
''0 pardon me, my God," for

soprano, snng with plaintive tenderness and eloquent power,

by Mme. Rudersdorlf ; and an exquisite duet for soprano and

alto, "Alas, my Jesus now is taken," executed with refined

feeling and delicacy by Mme. RudersdorfT and Miss Sterling.

The m\islc was altogether gratifying beyond expectation, and

for a first perforijiaiice, was given with remarkablo precision

and fidelity, the beautiful accompaniment of the orchestra

forming not the leiwt of its attnictions.

[From the Coinmonwralth.'i

S.-iturday evening the rvr.nt of the Festival was realized—tho

presentallon of Bach's "Passion Music of St. Matthew," and,

for the first time In this country, Bennett's '-Woman of Sama-

ria;'' the one full of depth, thoroughly original, and only such

as Bach could write ; the other comparatively light, pleasing,

and, as far U8 the subject would let It be, sensuous ;
the former
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to be judged by many hearings, or even fitirly understood in

all its wealtli ; tlie latter sliowing mostT)f its beauties at a sin-

gle hearing. Bacb'8 music ia deeply enjoyed by musicians
;

Bennett's by the public at large. Tbe Passion Music was
written one hundred and fifty years ago, and was unnoticed

and forgotten until Bach had been dead some eighty years,

when it was resurrected by Mendelssohn, under whose direc-

tion it was performed at Leipsic. Sterodale Bennett produced

it in London in 1853, pince when it has been heard there a few

times
; but probably it has never been given with such rich-

ness of resources (l)and under such fiivorable circumstances as

with us on Saturday night. Only a small portion of one of

the 'passions" (the one according to St. Matthew) was per-

formed, and this has aroused a sfrong desire to bear the whole.

The words sung were the translation of Mr. John S. Dwight,

a pronounced admirer of Each, who has waited long and la-

bored earnestly to secure so much of a hearing for him as has

been vouchsafed. The chorus swng the difiicult music with a

precision and power that was hardly expected ; the chorale,

"I will stay here beside thee," and "Ye lightnings, ye thun-

ders," a strong, emphatic double chorus were gloriously done,

and the latter gained a deserved encore. Througbout tbe cho-

rus were steady, and seldom have they sung better than in the

above, and in the very ,trying concluding chorale, "Around
thy Tomb." The solo singers, Mme. Rudersdorff, Miss Ster-

ling, Messrs. 'Wincb and Whitney, did finely also, and all lis-

teners were deeply gratified.

[From the Worcester Palladium.].

The rehearsal of Bach\^ Passion Music, on Friday evening,

afforded an opportunity for those who must leave town before

its public performance, to li&ten to its beauty ,and get an insight

of the massive grandeur of the whole work. The numbers se-

lected for performance were those most likely to interest at a

first hearing, and that they awakened a lively intere.^^t was evi-

dent from tbe close attention given by the audience. Tbe
work is one where the interest never flags for a moment ; its

solos are all of great beauty, and its choiuses grand beyond
description. The colossil double chorus, ''Ye lightnings, ye

thunders," was thrilling in its intensity. The concluding

chorus, although so full of mourning, has a noble bearing of

triumph, for though so stamped with weeping and sorrow, it

is also full of hope and perfect faith. The work is a grand

one, and must, in time, become a part of all hearts, as the

"Messiah" now is. Dr. Sterndale Bennett's "Woman of Sa-

maria" iiiterested, but its straius seemed tame after the grand

Paspion Music.

[From the New York Siin.]

As to Bach's music I have no words to express its beauty.

Mr. Zerrahn had selected apparently such chorales, choruses,

and solos as would be most readily apprehended by an audi-

ence unfamiliar with the quaint style of this master. The re-

sult was in every way gratifying. A spirit of the purest and
truest devotion was manifest in every note of the music. It

was written from the glowing heart ofa great musician—a man
who comprehended every resource of his art and had all its

materials at his absolute command. Such fervent strains no

other has produced, save perhaps Handel.

Mme. Rudersdorff, Miss Sterling, Mr. Winch, end Mr. Whit-

ney sang the solo parts, and these, as well as the choral por-

tions, were admirably rendered.

Bennett's short oratorio, the "Woman of Samaria," sue

ceeded the Pageion music; but Bach, by contrast, took all the

color and life out of Bennett's work and made it seem dulland
barren, though really it is a very clever composition.

[From the New York Tribune.]

The evening was devoted to the most interesting programme
of tbe week, for it contained two choral works entirely new in

America, one of them being tbe greatest composition of one of

the greatest of all the old masters, and the most difficult pro-

duction as a whole that the Handel and Haydu Society has yet

attempted. I mean, of course, the "Matthaeus Passion" of

Johann Sebastian Bach. More than a year ago the Society

madt; preparations to bring out this gigantic work, but the

plan was changed, and a few selections only were given [no] as

parts of a miscellaneous concert programme. Even now they

have not ventured to sing the whole. They have picked out

sixteen numbt^rs—about a quarter of the entire work ; but

these have been selected with such exeellent judgment that

we get from them an idea not only of the majesty and richness

of the music, but of the wonderful dramatic power with which

Bach treated the awful story of the Passion. All but three

are taken from the First Part. We have the narratives of the

anoiutingof Jesus's feet, the Last Supper, and the Agony in

the Garden. We have tbe tremendous double chorus, '-Ye

lightnings, ye thunders !" which follows the apprehension of

Christ at Gethsemaoe We have the beautiful contralto aria,

Erbartne dich (''0 pardon me, my God"), the choral, "0 head

all bruised and wounded," and the splendid final chorus,

"Around thy tomb here sit we weeping." This gives an out-

line of the whole sacred poem, and at the same time preserves

the continuity of the most dramatic passages. The perform-

ance reflected great credit upon the Society and their estima-

ble conductor, yet I must confess that it was the least satis-

factory effort of the week. There was very little fault to be

found with the chorus. The noble chorals were delivered with

dignity and precision
; the famous ''Ye lightnings, ye thun-

ders" was encored, as it well deserved to be ; and tbe immor-

tal finale, "Around thy tomb" [Wir setzen U7is)~\n eight

parts—was one of the best things heard to-day. But the solo

singers were all unequal to the demand upon their powers.

Mme. Rudersdorff took the contralto air, Erbanne dick, which

is somewhat below tbe best register of her voice. She showed

but an imperfect comprehension of the inner character of

Bach's music, whose pathos is always elevated and ennobled in

such an extraordinary manner by the union of religious fer-

vor and majestic simplicity. Her delivery was sentimental

where it ought to have been tender, and exaggerated where it

ought to have been simple. An habitual tendency to excess

in the $forzando style she here indulged to a most unfortu-

nate extent. Miss Sterling bad a much moie genuine appre-

ciation of the work, but her "Grief and pain" solo was almost

as remarkable for lack of color as Mme. RudersdorfTs was for

its superabundance. Mr. Whitney struggled with a part be-

yond his strength, and Mr. AVm. J. Winch, who had the ex-

quisite tenor music of the Evangelist^ made havoc of what

should have been the most beautiful portion of the oratorio

He showed a right conception of his p_art, but he had neither

the physical gifts nor the artistic training to do it justice.

[From the Evening Post.]

The selections were admirably made; the most attractive

numbers being''Ye lightnings, ye thunders,"and the last cho-

rus, "Around thy tomb here sit we weeping," two of the most

magnificent contrapuntal efforts and superb dramatic effects

ever put to paper. Of all men Bach, unlike the majority of

composers, pursued the study of music with all tbe thought

he could command. While others create according to chance,

or at best as a happy-instinct guides them, he was deeply sus-

ceptible of the changeful conditions of life, and was influenced

by such. And here we have to thank Mendelssohn for the

manner in which, during his lifetime, he attracted thousands

to the study of Bach and Handel ; how with his works he

opened out. for the whole world, a new appreciation of these

men whose immortal fame will always be ours, yet whom, un-

til very recent years, we have seemed to have forgotten. Many
who have cared to hear little else save Parisian and Italian

music bave.liad new pleasures opened to them in Mendels-

sohn. When Mendelssohn placed Handel, Bach and JBeetho-

ven as foundation posts of all further progress in modern mu-
sic, he brought great changes, not only into production, but
into the current traditional aspect of things. And hence the

effort made last night to produce Bach, even in fragments, is

the result on this continent of the seed sown by one of the

greatest musicians and scholars of modern times in the old

world. It was a glorious ivight in the history of the Handel
and Haydn Society, and one that will be remembered with

pride in the musical records of this great country. Mme.
Rudersdorff, Miss Antoinette Sterling, and the Messrs. Winch
and Whitney rendered with much care and judgment the

parts assigned to them.

[From the Philadelphia BiUletin.]

As to the selections presented to-night it must have agreea-

bly supri^ed many, with myself, to flnd themselves not only

comprehending this wonderful music, but thoroughly inter-

ested in and attracted by it. It is difficult music, indeed, and
is not to be approached by any but artists. If it is not per-

fectly performed, it is impossible to get even the faintest per-

ception of its deep meaning and spiritual beauty. The very

highest praise, therefore, which I can give Mr. Zerrahn and
this splendid Society is to say that I did not, as I had been

told I would, find the music quaint, learned and incompre-

hensible. On the contrary, at its first hearing, I recognized a

purity and a sublimity in these wonderful dramatic solos and
choruses that I had least looked for in Bach, of all writers.

That would not, however, have been my pleasant experience

had not the difficult intervals and unaccustomed modulations

which throng thickly in these noble choruses been thoroughly

mastered by every member of this vast array of seven hundred
singers. Get a copy of the score and give it a cursory inspec-

tion, and then comprehend the wonderful triumph of the

Handel and Haydn to-night, in interesting au audience of

three thousand people in this music. Their encouraging suc-

cess must incite them to a production of the entire oratorio at

some not distant day.

In the Passion Music, Mme. Rudersdorff, Miss Sterling and
Mr. Whitney sang the solos. None but a thoroughly accom-

plished singer dare attempt the exquisitely pathetic aria, ''0

pardon me, my God." Mme. Rudersdorff was great in this

solo, the lovely and very difficult violin obligato to which was

performed by Mr. Listemann,the leading violin, with perfect

expression and intelligent fidelity to the text. Miss Sterling's

solo was the "Grief and pain wring the guilty heart in twain."

She also was in full sympathy with the music, and infused

into her interpretation all the soulful pathos and intelligent

expression for which her talent and noble voice particularly

qualify her. The tenor solo and double chorus, "I'll watch

with my dear Jesu alway," with its beautiful oboe obligator

performed by Mr. Eller, of the Thomas Orchestra, is one of the

great numbers of the oratorio. The solo was creditably sung

by Mr. Winch, and the chorus did their taxing part won-

derfully well. Thoroughly dramatic and full of inspiration is

the duet for soprano and alto, with double chorus, "Alas I my
Jesus now is taken," with passionate utterances of tbechorus

coming in with sublime effect, 'Leave Him, leave Him,bind Him
not!*' The tremendous climax of this massive chorus, "0!

blast the betrayer, the murderous brood," is great in its over

powering intensity. With the rest of the choruses, it was

grandly sung.

Music In New York.

The Last Concet of the Edteupe Society.
There is a certain enthusiast in musical art in this

city who, like most of his tribe, is niore of an artist

than a manager, and who undertook this year to get

up a society that should devote itself to the bringing
out of new pieces by American composers, and should
fulfil various other noble, beautiful, and disinterested

missions. The name of this gentle and talented, but
misguided man, is John P. Morgan. His Society is

named after the fairest and best of the Muses, Euterpe.
But the Muse has miserably failed to take care of her
worshippers, and the Society went from bad to worse,

till it culminated on Thursday evening in a curious

collapse. The programme was a superlatively excel-

lent one. It may be remarked that it is one of the

peculiarities of this unfortunate organization, that

their programmes are better and their concerts worse
than almost any we have ever known.
By way of elucidation, we give the list of compo-

sitions announced for performance on Thursday
evening :

1. Motet , Hauptmann.
2. Aria d'Eglise A. Stradella.

3. Songs of tbe Wrens To be sung by Miss Brainerd.
4. Quintet, for piano and strings Schumann.
5- Aria from Bach's Passion Music. To be sung by Miss

Sterling.

6- Motet, in eight parts Hauptmann,
7. Bal lade of Chopin Wm. Mason.
8. Motet Bach.

What more could the most exacting of audiences
ask than this ? Every piece gave splendid promise.
Hauptmann is one of the more severely excellent of
modern composers, and the rest, Bach, Chopin,
Stradella, and Schumann, are all geniuses. But,
nevertheless, the Society' came to'grief. It was all

well enough on paper, but when it came to the per-

formance, there was a melancholy showing.
The first two numbers went of well enough. But

when it came Miss Brainerd's turn there was no
Brainerd. So poor Mr. Morgan laid down his baton

and came out with a rueful face to say so. He had
received a note from Miss Brainerd, and she wasn't
well ; but Miss Sterling could take her place.

It is to be noticed that whenever there is a partic-

ularly good natured thing to be done in a concert

room, Miss Sterling is the one to do it. Faithful

among the faithless, she often supplies the positions

of absentees, the bloom of kindness not having j-et

been rubbed off by time. So Miss Brainerd was not

greatly missed, for Miss Sterling sang very charm-
ingly two of Hauptmann s Marien-lieder.

Then came the quintet, anJ forward came Mr.
Morgan to say that arrangements were not yet com-
plete, and Mr. Mason would play instead. And so

he did.

Then the eight-part motet was struggled bravely
through, and Miss Sterling sang again.

At this point the concert fairly broke down. For
the third time the dejected Morgan came forward ai.d

made a speech, substantially as follows :

"Ladies and Gentlemen : This is the most
unpleasant duty I ever had to perform. We can't
have the quintet. Through some intrigue, I fear,

the viola player has not come, and I have sent every-

where to get one, but can't. My chorus is so depleted

that we can*t sing the Batch motet. It would be a

farce for us lo try to do so. I think, therefore, you
will have to go home. But before you go, I want to

say just one word. This Society is the victim of bad
management. It has been the worst managed affair

I ever knew of. And 1 am going to denounce the

culprit and to expose his name. His name, ladies

and gentlemen, is John P. Morgan. And I'm the

man. If any of you have any business matters on
hand, don't trust them to me. I intend to give con-
certs next season with this Society, but I give you
notice beforehand that I shall have nothing to do
with the business management. If artists fail, and
musicians run away, and choristers keep out of sight,

it won't be my fault. I wish you a very good eve-

ning."

Now, this is what we call honest. It is not every
man that has the wisdom to see his weak points, and
fewer still that have the pluck to stand up before an
audience and tell them. So, as an offset to honest
John Morgan's lack of business qualities, the audi-

ence could easily certify to his integrity, simplicity,
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earnestness, faitlifulness, and musical ability ; and
being assured of all this, tliey gave liim a generous
doul)le round of applause, and went home happy.

—

Sun, May 20.

GotTNOD's Mass at Trinity. The most memo-
rable feature of the musical services at Trinity Cliurch
on Ascension Day was the production of four num-
bers of the "Messe Solennelle," or, as it is better

known, the St. Cecilia Mass of Gounod. A year
ago on Ascension Day the orchestra was first intro

duced into Trinity, to the holy horror of a few slaves
of use and wont, as if there were any more sanctity
inherent in an organ than a tronnhone, or a baton
were any more profane than a tuning fork. Upon
that occasion two numbers of this same mass were
done, but with nothing like the elaborateness or the
precision with which they were rendered on Thurs-
day. This latter was the occasion of the most ex
tensive and certainly the best production of this most
interesting and dramatic work of modern church
music. Except that the sofram and alto parts
were sustained by boys, the mass was rendered ex
actly as it was written. A distance of IGO f.;et

between choir and orchestra is a d:fficulty which ii

almost impossible to overcome completelj', pnrticu-
larly when the audience is between the two. It is to
he hoped the vestry of Trinity will take steps to
obviate it altogether. But it has not been so nearly
overcome in any service at Trinity, as in that of
Thursday. Only in the processional hymn, a spirited

composition of Bamby, was there a notible discrep
ancy in time between the voices and the instruments.
The "Kyrie" was the first number of the mass given,
but was too short and slight to attract attention.' The
"Xicene Creed" is a magnificent composition, and
its execution was the musical triumpli of the service.

As we might judge from the character of the "Fau^t"
music, by which Gounod is mainly known here, it is

intensely dramatic throughout ; but the triple repeti-

tion of the words "On the third day" in solo, followed
by the magnificent burst of the fiill choir and band
upon the words "He rose again," gives an idea of
Gounod beyond anything of his that we have had
hitherto the chance to hear, either in sacred or secular
music. It was admirably performed throughout,
both by voices and instruments. After the sermon
the 'Agnns Dei," "Sauctus," and "Gloria in Ex-
celsis," from Gounod's mass were sung. The "A^nns
Dei" is subdned in tone throughout, being in" the
first part a solo for soprano, though it becomes an
intrieate and beautiful piece of counterpoint in the
6nal passage. Gounod's "Gloria" is as unsatisfiic-

toi-y, compared with the same setting of Haydn done
»t Trinity on Easter Day, as the "Credo" is superior.
It begins with a soprano solo, accompanied by the
chorus pianissimo, which, it has been suggested, is

intended to represent the original proclamation of
the angels, but which nevertheless strikes the unac-
customed ear as highly far-fetched and theatrical. At
the words "For thou only art holy," the time changes
from andante to allegro, the full" chorus breaks in,

and the effect is sublime. Upon the whole, the mas^,
which has thus for tbe first time been reallv heard in

New York, must impress every listener with a sense
of the genius of its composer, greater even than that
which his operatic music has produced. The instrn-
mentation is throughout as fertile and felicitous as
we had reason to expect of Gounod. The vocal
parts are always pleasing and often impressive. Mr.
Messiter, the organist and Choir master, has written
to M. Gounod requesting him to write a service
adapted to the Anglican ritual in time for next As-
cension Day.— H'orltl, May 20.

Farewell of Miss Anna Mehlig.—It is sel-

dom that a female musician wins so many substantial
honors among n.s as has Miss Mehlig fscldom, in-

deed, when she is but a pianiste, for it is seldom that
all the qualifications of a musician are recognized in

the fair claimants. Miss Jiehlig proved herself very
early in her American tour to be one of tbe few ar-

tists of her sex who depended solely on her art, and
not at all upon her sex, for public recognition. Some
indication of the very high esteem in which she is

held here by the musical community was shown on
Wednesday at her farewell maiinf^e given at Stein-
way Hall. The assemblage was brilliantiv rcpresen
taiivc of the culture and taste of the metropolis, and
entirely filled the large hall. Ole Bull, who was an-
nounced on the programme and in the advertisements,
did not appear, and Mr. Darry staled to the andicnre
that the only explanation of bis absence which the
artist had deigned to give was that hi.s t erformance
at Miss Mehlig's concert might impair the success of
his own, which was to take place in a night or two.
In his place Mr. Fred. Bergner appeared and per-
formed a Reverie in his licst style, accompanied by
Mr. Matzka. Miss Mehlig's selections on this occa-

sion were, as usual, characterized by the severest taste.

Mendelssohn's Concerto in G minor, Liszt's "Rhap-
sodic Hongroise," and Weber's "Polonaise Bril-
lante," orchestrated by Liszt, completed tbe number.
Of tbe artist's interpretation of these compositicns
("the dissimilarity of which need not be pointed out)
much has already been written, and criticism has
substantially agreed in awarding to Miss Mehlig much
higher praise than any previous performer of her sex
has received in this country. In the possession of
vigor and delicacy exquisitely conjoined, in culture
not only of a technical but a poetic character, and in

in all the graces of perfect skill in loueb we can safe-

ly award to her a great pre-eminence in her art. She
was nobly seconded at this concert by Sir. Theodore
Thomas's orche~ira (its first appearance this season,
we believe, at Steinway Hall), and tbe distinctive

orchestral works, which included Cherubini's over-
ture, to "Anaerfon," Schumann's "Traeumerei," and
the nrfn^/o of Beethoven's "Prometheus," were per-
formed in a manner that alone would have made the
concert an artistic success. Miss Mehlig returns to

Europe in a few days.

—

Ihid.

Mason and Hoadley's 'System for Begin-

ners in Piano Playing*

[From tbe Musical Independent, Chicago.]

In 1869 appeared the first well-considered Ameri-
can text-book for the pianoforte,—"Mason & Hoad-
ley's New Method of Instruction in the Art of Piano
Playing." This book is in many respects an impor-
tant advance in the improvement of methods. It

succeeds in doing what no previous book had been
able to do :— it provides for adequate mechanical
training of the hand, and lays the foundation for good
phrasing and discriminative emphasis. The mechan-
ical training was based on Mr. William Mason's val-

uable system of accent exercises. These abbreviate
the process of acquiring brilliant execution, to a very
remarkable extent.

The mechanical operations required in playing are
embraced in four classes : The flexion and extension
of the lingers, on the joints between tbe metacarpal
bones and the first row of phalanges ; second, the
flexion of the fingers using all tbe joints, as in shut,

ting the hand ; third, the lateral adjustment of the

fingers, according to diflTerent degrees of separation
desired ; fourth, the movement of the hand on the

joint at the wrist. Modern piano-playing expects the

pianist to possess the most complete use of these sev-

eral functions, in any possible combination, and in

any degree of force. The first class Of these muscu-
lar operations are obtained by means of five finger

exercises. Tbe second, by Mason's favorite two-

finger exercise, illustrated on page 127 (System for

Beginners), and the staccato touch, page 71. The
third class of muscles are reached through the arpeg-

gios on the diminished chords and their changes, and
somewhat by scales. The wrist action is provided
for in the usual way.

In acquiring muscular dexterity it is even an ad-

vantage for the pupil to give tbe attention mainly to

the operation of the hand itself, and not to notes, and
as facility increases, the exercise must fall into more
extended forms, in order to increase the pupil's ca-

pacity for endurance. Hence, one very important
use of the sjstem of accentuation. For instance : At
an early stage in her career the little pupil learns to

play the scale in one octave. It is, of course, uneven,

for the third andfourth fingers are always weak. In

jhe ordinary way she is required to repeat the exer-

cise until it becomes even. The points of trouble are

principally a good touch with the thumb when passed

under tbe second finger, and a good stroke with the

third and fourth fingers. But every time she repeats

the exercise she forgets these points until the critical

moment is passed. Now, see how accent helps us

out. We first give the scale in accent of/o«rs, which
throws it into this form :

13 a %-* 2 3 1 '-0- 1

8 2'-*? a 3 1 *-*-• 1 8

Once through this exercise gives eight times np and
down the scale, and brings accents as follows : thumb,
five times; first finger, eight times; second finger,

eight times ; third finger, eight times. This is pretty

impartial. Its weak point is that it nowhere brings
an accent on F, tbe trying position for the thumb.
But by putting it in an accent of nines, this point is

admirably reached. Thus :

=S::^-1

~d:iii-'' ^-„- -^-i -^-^-'

r
Nine times through the scales ; and accents, thnmb,

four ; second finger, four ; third finger, two ; fourth

finger one.

It will be seen that for every heavy blow required

from any finger, the;e are at least two light ones, and
so the pupil becomes more and more careful to play
with an intelligent consideration of the force em-
ployed. Besides, such exercises as these are far more
interesting to the pupil than any unrhythmical repe-

titions can possibly be. But we can here do no more
than glance at the advantages of the accent system.

The "New Method" of Mason and Hoadley con-

tained several important innovations, among which
was tbe early introduction of the chromatic scale,

giving at once abundant practice in passing the thumb
under tbe finger, and vice versa, and aflFording an ad-

mirable advantage in explaining the construction of
tbe diatonic scales. Another valuahle help was the

introduction of numerous illustrations of the positions

of the bands in different moments of all the principal

acts of piano playing. This is a valuable improve-
ment. The diagrams invented by Louis Kiihler, and
introduced by Richardson into his "New Method,"
afl^ord a view of only one raomentof each act. From
this incomplete representation pupils get wrong ideas.

The moment of the picture is to them the whole act.

Mason has improved on this by giving the positioQ

of the hand when the act begins, and when it ends.

Again, he has life-size diagrams drawn, showing
the proper places occupied by the ends of the fingers

on the keys ; and the hand as it begins a scale, with

dotted lines showing the lateral motion of the hand
as the thumb passes under, and tbe position of the

thumb itself before the second finger leaves its key.

By placing the hand on this diagram, and going
through the motion, the solitary student gets a very

good idea of the proper performance of the act.

Another great help was a simpler formula of state-

ment of scale-fingering, and a grouping of scales that

illustrated the system. Again, the scales were given

in a compass of four octaves at first, thus early re-

moving the dread that beginners are apt to have of

the more remote parts of tbe key board.

As a book for teachers no work of similar value

has ever been offered. But for beginners it proved

rather too abrupt in some of its progressions, and it

was also found unsafe to confide so much to the

judgment of the teacher as must be done when the

theoretical instrnction is by itself in one part of the

book, the exercises in another, and the bulk of the

lessons in another,

T^ flt t(c ^

Mason & Hoadley's "System for Beginners" con-

templates a pupil, of say eight to twelve years of age,

entirelv ignorant of playing. By ihe introduction of

absolutely one tliinr/ at a time, and the application of

that uniil it is understood, she is carried along

through the Ihiid grade, or to the ability to play or-

dinary polkas, waltzes, and easy operatic fantasias of

Duvcrnoy, etc., in an elegant manner. The authors

state their guiding principles as follows.

1. That the practice, for a considerable period, of

successions of single tones—one key at a time, played

by each hand—should precede the introduction of

thirds, sixths, octaves and chords.

2. That the learner should bo thoroughly accus-

tomed 10 five-finger positions before extensions and
contractions are attempttd.
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3. That scales do not interfere with five-finger

practice, and, thtrefore may be learned very early

with decided advantage.
4. That a systematic use of accents, as a means of

increasing the strength and gaining control of the

fingers, is of the highest utility.

4. That for culture and recreation, a variety of

beautiful compositions should be played, and that

such a training of the hands should precede, that each
one, when attempted, may seem comparatively easy.

Every page of this remarkable book bears impress
of thought and judgment. The first lesson is easier

than we have seen it anywhere else. The first three

pages are devoted to explaming the correct position

of the hands, and five illustrations are given. In the

first actual experiment in playing, the pupil has
nothing of notes or letters to distract his attention.

He is not even taught the names of the keys. He
lias merely nineteen exercises to play, such as these :

Right, 42 + 3, 4313, 432+, 1, 23 2 +, 3 4 3

I, + l 2 1,+.

Then come the names of the keys, and then some
lessons in rhythm, based on quarters and halves in

double time. For instance (yet no pitch notation,
only the general direction to place the thumb of the

right hand on C) : No. 24.

And now, at length, we come to the staff and the

treble clef, and exercises like this :

Left- Right. Left.

B A G F

Then follow many exercises in five-finger positions,

with a second part for the teacher. There is no
doubt of the value of this kind of duet practice in the

early stages of playing. All great teachers have been
advocates of it. The lessons in this part of the book
are taken mainly from Beyer, and we like particular-

ly that credit is given. This is a point of honesty that

some bookmakers never reach. At about the sixth

lesson a simple accent exercise is found. The bass

staff comes at about the eighth lesson. The chro-
matic scale about the tenth,—and this for a small
pupil of eight or ten years.

But not to extend these remarks, it remains to say
this : This "System for Beginners" is what we have
long looked for in vain—an elementary book, easy
enough to be interesting, progressive in its arrange-
ment, and sufficiently thoughtful to command the

respect of the best teacher. Every step is practicable;

yet every step is forward ; and the ultimate goal is

the modern method of piano playing, and not that of
our grandfathers.

* System for Be^nners in the Art of Playing the Pianoforte,
"William Mason and E. S. Hoadley. Boston : Ditson & Co.
Chicago : Lyon and Healy. 1871.

usir ^hoaV.
Berlin. At the Royal Opera house, on the 30th

April, Herr Nieijiann took leave for this season of the
public, the opera being Frithjof. Mdlle. Mallinger
and Herr Beiz were shortly to follow his example, so
that the winter season may be considered to have
closed on the 1st of May. The following is a sum-
mary of what has been done between that date and
the middle of August, 1870. The number of operatic
performances was 162 ; the number of different works,
42. The novelties were Zieten- Busaren, on the 17th
October, and Frithjof, on the llth April. The fol-

lowing is a list of the other operas performed, and of
the number of times each was represented :

—

11 Bar-
biere, Fidelia, nine times each ; 11 Trovatore, Les
Huguenots, Jessonda, eight times each ; Don Juan,
seven times ; Der Freischulz, Faust, Lohengrin, Le
Philtre, six times each ; Feldlager in Schlesien, Die
Zauberflote, Tannhduser, five times each ; Die Meis-
tersinger von Niirnherg, Fra Diavolo, Le Nozze, Mig-
non, jCieten-Husaren, Armide, Frithjof, four times each;
Norma, Nachtlager in Granada, Les Diamants de la

CouTome, La Muette de Portici, Romeo e Julie (Gou-
nod), L'Africaine, Robert le Diable, Martha, three

times eacli ; Czaar und Zimmemmnn, Iphigenia in

Aulis, Die beiden Schiitzen, Oheron, La Juive, Guit-

laume Tell, Joseph et ses Fr^res, twice each ; Le
Prnph^te, liienzi, Violette, Le Macon, Die histigen

Weiber von Windsor, iJxcia di Lammermoor, and Le
Domino Noir, one each. In addition to the above,
there was, on one occasion, a miscellaneous perform-
ance, consisting of the first act of Lohengrin, and the

second act of Das Feldlager in Schlesien. Thus, Gluck
was represented by two operas and six performances

;

Beethoven, by one opera and nine performances

:

Mozart, by three operas and si.xteen performances :

Weber, by two operas and eight performances : Mey-
erbeer, by five operas and twenty performances : Rich-

ard Wagner, by four operas and sixteen performan-

ces : Me'hul, by one opera and two performances :

Auber, by five operas and twelve performances

:

Gounod, by two operas and nine performances :

Thomas, by one opera and four performances : Ros-

sini, by two operas and eleven performances : Bellini,

by one opera and three performances : Donizetti, by
two operas and seven performances : Verdi, by two
operas and nine performances ; Spohr, by one opera

and eight performances : Kreutzer and Nicolai, by
one opera and one performance each : Flotow, by one

opera and three performances : Lortzing, by two
operas and four performances : Hale'vy, by one
opera and two performances ; Schulz, by one opera

and four performances. During the above period,

moreover, Mdme. Lucca appeared nineteen times :

Mdme. Mallinger, fifty-four times : Herr Niemann,
fifty-seven times : and Herr Beiz, eighty-one times.

—The Emperor has accepted the dedication of Herr
Carl Reinecke's "Festival Peace Overture," and con-

ferred the Crown Order, fourth class, upon the com-
poser.

Another new book by the great Musician of the'

Future, alias the Lion of the Present, is On the Per-

formance of the Stage-Festival Play, "Der Ring der

Nihelunqen,^* a Communication and Summons to the

Friends of his Art. A concert was to be given, on
the 5th inst., by Herr R. W., assisted by the Royal
chapel and the chorus from the Royal Opera house.

The programme was to comprise: "Kaisermarsch,"
R. Wagner t Symphony in C minor, Beethoven

:

Prelude from Lohengrin, R. Wagner : Final scene

from Die Walkure, R. Wagner : and finale to the

first act-jjf Lohengrin, R. Wagner.

Wagner in Berlin. Herr Wagner has been

little more than a week prominently before the Berlin

public, but during that short period he has been the

cause of quite as much discussion as he generally

contrives to excite. On the 28th of last month he

delivered in the presence of the Berlin Acndemy of

Arts—of which body he is a member—a lecture upon
"Opera :" and on the following day a supper was
given to him in the H6tel de Rome. Nine o'clock

was the hour fixed for the banquet : bnt it was ten

before the entrance of Herr Wagner permitted the

150 visitors present to attack a bill of fare which, ac-

cording to English ideas, was far better adapted to a

dinner than a supper. A certain Herr Tappert af-

terwards welcomed the hero of the evening in an
address which, being chiefly alliterative, would lose

its sole characteristic in the process of translation.

Herr Wagner's reply was by no means wanting in

adroitness. He insisted upon the necessity—naturally

referring to the late war—of Germans being inde

pendent in every act of foreign influence. He required

for music nothing bnt truth of expression. Music
had been degraded from a sublime to a merely pleas-

ing art. "If musiais really sublime, it has nothing
to do with mere euphony {so hat sie nut blossevi Wohl-
klang nichts zu thun.) 'the German spirit bears the

same relation to music as to religion : it requires

truth, not beautiful forms." Herr Wagner went on
to indulge in a number of original paradoxes, and
concluded by declaring that "dramatic music had
suffered more than any other art by Italian influence,

and that this same influence had produced the most
serious errors in opera." "To impregnate the mus-
ical drama with German matter has been from the

first my desire." He spoke in the simple, earnest

manner of a man who was firmly convinced of the

absolute truth of the observations he was making,
and his startling assertions were, of course, received

by his hearers with enthusiastic reverence. All Herr
Wagner's ideas of music are, from the Wagner point

of view, natural enough—he denies the power in

which he himself is deficient. It seems to be bis

steady, unshaken belief in himself and his doctrines

that impels him to his frequent flagrant sins against

good taste and good manners. Of this peculiarity

the morning following the supper afforded a singular

instance.

On that morning the musicians gave him a musi-

cal welcome. So great was the desire to be present,

that the large handsome hall of the Singakadcmie
was crammed to excess, and the majority of the men
present appeared in full evening dress at midday in

honor of the occasion. When Herr Wagner entered

the room, his wife, a daughter of Liszt, on his arm, he

was received with a flourish of trumpets and shouts

of applause. Frau Jachmann-Wagner, in full ball-

room attire, then mounted the platform, spoke an

address from the facile pen of Herr Dohm, editor of

Kladderadatsch, and presented the composer with a

laurel wreath and a kiss. Frau Jachmann-Wagner,
now an actress, is better known in England under

her operatic name, Johanna Wagner, and is a niece

of the prophet of the future. The "Fuust" overture

was played with much more care than such hideous-

ness deserved, and gratified the composer so much
that he mounted the platform, thanked the executants,

and by way of expressing his gratitude, asked them
to repeat the overture

—

this time under his direction.

In other words, in a concert given in his honor, the

composer actually encored his own composition ! It

is not to be supposed that Herr Wagner intended any

direct insult to the former conductor, to the execu-

tants, or to the audience. It should rather be believed

that be was tempted to this flagrant act of bad taste

by his perfectly unaffected but overweening self-

confidence. The good-humored audience seemed to

consider the proceeding natural enough, and listened

with redoubled eagerness to a polyphonous picture

of "chaos come again."

—

Orchestra, May 12.

Cologne. The Musical Festival of the Lower

Rhine will be held here from the 28th lo the 30ih

inst. According to the present arrangements, the

programme will be as follows : First Day—"Sieges-

Overture," Reinecke ; "Worte der Weihe," a poem
written and spoken by Hen Rittershans : "Ein' feste

Burg," J. Seh. Bach : "Hymn," the words selected

from Holy Writ, and the music composed by Dr.

Ferdinand Hiller: Ninth Symphony, Beethoven.

Second Day—./os/iua, Handel. Third Day, Sym-
phony (asyet undecided) : Violin Concerto (as yet

undecided, but the executant will be Herr Joachim) :

Overture to Iphigenia, Gluck ; Coronation Hymn,
Handel. The second part of the concert will be made
up of various solo performances, vocal and instru-

mental. The whole will conclude with the Overture

to Der Freischiitz. Among the artists already en-

gaged, are Madame Bellingrath-Wagner, Madame
and Herr Joachim, and Herr J. Stockhausen. Who
the tenor will be is as yet unknown.

London.

The Musical Union. Mr. Ella's twenty-sev-

enth season has been commenced with the director's

usual spirit, his quartet party being partly new to

the subscribers, and consisting of M. Sivori, first vi-

olin : M. Otto Bernhardt, second ; M. Van Waefel-

ghen, tenor : and M. Laserre, a finished and able

artist, as violoncellist. At the first matine'e, two

well-known quartets, Mozarl; in D, No. 10, and

Haydn in F, No. 61, were admirably played, and the

other pi^ce de resistance was Beethoven's magnificent

pianoforte trio in D, Op. 70, in which M. Baur, a

Russian pianist of great intelligence, and a pupil of

Liszt, was at the keyboard. He subsequently gave

as a solo, Schubert's Impromptu in A flat, and M.

Sivori delighted the audience with his performance of

a cavatina by the young German composer Raff,

which called forth more enthusiasm than any other

number in the programme, and was deservedly en-

cored. At the second matine'e last week, Herr Rein-

ecke was the pianist, the string quartet remaining as

at the first concert. The quartets were Beethoven

in B flat. Op. 18, No. 6, and Reinecke in E flat. Op.

34, in which the composer played. In Mendelssohn's

quintet in B flat. Op. 87, Mr. Hann joined the

strings. The chief feature of the concert was Herr

Reinecke's playing, and his solos, including his own
Notturno in A flat, were warmly received. Mr. Ella

promises Herr Jaell as the pianist at the next two

matine'es, and Herr Auer, who is always a welcome

visitor, will take M. Sivori 's post later in the season.

The Oratorio Concerts. Mr. Barnby, keep-

ing his best things until the last, concluded his really

fine series of uoneerts last Friday with a performance

well calculated to test the strength of his forces—or-

chestral and choral—Beethoven's Mass in D,and the

Choral Symphony. To listen to these two great

works on the same evening, and to give them through-

out an attentive and appreciative hearing requires

some power of mental concentration on the part of

the audience, but the difficulties lo the performers

were far greater, and they deserve the highest credit

for the way in which they acquitted themselves. The
choral portions of both Mass and Symphony were

most admirably given, far above the average indeed,

but the playing of the band showed that at times they

were hardly en rapport with the conductor, owing

probably to a want of sufficient rehearsal. The try-

ing work allotted to the soloists was undertaken by

Mdlle. Cora de Wilhorst, Mdme. Patey, Mr. Lloyd,

and Herr Stepan, with fair success. Th« applause

which greeted Mr. Barnby was honestly deserved, for

few young conductors have done more to earn a title

to public favor in so short a time

—

Choir, May 12.
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The second Orchestral and Vocal Concert, at 3

p. M , had not so large an attendance as such a pro-

gramme, with such an orchestra of more than a hun-

dred instruments, and such solo artists, seemed to

warrant.

Overturp: "Narhkliinge aus Ossian" Gade.
Aria: "Fac ut portem," ( Stabat MaterJ Rossini.

Mifs Gary.
Concerto, for Pianoforte, with Orchestra Schumann.

Misa Marip Krebs.
Cavatioa : "Robert; toi qui j'aime" Meyerbeer,

Madime Rudersdorff.
Air, from Orchestral Suite in D Bach.
Symphony tC major) Schubert.

The strength of this programme was in the orches-

tral pieces. The great feature, the ever glorious

Schubert Symphony, a concert in itself^ suffered

somewhat by coming alter so much other (not par-

ticularly well assorted) matter
; in spite of the ex-

ceptionally grand orchestra, we have heard it more

than once before when it has uplifted and transported

us with more unflagging power. But there were

some traits of rare beauty in the performance, such as

Mr. EUer's oboe in the Andante theme, and the mar-

Tellous charm of that body of violoncello tone in other

parts of the sime movement: of course, too, the

thundering emphasis of the double basses in the re-

sistless onsweep of the Finale was more than ever im-

pressive. Gade's "Ossian" Overture made a refresh-

ing, fascinating opening, gently quickening the imag-

ination, while, like the seashore, it brought rest to

the weary nerves. It has the Ossian poetry. It

was evenly and smoothly played.

Thejliach Aria, so quiet and serene, full of that

wholesome, sweet repose in which the soul is not

asleep, afforded also ore of those moments of refresh-

ment needed in so long and exciting a festival. But

one naturally hoped to hear it followed by the quaint

Gavotle, f.ir better worth the time than the trivial

vocal bit by which it was preceded. And, of a truth,

the vocal selections (vere not in keeping with the in-

strumental. Mme. Eddf.rsdorff could hardly

hive chosen the hacknied ^'Hoberl" Cavatina for any

other purpose than to show the intense dramatic

power which is one of her strong points : and she

seemed to know the kind of audience who wildly en-

cored, in tliat she sang for ihcm one of those silly,

wliooping Spanisli soncs which are rare fun for the

gallery in a third class theatre. But it all showed ihe

abundant vitality, and versatility and good nature of

the woman. Xor had the Hossini Stahnt Mater Aria,

beautifullv, though coldly, sung in the rich voice of

Miss As>ME Cary,—any particular raison d'etre as

coming between the O.ssian Overture and Schumann's

wonderful Concerto in A minor. This thoughtful,

imaginative, and thoroughly artistic work was some-

what stiffly rendered, though from memory—more

memory than reproductive feeling—but gave a new

and brilliant instance of the f.iuliless and tri-

umphant technical ririuosiiy of the young pianist,

Marie Kkebs.

KvEsi^jfj. "Ihraet, IK Egypt."

For the first lime in lhi< country thii colossal Ora-

torio of Handel was efi«ayed entire. For a Festival

of the Handel & Haydn Society on iis fifiietli anni-

versary, .June, 18P).i, it was rehearscl, hut proved too

ir.nch for the choral means of that time, so that only

an abridgement of it came to actual public perform-

ance ; and ihat was nnsaiicfnclory, mainly hy reason

of the abrance of 80 many important choruses, and

ronnecting links in the shape of quaint bnt necessary

Folos, thus aggravating its "monotony" of grandeur.

as well as by imperfect mastery of those parts which

were given. Still more fragmentary, crude and fee-

ble, of course, were certain earlier attempts, by this

and by the long defunct Musical Education Society,

to do this work. But now at last we have had the

whole herculean task at least earnestly and honestly

achieved, and with a very flattering measure of suc-

cess. AVith all its imperfections, we regard this ren-

dering as a triumph. Faithfully and bravely fol-

lowed up, it will become as easy and as sure a thing

for this Society, as the "Elijah" is already; and we
all remember when to cliorus singers the style of

Mendelssohn was stranger and more difficult to feel

at home with than anything in Handel, or even Bach,

can now be. And, by this token, "Israel" is bound
to become popular with us, as it has long been in

Germany and in England. More marked than the

improvement in performance, is the progress, both

with singers and with public, in the appreciation of

the music ; it would astonish were we to cite some

of the newspaper criticisms of those former days side

by side with the uniformly respectful, the deeply im-

pressed, delighted tone of the comments upon this

occasion.

The unflagging grandeur and sublimity, the vivid

imagery, the stupendous scene-shifting—sometimes

instantaneous, by a single chord, as when a lightning

flash lights up the night, always in the stately prepa-

ration of one wonder by another, chorus upon chorus,

miracle on miracle,— the great lights and shadows,

the long repeated, now approaching, now receding,

echo of the contrapuntal thunders, of that great

mountain range of choruses, was palpab'e enough in

mass and substance, clear enough in outline, precise

and positive enough in all main strokes, in spite of

confusion and timidity in details here and there, to

awe and elevate the listening crowd, and keep expeo-

tation fresh unto the end.

There was a sense of wholesome feeling in the

completeness of this efibrt. Every chorus, every

recitative and curious Air, even those in the "Ap-

pendix," happily adopted from other works of Handel

by Sir George Smart (only excepting the Bass air :

"He layeth the beams," which is not an integral part

of the work), was given,—much to the relief and

lightening, we do believe, of any "heaviness" which

may have attached to old abridged presentations of

the work ; it is a case where the whole is lighter

(more elastic) than a part.

Of the Solos we will speak first, as the greatest

novelty. The First Part, as left by Handel, contains

nothing but two bits of Tenor recitative (one usher--

ing in the great opening chorus expressing the sighs

of the children of Israel in bondage, the other im-

mediately after it : "Then sent He Moses," to in-

troduce the series of "plagues of Egypt," both deliv-

ered with true simplicity and dignity of style, and

with distinct enunciation, by Mr. CcMMiNGs), and

one Aria : "Their land -brought forth frogs," &,c.,

grotesquely graphic with its hopping violin figure,

but a serious and melodious air enough, which Miss

Stert.ikg sang in her rich tones with large, simple,

sustained style, not straining for too much expression.

Moreover, of Sir George Smart's interpolations there

were given two noble pieces of Soprano Recitative :

"Thrice happy Israel in the light of God," and "But

soon as Pharaoh," which gave room for some of the

best tones and the thrilling declamation of Mme.
Kijdf.rsoorff. Then a grand one for the Bass:

"He measured the waters" (without the Air: "He
layeth the beams") ; and, a little further on, another :

"God, looking down, confounded all their host," fol-

lowed by the bold and graphic Air: "Wave from

wave, congealed with wonder, stood, a crystal wall,

asunder ;"—all given in majestic tone and style by

Mr. Wimtnet.

In the Second Fart, after the great opening chorus

(the Song of Moses), comes a Duet for Sopranos:

"The I>ord is my sirengih," a musing minor strain.

begun by one voice after the other, canon-like, in

successive fragments, truly beautiful and quaint, the

voices joining in exulting, bird-like triplets near the

end, and carefully and nicely sung by Mme.
RoDEKSDORFF and Mrs. West, though in quality

their voices are not very sympathetic. A little further

and we come to the great Duet of Basses : "The
Lord is a man of war," which they say was begun

badly, but which leaves on our mind as a whole the

impression of Tery admirable singing on the part

(equally) of Mr. J. F. Winch and Mr. Whitney
;

we would fain have heard the former oftener, for

there is a peculiar delicacy, an elasticity in bis tones

and his delivery; and his voice, if not as ponderous

as Mr. Whitney's, is yet a great one ; one would say,

too, that he studied, with a right artistic spirit. This

piece pleased so well that it required firmness to re-

fuse a repetition. In the trying Air : "The enemy
said, I will pursue," Mr. Curamings gave further

proof of his intelligent, chaste, manly declamation,

giving the latter part : "I will draw my sword" with

fine energy. The Soprano Air, which follows it :

"Thou didst blow," is quite peculiar fas it was to most

entirely novel) in its half declamatory, half florid

structure, and very difficult, giving opportunity how-

ever for great dramatic coloring, which Mme, Ru-

dersdorff improved like a true artist, though it did

not present her voice always to the best advantage.

The Duet for Soprano and Tenor: "Thou in thy

mercy," is a quiet, heart-felt strain, full of the sweet

sense of mercy and deliverance, and was sung with

fit expression. There remains only the Air : "Thou
shalt bring them in," a simple, tranquil, trustful mel-

ody, in low tones, where Miss Sterling's voice is very

rich, and simply, beautifully sung.

Now of the great "mountain chain" of choruses

(forming 28 out of the original 35 numbers of the

work), it would require a description of them all to

tell how well, or far from well, each one was sung

;

and as we have described them more than once before

we will not undertake that talk again. Most of them
are double choruses, most of them very difficult, and
some of them are long. The opening double chorus,

which is a very grand one, as it were a great choral

overture or prelude to the whole : "And the children

of Israel sighed," was impressively rendered. The
fourpart fugue : "They loathed to drink," with its

strangely characteristic theme, expressing the sense

of "loathing" by the interval of the "extreme flat

seventh," was perhaps not absolutely sure and true in

intonation, yet the intricate movement of the parts was

on the whole clear and effective. A difficulty, more
in the single than in the double choruses, must have

been experienced by the singers from the way in

which they were placed, divided as they were into

two choral bodies at opposite sides of the stage, so

that many who were singing the same part were sep-

arated from each other by the whole width of the h.all,

and could hardly hear or feel each other. Moreover

they had rehearsed it only once in that place and

from those seats ; couU! the stage arrangement he

made permanent, rounding that end of the hall into a

convenient, graceful amphitheatre, so that the rehear-

sals could take place there, the diflSculty would bo

greatly remedied, for all would get lo feel at home in

the situation before it came lo a public performance.

—How aptly the "frog" air followed upon this cho-

rus ! The double chorus about "all manner of flies"

was quite efl^eclive, and the fine divisions of the vio-

lins made the suggestion very'vivid. The grand an-

nouncement : "He spake the word" would have been

still grander, had Mendelssohn (whoso arrangement

of the score was used) known of the three trombone

parts which Handel actually wrote for this and simi-

lar passages, and left on a separate sheet, which has

since been embodied in the score in the complete

Lcipsic edition of Handel's works now in course ot

publication.—"Ho gave Ihcm hailstones" was the

sensation of the evening ; it was magnificently sung
;
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^'Jire mingled with the hail," i.e. it was sung with

spirit ; and all parts, orchestral and vocal, "ran

along" with such a crisp and positive precision, that

the scene was real. This was too good to pass off

with one hearing, and the encore had to be granted.

The strange, sombre modulations of "lie sent a thick

darkness" were palpable if not precise ; and the

"smiting" chorus, though here and there a little timid

in attack, held attention breathless by its startling and

relentless force. The pastoral simplicity and sweet-

ness of "But as for his people, he led them forth like

sheep," was smoothly, evenly and beautifully ex-

pressed.

That there shoald have been some signs of unstead-

iness, some blurred and wavering outline here and

there in such a long stretch of trying and fatiguing

choral work, was to bo expected, nor can it be other-

wise until the same singers shall have performed it

several times in public; new singing robes, especially

such regal ones, must be worn, to feel at ease in them.

These symptoms of constraint and insecurity were

mostly noticeable In such intricate polyphonic mazes

as "He led them thriugh the deep, as through a wil-

derness." Here they were in the woods indeed.

Eight voice parts (to say nothing of the instrumental

parts), all with imitative, yet differing fragments

of melodic runs and turns, heading so many ways,

pausing and beginning each so fitfully and frequently,

and yet all bound to strictest unity of plan, were

surely involved in a task that might well be bewilder-

ing to themselves ; and even should they thrid the

labyrinth ever so steadily and coolly, to the average

listener, with ear untrained to musical intricacies of

this sort, it would still sound bewildering, as doubtless

Handel meant it should, though with clear hint enough

of a divine leading all the while. In this, and a few

more such fugued double choruses ("Thy right band,

Lord" ; "Thou sentest forth thy wrath, which con-

sumed them as stubble," &c.) there may have been

some blur or faltering ; but not always really so much

as there seemed to be, for the unfarailiariiy of the

general ear with movements of so intricate a

structure must be taken into the account.

The same qualification must apply also to certain

criticisms upon another score, that of seeming dis-

cords, or imperfect chords ; for more than once, em-

boldened by the grandeur of these subjects, Handel

used such freely ; hia sure instinct told him that

nothing commonplace would do ; and, once rightly

apprehended, these exceptional effects are very grand;

not all the discord must be charged to the singers.

Some of the great pictorial passages, however,

—

those phrases of two or three bars which engrave

themselves indelibly upon the mind as complete,

awe-inspiring pictures, ("The floods stood upright ;"

"the. depths were congealed." where a new chill

strikes through the tones each time they are repeated

in an altered key ; "shall melt away ;" "shall be as

still as a stone ;" &c., &c), made their impression in

a way that will not be forgotten. Then there are

certain great broad choral sentences, or proclamations,

in eight parts of course, briefand commanding, which

introduce the more elaborate descriptions, such as:

"He rebuked the Red Sea, and it was dried up;"

"And Israel saw that great work ;" the introduction

to "The horse and his rider;" of these the effect

was sublime, almost appalling. The more peculiarly

ecclesiastical choruses, in Allabreve rhythm, ("And

1 will exalt him," &c.), evidently modelled upon the

old church of England service music, and tracing its

lineage to Falestrina, of course are not calculated to

flatter the popular ear, and may seem dull to many

who admire "Elijah," but they are solemn and im

pressive, and they bring repose at needful moments

in the midst of the exciting splendors of that mighty

choral and orchestral magic lantern, which in every

image which it casts upon the wall (ofdarkness) awes

you with the vivid likeness of a startling miracle.

Verily Handel knew what he was about when he put

in the pieces which we children fancy to be dull

!

Our (possibly too trivial) simile reminds us of

what we once witne-ised in Berlin at Cltristmas time,

when certain artists arranged an exhibition of trans-

parencies.—admirable copies of great masier-works

of sacred painting,—and between the pictures, as we

sat in the dark room, musing on what we had seen,

there would resound a strain of solemn music from

a choir invisible, the celebrated Dom-chor ; is it not

just what Handel has here done, to rest, not dissipate

the mind, between his more stupendous pictures 1

TVe should speak of the Song of Moses and the

children of Israel, which begins Jind ends the Second

Part sublimely, as one of the triumphs of this per-

formance
;
just alluding by the way to the pregnant

suggestion of those introductory chords in the orches-

tra, where the chord of each tone of the diatonic scale

is sounded in succession, through its several inversions,

asif preluding on a world harp, trying all its strings,

preparatory to a universal song. In the intricacies of

"the horse and his rider" the singers had an arduous

task, but they "triumphed gloriously." Where it

returns at the end, led in by Miriam's noble recitative

and exhortation : "Sing ye to the Lord," to the

height and grandeur of which Mme. Rudersdorff was

equal, it justifies itself by the triumphant true ring of

its enduring quality ; and again the long tasked

voices had vitality enough to bear them bravely

through. Their leader's animating sign seemed

present everywhere, from first to last of the whole
work ; and, like strong swimmers, very few gave out
before they reached the shore. It was indeed a noble

effort of the seven hundred, rewarded by the close

attention and delight of nearly alt that numerous au-

dience ; and it musthave gl d lencd the heart of Carl
Zerrahn to feel that the severe and patient study
through which he had so many nights conducted
them and cheered them on, had wrought out anythmg
so near to victory ;—the beginning of sure victory it

may be called, so surely as the effort in the same
spirit shall be followed up. The orchestra, so far as

our memory serves us, did its work well too ; and
the great organ (though only in part available, beins:

still in the procfss of "tuning up" to "concert pitch,"—heu prisca Jides .') did, under Mr. Lang's skilful

and judicious treatment, solidly subsidize the deep
foundation harmonies and swell the volume and ex-

tend the background of the whole Handelian tone
architecture.

FocRTH Dat. Tridat, May 12.

The evening was given to rehearsal of the "Passion Music."

The Afternoon Concert was as follows :

Overture to the Hindoo legend, "Sakuntala". .Goldmark.
Songs, a. '"Canzonetta" Mozart.

b. ''Es war ein Kbnip in Thule" Li:zt.

Grand Rp-^iffttive and Aria—'"Deeper and deeper Ptill,"

and "Waft, her, angels, to the skies," from "Jephrha "

Handel.
Unfinished Symphony Schubert.

The Ninth (or '*Ohoral") Symphony, in B minor. Op.
125. (Comp 1S22-3) Beethoven.

This programme was too long, and also heavy. Another
Symphony, even an '^unfinished" one, immediately before the
long Ninth Symphony, could not but set-m Buperfluous, while
the chances were that it would compromise tlie listening ap-

petite with which one would approach the formidable work.
Indeed neither the Schubert work, lovely as it is and finely

played, nor the surfeiting and sombre "Sakuntala" Overture,
which many of us have heard about enough here for one sea-

son, properly belonged in the same programme with the Cho-
ral Symphony.

J
A new proof was it, therefore, of the vitality and greatness

of fhe latter work, that after we had begun to feel satiety, and
with the prospect of its great length before us. a few bars of
the opening orchestral movement wrought such marvellous
refreshment, and that its unfolding inspiration kept heart,

soul and sense alive and full of rapture to the end. The day
has pas'; for us to be describing the Ninth Symphony The
name has come to mean something, and about the right thing,

now, in this community. Our musicians like to play it ; our
chorus singers are never more happy than when they have a
call to sing it, terrible as the task once seemed, and trying as

the voice parts are, ranging at a height which nothing but a
certain lift of joint enthusiasm enables them to carry and to

hold. Now they love to sing : "Jov, thou spark of heavenly
brightness," and ''Here's a kiss to all the world !", and they
are always certain of responsive audience.

[To be Continued.]

Handel and Haydn Society.

At the customary re-union of the Society at the

close of its Triennial year, Dr. J. B. Upham, the

President, having been called upon the platform, ad-

dressed them in congratulatory terms, briefly and in

substance as follows :

Ladies and Gentlemen :—My valedictory has already been
pronounced, and in coming upon Ihis platform in answer to

your call, I feel much as the college boy does who, having
spoken hifl piece before hijt classmates in the quietude of the
reeitation*room, is called on to mount the rostrum and say It

over again to a commencement audience. However, we are

all friends here to-night, and not disposed to be captious or
critical.

And seriously, I really want to take this opportunity of tell-

ing you. more emphatically and earnestly than I could prop-
erly do before, how highly I appreciate, how highly others es-

timate and appreciate,—the splendid performance of the past

week. Never before, in this country, has it been surpassed, or

equaled, or approximately reached. It ia a week long to be
remembered in the history of this old and honored Society,—
in the art hi«tory of Boston.

In the days of ancient Greece and Rome such an achieve-

ment would have been commemorated by an inscription on
the walls 01 the amphitheatre wherein it took place. So, to-

day, it would not be inappropriate to write it upon yonder
walls, that it might be known and read of all men :

''Now and here has the high and holy art we follow

been upheld, the cause of humanity advanced, the good name
of the city and the commonwealth dignified, the great union
of the States made stronger.

Done in this Month of May, Anno Domini 1871.

Let us review, for a moment, the record of this eventful

week. And what a programme it presents ! I do not wonder
that the London critics said of it

—

impossible~a,nd were in-

clined to be profane on the subject I

Beginning, as in times past, with the adaptation by Nicolai

of that sublime old choral of the 16th century, which if it

cannot with absolute certainty be attributed to Martin Luther,

reflects forth the grandeur of his heroic spirit, and is the very

personification of the stormy times in which he lived;—then

the mighty Hallelujah from the "Mount of Olives," followed

by that magnificent cantata of Mendelssohn, "with preamble

sweet of dreamy symphony," complicate, beautiful, marvel-

lous in its construction,—with its wonderfully dramatic in-

terrogative passage, which was interpreted in so touching and
masterly a manner by the English tenor, "Watchiyian, ivill

the night soonpass?'" and that elec'rifying burst of choral

harmony at its close. Verily I looked behind me to see if

those images of angels and cherubs were not joining in the

final shout, '^^ Hallelujah, sing to the Lord.'''

And what shall I say of "Elijah," a work strong and al-

most weak, it may be, by turns, bat which is not surpassed,

in its passages of transcendent beauty, in brilliancy, in force,

in painfully dramatic intensity of interest, of which it is

oeoough to say you gave the very best interpretation of it ever

before achieved here. So I heard it said all around me, and
so I believe. Of the "Israel in Egypt," the "colossus of ora-

torios,'* as it has been fitly called, "almost exclusively a
mountain chain of choruses," as Mr. Dwight has happily ex-

pressed it,—simple in their massive grandeur,—in whose man-
ifestly onward motion you seem to hear the tread of armies

as in my imagination, when long looking at the gigantic

mountain ranges in Switzerland, I have sometimes seemed to

see and hear them move. This too, taking into account its

almost insurmountable difiiculties, was creditably, most cred-

itably, performed. In the great Choral Symphony of Beetho-

ven I could only think of the fabled battle of the giants, so

graphically depicted by Dr. Holmes, hurling to and fro the

pudding stones of Ro:sbury as though they were pebbles,— so
light you seemed to make of its labors. The "Passion music"
too I who, after this, shall say it is impossible out of Germany?
And another new work in the same evening, which, following

close upon Bach, seemed breezinessand lightness itself ? Nor
should I fitil to commend the perforipance of the much-sung
but always glorious "Messiah-' of Handel, which from its very
familiarity is most likely to go wrong, but for whirh, as per-
formed on Sunday evening last, from its openingchorus to the
final "Amen," I have no words but of prwise.

I say again, such a performance, such a series of perform-
ances of a similar kind, so uniformly well done, has not often
if ever before, found its parnllel. You havea right to beproud
of your success, I am sure I rejoice and glory in it on your
behalf But I am getting garrulous on the subject, and I
will take up no more of your time. Once again I say to you
adieu and fai*ewell !

Music in the Public Schools.

(From the Saturday Evening Gazette, May 27.)

The annual musical exhibition of the public schools
occurred on Wednesday last at the Music Hall.
Those who are familiar with the procfress of music
in our schools cannot fail to notice the contrast be-
tween the slender beginning of twenty years ago and
the full and assured success of to-day. Music is now
as thoroughly studied and practiced as arithmetic.
Under the wise and tender guidance of Mr. L. W.
Mason the primary pupils (as Pope said of himself)
learn to "li.sp in numbers." Every child sings : at
lea-it, not above three in a hundred fail to sing in
tune. By commencing early, and with simple exer-
cises, it has been found that taste and capacity for
music are not at all peculiar— that they form no'sixth
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sense ; but that raelody and harmony are part of the

great order of things. When the pupils reach the

grammar school they come under a carefully graded
system of instruction ; the lower classes are taught
by Mr. Alexander, the middle classes hy Mr. Holt,

and the upper classes by Mr. Sharland. Mr. Eich-
berg instructs in the high schools for both sexes, and

'
is general supervisor. All these gentlemen have their

special excellences, and under their care, aided by the
music committee of the School Board, results have
been attained that are as gratifying as they are sur-

prising. Of the 35.000 pupils in the schools all can
sing in some sort ; over 20.000 can sing well ; 15,000
can sing in three part harmony in time and tune, and
at least 10.000 can read and perform music at sight.

No other city in the worlil has such a system, and no
such results have been achieved in the most refined

capitals of Europe. Mme- Rudersdorff recently de-

clared that in this respect England was fifty years
behind us. Mr. Adams, who was first tenor in the

imperial opera at Vienna, said that no German city

had such general musical culture. And Mr. Smith,
Director of the Art School at Leeds, who is now vis-

iting our schools, said that our general school sys-

tem,—meniioning mu^ic especially—was bevond any
comparison : there was nothing in ihe Old World to

place beside it. This will be re^ardt^d hy many as a
new manifestation of Boston pride : but it is a simple
statement of ficts.

Two performances were eiven. In the mornins
at ten o'clock Mr. Holt conducted a chorus of 1200
from his clisses. In the afternoon at four tie higher
classes, tausrht hv Mr. Sharland, and pnpils of the

Girls' Hi-ih and Normal and of the Iliirhlands and
Dorchester Hiiih Schools, and of the Fiatin and Eni-
li<h Hi^h Sch'ioU. cnrahint-d in one great chorus, di-

rected hy Mr Eichberg. The orchestral performers
numbered fifty six. The mornins exercisfs were ex-

ceedins;ly beautiful, especially the succession of phys-
ical exerci-^e-;. in which, as in a great kaleidoscope,

the marvellous beauty of motion, and the artistic

grace of pose were shown under Mr. Holt's tasteful

direction. In the afternoon the musical effect was
naturnlly more strikins. When the great ors;an

sounded, the beautiful living panorama, formed of
conver;;ing lines of girls, in sure and silent order,

wound m bv half-a-dozen entrance*, and filed into

sea's, row after row, until the vast Rta<re was covered
with tremulous beauty, like a hillside of blended vio-

lets, pinks and anemones, Mnslins and fans and
ribbons and sashes confused the pleased beholder,
until he was conscious of nothing but a myriad of
sweet faces, for which all the surroundings formed a
hack ground, not to he painted except with a pencil

dipped in rainbows. It was like tbe hack ground,
of Murillo's Assumption of the Virgin, in which the

clouds are full of radiant faces. Now and then a
stray sunbeam from the high windows fell like a ray
of irold over some group, bringing out the colors

with a splendor that we imagine belongs to the world
that is never shadowed.

^'ext came the sober-suited boys, who filled the

spaces nearer the organ ; then when the members of

the orchestra had taken their places, two splendid
files of youths, from the Latin and High Schools,
came in quiet military order—tenors on the right,

ha-*SfS on the left—and formed in front of all. It was
the first app'^arance of these scholars at a musical ex-
hibition, and was a very impressive feature. Then
with one grand outburst from the fourteen handred
voices the openingVhoral was sung. It was such a
volume of pure and harmonious, but overwhelming
sound, as was never heard in that Hall bcf >re. No
choral society fif adults ever approached this perfor-

mance in any respect
;
perfect time, smooth delivery,

rich quality of tone and evenly balanced harmony,
were all intensified by the fiery enthusiasm of youth.

The emotion was indesciibHble. Many eyes, even of

heardf-d men, were wet with tears, and the echoes of
the music haunted one for a day.

We have not space to notice the concert in detail

;

in truth, words are poor when such recollections are

in mind. There was a suitable variety ; simple mad-
ri,;aU, a quaint German genre song. T/ie .S/orA-, a ro

maniic choru" from Wallace's Lurline. Uos«ini's ex-
quisite irio, and theevpr fresh Angel trio from Etijiih.

There wag but one drawback. After the city gov-
ernment is furnished with tickets, there are not more
than six handred places left in the Hall. Few of the

parents of these children ever see the splendor of this

gathering, or hear the power of this vast chorus. It

is undoubtedly wrong, and the city shonid appropri-

ate enonjrh money to repeat one of these concerts

Ditil the fitherj and mothers could all enjoy them.
Or, still belter, chonid we not now, and before the

best places are occupied, select a site for a public

Music Hall in which our great children-choirs could

be properly seen and heard 1 Is it not as worthy of

consideration as the other great artistic project in

which so many earnest people are engaged?

Annual Meeting of the Handel and Haydn
Society.

The annual meeting of the Handel and Haydn So-

ciety was held last evening in Bumstead Hall. The
number of members present slightly exceeded one

hundred. Dr. J. B. Upham, the president, occupied

the chair until after the ele«tion of officers.

The report of the treasurer, Mr. George W. Pal-
mer, was first presented. The total receipts during
the last financial year were S4100. At the beginning
of the year there was due the treasurer a balance of

S395 25, and at the end of this year the balance
against the society was $.56 97. This account does
not include the expenses of the recent festival. The
permanent fund amounts to S8220. The expenses
of the triennial festival were $26,870, which it is ex-
pected will he diminished by a discount of about one
thousand dollars. The receipts were $20,601. The
balance against the society being $5200. it is expected
that an assessment of ten per cent upon the guaranty
fund will have to be made.

Mr. George H. Chickering, the librarian, presented
his report. He described the additions which were
made during Ihe year, and said that the library was
in a good condition.

In beginning his annual report the president, Dr.
Upham, said : "It gives me the sincerest pleasure

to congratulate you upon a year of acknowledged ar-

tistic success—not only in the ordinary operations of
the society, its routine of rehear-a's anij public perfor-

raanc:'S, but in the crowning labors of its great trien-

nial festival, the echoes of whose triumphs are now
coming back to us from almost everv town and city

in the land. The work of the society in its necessary
routine of duties has been greater in the past year
than in any former season within my remembrance."
He then gave the history of the society for the year.

The number of rehearsals was 48, besides 8 choral [?]

rehearsals ; the average attendance was 450 members.
The government was called together ten times during
the year, and the society twice. The number of new
members admitted was 62; number reinstated, 4 ;

discharged, 6 ; resigned, 3; deceased, 5. Dr. Up
ham referred in appropriate terms to the death of
Thomas E. Chickering.

In speaking of the well-remembered visit to New
York last summer. Dr. Upham said that it was well

known that he was opposed to the expedition ; but
he thought the members might have done important
service to the cause of music as "missionaries." In

relation to the triennial festival Dr. Upham had con-
siderable to say. He attributed the financial failure

of the enterprise partly to the fact that it divided the

week with the military festivals. The annals of the

society, he said, were nearly completed. He also

made some suggestions in reference to the permanent
fund.

Dr. Upham gave an account of the eflt)rt made by
the officers to secure the alteration of the pitch of the

Music Hall organ, and spoke of the organization of

the chorus, criticising several of its features, and,judg-
ing its condition to be as a whole superior to that at

any former period. He referred to the monitorial

system as capable of improvement, and to the com-
position of the chorus, which numbers altogether 739
members. He suggested that the standard should
he yet higher advanced, and then passed again to the

"triennial festival," which he said was an unprece-

dented success. It was on the whole a work of tri-

umph, and belonged not to the city alone hut to the

State and the country. In conclusion he referred to

his connection with the society,—as he said, the best

ten years of his life. He expressed his warm interest

in the society and his hope that it would continue in

its progressive and successful career.

"The officers for the ensuing year were then elected

with the formality of a ballot, although nearly every
candidate received the unanimou.s vote of the societ_y.

The fjllowing is the list : President. Lgring B.
Barnes ; Vice-President, George H. Chickering ; Sec-

retary, A. Parker Browne ; Treasurer, George W.
Palmer ; Librarian, Charles H. .Johnson ; Directors,

Edward Faxon, T. Frank Heed, W. O. I'erkins.

Horace 15 Fishc, W. Dexter Wiswdl, William II.

Wadleijib, W. F. Bradbury, Curtis Brown.
Several of the newly elected officers were called

upon to make speeches. Mr. Barnes addressed the

society at sonic length in regard to its future. Reso-
lutions complimentary to Dr. Upham were passed

with much enthusiasm, and that gentleman replied

very briffly. One of the members offered a vote that

in the future management of the society the officers

be instructed to keep one eye on the financial success

and the other on the artistic sucrx'Ss of th . society.

It was adopted, and an adjournment followed.

—

Ad-
verliter, Mnji '.iO. [We have the MS. of Dr. Up-
ham 's Report, which shall appear in full in our next.]

Spnal Botires.

DE8CBIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X. ^ftu T E S T 3S^ XJ S I C,
Published by Oliver Ditson 6l Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accozupaniment.

Drifting. 3. B6 to f. Claribel. 30

The Moon was slowly rising. 3. Ftof/. Wrighton. 30

Tlie Two Roses. 2. F to f. Werner. 30
The "Bulletin" this week Baflers from an '^embarras

de richesses'^ so we can only introduce the above good

songs as being of classic beauty ,and by skilful authors.

Good Night and Good Morning. 2. C to d.

J. R. Rhodes. 35
"A fair little girl sat under a tree,

Sewing as long as her eyes could Bee."

Words by Lord Brougham. A charming child's song.

Stealing; a Kiss at the Garden Gate. Song and

Chorus. With Lithograph Title. 3. Ab to e.

M. Loesck. 40
A "gate" song. One of t]afi. best of its kind.

Farewell, Farewell ! Son^ Cho. 3. B6 to f.

J R. Thomas. 30
The words of the well-known "Good-Bye" with a

splendid new melody and fine chorus.

Sail Ho ! Sonff & Cho. 3. B6 to f. G. Barker. 35
Those who hear this sea-song pung with taste and

feeling, will in fancy almost smell salt water, and
breathe in the air of the ocean. A spirited chorus.

Rock me, Billows. {Wogen und Wellen). 4.

F6 to f. F. KucJcen. 35

Beautiful, with a rich "rocking" accompaniment,

and welt wrought harmony. German and English

text.

From thence we come. (Dort sind wir her). 4.

Db to g. Alt. 30

Melody and harmony deftly woven together. A "gem."

Benedic Anima. (Praise the Lord}. 3. B6 to ^.

M. F. n. Smith. 40

Spirited quartet, with solos, duets, &c.

God is a Spirit. Quartet or Chorus. From the

"Woman of Samaria.'* 3. E6 to^. W. S. Bennett. 40
From the new Cantata, which is attracting much

attention.

What is life ? 4. E to f. J. L. Hation. 40
A magnificent "scena" for tenor Toice, describing

childhood, manhood, old age and the "bliss beyond."

InstrumentaL

Three Petits Morceaux. 4 hands. J. Rummel. 35

No. 2. Andante. C. 2.

These little duets for beginners, containing good and
useful music.

Five Petits Morceax. J. Rammel. 25

No. 1. Rondino Galop. 2. 0.

Very easy and pretty.

Brilliant Variations on,

"We met by Chance." 5. Ab.A. P. Wyman. 40

"Widow in the cottage by the sea. 4. G. " 40
Well-known airs, skilfully varied.

Offertoire in E6 (as played by Mr. Torrington.)

4. E6. L. Well/. 75

Remarkably soft, sweet, flowing, graceful melody,

with easy pedal bass. Introduced to the public on the

"great Music Ilall" organ, but any organist of medi-

um ability can master it.

Minnehaha. (Laughing Water). 6. 'F.J.^f.WehH. 75

One of Wehli's concert pieces. His skilful fingers

are its best advertisers.

Consent Waltz. 2. G. N. B. C. 30
Simple and pretty ; for begloners.

Summer Garland?. Polka. 2. F. F. Zikoff. 40
Lithograph title, and pretty polka. Itemomber

there are also a Mazurka and Galop in the set of which

the Polka Is one piece.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. Th« key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &c.
A small Roman latter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

Music dv Mail —Music Is sent by mnil. the expense being
two centH for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent fnr an ordinary piece of music). Perwons at a dis-

tance will llnd the convoyancii a wiving of timo and expense
in olitdinlng supplies. Book.-! can also be scot at double these

ratea.
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CHOICE CATALOGUE "OF^^V^^
PUBLISHED BY OLIVER LITSON k CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON k CO., NEW YOEZ.

NOTE —All the pieces m the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

ABBREviiTioss.—Pieces and sons'' are numbered from 1 to

7, according to ditfl-;ulty. The e:isi«st pieces, for beginners,
like many by Belhih., are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
steps, \Valt29^, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

modtof thatof StraU'^a, and auch marches as theMarch from
Faust, are 3. I:*iece3 about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones as Thalber{?'3 "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7-

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, sharp, D6, &c. A
small Roman l«tter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on th» sCiiff, but an Italie letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch. means that the soug has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

FAVOBITE MARCHES & QUICKSTEPS.
Challense Mirch. 2. F H. Kleber. 30
Peter's Hisjliland Marcli. 2. E5.. W. C. Peters. 35
Miciiiinht iVIiireli. 2. G ...: Leila. 30
Le Reve. Qiiu-kstep 3. Bb C. C. Wentworth. 30
Fredonia Miiri-li. 2- A6 ..D. W. Lothrop. 35
Fu>ileer's Gr-mtl .Vl;ii-ch. 2. A N. K. Bacon. 30
Biiyenx Quickstep. 2. E6 W. C. Glynn. 30
Ahi'klin " 2. G T. Vomer. 30
Ii-on Biiots " 2. F C. E. Bennett. 35
Prize B inner " 2. D D. H. Haskell. Si
Hi-hlan.l Miirch & Q'step. 2. F . .J. W. Turner. 30
Hi-n-o's Quickstep. 2. G H. Sckmidt. 30
Warrior's rriumphal March. 3. 'Eb.T. H. Boice. 40
Village Quickstep. 2. C J. C. Bartlett. 30
Military March from "Faust." 3.B6.^. Davnent. 35
Mtner's Qaickstep. 2. E6 A. F. Holmes. 25
La Gramle Dncliesse March. 3. D E. Mack. 40
Cliainp.airiie Cliarlie Q'step. 2. C. Arr. by Knight. 30
Capt. Jinks. Quickstep. 2. BA. " " 30

More inirifliini' feet liave moved to the ahove airs
tJian (;nu!d well be counted.' The oldest among them
do not luie their popularity.

TWO BBILLIAUT WALTZES.
Flvinsr Trapeze, Waltz. 3. C G. Lvle. 35
Summer Noon. " 2. F E. Mack. 40

Fine Lithograph title.

FAVOBITE POLKAS.
r^olden Hohin Polka, 3 E N. Bosquet. 35
Put Hohin Polka, 3 G J. H. McNaughton. 60

Fine colored Vignette.

Swinirins; Polka, 3 Ed T. Baker. 60
Fine rolored Vignette.

New Anvil Polka. 3 F Parlow. 40
PartriilL'e Polka, 3 G Koppitz. 40

The above are characteristic piece.s. The Robin pol-
kas have sweet bird calls in them, the Swinging Polka
h ts a swinging movement, the Anvil Polka sounds
be-st with hammer accompaniment, and the Partridge
I'olka brings in the whistle of the Quail. The picture
titles are very attractive.

Spirit of Air. Polka. 2. B6 E. Mack. 40
Fine lithograph title.

Ua Mari Sa;;e. Polka. 4. C and F.
"La Belle Helene." 40

A sort of Polka with variations.

Granil Polka de Concert. 5 J. H. Morey. 60
A powerful piece.

FAVOKITB GALOPS.
BriKluest Eyes. Galop. 3. G..TF". H. Schultze. 35
Trab-irab. Galop. 2. A. . . .F. B. Helmsmuller. 35
Yp-ilantl Galop. 2. Bb C. Zerrahn. 30
Love, I'leasiiru and Mirth. Galop. 3.Helmsmuller. 35
Hurrah Sturm Galop. 3. F " 35

Five wijc-awake Galops.

Little Red-Ridini: Hood Galop. 2. C.E.Mack. 50
Very pretty title.

Lonfr Branch Galop. 2. F. Arr. by J'. S. Knight. 30
Introduces ''Ou the Beach at Newport."

Not for Joseph. Galop. 3. C A. Lloyd. 35
Can-can Galop. 2. G "Grande Duchesse." 35
Fire of Youth. (Jugend feuer). Galop. 2. C.

H. Hermann. 40

LANCEBS.
The Original Lancer's Quadrille. 2.J. S. Rnight. 40
Newport Lancer's Quadrille. 2 35

The.^e most famous of the Lancers hardly need a
word of couimendatiOQ, as they are known every-
where.

Ln Grande Duchesse Lancers' Quadrille. 3.

J. S. Knight. 50
.. Can tains six brilliant airs from the opera.

BBILLIAWT PIECES BY POPETLAE
AUTHOES.

LastRo.se of Snmmer. 6. Aft H.Herz. 1.00

Spring Fairy. (La fee printemps). 3. Bb.

J. C. Engelhrecht. 50
LaKedemption. Polka Elegante. 3. D .//. /io/er. 50

Summer Breezes Waltz. 4. Aft T. Bricher. 35

Une Voix des Onde. (A Voice from the Waves).
4. Dft G. W. Hewitt. 40

Rocking Waves and Whispering Breezes. 4. Aft.

C, A. Moody. 50

Ilome, Sweet Home. 5. Dft A. Baumbach. 60

Pic-Nic Polka. 3. F T. La Hache. 50

Wandering Sprite. 4. Aft J. C. Engelbrecht. 60

Beaiiliftil Star. Ttanscribed. 3. Eft.ZJ. Richards. 50

All Aboard. Polka Brillant. 4. Wj . Engelbrecht. 50
With Lithograph title.

La Barcarolle (of Weber). 4. Dft. Arr. by Barnett. 30
Ever of Thee. 3 B6. Transcribed by ZJaitm/wcA. 40
La Dolcezza. Nocturne. 5. Dft. ..X G. Barnett. 35
Le Triuinphe. Grand Concert Galop. 3. Eft.

A. Gockel. 50

Witches Galop. 3. Eft M. Liehich. 40
Bittleit Polka. 4. Eft Wm. Mason. 50
La Couronne. Mazurka de Salon. 5 Aft. W.Berge. 75
Sourire du Matin. (Smiles of Morning). Reverie.

5. Aft If. lurho. 75

Old Hundred. Int. & Variations. 4. Ab.Poulton. 60
A fine li.-t. from which players, somewhat advanced,
ay with ease select pieces for the pleasure of them
Ives and friends.

Brilliant Jewels. A Medley. 4... A. P. Wyman. 75
Contains a number ot popular melodies.

La Bello Helena. Potpouri. Books 1 and 2. 4
E. Mack, each. 75

OLD, BUT POPTTLiB.

The Enchanted Polka. 2. Bft..

Helen's Dream Waltz. 2. Bft.

Gallopini; Sleigh-ride Polka. 3.

Smith's March. 2. A
Woodland Waltz. 2. Bft....

Syracuse Polka. 3. Eft

Cally Polka. 2. Bft

Glenmary Polka. In 3 sets. 3.

Sounds from the Alps. 3. Aft..

Starlight Waltz. 2 Eft

Sleigh-bell Polka. 2. G
Serious Family Polka. 2

Rainbow Schottisch. 3,
Colored Vignette title.

Peabody Schottisch. 2. Bft. . .

.

All are new to those who have
and are thus always gaining new

G..
Eft ..

D. T. Ilarraden. 35
L. Louis. 35

E.J. P. Ordway. 35
T. T. Martin. 35
l.N. Metcalf. 35
J. A. Fowlei: 30

.. .A. Dodworth. 35

...R. S. Willis. 60

. .. .G. Blessner. 50
. . .J. L. Truax. 30
.L. G. Casseres. 30

. .G. Loder. 35
//. KUber. 50

J. E. Mnqrnder. 30
never heard them,

friends.

FAVOHITE MELODIES WITH VAEIA-
TIONS.

Wearing of the Green, Transcribed, 4 Eft.

A. Baumbach. 40
Oft in the Stilly Night, Var. 4 D. . . . C. Grobe. 60
Lone Starry Hours, " 4G " 60
Marseilleisc, . " 4C " 60
Yankee Doodle, " 4 C.A. Bimmbach. 35
Auld Lang Syne, " 4 G C. Grobe. 60
Annie Lisle,

" " 4 Bft. " 60
Anvil Chorus, " 4 G. " 60
Do they Miss me at Home'?" 4 Bb. " 50
Darling Nelly Gray, " 4 Eft. " 60
Lilly Dale. " 4 Bft. " 60
Star Spangled Banner, " 4 C. " 60
Shells of Ocean, " 4 Eft. " 60
Home Again, " 4 Eft. " 60
Fisher's Hornpipe, " 4 G. . .L. Strack. 50
Oh ! Boys carry me 'long, " 3 F C. Grobe. 50
Farewell my Lilly Dear, " 3 C. " 50
Aileen Aroon. Var. 4. G A. P. Wyman. 50

Champagne Charlie. 4. C .... " "' 60
Little Maggie May. 4. G " " 60
Speed Away. 4. Aft " " 60

All are excellent for learner." who are somewhat ad-
vanced, and as they are on Melodies of standard ex-
cellence,, are not likely to wear out.

TWO FAVOBITE SCHOTTISCHES.
Reverie Schottische. 3. F E. Mack. 40
Champagne Charlie. 3. Eft. Arr. by E. Wellmann. 30

Ilave illustrated titles.

EAST PIECES.

Opera Schottisch, 2 F H. KUber. 40

Hamburg Polka, 2 Bft.
" 30

New Bobolink " 2 C F. M. Barrows. 30

Banjo Polka, 2 G /. BMu:.. 30

Opera March, 2D /. //. Knppis. 30

Dream March, 2 C G. L. Smilh. 30

Drummer Boy's " 2D - 6'. Winner. 30

Daisy Dean Q. step, 2 G 0. Faninr/er. 30
Christina Polka & " 2 C H. L. Greene. 30

Young Pupils Second Galop, 2 G. ./'. // Brown. 25

Fairy Bell Polka, 2 D T. H. Howe. 30

Everybody's Polka, 2D Somtlody. 30
Ella Waltz, 1 G G. B. Ware. 25

Flora's Waltz, 2 F M. P. Alexander. 25

First Steps, 1 C & F J IJeltak. 40
Contains '' Pestal," "Jordan." •' Prima Donna,"

"Lilly Dale," '* Evergreen Polka," "Katv Darling."

"Pop goes the Weasel," *' Coming Thro' the Itye,"

and " Carnival."

Magic Spell Schottish, 2 G 7. Btlluk 30

Golden Wreath Waltz, 2G L 0. Emn-son. 30

Rippling Wave AValtz, 3 Bft J. W. Tm-ner. 30

Rivulet Waltz, 3D //. Pond. 30

Silver Spring Polka, 2 G L. 0. Emerson. "0

Rival Polka, 2 G R. B. Leonard. 30

Blue Bird, Pelka Redowa, 2 F Weimiarlen 35

Zenobia Polka, 2 F I. W. Tnrnn-. 30
These are not of the " very easiest " grade. I^nt are

proved favorites, and well calculated to stimulate and
please the learner in his second and third quarter's

practice.

FOUB HAND PIECES.
Lancers Quadrilles, 2 Drrsslrr.

Norma March, 3D J. C. Vifnck.

Buds from the Opera, 2 J. Btilak. each.

1 Martha.
3 Bohemian Girl.

3 Don Pasquale.
4 Crown Diamonds.
5 Lucia.
6 Lucrezia.
7 La Fille du Regiment.
8 Favorita.
9 Ernani.

10 Somnambula.
11 Linda.
13 Moutecchi.
13 Belisario.

14 L'Elisire.

15 Norma.

1(5 Puritani.
17 William Tell.

18 Moses.
19 La Dame Eb.u
-20 Anna Dolena.
21 Zampa.
23 La Muette.
23 Trovatore.
24 Rigolotto.

25 Fra Diavolo.
26 Maritana.
27 Cinderella.

28 Caliph.

29 La Bayadere
80 La Traviata.

Meteor Grand Galop, 3 Eft Wollenhaiipt. 75
Belongs to the set " A Collection of Favorite Dance

Music for Two Performers," which contains about 80
favorite Waltzes, Galops, Polkas, Quadrilles, &c,,all

spirited and pleasing. Eieud for any of the list, and
be pleased I

,

Amesbury Waltz, 1 G E. W. Nason. 30
Isador Waltz, 1 Bft " " 30
Forest Glade, Polka Bril 4 Eft. .£. M. Goltschalk. 60

Where there are two players in a family, a selection

from the above fine duets will furnish a vast deal of

pleasure both to performers and hearers.

Waysida Flowers

1 Fairy Wedding Waltz.
2 Ive Reve Quickstep.
3 L'Atricaiae Polka.
4 Crispino Galop.
5 Parting Waltz
6 Mabel Waltzes.
7 March, ''G'rd Duchesse."
8 Run for Luck Polka.

9 I'll meet thee in the Lane.
10 O would I were a bird.

.G. A. RussiM, each. 35

11 Belgravia Waltz.
12 Corn-flower Waltz.
13 Fir.-Jt Love Redowa.
14 Fivco'clock in the morning
15 Polka, "Grand" Duchesse."
16 The Guards' Waltzes.

17 Wildfang Galnp.
18 Joys that we've tasted, W'ti
19 Amelie Waltzes.

20 Come in to the garden,Maud

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and very con
veniently arranged for learners.

A EEDO'WA,A MAZTJEKA AND A DANCE.
Orange Blossom Redowa. 3. Eft E.Mack. 40

Summer Garlands. Mazurka. 3. C " 40

The Can-can. Danced by Molacchi and Baretta.

Arr. by J. S. Knight. 50
Have handsome illustrated titles.

BEILLIANT DANCE-MUSIC FEOM TEE
_ OPEBA OF "BAEBE-BLEa£l."

By Offenbach.

Grand Waltz. The Kiss. 3. E 50

Schottische. 3. D 30

Lancer's Quadrille. 3 40

Quadrille. 3. F and Bft 40

Polka. 3. D 35
" Redowa. 3. Bft 30

Galop. 3. G 30

March. 3. G 30

Boulotte Galop. 2. F 35



CATALOGUE TSrTJM:BEIt THUEE.
CHOICE CATALOGUE OF VERY POPULAR MUSIC

PUBLISHED BY OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YOEE.

NOTE —All the pieces iu the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these li.sts will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbreviations.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellak, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
fltepa, Waltzes, &c., are 2. More difflcnU dance music, like

most of tbat of Strauss, and sueh marches as the March from
Faust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer"' are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThaJberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Ohopin, Liszt, Thalberg, Sec, are 7.

A capital latter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, D6, &c. A
gmall Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an Italic letter is UBed, if the note is above
the stall. Ch. means that the song ha^s a Chorus,

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OF Q. "W. WARREW.
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4, B6 50
Harry's Mu^ic Box. 2. A 40

Three characteristic pieces, showin!? the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OFH.A.'WOLIiENHilTPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. Ah 60
Meteor Grand Galop. 5. Ab 75

Kich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward
their study.

COMPOSITION'S OP Ii. M. GOTTSCHAliK.
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentimentale. 5. E& .... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Concert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gitanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dying Poet. Meditation. 5. E6 60
Love and Chivalry. Caprice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. Ab. 60
The Water Sprite. Polka de Salon. 5. E.. 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
lightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotts-
chalkwill be able to perform them.

A FEW VERT POPULAR PIECES-

Cherry Ripe Schotlische. 3. F J. Munch, 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottisch.

Saratoga Schottisch. 2. F J. Munck. 35
Spirited. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottifich. 2. B6 S. C. Foster. 30
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F. . . W. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me, Darling, Quickstep, 3, F...Dr. Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a eong that has made

a "quick-step" to popularity.

Dream? of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and w) easy aa V) be proper for the

young Btadents' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G, C. Grobe. 75
Contains the air* **.Star Spangled Banner," ''Red,

"Whit* and Blue,'' " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
M-irch,"' and '' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a col-

lection of Patriotic pieces, called
' Music of the Union," all of which have a

colored Vignette title.

Fairy Wedding Waltz. 2, C J. W. Turner. 35
One of the Tery prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2. G G. W. Turner. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Good

MuRic.

Mo38y Dell Waltz. 3, C J. W. Turner. 40
Nice Lithograph, View of "Mos.sy Dell." Music In

good lute. Good octave practice

Northern Pearl. No'^tume. 3, E ft. Clot/. 40
Fine Lithograph title, and beaatlful music. Every-

body lik«9 ic.

Sanrbe Mazurka, (LeLoyerda Scleil), 4. A.
J. N. Paulson. 60

Tery pplrited and bright.

March des Amazonc?, 6, E 5 .7. 3/. We/Ui. 100
A powerful and showy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstcin, In 3 Nog. 3.

G. MarJc. efich, 75
Kach nanib«r contains Ave or »Iz of the best air/i in

tbU &ivorit« opera.

La Grinds Dnche^iie, Books 1 and 2. 3. W4s. m. 75
EiAh book e/intaina about half the most striking airs,

Zsely arranged.

FAVORITE SETS OF PIECES.
BY BELLAK.

Dew Dkops for the Piano Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.

2 i'illedulleg Quickstep
3 Musket Galop.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz.
6 Marco Spada Schottisch.

7 Sea Breeze Polka.

8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottisch.

10 Belisario Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Waltz.
12 Martha Quickstep.
13 Rocking Chair Polka.
1-4 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
15 Pestal Waltz.

16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxing Polka.
18 Colonello Waltz.
19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 Fra Diavola Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Linda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
24 Preaux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful Waltz.
26 Flower Garden Schottisch.

27 Cradle Polka.
23 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottisch.

Spare Moments Each 20 cents.

1 Rubezahl Galop. 20 The Harp that once thro'
2 Dolly Brown Waltz. Tara's Halls.

3 Glover's Ballad " 21 Bim borne Bell Galop.
4 I Due Foscari. 22 Duncan Gray Polka.
6 My Good Old Darkey Home 23 Ingle Side Quickstep.

Polka. 24 Hours There Were. Varia-
6 London Schottisch. tions.

7 II Trovatore. 25 Maz. elegante, Wely.
8 Natalie Waltz. 26 Stilly Niffht Polka.
9 Vienna Penny Polka. 27 Sunny Hours of Childhood
10 Rataplan Quickstep. Waltz.
11 Camilla Waltz. 28 Dreani.s of the Past Polka.
1-2 Castle of Flowers Polka. 29 Bonny Boat Schottisch.
13 Gentle Annie Polka. 30 Spare Moments Polka Maz.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz. 31 Clochettes Waltz.
15 Vive le lloi

" 32 Cauliflower "
16 Kiss me Quick Polka. ' 33 Courtesy Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March. 34 Sounds from Home, Gungl.
18 Ar for the Best Waltz. 35 Days of Absence Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch. 36 William Schottisch

Tft-^, Pianists* Wreath Each 20 cents.
1 ^^eri Waltz. 14 KroU's Ballklange Waltz.
2 Slap Bang Polka. 15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
3 Her Bright Smile. 16 Wreath Mazurka.
4 L'Elegance Polka. 17 Grand March Triumphale.
5 Juanita Mazurka. 18 Drummer Boy.
6 Caprice Militaire. 19 Blossom Waltz.
7 Leap Year Waltz. 20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
8 Call me Thine Own. 21 Flower Galop.
9 March of the Victor. 22 Kiss Waltz.

10 Guards Waltz 23 Maryland Polka.
11 Joya that we 've Tasted. 24 Hark! I hear an Angel Sing
12 Aileen Aroon Polka. W'altj

13 Bonnie Red, A7hite and Blue Quirf step.

Now AND Then Each 30 cents.
1 Hyacinth Schottisch. 13 Red, Wf ,ite and Blue M'ch.
2 Tra^ trab Galop. 14 Lombarli March.
3 Mountain Echo Polka. 15 Battle of Prague March.
4 Rosette Polka. 16 Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.
5 Chime again. 17 Now p fld Then Polka.
6 Younir Recruit Quickstep. IS Gaskfi Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 O, Whistle my Lad Q. step.

9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
10 Dumbartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblings at Eve. 23 I'd be a Star.

12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.

The above four aets include more than a hundred
carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of difficulty,

and none would be marked more than 2. They are

in easy keys, very generally in C or G, varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. RUaSELL.
Popular Echoes Each 20 cents.

1 Witdfang Galep. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 H Bacio, Kisa Waltz.
3 Five o'clock, Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.

15 Musidora Polka Maz.
16 Crispino Galop.
17 Minnie's *'

18 Fra Diavolo.

19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-
bastian.

20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.

4 I would I were a bird.

5 M-ibel Waltz, No. 1.

G " •' '* 2.

7 Rainbow Schottisch.
8 Holla's Polka.

9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1.

10 " " " 2.

11 Meet me at the Lane Sch
The above are of about the same grade as the pieces

by Bellak,are carefully fingered, and are excellent for

beginners.

BY C. EVEREST.
The Pupils' Folio Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13 PiratcsChoms.EnchantresB.
me Still- 14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.

2 Bolero, Sicilian Vetpers. 15 Annie Lisle.

8 Do they Think of me at 16 Hans-and Oretchen Polka.

Home? 17 Hunter's Cho. FrelschUtz.

4 Choru-t of Servantfl. 18 II Balen, Trovatore,

fi Darner of Sfrville Waltz. 19 Air from Travlata.

6 Warbllncfw at Eve. 20 Hcrenade, Don Pafqnale.

7 Glory Hillfjlujah. 21 Angfl of Mdht, Favorita.

5 TheCnptiln 22 .Switzflr's Ffirew.;!!.

9 flhvlow Song, DIoorah. 23 In t.«*ani I pino for Thee.
10 R^-aper'B Polka. 24 When the Swallows Home-
11 Red, Whitfl and Blue. ward Fly.

12 Eq Avanfc March. 1'> Grand March from Fauflt.

.Similar to the preceding ; excellent instructive

pieces.

BY C. KHSTKEL.
Crystal Gems Eadi 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz.
2 Snowflake Polka.
3 Charming ScUottische
4 Romping Galop.
5 Silver Star Quickstep.
G Fairy Mizurka.
7 Soldier Bov'b March.
8 Mabel Waltz.
9 Sweet Kiss, Polka.

13 Fairy T;ile Polka.

14 Sunbeam St-liotlifiche.

15 Whirlwind Galop
16 Leap-W-ar Qiiioki-tpp.

17 Whispering Love Mazurka
18 Tambour H«rch.
19 Btl;^avia Waltz.

20 Silvf-r Shower Polka.

21 Mv Darling, ScliOttisthe.

10 Rosy Cheeks,Schottische. 22 Firpt Impres-'^ion Waltz.

11 Runaway Galop. 23 Fast Eo\ a Galop.

12 Hildi Waltz. 24 Cnrnflower Waltz.
Mr. Kinkel infuses a peculiar brilliancy into his

pieces, wliich are easy, and carefully prepared for lear-

ners. Slost of them ni.iy I'C ranked amoLg the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAIi.
Buds from the Opera
1 Martha. 21 Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. 22 La Muette de Portici.

3 Don Pasquale. 23 II Trovatore.

4 Crown Diamonds. 24 Rigoletto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 25 Fra Diavolo

6 Lucrezia Borgia. 26 Maritana.

7 La Fille du Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 La Favorita. 28 Caliph of Bagdad.
9 Ernani 29 Le Dieu et la Bayadere.

10 Somnambula. SO LaTraviata.
11 Linda di Chamounix. 31 Les Huguenots.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 I Lonjbardi.

13 Belisario. 33 Un Balk, en Mapchera.
14 L'Elisire d'Amore. 34 La Pardon do Plocrmel.

15 Norma. 35 Les Vepres Sicilienea,

16 I Puritani. 36 II Giurnmento.
17 William Tell. 37 Don Giovanni.

18 Moses iu Egypt. 33 Robert le Diable.

19 L:i Dame Blanche. 39 I Martiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 40 Magic Flute.

Easy arr.angement of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty.

BY BAUMBACH.
CnAPLET OF Pearls Each 20 cents.

1 Martha. 7 Freyschutz.

2 Sicilian Vespers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's Warning. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. • 10 Charles 6th.

5 Lombardi. 11 Lousa Miller.

6 L'Elisire. 12 Amateur Waltz.
Mr. Baumhach'fl refined taste shows itself plainly iu

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 for difficulty.

Children's Toys Each 20 cents.

1 Harmonica. 7 Drum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin.
4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rocking Horse. 12 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and, as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

BY E. MACK.
Monthly Amusements Each 40 cents.

1 January March, Key of C. 7 July Barcarolle Key of E6.

2 February Waltz "* *' G. 8 August Polka " " D6.

3 March Galop *' '* D. 9 September Varsoviana. Kb.

4 April Redowa " '* A. 10 October Schott., F sharp.

5 May Polka " '' E. 11 November Quickstep. B6.

6 June Reverie " '* B. 12 December Mazurko, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

pages, and form a fine instructive set "
In the above lists, a teachpr may find all that is

needed for the '"amusements" of a pupil during the

first montha of practice. All are arranged by able

hand.><,directly for teachers and pupils, and these num-
bers will form a*'goldeu catalogue'' for sorely puzzled

instructers, at a distance from cities, to whom the pc-

lectionof easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHAHLES WELS* POTPOURIS FROM
FAVOBITE OPERAS. each 76

1 Grand Duchesfle. 9 La Traviata.

2 Barbe-Bleue. 10 Marthn.

3 II Trovatore, 11 La Norma.
4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fidelio.

5 LaDameBlaucbe. 13 Fra Diavolo

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Faust.

7 Don Giovanni. 16 Krnani.

8 La Somnambula. 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite op-

eramelodiea, and are about of the third degree of dif-

ficulty.

FAVORITE PIECES FROM ''LA BELLE
HELENE."

Schottisch 30

Helcne Galop ^^

polka Ketlowa 35

Miri Safjo Galop 30

Lancer'H Quarlrille 50

Paris Galop 30
A halfdozen capital arrangements by Knight, 2nd

and 3d degrees of difficulty.
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XIZSS ESIESA. BARNES,
TEACHER OP THE PIANOFORTE,

788—2t. 37 Lawrence St.

/^RGAWIST.—A fine Organ and a good position for

teaching Pianoforte, in the country, is offered to a com-

petent person. A young man preferred. Enquire of Oliver

Ditson & Co. 788—3t

rpO BEMIWARIES.—A young gentleman of expe-

rience in such position, desires a situation as Teacher

OF Mnsio in a Ladies' Seminary, with entire charge of both

Vocal and Instrumental Departments. He would also accept

a position as Orqanist and Direct o r of Church Music in thg

same vicinity. Address F. A. B,,PittsfleId, Mass. Reference,

E. B. Oliver, Mendelssohn Musical Institute, 5 Columbus
quare. 788- 3t

IVoriiial music School.
\ NORMALJIUSIC SCHOOL will be held at Poultnev, Vt.,

-^^ to commence, Monday, July 10th, and continue six

weeks, under the direction of Mr. W. 0. Perkins assisted by
Messrs. Geo. S* Cheney and T. P. Kyder. Instruction given

in Notation, Vocal Cnlture, Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar,

Harmony, Principles of Teaching and Chorus Singing. For

Board, or Pianos for use, Address R. J. Humphrey, Poultney,

Vt^ 788-2t

MRS. FANNIE F. FOSTER,
No. 6 Boylston Place,

Teacher of Piano and Sinking. 787

A CONTRALTO SINGER of experience desires a
situation in a Choir in Boston or vicinity—Quartette

preferred. Good references given. Address Box 77, West
Newton, or enquire of Hon. Oliver Warner, State House.

A SOPRANO SINGER, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771_

GFompositionfs of
JAMES M. WEHLL
AS PERFORMED BY THIS CELEBRATED PLAYER IN

HIS CONCERTS THROUGHOni THE UNITED STATES.

Marche d' Amazons $100
" de Ntiit 1.00

Silver Bella 75
Home, Sweet Home. [For the Left Hand] 60
Sleigh Kide : 75
Sans Souci 75
Polka de Concert 1.00
Harpe £Jolienne 60
Minnehaha 75
Bomance JSTouvelle 1.00

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOBT & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!
Life of Beethoven SMndler and Moschdes. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters NoK. 2.00
Life of Mendelssohn Lampadius. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters . Larfi/ Wa«ace.2 vois.ea. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of MendelssohnI 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches (of the Great Masters) 1.75

Life of Handel Schodchrr. 2 00
" Rossini ' Edwards. 1.75
" Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk Hensel. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.76
Mozart. A Romantic Biography Rau. 1.75
Music Explained to the World Feiis. 1.25

Ritter's H-.story of Music 1.50
Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50
History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 1.50
Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 6.00
Gardiner's Music of Nature 5.00
The recent encouraging progress in Musical Culture and

Mu.iical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and increas-
ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got
up." contain nothing auperfiuous, omit nothing that is impor-
tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter.

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CAETATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Perpon."" who *^xamine this Cantata, (which is almost an Or,

atorio) will agree with a prominenc muMcal writer, who pro-
nounces it "charminfT, from first to last."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos
,
Quarteii, &c.,

and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socie-
ties and Choirs.

Pn>e,—Paper, $1;12 ; Boards, $1.50 ; Cloth, $1-75.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

AS RICZI.A.RBSOM''S XTHVT XaETHOB
leads all others as an instruction book for the Pianoforte, eo

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used in learning to play on

these favorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, displays good taste as well as talent in combining
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

"Price^ $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Messe Solennelle,
In B Uliuor.

BY

L. N lEDERMEYER.
NiEDERMErER, a friend and protege of Rossini, has achieved

a success in this work, which will furnish a pleasing novelty
for the practice of Choirs, Mass Clubs, &c. Said by Dr James
Pech to be "piea-singly elegant." "We have, on every repeti-
tion, passed through the work with increasing interest."

PriCf.—Paper, $1.25 ; Cloth, 1.50.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

30
30
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40
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35
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40
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40
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40
30
30
30
30
40
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30
40
30

60

pew ^mt Ut %mt.

VOCAL.
Driftiriff Cloribel.

The Moon was slowly rising Wrighlon.

The Two Roses Werner.

Good night and Good morning J. R. Fhodes.

Stealing a kiss at the garden gate. Song & Cho.

With Lithograph title M. Loesch.

Farewell, Farewell ! Song & Cho. J. R. Thomas.

Sail Ho I

" •' G. Barker.

Rock me, Billows. (Wosen und Wellen).ffucien.

From thence we come. (Dort sind wir her). Aht.

Benedic Anima. (Praise the horA).M.F.H.Smith.
God is a Spirit. Quartet or Chorus. From the

"Woman of Samaria" W. S. Bennett.

What is life ? J. L. Hatton.

The Wood Nymph's Call Williams.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Trouhadonr
" 5. Come. (Vieni)
" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro)

Oh, list to me. (Ecoute Mori) Benoit.

I must leave thee, bonnie Katie F. AM.
The Heart that once was mioe.M. W. Hackleton.

Some olher Day Offenbach.

I thought his heart was all my own Clay.

Little Sister's gone to sleep. Song & Cho.Christie.

Willie and Old Brindle M. Keller.

She's the fairest. Duet J.W.Turner.
The Merriest girl in the village Christie.

Even me Mrs. B. R. Boylston.

Forsake me not. Duet for Treble and Tenor.

From Spohr's "Last Judgment."

INSTRUMENTAL.
Three Petits Morceaux. 4 hands J. Rummel. 35

No 2. Andante,
Five Petits Morceaux " 25

No. 1. Rondino Galop.

Brilliant Variations on
"We met by Chance" A. P. Wyman. 40
"Widow in the Cottage by the Sea. " 40

Offertoire in E5 (as played by Mr. Torrington).
L. Wely. 75

Minnehaha. (Laughing Water). . .J. 3/. Wehli. 75

Consent Waltz N. B. C. 30
Summer Garlands. Polka F. Zikoff. 40
Morning Mail Galop A. Grtbeis. 40
Vesuvius . . G. D. Wilson. 75

Old 96. Waltz. For one or two Guitars. Hayden. 30
Wanderstunden. (Leisure Hours) lieller. 40
The Little Gem Polka J. W. Turner. 30
Juliet Waltzes C. Coote. 40
La Saboiiere. Danse aux Sabots W. Mason. 75

Happy Memories W. Busenius. 35
2d. March Hongroise F. Liszt. 75

German Triumphal March through Paris.

E. Pabst. 40
Virginia Military Institute March. C. M. Stevhani. 30
Five Songs without Words G. D. Wdson. 75

Sparkling Schottisch J. R. Muth 30
Julie. Mazurka Brillante C Kslling. 75

Emperor William March A. T. Muller. 40
Three Divertimentos. A hAs.W.Hterndale Bennett. 75

Souvenir de Memoire. Waltz. . C. L. B. Hatch. 30
Bridal Garland. Waltz W. Keilman. S5
Humming Bird. " J.W. Turner. 30
Les Adieux Valse Gunql. 75

Sunrise Galop H. L. Eddy. 30
Starring Galop J. M. Deems. 35

Mnsic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music)- Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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TUTES. C. A. BARRY, Vo calist and ' er

of Vocal Mtisic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

GEO. W. DTTBLEY,
Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. "W. FOSTER will make arrangements to

conduct Musical CoDTentions. Festiyals, Societies, &g.

Address, care of 01 iver Ditson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PHOF. & sans. EDG^m ^. hobbiks,
Academy of Music.

718— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PHEW TISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

AddresB, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. BMEKSOH offers his Services as Conductor of

• Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

J. F. RtTBOIiPHSSSar,
VOCAL CTJLTtTBB AND SINGHfO.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

o. E. "waiTixra
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

' L. DAMA,
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

CMckerings' Building, 246 Washington Street. Room 5-

JOHN W. TtTFTS.
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Van Renssalear Place.

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
"Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWARU B. OLIVER,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

PROF. A. C. MAGGI, of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian, French and Spanish languages. Lessons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

vate lessons and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Avenue, Boston.

11/1 LLF,. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, gives Instractioa on

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

A.. SIlEZSSSiI^£r27.
Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

IV/TR- "W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct
^*-*- Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

nnms IHl
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

BSSI.I8H AXD IXAIIA.V SlSTSUfG..
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditsoo & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHE3T:fUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A. targe aadortment of AifzElCAN Music constantly on hand.

RlJE M. 'W. "WHITNEY, Basso Vocalist,—
Having recently returned from Europe, is now prepar-

ed to receive professional engagements. Residence No. 9

AllstoD, St., Boston 744—.3mo8.

MB. O. P. MOEKISON offers his services as Con-

ductor of Moiiical Festivals and Conventions the coming

seaJOD. Address at Newburyport, Mass., or Care of Oliver

DltMn k Co., Boston. 720

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PTANO-
FOKTK, ai.NGLNO and MCSICAL CO.MP09ITION.

P-e^dence, Oxvlidge Hou^e, Communications may be
left at Dlt««n & Co's Music Store. 717- tf.

MISS Q. M. HABEI8,
TS.A.oa£a OF Fz.aj7o & suroziro.
Addreta care Oliver Ditson & Co., or at Resideoce, Auburn-

dala. 74'Mimoe.

vrzNSZjOvr l. H.a.Tszin',

No. 120 Tremont Street, B«ston. 681—6m.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-
eta; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we gitarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz. :

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ^125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

OEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Ag.tnt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak,
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Eiiiin Distil
BY

E. & G. G. HOOK,
BOSTON.

Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ
in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominatioQs.

Also an assortment of ^cond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

"nffUSICAIi ASSOCIATIONS, er Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. 8. DAVENPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

"TjR. GEORGE F. BROOKS, Concert Organist and

Professor of Piano.

Address, at Oliver Ditson Sc Co's, and at his Music Room
-387 Washington Street. 785-3mQ

TyrME. BERTHA JOHANWSEN" has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give lessons in the Art of Singine t« advanced

pupils. For further particulars inquire at Koppitz & Prdf-

er's Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 moa.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK liast Medway. Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
music PUBLI^^HERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

Oumtoclcof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., Ih ttie lurgent and mostcunipli-te in the
No. WcKt Our connection with Me.^HrH, O. DITSON & CO.,
enables UH to funiiwh their publications to Western Dealers,

at ne Boston Prices.

0*ln addition to the publications of MesflfB. O, Ditson
& Co., we kftep on band and fumlxh all MuhIc and Munlc
BookH pubtivht;d In America, together with a choice stuck of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS^
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. ISfew styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free. ^

MASON <Sc HAMLIN
r"ORGAN CO., 1S4 Tre-— -—

—

'^ urgj^"^'^*^"^ ^*' Boston
; S96

i£'^. '^yr, £
j'"^^Broadway, New York.

eSTRUCTIOlV OIV THE YIOLWf.

jyfy.
BERNHARD LISTEMANN respectfully

announces that, in connection with his brother, he
is prepared to receive Pupils for the Yiolin, in classes of 2 or 3
each, at Hallett, Davis & Co's Building, No. 274 Washington
Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano
and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Messrs. Listemann have the privilege of hearing Solo playing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANN",
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 3ms

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMERSOW.

the moat satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSQU & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles, ije-

sonant ; with im-
pToverrhents pat-
ented June and
Jiu^ust, 1870 ;

surpassing all

previous produa-
Hionsin rich,beau-
tijul q u^alitiea of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices I^eduoed / $50 to

$S,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

154 FREMONT ST„ BOSTON
; 596 BROADWAY, NEW VORK.

,

J SCHXTBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealer!
• in Foreign and Amerioan Mtidic, 820 Broad-

waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OCR

SPLENDID ASSOKTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANrFACTDRE.
Embracing one of the Iiargest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices,

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Brioe,
Including Tery Choice Instruments.

MAHTIN'S CELEBRATED GTHTARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAKHiTETS, FLAGEOLETS, PIPES,
And uU other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For VIoHd, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

PIAi^OS AI^1> 7IEL.0D£0]VS
POB SALE AND TO LET.

Our faci'.ities are such as enable na to furnish the above;
alKO, MUBIC I300KS, SH'ii:ET MUSIC, AMD
C i-RD MUSIC FOR BAWDS, AND ALL
KI.NDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
88 COURT STIIEKT, (Opposite the Court Uouse)
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Auber—The Comedy Composer.
[From the London Orchestra.]

There must be something grajeful, easy, li^ht,

and nourishing about the Parisian musical come-
dy, for its composers have proved a long-lived
race. Founded by Duni and Dauvergne, it was
modelled into shape by Monsigny, who lived to
be eighty-eight ; carried on by Gossec, who was
a centenarian, short only of four years ; continued
by Cherubini, who died at eighty-two; and then
by Auber, who has just left us at the age of
eighty-nine. Gre'try and Boieldieu must be
classed as the herb born at early morn to be
mown away at eventide, for the former died at
the comparatively early age of seventy-seven, and
Boieldieu's volume of life was unrolled at si.xty.

These two were the boys among the catalogue of
the light-comedy patriarchs. This series of pro-
tracted lives renders the progress of the French
musical comedy no difficult task to unravel. If
LuUi founded it, Rameau, Phillidor, and Mon-
igny made it a thoroughly native school ; Gos-
sec, taught by Sacchini. Gretry, taught by Casali,
created the new school which broke down the
organists' system, a method of isolated harmonics,
with no centre and no root: a theory which
stopped progress, aflfording no law for invariable
rule, and no action for continual advance. Boiel-
dieu, the outcast of the conservatory, but the
friend of vocalists, for whom he made some hun-
dred of charming and elegant chanson!:, imbued
the school with a thoroughly Parisian tone ; and
his facile, pretty, and graceful tunes permitted
him to laugh at Gossec, Cherubini, and the big-
wigs, and to joke over his occasional harmonica!
peccadilloes. Herold, in 1819, commenced the
new distinctive French style of the present day

—

an engrafting of the Rossini-spirit into the French
rhythms

; and to Auber must be assigned its ad-
vance, perfection, and probably its close.

Auber's life illustrates the adage of "Never too
late to learn." When thirty years old he went
to school, and finding in 1813 he had not learnt
enough, stuck to the desk of the pupil until 1819;
and in 1823, when forty-one years of age, pro-
duced "La Neige," and in 1824 "ie Macon," op-
eras which demonstrated the effect of good teach-
ing and the promise ot individuality of style. The
great master never feared instruction or, tried to
shorten its due course. Piccini was eleven years
in the academy, Guglielmi fifteen. In these days
two years is quite long enough to represent a
country and its music. When there is no neces-
sity for order, progress is both miraculous and
irresistible.

Auber had achieved absolute grasp over the
mechanism of music ; he had learnt the best way
of doing the thing; and entertained no doubt
whatever about it. It was a mere question of
life and emotional power. Invention was in him,
and he had for years been in the habit of writing
the neatest of chansons for others less gifted than
himself, and who sent them out to the public in
their own name. Auber threw himself into the
Opera Comique, which, if not altogether a shallow
side of life, was not a serious one, and therefore
not a school for the highest form of art. The
titles of the Operas on which he was engaged
testify to the expression of life and character he
was called upon to portray ; and to much that
Auber has written the wise observation of Mo-
zart on the music of Martini (the composer of La
Cosa Rara) may be applied. "This music is all

the vogue, but when the vogue changes, it will
all fade." To be a fashionable composer of the-
atrical music all that is necessary, after acquiring
the technique of the art, is to exercise much ob-
servation, to know the stage well and everybody
about it, to gauge the public taste, just as one
heathen judges or suspects another, and keep up

great cheerfulness and equanimity. Too much
sensibility will not do, for tUat treads on the toes

of genius, and real genius, having reverent faith

in the bright side of human nature, in strength

and steadiness of character, declines to have any-

thing to do with the bubbles, froth, and foaming
that form the light and sparkle of the modern
opera. The highest form of art is commonly
based on some spirit of sacrifice. Doubtless

Beethoven well knew his Opera of ','-F/c/e//o" was
fifty years before its time, and with him his lock-

ing it up for a cycle of years was a foregone con-

clusion.

The long list of Auber's Operas proclaims the

rare gifts and consummate art of their composer;
but at the same time demonstrates the low plat-

form on which he stood. He chose his destiny,

and has fulfilled it. His ideas were fertile and
abundant—prodigiously so; his melodies naive,

simple, elegant, and charming ; his movements
were relevant, graceful, well-balanced, brilliant,

and vigorous ; nothing infelicitous, nothing un-

natural ; much that was pi(;uan/e, smart, and full

of abandon. He had generally some great wo-
man-singer, with whom he was en rapport ; and,

full of worldly wisdom, artistic insight, and pos-

sessing unbounded freedom, he wrote her song
just as she desired. If, by chance, he went
astray, she laughed and joked, and said "Mon
cher, it cannot be done this way, take a glass of

champagne, and listen to me ;" and thus, the wo-
man's tact and the singer's experience put all

right, and the result gave great satisfaction to

both parties. No man was more fully alive than

Auber to the great want in his organization.

When he first met Rossini, he says, "I shall never
forget his lightning-like execution, his spirit and
verve ; his accompanying was marvellous ; his

hands seemed to gallop. I fancied I could see

the keys smoking. I went home much inclined

to throw my scores into the fire ; it may perhaps
warm them." All Auber's deficiencies were
brought before him at this first meeting with Ros-
sini. He worked hard to gain spirit and verve,

and these he did acquire ; but warmth—no—nev-

er. To create a feeling was out of his power, for

he worked from the intellect, and rarely from the

imagination ; and the special gift he held, as a

thoroughly taught artist, never bad its fair and
full exercise by reason of the very nature of the

subjects he dealt with in music.

We have become so demoralized by the vul-

garities of modern theatrical composers that it

would be difficult to convey to our readers the

effect which the first production in England of

'^Masaniello" created on the minds and feelings

of well-taught musicians, and those accustomed
to the Grand Opera at his Majesty's Theatre.
Take the second motive in the overture—that

portion which breaks into the major of the pre-

vailing tonic,—can anything be more common-
place, anything more inexpressibly vulgar ? Con-
sider again the themes of the galop, brilliant and
sonorous as they are ? As writing for the Grand
Opera, these things were a lowering in tone and
position which had never before been so repre-

sented. If the breadth of the structure exhila-

rated, the degeneracy of idea, 'and deadness of

heart, at once checked the feeling. It was the

great artist outside himself, pandering to the

misguided taste of the public. But in satisfying

others he satisfied himself, and in place of living

to command, he simply labored to please. The
result is told in few words : Auber spent forty

years of his life in acquiring the power to write

music, and he occupied another forty in ringing

the changes over dramatic situations which, as a

rule, describe neither delicate sensation, fineness

of nature, nor heroic feeling, and therefore for-

bade the expression of deep and true passion.

Very many of his anas; are charming to the vo-

calist, and delightful to the auditor ; but they

mean nothing, they say nothing, they are defi-

cient in the pulse of life, and without heat—the

white anvil heat—which alone gives longevity to

artistic production. His melodies are rarely sung

in concert rooms, still less so in the drawing room,

and will eventually fade away from the stage.

Certain of his overtures, fronj their clear outline

and brilliant instrumentation, will for some time

retain their position, and every commendation
must be given to the worldly wisdom that guided

the form of his ensembles and conceited move-

ments. But his thoughts were of the earth,

earthy, and he chose to place himself during the

whole course of his extended life in sympathetic

relation with fashion and arrangements that must

die. He was the first composer who took the 2-4

dance time as the staple form of vocal movement.
He commenced with the Parisian dance, and now
it has passed into less clever, and more ignoble

hands. He is, of course, the father of the last

phase of dancing-opera—such as the music of

Offenbach and the favorites of the present hour.

There will be more spice, and more cayenne, that

is to say, further degeneracy, and deeper depths
;

and the memory of Auber will be blotted out by
the pens plucked from his own wing. He will

be classed with Piccini, whom in many points he

resembled, a bygone model, from whom there is

much to be learned but nothing to imitate.

A History of Opera.

BY C. SCHULZE.

[Concluded from page 26.]

Before proceeding to direct onr attention to anoth-

er genius, who, also, pursued his way on the moun-
tain tops of art, let us east a short glance upon some
few of the wanderers in the valley below. The suc-

cesses achieved by French comic opera and vaude-

ville, as well as by the opera hiffa of the Italians,

created a new counterweight, so to say, in the Ger-
man Liederspiel, or operetta, in which the tone of

national song, so captivating to German feeling, was
adopted, and which, from that very fact, became a
highly popular musical form. I will here mention

Hiller of Leipsic, the real founder of operetta (died

1804), together with his librettist, Felix Weise. Kil-

ler's songs have always a touch of something artistic

about them, though they do not afford evidence of

any very great imaginative powers. Then cornea

Reichardt (died 1814), for whom Goethe wrote

Ermin und Etvire, Jery und Bdteley,, an asthetically

accomplished musician, and a great admirer of

Gluck s operas, the influence of which is unmistaka-

ble in hia own operas of Andromeda, Brennus, and
Die Olympiade. Ferdinand Kauer (died 1831), whose
Donauiveihchen was universally popular. Wenzel
Muller (died 1836), whose Aluenkonig ; Versckwen-

der ; Bauer als MillionSr ; Die Schwestem von Prag

;

and Das neue Snnntagskind, find admirers even at the

present day. In Rauraann (died 1801), the folk's

tone is combined with empty Italian musical phrases;

the opera of Cora is considered his most famous work.

The same combination is found in Salieri's two pu-

pils, Winter (died 1825) and Weigl (died 1843). The
first was known for his opera of Das unterhrochene

Opferfest, and the second was a musical Gessner, that

is, a composer of idylls, and father of the Schweizer-

familie. ~We find the folk's tone combined with a

humorous representation of the actual life of the peo-

ple in the works of Dittersdorf (died 1799), and of

Schenck (died 1836). The latter gained innumera-

ble friends by the low comedy of his Dorjbarhier,

which was performed 200 times in Vienna alone, and
drew money everywhere. The former, an intimate

friend of Gluck,' proved himself a thoughtful and
respectable composer, especially in Bierom/mus

Knicker ; Doctor und Apotheker ; and Eokus Pokus.

It was he who prepared the way in Vienna for a

greater genius than himself

This genius was Wolfang Amadeus Mozart (born

1756, died 1791). Thoroughly conversant with the
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formalism of Italian opera, he had the courage to

step out of Gluck's mythico heroic sphere into that of
actual human life. The personages of his dramatic
productions are not mere creations of the imagination,
but liumau beings lit;e ourselves ; no bitter and ob-
scure fatality guides them by a leading string ; they
themselves forge their own happiness and their own
misfortune. Mozart paints, in tune, not only earn-
estness, dignity, and elevation, but also every affec-

tion that can he musically portrayed ; even wit and
humor are most amply represented in his operas.
Opera as he wrote it must, therefore, he considered
as the extension and perfection of opera as Gluck
wrote it. In contradistinction to heroic opera, Mo-
zart's style of opera is called romantic opera With
regard to its separate forms, it must be remarked of
the overture that it excites in us exactly the kind of
feeling which runs through the drama following it.

and that it is instrumentally more important, and of
a better articulated and more artistic form, than the
overtures of any previous composer. The form
occurs at a subsequent period independently still

more perfect and truly classical in Beethoven, who,
however, in his only opera, Fidelia, though it is

instrummtally more important, has not surpassed the
productions of Mozart. With Mozart, the recitative
is not a mere accessory, or a mere poetical link ; it

serves him to portray and pave the way for psyclio-
logical events. In the aria, where, it is true, he fre-

quently made willingly, or was coiHpelled to make,
concessions to virtuosity, we find delicate characteri-
zation of the different personages. And how sensu-
ally sweet is his cantilena. The concerted pieces and
the nnalts, sparsely represented in Gluck, skilfully
combine all the various points of the action. On the
whole, Mozart's operas, like all his compositions, are
especially distinguished for originality, wit, fancy,
and inexhaustible imaginative powers. Not one is

like the other, and Mozart understood belter than
anybody else the art of uniting a contrapuntal style
with expressive and pleasing melody. What a fine
comic vein there is, too, in his operas ! With what
mastery does he employ the art of rhythm ! fie was,
indeed, a reformer of comic opera. The Italian
open-a hiiffa dealt only with comic characters ; Mo-
zart's operas created comic situations, which could
never have existed without sharply marked person-
ages.

The influence exerted by Mozart and Gluck on the
form and treatment of opera spread far, and thence-
forth affected the national music of the Italiaas and
Trench. We perceive it immediately, for instance,
in Me'hul (died 1818). whose Ariodant ; miene ; Les
deux Aveugles ; and Joseph are considered his best
operas

; the last is held in higher esteem at present in
Germany than in France. In consequence of Me'-
hul's endeavor to unite Glnck's style with the most
commonplace operatic books, he could not possiblv
fail to be guilty of many a piece of bad taste and
eccentricity. Mozart's influence is, however, even
more directly apparent in Boieldieu (died 1834), the
friend of Cherubini, and Rossini's rival in Paris.
Everyone praises very justly the freshness and ani-
mation of his melodies; the simplicitv of his har-
mony, the splendor and fire of his instrumentation.
His operas

: Le Petit Chaperon Eouqe ; Ma Xante
Aurore; Le Califede Bagdad; Jean de Par.is ; and
La Oame Blanche, stin enjoy a good repine 'in Ger-
many. In France, however, they were quickly driven
from the flteld by the "Swan of Pesaro."
We farther find the influence of the hero Gluck

exerted finally on Cherubini (died 1842) and Spon-
tini (died 18.il). Cherubini— in the cantilena, often
an Italian

;
in grace and declamation, often a French-

man—coinhines in his music earnestness and pithy
brevity with falness of harmony and delicate instru-
mentation, though he is not always free from heavi-
ness, monotony and oddity. His best work is Les
deux Journ^es, the finale of the first act being espec-
ially good. Of his other operas, Demophoon {\1%%) ;

Lodoiska (1791); EUsa (1794); MedeM (1797); and
Les Aljencerrages, are worthy of menlion. Sponlini,
a master of rhythm and recitative, weaker in harmon-
ized eonnterpoint, hut strong in the employment of
orchestral resources, did nothing really conducive to
the farther development of opera. Afier having,
during the first period of his productivity, wriiieii
only genuinely Italian operas, a performance in Paris
of G\ack'a Jphir/^nie in ^u//c/c suddenly illuminnled
hi9 mmd. Me resolved to illnnrate musically his-
toiical subjects, adapted to the feeling excited by the
political and warlike evenw of the period, and to
transform Glnck's classic opera into heroic opera.
Thus arose >6a VesUde.hia best opera (1807); /->r-
nand Cortez, ordered of him by Napoleon, in 1809

;

and Ohmpla (I8I6). His subsequent oneraa were
^iirmahat (1821) ; the magic opera. Alcid'or. (182.^1

;and Aynes von Bohenstaufen (1.S27). Writing to
Goethe, Zelter says of A,cidor .—••Spom\m seetns to
me like his own Gold-King, who flings gold at peo-

ple's heads, in which he makes holes. What is

intended to be melodious strikes one as an outline-

drawing which is continually broken off, instead of
being free and flowing, and which degenerates into

caricature."

Shortly before the fall of Napoleon, French opera
lost its charm and its reputation. Two new compo-
sers shared between them the latter : Paer (died

18.39), who was nppotnted by Napoleon Spontini's
successor in 1812, and Rossini (died 1868). Of
Pfler's numerous operas,^I will mention merely Ca-
milla (17991, which first established his reputation;

Sajffino {IS03)
',
Sophonisha ; Nama Pompilio ; and

La Griselda. In all these works, we perceive a facile

plastic talent, but little invention. All his melodies
have well-known physiognomies, and frequently bear
the stamp of Mozart. With him begins the Renais-
sance style, the melody being once more garnished
with ornamentation as formerly. Greater thanPaer,
greater than any other Italian, stands Rossini ; rich

in melody
; poor in harmonic invention ; extremely

simple in his instrumentation, nay, often too simple,

since he seldom gives due prominence to the middle
parts; but, on the other hand, frequently brilliant and
clever. It is true that he generally fails in dramatic
truth, and half his operas are genuine dance music.
The Italians called him their romanticist, a name
which he gained, probably, among them on account of
his modulatory leaps, his crescendos, his triplet pas-
sages, cadences, flourishes, duets in thirds, and the

big drum. In his twenty-first year, he wrote Tan-
credi, and before he was thirty he had composed
thirtv operas, of which L' Italiana in Algieri (181.3) ;

Olello (1816); Semiramide (1822); and Giiillaume

Tell (1827), are the best known. II Barbiere di

Siviglia (1816) is, however, the most important of
all his works.

Bellini (died ISS.'j), and Donizetti (died 1843),
contemporaries and fellow countrymen of Rossini.

While Rossini, thanks to his brilliant coloring and
his cantilena, always produced works of art. we see,

in the two former-named masters Italian opera become
utterly shallow. Their melodies, though sensually

pleasing, are by far less noble, and flow far less from
the heart than those of Rossini. Donizetti places the

centre of gravity not in the drama, properly so-

called, hut in the bravura air of the singer. Break-
neck cadences, and physical exertion on the part of
the vocal virtuosos, at the end of the different scenes
and acts, have to conquer the hearts of the auditory,

and they conquer them in, among other operas, Anna
Bolena\l»3\} ; L' Elisir d'Amore, (1832); Lucrezia
Bo/r/i'a ,1834) ; and La Fille du Regiment (1848);
nay, more, they conquered—let the reader hear and
wonder—in Anna Bolena, the professorship of coun-
terpoint at the Conservatory of Naples for their com-
poser.

Bellini, though entitled by his- innate melody to a

higher position, resembles Donizetti in his passion

for dazzling and captivating his hearers through the

performances of solo virtuosos, having written //

Pirala with a special eye to Rubini. and several parts

with the same consideration for Mme. Pasta. Any-
thing like the portrayal of individual character is out
of the question, but his music is never false to the

tone of sentirrtentality. Madness and the voluptuous-
ness of pain are the subjects for his talent. Well,
the masses like this sort of thing, and even at the

present day there is a large public who admire /

Monlecchi e Capttleiti (1829) : La Sonnambula {\S3l);
Norma (1832) .- and / Purilani (1834).

In Auher, the pupil of Cherubini and Boieldieu,

we already perceive the influence of the neo-Italians

on French opera ; the same brilliant instrumentation;

the same fiery rhythms; and the same decked out
melody. But it must be confessed that Auher has
frequently attached importance to genuine dramatic
expression. It is this very fact which subsequently
rendered him a dangerous rival of Italian opera. The
most valuable, in form and purport, of his operatic

works is La Muette de Porlici, which achieved an un-
exampled success in Berlin and Brussels. In most
of his (ither known operas ; La Neiqe, Le Afa^nn,

Fra- Diuvolo, La Fiancee, J^e Philtre, and I^e Lac
des Fees, for the majority of which Scribe furnished
librettos, piquant, original melodies, orchestral expe-
rience, and a knowledge of the stage, cannotmake up
for the want of dramatic unity and treatment, and of
the genuine employment of music.

In the first rank I place the illustrinus names of
the Abhi? Vogler's two great pupils : Carl Maria von
Wiher. 1786-1822, for whom song, and Meyer Beer,

1791-1864, for whom the orchestra, was more impor-
tant than flnght else.

Let people say what they will, Carl Mnria von
Weber is. after Gluck and Mozart, the most impor-
tant of all operatic composers. In whom else do we
find such natural truth, such characteristic fideliiy

with regard to time, plot, and personages; such ful-

ness of thought ; such an inward, graceful charm, and

frequently so national a stamp of stately melodies and
moving harmonies, such simplicity, side by side with

fiery fancy ; and such instrumentation, never over-

loaded, and always elegant ! It is the fact of satis-

fying equally the physical and psychological require-

ments of his hearers which is the secret means where-
by Weber gained the name of a conqueror, and still

maintains it at the present day. His operas are

universally known and popular. His Freyschiitz

especially has penetrated further and achieved a
greater success than any other opera. That genuinely

artistic work, Enryanthe; Oberon, with its ever-green

overture ; and Preciosa, rich in beautiful chorus^ s, I

must particularly mention. Der FreiscLiitz. Oberon,

and Euryanthe must be designated, in every respect,

truly classical romantic operas ; they represent admi-
rably three principal subjects of romance: the saga,

the legend, and chivalry.

Meyerbeer is to be looked upon as the master who
barricaded the way to the German stage against

ultramontane operatic music, and thus founded a

new epoch. Hefore his Robert le fJiable (1830), Les

Hvguenots (18S&), Le Proph&e (1849), L'Etoile da
Nord (1854), and L'Afrtcaine (1864), of the hundreds

of operas written by Rossini. Bellini, and Donizetti,

only ten at the most have been able to stand their

ground.
Commencing with compositions, displaying talent,

in the German school, Meyerbeer, spurred on by
Rossini's triumphs, soon became a zealous champion
of the Italian school, and thence, in this instance

again not crowned with laurels, turned to modern
French grand opera. Thus, full of the impressions

produced by the works of Beethoven and Weber, he

entered upon the inheritance bequeathed by Auber:
but he was more genial than Auber; possessed of

contrapuntal skill, and havirg a finer perception of

the manner of treating a subject. His operas, which

always hear the noble stamp of a true artist, are char-

acterized by charming sensuous harmony, though

sometimes also by exuberance in the modulation;

an oriental love of display and magnificence in the

instrumentation, and a want of repose in the change

of rhythm. Side by side with these distinguishing

features, we often find disagreeable contrasts between

serious and light, toving music. His two greatest

operas are Robert le Liable and Leh Huguenots. The
scene of the oath and the consecration of the weapons

in the latter opera is, and always will be, a real spec-

imen of classical composition.

Hale'vy (horn 1799) was an imitator of Meyerbeer.

He achieved, it is true, a great success with his opera,

La Juive (1835), hut his good fortune did not increase

with his subsequent productions. Adam (born 1803),

a composer in the same style, surpassed him with' his

Postilion (1836), without afterwards outdoing Auber.

I must not omit to mention Gounod, for when we
are speaking of light we cannot help mentioning

shadow as well. How much ihe public understand

about music is evident from the fsict that they lavish

their applau.se upon operas in which the greatest har-

monic commonplaces go naively hand in hand with

the most threadbare worn-out melodies. (!)

In the path he selected, Weber was followed, also,

by two German masters, Spohr (1784—1859) and
Marschner (1795—1861); the former wrote eight

operas, of which it may be asserted that Jessonda

alone displays any vitality. His style is full of man-
nerisms. He wants Weber's fresh, direct tone-lan-

gnage, ingenuousness, and humor. Examples of

exaggerated sentiment, which eternally find vent in

chromatic melodic passages and enharmonic changes,

and nearly always the same combination of instru-

ments, cannot fiiil to end by making any one sea-sick.

A more vigorous and mote healthy spirit permeates

Marschner's operas, of which I may cite Der Vampyr

(1828); Des Falkner's Brant (1832); Hans Heiling

(1834) ; and, more especially, Templer und Judin.

Marschner took his friend Carl Maria von Weber
as his model. He possesses in common with the lat-

ter a beautiful, melodious style, dashing thought,

warmth of expression and clearness of form. He
Btrenuonsly endeavored once more to treat opera,

deteriorated by the Italians, on Gluck's plan, namely,

to develop it dramatically and paint real life. It is

true that the partiality he, at the same time, entei--

tained for the romanticist Weber caused an inequali-

ty in his treatment, while his fondness for copying

reality exactly often proved injurious to artistic

delineation.

I must not pass over in silence the composers of

various single Gfrman operas which still retain pos-

session of the stage ; I refer to Kreulzer, Lindpaint-

ner, Reissiger, and T.ortzing. Coniadin Krcuizer

(1782— 1849), one of Haydn's last pupils, produced

a long scries of operas, of which iJas Narhllager von

Granada (1834) is, perhrips. the only one known at

the present day. Lindpaintner (born 1791) also

composed several operas in the style of Weber and

Spohr, but, though fashioned by a master hand, they
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did not, principally owing to the librettos, display

any real vitality.

Reissiger (1798—1859), a pnpil of Schicht and
Winter, and the official successor of Carl IVIaria von
Weher at Dresden, achieved by his operas, some
twelve in number, as little permanent success as the

composers inst mentioned. His most successful one
was D!e Felsmmiihle (1831), which is written in a
lig^t, flowing, and ranlodious style. A greater

amount of appreciation fell to the share of Lortzing

(1803— 18.51), a pnpil of Kungenhagen's, for his

operas, Der Pole nnd sein Kind (1823); Die heiilen

Schutzer (1837); Czar nnd Zimmermann (1837) ;

Undine (1844) ; and Der Wajfennchmied (IMG), most
of which are still stock-pieces. Unfortunately, it was
not until his eye was closed forever that a ray of
fame fell upon him.

I will now offer a few observations upon Richard
Wagner, who has stept forward as a theoretical and
practical reformer of opera. Wagner stands indeed
alone among all operatic composers, pretending as

he does to unite the philosopher, the poet, and the

musician in one and the same person.

As an idealistic philosopher, he starts from the

capital propositions :— 1. Opera is the most perfect

production of art ; 2. Opera has hitherto been a

mistake, for in it 'a means of expression (music) is

made the end, and the end of what is expressed (the

drama) is made a means. Many writers have under-
taken to prove the utter falseness of the first, and the

only half trnth of the second proposition ; I forbear,

therefore, from here criticizing either. In his latest

pamphlet, that on Beethoven, Wainer even considers

music in a metaphysical light, thus venturing upon
ground where only very few of his most zealous ad-
herents will manifest any particularly strong desire to

follow him. As a poet he deserves respect tor bis

plastic talent, and the choice of his subjects. But
when it is asserted that his librettos are poetic works
of art. and that the language employed by Schiller

and Goethe is mere human patchwork compared with
the divine outflowmgs of Wagner's poetic linguistic

genius, such assertions are simply the exaggerations
of enthusiastic admirers who see all he does in a

roseate light, and can extort from us a smile at most.
Another equallv untenable assertion of these phrase-

heroes is that Wagner's operas alone have a justifica-

tion for their existence ; that they are the greatest

art-works of any period; and that, like the old Greek
tragedies, they are calculated to advance the religious

culture of our people. The only thing in them of
any musical importance is, really and truly, the in-

strumentation. Instead of the independent employ-
ment of instruments, on the plan pursued in the
works of previous composers, it is Wagner's aim
to ohrain a number of separate choral masses by
reinf ircing the different classes into which they are

divided. It is by this means that he achieves such
great, though, at the same time purely sensuous
effects. It is his tone coloring which dazzles us.

Airainst form this composer has declared war ; he
despises form. In the recitatives he will have nothing
but the accent of spoken language perceptible ; the
feelings are allowed to burst forth only in short melo-
dies. He exhibits great partiality for musical paint-

ing, even in the case of single words. His idea of
the orchestral melody, as he calls it, is original ; this

melody should suggest, in the orchestra, the progress
of the story told on the stage, and characteristically

define the various personages. He intentionally
avoids the extravagant employment of figured music,
and of the cantilena ; endeavors to impress his audi-
ence by unusual modulations, and harmonic progres-
sions, which, by the way, are introduced almost ac-

cording to set formulae, and in consequence of this,

as well as from his even treatment of the recitative,

his frequent employment of chromatic interrupted
runs, and the mediaeval practice, as we mny term it,

of ranging chord after chord, side by side without
prominent melody or rhythm, he becomes— for all

who have formed their taste by, and take delight in,

the works of Gluck, Mozart, Haydn, and especially

Beethoven—monotonous ! His adherents often point
to the numerous performances and apparent success
of his operas. But these are, now-a days, no proof
of the artistic value of an opera, for the great mass of
the public applauds as heartily light Ofifenbachiades,
as it does Wagner's music itself, which can with diffi-

culty be understood by tho.se who hear it. The real

magnet in Wagner's case is ihe poetic story. Be-
ginning with a historical subject, he proceeded to the
local, and finally to the national, saga. The last

still reckons, and very properly, admirers even in the
most cultivated circles. It is around the Nibelungen
and Breton series of sagas that Wagner weaves his
strange harmonies. In his new creation. Die Meis-
tersinger, he appears to have wished for once to fol-

low a doctrinary course ; he treats at length in it a
chapter of the national literature of Germany. Ac-
cording to one account, he will, in addition to Parci-

val, already announced, write an opera, Buddha
;

according to another, he will produce no more
musico-draraatic works for his thankless contempo-
raries.

Opera is, at the present day as we all feel, in a

state of metamorphosis ; it is not yet the great work
of art men have long wished to possess, and striven

to produce ; it has not yet reached, and least of all

in consequence of what Richard Wagner has done,

the acme of perfection. W, o will be the new knight

to break the spell that holds it captive, and by what
means will he break that spell ? 'These are objective

questions to which the future must shortly furnish

answers. I will take the liberty of appending to

them a subjective question. It is said of the aloe

that it germinates one hundred years
;
grows a hun-

dred years ; and then is stationary another hundred
years, after which it dies. The year 1580 is consid-

ered as the y ar when opera was born ; in 1880 it

will, therefore, celebrate its three-hundredth anniver-

sary. Will it, possibly, be like the aloe 1

Sig^ismond Thalberg.

Death has been busy of late with eminent musi-
cians. Among recent losses in the musical world is

that of one who was constantly among us for a series

of years, and who, in his way, left an impress upon
his time and upon his art. We refer to Sigismond
Thalberg. What this gentleman achieved for the

mechanism of the pianoforte is best known to pianists

and amateurs of the instrument ; what he was as a
dexterous and accomplished performer all must
remember who are old enough to look back some 30
years and more. Thalberg made his first appearance
in London, at a Philharmonic concert, in the year
1837, and created a sensation something akin to that

which had been created by a still more extraordinary
man six or seven years earlier. As when Pagan ini

was first heard in this country (1831) every violinist,

in despair, declared he would go "home and break his

instrument, so when Thalberg was first heard the

pianists were equally minded to abandon their voca-

tion, as thenceforth useless and unprofitable. Never-
theless, the whole secret on either side comprised
little more than what was then considered a newly
invented mechanism, by the exercise of which things

could be done previously never dreamt of, or, if

dreamt of, regarded as impracticable. As time passed
on, however, other violinists arose—Heinrich Ernst
and VieTixtemps, for example—who composed pieces

surpassing in difficulty those of Paganini ; while
Joseph Joachim, whose Hungarian Concerto would
have made even Paganini look wistful, diving into

the past, brought up the violin solos of John Sebas-
tian Bach, more elaborate and complex than any
other compositions for the violin extant, ancient or
modern.

Thus, too, it happened with the works of Thalberg,
whose mannerism was so conspicuous, and whose
chief technical devices were so transparent, that the

market soon swarmed with pieces built upon the
same pattern as his, many of them being more trying
and intricate than any Thalberg himself had pro-
duced. An air played on the medium keys of the
pianoforte, with arpeggios, scales, or other florid

passages, sweeping the instrument up and down the

key board, became in the course of time the common-
est thing possible. Liszt himself imitated Thalberg,
and surpassed him in daring, though he failed to

rival him in grace and purity. Dohler, Dreyschock,
and Prudent, Leopold de Meyer, and others too

numerous to name, supplied the world, ad nauseam,
with fantasias in the Thalberg style ; and of late

years the device and the mannerism of this great

inventor have been employed indiscriminately by
composers of the smallest possible calibre—compos-
ers who might he named by the dozen, but who are
really not worth naming. The fact is that, now-a-
days, it is the easiest thing imaginable to invent a
piece after that fashion which, more than 30 years
ago, astounded the musical world in Thalberg. The
idea of such a form of composition enduring, as

"classical," is not for a moment to be entertained.
The most gifted and brilliant exemplifier of it was
Thalberg himself; no one, indeed, has equalled him
in producing such perfect specimens.

Mendelssohn, in a letter from Leipsic addressed to

his mother, after an interesting comparison between
Liszt and Thalberg, declares his preference for Thal-
berg as a "I'irtuoso." Referring to the fantasia on
themes from La Donna del Lago, that great musicien
says :

—
"It is an accumulation of the most exquisite

and delicate effects, a continued succession of diffi-

culties and embellishments, exciting our astonish-

ment, all well devised, carried out with security and
skill, and pervaded by the most refined taste." After
this testimony from such a man, who can believe that

Thalberg ever said what he is so often reported to

have said,—"I hate music—I never did like it 1"

Thalberg was born at Geneva in 1812 (.January 7),
of noble parents, whose name be did not bear. His
first studies were at Vienna, under it signifies little

what masters—some say Sechter, who knew not
much about the art of pianoforte playing, and Hum-
mel, who knew more than most men ; others mention
a certain bassoon-player, belonging to the Opera-
bouse. What Thalberg did, however, aided by won-
derful physical aptitude, the joint attainment of un-
remitting labor and a happy organization, was exclu-
sively his own, and altogettier independent of masters
—whether in counterpoint, of which he never
acquired a command, or the manipulation of the
pianoforte, in which, in his peculiar way, he surpassed
all his contemporaries. From 1830 to 1839 he made
the tour of Europe, winning everywhere unanimous
admiration by his prodigioixs skill as an executant,
but even more perhaps by his method of singing upon
the instrument, to which he brought a fullness and
richness of tone equal almost to t'lat of the human
voice when most adequately endowed, and a manner
of phrasing which, though somewhat metronomically
precise, was .always natural and true. In 1837, as
we have said, Thalberg came to England, and played
with the etfect we have de.scribed. From 1837 to

1851 he was frequently among us, invariably exciting
the same interest by his admirable playihg. In 1851,
when Sophie Oruvelli was Mr. Lumley's chief prima
donna, he composed for that gifted lady an opera
called Florinda, which, although tiie cast included
(besides Sophie Cruvelli) Calzolari, Lablache the
elder, Coletii, Marie Cruvelli, and Sims Reeves, and
though, moreover, it was produced with great splen-
dor and well execiited under the direction of the late

Mr. Balfe, obtained at the best a *'success d'estime."

Some time after this, Thalberg went to America and
Brazil, where his singular ability as a pianist met
with due recognition; botli in an artistic and a pecu-
niary sense. His latest visits to England were in
1862 and 1863. when, besides giving "Recitals" in
the Hanover-square Rooms, he made extensive tours
which, if report at the time may be credited, brought
him no less than £12,000. Since then, allowing tor
a series of concerts given in 1865, at P.iris, where he
produced his most recent composition, entitled "Les
Soirees du Pausillipe," Thalberg virtually abandoned
the musical profession. He possessed a handsome
estate near Naples, to which he retired, and where he
gave himself up almost wholly to the cultivation of
the vine.

It is well known in England that Thalberg married
the eldest daughter of the late celebrated dramatic
singer, Lablache. One of his favorite pupils here
was Arabella Goddard, to whom he imparted the ^
secret of interpreting most of his principal fantasias, '
which she has so often shown she possesses in perfec-
tion. Socially Thalberg was one of the most amiable
and consequently one of the most popular of artists.

He had troops of friends, and, we may say, without
fear of contradiction, not a single enemy. To enu-
merate his published works would take more space
than we have at disposal. That many of them will
live, as historical examples of a now phase in art, we
are convinced.

—

London Times.

Fetis—Theorist and Historian.

The late Frangois Joseph Fe'tis—the chief of the
Royal Academy of Music in Brussels—stands forth
as one of the most remarkable men of the present
century. Born in 1784, he began his artistic life in
Paris in 1800, and up to 1833 was one of the fore-

most musicians in that city of musicians, as teacher,
critic, theorist, and historian. He held an organist's
appointment ; and early in life published some Masses
and other music for the church, together with much
pianoforte music—some hundred and fifty separate
compositions—seven operas, vocal music, and meth-
ods of instruction of all kinds and on mostly all sub-
jects. He was editor of the Revue ilusicale, and for

many years contributor to the Gazette Musicale. His
communications to these journals occupy nearly three
thousand quarto pages, and are distinguished for

their great erudition and the zeal of the writer for the
dissemination of the principles, philosophy, and prac-

tice of the art. For the last forty years he had been
the head of the Conservatoire at Brussels, an institu-

tion which is wholly indebtrtl to him for its high
character and greafusefulness. Besides memoirs of
Paganini, the Straduarii, the musicians of the Neth-
erlands, translation of Boethius, essays on oriental
music, on Greek and Roman, on the old church or
plain chant, he stands forth as the author of four
most remarkable and thoroughly classical works, a
Biography of Musicians, a Treatise on Harmony, a
Treatise on Counterpoint, illustrated with copious
examples from the great masters—a splendid book

—

and a General History of Music from the earliest

times to the present day—a work projected on the

largest plan and of which only two volumes have at
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present appeared. Of course a man of such inordi-

nate reading and of such incessant production could

not be permitted to run iiis course witliout opposition

and the ordinary troubles and vexations of one desi-

rous to teach and inform ; nor could he avoid at

times laying himself open to the criticisms of his con-

temporaries. His "Biography of Musicians" was
sharply attacked by Tiijan-Rog^, and no question

many of the animadversions of his adversary were

founded on facts and beyond contradiction. In such

an extended work there must be omissions, occasion-

al nndue importance to insignificant artists, nor is it

possible to verify every statement or to justify every

judgment. With no less reason did Gollmick indite

some sixteen or twenty pages testing the truth of the

new theory of harmony and its results in the Acade-
my at Brussels.

Fe'tis in his now scarce "Essay on the History of

Harmony"—a work which contains a summary and
analysis of all the great leading theories that ever

appeared—demo istra'es not o ily his enormous read-

ing, but also his singular power in grasping the dis-

tinctive features of each treatise, and his thorough

honesty in portraying them to the best advantage.

He himself was not satisfied in after years with this

work, and embodied such portions of it as he wished

to keep before the public in his now well known
Treatise on Harmonj. He considered himself as the

apostle ot harmony—born with a special mission

—

the revelation of the unknown principle on which
mnsic may be said to rest—and he may be considered

to have specially devoted his life to this intent.

When in his perplexities he appealed to Mehul, this

successful operatic composer simply laughed at him.

"All that I ever wanted I have found in Catel ; that

book has served my purpose, what more do you
require V Disappointed in Me'hnl, the anxious phi-

losopher and theorist turned to the mathematician,

the illustrious Lagrange. "Well," said the great

geometer, "we mathematicians had imagined we had
explained all that was necessary for you artists in

music when we had laid before you the proportions of

harmony and the rule of the temperament. But no
doubt there is something more to know before the full

truth shall stand revealed, and I have been much
engaged in the iuTestigation. I am not a musician,

and the element necessary is wanting in me. The
secret has been hidden for ages, all the more glory to

him who may come forth as the discoverer." Here-
upon Fe'tis gave np the study of mathematical music,
and rested his theory upon the great art-judge of

tones— the human ear. Mathematical intervals he
declares are of no use in forming a scale of sounds

—

they are simply so many isolated facts with no neces-

sary connection. The musical scale, he writes, is the

product of a metaphysical law deriving its existence
from the needs and circumstances of the human
being. The Indian took what suited his passions

;

the Greek followed his example; and the Christian,

rejecting both, became also eclectic and used only
such sounds as were in accordance wiih his nature
and his creed. Taking the old church gamuts as his

stand.point, Fetis professes to trace the changes and
enlargements of the gamut in all its modern enrich-

ments of semitones and chromatics as the results of
the feelings of mankind and the exertions of the mu-
sician to find out new modes of expression for the
new emotions. Every sound has its own family of
tone? ; and Fe'tis conceived that the discovery ofthis
family of tones—all vibrating together in one grand
harmonical relation—was the unfolding of the un-
known secret. But in the application of this fact-
or rather idea of a fact as the amhor lays it out— the
practical method of our author reveals no new truth.
We have the old system of natural sounds, and arti-

ficial sounds, modifications, substitutions, alterations,

prolongations, retardations, suspensions, the pedale
DOW at the bottom of ihe scale and now at the top—in
truth a m^/anrje of the theories of Sorge and Livens,
Momigny and Catel. Schrreter, and O. Weber. Nev-
erthele's this "Treatise on Harmony" is one that can
be worked, and. although it will not make a sound
musician—as M. Gollmick endeavors to demonstrate
— still it is to a great extent thoroughly practical.
That it will not carry a student through safely is very
plain from M. F^tis's own handiwork in bis little

hook on choral Hinging
; for in thi'i the author tum-

bles upon progressions which no explanation of the
harmonious tendencies of the one sound can possibly
defend. The author in no page of his work ever
alladea to the treatise of the Spaniard Virues, known
in this country as translated byVemevil; but it is

very etident that Fciis had seen this work, and lies

nnder great obligations to it. The English edition
U a bulky, verbose, and ill arranged method, but
there is matter lying in it which, if condensed and
wisely disposed in some forty or fifty pages, would
prove of incalculable benefit to the inquiring student.
The position that the fundamental seventh on the
dominant—that discord—is the caose of all attraction

in harmony, and furnishes the elements of all pro-

gress and all modulation, is not the invention of
Fe'tis. This theorem belongs to the Spaniard,
Virues, and it is but justice to his labors and memory
to record thus much. The distinction made by Fe'tis

between natural dissonances and those altered or

artificial is simply absurd, for if they be harmonical
they must be alike natural, and within the ken of the

scientific eye ; reducible to the law of division, and
therefore within the circle of combination. If we
cannot got on with the mathematician it is not alto-

gether wisdom to cast him on one side. Although
he may decline to guide, he is always a safe and
agreeable companion.
How much of the great history of music but just

commenced in print may be found in manuscript we
know not, but should it be in any state proper for

i^sue, the labors of this extraordinary musician can
only be compared to those of the Abbe Migne, who
has supplied the clergy of the old church with a his-

tory, an encyclopedia, and a theological library which
render almost all other church books unnecessary.

The good Abbe had been helped in his work, but
Fe'tis appears single-handed. What he has published

is really all his own doing, and it is a prodigious

mass. Printed in our usual English way in fair

readable type—an ordinary sized type—it must ex-

tend over a hundred volumes. He has rewritten

Sala and Choron in his treatise on Counterpoint ; he
supplies Reicha and Catel, G. Weber, and Marx, in

his treatise on harmony ; he includes all the biogra-

phers in his eight volumes of biography ; his edition

of the old Gregorian mnsic, which occupied him a

quarter of a century, is still the best of all, and the

present musical faith of the Roman church ; and his

methods, essays, reports, and periodical contributions

contain a fund of information and supply much to the

student not to be obtained elsewhere.
His death creates a void which no living scholar in

music can fill np ; and, wonderful to record, he

labored hard to the very end. For full seventy years

the pen was never out of his hand, nor had age
weakened his love for the art. He had been to the

Brussels Academy of immense benefit, and through
his observation and keen watchfulness this institution

has become possessed of a library unparalleled in its

riches. No sale ever took place in which rare musi-

cal works were to be disposed of but Fetis was there

represented; and many a most valuable work, not

again to be seen for some half-century, has Fe'tis

borne away in spite of the zeal and attention of the

representative of our British Museum. .

Fetis was first in England about forty-two years

ago, and published his memoranda of the than state

of musical art and its professors. Some extracts are

to be read in the pages of "the Harmonicon" of that

period by no means flattering to English taste or

English science. He came here at our two Inter-

national Exhibitions, and we believe expressed his

high pleasure at all he saw and heard. He is the

last of a race of giants. More fortunate than poor

Auber—whose remains it appears the wretches in

Paris have consigned to the common ditch—his body
was committed to the tomb with every mark of

honor and respect, and his name is likely to live

long, among the constant and conscientious laborers

for their art.

—

London Orchestra.

Handel and Haydn Society.—Annual
Report.

At the Annual Meeting of the Society, May 27,

the following Report was presented by the President,

Dr J. Baxter Upham.
Gentlemen :

Members of ihe Bandel and Haydn Society. In

compliance with the requirements of the By-Laws of

the Society I respectfully submit my

ANNUAL REPORT.
It gives me the sincerest pleasure to congratulate

you upon a year of acknowledged artistic success,

—

not only in the ordinary operations of the Society,

its routine of rehearsals and public performances, but

in the crowning labors of its great Triennial Festival,

the echoes of whose triumphs are now coming back

to us from almost every town and city in the land.

But I reserve for the present any detailed allusion to

this interesting part of my subject.

The work of the Society in its necessary routine

of duties has been greater in the past year than at

any former season within my remembrance. Our
meetings for practice commenced on the 2nd of Oc-

tober, and continued weekly, as usual, until the 26th

of February; from which time they increased in fre-

quency, in a constantly accelerating ratio, till the

opening of the Festival. The number of these re-

hearsals (48 in all) is greater than in any previous

year since I have been connected with the Society.

The average attendance also, as appears from the

table furnished me by the Secretary, has been better

than ever before. From this record it is shown that

the fullest attendance was on the evening of the 18_tli

of December, the thinnest on that of the 28th April,

the number present on those occasions being 600 and
150 respectively. Once only were the rehearsals en-

tirely suspended, viz., on the evening of the 1 2th Feb-

ruary, at which time a severe snow storm was raging.

The average attendance during the season was in

round numbers 400,—to be exact, 392 27-48,—out

of a total of a little more than 700 members. I have

not included in this enumeration the rehearsals

which took place during the Triennial week, nor

those which preceded the New York Beethoven Ceri-

tennial celebration (so-called) in June last, which if

added to the above list would swell the total number
of rehearsals proper to fifty six, and increase some-

what the percentage of attendance.

I have thus minutely dwelt npon this point because

of the great importance I attach to it as being at the

same time the test and the measure of your progress

in choral excellence.

It appears from the Secretary's Records that the

Government have been ten times called together for

business purposes daring the year, and the Society

have been twice summoned for the admission of

members and the transaction of other business con-

nected with the interests of the corporation. Sixty-

two gentlemen have been admitted to membership,

four had been re instated after their membership had

for some reason ceased, six have been discharged and

three have resigned. Si.x of the active members ofthe

Society have died within the year, viz , Messrs. A. W.
Brown, James D. Kent, C. Judson Merrill, A. Pender-

grass, A. J. Tenny and James Rice, some of whom
had rendered long and valuable service with as, whose

presence, and whose aid and counsel will long be

missed. The year, too, numbers among its dead the

honored nameof Col. Thomas E. Chickering, one of

the past Presidents of the Society, in whose sndden

and unlocked for departure the whole community
will mourn with ourselves the loss of one who had

identified himself as the friend and patron, not of art

alone, but of every noble and generous enterprise.

I desire thus to briefly place on record our own
hearty appreciation of his manly and generous quali-

ties of mind and of heart, and to express our personal

sorrow at his early and sudden death.

The number of public performances during the

year, aside from the recent Triennial Concerts and

the New York demonstration, has been limited to

five, in order as follows : /

Dec. 19th. Beethoven's ."Ninth Symphony."
« " 24th. Handel's "Messiah."

" 25th.

April Ist.
" "

" 2nd. Haydn's "Creation."

the last two in connection with Mile. Christine Nils-

son. The Ninth, or Choral, Symphony was given,

as you are aware, in conjunction with the Harvard

Miisical Association, in commemoration of the hun-

dredth birthday of the great composer.

It may be proper to speak, in this connection, of

the somewhat unusual action on the part of the So-

ciety in the month of June last, viz. : the acceptance

of an invitation to join as a body in the celebration

of a musical festival in a distant city. I allude of

course to the so-called Beethoven Centennial com-

memoration in the city of New York. As was prob-

ably well known at the time, my individual judgment

was opposed to such action, fearing, as I expressed

to my friends in the Board of Government, lest the

digni'ty and self respect ofthe Society might in some

way be compromised when too late to be remedied.

How far my fears in this regard were well founded,

those who were present at that celebration are best

qualified to judge. Of the Society's performances

themselves, so far as they were allowed to be given,

I can only speak in terms of unmeasured praise. My
only object in speaking ofthis matter now is to sug-

gest the propriety of much and careful consideration

in tlie future before any similar invitation be accepted

should occasion again occur.

I am happy to learn from the Report of our Libra-

rian, to which you have just listened, that our already

ample and valuable collection of musical works has

received a substantial increase during the year,

among which we hail with a grateful respect the schol-

arly production of Sir Wm. Sterndale Bennett, the

first offering of real excellence by an Englishman to

our repertoire of artistic treasures.

The Treasurer's exhibit still shows a small balance

on the wrong side of his Lcger, and the income of the

Permanent Fund is thereby, for the second lime since

its creation, called upon to make good a part of the

deficit. And yet the regular operations of the year,

aside from the' Festival, show a positive gain. Nor is

it an easy or grateful task to attempt to account for
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these shortcomings in onr recent financial results.

Certainly there has never been presented to the public

a more attractive or comprehensive programme than
that which has just been performed, none in which so

many and so noble works, both clioral and instrumen-
tal, have followed each other in so brilliant and rapid

succession ; none where the corps of assisting artists

have been procured at so lavish expenditure, and
whose merits have been so marked and so universally

acknowledged. Must we seek for this financially ill-

success in the actual surfeit of good things which our
own community had aheady received prior to this

final feast of Symphony and of Song? Or must we
attribute it in part to the distractions of a week in

which the representatives of the Grand Army of the
Republic and the Army of the Potomac divided the

public attention with the votaries of art 1 But amidst
our regrets at the monetary aspect of the festival, it

is pleasant to remember that the choral occasions
were those which always attracted the largest and
most appreciative audiences ; from which it is fair to

suppose that had your physical endurance been equal
to the task, and we had added still others to the al-

ready herculean labors imposed upon you, the finan-

cial as well as the artistic success of that trying week
might have been assured.

The preparation of the Annals of the Society is

now near its completion. It was confidently expect-
ed that the volume would be published and ready for

distribution at the close of the current year. Delays
and difiicnlties of various kinds have disappointed us
in this expectation. Another year, or a portion of
it, will still be required before the work will be made
ready for the press.

A word in this place as to the condition and future
prospects of our Permanent Fund. As I have stated

in my previous reports, I consider the establishment
of this fund an important era in the history of this

Society. I have said that its provisions have been

, so carefully made and so judiciously guarded, that
no one who may be^sposed to add to its increase,
need fear that it can be diverted from its proper and
legitimate uses. I hope and believe that no member
of the Society, present or prospective, will cherish for

a moment the suggestion that by any possibility the
sacred character of this trust can he impaired or in-

fringed. I wish it were possible to convince the many
benefactors of art in a community now distinguished
for its liberality to art, in its many and various forms,
that this among others is not unworthy their careful
and conscientious regard. Its growth at the present
is, at best, slow and uncertain. Its increase irom the
profits of concerts and festivals we have seen to be
occasional only and unreliable. It needs such sub-
stantial and material aid as the friends and patrons of
art, in its other aspects, are now giving in so gener-
ous measure throughout this whole community. Be
assured, gentlemen, that any effort which you may
make in its behalf will be counted now and hereafter
a real and solid service to the Society.

In a former report I alluded to the efforts which
this Society, in connecdon with the Music-Hail Asso-
ciation, have been making to establish the pilch of
the Music-Hail Organ (the Normal Diapason so-

- called) as the recognized orchestral pitch of Boston if

not of the whole country. For seven years we have
persistently continued these efforts and with, some-
times, a gratifying show of success. Twice we have
purchased a set of instruments (in the wood depart-
ment) for the use' of the orchestra. The Music Com-
mittee of the Public Schools, co-operating with us in
our views and efforts, changed the pilch of all the
instruments in the schools. The Conservatories of
Music both signified their willingness to move in the
same direction. But the orchestral players, here and
elsewhere, have never manifested a hearty willingness
to comply with the proposed change. Doubtless
there were real and grave difficulties in the way. And
these difficulties have increased rather than diminish-
ed of late. Meanwhile, at every public performance
of the Society, we have more and more felt the neces-
sity of some plan of reconciliation or at least of com-
promise. At a recent conference ofgentlemen,—mu
sicians, connoisseurs, critics,—representing, as far as
possible, all sides of the question at issue, it was, after

several meetings and much and careful consideration
of the subject in all its bearings, and not without re-

luctance and a real regret, decided that on the whole
it was expedient and best, under the circumstances,
to bring up the pitch of the organ to the present or-
chestral standard. In consideration of which deter-
mination the Government and Board of Directors of
this Society voted to share with the Music-Hail As-
sociation the expense of so altering the pitch of the
organ, with the understanding that the work was to
be done under the direction of the Messrs Walcker,
the builders, and be completed prior to the opening of
the recent Festival. This latter part of the contract
it was found impossible fully to perform, and it re-
mains for the incoming Board to determine how far

they are bound to the fulfillment of their part of the

agreement.

It has been my custom in previous reports, to pass
in review the faults as well as the points of excellence

in the .Society's record for the year. And I am happy
to bo able to say that upon a careful retrospect I find

a marked and noticeable improvement upon what I

have heretofore pointed out as the defects and defi-

ciencies in the conduct of the Society. I have al-

ready alluded to the better attendance at the ordinary
meetings for rehearsal. A glance at the statistics I

have given you, however, will show that much, very
much, can yet be done by way of improvement in

that direction. The per cent, of attendance, as thns

given, will be seen to be about 57-100 of the active

members belonging. The attendance in some of our
public scho;ls is found to be as high as 97-100 ; too

great, as the committee have sometimes had occasion

to mention in their reports. I can only hope that my
successor, in his future reports, may find occasion to

warn you of a like excess of devotion to your duty.

The monitorial plan, having for its object the sim-

ultaneous rising and sitting of the chorus, is still in

some respects faulty and unequal in its workings, and
may and should be improved.
The careful and conscientious performance of their

duty, on the part of the gentlemanly corps of Super-
intendents, has done much to bring about order and
system in the marshalling of the various departments
of the chorus to their places, both at rehearsals and
public performances, and I have observed a more
quiet demeanor and respectful attention on the part

of the chorus on these occasions. An improvement,
too, in their pose while silting and standing must not

be forgotten in this connection. If, in addition to

this, more care than has hitherto existed be taken on

the part of certain portions of the chorus (which I

have before designated) to face the audience, so as to

deliver their tones into the house direct, a manifest

increase in the power and volume of sound would be

gained. There is no doubt but that a strict attention

to all such minute points would conduce greatly to

the order and discipline of the Society, as well as, in

its erisemhle, to its effect upon an audience.

The present numerical force of the Society

(the number of active and efficient voices, I

mean), as appears from the catalogue appended to

the Festival programme, is 739,—divided as follows :

Soprani, 2.34; Alti, 194; Tenori, 137; Bassi, 174.

From this it will be seen that there is still a deficien-

cy of tenors, while the sopranos are somewhat in ex-

cess of their true proportion. I have previously ex-

pressed the opinion that if the forces of the chorns

were so distributed as to furnish an equal number of

voices to each part, a better balance of tone would
ensue, and a more artistic and satisfactory effect be

obtained. And in the belief, which I have also be-

fore expressed, that the highest standard of excellence

would easier be attained and preserved if the number
of really active and efficient participants in the chorus
should be limited, for the present, to 600, it follows

that this balance can best be ensured by some process

of depletion of the parts already in excess. It may
be that the By-Laws of the Society are not sufficiently

stringent to warrant such depletion of superfluous

material, if any exists. If so, I would respectfully

recommend such revision of the Rules and Reirnla-

tions as may provide for this contingency. And as a

natural corollary of such action, it would follow that

the standard of requirement for admission should be

yet higher advanced. The care of the Government
would then he directed to acquire and retain, within

these limits, the best materials only.

We come now to a brief consideration of the Tri"

ennial exercises which have just closed. I only re-

echo the opinions I have already expressed, and
which are abundantly confirmed by the testimony of

the vast audiences whose silence and whose applause,

by turns, were alike emphatic in your praise, when I

say that never before in the art-history of our city or the

country has a greater,—has an equal success, I think

I may say,—been attained. It was a whole week of

triumph. The opening day foreshadowed it and
seemed to set its seal upon what was to follow ; and
from that to the end of the prograrhme it was a sort

of triumphal march before which expected obstacles

appeared to vanish and difficulties to be overcome,

—

to the surprise, I was about to say, of none more than

of yourselves. I do not indulge in hyperbole when I

thus speak. Faults, of course, there were,—short-

comings and failures in particular points which the

critical ear and understanding was quick to catch.

These were the shadows in the landscape of other-

wise rich and glorious light. Nor was it other than

a legitimate triumph,—the logical result of the long

weeks and months of faithful and zealous work, of

toil, of patient study and preparation which no one

outside the circle of this Society can know. And in

all this achievement of splendid results I say again

—

the high and holy art we profess has been honored at

your hands, the cause of humanity has been advanc-
ed, the good name of the city and of this common-
wealth have been upheld, and the bonds of our union
made stronger ; for an art triumph, like this, cannot
be confined within local limits ; it belongs to the State

and to the Nation.

It remains for me, at the close of this my long term
of service, to express to my esteemed associates in

the Board of Government,—toourhonored Conductor,
Mr. Zerrahn, and to my accomplished friend, Mr.
Lang, who, together with our excellent Secretary,

have been co workers with me in always kind and
friendly relations from the very first ;— to you, gentle-

men, one and all, my grateful acknowledgment of the

uniform kindness and courtesy I have received at

your hands through all these years of responsibility,

of enjoyment and of care. In so many times as I

may have been forgetful or negligent of my duty
toward you, who have so often honored me with the

highest office within your gift, I crave your kind in-

dulgence and your pardon. If it has been my good
fortune in any manner to aid or advance the noble

cause to whose interests we stand pledged, it will be

to me a source of unfailing satisfaction. I have
passed with you the best ten years of my life,— in

many respects the happiest ten years of my life,—to

which happiness you, my friends, have done your full

share in contributing. Will you accept for your-

selves, individually, my heartfelt thanks and my ear-

nest wishes for your welfare and continued success.

May the present prosperity of this old and honored
Society be perpetual ;—and may the blessing of
Almighty God rest npon you and upon it.

ttsir ^broair.

London.

Her Majesty's Opera. A new star has risen

ia the place of Nilsson. A correspondent of the Sat-

urday Gazeiie writes (May — ) :

Mr. Mapleson, the director of Her Majesty's Opera at Brury

Lane, whose prospects looked very shady when it was an-

nounced that Nilsson would not return to Europe this seaf)o

has been fortunate In finding a vocalist in the person of Mile.

Marie Marimon, who promises to worthily fill the place left

vacant by the Swedish Diva. Mile. Marie Marimon made her

first appearance at Drury Lane Theatre last week in the opera

of La Sonnainhida with an unmitigated success. Upon her

entry on the stage she was received coldly and almost silently,

as though the audience seemed determined to judge the new
artist entirely upon her merits, and to disregard any prejudice

formed upon statements read or heard in her favor previously

to her actual appearance. This kind of treatment would have

been completely disheartening to any but an artist confident

of possessing unusual gifts, and in the power of employing

them properly with credit to herself and pleasure to her hear-

ers. The utterance of the first few notes of the opening acena

for Amina, Care cainpagne, 9,t once declared Mile. Marimon
had the power of singing perfectly in tune, possessed also the

most complete control over a voice of a pure and sympathetic

quality, and of delivering her cadences not only in the most

faultless style as regards mere mechanism, but of imparting

an individuality and originality to the manner in which these

cadences were executed, so great and novel, and with so sweet,

flexible and tuneful a voice, that the silenl but watchful au-

dience became absolutely fascinated with delight, and only

broke the witching spell under which they seemed to labor

with a perfect torrent of applause. Mile. Marimon is not a

vocalist capable of surmounting the mechanical difficulties of

execution alone, for she has also power of producing new ef-

fects out of well-used means ; her voice is of a beautiful musi-

cal quality, with a true tremolo used judiciously, and her

compass is great and of the same character throughout. She

is a good actress, with a pleasing, expressive face, and by her

acting.and singing—her singing especially—charms her audi-

ence in such a manner as only an artist can charm.

NEW PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS. Mozart's Idomeneo

was presented on Wednesday evening at the Third Concert

with so much success as not only to justify the experiment

made in producing it, but also to serve as a stimulant for the

production of other operas which, from the nature of their

libretti, are unsuited to stage representations. Amongst these

CosifanTuttes.xi^ La Clernenza di Tito would doubtless

occupy prominent positions, although a diligent search

amongst the Salzburg musician's works would bring to light

many interesting selections suitable for the Concert Room,

where dramatic effects are out of place, and abstract music

can be thoroughly appreciated. Idomeneo ranks as the first

of a series of grand operas, which comprise Die Entfiikrujig,

Figaro, Don Giovanni, Cosifan Tutte, Die Zauherflote, and

La Clemenza di Ti/o—works in which the genius of Mozart

found full scope for display, and developed itself to its fullest

extent. If Don Giovanni and Figaro may be quoted as
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operas contalniDg nothing but geme, Idomeneo only needs

compression to merit the same diatinction, whilst to the musi-
cian In some respects it has surpassing interest, Written

directly after a visit to Paris, when Mozart became convinced

from hearing some of Gluck's operas, that the formalism of the

old Italian school might with advantage be broken through,

Ido7neneo is the model upon which all his succeeding operas

were composed. Circumstances, and the requirements of pub-
lic t-aate, modified its form, and reduced its proportions,

but it was never entirely departed from, and has served to

preserve some of the most delightful ideas ever conceived by a

musician's fancy. Two of the characters in the opera are well

suited for musical illustration. The tenderness of Ilia and the

violence of Elettra's passions afford contrasts which the com-
poser has not failed to intensify with all his acknowledged

power. In the remorse of Idomeneo and in the attachment of

Idamant«, but little interest can be taken ; but these charac-

ters represent two or three arias which cannot be heard with-

out causing emotion, for they are gems of real art. Some of

the choruses are also superb. Nothing finer has been wiitten

than the ensemble, "0 voto tremendo," in the third act,

whilst, as descriptive music, the double chorus in the ship

wreck scene is unsurpassed. The orchestration in some of

the arias is both rich and elaborate. The horn passages in the

"Se il padre"' have never been exceeded in difficulty by any

composer, and form a complete exercise for that instrument.

The whole score is, in fact, a study worthy of close attention,

and will repay any amount of research.

With regard to the execution of the work, too much praise

cannot be bestowed on all concerned. Mile. Tietjens (Iliaj

sang magnifieently. Her splendid voice was heard to every

advantage in ''Padre ! Germaoi I" ''Se il Padre,"and "Zefferet-

ti.-' Mme- Fabbri (as Elettra) gave effect to ''Ah s'estinto,"

and the charming aria, "Idol mio." Mr. Beotham (Ida-

mante) sang the aria "Ma non colpa," and took part in the

trio, *'Non partir," with taste and expression. Sigoor Viz-

zani (Idomeneo) had the most tryingcharacter to support after

that of Ilia, but was successful in all bis songs, and elicited

considerable applauee by his rendering of "Fuor del mar,"

and -'Torno al pace." Signor Caravoglia took the part of the

Priest with ability. The solo parts in the choruses were nice-

ly sung by Mile. Rosetti(a debutante from Milan), Miss Louisa

Beverly, and Miss Emrick. of the London Academy of Music.

Several numbers were redemanded, but the March in C was

alone repeated.

In the second part, the great attraction was the pianoforte

playing of Herr Jaell. The concerto chosen by this pianist

was Beethoven's in C minor. No. 3. Herr Jaell wasapplauded

and recalled. Dr. Wylde conducted the whole performance,

and was warmly received on entering the orchestra.

For the fourth concert the services of Mile. Marimon have

been secured as vocalist. The chief instrumental work will be

Beethoven's pianoforte concerto in G major.— Times.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. The fifth concert took place

in St. James's Hall, on Monday, and had a programme as re-

markable for its interest as its length. Only such interest

conld warrant such length ; and. even under the actual cir-

cnmstan3e.«, it may be doubled whether two symphonies—one

of them Schubert's No. 9—a concerto, an overture, a fugue,

and three vocal pieces, were not more than enough for the

most ravenous clai?sicist. Schuberfg elaborate and final con-

tribution to mnsical epics most always exercise a kind of fas-

cination over those who know the work and are interested in

the man, because of its beauty, and the revelation it makes of

the author's genius and character.

The performance, under Mr. Cosins's direction, was notable

for vigor, and occasionally for that refinement and delicacy

which ^re essential when such music is in hand With the

No- 9 of Schubert was a-iisociated Mendelp.«ohn's No. 4—the

bright and glowing record of it^ gifted author's Italian im-

pressions. How thU work was played and how received there

is no need to tell.

The concerto—Beethoven'*, for violin—introduced Mme.
Nonnan Neruda to theaodience, which, two years ago, prompt-

ly recognized herability, and, afl may be imagined, it proved

ft #evere teat. If we ?ay that other performers have given the

first and third movements with more power, no censure of

Mme. Neruda ia involved. They played as men—she plays a.-^

a woman; and, while her reading and execution are marked

by feminine grace and delicacy, both are wanting in that

maM^uline vigor contemplated by Beethoven. Yet we would

enduD! the iacritable Io«8 at any time to have the concerto

Tendered with such beauty of ton<*, charm of style, and neat-

DCM of manipulation, as were shown by Mme. Neruda. In

tbeiK r««p«>ctJi nothing wafl wanting ; while theLargbett/), with

itii dwtp sentiment and tourhing exprewiioo, wafl m absolutely

perfect n» the boldest dare to hope No wonder that the au-

dience »ppUod«'d with fervor, and summoned the artlft back.

Moxart'ft prelude and fugue in D, and the overture to Cheru-

biol's Dfux Journ^^n, completed the orchestral (lelectlons.

Mme. Sinico and Mr. Bentham were the vocalists—the Indy

beinz recalled after "Rmani invotami," the gantleman after

Mozart^i •'Un aura amoro*»."

BERLIN.—We And In a German paper the following report

of the first public rehearsal, in I^ipzig, of R. Wagner's new

" Kaiser-Marsch,^^ attended only by invited guests, and the

"Master" himself:

"Having been received with a flourish of trumpets as he

entered, W. expressed his gratitude in the following terms :

—

'I thank you, gentlemen, for your very kind reception. My
friend Schmidt intends to give me the pleasure of performing

my Kaiser-Marsch. I have not yet heard it played by the

orchestra, have in fact of late become somewhat unused to the

sounds of any orchestra. It gives me particular pleasure to

hear my latest composition performed for the first time by so

excellent an orchestra as yours. I thank you cordially.'

*' After these words W. took his Feat, S. climbed down to

his musicians, seized his baton, and the first powerful chords

of the march burst upon us. I shall not take it upon myself

to express any opinion upon the composition, particularly as

professional critics will certainly be heard from soon. It

made, however, a considerable impression upon me, al-

though the term 'march' seems somewhat inappropriately

chosen. There are passages of great beauty, and the sounds

of Luther's great, old song ^ Ein^ feste Burg,'' etc., that min-

gle with the tiiumphal chords, produce a powerful effect. The

addition of the vocal element at the end, however, appears to

me very superfluous. The choir too, is curiously placed,

—

this being intended, I believe, to lend a pt-cuHar charm. The

singers are stationed opposite the orchestra, in the *dress-

circle,' so that the audience, in between the two, should

possess a Janus head to be able to look at both.

"But I was far more interested in the composer than in his

work. During the first bars he remained quietly in his seat,

contenting himself with marking the time by motions of his

head and hands. But this did not last very long. Soon he

could not endure to sit still any more ; at the first fortissimo

he sprang up, loudly sang out the trombone passages, gesticu-

lated with his clenched hands, and stamped his foot convul-

sively. The more fierce and noisy the composition became the

more exalted and convulsive grew his movements. All his

gesticulations, and the ever-chaRging expressions of his face,

were as a continued, uninterrupted commentary to the com-

position ; sometimes comical, but always very suggestive.—

I

seem to see him yet, as he depicted, so to speak, a flourish of

the trombone ;—he stood leaning forward, clenching his right

hand, like a boxer, fixing his eyes upon the instruments, and

at the decisive moment throwing out his hand with marvellous

energy, as though he meant to annihilate some invisible,

deadly enemy, while he uttered a piercing ' Tra .'" that went

through and through me. Most delightful too, was his rep-

resentation of the rests. He extended both arms as far as

possible, swiftly moving his hands up and down , as though to

imitate the fluttering of a frightened bat, suddenly raising

them, to mark the conclusion. While he gave himself up to

these exercises, he sang, and screamed, and talked, obeying

the impulses of the moment without any restraint, imitating

the bassoons, the flutes, the kettle-drums, and even giving

appropriate expression to the more delicate shadings, by

graceful noddings of the head, and wavings of the hand. He
appears however to Inspire the performing artists with his

own warmth and enthusiasm, for I had never heard our or-

chestra play with such fire, such pa«sionate earnestness as it

did to-day, under the demoniac influence of R. W."
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Second Triennial Festival of the Handel

and Haydn Society.

Fourth Dat : Afternoon (Concluded).

Wc are happy to acknowledge that we differ from

most of the criticisms we have seen on this peiform-

ance, in that wo do think that the "Choral Sympho-

ny" went quite as well, and even better as a whole,

than it did three years ago. The chorus work was

certainly more sure and easy, the natural result of

practice and familiarity. The orchestral parts were

admirable ; and the Quartet of solo voices, although

we had not Mme. Parepa-Ro.sa's all-sufficient and un-

faltering soprano as before, was really by far the best

Quartet that we have ever had in it. Mrs. H. M.
Smith's musical, clear voice was sure, true, telling,

well sustained throughout the soprano ; Mies Stkr-

mno'b contralto by ilh weight was always felt; Mr.

CuMMiNOS, in the lenor, wa.» invaluable, lending a

new charm and completeness (o the whole ; and Mr.

Rddoi,pu9f.n, being in excellent voice of late, deliv-

ered that mo9t difficult opening Recitative, for the

Bass, as well as his trying passages in the Quartet

(in that quadruple cadenza, for instance) in a manner

too artistic to escape the recognition of exacting con-

noisseurs. And so with the last Symphony of Beet-

hoven closed another high hour, another climax of

the Festival.

Miss Sterling won sincere applause by her ex-

pressive rendering of Mozart's canzonetta (the well-

known song "To Chloe"), and of Liszt's (to our

mind) forced and not entirely musical setting of the

"King of Thule" ballad. As to Mr. Commings in

"Deeper and deeper still," and "Waft her, angels,"

he has left an impression, which we hope may never

be obscured, of all that is most delicate and pure and

spiritual, with nothing over-strained, over-refined or

morbid, in the interpretation of that most exacting

kind of song.

Fifth Day, Saturday, May 13.

The fourth and last Orchestral and Vocal Concert

was given in the afternoon. It opened with a bril-

liant performance of the Overture to Tannhauser hy

the great orchestra. Next came the noble Recitative

and Aria : Non piu dijiore, from Mozart's Clemenza

di Tilo, which no one could sing more nobly, hardly

with more delicate expression, than Miss Adelaide
Phii-lipps. And a word is due here to the beauti-

ful o6W/^a<o accompaniment by our own excellent

clarinettist, Mr. Weber. The charming pastoral

Adagio and Andante from Beethoven's Prometheus

music followed, very delicately rendered, the 'cello

solo being finely given by, we believe, a member of

the Thomas orchestra. Then -came the wonderful

Chopin Concerto in F minor (only the middle and

last movement, to the general regret), played with

exquisite taste and feeling, as of course it would be,

by Miss Anna Mehlig. It was, for a long time at

least, her farewell to Boston, and so her playing (and

of that piece, too, with which she first took our Sym-
phony audience captive) was listened to with a pecu-

liar interest. She has already returned to Germany,

but there is hope that she will revisit America within

another year or two. The glorious old C-minor

Symphony of Beethoven worthily closed the series.

Evening. — Bach's "Passion Music." — Ben-
nett's "Woman of Samaria."

The presentation, and successfully, for the first

time here, though only of selections from the greatest

monumental work in the whole history of sacred mu-
sic,—Sebastian Bach's setting of the Passion of our

Lord according to the narrative of St. Matthew,

—

was the highest mark of progress reached in the

whole Festival, or in the whole history of our Handel

and Haydn Society and of choral efforts in this coun-

try. It was essentially the newest thing of the week
;

the freshest musical experience that Boston has en-

joyed for many years ; it led u.s farther into the in-

most sanctuary of the divine life in tones than any

revelation thereof that had been vouchsafed to us be-

fore. The saddest of all music (though never gloom -

ily oppressive), yet how uplifting and inspiring!

Accepting and embracing sorrow with all the fervor

which tones only can express, it is only to find in it,

what Beethoven in his way also found, beauty and

joy forever ! Could we, then, listen for an hour or

more to a theme so serious, and so seriously treated,

with all the intensifying and at- the same time har-

monizing and subduing power of Art, yet feeling a

strange sweetness and serenity the while, a renewal

of hope, a new sense of the worth and interest of life ?

Verily with most listeners it was so. We think wo

hut describe the average (of course not unanimous)

impression made on that groat audience. Yet many
went there to whoso minds the very name of Bach

was to that hour a bugbear; a goodly number of

them came away enamored of him, longing to hoar

more. Some, doubtless, went to sneer ; some of

them perhaps persevered in that, doggedly clinging

to their own conceit, but more went homo to praise.
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By far the greater number had been taught to fear a

wearisome display of musical "learning"
;

quaint

and frigid lengths of curled, conventional and by-gone

melody, far from melodious to modern ears ; and an

intolerable heaviness of fugue and counterpoint, mere

"intellectual arithmetic," without a quickening ray of

soul or genius or a throb of real feeling,—a Passion

passionless, in short. What was their surprise,—or

would have been if they had known enough,— to 6nd

that there was not a single Fugue in all of it, with

just the one short exception of the splendid chorus

by which all were overwhelmed with wonder and de-

light : "Ye lightnings, ye thunders," and which had

to be repeated ! The testimonies which we have

brought together (in our last three numbers) from

writers in so many journals, fairly represent the av-

erage impression,— the "public opinion," so to speak,

—regarding that experiment. Any good lawyer,

putting this evidence together, sifting and weighing,

making all due allowance for degrees of culture and

of preparation, for prejudice and ignorance, for weak

and vague enthusiasm, for blind echo of authority,

"fashion," guess-work, and what not, will say that it

contains abundant proof, that to the mass of that au-

dience what they heard then of the Passion Music was

a new revelation of sublimity and beauty, of rich hu-

manity and tenderness, of most profound, sincere

religious feeling ; that not only were the choruses

and chorales felt to be of surpassing fulness, depth

and pathos, and of a kind that seemed original and

fresh ; but that the instrumentation, also, of the

double orchestra possessed a singular and fascinating

fitness, enhancing, vivifying every beauty, every apt

expression, as if it too were all alive and human,

—

and all in a style they never heard before, tone com-

binations altogether novel, yet never betraying any

motive but the intrinsic and religious motive of the

whole work ; also, that even the long arias with all

their quaintness,'and the wonderfully human Recita'

tives, charmed by their musical and sympathetic

truth and beauty ; while more than once were they

surprised by things that sounded strangely modern in

the best sense. Indeed the music made its mark, and

has awakened a desire which nothing short of the

whole work will satisfy. The Oratorio Society

which for another season neglects Bach, will be

behind the time,— at lea.st in Boston.

Under the circumstances it was the part of pru-

dence, no doubt, to begin now with selections ; though

several of the pieces necessarily lost something of

their meaning and their beauty by being taken out of

their connection with the whole. Fully to interpret

each part in the light of what should go before and

follow, would involve such an analysis of the whole

work as would fill more than one week's paper. Im-

pressive as the few separate choruses and arias were

no one could fully feel their power and beauty who

had not studied the entire work as one. The selec-

tions, on the whole, were made with judgment, mainly

from the most striking and most practicable numbers,

including fair examples of each kind : the narrative

Recitative, the Recitative in character, the formal

Aria (preceded sometimes by accompanied cantahile

Recitative), the harmonized Chorale, and the grand

Chorus (often double) ; enough of it, indeed, in the

First Part, to preserve something of the progress of

the mournful story. The various elements which

enter into the composition of the text, too, were in

some sense represented : as, 1) the Gospel narrative,

recited by the Tenor, called Evangelist, with the

usual dry chord accompaniment. This Recitative is

BO beautiful and so expressive in its whole series, each

phrase, each tone of music so close to each sentiment

and image, nay to each phrase, word, syllable even,

of the text, that but a faint idea of it could be formed

from the very few fragmentary specimens. Yet even

these failed not to interest by Iheir purity of style,

their obvious fitness and felicity. Mr. Wm. J.

Winch delivered them in clear, true tones, simply

and chastely, and with a fair degree of expression.

They were merely a few sentences connecting the

words of the betrayer and betrayed in the scene of

the Supper; a few more where the Master's "soul is

sorrowful" at Gelhsemane ; and again, telling how

he "fell down upon his face and prayed," as intro-

ductory to the one Bass Aria selected ;—from Part

Second none at all.

2 Of what we may call the character Recitative,

or dialogue : the words of Jesus of course are of chief

importance ; and here the pious heart and genius of

the musician, with utmost reverence and tenderness,

has conceived and rendered every tone so worthily,

that it would seem actually caught from the dear

Master's lips. Possibly all did not notice, though

they must have felt the fine, mysterious thrill : when-

ever Jesus begins speaking, soft tones from the quar-

tet of strings flow in to weave a halo round his sacred

head and make the very air divine. The only parts

selected were : first, from the scene of the Last Sup.

per, those which relate to Judas, the blessing of the

bread, &c. There is a solemn, sovereign majesty and

tenderness in every tone of this Recitative ; at the

words "Take and eat," and "Diink ye all" the

phrase becomes melodic, and the instruments com-

bine to make the voice and the whole scene more

present; then, farther on, the words "My soul is

sorrowful unto death"; and again where he prajs

that the cup may pass from him. This is for a Bass

voice, and of course demands a noble one, and also

more than voice or skill. Mr. Whitney delivered

it with dignity of style and simple, true expression,

if not always with all the sympathetic delicacy of

which it is capable ; indeed that would require a sing-

er of at once a finer and a more commanding stamp

than we have known.

3. The Chorales,—people's tunes,—like our psalm

tunes, but so much more musical and from the heart

of deep experience,—by which Bach intended the par-

ticipation of the worshipping congregation in the

Passion service. These Lutheran melodies he has

harmonized for four parts, over and over again, each

time with a new expression suited to the new occa-

sion, with such truth of feeling and such perfect art

as to elicit all their meaning, all that is implied in

them, and make their beauty ever fresh and incor-

ruptible. Of the dozen which he introduces in the

Passion, three were sung. One, the first of all, after

Jesus has fortold his crucifixion :

"Say, sweetest Jesu, what law Thou hast broken.

To bring on Thee the dreadful sentence spoken," &c.

was used to open the performance, rather abruptly to

be sure, but nobly and impressively, at once arresting

a profound attention. The richness of the sad and

sombre harmony, supported, only, by the instru-

ments, which play the same parts with the voices
;

the individual movement of the voice parts,—four

interwoven strains of melody,—each helping the ex-

pression of the whole, made itself felt by all. The

public yielded to the Chorale unconditionally,—and

that was a good beginning- Still more captivated

were they by the two which came later ; "I will

stay here beside Thee" (after the prediction of

Peter's denial, but standing in the selections wholly

by itselfj,'and the same tune again with other har-

mony : "0 Head, all bruised and wounded." For

all three of them were sung with fine precision and

expression by the seven hundred voices, so that it all

sounded broad and full, at once majestical and sweet.

We think, however, that so great a mass of voices

pure and simple, would have sounded even better,

without the somewhat heterogeneous timbre of the

various instruments merely reinforcing their notes.

Bach's own score has the instruments, but he ar-

ranged the Chorales for a church service with a much

smaller choir, it is to be presumed.

4, Other specimens vouchsafed to us,naturally of the most

interesting and important, belong to what we have termed the

reflective element in the Passion Music. It is the more subjec-

tive portion of the text .and music,—the comments,meditationB,

prayers, confessions, now of the ideal Church or congregation

of believers, now of the individual pious heart filled with

warm personal love and sympathy for Christ, who in almost

every instance io this work is called by the human name
Jesus. These are interspersed all alonn, prompted at various
stages of the narrative, and take the forms of Chorus and of
Aria, accompanied in polyphonic harmony with independent
figures and suggestions by the orchestra. The Arias are very
numerous, elaborate, commonly preceded by a verse of
rhymed melodic Recitiitive, and are for each of the four kinds
of voices. The Choruses [of this class) are few, but very great,
serving for grand, solemn opening and closing of the two
Parts. More numerous, and of the sweetest, deepest, tender*
est of all the music, are the combinations of the two. Arias
with Chorus, in which Bach shows some of his most character-
istic and imaginative creative power.

[But we again lack room to complete what we must flay

about the Passion Music ; also for what little we hare in mind
about Mr. Bennett's Oratorio and the wind-up performance of
"The Messiah" ; and for a few concluding general remarks.
It will do no harm to keep the Festival topic uppermost for

some time longer.]

ICt* Notice of Promenade Concerts, already in type, crowd-
ed out.

Wehave still several ioterestingconcerts in reserve for notice.

Organ Mosic. Mr. Ecgene Thater has just

concluded his Spring series of seven "Free Organ

Recitals" at the First Church (corner of Berkeley

and Marlboro' Streets}. He has now given, since

that admirable Waleker Organ was erected—perhaps

the most perfect instrument for its size with which

any church is blessed in this wide land—no less than

29 of these sweet and quiet feasts of true and noble

organ compositions, which have been freely open to all

who love this kind of music. Sebastian Bach has

always filled a good half of his programmes ; Men-

delssohn, Schumann, Handel, Hesse, Thiele^ &c.,

being well represented in the other half To a sin-

cere music lover, who has any of the religion of mu-

sic in his soul, and to whom music is a light and

comfort amid the serious problems of life ; to the ar-

tist or the student, especially, with whom music is an

earnest matter,—we can imagine no more refreshing,

soothing and delightful way ot passing an hour or

two in these lovely May and June afternoons, (unless

when the heat is extreme), than to walk across the

Common and the Public Garden, now in all their

beauty, and entering that beautiful, still church, with

its stained glass windows, to sit there in the dim, re-

ligious half light, listening to the sweetest and the

grandest strains of those great masters,—their sin-

cerest and most private prayers and meditations in

their own native tone language,—interpreted through

such an instrument by one so competent. Had we

realized how rapidly such opportunities were passing,

we would have made some sacrifice rather than miss

a single one of them.

The "Recitals" (to be resumed after the summer

vacation) have been given on Friday afternoons, at

3J o'clock, and have been well attended, particularly

by students and by amateurs of organ music, as well

as by others who simply yield themselves up to the

sentiment of the thing, as one does to Nature, and
who have found in it refeshment to the spirit. Mr.

Thayer has usually had the assistance of some one of

his pupils, and these have acquitted themselves cred-

itably. Without more ado, we here record the pro-

grammes of the seven afternoons :

23d Recital, April 28.

Prelude and Fugue in G msjor Bach.
Yorspiel ; Schmiicke Dich "
Prelude in B minor "

Mr. Robert Raymond.
Andante and Allegretto, from Fourth Sonata.

Mendelssohn.
Skizzen, Op. 58, No. 2 Schumann.
Andante from Fifth Sonata, 1

Finale from Sixth Sonata, 1 Mendelssohn.
Mr. Raymond.

Sixth Organ Concerto Handel.

24(/i Recital, May 5.

Prelude and Fugue in F minor Bach.
Six fugues on the name "B-A-C-H." Op. 60, Nos. 3

and 5 Schumann-
Vorspiele : ( "Herzlich thutmich veHangen."

\

) "Es ist das Heil uns kommen her." J Bach.
Mr. Samuel Studley.

Skizzen, Op. 68, No. 3 Schumann.
Variations in A major, Op. 47 Hesse.

Mr. Studley.

Chromatische Fuge Thiele,

25<A Recital, May 11.

Toccata et Fuga in D minor Bach.
Vorspiel : "tVir glauben all' " "

[For two manuals and double pedals.]

Skizzen. Op 58, Nos. 1 and 2 Schumann.
Fifth Organ Concerto Handel.
Studien, Op. .56, Nos. 5 and 6 Schumann.
Concertsatz in minor Thiele.
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26M Recital, May 19.

Toccata in C major Bach,
Torspiel: ''Cbrist, Uneer Herr" "
Yorspiel: "Liebster Jesu" "

Mr. Henry Barnard.
Skizzen.Op. 58, Nos 4 and 3 Schumann.
Prelude in G, No. '2 Mendelssohn.

Mr. Barnard.
Chromatiiche Fantasie i Thiele.

21th Recital, May 26.

Great Fug;ue in G minor Bach.
Stadien, Op, 56, Nos. 3 and 5 Schumann.
Fifth Organ Concerto Handel.

Mr. George Kies.

Choral Variations : "Heil dir" Hesee.

Vorppiele : ( "Heut triumphiret." 1

( "Wir danken dir." ] Bach,
Mr. Kies.

Prelude and Fugue in A minor Bach.

2SM Recital, June 2.

Canzona in D minor Bach.

Torspiele : ( "Nun freut euch" (

t
"Valet will ich Dir geben" | "

Fantasie in G minor "
Mr, Edward Fisher.

( Studien, Op. 56. No. 4.

1

) Skizzen, Op. 58, No. 4. ( Schumann.
Maestoso and Andante, from Third Sonata. .Mendelssohn.

Mr. Fisher.

Yariations in A flat, Op. 34 Hesse.

29ik Recital, June 9.

Fantasie in G major Bach

.

Sonata in C minor, No. 2 Mendelssohn.
Vorspiel: "An Wasserfliissen Baby Ion" Bach.
Prelude and Fugue in B flit Bach.

Mr. Fr*ink Stearns.

Choral Variations. "Heil Pir." Hesse.

Skizzen, Op. 58, No"*. 1 and 3 Schumann.
Adagio from First Sonata Mendelssohn.

Mr. Stearns.

Concertsatz in K flat minor Thiele.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT AT FRATERNITY HALL.

On Thuri'day evening last some of the younger members of

the Twenty-eighth Congregational Society laid before their

friends a Taried programme of vocal and instrumental music,

under the leadership of Miss J, P. Titcomb, as a supplemen-

tary effort in connection with their recent May-day fair. One

of the most interesting features was the production of Haydn's

"Kinder Sinfonie," by a band of youths and maidens most of

tbem hitherto wholly unused to orchestral manipulation. But

with the valuable aid of Master Albert Van Raalte, of the

Boston Conservatory (whose services as first violinist were po-

litely granted by Mr. Eichberg), and the excellent pianoforte

performance of Miss Alice F. Haynes, it passed ofi' with bril-

liant effect. Master Van Raalte put the audience into rap-

tures by a most skilful rendering of a diffifultDe Beriot "Fan-
tasia," which, with a subsequent version of one of our nation-

al airs with variations, stamped him a child of extraordinary

mu.=.ical promise. ACooconeduet for pianoforte was played

with excellent effect by the Misses HoUaud, and a novelty in

tbeway of a -'Picnic Song" from the pen of Rev. J. V. Blake,

with solo and choru.s accompanied by piano, a brace of violins,

and drum, was esppcially pleasing. On the whole those who
came with the dngged and dog-d;iy determination to listen, io

great heat and discomfort, were compelled to go away with

many expressions of delight upon their lips.

—

Com7noniuealth,

June 10.

THE SACRED CONCERT for the benefit of the Cathedral

Choir Table, given at the Music Hall last evening under the

direction of Mr. Gilmore, was decidedly superior in the quali-

ty of ita performance as well as in the character of its pro-

gramme to the large majority of miscellaneous concerts. The

orchestra, though not large, was well balanced and effective.

The chorus did most of their work neatly and earnestly. The

principal solos were given by Mr. Powers, Mr. Arbuckle, Mr.

Whitney and Miss Kellogi?, all of whom appeared to excellent

advantige. Miss Kellogg's selections were '^^ Casta Diva'''' and
the grand scena and prajer from ''Der Freischiitz,^^ and both

were rendered withgr<-at brilliancy of execution and refine-

ment of sentiment. In answer to an encore of the air from
'"Norma," Miss Kellogfg sang "The Last BoFe of Summer,"
and in reJiponne to a recall after the "Freischiitz" scena, gave

one stanza of ''Home, Sweret Home." The audience was very

large and exceedingly eotbasiaatic.

—

Advertiser, June 12

More Impressions of the "Passion Music"

AT THE Fkstital.—The Musical Independent (Chi-

cago) save

:

The effect of tbLi maslc wa< far more agreeable on the audi-

eiic« than waa anticipated. It differed widely from anything

CTCT heard before. T^t, although the oldest work of the fes-

tival, H is, In many things, the newest. Bach's muwic han a

smoother flow than Uandel'a. It goes on like an ever-flowing

river. All the airs are long. All are exceedingly difficult,

eflpecialty because the accompaniments are ohiii^rito. The

moet pleasing of the earlier eelectlona ia the eighth. Thin

open.4 with a lovely oboe solo, accompanied by 'cello aolo and

Tiolaa After a verf*e of the song, 'I'll watch with my dear

Jeans alway," the chorus comes In softly, "do clumber phuU

oor Hna befall ;" then the s'^tprano re^fumee the op«;nIng strain,

and the cborua again responds, but .with changed music, and

so they goon. There is nothing to aay of thli, pave that It la

tender, beantifal, and charming. The next hit wa.q made by
tb* daet and Chora* " Alaa, my Jeans now i» taken." This

opena with a prelude of flute and oh>oe accompanied by poft

Btrioga, and a charming thing It was too. Then the two

singera, one after another, take up the sad refrain : "My Jesus

now is taken," and presently the chorus bursts in: "Leave

him ! Bind him not !" This duet is totally unlike anything

I ever heard, yet extremely beautiful. Then follows a double

choTwa tha.t \a 3A effective (considered merely from the dra-

matic stand-point,} as Meyerbeer ever wrote, yet full of the

massiveness peculiar to Bach. It opens with a fugue: "Ye
lightnings, ye thunders, in clouds are ye vanished ?" in which

the basses have a rolling passage, very curious and very effec-

tive. This part of the chorus works to a climax on the domi-

nant, and breaking short off leaves a silence- followed by a pas-

sage, which for awful grandeur I have never heard surpassed,

to the words : ''Burst open ye fierce flamingcaverns of hell.'*

No verbal description can do justice to this remarkable pas

sage. I can only repeat that it betokens Bach's very remark-

able appreciation of dramatic effect. There is also a very ar-

tistic alto solo, "0 pardon me," introduced by a violin solo,

played beautifully by Mr. B. Lietemann. The closing chorus

is also exceedingly beautiful, hut is of a character to be ex-

plained only by the peculiarity of this work, having been com-

posed for religious service. I am told by a friend who heard

this several years in succession in Leipsic, that performed as it

is in St. Thomas' church, the venerable barn-like structure in

which Bach played the organ and trained the choir, the sing-

ers occupy the upper gallery. The church on Good Friday

evening is dimly lighted, and the listener in the gloom below

hears these beautiful and impressive strains, but sees no singer

or player. When the music is half completed, a sermon on

the Passion intervenes. It is on account of this intended use

that the Passion Music of Bach lacks the brilliant ending cus-

tomary with concert works.

And here is the comment of the Musical Bulletin

{New York)

:

The most interesting event of the whole festival was the pro-

duction of Bach's Passion Music and Dr. Bennett's Oratorio

"The Woman of Samaria." It was a mistake to bring the two

works into juxtaposition, for the music of the latter, fresh and

spirited as it is, seemed little and almost trifling and insipid

beneath the shadow of Bach's broad and massive work. The

selections of Bach's music comprised three of the chorals, the

magnificent double chorus, "Ye lightnings, ye thunders," so

suggestive of Handel's famous "Hailstone" chorus, the con

eluding chorus, "Around thy tomb," songs for the soprano,

alto, tenor and bass, and most of the connecting passages of

recitative. The recitatives are among the most important

parts of the work and demand something else than the mere

flippant, sliding style of the Italian opera. The tenor solos,

particularly, are very taxing, and they demand a great voice

as well as the best cultivation. Mr. Winch sustained them
creditably to himself, but they are capable of much greater

effect than he is able to give them. The other soloists were

Mme. Rudersdorff, Miss Sterling and Mr. Whitney. The cho-

ruses are sturdy and impressive throughout the work. The

two double choruses, "Ye lightnings, ye thunders," and

"Around thy tomb" are truly great specimens of choral writ-

ing. The choristers performed their parts Tery well, except

that more light and shade—a more ta&tked pianissimo to set

off the more massive passages, would doubtless have enhanced

the general effect.

"Personal." The sensational Sun (New York),

of June 3d, informs the world :

The steamer Scotia, which arrived at this port on the 26th

of April last, brought from London the future husband of that

charming songstress Miss Christine Nilsson. The modest

young gentleman arrived on the day of the first performance

of the late season of Italian opera, which he attended. On

the next day ho set out for the West in search of Miss Nilsson,

and found her in Chicago. The gentleman's name is A. Rou-

zand Ila was recently engaged in commercial business in

London. In future he will try his fortune in the commercial

mart of the city.

Mr. Rouzand is accompanied to this country by Col. Snow,

an English gentleman, formally, if not now, of the British

army. M. Rouzand is about twenty-eight years old, of mid-

dling size, chestnut hair, sandy whiskers worn in English

style, of good presence, rather fine looking, and Is an accom-

plished gentleman, and socially very pleasant. To make a

long story short, this little affair between Miss Nilsson and

Rouzand is a genuine love match. This fact will explain the
rpcent operations of Miss Nilsson In real estate, in Peoria, III,,

and Boston. When the happy couple are to be mrfde one is

not within our knowledge. Soon, It Is presumed. They re-

turnttd to thlH city on Tuesday, accompanied by Mrs. Richard-
son a travelling companion of MIhs Nilsson, Col. Snow, and
Max StrakoHch, and are temporarily residing at the Kverett
Houae.

On Wednesday evening Dr. and Mrs. Boremua entertained

MIm NilKson and Mr. RouzJind at dinner at thulr re«ldence In

Fourth Avenue. Among the gue»tfl were Mrs. Rlcluirdwon,

Col. Hnow, Mr. .farrett, the London miinager, and Mr. Welles,
themuftlcal and dramatic writer of the JSvmini: Mail.

In a few days Mlsa Nilspon with her companion, Mrs. Rk'h-

ardw>n, accompanied by Iiou7And and Col. Snow, and Dr. and
Mrs. DoremUH, will go up to Weit Point to attend the annual
examination of thu Military Academy. They will then go to

Ningari Falls and n-turn to Sarat^^ga by way of L<ike fJeorgo,

After tarrying a while at the Springs, the party will visit New-
port and perhaps the White Mountains or Long Branch.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Fublimhed by Olirer DitMon Si. Co*

Vocal, with Piano AccomDaniment.

Without thee. (Senza te.) (Ce que sui3. 4.

Fto^r. Gounod. 40
Words in English, French and Italian. Is very

pretty and piquant, and has made a decided success

in the concert room.

She was my boyhood's dream. 3. F to d.

J. L. Hatton. 35
''I loved to see her waving curls,

Her bright eyes' sunny beam,

Oh, happy days, when boys and girla

Of merry meetings dream."

Of classic beauty.

The Song of a Clerk. 3. D to f. A.J. Goodrich. 30

Pcetry by 0. W. Holmes, and, of course is witty as

it can be, and real wit, too.

On the Hill. ( Auf dem Berge.) 4. F to f. Lindhlad. 30
"On this height recliuing.

Oft my tranquil moments flow."

Pretty melody, and fine workmanship displayed,

both in harmony and rhythm.

Mine Host. Champagne Song. 3. B6 to f. 30

'•Mine host, mine host, come hither

And drain a glaes with me."

Instrumental.

Ave Maria d'Arcadeldt. 3. F. Liszt. 40
As this is quite easy, improve your opportunity to

play "Liszt." A characteristic piece.

Kaufmann's Casino Waltz. 3. Gung'l. 75

Bright, fresh, and Gung'llike.

Scene Boheraienne. {Chanson a boire.) 3. F.Kuhe. 50

A transcription of a strange gypsy air, with minor

and major strains alternating.

Good Humor. Polka Mazurka. (GemuthvoU and

heiter.) 3. G. F. Budik. 30
Good name for it, as it is brighter than most ma-

zurkas, while it retains the form.

Mandolina. Fantasie Brillante. 5. E6. Leyhach. 60

Vienne Galop. 4. F. Ketterer. 50
Two fine pieces, the first light and airy, the last

surprisingly sweet and brilliant. One is tempted to

rail it OTiB of Ketterer's best piecae.

Tetea-tete Waltz. 3. C. L. H. Cooke. 50
Sparkling and pretty.

Carabinier's Swiss March. 4 hands. 3. B6.

A. Croisez. 60
A brilliant military movement. Effective for exhi-

bitions.

Marche Turque. De Mozart. 4 hands. 3. A.

L. Streahhog. 60
A well-known march by Mozart, part minor and

part major, probably originally founded on a real

Turkish air, as it has Eastern peculiarities.

Walnut Polka. 2. G. R. B. Leonard. 30
Very neat and bright.

Galop. ^'Summer Garlands." 3. G. F. Zikoff. 40
Has very light, graceful, staccato octave passages.

There is also a Mazurka and a Polka, in the "Summer
Garland" set. Get them all. Handsome lithograph

title.

Mazurka Caracterisque. 3. F. H. Kowalski. 35
Beautiful. Such pieces ought to outlast many

more brilliant ones.

Books.

The Woman of Samaria. A Sacred Cantata

by W. S. Bennett. Paper, SI. 12
Boards, 1.50

Cloth, 1.75
Traders and Managers of Musical Societies would do

well , during the hummer, to procure and look through
a copy of this book. It supplies material for practice
to those who cannot quite manage nn oratorio, and
still Is above.the level of glees and anthems.

ABDREViATiONfl.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to
7. The kfy Is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o.^
u Hmall Roman letter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

au iteUic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

MiiHio i)T Mail.—Music Ih sent by mall, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a
dintance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense In obtaining supplies. BookH can also be sunt at
double these rates.
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^Wm liMo Wum.
Ch. Mayer.

Sipp.

B. Richards.

B. Richards.

"I Puritani"

Lysberg.

Abendstern, Der Eomanze.
Adio. Nocturne.

Annie on the Banks of Dee.

Ariel, Caprice de la Valse.

A te cara, (Love my dearest)

Baladine, Caprice.

Caprice Hongroise. Etude de Concert.A'c«erer. 75

Caprice Militaire. E.Keiterer. 60

Chanson a Boire. (Diiiiking Song). Leybach. 60

Chanson dePrintemps.( Spring Song). Henselt. 6o

Chatelaine. Vulse do aalon. Ketterer. 75

Choaur des Moissonneurs. de I'Opera^ "Mi-
reillo." Trajiscrijjtioii. Kruger. 40

Cousin et Cousine. Schottish e'le'gante.£j(;Aa?rf. 40

Croyez moi. (Trust in me). Melodic. Ascher. 30

Do they think of me at Home. Everest. 20

Dream after the Ball. Fantasia. Lumbye. 75

Dreams of the Forest. Smith. 60

Dyinar Poet. Meditation. As performed by
Guitsclialk with great success."(Seyen Octaves." 60

Echo Idylle, Oesten. 35

Echoes of KiUarney. Transcription. Richards. 35

Golden Bells. Caprice de Concert Smith. 75

Graziella. Morceau do Salon. Kuhe. 50

Her bright smile haunts me still. Everest. 20

Lily of thf" VaUey. ^''"9- -^o

How Sa^ ^^ature. From the Operetta

"Fan£ST.—A fiuEanscription. Richards.

Le Cha"S Pianoforte, in th^ Grand Caprice Relig-

ieux>n. A young man pre, -'Seven Octaves."

Let me': Mother. Varia-

50

75

tion tir^IINARIES.-A youn, <^™*«- ^0

Little Sp sur.h position, desires a S'udie. Hering. SO

Look ! thi^'*-"™'' Seminart, with ep from the Ope-
retta ot 'jniiENTAi Departments, i Richards. 40

Love and Ci,"''^
"'"* ^""^"O" "^ Ca^nt^ en forme

de Schotti!'l"-«s' P- -* B.,Pitlsflel(J, Octaves." 75
.r 1 • 1 ^ :3>dels8obn Musical Institt

.

Love lighted h
MoOIiliglit BTijiiw.— v.«..inrm!.'

Morning Dew.
Mountain Stream.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne.

Oft in the stilly night.

On the Kialto.

0, whisper what thou feelest,

Oesten. 40

Kolling. 50
Smith. 75

Smith. 70

Cloy. 30

Richards. 50

Oesten. 35

Hoffman. 75

Orphan's Prayer. Badarzewsha. 40

Perle du Soir. Mazurka de Salon. Ketterer. 75

Priere d'une Mere. Reverie Trekell. 50

Q,ui Vive ! Grand Galop. Gam. 75

Sicilian Vespers. , ^«i'«-. 35

Spanisches Standchen. (Spanish Melody).
^

Spindler. 50

Starry Night. Serenade. Smith. 60

Tarentelle. Op. 85, No. 2. Heller. 60

The Fountain. No. 1 of "Tone Pictures."

Reynald. 30

Who will care for mother now. Varia-

tions. Baumbach. 60

Wilt thou not love me. Krug. 40

Barber of Seville, r.antasie briUante. Leybach.l.00

Fantasia. Sur le Chceur des Soldats ct le

Clioeur des Viellards dans"Faust." Eavargor. 75

Fantasie. Sur Don Pasquale. Rosellen. l.OO

Fantasia on Airs from "Faust "
Osborne. 90

Flower Song, Gems from "Faust." Rimbautt. 30

Gems from "lone." Baumbach. 60

Gems f™"i "Mireille." Johnson. 60

II Balen, fTempest of the Heart). From "II

Trovatore." Variations. Grobe. 50.

Martha. Fantasie brillante. Ketterer. 75

"Mireille." Fantasie. Lysberg. 75

Potpourri. From "Faust." Grobe. 80

Puritani. Fantasie. Leybach. 90

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." _ Rimbault. so

Sonnambula. Fantasie. Leybach. 75

Souvenirs, "ilireille." Rosellen. 60

Un Ballo in "Maschera." Leybach.l.OO

§xx\\mt gmx-^M^ ^im^,
"Faust." Fantasia. Beyer. 75

Faust. Potpourri. Cramer.1.25

MephistO Galop. Labitzky. 50

Overture. "AUessandro Stradella." 75

Overture. "Poet and Peasant." 1.00

Radieuse. Grande Valse. "Seven Octaves." \ .aO

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Richards. 60

Un Ballo in Maschera. Beyer. 75

Choice Morceaux from Beethoven's Sym-
phonies. Transcribed Ijy Batiste.

Op. 31. No. 1. Communion. Ut Major.
" " 2. Offertoiie. Re Major.

3. Offertoire Funebre. i/cro/jue.
Sib Major.
Ut Minor.
Pastorale.

La Major.
Fa Major.

Avec Chorus.

Op. 32. No. 1. Elevation
" " 2. Communion.
" '• 3. Offertoire.

Op. S3. No. 1. Otfertoire.
" " 2. Offertoire.
" " 3. Grand Sortie.

Dorothea. A dramatic Scena, composed for the

Mason and Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

Dorothea Lenda hears from a distance the

Requiem of a noble youth, whom she had se-

cretly loved, killed while leading a success-

ful attack upon the enemy.

Grande Offertoire de Concert, as played by
the composer on the Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall. Thayer.

Grande Sonate. T!myer.\

Tliroo Offertoires as played by the composer on
the Great Or<.'an in the Boston Music Hall.
No. 1. Grand Offertoire de Concert. Thayer.

" 2. La Prie're. For Bassoon. "
" S. La Meditation. For Vox Humana. "

Mendelssohn's Sonata in A. as performed at

tlie inauguration of the Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall, by B. J. Lang.
AVith a fine vignette picture of the Organ.

Six Morceaux. Composed expressly for the

I\iason & Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

Jip. 1. Anticipation.
" 2. Reminiscence.
" 3. Penitence.
" 4. In Memoriam.
" 5. Children's March.
" 6. Gaiety.

CO

75

Orfa. Grande Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

Partridge Polka Characterisque. Koppitz. 40

Peggy Baun Waltz. Clarke. 6o

Whip-poor-will Polka. Spaulding so

hx^f B(M\m\xt$f ^ixxxm,

Annie Polka Redowa. Sc/mhze. so

Bay of ftuinte Polka Mazurka. Chalaupka. so

Croquet Galop. (Colored Vignette.) Coote. 75

Dew Drop Polka Redowa. Warren, so

Double Clog Dance. Carroll 4- Queen. 50

Evening BeUs Galop. Clarke. 50

Ever Merry Mazurka Caprice. Whitney, so

Fairy Land Schottische. "Seven Octaves." "5

Faust Q,uadrillle. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

GoriUa ftuadriUe. Marriott. 60

Helter Skelter Galop. Cassidy. so

Hird's Sensation Galop. ss

Horse Guards ftuadrille Lancers. Knight. 40

lone Galop. "lone." Knight. 25

Opera Box Mazurka, Mack. 35

Pensive Polka Redowa. -Seven Octaves." eo

Polka Mazurka. "Faust." Ketterer. 60

Sally C'^.'ne up. (Dance). Buckley. 60

Shadow Song Polka Redowa. Knight, so

Stamp Galop. (Colored Vignette). O'Leary. 60

Toujours Mobile Galop. Birgfield. 35

True Love Polka Mazurka. "Faust." 30

Warren Combination Schottische. BiVjr/ieW. S5

5fcn) ittarcl)C3 ^ #uickstcp0.

Drummer Boy's March. Intr

vonie melody of "Tlie Captai

odueing the fa-

in." Winner.

Strauss.

30

40

Arion Waltz. Arranged from the celebrated

Vocal Waltz of Vogel. Knight. 30

Bridal Wreath Polka. Lighthiu. so

Carol Polka. Whitney, so

Cricket Polka. Withers, so

Delta Psi Waltz. H. W. s- A. T. s. so

Dolorsolatio Waltz. - Miller. 6o

Eugene Valse BrUliante. Gilbert, so

Faust Waltz. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

FUligrane Polka Brilliante. Ketterer. 6o

Forest Echos Polka. Ri<<'del. 35

Forest Glade Polka Brilliante. Gottschaik. eo

Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. Watson, so

Immortellen Waltz. Gung'l. 60

Kate Kearney Waltz. Brown, so

Kiss Waltz. "II Bacio." (Easy). Everest. 35

Morgenblatter Waltzer. Strauss, eo

Farragut's Grand March.
Funeral March as performed on the occasion

of services commemorative of the death of
Pres. Lincoln. IJoni^M: 30, with vignette. 40

Funeral March in honor of Edward Everett
as pertorined at histuneial. { Vij;Q»t(o)_ 40

Grand March Triumphale. ^«Ae. 60

In Memoriam March, in honor of President

hincoln. Uaase. SO

Letty Lome ftuickstep. Johnson, so

Requiem March, '" memory of President

Lincoln. Fiske. 30

Sheridan's Grand March. (Portrait). Gung'l. 40

(%

Chopin's Funeral March. Eichberg. 35

Funeral March, front Sonata op. 26. Beethoven. 35

Gondelied. Winner. 30

Hurrah Storm Galop.

La Forza del Destine. Eichberg

30

50

Muscovite Mazourka. Winner. 30

Peabody Schottische.

Peri Waltzes.
It

SO

SO

Prize Banner Quickstep.

Smith's March.

It

tt

30

SO

Stradella. "Operatic Potpourris." Eichberg. 50

The Captain. Quichtep

Sultan's Polka.

Winner. SO

30

Turkish March. Mozart. S5

Turkish March. "Ruins of Athen ^."Beethoven. 35

War March of the Priests, from "Athaiia."
Mcndetssoltn. 40

Wedding March, Mendelssohn. 40
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NEW HOME SONGS.
Acushla Gal Mociiree. "O Bnt;ht Pulse of

my Heart/* from "An-ah na Pogue.^'

Aged and Grey. Song. L. B. Staihweather.

'•For I am old. aged and grey.

Children of time, I am passing away."

Bradley Clay. Ballad. /. C. Johnson.

'When the Jiiylight died away,
Dit»d the lif« of Uradle}' Clay.

When the moon climbed up the hill

Climbed his spirit higher still.

Knapsack he had laid aside

Fora state beatified.

He was at the tattoo blown
By the buples round the throne.

Far beyond this earth's control,

Where archangers call the roll."

Bury me at Sunset. A Soldier's Last Be-

quest. Frank Wilder.

Come, Sing to me Again. Ballad. Turner.

''I have heard sweet music stealing,

Round about nie as 1 lay,

Like the songs of awgels singing

From the bright land far away."

Coming Home ;
oi". "The Cruel War is Over."

Song and Chorus. C. C. Sawyer.

Cot where the Old Folks Died^ Song and
Chorus. M. B. Leavitt.

"But the cot, on the lot, on the top of the hill,

Near the spot where I eat and cried,

'Tls the lot where tbe old folk.i toiled and lired,

Aud the cot where the old folks died.-'

Conld I be Near my Boy. ^^- Keller.

Dffie May. Song and Chorus. R. R. French.

Ela, the Pride of my Heart. ^- Wilmarth.

Flower GirL ^- 0. Emerson.

'Come, O. come, buy my flowern, they are fragrant and
All wet with the dews of the morn,

Andtfweet with the breath of the pure morniBg air,

For I gathered them all since the dawn."

The Green Shenandoah. ^- f^- Turner.

Home the Boys are Marching ;
o»% "King

the Merry Bells." F. Wilmarth.

I cannot Sing the Old Songs. Ballad.

Claribel.

I Know he will Retnm. Rudolphsen.

I Live for those who Love Me. -7- G. Clark.

I'm Lonely Since my Mother Died. Song
and Chorus. li. S. Thompson.

In Peace Again. J- ^^' Turner.

'In pear»» -ffo^'Q ' brpak fottU tliv otro-ia :

inreughout our native lahd '

Ring out ye merry bell.s with joy I

Boom forth, ye cannons grand."

In the lonely, quiet Chamber. Ballad.

.fas. W. Parker.
"In the lonely, quiet chamber

There's an empty cradle bed,
With a print upon the pillow,

Of a baby's shining bend
;

'Tis a fair and dainty cradle,

Downy soft with pillows white,
But within the blanket folded.

Lies no little form to nit^lit
"

It is the Miller's Daughter. Words by
Tennyson. Music by Hudulphsen.

I've no Mother now. B.aiad. T. Smith.

Kiss me while I'm Dreaming. Wimmerstedt.

"Little Fairy,Blue-Eyed Carrie." E.Bruce.

•>li4 eternal joys fiujternal

N<"-w thr»u tread'pt the he«T«'nIy ehore,
Little fairy, blue-eyed Carrie.

With tht loved ones gOr;e before."

Mother, when the War is Over. Song
and Ctiorui. J. W. Tunirr.

Move my Arm Chair, Dearest Mother.
Ballud. /'. Wilmarth.

">loT« my arm chair, dearfest, motl^er,

In the suDHhine. bright and strong,

For rhii world is fading, mother.
I flhall not trts with 50U loag."

0, Could I See my Father. The SoWicr'g

la»l U'oriJ^. brji,^' &. (;iiorus. ./. II'. Turner.

Oft in my Dreams I See my Mother.
Ballad. L. Li. .'^iurkwetither.

She Sang among the Flowers. Wrir/luon.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. A»
8uni; by ibe "HatchiDson family."

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

fair,

30

30

30
30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

."JO

30

30

Wearing of the Green. As sung in "Arrah

Na Pogue." 40

*'0h, Paddy dear, and did you hear the news that's going
round.

The Shamrock is forhid by law, to grow on Irish ground."

When you and I were Soldier Boys. Clark, so

'O, the storDiy times we knew
In our euit of army blue
^Vhen you and I were soldier boy.s. together VTill."

Will You come to meet me, Darling 1

Ballad. L. H. Gutmi/. 30

NEW HUMOROUS SONGS.
The Colonel from Constantinople. As

Sun^ hy the Florences.

*'KInd friends your pity pray bestow,
On one who stand.s before you,

And listen to my tale of woe,
Though I promise not to bore you."

Girl with the Waterfall. Frank Wilder.

''There's songs abont most everything
That one could name or call.

But until this none has been wrote
About the Waterfall,"

Intelligent Contraband. An Original Song
and Dance. Charlie Pettenyill.

Jolly Dogs ;
or, Slap Bang. Copeland.

Matilda Toots ;
or, "Have you seen her

Boots." The Adventures of a Skater.

Solomon.

My Mother did so before me. B. Covert.

"The men I'll tease myself to please.

My mother did so before me."
"We'll wed and kiss, what harm is this,

My mother did so before me."

NicodemUS Johnson. A Contraband Song.
Peitengill.

0, My Heart goes Pit-a-Pat. Song and

Duet sung in the "Naiad Queen."
"0, my heart goes pit-a-pat,

0. my brain goes whirligig,
And my brow throbs rnb-a-dut
That's my case precisely, 0.*'

Polly Perkins; or, The Broken Hearted Milk-
Harry Clifton.

As sung
in"

Sarah's Young Man. C. w s»,u.

Susie Clair. Song &. Dance. Charlie PeUengill.

40

30

30

30

Pretty Girl Milking her Cew.
'" "Colleen Bawn."

Ave Maria.

Day is Done.

Fairies (The)

Gounod,

Balfe.

Tkeo. Barker.

ClaribeL

Linley.

AM.
Weidt.

Five o'clock in the Morning.
Golden Ring.

Good Night, my dearest child.

How fair art thou.

Hunting Tower. (Scotch)

I hear the wee Bird Singing.

II Baeio. (The Kiss)

Impatience.

Lady of the Sea.

Laughing Song.

Love's Request.

Merriest girl that's out.

Nightingale's TrilL

Night is Serene.

0, say not woman's love is bought.
Wlnltaker.

0, ye tears.

Separation.

Shadow Song.
"

Sing, Birdie, Sing. (Parepa.)

Sing me a merry lay.

Sing, smile, sleep. (Serenade).

Thou, everywhere.*

Wild Shady Wood.
Ye pretty Birds.

Linley.

Arditi."

Citrshman.

H. Smart.

Auber.

Beichardl.

2Iinasi.

W. Gam.
Don Sebastian."

Reichardt.

Rossini.

Ltinorah."

Ganz.

Williamt.

Gounod.

iMchner.

(Somljreford). "Tall."

Gumbert.

BEMTIFIL COIVCERT SONGS.
35

50

3.')

30

30

35

30

35

30

60

30

40

40

30

30

40

40

30
30

40

75

50

30

50

50

35

40

SACRED PIECES.
Ave Maria. Kucken.

" " Three voices. Weisel.

Celestial Hope. Ten. Solo and Qt. "Fidetio."

Come, ye Weary. Emerson.

Quide me, thou great Jehov&h. Qt- "

Hear my Prayer. Quartet. Southard.

He wiU not always thus^afilipt.
"Pall of Jerusalem."

I will be glad. Quartet. Southard.

I wiU praise the Lord. Quartet.

Lauda Sion. Chorus. Lambitotte.

Let thy loving Mercy. (0 Sn\utaT'is) Southard.

Morning Service in C.
~ '

Lord, my God. Quartet.

Lord, veil not thy face.

magnify the Lord. Quartet.

Salutaris Hostia. C.

that I had "Wings. Quartet.

were my head like

water,

Tuckerman.

Southard.

"Fidelia."

Southard.

C. Stearns.

Davenport.

the springs of
Pall of Jerusalem

.

"

30

50
60

30

40

40

30
60

40

50

35

1.00

40

50

40

30

30

30
40

Rejoice the heart of thy Servant. Qt-

Southard. 40
Sfearns. 35

Tuckerman. 1 .00

The Lord upholdeth. "-fa'' :y-usaiem." 30

Trust in God. Sopr. Solo & Q ' '^^eethoven.

Vespers in C with Magnifl- '.Fiske,

— i a boire.) 3. F.

with I

lating. •

Aileen Aroon. Mazurka. (Gemuthvo

Call me thine ' F.
,

Come in and f <
^' " '^ brighter than m

Dear Mother
t^'- th« form. .^^

SotheyprFi'^^'l'^""^"'^-'-^*-/
Faded Flov J\ , „ ^^ , ,__. . 'ces, the first light and a'

rlee as a Jweetand brilliant. One
Home Deliffhio. '"""TOW

I'd choose to be a ilaby.

I'm leaving thee in Sorrow.

I'm lonely since my mother died.

Moss grown cell.

Move my arm chair, dearest mother.

Tenting on the old camp ground.

Too Late.

Twinkling Stars.

Praise ye the Lord. Qt- ^ Solo. Beethoven.

Rejoice the heart oi

Te Deum Laujiamus, i" B flat.

GUITAr'''""'"'

50

1.00

30

30

30

20

SO

30

SO
an

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

CHOICE PIECES FOR THE PIANO.
Arion Waltz. J- S. Kniyht. so

Brightest .Eyes. Kruger. 5o

Cricket Polka. Withers, so

Debatten Waltzes. Gunr/"l. 6o

Dying Poet. "Seven Octaves." 60

Fantasia "L'Africaine." Keiterer. 75

Maiden's Blush Waltz. "Seven Octaves." 60

Marche des Amazons. -^^ M We/iH. 1 .00

Marche des Tambours. Sydney Smith. 60

Meteor Galop. Wollenhaupt. 75

Mossy Dell Waltz. Turner. 30

New Anvil Polka. Koppitz. 40

whisper what thou feelest Hoffman. 75

Partridge Polka. Koppits. 40

Polka de Concert. J- M. Wehli. 1 .00

Romance Nouvelle. J- M. Wehli. 1.00

Scheiden Waltzes. Weitsmborn. 60

Starry Night. Sydney Smith.

Tears, idle tears. Noetnme. Turner.

Tempest of the Heart. Variations. Grobe.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. "

Wearing of the Green. Trans. Baumbach.

60

so

40

60

40

The above sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues free, on application.
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JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

MISS SmiaA BARXTSS,
TEACHER OF THE PIANOFORTE,

788—2t 37 Lawrence St.

/^RGAISTIST-—A fine Organ and a good position for

teaching Pianoforte, in the country, ir offered to a com-

petent person. A young man preferred. Enquire of Oliver

DitBon & Co. 788—3t

rpo SEMINARIES.—A young gentleman of expe-

rience in such position, desires a situation as Teacher

OF Music in a Ladies' Seminary, with entire charge of both

Vocal and Instrumental Departments. He would also accept

a position as Organist and Director op Chorch Music in the

same vicinity. Address P. A- B.jPittsfield, Mass. Reference,

E. B. Oliver, Mendelssohn Musical Institute, 5 Columbus

Square. 788-3t

]¥ornial ]?Iusic i^chool.
A NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL will be held at Poultney, Tt.,

^*- to commence, Monday, July Kith, and continue six

weeks, under thedirection of Mr. W. O. Perkins assisted by

Messrs. Geo. S. Cheney and T. P. Ryder. Instruction given

in Notation, Vocal Culture, Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar,

Harmony, Principles of Teaching and Chorus Singing. For

Board, or Pianos for>use, AddreasIL. J. Humphrey, Poultney,

Vt. 788-2t

MRS. FANNIE P. POSTER,
No. 6 Eoylston Place,

Teaclier of Piano and Sinj^inga 787

A CONTRALTO SINGER of experience desires a
situation in a Choir in Boston or vicinity—Quartette

preferred. Good references given. Address Box 77, West
Newton, or enquire of Hon. Oliver "Warner, State House.

A SOPRANO SINGER, of the first quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771—

In Press, to appear about August 1st.

iiniiiii Si
The above named book will contain about 144 pages, and

will be filled with valuable materials for the use of einging-

Bchools
; namely, an Elementary Course, a good variety of

Secular Music, and a number of Church Tunes and Anthems.

Now prepare to revive the Singing School ; Musical Con-
ventions for Arlvanced Singers! The old-fashioned, genial

Singi7ig School for beginners .'

Send stamp for specimen pages. ©8.00 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

It is not best for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

Setter keep at the Organ a Copy of

ORGAIVIST'S PORTFOLIO.
By Ri-mbault. 2 vols., each S3.00

A fine book of "taking" selections , or

ORGAN GEMS By Davenport. 2.30
Equally good, or

FIFTY PIECES FOR ORGAJT. Batiste. 2.50
Compiled by a skilful Parisian Organist, or

CLARKE'S SHORT VOLUNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EASY VOLUNTARIES, or
AMATEUR ORGANIST. By Zundel.

each book. 2.00
In these books you will find materials for a large

number of tasteful voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Winner's New Schools
FOR THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,
ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-

DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,
FLAGEOLET.

Price of each book 75 cents.

The^e little works are great favorites, because tbey are cheap,
nre full of e-isy and lively mu.siie, and have enough .of instruc-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.
Mr. Winner has also compiled a collecHon of lively

PARTY DANCES. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each "Scents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

The '*Gems" and **Pearls" of Song.

A FULL LIBRARY of VOCAL MUSIC

!

Many sonff.'! enjoy a transient popularity, and—are forgotten

.

others acquire a permanent reputation, and continue to sell

largely for many years. Such ones will be found in the books
entitled

WREATH OF GEMS,
GEMS OF GERMAN SONG,

GEMS OF SACRED SONG,
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG.

OPERATIC PEARLS,
SHOWER OF PEARLS, (Duets) and

SILVER CHORD.
All of the above are bound uniformly with the instrumenta

books of the HOME CIRCLE SERIES, and resemble them in

oontainintr an immense amount of valuable music, atone-tenth
of the "Shept-music"pri^e. Each book costs, in Clnth,$3.00;
in Boards, S2 50 ; and Full Gilt (for presents) $4.00.

Sent, postpaid, for the above price.

O DITSON a CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.,- New York.

AS B.I0H.&RSSOXT'S N'E'W MZSTIIOD
leads all others as an instruction book for the Pianoforte, so

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used in learniog to play on

the8e favorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, di.oplays good taste as well as talent in combining
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO., J<^ew York.

§m mwc Uv iMtvj.

VOCAL.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. Tiie Troubadoar 40
" 5. Come. (Vieni) SO
" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro) 40

No. 7. She deceived me. '(M'inganno) 40
" 8. The Tomb. (La Tomba) 40

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Chorus.

C. F. Shaltuck. 40

I'm little, but I'm good R- H. Eaig. 30

The Man C Airlee 30

Nell, the Village Pride. Song and Cho.. .'Morris. 35

Without thee. (Senza te.) (Cequesuis.) Gomiod. 40

She was my bovhood's dream J. L. Uallon. 35

The Song of a'Clerk A.J. Goodrich. 30

On the Hill. ( Auf dem Berge.) Lindblad. 30

Mine Host. Champagne Song 30

Forsake me not. Duet for Treble and Tenor.

From Spohr's "Last Judgment." 60

Rock me, Billows. { Wogen und Wellen). K'iicfo'!. 35

From thence we come. (Dort sind wir her). Aht. 30

Benedic Anima. (Praise the Lord).ili.f.H.SmiVA. 40

God is a Spirit. Quartet or Chorus. From the

"Woman of Samaria" W.S. Bennett. 40

What is life 1 ...J.L. Halton. 40

The Wood Nymph's Call Williams. 60

INSTKTJMENTAL.

Hun-ah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. T

5

Oberon. Fantasie Brillnnte. 4 txmds. Let/bach. 1.00

Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces for little hands.

No.' 1. Cantilena L. Streahbog. 25

Summer Noon. Lithograph titles. . . . C. Faus(. 40

No. 3. Galop.

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .D. L. Downing. TOO
Sleepy Hollow Mazurka J. M. Deems. 35

Dundurn. Galop Brillante G. F. de Vin£. 35

A Song of the Morning. (Morgenlied).

J. W.Harmston. 40

Lord Lome Galop Dan. Godfrey. 30

Peep Rock Spring Galop Pabst. 40

Golden Stars. Six Easy Dances. L. Streabbog.

1. Valse 25

2. Polka 25

3. Schottische 25

Ave Maria d'Arcadeldt Liszt. 40

Kaufmann's Casino Waltz Gung'l. 75

Scene Bohemienne. (Chanson a boire.) Kuhe. 50

Good Humor. Polka Mazurka. (GemuthvoU and

heiter.) F. Budik. 30

Mandolina. Fantasia Brillante Leybach. 60

Vienne Galop Ketterer. 50

Tete-a-tete Waltz L. H. Cooke. 50

Carabinier's Swiss March. 4 hands.. 4. Croisez. 60

Marche Turque. De Mozart. 4 hands.

L. Streabbog. 60

Walnut Polka E- B. Leonard. 30

Galop. "Summer Garlands." F Zikoff. 40

Mazurka Caracterisque B. Kowalski. 35

OfFertoire inEJi (as played by Mr. Torrington).

L. Wely. 75

Minnehaha. (Laughing Water). . .J. il/. Wekli. ^b

Wanderstunden. (Leisure Hours) Heller. iQ

BOOKS.
The Woman of Samaria. A Sacred Cantata

by W. S. Bennett. Paper, $1.12

Boards, 1.50

Cloth, 1.75

Mosio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mall, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the convevance a savinK of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double

these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.

^/TES. C. A. BAEKT, Vo calist fBd J-

of Vocal Mt^sic. 124' Chanfiler St., near Colum-

bus ATenue. 782—}y

GEO. W. DUDLEir,
Teaclief of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-

liti buHding, 154 T remont Street. 770

ff EO. 'W. POSTER will make anaiigements to

conduct Musical ConTeutions. FestiTals, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson ; or, at Keene, N. H- 770

PmOF. & SSRS. XiBG^a .A.. BOBBIS7S,
Acadamy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

8. P. PKEBTTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON oflFers his SerTices as Conductor of
^^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Bitson & Co., Boston, Mass

J. F. RUBOXiFHSISI^,
VOC-AL CULTURE AND SINGIBTG.

13 Decatur Street. 615.

G. H. "WHITIITG
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and In Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

li. DAM A,
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

Chickerings' Building, 246 Washington Street. Room 5'

JOHN W. TUPTS,
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE ORGAN, AND HARMONY.

No. 1 Van Reussalear Place.

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1S56. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWAKU B. OlilVER,
Principal, Boston, Mafis.

PE.OF. A. C. MAGGI, of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian. French and Spanish languages. Lessons in

Italian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

Tate lemons and classes.

716-3m 64 Shawmut Avenue, Boston.

ityl LLJ:. GABRIELLE DE la MOTTE, gives InstraetioB on

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Strce4.

Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. i657-tf

Innras ®. Jill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Addresa at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street,

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KX6I.I8H A.VB ITAllA.V 81K&1J« S.
Address at the New Building, 64-5 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT Vi'. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

G. ANDRE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Amzbicah Music con.stantl7 on hand.

Tlrt"R M. "W. "WHITNEY, Basso Vooalist,—
Having recently returned from Europe, is now prepar-

ed to receive profeaaiooai engagements. Residence No. 9

Albtoo, St., Boston 744—3m03.

MB. C. P. M0EBI80N offerB hia fervicea as Con-

ductor of Musical Feitivalfi and Conventiona the coming

seaaOD. Address at Newbur^port, hlaas., or Care of Oliver

Sitgon & Co., Boston. 720

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SI.Mj1.no and .MUSICAL CO.MPO.SITION.

Ke?iderjce, Coolidge Hoiwe. CommunicatiouB maj be
kftat Ditaon & Cos Maaic Store. .717— tf.

MISS G. M. HAEEI3,
Tz:.aoaz:B of pi.a.zTo & siztoxstg.

AJdrewi care Oliver ijiLVjn £t 'Jo., or at I'.e-idenfe. Aul.urd-
dale. 740-*;i/i'/s.

'wzNsx.o'or X.. B^vnExr,

No. VJ> Tremont Street, Beaton. Oil— Cm.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The d.^e is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the prree, and we ^tnraniee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains si-z stop.^f via.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BA33,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Onr Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iDBtruments. The price is fixed

iit the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
ation from tlieae figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Agrint in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748—

(EiniaiiB (Diai^i
BY

E. & G. G. HOOK,
BOSTON.

Buildera of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ
in the Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denomiuatioDS.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices. «

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

jUfUSICAL ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. S. DAVENPORT. Address, care of Mason Brothers, 596,

Broadway, New York. 635-tf

"TjK. GEOEGE F. BROOKS, Concert Organist and

Professor of Piauo.

Address, at Oliver Ditson & Go's, and at his Music Room
387 Washington Street. 785-3mo

•lyrME. BERTHA JOHANNSEW has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give les.sons in the Art of Singing t« advanced

pupilfl. for further particulars inquire at Koppitz & Pbuf-

er'3 Music Store, No. 30 West St. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. IIOLBROOK fcjxst Medway, Mass.

Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music,

IdtUBic Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., is the largest and mo.st complete in the

No. WcKt Our connei'tlon with Me«»r». O. DITSON & CO.,

enahlcM us to furnish thtlr publications to Wcstfjrn Dealers,

at ne IJoston Prices.

CO* In a'idition to the puhlications of Messrs. O. Ditson

& Co., we keep un hand and furuirth all Music and Music
Books puhliRhed In America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEIl ALL
OTHERS. See TeiLti-
niony Circular.

75 MEDALS,
Or other highest pre-
niiums, have been
a'wardecJ them for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity. Nevv styles anci.
reduced prices this-
season.

Catalogues free.

MASOK & HAMLINGROAN CO., 134. Tre-
mont St. , Boston; SOS^

^^^Hftjix^fti^^^:^^-^ Broad-way y New Yorlt,

INSTKUCTIOI 01 THE VIOLIN.
"Rfl"-p BERNHARP LISTEMANW respectfully

* announces that, in connection with bis brother, he

IB prepared to receive Papils for the Tiolrn ^ in classes of 2 or 3
each^at Ilallett, DaTis & Co's Building, No. 574 Washington

Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Messrs. Lisfemann have the privilege of hearing Solo plaving
wheneTer they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANI9',
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 3ms

The Choral Tribute
ET L. O. BMEKSON,

the mo.1t satisfactory of all the modern Cboir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.59
;
$13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHA3. H. DITSOU & CO., Uew York.

MASOM & HAMLIM CABIMET ORGANS.
JTevj Styles

J
ife-

sonant ; with im,-
'

provements pat-
ented June and,

sffug-ust, 1??70;
surpassing all

previous produc-
tionsinirioh.haaxtj-

''^^Sp^BSm^P tiful qualities of
^"

tone, and general
excellence. (Prices Jleduaed ; $S0 to

$S,000 each'.^ JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

164 TREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 596 BROADWAY, NEW VQRK.

T SCHTTBEBTH & CO. PubUsh«rs and Dealers

in Foreign and American-Mudic, ii20 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSOETMEHT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instrnnienta.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.
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Musical Festival of the Lower Rhine.

[From the London Daily Tetegraph.

_
The present Niederrheinische Musikfest is the forty-

eighth of a series celebrated in rotation at Cologne,
Aix-la-Chape!le, and DUsseldorf, after the fashion
which obtains with our own Festival of the Three
Choirs. During near upon half a century of its ex-
istence, the institution has made for itself a history of
no mean interest ; thanks to the pfcduction of emi-
nent works, and the co-operation of eminent workers.
Upon that history, however, I must not venture to
touch.

_
^Enough that the Niederrheinische Musik-

verein is distinguished even among the art associa-
tions of Germany for what has already been accom-
plished, and for the sustained energy "which, year by
year, marks its operations. The managing commit-
tee includes General von Frankenberg, the Governor
of Cologne, and such representative men as the Ober-
biirgermeister, the Polizeipriisident, Capellmeister
Hiller, and Franz Weber, the cathedral organist

;

while the executive force, numbering in all 762, is

made up of contingents from some thirty towns,
among them being Berlin, Dresden, Hanover, Am-
sterdam, and Brussels. The soloists are Frnu B6T-
lingrath- Wagner, Frau Amalie Joachim, Fraulein
Schwarzkopf, Herr Gunz, Herr Stockhausen, and
Herr Joachim

; with Concertmeister Japha of Co-
logne as "leader," Herr Weher as the organist, and
Dr. Hiller as supreme director and conductor.
Known as most of these names are in England, and
well understood as is the efficiency of a German or-
chestra and chorus, it must be evident that here are
the materials of an ensemble such as only rare occa-
sions present in England. Turning to the programme,
we find that, unlike the schemes of our own festivals,
which aim to give as much as possible in the time at
command, only three concerts are arranged, to take
place on consecutive evenings ; the mornings being
devoted to those careful rehearsals which are the se-
cret of Teutonic efficiency. The contents of the pro-
gramme will appear in due course ; but I must at
once express a natural surprise at the almost entire
absence from it of the name of the German composer
whom, next to Handel, the English people hold in
highest honor. Bach, Handel, Gluck, Beethoven,
Spohr, Weber, Hiller, Gade, and even Eeinecke are
more or less conspicuous

; but Mendelssohn, the au-
thor of &. Paul anA Elijah, is represented only by
one of his smallest Lieder, at the fag end of the"last
concert. This can probably be explained : but no
explanation that has reached me is at all sufiicient to
account for what seems a deliberate slight.

Such gloomy foreTjodings as may have been excited
by torrents of rain on Friday and Saturday were dis-
pelled by the brilliant sun and cloudless sky of Sun-
day morning. The town, the river, and the adjacent
country afforded a most bright .and attractive specta-
cle. The population "descended" into the streets
with one accord and with an aspect of grave enjoy-
ment. Both fronts of the Gurzenich broke out into
flags of many hues, and, generally, everything put
Itself into harmony with the occasion. Business be-
gan—so far, at least, as concerned many—with a
reception by Capellmeister Hiller, at the unconscion-
able hour of half-past nine in the morning. It is

needless to say that the rooms were crowded, or that
the gathering was one of mark. Musically speaking,
"everybody" put in an appearance, anxious to honor
the distinguished host and the festival of which he is

the head. There might be seen the honest, earnest
face of Joseph Joachim, who had travelled all night
from Berlin to be present ; Leopold Auer, if I mis-
take not, was also among the crowd, as certainly
were Carl Reineeke, M. Gevaert, from Brussels, Dr.
Gunz, Herr Stockhausen, and others not unknown in
English concert.rooms. Nor was England without
representatives—though the reputation of our fair
countrywomen, to whom Cologne is a musical Alma
Mater, lies as yet in the future. The reunion began
early

; early it bioke up ; and at the before mention-
ed hour of six p.m. the first concert of the festival
commenced.

Punctuality is not among the virtues of German
concert managers. They wait the convenience of the
audience with a determination which would horrify
Sir Michael Costa—to begin half an hour after the
appointed time being looked upon as the most natu-
ral thing in the world. Happily, the public do not

seem to take advantage of this accommodating spirit

by demanding an extra grace. At all events, they
did not so act last night : for within the half-hour the

Giirzenich became comfortably full, and Dr. Hiller,

seeing that all were ready, mounted to his lofty perch
amid considerable applause, and started an overture
composed for the Festival by Carl Reineeke. I do
not think this piece d' occasion will much enhance the
Leipzig professor's reputation. It begins well, with
some attractive passages for "wind" and "string" in

alternation ; while a second subject, which appears
in due course, has also merit. i5ut no sooner does
Herr Reineeke introduce the first phrase of "See the
conquering hero," than be d'igenerates into sheer and
absolute weakness, which becomes almost ludicrous
when "Ein' feste Burg'' is combined with Handel's
theme. The scramble among the various subjects
thus brought together is exceedingly droll ; but I

question whether Herr Reineeke intended his music
as a source of amusement. Of course, the patriotic

feeling suggested met with a hearty response, and the
Leipzig Capellmeister was called to the platform in

German fashion amid the roll of drums and blare of
trumpets. After the overture a certain Herr Ritters-

haus took Dr. Hiller's place, and recited a poem of
his own composition bearing upon recent events. Not
being a professed critic of German poetry, I will not
risk doing Herr Rittershaus an injustice, and only
say that his effusion was very long. Whether the
audience enjoyed it is doubtful. They listened in sol-

emn silence to the end, and then applauded either

with the applause of relief or of approval.

Sebastian Bach's cantata, "Ein' foste Burg," soon
dispelled the gloom engendered by Herr Rittershaus,
and brought home to every one present what a king
of musicians was the solid, God-fearing old Cantor.
The first chorus, with its masterly contrapuntal elab-

oration, through which the theme ot the well known
tune weaves its way, in the orchestra, like a thread of
silver ; the second chorus, in which the positions are
reversed, and the chorale is thundered out in unison
against an entirely different Orchesterstiick : the
baautiful duet for contralto and tenor, with obhiigati
for viol de gamba (clarinet) and violin; and the
final chorale, which is simply "Ein' feste Burg" in

plain, full harmony—all the.se things made a pro-
found impression, and marked the cantata as among
the noblest sacred works of its illustrious author. The
solo passages were sung by Frau Bellingrath, Frau
Joachim, and Dr. Gunz.

Gluck's overture to Iphigenie in Aulis was then
played ; and after it, came "Israel's Siegesgesang,"a
hymn for soprano solo, chorus, and orchestra, com-
posed in honor of the German victories, and the peace
they conquered, by Dr. Ferdinand Hiller. All the

words are taken from the Bible. Dr. Hdler's hymn
is in seven movements, of which three are choru.ses,

the others a combination of solo and choi'us. It is

written throughout with deep feeling for the subject

;

and with a masterly ease, as well as breadth of style,

to which the veteran composer does not invariably,

attain. Among the striking examples of merit
almost reaching the dignity of genius, I may cite a
beautiful solo and chorus, "Preise Jerusalem deinen
Herrn;" an elaborate and largely developed chorus.
"Die Heiden sind versunken in der Grube ;" passa-
ges of great power in a solo, "Siehe, es stehet ge-

schrieben;" and a charmingly melodious chorus of
women, with solo, "Die mit Thranen siien." In
these things Dr. Hiller appears as a master of his

art; and, if there be passages, as in the final chorus,
which make a less favorable impression, they .are

comparatively so few that they count for little. The
verdict of the audience was unanimous, and Dr. Hil-

ler was saluted at the close of bis work, with the

heartiest applause; the drums and trumpets of the

orchestra joining in. Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
closed the concert ; but I shall reserve my remarks
upon its performance until it may be possible to esti-

mate, after larger experience, the capacity of this

model German orchestra.

The second night's concert was devoted to Han-
del's Joshua, one of several oratorios by the great
master which are unaccountably and undeservedly
neglected among the people for which they were
written. The choice of this work was dictated by an
assumed applicability to the present circumstances of
the German nation ; and it might be unfair to charge
those who made the application with presumption in

comparing Kaiser Wilhelm to Joshua, his armies to

the Heaven favored hosts of Israel, and Paris to the

Jericho of the heathen. Such things are done in all

countries with surprising complacence, and are uni-

versally allowed to pass. Did not Handel write

Judas Mnccab(£ns in honor of "Butcher" Cumbfir-

land, and ran the coronation of Solomon in parallel

lines with the enthronement of his late Majesty,

George II. ? Does not M. Gounod, in his Gallia,

compare Paris with Jerusalem ; and does not Dr.

Hiller. in the cantata just produced at Cologne, iden-

tif) the German caus; with that of the "chosen peo-

ple ?" It would plainly be absurd to distinguish

between things that do not differ; while it is as well,

perhaps, to have in the varying fortunes of ancient

Israel a means of representing the uns and downs of

modern powers, without risking offensive personali-

ties.

We English are accustomed to congratulate our-

selves upon the possession and preservation of Han-
delian traditions, and to suppose that the mighty
master's works are best understood by those for

whom they were written. In support of this belief

there is, unquestionably, a good prima facie case.

But, after last night's experience, I am disposed to

believe th.it the genuine Handeli.an idea remains with

the country which gave the composer birth. It would
be easy to find plausible reasons for such a state of

things ; and to say, for example, that with us, Han-
del has been practically at the mercy, during many
years, of a chef d'orchestreVciai\eA.\n a different school,

and foreign to our native sympathy with the master's

music. But no reasons can alter the f.ict that, as-

suming last night's performance to be representative

of German methods, Handel is more reverently treated

here than among ourselves. The execution of Jos/ura

was from first to last marked by a carefulness worthy

of the highest praise. Nowhere was the slightest

hurry apparent; songs and choruses being alike

taken in what would appear, to an English audience,

slow time, but which. I believe, approximates to the

composer's idea, as it certainly increases the musical

impression of his work. Could Handel come to life

again, he would repudiate the tendency to increased

speed shown by Englis'i conductors. His choruses,

admitting of broad and massive effect, require delib-

erate execution, while the prevalent English mode of

scrambling through the recitatives, as compared with

their emphatic declamation in Germany, only shows

that Handel was less ill-advised than we generally be-

lieve when he filled so many pages wiih mere narra-

tive. It was a pleasure, rather than a "bore," to hear

the recitatives of the Joshua enunciated as they were

last night, and accompanied, not by the offensive

arpeggios of a violoncello, but by sustained chords

from all the bass "strings." Thus rendered, no ex-

cuse was given for impatiently anticipating the next

aria or chorus, according to the .accepted English

practice ; or for treating the historical part of the

work as a disagreeable necessity, which had to bo

endured rather than enjoyed.

Another special feature appeared in the extreme

modesty, but withal adequ:Ue effect of the extr.i ac-

companiments written by Herr Julius Rietz. No
doubt the example of Mozart, when tilling up the

"score" of the Messiah, works badly, because it en-

couraged others to do, without his genius, what only

genius such as his makes allowable. Hence there are

reconstructed ILandelian scores which the master

would fling into the fire as insulting to his music, and

contemptuous of himself. Herr Rietz is not a Mozart,

and has refrained from Mozartian liberties, being

satisfied to supply that "padding" which gives solid-

ity without attracting special observation. A similar

remark applies to the organ part as arranged and

played by Herr Weber, the Dom-organist ; though,

had the space available for the Gurzenich instrument

allowed of a 32feet diapason, that stop might have

been used with manifest advantage.

In speaking of the performance, I can hardly re-

frain from observations with regard to the capacity of

the orchestra and chorus ; though my intention was

to reserve them for a concluding letter. Since, how-

ever, the Choral Symphony and Joshua have supplied

all necessary data, it may be as well to dismiss the

topic at once. The chorus is thus made up—sopra

nos, 192 ; contraltos, 182; tenors. 111 ;
basses, 139;

and, regarding these numbers, attention should be

called to the formidable array of contraltos, whose
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young fresh voices give a usually over-weighed part

just the prominence necessary to a perfect balance.

The qualily of tone is generally good—best in the

case of the sopranos, least excellent in that of the

tenors, who sing with chnrncteristic German "tliroati-

ness." Of the coiitraitos I have just spoken; and
the basses, if a shade rough, are remarkable for

volume and depth of tone. The choral music

througliout Joshua was simply admirable in its pre-

cision and well-marked degrees of power, every point

being taken up, not by a few leaders, but as with one

consent by the entire mass. It was, however, in

Beethoven's symphony that the chorus made the

greatest and most abiding impression. No amateur
needs to be told what are the difficulties of the "Ode
to Joy," since even concert-goers, wdio never studied

them in prim, must know them by repeated disas-

trous failures in performance. But to listen to the

Cologne chorus was to have belief in tho'^e difficulties

shaken ; and, what is more, to gain an idea ol Beet-

hoven's purpose, and the grandeur of his cencepiion,

such as nothing else could give. How great was the

amount of skill and culture represented by this one
etf'iirt, those who best know the work mny best con-

ceive. I cannot dismiss the choir without referring

to the low averasre of age amongst its meinbers.

Nearly all—and this is especially the case with regard

to the ladies, are in the full vigor of youth ; and the

result, one unhappily rare with us, is apparent in the

britrht ringing tone which only youth can secure.

Turning now to the orchestra, I find it composed

of violins, 44 ; violas, 19; violoncellos, 21 ;
double

basses, 14 : with 4 oboes, + flutes, 4 clarionets, 3

bassoons, 5 horns, 3 trumpets, and the usual comple-

ment of trombones and "percussion ;" making alto-

gether 131 instruments. This unquestionably heavy

force is not of equal iTierit throughout ; for, though

the "strings" are nearly all that the most exacting

could desire, the "wind" is, by comparison, wnnting

in both quality of tone and executive skill. As
might be supposed, this source of weakness told

against what would otherwi^e have been a perfect

rendering of Beethoven's colossal symphony, and, in

fact, brought the avernge merit of its orchestral sec-

tions helow that to which we are ticcustomed at the

Crystal Palace. On the other hand, the entire band
may be equally praised for an observance of light

and shade which, elocjuent always, gave a new mean-
ing to more than a few portions of Beethoven's work.

In this respect its accompaniments are simply peifec-

tion, as, indeed, they are in most others.

After these general remarks it is unnecessary, as it

would be tedious, to enter upon details with regard

to the performance of the concerted music in Joshua.

Enough that a rendering more generally satisfactory,

or more worthy of a great occasion, could hardly be

desired. The soloists, however, were of unequal
merit; and, with all deference, I submit that, as a

body, they proved inadequate. Prau Bellingrath,

artist as she undoubtedly is, has left the prime of her
powers behind her ; while Dr. Gunz is somewhat less

than the Br. Gunz whom London amateurs knew a

few years ago. But then, on the other hand, Frau
Joachim has displaved powers not only in ./o.s/nm,

but throughout the festival, which would astonish

even those who heard her recently in London. She
gang Ilanilel's music last night with a vocal skill,

dramatic force, and clear perception of every require-

ment, which established her in the first rank of living

artists. No greater success was possible than that

easily obtained by her rendering of Othniel's air,

"Gefrthren umgebt mich" ("Place danger around
me.") So ma.sterly was Mme. Joachim's execution,

that the somewhat phlegmatic audience roused itself,

and demanded the first encore of the Festival. And
no wonder ; for few who heard will readily forget the

sensation made.
Of Hcrr Stockhansen it cannot be necessary to

speak. He was scnrcely hi good voice in consequence
of indisposition : but whether in good voice or not,

he invariably sings with such refinement and taste as

to confer the highest gratification. Naturally, under
the cirenm-^tances, "See the conr|uering hero" wns
the culminating point of the performance. It stirred

the Teutonic blood like the news of victory ; a thnii-

s»nfl Teutonic ihroaw demanded its repetition, the

men rising to their feet and remaining erect ; while

ai the close of the famous p.-can the women waved
their hanflkerchiefa as though the lied Prince himself
had mounted the orchestra. Altogether it was a
.striking outburst of patriotic nrdor, manifested natu-

rally and on ample provocation

.

At the third concert the attendance wnn larger than

on any previous occasion, owing, no doubt, to a pro-

gramme which artfully secnred "the greatest happi-

ness of the greflte5t number' by providing a little (or

every form of classical taste. Gade's symphony in

C minor (No. 1 ) led off, and was played, as rei/ards

the "strings," with the perfection characteristic of

Dr. Hiller's orchestra. The "wind" again left some-
what to desire, hut not enouch to keep the perform-

ance generally out of the list of admirable things.

About the work itself nothing need be said, since it

has been heard nt the Crystal Palace ; where, by the

way, Gnde's music made no greater impression than

it made on the audience of last night. An excellent

feature in the arrnngements enabled the Symphony,
though it came first, to be heard in comfort— the

doors were locked during the performance of each

movement. Even the unpunctual concert-goers

among ourselves must allow that this is an example
which it would be well for English managers to fol-

low.

After Gade's work came Dr. Gunz, with the origi-

nal form of Florestan's air in Fidelia. His choice

was an unhappy one, and his lugubrious singing

damped the spiiit of the audience— but only till snch

time as there appeared the well-known face and figure

of Joseph Joachim. Is it necessary to tell how the

great fiddler was received by those who ought to be,

and who seemingly are, proud of him ? or to say how
he played the Ninth Concerto of Spohr 1 Assuredly

it is superfluous to do either, though hard not to do

both, especially jifter one of the inost masterly dis-

plays of virtuosity ever witnessed. The "linked

sweetness long drawn out" of the familiar adagio

nust remain, to all who heard it, a memory-haunting
thing. No sooner was the last note reached, than the

great crowd fairly boded over with enthusiasm. A
young lady stepped from the ranks of the chorus to

present the artist with a bouquet, and others polted

him with flowers', while "Hoehl" was roared with all

the slixnLjth of hundreds of good sound lungs. This
was the beginning of ovations which now came fast

and furious. Frau BoUingrath's delivery of the great

scena from Oheron, though not at all remarkable for

merit, elicited three calls, and a steady rain of flower

leaves. More justly was Herr Stoekhausen reward-

ed for his grand singing of Lysiart's dramatic air in

Enrijanlhe, and Berr Joachim for his perfect playing

of Dr. Hiller's Grosses Adagio (op. 87).

But the climax of enthusiasm was reserved for

Frau Joachim, whose popularity is boundless, and
for the distinguished conductor of whom Cologne has

a right to be proud. The lady sang, in her best

style, three songs, by Schubert, Mendelssohn, and
St'humann, respectively, and was forced to repeat the

"Soldatcn-braut" of the last-named composer before

she received almo.st burdensome tokens of public

admiration. Loaded with bouquets, and made the

target of innumerable flowers, she had to shake bands
with the entire first row of soprani, one of whom
suiitched a kiss, the report of which was followed by
a roar of delight from the audience. Dr. Hiller en-

dured not less honor. After a repetition—by desire

—of the masterly chorus, "Die Heiden sind versunken

in der Grube," from his new cantata, they placed a

wreath upon his head amid a flourish of trumpets,

and applauded as though applause in his case should

know no end.

All this was pleasant to see, as it is pleasant to

describe, making tame by contrast the remaining
details of the concert. It must be said, nevertheless,

that Handel's Coronation Anthem was less effective-

ly given than we are accustomed to hear it; while,

in the overture to Der Freyschiitz, Dr. Hiller's orches-

t a gratified exacting taste by the wonderful bril-

liancy and dash of its violins. To my mind, how-
ever, the orchestral success of the evening, if not of

the entire Festival, was made in the accompaniments
to Spohr's concerto, which were played with a deli-

cacy and unobtrusiveness worthy of the highest ad-

miration. No solo ever had better "nursing."

The last concert was followed by a public supper,

whereat a goodly number of ladies and gentlemen
assembled, including most of the artists and others

officially connected with the proceedings. This
"wind-up" proved of the liveliest character, and
and afforded, in some respects, an odd contrast to

our English habits on similar occasions. There was
no solemn eating as though for eating's sake ; neither

"lemovol of the cloth," nor subsequent submission to

a despotic chairman. Instead of this, each man
inclined to speak— and many had the parole during

the evening—did what was right in his own eyes as

regards the time, matter, and manner of his speech.

Thus the Oberbilrgermeister rose from the discussion

offish to propose the health of the Emperor ; and at

various stages in a long repast his example was fol-

lowed by gentlemen who had all sorts of things to

say, carefully prepared impromptus to deliver, origi-

nal poems to reciie in hoi;or of distinguished artists,

or a "(ring of epigrams to send sparkling among the

crowd. Never, I should imagine, did the genial

aspect of Teutonic nature assert itself raore emphati-

cally. The mildest quibs and cranks set the tables

in a roar as unfailingly as the jests of "poor Yorick ;"

and the last of the speakers, though he appealed to

fatigued muscles and aching sides, received u tribute

of laughter not less hearty than the -first. The
"mutual admiration" system was every whit as vig-

orously worked as with ourselves. Everj-body pro-

posed a "Iloch !" to everybody else ; and it was a

sight to see the rush of kindly folk when a .Joachim
or a Hiller was in question— all eager to catch his

eye, and sustain with him the clink of glasses, which
went on cominiiously, like well-nourished file-firing.

So closed the Musikfest of the Lower Rhine ;. and I

do not know how anything of the sort could close

more happily.

Auber.-A Study. 1864.

ET B. JOUVIN.

Auber was always composing. You met him satm-

tering along the Boulevards : he was working.—At
the theatre yoit took a stall next to the one in which
he bad settled himself, and in which he was soon

asleep : he was working.—You pass along the Rue
Saint-Georges after twelve at night ; the street looked

black to the right and lefi, with the exception of a

window through which percolated the light of a mod-
est lamp ; that lamp was the lamp of the musician :

ihe was working.—You knocked at his door at six in

the morning ; a poiteress as decrepid as the fairy

Urgele, directed you to the first floor. A housekeep-

er, as old as Baucis, referred you to a valet as aged

as Philemon. This valet ushered yon into an hos-

pitable drawing room, where the sounds of the piano

already reached you : the musician was at work.

That did not matter, however ; he came graciously to

meet you ; but you had to account to Posterity for a

melody on the point of being born, and of which you
deprived them.

The master—the youngest and most laborious of

all—confessed to you with the greatest frankness, if

you questioned him on the subject, that, when com-
posing, he bad never known any Muse but Ennui.

"People consider my music gay," he said to me one

day ; "I do not know how that is, or can be; there-

is not a motive,-among all those you are kind enough

to think happy, which was not written between two

yawns. I could point out to you many a passage

where my pen has glided over the staff, and' formed

a long zigzag at the moment my eyes closed, or my
head, weighed down by sleep, bent over the score.

Yet it is the.se melancholy children of Ennui which

people once called, and, perhaps, still call, Anber's

contrechinses."

Do not think this was sham modesty ; the compo-

ser was sincere with others, and with himself. "I

have never turned over one of my old scores," he

said to me on another occasion, "with the delight we
ought to ft el at seeing once more faces we formerly

knew and loved ; when this occurred, I used to say

to myself that there were a great many pieces I

should beain again were my score to be re-written."

Very different from Aaher, Spontini had in himself

the faith of an apostle ; nay more, the faith of an in-

fallible pope. Even in his dressing-gown and slip-

pers, he was mentally crowned with the laurels of

him who composed La Vestalin and Fernahd Cortez.

Auber possessed several highly valuable albums;

they were volumes of ruled paper, bound without

any ornament, and in which he noted down his mel-

odies [chants) as ho was inspired with them. If he

had an opera to write, he consulted his albums : he

took stock ; he counted his treasures, and his only

care arose from an embarras de richesses, but that was

no slight one. In the arts as in life, it is not enough

to acquire wealth ; the great thing is to know how to

spend it. When Auber had, as I will call it, levied

his conscription of ideas for an approaching cam-

paign and an approaching victory, he crossed out the

melodies to which he was about to set words and give

a definite form. We are coming to the secret of his

collaboration with his poets. In Scribe's time, this

was something extremely curious, and in the un-

grateful task—not of regulating the music by the

words, but of making the verse |run without hailing

to the music, Auber's partner achieved some perfect

wonders. It sometimes happened that the musician

gave the poet "a monster," on which the poet had to

place rhymes of exactly the same length. Raim-

baud's narrative in Le Comte Ory, Donna Lucrece'a

air in Addon, "Souvent unamant ment,"are Scribe's

masterpieces in this respect.

When Auber bad found a melody— no great diffi-

culty for him—do not fancy that he entered it with-

out more ado in his "golden book," after trying it

upon the piano, which formed part of the furniture in

his study. It had first to undergo the ordeal of the

sjnnnet. Woe to the melody that could not stand

the test ; it was condemned to return to the nothing-

ness whence the composer had drawp it.

The ordea! of the xpimiet was this ;— Auber oceiipied

only the first story of his house in the Rue Saint-

Georges. In a room on the second floor (a regular
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artist's nest^ he had had placed the old piano which
was the companion of liis poverty. When the hand
appeals to its dilapidated notes, you f.incy you are

listening to the lamentations of the souls of several

kettles soaring heavenwards -; it is suffl<-icnt to make
a coppersmith homesick. Well ! the new-horn

melody, condemned to be suhjected to these rheu-

matic, halting old keys, had to issue tiiumphant from

the ordeal. If it pleased the car of the composer,

despite th« keU'lish tone disfigtiring it, Auher asked no

mora. Dignits est tnt-raie, and the alhum was open to

it.

Did you ever stop before tlie bust of Auber exhibi-

ted at GKr principal mnsicpiiblishers'? What strikes

you first of ail on contemplatin<; the eyes without a
glance, and the white mask, the features of which
are clearly and even raiher too harshly rendered, is

an expression of energetic will. The forehead is

handsome and intelligent; the arch of the eychrows,
which is very prominent, ,pits out above the eye,

which it encloses in a cone of shadow ; the nose is

straight ; the raouth is lirm ; but, when it is not

smiling, the very strongly marked arch of the lips,

and the severe fold of the commissures impart to the

physiognomy that profound, and somewhat bored
seriousness, which is calculated to excite surprise in

a man whose genius is ail grace. The chin projects
;

the temples are raised, and the ear, which is rather

broad, is rounded off like a shell. These last two
peculiarities constitute, according to Gall, the signs

of a vocation for music.

If from the bust wo p.ass to the man, the too

strongly marked features were softened down and
harmonized. The eye had preserved all the fire of

youth, and the harsh expression of the mouth, when
in repos^e, melted into a most d^-licale and intellectual

smile. When, with his mind absorbed by the crowd,
Auher aired, with uncertain steps, his profile on the

Boulevards ; or, to kill the long hours in the evening,
buried himself in an orchestra-stall at the Come'die-
Francjaise, or at the Varie't^s, the pedestrian, or the

composer's neighbor in the stalls, felt at first inclined

to take him for an Englishman devoured by spleen,

and arranging, as he bit his nails till he made the

blood come, the fifth act of his approaching suicide.

But if you accosted— if you shook up by a word—the

individual whose imagination was wandering a hun-
dred leagues away—in the country of beautiful mel-
odic dreams— if you dragged him out of his dreami-
ness, you were sure of finding a most amiable, most
lively, and most original talker.

It was by the activity of an existence of which
every hour was well employed, that Auher kept him-
self young. A regular system of work endowed him
with & robust constitution. The valiant octogenarian
could count the years of his giecn old age double, for

he had always shortened his nights and added to his

days. He never devoted more than three or four
hours to sleep; this was a habit adopted in his twen-
tieth year. At that period," he said to me, "it was
the full dawn which, bursting into my bedroom, nsed
to warn me that it was time to extinguish my lamp."
When the breakfast hour struck, Auber had done his
day's work, as mechanics say. Wait a moment, and
you shall see how he refreshed himself after the
fatigues of composition and his long watchings.
Only a few years ago, he used to ride regularly on

horseback before breakfast. He afterwards substitu-
ted for this hippie exercise a drive in an open car-
riage through the Bois de Boulogne, but the hour
was no longer a fixed one ; it was sometimes in the
morning, and sometimes in the afternoon, that you
met him in the Grande Avenue des Champs Elyse'es,
seated in a corner of the carriage, and plunged in
thought, or with his eyelids half-closed. He lireak-
fasted w-ith the frugality of an anchorite: a cup of
tea and four or five spoonfuls of cold milk (he after-

wards abolished this meal). He generally stopped
in till one o'clock ; he then set out for the Rue Ber-
gere, to manage the aflfairs of the Conservatorv. It
was during the period between his taking off his

dressing-gown and putting on his frock or tail coat,

that visitors-, or bores, were received at the house in

the Rue Saint-Georges ; he greeted the one and the
other with the same affability, and, if he dismissed
the second somewhat more ii.astily than the first, he
was so skilled in strewing with the flowers of polite-

ness the floor of his drawing-room, that the visitor,
thus charmingly shown the door, went away en-
chanted.

(To fee Continued).

The "Easy Chair" reeallingr Thalberg and
some others.

It was about fifteen years ago that Thalberg was
in this country. Jenny Lind had been here two or
three years before, and Alboni and Grisi a little later,

and Vieuxtemps and Sivori and Ole Bull had arriv-

ed a dozen years before. Julliea, with his monster

orchestra, had given monstrous concerts in the mon-
strous hall of Castle Garden, and many a musician

of less fame had come to try his fortune. But we
had had neither of the .acknowledged masters of the

piano, the founders of the modern school of playing

—Lisxt and Thalberg. Liszt, spoiled and capricious,

played very seldom. Chopin, more a composer than

a performer, we in America had never supposed

would cross the sea : so sensitive, so delicate, so shad

owy, his life seemed to exhale, a passionate sigh of

mnsic. In the stormy, blood-soaked, ruined Paris of

to day it is not easy to imagine those evenings at the

Prince Czartoryski's, when Chopin played in the

moonlight the mazurkas and polonaises and waltzes

which moonlight or opium seem often to have in-

spired, hut through which the proud movement of

the old Polish dance and song so often also triumph-

antly rings.

In George Rand's "Letters of a Traveler" Chopin
also appears, but sadly and hopelessly. The phrase

of Xavier de Maistre, in speaking of the Fornarina

and Raphael, is the undertone of all the passages of

the book that speak of C'lopin
—"She loved her love

more than her lover." Then came the burial at the

Madeleine, with his own funeral march heating time

to his grave. But of all composers for the piano

Chopin seems to be the truest poet. The others pbiy

cunningly upon the ear, hut he touches the soul.

The mere pianist who had aroused the most enthusi-

asm in this country was Leopold de Meyer, who came
more than twenty years ago. It was an exhilarating,

champagne style. There was a grotesque little plas-

ter cast of hira in the shop windows at the time,

which was a capital caricature. He was represented

crouching over the instrument, with enormous hands

spread upon the key-board, and his fat knees crowd-

ing in to cover all the rest of the space. It was slam-

bang playing, hut so skilful, and with such a tickling

melody, that it was irresistibly popular. His "Marche
Marocaine," a brilliant tour de force, was always sure

to captivate the audience ; and as De Meyer played

with his whole body, and with evident zest, his suc-

cess was indisputable.

His concerts were sometimes given in the old T.ab-

ernacle upon Broadway, near Leonard Street, the

circular chni'ch which for many years was the chitf

public hall in the city. The platform was almost in

the centre, and the aisles radiated from it. The gal-

leries went quite around the building, and, except for

the buire columns which supported a dome, it was
convenient both for hearing and seeing. Here were
some of the great antisl.avery meetings in the hottest

days of the agitation. The anniversaries were hekl

here, and it was the scene of all popular lectures and
of concerts. A few blocks above, upon Broadway,
near Canal Street, was the old Apollo Hall, where
the first Philharmonic concerts took place. In those

early days of the German music—days which fol-

lowed the City Hotel epoch and the Garcia opera

—

people were so unaccustomed to the properties of the

concert-room that the Easy Chair has even known
some persons to whisper and giggle during the per

formance of the finest symphonies of Beethoven and

Mozart, and so excessively rude as to rustle out of

the hall before the last piece was ended.

Upon one such occasion it said to its neighbor, as

they were coming out,-

"It is a pity that such ill-mannered people should

come among ladies and gentlemen."
"Ill-mannered !" quoth its neighbor ; "I assure

you they are carriage company from the neighbor-

hood of Union Square."
In these days of universal respectful attention at

the Philharmonic concerts to the performance of fine

music it is but a curious reminiscence of long-passed

boorishness, this of persons who whispered and gig-

gled, and rustled out before the end. at concerts, to

the disturbance of all mannerly people.

As the city grew the concerts came up town, and
were for some time given at Niblo's concert-room.

But, wherever they were, one person was for many
years constantly familiar, sometimes as pianist to

accompany singinir, always modest, courteous, and

efficient, a man widely and most kindly remembered
—Henry C. Timm. Like most of our musical bene-

factors, he was a German, and gave lessons in piano-

playing. He was not one of the great virtuosos, but
his touch was delicate and nimble, and he had a sin-

cere love of his art. Often and often, at a house
always pleasant from that reminiscence, with the con-

sent of parent and iiupil, and to his own great delight,

the hour designed for the scholar's scales and exer-

cises was given to the master's playing. H'3 was

fond of Weber's "Invitation to the Waltz, ' and he

played it with force and precision and the utmost
delicacy. Mr. Timm had a pale, smooth, sharp face,

a rather prim manner, and aquiek. modest gait. He
was most simpb-heartcd, and loved a joke; and his

fun was all the more effective from bis very sober

face and his lisp. It was his wife who was for so

long the most eflicient actress at Mitchell's old Olym-
pic in the palmy days of bttrlesque.

It was at Niblo's that Thalberg played. Many of

the virtuosos bad been— like De Meyer—so extrava-

gant in their action, and so evidently what we now
CLill "sensational," that there was great curiosity to

see the master whose name had been fimiliar since

1830, and famous since 18-35, when he first played in

Paris. The comparative estimate of the two men,
Liszt and Thalberg, was that the former was a player

of eccentric genius, the latter of consummate talent:

a judgment which is very apt to spring from a super-

ficial theory that eccentricity is the signet of genius.

The long hair, the wild aspect of Paganini havedone
much to confirm this feeling.

At the concerts ol Tlialherg there were some pre-

liminary performances, and tlien a gentleman of ordi-

nary size, with side whiskers and no moustache, and
unostentatiously dressed, entered upon the platform.

His manner was grave and tranquil, and he 'bowed

respectfully as he seated himself at the instrument.

Immediately, without a flourish or grimace, steadily

and calmly watching the audience, he touched the

piano, and it began to sing. There was no pound-

ing, no muscular contortion. Nothing but his hands

seemed to be engaged, and apparently without eft'ort

they exhausted the whole force of the instrument. It

was in every respect except its great effectiveness the

reverse of De Meyer's playing. The efl^eet, indeed,

was astonishing. When he arose, as quietly and
gravely as he had seated himself, there was a tumult

of applause, to which he bowed and tranquilly with-

drew.
The characteristic of his style is well known. It

was a series of harmonious combinations of all the

resources of the key-board, through which the melo-

dy was clearly articulated. It was by study and by

long practice only that he carried this method to its

perfection. Thus in one of his great fantasias, that

from Mozart's "Don Giovanni," the sentiment of the

whole opera is reproduced. You do not .admire bril-

liant variations upon a theme selected from the opera

but you are affected by the passionate movement of

the entire work. It is a wonderful epitome. Yet the

same respect which he showed for his audience and

for himself and which made him always a sell-pos-

sessed gentleman, he also had for his instrument. De
Meyer, for instance, seemed to suppose that the full

range and power of the piano could not be developed

except by grotesque methods. Oth-er players treat it

as if impatient of its limitations, ami resolved to

make an orchestra of a feeble keyboard. But Thai,

berg instinctively apprehended the cliaracter of the

instrument, and" respected its limitations as well as

its powers, and knew that its utmost resource was

attainable by skilled motion ratlier than by brule

force. Therefore it was that be played with his

hands, and not with his knees and his body. But
the force of his fingers was magical, and the volume

of sound that followed was as great as any player

evoked.

Indeed, Thalberg was a player only, and not, in

the sense of Chopin, a composer. What are called

hi; compo-itions are arrangements and adaptations

of themes from operas treated in his maimer, and for

the purpose of developing them with all the richness

of the instrument. The originality is in the method

of instrumentation, and in this he w.as original, and

is really the foander of the present piano school. As
a player his characteristic was the cantabile—the

singing quality ; and this he had beyond all players.

The flowing sweetness of his style is indescribahlc.

There were many, indeed, who complained of a want

of fire, and denied hitu that passion without which no

work of art is perfect. But it was impossible to hear

him play his fantasia from "Don Giovanni," for in-

stance, withour perceiving all the passion of the orig-

inal. Mozart was not dimmed under his hands.

And the impression of coldness was largely due,

doubtless, to the tranquility and propriety of his ap-

pearance and manner.
The most generally popular of his successors at

the piano in this country was undoubtedly Gott-

schalk, who was here quite as early as Th.alberg,

whose fame eclipsed all others. Upon his arrival

Gottschalk played pHvately at a small party. He
was a foreign-looking youth, wiih a peculiarly dull

eve, and taciturn, but he was familiar with every kind

of music. When he was asked he played Chopin,

and with great skill. But his chief successes were

his West Indian melodies, which were full of pictiir.

esque suggestion. His execution was most rapid,

brilliant, and forcible, but a great deal of his playing

was too evidently tours deforce. It was alway,s inter-

esting to watch his audience, when, upon being re-

called, he began one of the West Indian strains.

There was a minor monotonous theme iu them which

fascmated the listeners. They heard the beat of the

tambourine, and saw the movement of the dance, and

with them all the characteristic scenery and associa-
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lion of the tropics filled their imaginations. The
1, ngiiid grace, the rich indolence, the gay pi-ofusion

of the lands where the banana grows were all sug-

ges ed by the sound.

But how many admirable players there have been,

ami among the best of the more recent, Alide Topp,
Miss Mehlig, and .Miss Krebs, who seem to have con-

quered every mechanical difBculty, and not to lack

the power of men in playing. The old balls, indeed,

are long since deserted, and Nilsson, the latest diva,

new-lighted upon our shores, does not sing below
Fourteenth Street. Meanwhile the conspicuous men-
tion of one of liie familiar names, as of Jenny Lind,

cr Alboni, or Thalberg, recalls a hundred delightful

evenings ; and when, as now, one passes through the

bridge of Mirza out of sight, how many Easy Chairs

pause for a moment to remember not only the great

artist, but those who, by association, make the mem-
ory of him and the pleasure he gave perennial and
delightful.—G. w. c, in Harper, for Juhj.

The Musical Congress.

[From the Daily Advertiser, June 21.1

The first session of the third annual convention of

the National Musical Congress was held yesterday

morning in Music Hall, The attendance was very

much fuller than at the meeting last year in New
York. The session was appropriately opened by a

voluntary on the organ, performed by Blr. J. K.
Paine. The secretary. Dr. Eben Tonrje'e, read a

letter from the president of the association, Mr. Wm-
Mason of New York, regretting his inability to attend,

owing to the illness of his father, the venerable Lowell
Mason. Dr. L. H. Southard, of Baltimore, Md., one
of the vice-presidents, was then called upon to pre-

side.

A verse of the Doxology was then song, and
prayer offered by Rev. Dr. Kirk, after which the

president introduced Governor Claflin to the audi-

ence. His excellency, on coming forward, was
warmly received.

Governor Claflin, in behalf of the people of Mas-
sachusetts, cordially welcomed the congress to the

capital of the Commonwealth. The citizens, he said,

must ever feel a deep interest in a subject which af-

forded them so much pleasure, and which so raised

and exalted them as did music. It was one of the

happy results of the great Peace Jubilee that the

wLole standard of music was raised higher ; that' the

whole people learned from it the necessity of a more
thorough instraction in the art. The result was seen

in the action of the last legislature of this State,

which, though it failed to pass a law by which the

larger cities and towns should make instruction in

music compulsory, to be paid for by the cities and
municipalities, yet developed so mnch feeling in favor

of such action that tor his part he could hardly ex-

pect another session to pass by without the law tak-

ing its place on the statute books. [Applause]. It

took a little time for our legislators to understand the

feelings of the public in regard to such matters; it

rcr^uired time for gentlemen who came from large

cities as well as from the rural districts to understand
how little labor and how small an expense was in-

enrnd in making known the beautiful, instructive

and beneficial art of music to the whole public. In

regard to the effect of music upon the young, his ex-

cellency said the various educational and reformatory
institutions of the State understood it very welt, for

one of the first things introduced into such places for

the benefit of the young was music, and if there were
a lot of rough boys from some of the worst districts

of great citie.-*, they found it a great deal easier and
pleasanter to rule them through the musician's baton
than through the master's fernle. It was very easy

to control them with the aid of music. In conclu-

sion, the speaker congratulated those present upon
the exis'ence of the organization, and contended that

it argued well for the people of this and adjoining

Sta'es that so many members met tngotlier that day
to cul'ivate the art and discuss the bfst means of

d'sseminating instruction in it throughout the lard

Already they could see the effects of high-toned musi-

cal associations, for people were beginning to appre-

ciate the music that appealed to the heart and soni,

instead of the light and frivolous music that was al-

most without meaning. He trusted that the success

of the meeting would be equal to their highest hopes
and aspirations, and that it would be followed by a
larger one next year.

Mr. W. C. Green of Xewton and .J. H. Roberts of

Chelsea were elccttd nisistant secretaries. General
Henry K. Oliver of Salem read the treasurer's report,

from which it appeared that, from the 1st of Septem-
ber last, the receipts had amounted to S.'i26, and the

expenses to S18.5 57, leaving a balance in his hands
at the present time of -SI 40. The report was referred

to a committee of three, consisting of Messrs. John
Stephenson of New York, Leonard B. Ellis of New

Bedford, and John B. Thayer of Randolph. The
secretary's report was read by Mr. R. H. Hustcd. It

stated that the labors of the congress had been pro-

ductive of good results, both of its primary objects

—

the formation and development of choral societies

and the promotion of the teaching of music in the

public schools of the land—having been very success-

ful. Many new choral societies had been established,

and many others that were nearly exhausted had
been resuscitated, so that the next jubilee would wit-

ness applications for places in the chorus from socie-

ties from Maine to the Pacific coast. The common
school education was also mnch benefited by the

labors of the congress, and the members had much
reason to be thankfnl for the work that had been ac-

complished. The report clcsed with an allusion to

the interest felt by the people in the prosperity of the

association, vfhich was more than local. The report

was accepted.

The officers and delegates from the various socie-

ties at this point repaired to BumstCiid Hall, Music
Hall being needed for a rehearsal for the concert to

take place in the afternoon. Among the, societies

represented were the Lowell Choral Society, with 270
members ; the Choral Union of Indianapolis, Ind.,

70 members ; Francistown Choral Society, Francis-

town, N. H., 24; Leominster Choral Union, 60;
Sherborn Musical Association, 20 ; Randolph and
Stonghton Choral Union, 75 ; Union Musical Asso-
ciation, N. Y., 150; Fitchburg Choral Union, 80;
South Abington Choral Society, 50 ; Plymouth Cho-
ral Union, 80; Lynn Choral Union." 360; North
Bridgewater Musical Society, 96 ; and the Beetho-
ven Society, Taunton, 115.

Mr. Theodore F. Seward of Orange, N. J., from
the committee on the formation of musical institutes,

made a brief verbal report to the effect that very

little had been accomplished in the matter, but that

the committee felt more than ever the importance of

instruction in elementary music. The condition of

things, he said, was sufficiently discouraging to be

encouraging, which meant that the association had
enough to do in the matter of musical instruction.

The following committees were then .appointed :

—

Resolutions—D. B. Hagar, P. S. Gilmore and B.
B. Sherman of Massachusetts ; H. C. Watson, J. P.

Morgan, C. C. Converse and T. P. Seward of New
York.

Finance—W. E. Sheldon and D. B. Hagar of

Massachusetts ; W. P. Sherwin and J. F. Seward of

New Jersey ; R. J. Johnson and John Stephenson of

New York; Charles McLellRu of Maine.
Nominations—Charles McLellan and E. F. Duren

of Maine ; H. C. Watson of New York ; J. G. Bar-

rett of Connecticut ; P. A. Stackpole of Now Hamp-
shii-e ; L. L. Holden and P. S. Gilmore of Massa-
chusetts.

At the conclnsion of the rehearsal in Music Hall,

the members of the congress were again called to-

gether for the transaction of some business omitted
from the morning session.

The discussion upon the subject of "The objects

and aims of the National Musical Congress, and how
they are best to be promoted," being called up, Gen-
eral Henry K. Oliver of Salem was called upon to

spenk. He referred to the refining influences of
music upon the ma.sses, and to the great good which
might result from the well-directed efforts of such an
association as the musical congiess. He gave some
interesting facts in his own experience where a choral

society was formed among the operatives in a mill,

over one hundred of whom it was found could sing.

Very much, he was confident, could be done by this

organization in aflTording encouragement, relief and
advice to smalt musical communities. The small

places expect such influences to come from the great

centres of art. The speaker also alluded to the sub-

ject of the musical education of the young, and to the

significant remarks of His Excellency Governor
Claflin under this head. lie wanted to see an in-

fluence go out which should bring attention to the

importance of this matter throughout the entire

country. In many places in our own State the study

of music already formed one of the regular branches

of instruction, and it should be so everwhcre.

Colonel Tufts of Lynn followed, taking up the

same line of argument pursued by the previous

speaker upon the subject of the musical education of

the masses, and particularly of the children in the

public schools. In this connection he alluded to the

iiencficial effects of the priicticc of music in correc-

tional institutions for the young, where its influence,

it had been noticed, took deep root.

At this stflL'C it was moved by Mr. .John P. Mor-

gan of New York that the further discussion of the

subjer-t be postponed until a convenient lime in some
of the other sessions, and the motion prevailed.

Mr. Stephenson of New York, from the committee

to whom was referred the treasurer's report, reported

that the same, v/ith its vouchers, had been examined

and found to t>e entirely correct. Mr. Barnes, the

former treasurer, bad been heard before the commit-
tee, and was ready to pay over the balance which re-

mained in his hands—$214 90—to the treasurer who
might be chosen at this meeting, his position having

been that the election of his successor last year wag
not legal. ^

AFTERNOON COMCERT.

At two o'clock in the afternoon a concert was
given in the presence of an audience of moderate size

but of decided musical culture, at which the following

programme was performed :

—

And the Glory of the LoTd, from '"The Messiah" Hands!.
He, watchirii; over Israel, from "Elijah". . . .Mendelfsohn.

OrerSure, "jBbel" Weber.
The Heavens are Telling, from "The Creation". ..Hajdn.
Solo—Qui la 70ce Bellini.

.'VIme. Lewis.
Thanks be to God, from "Elij.ah" MendelasohD.

Overture, "William Tell" Rossini.

Hymn of Peace, written by Dr. Oliver Wendell i3olmeH

to the music of the American Hymn Keller.

Solo—Per quests bella mano -• ...Mozart.

Mr. M. W. Whitney.
Gloria, from "Twelfth Mass" Mosart.

Solo, for (Jornet, Aria frem "Lucia" Donizetti.

Mr. M. Arbuckle.
Hallelujah, from "The Messiah" - Handel.

The choral force numbers nearly one thousand

voices selected from various New England organiza-

tions. It was especially strong in sopranos and altos,

and especially weak in tenors. Most of its work,

however, was ilone with a degree of precision and

power much above the average of choral work. "The
heavens are telling" received the best treatment of

any choral number. The orchestra, which numbered

between tbirty and forty performers, was largely

made up of our best artists, Mr. Schulize, leading

the violins, and the other members of the Mendel s-

Quintette being conspicuous in their usual places.

The " Qui la voce" of the programme was assigned to

Mrs. Smith, but in her absence was acceptably ren-

dered by Mme. Lewis, an English amateur with a

pleasant voice, somewhat better adapted to the par-

lor than the concert-room. The "-Per questo leUa

mnno" of Mozart, with ail its wonderful variety of

noble melody, was finely and earnestly given by Mr.

Whitney. The concert as a whole was very interest-

ing in its -programme and worthy in its performance ;

and it gave not a little pleasure to on attentive aadi-

ence.

STENIHG SESSION.

The evening ses,sion was held in Burostead Hall.

It was devoted to the reading of biographical ad-

dresses of members of the society who have deceased

during the past year. On account of the inclemency

of the weather the attendance was quite small, and

some of the musical features of the programme were

deferred. » » * *

Second Day, Jdhe 21.

The forenfM>u was occupied by tbe delegates in visiting som»

of the public schools of the city, in which exhibitions were

given for their entertainment and instruction. A school of

each grade was visited by some seventy or eighty ladies and

gentlemen.

PRIMARY SCHOOL IKSTITCTION.

The first school visited was tbe Girls' High and Morma!

School on West Newt&n street, where Mr. Luther W. Mason

gave illustrations of the system he ^pursued in teaching musis

to the primary scholars. Mr. F. H. Uuderwood, one »f tho

committee on music in tbe public schools of Boston, accom-

panied the party, and made a few remarks before the com-

mencement of the esercises, in the coarse of which ha urged

that the art of mnsic should be learned in early y&utb, whilst

the organs of the throat were Sesible and capable of the very

highest cultivation. Mr. Mason, before proceeding with She

examination of the pupils, informed the visitors that the ela.ss

of small children, from five to six years of age, that were now

brought forward, had not been specially prepared for exhibi-

tion, but that they would be put through their every-day

course of tuition in music. The most proficient of the cla.s»

had not been piched out, but the entire class would practise

together. He then brought forward about thirty pupils and

proceeded to explain tbe system he pursued. The .first six

months was principally given to the GuUivation of the ear and

voice ; tbe succeeding half-year was given to tbe tojirnsng of

the A B C of musical notation. The illustrations given by the

class in rote singing and tbe first principles of notation, with

the assistance of the blackboard and charts, was esceedingly

satisfactory to the .audience, who were ODanimous in their ap-

proval of the system and highly pleased with the proficiency

of tho young beginners.

THE LOWER GRAMMAR SCIIOOI,.

At ten o'clock the I'ranklln school on Ringgold atrcot was

visited, where an e^lhibition of mnsic as tanght in tho lower

grammar schools was given by a class of pupils from eight to

twelve years of age, from the Franklin and Dearborn schools,

nnder the direction of Mr. .7. B. Holt, the instrnctor. The

lllustiatlons here were of tha most intereiiting charticter, and
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consisted of esercifeg In pcales written in various keys on the

blackboards. The pupils displayed an actual knowledge of the

scales that was surprising to the visitors. Tlie surprise was

considerably enhanced when two little girls, of ten and twelve

years, resptctively, came forward and went through the whole

lesson in the capacity of teacher and pupil, and one of them,

with Mr. Seward of New Jersey, went through an impromptu

exercise and put down on the blackboard the notes emitted by

that gentleman, one mistake only being made when the key

was altered. A piece that had been prepared for the late

school festival was then sung, and the proceedings terminated

with the explanation by Mr. Holt that whatever degree of pro-

ficiency was exhibited was due to the legular teacher, he only

being present with the class about half an hour each day.

THE HIGHER GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
An hour later and the members of the congress were at the

Everett school, "West Northampton street, where illustrations

of music teJtchiag as cfonducted in the higher grammar schools

were given by a choir of children from the Everett, Winthrop,

Franklin, Dwight and Rice schools, under the direction of

Mr. J. Sharland, the instructor. Before the exercises began

Mr. Underwood made a few remarks as to the importance of

music, ranking it as nest to the mission of the Christian min-

ister only, and adverting to the importance of the art as being

useful to every scholar; whereas the other branches of learning

—chemistry, geology, &c.—would be of benefit to only a few.

Mr. Seward added a few words as to the importaocH of placing

the profession in the first rank and was followed by an expla-

nation by Mr. Sharland, to the effect that he had had but

verylittle opportunity to practise with his class. Some ex-

ercises in rhythm followed, with chords and discords and sol-

feggio movements. Mr. Seward was then invited to write an

extemporaneous composition on the blackboard, which he did,

and which the class got through with with very little difficul-

ty. They were very heartily applauded for their efforts.

THE GIRI.S' HIGH AND XORMAL SCHOOL
was the next and last place visited, and here a class of nearly

two hundred pupils of the higher classes were waiting, with

Mr. Julius Eichberg as conductor, to show their proficiency

in the higher parts of music. Mr.'Uoderwood briefly intro-

duced Mr. Eichberg as the instructor in all of the high"

schools in the city of Boston, and that gentleman briefly ex-

plained that the teaching of music in the schools was divided

into three parts—the first, singing by sight, then exercises in

vocalization and exercises in part singing. He then, with the

aid of the blackboard, put the pupils through a course of ex-

ercises in singing at sight in one part, then in two parts, and

nest in three parts, with chords. Mendelssohn's '-Ye Sous of

Israel,'" was excellently well performed. The singing of the

anthem, ''Lift, thine eyes," from Elijah, by the senior class,

brought the proceedings to a clof^e shortly after one o'clock,

Mr. Eichberg receiving from the visitors as they departed

many congratulations upon the proficiency his pupils had at-

tained in the higher branches of music.

Afternoox Session,
In the afternoon a meeting was held in Music Hall for the

consideration of musical topics. There was not a large audi-

ence present. Mr. Southard presided. The first thing on the

programme was a discussion on "What course shall be pur-

sued for the creation and development of choral societies in

America ?"

THE DISCUSSION.
Dr. Tourjee began the discussion. He said he had been in

200 communities durin? the past year to speak upon this sub-

ject, and in at least fifty of them a desire had been manifested

to form choral societies. He thought the church should take

the lead in the organization of such societies. The leading

musical people should join with the clergymen, and the entire

community should be made to feel an interest in the subject.

Mr Emerson said it was very important that the churches

in various communities should unite and put aside all jeal-

ousy. Musical organizations were not, as a general thing,self-

Bustaining. There was great lack of thorough elementary in-

struction, and the churches should see to it that this lack

wag supplied.

Dr. Tourjee further explained how the jealousies and petty

rivalries of different religious societies could be overcome. In

not thus coming together they were operating against them-

selves, and were doing nothing to get rid of the charlatanism

and light sacred music that exists. He had records in his

office of crnventionB held as long ago as 1834, when every State

in the Union was represented. Since that time they had been

going backward.

F. F. Seward of New Jersey next undertook to give some il-

lustrations of elementary teaching in music. It seemed to

him like carrying coals to Newcastle, yet he must enter his

protest against one matter in which he found the current very

much against him. This was the use ofi the musical syllables.

He found that wherever they had been used to determine the

absolute pitch, musical culture among the masses had de-

clined. This was seen in Italy and France, where the masses

sang like birds, but without acquired skill. This truth was

illustrated by thegreat success of the "tonic sol-fa" system. He
thought that it was particularly important that the system

which be oppo.=ed should be discouraged in Boston, as educa-

tors in all parts of the country were looking to our schools for

examples of musical teaching. Mr. Seward offered the follow-

resolution :

—

Whereas, there is to be observed an Increasing tendency in
this country to depart from the original and proper use of the
syllables in elementary instruction, and whereas it is believed
that such departure is sure to result in a decline of popular
interest, and to prove a great hindrance to popular progress :

Re.^olved, That this congress declares itself unreservedly in
favor of the use of the syllables according to the Guidonian
or tonic system, and that all teachers and educators are rec-

ommended to us« their utmost influence against the opposite
method, or that in which the syllables are used in a fixed po-
sition to represent absolute pitch.

General Oliver supported the resolution. He was astonished

that anybody should think of introducing the Italian system.

He objected that it destroyed all association in memory. Mr,

W. 0. Perkins also advocated the resolution, deeming it al-

most impossible for a scholar to gain proficiency in reading by

the new method, because before it was accomplished it would

be necessary for the learner to have a complete knowledge of

every possible interval which could occur in mufcic. The

Rev. E. A. Wentworth also supported the resolution.

ESSAY ON ORATORIO MUSIC
The Rev. Elias Nason then read a paper on "The Four Great

Oratorios." Music, he said, was an extra benefaction, an ex-

press benison of God. He has filled this world brimful of it.

To man he also accords the skill to bring in instruments, and

from them to invoke and bring in harmonies. This again, is

purely supplemental. The outer world is a grand harmonia

,

invisible fingers touching, Oh, how masterly I This is the well

spring of the art ; and all the various forms of humin music

are God-given. There is, in one sense, no secular music. The

loftiest form of heavenly art is the oratorio. The word is de-

rived from the Latin word, meaning a prayerful song. In the

middle ages it was customary to perform profane dramas of the

Creation, and other scenes, in which supernal and infernal

characters were introduced. From these profane dramas the

oratorio arose about the middle of the sixteenth century

After speaking of the origin of the oratorio, he defined it as a

logically connected and continuous musical composition,

founded on some sacred narrative or event, consisting of an

overture, with introduction for instruments alone, and solos,

duets, arias, quartets, quintets, recitatives, choruses, etc., in

various time, key and movement,— all conspiring to develop

the plan or plot of the story, and to give in unity and power

the general idea of the composer, so as to raise the imagina-

tion of the listener. It is, in other words, an epic-toned poem,

an Iliad in song. The language is drawn from the Bible. The

first oratorio in point of time and talent is the Messiah of

Handel. Mr. Nason gave a sketch of Handel's life. Pushed

to the wall in England by feminine intrigue, a thought struck

him, and at fifty-sis years of age he began to compose the orig-

inal, soul-entrancing oratorio of the Messiah, which he finished

in twenty-three days, which has done more to educate musical

taste, unclasp the hands of charity and to unfold the mind of

God to men than any other com position save the Bible itself.

It was first performed in Dublin in 1742. In England its

greatness was soon acknowledged, and at a pnrticular passage

the King and his suite always rose, a custom which is kept up

to this day.

At the close of the sketch of Handel's life, a solo from Han-
del's opera of Admetus was sung by Mrs. H. E Sawyer.

Handel is the Homer, Haydn the Virgil of music. The

Messiah is the Iliad
;
the Creation is the .Eneid, full of sweet-

ness, grace and serenity. It was composed at Vienna,—begun

in 1715, when he was 63 years old and first performed in pub-

lic in 1799 at the imperial palace. It was received with un-

bounded applause, and the world hears it still wi'h ecstasy.

His spirit was imbued profoundly with devotion.

Mr. Na.son next turned to Beethoven, who came, a wild,

erratic, wonder-loving boy, to take lessons of Haydn seven

years before the latter had enrsptured the Viennoise with his

great "Creation." He was music's darling child, and with the

untrammeled power of Heaven-kissing genius he went forward

to a brighter sphere and composed "Christ on the Mount of

[Continued on page 56].
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and Haydn Society.

Fifth Day (Concluded).

We were cut short in the middfe of our remarks

upon the Passion Music, which we now resume.

—

Another class of choruses, short, and very frequent

in this work,—but wholly unrepresented in the Festi-

val selections—belongs to the narrative portion, and

should have been mentioned under our first head.

Wherever, in the conrse of the Gospel narrative,

bodies of people are represented as speaking, the

words are embodied in a chorus. In the rude and

slender Passion music of the Middle Ages such cho-

ruses were introduced and were called turbcc (voices

of the crowd). They sometimes give voice to the

disciples, in such brief sentences as : "Where wilt

Thou that we prepare the passover" ; oftener, and

more elaborately, and with immense dramatic fire

and vividness, to the angry and relentless outcries of

the Jews : "O tell us, thou Christ" ; "He guilty is

of death"; the terrible shout "Barabbas !" (accent

on first syllable,—diminished seventh chord spread

over eight voice parts and orchestra) ; "Let him be

crucified," &c.

But we were speaking of the Choruses and Arias

which constitute what we have termed the reflective

portion of the work. Perhaps the greatest Chorus of

this kind is that wliich Bach has used for the Over-

ture, as it were, or gate of entrance (grander than

Dante's to the Inferno) to the solemn and heart-

rending spectacle. It is a Double Chorus, with full

orchestral introduction and accompaniment : "Come,

ye daughters, weep for anguish" (at the sight which

you shall see), in which instruments and voices seem

pressing, crowding forward, like a vast multitude

with anxious hearts, yet irresistibly attracted, all

moving on in long-drawn figurative phrases ; the

second chorus asking : "Who" 1 "Where" 1 "How"1

the first replying ; until soon a third choir in unison

(commonly boys) joins in in the long tones of a

Chorale, line by line, intermittently : "0 Lamb of

•God" ; and finally both choruses and all the instru-

ments are brought together to swell the mighty cur-

rent of the leading theme. Nothing in music can be

more sublime ;—nothing, perhaps, more diificult to

execute ; and therefore were we, to our sorrow, de-

prived of this most fitting introduction, the selections

opening, as we have said before, abruptly with a

Chorale. Mr. Lang, however, showed a proper

sense of the situation by making his opening volun-

tary on the Organ out of a portion of that orchestral

prelude ; of course it was but a faint sketch or hint

of the grand thing in full.

First in order, among the reflective pieces given,

was the Contralto Recit. and Aria (Nos. 9 and 10)

prompted by the incident of the Woman with the box

of ointment :

"Grief and pain

gyring the guilty heart in twain.

Fall, ye drops, fall faster, faster,

Freely from mine eyes, like rain.

Grateful balm to my dear Master !"

Of this touching melody and of its slight, but ten-

derly suggestive exquisite accompaniment—simply

two flutes, in thirds and sixths, with string quartet

(the latter made out from the figured bass by Franz),

—we have spoken on a former occasion. Suffice it

to soy, it was well suited to the rich tones of Miss

Sterling, who sang it simply, largely, well ; some,

doubtless, would have liked a little more dramatic

pathos.

Next we have to name one of the very happiest

selections, one of the most original instances of Bach's

exhaustless genius and consummate art, the Tenor

Solo with Chorus, Nos 25 and 26 (Recit. "0 grief!",

and Aria : "I'll watch with my dear Jesu alway,"

with the .soft, rich, soothing choral response: "So

slumber shall our sins befall.") To each intensely

pathetic exclamation of the Recitative, with its un-

derground of not less eloquent accompaniment, the

Chorus of Believers respond in four part h.armony,

subdued and serious, self-accusing, which is a revela-

tion cf new depths of feeling and of beauty in the

same Chorale with which the selections opened now

to the words ; "Why must Thou suffer V &c. Noth-

ing could be more beautiful, unless it be the Aria

which sets in after it, in a more buoyant, yet moder-

ate tempo, full of sweet confidence. The pregnant
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melody first sings itself through upon the oboe, and

is then taken up in fraements by the Tenor voice :

"I'll watch with my dear Jesu alway" ; and at inter-

vals the chorus, soft and sweet and evenly diffused

like summer rain, repeats: "So slumber shall our

sins befall !", then stops and listens fondl}' to the oth-

er (kindred) melody of solo voice and oboe ; the lat-

ter, like a silver thread, runs through the whole. {We
quoted one critic who accused Bach's music of a

"loant of soul" ! A very leaden slumber must have

befallen liis soul during the peiformance «;f that

piece !—In the tenor solo Mr. "Wiscii, though far

from realizing all the beauty and interior meaning of

the music, did much better than we could have ex-

pected of one just entering so new an element. It

was a very trying task, and it is no small praise to

say he did not fail in it. The intervals were sure,

the tones true and musical, the style manly and hon-

est. Now and then a note was reached with too ap-

parent effort, and generally the rendering was a little

cold aiid crude ; but the tones, the form, the melody

were there, and told effectually in the harmonious_

whole. The running oboe obbligato was exquisitely

played, but should have become more subdued when-

ever the voice began. The only fault, too, with the

choral responses was that they were too uniformly

loud ; the 700 voices blended richly, and the individ-

ual outline of no one of the four parts was lost.

The next selection followed in unbroken sequence

;

the Recit. and Aria for Bass voice, which is a medi-

tation on (or application of) the prayer of Jesus that

the cap might pass from him. The Air : "Gladly

will I, all resigning, Cross nor bitter cup declining,

Drink in my Redeemer's name," &c., is full of beauty

and resigned expression ; but it is a melody of so

elastic, delicate a fibre, that it could not be just the

best selection for Mr. Whitn'et's solid, ponder-

ous, majestic manner. It is Gothic, so to speak

while he is Doric. We would rather hear hiin (if he

must be limited to one Aria) in the one he sang in the

Symphony Concerts : "Give me back my dearest

Master." Yet this was sung conscientiously and

grandly, only with hardly vitality enough to make

the song pass for all that it is worth.

And now came (No. 33) the great sensation of the

evening, and the most startling revelation of Bach's

wonderful dramatic power. Jesus has been siezed

and led away. A fiute and oboe, in mournful,

quaint, melodious duet, stand out from the deep,

sombre background of the orchestra, preluding to,

and then accompanying the mingled lamentation of

a Soprano and an Alto solo : "Alas ! my Jesu now

is taken." As they sing on each in its own heart-

broken, long drawn, sobbing sirain, lengthening out

the melodic figures in griefs unhurried and involun-

tary way, the sultry atmosphere is ever and anon

relieved by lood bursts from the indignant chorus :

"Leave him ! bind him not." "Moon and stars have

in sorrow night forsaken :" the duet continues.

"Leave him" ! thunders again the chorus. "He s

led away 1 Ah! they have bound him;—all |>ity

baniah'd," still ihey sing, or almost wail, in yet more

long-drawn, melting cadence, when suddenly the

smothered indignation of llie general breast finds full

vent in the swift, tremendous double Chorus : "Ye
lightnings, ye thunders, in clouds are ye vanished V
The short, stem motive is first given out by all the

basses ; the tenors answer fugiielikc, while the deep

basses of the orchestra begin to roll and rumble; the

theme goes round the circle of parts; the rolling

movement takes possession of the vocal basses also
;

voices C'^io voices instantly and sharply, like clap on

clap of thunder, or in vivid flashes, and the founda-

tions of the great deep seem upheaved in foaming

billows, when suddenly there is a pause,—a moment
of the silence llial expresses more than sound ;—and

then, upon the major of the key (heretofore minor),

with a new motive, gathering up all the forces of the

orchestra, with an appalling energy and iiplendor, the

storm waxes to a mighty whirlwind, as quickly over

as it suddenly came on, leaving the awed, excited

hearer listening still with bated breath :

"Bur-t opt'n, fierce flamiDgcaverDS of Hell, then !

Eiicrulf them, devour them,

Destroy them, oVrwhelm them,

Iq wrathfullestmood.

O ! blast the betraver.

The murderouB brood !"

The effect was overwhelming. Such a rush and

storm of harmony, such vivid, terrible tone-painting,

such startling climax, and wiihal such wonderful

sonority and wealth of tone (for to Bach's own vocal

and instrumental polyphony Robert Franz had added

the brass instruments, which doubtless Bach himself

would have used in our day), was a new sensation, a

new sense of sublimity, to that audience, even so

shortly after Handel's "Hail Storm" chorus. But
even if the two choruses may come into comparison,

think how unique is Bach's conception in making
such a chorus the necessary sequel and development

of such a Duet !— for the two pieces must be taken

together as one scene, one diamatic moment. Doubt-

less many a person has puzzled over the notes of that

Duet, and come to the conclusion that it looked long-

winded, dull and thankless ; but when we came to

hear it, framed in all the subtle beauty of the instru-

mentation, and with a live singer, well at home in

Bach, like Mme. RnDEESDonrr, to put life into it,

and seconded so well in the Contralto by Miss Ster-

ling, all were charmed by it. (The little choral

interruptions, too, Bach's instinct knew, were as es-

sential to the musical charm as to the vividness of

the dramatic scene). Mme. Rudersdorff sang it in

her way, very dramatically, with such intensity of

accent, and so much sforzando, as to contrast perhaps

too strongly with the quiet, even flow of the Contral-

to ; and yet, but for such emphasis (really impas-

sioned), it is doubtful whether the piece would have

made its mark ; as it is, the singular Duet is from

that hour believed in and desired.^

Here ended the selections from theFirst Part, pass-

ing over the great chorus with which Bach concludes

it, or rather the elaborately varied Chorale, with rich

figurative accompaniment : ''O Man, bewail thy sin

so great."

From the Second Part, which is the longest of the

two, only two numbers, in addition to the Chorale :

"0 Haupt voll Slut rnid Wuncleu," were vouchsafed
;

but these were precious "grants," as one of our crifi-

cal friend^ would say. One was the not wholly un-

familiar Alto Aria (but equally well suited for the

mezzo soprano voice) : "Erbarme dich, mein Gott"

("0 pardim me, my God"), with the beautiful violin

solo (remarkably well played by Mr. Listemann).

The string quartet had been enriched by Franz with

a quartet of reeds (clarinets and bassoons), delicately

eking out and coloring the intrinsic motives of the

piece to render Bach's intention the more palpable.

Thin very broad, sustained, and difficult melody, the

loveliest, the noblest, most pathetic in the whole

work, was sung by Mme. Rudersdorff with great

feeling and expression, bringing it home to most

hearts more powerfully than when it has been sung

before, though in a less scrupulou.sly chaste and even

style than that to which we had been accustomed, eo

that the strong dramatic accent and the frequent

breath-taking seemed at first a little strange ; but she

breathed a new life into it, and even the violin and

whole accompaniment sccmid to become possessed

with her magnetic spirit.

Finally, the unspeakably beautiful and sacred

.S't7(/u.5.9-6'/iw, or concluding (Double) Chorus. It is

the parting hymn of tlio disciples weeping at the

Master's tomb :

"Around thy tomb h^r*; Bit we wpeping.

And mnrmur low, in tones Huppreft:

KcH Thr.K soflly. siyfUij real .'

Ijong, ye weary llmbH, lie Bleepiog,

Re.st yc «oftIy, rest Id pea*^e I

This cold stone above Thy head.

Shall to many a care-worn conscience

Bea pweet, refrefihing pillow;

Uere the 30ul find peaceful bed.

Closed in bliss divine, slumber now the weary eyes.

Around thy tomb here sit we weeping,

And murmur Ir.w, in tones supprest :

—

Rest T/tee softly, softly rest^''

What Other Art, what Poetry has ever yet cx-

pres-sed so much of grief, of tender, spiritual love, of

faith and peace, of the heart's heaven smiling through

tears, as this tone elegy,—at once an inspiration of

profoundest pious feeling, and the ripest masterpiece

of complete Art ! So should the Passion music close,

and not with fugue of praise and triumph like an

Oratorio. How easily and evenly the music flows,

a broad, rich, deep, pellucid stream, swollen as by

countless rills from every loving, bleeding and be-

lieving heart in a redeemed Humanity ! How full of

a sweet secret comfort, even triumph, is this heavenly

farewell ! It is the "peace which passelh understand-

ing." "Rest Thee, softly .'"
is the burthen of the

song ; one chorus sings it and the other echoes

:

"Softly rest !" then both together swell the strain.

Many times as this recurs, no', only in the voices, but

in the introduction and numerous interludes of the

exceedingly full orchestra, which sounds as human,

sympathetic and spontaneous as if it too had breath

and conscious feeling, you still crave more of it, for

it is as if your soul were bathed in new life inex-

haustible. The middle portion, too, before the re-

turn of the main subject, and which is more discur-

sive, (the lines : "Long, ye weary limbs," &c., to

"Closed in bliss divine," &.e.), is wonderfully beauti-

(ul, and shows in how high and free a range of pure

imagination Bach could soar in his intensity of feel-

ing- ("Want of sow/," forsooth !)—This chorus was

indeed admirably sung, as if every singer's heart were

in it ; and, with eight vocal parts so fully manned,

and blended to such purpose by the master soul of

polyphony, with such accompaniment of double or.

chesira and organ, it conveyed a sense of wealth and

fullness such as no combination of instruments and

voices bad ever given us before.

It would be impossible to over-estimate the whole-

some and profound impression which that chorus

made ; and many of that audience would say Amen!

were we to include nearly all the pieces beard then

for the first time in the same remark. The perform-

ance, for a first attempt, was altogether creditable. It

was the highest mark in pure artistic effort which the

old Society have reached thus far. More familiar

things they can sing better, but this has been their

worthiest and highest task ; nor should it cease to be

their task, their problem paramount, until they have

made themselves and the best Boston public as much

at home with the whole Passion Music (of which this

was bnt a small part) as they have long been with the

"Messiah" and "Elijah." The study and the mas-

tery of one such work is worth a dozen "Jubilees."

V/e have not much to say about Sir Sterndale

Bennett's short Oratorio, or rather Sacred Cantata,

"The Woman ofSamaria," which occupied the rest

of the evening. Supposing it to be ever so good, it

had not a fair chance after Bach. That impression

remaining, this was hardly more than gaslight in the

midst of sunshine. It must be owned it sounded for

the most part quite tame in comparison. Yet it is a

musician like, artistic, elegant and earnest work

;

without much positive originality ; often suggesting

Mendelssohn, as if suggested by him. Not a great

work, but elevated in tone, pleaHing, pure in style,

and always musical. Its best power is shown in the

choral and orchestral writing ; its weakest in the

Kccilalive, which for the most part lacks char-

•ictcr and interest,— inevitably it seems so after Bach
;

only the few greatest maslers seem to have proved

their mastery in this rare art of recitative. For in-

Htance, where Jesus says to the Woman : "If ihou

knoweat who it is that saith unto thee: Give me to
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drink," the repetition of this last phrase, inexpressive

in itself, is singularly weals and empty. And once or

twice there is an attempt to be dramatic, imitating

tones ol actual life, that sounds (unwittingly) too

much like Verdi ; as, where the Woman goes into

the city and says : ".Come, see a man, &c.," with the

curious staccato pianissimo accompaniment.

The Arias,—one for each of the four principals,

—

are good, but not remarkable. That for the Woman :

"Art thou greater than our father Jacob," has the

strong accent and wide intervals of great excitement,

and so was well adapted to the best power of Mnie.

Rudersdorff, who made it one of the salient points in

the impression of the work. Quite a nohle Air, how-

ever, is that for the Bass : "Whosoever drinketh of

this water shall thirst again," and was feelingly and

beautifully sung by Mr. J. F. Winch ; indeed,

among the single performances of the whole week,

this will be remembered as one of the best. The Air

for the Contralto (which also takes the place of

"Evangelist" in the brief connecting narrative sen-

tences) :
"0 Lord, thou hast searched me out," is

simple, fading from the memory at once, nor did it

seem to inspire our admirable singer (Miss Phil-

Lipps) with mnch life. Mr. CnaiMiNGS sang the

pleasing Aria which, we believe, was written for him :

"His salvation is nigh 1o ti.em that fear Him," with

all the refinement, the chaste fervor, the pure and

finely modulated quality of tone, which one is sure to

find in him.—Altogether. the most beautiful impres-

sion made in the whole work, was the unaccompa.

nied Quartet : "God is a Spirit," very simple in itself,

but executed to perfeciion by these four singers.

The instrumentation abounds in delicate felicities.

The introduction, particularly, leading into a Cho-

rale, sung in unison by Soprani : "Ye Christian peo-

ple, jiow rejoice," is worthy of the romantic, genial

composer of the "Naiades" and "Wood Nymph"
Overtures, and hints of living springs to the imagi-

nation. The following Chorus : "Blessed be the

God of Israel ;" the spirited and striking one, but

rather operatic : "Therefore with joy shall ye draw

water' ; the Chorus : "Come, Israel" ; the hymn :

"Abide with me ; fast falls the eventide" ; the grave :

"Now we believe," &e., all sho%v the practised hand

in contrapuntal choral writing. But to our mind the

most satisfactory of all was the figured finale : "Bless-

ed be the Lord."—The Cantata is of moderate diffi-

culty compared with the great tasks of the Festival,

and did not suffer in the rendering, as it did from

such great neighborhood as "Israel" and the "Passion

Music." Perhaps when it invites us by itself we
may be able to do it better justice.

Last Bat ; Ninth Performance. On Sunday
evening the Festival was brought to a close, of course

with the most widely known and loved of Oratorios,

"The Messiah" ; a.r\i the hsW was crammed to over-

flowing. Singers and audience both came to it natu-

rally a good deal fatigued. As far as we judge in

that condition, it was in the main a very good per-

formance, but not up to the most proud traditions of

the old Society. Some of the choruses, however,

went superbly. Mme. Rddersdorff had to claim

indulgence on account of a severe sore throat ; but

in "I know that my Redeemer," she made up by her

inspiring earnestness and fervor, and her thorough

understanding, for what she lacked In voice. "Re-

joice greatly" was less suited to her. Mr. Ccmmings
was nearly all that we could wish in the tenor solos

;

Mr. Whitnet was nobly at home in the Bass, for

(here, at least) the "Messiah" Arias betnng to him
;

and Mrs. West shared the Soprano part to great

acceptance.

And so ended the most important, the most nobly

planned and worthily, successfully executed festival

of music of which this country can yet boast. In the

magnitude and richness of the programme it even

surpassed most festivals abroad. So many of the

greatest works, choral and orchestral, in one week,

are very seldom heard. The main element in this

success, throughout, has been, by general consent, the

chorus singing. Never before has the foremost Ora-

torio Society of America been in such excellent con-

dition. The number of voices is full large enough

for any work,—perhaps too large for some of the

choicer tasks. The proportion of young and live

material in the regiment (of 700 or 750) has been

very much increased within three years. There is a

good average of fine, fresh, musical and telling voices.

And most of them are persons who read music readi-

ly, and who love good music, and are willing to spend

time and eflfbrt in learning to sing a great work as it

should be sung ; this they have shown by the fidelity

and zeal with which they have followed up the Iongaud

frequent series of rehearsals necessary to such a Festi-

val. Of course, there is still room for improvement;

the "weeding out" process, the elimination of "dead

wood," in so large an army, and so old and proud,

must go on always, and fresh, young life must take

its place. There must be some mode of honorable

retirement (from active service) provided for those

whose zeal and love and pride in their old society has

outlived their voices. And the lesson has yet to be

learned in this country, regarding all such enterprises,

that, beyond the point of sufficiency, much virtue lies

in limitation of numbers. Enough is as good as a

feast. In our fast age, there is too much ambition to

do things on the biggest scale. Could we only select

the soundest, choicest portion out of the crowds of

singers whom the teaching of music in the public

schools is beginning to raise up for us, is it not ob-

vious that a chorus of 500, or even 400 voices might

be trained to execute the oratorios even more satis-

factorily than 700 or 1000 voices can do now? And
then, for certain of the finest tasks,—getting to he the

most important now, since the old repertoire has

grown so familiar—such tasks as the Cantatas, Pas-

sions, &c., of Bach— is not the sound heart-wood, the

nucleus choir, always more prepared and more avail-

able than the "great bodies which move slowly,''

waiting for raw recruits and stragglers to catch up ?

Of course, for certain things, for certain effects, a

more general massing offerees is desirable ; and that

might be by combination of several less bulky organ

izations.

There is no denving, however, the great an! solid

progress which the Handel and Haydn Society have
made. And it is due, not only to the increased re-

spect for music in our whole social life and education,

but more immediately and signally to inspiring devo-
tion, wise counsel and suggestion, practical ability

and unstinted labor on the part of the ofl^icers of the

Society and their long tried and trusted musical di-

rector, Mr. Carl Zerrahn. The latter gentleman
has shown himself fully equal to the great undertak-
ing. He has been instant, in season and out of sea-

son, in the laying out of the work, and in the prepa-

ration of himself and of the forces under him, which
he wields with such inspiring certainty, for the

achievement of so formidable a programme. All are

grateful to him, and seriously wonder whether without
him such a week would have been possible. Nor can
we overrate the general obligation to the energetic and
devoted Secretary, Mr. Loring B. Barnes, who in

all that concerns the business affairs of the Soci.?ty

has been, through a large part of his 17 years of
service, its mainspring and factotum, as it were, and
who has since been gratefully promoted to the place

of President. Of the retiring President, Dr. ,T.

Baxter Upiiam, who has so enviably idenlifled

himself with the cause of musical education in our
community, and who for eleven years has so well
upheld the dignity and courtesy and harmony of the

old Society, and done much to raise its ideal and
enlarge its scope, the following extract from the

record of the late annual meeting but expresses the

general appreciation :

Annual Meeting of the Handel and Hatdn
SociETV.—The following resolutions, offered by the

Secretary, Loring B. Barnes, were, with much enthu-

siasm, unanimously adopted by a rising vote, and the

retiring officer briefly replied to the same :

Wr. the members of the Handel and Ilaydn Society, desir-

ous of expressing our high appreciation of the valuable ser-

vices rendered the Society by the retiring President, J. Baxter
Uphara, who has filled the chair of presiding officer for the

past ten years, do unanimously

Resolveff, That in the severing of the ties which hare bound
us to our efficient and in all respects worthy head, we lose the
services of one who has at all tiraei commanded the respect
and esteem of not only each and every member of the Society
and of the I^oard of Directors, but also of the community in
which we live, and one who by his influence has conrributed in
no small degree tn the advancementof the Society, to the high
position it now occupies both at home and abroad.

Resolved, That we part with him with great reluctance, but
in the belief that his future course will be in full sympathy
with all our movements toward a still higher and better artis-
ti.t position than that whicii we now occupy ; and this Society
will ever cherish the name of J. Baxter Upham among its most
valued friends and supporters.

Resolved, That these resolutions be enfered upon the rec-
ords of the Society, and that a copy of the same be presented
to the retiring officer.

Several of the newly elected olBcers were called upon to
make speeches Mr. Barnes addressed the Society at some
length in regard to its future.

THE MUSICAL SEASON onS71-'72 promises to be of great

brilliancy. To the usual entertainment furnished at the sym-
piiony concerts of the Harvard Musical Association and the ora-

torios of the Handel and Haydn Society will be added the ex-

traordinary attractions of at least two fine opera companies.

Mme. Parepa-Rosa will open in English opera at the New York
Academy of Music on the 2d of October and will play an en-

gagement of three weeks. The date of her first operatic appear-

ance in Boston is as yet uncertain, but it is announced that

she will give concerts in the Music Hall during the holiday

week. Strakosch's Italian opera company, with Mile. Nilsson

and M. .Jamet as its principal artists, will open in New York on

the 23d of October, and in Boston, probably, on the 1st of Jan-

uary. The "Dolby English Ballad Troupe," consisting of Miss

Edith Wynne, Mr. and Mrs. Patey, Mr. Cummings the tenor,

and Mr. Lindsay Sloper, pianist, will give ballad concerts in

the Music Hall during the third and fourth weeks of October,

and will sing, it is said, with the Handel and Haydn Society

in oratorio.
''

Besides all the.se things, Mr. Peck has an extremely interest-

ing project on foot, the details of which will be given more
minutely hereafter. He proposes to give a course of ten popu-

lar concerts of which two are to be orchestral), at which the

best mu.sic will he furnished at a moderate price. To insure

the success of the enterprise a large subscription list must be

first filled out, and books are now open for that purpose at the

Music Hall, the price of tickets for the whole series being set

at four dollars. At these concerts Miss Kellogg, Miss Phillipps,

Miss Cary, Mrs. West, Mrs. Smith, Mrs Barry, Mr. Whitney,

Mr. Packard, Mr. Fesseuden, Mr. Barnabee, the Temple Quar-

tette, Mr. Perabo, Mr. Thayer and Mr. Dow will take part.

To the above ("which we find in the Daily Adverti-

ser] we may add, that we have positive assurance
that Mme. Rudersdorff has determined to return to

Boston in season for the Christmas Oratorios, and
pass the winter in this country.

PROMENADE CONCERTS.—An excellent beginning has

been made by the Germania Band and Orchestra,—in busi

ness partnership with Mr. Peck, the superintendent of the

Music Hall, who knows so well how such things should be

managed,—to supply in part a great desideratum of our sum-

mer months. That is to say, some frequent opportunities of

hearing good orchestral music, with a liberal admixture of the

best quality of music light and popular, and at cheap prices.

The first experiment, on Friday evening of last week, took the

form of a "Promenade Concert." The seats of the floor of the

Music Hall had been removed, so that those who chose could

walk about {or dance upon occasion), and the quiet ones could

sit in the balconies and listen and enjoy the cheerful picture

Mr. Eichler's nice little orchestra of 25 upon the stage, per-

formed such pleasantly mingled and choice strains as : "Inau-

guration" March by Strauss ; Allegretto from Beethoven's 8th

Symphony
;
Overtures to La Gazza Leuha and Die Felsen-

imikle ; a cleverly contrived potpourri from "Midsummer

Night's Dream" ; Strauss's "Blue Danube" Walt2, a Polka

Mazourka and Galop, &c. The band, for the number, was

excellent, and all went gracefully and with spirit. There were

also skilful Solos, on the Cornet by Mr. Kaltenborn, and on

the flute by Mr. GOEEINQ, which were highly relished. The

invitations of the Waltz and Polka were readily enough ac-

cepted, and pretty children, youths and maidens, even some

almost venerable seniors, whirled around in couples, covering

the floor, for a few minutes, very picturesquely. The aspect

of it all was cheerful, orderly, respectable, and indeed refined.

The company was large, and everybody votes it a succss. The
second came off last evening.

There will be more. We trust they will become much more
frequent through the summer, and that their character will

be varied by a certain proportion of sit-doiun concerts, where
those who thirst for higher music and find none in Summer,
may have a chance to hear some. We trust, too, that the
support given to these concerts will be .so liberal as to warrant
a fuller complement of violins, I'i.c, in the orchestra.

[The above was in type for our laft issue, bvt crowded out.

We can only add that these concerts have gone on since, once
a week, pr oving themselves more and more attractive and en-
tirely unexceptionable.]
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Olirea," distinguished and unrivalled as the grand classic

oratorio of the world. The speaker spoke hriefiy of Beetho-

ven's life and genius, naming him the Dante of music. He
spoke last of Mendelssohn and his oratorio of St. Paul, which,

he said, becomes more beautiful as men hear and eee it more.

It may not be so grand as his later oratorio of "Elijah," but

the magic word beauty is written on nearly every page of the

score. Mendelssohn is the charming, the beloved Tasso of

music. Beautiful in his person, in the tone and feeling of his

heart, in his aflfection for his sister, in his culture, in his

amenities toward his fellows, in his transcendent works, in his

home life and art life, he was the perfect artist. His name
shall live while music holds her sway. Mr. Nason discussed

the question of musical composition in America, and at the

close of his essay, on motion of General H. K. Oliver, a vote of

thanks was passed to him.

Miss Hattie E. Saffordthen sang a selection of Mendelssohn's

music, with piano accompaniment.

The meeting was continued for about an hour after the

reading of the essay. The discussion, which was of a some-

what informal character, turned upon the subject of choral

societies. Mr. Carl Zerrahn made an able speech upon the

subject, and General Oliver gave the history of the Salem

society. The history of the Lynn society was also given, and

several interesting addresses were made.

EVENING CONCERT.
A concert was given in the evening before a large and very

appreciative audience. The chorus was somewhat larger than

on Tuesday afternoon, and much better balanced. It was

made up from the Boston Chorus, the Boston Choral Union,

the Chelsea Choral Society and the Newton Musical Associa-

tion. The choral music, of which there were five selections,

was sung in a style which could hardly have been improved if

the chorus had been of an integral and not of a composite

character. There was no orchestra, and the choral selections

were sung simply with piano accompaniment. The music

given so varied from the printed programme that the latter

was of but little service in the hands of the listener. The con-

cert opened with the chorus, ''Sleepers, wake," from "St-

Paul," Mendelssohn, which was number four on the pro-

gramme. Th is was followed by Enkhausen's Postludium in

F, for organ, trumpet, trombones and tympani, which was

performed by Messrs. Torrington, Arbuckle, Bruckner, Rf'ge-

steio, Saul and Stoehr. The song, "Lo, here the gentle lark,"

against which the name of Mrs. H. M. Smith was placed, was

sung in her absence by Miss Lizzie M. Gates. The quintet in

Bflat, op. 87, Mendelssohn, was given by the Quintette Club,

over which the audience was enthusiastic and disposed to en-

core. The choral, '-To God on high," from "St. Paul, and

was also encored.

Nothing during the evening pleased the audience more than

the flute solo by Mr. Heindl of the Quintette Club, which was

introduced in place of a pianoforte solo on the programme,

and the player was enthu.«iastically applauded. The other
pieces given were the duet ''Cheerfulness," by Miss Gates and
Miss Safford ; chorus '-And the glory of the Lord" from the
"Messiah"; choru?, "He, wat-ching over Israel" from "Elijah";
"Slumber Song." by Misa Safl"ord. and final chorus, "'Achieved
ia the glorious work" from the "Creation."

Third and Last Day.
[FrODQ the Transcript]-

The third day's proceedingn were opened in ahusinese meet-

ing in Bumrtead Hall at ten o'clock this forenoon, Mr. L. H.

Southard, the President in ths chair.

Od motion, the following named gentlemen were elected life

members: L. F. Snow and R. W. Husted of Boston, W. E,

Sheldon of Waltham.

The next in order was the reading of an Essay on Mendels-

fiobn, by Rev. W. L. Gage, and it was decided to adjourn to

Mnftic Hall is order to give a large audience the benefit of the

reading.

Mr. Oige began by saying that his acquaintance with the

character and talents of Mendelssohn was rather with the man
than the musician. The publication of the two volumes of

Mendelssohn's letters within the last two years had made his

name f^em nearer and dearer to every noble and high-minded

man and woman, and more than anything else given an in-

sigbt, as ft were, into the inner life of the man.

The speaker had recently travelled in Germany, and every-

where he had found evidence of the profound respect and love

in ivbicb the memory of the great musician in held, not alone

for bU genins but for his virtues as a man. He had in him a

large element of solid common feofw. His life was almost

vrithont Rpot or blemish. His faultp were that be was mor-

bidly MTi^itive of neglect,—what the Americana call "thlo-

skinoed/' and tf:ing brought up almost from youth in an at-

moipbere of adoUtlon, ihi't at timefi made him appear morose

rd4 resentful when he thought he was not properly apprecia-

ted. Berlin, during the latt«^r part of hiA Hfe, was difttasteful

to bim. becaa«e at Bom*- jveriod he had suffered some real or

suppoeed lack of appreciatlno thfffe.

He was of an excitable, TH*t\>^it temperament, which kept

bim continually at work, and hut for this continual ptrain on

hU 9yi"tem by his almo<it constant employment, he might, per-

faapa, bare lived to a good old age Instead of dying at the age

of thirty-nine. He left a great name, but his fame is secon-

dary to that of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. His oratorios

and symphonies will always rank high in the musical world.

That he led a pure and blameless life does not establish his

musical genius, but it establishes his character as a man , and

his power as a musician will never be disputed.

lie enjoyed the advantage of possessing an independence, so

he had only his own tastes to consult in his musical composi-

tions, and instead of pandering to the licentiousness of the

times in which he lived, he produced music of so pure and en-

nobling a character that it will never go out of fashion.

Probably no public man was ever more fully endowed with

that subtle essence called magnetism. He inspired every one

with whom he was brought in contact with some of his own
enthusiasm. He was pleasant and genial in his relations with

the artists who were under his baton. Criticism from his

lips lost its sting ; and praise was doubled by his graceful and

kindly expression of it.

In other things as well as music, Mendelssohn excelled. In

the Greek language he was very proficient ; he was an artistof

no mean order, and was at home in all the sciences.

If sculpture, and painting, and poetry can train the mind
up to a sense of beauty, a character so statuesque and grand in

purity must make man higher and nobler.

The speaker once suggested that the two volumes of Men-
delssohn's letters be published by the American Tract Society,

and distributed, as embodying the highest ideals of pure and

noble manhood, but th€ project was regarded as visionary.

In his music Mendelssohn had no tolerance for that species

of legerdemain in fingering, and the rush and the frenzy of

the Thalberg school, and happily our leading musicians are

now gradually becoming of the same opinion.

He was a believer in the Christian religion, living in it and

dying in it. If there is one man for whom we can feel assured

of a happy immortality, it is Felix Mendelssohn—happy in his

life, happy in his immortality.

Mr. Gage was listened to with great attention and was fre-

quently "applauded. At the close of tbe essay the members

of the Business Committee again met in Bumstead Hall.

Mr. W. E. Sheldon of the Committee on Finance was called

upon to report. He said that some means must be adopted

to raise funds for the necessary expenses of this and future

Congresses. He recommended that an effort be made to se-

cure as many life members as possible at this session. He
thought there should be at least one thousand life members

secured. Those who did not wish the life membership could

become annual members on the payment of one dollar.

It was moved and carried that Mr. Sheldon be appointed a

committee to represent this matter to the members of the

Congress this afternoon at the close of the concert.

Mr. Sheldon declined on the ground that he was unused to

appearing in public on the stage.

The President thought he would never have a better oppor

tunity, and refused to excuse him.

Mr. J. E. Barrett of Hartford opened tbe discussion on

"Church Music." He thought the subject worthy of pro-

found deliberation. He would, if possible, have an organ in

every church and an effective choir, not to take the place of,

but to lead tbe congregational singing. There were in our

hymn books many pieces which could be fitly rendered; there-

fore there should be a good understanding between the pastor

and his choir-leader. His experience had taught him -that

those pastors were most successful who hid treated the lead-

ers of their choirs as coworkers with thpm and extended to

them the right hand of Christian fellowship.

Rev. E. Weotworth said that in the consideration of church

music it is of the first importance that we should understand

its scope. We do not want anything grand and majet tic for

church music, but simply lyrical music, such as may be learn-

ed and appreciated by all. As the popular taste becomes ele-

vated to a higher standard let it be gradually improved.

Mr. ij. 0. Emerson considered music as one of the noblest

gifts of God to man. He believed the time would come when

not only music would he taught universally in the common
schools throughout the country, but when music of the high-

est order would be understood and appreciated by the common
people.

Rev. J. H. Wiggin, of Medfleld, had had congregational sing-

ing in his church for twelve jea-ra, under the leadership of an

efficient musician. He characterized a large portion of the

music which appeared In our music books for church use as

wooden, and some of the hymns were no more capable of being

sung than would be,a financial statement from anewspaper, or

one of Andrew Johnson's speeches.

Rev. Mr. Patrick of West Newton took the same view of the

cft^e as the preceding speaker. lie said when any one wished

to make money on a new munic book he would sit down and

grind out [ibout tunes enough to fill it, and If there was a good

one got In amongst them It was by mistake.

Unr. Mr. Spauldlng wap in favor of congregational Bingtnj.

He began life at ''the othf-r end of the flhip," as an alto singer

when he was a boy, and knew some of the perplexities of both

pastor and choir leader. He believed the day was coming
when we might be styled a mut«ical people, but it would be
when the present genpration of children come on to tbe stage.

[Conclusion next time,]

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X. -A. T E S T J>jX. TJ S I C,
PubliHhed by OIlTer Ditson Si Co.

Vocal, "With Piano Accompaniment.

Soavenir de London. Campana.

No. 7. She deceived me. (M'inganno). 3. A toe.

" 8. The Tomb. (La Tomba). 4. Cli to f.

Of the same excellent set before mentioned,

translated by the Messrs. Perkins. The key' of the

last need not frighten any sfnger, as to the singer it

appears tke same as the key of C natural_ and is there-

fore easy. The song reminds one, a little, of Beetho-

yen'H "Adelaide."

Chiming Bells of Long ago. Song and Chorus.

3. D to f. C. F. Shalluck.

Fine lithographic title, and equally fine chorus.

Has a pretty chiming accompaniment, and is attrac-

tive every way.

I'm little, but I'm good. 2. 17 to e. R. H. Hakj.

Comic, with a "dance in it."

The Man O'Airlee. 2. C to f.
•

Record this among the '^firstclass" Scotch songs.

"And up and down, and round and round

And o'er the whole world fairly

Tou might have searched, but never found.

Another Man O'Airlee."

Nell, the Vilhige Pride. Song and Cho. 3. A
to f. G. F. MoiT'ts.

Pleasing, and in popular style.

Instrumental,

Hurrah Germania. Potpouri. 4. H. Cramer.

True Germania doesn't hurrah, but cries '^Lehe

hochP'' or ^^Jiichef'' and plays on the "Brass Baud,^'

But here is a splendid array of a dozen or more stir-

ring melodies, with which one may "hurrah" on the

piano or organ to good purpose.

Oberon. Fant. Brillante. 4 hds. 4, Db. Lpj/hach. 1

Leybach's popular pieces, of which there are many,
are perhaps a trifle above the capacity of common
players. The 4 hand arrangement makes this fine

piece much easier.

Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces for little han(3s.

No. 1. Cantilene. 2. F. L. Streahhocf.

Very sweet and graceful.

Summer Noon. Lithograph titles. C. Faust.

No. 3, Galop. 3. G-

"Faust" like and brilliant.

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. 3. C. D.L. Downing. I

Fine view of Col. Fisk on the title, with mountains,

Bristol Line steamer and ErieR. R. train in the back-

ground. Kright, wide awake quickstep.

Sleepy Hollow Mazurka. 3. G. J. M. Deems.

A delicate and sweet compositicn.

Dundurri. Galop Brillante. 3. C G. F. th Vin^.

Pretty and good for learners.

A Song of the Morning. (Morgenlicd). 4. D.

J. W. Harmston.

A "Song without words," interpreting with success

the emotions of a poet or musician who awaits the

coming of the morning.

Lord Lome Galop. 3. G. Dan Godfrey.

Brilliant and varied.

Beep Rock Spring Galop. 3. D. Pahst.

A great deal of "spring" to the galop, which tbe

visitors at Deep Hock will no doubt dance merrily to

in the coming summer evenings.

Golden Stars. Six Easy Dances. L. Strenhht,g.

Delightful little airs for beginniTs, and that is say-

ing a great deal, as it \sverjj difllcult tocnnipofle inter-

esting simple music. Of tbe 1st and 2nd degrees of
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1. Valse. 2.

2. Polka. 1.

3. Schottisch.
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AnDKEViATiONfl.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c.,
a small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

au z^o/tc letter the highest note, if above thefltiaff.

MusiO BY Mail—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of muRic). Persons at a
dlHtance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtiiining BupplieB. Books can also be sent at
double these rates.
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WUM*
Abendstern, Der Romaiize.

Adio, Nocturne.

Annie on the Banks of Dee.

Ariel, Caprice de la Valse.

A te cara, (Love my dearest)

Baladine, Caprice.

Caprice Hongroise. EtuJe de Conceit.A'eHcrcr.

Caprice Militaire, E.Ketterer.

Clis. Mat/er. 50

Sipp. 40

B. Richards. 40

B. Jiickmis. 50

'1 Purilani" 40

Lijsherg. 50

75

60

Chanson a Boire. (Drinking Song). Lei/bach. 60

Chanson dePrintenips.( Spring Song). Hensdt. 60

Chatelaine. Valse dc Salon. Ketterer. 75

Choeur des Moissonneurs. de I'Opera "Mi-
reille." Transcnptioii. Kruger. 40

Cousin et Cousine. Schottish elegante. ^^(//larrf. 40

CroyeZ moi. (Trust in me). Melodie. Ascher. 30

Do they think of me at Home. Everest. 20

Dream after the BaU. Tantasia. Lumlye. "5

Dreams of the Forest. Smiih. 60

Dyinff Poet. Meditation. As performed by

Gottsciialk witli great success."Se««i Octaves." 60

Echo Idylle, Oesten. 35

Echoes of Killarney. Transcription. Richards. 35

Golden Bells. Caprice de Concert Smith. 75

Graziella. Morceau do Salon. Kuhe. 50

Her bright smile haunts me still. Everest. 20

Lily of the Valley. ^^'^'S- ^o

How Sad all Nature. From the Operetta

"Fanchette." Transcription. Richards. 50

Le Chant du Martyr. Grand Caprice Relig-

ieux. ''Seven Octaves." 75

Let me Kiss him for his Mother. Varia-

tion brilliante. Grobe. 60

Little Spring Song. Salon Studie. Hering. 30

Look ! this is Joy. Transcribed from the Ope-

retta of "Fancliette." Richards. 40

Love and Chivalry. Caprice elegante' en forme

de Schotiisciie. "Seven Octaves."

Love lighted Eyes. (LiebesbUcke). Oesten.

Moonlight Night. Nocturne.

Morning Dew.
Mountain Stream.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne.

Oft in the stilly night.

On the Kialto.

0, whisper what thou feelest, Hoffman

Orphan's Prayer. Badarzewska.

Perle du Soir. Mazurka de Salon. Ketterer.

Priere d'uneMere. Keverie TrekdI.

ftuiVive! Grand Galop. Ganz. 75

Sicilian Vespers. S^i^"'-- 35

Spanisches Standchen. (Spanish Melody).
^

Spindlcr. 50

Smith. 60

Heller. 60

'Tone Pictures."

Reynald. 30

Who will care for mother now. Varia-

tions. Baumbach. 60

"Wilt thou not love me. Krug. 40

Mireille." Fantasic. Lysbcrg. 75

Potpourri. Fiom "Fnust." Grobe. 80

Puritaui. Fantabie. Leybach. 90

Soldier's Chorus. "l''aust." Rimbault. so

Sonnambuia. Fanyisie. Leybach. 75

Souvenirs. "iMireillc." Rosellen. 60

Un BaUo i" "Maschcra." Leybach.\.00

§vilUimt |ouv-gaml §km.
"Paust." Fantasia. Beyer. 75

Faust. Potpourri. Cramer. \. lb

Mephisto Galop. Labitzky. 50

Overture. "Allessandro Stradella." 75

Overture. "Poet and Peasant." 1.00

Badieuse, Grande Valse. "Seven Octaves."!. bO

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Richards. GO

Un BaUo ^'^ Maschcra. Beyer. 75

llm ©vptt
Choice Morceaux from Beethoven's Sym-

phonies. Trauscnhed Ijy Batiste.

Up. 31. No. 1. Communion- Ut Major. 50
2. Offertoiie. Re Major. 75

3. Offertoire Funebre-Z/crayue. 75
Op. 32. No. Sib Major. 60

Ut Minor. 50
Pastorale. 50
La Major, 50
Ea Major. 50

Avec Chorus. 75

Kolling.

Smith.

Smith.

Cloy.

Richards.

Oesten.

Ho,

Starry Night. Serenade.

Tarentelle. Op. 85, No. 2.

The Fountain. No. i of •

©piratic (^m%.

Barber of Seville. Fantasiebrillante. Leybach.1.00

Fantasia. Sur le Chceur des Soldats ct le

Chceur des Viellards diins"Faust." Favargzr. "I'l

Fantasie. Sur Don Pasquale. Rosellen.l.OO

Fantasia on Airs fjom "Faust "
Osborne. 90

Flower Song. Gems from "Faust." Rimbault. 30

Gems f™ni "lone." ' Baumbach. 00

Gems from "Mireille." Johnson. 60

II Balen. fTempest of the Heart). From "II

Trovatore." Variations. Grobe. 50

Martha. Fantasia brillante. Ketterer. 75

1. Elevation.
2. Communion.

• 3. Offertoire.

Op. 33. No. 1. Offertoire.
" " 2. Offertoire.
" " 3. Grand Sortie,

Dorothea. A dramatic Scena, composed for the

Mason and Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard. CO

Dorothea Lcnda hears from a distance the

Requiem of a noble youth, whom she had se-

cretly loved, killed wliile leading a success-

ful attack upon the enemy.

Grande Offertoire de Concert, »s played by
the composer on the Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall. Thayer. 75

Grande Sonate. Thayer. i.oo

Three Offertoires ^is played by tlie composer on
the Great Urjran in the Boston Music Hall.

No. I. Grand Oilertoire de Concert. Thayer. 60
" 2. La Prie're. For Bassoon. " 35
" 3. LaMeditalion. For Vox Hum.ana. " 35

Mendelssohn's Sonata in A. as performed at
ttie inauguration of tlie Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall, by B. J. Lang.
With a fine vignette picture of the Organ.

Six Morceaux. Composed e.xpressly for the

Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

No. 1. Anticipation.
" 2. Reminiscence.
" 3. Penitence.
" 4. In Memoriam.
" 5. Children's March.
" 6. Gaiety.

Orfa. Grande Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

Partridge Polka Characterisque. Kopjiitz. 40

Peggy Baun Waltz. Clarke. 60

Whip-poor-will Polka. Spaulding so

('JuiuUillc^, |c<towass, pasuv-

€alo{raik^, kt.

Annie Polka Redowa. Schultzc. so

Bay of Q,uinte Polka Mazurka. Chalaupka. so

Croquet Galop. (Colored Vignette.) Coote. 75

Dew Drop Polka Redowa. Warren. 30

Double Clog Dance. Carroll <j- Queen. 50

Evening Bells Galop. Clarke. 50

Ever Merry Mazurka Caprice. Whitnejj. so

Fairy Land Schottische. "Seven Octaves." 75

Faust ftuadrilUe. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

GoriUa Quadrille. Marriott. 60

Helter Skelter Galop. Cassidy. so

Hii-d's Sensation Galop. ss

Horse Guards ftuadrille Lancers. Knight. 40

lone Galop. "lone." Knight. 25

Opera Box Mazurka. Mack. 35

Pensive Polka Redowa. -Seven Octaves."

Polka Mazurka. "Faust." Ketterer.

Sally Cf^.me up. (Dance). Buckley.

Shadow Song Polka Redowa. " Knight.

Stamp Galop. (Colored Vignette). O'Leary.

Toujours Mobile Galop. Birgfidd.

True Love Polka Mazurka. "Faust."

Warren Combination Schottische. SiV<j/ic/rf.

60

60

60

30

60

35

30

35

gi^mvXt folkai^ k ^fatts^js.

Arion Waltz. Arranged from the

Vocal Waltz of Vogel.

Bridal Wreath Polka.

Carol Polka.

Cricket Polka.

Delta Psi Waltz.

Dolorsolatio Waltz.

Eugene Valse Brilliante.

Faust Waltz. (Colored Vignette)

Filligrane Polka Brilliante.

Forest Eohos Polka.

Forest Glade Polka Brilliante.

Frolic of the Frogs Waltz.

ImmorteUen Waltz.

Kate Kearney Waltz.

Kiss Waltz. "II Bacio." (Easy).

Morgenblatter Waltzer.

celebrated

Knight. SO

Liglahill. 30

Whitney. 30

Withers. SO

n. w. sr A. T. s. so

Miller. 60

Gilbert. 30

Coote. 75

Ketterer. 60

Rie'del. S5

Gottschalk. 60

Watson. 30

Gung'l. 60

Brown. 30

Everest. 35

Strauss. 60

New i!larcl)C5 ^ (Duick5tcp0.

Drummer Boy's March. Introducing the fa-

vorite meiudy of '"Tlie Captain." Winnei'. 30

Farragut's Grand March. Strauss. 40

Funeral March 'is jjerformed on the occasion

of services commemorative of the death of
Pres. Lincoln. Donizetti. 30, with vignette. 40

Funeral March in honor of Edward Everett
as performed at his funeral. (Vignette). 40

Grand March Triumphale. -Ku/ie. 60

In Memoriam March, i" honor of President

Lincoln, Haase. 30

Letty Lome Quickstep. Johnson, so

Requiem March, in memory of President

Lincoln. Fiske. 30

Sheridan's Grand March. (Portrait). Gung'l. 40

mt.^

Chopin's Funeral March. Eichberg. 35

Funeral March, ''om Sonataop. 26. Beethoven. S5

GondeUed.

Hurrah Storm Galop.

La Forza del Destine.

Muscovite Mazourka.
Peabody Schottische.

Peri Waltzes.

Prize Banner Quickstep.

Smith's March.
Stradella. "Operatic Potpourris:

The Captain. Quickstep

Sultan's Polka.

Turkish March.
Turkish March. "Ruins of Athens. "5eei/ioue?i. 35

War March of the Priests, from "Athalia."
Mendelssohn. 40

Wedding March, Mendelssohn. 40

Winner. 30

SO

Eichberg. 50

Winner. 30

" 30
" 30

" 30

" 30

Eichberg. 50

Winner. 30

• " SO

Mozart. 35
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NEW HOME SONGS.
AcusMa Gal Mochree. "0 Bright Pulse of

my Heart," from "Arrah na Pogue."

Aged and Grey. Song. L. B. Starkweather.

''For I am old, aged and grey,

Children of time, I am passing away."

Bradley Clay. Ballad. J. C. Johnson.

*'When the daylight died away,
Died the life of Hr.idley Clay.

When the moon climbed up the hill

Climbed his spirit higher still.

Knapsack he hnd laid aside

Fora state beatified.

He was at the tattoo blown
By the bugles round the throne.

Far beyond this earth's control,

Where archangel's call the roll."

Bury me at Sunset. ^ Soldier's Last Re-

quest. Frank Wilder.

Come, Sing to me Again. Ballad. Turner.

''I have heard sweet music stealing,

Round about me as I lay,

Like the songs of atigela singing:

From the bright land far away."

Coming Home ;
Of. "The Cruel War is Over.*'

Song and Chorus. C. C. Saivyer.

Cot wliere tlie Old Folks Died. Song and
Chorus. M. B. Leavitt.

*'But the cot, on the lot, on the top of the hill,

Near the spot where 1 sat and cried.

'Ti.s the lot where the old folks toiled and lived,

And the cot where the old folks died."

Could I be Near my Boy. ^i- Keller.

Effie May. Song and Chorus, i?. R. French.

Ela, tlie Pride of my Keart ^- Wilmarth.

Flower GirL ^- 0. Ema-son.

"Come, 0, come, buy my flowers, they are fragrant and
All wet with the dews of the morn,

And sweet with the breath of the pure morning air,

For I gathered them all since the dawn."

Tlie Green Shenandoali. -^- ^- Turner.

Home tlie Boys are Marching ;
or, "Ring

the Merry Bells." /'. Wilmarth.

I cannot Sing the Old Songs. Ballad.

Claribel.

I Know he will Return. Rudolphsen.

I Live for those who Love Me. '^- G. Clark.

Fm Lonely Since my Mother Died. Song
and Chorus. U. S. Thompson.

In Peace Again. ^- ^V- Turner.

'"In peace again I break forth the strain !

Throughout our native land '

Ring out ye merry bells with joy I

Boom forth, ye cannons grand."

In the lonely, quiet Chamber. Ballad.

Jas. W. Parker.
*-In the lonely, quietchamber
There's an empty cradle bed,

With a print upon the pillow,

Of a baby's shining head
;

'Tis a fair and dainty cradle.

Downy soft with pillows white.
But within the blanket folded.

Lies no little form tonight."

It is the Miller's Daughter. "Words by
Tenny.son. Mu?ic liy Uudo/phsen.

I've no Mother now. Ballad. T. Smith.

Kiss me while I'm DrezmingJVimmertttedt.

"Little raiiy.Blue-Eyeci Came." E.Bruce.

"'Jll'l er»;rrial j<jys supernal
Now thou tread'ft the heavPDly shore,

Little feirr, blue-eyed Carrie,

With the loved onea goi.e before."

Mother, when the War is Over. Song
and Ciioru?. ./. IT. Turner.

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

fair,

30

30

30
30

30

30

30

30

30

Move my Arm Chair, Dearest Mother.
Ballad. /•'. WUmartli. 30

•*MoT. my ann chair, dearest, motber.
In the sut><4hine, bright and strong.

For this world is fadinj;. mother.
I shall not be with >ou long."

0, Could I See my Father. The .SoWicr'a
'

"' -' .Soi;^- i Chorus. ./. If. Turner. 30

Oft in my Dreams I See my Mother.
i5.illad. /,. IJ. Slarhwcrjiher.

She Sang among' the Flowers. H'rif/luon.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. As
sung by the 'Hatchinsoii Family."

Wearing of the Green. As sang in "Arrah

Na Fogiie."

"Oh, Paddy dear, and did you hear the news that's going
round.

The Shatnrocit is forbid by law, to grow on Irish ground."

When you and I were Soldier Boys. Clark.

'O, the stormy times we knew
In our suit of army blue
^Fhen you and I were soldier boys, together Will."

Will You come to meet me, Darling 1
Ballad. L. II. Gurney.

40

30

30

NEW HUMOROUS SONGS.
The Colonel from Constantinople. As

Sung by the Florences.

"Kind friends your pity pray bestow,
On one who stands before you,

And listen to m}' tale of woe,
Though I promise not to bore you."

Girl with the Waterfall. Frank Wilder.

''There's songs about most everything
That one could name or call.

But until this none has been wrote
About the Waterfall."

Intelligent Contraband. An Original Song

and Dance. Charlie Pettengill.

Jolly Dogs ;
oi", Slap Bang. Copeland.

Matilda Toots ;
or, "Have yoti seen her

Boots." The Adventures of a Skater.

Solomon.

My Mother did so before me. B. Covert.

''The men I'll tease myself to please.

My mother did so before me."
"We'll wed and kiss, what harm is this,

My mother did so before me."

NieodemUS Johnson. A Contraband Song.
Pettengill

0, My Heart goes Pit-a-Pat, Song and

])uet sung in tlie "Naiad Queen."
"0, my heart goes pit-a-pat,

0. my brain goes whirligig,

And my brow throbs rub-a-dut-
That's my case precisely, 0."

PoUy Perkins; or, The Broken Hearted Milk-
man. Harry Clifton.

Pretty Girl Milking her Cew. As sung
in "Colleen Bawn."

Sarah's Young Man. C. W. Hunt.

Susie Clair. Song & Dance. Charlie Pettengill.

BE.11TIFIX CONCERT SO^^GS.

Ave Maria.

Day is Done.

Fairies (The)

Gounod.

Balfe.

Theo. Barker.

30

30

30

Five o'clock in the Morning.
Golden Ring.

Good Night, my dearest child.

How fair art thou.

Hunting Tower. (Scotch)

I hear the wee Bird Singing.

IlBacio. (The Kiss)

Impatience.

Lady of the Sea.

Laughing Song.

Love's Request.

Merriest girl that's out.

K'ightingale's TriU.

Night is Serene.

0, say not woman's love is bought.
Wliiltakir.

0, ye tears.

Separation.

Shadow Song.

Sing, Birdie, Sing. (Paropa.)

Sing me a merry lay.

Sing, smile, sleep. (Serenade).

Thou, everywh-ere.

Wild Shady Wood. (Sombrcford)

Ye pretty Birds.

Claribel

Linley.

AM.
Weidt.

Linley.

"Ardili."

Curshman.

H. Smart.

Auher.

Peichardt.

Minasi.

W. Gam.
Don Sebastian."

Tempest of the Heart. Variations. Grobe.

Tenting on the Old Camp Grotmd.

Wearing of the Green. Tran.?. Baumbach.

The above sent hy Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues free, on application.

Reicliardt.

Rossini.

Dinorah."

Ganz.

Williams.

Gounod.

Lacliner.

-Tdl."

Cumbert.

40

30

30

30

30
30

30

30

35

30

30

30

35

50

35

30

30

35

30

35

30

60
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40

40

30

30

40

40

30
30

40

75

50

30

50

50

35

40

Te Deum Laudamus, in B flat.

SACRED PIECES.
Ave Maria. Kucken. so

" Tliree voices. Weisel. 50

Celestial Hope. Ten. Solo and Qt. "Fidelio." 60

Come, ye Weary. Emerson, so

Guide me, thou great Jehovah. Qt- " 40

Hear my Prayer. Qu.irtet. Southard. 40

He wiU not always thus afflict.
"Fall of Jerusalem." 30

I will be glad. Quartet. Southard. 60

I wiU praise the Lord. Quartet. " 40

Lauda Sion. Chorus. Lambiloile. 50

Letthy loving Mercy. (0 Salntarls).So»(/ia!rf. 35

Morning Service in C. Tuckerman. i.oo

Lord, my God. Quartet. Southard. 40

Lord, veil not thy face. "Fidelio." 5o

magnify the Lord, Quartet. Southard. 40

Salutaris Hostia. C. C. Steams. 30

that I had Wings. Quartet. Davenport. 30

were my head like the springs of

water. "Full of Jerusalem." 30-

Praise ye the Lord, Qt- i.^ Solo. Beethoven. 40

Rejoice the heart of thy Servant. Qt-

Southard. 40
Stearns. 35

Tuckerman. 1 .00

The Lord Upholdeth. " Fall of Jerusalem." 30

Trust in God. Sopr. SoIo & Qt. Beethoven. 50

Vespers in C with Magnificat. W.O.Fiske. i.oo

GUITAR SONGS.
Aileen Aroon. so

CaU me thine own. so

Come in and shut the Door. 30

Dear Mother, I'll come home again. so

iJo they pray for me at home. so

Faded Flowers. so

Flee as a Bird. so

Home Delights. so

I'd choose to be a Baby. so

I'm leaving thee in Sorrow. so

I'm lonely since my mother died. so

Moss grown cell. so

Move my arm chair, dearest mother. so

Tenting on the old camp ground. so

Too Late. so

Twinkling Stars. so

CHOICE PIECES FOR THE PIANO.
so

50

so

60

60

75

60

1.00

60

Arion Waltz.

Brightest Eyes.

Cricket Polka.

Debatten Waltzes.

Dying Poet.

Fantasia "L'Africaine."

Maiden's Blush Waltz.

Marche des Amazons.
Marche des Tambours.
Meteor Galop.

Mossy Dell Waltz.

New Anvil Polka.

whisper what thou feelest

Partridge Polka,

J. S. Knight.

Kniger.

Withers.

Gung^l.

Seven Octaves."

Ketterei\

^Seven Octaves."

J. M. Wehli.

Si/dney Smith.

Wollellhaupt.

Turner.

Koppitz.

Hojfniaii.

Koppitz.

SO

40

75

40

Polka de Concert.

Romance Nouvelle.

Scheiden Waltzes.

Starry Night.

Tears, idle tears. Noctnmo.

J. M. Wehli. 1.00

J. M. Wehli. 1.00

Weisseaborn. 60

Si/dney Smith.

Tumor.

60

30

40

60

40
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^bbertiscments.

SINQINO ANO PIANO.
MRS. FAWlSriE F. FOSTEK,

ISTo. 6 Eoylston Place. 790—

MISS SKiIiaA. SARK'ESy
TEACHER OF THE PIANOFORTE.

788—2t 37 Lawrence St.

/^RGANIST.—A fine Organ aod a good position for

teaching Pianoforte, in the country, is offered to a com-

petent person. A young man preferred. Enquire of Oliver

Ditson fc Co. 788-3t

rpO SEMIWARTES.—A young gentleman of expe-

rience in sui>h p.-^.t'ition, de^ire.i a situation as Teacher

OF Mosic in a Ladies' Seminary, with entire charge of both

Vocal and In-i^rumental Departments. He would also accept

a position as Organist and Director of Cburch Music in the

Fame vicinity. Address F. A B., Pittsfield, Mass. Reference,

E. B. Oliver, Mendelssohn Musical Institute, 5 Columbus

Square. 788- 3t

A CONTRALTO SINGER of experience desires a

situation in a Choir in Boston or vicinity—Quartette

preferred. Good reference.') given. Address Box 77, West

Newton, or enquire of Hon. Oliver Warner, State House.

A SOPRANO SINGER, of the firs', quality, de-

sires a good place in some Church Choir in this city.

She refers to Mr. J. S. Dwight, Editor of the Journal of Mu-
sic. 771—

PERSONAL.
TF the individual who has borrowed without leave the

framed Card of the Mendelssohn Musical Institute, con-

taining photograph of Mendelssohn, S-c, from O. Ditson &
Go's Music Store, will reftnre the same to the Cashier at that

place, or to the owner at 5 Columbus Square, he will be suita-

bly rewarded for his honesty. 790

—

It is not best for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

Better Iceep at the Organ a Copy of
ORGANIST'S PORTFOLIO.

By Rimbault. 2 vols., each $3.00
A fine book of " taking" selections , or

ORGAN GEMS By Davenport. 2.50
Equally good, or

FIFTY PIECtS FOR ORGAN- Batiste. 2.50
Compiled by a skilful Parisian Organist, or

CLARKE'S SHORT VOLUNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EASY VOLUNTARIES, or
AMATEUR ORGANIST. By Zundel.

each book. 2.00
In these books you will fiod materials for a large

number of tasteful voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, od receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

In Press, to appear about August 1st.

Siniiii SCHOOL.
The above named book will contain about 144 pages, and

will be filled with valuable materials for the use of singing-

schools ; namely, an Elementary Course, a good variety of

Secular Music, and a number of Church Tupes and Anthems.

Now prepare to revive the Singi7ig School ! Musical Con.'

ventions for Affvanced Singfrs .' The old-fashioned^ genial

Singing School for beginners !

Send stamp for specimen pages. S8.00 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL,

rpHE FALL TERM will besin on MONDAY the 18th

^ of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-

FORTB, SINGING, OKGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-

TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with, reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral In-'truments.

Board of Instruction.—Sohu W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.

Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-

urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St,, Boston, Mass. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music

Stores. 790—

8olo Violin and VtoBoncelAo
FOn SALE.

Rare Chance to Purchase really Fine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornsteiner, 1790."

VIOLIN, very fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

Henrv Cone, 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address

M. L. Kidder, Northampton, Mass. 790

—

WAIT FOR THE VERY BEST ! !

EEA-DY AUGUST 1, 1871.

The Sacred Crown:
A COLLECTION OF

New Hymn Tunes, Anthems. Sentences,

Motets and Chants,

For Public and Private "Worship,

Together with a Complefe Practical System of Elementary In-
ptrucrion, written expressly for this work, h large collection ot

Four-Part Son^s, Glees and Chorused for Singing Schools and
Musical Conventions.

By D. F. HODGES,
The ivell-hnown Author and Conductor, Associate Editor of

the very successful work "^Jubilant Voices.'"

And G. "W. FOSTER,
One of our Most Popular New England Teachers.

The authors have spent two years in writing, arranging and
selecting for this work, which in addition to their best efforts,

has

A Larger Number, A Greater Variety,

And a Better Selection of Contributions

Than any previous Music Book of a similar character has pro-
duced. We have lariie orders already for it. Orders will be
answered in turn, and special terms made to Teachers and
Choristers. Specimen Copies furuisbed on receipt of Sl.OO.

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

* Parties desiring the services of the Editors as Conductors

of Conventions, can address them, care of "Lee & ShsPARD

Boston." 790—

mm ^Um Ux iulH.

VOCAL.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troiihadonr
" 5. Come. (Vieni)
" 6. The Siih. (II Sospim)

No. 7. She dereivednie. (M'inganno)
" 8. Thfi Tomh. (La Tomha)

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Sont' & Chorns.

C.F Shailiiclc.

I'm little, hut I'm good R. B. Haig

The Man <)' Airl-e

Ni-11. the Villagn Pride. Song and Chn... Morris

Without thee. (Senzn te ) (Cequesui.s )
Gniwnd.

She was mv hovhood's dream 7. /!>. IJ'ilton.

The Song of M ClHrk A. J f^nnrlrick.

rinilie Hill. (Aufdem Berge )
TJndhlad.

Mine Host. Chamnngne Song
Forsake me not Duet for Trehle and Tenor.

From Siiohr's "Laet Judgment."

Rook me, Billows. ( VVogen nnd WelIen).S'Mc/.-fi!.

From thenee we rnme. (Dort sind wir her). Aht.

Benedic Anima. (Prai.se the Lord).WF.H.Sm/VA.

God is a Spirit. Quartet or Chorus. From the

"Woman of Samaria" TF. 5. Bninetl.

What is life ? J- L. Flalton.

The Wood Nymph's Call Williams.

HfSTKUMBNTAIi.

Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer.

Oheron. Fantasie Brillante. 4 hands. Lnjlmch. \

Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces for little hands.

No.' 1 . Cantilena t- Sireohhog.

Su'nmer No^n. Lithograph titles. . . .C. Faust.

No. 3. Galop.
Ninth Regiment Quickstep... .D. L. Downing. 1

Sleepv Hollow Mazurka ...J.M. Deems.

Dundurn. Galop Biillanie G. F.de Vin£.

A Song of the Morning. (MorgenlieH).

J. II'. Harmslon.

Lord Lome Galop .' Dan. Godfrey.

Deep Rock Spring Galop Pahsl.

Golden Stars. Six Easy Dances. L. Slreabbog.

1. Valse ."

2. Polka
3. Schottische

Ave Maria d'Arcadeldt Liszt.

K^iufmann's Casino Waltz Gnng'l.

Scene Bohemienne. (Chanson a hoire.) Knhe.

Good Humor. Polka Mazurka. (Gcmuthvoll and

heiter )
/'' Bvdik.

Mandolina. Fantasie Brillante Ijyhach.

Vienne Galop Kelterer.

Tete a-lSte Waltz L. H. Cooke.

Carahinier's Swiss March. 4 hands. .4. Croi'ses.

Marche Turque. De Mozart. 4 hands.

L. Sireabhog.

Walnut Polka P. B. Leonard.

Gaiop. "Summer Garlands." F Zd-of.

Mazurka Caracterisque TJ. Kowalski.

Offerioire in E6 (as played by Mr. Torrington).

L. Wellf.

Minnehaha. (Laughing Water) . . .J. M. Wehli.

Wanderstunden. (Leisure Ho6rs) Heller.

BOOKS.
The Woman of Samaria. A Sacred Cantata

by TF. S. Bennett. Paper, SI

Boards, I

Cloth, 1

40
SO

40
40

40

40
30
30
35
40
35
30
30
30

60
35

30
40

40
40
60

75

,00

25
40

00
35
35

40
30
40

25

25

25

40
75

50

30
60
50

50
60

60
30
40

35

75
75

40

.12

.50

.75

MosiobtMail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being;

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music) Persons at ^ dis-

tance will find tiie conveyance a saving of tiine and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be Bent at double

these rates.
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n/TES. C. A. BAEEY, Vo cslitt EDd r

of Vocal Mtisie. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bna ATenue. 7?2—ly

GSO. 'W. X)t79£<£ir,

Teachep of Vocal Music. Koom No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building. 151 Treniout Street. 770

P'EO. W. FOSTER trill make arrangements to

conduct Musical Contentions. Festivals, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Bttson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PnOF. & 7&^S. SSG^H JL. HOBBZSfS,
Aoadsmy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boattm.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Addresa, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Bo.^ton.

T O. BMERSOH' offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass

J. r. Htri>02iS»35SEI?,

VOCAL CULTURE AND SINGIWQ.
13 Decatnr Street. 616.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

L. D AM A.
Teacher of Cultivation of the Voice.

Chickerings' Bcilding, i48 Wa.shington Street. Koom 5'

JOHN W. TUFTS,
TEACHER OP PIANOFORTE OllGAN, ».ND HARMONY.

No. 1 Tan Renssalear Place.

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was esfabiished in April, 1856. It? claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly incrpa^ing patronage from all parts of

onr eonntry. SehaoI>; and cummunitiea are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Ins^titute.

Addrega, EDWARD B- OLIVER,
Principal, Boston, Maep.

PROF. A. O. MAGfil. of Florence, Teacher of

*he Italian, French and Spanish langudges. Lessons in

Iralian DECLAMATION and DRAMATIC READINGS. Pri-

vate les.'ions and classes.

716-3in 64 Shawmut Avenae, Boston.

\/t LL7.. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, gives InstrtirtioH on

444
toe Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

Care Oliver Bltson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Mtisical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Teaetiep of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

EAei.X8H A\D IXAlIAiN S1KGI,.\6.

^ Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHE3TSUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Aiterican Music constantly on hand.

jyrB M. "W. "WHITNEY, Basso Vocalist,—
Having recently returned from Europe, is now prepar-

ed to receive professional engagements. Residence No. 9

Allston, St., Boston * 744—.3mos.

MB. O. P MORRISON offers his services as Con-

ductor of .Mu.-ical Fe.Htivals and Conventions the coming

season. Address ac Newbnryport, MaJss., or Care of Oliver

Sitsoo fc Co., Boston. 720

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
KORTE, SI.Ntjl.SO and .MUSIU.^L CO.Ml'O.SITION.

lt«.i'Jence, Cwjlidge Hou^e. Communications ma> be
leftat I>il«on k Cos .Music Store. 717- tf.

MISS a. M. HARRIS,
TBA-CBIiB. OF FZ.a.XTO & SIX7GI27G.
Address care ijili^.r Dit.^on & t^o

, or at Ke..tideijee. Auhuru-
dale. 74'>-tJuion.

vrziTSi.o'w z.. H.a.irsxsx)',

No. YJ) Tremont Street, Eo.Hon. 681—flm.

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for otir new lorc-fniced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The ca.oe is solid walnut paneled, molded and carred brack-

ets; is ilnished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualiti-H and power of tone wiH be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnit:hed in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there caa be no devi-
afion from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Ag.^Dt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal MuRtc Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748-

BY
E. & G. G. HOOE^

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful CoLiSECM Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an asbortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

lyfUSICAL ASSOCIATIONS, or Societies, desir-

ing our Services as Directors, either singly or together

are requested to make early application. SOLON WILDER,
F. S. DAVENPORT; Address, care of Mason Brothers, 5%,
Broadway, New York. 635-tf

r\R. GEORGE F. BROOKS, Concert Organist and

Profe.-sor of Piaiio.

Address, at Oliver Ditson & Go's, and at bis Music Room
387 Washington Street. 7S5-3mo

•jyrME. BERTHA JOHANNSEW has the pleas-

ure to announce that she now resides in Boston, and is

prepared to give lessons in the Art of Singing to advamed

pupils. For further particulars inquire at Koppitz & Pruf-

er's Music Store, No. 30 West e^fc. 771—3 mos.

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E, L. HOLBKOOK Kiist Medway. Mass.

Purchasers are invited to apply lor a circular contiiining

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers iu Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., Ih the lar^ent and mortt complete in tlie

No. Went Onr connection with Me^ra. 0. DIT.SON & CO..

enabIcK us to furninh their publications to Western Dealers,

at ne KOHtxin Prices.

0"ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson

k Co.. we keep on hand and furriirth all Muwlc and Music
B<;okfl puhliniied in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-iJ

One Thouband Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS,'
Or other Inighest pre-
miums, have been,
a"warded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season. ,

Catalogues Tree. ^

MASON & HAMLIN"ORGAN CO., 1S4, Tre-
mont St., Boston ; 596
Broadway, New York.

IiVSTRUCTIO^f 0^ THE \I0LO.
TWr-j, BERWHARD LISTEMAISTN" respectfully

announces that, in connection with his brother, he

is prepared to receive Pnpils fcr the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

each, at Hallett, Davis & Go's Building, No. 274 Washington
Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Me.csr.<». Listemann have the privilege of hearing So-o placing
whenever they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANl?!,
16 Harrison Avenue, Boston. 742 Bms

BY L. O. EMERSON,
the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School B'ohs.

Price $1.50 ; $13-50 ppr dozen.

OLIVER DITSOTsT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Uew York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles, I^e-

sonant ; xoith irrir-

provements pat-
entad June and
Jlihffust^ 1370 ;

surpassing all

11 previous produc-
tionsinrich.hsau-

t^:jtE tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellenoe. (Prices I^educed ; $50 to

$S,0 00 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logxi^e, free.

154 IREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 593 BROAIIVftY, NEW YORK.
.,

T SCHUBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American MuiSic, 820Broad-
waj near 12th Street, M.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OOE

SPLENDID ASSOBTMEKT

m^ 19 ral.

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLIKS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Inatrnmenta.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLAKINETS. FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all Other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Togetiier with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double-Bass.

PIAJ^OS A]WI> IBELtODEOIVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our faci'.itieti are such as enable us to furnish the above;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHiET MUSIC, AMD
C i-KD MUSIC FOK BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS' OP MUSICAL MEKCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satlstactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUllT 8TREKT, (Opposite the Court House)
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Home Music.

How many of all those, who spend time and

means in the cultivation of music, have any ob-

ject in view beyond the entertainment of com-

pany ? My young friend, do you feel yourself

sufficiently rewarded for the time you are spend-

ing every day in practice, dry and disagreeable

as the mere mechanical part is, b)' the exaggera-

ted applause of the shallow people of whom
fashionable society is mostly composed ? If you

have a true soul for music, you have found that

in company a style of music pleases, altogether

different from what you would play at home for

your own enjoyment or that of your family. In

company you are expected to appeal to the eyes

as well as the ears of your listeners. Your fin-

gers must perform feats equal to those of the most

accomplished gymnast. Some people delight in

watching! the fingers to such a degree, that they

think of nothing else. Finding this to be the

case, you are anxious to make the best of what

technical ability you have acquired by the dili-

gent practise of scales, chords, &c., and astonish

yourself even, in the execution of the music of a

Gottschalk, Wehli, or some other rattle-trap

Or perhaps your teacher 'composes,' and his music

is particularly striking in its way. He has in-

spired you with respect by his finished perform-

ance, and, when he presents you with a copy of

his last composition with the request that you

would learn it, you feel at once so flattered, that you

are ready to devote any amount of time to study-

ing the peculiar effects through which he aston-

ishes his hearers. He may play octaves partic-

ularly well ; the public are informed of the fact

by the unmeaning frequency of octave passage.s.

Or he has a wondrous power in the left hand,

and therefore uses this member to the exclusion

of the right. Or he excels in rapid, brilliant

runs, calculated to exhibit the equality of touch,

of which he is master. Although you are versed

iri none of these artifices that constitute the pop-

ular musician, and although as yet developed in

no particular direction, you diligently spend an

unaccountably long time to produce the effects

intended by the composer. In the mean time,

what becomes of the pieces you learned before ?

They are forgotten of course. Not one of them

can you remember. The last piece is the only

one ; to be laid aside in its turn and forgotten,

while working to master another of even greater

difficulty. And so on until the young days are

spent. This music has never been any real en-

joyment to you, for it is barren ; it is not the lan-

guage of the heart ; for a brief moment it spar-

kles, glares, makes noise, and is burnt out like a

rocket. And, as the desire to irfspire admiration

ceases, when you are settled in life and have the

care of a family, the piano is never opened, ex-

cept when an occasional visitor tries her skill. On
the music-stand are the bound books, full of

emptiness, with your maiden name on the cover
;

and you can hardly beheve that you ever played

them, so little remains in your remembrance of

the pieces they contain. To those who are fol-

lowing this course, let me say a few words about

home music.

How different your selections would be, were

they made with a view of choosing such pieces as

would, by their divine influence, make the bond

of family union closer, and send you into the

duties of the day with cheerful hearts
;
pieces that

at night would harmonize the jars of the busy

day's work into sweet contentment. Our hearts

tell us what is appropriate ; and we feel well re-

paid for the sacrifice it may cost us ; so make a

religious duty of beginning the day with sweet

music, when Papa with beaming eyes tells us that

he awoke, thinking the angels had come down

from heaven ; when each member of the family,

as they meet at the breakfast table, seems to have

felt the holy influence. You were conscious of

no effort on your part, and only felt that the

sleeping ones must not be harshly awakened with

noisy, trifling music. Nor is it so difficult to find

pleasing, elevating, and at the same time easy

music. Do not think Papa is old-fashioned, and

it is not worth your while to sing, at his request,

some melody which brings back to him the days

of his youth. Is it not to him you owe the ad-

vantages of musical instruction ? Can any one's

praise be sweeter ?

If you have a voice cultivate it, not that you

may gain the applause of the unthinking by sing-

ing some difficult operatic air, and by taxing

your powers to the utmost in the execution of

trills and passages entirely beyond your ability,

imagining all the while that you are a Nilssou.

Be sure that you are giving more pain than pleas-

ure to every true heart. No matter how limited

your powers of execution may be, as long as you

forget self and put your heart in it, seeking only

for the truthful and simple expression of feeling

as contained in the songs of Schubert, Robert

Franz, Mendelssohn, Schumann, Beethoven, and

others, leaving the execution of vocal extrava-

gances to the unusually gifted, you cannot fail

to give pleasure to all those who hear you. Are

there not accessible to you hundreds of good peo-

ple's songs of all nations, all of them easy of exe-

cution, whether you sing or play them ? Songs

that spring up among the simple people, as fresh

and fragrant as the wild flowers in the woods?

Ofpiano music the "Children's Album" (Album

fur die Jugend) by Robert Schumann, contain-

ing some of the best thoughts of this charming

composer, is full of appropriate little pieces
;
quite

easy, only requiring heart to give the desired ef-

fect. In Beethoven's immortal Sonatas there are

many divine Adagios just fitted to elevate your

home-audience into a sphere of kindliness and

good will to all men, which shall accompany them

through the busy day like an echo from better

regions. And yet they are easy of execution, if

only you feel their beauty. The same is true of

many of Mozart's Adagios, indeed of whole So-

natas of this master and of Father Haydn. If

}'our ability permit, you might find in almost all

of the Sonatas of those masters appropriate home

music to begin the day with, even in the spright-

li«r, more energetic movements. And what an

evening feast we have in the wonderful Nocturnes

of Field and Chopin, Bach's Preludes, Slumber

songs of Stephen Heller, &c. I Of four-hand

pietes of medium difficulty Franz Schubert com-

posed a delightful variety. If there are two of

the family capable of uniting their powers, you

will be able to render with double effect the va-

rious Symphonies, Overtures, and other compo-

sitions of the great masters.

Of such music no one grows tired. Such mu-

sic is never forgotten. Yours is an important

mission, that you perhaps have never thought of
•'

that, of educating the family taste by leading

them to the knowledge of what is good and true

in music ;
that of creating in them the same ap-

preciation of the best you have yourself—by your

playing. Without your knowing it music has

become such a part of your family life, that it is

as necessary to the mind and heart as food is to

the body. AVhen oppressed with care it helps

you, and when overworked it gives you rest.

It keeps alive the sense for the Beautiful and

True. Like the sister-arts, it elevates you from

the commonplaces of life into the realms of the

ideal. s. M. c.

More Letters by Mendelssolin.*

The following translationsof some letters which

have only very recently been published in Glt-

many for the benefit of a charitable institutionf

will be received with interest by the English ad-

mirers of Mendelssohn. How it came to pass

that they were notincluded in the two volumes

published by the Family it is difficult to under-

stand, unless tlieir sliih'tness formed the reason

of their rejection. The letters, however, though

slight, are' by no means without value. They are

full of the grace and charm, and the love of life,

which pervades everything he wrote, and of the

humor which is hardly less his characteristic, and

which here displays itself in the allusions to the

squabbles that interfered so seriously with his

comfort at Diisseldorf, and finallyj drove him

away from that city, and in many an amusing

and clever touch on other subjects. But apart

from these qualities, the reference to his sympho-

ny in C minor—confirming the date of that

composition to about 1824—to the Hebrides over-

ture, and others of his own compositions, to his

method of performing Handel, to the works of

Beethoven and Bach—are all of value.

One point there is which distinguishes these

letters from every one of those previously pub-

lished—the mention they contain of the name of

Mendelssohn's illustrious friend and compeer,

Robert Schumann. It has often been remarked

as more than strange that, notwithstanding the

close friendship so well known to have existed

between these great masters, the two published

volumes of Mendelssohn's letters should contain

only one allusion, and that of the slightest kind,

to Schumann. "Schumann and his wife . . .

are to be the teachers at first," is his only refer-

ence to two people who are known to have been

amongst his most intimate friends. It is there-

fore very gratifying to find in these letters a few

more apprspriate references, especially the grace-

ful and characteristic one which forms the point

of the last. Some day perhaps some more letters

will come to light, which will speak, in fitting

terms, of Jenny Lind, Joachim, Bennett, and
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many another dear frienrl of Mendelssohn's whom
he loved not less ttian Schumann, and who have
suffered a like temporary eclipse.

The letters are addressed to Mrs. Yoigt, a

well-known amateur at Leipzig.

Dl-sseldorf, 19th Nov., Itl34.

Forgive my dchiy in answering your kind note :

musical business, chiefly of a tedious and disagreeable
nature, lias hindered me day after day. I now hasten

to wrile and say how much I ihank you for your kind
recoilcciion of ine. My address is simpiv "Dii-^sel-

dorf," as I am well known at die Post OtHce through
many a letter. I am sorry your note was so short,

merely asking for my address, and then ending by
saying that you are silent aI>out Leipzig music be-

cause you do not wish to give me a moment's un-
easiness. But I can't understand }OUr being unable

to find anything worth telling, for you must know
how full of interest all your descriptions are to me.

I could give you such an account of this "Khine-
Atheus," as the Rhine-Athenians themselves call it

(Diisseldorf to wit), this pattern of a provincial town,
where, when the orchestra is not drunk or fighting,

its performance is below mediocrity. I am everlast-

ingly exhorting the players to be sober and peaceable,

to keep time and play piano ; but, like other preach-

ers, I am unheeded, and they go on pitching into

each oilier and the notes most unmercifully.

But writing from Leipzig, which gives the x&ry
key-note to music, and is so full of all that is good
and new in the art—with its Thomas School, its

Concerts, and its Opera—you must have much that

is interesting to tell me.
So I hope you will soon favor me with a few lines,

and not deprive me long of" so great a
i
leasiire. You

cannot he wanting in matter (as I have already
said) to reintroduce a young recluse into the world
of art.

I have written to Hofrnth Roclilitz, and oidv beg
my kind regards to him and to your husband, and
remain yours truly.

Felix Mendelssoiis-Bartiioldt.

DusSELDORF, 10th Jan., 1835.

IMy best thanks for your kind note ; the day before

I received it I had seen the death of your friend^ in

the newspaper, and I felt how great his loss would
be to you. One hardly knows whether to grieve or
rejoice at having renewed acquaintance with one so

near his' departure; hut I shall be very glad to look
over some of his compositions, which you kindly
propose to send me, especially as you say that he
wished me to see them.' I have always heard of him
as one of the cleverest musicians at Leipzig, and in

the present sad dearth of music it is a twofold sorrow
to every musician when the best are taken from us.

Many thanks for your interesting account of the

music at Leipzig
;
you seem to he very full of lile

and spirit, but it surprises me much to hear of my
Overture in B minor|| being taken faster at the end
than at the beginning, I suppose you mean after the

unimnlo'i If so, I shall certainly adopt Sebastian
Bach's practice, who hardly ever marked even a piano
or furle on his music. I thought a piu slrctlo woulil

hardly do well, as I referred rather to an increase of
spirit, which I did not know how to indicate except
by aiiimato.

But have you seen the two hand arrangement of
this Overture ? I heard it yesterday to my great
consternation : had it been played to me in this shape
wiihom its being my own, I should have scolded at

the composer like any reed sparrow ; the bass on the
last page is as lame and tedious as the veriest

•Mnrki."
Bythe-bye. can you tell me of anything pretty and

new for the piano, with or without accompaniment?
Yon arc at the fountain-head at Leipzig. I have
lately seen a new hook of Lifrlr-r ("iJer Berr/mann")
by Loewe, a Fantasia on "IJohert le Diable" by Cho-
pin, and some fJe^ler by Fliller, hut I cared fjr none
of them. I look forward lo receiving Schunkc's
pieces, and am longing for something new and good
lo learn.—Of Beethoven's violin Sonatas, the one in

C minor is my favorite, and seems to me lo stand far

• From "Miunnillan's Magazine'' for .Tone,

t "Afiht Briefe and eio ¥arfiw]}e von Felix McnfIeI«3ohn-
BarttioI.Jy. 7,am beaten der DeutAcben luvali'leorittrtaog.*

'

Leifyzig : Onanow, 1871.

J n*? entered on bi.^ duties ah mTi<.ical director at Dilnsei-
••rf In 1S38, and rsmaln^d ic that po»t till tfee summer of
lUio. On the 4fh of Ontoher of ttiat year he conducted hii*

first concert in tbe Oewandhan^ at r.*ipzlg,

> Ludwij5 Scbanbe. a pianiAt and composer of much
promise He was a-xociae«d with .''chHmann in the j\>jtr

Z'JtxrJiriftfitT MiLtik, aud died on December, 7, 1834, at the
age of 24.

li Tbl« i.a the well-ltnoira overture called the "Hebrides,"
or 'FinKal'fi Cave," written at I'.ome in IS.'iO, aud flnit played
at the Philhaimonic Concert of May 14, 1832.

above all the others. There is a go about the end of

the first movement, greater than anything of bis I

know, except perhaps the end of the first movement
of the ninth symphony, which certainly hivs more go
thiin anything else in ilie world. I also delight not

a little in the th»me of the hist movement, especially

where it comes in at the end just before the presto.

Do you never play the Sonatas for Piano and
Violin by Bach, your ancient "Cantor?" tbe one in

A major* for instance, and another in E major and F
minor, which anv one might be prniirl of I wish

you could have heard my fiend Riiz"! play the open-

ing of the one in E ; that was indeed fine music ; but

he tools gone long ago ; and it will be a long time

before we hear such tones as his again.

And now farewell ; write when you can, and grati-

fy yours truly,

Felix Mendelssohn-Baetholdt.

DcssEiDORF, 1.5th March, ',3.7.

I beg your pardon a hundred times for not having

sooner thanked you for what you .sent nie. "Tor-

ments of all kinds"}— in other words, business of all

kinds— take np my whole time. Pardon me, and

accept these very tardy thanks. ^Vhat you sent me
has given me the great pleasure of a new musical

acquaintance, though, alas! too laic. I like the

Sonata best, it is the most in earnest, and most natu-

ral, especially the first movement and the andante,

more so than the schei"/.o and tbe last movement, in

which I recognize the pianoforte player who wrote the

variations in A flat, and which for other reasons I

do not care for, But in the four-hand pieces there is

much to like, and I can imagine how interesting it

must have been to hear them all fresh from the hand
of the eomposer,§ and can understand how much tine

promise has been cut off by his death.

Will you please thank Mr. Schumann most hearti-

ly for his kind present, and the kind words he has

added to it ? I wish I could spend a couple of days

in Leipzig, just to tell him how much there is in it

which finds me and pleases me, though not all; and
I am pretty sure if I could only explain what I mean,
that he would come round to my opinion. One of

my favorites is No. 2 in F minor 1| Once more please

to thank him, and tell him how much pleasure he

has given me.
What else have you heard this winter that is good

and new ? I live here like La Fontaine's rat when
he retired into the big cheese. I see people when I

dine ; and at other times I ride, walk, and wrile my
oratorio,* which, please God, will be finished in a

few weeks ; but of^ the world outside I hear nothing.

1 shall conduct the Cologne Musical Festival at

Whitsuntide, and then travel about for a couple of

months, though I hardly know where. I have some
fancy for England, siill more for Switzerland, and
unfortunately yesterday a friend wrote and asked me
to go to Spain with him, and the very name sets me
longing. But it's a long way off, and I dare say the

music in Spain is just as little worth hearing as in

Diisseldorf. Next week BernbanI l^oinherg is com-
ing to give a concert ; and then Mile. Themar, a

Brussels pianist : and last week a Mr. Lewy was
here with his chromatic horn, playing F sharp miijnr,

C-sharp major, and B minor, in such a style, with

such scales and sostenuto notes, as made everyhody

breathless—even the performer himself Then we
had a blind flute-player; and tbe day before yester-

day the whole of the Messiah was sung by amateurs,

amidst fearful discussions and agreements (hut no
blows).

On reading your letter over again I see that Mr.
Schumann asks for an account of the music in this

place t Immermann would he the last man to give

it, as be hates music, and never hears or wishes to

hear any. And I am the last but one, for I should

take a fortnight to write my letter, and then (if I

thought it were going to he printed), vyhen I came
to the end should scratch out the beginning. But
there is a musical man at Cologne, Dr. Becher, who
could do it well and readably, and if Mr. Scliiimann

wishes I will undertake to speak to him on the snti-

ject. Please let me know.

* An old fiivorite. Tie refers to it in his letter of Decem-
ber 20, 1831, jih having heard it, when a boy, played by Bail-

lot and Mmo. Higot.

t Kdonrd Kifz. one of bin earliept and dearest fripnds. lie

died in .lanimry, 1H32 ; the new.s reached MendelfHoliti in

PariH.and dl«trefu'ed him exceedingly- "Itln the harde-t blow
thHt hai* vet fallen on me, and I shall never forget it." (Letter,

Feb. 4, 18.33.)

t "Martern alter Arten."

J Ludwin .Schunite.

II
This doubtless refers to "Estrella," in Scbumann'fl "Car-

nevai."

• ,S'/. P«w; was first performed at the Festival at DUnsel-

dorf, on May 22, IHm.

t No doubt for hl« new muHieal paper, the Nrui^ Zn't-

xr/tri/t/iir Mu^i/c, which waa then in the flrft year of its exis-

tence.

But now the blank page of your album lies before

me, seeming lo stare me in the fai-e. I played a little

piece on the piano last night in F sharp minor
; | I

will write it derwn, and yon must forgive me if I have,

to scratch out, or if it should turn out good for noth-

ing. I always like my own pieces, and I want to

send you a new tliint:, never written down betnre.

So be merciful, and keep well and happy aud let me
have the pleasure of an answer scon.

Felix Me!*delssoiin Bartiioldt.

Though much pressed by work and business, I

despatch these few lines in answcrtcryour kind letter.

I would willingly have sent a song as requested, and"

am sorry to forego the p'e;isnre of helping such a

man as yon describe Mr. Ulrich to be; but I have
nothing ready which would do for a concert. I am
really quite 'sorry to hear that my symphony in C
minor is to be given at his concert ; for it is more than

ten years old, and does not at all rank with my
present things. You will do me a kindness if you
can prevent its being done ; or if not, pray manage
to let your friends know that the symphony is op. 2,

that is, that it was written by a hoy st-.ircely fifteen^

that it has been for six years at the publisher's, and vias

performed at the Leipzig concerts more than seven

years^^ ago. 3 should be ghid if you could contrive

to let the public know this before tbe performance,

because the work seems to me quite childish.

It would be very nice and amiable of you to come
to the Festival ; I believe it will l/e an extrordinarily .

good one ; but I am sorry that I shall have to give

up the pleasure of going with you afterwards to

Switzerland, as my engagements will keep me here

at least till July, and perhaps longer—indeed I grieve

to think that possibly I may not be able to travel at

all. You would never regret making a trip to Co-

logne for the festival. Handelil in his original shape,

with organ ali through, three trorapets and; drums-,

as well as the new Cherubini—these are surely in-

ducements enouizh fir a journey.

I can't agree with you that there are many parts in

Bach's Sonatas whic-li might have been composed in

the present day. Pray by wliom ?

And now farewell ; excuse my harry, and this Tet-

ter scaecely to be called a letter.

Felix Mendelssoiin-Bastqoldt.

Diissi'tdorf, lOih April, 1835..

(To- be Continued').

+ This was the 'Gondellied," wliich appears, with some
alterntioDS, as No. G in the second book ot "Sougs without
words."

§ He might have added that it was played at tbe Philhar-

monic, in London, under his own direction, ou the 25th May,,

18:;9—d ring hi,^ first vi.'^it to London. The above is not a

bad specimen of the stern Judgment which he passed upon Ilia

own compositions ; but ttie verdict will be endorsed by no one

who know.s tlie symphony, which 73 not only a truly remark-
able work for a Ud of filte.n, but one of which many older

compo.^ers might be proud.

i)
'-SoinnioD'' w.as the orahorio performed at t-his Festival.

Meiidel-»snhii wrote aconiplete orff;Hn part for it "in the man-
ner in which he thouglit it ought to be played'' (I^etter, April

3,1835). The "new tiherubini'- was an uupubUs"bed Hymn,,
the title of which i.^ not to be tbund.

Auber.-A Study. 1864
BY B. JOUVtN.

(Concluded from page 51-).

Auber did not like travelling, or the coantry.

Pointing with bis finger, one day, to some colored en-

gravings oil the w.a.lls of his antivroom, and, as far as

my eyes enabled me to perceive, representing a river,

some meadows, and a wood : "There," he said, "is

about all I have ever seen in the way of verdure and

nature. However," he added, with a smile, "Scribe

has taken me in his operas over so many different

countries, that it is very natural 1 should now be glad

to finrl mvself once more in Paris."

Not that be f:lt any antipathy for a blue sky and

green trees ; but the dust charged horizon, and the

rickety and spaisely-pl-jntcd trees of the Boulevard

sufhccd, when the fiiio weather came, to saitisfy his

rural longings.

Auber was one of the most regular visitors at tluj

Opera on bullet nights. If ho thought it delicious to-

take ft nap in Dr. Vcron's hox, even during tho most

boisterous, beauties of a noisy masterpiece, ho wa.s, on

tbe contrary, nil cars, when the dancing began. This

explains why the composer of A,r; Dieii cf la Bai/ailere

wrote such pretty bullet airs. In a study rjovoicd to

this musician, I cannot, even at the risk of repeating

an oil told talc, pass over in silence one singular fact :

Auber was never able to witness the perKirmance of

any of his works from the front of the bouse
;
ho

knew them only by having heard them at rehearsal.

The reason of this nervous phenomenon, over which

his will and courage in vain attempted to triumph (who
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would believe such a thins: of tin artist roiiseeratefl

hy so many successes, and sjitiatcd hy so much glory '!)

was— well, was iiisuTinountable timidity. A chord
of liisown music, wlien sounded before liftecn hundred
spectators, affected him like tlie Bibli<'nl trumpet
which overthrew walls. Me couhl not eseni)e this

emotion, which amounted to almost intoleralile suffer-

ing:, even by throwiufj biniseir to the back of a iiox,

after Meyerbeer's fashion, and being present invisibly

at the execution of his operas ; it was absolutclv nec-

essary that the fiery semicircle of the float should
separate him from the public.

One cveninjT it came to ])ass tliat he took his seat

in the stalls at the Opera with the sweet calm of a
man who is collectinj;; liis thoughts and enjoying be-

forehand a masterpiece. The biljs of the morning
had announced Gm'llaume Tell. Habeneck gave the

signal to his musicians. But oh, treachery ! instead
of the violoncello solo, a lutti burst out in the orches-
tra. The brazen and unexpected explosion wounded
the musician to the heart ; a film covered his eyes;
there was a singing in liis ears ; he would have given
a thousand francs for the trap that swallows up Ber-
tram. He rose from his seat ; he wanted to reach
the corridor leading out of the house, and it was to

the middle of the stalls that he directed bis course.
He had to retrace his steps ; his neighbors began to

murmur aloud, and send to the devil the boor, the
Goth, the savage, who smothered under the ill-man-
nered shuffling of his feet the nnrfoii/e of the overture.
When be had c-omplcted his painful journey between
knees and feet most evilly disposed towards Iiini. and
hidden from all eyes his confusion by taking refuge
in a corridor, it seemed to him as though he bad car-

ried away in his glance all the gas-jets in the chande-
lier and the float. The performance had been changed,
and it was La Muette which put him to fli;;ht.

Auber was nearly forty when he achieved his first

theatrical success. This debut, when he was at his

artistic maturity, was what enabled him to reveal
himself from the very beginning with brilliancy, and
in all the virility of inspiration. He placed at the
service of talent, full grown and set, a young imagi-
nation ; he came to the stage with the experience and
the resources acquired hy knowledue slowly amassed,
having obtained, moreover, this knowledge and this

experience without blunting an artist's finest and
rarest faculty—the gift of creation.

Another piece of good fortune for the musician at

the outset of his career, was to tneet liossini, and to
enter, without the slightest hesitation, into the musi-
cal revolutionary impulse given to art hy a man of
genius. Suppose, on the contrary, that, instead of
writing La Berijgre chatelaine in 1820, Auber had
given it in 1813 [the date of La Sejoiir mililaire], and
that his vein of great success bad commenced at that

epoch ; the revolution accomplished in France by the
author of the /jarfji'e're, far Irom inspirins him with
enthusiasm, would have surprised and saddened him.
This unexpected transform.atirm of the art, ibis change
in public taste, would have taken him unawares, and
after he had achieved his position and reputation as

a French composer. Before sharing the infatuation
of the crowd, he wo.uld have had to besin by burning
what he had adored

; and, as a general rule, a man,
whether musician or author, does not set fire to his

Past 10 run more nimbly and without regret towards
the Future, except when that past is merely so much
dry straw. If his granary bent beneath the weight of
rich harvests, be would think twice before li>:htinj;

the torch. Thus the Rossinian revolution, so warm-
ly greeted and embraced by Auber, necessarily cast a

gloom over the old age of Cherubini, and made that
excellent jnan, Berlon, the most unjust and most
passionate of pamphleteers. One more remark with
regard to this gift of transformation in art : Auber.
who possessed a style and modes of working which
strike even the ignorant crowd by their originality,

followed without an effort the current of modern
ideas; with strongly-marked musical individuality,

he belongs to his time. Not that he troubled himself
with the gr-oat tentaiives of the German school pos-
terior to the Rossinian revolution ; the art which
blows from this quarter interested him but little, and,
to tell the truth, ho did not feel much sympathy for

it ; he had, however, remained young, and a contem-
porary of the young, thanks to the sap, which, victo-
rious over years, fecundated, and. at the same time,
renewed in him his talent as an artist and his clever-
ness as a man, and also, we are bound to add, be-

cause he placed youth above all the other blessings of
this world.

A young man daring the epoch of the Consulate,
and well received in the aristocratic salons, discreetly
opened to re-collect the waifs and strays of a society
whose members were glad to meet one another again,
Auber was enabled to see, grouped round two or
three pretty women who were the fashion, the rallied

veterans of French elegance, the surviving inheritors
of the intellect of the eighteenth century. At that

time people in France still knew how to causer, and
in the school of these old masters of a lost art the

young musician was the very (lerson to learn quickly

anil retain a great deal. Aubor very soon refuteil

most brilliantly the proverb which says; '* Bele comnie

un miisicien.'* lie possessed more than anyone what
was formerly called (In trait, and what is now known
as des wots. His reputation was so well established

in this respect that he inherited from Talleyrand the

honor, or the misfortune, of getting credit for others'

witty repartees, and for being supposed to supply the

mot coined for every circumstance in which Parisian

malignity allowed itself full scope.

It would be a difficult task to keep a register of all

Anber's wittv savings; his reputation for wit did not

need the help of an ana. But as there are some hap-

py 7nols which convey, with merely a slight touch,

the ph3'siognomy of the man and of the artist, a

faithful biographer cannot neglect them all. The
embarrassment he is under, however, consists in the

difficulty of making a choice ; to pick up a sally in

memory of contemporaries is seeking in the ilint

notched by the steel the place where the spark leapt

out; it is picking up a rocket-case the day after a

pyrotechnic display.

In Saintc-Beuve's Causeries du L^iindi/ I find the

following anecdote, in which I change notbins;, for it

emanates fi-om one who knew what he was about.

"I will slip in, by the way," says this accomplished
critic, "a little observation which looks like nothing,

though it contains a fair amount of philosophy. The
conversation turned, in the presence of that amiable
composer, Auber, on the nuisance of growing old.

'Yes,' said he, 'it is annoyinu, and still it is the only
means yet discovered for living long.'

"

Old age—for which he found so orisinal and even

so consoling a definition—was, alas ! for this great

artist, the small black cl.ond in the clear sky, the bit-

ter drop in the sweet beverage in which he drank suc-

cess by goblets full. If Destiny, assuming a voice

and a face, had come and said to the illustrious chief

of ihe French school—"I propose a swop. iJeliver

up to rrie your scores, which, I warn you, I shall

throw into the fire ; have an instant divorce from the

half century of glory which has carried your name to

the extremities of Europe ; renounce the great for-

tune so laboriously and so nobly earned ; flina out of

the window to yonder man who is erving 'Old clo',

old clo' !' your dress coats, decorated by every cliau-

cellerie ; consent, in a word, always to remain an ob-

scure but happy man—and I will let yon be once
more only five and twenty !"—"Destiny, let me be
at once only five and twenty!"—the musician would
have exclaimed, without stopping to reflect. Not
that Auber flung himself back with affright into the

life that is escaping from the man of years, and want-
ed it without any conditions. Not that he was tempt-
ed to say, with the malheureux in the fable :

" * * * qu'on me rende impotent,

Cul-de-jatte, goutteux, manehot, pourvou qu'en somme
Je vive, c'est aesez ; je suis plus que content."

But, for Auber, the only thing in life, beautiful and
good when we possess it, and forever to bo regretted

when we have lost it, is youth !

The Triennial Handel Festival.

GRAND PUBLIC REHEARSAL.

[From the London Daily News, June 17.]

Yesterday's performance, although characterized

as a rehearsal, may be considered as really the inau-

jruration of the great Festival which has now long

been looked for as an event to mark, with its

regtilar recurrence, every succeeding period of three

years in the history of the Crystal Palace. This is

the sixth celebration, and the fourth triennial meet-

ing of the kind that has been held here.

The centenarv of Handel's birth was celebrated in

Westminster Abbey on May 26 ; in the Pantheon on
May 27, again in the Abbey on May 29, with repeti-

tions there in the following months of the year 1784
;

being the commemoration specially recorded by Dr.
Burney, the celebrated musical historiati. It may he

interesting to compare the forces then employed—at

that time considered gigantic—-with the numbers en-

gaged on recent similar occasions. The orchestra

at the Abbey consisted of 2.'jl performers, the wind
instruments, of course, many times doubled ; the

chorus numbered 274—while the total forces employ-
ed in the smaller arena of the Pantheon was 200. The
renowned Mme. Mara was the principal soprano at

this celebration. Similar Festival performances—not
always, however, with special reference to the irreat

composer of English oratorio—were held in West-
minster Abbey in 1785, 1786, 1787, and 1791, with

gradually augmented forces ; after which nothing of

that kind occurred until 1834 ; Ibis, however, was
not a Handel commemoration, and even then the

number of performers was only some six hundred.
The gradual development of massive choral effects

thus commenced was afterwards much further extend-
ed by the Sacred Ilarmnnie Societv (founded in

1832). The frequent performance of Handel's ora-

torios by this institution no doubt lent additional in-

terest to the approacliing htmdredth anniversary of
his death, and led to the desire to commemorate his

illustrious memory by some gigantic performances
commensurate with the grandeur of his genius and
the greatness of his fame. The cooperation of the

Sacred Harmonic Society with the authorities of the

Crystal Palace, and the exceptional facilities offered

by this building for the assembling of large numbers
resulted in the experimental Festival and the subse-

quent periodical celebrations already referred to.

As a reminiscence of the past Crystal Palace Fes-
tivals, it may be interesting to give here the following

table of the results of each ;

1857.
Rehearsal: {No. of persons present) 5,844
Fir.st dav ." 8,629
Second day 9,149
Third day 14,792

Total 38,414

1859.

Rehearsal 19 680
First day 17,109
Second day 17,7fi3

Third day 26.8-37

Total. . f 81 .319

1862.
Rehearsal 19,163
First dav 15,694
Second day 14,143

Third day 18,567

Total 67,667

1865.
RehearsEl 15.420
Firf t day 13.677
Second day 14.915

Third day lo.4-33

Total 69,434

1868.
Rehearsal 18,507
First day 19.217

Second day 21 660
Third day '23,101

Total 82,465

The progress in the musical efficiency of the Crys-

tal Palace Handel Festivals is illustrated hy the com-
parative number of orchestral and choral performers

engaged on the different occasions. In 18,')7 the cho-

rus consisted of 2,000 voices, and the orchestra of 386

instrumentalists. The solo singers then were Mmes.
Clara Novello and Rudersdorff, Miss Dolby (now
Mme. Sainton-Dolby), Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr. M.
Smith, Mr. Weiss, and Herr Formes. In 18.'i9 the

band was increased to 460, and the chorus to more
than 2.700. At this Fesiival the principal singers

were Mmes. Clara Novello, Rudersdorff', and Lem-
mens Sherrington, Miss Dolby, Mr. Sims Reeves,

Mr. Weiss and Signor Belleiti. In 1862—the first

of the Triennial Festivals, when the band and chorus

were again augmented— the solo vocalists were Mile.

Titiens, Mmes. Rudersdorff, Lemmens-Sherrington,

and Sainton-Dolby, Miss I'arepa, Mr. Sims Reeves,

Mr. Weiss, and Signor Belletti. The second Trien-

nial Festival, in 1865, assembled a still more impos-

ing array of executants—a band of 4U5, and a chorus

of 2,866 performers— the principal vocalists having

been Mme. (then Mile.) Adelina Patti, Mmes. Ru-
persdorfl", Lemmens Sherrington, Parepa, and Sain-

ton-Dolby ; Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr. Cummings, Mr..

Weiss, lierr Schmid, and Mr. Santley. On the last

occasion upwards of 3,000 voices were supported by

an ort^hestra of nearly 500 performers. The princi-

pal singers then were Miles. Tiliens, Christine Nils-

son, Kellogg, and Carola ; Mmes. Rudersdorff, Ecm-
mens Sherrington, and Sainton-Dolby; Mr. Sims

Reeves, Mr. -Cummings, Mr. Santley, and Signor

Foli.

The selection of pieces performed has been similar

on each occasion ; the two greatest of Handel's ora-

torios, the Messiah and Israel in Egi/pl, having ap-

propriately formed the chief features at every Festi-

val. In 1857, the intermediate day's performance

(that of Wednesday) was appropriated to Judas Mac-

cahaius, but subsequently the programme on this day

has been judiciously formed of selections from several

of the composer's works, secular as well as sacred ;

framed so as to exemplify his wondrous variety of

power.
With some fluctuations, it will be seen that the Last

Festival was the most successful of all, and there is

no reason to doubt that the present occasion will

realize as great or even greater results. That in a

musical sense it will surpass the previous occasions,

was confidently anticipated, and has now been estab-

lished by tlie preliminary proceedings of yesterday.
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The dispersion of sound observable in former in-

stances led to improvements in the constrnction of

the Hiindel orchestra for the Festival of 1862, and
subsequently to the application of screens partially

enclosing the sides of the vast area appropriated to

the audience. The enhanced effect thus gained was
strikingly observable in the peiformances of 1868.

Much greater results have now been obtained by the

introiiucrion of a gigantic velarium stretched across

the interior of the glass roof of the central transept.

This, combined with the previous improvements, has

caused a concentration of sound, and conferred a dis-

tinctness of ctfect, that have never befoie been attain-

ed here. The results were ailvantageously evidenced
in every portion of yesterday's performances ; and
most striking y so in the vocal solos.

Among the ino.^t important features in the arrange
ment of all these Festivals has been the presiding di-

rection of the world-renowned conductor, Sir Michael
Costa ; whose knighthood occurred shortly af.er the

date of the last ce'ehration (1868). The musical
skill and business talents of this excellent chef d' or-

chestre are too generally known to require fresh eulogy
now. His loni career as director at Her Majesty's
Theatre, and afterward-: at the Royal Italian Opera,
the impulse which was given to the progress of the
Sacred Harmonic Society by his appointment as con-
ductor in 1848, and the marvellous energy and power
of control with which he has swaved the mii;hty
forces engaeed at the Triennial Handel Festivals,

have long since become registered facts in the musi-
cal history of our time. Although comment thereon
is now superfluous, recognition thereof is inevitable.

It has already been said that the arrangements for

the present Festival transcend those of its precursors.

The number of performers now engaged is stated to

be upwards of 4,000 The orchestra consists of 41.'i

instrumentalists, comprising 9.3 first violins, headed
by M. Sainton ; 72 second violins, with Mr. J. T.
Willy as principal ; 56 violas, led by Mr. C. W.
Doyle; 58 violoncellos, with Mr. E. Howell as prin-

cipal ; 57 double basses, principal Mr. J. Howrll
;

and a wind band of proportionate force, including
eight flutes (principal, Mr Radcliff), the same num-
ber of oboes, ch»rinets, and bassoons, beaded respec-
tively by M. Barret, Mr. Lazarus, and Mi'. Hutch-
ings, supplemented by a monster dnuhle-bassoon,
played by an amateur performer. Dr. W. H. Stoner

;

several other ilistinguished amateurs being in the
orchestra. The brass hand comprises six cornets,
six trumpets, twelve horns, nine trombones, and
three ophicleides, the respective principals being
Messrs. Keynolds, T. Harper, C. Harper, Hawkes,
and Hughes. Two serpents, and double drums, bass
drum, and side-drums—all used by experienced play-
er-, and the organ in the competent hands of Mr. J.
Coward—make up the complement. Of ihe enor-
mous chorus assembled it will he sufficient to say
that the names of the singers occupy nearly 17 pages
of the programme. This vast body consists of the
choristers of the Sacred Harmonic Society, the Han-
del Festival choir, members of provincial choirs, and
professors and amateurs from various quarters. The
preliminary choral ri hearsala ihat have taken place
in London and elsewhere had thoroughly prepared all

for efficient co-operation in the assembled efforts of
the day.

By the time appointed— 12 o'clock—all were plac-
ed, with an ordeily reguhiritv resulting from those
admirable arrangements which prevail at the Crystal
Palace ; and Sir Michael Cnsta lifted his batoii for
the commencement of the "Hallelujah" chorus from
the Mfssiiih, which at once proved the good effects
resulting from the newly applied Vnhrhim. A re
hearsal, however, is not a fit occasion for critical

remarks, which will be more properlv reserved for
the next week s performances. The" "Hallelujah"
was succeeded by the "Amen" chorus from the .same
oratorio. The "Dettingen" T'e Daim followed ;-the
incidental solos by Mr. Sanrlcv; and then came
varioas detached pieces, also forming portions of
Wednesday's programme. The first of the organ
concerlo-i wiih onheslral accompaniments (in G) was
Tcry finely played by Mr. W. T. IJe-f, the eminent
organist of St. Georjie's hall, Liverpool, and recent-
ly appointed to a similar office at the Hoval Alhert-
hali. 'I'he concerto—with an interpolated cadenza
of Mr. Be«i's—was one of the most effective pieces of
the day. The aria from Orhnih. "Sort'e infau«ta,"
sunir by Signor Aunesi ; "Farewell ye limpid
streams" {JepMirtli), by Mile. Titiens ; the chorus,
"Te sons of Israel" {Joxhua) ; the air (from Mrina)
'•Verdi prati," snng by Mme. Trehelli Beitini

;

' Na«e bI bosco." from f'zio—\i<^Up.r known as "lie
laycih the beams"— by Mr. Santley ; |be airs "Oft
on a plat" and "Irft me wa»der," by Mile. Titiens
and Mr. Cummings ; and the choriis "And young
and old." from ^' Allfrjrii erl II Pertnieroso ; "O. had
I .Inbal's Ivre !" (Jnshim), by Mme. Sinico ; and the
choraa "The mighty power," fron Alhnliah—with

incidental solo by Mme. Trehelli-Bettini—closed the

first portion of the rehearsal programme, from which
the recitative "Deeper and deeper still." and air

"Waft her angels" [Ji-phihah), were omiited, in con-

sequence of the absence of Mr. Sims Reeves on ac-

count of hoarseness.

On re-assembling, after a brief interval, selections

from Solomon and J^rncl in Kffffpf, consisting chiefly

of some of the sublime double choruses of those

works, were rehearsed. Of the grand effect of these,

especially of "From the censer" {Solomon) and the

"Hailstone" chorus and "The Horse and his rider"

{Isrnel), we shall have a more legitimate opportunity

of speaking next week. The selection front Solomon
included the airs "With thee th' unshelter'd moor,"
and "Golden columns," given respectively by Mme.
Sinico and Mr Cummings ; and the incidental con-

tralto solos in the choruses, "Music, spread tbv voice,"

and "Now a different measure trv," snug by Mme.
Patcy—and amono; the extracts from Zsrnfil in Egypt
was the duet, "The Lord is a man of war, assigned

to Mr. Santley and .Sitrnor Fob.
The rehearsal terminated soon after 5 o'clock. Of

the efficienev and preparation of all concerned some
notion may be formed from the f ict that there were
only three instances— in the choruses— in which it

was requisite to stop and recommence.
There appears to be every prospect of an unusually

favorable result for the Festival of 1871. The weath-

er—contrary to recent experience—was briirbt, and

the temperature as^reeable, and the arrantrements for

the accommodation of visitors in the Palace, and
their transit to and fro by railroad were excellent.

There was a large attendance.

First Day. Monday. June 19.

(From the Telegraph.]

Yesterday, the "Messiah" was performed at the

Crystal Palace to an audience numbering about

22,000 persons. In presence of an event conceived

and wrought out on so vast a scale, the descriptive

pen is at a loss where to begin. Here are three fea-

tures—listeners, more than the population of many a

famous city ; executants, unique in merit as in num-
ber ; and a work which is the greatest offering ever

laid by art on the altar of religion. Each topic has
its attraction and its claims : but we will d'^cide the

question of precedence in favor of that macnificent

audience which covered the arena of the central tran-

sept from the base of the orchestra to the stage ; which
extend^'d right and left far down the nave, and rose

to the level of the highest trallery. The people who
came to sec were themselves a sight, neither the least

suggestive nor the least attractive in a conp d'ail of

unequalled grandeur. All the morniuG: trains were
dt^positing crowds of visitors at the Palace gates in

quick succession, and every road leading to the build

ing was early alive with vehicles bound on a similar

errand. But again the railwav stations were the

chief centres of interest. One strinjr of cariiages is

very like another, and one group of their occupants
may be taken as representative of the rest ; while in

London both mav any day be ^Q.Qn without a journey

Sydenham wards for the purpose. But along the

iron ways wliich have placed the Crvstal Palace next
door to half the provmces, came the vast country

contingent always attracted by Handel's sacred mas
terpiece. Readers of that essentially modern and
most voluminous literature—advertisements—know
how well arranged are the "feeders'' of the IlaTulcl

Festival, and how there is scarcely a county in Enjr-

land upon which they do not lay hold. It was im-

possible to he long at the Palace yesterday without

finding out that these "feeders" do their work to

some purpose. Probably half (he audience had come
up by "excursions," and certainlv more tiian half the

dialects of Euirland might have been heard by any
one who proferrcd gointr about with his cars open in

quest of them to takinjr in the glorious Handelian
strains. Not philologists alone could feel an interest

in these dialects, because thev told that other than

the refined and educated had snent hardlv-earncd
money upon a noble object. Indeed, the "people"
were visible enoutrh, being present almost "in their

thousands." Genuine music lovers these, who, away
down in Blankshire, fdl the village choirs or the

benches of the local orchestras, and, after their homc-
Iv fashion, work as zealously for art as the most en-

thusiastic Louden arnatenr. Of course the "Messiah"
day was cho°.en for their trip. The "Messiah" thev

know, from the overture to fho last "Amen," as well

as they know the Bible or the "Pilgrim's Progress,"
and an opportunity of hearing its familiar strains

civcn out by the "four thousand" could not be lost.

So the provincials overran the Crystal Palace, as we
have said, and were the real "distinguished visitors"

of the day. Not that visitors otherwise distinguished

were wantinir. One of the boxes which are still

called "Royal," though Royalty has ceased to attend

these Festivals, was ablaze with the gems and gold
of the Nawab Nizam of Bengal and his suite, while

keen eyes might have discovered among the crovjd

in the area the farniliar form and face of tlie Prime
Minister of England. But enouL'h about the audi-

ence—as representative a gathering as ever music
brought together.

What came all these thousands out for to hear? In

the first place, an orchestra about which something
has already been said in these columns, hut with

which we have far from finished. Our previous re-

marks, by the way, were unintentionally adapted to

make a wrong impression as to the strength of the

provincial contingent in the ranks of the band and
chorus. An examination of the roll call shows that

not more than 95 sopranos, 114 altos, 196 tenors, and
188 basses—in all 59.3—are drawn from the host of

country amateurs ; while of the band all but forty

are resident in the metropolitan district. This is a

smaller proportion than ever before ; and it is to be

hoped, for more than one reason, that the lessening

process will now cease. Of course we know that

London could supply twice four thousand competent
vocalists ; but a large country force gives to the Fes-

tival something of a national character, while there

can hardlv be a question that it improves the musical

effect. The men and women who bring their Han-
delian zeal from provincial towns and villages, bring

also good .sound hincrs and vigorous throats, such as

those "in populous London pent" cannot boast. Here
a curious fact suL'gests itself. That section of the

chorus wherein the country voices are fewest—the

sopranos— is also the least resonant ; while the tenors

and basses, on the other band, are remarkable for

volume of tone. We do not attach much imporiance

to this, because the difference is out of proportion to

the result ; nevertheless, it is remarkable enough for

statement, and its tendency is to encourage a belief

that the depletion of provincial singers ought now to

end. The localities from which the "592" are drawn
may easily be surmised by those who know the Han-

delian fame of Biadford and Leeds, and are cojini-

zant of the fact that in certain towns, Birmingham,
Norwich, Worcester, &o.— local festivals keep a sup-

plv of vocalists ready to order. But many an out-

Ivinj place has representatives on the great orcbesira.

Penzance has sent its quota, so has St. Ives, Tor-

quay, Stratford on-Avon, Burffh, Wrexham, and

Frome. But, in the name of "justice to Ireland,"

where are the delegates from the sister isle 1 We look

down the list of places, and fail to see the appellation

of a single Hibernian township. Is this the result of

a separatist policy ? or did the Festival managers

announce that "no Irish need apply 1" Whatever
the cause, there is the fact.

Like time and tide. Sir Michael Costa waits for no

man, and precisely at two o'clock ihe able conductor,

who was received with applause, raised his baton to

"inaugurate" the Festival with the customary per-

formance of "God save the Queen." As on previous

occasions, his own arrangement was used, aud

brought out the full power of the orchestra wiih mag-

nificent effect. This performance has always been a

marked feature in the first and last day's- scheme, for

reasons every one must appreciate. At its close the

".Messiah" overture was immediatelv commenced, its

execution justifying all the hopes of those who ex-

pected most from the imposing orchestra. Nothing

could be better than the delivery of the fn'.;ue—every

point being taken up wiih accuracy, and every part

standing out sharp and clear. The solos in the Hist

.section of the oratorio were taken by Mme. Lenimens-

Sherrington, Mme. Trebelli-Bcttini, Mr. Vernon

Riu'hy, and Mr. Santley— the ladies subsequently

giving way to Mile. Titiens and Mme. Patey. Mr.

Sims Reeves was to have sung the "Passion" music

and "Thou shalt dish ihcin ;" but hoarseness unhap-

pily prevented his appearance, and the work was

doiie hv Mr. Rigby, the subordinate u-nor part fall-

ing 10 Mr. Kerr Gcdgo. Adequate as were these ar-

rangements, it was not to the efforts of the solo vocal-

ists that interest mainlv attached, but ralher to the

stiipeiid us chorus. The arlists we have named can

often he heard under belter conditions, hut only once

in three years is it possible to listen to four thousand

voices and instruments engatred upon the noblest ex-

ninple of sacred music. Properlv, therefore, the cho-

ruses look the first place in general regard,doing so the

more easilv because, with very few exceptions, they

were rendered in splendid stvlo. The alios—a fine

bodv of voices—struck the key-note of success by

their "lead," in "And the clory of the Lord," this

being followed by a rendering of "And he shall

purify" which set all doubts at rest as to steadiness

in hriivnrn passages. Bat the first great sensation

was made in "For unto us a child is horn." Sir

Michael Costa took this admirable example of the

master's genius in excellent time—not too fast, that

i,—nnd, moreover, he abandoned the absurd whisper-

ing whicli at Kxctcr Hall well-nigh turns grandeur
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into ridicule. To these excellent measures must be

added sin};ing almost fiiuliless in its precision, accent,

and phrasing, the whole making up a performance
such as few present hope to ' hear excelled. The
thunder-shout on the words "Wondeifil ! Counsel-
lor 1" &c., was somethinir to rememher. In *'Glory

to God" an impressive effect was made on the words,

"and peace on earth"—the pianissimo of so lar»ie an
orchestra being hardly less grand than its full power;
while the entire series of choruses, bcs;innini; with

"Surely He hath borne our griefs," and ending with
"He trusted in God," was magnificently rendered,

allowing for the somewhat too great speed here and
there noticeable. Few will ever forget the coda of

"All we lilte sheep," in which the utmost power of
music strove adequately to set forth that "tlie Lord
hath laid on Him the iniquity of us all." As over-

whelming in its way was the effect of "Lift up your
hesid.^ ;" and ol the short hut most masterly chorus,

"Let all the Angela," which follows. To go through
the rest of the work in this manner would simply bo

to repeat a string of laudatory terms ; and we shall,

therefore, only call particular attention to the "Hal-
lelujah" and "Worthy is the Lamb," with its colossal

*'Atnen." During the singing of the former every-

body stood, in compliance with George the Third's
happy fashion of homage ; but a greater and better

homage was paid to Handel's glorious inspiration by
the tears which women did not seek to conceal, and
which strong men vainly tried to hide. The climax,
however, came with the "Amen"—an exposition of
science and profound impressiveness never excelled.

In this manner did the Handel Orchestra of 1871 piove
itself at least the equal of the best among its precursors.

The solos, confided to such artists as those already
named, were in safe hands. Mme. Sherrington's
b ight, pure voice was heard to advantage in the
"JSIativity" recitatives, and it would he hard to say
whether she more excelled in the bravura "Rejoice
greatly," or in the cantahile "Come unto Him."
Need we urge that the former received entire justice

from her brilliant execution, or that the latter was
given with an obvious desire to exhibit all the inten-

sity of iis expression ? Once more it must be said

of Mile. Titiens that she sang "How beautiful are

the leet," and "I know that my Redeemer liveth," in

true Handelian style. For perfect vocal skill, and for

all those subtle qualities which go to make up an
artistic effort, her delivery of the great devotional air

was excelled by noihing in the day's performance.
Mme. 'Trebelli, successful in "Ho shall feed His
flock," made no impres>ion with "But who may
abide," for obvious reasons. The air is not suited to

a contralto voice, and should have been given, as

Handel intended, by the singer of the preceding reci-

tative. Mme. Faley won general applause for her
rendering of "He was despised," her fine voice and
singularly appropriate delivery causing a great im-
pression. Both in his own airs, and in those he
undertook for Mr. Ree\-es, Mr. Vernon Rigby exerted
himself slreiiuou,-ly, and with success. He e'licircd an
emphatic compliment for a delivery of "Thou shalt
dash them," w.iich lucked noihinir in the shape of
vigor, and might have been equally fortunate in the
"Fa>sion" music, haii not a passing thunder-shower
drowned his voice. All the bass airs were given by
Mr. Saiitley with that blending of perfect execution
and entire propriety of style which so much distin-

guished him. Whether it was the stately "For
behold, darkness;" the emphatic, "Why'dotlie
nations'?" or the solemn, "Behold, I tell you a mys-
tery," Mr. Santley fell nothing short of the perfection
to which his best eflTorts have accustomed us. Add-
ing that Mr. Kerr Gedge rendered efficient service in

the subordinate tenor music, that Mr. James Coward
used the large organ with effect, and that Sir Michael
Costa conducted as Sir Michael Costa always does,
we may bring our remarks to an end.

Second Day. Wednesd.\y, June 21.

[From the Orchestra.]

The performance on Wednesday commenced with
the Deitingen Te Deiim, composed in 174.j,fo celebrate
the viciory obtained over the French in June of that
year at Dettiiigen. From the time of its production
until 18-f.') (with the exception of one nr two years,
when it was laid aside in favor of the Te Denin mm-
posed by Henry Piircell for St. Cecilia's Day, 1697.)
the Dettingen Te Deiiin was annually performed at
the Festival of the Sons of the Clergy in St. Paul's
Cathidral. After 1S4.3 its performa'nce, as well as
that of other music requiring the aid of an orchestra,
was discontinued at those lestivals, in consequence of
the services of the instrumental band being dispen.sed
with ; and since that period it has only occasionally
been heard in London. It continued, however, to he
annually performed at the Festivals of the Three
Choirs of Gloucester, Worcester, and Hereford, at

which it was first introduced (at Gloucester) in 1748,

until 1859, since which year the celebrations of Di-

vine service with which those festivals open and at

which the festival sermon is preached have been con-

ducted without the aid of an orchestral hand. The
last performance of the Deitingen Te Deiim at the

Festivals of the Three Choirs was (as the first) at

Gloucester.

We were among those who regretted the discon-

tinuance of the Dettingen Te Deiim, at St. Paul's, for

its eflfect in the Cathedral was something quite siii

generis ; and although, generally, the band was ill-

proportioned, both to the voices, and in the relative

numbers of the different instruments—all services

being gratuitous, and any one playing who liked to

be present,—there was a "go" about the performance

\vliich was very enjoyable. The dlite of the profes-

sion were content to take subordinate parts in the or-

chestra ; and the general effect— the voices of the

hoy trebles, the reverberation of the full parts, and
the manner in which the trumpet passages seemed to

dance about the roof of the cathedral,— W( re not soon

forgotten by the congregation who contributed half

crowns for the privilege of scrambling into the cathe-

dral : or ensured easy acce>s and seats b) the pay-

ment of gold. But a sense of propriety began to

dawn on the cathedral dignitaries (it is still only

dawning)—and the "Dettingen" io St. Paul's has

long been a thing of the past.

It would be difficult to imagine a greater contrast

to such a "function" than the performance at the

Palace on Wednesday. The choru,ses generally

went well, but a large number of the singers were not

so much at home in the music as in that of the "Mes-
siah,*' and there was occasionally a litile indecision

and unsteadiness. The chorus "To Thee Cherubim"
went exceedingly well : the "Day by day," but in-

diflTerently : the fugue particularly seemed to lag, and
to want spirit. Mr. Santley sang "Thou art the

King of Glory" well ; and the "Vouchsafe, O Lord"
better. But somehow the audience did not seem to

warm to it, and the last chorus hardly elicited any
applause. Perhaps the audience were thinking of

the music to the same hymn in their churches.

The Organ Concerto followed, and afforded a great

enjoyment to the dilettanti, though the audience seem-

ed hardly to understand it—possibly again from
thinking of their Sunday organist at church. Mr.
Best's execution of the concerto was technically ex-

cellent : his mechanism perfect ; but we think he

might have done more to popularize it with a miscel-

laneous audience. But an organ concerto with such

an orchestra requires much thought to produce the

best effect ; and possibly no two organists would
agree as to iheir modus operandi. No one certainly

is more comiietent to form an opinion than Mr. Best.

Mr. Sims Reeves's appearance was the signal for

a universal hurst of delighted applause. The audi-

ence were in doubt as to his appearance, and now
they had really got him their enthusiasm knew no
bounds. The first piece on the programme was the

"Sorge infausta,'' capitally given by Signor Agnesi.

Mr. Reeves sang the * Deeper and deeper still," and
the following air, as he o*ly can sing it. The ap-

plause was tremendous. He had a similar ovation

for "How vain is man," from .Judas Afuccaba'us," and
richly deserved it : we never heard him sing better.

Mile. Tietjens was hardly successfal in "Farewell, ye
limpid springs ;" her rendering of the concluding part

in the major was the best part of it. The 'chorus

from "Josltua," "Ye sons of Israel," went very well.

The "Verdi prati" was beautifully given by Mme.
Trebelli-Bettini, but strange to say, produced no ef-

fect on the audience—a great reproach to their taste.

Mr. Vernon Righy almost rivalled Mr. Reeves in the

applause he got for "Call forth ihj powers ;" and in

"Nasce al boseo," Mr. Saniley sang delightfully, and
won some recognition, though the people did not

seem to like Handel in Italian.

In the little Curfew song Mile. Tietjens was very
successful ; and Mr. "Cummings gave the charming
air "Let me wander" with great feeling, and good
contrast. "O had I Jubal's Ivre," was merrily ren-

dered by Mme. Sinico ; and Mme. Trebelli gave the

solo in the grand chorus from "Allmliah" with

charming expression. An interval of rest followed
before the selection from "Solomon."

This consisted of the overture and the following

pieces :— Double Chorus, "Your harps and cymbals
sound;" Air, "What though I trace ;" Air, "With
thee th' nnsheller'd moor;" Chorus, "May no rash

intruder;" Double Chorus, "From the censer;"
Recitative, "Sweep, sweep the string;" Solo and
Chorus, "Music, spread thy voice around ;" Solo and
Double Chorus, "Now a different measure try;"

Recitative, "Then at once from rage remove ;" Cho-
rus, "Draw the tear from hopeless love ;" Recitative,

"Next the tortured soul release;" Air and Chorus,

"Thus rolling surges rise ;" Recitative, "Thrice

happy king ;" Air, "Golden columns ;" Double
Chorus, "Praise the Lord."
The solos were given liy Mme. Sinico, Mme. Patey,

and Mr. Cummings ; these left nothing to be desired
;

and the same observation , will apply to the band.

The chorus were occasionally rather unsteady
;
hut

it is perhaps hypercriiical to mention it. The only

fault of the programme was in its Icntrth ;
and if

some of the audience were weary, still more must
this have been the case with the performers.

New York.—The Saengerfest-

[From the Weekly Review, .Tuly 1.]

The twelfth musical festival of the North .Eastern

Siinqerhund has been celebrated this week in New
York in the usual manner. As we expected, it has

been a failure, financially and artistically. All these

festivals can only floiyish in small cities, where peo-

ple have hut little excitement, and look upon the dis-

play of libbons, emblems, transparencies, processions

as the most momentous question of the day. It is

not so here. The few thousand ribboned persons,

the fuss and pretensions of those who are put in brief

authority, pa'-s unnotic-ed in the bustle of daily New
York life. We could not help smiling, when one of

the singers gave vent to his indignation, that anybody

should have asked him "what was it all about 1"

—

There is a serious side to this matter. These festivals

are very expensive, chiefly on account of what may
be called the social accessories. The question arises,

whether the result is adequate to the outlay ;
wdiether

it is really worth while to spend thousands of dollars,

in order to gratify the appetite for social pleasure on

a large scale. For after all, this is the essence of all

those gatherings, the music is only the pretext.

We will not deny that some of the singers have the

ambition to improve their musical abilities ; but we
ask any impartial observer of what was going on dur-

ing this festival, whether such an ambition can be

satisfied 1 The very social element in these gather-

ings, which seemed to be considered so necessary,

must and does hinder the development of themusicd

resources of the societies. The festival of this wetk

gave a perfect illustration. The singers were so soon

worn out, that already the second day they were unfit

to do their work, and- that on the third day they

broke completely down.—Under such circumstances

art can derive little benefit from these festivals, which

might just as well be dispensed with, especially as in

their present form and arrangement they are only a

pale reflex of the customs of the Middle Ages.

There were four concerts this week, the first taking

place last Sunday night at the Academy of Music.

Mendelssohn's "Lohgesang" was the principal work

of the evening. Owing to the fact that the sound

was not throivn into the audience, but escaped through

the side wings of the stage and up into the lofty re-

gions of the carpenters and painters, and also that

the singers sat quite in the background, about a hun-

dred feet from the conductor, very little of the music

could be heard. It seemed that everybody on the

stage felt uncomfortable also, with the exception of

fifty empty benches, which were placed behind the

conductor. These benches had it all to themselves,

and seemed to enjoy it hugely. Mr. A. Paur con-

ducted, hut he too seemed to be depressed, for he

gave us but a very tame performance. The orches-

tra played without precision and fire. There was

very little light and a good deal of shade, there was

no "climax. The very long instrumental introduction,

beautiful as it is in many parts, became tedious ; and

when the last note of ihe whole work had died away
there was a great relief in the audience.

The solo parts were sung liy Mme. Lichtmay,

Mme. Becker, and Mr. Wm. Candidas. Mme.
Lichtmay forced her voice, and sang considerably

out of tune, and Mme. Becker could scarcely he

heard. Mr. Candidus sang in tune, pronounced dis-

tinctly, and gave on the whole satisfaciion. He
might, however, have improved his singing by a liitle

more ease and fire.

Next to the "Lohgesang" came the rendering by

Mr. L. Damrosch of the first part of Beethoven's

violin concerto, which elicited genuine applause on

the part of ihe very excited audience.—The best part

of the programme, at least in reference to effective

rendering was that of the "Triumphal Hymn" from

Wagner's Rienzi, under the direction of Mr. Berg,

mann, the sido being sung in excellent style by Mr.

Candidus. The performance was very spirited, and

gave rise to an enthusiastic call for an encore. The
concert was concluded by a very indifferent perform-

ance of Lindpaininer's "Fest overiure."

On Monday afternoon at Steinway Hall the so-

called prize singing took place. The competitors were

from Philad-lphia, Baltimore, Washington, B iff do.

and Poughkeepsie. Three songs were sung by the

various societies, so that listeners hod the felicity of
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hcarine; each song at least six times. The compositions
treated of the charms of the forest, of love and sprini
—a very nice subject, if dwelt upon in a poetical

manner. To hear " I love thee" may he, under cer-

tain circumstances, very pretty, but to hear it eighteen

times with very little variation, by a host of very
robust men, becomes in the end exceedingly tedions.

The songs have very little artistic merit. That by
Herbeck (for the he.st rendering of which a Steck
Grand was awarded) is very pretentious without
cause. It has a few difficult modulations which will

tax the singer, but not to such an extent as to upset
him if he has any experience, yet mostof the societies

could not overcome them. The song "Waldeszauber"
(second prize—Cycloid piano from Lindemann &
Sons) has more depth of expression. It was well

rendered by the Choral Society of Washington and
the Quartett Club of Thiladelphia. The song of the

third prize (book and music stand) : "Das macht
das dunkelgriine Laub" is in idea and expression
very common, one of the thousands of quartets for

male voices, with which the market abounds.
The decision of the judges was as follows : The

first prize was given to the Baltimore Oermania
Maennerchor ; the second to the Choral Sociefi/ of
Washington

; ar.d the third to the Buffalo Liederta-

fel. We congratulate the American Society upon its

success. It was well deserved, although some oppo-
siiion has been raised on account of the pronuncia-
tion of the singers, which, with concrptiin, rhythm,
and intonation, was made a point thi.i actuated the
decision of the judges. But candidly, on the whole,
the Americans pronounced as wcU as the Germans
did.

Three instrumental pieces for full orchestra varied

in a most welcome manner the monotony of the pro-

ceedings. The conductor was Mr. Carl Bergmann,
who did full justice to the task, especially in Liszt's

symphonic poem "Mazeppa."
In the evening the first so-called Monster Concert

took place at the Rink. Tlie place is only fit to be
used for fairs, skating and trotting. The consequence
was, that Beethoven's fifth symphony was lost in the

vast dimensions, and begged in vain to he comforted.

Not much better fared the Frithjofs Sage" by Max
Bruch. All the finer touches of the composition be-

came lost, and the meaning of the production was
hidden behind the banners and emblems, with which
the building was decorated. Of the soloists—Mme.
Lichtmay and Mr. Vierling gave satisfaction. The
best impression was produced by the spirited render-

ing of the "Morgenlied" by Rietz, a very effective

composition, which seemed to delight the audience.

The last concert, also at the Rink, was in reference

to the singing a complete failure. The spirit of the

festival told its tale, and it was a lamentable one.
Little else were the performances of the orchestra,

composed of the most heterogeneous elements, and
little able to play such compositions as "Les Pre-
ludes." Mr. Uamrosch, the conductor, did all that

he could under the circumstances, and achieved as

much success as could he reasonably expected from
him. In conclusion, let us say, that this Saengerfest
was very suggestive. We wonder whether it will

teach anything to those who take particular interest

in these festivals.

Jtotgljfs laiunal of Mmt,
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The Festival Season.

Musical Festivals, at home and abroad, chiefly oc-

cupy onr columns just now. And indeed there is a

certain correspondence between the gala season of

the earth. Midsummer, with long days and balmy

Dights, and the high noon of Music. Not that Music

docs her best work, proves her most sincere and deep

devotion to her pure ideal, or confers her chiefest

blessing, in these her great exceptional, sensational

parades and pomps. In her quiet, daily, modest

rounds of study and of practice, and of concert sea-

sons, self-sopported, in her several local centres—each

steadfast to its true task, and not seduced by adver-

tising arts of speculators into mere Jobilee excite-

ment and vain show,—ia this way mainly Music

gains a holy empire over the hearts and tastes and

manners of a people. At the same time it is natural

that in the summer days there should be large gath-

erings or festivals, bringing together the fruits of the

homo study, showing what progress has been made,

and quickening each member of each small society or

chorus with the ringing palpable response of hundreds

and of thousands in full sympathy. Only let it bo

borne in mind, that in our musical affairs we must

not live entirely with a view to celebrating our musi-

cal Fourth of ,Tuly. There is some danger of that

in this country ; our people are too easily tempted by

"big things," forgetting that essential greatness takes

no thought of outward magnitude. Our musical

societies will work, and strain their voices night after

night in arduous rehearsals to prepare for a festival,

an exhibition, when they 'will not work for music as

the great aim in itself.

The evil that results is twofold : first, the use of

so much artificial stimulus impairs the quality of the

devotion, begetting shallow ambition rather than sin-

cere love of art and joy in its unpretending, quiet

set vice. Secondly, it monopolizes the hours, dis-

tracts and dissipates the spirit, and unsettles all the

conditions for entering upon and following up per-

sistently many a fine task for which there may be no

room in a Festival, but which in itself, fairly accom-

plished, even if never exhibited, were worth a hun-

dred festivals. For instance, our own Handel and

Haydn Society have just achieved a great musical

success, on a great scale, in their Triennial Festival.

Is there no danger, in all the surfeit of praise and

compliment with which such occasions are accompa-

nied and followed, that the rank and file of chorus

members, nay, even some of the leaders (it would not

be strange), may flatter themselves: "Well, now

our work is done, and gloriously, for a good while at

least, and nothing serious remains for us until the

drawing nigh of the next Festival, three years hence
;

meanwhile, resting on our laurels, leaving the "Pas-

sion Music" half learnt, careless of this and other

such conspicuous gaps and blanks in our repertory,

we will have an easy winter and a thrifty ; we will

enter into the service of speculating managers from

abroad, who are to bring bright importations of star

singers ; we will do Messiah, and Creation, and Elijah,

and such familiar things as both we and the said stars

know by heart already ; and so learn nothing new,

but e.nrn perhaps a little money to repair our losses

by the Festival, and have a good time generally."

And if this templing plan brings praise and profit one

year, will it not come round again more temptingly a

second year 1 And if it be true, as has been whispered,

that one of these foreign importer impresarios has

actually boasted : "We are coming to tal-e possession

of the Oratorio business in America, seeing that there

is such a broad field for it," will he have reckoned,

entirely without his host 1

Welcome the foreign artists will be to us all, of

course ; and welcome the return of the triennial Fes-

tival, and of all festivals which spring from really ar-

tistic impulses. We only throw out these hints in

the way of caution, and in serious forecast of the con-

ditions of our future, we trust wholesome, progress in

the practice and the love of music as a people. We
feel that in each several locality, each city, town and

village, this culture ought to take root independently

and deeply first ; that here in Boston, for instance, it

is important that we form the habit of doing all, as

much as possible, out of our own resources, in our

own w-ay ; welcoming whatever of true art and its

expositors Europe may send, but in our organic ef-

forts, our Societies, employing them to carry out our

programmes, instead of being employed by them, or

rather by their "agenis," always in hot haste to con-

vert this musical development of a young nation into

a field for their own private speculation. Have we

not had warning in the way that Opera has been in-

troduced and managed in this country, exhausting

the soil by forced, untimely visitations, and running

itself into the ground at last until no opera succeeds f

Would we have Oratorio and Symphony music fall

under the same sort of exploitation, till Art in all forms

shall live merely upon sufferanccof Business,giving us

more than we want at one time,withholding all that we

want through long, barren periods, demoralizing the

general taste, upsetting all high standard, and trading

on sensational, factitious, momentary excitements, in

the utter torpor of a true love and interest for Art?

Business versus Art might be the title of a very seri-

ous essay.—But we had no thought of writing that

now ; and we return to the design, from which we have

unconsciously digressed, which simply was to notice

some of tt e distinctive features of some of the musi-

cal festivals of the present season.

Our own Handel and Haydn Festival, which came

the earliest, w^as distinguished by its great length (si.x

days), by the remarkable weight and richness of its

programme, and by the size of its chorus compared

with any abroad if we except the Crystal Palace oc-

casions. Artistically, as we have said, it was a great

success ; a great encouragement, if only the high

ground won be jealously maintained, the victory im-

proved. If we have dwelt upon possible dangers,

such as lurk in every triumph, none the less do wo
concur entirely with the flattering estimate of it as a

whole which we find so well expressed in the appre-

ciative, temperate, yet glow-ing "Review" by Mr. F.

C. Bowman, of New York, "published in pamphlet

form by the Society. If there was failure, to some

extent, pecuniarily, it was due mainly to the accident

of an exhausted period both in the interest and the

means of very many music-lovers, coming, as it

chanced, after an unusual plethora of music, and the

French Fair particularly. But it was perhaps also

due in part to the ambitious magnitude of the under-

taking, to the costliness of an unnecessarily large or-

chestra, and to the fatiguing fulness of the week.

iViHC concerts of such solid matter in six days! It

was in the afternoon orchestral and vocal concerts

that the paying audience fell short ; most of the

Oratorios were crowded ; it was simply that one

great Oratorio in a day is music enough for an ordi-

nary mortal to take in and digest. Yet, to be sure

it would seem a poor economy to bring together such

forces, and from such distances, at such expense, for

only two or three day. The S6,000 spent in

bringing from England Mme. Rudersdorff and Mr.

Cummings we regard as one of the best invest-

ments ; since the benefit to our own singers of the

example and the influence of two such artists— such

musicians, and not singers merely—was more than

worth the outlay. When our own local musical cen-

tres shall have become unfailing springs of musical

power in themselves, then it will be easy to concen-

trate upon a festival all the required elements, for

shorter periods, and less crowded work, at a more

moderate expense.

A model of an artistic, sensible, true Festival, was

that of the Lower Rhine, held this year in Cologne

in the same month of May, under the direction of

Ferdinand Hiller, of which we copied a report in our

last number. That lasted only three days, with only

one concert in a day ; i e. in the evening, leaving the

whole long morning open for rehearsal— the want of

time and freshness for which in our Festival caused

some of the performances of the extra large orchestra

to show to disadvantage. The "pu.blic supper" with

which the last evening was wound up was, doubtless,

better suited to thoroughly musical, esthetic, genial

Germans, than it would be to our people. Then the

programme : what could be more appropriate f For

the first concert : a Festival Overture for the occasion

by Reinecke; a poem (which we could spare)
;

Bach's Cantata built upon "Ein festo Burg" ; Gluck's

Ijihirjenia Ovcrlure ; a hymn for solos, chorus and

orchestra, composed by Uillcr himself in honor of the

German victories; and finally the Ninth Symphony.

Second Concert: Handel's Oratorio of ./os/iun— some-

thing for our Handel and Haydn to think of some

day I Third Concert : Gado's first Symphony ; air

Oom Fiddio ; Violin Concerto of Spohr, played by

Joachim; Airs from Oberon and Euri/anlhe ; Songs
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hy Schubert, Schumann, &c ; Handel's Coronation

Anthem, &c., &o. It is rarely thiit a festival in Eng-

land contains so much that is appetizinjr, yet all

choice.—The main characteristic to he observed here

is, the absence of that uneasy ambition for doinjj

thinjjs upon a very big scale, with an immense chorus

(there were about 600 voices), and for crowding too

much into a single week. It should be a lesson to

our musical busy bodies. In the most musical coun-

try there is no taste for monster "Jubilees"; they

have the real love of music which is content with

gratifications leps exceptional, more simply, easily

procured, and far more \vboIesome. That is not a

musical people which craves a chorus of 10,000.

Simple, frequent, moderate (in quantity) supplies of

what is excellent in quality : that is what the culti-

vated taste requires.

To-Hay we copy in extenso from London papers re-

ports of the first two days of the great Triennial Han-

del Festival at the Crvstal Palace. This festival has

a specific character and object ; it is to celebrate the

worth of the music of Handel, and brin^ it home to

the hearts of men by all the means of instruments

and voices. Handel's Oratorios, if anytbino:, would

seem to justify a chorus of extraordinary numbers.

Four thousand En<:lish voices, in the Crystal Palace,

singine tlie Messiah before 22,000 people is certainly

a sublime conception. Possibly the 4,000 were too

many for the best effect even in such Crystal Coliseum;

doubtless they were far more effective than the ten

thousand of the "sacred shed" of summer before last.

But this one was a real Festival, conceived and carried

out in the true sense of Ait ; it developed itself natu-

rally out of a sincere sentiment for noble music, and

was not intended mainly to astonish by stunning and

sensational ejfects. It was not mainly brought about

by outside manoeuvres and appliances, by advertising

agencies, and all the cunning ways by which a clever

charlatan can manage to commit a public to a mon-

ster undertaking when there is no call for it. The

object was a noble one, to illustrate the power and

excellency of Handel's music. The programme was

noble :—three great performances of Handel's noblest

compositions, namely the two greatest Oratorios,

Hfessiah and Israel in Er^ypt, and for the middle dav

selections from his various works. It was an Art

festival in that true sense in which the great Peace Ju-

bilee was not, in that it was free from clap trap, and

that it Hsod its mighty chorus in the service of an

adequate interpretation of entire great works, instead

of borrowing single pieces from an Oratorio for the

vainglorious display of such an enormous vocal

army as the ambitious thaumaturgic manager might

raise. This Handel Festival had'also rare conve-

nience of space (the Crystal Palace), and of time, by

the sensible arrangement of a day's interval between

the concerts, good for rehearsal, good for recreation

both of singers and of listeners. One thing worth

noting in it is, the real popularity in England of so

severe and uniformly grand a work as Israel in Efji/pt.

Let us too not despair of that; another year will

bring it, if our old Society will only follow up its

(almost) victory.

There is no Birmingham festival this year; but in

the next regular Engli^^h festival upon the usual scale

(chorus of 400 or so), the Festival of the Three

Choirs, which takes its turn at Gloucester next Sep-

tember, it will be seen that Bach's Passion Music

figures in the programme, as well as Handel's Mes-

siah and Dettinfjen Te Deum, and two new Oratorios

by English composers.

Looking back now nearer home we find one of the

great German Sangerfests, which came off lately in

New York, and of which we copy a thoughtful no-

tice, which, we are sorry to he obliged to feel, seems to

be only too just. We did hope more at one time

from these genial, hearty, musical and social gather-

ings of our German fellow citizens ; but it appears

that the social and parade side of the matter—partic-

ularly the beer d inking side—has taken precedence

of late over tlie musical, artistic side. At all events

we know, that many music-loving, serious, yet none

the less genial and social Germans look upon it in

that light, and that our Boston Orpheus Society have

systematically of late declined participation in the

heat and dust and glory of this kind of Vanity Fair.

Hani>el Festivat.. (Lateh). The Orchestra,

June 30. has just come to hand, bringing the follow-

ing brief account of the third and last day :

The last dav of the Festival was its crowning tri-

umph. The '*7srac/ /n E(ji/pt" was performed mag-
nificently; the principal singers, the band, and the

chorus exerting themselves to the utmost to prndure

a worthv rendering, and their efforts heing well re-

warded by the successful result. "Education" and
"instruction" have of late years combined to popu-
larize thi< mo^t gigantic of all Handel's oratorios;

hut the wonderful effects produced hy the forces un-

der Sir Michael Costa, could not but impress the

most indifferent li^teupr, or the one most ignorant of

the tecbiiifal detaiU with wbirh the compo-^er worked.
Among the score of thousands present, there mn^t
have been many who had little appreciation of the

contrapuntal skill, or of the powers of orchestral col-

oring which had been lavished on the work they were
listening to ; but they were none the less impressed

bv the grandeur and magnificence of the work ; thev

were conscious of the thrill and cared not to analvze
its mode of production, even if thewcould have done
so.

The choruses which seemed to produce the greatest

effppt on the-audience. of ronrse afrer tie "Hailstone"
and "Horse and his rider"— both L'Inriously rendered
—were "But as for his people." "But the writers over-

whelmed rhem." and, mo«t of all, "The people sh^tH

hear.' The execution of these—and indeed of all

the choruses—admits onlv of the highest eulogy.

The principal singers acquitted themselves well,

Mr. Kerr Gedge gave the tenor recitatives with dis-

tinctness and feelinsr, and Mme. Patev sang her rw(t

songs. "Their land brought forth frogs." and "Thou
shalt bring them in," in excellent style. The lady
was in good voice, and was greatly applauded.

Mme. Bndorsdorff displayed her u'^ual fire in

"Thou did-;t Mow," and sang the exacting duet "The
Lord is mv strength" with Mm**. Sherrington: both

ladies acf|nitted themselves well. It was accompa-
nied bv INIr Coward with great taste and steadiness.

In the trying solos of "The Lord shall reign" Mme.
Sherrington's bright and clear voice rang out wpII,

arid spcmed qnltP to fi'l the immense spacf^. We
hnve only to menti >n "The Lord is a rran of war"
bv Messrs. Santley and Foli, and Mr. Sims Reeves's

marvellous delivery of "The enemv said." which he
has never sung hetter. This, more than anvthing
else in ihe whole oratorio, evoked the enthusiasm of

the audit-nce—a fart, ."some would say, more credita-

ble to the singer than to them.

At the end of the oratorio the "XaMonal Anthem"
was plavcd, and the Festival— the most successful

in an artistic point of view thst has ever taken place

—was over.

Miscellaneous.

The Three CnoiR Festivals.—The next festi-

val of the three choirs of Worcester, Hereford and

Gloucfstcr, takes place in the week commencing Sep-

tember 4th, at Gloucester. The principals have been

engaged and the oratorios selected. The novelties

are two in number—an oratorio by Macfarren,

St. John the Baptist, ami Gidenu, hy Mr. Cuslns.

The other oratorios are the Messiah (flandel). the

7?///a/i (Mendelssohn), The Passion (Bach), Calvauj

(Spohr), and Handel's Te Doim, written in com
memoration of the vintory of Dettingen. The prin-

cipals engaged are Mile. Titiens, Mme. Cora de

Wilhorst, Mme. Patey, Mr. Vernon Eigby, Mr.
Llovd, Mr. Lewis Thomas." and Signor Foli. Dr.

S. S. Weslev, organist of Gloucester Cathedral, con-

ducts, and Mr. G. H. Brown occupies his old post of

secretary to the stewards.

Music bore rather an anomalous pirt in the peace

festivities at the Opera in Berlin. For instance :

After the C^ourt had reappeared, the aud'ence took

their seats, and the curtain rose on "Barharossa"

—

another piece de. circonstance, of which the le^^s said

the hetter. You know the Legend of Kaiser Red-
beard, and how he is supposed to be not yet dead,

but only sleeping, "till the bad world reach its worst,

when he will reappear." ThusCarlyle. Well the tra-

d t'on has hpen spoiled by the author. Hen* Hein,
who ripresents him in the cave at Salzhnrg, doomed
to lie there until released hy a new German Emperor.
IM-^anwhile. he dream-^ dreams of Germany's'historv,
whifh are depicted with extraordinary skill by way
o( tatifeatix vivants. The piece is literally on vtri/

long accompanied recitative monologue, brok -n only
bv occasional sraiizas for chorus. The mus '-' bv
Hnpffer, composer of a wearisome opera called Frith-

jof—one of the young German musicians whom Wag-
ner's pernicious example has taught to seek beautv in

perpetual discord, symmetry in helpless disorder.

Herr Niemann, who has worried his naturally superb
tenor into utter intolerance of all control, looked
princely enough in the Imperial garments of Barba-
rossa, and sang loudly enough to make his hearers
hoarse ; while pleasant voiced Fiaulein Fiorina dis-

guised herself as the dwarf who keeps the Red beard
au courant of outside events. The tableaux repre-

sent striking episodes of German storv, from the
Crusades of Barbarossa's time, through Frederick the

Ore It, to the SIpsvig and Austrian campaigns, and
thfi reunion of the Empire—symholized t)v Germania
b'-ld aloft on a shield, su))ported hy a so'dier of each
State. Artistic taste was shown in depicting the
distant events with all the realism of color and cos-

tume, and The recent deeds hy symholic statuesque
groups. The tableaux caused some of (he younger
offi<-ers to break out into the applause whii-li, of
course, is not de riqnnir on State occasions ; but the

example was not followed. When, however, an in-

effective "Kaiser-Wilhelm Marsch'* by Ingeborg vou
Bron-art had given place to the soul-stirring "Wacht
am Rhein," and the curtain ro<e on an ecjue-itrian

effigv of the Emperor, a shieK^ marked "Paris" Iving

under his horse's hoof, enthusiasm could be restrain-

ed no longer. Every man turned round with one
impulse, and "Hoch" was cried out three times with

startling effect, the repetition being each time ac-

cented hy helmets waved aloft. The Emperor howed
in replv ; the Empress also gravely but graciously

saluted the audience; and the brilliant houseful of

manv-colored warrior^ and staiC'^mcn lei^^urely strolled

out into the crowdetl streets of their homely Berlin.

LoNDoy.—The seventh concert of the Philhar-

monic Societv on Monday evening, although it came
at the close of the first day of the Handel Festival,

attracted a largo audipnce to St. James's Hall ; and'

even the members of the orchestra, who had done an
afrernonn's hard work, seemed scarcely to have been
affected by their previous hihors. The symphonies
by Haydn and Beethoven were pTayed in admirahle
style under Mr, Cusins' direction, and the latter, espec-

ially the well known No. 4 in B flat, play*d first in

the second part of the programme, was most enjoya-

ble. The chief attraction of the evening, however,
was the piano forte concerto nf Sir W. S. B'^nnett in

F minor, No. 4. plavcd by Mdme. Arahella Ooddard,
which in point of finish and genuine arti.^^tic intelli-

gence could scarcely have been surpa-^sed. It was
eminentlv a performance of which Eiigli^hmen might
feel proud, and the national composer and the nation-

al artiste were alike honored by the loud applause at

its conchi-iion. Herr Straus plaved Vjotii's some-
what mediocre concerto for violin, No. 22, in A
minor, wirh his usual skill and taste, but it failed to

find much favour wiih the co7"o.5W//among the audi-

ence. The vocalists were Mdlle. Titien^. Mdlle. de
Murska, and M Capoul, Mdlle. Marimon's appear-
ance beinrr postponed until the las.t concert of the

season.— Choir.

Farmixgtov, Conn. The usual classical con-

certs of chamher music, at the close of the summer
session of Miss Porter's Young Ladies' School, oc-

cun-pd June 29:h and .30th. under the direction of the

faithful Karl Klau-^er. The executants were Dr.

Damrosch (the lately imported Conductor of the

Arion in New York), Violin; S. B. Mills, Piano;

F. Bergner, "Violoncello. The programmes were, as

always, choice :

53c? Concert, Thnrsdoy, JuneJ20, 1871.

Sonata, Piano and Violin, op- 47 Bpethoven.
Son.it.T, Piano, op. 22, G minor Schumann.
Prelude anj Fuirue. G minor, Yiolin Soto Raf^h,

Sonata, Piano and 'Cello Bonifacins Asioli.

Trio, op. 99 Schubert.

.54//i Concei-t.

Sonata. No. 16, E tint. Piano and Violin Mozart.
Solos, Piano, a. Dt'S Abend:', op. 12 Schumaon.

b. Trauui»'?wjrren.
r. Ende vom Lied.

Romanza. Violin Dnmrnsch.
Sonatii, Piano and 'Olio, op, G9 - Beethoven.
Solos, Piano, a. Ehide, No. 5, op. 25 Chopin

b. TValtz, No, 3. op. 64 - "

p. ft'arche Militaire TaiiPig.
Solo, Violoncello Stradelta.
Trid, op. 97 Beethoven.
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Dr. Barnett then presented the following list of

names for officers for the ensuing year, which was
adopted :

President—John Stepheoson, President of the United Choral

Societies of New York.

Corresponding and Recording Secretary—Dr. Eben Tourjee

of Boston.

Treasurer—W. E. Sheldon of Newton, Mass.

Vice-Presidents.—TTm. Mason, George W. Morgan, Chas.

W. Harris, E. Wentworth, D.D., Otto Singer, J. H, Cornell, S.

B. Mills, A. H. Messiter, William Steinway, William A. Pond,

H. C. Timor, John Zundel, S. P. Warren, L. B. Wyman, J. P.

Browner. Theodore Hagen, Cht?<=ter G. Alien, George W. Pet-

tit, Dr. Charles W. Beams, William Hall, John C Cook of New

York; Oliver Ditson, George D Russell, George H. Davis, Eu-

gene Thayer, John D. C. Parker, Carlyle Petersilea, Ernst

Perabo,*, S. H Southard. George E. Whiting, J. H. Willcox,

George J. Webb, Julius Eichberg,* Hon. William Clafiio, B.

D. Allen, J. O'Neill. Amos Whiting, R W. Hunted, W. O. Per-

kins, L. O. Emerson, H. E. Holt, F. H. Underwood, J B.

Sharland. F. H. Torrington. J. F. West, L. Snule, Benjamin

Walker, S. W. Stevens, John B. Thayer, L. B. Ellis, A W.
Whitcomb, Gardner Tufts, L. W. Mason, of Massachusetts

;

J. Pearse,M. H. Cross, of Pennsylvania ; George P. Cole, of

Maryland; W. S. B. Mathews. A. Baumbach, Dudley Buck,

George F. Root, George A. Saunders, George B. Upton, of Illi-

nois ; C. H. McClellan, F. S. Davenport, E. F. Duren, H.

Kotschmar, S. Thurston, William Kice, of Maine ; E. T.

Baldwin. John W. Moore, T J. W. Pray, George W. Boody,

John Jackman, John W. Odlin, of New Hiimpshire; S. T.

Brooks, S D. Winslow, of Vermont ; G.J. Stoeckel. Marshall

Jewell, Piiny Jewell. Rev Wm. L. Gage, J. G Gri-wold, Henry

Wil>on, of Connecticut ; Hon. Elisha Dyer, L T. Downes. of

Rhode Island ;
0. S. Gregory. Jr , William F. Sherwin, Lowell

Mi&nn, of New Jersey ; John Church, Jr., of Ohio ; Dr. Caul-

field, Distr.ct of Columbia.

Directors—John P. Morgan, Carl Bergmann, Geo. P. Bris-

tow, Heory C. Watson, James Peel. Robert J. Johnson, of New

York; Carl Zerrsihn, John K. Paine, P. S. Gilniore, S. A.

Emery, Luther L. Holden, of Boston; C. C. Converse, of

Brook'yn ; H. K. Oliver, of Salem ; Henry Trask, Springfield;

Charles Jarvi*, Philadelphia ; Hans Balatka, Chicago ; J. G.

Barnett. Hertford ; Theodore T. Seward, Orange, N.Y. ; P. A.

Stackpole, Dover, N.H.; Francis A. Fisher, Rutland, Vt.

The foUowino: named gentlemen were appointed a

committee on the formation of musical insiiiutes :

T. F. Seward. W. 0. Perkins, W. S. B. Mathews, L H.

Southard, L. Emerson, E. F. Dunn, E. F. Davenport, C. G.

Allen, George B Loomis.

The meeting then adjourned.

FIXAL BUSINESS SESSION.

At the cnnc'uision of the afternoon congress a final

business session was held. It was* devoted chiefly to

the pa?«ai;e of resolutions.

Mr. Southard, who has presided in the absence of

the president, made a short address. Mr. T. F.

Seward of Xew Jersey, on behalf of the eeneral com-
mittee on resolutions, reported the following :

—

RESOLCTIONS.

Resolved. That we, the members of the national musical

conferees, are highly gratifitd with the icpults of this, its third

annual conyentinn, and feel that decided progress has been

made in advancing the results which it aims to accomplish.

These result-a are as follows: 1st. the formation of musical

pocleties throughout the country and the encouragement of

those already established ; 2d, the present'ition of the best

and purest mosic, by which ihe standard of taste in those

Focieties and among the people may be continually elevated;

31. 'he introduction of mu?ic in all the pubKc S(:hooU of the

1 ind ; and 4th, the renewal of a popular interest in elementary

instruction in those sectionfl of the country where it is neg-

lected, and, a.i ferafl practicable, the aapplyingof teachers for

carrying on the work.

i^^jo^r^f/, That the tbaDhs of tfaerongressbe prepentod to

the gentlemen who have prepared p'tpera on varions pn^jectfl,

the reading of which has contributed fo much to the pleaflure

and profit of thia convention. The committee al.-o recom-

mended that thoi>e papers should, if pofvrlble, be pabllr'hed.

and tha.4 pUc«d among the permanent records of the Aocietj.

Resolred^ That the thanks of the congrwifl be presented to

the *ril»rfl who have m» kindly lent their aid, and who have

added .»o niu''h to the int^reat of the varionn ^eo^ione. Among
thes»e it is desired to include the orgnnijits sod condnctnrs.

J{e>«/t"!'/, That the thaDk5» of the rongrep,*) be prewnted to

the Tarinn<> choral poci*"riefl th-it have tak*-n p^rt in the con-

certj), with congratulations upon the succea.^ of their perform

-

• Mr. Perabo and Mr. Eichberg have rinre pabltcl; protest-

ed agaioat thia aoaaehoiized aae of their oaoie^.

ances, which cannot be regarded as otherwise than remarkable

when it is considered that the singers were brought together

from different communities and were not familiar with each

other nor in many cases with the conductors. Tbeir admira-

ble singing cannot but have the effect of stimulating other

similar organizations to renewed exertions, and also, it niay be,

leiid to the formation of like societies in cities and towns where

none now exist.

Kesoh-ed, That the kindness of the board of education and
the teachers of music, in affording an opportunity for mem-
bers of the congress to witness the method:^ of teaching in the

public schools, is well appreciated. It will be our aim to

show that appreciation by endeavoring to establish musical

instruction, if no such system already exists, in our schools at

home.

Resolved, That the congress heartily indorses and will en-

deavor to carry out the spirit of the remarks made by Mr
Underwood at the Everett school, concerning the dignity of

the music teacher's vocation. It will be one of the aims of

the congress to correct public opinion upon this point, and

to lead the world to see, what is undoubtedly true, that the

work of the teacher of music, having to do;is it has with the

immortnl part of man's natnre and developing powera which

will be employed throuebout eternity in rendering praise to

the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace,

is only second in dignity and importance to that of the minis-

ter of the gospel.

Resolved, That the thanks of the congress are due to the

acting president of this convention, Dr. L. H. Southard, for

the able and courteous manner in which he has performed his

duties, and to the secretary. Dr. E. Tourjee, for the energy

and tact which he has displayed in the preparations for this

convention.

These resolutions were unanimously adopted.
Dr J, G. Barnett, of Hartford, oflered a series of

resolutions, that tlie conirress invite writers of music
who are now unknovvn to the public to send in their

compositions to the diiertnrs for publication, such
compositions when published to become the property

of the congress. The resolutions provided for ihe

appointment of a committee of six persons to super-

vise the vocal music :ind a committee of three on in-

strnmenfal music. They were adopted.

Ml'. P. S. Gilmore, beinff in the hsill. was called

upon for a speech, and somewhat reluctantly con-

sented to make whnt was the best speech of the after-

noon. He referred to hi*^ proposed international

peace jubilee, and announced that he should lay the

plan before the public in about two weeks.
The followinnf resolutions were offered by Mr.

Seward and adopted ;

Resolved. That this organization learns with high gratifica-

tion, that Mr. P S. Gilmore has in contemplation an inter-

national peace jubi'ee to take place in 1872; and recognizing

the great benefit which the inauguration and successful car-

rying out of the peace jnbilee of 1S69 has conferred upon mu-
sical art, and believing that his plan as now propounded will

tend greatly to broaden the area of musical culture, touching

a chord which will vibrate not only throughout our own com-

munities, but will serve to bind io closer fraternal relations

the nations of the world, we heartily commend it to the accep-

tance of the American people, and to the sympathy and co-

operation of the friends of music everywhere.

A committee of six were appointed to arrano;e for

the next annual convention, as follows : W. R. Shel-

don of Newton. Dr. Ehen Tourjee, Geo. B. EHia of

New Bedford. T. F. Seward of Orange. N. J., R. J.

Johnson of Nt-w York, L. L. Holden of the Boston
Journal, and Chas H. McClellan of B*ith, Me.
The convention then adjourned sine die.

THE FINAL CONCERTS.

In the afternoon a miscellaneous concert of a very

inierestinp character was friven, in which a number
of fine orchestral .«eleciions were presented, and solos

were performed by Mr. Rudolphsen, Mr. 0. N. Al-

len, Mr. Rerabo and others. JVlrs. West and Mrs.
Snwyer were announced upon the proL'ramme in the

"Quis pfil liOTno" from Rossini's "S/aUd Mater." but

Mr-*. West wa= unahle to be present, and in place of

the duct Miss Fisher sane; Bassini's "Ave Maria.*'

The programme as a whole was enjoyable, and the

performances were of a hiijh order of merit.

In the eveninp:, "The Creation'* was piven in the

hearing of an immense audience, whose numbers
quite exceeded the seating capacity of the hall. The
solos wcrp sustained by Mrs. West, Mr. Whitney
and Mr, Wm, J, Winch, all of whom acquitted them-
sclvc" in a manner worthy of their hij:h reputations.

Mrs, West waB in pjirticularlv crood voice and sane
to the (ireat afccptaiice of the li'^ieners. The chorus

appeared with very full ranks and did its work on

th*! whole well,— surprisintrlv well, perhaps, in view

of ils hcterotrencouB character and f-Iender prelimi-

nary prepiirntion. The nudien'-e throu'/hout the

evening were most carocst, attentive and enthusias-

tic.

special Sotires.
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Vocal with Piano Acoompaniment.

The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices." 3.

A to g. Curskman.

The set mentioned contains more than 20 select

trios, and should be adopted in ""every seminary."

The Violet has a simple fugue-like, or round-like pro-

gression, and is varied without being dfficult.

Come let us all be merry. Song and Choras. 2.

F to f. F. J. Lipphl.

A "jolly boy's" song.

Mollie Adair. (Lithograph title). Song and

Choras. 3. G to g. W. F. Wdlman.
"I dream of my darling, wherever I go.

She's fair as the lily, and pure as the snow."

One of Bessie Ludlow's songs, and must be a success.

Te Deum in F. 4. F to cj. J. R. Thomas. 1,

Very musical throughout. A worthy Te Deum.

Why is my heart so sad. Song and Chorus. 3.

D to
ff.

H. Pei-cy.

Sung with success l^y a minstrel troupe.

Yes or No! 3. Ei lo f. M. W. Hacklelon.

"Violets, violets, blossoming low

Deep in the greenest of mosses that grow
;

Whisper it softly, and whisper it low.

Say is he coming? Yes,orNo?"
A bewitching little song, delicate and melodious,

I'd be a lanirhing Child. 3. A6 to a. J. S. Kniyhl.

A bright remini-eence of childhood.

Jubilate in F. 4. F to f. J. R. Thomas.
Choirs will be pleased with the new piece, which in

eludes a pretty duet, and is neither long nor difScu It.

When will Papa come?. Song and Chorus. S.

C to e. H. Percy.

Simple, and will please the little ones.

Jesus, Saviour of my Soul. Quartette. 4. A6
to f. R. Berri/.

The old, sweet hymu set to beautiful new music.

Smooth and flowing in style.

Instrumental.

Utah Galop. 2. F. r. H. Daly.

Spirited danee, commended to Mormon households,

and to all others who like the "galop."

Golden Echoes. E.Mach.
A Set of 25 pieces, containing among others

Dublin Bay. Barcarolle. 2. G.

When the corn is waving, Annie dear. 2. A.
Both pretty, and the last a very pleasing tranacription,

Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. PieyeL

No. 1. 4. B6.

" 2. 4. D.
These beautiful Sonatas are as good as ever, and

that is very good. Without the deep expression of

modern pieces, they are smooth, sweet, elegant, and

e::ceUent for learners.

Five Petits Morceaux. Very easy. J. Rianmel.

No. 2. March. 2. C.

Good for ooe of the "'firet pieces."

No. 3. Romance. 2. G.

Good, graceful practice.

No. 4. VaUe. 2. F.

Doeii not appear so easy as it i.q, but is pretty, and

fits easily to (he fingers.

Norma. Fantasie Brillante. 5. Sidneij Smith.

Norma, to be sure, but Sidney Smith's brilliant ar-

ranRHment of it, and does not eound in the least old

or worn. Brilliant.

Dexter Galop. 3. G. Hermann Eberling.

Quite full and powerful for a galop, but retains

enough tripping elegance to render the name appro-

priate.

ABBBEVTATI0N9.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The keij is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c.

A ttmall Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an itnlir. letter the highest note, if above the staff.

30

30

30

90

75

25

SO

40

Mu.'*ic nv Mail —Muflic is sent by mail, the expense being

two cnntrt for ev(;ry four onnce.s. nr fraction tbercof, (about

one cent for an ordinary pifce of music). Peri-ons at a dis-

biiict* will lind tbe conveyjun-e a ^-aving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies, liooks can also bo sent at double these

rates.
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Very Easy.
ArdUi's Kiss Waltz Everest. 30

Cliaplot of Pearls. 12 Nos. viz.. Baumbach, each, 20

1 Martha .'...riotow. 7. Frerschutz V.Weber.
2 Siciliau Vespera Verdi. 8 \\ illiaDi Tell Ro<isiui.

3. Gip-'sy's \Variii!'g..Bei.eJict. 9. Nahucodonosor Verdi.

4. Vaill.niice Polldi Asc.her. 10. ChaylvsVI Halevy.

6. Lombardi Verdi. 11 Lui.'^a Miller Verdi.

6. L't^^isircD'Amore.Doui^tti. ]3. AmateurWaltz BauBibach.

Children's Toys. 12 Nos. viz. . .Baumbach, each, 20

1. Ilarmrnica. 7. Drum.
2 Jew."! Harp. 8 Kattle.

8. Shuttlecock. 9. Harlequin.
4. Top. 10. Doll.

6. Fife 11, Hat,

6. Hocking Horse. 12. Foot Ball.

Coaxine Poll<a Bethk. 20

roloiiella Waltz Bellak. SO

Diummer Boy's Mnrch Winner. 30
Ellen aiifl Annie Scliottish. Bellak. 20
Flora's W.;ltz Alexander. 20
Gems of Verdi. Viz Rimbault, each, 20

1. Ah che U morte.Trovatore. 2. Libiamo La TraTiatft.

3 II Ualen.... •' 4. Parigi o cara.

.

"

6. Silascanchezza. *' 6. Di Provenza. .

.

**

Moison d' Or. (Golden Harvest). Operatic

arrangements Albert!, each, 20

1. Traviata. 11- Romeo et Juliet.

2. Rigoletto. I'.i LaFavprita.
3. Fille dii Regiment. 13 Soiinambula.

4. Trovatore. 14. Sicilian Ve.'?pers.

fi. Lucia. in Don Giovanni.

6. Norma. 16. Ilugueuota.

7. LoQitjardi. 17. Robert le Diable.

5. jirnani. 18. Masaiiiello.

9. I.uorezia, ly. Propbete.
10. Masked Ball. 20. Linda.

JovfulWaltz Bellak. 20

Liila's Hifrliland March Lorenz. 20

Merry Zinsar.i Polka , Bellak. 30
Mossy Deil Waltz Turner. 30

Now and Then. 24 Nos. viz ...Bellak. each, 30

1 Ilyaciv.'.h Schottische. 2. Trab Trab Galop.
3. -Mountain Echo Polka. 4 Ro.iette Polka.

6 Chinp; again. 6. Young Itecrnit Quickstep.
7. Sardinian AValtze. 8. Masked Ball Mazurka.
9. Smiles and Tears. 10. Dunbarton's Polka.

11 Warhlintrs at Kve. 12. Aria Alia Scozxe.se.

13- Reil.White & ISlue March- 14 I-,ombardi March.
15. Battle of Prague March 16 Jov. Jov. Freedom To-Day.
17. Now and Then Polka. IS. Casket Redowa.
19. Le Torrent Waltz. 20 O whistle my lad quickstep
21. Ilail to Thee, Liberty. 22. Pony Galop.

23. I'd bo a Star. 24- Verdi Cotillion.

Pupils Folio. 24 Nos. viz Everest, each, 20

1- Her bright smile haunts. 2 Bolero- Sicillian Vespers-

3. Do they think of mc- 4 Chorus of servants-Martha.

5. Dame de Seville Waltz. 6, Warblinps at eve-

7- Glory Ilnllelnjah- 8. The Captain
9- Shadow Song. Dinorah. 10- Reaper's Polka.

11- Red, White and Blue- 12 En avant M.arch.

13. Pirates Cho, Euchantresg. 14. Lucrezia Borgia Waitz.

15. Annie Lisle. Ii3. Ilans-undGretchen Folka.

17- Hunter's Cho.Freyschutz, 18 II Balen. Trovatore-

19. Air from Tr.aviata. 20. Serenade. Don Pasquale.

21. Angel of lieht. F.avorita. 22. Switzers farewell-

2<3- In tears I pine for thee. 24. When the swallows home-
25- Grand March from Faust. ward fly.

Red, White and Blue Quickstep Farrinqer. 2-'i

Hockintr Chair Polka Bellak. 20
Kival Polka Leonard. 30
Zenobia Polka Turner. 30
Young Minstrel. Dances and Operatic Gems. 39

Nos Gerville. each, 20

1. Departure for Syria. 20. Dernier Pensee de Weber.
2. Take them I implore thee. 21. Air Flauto Magico-
3. First love Redowa- 22 Polka Mazurka.
4. CarniraldeVeni.se- 2.". La Ccnerentola.
5 Storm March Galop. 24 Donna Del Laeo.
6- Fanfare Polka- 2S. Le Barbier de Seville.

7. Invitation a la Valse. 26 La Somnambnla-
8- Maltha Polka and Chorus 27- Valse de la Reine.

from Huguenots- 28- Danse E^pagnolo.
9- Galop. M-irtha. and Child 29. Le Cor des Alpcs.

of Regiment Waltz. 30. La MignooneScbottisch.
10. Pierette Polka Mazurka. 31. La Chaasedu Jeune Henri.
11- Les Bords de L'yonne- 32. El .Taleo de Xeres.

12- Zi'pberine Polka Mazurka- 33- Le Chant du Colibrl.

13- M'me- Paillasse Waltz. 34. Elisire D'Amore
14- Valse de Strauss- 35- LaSonnambula (Lesonge)-

15- VaKse de Labitzky. 30- Souvenir de Bellini.

16- Chanson AUemande- 37- Noces de Figaro.

17- .Air Italien- (LaMolinaraj. 38- Robin des Boia.

13- Polka. 39- Les PuritainB.

19- AirTyrolien.

Easy.
Arion Waltz J. S. hnight. 30
Arrow and the Bow Oesten. 30
Au Kevoir Polka Redowa J. S. Kniyht. 30
Captain. Transcription Turner. 40
Chant du iSerger. .* Colas. 30
Constellation March A.E. Pilhbury. 30
Cricket Polka Withers. 30
Croyez Moi Baunifolder. 25

Dawning of Peace March Turner. 30

Dew Drop. Bluctte Favnrqer. 35

Dream (The) Berfjson. 35
Dreams of the P.^st. . . .,

Turner. 30
Fairy Wedding Waltz Tumtr. 30

Field Flowers Oesten. each, 30
1- Come home with me, idp*"ir- 4. Up pallors, the anchor rises.

2. Thou village maid- 5- Come lovely May.
3. In dark forest shadefl- 6- O fir trees.

Ficdonia March Lothrop. 30
Gaietes Chainpetres. 6 Morceaux./Ziin/ra, each, 35

1. Martha- 4. Langage des Clockes.
2. Visite da Bouheur. 5 Air. Styrien.
3. Polka- 6. Tic Tao.

Gems from Faust Rimbault, eaoh, ZQ
1. Celebrated Valaa. 5- Faust & Marguerite's Duet.
2. Bijou Song. 6 Soldier's Chorus.
3. Kermesse. 7 Chorus of Old Men-
4- Flower Song. 8. The Garden Cavatina

Gift. Six Pieces Mendelssohn.
1 & 2- The Sisters. 25 6- The First Grief- 20
8 The Dewdrop. 20 6- Free at Last. 25
4. The First Party. 20

Golden Ray Polka Turner. 30
Hciniweh Jumpnann. 30
Heliotrope Polka Williams. 30
Hooker's (Gen'l.) Qnickstep Whilllesay. 40
How so fair. "Martha." Variations. ... &o?w. 40
lone Galop / S. Knight. 30
Leaves and Blossoms. (Blatter & Bliithen.) 10

Pieces Spindler. each, 30
1. Messenger of Spring- 6. Ivy Leaf-

2. Fragrant Violet. 7. Hunting Song.
8. Snngoflove. 8. Moorish Dance.
4. Buds 9. Warrior's March.
5- Gazelle. 10. Flying Leaf.

Lily of the Valley Krvg. 40
Little Sprine: Song C. Ilering. 30

March du Crociato Buri/muller. 35

Marching Along Quickstep Burditt. 30
Military March "Faust." 35
On the hanks of the Rhine Oesten. 30
On yonder Rock- Transcription Everest. iO
Orera Hon-«e Waltz Patliani. 30

Polka. Op. Ill Spindler. 50

President Johnson's Grand March. G.-R- Herbert. 40

Rnppelle toi. Bagatelle For6es. 30
Repertoire du jeune Pianiste. L'Africaine. Sei/cr. 35

Re-union March Strauss. 30
Reverie in "Semiramide" Hess. 50

Robin Adair. Transcription Everest. 30

Rose March Williams. 30
Russian Polka Beyer. 30
Santa Lucia Polka Redowa J. S. Knight. 30
Shadow Song Polka Redowa " 30
Simplette. Melodie I'avarqer. 30

Smith's (P. F.) March Jilartin. 35

Song Chimes, viz Brunner. each, 30

1- Good night, mv love- 4. Indark'nlng night.

2. Picture of the Rose. 5- Whispering breezes.

3- Rem(5mbrance. 6. The Lark-

Sylphs, The Spindler. each, 20

1 Flora's Polonaise. 4- Wanda Mazurka-
2- Tyroi;en.-« Walta. 5. Florella Waltz.
3. Fairy Pc a- 6- Rosette Galop.

Fears, idle tes-.s. Nocturne Turner. SO

Three Children's .Songs Oesten, each, 30

1. A Waltz Song. 3. Gondolier's Song.
2. Tyroiese Melody.

Tone Pictures. 6 Nos. viz Reynald.

1- TheFor-ntain. 30 4. May Flowers. 30
2- Young Zephvrs. 35 5. The strange story - 30
3- Pearls of Dew- 30

Turkish March Beethoven. 30

Union March Militaire E. M. Porter. 40

Warrior's Victory March Strauss. 30

Waterfall Schotti-sch. , F. H. Pease. 30

Within a Mile of Edinburg Glover. 35

Woodland Waltz AJetcalf. 30

Moderately Difficult.

Alpine Bells Oesten. 40
Alpine Shepherdess Berg. 40
Bellaggio Brinley Richards. 50

Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Li/sbeiy. 30

Bid me Discourse Brinley Richards. 60

Bride's Prayer on her Wedding Day Oesten. 35

Bouquet de Melodies. L'Africaine Beyer. 60
Brightest Eyes Kruger. 50

Carnival Botschafter Waltzes Strauss. 60

Chant des Vai;ucs : Sydney Smith. 40

Chapelle du Forest. Idyle Jungmann. 50

Chime again, beautiful bells Richards. 40
Christmas Chimes " 10

Convent Bells . Spindler. 50

Coronation, or Leap Year Waltzes Strauss. 40

Deuxieme Tarentelle Sidney Smith. 80

Dying Poet "Seven Octaves." 60

Fairy Menuet Lysberg. 30

Fairy Whispers Sidney Smitk 60

Farewell. Romance Jungmann. 40

Faust. "Boquet of Melodies." Beyer. GO

Faust Polka Mazurka Ketterer. 50

Faust, Repertoire Beyer. 35

Feast of Roses Hervey. 40

Fillegrave Polka Eetteier. 60

Flears des Alps Bartct. 50

Crown Jewels. 33 Nos. viz Baumbach. each, S'^

1. Ah CheLaMorte. 2. Charity.
3. II Balen. 4. Old Hundred. '

6- Sh.adow Air 6- PortugueseevenIr,ghnuu.
I. False One 1 Love thee still- 8. I would not live alwa'y
9. Ah Don't Mingle. 10- Pleyel's German Ilvmn.

11- Salut a la France. 12. Fading Still Fading.
13- Ask me not- ]4. Wings ofa Dove.
IB. Then you'll remember me 10- Tyroiese Evening Hymn.
li. lirindisi. 13 Kvening song to the"Virgin
19. Quintette Finale. "' ""

21. How so fair-

23- In tears I pine.
25- Ever of Thee.
27. When the Swallows.

'..•O Marseilles Hymn.
22. Coming thro' the Eye.
24. Annie Laurie.
26- God save the Queen.

Long Weary Day.
29- The star spangled banner- ,S0. .Tuniata-
31- WithinamiieofEdinboro'- 32. II Suon Dell' Arpa
33. On this day ofjoy delicious

Gaiete de Cceur. Valse Sidney Smith. 80
Galop Brilliante. "Vepres Siciliennes" Berg. 50
Garibaldina Grand March B. Richards. .50

Golden Bells. Caprice S. Smith. T

5

Good Night, farewell Foss. 35
II Bacio. Transcription Oesten. 50
Pm lonely since my mother died. Var... Groie. 60
Love liglitcd eyes Oesten. 40
Marche des Tambours Sidney Synith. 60
Marching Along. Variations Baumbach. 60
Maiden's Blush Waliz "Seven Octaves." 60
Marseilles Hymn Bery. 50
Massaniello. Fantasia Sidney Smith. 80
Memories of Home B. liichards. 50
Monastery. (Vignette) " 60
Mother's Prayer . Krug. 40
Mountain Stream. Morceau S. Smith. 10
Mountain rill Hawes. 50
Night Sh.ades no longer. Variations Grobe. 40
Occiin Shells Hervey. 50
Pas Redouble, Morceau BnWinnte. .Sidney Smith. 75
Pinson Panvrctte F. Barbot. 50
Reve Angelique. Berceuse S. Smith. 50
Romance. Traviata Oesten. 35
Savoyard Melody B. Richards. 40
Schciden Waltzes Weissenborn. 60
Shadow Air "Pardon de Ploermel Richards. 50
Slumber Song Dressel. 30
Slumber Song Heller. 20
Soleil Couchant. Nocturne Leopold. 35
Spanish Melody Spindler. 40
Spinning Wheel Sidney Smith. &n
Spring Fairy Ergelbrecht. 50
Starry Night. Serenade S. Smith. 60
Star Spangled Banner. Variations Grobe. 60
Sul Mare. (On the sea) Kuhe. 40
Tenting on the old camp ground. Var. . . Grobe. 60
Thoa art so near and yet so far Richards. 50
Twilight Reverie Berg. 35
Valse d 'Hiver. "Vepres Siciliennes." " 50
Vieni la mia vcndette. Variations Grobe. 40
Village Swallows. Waltzes Strauss. 60
Wandering Sprite. (Illustrated) Engelhrecht- 60
Wearing of the Green Baumbach. 50
Who will care for mother. Variations. " 60
Wilt thou love me Krug. 40

Difficult.

Alice. Romance Ascher. 60

Barber of Seville. Fantasia Brilliant. .tc^^ncAl 00
Campanella (La) Egghurd. 50

Chant du Bivouac Ketterer. 50

Chatelaine (Le) Valse de Salon "' 75

Chant du Martyr "Seven Octaves." 75

Dripping Well Gollmick. 50

Fairy Land Schottisch "Seven Ooaves." 75

Fantasie in "Mireille" Ketterer. 75

Faust. Fanta.sia Brilliant " 60
Faust. Fantasia Elegante Leybach. 60

Grand Caprice, in form of Waltz. . . Wollenhaiipt. 90

Grand Valse Brilliante. Op. 14 'Leybach. 60

Helene. Grand Valse Brilliante Wollenlianpt. 75

Hirondelles (Les) Streich. 90

Marche des Amazons ,7. M. Wehli.l.OO

Marche Styrienne ,
Ketterer. 70

Meteor. Grand Galop Wollenliaupt. "5

Nocturne, No. 1. Op. 55, in F Minor. . . Chopin. 75
" 2. " 55, " E flat Major. " 35

On Song's bright pinions Heller. 90

Oifa. Grand Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

O whisper what thou feelcst E. Hoffman. 75

Polka de Concert J.M. Wehli.l.00

Polonaise in C. Op. 40 Chopin. 35

Polonaise. Morceau de Concert . . . Wollenhanpt. 90

Polonaise. No. 2. Op. 26, in E flat Minor. Chopin. 75

Polonaise. E flat majoi, op. 22 " 1-50

Premier Nocturne Leybach. 50

Rcveil des Oiseaux. Idyle Lysberg. 75

Romance d' lues. "L'Africaine" Jaell. 60

Romance Nouvelle J.M. Wehli.\.00

Ruisseau (Le), Valse Etude WoUenhaujit. 50

Sylphs (Les) des Bois Ascher.\ .00

Tarentelle Heller. 60

Un Ballo in Maschera, Fantasia Leybach.l.OQ



CA^TALOOXJE ]VTJ3a:BEK TIII£EE

CHOICE CATALOGUE OF VERY POPULAR MUSIC
PUBLISHED BY OLIVEE DITSON & CO., EOST'ON. C. H. DITSON .S: CO., NEW YOEE.

L"2"OIsr & HEJ^Xj-^-, CHICAGO, IliXj.

NOTE —AH the pieces in the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person orderiofj from tlmse lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had oa application.

Abbrevia-TIONS.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, Kccordiag to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like m;iny by Bellak, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
step', \Valtzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

moitof thatof Stcauss, and such marches as the March from
F;iui;t, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Ohopin,. Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7-

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, Dfi, &c. A
small Riman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an lialic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch- means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OP G. W. WAKKEN.
Song of the Kobin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink: Polka. 4. B6 50
Uiirrj's Muiic Box. 2. A 40

Three characteristic pieces, showing the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OFH-A.WOLLElSrHAUPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. Ab '.

. . 60

Meteor Grand Galop. 5. Ab, 75
Rich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward

their study.

COMPOSITIONS OF L. M. GOTTSCHALK.
Scintilla. Miizurka Sentimentale. 5. E^ . ... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Coacert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gitanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dying Poet. Meditation. 5. E6 60
Love and Chivalry. Caprice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. Ab 60
The Water Sprite. Polka de Salon. 5. E.. 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
lightnfe^^ and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

fi-ult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotts-
chaltwill bd able to perform them.

A FEW VEKY POPaiiAit PIECES.

Cfierry Kipe Schotlische. 3. F J. Munch. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottisch.

Saratoj^a Schottisch. 2. F /. Munch. 35
Spirited. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottisch. 2. B6 S. C. Foster. 30
Very pretty.

Tiie Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F. . . W. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me. Darling, Quickstep, 3, F...Dr. Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a song that has made

a "qu!ck-st«p*' to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Norlnrne, 2, F Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and fo easy as 5o be proper for the

joung stuJeota' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, and G, C. Grobe. 75
Contains th? airs '"Stir Spangled Banner," ''Red,

White and Blue,*' " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
Mirch,"' and *' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a col-
leciion of Patriotic piec<«i, called

•• Mu3ip of the Union,*' all of which have a
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Weddin;? Waltz, 2, C /. W. Turner. 35
Oq« of the Tery prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2. G G. W. Turner. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Good

Munic.

Mos^y Dell Wjtitz, 3, C /. W. Turner. 40
Nice UthogfAph, View of ''.Mosfly Dell." Mugic in

gool caate. fjood octave practice

Northern Pcirl. Nocturne. 3, E 6 . Chi/. 40
Fine IJtho^aph title, and beautiful mu«ic. Every-

body likes it.

SuDfiie Mazurka, (LcL/jver du Roleil). 4. A.
/. N. PcUtison. 60

Very rpiritel and bright. ^
March des Amazone^, 6, E fe 7. M. IVe/dt. 100

A powerful and ahowy concert piece.

Grand© Duchcssa of Gerolstcin, In 3 No3. 3.

G. Afach. p/mh, "to

Fjtrb namb^ codUIdx five or six of the bejt airj la
tlifj Ckvorite opera.

La Gnnde Dacbe^ac, Eook^ 1 and 2. 3. Wck. m. 75
Rvih hook contains about half the moet striking airs,

loely arrange

FAVOKITE SETS OF PIECES.
BT BELLAK.

Dew Drops for the Piano,. . . .Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.
2 Fille du R«g Quickstep
3 Mu3ket Galop.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
6 SoDtag Waltz.

6 Marco Spada Schottisch.

7 Sea Breeze Polka.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottisch.

10 Belisario Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Waltz.
12 Martha Quickstep.
13 Rocking Chair Polka.
14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
15 Pestal Waltz.

Spare Moments
1 Rubezahl Galop.
2 Dolly Brown Waltz,
3 Glover's Ballad "
4 I Due Foscari.

5 My Good Old Darkey Home
Polka.

G London Schottisch.

7 II Trovatore.
8 Natalie Waltz.
9 Vienna Penny Polka.

10 Rataplan Quic^kst^p.

11 Camilla Waltz.
12 Castle of Flowers Polka.
13 Gentle Annie Polka.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz.
1.5 Vive le Jloi '*

16 Kiss me Quick Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March.
18 Al' for the Best Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch.

16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxiog Polka.

18 Colonello Waltz.
19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 Fra Diavola Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Lioda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
24 Preaux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful AValtz.

26 Flower Garden Schottisch.

27 Cradle Polka.
28 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottisch.

Each 20 cents.

20 The Harp that once thro'
Tara's Halls.

21 Bim borne Bell Galop.
22 Duncan Gray Polka.
23 Ingle Side Quickstep.
24 Hours There Were. Varia-

tions.

25 Maz, elegante, Welj'.

26 Stilly Night Polka.
27 Sunny Hours of Childhood

Waltz.
28 Dreams of the Past Polka.
29 Bonny Boat Schottisch.
3(1 Spare Moments Polka Maz.
31 Ciochettes Waltz.
32 Cauliflower "
a3 Courtesy Polka.
34 Sounds from Home, Gungl.
35 Days of Absence Waltz.
36 William Schottisch

Th-, Pianists* Wreath Each 20 cents.
1 *'eri Waltz. 14 KroU'.s Ballklange Waltz.
2 Slap Bang Polka. 15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
Z Her Bright Smile. 16 Wreath Mazurka.
4 L'Elegance Polka. 17 Grand March Triumphale.
5 Juanita Mazurka. 18 Drummer Boy.
6 Caprice Militaire. 19 Blossom Waltz.
7 I.ieap Year Waltz. 20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
8 Call me Thine Own. 21 Flower Galop.
9 March of the Victor. 22 Kiss Waltz.

10 Guards AValtz 23 Maryland Polka.
11 Joys that we've Tasted. 24 Hark! Ihearan Angel Siug
12 Aileen Aroon Polka. Walt?
13 Bonnie Red, White and Blue Quio' step.

Now A^iD Then Each 30 cents.
1 Hyacinth Schottisch. 13 Red, W/ ,ite and Blue M'ch.
2 Tra'.» trab Galop. 14 Lombar li March.
3 Mountain Echo Polka. 15 Battle cf Prague March.
4 Rosette Polka. 16 Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.
5 Chime again. 17 Now p ,id Then Polka.
6 Young Recruit Quickstep. 18 Ca?kci Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz,
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 O, Whistle my Lad Q. step.

9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
10 Dumbartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblings at Eve. 23 I'd be a Star.

12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.
The above four Bets include more than a hundred

carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of difficulty,

and none would be marked more than 2. They are
in easy keys, very generally in C or G. varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. RUSSELL.
Popular Echoes Eadi 20 cent.«.

1 Wiidfang Galop. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 II Bacio, Ki.-^s Waltz.
3 Five o'clock. Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.
4 I would I were a bird. 15 Musidora Polka Maz.
5 Mabel Waltz, No. 1. 16 Crispino Galop.
6 " " *' 2. 17 Minnie's '*

7 Rainbow Schottisch. 18 FraDiavolo.
8 Rolla'8 Polka. 19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-
9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1. bastian.

10 " '* " 2. 20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.
11 Meet me at the Lane Sch.-

The above are of about the same grade ns the pieces
by Bellak, are carefully fingered, and are excellent for

beginners.

BY C. EVEREST.
The Pupils' Folio ..Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haifnts ]3 PiratcFiChorus,Enchantress.
me Still 14 Lucretia*IJorgia Waltz.

2 Bolero, Sicilian Vespers. 15 Annie Iiir*le.

3 Do they Thiuk of me at 16 HanR-and Oretchcn Polka.
Homo? 17 Hunter's Cho. FreJfiChUtz.

4 Chorus of Servants. 18 II Balon, Trovatore.
r, Dames of S<rvlIIi) Waltz. 19 Air from Trnviata.
f. Warblinsfi at Bve. 20 Mcrnnade, Don Pafirjualo.

7 Glorr Hillcliijih. 21 Ango! of Light, FavoriU.
8 The Captiin 22 SwKzer'rt Farewell.

9 Rhvlow Pong, Dinorab. 23 In t«'ar« I pine for Thee.
10 Reaper'** Polka. 2-1 When the Swallows Home-
It Rfld. White and P.lue. ward Fly.

12 Kri Avant March. 25 Grand March from Fauflk.

Similar to the preceding; excellent lostructivo
pieces.

BY C. KINKEL.
Crystal Gems Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz. 13 Fuiry Th1« Polka.
2 Snowfi:ike Polka. 14 Suubeaui Schotlische.

3 Charming Scliottische 15 Whirlwind-G^Iop
4 Romping Gdlop. 16 Leap-Yc-ar Quirkfttcp

5 Silver Star Quickstep 17 Whisjieriug Love Mazurka
6 Fairy M izurka. 18 Tambour March.
7 Soldier Doy'e March. 19 Belgraviu Waltz.

8 Mabel \Valtz. 20 Silver Shower Polka.
9 Sweet Ki?s, Polka. 21 My Darling, Schottisdie.

10 Rosy Cheeka,Schottiache. 22 First Impri«sion Waltz.
11 Runaway Galop. 23 Fa^t Boj.'< Galop.

12 Uildi Waltz. 24 Cornflower Waltz
Mr. Kinkel infuses a peculiar brilliancy into his

pieces, which arc easy , and carefully prepared for lear-

ners. Most of them may tic ranked among the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAL-
BUDS FR03I THE OpERA-,
1 Martha. 21 Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. 22 La Muette de Portici.

3 Don PasquaJe. 23 II Trovatore.

4 Crown Diamonds. 24 Rigoletto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 2.5 Fra Diavolo
6 Lucrezia Borgia. 26 Maritana.
7 La Fille du Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 I^ Favorita. 28 Calipli of Bagdad.
9 Ernani 29 Le Dieu et la Bayadere.

10 Somnambula. SO LaTnwiiita.
11 Linda di Chamounix. 31 Les Iliiguenots.

12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 ILouibardi.
13 Belisario. 33 UuEalloen Maschera.
14 I/Eliaire d'Amore. 34 L^ Pardon de Ploermel.
l/j Norma. 35 Les Veprcs Sicilienea,

16 1 Puritani. S6 II Giuramento.
17 William Tell. 37 Don Giovanui.
15 Mo.^es in Egypt. 38 Robert Ic Diable.

19 La Dame Blanche. 39 I M:irtiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 40 Maglr Flute.
Easy arranepment of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty,

BY BAUMBACH.
Chaplet of Pearls Each 20 cents.
1 Mj.rtba. 7 Frcyschutz.
2 Sicilian Vespers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's AVarntng. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles Gth.

5 Lnmbardi. 11 Ijousa Miller.

6 L'EIiMre. 12 Amateur Waltz.
Mr. Baumbach's refined ta,stL' shows itself plainly in

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 for difficulty.

Ciiildren*^ Toys Each 20 cents.
1 Harmonica. 7 Drum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin.
4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 B.it.

6 Rocking Horse. 12 Foot-hall.

Of about the 2d degree of ditTicnlty. and. as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

BY E. MACK.
MoNTHLT Amusements Each 40 rents.

1 .Tanuary March, Key 'of C. 7 July Biircarolle Kt-y of K6.

2 February Waltz '*' ' G. 8 August Polka " "DA.
3 March Galop " '* D. 9 September Viir.^oviana. Kb.

4 April Redowa '* '• A. 10 October Schott , F sharp.

5 May Polk'i " '' E. 11 Nov^ml er Qui.-k.stcp. L6.

6 Juno Reverie " '' B. 12 Dtcenil'p' Mazurka, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

pagHS, and form a fine iu-structivi! ^e^

In th<r above li.--ts,'a teacht-r nuij fi>d nil tbnt is

needtid for the *'Hmuiements " of a jmpii during the
fir.st month.^of practice. AH iirc nrriinged by iible

hand-",directly for teachers and pupils, and thefi! num-
bers will form .a ''golden catalogue" fur sorely puzzled
instructf^rs. at a distance from citips, to whom the se-

lection of e:isy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHARLES \VEj;^S' POTPOITRIS FEOM
FAVORITE OPERAS. each 75

1 Grand Duchesse. La Traviata-

2 Barhe-Bloue. 10 Marth".

3 II Trovatore. 11 La Norma.
4 Lucretia llorgia, 12 Fidelio.

5 La Dame Blanche. 13 Fra Diavolo

6 Lucia di Limmermoor. 14 Fau.-^t

7 Don Giovanni. 15 Rrnani

8 La SoDUianibiila 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite op-

oramelodios, and are about of the third degree of dif-

flrulty,

PAVOBITE PIECES FROM "LA BELLE
nELENE."

Schottincli f
'"^O

IIcliMio Galop * 30

PolkM Uedowii 35

M:n-iSitro Gnlop 30

Lfxnf'cr'^ Qiiiiflrille •''0

Paris Galop
y

30
A halfdoznn caplt'il arrangement? by Katght; 2nd

and 3d degrees of difficulty.
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JOHN 8. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

SUertisements.
J. J. KIMBALIi, Baxs oi

Teacher of the . Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0. DltsoD fc Co , 277 Washington St. 791—3 mos.

EDWARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located lo Boston Is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co. , or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

inC7"AN'i''}jD.—A Teacher of Vocal and Instrumental

Music at Q^ountain Seminary, Birmingliam, Hunting-

don ly " 791—It

jT, biest for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

A'.i'e.'Iceepafthe Organ a Copy of
eaG4.1VIST«S_PORTFOLI0.

__- By Rimbault. 2 vols., each S3.0O
A fine book or*,' taking" selections , or

OR6A.It>r GEMS By Davenport. 2.50
"l"-- .. o-od, or

FIFTr PIECES FOR ORGAN. Baiists. 2.50
Comprieu by a skilful Parisian Organist, or

"CLARKE-S SHORT VOLCNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EAST VOLUNTARIES, or
AMATEUR ORGAIVIST. By Zw,M.

each book. 2.00
In these books you will find materials for a large

number of tastelul voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVEB DITSOW & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSOW & CO., Uew York.

The ''Gems" and "Pearls" of Song.

k FULL LIBRARY of VOCAL MUSIC!
Many songs enjoy a transient popularity, and—are forgotten.

Others acquire a perptanent reputation, and continue to sell

largely for many years. Such ones will be found in the books
entitled

WREATH OF GEMS,
GEMS OF GERMAN SONG,

GEMS OF SACRED SONG,
GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG,

OPERATIC PEARLS,
SHOWER OF PEARLS, (Duets) and

SILVER CHORD.
All of the above are bound uniformly with the instrumental

booksof the HOME CIRCLE SERIES, and resemble them in
containing nn immense amount of valuable music, at one-tenth
of the "Sheet-niusic"price. Each book costs, in Cloth,$3.00;
in Boards, $2.50 ; and Full Gilt (for presents) $4.00.

Sent, post-pail, for-the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON &CO., New Xork.

Emerson's Singing School!
Compile*! by one of the most eminent teachers in the coun-

try, and arranged carefully for the use of Singing School
Teachers. There is in

PART 1st— A Good Elementary Course.
" 2nd— A Fine Collection of Secular Musio.
" 3d — A Number of Church Tunes and An-
thems.

Send stamp for Specimen Pages.

Send $8.00 per doEen for the book.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York .

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rriHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments,

Board of Iiutructioii.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. E.

Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-

urer. Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circular.^!

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music

Stores.
,

790—

§olo YioEin and Yloioncello
FOR SALE.

Bare Chance to Purchase really Pine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornsteiner, 1790."

VIOLIN, very fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

Henrv Cone, 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address

M. L, Kidder, Northampton, Mass. 790

—

WAIT FOR THE VERY BEST ! !

HEADY AUGUST 1, 1871.

The Sacred Crown:'*
A COLLECTION OP

New Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Sentences,

Motets and Chants,

For Public and Private "Worship,

Together with a Complete Practical System of Elementary In-
ptruccion, written expretsly for this work, a large collection of
Four-Part Songs, Glees and Choruses for Singing Schools aud
Musical ConTentions.

By ». P. HODGES,
77^e well-known Author and Conductor, Associate Editor of

the very successful ivorh '^Jubilant Voices.''^

And G. "W. FOSTKR,
One of our Mo'st Popular New England Teachers.

The authors have spent two years in writing, arranging and
selecting for this work, which in addition to their beat eflforts,

baa

A Larger Number, A Greater Variety,

And a Better Selection of Contr utions

Than any preyious Music Book of a similar character ghas pro-
duced. We have large orders already for it. Orders will be
answered in turn, and special terms made to Teachers and
Choristers. Specimen Copies furnished on receipt of Si.OO.

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.

* Parties desiring the serTices of the Editors as Conductors

of Conventions, can address them, care of *'Lee & ShsPAED,

Boston." 790—

§nv ^\\m im giMcuijst

VOCAL.

Songs J. R. Eovckel.

No. 1. Orphan Gertrude
" 2. Midnifilit Song
" 3. Going to Sleep

Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Chorus.

M. Keller.

Waiting for Papa /•'. Wilder.

The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices."
Curshman.

Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus.

F. J. TJppiit.

Mollie Adair. (Lithograph title). Song and
Chorus W. F. Wetlman.

Te Deum in F J. R. Thomas. 1

Why is my heart so sad. Song and Chorus.
//. Pern;.

Yes or No ! M. W. Haclclelon.

I'll he a laughing Child T. S. Knii/lil.

Jubilate in F /. R. T/iowas.

When will Papa come ? Song and Cho . . Percy.

Jesus, Saviour of my Soul. Quartette. R. Berry.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troubadour
" 5. Come. (Vieni)
" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro)

No. 7. She deceived me. (M'ingannoJ
" 8. The Tomb. (La TombaJ

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Choru».
C. F. ShalUfk.

35
40
35

40
40

40

30

40
00

30
30
30
51)

30
30

40

INSTKUMBNTAL

.

La ]5ohemienne. Fant. Bril E. Ketterer. 60
Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces.. L. b'treabbo:. 25
No. 2. Rondo Villageois.
" 3. Reverie.

Golden Echoes .

.

'. E. Mack. 30
No. 1. Ye Merry Birds.
" 3. Danube River Mazurka.
" 4. Little Maggie May.
" 5. Russian National Hymn.

Dublin Bay. B.arcarolle.

When the corn is waving, Annie dear.

Cape Girls Galop L. Mason. 30
Golden Stars. 6 Easy Dances. L. Slreahboij.

1. Valse 25
2. Polka 25
3. Schottische 25
4. Polka Mazurka 25
5. G.alop 25
6. Quadrille 40

Rhine Galop Henry Eckmeier. 30
Tyrolean Song. Without words E. Pabst. 30
De Chant de Berceau. (Cradle Song).

E. Ketterer. 40
Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. Pleyel.

No. 1 90
" 2 75
"3 75

Mfgnonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75

Utah Galop T.B. Daly. 30
Five Petits Morceaux. Very easy. . .J^. Rummel. 25

No. 2. March.
No. 3. Romance,
No. 4. Valse.

Norma. Fantasie Brillante Sidnet/ Smith, 80

Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah German ia. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75

Oberon. Fantasie Brillante. 4 hands. £«/6acA. 1.00

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .D. L. Downing. 1.00

Mdsic by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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SlNaiNG AND PIANO.
MBS. FANNIE F. FOSTEB,

Ko. 6 BoylstoE Place. 7S0—

•a/TES. C. A. BABET, Vocalist and Teacher
of "Vocal Mtssio. 124 Chandler St., near Colnm-

boa A7enne. 782-ly

Toaehe? of Vocal Muale. Boom No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin bnilding, 154 Tremont Street. 770

f^EO. W. FOSTEB will make arrangementj to

conduct Musical ConTentions. Festirals, Societies, Sc.

Ad^resS; care of 01 iTer Ditssn ; ot^ at K^em, N. ?I. 770

TS.OT. &. XSaS. EDO.&B Jl. nOS3S37S,
Academy of Music.

713—tJ 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PBSKTISa,
Teacher of Piano, Ofg^n, and Hanaoay,

A(3dref?s, care OliTer Citson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSOW oEfers his Serrices as Conductor of

Masical Associations or ConTentions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

&. S. WKXTZZTG
GiTSs Inatmction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
4d(}ress OiiTer Ktson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April. 1356. Its claim to the first rank
as an edncator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a eoDStantly increasing pafrooage from all parts of

our coantry. Schools and communities are provided with
Bkilfnl and' earnest teaehers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWABD B. OLIVEB,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

IVl MJl. QABRIELLB D2 LA MOTTE, giTss InstractioB on
^-^ tD8 Pianoforte

444 S3 Hancock Ssreet*

Cars Olrrer Mtson St. Co. 671—tf.

M^
R. W. O. PERKINS W7U make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Ael<iTe89, c&re of Oliver Difeson & Co., BMton. {657-tf

Innras M. Piil,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

« .

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

E3f6I.ISH AXD IXA:tIA3tf SISr&IST©.
Address at the New Bnilding, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

U. ANDUE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNTIT STREET, PHILAIIELPHIA.

A large afleortment of AaiEBlCAK Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MCSIOAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma^ be
left at Ditson & Cos Music Store. 717— tf.

-wzxtszjO'w Xi. aAirsExr,
TE-A-CHEK, or C3-XJIT.A.I?,,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVER SnTGING BOOK YOU BUY,
Buy also the

American Tune Book.
In which yon will find a large (Joliection *^f Tunea, the "Fa-

Torite*," selected from all the books of Church Maaic publish-

ed during the la^t Thirty Yeara. The»e, with a hunUred
well-proTed Anthems, and nombfjri of ChaotB, Uymns Bet to

Mnsic, Cioarteta, Sec, &r., con.'^titute it

A S5fAKJ?AR» WQUm,
Fitted for the Tue of Choirs, for Vestries, for Conj^regationa
Practice. Pn>', 81.50; S13.50 per doz. Mailed, postpaid
on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

IKEusical Liiieraturei
Beethoren's, Uttt»r» 17&0-l>i-2<i, clolh, .^2"). IJf- of .Men-

delsPohD, cloth, $1.75. Life of RowodI. cloth, $1 7.5. Life and
I.«ttenof OottMbalk, SL-OO. Morart, A Koinnnilc Biography,
$1.7.S. 3Iendeliwobn'» Lettem, 2 Tola, each, $1.7.5. Polka's
Mnsical gketche*. $1.7.5. Eblerfs Letters on Masic, $1.7.5.
Bound nniformly in cloth. .Sent po-tJige jmid on receipt of

price. OUVKRDlTiiON fc CO., Boston. CUAS. U. DITSON
& CO., New York.

/CHURCH Ago PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new lorn-priced

donble-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case }8 solid walnut paneled, molded and carred brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautifnl in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualitji-a and power of tone will be superior to any we
haye seen oi other makers. The instroment has two full Five-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inBtruments. The price is fised

at the Tery moiJerate sum of Sl'25, and there can be no devi-
atiou from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia Jaznes Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British ProTinces. 743-

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful CoLisEDM Organ; the lai^e Organ

in the Plymouth Chuech. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly esecuted.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. h. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUB£,ISfflERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourntockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest aud mowt complete in the
No. Wcflt. Our conoection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables as to faroish their publieutions to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

O" In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furniHh all Muflic and Music
Booka published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619.tf

Dilson & Go's Standard Operas.

ILAUfJE,?! SIZED TAOE].
With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.

With KiigllMh and Italian words,

WOW KEADT.
Emani, Trovutore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviuta, Sonnambula,
Norma, Luarotia Borgia, Martha.
M.irrmge of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.

Price of each i.s p.ipiri *1.00 In Boaubs, with lllumi-
nated covers, «2.00. Si-nt postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
CHA3. H. DITSON * CO., Now York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-
n^ony Circular. _.

75MEDALSr
Or other highest pre-
'miums, have been
awarded them, for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity, Ne^w styles and
reduced prices tiiis
season.

Catalogues free. r

^^^^TlJLt.^

MASON & HAMLIN
GROAN CO., 1S4. Tre-

^jjjj^mont St., Boston ; 89S
fl39

'^-' Broad-way, New York.

B^STRUCTIOI m THE YIOLII.
Tyr-« BEEWHARB LISTEMAWW respeetfully

announces that, in connection with his brother, he

is prepared to receJTe Pupils for the Violin, in classes of 2 or 3

eaeh^at HaUett,I>a™ & Go's BuHding, PJo. 274 TVashington

Street, Room 7. Also Classes for Concerted Playing for Piano

and Violin. Single Lessons as heretofore. All pupils of the
Mepsrs. Listeraann have the priyilege of bearing Solo playing
wbencTer they desire. Address, Mr. LISTEMANiN,
IG Harrison ATenoe, Boston. 742 ^s

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modsm Choir and Singing
School Boohs.

Price $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. E. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIM CABINET ORGANS.
JTevj Styles, I(e-

sonant ; with im-
provements pat-
ented, June and
Jiugu^st, ±S70 ;

surpassing all

previous produo-

tionsinrioh,bsazir-

tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices I^educed ; $50 to

$^,000 'each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

154 TREMONT ST., BOSTQM ; 59S BROADWAV. NEW YORK.
,

J SCHXTBEBTH & GO. Pnblishere and Dealers

in Foreign and American Music, 820Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSOETMENT
OP

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Eimbracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Onited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including Tery Choice Instrnments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptiona of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violonceilo and Donble-Bass.

FOE SALE AND TO LET.
Onr facilities are such as enable us to furnish the above:

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
O 4.RD MUSIC FOR BANDS. AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and t4!rms, that cannot fail to provu satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STKKKT, (Opposite the Court Ilonss)
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Telegrams.

While the proud sun, with slowIy-dialled hours,

Leads on tiie weary djiy, followed hy weary night.

Triumphant lightnings flash across Time's course,

And all the nations in one day unite.

In vain roars ocean with tumultuous waves :

Beneath its tempests speeds a silent voice.

With words to hush a million hearts in grief,

Or bid the millions in one hope rejoice.

While conquering armies sweep across the plain

Pursuing in hot haste the scattering foe,

wounded men, dying with no friend near.

Know that some far-off stranger mourns your woe.

To thee, sad dweller in a foreign clime,

Striving with memories to cheer lliy heart.

Swift as thy longings a fond message comes

Straight from thy home, to say how loved thou art.

E'en while he speaks the statesman's words are borne

To distant lands ; fiir from the listening throng

Great sympathies are roused and bright eyes glow,

As he with eloquence condemns the wrong.

While answering pulses circle round the earth.

How lonely do we wander day by day !

Is there no fire of thought, subtler than words.

That can from soul to soul its currents play ?

For Dwiglit's Journal of Music.

Hans Guido von Buelow.

HIS LIFE AND WORKS.

It is a fact wortLy of notice that the fame of

pianists who are not also composers, seldom ex-

tends beyond their own country. Photography

reproduces imperfectly for us the works of archi-

tects, sculptors and painters. Printinp; repro-

duces perfectly the works of authors and compo-

sers ; but the real presence of a pianist, as of a

tragedian, is a necessity for his full or even par-

tial appreciation. The inability to travel to all

parts of the world is therefore the first great

cause of the limited fame of pianists ; and the

second cause is that they are after all only trans-

lators of other men's compositions, or readers

aloud, and must inevitably enjoy only the fame

of being good interpreters, and not that of in-

vention or original production. But when the

performer becomes also composer, he avails him-

self of the already mentioned advantages of the

composer, and becomes famous more readily.

Thus it happens that there are but two pianists

living who have a world-wide reputation as musi-

cians, Liszt and Thalberg.* Rubinstein has a

European reputation which bids fair to become

world-wide. Yet all Englishmen are proud of

Halle. The North Germans boast of Taussig.

Parisians praise Plante. Italians recognize a

great artist in Petrelli, and the South Germans

are justly proud of Biilow, who is equal perhaps

to any of the above-mentioned as a pianist, and

superior as director of an orchestra. The prin-

cipal facts in his life are as follows : He was born

in Dresden, Saxony, January 8th, 1830, and

did not display any peculiar talent for music un-

* Thi3 was written a few months before Thalberg's death.

til his ninth year, when he veas dangerously ill

vfith brain-fever, and immediately after his re-

covery he showed a wonderful power of reading

music at sight. He studied under Wieck and

Litolff, and later under Kberwein and Haupt-

mann. In 1846 he went to the Lyceum at

Stuttgart; in 1848 to the Leipzig University;

and in 18.50 to Berlin, with the intention of study-

ing law. Later in 1850 Biilow went to Weimar

and witnessed the first representation of Wag-
ner's "Lohengrin" given under Liszt's direction.

For the next few years Biilow was the protege

of Liszt and Wagner, the latter giving him very

often pecuniary support, which his parents were

unwilling to do on account of their dislike to his

newly chosen profession, to which they became

reconciled after a few years. He made several

musical tours in Europe, and was enthusiastically

received. He became in 1854 head professor of

the Piano department in the Berlin Conservato-

rium. In 1857 he was naturalized as a Prussian

citizen, and in the same year he married Liszt's

youngest daughter, Cosima, the child of the

Countess d'Agout. In the following year he was

appointed court-pianist at Berlin. In 1864 he

created a great sensation in Russia both as an

orchestra director and as pianist. In the same

year Biilow went to Munich, and was appointed

pianist to the King of Bavaria. In 1866 Biilow

followed Wagner to Lucerne, but returned in

1867 to take the position of Court chapel-master,

director of the opera, in which position he gained

fresh laurels in bringing out Wagner's "Meister-

singer," and many other operas. In 1869 Mme.
von Biilow concluded that she would like to

change husbands ; so she left Munich and went to

live with Richard Wagner at Lucerne. Soon

after a divorce was pronounced by the Bavarian

Courts, and Von Biilow came to Florence, where

he has been ever since and now is. Besides the

honors already mentioned he has been decorated

Knight of the Order of St. Michael (Bavarian),

Member of the Prussian Order of the Crown,

Member of the Order of the House of Hohenzol-

lern. Receiver of the Mecklenburg Gold Medal,

Doctor of the Faculty of the Jena University,

Corresponding Member of the Dutch Musical

Society, etc., etc., etc.

As a man of society Von Biilow is genial and

pleasant, often striving to be witty, and succeed-

ing occasionally. He has much affected modesty,

and is seldom capricious about performing in pri-

vate. His personal appearance is not peculiarly

prepossessing. He is below the average height

and of rather a slight figure. His head is pro-

portionately large, and his face an egg-shaped

oval, being immensely broad behind the eyes,

and sloping inward toward the forehead and chin.

His features are regular and his eyes, which are

rather small, but prominent, have a most laughing

expression. He is slightly bald and wears a

moustache and goatee. His movements are all

quick and nervous.

As a critic and teacher Von Biilow has been

very successful. In 1849 he wrote frequently for

the Berlin "Abendpost," and later for the "Neue

Zeitschrift fur Musik," and his musical criticisms

are considered in Germany as thoroughly sound

and reliable. He gives lessons at high prices to

students who have already made considerable

progress, and who exhibit a real talent for music.

He is very severe and brings his scholars forward

rapidly and thoroughly. He scolds his young

lady pupils usually to the crying point, by telling

them that they play miserably, and don't learn

and don't practise ; but they do learn wonderful-

ly under his tuition, notwithstanding the loss of

tears and the exhaustion which such a drain pro"

duces.

As a composer Von Biilow has not published

very many works. They number only between

twenty and thirty. The most celebrated of

them are the "Overture and Music to Shakes-

peare's Julius Ca;sar ;" "The Singer's Curse" for

orchestra ; "Nirwana ;" numerous piano pieces ;

songs for single voices and for chorus ;
besides two

concert duos for piano and violin. He is how-

ever better known for his arrangements and

transcriptions, among which we should mention

the piano arrangement of Wagner's "Tristan und

Isolde," Gluck's "Iphigenia in Aulis," and many

other productions of Wagner, Liszt, Handel,

Bach and Berlioz.

As Director of an orchestra Biilow is without a

superior. He has a knack of inspiring his musi-

cians with ambition, and a wonderful talent in

discovering just where the weak parts are, be-

sides a deep and thorough knowledge of the mu"

sic even to the most insignificant note of the least

important instrument. Sometimes when leading

he seems possessed with some musical sprite or

genius, and utterly to forget the audience. The

superb rendering of Wagner's operas at Munich,

during the past few years, is alone sufficient

proof of his ability as director, and many others

are not wanting.

As a Pianist, however, Von Biilow is best

known, and shares the honors of Europe with

Rubinstein and Taussig. He is very fond of de-

voting an entire evening to the works of a single

composer only, thus making a study of his style.

In this way we have often heard him play for two

hours only the works of the profound Beethoven
;

another evening only the music of the less

thoughtful, more melodious and pastoral Schu-

bert ; again that of the eccentric Schumann, of the

poetic Mendelssohn, of the melancholy Chopin,

of the labyrinthine Bach ; another time, the finger

gymnastics of Liszt. We have heard him, in short,

play every style of composition except the trivial,

and except his own ; and in passing we may say

that this habit of not playing his own productions is

as pleasant as it is rare in an artist. We have had

therefore full opportunity of appreciating Biilow.

And first of all it must be said that he is not a

very uniform player. His nervous nature is

often excited to put forth every effort and to per-

form with his whole soul, and sometimes he re-

laxes almost into mediocrity. He is not univer-

sally but usually brilliant. His memory is really
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wonderful. In the numerous times that we have

heard him he has never used notes, and not only

does he play for hours at a time the most difficult

compositions of Bach and Beethoven without

notes, but sustains his piano part in trios and

quartets, and sometimes even directs an orchestra

with no music to aid his memory. Several times

however we have heard him vary from the writ-

ten music, either mtentionally or otherwise, in

which cases he repeated a phrase until he re-

membered the exact harmonies, or improvised a

few chords, and continued farther on. Of course

this was done so cleverly and smoothly that no

one would notice the variation unless he were

very familiar with the music. Von Billow's ex-

ecutive ability is beyond praise. It is often said

that he is not equal to Taussig in very difficult

octave passages. It is also said that in compari-

son with Rubinstein he lacks delicacy in piano

passages ; that Billow can render a piano pas-

sage entirely piano, but that Kubinstein can put

crescendo and decrescendo into the same passage;

that Billow renders smoothly piano, but without

light and shade. We think this is hypercriticism

or partiality. BUlow is thoroughly dignified and

grand in the mapstoso style of music, but also

tender and romantic when sentiment is to be

expressed. His most individual peculiarity is an

apparently absolute identification of himself with

the composer. The man seems to be lost in the

composer. The music seems spontaneous. There

is never a moment of doubt or hesitation. There

is never a passage that seems unintelligible to the

pianist himself^ The whole production seems to

be a poetical musical effusion straight from the

man's own soul.

Von Billow is versatile, and still the rendering

of Beethoven is his forte. lie can play Mendels-

sohn's "Songs without Words" admirably. He
can play Beethoven's Sinfonies and Sonatas su-

perbly. His superiority as a performer of Beet-

hoven's works comes especially fromhis unusually

deep insight into the argumentative or reasoning

part of the music. We of course acknowledge

that Beethoven's music comprehends more differ-

ent styles than that of any other composer. He
is poetic, pastoral, gay, and sad, but always deep-

ly thoughtful. Even so Von Biilow is versatile,

but always works out and expresses the idea first

and foremost.

Even the jealous Italians, who are ever ready
to disparage the talent and ability of foreign ar-

tists, all acknowledge Von Biilow as a "chief

amongten thousand," and, in the absence of aught

else, fall back upon his affectation so as to find

something to blame. In this respect he has cer-

tainly reached a height quite equal to his musical

reputation. It is amusing to watch the careless

manner with which he looks at the programme to

see what pieces he is to play; the production of two
handkerchiefs to dry his hands; his habit of lookin"

patronizingly around at the audience while play-

ing some very difficult passage ; and another habit

ofputting his face close down to the key-board at

all very piano passages, as if to smell out the melo-
dy. We were also much amused one evening at

the end of a duo. Von Bulow and the first vio-

linist had just performed the Rondo, op. 70, of

Schubert, in which the piano has an equal share of
the work. The audience applauded loudly,

whereupon the humble pianist bowed toward the

violinist and commenced clapping also. This
looked very much like affectation, but we do not

dare to call it such lest we should incur the severe

displeasure of a small circle of ladies who have

apparently set aside the first commandment, or at

least inserted the initials G. H. von B. in the mid-

dle of it. SiXELA.

Florence, Jan. 27, 1870.

More Letters by Mendelssohn.
(Concluded from page 58.)

Dusseldorf, \'lth Juhj, 183.5.

I should have thanked yon long ago for your kind

note, and feel honored and pleased with the poem
which you sent me ; but I have been hindered from
writing by much unexpected sorrow. You know
that my parents accompanied me here from Cologne,

and we were living tocether so happily, making ex-

cursions in the neighborhood. Everything seemed
to promise an enjoyable summer ; when my mother
was taken dangerously ill, partly from the upsetting

of the carriage in one of our country drives, and
partly from exertions to which she is not accustomed.

At first we feared the worst, but now, thank God,
she is better, and indeed so far recovered, that we be-

gin to look forward to leaving this place. Of course

we shall take the most direct road to Berlin, and
travel by easy stages ; and I shall go with them, so

as-to make sure of their safe arrival, and look after

them carefully on the journey. You may imagine
what an anxious time I have had, and I am sure you
will excuse me for not having been ahle to thank
you for your note and the poem until this very day.

I shall hope soon to repeat all this by word of mouth,
for Herr Dorrien tells me that I must be in Leipzig

at least four weeks before"fthe first concert ; so you
will see me about the end of next month.
Of course I have written no music lately, beyond

doing a little here and there to my Oratorio, and
these lines will show you that letter writing suits me
no better ; still less as I look forward to seeing yon
soon, and saying everything so much better than I

can write it. Till then, therefore, farewell. Best
regards and many thanks to you both for all your
kindness at the Festival. Should yon have anything
to communicate to me before I get to Leipzig, please

to direct to Herr A. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Berlin.

Hoping to see you again in a fortnight,

Yours truly,

Eelix Mendelssohn-Bartholdt.

How kind and thoughtful of you to surprise us*
again this morning, with your beautiful basket of

apples ; their fragrance fills the whole room. A
thousand thanks to you and your husband for so

kindly thinking of us and remembering how fond we
are of such delicious fruit. I envy Mr. Voigt when
I look at them ; when can Donizetti or Pacinil send
their friends such dainty things ? Nothing hut songs

—often tasteless enough, and with maggots inside

—

instead of nice fragrant apples. Again a thousand
thanks from myself and my wife ; to-day or to-mor-

row I shall hope to repeat them verbally.

Yours ever truly,

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdt.
Leipzig, 8th November, 1838.

BorcJiheim, near CohJens, Gth Aug. 1839.

I heard this morning from a friend in Leipzig that

you were so unwell as to be obliged to go to a water-

ing-place, BO I hardly know where this letter will find

you ; but I cannot forbear writing to say how much
the unexpected news of your illness has pained me,
and how heartily I hope that you will soon l)e well

again. A few days ago I was at Ems, and when I

saw the visitors pacing up and down, I thought how
tedious it must be to anybody with an active mind
to have to stay there. Yet people are satisfied if they
can thus purchase health, and I feel sure that, disa-

greeable as your present residence must be, if it

brings you health and strength you will not regret

its tedium. Are you able to play the piano at all ?

If not, I know what a deprivation that must be. Yet,

during a "cure," it may bo wiser to forego the pleas-

ure for a time, as it might he injurious to get too

much engrossed about anything. I suppose this is

why there are so many parties and conversaziones at

watering-places, because such talking requires so

lit'.Ie thought and feeling ; the weather plays the great

part.

Apropos to which, do yon ever remember a more
uninterruptedly beautiful summer? I hope you can
enjoy these lovely days and evenings in the open air.

Wc made excursions for two months, walking and

* Ife had been mftrrled in thp interval between this letter
and the one bcrorc It In April, 1837-

t Tke apples were the gift of a friend from Italy.

driving in the lovely country round Frankfort, and
now again here on the Kliine. The woods near

Frankfort and the hills here could tell many a tale

about us. It is time now to think of leaving, and we
intend to make only a short stay at Bingen and
Frankfort, and be back in Leipzig in alx>ut a fort-

night. I have undertaken to conduct a Festival at

Brunswick in the beginning of September ; but with

all the pleasure and honor of the thing I am sorry for

it, as it obliges me to shorten my visit here. To
leave the Rhine in the beautiful summer months and
go northwards is never to my taste (in every sen^ of

the word, because tlie fruit and grapes are so good).

I believe that Providence has created the musicians

of this country as an antidote to its attractions—they

certainly do not enhance them. I feel quite at home
and happy when I meet some of our North German
musicians, and am no longer worried with jealousies

and bickerings, and backbitings and antediluvian

gossip.

A thoroughly honest musician—like Klengel for

instance— is not to be found in any orchestra here,

and when autumn comes I begin to long terribly for

Leipzig music. I hope David will stay there. I

have heard a good deal lately about his settling in

England, and some of my English friends wrote to

me, expecting me to share their wishes about keeping

him there ; but I am far from being so unselfish, and
shall, on the contrai7, do all I can to make him stay

with us.

I have lately been writing all sorts of new things,

which I hope soon to play to you— a trio| for piano,

violin, and 'cello— a book of four part songs for the

open air—a Psalm^—some Fugues, et cretera anima-

iia. I meant to do much more during the summer,
but the walks, and the baths, and the dolcefar niente,

do not forward one's work !

Now, I have chatted long enough, perhaps too

long for yon ; but these few lines may amuse you
when you are tired, so let them go. May they find

you convalescent and happy. With kind regards to

your dear husband and little Ottilie, I am ever,

Yours truly,

Felix MENDELSSOHN-BARxnoLDT.

The last letter of this set cannot be giv^n here en-

tire. It is dated "Leipzig, 19th October, 1846," and
consists—evidently in allusion to a similar gift to that

which called forth No. 6—of a pen ank-ink sketch of

a basket of apples and grapes, followed by a quota-

tion ("easy to recognize, though it is not quite literal)

from one of the pieces in Schumann's "Album fiir

die Jugend." 'The words are Mendelssohn's own :

Dank ! Ihr habt una sliss er - quickt !

(Florestan).

Such is the constant cry of the whole family of

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdt.

[MncTnillnjt's Contributor is miataken about the above quo-

tation. The notes are not by Schumann, and the words are

not by Mendelssohn ; the passage occurs, word for word and

note for note, in tho prison Aria of Florestan m.Fidslio.—Ed ]

t The D minor Trio, No. 1.

J psalm cxiv , "When Israel out of Egypt came."

The Salem Oratorio Society.

[From the Salem Register, July 13.]

The annual meeting of this Society was held at

Lyceum Hall on Monday evening last, the attendance

being large. D. B. Hagar, Esq. was chairman, and
Capt. Geo. M. Whipple Secretary. The Treasurer,

Mr. Bigelow, presented his report, showing a favora -

ble balance on the right side of the sheet, and that the

last season has been eminently a success, financially.

The Chairman read the report of the Executive Com-
mittee, an ably written document, giving a recapitu-

lation of the progress of the society since its formation,

notices of its public performances, per-centago of

nttendane of members at rehearsals, &c., &c., with

some valuable hints as to the future of the Society,

as follows :

—

MR. iiaoar's report to tite oratorio societt.

Tho Salem Oratorio Society was organized under

the lead and through the strenuous elforts of Mr.
Francis H. Lee. At his request a goodly number of

gentlemen, interested in musical culture, met in tho

Chapel of Barton S(|uare Church, on Tuesday even-

ing, Nov.] 7, 18G8, to consider the expediency of form-

ing a society "for tho study of the higher styles of

music. The meeting was called to order by Mr, Geo.

M. Whipjilo and was organized by the choice of Mr.

D. B. Hagar as Chairman and Mr. S. P. Driver as

Secretary. After an interesting discussion relating

to tho character of the proposed society it was resolved
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to place its business affairs in tiie liands of an Execu-
tive Committee, and to give to Mr. Carl Zerralin

entire control of its musical affairs. An Executive
Committee were unanimously elected, consisting of

Messrs. F. H. Lee, Geo. M. Whipple, Benj. Whit-
more, Geo. A. Fuller, and E. H. Randall.

The fee of membership for gentlemen was fixed at

$5. Ladies were to be admitted free.

The first rehearsal of the Society—then called

simply a "Class"—was held in Barton Square Chapel,

OQ Wednesday evening, Dec. 2 ; and so great was the

interest in this new musical enterprise that more than
two hundred persons appeared as members.
The Study of Haydn's Oratorio of the Creation

was then commenced with promising success.

The number of persons desiring to join the Society

became immediately too large to be accommodated
in tlie Chapel ; the rehearsals were therefore trans-

ferred to Crombie St. Church. In order to reduce
the number of members, ^nd to secure a better bal-

ance of parts, the ladies were required to have their

voices tried individually, and only those who were
found well qualified were admitted to membership.
The number of members having thus been considera-

bly reduced, the rehearsals were restored to the

Chapel, where they were continued for a considera-

ble period, and until the gradual increase of member-
ship led to the use of Lyceum Hall.

The first public performance of the Society was
given at Mechanic Hall, on Thursday evening, Feb.
11, 1869. Some two hundred voices rendered
Haydn's Creation with the most encouraging success.

The soloists of the occasion were Miss J. E. Hous-
ton, Soprano ; Mr. James Whitney, Tenor ; and
Mr. F. J. Rudolphsen, Bass.
By general request the Oratorio was repeated on

Wednesday evening, March 17.

The third Concert of the Society was given on
Friday evening, April 23, and included Kossini's
"Staliat Mater;" selection from Mendelssohn's St.

Paul, Htjmn of Praise, and Elijah ; and the Hallelu-
jah Chorus, from Handel's Messiali.

The fourth and last performance for the season,
given June 7, was a public rehearsal of the music as-

signed to be sung at the great "Peace Jubilee" which
commenced in Boston, June 15. The members of

the Salem Oratorio Society who participated in that

world renowned festival can never forgot the intense

and delighted emotions with which they mingled
their voices with ten thousand others in producing
some of the grandest music the world has ever heard.
The Annual meeting of the Society for the trans-

action of business was held July l,"l869. The fee

for new members (gentlemen) was fixed at $5 ; the

yearly assessment for gentlemen already members
was placed at S2. An Executive Committee was
chosen consisting of Messrs. D. B. Hagar, F. H.
Lee, G. M. Whipple, E. H. Kandall, Benjamin
Whitmore, and G. A. Fuller.

The rehearsals of the second season commenced at

Lyceum Hail, on Thursday evening, Oct. 7, 1869,
when the Oratorio of the Mesxioli was taken up for
study. The Oratorio was publicly performed by the
Society on Wednesday evening, Jan. 12, 1870. The
Soloists were Mrs. J. W. Weston, of Salem, Sopra-
no ; Mrs. Chas. A. Barry, of Boston, Contralto; Dr.
S. W. Langmaid, of Boston, Tenor; and Mr. Wm.
H. Beckett, of New York, Bass.
On Wednesday evening, Feb. 16, Haydn's "Crea-

tion" was reproduced by the Society, assisted by
Miss Houston, Soprano ; Mr. W. J. Winch, Tenor

;

and Mr. M. W. Whitney, B iss.

On Wednesday evening, May 18, the Society sang
Mendelssohn's "Elijah" with a success which drew
the highest praise from the most competent musical
critics. The solos were given by Miss J. E. Hous-
ton, Mrs. D. C. Hall, Dr. S. W. Langmaid, and Mr.
M. W. Whitney. The instrumental music was per-

fornacd by thirty members of the Germania orchestra.

With the performance of "Elijah" the Society's

work for the season was brought to a close.

At the annual meeting held July 26, 1870, the

Executive Committee of the past year were re-elect-

ed. It was voted to make the annual assessment $i
for gentlemen and $2 for ladies.

The Society resumed its work on Thursday eve-
ning, Sept. 29, with a large increase in its numbers.
On Monday evening, Dec. 26, 1870, the Society,
numbering nearly 400 voices, performed the "Mes-
siah," with the assistance of Mrs. J. Houston West,
Mrs. Charles A. Barry, Mr. F. C. Packard and Mr.
M. W. Whitney.
On Thursday evening, March 2, 1871, Mendels-

sohn's Oratorio of "St. Paul" was renderad by the
Society; aided by Mrs. J. Houston West, Mrs,
Charles A. Barry, Mr. W. J. Winch, and Mr. J.
R. Winch. The public interest in this Oratorio was
so great as to bring together one of the largest audi-
ences ever assembled in Salem at a public concert.

The next and last performance of the Society took

place on Thursday ovenmg. May 4, when the Orato-

rio of Elijah was rendered with excellent success.

The Soloists employed were Mrs. H. M. Smith, of

Boston, Soprano ; Mrs. H. E. Sawyer, of Boston,

Contralto ; Dr. S. W. Langmaid, t'onor ; and Mr.

J. F. Rudolphsen, Bass.

It appears from this brief statement of the doings of

our Society, that it has given ten public ovening per-

formances, besides ten public afternoon rehearsals.

It has sung the "Creation" three times ,- the "Mes-
siah" twice ; "Elijah" twice ; "St. Paul" once

;

"Stabat Mater" once ; and miscellaneous selections,

some once, some twice. That this is a large amount
of work for a Society to accomplish in the first three

years of its existence, will, we think, be generally

conceded. Of the quality of the work done, critics

from abroad have spoken in terms more laudatory

than we should feel at liberty to use.

At the beginning of the musical year just closed,

it was feared by some that the increase of the annual

assessment for gentlemen members from $2 to S4,

and the levying of an assessment of $2 upon the lady

members, who had hitherto been free from pecuniary

charge, would seriously diminish the number of

members. The result showed, on the contrary, an

increase in the number of sopranos from 131 to 168
;

of altos, from 77 to 92 ; of tenors, from 51 to 61 ; and

of basses, from 64 to 81 ; making in all an increase

from 323 to 402, the number whose names are re-

corded in the book of members for the year just end-

ed. A few new members neglected to record their

names.
It may be interesting to know how Urge a part of

the 402 members reside in Salem, and how many in

neighboring towns. The following table gives ex-

actly the statistics on this point

:

Residence. No. Mem. Sop's. Al's. Ten's. Bas's

Salem, 287 128 65 40 54
Beverly, 43 18 lU 8 7

Peabody, 21 6 I 7 i
Danvers, 20 6 1 3 10

Marblellead, IS 6 (i 2 4
Boston, 3 1 1 1

Ipswich 3 2 1
Manchester, 2 1 1

Maiden, 2 1 1
"Worcester, 1 1
Milton, 1 1
Gloucester, 1 1

402 168 92 61

It hence appears that about 74 1-2 per cent, of the

members reside in Salem, 10 1-2 per cent, in Beverly

and about 5 per cent, each in Peabody, Danvers, and
Marblehead.
There were present every rehearsal during the year

2 sopranos, 2 altos, 2 basses, and 3 tenors ; at every

rehearsal but one, 6 sopranos, 1 1 altos, 4 tenors and 8

basses. The largest number present at any rehearsal

was 308 ; the smallest 163. The average attendance

of all the members was 64 per cent, of the whole
number; of the sopranos, 62 percent, of their number ;

of the basses, 65 1-2 per cent. ; of the tenors, 66 per

cent. ; and of the altos, 68 1-2 per cent.

The pecuniary prosperity of the Society for the pas t

year has been all that could be desired. The receipts

from members' assessments have been sufficient to de-

fray the heavy current expenses ; to pay for the con-

struction of new seats in Mechanic Hall, and their

subsequent increase ; to add $35,18 to the piano fund;

to procure beautiful English editions of music books
at less than half the usual retail cost, and still to

leave in the treasury, from the ordinary receipts, a
surplus of S175.I6. The treasurer's report will give

all needed pecuniary details. The most grateful

acknowledgment is hereby made to those ladies who
organized and successfully conducted the Oratorio

and Institute Fair, which was held in October and
November last, and which resulted in placing in the

possession of this Society the large sum of $1 ,664 82.

The energy and efficiency of tliose ladies are

worthy of all praise. The sum just named, adtled to

the ordinary receipts of the Society, makes the bal-

ance of cash on hand, 81,839 98.

In closing this report, wo heartily congratulate the

Salem Oratorio Society upon the distinguished suc-

cess which has thus far crowned its labors ; upon the

enviable reputation it has quickly gained at home and
abroad ; upon the great pleasure its members have
drawn from the delightful study of the greatest mas-
ters of one of the noblest of arts ; upon the pleasure

which it has contributed to the cultivated taste of this

community ; upon the powerful impulse which it has

given to the culture, among our people, of sacred

music of the highest style, and upon the general good
effects, social, moral, and religious, which always
flow from the faithful pursuit of any refining art.

The success of our Society in the past ought to be

a guaranty of even greater success in the future. To
attain that success, it is only needful that at all times

and under all circumstances we should maintain per-

fect harmony among ourselves, judging one another

with kindness and forbearance, giving to those whom
wc select to conduct our affairs our cordial sympathy
and co-operation ; and laboring unitedly with aims
free from all mere sollishness, for the advancement of

music, which, as a wise poet says,

—"exalts each joy, allays each grier,

Expels diseases, softens every pain."

Gen. Oliver moved the acceptance of the report,

and addressed the meeting congratulating the mem-
bers on the high rank the society had taken before

the musical pul)lic, and hoped that the same Esprit

de corps would be shown in the future, which had
made the past so successful. Gen. 0. remarked that

a musical gentleman, in a neighboring city, asked

Mr. Zerrahn why the Salem society had gained such
proficiency in Oratorio singing in so short a time,

and Mr. Z. answered, "Brains and Study."
The matter of assessments for the coming season

was discussed, but the old rates were finally adopted.
Messrs. Hagar, Whipple, Whitmore and Randall

severally addressed the society, stating, in sulistance,

that, having been members of the Executive Com-
mittee for three years, and thanking the so iety for

the tokens of confidence, they now wished to retire

from Committee work ; therefore they declined a re-

election. •

Several gentlemen, in well chosen remarks, regret-

ted that the members of the Committee declined a
re nomination, and made complimentary allusions to

the faithful and valuable services of the E.xecutive

Committee during the past three years.

The Chairman announced the next business to be,

choice of Executive Committee for the ensuing year.

After discussion as to the best method of election,

Mr. E. Valentine moved that the chair appoint a
committee of five to report to the meeting a list of

six gentlemen for an Executive Committee. The
chair appointed Messrs. E. Valentine, James Upton,
H. F. Waters, E. R. Bigelow and J. H. Millett, who
soon reported the following names : Messrs. F. H.
Lee, S. Lincoln. Jr., Jas. T. Hewes, E. Valentine,

B. H. Fabens, and Wm. Agge—and their report was
accepted and adopted.

The Bavarian Passion Play.

The Passion Play of the Life and Death of Je<us

Christ, performed at Ober-Ammergau last year, has

once more come on for rcprcBenlation. The series of

performances, which is to last during the summer,
commenced on the 24th June, and is described in a

daily contemporary from which we make a few ex-

tracts. The scenario of the drama has already been

detailed in these columns, and we need not go over

it again ; but the method of the actors and the in-

fluence of the spectacle on the beholders are worthy

of further comment.
The peasant amateurs who act the play are des-

cribed by the correspondent from whom we quote as

having seized the oriental aspect of the life around

Christ with great skill, but they have rigidly adhered

to their traditional outline of the play. No effects

founded on recent discoveries, no scientific grouping,

according to the rules of the stage, will do for them .

Such as their acting is, it is to be quite their own.

They enter into the spirit of the characters they repre-

sent, and rather live the cliaracters—as far as they

can realize them—for the moment than act them.

Peter and Caiaphas, John and Judas, are as intense-

ly themselves as the noble impersonation round

which they appear. How strong the impression of

it all is ! The deep, affectionate interest which cen-

tres in the Christus, and grows stronger as his death

approaches, has been roused to almost fever point

by that awfully vivid scene when the living actor is

fixed on the cross in presence of the whole assembly,

and is raised aloft where all can see him. He must

be some fifteen or twenty minutes thus raised, and

must be very resolute and well prepared to go

through his part so well. Of course he is not nailed,

but he looks as though he were ; and the blood which

flows from his side, a little later on, is terribly well

contrived.

The modern Greek revival, under the very shadow

of the Acropolis, will give us a good starting point

for the outward appearance of the Ammergau Thea-

tre—simple and wooden as it is. We must take the

Grecian arrangement of the stage ; we must fancy the

bright sky over head and the proscenium, or theatre

within a theatre, occupying part of the space before

ns, and we shall bo on the right road to understand

the preparations of Ammergau peasants for their

Passion Play. They are so thoroughly and honestly

rustic and so far removed from professional manner-

isms of any kind, their chorus is so well drilled and

their minor parts are so well sustained, that it_ is a

pleasure to see them perform. Here is their simple

wooden theatre, fashioned, as has been said, on the
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Greek model. Here are the rows of benches open to

the sky, and the side scenes, whence the chorus can

conveniently issue forth, and the central portion (the

proscenium), where so much important worl? is car-

ried on. Though the sky be fai" less bright than in

Attica, and though wooden benclies supply the place

of the old stone steps of the Grecian theatre, we have

gained a step by dwelling on this memory of a mod-
ern Greek revival. The background of mountains,

too, might serve as an additional point of resem-

blance between Athens and Ammergau. But be-

tween the Greek play and this Passion Play, in the

Bavarian Highlands, there is as wide a difference as

between the cold, clear light on yonder summit and
the soft purple tinge ot the Greek landscape. The
Passion Play has been left to Ammergau as a great

favor. The village was protected in the matter by

the monks of Ettal, a monastery about two miles off,

and was allowed, on account of its solemn vow in

the days of the plague, to go on with the accustomed
performances every tenth year. Passion plays were

strictly forbidden elsewhere in Bavaria in the latter

part of the last century, and but for this favor shown
to Ammergau there would be no such thing as this

spectacle. There is danger that the increased means
of traffic afforded by the railways, and the tendency

in Europe to rush after any untried experience, will

gradually swamp Ammergau with larger and larger

crowds of visitors. We hear that excursion trains

will run from Vienna for several of the forthcoming

perf irmances ; and that the gathering may be ex-

pected to be something enormous before the end of

August. Already there are several houses in Am-
mergau specially retained by rich foreigners for part

of the season ; and already its very success threatens

the Passion Play with extinction. The opening day
was not, however, a specimen of this overcrowding.
The number of foreigners present was large, but
there were not so many of the neighboring villagers

as there often are, and the theatre was far from being
unpleasantly full.

There is need to see these Passion Plays more than
once to understand them clearly. Many seem to

think that as they have come to be interested and
startled by what they see, it is better not to criticize

the performance. They take it as a whole, and they
wonder how the villagers can act so well. The story

seems to be brought back again out of the dim ages
of the past, and to be going on in our very presence.

At some points of great interest, above all the Cruci-
fi.xion, there are sobs to be heard among the audience,
and the bright eyes of the ladies who have come so

far to see the play are filled with tears. The country-
folk have mingled mirth and sorrow in what they
behold. They are hushed into awe-stricken silence

by the more solemn scenes, which must be familiitr

enough to most of them, and they laugh heartily at

the supposed comicality, or laughable wickedness, of

the bad characters of the play. Yet there is not the

faintest trace of comic acting in the whole piece from
beginning to end, any more than if it were a
religious service. But there are points about Judas
and Pilate which strike the rreighbouring villagers as

so intensely human that they laugh and chuckle over
them.
There are acted scenes and tableaux vivants follow-

ing one another in quick succession. \Ye have a
pause between the first and second parts of the piece

10 allow of refreshment, and we have regular tickets

issued for the places in the theatre—tickets for the

boxes and for pit, to translate the names into our
own phraseology. All this looks very practical. Yet
the play remains as strange and touching as ever.

The fear is it will be "done" to death by foreigners
;

that is its greatest danger. Already their presence is

so far felt that the longer interval between the first

and second acts in the first day's performance was
attributed to them. Instead of an hour there was a
pause of an hour and a half.

In a pamphlet entitled "Impressions of the Ammer
pan Passion Pl.iy, by an Oxonian," published by
H.ayes, and referring to last 3'ear's performance.
there is some appreciative criiicism on the cti ical

a-spect of the play. We transcribe some of the wri-

ter's impressions on thi.s head.

All through the Play, (he remarks) I kept repeat-

ing it to myself, " Thi.s is a primitive, medi.'cval, half-

eivilizcil peasantry, still sunk in the trammels of

priealcraft; it has never known what it is to have an
open Bible, and a free press ; it is deprived of the

blessings of the Elcciric Telegraph, and is about .'iOO

years )K:hind the present age." But it would not do.

I could not bnt confess that I v/as witnessing, not
only a )>cautiral, but a most subtle and delicate and
Ihonghtfal rendering of the Gospel History ; a ren-

dering in which the Truth wa4 gathered up into a
whole with a power ar.d grasp that put to «hamc the

loose and casual apprehension of this or that inter

esting trait or striking light, which is Hnfiicicnt fodder

for the weak stamina of the modem "IJcligions view."

As to general intelligence, refinement, and dignity,

who could not give all he had to see a spark of it in

the average English rustic or London rough ? The
charm of the people is indeed worth going miles to

see and feel ; it lights up the lovely valleys of the

Bavarian and Tyrolese Alps with the magic spell of

a courtesy that is never servile, and a simplicity that

is never coarse. The traveller is welcomed with a

heartiness that is almost friendship, and refreslied

with the delightful familiarity of innocent interest.

Their religion is untainted by the gloomy savageness

of the Vallais ; their roads are not ever and always

darkened by the gory horrois that make you shudder

and quake as you pass down the valleys of the

Rhone ; but often, as you peep with a lurking dread

into the little oratories, you are cheered by the soft

eyes of a Madonna whicti the gentle Cranach at Inns-

bruck has inspired, or by a quiet image of the Good
Shepherd. "Their services are marked by an impres-

sive earnestness, giving tliem that congregational

tone which to a Protestant seems so lacking to the

ordinary Mass. I saw hardly any drunkenness, and
but little misery, and begging is unknown. The cot-

tages are brilliant with pictured walls, and gay with

flowers ; all is clean and fresh, and bright and happy.

Such a life does much to explain the style of the

Play, but very little towards illustrating the meaning
of progress. Progress, of course, there is in civiliza-

tion, hut it requires, I felt, something deeper than

the Dailij Telegraph, more profound even than the

Times to explain in what it consists. It was impos

sible to talk grandly and vaguely about liberty of

thought in the presence of such a character of life as

I saw around me, and as the Passion-Play revealed.

As for the "happiness of the greatest number," the

words withered on my tongue. It takes a greater

and a grander principle than can be thrown off in a

newspaper article, or than can be touched on at the

tag end of this paper, to show how the quickened life

of the few in this troubled century, can be worth the

awful price paid for it in the degradation of the

many.
To return to the Play itself. So far as it can be

looked upon as a picture, it surely has all the virtues

of religious art. It unites them with the excitement

and beauty of motion, and intensifies them with all

the additional delights of the ear. And if the great

abuse of religious art comes from its tendency to

localize spiritual truth in the fleshly imagination,

this danger is avoided by such a drama as that of

Ammergau. The sight we get of Holy Persons is

not wrapt by the wonders of an unknown skill
;
the

forms do not beam upon us out of the mystic heaven

of an art in whose golden realms we have never trod,

as in the case of painting. Here we know too much
about it all to be carried off our legs by the flood of

its fascinations : its machinery is well within our

sphere, there is no ignoUim that we can he tricked into

taking jn-o waqnifico. Mair and Flunger, Hett and

Lecbner, Stadler and Zwink, we know them all

;

their sisters and brothers are with us ; honor them as

we will, they are still in their own country and in

their own home. The material difference between it

and a picture is that in the one there is nothing but

what you see, nothing hut the blue and the vermil-

ion ; while in the other there is behind a human be.

ing, with inharmonious passions concealed by an a>--

tificial state of feeling. Now, the danger of this lies

in its effect on the actors ; for as to the spectators, it

is hopeless to speculate on what is not seen or heard.

If we are morally responsible for more than a certain

amount of what goes on "behind scenes." it is im-

possible to listen to an anthem or an oratorio, much
less an opera. And as to the effect on the actors of

entering into solemn and awful subjects with such

dangerous intimacy, I must observe that it is re-

markable that this sensitive hesitation appears only

in limes of doubt and difficulty, and never enters the

head.4 of those whoso reverence is the most unshaken

and unswerving. Is it not the old story—the

prayers of the monks sounding like blasphemy and

impiety to the scepticism of the historian ?

Still, if a sacred drama presupposes, and can bo

justified only by snch a height of faith as Ibis, we
must suppose that Ammergau can only have pre-

served such a purity by e.xceplional, if not unique

circumstances. I have spoken of the peculiar beauty

of these peasants' lives; other facts conspire to

heighten the Play's character. Besides the halo of

its origin, its religious importance is raised by its

being practically alone—for the extempore perform-

ance of sfirrcd themes which arc common, I believe,

in the neighboring village fairs, arc tf)0 slight to

trench on its dignity, while they soften its strange-

ness. The people whose highest thought and feeling

it represents has kept iis belief pure and undcfiled.

Its picturesque Catholicism has never bscn allowed

to run riot with the morbid imagination of more
souihern minds, or with the grossness of northern

ones. lis simplicity has been heightened by contact

with the new world of Protestant severity and plain-

ness in a way and to a degree that must be considered

extraordinary. Its native refinement has preserved

it free from the incongruities which so naturally and
readily cluster round such performances ; and above
all, in contrast to the excitement of dramatic action,

which tended more and more, in mediaeval times, to

the introduction of the supernatural, so that theht

plays have become known to us as "Miracle-Plays,"

the Ammergau versionist has, with exquisite tasle

and delicacy, and with perfect recognition of the true

capabilities of the stage, clung to the human side of

our Lord's ministry, and enforced it with all the

grand plainness of S. Matthew, with the mystic fla-

vor of S. John, yet without a single stain of that over-

grown miraculousness which the fondling of the after

ages heaped upon the tale they loved. So far is this

abstinence carried, indeed, that the events after the

Resurrection are slurred over in too bnrried a man-
ner, perhaps, to allow for th^ir dogmatic and didac-

tic effect, the feeling being that wherever you touch

on the supernatural, human machinery becomes in-

adequate. However, the people see, as in a perfect

mirror, the human life which the Bible records. The
morality which that life personifies is carried out in a

high subjective tone which qualifies the necessarily

objective character of the representation ; for in-

stance, the chorus sings, on Judas's punishnaent,

without a tinge of materiality

—

'Sr> fled Cain—Ah ! whitlier ?

From yourpelf you cannot fly
;

In your own heart you carry
Your own Hell's agony !"

Thus it is that the self sufficient and independent

son of the 19th century may leave Ammergau, not

so much with the satisfaction of having relieved the

curiosity with which he entered it, as with the con-

sciousness of rebuke and reproach in the sight of a

faith, purer, livelier, and not less intellectual than he

has yet attained.

—

London Orchestra, July 7.

The Charity Children.

Mr. J. Hullah passes judgment in l\\a Academy on

the recent festival at St. Paul's as follows :

—

I had not attended one of these meetings for

many years past. They are interesting musically as

indices of the progress of the national ear; and as

such they are, on the whole, satisfactory. On the

occasion of my first and only other attendance at one

of them (as far back as during the reign of the late

Thomas Attwood—the Attwood who 'had seen' Mo-
zart), that great musician and judicious organist was,

I well remember, under the necessity of holding on

the last note of the melodv of every line of the Old

Hundredth Psalm, during several seconds, in order

that the juvenile choristers might recover the pitch

from which they had generally departed—downwards,

of course— to tiie extent of a semitone, more or less.

Little or nothing of the kind was observable on Thurs-

day. The intonation was, if not throughout faultless,

as "little faulty as we often find it with choristers of

greater experience and more pretension ; and this in

passages thecxtent of which upwards is considerable,

ef]., in the 'Hallelujah Chorus' and the 'Coronation

Anthem' of Handel.

The timbre, too, or quality of the vocal mass,

was agreeable, in spite of the large element of

cockney pronunciation—surely the meanest and most

odious in the three kingdoms. But in all other re-

spects, regarded as a musical performance—for the

moment my sole consideration—the mcetmg was any-

thing but saiisfactory. If the tune was good, the time

was quite the reverse. It would no doubt be difficult

to keep together a body of musical performers even

of far greater skill than those who constitute the choir

at this anniversary, scattered as they are over so large

an area. But the singing of these children is of a

kind indicative, not of difficulty arising from the lo-

cality or any circumstance connected with it, but of

their having had no training whatever in the dements

of music. For this there is no necessity whatever;

and the difficulty arising from it is altogether gratui-

tous. There are children enough in London, fairly

acquainted with musical notation, and with the rela-

tions, melodic and rhylhmic, of musical sounds, to

fill every corner of St.' Paul's with Westminster Ab-

bey and a dozen other of our largest public building.s

to boot. Not only so. In the majority of schools of

the class from which these children are taken there is

at least one teacher with musical skiil and science

enough to prepare a contingent who would come ready

to lake part in music incomparably more difficult thivn

any performed on Thursday—even without a general

rehearsal. Music no doubt is not as extensively or

as thoroughly taught in schools of whatever class as

it might he ; hut, under circumstances always of dilli-

cnlty, generally even of discouragement, it is taught

more extensively and more thoroughly than is gcncr-
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ally believed. The anniversary meeting of the Char-
ity Children might be made an evidence of tliis, in-

stead of remaining, as it Joes, an evidence to the con-

trary—with those who judge only from what they

hear on that occasion.

Extracts from Mr. Bowman's "Review" of

the Handel and Haydn Festival.

THE I'KINCIl'AL SOLO SINGEI18.

Foremost among these undoubtedly stands the ladv
to whoTn we have just referred, Mnie. Rudersdorff.

This vocalist, though by birth a Russian, is a cos-

mopolite in her art. Her fiue and voice are as fa-

miliar at the great festivals of the lower Rhine and
other parts of Germany as at those held at Syden-
ham Palace, Birmingham, Norwich and Gloucester.

Mr. Cummings also has been identified with most
of the English festivals for many years. It would,
perhaps, be an exaggeration to say that either of
these artists stands first in the public esteem in Eng-
land, but Mme. Rudersdorff has shared the soprano
part, and divided the honors with that great singer,

Allle. Titiens, and Mr. Cummings has not been so
far eclipsed by Mr. Sims Reeves but that his great
worth has been reco^jpized at its true value.

From the first it was evident that Mme. Ruders-
dorflF had been thoroughly trained in her vocation,
and was mistress of her art in every detail. Nothing
came amiss to her, and lier great abilities were equal-

ly conspicuous whether she declaimed with impas-
sioned energy the imprecations of the furious Medea,
or melted with supplication in entreaty for the life of
the widow's son in "Elijah." Her talent was broad,
earnest, dramatic, and intense,— that of a woman of
mobile and ai-dent temperament, alive to everything
about her, demonstrative in action, and quick in ex-
pression. Such persons enter fervently into the spirit

of what they sing, and reflect it vividly to the public
mind; and this Mme. Rudersdorff always did. The
difficulty in her case was often not so much how to

express, as how to refrain from over expression.
Much of Mendelssohn's music is gentle and sad, ex-
pressive of the passive and not the active qualities of
self-renunciation, and of resignation rather than of
self assertion ; and in these directions Mme. Ruders-
dorff failed to interpret him. A single instance will
sufficiently illustrate what we refer to. In the
"Hymn of Praise" occurs th.it beautiful expression
of resigned faith, humility, and trust, "I waited for
the Lord." The energy with which Mme. Ruders-
dorff waited was of the most active kind, and found
musical expression in the use of strongly marked
sforzandos, and other dramatic forms, not at all akin
to the reposeful character of the composition.
Mme. Rudersdorff's voice is not in its first fresh-

ness, but still it is a noble one, large, resonant, and,
in passages of sentiment or pathos, singularly tender
and beautiful. In such great songs as "Hear ye!
Israel," it lacked that clear, sparkling beauty that
was so conspicuous in Mme. Parepa, who sang this

aria with a breadth and brightness of voice as though
she called all Judea to listen to the message to be
delivered. But. on the other hand, to all passages of
description or of emotion Mme. Rudersdorff gave a
graphic intensity that colder singers fail to .ippi-oach.

This was conspicuous in the great scena from "Me-
dea," and also throughout the "Elijah." The epi-
sode of the death of the son of the widow of Zareph-
ath, the suspicion of the mother that the prophet had
slain the boy, her grief and supplication for aid in

her sore affliction, her doubt as to the power of Eli-
jah to bring the dead to life, and her final crowning
joy at the restoration of the child, were all so beauti-
fully and truly pictured, as to win the utmost admi-
ration from the audience.

Throughout the festival Mme. Rudersdorff was a
tower of strength, a singer to be relied on. No one
after the first day felt the least doubt that she would
sustain her part to the end, and well. She did not
tire easily, but found sufficient spare voice to sing in

many of the choruses, and energy enough to be in-

terested in everything that was taking place in chorus,
orchestra, or audience. Such a vital woman always
carries with her a valuable and inspiriting sympa-
thetic power and moral support.

Mr. Cummings' abilities were of quite another or-
der.^ There was no passionate earnestness in his
singing, but an even excellence. Whatever he did
was characterized by discretion, good judgment, and
a broad intelligence. He was a singer of such re-

finement and delicate sensibility that at the close of
whatever he sang one could not but commend the
tact with which the salient points had been brought
oat, the admirable wisdom with which every musical
phrase had been balanced, and the exact measure of
expression according to it. Mr. Cummings' voice
was by no means a marvel of beauty, whether as re-

gards quality or quantity. Many men have finer

voices, and even more have larger ones, but in tire

well trained skill, the discipline of years, the discre-

tion and the wisdom that guided Mr. Cummings in

the use of his powers to their best advantage, and en-

abled him to convey to his hearers the exact mean-
ing of the composer, he has no equal among us.

THE P.iSSION MDSIC.

The performance of Bach's passion music we re-

gard as one of the pivotal points of the week. It

called for no ordinary degree of musical courage and
reverent love of art, to face this severe and exacting
work. No other society in this country has been so

brave or so lofty in its aims as to attempt it. What-
ever was done in this direction it was clear was to be

done through fiiith and for pure art's sake, and not
with much hope of captivating at once the jiopular

ear. It was a true and noble work for the society to

undertake, and in their long record of the achieve-

ments of half a century, there will be no brighter

page than that on which stands recorded the fact that

on the evening of the 1.3lb of May, 1871, the Handel
and Haydn Society, for the first time, interpreted to

an American audience a portion of Sebastian Bach's
passion music from St. Matthew's Gospel.

Whatever may be the inclinations of individu.al

taste, or however this person may find the music an-
tiquiited, or that other may find it dull, the fact re-

mains, and is beyond all question or dispute, that the

music itself is beautiful, not only spiritually but ma-
terially. Those who fail to find it .so may rest as-

sured that the fault is in them, and not in it ; and
that they need to bring themselves up to the right

level of appreciation ; for Bach is as truly and un-
equivocally great in bis direction as was Homer, or

Dante, or Milton. He and Handel are the two great

composers of Protestantism, and their works are the

corner-stones upon which all oratorio writers have
built. The superstructure may change its form with

the mutations of taste, but theirs is the quarry from
which all have hewn. Every composer of eminence,
from Bach's own day to this, has acknowledged his

greatness,—none more freely than Beethoven. As
for Mendelssohn, his works show how deeply he had
drunk from that pure and living fountain, and it is

well known with what zeal he applied himself in the

flower of his youth to the production of this very
work.

Finally, Schumann himself, perhaps the profound-
est and most original composer of his generation, has

said in his Musical Life Maxims : "Make Bach's
Well-tempered Clavichord your daily bread, so shall

you surely be a thorough musician."
The passion music called out all the best elements

of the great composer's genius. His talent never
shone more brightly than when turned to the pur-

poses of devotion ; and this recital of the sufferings

and death of the Saviour it may well be believed

aroused his deepest feelings and moved him to the

fullest exercise of his transccndant powers. The re-

sult is a work fall of the purest and highest expres-

sion of musical feeling, solemn, devout, and fervent,

replete with grace and beauty, and of such sterling

merit that as surely as it comes to be known it will

commend itself more and more to the admiration of

him who gives himself faithfully to its study, till

whatever quaintness of form it may at first have
seemed to possess will be hut an added element of

beauty. It would be a labor of love to recall, one by
one,.the solemn beauty of the chorals, arias, recita-

tives, and choruses that compose the sixteen num-
bers of this work that were selected for perform-

ance. All of them were composed in a sjiirit of sim-
plicity, of conviction, and of earnest devotion, and in

the golden amber of Bach's godliness they have been
preserved to us for this century and a quarter, and
still the essential spirit of Christianity shines out

from them. Bach was a man who was engrossed in

his calling, who disdained artifice, who was direct,

simple-minded, and earnest ; and all this his music
declares. It %vas made for the religious use and com-
prehension of the common people, and not fashioned

to please the dilettanti. The chorale is the great oc-

curring theme, the central pillar of his musical build-

ing. To this he always returns with ever-varying

skill, and certainly nothing in all the range of musi-
cal composition finds its way more directly to the

heart than do some of his chorales. For instance,

that beautiful one :

—

"0 Head, all hruised and wounded !

Hung up to brutal scorn !"

What could be more toncbingly beautiful ! Doubt-
less, however, the selection that gave most universal

pleasure was the chorus, "Ye lightnings, ye thun-

ders," in which the faithful believers call upon the

elements to avenge and overwhelm the betrayers of

the Saviour. There was a fierce vehemence about

this chorus that quite startled the audience, and it

was followed by a storm of applause and demand for

repetition. It showed how easily Bach could handle
the dramatic element when he was so minded.
What words can tell the tender beauty of the con-

cluding chorus, describing the afflicted disciples

about the sepulchre of their departed Lord ?

—

"Around thy tomb here sit we weeping,
And murmur low in tone supprest."

The musical phrase upon which the chorus is based

is of great beauty, and it is one also that Mendels-

sohn has, perhaps unconsciously, borrowed more
than once. The translation used was Mr, Dwight's,

and was framed in reverent symjiathy with the com-
poser's meaning, and with a fine appreciation and
mastery of that most difficult of tasks, the adaptation

of words to music.

ilusital Corrtspnhnte.

The Handel Festival.

London, Jone 27.—The present Handel Festiv.al

has proved the most successful musical entertainment

ever known in the history of the world. In point of

numbers, both of performers and listeners, it has far

exceeded the previous festivals given in honor of the

great oratorio composer.

The Festival of IS'l lasted three days, and took

place as usual, in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham.

The first day was devoted to the Hcssiah. The work

has been given so often by monster bands of singers,

that its performance, hojvever enjoyable, had scarcely

the charm of novelty. The soloists were all familiar

to the audience. The vast body of chorus singers

sang the well-known music almost by heart, and with

the swing and ease which come from familiarity. Sir

Michael Costa, who conducted, took the time more

slowly than at the Exeter Hall performances, recog-

nizing the impossibility of doing with a colossal cho-

rus what could be done with one of a medium size.

On the second day a miscellaneous programme

was offered. It was too long to be endured even by

a patient English audience ; but it contnined many

features of unusual interest. It began with the Det-

tmgen Te Deum, a work which Handel originally

wrote on the occasion of the return of one of the

Georges from a rather absurd campaign. It was first

produced at the little Chapel Royal of St. James's

Palace, and has since been heard in every city where

the memory of Handel is revered. Mr. Santley took

the bass solos, and the trumpet playing of Mr. Harp-

er was a prominent orchestral feature. Mr. Best

then played on the organ, with orchestral accompa-

niment, the first of Handel's six Concertos for organ

and orchestra. Sims Reeves sang "Deeper and

deeper still," sublimely. London connoisseurs, who

h.ave listened to him for many years, declare that

nothing in his whole artistic career has equalled his

singing on this eventful occasion. Of course the au-

dience were wild with delight, and the vast transept

of the Crystal Palace resounded with cheers of wel-

come and applause. Reeves also sang "How vain is

man," from Judus. Vernon Rigby selected "Call

forth thy powers ;" and Mr. Santley gave the aria

"Nasceal bosco," which is published in the appendi.x

to the modern editions of Israel in Efli/pt, and was

often introduced in the oratorio. Mme. Trebelli,

now the prominent contralto of London, sang "Verdi

prati," and "He bids the circling seasons shine."

Mme. Sinico, Titiens, Patey, Cummings and Agnesi

all lent their invaluable aid to complete the attrac-

tions of this memorable entertainment, in which also

the vast chorus took part, creating a great impression

in the choral extracts from Solomon,

But the culmination of this superb festival was

the performance on F'riday, the 23d, of Israel in Ei/i/pt.

There can be no doubt that this was the most stu-

pendous musical performance the world has ever seen.

Mr. Kerr Gedge,a promising young tenor,had the hon-

or of opening this work with the brief recitative, "Now
there arose a new king in Egypt." The next phrase,

"And the children of Israel sighed," was sung by the

contralto, Mrs. Patey. Then came the marvellous
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series of choruses which form the first part of the

oratorio. The "Hailstone Chorus" of course made

a very great impression. The sublime movement,

"He sent a thick darkness," was magnificenily sung,

and indeed the same remark may be made of all the

choruses. In the pastorale, "As for his people," the

pmnissimo effects produced by the large chorus were

noticealile. The fugal movement, "He led them

through the deep," was another success ;
while the

pecuUar iteration of words in "There was not one of

them left" came out with tremendous effect.—In the

second part of the oratorio, the numerous double cho-

ruses were simply beyond criticism in their manner

of performance. The solo parts by Mmes. Sherring-

ton, Eudcrsdorff and I'atey, were well sung, but

from the immense size of the auditorium wer^ not

really enjoyable. An exception must, however, be

made in the case of Sims Reeves ;
the moment his

curly head appeared as he came up the platform steps

there was a general burst of applause. The petted

favorite took graciously the welcome of the admiring

public ; he bowed, and even deigned to sweetly smile.

After the applause had subsided he sang his air "The

enemy said," the only tenor solo in the oratorio. Mr.

Reeves was in excellent voice, and rendered the mor-

ceau in glorious stjle. Cheer after cheer rewarded

him, but he steadfastly refused an encore, and after

bowing took his seat till the storm of plaudits should

abate. Sims Reeves never was more popular in

England than he is to day. His voice is also as good

as ever, while that of Mario is in the last stages of

decay. Reeves, as usual with him, will not sing

when he does not want to ; that is, unless Jie feels he

is in thoroughly good voice. In this way Reeves is

never heard to sing badly, and he preserves his repu-

tation as a vocalist intact.

Among the lady singers at the Festival, Titiens

was certainly the greatest ; but fine as she is, she

does not equal the oratorio singers of years gone by,

such as Jenny Lind and Clara Novello. Next to

Sims Reeves, the tenor Cammings—who leaves in a

few weeks again for America—has given the mo't sat-

isfaction. Mme. Patcy, who also is about to visit the

New World professionally, has shown her ability as

an accomplished contralto' singer.

A Handel Festival is no longer a novelty in

En<'land, and of course docs not attract the general

attelition which that of 1857 did. The festival of

1871 was given bv the Crystal Palace company, who

assumed all the risks, and engaged the singers. The

chorus of course gave their services gratuitously, but

in most instances their railroad fare was paid. Many

came from distant provincial towns, the Cathedral

choirs being largely represented. It was at first

feared that the enterprise would not he a pecuniary

success, for it was evident that the public at large

vias hy no means excited over the matter ;
hut the

result'has proved most satisfactory, ensuring the con-

tinuance of these great Triennial Festivals.

The following is the number of visitors who have

attended the Festival on each day :

Rehearsal, 18 676; 1st dav, 21.946; 2nd day,

21,.330; .3cl day, 2.3,016; total, 8-1,968,

The oratorio season is nearly over in London ;
but

three pei-formances of Messiah, the Creation, arid

Elijnh are announced to take place at the splendid

new Albert Hall. Otto Goldschmidt also announces

two performances of his Ruth, with Jenny Lind Gold-

schmidt as the principal vocalist. Trovator.

?b}ig|fs lonrnal of S«sit.
: ^m^
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Bershard Listemakn. The New York Sun

pays the following just compliment to an artist whom

Boston will reclaim in due time :

Mr. Listemann, who has been a leading violinist

in Boiton, for the last few years, has transferred his

residence to this city, and is now playing first violin

at the Central Park Garden concerts, occasionally

also appearing as a soloist. Next winter he will dis-

continue his orchestral playing and will be the solo

Tiolinist of Thomas's concerts.

What is Bo-iton's loss is our gain, for Mr. Liste-

mann has at once been recognizc/1 as an artist of the

best type, having a broad and fine musical intelli-

gence, and being in sympathy with the highest and

best forms of masicafeomposition. His tone is pure

and true and beaotlfnl, and his playing each as every

conn«w«!ir can listen to with unalloyed pleasure.

What for the next Season ?

The musical prospect is bewildering, and even

threatening. A plenty of good music we shall have,

no doubt,—good; bad and indifferent; the only

trouble is, that we are threatened with too much. To

judge from all the newspaper ondils, and hints, and

feelers, it would seem as if this country had come to

be regarded as the musical El-dorado among all the

musical fortune seekers of ther Old World. There is

scarcely a famous artist in Europe, scarcely a com-

pany of artists, of whom we do not read that he, or

she, or they are in negotiation with some enterprising

manager, Yankee, Englishman or Jew, preparatory

to a musical tour of the States. They hear what

harvests have been reaped by Nilsson and Parepa,

even by young lady pianists, like Mehlig, and they

all burn with the fever to go and do likewise. Tbey

hear how Oratorio has taken root in Boston, and is

sending out shoots into other cities, and tbey say :

Let us make haste to enter in and reap. They hear

how the smart opera impresarios, by skilful trumpet-

ing and "managing of the press," have found out

that they can make money with the cheap thing just

as easily as with the good thing,— i. e. by moving

rapidly from place to place, and flooding it after a

long drought, to be succeeded by another,—or, to

change the figure, exhausting the soil by feverish

short "seasons," furnishing no wholesome permanent

supply :—and they all covet a share, which each

one hopes to make the lion's share, in the "little

game." Of course, too, they have all learned

how to talk of themselves as apostles, missionaries

of taste and culture to a half savage continent,

at the same time bestowing their most flattering

encouragements and compliments on such "appreci-

ative" and hopeful publics as they find in Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, &c.

We dare not undertake to enumerate the more or

less famous singers, instrumental virtuosos, opera

and concert troupes, whose advent on our shores has

been announced already, or foreshadowed. But if

the half of them should really come, we fear they

would stand terribly in one another's light, and more

than half of them would go home sadly disappointed

;

while the effect upon our musical development here

would be so to distract the public mind as seriously

to put back the quiet organized endeavors in each

town and city to build up something permanent and

wholesome of its own, some never failing fountains

from the well of music "pure and undefiled." The

whole air will be thick with "stunning" advertise-

ments ; and the real love of music needs a more

tranquil atmosphere to thrive well in. Wc shall be

a truly cultivated and art loving people, when we

have reached the point that we can be comparatively

indifferent to such appeals, because we love truth in

Art tco well to be continually startled off our bal-

ance by pretentious novelty.

In the long list that unfolds itself—wo mean that

part of it which is the most certain—there is much

that we shall be glad to welcome. Miss Nilsson will

certainly appear in Opera,if not occasionally in Orato-

rio and Concerts ; and there are even intimations that

she will make her lyric debut here in Boston early in

the Fall. Her company includes Miss Annie Cary,

the French tenor Capoul, the bass Jamet,and the well-

known Brignoli. Mme. PAREP.v-Ro3A,in fresh health

again, is probably already on her way back to this

country, and will open in English Opera at the New

York Academy in the first week of October. Of

course we shall have our turn in Boston. Her troupe

includes,—besides Mrs. Scguin, Castle, Campbell,

and most of her old artists,-Miss Clara Doria,

daughter of the English composer, John Barnctt,

and a young English tenor, of whom report speaks

highly, named Tom Karl. We may rely upon Carl

Rosa and his lady for a good repertoire and careful

renderings at least.

The Ballad Troupe, organized by Mr. Dolby, for-

merly the agent of Dickens here, including Mme.

Patey, contralto, Miss Edith AVynne, the charming

English ballad singer, Mr. Santley, the great Eng-

lish baritone, and Mr. W. H. Cumminos, whose re-

turn will he most welcome, have taken the Boston

Music Hall, we understand, for eight concerts in Oc-

tober. They will also cooperate with the Handel

and Haydn Society in some half dozen Oratorio per-

formances in November and December. And while

on the subject of Oratorio, it gives us pleasure to as-

sure our readers that the good work so well begun

by that Society on Bach and other noble music will

not be suspended in consequence of these engage-

ments ; on the contrary, they will pursue the study

of the Passion Music until they can sing it all
;
nor

will "Israel in Egypt" be put away to sleep. If

Nilsson too should sing in Oratorio, and Mme.

RCDEKSDORFF adhere to her design of coming over

in the winter, we shall be strong in Oratorio. Among

the sterling singers, however, we shall miss our man-

ly Basso, Mr. M. W. Whitnev, who is already on

his way abroad, and of whom we shall hear next

winter in the oratorios and concerts in England.

However popular the Dolby Ballad Concefts may

be, we doubt not that the entertainments which our

friend Mr. Peck is organizing,—ten in number, two

of them orchestral—will prove neither less attractive

nor less worthy. With sucb a list of artists as he

has secured, and with his long and careful study of

the tastes and likings of the Boston public, there is

little danger either of poor performance or of very

trashy programmes.

Of Symphony and other noble Orchestral music

the promise is at least as rich as the review of last

year. This time the Harvard Musical Association

will be the first in the field, with its seventh season of

Ten Svmphony Concerts, beginning as usual on

Thursday afternoon, the 9th of November, and run-

ning noariy to the end of March. Mr. Zerkahn

will still conduct ; the orchestra, in spite of the loss of

Listemann and a few others, will as a whole be even

better than before, and the programmes equally at-

tractive. Theodore Thomas and. his orchestra

tills time will come later
;
probably about New Year,

instead of in October as in the past two years. To

replace the great attraction of Miss Meiilig, who re-

mains abroad, at least through the coming winter, he

has engaged another "bright particular star," newly

risen in Germany, Miss Sophia Mentek. (Wonder-

ful young lady pianists are getting so plenty.that there

seems to be hardly any chance for a piano-playing

man!). Her name is wholly new to us. She is a

pupil of Liszt, will probably keep the Liszt school

largely in the foreground, and is said to possess great

per'sonal beauty. We find in the Slgnale of Leipsic,

June 20, an account of her performance at a concert

in Baden-Baden, from which we are tempted to

translate, as giving some idea of her, although it

reads almost as if it were written expressly to ope-

rate on the American market.

Any one who linew witli what enthusiaem Frl. Mentcr had

been received during thene last years, wherever she had ap-

peared, especially in Prague, Vienna, Pesth, &c.,was prepared

beforehand to expect Bomething extraordinary. But even wo,

who have followed her career from the beginning with the

greatest interest, and have been witnesses in part to her

steadily increasing success,—even we were surprised when wo

heard the young and lov. ly artist again for the first time

after a pause of several years, and now admired the wonder-

child of such great promise as a complete mistress of her art.

These last years, in which Frl. Menter has been studying with

Tauslg and Liszt, have ripened her with wonderful rapidity,

and developed her great talent to the highest bloom. No

wonder, if tho great masters, after whom she has striven so

successfully, look with prldo upon this scholar. The uduiiqiic

is for her a standpoint thoroughly achieved ;
for her there

are no dinicultlcs left ; nay, it seems to give her a peculiar
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pleasure to seek out new hindrances, that she may overcome

them in her playing. lu strength and endurance, in bril-

liancy and clan of delivery, she is a match for any pianist
;

at the same time there ie a thoroughly genial trait, a charm

that may be called almost demoniacal, in her playing
;
and

yet she unites with it a genuine feminine grace and elegance.

She controls her instrument with sovereign power; she stands

completely above her tasks, and this enables her to impress

upon them the charm of an individuality, which is

entirely artistic, free and independent. Friiulein Menter

had chosen three pieces, which had been composed by

those piano-Titans, Rubinstein, Tausig and Liszt, for their

own concert performances. Thereby she gave us not only her

own artistic confession of faith, but also the measure by which

she is to be judged. One who can play Rubinstein's Etude

(on so-called "false notes"), Tausig's Concert arrangement of

Weber's ''Invitation to the Dance," and Liszt's bravura trans-

cription of the Tarantelle from "Masaniello," as she played

them, can venture upon any thing. There is in fact no task

to which she is not fully equal ; in the last concert she gave

us comparatively small proofs of what she can do. Had it

been a soiree with orchestra, and could we have heard from

her a Concerto of Beeethoven, of Chopin, or of Liszt, then in-

deed the most intrinsically valuable phases of her great talent,

those of pervading intellectuality and poetic coloring, would

of course have come out into a far (^learer light, than in the

rendering of those three bravura pieces, in which she showed

herself more as the sovereign mistress of teclmique.—We hope

we have not heard Frl. Menter here for the last time. If only

America does not seduce her from us too soon ! Alas ! we see

all the signs of that already ! Laurels she can never lack,

whether in the old world or the new."

Well, we shall see ; meanwhile a formidable rival

awaits tlie lady here already in the person of the

Fiaukin Marie Krebs.— Spealiing; of orchestras,

we read of quite a unique importation, from Vienna,

soon expected in New York : actually an Orchestra

of Women ! The band is small, we are told, some
twenty instruments, but of all classes, strings, wood

and brass. This will make it easier to credit what

that extravagant, Inxurious Englishman of the last

century, Beckford, relates of a female orchestra he

heard somewhere in Italy or Spain. We wonder

why some enterprising fellow does not bring us over

one of those small hands or orchestras of Hungarian

gypsies, such as we- have heard in cafds in the South

of Germany, who play together with such a furor of

enthusiasm thas they seem each to improvise his part.

Finally there is a new Jullien in the field, a son of

the famous one, already giving promenade concerts

in New York, who is said to take after his illustrious

sire in dress and manner, if in nothing else. He too

has an eye upon the Music Hall.

—Here memory fails ; hosts of new-comers we have

seen mentioned somewhere ; whether we herald them

or not, they will not hide their light under a bushel,

for artists they all are in this modern art of arts

called advertisement, if in nothing else. To come

back to the more wholesome and important matter of

our own domestic fare :

For classical Chamber Music Boston will not thirst

in vain. It is now considered settled that the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club, weary of wanderings, will

stay at home and draw the bow pro arts et focis. So

we shall not experience another winter without a

hearing of the Violin Quartets and Quintets o^

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert,

Schumann and the rest. And the pianists we have

always with us, as many and as good as one can

reasonably wish. Leonhard and Lang, Perabo and

Parker, and as many more risen or rising into at

least local fame : what more need we have ? And
they all play the best kind of music, making their

appeal mainly and directly to the best kind of audi-

ence. Content with these, why need we sigh for

Lisztian virtuosity clad in the beauty of Eve's daugh-

ters I Then we have such singers as Kreissmann,

Mrs. Barry, and more, soulful and intelligent inter-

preters of what is best in song. The two "Conser-

vatories" also will keep up their perpetual round of

chamber concerts.

The visit made us last May by the Mendelssohn

Club of male part-song singers from New York, has

had the effect to quicken a vague ideal or desire for

something of the same sort which has long existed

here, into some positive, organic action. The result

is the formation of the amateur Club, of which we

copy an account below. It is a welcome sign. But

it suggests yet other wants, of which we slmll have

more to say.

Leipzig Consertatort. The following com-

munications, just received, will be of interest to

many :

A Card.
The undei signed has been requested by Director Conrad

Schleinitz, of the Conservatory of Leipzig, to publish in some

American paper a Card, containing the desire of that gentle-

man to possess for his album a photograph of all Americans

who have studied music at th^jeipzig Conservatory and h.ave

been honorably dismissed from the Institution. Calling the

attention of all concerned to the above, I take pleasure in of-

fering my services to those intending to come to Germany

with the intention of studying music, languages, etc. Every

information by which they may be benefited will be cheerful-

ly given, and an "International Elucatiooal Guide" for the

instruction of all will soon be published.

EDWARD "WIEBE.

Leipzig, Jime 4, 1871. [late of Springfield, Mass.]

Leipzig, .7unt 4, 1871.

John S. Dwight. Editor "Dwight's Journal of Music."

Dear Sir;—I take pleasure in being able to contradict as-

sertions, made some months ago by several Boston music ad-

vertising sheets, that Kapellmeister Carl Reinecke soon

would follow Carl Gloggner to Boston. The Kapellmeister

has never thought of leaving his European sphere of useful-

ness in which he has been so admirably successful for more

than twenty years. Mr. Gloggner has been replaced by Mr.

Konawka, and it does not seem as if the Leipzig Conservatory

has been the loser by the departure for America of the first

named gentleman. Yours, etc. EDW. WIEBE.

Capoui., the New French Tenor, who is to

be a member of the Nilsson opera troupe, has won an

unequivocal success this summer in London, at Her

Majesty's Opera. The il/iisicn? IFbrW says of him :

Mr. Capoul is perhaps the most irreproachable

French tenor in the Opera Comiqne style since Mr.

Roger, whom he resembles in very many respects.

He sings like Mr. Roger, acts like Mr. Roger, and

even looks like Mr. Roger. There is the same deli-

cately refined management of the "head notes," the

same redundancy of expression and gesture, the same
predilection for "tempo rubato," which distinguished

his renowned predecessor, for so many years the

glory of the Rue Feydeau. We can easily under-
stand the unanimous favor with which Mr. Capoul
has been accepted by French connoisseurs, and can
as readily believe that he will win unanimous accep-

tance in any country where genuine art is understood
—seeing that, in his way, he, at the present epoch,
stands alone. His voice is by no means so rich and
powerful as the voice of Mr. Roger, but it equals it

in sweetness of quality, is quite as flexible, and quite

as much under the control of its possessor. Mr. Ca-
poul's view of the character of Faust is precisely that

which every French artist adopts ; and as the Fmist of

Mr. Gounod is an opera essentially French in its ten-

dencies, no one can logically object to that view, espec-

ially when we take into consideration that the mas-
terpiece of the distinguished French composer had al-

ready been heartily welcomed in Germany before its

production by Mr. Mapleson at Her Majesty's Thea-
tre, when M. Gounod himself was in the house. M.
Capoul both acts the character in the French man-
ner, and sings the music in the French manner; but
as in either case what he does attains the acme of
perfection in the school to which he belongs, it can-
not fail to please. We need not enter into details.

Enough that at the end of Act 1, when, by the art of
Mephistopheles, Faust is once more restored to youth,
M. Capoul had produced an impression not begayn-
sayed. This, in spite of certain drawbacks not de-
pendent upon himself, was strengthened as the opera
went on, and his tender and graceful, if somewhat
spun out, rendering of the well-known soliloquy "Sal-
ve dimora," which was unanimously asked for again,
confirmed M. Capoul's success in so emphatic a
manner that there was no fear of the sequel. The
sequel, indeed, showed an end, worthy the beginning.
This result is the more to the credit of M. Capoul,
inasmuch as his brief career has been exclasively
devoted, if we are not mistaken, to the repertory
of the Opera Comique, to wliich it is scarcely nec-
essary to say Faust does not belong.

A New Musical Club in Boston. The Easy
Chair in the current number of Harper's Magazine

discourses in its usual pleasant vein on a recent con-

cert by the New York Vocal Society, an organization

composed of the best singers in the metropolis, and
devoted to the practice and performance of madrigals,

glees, and matter of a kindred nature. It is not the

first time he had aggravated us by reports of enter-

tainments the like of which, despite the assumption

that Boston is the musical centre of America, have

not been heard here. There is a mine of music in

the old English writers, which might be worked to

the most profitable advantage, not only of part-songs,

but of solos for every variety of voice. The coming

season, however, will, it is confidently expected, bring
some reforms in this direction. First, in the Dolby
Ballad Troupe, whose intention, it is said, is to pre-

sent selections from English writers mainly in the
way of both solo and concerted matter. But the
concerts by this company will be few, and its de-

parture will leave us almost as hungry for the simple
but nutritious food as it finds us. ]3y the new socie-

ty now forming, the want long felt by music-lovers
and students, generally, and by those who have read
of or heard the madrigal societies in New York es-

pecially, will be to some extent supplied. There is,

probably, no abuse of confidence in stating all that is

known of this, organization. The active members
will be limited to one hundred, and will include near-
ly every good male voice in the city. The associate

members will number five hundred, and besides an
admission fee will be subject to an annual assessment,

thus creating a fund for such necessary running ex-
penses as rent, compensation for a conductor and
pianist, and providing as well for the formation of an
adequate library. The Chickering Club, though
forming the nucleus of the new society, will continue
its present course independently. All will unite in

the election of trustees and other executive officers,

but with the active members only will rest the choice
of conductor, and from their number a music com-
mittee will be appointed. The associate members
will have certain privileges of admission for them-
selves and friends to the rehearsals and concerts, it

being intended that one of the latter shall be given
monthly. It is to be understood that the club arc

never to sing "for money," and thus much of the

jealousy which seems to be inseparable from profes-

sional people will be avoided. And the entertain-

ments, instead of serving as means of introducing

one or two good musicians, whose efforts are made
to extinguish those of every one else, will be, as they
ought,—and as those of the New York society are

said to be—a logical arrangement and an amalgama-
ted composite. The gentler sex will not be admitted
to membership. But, if there should be a demand
for peformances by mixed voices, ladies may be "in-

vited," as is now done in making up the choir of the

Handel and Haydn Society. Such an association

deserves all the encouragement that can be given to

it. And there is room for still another. Among the

works of modern masters are many cantatas and gho-

ral compositions of a secular character, which cannot
be taken up by the Handel and Haydn Society ; such
as Schumann's Paradise and the Peri, Mendelssohn's
Walpurgis Night, and others without number. These
works, it is true, may be performed by the new socie-

ty, but as its concerts will be given to a limited cir-

cle, those outside will not be permitted the opportu-
nity of enjoyment and edification which would he

afforded by a club, organized and conducted like the

Handel and Haydn Society.

—

Sunday Courier.

New Yokk Harmonic Societt. The election

of officers, to serve for the ensuing year, took place

recently, and resulted in the election of the following

officers : President, Thomas J. Hall ; Vice-Presi-

dents, James H. Todd, Dr. James Pech ; Secretary,

F. R. Battebury ; Conductor and Musical Director,

Dr. James Pech. This society will, during the com-
ing season, give, in conjunction with the soloists of

the London Sacred Harmonic Society, Miss Edith
Wynne, Mme. Whytock-Patey, Mr. Wm. H. Cum-
mings, Mr. F. G. Patey, and the renowned basso,

Mr. Santley, a series of oratorios and cantatas com-
prising "Elijah," "Samson," "Judas Maccaba3us,"
"The Messiah," "Creation," "Acisand Galatea" and
the "Hymn of Praise." The chorus is to be three

hundred strong, and the orchestra will be composed
of sixty-two performers. The New York Harmonic
Society in previous years has done good service in

the cause of religion and musical art, and if within
the last few years its energies have been somewhat
paralyzed by untoward circumstances, tbe directors

at the present time are evidently determined to carry

through the coming season with the utmost vigor.
'
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Musical Projects in PiiiLADELPniA.—The

extraordinary success of the open air concerts of Carl
Sentz's Orchestra, at the Miinnerchor Garden, has
encouraged their enterprising leader to form new pro-

jects of a musical nature on a much grander scale-

Early in the autumn—say in October—he proposes
to give a couple of monster concerts in Fairmount
Park. He will reinforce all the available talent of
this city, with additions from New York, Boston and
Baltimore, and thus create an orchestra of about one
hundred and fifty. As there can be no charge for

entertainments in the Park, he hopes to have the

money for the necessary expenses contributed by
liberal citizens. It may be expected also, that the

city railway companies, which would profit greatly

by the concerts, will each give a handsome sum. As
these crncerts will be on a particularly grand scale,

they will attract thousand-f of strangers to the city,

and the hotels, as well as the railroad companies,
would thus derive benefit.

We merely allude briefly now to this one project of

Mr. Sentz's, and add a word concerning another. It

is to arrange for a continuous series of open-air con-
certs next season, with a much larger orchestra than
the present one, to be given in a much more spacious
garden. He has his eye on one or two localities,

either of which, if obtained, would be as good as

Central Park Garden of New York, or better. He
would aim to have as large and as fine an orchestra
as Theodore Thomas, and as tlie admission price

would be equally moderate, there can be no doubt
that the concerts would be as attractive and pop-
ular. Everyone visiting the Miinnerchor Garden
concerts on a fine evening must know, from
the crowds that attend them, that the Philadelphia
public crave good music, and will pay for it even in

a limited space and from a small orchestra. If Mr,
Sentz can carry out his design for a permanent series

on a much more extensive scale, it is quite certain

that the support given him would be proportionately
liberal.

—

Eve. Bultelin.

This will be a Symphony night at the Miinnerchor
Garden. Each Wednesday evening Mr. Carl Sentz
has determined to indulge liimself and his audience
with a complete Symphony in addition to other
pieces. Last Wednesday he gave a charming Sym-
phony by Haydn, and next Wednesday there will

probably be one of Beethoven's. The success of
these open-air concerts has been extraordinary. The
good music, the pleasant company, the perfect ar-

rangements for comfort and good order, and the ex-
cellent business management of Mr. Torchiana com-
bine to make the concerts the most attractive ever
given here in the summer.

—

Ihkl, Jubj 19.

New Musical Instrument. We find the fol-

lowing in a Cincinnati paper, and copy it for what it

may be worth. But will this hook-harmonium play

everything in "octaves" ? Heaven save us ! And
save us also from that dreadful day when "Music of

the Future will be played in every house."

Among the patents issued last week was one to

Mr. Thomas Atkins of this city, for a new musical
instrument. A working model of this instrument
can be seen and heard at the piano rooms of Atkins
& Co., 161 Fourth Street. It presents externally

somewhat the appearance of an upright piano, and
has a similar keyboard and action, including ham-
mers and damper. In o'her respects it differs from
the piano, having no strings, no tension, and conse-
qnenily fewer imperfections. The tones are pro-

duced by the hammers striking upon steel hooks of a

peculiar construction. The.se hooks have three

prongs, the center one being used to attach the hook
firmly to a metallic support. The outer prongs dif-

f.-r in length, and herein lies the value of Mr. Atkins'
discovery. We speak of it as a discovery, not an in-

vention. Mr. Atkins, who is both an excellent mu-
sician and an ingenious mechanic, has devoted years

to the construction of an instrument that would oh
Tiate some of the insuperable imperfections of the

piano. In the proce.ss of experiment he hit upon ihe

hook of the form described, and ui)on testing it, dis-

covered, to his delight, the development of a new
acoustic principle, the only like discovery made in

nearly a thousand years. When struck, the hook
pives oat not only a pnre unstained tone, but a per

feet harmonic. It would be long to lell how many
years have been wasted by musicians in reaching

after ihc efTect which Mr. Atkins produces by this

contrivance. Liszt himself spent some years in ex-

perimenting with tuning forks, but found himself

limited to a scale of about four and a half octaves.

Others have Iriwl, and after tedious labor have met
with no better success. The attempts to constrnct a

keytd insimmcnt out of steel have hitherto been fail-

ures. Now imagine Mr. Atkins seated at this novel
instrument. It is as if a musical box fifty times en-

larged were playing. The high notes have all the

brilliancy of strings, but in descending the scale the

tones approach the timbre of wind instruments, like

the organ. The purity of tone throughout makes
other musical sounds comparatively coarse. It is

continued and singing, and its volume is regulated by
the touch of the player and the pressure of the pedal

;

its only harmonic is the octave. It is a wonderful
success, considering the steel hooks were forged upon
an ordinary anvil, and have flaws and imperfections

that will be avoided when they are cut by proper
machinery. Doubtless there will be many modifica-

tions and improvements, but there can be none in

the acoustic principle developed. Theoretically its

power is without liii it. It would be as easy to give
it a range of ten octaves as seven, and its volume
may be vastly increased by gi-eater bulk in the steel

books. Chimes could be as readily constructed as

an instrument for the concert room or parlor. As
there is no tension, it can not get out of tune, and
noihing about it out of order but the action. Its

simplicity, its durability, its quality of tone, its pos-

sible cheapness of construction, point it out as the in-

strument on which the "music of the future" will be
played in nearly every house in the country.

American Art and German Magnanimity.—
Under this head the Christian Union (the Rev. H. W.
Beecher's Organ), has the following remarks :

At that very interesting trial of skill which took

place at the recent German Musical Festival—we
mean the Sing-Tournament—an incident occurred

which reflects great credit upon both the American

and the German character. In one of the depart
ments, there appeared (for the first time, we believe,

at any of these German festivals) an American club,
the Choral Society of Washington. As this com-
company filed upon the stage, the contrast between
their very physique and that of their Teutonic rivals

was striking ; and when they began to sing, the dif-

ference was still more manifest in the timbre of their

voices. Now the Germans have been always charg-
ed—especially by disappointed American performers
and composers—with clannishness and prejudice
against everything that does not emanate from a
German source. We do not doubt that there is

some truth in the accusation. They naturally prefer

the types of art with which they are most familiar,

and which they have made illustrious in all the world.
Tkey naturally turn with disgust from the crudities

and the superficialities which sciolists would fain

palm upon the unskilled public as works of merit,
using the matchless skill of German performers to
cover their deception.

On the occasion to which we have alluded, Ameri
can art was most fortunate in its representatives.
The Washington Choral Society, under the leader-
ship of a young amateur of the Capital, furnished the
best example of perfect choral singing, so far, at

least, as dynamic chiaroscuro, the light and shade of
expression—was concerned, that it was ever our good
fortune to bear. Yet an old and eminent German
professor said to us : "Ah ! you must have German
voices, ifyou want the true music of the Miinnerchor."
He preferred the broad, rich diapason effect of the
organs to which he had been accustomed—coarse and
strident as he confessed they frequently were—to the

more graceful, flexile, Italianesque voices of the
Americans. It was only a question of cjalatin aux
truffes and champagne against lager, leberwurst and
kartoffcl-salat.

But what we wish to signalize in the affair is the
generous reception accorded by the Germans to their

American brethren, their hearty appreciation of gen-
uine excellence in an unexpected quarter, and the

still more creditable sequel which we proceed to spe-

cify. In the first place, the prize (a $700 piano-forle)

was awarded to the Americans ; in the second place,

the German managers added a present of a harp
;

and finally a subscription has been started to make
the $7uO Steck a $1500 Steinway. This is honor at

once bestowed and reflected. We shall not soon
forget ihe pride and pleasure awakened in us by the

full voiccil Teutonic salutation, the showers of bou-
quets, and the evident largeness of welcome with
which the American society was received on that oc-

sion by an audience purely German, and tbo un-
stinted applause that was heaped upon them as they
retired. And we rejoice especially to know that such
magnanimity will draw other American Societies

within this most salutary art inlliience, and that that

progress of our people in music which is almost en-

tirely referable to it will thus receive a new impulse,

and lay us under fresh obligations to our Gorman
fellow-citizens, to whom we already owe 80 much.

Special %niitt%.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj .A. T E S T Is/L XJ S I O,
PublBHhefll by Oliver DitHon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accotapaniment,

Songs. ./. R. Roechd.

No. 1. Orphan Gertrude. 4. T> to e. 35
" 2. Midnight Song. 4. E?/ to e. 40
'* 3. Going to Sleep. 4. A to d. 35

*'The shadows grow aud multiply.

I hear the thrushes eveniog song."

"The moon looks down on a world of snow,

And the midnight lamp is burning low,"

"Orphan Gertrude,

Little bird out in the rain :
—

"

The aboTe couplets give an idea of the text of these

three songs, which is in exquisite taste, and the melo-

dies are well adapted. The mixture of major and mi-

nor keys give an air of sadness to the music, which

will be none the less effective for that, and all are

well calculated for Alto or Baritone voices.

Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Chorus.

3. C to f. M. Kellei\ 40

Fine lithograph title and taking song.

Waitine for Papa. 2. G to f. F, Wilder. 40

Lithograph title. Pretty child^s song.

Instrumental.

La Bohcmienno. Fant. Brillantc. 5. G.

E. Kette7'er. 60

A compound of lightness, brilliancy and power, and

very effective when played with spirit.

Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces. L. Streabhog. 25

No. 2. Rondo Villageois. 2. C.

Reminds one of an air in Martha. Very neat, and

will bear a strong accent. For little learners.

No. 3. Keverie. 3. E.

Golden Echoes. E. Mack. 30

No. 1. Ye Merry Birds. March. 2. F.

TVell-known favorite melody.

No. 3. Danube River Mazurka. 3. G.

There are 24 "Echoes" in the set, but the "Dan-

ube'' echnes resound as pleasantly as any.

No. 4. Little Maggie May. 3. G.

The variations are too short to be tedious, and all

is pleasing.

No. 5. Russian National Hymn. 2. A&.

Melody of the "Prayer for Peace."

Cape Girls Galop. 2. F, L. Mason. 30

Good for Cape girls, but all are welcome to galop to

it. Try it on theseasands.

Golden Stars. Six Easy Dances. L. Streabhog.

No. 4. Polka Mazurka. 2. G. 25

" 5. Galop. 2. C. 25
" 6. Quadrille. 2. 40

The Quadrille is more difficult than the others. The

whole set excellent for beginners.

Rhine G^op. 3. B6. Ilenri/ Eckmeier. 30
Varied by runs, beats, arpeg[^os, chords and octave

passages. Powerful and brilliant.

Tyrolean Song without Words. 3. G. E. Pahst. 30

Of the general character of "Sounds from Home"
Waltzes. Very rich and sweet.

Le Chant de Berceau. (Cradle Song). 5. F.

E. Ketterer. 40
Charming lullaby. Modulates to the key of Db and

back again, and is brightly graceful.

Three Sonatas for Four Hands, PletjeL

No. 3. 4. 50
Like the other numbers, neat, claadical and sweet.

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands. 4. C. Conconn. 75

Air and variations, with a pretty "Italian air"

character.

AnBRKTiATioNa.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from I to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B Hat, &c.
A small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

MuHin nv Mail —Music la sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, {about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

bincc will find the conveyance a saving of time and eHpenso

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double these

rated.



Classified List of Choice Music, published by Ohver Ditson & Co, 277 Washington St.

Very Easy.
Arditi's Kiss Waltz Everest 30
Chaplot of Pearls. 12 Nos, Tiz..Bnum6acA, each, 20

1. Martha Flotow. 7. Freyschutz V. TV'ebor.

2. Sicilian Vespers Verdi. 8. William Tell Rossini.

3. Gipfly'd Warning. .Benedict. 9. Nabucodonosor Verdi.

4. Vailhnce Polka Ascher. 10. Charles VI Halevy.

B. Lombardi Verdi. 11. Luisa Miller Verdi.

6. L'ElisireD'Amore.Donizetti. 12. AmafeurWaltz Baumbacb.

Children's Toys. 12 Nos. viz. . .Baumhach, each, 20

1. Harmonica. 7. Drum.
2. Jews Harp. 8. Rattle.

3. Shuttle Cock. 9. Harlequin.
4. Top. 10. Doll.

6. Fife 11. n.at.

6. Rocking Horse. 12. Football.

Coaxing Polka Bellak. 20

Cbtbnella Waltz Ddhk. 20
Drummer Boy's March Winner, 30

Ellen and Annie Schottish Bellak. 20

Flora's Wxltz Alexander. 20

Gems of Verdi. Viz Rimbault, each, 20

I. Ah che la morte.Trovatore. 2. Llbiamo La TraviaVv
3. IlB.ilen.... ' 4. Parigi o cara.

.

"

6. Si la Btanchezza. " 6. Di Provenza. .

.

"

Moison d' Or. (Golden Harvest). Operatic

arrangements Alberti, each, 20

1. Trnvlata. 11. Romeo et Juliet.

2. Rigoletto. 12. La Faverita.

3. Fille du Regiment. 13. Sonnambula.
4. Trovatore. 14. Sicilian Vespers.

fi, Lucia, 15. Don Giovanni.

6. Norma. 16. Huguenots.
7. Lombardi. 17. Robert le Diable.

8. Ernani. 18. Masaniello.

9. Lucrezia. !9, Prophete.
10. Marked Ball. 20. Linda.

Joyful Waltz Bellak. 20

Liila's Highland March Lorenz. 20
Merry Zingara Pollia Bellak. 30
Mossy Pell Waltz Turner. 30
How and Then. 24 Nos. viz ...Bellak. each, 30

1. HyaciL*.h Schottische. 2. Trab Trab Galop.
3. Mount.iin Echo Polka. 4. Rosette Polka.

5. Chiuitagain. 6. Young Recruit Quickstep.

7. Sardinian Waltze. 8. Masked Ball Mazurka.
9. Smiles and Tears, 10. Dunbarton'fl Polka.

II. AVarblings at Eve. 12. Aria Alia Scozzese.

13. Red.White & Blue March. 14. Lombardi March.
15. Battle of Prague March 16. Joy, Joy, Freedom To-Daj.
17. Now and Then Polka. 18. Casket Redowa.
19. Le Torrent Waltz. 20. O whistle my lad quickstep
21. Hail to Thee, Liberty. 22. Pony Galop.

23. I'd bo a Star. 24. Vsrdi Cotillion.

Pupils Folio; 24 Nos. viz Everest, each, 20

1. Her bright smile haunts. 2. Bolero. Sicillian Vespers.

3. Do they think of me. 4. Chorus ofservants.Martha.

6. Dame de Seville Waltz. 6, Warblings at eve.

7. Glory Hallelujah. 8. The Captain.

9. Shadow Song, Dinorah. 10. Reaper's Polka.

11. Red, White and Blue. 12 En avant March.
13. Pirates Cho., Enchantress. 14. Lucrezia Borgia Waitz.

15. Annie Lisle. 16. Hans-und Qretchen Polka.

17. Hunter's Cho.,Freyschutz. 13. II Balen. Trovatore.

19. Air from Traviata. 20. Serenade. Don Pasqnale.

21. Angel of light. Favorita. 22. Switzers farewell.

28. In tears I pine for thee. 24. When the swallows home-
25. Grand March from Faust. ward fly.

Ked, White and Blue Quickstep Farrinqer. 2.')

Rocking Chair Polka Bellak. 20

Kival Polka Leonard. 30
Zenobia Polka Turner. 30
Toung Minstrel. Dances and Operatic Gems. 39

Nos Gerville. each, 20

1. Departure for Syria. 20. Dernier Pensee de Weber.
2. Take them I implore thee. 21. Air Flanto Magico.
3. First love Redowa. 22. Polka Mazurka.
4. Carnival de Veni.se. 23. La Cenerentola.

5. Storm March Galop. 24. Donna Del Lago.
6. Fanfare Polka. 25. Le Barbier de Seville.

7. Invitation a la Valse. 26. La Somnambula.
8. Maltha Polka and Chorus 27. Valso de la Heine.

from Huguenots. 28. Danse Espagnole.
9. Galop, Martha, and Child 29. Le Cor des Alpes.

of Regiment Waltz. 30. La Mjgnonne Schottisch.

10. Pierette Polka Miizorka. 31. La Chasse du Jeune Henri.

11. Les Bords de L'yonne. 32. El Jaleo de Xeres.

12. Zepherine Polka Mazurka. 33. Le Chant du Colibri.

13. M'me. Paillasse Waltz. 34. Elisire D'Amore.
14. Valse do Strauss. 35. La Sonnambula (LesoDge).

15. Valse de Labitzky. 36. Souvenir de Bellini.

16. Chanson Allemande. 37. Noces da Figaro.

17. Air Italien. (La Molinaraj, 38. Robin des Boia.

18. Polka. 39. Les Puritains.

19. AirTyrolien.

Ecisy.

Arion Waltz J. S. Knight. 30
Arrow and the Bow. .

.'. Oesten. 30
Au Revoir Polka Redowa J. S. Knight. 30

Captain. Transcription Turner. 40
Chant du Berger Colas. 30
Constellation March A.E. Pillsbury. 30
Cricket Polka V/ithers. 30
Croyez Moi Baumfolder. 25

Dawning of Peace March Turner. 30
Dew Drop. Bluette Favarger. 35

Dream (The) , .. . . .Bergson. 35

Dreams of the Past Turner. 30
Fairy Wedding Waltz Turner. 30

Field Flowers Oesten. each, 30
1. Come home with ma, iris^'ir. 4. Up sailors, the anchor rises,

2. Thou village maifl. 5. Come lovely May.
3. In dark forest shadefl. 6. fir trees.

Frcdonia March Loihrop. 30
Gaiett?s Charapetres, 6 Morceaux./Fun/m, each, 35

1. Martha. 4. Langage des Clockes.
2. Visite da Bonheur. 5. Air. Styrien.

3. Polka. 6. Tic Tao.

Gems from Fanst Rimbatilt, each, 30
1. Celebrated Valfio. 5. Faust & Marguerite's Duet.
2. Bijou Song. 6. Soldier's Chorus.
8. Kermesse. 7. Chorus of Old Men.
4. Flower Song. 8. The Garden Cavatina,

Gift Six Pieces Mendelssohn.
1 & 2. The Sisters. 25 B. The First Grief. 20
3 The Dewdrop. 20 6. Free at Last. 25
4. The First Party. 20

Golden Ray Polka Turner. 30
Heimweh Jungmann. 30
Heliotrope Polka Williams. 30
Hooker's (Gen'l.) Quickstep WhiUlesay. 40
How so fair. "Martha." Variations. ... (Proie. 40
lono Galop T.S. Knight. 30
Leaves and Blossoms. (Blatter & Bliithen.) 10

Pieces Spindler. each, 30
1. Messenger of Spring. 6. Ivy Leaf.

2. Fragrant Violet. 7. Hunting Song.
5. Song of love. 8. Moorish Dance.
4. Buda. 9. Warrior's March. ^
e. Gazelle. 10. Flying Leaf.

Lily of the Valley Krug. 40

Ltttle Spring Song C. Bering. SQ
March du Crociato Buri/muller. 35

Marching Along Quickstep Burditt. 30
Military March "Faust." 35
On the' banks of the Rhine Oesten. 30
On yonder Rock. Transcription Everest. 30
Opera House Waltz Pattiani. 30

Polka. Op. Ill Spindler. 50

President Johnson's Grand March. G. R. Herbert. 40
Rappelle toi. Bagatelle Forbes. SO
Repertoire du jeune Pianiste. L'Africaine.ZJ«/a-. 35

Re-union March Strauss. SO

Reverie in "Semiramide" Hess. 50

Robin Adair. Transcription Everest. 30

Rose March Williams. 30
Russian Polka Beyer. 30

Santa Lucia Polka Redowa J. S. KnigU. 30

Shadow Song Polka Redowa " 30

Simpletto. Melodie Favarger. 30

Smith's (P. F.) March Martin. 3.5

Song Chimes, viz Brunner. each, .10

1. Good night, my love. 4. In dark'nin:; night.

2. Picture of the iRose. B. Whispering breezes.

3. Remembrance. 6. The Lark.

Sylphs, The Spindler. each, 20

1. Flora's Polonai.se. 4. Wanda Mazurka,
2. Tvrolien--? Waltz. fi. Florella Waltz.
3. Fairy Pc a. 6. Rosette Galop.

Tears, idle tews. Nocturne Turner. SO

Three Children's Songs Oesten, each, 30

1. A Waltz Song. 8. Gondolier's Song.
2. Tyrolese Melody.

Tone Pictures. 6 Nos. viz Reynold.

1. The Fountain. SO 4. May Flowers. 30
2. Voung Zephyrs. 35 6. The strange story. 80

3. Pearls of Dew. SO

Turkish March Beethoven. 30

Union March Militaire E. M. Porter. 40

Warrior's Victory March Strauss. 30

Waterfall Schottisch F. H. Pease. 30

Within a Mile of Edinburg Glover. 35

Woodland Waltz Metcalf. 30

Moderately Difficult.

Alpine Bolls Oesten. 40

Alpine Shepherdess Berg. 40
Bellaggio Brinley Richards. 50

Berceuse. (Cradle-Song) Lysherg. 30
Bid me Discourse Brinley Riclmrds. 60

Bride's Prayer on her Wedding Day Oesten. 35
Bouquet de Melodies. L'Africaine Beyer. 60

Brightest Eyes Kruger. 50

Carnival Botschafter Waltzes Strauss. 60

Chant des Vagues Sydrtey Smith. 40
Chapelle du Forest. Idyle Jungmann. 50

Chime again, beautiful bells Richards. 40
Christmas Chimes " 10

Convent Bells Spindler. 50
Coronation, or Leap Year Waltzes Strauss. 40
Deuxiomo 'Tarentelle Sidney Smith. 80

Dying Poet "Seven Octaves." 60

Fairy Menuet Lysberg. 30

Fairy Wliispcrs Sidney Smith. 60

Farewell. Komanco Jungmann. 40

Faust. "Boquet of Melodies." Beyer. 60

Faast Polka Mazurka Ketterer. 50

Faust, Repertoire Beyer. 35

Feast of Roses Hervey. 40

Fillegrave Polka. KeUeier. 60

Fleurs des Alps Barbot. 50

Crown Jewels. 33 Nos. viz Baumbach. each, 3^
1. Ah CheLaMotte. 2. Charity.

,

8. II Balen. 4. Old Hundred.
B. Shadow Air 6. Portugneseevenlnghyiuu.
7. False One I Love thee atlll. 8. I would not live alway.
9. Ah Don't Mingle. 10. Plever» German Hymn.

11. Saint a la France. 1-2. Fiiiling Still Fading.
13. Ask mo not. 14. Wings of a Dove.
1,5. Then you'll remember me 10. Tyrolese Evening Hymn.
17. Brindisi. 18. Evening song to the Virgin
19. Quintette Finale. 20. Marseilles Hymn.
21, How so fair. 23. Coming thro' the Rye.
23. In tears I pine. 24. Annie Laurie.
25. Ever of Thee. 26. God save the Queen.
27. When the Sw.allow8. 28. Long Weary Day.
29. The star spangled banner. SO. Juniata.
31. WithinamiieofEdinboro'. 32. II Suon Dell' Arpa
33. On this day ofjoy delicious

Gaiete de Cceur. Valse Sid/iey Smith. 80
Galop Brillianto. "Veprcs Siciliennes" Berg. 50
Garibaldina Grand March B. Richards. 50
Golden Bells. Caprice S. Smith. 75
Good Night, farewell Voss. 35
II Bacio. Transcription Oesten. 50
I'm lonely since my mother died. Var.. . Grole. 60
Love lighted eyes Orsten. 40
Murche des Tambours Sidney Smith. 60
Marching Along. Variations Baumbach. 60
Maiden's Blush Waltz "Seven Octaves." 60
Marseilles Hymn Berg. 50
Massaniello. Fantasia Sidnet/ .Smith. SO
Memories of Home B. Richards. 50
Monastery. (Vignette) " 60
Mother's Prayer . ..'. Krug. 40
Mountain Stream. Morceau S. Smith. 70
Mountain rill Ilaives. 50
Night Shades no longer. Variations Grobe. 40
Ocean Shells Hervey. 50
Pas Redouble, Morceau Brilliante . . SyMfy SmiOi. 75
Pinson Pauvrette F. Barbot. 50
Rove Angelique. Berceuse S. Smith. 50
Romance. Traviata Oesten. 35
Savoyard Melody B. Richards. 40
Scheiden Waltzes Weissrnborn. 60
Shadow Air "Pardon de Ploermel Richards. 50
Slumber Song Dressel. 30
Slumber Song Ifeller. 20
Soleil Couchant, Nocturne Leopold. 35
Spanish Melody . Spindler. 40
Spinning Wheel Sidney Smith. 60
Spring Fairy Eri/elbrechl. 50
Starry Night, Serenade S. Smith. 60
Star Spangled Banner. Variations Grobe. 00
Sul Mare. (On the sea) Ktifie. 40
Tenting on the old camp ground. Var. . . Grobe. 60
Thou art so near and yet so far Ric/inrc/s. 50

Twilight Reverie Berg. .'!5

Valse d'Hiver. "Vepres Siciliennes." " 50
Vieni la mia vendette. Variations Grohe. 40
Village Swallows, Waltzes Strauss. 60

Wandering Sprite. (Illustrated). .. ./in(7?ft>fc/i(- 60
Wearing of the Green Baumbach. 50

Who will care for mother. Variations. " 60

Wilt then love me Krug. 40

Difficult.

Alice. Romance Ascher. 60

Barber of Seville. Fantasia Brilliant. . Leybach.1 00

Campanella (La) Fgghard. 50

Chant du Bivouac Ketterer. 50

Chatelaine (Le) Valse de Salon " "5

Chant dn Martyr "Seven Octaves." 75

Dripping Well Gollmick. 50

Fairy Land Schottisch "Seven Octaves." 75

Fantasie in "Mireille" Ketterer. 75

Faust. Fantasia Brilliant " 60
Faust Fantasia Elegante Lcybach. 60

Grand Caprice, in form of Waltz. , , Wollenhaupt. 90

Gr.-ind Valse Brilliante. Op. 14.- f^ybaah. 60

Helene. Grand Valse Brilliante.. ,. PFo/teiAai/p;. 75

Hirondelles (Les) Strelch. 90

Marche des Amazons J. M. Wehli.l.00

Marcho Styrienne Ketterer. 70

Meteor. Grand Galop Wollenhaupt. 75

Nocturne, No. 1. Op. 55, in F Minor. . . Cliopln. 75
" " 2. " 55, " E flat Major. " 35

On Song's bright pinions Heller. 90

Orfa. Grand Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

O whisper what thou feelest E. Hoffman. 75

Polka de Concert J- if. Wchll.l.OO

Polonaise in C. Op. 40. . Chopin. 35

Polonaise. Morceau de Concert ...Wollenhaupt. 90

Polonaise. No. 2, Op. 26, in E fl.it Minor. CAopin. 75

Polonaise. E flat major, op. 22 " 150
Premier Nocturne Leybach. 50

Reveil des Oiseaux. Idyle Lysberg. 75

Romance d' Ines. "L'Afiicainc" Janll. 60

Romance Nouvelle L M. KVA/iM .00

Ruisseau (Le), Valse Etude Wollenhaupt. 50

Sylphs (Les) des Bois Ascher.l.OO

Tarentelle Heller. 60

Un Ballo in Maschera, Fantasia Leybach.l.OO



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OP MUSIC.

A -SELECTION
OF THE MOST FAVORITE

Reduced Price, 6 cents single, 60 cents per dozen.

Messiah.
AND THE GLORT OF THE LORD.
A^D HE SHALL PURIFY.
ALL WE, LIKE SHEEP.
FOR. UXTO US A CHILD IS BORN.
GLORY TO GOD.
HIS YOKE IS EASY.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and Chorus.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP ITOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GAVE THE WORD.
THEIR SOUND IS GOira; OUT.
WORTHY" IS THE LAMB.

Judas lyiaccabsaus.^
MOURN, YE- AFFLICTED CHILDREN.
O FATHER, WHOSE ALMIGHTY POWEK.
WE COME IN BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISDAINFUL OF DANGER,
FALLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, O LORD.
TUNE Y'OUR HARPS.
HAIL, JUDEA'S HAPPY LAND.
WE HEAR.
WE NEVER WILL BOW DOWN.
HALLELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THANKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHETH OVER ISRAEL.
ANGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE EYES.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED ARE THE MEN, &c.

BAAL, WE CRY TO THEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.
B-EITOLD. GOD THE LORD PASSED BY.

Samson.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROUND ABOUT TSE STARRY THRONE.
FIXED IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME IMMORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON HAS SUBDUED OUR FOE.
LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &c.

St, Paul.
8T0NE HIM TO DEATH.
H.\PrY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
now LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGERS.
SLEF.PERS, AWAKE,

j

TO GOD ON HIGH. )

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS.

Israel in Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR RAIN.
BUT AS FOR HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, Sec.

THY RIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING YE TO THE LORD. (TnE Hokse and nis Rideb.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED IS THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song and Chorufl.)

THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LORD IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOY, &c.
COME, O ISRAEL.

,

AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

Ell.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL THEE. )

ANGELS' CHORUS. (Female voices.) i

Naaman.
THE CURSE OF THE LORD.
WHEN FAMINE OVER ISRAEL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST.

Joshua.
SEE, THE CONQUERING HERO COMES,
THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LORD.
I WAITED FOR THE LORD. (Duet and Chorus.)
ALL YE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LORD.

Passion Music.
(According to St. Matthew.)

THREE CHORALS. (Nos. 3, 63, C3.)

AROUND THY TOMB HERE SIT WE WEEPIN&.

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses in Egypt.
NIGHT'S SHADE NO LONGER.
PRAYER. (O THOU, WHOSE TOWER.)

Stabat Mater.
INFLAMMATUS. (Song .and Chorus.)

As the Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRING.

P.USSLVN NATIONAL HYMN.
Miscellaneous. (Tbrce Chorals on one sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STRONG CASTLE 13 OUR LORD,

BOSTON

:

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 \VASHINGTON STREET.
NEW YORK : C. H. DITSON & CO.

GOLDEN ROBIN!
W. O. PERKINS.

If yon need a New SCIFOOL MU.SIC BOOK, do

do not weary yourself by Ifj'jkiDg over a long Iht, but send ftt

once for thl.i favorite collection of beautiful School SoDgB.
It will not disappoint yoti.

I'rice ~>0 Cents.
Sent, poAt-paid, en receiptor abore price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Xorlt.

Beaton.

Root' s School for the Cabinet Organ.

Containing Progressiye LesBonfl. Studies, and Scales ; Songs,

Ducts, Trios, and Quartets ; Voluntaries, Interludes, and

recreative pieces, for the Parlor and Choir.

A work of established reputation.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.

Price S2..'>0. Bent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHA8. H. DITSON & CO., New York,
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Published every other Saturday,
BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.

2T7 Washington Street, Boston, MasB

JOHN S. D WIGHT, EDITOR.

tt;^ r E RM S.— If mailed or called for, S2.00, per annnm
delivered by carrier, ffi2.50. Paymentiuadvance.

Advertisements wi'lbe inserted at the foUowing rates:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each aubBeqnent inpertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $^ 00.
do fCfUrliaefi. do do $15 00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

MR. G. H. HO^VARr),
TpUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor KuUak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

yXfANTED .—By a Tenor Singer a situation in a Quar-

tette Choir. Compensation must be litteral. Address

^'Tenor" care Koppitz, Prueper & Co. 792—St

LYOIVS MUSICiL ACADEMY.
TJIOE THSTRtrCTION by the best Methods on the

Fil tneiT^e, in Harmony, Thorough Bass, Singing, &c.

Send for

AMS,
Lyons, N. T.

0. S. Ai(j dreams' "™* "^^ Principalship in September next,

Circal . ', il particulars mailed free. °

—

^ '"
r was a rich jt ,,. „ o .t<<one. \ Address, 0. S. ADi

792-' her "great fy

lers (S1125). A\r

TIP" were measureai N G L A N D
«--a8 a considek

CONSE brought to v>Y OF MUSIC.
and half a i

BV, ^tisic Hall.
> lay bact

Affords to its pupi. , juctions of the most Eminent
Masters, at less rates ^ _ than any similar institution.

In addition, a great vai /*^'*, tri^^gg Adyantages.

Fall Term O , ^%nday, Sept. 11.
.school-;

Pupils received and "•aJ.jyjjj.jjj ^^nd after August 28. Those
intending to enter the grt , , lass, are requested to gWe
notice when applying for a

<^
l Situations procured for

pupils dHly qualified. Cirt'p "^''htaining full information

mailed free upon application (,'^Ut y'

792-3 Sjurf TOTJRJEE, Director.

J. J. KIMBALIi, .. . Soloist,

Teacher of the Voice '- 1^" ,-^ 'iiging.

AddressAlso CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVA ^
O- Diteon fc Co , 277 Waahiogton St.

VS.

4^1—3 mos.

ED'SVARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone 'Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

haying located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co., or, 493 Trcmont St. 791—3 mos.

Solo Violin and Violoncello
FOR SALE.

Bare Chance to Purchase really Pine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornsteiner, 1790."
VIOLIN, very fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

Henet Cone, 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address
M, L. EiDDEB, Northampton, Mass. 790

It is not best for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

Better keep at the Organ a Copy of
ORGANIST'S PORTFOL.IO.

By Rmbault. 2 vols., each S3.00
A fine hook of "taking" selections, or

ORGAVGEMS By Davenport. 2.50
Equally good, or

FIFTY PIECES FOR ORGAIV. Batiste. 2.50
Compiled by a skilful Parisian Organist, or

CLARKE'S SHORT VOLUNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EASY VOLUNTARIES, or
AMATEUR ORGANIST. By Zundel.

each book. 2.00
In these books you will find materials for a large

number of tasteful voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO., Ifew York.

I¥ow Ready!

Emerson's Singing School!

Compiled by one of the most eminent teachers in the coun-
try, and arranged carefully for the use of Singing School

Teachers. There is in

PART 1st— A Good Elementary Course.
" 2nd— A Fine Collection of Secular Music.
" 3d — A Number of Church Tunes and An-
thems.

Send stamp for Specimen Pages.

Send $8.00 per dozen for the book.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

WAIT FOE THE VERT BEST ! !

EEADT AUGUST 1, 1871.

The Sacred Crown

:

A COLLECTION OF

New Hymn Tunes, Anthems. Sentences,

Motets and Chants,

Por Public and Private "Worship,

Together wi^ a Complete Practical System of Elementary Tn-
etruccion, written expressly for this work, a large collection of
Four-Part Songs, Glee8 and Choruses for Singing Schools and
Musical Conventions.

By D. P. HODGES,
The well-known Author and Conductor, Associate Editor of

the very successful work ^^Jubilant Voices.^''

And G. "W. POSTKR,
One of OUT Most Popular New England Teachers.

The authors have spent two years in writing, arranging and
selecting for tLis work, which in addition to their be.at efforts
has

'

A Larger Number, A Greater Variety,

And a Better Selection of Contr utions
Than any previous Music Book of a similar character has pro-
duced. We have large orders already for it. OrJers will be
answered in turn^ and special terms made to Teachers and
Choristers. Specimen Copies furnished on receipt of .,..00.

LEE & SHEPAHD, Publishers. Boston.

* Parties desiring the services of the Editors as Conductors
of Conventions, can address them, care of "Lee & ShEPARD,
Boston." 790—

%m '^wm in %\x%mU

VOCAL.
Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Choms.

C. F. Shatluck.

I'll be a laughing Child J. S. Knight.

Jesus, Saviour of my Soul. Quartette. R. Berry.

Sonsrs J. R. Roeckel.

No. 1 . Orphan Gertrude
" 2. Midnight Song
" 3. Going to Sleep

Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Chorus.
M. Keller.

Waiting for Papa F. Wilder.

The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices."
Curshman.

Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus.
F.J. Lippill.

Mollie Adair. (Lithograph title). Song and
Chorus W.F. Wellman.

Te Deum in F J. R. Thomas. 1

Why is my heart so sad. Song and Chorus.
B. Percy.

Ye.s or No ! M. W. HacUelon.
Jubilate in F J. R. Thomas.
When will Papa comef Song and Cho. .Percy.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8
pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troubadour
" 5. Come. (Vif -n

" 6. The Sigh. (li Sospiro)

No. 7. She deceived me. ( M'ingannoJ
" 8. The Tomb. (La Tomba)

40
30
30

35
40
35

40
40

40

30

40
.00

30
30
50

30

40
50

40
40
40

INSTBUMSNTAll

.

Mack. 30Golden Echoes
No. 1. Ye Merry Birds.
" 3. Danube River Mazurka.
" 4. Little Maggie May.
" 5. Russian National Hymn.

Dublin Bay. Barcarolle.

When the corn is waving, Annie dear.

Rhine Galop Henry Eckmeier, 30
Cape Girls Galop K,. Mason. 30
La Bohemienne. Fant. Bril E. Ketterer. 60
Happy Thoughts. 3 Easy Pieces. .L. i'treaibog. 25
No. 2. Rondo Villageois.
" 3. Reverie.

Golden Stars. 6 Easy Dances. L. Streabhog.

1 . Valse 25
2. Polka 25
3. Schottische 25
4. Polka Mazurka 25
5. Galop 25
6. Quadrille 40

Tyrolean Song. Without words E. Pabst. 30
De Chant de Berceau. (Cradle Song).

E. Ketterer. 40
Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. Pleyd.
No. 1 90
" 2 75
" 3 75

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75
Utah Galop T. B. Daly. 30
Five Petits Morceaux. Very easy. . ../. Rummel. 25

No. 2. March.
No. 3. Romance.
No. 4. Valse.

Norma. Fantasie Brillante Sidney Smith. 80
Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75
Oberon. Fantasie Brillante. 4 hands. iey6acA. 1.00
Ninth Regiment Quickstep ... .D. L. Downing. 1 .00

Mnsto B7 Mail.—Music is sent by mail, tlie expense being:
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance' will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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SINGING AND PIANO.
MBS. FANNIE F. F03TEB,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

RffES. C. A. BABET, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vooal MtiBio. 124 Chandler St., near Colnm-

bas Avenue. 782—ly

GEO. W. UVDUSV,
Teacher of Vocal Music. Koom No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. "W. FOSTEB will make arrangements to

conduct Musical Conventions. Festivals, Societies, &G.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

FBOF. & SIRS. EDGAR A.. ROBBIXTS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. BMEBSON offers his Services as Conductor of
^"^^ Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. E. -WHITING
Oives InBtruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with

skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWABB B. OlilVEE,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

«/| LLJl. OABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instruction on

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

.&. EREXSSXS.A.N'Zl'.
Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagementB to conduct

Musical Conventions the comiag season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. L657-tf

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KJJ&MSH Aarn itajciaiv 8i3!ir&isi&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELIiIOTT "W". PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of AjfzaiCAH Musio constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications may be

Ifrfl at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

'WZNsZjO'w i<. a.a.7i>Exr,

TE-A-CIEIEI?, or G-XTIT-A.E,,
No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVEE SINGING BOOK YOU BTTlir,

Buy also the

American Tune Book.
In which you will find a large Collection of Tunes, the "Fa-

vorites," selected from all the books of Church Music pubtiah-

ed daring the last Thirty Tears. These, with a hundred
well-proved Anthems, and numbers of Chants, Hymns set to

>Iuaic, Quartets; Stc, fee, constitute it

A STAKBAS9 WQSK,
|jtt«d for the use of Choirs, for Vestries, for Congregatlona

Practice. PW/:e, 81 50; -*13.50 p«r doz. Mailed, postpaid

jomXffaeipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

!IYIu3ical Literature.
Ee»thoven'.', Lett-Vra ITyj-l-y., rlorh, .iS'2"l. Lif.- of Men-

del'«.hn, cloth, J1.7.';. Life of P.w»ini, cloth, $1.7.^. I,ifean!/

l-etters of GottschaUt, S1..VJ. iU/zurt, A P./injHntic Biography,

Sl.7.5. Jlendelssohn's t£Ui^, 2 vols, each, 81.7.0. Polka'

Mnsicaigketobes). Sl.7.0. Ehlart's Letters on Music, SI. 75

Bound unifonniy in cloth, itent postage paid on rt^reipt o

prce. OUVEKVmOa UCf);Bi»U)a. CHAS. U. DllSON
& a).,NCTTorfe.

CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beantiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, y'lz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PBINCE & CO,
Agent in New York S. T, Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748—

iiaM(E§ ©lEiiiU
BY

E. & G. G. HOOK,
BOSTON.

Builders of the powerful COLISE0M Organ; the large Organ
in the Plymooth Churcb. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for alt denominations.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Mcdway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
music PUBLI8HERIS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West. Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

dv^In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stoak of
ForeiKn Music. &19-tf

Ditson & Co's Standard Operas,

[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].

IVUh fall Vocal and Pianoforte Score iocludiDg Recitatives.
With Koglish and Italian words.

NOW READY.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lacia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
Norma, Lucretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.

PBli:f; OF EACH IS P.KfLR $1.00. In Uoabdh, with lllumi-
nated covers, $2.00, Sent pontage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO , Boston.
CXHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mastn
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular. ^

75MEDALS>
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free. r

MASON & HA.ML.INOROAN CO., 154, Tre-
^montSt., Boston; 59S

"J^^^ Broadway, New York.

BOSTOJSr MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TEKM will begin on MONDAY the 18th* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference io

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Lisiniction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H How;ird. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790-

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEBSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Clioir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.60 ; $13. 50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles

J
Ile-

sonant ; with imr-

provements pat-
ented June and
Jlii^ust, 1870;
aur-f^'Y^jyg all

S ; S £. produa-

°l Dfl
'h.heaxo-

° as g lities of
.s 0) I g" General

^lla 50 to

s,^ted Cata-
exoellence.

$S,00 each,

loffue, free. j
154 TREMONT ST., BOST^

J SCHUBEBTH^
in Foreign anj

way near 12th Street, N.J c^

The Atter i

SPLElfJ^

iDWAY, NEW VORK.

^blishers and Dealers

^an MudiO, 820Bn>ad-

r 367

of Musicians
TO OUR

i-SSORTMENT

OP TUB MC .PPROVBD MANUFACTURE.
Embracing o jf the Largest Stocks in the

Dru' States, at low prices.

TIOLIN
S^

ne Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flute> ^ i dvery variety of Quality and Price,
^ ** Including Tery Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBEATED GTnTARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other deecriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, TiolonceJlo and Donble-Bass.

PIAJ¥OS AJ^I> l»IEL,ODEO]¥S
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Onr faci'.ities are fiuch as enable us to furnish the aboye;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IBD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEBCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to proTe satisfactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coart House)
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Faith.

Silence forever in the boundless sky!

No voice from oat its depths of starry light

!

Raise your \yild pleadings higher and more high,

Day answers not, nor yet the solemn night

;

And the great throbbing sea, from age to age,

Rolls the same measures on its beaten shore
;

Its waves, that sometimes murmur, sometimes rage.

Are inarticulate forevermore.

Turn ye to men, whose ever eager minds
Search past and present for some sure reply,

—

One in another man his idol finds.

One fancies Science solves Life's mystery.

Then say, sad hearts, where can ye rest your faith ?

The faith itself is all that answereth.

Carl Loewe's Story of his Early Life.*

I. LOEBEJCEN.
In travelling by rail, dear reader, from Kothen to

Halle, you will touch, among other stations, that of

Stohnsdorf. To the right, away beyond Stohns-

dorf, you will see a tower peep forth. This is the

church tower of the little town of Lobejun. Here
was I, JoHANN Carl Gottfried Loewe, born in

the year 1796, on the 30th of November. My birth-

day was also the name-day of my father, Andreas
IJiwe. I was the youngest of twelve brothers and
sisters. My father came originally from Konnern,
and had married a rich maiden, Marie Leopold, the

daughter of a rope-maker. Accordingly I wished as

a child to become a rope-maker; the qniet handi-
work, which then seemed to me so favorable to free

thoughts and dreams, pleased me. When I said that

my mother was a rich young lady, I should have
added that her "great fortune" amounted to just

1.500 ;thalers ($1125). According to the ideas by
which things were measured in my native town at

that time, this was a considerable amount of wealth,

which my mother brought to my father in the form
of a house, a barn, and half a dozen acres of ploughed
land.

The house and bam lay back of the school-house.

My father was Cantor and teacher in the village.

He lodged with bis superior, the rector Noesselt, a
little man with a great black peruke, and with the
Con-rector Reichel, in the school-house.

Our dwelling room was warm and comfortable in

winter. Under it the second class of boys were
warmed by anthracite coal, a heating material not
commonly in use at that time, but which was there

to be had in abundance, as Lobejun has large coal

mines employing 300 miners.

The peculiar life of these people busied my child,

ish fancy in a lively manner. I often stood at the

mouth of the shaft, when the men went down ; but if

one of them proposed to take me down with him, I

felt no particular inclination to descend into that

dusky world. But my vivid imagination painted be-

fore me very clearly what an awful aspect it must
have worn down there. My fancy wrought sufficient-

ly to give rae a lively picture of that subterranean
labor in such close relation with the spirit world ; it

impressed this very deeply on my soul, and when in

later years I composed music to L. Giesebrecht's

ballad of "The Miner" (Der Bergmann), all these

impressions were revived in me and came before me
vividly.

* Translated for Dwight's Jooenal of Mnsicfrom "De. Gael
Loewe's Selbst-biographU. Fur die Offentlichkeit bearbeitet
von 0. H. Bitter. Berlin, 1870."

In the winter my mother used to get our dinner

ready in the great three-windowed sitting-room, and

as I was fond of peeping into the pots, I was obliged,

as soon as I became a little stronger, to help her in

all sorts of ways, as bringing water, going to market,

&c. I took delight in working with her.

Early one morning I was sitting at the window,

gazing now upon the market place, and now upon

the hands of my mother, busy with her household

duties, when suddenly the great magisterial usher of

the town, Herr Becker, who pleased himself best with

the title of Vnter-Offizier, walked in. The great man
closed the door, raised his hand to his cap in military

style, and spoke, as well as I could understand, as

follows : "His honor the Rath (Mayor) would re-

quest the Herr Cantor, with the first class of boys, on
the coming in of the New Century, to spring from

the tower."—My heart sought vent through a scream

of horror ; I really thought that my father and the

school-boys were to celebrate the great day by pitch-

ing themselves headlong from the tower. And not

until it was explained to me, that the Herr Unter-

Offizier had said not spring, but sing, were my fears

quieted.

And so the good Lobejiiners ushered in the

New Century with the beautiful old melody of the

Chorale : "Icli singe dir mit Herz und Mund" (I sing

to Thee with heart and mouth).

The mention of this Chorale reminds me of anoth-

er event, which made some impression on my mind.

A married couple in our town were about to cele-

brate their golden wedding, and at that time it was
the custom for the school children to sing a Chorale

in the house of the jubilee pair. For that service

they were richly rewarded with wedding cakes.

"Please Papa," I begged, "let me sing with them,

the Janke's have such lovely cookies." "Thou art

too little now, it would not do," said my father.

"But I can sing just as well as the big ones."—"Only
see what possesses the child's imagination," said the

father turning to the mother. "But he is right, he

sings quite as well, and better too
. " "Then I'll come

along !" I cried with new hope. "Thou stayest

here," decided the father ; "such little boys don't go
there with the rest. Thou shalt go with me after

dinner into our potato field and gather in the pota-

toes as I take thera from the earth."

I fancy I made somewhat of a wry face at such a

consolation, in which there was not the slightest al-

lusion to cakes. "Thou dost not like field labors V
said my father with a smile ; "I'll tell thee what

:

Study Latin industriously, then thou need'st not

work in the field. To improve the time, we'll take

the grammar with us into the field this very day."

The wedding anniversary came, my father took his

peruke from the peg, hung his choir mantle over his

shoulders, and the happy singers assembled with their

little flags before our door ; away they went toward

the festal, decorated wedding house.—I ran on be-

hind them, heard my father and the children sing the

Chorale : "Sei Lob und Ehr' dem hSchsten Gut" to the

melody : "Es ist das Heil uns kommen her," but also

naw how they consumed the cakes, and tears of bit-

terest grief ran down my cheeks.

How deeply such impressions fasten themselves in

a child's mind ! Even at this day, if I play upon my
organ in St. James' church the tune : "Es ist das

Heil," there creeps over me a feeling of sadness, and

the choir scholars with the wedding cakes, the little

festive house, and the father with his peruke and
chorister's mantle, step vividly back before my soul.

The potato task just now alluded to was conscien-

tiously performed upon that wedding day, and I had

to stoop industriously for every one of the potatoes.

My father took care that I should observe attentively

nil there was about me, and kept my eye for useful

labor always open. While we were on the way, I

was to let nothing lie that was worth picking up.

"Why do Cantor Lowe's fruit trees alw.iys bear

more than our own ?" the Lobejiiners asked each

other ; that was known only to ray father and to me.

That industry, which in other places is carried on by

so many, was here pursued by us alone, I had to

collect with care the horse dung that lay out on the

road. For that purpose I took with me a spade and

a little bag. The manure thus collected I had to

lay into a furrow at the feet of the fruit trees, where

it was dissolved by the rain. The road, too, that led

past our front garden wall, was made useful to the

cultivation of our garden. From there the muddy
rainwater ran down into the town. Now in the

rainy times we lifted stones out from the wall so

that the water might trickle through, and in a trice

our garden was watered in the most fruitful

manner. As we were accustomed to a useful exer-

cise of our active faculties, so too our powers of ob-

servation were awakened. We listened to the birds

and watched their goings on. A nut tree stretched

its branches over the garden wall ; crows one by

one bore oflFthe nuts into the neighboring field and

buried them. With my sharp eye I saw the tiniest

sprout of this bird gardening, and I transplanted it

into our garden. With joy I think of that beautiful

time of early youth. With what delight I rested

during the warm summer nights in the little straw

huts in which I had to watch the ripening fruit. On
the clean straw one slept not badly ; before me
burned a cheerful fire, but near me lay an innocent

pistol laden with mere powder for effect. But not

alone to practical life was my attention turned ; the

intellectual field too was cultivated with zeal, though

partly in an original way enough.

Tiirk's "60 Hand-pieces" were played through

assiduously. But the most important note treasure

of our house consisted in a corpulent volume which

contained the evangelical Chorales, copied in my
father's own hand, and provided with signatures.

How often did I hear these earnest melodies ! In-

deed I may say that I owe very much to the simple

beauty of this old music; for on the foundation of

the Chorale every tcue musical talent will develop

itself happily.

Quite original was the way in which, under my
father's leading, on Good Friday, the passion and

death of our Saviour were musically represented in

the Lobejiiner parish. Every singer had to take the

hymn book in his hand, open at the history of

the Passion printed in the Appendix, and himself set

to music the character assigned to him ; thus the part

that fell to me on my first public appearance was

that of the Maid, who says : "Verily thou also art

one of them, for thy speech bewrayeth thee." To
this day I remember how I sang those words. Of
course everything had to be conceived in a church-

like sense, and the style of expression approximated
to that of the Responsoria in the Catholic liturgy.

How deeply must the musical feeling have been
rooted in the inmost being of the inhabitants of the

Saxon province, where these peculiar Good Friday
performances were possible and found acceptance !

Here in Pomerania, had I desired such a thing of ray

scholars, I should not have been understood at all.

(To be Continued).



u DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OF MUSIC.
Concerning Certain Great Pianists.

Than John Baptiste Cramer, the eldest son of
William Cramer, a violinist, and native of Mann-
heim, who took up his residence in England on
being nominated chamber-musician to the sov-
ereign, and leader of the King's theatre and the
ancient concerts—no one of greater celebrity in

his peculiar vocation—that of a pianist—can pos-
sibly be named. Brought over to England at a
very early age by his father, he may truly be
said to have become, in every sense of the word,
an English musician. The elder Cramer, being
passionately attached to his own instrument, had
resolved that his elder as well as his younger son
should excel in the same instrument that he him-
self had. As soon, therefore, as the youthful
John Baptiste's hand could grasp the finger-board
of a violin, he was put to the practice of that in-

strument. That the violin was, however, by no
means to the boy's taste, may be inferred from
the fact that he shirked practice whenever he
found an opportunity of doing so, and was inva-
riably found, at the early age even of six years,
secretly practising upon an old harpsichord. Al-
though his father—like many other self-willed

parents^was most unwilling to give his consent
to his son's adoption of that instrument, as the
means of his future livelihood, he was at last pre-
vailed upon by numerous friends and acquaint-
ances to permit this mere child to follow the bent
of his own inclination. Making the best of the
matter, he forthwith apprenticed him to a Ger-
man professor, named Benser, from whom he was
not long after transferred to Sehoter, a celebra-
ted Polish pianist and composer, who, having
been brought over from Warsaw, obtained the
favor and enjoyed the patronage of the Prince of
Wales. With this master the young John Bap-
tiste remained but a single year, being ne.xt

placed with the justly celebrarted Muzio Clemen-
ti, who was so great a proficient on the harpsi-
chord that Sehoter himself, when asked on his

arrival in England whether he could play his

('Clementi's) compositions, replied that "they
were only to be performed by the author himself,
or the devil !" Under this master, John Bap-
tiste Cramer studied with the utmost persever-
ance till he was thirteen years of age, when, after
another year's assiduous practice, he began, for
the first time, to play in public. Although some-
what jealous of the growing reputation of his pu-
pil, element! was clever enough to perceive that
he would not only eclipse himself, but every oth-
er competitor—an opinion he, it is said, was at
the utmost pains to disseminate. After a brief
exercise of his profession in England, the young
pianist proceeded to the Continent, where, being
only seventeen years of age, be was looked upon
and received as a prodigy. In 1791 he came
back to England, his reputation having been
largely increased by his publication in Paris of
several sonatas for his favorite instrument—the
piano-forte. There is no reliable information ex-
tant to tell us that he now made any great way
amongst his own countrymen ; the information
with reference to that period of his career being
so scanty as to make it to be naturally inferred
that he had to submit to the mortification of dis-
covering that a "musician" had no more reason
than a "prophet" to expect that he would find
honor "in his own country, or in his father's
house." He, therefore, again started speedily for
the Continent, and visited Italy, as well as Vi-
enna. At the latter capital he renewed the
friendship he had formed with Haydn, during
that master's visit to London, to write the mos"t
celebrated series of his symphonies for Salomon—
a circumstance which tended very considerably
to his (Cramer's) ultimate professional advantage.
On his returnjhome he married, and at once set-
tled in London as a professional pianist, compo-
ser, and pianoforte teacher, where his fame con-
tinaed to increa,se year by year with undiniin-
inished rapidity. With respect to his peculiar
qualifications as a pianist, brilliancy of touch.
genuine taste, and exquisite sen.sibility may 1 e
said to have been marvellously prominent.

Early imprc-iisions are invariably the most per-
manent, and doubtle?.s, from the circumstance of
John Baptiste Cramer being the first eminent

pianoforte player to whom I was privileged to

listen, my "Recollections" of him are the more
vivid. At the time I first heard him I had my-
self become acquainted with liis "Exercises,"
which I still believe to be the very best extant,

and by many degrees superior to those of Kalk-
brenner or Czerny, by whose Studies Cramer has
now been wholly superseded. I was not, how-
ever, prepared for such efi'ects as he produced,
the charm of which was not so much derived from
his brilliant manipulation as from the feeling his

exquisite, purely canlahile playing produced.
In point of taste, expression, and feeling, I be-

lieve John Baptiste Cramer to have been unri-

valled
; for he possessed the power of making the

pianoforte "sing," as if it were a human voice,

perfectly under control.

At a later period than that to which I am re-

ferring, when Hummel was in England, the four

greatest pianists of the day met at the house of
a mutual friend—an amateur of universally ac-
knowledged celebrity, Mr. Alsager, as I believe—Hummel, Kalkbrenner, Moscheles, and Cra-
mer. The first having been asked to play, im-
provised at some length, but by no means with
his usual facilityof invention or execution. When
he had finished Kalkbrenner and Moscheles were
requested to give some "touch of their quality."
Each having absolutely refused to do so, Cramer
was asked to contribute to the gratification of the
company. For some time he also declined, but
being earnestly pressed by Hummel that he would
let him hear what he could do, because of what
had been told him as to his reputation, he at
length consented. Sittinir down to the piano-
forte after his usual unpretending manner, he
began one of Beethoven's Sonatas, then almost en-
tirely new to English—although by no means so
to German ears. In a few minutes the whole
audience were literally entranced, and sat breath-
lessly listening to every note and phrase of the
several motivos, which seemed to reveal some new
inspiration at every turn. When he had con-
cluded, Hummel rushed up to him, seized him in

his arms, and kissed him on each cheek, exi-laim-

ing, "Never till now have I heard Beethoven P'

To their credit, be it said, both Kalkbrenner and
Moscheles, although not after quite so demonstra-
tive a manner, echoed Hummel's praise ; for, to
all intents and purposes, they too had been made
to understand—perhaps for the first time—the
intention of "the slant of harmony," which they
had hitherto failed to comprehend or appreciate
to its full extent.

Of Kalkbrenner, there is no need that I

should speak at any length. Although he ob-

tained a prominent position about this period,

and was much feted and followed, he never by
any chance touched the feelings, or gave an indi-

cation of being anything else than a mere bril-

liant machinist. His execution was indeed pro-

digious ; but he could play scarcely any other

compositions than his own with anythinor like

taste or proficiency, and the almost total absence
of genuine method or phrasing therein caused a
repetition to be both tedious and wearisome.
Most of Kalkbrenner's compositions were little

less than frivolous /anteias, consisting of five or

si.x variations upon some popular Italian (opera-
tic) air, an English ballad, or a vulgar Scotch
song, which, being anything but agreeable when
even performed by himself, were absolutely in-

tolerable whenever they were attempted by eith-

er inferior performers or mere commonplace am-
ateurs.

Incomparably superior to Kalkbrenner in ev-

ery respect was Cipriani Potter—a really sound,

musician and a genuine m-lisle, who must always
be remembered with gratitude for having at a
very early period of his career manifested a de-

cided preference for Beethoven's works, as he has
in later years manifestly stood up again.st unmiti-

gated opposition to those of Schumann. As, in

the former instance, he was somewhat ridiculed

by older members of the musical profession for

his devotion to Beethoven, on the presumption
that he was too young to appreciate that comj)o-

ser's peculiar merits, so he has been in later years

sneered at for his admiration of Schumann, on
the ground that he has become old and infatua-

ted. As, however, Cipriani Potter has lived to
witness his own enthusiasm for the older "master"
equalled by the whole profession, so is it devout-
ly to be hoped that he may be spared a few years

longer to ascertain that his judgment has been
quite as sound with regard to the latter. It has

been my privilege to hear Mr. Potter play on
numerous occasions, as well as to enjoy the honor
of his friendship, and I have no hesitation in say-

ing that, after John Baptiste Cramer, he must be
reputed to have been, between the years i8:S0—

22, nulli secundu!:.

Another pianist, of foreign extraction, Pio
Cianchettini, made an ephemeral sensation about
this time, but failed to secure a permanent posi-

tion. But for his having come to England in

1809, to act for Mme. Catalani as her pianist and
accompanyist, and returning with her for the

same purpose in 1822, it is doubtful whether he
would ever have obtained the slightest consider-

ation. So far as my memory serves, I should

say he was the most flimsy player I ever heard
during this or any other time : for both his exe-

cution and his compositions were of the most me-
diocre quality. It was, however, far different

with respect to Moscheles, whose command over

the keyboard of the piano was truly extraordi-

nary, whether considered in relation to force,

delicacy, or rapidity of execution. As Mme.
Catalani burst through all the fetters commonly
imposed upon other singers, so Moscheles seemed
to disdain all technical rules, because of his hav-

ing been thoroughly acquainted with them. As
the opinion of a well instructed critic—whose

opinion had great influence about this time

—

thoroughly coincides with my own, I have the

less hesitation in quoting it respecting the talent

of this eminent German professor, to whom the

Leipsic Conservatoire, in later times, owed so

much of its excellence and pre-eminence as the

very best modern training school of the Father-

land. This critic says : "Moscheles' wrist, hand,

and finger-joints exhibited a variety of position

and a pliability that were truly wonderful
;
yet

so nicely did he control his touch that when, from

the elevation of his hand, the spectator might

have expected its descent in thunder, as it were,

the ear was never shocked with the slightest

harshness. There was a spring and an elasticity

in his fingers -when applied to quick arpeggio pa.s-

sages, that brought out the most brilliant tones,

whilst in those touching movements that consti-

tute generally what is termed expression, his

manner was no less effective. But the most ex-

traordinary part of Moscheles' playing was per-

haps the velocity and certainty with which he

passed from one distant interval to another. His

thumbs"—they were very large and thick

—

"seemed to act as intermediate points, from which

his fingers were directed almost to the remote

parts of the instrument, over which they flew

with a rapidity wholly inconceivable ; yet the

uniformity of his touch and tone was so strictly

observed, that an imperfect note was never, and

an unfinished note seldom, heard. Every great

player has his/or(e; butin this species of execu-

tion Moscheles was unrivalled." With respect to

expression Moscheles was, however, considerably

inferior to John Baptiste Cramer. Had he pos-

sessed this quality in proportion to his other excel-

lences, I should have pronounced him as one of

the greatest pianists I ever heard. Failing, how-

ever, in this most important feature, it never

could be said of him, as of his truly eminent con-

temporary, that although he

"CouM swell the aoul to rage,.*'

it was within his means to

"Kindle soft desire."

—English Magazine.

The Passion Play.

THIS season's representation at ober-

AMMERGAC.

[Correspondence of the Tribune-]

A busy place is Ammergnu on the day before the

pliiy. All during the morning troops of boys are

mrryine: things to the theatre for use on the morrow,
The communnl oonncil holds an exiriiordinary sit-

ting ; the booth proprietors are erecting their frail
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strirelures, while the hotels are constantly receivin<;

fresli instalments of visitors. Toward evening the

cixjwfl in the viHage increases every few minutes,
showing that the friendly invitation issued by the

community of Ober Ammergau has l>een well receiv-

ed. This little invitation document read as follows :

"Passion Play at Ober Ammergau.in Upper Bavaria.
From the southern hoi-der of the German empire we
scud friendly invitation into all the provinces of the

German Fatherland, as far as the shores of the North
Rnd East seas, to visit the performance of the Passion
Play in Ober Amraercau, interrupted last year by
the war, and which will be continued in the present

summer. (Then follow the days of performance).
May llie Passion Play, this heritage from primitive
times in Germany, see very many German brothers,

from north and south, united in love as members of
the newly arisen German empire : The community
of Ober Ammergau." Many peasants had walked a

distan 'e of over one hundred miles ; some hundreds
had walked fixjm various parts of the Tyrol ; the

neighboring mountain villages had furnished a good
quota; while the carnages and post wagons brought
some few hundreds of English and American tourists.

I noticed two eminent German theatre directors
among the giiests, the one from the Berlin court-
theatre, the other from Brunswick. English clergy-
men, in titeir church coats, were conspicuous for

their numbers ; and the cockney dialect and tourist

manners were, unfortunately, well represented.

COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAT.

The eve of the festival-day is announced to the
stranger in Ober Ammergau by the village music
band, headed by the village firemen in state orna-
ments, passing through the principal street at 7
o'clock, going to the theatre. We were waked up
early in the morning by the firing of a cannon,
and at 5 o'clock all the bells are runir, and
people begin to turn out of their houses to enjoy the
fresh air and the novelties of the scene. The play
commenced at 8 o'clock, but as early as 6 long rows
of peasants were seen before the doorways, patiently
waiting to enter. The sky bad been overclouded in
the early morning, and ram was threatened ; but it

cleared up as the people began to take their seats in
the theatre, continuing very pleasant during the en-
tire performance. At 7 o'clock the theatre was filled

(except the reserved seats), and we bad time, not
only to examine the theatre, but also the surrounding
country. To the right rose a lofry mountain, sparse-
ly covered with trees, and dotted here and there with
hay-huts

; to the left was a high range, and between
the mountain stretches the valley of the Ammer, with
the little village of Unter Ammergau in the distance.
Pure mountain breezes passed across our faces, high
above us larks were warbling in the air, singing songs
of thanks to the warm sunshine. Though the thea-
tre itself has often been described, a brief description
of it is necessary, to understand the pl.ay. The
whole structure reminded us, as we entered, of a
traveling theatre, except that it was of larger dimen-
sions and open at the top. The seats, which form
rows of benches, rise as we retire from the stage, the
box places being in the rear, and covered over by
roofing. Thus from every part of the theatre the
view upon the stage was unhindered, and hardly a
word was missed, even in the extreme corners. There
were in all 65 benches, each capable of holding 70 to
80 persons, the last 1.5 rows alone being undercover.
The stage was the most noteworthv part of the struc-
ture. Before us, first of all, we saw the proscenium,
an open space, 80 feet long, and 15 to 20 feet broad!
It is generally occupied by the chorus or for some
street scenes, and that of Jesus carrying the cross, in
which nearly 500 persons are seen. Back of this 'the
stage proper was erected, bounded on either side by
a narrow, two storied building with balconies anil
folding-doors

; the building on the right, as v/e faced
the stage, was the house of the high priest, Annas,
that on the left the house of Pilate. Close beside
each of the houses, open gateways allowed us to see
into the streets of Jerusalem, through which the pro
cessions at times came and disappeared. "The mid-
dle stage had 12 movable scenes, and it was used for
the tableaux vivaiits, including some of the principal
scenes, the crucifixion, resurrection, etc. The whole
theatre seats easily 5000 persons. On the stage 500
persons had ample room. The orchestra was en-
tirely composed of natives of the village, dres.scd in
plain uniforms, -with hunters' caps. It was well di-
rected, and the music was very fine. Stringed in-
struments predominated.

Precisely at 8 o'clock, the second cannon-boom
announced that the Passion Play had commenced •

the music began, and the chorus, or, as beautifully
expressed in German, guardian spirits, entered upon
the stage from either side, led by the choragus. They
advanced toward the centre, one after the other, met
and turned toward the audience, forming a curved

line nearly the whole way across the witle prosceni-

um. The spirits had an important part to play dur-

ing the entire performance, and were at the same
time peculiarly attractive in dress, action, and song.

Tlie chorus consisted of 20 persons, including the

choragus, who occupied the centre of the stage. At
his side, on the right and left, were three male spirits,

and then on each side of these were six female figures.

The tallest stood in the centre, and the figures were
so arranged as to gradually diminish in stature on
either side. The dresses were peculiarly rich in col-

or, the forms good, the faces generally very attrac-

tive. The choragus wore a long alb of cashmere,

reaching to the sandaled feet, and bound by a loose

golden girdle. A crown of gold bound his hair,

which fell upon his shoulders. He had a long, dark

beard, and was pronounced one of the most handsome
of men. I may add, in passing, that 20 years ago a

rich German lady saw him, and was so attracted by
his appearance that she cflTered him her hand and
fortune, and they are now living in the handsomest
villa in Oberammergau. The other members of the

chorus were most eflfectively arrayed as regards the

color of the dresses. The two outside ones were
dressed alike. The others were all in different col-

ors ; each wore a long, loose-flowing garment of

cashmere, ornamented at the bottom with silver or

gold, falling to the sandaled feet, over this a kind of
short muslin tunic fell nearly to the knees, and over

this was a loose-flowing mantle of cashmere, of a
color harmonizing with the lower garment, and
trimmed with gold or silver, as contrast required.

The effect of the distribution of the colors was singu-

larly beautiful at times. After the passion scenes, it

was extremely soothing to the spirit. The head
was bound with a gold circlet, of patterns slightly

diflTering, below which the hair fell upon the shoul-

ders. One never tires of looking upon this arrange-

ment of the chorus, of listening to the intonation of
the choragus, and the singing of the entire corps of
guardian spirits.

THE EXPULSION FKOM PARADISE.

The curtain of the centra! stage was still down,
the chorus was in position, when the deep bass voice

of the chorasus was heard, urging the human race to

bend low before God, to receive grace from Zion,
and telling them that God does not desire that sin-

ners die, for He sent his Son tor their salvation !

The prologue changed into a song taken up by the
wi ote chorus, whereupon the curtain of the central

staire rose, exposing to view the first part of the
lahlemix vivanis, that were so exceedingly well done
that one could only compare them to wax-work fig-

ures, so accurate the position, so fixed the limbs ; the
chorus then retired toward the stage. The first tab-
leau represented Adam and Eve being expelled from
paradise by the angel with the flaming sword. The
curtain fell, the chorus resumed its semi circular po-
sition, sang a song of reconciliation, and then fell

back into a position from the outer edges of the stage
to the walls of the proscenium. After the chorus
sang "Eternal God, hear thy children's faltering

prayer," the curtain rose, revealing a second tableau:

A group of children kneeling before a crucifix, the
symbol of salvation, while seraphic music was heard
proceeding from the stage. 'The beautiful picture
vanished in a few minutes, when the choragus re-

peated the prologue to the first principal scene. He
pointed out the lesson taught by the tableau in deep,
well expressed words, and finished by exhorting the

audience to follow the Redeemer who, through his

blood, obtained for us salvation. While the chora-
gus was still speaking, we heard the shouts of "Ho-
sanna" in the distance, the chorus then disappeared
entirely from the stage, when the central curtain was
raised, exposing a scene representing the entry of
Christ into Jerusalem. The central stage was open-
ed up to its full extent, and the backeround was a
sunny landscape. Great crowds of children with
palm branches came out of one of the side streets

;

men, women, and children joined them, all with
palm branches. In the mid^t of this crowd of some
300 persons, dressed in variegated costumes, the Sa-
viour was seen sitting upon an ass. Evei-y eve was
strained to catch a glimpse of Christ (Joseph Mayr),
a noble figure, and one of the best delineators of the
Saviour that Ammergau has ever produced. The
acting followed very closely the description given in

the Bible. As the procession slowlv advanced, hav-
ing emerged, when about halfway down the central

stage, into a side street, aud thence upon the prosce-

nium, the chorus and the multitude sang, "Hail
Thou ! Son of David, Hosanna ! Blessed is Ho
who Cometh to take possession of David's throne,"
etc. Christ sat with sad face upon the ass ; ho then
descended and imparted his teachings to the people.

The effect that this scene produced was remarkable.
The Jesus of the people's childhood was there, the

veritable Jesus that we have seen in the pictorial

Bibles ever since boyhood, and the slight e.xclama-

tion of surprise and wonder that rose from the people
can well be understood. Christ was over si.x f^eet in

height, well made, but somewhat slender, with black

beard and hair, the latter falling in locks far over his

shoulders. For the first part of the performance it

has been said that his features were too sad, that be
did not excite enough sympathy. There is truth in

this ; his full power, earnestness, and majesty only
came fully into play during the representation of the

Passion proper.

SCENE IN THE TEMPLE.

The scenes followed each other in rapid succession.

While the people were singing hosannas around the

Saviour, the curtain of the central stage ro.se, and
displayed the interior of the temple, wherein buying
and selling were going on. Buyers and sellers were
standing around booths containing doves and other

animals. The moneychangers, Jews of true Polish

type, were there. Christ approached them, and ad-

dressed to them the words, "My house is the house
of prayer, but ye have made it a den of thieves,"

overturning at the same time one of the money-tables.

I shall not attempt to follow the play through the 18

following scenes, nor describe the many beautiful

tableaux vivants. From the beginning to the end it

was one sublime whole, of which I can only give a

slicht idea. The second act represented the sitting

of the high court of the Sanhedrim ; Caiaphas, An-
nas, priests and counsellors silting in judgment as to

what should be done with Christ. The preceding

tableau was that of Jacob's sons keeping their sheep ;

Joseph, in his flowery garment, advancing toward

them, while the brothers were plotting his destruc-

tion. The third act, representing the parting in

Bethany, was one of the very best of the morning
scenes. It is preceded by two significant tableaux

—

first, the departure of young Tobias from his parents

;

secondly, the lamenting bride, in the Song of Solo-

mon—both having reference to the parting of Jesus

from his mother, the explanation being given in the

usn.al way by the singing chorus. "Where is He
gone—where is He gone—the grandest of all peo-

ple 1" said one part of the chorus, as the bride's song
of lamentation, to which the other answered, "Dear-
est soul, be comforted ! Thy friend will come once
more 1" The music and singing were extremely
simple and sweet. In the parting scene introduced

by these two tableaux we had our first glimpse of

Fraulein Franciska Hunger, who personated the Vir-

gin Mary. For the Virgin, great care is taken by
the committee to select a eirl of the village whose
fame is spotless. It is a difficult part, but one which
Franciska filled to perfection. She is a charming,

sympathetic being, full of tenderness, and neither she

nor Christ could control their emotions at the part-

ing scene. 'The eyes of both were filled with tears.

During this scene the delineator of Judas had the first

opportunity to exhibit his truly dramatic talent. In

contrast with the deep emotion of the Virgin, Judas
was lamenting at that useless outlay of 300 denarii

for the precious vestment. Franciska's form was
hardly so fully developed as we co«ld wish, "but her
face was extremely expressive. Among the female

actors Franciska took the first place
;
she acted her

part with such power and fitness that little room was
left to criticize her. Indeed, we doubt if criticism

should be admitted in judging of the whole play.

That has grown up with the life of the people, and is

infinitely above the ordinai-y run of dramatic acting.

The fourth act represented the last journey of Christ

to Jernsalem, and is followed by the Last Supper,
the betrayer and Jesus at the Mount of Olives, which
usually concludes the first half of the performance,

when a pause of an hour is made to give the actors

and spectators time to partake of some refreshments.

It must have been a great relief to the chorus, which
had been standing in the hot sun a long time, and
not less to the spectators not under cover, since they

had not been allowed any shade except their hats.

The peasant women were literally burned. The act-

ing in the above scenes was well maintained. The
role of Judas became constantly more interesting.

The act representing the betrayal was introduced by

a tableau, showing Jacob's sons selling their brother

Joseph to the Midianitish merchant, the chorus ex-

plaining the text in song. Gregor Lechner, who per-

sonated Judas, was perhaps the finest actor among
the Ammergauers. Throughout his long and ardu-

ous role he never became extravagant. It was bis

desire of gain that obtained the mastery over him,

and he retained it until the moment when remorse

seized him. as be found that be bad betrayed the

Master to death. When the blood-money was paid

down to him, Judas grasped it and placed it in bis

money-bag, with an acting that was not to be sur-

passed. After the play was over, I noticed several

parties of both Englishmen and Americans address

Judas, and thank him personally for his exquisite
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performance. He was everywhere acknowletlged to

be the best actor.

CHRIST BKOUGHT BEFORE THE HIGH PRIEST.

When the second part was about to commence, the

youths and maidens of the chorus, in gay-colored

cloaks, trooped out from right and left, and formed

a line in the front of the stage. The deep voice of

their leader, the choragus, was heard explaining the

tableau about to be shown, and they wheeled back in

two lines flanking the approach to the inner theatre

just as its curtain rose. We had a scene represented

wherein the prophet of God received a blow for

speaking the truth to Ahab. This was typical of

the treatment of Christ before the high priest. The
figures in the tableau remained motionless as rocks

for several minutes, until the curtain slowly fell

again, and the chorus renewed its line across the

front. When the song was over, the singers filed off

to either side, and the action of the play was taken

up. Jesus was seen dragged as a prisoner before the

high priest, taken up into the balcony of his house,

and questioned with brutal harshness. Many accus-

ers appeared against the captive, and the rabble

clamored against him ; but he retained his patient

dignity, and answered nothing. He was cuffed on

the face by a serving man for refusing to speak, and

that sensation of looking on at cruelty which it was
intended to foster in this part of the play, began to

grow strong with the spectators. Joseph Mayr sus-

tained the lofty character assigned to him with per-

fect skill. It was im'possible to see him brought by

degrees to his death without a warmer and warmer
sympathy with his terrible position. The spectators

dwelt on every detail of this mockery of justice with

painful interest. Even the rather lengthy proceed-

ings before Caiaphas were watched unweariedly by
an attentive "house," and each step of the visits to

Pilate and to Herod was gazed at with eagerness.

Pilate was very well rendered by Tobias Plunger,

who himself played the principal part in former years.

The cold dignity of the Roman noble was fully

brought out. His utter disdain of the accusers

of Christ could scarcely be concealed, though he ul-

timately yielded to their clamor. It was a most
eftective scene—wonderfully effective, considering

the circumstances of the play—when Pilate, in the

balcony of his house, one of the permanent balconies

that flanked the inner theatre, received Jesus for

judgment, and was inclined to release him. The
Jews cried loudly for blood; the Roman governor, in

his purple robe, remained sternly impassive, and the

bright equipments of his legionaries glittered in the

sunshine. We were all of us so intent on the play

that the surroundings of Ober Ammergau seemed
quite forgotten. The spectators were carried back to

Jerusalem, to the time of the unjust accusation, and

of the shouting rabble which demanded that Christ

should die. We could almost shudder for them as

we heard them exclaim, "Sein Blut komme iiber uns

nnd ansere Kinder !"

MERITS OF THE PERFORMANCE.

There is one reason why the fact of acting in the

open air in broad daylight should help rather than

hinder the effect of the scenes. Most of them were

supposed to occur in the open air and in broad day-

light, and no arrangement of theatrical gas jets could

be so much like nature as a glow of real sunshine.

It would be different in case of rain. But then, rain

would spoil in any c.Tse such a meeting as that of

Ober Ammergau. We were most fortunate, yester-

dav, in having all the freshness of the previous night's

shower with a blaze of sunshine well suiting the sup-

posed scene of action in Jndea. These peasant actors

were so little "made up" that they could bear day-

light. Their hair and beards were worn according

to the requirements of their particular parts, so that no
knocking about on the stage could disarrange them.

It was a great point to have this natural preparation

complete. Another point in favor of the effect of the

Passion play, despite its being given in the open air,

is the very strong array of secondary characters which

the village can produce. I cannot style them "su-

pers" in current stage parlance, for they were as

much in earnest, and often as artistic in their way as

the principal actors. From the round about chubby

little urchins who stood so immovable in the tableaux

vivants, to the stalwart men who depicted the Roman
soldiers with such brutal simplicity and "-uthfulncss,

all did their parts with good effect. The Romans
were rigidly drilled. There was no comparing the

followers of the high priest with them for a moment.
These last had helmets and spears, and a somewhat
military look, but the villagers brought out very

clearly the fact that the Roman discipline was far

superior. It was the bright, strong legionaries, nev-

ertheless, who were shown us in the midst of their

odious task of persecuting Christ. They were the

blind instruments of the sins of others, and their com-

bination of personal indifference with ferocious ribal-

dry was very well realized.

THE CnOTVN OP THORNS.

We were also shown a good tableau of the murder
of Abel, to introduce us to the scene of the remorse
and suicide of Judas. The appearance of the treach-

erous disciple before the sanhedrim and his passion-

ate appeal to the elders to undo his work, and his

flinging back of the blood money amid their sarcastic

laughter, was most vividly rendered. There was the

same difJBculty about its being night time, when the

moment of the suicide approached, as there was with

the scene on the mount of Olives. But though this

difficulty puts the out-door play at a disadvantage,

yet, by shading the middle stage from the sun rather

more than it was previously shaded, an effect of
gloom was certainly produced. The actual suicide

was not shown, for the curtain fell just as Judas had
attached his girdle to the branch of a tree. It was
not intended to lessen the force of the final sacrifice

by allowing other scenes of too painful a nature to

be witnessed beforehand. Thus, though a little later

on Jesus was discovered, when the curtain arose,

bound to a pillar, where he had been scourged by the

soldiery—we did not actually watch the scourging.

The most shocking thing which was seen before the

crucifixion, was the pressing on to the head of our.

Lord of the crown of thorns. This was done with a
grim appearance of reality by two soldiers, who
crossed their spears over the crown to press it down.
But it was done in a moment, and the spectators had
but time to give a gasp of horror, when the meek
head which had sunk under the pressure was raised

again with patient dignity. We were coming to the

end of the play—coming slowly but surely, with a
fixed and sorrowful interest, which seemed more and
more to take hold of every one present. Pilate had
brought out Christ and Barabbas, and had set them
bgfore the people, and the people had clamored for

the release of the murderer. The Roman had washed
his hands of the innocent blood which was to be shed,

and an officer of his household had read aloud, from
the balcony, the warrant for the execution. Then
we had the sad procession wmding across the outer

stage on the way to Calvary, and a most pathetic

interlude, when the Virgin Mary, entering the ex-

treme left, heard themurmurof the advancing crowd,
and half feared, half wondered what it might be. She
caught sight of Jesus, and fell back into the arms of

those who were with her, sobbing out, "My son ! my
son !" It was not until the procession had moved
out of sight, after Simon of Cyrene had been com-
pelled to take up the cross, which Jesus could no
longer support, that the spectators could breathe free-

ly for a moment. The chorus came upon the outer

stage, robed in black. There was no tableau shown,
but the tapping of hammers could be heard behind

the curtain of the inner theatre, as Jesus was nailed

upon the cross. The leader of the chorus sang, or

rather recited, in deep melancholy tones, a descrip-

tion of the sacrifice which was to be offered, and all

the singers joined in solemnly at the end with these

words :

—

brioRet dieser Liebe

Nur fromme Herzenstriebe

Am Kreuzaltar

Zum Opfer dar !

Christ's death and kesuerection.

The chorus wheeled back to either side as the eur-

tnin rose, and we saw the cross about to be raised on
the middle stage, with its living burden already at-

tached to it. This was the crowning moment of the

whole play. The two thieves were discovered cruci-

fied to the right and left of the middle stage, and
were merely hung the traditional .way, with their

arms bent over the arms of the cross, not nailed to it

The large cross on which Jesus was nailed was seen

slowlv risine between the other two, and it was im-

possible to distinguish how the body was attached,

supposing, as we must suppose, that the appearance
of being nailed was feigned. Joseph Mayr possessed

great physical strength, or he would never bear 20
minutes of this uncomfortable position. He was
dressed in flesh-colored tights, with a cloth about his

loins, and had the crown of thorns on his head. The
pictorial effect was perfect. Like so many other of
the scenes in the Passion play, the scene of the cruci-

fixion was modeled on an engraving of All ertDurer,
and was modeled to the life. We held our breath.

We watched the soldiers and the people passing to

and fro before the cross, and saw all the details of the

tragedy enacted according to Holy Writ. We could
but faintly wonder how the real Bavarian villager,

rai-icd aloft before our eyes, was able to endure the

severe strain upon his muscles. The executioners
squabbled over the dothintr of their victim, the priests

and c!dcrs uttered the bitterest taunts, and those

money changers expelled in the opening scene from

the temple were present to rejoice at the crucifixioti'.

When all was over there was the stroke with a lance-

point in the side of our Lord, and a rush of what
looked like blood—so that the spectators shuddered
—and the soldiers and the people withdrew from
sight, and the descent from the cross was reverently

and skilfully managed. The Virgin Mary, John
and Mary Magdelene, with Joseph of Arimathea and
Nicodemus, who had been present all the time, were
seen supporting the body of Christ, or lamenting over

it. They had to come forward a little too soon as an
artistic question, on account of the immense fatigue

to the chief actor of every additional minute ; bnt
they did their part very well. The curtain fell, and
we had a strange feeling of relief that the worst was
over. What remained to be seen was less effective,

though not less earnestly played. The resurrection

of our Lord was given in something between an act

and a tableau. He appeared rising from the grave
before the astonished soldiers, and passed quickly out
of sight. Then, when He had been seen for a mo-
ment speaking to Mary Magdalene, we reached the

end of the play. The chorus, once more in gay-col-

ored cloaks, sang a joyous song of triumph, and the

scene displayed on the middle stage represented

Christ in the distance, with the banner of the cross

in His hand, and a crowd of people kneeling before

him. Unless a play were so quietly and earnestly

acted, by men and women who devote themselves to

it as almost a religious duty, it would be impossible

for any Christian with the ideas of our generation to

sit watching it. There was of necessity so near an
approach to what would Ije sheer blasphemy, with

with many styles of treatment, that one can well see

why Passion plays in other places have been put a

stop to. All that can be said is that, where alone it

uow exists, the old institution is kept up with due
reverence, and that it is a most curious sight to see.

New Oratorios.

(From the Loudon Orchestra.)

The season has passed over without the presenta-

tion of a new oratorio, but the Festival Carnival in

the country is to be distinguished by the advent of

two fresh illustrations of the highest order in musical

composition. There is good reason for the quiet of

our modern oratorio writer during the great London
season. Handel is pre-eminent in Exeter Hall and
during this season he has not only been heard in

great force in the Strand, but also with the utmost
magnificence at the Crystal Palace. Further, his

grand contemporary has come in—Sebastian Bach
has been heard in his immeasurable work of the

"Passione," and stands no longer outside. He has

entered tha charmed circle in his true character, and
points to his hundred folios with grave yet benignant

aspect, saying, "These are mine, let them be heard

in their turn." Whatever may be the immediate ef-

fect from hearing the great choral school of composi-

tion which marked the art musical world of the mid-
dle of the last century we stay not to inquire, but

there is one abiding result ever manifest and utterly

incontrovertable. However apparent the inadequacy

of the means to the end, the sensation . of power in

this school of composition is of the highest possible

kind, it is enormous—perfect—overwhelming ; and
it completely dwarfs all modern eflart and wipes it

out of the memory. However cheering and kindly

may be the public feeling to the modern oratorio

composer, however merciful to his forgetfulness, his

inexperience, or even his errors, watching for the

good and turning away eyes and ears from the bad,

still there is at work an irresistible power which gov-

erns and subdues all impulses and imaginings, and
compels the hearer of Handel and Bach to the ad-

ministration of a stern justice and a bowing down to

the everdiving truth. The older art—the result of

inherent power and prolonged exertion—reigns su-

preme. The life spent in acquiring a subtlety of ex-

pression, a boldness, fearlessness, and swiftness in

doing the thing, is victorious and triumphant ; and it

is felt that modern life cannot realize such results,

and hardly indeed enter into its metho<ls and details.

There was a time, and not so very long ago, when
this state of the public mind and the brush-work of

the English painters were at opposite points of the

compass. Haydon—the unfortunate—the ill-taught

and misguided enthusiast—tells us he accompanied

Sir Thomas Lawrence to visit the first display of

pictures by the old masters seen in this county, nnd
he describes in his amusing yet caustic way the wrath,

petulance, and dismay of the most beloved of fash-

i.'.nablo painters. "What do they mean by it?" said

Sir Thomas, "this will do us great mischief; it will

ruin ns." Again, when the great picture by Rubens
of the ChnpmH de. I'ailk was exhibited, Haydon took

the then famed Miltonjcrnsalcm Martin to con it

over. "How pure and brilliant, how soft and sil-
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very, how wonderful!" said Haydon. "It is fine,"

rejoined Martin. "Ah !" said Haydon, "how few in

these days attain to anything hice this ; and yet, per-

haps, even this may not ranlc with Titian in all his

tremendous effects of golden brilliancy and power of
color. It is a perfect lesson to any painter." As a
commentary to this, let any of our readers go to the
South Kensington Gallery and look over the vaunt-
ed contents of the Vernon Collection and the works
of the painters in this country of that period and the

thirty years preceding it. It will be found that some
of the pictures stand forth in imbecility, untruth, and
deformity almost as the efforts of maniacs, and that
a picture the result of right motive or unjust action is

the exception. And then to turn into the next room,
and see that "Blue Boy" of Gainsborough, and the
specimens of Reynolds who, if here and ithere want-
ing the power of the old artists, never failed in con-
ception or the appreciation of grand effect

!

The real secret of old art is, that the artist was
true to himself, true to his work, and when young
labored until imagination, invention, and calculation
of result filled his heart and governed his hand.
Nothing was done without activity of mind and utili-

ty of spirit, and the possession of power to do in the
best way whatever was required to be done. It was
the union of high thought with consummate knowl-
edge. The large heart and the lofty spirit seems to

have departed with Handel. Herein Haydn fails
;

and, to quote the words of Beethoven, "the Creation
will die." Again, with the power there must be the
opportunity. A great work must be done continu-
ously, and without effort in its mechanism. Look at

the oratorios of Spohr, all ground up—one melan-
choly looking grist—in one Lilliputian mill. He is

like the tiniest of Shetland ponies maundering round
and round his confined circle, pulverizing grain
against which the appetite unceremoniously revolts.

Consider again the long,^ but not large, works of
Schubert, a man well competent to do any work that
could be finished by dinner-time and bring him the
two florins for dinner, wine and tobacco, but utterly
unequal, through necessity and position, to think out
a long work, [?] and utterly wanting the power to pre-
sent it in any pleasant or sufferable form.[?l The early
thorough training of Handel and his Court pensions
gave us the Handel oratorios. The years of solitary
labor and the church position have given us the Bach
Litanies, Motets, and Passiones. Give an English-
man, of good musical talent and acquirement, the
run of Westminster Abbey, enough to eat and to
drink and the wherewithal he can be clothed, we
may then perhaps squeeze an oratorio out of him,
but oratorios have never yet and never will come out
of Ladies' schools, West-end concert rooms, or from
men who have to run here, there and every where to
give a lesson to young girls at boarding-school or at
home, or to some rubicund full-blown amateur too
old to work and too idle to remember. How can
any one so situate gain any freedom, any power of
thought, any certainty in development, any beauty of
finish ? Art takes its tone from the reiterated action,
from the true or false life, from custom, from acci
dent, and in these days the rule is to machine the
poor artist into a state bordering on puerility if not
tending to palsy. An oratorio when writtenmust he
sold, or its composer will die of starvation. If writ-
ten with solemn purpose to arouse noble emotion

—

an utter impossibility, however, as things now stand
with the English composer—who would purchase it '?

If written in the old school, who would listen to it 1

If in the modern, who could bear it "> If made up of
songs to sell and choruses penned in the school-room
years ago as exercises—childish exercises—in single
or double counterpoint, what subscriber to Exeter
Hall or St. James's would ever put up with it ? Un-
fortunately for the oratorio, Mendelssohn set the
fashion of laying out its movements in parcels for
sale or applause—a song here, sweet and sugary, a
trio or quartet there, a tender bit, and then a fiery
rush. No one in these days sends for half a ream of
paper, takes the libretto and writes straight on with
nothing but the dramatic intention to guide him.
And yet this did Handel do. And did Handel dis-
dain the works of his predecessors 3 Qnite the con-
trary

;
he looked bach, studied the great thoughts of

the dead, and profited by their .spirits and mechan-
isms. Now-a days every one is filching from his
next door neighbor, and taking what is assuredly not^
worth the stealing. To our young hands at the ora-
torio we can only say—"Don't go to Paris, there is

nothing there
; don't go to Modern Germanv, there

is nothing there ; look back, do as Handel did ; first
learn how to do it, and then consult the works of
those that have done it. Leave Mendelssohn and
Spohr alone

; never touch Schubert or Schumann,
avoid Wagner, and go back to the mummy cases
that have the spirit-bird fluttering upon them. Catch
the bird if yon can, and you will not fail in your

Mario's Farewell.

The Great Tenor's Adieo to the Stage—

A

SKETCH OF HIS LIFE, WRITTEN BY HIMSELF.

London, ,Tuly 19, 1871.—Signor Mario, the justly

celebrated tenor, has sung his farewell song, and last

night bid adieu to the stage. The scene of his last

public appearance was Covent Garden, and the opera

chosen for the occasion was the well known and much
admired " La Favorita." On the appearance of the

celebrated singer the utmost enthusiasm prevailed.

It proved a demonstration unparalled almost in the

history of the lyric stage. The whole audience rose

to do honor to the artist, and it was some time ere the

performance conld proceed. All through the enter-

tainment the emotion of the tenor was noticeable, yet

he carried himself bravely through to the end. He
felt the influence of the surroundings. Eleven times

he was called before the curtain, to receive the hom-
age of royalty it.self, associated with the beauty, wit,

talent, wealth and elegance of the British metropolis.

Showers of laurel wreaths and rare flowers were
strewn before the footlights at the feet of the artist.

It was amid such a scene as this that the great tenor

took his farewell of the stage.

Your readers will no doubt call to mind the im-

mense furor created in New York on the appearance
of Signor Mario and Mme. Grisi at Castle Garden in

18.^4, and as a sketch of the life of this gifted singer

may not at this time be inappropriate, the particulars

of his extraordinary career, as drawn by himself, will

no doubt prove interesting. Thas he tells bis story :

A SKETCH OF MAKIO ET HIMSELF.

I was born in 1810, on the 18th October, at Cag-
liari, in Sardinia. My father was the Marchese di

Candia. I was sent to the Military Academy, and
served in the army seven years, I was aidde-camp
to my father, at Nice, where he had been appointed
Governor. At that time the Duchesse de Berri made
her expeditiorr to the south of France, and I visited

her on board the steamer in which she was concealed.

My father being ordered to Genoa, where bo also

filled the post of Governor, I followed him thither,

still in the same capacity. When at Genoa I was
suspected of associating with those who were politi-

cally opposed to the Government, and was, in con-
sequence, deputed to carry dispatches to Sardinia.

This being evidently a pretext to get rid of me, I

protested, and was anxious to appeal to the King,
Carlo Alberto, against what I considered an indigni-

ty put upon me. However, the Marchese Paolucci
showed me the general order and the note affixed to

it, according to which, if the lieutenant objected to

the duty, he was to consider himself at the disposal

of the general in command—which, in fact, was
equivalent to my being placed under arrest. In
spite of the advice of my good friend, the Marquis, I

sent in my papers to the authorities and decided to

embark lor Spain. It being some time before the

preparations for my departure could be made, I had
to conceal myself in Genoa, which, thanks to the
assistance of a young lady to whom I was much at-

tached, I successfully accomplished for a month. At
the expiration of that time I took passage on board a
boat bound for Marseilles, intending to proceed
thence to Spain. On arriving at Marseilles and
making myself known to the authorities, I was re-

ceived with the greatest hospitality and strongly ad-

vised not to continue my journey as I intended, but
to make my way to Paris, which advice I followed.

I remained in Paris but a short time, and was per-

suaded to join a party going to London.
Being well acquainted with Admiral Fielding's

family, through them I was introduced to the Duke
of Wellington. Still anxious to visit Spain, I asked
the Duke to give me some facility for so doing. He
assured me it was a country in which I should make
no progress—that the more energy I displayed the
more enemies I should make, and the only thing I

could hope for there, with any certainty, was a coup
de fusil. He concluded his advice by telling me,
"Amusez I'ous, etjeferai quelqiie chose pour vous plus
tard." This counsel I followed to such good pur-
pose that time passed away and with it all my money,
until at last I found myself without any means of
support. I then resolved to go to America,and secured
a cabin on board a sailing vessel, starting from the
Thames, having with some difficulty managed to

scrape together £40 to pay the passage. A week be-

fore the ship was to sail I fell ill. I had to abandon
the idea of going to America, and, what was worse,

to forfeit the £40. During this illness I experienced
the profondeur of English hospitality, and was treated

like a brother by those with whom I had the good
luck to become acquainted. I was urged to go to

Paris to consult the doctors, and was taken there by
one of my English friends in his travelling carriage.

In Paris I improved in health and made the ac-

quaintance of the Marquis Agaado, then the director

of the two theatres—the Opera and the Theatre des

Italiens. I was also intimate with the Prince Bel-

giojoso, with whom I used to sing duets en amateur.

My financial circumstances, however, became so se-

rious that I made them known to the Prince, who
insisted upon my turning my vocal abilities to ac-

count. This was at first very olmoxious to me. I

had looked forward to a very dift'erent career from

that of an artist, which I then thought unmanly and
unsuited to my tastes. But the Prince would not

listen to my objections, assuring me that, were it not

for family considerations, he would, in spite of his

social position, go himself upon the stage. He spoke

to the Marquis Aguado on by behalf, and obtained

for me an engagement for three years. For the first

year, which was passed in study, I received 14,000

francs, for the second 32,000, !>nd for the third 45,-

000 francs. For the first six months I was placed

under the tuition of Meyerbeer, whom I daily visited.

No composer who ever lived took such pains with

his work as Meyerbeer—and of this I had frequent

opportunities of judging while studying with him.

I made my first appearance in Paris on December
1, 1838, in "Robert le Diable," at the Grand Opera.

1 sang there two years and a half, and played in the

"Comte Ory," "Le Drapier." and other operas. In

1840 Aguado made me sing at the Italiens, where I

appeared in "L'Elisire d'Amore." I really forget

whether it was in 1839 or 1840 that I came out at

Her Majesty's, in "Lucrezia Borgia," with Giulia

Grisi, but it was about that time. I was not consid-

ered a success at any rate ; and, in fact, my career

did not begin until 1842, when I sang in Dublin with

Tamturini, Grisi and Lablache, and with Benedict

as conductor. After that I returned to Paris, and
sang the "Rubini Repertoire," in which I was most
fortunate. Since then my life has passed but too

quickly away in going from Paris to London every

season, and meeting always with the greatest kind-

ness everywhere. In the winter of 1849 I went, for

the first time, to Russia, and in 1854 to America.
London and Paris, however, have been the two cities

of which I shall always have the most pleasant rec-

ollections, unless it be Dublin, where I first received

the greatest encouragement. Strange to say, I have

never sung in Italy.

Mario's Retirement.

COMMENTS OF LONDON JOnRNALS.

The Times remarks that Signor Mario had before

him an admirable exemplar in the late(?] Giulia Grisi,

of whom, both in comic and in serious opera, he was
frequently a colleague. From Grisi he learnt a vast

deal, and to such good purpose tliat in the course of

time he became Grisi's equal, and, further on in the

course of time, her superior. It is worth noting that,

whereas "at Her Majesty's Theatre Signor Mario
used to be almost exclusively associated with Italian

vocalists pur sang , he has, at the Royal Italian Op-
era, been continually associated with vocalists of oth-

er nationalities—German, French, Spanish, Ameri-
can, English, &c. All that was worth learning from
the, so to speak, exotic elements by which he has so

frequently been surrounded was used for his own pe-

culiar advantage. It was no detriment to him that

in the "Huguenots" and the "Prophete" he should
have as his earliest partner an artist of such high in-

tellectuality as Mme. Pauline Viardot Garcia, one of

the most distinguished of musical Spaniards. He
doubtless caught much from the gifted sister of Mal-
ibran, but added a grace of his own which invested

with a double charm what he had appropriated.
Signor Mario's genius, indeed, from the beginning
was appropriative ; and it was only as he advanced
in years that it assumed an ttndeniably inventive
power—a power to which in Italian Opera we are in-

debted for his superb impersonation of Fernando^ in

the "Favorita," his Raoul in the "Huguenots," and,

perhaps, most striking of all, his Jean of Leyden in

the "Prophete." When he first essayed the operas
of Verdi, it was generally thought he would fail.

But no. His "Jacopo Foscari" was a masterpiece of

vocal and dramatic power not easy to forget ; while

in later characters of the now most popular of Italian

composers, and, conspicuous among the rest, the

Duke (of Mantua) in "Rigoletto," and that other Duke
(of Naples) in "Un Batloin Maschrra," to say noth-

ing of Manrico in the "Trovatore" if the fourth act,

the chef d' auvre of Verdi, be the test—he has long
shone peerless. Lastly, among French operas in

which Signor Mario has earned well-merited distinc-

tion may be named, "Romeo et Giulietta," which
many amateurs arc disposed to look upon as the

"capo d'opera" of M. Gounod, and which at all

events has every pretension to rank with the eminent
composer's "Faust"—and even with his "ilireitle,"

on the whole the most original and freshest of his

dramatic pieces. None who witnessed Signor Ma-
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rio's impersonation of the "star crossed lover," asso-

ciated with the incomparable Giulietia of Mme. Ade-
lina Paiti, can rememlier it without deep and abiding
interest. Romeo, Sipnor Mario's last new "creation,"
was in many respects perhaps his very finest.

The Daily jVeivs wonders how many great singers

of the other sex have been rivals ami successors, and
challenged together, or in turns, the admiration of
the world of London, while Mario ruled not merely
supreme, but almost alone. Giulia Grisi, with the

beauty and symmetry of an antique stature, with her
superb voice and the unsurpassed splendor of her
dramatic genius ; Jenny Lind, the most popular and
successful, if not the greatest singer to whom the

world ever listened, and who quitted the field mag-
nanimously and wisely while yet in her prime

;

Viardot, with her thrilling lyric power and passion
;

Bosio, that bright light of the firmament of song, so

prematurely and suddenly extinguished ; the bold
brilliancy of Cruvelli ; the vivid force of Piccolo-

mini ; Patti's exquisite purity and sweetness ; Lucca's
energy of dramatic expression ; the noble classic dig-

nity and grandeur of Tietjens ; the sympathetic ten-

derness of Nilsson—these are only some of the names
and gifts which will spring at once to every recol-

lection as we think over the years of Mario's career.

But during that time how many great tenors have
crossed the stage whereon he appeared I On a small

scrap of paper one might write down all their names
;

and it is not too much to say that not one could claim

to be, in the union of lyrical and dramatic qualities,

the rival of Mario. It is a wise resolve that bids him
now to withdraw from the scene of so prolonged* and
complete a success.

The Standard speaks of Signor Mario as indebted
to no accident of time, place, or association for the

splendid triumphs which he has won. But the high-

est genius can still profit from a felicitous combina
tion of circumstances, and the circumstances of Sig-

nor Mario's entrance to artistic life were felicitous in

an eminent degree. The constant colleague of the

incomparable Grisi, he was indisputably influenced

by the careful study of her performances. And at

no time has Signor Mario ceased to derive advan-
tage from the artistic examples of those with whom
he has associated. It is not too much to say that
there has ever been noticeable in his genius a strong
eclectic or appreciative power. He has ever, not in-

deed imitated, but made indisputably his own, all

that careful observation suggested as excellent, or
the unerring instinct of art marked out as worthy to

he followed. As Signor Mario's triumphs have been
exceptionally brilliant, so the Standard thinks is the
art in whose service these triumphs have been at-

tained beyond all others happy in its nature and for-

tunate in its opportunities. It is the unique privi-

lege of actor or singer that the fruition of success is

almost simultaneous with its achievement.

The Daily Telegraph is of opinion that one of the
most remarkable characteristics in this hero's re-

markable career is its gradual development. When
he first tried his powers on the lyric stage in 18.38, he
was simply a good-looking young nobleman with a
pretty voice, ignorant of everything appertaining to

the arduous profession on which he had embarked as
much, perhaps, from vanity as from hope of reward.
When in the succeeding year he made his debut in

England, it was to introduce to us what was then a
character— Geiinaro, in "Liicrezia Borr/ia."—for
which he was singularly well fitted. Signor Mario,
indeed, is one of the few Gennaros over whose sleep-

ing form L'/cre^ia conld sing "Com' fe hello, qual'
incanto," without provoking a smile. The hand
some appearance of the young tenor struck his hear-
ers much more forcibly than his voice ; and while
stem critics spoke of his musical acquirements with
contempt, he was at once dubbed the "young fiomeo
of the Italian stage." For many years afterwards
Mario was but a "stick" in acting—a cold emitter of
lasciou.s sound. During the early part of his career
he had to endure the redoubtable rivalry of the ac-

complished Rubini, who, with his larme dans la voix,

awakened the enthu«ia,sm of the established opTi-
goers. Not till 184.3, when Mario created the c\\nr-

acitr o( Ernesto in "Don Posr/uale," And witched all

hearers in the famous serenade, did he achieve the
honor of having an original part composerl for him ;

but then, improving sreadilv hriih as winger and actor,

he was gladly accepted as the sentimenlal hero for

most of the lighter lyric pieces in the pure Italian

school. When in 1847 the famous schism took him,
in company with Grisi, to the rival cslablishment in

Covent Garden, he began to extend his repertoire

:

and feeling his way by slow degrees, he developed
those high histrionic powers for which he is now
justly distingtiished. For more than a genera-
tion—Jor full three-and thirty years—Mario has given

delight to thousands, meanwhile gradually ripening
his powers, even after they had passed their meridian
of perfection ; atoning in his first years by natural

grace for his lack of artistic training, and in his later

seasons making up by consummate skill for nature's

failure. Mario also has the rare advantatre of a gen-
erally artistic nature. He is a draughtsman of no
mean pretensions, and an archosologist of much re-

search ; hence his picturesque costumes, which are

invariably not less strictly accurate than they are full

of grace. Hence, too, the gestures which are as ele-

gant as they seem unsought—as much in keeping
with the character as with the situation. Mario, in

fict, is artiste J7isijH*aK bout des angles. Even strong

democrats will feel disposed to attribute something
of the eminently gentlemanlike demeanor that in-

variably and under all circumstances distinguishes

the famous tenor, to the sanqre azur which flows in

the Conte di Candia's noble veins.

Jtoiglt's lournal of M^^^^-
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What Lack we Yet ?

Our city, as wo have seen, is well provided, even

richly, with permanently organized supplies of great

Orchestral music (Symphony Concerts, &c.) ; of Or-

atorio, through the Handel and Haydn Society, now
drawing to itself the coijperation of the best solo artists

from England ; and of Chamber Music, at least

those forms of it in which the Piano-forte plays the

leading or the only part ; while for Violin Quartets

and Quintets we may count upon the Mendelssohn

Quintette Club for a fair modicum, if not for all we
want.

We were glad also to copy, in our last, an account

of a new organization,—private and social in its pur-

pose, to be sure, but yet such that, if it succeeds as it

bids most fair to do, it must have an influence on the

musical culture of the community—for the practice

of Part-Songs and Choruses by men's voices, on a

larger scale than the Chickering Club, or even than

the Orpheus fof our German brothers),—of force

enough, indeed, to be effective in a large hall. We
are requested to correct one item in the statement

:

The number of active (singing) members is limited

to si'.r/^/, instead of a hundred. Furthermore we are

informed that the name of the Club will be "The

Apollo." From what we know already of its roll of

"actives," it will be composed ot more choice singing

material than we have ever had united here before,

including those excellent voices which it has been a

delight to hear in the Chickering and the Parker

clubs, with others fit to be combined with them. The

Harvard Musical Association is quite well represent-

ed in the list. And this suggests to us a new born

hope, that through the good genius of "Apollo,"

possibly, one element which we too long have lacked

in our Symphony Concerts, that of the Choral pieces

with OrcAesfra, of which Mendelssohn in his "Anti-

gone" and "Qidipns" music, Schubert in choruses

with more or less accompaniment of horns, &c,, have

given us such noble examples, may be occasionally

represented. A private choir perhaps can aid, con-

sistently with its ideal, in what is done for culture,

and not at all on speculation and for money.

And this reminds us of the next need. Cue thing

more we lack,— at least a further step in this direc-

tion. We want a chorus of mixed voices, sopranos

and altos as well as tenors and basses, select, well-

trained, drawn together by a common liking for what

is pure and true in music, and glowing with artistic

zeal. A model of that, within too small a compass,

we have had for half a dozen years or more in Mr.

Parker's Club, and much we grieve to hear that there

is any prospect of its dissolution. A good thing nev-

er should say Die I But Music here in Boston needs

just such a choir, only of double the number of voices,

for the finer kind of public service. Far more one

of from one to two hundred voices, male and female,

whose special mission it should be to study and be-

come able to bring out, with orchestra, numerous

Cantatas and other compositions, secular and sacred,

which do not come within the scope of the Handel

and Haydn, or indeed of any Oratorio Society.

Works much shorter than the Oratorios, yet of good-

ly length, say of from half an hour to an hour, or an

hour and a half. Schumann's "Paradise and the

Peri" and Mendelssohn's "Walpurgis Night" have

already been named in this connection. There are

many more, covering a wide range in variety of style

and character, which certainly have waited too long

for a hearing in so musical a city. For instance

:

Handel's "Acis and Galatea," "V Allegro ed il

Pensieroso" (Milton), "Alexander's Feast," and oth-

ers ;—Sebastian Bach's quaint Dramma per Musica,

"The Singing Contest between Pan and Phcebus"

(of which such a Society might have the honor of

giving the first performance that we ever heard of !)

;

—the music of Gluck's operas ;—Mendelssohn's

"Loreley" fragments," "Athalia," &c. ; Schumann's

wonderful music to Byron's "Manfred," with reading

,of the connecting passages of the poem
;
perhaps one

or two of his Scenes from Goethe's "Faust" ; Gade's

"Comala" (in which he has so caught the color and

the soul of O.ssian), with the orchestral background

and environment,— it was charming as we heard it

only with pianoforte ;—Ferd. Hiller's "Nala and

Damayanti," &c., &c. Morever such a Society, or

perhaps better, still another one, might charge itself,

as a most important speciality, a dutv far too long

postponed, with the study of some of Sebastian Bach's

religious Cantatas, which are almost innumerable

(80 of them having been already published in the

Bach-Gesellschaft's splendid serial edition of his

works, and several of them having been made more

practicable for performance by Robert Franz), of

convenient length, and great variety, each embracing

orchestral Symphonies, Chorales, elaborate Choruses,

Recitatives and Arias for every kind of voice. It

was through such devotion on the part of a Society,

the "Bach-Verein," specially formed for this purpose

in Berlin, that the power and depth and beauty of

the Cantatas began to reveal itself to our day and

generation. And when will any earnest band of

singers search out for us the hidden mysteries of

Palestrina 'i or even give us to drink of famous wa-

ters we have always heard of, from such springs as

Leo and Durante and Marcello ? Will no one move,

no keen and eager spirit, with a gift for leadership,

in the resolute and pious exploitation of some one or

several of these rich neglected veins ?

We return to the subject of classical Chamber Mu-

sic. What we have had for some years, what we are

likely to have, seems but a meagre and iincertain

supply for a city which contains so many persons who

take not only an enthusiastic, but an intellectual in-

terest in music, and who desire to know the great

composers in all the important forms of composition

which their genius has enriched. Why can wo not

have something approaching, even if at an humble

distance, the idea of those admirable "Monday Popu-

lar Concerts" of London 1 There, at very moderate

prices, except for a certain section of reserved seats,

audiences of six or eight hundred people listen every

week, throughout many months, to the best of quar-

tet playing, piano music, and all the various combi-

nations of a few instruments,—a very varied and ex-,

tensive repertory of nothing but the choicest,—with a

few nice songs thrown in,—and for the interpretation

of these masterworks the greatest artists who congre-

gate in London, or pass through it, are employed in

turn. Such violinists as Joachim, Vieuxtemps,

Wicniawski and Wilhelmi lead sometimes in a Beet-

hoven Quartet ; such vioIonccllistB as Piaiti take part

in it ; such pianists as Mme. Schumann, Arabella

Goddard, Halle, &c., keep bringing out new treas-

ures from the "Chivierwerko" of Bach and Bcotho-
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Ten and Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn and

Chopin, and many more. Now this of course is more

than we can do. Great artists are far less available,

and Boston is a small town compared with London.

But Bcston and what lies within an hour's ride of it

by rail certainly can furnish music-lovers enough,

not to fill a St. James's Hall once (and even twice) a

week, but at least to make a goodly show, and a

reasonably paying one, in a nice hall, like that of the

Mechanics' Association in Bedford Street, holding

three or four hundred ; and we have artists enough

among us to fill out a long series of rare programmes,

and execute the music well with such inspiring op-

portunity. The permanent nucleus being formed,

and kept in constant use, it would soon become easy

to enlist now and then the service in one or more

concerts of this or that celebrity who may be visiting

our cities. Had we our "Monday Pops," though on

a much smaller scale than London, no great vio-

linist, or pianist, or real artist upon any instrument,

who came along, could well escape giving us a taste

of his quality in this form.

Then consider what a variety of really classical

compositions there are for small groups of instru-

ments, which we never hear ;
especially for wind in-

struments, whether by themselves, or with those of

the violin tribe, or the piano, or with both. Besides

the Septels of Hummel and of Beethoven, which we

have sometimes heard, there are the Octet of Schu-

bert ; the Octet of Beethoven, purely for wind instru-

ments ; a long list of such works by Mozart ; Oboe
Concertos by Handel and others ; the Clarionet Con-

certos which Mendelssohn wrote far his friend Bar-

mann of Munich ; and no end. It would be a great

benefit to our orchestral music, also, could frequent

employment in these smaller circles be made not only

for our best violinists, 'cellists, &c., but more espec-

ially for our best performers on wind instruments,

the ohoe, clarinet, fagotto, horn, &c. Such employ-

ment would be a means of keeping permanently with

us the good artists upon instruments otherwise so

little in demand, yet most essential to the proper

rendering of the Symphonies. Has no one, then, the faith,

the enterprise and taet to try the "Monday Pop" experiment

in Boston ? Yeriiy we need some of these small things, much

more than we ever did or ever shalt the "big things," musical

monstrosities and "Jubilees" which give us such a questiona-

ble name where the musical devotion is sincere and modest.

Music Lessons.

I often wonder that there are any children left to

take them, when I consider what a vast number of

teachers we have. But music is so extensively cul-

tivated, that in nearly every house there is a piano,

and a teacher employed. In passing some house in

a dingy street, suggestive of nothing but poverty and

want, I have often been surprised to see through the

open door that the room contained a piano, or I have

heard its unmistakable tones. The poor washer-

woman, who cannot pay money for lessons for her

little girl, does washing for the music teacher, in ex-

change for them ; the seamstress makes up for them

by sewing. And if you question them as to their

intentions, they will tell you that they do not wish

their daughters to do hard work for a living, that

they are educating them for music teachers. The

teacher employed is probably quite ignorant
;
perhaps

she has taken but a few quarters instruction herself.

After she has taught her hopeful pupils, as far as her

knowledge will allow, they are pronounced perfect,

and are then ready to enter the field as teachers them-

selves, charging very moderate rates at first. Adver-

tisements of lessons for S5.00 a quarter and "use of

instrument for practise" are not unfrequent.

An amusing example of the degree of proficiency

which some think enough for the profession of

teaching music, occurs to me now. In a country

town in one of the Central States, noted for its insti-

tutions of learning, a lady of doubtful age called upon

the best established music teacher of the place, stating

her desire to have instruction, in the following man-

ner: "I am tired of my present employment (teach-

ing a new system of dress-cutting) and have con-

cluded to teach music. I will give you $10 if you

will teach me one tune so that I can play it as well

as anybody." Her proposal being indignantly re-

fused by the teacher applied to, she went elsewhere

and, on advancing the SIO, learned the tune, and

finally found much employment as a music teacher

in an adjoining village. That parents in country

villages, and in towns where there is little culture of

any kind, employ such teachers, is not to be won-

dered at. They do the best they can to procure for

their daughters instruction in music ;
because it is

fashionable, or because papa might die, or become

involved in his business, and it would be well to have

this means of earning a livelihood ; and sometimes,

because they love it. Not knowing the requisites of

a good teacher they are incapable of judging of the

merits of one, and are satisfied if the price of tuition

be moderate. But it is true that in large cities, where

there is every opportunity for cultivating the musical

taste by hearing good music both publicly and pri-

vately, parents often are equally careless in the choice

of a teacher, falling into tJie common error that a

beginner can teach a beginner, that it is not worth

while to pay for good instruction at the outset.

This rule does not hold good in other branches of

education, why should it in this ? Many of our best

educated men devote their whole time to the educa-

tion of the young. In the "Kinder Garten" the

learned Professor not only joins in the studies but

the games of the little ones, teaching them how to

make their own playt'iines, and, without their know-

ing it, combines instruction with amusement.

With teachers so ignorant, is it then a wonder that

every trace of musical feeling and love for the art is

often driven out, when we see the stupid way in

which many pupils are taught? When lessons are

dull, what must practising be 1 The pupil watches

the clock while she mechanically moves her fingers,

anxious that the time at the piano may be got

through with ; and the minute it is up, away she

runs, feeling that she has performed a most disagree-

able task, and that she "hates music." Many pupils

after taking lessons for severfil years are ignorant of

the simplest rudiments. It is in the last degree pain-

ful to hear them play. Often, in all this time, they

have only learned to read notes with some facility

(generally excepting those on leger lines high above

the staflf) and to play a few common-place pieces.

The lesson amounts to nothing on the teacher's part

but pointing, and monotonous counting. The pupil

becomes so used to this one, two, three, four, that she

cannot play without it ; if she hesitates, she is told

the notes ; and if she continues forgetting them, their

names are sometimes written above them. As soon

as the pupil can play through the piece she has a new

one, learning none perfectly. As the teacher does

the counting, the pupil often has not even learned

what time the piece is written in, and makes a

rhythm of her own for each measure. Quick notes

are played in the same time as slow ones
;
groups of

thirty-seconds as quarter notes. Easy passages she

plays fast, and difficult ones slow ; and often she does

not know in what key she is playing. As for rhyth-

mical accent, there is none ; one monotonous twang

continues throughout. The hands are held in as

many different positions as it suits the convenience

of the learner to put them in ; the fingers now ex-

tended, then contracted ; wrists above and then below

the key-board. In this manner the finger exercises

from the Instruction book are gone through with,

merely as a matter of form ; the teacher thinking it

her duty to give them, having heard that they are in-

dispensable. At the same time her own knowledge
of the fact often is very indistinct and dreamy. An-
other teacher, thoroughly incompetent, devotes apart
of the music lesson to teaching her pupils trashy

songs. It pleases papa and mamma so much to have
Araminta sing and play for visitors, or at a party.

And she is "such a nice teacher," and "Araminta
makes such progress with her !'' This of course de-

scribes the most uneducated class of teachers. We
will not speak of the charlatan methods which some
teachers do not blush to employ to make themselves

notorious.

Still there are many good artists who are equally

wanting in ability to teach what they know. Some
are too nervous, and start with a thrill of horror at

some discordant notes, frightening the pupil so that

she cannot play. The dreamy composer, whose

thoughts are more in the ideal than the real world, sel-

dom h.as system. He judges the ability of others by

his own, selects a piece altogether too diflScult, finds

his mistake and substitutes for it one too easy ; he is

full of contradictions. Between these two extremes

there is still another class. Professors of music,

who, on the strength of their title and their showy
playing, gain a name and much patronage. Such a

one, having established a reputation and being much
sought after, manages to do as little work as he may
for the money paid him for lessons. If the pupil

has no great talent, the monotony of her perform-

ance puts him into a light slumber; he dozes away
the better part of the time ; or perhaps he keeps him-

self awake by drumming on one end of the piano.

If this fails, he coolly pulls a newspaper out of his

pocket and reads. If his pupil has talent, he uses

her as an advertising medium,by teaching her brilliant

pieces without any regard to her general musical cul-

ture. I knew a girl who was taught to play runs

and scales occurring in her pieces m octaves, because
she had a wonderful talent in that particular, and
could not play them well as they were written. Her
teacher advised her to make the best of this ability,

as it would astonish people.

There are indeed not very many parents whom
good, honest music lessons sati-fv, at the beginning
of instruction at least. They are anxious for pieces

;

they wish to make much of their children and show
them off. This fact, besides the igriorance of many
music-teachers, is one reason why so few, compara-
tively, give good, sound, earnest music lessons.

Jottings.

Our good old friend the "Diarist" of yore, and most devout

biographer of Beethoven, Alexander T7. Thayee, is here on a

short leave of absence from his Consulate at Trieste. Would
that he could remain here ! Music and musical literature

would find much use for him. But he is completing a great

work abroad. Anxious inquirers will be glad to learn that the

second volume of kis "Beethoven" {the first appeared in 186G)

is nearly through the press in Berlin. Of course it lain Ger-

man, the author having adopted that plan for the present in

order to secure the full benefit of the German criticism, and
make the work as nearly waterproof as possible before it ap-

pears complete in English and in German ; for it is the work

of a life. This second volume brings Beethoven's career down
to the year 1806 ; it will take still two more volumes to com-

plete the work. It is pure, unmixed biography, the presenta-

tion of carefully sifted, amply illustrated facts, with total ab-

stinence from all vague subjective criticism and {esthetic spec-

ulation. The book will be a modil in its way. Thayer's

"troops of friends" (of whom alas ! hemisses not a few; rejoice

to see him looking fresh and bright, and full as ever of enthu-

siasm, an 1 of what the Germans call Gejnuthlichkeit, while he

is and ever was one of the staunchest and truest of Ameri

cans and "Yankees" in the best sense.

Caul Rosa and his wife Parepa-Rosa arrived in New York
on the 8th, and are passing a few weeks at Sharon Springs be-
fore entering upon their English Opera season in October in
New York.

The new pianist, Fraulein Menter, it appears, is not, after
all, to play next season in the 'J'homas Concerts. Mr. Thomas
has engaged Miss Mabie Krebs ; and verily he might go
farther and fare worse ; a rich repertoire travels with that
young woman, and her hands are sure and nimble to display
all its treasures.

The Coming Singers. The New York Eve-

ning Post has the following interesting news from

"W. r. W." in London :

The metropolis of Great Britain is the metropolis

of America, as far as amusements aue concerned. It

is to London that American managers look for novel -

ties, and it is in London that the arrangements for

the campaigns in the United States are generally
made. At present, whole flocks of singing birds and
troops of actors and actresses are in this great city on
the point of starting for America.
Prominent among these are the artists engaged to

support Miss Nilsson during her coming season of
Italian opera in New York. The tenor,

CAPOUL,

I am convinced, will win a prompt recognition in

America. His voice is very rich and well trained.
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He has an exquisite sotto voce, and can send forth

prolonged notes in one long line of linked sweetness,

the tone dying softly into silence. He is very hand-
some, parts his hair in the middle, and exactly an-

swers the ideal of a young lady's hero ; but his stylo

is not effeminate. This is his first season in London,
and it is but very recently that he left the French for

the Italian opera. He has made a great sensation

here as Faust. In "Rigoletto," wliich he sang the

other night at Drury Lane with De Murska and a

new baritone named Mendioroz, his vocalization was
perfect, and from the beginning to the end of his

part he was unexceptionable. It is to be hoped that

the management will produce this opera in New
York, so as to let American amateurs hear this de-

lightful artist in one of his best parts. In "Sonnam-
bula," too, he is very effective. Tliis lovely little

pastoral of Bellini's has been revived for Mile. Mari-
mon, the new soprano who is at present attracting so

much attention in London.
It would be difficult to find a tenor voice which

will blend with Nilsson's more happily than that of
Capoul. There is a tender delicacy in Capoul's style

which will make the love duets of these two great ar-

tists incomparably charming. In fact, now that

Mongini has gone away in a huff, and Mario and
Tamberlik belong to the past, Capoul gives good
promise of becoming the tenor of Europe, as far as

the operatic stage is concerned. In going to Ameri-
ca this year he goes thither in his early prime, and
not when his powers have begun to fade.

Another tenor intended for the Nilsson troupe is

Mr. Charles Lyall. who has sung here in Italian

opera with good success. Besides being a clever

singer, Mr. Lyall is very skilful with his pencil. He
has recently made a series of inimitably droll carica-

tures of all the leading singers of the day, giving their

peculiarities of appearance in a pronounced but by
no means offensive manner. Patti is taken in her
part of Caterinain "L'Etoile du Nord." Lucca is

a wonderful success in this series ; and Nilsson's

sentimentality of style is so humorously exaggerated
that its effect is irresistibly comic. Among other

notabilities figuring in this collection—which adorns
the drawing-room of a well known London impresa-
rio—are Arditi, Costa, Mario, Graziani, Sherrington,

Lind, De Murska, Gye, Mapleson, and many, many
others well-known in musical circles.

THE DOLBY TROUPE

will leave for America in a few weeks. It has been
my good fortune to hear the members of this com-
pany at various recent concerts in this city. Their
services are in constant demand, and their absence

will create a marked vacuum in musical aflTairs in

England. Miss Edith Wynne, the soprano, is a
Welsh girl, with an interesting manner and good mu-
sical culture. She is well schooled in almost all

classes of music, and has met with special success in

oratorio and ballad singing. She will introduce into

New York many very interesting songs not yet known
to your amateurs. Miss Wynne cannot be termed a

sensational singer, but in artistic circles here she

ranks very high, and the purity of her style will at

once be acknowledged by connoisseurs. She sang,

a few nights ago, at a state-concert at Buckingham
Palace—a distinction only awarded to artists of ac-

knowledged position.

Mrs. Whytock-Patey is the contralto of the troupe,

and, since Mme. Sainton-Dolby has retired into pri-

vate life, is the most eminent of English contraltos.

Her style is exquisitely pure and simple, not unlike

that of Miss Gary. Her voice is deep and tender,

and as an oratorio singer she is unsurpassed. She
will not dazzle like the fireworks style of vocalists

;

but there can be no doubt of her immediate success

in New York.
.Mr. Cnmmings, the tenor, is the only singer of his

clais who shares with Sims Reeves a general popu-

larity in England. His style is pure and delicate,

and his voice is a genuine high tenor. Mr Cum-
mings has already made his mark in Boston as an

oratorio singer, but is as yet unknown in New York.
His repertoire includes all the standard Enelish bal-

lads, the leading oratorios, and a variety of foreign

music. He is a "Gentleman of the Royal Chapel of

St. James," and his name has been seen in almost

every concert programme of prominence during the

pre.«ent London aeasoii.

Mr. Santlcy, the baritone, enjoys a wide reputa-

tion in America as well as in England. Hearing

him the other day at a concert at St .James's Hall, I

wa.s obliged to confess that his reputation is fully de-

served. Santley sings an immense variety of music.

English and Italian opera, oratorios and ballads arc

all in his line, and he sings all well. I think his

hallad singing will make a great impression in New
York. Among his selections which will please are

the baritone ballad air from Lorlzing's "Czar und
Zimmermann" and a delightful love song of his own

composition. Mr. Santley is now in Switzerland en-

joying a brief respite from his professional duties,

and gaining fresh vigor for his American campaign.
He will be a very marked feature of the Dolby con-

certs. Mr. Patey, a fair basso, is also in the troupe.

Mr. Lindsay Sloper, the accompanist and solo pian-

ist, is a player of excellent repute here. His style is

delicate and graceful, and well suited to the music of
Chopin and Heller.

Altogether this troupe is essentially English and
will appeal very closely to the more domestic musi-
cal tastes of the Americans. The members of the

company will speedily become personal favorites.

Sensationalism will be avoided ; but the good, ster-

ling and attractive music to be produced cannot fail

to especially delight the thousands of amateurs in

New York who are more interested in English than
in Italian compositions. I have seen the repertoire

of this troupe and find that it includes the works of
many more composers than I had expected. Among
them are Bishop, Handel, Wallace, Lover, Pinsuti,

Hullah, Shield, Mendelssohn, Benedict, Hatton,
Gounod, Schubert, Lortzing, MuIIoy, Balfe, Claribel,

Dibdin, Randegger, Lee, Sullivan, Mme. Sainton-
Dolby, Arditi, Braham, Beethoven, Hobbs and
Prince Pouiatowski.

THE PAEEPA TKOnPE.

After a long nervous illness Parepa-Rosa is herself again,

and is looking forward witti pleasure to her return to America.

She will sail at an early date and will pass part of the summer
at Sharon Springs, opening her season of English opera at the

Academy of Music, New York, on the 2d of October. Besides

the usual repertoire of English operas, Mme. Parepa tells me
she hopes to bring out a version of Donizetti-s noble work,

"Anna Bolena" which is quite unknown in America, and has

not been heard in London for over twenty years. It was one

of Pasta's great parts and subsequently Grisi made a tine suc-

cess in it. The tenor part was written for Rubini.

Mme. Rosa does not intend to depend entirely on her own

attractions as a prima donna, for she has engaged Mme. Tan-

zini, and Clara Doria. Yanzini—so well known in New York as

Mrs. Van Zandt—has declined a handsome offer from St. Pe-

tersburg, to fill her American engagement. She has been sing-

ing for four consecutive seasons at the Covent Garden Thea-

tre. Clara Doria is a daughter of the English composer John

Barnett. She has been singing in various Italian theatres,

and the papers speak well of her ; but Italian newspaper criti-

cism does not usually amount to anything.

The new tenor of the Parepa-Rosa troupe is Tom Karl , of

whom little is known here. Lately, at Malta, he made a hit

in Petrella's opera "I Promessi Sposi'" and, like every other

opera singer in creation, he has sung at La Scala, Milan.

There is a new basso profondo, Ellis by name, and two other

singers of good repute, Mr. and Mrs. Cook. Besides these

fresh importations, the English opera troupe will include Mr.

and Mrs. Seguin, Messrs Castle, Campbell, De Sella, Whiffen

and others. This will, altogether, be the best English opera

troupe ever known in the United States ; and the manage-

ment expects to give the operas in excellent style as regards

scenery and accessories.

The whole enterprise is a bold and risky one, especially in

view of the great counter-attractions in the United States

next fall ; but, on the other hand, all the different undertak-

ings are of different characters, and really should not interfere

with each other. The Parepa-Rosa Troupe will remain in

New York only three weeks.

WHAT MIGHT BE !—In a few weeks there will be four sing-

ers here, who are looked upon as being at the head of their

profession in the musical world at large. Their names are ;

Parepa-Rosa, Nilsson, Santley and Capoul. We doubt, wheth-

er the present operatic stage in Europe can furnish as good a

quartet as the above. Mme. Parepa has a grand voice and a

grand school. Qer intonation is the purest, her enunciation

the most distinct on record. What she lacks in emotional

powers, she fully makes eood by her glorious voice and her

grand delivery.—As to Nilsson, we all know her winning ways,

her charming appearance, and her Mignon-like voice and art.

She was born and educated to be the Mignoo of the age.

—

Santley is considered by all whose opinion must be respected,

the best baritone of the present time. His voice is superb

and he is a thorough artist. Moreover, he is in his prime —
Capoul, the tenor, has been pronounced by good reliable crit-

ics to be the Uiaor par excellence, a second Roger.

Thus, in a few weeks we shall have the materials for perhaps

the best opera which can now be heard anywhere. ^Vhat a

glorious performance, for instance, of "Don Giovanni," we

might have—Santley [Don Giovan7u],Pa.Tepii[Donna Anna],

Elvira lMiH« Caryl, Zrrlina [Mile. Nilsson], Don Oltavio

[Capoul], and L'-TJorc/Zo [Carl Formes]. Yet what will be?

—

Mme. Parepa will sing in English Opera, Mile. Nilsson and

Mons. Capoul will illuRtrate the music of Ambroise Thomas,

and Mr. f'antley will go through the land like a modern min-

strel and sing ballads. Tbus the finest results of musical art

are frustrated.— AVjy York Weekly Review.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Ij -A. T E S T Js/L XJ S I O,
Published by Oliver Ditson &l Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

Bells across the Hudson. 3. Ah to f.

M. W. Hackleton. 30
"O'er the bright blue Hadsoo stealing,

Evening bells are sweetly pealing."

Charming melody, words and accompaniment, all of

which must be credited to the gentleman, mentioned

above.

Miss Bessie Ludlow's Songs. Lithof^raph title.'

W. F. Wellman, each 40

A Little after Eight. 2. F to f.

Kiss the Little Ones at Home. 3. F to g.

Two pleasing songs which must be very acceptable

to Miss Ludlow's audiences. The last has a chorus.

A Wife's Letter. 3. C to e. A, Bandegger. 40

"My own, you won't expect to hear

As you have just departed,

But I'll be better than you fear,

And write as soon as you have started."

A very peculiar but very taking song, sung in reci-

tative. Capable of much expression.

The Happy Days gone by. Quartette for Male

Voices. 3. C to (j. M. F. H. Smith. 35
A first-rate quartette, and "Father Gray's Old

Folks" who introduced it were happy in- their selec-

tion.

Yes, He's Coming. 3. C tog. M. W.HacUeton. 30
"He is coming, yes, he's coming,

See the dewy violets glisten,

See the snow drop and the lily

Bow their dreamy heads to listen."

Bright, quick and pretty.

Instrumental.

Echoes from the Ball Room. For Violin & Piano.

Festival Waltzes. (Wein, Weib und Gesang.)

Strauss. 75

Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes. " 75

Well-known favorites. The whole set includes

twenty or more pieces, and may be procured by those

who wish the best of Dance Music for the two instru-

ments.

Here we go. Galop. 3. A. H. B. Bart. 30

One of the kind that, when played, invaiiably

causes the passers by to stop and listen, and to ex-

claim when it is finished, "I declare I that's pretty !'*

Oberon. (Perles Musicales. ) 4. C. • Oesten. 30

Exquisitely neat and graceful. A play on two or

three favorite melodies, one of which is something

like "Star of the Twilight, Beautiful Star."

Oberon. Fantasie Biillante for 4 hands. 5. D6.

Leyhach. 1.00

First class music, as the name indicates, and good

piece to study for exhibitions.

Bahn Frei. {Clear the Track). Galop. 3.

B6. E. Strauss. 30

The name is very suggestive, and aptly indicates

the prompt, decided, wide-awake movement of the

Galop.

Richlieu Pollta. 3. G. G. McNeill. 30

Spirited.

Books.

The Hour of Singing. By L. 0. Emerson

and W. S. TUden. For High and Normal
Schools. 90

High and Normal Schools seem to have been almost

forgotten by compilers of School Books ; bo much so,

that teachers in many instances have adopted Com-

mon School singing books, Seminary singing books,

or Glee books. The present book is ably edited. Mr-

Tilden has had valuable experience in High Schools

near Boston, and Mr. Emerson has a rare gift in

choosing what will please the "public ear."

Addreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c.
A smalt Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

Mosic DY Mail —Music Is sent by mail, the expense being
two centH for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordlniiry piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a wiving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double these

ratcM.
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NEW HOME SONGS.
Acushla Gal Mochree. "0 Biif^ht Pulse of

mv Heart," from "Anah na Pogue."

Aged and Grey. Son^^. L. B. Staikweather.

'•For I am old. aged and grey,

Children of time, I am passing away."

Bradley Clay. BalUid. J. C. Johnson.

'Wlien the diiylight died away,
Died the life ofBr:tdley Clay.

Wheii the moon cHnibed up the hill

Climbed his spirit higher still.

Knapsack lie had laid asid«

For a state beatified.

He was at the tattoo blown
By the bugles round the throne.

Far beyond this earth's control,

Where archangel's call the roll."

Bury me at Sunset. A Soldier's Last Be-
quest

.

Frank Wilder.

Come, Sing to me Again. Ballad. Turne»'.

^'I have heard sweet music stealing,

Round about me as 1 lay,

Like tlie songs of angels singinff

From the bright land far away."

Coming Home ;
oi- "The Cruel War is Over."

Song and Chorus. C. C, Sawyer.

Cot where tlie Old Folks Died. Song and
Cliorus. ^f. B. Leaviit.

"But the cot, on the lot, on the top of the hill,

Near the spot where I sat and cried,

'Tis the lot where the old folks toiled and lived,

And tb€ cot where the old folks died."

CoTdd I be Near my Boy. ^I- teller, so

Effie May. Sonj; and Chorus. H. R. French. 30

Ela, tlie Pride of my Heart. F. Wilmarth. so

Flower Girl. ^- 0. Emerson, 30

"CoHie, 0, come, buy my flowers, they are fragrant and fair,

All wet with the dews of the morn,
And sweet with the breath of the pure morning air,

For I gathered them all since the dawn."

The Green Shenandoah. J- *T^- Turner, so

Home the Boys are Marching ;
or, "Ring

the Merry Bells." /''. Wihnartk. 30

I cannot Sinff the Old Songs. Ballad.
^ ®

ChribeL 30

I Know he will Eetum. Rudolphsen. so

I Live for those who Love Me. J- G- Clark. 3o

I'm Lonely Since my Mother Died. Song
and Cliorus. II. S. Thompson. 30

30

30

In Peace Again. J- ^V- Turner, so
''In pe:tfe again ! break forth the strain I

TbroDghout our native laad '

Ring out ye merry bells with joy !

Boom forth, ye cannons grand."

In the lonely, quiet Chamber. Ballad.

Jas. W. Parker, 30
*'.In the lonely, quiet chamber

There'-s an empty cradle bed,
With a print upon the pillow,
Of a baby's shining head

;

'Tis a fair and dainty cradle,
Downy soft ^\ith pillows whito,

But within the blanket folded.

Lies no little form to-night."

It is the Miller's Daughter. Words by
Tennyson. Music by Rudolphsen. SO

I've no Mother now. Ballad. T, Smith. 30

Kiss me while I'm Dreaming, TT7»impr&^ec/^ so

"Little Fairy,Blue-Eyed Carrie." E.Bruce. 30
''Mid eternal joys supernal
Now thou tread'st the heavenly shore.

Little fairy, blue-eyed Carrie,

With the loved cued gone before."

Mother, when the War is Over. Song
and Chorus. J. \V. Turnei\ 30

Move my Arm Chair, Dearest Mother.
Ballad. F. WUmarth. 30

"Move my arm chair, dearest, mother.
In the sunshine, bright and strong.

For this world is fading, mother.
I shall not be with >ou long."

0, Coiild I See my Father. The Soldier's
last Words, bonjj & i;horus, J. W. lurner. 30

Oft in my Dreams I See my Mother.
Ballad. L. 11. Starkweather. 30

She Sang among the Flowers. Wrightm. so

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. As
sung by tlie "Hutchinson Family." 30

Wearing of the Green. As sung in "Arrah

Na rosue." 40

"Oh, Paddy dear, and did you hear the news that's goiog
round.

The Shamrock is forbid by law, to grow on Irish ground."

When you and I wgre Soldier Boys. Clark. 3o

"0, tlie stctnny times we kuew
In our suit of army blue
When you and I were soldier boys, together Will."

Will You come to meet me, Darling ?

Ballad. L. II. Gurnfy. 30

NEW HUMOROUS SONGS.
The Colonel from Constantinople. As

Sung; by the Florences. 40

*'Kind friends yonr pity pray bestow.
On one who stands before you,

And listen to my tale of woe.
Though I promise not to bore you."

Girl with the Waterfall. Frank Wilder, so

"There's songs about most everything
That one could name or call.

But until this none has been wrote
About the Waterfall."

Intelligent Contraband. An Original Song

and Dance. Charlie Petlemjill. 30

Jolly Dogs ;
<"'> Slap Bang. Copeland. 30

Matilda Toots ;
or, "Have yon seen her

Boots." The Adventures of a Skater.

Solomon. 30

My Mother did so before me. B. Covert, so

"The men I'll tea^e myself to please,

My mother did so before me."
"We'll wed and kiss, whnt hiirm is this.

My mother did so before me,"

Nicodemus Johnson. A Contraband Song.
Petlengill. ' 30

0, My Heart goes Pit-a-Pat. Song and

Duet sung in the "Nai.id Queen." 30

"O, my heart goes pit-a-pat,

O. my brwin goes whirligig.

And my brow throbs rub-a-dut
That's my case precisely, O."

Polly Perkins; or, The Broken Hearted Milk-
man. Harry Clifton. 35

Pretty Girl Milking her Caw. As sung
in "Colleen Bawn." 30

Sarah's Young Man. C. W. Hunt, so

Susie Clair. Song & Dance. Charlie Pettenc/ill. 30

BEAUTIFIL COACERT SOiVGS.

Ave Maria.

Day is Done.

Fairies (The)

Gounod.

Bnlfe.

Theo. Barker.

Claribel.

Linley.

Aht.

Weidt.

Five o'clock in the Morning.
Golden Ring.

Good Night, my dearest ehild,

How fair art thou.

Hunting Tower. (Scotch)

I hear the wee Bird Singing.
II Bacio. (The Kiss)

Impatience.

Lady of the Sea.

Laughing Song.

Love's Request.

Merriest girl that's out.

H^ightingale's Trill,

Night is Serene.

0, say not woman's love is bought.
Whittaker.

0, ye tears. -

Separation.

Shadow Song.

Sing, Birdie, Sing. (Parepa.)

Sing me a merry lay.

Sing, smile, sleep. (Serenade).

Thou, everywhere.

Wild Shady Wood. (Sombreford)

Ye pretty Birds.

Linley.

Arditi."

Ciashman.

H. Smart.

Auher.

Heichardt.

ilinasi.

W. Gam.
Don Sebastian."

Heichaidt.

R(>ssini.

Oinorah."

Ganz.

Williams.

Gounod.

Lachner.

'•Tell."

Gumhert.

35

50

35

30

30

35

30

35

30

60

30

40

40

30

30

40

40

30
30

40

75

50

30

50

50

35

40

SACRED PIECES.
Ave Maria. Kucken.

" " Three voices. Weisel.

Celestial Hope. Ten. Solo and Qt. "Fidelia."

Come, ye Weary. Emerson.

Guide me, thou great Jehovah. Qt "

Hear my Prayer. Quartet. Southard.

He wUl not always thus, afflict.
"I'all of Jerusalem."

I will be glad. Quartet. Southard.

I wiU praise the Lord. Quartet. "

Lauda Sion. Chorus. Lambilotte.

Let thy loving Mercy. (0 Salutarisj&Hrfiorrf.

Morning Service in C. Tuckerman.

Southard.

"Fidelio."

Southard.

C. Stearns.

Davenport.

of

Te Deum Laudamus, in B flat.

30

50
60

30

40

40

30
60

40

50

35

1.00

40

50

40

30

30

SO
40

40
35

i.no

30

50

Lord, my God. Quartet.

Lord, veil not thy face.

magnify the Lord. Quartet.

Salutaris Hostia. C.

that I had Wings. Quartet.

were my head like the springs

water. "Fall ofJerusalem."

Praise ye the Lord. Qt- & Solo. Beethoven.

Rejoice the heart of thy Servant. Qt-

Southard.

Stearns.

Tuckerman.

The Lord Upholdeth. "Fall of Jerusalem."

Trust in God. Sopr. Solo & Qt. Beethoven.

Vespers in C with Magnificat. W.O.Fiske. i.oo

GUITAR SONGS.
Aileen Aroon. so

Call me thine own. so

Come in and shut the Door. so

Dear Mother, I'U come home again. so

Do they pray for me at home. so

Faded Flowers. 30

Flee as a Bird. 30

Home Delights. 30

I'd choose to be a Baby. so

I'm leaving thee in Sorrow. so

I'm lonely since my mother died. so

Moss grown cell. so

Move my arm chair, dearest mother. so

Tenting on the old camp ground. so

Too Late. 3o

Twinkling Stars. 3o ,

CHOICE PIECES FOR THE PIAIVO.
Arion Waltz. J. S. Knight, so

Brightest Eyes. A'ni^er. 5o

Cricket Polka. Withers.' so

Debatten Waltzes. Gunfi. eo

Dying Poet. "Seven Octaves." 60

Fantasia "L'Africaine." Ketterer. 75

Maiden's Blush Waltz. "Seven Octaves." 60

Marche des Amazons. J- M- Wehli. 1 .00

Marche des Tambours. Sydney Smith. 60

Meteor Galop. Wollenhaupt. 75

Mossy Dell Waltz. Turner. 30

New Anvil Polka. Koppitz. 40

whisper what thou feelest Hoffman. 75

Partridge Polka. Koppitz. ao

Polka de Concert. J- H- Wehli. 1 .00

Romance NouveUe. J- M. Wehli. 1.00

Scheiden Waltzes. Weisseniom. go

Starry Night. Sydney Smith. 60

Tears, idle tears. Noetume. Turner. 30

Tempest of the Heart. Variations. Grobe. 40

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. " 60

Wearing of the Green. Trans. Baumbach. 40

The above sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues free, on application.
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Messiah.
Amy TITE GLOUT OF THE LORD.
AXD HE SHALL PURIFY.
ALL mS, LIKE SHEEP.
FOR UNTO US A CHILD 13 BORN.
GLORY TO GOD.
HIS YOKE IS EASY.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and Chornfl.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP YOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GAVE THE WORD.
THEIR SOUND IS GONE OUT.
WORTHY IS THE LAMB.

Judas IVIaccabseus.
MOURN, YE AFFLICTED CHILDREN.
O EATHER, WHOSE ALMIGHTY POWER.
WE COME nr BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISDAINFUL OP DANGER.
FALLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, O LORD.
TUNE YOUR HAEPS.
HAIL, JUDEA'S HAPPY LAND.
WE HEAIt.
WE NEVER WILL BOW DOWN.
HALLELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THANKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHING OVER ISRAEL.
ANGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE EYES.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED ARE THE MEN, &c.

BAAL, WE CRY TO TETEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.
BEHOLD, GOD THE LORD PASSED BY.

Samson.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROUND ABOUT THE STARRY THEONE.
FIXED IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME IMMORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON HAS SUBDUED OUR FOE.
1.ET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &c.

St. Paul.
BTONE HIM TO DEATH.
HAPPY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
HOW LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGERS.
SLEEPERS. AWAKE,

j

TO GOD ON HIGH, i

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS.

Israel in Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR RAIN.
BUT AS FOR HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, &0.
THY RIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING YE TO THE LORD. (The Horse amd his Bideb.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED IS THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song and Chorus.)
THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LORD IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOY, &c.
COME, O ISRAEL.
AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

Eli.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL THEE. I

ANGELS' CHORUS. (Female voices.) 1

Naaman.
THE CURSE OF THE LORD.
WHEN FAMINE OVER ISRAEL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST,

Joshua.
BEE, THE CONQUERING HERO COMES.
THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LORD.
I WAITED FOB THE LORD. (Duet and Chorufl.)

ALL YE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LORD.

Passion Music.
(According to St. Matthew.)

THREE CHORALS. (Nos. 3, 53, 63.)

AROUND THY TOMB HERE SIT WE WEEPING.

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses in Egypt.
NIGHT'S SHADE NO LONGER.
PRAYER. (O THOU, WHOSE power.)

Stabat Mater.
INFLAMMATUS. (Song and Chorus.)

As the Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRING.

HESSIAN NATIONAL HYMN.
Miscellaneous. (Three Chorals on one sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STRONG CASTLE 13 OUR LORD.

BOSTON :

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 \VASHINGTON STREET.
NEW YORK: C. H. DITSON & CO.

GOLDEN ROBIN!
"W. O. PERKINS.

If yon need a. New SCHOOL. MUSIC BOOK, do

do not weary yoarflelf by looking over a long ilflt, but send at

once for thi..i CiTOrite collection of beautifol School SongB.
It -will not disappoint yoii<

I'rice liO Cents.
S«nt, p<«t-[jald, en receipt of above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Beaton.
C. H. DITSON & CO., Kaw York.

Root's School for the Cabinet Orffan.

Containing Progressive Lessons, Studies, and Scales ; Songs,

Duets, Trios, and Quartets ; Voluntaries, Interludes, and

Recreative pieces, for the Parlor and Choir.

A work of establisiied reputation.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.

Price %'i.XJ), Sent post-paid on rfceipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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B'WltOHT'S SOV^XTAI. OF XSnSXO.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.
Ity T E RM 8.— If mailed or called for, $2.00, per annnm

dollrered by carrier, S2.50. Paymentin advance.
Advertispments will be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent Insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, .six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $35 00.
do four lines, do do $1500.

JOHN S. 8P00NER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

MR. G. H. HO-WARO,
ptJPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Plane Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

TXT"ANTED.—By a Tenor Singer a situation in a Quar-

tette Choir. Compensation must be liberal. Address

"Tenor" care Koppitz, PiiiTKFEr & Cc. 792—3t

LYONS MlISliD4L ACADEMY.
pOR INS^BUCMON by the best Methods on the

Fiano-fori.e, in Harinony, Thorough Bass, Singing, &c.

0. S. Adahs will assume the Principalship in September next.

Circulars containing full particulars mailed free. Send for

one. Address, 0. S. ADAMS,
792—4 Lyons, N. T.

NEW ENGLAND

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.

Boston Music Hall.

Affords to its pupils the instructions of the most Eminent
Masters, at less rates of tuition than any similar institution.

In addition, a great variety of Feee Advantages.

Fall Term Opens Monday, Sept. 11.

Pupils received and classified on and after August 28. Those
intending to enter the graduating class, are requested to give

notice when applying for admission. Situations procured for

pupils duly qualified. Circulars containing full information

mailed free upon application to

792-3 E. TODBJEE, Director.

J. S, KIMBALIi, BaHR Soloist,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0. Oitssn & Co., 277 Washington St. 791-3 mos.

EDWARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Toealist and Teacher of Singing,

having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co., or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

Solo Ylolln and Violoncello
FOR SALE.

Bare Chance to Purchase really Fine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zomsteiner, 1790."

VIOLIN, very fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

Henet Cone, 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address
M. L. Kidder, Northampton, Mass. 790 .

IVoM' Ready!

Emerson's Singing School!

Compiled by one of the most eminent teachers in the coun-

try, and arranged carefully for the use of Singing School

Teachers. There is in

PART 1st — A Good Elementary Course.
" 2nd— A Pine Collection of Secular Music.
" 3d — A Number of Church Tunes and An-
thems.

Send stamp for Specimen Pages.

Send $7.50 per dozen for the book.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tort.

It is not best for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

Better keep at the Organ a Copy of
ORGANIST'S PORTFOLIO.

By Rimbault. 2 vols., each S3.00
A fine book of "taking" selections , or

ORGA.V GEMS. By Davenport. 2.50
Equally good, or

FIFTY PIECES FOR OR6A.1V. Batisle. 2.50
Compiled by a skilful Pari.sian Organist, or

CI-ARKE'S SHORT VOLUNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EASY VOLtJlVTARIES, or
AMATEUR ORGANIST. By Zundd.

each book. 2.00
In these books you will find materials for a large

number of tasteful voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

WAIT FOB THE VERY BEST 1 !

BEADY AUGUST 1, 1871.

The Sacred Crown:
A COLLECTION OP

New Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Sentences,

Motets and Chants,

Fop Public and Private "Worship,

Together with a Complete Practical System of Elementary In-
Rtrnction. written expressly for this work, a large collection of
Four-Part Songs, Glees and Choruses for Singing Schools and
Musical Conventions.

By D. P. HODGES,
The well-known Author and Conductor, Associate Editor of

the very successful work ^^Jubilant Voices.^^

And G. "W. FOSTKB,
One of our Most Popular New England Teachers.

The authors have spent two years in writing, arranging and
selecting for tLls work, which in addition to their best efforts,
has

A Larger Number, A Greater Variety,

And a Better Selection of Contr utions
Than any previous Music Book of a similar character has pro-
duced. We have large orders already for it. Orders will be
answered in turn, and special terms made to Teachers and
Choristers. Specimen Copies furnished on receipt of . .00.

LEE & SBCEPARD, Publishers, Bostoi.

* Parties desiring the services of the Editors as Conductors
of Conventions, can address them, care of "Lee & ShsPABD,
Boston." 790

§^ttr ^mt Ux 3t^\m\^tt.

VOCAL.

The Deserted D. C. Addison. 30
The Irishman's Wooing. Song and Chorus.

W. A. Smith. 30
Think to day, and Speak to-raorrow..B. S. Hime. 30

_There'8 One that I love dearly. (Swiss People's

Song). Quartett Kiiclcen. 30
The Scout. A Trooper's Ditty Campana. 50

Nell the Village Pride. Song and Chorus.

G. F. Morris. 40
The Buccaneer Berihold Tours. 35

Ten Vocal Duetts Fram Abt. each 30
No. 1. Greetings. (Griisse.)
" 2. Gladness. (Frohsinn.)
" 3. The Return of Spring. (Friihlings

Wiederkehr. ) Duet.
Daybreak Miss M. Lindsay. 40
Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troubadour 40
" 5. Come. (Vieni) .50

" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro) 40
No. 7. She deceived me. (M'inganno^ 40
" 8. The Tomb. (La Tomba) 40

Te Deum in F J. R. Thomas. 1.00

Jubilate in F J. R. Thomas. 50
Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Chorus.

M. Keller. 4
Waiting for Papa F. Wilder. 40
The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices."

Curshman. 4o
Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Chorus.

C. F. Shattuck. 40
Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus.

F. J. Lippitt. 30
When will Papa come? Song and Cho.. Percy. 30

INSTBUMENTAL.

Fata Morgana. Polka Maz Strauss. 35
Joys of Youth. Three Easy Pieces for Little

Hands L. Streahbog. each 25
No. 1. Marche Triumphale.
" 2. Tarantelle Mignonne.
" 3. Pas Redouble.

Golden Echoes E. Mack, each 30
No. 7. Come back to Erin.
" 8. Take back the Heart.
" 9. I cannot sing the Old Songs. Galop.
" 10. Les Roses. Grand Waltz.
" 11. Castles in the Air.

Foamy Wave. Wallz J. W. Turner. 30
Salvia. Valse Brilliant. ((Euvres Celebres.)

Tjcyhach. 60
Magic Bells. (Zauherglochchen.). ..4. J^un^man. 50
Oberon. Fantasie Brillante. 4 hands. />y6ocA. l.OO

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .D. L. Downing. 1.00

Norma. Fantasie Brillante Sidney Smith. 80
Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75
Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 Lands. Pleyd.

No. 1 90
"2 75
"3 75

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75
De Chant de Berceau. (Cradle Song).

E.Ketterer. 40
Rhine Galop Henry Echneier. 30
Cape Girls Galop L. Mason. 30
La Bohemienne. Fant. Bril E.Ketterer. 60

Music BT Mail.—Music Is sent by mall, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be Bent at double
these rates.
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SINGING AND P I A n: O .

MBS. FA-NNtm F. POSTEB,
JTo. e Boylatoa- Place. 790—

jyTSS. C; A. BABKY, Vocalist and Teaoliai?

of Vocal MftsiO. 124 Chandler St., nevr Colum-

bus Arenne. 732—ly

GEO. W. StTBZ.Xi'Sf^

Teacher of Vooal Masic. Eoom No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, lo4 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. W. FOSTEB will mafcs arrangements to

conduct Husieal Contentions, ^estitals, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Bitson ; or, at Keene, N. S. 770

PSOF. & ZORS. BSOAia il. BOBBIN'S,
Academy of Music.

71S—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. B. BBEHTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Addtess, care OUver Pltson & Co., Boston.

T O. SiMEBSOK offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or ConVenfiona during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

a. E. -wmTmo
(Sires iflstfliotioli ati tile Pianoforte, Organ,

and m Harmony.
Address Olirer Ditson & Co. 622

/CHURCH /^^° PARLOR/

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly iucteasing patronage from all parts of
our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, oti application to the Institute.

Address, EDWARD B. OLIVBB,
Principal, Boston, Mass.

• A hLf,. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, gives Instruction on

444
ttxe Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

^. KSXiZSSia^ITXr.
Care OliTer Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

"VTR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct
-^'-*- Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. i667-tf

Itinms
Teaclier of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Kar&Msa ajmb ixai.ia3v siKr&isie.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

(i. ANDBE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHBSTinjT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large aasortment of Americak Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma> be
left at Ditson & Go's Music Store. 717- tf.

wmsjjO'w Zi. B.a.ir3>Ei7,

TE-A-CHEE, OF C3-XTIT-A.I?,,

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-/>riccd

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case Is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-
ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we gmtrantee that
the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-
Octave sets of reeds, and contains jnc stojis, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TKEMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed
at the very moderate sum of $136, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PEIWCE & CO.
AgButin New York s. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

E, & G. G. HOOK,
BOSTON.

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVEE SmGING BOOK YOU BFy,
Bny also the

American Tune Book.
In which you will find a large Collection of Tunes, the "Fa-

vorite*/' Milected from all the books of Church Music publish-
ed during the last Thirty Tears. These, with a hundred
vdll-proved Anthems, and numbers of Chants, Hymns set to

MobIc, (ixizitbXB, &c., flee, coD«(titute it

A STAKDAK0 W0SK,
Fitted for the use of Choirs, for Veptriew, for Congregatlona
Practice. Priie^ Sl-SO; 513.50 p*;r doz. Mailed, postpaid
en receipt of retail price.

OlilVEE DITSOW & CO., Boston.
0- H, DITSON & CO.. New York.

IVIusical Literature.
Ee-^thoveri'?, Uf.tt»r^ 17V'-r-j*;, riorh, $2"t. I.if.- of Men

-

del.^^bD, cloth, $1.75. IaUi of Hosdioi, cloth, $1.75. Life auU
Letters of Oottfcbalk, 81.50. Woiart, A It^imantic JJiogntphy,

*1.75. MeLdelseohn-s Letter?, 2 vols, each, 81.75, Polka'
UuBfesl BlL«tcbea, $1.75. Khlert'H l^iit--n on Muf<ic, $J.75
Bonod nniforxnly in cloth. Sent po-^tage paid on r^r*^pt o

prce. OLIVEK DlTdON & CO., xioston. CIlAB. IL. iJil.^ON
tt CO., New York.

Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ
in the Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of iuetfuments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of jecond hand Organs for Bale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials.

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PIJBI.ISMEKS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music.
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West. Our connection with Messrs, O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers
at ne Boston Prices.

'

IE?* In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on band and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

Ditson & Go's Standard Operas.

[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].
With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives

With lingUah and Italian words.

NOW EBADT.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
XJorma, Lucretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,Fra Diavolo, Fideiio.
Price op each in Papjr $1,00. 7k Boahds, with Illumi-

nated covers, $2.00. Sent postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T mo'

1
1' r^H-

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALLOTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS,
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
a-warded them for de-

nsfrated superior-New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free.

MASON & HAMLINORGAN CO., 1S4, Tre-
3_jimont St., Boston; 69S^Broadway, Ne-w York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
ipHE FALL TEBM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September nest. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference lo

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin
and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tnfta. J. W. Adams, P. F.
Ford, George H Howiird. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 2i Eliot St., Bcston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 79o_

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEBSON,

the moat satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Sinirinff
School Books. *

Price $1.60 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. a. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTew Styles, i^e-

sonant ; -with, irrv-

provements pat-
ented June and
fiii^ust, 1870;
surpassing all

previous produc-
tions in rich, beau-

tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices I^eduoed ; $50 to

$2,0 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
lo£rue, free.

154 FREMONT ST., BOSTON
; 59B BROADWW. NEW yORK.

J SCHXIBEETH & CO. PubUshers and Dealers
• in Foreign and American Mudic, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
or

BiMi OiiTiiliillTS,
OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the
United States, at low prices.

VIOLUfS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLAEINET3, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violo»c6llo and Double-Bass.

PIAJVOS ANS> in£]^0»EOIVS
FOE SALE AND TO LET.

Our facl-lties are such as enable us to furnish the above'
also, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C1.ED MUSIC FOE BANDS, ANlJ ALLKINDS OFiMUSICAL MEECHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
83 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coort House)
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Carl Loewe's Stoiy of Ms Early Life,*

[Continued from page 73.]

Thus usefully and productively, on all sides,

were the years of my early boyhood spent. Much
as music and its practice stepped into the fore-

ground, I still remained entirely aloof from our

present virtuosity, so fatal to all genuine creative

faculty; indeed it did not prevail so widely then

as it does now. My father was no respecter of

the theatre ; how much less attractive must the

rope-dancer arts of music have been to him !

On the contrary it was his constant effort to

implant a steadfast moral sentiment in my young

soul.—Sometines a beggar from the neighborhood

knocked at our door, and it seemed to me as if he

had once seen better days : "Was the man always

so poor?" I asked, after I handed him a gift.

"No," said my father," this man was once deacon

in our church, and he baptized thee in this room.

On that occasion he made a beautiful discourse,

telling us how we ought to thank God for giving

us another boy in our old days, and how we should

prize these latter gifts ; for he was in his heart

convinced that God would wish to see this child

nurtured with especial love and trained to good."

"This, and what else the Lord hath laid upon

us," continued my father, "we will leave to Him,

who gave thee to us. But do thou take an ex-

ample from this beggar ; there was a time when
he was a respectable man. Then sin overcame

him, he lost his office and will die despised. Prom-

ise me that thou wilt never consent to sin !"

I reached him my hand and said : "Papa, I

will become no such man as this !" To this very

day I feel how my father's remarkably well-formed

hand, hardened though it was by labor, grasped

my own. I never have forgotten that hour, but

I have striven evermore to keep my promise.

Every third Sunday my father directed the

church music. The town musician Wieprechtf
arranged a little orchestra ; this man was partic-

ularly interesting to me, because he lived so high

up in the tower. School children, with some ap-

prentices and journeymen, formed the choir. Af-

ter I had several times successfully performed the

part of the Maid in the Passion narrative, I was
soon promoted in these church musical services

to the part of solo soprano. I knew by heart the

whole year's round of the church music, and I

solfeggioed with my father all the primo and se-

condo violin parts through,upon a wager, carefully

observing all the trills, mordenti and runs, in

which these pieces were not poor.

But with the already mentioned band-pieces

for the piano, by Tiirk, our note treasury was
now exhausted. The chorals I had long been

able to sing and play, and the hand-pieces too I

sang as fluently as a violin could play them. That
came altogether of itself, for while my father in-

structed me he sang, and I sang with him.

I attended the school now very irregularly, be-

* Translated for DwiGHT's Journal op Mdsio from "Dr. Cabl
Loewe's Selbst-biograpkie. Fiir die Offentlichkeit bearbeitet
Ton C. H. Bitter. Berlin, 1870."

tHe was the uncle of the present General Musical Director
of the Prussian Garde-Corps.

cause my father maintained that I could learn

nothing more there.—Much surprised was I one

evening, after I had played the Chorales as usual,

and had given free play to my fancy and in the

Prse-and Postludium, to hear my father say to

my mother half aloud : "The lad plays already

better than I do." While I played in this way
in the evening, my father used to go to bed and

fall asleep.

As in my music, so too before long in Latin I

outstripped my father, he having forgotten a good

deal since his youth, when he went as far as the

Prima through the Lutheran school at Halle.

So I roved about actively in the garden, in the

shafts and quarries of the mines, in the limekilns,

on the church tower and under the church roof.

Everywhere I felt around me the working and

weaving of the forces of Nature. At night I of-

ten suffered from the fear of ghosts. In the day-

time the wide spaces of the church floor excited

my imagination livelily. It had a singular and

awful charm for me, to be there alone, or to wan-

der about there. I was happiest in the fields and

in the open air. In the neighboring woods I

hunted for Maybugs, for which I have still a fond-

ness, plucked fragrant Maybells for my mother,

gathered wortleberries in a little pot, picked nuts

for myself fresh from the bushes, and then came
home, as my father would say, laden with treas-

ures, all of which Nature had poured out for me
from her full horn of plenty. But those merry
little people, the birds, engaged my attention es-

pecially ; I had real satisfaction in recognizing

every dweller of the branches by his own peculiar

song and twitter.

"Come, Harzer," I often said to the husband
of my oldest sister Marie, "we'll set springes."

And the man, who as miner had to pass so manv
hours of his life in the gloomy shaft, went gladly

in his free hours with the boy out into the green

woods, where we set our traps. I liked particu-

larly to set snares for the redbreast ; I had
springes everywhere, and the haunt of a stag,

called the stag's watering place, was not unknown
to me. What a vivid recollection I had of this

time afterwards, when I composed my "Henry
the Fowler!"

But in winter the evening brought me the

finest hours. When the mother had toiled inde-

fatigably all day long for us, and the evening be-

gan to darken, then I seated myself at the great

stove ; my place was at her feet and I laid my
head upon her lap. Thus we sat half dreaming

for a long spell. "Now let me go," she would
then say to the father and the brothers and sis-

ters ; and then she, whom I loved before all

others, would begin to narrate wonderfully beau-

iful reminiscences of her young days, old long-

forgotten histories, which ever stand like strange

fairy tales before my soul. But especially, when
she had had a beautiful and marvellous dream,

she knew how to tell it to me so distinctly, that I

seemed to have dreamed it all myself. Often

then would my eyes wander through the win-

dows of our sitting room, which looked out upon

an old ruined churchyard, away over its crumb-

ling mounds and decaying crosses, and bury

themselves in the dark foliage of the old lindens,

which wrapped it in so deep a twilight. My
mother's dream-forms seemed to come to life in

the moonlight on those hillocks. They turned

their faces to me, and half anxiously, half long-

ingly, I sought to fix them in my mind.

When the mother had in this way become sil nt

at last, and I pressed myself still more closely to

her knees, then I used to beg of her : "Mama,
now play us something," and smiling she would

take the violin, with which my father led the

singing in the school, and play on it the sweet-

est melodies. Ah, how those melodies became

alive to me out there in the moonlight ! She

never had had any instruction in violin playinif,

and yet her tone sang into my heart so deeply.

My mother was very serious, never gay, but

always uniformly amiable and likewise busy. The
father on the contrary was often out of tune and

moody, particularly early in the morniug. Later

and for the rest of the day he grew cheerful, in-

deed merry. Though I could do nothing to suit

him in the morning, though he often overwhelmed

me with unjust reproaches, yet he came cheer-

fully to the table and talked much about his happy

domestic state. In the afternoon he went into

the field, where, witty and jocose, with might and

diligence he labored in the sweat of his brow.

But active as he was, in these mechanical labors

he never got beyond a certain awkward foresight,

which often made me laugh right heartily. But

with the evening came the Papa's rosy humor

;

he told many stories of his youth, never without

pointing the moral for our good, thereby unfold-

ing a great worldly prudence. At this time too

he used to smoke the only pipe which he allowed

himself during the day, and it was my duty at

stated intervals to bring him a paper of tobacco

from the dealer in the village. When I handed

this to him, I never failed to hear the remark

"Never form the habit of smoking ; it is neither

for hunger, nor for thirst." This wish of my
father, unfortunately, I have not fulfilled, for, as

everybody knows, the youngest "fox" in the Uni-

versity is soon put to the proof {"prohirt") at least

in smoking, and virtuosity is pretty sure to fol-

low all too soon upon this first proof.

Very interesting reading to my father, in the

evening, was our only weekly newspaper, and

verily in my boyhood the Halle Courier brought

news of immense importance. It was remarkable

how my father from his hermitage, into which a

stranger seldom penetrated, made original and

yet just observations on the perplexed and tan-

gled politics of the time. I have still a distinct

remembrance of his saying to us one evening : "I

see it coming, this Buonaparte will rule not only

France, but all the world." But when Napoleon

stood before Vienna in 1805, he said ; "This

Ccesar has transplanted the blood bath of the

Revolution." But when the Courier was read

through to the end, politics was forgotten.

The mother and two sisters used to spin in the
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evening hours. The older one was particularly

interesting to me from the fact, that she knew by

heart the then brand new Ballads of Biirger.

Those poems made a great impression on us all.

They were written in the spirit of the people.

The popular life had seized upon them and borne

them even into our little mountain village. My
sister had especially to keep repeating to me "The
Pastor of Taubenheim's Daughter;" I was also

very fond of Stolberg's "Penitent."

But my sister Marie H'arzer, the miner's wife,

had a most unique vivacity. The intellectual

sphere, in which she moved by virtue of her so-

cial position, was naturally a limited one ; but

our church, which, like its great founder, allows

every one to draw out of its spiritual spring,

turned also to account the intellectual soul-life of

the miner's wife. Both of the ministers of Liibe-

jiin were dry and shallow moralists. They lacked

a deep religious faith ; the spiritual substance of

the Christian doctrine had not been unsealed to

them. So they preached and labored on in a

dull round of routine. That was nothing for a

woman of such lively feelings. "The sermon to-

day was worth nothing at all," she often used to

say : "only let me speak once upon that text
!"

And then she straightened herself up, like one

inspired, and gave us a searching discourse wor-

thy of any religious enthusiast of her sex. These

peculiar preachments moved me deeply, coming

from so sweet a mouth. For my sister was beau-

tiful. Her blue eyes looked down upon me, as

clear and bright as day. And when the dis-

course was ended and I went softly up to her

and said : "That was beautiful, Marie," then she

scniled so friendlily and two deep dimples showed

themselves upon her rosy cheeks.-

My brother Andreas was the ablest of us all.

He spoke Latin as fluently as German, but in

spite of his successful studies he had not the mo-

ral energy to keep himself in any ofKce. He was

alike unfortunate in philology and as a theolo-

gian. So he became a weight upon my father

growing old.

Fritz, on the contrary, the oldest of my broth-

ers, was nothing but a source of joy to him. He
was marked by strength of character and earnest

moral sentiment. He too studied Theology, and
was destined by an accident to be of extraordi-

nary use to me. He had the fortune, as candidate,

to become private teacher in Berlin in the house

of the famous Capellmeister Kighini.and as he was
uncommonly musical, he easily appropriated to

himself the singing method ofthe great Italian. Af-

terwards, when he came as Con-rector to Wettin,

on a visit to the paternal house, he often made
me sing. That excellent method suited me quite

well, and I soon mastered it, on which account I

have sometimes playfully called myself Righini's

grandson. Through his intimate relations with the

first Capellmeister of the Royal Opera, Fritz be-

came a friend of the theatre. One can imagine

how little this suited my father. He begged us

repeatedly to enter into no alliance with this fan-

tastical world of misrepresentation and vain show,

but to build our future on the rock of the church.

Such views of life grew out of the conditions of

the common town society of those times, and out

of the narrow life and office of a little town.

How vividly those words of my father came
back to my mind, when I called upon Carl Maria
von Weber ! I was then a student, and in the

course of the conversation Weber said to me:

"Never go to a theatre ; that is not for a creative

talent. When I come home from the rehearsals,

with my eyes affected by the perpetual lamp

light, and my head full of opera melodies, I am

so exhausted, bodily and mentally, that it is im-

possible for me to compose."

A second time 1 was reminded of that wish of

my father, when I was called to Stettin to a po-

sition in the church and school, and the wish was

expressed that I might never occupy myself with

the theatre. Mindful of this double warning, in

the year 18.30, I declined a call to the Capell-

meister-ship of the Konigstadtische Theatre in

Berlin. And finally, after all my efforts to bring

my operas upon the stage have failed, I have

again thought of my father and of the faithful

care from which his warning proceeded.

My father was a devout, enthusiastic Christian.

He deeply impressed upon my mind the love of

Christ and fear of Goil. By perseverance in

praying aloud it was sought to fix in me these

sentiments. At times in tranquil seriousness he

spoke of his death, which, to the joy of all of us,

however, was far distant; he did not die until I

had been established for some years in Stettin
;

but he never alluded to the departure of my
mother. He knew that I would not have borne

any such remark, hut would have interrupted it

with loud weeping. My love for my mother be-

came almost morbid.*

Thus I reached my tenth year, with no impor-

tant circumstances to influence my free, untram-

inelled life, or bring about decided changes in its

course.

*Later, as a man of twenty-four, Lowe wrote from Halle to

his betrothed, Julie von Jacob, at Dresden : "Tou wish to

know whether I am like my father. I believe not. My father

haa more brown hair and a soft, quiet, self-complacent look,

but not without vivacity. He has an extraordinary memory,
which really deserves admiration, but not much original juds;-

ment. My mother is in her way a knowing woman ; of swift

resolution and a quick and lively temperament. In bodily

constitution and in the mould of my face, I am, they say,

like her altogether."

Lowe's brother said afterwards of him, that he combined the

wisdom and vivacity of the mother with the goodness of heart

and gentle manliness of the father.

[To be Continued.]

The London Opera Season.

The opera season ot 1871 has proved the most dis-

appointing in our recollection. Never before have
there been such terrible shortcomings in the realiza-

tion of the promises put forth In the prospectuses

—

those most deceptive of literary productions. "La
Donna del Lago," "La.Juive," "La Prophete," "Les
DIamans de laCouronne," "II Malrimonio Seereto,"
Flotow's "L'Ombre,"— all these novelties, besides

several important revivals, were promised at one or

other of our two opera-houses, and not one of them
has been produced. The experience of this season

ought to give a death blow to the custom of issuing

documents with a string of promises, the fulfilment

of which Is Impracticable, and which in many cases

there is not the least Intention of attemptinc; to fulfil.

Mr. Gye has adhered to his favorite plan of bringing
out one novelty so near the end of the season as just

to admit of its being played twice. No one who
read the prospectus would have guessed that all the

other novelties promised would be shelved in favor of

CImarosa's "Astuzio Fcmmlnill," but sueh has been
the case. We would not, however, find fault with
the selection ;

for, though the work is rather unsulted

to representation In such a large theatre as Convent
Garden, it has r|ualliles which may usefully serve as

a corrective to some tastes which meet with too much
encouragement from opera-goers of the present day.

There Is nothing sensational or immoral In the story,

tho music is neither noisy nor elaborately scientific,

and there Is no scope for spectacular shows or stage-

carpentry
;
but It is rich to overflowing in simple and

graceful melodies, and Its concerted movements are

many of them masterpieces of dramatic propriety

and constructive skill. The duct for the two lovers

in the first act, and the quartet in which they frighten

the two unwelcome suitors in the second act, may
serve as specimens. It is curious that though our
public will not, as a rule, go to see unknown works,
those who happen to be present almost always receive

them with kindness, and judge with discrimination.

We think more confidence might safely be placed In the

willingness of English audiences to learn to love nov-
elty, if the chance were afforded them. The perform-

ance of CImarosa's work was not such as it ought to

have been, indeed it can only be described as discred-

itable to a house which claims to he one of the chief

musical theatres In the world. The manager, with

an inaccuracy and carelessness characteristic of the

whole gettlngup of the opera, states that it was com-
posed in the year 1784, though the introduction of
Russian ballet-music in the finale might serve to show
that it must have been written after the composer's
return from Russia, in the year 1792. The true date

is no doubt 1794, as given by the best authorities.

Mdlles. Sessi and SealchI and Signer Cologni deserve

praise ; Signer Bettini was not up to his usual mark ;

and of Signer Clampi we need only say, that he al-

lowed one of the principal songs in the opera to be

executed by the orchestra alone, and that whatever
humor there might seem to be in his acting, consisted

simply in constantly thumping the boards with his

stick. The sensation of the evening was produced
by the interpolaied air "Non son bella," beautifully

sung by Mdlle. Scalchi, who has been making great

progress in popular favor this season. So beautiful

a voice as hers deserves thorough cultivation. There
is little else among the doings at this house that needs

particular mention, for we cannot stop to speak at

length of the great tenor who has now retired from
the stage on which he so longrelgned without .", rival,

and on which he has unfortunately left no tolerable

successor. But Mario's nnapproached supremacy
for so many years need not blind us to the fact that

this year (and for some years past) his presence has

been injurious to the true interest of musical art.

Everything has been sacrificed to the supposed neces-

sity for gratifying the public anxietv (artfully created)

to see Mario in his famous rd/e^. We will hope that

the manager will now be driven to seek popularity

by methods more consistent with the encouragement
of musical art. One artist remains, whom it would
be grossly unjust to pass over without a word in re-

cognition of his great ability. This is M, Fauro,

who as a master of all styles of singing has no supe-

rior, and who as an actor shines "sicut inter ignes

luna minores." His Hamlet is most masterly, par-

ticularly in that remarkably dull scene (musically

considered) with his mother: he wants only one
thing, unfortunately a thing out of his power to ac-

quire, viz. a beautiful quality of voice, to make him
one of the most popular singers of the time. The
two new singers at this theatre, Madame Fabbri and
M. Jourdan, require no special notice. Perhaps, as

an indication of public taste, we may mentiou that

the operas most often performed have been "Don
Giovanni" (7 times), "Faust" and "II Barbiere"
("each 6 times), and "Gulltanme Tell." "La Favo-
rlta," "Le Nozze di Figaro," and "L'Etoile du
Nord," (5 times each.)

—

Musical Standard.

Anber.
[Paris Correspondence of the Atbenseum.]

Several funeral orations were poured upon Anber's
tomb; they basted six whole hours. Poor Auber!
He was the wittiest, driest, keenest of composers

;

cynical and tasteful ; ironical and good natured ; care-

ful of appearances and careless of morals, as to wo-
men, at least ; with a dandified, coldish, gentle, Book-
ish (Theodore Hook's) manner ; an epicurean, never
canaille, of the Horatio school ; a man who knew
well how to steer his brilliant bark among the rocks,

changing waves and winds of Parisian fickleness ; no
hypocrite ; neither a red Jacobin nor a fawning cour-

tier ; with no tint of exaggeration in him ; no pre-

tence ; no kind of small vanity but a good deal of

pride; putting no mask on his little foibles, and de-

lighting to be called Auher-Pasha like Omer-Paclia ;

keeping the best society and fond of solitude ;—in

shoit, a very curious, complex figure, a puzzle and
an enigma,—a very fine one, too. He liked horses,

rode well, and was dexterous at fence ; hut fought no
duels, however. He husbanded cleverly his life,

spirits, youth, maturity and old age. Even bis mel-

odies were put a inlerel. No capitalist managed as

well as he did his genial, intellectual, even his bodily

resources. Whatever inspiration he had, he improved.
Ho did not set up for a genius, so he-escaped a terri-

ble danger,—envy, which, in France, decides all. He
had no enemies, and deserved none. Ho afiected no
enthusiasm, and Inspired none. But ho deserved arl-

mlratlon, the stream of his vivid Inspiration was Ho-
ratlan, not Tyrtojan, and it flowed unchecked, una-

bated, bright, strong, unpolluted, and free, to the

very limits of ago. His shrewd wit and knowledge
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of men, such as they are in France, kept his genius
•in check. He was artificial-natural and natural arti-

ficial ;—exactly as a well bred woman, rather coquet-

tish, but not flippant, has no objection to fine ribbons
and diamond-i, and bijoux, and embroideries, and
-showmg a little of the well shaped fortn, and the well
proportiened shoulders and neck.

Mario.
(From the LondoQ Telegraph-,)

Some months ago travellers in Italy found tliem-

seives amidst the seeming ruins of Signor Mario's
splendid palace in the neighborhood of Florence.
"Seeming ruins," we say—for the historic "Villa Sal-
viati, ora di Candia," is in itself as well preserved as
any of the mediieval Tuscan palaces, heightened in

bcaaty though they generally are by the tender hand
of Time. The Villa Salviata witnessed many a trag-

edy—the murder of a Bishop among other trifles

—

during the stormy civil wars of Florence, and the
stones of the building could tell many a tale of pas-
sion artd violence ; but the weather-stains on the
walls enhance the freshness of the green foliage that
mantles them, and the castellated mansion is still

strong enough to defy the inroads of many years to

come. In its last aspect, it was filled with massive
furniture, carefully collected from many a city, and
heaped up in most admired disorder. Objects of
virA of every imaginable description, from rare old
Venetian glass to modern statuettes ot danseuses, from
delicate vinaigrettes to meerschaum cigar-tubes of
quaint device, were disposed around on every availa-
ble table or console. Even personal toys, such as
opera-glasses without number—every actor spends
his leisure time in looking at his fellows—and paint-
ing materials—for Signor Mario is an artist with
the fingers as well as with the voice—lay heaped
about. Paintings were there, too, of every degree
of mediocrity ; originals bought from pity of the art-

ists, many bearing the names of authors who had
never even looked upon their assumed handiwork ; a
fine portrait of Giolia Grisi, radiant in all her
superb beauty, shining out from amongst its poorer
companion subjects. Let it not be imagined that
those who tell us these facts are revealing the secrets
of hospitality ; for the occasion which disclosed the
interest of the Villa Salviati was, alas ! too pnWic.
Not even a tenor can be all-perfect ; and Signor
Mario's neglect of ordinary business precautions
had broueht about the seizure and sale of most of his
effects. But stone walls can be restored with more
ease than the delicate fibres of a human throat. Last
night the greatest tenor of his age bade farewell to
the stage on which his noblest triumphs have been
achieved.

Mario in ruins, however, is far finer than any
other living tenor in his prime. Just as the Colos-
seum of Rome is at once grander and more beautiful,
lovelier and more imposing, than anv uninjured build-
ing in the world—so Mario, with all the freshness of
his voice worn away, and altogether uncertain wheth-
er a single note will ever come at his call, is a finer
singer, a fairer interpreter of his composer, a more
engaging object, more full of youthful passion, than
any among his younger rivals. One of the most re-
markable characteristics in this hero's remarkable
career is its gradual development. [Here follows a
passage already copied in our last.}

Why make such a fuss, Mr. Gradgrind may ask,
about a mere singer 1 Is it not enough that the earn-
ings of a popular tenor average double the salary of
a Prime Minister of England ? It may seem very
wrong for the geutleman in question that a singer
should be paid more than a diplomatist or a states-
man ; but let us recollect the rare union of many
qualities, physical, mental and moral, which go to
making up a great lyrio actor. The money question,
after all, is a mere matter of supply and demand ; bnt
the combination of a number of rarely-united qualifi-
cations is, from a mere statistical point of view, a
phenomenon worth noting. To reckon up the pro-
portion which the possessors of each faculty required
bear to the general population, and then to" work out
the probability that those powers should be found in
any individual, would bring forth a total of unex.
pected magnitude. Let it not be supposed that voice
is everything. It is rare indeed to find a natural tenor
voice of good compass, without break or flaw, of
sympathetic quality, flexible enough to take training,
strong enough to bear it- But voice is nothing with-
out the natural gifts of a musician ; and, paradoxical
as the thing may seem, it is actually true that it is

easier to sing without voice than without ear. Indeed,
there was once a consummate connoisseur who said
that he "hated a good voice, because it was never
possessed by a good singer." It is unfortunately too
true that the majority of vocalists do not begin to
sing well until their natural means begin to fail. Thus
a <M)rrect ear is above all things essential. Then

comes musical sympathy, without which the finest

composition in the world is l>ut as "sounding brass,

or a tinkling cymbal." To all these qualities must
be added dramatic feeling—which is by no means to

be confounded with musical. Without the faculty of

memory it is obviously impossible to get through the

smallest part ; and without very great application

and patience no results can be obtained in music, any
more than in mathematics. Then, for the lyric stage,

e.xactly the same physical attributes are needed as fjr
the purely dramatic—but in higher proportion ; for

the Opera, being far more ideal, requires natural ad-

vantages that approach more nearly the pitch of per-

fection. Histrionic capability is almost as indispen-

sable ; and it happens that in this respect the lyric

stage has at all times been singularly rich. Nothing
more powerful than the acting of Adelina Patti and
Mario in last Monday's performance of "Les Hugue-
nots" is to be seen on any theatre in Europe. In-

deed, the suggestion recently made, that Mario should
now take to the acting drama, has had more tlian one
precedent. Among others we may [loint to the case

of Johanna Wagner—who, her voice having failed

in this country, is now the principal actress at the ad-

mirably conducted Court Theatre of Berlin. Mario
has not only all the qualifications we have sugge.=ted,

as well as many others which we have not time to

enumerate ; but he has also the rare advantage of a

generally artistic nature. He is a draughtsman of no
mean pretensions, and an archteologist of much re-

search ; hence his picturesque costumes, which are

invariably not less strictly accurate than they are full

of grace. Hence, too, the gestures which are as ele

gant as they seem unsought—as much in keeping
with the character as with the situation. Mario, in

fact, is arti'sie /u.s'f/u'af( bout des onghs. Even strong

democrats will feel disposed to attribute something of
the eminently gentlemanlike demeanor that invaria-

bly and under all circumstances distinguishes the fa-

mous tenor, to the snjigre azur which flows in the

Conte di Candia's noble veins. And this strange, in-

explicable charm is especially useful on the Ivric

stage, where all is, to a certain extent, ideal. When
Mario appears in a peasant's costume, we feel at

once that the dress, with its silken ribands and satin

hat, is a disguise, and that Nemorino or Elvino is

used to a rapier and accustomed to "the nice conduct
of a clouded cane." So with the great tenor's Al-
maviva—we feel instinctively that, though feignine
to be drunk, a real nobleman can never even simu-
late coarseness, and that he must always be "gentle."
Of the indefinable quality of "genius" we will not
speak ; but we have said enough to satisfy even the
most captious that the farewell of such a lyric actor

as Mario merits a word of public gratitude. With
mixed feelings, with much thankfulness, and with
great regret, we bid him farewell ; live as long as we
may, "we shall not look upon his like again."

Signor Mario's Repertory.

Since his first appearance here on the 6th of .lune,

1839, the occasion being the benefit of Madame
Grisi, Signor Mario has been altogether absent hut
from one London Opera season— that of 1869—when
the rival impresarios, Messrs. Gye and Mapleson,
rashly combining their forces, deemed they were
strong enough to dispense with the services of the

eminent tenor. In 1842, however, he sang hut three

nights, resigning his engagement upon a difference

of opinion with his manager, Mr. Lumley; he had
been required to play the part of Pollio to another
Norma than the Norma of Madame Grisi. With
these exceptions, Signor Mario has sung here on an
average thirty nights in every opera season since his

debut. He has appeared on 935 occasions. His reper-

tory consists of forty-four operas. A list is subjoined
of his characters in the order in which they were un-
dertaken by the singer, with the number of times be
has played in each in London, these performances be-

ing, of course, distributed in the majority of cases
over several seasons :

—

1839.—As Gennaro in Lncrezia Borgia (Donizetti),

he has appeared 91 times; Nemorino, in L'Elisir d'

Amore (Donizetti), 21 times ; Pollio, in Norma (Bel-
lini), 14 times.

1840-—Rodrigo, in La Donna del Lago (Rossini),

3 times.

1841.—Orazio, in Gli Orazi e Curinzi (Cimarosa),
3 times; Arturo, in La Slraniira (Bellini), twice;
Crispus, in Fausta (Donizetti), twice; Almaviva, in

11 Barbiere (Rossini). 102 times; Un Gondoliere, in

Marina Faliero (Donizetti). 4 times.

1843.—Elvino, in Lm Sonnamhula (Bellini), 17
times; Ottavio, in Don Gim-anni (Mozart), 47 times

;

Giannetto, in I/x Gazza Ladra ("Rossini), 13 times
;

Arturo, in / Pin-iVani (Bellini), 44 times; Carlo in

fjinda di Chamounl (Donizetti). 6 tim^s ; Ernesto, in

Don Pasqunle (Donizetti), 32 times ; Don Rumiro, in

**La Cenerento.'a (Rossini), 3 times.

1844.—Paolino. in // Malrimonio Segreto (Cima-
rosa), 9 times; Edgardo, in Lucia di Lummermoor
(Donizetti), 9 times; Don Carlos, in Don Carlos
(Costa), 5 times; Otello, in G(e/?o (Rossini), 5 times

;

Roegero, in Corrado d'Allamura {Ricci), once.
1845.—Gualtiero, in II Pirala (Bellini), 5 times;

Ferrando, in Cosifan Tulle (Mozart), -twice.

18-16.—Oronte, in / .tom()arrfi (Verdi), 1! times;
Percy, in Anna Bolena (Donizetti), 9 times ; Enrico,
in Don Gregorio (Donizetti), twice.

1847.—.Jacopo Foscari, in 1 due Foscari. (Verdi),
3 times; Uberto, in Ln Donna dd Lago (Rossini, 17
times-

1848.—Fernando, in La Favorila (Donizetit), 49
times; Raoul, in Les Huguenots (Meyerbeer), 119
times.

1849.—Masanielle, in Masaniello (Auber), 12
times ; Jean, in Le Prophete (Meyerbeer), 45 times.

1850.—Ranibaldo, in Roberto il Diavolo (Meyer-
beer), 6 times; Luzaro, in La Juive (Hale'vy), 4
times.

1851.—Tamino, in 2/ Flauto Magico (Mozart), 8
times.

1853.—II Duca, in Bigoletto (Verdi), 32 times.
1856.—Manrico, in // Trovatore (Verdi), 28 times.

1857. Alfredo, in -ta Traviala, (Verdi), 9 times.
1858.—Lionello, in Marta (Flotow, 30 times ; Don

Giovanni, in Don Giovanni (Mozart), 11 times.

1859.—Viscardo, in 11 Giuranionlo (Mercadante),
once.

1861.—II Duca, in Un Ballo in Maschera (Verdi),
29 times.

1864.—Faust, in Faust (Gounod,) 59 times.

1867.—Roraeo, in Romeo e Giulietla (Gounod), 11
times.

These 935 performances have been thus divided

among the fourteen composers :—lu operas by Don-
izetti, Signor Mario has sung 225 times ; Meyerbeer,
170; Rossini, 143; Verdi, 112 ; Bellini, 82 ; Gou-
nod, 70; Mozart, 68; Flotow, 30; Cimarosa, 12;
Auher, 12; Costa, 5; Halevy, 4; Ricci, 1 ; and
Mercadante, 1. It may be noted that on forty-one

occasions, not included in the above reckoning, the

singer has appeared in fragments of operas. But two
new impersonations were attempted under these con-

ditions. In 1843, he three times appeared as Arnoldo
in the second act of Rossini's Guglielmo Tell, and once
as Lindoro in a selection from L'ltalisina in Algieri,

by the same composer. Tenor parts almost invaria-

bly demand of their impersonators youthful looks,

graceful presence, and gallant bearing. How com-
pletely Signor Mario, after the decline of his vocal
gifts, met these requirements, there is no need again
to record. There is perhaps but one tenor part of
importance in the whole operatic repertory, the ade-

quate pourtrayal of which exacts of the singer an
appearance of age and infirmity. This is Lazaro

—

Eleazar be is named in the original—the chief char-

acter in Halevy's La Juive, and especially devised for

M. Duprez. As Lazaro, Signor Mario was required
for the first time in his life to whiten his locks, line

his face, and present himself as the father of the he-

roine. The opera has not been repeated since its

first production in Italian in 18.50. A revival of the

work was promised in the prospectus of Covent
Garden of this season, with a view to Signor Mon-
gini's attempting the great part indeed of Lazaro,
and the appearance of Mdlle. Lucca in the character
of Rachel. But the plans and pledges of impresa-
rios seem to be rather designed to entertain the cred-

ulous than to serve any really useful purpose. Hal-
evy's music has at no time obtained favor here com-
mensurate with its popularity on the Continent. Some
day or other, however, Im Juive may be worth repro-

ducing in London, if only on the .ground of its being
the one opera in which Signor Mario consented to

look otherwise than young, winsom and chivalrous.

Farewell Benefit of Signor Mario.

19th Jdlt, 1871,

When he plated Fernando, as he alone can
PLAV IT, IN "La Favorita," fob the last

TIME IN London.

{"From Punch.")

House densely crowded. Enthusiasm from the

commencement shown in fitful flashes throughout the

opera. Whenever Signor Mario is recalled, he grace-

fully leads on Mademoiselle Scalchi, the Leonora of
the evening. But, at last, the opera over, enthusiasm
bursts out ablaze, and demands no longer La Favo-
rita, but Tlie Favorite of the music-loving public for

the last thirty years.

With this slight prologue we are now in the Stalls.

" Valele," Signor Mario is saying : it is quite neces-

sary to add "et plaudite." Alions done !

Shouts of "Bravo, Mx'RioV gradually swelling into

a deafening roar as Mario appears in front of the

curtain. Boquets in shoivers.
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Well Informed Person (to Friend). Mario's

a—hravo !— Count in his own right. Bravo ! Bitrrah !

His Friend {applauding). No; he's a—bravo!

—Marquis

—

{afraid of haring, in his enthusiasm, con-

tradicted too peremptoribj— Exit Mh-Rio, first time)—
at least, so I think. {Immense applause. He-appear-

ance of Mahjo). Here he comes again. Bravo!

Bravo !

(
Three dozen bouquets, and several wreaths thrown on the

stage. Signor Mario picks them all up.)

Old Gentlejian {sympcrlhetically). Hope he

won't suffer from lumbago to-morrow. Bravo !

(Mm-e tumult, cheering, hurrahing. Signor Mario
hoivs right and left.

)

Elderly Lady {feelingly). He's very nervous.

Yodnger Lady {rather hysterical). He's very

pale. [Applauds, andfeels she could almost cry.

Her Brother {who is an Amateur Singer at Pri-

vate Operetta parties, and of course knows all about it).

Pale ! Booh ! that's 'cos he hasn't washed the paint

off. ; His sister thinks this very unkind. Tears. Cheers.

)

{More cheers—people rising tumultuously—bouquets

—ipreaths! !)

Friend op WellInformed Person {reneiving

the discussion). He i's a Marquis, because Princess

Mary bowed to him.

{Immense applause, consequent upon the ever popular

Princess Mary of Cambridge, as she will always

be in our memory, throwing a wreathto Signor Mario.
The Duchess OF Cambridge throws another, which

Signor Mario catches. Immense applause.)

A Public School Duke {in private box, jocu-

larly). Well fielded. Bravo! [Exit Mario
backwards, gradually bowing himself out.

Well-Informed Person {determined to argue

with Friend). That doesn't prove he's a Marquis.

He was a great friend of Princess Mary's. {t\Jore

cheering. Everijbody stands up. Evidentlif they will

have him on again.)

Familiar Person {next to Well-informed Person.)

The 'Tecks have sent him a handsome dinner service,

gold.

[Bravo! Cheers. Exit M.x-R-iO, backwards again,

probably backing on to the prompter's toes.

Well-Informed Person {not to be outdone). No,

silver.

[Bravissimo ! Cheerissimol Re-enter fJlkRio.

Old Habitue {generally languid). No—never

—

gad. {Becomes languidly interested.) Bravo! {Taps

tico fingers of right hand against three of his left, and

is rather ashamed of himself for such a show of weak-

ness
)

{Mario collects a few hundred bouquets, bows a few
hundred times, and then disappears, sideways this

time.)

Everybody {including the languid enthusiasts, who

begin to think that if they must applaud, they'll take off

their gloves). Bravo, Mario .'

{Reenter Mario, evidently having commenced taking off

part ofhis monk's costume. More bouquets, morefiowers,

more wreaths. People in side boxes nod at him encour-

ayingly, as ifhe was a yomg beginner, then smile at one

another, as much as to say, "There—we aid it that

time." Royal Box enthusiastic.)

Discontented Person {who can't have enough for

his money). Wish he'd speak.

Enthusiast (eici'(crf/j/). He—bravo!—will. (Hur-

rah '. Bravo '.

Enthusiast No. 2 {more cxcitedhj). No, he

—

bravo !—won't : he can't.

Third Enthusiast (afeio.'rt angrily). What!

—

bravo !—hurrah !—not speak English "i

Enthusiastic Lady. Yes, he's going to

[ Waves pockethandlcerchief.

Perfect Stranger {to her. Euthusinsm being

one cf Nature s touches, makes everybody kin for the mo
merU). I'm afraid he won't

1
Tries to qet a speech out cf Mario by shout-

ing "Bravo !" several times.

One Voice from somewhere above. Speak!
Everyone {drowi.ing the little Voice.) Hurrah!
Bravo I

[HandkfTchiefs, bouquets, IfC, ^'C, ad. lib.

U.n'believing Wokldlino. Wonder if it's—bravo!

—his \a.'it appearance?

At last Mario makes his exit, beginning sideways, then

disappearing backwards, for the fijth time. Lights

begin to be extinguished. Enthusiasm subsides, and
everybody leaves solemnly, as ifcoming out of church.
Enthusiasm outside. Mario clieered to his carriage.)

Young Habitue {loudly to a Eriend in the Halt,

to as to lie heard Inj Admiring Crowd). I went to say

good bye to the old boy. Very much affected. (He
prrjyihhj went round to the Stage Door to see Mario
come out.)

Old Habitue {also loudly.) I remember Mario
when, &C., &c.

[ lite usual thing altout his first appearance, with

additions alyjut RuBiNi, Pkrsiasi, and Gnrsi's
dlj,„l.

Carriages gradually receive the enthusiasts, and by half

past twelve Covent Garden is still and dark, for

Mario has gone, and so has everyone else.)

Mr. Punch. Fare Thee Well ! and if forever

—

then for ever—Mario, Prince of Lyric Artists, fare

thee well

!

(Bids SiGNOE Mario adieu, and adds when he

is gone,

)

STIrottg^ la&t to jar,

STo mtntorg btnr,

I ttj'tr s^atl look upon |;rs like sgain.

Musical Influences in England.

The Quarterly Review for July, in an article on

"Music, its Origin and Influence," says :

"It is difficult either to estimate or to overestimate

the influence of Mr. John Hullah on mnsic and musi-

cal taste in England, which we have the more pleas-

ure in recording, as many persons seem now to forget

the services he has rendered. In 1840, under the

sanction of the Committee of Council on Education,

Mr. Hullah brought over from Paris the French sys-

tem of Wihelm, and singing schools soon sprang up
throughout the country. Exeter Hall was the scene

of the first great Hullah Concerts, and in 1853 St.

Martin's Hull was built and fitted up by Mr. Hullah's
own exertions. Here was performed every then ex-
isting work of importance, many for the first time.

He brought out a large number of the best living

singers—Madame Sherrington, Sims Reeves, Sant-

ley, Thomas, Cummings ; and many of our best in-

strumentalists made their first dghuts under him. He
also inaugurated the class-teaching in schools under
his charge, and a large number of the students in the

training schools who have shown special talent for

music have become choirmasters and organizing mas-
ters in different parts of the country, and real centres

of civilization. Mr. Hullah is the author of several

operas which were produced with success in their

day ; he has also written songs and part-songs, be-

sides numerous exercises and vocal studies Df all

kinds for the instruction of his classes.

"It is impossible not to mention here the name of

the Rev. John Curwen, who within the last few years

has introduced the Tonic Sol fa system into this

country. The notation he emplovs is a letter nota-

tion, and the prominent tonal difference between the

Hullah and the Sol-fa methods turns on this one im-

portant fact that Do is a fixed sound in Hullah's sys-

tem, hut Do stands for the keynote of any key what-

ever with the solfaists. Thus Mr. Curwen's method
is based on the principle of key relationship, which
regards tones not as high or low but as grouped about

the governing or keynote. The rapid spread of this

system in schools, factories, and the rural districts

seems to indicate that it is especially welljadapted for

teaching the more ignorant masses the elements of

music. But upon this subject there is a great differ-

ence of opinion amongst good musicians. However,
the Commtttee of Council on education announced
in 1869 their resolution to accept 'the Tonic Sol-fa

method and the Tonic Sol-fa notation upon the same
terms as should from time to time be applicable to

the ordinary method and notation,' In connection
with the progress of singing in England, it must be
noted for the honor of our country that Mr. Henry
Leslie has produced out o (English voices and Eng-
lish enthusiasm a choir so perfect that we may doubt
whether anywhere in the world there exists or ever
has existed sneh a body of trained voices both male
and female. To hear IBach's motet, 'The Spirit also

helpeth,' Mendelssohn's 43d Psalm, or Schubert's

23d Psalm, by this choir, is to listen to a delicacy of

execution which has probably reached the limits of

choral perfection. Mr. Leslie is also known as the

author of a fine oratorio, 'Immanuel,' and numerous
songs and part-songs.

"Jull en (Louis Antoine) was too popular for his

own fame—a scornf il smile is apt to pass over the

sound musician's face at the very mention of it—yet

no man did more than Jullien to kindle the love of
music, good, bad and indifft-rent, throughout the

length and breadth of England. Let us be pardoned
if we pause to pay a passing tribute to one who has
been a little underrated. .lullien arrived here in 1838,
with a prodigious reputation as a popular chef'dor-
cheatre, and his promenade concerts soon became the

rage. The music played was at times extravagant

;

pistols, crackers, and even blue and red fires and mus-
ketry, were employed to enhance the powers of the

orchestra and astound the audience. A new polka
by Jullian was an event—for no mortal could tell

what would take place before the end of it. But
Jullien was also a lover of good mnsic ; he knew his

public, and stooped to it, but he also to some extent
trained it. At his concerts thousands heard for the

first time in thr;ir lives, for tlif; srniill sum of one shil-

ling, some of the finest overtures of Weber and Men-
delssohn, and parts of the immortal symphonies of
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. But these classical

pills were so excessively gilded in every programme
with sensation dance mnsic, that poor M. Jullien to

this day passes with many as a mere charlatan. In

Justice to him we ought at least to remember that he
secured for popular hearing almost every great soloist

of his day, and that such men as Vieuxtemps, Sain-

ton, and Sivori were to be found amongst the violins

of his band. This band, with their mises en scene and
voluminous impedimenta,v/eTe as ubiquitous as a corps

of Garibaldians in the great days of Garibaldi—they

overran the kingdom—they were often announced at

one time for a dozen different concerts in different

parts of the world—they even went bodily to America,
and were back again before they began to be missed
here. M. Jullien had many followers but no rivals.

After running through several large fortunes, and
making many disastrous speculations, he at last went
mad, and cut his throat at Paris, in I860, at the age
of forty-eight.

"For many years the influence of Mendelssohn,
which at one time threatened to extinguish even that

of Spohr or Weber, kept the works of many excel-

lent composers in the background. Chopin and Thal-

berg succeeded in establishing a speciality for the

piano, and in these last years the merits of Schubert,

Schumann, and let us hope we may soon be able to

add Richard Wagner, have been amply acknowl-
edged . If in this place we do not refer at length to

the labors of Cipriani Potter, Sir Sterndale Bennett,

Mr. Moscheles, Sir Michael Costa, Sir Frederick

Gore Ouseley, Sir J. Benedict, Sir M. Balfe, Mr.
Henry Leslie, the brothers Macfarren, Mr. Arthur
Sullivan, and a few other important names, it is not

from any want of respect, but simply from want of

space. Most of them Englishmen, they have all

worked for and in England. The immense progress

of music, owing to the above-mentioned causes, will

be realized by these two facts— that in London alone

there exist at the present time no less than 104 well-

established musical societies, and 2,150 resident mus-
ical professors ; and London supports at least eight

musical journals. The most powerful and accom-
plished orchestras are those of the Crystal Palace

(conductor Mr. Manns); the best quartet concerts

are the Monday Popular, the Musical Union concerts

at St. James's Hall, and Mr. Holmes's Musical Eve-
nings at St. George's Hall. For refined choral sing-

ing there is no choir equal to Mr. H. Leslie's.

The Sacred Harmonic under Sir M. Costa and Mr.
Barnby's Choir give annual splendid performances

of the principal oratorios at St. James's and Exeter
Hall ; and the Albert Hall promises to be a formida-

ble rival to the Crystal Palace as a new and magnifi-

cent centre for giant concerts of all kinds. The late

Handel Festival has been a great pecuniary and cho-

ral success above its predecessors, hut the superiority

of the Albert Hall for the execution of solos was nev-

er move apparent. We may also well ask why the

seats in the arena blocks are alw.ays the highest in

price, as they are undoubtedly the worst for hearing.

Being so much below the level of any part of the or-

chestra, the sound floats over the listener's head. The
Birmingham Festivals and the Cathedral Festivals

at Gloucester, Hereford, and Worcester, have done
an incalculable amount of good to the cause of music
in the English provinces ; and musical societies

abound all over the country. England, therefore, at

this moment is rich in the most splendid raw material

for a great national organization for the promotion of

the musical art. There is plenty of private enterprise,

bnt there is great want of union, of system, of organ-

ization, and we must add of generosity and good-
will."

Gilmore's Next Strike for Glory.

(From the Springfield Republican, Aug. 14).

Mr, Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore, having successfully

launched on the public his book containing the

autobiographical account of the Boston peace jubilee,

on Saturday launched himself on the briny deep in

his Alexandrian search for new worlds to conquer.

He goes with credentials from President Grant,

commending him and his scheme to our representa-

tives abroad, and with a serene confidence in his

ability to impress the potentates of Europe with the

importance of both. "This scheme is for a " World's
Peace Jubilee, an International Musical Festival, a
Union of all Nations in Harmony," all of which is to

take place at the Hub of the Universe in June and
July, 1872, beginning on the anniversary of the

battle of Bunker Hill and closing on that of the

Declaration of Independence. Whether the selection

of these dates will be construed as an insult to Great

Britain, and cause a discord in the "international

harmony," remains to he seen ; but Gilmore flatters

himself that ho can cajole England as well as the
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other European powers into sending their finest

musical organizations here at government expense.

And he promises to bring together a chorus of 20,000
voices and an orchestra of 2000 instruments, or twice

as many singers and instrumentalists as participated

in the first " iubilo." There will, of course, have to

be another "coliseum," in which 100,000 are to be

provided for.

The scheme is one of those " stunning " ones,

which start hard, but, when once in motion, roll on
to success, almost by their own momentum. It is

well calculated to stir up enthusiasm alike among
singers and public, and when advertised and pushed
as Gilmore, wiih the true Barnum instinct, will

advertise and push it, it will sweep everything before

it. Whatever Gilmore's success in Europe may be,

there is little donbt that with proper effort he can
raise his immense musical forces in this country
alone, although the presence of some of the splendid
military bands of the old world would of course give

the jubilee special eclat.

So the festival is pretty sure to be a tremendous
popular success ; but Mr. Gilmore must have been
a poor student of the results of his first attempts to

suppose that it will be in any adequate sense a
musical success. While the jubilee of 1869 demons-
trated that thousands of voices can be trained to sing

not too rapid music in unity, it also demonstrated
that there is a thus-far-and-no-farther point which
voices, no matter how many, will not pass—a point

(not so distant, either, as one might suppose) where
the volume, mighty though it be, sinks into feebleness

and ineffectiveness. Does any one suppose that a

united shout from a hundred voices can he heard
twice as far as a similar shout from fifty, or the shout
of twenty thousand twice as far as that of ten thou-

sand ? It has been remarked many times and is

doubtless true, that the Boston Handel and Haydn
society is more effective with its 700 voices in the

Music hall than Gilmore's 10,000 were in the

Coliseum
;

yet now Gilmore proposes to erect a
building twice as large as the latter structure, and
expects voices to penetrate its immense distances

He is not such a dullard as not to know, after his

experience, that it is simply an impossibility to mass
100.000 persons so that a chorus, of whatever magni-
tude, will be efi'ectively heard by all or even half of
them. This is not a matter of theory, merely ; it is

an inevitable deduction from the experiment of 1869.
And inasmuch as a smaller chorus in a smaller place

is unsurpassably more effective as to volume, and,
further, inasmuch as the larger a chorus is the more
unwieldy and hard to manage it of necessity

becomes,—we are forced to the conclusion that if Mr.
Gilmore wants to foster and enconrage art, he can
safely adopt humbler and less extravagant and sensa-

tional means. But such would not glorify Gilmore.

(From the New York Sun.)

Mr. P. S. Gilmore, the inventor of Boston Peace
Jubilees, has acquired, among his other musical ac-

complishments, none more thoroughly in all respects

than that of blowing his own trumpet. W hatever
may be said as to his qualifications as a musical ar-

tist and manager of concerts, there is no doubt that

for producing a loud, continuous Jericho blast in his

own behalf, Mr. Gilmore need apprehend no rival on
the American continent or elsewhere. The pros-

pectus which the renowned conductor has issued for

his proposed World's Peace Jubilee is in itself a won-
derful work of art. If the Jubilee itself is half as

sonorous, it cannot fail of success. The document is

an extended one, and begins by saying that two years

ago the great volume of song from the original Peace
Jubilee held the nation spell-boundf!)by the sublimity
of its music, filling every Christian heart with glad
tidings of great joy ; but that the proposed festival is

to be of double the interest and magnitude. Mr.
Gilmore speaks of the great war that has just termi-

nated in Europe, and is evidently of the opinion that

in the order of human events it occurred principally

for the purpose of giving him an opportunity to cele-

brate its close by a jubilee. He accordingly proposes
to collect a chorus of twenty thousand singers, with
an orchestra of two thousand instruments gathered
from all nations ; and very modestly remarks that it

is necessary that each nation of the earth shall be re-

presented by a magnificent band in its full national
costume or uniform, and adds that the nations of the
earth through their several governments are expected
to pay all the expenses of these different bands in re-

turn for the honor of being represented in his big
show. It is possible, however, that he may be disap-
pointed in this legard, and that the kings and potent-
ates of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the isles of the sea
may not look upon the aflFair in quite so favorable a
light as he does. If they should, however, it will be
all the better for him.

(From the Boston Daily AdvertiBer and the Chigago Tribano.)

Chicago believes in Gilmore and the Peace Jubilee.

That is to say, she has faith in him and it to the

fullest extent consistent with the maintenance of the

glory of Chicago. The cardinal points in her belief

and declaration are that the chief end of man is to

glorify Chicago and speculate in grain ; that elevators

are absolutely necessary to the elevation of the stan-

dard of the human race and mercantile mortals, and

that railways are the true ways of pleasantness. In

the proud self-consciousness that thejwhole world (ex-

cepting St. Louisjcoincidfs in her views in regard to

her own illustrious individuality, she is willing to re-

cognize in a pleasant way the efforts of less favored

cities to obtain an occasional hearing in behalf of

private projects of business or pleasure, feeling her-

self assured that in time all such loitering by the way
will be given over, and the inhabitants of the whole

world will find their destiny in Chicago Of the
" World's Peace Jubilee," the Chicago Tribune dis-

courses thus :

—

Patrick S. Gilmore has at la.st published the pros-

pectus of the World's Peace Jubilee, which will com-
mence at Boston, next year, on the 17th of June, the

anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill, and con-

clude on the 4th of July, the anniversary of American
independence. Gilmore, in New England, is known
as the leader of Gilmore's Band, and Gilmore's Band
is to New England what the American eagle is to the

country at large. It is a condition of mai'ital pros-

perity that Gilmore's Band shall play at the wedding
of every Boston maiden ; and your true New Eng-
lander would die contented if he could be assured

that Gilmore's Band would play at the funeral.

Outside of New England Gilmore is known as the

projector of the Peace Jubilee two years ago. That
jubilee was a colossal aflPair, as every one knows, but

the prospectus before us is more colossal even than

that. It is provokingly silent as to details, but in the

midst of the glittering generalities with which it

abounds, we gather that there will be a grand chorus

of twenty thousand voices, an orchestra of two thou-

sand instrumentalists, representatives from all govern-

ments, bands from all nations, a coliseum capable of

seating a hundred thousand people, decorated within

with the emblems of peace and harmony, and with-

out with the flags of all countries ; floating over all

and above all the broad banner of universal peace.

Gilmore is already on the broad Atlantic, on the way
to Europe, to interview Victoria, Wilhelm. the Czar,

the Sultan, the Pope, the Khedive, the Khan, and the

head man of France, all of whom he will bring over

with him as invited guests. He will also, if possible,

bring the Bal Mabille, Cremorne, the cnfis chantans,

Coleridge's Damsel with a dfflcimer, the harp that

once thro' Tara's halls, the guitar that the Trouba-
dour touched so gaily, the harp that Uhland's Minne-
singer broke, the Nautch girls from Egypt, and the

dancing Dervishes, to add to this exposition of Uni-
versal Peace. It is not impossible, indeed, that he
will extend his colossal idea into zoology, and place

on exhibition in the Boston public gardens, the

American Eagle, the British Lion, the Gallic Cock,
the German two headed Eagle, the Belgian Lion, the

Russian Monstrocity, the Chinese Dragon, the

Egyptian Sacred Cat, all in peace with each other

—

a grand happy family, out-Barnuming Barnum.
This weak, piping time of peace will be immortalized,

and the shades of Balfe, and Wallace, and Anber,
and Offijnbach and Bellini, and Beethoven, and Bach,
and Gluck, and Mozart, and Meyerbeer, and Men-
delssohn will hover over the coliseum for three weeks
in an ecstatic apotheosis.

We have faith that Patrick S. Gilmore will crown
his undertakings with success, and th.at the bloated

aristocracies and effete monarchies of the Old World
will at once accept the proposition of the New World,
and come over here and give the United States the

benefit of one long, loud and lusty " barbaric yawp.

"

It then proceeds to give a very entertaining account

of the attractions of Chicago, the slight spice of sar.

casm with which it is mingled serving to season the

dish and give it a relish which will be fully appreci-

ated. The article concludes as follows :

—

Chicago should take a direct personal interest in

this affair. All of these people have heard of Chi-

cago, and, if they come to this country at all, will do
so with the primary object of seeing Chicago, visiting

the tunnels and crib, betting on the White Stockings,
and investing in Boulevard lots. They will take in

Boston on the way, but their main object will be to

see our sights and learn the art of statesmanship and
parliamentary science from our common council, and,
with this end in view, we indorse Patrick S. Gil-

more's gigantic singing school, and we repeat his

magnificent invitation :

" From both hemispheres and every nation let them

come—from classic Greece and the Holy Land, from
Turkey, China and Japan, from the Nile and the

Ganges, the Alps and the Andes—aye, let not the

continents alone, but the isles of the sea contribute,

and with all their varied instruments of music swell

the glad chorus of universal rejoicing, that shall fill

not only every heart but the whole world with
divine harmony.

'

Chicago alone is capable of receiving and frater-

nizing with this crowd. Chicago is cosmopolitan.

The classic Greeks will find plenty of Greeks here as

classic as they. The Holy Land will be at home in

our churches, and Y. M. C. A. and board of trade.

Turkey will find her own coffee and chihoques here.

The heathen Chinee can roam our streets without
fear of injury to his pigtail, and the Children of the

Sun will find bootblacks who can give them a Ja-

panese polish. The muddy Nile and turbulent

Ganges will be at home on the banks of the crystal

Chicago and pellucid Healy Slough, and the Alps
and the Andes can refresh themselves by way of con-
trast, snd shout to each other across our magnificent
prairie distances ; while the isles of the sea will not
be.obllged to give up their favorite menus, but will

find plenty of people patriotic enough to devote
themselves to the gridiron and skillet.

Therefore, once more in the eloquent words of

P.S. G.:—
"Come ye representatives of every court and cabi-

net of Europe, the New World [i. e. Gilmore] invites

yon to join in the feast she [ he ] is preparing ; come
in your ships, not with implements of war to make
war, but with instruments of harmony to inaugurate

the new era of perpetual peace among the nations
;

come in the name of the King of Kings and Lord of

Lords, and let the voice of all nations go up in mul-
titudinous chorus for [Gilmore] peace on earth."

Come one, come all, and after you have sung
your little piece, come to Chicago and see our sights,

hear Montgomery's eloquence, drink our beer, and
buy up the few lots Nilsson has left unpurchased.
Then you can return to your respective families on
the Alps, the Andes, the isles of the sea, etc., im-
pressed with the idea that there is an Arcadia in this

world, and that it is located in Chicago. We can
feed you from our "stock-yards, we can water you
from our lake. We can supply your spiritual wants,
whatever they are, from our five hundred churches.

After three weeks in the pent up Utica" and narrow
streets of Boston, we can give you space to breathe.

And, after being once imbued with our virtue, and
goodne.ss, and happiness, and smartuess, you will

know how it is yourself.

wsir Skoaii.

Bonn. The great centennial Beethoven Festival,

postponed from last year by the war, was to take

place in this the muster's birth place on the 20th,

21st and 22nd of this month. The programme is as

follows:— On the 20ih August, Missa solennis

;

Symphony, No. 5, C minor. On the 2Ist August,

Overture to Leonore, No. 3 ; Air from Fidelia; Sin-

fonia Eroica ; March and Chorus from Die Ruinen

von Athen ; Concerto for Violin ; Fantasia for

Pianoforte, Chorus and Orchestra. On the 22nd

August, Overture to Coriolan ; "Elegischer Gesang"

for four solo voices ; Pianoforte Concerto in E flat

major ; Air :
" Ah, Perfido "

; Overture to Eijmont

;

and Ninth Symphony, with final chorus.

Additional interest will be conferred on this ap-

proaching Festival by the presence of distinguish-

ed living musicians and composers. Among the

celebrities who have already accepted the invitations

sent them by the Committee, are Sir W. Stemdale

Bennett, London ; M. Niels W. Gade, Copenhagen
;

MM. Verhulst and Holl, Holland ; M. Benoit, Ant-

werp ; and Mdme. Schumann.

Crystal Palace, London. Last Saturday
week one of those agreeable afternoon entertainments

was given, which, for want of some more distinctive

title, are called "Opera Concerts." The artists who
appeared included Mdlle. Leon-Duval, Mdlle. Bauer-
meister, und the well-known and popular singers,

Signori Vizzani, Bentham, Mendiorez, Rocca, and
Foli. The list was headed by Madame Alboni, who,
although she does not belong to Her Majesty's Opera,

has on more than one occasion appeared in conjunc-

tion with the artists of that establishment. The pro-
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(jramme contained one classical piece which could not
fail to please even those who admire Italian music in

preference to German. Beethoven's music to the

Buins of Athens formed, in fact, a very attractive as

well as effective number. The singing of Madame
Alboni was magnificent. She selected for her first

song Rossini's "O salutaris," from the Messe Solen-

nel/p ; her second w.as the favorite "Ah quel giorno,"
embellished with some remarkable fioriture, whilst

for a concerted piece she introduced "Bella immago,"
and, in conjunction with Signor Foli, had to reap-

pear to acknowledge the enthusiastic applause with

which it was received. Mdlle. Bauermeister's sing-

ing of a valse, entitled "Tntto sorride," gained for

her a fair share of applause. Signor Vi«zani, in Don-
izetti's "Alma soave," was still more fortunate, and
was called upon to lepeat it. Mdlle. Leon-Duval's
rendering of Gounod's "AveMaria," with organ ac-

companiment by Mr. J. Coward, found numerous
admiiers, as also did Signor Foil's singing of "0
Lieti di," from L'Etoile du iVbrd,and Mr. Bentham's
expressive vocalization of Sir Jules Benedict's "Eily
Mavourneen." The romance from Un Ballo in Mus-
chera, entitled "Alia vita che t'arride," was finely

sung by Signor Mendiorez. The overture to Wil-

Ham Tdl formed the introductory piece, and the

march from La Seine de ^aba brought the selection

to a conclusion. Mr. A. Manns conducted.

The series of concerts which thus terminated was
in some respects more attractive than its predecessor,

the experiment having been made of giving classical

operas as concert music, thus avoiding the usual pot-

pourri of isolated tunes. Beethoven's Fidelio^ and
Mozart's Don Giovanni and Nozzedi Figaro were the

operas chosen, and, as regards their universal popu-
larity, well chosen ; but, in our opinion, the i-cper-

^ire of such recitals should be confined to works in

which the dramatic interest is not paramount, as it

undoubtedly is in the greater part of Fidelio, say the

whole of the prison scene, and in not a small portion

of both Figaro and Don Giovanni. Works like Mo
zart's Idomeneo, Gluck's Paris and Helen, either of his

ijigenies, or any of Handel's operas, which are in-

trinsically valuable as works of music, and do not

imperatively demand representation on the stage to

bring out all their beauties, would answer the purpose

better ; but it may be doubted whether they would
have drawn sufficiently numerous audiences.

RoTAi. Italian Opera. The operas given this

year, taking them, as well as we can remember, in

the order of succession, have been Lncia di Lammer-
moor, the Traviata, Gnillaume Tell, the Figlia del

Beggimento, Faust e Margkerita, Don Giovanni, the

Favoi'iid, the Sonnamhuia, the Puritani, the F/auto

Magico, the Barhiere di Siviglia, the Huguenots, Dino-

ralt, Rigoleito, Otelio, Fra Diavolo, the Nozze di Figa-

ro, the Africame, Martha, the Etoile da Nord, Un
Ballo in Ma.schera, Esmeralda, II Trovatore, Hamlet,

Le Austuzie Feniminili, and two acts of AJassaniello—
25 in all, together with fragments from an opera, the

Astuzie Feniminili of Cimarosa being the only instance

in which the desire to oflTer a new attraction to the

public was evinced. La Donna del Logo, La Juive,

Les Diamans de la Couronne, Le Prophete, Der Frei-

schillz, Le Domino Noir, and // Matrimonio Segreto,

with the tempting distribution of the dramatis personal

laid down in the prospectus, were none of them forth-

coming. However, we may look forward to these as

treats in store for the future.

Some recent letters in the Guardian have brought

to light a curious piece of apparatus used in village

psalmody of the olden days. This is a gigantic tin

singing trumpet, of which several specimens still ex-

ist. One at East Leake, Notts, was in use within

the last twenty years for the ba.s8 Singer to sing

through. It measures, when drawn out (it has a

slide like a telescope) "ft. 6in., with a bell mouth of

1ft. 9in. in diameter. As to one at Thorney, Notts,

the old clerk's story was that it was used to call peo-

ple to church before hfilh were invented! Another at

Braybrooke, North Hants, is in good condition, with

a stand about .5ft. high to rest it on. The possessor

"has heard the voice through it, and it is rendered

very powerful in singing. They say in the village

that it was used for leading the singing within mem-
ory. The effect is rather like that of the Opheclc:ides

one hears abroad, and they suit Gregorians capitally."

It aeems quite clear that these instruments were used

in order to make the most of the voii:e of the princi-

pal village vocalist, whether in leading generally liy

singing the melody, or in leading the basses.

List of Sir Michael Costa's orchestras at Ilcr Ma-

jesty's Opera, Drnry Lane (1871 ) :

—

l»t Violinf.—P. Sainton {Prinripnl), Amor, Bu-

zian, Dcsardin, Haag, H. W. Hill, Keitinus, Loades,

Rendell, Uies, Risegari, Wiener. 2iirf Violins.— ,1.

Willy (Principal), dementi, Diehl, Easton, Morley,
Newsham Nicholson, Snewing, Villin, Wilkins.
Violoncellos.—Lasserre [Principal), Dauhert, Lutgen,
Petit, Van Bienne, Vieuxtemps, Woolhouse.
Double Basses.—A. 0. White {Principal), Durier,

Edgar, Neuwirth, Pratten, Waud, Winterboftom.
Tenors.—Wacfelghen (Principal), Baetens, Bern-
hardt, Colchester, Mapleson, Reynolds, Schreurs,

Zerbini. Harp.—Mdlle. Jensen. Flutes.—Swend-
sen, Brossa. Oboes.—Dubrucq, Engel. Clarinets.—
Lazarus, Snelling. Bassoons —Watton, Haveron.
Horns.—Paquis, Handley, Keevil, Walerson. Trum-
pets.—Reynolds, Newzerling. Trombones.—Webster,
Tull, Bartlett. Ophicleide.—Phasey. Drums.—J.

W. Hornton. Side Drum and Triangle.—Owen.
Bass Drum.—Middleditch. Composer, director of

the music, and conductor. Sir Michael Costs.

Leipzig. The projected " model performances "

of Mozart's operas at Leipzig, which were to have
been given during the present month, have all ended
iu smoke. The " stars " who were to sing in these

performances, or, at any rate, an inconveniently large

majority of those stars, instead of coming themselves
have forwarded medical certificates, to the effect that

the state of their health imperiously demands their

abstension from all professional exertion, and their

immediate presence at some watering-place.

Vienna. The new season will shortly commence
at the Royal Operahouse. In the way of novelty the

management is hesitating between Don Carlos and
Hamlet. The choice will, most probably, fall on Don
Carlos, because, in the first place, the Hamlet of M.
Ambroise Thomas, without Mdlle. Nilsson, is the

Hamlet of Shakspere without Hamlet ; because, in

the second, Mdlle. Nilssen is not in Europe ; and
because, in the ihird, Herr Herbeck would not be

able to pay her terms if she were.

Jtotg^fs lournal of Pnsk.
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Death of Carl Tausij.

Carl Tausig, of whom we have all heard so

much for several years as one of the three or

four most remarkable of all living virtuoso pia-

nists—Liszt, and'^his other two distinguished

pupils, von Biilow and Kubinstein, being the

peers with whom he has been usually named

—

died on the 17th of July, of typhus fever, at

Leipsic, at the early age of 31. Prodigious ex-

ercise of brain and nerve had worn him to a

shadow, so they say who have seen him within a

year. And physically he was small and always

delicate. Liszt is reported to have said of him :

" If he lives he will make me forgotten." His

main, almost his sole, distinction seems to have

been in the line of an executive, interpretative

artist. As a composer so far he had made no

mark. His intellectual eagerness and enterprise

in many directions was decided, and he appears

to have been fond of grappling with the profound-

est problems, antl familiar with the writings of

deep thinkers.

A friend has sent us several numbers of the Ber-

lin National Zeitung, from which we translate a

few paragraphs, relating to the man and to

his funeral.

" Tausig's prominent importance as a musician,

his unexampled genial virtuosity in the faithful re-

production of masterworks of all times on the piano,

will undoubtedly receive full appreciation from com-

petent judges. An enemy to a\\ riclame ; incapable

of making the least concession, to persons or to inte-

rests, for the sake of his own profit ; an impassioned

partisan for that much assaulted tendency in art, in

which he fuund the fulfilment of his own ideals,

during his whole career Tausig had his full share of

mortifying opposition and hard conflict. But the

self-forgetting devotion to Art, the indefatigable zeal

with which he never ceased to labor energetically at

at his own development, won for him more and more

the entire respect even of his adversaries, while his

ever more perfected playing finally compelled the

unanimous admiration even of the most reluc-

tant.

" Comparatively few persons knew of Tausig's

various, comprehensive knowledge, of his rich cul-

ture in other fields than 'music. With a great natural

gift for mathematics and the natural sciences, he had

in the latter years of his life resumed his ever favor-

ite studies, and with a penetrating understanding de-

voted a great part of his leisure to the works of

Mayer, of Tyndall, and of Helmholz, whom he admir-

ed above all ; be was a reader of Darwin and of

Huxley ; while on the other hand he was never weary

of returning to the greatest of all German thinkers,

Kant, to whom he had already been brought near

through Schopenhauer. Among his favorite plans, at

times, was that of sooner or later devoting himself

entirely to the sciences.

" In ordinary life Tausig was often shy and retir-

ing, rather difflcnlt of approach. Only in smaller

friendly circles could all his devoted amiability unfold

itself; for those of whom he had once become fond

he possessed a rare capacity of self sacrifice. He was

slow to form attachments ; but toward those who

had won his confidence he was full of the most open,

naive trustfulness, while the sensitiveness of his char-

acter and the experience of many a bitter illusion

could easily render him suspicious toward others.

" In view of this sad close of a life so short and yet

so full of significance, we cannot help recalling words

which were spoken of another who was snatched

from us at the same age of fruit bearing activity with

Tausig :

" ' Whether more would have come of him, had a

friendly fate from the beginning smoothed the way

for his exertions, who can say ? It was a nature that

needed light and air for its development. In the

midst of his power and his uiifolding he has been

broken ; he had yet a future. And yet to how many

he had become endeared,—this energetic, highly

gifted, but at the same time so often sensitive and un-

decided man I '
"

The same journal, (July 20) speaks of the funeral

honors paid to Tausig :

" This forenoon, at eleven o'clock, a not large cir-

cle of mourners assembled at the cemetery of the Jeru-

salem and Neuen Kirche in the Belle Alliance street,

to follow the earthly remains of Carl Tausig to their

last resting place. The coryphteuses of Art were

wanting, most of them being on their summer vaca-

tion journeys. It was rather the narrower circle of

friends and relations, besides a number who appeared

from general sympathy, that stood around the richly

decorated coffin. Amid the sounds of the Chorale :

" Jesus, meine Znversicht," performed liy a corps of

wind instruments, the mournful escort moved toward

the open grave. Immediately after the cofiin fol-

lowed the nearest relations with the clergyman, as

well as the bearers of two splendid palms, whose

stems were wound with laurel, probably the offerings

of some societies. A great many forget-me-not bou-

quets and wreaths of roses also had been sent. Tho

grave was bordered with blossoms and green

branches. At it stood the Berlin Symphony Orches.

tra (Kapelle) ready with their instruments to send a

last musical greeting after tho master of tones. The

preacher Thomas, of the Nicolai Kirche, pronounced

the memorial discourse at the open grave. Tho

clergyman left to other voices the appreciation of the

artist, who, while yet so young, stood at a lonely

height of the hitherto unattained among his striving

fellows. He dwelt npon the universal human lesson

to be drawn from tho completed life-career of tho do-

parted. This life, too, had unfolded itself out of the

two fundamental conditions of every existence, the

gifts which God had lent him, and his own voluntary
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effort. Gloomy impressions very early fell upon

this lile, and it was just these that ever prompted him

auew to bury himself in the consoling realm of tones.

The sweet enjoyments of family life were denied to

him ; his reverence for God was of that cosmical

character which satisfies the keen understandinp:.

without having penetrated into the deep essence of

Christ's doctrine ; God is Love. Nevertheless he

served his God in the full earnestness of his creative

life and effort, and stood upon that hei<:ht of moral

purity and cleanliness, which comprehends as duty,

what others call the worship of God. He had, like

all of us, his weaknesses. He frequently met men
with caution, even with mistrust; so much the more

devoted and amiable was he in the trusted friendly

circle. With deep earnestness, not for vain display,

he buried himself in the philosophy of Kant, especially

in that sharp logic which distingnished the German
master above all philosophers, and in his worship of

the Oeator in his own infinite creation. Far from

him was the pursuit of wealth or purchased approba-

tion. Modest in self esteem, he could not satisfy him-

self, bat strove continually for higher goals in

his art.

"A terrible thunder storm prevented the carrying

out of the funeral programme. Amid torrents from

the clouds, the distant roll of thunder, and the roar of

cannon firing a salute, the erave closed over the mas-

ter of the peaceful art of music."

The Boston Transcript has the following, brief

sketch of Tausiff's life, translated from Schuherth'e

Biographical Lexicon :

Carl Tausig was born Nov. 4, 1841, near TVarsaw. He was

son of Aloozo Tttusig, and his pupil till bis fourteenth year.

He finally became a pupil of Liszt; and as regards piano

technic, was without a rival. He was perhaps the only one

who played by heart all the works of any value, from Bach to

Liszt, not excepting the most prominent compositions in the

chamber music of such as Beethoven, Mozart, Hummell RafT,

Schumann, and Rubenstein. Tau«ig knew no difficulties on

the piano, and was at home in all modern and classical com-

positions; so that he took every composer to his heart; and

no one better knew how to render them. Liszt's prophecy,

"He will sometime msike me be forgotten as a piano-player,-'

seemed likely to be realized, since Taussig's wonderful perform-

ances had already gWen it probability.

In 1859 and 1860, he lived in Dresden, and the two follow-

ing years in Vienna, where he made a great sensation as direc-

tor, by the style in which he brought out the most difficult

work of Liszt, Wagner, and Berlioz. In 1865, induced by his

friend BUlow, he went to Berlin, and was soon appointed Court

pianist. His institute for piano virtuosos stood unrivalled.

But as it interfered with his desire for travel, he gave it up in

the fall of 1870. It remains to be seen whether he will take

rank as a composer, as no great works of hi? have as yet ap-

peared. It is known, however, that he has left a large quan-

tity of manuscripts, among which are mentioned a piano lorte

concerto, an orchestral arrangement of Schumann's Opus 109

and some Elaborations of Classical Etudes for Technic, and

Discipline of Hand. Among his published works are the "Soi-

rees de Vjenne," "Caprices on Themes from Straus*"," three

numbers and a few Transcriptions, He has often been press-

ed by the publishers for manuscript, but has always coolly re-

plied, ''I as yet publish nothing."

Tausig'B imputed habit of changing standard works, such

as the E-minor Concerto of Chopin, and others no less endear-

ed to the lovers of classical music, apparently to display his

enormous powers of execution, deserves rebuke. It is like

the elocutionist, who, for purposes of mere show, would at-

tempt to remould the immortal thoughts of Shakespeare or

Milton.

The Musical Department of the Boston

Public Library.

Probably raost of our citizens are not aware that

this admirable institution includes in its large and

generous plan a representation of the history of

music, so far as possible, by the collection of musical

scores and all the important literature of the art. The
following statement of the strength and the deficien-

cies of this department of the Library has been con-

tributed by Mr. John K. Paine, of Harvard Uni-

versity, to the last Quarterly Bulletin.

"The Library received, in 1858, as a part of the gift of Mr.

Bates, a collection of about 500 works relating to the history,

science and art of music, which was procured through the in-

telligent and zealous intervention of Mr. A. W, Thayer, the

distinguished musical wiiter. The basis of the collection was

the library of the late M. de Kondelka, of which it was well

said, that 'any one knowing the extreme rarity of books of

music, particularly of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

will be surprised at the richness of the collection.' To the

Koudelka Library, Mr. Thayer added more than one hundred

volumes. The theoretical writings of Aaron ,Artusi, Bonon-

cini, Bontempi, Cocliua, Doni,Gafori, Galilei, Glareanus, Hey-

den, Kircher, Ornithoparchus, Prsetoriu'^, Zirlino. and other

learned medireval authorities are embraced in this collection.

It has, besides these, many works of noted excellence by later

writers in musical science, history and biography; namely,

Albrecht^berger, Adlung, C. P. E. Bach, Hurney, Fux, Ger-

ber, Gerbert, Forkel, Jones, .T. A. HMIer, Hawkins, Laborde,

J, G. L.Mozart. North, Quanz. Martini, Rousseau, Scheibe,

Schubart,Tartini,Ambros,BRllermann,Brendel,Coussemeker,

Chrysander, Dehn, Drieberfr, Fetis, Hauptmann, Hand, Helm-

hoUz^ .Tfthn, Kiesewetter, Lobe, Mars, Riehl, Rochlitz, Reiss-

mann, Schumann, Winterfeld, Wagner, and others. Mention

should also be made of twenty-eight quarto volumes of manu-

ecript music selected and copied by Prof. S. W. Dehn, late

custos of the musical collection of the Royal Library, at Ber-

lin. This selection was made from the best published and

unpublished musical compositions of the «lxteenth, Feven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, including the works of Ane-

rio, Caldara, Cherubini. Clarl, Colonna, Gabrielli, Hisse, Ham-

merchmidt, I-asso, Leo, Lotti, Jomelli, Marce'l , Palestrina,

Scarlatti. Porta, Pergolese, SchUtz, and other masters. Dur-

ing the last twelve years, books have constantly been added to

the collection, and it is now comparatively rich !n works re-

lating to the history, biography,, theory, and criticism of

music.

The collection, however, is almost wholly deficient in the

following branches.

1. The works of the English madrigalipts of the sixteenth

century,—Tallis, Byrd, Powland. Bull, Bennet, and others.

2. The German sacred music of the sistsenth, seventeenth,

and eiahteenth centuries

3. The operas of the Neapolitan, French, German, and Eng-

lish masters of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

It is also desirable that the Library should possess,—

The complete works of the so called classical masters, Han-

del. Haydn, Gluck, Mozart, and Beethoven.

2. The principal vocal and inFtrumental compositions of the

later German school of Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schumann

and others

3. The most noted operas of the German, Ttali-in, and

French composers of the nineteenth century.

These important additions would place the MnHcal Depart-

ment of the Library in advance of any other collection in the

United States.

No more practical step could be taken towards the advance-

ment of musical kpowledge and taste among us, than the for-

mation of such a musntm of musical art. "With the scores of

all great masters, of every epoch and school, at hand, it would

be comparatively easy to bring their works to publication and

performance, and many treasures, now wholly neglected by

the Public, in this cnuutry, wouid ultimately find npprecia-

tion and use, and thus lead to a more enlightened and catho-

lic ta.«te.

It is to be hoped that friends of the Library will assist in

making this department complete.

"Light" and "Heavy" Music.

"Too much heavy music." "Too little variety."

"Selections not popular enough."

This ifi the usual talk after an unsuccessful con-

cert ; and even the givers of successful concerts are

sometimes frightened and "demoralized" just at the

height of their success, by sceptical complaints and

croakings about their music being too good for the

many, and above the comprehension of some flirting

youths and misses in the audience, whom it would

seem of more importance to conciliate than all the

rest. But let us see.

Is heavy music identical always with the highest

kind of music ? Cannot a composition be as super-

ficial and full of clap trap as you please, and in the

popular form of polka, potpourri, French overture,

or what not, and still be heavy, dull and unenjoya-

ble 1 Do you mean to say that a greater sense of

heaviness does not oppress one after sitting through

a miscellaneous hodge-podge of virtuoso solos, vari-

ations, waltzes, operatic arrangements laden with

stunning brass, &c., &c,, with all the senseless encores

thereunto pertaining, than after hearing a good sym-
phonv, which, if it somewhat tax the intellectual at-

tention, yield for that reason more excitement and rc^

freshments, instead of the listtess passivity with which

you endure the former? Considering how many times,

for years past, the rausic-toving part of our society

have heard the symphonies of Beethoven, is it too

much to say that most of them do really find the

"Pastoral Symphony" refreshing after a melange of

Verdi, Gungl, Donizetti, Flotow, Jullien,&«., served

up in the most fantastical shapes }

Again, what if an audience do not perfectly com-
prehend the symphonies of Mozart, Beethoven, and
Mendelssohn ! Is perfect comprehension by any
means indispensable to great and profitable enjoy-

ment of them T We know many cases of persons

merely having a general susceptibility to the beauti-

ful, the elevating and the spiritual, who know
not perhaps thb first A B C of musical science, who
yet are among the most deeply interested, the most
enthusiastic and devout listeners to these great works.
Must one understand the wonderful art with which
the four themed fugue finale of the "Jupiter" is work-
ed up, before he can feel and be uplifted by its beauty
and its grandeur? Then should we all be writers of
symphonies, rather than listeners. As well say, go
not to the pictare galleries to admire the works of
Raphael and Reubens, until you are able to tell how
they were painted. Knowledge of course enhances
the enjoyment, provided there be inspiration enough
in the composition to keep it from being hacknied
before you have half analyzed it. But the beauty,
the effect, may be, and should be simple, though the
art concealed in that effect be infinitely complex. Is
it not so in every beautiful product of Nature ?

It is true that most persons do not listen to a com-
position on account of the science and learning dis-

played in it. But it is not true, therefore, that they
listen merely for the charm of the vielodi/. Divest
the melody of all the wonderful complexity of har-

mony, and counterpoint, and instrumentation, into

which it is inwoven, and see if the charm remain.
This complexity none but the taught musician me-
chanically understands ; but the suceptible, poetic

soul can feel the beauty, can experience the spiritual

efl^ect, can recognize the end of which all this art is

but the means, semetime.s with a livelier zest than the
technical musician himself. And therein musicians
very often miss it in supposing that the public can-
not appreciate their best music, because it carmot ap-
prehend it technically, as they themselves do. T>a

p tinters paint only for painters, or doctors preach
only to doctors, or musicians make music only for

musicians ?

But you say no audience is " equal " to a whole
symphony a week. Then what in the world are we
equal to ? Or when shall we ei^er be equal to so
much, if thrry years or more of pretty frequent ex-
posure to nearlv all the symphonies of Beethoven,
have not vet brought a Boston public any nearer to
the point ? Not c^/^ra/ to listening half an hour in a
whole week to a fine worfe, with which we have
grown somewhat familiar, and which, by the univer-

sal testimony of all musical persons, only grows mor&
beautiful by repetition !

As to the policy of beginning with light music and
elevating our audiences graduafly to the power of
appreciating better, we would suggest two things.

1. This is just what we have been doing now for

forty years ; and now that we can at last congratu-
late ourselves that we have nearly reached the poiwt

(as seen by the attendance upon classical concerts,)

must we go down into the lowest forms and begin
the lone, slow schooling over again I There will al-

ways be the same necessity, if we admit it to exist

now. 2. But is it so clear that the hearing of light

music prepares one for the understanding of higher
music ? We believe this notion is a fatal mistake.

How many waltaes. polkas, " American Qnadrrlles,"
variation pieces, and brass band arrangements must
one hear, to lift him to the level of enjoying Beetho-
ven ? How long must the musical stomach fbrlify

itself upon candy and whip syllabubs and spices, be-

fore it shall have slreuirth enough to like and to di-

gest Beethoven * How Jong a course of sentimental,

blood and thunder novels, of clap-trap melodramas,
and of popular weeklies with pictorial fronts bristling

with American patriotism, does it take to nurse up a
true appetite for Chaucer, Shakspeare and Milton ?

No, this is not the way. This wilt but make sickly

babies of us all.— that is to say, of all who have not
already had the good fortune of a better sort of
training.

It is true that each year's audiences are swelled by
new recruits, by the incoming of a new generation of
listeners. All the mere therefore should we see to it

that the taste of the young should have a chance to

form itself from the outset upon the best models.
Not that we should deny them the mere amusement
of light, gay, brilliant- music; but at the same time
we should take them up with ns, as fer a« possible,

at that point of culture, which we ourselves through
greater disadvantages have painfully and slowly
reached. It is a fatal policy to set the standard of
our concerts mainly to the level of the lowest compre-
hen.sion, to moke the program.tne for the idlest and
and the youngest portion of the crowd. Sfl surety as
we do that, will the real music-lovers, and all ear-

nest persons, seeking higher culture,, cease ta go at
all, and then the need for a good orchestra will dje

out ; all artists who have .self respect, will one by one
fijrsake a sphere where there is n& call made upsn
their best powers, and the concert-room will sink to

an arena of mere physical aiBiuseraent, whsre the vio-

lin may as well give way at once to the old country
fiddle, and all i4ea of music as, an Art be set

at rest t
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New York. The musical prospects for the

coining season are summed up in the Sunday Herald;

among them these

:

The New York musical and dramatic season is

pretty well mapped out. One of the most important

events will be the advent of M'lle Nilsson in opera.

M'lle Nilsson will be supported in a style fully

worthy of her vast repntation. Her manager has

been successful in securing as tenor M. Capoul, a

singer for whom Auber and Offenbach have written

several of their best operas of recent date. Capoul
has been singing in London, at the Drury Lane, this

season, for the first time in Italian opera, and he has

suddenly won a position as the leading tenor of the

day. He is a Frenchman and a blonde—quite dif

ferent in appearance from the average run of stage

heroes, who are invariably given over to black hair

and fierce moustaches. Capoul wears a slight blonde

beard, has curly hair and is generally considered very

handsome. It has been decided to open the season

October 23, with Verdi's " Traviata," in which Nils-

son and Capoul will both appear. This work will

be followed by the " Mignon " of Ambroise Thomas,
in both of which Nilsson has made very great suc-

cesses. There has, also, been secured the music of

Flotow's new opera " L'Ombre," a work for four

voices, without chorus. As fir as is known now the

troupe consists of the following artists ; M'lle Christ-

ine Nilsson and Mme.Monbelli, prime donne soprani

;

Miss Annie Louise Cary, prima donna contralto
;

Capoul, Brignoli, Lyall, tonore di grazia, and Jamet,
baritone. A tenor di forza, that rara avis of the

present day, and a second baritone are now required.

Thirty six good singers have been selected in New
York for the chorus and the rest come from Europe.
There will be eighty in the orchestra at the concerts

which precede the season of opera and fifty on opera

nights. A number of the best orchestral soloists from
Covent Garden, Drury Lane, and Paris have been
engaged.
Mme. Parepa-Rosa has already arrived in the

Scotia. The arrangements for her coming season of

English opera in America are completed. She will

open at the Academy of Music on the 2nd of October,

with a troupe undoubtedly better than any which
has hitherto given English opera in the United
States. Of course she herself will be the primary
attraction, but Mme Vanzini (Mrs. Jenny Van
Zandt) will also share public attention with her.

Clara Dora is also in the Parepa tronpe. Despite
her forlorn aristocratic name she is an English girl

—

a daughter of Mr. Barnett, the composer, and grand-
daughter of Robert Lindley, the once famous violon-

cellist. She is a florid singer, and has been success-

ful (in Italy) in " Lucia," " Sonnambula," " Maria
Padilla," " Maria di Uohan " and other operas. It

is understood that she will make her American de
but in the " Bohemian Girl." The troupe will also

include Tom Karl, a new tenor; Mr. Ellis, a new
basso profando ; Mr. and Mrs. Segnin, Castle,

Campbell, Gustavns Hall and other well-known
singers ; in fact it will be a double company through-

out, and will be capable of giving opera both in Eng-
lish and Italian. This tronpe will open in Boston
January 8, 1872, for three weeks.
The Vienna Lady Orchestra, under the manage-

ment of Mr. Fred Rullman, will appear, for the first

time in America, at Steinway Hall, on Monday,
September 11. Mr. Rullman is now in Europe com-
pleting arrangements for the season. The orchestra

will consist of twenty-six young ladies, under the

leadership of Mile. Josephine Weinlich. We may
state here, en passant, that these young ladies are all

under twenty-one years of age and all of them hand-
some to an eminent degree. Their playing is praised

by the unanimous voice of the German and Austrian
pre^s, and their reportoire is very extensive.

Theodore Thomas has reorganized and enlarged

his orchestra. The proportions of the orchestra are

as follows : Sixteen violins, led |by Bernhard Liste-

niann ; five violas, four violoncellos, four double

basse', one harp, one piccolo, two flutes, two oboes,

one corno anglais, two clarionets, two bassoons, four

French horns, two trumpets, three trombones, one

tuba, kettle drums, side drums, bass drum, etc. In

addition to the orchestra several celebrated soloists

have been engaged and negotiations are pending for

others. Mile. Marie Krehs will exclu'iively perform

at these concerts during the fall and winter season.

Wagner has addressed the followitig circular to the

" friends of his art " with respect to the performance

of his " Ring dor Nilwlungen " at Bayrenth :

—

" The festival stage-play, " Der Ring der Nibc-

langen," shall he completely performed, under my
especial direction, on three principal evenings, imme-
diately succeeding each other, and on a preliminary

evening, and similarly repeated twice in the two next
weeks. Bayreuth is selected as the place of perform-
ance, and one of the summer months of 1873 as the
time. A special theatre will be erected for the pur-

pose. The internal arrangements of this theatre will

be perfectly adapted to my peculiar aims, while its

external ornamentation and solidity will correspond
with the means placed at my disposal. For the erec-

tion, as well as for the scenic arrangements of the
theatre to suit the especial purpose of the performance
of my festival stage play, I devote the time from the
autumn of this year, 1871, to the spring of 1873.
The singers and musicians, who shall have been se-

lected by me during the interval, as the best, will

then assemble in Bayreuth, for the purpose of exer-
cising themselves in the parts of the festival play.

Fifteen hundred convenient seats shall be placed at

the disposal of the promoters of my undertaking,
who, by means of an association of friends, in whose
hands I place the sole management of this branch of
the measures to be taken, shall have collected money
enough for carrying out my plan. These well-wishers
will receive the name and the rights of patrons of the

festival stage-play at Bayreuth, while the carrying
out of the enterprise itself will be left exclusively to

my knowledge and my exertions. The real estate

accruing from this common enterprise shall be con-
sidered placed at my disposal, and subject to such
future arrangements as I shall consider most appro-
priately serviceable to the sense and the ideal

character of the undertaking. The details of realiza-

tion connected with the work of procuring the neces-

sary pecuniary means I leave entirely to tho.se near
friends, who will consent to take that trouble on them-
selves, and whose exertions I thankfully greet both
as a satisfactory proof of their active zeal in the cause
ofGerman art, and of the univeral confidence reposed
in myself

" I2th May, 1871. Richard Wagner."

The total cost of the production of the piece is cal-

culated at 300,000 thalers. A single seat for all the

performances will cost 300 thalers.

After a performance of "Le Domino Noir " at the

Opera Comique, Paris, an ode in praise of Anber was
read by one of the singers : during the delivery of
this, the band played softly themes of the various

operas of the deceased maestro. The French report

ers state that a great emotion was produced, and
describe the effect of this odd combination as grand
and impressive.

M. Carl Wilhelm, the composer of the famous
" Watch on the Rhine," has received a most flattering

letter from Prince Bismark. Recognizing the im-
portant part this song has played in binding the Ger-

mans together, the Prince, as chancellor of the new
empire, has sent the composer a present of a thousand
thalers : and adds that he hopes to be able to allot

him annually a similar sum of money.

La Libert^ states that a musical composer who
lived at St. Cloud was suddenly compelled to aban-
don his house on account of an unexpected attack,

leaving behind him an unfinished score of a grand
opera in which he was engaged. On the conclusion

of peace he retarned to his domicile, but it was utterly

destroyed. A placard attached to a portion of the

ruins informed him that his score was safe, and di-

rected him where to find it. On opening the work
he was astonished to find it completed, and on the

last page were these words, in German :
—" My dear

colleague, pray accept my assistance ; if my music
should chance to please you, here is my address.

Place Goethe 104, Francfort sur-le-Main. K<enne-
MANN. Bandmaster of the 22nd Regiment of the

Line."

The directors of the Philharmonic Society in the

presentation of the gold medal struck in commemo
ration of the Beethoven Centenary, have wisely
resolved to honor the representatives of each branch
of the art, composers, conductors, vocalists and
instrumentalists. The recipients of this distinction

are confined to those artistes who have rendered
service to the society, including Mdme. Arabella
Goddard, Mdme. Lemmens-Sherrington, Sir W. S.

Bennett, Mr. Cusius and Mr. Santley. The foreigners

to whom the medal is to be presented are Mdllo.
Linzbaucr, Mdlle; Nilsson, Mdlle. Titicns, Herr
Joachim, and M. Gounod. Casts of the bust of the

groat composnr, prefentsd to the society by Mdllo.
Linzbaucr, are to be su,)plicd to the University of
Cumbridge, the Royal Society of Musicians, the

Royal Academy of Music, the Crystal Palace, and
Messrs. John Eroadwood and Sons.

^pefial llatites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHhed by Oliver Dititon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

The Deserted. 3. E6 to c. D. C. Addison. 30

Expressive, and good for Alto Toice.

The Irishman's Wooing. Song and Choras. 3.

Bb to d. W.A. Smith. 30

"Will you give a hiss now my Rosebud ?"

Not a comic song, as one might guess by the title,

but a sweet Irish ballad with a fine melody.

Think to-day, and Speak to-naorrow. 3. E6to

e. E. S. Rime. 30

Good harmony and wholesome moral.

There's One that 1 love dearly. {Swiss People's

Song.) 4. C to 7. Quartett. Kiicken. 30

In the first part this seems to be a German Four-

part Song, with the usual fine elaboration of har-

mony; but, on the last page, it suddenly changes to

the cry of the Swiss mountaineer. The change and

combination are very attractive.

The Scout. A Trooper's Ditty. 3. C to e.

Campana. 50
"Come boor, your 'petit bleue^

I war not, friend, with you,

'Twas for this can a bold Uhlan

His bridle drew."

A hearty Uhlan song, with a dash of sentiment in

it. One (choice) note runs to g for the benefit of a

tenor, if he sings the song.

Nell the Village Pride. Song and Chorus. 3.

A to f. G. F. Morris. 40

Lithograph title. Popular ballad and pretty melody.

The Buccaneer. 3. F to f. BertJw/d Tours. 35

A very gay and festive Buccaneer. A bright, merry

eea-song.

Ten Vocal Duets. Franz Abt. each 30

No. 1. Greetings. (Grusse.) 3. E6 to^.

"TVhen I watch the star's bright ray.

Soft and low they seem to say,

Greetings fond they would convey."

Beautiful ''greetings."

No. 2. Gladness. (Frohsinn.) 3. G to g.

As "glad" as it can be.

No. 3. The Return of Spring. (Friihlings

Wiederkehr.) Duet. 3. C to g.

A very Gem and Dew-drop, and Bird-carol of a

sweet little SpringBuet.

'•Soft it whispers where the Tulips blow.

Gently murmurs where the Daisies grow."

The whole set are well worth possessing.

InBtrumental.

Fata Morgana. Polka Maz. 3. B6. Strauss. 35

Has a little of the "mysterious" in ita character,

and is, with this exception, in the usual Strauss-like

vein.

Joys of Youth. Three Easy Pieces for Little

Hands. L. Streabhog. each 25

No. 1. Marche Triumphale. 2. C.

No. 2. Tarantelle Mignonne. 3. C minor.

No. 3. Pas Redouble. 2. G.

"Little Hands" in plenty will clap in applause of

Herr Streabhog, who succeeds to a remarkable de-

gree in combining beauty with simplicity.

The Tarantelle is a good exercise of velocity.

Golden Echoes. E. Mack, each 30

No. 7. Come back to Erin. 2. P.

No. 8. Take back the Heart. 2. D.

No. 9, I cannot Sing the Old Songs. Galop.

2. G.

No. 10. Les Roses. Grand Waltz. 3. C.

No. 11. Castles in the Air. Galop. 2. C.

Well-known airs prettily and simply arranged for

learners.

Abbuetutions.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The kf.y is marked with a capital letter, aa C, B flat, &c.

A pmall Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, If above the etaff.

Mdsio by Mail —Music is sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fractfoo thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyanre a caving of time and expense

In obhiinlng auppliefl. Jiooks can alHO be sent at double these

rutcu,
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NEW HOME SONGS.
Aeushla Gal Mochree. "O Bright Pulse of

my Heart," from " Arrah 7ia Pogue."

Aged and Grey. Song. L. B. Starkweather.

''For I am old, aged and grey,

Children of time, I am passing away."

Bradley Clay. Ballad. J. C. Johnson.

'When the dJiylight died away,
Died the life of lirndley Clay.

When the moon climbed up the hill

Climbed his spirit liigher still.

Knapsack he had laid aside
Fora state beatified.

He was at the tattoo blown
By the buples round the throne.

Far beyorrd thi.svarth's control,

Where archangel's call the roll."

Bury me at Sunset. A Soldier's Last T?e-

quest. Frank WUdei'.

Come, Sing to me Again. Ballad. Turner.

"I have heard sweet music stealing,

Round about me as I lay,

Like the aongn of angels siuging
From the bright land far away,'*

Coming Home ;
o^ "The Cruel War is Over."

Song and Chorus. C. C Sawi/er.

Cot where the Old Folks Died. Song and
Chorum*. M. B. Leavitt.

"Cut tiie cot, on the lot, on the top of the hill.

Near the spot where 1 sat and cried,

'Tis the lot where the old folks toiled and lived,

And tlH) cot where the old folks died."

Could I be Near my Boy. ^^- teller.

Effie May. Song ami Clioriis. R. R. French.

Ela, the Pride of my Heart. F. Wilmarth.

Flower Girl. ^- 0. Emei-son.

''Come, O. come, buy my flowers, they are fragrant and
All wet witii the dews of the morn,

And Sffeet with the breatli of the pure morniag air,

For I giithored theoi all since the dawu."

The Green Shenandoah. J- ^- Turner.

Home the Boys are Marching ;
or, "Ring

the Merry Bell.-*." F. Wilmarth.

I cannot Sing the Old Songs. Ballad.

Clarihel.

I Know he will Return. Rudolphsm.

I Live for those who Love Me. '^' G- Clark.

I'm Lonely Since my Mother Died. Song
and Cliorus. H. S. Thompson.

In Peace Again. J- W'. Turner.

'•In peace again ! break forth the strain !

Throughout our native laBd '

Ring out ye merry bells with joy !

Jioom forth, je eanuons grand."

In the lonely, quiet Chamber. Ballad.

Jas. W. Parker.
"In the lonely, quietchamber
There's an empty cradle bed.

With a print upon the pillow,

Of a haby 'a shiuiiig bead
;

'Tis a fair and dainty cradle.

Downy soft i\ith pillows white,
But within the blanket folded.

Lies no little form to night "

It is the Miller's Daughter. Words by
Tennyson. Music by iiudolphsen.

I've no Mother now. Ballad. T. Smith.

Kiss me while I'm Dreaming. Wimmerstedt.

"Little Fairy,Blue-Eyed Carrie." E.Bruce.

'•'Mid eternal joys ."supernal

Now thou tread'st the heavenly shore.
Little fairy, blue-eyed Carrie,

With the loved ones goue before."

Mother, when the War is Over. Song
and Chorus. J. W. Turnei-.

Move my Arm Chair, Dearest Mother.
Ballad. F. WUuuxrih.

*'MoTe my arm chair, dearest, mother.
In the sunshine, bright and strong,

For this world is fading, mother,
I shall not be with you long."

0, Conld I See my Father. The Soldier's

last Words. Song & Chorus. J. W. Turner.

Oft in my Dreams I See my Mother.
Ballad. L. B. Starkweatlier.

She Sang among the Flowers. Wrighton.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. As
sung by tlui "Hutchinson Family."

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

fair,

30

30

30

30

30

30

Wearing of the Green. As sung in "Arrah

Na Pogue." 40

"Oh, Padd}- dear, and did you hear the news that's going
ronnd.

The Shamrock ia forbid by law, to grow on Irish pround."

When you and I were Soldier Boys. Clark. 30
'0, the atoruiy times we knew
III our puit of army blue
AVhen you and I were soldier boys, together ^11 "

Will You come to meet me, Darling ?
Ballad. /.. U. Gurr^if. 30

NEW HUMOROUS SONGS.
The Colonel from Constantinople. As

Sun^ Ity the Florences. 40
''Kind friends yonr pity pray bestow,
On one who at»uds before jou,

And li.iten to my tale of woe.
Though I promise not to bore you."

Girl with the WaterfaU. Frcnh Wilder.

"There's eonga about most everything
That one could name or call,

But until this none ha."! been wrote
About the Waterfall."

Intelligent Contraband. An Oiiginai Song

and Dance. Charlie Petle)ii/ilL

Jolly Dogs ;
or, Slap Bang. Copeland.

Matilda Toots ;
or, "Have yon seen her

Boots." Tlie Adventures of a Skater.

Solomon.

My Mother did so before me. B. Covert.

"The men I'll (ease mvself to ple.ase.

My mother did so before me ''

**TA''e'll wed and kisR. what harm is this,

My mother did ?o before me."

NicodemUS Johnson. A Contr.aband Song.
Petlengill.

0. My Heart goes Pit-a-Pat. Song and

Duet sung in the "Naind Queen."
"0, my heart goe.s pit-a-pat,

O. my brain goe.i whirligig.
And my brow tliroh.^ rnb-a-duV-
That's my case preci.")ely. 0."

Polly Perkins; or, Tlio Broken Hearted Milk-
man. Harry Clifton.

Pretty Girl Milking her Cew. As »ung
in "Colleen Bawn."

Sarah's Young Man. C. Tr. Hum.

Susie Clair. Song & Danee. Charlie Petteiirjill.

BEAUTIFUL CONCERT SOliGS.

30

30

30

35

30

30

30

Ave Maria. Gounod.

Day is Done. Bnifi.

Fairies (The) Theo. Barker.

Five o'clock in the Morning. Clarihel.

Golden King. Linlei/.

Good Uight, my dearest child. ^l'''-

How fair art thou. Weidt.

Hunting Tower. (Scotch)

I hear the wee Bird Singing. Linlei/.

II Bacio. (The Kiss) "Arditi."-

Impatience. Curshman.

Lady of the Sea. S- Smart.

Laughing Song. Auher.

Love's Eequest. Reichardl.

Merriest girl that's out. iHnasi.

nightingale's Trill. W. Ganz.

Night is Serene. "Don Sthasiian."

0, say not woman's love is bought.
Whiltaker.

0, ye tears. Beichardt.

Separation. Rossini.

Shadow Song. "Dinorah."

Sing, Birdie, Sing, (Parepa.) Gam.

Sing me a merry lay. Williams.

Sing, smile, sleep. (Serenade). Gounod.

Thou, everywhere. Lachner.

Wild Shady Wood. (Sombreford). "Tell."

Ye pretty Birds. Gumberi.

35

50

35

30

30

35

30

35

30

60

30

40

40

30

30

40

40

30
30

40

75

50

30

50

50

35

40

SACRED PIECES.
Ave Maria. Kucken. so

" " Three voices. Wcisel. 50

Celestial Hope. Ten. Solo and Qt. "Fidelia." 60

Come, ye Weary. Emerson. 30

Guide me, thou great Jehovah. Qt- "
-lo

Hear my Prayer. Quartet. Southard. 40

He will not always thus afilict.
"Fall of Jerusalem." 30

I will be glad. Quartet. Southard. GO

I will praise the Lord. Quartet. " 40

Lauda Sion. Chorus. Lambilotte. 50

Letthy loving Mercy. (O Saiutaris)5o«(/iarJ. 35

Morning Service in C. Tuckerman. 1.00

Lord, my God. Quartet. Southard. 40

Lord, veil not thy face. "Fidelia." so

magnify the Lord. Quartet. Southard. 40

Salutaris Hostia. C. C. Steams. 30

that I had Wings. Quartet. Davenport. 30

were my head like the springs of

water. "Full ofJerusalem .

" 30
Praise ye the Lord. Qt- * Soio. Beethoven. 40

Rejoice the heart of thy Servant. Qt-

Southard. 40
Stearns. 35

Tuckerman. 1 .00

The Lord Upholdeth. "Fall of Jerusalem." 30

Trust in God. Sopr. Solo & Qt. Bathoven. 50

Vespers in C with Magnificat. W.O.Fiske. i.oo

GUITAR SONGS.
Aileen Aroon. so

Call me thine own. m
Come in and shut the Door. so

Dear Mother, I'll come home again, 30

1)0 they pray for me at home. so

Faded Flowers. so

Flee as a Bird. so

Home Delights. so

I'd choose to be a Baby. so

I'm leaving thee in Sorrow. so

I'm lonely since my mother died. 3o

Moss grown cell. so

Move my arm chair, dearest mother. so

Tenting on the old camp ground. 30

Too Late. so

Twinkling Stars. so

CHOICE PIECES FOR THE PIAIVO.

Te Deum Laudamus, >" B flat.

J. S.Arion Waltz.

Brightest Eyes.

Cricket Polka.

Debatten Waltzes.

Dying Poet.

Fantasia "L'Africaine.'

Maiden's Blush Waltz,

Marche des Amazons.
Marche des Tambours.
Meteor Galop.

Mossy DeU Waltz.

New Anvil Polka.

whisper what thou feelest

Partridge Polka.

Polka de Concert.

Romance Nouvelle.

Scheiden Waltzes.

Starry Night.

Tears, idle tears. Noetamo.

Tempest of the Heart. Variations. Grobe.

Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. "

Wearing of the Green. Trans. Baumbach.

so

50

30

60

60

75

60

1.00

/Ought.

Kruger.

Withci-s.

Gung^l.

Seven Octaves."

Ketterer.

'Seven Octaves
"

./. M. Wehli.

Si/dnei/ Smith.

Wollenhaupt.

Turner.

Koppitz.

Hoffma)u

Koppitz

J. II. Wehli. 1.00

J. M. Wehli. 1.00

Weissenhorn. 60

Sydney Smith. 60

Turner. 30

40

60

40

60

75

SO

40

75

40

The above sent hy Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price. Catalogues free, on application.



GHOIGX: MUSIGAI. PUBLIC ATIOIffS.

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

EdHed by ITIOISCHELEIS.

In One Voltinie. . . Price $2.00.

Neitly bound in Cloth uniformly witli Ditson & Go's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters." "Life of Mendelssohn," ''Life

of Gottschalk," "nistory of Music,-' &c.]

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OBIVEK DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork.

GLAEEE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used in learning to play on

these favorite Instruments.
Mr. Clarke 13 a fine mupician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, displays good taste as well as talent in combinine
good music with well graded and thorough instructiop.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the aboye price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO. , Boston

C H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!

Life of Beethoven.... ScAi'niffcr and Moschetes. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters l^ohl. 2.00

Life of Mendelssohn Lnmpadius. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters . Lrtrfy TroWaccS vols.ea. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches (of theGreatMastcrs) 1.75

Life of Handel Schoehhrr. 2 00
•* Kossini Edwards. 1.75
" Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk Hensd. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1,75

Mozart. A Romantic Biography JJ^i*. 1.75

Music Explained to the World Fetis. 1.25

Hitter's History of Music 1.50

Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 150
Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 600
Gardiner's Music of Nature ' 5.00

The recent enconrnging progreps in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and Increas-

ing demand for tho aboTe works, which are all "well got

up." contain nothing superfluous, omit nothing that is impor-

tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter.

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H DITSON & CO., New York.

BAKER'S HARMONY

THOROUGH BASS.
The Full and Complete Treatment of the Preliminary Steps,

and the Thorough Analvai.** of the Principles, render a knowl-

edge of Harmony arailable to all. It is THE BOOK for

the Stndent, whether in Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or

Band Music

.

By B. F. BAKER.
Price in Cloth, 82. Bent post-paid to any address on receipt

of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MATfR ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 3.jng and Chorus E. Christie. 4.0

MEET ME, ADDIE, BY THE OAK THEE.
Song and €horu" E. C'/irijtie. 40
TENDER AND TRUE G. Lyk. 10
GOLDEN STREETS. Bong and Chorus.

W. Kiitredge. 40
All bav. h*ndjoiD« Lithograph titles.

fi«iit bj mail oo receipt of the above prie«.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

O- H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Winner's New Schools
FOR THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET. FLUTE.

FLAGEOLET.
Price of each book 75 cents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap,
are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instruc-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. Winner has also, compiled a collection of lively

PARTY DANCES. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., BoBton.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York

The Song Gakden.
Annual Sale 40,000 Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete in itself.

By Dr. IjO"WELIj MASON.
The Song Garden. First Booh. For beginners, with

a variety of easy and pleasing Eongs 50 cts.

The Song Garden. Second Book^ In addition to a
practical course of Instruction, it contains a choice collection

of School Music 80 cts.

The Song Garden, Third Boole. Besides a treatise

.on Vocal Culture vith lUuBtrationB, Exercises, Solfeggi, &c
,

it contains New Music adapted to High Schools, Seminaries,
&c SI. 00

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS- H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Richardson's New Method
FOR Tax: FIJUrOFOHTE.

"Deservoa our Hearty recommendation,** N- y.

Musical Review. ••Unexceptionable in taste and
style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best
book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. ••'Will su-
persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

'Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. ••Common senso, plain talk, and
brevity.** Boston Journal. '^Presents many new
and important ideas." N. T. Tablet.

No long dry lewons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price $3.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST XTSEFHL AND ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK I

Contains, in Fart X, plain, full, and complete directions
to the learner!
Contains, in Part XI, a fine selection of popular melodies,

which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments

!

Contains, in Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &c.

Price in Boards^ 3^1.50. Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Letters on Music.
tran8i.atp:d bt

Fanny Rajmiond Ritter.

THESE entertaininK letters are not filled with technicnIRiea
but are calculated to Interest as well nn instruct. They

have met with a large circulation and extended success in Qer-
many.

Price, In Cloth, $1.GO. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

price,

OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & Co.. New York.

SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORTE.
By "WILLIAM MASON & B. S. HOADLEY,
A wonderfully well-arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercises, and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine musicians and thorough teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of alt confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes!
These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from

rery eaay to moderately difScult, in the Italian style, and all
sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,
In Seminaries,

_ In Choir Fractioe.
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools,

PRICE, 75 Cents.
Eent post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSOlSr & CO , New York.

Pestalozzian MusicTeacher,
By DE. LOWELL MASON, THEODOEE
SEWAKD & JOHN W. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and practical book, serving as a manual
for teaching Music, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
which is amply illustrated by examples, and made ready for
the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A Method of

Modern Violin Playing.
BY

B. X^ISTEM:ANN .

A well Arranged and easily Progressive Method by a Distin-
guished performer. Pupil of David, Joachim and Vieuxtemps,
he is well qualified to guide learners from the lowest to the
highest places in the art of playing.
Most of the lessons are arranged with accompaniments for

the teacher, thus giving them the character of pleasing duets.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CAMTATA.
BT

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who examine this Cantata, (which is almost an Or-

atorio) will agree with a prominent musical writer, who pro-
nounces it "charming, from first to last."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos, Quarteti, &o.,

and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socie-

ties and Choirs.

Price,—Paper, $1.00; Boards, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York,

History of Music
IN THE FORM OP LECTURES.

BY

Frederic Louis Hitter.

A series of Five Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

the history of the Art, the whole forming a book of intense

interest to tho musical student.
Hound in Cloth uniformly with DilsoD & Cos popular

works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.50. Sent postage paid on receipt Of retail price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston,
Chas. H. Diton & Co., New York.
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F. H. TORIMTTGTOlSr,

{Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PTANO AND TIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Address, care of Oliver Ditfon & Co . 277 Washington St.,

New England Conpervatory of Mu&ic, Music Hajl, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester, 794-3m

WANTED—By a gentleman of long experience and a
recent graduate from Germany, a first-claes situation

as Organist in this city or immediate vicinity.

Address "ORGANIST," G. D. Russell & Co., 126 Tremont
Street. 794-5

ME., GEO. B. SHUTE, having completed his

studies abroad, nndtr the instrurttion of some of the
first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Piano and Organ Playing, also in Theory of Music.
Address Oliver'Ditson & Co. 794-6m

MR. G. H. HOMTARO,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receiva pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

TXTAWTED.—By a Tenor Singer a situation in a Quar-

tette Choir. Compensation must be liberal. Address

^'Tenor" care Koppitz, Puuefer & Co. 792—3t

LlOiVS MUSICAL ACADESIY.
piOK IITSTKUCTIOM' by the best Methods on the

Piano-forte, in Harmony, Thorough Baas, Singing, &c.

0. S. Adams will assume the Principalship in September next.

Circulars containing full particulars mailed free. Send for

one. Address, O. S. ADAMS,
792—4 Lyons, N. T.

J. J. KIMBALIi, Easti Soloial,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0. Ditson & Co , 277 Washington St. 791—3 mos.

EDAVARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located In Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co. , or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

Solo violin and Tloloncello
FOR SALE.

Bare Chance to Purchase really Fine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornsteiner, 1790."

VIOLIN, very fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

HENttY C0NE5 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address

M. L. KiDDEa, Northampton, Mass. 790

—

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-

cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept,

engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of Oliver Dit-

son & Co., 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

Light and Easy Cantatas!

SACRED AND SECULAR.
BELSHAZZAK'S FEAST. G. F. Root. 50 ots

DAUIEL. Root and Bradbury, 50"
ESTHEB. Bradbury, 50 "

PILRBIM FATHEB3. Root, 50 "

FLOWBE QTJEEBr. " 75 "

HAYMAKEBS. " 1.00

PICmO. Thomas, 1.00

QUABBBL AMOUa FLOWBES.
Schoeller, 35 "

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the above price.

Liberal discount to Societies.

OLIVEB DITSOIT & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

TEN wiimm oAi^mAs

!

AS THE HABT PAWTS. Mendelssohn. 38 ots.

COMB LET US SING. " 38
HYMN OF PBAISE. " 50 "
NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM " 75 "
SPBING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50"
SONG OF THE BELL. Romberg. 75

'"

MOBNING. Reiss. 50 "
ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree. $1 00
WOMAN OF SAMAEIA. Bennett. 1.50
MAY QUEEN. " I.OO

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

Liberal disccunt to Societies.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON a CO.. New York.

It is not best for an Organist always to

extemporize

!

Better keep at the Organ a Copy of
ORGANIST'S PORTFOLIO.

Tiy Uimhault. 2 vols., each S3.00
A fine hook of "taking" selections , or

ORGAIV GEMS By Davenport. 2.50
Equally good, or

FIFTY PIECES FOR ORGAIf. Batiste. 2.30
Compiled by a skilful Parisian Organist, or

CLARKE'S SHORT VOLUNTARIES. 1.50
By the author of the "Modern School," or

250 EASY VOLUNTARIES, or

AMATEUR ORGANIST. By Zundel.
each book. 2.00

In these books you will find materials for a large

number of tasteful voluntaries almost sure to please.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of above price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

TENTH EDITION
OF

Edward Hoffman's Popular Fantasia,

"BIRDS OF SPKIJVe."
NOW BEADY.

Published by COBY BBOS., Providence, E. I.

N. B. In popularity, this beautiful piece stands next to
this Author's ever popular Fantasia "The Mocbiog Bird.''

794-0

%m ^\mt in fj^iJkmkv.

VOCAL.

The Deserted D. C. Addison. 30

The Irishman's Wooing. Song and Chorus.

W. A. .Smilh. 30

Think to day, and Speak to-morrow. .£?. S. Himp.. 30

There's One that I love dearly. (Swiss People's

Song). Quartett Kiicken. 30

The Scout. - A Trooper's Ditty Campana. 50

Nell the Village Pride. Song and Chorus.

G. F. Morris. 40

The Buccaneer Berthold Tours. S.'j

Ten Vocal Duetts Franz Abt. each 30

No. 1. Greetings. (Griisse.)

" 2. Gladness. (Frohsinn.)
" 3. The RetHrn of Spring. (Fruhlings

Wiederkehr. ) Duet.
Daybreak 31-iss M. Lindsay. 40

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troubadour . . 40
" 5. Come. (Vieni) .50

" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro) 40

No. 7. She deceived me. (M'ingannoJ 40
" 8. The Tomb. (La Tomba) 40

Te Deum in F J. R. Thomas. 1.00

Jubilate in F J. R- Thomas. 50

Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Ch irus.

M. • : 40

Waiting for Papa F. \ . . •. 40
The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voic .

Cun >' '.. 40
Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Cho v

a F. Sh, : :. 40
Come let us all be merry. Song and Chor

F. J. L,, '.. 30

When will Papa come ? Song and Cho . . / raj. 30

IN8TBUMENTAL.

Fata Morgana. Polka Maz Strauss. 35

Joys of Youth. Three Easy Pieces for Little

Hands L. Slreabbog. each 25

No. 1. Marche Triumphale.
" 2. Tarantelle Mignonne.
" 3. Pas Redouble.

Golden Echoes E. Mack, each 30
No. 7. Come back to Erin.
" 8. Take back the Heart.
" 9. I cannot sing the Old Songs. Galop.
" 10. Les Roses. Grand Waltz.
" 11. Castles in the Air.

Foamy Wave. Waltz J. W. Twn'er. 30
Salvia. Valse Brilliant. (CEuvres Celebres.)

Leybach. 60

Magic Bells. (Zauberglochchen.). .^. 7'«n(7man. 50

Oberon. Fantasie Brillante. ih&nis. Leybach. 1.00

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .1). L. Downing. 1 00
Norma. Fantasie Brillante Sidna/ Smith. 80

Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75

Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. Pleyel..

No. 1 90
" 2 75
"3 75

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75

De Chanc de Berceau. (Cradle Song).
E.Kelterer. 40

Rhine Galop Henry Eckmeier. 30
Cape Girls Galop L. Mason. 30
La Bohemienne. Fant. Bril E. Ketterer. GO

Music BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, {about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be Bent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.
SINGING AND PIANO.

MRS. FANNIE F. FOSTEB,
No. 6 Boylston Place. 7W—

lyrJlS. C' A. BABKT, Vooalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mtisic. 124 Chandler St., near Colam-

bu9 Avenne. 782—>y

GEO. "Vsr. DITDI.Z:'&',

Teachel" of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

f^EO. 'W. POSTEB will make airangements to

conduct Musical Conventions. FesSlvals, Societiee, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Ditaon ;
or, at Keene, N. H 770

PBOF. & nans. SDGAXt A. nOBBIZTS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PBENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,
^ Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSON offers bis Services as Condtictor of

* Mtisleal Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass-

O. 13. WUITIITG
Qives Instruction oa the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the flr.st rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly iucreaj^ing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, EDWAKD B. OUVEB,
Principal, Boston, Ma^s.

it/| LLK. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instruction on

tne Pianoforte.
53 Hancock Street*

A. SS.SlSSIHAIStN.
Cars Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [667-tf

§mms
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at O. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELUOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co'B.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHTT.ADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Auebicak Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
yORTE, SINUING and MUSICAL CO.MPOSITION.

Residence, Cooiidge House. Communications maj be
left at Dit<<on & Go's Music Store. 717— tf.

VrZITSX.O'W I.. BATTDEN,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVEE SINGING BOOK YOU BUY,
Buy also the

American Tune Book.
In which yon wiii find a larRe Collection of Tunen, the "Fa-

Tonte"," pelecte'J from nil the books of Church Music publl.'ih-

mI (luring the last Thirty Years. These, with a hunfJred

well-proTud AtitheniB. and nuuiberi! of Chants, Hymna ftet to

Uoflic, Quartets, &c., &c,. coo^titute it

A SXAKDAS© WOEK,
FittMl for the OK: of Choir^t for Ve«triefi, for Cnngrejratlnna

Pr«ctl'^tf, Prir^, Sl-SO; 3f13.50 per doz. Mailed. poHtpaid

on receipt of retail pnctf.

OLIVtH DIT80^ & CO.. BoBton.
C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

IKEusical Literature.
BeethovenV, UitUr* 17&0-182>J, cloth, .$21 0. iAr- of Men

deUMibo, cloib, $1 75. Life ol JU^f^tni, cloth, $1 'ih. Life tirx/

Letfem of (iotiecnslk, ^i.Ui. MczHri, A J^-Jimiitii- Ijtogniphx

,

SI ».S. 3Iei ceUfOliiiK I>ijrterp. •£ toib. t-ficii. ?1.76. Polk*i

Mu^iral Hhetrh»i>. 5].7'S. Khlerl'it l>^tt*-rH on Mo-ic, $1,75
Bound prtilornily In rif-th. Sent po tage p;iM otj receipt o

prce. OLIVKR DiTtON & CO., iJoAton. CHAS. H, I>1TS0N
& CO., New York.

I

We are now prepared to fill orders for oar new lore-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

Theca.<'e is solid walnut paneled, molded and carted brack-
ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that
the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave set8 of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced inptruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agrtntin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denomiu»tious.

Also an assortment of ^^econd hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and sppciBcHtioim furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PCJBLISOERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Eetail Dealers iu Sheet Musio,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Onr stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., Ih the largest and moat complete in the
No. We.st Our conoection with Mesflrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables ua to funii.sh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

0:7-10 adfiitiou to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-ff

Ditson & Co's Standard Operas.

[L.AIiaEST SIZKD PAGE].
With full VocHl and Pianoforte Score including Becltatlres.

With Kngllrth and Irall;in words.

NOW EBADY.
Ernanj, Trovntore, Lucia,
Faust, Travittta, Sonnambula,
JVorma, Lucretia Borgia, Martha.
Marnage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.

PnicK OP EACH IM Paper $1.00 In Boahdh, with IMuml-
nafed coverB, 42.00. S^fnt portuig,, p„id on receipt of price.

OlilVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& HamUn Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular,

75 MEDALS,
Or other highest pre-'
miums, have been
a-warded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogued free-

MASON & HAMLINlORGAN CO., 164, Tre-^mont St., Boston; 896
'Broadway, Ne-w York,

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
mHE FALL TEEM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MCSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FnGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Eoard of Instruction—John W. Tufls, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George II Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 79o_

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Sineins
School Books.

Price *1.60 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTeiv Styles, J^e-

sonant ; with im^
provements pat-
ented June and
Jlugu^st, 1870 ;

surpassing all

previous produc-
tions inrich,beau-

51LVHL H*-*7^ tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices J^educed ; $S0 to

$S,000 each. Jfevj Illustrated Cata-
logues, free.

154 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
; 596 BROADWAY, NEW VORK.

J SCHUBEKTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers
• in Foreign and American Mn^ic, S20 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO CUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OF

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks In the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS. FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double-BuAS.

PlAJ\OS AMa> iflEIiOl^EOIVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our fnd.lties are such as enable us to furnish the above'
alBO, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, ANDCIRD MUSIC FOA BANDS, ANl} ALLKINDS OP MUSICAL MEKCJ&ANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUKT .STJtJiET, (Opposite the Court House)
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The Morning Glory.

The Glory of the Morning ! who shall say-

Whence first thy tender flowerets took their hne,

What pencil touched those petals gemmed with dew.

And spread their splendors to the opening day ?

No chemist e'er with curious art has caught

From Nature's secrets such a glorious prize
;

No painter, from full palette rich with dyes,

Such lovely forms and tints on canvass wrought.

Did Adam e'er to Eve bring gifts so fair

As when he, hastening through the charmed air.

Twined with thy purple bells her golden hair?

When the first morning broke in Paradise,

And all Creation woke in glad surprise.

Thou gav'st the Morn new glory to his eyes.

Carl Loewe's Stoiy of his Early Life.*

{ContiQued from page 83.]

II. KOETHEN.

It was in October 1806, when suddenly a great

excitement seized upon the dwellers of the little

town. They hastened to the churchyard and,

laying their ears to the graves, could hear distinct-

ly the thunder of the cannons from Jena. I looked

on with astonishment and remained quietly stand-

ing, for my well trained ear even in that position

clearly heard the thunder of the ill-boding bat-

tle.

A few days later French troops, whose exte-

rior made an extremely repulsive impression on

me, marched through our village. This bad im-

pression may well have sprung from my love for

the Fatherland, which, fostered from the cradle,

lived in the soul of the German boy. Rage and
grief took possession of the inhabitants of Lobe-

jiin. All were indignant at the idea of recog-

nizing such highway robbers for their masters.

For like a horde of robbers looked the so-called

Loffelhande who formed Napoleon's advance

guard. On a long train of wagons were

borne the contributions they had levied on the

town. Upon my father alone, with his small

income, came 200 thalers.

When a victorious and insulting foe stands in

the land, and every individual begins to feel the

calamity of war with all its bitter burdens, then,

both for the country and the individual, it is a

hard fate to bear. He alone can measure it, who
has been obliged to live through it. But the

feeling of bitterness and rage is aggravated, when
the lord of the land stands unfortunate, depressed

and crushed before his people.

An indescribable sense of gloom and agitation

spreads around. Imagination seeks for help and
for deliverance in regions where the call of the

voice, the ery of despair does not penetrate. From
such a feeling sprang at that time the song

;

"Fr«d'rick, rise from out thy grare !

Lead again thy nation on.
Crown and goods and honor save,

Save them from Napoleon."

The Lobejiiners used to call the invincible con-
queror of 1806, "Bunebert," and his generals

* Translated for Dwight's Journal op Music from "Da. CiKt
Loewe's Selbst-biographie. Far die Offentlichlteit bearbeitet
von C. H. BiiiEtt. Berlin 1870.''

"Mordlhier" and '^BdiiJiier" (Murder-beast and

Bear-beast). A second popular song, which they

used to sing just after the heroic death of Prince

Louis Ferdinand, begins:

*'Klagt Preussen, auch er ist gefallen,"

(Mourn, Prussians, for he too is fallen )

As I sang this song then, with my boyish voice,

I did not dream how I should one day prize the

truly regal compositions of that Prince.

The turmoil of the war receded further and

further from us, and the depressed people bore

their burden in unwilling helplessness. But I

was thinking more and more about how much
longer I should still stay in our little village ; for

I felt that here there was nothing more for me to

learn. The ropemaker's trade I had renounced

entirely. But my father did not make himself

anxious about me ; he trusted in my musical tal-

ent and let my fate draw near. So came the

year 1807.

Then one day there came three large choir

students to our house. 1 was the more startled

by this sudden visit, since my father seldom saw

a stranger at his house ; our domestic life was

very uniform and quiet, without change or ex-

citement, and one day had the same aspect as

another. But those three scholars had actually

important business with us. They stepped before

my father and said : We come from Kothen.

Our Cantor has heard that your son is a good

reader [literally "hitter," TrefferJ in singing. If

he should pass a good examination, we should like

to take him into our choir."

My father called me. "That we can do, I

guess," thought I to myself, and I sang to them

at sight whatever they laid before me. I was in

fact a good "hitter," and I cannot remember that

I ever had to learn a piece of music or an inter-

val beforehand.

But my soprano voice was by no means par-

ticularly euphonious ; it had rather a screaming

tone. Now although the three choir students

after this trial regretted that my voice had not a

pleasanter sound, they made me an offer at o^ce

to go with them to Kcithen, where 1 was to receive

free instruction in the art of singing, besides free

lodging, with lights, wood, board and schooling.

My father consented to these proposals. For

us, in our narrow circumstances, they certainly

were not to be rejected. And from this time I,

a ten-year old boy, needed only the blessing of

my parents, before setting out upon my independ-

ent journey through the world.

The separation from my mother, I confess,

came hard to me. Thus far, whatever had ap-

peared to me as noble, beautiful and worthy to

be loved, had been for me combined in her. But
Lijbejiin was only three leagues from Kothen,

and the holidays gave frequent opportunity of

seeing the dear ones again.

So off I started with the choirboys, who seemed

to me like men of high importance, quite consoled

on reaching the ducal Uesidenz and the blue re-

formed church.

Kothen, where once Sebastian Bach had passed

his happiest years under an Art-loving prince

whose friend he was, is a lovely, garden-like

place, of idyllic beauty, where a multitude of

pleasure parks, pheasant preserves, graceful

masses of trees, with a luxuriant vegetation and

the ornament of variegated meadows and fields,

delight the eye.

At that time there were two schools there, one

Lutheran, and one Reformed ; as I was of the

Lutheran Confession, I attended the school to

which I belonged. It had four classes, and each

class had its teacher: the Prima had the Rector,

the Secunda the Conrector, the Ter/ia the Cantor,

and the Quaria the Organist. Whatever just

objections may be brought against a class system,

in which one teacher has to teach in all the differ-

ent branches that may come along, there is no

denying this advantage, that the scholars become

very clever in particular branches.

As I already possessed some preparatory knowl-

edge, I went into the second class. The Conrec-

tor, Franke, was a severe man, who swung a

thick leather strap quite vigorously; he seated

me upon the Latift form. Not through my indus-

try, but through my previous knowledge, I came

through pretty fortunately and soon rose to the

second place. The son of a court tailor, Fritz

Asch, took the first place ; he took to me with

especial love, and during the week I got some

nice meals at his parents' house, which I liked very

much. The fare at the severe old Cantor Leh-

mann's was tolerable, to be sure, but it tormented

me that he would insist on teaching me to eat

with knife and fork, a knack to which I had not

deen trained, and which was hard enough for me
to acquire. In the paternal house my mother

had always relieved me of the task of cutting up.

Our choir consisted of sixteen scholars, four of

them singing on each part. This choir had to

earn its living by singing three times in the streets

before the doors of the more well-to-do inhabit-

ants. The singers were very adventurously clad,

and the old traditional ofTicial costume was never

to be left off either on these circuits or during di-

vine service ; it consisted of a three-cornered hat

and a long black mantle ; but from the back of

the head there hung a venerable cue, which tes-

tified that this costume belonged to the preceding

century. I had come from Lobejiin, according

to the newest fashion, with a "Swedish-head" so-

called ; that is, my light blond hair was cropped

short. As I possessed none of the conditions for

my appearance in the official dress, I had recourse

to a second-hand clothing store. Here I found a

worthy three-cornered hat, a mantle of the pre-

scribed length, and finally I looked about after

some elegantly hung cues. To my joy, these

cues were very cheap, but unluckily there was

not a single blond one to be found among them.

So I saw myself reduced to the unpleasant neces

sity of buying one of a black-brown color. To

secure this treasure more completely, it was fas-

tened to my "three-master," where it did duty

during the hours of service. To be sure, it was

an awkward thing, whenever I met in the street
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one of my superiors or some respected personage

of Kbthen ; there was nothing left for me but to

take the cue off with the hat. But I soon got ac-

customed to it ; I was glad to possess my official

: costume in all its dignity. So all went well, so

long as the service rendered order and strictness

necessary. When that was over and I was on

the way home with my comrades, new embarras-

ments began. My school fallows, those who did

not belong to the choir, took a particular satisfac-

tion in pulling and snatching at my sombre cue.

A lively, wild youth as I was, I could not put up

with such an insult to my pride of office. The
eai was torn from the hat and vigorously plied as

a defensive and offensive weapon.

The musical life of Kdthen was in the hands

of these sixteen cue-wearing heroes. The little

Kesidenz possessed neither a theatre, nor an or-

chestra, as Dessau did ; indeed there was not even

a military band. Consequently no concert could

take place. But the selections of church music

which we performed, and which were accompan-

ied by the organ and a pair of violins, were some-

times of a very pretty pattern. Among other

things we sang the Staiat Mater of Pergolese, a

work whose pious melody has not remained with-

out impression on me. At leisure times we re-

ceived permission to arrange little performances

on our own hook in the houses of the wealthy in-

habitants.

One half of us understood how to perform a

Quartet, and so in the evening, besides more se-

rious pieces, we brought out single numbers from

the operas. For our reward we got an excellent

supper, which at that early time of life, when one

is used to meagre fare, is apt to be a very wel-

come gift. But we received money also, for which

we could buy clothes and other useful articles.

. Among the houses in which we sang was the pal-

ace of an old princess of the line of Kothen. Here

we commonly received money for our artistic ef-

forts ; but at Christmas a basket full of very small

buttered rolls was sent to us. This "flies' feast,"

as we called the little biscuits, put the crown on

all that was vouchsafed to us the whole year

round. Even to this day I grieve to think that

the biscuits were so small and the preparation of

them so fine.

I also received subsidies and proofs of love from

other inhabitants. Of free meals there was no

lack. But I received also books and clothes, and
what not

;
particularly kind towards me was a

merchant by the name of Eisenhut. How many
persons look upon such circumstances with com-
miseration I We were by no means to be pitied.

The people prized and loved us in that little Ko-
then, just as to-day they prize the artists of a

theatre or a Kapelle in great cities. We were

to them the representatives of Art; we were the

ones who made the divine service beautiful to

them, who adorned it in a noble manner. Small

burgher families esteemed it an honor to have the

choir perform a chorale or a sacred aria in their

house. Moreover we all felt the poverty of our

condition the less, that some of the older singers

were far beyond our own age ; thcPrajfectus was

certainly some thirty years old.

After I had been half a year in Kothen, I came
one day to Lobejiin and told with not a little

pride that I had been promoted into the first class.

My father laughed out loud, as much as to say :

"A pretty Primaner thou, indeed !"—And my
father was too nearly right, for I soon felt, in spite

|

of my youthful age, that this Prima could not be

much of a stepping stone of culture for me. The

Rector had no real calling for the school life ; he

was a lazy man, who did not lack in knowledge,

but in all method for teaching. So little love had

he for his vocation, that every one perceived his

joy when he could dismiss the school on pleas-

ant days.

For two long years my father saw this idleness

in silence ; but then he spoke out of his own

accord and said, how necessary it was that I should

go to another school. But that was easier thought

than done ; I was a useful singer to the choir.

Moreover they liked to fill the posts of Cantor,

organist and clerk in the little region with the

grown-up singers of the choir. To be sure they

carried into their office no more thorough culture

than they could acquire in the town school of

Kbthen. But my father had more far-reaching

plans with regard to my scientific education. I

understood his purposes quite well, though only

thirteen years old, and I busied myself with them

in more ways than one.

One afternoon, when school was over, I set

out, of course on foot, on the way to Lobejiin. I

thought to myself: "Now thou wilt not come back

to Kdthen. The father was contented, had my
clothes brought from the Residenz, dissolved my
connection with the choir, and took me, to my
great joy, to Halle.

in. Halle.

Who does not know the busy, productive, va-

porous, sparkling salt works? Far and wide the salt

is diffused into the viands and the veins of men.

But farther than its salt, the scientific, spiritual

life of Halle is diffused. Important men have

here lived and taught and worked. A great artist,

of whom the world has known few equals, (Han-

del) was born here ; other tone-masters have here

served their art, and with it their God.

I approached the old University town with a

certain awe and shyness. Already from afar the

salty vapor floated towards us. The first huts,

or entering the town, had a peculiar aspect, de-

cayed and wretched as they were, evidently be-

longing to the deepest poverty. The whole

country appeared to me dreary and poverty-

stricken. Those heights, on which no cattle grazed,

those gardens, in which only tall grass and some

crippled fruit trees grew, whose spare growth too

was choked by hop vines,—all formed a melan-

cholly contrast to the beautiful and smiling Ko-

then, which I had just left. With other eyes my
father looked upon the town and its surroundings

;

he trod here a home-like soil, and through his soul

passed cheerfuller thoughts than through mine.

To him lived in those smoky walls the golden

recollections of his youth once more. He had

made his studies in the old, now forsaken Domin-

ican cloister, in which there was a Lutheran school

in those days. Now indeed the rooms were

empty, and the porta Lutherica was no longer

open to the eager young candidates for knowledge.

Our first walk was to this old cloister. We
wandered through the cross passages and visited

every class room, in which many a great teacher

and scholar had taught and learned ; for instance,

von Jacob, known through his philosophical works

and his lectures on political science ; also Voigtel,

the historian, and Schmieder, the author of the

atlas of the ancient world.

As we passed through the dreary cells, formerly

inhabited by the choir scholars, we found in a

window niche, engraved upon the stone moulding :

"Andreas Loewe," and above this name countless

others, which came down from the monks. This

had always been the FrEefect's cell, and it had a

lovely outlook upon the cloister garden. Here

too had my father dwelt. From the cross passages

of the cells we went into the church. The old

empty spaces looked so strangely down upon me !

The resounding echo of our steps incited me to

sing the scale ; the only living thing I heard here

was this sound. After a few years the old church

disappeared ; and on this spot was built a theatre,

which was inaugurated by the famous Weimar
troupe. The old cloister walls were torn down.

My father now gave in my name for the Luthe-

ran school incorporated by Chancellor Niemeyer

into the Franke foundation. One gained admis-

sion after passing the musical examination for the

ehoir by Tiirk. This distinguished man in many
ways had already in the year 1810, when I came

to Halle, established his mnsical empire in a very

aristocratic manner. He possessed a large house

in the Steinstrasse, playfully called the "Tiirkei"

(Turkey). He had formerly been Cantor and

schoolfellow at the Lutheran school in the old

Dominican cloister before mentioned. The

Franke foundation had adopted this school, and,

as they were glad to keep Turke in Halle, they

appointed him with the title of City and Univer-

sity Musical Director. Soon afterwards he took

a degree and became Doctor of philosophy and

Professor liberarum ariiiem. My father spoke with

him of my musical talent, and Tiirk began the

examination. I sang with ease all that he put

before me. But my soprano voice, in spite of the

practice ot solfeggi, had not lost its old quacking

tone. With such a voice I could make no parade.

But my mnsical ear was now to be put to the ex-

tremest test. Tiirk gave me the names of tones,

which I was to sound without seeing the keys.

With my father I could always do that easily, but,

strange to say, this time 1 constantly gave the

fourth below the tone. Tiirk quietly proceeded a

few moments more with his examination ; then he

said to my father : "Herr Cantor, your piano

must stand a fourth below pitch, the boy persists

in giving the tones a fourth below." "That is just

what I have thought," said my father. Now the

piddle was solved ; Tiirk saw that I had a thor-

oughly true ear, and with a card from the Profes-

sor's own hand to the Rector, Diek, I was received

into the Waisenhaus (orphan house).

When you step out from the Raiscbenstrasse

in front of the Waisenhaus, you see two black

eagles flying into the bright sun ; beneath stands :

"illo splendente levabor"

(under his splendor I shall soar aloft.)

Ascending the outer steps, you see in golden

letters the following words

:

'Fremdling, was Du erblickst, hat

Glaube und Liebe voUendet,

Ehre des Stiftenden Geist, glaubend
und liebend, wie er."

Under the splendor of the spiritual sun of this

house was I too, the poor choir scholar, destined

to lift myself aloft.

[To bo ContiDued.}

The fttiarterly Iteview on "'Music : its

Origin and Influence."

. . . . Regariling all deliberate attempts to ex-

press etnotion through kohihI hs so many i'OUfi;h

elements of mu»ic—wo may fairly affirm that the art

of producing musical sounds is the most ancient.
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because, according to Me. Darwin, it is a qualiiy

rommon to the animal creation as well as to the ear-

liest races ef mankind ; and it is the most universal,

because we can find no race, ancient or modern, wliieh

has been entirely without it.

Hitherto we have spoken of all kinds of sounds as

musical ; but it would he more correct to say that

most of the sounds found in nature, or used hy sava-

ges, are the mere rough materials out of which musi-

cal notes have to be manufactured. It is true that

any noise acts, in some way or other, upon the emo-
tions hy setting the auditory nerves in vibration ; but

for the purpose of musical art we must select only
those kinds of sound, those forms of vibration, which
possess certain properties of pitch, intensity, and
quality.

First, then, what constitutes Pitch ? When we
speak of the pitch of a note, we mean that the sono-
rous body or instrument from which it comes is vi-

brating so many times a second. These vibratory

movements are communicated to the air, and the air

communicates them, through the elastic pressure of
its waves, to the complex system of fibres stretched
upon the drum of the car, which collects them for

transmission, through a winding labyrinth, to the
auditory nerve, from which they are passed on to the
brain. But the perceptive powers of the human ear
are limited. No sound can be heard if the vibrations

are too slow, or less than four or five (or, according
to M. Savart, six or seven) to the second ; or too
quick, that is to say, more than 67,000 to the second.
Shrill sounds of 30,000 are very unpleasant ; but eats

and other animals, whose ears are in some respects
more highly organized than ours, can hear many
sounds inaudible to human beings. As to pitch, then,
the limits of musical sound will be within about six
octaves.

Secondly, what constitutes Intensity ? As pitch is

regulated by the number, so intensity is regulated by
the force of the vibrations. This force is communi-
cated to the air, and the air waves produce, in propor-
tion to their force, a greater or less degree of tension
in the membrane of the tympanum. A very feeble
sound is not suflicient to make thetympanuui vibrate
at all, and a very violent one—such as the explosion
of a cannon—sometimes cracks it ; and (bus it is no
mere metaphor to speak of the drum of the ear being
broken. The intensity of musical sound will, there-
fore, be found to lie in the mean between the too
feeble and the too forcible.

Thirdly, what constitutes Quality 1 The quality
or timbre of a. sound, i.e, the quality which makes
the difference between the same note played on a
flute or violin, depends neither upon the fcco nor
on the rapidity of the vibrations in the instrument—in the air—in the ear. Upon what, then, does this
all-important attribute of sound depend 1 We must
try and imagine a vibrating body, such as the back
of a violin or the tube of a diapason, to consist (as
is actually the case) of a vast number of lines dis-
tributed in a vast number of diflferent layers of mat-
ter. All bodies are composed of such countless
different molecules, arranged in layers, and packed in
different degrees of density. When we set our board
violin, or organ-pipe in vibration, these molecules
begin to move ; some vibrate feebly, some strongly,
whilst certain others remain at rest. By strewing
sand on the back of a violin whilst in vibration, or
affixing a pencil to an organ-pipe, the form of the
vibrations representing the disturbance of the mole-
cules may in either case be obtained in lines. These
lines then indicate the different arrangements of the
molecules of matter in violin wood, or organ-pipe,
which yield a different order of molecular vibration,
and transmit to the air differently formed waves, and
consequently a different stroke and quality of sound
to the ear.

We have now refined our rough element of sound
by determining its pitch, its intensity, and pointing
to the existence of various qualities or timbres

; but
we have yet to distinguish properly between musical
sound and noise.

M. Beauquier gives the following explanation of
the difference between noise and musical sound.
A true note, or musical sound, contains in itself a

third, a fifth, and an octave. In addition to the fun-
damental note, a cultivated ear will be able, under
certain experimental conditions, to recognize these
other three, like faint musical emanations. These
three are called the fundamental harmonics of a note,
and -every sound is thus complex, just as white light

is complex, containing within itself what may be
called the three harmonical colors, blue, red, and
yellow. Wow, when the ear receives one distinct
sound, and the accessory harmonics are at the same
time of very faint intensity and very high in pitch,
then we have a pure or clear musical sound called a
note ; but when the accessory or harmonical sounds
are so loud, confused, and so near to the fundamen-
tal note that we have difficulty in separating between

tliem and the note itself, then we have the negation

of musical sound—tliat is to say, noise. The Chi-

nese gong is an admirable example of unmusical
sound, or noise, and a well tuned kettledrum is al-

most as good an example of a true musical note.

But w hen we have thus manufictured our materials

wc have not arranged them. We have got the threads,

but we have not woven them into any fabric—we
have not invented any pattern—we have not given

them any form—we have not created any work of art.

Wc might as well give a man a bundle of colored

threads, and expect him without machine or instruc-

tion to produce an Indian shawl, as give him musical
notes without teaching him the secret of the scale, or

of symmetrical arrangement, and expect him to pro-

duce melody and harmony. We are still a long way
off from what we call music.

Now, before we enter upon any further account of

the rise and progress of the musical art. the question

naturally arises, What claims has it upon our atten-

tion ? What wants does it meet 1 Why is it worth
studying ?

We might point to the fact that people nowadays
spend much time and money upon music. But why
do they do so ? Because it gives them very keen
enjoyment. Why does it give them enjoyment? what
is the enjoyment worth ? Is it pleasure and nothing
more, or is it pleasure and somethingbesides'? What
right have we to speak of Beethoven in the same
breath with Goethe ? In what sense is the musical
composer a teacher or an intellectual and moral bene-

factor 1 All such questions, and many more like

them, which are asked more frequently than they are

answered, may be summed up in a single sentence,

—

What is the dignity of the musical art ? To this

question we hope to give some definite reply.

Speaking generally, all the arts may be said to have
arisen out of a certain instinct, which impels us to

make an appeal to the senses, by expressing our
thoughts and emotions in some external form. When
a man is haunted by the beauty of the outer world,

when he has been for a time purely receptive, watch-

ing the light upon summer fields or through netted

branches, or at evening the floods of liquid fire that

come rolling towards him upon the bosom of the sea,

at last before his closed eyes in the dreams of the

night there arises within him the vision of an earth,

and sky, and sea even more fair than these ; and
seizing his palette and canvas in the morning, he en-

deavors to fix the impalpable images which have
almost pained his heart with their oppressive loveli-

ness. Who can look at some of Turner's pictures,

and see there "the sunshine of sunshine and the gloom
of gloom," without feeling that the picture stands for

the deliverance of a soul's burden ? It is its own
justification. No one asks first why it gives us joy,

or why it is so good; that questioning may come
afterwards, and may have to be answered, but our
uppermost thoughts are such as these :

—"I, too, have
had such visions, but never till now have they lived

and moved before me : henceforth their life is doubled
because revealed ; their beauty is painless because
possessed : now that I have prisoned this fleeting

memory, it is mine forever — xTt^ua tQ aet. In free-

ing his own soul the painter, the orator, the poet has
freed mine ; I shall not saflijr in this direction from
the void and the agony of the unattained, for it is

there worked out for me and for all men to rejoice in

and to love." Therefore the great justification of all

art is simply this—that all life tends to outward ex-

pression, and becotries rich in proportion to the degree
and perfection with which it is mastered inwardly
and realized outwardly.

It is evident that the artistic instinct is involved in

the constitution of our nature, and only waits for the

peculiar times and seasons favorable to each of its

several developments. Hence in all sorts of ages
and countries we find traces of the arts, but only in

certain countries and at certain epochs the full de-

velopment of any. The seed of a political system,
of a religious creed, or of a new art, may lie long in

the fallow ground of history, waiting for the myste-
rious and happy combination of circumstances neces-

sary to its special development. By and by this

nation will be ready for such a government ; and that

form of government, which may have tried in vain

to spring up before, will then rise. Such has been
the history of representative government in England.
By and by a nation will feel the need of a new intel-

lectual form for its religion ; and not before, will the

new system prevail. Such has been the history of

the Protestant Reformation. By and by theiEsthctic

and imaginative impulses of a people will demand a
certain appropriate channel of expression ; and then

the art which can best express the imperative mood
of the popular life is certain to spring up. That is

the history of all Literatures, and also of the directly

sensuous arts of Sculpture in Greece, of Gothic Ar-
chitecture in modern Europe, of Painting in Italy,

and, finally, of Modern Music in Italy, France, Bel-

gium, Germany, and England. Each art has been
strikingly appropriate to its own age, and each art

has more or less exhausted the impulses which it was
destined to express. We will now endeavor to show
the real position and speciality of music amongst th«3

arts, by a general glance at some of the art develop-
ments of the past.

No doubt the art of sculpture existed in a rude
form amongst those Eastern nations from which
Greece derived the germs of all that she ever po.ssess-

ed. Yet we do not admit any high development of
sculpture to have taken place before the period of
Grecian art, or about B.C. 500 ; nor do we vei)ture to

say that the works of Phidias and Praxiteles have
ever been surpassed. The fact is, that sculpture was
the art which rendered concrete, or gave outward ex-
pression to, the Greek's highest idea of what was
desirable and excellent in life. He was passion.ttely

enamored of the external world. Beauty had no
hidden meaning for him ; the incompleteness or insuf-

ficiency of life never occurred to him ; there seemed
no moral, no aspiration written upon the face of man
or nature : hence he loved outline better than color,

and cared more for form than for expression. His
life was exceedingly simple ; his intellect remarkably
clear and active and subtle ; he lived much out in the

open air, gossiping incessantly, learned a little Ho-
mer and a few lyrics, sometimes peeped into a work
of Anaxagoras or Zeno, at other times amused him-
self with the disputations of the Sophists, or listened

to the orators in the Agora. But whatever else be did,

his body was his first care. The staple of his educa-
tion consisted in gymnastic exercises and the cultiva-

tion of rhythm as applied to motion. His greatest

admiration was lavished upon a beautiful human
body, and in Greece there was never the slightest dif-

ficulty in studying the human form divine. What
every one was proud of, every one was prone to ex-
hibit ; and what was universally exhibited and ad-

mired naturally became the object of the most elabo-

rate and successful cultivation. Hence Greece, in her

eager simplicity, her exquisite perception, her naive
enjoyment of life, and her material prosperity, found
an appropriate expression for her ideal in the art of
Sculpture.

If we glance at Rome in her best days, we shall

hardly be surprised to find that she had no original

leanings in the direction of the sensuous arts. The
art expression, if such it can be called, of her ideal is

to be found in the Justinian code. Her notion of life

was not beauty, but law, in its most prosaic aspects :

stern patriotism, regulated by military despotism;
stern justice, regulated by civil law. She had no
time to design her own public buildings ; she bor-

rowed the designs from Greece. Her statues and her

ornaments, when not actually made by degenerate
Athenians, were but the cold parodies of Grecian art.

It w.as not until centuries later, when the old Empire
had been split up into a thousand fragments, that a
new and genuine art began to arise in Italy,—bat an
art responsive to a new age, and to an utterly changed
state of political life and religious feeling. We allude,

of course, to the art of painting, which culminated
iu the sixteenth century in the schools of Padua,
Venice, Urabria, Verona, Bologna, Sienna, Florence
and Rome.

But there is one growing characteristic of the art of

the new world after Christ, as contrasted with the art

of the old world before Christ, which it is highly im-
portant for our present purpose to notice. That char-

acteristic is its ever-increasing tendency to express
complex emotion. The Greek schools which succeeded

Phidias indeed supply numerous expressions of suf-

fering, such as the Laocoon ; action, such as the

Uiscobolos ; and occasionally soma simple and strong

emotion, such as the Niohe.
But even in the post-Phidian, when emotion is

expressed at all, it is usually of a simple and direct

kind ; the fever of the new world had not yet set in.

Upon the religions of the past the accumulated moral
influences and religious feelings which we are in the

habit of expressing by the one word Christianity,

broke like a second flood, submerging the old philos-

ophies and the old faiths. The rise of that tide was
irresistible, and it brought with it the elements of a

new ideal life, in violent antagonism to the traditions

of many an earlier civilization. Thanks to this an-

tagonism, which drew hard and fast the line between

the Church and the world, the emotional life of the

early Christians was also simple and strong. Mis-

sionary work afforded an ample and sufficient outlet

for feeling; there was little time for anything else.

The New Church shrank from Heathen art, as the

Jiws bad shrunk from Egyptian images ; and al-

though a reformed Orpheus cropped up later in the

character of the Good Shepherd, preference was given

to mere symbols, and only a few coarse representa-

tions of Christ, His apostles or His miracles, were

allowed to grace a religion which was intended to

appeal to the spirit more than to the senses. Then,
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when the Christian seed had been sown throughout

the lenulh and breadih of the Roman Empire, the

beginning of tlie end drew niali ; and we have heard

to satiety how the Gothic hordes came down from the

Northern Alps upon the plains of Italy, and how the

worn tnt organization of the Empire fell like an ava-

lanche before the breath of spring. But the itnperial

sceptre had only passed from the Emperor to the

Bishop of Rome, and it was under the timidly admit-

ted presidency of the Pope that the Christian Church
first stepped forward as the inspired guide, ready to

reduce to order the confused life and weld together in

new combinations the heterogeueons elements of the

old and the new worlds.

The rise of the Roman Church and the rise of the

nations of modern Europe after the death of Charle-

magne (814) gave birth to what we call the modern
spirit, which is emphatically the spirit of a complex
etnolional life. In Italy, after the close of the ninth

century, the stiff forms of Byzantine art had entirely

ceased to have any charm for a nation distracted with

wars, and in the eleventh centnry Italian art had
reached its lowest condition.

But another art had already begun to assert itself

in France, in Germany, and in England—an art

which, taking its rise amongst the masonic guilds,

found its perfection in the cloister, yet mingled freely

with the world, and became in a remarkable degree

the monumental expression of its "lights and shad-

ows, all the wealth and all the woe." Gothie archi-

tecture received some of its finest developments at

the hands of priests, but the Gothie temples were the

darlings of the people and became the models of

popular architecture for the nation. Into them, as

we can see to this day, were woven the miseries and
the joys, the wild fancies, the morbid tendencies, and
the confused aspirations of a spiritual faith, strug-

gling with new and untried aspects of social and
political life. It is unnecessary to describe all that

the Gothic architecture of the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth centuries strove to express. How highly

emotional it became they know who have marked the

faces that peep out between the network of leaves or

clustering fruit in florid architrave and capital. When
the art began to lose all temperance, and assumed
wild and flamboyant forms, it was simply because the

artist was in despair at not being able to transcend
the plastic limits of his material—to express the va-

ried emotions which were daily becoming more nu-
merous and more oppressive, and which neither stone-

carving nor any other known medium could suffice to

express. But a more highly emotional art was already

preparing to take its place—the art of Italian paint-

ing—which, beginning with Cimabue (born 1240),
gradually rose along with the decline of Gothic art

nntil, with the successors of Titian and Tintoret, that

too had exhausted its emotional functions and hegan
to decline along with the rise and sudden ascendency
of the latest and most perfect art-medium of emotion.
Modern Music.

There never was a time in the history of the world
when life was so rapid and human emotion so com-
plex as it has become during the last three centuries.

The printing press, the discovery of America, the

increase of commerce, the general circulation of
thought, have given rise to abnormal combinations
and changes of which the old world never dreamed.
This has generated a peculiarly restless and feverish

temperament of life. Can we wonder that art should
try to keep pace with these developments—that in its

own region, that of the emotions, it should twist

stone into every conceivable shape, and then cast it

aside as inadequate; then seize upon color, and after

depicting through its aid every possible scene capable
of exciting the imagination, still pine for some more
complete expressional medium 1 And now what
more could he done by art than Raphael, Titian,

Michael Angelo, had accomplished ? What still cried

oni for direct expression which they had not been
able directly to express 1 Something there was in

those independent states of consciousness generated
within the mind—.something there was, in what we
call emotion, and especially complex emotion

—

whiih
Called for direct expression, and which found.it not
in carved stone or limited canvas. What was that

fomethintr ? In a word it wa.s mnvntumt or veJorUij.

That is a fundamental property of all emotion. There
was no direct expression for that in sculpture, or
architecinre, or painting; the amne did not move;
the scene on canvas, however excited, ref|uired an
effort of the imagination before it became a thing of
motion ; the battle raging on canvas was an itsthetic

fiction—it acted upon that inner movement of the

mind, which is go fundHmcntal a property of emotion,
not dirctily but only through the imagination ; the
colors did not change ; the canvas was as ftill as the
stone. For a perfect emotional art actoal velocity
was indispensable, and it is the addition of this one
property which the art of music alone possesses in

combination with all ihe olher properties of emotion

that makes music the supreme art-medium of emo-
tion.

One thontjhtful glance is sufficient to show us that

the rough elements of emotion and the rough ele-

ments of musical sound have all the common prop-

erties which fit them for meeting upon a common
ground and for acting upon each oiher.

Emotion is never long at the same level ; it has its

elations and depressions. Sound, as manipulated by
the art of music, has its elations and depressions—
musical notes go up and down in the scale.

Emotion has various intensities. Musical notes, as

has been seen, directly communicate various intensi-

ties of sound to the drum of the ear ; music has its jT"

and pp, its crescendos and diminuendos, its loud and
soft combinations of instruments.
The progressive steps in a continued state of emo-

tion have something like form; they can be ar-

ranged ; they have a beginning, a development, an
end, or, at all events, somewhere a transition to a

different region of feeling altogether. Music has a

form, obvious even to the eye ; the notes indicate a

theme or subject which is developed and brought to

a close ; the words luiiti/, proportion, development, are

sufficiently familiar to all readers in connexion with
music.

The meeting of two or more emotions—such, for

instance, as is the case when we pass out of a dark
room into the light, or when we hear a sudden burst

of laughter in the midst of intense grief—these are

simple enough forms of complex emotion ; bnt in

all complex emotion we get simultaneous variety.

Need we say bow wonderfully harmony in music,
even a simple chord, possesses the property of such
simultaneous vuriely'i

And lastly, the progress of emotion is fast or slow ;

at all events, it is incessantly beating out time with
every pulse and throb of the blood ; in other words,
it has its velocity : and this is the important quality

which makes the " Sound Art," of all arts hitherto

discovered, the great medium for the expression and
for the generation of emotion, simple or complex.
No outward presentation of scene or action is needed,
as in the drama—no aid from imagination, as in paint-

ing or sculpture— in order to supply velocity or move-
ment. The sound vibrates directly upon the drum of

the ear ; the auditory nerve receives pulse after pulse,

and transmits it to the emotional region of the brain.

Emotions, simple or complex, are thus generated
directly and physically by the power of sound, with-

out the aid of imagery or thought ; and, again,

emotions already wirking in the brain find relief in

the sort of outward and concrete expression which
the art of music procures for them.

If, then, at this stage of our disquisition it be
asked what is the use of mnsic, we ask in reply.

What is Ihe use of stimulating, regulating, and dis-

ciplining the emotions ? What is the use of provid-

ing for them a pscyho physical outlet, when they are

excited or roused 1 Music excites, expresses, regu-

lates, and relieves the life of emotion. These are its

functions and these are its uses. Life is rich almost
in proportion to the fulness of its emotional activity.

As a physical fact, music recreates exhausted emo-
tion by nerve currents generated through direct

vibration or the nervous tissues, and by the same
means music arouses and cultivates emotion into its

highest activity. Again, life is noble, almost in pro-

portion to the strength and balance of emotion.
Control of emotional activity is as essential to wor-
thy life as the abundance of emotion. Noble music
possesses this power of controlling and disciplining

emotion to a consummate degree. The notion that

music is only intended to please and tickle the ear is

a notion worthy of a savage. To listen to a sym-
phony of Beethoven is not at all amusement. The
emotions arou.sed are steadily put through definite

stages, just as definite and just as salutary to the

realm of feeling, just as well calculated to bring it

into discipline and obedience as the athlete's pro-

gressive exercises are calcniatcd to strengthen and
discipline the muscles of the body. The emotions
are not allowed to run wild. The music, if we put
ourselves to the strain of following it, checks them
here, rou-es them there, holds them as it were in

suspension, gives them a fair vent at times, shows
them the way out of unrest into rest, and out of
varied and apparently inconsistent states of discord

to harmonious development and unity. The mere
intellectual task of appreciating the technical form
and excellence of a truly great musical work or

tone poem is no light one, but it is a highly refining

one. Nevertheless, the intellect in music must bo
held subordinate to the plain purpose of elaborating

schemes of complex and simple emotions ; it is this

power which raises mu«ic, through, but beyond, con-
nection with the senses, into a moral agent.
That all music is not of this kind, is not calcu-

lated to stimulate and arrange the emotions benefi-

cially, may he taken to be a selfevident fact. Much

of Italian and French music is so wedded to lan-

gnishing sentiment or absolute frivolity that the best-

disposed musician cannot treat it au s&ieux, as the

presentation of emotion in any salutary or recreative

order. Place any Italian love-song by the side of one
of Schubert's romances, and the emotional difference

will he apparent to any one at all capable of enjoying

music. The Italian view of love, and the German
view of love, are well represented in the different

emotional atmospheres of Italian and German songs.

The mnsic of Italy expresses passion without re-

straint; and then follows of necessity sentiment

vamped up with artificial shocks and thrills to sup-

ply the place of exhausted passion. That, with all

its exquisite gift of melody, with all its cunning ap-

propriation of melting, though limited, harmonies,

is the morale of modern Italian music—of coarse

we do not allude to the great schools of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries.

But when we pass to Germany, we have come to

the " true and tender North." Life is there no
dream on a Venetian balcony, love is there no
short-lived rapture of summer days and starry nights;

but " life is real, life is earnest," and love is of such

fabric as will last out a lifetime and be true to the

end ; and, therefore, there must be restraint and

economy of passion, there must be the middle tints

as well as the glowing lights, there must be midnight

watches as well as noonday dreams. Parting must
be real pain, and meeting must be real rapture ; the

fount is so full, there is no need of pnmping-np sen-

timent ; Ihe life is a life within as well as a life with-

out ; and hence the German masic is not dependent

upon external scenes or exciting stories : it can be

cast in the mould of opera, but it can also do with-

out It; above all, it can play upon the whole key-

board of existence, instead of confining itself to a

few tragic octaves of passion ; it can carry out sym-
phonies as well as operas, and can make songs for

every event, and preludes and sonatas for every

phase of feeling—from its most glacial intensities to

its most glowing heats—and for every gradation of

delicate emotion which may lie between the two.

Much more might be advanced in support of the

moral and emotional functions of music, but we
trust enough has been suggested to vindicate the

almost passionate conviction of thoughtful musi-

cians, that music is more than a pastime ; that it

holds a distinct, a legitimate, and clearly defined

position amongst the arts ; and that it is capable of

exercising the most powerful and beneficial, as well

as the most delightful, influences upon the cultured

few, and upon the uncultured many.

A Parisian Institution.

[From the Musical World]

A change had come over the theatrical world when
Napoleon 1 . ascended the throne. There were eleven

theatres in Paris, and Ihe claque was a recognized

institution, working for public order in general and

the Prefectuie of Police in particular. The Emperor
did not like civil turmoil, and a riot in a theatre or in

the streets was put down at once. If a man was
canght hissing, the least that could happen to him
was to go before the Commissaire de Police, show his

passport, state who he was, and what were his means
of living. During the Restoration it was worse

;

party spirit between Royalists and Bonapartists ran

so high from 1815 to 1830 that a piece applauded by
one party was cried down by the other. Had it not

been for the claqueurs half the play houses would have

been converted into battle fields ; as it was, the cla-

queurs had more than enough to do in stifling the

groans of Ihe Quartier Latin students, who went en

masse to "first performances" at the Theatre Fran<;ai9

and Ode'on and howled hideously when any anli-hb-

eral sentiment was uttered.

Up to 1820 it was usual for managers to covenant

with a chej de claque, and give him so much a year to

bring five and thirty or forty claqueurs every night.

One day it w.as discovered that this arrangement was

not a paying one. The only thriving man was the

cliefde cinque, who made his forlnne at the end of a

few years and retired, while the manager often ended

his career in bankruptcy. The chefde claque had sev-

eral ways of making money. Besides his fixed salary

he received so much a year from actors and actresses,

especially those who had no talent, and frequently

sold at a high rate the forty seats he received gratis.

Nowadays this is changed. Instead of the manager
paying the che/' deilaque, it is the latter who pays the

manager. Three or four years ago, when a cabal

was organized hy the Quartier Latin against the

"llcnriottc Mardchal" of the Brothers Goncourt, the

cliefde claque of the Thiiaire Fninfjais, on the second

and third nights, brought five hundred claqueurs to

the rescue. The iiproiir in the theatre was terrific;

the claqueurs raved, the students shrieked, hut in the

end got the best of it. They had stronger lungs than
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the mercenaries, and after the third performance, the
piece was withdrawn. It is curious to see a chef de
claque recruiting his troupe. Within a few doors of
every French theatre is a cnfi, where the chief cla-

queur establishes headquarters. Towards live or six
o'clock he puts in an appearance, and is mobbed by
the forty or fifty anxious to be enrolled for the eve-
ning. As a rule, the first thing the chef de claque
looks at is the dress of the candidates. He accepts
no blouses and no slovens. If he sees a man well
arrayed, hearty-looking and florid of countenance,
endowed with broad shoulders and big hands, he
enlists him at once. The terms of admission vary.
Sometimes (especially in summer) if there is a dull
piece, it is diflicult to find claqueurs, and the chef
presses every one he can get, accepting eight sous,
six sous, and even as little as four sous from each of
his troupe. Should the piece be so dull or the weather
so hot that no one will volunteer to pay even two
pence, the chef must then have recourse to such rag-
amuffins as he can find, and pay, instead of being
paid. When there is apopular piece the chefde claque
has several hundred candidates to choose from, and
he can make his own terms. On the nights of a first

performance of Augier, Sardou, or Alexander Dumas
fls, the seals in the claque fetch five or ton francs
apiece. If a row is expected, as at the revival of
Ernani and Lucretia Borgia, the places fetch fancy
prices.

Ill addition to the income derived from selling seats
at a profit, the contractor of the claque makes a bonus
by levying a tribute upon actors and actresses. It is

easy for a spectator to guess which of the performers
pays the claque and which not. No matter how slight

the part an aclor has to play, he is sure of warm ap-
plause if the chef de claque has been paid. For a
debutant to refuse would be folly. Some of the more
popular dramatists, Alexander Dumas among them,
have, at different times, endeavored to abolish the
claque in so far as their own works were concerned,
but the attempt has always failed. As under Napo-
leon I. and the Restoration, the claque is in too good
odor with the police to be now superseded. Before
the noisy bands of applauders can he safely dispensed
with, French playgoers must become different. So
long as the French mind evinces a sly relish for furtive
hisses, and takes overt pleasure in dramatic rows, so
long will the chefde claque be at his post, crying in a
stage whisper to his honorable troop, "Allans, mes en-

fans, tous ensemble ; chaudement it i has la cabale .'"

The Oratorio Question in BTew York.
This is the view taken of it by the Eeiald, {Au-

gust 10) :

For years and years our city Choral societies have
been in a state of almost hopeless demoralization.
Various coteries of vocalists—and their name is Le-
gion in this city—have been devoting themselves to
the formation of small knots of singers, each one
possessing a strong desire to bo more individual in
character than great and noble in connection with a
large combination. Their design has appeared to be
the cultivation of separate interests and personal prej-
udices, the institution and promotion of petty officers
and offices. It has not been so much their object to
study the great masters' compositions as it has been
their desire each one, to stand alone and to look down
with contempt upon its neighbor, and if possible to
paralyze, by various means, the efforts of the one or
the other in any temporary success. The oratorio,
then, one of the highest intellectual and artistic efforts
to which the minds of some of our greatest composers
have been addressed, has not as yet received the
interpretation, by means of numbers in orchestra and
chorus, it deserves, nor have the people been taught
to appreciate a class of compositions, the sublimity
of which, in such works as the "Messiah," "Israel in
Egypt," "Samson," "Judas iVIaccabeus," by Handel

;

"Elijah" and "St. Paul," by Mendelssohn ; "The
Creation," and "Seasons" by Unydn, is without a
a parallel in the wide domain of music, not to men-
tion other oratorios as yet untouched here, such as
"The Last Judgment," "The Fall of Babylon," &c.,
making in all a list of works the study and perform-
ance of which might, with adv.antage to the community
for the next ten years, occupy the time and attention
of all our petty societies, not individually, but as one
concentrated body, by which power and inajesty of
performance might be made to keep pace with the
dignity and grandeur of thought contained in such
glorious works.

In the midst, then, of all this unfortunate diversity
of thought and action it is not surprising that sooner
or later some powerful and wealthy organization
should arise. Such a body has appeared and has
established itself with extraordinary success. In the
past two seasons the Church Music Association, with
the elite of singers and audiences to be found in this
city, has pursued its course regardless of trouble or

expense. The orchestra has been the largest and the

chorus the most select. These, under the direction

of a reliable and talented musician, Dr. James Pech,
have given performances in this city in completeness
of ensemble and detail far outstripping any previous
attempt.

It was not, however, to be expected that all the
choral bodies would tamely rest as mere spectators of

the progress of a young rival society drawing every
man of vitality out of their disordered ranks. The
first, then, to show renewed vigor was the New York
Harmonic Society. This, the oldest choral society

in the city, and the oldest but one in the country,
gathered up its strength, and at the recent annual
election of officers for the nineteenth season, made a
determined effort to enlist within its ranks new blood,

money, ability and energy. In all this they have so

far succeeded. There has been no want of money
promised by our citizens, and the new President, Mr.
Thomas J. Hall (of the firm of William Hall &
Sons), we may safely state, will not allow the grass

to grow under his feet. He is a thorough man of
business, shrewd, energetic and determined in char-

acter, while the election of Dr. James Pech as musical
director and conductor has brought to the society

ability which argues well for the future welfare and
usefulness of the society.

It is impossible, in our limited space, to point out
as fully as we desire the pertmence of the oratorio as

a social question or in a musical point of view, or to

dwell sufficiently long on the true place which should
be assigned to the greatest professions of the human
intellect ; but as a sign of the times the influence

which music, and especially sacred music, is exercis-

ing on the present generation is not to be mistaken.
Fast men and fast people, almost always uninformed
and contumacious, are disposed to regard serious

thought in any branch of study with shvness and in-

difference. Oratorios, as well as other sacred compo-
sitions, and indeed, even operatic works, when out of
the region of simple and common—as, for instance,

"Don Giovanni," "Guillaume Tell," "Fidelio," &c.
—have been stigmatized by silly revilers with the title

of "slow," and those who love and admire them con-
sidered "pretenders." It is gratifying, however, to

know that art in its grandest manifestation is making
rapid progress, and that fashion and prejudice, for-

merly twin antagonists to all advancement, are no
longer to be feared. The people are gradually grow-
ing more general in feeling, and it will not be long
before they will learn to listen with equal (!) pleasure to

an opera by Verdi, Gounod and Meyerbeer and an
oratorio by Handel, Haydn and Mendelssohn ; can
be amused with one of Wallace's melodious operas
at the Academy of Music, or entertained with a mis-
cellaneous concert in Steinway Hall. It is not to be
denied that oratorios must always reign triumphant
as a motive power to the highest intellectual feast. If

a grand musical festival is to be given here or in the

country, the oratorio is indispensable. It is only with
the breath of life, in the native tongue of our common
land, that we can completely address our praise and
acclamations to an all-beneficent God. Wood and
brass instruments may assist, but cannot lead the

way ; it is by large masses of human voices that music
becomes that kind of pleasure on earth we know we
shall hereafter enjoy in heaven. These are facts not
to be disputed, and are worth a cargo of theories.

The study and cultivation of oratorios then, must,
eventually, become a necessity in the recreation of
our people.

Concerto Organ Playing at the Royal

Albert HaU.
Now that the great organ in the Royal Albert Hall

has been completed and certificated," it is put into
daily requisition, and at the performances thereupon
at twelve and three o'clock the people leave off sight-
seeing and go into the Hall to be regaled with the
results of Mr. Willis's skill in organ building. The
advertisement of the Royal Commissioners, offering
a fee of fifty pounds to any foreign organist of mark
and merit for eight days* performance, hasseeured us
an exhibition of the talents of Herr Heintze, from the

Conservatorium of Stockholm, Herr Johann Lobr,
of Pesth, Herr Anton Bruckner, Court-Organist at
Vienna, and M. Mailly, from Belgium.
The German organist is by birth and education a

pedal organist, although in Germany until these re-

cent times the playing of Sebastian Bach's pedal
compositions for the organ was a rarity. In the early
part of this century the only man famous for the Bach
pedal playing was John Schneider of Dresden, and
had John Schneider visited England in 1820, his per-

formances would have been looked upon as next to

impossible. But the simple-minded artist was told

there were no pedal organs in England—a fact which
could not be denied—and he remained in Dresden,
happy in his beautiful organ by Silbermann, and

contented with the approbation of all Germany. But
when the Exeter Hall organ was fashioned into the

the large thing that it is, and the late Mr. Stammers
became a speculator in the chances of the celebrated

"Wednesday Evening Concerts" in that place, seeing

the organ silent and useless he seized the idea of im-

porting John Schneider and sitting him down at the

Exeter Hall organ, to give all London an opportu-

nity of bearing the eminent German organist and the

way in which Bach's pedal music ought to be played.

John Schneider of course, knew nothing of England,
nothing of the Exeter Hall organ, and nothing of the

tastes of the public. He was great in what was then

called "extemporaneous performance," but in these

days we say "improvisation." John sat himself down
before the organ duly to improve the occasion, and
the organists in London were gathered together to

take the lesson. John's preludium was of no ordi-

nary length, his theme was unobtrusive and rather

common-place—a matter of no consequence to John,
because he could talk musically upon any subject

—

and he found so much to say upon his well-worn text,

that ten minutes passed and there seemed no prospect

of the appearance of the Fugue. The audience got

restless. 'There was a murmured buzz and suppressed

chatter on all sides, and John was told he should
play his Fugue and nse as much counterpoint in as

short a time as possible. John shook bis head, and
said, "These things must not be hurried." Five
minutes elapsed and John entered upon his Fugue, a

short, stern, solid theme, one which would evidently

be supported by two, if not three counter-subjects,

and would travel up and down, inverse and reverse,

in quarter-time, half-time, in double and double-

double time. Five minutes more, when John, who
had been doing the playful in the diminishing and
augmenting business, began the more solid stuff of the

counter themes. John took up a splendid roll upon
the pedals and displayed his skill in the embroidery
of suspensions. It was no dapper inter-twiddling,

after the fashion of the late Thomas Adams, but a
thing of length and breadth, and requiring time on
the part of the organist, and patience on the part of

the audience. But the audience had already exhaust-

ed their stock of the latter article, and there were

cries on all sides, "Enough," "Leave off," "That
will do," "Cut it short." But John kept true to his

text, himself, and his country. The greater the noise,

the more persistently did John trample on the pedals,

as though he thus, there and then trampled on his

enemies. Now there was a general cry for "Mr.
Stammers," and Mr. Stammers came forward with

his interpreter, and bowing his best to the great or-

ganist, "hoped he would defer to the strongly express-

ed wishes of the audience, and eonclude as quickly

as possible." John replied, "I have just begun the

third subject, and then there is the stretto, and I may
have a coda." Mr. Stammers, prudently blinking

the entrance of the third subject, announced that all

would shortly be over, for tl.ere were only the stretto

and the coda remaining. Then came a universal shout

of laughter and a little patience, or rather a lull,

which lasted but for a minute. Now followed cries

for the "coda," but John was in all the throes of his

stretto. and heard nothing else : his eyes and his ears

were lost to the outer world, and in vain did Mr.
Stammers entreat and gesticulate. At last one of

the committee, more practical and less polite than the

impresario, reached up and seized the coat-tails of

John. Had they not been stitched on by some hon-

est German tailor they had certainly given way. All

to no purpose, for by this time John had got to the

coda, and a terriffc coda it was. It was hailstones

and rain, with "fire mingled with the hail." The
organ shivered and quivered, and bellowed and groan-

ed. One half of the audience were shouting with

laughter, and the other screaming their topmost, cry-

ing "Seize his hands ! Hold his legs ! Off with his

boots ! Off with his head 1 Stop him ! stop him !"

Hereupon the wretch who had pulled his coat-tails

seized a foot, Mr. Stammers caught at one arm, an
assisting friend took possession of the other, and the

three fairly lifted John from his seat. The audience,

having gained their end, for very shame gave forth

the most extraordinary burst of applause ever heard.

John was cheered till the roof rang again, he bowing
the while with all the complacency of one fully satis-

fied with himself and all the world.

The only person not altogether pleased was Mr.
Stammers, who had engaged Herr Schneider for a

series of performances for which he paid. But they

never took place. The sensational pedal playing of

the Chevalier Neukomra, and the neat, classical, and
marvellous pedal playing of Felix Mendelssohn, had
destroyed all interest in the quiet, unobtrusive method
of John Schneider.

Since the episode of Schneider, many well-known

organ players have visited London and given the

connoisseurs a taste of their quality, among whom
was the well-known Hesse ; but these performances
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have ever been comparatively secret or unknown,
from the want of a large pedal organ located any
where but in a church. Now, however, we have the

organ, and it would seem we are to hear the foreign

organists. The first who has played was Herr HeintzS
of Stockholm, a young man still in statu pupillari.

He executed some of the master-pieces of Sebastian

Bach, and some of the sonatas by Mendelssohn,
some fugues and fanta><ias by Topfer, Merkel, Hesse,

Kohler, KuhmsteJt, Markul, and others of the mod-
ern German school. His performances were marked
by much truth and considerable precision ; but he
failed in that iron, stttccato touch which is essential

for clear part-playing in the Albert Hall. IMendels-

sohn could make every note of the Grand Prelude
and Fugue in A minor, by Bach, thoroughly intelli-

gible on the organ in St. Paul's Cathedral—a bad
organ, and utterly unequal to the proper rendering
of such a composition ; but Mendelssohn did this. It

was all weak and puny, because the organ was weak
and puny ; but it was plain and all to he understood.
Now the echo in the Royal Albert Hall is mere

nothing to the echo in St. Paul's C-athedral, and no
more than is proper to a building of its size. There
is no reason why every note played npon the organ

in the Hall should not be as transparent as light. If

it is not so, the fault lies with the player and not in

the place. Of course, any organist, however cele-

brated, is heard with great disadvantage to himself

at a strange organ ; and the faults ol Herr Heintze
must be attributed to his inexperience and his want
of familiarity with the details ot so large an organ.

In Herr Johann Lohr, of Pesth, we meet with a

good musician and a player of considerable power.

He is a combination of the new and the old schools.

He gave us extracts from the symphonies of Liszt,

marches by Chopin, songs by Schubert, pieces by
Gottschalk, Markul, Pitoch, and many others, inter-

spersed with compositions by Beethoven and Mozart,
together with the more distinctive organ music of

Handel and Bach. Herr Lohr has great executive
capabilities, and his ambitious attacks on the sonatas

of Beethoven, and more especially on the monstrous
vagaries of the Abbd Liszt, proved in the end, more
astonishing than pleasing. He suffered from the

same disadvantages as Herr Heintze, and certainly

did not meet the requirements of the Hall, nor those

of the instrument. There was much good playing,

bat nothing perfect. The only way to play a great

organ is to play just so much of it as the player has
been accustomed to handle. A man accustomed to

manage fifty stops must not plunge at once into the

melee of a hundred ; he must select the fifty with
which he is familiar, and increase his catalogue by
degrees. But he must first use his fifty in accordance
with the exigencies of the place : the Royal Chapel
at Dresden is not the Royal Hall at Kensington, nor
is the Royal Hall at Kensington our Cathedral at St.

Paul's. Each place requires its own treatment, its

own peculiar mode of playing.

The Court Organist of Vienna, Anton Bruckner,
was third at the organ, and announced specially, as

great in "extemporaneous performances." We were
told that Herr Bruckner's strong points are cl.assical

improvisations on the works of Handel, Bach, and
Mendelssohn." He has given ns a grand extempore
Fantasia which although not very original in thought
or design, was clever, remarkable for its canonic

counterpoint, and for the surmounting of much diffi-

culty in the pedal passages. There can be nothing

said extemporaneously upon the National Anthem of

Austria, and still less upon the Hallelujah Chorus of

Handel ; nor do we think any improvisation with any
effect can be given upon the tnccalas of Bach or the

Sonatas of Mendel.ssohu. Great composers exhaust
their themes. Nothing can be added to the Hallelu-

jah Chorus, nothing to a tocrMta of Sebastian Bach.
Mr. Best has been playing three times a week, and

is so to do until the close of the exhibition. In the

making up of his programms, he has been gradually

paying more attention to the wishes of the public,

and he now gives his audience operatic overtures,

operatic selections, some of the French OfFertoire

music, and the Handel Organ Concerto. These se-

lections are more "atisfying to English ears, and Mr.
Best commonly retains an audience. The French
OfFertoire music, although an abomination in a

church, is good to play in the Royal Albert Hall. As
an artistic construction it is new and curious, and one
10 which the German organists seem quite unfamiliar;

but it is the one "great fact" that has grown out of

the new organ invented by Cavaille Coll of Paris,

and well deserves repeated hearings from the new
organ.

We presume that when the foreign organists have

been heard, the way may be opened to English talent.

There are in England many good organ players, and
there are some few pre eminent among the foremost

in Europe. There is in this metropolis a young lad

who, to use the Dnke of Wellington's opinion of his

army, can (on the organ) "go anywhere, and do any-
thing." There is also an older and more experienced

head who, we believe, would be listened to on the

part of all foreign organists with wonder and aston-

ishment. But he won't play.

—

London Orchestra.
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The Soul of the Okchestra. Great

means are only justified by great ends. A fine

and perfect organism implies a fine and noble

purpose. Truly considered, it is an organized

aspiration and outfit for some high and pure ideal

to be realized. Take this most perfect, infinitely

curious and complex of all organisms, "the human

form divine :"—for what was it contrived, for what

has it grown up, through all the pre-Adamite

oeons, out of all the co-working elements of na-

ture, into this crowning flow er of perfect form,

unless it be for the fulfilment of a higher, even

an altogether holy, divine life? And just so

surely as it becomes oblivious of that true end of

its existence, just in proportion as it falls awav

from that prime motive and becomes willing (for

content it never can become) to live for idler,

meaner ends, does it not begin to degenerate into

a lower type ?

So too it is with Art, and with the organized

means of Art ; especially with Music, which aims

to give expression to the motive principles, the

vital tendencies and passions, yearnings, aspira-

tions,—what the writer in the Quarterly Review

well calls the "complex emotions," of the human

soul. This art principle in Music has created for

itself organs, organisms, more and more complex

and complete, until it has reached the culmina-

tion in the modern Orchestra. And what deli-

cious, earnest, heavenly music has been written

for it ! Hardly do all our orchestral opportuni-

ties taken together suffice to keep up the desira-

ble acquaintance with only what the masters, not

only of the orchestra, but of great orchestral

music, have created. And yet on what a mass

of mere ephemeral triviality and trash, on what

strained, wilful manifestations of a false and spuri-

ous art, ambitious strivings for "effect," are not

these glorious means continually wasted, prostitut-

ed ! Not that there should be no "light" music ; not

that there should be no music that is "free," or

even now and then extravagant. There is a time

for all things, a time to laugh, a time to weep.

The earnest life knows all these moods, but seeks

JirsI that which is above all and best.

Have you ever considered how vital to the

existence of a true orchestra is the music of the

great masters ! The symphonies and overtures

of Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn, &c., are the

very life-blood of a fine orchestra, or rather the

pure and heavenly air that vitalizes the blood of

the whole system. Without it the blood grows

corrupt and thickens, and the organization dies.

What motive can there be, what inspiration, to

real artists to band themselves together in so rare

and precious a society as a true orchestra, if they

are to play only the music that will tickle the

vulgar and the thoughtless, if the real treasures

of the A rt of mu.sic are to be as much let alone

as if they had never been created, and there were

no Art 1 It is an indignity to an orchestra like

that of our Symphony Concerts, or of the Phil-

harmonic Society in New York, or of Theodore

Thomas, as well as a monstrous over-proportion

of means to end, to keep them playing trivial

music as the rule, with only now and then a frag-

ment of the better kind as the exception.

The same thought is applicable to the Opera,

which, under most impresario managements,

is equally unfaithful to its high end as a great

form of Art. We have copied on our last page

some remarks from a London paper, which chime

with what we have been saying of the Orchestra,

and which are as true, alas! of operatic matters

in this country as in England. "Can the Opera
be dissociated from Art?" we have made

the heading of the extract.

Boston Singers Abroad.

Mme. Adeline de la Motte (well known in

our Boston concert rooms some years ago as Miss

Washburn), after studying in Italy and England, and

singing as a prima donna in various theatres, has

been attracting favorable attention by her appearance

in several miscellaneous concerts in London during

the Bummer. A "Recital" which she gave, with

other artists and a chorus, of tbe music of Gluck's

"Orpheus," was certainly creditable to her artistic

taste in the selection, and the performance seem.s to

have won good opinions from the critics. The Eve-

ninq Standard, of Aug. 3, says of it :

Madame Adeline Be la Motte. from the iheatres of

America and Italy, gave an interesting recital in St.

George's Hall last Saturday, which fully established

her claim to be considered an artiste of the first rank.

The performance of an opera designed for the stage

is not generally effective in the concert-room, unless

(he music is sufficiently dramatic to render scenery,

action, and mise en scene superfluous. Amongst mod-
ern operas it would be difficult to name one which

would bear the ordeal of a performance sustained

simply by voices and instruments, so that hitherto all

attempts to render the music of seme of the most

popular operas without stage accessories have proved

failures. Madame De la Motte was well advised in

fixing upon one of Gluck's operas for her recital.

Like several of Mozart's grandest works first brought

on the stage, Gluck's operas are so full of dramatic

fire and expression that they require no elucidation,

no appeal to the eye, to excite emotional feelings in

the listener. In Oifheus the music nearly always

suggests the scene, aad no finer dramatic effects can

be desired than those resulting from the performance

of the air and chorus, "Che mai Erebo," which de-

scribe the visit of Orpheus to the furies in search of

his lost Eurydice. On Saturday, this air and chorus,

as well as the other numbers in the opera, were sung

to English words, but the musie lost none of its effect

by the translation, and Madame De la Motte threw

into her solos so much feeling and expression that

nothing was wanting except a laiger choir to render

the performance worthy of the composer. Madame
De la Motte's full-toned and pleasing voice was also

heard to advantage in the romance, "Deirest, un-

timely gone," whilst the florid air, "0 love with

hope," showed how admirably she has been trained

to execute with ea.se the most difficult/on'dire. Ma-
dame De la Motte was assisted at her recital by the

clever art)'s(6s. Miss Banks, Miss Drummond, and

Signer Urio. Signer Vietti was the accompanist.

The Telegraph, after regretting the choice of so

unfortunate a time for a debut (thelast week of July),

remarks :

The object sought by the concert was the intro-

duction of Madame De la Motto to an English audi-

ence, and it will suffice if we say that her rendering

of the airs in "Orfeo" fully proved such reputation

as the lady enjoys elsewhere to be well founded.

Madame De la Motte—who was formerly known in

the States as Miss Washburn—has a mezzo soprano

voice of considerable power and capacity of expres-

sion. She sings with earnestness and intelligence,

moreover; while her appearance and bearing are

such as encourage a belief^ that she would prove ac-

ceptable on the lyric stage. The verdict of the scanty

audience was highly encouraging ; and, seeing that

empty henclics are notoriously the most effective

d;imper8 of enthusiasm, Madame De la Motte had

good reason to be satisfied with the applause she

elicited. The lady must make herself heard again

by English ears—-but not in the last week of July.

Our excellent basso, of tho. Oratorios, Mr. Mtron

W. Whitney, is in London, where ho is to join
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Miulame RudersdorfF, wiih Miss Drasdil, the con-

tralto, Mr. Arthur Byron, the lenor, and Mr. Oscar

Betlnf^eras pianist, on a concert tour through En<j;-

land (luring the months of October and November.

Mr. Whitney is announced as " The celebrated Bas.'so

from the Handel and Haydn Society, Boston, Amer-

ica." We have before us the programmes of the

concert tour, which in their way are rich and some-

what unique. The repertoire is divided into Oratorio

(the solo parts, of course), "Opera Recitals " and

Ballad Concerts. Under the first head are named

solos from Handel's "Messiah," "Judas Macca-

baBus," " Israel in Egypt," " Samson," " Solomon,"
" Jephtha," " Joshua," " Alexander's Feast," and
" Ode to St. Cecilia "

; Mendelssohn's " Elijah,"

" St. Paul," Hymn of Praise," "As the hart pants "
;

Mozart's Requiem and Masses ; Rossini's Stahat

Mater ; Sir Michael Costa's " Eli " and '• Naaman";

Sir Sterndals Bennett's " Woman of Samaria'"

Two selections of Sacred Music, " suitable for the

Jirst part of programmes," are offered as fol-

lows :

No. 1.

Folo, A mericfin Organ, March "Athalie ".. .Mendelssohn.
Quartet, " Cast thy burden upon the Lord " "

Mine. Rudersdorif, Mile. Braedil, Mr. Arthur Byron
and Mr. Whitney.

Song, " now willing my paternal loye" Handel.
Mr. Whitney.

Prayer, " To thee, O Lord" F. Killer.

Mdlle. Drasdil.

Solo, American Organ
Mr. Oscar Beringer.

Song, '' I know that my Redeemer liyeth " Handel.
Mme Radersdorff.

Souk, '* If with all your heartj^ " Mendelsohn.
Mr. Arthur Byron.

Song, '' Father of Heav'n " Handel.
Mile. Drasdil.

Quartet, " Gcd is a Spirit " Sir S. Bennett.

No. 2.

Solo, American Organ, March " Eli " Costa.
Mr. Oscar Beringer.

Trio, " Thou shalt love the Lord " Sir M. Costa.

Mme. Rudersdorff, Mile. Drasdil, and Mr. Arthur
Byron.

Song, " It is enough " Mendelssohn.
Mr. Whitney.

Song, " Bow down thine ear '' A. Randegger.
Mme. Rudersdorff.

Solo, American Organ
Mr. Os'^ar Berlnger.

Song, "Sound an alarm" Handel.
Mr. Arthur Byron.

Song, " Oh rest in the Lord " Mendelssohn.
MI!e Drasdil.

Song, "From mighty Kings" Handel.
Mme. Rudersdorff.

Quartet, " Oh thou the true and only " Mendelssohn.

And here is one of the miscellaneous programmes
" adapted for second parts " of concerts :

No. 1.

Comic Trio, from the Operetta " Creatures of Tmpnlse"
A Ranieffger.

Mdme. Rudersdorff, Mdlle. Drasdil, and Mr. Arthur
Byron.

Song, " Star of hope " Hope Douglas.
Mr. Whitney.

New Song " To-morrow " A. Randegger.
(Written expressly for this tour, and and sung by)

Mdme. Rudersdorff.
Pianoforte Solo, " Faust Valse Liszt.

Mr. Oscar Berioger.
Duet, " La ci darem " Mozart.

Mdme. Rudersdorff and Mr. Whitney.
Song, " A little while " F. A Marshall.

Mr. Arthur Byron.
Song,

Mdme. Rudersdorff.
Quartet, " 'Twasfjincy and the ocean's spray "..0''borne,
Mdme. Rudersdorff, Mdlle. Drasdil. Mr. Arthur Byron,

and Mr. Whitney.

Four " Opera Recitals," good either for the first

parts before second parts of lighter miscellany, or for

second parts after sacred music, are to consist of Airs,

Duets, Trios, &c. on one evening from Semiramide,

on another from // Trovatore ; again from Lucrezia

Bayia, and from Oheron.

There are also set down in the prospectus one pro-

gramme wholly miscellaneous, and one entirely of

the Ballad character, Finally a list of songs, &c.,

which the artists are prepared to sing only in concerts

where there will be a band, which is as follows :

Mdme. Rudersdorff.

Scena ed Aria, (" MEDEA") A. Randegger.
(As sung by her at the Leipsie Gewandhaus Concert;

the great Musical Festival, Boston, America; and
the Crystal Pal;ice & Philharmonic Concerts.)

Scena ed Aria, ("Aodromeda) Mozart.
(As sung by her at the L^ipsic Gewandhaus Concert;

the great Musical Festival, Boston, etc.)

Aria, "Parte " Mozart.

Aria, " Perfldo " Beethoven.

Song, " Du gl'.lnbiges Herz " .T. S. Bach.

Cradle Song, •' Peacefully Slumber " A Randegger.

Finale, " Loreley " Mendelssohn.

Mdlle. Drasdil.

Scena e Preghiero. " Lamiaprece " ^Tercadante.

Song, " In questa tomba " Beethoven.
Arioso, "Oh, Fatima " Weber,

Spirit Song Haydn.

Mr. Arthur Byron.

Aria, "II mio tesoro " Mozart.

Aria, " Spirto gentil " Donizetti.

Mr. Whitney.

Aria, " Non piCl andrai " Mozart.

Song, Overagreen hill" Gounod.

Mr. Oscar Beringer.

Concerto Schumann.
Concerto Beethoven.

It is more than probable that Mr. Whitney will be

heard in some of the Oratorios, at Exeter Hall, &c,

during the winter.

The Openings of the Season.

Like the prelude before the fugue, or the fantasia

before the Sonata, skirmishers and forerunners will

occupy the field here for a few weeks before the solid

Season of Symphony and Oratorio and Chamber

music, in regular supplies, sets in. Various popular

attractions and appeals will take their turn first, be-

fore the permanent local organizations which are sup-

posed to have Art, rather than personal eclat or

money for their motive. Uncommonly good things

of this kind are promised us.

First in order of time, we believe, will come the

three miscellaneous concerts which Mme. Parepa-

RogA will give in the Boston Music Hall on the 20th,

22d and 2.3rd of i\x\<i month. Partial as the Rosas are to

Boston, they will thus make this their point of de-

parture for their winter's cruise. No doubt we shall

then have a first taste of the new artists enrolled for

their opera season, which will begin soon afterward

in New York, and will give us a visit in January.

The troupe will be by far the best and most complete

combination for presenting Operas in English tha*-

we ever had. Carl Rosa, the conductor, knows the

importance of presenting a fair proportion of the

highest kind of operatic music. Besides the "Mar-
riage of Figaro," " Oberon," &c., which he gave

last year, he also hopes to give us an opportunity

of hearing, for the first time in America, the fainous

Wassei'lrager (" Water Carrier "), or as it is called

in France, " Les deux Journ^es" by Cherrxh'.ni. We
hear that Rosa is negotiating for the great German

tenor, Wachtel, who has arrived almost unheralded

in New York. (It is also surmised, and very

naturally, tliat some combination for German Opera,

of which Wachtel will be a member, is in process of

formation).

2. Next comes Mr. Peck, our enterprising Superintendent

of the Music Hall, with the first two of his long promised

Popular Subscription Concerts, namely on Wednesday and

Thursday evenings, September 27 and 28. For these he has

secured the services of Ole Bull; Mrs. Anna Granger Dow,

soprano; Mrs. C. A. B.arry, contralto; Mr. F. C. Packard,

tenor; Mr. Edward Herrmanson, a basso of good voice, (who

has made careful study of srfch music as the bass airs in

Elijah and the Taxsioii Music); Mr. Charles Allen, violinist;

Mr. Howard M. Dow, and others. Later {October 6 and 7), he

will have Miss Kellog; and on the 27th and 28th of that

month. Miss Adelaide Phillipps.

3 On the 9th of October Mdlle. Christine Nilsson^WXmsMiA

her first appearance in Italian Opera in this country. The
enterprise is under the mansgement of Messrs. Maurice and

Mas Strokosch, who propose to give at that time a series of

ten nights and two matinees of Opera at the Boston Theatre.

The list of new artists engaged includes : Mdlle. Marie Leon

Duval, prima donna soprano from Her Majesty's Opera, Lon-

don ; M. Victor Capoul, the famous Parisian tenor; Mr. Lyall,

** primo tenore comique " ; M. Armand Barre, first baritone,

from the Grand Opera, Paris; and M. Jamet, primo basso

from the same. Besides these, there will be the old favorites.

Miss Annie Louise Cary, Sig. Brignoii and Signer IlandolplH

(baritnnel. The musical department will be under the direc-

tion of Max Maretzek, with Signer Bosoiii as conductor.

Much is promised in the way of chorus, orchestra and " new

and splendid wardrobe " The piece for the opening night in

Boston will be Gounod's Faitst, and everybody wiil be curious

to see and hear the fair Swede in the part of Marguerite.

What operas will follow we are not informed precisely: but

naturally they will be those in which she won her name in

Paris and in London : Adolphe Adam's " Mignon " and
" Hamlet," Donizetti's "' Lucia " and " Lucrezia Borgia," &c.

We trust, however, that Miss Nilsson will not be discouraged

in her worthy purpose of studying and producing, sometime

in the winter, Beethoven's " Fidelio." Great artists now-a-

days mupt be interpreters of great Art.

Some terrible man of figures is guilty of the fol-

lowing statistical revelations in England :

Recent inquiries into the education of girls have
established the following facts with regard to music.

The acquirement of music on the part of the yovmg
lady seems to be the one absorbing responsibility of

her school existence. Its study occupies one entire

fourth part of the educational yeai. Upon an ave-

rage every school girl spends 5,330 hours on music
during her sojourn at the seminary, and allowing two
hours a day, and forty-six weeks for the school year,

the parent has to pay for ten years' instruction in

music, and to expend on this branch of tuition alone,

a sum not much short of two hundred pounds.

Whilst the young lady receives 5,520 hours' teaching

in music, she devotes 640 to arithmetic, and about

the same time to the other branches of education. In

fact music, as to time engaged upon it, is as thirteen

to one with regard to history, geography, astronomy
and arithmetic.

—

Tonic Sol-Fa Reporter.

A Title Page.

Dear Dwight,
Turning over a portfolio of

fine prints belonging to the noble Library of Alex-

ander Farnum, at Providence, the other day, I came

upon an engraved title page, well worthy of a note.

The upper half of the page is an engraving of an

ancient prophet kneeling at the sea-shore.

" B. West, Inv., 1775. F. Bartolozzi, Sculp."

Then follows the title

:

JONAH AN ORATORIO,
DISPOSED KOR A VOICE AND HARPSICHOKD,

COMPOSED BY

SAMUEL FELSTED,
Organist of St. Andrew^s, Jamaica.

London ; Printed for the Author by Messrs.

Longman, LncKET and Brodebip, No. 25 Cheap-
side, 1775.

If you will turn to the last number of your Journa'

for May, 1857, you will find in Mr. Winthrop's ad-

dress, at the opening of the Handel and Haydn
Festival of that year, that the oratorio of Jonah
" complete " was sung in Boston in the presence of

the President of the United States—Washington

—

in 1789—if my memory serves. A. W. T.

Our readers will be glad to receive trustworthy

information as to the state of the fiimous organ in

Strasburg Cathedral, and we therefore quote the fol-

lowing note on the subject from the Builder

:

—

A

horrible "obus" came crashing through the glass,

flew across the nave of the cathedrel, and smashing

in the organ pipes, lodged in the organ itself; here,

wonderful to tell, it remained without exploding!

Had it burst, of course annihilation of not only the

beautiful organ, but also of great part of the cathedral
itself, must have been the consequence. The custo-

dian of the tower has had the dreadful missile mount-
ed on a foot of marble, and on it is fixed a brass

plate telling the day, or rather the night, month, and
year, when this fearful hail of iron and fire fell on
the devoted town. The organ pipes have not yet
been replaced, but white linen blinds are drawn down
over the cruel gaps. More than half of the organ is

so covered, thus showing the extent of the damage
done. The marvellous mechanical clock is appar
rently uninjured.

Echo in Music. Any one who had anything
that could be called musical experience or knowledge
could not but be aware that, of all qualities in a
music-room, a decided and perceptible echo is one of
tlie most injurious to the effect of music. Of course,

in a building with a redundant echo, certain very fine

cITects may incidentally be obtained, such as the re-

vorheralion and prolongation of the sound of the
organ in some of our larger cathedrals ; but that is

not music,—it is simply a fine effect of sound, which
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affects our senses just in the same way as thunder and
other impressive sounds. But as " music " consists

not in mere noise, but in an appeal to our mind and
feelings through the medium of a language formed
by the union and sequence of sounds regulated in

pitch and duration by fixed laws, it must be obvious

that everything which tends to interfere with and con-

fuse the original rythmic and harmonic proportions

of such sounds must be inimical to their effect.

Some persons, of course, (children especially), find

more pleasure in listening to an echo than in attend-

ing to music, just as others like to look at an ivy-

covered wall rather than at an architectural detail
;

but to imagine that echo has anything to do with

music, because it occasionally accompanies and
obscures it, is just as rational as to say that ivy is an

essential element of architectural design, because it

often grows over buildings.

The object, in a large concert-room, is, or should
be, to have such materials as will not swallow up or

imbibe too much of the sound (though to have it

strongly reflected is seldom desirable), but to arrange

roof and walls in such a manner that the reflection of

the sound shall be broken and dispersed, and not col-

lected and localized in any one focus ; which would
cause to a certain portion of the audience a disagree-

able and concentrated echo. For this reason, I

should look on a semicircular or domical roof as one
of the worst forms for a very large music-room, as it

is sure to concentrate the echo, and make it disagree-

ably prominent at one point or another. Behind the

performers let there be anything that can reflect the

sound forward ; and here a semicircular wall at the

back may have a very good effect; but in the audit-

orium there should be nothing that can tend to con-

centrate the sound reflected from the wall on to any
one point. That seems to be the common sense of

the matter ; not very scientifically expresssd, cer-

tainly. It should be observed that the echo difficulty

only applies to large halls ; in smaller-sized rooms it

may be left out of the question, as the echo has not
space to develop itself so as to be heard at an appre-
ciable interval after the sound. Architects who are

building concert rooms would probably get more
valuable hints from practical musicians than from
acoustic theorists, who are not musicians, and who
indulge in the wildest statements.

—

Builder.

Cax the Opera be dissociated from Art ?

And, if it can, is the separation lawful 1 These two
questions go to the very root of the matter ; and, by
way of propounding a clearly defined thesis, we ans-

wer the first in the affirmative, the second in the

negative. With regard to the first point, careful ob-

servers do not require to be told that the tendency of

all operatic management, when left to itself, is to dis-

parage the claims of Art. So distinctly is this

tendency recognized where subventions are in fashion,

that securities are taken against it ; and the impresario

cannot, if he would, give the rein to his inclinations.

Thus one advantage, at all events, arises from State
aid and consequent State control—an advantage
which, in this country, we do not. and probably never
shall, enjoy. Unlike many of their Continental breth-

ren, English managers are heQ men. They follow

what is right in their own eyes, and may bend to the

public humor, no matter bow acute the angle of in-

clinaiion. That they sometimes descend from a high
standard is but a natural result ; for the impresario,

whom an ir^ealist mitrht picture as the missionary,

and, at need, even the martyr of Art, is really n man
of business But while admitting thus much, it is

impo'sihle not to regret the consequences of a
state of thing? by no means condufive to the highest

interests of opera. Every one who looks beneath
the superficial brilliancy of the season now ended will

conclude that at the council table of manaijement it

must have been said ;
" Let us get toi^ether many

famons artists ; let our representations be called ' ap
pearances;' and, for the rest, let it look to itself."

Thus all interest was made to centre in the personal-

ity of distinguished performers, for whom well-worn

operas were brought cut repeatedly, and to suit whom
work after work was put upon the stage iit a rale

which made a perfect mn-ical ensemh/e. aiNolutdy im-

po-^sible. Thi'i state of things obtained at Covent
Garden ; hut Drory Lane supplied an even more
noteworthy illuitralion. Everybody knows that,

with Mitdemoi-elle Tie'jcns at the he;td of a good
working company, and .Sir Michael Costa at the

head of an Brimirable orchestra. Mademoiselle Mari-

mon was r'^ally the he-all and end all of the cam-
pflif;n ; and when she could appear, it was considered

quite enDogh t-o play La Soniiainhnla and La Fijlia

turn about. We fyjn, howrver, imagine cirruin-

starice- under which even =U'h a state of mnttr-rs

Would he both inltlligihie ai d unassailable. Wh'n,
for example, the avowed purpose is an exhibition of

personal charms or personal acquirements, no ob-

jection can be raised ; nor is there much ground for

complaint in the absence of pretensions to anything

higher. But the managers of our lyric theatre close

against themselves this possible haven of refuge, by

offering ostentatious homage—in print—to the claims

of Art. Year by year they engage to extend the public

knowledge of operatic works, and to be instructors as

well as entertainers : but year by year the self incurred

obligation is altogether evaded, or grudgingly dis-

charged. Take the season of 1871 as a conspicuous

example. Mr. Gye absolutely promised La Donna
del Lago, La Juive, Les Diamans de la Coiironne, Le
Ashizie Femminili, and 11 Matrimonio Segreto ; while

Mr. Maploson was not far behind in bidding us to

look for Anna Bolena, L'Ombra, 11 Matrimonio Segreto,

and Der Fliegende Hollander. Need we say what
came of all these grand prospects 1 At Covent Gar-

den, Cimarosa's little farce was played by a second-

rate cast in the last few days of the season ; and, in

the last few days of the season also, Anna Bolena ap-

peared on the boards of Drury Lane. We do not, of

course, lay all the blame of non-performance at the

managerial doors, so long as an indifferent public de-

serves its share ; but we would suggest that the habit

of exuberant promise had better cease. If our opera

houses really exist for the sake of the artists who ap-

pear at them, let us all agree not to pretend any
longer that they fulfil a higher mission. Thus will

an end be put to a system which excites hope only

to produce disappointment.

Not a word need be said in proof of the fact that

opera, carried on with no consideration for art, is a
spurious thing ; but the question how to amend the

practice opens a wide field of discussion. Here it be-

comes necessary to guard against the Utopian ideas

of those radical reformers who, taking counsel of

strong classical leanings, would force an entirely dif-

ferent system upon the public. When enthusiasts of

this stamp can parsuade Mr. Lowe to set down
Italian opera for a handsome sum in the Estimates,

they may hope to work out their theory ; but not be-

fore. Practical minds will take things as they are,

and try what can be done with their existing ma-
terials ; first of all recognizing the cardinal truth,

that our operatic establishments are just what our

opera going public makes them. It is of no use

—

nay, it is positively unjust—to rail at managers for

consulting the taste of their patrons. That, if the

managers were so disponed, they could do more to-

wards improving public taste, may be true ; but

when Mr. Gye or Mr. Mapleson points to the empty
benches of a " revival " night, or to the unprofitable,

if enthusiastic, house which welcomes a classic opera,

it is hard to deny the cogency of the argument.

The remedy, then, lies not with the managers, but

with the public itself, and must be found in the

ability to look at opera from a different standpoint to

that now generally occupied. There is no hope of such

a result while a performance of Don (yiovanni,for e'^am-

pie, is spoken of as a ' Patti night," or the title of

Le Nozze di Figaro appears in smaller letters than

the name of Madame Lucci, Under any circum-

stances, a great artist enjoys honor, and nobody de-

sires to subtract from it one iota ; but in proportion

to the greatness of the artist must be bis knowledge
that he is a means to an end, not the end itself.

Precisely this fact—neither more nor less— is what
we wish to have established as a guiding principle.

Looking at the apparently slow progress of real mu-
sical taste, some may bid us absolutely despair of

such a consummation. But without yielding to op
timism, we indulge a belief that in society there is

sufficient love of good music to work a mighty
change,if permitted to exercise its legitimate influence.

With the submission of Englishmen to that which is,

the operatic public accepts, year after year, a system

of management based upon the theory that the singer

is greater than the song, and the composer second to

his exponents. Even while submitting, however,

not a few chafe under the yoke, and need all their

reverence for custom to put up with repetitions of

Lucia, La Sonnamhula, and other old acquaintances,

as a substitute for things of greater worth which

never get a hearing. Let these genuine amateurs

speak out in protest, and there would be little diffi-

culty with the liberal im/yreiario, who is naturally

ready to follow the preponderance of opinion, pro-

vided he clearly sees which way it tends. In a re-

cent " Communication to my Friends," after a bitter

sneer at those operas which become a "diverting en-

tertainment " onlv through an interest more or less

puretij personal, Richard Wagner observes :

—

"The prwjoctlon of old and, ftfl they are called, claflalcal

workp, is nerer an act proceeding from the convictiona of the

theatrical manaircri", bnt only the result of a laborious demand

of our ir<*thetlc critlciam."

[This is absolute truth ; the lovers of art must de-

cide whether truth it shall remain.]

—

London Musical

World.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X- -A. T E S T ISw^ XJ S I O,
Published by Oliver Ditson U Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Mj Sweetheart when a Boy. 3. C to e.

W. Morgan 40
A pretty reminiscence of boyhood.

Old Forest Home. Song and Chorus. 3. B6 to e.

C. A. Fuller. 35
Effective song and good chorus.

Sighing for Thee. 4. A6 lo e. J. Benedict. 40
Well fitted for the concert room. Full of express-

ion.

They are Sleeping, Sweetly Sleeping. Song

and Chorus. 3. E6 to f. C. A. White. 30

A tribute to our fallen heroes, and is beautifully in

keeping with tender and patriotic thoughts.

O Sing to me the Auld Scotch Songs. 3. Efc

to f. J. F. Leeson. 40

Containing a fine Scotch air, and introducing oth-

ers very neatly in the interludes. The words are by

Rev. Dr. Bethune.

Ship boys Letter, 3. C to e, V. Gabriel. 40

Capital. Very good for a Bchool concert or exhibi-

tion.

All will yet be Well. 2. C to d. B. Covert. 30

Mary Darling, Mary Dear. 2. B6 to d. *' 30
Two excellent new dongs by the veteran ballad

einger, now near his threescore and tenth year, but

&B healthy, rosy and fall of life as ever. His risigiug

voice will advertise these melodies to thousands.

The Spot where I was born. 3. D to f.

J. H. Wand. 40
A fine ballad.

The Iron Blacksmith. 3. D to f. J. L. Ration. 40

The Jolly Smiths. 3. B6 to f. J. C. Chamberlain. 35

The Forging of the Anchor. 3. B& to f.

J. Benedict. 60
Come Bee the Dolphin's Anchor forged.

Tis at a white heat now !

Three songs of the same sentiment, with not much
to choose in goodness, as all areeffdctive. The second

is the joUieat, and has a picture title, while the third

is the longest and most difficult. All are fine Black-

smitb songs.

Birdie, have you told my Secret? 2. G toE.

W. A Smith.. SO
A Sweet little chat with a bird, with a nice chorus.

Instrumental.

Gaiet^ de Coeur. 4 Hands. 4. Gb.

Sydney Smith. 1.00

Very brilliant and effective for exhibitions.

Robert le Diable, Fantasie Dramatique. 6.

S. Smith. 75
A powerful piece, varying skillfully the favorite airs

of the great opera.

Barcarolle. 5. B. S. Smith.

The leading melody is very graceful, and the piece

well wrought.

Sons Joyeux. Valse de Salon. 4. E.

E L Hime. 60
A brilliant waltz.

The- Blooming Rose. Mazurka. 5. D6.

E. Hoffman. 60
Very melodious. Generally soft and sweet.

Air Tyrolien. Piano and Guitar. 4. A.

W. Neuland. 75
The air is " When the day with rosy light," and Js

very prettily varied.

Cupid's Chase. Valse Brilliante. 3. G. C. M. B. 30

A very delicate wwltz, worthy of the name.

Twinkling Stars. Waltz. 3. G. J. H. Wand. 40

Very neat and spirited.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &c.

A small Konian letter nuirks the highoHt note, if on the staff,

an itnlif letter the highest note, if above the sta-ff.

Mosic BT Mail —Music is Hent by miiil. the expense being

two cent^ for every four ounres. or fraction thertK^f, (about

one cent ff)r an ordinary pif'Ce of ninnic). PerhOiiH at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of timH and expense

in obtaining supplies. liookH can also bo sent at double these

rates.
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CHOICE CATALOGUE OFfVERY POPULAR MUSIC
PUBLISHED BY OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORE.

NOTE —All the pieces In the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular piooes. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbretutions.—Pieces and songfl are numbered from 1 to

7, according to diffloulty. The ea^iust pieces, for beginners,

Ifke many by Beliate, are marked 1. Commoq Marches, Quick-

steps, Waltzes, &o., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

moatof that of Strauss, and such marches as the March from
Faust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones as Thalberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, sharp, D6, &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch. means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

FATOKITB MAKCHE3 & QUICKSTEPS,
Challenge March. 2. F B. Kleber. 30
Peter's Highland March. 2. 'Eb..W. C. Peters. 35
Midnight March. 2. G Leila. 30
LeReve. Quickstep 3. B6 C. C. Wentworth. 30
Fredonia March. 2- A5 D. W. Lothrop. 35
Fusileer'8 Grand March. 2. A N. K. Bacon. 30
Bayeux Qaickstep. 2. E6 W. C. Glynn. 30
Aladdin " 2. G T. Comer. 30
Iron Boots " 2. F C. E. Bennett. 35
Prize Banner " 2. D D. H. Baskell. 35
Highland March & Q'step. 2. F..X W. Turner. 30
Hero's Quickstep. 2. G H. Schmidt. 30
Warrior's Triumphal March. 3. E6.r. H. Bowe. 40
Village Quickstep. 2. C /. C. Barlktt. 30
Military March from "Faust." 3.B6.jl. Davnent. 35
Mtner's Quickstep. 2. E5 A. F. Bolmes. 25
La Grande Dachesse March. 3. D E. Mack. 40
Champagne Charlie Q'step. 2. C. An. hj Knight. 30
Capt. Jinks. Quickstep. 2. B6. " " 30

More m&rcbin? feet have moved to the above airs

than could well be counted. The oldest among them
do not lose their popularity.

TWO BHILLIAWT WALTZES.
Flying Trapeze, Waltz. 3. C G. Lyle. 35

.E. Mack. 40Summer Noon. " 2. F.
Fine Lithograph title.

FAVOBITE POLKAS.
Golden Eohin Polka, 3 E N. Bosmiet. 35
Pet Bobin Polka, 3 G J. B. McNaughton. 60

Fine colored Vignette.

Swinging Polka, 3 Eft .T. Baker. 60
Fine colored Vignette.

New Anvil Polka, 3 F Parlow. 40
Partridge Polka, S G Koppitz. 40

The above are characteristic pieces. The Robin pol-
kas have sweet bird calls in them, the Swinging Polka
has a swinging movement, the Anvil Polka sounds
best with hammer accompaniment, and the Partridge
Polka brings in the whistle of the Quail. The picture
titles are very attractive.

Spirit of Air. Polka. 2. B6 E. Mack. 40
Fine lithograph title.

Uu Mari Sage. Polka. 4. C and F.
"La Belle Helene." 40

A sort of Polka with variations.

Grand Polka de Concert. 5 J. B. Morey. 60
A powerful piece.

FAVOBITE GALOPS.
Brightest Eyes. Galop. 3. G..W. B. Schultze. 35
Trab-trab. Galop. 2. A F. B. BdmsmuUer. 35
Ypsilanti Galop. 2. B6 C. Zerrahn. 30
Love, Pleasure and Mirth. Galop. S.HelmsmuUer. 35
Hurrah Sturm Galop. 3. F " 35

Five wide-awake Galops.

Little Red^liding Hood Galop. 2. C.E.Mach. 50
Very pretty title.

Long Branch Galop. 2. F. Arr. by J. S. Knight. 30
Introduces ''On the Beach at Newport."

Not for Joseph. Galop. 3. C A. Llogd. 35
Can-can Galop. 2. G " Grande Duchesse." 35
Fire of Youth. (Jugend-feuer). Galop. 2. C.

B. Bermann. 40

LANCEES.
The Original Lancer's Quadrille. 2.J. S. Knight. 40
Newport Lancer's Quadrille. 2 35

These most famous of the Lancers hardly need a
word of commendation, as they are known every-
where.

La Grande Duchesse Lancers' Qnadrille. 3.

J. S. Knight. 50
Centains six brilliant airs from the opera.

BKILLIANT PIECES BT POPB^LAE
ATJTHOES.

Last Rose of Summer. 6. Aft B.Berz. 1.00

Spring Fairy. (Lafefe printemps). 3. B6.

J. C. Engdbrecht. 60

LaEedemption. Polka Elegante. 3. D. if. Bo/er. 50

Summer Breezes Waltz. 4. Aft T. Bricher. 35

Une Voix des Onde. (A Voice from the Waves).
4. Dft G. W. Bewill. 40

Rocking Waves and Whispering Breezes. 4. Aft.

C A. Moody. 50
Home, Sweet Home. 5. Dft A. Baumbach. 60

Pic-Nic Polka. 3. F T. La Bache. 50

Wandering Sprite. 4. Aft J. C. Engdbrecht. 60

Beautiful Star. Transcribed. 3. E6.B. Richards. 50

All Aboard. Polka Brillant. 4. Eb. Engdbrecht. 50
With Lithograph title.

La Barcarolle (of Weber). 4. Dft.Arr. hj Bamett. 30
Ever of Thee. 3. Bft. Transcribed by SaumftacA. 40
La Dolcezza. Noctame. 5. Dft. ..J. G. Bamett. 35

Le Trinmphe. Grand Concert Galop. 3. Eft.

A. Gockd. 50
Witches Galop. 3. Eft M. Liebich. 40
Bittle-it Polka. 4. Eft Wm. Mason. 50
La Conronne. Mazurka de Salon. 5 Aft. W.Berge. 75
Sourire du Matin. (Smiles of Morning). Reverie.

5. Aft W. lucho. 75

Old Hundred. Int. & Variations. 4. Ah.Poulton. 60
A fine list, from which players, somewhat advanced,
ay with ease select pieces for the pleasure of them
Ives and friends.

Brilliant Jewels. A Medley. 4. ..A. P. Wyman. 75
Contains a number of popular melodies.

La Belle Helene. Potponri. Books 1 and 2. 4
E. Mack, each. 75

I-

OLD, BUT POPULAE.

The Enchanted Polka. 2. B6..Z). T. Barraden, 35
Helen's Dream Waltz. 2. Bft L. Louis. 35
Galloping Sleigh-ride Polka. 3. E. J. P. Ordway. 35
Smith's March. 2. A J. T. Martin. 35
Woodland Waltz. 2. Bft L N. Melcalf. 35
Syracuse Polka. 3. Eft J. A. Fowler. 30
Cally Polka. 2. Bft A. Dodworth. 35
Glenmary Polka. In 3 sets. 3 R. S. Willis. 60
Sounds from the Alps. H. Aft G. Blessner. 50
Starlight Waltz. 2 Eft J. L. Truax. 30
Sleigh-bell Polka. 2. G L. G. Casseres. 30
Serious Family Polka. 2. G G. Loder. 35
Rainbow Schottisch . 3. Eft B. Kleber. 50

Colored Vignette title.

Peabody Schottisch. 2. Bft J. E. Magruder. 30
All are new to those who have never heard them,

and are thus always gaining new friends.

FAVOBITE MELODIES WITH VAEIA-
TIONS.

Wearing of the Green, Transcribed, 4 Eft.

A. Baumbach. 40
Oft in the Stilly Night, Var. 4 D.. . .C. Grobe. 60
Lone Starry Hours, " 4 G " 60
Marseilleise, " 4C " 60
Yankee Doodle, " 4 C. A. Baumbach. 35
Auld Lang Syne, " 4 G C. Grobe. 60
Annie Lisle, " 4 Bft. " 60
Anvil Chorus, " 4 G. " 60
Do they Miss me at Home?" 4 Bft. " 50
Darling Nelly Gray, " 4 Eft. " 60
Lilly Dale. " 4 Bft. " 60
Star Spangled Banner, " 4 C: " 60
Shells of Ocean, " 4 Eft. " 60
Home Again, " 4 Eft. " 60
Fisher's Hornpipe, " 4 G. . .L. Strack. 50
Oh I Boys carry me 'long, " 3 F C. Grobe. 50
Farewell my Lilly Dear, " 3 C. " 50
Aileen Aroon. Var. 4. G A. P. Wyman. 50
Champagne Charlie. 4. C . . . . " " 60
Little Maggie May. 4. G " " 60
Speed Away. 4. Aft " " 60

All are excellent for learners who are somewhat ad-
vanced, and as they are on Melodies of standard ex-
cellence, are not likely to wear out.

TWO FAVOBITE SCHOTTISCHE3.
Reverie Sehottische. 3. F E. Mack. 40
Champagne Charlie. 3. Eft. Arr. bj E.WeUmann. 30

Have Illustrated titles.

EAST PIECES.

Opera Schottisch, 2 F E. Kleber. 40

Hamburg Polka, 2 Bft. " 30
New Bobolink " 2 C P.M. Barrows. 30

Banjo Polka, 2 G J. Bdla>.. 30

Opera March, 2D J. B. Kappes. 30

Dream March, 2 C G. L. Smith. 30

Drummer Boy's " 2D S. Winner. 30

Daisy Dean Q. step, 2 G C. Farrinqer. 30

Christina Polka & " 2 C E. L. Greene. 30

Young Pupils Second Galop, 2 G. .F. E. Brown. 25

Fairy Bell Polka, 2 D T. E. Bowe. 30
Everybody's Polka, 2D Somebody. 30
Ella Waltz, 1 G G. B. Ware. 25

Flora's Waltz, 2 F M. P. Alexander. 25

First Steps, 1 C & F J. Bellak. 40
Contains *' Festal," " Jordan," '* Prima Donna,"

" Lilly Dale," " Evergreen Polka." " Katy Darling,"
" Pop goes the Weasel," " Coming Thro' the Rye,"
and " Carnival."

Magic Spell Schottish, 2 G J. Bdlak. 30

Golden Wreath Waltz, 2 G L 0. Emerson. 30

Rippling Wave Waltz, 3 Bft J. W. Turner. 30

Rivulet Waltz, 3D B. Pond. 30

Silver Spring Polka, 2 G L. 0. Emerson. 30

Rival Polka, 2 G B. B. Leonard. 30

Blue Bird, Psika Redowa, 2 F Weincfarten. 35

Zenobia Polka, 2 F .7. W. Turner. 30
These are not of the " very easiest " grade, but are

proved favorites, and well calculated to stimulate and
please the learner In his second and third quarter's

practice.

FOUE HAND PIECES.
Lancers Qnadrilles, 2 Dressier. 75

Norma March, 3D J. C. Viereck. 50

Buds from the Opera, 2 J. Bellak. each. 40

1 Martha. 16 Puritani.

2 Bohemian Girl. 17 William Tell.

3 Don Pasqnale. 18 Moses.
4 Crown Diamonds. 19 La Dame Bla:^£h£.

5 Lucia. 20 Anna Bclena.
6 Lucrezia. 21 Zampa.
7 La Fille du lUgimont. 22 La Muetle.
8 Favorita. 23 Trovatorc.

9 Emani. 24 Rigoletto.

10 Somnambnla. 26 Fra Diavolo.

11 Linda. 26 Maritana.

12 Moutecchi. 27 Cinderella.

13 Bdisario. 28 Caliph.

14 L'Blisire. 29 La Bayadere
15 Norma. SO La Traviata.

Meteor Grand Galop, 3 Eft Wollenhaupt. 75
Belongs to the set " A Collection of Favorite Dance

Music for Two Performers," which contains atwut 80
favorit« Waltzes, Galops, Polkas, t^uadrilles, &c.,all
spirited and pleasing, f^nd for any of the list, and
be pleased

!

Amesbury Waltz, 1 G E. W. Nasen. 30
Isador Waltz, 1 Bft " " 30
Forest Glade, Polka Bril 4 Eft . . L. M. Getlschalk. 60

Where there are two players in a family, a selection

from the above fine duets will furnish a vast deal of
pleasure both to perfbrmers and hearers.

Wayside Flowers G. A. Russdl, each. 35

1 Fairy Wedding Waltz. 11 Belgravia Waltz.

2 Le Beve Quickstep. 12 Corn-flower Waits.
3 L'Africaine Polka. 13 First Love Redowa.
4 Crispino Galop. 14 Five o'clock In the morning
5 Parting Waltz 15 Polka, "Grande Duchesse.'^

6 Mabel Waltzes. 16 The Guards' Waltzes.

7 March, -'G'rd DnchesM." 17 Wildfang Galop.

8 Run for Luck Polka. 18 Joys that we've ta8ted,W'tz

9 I'll meet thee in the Lane. 19 Amelie Waltzes.

10 would I were a bird. 20 Come into the garden,Maud

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and very con
veniently arranged for learners.

A BEDOWA.A MAZtTBKA AND A DANCE.
Orange Blossom Redowa. 3. Eft E.Mack. 40
Summer Garlands. Maznrka. 3. C " 40

The Can-can. Danced by Molacchi and Baretta.

Arr. by J. S. Knight. 50
Have handsome illustrated titles.

BEILLIANT DANCE-MUSIC FEOM THE
OPEBA OF "BABBE-BLEUB."

By Offenbach. '

Grand Waltz. The Kiss. 3. E 50

Sehottische. 3. D 30

Lancer's Quadrille. 3 40

Quadrille. 3. F and Bft 40

Polka. 3. D 35

Redowa. 3. Bft 30

Galop. 3. G 30

March. 3. G 30

Boulotte Galop. 2. F 35



CHOICE MUSIGAI. PUBLICATIOIffS,

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by mOSCHELES.
In One Volume. . . Price $2.00,

Neatly bound In Cloth uniformly with Dikson & Co's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["BeethoTen'i Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelesohn," ''Life

of Gottschalk," "History of Music," &c.]

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSOH & CO., New York.

GLAEEE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of allbooka used In learDlng to play on

these favorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant or^nlst, and,

in thlB vork, dliplaji good taste as well as talent in combining
good musio with well graded and thorough instruction.

Price^ $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OIiIVEK DITSOM" & CO. , Boston

C H, DITSOI^ & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!

Life of Beethoven.... ScAmdier and MoscheUs. $2.00

Beethoven's Letters ^ohl. 2.00

Life of Mendelssohn Ltxmpadius. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters. iarfy iraHo«.2 vols.ea. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences {Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polio's Musical Sketches (of theGreatMasters) 1.75

Life of Handel SchoeUhtr. 2 00
** Hossini -^ ^ ,, .Edwards. 1.75
" Chopin Liszt. 1.50
" Gottschalk Hensel. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75

Mozart. A Romantic Biography Rau. 1.75

Music Explained to the World Fetis. 1.25

Bitter's History of Music 1.50

Ehlert's Letters on Musio 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 1.50

Mason's Musical Letters *.... 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 6.00

Gardiner's Music of Nature 6.00

The recent encouraging progress in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and increas-

ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got

up." contain nothing superfluous, omit nothing thatis impor-

tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

BAKER'S HARMONY
AND

THOROUGH BASS.
The Full and Complete Treatment of the Preliminary Steps,

and the Thorough Analy?i3 of the Principles, render a knowl-
edge of nannooy available to all. It is THJE BOOK for

the Student, whether in Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or

Band MnMc.
By B. F. BAKF.B.

price In Cloth, S2. Sent poet-paid to any address on receipt

of retail price.

OLIVEK DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C, H. DITSOW & CO.. New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MAXE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. S'yDg and Chorus E. Christif. 4:0

MEET ME, ADDIE, BTTHE OAK TREE.
8ong and Cboni' E. Christie. 40

TEHDEH AND TEUE G. Lylc. 40

GOLDEN BTBEETS. Song and Cbonis.

W. Kitirtclgc. 40

All have handsome Lithograph tltlen.

Sent by mall on receipt of the abore price.

OLIVEB DIT80N & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Winner's New Schools
FOR THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,

FLAGEOLET.

Price Of each book 75 cents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap

,

are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instruc-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. Winner has also compiled a collection of lively

PARTY DANCES. For VioUn and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Bent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

The Song Gakden.
Annual Sale 40,000 Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete In itself.

By Dr. LOWELIi MASON,
The Song Garden. First Book. For beginners, with

a variety of easy and pleasing songs 50 cts.

The Song Garden. Second Book, In addition to a
practical course of Instruction, it contains a choice collection

of School Musio 60 cts.

The Song Garden. Third Book. Besides a treatise

on Vocal Culture with Illustrations, Exercises, Solfeggi, &c.,
it contains New Music adapted to High Schools, Seminaries,
&c Sl.OO

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Richardson's New Method
FOR THE PZANOFOATE.

"Deserves our hearty recommendation," N. T.

Musical Keview. "Unexceptionable in taste and
style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best
book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. "'Will su-

persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

"Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. "Common sense, plain talk, and
brevity." Boston Journal. "Presents many new
and important ideas." N. Y. Tablet.

No long dry lessons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price $3.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST USEFUL AND ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK I

Contains, in Fart I. plain, full, and complete directions

to the learner

!

Contains, in Fart II, a fine selection of popular melodies,

which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments!
Contains, (n Fart III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and

Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &c.
Price in Boards^ ®L50. Specimens sent, post-paid, en re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON" & CO.. Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New- York.

Letters on Music.
TRANSLATED BY

Fanny Raymond Ritter.

TITE3E enterUinintt lettern are not fllled with technicalities

but are calculHted to Interest as well as instruct. They
ha»o met with a large circulation and extended success in Ger-
many.

Price, In Cloth, $1.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

price.

OLIVER DITSON & Co., BoBton.

C. H. DITSON & Co., New York.

SYSTEM FOE BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORT E.
By "WHLLIAM MASON & E. S. HOADLET.
A wonderfully well-arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercises, and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine musicians and thorouch teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
lulled, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes!
These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from

very easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian style, and all
sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,

In Seminaries,

,„.,„, In Choir Fractice,
In High Sohools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.

PRICE, T5 Cents.
Sent post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Pestalozzian MusicTeacher,
By DR. LOW^ELL MASON, THEODORE
SEWARD & JOHN W. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and practical book, serving as a manual
for teaching Music, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
which is amply illustrated by examples, and made ready for

the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
O H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A Method of

Modern Violin Playing.
BY

B. LISTEM: A-IVN .

A well Arranged and easily Profn^ssive Method by a Bistin-
guished performer. Pupil of David, Joachim and Vfeuxtemps,
he is well qualified to guide learners from the lowest to the
highest places in the art of playing.
Most of the lessons are arranged with accompaniments for

the teacher, thus giving them the character of pleasing duets.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CAKTATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who examine this Cantata, (which is almost an Or-

atorio) will agree with a prominent musical writer, who pro-

nounces it "charming, from first to last."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos, Quartets, &c.,

and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socie-

ties and Choirs.

Price,—Paper, $1.00; Boards, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

History of Music
IN THE FORM OF LECTURES.

BY

Frederic Louis Hitter,

A series of Five Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

the hlHtory of the Art, the whole f(/rming a book of Intense

Interest to the muolcal student.

Bound In Cloth uniformly with IMtson & Co's popular

worhs of Musical Literature.

Price $1.50. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail priee.

Oliver DltBon & Co., Boston,
Chas. H. Diton & Co., New Tork.
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DWIGHtT'S JOURSSrikZ. OP KEtySKO.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER OITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

O* TERMS.— If mailed or called for, K.OO . per annnm
l-iliTered by carrier, S:2.50. Paymentiu advance.

AdvertisementB wi! 1 be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards,.six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15 00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

F. H. TOE-BT]SrGTOKr,

(Organist and Director of Mnaic at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHRR OF ORGAN. PTANO AND TIOUN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Addreip, care of Oliver Ditpon & Co , 277 Washingfon St.,

New England Conpprvatory of Music, Slusic Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 794-3m

TXTANTED—By a gentleman of long experience and a
* rt-cent graduate from Germany, a first-class situation

aa Organist in this city or immediate vicinity.

Address "ORGANIST," G- D. Russell & Co., 126 Tremont
Street.

~
794-5

'^:\^^;- GEO. B. SHT7TE, having completed his
ft.'jj^ anidifs abroad, under the instruction of some of the
fit?' A.:ti8tS of raodern times, will now receive pupils
\(x . n« and Organ Playing, also in Theory of Mu'sic.

'
^1^'.'ets Oliver Ditson & Co. 794-6m

MR. G. H. HOAVARD,
TJU^^IIj of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt. and Theodor KuUak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

TXT"ANTEB.^By a Tenor Singer a situation in a Quar-

tette Choir. Compensation must be liberal. Address

"Tenor" care Koppitz, Pruefer & Co. 792-3t

LYO^^S MUSICIL ACABEMY.
JIOK IITSTKUCTIOIir by the best Methods on the

Pjano-forte, in Harmony, Thorough Bass, Singing, &c.

O. S. Adams will assume the Principaiship in September neit.

Circulars containing full particulars mailed free. Send for

one. Address^. S. ADAMS,
792—4 Lyons, N. Y.

J. J. KIMBALL, BuHit Saloisl,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSIC/. CONVENTIONS. Address

0. Ditson fc Co , 277 Washington St. 791—3 mos.

ED^VARO HCERRMANSON,
Baritone 'Vooalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson fc Co, , or, 4B3 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

Solo Violin and Violoncello
FOU SALE.

Eare Chance to Purchase really Fine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornsteiner, 1790."

VIOLIN, very fine, name and date ujiknown. Refer to

Henry Cone, 70 Harri.son Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address

M. L, Kidder, Northampton, Mass- 790

—

Emerson's Singing School

!

Designed especially for Singing Classes,

BY L. 0. EMERSON,
of whose hooks the sale of

A Million Copies
or more, proves conclusively that he understands the wants of

the American Musical Public.

The hook contains, in its three divisions, an Elementary
Course, a good variety of secular music, and a collection of

Church Tunes and Anthems.

Price $7'SO per Doz.

Sample Copies sent post-paidfor 75 Ct8.

0. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON CO., New York.

Light and Easy Cantatas!

SACRED AND SECULAR.
BBLSHAZZAK'S FEAST. G. F. Root. 50 cts

DABTIBL. Root and Bradbury, 50 "

ESTHER. Bradbury, 50 "

PILnKIM FATHERS. Root, 50 "

FLCWER QUEBIf. " 75 •

HATMAKERS. " 1.00

PICNIC. Thomas, 1.00

QUARREL AMOWa FLOTXTERS.
Sohoeller, 35 "

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the above price.

Liberal discount to Societies.

OLIVER DITSOBT & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOH & CO., BTew York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

im SPLENifD OA^TATASI
AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET US SlWa. " 38 '•

HYMKT OP PRAISE. " SO "

NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM " 75 "

SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50 "

SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg. 75 "

MORNING. Reiss. 50 "

ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Brce. $1 00
WOMAN OF SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50

MAY QUEEN. " 1.00
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

Liberal discount to Societies.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Foreign & Aiiiericaii losic Bepot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET.

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

TENTH EDITION
OP

Edward Hoffman's Popular Fantasia,

"BIKI>S OF SFKI]¥G."
3SrO"W READY".

PubUshed by CORY BROS., Providence, R. I.

N. B. In popularity, this beautiful piece stands next to

this Author's ever popular Fantasia -'The Mocking Bird."
794-5

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-

cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

CommunicationR to be addressed to the care of Oliver Dit-

son & Co.. 277 AVashington Street. 79i—3m

\m ^\uu Ux 3t\)\m\sn.

VOCAL.

The Deserted D. C. Addison.

The Irishman's Wooing. Song and Chorus.

IF. A. Smith.

Think to clay, and Speak to-morrow../?. S. Hime.

There's One that I love dearly. (Swiss People's

Song). Quartett Kiichen.

The Scout. A Trooper's Ditty . ... Campana.
Nell the Village Pride. Song and Chorus.

G. F. Morris.

The Buccaneer Berlhold Tours.

Ten Vocal Duetts Franz Abt. each

No. 1. Greetings. (Griisse.)

" 2. Gladness. (Frohsinn.)
" 3. The Ketnrn of Spring. (Fruhlings

Wiederkehr.) Duet.
Daybreak Miss M. Lindsay.

Souvenir de London. Campana. A set of 8

pieces W. 0. and J. E. Perkins.

No. 4. The Troubadour
" 5. Come. (Vieni)
" 6. The Sigh. (II Sospiro)

No. 7. She deceived me. (M'inganno)
" 8. The Tomb. (La TomhaJ

Te Deum in F . J. R. Thomas. 1

Jubilate in F J. R. Thomas.

Happy Hours of Long Ago. Song and Chorus.
.1/. Kdler.

Waiting for Papa F. Wilder.

The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices."
Curshnan.

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Chorus.
C. F. Shaituch

Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus.

F. .T. Lippitt.

When will Papa come ? Song and Cho . . Percy.

INSTRUMENTAL.

30

30
30

30
50

40
35
30

40

40
50
40
40
40
.00

50

40
40

40

40

30
30

Fata Morgana. Polka Muz Strauss. 35

Jovs of Youth. Three Easy Pieces for Little

Hands L. Streabbog. each 25

No. 1. Marche Triumphale.
" 2. Tarantelle Mignonne.
" 3. Pas Redouble.

Golden Echoes E. Made, each 30
No. 7. Come hack to Erin.
" 8. Take back the Heart.
" 9. I cannot sing the Old Songs. Galop.
" 10. Les Roses. Grand Waltz.
" 11. Castles in the Air.

Foamy Wave. Waltz J. W. Turner. 30

Salvia. Valse Brilliant. (CEuvres Celebres.)

Jjeyhaeh. 60

Magic Bells. (Zauberglochchen.). ...4. J'unjman. 50

Oberon. Fantasie Brillante. 4 hands. Lf^iocA. 1.00

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .P. L. Downing. 1.00

Norma. Fantasie Brillante Sidney Smith. 80

Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75

Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. Pleyel.

No. 1 '...90
" 2 75
"3 75

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75

De Chant deBerceau. (Cradle Song).
E.Ketterer. 40

Rhine Galop Henry Eckmeier. 30
Cape Girls Galop L. Mason. 30

La Boheraienne. Fant. Bril E. Ketlerer. 60

Music BY Mail.-^Music is sent by mnil, the . expense being;

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of rousic). Persons at a dis-

tance will find tlie conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. J3ook3 can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.
SINGING AND PIANO,

MB3.- FAWWIE F. FOSTEB,
Wo. 6 Boylston Place. 790-

ME3. C. A. BABHT, Vocalist and Teaclier
of Vocsl Mtlsic. 124 Chandler St., near Colom-

782-1ybns ATemie.

GEO. -W. StTOX.E-Sr,
Teaclier of Vocal Music. Soom No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

f^EO. "W. POSTEE will make arrangements to

conduct Musical Conventions. Festivals, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Bitson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

paoF. & sxss. sBa^si a.. iioBBzirs,
Academy of Music.

713—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKEWTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co.^ Boston.

T O. EMEBSOIT offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

a. E. -WHITING
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on aoplication to the Institute.

Address, EDWABD B. OLIVEE,
Principal, Boston, Maes.

»fl LLT.. GABRIBLLE DS LA MOTTB, gives Instruction on

tne Pianoforte.
53 Hancock Street*

A.. ^3.IiISS3lllA2HN.
Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

T%TR. W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct
."-*- Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FOEMATION OF THE VOICE,

BJVSMSH AiV» ITAI-IAN 813!<rs,iar&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELUOTT W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDBE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Avesican Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKTE, SINGING and MUSICAL CO.MPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge Hou=e. Communications may be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

-WIXTSX.O'W Ii. MATTJiSN,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVEE SINGING BOOK YOtJ BUY,
Buy also the

American Tune Book.
In which you wih find a large Collection of Tunee, the "'Fa-

Tohtes," selected from all the boohs of Church Mui^ic publi.-'h-

ed during the last Thirty Years. These, with a hundred
Wfeli-prOTed ArithfrniB, and nuuiberp of Cbfvnts, UyoiDS t<et to

Mtuic, Qatirt«t0, Sec, tec, coLf>titute it

A SXAKSAE© WORK,
Fitted for the UM: of Choirs, for Vestries, for Congrefcatlooft

Practice, Pri«, SI.50; 813.50 per dol. Mailed, poBlimid
on receipt of retail price.

OLIViE DITSO^J & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Musical Literature.
B«etboTen*B, Utttere 17&0-182e, cloth, .$210. Life of Men

-

d«l-*ftohD, elotb, $1.76. Life of l^>Mrini, cloth, SI 75. Life aut]

L^trera of Oottachalk, 81.60. Mozart, A Koinaritlc tilography,

tl.7-S. MeiidclMOhn's Leit<-r>, 'I toip. eacli, SI. 75. Folkii'

Mi.sicalSketcbHi.Sl.75. KbleriV Lettvrs on Muoic, SJ.76
ItOQLd nniformly Id clotb. S«nt po<-tage paid on recHpt o

IIC;. OLIVKK DITSON & CO*, 2oetOD. CEAa, H, DITSON
& CO., New VoTk.

JJWnVit*

/^HURCH ANg PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case Is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-
ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautifnl in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that
the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full rive-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced infltrumenta. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded In regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
Agftntin New York S, T. Gordon,
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

(E(Sliai§ (QKB^H.
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of jecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application, '43

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufartured by E. L. HOLBROOK Kast Mcdway, MaBB.
Purchasers are inyited to apply lor a circular containing

testimonials

LYOH & HEALY,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourstoclrof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and mostcomplKtH in the
No. West Our connection with !VIe.«Br8. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Sealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[C?* In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0, Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furoish all Muhic and Music
Books publiKhed in Anuu-ica, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619.(f

Ditson & Co's Slandard Operas.

[LAUGEST SIZED PAGE].
With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.

With Euglii-h and Italian words.

NOW BEADY.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
JMorraa, Luoretla Borgia, Martha.
MarriaKe of Figaro, Don Giovanni,Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.
Price OP EACH rx Papir 91.00 In Boa arm, with Illumi-

nated covers, $2.00. Sent postage paid ou receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO , Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO., Kew York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gan-s EXCEL ALLOTHERS. See Testi-
nnony Ciretolar.

75MEDALSr'
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded them for de-
rnonstrated superior-
ity. Ne-w styles and
reduced prices this
season. .

Catalogueis free.

MASON & HAMLI>fOROAN CO., 134 Tre-mont St., Boston ; S99
Broad-way, New York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and rOQUE, COMPOSITION with reference to
Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, VioliD

and all Orchestral Instruments.

BoaTil of Instruction—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMERSON,

the moat satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Sineinz
School Books.

Price $1.50 | $1350 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTe-w Btyles, i^e-

sonant ; with im^
provements pat-
ented June and
s^LLg-ust, 18'70;
surpassing all

previous produc-
tionsin rich,beau-

_^ ""•
"Jl iJ^i,g»^^E^ tifibl qualities of

"^'^
ioTte, and general

exoellence. (Prices I^eduoed ; $50 to

$S,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
log-ue, free.

154 IREMOMT ST., BJSTOH
; 598 BROtPWAy, NEW VORK.

J SCHUBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers
* In Foreign and American Mudic, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO OCR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GTHTARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And nil other deacrlptioDS ofOlaBioal Instrumenta.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and DoubloBass.

FOR SALE AND TO LET.
Our fiici.lties are such as enable us to furnish the above-

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, ANDO i.RD MUSIC FOA BANDS, ANiJ ALLKINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that ciiuuot fall to prove eatislactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
S3 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Court House)
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Eegrets.

Sunny sail, tliat nothing brought,

That nothing bore away,

That passed my isle, a moment's thought,

A gleam of fancy's play.

A flash upon the morning's glow,

Bright vision or surmise,

Forgotten when the mounting sun

Attained the noonday skies ;

—

I seek thee o'er the darkening sea

With ever-longing eye.

For nothing now seems real to me
Save thy swift passing by.

Carl Loewe's Story of Ms Early Life.*

[Continued from page 90-]

All the other singers of the choir lived, as I

did, in the house of Tiirk. It gave us the advan-

tage of a familiarity at first hand with our master's

restles.") musical devotion.

Our choir formed the basis of his musical

activity. Tiirk brought out the church music

and all the public concerts, of which he gave

twelve in the winter, almost solely with the aid of

this choir. For these performances and concerts

severe rehearsals were required. But in Halle

it was the custom, as in Kdthen, for us scholars

to sing in the streets, before the doors of the

wealthier inhabitants; nor could we fail to be on

hand at marriages and funerals. Tiirk received

the tenth part of our earnings. Halle had as

yet no public art institutions, and Turk's concerts

were all of art that there was offered for the

city.

In them the public had a chance to hear a large

selection of musical pieces; and even to-day I

cannot help admiring the geniality of the Direc-

tor, who always knew how to bring forward

something new and good ; for how small, often,

were the means that stood at his command ! Even
the solo parts were in a great degree taken by

scholars, though we were admirably supported

by a certain Mile. Weimann and her brother, a

bassist.

We performed all the Mozart and the other

operas then modern, of which I will name only

Naumann's '-Cora." Tiirk gave the operas of

Naumann with especial partiality, since the com-

poser had been his teacher. The operas of Him-
mel and of Reichardt also occupied us. Of
oratorio composers, Handel, Haydn, Grauu,

Schuster and Winter were most kept in practice.

Here too, as in Lbbejiin,we were accompanied

by the orchestra of the Stadtmusikus ; but he had

other and better forces at his command than

Wieprecht had. The Halle orchestra played

Symphonies with tolerable precision.

In the third of the subscription concerts, which

I attended that first winter, and which was con-

sidered as the symphony concert par excellence,

the then young Beethoven was not overlooked.

* Translated for DwiGHT's Journal of Music from "De. Gael
Loewe's Selhst-biographie. Fur die Oetfentlichkeit bearbeteit

von C. H. BlTTEE. Berlin, 1870."

Tiirk had crossed out the droll ("schnackkche")

introduction of the violins to the finale of the

Symphony in C (No. 1), because he was afraid

the public would laugh so loudly at it as to make

the orchestra ashamed.

In those Symphony concerts the pianoforte

concertos of Mozart were played, with orchestral

accompaniments, by a sister of Mile. Weimann,

the singer above mentioned.—Tiirk held an im-

portant jiosition as a composer, particularly for

the church. His admirably elaborated chorals

are worthy of especial mention. In the church

concerts we sang, besides Sebastian Bach, Eman-

nel Bach, Doles and Hiller, also twenty cantatas

by our master. One of his Oratorios, of which

the poem was by Ramler, "The Shepherds at the

Manger in Bethlehem," was for years performed

on Christmas eve by Zelter in the Singaeademie

at Berlin.

Tiirk had a remarkably fine ear, and a great

gift and authority for conducting ; he conducted,

though not without vehemence, with great cir-

cumspection. The rehearsals were hurried

through ; commonly one rehearsal had to suffice

for each performance. Often enough it seemed

more than rash to go before the public so imper-

fectly prepared ; but he who ventures, wins.

Then, to be sure, director and performers had to

gather up all their presence of mind, to have the

performance go without mistakes and with the

necessary fire. But this very process gave us a

sure oversight and kept our souls fresh for our

dear Musica, for in this way all sense of satiety

was impossible. I have myself, in my own sphere

of operations, frequently arranged more than one

rehearsal for a performance
;
yet I never loved

much studying and practising ; for the perform-

ers it lies like mildew on the blooming plant of a

work of art ; and the impression, the effect upon

the hearers is essentially dependent on the fervor,

the enthusiasm which this awakens in the soul of

the performer. It often happened during the

performance that Tiirk in his zeal struck with his

baton into the chandelier that hung above him,

so that its glass pendants fell down with a jingle;

or that he helped out the chorus with his strong

and clear bass in a way that made the pillars

tremble. The public did not take it ill, for they

were already accustomed to the singularities of

the old master and knew that such passages were

particularly diflicult ; they smiled and enjoyed

what went well all the more gratefullv.

Tiirk had in his Market Church an excellent

organ with three ranks of keys and some si.xty

stops, some of them beautiful, which in his time

had been tried and approved by Sebastian Bach,

and upon which Friedemann Bach, alike in his

artistic greatness and in his wilful falling off, had

played so long, now to the edification and now to

the scandal of the congregation. As an organist

my master was distinguished. His playing was

as full of feeling as it was intellectual ; in the

church song he was always thoroughly penetrated

by the character of the hymn, and never played

without giving strict attention to the text. There-

fore he was always in unity with the congrega-

tion. He was beloved by them, and his playing

was preferred to that of any other.*

His labors as Professor too were not without

success. His lectures on the history of music

were gladly heard, especially because our choir

performed the historically remarkable works, thus

combining an artistic enjoyment with the scien-

tific investigations. The hearers were put in a

condition to judge from their owu knowledge and

observation. The Professor's delivery was free,

animated and genial.

In piano playing he was useful to the scholars

chiefly through his excellent system of fingering

and his expressive rendering. But he could not

persuade himself to exchange the soft old clavi-

chord for the louder Forte-piano which first

became known through Mozart. The scholar

had to draw out the tone by an elastic touch, and

flatter the gentle instrument, but not strike out

the sounds, as is now alas! so frequently the way.

The music of the Bachs, Mozart and Haydn,

indeed, were well suited for this gentle style of

playing.—Tiirk was excelled in piano playing by

his amiable and unpretending daughter Nantchen.

From the foregoing one may see what mani-

fold nourishment my musical talent received in

that house. Above all I went through with

Tiirk a thorough elementary course in singing, in

which he emphasized reading (or the sure hitting

of the notes), enunciation and the formation of

the voice as the main branches. And now at

last, through this judicious training, my soprano

voice began to develop an uncommon charm. I

soon belonged to the best singers of the choir,

and while Mile. Weimann had the first parts,

the second fell to me. One of my favorite roles

was the Qu;en of the Night in Mozart's "Magic

Flute," which in spite of its great difBculties I

was able to sing well.

I have never received any instruction in piano

playing from Tiirk or from any other teacher;

Turk thought I could learn that alone. He lent

me for study above all things Bach's "Well-tem-

pered Clavichord." Of course after this I mas-

tered all the more easily the more modern things

for the piano, particularly those by Clementi,

Haydn, IMozart and the young Beethoven.

But while my musical culture was so well pro-

vided for, it was questionable about my intellec-

tual and scientific progress. Tiirk kept me at

school just long enough to barely reach the fourth

class of that time ; he thought that I had got

enough of learning, and that I might gradually

leave it off entirely. When I reflect now on this

advice, which he thought suited to a boy of four-

teen, I can only excuse it by supposing Tiirk

afraid that my physical powers would not hold

out for the development of my really conspicuous

musical talent along with the study of the sci-

ences.

My father, although he made no objection to

my musical accomplishments, listened very un-

•Compare his took on "The most important duties of an

Organist."
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willingly to such advice, and sought to make it

clear to me that I should achieve nothing clever

in the wOi-ld out of mere music ; but that, if I

would only follow theological studies, a good po-

sition in the pulpit, honor and esteem awaited

me; he knew well enough that I was by no means

wanting in the capacity for science. He usually

wound up his disquisitions with the words : "Thou

knowest enongh of music, bat in the sciences

thou art still a beginner j one must learn that

which he cannot do, not that which he can." I

admitted that he was right and went with zeal

to school, where I read Cornelius Nepos, Phsedrus

and Eutropius.

But the distractions which the practice of

music carried with it were too many, and my

time would not always hold out. So I often- fell

short of my good resolutions. In fact, on the

flowery ways of art I found praise, ffattery, almost

admiration ; at school on the contrary I had to

toil to learn. Here the praises were only to be

won by diligence and pains.

I visited my father only in the few free hours,

which allowed me to make the long walk from

Halle to Lobejun. And so in this important

epoch of my life there was really no one to inter-

est himself in my poor youth. A friendly guide

was what 1 needed. I was a wavering reed
;

was I to follow my father or Tiirk ? My musical

talent had led me into the most different social

circles. In families whose life was penetrated by

the breath of Christianity, they wished me well,

they prized me. But gentle as the Muses are,

our choir adorned also the social hours of quite

another kind of company. To this day I must

ask myself, how it was possible for me, so young,

and so surrounded with temptation, to keep aloof

from all coarse sins. But our choir also had its

service in the church, and the church was and

remained the fountain, out of which the germs of

piety and Christian purity of morals, which my
brave father had implanted in my soul in earliest

childhood, were continually watered and renewed

in strensth.

And so the time arrived, when I was to be re-

ceived into the Christian communion. Consisto-

rial-^ath Dr. "Wajnltz initiated me. This took

place, according to the custom of that time, in the

confirmation chamber at the same time with other

boys.

On the following Sunday, in Tiirk's Market-

Church, I partook for the first time of the holy

supper.—-The sister of Secretary Wiese, at whose

table I was a free guest, had dressed me up for

the consecration. Through her kindness I could

go neat and clean to the holy ceremony, and stand

before the Consistorial-Rath. Even now 1 feel

how he laid his revered hand on my head, to an-

nounce to me the blessing of the Lord for the

lonz life road that lay before me.

Our winter concerts came too soon to an end.

Weimar, then at its full height of bloom, was the

cause of it. In the summer season the theatrical

troop from there (?ame into our city, and the

public could hear the same operas, which had

become well known favorites in our concerts,

presented now dramatically and much better.

The crowd therefore was immense, and the Opera,

represented by its best solo talent and the choicer

portion of its own orchestra, earned in Halle

alone enough to cover its expenses in Weimar
through the winter. Frau von lleigendorf Qn'en

Jagemann), Mme. Eberwein, Herr Moltke as

tenor, and Strohmeier as basso, were indeed sing-

ers such as the other capitals- of Germany could

not show. In tragedy there were the Wolffs

(husband and wife), and also Haydn, Denis,

Oebs, and others. The comic muse was repre-

sented by TTnzclmann and Lortzing (father of

the composer). As the opera had brought no

chorus with it to Halle, the thought occurred to

the talented director, Eberhard Miiller (com-

poser of the Caprices'} to engage Tiirk's choir for

the opera evenings. Tlris required the permis-

sion of the greatest ]>edagogue whom the Orphan-

House then possessed, and who, it may be well

said, was one of the greatest in Germany, Chan-

cellor Niemeyer. How easily 'he might have

refused it T He was unprejudiced enough not

to withhold his assent from what was for the good

of Art.

Of course we were only to sing behind the

scenes and without costume. For our coopera-

tion we received, besides some money, leave to

attend the play in the parterre. These fortunate

circumstances gave me the opportunity of culti-

vating my talent for music and my judgment for

dramatic works, more than would ever have been

possible to me otherwise. I must gratefully con-

fess, that these representations had a beneficial

influence upon my intellectual and moral devel-

opment. With rapture and with shudders I be-

held the first performances of Schiller's "Rob-

bers." I clearly felt the moral and the high po-

etic around, on which this mighty youthful work

of the great poet, as well as his own and Goethe's

later works, had grown up. If in the course of

my artistic career I have been credited with a

happy choice of texts for my own compositions, I

surely owe this certainty of judgment to the

impressions which those perfect presentations of

the great master works had made upon me. I

felt that my soul was purified by those impres-

sions ; they seem to have protected me through-

out my after years, from all confusion and de-

pravity of judgment. Thus through several

summers I was, both in the theatre and the per-

formance, by the side of the most excellent artists,

whose personalities and whose whole effort were

worthy of so great a school. And therefore, too,

the most respectable inhabitants of our city es-

teemed it an honor to receive these great imper-

sonators, to whom they owed such high enjoyment,

into their family circle.

So passed in study and in toil, as well as in

enjoyment, a considerable period of my youthful

life. With simple wants and modest claims, I

really had no cares.

Our choir, to the joy of the whole city, stood

in the most flourishing condition ; Chancellor

Niemeyer especially was proud of his singers,

who all belonged to the Orphan House. He took

delight in letting us be heard before any import-

ant personase who chanced to visit Halle.

One day he commanded us before the Crown
Prince hotel. When we had sung to an end, he

beckoned to me to follow him. We went up one
(light of stairs and entered a saloon, in which we
found a lady who came forward to me in a friendly

manner and accosted me in French. Luckily the

lady talked herself with too much animation, to

cause me much embarrassment about having to

reply to her. So much I could translate out of

her extremely rapid speech : that she had been

pleased wilh my singing, and that she wished me
further success in my artistic career. I stood

there- reverently ; but now the Chancellor said

to me ill German : "Do not forget this hoar, my
son, but think of it, that you have stood before

Madame de Stael."—At the same time this

lady pressed an eight-groschen piece into my
hand.—To my shame I must confess, that the

silver piece, which at that time was like a little-

treasure to me, made more impression on- me than

the fanrvous giver.—I had not troubled myself

about a kingdom overthrown, nor about Minister

Necker and his daughter ; anol while Schiller a

short time before had sighed under the sparkling

conversation of this Madame dc Stael, 1, thanks

to my youth, came off happily enough with a

short speech and an eight-groschen piece.

[To be CoDtinued.J

The Beethoven Centenary Festival

at Sonn,

A correspondent of the London Doib) Niws has
given an interesting acconnt of the Beethoven Festi-

val at Bonn, which commenced on SuniTay, Aug. 30,

from which we extract the following notes :

Beethoven's birth-place.

Twenty-six years have now elapsed since the first

great public recognition ef the immortal composer,
who has largely added to the artistic renown of Ger-

many—before pre-eminent in music Hy the production

of such men as Bach, Handel, Haydn, and Mozart

—

and who has conferred a fame on Bonn of which the

tranquil old Rhenish town is naturally proud. Born
in this place on Decemher 17th, 1770, Ludwig van
Beethoven passed the earlier portion only of his life

here; and in November, 1792, removed permanently

to Vienna, where he died, March 26, 1827. As his

great artistic career, and nearly the whole of his

grand productions were associated with the Austrian

capital—which, with the exception of a visit to Ber-

lin and suburban excursions, he never quitted dur-

ing the period just named—he was so thoroughly

identified therewith, that the claims of his hirth-place

became overlooked until that noble enthusiast, Franz
Liszt, originated the project for the erection of a

statue of the composer in the Miinster Platz of Bonn.
For several years the great pianist pursued this pur-

pose, which he brought to a successful termination at

the inaugural Festival, conductfd by himself, held

here on the 10th, nth and 12th of August, 1845;
the closing day having been that of the unveiling of

the fine bronze statue, the work of Herr Hahnel, of

Dresden.
A MEMORIAL FOR THE COMPOSER.

Among preliminary efforts in this direction, m.ty

be mentioned the concert given at Drurv-Iane The-
atre, on .Tuly 19th, 1837, at the instance of the citi-

zens of Bonn, who addressed Lord Bnrgbersh, by
whom an appeal was made to the principal musical
institutions of London— the Philharmonic Society,

represented by Sir George Smart and Mr. Moscheles
;

the Italian Opera (Her Majesty's Theatre), by Mr.
Mori and Sir M. (then Signor) Costa ; the Ancient
Concerts, by Mr. Knvvett and Mr. Cramer ; and the

Royal Academy of Music by Mr. Cipriani Potter

and Ml-. Charles Lucas. The only survivors of these

are Sir M. Costa and Mr. Potter. The solo singers

on the occasion referred to were Mdmes. Schroder
Devrient, Bishop, and Knyvett, Misses Birch and
Wyndham, Messrs. Braham, Bennett, Balfe, Seguin,

and H. Phillips. Sir G. Smart, Mr. Moscheles, and
Mr. Knyvett were the conductors, and the selection

comprised the oratorio, the Moimt of Olms, the cho-

ral symphony, the pianoforte concerto in E flat (play-

ed hv Mr. Moscheles), and Leonora's great scena.and

the finale from Fiddio. It was at this concert that

the Mount of Olives was given for the first time entire

in England. The profits, including donaiions, only

amounted to ahout £100. Other concerts were given

in various towns nf Germany, among them having
been one by Thalborg and de Beriot, at Bonn. Bo-
sides his personal exertions in promoting the erection

of the statue, Liszt, at an early stage of the proceed-

ings, gave ten thousand francs.

THE BEETHOVEN FESTIVAL OF 184.'}.

The Festival of 1845 was rendered memornble,^

a[> irt from its great purpose, by the presence of many
of the noblest and most eminent personages of the

day. Associated with Liszt in the direction of the

performances was Spobr ; among the visitors from
Paris was Hector Berlioz ; from Berlin, Mnyerlieer

;

Moscheles was here ; and other distinguished musi-
cians of that day might bo mentioned who were pros-
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ent, and have sinro been removed by dentb—the

greatest composer of the perioil. Mendelssohn, bavins

been nnaccountably ab^;e^t. The occasion referred

to also included the attendance of Royalty in the

persons of her Majesty Queen Victoria and the late

Prince Consort, the King and Queen of Prussia. &c.

The programme of the performances in IS-tTi in-

cluded most of the important pieces comprised in the

selection for the festival, representing works, indeed,

without which any such tribute to the composer
would be incomplete—such as the Symphony in C
minor, the Pianoforte Concerto in E flat (played by

LisEt), the Missa Soknnis. and the Choral Symphony
—productions which mark important phases in the

progress and development of Beethoven*s genius,

and will ever rank among the grandest of his many
sublime creations.

FRANZ LISZT AND THE FEST-HALLE.

The generous enthusiasm of Franz LisEt, often as

it has been evidenced in various ways, was never more
notably -displayed than in reference to the erection of

a concert-room for the Festival of 1845. But a few

weeks before the time appointed it was found that

there was no secular building in Bonn of sufficient

capacity for performances on so large a scale and
addressed to such numerous audiences. The hesita-

tion at incurring a possible large itioney loss by the

erection of a hall for the purpose, was met by Liszt's

engagement to sustain the consequences in the event

of the proceeds of the Festival not meeting the ex-

penses. With this gnaranty. and the ready profe5-

sional skill of the late Herr Zwirner, the architect of

Cologne Cathedral, a Fest Halle was reared in an

incredibly short space cf time ; but as this building

was entirely of wood, and its proximity to the Library

endangered the safety of the latter in case of fire, the

hall was pulled down, and a permanent structure

was erected (in the Vierecksplatz), for the Centenary
Beethoven Festival, which would have been duly held

last autumn but for the war. This new building is ob-

long in shape, nearly twice the length of its width

—

about 135 feet by 70. It has galleries on each side

and at one end ; the opposite end being appropriated

to a new organ, built by Herr Adolph Ibach, of Bonn.
Amateurs of the instrument may like to know that

it hsis two manual claviers, and contains in all 25

stops ; six of which belong to the pedals, three being

what are classed as 16 feet stops. Having touched it

for a short time, I can speak favorably of its qualities

of tone. This, however, is but an incidental feature

in the arrangements—the organ being desiened merely

for the support of the choral voices. The hall is

calculated to seat comfortably about 1 ,600 persons,

and the facilities for complete ventilation are unusu-
ally great.

THE PERFORMERS AT THE PRESENT FESTITAL.

The solo vocalists engaged are Frauen Otto Al-

vensleben (soprano, from Dresden), and Amalie
Joachim (alto, of Berlin), Fraulein Franziska (alto,

of Bonn), Herren Vosrel (tenor, of Munich), and
Schultze fbass. of Hamburg). The solo instrumen-
talists will be Herr Joachim, from Berlin (violin),

and Mr. Charles Hallfe, of London (pianoforte)

—

both well known to FiUglisb readers. Herr Franz
Weber, organist of Cologne Cathedral, presides at

the organ. The principal director and conductor is

Herr Capellraeister Dr. Ferdinand Hiller, of Cologne,
with whom is associated Herr von Wasielewski; of
Bonn. The orchestra, consisting of 111 performers,
including the organist, comprises 36 violins, 14 violas,

as many violoncellos, and 12 double basses. The
fiutes, oboes, and clarinets are doubled ; there are 3

bassoons, as many trumpets and trombones, 6 horns,

1 contrafagotto (double bassoon), and the usual in-

struments of percussion. The chorus comprises 373
voices, thus classified :—106 sopranos, 92 altos, 79
tenors, and 96 basses. Unlike the Festival of 1845,
when a portion of the performances took place in the

Cathedral, the present celebration is held entirely in

the Fest-Halle already described. The monument is

twenty-five feet high ; the statue itself being ten feet,

and the pedestal fifteen feet. Beethoven is represent-

ed wi«h an upward look in the moment of creative

thoKght, the right hand lifted as if to note down his

imaginings on the tablet held in his left hand. The
front relief represents imagination, with flowing robe,

seated on a Sphinx. The opposite side shows a fe-

male figure supposed to represent Instrumental
Musie, the four genii who surround her being typical

o! the four movements into which the orchestral

symphony is usually divided. The first holds a

sword, the second a serpent and a torch reversetl, the

third a thyrsus and castanets, and the fourth a trian-

gle. The other reliefs represent each a female figure,

one playing tlie organ as symbolical of Church
music ; the other, with two masks, being representa-

tive of dramatic music. The present surroundings
of the statue—booths for the sale of gingerbread,

toys, clothes, and the pastime of tir-mi pislolet (Schies-

sen HaVen)—are hut the remains of a popular annual

fair, and will have disappeared before the commence-
ment of the Festival.

THE HOCSE WHERE BEETHOVEN WAS BORN.

Much misconception has prevailed as to the house

in which Beethoven was born. No. 934 in the Uhein

Gasse having long been erroneously stated to have

been the dwelling in which the event took place;

whereas it was only occupied by the family some
years afterwards. The exact spot is a small garret

at the top of the house. No. 515, in the Bonn Gasse,

close to the market. The shop is occupied by a ven-

dor of ready-made clothes, who attended me up stairs

and duly received the stipulated fee of fifteen silber

groschen. On the house front a tablet has been placed

with this inscription :
—"In diesem Hause wurdeLud-

wig van Beethoven geboren am 17ten Dezember,
1780."

FIRST DAY OF THE FESTIVAL (SUNDAY.)

In the selection of the works for performance at

the Festival, order of date has not been observed.

Thus the most imposing and appropriate effect pos-

sible was obtained for the opening by the choice of

the grandest piece of Church music in existence

—

the Misna Solemnis—the cherished and highly elabo-

rated production of Beethoven's later period. The
present celebration partakes largely of the character

of a solemn recognition of a composer, whose works

are without parallel for their reflection and sugges-

tion of all that is purest and most sublime within the

range of musical thought; and, the inauguration hav-

ing occurred on a Sunday, the Mass gave an appro-

priate tone of religious feeling to the commencement
of the Festival, while its close on Tuesday evening,

with the ninth symphony (Wednesday's matine'c of

chamber music may be considered as a supplemental

performance), will confer an effect of unity on the

whole, as both belong to the closing period of Bee-

thoven's career, and exhibit his genius and power in

their highest development, the works given interme-

diately illustrating other phases thereof.

The performance of the Mass displayed the good
qualities of orchestra, chorus, and solo singers, in

the execution of the most difficult and trying musie
ever written for instruments and voices. The band
is well porportioned and balanced in numbers and
eflFect. The tone, of both wind and string, is reso-

nant, without ever being harsh ; ample support to

harmonic combinations being afforded by the twelve

double basses, all instruments with four strings, ac-

cording to the German custom, whereby a deeper

range of compass is obtained than in English orches-

tras. The careful and elaborate rehearsals that have
been held, some directed by Dr. Hiller and others by
Herr Wasielewski, have resulted in an excellent rea-

lization of the most delicate gradations of sound,

from the extremest pianissimo to the grandest fortis-

simo, while the rich and elaborate details of the in-

strumentation, so often obscured, were brought out

with due prominence. Similarity of bowing, too,

gave to the violin passages a unity of eflfect that is

rarely obtained from many executants.

The chorus, consisting of amateurs who give their

services from enthusiasm in the cause which .brings

them together, is characterized by a purity and sym-
pathetic quality of tone, and a general refinement,

such as were long exclusively associated with Ger-

man chorus-singing. Of late years the chorus of Mr.
Henry Leslie and Mr. Joseph Barnby have proved

that London can successfully emulate these merits
;

aud have, moreover, manifested that it is chiefly from
the amateur class that such results can be best ob-

tained.

The solo soprano, Madame Otto Alvsleben, is a

dramatic singer of much celebrity from the Dresden
Opera ; the principal contralto, Madame Joachim,
wife of the great violinist, is well known to London
audiences by her refined singing there in past sea-

sons ; Herr Vogl has acquired a prominent position

as a tenor singer at the Munich Opera, especially in

the works of Richard Wagner; and Herr Schulze,
the bass, comes with good report from Hamburg.
The enormous difficulties of the Mass—especially

in the vocal portion, choral and solo—were surmount-
ed with rare success. The frequent strain on the

extreme high notes of the sopranos (A and B above
the lines), and the intricacy of many of the passages

—especially in the *'Et vitam"—were encountered by
the choristers with every sign of thorough and care-

ful preparation, in addition to a genuine perception

of the importance of their mission in the interpreta-

tion of such music. Similar praise is due to the solo

singers, whose task was of course more arduous, as

involving separate individual responsibility. The
steadiness with which the members of the solo quar-

tet (already named) gave the numerous important
passages assigned to them (the ''Pleni sunt," among
many others) is worthy of all praise. Each portion

of the Mass produced a profound impression, which

was manifested by enthusiastic applause, especially

after the opening "Kyrie" and the "Bencdictus ;" a

large portion of the demonstration in the latter in-

stance having been in recognition of Herr Strauss's

excellent performance of the exquisite violin obbli-

gato, which pours a continuous stream of lovely mel-

ody throughout the movement.
The execution of the Fifth Symphony (which,

like the Mass, was conducted by Dr. Hiller), was
admirable in every respect. Delicacy without affec-

tation, power without effort, alternate subordination

and prominence in the different divisions of the or-

chestar, according to the temporary comparative im-

portance of each, and a clear and distinct enuncia-

tion of the smallest details—such were the technical

merits of the performance ; in addition to which

mast be recognized a certain traditional spirit and
sentiment which rendered it agreeably evident that

one was listening to grand German music worthily

performed by Germans in their native land. In his

direction of the Mass and the Symphony, Dr. Hiller

took the tempo of most of the movements somewhat
slower than is usually the case in English perform-

ances, to the great advantage of the effect. The
English tendency to haste in all the transactions of

life has had its effect even on musical performances
;

and it is a common thing in London concerts to hear

an Adagio turned into an Andante, and an Allegro

into a Presto, with other such changes as are attended

with disadvantage to the eflFect. Here, fortunately,

this kind of fever does not prevail, and its absence is

a welcome feature in other respects besides that now
specially referred to.

The success of the inaugural performance has been

complete. Magnificent weather prevails, and the

town is crowded with visitors. All the tickets for

each of the three eveuing performances were sold

many days before the commencement of the Festival,

and several hundreds more could have been disposed

of had the hall been larger.

SECOND DAY (MONDAY.)

The second concert, last night, fully maintained

the interest of ihe occasion, and was attended with as

great success as that obtained by the opening perfor-

mances. The grandest of all dramatic preludes, the

third of the four overtures which Beethoven wrote for

his one opera Fiddio, formed an impressive and fit-

ting introduction to the remainder of the programme.
The overture was followed by the beautiful march
and chorus from the music to Kotzcbue's Ruins of
Athens. 'Schmiickt die Altare" ("Twine ye gar-

lands," in the English version.)

The next piece in the programme was the concerto

for violin— the one work of the kind produced by
Beethoven. How magnificently Herr Joachim plays

this great work, with what facility he surmounts its

mechanical difficulties, and how admirably he inter-

prets the distinctive character of each movement,

neither English nor German readers require now to

be told, his many performances of the concerto (in-

cluding his own effective cadenzas) having rendered

it familiar to all frequenters of concerts in both coun-

tries. At the conclusion of the concerto a perfect

storm of applause burst forth from all parts of the

hall ; and an impromptu flourish of drums and

trumpets from the orchestra greeted the great violinist

on his return to the platform in acknowledgement of

his reception. Another performance familiar to Lon-

doners, although not so here, was Mr. Charles Hiil:e"s

execution of the pianoforte part of the Choral Fanta-

sia. This composition (written in 1808) may have

had some influence in suggesting to Beethoven the

similar proceeding, adopted in his long subsequent

Ninth Symphony, of supplementing an instrumental

piece by a movement for chorus and solo voices.

Some slight analogy, too, may he found between

certain vocal phrases in the later and grander work,

and passages in that which preceded it. Notwith-

standing the well-known careful execution of Mr.

Halle', and the en operation of the excellent band

and chorus assembled, the fantasia scarcely produced

the efli'ect which usually attends its performance. The
pianist had the advantage of playing on one of

Messrs. Broadwood's magnificent "concert grand"

pianos, sent over from the manufactory in London
specially for the occasion. The solo vocal passages

in the fantasia were assigned to Madame Otto Alvs.

leben, Mdllos. Buschgens and Schreck, and Herren

Vosrl, Schneider, and Schulze.

The concert closed with the finest performance we
have ever yet heard of the "Eroica" symphony. The
performance.of this grand work was of special ex-

cellence ; it was indeed the realization of the highest

ideal that could be formed of its capabilities, and pro-

duced a display of enthusiasm at the end of each

movement, and especially at the close of the whole,

such as was justly due to the'occasion. The heroic

grandeur of 'the fi'rst Allegro; the deep solemnity and

devotional sublimity of the funeral march ; -the won-
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drous life and vigor of the Scherzo ; and the mingled

beauty and science of the finale, with its almost iden-

tical treatment of the same subject, as in the varia-

tions for pianoforte, op. 35—all were given with a

peifection that can only be attained by such a com-
bination ot executive skill, sentiment and enthusiasm,

and deliberate and careful preparation, as has reigned

in the arrangements for this great Festival. Again,

in the "Eroica" symphony were apparent a nicely

adjusted balance of power between the different divis-

ions of the orchestra, and an alternation of promi-

nence and abnegation, which gave clearness to the

minutest details, and brought out delicate tints and

shades of the great picture that are too often obscured.

The symphony, the fantasia, and the overture were

conducted by Dr. Hiller, who again evidenced his

skill and power of control in the direction of an or-

chestra, and his admirable perception of the true

spirit and tempo of the compositions. The other

pieces in the programme were ably directed by Herr

Wasielewski.

THIRD DAT.

The third concert, although offering some few

points in performance that fell short of perfection,

was remarkable for the splendor of its chief and cul-

minating portion. The selection commenced with

the overture to Coriolan.

It was followed by an "Elegiac Song" for four solo

voices, "Sanft wie du lebtest, hast da vollendet^"

("Gently as thou hast lived, so hast thon ended")

—

composed by Beethoven in 1814 in memory of the

wife of his friend Pasqualati. This was worthily

sung by Mesdames Otto-Alvsleben and Joachim, and
Herren Vogl and Schulze.

The noblest of all pianoforte Concertos, even

among the five by Beethoven—that in E flat, now as

universally entitled the "Emperor," as Mozart's great

symphony is styled "Jupiter"—was executed by
Mr. Charles Halle with the same careful manipula-

tion as in innumerable performances in England, and

the pianist was greeted with loud applause at its

close. Here, as elsewhere, it was very noticeable that

the audience reserved such manifestations for the end
of each movement—never, even in the case of their

great favorite, Herr Joachim, interrupting the pro-

gress of the composition by recognizing the merit

and skill of the solo player the moment that he ceased,

and the orchestral tutfi began. Their invariable and
utter silence too while the music was proceeding, was
a feature at these concerts which might be imitated

with great advantage elsewhere.

The fine scena, "Ah, Perfido,"wa8 declaimed with

great effect by Madame Joachim. This beautiful

piece involved a retrograde movement in date, hav-

ing been composed in 1796, when Beethoven was still

tinder the influence of Mozart, as several phrases tes-

tify. At the close of her performance, Madame Jo-

achim was greeted with a perfect ovation and reite-

rated showers of bouquets. With the noble overture

which—wiih incidental music—Beethoven composed
for Goethe's drama Egmont, the miscellaneous por-

tion of Tuesday's concert terminated ; and the real

climax of the Festival was attained by the grandest
and most finished performance I have ever heard of

the jnafpium opua of symphonic art; the Ninth Svm-
phony, with the finale including a setting of Schiller's

"Ode to Joy." Many times have I been present
when this work has been given in England with va-

rious degrees of efficiency, and directed by conduc-
tors—some removed by death, as Berlioz, Lindpaint-
ner, Moscheles, &c.—of more or less eminence—bat

such a realization of its sublimity aud beauty as that

attained here on Tuesday evening was beyond what
I had ever hoped to hear. It has long been the prac-

tice with a limited, and now decreasing, number of
critics, to point out not only the defects (!) of this

gigantic symphony, but also the (alleged) impossi-

bility of any sati-^-factory execution of its admitted
dilficulties. Of the work itself it is unnecessary now
to repeat opinions and admiration that have been fre-

quently expressed in this paper. Completed in 182.^,

the year after the Missa Sol>^nnis, the Mass and the

Symphony both belong to the period of the highest

development of Beethoven's genius and powers ; and
the commencement of the Festival with the former,

and its (virtual) termination with the latter, gave, as

previously said, impressiveness and unity to the cele-

bration. The vast grandeur and sublimity of both
works remove them beyond the pale of criticism

—

they are to be received with reverent admiration, not
analyzed in a spirit of technical realism. In his di-

rection of the symphony, Dr. Hiller evinced a true

appreciation of its high idealism, as also of the tempo
of each movement. The first Allegro v/'m taken
somewhat slower than is the custom in England,
greaily to the advantage of distinctness in perform-
ance, as particularly evidenced in the several rapid
scale passages for violins. This movement produced
a profound impression, especially at that wondrous

point where the basses reiterate a chromatic phrase

that has all the mysterious sublimity of the ocean

groaning under the influence of a coming storm. The
marvellous vigor of the Scherzo, with the contrasted

heavenly calm of tis Trio, found also admirable inter-

pretation, as did the exquisite Adagio, with its pro-

longed stream of lovely melody, enhanced by the

most delicate tracery and fanciful embroidery. All

these portions of the symphony were splendidly given

.

but the triumph was in the finale, including the Ode
of Schiller. Here, indeed,

The force of energy i.s found,
And the sense rises on the wings of sound.

Never have I heard the recitative passages for the

basses given with such fusion of tore and clearness of

bowing as on this occasion. It was more like the

effect of one gigantic iristrament than that usuallv

obtained by the cooperation of many ; and this was
likewise the case in the unison passages for the same
instruments, in which the leading theme of the finale

is first announced. In both instances the rich qual-

ity of the German four-stringed douhle-bas.ses and
the merits of the players were especially evidenced.

The enormous difficulties of the vocal solo passages

and the choral writing were surmounted with a suc-

cess that only high training, long preparation, and
earnest enthusiasm can attain. The four solo sing-

ers—Madames Otto-Alvsleben and Joachim, and
Herren Vogl and Schulze—gave the trying inciden-

tal passages with an unflagging energy and hearty

good will that deserve special recognition ; while the

choristers distinguished themselves even more than

in the performance of the equally difficult Missa So-

lernms on the opening evening. The enormous strain

on the extreme high notes of the soprano register
;

the frequent long-sustained A above the lines, and the

recurrence of essential and unavoidable B's, were met
with unfailing readiness and unfaltering intonation,

while in several difficult points of "attack" the decis-

ion and certainty of tlie choristers were most admira-
ble. A special instance of this was aflTorded at the

commencement of the "Allegro energico," in six-

four time, where the altos lead at the words "Seid
umschlungen," followed immediately by the sopra-

nos, "Freude, schoner Gotterfunken." Apart from
the excellence of the whole performance, the sym-
phony had the advantage of the ode having been sung
to the original German words, any adaptation of

which must, as in all similar cases, be attended with

more or less injury to the rhythm of the music and
the spirit of the whole. The conclusion of the sym-
phony called forth one of the most enthusiastic de-

monstrations I have ever seen displayed by a concert
audience. Calls for Dr. Hiller brought the excellent

Capsllmeister forward amid a shower of bouquets
and a complimentary flourish of drums and trumpets
from the orchestra. The worthy conductor spoke a
few words in acknowledgement, and attributed much
of the success of the performances to the earnest

co-operation of the artist with whom he had been
associated. Besides the symphony, Dr. Hiller con-

ducted the overture to Coriolan, the elegiac song, and
the scena ; the other pieces having been directed by
Herr Wasielewski.

PUBLIC RECEPTION OF VISITORS.

A very pleasant feature of the Festival arrange-
ments has been the throwing open to visitors the

reading room, club, and Ajsembly-rooms of Bonn.
Here, after earh evening's concert, many of the most
notable people attending the Festif.al were to be
found. On 'Tuesday night special ovations were there

rendered to Dr. Hiller and Sir W. Sterndale Ben-
nett. Healths were proposed and acknowledged,
among other toasts given having been the "English
Press," responded to in German by Mr. W. B.
Kingston.

THE CnAMBER CONCERT.

The supplemental proceedings of Wednesday form-
ed an agreeable close to the Festival celebration. A
Matinee, which commenced in the Fest-Hnlle soon
after eleven, comprised performances of the following

selection from Beethoven's chamber music :—Quartet
in F minor. Op. 9.5, Cantata, "Adelaide,' Op. 46

;

Sonata for Piano and Violoncello, Op. 69; Liedor,

"Wonne der Wehmuth,"and "Kennst du das Land ;"

Quartet in C, No. .3, Op. 59.

The quartets were finely played—the first violin by
Herr Joachim and the viola by Herr Straus, who
have often been heard in similar association at the

Monday Popular Concerts— iho second violin hv
Herr von Konigslow, and the violoncello by Herr F.
Griitzmacher. Herr Vogl gave the cantata with true

German sentiment and earnestness, and the Lieder
were sung with great expression by Madnmo Joachim.
In the sonata Dr. Hiller proved himself to ho still

one of the best interpreters of classical pianoforte

music. In touch, tone and style, his performance
was alike admirable, and it found worthy co-opera-

tion in Herr Griiizmacher. Dr. Hiller also accom-

panied the vocal music. The pianoforte was the

same as at the concerts of Monday and Tuesday—

a

Broadwood "grand," sent especially from London.

A RHINE EXCDBSION.

The Matinee was followed by a steamboat excur-

sion on the Rhine. The starting from the Rhein-

Thor was preceded and accompanied by reiterated

firing of cannon ; the balconies and gardens of hotels

and villas on each bank of the river were filled with

spectators, waving flags, scarfs, and handkerchiefs ;

even the boys bathing took special "headers" in the

contagion of the general elation. Many went down
very deep— I trust they all came up again safely, but

cannot speak to the fact, as at the moment of their

disappearance an excellent banquet was served in the

saloon of the steamer Humboldt, as we ploughed our

watery way to Rolandseck. In the course of the

dinner various set toasts were proposed by Herr
Kaufmann (Burgomaster of Bonn), Professor Heim-
soeth, Herr Roland, Dr. Breuning, and Herr Sebes

;

and speeches were made (also in German) by Dr.

Hiller, Herr Gade, Herr Joachim, and Herr Wasie-
lewiski. The Burgomaster having suggested that

Mr. C. L. Graneisen should propose a toast in

French, that gentleman made some very appropriate

remarks, choosing his native English as the medium,
because of the large and early interest taken in the

music of Beethoven by England ; the speaker claim-

ing a double interest in the celebration from his Ger-

man descent and British birth.

COMPLIMENT TO MME. SCHUMANN.

On arrival at Rolandseck, at the suggestion of Dr.

Gehring, a telegram was despatched to Madame Clara

Schumann, at Baden-Baden, conveying the hearty

salutations of the committee and the guests to one

who, with her late husband, Robert Schumann, has

contributed so largely to the recognition of Beetho-

ven's greatness.

POPULAR DEMONSTRATION.

At Rolandseck the company divided into groups,

mostly occupied with conversation, tea, coffee, or

other refreshments, in the gardens by the river-side.

My return was made on board the Schiller ; the home
voyage having been accompanied by renewed signs

of rejoicing on each side of the Rhine. Houses were

profusely illuminated ; difl^jrent colored fires cast

their various hues on the water in contrast to the pale

light of the moon. Rockets and other fireworks shot

up into the air, and the arrival in Bonn, and the pro-

gress to the Miinster-Platz, showed the town in a

state of general illumination, and a universal condi-

tion of rational rejoicing, that had none of the coarse

and vulgar features usual on like occasions in some
other lands that might be mentioned. The weather

had cleared up, after a smart shower, just before the

commencement of the matine'e, and the day altogeth-

er was one of such high enjoyment and delightful

surroundings as to stamp it with the brightest colors

in the memory of a life. Referring to the procession

to the Munster Piatz, Professor Oakeley says :

—

"Those musicians and amateurs who had energy left

to accompany this expedition, and were not deterred

by the presence of rather a large crowd, were re-

warded by hearing—as a faint reflex of the festival

music—if not exactly a moonlight sonata, at all

events a serenade an cinir dc la hine The last strains

heard at this nocturnal ramble were those of 'Die

Wacht am Rhein,' which was performed to a motley

audience under the shadow of the three-spired min-

ster of S. Helena, and hard by the bronze statue of

the great composer, who, witli his pen in hand, seem-

ed to look down with somewhat offended majesty on

the disturbers at that time of night of his profound

meditations : to whom, however, a more glorious

monument aire perennius had been raised that week

by the splendid performances in the hall in the Vier-

ecksplatz which bears his name, with which perfor-

mances his compatriots of the Rhineland, in the pres-

ence of his ardent disciples from all parts of musical

Europe, had commemorated tho centenary of his

birth."

THE VISITORS TO THE FESTIVAL.
The Festival, continues the writer in the D(iihj

News, has succeeded beyond expectation or hope.

Many visitors have been attracted from various quar-

ters. Tho London press has been well represented,

and newspapers from many other parts of the world,

including America, have sent representatives. Be-

sides the eminent musicians already mentioned as

having been invited (nearly all of whom were pres-

ent), many well known in association with London
music were to he seen at the concerts—among others,

Mr. J. Barnby, Signor Bevignani ; M. Geviiert, M.
Vieuxtcmp8,'M. Jules de Glimes, and M. Kufferath

(nil four from Brussels), Mr. George Grove, of the

Crystal Palace, Signor Li Calsi, Dr. Oakeley (pro-

fessor of music at the University of Edinburgh), Mr.

W. Ganz; Signor Randegger, the Hon. Colonel

Lake, &c.
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THE CON'DDCTOK.

I have scarcely laid suflicient stress on the impor-

tant influence exercised by Dr. Ferdinand Hiller on
tlie efficiency of the performances. The calm power,

earnest enthusiasm,and consummate skill of this great

and accomplished musician were such as Ijelong only

to artists of the highest order. The grand old ma.s-

ter has his due position in Germany, as was frequently

proved by various ovations paid to him.

For Dwight's Journal ofMusic.

A Biographical Sketch of Carl Reinecke.

Carl Reinecke was born in Altona, on the 23rd

of June, 1824. His father, who was an excellent

musician, determined to rear his son in the same pro-

fession ; and so the little Carl received his first

lessons in music, when only five years of age. His

progress was astonishing. Composition, the violin

and the piano were studied with great enthusiasm

for one so young, and with such surprising suc-

cess, that at the early age of seven years he composed

a number of little pieces, which were played with

delight in the home circle. At eleven years of age

he gave a very successful concert in his native city,

in which he made his debut as a piano player with

marked promise. After a short time he went to Leip-

zig, where he pursued his studies with great assi-

duity, his only teacher being his father.

Musical circles, such as only Leipzig could at

that time boast of, were frequented by Reinecke, who

always proved a valuable acquisition. The privilege

of hearing so much good music was very beneficial

to the young student, who, with his great natural

endowments, needed but a congenial musical influ-

ence to develope his talents. When this was

supplied he seemed to gr.asp intuitively all the

mysteries of his art, and with indomitable persever

ance surmount the most trying difficulties. Thus,

with great natural gifts and the " genius of work,"

was the student being rapidly merged into the accom-

plished artist. In the early part of the year 1843

Reinecke nnienook a " Kunstreise " to Copenhagen,

stopping on the way to give concerts in Kiel,

Liibeck, and Eutin, being everywhere greeted with

enthusiasm. He was recognized as a pianist of great

ability. In many places he created a furore by his

finished performances. In Kiel he had the good for-

tune to play in the same concert with the celebrated

violinist, Ernst, who was greatly pleased with the

promising young musician ; he took a lively interest

in the welfare of Reinecke, providing him with letters

of introduction to the most influential people in

Copenhagen, and was in many ways a very valuable

friend to the young artist. Reinecke's autograph

album has a very pleasing and happy tribute of

Ernst's affection for him. In Copenhagen he met

with brilliant success. The praises of the young

virtuoso's attainments soon reached the court of that

art-loving king. Christian VIII, before whom he was

summoned to play. At court Reinecke was received

with especial favor, his performances eliciting the

highest commendations of his noble and refined

audience. The king was so much pleased that he

rewarded the artist with a pension.

Still greater triumphs were in store for Reinecke in

Copenhagen, who returned there a few years later,

and added new lustre to his rapidly growing fame.

From Copenhagen he concertized through Sweden

and Norway, finally ending at Stockholm. In

October, 1843, he returnedjto Leipzig, and for three

years devoted himself to his studies with the greatest

diligence. Although nominally a student, he was

frequently invited to play in the " Gewandhaus

"

concerts, acquitting himself with honor at every

performance. It was a very pleasant incident that

brought Joachim, the gre;U violinist, and Reinecke,

together. These young musicians, maturing so fast

into ripe artists, had the pleasure of making their

debut in the " Gewandhaus " concerts on the same

evening. Leipzig was then in the zenith of its glory,

and Reinecke had the inestimable privilege of

mingling freely with Mendelssohn and Schumann,

both of whom spoke of the talented young artist in

tlie highest terms of praise, predicting great things

for him. Mendelssohn and Schumann both recog-

nized in Reinecke a rich and rapidly developing

talent ; they gave him their advice on many
occasions, and he was received bv them with the

" right hand of fellowship" as a brother artist. If we

examine impartially the life of Carl Reinecke ; if we

consider his great native talent, cultivated by the

most laborious study, dedicated at the early age of

eleven years to the advancement, and still grander

development of music; if we review the productions

of his fertile brain, and rich imagination, embracing

the whole field of musical literature from Symphony
to a simple German ballad, we can but think that

his name deserves to be as it were a " house-

hold word" in musical circles. Nor is it alone

his genius as a composer, his talent as a pianist,

his power as a conductor, that makes him so

beloved by those who have had the good fortune to

be numbered among his pupils and friends. It is

equally his gentle, kind, endearing manners,

courteous and aflfable to all. The reputation of the

artist is not greater than that of the gentleman.

Look at him as he stands at the head of the

Gewandhaus orchestra during a rehearsal ; when a

mistake is made, his courteous request ;
" If you

please, gentlemen, we will try that passage once

more "
:—then either by voice or at the piano he

explains how it is to be rendered. At his left stands

the fiery David, whose melljod of explanation is

somewhat different ; rushing at a poor fellow who

has made a mistake, with violin in one h.and, bow in

the other, he shakes them over the head of the

frightened musician, until his " wrath is appeased,"

then pointing out the right way. Such outbreaks are

of frequent occurrence. Meanwhile the afl'ability of

Reinecke is not disturbed, but he waifs patiently

until all is quiet, then calmly commences once more.

In this way peace and harmony are maintained.

Probably two men never lived who had the interest

of their orchestra more at heart than Reinecke .and

David
;

yet how different the manifestation !

Undoubtedly two-thirds of the success and pecfection

of this celebrated orchestra are due to David, who

has been " Concertmeisfer " for upwards of forty years.

The string department is wholly under his charge,

and they play with wonderful precision and fire.

The interval from 1843 to 1846, spent by Reinecke

in Leipzig, was of the most happy description ; the

various mn<<\ca.\ "Ahendiniterhalttwgen " he\i at the

Conservatory and at the houses of the many lovers of

music, together with the Gewandhaus, Quartet and

miscellaneous concerts, created a musical atmosphere

which the rapidly developing young artist drank in

with pleasure and with profit. At this period

Reinecke entered into a contract with the celebrated

Leipzig music firms—Breitkopf and Hartel, Kistner,

and Hofmeibter,—for the publishing of many of his

compositions. These firms still hold a number o*^

choice manuscripts ot Reinecke's which have never

been given to the public
;
probably at some future day

these works will be added to the musical repertoire of

the world, so much enriched already by his genius.

At the beginning of the year 1846, another concert

tour was undertaken. Reinecke's companion was

the violinist Wasielewski, who later in life wrote

a fine Biography of Robert Schumann. The cities

of Danzig, Kiinigsberg and Riga were visited

with great success. At Riga Reinecke received an

invitation from the King of Denmark to visit Copen-

hagen, where he was appointed court-pianist.

Chamber music was but little known in the Danish

capital at that time, and many series of delightful

chamber concerts were given with great success.

These classical soire'es were patronized by the ^lile

in taste and culture of the city, who in every way
manifested their keen appreciation of Reinecke as an

artist of the first rank. Although a young man, his

position in the Art circles of Copenhagen was one of

great preeminence. Two years were spent with

honor and profit in this interesting old city.

At the beginning of the Schleswig-Holstein trouble

in 1848, Reinecke went again to Leipzig, where he

received a hearty welcome from his old friends and

admirers. Liapzig seemed more like home to him

than any other city ; a greater portion of his life ha'

thus far been spent there—some of the happiest

periods, and some of the saddest, in his life. He was

repeatedly invited to play in the Gewandhaus, also in

all of the subscription concerts of the neighboring

cities.

In 1849, Reinecke selected Bremen for his resi-

dence. Here, as at Copenhagen, he found a great

field for his talents : chamber music being entirely

unknown. Mauy fine concerts were given, and

attended with great success. At first they were

experiments ; but with the rich conceptions, and

superb execution of Reinecke, they triumphed

brilliantly. In one of these concerts Franz Liszt

assisted, and in another Jenny Lind. Both of these

world-renowned artists took a great interest in

Reinecke, who possesses several very pleasant

souvenirs of their esteem and friendship. For two

years he led a busy life in Bremen. Aside from his

labors in that city, many excursions were made to

the neighboring cities, concerts given and directed.

His whole time was devoted to the art he loved ; and

with untiring energy he worked for its advancement.

Still greater honors were in store for him. Experi-

ence was gradiially ripening him into a thorough

and refined musician. His fame was extending

;

already it had spread throughout all Germany. In

every concert where he played, he was received with

enthusiasm ; while his compositions were acknow-

ledged as works of rare beauty and originality-

Reinecke imitates no model, but draws from his own
rich resources. No spirit of the " vagrant poetic

"

inspires him either in his compositions or perform-

ances ; the beautiful ideas are clearly and exquisitely

developed in the one, while in the other, a finished

technique and most beautiful touch conibine to give

his conceptions at the piano a rare elegance and

charni. Not a " moody '* pianist,—who can at one

time electrify his audience, and at another time make

them shudder at his indifferent performance—he

comes before his audience and does his best ; conse-

quently he has never taken a backward step. At
different periods he has been assailed by frosty

criticisms ; but these have always melted into

enthusiastic praises.

At the commencement of 1851, Reinecke went to

Paris, where he appeared as a piano player with im-

mense success. Berlioz's concerts were at that time

"all the rage," and Reinecke played in them often.

The Parisians were captivated by his siirple, unaf-

fected style ; he could touch their hearts with a sim-

ple Mozart melody, and affect them more than the

most accomplished technician could, with his "tricks

and fancies." It has been accorded by the most em-

inent critics, that there is no living pianist who can

render Mozart's music in a more perfect manner than

Reinecke. To hear him play the simple "Larghetto"

from the D-major Concerto, by Mozart, is a pleasure

never to be forgotten ; it leaves a deep and lasting

impression on the mind ; lechnique is all lost in ex-

pression.

Reinecke, unlike most of the virtuosi of the present

day, can play something besides his own composi-

tions ; in fact, he confines himself chiefly to the works

of the old masters, in whom he delights. In Paris

his greatest successes were achieved in his delicious

rendering of Mozart and the other great masters. A
few compositions were published by several of the

most celebrated music firms in Paris, and several

months were very happily spent, by the then quite

famous young artist, in the society of the great art

circles of the metropolis.
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Ho retraced his steps to the "Vatei-Iand," at the re-

quest of Ferdinand Ililler, who offered him a posi-

tion as teacher in the "Rheinische Musikschule,"

where he worked until the year 1854. In 1852 Rein-

ecke was married to a hidy from Holstein, with whom
he lived very happily seven years. From Cologne,

where the music school was, Reinecke made many

" Kunstunsfliirie" along the Rhine border. Although

a teacher in a music school where his duties were

many, he found time to visit Diisseldorf,—where ho

had a very pleasant interview with Robert Schumann,

—Bonn, Crefield, Barmen, Frankfort and Bremen,

in each city giving one or more concerts with well-

paying success. In Cologne Reinecke won a prize

oBered for composition, with his well known song :

"Sle mar die Sclionste von Allen." Also later still

another prize for the much sung song for "Manner-

chor :" *'Nun hrcchen aller Endon." Many choice

compositions date from his sojourn in Cologne, also

one of the brightest and pleasantest eras of his life.

From here he was married, and in the society of that

eminent artist, Ferdinand HiUer, time wore pleas-

antly away. During the year 1854, Reinecke was

called to Barmen, to assume the position of Music-

director. Here he composed many of his best works.

In Barmen there was a small, but very select musical

circle, and the talent of Reinecke received new impe-

tus with each fresh composition. The overture to

"Dame Kobold" was composed and brought out

here, and was greeted with great enthusiasm by the

public and his many friends. This favorite work has

since had handred-i of performances from St. Peters-

burg to New York, and is a standard work in the

repertoire of the Gewandhaus concerts. The operetta,

"Der rierjahrige Posten," also produced in Barmen,

for the first time, was received with great favor ; it

has been performed throughout Germany with the

most genuine success. At this period appeared Va-

riations on a theme of Bach's, Op 53, of which many

thousand copies have been sold already and the de-

mand is still large ; the variations being worked up

with great skill and ingenuity. The "Four-hand

piano pieces," Op. 54, a work almost invaluable to

the repertoire of the teacher, also date from this pe-

riod, together with many other works. Many concerts

were given in Barmen, also in many other cities, in-

cluding Leipzig, Bremen, Bonn and Diisseldorf. He

seemed almost indefatigable, so constant were his

labors. In every city he was recognized as a man
of decided genius, with but few equals. His fame at

this period assumed a more definite shape; his com-

positions proved that he was not exclusively devoted

to so one-sided an art as that of the pianist, but that

'his talent grasped a larger and higher field of action.

While still a resident of Barmen, a journey to Italy

was taken. This excursion was more in the light of

a tourist than an artist. Naples, and all of the beau-

tiful cities of sunny Italy, were visited with great en-

joyment. While in Rome, Reinecke played often

before a large circle of artists and connoisseurs. As a

reminiscence of his sojourn in Italy, he composed
" Bilder aus Sailen," four charming morceaux.

Op. 86.

In the year 1859, Reinecke was called to Breslau,

where he succeeded Mosewius. In the fall of that

year he had the misfortune to lose his wife ; this event

seemed to draw a cloud over his happiness in Bres-

laa, and in the year 18G0 he went to Leipzig, where

he was oflFered the position of "CapellmeLster" of the

Gewandhaus concerts, and teacher of compo.sition

and "dfs lirihirK Clmncrspiets" in the Conservatory.

He accepted, and now for nearly twelve years he has

held that high and honorable place. The successor

of such men as Mendelssohn, Ililler, Gadeand Riclz,

he has acceptably and gracefully filled a position

which few men can. The name and fame of the

Gewandhaus concerts have "gone out through all

lands," and the greatest musicians of the age have

been at its head as Capellmcisler ; is not the record

of Carl Reinecke a bright one among them ? He
and his many friends can justly point with pride to

the past twelve years of his life ; we will not limit it

to twelve years, as his whole life has been one noble

and successful effort in behalf of music. It is since

his appointment to the position of Capellmeisfer of

the Gewandhaus, that his life has been more fruitful

than ever for the musical world, and his reward more

flattering and gratifying to him.self and friends. In

the Conservatory he now fills the place vacated by

the death of that illustrious teacher, Moscheles, who

without doubt accomplished a great work long before

ho died ; but whose eccentricities ought to have placed

him on the "retired list" long before. We can but

think, that with such an accomplished musician and

gentleman at the head of the Leipzig Conservatory,

it will regain all of its old glory.

During the past few years Reinecke has added

greatly to the musical literature of the world ; his

opus number reaching 120,—embracing all forms :

Symphony, Overture, Opera, Concerto, solos and

Ballads, in each branch equally successful. His style

is solid, substantial, classical ; rich in melody and

masterly treatment of harmonies. We think his works

are destined to live, for they bear the stamp of a mas-

ter, catering only to the pure and the true in Art. In

one year from his acceptance of the directorship of

the Gewandhaus, he married a celebrated concert

singer,—Carlotta Scharnke—a lady of rare attain-

ments. This wife also lived but seven years—seven

bright and happy years for Reinecke. The news of

her illness reached him while on a concert tour ; hur-

rying home with all speed, he reached her bedside

just as she breathed her last. To this day there lies

on his desk a small vigfiette of his wife, and every

dav it is decorated with a fresh green leaf, while in

his " Wohnzinimer" a larger picture is decked with a

wreath of green leaves. During these last few years

very many "Kunstreisen" have been taken, both to

give and direct concerts, and his fame extends "over

the length and breadth of the laud." The cities of

Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Stuttgart, Cologne, Ham-
burg and many others have each been visited many
times with the greatest success. For three years past,

every spring regularly, he has visited England, where

he has been received with the highest honors they

accord to any artist, his performances creating a

furore at every concert, and his compositions being

received with great favor by both press and public.

Such men as Sir Wm. St. Bennett, Sir Julius Bene-

dict, Charles Halle', and others, have vied with each

other in their efforts to honor and entertain the cele-

brated Leipzig Capcllmeister. His orchestral works,

given under his own direction, created a profound

impression wherever performed. Now his works are

studied and performed in England, with as much de-

light as they are in his own "Vaterland." Among
his greatest works may be mentioned the Oratorio of

"Belsazar;" the grand five-act Opera "King Man-

fred;" the operetta, "Der vierjahrige Posten," "Das

Liederspiel, Kathleen and Charlie," a symphony, two
piano concertos, complete music to Schiller's "Tell,"
a violoncello concerto, two masses, overtures to

"Dame Kobold," "Aladdin', and "Fricdensfeier;"

a Piano quintet ; a piano quartet, piano trio. Sonatas
and numerous other works. The opera of "King
Manfred" has had great success. The first nights of

its performance in Leipzig, the theatre was crowded
full, and Reinecke received each night a regular ova-

tion. The overture, ballet music, and the " Vorsjiirl"

to the last act are gems of rare beauty and finish. The
text of the opera is extremely hard to set to music

;

elill it abounds in the choicest melodies, while the or-

chestration is simply masterly throughout. This
gi*e8t work has been given with fine success at Wies-
baden, while the overture, ballet music, and prelude

to the last act have been performed in all the large

cities of Europe and America. His "celebration of

Peace," festival overture, dedicated to the newly made
emperor William I, created a profound sensation in

all the musical circles of Germany. The emperor
honored the composer with the "Order of the crown."
Af-ide from his original productions, he has arranged,

reviewed and revised very many works. All of Bee-

thoven's symplionies and the Septet, ho has arranged
for two and four hands. The three symphonies, the

piano quartet and tho overture to "Manfred" by

Schumann he has arranged for piano, also many

works of Schubert, including the CMajor symphony.

Many of Schumann's songs he has arranged as very

effective piano solos. The entire Breitkopf and Har-

tel edition of Beethoven's works have been revised

by Reinecke, and to three of the concertos beautiful

and effective candenz.as added. A charming edition

of Mozart's Concertos has been edited by Reinecke,

and several brilliant cadenzas written for them ; also

one for the Weber concerto in E flat All of Bach's

works for piano, published by Breitkopf and Hartel,

have been revised and fingered by Reinecke.

The clearest and most beautiful edition published,

of the well known " Le Clavecin bien temp&€\s edited

by Reinecke. The piano compositions of Handel

are soon to follow. Thus it will be seen that the

work performed by Reinecke, aside from his duties

as teacher in the Conservatory, Capcllmeister, and

concert soloist, is simply prodigious. Every day a

certain time is set apart for composition, and we are

having constant evidence that his resources are far

from decreasing. The work of composing and

arranging goes steadily on, and it can be truly said

that few musicians of the age have exerted such a

great and good influence on music as Carl Reinecke.

His list of arrangements is very long, embracing

nearly all of the orchestral works of the

masters, placing them within tho reach of all

piano-players.

In Leipzig Reinecke is beloved by a large and

musically-inclined community ; still the " river of

life " does not run altogether smoothly with him.

Like all other great artists he has to stand up against

tho cabals and jealonsies of a few pigmies, who

think they cati stem tho tide of popularity, by setting

their faces against the production of new works, or

drown the applause by their feeble attempts at

criticism. But neither cabals nor jealousies can

tarnish the brilliant record that Carl Reinecke has

worked out for himself. The honors conferred on

him are numerous : from the Emperor William of

Germany, he has received tho ' Order of the

Crown "
; from the Duko of Sachsen-Meiningen,

tho " Hauso-order" ; from the Prince of Schwarz-

burg, " Cross of Honor "
; from the Grand Duko

of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and the Duke of Sachsen

Coburg-Gotha each the " Hauso-order " and a medal

for Art and Science. The Emperor of Austria, the

King of Wiittemberg. the Empress Augusta of

Germany and the King of Hannover have each

presented him with a gold medal for eminence in Art

and Science. In the following societies Reinecke is

honorary member :
" des hollandischen Gosellschaft

zur Boforderung der Zonkunst," " Des Veroins zur

Beforderung der Musik in Bohmen," "des Mozarteum

in Salzburg." Also the singing societies of

Cologne,—the "Arion " of Bielefeld, "Arion " and

" Paulus " of Leipzig, " Sangerbund " of Breslau,

tho " Sanger-Verein " of Kiinigsberg and tho

" Liedertafel " of Basel. Robert Schumann, Ferdi-

nand Hiller, E. F. Richter, Franz Lachner, Max
Bruck, Deprosse, Kohlor and many other of tho most

eminent musicians of Europe have dedicated some of

their most important works to Reinecke, who may

well be proud and happy to receive tho homage of

royalty, the admiration of tho public and the love

and esteem of his brother artists —Words are inade-

quate to convey a fitting tribute to the character of

this estimable gentleman. Should you look into his

study early in the day, you would find him at his

desk, busy with some new composition, while on each

knee would be sitting one of his " little ones," wiih

with their arms locked around their falbcr's neck.

Should you visit him in the evening, you would find

him engaged playing with his children, seven happy
children, who arc a source of great comfort and joy

to their loving father. Over his household presides

gracefully his sisterin-law. At his hospitiible houso

can be met the greatest artists of the day, who, passing

through Leipzig, call to pay their respects to

Reinocko. Ills noble and aspiring nature makes
him admired and honored, while an irresistible
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charm and grace pervades his manners and " draws
all men unto him." Everyhody that meets him
admires him as much for his refinement and culture,

as for his eenius as a musician. His worl\S bear the

Impress of his cultured mind ; full of eleirance ami
purity, they stand as a monumental tribute to his

genius and as an index to his noble character.

Edwin J. Butler.

ffoiglji's lonrnal of Susk.

BOSTON. SEPT. 33, 1871.

Bands, Martial and Civic.

Brass bands have their uses and their excellencies.

"VVe have frequently had occasion to remark the beau-

tiful harmony and richness and precision of some one

of them. But one grows weary of their incessant

loud appeal ; one hears so much of it, that the state

of mind induced is anvthinj^ but musical; it be-

comes a part of the frenera I din and rumble which

one hears and heeds not, nerves permittini;. Brass

bands are splendid in the rijiht time and quantity.

But they should be kept to characteristic uses. No
doubt they are i2:ood for military street parades ; they

reach the ears of rank and file more readily in noisy

streets. Their sound is military. Its su^rirestion is

of stir and action, of war and triumph, of physical

energy, of material mass in motion ; of soldiers on

the march, or of political electioneering tramps and

triumphs. It has a natural aflSuity with the hoarse

shouts of party ; and not indiscriminately there ; it is

most in character with the more border-ruffian, bar-

baric, filibustering, might makes-right kind of politics,

than with that which goes for peace, for freedom, and

for civilization. It is a kind of sound too apt to ter-

rify or stun the gentler instincts. We had rather

leave it, foT the most part, to the enemy, and culti-

vate a gentler music.

Brass bands, then, are essentially military bands.

They mean war, brute force, threats, defiance. Not
that they may not be employed to better ends some-

times. But we are speaking of this 'universal over-

doing of the fashion. It is the military employment
which creates and supports all our bands. When
music for non-military purposes is wanted, as for a

civic procession, a serenade, a concert on the Com
mon, the same bands are called upon. All the in-

struments are brass, all made for war ; or if subdued

to smoothness by the use of valves, a lu Sax, it is

with an awkward grace, a quality of tone resultina

which is ambiguous, emasculated, at once loud and
characterless. Yet the temptation is quite natural to

a skilful player to try other music than plain marches,

to imitate the orchestra, the opera singers, and make
mere brass astonish you by showing itself so marvel

lously at home outside of its own element. And we
have often hod to compliment the brass hands on the

degree of expression with which they have contrived

to render music thus appropriated. Still it ceases

not to be true that, compared with orchestras, or

bands not altogether brass, such renderings are and
must be inexpressive.

Why can we not then, (to repeat what we have
often urged,) why can we not have organized a civic

or non-military band, expressly and primarilv adapted

to these gentler purposes, of music for the people in

in the summer evenings, and of inspiring accompani-

ment to civic festivals, processions, anniversaries,

where the end is to humanize, refine and elevate?

Give us at least one large band, composed as bands
were wont to be btfore this fillihustering age of brass,
with plenty of reeds, clarionets, bassoons, &c., with
the mellow and all blending French horns ; not with-
out necessary brass—trumpets that a!-e trumpets, and
not sophisticated into vain n semblance of less fiery
natures—with the old forest bugle, so Ioul' banished,
&c., &c. ;— a band numerous enough to tell as widelv
as our hands of brass. Give us this, City Fathers,
if you would realize the full intention of the good
resolution which has prompted public music on the

Common. Is it not practicable ? Would it cost

too much ? Consider tlie value of innocent amuse-
ments for the people, and that all such outlay is for

constructive and not destructive ends. Consider
particularly tlie refining, harmonizing, law-and-order-

inspiring influences of music. Then consider how
many thousands of dollars worth of patriotic gun-
powder, such as you blaze away in senseless fire-

works in a single hour, some Fourth of July night,

would give good music every pleasant evening

through the summer to the crowds that would seek

fresh air and comfort on our Common.

Modesty in Musicians.

Of "native compositions" and "composers," in one

sense, we have no lack. The country swarms with

enterprising fellows who can put together notes and

nioic HP little pieces, that will sell. Inquire at the

mills where all this grist is ground, inquire of the

publishers who snow "sheet music" over all the land,

as fast as it melts awfiy , and they will tell you that

the native crop is quite a vast aflfair, and pays the

better as it is the more ephemeral. But these people

would not be considered as composers in any other

country ; and why should they here ? To have made

or arranged psalm tunes ; to have drummed out a

pretty waltz or polka in one's own way, (which is

only a feeble following of Stranss's or Labitsky's)

while yet under the tingling influence of some Jul-

lien or Thomas orchestra ; to have tortured airs from

Norma into a fiiishy set of tinger variations for the

piano, according to some hacknied Thalberg or De
Meyer formula ; least of all, to h^ive clothed some

common-place feeling in a sentimental, namby-pamby

little song, (which may have no fault but that it is like

ft thousand others, and that there was no sort of need

for its existence^—such songs, for instanee, as senti-

mental young men sing about their old arm chairs, or

dedicate to their mothers, with a portrait of the author

on the title page, perusing, with sad or sparkling

face, a letter from the dear old lady :—these things,

we apprehend, and far better things than these, do not

in any artistic sense, entitle a person to the name of

composer.
That amid all this superficial productivity there has

been mui-h that is good and useful, educationally, in

the way oF furnishing "milk for babes" in music, we
have no disposition to deny. Moreover we can well

imaL'ine. and indeed we know, that among so many
younsr Americans as have devoted themselves of late

years to music, there is now and then produced a

clcer song, or four-pirt elee, or anthem, or some-
thing like a votturiin or "Sono; without Words" for

the piiino. Mendelssohn wrote little pieces too : but
whether any of their little pieces are likely to STirvive

and become classical like his,— the treasured Iviics of

the land and of tlie age,—is certainly a question that

can hardlv yet be settled in the affi'-mative. Credita-

ble efibrts, too, in hieher forms and more elaborate,

mi^ht be n:'med with praise.

But "tnkine them for all in all," has there been
aught among them yet to "give the world assurance

of a jUnn" in music'? -Can we point to an instanee

of unqnC'tionable musir-al qmius of the creative kind?

to any name that bids fair to be chissed with the great

names of the composers ? Who can point us to one
American composition, great or ^mall. with much as-

surance that it is destined to bccomy classical and to

be treasured in the world's musical repertory? Grant-"

ing that creditalde works have been prodai-ed. some-
times ill difficult and loftv forms, yet wliich of them is

or is likely to he held of much account, say in the
musical countries of Europe, supposing the work to

stand simply on its own merits and not claim hospi-

table regard as the firstlin'j: of a bneinner from a new
country on the map of music? Which of them can
the world not perfectly well aflTord to do without, and
feel that, even on the score of novelty, its programmes
di not n^ed it? Of course the question is not put to

Yankee Doodle patriotism ;—that will answer fflibly

enou£rh and place you a Juhal Smith, a Handel Cory-
don Stebb'ns or some other heaven-sealing native

Titan alnufrside of every Mozart and Beethoven that

the old world hoasts. Ind-;ed the very man has had
us hy the button, who (live Yankee that he was) has
" mastered all of Handers method -i," and with his own
hand has scored original oratorios as many and as
grand as Handel's !

We are b-'ninning to have oar music makers and
our music interpreters, who woo Music as an Art

;

with whit depth of passion, or what cenuine fire of
genius, time alone can fully show. It is only when

individuals of either class assume the attitude of
musical Shakspeares, or of musical Siddonses and
Garricks, that we find it so hard to suppress the
smile of incredulity, even if a certain sort of sym-
pathetic sense of what is due to our dear countrv's
modesty does not cry out " For shame !

"

There are two ways of regarding the .achievements
of our countrymen in the field musical. One is the
boastful, shallow patriotic, " manifest destiny," all-

the-world annexing, Yankee Doodle way, which
keeps proclaiming our's the greatest ciuntry in the
world ; believes that Americans can do everything
that any other people have done, only a great deal
better

;
that the whole world—of Art, as of all other

spheres— is our inheritance, and that we are the most
capable of entering and occupying it, as we are the

most capable of governing ourselves, brow-beating
our neighbors, bullying the world, &c. This boast-
ful, bloated, vulgar parody of the American idea is

not confined to politics : its contagion operates even
in the peaceful sphere of Art and Music. It mistakes
enterprise for genius ; the large scale on which things
are attempted, for sublimity ; familiarity with means,
tools, mechanisms and forms, for Art ; new combina-
tions, for original ideas ; and, in a word, bold " go-
ahead itativeness " for inspiration armed with divine
right to conquer and to charm the world.

The other way is more modest and reasonable.
It leaves the patriotic rant to filibustering dema-
gogues, and looks at music musically and not as one
more peacock's feather in the tail of strutting

patriotism, It is not ashamed to see ourselves just

where we are in music, a nation of beginners, who
have had heretofore but little time for Art, and who
are not sprung from a particularly musical race.

And it allo-vs us to take just pride and pleasure

in considering how much these few last years have
done to develop in our people an appreciation of the

musical Art and artists of the old world, as well ns

to tempt forth native efforts, in many cases quite
successful, to acquire the art of writing and interpret

ing (with voice or fingers) musical works in many of
the higher forms.

Miss Anna Mehltg writes us that she ha-s finally decided to

return to America in the latter part of November, and will

play io a Harvard Symphony Conrert in December.

(n^ The absence of all notice of the Concerts of this week

is due to a few days' illoess of the Editor.

A Few Notes From Bonn.

Bonn, August 25, 1871.

The excitement and harmony evoked by the Beet-

hoven Centennial is over, and the artistic tribute to the

memory of the sublime genius of Germany's greatest

modern composer, is but a recollection of the past.

With the agreeable sensations that it called forth have

also passed away the unpleasant ones—the recollec-

tion of the intense heat which made Bonn ,so uncom-

fortable; of the extortions of landlords and lodgino--

house keepers who sent everybody home pennyless,

heaping execrations on the very name of the inhos-

pitable town ; of the petty jealousies that became

apparent to any one who conversed with the many
musicians present. All these are over : and may we
all live to write and read about the next centennial

anniversary ! If it prove, after all, as good as thi»

one, it will be worth attending oven if we are a hun-
dred, and I won't say how many odd, years old.

There were one or two musical characters of Bos-
ton at the Bonn festival, and, assttming that they have
forwarded to DwiqhCs Journal critical notices of the
perf irmances, it is only worth my while to jot down
a fjw landom notes. The programmes— four in

number, performed on as many separate days—in-

cluded probably the best of Beethoven's works and
no better school could have been oflfered to the

young—no greater pleasure to the experienced mu.'^i-

cian—than to have enjoyed the rare treat presented
in the performance of the works selected. The Mass
in D is a composition which one very seldom has ar>

opportunity of hearing ;
and as this was the first time

that I had enjoyed this privilege it is impossible far

me to make comparisons. The English musicians
claimed that the Mass was comparatively familiar
with the music-lovers of London, but the Germans
freely confessed that it had not often been heard
by them. The performance seemed to me to bo
superlatively fine. The chorus w.as certainly effective,

though not particularly well balanced, for it need-
ed a heavier substratum of basses, and in the altos

I missed the clear, cutting quality in which this voice
in America so generally excels; but the tenors were
magnificent and the sopranos absolutely beyond all
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praise. Everybody in the chorus seemed to sing.

There was very little of that leaning on your next

neighbor, which is so common in American choruses,

and the result was that a comparatively small body

of singers made a greater effect than would have been

supposed possible from their numbers. It was posi-

tively glorious to observe how promptly and vigor-

ously the sopranos took up their parts, nnd how
readily all the voice? marched into the fugue move-

ments without fear or hesitation.

The soloists were also admirable. Madame Alvs-

leben, the soprano, who came from Dresden, where

she is the leading prima donna, has a full, high voice

trained in a good school. Madame Joachim, the con-

tralto, and the wife of the violinist, sings like an art-

ist, though why she should attempt the "Ah ! per-

fido" transposed to a lower key, it is difficult to say.

She also sang—at the matinee —"Kennst du das

Land" and another song, while her part in the Mass

was admirably rendered throughout. Herr Vogl, the

tenor, is a modest singer, but of decided ability and

skill, and with a voice not brilliant but always agree-

able. Herr Schultze the basso from Hamburg, be-

longs to the accepted type of German bassos, being

tall, slim, bearded, and spectacled, and having some

very deep notes, which he cherishes with fondest

care.

The orchestra was led by Ferdinand Hiller, sup-

plemented at times by Wasielewski, a local conductor

and the musical professor of Bonn. Hillor is a short,

portly gentleman, with hair and whiskers of whitish

grey. His mode of conducting is rather peculiar,

but not affected, his earnestness proving that his

whole soul is in what he does. He has the music

stand placed to the left and is so familiar with the

score that often he does not look at it for several

pages ; and in such cases he turns to the orchestra

and beats the time with boih of his hands and arms.

The members of the orchestra appear to have un-

bounded confidence in him, and his popularity with

German audiences is also very great. I should hardly

call him a man of genius, but of his masterly ability

a^ a composer as well as a conductor there can be no

doubt.

The audience was in some respects quite a study.

The ladies all attended in full dress, though this rule

was not generally observed by the gentlemen. Dur-

ing the music the strictest attention was paid to every

note, and after each piece there was a generous burst

of friendly applause, which in the case of Joachim's

violin-solo amounted to absolute enthusiasm. During

the half hours' intermission, the concert hall present-

ed a most social appearance, for everybody seemed

to know everybody else, and visits were exchanged,

while the conductors themselves—those august mon-

archs of the scene—deigned to come down into the

body of the house, and mingle with ordinary mortals.

It was like the descent of a pair of Joves. Many
persons went into the garden adjoining the hall, and

partook of refreshments ; but all under any circum-

stances were ready for the next piece of music, and a

few taps from the baton of the conductor were effec-

tual in securing speedy silence.

During the festival I saw quite a number of men

who are of world-wide reputation in musical circles.

Slemdale Bennett, the English compo6er,with a busi-

nesslike aspect ; Niels Gade, of Copenhagen, with a

picturesque leonine head which would make Ian ex-

cellent bust ; Carl Reinecke of Leipsic with rather

a Hibernian than a Teutonic cast of features; and

Vieuxtemps with his cheerful, pleasant cordiality of

demeanor, were all there. Raff, whose endless sym-

phony produced at Kew York a few seasons ago the

most somniferous eBTect ; Brahms, a composer by no
means unknown in Araerica;Max Brurh,who is well

spoken of here; Randegger.tte successful song writer,

and Barnly, the versatile English compo8er,were also

among the audience ai this Beethoven Festival.

Whatever difTerences of opinion they may hare had
on other points, they agreed in a favorable verdict as

to the rendaring of the Mass.

The German press was fairly represented at the

Festival ; and of the English critics, Davison of the

Times, Gruneisen of the Axhmmum, Lincoln of the

News and Barrett of the Teleijraph were present. The
New York Evening Post had a representative.

It does not appear that any of the Austrian or

South German musicians were at the Festival, while

Wagner, Liszt, Bulow, Rubinstein, Clara Schumann,

who are all great musicians, and Germans too, were

conspicuous by their absence. It is said that Liszt

was invited but sent no reply to the invitation. There

is a feeling among amateurs here that he ought to

have been asked to conduct at least one day's perfor-

mance, and thus the whole affair would have been

less local and would have certainly attracted larger

crowds ; though it is certain that no more could have
gained access to the hall, which was filled to repletion

at every performance.

Altogether the Beethoven Festival, though not en-
listing the sympathies of the Germans to the extent
that was expected, and not being in any proper sense

a national demonstration, was a notable and enjoya-
ble musical triumph,and it may be doubted whether a
more satisfactory rendering of the principal selections

has ever been given before or will ever be given again.
Those therefore who were present, mav well congrat-
ulate themselves on the fact. Trovator.

The Vienna Lady Orchestra, imported by

Mr. Pullman, gave concerts every evening last week

in New York. Of the opening one Mr. Bowman
writes in the Sun

:

We hardly know how to adjust the critical lens to 90 level

a eon.stellatiOD of bright stars as this. It seems ungracious to

judge so fair a body of pretty women by the exacting rules

that -would be applied to an orchestra of men. As they

grouped themselves on the stage in their snowy white dre.s.ses,

each with a white flower in her hair, they formed as graceful

and sweet a picture as the eye could wish to rest upon. But
they did not come to be judged by their picturesque effects,

but by their artistic attainments; and concerning these the

fairest way both to them and to the public is to state the

literal facts. Tile orchestra turns out to be only half an

orchestra. It lacks some of the most important element".

There are neither horns, trumpetp, trombones, clarionets'

oboes, nor bassoons, and yet all of these arc indispensable

instruments. It was hardly to be expected that women could

master the brass in.struments, but the reeds need not have

presented insuperable ditflcuUies.

Then the orchestra had no foundation There was but one

double baes, and both that and the violoncellos -were of

reduced size, and consequently lacked power. The deficiency

was very inadequately supplied by a piano and cabinet organ,

both of which instrumeKts are out of place in an orchestra.

It wag not in the nature of things that a band so consti-

tuted should play satisfactorily, even if the instruments were

skilfully handled, which in this instance was not the case^

Among the twenty youag ladies there certainly were few if any

who would be thought competent to fill a place in any

orchestra haying a high standard. Their tone was thin, they

stumbled at the hard pass.igea, their time was not good, and

in fact, they played like scholars and not at all like artists.

Between the 6rst and third parts of the programme the young

ladies changed their costumes, a bit of harlequinade for which

there was not the least occasion, especially as they

renounced very pretty white dresses for their very ugly

green and purple ones.

There is this to be said for the orchestral performers

—

tliey played quite as well as any one could reasonably have

expected. The violin and violoncello are instruments of the

highest difficulty, requiring longer years of constant discipline

from those who would master them, and nothing short of a

miracle could produce an orchestra of girls under twenty who
could play these instruments well.

Besides the orchestral performers there were two soloists.

Mr. Miiller and Miss Anna Elzer. The latter was announced

as a soprano of twelve years of age. Her voice wa.s a contralto,

and she seemed some years older. Certainly, if she is but

twelve, she is the moat wonderful child we have ever had in

our concert rooms. Her style is as mature and her voice as

rich and mellow aa those of a woman. She sings with admir-

able precision and execution, and her phrasing was something

wonderful. "VVe are not at all partial to Infant oiusical pheno-

mena, but thi.i young lady Is entitled to the highest praise

upon her own merits, judged not as a child, but as an artist.

The effect of youth, however, hardly needs to be sustained by

the affectation of running off the stage. That piece of by-pl.ay

suggests training rathi-r tlian artlessness. Mr. Miiller t:as a

noble baritone voice, larger and fuller than one often hears at

8t*ioway's. or indeed at any other hall. Ho does not

n?e It however, to the best advantage by reason of con-

spicuous faults of method.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OT THE

L .A. T E S T l^/L TJ S I C,
Publiahed by Oliver Ditson Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Aooompaniment.

Ah I Do I love Thee. 4. F to 17.

A. Blumenstengel 30
Full of fire and passion. First-rate, if properly sung.

Dost thou love me. Sister Ruth 1 2. Eft to 9.

J. Perry. 30
Well-known comic duet. Very amusing.

The Heart's Offering. 3. F to f. W. A. Smith. 30
A fine sacred song with Chorus ad lihitium.

Lillie Bray. Song and Chorus. 2. F to f.

W. A. Smith. 30

Ruby Spray. Song and Chorus. 3. A6 to e.

M. Loesch. 30
Two ballads in popular style, both pretty, and

either may have a "good run."

Ten Vocal Duetts. Fram Abt. 30

No. 4. The Day is slowly ending. (Der

Tag geht nun zn ende.) 3. D to f

No. 5. The Free Open Air. (Hinaus ins

Freie.) 3. F to 9.

No. 6. May Song. (Mailied.) 3. A to (7.

It would be difficult to find a better collection of

easy duets than the above "Ten Vocal Duets." The
mnsic is condensed so that the expanse ia much di-

minished, and one may easily afford to place the

whole upon the piano, thus affording charming-

material for "sings."

Instrumental.

The Emerald Pool. Nocturne. 2. F.

J. M. Turner. 30
Who can make a Nocturne if not Mr. Turner ?

At any rate this is unusually easy, and good for

beginners.

L'Irresistable. Galop Bravoura. 5. Aft.

/•'. E. Bache. 75

Played with spirit is sure to bring applause.

Charivari Quadrille. 3. Ch. Fredhe. 40

A mixture of opera aud other airs, well combined.

An entertaining piece.

Golden Echoes. Easy Pieces. E. Mack. 30

No. 12. Maggie's Secret. Waltz. 2. F.

No. 13. Away, away. Masaniello. 2. G.

No. 14. The Starry Night. 3. Eft.

No. 15. Joy, joy ! FreeJom to day ! 3. Eft.

No. 16. Robin Adain. Var. and Waltz. 2. C.

No. 17. Beautiful Blue Danube Waltz. 2. D.

No. 18. Moet and Chandcn Waltz. 2. C.

No. 19. Whippoorwill Waltz. 2. Eft.

Foamy Wave Waltz. 2. C. J. M. Turner. 30
Good instructive piece, with a"glissando," and one

or two runs in octaves.

Salvia. Valso Brilliant, (ffiuvres Celebres.)

4. C. Leyhach. 60

Very neat and brilliant. Easier than most of Ley-

bach's piecies recently noticed.

Magic Bells. (Zauberglockchen.) 4. G.

A. Jungman. 50

Many composers have of late rung the changes of

the chimes, but this is a new set of bells, and rung as

never before. In Jungman's characteristic graceful

style.

Books.

Emerson's Singing School. L. 0. Emerson. 75

S7.50 per dozen.

This excellent and practical work may well give a
new impetus to singing-school ftaohing in this coun-
try. \\'e have, by no means, reached an epoch in

which wo can dispense with such schools and here is

an abundance of useful material, ready for the hands
of any teacher.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The kny ia marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &o.,
a small Roman letter marks the highest note. If on the staff,

ttQ italit letter the highest note, If above the staff.

Mosic BY Mail.—Music Is sent by mall, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a

dlsbince will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining Bupplies. Books can also be seut at

double these rates.
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NOTE- -AU the pieces in the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbreviations.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to diffioQlty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellab, are marked 1. Oommoa Marches, Quick-
steps, W"altzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

most of thatof Strauss, and such marchfis as the March from
Faust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as *'rhe Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg's "9weet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, D6, &c. A
small Roman lotter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),
If on the staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch. means that the song has a Chorus,

Instrumental.

PAVOKITE MARCHES & QUICKSTEPS.
Challenjie Mirch. 2. F B. Kleber. 30
Peter's Highland March. 2. M.-W. C. Peters. 35
Midnight March. 2. G Leila. 30
LeReve. Quickstep 3. B6 C. C. Wentworth. 30
Fredonia March. 2- A6 D. W. Lothrop. 35
Fuslleer's Grand March. 2. A N. K. Bacon. 30
Bayeux Quickstep. 2. E5 W. C. Glynn. 30
Aladdin " 2. G ....T. Comer. 30
Iron Boots " 2. F C. E. Bennett. 35
Prize Banner " 2. D D. H. Haskell. S5
Highland March & Q'step. 2. F../. W. Turner. 30
Hero's Quickstep. 2. G H. Schmidt. 30
Warrior's Triumphal March. 3. 'Eh.T. H. Howe. 40
Village Quickstep. 2. C J. C. Bartlett. 30
Military March from "Faust." S.Bb.A. Davnent. 35
Mtner's Quickstep. 2. Eft A. F. Holmes. 25
La Grande Duchesse March. 3. D. . . .E. Mack. 40
Champfigne Charlie Q'step. 2. C. Art. hy Knight. 30
Capt. Jinks. Quickstep. 2. Hb. " " 30

More mlrfihinj; feet have moved to the above aira
than could well be counted. The oldest among them
do not lose their popularity.

TWO BRILLlAIirT WALTZES.
Flying Trapeze, Waltz. 3. G. Lyle. 35
Summer Noon. " 2. F E. Alack. 40

Fine Lithograph title.

PAVOBITB POLKAS.
Golden Robin Polka, 3 E N. Bosquet. 35
Pet Robin Polka, 3 G J. H. McNaugldon. 60

Fine colored Vignette.

Swinging Polka, 3 Eft T. Baker. 60
Fine colored Vignette.

New Anvil Polka, 3 F Parlow. 40
Partridge Polka, 3 G Koppitz. 40

The above are characteristic piece.i. The Robin pol-
kas have .iweet bird calls in them, the Swinging Polka
has a swinging movement, the Anvil Polka sounds
best with hammer accompaniment, and the Partridge
Polka brings in the whistle of the Quail. The picture
titles are very attractive.

Spirit of Air. Polka. 2. Eft. E. Mack. 40
Fine lithograph title.

Un Mari Sage. Polka. 4. C and F.
'•La Belle Helene." 40

A sort of Polka with variations.

Grand Polka de Concert. 5 J. H. Marey. 60
A powerful piece.

FAVORITE GALOPS.
Brightest Eyes. Galop. 3. G. . W. H. Sclmltze. 35
Trab-trab. Galop. 2. A F. B. Helmsmuller. 35
Ypsilanti Galop. 2. Bft C. Zen-ahn. 30
Love, Plea.-!ure and Mirth. Galop. S.Helmsmiiller. 35
Hurrah Sturm Galop. 3. F " 35

Five wide-awake Galops.

Uttle Re.PRiding Hood' Galop. 2. CE.Mack. 50
Very pretty title.

Long Brancn Galop. 2. F. Arr. by J. S. Knight. 30
Introduces '-Oa the Beach atNewport."

Not for Joseph. Galop. 3. C A. Lloyd. 35
Can-cun Galop. 2. G " Grande Duchesse." 35
Fire of Youth. (Jugend-feuer). Galop. 2. C.

H. Hermann. 40

LAETCERS.
The Original Lancer's Quadrille. 2.J. S. Rnirjht. 40
Newport Lancer's Quadrille. 2 ...35

These most famous of the Lancers hardly need a
word of commendation, as they are known every-
where.

La Grande Duchesse Lancers' Quadrille. 3.

J. S. Knight. 50
Cen tains six brilliant airs from the opera.

BRILLIAHT PIECES BY POPETLAR
AUTHORS.

Last Rose of Summer. 6. Aft H.Herz. 1.00

Spring Fairy. (Lafee printemps)._3. Bft.

Jf. C. Enqelbrecht. 50
La Redemption. Polka Elegante. 3. D .//. i/o/er. 50
Summer Breezes Waltz. 4. Aft T. Bricher. 35
Une Voix des Onde. (A Voice from the Waves).

4. Dft G. W. Hewitt. 40
Rocking Waves and Whispering Breezes. 4. Aft.

C. A. Moody. 50
Home, Sweet Home. 5. Dft A. Baumbacli. 60
Pic-Nic Polka. 3. F T. Li Haciie. 50

Wanderins: Sprite. 4. Aft /. C. Engelbrecht. 60
Beautiful Star. Transcribed. 3. Eft.ZJ. Richards. 50

All Aboard. Polka Brillant. 4. 'Eb. Engelbrecht. 50
With Lithograph title.

La Barcarolle (of Weber). 4. Dft. Arr. by Barnett. 30
Ever of Thee. 3 Bft. Transcribed by Baumftac/i. 40
La Dolcezza. Nocturne. 5. Dft..../. G. Barnett. 35
Le Triumphe. Grand Concert Galop. 3. Eft.

A. Gockel. 50
Witches Galop. 3. Eft M. Liebich. 40
Bittlo-it Polka. 4. Eft Wm. Mason. 50
La Couronne. Mazurka do Salon. 5 Aft. W.Berge, 75
Sourire du Matin. (Smiles of Morning). Reverie.

5. Aft W. lucho. 75
Old Hundred. Int. & Variations. 4. Ah.Poulton. 60

A fine list, from which players, somewhat advanced,
ay with ease select pieces for the pleasure of them
Ives and friends.

Brilliant Jewels. A Medley. 4... .4. p. Wyman. 75
Contains a number ot popular melodies.

La Belle Helene. Potpouri. Books 1 .ind 2. 4
E. Mack, each. 75

OLD, BUT POPULiR.

The Enchanted Polka. 2. Bft..£>. T. Harraden. 35
Helen's Dream Waltz. 2. Bft L. Louis. 35
Gallopinif Sleigh-ride Polka. 3. E. J. P. Ordwai/. 35
Smith's March. 2. A .T. T. Martin. 35
Woodland Waltz. 2. Bft 1. N. Metcalf. 35
Syracuse Polka. 3. Eft J. A. Fowler. 30
Cally Polka. 2. Bft A. Dodworth. 35
Glenmary Polka. In 3 sets. 3 R. S. Willis. 60
Sounds from the Alps. 3. Aft G. Blessner. 50
Starlight Waltz. 2 Eft J. L. Truax. 30
Sleigh-bell Polka. 2. G L. G. Casseres. 30
Serious Family Polka. 2. G G. Loder. 35
Rainbow Schottisch. 3. Eft H. Kleber. 50

Colored Vignette title.

Peabody Schottisch. 2. Bft J. E. Magriider. 30
All are new to those who have never heard them,

and are thus always gaining new friends.

PAVOHITB MELODIES WITH VARIA-
TIONS.

Wearing of the Green, Transcribed, 4 Eft.

A. Baumbach. 40
Oft in the Stilly Night, Var. 4 D.. . . C. Grobe. 60
Ix)ne Starry Hours, " 4G " 60
Marseilleisc, " 4C " 60
Yankee Doodle, " 4 0.^. Boumbach. 35
Auld Lang Syne, " 4 G C. Grobe. 60
Annie Lisle, " 4 Bft. " 60
Anvil Chorus, " 4 G. " 60
Do they Miss meat Home?" 4 Bft. " 50
Darling Nelly Gray, " 4 Eft. " 60
Lilly Dale. " 4 Bft. " GO
Star Spangled Banner, " 4 C. " 60
Shells of Ocean, " 4 Eft. " 60
Home Again, " 4 Eft. " 60
Fi.sher's Hornpipe, " 4G.. .L. Strack. 50
Oh ! Boys carry me 'long, " 3 F C. Grobe. 50
Farewell my Lilly Dear, " 3 C. " 50
Aileen Aroon. Var. 4. G A. P. Wyman. 50
Champagne Charlie. 4. C .... " " 60
Little Maggie May. 4. G " " 60
Speed Away. 4. Aft " " GO

All are excellent for learners who are somewhat ad-
vanced, and as they are on Melodies of standard ex-
cellence, are not likely to Tvear out.

TWO FAVORITE SCHOTTISCHES.
Reverie Schotiische. 3. F : .E. Mack. 40
Champagne (Jhnvlie. 3. Eft. Arr. by E. Wellmann. 30

Have illustrated titles.

EAST PIECES.

Opera Schottisch, 2 F fl. KUber. 40
Hamburg Polka, 2 Bft. " 30
New Bobolink " 2 C F. M. Barrows. 30
Banjo Polka, 2 G J. Belial. 30
Opera March, 2D J. H. Kappes. 30
Dream March, 2 C G. L. Smith. 30
Drummer Boy's " 2D 5. Winner. 30
Daisy Dean Q. step, 2 G C. Faninqer. 30
Christina Polka & " 2 C B. L. Greene. 30
Young Pupils Second Galop, 2 G. .F. H. Brown. 25
Fairy Bell Polka, 2 D T. B. Howe. 30
Everybody's Polka, 2D Somebody. 30
Ella Waltz, 1 G G. B. Ware. 25
Flora's Waltz, 2 F M. P. Abxander. 25

First Steps, 1 C & F J. Bellak. 40
Contains " Pestal," "Jordan," '' Prima Donna,"

"Lilly Dale," "Evergreen Polka," " Katy Darling."
" Pop goes the Weasel," " Coming Thro' the Rye,"
and " Carnival."

Magic Spell Schottish, 2 G J. Bellak. 30
Golden Wreath Waltz, 2 G L 0. Emerson. 30
Rippling Wave Waltz, 3 Bft J. W. Turner. 30
Rivulet Waltz, 3 D H. Pond. 30
Silver Spring Polka, 2 G L. 0. Emerson. 30
Rival Polka, 2 G R. B. Leonard. 30
Blue Bird, Pelka Redowa, 2 F Weinqarten. 35
Zenobia Polka, 2 F J. W. Turner. 30

Thefle are not of the " very easiest " grade, Inut are
proved favorites, and well calculated to stimulate and
please the learner in his second and third quarter's
practice.

FOUR HAIS^D PIECES,
Lancers Quadrilles, 2 .Dressier. 75
Norma March, 3D J. C. Viereck, 50
Buds from the Opera, 2 J. Bdlak. each. 40
1 M.artha. 16 Puritani.
2 Bohemian Girl. 17 William Tell.

3 Don Pasquale. 18 Mosrs.
4 Crown Diamonds. 19 La Dame Blai^ciie.

5 Lucia. 20 Anna Eoleua,
6 Lucrezia. 21 Zampa.
7 La Fille du Regiment. 23 La Muette.
8 Favorita. 23 Trovatore.
9 Ernani. 24 Rigoletto.

10 Somnambula. 25 Fra Diavolo.
11 Linda. 26 Maritana.
13 Moutecchi. 27 Clndtrella.

13 Belisario. 28 Caliph.

14 L'Elisire. 29 La R-iyadere

15 Norma. SO La Traviata.

Meteor Grand Galop, ZW> WoUenhavpt. 75
Belongs to the set " A Collection of Favorite Dance

Music for Two Pertbrmers," which contains about SO
favorite Waltzes, Galops, Polka-s, Quadrilles, &c., all

spirited and pleasing. Send for any of the list, and
be pleased I

Amcsbury Waltz, 1 G E. W. Nason. 30
Isador Waltz, 1 Bft " " 30
Forest Glade, Folka Bril 4 E6 . . L. M. Gottschalk. 60

Where there are two plajers in a family, a selcotioo

from the above fine duets will furnish a vast deal of
pleasure both to performers and hearers.

Wayside Flowers G. A. Rassd}, each. 35

1 Fairy Weddino: Waltz. 11 Bflgravia W:iltz.

2 LeReve Quickstep. 12 Coru-flower AValtz.

3 L'Atricaine Polka. 13 First Love Redowa.
4 Crispino Galop. 14 Fiveoclocicin the morning
5 Parting Waltz 15 Polka. "Grandf Duchesse."
6 Mabel Waltzes. 16 The Guards' Waltzes,
7 Jiarcb, -'G'rd Duchesse." 17 Wildfang G^Iop.
8 Run for Luck Polka. IS Jo>r thatwe'vi! tasted, W'tz
9 I'll meet thee in t've Lane. 19 Amelit; AValfzes.

10 O would I were a bird. 20 Come i-ito the gartlen,Maud

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and very con
veniently arranged for learners.

A KEDO"WA,A MAZUP.KA AND A DANCE.
Orang;e Blossom Uedowa. 3. E/» E. Mack. 40
vSummer Garlands. Mazurk^i. 3. C... " 40
The Can-can. Danced by Molacchi and Burctta.

Arr. hy J. 6'. Kin'yht. 50
Have handsome illustrated titles.

BHIIiLIAN-T DANCE-MUSIO FHOM THE
OPERA OP "BARBE-BLEUE."

By OfTenbach, ^

Grand Waltz. Tim Kiss. 3. E 50
Schottische. 3. D SO
Lancer's Quadriilc. 3 40
Quadrille. 3. F and B6 40
Polka. 3. D 35

Hedowa. 3. B6 ;.. 30
Galop. 3. G 30
March. 3. G 30
Boulotte Galop. 2. F 35



GHOXOi: MUSIOAXfl PUBLICATIONS.
A SELECTION

OF THE MOST FAVORITE

Reduced Price, G cents single, 60 cents per dozen.

Messiah.
AND THE GLORY OF THE LOUD.
AKD HE SHALL PURIFY.
ALL WE, LIKE SHEEP.
FOR UXTO US A CHILD 13 BORN.
GLORY TO GOD.
niS YOKE IS EASY.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and Chorus.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP YOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GAVE THE WORD.
THEIR SOUND IS GONE OUT.
WORTHY IS THE LAMB.

Judas EVIaccabssus.
UOURN, TE AFFLICTED CHILDREN.
O FATHER, WHOSE ALMIGHTY POWER.
ATE COME IN BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISDAINFUL OF DANGER,
FALLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, O LORD.
TUNE YOUR HARPS.
n.AIL, JUDEA'S HAPPY LAND.
WE HEAR.
WE NEVER WILL BOW DOWN.
HALLELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THANKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHING OVER ISR.iEL.

ANGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE EYES.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED ARE THE MEN, &c.

BAAL, WE CRY TO THEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.
BEHOLD. GOD THE LORD PASSED BY.

Samsors.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROUND ABOUT THE ST.\RRY THKONE.
riSIlD IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME IMMORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON HAS SUBDUED OUR FOE.
LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &c.

St. Paul.
ETONE HIM TO DE.VTH.
HAPPY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
HOW LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGERS.
BLEEPEP^. AW.VKE. )

TO GOD ON HIGH. I

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJ-VH CHORUS.

EUSSIAN NATIONAL HYMN.

Israel in Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR RAIN.
BUT AS FOR HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, &c.
THY RIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING YE TO THE LORD. (The Horse and his Kidek.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED IS THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song and Chorufl.)

THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LORD IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOY, &c.
COME, O ISRAEL.
AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

Eli.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SH.iLL BEFALL THEE. J

ANGELS' CHORUS. (Female voices.) (

Naaman.
THE CURSE OP THE LORD.
WHEN FAMINE OVER ISR.\EL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST.

Joshua.
BEE, THE CONQUERING HERO COMES.
THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LORD.
I WAITED FOR THE LORD. ' (Duet and Chorus.)

ALL YE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LORD.

Passion Music.
(According to St. Matthew.)

THREE CHORALS. (Nos. 3, 63, 63.)

AROUND THY TOMB HERE SIT WE WEEPING.

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses in Egypt.
NIGHT'S SHADE NO LONGER.
PRAYER. (O THOU, ivnosE pomek.)

Stabat Mater.
INFLAMMATUS. (Song and Chorus.)

As tho Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRMG.

Miscellaneous. (Three Chorals on one sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STRONG CASTLE IS OUR LORD.

BOSTON :

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 WASHINGTON STREET.
NEV/ YORK : C. H. DITSON & CO.

(JOLDEN ROBIN!
LJ

W. O. PERKINS.
If joa ncM & N,;» SCHOOL .MUSIC BOOK, do

do DOt weary joaraelfb; looking over n Ion/ li.'t, bat Bund at

ooc« for tfalf fiTorite collection of beantiful School Songs.
It will not disappoint you.

Price no Centa.
Bent, poflt-pald, en roreipt r,f above price.

OLIVER DIT30I7 & CO
,

C. H. DITSOil & CO., New York.
£oston.

Root's School for the Cabinet Organ.

Containing Progrespive Lessons. Studies, and Scales ;
Songs,

Duets, Trios, and Quartets ; Voiuntaries, Intoriudns, and

Recreative pieces, for the Parlor and Clioir.

A worlf of established reputation.

By GEORGK F. ROOT.

Price S2,.'X). Sent post-pjiid on rieeipt of price.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHA8. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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©WIGHT'S JOTSrHETAIi ©P M^SXC.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OT^IVER DITSON & GO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

\!y T E RM S.— If mailed or called for, $2.00. per annnm
dllivered by carrier, S2.60. Paymentii: advance.

Advertisements wiU be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, sis lines, nonpareil, per annum, $2.5 ftO.

do fEfarliues, do do $15 00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKXIN STREET.

jHertisements.

p. H. TORRTlSrGTOTr,
(Organist and Birector of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PTANO AN1> VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Address, eare of Oliver Ditson & Co . 277 Washington St,,

New England ConFprvatory of Music, Music Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 794-3m

TXTANTED—By a gentleman of long experionce and a"' rt-cent graduate from Germany, a first-cliiss Bituation
as Organist in this city or immediate vicinity.

Au iress "ORGANIST," G. D. Rassell & Co., 126 Treraont
Street. 794-5

TV/TR. G7 B. SHUTE, having completed his
XVX ptudi£it2. ''^'^1 under the instruction of pome of the
"Sirat Artis' "'^".''modern times, will now receive pupils
111 Piano and Organ Playing, algo in Theory of Mu«ie.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 794-6m

MR. G. H. H:0\VARr>,
^XJPIIj of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor KuIIak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1671. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

TX7*AWrTED.—By a Tenor Singer a situation in a Quar-

tette Choir. Compensation must be liberal. Address

"Tenor" care Koppitz, Pruefee & Co. 792—3t

LYOIVS MUSICAL ACADEMY.
POR INSTRITCTIOM' by tbe best JSethods on the

Piano-forte, in Harmony, Thorough Bass, Singing, &c.

0. S. Adams will assume the Principalship in September next.

Circulars containing full particulars mailed free. Send for

one. Address, 0. S. ADAMS,
792—4 Lyons, N. T.

J. jr. KIMBALL., Baas Soloist,

let iher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0. Ditson & oc, 277 Washington St. 791—3 mos.

EDW^ARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having Iocate(^ lo Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co., or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

Solo Violin and Tioloncello
FOB SALE.

Bar.; hanoe to Purchase really Fine
Instruments.

VIOLONCELLO made by "George Zornstetner, 1790."

VIOLIN, v.ry fine, name and date unknown. Refer to

Hent^t Con'-. 70 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Mass., or Address

M L. T • orthampton, Mass. 790

—

BALLAD CONCERTS
AT

The MUSIC HALL, Boston,

ON

Saturdayf Oct. 14thy

Sunday, Oct. IStJi,

Monday^ Oct. IStJi.

Mr. GEORGE DOLBY, in order to give to hia novel series of

BALLAD CONCERTS—which includes also Glees and Madri-

gals—that high standard of excellence which shall gain the

approval of the cultivated audiences of the United states, has

engaged for his American tour the following artists,, whose

eminence has been cordially endorsed by the public and the

press of England, Ireland, and Scotland :

Miss EDITH WYNNE, Soprano.

Mme. PATEY, Contralto.

Mr. W. H. CUMMINGS, Tenor.

Mr, J. G. PATEY, Bass.

Mr. SANTLEY, Baritone.

Pianoforte—Mr. LINDSAY SLOPEE.

Mr . DoiBr believes that concerts in tbe language of the

country—the selections being from the highest sources, both

old and new, and interpreted by eminent artists, familiar

with the schools—will be acceptable to the American people,

and will secure a generous patronage; and that the part sing-

ing—glee and madrigal—brought to the nicest perfection of

expression and tone-coloring, by constant practice, will prove

a popular and attractive feature of the Ballad Concerts.

The concerts will commence each evening at eight o'clock.

Tickets with Reserved Seats to Floor and First Balcony,

®2 00; Second Balcony, $1.50; Admission, $1.00.

For sale at the office of the Hall, on and after Saturday, the

7th inst. 796

'U\ AUGUST SCHULTZB, TEACHER OF
VIOLIN, is prepared to receive pupils, and oflfera

his services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West St. 796—3m

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

im SPLEHDIO CANTATAS

!

AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET US SING. " 38 "
HYMN OF PRAISE. " 50 "
NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM- " 75 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50"
SONG OF THE BELL. Romberg. 75 "

MORNING. Reiss. 50 "
ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree. $1 00
WOMAN OF SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50
MAY QUEEN. " l.OQ

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

Liberal discount to Societies.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Foreign & American Mnsic Depot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET.

PHILADELPHIA. 795-

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of Lon.don,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-

cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of Oliver Dit-
son & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3ra

kw ^X\m Ux (BMtt,

VOCAL,

Rheinvine Sharley Sol. S. RisseH 30
Blue-Be.ird Party. 69

Nixey, that's too thin W. A. Hunthy. 30
If ever I cease to Love G. Lryhourne. 30
Mother Comes in Dreams to me. Song and

Chorus il. Leach. 30
Never More to see Thy smile E~ Christie.. 35
Willie Brown. Scotch Ballad, ..J. W. Turner, 30
Mother, I can See the Angels. Sonii; and Cho.

Harr}! Percy. 30
Little Footsteps gone before. Song, or Duet

and Chorus Agnes Ashton. 30
Beautiful Bessie. Song and Cho . . W. T. Porter. 30
The Day is Cold and Dark and Dreary. Duet.

J. BlvcUet/. 40
The King and I Benrutie. 40
It is not always May Ch. Gounod. 50
If doughty Deeds my Lady please, . . . Snllivan. 40
1 will stand by my Friend G. Bicknell. 30
Father of Life and Light. Quartet./. M. Deans. 50
Benedictus, Blessed be the Lord A. M. P. 35
There's a Green Hill far away Ch. Gounod. 40
Mignons Song. "Hast thou e'er seen the Land."

From Hamlet A, Thomas. 40
Drinking Song 'Bumla." <o
The Violet. "Select Trios for Female Voices."

Curshman. 40

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Chorus.
a F. Shaltuci:. 40

Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus.
F. J. Lippilt. 30

When will Papa come? Song and Cho. .Percy. 30

Te Deum in F J- R. Thomas. 1.00

INSTRUMENTAL

.

Gems of the Season. Arr. for Gaitar.

Shepherd Boy W. L. ffayden. 25

Blacksmith's Anvil. Polka B. Eikmeier. 35

Love's Favorite Polka J. W. Turner. 30
Three Blind Mice " A. W. Maflin. 40
Leur Derniere Valse BriUante. . . J. Blumenthal. 75

Jolly Brothers' Galop Ch. Wels. 50

Marche des Tambours " 100
Summerfield March W. A. Smith. 30
First Impromptu Max Schrattenholtz. 35
Morning in the Woods. (Matinfee dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Kelterer. 60
Allegresse. AUegro-Scherzando. .. E. Ketterer. 40

Mandolinctta Fantasie Quasi Capriccio . ATerterer. 60

La Bohemienne. Fant. Bril E. Ketterer. 60
De Chant de Berceau. (Cradle Song).../(reHfrer. 40
Rhine Galop Henry Echneier. 30
Cape Girls Galop L. 3Jason. 30
Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands. Pleyel..

No. 1 90
" 2 75
"3 75

Mignonne Fantasie. 4 hands Concone. 75

Foamy Wave. Waltz J. W. Turner. 30
Salvia. Valse Brilliant. (CEuvres Celebres.)

Leyhach. 60
Magic Bells. (Zauberglochchen.). ..4. Junkman. 50

Oberon. Fantasie Brillunte. 4 hands. ZeyfcocA. 1.00

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. . . .D. L. Downing. 1.00

Norma. Fantasie BriUante Sidney Smith. 80

Dexter Galop Bermann Eberling. 40

Hurrah Germania. Potpouri H. Cramer. 75

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or ftactlon thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find tbe conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also te sent at double
these rates.
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MKS. FANNIE F. FOSTEK,
No. 6 Boylston Plac». 790—

Tl/rKS. C. A. BAEKT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Masic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bos Avenue. 782—]y

GHO. "W. 3)t7SZ.£12',

Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. W. FOSTER will make arrangemsnts to

conduct Musical ConTentions. restivals, Societies, &g.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

paoF. & mBS. JinaiLS. a. ziobbiits.
Academy of Music.

718— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEENTI3S,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. BMEESON offers his Services as Condnctor of

* Mosieal Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

e. £3. -WBITINa
(Jives Instruction on the Pianoforte, O^s&n,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with

skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWAKD B. OLIVEK,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

l\fl LU!. QABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instraction on

444
the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

Care Oliver Ditson 85 Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

eras
"^ '^'"

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Addresa at 0. Diteon & Co'e, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

K3if&l,ISBC A.f» tTA.y,XA^ SIKr&13ir&.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PKATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of American Music constantly on band.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL CO.MPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma} he
left at Ditson & Go's Music Store. 717- tf.

•WINSIiOW Z.. E.a.VDZ!X7,

TE-A-CiaiEK, OF G-TJXT.A.T<,,
No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681-6m.

WHATEVEE SINGING BOOK YOU BUY,
Buy also the

American Tune Book.
Id which you will fiod a large Collection of Tunes, the "Fa-

Torites," selected from all the books of Church Music pubUifh-

ed during the laat Thirty Years. These, with a hundred
well-proTed ADthema, and numbers of CbantB, U^mos set to

Music, Quartets, &c., &c., coD*titute it

A SlfAKDAED WORK,
Fitted for the use f.f "^hr-ir^ for VeatrieH, for Congregatlona
Practice. i*ri>f, :&1.50; :S13.50 per doz. Mailed, poatpaid

OD receipt of retail price.

OLIVEK DITSOJN & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Musical Literature.
b^H'.h'ji^f'?, I>ettt*Ts 17C/>-l-,2*;, cloth, . $li'.0. Lift- of Mcn-

delifUvbn, cloth, gl.To. Life of P^vamnl, cloth, $1,75- JJfe and
Letters of Gottechalk, 81.CO. Mozart, A P^'Uiantic Biography,
81.75. Mei.CelMOhD'8 Lettert*, 2 Toia. each, 81.75. Polka'
)lLi«ical Sketches. $1.75. Ehlerta Letters on Muaic, $1.75
CouLd onifoTmly in cloth. 8ent po»taf;e paid on receipt o

pjce. OLIVEK DlTcON & CO., Boston. CUAS. U. DJTiiON
& CO.,>'twycik.

/CHURCH ANo PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal hoards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualitits and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated S-well is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
.ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymodth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of .second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUISIC PUIBt,ISMEIEl§,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourntocitof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and iuo8tconipl(.te in the
No. West. Our connection with Me.'isrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

O" In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music, 619-1 f

Ditson & Go's Standard Operas.

[LARGEST SIZED PAGE].
With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.

With Englliih and Italian words.

KOW BEADY.
Ernani, Trovatore, Lucia,
Faust, Traviata, Sonnambula,
JNforrna, liucretia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
Fra Diavolo, Fidelio.
PrucK OP EACH IN Paper $1.00. In Boardh, with Illumi-

nated covers, $2.00. Sent postage paid on receipt of price.

OlilVBB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Masbrs
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-
n^ony Circi.ilar.

75 MEDALS^
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. Ne-w- styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free.

MASON & HAMLIN"ORCAN CO., 1S4, Tre-
imontSt., Boston; S90
BroadAvay, New York,

BOSTOTir MUSIC SCHOOL.
rriHE FALL TERM will bepin on MONDAY the 18th
^ of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL waa
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object waa to famish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violia

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEESON.

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Broks.

Price $1.50
;
$13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTevj Styles, ije-

sonant ; -with im-
provements pat-
ented June and
Jln^ust, 1870 ;

surpassing all

^ prjl-.'iis produo-

pi tionsinriohjbeau-

i^^-^S^B^ tiful qualities of
°^

tone, and g-eneral

excellence. (Prices ifeduced/ $50 to

$S,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

IM TREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 593 BRQADWAr, NEW YORK.

J SCHXTBEBTH & CO. Pubiishnrs and Dealers

in Foreign and American MUaio, 820Broaa-

-=M Aa.ON*-Jl

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO OUE

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Including very Choice Instrnmenta.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptiona of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, VioIoncoJlo and Double-BjLSs.

PIAJVOS A]\I> i?IELOUE©]¥S
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our fiici'.Ules are such as enable us to furnish the aboTe;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC. AND
C i.ED MUSIC FOB, BANDS, AND ALL
K1.ND3 OF,MUSICAL MEKCHANDI8E, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, {Opposite the CoHrt Honse)
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Tears.

There's a tear in the eye, nil unbidden it comes

In response to quick sympathy's call

;

check not the gathering drop at its source.

Let it flow for the sorrows of all.

There's a tear in the voice that words cannot express.

Which moves feelings beyond our control,

And the sweetest of singers without it, alas !

Cannot touch the deep springs of the soul.

There's a tear in the heart, which a sorrow reveals

That is born with us never to die
;

'Tis a grief which will haunt us in happiest hours :

With unsatisfied longings we sigh.

Yet although we can find no pure joy upon earth,

And all pleasures are kindred to pain.

We know that deep longings bring deepest delights,

We aspire, though we may not attain.

Carl Loewe's Story of his Early Life'*

[Continued from page 98.]

Halle belonged about that time to the so-called

Kingdom of Westphalia, and stood, like Cassel,

under French dominion. King Jerome, Napole-

on's brother, plaved the part of sovereign prince.

Now, much as all good Saxons sighed under his

foreign rule, to me it proved a blessing. In the

year 1810 the king came to Halle, and lodged

with the Prefect of the Saale department, Herr

von Gossler, in the Miiokel house, on the great

Berliner Platz.

On this occasion also was our choir brought

into requisition. The king made known his sat-

isfaction to me through Herr von Gossler. We
had frequent occasion during this time, at the

supper table of Chancellor Niemeyer, to sing

before the Prefect. This truly musical man,

therefore, became more nearly acquainted with

me and with my accomplishments. He was

pleased particularly with my person, praised my
intonation, my expression in the delivery of solo

pieces, and allowed me frequently to visit him.

Tiirk put him up to the idea of granting me, out

of the means of the State, the for that time extra-

ordinary sum of three hundred thalers per year

for the completion of my musical education. This

seemed to me a finger point from heaven. I was

now fifteen years old and believed it my duty to

hold fast to my good fortune
;
particularly when

1 learned that the Prefect, not content with the

yearly subsidy of three hundred thalers, had re-

solved to send me afterwards for some time to

Italy, so that he might then prepare a surprise

for the king, and in a certain manner make him

a present of me as a complete, developed artist.

All this achieved, I was then to become Kapell-

meister in Cassel.

With such prospects I could finally give in to

Turk's wish, and leave the gymnasium. Even
my father, in the face of such prospects, had to

renounce his darling wish to see me in the pulpit.

I now received a chamber to myself and thus

* Translated for Dwight's Journal of Mnsio from Dr.
Carl Loewe's Selbst-biographie. F^er die Oeffentlictikeit bear-
beitet Ton C. a. Bitter. Berlin, 1870."

became, to a certain degree, separated from the

choir while I remained in TUrk's house. In my
room I found a piano, a violin, and the necessary

books for theoretic study.

On the same floor with me there lived an orig-

inal couple, at an extraor linarily cheap rent, a

Herr and Frau von PistineUer. Herr von P.

had served as lieutenant in the Prussian army

in the year 1806 ; but the whistlinj of the can-

non balls had affected him so unpleasantly that

he preferred to betake himself in haste from Jena

to Halle. His wife here shared with the quon-

dam warrior the most modest of all human lots.

On the days on which I had no invitation out,

I deemed it best to provide for my bidily well-

being, at my stove, with my own hands. I found

in Frau von Pastineller an example worthy of

imitation. After greeting each other in the

morning, in our common entry, I used to ask

:

"And what do you cook for dinner to-day, my
gnadige Frauf" Whereat she replied: "Pota-

toes, dear Monsieur Lowe."—Now had the gra-

cious lady occasionally thought a change neces-

sary in her bill of fare, I too perhaps should have

been led into lighter ideas in this direction. But

I believed that I could not do better than by

strictly following the experienced lady in this

point.

So the singular pair lived on in quiet, and

apparently without any further aspirations. He
went out to walk, and when she was not cooking

potatoes, she accompanied him. But deep in his

heroic breast von Pastineller must have cherished

greater projects and ideas ; for one day, through

the mediation of a relation, he was suddenly

promoted to the captainship of the Westphalian

Invalid company. But the Herr Captain and

his lady wife in nothing changed their way of

living ; probably they both were penetrated with

too lively a feeling of the fickleness of their fate,

and feared a sudden change.

Thus emulating my F^au Nachharin in making

the care of my bodily nourishment very easy, I

could spend all the more time on my musical

studies, and I devoted myself to them with my
whole soul. In the two years now following

(from 1811 till near the end of 1813) Tiirk gave

me every day several lessons, both in theory and

composition. His lesson in the Thorough Bass

was according to the old method ; i. e. it required

the chord to be formed from every single tone,

whereas the same results are more conveniently

reached in recent times, namely through Lo-

gier's and my own method*

Besides his own instruction book, Tiirk also

used Kirnberger's "Kunsl des reinen Satzes" (Art

of pure Composition). For the Fugue, Marpurg
was made the foundation ; for the history of

music, Forkel ; for the calculation of the Tem-
perament, again his own work and that of

Chladni. Of other teachers I learned Italian

and French ; only in piano-playing did Halle

offer me no teacher.

The compositions of my student period are all

*3ee Loewe's "Klavierund Generabass-Schule."

lost. I had given them away as mementoes to

my. good friends.

At once, at the very beginning of my lessons,

Tiirk set me for a task to write a grand concert

aria for a soprano voice. My friend Carl Pflug,

then studiosus theohgice, had to furnish me with

the text. He chose an antique subject : "Didone

ahandonata." The words had the real opera lib-

retto ring

:

"Der Troer hat mein Hers

bezwungen,

Erioschen ist des Gatten Bild,

Tief ist der Pfeil in's Herz

gedrungen.

Die Liebesflamrae lodert wild !"

I composed the aria in a lively tempo; it started

in D minor, and was very short, with a great

deal of ecstacy ; but without any repetition of

the text or music ; it did not seem to me natural

for a desperate woman, on the point of hurling

herself into the flames, to repeat her words. And
so I went with my Aria to Tiirk. He examined

the notes and smiled: "What there is here is

right good ; but now the Aria must begin to pro-

ceed.'" I shook my head. "Yes, yes !" said the

master, "that is good music, but no Aria." Then

1 will write another," said I, "but this must re-

main as it is." Tiirk yielded, for he knew that

in what concerned my own labors I, in spite of

all my childish inexperience, could give in only

to a certain point.

Tiirk's instruction was anything but pedantic
;

on the contrary he often seized the subject by

the hair. Here is a little example.

As the clock struck for the hour of the lesson,

I knocked at his door. He called out with his

sonorous bass voice : "Come in !"—I entered the

room with a respectful compliment. One could

catch him here in the most different situations.

Often he had covered the whole table with num-

bers in chalk, and said : "I am making here a

computation of the Temperament according to

Chladni ; come, help reckon ; the tone -D sharp

must come out, how does D sharp sound ?" I

thought to myself, D sharp sounds like E flat ; so

in my thoughts I sounded the minor third in the

key of C minor, named it D sharp, and sang it.

Tiirk went to the piano, gave D sharp, and nod-

ded with his head, on which a great versetle of

powdered hair formed a wreath about the fine

brow. The work, for which I found him calcu-

lating, was his before mentioned '^ Temperatur-

Berechnung," which in after years I made those

of my own scholars study, who had any head and

inclination for mathematics.

Another time I found Tiirk at the piano. I

was obliged to tell him which of two songs, which

he had before him, was the best. The text was

by Cramer : "Klopfe nicht so bange," &c. With-

out knowing by whom the compositions were, I

decided for the one which was by Louise Reioh-

ardt. Tiirk himself had composed the melody of

the second song, and it had decided declamatory

excellencies. Another time he set me to playing

perhaps some of the larger compositions of Mo-
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zart, as well as those which had just then appear-

ed by Beethoven. Nevertheless the old master

insisted on it, that for a solid foundation of study

it was better to toil through the scores of Bach

and Handel. Those piano works of modern mas-

ters were good, Le said, to play for my own en-

joyment.*

I never liked to make alterations in my works.

Much remained in them to be desired ; but as

the manuscript once ran, so had it to remain ; I

was never in a condition to change a single note.

I have preserved only two works out of my
student period, and that because they were at

once printed. The first was a Romance by Kind :

"Clothar;" the other was a setting of the words

pronounced by Christ at the institution of the

Holy Supper, with the Lord's Prayer, in liturgi-

cal style. So far as I remember, these two pieces

were performed in the Moritz-Kirche at Halle,

by the superintendent Goerke, with soft organ

accompaniment, in a truly edifying manner.

These compositions, to my no small pride, ap-

peared under the opus numbers 1 and 2. But as

this first period of my artistic activity occurred

during the war storm of 1S13, and any immedi-

ate continuance of such occupation was for a

long time impossible, I made a new beginning

with the opus numbers.

[To be Continued.]

*That first Aria of mine hasoffen come into my mind since
then. My wife, who always criticized my things very severely,
has often said to me: "Yoa do not write your Arias so long
and so grateful for the singers, as Handel, for example; ia
yours there is always a certain brevity, which takes from their
full effect when they are torn from their connection with the
entire Oratorio or Opera."

The Gloucester Festival.

(From the Orchestra, Sept. 3.)

The 148th Anniyersary of the Festival of the Three
Choirs ttiis year falls to the turn of Gloncester to
celebrate. That busy cathedral-town, so unlike most
of its compeers in the extent anr! development of its

commercial life, always finds itself many times busier
at the advent of "the Music Meeting," as it is locally
called. This year has formed no exception to the
rule of activity and pleased anticipation. Gloucester
has been very full and very busy, and has tried hard
to keep up its spirits against malign influences of the
weather. The doubts uttered after the last festival

in this city as to the continuation of these meetings
had disappeared ; and though the Cathedral was in

the normal condition of cathedrals—namely, under-
going repairs—the fact was not suffered to stand in

the way of anticipating a thoroughly good celebra-
tion.

We regret to have to add that expectations so
sanguine have not been realized ; that the carefulness
of the local preparation has not been proportionate
to the enthusiasm of the visitors. Incompleteness of
rehearsal marred many a fair effect; and several
blemishes appeared which, if allowed to repeat them-
Eelves on future occasions, will end by bringing about
the discontinuance of these festivals. The knowledge
of music is much more generally spread now than it

was in former years ; railways and metropolitan per-
formances on a large scale have familiarized the peo-
ple of the country with what can be attained towards
accuracy and perfection ; and they know the differ-

ence between a careful and a careless execution. If
these festivals are to maintain their hold on the faith

of their supporters, they must be kept up to the mark
at the cost c>f bard work and steady drill and appli-
cation. There is no lounging way of organizing a
sacred performance, if it is to be worth anything.
Perhaps the short comings observable on the fir-t day
of the present festival may do good by calling atten-
tion to the necessity of maintaining tireless training
and strict discipline in future.

The principal singers engaged for this year's meet-
ing, which opened on Monday with a rehearsal of
Mr. Cosins' "fjideon," Bach's ''Pafsion'' and the
"Israel in E'jyvi" were Mdlle. Tieljc-ns (soprano),
Mdme. Patey (contralto), Mr. Vernon P.igby (tenor),
Mr. Lewis Thomas and SignorFoli (bassfes)—besides
Mdme. Cora de Wilhorst, Mis=es II. R. Harri-on
and Manell, Messrs. E. Lloyd, Bentham (from Her
Majesty's Opera), and Brandon. The leading violins
were M. Sainton and Mr. Carrodos, and the chorus

was made up in the nsual manner from the three

choirs with a London contingent, Dr. Wesley having
command of the orchestral forces. A deviation was
made on the usual practice of having all the evening
miscellaneous concerts in the Sliire Hall. Two
performances, morning and evening, in the Cathedral

were substituted ; and only a couple of Shire Hall
concerts were retained.

The festival proper opened on Tuesday with the

overture to "Esther,'' "Te Deum Lauflamui^," and
"Jephtha," of Handel (the last with the additional

accompaniments of Mr. Artliur S. Sullivan), besidss

Mendelssohn's hymn, "Hear my prayer ;" in the

evening the program comprised a selection from
Haydn's "Creution" and Handel's "Israel in Er/i/pt."

The first performance was ushered in with the usual
full service, the music being by Orlando Gibbons

;

the anthem was Dr. Boyce's "Oh, where shall wisdom
be found 1" Prayers were intoned by the Rev. Mr.
Bowman ; the first Lesson was read by the Rev.
Clanon Lysons, and the second by the Rev. Canon
Harvey. The sermon preached by the Rev. Canon
E. D. Tinling, was to a text from iJalachi, chap. 3.

part of verse 1
—"The Lord whom ye seek shall

suddenly come to His Teraplo." The effect of this

sermon was rather startling, for it embodied what
was in effect a protest against the performances in

the cathedral. The attitude of the preacher provoked
strong comment on the taste which had led him,
while responding to a solicitation to plead for the

charity, to attack the means by which the charity

was benefited. The revered gentleman was compared
inversely to Balaam, called to bless an undertaking
and replying with a curse. Canon Tinling appears,

on the most favorable construction, hardly to have
kept faith. He was expected to urge the claims of

the music meeting : if he could not conscientiously

do this, he should have declined the office altogether.

After service a voluntary was played in the shape of

J. S. Bach's grand and elaborate fugue in B minor

—

one of the finest of the series to which it belongs ; the

performer was Mr J. K. Pyne, a pupil of Dr. Wes-
ley's. The attendance at the opening performance
was scanty and not encouraging; nor did the mode
in which the Deltingen TeDeum and "Jephtha" were
presented brighten matters. It is reported that neither

of these works had been rehearsed ; and the execu-
tion bore out the rumor. Censure is all the more
deserved as the executants did not fail in natural

ability, and the shortcomings must be ascribed to

carelessness alone. There -were, however, points

happily rendered ; thus the solo "'Thou art the King
of glory," sung by Mr. Lewis Thomas, produced an
admirable effect, so did also Mr. Lloyd's singing in

the solo : "When Thou tookest upon Thee ;" and
Miss Martell made a successful debut. Mr. Harper's
trumpet obbligato was also brought in with good
results, and there was everything to show that with
normal care and rehearsal the performance would
have been entirely satisfactory. Mendelssohn's "Hear
my prayer" showed jet more vividly the necessity of
discipline. Conductor, chorus, and band were at

cross purposes, and Mdme. Cora de Wilhorst, as

soloist, found it uphill work. In "Jephtha" the vocal-

ists were Mdlle. Tietiens, Mdme. Patey, Mr. Vernon
Rigby, and Signer Foli. To the first lady fell the

well known numbers, "The smiling dawn," "Tune
the soft melodious lute," "Welcome as the cheerful

light," "Happy they," and "Farewell, ye limpid
springs." Mdme. Patey declaimed with great effect

the dramatic air, "Scenes of horror, scenes of woe."
Mr. Vernon Rigby achieved his usual success in the
recitative and airs, "Deeper and deeper still," "Open
thy marble jaws," and "Waft her, angels." Signor
Foli sang exceedingly well and with much taste.

The choruses were marred by being hurried. We
must not omit the services of Miss Martell .ind Miss
H. R. Harrison, in the auxiliary parts. The latter

is a d^jutante, we believe, and sang in very nice style

the recitative of the Angel, "Rise, .Teptha." Dr.
Wesley conducted, and Mr. Townsend Smith presid-

ed at the organ.

In the evening the Cathedral was lighted up, and
presented an imposing appearance. The attendance,

however, was far from as favorable as could bo

wished. The first part of the programme comprised
a selection from Hayd.i's "Crration" commencing
with the ori-he'tral prelude, Rfpre.wntntion of Chans,

and terminating with the jubilant "Achieved is the

glorious work." The second part was devoted to a

selection from "Israel in Effijpt," in which the chorus
had the greater part of the work. The choral effects

in the first part ran more smoothly than those at the

morning pirformance ; but in the second part there

was again a falling off. The conducting was at sea
;

the baton impetuously urged its followers to greater

and greater velocity, until the pace became more like

arjuve r/iif pent than a sacred performance. Neither
in execution nor patronage did the results of Tues-
day as a whole aflford room for congratulation.

On Wednesday morning a drizzling rain set in,

and kept on with remarkable pertinacity ; notwith-

standing which the attendance at the Cathedral was
far better and more cheerful than the day before. The
work was "Elijah," and herein lay the attraction

which tempted the country folks to defy the wet.

The growing popularity of this oratorio is an incon-
testable fact : with frequency of hearing it bears in-

crease. "Elijah" was first heard in Glocester at

the meeting of 1847, the year after its production at

the memorable Festival in Birmingham, and has
since been repeatedly given here, with what results it

is unnecessary to state. On Wednesday the Cathe-
dral was crowded in every part : nave, gallery, aisles,

and transepts were full, apparently, to their utmost
capacity. The performance went much better than
Jepht/ia," though there had been no rehearsal : the

reason being that its music was much more familiar.

The soprano music was divided between Mdme. Cora
de Wilhorst and Mdlle. Tietjens according to the

respective parts ; the contralto music in the first part

was chiefly assigned to Miss Martell, and in the sec-

ond to Madame Patey ; the chief tenor in Part 1,

was Mr. Bentham, and in Part 11. Mr. Vernon
Rigby; and Signor Foli took the whole of the music
of the Prophet, according to general custom. Miss
H. B. Harrison, and Messrs. Brandon and Hunt
(both of Gloucester Cathedral) assisted in the

double quartet, "For He shall give His angels charge."

The general effect of this performance left little to

be desired. Principals worked with a will ; choruses

were well taken ; and time was accurately kept. On
the whole a good rendering is to be recorded, though
the hearers in the Cathedral, with a taste worthy a

British audience, ran away to lunch in the midst of

the final chorus, as the rain outside was illustrating

the effect of "Elijah's" prayer.

The down pour continued all day, and in the even-

ing a dank assemblage gathered to the Shire Hall.

"Acis and Galatea," wkh Mdlle. Tietjens, Mr. Ver-
non Rigby, and Mr. Lewis Thomas, opened a mis-

cellaneous programme. It was followed by M. Sain-

ton's "Fantasie sur Faust," a brilliant violin solo

with orchestral accompaniment; need we add as

brilliantly played 1 The first part of the programme
ended with the second finale to Spohr's "Azor and
Zemira," after which came a selection from "Pre-
ciosa," and a few miscellaneons pieces, interpreted

variously by Mdme. de Wilhorst, Miss Harrison,

Miss Martell, Mdme. Patey, Messrs. Bentham, Lloyd,
and Foli.

On Thursday the attendance in the Cathedral was
exceedingly good, as might have been expected from
the attraction offered by Bach's Passion Music, Mr.
Cusins* new oratorio "Gideon," and a copious selec-

tion from Spohr's "Calvarij." The great work of

Bach had been heard but once before in an English
Church in England, namely, in Westminster Abbey
on last Maundy Thursday evening ; and this was
without the concert room adjuncts which somewhat
mar the devotional effect of music in a Cathedral

Festival. But at Gloucester the impression was
powerfully felt, and it is evident that the more famil-

iar the work becomes—both to the performers and
their audiences—the greater will be the admiration

and reverence for it and its author. On the whole
the performance was exceedingly good—the rehears-

als having been numerous and careful. One or two
of the choruses went unsteadily, and in a single in-

stance confusion seemed almost irremediable, though
matters mended before the close. Mdme. Cora de
Wilhorst was most efficient in her solos ; and much
praise is due to the other soloists, Mdme. Patey, Mr.
Lloyd, Signor Foli, and Mr. Brandon. We believe

it is already determined that the Passion shall be re-

peated at Worcester and Hereford.

Mr. Cusins' "G("f/fon" followed, the work having

been composed expressly for this festival. Mr. Cusins

occupies the front rank among English musicians,

and his future career is full of promise. His position

as conductor of the Philharmonic Society is calcu-

lated to make him careful in execution, and the nec-

essary study in detail of the works of the greatest

composers cannot be without influence on his own
writings. The star of English musicians generally

culminates earlj', and after a certain degree of emi-

nence has been attained, a repetition of pet ideas and
mannerisms show that the soul of the artist is allowed

to slumber, and facility in production of stale "nov-

elties" often contents the composer and his clique of

admirers. We trust that Mr. Cusins may make "Ex-
celsior" his permanent rule ; and certainly "Gideon"
gives earnest that he will do so.

The words of " Gideon" are selected by the Rev.

F. T..Cusins chiefly from the Psalms and 6th and
7th chapters of .Judges. The story refers to the in-

terposition of the Lnrd in favor of His chosen people,

and the miraculous overthrow of the Midiatiitcs by
the son of Joash. The petilions af the Israelites in

their distress, the conference of the Angel of the
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Lord with Gideon, the miraculous means suggested

by the Angel to enable Gideon to discomfort the

enemy, the battle in which Gideon with his 300 men
destroys the armies of the Midianites, with the sub-

sequent triumph and thanksgivings, are the leading

incidents. Tlie personages are five—the Angel,

Mdlle. Titiens ; an Israelitish woman, Mdme. Patey ;

an Israelite, Mr. E. Lloyd ; Gideon, Mr. Lewis
Thomas ; and a Prophet, Mr. Brandon.
An instrumental introduction leads to a chorus of

the People of Israel : "Lord, how long wilt Thou be

angry ?" followed by a tenor air: "0 remember not,"

the chorus resuming: "Help us, O God," very care-

fully written and very attractive. A short choral

recitative and a recitative for the Prophet: "Thus saith

the Lord" introduce a contralto air, "The eyes of

the Lord," admirably sung by Mdme. Patey. A
long scene for Gideon and The'Angel succeeds, admi-
rably rendered. A quartet of angels, and recitative

and chorus intervene between this scene and Gideon's

air: "Though I sometimes am afraid :" which Mr.
Lewis Thomas gave with great effect. A spirited

chorus: "Through God will we do great acts," writ-

ten with no little contrapuntal skill, is as eflfective in

execution as it is meritorious in design and construc-

tion. A Recitative and Air for the An(jel, "The
Lord, He it is," was capitally rendered by Mdlle.
Tietjens. A telling Battle Chorus, and a character-

istic Air, "O sing unto the Lord," well given by Mr.
Rigby ; a Triumphal March with Chorus, an unac-
companied Quartet, "Ascribe ye the power," are the

chief pieces introducing the concluding Chorus, "0
God, wonderful art Thou." Mr. Cusins conducted
his own work, and it was by far the best performance
at the festival. We need only further remark that

the Oratorio was entirely successful, and will no
doubt b« speedily and frequently heard in London and
elsewhere. The selection from "CaJvarij" might as

well have been omitted, for there was little interest

after the conclusion of "G/deon." It included the

overture, the choruses "Gentle Night" and "Beloved
Lord," the soprano air by Mdlle. Tietjens, with
chorus "Through all thy friends"—and the trio "Je-
sus, Heavenly Master"—by Mdlle, Tietjens, Miss
Martell, and Mdme. Patey.

We take up our record from Thursday evening,
when a miscellaneous concert was given in the Shire
HaJl—the second devoted to that locality. The first

part of the programme was made up of a selection

from "Figaro's Hochzeit," including the opening duet
by Miss Harrison and SignorFoli ; Cherubino'saria,
"Non so piti," and canzone "Voi cbe sapete," by
Mme. Cora de Wilhorst ; the Countess's cavatina,

"Porgi amor," and scena including the air, "Dove
Bono," by Mile. Tietjens ; the duettino for Susanna
and the Countess, "SuU' aria," by the two ladies just
named

; F^jraro's martial song, "Son piii andrai," by
Signor Foli ; and the sestet, "Sola, sola," from "Don
Giovanni," by the singers already mentioned, rein-

forced by Mr. E. Lloyd and Mr. Lewis Thomas.
The overture to the opera was also given. After
Mozart in opera came Mozart in symphony—the

"Jupit«r" being given with excellent effect. Then a
tolerable rendering of "Adelaida" by Mr. Vernon
Rigby ; a ballad by Pontett, sung by Mile. Tietjens

;

the buffo duet, "Con paziensa," from Mayer's "11

Fanatico," by the same vocalist and Signor Foil

;

Wallace's song, "Sweet and low," by Mme. Patey
(the second verse repeated), Sir J. Benedict's ballad,

"Rock me to sleep," by Miss Harrison, accompanied
by Dr. Wesley; Figaro's air, "Largo al factotum,"
by Mr. Lewis Thomas ; and "God save the Queen"
as a wind-up.

On Friday, as usual, the Music Meeting closed
with a performance of the "Messiah," which, accord-
ing to invariable practice, drew the largest audience
of t'ne week, every available place being occupied in

the Cathedral. Mile. Tietjens and Mme. Cora de
Wilhorst were the soprani : "Rejoice greatly" and
"X know that my Redeemer liveth" falling to the

one, and "How beautiful are the feet" to the other.

Mme. Patey never sang better than in the solo with
chorus "0 thou that tellest," and "He shall feed his

flock ;" Mr. Rigby's powerful voice was displayed
in "Thou shak dash them" ; and Mr. Lewis Thomas
and Sig. Foli were impressive in their parts. Fa-
miliar as the "Messiah" is, it was to be expected that
its performance would present fewer obstacles than
"Jephiha" to a choral force unprepared especially by
rehearsal. As a matter of fact it did go much better
than the oratorios of the preceding days ; though Dr.
Wesley maintained his own theories with regard to

the use of the baton, and galloped the chorus through
"For unto us a child is born," as though altos and
tenors had been handicapped against each other, and
the conductor's duty was to see the race fairly run.
The full-dress ball at the Shire Hall was a decided

success. It was fully and fashionably attended,
though some of the chief "Lady Patronesses" merely
lent their names to the ceremony. There was a very

efficient band, under the direction of that experienced

conductor, Mr. E. Stanton Jones, whose selection of

music was well varied and effective.

The following arc the statistics of the attendance

and collections at this year's meeting, compared with

the two preceding Gloucester festivals :

ATTENDANCE AT THE ORATORIOS.
1865. 1858. ISn.

Tuesday 1,000 800 600
Tue.sday evening — — 900
Wednesday 1,700 2,000 1,800
Thursday 2.00) 1.900 1,400

Friday 2,960 3,000 2,400

ATTENDANCE AT THE CONCERTS.

1S65. 1868, 1871.

Wednesday 630 400 650
Thursday 600 600 539

Handel or Erba.

Every grand performance of Handel's works re-

vives the consideration of which is Handel, and what,

not. It is said that old Dragonetfi—the famous
double-bass player—born, with Mozart, close upon
the death of Handel—was accustomed to say to Rob-
ert Lindley, when the two were playing Handel's
music together, "Oh ! the robber," "Ah ! what a rob-

ber." "II Drago" knew the music of Handel's day,

and the generation before Handel as well as Handel
did, and fingers are quicker than ears in tracing re-

semblances in composition. That Handel made it a

practice to write upon the thoughts of others no one
can for a moment dispute. The facts are too over-

whelming. And that he used up entire compositions
cannot be questioned. He may be said in some cases

to have taken the pebble and produced the diamond
—to have seized the jewel in its old case, and reset it

with a wreath of art and exuberance of fancy. Such
was the fact in regard to the Te Deiim Laudamus of

Uria, and the cantata by Stradella. The first portion

of the "Israel in Egypt" contains the ideas of the

Stradella cantata, and the Stradella chorus, "He
spake the word." The second portion contains the

Magnificat—a composition which is alleged by some
to be an early work by Handel, and written in Rome,
1707. Others declare it is not Handel's composition
—not in his style—utterly opposed to all the other
admitted music be wrote then, and that it is from the

pen of an unknown musician named Erba.
The copy in Handel's own hand, now in the Roy-

al Library at Buckingham Palace, is imperfect. The
two last pages have been torn away. This is signif-

icant. 'The other psalms composed at Rome are all

signed, perfect, and dated. But copies were made of
this manuscript, and also of the Stradella cantata,

by Smith, Handel's copyist, and it is believed there

are three, if not four, in existence. One is in the

library of the Sacred Harmonic Society and in every
way complete. This copy does not bear Handel's
name. On the contrary it is called the composition
of Sy, or Dy, Erba—Dionysius Erba. Now Smith
could not have invented this himself: Erba was
never in England, the copy was made in England,
written on English paper, and by the man who had
access to the original in Handel's writing. No doubt
Smith copied what he saw.

Again, in the copy of the "7sra<>/," used by Han-
del in conducting, he has placed the word "Mag"
against the movements he had taken from this psalm
or canticle. It is Jrue he did not do this in the case

of the Stradella, used up in the first part of the "Is-

rael," but with the exception of the chorus "He spake
the word" nothing is taken bodily and literally from
Stradella. He is simply despoiled of bis ideas.

Copies of the Magnificat bad gone out—this Handel
knew—and he may have written the word "M,ag,"to
denote his obligation to the head and hand of another.
If his own writing, why refer to it 1 He does not
do this kind of thing when transferring his own
music. There is nothing to mark that the chorus
"Blest be the hand" in "rAeorfora" was taken from
'Immortal Lord" in "Hercules." Nor does he do so
when adding to his "Athaliah" the movements from
"Parnasso." Of what use could the memento be to

Handel himself 1 Of what concern to others if Han-
del's own music ? Why seek to identify what was
known to himself, and, if his own composition, of
no importance to others ? This memorandum, coup-
led with the absence of the last pages of the copy
brought from Rome, is at least remarkable.

Further, Handel when copying writes in a perfectly

different way from Handel when composing. There
is no score at all like that of the "Israel." Portions
of it are as shapely and seemly written as if trans-

ferred from print. There is none of the hot haste of

the hurrying hand as in the "Messiah" and other of

his oratorios. That the "He spake the word" is copy
is as plain as the sun in noonday ; for Handel had
not allowed room for his buzzing-fly accompaniments,
and was compelled to squeeze in the semiquavers in

the most awkward, and occasionally, ludicrous way.

The "Israd" as a whole is, in MS., a foregone con-

clusion ; a fair, clear, and premeditated piece of writ-

ing—a MS. not like any other by ibis great com-
poser.

Now as to the internal evidence. This Magnificat
is not like Handel's music as boy, student, conduc-

tor of the opera at Hamburg traveller in Italy, chap-

elmaster at Cannons, opera composer at rhe Hay-
market, oratorio composer at Oxford ; it is not like

what he was, whether young or old. Every bar of

his signed music written at Rome is like bis music
written for the Duke of Chandos at Cannons. It is

the Germanized form of the school of Colonna,
Stradella, Leo, and the men of Handel's day, and
those just preceding him. The Erba music is the

"too stiff" style as Handel called it, and the counter-

point is that of a composer accustomed to write for

voices in church singing without orchestral accom-
paniments.

Handel was a big man and wrote in a large form.

He took time to develop his ideas—his stride is en-

ormous, his gait a huge roll. Not so the composer
of the Magnificat. There is no stride, no roll, no
time ; all is sharp, terse, and condensed.

We would almost rest the case upon the two move-
ments "Moses and the Children ef Israel," and the

chorus "He is my God"—one undoubtedly by Han-
del, the second most undeniably by some one else.

It is the opening chorus of the Magnificat. We must
remember that the second part of the "Israel" was
written before the first part, and in this view it is

Handel sitting down to do what he never bad done,

an entire cantata in eight parts with orchestral ac-

companiment. He commences with his own themes,

"Moses and the Children of Israel," and in the next

chorus, "the Horse and his Rider." he flies to Krieger

for subjects and counterpoint. We have the book in

England, and there can be no question about the

fact. The succeeding chorus is "He is my God"

—

the "Magnificat anima mea." Now let us look at the

counterpoint of this short Latin chorus. It is su-

perb, magnificent. A stream, without stay or hind-

rance. The voices never break together, their move-
ments are marvellously varied, their progressions as

free as air, and as pure as sunlight, the idea perfect,

the rhythm perfect. Nothing more classical, more
true, more exquisite can be found in the whole course

of Handel's career. Compare the counterpoint with

that of "Moses, and the Children of Israel." Here
is "Moses"

—

Look also at the chorus, "The Lord shall reign," and

what can be said of such successions as these: (read

an octave higher)

—

.1 O _ £

-i-

CoBtrast the effort and manifest embarrassment in

this chorus with the grace, eloquence and freedom of

the chorus from the "Magnifiaat." Can it be said

that the grists are the same, or that they come from

the same mill ? This was the argument of Lotti

when Bononcini stole his madrigal, and what bettor

can be used? Where in all Handel's volumes ig

there anything like Kerl's chorus, "Egypt was ghid,"

or like these choruses of Erba: "The eanh swal-

lowed them up," and "Thou sentest forth Thy
wraib 1" Of course Handel could not write the

Kerl chorus ; at least he never attempted to do any-

thing like it ; and these two choruses from the Mag-

nificat are equally foreign to his head and hand. His

common-place book, dated 1698, filled with music he

beard when first at Berlin, contained compositions by

Erba, by Kerl, and by Krieger. If be, as he did,

took Kerl and Krieger, why not Erba also ? We
suspect Froberger supplied the first chorus of the

"Israel," and Alherti, whose music was in this vol-

ume, the "Let all the angels" in the "Messiah."

Handel had not written any alia cappella choruses

strictly so called. There are none in "Esther," none

in "Deborah," none in th* "Acis," or the "Alexan-

der's Feast," none in "Athalia." "Our fainting

courage" in "Saul" is not his, nor is "0 fatal conse-

quence of rage," also in the same oratorio. His can-

onic alia capella in "Solonwn" is Cesti and KaU-isius;

in "Samson" it is CarLssimi ; in the "Te Deum" it is

Carissimi .and Uria. Think of that little chapel at

Cannons, scarcely larger than a good-sized drawing-

room, a small hall, and then of Handel composing
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his larpelyplanned movements in the Chanaos An-
thems (of such a confiaed, insignfficant hcnle. If he

could write the close vocal counterpoint—such as

that in the liJnynificat— if he was such a superb adept
in short movements of rare, pure vocal part-writinfr,

was not the chapel at Cannons the very best of all

places on earth for its exhibition? Such music as

Erba's was wanted at Cannons, and if Handel was
up in the school and style why did he not write it ?

The fact that the Mannificat is in Handel's hand-
writJDfj is of no importance. The chorus "Awake
the ardor of thy breast," in the oratorio of "Deborah '

is in AIS. in Handel's own hand, but it is not his

composition.

It may be remarked, "But would Handel conde-
scend to take the thoughts of other people ?" In
those days there was not a little of this kind of prac-

tice. Very little music was printed in comparison
with the quantity that was composed, and "convey-
ing," as Sir Walter Scott called it, was the order of
the day. And so it is now ; the new thought is re-

written before the man's ink is dry from whose brain

it came. Everybody borrowed and stole, and no
man could afford to do this sort of thing better than
Handel- He always apologizes for it—puts some-
thing alongside of the borrowed thought that almost
blinds the auditor bj its transcendent originality and
immeasurable strength. He laughs in your face

—

"What you heard just now was not mine ; take this,

and when you are sufficientlv recovered we will go
on." It is a sad thing that his commonplace book
is lost, his entries of the queer, grand, outside things

he heard and saw in his travels. It is worth its

weight in gold. Lady Rivers, nge Coxe—whose
mother Smith married—had this book, but it was
gone when her Handelian MSS. were sold. Main-
waring says it was full of pieces by Kerl, Krieger,

Ebner, and others. Here, then, is the man : for

Ebner, read Erba. In those days of trained thoueht
and subtle treatment of a theme, it was of no avail to

steal scraps as Meyerbeer did : the all must be con-

veyed or none. We may be sure Handel only copied
what was worth copying, and never copied what he
could get without copying. All he copied was very
far from ordinary composition.

A word in regard to the aesthetic and classical

view. The "7s?-afr' is not like the "ilfesi'aA." Jen-
nens, Handel's patron, who set him to work on these

compositions, never complained of the "Israel," as

being too lieht or irreverent. Contrast the opening
of the "Israel" with that of the "Messiah." The two
works are complete opposites ; and it must be recol-

lected that the "Israel" formerly began with the
"Lamentations of the Israelites for the death of Jo-
seph"—an applicatioii of that magnificent anthem,
"The ways of Sion do mourn," composed the year
before for the funeral of Queen Charlotte. This an-
them begins in the grandest form—a kind of choral
for the Canlojh-mo—but it is Handel from the first

note to the last, very different from the chorus, "And
the.children of Israel sighed." Israel" was compos-
ed in 1738, and the year before Handel had failed

with the public in all he did. His operas, "Armi-
iihis," "Jvstin," "Berenice" had all proved discom-
fitures ; he had added fireworks and all sorts of odd
things to increase the attractions of "Atalanta." His
Lent oratorios were fiascos—the public declined to

WsteD to "The Triumph of Truth," "Esther," "Debo
rah" "Dido" or "Alexander's Feast." His great
singers Farinelli and Senesino had run away, dis

gusted with singing to empty houses. The town
was thoroughly tired of Handel, and at this time so

far from there being any fanaticism for the special

style of his writing, the facts demonstrate he had
used up his material and wearied his audience^. In
writing the Funeral Anthem he had defied the public,

he had pleased himself and the King. Now comes
the "Israel.'" Here he defies the public, and clearly

writes without a thought of popular feeling. Nor
had he the Lent Oratorio in his head when he first

begins. He writes the .second part first, then adds
the first part, and when afterwards determining on
public performance adds again the introduction of
the "Lamentations," in fact his new Fiinernl An-
them. Whom did he seek to please by all this ? Who
was to pay him, for he was approaching bankruptcy
with rapid stride ? Mr. .lennor.B did pay him, and
gave liim a thousand pounds, and another oratorio

to set to music. Something was to he done in hot

haste, for rain was imminent, and Charles .Tennens
wonM not pay for opera, or monsters, or fireworks,

cr any rubbish of this kind. We know how he set to

work when preyed ; his 7e Dam for Dettingen is

an ensample—if not wholesale robbery—borrowing
on the hugest scale. It seemi therefore almost cer-

tain that Handel had received his commission from
Jenncns to set the '.Song of Moses" in a large, sol-

emn, church-like way of style, and the case being

pressing (he composer did, aa was his practice, avail

himself of the thoughts of others. Hence the inter-

est of the "Israel" is the variation of its style, its

short forms, its long form?, its bright melodies, its

.massive harmonies, its quaint counterpoints. It is a

cheque from Charles Jennens, and rot a draft on the

public. Handel iirnored the public in this "Song of

Moses." When he afterwards laid it before the sa-

gacious public and brought in his Italian singers, he

cut out the Funeral Anthem and introduced between

the acts a lot of Italian songs.

Who was Erba ? There were, it appears, three

musicians of this name; one tolerably known, we
incline to think of a later period than 1706 8, and
not the composer of the Magnificat . We take this

man to have been a priest—an outside, unknown per-

son, of some small chapelry or church, writing like

hundreds of his class for his own needs and his own
choir, and perfectly careless as to the results of his

works or the opinion of the musical world at large,

with which he had no concern and no interest. At
all events it is easier to believe that there was a priest

called Erba—Dionysius Erba—capable of writing

the Maqnificat, than that Handel should have gone
out of his way, his habit, his train of thought, his

process of school, to have made an exception to all

his work at Rome, and then to have torn his name
away from the manuscript in England, some thirty

years afterwards
; or that he should have taken the

trouble to indicate his comparatively juvenile effort

in the score from which he conducted so many years

in public. He pointed out "the conveyance" him-
self, for he well knew that some day it would be well

ventilated, and satisfactorily established. The two
suppositions are somewhat contradictory, but there

might have come over him a change of mind, and
had any one stolen the last page for his autograph,
it would have turned up long ago. To sum up the

point : Mainwaring says Handel's commonplace
book had pieces in it by Ebner, plainly Erba ; Smith
says the Magnificat is by Erba ; and Handel writes

"Mag." at the head of his "conveyances." What
more can be required 1

—

London Orchestra.

The Naples Conservatory.

The interest of the Neapolitans in music—
VERDl's report ON THE STATE OF THE CONSER-
VATORY — WISE RECOMMENDATIONS—THE AD-
VANTAGES OF NAPLES TO THE STUDENT.

(Correspondeuce of the Daily Advertiser.)

Naples, Sept., 1871.

I have just succeeded in obtaining a copy of the

report made by a commission directed by Veidi to

the minister of public instruction, in regard to the

state of the musical educational institutions of Italy,

and especially of the College of Music in Naples. It

is now some months since this report was rendered,

and a considerable time has elapsed since it was put
in type by the government printers ; but very few

copies have been distributed, and even in musical
circles comparatively little is known as to its purport

and effect.

In most respects the Neapolitans are indifferent to

the censure which justly falls upon their city for its

failure to advance with advancing civilization, aud
are content to sigh for the old Bourbon days when, if

they did lack quays and open streets, light, air and
water, sewerage and sanitary re^iulations, economy,
sense and system, at least nobody bothered them
about it, and no little group of comparatively enlight-

ened citizens tried to afflict their brethren with rival

candidates for municipal offices, and with schemes
for improvement. Public neglect;, and public affront

alike disturb them little, and flagrant abuses meet no
other notice than a half protest in the corner of an

insignificant newspaper. Their port may remain but

a roadstead ; their great (and only) avenue to the

southward be closed for a year to an almost incalcu-

lable travel, which must struggle tediously through
tortuous bystreets, where hut one line of vehicles can

pass ; their sewers may pile up 1-efuse on the sands

below their only garden of recreation ; their streets

may be dim and precarious by night ; the coroner
and his court may be unknown, and the sudden dead
may lie for hours where he fell until some commis-
sary of police can be found to take a prores verhnl on
the spot; these, and a thousand other things, which
prevent their city from being as delightful as its

site is gracious, are all roha dl poco trifles.

But on one point are they still .sensitive and alert

—the art of music
; and they can ill brook that the

old glories of San Carlo have fad'-d, and that al-

though still their mnssimo. it is no longer likewise the

greatest of the world. The civic improvements and
embellishments of Florence, the activity of Milan,

the commercial progress of Genoa and Leghorn, they

do not begrudge ; but they cannot bear to think that

the Italian should resort to Boloerna, or the foreigner

pause'almost on the frontier in Milan, to acquire that

education and finish in music, particularly in vocal

music, which it has been, and still should be, the pre-

rogative of Naples to impart. Therefore the grad-

ual decadence of the Royal College of Music has

been an affliction to bear and a problem to solve.

And it may well be mortifying to think that their city

where tlie opera was born, as one may say, where so

many grand masters were trained and in their turn

taught, where the chief artists of the world came for

a seal of approval that could not be questioned, where
the great writers came to present their compositions,,

sacred as well as secular, for criticism, and where
even a pojjular judgment was almost sure to be cor-

rect, must lose not only the prestige of its opera-

house,—a question now-a days rather of money than

of merit—bat also see the school which for centuries

had been the nucleus of all these splendors fade and
lose its influence abroad and its impress at home.

Since the fall of the Bourbons the Conservatory

has lived as it best could, the government having
done nothing but assure it a revenue and a roof and
never having even provided it with a new set of by-

laws and internal ordinances. Excellent masters

have not lacked, nor yet talented pupils. But the

director has been a nullity. Never by any means so

great as his reputation, Mercadante wcb not the ma
to be chief of such an institution. In a merely mus-
ical light he may be well regarded, and as a principal

professor of composition he could never have been

out of place. Himself a writer of little variety and
much manner, his prolific hand traced few scores that

can live except as curiosities or elements of biogra-

phy and musical history, and the representations-

which his operas obtained were due rather to- his

friendly relations with singers than to the merits of

the works themselves. But he knew thoroughly the

laws of counterpoint and the value of orchestral in-

struments, aad was thus a living source of useful

information. Administrative capacity he had not,

and during the last decade, when family griefs and
his own blindness had affected his disposition and
impaired his powers, he was but a name and a shad-

ow of a director. To reform the Conservatory he

must be removed ; respect for his age, his fame and
his genius, forbade his removal. In the mean time

the diligent pursued their studies amid all the posi-

tive advantages which San Pietroa Maiellacan offer,

and the idle sauntered about the cloisters, shirked

their exercises with small fear of supervision'or dis-

cipline, and cast discredit then and afterward upon
the college.

At last Mercadante died and was buried with a

ceremony and a following rare indeed in this careless

city. Flowers almost hid the pall, bands of music

played dirges, distinguished citizens walked beside

the bier, and hundreds of musicians and music-lovers

came behind, while scores of aristocratic families sent

their carriages to close the funeral in elegant proces-

sion. But even in that throng, as everywhere, the

question of a successor to the maestro, not yet two
days dead, was actively discussed, and a wide range

of names, from Verdi to Petrella, was canvassed by
jealous partisans, who were fain ultimately, to con-

tent themselves with their ignorance of even the pos-

sibilities of ministerial predilection.

For a wonder, the present ministry has shown not

only coherence but capacity, albeit the question of

finance is no less vexed in Italy than elsewhere. Sig-

nor Correnti, who holds the portfolio of public in-

struction, is energetic and active ; if one hears of him
to diy in north Italy inspecting a lyceum, a little

later he will be in tiie south reviewing the clinical

schools of a hospital, and anon at a cabinet council;

in the capital. He had bad before him the whole field

of musical culture for survey, and the then crisis

gave the needed opportunity for initiating a reform,

or rather a regeneration, in the Neapolitan college.

Certain special questions were therefore incorporated

in the charge to the commission, which consisted of

Verdi, as president, Serrao, an eminent orchestral

master of Naples, Casamorata and Mazzaeato, rep-

resenting other sections of the country—an indisput-

ablv able body.

From their report, an octavo pamphlet of abotft

fifty pages, I shall cite a few points to indicate its

scope ; the whole is very interesting and very sensi-

ble, but it is impossible to make any extended ex-

tracts in the limits of this letter. Taking as a text,,

"the restoration to its glorious traditions of the Col-

lege of Naples," the commission lay down as the

prime essentials :

—

I. A firm and decided character in (he directory

and professors. II. Their determination that all

laws and rules shall bo implicitly obeyed. III. The
intrinsic excellence of such regulations,—which

should, ho it well understood, bo uniform for all the

similar institutions in Italy, except in those minor
particulars which the nature of each locality ilictates.

Tlic report explains its meaning of "glorious tradi-

tions" to bo "those grand .successes obtained in the

last century particularly, by the dramatic and eccles-
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iastical works written by pnpils of the coUece," and,
while regretting the present dearth of such works,
passes to remark that elsewhere in Italy, as also oat
of it, the musical field yields likewise a comparatively
unremunerative harvest.

After treating the subject of discipline and the ne-
cessity for full powers, administrative as well as In-

structive, to be vested in the directoi's, supported and
advised by a council on the part of the crown, the

commission proceeds to present as follows its views
of the actual state of the Italian schools : "1st., the
school of wind and key-board Instruments is in a sat-

isfactory condition, especially in Its mechanical part

;

2d., with the exception of a few eminent instances,

the school of stringed instruments is generally much
less satisfactory, and does not correspond to the needs
of art ; 3d., the vocal art may be said to be confined
to a very few notable artists, who are by no means
equal in number even to the wants of the theatre,

now becoming constantly more numerous ; 4th., the
same must be said of the creative art. In respect of
new composers ; for if these do not absolutely lack,

they are certainly far from fulfilling, either by the

number or the quality of their works, the exigencies
of a really flourishing Italian school,"
Lamenting the decline of vocal art, which the re-

port remarks once stood alone in Iialy, giving the
law to all the world of song, the commission finds
one grand cause ia the declamatory style of singing,
"which dates from the time of Bellini," and which,
by forcing the voice out of its natural mode of action,
displaced it, injured its tessitura, and in many cases
positively ruined it. [This I find to be the only un-
wise point in the report ; if voices have been strained
and displaced, it would seem that Verdi might blame
himself quite as much as Bellini ; he has changed his
methods in Don Carlos, to be sure, but a little verbal
confession, or at least modification, wonld do a deal
ot good.] Declamation should go hand in hand with
melodic delivery, it Is granted, but the old ways of
study must be brought back, and a natural develop-
ment attained by skill and p.atience ; masters must
be steady and pupils modest.
The deficiencies of composition are attributed to va-

rious sources : the fact that young writers can only
obtain a hearing at a good theatre by purchase, in

spite of any merit their writing may have, the ten-
dency to imitate the harmonic extravagances of an
"ultramontane school"—evidently that of Wagner is

meant-—and to copy the characteristics of any mod-
ern writer who happens to arrive at popularity. In

the hope of thus getting a hearing themselves. To
counterbalance these difficulties the commission
would have a periodical opportunity aflibrded by the
government for the public essay of works approved
by the college directions, and would prohibit the
study of contemporary authors by the pupils. Be-
lieving that all necessary models can be found in

greater purity among the older writers, the epoch
beginning and ending respectively with Palestrina
and Rossini is that assigned for study in the Italian
school, the German masters being placed under no
limit except so far as they may be obnoxious to the
criticisms quoted above.
By way of giving clearer form to the principles

assumed, the commission devote the larger portion
of their report to an ample and minute system of
organization for the several musical colleges, which
is in many respects the same as that in accordance
with which the conservatory of Milan was remodelled
in 1864, and Is now conducted. One main point of
difference Is that at Milan there are no commons, an
out-door boarding allowance being made to the free
pupils, while the new reaulation proposes to preserve
the old plan of domiciling pupils within the college
walls, but admits a limited number of day scholars.
No point of general interest seems to have been passed
over, and a truly wise judgment has apparently dic-

tated each article. The pupils must study not only
music, but language and literature,—including French
and the elements of Latin,—history, geography,
musical and dramatic history, penmanship, arith-

metic and declamation. There will be adjunct
schools for gesture, fencing and the dance. ' The
proportion of scholars for each hundred for the voice,
and for each orchestral instrument. Is prescribed, and
the number of pupils to be received by each master
of music is limited narrowly; for instance, the vocal
and contrapuntal teachers may not exceed six pupils,
the piano and organ teachers seven, those of stringed
instruments six, nor those of harmony ten. Some
courses of study may reach eight years, and for most
six or seven are allowed. The composition of the
trial orchestras of fifty members In the colleges, and
of eighty eight in San Carlo or La Scala, Is defined,
and the balance of voices for the corresponding
choruses ; the educational rehearsals are to be limited
to music of the period named above, and to be
approved compositions of the older pupils. Inspec-
tion, discipline and an arbitrary ranking of the

various professors and oificials by which any conflict

of authority is avoided, make np the balance of the

provisions.

The adoption of this report, and the translation of

it into action, should really recreate the Neapolitan
Conservatory, which although long neglected and
devoid of energy and power, is far from dead. Its

atmosphere has ever been favorable to labor and to

production, and its present dullness and oppression
can be but temporary. Indeed the reaction has
already begun, and the new director has this week
assumed his chair,—not Serrao, whose name is

attached to the report, and whose solid merits as a
musician gave his fellow-townsmen hopes of his

nomination, but Lauro Rossi, until now director of

the College of Milan, a man who is said to unite to

technical learning the clear head and the steady hand
of the Piedmontese. From .ill that I hear of him, I

should judge him to be an admirable choice, although
advanced in years,—and I hope he may prove so, for

If the old conservatory springs up again into vigor
under his direction, the whole Neapolitan school,

naturally so original, so rich and so admirable, will

revive too : and the vocal school, at least, of the

whole world reap in time a benefit.

For my own part. If we Americans were not so

much like the English in sheepishly following some
leader to a mountain, a hotel, a shop-keeper or a
master, I could find It In my heart to wonder why
dozens of American singers go to Milan to study
instead of coming to Naples. But as two or three

have been pleased with Milan, have got their names
perhaps into a paper there (and most Italian papers
are only too glad to get something to put in), all the

others follow suit without reflection or investigation.

After considering the subject thoroughly and long, I

am compelled to the conclusion that everv real advan-
tage for the student is with Naples. Life Is cheaper,

and it is easier, for the climate is far more equable
than that of Milan—a grave matter to the young
singer; the traditions ar; clearer and better for the

intending operatic artist, and the acquaintance with

rarely sung and studied music wider. Above all, the

school in general is better ; not so much perhaps In

point of style,—for any little city in Italy can
furnish a little master, whose sense of musical
taste and fitness Is delicacy Itself,—but in respect of
development and delivery of voice, which is the
greatest of all. The greatest name Milan has known
is Lambertl. but he is of the past ; Sanglovanni
deserves the reputation of a great operatic teacher,

but he Is not a " voice-builder" ; and of Lambertl 's

pupils there are many who have been forced to

acknowledge faults in emission of voice when brought
in comparison with the pupils of the Neapolitan
Scafati, and defects of style beside the polished

pupils of Florimo. Here are still the men who
learned to sing by the genuine method of BustI the

wise teacher, and of Lablache the great artist, and
who know why those famous front benches of San
Carlo applauded one note and hissed another. Here
still—though the devotees of the German school may
look Incredulous—Beethoven Is studied by many
masters, who write ponderous fugues for their own
pleasure, while living on walzes and can~onette ; and
here Don Giovanni has filled the Teairo dd Fondo
night after night of this very season. .If I were to

advise a young singer, bent on study in Ttalv, for

improvement first and notoriety afterward, I should

earnestly recommend Naples as the school, and either

Scafati or Cirello as the master. The former is diffi-

cult to obtain, for his time is mostly occupied by
artists, but the latter is scarcely his inferior save in

years. Of the former's success I can only speak
generally ; but I have myself watched the vocal

development of some of the tatter's pupils—who had
nothing remarkable to commend them at first—with

little less than amazement, and I can wish no better

fortune (for singer and for hearer) to our American
school than to have some really capable young
singers pass a year or two under his serious,

conscientious teaching.
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The Vocal Works of Bach and Handel.—

Letter by Eobert Franz.

It is well known that Robert Franz, the most origi-

nal of all the recent song composers, a thorough mu-

sician in the best sense, and capable no doubt of

noble compositions in the larger forms, has chosen

rather to devote himself for some years past to a

great work of piety and love toward those older

masters whose priceless scores as they have left them

need "arrangement," additional accompaniments, or

"Bearbettwig" (as the Germans have it, which means

literally elaboration, working over), to bring out fully

their Intention and beauty in performance now. The

Messiah, wo know, is always given with Mozart's ad-

ditional accompaniments
;
yet there are some num-

bers in it which he has neglected, and which sound

therefore very thin, while others, like : "Behold,

darkness," he has brought out with wonderfully

sympathetic power. "Acis and Galatea" is given in

England with Mendelssohn's arrangement. And
most of the Oratorios, Cantatas, Masses, Passions,

&c., of Bach and Handel require some such treat-

ment. Not alteration, not the addition of another

man's thought, but the art, which very few possess

—

perhaps no one in so high a degree as Franz—of di-

vining as it were the real, full intention of the com-

poser, of reading it between the lines of the mere

sketch which he has often left us in his written score,

where whole arias, for instance, are set down with no

accompaniment beyond a figured hasso continuo, not

even the string quartet being written out. The com-

posei in these cases had the whole thing in his mind,

and played it all in person at the organ as he .sat

presiding.

The question how these scores are to be'filled out

and prepared for modern performances, how the great

vocal works of Bach and H.indel are to be made
truly available and their full sense brought home to

us, is certainly a most important one for art,—

a

"burning" question is the intense term which Franz

applies to it, he who has faced this problem so much
more earnestly than anybody, and has solved It so

successfully : witness what he has done for the orches-

tral portion of Bach's Passion music, and the won-

derful art with which he has furnished so many arias

of Bach and Handel with a piano-forte accompani-

ment conceived In the very style and spirit of the

master, and of which he has drawn the elements

from his profound study of the intentions frequently

concealed In the mysterious figures over that bare

hasso continuo. Yet these admirable labors of Franz

have met with criticism and with opposition on the

part of certain liter.il adherents to the old scores as

they stand, who have authority in Germany. With

singular modesty and candor, and yet with great

earnestness and force and clearness, Franz has re-

cently replied to their objections, relating the history

of his experience in these labors, and unfolding the

whole rationale of his method, in a pamphlet which

lies before us, which takes the form of an "Open

Letter" (Offener Brief an Edward Hanslick, iiber

Bearbeitungen alterer Tonwerke, numentlich Bach'scher

und Hdndel'scher Vocal musik," Of this we pro-

pose to give the substance, translating for the most

part as closely as we may be able.

After a few introductory remarks on the import-

ance of the question, (alluding by the way to the

friendly Interest which the Vienna critic, Hanslick,

has shown In his labors), and asking Indulgence for

adopting a narrative form as giving him greater

freedom, he proceeds :

"Inclination, perhaps also natural disposition, drew

me years ago to Bach's and Handel's music. My
modest sphere of action in Halle was not entirely un-

favorable to such pursuits ; they soon became the

central point of the Singakademie which I conducted.

At that time (I speak of the years 1841, &c.,) one

was obliged to try to help himself, as matters then

stood. Handel's Oratorios were limited for us to

those which had been arranged (elaborated, provided

with additional accompaniments) by Mozart and by

Mosel ; Bach'-i Cant.atas aud Masses, to the editions

provided by Marx. We performed these things as

they were laid before us, and quite na'ively took it for

granted that the full meaning of these works of Art

was thus exhausted. To be sure, the public some-

times opened its eyes very wide, when in a Bach
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Cantata a singular dialopue occurred between the

flute and the double-bass, or when the Basso conthnio

actually treated us to a long, dreary monologue. But

we did not quarrel with it ,- we set it all down to the

account of the good old time, which we believed it

our duty to accept precisely as it was.

"Into the midst of this youthful activity suddenly

fell the complete editions, first of Bach'.s, and after-

wards of Handel's works, cflfering for performance

a fulness of new material in well authenticated forms.

Then indeed the Bach Cantatas began to look quite

differently from what they did with Marx : every-

where you found richly figured basses, which could

not have been pnt there without a purpose, and which

enabled us to draw some definite inferences concern-

ing an earlier Art prar/s once in vogue. Still my
doubts about the practicability of those old arrange-

ments did not go deep enough to withhold me from

the study and rehearsal of one or another work in

those forms. The choruses, inasmuch as their com-

position is pretty conclusively determined, oflTered no

serious hindrance ; all the more difficult was it deal-

ing with the solo numbers, by reason of their many
defective passages.

"In the beginning I resorted to a desperate means,

which is even now employed in many ways :—I cut

away and struck out vigorously, and used at the ut

most only the pieces for which Bach had in some

sense provided the accompaniment. But that could

not go on forever ; the connection of the whole was

often too seriously imperilled ; and then again some

single arias stood there in such splendid outlines, that

one eonld not pass them over without ceremony ;

—

in short I resolved to make the attempt to work out

aa accompaniment. At first I tried it with mere

chord accompaniments, but I soon perceived that

there was no getting through in this way : the har-

monies fell with leaden heaviness into the Bach parts

and no where found firm footing in the flexible con-

tmuo

;

—instead of supporting, such additions only

encumbered the progress of the music. For a con-

siderable time I held it utterly impossible to set a

thing according to my wish, and I keenly regretted

the necessity of renouncing many a finely sketched

aria.

"One day, though, I went to work again ; this

time with the purpose of trying to solve the problem,

for the sake of change, with the polyphonic style of

writing. And lo ! to ray joyful surprise, all suddenly

became alive, the ;)arts seemed only to have waited

for some one to write them down, and evidently had

been premeditated. I quickly comprehended that

the sketches were by no means hasty outlines, but

fully as complete and definite as the rest of the com-

position which was actually carried out. While the

old masters jotted them down, they at the same time

created in their minds the web of part? which is yet

wanting, and they could the better trust themselves

lo find it again, that they took care in person for the

execution of the accompaniment. It must therefore

be the chief task of the arranger {B'.arbeiler) to come

behind the peculiar purposes of the authors and keep

in close relation with them ; if for obvious reasons

the reconstruction always remains problematical for

ns, still in very many cases a result may be obtained

which will not difler too much from the intentions of

the master. Bach's figuration is often carried into

the smallest detail—it needs only a sharp eye and a

skilful hand to hit with confidence upon the last de-

cisions. Nevertheless the labor does not everywhere

go on so easily ; many a fine lime have I sat all day

at a loss before a couple of measures, and I know
pieces, for the satisfactory solution of which the pres-

ent technics of our Art would hardly be sufficient.

"Having arrived at this conviction, that the poly-

phonic style throughout was here premeditated, the

next thing was to submit it to the most various tests :

if one trial failed, I took the thing nr> in another wav,
and never rested until profitable results were reached.
Gradually in this way a method was developed,

which, based on the material of the sketches, and using

just the elements which these nff'ordc'd, mastered the

problem of a true and satisfactory rendering. As
well in the structure of the bass, as in the figuration

of the cantilena, moments presented themselves well

suited to the shaping of motives, and which could be

worked up ;—these once discovered, the further pro-

gress of the piece unfolded of itself. Clearly enough :

the style of the old masters sprang from the simplest

and most elementary laws—at the foundation of their

Art-forms lies a principle entirely similar to that ac-

cording to which plants, flowers and fruits spring out

of one germ." [Doubtless it was this passage which

led our great naturalist. Prof. Agassia, the other

day, on happening to take up this pamphlet of Franz,

to read it through with eager interest, strnnk by such

beautiful confirmation of the unitary processes of sci-

ence in the laws of this profound, true school of

Art.]

"But even the greatest dexterity in form would

have furnished no pledge of any sure success, if it

had been applied without a constant reference to the in-

dwelling mood or spirit of the sketch : the two had

to go hand in hand and mutually support each other.

"And so as to the accompaniment of the solo pas-

sages, I had become tolerably clear, and now pro-

ceeded to investigate the choruses. Not to waste

words : the accompaniment had almost everywhere

to cooperate with the voice parts, for really in it lay

properly the centre of gravity of this sort of music.

Whether the person entrusted with it performed his

function at the organ, or at the cembalo, he was the

nerve of the whole, in him were all the threads

united."

—So much for the present ; but we propose to go

on and give our readers the entire substance of the

Letter, partly by direct translation, partly in the

form of abstract.

Symphony Concerts.

The committee of the Harvard Musical Associa-

tion have nearly completed thearrangements for the

seventh season of these well established feasts of

great Orchestral music. Such concerts,—in the

midst of all the distracting temptations from abroad,

the excited expectations artfully worked up by enter-

prising impresarios who use Art mainly as a means

of business, and in spite of strong personal interest

so naturally taken in each new famous prima donna

or instrumental virtuoso—have in a certain sense a

first claim on the affections of our real music-lovers,

not only for their intrinsic excellence (at least of pro-

grammes) and their single, pure artistic motive, but

also because they are our own ; they represent the

aspiration of our own community to realize something

ideal and unfailing, year by year, in a sincere and high

direction of Art. The time, we think, has come,

when what we do for ourselves, in any well organized

way, from genuine Art motives, is of far more

importance to our musical character and progress,

than all the speculative flying visitations of transitory

stars, however brilliant, from whatever spheres

remote. Hospitable as we may and should be, and

appreciative, to the good things from abroad, our

home supplies always (of course in proportion to

their purity of motive, their earnestness) are wonhy
to be cherished with our fondest love. It was pre-

cisely this conviction that led to the formation of

our Oratorio, and particularly our Symphony Con-

certs; it was that we might be sure every year of

something good without being dependent on the

chances of foreign arrivals and the schemes of specu-

lators.

The Symphony Concerts will again bo ten in

number, beginning on Thursday afternoon, Nov. 9,

and continued once a fortnight as the rule, with two

or three exceptions caused by the engagement

of the Music Ilall for Fairs. It is, as it is well

known, a speciality of the plan, to which their marked
success has been in a great measure owing from the

first, that they aim to preserve a certain identity o

sympathetic audience, as well as a certain standard

of musical selection and interpretation. The mem-

bers of the Association, who guaranty the concerts,

first dispose of tickets among their friends (and

others who apply to them) to an amount sufficient to

virtually secure the enterprise ; these have the first

choice of seats, and very justly, for the reason that

those persons who approve themselves year after year

the sure, reliable supporters of such music have

thereby earned a certain title to consideration in the

competition for the opportunity to hear. Were the

whole thing thrown open to the usual scramble at a

ticket office, the chances would be that not a few,of

the most real, loyal audience might find themselves

excluded. After the private choice of seats, how-

ever, there always remains a good third part, or one

half of the Hall open to all who care to purchase

tickets. Moreover, any person, who will give his

order to any member of the Association (and they

are many and well known) will be counted in for the

private drawing of seats, provided he apply on or

before the 13th inst. The price of season tickets this

year has been fixed at $8.00 (instead of $10.00 as

last year).

Mr. Zerkahx will conduct the concerts, and Mr.

JcLins EicHBERG will no doubt be welcomed back

as the leader of the violins (or what the Germans call

the Concerimeister) . The orchestra has been made

more select, partly by a slight reduction of numbers

where it could be done without real loss of power,

and with increase of unity and accuracy.

Several of our best musicians have forsaken Boston '•

but in most instances their places have been fully

made good. Mr. Hartdegen, last year leadinf?

violoncellist in Thomas's Orchestra, is now with us,

and we have gained an excellent first Oboe in Mr.
KuTZLEB, who has been engaged expressly from
Leipzig The concerts will open with at least 10

good violins, 8 second, 5 or 6 cellos, 7 double basses,

and the full complement of wood and brass, never
more select than now.
The ten programmes are determined in nearly all

the essential features, leaving room for alteration in a
few numbers only as specified below. It will be
understood that the pieces marked * are given for the

first time in these conceits ; those marked **, for the

first time in Boston, while *** means first time in

this country. And it will be seen that the proportion

of new music is very large.

First Concert, Nov. 9.

1. Overture to " The Water Carrier," C/ierubuii.

2. ** Concert Aria: '• Ch'io mi scordi," with Piano

and Orchestral accompaniment Mozart.

Mrs. C. A. Barry.

3. Short Entr'acte from " Manfred," (second

time) Schumann,

4. *** Overture to "Alfonso and Estrella." Schitbert.

1. *** Songs with Pianoforte :

a. " Con rauco mormorio," from " Rodei;Dda.". .Handel.

b. "Aprillaunen" (April humors), Franz,

2. Pafttoral Symphony Beethoven.

Second Concert, Nov. 2.3.

1. Overture to " Leonora," No. 1. (second titae). .Beethoven.

2. ** Concerto^for Violoncello Goltermann .

AnoLPa Haetdegen.

3 ** Symphony, No. 5, in C Mozart.

1. ** Concerto for the Oboe Handel.

August Kutzleb.

2. Overture to •* Leonora," No. 3 Beethoven.

Third Concert, Dec. t

.

1. Overture to " Faniska," (second time) Chenibini.

2. •* Symphony, No. 3, in E flat Haydn.

1. Piano Concerto Beethoven, or Chopin,

Miss Anna Meulig.

2. Concert (" FesI;") Overture liietz.

Fourilt Concert, Dec. 28.

1. Overture: " In the Highlands." Gade,

2. Piano Concerto, lo F sharp minor (second

time) Norb. BurgniiiUer.

E. Perado.

1. Symphony, No, 4, In H flat Beethoven.

2. * Overture to "The Kuler of the Spirits"

("KubMahl.") Welier .
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Fifih Concert, Jan. 4, 1872.

1. Overture, " The Fiiir MeluPina.''' Mcndehsohn.

2. *** Symphony \a C {Grnnd Duo for Pianoforte,

op. 140, Instrumented for Orchestra by

Joseph Joachim.—Copied expressly from

MS. in- Vienna) Schubert.

1. Adagio and Andante from " Prometheus.'"

Ballet Beethoven.

2. ** Concerto for the Clarionet.

Mr. Weber.

3. Overture to '' Geneveva." Schumann.

Sixth Concert y Jan. 18.

1. Organ Toccata in F, arranged for Orchestra

by EssER Baek,

2. *** Symphony, No. 3, in A minor Gade.

1. Piano Concerto, in D minor Mozart.

Richard Hoffman, of New York.
2. Aria. ( ? )

3. Overture to " Fieribras." Schubert.

Sei^enth Concert, Feb. 1.

3. Overture to " Coriolan." Beethoven.

2. ** Piano Concerto Bennett ( ? )

B J. Lanq.

3. • " Tasso; Lamento e Trionfo." Liszt.

1. *• ''Oxford" Symphony, in G Haydn.

2. *»* Overture fiir Harmonie-Mufiik (Wind

Instruments), in C Mendelssohn,

Eighth Concert, Feb. 23, (Friday).

1. *** Concert Overture, in C Gade.

2. Aria.

3. -*» Symphony, No. 2, op. 140, in C Raff.

1. Piano Concerto, No. 3, in C minor Betthoven.

J C. D. Parker.

2. Songs with Pianoforte.

3. Schorzo, from op. 52 (second time) Schumann.

Ninth Concert, Mar. 7.

1. Symphony, No. 2, in C Schumann.

3. *** Overture; " Tnufend und Eine Nacht"'

(Arabian Nights' Tales) Taitbert.

1. ** Piano Concerto, No. 7, in C minor Mozart.

Hugo Leokhard.

2. ** Overture to Racine^s "Athalie." Mendelssohn.

Tenth Concert^ March 21.

1. * Overture to " Lodoipka." Cherubini.

2. ( ? )
** Choruses for Male Voices:

a. Part-Song: " Nachtgesang im

Walde," with accompaniment of
four horns Sdiubert.

h. Foresters' Chorus, from " Pilgrim-

age of the Hose " {with horns). . . . Schumann.

3. ** Concerto for two Violins Spohr.

1. Heroic Symphony, No 3 Beethoven.

2. ( ? ) Double Chorus fiom "Antigone ": '^' Hear

us, Bacchus." Mendelssohn.

Concert Review.
Illness deprived us of Mme. Parepa-Rosa's three concerts,

in which we learn that the great singer displayed some of her

best power, especially in Beethoven's "Ah ! perfido. "

The first pair of Mr. Peck's Popular Concerts (Sept. 27

and 28, were very Buccessful. The selections, miscellaneous

of course, were mainly good, the artists excellent. The
feature of most novelty and interest was the performance of

the blind violinist, Mr. Joseph Heine, who indeed shows a

remarkable mastery of his instrument and is perfectly at home
in all the virtuoso aits His tone is fine, his cantabile full of

feeling and of breadth, and there is real nerve and vigor in

his bravura execution. He played operatic fantasias by Ernst,

Vieuxtemp.'', &c., and Was well accompanied on the piano by

his wife. The singing of Mrs. West and Mrs. Barry, Mr.

Fessenden (a very sweet light tenor), and Mr. Barnabee,

both in songs, duets, and quartets, was highly acceptable.

—

Two more of these concerts were set down for last evening and

this afternoon.

Mias Adelaide Phillipps gave a concert in the Mup' Hall on

Tuesday evening, which was a remarkably gc. one of its

kind. A small but quite efficient orchestra performed the

overture? to Yelva (Reissiger) and Egmont- Mr. Rodolphsen^
in excellent voice and style, sang " Vinii la j}na vendetta *'

from Litcrezia Borg^ia; and then appeared Miss Phillipps and
her protegee,—for whose introduction, as we understand, she

gave the concert^Miss Cornelia Stetson, a young lady who
went from this vicinity a few years since to study with Garcia

in London, and who recently returned with Miss Phillipps,

The Duet from Semiraynlde " Ebben a te ferisce," served to

show not only a pure soprano voice of ereat sweetnesp, flexi-

bility and evenness tbrougtiout a large compass, but sound
method and good style, and great flueucy and grace of florid

execution. Her appearance, too, was pleading, and her man-

ner altogether natural and modest. There was no particular

intensity of expression, nor was that required. In " Qui la

voce" from the Puritanl she won still more upon an appre-

ciative ftudience. It was an auspicious debut.

Miss Phillipps herself sang in her very best style, both in

the Bnet. and in the Pase's eone:Nobil Signor," from the

Hi/^ufnots. RT\dv/ns of conrse obliged to answer the enthusia-

stic recalls with pome balladsi.

Another admirable violinist made bis first appearancp here

that night, in the person of Signer Sarasate, an Italian of

Tfflnedappearanceand a most finished, refined style of playing.

His own fantasia on themes from Martha was cleverly

constructed and di.'played a wonderful perfection in all the

tRch'iical points of modern violin playing- The Andante and

Finale of Mendelssohn's Concerto were also very artistically

rendered: the Andante with hardly breadth and largeness

enough, but the Rondo with a fine vivacity and finish.

NEXT IN ORDER. Nilsson in Opera ! On Monday eve-

nini; and throughout that week and the week following, the

Boston Theatre will be the scene of the first dramatic appear-

ances of the admired Swedish singer in America. The combi-

nation—principal artists, chorus, orchestra, and stage ap-

pointments—appears to be of the best and most complete that

we have ever had. The list is fully before the public and does

not need recital here. The luxury will be expensive, but that

does not seem to be a damper on the eagerness to secure seats.

One fault we have to find with theannouneement,and that is

the (at least seeming) want of frankness in not stating, for the

information of the public, that Nilsson herself sings only on

alternate nights; most people (coming from a distance too)

haveno siispi'-ionof the fact The first night no doubt will

give an admirable performance of Faust, to be repeated in the

matinee of Saturday. Tuesday, the "Barber ;" "Wednesday,

Lucia ; Thursday, Martha. It will be a great week to those

who can afford it.

Great interest awaits the debut in the Music Hall of Mrs.

MouLTOS, who in her maiden years, in the society of Cam-

bridge and of Boston, excited greater admiration than we ever

knew of any amateur by the wondeiful beauty of her voice,

her quick musical instinct, and the possession of so many of

the natural gifts that go to make a singer. Since hermai-

riage she has resided in Paris, where her singing in private

circles has for years been famous. She has not been a "se-

vere student" of music and does not oourt any exciting an-

tngonism with thos who have been trained to a public career;

but wherever she has sung either in society, or (as in the

New York Academy) for charity, the applause of artists and

critics has always followed her efforts, to a degree that war-

rants her in seeking, professionally, a wider fame. Mrs.

Moulton will first sing in New York, and will give her first

concert here on the 30th inst., to be followed by others early

in November, She will have the aid of Sig. Saratati, the vio-

linist, and an orchestra ; what more we are not yet informed.

Mr. George b. "^t's first Ballad Concerts in Boston are an-

nounced for Oct. 14th, 15th and 16th. Of course there will

be eaper audience for such noted English singers as Miss

Edith Winne, Mme. Patet, Mr. W. H. Cummings (who will

be truly welcome back again), Mr. Patet, and the great bari-

tone, Mr. SiNTLET, besides Mr. Lindsay Sloper, a London

pianist of long established reputation. The thing will be

unique and choice.—Twice in November, twice at Christinas

time, and twice later, these English artists will join the Itin-

del and H^ydn Society in oratorio performances : Judas Mac-
cabeus. Elijah, St. Paul, Messiah, &c.
Classical Chambrr Music promii^es exceedinglv well.

Messrs. Leonhard and Eicrbebg, aided probably by Mr. Hart-
degen, the new 'cellist, Mr. Kutzleb, the new oboist, Mr.
Kreisfmann and Mr. G!oggner-Castelli, true interpreter.^ of
the best German song, are to give six Trio Matinees on Thurs-
days, alternating with the Harvard Symphony Concerts. The
most important Trios, Quartets, Sonata Duos, Sonatas, &c

,

for Piano alone, of Beethoven, Schumann, Schubert, -Chopin,
&n., and songs by Franz and others, will compose the pro-
grammes, which cannot fail tu be thoroughly anif-tic and at-

tractive.—Mr. Perabo will begin his concerts in January.

—

By that time too we may expect something from the Mendels-
.'lohn Quintette Club.—Miss Annie Mehlig purposes to give
several Piano Matinees in Boston.

New York, Sept. 25. The musical season here

was "inaugurated" on the 11th of September by the

Vienna Lady Orchestra. It was not a very great
succcis. The class of music played was of tlie poor-
est and of the most popular order. It can hardly be
called,an orchestra, as there are no brass or wind
instruments, excepting the flutes, a piano and melo-
deon being used in their place. The audiences were
not large, except on the first night. Twelve concerts
were given, and they are to leave this week for the

West. Mr. Theo. Thomas closed his season of con-
certs at Central Park Garden, last night, when he
gave the 134th concert. It has been the most suc-

cessful season he has yet given. The last two weeks
the orchestra was increased to nearly sixty perform-
ers. The programmes always contain something
good, and Thursday evenings the second part is

made up of classical music exclusively. Last Thurs-
day he gave us a fine performance of Beethoven s

"Eroica" sympliony, and the week before of Srhu-
mann's fourth. His orchestra leave for the We<;t
about Oct. 1. He has engaged Mile. Marie Krebs
as the soloist, for the season.

The opera season, which promises to be unusually
fine, will commence Oct. 2d, at the Academy of
Music, when Mme. Parepa-Rosa will appear in the
"Daughter of tlie Regiment." Among the novelties

promised during the season, is Cherubini's "Water
Carrier."

As soon as the English opera is over, the Italian

opera will commence, with M'lle. Nilsson as the

great attraction, and last five weeks. The opening
performance will be "Faust."
The Dolby English Ballad troupe, consisting of Miss

Edith Wynne (soprano), Mme. Patey (contralto),

Mr. W. H. Cummings (tenor), Mr. J. G. Patey
(bass) and Mr. Santley (baritone), will give four con-
certs at Steinway Halfon Oct. 9, 10, 11 and 12th.

The Harmonic Society, which has been apparently
dead for some time past, has suddenly sprung into

life. They will perform during the season the fol-

lowing works : "Samson." '•Elijah," "Messiah,"
"Creation," "Hymn of Praise," "Judas Maccabse-
us" and "Acis and Galatea." They have secured,

as conductor, the inevitable Dr. Pech, and also the

Dolby English Ballad quartet. The orchestra will

number sixty-two, and the chorus three hundred.
The first performance will take place at Steinway
Hall, Oct. 3Ist, when "Elijah" will be given.

Among the musical events to take place next
month, the de'but of Mme. Charles Moulton is much
talked of. She has never sung in New York, except
in a Philharmonic rehearsal, some two years ago.

The event takes place Oct. 16th.

The Church Music and Philharmonic Societies,

will commence in November. The concerts of the
former will probably take place in the Academy of

Music.
The season certainly promises well, but why is it

that New York is almost totally destitute of classical

chamber concerts ? None, or nearly none have been

civen since the Mason and Thomas soirees, which
had to be discontinued, after thirteen seasons, for

want of patronage.

I had almost forgotten to state that the great Ger-

man tenor, Herr Wachtel, made his first appearance
in New York, a week ago, at the Stadt Theater. He
sang in a trashy French opera, and to-nigbt sings in

"Trovatore." W.
Of Wachtel, in his third role, George Brown in

La Dame Blanchcy the Sun says :

As Wachtel discloses his abilities, in tbe several

works in which he has become famous abroad, it be-

comes evident that he possesses the rare faculty of

singing equally well in serious and in comic opera.

We believe that with the Americans he will be most
in favor iu the former, and with the Germans in the

latter. Our people love tragic music, and are not

half so merry-minded as the Germans. Besides, in

comic opera there is much spoken dialogue, which to

those who understand German is pleasant, but to

those who do not a bore.

Boieldieu's is one of the best works ever written

for the French stage. It has been one of Wachtel's
greatest operas, but it does not give him that oppor-

tunity to make use of his highest artistic gifts that

other and more serious operas afford. Still he makes
it apparent even to those who have not heard him in

any other work, that he is a great singer. His voice

is brilliant rather than sympathetic, and it is without
a break in all its compass ,- his vocalization is very
perfect, and the ease with which he carries through a
long and arduous part admirable.

Music in Philadelphia. The season pronaises

richly. Of course it would be superfluous to tell of

what is set forth in the programmes of the various

troupes of flying visitors from Europe, who will do

the same in Philadelphia that they do in Boston and

New York and Western Cities. The Quaker City

has already had the Vienna " Lady Orchestra," and
will of course have Nilsson, and Parepa-Rosa, and
the Dolby B;d!ad people, and Jullien Junior, and all

the rest ; and Thomas with his orchestra, of course,
will be welcomed there on his annual circuit through
his extensive diocese. One other novelty, of which
Boston sends the nucleus (the Mendelssohn Quintette
Club), is in progress there this very week, opening
the season {

" inaugurating" is the Gihnorine for it)

with a whole week of " grand vocal and instrumental
concerts of classical and miscellaneous music" night
after night. The Quintette constellation carry with
them as attendant stars a quartet of our singers : Mrs.
Weston, Mrs. Sawyer, Mr. Packard and Mr. F. J.
Sprague ; also Mr. Arbuckle, our unsurpassed cornet
soloist ;

also Mr. de Ribas, oboist, Mr. Hamann,
hornist. Mr. Becher, fagottist, and Mr. A. Heindl,
contrabassist. These enable them to produce a rich
series, not only of string quartets and quintets, but
(what is too rare in this country) Septets, Octets,
Nonets, &.C., by Beethoven, Schubert, Spohr and
Onslow. The rest of the week's programme, the
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larger half, is very miscellaneous and "popular,"

and is all set forth at length in a whole column of

the newspapers, showing a queer potpourri of Art

and business, the whole winding up with a concert by

the Seventh Regiment Band of New York. The

entrepreneur is Mr. T. B. Pugh.

More important and more interesting, in a sincere

regard to musical Art progress, is a survey of what

Philadelphia is doing for itself in the building-up of

permanent local institutions. Here a remarkable

activity displays itself. We are indebted to the

Philadelphia Inquirer for a glimpse of the good

things in preparation :

CHARLES H. J.\RVI3'S SOIREES.

Mr. Jarvis, our most masterly piano player, has

already completed his arrangements for giving the

usual series of six soire'es in the piano rooms of Mr.
Dutton, on Chestnut street. He will be assisted as

heretofore, by Messrs. Kopta and Hennig, with a pos-

sible increase of the force at some of the concerts.

The prominent points of his programmes offer a rare

selection of noble and beautiful compositions.

Among them will be the Toccata in C major of Robert
Schumann; the Trio in E flat, opus 100, by Schubert;

a Sonata, opus 121, in D minor, for piano and violin,

by Schumann, and probably the D minor trio of the

same composer. The Schubert trio, as a whole, will,

we think, be new here. The first movement of it

was given at one of Mr. Jarvis's soirees last winter.

In addition to these Mr. Jarvis will himself play

Liszt's piano transcription of Bach's great G minor
organ fugue, and as a memorial of two distinguished

musicians who have died during the musical recess,

he will give Thalberg's Masaniello fantaisie, and
Carl Tausii's transcription of Weber's " Invitation

to the Dance," the latter for the first time here. The
above are only a portion of the works to be given,

and they alone give promise of really healthy and
solid music.

MISS Jackson's pablor concerts.

To Miss Anna Jackson belongs the credit of main-
taining the only quartette club in the city. She has

done this for years by her own untiring exertions,

and the public reaps therefrom increase of benefit and
pleasure in each successive winter. We believe the

season which is about opening is the twelfth during

which this conscientious, industrious and zealous

musician has continued her quartette concerts. ' No
amount of public appreciation can repay the toil

which such an undertaking has demanded, but there

is a sense of pleasure after all in seeing such a

genuine appreciation of cultivated eftorts as has been

given to the concerts of Miss Jackson during a few

years past.

Her scheme for the coming season comprises the

nsual number of concerts, only four of which, how-
ever, will he given in the evening. Two of them will

be noonday or afternoon concerts, and the same
players as heretofore will assist her. The pro-

grammes are not sufficiently decided upon to be

announced at present, but they are sure to be good,

and, doubtless, many of them new and important.

No chamber concerts given last year contained so

many novelties nor so much music, and it will be

remembered that some of them, in instrumental

strength and importance, were almost orchestral.

31R. wolfsohn's matinees.

Carl Wolfsohn has likewise continued his concerts

for a long series of years, and they have become an

institution which his admirers will no longer dispense

with. His absence from the country renders it im-

possible to give his projects in detail at present,

while the retirement of Mr. Stoll makes it uncertain

what violinist he may select. A good portion of his

time will probably be taken np in arranging for the

aeries of afternoon symphony conceits which he had
already projected betore going to Europe. These
will be ten in number, and he expects to model his

programmes after those of his former co-worker in

chamber music, Theodore Thomas. That is, he will

devote the first pan of the concert to symphony, and

the remainder to lighter music. We have great

hopes that these concerts will he successful, and if

Mr. Wolfsohn can succeed in getting good material

in his orchestra the public will undoubtedly sustain

him.

THE STMPnOST CONCERTS OF MESSES. CBOSg AND
.JARVIS.

Speaking of symphony concerts reminds ns that

those most definitely arranged and announced will be

given by Michael H. Cross and Charles H. Jarvis.

They will be three in number, and a picked orchestra

of forty five players has been selected, and will per-

form under the direction of Mr. Cross. These con-

certs are expected to be, to a large extent, sustained

by subscriptions, and already, without any public

announcement, more than half the necessary funds

have been subscribed. The programmes, for musical

importance, exceed any that have yet been heard in

Philadelphia. The three symphonies selected will

alone render the series memorable. They are "The
Fourth" of Beethoven (never before given here,)

"The First" in B major, of Schumann, and the great

Schubert symphony in C. In addition to these Mr.
Jarvis will play a piano concerto at each concert aa

follows ;

—
"The third, in C minor, of Beethoven, the

Schumann concerto, and probably one by Sir

William Sterndale Bennett. An important adjunct

to these symphony concerts will be the public rehear-

sals which are to precede them. These in New York
are almost as well attended as the concerts, and the

experiment was tried successfully by our Philhar-

monic Society a few years ago, and last year by the

Harvard Orchestra of Boston. One advantage of

it must strike the mind at once, that is the additional

interest which two or more hearings will furnish to

any important symphonic composition. Another
advantage will suggest itself to musical directors,

viz., the greater inducement which it will furnish to

full attendance of the musicians at rehearsal. The
reader wilU not fail to notice, in looking over our

list, the prominent place which the music of Robert
Schumann is likely to hold this winter on our

programmes.
THE GERMANIA ORCHESTRA.

This time-honored organization has completed its

plans for the winter, and will continue to give weekly
concerts on Saturday afternoons, at the Musical

Fund Hall. The first of these will be given October

7, and they will continue without further interruption

for twenty weeks. The orchestra has been increased

to thirty-six members, and the experienced direction

of William G. Dietrich has been secured. The pros-

pectus announces "many renowned compositions

never before heard in Philadelphia." Among the.se

are to be symphonies, &c., and in connection with

them a series of grand evening concerts is projected

to be given at the Academy, at one of which the

management promise to produce the "Ninth Sym-
phony" of Beethoven, with an orchestra of eighty

and a strong chorus. This, of itself, if properly

rendered, will be the crowning event of the winter,

and one more added to the many favors for which we
have to thank the Germania. Considerable solo

talent, both vocal and instrumental, will be added to

the afternoon concerts. One project among their

announcements we most emphatically condemn, and

that is the design to give Beethoven's and Mozart's

most celebrated pianoforte sonatas arranged for the

orchestra. We should as soon think of covering the

stainless marble of the Greek Slave with flesh tints as

of converting the Moonlight sonata into an orchestral

piece. Not merely the effects of the work, but the

intention of the composer is destroyed, and that,

above all things, should be held inviolate by those

to whom immortal works are entrusted for trans,

lation.

THE CHORAL SOCIETIES.

These are all busy preparing for the campaign, but

as they depend more on amateur than professional

talent, they are later in getting to work, and their

arrangements are not yet fully perfected. We shall

only glance over them very briefly, and reserve a

more detailed account of their intentions until a later

date.

The Handel and Haydn Society held their annual

meeting about a fortnight ago, and elected Mr. Henry

G. Thunder as their leader. The active rehearsals

have just begun, and we may look for important

work from the society before the winter is over.

The West Philadelphia Choral Society will give

two concerts during the season, under the direction of

their leader, Mr. Pierson. The first of these will be

miscellaneous ; the other will consist of some impor-

tant single work, probably an oratorio. The rehear-

sals will begin next week.
The Beethoven Society will give three concerts

—

in December, February and April. Their leader,

Mr. Wolfsohn, being still abroad, the regular rehears-

als will not begin until his return. The works to be

given are likewise in abeyance until then. We have

heard suggested "The Paradise and Peri," of Schu-

mann, as probable.

The "Aht Society" will give its usual complement
of three concerts. This, it will be remembered, is

the only American male singing society in the city,

and has been clo.sely approaching, in its ambitious

and successful strides, the great German societies

from whirh it has been modeled. The attention to

expression which these fine voices betray, produces

all the more effect in the close harmonies which dis-

tinguish male part singing. The "Abt" has been

increased to thirty-five members, and will be as here-

tofore under the lead of Mr. M. H. Cross.

Sperial Botites.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

L .A. T E S T 3Vi: XT S Z C,

Published bv Oliver Dilson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Aecompaniment.

Rheinvine Sharley. 2. C to e. Sol. S. Russell. 30

Blue-Beard. 4. Various Keys. Parry. 60

Nixey, that's too thin. 2. C to f. Hmlley. 30

If ever I cease to love. 3. D to e. G. Leyhoume. 30

Wide awake comic EODgg, each serving to raise a

laugh, and the aecood and longest about twenty

laughs.

Mother comes in dreams to me. Song and Cho-

rus. 3. F to f. M. Leach. 30

Never more to see thy smile. 3. B6 to f.

E. Christie. 35

Willie Brown. Scotch Ballad. 2. E6 to f.

/. W. Turner. 30

Mother, I can see the Angels. Song and Chorus.

3. F to f. Earni Percy. 30

Little Footsteps gone before. Song, or Duet and

Chorus. 3. A6 to f. Agnes Ashlon. 30

Beautiful Bessie. Song and Chorus. 2. C to e.

W. T. Porter. 30

Beautiful Ballads, all! We have only space to men-

tion, as out of the common course, Mr. Turner's

pretty imitation of a Scotch song, the peculiar and

pleasing Chorus of the "Angels" lay, and the sweet,

but mournful ending of the last sorig, where "Bessie"

is lost.

The Day is cold and dark and dreary. Duet. 3.

Ei to f. J- Blockley.AO

The King and I. 3. F to f. Henrult. 40

It is not always May. 4. Aft to f. Ch. Gounod. 50

If doughty Deeds my Lady please. 3. E6 to e.

A. S. Sullivan. 40

1 will stand by my Friend. 3. E6 to f.

G. Bichiell. 30

Five songs of classic beauty, sung by Santley and

others. The first is well known as a solo, but not a3

a duet, the second is bluff, honest, musical and tak-

ing, the third is Gounod-like, the nexc hearty, as is

the last. Not a bad piece among them.

Instrumental.

Gems of the Season. Arr. for Guitar by

W. L. Bayden.

Shepherd Boy. 25

Convenient arrangement of a popular melody.

Blacksmith's Anvil. Polka. 4. B6.

H. Eikmeier. 75

Love's Favorite Polka. 2. C. /. W. Turner. 30

Three Blind Mice. " 3. D. A. W. Mafiin. 40

Three pleasing Polkas. The "Mice" sport a hand-

some lithographic title.

Leur Derniere Valse Brilliant. 5. D.

J. Blumenthal. 75
High-class brilliant waltz.

Jolly Brothers' Galop. 4 hds. 3. B6. Ch. Wds. 50

Marche des Tambours. " 4. D6. " 1.00

Arrangements by Wels of two of Sidney Smith's

pieces, of which the melody of the first has a strange

fascination. The last is very powerful, and a good

exhibition piece.

Summerfield March. 4. C. W. A. Smith. 30

Full of Octaves. Easy for large bands.

First Impromptu. 5. Dfc. Max Schrattenholtz. 35

A sort of salon study, graceful and gliding.

AnoBEViATioNB.—Degrees of dlflloulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o.,

a small Roman letter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

Music dv Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a

dintance will find the conveyance a saving of time and

expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at

double these rates.



f CA.TA.L.OGXTE DVUlMBEIt THR,EE
CHOICE CATALOGUE OF VERY POPULAR

PUBLISHED BY OLIVEE DITSON & CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORE.

NOTE —All the pieces in the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and eonseq^uently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbhevutions .—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, acoordiDg to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellab, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
Btepd, AValtzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

mostof tliatof Stcauss, and such march«4S as the March from
Faust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones as Thalberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difllcult

pieces of Ohopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, Di, &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an Italic letter Is used, if the note is above
the staff- Ch. means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OF G. TST. WAEREW.
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4. B6 50
liarry's Music Box. 2. A 40

Three characteristic pieces, showini; the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OFH.A. WOLIiENHAUPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. A6 60
Meteor Grand Galop. 5. A6 75

Rich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward
their study.

COMPOSITIONS OF L. M. GOTTSOHALK.
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentimentale. 5. E& . ... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Concert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gitanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dying Poet. Meditation. 5. E6 60
Love and Chivalry. Caprice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. A6 60
The Water Sprite. Polka da Salon. 5. E.'. 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
Jightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotts-
chalkwill be able to perform them.

A FEW VBBT POPULAB PIECES.

Cherry Ripe Schottische. 3. F J. Munch. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottisch.

Saratoga Schottisch. 2. F. ...... . .J. Munch. 35
Spirifed. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottisch. 2. B6 S. C. Foster. 30
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F. . . \V. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me, Darling, Quickstep, 3, F...Z)r. Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a song that has made

a "quick-step" to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F Tamer. 35
Very pleasing, and so easy as So be proper for the

young students' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G, C. Grobe. 75
Contains the airs "Star Spangled Banner," ''Red,

White uud Blue,'' " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
March," jind "' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a col-
lection of Patriotic pieces, called

•* Music of the Union," all of which have a
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Weddinjr Waltz, 2, C... /. W. Turner. 35
One of the very prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2, G G. W. Tamer. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Good

Music.

Mossy Dell Waltz, 3, C J. W. Turner. 40
Nice Lithograph, View of ''Mossy Dell." Music in

good taste. Good octave practice.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne. 3, E 6. Cloy. 40
Fine Lithograph title, and b^utJful music. Every-

body tikes it.

Sunriso Mazurka, (Le Lever du Soleil), 4. A.
J. N. Paulson. 60

Very spirited and bright.

March des Amazones, 6, E 6 J. M. Weldi. 100
A powerful and showy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstein, In 3 Nos. 3.

G. Mack, each, 75
Kach number contains five or six of the best airs ia

this favorite opera.

La Grmde Duchesse, Books 1 and 2. 3. Wels. ea. 75
Kaoh book contains about half the most striking airs,

Sn&iy arranged.

FAVORITE SETS OF PIECES.
BY bellak:.

Dew Drops for the Piano Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot. 16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
2 Fille du lleg Quickstep 17 Coaxing Polka.

3 Musket Galop. 18 Colonello Waltz.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz. 19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz. 20 Fra Diavola Quickstep.
6 Marco Spada Schottisch. 21 Procession March.
7 Sea Breeze Polka. 22 Linda Galop.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop. 23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
9 Jewel Schottisch. 24 Pre aux Clercs Q. step.

10 Belisario Waltz. 25 Joyful Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Waltz. 26 Flower Garden Schottisch.

12 Martha Quickstep. 27 Cradle Polka.

13 Rocking Chair Polka. 28 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz. 29 Little Darling- Schottisch.
15 Pestal Waltz.

Spare Moments Each 20 cents.

1 Rubezahl Galop. 20 The Harp that once thro'
2 Dolly Brown Waltz. Tara's Halls.

3 Glover's Ballad " 21 Bim home Bell Galop.
4 I Due Foscari. 22 Duncan Gray Polka.

5 My Good Old Darkey Home 23 Ingle Side Quickstep.
Polka. 24 Hours There Were. Varia-

6 London Schottisch. tion8.

7 II Trovatore. 25 Maz. elegante, Wely.
8 Natalie Waltz. 26 Stilly Night Polka.
9 Vienna Penny Polba. 27 Sunny Hours of Childhood

10 Ttataplan Quickstep. Waltz.
11 Camilla Waltz. 28 Dreams of the Past Polka.
12 Castle of Flowers Polka. 29 Bonny Boat Schottisch.
13 Gentle Annie Polka. 30 Spare Moments Polka Maz.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz. 81 Clochettes Waltz.
15 Vive le Itoi " 32 Cauliflower "
16 Kiss me Quick Polka. 33 Courtesy Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March. 34 Sounds from Home, Gungl.
18 AF for the Best Waltz. 35 Days of Absence Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch. 36 William Schottisch

Tnn Pianists' Wreath. Each 20 cents.
1 i?eri Waltz. 14 KroU's Ballklange Waltz.
2 Slap Bang Polka. 15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
3 Her Bright Smile. 16 Wreath Mazurka.
4 L'EIegance Polka. 17 Grand March Triumphale.
5 Juanita Mazurka. 18 Drummer Boy.
6 Caprice Militaire. 19 Blossom Waltz.
7 Leap Year Waltz. 20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
8 Call me Thine Own. 21 Flower Galop.
9 March of the Victor. 22 Kiss Waltz.

10 Guards Waltz 23 Maryland Polka.
11 Joys that we've Tasted. 24 Hark! I hear an Angel Sing
12 Aileen Aroon Polka. Waltz
13 Bonnie Red, >Vhite and Blue Quiq' step.

Now AND Then Each 30 cents.
1 Hyacinth Schottisch. 13 Red, W/ ,ite andElue M'ch.
2 Tra'.» trab Galop. 14 Lombarli March.
3 Mountain Echo Polka. 15 Battle of Prague March.
4 Rosette Polka. 16 Joy, J3y, Freedom To-day.
5 Chime again. 17 Now p >id Then Polka.
6 Young Recruit Quickstep. 18 Casket Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 0, Whistle my Lad Q. step.

9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
10 Dunibartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblings at Eve. 23 I'd be a Star.

12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.

The above four sets include more than a hundred
carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of difficulty,

and none would be marked more than 2. They are
in easy keys, very generally in C or G, varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. Alt are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. HUSSELL.
Popular Echoes ' Each 20 cents.
1 Wildfang Galop. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 II Bacio, Kiss Waltz.
3 Five o'clock. Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.

15 Musidora Polka Maz.
16 Crisipino Galop.
17 Minnie's *'

18 Fra Diavolo.
19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-

bastian.

20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.

4 I would I were a bird.

5 Mabel Waltz, No. 1.
6 " " " 2.

7 Rainbow Schottisch.
8 RoUa's Polka.
9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1.

10 " " " 2.

11 Meet me at the Lane Sch
The above are of about the same grade as the pieces

by Bellak,are carefully fingered, and are excellent for
beginners.

BY C. EVEREST.
The Pupils' Folio Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13 PiratesChorus,Enchantress.
me Still 14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.

2 Bolero, Sicilian Vespers. 15 Annie Lisle.

3 Do they Think of me at 16 Hans-and Gretchen Polka.
Home? 17 Hunter's Cho. FreischUtz.

4 Chorus of Servants. 18 II Balen, Trovatore.
5 Dames of Seville Walts. 19 Air from Traviata.
6 Warblings at Eve. 20 Serenade, Don Pasquale.
7 Glory Hallelujah. 21 Angel of Light, Favorita.
8 The Captain 22 Switzer's Farewell.
9 Shadow Son^?, Dinorab. 23 In tears I pine for Thee.

10 Reaper's Polka. 24 When the Swallows Home-
11 Red. White and Blue. ward Fly.
12 En Avant March. 25 Grand March from Faust.

Similar to the preceding; ^escellent instructive
pieces.

BY C. KllS'KEL.
Crystal Gems Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz. 13 Fairy Tale Polka,
2 Snowtlake Polka. 14 Sunbeam Schottische.

3 Charming Schottische 15 Whirlwind Galop.
4 Romping Galop. 16 Leap-Year Quickstep.
5 Silver Star Quickstep. 17 Whispering Love Mazurka
6 Fairy Mnzurka. 18 Tambour M.-irch.

7 Soldier Boy's March. 19 Belgravia Waltz.
8 Mabel Waltz. 20 Silver Shower Polka.

9 Sweet Kiss, Polka. 21 My Darling, Schottische.

10 Rosy Cheeks, Schottische. 22 Fir.'it Impression Waltz.
11 Runaway Galop. 23 Fast Boys Galop.

12 Hilda Waltz. 24 Cornflower Waltz.
Mr. Kinkel Infuses a peculiar brilliancy into his

pieces, which are easy, and carefully prepared for lear-

ners. Most of them may be ranked among the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAIi.
Buds from the Ojp£Ra
1 Martha. '2\ Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. ?.: La Muette de Porticl.

3 Don pasquale. '^- " Trovatore.

4 Crown Diamonds. 24 .-.iigoletto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 25 Fra Diavolo

6 Lncrezia Borgia. 26 Waritana.
7 La Fille du Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 I/a Favorita. 28 Cnliph of Bagdad.
9 Ernani 29 Le Dieu et la Bayadere.

10 Somnambula. 30 LaTraviata.
11 Linda di Ohamounix. 31 Les Huguenots.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 I Lombardi.
13 Belisario. 33 Un Ballo en Maschera.
14 L'Elisire d'Amore. 34 Le Pardon de Ploermel.

15 Norma. 35 Les Vepres Sicilienes,

16 IPuritani. 36 II Giuramento.
17 William Tell. 37 Don Giovanni.
18 Moses in Egypt. 38 Robert le Diable.

19 La Dame Blanche. 89 I Martiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 40 Magio Flute.

Easy arrangement of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty.

BY BAUMBACH.
Chaplet of Pearls Each 20 cents.

1 Miirtha. 7 Freyschutz.
2 Sicilian Vespers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's Warning. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles 6th.

5 Lombardi. 11 Lousa Miller.

6 L'Elisire. 12 Amateur Waltz.^

Mr. Baumbach'a refined taste shows itself plainly in

thesesimpleairs,whichmay be marked 2 for difficulty.

Children's Toys Each 20 cents.

1 Harmonica, 7 Drum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlpquin.
4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rockinj; Horse. 12 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and, as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

BY E. MACK.
Monthly" Amusements Each 40 cents.

1 January March, Key of C. 7 July Barcarolle Key of TA.

2 February Waltz " '* G. 8 August Polka " '* D6.

3 March Galop " " D. 9 September Varsoviana, Aft.

4 April Redowa " '* A. 10 October Schott , F sharp.

5 May Polkri " '* E. 11 November Quickstep, B6.

6 June Reverie " '* E. 12 December Mazurka, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

pages, and form a fine instructive fet

In the above lists, a teacher may find all that is

needed for the "amusements" of a pupil during the
first months of practice. All are arranged by able

hand.5,directly for teachers and pupils, and these num-
bers will form a ''golden catalogue" for sorely puzzled
instrueters, at a distance from cities, to whom the pe-

lection of easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHARLES ^VELS' POTPOURIS FROM
FAVORITE OPERAS. each 75

1 Grand Duchesse. 9 La Traviata.

2 Barbe-Bleue. 10 Martha.

3 II Trovatore. 11 La Norma.
4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fidelio.

5 La Dame Blanche. 13 Fra Diavolo

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Faust.

7 Don Giovanni. 15 Ernani.

8 La Somnambula. 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite op-

era melodies, and are about of the third degree of dif-

ficulty.

FAVORITE PIECES FROM " LA BELLE
HELENE."

Schottisch 30

Helene Galop 30

Polka Redowa 35

Mari Sago Galop 30

Lancer*s Quadrille 50

Paris Galop 30
A half dozen capital arrangementa by Knight, 2nd

and 3d degrees of difficulty.



CHOICE mtrSIGAI. POBLICATIOWS.
A SELECTION

OF THE MOST FAVORITE

TORIO CHORUSES.
Reduced Price, 6 cents single, 60 cents per dozen.

Messiah.
ANK THE GLORT OF THE LOED.
AXD HE SHALL PURIFT.
ALL WE, LIKE SHEEP.
FOR UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN.
GLORT TO GOD.
HIS YOKE IS EAST.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and ChoroB.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP TOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GA'\':E THE WORD.
THEIR BOUND IS GONE OUT.
WORTHY 13 THE LAMB.

Judas Maccabseus.
MOURN, YE AFFLICTED CHILDPwEN.
O FATHER, WHOSE ALMIGHTY POWEE.
WE COME DT BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISDAINFUL OF DANGER.
FALLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, O LORD.
TUNE YOUR HARPS.
E-\IL, JUDEA'S HAPPY LAITO.
WE HEAR.
WE NEVER WILL BOW DOWN.
HALLELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THANKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHING OVER ISRAF:L.
ANGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE EYES.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED ARE THE MEN, &0.

BAAL, WE CRY TO THEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.'
BEHOLD, GOD THE LORD PASSED BY.

Samson.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROUND ABOUT THE STARRY THRONE.
FIXED IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME nniORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON H^i,S SUBDUED OUR FOE.
LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &c.

St. Paul.
6T0NE HTM TO DEATH.
HAPPY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
now LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGERS.
SLEEPERS. AWAKE. )

TO GOD ON HIGH. I

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS.

Israel in Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR RAIN.
BUT A3 FOE HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, &c.
THY RIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING TE TO THE LOPJ). (The Horse and his Eideb.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED IS THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song and Chonu.)
THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LORD IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOT, &c.
COME, O ISRAEL.
AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

Eli.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL THEE. I

ANGELS' CHORUS. (Female voices.) 1

Naaman.
THE CURSE OF THE LORD.
WHEN FAMINE OVER ISRAEL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST,

Joshua.
BEE, THE CONQUERING HERO COMSa,
THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LOED.
I WAITED FOR THE LORD. (Duet and ChoruB.)
ALL TE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LORD.

Passion Music.
(ACCOBDTNG TO St. MATTHEW.)

THREE CHORALS. (Nos. 3, 63, 63.)

AROUND THT TOMB HERE SIT WE WEEPING.

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses in Egypt.
NIGHT'S SHADE NO LONGER.
PRATER. (O THOU, 1VH0SE power.)

Stabat Mater.
HOXAMMATUS. (Song and Chorus.)

As the Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRING.

RUSSIAN NATIONAL HYMN.
Miscellaneous. (Three Chorals on one sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STRONG CASTLE IS OUR LOED.

BOSTON

:

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 \VASHINGTON STREET.
NEVv^ YORK : C. H. DITSON & CO.

GOLDEN ROBIN!
W. O. PERKINS.

ir jou DMl a New SCHOOL, -MCSIC BOOK, do

do not weary yoargelf by looking 07(>r a lODK list, bat gend at

once for thin f;iT0rite collection of b^^uti^ul School Son£3.
It will not disappoint you.

Price liO Cents.
3«nt, po«t-pal'J, on receiptor above price.

OLIVEH DITSOIT & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON &CO., New York.

Root's School for Ihe Cabinet Organ.

Containing ProgressiTe LeflHona. Studies, and Scalefl ; Songs,

Duet«, Triofl, and Quartets ; Voluntaries, Interludes, and

Recreatlfe pieces, for tiie Parlor and Clloir.

A work of established reputation.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.

Price S2.S0, Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLrVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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5lHtrtistments.

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

Ten Symphony Concerts.

BOSTON MUSIC HALL.
On THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, from 3 to 5 o'clock, on

the folloning dates : Nov. 9 and 28 ; Dec. 7 and 28 ; Jan. 4

and 18 , Feb. 1 and 23 (Friday) ; March 7 and 21.

The Programmea will be of the flame high character ap here-

tofore, including many Symphonies, Overtures, Concertos,

Arias, &c., which will be heard for the first time in Boston.

The Orchestra,—of from fifty to sixty instruments according

to the requirements of the various compositions,— will be

under the direction of ClBL Zerrihn, with JoLins Eichberg at

the head of the violins.

The sale of the (1200, or more) Season Tickets remaining after

the Members' Guaranty Subscription, will begin on Monday
Morning, Oct. 23, at the Music Hall, Price of ticket, with

reserved seat, to the Ten Concerts, $8.0U.

PUBLIC REHEARSALS, FOB THR BsNEFiT OF THE Orches-

tra "-The Tuesday Rehearsal before each Concert will be

public. Admi.asion Fifty Cents; holders of Season Tickets to

the Concerts may purchase three Rehearsal Tickets for $1.00,

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-

cia, will be happy to give Lassons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of Oliver Dit-
son & Co,. 277 Washington Street, 794—8m

INoDgs Sun^ by $$antley.

O Ruddier than the Cherry. . . Handel. 40

Stirrup Cup Arditi. 30

Pro Peooatis. (Stabat Mater). , . , Rossini. 40

Yeoman's Wedding Song, Prince Poniaiowski. 35

Only to Love SantUy. 40

Iron Blacksmith Hatton. 40
Xing and I Henriette. 40

It is not always May. , . , Gounod. 60

Fountain mingles with the River. " 36

Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60

Bli'B forever Past Balfe. 30

Nazareth. Gounod. 50

Vagabond Molloy. 60

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

ROCK OF AGES!
A NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

HYJfl[]¥ FOR FOUR VOICES,
By jr. It, Thomas.

Price ."50 Cents.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

NEW ENGLAND
Conservatory of Music.
The THIRD REGULAR LECTURE of tile FALL TERM,

will be delivered by

Mr. J. O'Neill,
IS

Wesleyan Association Hall,

36 Bromfield, St.,

On Thursday October 26, at 12 m-
Subject :— *'A Philosophical Inquiry into the Registers

of the Human Voice."

Members of the profession and others interested in the sub-

ject may procure tickets of admission by calliog at O. Ditson

& Co's, or applying to >.

797—It. E. TOUKJEE, Director.

music store for Sale.
Situated in a city of about 15,000 population and now doing

an excellent busine.'!& having almost a monopoly in a large

and excellent surrounding country. For farther particulars

enquire of 0, DITSON & CO.

!97-lt,

a-. -WT". IDTJIDLE"2",
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building,
fDr, H, R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

P. H. TORRINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co . 277 Washington St,,

New England Conservatory of Music, Music Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 794-3m

MR. GEO. B. SHUTE, having completed his
studies abroad, under the instruction of some of the

first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Piano and Organ Playing, also in Theory of Music.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 794-6m

MR. G. H. HOWARn,
ptJPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. TufLi,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Eullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.

,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

J. J. KliMBALL, Bans Soloist,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0, Ditson 8c Co , 277 Washington St, 791—3 mos,

ED"WARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co,, or. 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos,

THE MOCKING BIRD,
A NEW SINGING BOOK

For Academies, Schools and Juvenile Classes.

By W. O, PERKINS,
This work is a Model of Simplicity and Completeness in its

Elementary Course, and it surpasses all similar works in the
great variety and excellence of the Music it contains.

Price 50 cents per copy. Mailed to Teschere and Semina-
ries for 40 cents, WM, A, POND & CO

,

797—It 547 Broadway ' N.T.

Ji AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OP
VIOLIN, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

his services as accompanist for classical compo.sitions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz
Praefer & Co.,30 West St. 796—3m

Hew ^Xxm tot ^tUhx,

VOCAL.

Rheinvine Sharley Sol. S. Russell. SO

Blue-Beard Pairy. 6«

Nixey, that's too thin W. A. Hnntlet/. 30

If ever I cease to Love G. Liyhoume. 30

Mother Comes in Dreams to me. Sonp and
Chorus M. Leach. 30

Never More to see Thy smile E. Christie. 35

Willie Brown, Scotch Ballad, ..J. W. Turner. 30

Mother, I can See the Angels. Sonq; and Cho.
Harrji Percy. 30

Little Footsteps gone before. Song, or Duet
and Chorus Aqnes Aslilon. 30

Beautiful Bessie, Soneand Cho, . W. T. Porter. 30

The Day is Cold and Dark and Dreary. Duet,

J. Blockley. 40
The King and I Henrvlle. 40

It is not always May Ch. Gounod. ,50

If doughty Deeds my Lady please. . , , Sullivan. 40

1 will statid by my Friend T G. BickneU. 30
Father of Life and Light, Quartet../, M. Deems. 50

Benedictus. Blessed he the Lord A.M. P. 35

There's a Green Hill far away Ck. Gounod. 40

Mignons Song. "Hast thou e'er seen the Land."
From Hamlet A. Thomas. 40

Drinking Sone "Hamlet." 40

The Violet, "Select Trios for Female Voices,"
Curshman. 40

Chiming Bells of Long Ago. Song & Chorus,
C. F. Shattuch. 40

Come let us all be merry. Song and Chorus,
F. J. Lippiti. 30

When will Papa come? Song and Cho. .Percy. 30

Te Deum in F J. R. Thomas. 1,00

INSTRUMENTAll.

Gems of the Season, Arr, for Guitar.

Shepherd Boy W. L. Hayden. 25

Blacksmith's Anvil, Polka B. Eikmeier. 35

Love's Favorite Polka J. W. Turner. 30
Three Blind Mice " A. W. Maflin. 40

Leur Demiere Valse Brillante. . . J. Blumenthal. 75

Jolly Brothers' Galop Ch. tVels. 50

Marche des Tambours " 1 .00

Summerfield March W. A. Smith. 30
First Impromptu Max Schrattenholtz. 35
Morning in the Woods. (Matinee dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Ketterer. 60

Allegresse, AUegro-Scherzando, .. E. Ketterer. 40
Mandolinctta Fantasie Quasi Capriccio . ff««erer. 60

La Bohemienne, Fant, Bril E. Ketterer. 60

De Chanc de Berceau, (Cradle Song),.. iTe^ercr, 40
Rhine Galop Henry Eckmeier. 30
Cape Girls Galop. .

.' L. Mason. 30
Three Sonatas by Pleyel. For 4 hands, Pleyel.

No, 1 90
" 2 75
"3 75

Mignonne Fantasie, 4 hands Concone. 75

Foamy Wave, Waltz J. W. Turner. 30
Salvia, Valse Brilliant. (CEuvres Celebres,)

Tjeyhach. 60

Magic Bells. (Zauberglochchen, ), .^4, Jun(7man, 50
Oberon, Fantasie Brillante, 4 hands, Z«/6acA, 1,00

Ninth Regiment Quickstep. , . .D. L. Downing. 1 00
Norma, Fantasie Brillante Sidney Smith. 80

Dexter Galop Hermann Eberling. 40
Hurrah Germania, Potpouri H. Cramer. 75

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUENAL OP MUSIC.
SINGING AND PIANO.

MES. FJlNNTE F. POSTEE,
H"o. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

TI/rES. O. A. BAEEX, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Arenne. 782—ly

GEO. -W. DU'DIiEir,
Teacher of Vocal Music. Koom No. 3 Maaon & Ham-
lin ioilding, 164 Tremont Street. 770

r^EO. W. POSTEE will make anaugementa to

condact Musical ConTentions. Festivals, Societies, &e.

Address, care of OliTer Ditaon ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

X>BOF. & IXKS. X:DG.a.H JL. BOBBIN'S,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

8. P. PEEKTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Olirer Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEESON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or ConTentions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. E. 'WHZTIN'G
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
onr conntry. Schools and communities are provided with
Bkilfnl and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Addre^ EDWABB B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

iiy| LLF.. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstructloH on

tne Pianoforte.

33 Hancock Street.

JL. KREZSSiyCAXI'17.
Care Oliver IHtson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to condnct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

3nnras M. gill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELEK,
FOKMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 "Washington Street.

ELLIOTT Mf'. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at OliTer Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IHPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
11(H CHESTNTJT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Auerican Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIBLBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKTE, SINUI.NG and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Rei'ideDce, Coolidge House. Communications maj be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717- tf

vrixisj^o-w z.. B.a.vi}z;xT,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

WHATEVER SINGING BOOK YOU BUY,
Buy also the

American Tune Book.
In which you will find a large Collection of Tunes, the "Fa-

Toritea," selected from all the books of Church Masic publish-

ed daring the last Thirty Years. These, with a hundred
veil-proved Anthems, and nomberff of Chants, Hymns set to

Mu«ic, Quarteta, &c., ficc, constitute it

A STAKSAEQ WQUK,
Fitted for the npe of rhoirs- for Vestries, for Congregationa
Practice. PrK>, S1.50; S13.50 per doz. Mailed, poetpaid

.on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. BL DITSON & CO., New York.

lYIusical ZjiiteratuFe.
ti^^thoTwi. ^ l>r(rf>T- 17r*)-i:-.i»;, rU.th. .^2' 'i. l.ii^- nf M^,,-

del-oDoho, cloth, ^1 76. Liie ol iVjf.iinl, rloth, $1 75. i^ttn nrnj

Letters of Goiutcbalk, SLofJ. Moxiirt, A K/mmntic Blogruphy,

81.75. MeLdelMOhn'd l*tepr>, 2 toIp. «ir:h,*1.75. Polka
MuMCftl 3lietfihe«. $1.75. Ehiert's Lett»Ts on Wuhic, $1.75
Bound niiiformly in rlnth. H(-nt [lOrtage pMl<J on riTfipt o

prce. OLIVER DlTtON & CO., Boston. CIIAS. U, Vl'LHOy
& CO., New York.

/CHURCH AN D PARLOR

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new lote^priced

double-reed Organ, **No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carred brack-
ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that
the qualitit'S and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced inptruments. The price Is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Ag.^ntin New York.... S. T. Gordon.
Agent io Philadelphia James Bellak,
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in evei-y part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and speciflcations furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufartured by E. L. HOLBItOOR Kast Medway. Mass.
Purclia.'iers are invited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBB.ISHEKS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Eetail Dealers In Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Onrstocliof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is tiie largest and mostcoaiplete in the
No. West Our connection with Met-srs. O. DITSON & CO..
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers!
at ne Boston Prices.

O* In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we lieep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619.tf

Ditson & Co's Standard Operas.

[LARGEST SIZED PAGE],
With full Vocal and Pianoforte Score including Recitatives.

With English and Italian words.

NOW HEADT.
TIrnani, Trovatore, Lucia,
I'uijMl, Traviata, Sonnambula,
Norma, Luc-retia Borgia, Martha.
Marriage of Figaro, Don Giovanni,
FraJJiavolo, FideJio.

I'RICK OK CACll l.N Paper $1.00 In noAlil,.-,, »lth Illumi-
nated covers, 42.00. Ment postage paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

One Thousand . Musicians
Testify that the Mason& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL.
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

^ 75MEDAL8,w
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
a-warded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season. ,

Catalogues free.
'

MASON & HAMLINORGAN CO., 154 Tre-
jmont St., Boston ; 896
Broad^vay, New York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th^ of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to fnrnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral In^itrumenta.

Board of histruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baber, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Cir<iular8
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEKSON,

tlie moot Batisfactorj of all the modero Choir and Singing
School Bnoks.

Price $1.60 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
J^eu! Styles, ij'e-

sonant ; with im-
provements pat-
ented June and
Jiug-ust, 1-370;
surpassing all

previous produa-
tions inrich, beau,-

sTVLi^N-i^T^ tijul qualities of
~~

tone, and g'eneral

(Prices Ileduoed ; $50 to

Jfeiv Illustrated Oata-

^ MA5 0MJ;HflSru

excellence.

$S,0 00 each
logue, free.

IM TREMONT ST., BOSTON 593 BROADWAV, NEW VORK.

J SCHUBEBTH & CO. Publisb-re and Beale/B
* in Foreign and American Mudio, 820 Broad-

waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OOR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks In the

Dnited States, at low prices.

TIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Includiug very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAKINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
Kor Violin, Guitar, Violonce41o and Douh!e Bass

FOB SALI'. AMD TO LET.
Our tuci.lties are such a« enable us to furnl.ih the above-

,jl«o MUSIC BOOKS, SHiET MUSIC, ANDC5.RD MUSIC FOA BANDS, AJMlJ ALLKINDS OF MUSICAL MEBciANDlfali;, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satislactorv to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HATNES & CO.,
33 COURT STilJSET, (Opposite the Conrt House)
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"Where did you come from, Baby Dear?"
BY GEORGE MACDOHALD.

Where did you come from, baby dear ?

Out of the evBrywhere into here.

Where did you get your eyes so blue ?

Out of the sky as I came through.

What makes the light in them sparkle and spin f

Some of the starry spikes left in.

Where did you gpet that little tear ?

I found it waiting when I got here.

What makes your forehead so smooth and high 1

A soft hand stroked it as I went by.

What makes your cheek like a warm white rose ?

I saw something better than any one knows.

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss 1

Three angels gave me at once a kiss.

Where did you get this pearly ear ?

God spoke, and it came out to hear.

Where did you get these arras and hands ?

Love made itself into hooks and bands.

Feet, whence did you come, you darling things ?

From the same box as the cherub's wings.

How did they all come just to be you ?

God thought of me, and so I grew.

But how did you come to us, you dear ?

God thought about you, and so I am here.

Carl Loewe's Story of Ms Early Life*

[Continued from page 106.]

While I was absorbed in my Art studies, zeal-

ously toiling, and with the best result, the storm

of e.xcitement and uprising throughout the whole

German land in the year 1812 began to roar.

Napoleon's mighty armies succumbed to the ele-

ments and to the well planned strategy of his

powerful northern foe. Some of the wretch-

ed remnants of the scattered troops marched
through Halle on their way back to France.

These unfortunate French soldiers, who had with

difficulty reached our borders, were sorry pictures

of distress. I yet remember one of them. He
sat on one of the corner stones which stood at

the right and left of the door way of Tiirk's

house. Holding his billet in his hand, he had not

been able to drag himself any further. To all

my questions he replied with a soft voice : "Oui,

Monsieur !" More than that the frozen lips could

not get out. And before he could reach his quar-

ters, the unhappy man died with his "Oui Mon-
sieur" before my eyes.

The throne held by the grace of Napoleon
began now to totter, and the kingdom of West-
phalia soon collapsed. Halle belonged once more
to Germany. Among the ruins of the Westpha-
lian throne were also buried all the golden blos-

soms which a transient star of fortune had thrown
into my lap a little while before. Gone was the

yearly subsidy, forever gone all prospect of a

* Translated for DvrioEn's Jouenal op Music from De.
Carl Loewe's Selhst-biographie. Fiir die Oeffeutlichkeit bear-
beitet von C. H. Bittee. Berlin, 1870."

journey to Italy ! Whether I should ever wield

the Kapellmeister's baton in Cassel had become a

matter of pure chance. Tiirk, in his lively inter-

est for my talent, would gladly have continued to

instruct me without pay ; but for him too the

year 1813 had become a fatal one. Already the

premonitions of an incurable malady showed

themselves in him. All this began to weigh

heavily upon my soul. But instead of giving

myself up to helpless inactivity during this most

melancholy period (I may well say) of my life,

I too was seized with the universal enthusiasm

for my Fatherland. Shall I be charged with

ingratitude because, owing so much to the rule

of the foreigner, I felt the glowing wish within

me to march into the field against him 1 Can

one control the voice, which from the deepest

soul speaks for the Fatherland ?—^There was then

an officer named Wucherer in Halle, to enlist

young men for the national cause and for LUt-

zow's "schwa7-ze wilde verwegene Jagd." I can

still hear how this corps made the Tyrttean songs

of Korner ring through the liberated provinces

of Germany. To this recruiting officer I went

:

my youthful breast swelled proudly ; like many
other youths at that time I imagined that my
sixteen years, which I had barely put behind me,

were fully sufficient for the greatest deeds of

heroism that stood before the German people.

Wucherer looked at my not exactly small, but

very tender physique, and thought that I had

better wait awhile. This decision of the recruit-

ing officer came down upon me like a crushing

thunderbolt. All my plans and hopes were de-

stroyed. I seemed to myself so small that I felt

ashamed to show myself upon, the street. I was

not to take part in the bloody campaigns of the

three years that followed ; only from the shelter-

ing roof of Turk's house could I, quiet and inac-

tive, observe such incidents as were brought near

to us in Halle.

On the 28th of April Halle was beleaguered by

the Viceroy of Italy, Eugene Beauharnais, the

son-in-law of the emperor ; but a small corps of

Billow's artillery hindered the passage of the

French across the Saale. With the restoration

of the German power the Russians also had come

into the land. A Russian regiment had advanced

into the city and halted on the market place. I

was buried in silent meditation on these strange

forms. As none of them had any determinate

physiognomy, they all looked enough alike to be

taken for one another. It was like looking at a

flock of sheep, which possibly may be distinguish-

ed by the shepherd, but not by a stranger.

—

What a difference there was between these peo-

ple and the glittering French regiments which

had marched through Halle in the year before,

and which were soon to come back broken, woe-

begone and ruined ! Napoleon's Guard during

its days of splendor showed a great number of

characteristic personalities, as it regarded the ex-

pression of the face and bearing of the body.

Earnestness, a sense of inward calling to subdue

the world, military pride, boldness, versatility

and splendor distinguished not merely the officers,

but even the privates of these troops ; on the

contrary, in the features of the Russians an ex-

pression only showed itself when they felt a fear

of their superiors. While the French were par-

ticular about their nourishment, the quantity of

food was all the Russians cared about. The
sauerlraut, their favorite food, was set before

them in great kettles. Those who had become

satiated lay down on their backs and let others

sit upon their belly to reduce the roundness of

their figure. For the rest the Russian soldiers

showed themselves in general quite harmless. I

still recall with satisfaction their strange Asiatic

tunes, of which the melody was kept in the char-

acter of the church modes. While a part of

them sang these songs, others waved their hands

as one of their officers beat time. Quite as pe-

culiar as the song of these soldiers, was their ven-

eration for their priests. Once a chaplain was

brought to the front who had been stealing. A
subaltern officer kissed his hand, and then with

the greatest reverence removed his robe and gave

him over to two other soldiers. Only after the

priestly garb was taken from him was he treated

as the Russians treat thieves ; he was laid upon

a bundle of straw and regularly flogged ; but then

again he was reclad and kissed with the same

marks of reverence. Harsh as these single traits

were, still the great good-natureduess of the Rus-

sian soldiers had very much that was attractive

for us ; they were confiding and grateful, espe-

cially when one gave them brandy to drink.

While these strange phenomena were passing

in review before my absorbed imagination, sud-

denly a cannon ball struck in the market place,

not far from me, and shattered a leg of one of the

Russian soldiers. I ran home in terror, but the

Russian regiment took shelter behind the red

tower. On the same evening a suburb, called

the Strohhof, was set on fire by French balls, but

the inhabitants soon succeeded in putting out the

flames. On the next morning Halle appeared

to be freed from besiegers, but there was fear

lest the French should try to force a passage over

the Saale in another place. The fortifications of

the city, particularly the palisades and the tete-

de-ponl were examined, and on the Prussian side

all male persons in the neighborhood were set to

work at short hand digging trenches. I too shar-

ed the satisfaction of having worked at it all day.

The women brought refreshments to their hus-

bands ; but as naturally no one troubled herself

about me, I had an opportunity to practice absti-

nence. My appetite grew seriously in conse-

quence. Even my old master Tiirk plied the

spade in a right lively manner. He came to the

work with the remark : "It goes to the head."

After that day I had no longer any great de-

sire to take an active part in warlike operations.

That sort of participation in the war of liberation

had not suited my taste. The harder and the

more unaccustomed our toil had been, the more

astonished were we when the Prussians, with ut

being in the least pressed by the enemy, gave up
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our laborious defenses and retreated from the

city. Not until the next day did the French

with ringing music and victorious mein march in,

and we were once more under their dominion.

But they had by no means given us up on the

Prussian side.

On the 2d of May, Sunday morning, the

French division Lauriston, which lay in our town,

was suddenly attacked by a portion of Billow's

corps and driven with great loss across the Saale.

This onslaught began about six in the morning;

unsuspected by the French, the Prussians storm-

ed the gates. The enemy, awakened from their

sleep, mustered in hurry and confusion. They

tried to beat back the attack, but were driven

out with the loss of their artillery.

For along time I watched the conflict, sheltered

by a window pillar ; but when the window panes

began to be shattered by the bullets, Tiirk bade

me to go down with him and his daughter into

the cellar. There, while the little girl, terrified

by the roar of the near conflict, clung to my side,

I was not a little astonished to remark that our

party had become increased by two persons.

These were the Herr Captain von Pastineller

and his worthy Frau. The warlike action had

awakened in the invalid hero all the sleeping ree-

ollections of the battle of Jena. I could dis-

tinctly hear his teeth chatter.

At last the evil guests were banished from the

city. One of them had in a remarkable manner
slept through the whole storm. When he rushed

out of his back chamber into the street and com-

prehended what had been going on, he fired his

musket at the Prussians crowding round him and

then ended his life under blows from the buts of

their guns. People looked on quietly and busied

themselves with searching for the numerous dead

bodies that lay about the streets. On such days,

when the nerves are strained to the highest pitch

of terrible excitement, one sees no look of horror

nor of loathing.

After these occurrences no one could imagine

that there could still be Frenchmen in the city
;

yet the bloody drama of the day was not to be

without an afterpiece. A little squad of French-

men had concealed themselves upon the red

tower. These from their height suddenly began

to direct their fire upon the astonished Prussians.

Of course this little troop had to succumb to the

superior force. The greatest part of them were

cut down, while the survivors were destined to

be stripped and taken prisoners.

For me these warlike events were the occasion

of idleness and of unprofitable fancies. My mus-

ical studies had come to an end for the time, and

I would gladly have gone back to the school of

the Orphan House. But the Orphan House had

been turned into a hospital, and both the teach-

ers and the scholars fared as I did ; they had
plenty of spare time and could, without neglect

of duty, watch the variegated warlike life that

was developing beneath their eyes. No wonder,

then, if every other business almost wholly

ceased.

This gave me opportunity to witness the re-

view which Bliicher held of the Silesian army.

The old hero stationed himself at the Gevatler-

bude on the Halle marketplace, gnd let the troops

march by before him. I felt as if that moment
in itself were quite enough to have lived for.

Enthusiastic jubilation rang towards him from all

sides. No one at that moment thought of the

French domination, from which Halle was by no

means yet entirely free. The fruit women kissed

the greybeard's feet and offered him the best

they had. He took thereof and ate, whenever

there was a little break in the enormous line of

regiments. This march through Halle of the Si-

lesian army was very soon followed by the days

of the battle of Leipsic.

We heard the thunder of the artillery on the

16th of October; at first from Mockern only.

Then I was allowed no rest ; I was obliged to see

the terrible sight close at hand. I persuaded a

comrade, by the name of Reiche, to go with me
upon the battle field. At first he looked at me
with astonished eyes; but the thunder of cannon

has a remarkably attractive power for German

youth ; Reiche too could not resist it, and so we

set out on our way together on the 17th.

Behind Skenditz the first victims of the battle

excited our attention ; they were Cossacks, left

behind there. Presently we reached that famous

barn of Mockern, which was so obstinately de-

fended by the French, but finally was set on fire,

and the unfortunate defenders burnt to death.

From here along we found Prussians and French-

men peaceably lying side by side in long rows.

The grapeshot had stretched them out by compa-

nies
; on almost every face a great repose had

settled ; the distortions of the death struggle were

nowhere to be seen.—We approached the same

army which we had seen march by the field mar-

shal in Halle. The heights of Mockern were

strongly occupied. The wounded were carried

to Halle, where the Orphan House with its thous-

and chambers offered an excellent hospital. The
Prussian soldiers enjoyed seeing us two youths

among them, and not another mortal far and

wide was to be seen. I was fortunate enough to

find a friend among the officers of the Landwehr,

who informed me of the progress of the fight at

Mockern and of their expectations for the com-

ing days.

Before us, in the plains of Leipsic, rolled a

prodigious and incessant thunder from the battle

which the peoples waged against each other. But

the balls did not reach the station of the regi-

ments encamped in our vicinity. They had al-

ready richly done their work. At times the

wind scattered the endless cloudsof smoke, which

whirled off in the distance, and the assisted eye

could then overlook the situation of the battle
;

but verv quickly all was veiled again by smoke

of powder.

The sun declined, when suddenly the drums

beat the generate around us. The cavalry were

obliged to mount, and the infantry were under

arms. Hnre we had a picture of what was K-ft'

after such a battle, of a company, a batallion or

a regiment. Many a company counted not more

than three or four mpn. The most of them had

no more oflScers. The under-officers commanded.

Properly we should have gone back to Halle,

but curiosity would still detain us. We could not

separate ourselves from the exciting scenes that

surrounded us. We saw cavalry approaching in

the distance. The Saxons had again come over:

the prudent Saxons put themselves under the

Prussian colors. They had handkerchiefs upon

their swords and with these they saluted their

German brothers. Those answered with a lively

"Hurrah !"

Behind us stood 20,000 Swedes in the reserve;

the host spread along the horizon like a cloud.

Prince Bernadotte commanded in person. This

upstart king snuffed the mouldy smell that spread

itself abroad from the throne of Napoleon.

My friend, the officer, gave me at parting,

from the spoils that lay in heaps about us, a pair

of beautifully adorned pocket pistols, and to my
comrade Reiche a little dagger. The evening

grew dark and we had at last to make up our

minds to setting out upon our homeward way.

We could already see the towers of Halle,

when a Cossfck met us, took away our gifts, and
even treated our watches and our money as his

own property. When he had taken from us all

he rode off slowly, whistling, as if he had done

nothing but his duty. In speechless sorrow our

eyes followed our watches and our purses. Of
the pistols and the little dagger we could say

:

"Soor won, soon lost !" A second encounter with

Cossacks was destined to be still more calamitous

for us.

Meanwhile we kept on toward Halle, where

the woe that war brings with it met us in melan-

choly forms. Here typhus and the lazaretto fe-

ver raged. Many important men were snatched

away by these diseases. I may name among
them only Reil and Jacob, brother of Councillor

von Jacob, besides the well-known Kapellmeister

Reichardt. Reil had done much for Halle ; es-

pecially he had brought the salt springs and the

mineral springs of the place into repute. It was

he that had induced the Weimar troupe of artists

to come to Halle in the summer. Therefore the

sympathy shown at his funeral was unexampled.

He was buried in an old giant's grave that lay

in his garden, which was a present from the king.

This giant's grave {HUnengraV) is still called

Reil's mound. Often since have I read with

emotion the stanza of Horace designated for his

tomb stone by the deceased ; it is engraved upon

a simple small black tablet fastened without or-

nament upon the rock

:

"Linquenda tellus et domos et placens

Uxor, neque harum qaas colis arborum

Te, proeter invisas cupressos,

XJlla brevem dominum sequetur."

As Turk's choir sang at all these funerals, so

too we accompanied Johann Friedrich Reichardt

to his last resting place. This solemnity was par-

ticularly affecting to me. For I had often had

occasion to go into the house of the celebrated

song composer. Tiirk corresponded with him,

and I often had to take his letters to Giebichen-

stein to his friend. Reichardt knew my musical

talents, and he took pleasure in laying before me
his own and his daughter's works. With the

daughter I sang duets. Goethe's Songs of the

MUllerin, of Reichardt's composition, never pleas-

ed me at all on account of the text ; on the con-

trary I have since won many friends with Reich-

ardt's beautiful song of Tiirk : "Im Wind'sge-

riiusch," because I sang it well and liked to

sing it.

Tn this unhappy year for Halle (1813), when

sickness and the miseries of war in all shapes

occupied all minds, it was impossible to devote

oneself to any continuous studies. I was glad

enough therefore to accept the invitation of a

friend, named Miiller, to make a journey on foot

with him to his parents' residence at Heldrungen.

Near Heldrungen lay the old Sachsenburg, which

had occupied my youthful fancy in a lively man-

ner; with careless hearts we had left Halle, and

we already saw Heldrungen lying at our feet, as
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we emerged from the thicket of the woods. But

we had not much time to enjoy the prospect, for

besides the beauty of the landscape we also

spied, not too far off, two Cossacks. I still had

an uneasy recollection of those Cossacks who had

relieved us of our watches and our money on the

way home from Leipsic. It was a serious matter,

any way, meeting these born highway robbers.

We Lurried back into the woods at once and hid

ourselves in a dense thicket. But Cossacks have

as sharp eyes as Indians ; not one of our move-

ments had escaped them, and to our dismay they

turned their horses directly toward our hiding

place. AVe stood as if we were petrified, for in

these wild riders, with whom man and beast seem

to have been cast together from one mould, and

in whom the scent of the wild beast is added to

the slyness of the savage man, there is no mercy.

They began with pulling off our coats, then fol-

lowed the waistcoats, the trowsers, boots and

stockings, with all the cash we had about us. They
sought in vain for our watches, of which their

comrade had already robbed us. And now that

we were almost naked we hoped to be set free,

but now the agony began. The rascals drew

forth their knouts, thinking to extort from us the

treasures which we might have concealed. They
rode gloomily and slowly round us in a circle;

but when they had at length arrived at the con-

viction that we had nothing more, one of the Cos-

sacks gave me a heavy parting blow upon my
breast with his fist, so that for several weeks I

could not breathe without pain, and then they

went their ways. We waited until it began to

grow dark, and then wandered sad and freezing

toward Heldrungen. It seemed to me as if a

bad dream tortured me, so strangely did I appear

to myself thus wandering in my shirt. I thank-

fully received the garments which MuUer's pa-

rents gave me.
[To be Continued.]

The CBoston) Musical Season.
The musical season in Boston may be said to open

with the first performance of Italian operas at the
Boston Theatre this evening. For although we have
had a series of three miscellaneous concerts of a high
orderj in which the principal artistes of the Parepa-
Rosa opera troupe took part: although Miss Phil-
lipps's concert served to introduce two new and excel-
lent musicians to Boston hearers, and although we
are in the midst of a very enjoyable coarse of cheap
and popular concerts, yet these are rather the heralds
of the coming hosts than the advance guard of the
army itself. A glance at the list of good things in
store for us proves that we are at the beginning of a
memorable season,—one unsurpassed in this country
in many years, both in the amount and in the quality
of the higher class of musical entertainment with
which we are to be favored during the coming
months.
The season of Italian opera, beginning to night

and lasting two weeks, claims the first notice, but
here we can add little to the full information that our
advertising and reading columns have already given.
We may, however, congratulate the Boston public
on the honor of being the first to hear the great Swed-
ish singer, Mile. Nilsson, where she has won her
highest reputation abroad, on the operatic stage. We
presume that the promise of a representative of Am-
broise Thoinas's grand opera of "Hamlet" will be
kept

; and in that case we shall witness the famous
impersonation of Ophelia, a part which she is said to
have "created," and which many critics declare has
one sustained an opera that has not otherwise earn-
the right to live. The rest of the company has

been selected with much care from the hosts of for.
eign singers who were ready to work in the Ameri-
can mine. We need not repeat the names of the
gentlemen and ladies, unknown and well known, who
are to fill the several parts. We have no doubt from
the reputation they have already achieved here or
elsewhere, that in a musical point of view at least
the season of opera will be one in striking and agree-
able contrast with the "scratch" performances with

which we have been compelled to content ourselves

of late years.

Not to follow a strictly chronological order in

speaking of the several important events of the musi-

cal season, we may mention ne.\t the coming of the

Parepa Ro'a English opera company in January for

a season of three weeks. The efforts of this companv,
as constituted heretofore, caused a veritable revival of

interest in English opera, and as it has now been

strengthened by the addition of several excellent sing-

ers, and its repertory having been enlarged by many
works, some of them wholly new to American audi-

ences and others now for the first time clad in an

English dress, there is every reason to believe that

the honest attempt of its managers to please the pub-

lic by presenting an entertainment worthy of patro-

nage, will meet with the success it deserves. Among
the new adaptations are Balfe's "Satanella," and
Fioravanti's "Columella," both neiv to America

;

Donizetti's "Anna Bolena" and "Lucrezia Borgia,"

Wallace's "Lurline," Rossini's "Gazza Ladra" and
Verdi's "Ballo in Maschera," besides Cherubini's

"Water Carrier," the overture to which is familiar,

but which is, as an opera, an entire novelty in this

country.

While we are thus to be favored with representa-

tions of the lyric drama, the prospect for musical en-

tertainment of another sort, but of the highest class,

is more than usually favorable. Our two great asso-

ciations, the first our chief source of supply for the

best instrumental compositions, the other the admira-
ble interpreter of the oratorios of Handel and Men-
delssohn, have laid plans that are not more tempting
in the promise than they are likely to be in the ful-

filment. The programmes for ten Symphony Con-
certs, on alternate Thursday afternoons, beginning

on the 9th of November and ending on the 21st of

March, have been substantially arranged. We are

promised three symphonies by Beethoven, all famil-

iar, two by Haydn, both wholly new to Boston, and
one each by Mozart, Gade, Schubert, Raff and Schu-
mann, of which only the last has ever been heard in

Boston, some of them never before in this country.

In the other numbers of the programmes, Mozart,
Mendelssohn, Spohr, Handel, Schubert, Schumann
and other composers are to be represented by works
that have never before been played in Boston. It

will give an idea of the amount of new music in these

concerts if we say that, of the forty-nine numbers on
the ten programmes, three are new in these concerts,

twelve others are new in Boston, and seven more
have never been performed at all in America. In

other words, almost one-half of the music will be

now first performed in the Harvard concerts. The
soloists will be much the same as in past years. Four
of our resident musicians, Miss Mehlig and Mr.
Richard Hoffman of New York, will play pianoforte

concertos at six of the concerts : Mrs. Barry will

sing in the first ; we are to hear solos for the clario-

net, oboe and violoncello in two others, and in the

tenth a chorus of male voices will take the place of a

soloist. As these concerts are invariably well patro-

nized and give the highest delight to the cultivated

ears they address, we only mention these particulars

to show what is in store for them. The Handel and
Haydn Society, too, is actively in the field, and al-

though no announcements have been made by au-

thority, we may say that the society was never in a

more efficient and flourishing condition than now. It

is strong enough to exercise a more rigid exclusive-

ness than heretofore toward applicants for member-
ship, with a consequent gain in the unity and power
of the chorus. This is a highly encouraging feature

of the situation, since recent experience shows that

the Boston public is becoming more appreciative of
the work of the chorus. During the last week in

November the oratorios of "Judas Maccabaius,'' and
"Elijah" are to be given ; on Christmas eve, "St.
Paul ;" on Christmas evening, the "Messiah," and
on two evenings at least in January, two other orato-

rios not yet named. It is not nnlikely that oratorios

will also be given at Easter. During the season the
society will attack with renewed energy the "St.
Matthew Passion-Music" of Bach, so difficult to

learn, but which the Boston public seem prepared
to hear and appreciate, judging from the reception of
the few tit-bits [?] already given.

For the six oratorio performances decided upon for

the months of November, December and January the
members of the Dolby ballad troupe are under en-

gagement with the Handel and Haydn Society, The
two ladies and three gentlemen who are the vocalists

of this company have a reputation of the best kind
in their native land, and one ef them added greatly

to the artistic completeness of the May festival of the

Handel and Haydn. They are to give us a taste of

their quality in the neglected field of English ballads,

glees and madrigals, in a short course of ballad con-
certs next week. Our own Loudon correspondent
told us in his last letter how much these singers

would be missed in England, and how earnestly all

concert and oratorio goers hoped they would be sent

back as speedily as possible. Add to these concerts

the piano matintfes which Miss Mehlig proposes to

give, the classical trio matinees that are to alternate

with the Harvard concerts, and other series of cham-
ber-music which we have not even space to mention,

and it will be acknowledged that the musical season

promises to be of more than usual duration, of more
than usual variety and excellence, and in point of

quantity something almost unprecedented.

—

Daily

Advertiser, Oct. 9.

The Five Festivals.

(From tfie Orchestra.)

This year for music has been a year of carious

and singular events. We have had a swarm of

clever professors from France, and although brief the

sojourn of some, the influence of the great school of

practical art emanating from the Paris Acalemy has

been felt in our theatres and in the music teaciiing of

the metropolis. Then there has followed the opening
of the great Hall at Kensington, the Handel Festival

at the Crystal Palace, the Rhine Festival at Cologne,

the Beethoven Festival at Bonn, and the Annual
Festival for the clerical charities by the three Western
Cathedral choirs this year held at Gloucester. Nor
should be forgotten the opening of Westminster
Abbey to the great church music of Sebastian Bach,
and the introduction once more of the orchestra—

a

fall orchestra—as an important adjunct to divine

worship, and of immense teaching results to the pro-

fession and the public at large.

The organ in the ' Albert Hall has brought out

Bach ; Sydenham put forth Handel ; Cologne and
Bonn promulgated Beethoven : the three prophets in

song of clear sight, invariable truth, and of honest,

upright artistic frame of mind. With these three

men of might, the power of art was ever subservient

to the distinct necessity occasioned by the emotion.

They had fathomed the hidden connection between

sound and soul, and made themselves familiar with

phases, forms, and combinations of tones which to

this hour strike the ear as strange, weird, and incom-

prehensible, although never lawless, irreverent,

irrelevant, wild, or disconnected. Musical

creation is identified with the personal character of

the composer ; hence the almost deification of

Handel, the saint-worship of Bach, the glorious fame

of Beethoven. Their music is the express revela-

tion of their lives, the temper of their moral beings.

Bach and Handel lived in the days of the first set of

the French philosophers who prepared the way for

the triumph of atheism, the downfall of Christianity,

and the horrors of a great nation in the hands of the

dregs of the people. Whilst Voltaire was doing all

he could to undermine the historic marvels of the

Evangelists, Bach was not only teaching himself but

setting others to teach the great miracle of the

Gospel—and his exposition of the wondrous history

had its power in his own day ; and that power is now
expanding and strengthening, nor can we calculate

the immense good likely to arise from the present

attention paid to the commentary of Sebastian Bach
upon the histories of St. Matthew and St, John,

Song has not lost its mastery over man's heart ; and

if music be stronger than laws—for so it wiis admitted

to be in olden days—we may find the Cantor of

Leipzig a foremost reasoner in the controversies of

Colenso, Darwin, and all the propounders of atomic

and meteoric pliilosophies. No one can doubt that

it is religious feeling which so keeps Handel's music

to the fore. The oratorio of the "Messiah" carries

sail and wafts with it the "Israel" and the secondary

Biblical dramas of the great composer. The oratorio

of the "Messiah" took the orchestra into Westminster

Abbey more than eighty years ago, founded the

Western Festivals, the Birmingham Festival, and

has proved the chief attraction of all and every Festi-

val from Handel's annual celebration at the Found-

ling Hospital to the present time. By means of the

songs and choruses in this oratorio the people have

been teaching one another the great truths of the

Christian Church, requiring neither creed nor arti-

cles. Whilst High and Low Church, Prelacy and

Congregationalism have had their smart tussles and

more mischievous fights on a larger scale, th6,-great

vocalist, the fine orchestra, and the huge chorus have

sounded the alarm, intoned the faith, settled the up-

roar, and done what bishops and archbishops could

not do—brought peace and calm, ^nd so it ever

will be. Song is a long way ahead of logic, espe-

cially logic upon mysteries and the supernatural.

The Pope may declare his infallibility, and councils

reiterate the dogma, hut "Ein' feste Burg" and the

other people's chorals have been sung throughout the

length and breadth of France. Louis the Grand no

doubt imagined he had for ever silenced the people's

hymn in the Strasburg Cathedral, but the hymn and
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the tune hare conquered, and the old choral has

again been heard in the old Minster there, and the

work of the great French Monarch undone and put

right. With Luther's hymns in their knapsacks, the

German soldieis were a great company of preachers

—

an improvised Church Missionary Society—with

kings and princes, in place of bishops and merchants,

as patrons. Each division contained so many Boan-
erges—sons of thunder—who failed not to drum
hymil and tune into the ears of the astonished

Celt. Such is the "influence of art united with the

power of faith."

With Beethoven music was a means of light. He
for some time held a fancy creed, but with it an
assured conviction that he had his special mission,

and was sent to teach through music. He was in-

clined to dispute the great creed of the Church, but

when setting it to music in his last Grand Mass,

although the internal struggle was beyond measure

painful, the joy bursts in, and the new-born light is

heralded in triumphant tone and tremendous effect.

Art occupied his whole being, and a continual con-

templation of the spiritual and supernatural in order

to weld it into his being and take hold of it in his

art, ended in the bursting in of the clear light, and
pat everlasting life into the music. This Mass is in

truth the personal struggle—the personal victory of

the composer—"This is my creed and there is no

other:" such is the defiant language of Beethoven's

last Eucharistic service.

In all really grand Festivals—reunions for testify-

ing to the power ot doing in art—only that music is

exhibited which manifests the concentration of the

powers of the composer. In fact it comes to a per-

sonal worship. Now the supernatural— the revela-

tion of God to man— has hitherto proved the favorite

theme of all celebrated musicians—for love and gra-

titude are the best and highest incentives for the

employ ofonr faculties when rightly used. Genius
exercised in any other direction is shorn of half its

light, denuded of more than half its potency. Thus
the great musical festival, whether here or in Ger-

many, is in some sense a religious reunion ; it is an
Ammergau drama without the terrible accompani-
ments for the eye. And it is a foreshadowing of the

promise, "All the world shall sing of Thee." It has

been a question whether or not the Western Cathe-

dral meetings should be given up. Although "conn-
try conducting" had its mishaps and inevitable

failures, and that odd notion of a cathedral organist,

"I know all about it, and no one else knows any-

thing," was proving a misery and a mischief to all

parties—still the real point that endangered the

existence of these festivals was the question of the

propriety or impropriety of music as a teacher of

religion independently of service. Is it the correct

thing for vocalists and instrumentalists and chorus
singers to come in to a cathedral and "teach one
another in psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs ?

"

and not only to "teach one another," but to teach a
Dean and Chapter, a Bishop and his Chaplains,
Archdeacons and Rural Deans, Rectors, Vicars, and
Curates—nay, a whole diocese—lay and clerical ?

Well, the question has been fought over for just one
hundred and thirty-seven years, when in steps the
illustrious Bach with his Commentary on Saint
Matthew. The people begin to sing ; the solemn
organizing surge of that opening rhythm is heard; all

feel the act of worship—that the Cathedral is the
only place for such music : and indifferent and
mediocre as was the mere performance, through
cireumstances unnecessaryto mention, Sebastian Bach
.triumphed over all, and the question as a religious

one is for ever put at rest.

Had it been necessary to justify the use of an
orchestra in a Cathedral, or to demonstrate that real

devot'onal music could be presented there, independ-
ently of eervice, and yet operate largely and b<'nefi-

cially on the feelings, the production of the Bach
Pauione and its a-sthetic results would go far to set-

tle the dispute. But the Country Cathedral Festival
rests not upon these grounds. The clerical corpo-
ration contents itself with a very moderate exhibition
of artistic music, and once in three years becomes
suddenly afflicted with ihe epidemic of a week's
grand music in order that the country people may
gather round the Mother Church and become more
intimately acquainted with the residents in the Pre-
cinct. There are nightly private a.^isemblies, and on
the "Mes-vaW ilij the grand County Ball. Without
these reunions there would be no Festival, no BCrmon
on the use of mtnic in churches, and no importation
of musical talent from the Metropolis. No man can
rise higher than the daily reiteration of his acts, and
no ccthedral organist can jump out of his skin, for-

get the one hundred and fifty weeks of chants,

services, and routine anthems, and by miracle, or else

mere act of conjuring, place himself on a par with
the foremost London Conductor, and rival him in his

duties. Until the orchestra gains a permanent

footing in the Cathedral, and the organist is found
dealing with high- class music, if there is to be a

Festival in a Cathedral, let those manage it whose
business it is to be daily and weekly concerned in

such undertakings. Sebastian Bach composed the

Passione music because he had an orchestra and
large chorus constantly in his church, Sunday after

Sunday, all the year round. He lived with and in

his orchestra. A Cathedral organist lives with his

boys, his six men, and his organ, and here is the

entire length and breadth of his musical activities.

The man with the baton always in his hand must
have the advantage, and the garrison bandmaster, the

conductor of the telling orchestra at the City Balls,

would each make himself more at home with a large

orchestra than the artist over ivories and pedals,

small choirs and psalm chants. Francois Cramer
settled this in St. Paul's Cathedral long ago. At the

Festival for the Sons of the Clergy, Dr. Hayes from
Oxford was accustomed to conduct, or rather to try

to conduct, the London Band. On Dr. Hayes
waving his baton there was no response. Another
elevation of the wand, and no sound. Hereupon
Cramer broke in :

" When that gentleman sits down
we will begin." So Dr. Hayes sat down and never
again appeared. The country Cathedrals must make
every Sunday more like a grand musical festival, and
the Deans and Chapters must make it their foremost
charge that high class music be heard in these

sanctuaries. Increase the choirs and make fine

music the real offering in these churches, and then
there may be some hope of success with the organist,

conductor, and the triennal meeting. If cathedral

music is to be the acme of art music for a round of

three years, then cathedral music must be the pabu-
lum of the Festival, and all parties will be inured to

it, like it, and pay for it. Further, it would he in

keeping with the object of the Festival—the charity

—

a kind of mild and patient requiem over the dead
bodies of the Minor Canons, whose families are the

h€ii^Jiciares on the occasion.

In Germany the art-point over-rides the devotional:

everybody becomes critical, the youngest chorister

jBsthetic. A Teuton festival is a serious thing, and
amateur artistic gatherings, high solemnities—Co-
logne goes to Diisseldorf, and Diisseldorf and Cologne
meet again at Bonn. A new Empire is at stake, the

Rhine is agitated. The Cathedral organists stick to

their organs and depart not from their role. The
right man is found in the right place ; no
miracles are sought for, no conjurings practised,

and the result is the one aimed at and expected.
The real opening of the Albert Hall has yet to take

place. The organ and the players have done some
little for Bach, hut the musical power of England
has yet to be represented in this Hall. It is no place

for mere sensual play of sounds ; and unless used in

a right and specific direction will fail in its mission.

We do not ask for the Beethoven Mass, for a repre-

sentation of this commonly costs the Sacred Har-
monic Society from four to five hundred pounds, but
there are great things yet in oratorio which cannot
fail in filling the exchequer. The Albert Hall may
be conservative, but it must not be bigoted. It may
lead the way, it must not hinder or impede.

I m I —
Carl Tausig.

BY HANS VON BHELOW.

(Translated for this Journal from the Nette Zfiitschri/t filr
Mitsik, Leipzig.)

It may be fifteen or'sixteen years since, in Weimar,

at the Academy, the boy Carl Tausig was introduced

by his father to Dr. Franz Liszt, with the request

that he might be pleased to give the boy instruction.

The father was himself quite an intelligent gentle-

man, musician and teacher ; in his day noted as one

of the most elegant players of Thalberg, he did not

belong fo that abominable species of fathers, the fath-

ers of wonder children. We disciples, who were

present atJLiszt's home during this introduction, shall

never forget the wondering astonishment, almost

mixed with awe, which the play of the wonderful

hoy caused us, and which irresistibly won the mas-

ter's heart and head. What thunders, what light-

nings, what heat-lightnings !—what energetic rhyth-

mical fire, what a variety of colors, not lacking in

shades of wondrous tenderness, though the character

of his play was preeminently stormy and passionate.

We were all perfectly electrified, and Peter Cornelius,

not at all in want of words ordinarily—he united the

power of stating his impressions with finest faculty

of receiving them—could merely stammer : "Why,
that is a regular devil of a fellow!" To bo sure;

but it was not a devil escaped from the lower world,

but one who had fallen down directly from heaven,

an arch demon of taJent, a demon whom the man,

possessed by this talent, succeeded in taming, in sub-

duing by restless work of self-culture, by force of his

artistic tendency ; whom he succeeded in making

subservient to the most elevated tasks in art, in short,

changed him into a veritable angel of light.

During the time of his studies in Weimar, Carl

Tausig was by no means satisfied with the cultiva-

tion of his talent as a virtuoso, perfectly ready, even

then, for concert-playing ; but diligently he stud-

ied all musical disciplines theoretically and prac-

tically. He was practically attracted to the study of

the orchestra by the frequent theatrical productions

and concerts under Liszt's spirited direction, which

were truly splendid, and full of highest inspi-

ration to the smallest detail. He diligently ap-

plied himself to the art of orchestration. His at-

tempts at composition in this period, exhibit a bloom-

ings, original fancy and a remarkable certainty and

skill in orchestration, besides divers "impossibilities"

and labored extravaganzas. All these attempts were

afterwards formally withdrawn ; among them a Piano

Concerto, a concert Polonaise, both with orchestral

accompaniment, several "Symphonic Poems," for

instance, one entitled "Manfred," and the ballad

"The Spectral Ship." The latter became almost

fatal to Tausig's fame as a musician, by an unfortu-

nate piano arrangement, and by a still more unfortu-

nate publication of the s.tme. I shall not dwell on

this side of Tausig's eminent talent, which is little

known, because its manifestations will not be open to

public criticism. Those who are able to judge of the

masteiy with which Tausig transcribed the most dif-

ficult orchestral music imaginable, for his instrument,

will not be surprised at it. One not as much at home

in the domain of the orchestra as Tausig was, could

never have arranged so conscientiouslyand in a man-

ner surpassing all possible praise, the piano score of

Wagner's most complicated musical drama, "The

Master-singers of Niirnherg ;" an arrangement sur-

prising by the skill with which things seemingly un-

transcribable are joined together : the same may be

said of his paraphrases of six fragments of various

string-quartets by Beethoven. Speaking of this I

must not omit to mention his partially new instru-

mentation of Chopin's E-minor Concerto, which he

made during the last part of his life. I am uncer-

tain which to place highest, his piety to Chopin, or the

individual finesse and elegance with which he went

to work ; but I am sure that its publication will place

Tausig as a musician still higher in the regard of

many of his colleagues.

Besides these artistic studies, Tausig occupied him-

self with the acquisition of languages and the study

of philosophy and mathematics ; in fact the discipline

of his mind was carried on as thoroughly as the prac-

tice of his fingers. Tausig long ago made a motto,

which Richard Wagner had written on an album

leaf, and which I had copied for him; it was" his

guiding principle in all the varying epochs of his

life. It reads as follows : "It is knowledge that is

destined fo nourish and to chasten the holy flame of

art in its disciples."

In the orchestral and chamber-concerts established

at Berlin by the subscriber (January 1858, &c.,) the

young man Tausig for the first time publicly played

in that city, which afterwards he chose for his resi-

dence, and which still later was to be the resting

place of his earthly frame. His playing caused great

excitement, according to the dilTcrent temperaments

of the auditors (a fact which, in judging of musical

parties so-called, ought to be taken into considera-

tion more frequently than it is); he was admired with-

out stint by some ; by others, especially those who

never can understand that "even the most turbid

must may at last become a noble wine," he was

condemned almost altogether. For several reasons,

better here passed over in silence, partly also oa ac-
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count of his personal ambition—not having then

formed in his mind the high ideal of the mission of a

piano-player,—Tausig did not choose Berlin for the

starting-point in his career of a virtuoso. The striv-

ing for, and attainment of, this high ideal was to

secure for him afterwards his world-wide fame. So

he went on his travels for his laurels. Seduced per-

haps by my personal example in Berlin, he at once

went to Berlin, to make similar attempts at propa-

gandism in his quality of an apostle of the music of

the future. His youthful and enthusiastic desire for

activity found free play here in his occupation as

director, more even than in that of pianist. If the

proverb : "Many enemies, much honor," be really

true, then he ought to have exchanged at least the

double amount of glory for his propaganda in the

interest of New Weimar, connected as it was with

important sacrifices of every kind. But this was by

no means the case. . . . What matters it, on which

of the innumerable roads the individual arrives at the

Rome of truth, according to the diflFerence in his tal-

ents, and how long it takes him to get there ? Wheth-

er we come to Wagner through Meyerbeer, whether

to Beethoven through Berlioz and Liszt (the guides

are indeed as worthy of the goal as Virgil was wor-

thy of a Dante) ; whether to Bach and Cherubini

through Mendelssohn, or to Mendelssohn and an

understanding of his plastic art through the antiplas-

tic though most interesting and beautiful labyrinths

of Schumann, what matters ill Only he who is

really come to maturity is able to recognize in Men-

delssohn the greatest genius, as far as form is con-

cerned, after Mozart. The principal point is that the

goal be reached, which consists in the harmony

arrived at by much struggle of the artist with himself,

and in the harmony with his special calling, which

though in a subordinate sphere, can never be imag-

ined without a reference to the leaders in art, and to

the principal demands of the latter. . . . Had Carl

Tausig developed normally, in the usual straight-

forward model routine of a conservatory, he would

probably never have been the man whose loss for the

world of art to-day wo have to regret so much. His

confession as an artist, when he had fought his way
to the harmony mentioned before, might be expressed

in the same words which master Liszt once used to

designate his own : that there really are only two

parties in art, one consisting of those that know and

can do, and another (to which no one was willing to

confess that he belonged) of the dust-up-whirling

ignoramuses and impotents.

(To be CoDtinaed.)

nsxt %httiu'ii.

Vienna. From Vienna we learn that the Abbe
Liszt has finished his great oratorio "Christ," which
will soon be performed in that city. The work is

divided into three parts, comprising fourteen different
heads, viz. :— 1, The Introduction ; 2, Pastoral and
Vision of the Angels ; 3, Stabat Mater Speciosa ; 4,
Song of the Shepherds in the Manger ; .5, The
Anointing of the Three Kings ; 6, Hymn of Praise

;

7, Pater Noster; 8, The Establishment or Foundation
of the Christian Church ; 9, The Storm on the Lake;
10, The Entry into Jerusalem ; 11, Tristis est anima
mea ; 12, Stabat Mater dolorosa; 13, Easter
Hymn ; 14, Resurrection of Christ.

It is stated that a Wagner Association has just
been formed at Vienna, and is only waiting to be
legally sanctioned, previous to commencing active
operations. Its object is to give a practical answer
to the appeal addressed by Herr R. Wagner to his
friends some time ago—to" facilitate the performance
of his "stage festival play, 'Der Ring der Nibelungen,'
at Bayreuth, in the summer of 1873,'' and to assist
Austrian Wagnerites in their laudable efforts to wit-
ness the "stage festival play" aforesaid. The first aim
of the association will be to procure as large a
number as possible of the patrons' tickets at 300
thalers each, of which 1,000 are to be issued by the
patron's committee at Berlin, and to constitute the
requisite capital of 300,000 thalers. Each patron's
ticket of 300 dollars may be divided into three parts
each, each part admitting the owner to a separate

performance. The association propose establishing

branches in the various towns and cities throughout
the Austrian Empire. The funds are to be raised by
private subscriptions on the part of the members of

the association, as well as by concerts, theatrical per-

formances, &c., the gross receipts going to purcbase
patrons' tickets for poor musicians and musical
students.

The programme drawn up by Herr Anton Ruben-
stein, as conductor of the Gesellschafts-Conccrts, will

include many works, both of old and modern mas-
ters, never yet heard here. Such, for instance, are

Bach's celeiirated Psalm "Eine feste Burg," and
various novelties by the Abbate Liszt, Herren
Brahms, Goldmark, &c. Herr A. Rubinstein's own
sacred opera : Oas verforene Parodies, and the

whole of Robert Schumann's Faust music will be

performed.

Strassborg. The Conservatory has been re-

organized. It will! re-open, under the title of the

Town Conservatory, some time in October. Herr
Franz Stockhausen, from the Conservatory, Leipzig,

has been appointed director.

Brossels. The operas recently given at the

The'dtre do la Monnaie have been Les Mousquetalres,

Le Barbifr, La Dame Blanche, and Lucia, The
business has been far from good. The same may
be asserted of the artists newly engaged, of the chorus,

and of the band.

Pesth. According to a letter recently received,

the Abbate Franz Liszt will return in the beginning
of November, and remain through the winter. In the

same letter it is stated that he will produce his oratorio

of Chrisiitfi here before producing it elsewhere, just as

he did with his Heilige Elizabeth.

Salzburg. Herr Julius Epstein, professor at the

Vienna Conservatory of Music, has been named an
honorary member of the Cathedral Musical Union,
and of the Mozarteum.—The Beethoven Centenary
was duly celebrated by the latter institdtion on the

3d inst. The hall was festively decorated and
lighted. Beethoven's bust, crowned with a laurel

wreath, stood in a perfect bower of flowers. The
proceedings opened with a prologue in verse, by Herr
Carl Ziegler. Then came the Sinfonia Eroica, given
with such spirit as to produce two recalls for the con-
ductor, Dr. Bach. This was followed by the vocal
chorus, "Ehre Gottes" ; March and chorus, and
Turkish March from Die Biiinen von Athen. The
last piece had to be repeated. Professor Epstein,

assisted by the chorus and orchestra, then played the

Pianoforte Fantasia.

MnNiCH. Travellers passing through Munich
next week may feast themselves, if inclined, on
Wagner's compositions, of which the principal are
being given at the opera in that town. "Rheingold"
and the "Walkyr" will be performed on the 18th and
20th of this month. It seems that Italy is to have its

Wagner mania, like other continental countries, for

"Lohengrin" is to be performed in grand style at
the Teatro Communale at Bologna. An Italian

audience will thus have an opportunity of judging
for themselves of the merits and demerits of the
much despised and also much praised Musica dell'

avveiinire.—Standaj'd, Sept. 16.

MiLAX. As we have already announced, Signor
Verdi's new opera, Aida, will be produced at the
Scala this winter. About two years ago, the Viceroy
entrusted a French author with the task of working
an old episode of Egyptian history into a story. This
story was put into the form of a libretto by Signor
Ghislanzoni, and Verdi undertook to set it to music
for the Vice-Regal Theatre, Cairo. His price was
150,000 francs. Verdi completed his score, and the
scenery and dresses, which had been got up in Paris,
were waiting to be transported to their destination,
when Paris was besieged. Nothing was injured, how-
ever, and the dresses, scenery, &c., were duly for-

warded at the conclusion of peace. Aida will be
produced at Cairo in November. The Viceroy pur-
chased with the 150,600 franes above mentioned only
the right of producing the opera at his theatre before
it was produced elsewhere. The firm of Ricordi has
bought the right of performance at other theatres,
and of publication, for 60,000 francs, so that the com-
poser has already received the respectable sum of
210,000 francs for his work.

London.

Promenade Concerts. M. Rivifere's pro-
grammes during the past week have been judiciously
selected, to suit difl^erent musical tastes. On Friday
last, Mozart's Twelfth Mass was given, with Mdme.
RudersdorfF, Miss Helen d'Alton, Mr. Nordblom,
and Mr. Whitney, as exponents. Tuesday wag a
"Meyerbeer night," when selections from L'Etoih du
Nord, Robert le DiabZe, Le Prophete, and Les Hugue-
nots, were heard with unqualified pleasure. On the

same evening, Sir Julius Benedict's new march,
"William and Olga" (composed for the Silver Wed-
ding of the King and Queen of Wurtemburg) was
produced, conducied by the composer, who was
received, on his entree, with warm applause, which
at the conclusion of the march, was repeated with
enthusiasm. This march—a decided success—gives

further evidence of the remarkable ability of its dis.

tinguished composer, and has been repeated every
evening with,if possible, increased effect. Beethoven
was in the ascendant on Wednesday, when "The
men of Prometheus" overture, the Pastoral ^ymphovg,
the pianoforte concerto in C minor (pianist, iVldme,

Julia Wolff), a violin romance (played capitally by
Mr. Viotii Collins), were the pieces de r^fistance,

and Rossini's Stabat Mater was repeated last night
with the same vocalists as on the previous occasion.

The "classical music" lovers have had, therefore,

little cause for complaint during the week, and the

theatre has been fully and fashionably attended in

consequence. Sir .Julius Benedict held the baton at

each performance. The "miscellaneous" parts of the

programme, under the baton of M. Riviere, have also

proved attractive, the late Jullien's "British Army
Quadrille" coming in for its full share of applause;
while the Princess of Trebizonde Quadrille by Arban,
the Bridesmaid Waltz by Godfrey, and the galops,

marches and waltzes by M. Rivifere, have quite satis-

fied the admirers of dance music. During the week
the Processional March from Mr. W. G. Cusins'
Maid of Orleans has been heard with pleasure, and
there is little doubt of M. Rivifere bringing this,

his first series of promenade concerts, to a successful

termination.

The death is announced of Mr. Cipriani Potter,

formerly Principal of the Royal Academy of Mnsic,
one of the most illustrious of Beethoven's pupils.

He was born in 1792, and received his earliest in-

structions in music from Atwood, Calcott, Crotch,
and Woelfl ; and afterwards pursued his studies in

Germany. At Vienna he enjoyed the friendship of
Beethoven, who gave him advice and assistance. Mr.
Potter held for many years an eminent place among
our musicians, and was formerly one of the conduc-
tors of the Philharmonic concerts. He distinguished

himself also as a composer and a pianist. When
Principal of the Roval Academy of Music.(in which
office he succeeded Dr. Crotch), he greatly contribut-

ed to the usefulness of that institution.

Paris.

The French are still troubled by the foolish suppo-
sition, which has never yet been accepted as truth

out of France itself, that singers and musicians,

whatever their success may have been in other lands,

cannot rest easy until their triumphs have received

the "sanction" of a Parisian audience. On the

strength of this delusion, M. Oscar Commettant pro-

poses, in the Siecle, that immense subventions shall

be given to the principal lyrical theatres of Paris, in

default of which the prestige he attributes to these

establishments will, he thinks, be endangered. The
means he proposes for raising the subvention money
are ingenious. He would tax the cafe' concerts and
other refreshment houses corresponding more or less

closely to our music-halls, and with the proceeds
form a subvention fund. Thus those who live by
art, mingled with and corrupted by beer and coffee,

would contribute to the resources of those who live

by art alone. The tax on cafe-concerts ought, he
estimates, counting their number at 250, to produce
840,000f , and he demands the conlribution of an ad-

ditional 860,000f., half from the State and half from
the municipality of Paris. Of the 1 ,700,000f. thus ob-
tained, he would give 300,000f to the Opfera
Comique, and the same sum to the Theatre Lyrique.
The Italian Opera would receive only 100,000f.,

while the subvention accorded to the French Opera
(otherwise "Academie" or "Grand Opera") would
be raised to one million. According to a Paris cor-

respondent of the Independance Beige the subvention
question has already been decided. M. Jules Simon,
Minister of Fine Arts, at an interview with the mem-
bers of the Budget Commission, convinced them of

the inadvisability of withdrawing the subventions
altogether, and ultimately persuaded them to alli t

annually, the following sums :—To the Opera, 600,-

OOOf. ; to the Theatre Frangaise, 240,000f ; to the

Theatre Italien, lOO.OOOf ; to the Opfera Comique,
lOO.OOOf ; to the Odeon, 60,000f. : to the Theatre
Lyrique, 60.000f.

The authors, musical and literary, whose works are

performed at the subvention theatres, will, for the

present, in lieu of percentage on the receipts, receive

500f a night. This sum is declared by those chiefly

interested in the matter to be insufficient; but as the

subventions are being reduced, and may before long
be entirely withdrawn, and as the salaries of the
singers and musicians are at the same time being cat
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down, it is not unrensonable that the sums payable
in authors' fees should also he diminished. At the
Opera, artists in the receipt of less than C.OOO a year
are to be paid their salaries in full. Those entitled

to salaries above that figure will have 15 per cent,

taken off, which for artists at 6,500f will be trying.

The deaths of Auber, Ffetis, and M. Gauthrof,
have occasioned inany vacancies in important musi-
cal posts. Replacing Auber, Ambroise Thomas has
already entered upon his functions as director of the

Conservatoire, where the classes were re-opened on
the 2d of September. He may he expected to show
more energy than the veteran eompo.ser whom he
succeeds ; and it is stated that his first object will be
to direct the studies of the pupils to the rnu^ic of the
classical masters alleged, of late years, to have been
neglected. The death of Feiis left vacant the direc-

torship of the Brussels Conservatoire, to which M.
Gevaert, hitherto choras-raaster at the Grand Opera
of Paris, has been appointed. M. Gevaert is suc-

ceeded at the Opera by M. Victor Massfe, composer
of Galatliie, Lara, &c. It is expected that M.
Gaathrot ("chef du chant") will be replaced by M.
Bizet, son-in-law of Halevy, and composer of Lis
Pecheurcs de Perles.

All engagements at the Opera with leading per-

formers ("protagonists," as the Italians humorously
call them) seem to be at an end. Le Menestrd ex-
presses a confident hope that Mdme. Sasse (formerly
Mdme. Saxe) and M. Faure may be re-engaged ; but
the director, M. Halanzier, being still uncertain as to

the amount of subvention to be accorded to him, is

naturally uncertain as to the terms he may be able to

offer to his principal artists. The musical papers
speak of a "singing bass" ("bass chantante"—an
expression which has no special meaning now that
every bass is expected to sing), M. Boutry by name,
of whom great things are expected, und who will, in

any case, make his debut at the Opera; also of a
florid soprano ("soprano k roulades"—again an ab-

surd expression, since the talent for executing roul-
ades to perfection is accompanied by and includes
other talents), Mdlle. Thibault, whose engagement
is already signed. Mdlle. Thibault is the daughter
of the late conductor of the musical band at the
Opera, who was killed by a shell during the second
siege of Paris.

As to new works, the Parisians are promised, in

the first place, M. Keyer's "Erostratns," an opera in

two acts, originally composed for Baden-Baden, and
performed there in the ancient days, when it used to
be said that Baden was a piece of France on the
German side of the Rhine, Strasbnrg a piece of Ger-
many on the French side. The latter observation
still holds good in a very literal sense ; but the for-

mer, now that Baden is deserted by the French, has
lost its meaning. That highly national composer, M.
Merraet, who, like Herr Wagner, writes his own li-

brettos, has a "Jeanne d'Arc" ready, which, under
existing circumstances, ought at least to obtain a
"sncces d'occasion." M. Eugene Diaz, son of the
great painter of the "colorist" school, has reason to
expect that his prize work, "La Coupe du Roi de
Thule " will be produced in the course of the winter.
Finally, M. Ambroise Thomas's "Psyche." composed
for the Opera Coraique, is, with the indispensable
recitatives added, to be brought out at the Grand
Opera. Several pieces from "Psyche" have already
been performed at the concerts of the Conservatoire.
Psyche, Eros, and Mercury are the principal charac-
ters, and the part of Mercury has been rearranged bv
the composer with a view to its performance by M.
Fanre.

M. Gounod's "Polyeucte" (a subject alreadv treat-
ed by Donizetti in "I Martiri' ) is not to be given for
the first time, as some one, it seems, has reported, at
the Royal lulian Opera, but at the Grand Opfera of
Paris. At the performance which recently took
place at this theatre, for the benefit of the victims of
the war, the money paid for tickets amounted only to
5000 francs. An additional sum of 800 francs was
collected in the house by the Duchess McMahon and
Madame Jules Simon. Thus, calculating that the
audience consisted of about 1.200 persons, each pat-
riot must have given for the benefit of his distressed
countrymen something like fifteen sons. The pro-
gramme wag attractive enough, consisting as it did,
of the second act of Fnnfl, the second act of La
MueUe de Prmici, the fourth act of Lea Ilw/uenots,
and the fifth act of L'Africaine. On the other.hand,
it was a hot night.

Mdme. Miolan Carvalho has accepted an engage-
raent at the Opera Comir|«e, where she is to make
her first appearance in the thousandth representation
of Herold's always freih and charming work La Pre
aux Clerci. Mdme. Balbi-Verdier is singing ai the
Athfenfe, which has just reopened with Marllia. Flo-
tow's popular opera will be followed by M. Eois^elot's
Ne Urwhf2 pas a la Pieine. M^ Garcia, son of Signor
Manael Garcia, has made a very saccessfal dfebut as

a concert singer, and is about to he heard at the
Athfen^e in the part of Figaro.

—

Land. Miis' World.
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The Vocal Works of Bach and Handel.—

Letter by Robert Franz.
{Continued).

We resume the translation of Robert Franz's

"Open Letter" to Edward Hanslick, giving the his-

tory of his experience in the important work of com-

pleting the accompaniments of various Cantatas'

Masses, Oratorios, &c., of Bach and Hardel, and an

exposition of the principles by which he has been

guided in the work. After telling how it happened

that the scores of these works, as originally left, are

in many parts mere sketches as regards the har-

mony,—namely, because the composer himself, pre-

siding at the organ or the cembalo, was the central

nerve of the whole performance, in whom all the

threads of all the interwoven parts were united, he

proceeds as follows :

The all-important matter was, then, to restore a

setting, nnconstrainedly in keeping with the compo-

sition as it lay before us, which should not disturb its

fundamental mood of feeling, but rather heighten its

expression. Of course it had to be kept in the style

and spirit of the master—a task which presupposed

sure mastery of the forms of that time. The arts of

simple and double counterpoint, of Imitation, of

Canon and of Fugue ; these to the ancients were no

limitations ; and so the arranger, or restorer (Bear-

heiter), now, must never fee! himself constrained by

them.

Having achieved a satisfactory setting in this sense,

the next question was of the material with which it

should be represented. In Bach's and Handel's

time they had made use of the cembalo and the

organ ; at times indeed two cembali and two organs

were brought into action. Apart from the fact that

no one at the present time is competent to decide the

very important preliminary question : when it was

for this instrument, and when for that one to co-

operate, there are still other grounds to warn us

against a too extensive use of either of them. The

cembalo has gone down in the stream of time, and

with it a multitude of contrasting tone-tints, which,

leaping out from the mixture of the 4, 8 and 16 feet

tone, undoubtedly produced astonishing efTects.

Much as this loss is to be lamented, we must acco-

modate ourselves to it: our present pianoforte is

hardly a fit equivalent for the old cembalo. If, for

example, the violins in the npper octaves have to

execute an accompanying counterpoint to the

Cantiler)a, supported only by the basso contlmio so far

apart from them, such tone relations are by no means

smoothed out and adjusted by the intervention of the

piano ; on the contrary they gape asunder with a

still rougher edge. Our ears, refined by the modern

orchestra, will justly protest against such imperfec-

tions and demand a remedy.

"Now as to using the organ, this stands at our

service when the performance is in a church, but far

more seldom in a concert hall. So long as this

obstacle is not removed, one is ofien enough obliged

to renounce the use of it. But other, not less weighty

reasons tell against a too extensive use of the mighty

instrument : it seldom is in pure tune with the

orchestra, because its temperament is equal, while thct

of the latter is unequal. Moreover its tone has a

stiff, unyielding character, which does not speak out

easily in all the registers and is produced by means

of an extremely complicated mechanism.

"These considerations seemed to me of enough

importanc.e to warrant tho assigning of a somewhat

more limited activity to the cembalo and the organ

in the accompaniment. The former, for which of

course the piano had to be substituted, was especially

adapted to tho accompaniment of the seceo recitative;

the latter could serve as a means of reinforcement in

the decisive passages, supplying the somewhat

wanting brilliancy. But the real bond Jide accom-

paniment, that is to say, the setting derived from the

figured bass, was entrusted to the orchestra. This

had gained remarkably since that time in versatility

and in expressive faculty,—qualities which ensured

it a vast superiority over the earlier material of

accompaniment.—The clarinets and bassoons com-

mended themselves, because their effects of tone cor-

responded so well to those of the organ ; they fur-

nished too an excellent means for the expression of

four-part composition, which could be introduced

everywhere in a manner altogether natural and un-

constrained. In performances care had to be taken

to place this reed quartet in the neighborhood of the

first contrabasso, with which it stood in strictest inter-

course. In this way the accompanying material

clung elastically to the singing voice and made one

almost forget that it did not lie in the hand of one

person, the original accompanist. The mellow horns

covered up the sharpness of the shrill high trumpets,

oboes and flutes lent occasional finer lights and

shadows, and so of all the instruments.

"Accordingly I made my arrangements, and I

was joyfully astonished at the success they had.

The orchestra soon found itself all right ; the singers

gained in confidence, because they were sympathet-

ically sustained by that ; and all that was desired

for the obligato instruments was a support, which

like a fine cement should gently bind together tone-

relations that lay so widely apart. Besides, my
labors saw themselves richly rewarded by the unmis-

takable sympathy of the public, who could hardly

believe that they were listening to that old, odd

music, which had cost them many a heavy hour

already. In short, everything contributed to con-

vince me of the truth of my principles and of its

worth for practice.

"That my work was in general accordance with

the principles which Mozart followed in the arrange-

ments (Bearbeituncjen) which he made, I could scarce

surmise at that time, when it was very difficult to get

a look into the originals. It was some time later

that I first became aware of it, not without satis-

faction. If in this fact I see no accident, but rather

a necessity implied in the very nature of the tasks,

I trust this will not be set down to presumption on

my part.

"And now the wish came naturally, to make the

results which had been gained in Halle available for

wider circles. And soon the opportunity presented

itself for publishing some scores, so that one by one

the following arrangements ( Bearbeilunqen) appeared:

Bach's Marjnifkat ; his Cantatas : "Ich halte viel

Behimmerniss" (My heart was full of heaviness);

"Gottes Zcil ist die allerbeste Zeit" (God's own time

is the very best of times); "0 ewirjes Feuer,

Ursprung der Liehe" (0 eternal Fire, O Source of

Love !_); the "Trauerode" (Funeral Ode); and finally

the "St. Matthew Passion." Also llanHeVs ,/uliilate,

Astorga's Stabat Maler, and Durante's Mar/nlficat.

"For all these publications I promised myself a

rapid success,—but found myself unfortunately much

deceived. The suspicion, that the majority of

artists, while they are fond of bearing the name of

Sebastian Bach upon their lips, have not the dis-

semination of his works seriously at heart, seemed

painfully confirmed. Besides, some might not fancy

being prescribed to by one of their contempornries

in things which every one would trust himself to

execute as well or better.

"With this was coupled the uncertain, groping

altitude of the criticism of the day. Instead of ac-

cepting tho works in question as novelties—which
for tho present age Ihcy surely were—and bringing

out at length the long reserved account of their extra-
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ordinary worth, they left them almost wholly uncon'

sidered, contenting themselves with all the more petty

fault-finding with regard to my part of the work. It

seems scarcely to have entered the heads of these

critical gentlemen, that here possibly was a question

at issue, in the good or bad decision of which the fate

of these works, for some time to come, is closely in-

volved. Such labors fell, according to their opinion,

into the category of "arrangements," which might

consider themselves fortunate to find themselves con-

signed to the "mere mention" column (kleine Schrift)

of the musical journals.

"To render my position still worse, there came up

at that time a tendency, which occupied itself para-

mountly with historical-archEeological studies in rela-

tion to music, although it occasionally laid its hand

upon what was purely artistic. The coryphajuses of

this school came forward with a strong self-conscious-

ness, but unfortunately with very moderate artistic

qualifications ; nevertheless, as they exercised no

trifling influence with the pen upon the papers which

made music their speciality, they knew how to make

themselves quoted as authorities. Of course the

question of the principles that should now govern in

the arrangement (or elaboration) of old musical

works, was at once drawn into the circle of their in-

vestigations ; if it found no satisfactory solution, it

was at least agitated. In regard to the material of

accompaniment, as a matter of course, they went

straight back to the means of representation employ-

ed by our ancestors, that is to the cembalo and the

organ. In this point they were all agreed ; less so

about the method to be followed in the labor of com-

pletion. While some set up the curious demand for

the "greatest possible neutrality of filling out," and

wished to have such work confined to the most

modest limits, others showed themselves less scrupu-

lous and thought that one only needed a clear in-

sight into the A B C of this matter (the art of accom-

paniment), to help himself everywhere with ease;

every clever musician forsooth, nay every dilettante

conversant with music, is competent to enter upon

the right way with certainty without any tedious

studies. That "the greatest neutrality of filling out"

must necessarily lead to characterlessness, and this

"clear iniight into the A B C of the matter" to

obvious trivialities, was never thought of.

(To be Continued).

Italian Opera.—Nilsson.

Italian Opera, or Opera in Italian (a more precise

term for it of late years) had almost lost its prestige

and run itself into the ground here. It is long since

we have had performances and troupes of singers to

renew the glorious traditions, the golden days of

Bosio and Badiali, of Grisi and Mario, &c. Specu-

lating managers had found a way of making money
with a cheaper sort of thing, while the old enthusi-

asm for Italian Opera among real, cultivated music

lovers had pretty much died out. But Mr. Strakosch,

seeing his opportunity in the general desire to witness

the rare gift of the young Swedish singer in that

sphere of art where she has been said to be most at

home and greatest, has really organized a company

worthy of Nilsson, and worthy to be mentioned

with the good old times. The "bright particular

star" herself has shone with even greater lustre than

in the concert room, and so far as we have read the

feelings of those around us, as well as felt ourselves,

has realized the highest expectations. Associated

with her there have been : fijst, a new tenor, one of

the freshest and chief ornaments during these last

years of the French stage, M. Capoul ; an excel-

lent French basso, too, in M. Jamet, and a good

baritone in M. Baere. All these French Italians,

like their queen the Swede, are artists of a refined,

distingriee quality, not coarse natures, such as rely on

a few loud bursts of tone and a mere physical vigor

and intensity of soulless "passion" to bring down the

house. Then for a prima donna of the "off nights,"

particularly in comic opera, French again, a florid

and vivacious singer and actress, young and hand-

some. Mile. Di;vAL. Our own genial Contralto, too,

Miss Annie Gary, has been quite as acceptable

upon the stage as she was in the concert room. Then

there has been Sig. Brignoli, reclivi'viis, either under

the quickening Nilsson magnetism, or under the spur

of emulation in presence of a new and formidable

rival; and Sig. Ronconi, still the chief of buflbs,

so far as acting goes, while traces of the artist and

true singer are still frequent in the ruins of his

song. The orchestra and chorus, held for the most

part well in hand by Maretzek, have been ample

and effective.

The one thing which we have not thought fully

worthy of Miss Nilsson and her audience has been

the very hacknied repertoire of pieces. She has sung

in Gounod's Faust three times, in Lucia and Martha

twice each, and in the Travlata once ;

—

I! Barhiere,

La FiUedii Reqiment, La Sonnambula, and La Favo-

rita, without Nilsson, have been interspersed to fill

out the season of (en evenings and two matinees.

But it has been, upon the whole, a rich fortnight

of refined enjoyment, bringing, amid the painful ex-

periences of these days, the sweet refreshment of a

pure and fine enthusiasm. The true ministry of Art,

to make the soul within feel free and glad and full

of faith and hope, however dark the world around,

has for a brief time been exercised herein this tem-

ple of the Mnses. And chiefly through the spell of

genius which informs the voice and look and motion
of this young Northern singer. With each successive

role, all widely diBFering, the truth and vitality of her

dramatic instinct, the genuineness and fine intensity

of the feeling, and the power to translate it into beau-

tiful and thrilling song and action, have been more
and more apparent. She is the "born actress" sug-

gested to us in her concert singing ; and patient art,

guided by a true intelligence, has greatly ennobled
and refined the gift.

Most, but not all, were satisfied of all this on that

first night, the nitrht of great expectations, when that

vast crowd, including the most cultivtited and most
critical, musically, or in some other way, assembled

to witness her impersonation of Gretchen in Faust.

Now Gounod's opera is not entirely a favorite with

us. With much fine music in it, here and there

subtile and profound, and of course full ot dramatic
interest and meanine (for that is Goethe's), brilliant

too with modern instrumentation afid with contrast

of scene and character and passion, it is still a heavy
and fatiguing opera. Faust was too great a task for

any musician less than Beethoven, or possibly Schu-
mann, to undertake to solve in music ; and. any way,
Goethe's part in it must still be ten times as ereat .as

the musician's. It is too great a story even for the

spoken drama ; of course too great for an opera, of
which the matter must he simple to eive music a fair

chance. The result is, that, with all its fine scenes

and passages, it seems confuf^ed and fragmentarv,
lacking the dramatic continuity which more common
operas have. And this is the reason, we imagine,
why some q{ the most intelligent listeners, admirers
of the Nilsson's song, found something "cold" in her
impersonation, otherwise so perfect, and were "not
carried away" bv it except in single moments. We
must own, ourselves, too, that now and then, for in-

stance in the scene where her brother dies, she did

seem to us for some instants to stand outside of the
drama, and to throw herself hack into it by force of
will, of which she manifestly has no lack. But then,
again, in the terrible scene where the evil spirit will

not let her pray, hut prompts her to the direst despe-
ration of remorse, she rises to a magnificent intensity
of tragic pathos, and the abandon with which she
swoons and falls in terror is complete. There is a
rare power shown also in the final prison scene But,
to go back to the first entrance of the simple maiden,
and to her heart's discovery of its new, mysterious
secret at the spinning wheel, with the ballad of the
"King of Thule,'' and then the beautiful and rapid
growth of the great passion, the love scene in the
garden, all that,—what could be more maiden-
like, more natural, more beautifully touching

!

The voice, which is parity itself, so smooth and fine,

pervading the whole space, and felt so near at every
point,—the colorless, white voice, as we have called

it, yet taking on the color of every changing mood of
feeling ; the voice, so exquisitely modulated, so even,
almost effortless in its increase of power,—the voice
and the song itself seem always subordinated to the

feeling and the situation, as if the character, the
drama sang itself. Her Margaret would probably
make a greater impression the second than it did the

first time ; it was not our liick to see it twice. It

were a wonder, could any artist forget herself entirely

on such a night, when the shadow of a great calamity
was over all,—the thought of the great city of the
West in flames.

In Ljucia her triumph was complete. Indeed she
made this most hacknied of sentimental operas a
fresh, new thing to us. For there is originality

in all she does. Into each part she puts the charm
of her own individuality, which however, being
imaginative, creates and realizes each distinct ideal

character assumed. Her Lucia was a beautiful, con-
sistent, logically developed whole, from the fresh

maiden tenderness and ecstacj- of love, mingled with
dread presentiment, in the first scene, to the trying

requisitions of the mad scene, which she made alto-

gether beautiful as well as unspeakably aflTecting.

Scenes of acted craziness have commonly made
ns squirm, but here was the light of the ideal, the

saving grace of trun Art, resting on it all. The
agonizing sacrifice in the betrothal scene, too, was
portrayed, realized with thrilling power of action and
of song. Musically, too, it was the same pure, poetic

whole. Never has she sung more charmingly, whe-
ther in the tender cantabite, or in the brilliant, mar-
vellous bravura of the bird-like passages with flute

accompaniment. The impression of the whole im-
personation was electrical, and spread abroad a great

desire to hear and see the wonder, as the enormous
crowd at the repetition last Wednesday evening
proved.

Ag.ain, in Martha, an entirely new character.

Here all the sunshine, grace, and beauty of her clear,

simple, happy, northern nature had free play. She
was the most bewitching, perfect Lady we have seen;

in look, dress, action, voice and singing, irresistible.

Equally so in the serious and tender parts. And one
great secret of it is here, as in all her parts, that the

singing seems spontaneous, flowing without effort

from the character itself, its natural expression ; the

music and the motion mutnally translate each other.

—

In that distressful opera. La Traviala,—the more de-

pressing that it is so full of trivial music, she actually

rises to a height of spiritual beauty in the last scene,

so that you forget its painfulness.

In Faust, Martha, and the Trauiata Mile. Nilsson
found one of the most earnest and refined, as well as

delicately musical, lover-tenors in M. Capoul. His
voice is light, and sweet and true, with an unobtru-
siveness in its ordinary habit which distinguishes him
from coarser, more "robustious" tenors. Its power
is feebly felt at first, but it grows upon you, and the

man grows upon you as the passion and the plot

develops. Then to see the intensity of his feeling

struggling for expression with his small and slender

frame, you think for a time of the gesticulative and
grotesque type of Frenchman ; but you soon find that

the passion is genuine, you feel its dignity, and that

you are in presence of a superior artist, both dramati-
cally and vocally. What if he does use the falsetto

sometimes'? Shall he not follow his music, the best

way he can, where it transcends his range ? Was it a
mere physical sign and wonder, a do di petto, that we
went out to see 1

M. Jamet has a strong, resonant bass voice, of
musical quality, evenly developed, telling in all parts,

and shows refinement, taste, intelligence, and plenty

of vitality in all he does. His Mephistopheles has

less extravagance, but quite as much of subtle fiend-

ish magnetism in it, as that of Hermanns. His far-

mer Plunkett was a very hearty, easy, capital per-

formance.—M. Barre, the baritone, is unexception-
able in singing, voice and action. His Ashton, in

Lucia, is one of the best that we recall.

— So much for the nonce. Of Mile. Ddvall and
the other singers we have yet t'j speak.

The Dolby Ballad Concerts. Crowded
out I Next time.

The Beethoven Centenary.
Bonn, August, 1871,

Come with me to Bonn on the Rhine. Beethoven
was born here one hundred and one years ago, and if

it had not been for the recent war we should now be
one year too late for something interesting. As it is,

there is in progress a musical festival in honor of
Beethoven. A chorus of three hundred, an orchestra
of one hundred and ten. Dr. Ferdinand Hiller as
conductor, Joachim for the violin concerto, Charles:
Halle for the pianoforte concertos, Madame Joachim,
Madame Otto-Alvsleben, Herr Yogi and Herr
Schuize as solo singers, all a,re giving heart, soul and
voice to make the occasion worthy if possible of the
memory of glorio.u.s old Beethoven.
On Fri^aj ^yening, (Aug. IS), Saturday morning
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and Saturday evening there are full rehearsals, and
on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday evenings grand
concerts besides two additional rehearsals on the
Monday and Tuesday mornings. On Wednesday,
to finish, there is a concert of chamber music with
Joachim and Griitzmacher in the string quartet
and Hiller at the pianoforte in a sonata for piano
and violoncello.

A pleasant hall, holding at each rehearsal and con-
cert say two thousand persons, has been erected for

the occasion. The necessary accompaniment of a
German gathering

—

i.e., restaurant for beer, etc.—is

also quite at hand. The hotels are filled with
strangers and the town wears a holiday dress. Late
each night there is a pleasant gathering at the Lese-
Gesellschafi of the artists engaged or interested in the

Fest, where there is a deal of smoking, drinking,
talking or eatinjr. Are the musical performances
good ? Yes, magnificent ! The orchestra plays with
a precision and a quick perception of Dr. Miller's

intention that is something wonderful to see and
hear. The Ninth Sinfonie. the Eroica, the Fifth, all

go like the stern march ot fate. There is never a
hitch nor a blemish that ought to be counted in ihe
grand and beautiful tout ensemble.

When Mr. Halle's performance of the choral fan-

tasia comes on it is discovered that one public re-

hearsal of the piece is insufficient to produce a very
satisfactory result ; and again, when under a similar
arrangement Mr. Halle plays the E flat concerto, ihe
poor man is only sympathized with from all quarters
on accoant of the bad accompaniment to his own
most cultivated and beautiful play Mitdame
Joachim sings "Ah Perfido" in so beautiful and soul-

ful a manner, that a large transposition of the song i<

entirely forijiven, and the house is in an uproar of
applause for five minutes. Of course the whole of
the violin conrerro, as played by Joachim, is simply
perfect, and will not hear writmg or even talkina:

about; for to convey the fact that he did play the
piece is suffi -lent.

Let us look at two or three interesting faces in the
audience. There is Sir Sterndale Bennett from Lon-
dfin. What a pitv that he should write so liltle and
teach so much. Me introduces you to his son and
his son-in-law. Pooh ! what do we care about bis

sons? Why hasn't he more like the ovcrrure to the
"Xaiads," or the concerto in F? Who is that

bright, cheery, red-faced man ? Of course ynu would
no', know him ; he stays too much at home in Copen-
hagen ; but here he is, and thankful enough are we to

see Niels Gade. who has given us such great pleasure

through his C minor sinfonie, and the overtures to

"Ossian," "Highlands," etc. There is Carl Rein-
ecke ton. If there are jealousies between the musi-
cians of Leipzig and the Rhine they are now forgot-

ten for Beethoven's sake. There is Mr. Davison,
who is the all-powerful musical critic of England.
There is Mr. Stewart from Dublin. who
composed a very effective cantata for the last

Birmingham fest. Then there is Mr Grove. There
is h.nrdly a man in England who has done so much
for the cause of music as this satne Mr. Grove of the

Crystal Palace.

We try to look about the hall for others, but how
can one keep his eyes from Joachim ? Of so-called

"musicians of the future" there seem to be few or

none. Joachim Raff is here, but it is rather a miser-

able present that he represents, even if he was a
proteg^ of Schumann. The fest is not quite over
oniil we enjuy the excursion upon the Rhine. It is

all right and charming, and evervthing does not
hinge upon the purchase of a concert ticket and the

definite performance of the concert programme.
There is always "up" some kind y fraternal occasion.

L/et ns go out to Schumann's grave. Many another
has been before as, for see the wreaths and freshly

placed flowers ! Shall we go to the house where
Beethoven was born ? Don't laugh ! We'll go to

both and choose for onrselves, although it is a little

perplexing to stand before a quaint old house in the

Rhine-gasse and read a handsome inscription upon
the same, to the eflTect that here Beethoven was horn,

and to go to the IJonngasse and there find a similar

tablet and inscription upon a second house ! Never
mind. Beethoven was hrjrn, thank God, and whether

here or there makes liltle difference, so be gave us

the "Missa Solemnis," and the whole world knows
what el-e. Yes; it u-«j» droll that in 184.5, when his

statue here in the Miinster Platz was first uncovered,

the h.ick of the old man should !« fuund to be square-

ly turned towards Qnecn Victoria and other roval

per.-fonages pre^etii. It certainly was characteristic

i( it was no: polite, and who more than Beethoven
ever had a lielter right 1 The Bonn Fest in honor
of the hundredth anniversary of Beethoven's birth

haa been a genuine success throughout, matjy

thanks to F.'rdinand Hiller and his brave asHociates.

Wasn't it pleasant to see a dozen Boston faces in the

crowded audience 1 B. J. L.

—

Boston Transcript.

The Peace Jubilee.

Gilmore is in Europe, and has written to his coad-

jutors in Boston, concerning his success. His indus-

trious friends telegraph to the daily press glowing
descriptions of the conquests Gilmore has made, and
the bright prospects of the forthcoming Jubilee. Ac-
cording to the reports of these interested friends,

Gilmore has secured bands in nearly every European
city, and several from Asiatic and African towns.

As to securing musicians in Germany there is no
difficulty to be apprehended. With the thorough

cultivation of the people in music, where every cross-

roads boasts of its brass band, the matter of collect-

ing forty or fifty trumpeters and drummers requires

just about as much business energy as the importa-

tion of as many drums and trumpets.

There is one thing that Gilmore undoubtedly suc-

ceeds in, and that is the business of advertising.

Even Barnum, that great master of humbug, and our

friends the circus agents, who periodically regale us

with stories of frightful encounters with tigers, falls

from giddy trapezes, aud gory breakfVists by whole
dens of lions on the bodies of some nnlucky orches-

tral performers—even they must yield the palm to

Gilmore.

First, we had the 'National Musical Congress,' either

an outgrowth or the beginning of the "peace jubilee."
Some little minor matters were discussed at the Con-
gress, matters of no importance, and even if they

were no one was the wiser for their being discussed.

The members of the Congress soon became aware
that the principal object of its being summoned was
to puff and assist Gilmore in his projected money
making project. A portion of the members of this

musical Congress has no idea of playing into the

hands of Gilmore, and yet another portion were ca
joled into endorsing his project.

The ramifications of the "National Musical Con-
gress" are wide-spread over the land. An endorse-

ment by such a hody carries some influence. [?] Gil-

more set diplomatically to work, and with able assist-

ance secured au expression in his favor from the

Congress befo»'e the Congress really knew what he
was driving at.

Then hies him—our elated Gilmore—to Long
Branch—not, however, until he has caused to be

telegraphed all over the land a half column descrip-

tion of his proposed "Colosseum." and has secured

the good will of the musical and literary correspond-

ents resident in Boston. To Long Branch to secure

the e.ndorsement of the President. The opinion of

the President on some matters is worth heeding.

There are several branches of human knowledge that

he surpasses in—on these he may be taken as an au-

thority. But be knows nothing whatever of music,

and makes no pretensions. He gives to Gilmore a

sort of an unmeaning introductory letter, as he might
give to one desirous of having his name to a paper

fir the amelioratio'n of the heathen Kamtschatkans,
his signature. This secured, straightway Gilmore
has the ficts, with his construction of them, tele

graphed all over the country. Another advertisement,

of course, and a good one.

Then the energetic Gilmore takes ship and sails to

Europe, and soon by cable we hear that his project

has excited such wonder and envv in London, that

the hold Britons, hound not to be outdone, are to get

up a peace jubilee of their own. What an nggravat

ing, stimulating advertisement is this. Shall Brit-

tania dare compete with Boston in a "peace jubilee ?"

Shall our heroic Gilmore be beaten on his own chosen

Colosseum shrieking ground ? Decidedly not ; we
must stand to Gilmore, and money and music must
flow to Boston, and out-roar the combined boiler

shops of the United Kingdom.
Then Gilmore to Belgium and to Germany, to

converse with counts and band masters, and to write

beseeching notes to kings and kaisers. Telegraphed

of course, and added to the despatch the tale, as Gil-

more tells, of African, and Indian, and Egyptian, and
Turkish musicians to swell the throng of^ German
and Yankee bands on the colosseum at Boston.

Gilmore, it must be conceded, is an adept at ad-

vertising. Under his skillful management the gross-

est humbug must succeed in drawing a crowd. First,

local pride and pecuniary gain—Boston is enlisted.

Delicate attention and shrewd diplomacy—the Na-
tional Musical Congress advocate the "jubilee."

Political influence and personal appeals— the Pres-

ident unwittingly endorses.

A cable flirtpatcb from r,,ondon, calculated to arouse

national pride and emulation— the whole country in-

teresteil.

Annonncement of the securing of several thousand
mitsicians from all parts of the Eastern Continent,

(Turks, Arabs, Afghans, Persians, Hindoos, Cos-

B-icks, etc., (dothed atid instructed in London, these

details not made public)—unparalleled curiosity awa-
keneil to see the "peace jubilee."

Vive la GilmoiieI Vivb la Baoatkllu !

DE8CBIPTIVE LIBT OF THE

L.A.TEST 3VITJSIC,
Fublinhed br Oliver Ditson Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Spero Meliora. {I hope better things.) 3. E6
to e. Angier. 30

Extremely smooth and elegant. Successfal already.

The School-house in the Lane. Song and Cho.
2. C to d. Christie. 40

Out in the Storm. Song and Chorus. 2. D
to d. Christie. 40

Hive elegant Lithograph titles, and are fine Ballad,s.

The Fountain mingles with the River. 4. E
to e. Gounod. 35

Finely elaborated. Melody easy, but time difficult.

Oh Vision Bright ! {II Sogno.) 4. A to </. AU. 60
Italian and English words and Qerman-Italiaa mu-

sic. Very pretty too I

Rock of Ages. Hymn for 4 Voices. 3. B6 to

g. Thomas. 50

Guide me, thon great Jehovah. Quartet. 3.

F to {. Dormstein. 30
Two sacred pieces worth preaervine.

Swedish Song. 3. F-sharp minor to f. Berg. 30
Strange, quaint and sweet.

Sorrowing, weeping. 4. A to f. Ruell. 30
Come with thy sweet voice again. 4. G to g.

Eihineier. 30
Tell me my Heart. 5. E5 to a. Bishop. 40

First-clasfi. Requires considerable execution, but
well rewards foitbful study.

Yeoman's Wedding Song. Sung bv Santley.

4, B5 to f. Poniatowski. 35
Manly and pleasing. "Chiming bell" accomp't.

When will you come back. Song and Chorus.
3. Bb to e. M'Neal. 30

Very attrnctive.

I love her, I dream of her. Song and Chorns.

3. B6 toe. Fish. 30
Sweet melody. An extra accomp't inserted. It ia

very delicate, somewhat difficult, and may be omitted
at will.

Do they know it 7 4. D to f. Sloper. 25
Exquisite Spring and Flower song.

Across the Sea. 4. C to f. Gabriel. 35
Like a first-rate German song.

InstrumentaL

Kaiser March. 5. B5. Wagner. 60
Dont touch it unlefis you can play powerfully. Then

it is splendid practice.

Invocation. Pensee poetique. 4. F. Ketterer 40
Light, "poetic," and in part brilliant.

The Brook. 6. A6. Pape. 80
The left hand plays Dolore's song " The Brook,"

and the right puts in arpeirgios. Very attractive.

Thousand and one.Night Waltz. 3. A. Strauss. 75
Offenbach varied by Strauss, and very successfully.

The Fantastics. Waltzes. 4. Zikoff. 75
Good kind of ''fantastic." Wide awake.

Shades of Hope. Nocturne. 4. Eft. De Janon. 40
Certain to please. Very graceful.

Quadrille des Dames. 3. Gravier. 40
Pretty and original.

Beautiful Flower. Nocturne. 2. B/i. Turner 30
Good introduction to Nocturne practice.

On the March. 3. Muller. 60
A spirited arrangement of a number of good French

and German airs.

La Harpe Eolienne. 4 hands. 5. Ei. Smith.
Well-known favorite.

Welcome to Spring. Friiklingsgrnss. 3. D.
Jungman. 30

Full of fine taste.

Gondolina. 3. G. T>orn. 40
Gondola music arranged in a charming manner.

Strauss' Blue Danube Waltz. 5. D. Arr. by
Kuhe. 75

"The Blue Danube*' oa a Song was good. Asa
Waltz probably better. But this will please more
than either.

Mackrodrumnian Galop. 3. E6. Howard. 30
Ten times as good as the title, which is a good One

if you can only say it.

Now Shawl Dance. 2. C. Gravier. 30
Simple and pleasing.

Golden Echoes. Mach each 30

No. 20, GaiJtnna. No. 21, Marehe des Tam-
bours. No. 22, Qui vivo !

The whole set good for learners.

AnnRF.viATioNS.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The Icfy is marked with a capital letter, as C, H Hat, &c.

A small llciman letter marks the highest note, if on the Btalf,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.



C A. T A. Ij O O XT E r«f XT IMC B E K. T H li E E .

PUBLISHED BY OLIVER DITSON & CO., BOSTON. C. H. DITSON k CO., NEW YOEZ.

NOTE —All the pieces in the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbreviations.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellak, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
steps, Waltzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

most of that of Stcauss, and such marches as the March from
Fau9t, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somevrhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg'a ''Sweet Home'* are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liazt, Thalberg, &c., are 7.

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp^ D&, &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but aa Itaiic letter is used, if the not« is above
the staff. Ch. means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OF G. W. WAEHEN".
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4. B6 50
Harry's Music Box. 2. A 40

Three characteristic pieces, showint; the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OFH.A."WOLLENHAITPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. Ab 60
Meteor Grand Galop. 5. A6 75

Rich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward
their study.

COMPOSITION'S OP Ii. M. GOTTSGHALK.
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentimentalo. 5. E& . ... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Concert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gilanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dying Poet. Meditation- 5. E6 60
Love and Chivalry. Caprice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. Ah 60
The Water Sprite. Polka de Salon. 5. E. . 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
lightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotts-
chalk will be able to perform them.

A PEW VERY POPtTLAB PIECES.

Cherry Ripe Schottischo. 3. F J. Munck. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottiseh.

Saratoga Schottiseh. 2. F J. Munch, 35
Spirited. -View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottifich. 2. B6 S. C. Foster. 30
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2,Y...W. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me, Darling:, Quickstep, 3, 'F...Di: Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a song that has made

a " quick-step" to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and so easy as £o be proper for the

young students' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G C. Grohe. 75
Contains the airs " Star Spangled Banner," ''Red,

"White sind Blue," " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
March," and '' Yankee Doodle," and beloogs to a col-
lection of Patriotic pieces, called

•* Music of the TJnion," all of which have a
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Wedding Waltz. 2, C T. W. Turner. 35
Dae of the very prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2. G G. W. Turner. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Good

Music.

Mossy Dell Waltz, 3, C J. TV. Turner. 40
Nice Lithograph, View of "Mossy Dell." Music in

good taste. Good octave practice.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne. 3, E 6 Cloy. 40
Fine Lithograph title, and beautiful music. Every-

body likes it.

Sunrise Mazurka, (Le Lever du Soleil). 4. A.
J. N. Pattison. 60

Very spirited and bright.

March des Amazones, 6, E 6 J. M. Weldi. 100
A powerful and showy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstein, In 3 Nos. 3.

G. Mack, each, 75
Each number contains five or six of the best airs in

this favorite opera.

La Grande Duchesse, Books 1 and 2. 3. Wels. m. 75
Each book contains about half the most striking airs,

Snely arranged.

FAVORITE SETS OF PIECES.
BT BELLAK.

Dew Drops for the Piano Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.
2 Fille du Keg Quickstep
3 Musket Galop.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz.
6 Marco Spada Schottiseh.
7 Sea Breeze Polka.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottiseh.
10 Bellsario Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Waltz.
12 Martha Quickstep.
13 Rocking Chair Polka.
14 Lucretia Borgia Walt&
15 Festal Waltz.

16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxing Polka.
18 Colonello Waltz.
19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 Fra Diavota Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Linda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean "Waltz.

24 Preaux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful Waltz.
26 Flower Garden Schottiseh.
27 Cradle Polka.
28 Good Old-Faahioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottiseh.

Spare Moments Each 20 cents.
1 Rubezahl Galop. 20 The Ilarp that once thro'
2 Dolly Brown Walta. Tara'a Halla.

3 Glover's Ballad " 21 Bim home Bell Galop.
4 I Due Foscari. 22 Duncan Gray Polka.
5 My Good Old Darkey Home 23 Ingle Side Quickstep.

Polka. 24 Hours There Were. Varla-
6 London Schottiseh- tions.

7 II Trovatore. 25 Maz. elegante, Wely.
8 Natalie Waltz. 26 Stilly Nipht Polka.
9 Vienna Penny Polba. 27 Sunny Hours of Childhood
10 Rataplan Quickstep. Waltz.'

11 Camilla Waltz. 28 Dreams of the Past Polka.
12 Castle of Flowers Polka. 29 Bonny Boat Schottiseh.
13 Gentle Annie Polka. 30 Spare Moments Polka Maz.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz. SI Clochettes Waltz.
15 Vive le Itoi " 32 Cauliflower "
16 Ki.ss me Quick Polka. aS Courtesy Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March. 84 Sounds from Homp, Gungl
IS At" for the Best Waltz. a5 Days of Absence Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch. 36 William Schottiseh

Tn~^. Pianists* Wreath Each 20 retitp.

1 3ex\ Walrz. 14 Kroll's Ballklanpe Waltz.
2 Slap Bang Polka. 15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
3 Her Bright Smile. 16 Wreath MaBurka.
4 L'Elegance Polka. 17 Grand March Triumphale.
5 Juanita Mazurka. 18 Drummer Boy.
6 Caprice Militaire. 19 Blospom Waltz.
7 Leap Year Waltz. 20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
8 Call me Thine Own. 21 Flower Galop.
9 March of the Victor. 22 Kiss Waltz.

10 Guards Waltz 23 Maryland Polka.
11 Joys that we 've Tasted. 24 Hark! 1 hear an Angel Sing
12 Aileen Aroon Polka. Walty
13 Bonnie Red, AVTiito and Blue Quio* step.

Now AND Then Each 30 cents.
1 Hyacinth Schottiseh. 13 Red, W ,ite and Blue M-'ch.
2 Tra".. trab Galop. 14 Lombarii March.
3 Mountain Echo Polka. 15 Rattle f,f Prague Marrb.
4 Rosette Polka. 16 Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.
5 Chime again. 17 Now p ^d Then Polka.
6 Young Recruit Quickstep. 18 Caskc ; Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 O, Whistle my Lad Q. step.
9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.

10 Dumbartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblings at Eve. 23T"dbeaStar
12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.

The above four sets include more than a hundred
carefully prepared, easy instructive piece.'*, nearly all
of which may be marked as 1, In point of difficulty,
and none would be marked niOre than 2. They are
in easy keys, very generally in C or G. varying to F or
D in the course of the pie'*e. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. RUSSELL.
Popular Echoes Each 20 cents.
1 Wildfang Galap. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 H Bacio, Kiss Waltz.
3 Five o'clock, Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.
4 I would T were a bird- 15 Musidora Polka Maz.
5 Mabel Walti!, No. 1, 16 Crispino Galop.
G " " " 2. 17 Minnie's »*

7 Rainbow Schottiseh. 18 FraDiavolo.
8 RoIla'B Polka. 19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-
9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1. bastian.
10 " " " 2. 20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.
11 Meet meat the Lane Sch.

The above are of about the same prrade as the pieces
by Bellak, are carefully fingered, and are excellent fOT
b^inners.

BT C. EVEREST.
The Pdpils* Folio Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13 PiratesChorus,Enchantre3s.
me Still 14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.

2 Bolero, Sicilian Vespers. 15 Annie Lisle.

3 Do they Think of me at 16 Hins-and Gretchen Polka.
Home? 17 Hunter's Cbo. Freischiitz

4 Chorus of Servant^. 18 II Balen, Trovatore.
5 Dames of Seville Waltz. 19 Air from Traviata.
6 Warblings at Eve. 20 Serenade, Don Pasquale.
7 Glory Hallelujah. 21 An£(el of Light. Favorita.
8 The Captain 22 Switzer's Farewell.
9 Shadow Song, Dinorah. 23 In tears I pine for Thee.
10 Reaper's Polka. 24 When the Swallows Home-
11 Red, White and Blue. ward Ply.
12 En Avant Mirch. 25 Grand March from Faust.

Similar to the preceding ; excellent instructive
pieces.

BY O. KIINTKEL.
Crystal Gems Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz. 13 Fairy Tale Polka.
2 Snowflake Polka. 14 Sunbeam Schottische.
3 Charming Schottische 15 Whirlwind Galop.
4 Romping Galop. IG Lcap-Year Quickstep.
5 Silver Star Quickstep. 17 "Whifipering Love Mazurka
6 Fairy M^izurka. 18 Tambour March.
7 Soldier Boy's March. 19 BelgraTia Waltz.
8 Mabel Waltz. 20 Silver Shower Polka.
9 Sweet Kiss, Polka. 21 My Darling, Schottiscb«.
10 Rosy Cheeks,Schottische. 22 First Impression Waltz.
11 Runaway Galop. 23 Fast Bo\fl Galop.
12 Hilda Waltz. 24 Cornflower Waltz.

Mr. Kinkcl infupes a peculiar brilliancy into hta
pieces, which are eas: , and carefully prepared for lear-

ners. Moi4t of them n)»y be ranked amoug the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difliculty

BY J. BL0MTAL.
Buds from the Opera
1 Martha. 22 Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. 2*. I>.a Muette de Portici.

8 Don Pasquale. *£( i" Trovatore.
4 Crown Diamouds. 24 Higoietto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 25 Fra Diavolo
6 Laerezia EorKla. 20 Maritana.
7 La Fille du Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 La Favorita. 2S Calipli of Bapdad.
9 Ernani 29 Le Difu et la Buyadere.

10 Somnambuln. SO LaTrn.viata.

11 Linda di Chamounix. 81 Les Huguenots.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 I Lonibardi.
13 Belisario. 33 Un Ballo en Maischera.
14 L'EIisire d'Amore. 34 L- Pardon do Ploermel.
15 Norma. 35 Le.-? Vepre.H Sicilienes,

16 I Puritani. 36 II Giuramento.
17 William Tell. 87 Don Giovanni.
18 Moses in Et^ypt. 3S linhert le Diable.
19 La Dame Blanche. SO I Mnrtiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 4) Mag> Flute.
Easy arrangpmentof airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difliculty.

BY BAUMBACH.
Chaplet ok Pearls Each 20 cents.
1 M.irtha. 7 Freyechutz.
2 Sicilian Vespers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's Warning. Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles 6th.

5 liombardi. H Lousa Miller.

6 L'SlL-iire. 12 Amateur WaltB.
Mr. Baumbach'a refined taste sbows itself plainly In

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 fordidculty.

Children's Tojs Each 20 cents.
1 Harmonica. 7 Drum.
2 .lew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin.
4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rockincr Horse. 12 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of diflirulty. and. as the ti-

tles iudicate, composed to please thu children

BY E. MACK.
MoNTHLr Amusements Each 40 cents.

1 J.inuary March, Key of C. 7 .luly Barcarolle Key of V.h

2 February Waltz " '' G. 8 August Polka *' •' D6.
3 M;irch Giilop " "D. 9 September Varsoviana, A6.
4 April Redowa " *' A. 10 October Schott , F sharp.
5 May Polka ** '* E. 11 November Quickp(ef>. B6.

6 June Reverie " *' B. 12 Dt-cember Mazurka, F.
Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

page.1, and form a fine iustructive set

In tlie above lists, a teacher may fird all that- is

needed for the ''amusements" of a pupil during the
first months of practice. All are arranfied by able
hand-jjdirectly for teachers and pupilp, and these num-
bers will form a ''golden catalogue'" for Borely puzzled
instructers, at a (listance from cities, to whom thn pe-

lection of easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHARLES ^VEIiS' POTPOURI3 FHOM
FAVORITE OPERAS. each 75

1 Grand Duchesse. 9 La Traviata-

2 Barbe-Bleue. 10 Martha.
3 11 Trovatore. 11 La Norma.
4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fidelio.

5 La Dame Blanche. 13 Fra Diavolo

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Faust,

7 Don Giovanni. 15 Ernani.

8 Ija Somnambula. 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite op-
eramelodies, and are about of the third degree of dif-

ficulty.

FAVORITE PIECES FROM *• LA BELLE
HELENE."

Schottisfh 30
Helene Galop 30
Polka Redowa 35
MariSiEfl Galop 30

Lancer's Quadrille 50
Paris Galop 30

A halfdozfn capit il arrangements by Knight, 2nd
and 3d degrees of difficulty.



GHOIGi: MUSICAL PUBLiIGATIONS,

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by IflO^CMELES.
In One Volume. . . Price $2.00.

Neatly bonnd in Cloth uniformly with Bitson & Go's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["BeethoTen's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," ''Life

of Gottschalk," "History of Music," &C.J

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEK DITSOBT & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

GLABEE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
Is the most popular of all books used In learning to play on

these favorite inetruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

In this work^ displays good taste as well as talent in combining
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

JV/ce, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON" & CO. , Boston

C H. DITSOIf & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!

Xiife of Beethoven.... 5cAin^/er and MescheUs. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters Nohl. 2.00
Tiiffl of Mendelssohn Lampadius. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters . L^i^/y WaUace.2 7o\9.ea.. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches lof theGreatMasters) 1.75

Life of Handel Sclwdchrr. 2 00
" Kossini Edwards. 1.75
" Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk Hensd. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75

Mozart. A Romantic Biography Ran. 1.75

Music Explained to the 'World Fetis. 1.25

Hitter's History of Music 1.50

Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 1.50

Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 600
Gardiner's Music of Nature 5.00

The recent encouraging progress in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, ia clearly indicated by the great and increas-

ing demand for the aboTe works, which are all "well got

up," contain nothing superfluous, omit nothing tiiat is impor-
tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter

Bent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BAKER'S HARMONY

THOROUGH BASS.
The Pull and Complete Treatment of the Preliminary Stepp,

ani toe Thorough Analvsi-' of the PrinciplpB, render a knowl-
edge of ITannony available to all. It is THE BOOK for

the Stndeot, whether in InstrumeDtal, Vocal, Orchestml or

Band Music.
By B. F. BAKEB.

Price In Cloth, 82. Sent post-paid to any address on receipt

of retail price.

OLrVEE DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOI7 & CO.. New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MAKE 14E A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. S',n5 and Chonj.i E. f'/ir/j;/*. 40
MEET ME, ADDIE, BY" THE OAK TREE.
Song and Choro' E. Clirislle. 40

I

TENDER AKD TRUE G. LyU. ^0

GOLDEN STREETS. Song and Chorus.

W. Killredgt. 40

All haT. bandsouie Lltbojcraph tides.

Sent by mall on receipt of the abore price.

OLIVER DIT30N & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Winner's New Schools
FOa TOE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,

FLAGEOLET.

Price of each book 75 cents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap,
are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instruc-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. Winner has also compiled a collection of lively

PARTY DANCES. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Song Garden.
Annual Sale 40,000 Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete in itself.

By Dr. IiCWEIiL MASON.
The Song Garden. First Book. For beginners, with

a variety of easy and pleasing songs 50 eta.

The Song Garden. Secoyid Book. In addition to a
practical course of Instruction, it contains a choice collection

of School Music 80 cts.

The Song Garden. Third Book. Besides a treatise

on Vocal Culture with Illustrations, Exercises, Solfeggi, &c
,

it contains New Music adapted to High Schools, Seminarien,
&c SI 00

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Richardson's New Method
FOR Tax: FZ.&Xl'OFOKTZ!.

"Deserves our hearty recommendation," N. Y.

Musical Eeview. "Unexceptionable in taste and
style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best
book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. •"Will su-
persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

"Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. "Common sense, plain talk, and
brevity." Boston Journal. "Presents many new
and important ideas." N. Y. Tablet.

No long dry lessons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price $3.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST USEFUL AND ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK!

Contains, in Part I, plain, full, and complete directions

to the learner I

Contains, in Part II, a fine selection of popular melodies,
which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments I

(!ontiinfl, in Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, fcc.

Price /m Boards^ %1.&0- Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

O H. DITSON & CO., New York.

9m

Letters on Music.
TRAN87.ATKD BY

Fanny Raymond Ritter.

TIIE-SE entertaininc lettert* are not flllt-d with (echnlcalitles

but nro calculate'l to Int^rent as well ns instruct. They
ha'c met with a large circulation and ext«nded Huccessin Ger-
many.

Price, in Cloth, $1.50, Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

price.

OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boiiton.

C. H. DITSON & Co., New York.

SYSTEM FOE BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORT E.
By "WILLIAM MASON & E. S. HOADLBT.
A wonderfully well-arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercises, and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine musicians and thorough teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes!
These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from

very easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian style, and all
sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,

In Seminaries,

, „ In Choir Practice,
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.

PRICE, 73 Cents.
Pent post-paid for th*: above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO , New York.

Pestalozzian MusicTeacher,
By DR. LOWELL MASON, THEODORE
SEWARD & JOHN W. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and practical book, serving as a manual
for teaching Music, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
which is amply illustrated by examples, and made ready for
the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

A Method of

Modern Violin Playing.
BY

A well Arranged and easily Propiressive Method by a Distin-
guished performer. Pupil of David, Joachim and Vieuxtemps,
he is well qualified to guide learners from the lowest to the
hijrhest places in the art of pi 13 ing.

Most of the lessons are arranged with accompanlmenta for

the tesicher. thus giving them the character of pleasing duets.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CA:N'TATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who examine thi'' Cantata, (which is almost an Or-

atorio) will ngree with a prominent uiu.'-ical writer, who pro-

nounces it ••charuiinp', from first to last."

Hafl eleven Choruses, iind a variety cf Solop, Qnartetc, &o.,

and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Mutiral Socie-

ties and Choirs.
PriVe,— Paper, $1.00; BoarJs, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

History of Music
IN THE FORM OF LECTURES.

BY

Fi-edcric loiii.s Hitter.

A series of Five Ijftctures each embracing distinct epochs in

the history of the Art, the whole forming a book of Intens.

interest to the musical student.
Hound in Cloth uniformly with Dinon & Co's popular

works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.50. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston,
Chas. H. Diton & Co., New Tork.
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BY OT.IVKR DITSON & CO.
277 VTashington Street, Boston. Maes

.rOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

JOHN 8. SPOONBR, PRINTER. 21 FRANKLIN STRRET.

^Hertisemeitts.

MES. JENKT KEMPTON,

Vocalist &, Teacher of Singing.
AddrMS. care of OLIVER DITSON & CO. 798-

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
SEA7"E3SrTr3: SEA^SOKT.

Ten Symphony Concerts.

BOSTON MUSIC HALL.
On THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, from 3 to 5 o'clock, on

the following dates : Nov. 9 and 23 ; Dec. 7 and 28 ; Jan. 4

and 18 ; Feb. 1 and 23 (Friday) ; March 7 and 21.

The PrOKrammea will be of the pame high character as here-

tofore, including many Symphoniep, Overture?, Concertos,

AriaF, &c., which will be heard for the first time in Boston.

The Orchestra,— of from fifcy to sixty instruments according

to 'he requirements of the various compositions,—will be

under the direction of CarlZerrahn, with .Tdlios Eicbberq at

the bt'aa of cue Tioline.

The sale of the (1200, or more) Season Tickets remaining after

the Members' Guaranty Subpcription, will begin on Monday
Morning, Oct. 23, at the Music Hall. Price of ticket, with

reserved seat, to the Ten Concerts, SS.OtJ.

PUBTiTO REHEARSALS, for the Benefit op the Orches-

tra-—The Tue.«day Rehearsal before each Concert will he

public. Admi.'^sion Fi/ty Cents; holders of Season Tickets to

the Concerts may purchase three Rehearsal Tickets for $1.00.

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual Sale S0,000 Copies.

THE SOUTG GARDEBT, No. 1 is for bpginners, and
contain.'* **the first etf^ps"' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GS-KDEBT, H"o. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Songs Sung by Santley.
O Ruddier than the Cherry. . . Handel. 40
Stirrup Cup. Arditi. 30
Pro Peccatis. (Stabat Mater). . . . Rossini. 40
Yeoman's Wedding Song. Prince Poniaiowski. S-5

Only to Love Santley. 40
Iron Blacksmith Hatton. 40
King and I Hmriette 40
It is not always May. . . . Gounod 50
Fountain mingles with the River. " 35
Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60
BliKS forever Past Bal/e 80
Nazareth Gounod. 60
Vagabond Molloy. 60

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Ditson & Go's

STANDARD OPERAS.
Ernani, Faust, Lucia, Lucrezia, Martha,
I^orma, Somnam^ula, Traviata, Trovatore,
Marriage of Figaro, Fidelio, Fra Diavolo and
Don Giovanni.

Handsomely printed, unabrirleed, superior to all other edi-

tions in foUne.'ss, containing a'l the foreign and Engliiah words,

and all the music, including that of the recitatives, thev wre

yet sold for the low price of ONE DOIiliAR EACH,
and will be sent to any addr'^s-o^ post free, for the above price.

Finely bound in Boards for $2,00 each.

OLIVEB DITSON" & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

National Chorus Book

!

JTJST PUBLISHED.
Contains a fine selection of Oratorio and Operatic

Choruses, and a choice collection of new Glees, Quar-
tettes, &c.

It is similar, in general design to the well-known ChoruS
"Wreatti. Commended to Musical Societies, Conventions

and Choirs.

Price, Sl.50.

Sent, post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

THE ORPHEAN

!

By W. 0. PERKINS and A. R. HALLET.
Compiled for the use of

BOYS' SCHOOLS and COLLEGES.
But is also extremely well adapted for

The Upper Classes of Grammar Schools.

Contains an Elementary Course, and 170 Songs, arranged
in One, Two, Three or Four Parts.

Price, $1.00. Per Dozen $9.00.

Sent, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Foreign & American Music Depot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHIL.4DELPHIA. 795-

C3-. -W-. X5TJIDLE-5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
fDr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Masco and Ham-

lio's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HO\VARn,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt. and Theodor KuIIak, will

receive pupils in Piano Pl.aying and Theory after Sept. 1st.

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliyer Ditson & Co.
792—3m

ED\VARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing
having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of
Oliver Ditson & Co. , or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

^m ^Xxm tm ^iivmxhtv.

VOCAL.

Spero Meliora. (I hope better things.). . .Angler 30
The School-house in the Lane. Song and Oho.

Christie. 40
Out in the Storm. Sont; and Cho. ..... Christie. 40
The Fountain mingles with the KivQV ... Gounod. 35
Oh Vision Bright! (II Sosno) Abt. 60
Rock of Ages. Hymn for 4 voices . . . Thomas. ^0
Guide me, Thou Great Jehovah. Quartet.

Dormstein. 30
Swedish Song Berq. 30
Sorrowing, Weeping Rueil. 30
Come with Thy sweet voice agnin. . ..Eikmeier. 30
Tell me my Heart Bishop. 40
Yeoman's Wedding Song. Sung by Sanily.

Poniatowski. 35
When will You come back. S'g & C\\o.. MWeil. 30
I Love Her, I Dream of Her. S'g & C\\o.. Fish. 30
Do they know it ? Sloper. 25
Across the Sea Gabriel. 35
Father of Life and Light. Quartet Deems 50
Benedictus. BIes«ed be the Lord A. M. P. 35
There's a Green Hill far away Gounod. 40
Mignon's Song. "Hast thou e'er seen the Land."
From Hamlet Thomas. 30

Drinking Song. "Hamlet" Thomas. 40
Mandolinata Paladilhe. 40
Happy as a Clam. Song and Cho Smith. 30
Come Sing to Me, Addie, again. Song and Cho.

Huntlet/. 30
Kitty my Darling. Song and Cho Ashlon. 30
Jessy was a Pretty Girl. Song and Polka. .4 Wen. 30

INSTRUMENTAL.
Kaiser March Wagner. 60
Invocation. Pens^e poetique. Ketterer. 40
The Brook Pape. 80
Thousand and one Night Waltz Sirauss. 75
The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75
Shades of Hope. Nocturne DeJanon. AO
Quadrille des Dames Gravier. 40
Beautiful Flower. Nocturne Turner. SO
On the March Mulltr. 60
La Harpe Eolienne. 4 hands Smith. 1.00
Welcome to Spring. Fiiiklingsgruss. . Junj/nian. 30
Gondolina Dorn. 40
Strauss' Blue Danube Waltz Arr. by Kuhe. 75
Mackrodrumnian Galop Howard. 30
New Shawl Dance Gravier. 30
Golden Echoes SJack, each 30

No. 20. Gaetana.

No. 21. Marche des Tambours.
No. 22. Qui vive!

Heart's Delight Schottische Bissell. 35
Agnethe Waltz Knight. 30
Gems of the Season. Arr. for Guitar.

Shepherd Boy W. L. Bayden. 25
Blacksmith's Anvil. Polka H. Eikmeier. 35
Love's Favorite Polka J, W. Turner. 35
Three Blind Mice " A. W. Majlin. 40
Leur Derniere Valse Brillante. . . J. Blumenthal. 70
Jolly Brothers' Galop Ch. Wels. 50
Marche des Tambours " I.OO
Summerfield March W. A. Smith. 30
First Impromptu Max Schrattenholtz. 35

BOOKS.

National Chorus Book Pn'ce $1 50
The Orphean. By W. O. Perkins and
A. R. Hallet Price $1.00

; per doz. $9.00

MnsiOBTMilt—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or tiraetion thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dts-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also bo 8?nt at double
these rates.
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SINOING AND PIANO.
MKS. PAETNIE F. FOSTEK,

Wo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

R/rBS. C. A. BARET, Vocalist and Teacher
of "Vocal MSBie. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bns Avenue. 782

—

Ij

GEO. W. BUDZ.Eir,
Teacher of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin bnilding, 164 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. VT. FOSTER will make arrangements to

conduct Musical CouTentlons. Festivals, Societies, &g.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PAOF. & SXRS. Z!DG.A.R A. BOBBXXTS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

a. n. -WHZTXsro
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

onr country. Schools and communities are prorided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWABD B. OLIVBH.
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Maes.

i*/| LLR. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instructioa on

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

Care Oliver Pitaon & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

nnins
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KSI6I.I8H ASTD ITAX1A3V SlK&IMe..
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDRE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHTI.ADET.prnA.

A large assortment of Amzbican Mdsio constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MnSICAL CO.MPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma> be
left at Ditson & CD's Music Store. 717— tf.

vniTsz.o-w Xj. h.a.tdexi',

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

TP AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OP
VIOXiIW, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

hia services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppifz,

Praefer & Co., 3f| West St. 790—3m

J. J. KIMBALL., Baxic SoloUi,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDUCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

O. Ditson & Co , 27? Washington St. 791—3 mos.

P. H. TORRINGTON,
(Or^olstand Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACUKR OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL S0CTKTIE3.

AddrcM, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Washington St.,

New England f>>nservaLory of Mu^iic, Music Ha, I, or .Midland
Street, Hwv'iD Hill, DorcL.:Ster. 'I'Ji-Hta

TlilR. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed his
.**-- studies abroajj, under the instruction of some of tlie

first Artista of modern tixnes, will now receive pupils
Id Piano and Orfcan Playing, also In Theory of Music.
Address Oliver Ditson k Co. 7'Jl-6m

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is fluished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. Theinstrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell ia furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iuBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S135, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PEIWCE & CO.
Agf^nt in New York S. T, Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748-

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful CoLiSEtna Organ; the large Organ

in the Plymouth Cburch. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. UOLBROOK Kast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC pubi.ish£:rs,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, JLL.

"Wholesale and Ketail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Mnsical

Instruments, etc.^ is the largest and mostcomplt^te in the
No. West. Our connection with Mewsrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furniwh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[Ct* In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Musie and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619^tf

1\/rADAME GHABLES LEWIS, of London,XTX for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give hwHoat in Shiging, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios aod Ooueerts.

Communications to be addressed to the eare of Oliver Dit-
pon & Co.. 277 WaHhinjiton Street. 794—Sm

ROCK OF AGES!
A .NKIV AND BEAUTIFUL

HYJfII¥ FOR FOUR VOICES,
Hy J. It, Thomas.

iTioe ^0 Cents.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Masfen& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS, <^

Or other highest pre-
miiams, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity. New styles and

[Q reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free. r

MASON & HAMLINfOROAN CO., ISA, Tre-
mont St., Boston ; 696
Broad^vay, New Vork,

BOSTOM" MUSIC SCHOOL,
rpHE FALL TEHM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September neit. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
Incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a comf-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
PORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Inftruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H HowJtrd. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St.,. Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Musie
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEHSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
J^sw Styles, ife-

sonant ; with imr-

provements pat-
ented June and
jfiug-ust, 1&70;
surpassing all

previoTt-s pro'S.xLo-

} tions inrich,isau-

T 5-w.ja; *^ fi/tij qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. 'Prices J^edu^ed ; $S0 to

$S,0 00 each. JTeiu Rlustrated Cata-

logue, free.

154IREM0HT ST,^ BOSTON; 595 BROAOWAr, NEW VORK,

T SCHUBEKTH & CO. Publishers and Dealer!
* in Forelen and American Mmsio, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED 70 OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OP

liliS liifiyMEUTi,
OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Ehnbracing one of the Xjargest Stocks in tbe
Onited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including Tery Choice Instrnments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GTHTARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, PLAaEOLETS, EIPEB,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instnimenta.
TogetbCT with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Qnitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

PIAJVOS Am© VEI.O»EOIVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Oar fari'.lties are BUch as enable UB to furnish the aboTe;
ahK., MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
CIKD MUSIC POK BANDS, AND ALL
Kl.WDS OP MUSICAL MEKCHANDISE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchaeera.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STKEKT, (Opposite the CoBrt Uonso)
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Chicago.

(OCTOBER 10, 1871.)

Blackened and bleeding, helpless, panting, prone.

On the charred fragments of her shattered throne

Lies she who siood but yesterday alone.

Queen of the West ! by some enchanter taught

To lift the glory of Aladdin's court,

Then lose the spell that all that wonder wrought.

Like her own prairies by some chance seed sown,

Like her own prairies in one brief day grown.

Like her own prairies in one fierce night mown.

She lifts her voice, and in her pleading call

We hear the cry of Macedon to Paul

—

The cry for help that makes her kin to all.

But haply with wan fingers may she feel

The silver cup hid in the proflTered meal

—

The gifts her kinship and our loves reveal.

Bret Harte.

The Vocal Works of Bach and Handel.—Let-
ter by Robert Franz.

(Translated for Dwight's Journal of Masic.)

(Continued from page 119.]

In this condemnatory criticism of my labors,

from the historico-archaoological point of view, the

editor of the Allyemeine Musikalische Zeilung

seems to have felt called upon to take the lead,

and m a style of speech to lead one to believe

that he was acting under a high and absolute au-

thority. Particularly did he keep a sharp eye

on the singinj societies which gave public perfor-

mances of Handel's vocal music. But his re-

quirements were by no means limited to a faith-

ful reproduction of the originals; with equal en-

ergy he would insist upon the historical material

of accompaniment ; and any one was sure to find

especial favor who kept as close as possible to

the scores as published by the "German Handel

Society," of which the editorship is known to be

identical with that of the Allgemeine Muslkalltcke

Zeilting.

The so-called "Bearbeilungen" felaborations),

on the contrary, never enjoyed the good will of

the All^. Mus. Zeilung at all. A direct attack

on Mozart seemed indeed, for obvious reasons,

inopportune, although the piano accompaniment

in the "German Handel Society's" edition of the

Alexander's Feast contains an indirect criticism

at least, on Mozart's setting; Mendelssohn is less

delicately handled, while the remaining obscure

lights are thrown overboard without ceremony.

Thus our reviewer, a short time ago, on the oc-

casion ofa performance of Handel's "VAllegro" in

the Vienna Singakademie, expressed himself as

follows

:

''It is to be hoped that the Society will stick

hereafter to the original orchestral accompani-

ment, to the exclusion of the wretched modern*
Bearbeitungen, this being the only guaranty of

the complete effect What would it be but bar-

barous want of taste, to paint old pictures over

•What may the word ''modern" mean here? Are the ar-
rangemeote by Mozart and Mosei excluded under the same
ban!

new ? And is it not precisely the same thing in

music ?"

To the last question we answer No, decidedly.

It is by no means the same thing to paint over a

finished picture, and to fill out, according to the

composer's hints, the blanks left open by him in

a musical composition. Why waste another word

upon it ? Yet I feel bound to make a few re-

marks in answer to the pertinacious strictures

above cited, since they probably are aimed also

at my own Bearheiiungen (perhaps directly at my
score of "L'Allegro," according to which it had

just been performed at Berlin, against which mis-

fortune Vienna was to be protected.) My re-

marks do not purport to be in any way an oratio

pro domo ; they only aim to establish the fact

that, even were obedience paid to the paternal

warnings of the Allgemeine Mus. Zeitung, the

apparatus for performances of Handel's larger

vocal works is not at hand in these days ; to be

sure, one might attempt to get along without the

cooperation of the cembalo and of the organ, or

run the risk of an improvisation, good or bad as

the moment might bring.—If I might only suc-

ceed in justifying in some measure the "modern

Bearbeitungen," which have been so contemptu-

ously treated, and in protecting them against the

attacks of the Allg. Mus. Zeitung, I should re-

joice for the sake of the cause itself.

This might be effectually done, for example,

by adducing proof, that the authors of the piano

accompaniments and organ parts in the editions

of the "Deutsche Handelgesellschaft" do nothing

else themselves but "paint Handel over" (iiber-

pinseln) by their Bearbeitungen. But the justifi-

cation can be best reached, perhaps, through a

careful examination of the mode of setting which

they generally use.

The first point requires but few words. The

"German Handel Society" edits not only the

originals, but also an accompaniment by a strange

hand, throughout for the piano, partly for the or-

gan, evidently designed and carried out for prac-

tical ends. Now such a proceeding, often neces-

sitating a personal decision between this or that

form of expression, falls under the same category

with what is designated by the word "Bearbeit-

ung"—at least so far as it conscientiously respects

the originals and is not guilty of groundless alte-

rations and perversions of the same. Therefore

the natural consequence of the above assertions

of the Zeitung would be this : Any working out

of the accompaniment, when it requires the in-

tervention of a second or third person drawing

on his own resources, shows a "barbarous want of

taste ;" of course the piano accompaniments and

organ parts ot the "German Handel Society" are

subject to the same condemnation ; they too com-

mit this "barbarous" ofience against good taste,

of "painting over" older works of art with their

additions.

About the second point, about the artistic worth

of those elaborated accompaniments, I must be

very brief, and barely mention the most general

considerations ; were I to do as I wish, and enter

into a positive as well as a negative criticism, my
letter would easily swell to a folio volume.

As I have already said, the first thing to be

considered in the restoration of the accompani-

ment is, to find a mode of setting which, always

sparing the material handed down to us, shall

correspond, in form and matter, to the intentions

of the author—in this case of Handel. It cannot

be often enough, nor emphatically enough said,

that it is just as much, within the power of suck a

setting to heighten and embellish the original, as it

is to weaken and disfigure it. In the one case, by

apt redintegrations, it will bring out the vital

sense and force of that which is merely indicat-

ed ; in the other, it effaces the most significant

outlines, by misplacing them amid surroundings

which stand in direct contradiction to their essen-

tial purport. Here, whatever does not sound as

if it all came out ofone mould, must be submitted

to a series of experiments until that result is ac-

tually reached :—and this is always possible—The

instrumental material to be used for these what

we have termed apt redintegrations, whether it

be organ, pianoforte or orchestra, is of secondary

consequence ; the choice thereof may be fitly left

to the taste and insight of the director.

(To be Continued.)

Nilsson in Opera.
(From "Every Saturday.")

Mile. Christina Nilsson has made her operatic

debut in Boston and has already appeared as

Marguerite in "Faust," as Lucia in Donizetti's

familiar opera, and as Lady Henrietta in "Mar-

tha." The high expectations which were grounded

upon her performances in the concert^room last

year have not been disappointed. Nilsson is a

great singer, with a voice of wonderful sweetness

and beauty, and the most thorough skill in vocal-

ization ; but she is first and foremost a dramatic

artist of the finest intuitions, the most magnetic

presence, and the rarest expressive power. And
aside from these traits, there is a refinement, a

completeness, and an imaginative quality in

Nilsson's acting which is altogether unique.

Her Marguerite and her Lucia impress a sensi-

tive mind like lovely poetic visions, so "moving-

delicate and full of life" that no particle of

common clay seem to have entered into their

composition. Of the two the Lucia is the more
conspicuously brilliant and easy of appreciation,

but the Marguerite is the subtler and more ex-

quisite. In the latter, conception and perform-

ance flow together with perfect accord and

harmony ; the character is conceived with absolute

thoroughness, and there is neither hesitation,

weakness, nor uncertainty in the carrying out of

the artist's idea. This Marguerite is an absolute

entity,—a dramatic creation, self-centred, self-

consistent, and true to nature, yet in the highest

sense ideal and imaginative. Its foremost claim

to the admiration and appreciation of those who

witness it is yet, however, the surest cause of its

failing to impress the multitude. Perfect pro-

portion in a work of art requires a higher form

of cultivation for its just recognition than most of

us can lay claim to. Caricature, therefore, pleases

thousands where true and accurate drawing

counts its lovers only by scores : witness the_ suc-

cess attained by the' satirical prints in the illus-

trated papers. Where every part is in its just

relation to every other, where not a single tint is

crude or obtrusive, and not a line deviates from
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its proper curve, the mind is wont to sympathize
with the 6)83 and to depreciate the beauty which
does not assert itself by contrast with what is

weak and faulty. Nilsson's hiarguerite is such a
work of art as this, and bears about the same
relation to ordinary impersonations that the

Venus de Medicis bears to one of Mr. Nast's

cartoons. In the first three acts it is quiet,

simple, full of maidenly reserve and modesty, and
intense with the intensity of a deep-natured
young pirl who is restrained from the full expres-
sion of her feelings by every instinct of her
better nature and every rule of her daily life.

In the love duets in the third act, therefore, there

is none of that wild and sensual abandonment of
manner which in other actresses has been wont
to excite the spectators to the hi<;hest pitch, but
instead of this, a delicacy and a purity which
never succumb to the seductions of the situation,

but through which can be discerned the terrible

yearning and hunger of a love which fears, with-

out understanding itself. And this very forbear-

ance of style makes the final surrender a thous-

and times more impressive than is usual. The
ruin of Marguerite—as would be inevitable, if it

were to be at all, with such a true and beautiful

soul— is accomplished in one wild, unlooked-for
rush of sudden emotion caused by the unexpected
return of her lover ; and this Mile. Nilsson makes
us feel and perceive. In witnessing the other
performances which have been given of the scene,

it has always been impossible to perceive why
Marguerite did not yield in the very beginning
of the scene.

Lucia is, as we have said, a simpler character
than the heroine of Goethe's great drama. A
true impersonation of the character demands,
however, the utmost refinement of style, with
capacity for the intensest forms of dramatic ex-
pression. And the picture which Mile. Nilsson
gives of the tender, gentle girl in the pensive,
anxious joy of her first love, and in the despair
and misery of her darkened life, is one over which
painters and poets might go wild with enthusiasm.
It seemed in witnessing the performance as if the
fair Bride of Lammermoor herself had stepped
out from the pages of Scott's masterpiece in

fiction and were speaking and breathing before
us ; and the fancy, charmed and enthralled, for-

got for a moment the poor limitations of time and
space, and lived and revelled in that enchanted
land of romance which is illumined by a "light
that never was on sea or land." For such pic-

tures as these, and to the artist who can create
or reproduce them, who can withhold the tribute
of his high appreciation and gratitude ?

Cipriani Potter.

Last week died a musician whose name and works
few of the present generation are acquainted with,
bat who nevertheless has, through his connection with
the Royal Academy of Music, exercised a considera-
ble influence on the art in England. Mr. Cipriani
Potter, whose death we chronicle, was born in Lon-
don in 1792, and gave early indications of possessing
singular musical ability. He was placed for tuition
under Attwood, the organist at St. Paul's Cathedral,
and afterwards he received instructions from Callcott
and Crotch for the piano and harmony, and finally
from the celebrated pianist Woelfl. He subsequently
proceeded to Germany, where he studied for some
time. At Vienna he enjoyed the advantage of Beet-
hoven's friendship ; the great Tone-poet gave him
valuable advice and assistance, but not lessons, as
has been erroneoasly staled. Beethoven had bat one
pnpil, the well-known F. Ries. On retnrning to
England he at once took ahit'h position, and obtained
plenty of teaching, occasionally publishing his com-
positions. In the concert-room, his clear, brilliant

playing, founded on the model of his master, Woelfl,
and improved by a keen observation and good taste,

met with the success and approval it well deserved.
For a long time Mr. Potter was a condncior of the
old Philharmonic Society's concerts, where he dis-
tinguished himself for his thorough knowledge of the
works and how to perform them. On the resigna-
tion of Dr. Crotch, he became Principal of the Royal
Academy of Music, and in this position, by the
influence of his teaching and advice, he may be said
to have moulded the idea< of many of our foremo<t
mnsiciani who were educated at that establishment.
He wa« greatly beloved by his pupils for his auiver-
sal kindnesi, and by his management of the Academy

he greatly contributed to the success of our national

institution. After presiding there for a p<^riod of

twenty years he resiirned the appointment, and almost
retired from the profession. "The late Mr. Charles

Lucas, his pupil, succeeded his master as head of the

Academy.
Mr. Potter's works consist of orchestral symphonies,

overtures, quintets, quartets and trios ; and also sona-

tas, rondos, and other pieces for his own special instru-

ment, the piano. One of his best compositions is a

Sextet for the piano and strings, dedicated to the

Count of Brunswick ; the Allegro Pastorale from this

and the Andante (Theme with variations) are very
fine. A Rondo in F, dedicated to Mdlle. Kisting, is

a brilliant composition, and well worthy of the pian-

ist's attention. An Introduction and Rondo in E flat,

for four hands, is also good ; but perhaps his best

known and most important work is Op. 22, viz. :

''54 Preludes in all the major and minor keys."
Among these studies will be found some admirable
pieces ; many of them contain enough material (if

developed) to make a modern "Fantasia;'' some are

especially remarkable for their fine harmony and
masterly preludial treatment. The death of Mr.
Crispiani Potter is the breakinsof another link which
connects us with the great pianists who have gone

—

long may their classical, tasteful works keep their

memory green ! And thoutrh the modern firework

element is perhaps wanting in their compositions, we
venture to predict that Clementi, Dussek, Steibflt,

Kalkbrenner, "Woelfl, Cramer, and others of that

school, will he esteemed when many popular writers

of the present day are entirely forgotten.

The deceased musician was buried at Kensal Green
on Monday last. Among those gentlemen who at-

tended to pay this last mark of respect to the memory
of their old friend, we noted Sir W. S. Bennett

;

Messrs. R. Barnett. J. S. Bowley. Lamborn Cock,
Duncan Davison, F. Davison, J. W. Davison, W.
Dorrell, H. R. Eyers, G. Forbes, J. Gill, W. Good-
win. G. W. Hammond, T. Harper, Henry Holmes,
F. B. Jewson, Arthur O'L^ary, J. Lidel, Stanley
Lucas, H. C. Lunn, G. A. Macfarren, W. C. Mac-
farren, T. M. Mudie, C. Oberthur, E. Pauer, H. Re-
galdi, A. Schlosser, Dr. Steergall, Messrs. C. E.
Stephens, S. G. Stephens, .1. Thomas, F. Wesdake,
&c., &c.

—

Lon. Mus. Standard, Oct. 7.

Rubini.
(From La Kevue des Deux Mondes, 1854 )

Rubini, one of the most popular and admired
Italian singers in Europe, died at a village near

Bergamo, on the 2nd March, 1854. He had retired

from the stage in 1845, and was reposing after his

long fatigues in a sumptuous villa, which he had
built with the sounds of his lyre—as Amphion, son

of Jupiter, did Thebes—when death overtook him.

just as he had attained his 61st year. Like all great

artists who have excited public enthusiasm, in a high

degree, Rubini was the subject of a vast number of

stories and apocryphal anecdotes, from which it is

very difficult to cull the truth, alone worthy to inter-

est cultivated minds. We will, however, attempt to

select a few genuine facts from the life of this cele-

brated virtuoso, who has left behind him an ineflTace-

able mark in the art of singing of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Giam-Battista Rubini was horn in May, 1793, in

the village of Romano, near Rereamo. The son of

a poor commissionaire, burthened with a family, Ru-
bini was at first destined to be a tailor. Having been

apprenticed to the proprietor of a shop at Bergamo,
he was squatted one day upon his hoard, singing

away as merrilv as possible, when a dilettante, pass-

ing by, stopped and listened with astonishment to the

youthful voice which was already so full of quality

and charm. The dilettante approached the young
workman, interrogated him as to his family, proceed-

ed to his father, and persuaded the latter to place his

son under a master, with whom he stopped until the

age of eighteen.

We pass over a multitude of episodes, more or less

probable and exciting, and which appear to have
allowed full scope for the fancy of biographers, and
content ourselves by simplv stating, that the admira-

ble artist who astonished all Europe beaan his dra-

matic career in the chorus. In an old bill of the

theatre of La Scala, at Milan, dated 1812, and which

Rubini preserved, splendidly framed, his name figures

among the second tenors ofthe chorus. His salary was
then l.s. 8f/. a-night. How could he ever think he

would one day leave behind him a fortune of more
than .3.0fl0,00b francs 1 Two years subsequent to

this obscure employment at La Scala, Rubini was
encaged in one of those companies of strolling vo-

calists so plentiful in Italy, and made his delmt as

Argirio, in Rossini's TancreAi, which had just bcrm

represented at Venice with immense success. Rubini

was then twenty-one, while the lady who sang the

part of Amenaida, dauchter of Argirio, King of Syr-

acuse, was, at least, fifty- As Fortune did not re-

ward the efforts of the impresario, he conceived the

strange idea of changing his company of singers into

a company of dancers. He made them -tudy, as well

as they could, a ballet then very much in vogue : /
Molinari (The Millers). The rehearsals were held in

a meadow on the skirts of a wood. At the represen-

tation, which came off at some little town, the name
of which is not preserved in history, the audience
rose en masse against the wretched extemporized bal-

lerini, who were under the necessity of passing the

night in the theatre in order to escape being stoned.

Rubini used to take a pleasure in relating this bur-

lesque episode in his brilliant career.

After some other attempts, more or less successful,

Rubini wa's engaged at Brescia for the Carnival of the

year 1815. Owing to his success in this tolerably

important citv, he was summoned to the San-Mo?fe
Theatre at Venice, and, afterwards, to Naples, where
he made his first appearance at the Teairo de'[Fio-

rentlni. It was in this great city that Rubini, under
the direction of his compatriot Nozzari, who gave

him such good advice, attracted the attention of Italy,

and saw the beginning of his great fame. Having
been engaged by Barbaja for a great number of years,

he was compelled to remain for a long time under
the guardianship of that mercenary trader, who only

lent him to the cities desirous of possessing him, for

good hard cash paid down. It was thus that, after

having been successively in Palermo, and Rome,
where he created a furore in La (iazza Ladra, Rubini

proceeded to Venice, in 1824. Beethoven, who heard

inm at that period, had Italian words written for him
to his admirable elegy of Adelaide, which Rubini
rendered popular throughout Europe.*

It was in 1825 that this great singer went to Paris

for the first time. He made his debut at the Theatre-

Italien, on the 6th of October, in the character of

Ramiro in La Cenerentola, with immense success. On
his return to Italy, whither Barb.aja had recalled him,

he was obliged to remain there until 18.31, when he

entirely recovered his independence. Upon this he

returned to Paris, which he did not leave again before

1842, alternating between that capital and London,
where he used to sing during the summer season. In

1842. Rubini, then at the summit of his glory, quit-

ted Paris and London, and, as we should say at the

present time, the western world, for the purpose of

proceeding to St. Petersburgh, where he remained

until 184.5. Being then fifty-seven years old, and
loaded with honors and riches, he retired to the miig-

nificent villa he had built on thn spot where he was
born, and it was there that he died, leaving behind

him a fortune of more than 3.000,000 francs.

Rubini was a simple minded, gentle, and good
man, whose modest general education scarcely rose

above the first elements ; his musical education was
not more advanced, for he required the assistance

of an accompanyist to read the most trifling canzo-

nelta. Endowed with exquisite sensitiveness, a great

memory, and that marvellous instinct which makes
up for the want of aciuired knowledge, but which

acquired knowledge can never replace. Rubini was
one of the most admirable singers of our time ; a

mixture of the improviser and the patient imitator,

whose physiognomy it is very important that we
should catch with accuracy.

The tenors who have acquired sufficient celebrity

to leave behind them a name in history, are not very

numerous. Before the birth of the lyric drama, and
until the end of the seventeenth century, it was the

"sopranos" and prime donne who exercised almost

undisputed sway in It.alian opera, as well as in the

chapels of princes and religious communities. Com-
posers did not begin to write for tenor voices until

more recently ; and the first person to signalize him-

self as a tenor of merit was an artist named Buzzo-

lini, who was chamber-singer to the Duke of Mantua,

about the end of the seventeenth century. In the

following century, we find the tenors heuinning to

figure with advantage beside the most famous "sopra-

nos," while composers assigned them pretty import-

ant parts, particularly in buffo operas. Among the

celebrated tenors of the eighteenth century, we may
mention Ettori, who was long in the service of the

PrincePalaline, and sang at Padun, in 1770, with

great success ; Balino, a pupil of Pastocchi, and who
died at Lisbon, in 1760; Rauzzini, at the same period,

a celebrated singer and composer, who died at Bath,

in England, in 1810; Raff, horn at Gelsdorff, in the

Duchy of .luliers, a pupil of Pistocchi,' and the great-

est singer Germany produced in the eighteenth cen-

tury ; Davide senior, who possessed one of the most
astonishing voices that ever existed, an admirable and

powerful singer, who shared with bis contemporary,

Ansani, the admiration ot Italy; Mandini, an ex-

quisite singer, belonging to the Italian company

•In 1824 poor Beothoven was stone deaf.
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which came to the Theatre de Monsieur at Paris, in

1789 ; Viganoni, who created the part of I'aolino, in

Cimarosa's Malrimomo Seqreto ; Crivelli, wlio sanf; a

Ions time a' the Theatre Italien, Paris, and in Pao-

lino's Piiro and Nina produced an effect which vete-

ran amateurs still remember; and, lastly, Babbini,

one of the most delicious tenors of the old Italian

school, and who had the honor of givini^ Rossini

some hints on the art of singing. The appearance of

this illustrious master produced a great revolution in

the economy of dramatic music. The characterizing

feature of this revolution was that the natural voices

of soprano, mezzo-saprano, contralto, tenor, and bass,

assumed in harmony the place they occupy in the

scale of- sound. Thanks to this happy reform, which,

however, was more the result of necessity than a

voluntary act of the master, and which, too, had
been attempted before Rossini's lime, first by Mozart,

and then by Cimarosa and Paisiello, the tenors re-

placed the castratos in the mind of the composer, who
assigned them the preponderating part in almost all

his works.
Among the remarkable tenors conjured up by the

genius of Rossini, and forming a part of tlie escort of

virtuosi who interpreted his works and will be handed
down with them in History, we must first mention
Garcia, who created the part of Count Almaviva in

11 Barhlere dl SivigUa— a consummnte artist, whose
powerful and supple voice knew no difficulty. Davide.

the illegitimate son of the great tenor of the end of

the eighteenth century, whom we have mentioned
above, was a singer of genius, for whom Rossini

composed a great many works. He appe>ired suc-

cessively in // Turco In Italia. Otello, Rlcclarrlo e

Zora'irle, La Donna del Logo, Zi-lmirn, etc. When
Davide junior went to Paris in 1829, his voice,

fatigued by excesses of every description, had become
unequal and capricious in tone. In the midst of
many traits in rather bad taste, and ridiculous man-
nerisms and vezzl, this great artist sometimes, how-
ever, manifested himself and transported the public

with admiration, as, for instance, in the duet of the

second act of La. Gazza Lndra, which he used to

sing with Jlad. Malibran. Nozzari, an accomplished
singer, of perfect good taste, was, in Rossini's operas,

the inseparable companion of Davide, to whom he
gave some excellent advice. Nor must we forget

Mombelli, the father of the prima donna whom we
heard at Paris, in 182.3, when she made so grand an
effect in the first finale of La Cenerentola. Rossini
met Mombelli, at the commencement of his career,

at Rome, in 1812, and wrote a character for him in

his first opera, Demetrlo e Pollblo We must like-

wise mention Bianchi, Bonaldi, and Serafino, for the
last of whom was composed the tenor part in L'llall-

ana in Algieri ; Donzelli, who possessed a powerful
and sonorous but cumbersome voice, and, lastly, Ru-
bini, for whom Rossini wrote only a single cantata,

"La Riconoscenza," a sort of pastoral for four voices,

performed at the Teatro San Carlo, at Naples, on the
27th December, 1821, for the benefit of the immortal
viaestro . Although, by the suppleness, brilliancy,

and bravura style of his talent. Ruhini evidently be-
longs to the school of singers formed by the author
,of // Barhien-e, Otello, and Semiramlde, it is certain
that the composer who understood best how to utilize

and bring out his inmost qualities was Bellini.

As we have very often said, between the dramatic
composer and the known interpreters of his thoughts,
there exists a secret and reciprocal influence, which
the critic ought to take into account. For one or two
sublime musicians, who, like Mozart, and Rossini, in

the best of his operas, know how to "create" chefs-

rf'ffiuure without going beyond the limits of ordinary
voices, there are a great number of composers eager
to seize on the smallest natural idiosyncracy, and
mould their ideas to the requirements of exceptional
voices. Nowhere has this pernicious system been
practised more than in Italy. In France, too, half
there;)ertoVe of the OpferaComique owed a part of
its success to Martin's extraordinary voice. Between
the touching and melancholy genius of Bellini, and
the penetrating organ and deep feeling of Rubini, the
points of analogy were so nun^erous and si natural,
that the two must have felt attracted to each other,
like parts of one and the same ben^ which meet
aga'n after having been separated, and b'end toge'her
in some one conception of art. It was at Milan, in

1827, that the lucky meeting of the composer and
the virtuoso took place, and the opera, II Plrata, rep-
resented at the theatre of La Scala, was the first bat-
tle they gained together. This opera, which laid the
foundations for the fame of the young maestro of
Catana, increased, also, the reputation of his admi-
rable interpreter. La Sonnamlmla was the second
opera Bellini composed for his favorite singer. This
was also represented at Milan, at the theatre De la
Canobiana in 18.31. Then came/ PKn'tani, performed
in 18.34, at the Theatreltalien, Paris, where Bellini
died six months after the production of his master-

piece, like Harold after that of his Pre aux Clrrcs.

Donizetti, too, composed for Rubini the part of Percy,

in his opera of Anna Bolena, represented at Milan in

1831, a short time after Lm Somuiinbula,a.nAhy the

same virtuosi.

Rubini's voice was that ofa high tenor, with a reg-

ister of more tiian two octaves from the lower E to

the F in alt, which he reached in certain passages by

an heroic shalzo that always excited the admiration of

the audience. The flexibil.ty of bis voice was pro-

digious, but its quality was not homogeneous. In

fact, it was only in the upper part of the scale, begin-

ning from the E between the fourth and fifth lines of

the staff, that Rubini's voice warmed, vibrated, and
threw out sounds that intoxicated the ear. He was

able to go as high as B in alt, giving each sound that

powerful and manly vibration, designated in the

schools by the name of cheM notes, because the notes

appear actually to proceed from the seat of life. On
reaching this extreme limit, his voice melted into a

\\\m\r\fi\\s falsetto^ forming a magic contrast with the

preceding chords. This abrupt opposition of shade

and light, in which the opaque and sweet clearness of

the head notes caused the vigorous sonority of the

natural tones to stand out in hold relief, was one of

tho effects most frequently employed by Rubini. The
astonished ear followed the singer, in his triumphal
ascent, to the highest limit of the tenor register,

without perceiving any interruption of continuity in

this long spiral of notes, variously lighted up, and
glittering upon an even and substantial melodic
tissue.

To this almost inherent power of passing, without

a break, from the register of the chest voice to that of

the head notes, Rubini added another no less impor-

tant—namely, a long respiration, the force of which

he had learned to economize. Gifted with a broad

chest, where his lungs could dilate at their ease, he

took a high note, filled it successively with light and
warmth, and, when it was completely expanded,
threw it forward into the hou'ie, where it hurst like a

Bengal rocket in a thousand colors. This artifice,

the effect of which was irresistible, was borrowed by
Rubini from the old Italian school, where it was fre-

quently employed, especially by the male soprani,

who were particularly endo'wed with a long breath.

Rubini's voice, the delicious and penetrating tones

of which had only to be heard to charm the hearer,

was, as we have said, prodigiously flexible. Simple
and double scales, arpeggios, trills taken upon the

highest chords, grupettl, appoqlature, and the richest

and most ingenious combinations of vocalization,

were accomplished with a boldness and rapidity which
scarcely gave the astonished ear time enough to ap-

preciate their difficulty. The texture of these mar-
vellous gorgheggl, or to adopt the term still used in

the schools, the tessitura of this sparkling vocaliza-

tion, was not always irreproachable in quality, and
often wanted substance. The notes were poured
forth too quickly, and crowded too much upon one
another, so that the singer was not always able, like

an intrepid cavalier who reins-in his steed with an all-

powerful hand, to moderate his flight or stop in his

career. In addition to this, a faulty movement of

the lips, which Rubini was never able to correct,

showed a certain degree of effort, and proved pretty

clearly that the virtuoso had been educated in rather a
haphazard kind of manner. This defect, extremely
common at the present day, and which M. Mario has
eagerly exaggerated, like a scholar who at flrst imi-

tates only the imperfections of his master, was strictly

prohibited in the old Italian school. The singer's

face was then not allowed to express anything but
the sentiment he experienced, and the mysteries of
vocalization and mechanism remained forever hidden
from the eyes of the public ; a grand rule for every
branch of art, but one too much disregarded at the
present day.

(Concluion nest time.)

Mrs. Moulton's First Concert.

(From the New York Tribune, Oct. 17.)

The reception of Mrs. Moulton last night at Stein-
way Hall was one of the brilliant events of the season.
It was not a mere gathering of the connoisseurs and
curious people to hear a singer with whose praises

society has rung for three or four years, but an as-

semblage of our best known ladies and gentlemen to

extend a friendly welcome to an admired country-
woman at the outset of her new career. Full dress
prevailed and beauty sparkled all over the house. So
profuse were the offerings of baskets and bouquets
that before the end of the evening the stage looked
like a bed of flowers. The enthusiasm with which
Mrs. Moulton was courted in the gay and fashionable

circles of imperial Paris is a matter of such fame
that there can be no impertinence in alluding to it

here, nor will it be deemed improper to remark that

an equally unmistakable social success seems to have

been prepared for her in America. Indeed if she
were only an ordinary parlor singer, she has prestige

enough to pass for a musical phenomenon in any
eity of the United States where people catch the

gossip of the French capital, and know how highly

this fair lady has been honored, not only in the court
of the fallen empire, but by the great masters of art,

whose prai.se is an artist's best reward. But Mrs.
Moulton is by no means an ordinary singer. The
extravagant encomiums which have been lavished

upon her in advance are certainly overstrained ;
yet,

after making a liberal deduction for the enthusiasm
of her admirers, we can still accept a great deal of
what has been said as simple truth. The quality of

her voice, to begin with, has not been praised too

highly. Wo have sometimes thought that we are

beginning to develop in America a certain character

of soprano as distinct from the voices of other na-

tions as the rich and sensuous Italian is distinct from
the graceful French, the earnest German, or the rare

voice of the far North. Our women have the sweet
tones of the most favored of their foreign sisters, with
less warmth than one race and less force than another;

but they have a beauty of song all their own, grace-

ful, bird like, and most exquisitely tender. Mrs.
Moulton's is an American voice, enriched with cer-

tain gifts that are entirely exceptional. It reminds
one a little of Miss Kellogg's, though it is fuller than

hers in the lower register—being not a soprano but a

mezzo-soprano—and a trifle less clear in the upper
;

but it has a more remarkable vibratory character

than any other organ of its class which we can now
call to mind. This valuable quality gives it great

power of expression, and makes it brilliant at the

same time that it is rich and sweet. We can believe

the story of Mrs. Moulton's anonymous and some-
what exalted biographer, that Rossini compared it

to the voice which sang to him in imagination while

he was composing ; for under favorable circumstan-

ces the effect of such a voice is unrivaled. It is not

remarkable for strength or compass, and hence anx-

ious friends have doubted whether the lady who fas-

cinated the salon would be able to satisfy the severer

exactions of the concert room. She has vocal power
enough, however, to be beard in any hall or theatre

that we know of and if her present venture do not

succeed there will be some other reason for it than
want of voice.

Mrs. Moulton's first song last night was the "Bel
Raggio," from "Semiramlde." It charmed every-

body. Nothing could have been more thoroughly
musical than her execution of the florid embellish-

ments with which Rossini has loaded this aria. Al-
most all public performers go through it like an ex-

ercise. Mrs. Moulton knows how to give it as a

song. She took the difficult runs with delightful

ease, accuracy, and self-possesJiion, and displayed a
mezza voce of rare beauty and clearness. In the

opening measures of the Bach-Gounod "Ave Maria"
she gave evidence of deep sentiment, but she missed
the climax of passion to which the prayer ought to

rise. Indeed it was plain before the close of the eve-

ning that either from lack of bodily strength or from
lack of art she was unable to sustain herself in the

high position she had taken at the beginning. The
"Ave Maria" lor instance, was rather tame ; the duet

afterwards with Ronconi from the "Elisir d'Amore"
was weak and fitful ; and the cavatina from "Betly"
can only be described as moderately effective. In the

last two of these, and in the little songs which she

gave as encores, there was a perceptible flagging

which several times degenerated into blunders. Every
allowance must be made, of course, for the nervous-

ness of a first night ; but we are inclined to believe

that Mrs. Moulton so often loses command of her

voice because her training has been nice rather than
severe. She seems to be deficient also in the dra-

matic power which is necessary for an effective singer

on the public stage.

(From the N. T. Times, Oct. 17.)

***** There is about Mrs. Moulton a strong

fascination, which is felt before she opens her lips at

all, and which afterward is hardly to be resisted.

Perhaps this implies that Mrs. Moulton owes more
to personal magnetism and less to the mastery of her

art than we mean to convey ; and perhaps suspicion

regarding tte stress of the former might well at first

warp the judgment of practical observers. We hasten,

therefore, to say that without any such magnetisna at

all, Mrs. Moulton might be a fine, even if a much
less sympathetic artist ; and that we have never seen

any first appearance whatever so curiously free from
the characteristic blemishes of such occasions. The
lady came upon the stage with that simple grace
which commonly takes so long to acquire, and, with

the faintest, evanescent sign of timidity, sang at once
as if she had been ased to face crowds in a vast hall

for years. As the programme of this interesting
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occasion has appeared in none of the advertisements,

we place it on reeord :

PART I.

Overtore, "Semiramide" RoasiDi
The Orchestra

1. Largo at Factotum, '-Burbiere" Bossini
Sigoor Rooconi.

2. Fantasia, "Martha"' Sarasate
Signor Sarasate

3. Bel Raggio, "Semiramide" Rossini
Mrs. Charles Moulton.

4. Romanza, "Faust" Gounod
Signor Leoni.

5. Are Maria with violia obligate Qounod
Mr3. Charles Moulton.

Pakt II.

Orertnre, '^Gazaa Ladra" .' Rossini
The Orchestra.

-6. Connais-tule Pays. '*MigQon'' Thomas
Mi.'S Palmer.

7. Duo, "Elisir d'Amore" Donizetti
Mrs. Ctiarles Moultou and Sigoor Ronconi.

8. Amlante and Finale, Concerto Mendelssohn
Signor Sarasati.

9. CaTatina, "Betty" Donizetti
Mrs. Charles Moulton

10. Duo, "Una Sera d'Amore" Campana
Miss Palmer and Signor Leoni.

Grand March.

Mrs. Moulton rendered "Bel Raggio"'as we have
Dot heard it i>efore in tiie concert-room. Her purity

and volume of tone, the surpassing finish of her ex-

ecution, the amazing facility and unexceptionable

elegance of her florid passages deserved and gained

unmixed admiration. In response to the earnest

demand of her auditors, Mrs. Moulton then sang a

French chansonetie, with an archness and gaiety in

admirable contrast with her opening effort. Signor
Ronconi was heartily welcomed, and trolled forth the

well-worn "Largo al Factotum" with much of his

old voice and all of his old humor and fire. In the

"Ave Maria," set to meet the best qualities of her

voice, Mrs. Moulton again won the hearty sutfrage

of her public, and the first part ended in quite a

blaze of enthusiasm. Signor Pablo Sarasate. of
whom we should like to write more fully when more
space is at command, proved himself an artist of high

rank, and was heartily encouraged. The second
part of the entertainment was, as regards plaudits

and universal satisfaction, a repetition of the first

;

and the opinion was generally expressed at the close

that Mrs. Moulton had made, in all respects, a great

success.

Of all past singers, Mrs. Moulton undoubtedly
most recalls the traditions of Malibran The voice

is a mezzo-soprano of exquisite melodiousness, sweet
rather tfian strong, although of strength sufficient,

even in an extended range, and producing, when
first heard, the kind of strange thrill of admiring
exultation wrought by the first glorious bloom of
Spring flowers, or the firot view of a sublime land-

scape. What is the secret of this ? Simply the rev-

elation of a capacity for passion ; a revelation con-
veyed by the most perfect of musical instruments,

whose natural beauty has been brought to the rarest

perfection without being hardened and worn away
by the educating attritions. It is nonsense to style

Mrs. Moulton an amateur. She is already an artist

in the fullest sense, since she can not only stand the

lest of rigid technical examination, but possesses the

more splendid gifts that neither experience nor the

most elaborate culture and labor can alone confer.

Doubtless she may improve upon herself, and we
greatly mistake her if she does not feel that she
should try. But Mrs. Moulton, as she is, brings far

more to delight and to teach into the eoncert-room
than many a singer of long won repute and exten-
sive following. There are sintrers in plenty who can
"execute ;" the rarity is to find a sini;er whose exe-

cution has a soul behind it ; and between some of
these artists and Mrs. Moulton, there is much the

same difference that exists between a musical-box
and a sky-lark.

(From the Nation, Oct. 26.)

The first thought that probably came into the minds
of many of those who tlien heaid Mrs. Moulton fur

the first time was in regard to the reposeful character

of her art. Whoever looked for startling eflTects was
disappointed. That is not the direction in which
nature has endowed her. Her effects are quietly pro-

duced, and are the results of purity of voice an<l per-

fection of method, and not of any pfienomenal range
or power. Those who look to be a.stonished by
either wealth of voice or intensity of method will look

in Tain. Mrs. Monlton's art must be enjoyed by giv-

ing one's self up in a quiet spirit to the appreciation

of beau'iful tones f>eaulifully produced. Every
phrase will then be found to be charmingly sung, and
every passage, however intricate, perfectly vocaliz/.d

Work, however, of such fineness is not of the kind
that commands most folly popular applause, and we
doubt very much whether Mrs. Moulton will be found
to possess the riualiiy of talent that most surely ex-

cites the enthusiasm of the public. Her voice is

neither large, nor powerful, nor vibratory, nor of
great compass and extent, and her style is not dra-

matic. There is nothing electric in her sinwintr,

nothing vivid in the color that «be gives to the music.
Her own manner is calm and dispassionate, and she
fails to quicken the pulse of her hearers, or to excite
any other emotion than that of contentment at the

perfection of the art.

We recognize in Mrs. Moulton a voice of delicious

softness, rich and warm in its quality—though her
singing is not warm—flexible, and under perfect

training. She possesses, also, the capacity of^ sing-

ing with demi-voix more perfectly than any other per-

son we have ever heard, tosether with true intonation

and personal characteristics that are in her favor.

But, on the other hand, her style, thouuh a highly
cultivated one, does not seem to us in the hishest

sense artistic. The art is only truly noble which
subdues the personality of the singer to itself, and
puts the sentiment of the music first in importance,
the vocalism second, the artist last.

We also find Mrs. Moulton, as an artist, lacking

in earnestness of purpose. Miss Wynne, a much
inferior singer, so far as natural endowments were
concerned, through the possession of this quality im-
presses herself far more stronciy upon her audience.
Hearing the two singers at the same hall, on consec-

utive evenings, the difference in effect upon their

audiences of their ballad singing could not fail to be

remarked. The latter seemed to foreet herself, and
to desire to impress only her musical thought upon
the listeners, the latter to interpose herself between
the sonc" and the audience.

Mrs. Moulton is, undonhfedlv. a very perfect par-

lor sinser, but her capacities do not seem to have ex-
panded themselves as yet to the limits of the concert-

room, and, unless her art deepens and broadens itself,

we greatly doubt whether she will meet with those

triumphs that her friends have so confidently predic-

ted for her.

Chicago, Pyro-Musically Considered.

{From our Chicago Correspondent
)

Desperate cases require desperate treatment, is the

substance of an old adage ; and I trust the present

emergency may be sufficient to excuse the verbal

new creation which heads this article.

The telegraph and the daily press have harped in-

dustriously enouirh on the terrible calamity which

has jjefallen us ; the unfortunate "Phcenix" has been

compelled to ri^e from her ashes a vast number of

times within the last three weeks, entirely irrespec-

tive of the thousand years grace provided for in the

original contract. What I propose to do here is to

give a slight glance at the extent of the destruction,

correct a few of the more glaring errors of the illus-

trated papers, and then give a synopsis of the musi-

cal situation so far as the smoke allows me.

The extent of the calamity is absolutely inconceiv-

able. A city of about one hundred t! ousand inhab

itants is entirely blotted out. More property is burned

than the entire city of Buffalo, and Buffalo is a large

city. There are about eighteen miles of streets burned

clean in the South Division. Of these, nearly six

were bnilt up with buildings that would average a

cost of SIOOO a foot, on eich sir'e of the i tre t. Th's

alone gives a loss of over .$6n,000,000. The other

eight miles (for 1 allow about four miles of crossings)

were built over at a cost, I should think, of about

S2.')0 a foot. Making about $17,000,000 more. This

gives about S90,000,000 as the loss ou the South side.

On the North side there were burned over something

like fifty miles of streets, improved at an average cost

of about S2no a linear foot. Of course some parts

were worth much more ; but for the whole, taking

the vacant lots and the poor districts, I think this is

sufficiently high. Here we have a loss of about S60,-

000,000. The stocks of goodt lost would not exceed

S.iO,000,000, I think. Total, not over .$200 000,000,

or enough to have carried on the lute war about three

months. I doubt whether the same amount of prop

erty was ever before reduced to ashes in so short a

time. This estimate of the loss is large enough to

satisfy any prudent man who knows the character of

the improvements destroyed. Upwards of 17.000

buildings were burned in the North Division. When
I was over there Monday morning about nine o'clock,

the fire had just reached Chicago Avenue, except east

of Clark St., where it was already along to Division

St. Here in a region of frame dwellings for aspace

of half a mile wide and a mile long, every family was

doing the best it could to move out. Expressmen

were charging $100 a load, and were transporting

things but a short distance for that. With some dif-

ficulty we made our way around north of the fire to

the park in front of Unity Church. This is the

church with two towers in the same group with the

New England church, in Eviry Salurdny. The lat-

ter church had already burned. The residence be-

tween that and Unity was yet intact. The heat o

the fire was great there, and presently Unity Church

ignited in one of its towers, and soon went with the

others. The park in front was stored full of house-

hold goods. Robert Collyer managed to save here

some of his books. Good man ! I saw him next

day gathering the remnant of his household goods

into a wagon and move them toward a shelter—but

where I know not. All that night we watched for the

wind to change and sweep the West side. But a mer-

ciful Providence spared us that, and so we have left

the domiciles of over 200,000 inhabitants.

The .'.rtists of Harper's Weflcly have put it on

rather strong in the picture called "The rush over

Randolph St. Bridge." The building there repre-

sented as burning stands as good as ever ; it never

was on fire at all, and if it had been, the wind would

have carried the flames exactly the opposite direction

from that in the picture. So also of the large pic-

ture showing a bird's eye view of the fire. The wind

blows exactly the wrong way. It camefrom the south-

west, the night of the fire.

Then, too, the writer tells ns of Lincoln Park and

the prairie becoming a bog by reason of the rain, and

of a rain that had fallen a few days before. The fitct

is, there was scarcely any rain that night, and had

been none at all for three weeks before ; if there had

been, the fire would not have caught so easily.

Another tells us of the fire being transported by block

pavements. This also is nonsense. The blocks show

exactly how that was. They are not burned on the

edges, but only charred in the centre, where cinders

fell on them. There are miles and miles which are

entirely uninjured, and none at all was burned up.

The fire did communicate by the plank side-walk.

Of that there is no doubt ; and to-day not a foot of

it remains in all the burnt district to tell the tale.

Au'ain, all the writers make great account of the

robberies and pillagitig. These I believe to be sheer

fabrication. I was on patrol several nights, and I

know of no instance of the sort, nor could I trace

any one to a reliable source. The same is true of

incendiarism. There is no evidence of an intentional

fire, since that fatal day. The fifty people hung and

shot were executed (if they died at all) by "men in

buckram." The city has been in a terribly excited

stale, and any rumor speedily grew.

Of course, in such a time, all selfishness came Xf>

the surface Many manifested a disposition to raise

prices of ordinary necessities of which an unlimited

supply was wiihin thiee hours rail, and more than

one hundred and fifty rail road trains a day anxious

to bring it in. But the first day General Sheridan

issued an order which stopped this for the moment,

and in one day trade moved on again.

Some men, on the contrary, manifested jrreat kind-

ness. Mr. J. F. Fargo, the author of one or two

singing books, had a snite of rooms in the heart of

the city. He was interested in the fire some $20,000.

But instead of spending the time in regrets, he turned

his attention to assisting his ptiorer neighbors. Tell-

ing them to pack their valuables into as small com-
pass as they could, they soon had several trunks

ready, and he set himself to help get them to a place

of safety. Happening fortunately to have about two

hundred dollars in his pocket-book, he paid out the

last cent in procuring tranHportation for these trunks,

of which only one was his. They were finally saved,

thanks to his persistent effort.
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Mr. T. N. Caulfield had lately come to the city

from Washington. Hi? room was in the business

part of the town. He assisted others so much as to

have his own clothes nearly bnrncd off him. All his

personal effects were lost.

Mr. A. J. Creswold, oue of our best concert organ-

ists, saved not half a toilet, and his wife hardly more.

He has gone to St. Louis, I hear.

Personally I was most affected by the losses of Mr.

Dudley Buck. He had a very pleasant place, a large

brick house with basement, in all some thirteen or

fourteen rooms. Adjacent was his music-hall, about

20ft. by 40, containing his beautiful three-manual or-

gan of twenty-two sounding stops, seven composition

pedals, and the usual couplers. The fire took this

about four o'clock in the morning. Mr. Buck was
in Albany that night. But friends were there and
fought cinders on the roof until it became apparent

that the family must leave. Mrs. Buck accordingly

saved three or four trunks of things, and herself and
family finally found a place of safety through the

kindness of Geo. L. Dunlap, Esq., late of the North-

western Rail Road. Mr. Back was organist of St.

James church, where he had a new organ (by John-
son) which in all its appointments was the most sat-

isfactory of any instrument in the city. But not a

vestige now remains. Mr. Buck lost his valuable

house and organ, as well as all his furniture ; but

worse than that his uncommonly fine library, which

was as good a "working library of music" as I ever

saw. It embraced a very rich collection of Church
Music (including all of the Bach scores published by
the Bach and Handel Society of Leipsic) a great deal

of organ music, the complete scores of Beethoven,

orchestral, vocal, and chamber, a large assortment of

the best German works on Theory, Topfer's valua-

ble work on organ-building, etc., etc. Besides this he

had a fine miscellaneous library. So on Wednesday
Mr. Buck reached Chicago to find himself without a

local habitation, and a poorer man by some $20,000

than when he left home. But great as the money
loss is, I have had experience enough to know that it

is the books, and manuscripts, and the organ, that

Mr. Buck will miss most. I do not wonder, there-

fore, that he turned his face toward Boston.

And it is for this that I am particular to mention
all these things. During the three years that he has

been in this city, he has done more to elevate the tone

of the profession than any other man. All the best

church organists of the city, except one or two, have
taken lessons of him ; and every man of them has a

higher opinion of Dudley Buck's ability as an organ-

ist, than before he was brought close enough to ad-

mit of measurement. As a teacher of advanced
Harmony, Counterpoint and Fugue, he had a mon-
opoly in this locality, and m my opinion deserved it.

This is the greatest musical loss that the fire brought
us.

Our school powers have cat off music from the

public schools. Messrs. Whittemore and Blackman
have gone, one to St. Louis, the other to Andover,
Mass. They are both very superior teachers.

The press fared hardly. To begin at home, the

Musical Independent lost its mail lists and all its files.

It will not be revived until January. The Song Mes-
seng'j- saved its books, but it.s editor, Mr. J. R. Mur-
ray, was burned out of his home and compelled to go
east on account of sickness in his family. A tempo-

rary hand is bringing out the November number.
The Advance, that noble religious paper, lost every

thing but its prestige and maillists. These were in

the safe. So of the Christian Advocate and Standard.

The Tribune thought itself secure, but the fire ate out

the interior of the rooms. A part of the wall was
blown away by the bursting of a Krupp shell, kept in

a window as a curiosity. The Little Corporal lost

with the others. Two new books by Mrs. Emily
Huntington Miller were destroyed just as the plates

were ready for the press.

The music houses lost heavily. Lyon & Healy had

a heavy stock. They lost eighty pianos, and all their

music and books. Root & Cady estimate a loss of

about $200,000 In it are the plates of three books,

the Charm, The Song King, and the Curriculum. Ly-

on & Healy lost the plates and the first edition of

Baumbach's new collection of Sacred Music, as well

as all their other plates. Another heavy loser in this

line was Mr. J. Butterfield, whose new cantata "Bel-

shnzzar" was destroyed.

Mr. W. K. Nixon did a handsome thing. Although

a heavy loser by the fire, he owned the only building

left intact in the burnt district, a fire proof building

for oflSces and banks. His schedule of prices was

fixed before the fire. But he reduced it ten per cent.,

and filled his building with tenants who had been

burned out, refusing offers of twice and thrice what
he asked. It is better to be a gentleman, than rich.

The prospect for music this winter is poor indeed.

The Oratorio Society lost their books, including sets

of the Messiah, Creation, etc.. Hymn of Praise, etc.

There is talk of reviving the organization for this

winter in two divisions. Who would be director I

cannot say, for Mr. Balatka has removed to Milwau-
kee. About the only man left competent to the place

is Mr. J. A. Butterfield.

Signor Dama came here, but the smoke was too

strong, and he went back to Boston.

It really seemed sad to lose the beautiful Crosby
Opera House. It had been renovated and wonder-
fully improved at an expense of about $80,000. I

was present at a 'private view' a few days before the

fire, and all agreed that it was the most beautiful in-

terior of any theatre in the country. The gold rep

used to relieve the crimson upholstery of the prosce-

nium boxes, cost $20 a yard in gold. The decora-

tions had been carried on under the eye of Mr. Cros-

by himself, by Mr. Garrison, the gentlemanly and
able manager. McVicker's theatre was also newly
fitted up this year, at great expense. Farwell Hall

was given over to lectures. Theodore Thomas left

rather abruptly. He was to have opened the Opera
House Monday night. About $100,000 worth of or-

gans were destroyed by the fire, including three of

Hook's, worth $18,000, three of Johnson's worth

$23,000.—And this is a part of "What'I know about
Fire." Der Fbetschdetz.

Carl Tausig.*

(CoDtlDUed from page 117).

Pub'ic opinion had condemned his experiments

severely ; more severely he himself condemned his

doings when he had come to calmly judge of his

musical aspirations so far. He forged the arrows of

a vile criticism into a critical file, which all through
life he kept and conscientiously applied. What
enigmas his art enthusiasm might be unable yet to

solve, his studies in speculative philosophy, to which
he had been long devoted, and in practical (not theo-

retical) art-aesthetics, gradually cleared up for him.
For many years fame was entirely silent about him.
He withdrew to his solitary study, living in different

cities at different times. Thus he was kept in some
contact with the world and its influences. For some
time he would thus live in retirement at Geneva,
London, Brussels and other cities ; at times he would
return to Vienna. Here he formed a warm attach-

ment to Johannes Brahms, whom he most highly

esteemed as an eminent composer and as one of the

most interesting virtuosi. These intimate relations

to Brahms did not change his devotion to Wagner
and Liszt. Cruel fate was yet kind enough to him
to give him an opportunity of showing his gratitude

shortly before his death to the two masters, who had
exerted the most lasting influence on his artistic

development. In Berlin he met Wagner during the
festiviiies institmed in honor of the latter, and Liszt
he visited at Leipzig.

I ( * Translated for this Journal from the Leipzig SIgnale)
|

During the last months of 1865 Carl Tausig, after

an absence of seven years, returned to Berlin, to

resume the practical activity for which he had so well

prepared himself. At first probably intent only on a

short visit, the admiration—enthusiasm it may be

called—of his hearers, increasing with every concert,

caused him to take up his residence in Berlin, to

make it his head-quarters for his concert excursions.

Undertaken at longer or shorter intervals, far and

wide, these became real triumphs. Anton Rubinstein

alone was named together with him as a worthy

rival. It need not be stated that the "rivals" were

connected by mutual regard and hearty admiration

of each other's excellent points. The Prussian

court, in consequence of his growing fame at home
and abroad (in Russia, Holland, &c.), nominated

him royal court-pianist ; Austria, still more unexpect-

edly, decorated him with a high order. These tem.

porary concert excursions, carried out with a feverish

restlessness that may gradually have undermined his

constitution, never too robust, he looked upon as

extra work, to secure a livelihood. The greater

part of the year was devoted by him with self-sacrifi-

cing love to his conservatory for the piano at Berlini

for which he engaged as assistants the best artists,

such as C. F. Weitzmann, Adolf Jenssen, Louis

Ehlert, and others. Two days in the week, from

morning till night, he devoted himself to these pupils

completely, who clung to him with enthusiastic love.

Many of them, by their musical excellence, will do
credit to their teacher. His artist nature, nervously

intent on the most serious cultivation of his art, and
utterly averse to all superficiality, would not allow

him to give lessons to dilettanti. That seemed to

him too much like trade, and would have worn out

his sensitive nerves the sooner. The remaining

five days of the week he devoted with unremitting

zeal to enlarging his repertoire, to further improve"

ment of his playing, though acknowledged by every
one as perfect ; his ear, gr owing every moment more
refined, guiding him surely to improvements, patent

only to him. His ideal, with every degree of im
provement, rose one degree higher; and this "Fanst"-

like trait of character stamps him one of the mos'
imposing artist natures. In the immediate interest

of his Conservatory he applied his mind and the sum
of practical experiences made during the time of his

assiduous studies to editing classical, instructive

studies. His edition of dementi's Gradus ad
Parnassum and of selections from J. Sebastian Bach's

"Well-tempered Clavichord," his concert edirions of
various works of Scarlatti, Schubert, C. M. von
Weber, have been a common property of cultivated

pianists, justly taking the place of older and contem-

poraneous arrangements and editions. They are

incontestible proofs of the merits of their author, for

the future of the art of piano-playing for all, artists

teachers and students. His ingenious fantasias full

of originality, on Hungarian Gipsy melodies, and
the two beautiful Etudes marked opus 1, show that he

intended to devote himself to composition again. Sad
fate ! T he longing for original creation, gratified

for the first time in this composition, marked opus 1

is the last smile, the last sigh of an artist, whose
glowing, poetic fancy never had grown cold, but was
restrained in each and every manifestation by the

severe self-criticism of his philosophic mind, when-
ever the final decision of his head wos not perfectly

harmonious with the inspiration of his soul. This

"opus 1" is at the same time a self condemnation

and a proof of the renouncing of former "youthful

ndiscretions" so called ; it promised a rich harvesf

of golden fruits to the musical world. He little

thought that death would so soon arrest him with his

brutal halt ! on the new path he had struck into ',

the blade did not feel that its scabbard was used up,

consumed. The saying : "la lame a us€ le fourreau,"

'f applicable to any artist's death, is applicable to
that of Tausig.

(Concloslon next time.)
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The English Ballad Concerts.

Mr. George Dolby's admirable group of English

singers,—being each and all of the very best repre-

sentatives of what there is best in the English school

of song,—have more than met the highest expecta-

tions of our best Boston audiences. In three concerts

(Saturday, Sunday and Monday evenings, Oct. H,
15 and 16) they gave such fresh and rare delight to

the most rausieal persons, as well as to the many, that

a like triplet of the same sort of entertainments was

ventured a week later; and that it was equally suc-

oe«^ful shows that the charm was real and will wear.

This charm, for the most part, lies in the manner, far

more than in the matter of the performances. For

nothing short of such a group of artists, good in

every point, could reconcile a cultivated music-lover

to sitting through anything so tedious and so empty

as a whole evening of what are commonly called Eng-

lish Ballads. Indeed the term "ballad' has acquired

of late years a new sense, being applied to all sorts

of modem sentimental, namby-pamby, imitative,

hot-house products of the Balfes, the Wallaces, the

Claribels. &c., far oftener than to the real ballads,

songs (mostly rhymed narratives) that sprung fresh

out of the heart of a simpler age, and have a native

flavor, a charm of unaffected quaintness and sincerity,

which the concert shop songs of to day entirely lack.

England is the great manufactory and mart of this

kind of song, the peculiar home of the common pl.ice

in sentimental melody ; and English publics thrive

upon such lengths of this dull sort of appetite as

would make any other people live in present night-

mare and in fear of palsy. In length and in monot-

ony a London ballad programme is "fearfully and

wonderfully made ;" its interminable string of

would-be tender and pathetic songs all have the same

cloying family resemblance that we find in the timbre

of the various Sax instruments that render all our

brass bands so expressive of satiety, especially when

they sentimentalize, as trumpets emasculated into

comets are so much inclined to do ; and, worse yet,

all such songs are calculated for encores, so that the

sitter-through must swallow one "square meal" upon

the top of another ; and singers think they must

oblige the spoiled public, which, by insane applause,

has first spoiled them, or the like of them, in whose

footsteps they follow.

The only real fault we have heard found with the

Dolby Concerts has been with the programmes. But

there has been enough of what is good aud classical

in them to give the noble singers worthy opportunity,

each more than once; and all of them have done

their part so well, that this complaint gives way to

wonder how it is possible for such intelligent, refined,

trae artists to spend their art on so much most indif-

ferent music; it is wasting the "precious ointment"

upon common heads. Of coarse some of these six

programmes were better than others ; the two on

Sanday evenings, particalarly the second one, con-

tained music that was worth the while and worthy of

such interpreters. The poorest programme was the

last where Bishop, Wallace, Balfe, Ardili, &c., fol-

lowed in close succession, and each song was supple-

mented by an encore piece of the same description,

even to "The heart bowed down,"—strange theme

for the grand voice and style of Mr. Santley !

—But now to a more plea,sant theme for us—the

artists themselves. More perfect elements, whether

for quartet or for solo singing, we have seldom if

ever known to be brought together. In all the con-

certed pieces the unity was complete ; the voices

blended as from inmost sympathy and a fine common

nnderstanding, each losing itself in the whole, while

its individnality was all the more palpably felt and

as it were consecrated by the harmony, without which

it would be imperfectly itself. Fine intelligence

and the most conscientious, patient preparation and

rehearsal were evident in every smallest .effort of this

kind. Such thoroughness should be a lesson to our

singers. The perfect concert manners, or deport-

ment of the whole troupe, loo, was refreshing, and

should do good here as a model. Quiet, dignified,

respectful to their task and to their audience they all

were, indulging in no tricks of vanity and no nndue

familiarity. The Quartets were mostly sting by Miss

Edith Wynne, Madame Patey, Mr. W. H. Com
MINGS,and Mr. J. G. Patey,—the latter gentleman do-

ing more effective service as a solid, welt-trained basso

in the quartets, than in the few solos which he sang,

though his renderingof FIander3"Tears,such as tender

fathers shed," and "Shall I in Mamre's fertile plains,"

was unexceptionable. Mr. Santley took part in

two Quintets : the Sa)ictus from Rossini's Messe

So!eiJ7ieIle, which was most exquisitely sang, and a

Madrigal by Festa : "Down in a flowery vale," a

quaint and interesting specimen of the Italian mad-

rigal composers of the 16th century ; also in a Trio :

"When the wind blows," by Bishop. Other Quartets,

more or less interesting themselves, all gem-like in

the purity of execution, were "The Shepherd's Sab-

bath-day," by Hatton ; "God is a Spirit," from The
Woman of Samaria (Bennett) ; "Honor and Glory,"

from Costa's Naaman ; Mendelssohn's part-song

:

"Resting place ;" the Glees : "Here in cool Grot"

(Lord Mornington), "Sleep, gentle Lady" (Bishop),

"There is beauty on the mountain" (Goss), "See the

Chariot" (Horsley), "Where the bee sucks" (Dr.

Arne and Jackson), and Hatton's "When evening's

twilight."

The Soprano of the troupe. Miss Edith Wynne,
though less demonstrative and sharing less pub-

lic notice than others of the party, did win our

admiration more and more, not only by her sweet,

true, even voice,— of a veiled quality, but charming,

—

her facile, free and finished execution, her thoroughly

artistic style and faultless, genuine expression, but

by the self forgetting, conscientious way in which

she made the true expression of the music the one

aim and motive of her whole performance. There

was no prima donna egotism to be seen about it

;

her song is a sincere service, a devotion, it would

seem, to the Ideal, and like a "still, small voice" it

steals directly to the heart. She is one of the

sweetest, purest, most refined, most musical inter-

preters both of the simple ballad and of more artistic

forms of composition. In the part-singing nothing

could add a finer grace, or gild the whole with softer,

light, than her most flexible, sweet voice, thridding

the mazy passages so deftly and with such instinct

of proportion in the florid passages. Nor do you feel

any inadequacy of power where majesty or pathos

are required, although the voice is one of slender

volume, nor any lack of brilliancy or sweetness in the

upper tones. Her rendering of Cherubini's Ave

Maria, of a Recitative and Air from Arthur Sulli-

van's "Prodigal Son," of Schubert's Ave Maria, was

exquisitely chaste and finished, but in no sense over-

done. This artist seems to have kept herself un-

stained of the world, i.e., above the influence of

applauding publics. The joy and rapture of Bach's

"My heart ever faithful" lost something by the too

slow time in which she took it; the steadfast, fervent,

serious faith was there, but not not the almost merri-

ness of healthy piety which Bach gives vent to in

that sunshiny song. Of the modern "ballad" kind

Miss Wynne sang, ("always to a charm so far ns the

composition would allow) "Oh ! bid your faithful

Ariel fly" (T. Linley) ; "Marjorie's Almanack"

(Mme. Sainton Dolby) ; "Tell mo, my heart"

(Bishop); "Will he come?" (Sullivan); "Should

he upbraid?" (Bishop^; "The old Cottage Clock"

(Molloy)—they had struck the "old clock" and "old

arm-chair" vein in that last programme, and worked

it liberally in the encores,—and others in response to

recalls. Among the most delightful of the old Eng-

lish favorites of thirty years ago were the Duets: "As

it fell upon a day," and "I know a bank," as here

snng with consummate grace by Miss Wynne and

Mme. Patey. For once, at least, one can find pleas-

ure in such old songs so sung.

Madame Patey unites with a fine presence, and

face full of generous, sometimes inspired expression,

one of the richest, largest and most evenly developed

contralto voices we have ever heard. She, too, is an

artist, with a deal of simple pathos in her song. Of

homely ballads she is one of the very best inter-

preters. If she have any fault, it is that of occasion-

ally—not very often—overdoing in the matter of

expression. But this we charfje not so much to the

singer, as to the ballad style itself; for ballads

brought before a public audience put the singer in a

somewhat false position ; ballads belong to home and

quiet twilight hours; they inevitably become over-

done before great publics ; the very traits in the

delivery which are the least true and simple are the

most applauded, and singers (all but the greatest)

follow where applause leads. A ballad hardly seems

itself in a great concert room ; in braving the ex-

posure it is pretty sure to take on false airs. Nor

was the fine ballad singing of Mme. Patey always

an exception to the rule. Tom Moore's "Meeting of

the Waters," for instance, was all simple and perfect

till the last phrase, when the concert trick came,

—

the voice descended into three or four astonishingly

strong deep tones ; this was encored, and repeated in

the same way, only "more so." But the false conven-

tionalisms of the English concert-room aflTect the sim-

ple, noble, large and heartfelt singing of this lady in a

slight degree compared with most. Her's is whole-

souled singing, and she is mistress of her art in a

high sense. In "Auld Robin Gray," "Little Nell"

(Linley), "Lillie's Good Night" (Philp), "Sweet and

Low" (Wallace), and the old English ditty: "Come

lasses and lads," &c., &c., she seized whatever

life and individuality there might be in each song.

Of her sacred selections, that in which we enjoyed

her most was Handel's "What though I trace," from

Solomon. Gounod's song : "There is a green hill far

away" seemed "sacred" rather in the sentimental-

feeble sense ; but both that and Costa's "I dreamt I

was in heaven" were beautifully sung. In Rossini's

"0 salutarias hostia" and in the "Quis est Homo,"

with Miss Wynne, there was a wealth of feeling and

of beauty in her tones.

Mr. W. H. CoMMiNGS, who won the sympathies

of the most musical part of Boston in- the last Orato-

rio Festival, has renewed the charm of his sweet, del-

icate, artistically managed tenor voice, and of his

highly intellectual, refined and sympathetic rendering

of whatever music he may undertake. His delivery

of "Deeper and deeper still" and "Waft her angels"

was even more exquisitely pure and touching than

before, and was really the gem of the first of the two

sacred concerts. "Cujus animann" rather tried his

power, yet it was finely given. His own setting of

Longfellow's "When the hours of day are numbered,',

was, in his chaste, sincere delivery, a faithful, realiz.

ing recitation of the poem, true to its spirit and its

every thought,—genuine, if unpretending as a com-

position. It seemed odd to sec and hear the thought-

ful looking Cummings in the "old chair" business

(song by Balfe). And why, if "Come into the gar-

den, Maud" must be sung, select so fiat and com-

monplace a setting of it as the one by Balfe? Mr.

Drescl'sis a thousand times more worthy of the po-

em. Mr. Cummings for an old ballad sang "Draw

the sword, Scotland," and also divers songs by Bra-

ham, Bishop, &c.

And now of the world famous basso, Mr. Sant-

li;y. Nothing more satisfactory, in voice, or method,

or artistic rendering, has been vouchsafed us here by

bass or baritone. The solid, yeoman look and bear-
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ingoftheraan,—frank, simple, quiet, difjnified, im-

pressive,—gave assurance which was more than fully

confirmed. His organ is indeed a rare and glorious

one. In quality (or timbre) it is baritone, but its great

ranjre includes deep, ponderous bass tones, and it as-

cends with ease and scarcely any diminution of vol-

ume, and without break anywhere, into warm, golden

heights of tenor. The whole is of a rich, full diapa-

son quality, rolling forth in free, generous organ

tones as from an exhaustless source. The proper

bass tones are, to be sure, a little harder than the rest,

suggestive of the deep reed stops of an organ. His

method is so perfect, or so natural, that you perceive

no method : the ars celare artem, if it be art at all, is

here consummate. The stamp of artistic honesty and

thoroughness is on all he does. It is direct, manly,

simple singing, without any ad capfandum nonsense

(beyond *"hat invariable conventionalism of English
singers, the holding out of a strong high note upon
the final cadence, as if to notify the public that the

job is done and you go off with flying colors). A
fine intelliaence pervades his singing ; with a sure in-

stinct he seizes and conveys the point and all the

meaning of the song. To hear Santley sing the love

sonjj of the Cyclops : "0 ruddier than the cherry"

in Hnndel's Acis and Galatea, or from the Alexand-

er's Feast: "Revenge, Timotheus cries," were worth
an evening's lime alone. Have we ever heard the

Handelian roulades sung with such a happy ease

and certainty, all movine: on so smoothly and com-
posedly, with never any faltering or pivinjj out of

breath, and musical and graceful and alive, as in his

rendering of the former? Or any serious cantabiJe

more large, or more expressive and imaginf\tive than

he gave us in the second fminor) portion of the latter:

'These are Grecian ghosts," His "Pro Peccatis" was
the srrandest, truest we have ever heard ; for even

Badiali, glorious baritone as he was too, was not un-

spoiled by audience like most Italian opera heroes.

The opening ot Pergolesi's "Sanctum et terribile"

was eiven by Mr. Santley with impressive dignity

and grandeur; the Allegro of the piece which fol-

lows is hardly worthy of so imposing a beginning.

Neukomm's "Confirma hoc Deus" is not a gr^at

composition, but it gave opportunity for S;intley's

grand and stirring declamation. The Offertorium

by Dr. Chard (the Oxford professor in 1518?);: "The
Mass was sunt;," effective in the solo, was doubly so

through the responses as of a cathedral quartet choir

within ; we never knew such "voices Irom within"
to blend so truly with the principal. Gounod's "Naz-
areth," and Hatton's dercriptive ballad, "The Wreck
of the Hesperus," each in its way a strikinj; compo-
sition, showed something of the graphic and dramatic
power of Santley, which must be more than ordinary.

It was a sorry joke to hear such noble powers engnged
in the stale ditty of "The heart bowed down ;" but
his entirely simple, serious, whole-hearted and full-

breasted singing of the Dibdin sea-song, "Tom Bow-
line," was ballad singing of the truest and most
toucbinj; kind.

Will it not be a grand thing when we hear him
and all these singers with the Handel and Haydn So-
ciety in Oratorio, as we are promised at Thanksgiv-
ing in "Elijah" and in "Judas Maccahajus ?"

We must not forget to speak of a very important,
indeed central member of the Dolby partv, the admi
rable piano accompanist, Mr. Lindsay Sloper. He
is a ttiorough-bred musician, and no accompaniment
could be more precise, more sympathetic, than his.

There is a charm of disinterestedness in his coopera-
tion ; his whole heart is in the music, and he forgets

himself. As a classical solo pianist, too, he gave
good proof of his artistic quality. Movements from
Beethoven Sonatas, Songs without Words by Men-
delssohn, &c., were very clearly, finely rendered.
Best of al! Handel's "Harmonious Blacksmith" vari-

ations ; for Chopin his tempo seemed too rigid and
inflexible.

MRS. CHARLES MODLTON, on coming out of the tropical

fervors of New York enthusiasm (witness the ecstatic su-

perlatives of the Pre.'^a, from which we copy the more moder-

ate portion in preceding columns) into what artists have been

taught to imagine the cold, critical, east wind atmosphere of

Boston, must have been greatly reassured by her reception in

the Music Hall on Monday evening-. She was in the presence

of admiring personal friends, a crowd of them, all eager to ad-

mire her more ; and there were many more of the most culti-

vated friends of music, ready, hoping, to admire. The beauty

of person and the easy, quiet grace of manner, made an imme-
diate imprea-=ion, and her entree was the signal for a most

cheering demonstration.

We do not undertake, from a first hearing, to settle her po-

sition among vocal artists. Artist she is, most certainly ;

—

*'mere amateur" on social grounds alone. We find our first

impressions in the miUn agreeing with the general sense of

what we have quoted, particulwrly from the Nation. Her

singing is "reposeful," never thrilling. Music seems to be a

plarid and voluptuous atmopphere with her, where all is ele-

gant and fragrant and delightful ; no great roused passions,

no deep stirrings of the soul, no yearnings for the Infinite, all

more akin to Rossini than to Beethoven; for brilliancy and

sparkle withal are not wanting, nor witching espicghrie. It

is the luxury of art, in which a healthy sensuousness, an elas-

ticity of vital spirits is implied.

We could have wished a better programme, for there was

little in it from which one could infer a serious direction in her

art love and, life. Yet doubtless her selections were of the

kind suited to her peculiar powers ; and we are always grate-

ful for Rossini and need hut the smallest Aria of Mozart to

make us happy.

What positive qualities were noted? First, undeniably, a

most lovely voice ; a mezzo soprano of large compass, rich end

warm and sympathetic throughout, sometimes suggesting in

the downward range the tone-tint of the clarionet, clear and

sweet and liquid in the high tones, every note distinctly

rounded, with a moat even, limpid flow in rapid passages. Not

s, great voice in power or volume, but one whose music is per-

vadin?, satisfying, quite at home in largest concert room as

well as the saloon.—Secondly [for good method is implied],

consummate execution. This wasprovedin theflond Se77iira-

mide music: "Bell raggio," which seemed to sing itself through

her; and indeed, as has been said, her execution in mezza

voce is a marvel of perfection. Blumenthal's ''La Caprlcciosa'

afforded further exhibition of rare vocal virtuosity.

Again, of sweet and beautiful caTim^'Vc she showed herself

the mistress by her fine rendering of "Toi che sapete," vague

love songof that *'hudding Don Giovanni," the boy Cherubi-

no What she miebt do in large, lofty sacred song, there has

been nothing yet to .'^how. The tone with *'the tear in it" did

sometimes surprise you even amid the flowers of Serniramide-

In playful music, as in the duet with Dr. Dulcamara Fer-

ranti, and the '-taking" encore ballads, she show^* a freedom,

and an archness which might ensure success in Comic Opera.

So far we dissent from some of the criticisms, and think her

much more than a parlor singer ; but there is no need to

fancy her a Donna Anna or Fidelio.—One of her songs: "Be-

ware, he's fooling thee," was overdone, and seemed to overstep

the boundary of true reserve. It showed us how she could

prolong a trill, but there was a certain not entirely pleasant

suggestion of the Bacchante in the look and action. She must

be something of a witch. Is that the meaning of the song ?

Then it were best unsung. This was the strongest instance of

certain points of manner,—the air of familiarity, the ready

acceptance of applause, the too evident triumphantconscious-

ness of a magnetic power, which more than once disturbed

the pure impression of her art. But that this fascinating lady

of society is a Singer, of rare voice and talent, and an artist in

the use thereof, no one can doubt who heard her. Cambridge

and Boston may be proud of her.

Of the rest of the concert we can only add, that there was a

fair orchestra : that Sig. Sarasate confirmed the first impres-

sion of his admirable violin-playing ; that Mr. Wehli's fingers

played an infinite deal of nothing with the usual faultless

grace ; that Sig. Ferranti, happy, hearty, jovial Italian, al-

ways a child, interested in others quite as much as in himself,

sang "Lirgoal factotum" and his comical '^Feimnine ! fevi-

mine!'''' with all his volubility and rich power of voice, but,

in his ready sympathies, led on by laughter and applause,

much overdid the drollery thereof.

There wilt be further opportunity to hear Mrs. Moulton this

evening and several times next week.

Next. After the Ions:, dreary waste of miscel-

laneous "popular" programmes, the poverty whereof

is not redeemed by even the best of singers, it is

refreshing to see right before us concerts in which

the musical matter is made of quite as much and

even more importance than the manner. The

classical programmes will now take their turn. Two
series claim attention first :

1. The Stmphont Concerts begin on Thurs-

day next at three o'clock, p.m. (instead of half-past

three as formerly). The Orchestra, conducted by

Mr. Zerrahn, with Mr. EicHBERG as leader of the

violins, will play the " Wassertrager" overture, by

Cherubini ; Schubert's overture (first time in this

country) to "Alfonso and Estrella" ; the short little

gem of an Entr'acte from Schumann's "Manfred"

music, which was first introduced last winter; and

the Pastoral Symphony of Beethoven. Mrs. C. A.

Barrt will sing a very noble Concert Aria by

Mozart, never before sung here, with accompaniment

of orchestra and piano ohh'gato (Hugo Leonhard)
;

also an Aria from one of Handel's operas : **Con

rauco mormorio/' and one of the latest songs by

Franz, called ''Aprillaunen** (April Hnmors), both

doubtless for the first time in this country

—

Public

Re/iearsal on Tuesday, at 2 p.m.

2. The six Trio Matine'es of Messrs. Leonhard
and EiciiBERG will begin on the following Thursday

(I6th), at the beautiful Hall of the Mechanics' Chari-

table Association, corner of Chauncy and Bedford

Streets. The programmes are of the very choicest

and most happily combined. The first one offers : a

Beethoven Trio, Op. 70, No. 1 (Leonard, Eich-

BERG and Hartdegen) ; tliree Schumann Songs by

Mr. Kreissmann : Bach's great Chaconne for Violin

(Eichbc^g), with Schumann's accompaniment; two

Songs of Franz; and Schumann's Sonata, Op. 121,

for piano and violin.—Beyond, the prospect opens

rich as an October sunset, thus :

Nov. 30. Trio by Haydn, No. 7, in A ; two of

Schumann's three Romanzen for Oboe and Piano,

Op. 94 (Messrs. Kutzleb and Leonhard) ; Beethoven

Sonata, piano and violin, Op. 96 ; Nocturne, Op. 9,

No. 1, and Allegro vivace. Op. 51, by Chopin
;
Quar-

tet for piano, violin, &c.. Op. 47, Schumann, (Leon-

hard, Eichberg, H. Suck and Hartdegen).

Dec. 14. Gade; Sonata, violin and piano. Op.

21 ;

—

Schubert: Songs ("Dieliebe Farbe"and"Die

hose Farbe"), by Carl Gloggner Castelli ;

—

Bach:
Concerto, B minor, for two violins (Eichberg and H.

Suck) ;

—

Chopin : Ballade, in F ;

—

Schumann :

Trio, Op. 63, D minor, (and a magnificent work it

is!)

Dec. 21. Beethoven : Trio, C minor. Op. 1, No,

3 ;

—

Schu.mann : "Waldescenen" (9 little piano

pieces) ,-

—

Geminiani : Violin Sonata, comp. 1748,

(Eichberg);

—

Schumann : Quintet, Op. 44,for piano,

violin, &c.

Jan. 11. Beethoven: Sonata, piano and 'cello,

Op. 69, (Leonhard and Hartdegen) ;

—

Schusiann :

Songs from the Liederkreis : "Dichterliebe" (Kreiss-

mann) ;

—

Schubert ; Andante and Allegro for vio-

lin and piano, Op. 137, (Eichberg and Leonhard) ;
—

Handel : Sonata in G minor, and Bach : Siciliano,

—both for Oboe and Piano (Kutzleb and Leonhard);

—Schubert : Trio, Op. 99, in B flat.

Jan. 25. SCHUMANN : Sonata for piano and vio-

lin. Op. 105, A minor ;

—

Bach : Song from Christ-

mas Oratorio, with violin obligato (Gloggner Castel-

li) ;

—

Chopin; Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 2, and Scher-

zo, Op. 20 ;

—

Beethoven : Trio, Op. 70, No. 2, in

E fiat (Leonhard, Eichberg and A. Suck).

Omission and Errata. The article, in our last,

on Gilmore's next "Peace" speculation should have

been credited to The Song Journal, of Detroit.

Hans von Biilow's tribute to the memory of Tau-

sig, in the translation begun in our last number, was

carelessly ascribed to the Neue Zeitschrift, instead of

the Signale. It als o contained the following errors :

2d line, for "Academy" read Altenburg ; 2d column,

20th line from bottom, omit "it was"; 3d column,

9th line, for "Berlin" read Vienna.

The Chicago Fire, by which Music and musi-

cians were not spared, has restored to us, at least for

a time, a valued Correspondent, of late the editor of

the Musical Independent,—a paper that was like a

true mushroom among the scores of toadstools that

have kept starting up out of the rank soil of music-

trade all over the West and South,—not to speak of

nearer home. His letter from the ruins will be read

with interest. And we commend particularly to the

hospitality of musical Boston the gentleman of whom
he speaks so feelingly, perhaps the most accomplished

useful and successful of all American musicians set-

tled in the West, Mr. Dudley Buck, who,having lost

his all (house, organ, splendid musical library, &c.,)

has come to us. Any church here may be glad of

such an organist. His reputation also as a teacher

and composer has not to be made.

A few last notes of the Nilason Opera are crowded out.
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New York, Oct. 25. The month now drawing

to a close has furnished a great deal of music, much
bad and much good. I will begin at the beginning.

The Parepa-Rosa English Opera Company open-

ed at the Academy of Music on the 2d, when the

"Daughter of the Regiment" was performed. Mrae.

Rosa has received so much praise, during the past

few years, that it is unnecessary to say any thing

about her, except that her voice has lost none of its

former splendor. The following operas were given

during the season, some of them twice : "Don Juan,

'

"Martha," "Maritana," "Bohemian Girl," and "Sa-

tanella." The season closed with the best perform-

ance of "Trovatore" ever given in New York, Mme.
Gazzaniga as Azucena, and Herr Wachtel as Man-

rico. The audience was the largest ever assembled

in a theatre in New York, and the receipts amounted

to nearly nine thousand dollars.

Mme. Charles Moulton's del^ut occurred on the

16th. It caused much comment among the critics,

but almost all agreed that her talents had been exag-

gerated in the newspapers. Her selections at the

first concert were Rossini's "Bel Raggio" and Gou-

nod's "Ave Maria." She was assisted by Miss Ag-

nes Palmer, an orchestra under the direction of

Signer Bosoni, and Signors Ronconi and Sarasat% a

violinist , who playedMendelssohn's Concerto very

well.

Mr. Geo. Dolby's Ballad Concerts at Steinway

Hall, were very successful, all of them drawing

large, but not crowded audiences.

Mile. Nilsson made her New York d^but in opera

on Monday evening. It is needless to say that her

success was immense. The opera was "Lucia."

"Faust ' will be sung to-night, when M. Victor Ca-

poal will make his debut.

There was a large number of concerts given for the

benefit of the Chicago sufferers. The best was that

of the "Liederkranz Society" on Saturday.

Most of the musical societies have announced

their campaigns. The Mendelssohn Union was firs

in the field. They gave the "Messiah" last night wit

Mme. Parepa-Rosa.

Next comes the Harmonic, which will open its

season on the 31st, with a performance of "Elijah."

The services of the Dolby quartet have been se-

cured, for the entire season. Dr. Pech has worked

hard with the chorus, (numbering some three hun-

dred), a rehearsal having been held every week since

last June, and much may be expected.

The Church Music Association commenced the

rehearsals for the third season last Thursday eve-

ning at Trinity Chapel. The date for the first con-

cert is not yet settled, but it will take place in Decem-

ber. The Mass is a simple one by Haydn, (No. 2,)

and besides this Beethoven's Mass in D [IJ and a new

Mass by Schubert will be given.

The Brooklyn Philharmonic Society give their

first rehearsal for the 14th season, this afternoon.

The pieces to be played are Beethoven's B flat sym

phony, Mendelssohn's "Melusine" overture and

Wagner's introduction to "Lohengrin." Miss Kel-

logg is to be the soloist for the first concert. The

orchestra will consist, as usual, of sixty performers,

auder the direction of Carl Bergmann.

The New York Philharmonic Society (30th sea-

son) will commence with the first rehearsal on Nov.

17th. The first concert is Dec. 2d. No announce-

ments have yet been made as to the programmes or

soloists.

The society seems to be in as great favor as ever.

The sale of reserved seals commenced on the 17th,

and every thing was taken in an hour, and many

people disappointed. The concerts will take place

as nsoal, in the Academy, the worst building for a

concert in New York.

Dr. Damrosch is to give a series of Sunday con-

certs at Steinway Hall during the winter. There

will be one every Sunday, commencing Nov. 5th.

They will be mostly orchestral. Ho promises that

"the programmes will be selected with care, and rep-

resent the classical as well as popular works of the

great masters." The orchestra will number fifty

well trained performers. W.

Orpheon Free Vocal School as an Antidote
to Rowdyism.

AN EXTBORDINAItY OFFER TO THE CLERGY.

To the Editors of the Evening Post

:

Many and various have been the means proposed
for the amelioration of the middle classes. Free
reading-rooms, free evening grammar-schools, free

chnrches, and free libraries have all been tried, to-

gether with numerous side shows like the Cooper In-

stitute free lectures. Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion's (almost) free concerts, their social gatherings;
also free baths and free Sunday-school excursions
from time to time, gotten up by Christian professors

to bring young people of both sexes together, with a
hope of their subsequent "conversion" to piety, mys-
teriously super induced by ice cream, lemonade and
the round dances. In fact, if I am not mistaken,
every possible religious and non religious agent has
been called upon, and exercised by organized forces

to eflfect the desired "moral elevation" of the said

classes, excepting only the agent of music. I do not
mean listening to music, but the exercise of produc-
ing it.

It has long been a matter of surprise to me that in

view of the almost universal susceptibility of the
working classes to vocal instruction, the enjoyability
and exhilaration of this simple exercise—choral sing-

ing—and the extreme economy of choral schools
when compared with other schools of whatever kind,
none of our many philanthropists have yet been
known to suggest such a thing as the foundation of
rudimentary vocal schools, to occupy our working
population from supper time to bed time, and to keep
them out of the haunts of dissipation during the

hours which would otherwise be devoted to prepara-
tion for ihe Tombs or the Penitentiary.

Our upper classes visit Europe, and on returning
can go into ecstacies over the singing festivals at

Cologne and Diisseldorf, or at London, Manchester
and Birmingham ; but the possibility of such grand
performances in their own country never seems to

enter their head-J. Our ecclesiastical enthusiasts uni-

formly confess their delight at hearing the colossal

chorus of eight thousand ch.-.rity children under the

dome of St. Paul's Cathedral, London, the boy
choirs of English chur<-hes, and the al/a capella

choirs of St. Petersburg ; but when asked why church
influence should not be exerted to the same end here,

these "liberal" worthies shake their incredulous heads
and generally give the very sensible (?) reason that

"what never has been done (in America) never can
be done !"

I beg to enter an earnest protest against an inac-

tivity relating to music wholly inconsistent with the

spirit of the age, and unworthy of our enterprising

community. Nor have I yet heard of one solitary

good reason why the same refining art should not be

made subservient to the same noble services in our
own country as it is abroad. On suggesting such a

possibility to influential persons here, I have usually

been met with the reply that "merely to start the

training-schools would require vast amounts of

money."
As a rejoinder to this, I can testify to the fact that

the Orpheon Free Schools which I founded ten years

ago have not cost over $2,000 per annum, while,

with my very limited resources, over six thousand
persons have since then received vocal rudimentary
notation instruction in them.

I, therefore, beg to call the attention, especially of

the Christian public, to these facts, and if there be

any clergyman, evangelical or otherwise, who is open
to conviction on this point, and will place his Sun-
day school rooms at the disposal of myself and col-

leagues (rent free), once a week, I will open and
maintain free singing schools for the masses in all

such rooms, and shall ask no money from church or

city for the expenses. I make this oflFer in no idle

or vainglorious spirit. Any true reformer would
gladly sink "self if his object could thereby bo at-

tained ; but in a time like the present, and in a city

like ours, individuality cannot be lost sight of, and
some one must take the lead.

I adjure all true thinkers among the more advanced
in civilization of our reverend fathers to consider

this offer, as it is certainly the first of the kind they

have ever had, and mny be the last they will receive.

I shall h<: most happy to accept enlightenment on
this subject from any documents addressed 711 Broad-
way. Respectfully,

Jebomi: Eofkins.
New York, Sept. 29, 1871.

descriptive LIBT OF THE

L.A.TEST OVCTJSIC,
Published br Oliver Ditaon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Father of Life and Light. Quartet. 3. E6 to

q. Deems. 50

Benedictus. Blessed be the Lord. Quartet. 3.

Fto,?. A.M. P. 35

There's a Green Hill far away. 4. A6 to f.

Gounod. 40
Two fine pacred quartets, aod a saored song, all

pretty and effective,

Mignon's Song. "Hast thou e'er seen the Land."
From Hamlet. 5. D6 to f Thomas. 40

Drinking Sone. "Hamlet." 5. B6 to 7. 40
Two favorites from the new opera, rendered famous

by the perfest renderiog of Mile. Nilsson.

Mandolinata. 3. F to f. Paladilhe. 40
Delicate, dance-like and very pleasing.

Happy as a Clam. Song and Cho. 2. G to e.

Smith. 30
Capital. Audiences Clam-orou3 with laughter over it.

Come sing to me, Addie, again. Song and Cho.

3. Bb to f. Hmlley. 30

Kitty my Darling. Song and Cho. 3. B6toe.

Jessv was a Pretty Girl. Song and Polka. 3.

a" to e. Alden. 30

Nell the Village Pride. Guitar, Song and Cho.

3. A to f. Morris. 30

Naught so Bright on Earth. Song and Cho. 2.

B6 to e. Turner. 30

Neath the Apple Boughs. 2. A to f. " 30
Six Popular Ballads. Not a poor one among them'

O, Ruddier than the Cherry. 5. A6 to f Bnndel. 40
From "Acis and Galatea," and now made prominent

by Mr. Santley'e fine rendering
"O. ruddier than the Cherry,

O, sweeter than the berry."

Long white Seam. 4. A. to f. Ward. 30

The Snow lies white. 3. F to f. Sullivan. 40
Two charming poems by Jean Ingelow. set to very

appropriate music, charmingly interpreting the deli-

cate sentiment.

In Childhood with Crown and with Sceptre. 3.

E6 to f Lnrlzing. 30
A new edition of the gem POnK of "Czar und Zim-

merman," which has a beauty that does notgrow old.

The Anchor's weighed. 3. G to e. Braliam 30
Admirably fits a smooth, manly voice.

Lillie's Good-night. 3. F to d. Philp. 35
"One kiss, dear Mother, for the love

My heart keeps warm for thee."

A sweet child's soug, with nothing wishy-washy in it.

Instrumental.

Heart's Delight Schottische. 3 F. BisseU. 35
Heartily commended. It is very delicate and musi-

cal, and also quite spirited, so as to merit its other

title: "Pa5 de deux."

Agnethe Waltz. 3. F. Rnight. 30
Shows marked talent in the composer-ess. Is bold,

bright, brilliant, varied and powerful.

Oofty Gooft Galop. 3. G. Quencher. 30
Has a quaint melody, as it ought to have with such

a title, but is wide awake, and includes the novelty of

a Cornet obligato movement.

Good Morning Galop. 3. F. ,
Barrett. 30

Spirited.

Remembrance of Paris. Waltzes. 4. Parlow. 75
Remembrance by a German, of course. The

waltzes have a character of fullness and richness.

Mignon Waltz. 3. Godfrei/. 40
Arrangement of Airs from Thomas's opera, "Mig-

non," and are quite pleasing.

Booka.

National Chorus Book. Price $1.50

This Is a worthy successor to the "Chorus Wreath,"

whose choruses have been used very extensively in

Conventions, Societies, and •'Jubilees." There are

both sacred and secular pieces.

The Orphean. By W. 0. Perkins, and A. R.

Hallet. Price $\.00

A new School Song Book, meant by the authors for

Boys' Schools and Colleges, but fits exceedingly well

in the Upper Classes of Grammar Schools. Much of

the music Is In three parts, Ist, 2d and Bass, and la

very well chosen, and the whole forms a moat pleas-

ing collection.

AnBREViATioHS.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key ia marked with a capital letter, aa 0, B Hat, &c.

A amall Roman letter marks the highest note. If on the BtalT,

an italic letter the higheat note. If above the staff.
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Very Easy Pieces.
Children's Toys. 12 Nos Baumbach, each. 20

1.. Harmonica, 7-. Drum.
2.. Jew's Harp. 8..Battlo.

8. . Shuttle Cock. 9. . Harlequin.

4. .Top. 10. .D»ll.

6.. Fife. 11.. Bat.

6..RocltingH0re». 12. . Foot Ball.

Now and then. 24 Nos Bellak, each. SO
1. .Hyacinth Schottische. 13. .Red, White and blue.

2. . Trab trab Galop. 14. . Lombardi March.
5. .Mountain Echo Polka. 15. .Battle of Prague.

4. . Rosette Polka Mazourka. 16. . Gipsey Warning.
6. . Chime again. 17. . Now and then Polka.

6. . Young Recruit Quickst. 18 . . Casket Redowa.
7. .Sardinian Waltj. 19. .Le Torrent Waltl.

8 .Masked Ball Mazourka. 20. .1 whistle my lad,

9. .Smiles and Tears. 21. .Hall to thee, Liberty.

10. . Dumbarton's Polka. 22. . Ponj Galop.

11. . WarblioRs at oTo. 23. .I'd be a Star.

12. .Aria alia scoizese. 24. .Verdi Cotillon.

Pianist's Wreath. 24 Nos Bellah, each. 20
1. .Peri Waltz. 13. .Bonnie Red, White and
2. Slap Bang Polka. Blue Quickstep.

8. .Her BriEhtSmile Waltl. 14. .Kroll's Balklange Walts.

4. .L' Elegance Polka. 15. .How can I leaye thee.

£). .Juniata Mazourka. 16. .Wreath Mazurka.
6. -Caprice Militaire. 17.. March Triumphale.
7. .Leap Year Waltz. 18. .Drummer Boy.
8. .Call Me Thine own. 19. .Blossom Waltz.
9. .March of the Victor. 20. .Thou art so nearUai'ka

10. .Guard's Waltz. 21. .Flower Galop.
11. .Joys we've tasted Waltz. 22. .Kiss Waltz.

12. .Aileen Aroon Polka. 23. .Maryland Polka.

'

24. . Hark 1 hear angel.

Shells of Ocean. 25 Not Mach, each, 30
1 . Mermaids March. 13. .Ruby Waltz.
2. . Pearl Waltz. 14. . Sapphire Mazurka.
3. .0, would I were a Bird 15. .Perkiomen March.
4. .Wearing of the Green. 16. .Emerald Scbottisch.
6. .Coral Redowa. 17. .Shooting Star Polka.
6.. Fire O'clock in the 18. .Parting to-night Waltz.

Morning Quickstep. 19. .Morning Blue Polonaise.
7. . Rippling Wave Mazurka- 20. . Star Varsoviana.
8. . Sea Shell Polka. 21 . . Affection Redowa.
9. .Turf Scbottisch. 22. .Go Ahead Quickstep.

10. .Diamond Waltz. 23. .Finlander'e Dance.
11. .Zephyr Redowa. 24. .Fairy Isle Galop.
12. -Sea Shore Galop. 26. .Ever be Happy March.

Young Minstrel. 39 Nos Gerville, each, 20
1. .Departure for Syria. 21. . Air de Mozart, Flanto
2.. Take them, I implore. Magico.
8 . . First love. Redowa. 22. . Polka Mazourka.
4 .Carnival de Venice. 23. .La Cenerentola.
5. . Storm March Galop. 24. . Donna del Lago.
6. .Fanfare Polka. Ascber. 25. .Le Barbier de Seville.
7. .Invitation t la Valse. 26. .La Sonnambula.
8.. Martha Polka and Cbo- 27. Valse de la Reino de

ru8 from Huguenots. Prusse,
9. .Galop Martha. Childof 28 . . Danse Espagnole.

Regiment Waltz. 29. .LeCor des Alpes.
10. .Pierette Polka Mazurka. 30. .La Migoonne Scbottisch
ll..Li>s bords de 1' Yonne 31. .LaCbassedujeuneHenri
12. .Zepherine Polka Maz'ka. 32. .El Jaleo de Xeres.
13. . Mme. Paillasse Waltz. 33. . Le Chant du Colibrl.

14 . Valse de Strauss. 34. .Elisire d'Amore.
15. .Valse de Labitzky. 35.. La Sonnambula
16. .Chanson AUemande. 36. . Souvenir de Bellini.

17. .Air Italien. LaMoIinara 37. .Noces de Figaro,
18. Polka. 38. .Robin des Boia.
19. . Air Tyrolien. 39. .Les Puritainfl.
20. . Dernier Pensee de Weber

Easy Pieces.
Amusement Schottisch

Brilliant Gem Polka
Daisy Dean Quickstep, . .

.

Fairy Minuet ,

Faust Waltz. (Vignette).

Kinderstandr-hen, 3 Nos..
1..A Waltz Song.
2..Tyrolese Melody.

Merrv Tune.'!. 16 Nos....
1. .'The Old Sensation.
2 .The New Sensation.
3.. Minnie 0ly4e.
4. .Aunt Sally.

6.. Kitty Patterson.
6. . Blue Bells of Scotland.
7. . Auld lAng Syne.
8. .Comin' tbro' the Eye.
9. .Echo des Alpes.

Moisson d' Or. 20 Nos..

.

l..La Trartata.
i.Rigoletto.
3. .La fltle du Regiment.
4. .11 Trovatore.
5. . Lucia di Lammermoor.
6. .Norma.
7. .1 Lombardi.
8- -Ernani.
9. .Lucrezia Borgia.

10. TTn Ballo in Maschera.

Mossy Dell Waltz.
Pfirepa Valse
llistori Waltz

E. W. Parker. 30
Turner. 30

Farringer. 30
Lysberg. 30

Coote. 75
Oesten each. 30

8. . Gondolier's Song.

... 3/. Hohson, each, 20
10. .LoiicO'Buchan.
11. .Tyrolean Maiden's Song.
12. .Polly Perkins and Annie

Lisle.

13. . Garibaldi Hymn.
14. .Anvil Chorus.
15. . Santa Lucia.
16. .So Early in the Homing

and Bob Ridley.

Alberti, each, 20
11. .Romeo et Julietta,
12. . La Favorite.
IS .La Sonnambnla.
14. . I Vespri Siciliani.

15. .Don Juan.
16. .Les Huguenots.
17. .Roberto il DiaTolo.
18. .La Muette.
19..LeProphete.
20. .landa di Cbamounix.

Turner. 30
" 35
" 35

Scenes from Childhood. 6 Nos Oesten, each, 30

1. .The Goat Carriage. 4. . What was heard in the
2. .The Doll's Dream. Wool
S.. See Saw. B. .The Watchman.

6 .The Little Tyrolese.

Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen. 30
Sylphs. 6 Nos Spindler, each. 20

1. .Flora's Polonaise. 4. .Wanda Mazourka.
2. .Tyrolienne Waltz. • 5. .Florella Waltz.
8. . Fairy Polka. 6. .Rosette Galop.

Tears, Idle Tears. Nocturne Turner. 35

Thoughts at Twilight. " " 35

Traceries. 6 Nos J. W. Colby, each. 30
1. .Golden Gallopade. 4. .Bluette Schottische.

2. . Moonjight March. 5. .Shower Polka.

3. .Brook Quickstep. 6. .Grove March.

Wiegenlied ( Cradle Song) Hdler. 25

Zenobia Polka Turner. 35

Pieces of Medium Difficulty.

Carnival of Venice Czerny. 30
C6t^ de la Mer. Barcarole Miles. 30
Estasi. Valse Brilliante. (Arditi) Knight. 50

Fairy May Polka T. E. Howe. 30
Fall of the Leaf Waltzes Knight. 60
Guards' Waltzes Godfrey. 60
Helter Skelter Galop C. Faust. 30
Hnrly Burly Galop C. Faust. 30
II Bacio Cramer. 40
I'll meet thee in the Lane. Galop Knight. 35
Long Weary Day. Transcription. ... Boum5acA. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 60
March du Crociato. Fantasia Burgmutter. 35
Military March, in Faust Davenport. 35
Reunion March Strauss. 30
Simplette. Melodie Favarger. 30
Warrior's Battle March Howe. 30
Warrior's Victory. (Krieger's March). <S!rauss. 30
Wiener-Bonbons Walzer Strauss. 75

Wings of a Dove. Transcription Baumbach. 40

Pieces of Moderate Difficulty.

Adien Spindler. 30
Ah che la Morte. (Trovatore) Baumbach. 40
Amorine. Bluette Oesten. 40
Barcarolle D' Oberon. Voss. 60
Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberq. 30
Blow, Gentle Gales. Transcription Richards. 40
Bolero d'Apres Victor Mass^ Kuhe. 70
By the Sad Sea Waves. Transcription.. iJtcAarrfs. 40
Chant du Berger M. de Colas. 35
Crispino. Fantasia Elegante Ketterer. 75
Croyez Moi. (Trust in Me) Ascher. 30
Der Kiiss. (II Bacio) Oesten. 50
Don Juan. Fantasia Brilliante Leybach. 1 .00

Dream. Reverie Bergson. 50
Falling Spray. Fantasia Hervey. 50
Farewell (Scheidegriisse) Jungman. 40
Fille des Alpes Eg'ghard. 40
Flee as a Bird. Transcription Grobe, 50
Flick and Flock Galop Ketterer 75
Forget Me Not Spindler. 30
Gaetana. Mazourka Ketterer. 50
Gazza Ladra. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 75
Heimweh Jungmann. 30
How so Fair. Transcription Baumbach. 40
I'm Lonely since my Mother died. Varied. Grobe. 60
Juanita. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Little Spring Song Hering. 30
Longing for Home Bierman. 40
Maiden's Blush. Concert Waltz. Seven Octaves. 60
MurmureduRuisseau. (Babbling Brook). Bn'ssac. 50
Nimblefoot Schottische Hervey. 30
Norma. Fantasia Brilliant Leybach. 90
Northern Pearl. Nocturne Cloy. 35
Norvfegienne .Ketterer. 60
O, dear what can the matter be Richards. 60
Pensee. Galop Brilliante Guzman. 60
Piano Pieces performed by Perabo.

Nos. 1, 5, 6, 8 Bargid, each, 20
" 2, 3, 4, 7 " " 35
Complete " 1.50

Polka, op. Ill Spindler. 50
Pot Ponrri, Crispino e la Comare Cramer. 75
R«verie sur Semiramide Hess. 50
Rondo. Belisario Brunner. 35
Salut a la France " 35
Sea Side Reverie, , , Bricher. 40

Sighing for Home Jungmann. 20
Sleep, thou sweet Angel Oesten. 40
Sous la Fenetre (Under the Window).. 5. Smith. 70
Sul Mare. Barcarolle Kuhe. 40
Tone Pictures Reynold, each, 35

1. .The Fountain. 4. .May {^lowers.
2. .Young Zephyrs. 6. .TheStrange Story.
3. . Pearls of Pew.

Tradita. Romance Arditi. 40
Voix du Ciel. (Heavenly Voices) Neidy. 60
Warum. (Why!) Schumann. 25
Wearing of the Green. Transcription. BaunifcacA. 40
Ye Pretty Birds. " Kuhe. 50

Difficult Pieces.
Barbier de Seville. Fant. Brill Leybach. 1.00
Grande Pharaphrase de Concert Ascher. 65
Guillaume Tell. Fantasia Leybach. 1.00
Harp on the Tree Hoffmann. 75
II Balen. Transcription , Hoffmann. 60
Jet d' Eau Sidney Smith. 75
Les Huguenots " " go
Les Sylphes des Bois Ascher. 1.00
March des Amazons Wehli. 1 .00

Martha. Fantasia Brilliant Sidney Smith. 1.00
Oberon. " " " " go
Polka de Concert Wehli. I.OO
Pompa di Festa Willmers. 80
Romance Nouvelle Wehli. 1 .00

Schonsten Augen, (Brightest Eyes) Kriiger. 50
Victoire, Polka Bravura Hervey. 40

Four-Hand Pieces.
Alboni's Second Valse Brilliante Schuloff. 80
Amelie Waltzes Lumbye. 7 5
Argentine Mazurka Ketterer. 75
Ballo in Maschera Beyer. 75
Bohemian Girl Bellak. 40
Brightest Eyes Galop " 30
Cronrn Diamonds " 40
Dame Blanche Beyer. 75
Dunbarton's March Bellak. 30
Festival and Birth-Day Ball lucho.

1.. Valse 40 6. .Redowa 40
2.. Scbottisch 40 6.. Quadrille 60
3.. Galop 40 7..Bolara 40
4. .Polka 40

Fille du Regiment Bellak. 40
Galop Brilliante Sponholtz. 70
II Bacio Oesten. 60
L'Africaine Beyei: 75
Lucie di Lammermoor .Bellak. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 1 .00
Sans Souci Galop Ascher. 70
Sonata, No. 1 in F, Op. 32 Diabelli. 75
Sonatina, No. 1 in C, Op. 24 " 40
" " 2 " G, " " " 40

Thou art so near and yet so far Bellak. 30

Studies.
Concone's Fifteen Etudes Expressives, Op. 44,

2 books, each 1 .25
Concone's Twenty-five Etudes Melodiques, Op.

24, 2 books, each 1 .00
Kohler's First Steps. Book 1, 60 ; Book 2, 75;

Complete 1.25
Kohler's Special Studies. 2 books, each 1.50
Kohler's New School in Velocity. 2 bk»., ea.

.

1 .75
Kohler's Effective Execution. 2 books, eaeh.. 2.00
Plaidy's Technical Studies. American JSinger. 2.00

' " " Foreign " 2.M
Lemoine's 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 bks., each. 1.50

Moschelles' Stndies. 2 books, each 3.00
Czerny's 50 Grand Finishing Studies, Op. 409.

6 books, each 1.25
Czerny's 30 Nouvelles Etudes de Me'canismo,

Op. 849, 6 books each 60
Czerny's 110 Exercises. Op. 453. 6 bks., each. 1.00

Davernoy's Ecole du Style. 4 books, each. .

.

60
Heller's 25 Studies on Rhythm and Expres-

sion, Op. 47, 2 books, each 1 .50

Heller's 30 Progressive Studies, Op. 46, 2 bks.

each 1,00
Heller's 25 Studies, introductory to Art of

Phrasing, Op. 45, 2 books, each 1 .50

Heller's 24 Nouvelle Etudes, Op. 90, 2 bks., ea. 1.75
Heller's 24 Preludes, Op. 81, 2 books, each 1.50
Heller's Art of Phrasing, Op. 16, bk. 1 81.75 ;

book 2 I.OO

H^., Sheet Music and Music Books, sent, post-paid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.



OLIVER DITSON & CO.
No. 277 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

PUBLISH MOST OF THE STANDARD METHODS OP

CT (M ^ Kj

FOR THE VOICE AND EVERY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.

THEI^ OWN

PTJBLIOATIONS

SHEET MUSIC
comprise; upwards

OF

30,000 Pieces!

HUSIO ESPEOULLY ADAPTED FOR

Seminaries aTid Schools.

CHORUSES, TRIOS, AND

QUARTEXTS.

Vocaland Instrumental Duets.

PIANO-FORTE FOUR, SIX, AND

EIGHT HAND PIECES.

GUITAR MUSIC.

©peratic & ©ratoria ^ikttions.

GEMS FROM THE GERMAN.

RONDOS, FANTASIAS, OPE-
RATIC AIRS, SONATAS,
AND OVERTURES.

VARIATIONS.

MARCHES & ainCKSTEPS.

EEDOWAS, WALTZES, POLKAS,

GAL0PADE3, DANCES, ETC.

rs ADDITIOy TO THEIE

AND THEIR

CATALiOGUE

MORE THAN

500 VOLUMES

!

Piano-Forte Methods.

STUDIES, EXAMPliEa, AND
EXERCISE S.

CArTECHISMS, DICTIONARIES,

PRIMERS, AND ENCYCLO-
PEDIAS.

TREATISES ON HARMONY
(^^ AND THORO' BASS.

Instructions, Exercises if Music
FOR THE

O'R.OcA.m AXCD VOZCX!,

MELODEON,

Piute, Violin, and Aooordeon,

BANJO, FIFE,

CLARIONET AND FLAGEOLET,

Couccrtinn, Violoncello,
DOUBL.E BASS,

AND ALL

BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

Collections of Vocal and In-

STRUMENTAI MuSIC, OpERAS,
Oratorios, Sacred Music,
Juvenile Works, &c., &c.

OWTT IMMENSE CATALOGUES, O. D. & CO. KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND, AND FURNISH TO THE TKABK, THE

OF E-VEIt-Sr nVCXJSIC HOXJSE IIST the -CTN-IXEI? SX-A.TES-

AND, BT RECENT AEHANGEMENT,

MOST OF THE BEST 'WORKS ISSUED BY EUROPEAN PUBLISHERS.

They have, also, every facility at their command for procuring with despatch such FOREIGN MUSIC as is not usually kept on liand by American Dealers, such

as large Vocal and Imlrumenlul Semes, Collections of Church Music, Theoretical Works in Foreign Languages on Music and kindred tubject.% German Part-Songs for Male

and Mixed Voices, Orchestral Arxompaniments to Oratorios, Masses, Cantatas, ^c, ^c.

Piano-Fortes and Melodeons for Sale from $25 to $300 each ; and to Let from $4 to $12 per Quarter.

With the privHege of a deduction of Bent In case of purchase within one year.

Catalooces of Sheet Music and Music Books sent free to any address on application.

K^ The ipecial attention of Dealers, Seminaries, Teachers, Musical Socie' es, Choirs, Amatenr Clubs, and all persons interested in Music is respectfully

solicited to the namerons advantages secured to them at this establishment
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D-WIGHT'S JOTTRirAI. OF MXTSXC.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

SHertisements.

MES. JENJST KEMPTOW,

Vocalist & Teacher of iSin^in^.

Address, care of OUTER DITSON i CO. 798-

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

Ten Symphony Concerts.

BOSTON MUSIC HALL.
On THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, from 3 to 5 o'clock, on

the following dates : Nov. 9 and 23 ; Dec. 7 and 28 ; Jan. 4

and 18 ; Feb. 1 and 23 (Friday) ; March 7 and 21.

The Programmes will be of the same high character as here-

tofore, including many Symphonies, Orertures, Concertos,

Arias, fee, which will be heard for the first time in Boston.

The Orchestra,— of from fifty to sixty instruments according

to the requirements of the various compositions,—will be

nnder the direction of CarlZerrahn, with Julius Eichberq at

the head of the violins.

The sale of the (1200, or more) Season Tickets remaining after

the Members' Guaranty Subscription, will begin on Monday
Morning, Oct. 23, at the Music Hall. Price of ticket, with

reserved seat, to the Ten Concerts, $8.00.

PUBLIC REHEARSALS, for the Benefit op the Orches-

tra.—The Tuesday Rehearsal before each Concert will be

public. Admission Fifty Cents ; holders of Season Tickets to

the Concerts may purchase three Rehearsal Tickets for $1.00.

THE SONG GARDEN.
~

By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual ISale 50,000 Copies.
THE SONG GARDEN', No. 1 is for bpginners, and

contains "the first steps'' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG QA.RDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Ne-w York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes, one-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Uauptman, Liszt, CherubiDi Neu-
konm and others

'

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the loeers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately eaves his reputation, which is
among the highest as a compc-^er, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, S3. 75; in Boards, S3.50.

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO , Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., 'New York.

Ditson & Go's

STANDARD OPERAS.
Ernani, Faust, Iiucia, Luorezia, Martha,

Norma, Somnambula, Traviata, Trovatore,

Marriage of Figaro, Pidelio, Fra Diavolo and
Don Giovanni.

Handsomely printed, unabridged, superior to all other edi-

tions in fullness, containing all the foreign and English words,

and all the music, including that of the recitatives, they are

jet sold for the low price of ONE DOLLAR EACH,
and will be sent to any address, post free, for the aboTe price.

Finely bound in Boards for $2,00 each.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

National Chorus Book

!

JUST PUBLISHED.
Contains a fine selection of Oratorio and Operatic

Choruses, and a choice collection of new Glees, Quar-
tettes, &c.

It is similar, in general design to the well-known Chorus
Wreath. Commended to Musical Societies, Conyentioog

and Choirs.

Friee, S1.50.

Sent, post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

THE ORPHEAN

!

By W. 0. PERKINS and A. R. HALLET.
Compiled for the use of

BOYS' SCHOOLS and COLLEGES.
But is also extremely well adapted for

The Upper Classes of Grammar Schools.

Contains an Elementary Course, and 170 Songs, arranged
in One, Two, Three or Four Parts.

Price, $1.00. Per Dozen $9.00.

Sent, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

TAUDLEY BUCK, (late of Chicago), .Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral 'Writing. Address, Care of Oliyer Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

C3-. "W". X5TTIDLE-Z-,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
fDr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing'and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1S71. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

EDWARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co., or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

^m W'W Ut i0vemkv.

VOCAL.

Spero Meliora. (I hope better things.) . ..Angier 30

The School-honse in the Lane. Song and Cho.
Christie. 40

Out in the Storm. Song and Cho Christie. 40

The Fountain mingles with the River. . . Gounod. 35

Oh Vision Bright ! (II Sogno) Abt. 60

Rock of Ages. Hymn for 4 voices . . . Thomas. 50

Guide me, O Thou Great Jehovah. Quartet.

Dormstein. 30

Swedish Song Berg. 30

Sorrowing, Weeping Ruell. 30

Come witli Thy sweet voice aga'm. . . .Eiknieier. 30
Tell me my Heart Bishop. 40

Yeoman's Wedding Song. Sung by Santly.

Poniatowski. 35

When will You come back. S'g & Cho. .M'JSieil. 30

I Love Her, I Dream of Her. S'g & Cho. .Fish. 30

Do they know it ? Sloper. 25

Across the Sea -. .... Gabriel. 35

Father of Life and Light. Quartet Deems. 50

Benedictus. Blessed be the Lord A. M. P. 35

There's a Green Hill far away Gounod. 40

Mignon's Song. "Hast thou e'er seen the Land."
From Hamlet Thomas. 30

Drinking Song. "Hamlet" Thomas. 40

Mandolinata Paladilhe. 40
Happy as a Clam. Song and Cho Smith. 30
Come Sing to Me, Addie, again. Song and Cho.

Huntley. 30
Kitty my Darling. Song and Cho Ashlon. 30
Jessy was a Pretty Girl. Song and Polka. ^Wen. 30

INSTRUMENTAL

.

Kaiser March Waqner. 60
Invocation. Pensee poetique. Retlerer. 40
The Brook Pape. 80
Thonsand and one Night Waltz Straiiss. 75

The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75

Shades of Hope. Nocturne De Janon. 40
Quadrille des Dames Gravier. 40
Beautiful Flower. Nocturne Turner. 30
On the March Muller. 60
La Harpe Eolienne. 4 hands Smith. 1.00

Welcome to Spring. Friiklingsgruss. ./unf/man. 30
Gondolina Vorn. 40
Strauss' Blue Danube Waltz .... Arr. by iCuAc. 75

Mackrodrumnian Galop Howard. 30
New Shawl Dance Gravier. 30
Golden Echoes Mack, each 30

No. 20. Gaetana.
No. 21. Marche des Tambours.
No. 22. Qui vive

!

Heart's Delight Schottische Bissell. 35
Agnethe Waltz Knight. 30
Gems of the Season. Arr. for Guitar.

Shepherd Boy W. L. Hayden. 25
Blacksmith's Anvil. Polka H. Eikmeier. 35
Love's Favorite Polka J. fV. Turner. 35
Three Blind Mice " A. W. Maflin. 40
Leur Derniere Valse Brillante. . . J. Blumenthal. 70

Jolly Brothers' Galop Ch. Wels. 50
Marche des Tambours " 1.00

Summerfield March W. A. Smith. 30
First Impromptu Max Schrattenholtz. 35

BOOKS.

National Chorus Book Price$l.M

The Orphean. By W. O. Perkins and
A. R. Hallet Price $1.00 ; per doz. $9.00

Mosrc BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persona at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.

SINOING ANt) PJA^O.
MBS. FABTBTIE F. FOSTEK,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

ly/TES. C. A. BAHKT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal MnsiC. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Arenne. 782-ly

GEO. "W. DUDLEV,
Teaober of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 164 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. W. FOSTEK will mate arrangements to

conduct Musical ConTentions. Festival.'!, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Bitson ; or, at Keene, N. H. 770

PROF. & IXRS. EDCJLR A. ROEBINS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEEIVTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSOH oETers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Bitson & Co., Boston, Mass.

C. E. WHITXIfC
QiVes Instruotion on tiie Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address OliTer Ditson & Co. 622

ffiendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the Brst rank
BB an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

oUr coilntfy. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Addre.<s EDWABD B. OLIVEE,
5' Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

l\lt LLT,. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstrnetioB on
^-^ the Pianoforte.

444 53 Hancock Street.

A. EEEISSia.A.SI'Zr.
Care Oliver Ditson & Co. 671—tf.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make eogagementa to conduct

Mnsical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

tinras

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

K»f6I.I8H AND ITAIIAW SISr&lI\,6.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "TO'. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. AWDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STEEBT, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of AaraaicAK Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications maj be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717- tf.

-WXKSZ.O'W I.. HARDEN-,
TE-A-CiaiEB, OF G-TJIT-A-Ii,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

•U\ AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACHEB OF
* VIOIJXN, Is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

hia services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer fe Co., 30 West St. 79<;—3m

J. J. KI.MBAL,I>, Bam Soloini,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CO.VDUCTOR of MU.«ICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

O. Ditson & Co ,277 Wa.ihirjgton St. 7»1—Zmos.

F. H. TOBBINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACIIKR OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, A.ND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL HOUl*ynK.f.

Addra>s, care of 01iv«.r Ditson h Co . 277 Washinj?fon St.,

New England Con.<iervatory of Muhic, MukIc Ua.t, or .Midland
Street, Savin Hill, l)orche»ter. 7M-<!m

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed hl^
stDdlffl abroad, under the instruction of f«onie of the

first Artiata of modern times, will now receive pupils
in I'iauo and Origan Plajiitg, also in Theory of Mu-.ic.

Addrists Oliver Ditson (c Co. 7«>-}.Cm

;^CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed OrgaD, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The ipstrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stt^s, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iuEtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ^125, and there can be no devi-
ation from the.'ie figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PBINCE & CO.
Ag.^nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748—

lilDlli DlS^i
BY

E. & G. G. HOOK,
BOSTON.

Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ
in the Plymouth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instruments of all sizes, io every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of .lecond hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specificat)oii« furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBHOOK Kast Medway. Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSfiC PUBLISHERS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and moHt complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furniBh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

O^Xn addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

TWrADAME CHABLES LEWIS, of London,
-^JL j,jr several yvixm a pupil of the celebrated Signor G^r-
cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engHgenients for Oratorios and Concerts.

CommunicationH to be addreHHwd to the care of Oliver Dlt-
mn & Co.. 277 Wa>4hinKton Street. 794— 3m

ROCK OF AGES!
A .\mv AND liiSAI TIKUL

HYini\ I'OR E'^OilR VOICES,
Ji// J. J(. Thinnan.

trice -'JO Cents.
OLIViiJll DITSON & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSOJM & CO., ISJew York.

One Thousand Musicians

Mes^saiiiirf^^

Testify that the Ma.'sbn
<& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75MEDALSr-
Or other highest pre-
miLims, have been
awarded them for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. New styles and
reduced prices this
season.

Catalogues free,

MASON & HAMLIN
/ORCAN CO., 1S4. Tre-
montSt., Boston; 59B
Broadway, New York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL,
rpHE FALL TEBM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22. Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Kooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. SMEESON,

the most satisfactory of all the mcdero Choir and Singing
School Bi^oks.

Price ¥1.50; $1.3.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET ORGANS.
JTevj Styles, i^e-

sonant ; with irro-

provements pat-
ented June and
^ag-ust, 1870;
surpassing all

previous produc-
tions inrich, haau-

tiful qualities of
tone, and g-eneral

excellence. (Prices I^eduoed ; $50 to

$S,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

\l\ FREMONT ST,, B3ST0N ; 59B BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

T SCHXTBEKTH & CO. Publishors and Dealers

* in PorfiTcn aad American Mudic, 820 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.T. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

^.^1^=
.

- ^^-^ ST-V&E-NS-tfJL

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all othfr descriptions ol'Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guihir, Violonr.tJlo and Double- Bafls.

PlAl\OS AWI> irBKLOBEOilS
FOR SALE AND TO LET.

Oar farl.iticH are such as enable us to furiiisli the above;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SH.f ET MUSIC, AND
CIED MUSIC FOB BANDS. AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEBCHAMDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to provu Bati.sJactory to
purchaaers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coart Iloose)
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Carl Tausig.*

(Concluded from page 125).

It has been observed before that this perfect

artist, by the grace of God, called as few are, by

the strength of his own will chosen as still fewer

are, was a rare worker on many fields. May I

be permitted here to mention the admirable artis-

tic principles that guided his restless activity

—

for the benefit perhaps of many a young art-

student. He was filled above all with the highest

respect for the work of art, whose interpretation

he undertook. In common we shared the con-

viction that, in order to play artistically it was

necessary, first to play correctly, in an objective

point of view, on the basis of the. most minute

analysis, combined with a careful observation of

the marks ofexpression, seemingly less important,

which the author may have omitted, but which

are to be discovered by analogy ; secondly, to

produce objective beauty, by paying attention to

acoustic conditions of|the instrument and to gene-

ral beauty of tone, possible in many instances

only by combining dynamic shading of the single

parts, even in the simplest consonances ; to play

polyphonically and polyehromafically whatever

is played. Fortunately the progress our modern

grand piano-makers have achieved, especially

Carl Bechstein in Berlin, whose instruments I

use, as he did, not only permits, but often inspires

such playing. Thirdly, to play in an interesting

manner, subjectively ; of course most conscien-

tiously observing postulates one and two ; to re-

produce with freedom, to give to the recital the

character of momentary improvisation, the charm

of an oration delivered without notes.—All these

qualities, blended most harmoniously, were char-

acteristic of Tausig's playing.

Besides this regard for the work of art to be

interpreted, Tausig had the virtue of a still more
estimable, more difficult respect : that for the

public, before which he was to play the work of

art for edification or improvement. He fully

adopted my theory—begging pardon for the un-

avoidable abuse of the first personal pronoun
which I make in this letter—that, although we
daily see that nothing is too bad to be swallowed

by the crowd, we never must forget that nothing

is too good, too costly for the public to which we
appeal. An earnest artist therefore has to treat

this mass of auditors, however equivocally com-

posed, in an earnest, conscientious manner. In

this point also Tausig was a model. Only one

other fellow-artist may in this respect be com-
pared with him, Alexander Dreyschock, who pre-

ceded him in death by one year. The wondrous,

harmonious technique of this master was by no
means mechanical, as many supposed, who had
not, like myself, the privilege of an intimate ac-

quaintance with the excellent, kind-hearted art-
ist ; his unceasing labor of improving himself being
entitled to a respect still higher, since his original
talent for music was comparatively small,—

a

fact which he most readily acknowledged, but
which his earnest endeavors completely hid from
all but the initiated.

( » Translated for this Journal from the Leipzig Signale)

After this short sketch of Tausig's unremitting

artistic labors, of his thorough studies in the most

various departments of knowledge (during the

last years of his life he devoted every leisure

moment to the study of the latest developments

of physiology and other matters of natural sci-

ence), who does not see the injustice of the re-

proach that was heaped upon Tausig as "man,"

as if he withdrew himself, self-satisfied, from

others, as if he were unsociable and unkindly ?

Who would blame him for preferring deep books,

from which he drew materials for new thought

and feeling, to be worked up and to aid in fructi-

fying new blossoms on the field of his art—for

preferring them to the intercourse with idlers be-

longing to all classes of society, more or less indif-

terent, impelled mostlv by the curiosity to exam-

ine a celebrity ? And yet, where it was necessary,

he could move with elegance in the highest circles

of society. The most intelligent and brilliant

ladies of the highest rank were his enthusiastic

admirers. Whenever he met intelligent, sympa-

thetic men among writers, painters, physicians,

&c., who were well-bred enough not to persecute

him as a celebrity with their inquisitiveness, he

would unfold social talents of the highest grace.

He was an excellent story-teller, full of a caustic

wit, who played with the same ease, as his fingers

did, the giant scale from Aristophaues's plasticism

to Heine's four-scored irony"; he could compose

sparkling counterpoints over the canto fermo of

the world-embracing humor of Berlin. As a mat-

ter of course he preferred the company of such

prominent representatives of this humor, as

Messrs. Dohm and Scholz (editor and designer of

the comic paper KladderatatscJi. Tr.), who ever

show a moral, ideal tendency behind their bac-

chantic mask of word and picture.

When I had to visit Berlin last year I went to

see Tausig, who was kind enough to play many
things for me, though the season was over and he

complained of being entirely worn out and "not

in practice at all." Among them the Toccata by

Schumann, of incredible difficulty for him who
studies it ; Bach's E-flat major Suite, lately dis-

covered by Peters, several mazurkas and Etudes

by Chopin, &o. The real enchantment I felt was

expressed about as follows : "You have become
surpassingly great, my dear friend. In spite of my
old, unchanged admiration for your gigantic

talent, I never would have believed that I might

look up to you as I did to Joseph Joachim, after

he had played the Beethoven Concerto. Every
note you played is gold, is the exponent of the

most concentrated feeling. You have a right to

say, after playing or rather creating anew a short

prelude, a mazurka of Chopin : Here is the

whole history of piano-playing from the begin-

ning to this day. Just as Horace Vernet told a

person, who had asked him for an album leaf, and
who was disposed to grumble at the ten minutes

which it took Vernet to paint it in his presence :

"Why, think you it was ten minutes it took me
to draw this picture in your album ? It is fully

thirty years that it cost me.'' In former days you

werea volcano, now you have become a beneficent

sun, warming and spreading light. Hail, young

Apollo I 1 am delighted that my eyes are clear

enough to see your excellence and that I may

bring you my heart-felt tribute, which you must

not refuse."

Pontea Seraglio, near Lucca, August, 1871.

Hans von Buelow.

What is Required of Song Writers.

Many write poetry for music, and poets gener-

ally love to see their writings entwined in a wreath

of melody. It is, however, given to but few to

write poetry fit to be used with music. Poetry

may be very good, but totally unfit for the musi-

cian's use. Many of our greatest writers are

almost destitute of songs. This may be attributed

to their love for more elaborate works, and the

carelessness with which we may imagine them to

treat these trifles of songs. But we think the true

reason lies more in the fact that they lacked the

ability of writing songs.

Writing poetry for music requires more than

the mere art of constructing a few decent rhymes
expressing some clever ideas. Many, however,

think that a few sentimental sentences, dished up
in well-sounding rhymes, ought to be good enough

a meal for any musician to partake of; and should

the musician be unable to use such machine pro-

ductions, he is in danger of being denounced as

entirely void of taste and poetic sentiment.

The song writer should never lose sight of the

fact that his words are to be united with music.

Then the question may very properly be asked,

where lies the dividing line between poetry and
music ? Is music the frame and poetry the pic-

ture, or is poetry the sketch, the design, while

music supplies the colors? Space will not allow

us to enter into the discussion of the subject,

neither is it our object to do so here.

As above stated, our greatest writers have

given us but few songs, while many stars of lesser

magnitude abound with them. We need but

speak of Burns, who is a true song writer, ex-

pressing not only the tenderest but also the loft-

iest sendments—lofty enough for a Shakespeare.

Thomas Moore, the Irish bard, is another who has

excelled in this genre, and has given us songs in

his Irish melodies which are probably in their

line unsurpassed by any published in any lan-

guage. There are others in our own country as

well as in England who have given us songs, but

they are few in number. Germany has many
beautiful sonss; so has Frame, but the literature

of these nations is not overridden with them.

That poetry, which is now eo extensively used

by composers, and which attra 'ts the fickle pub-

lic for a season, can not be recognized as poetry,

as coming under our head. These songs catch

at any and every excitement or event, sing of

every public calamity or rejoicing, sing the name
of mother and home until it becomes sickening,

sing of household furniture, appeal to mawkish

sentimentality, weep over the grassy mound, tell

us of all manner of meetings, on the beach, at the

garden gate, under the gas light, etc., until they

take us up in a balloon, where we wish they

would remain. We hope the juhjects may be
exhausted soon, and that these writers may be-

come wise, like owls, and as silent as they.

What, then, should poets observe when writ-

ing for music ? We would say, by all means
avoid long words, such as are difficult to pro-

nounce, and contain many consonants. Yes, we
would go a step farther, and say that our poets

should know as much of music, and what is easi-

est to sing, as our musicians should be good judges

as to what is suitable to be set to music. As
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music and poetry make one -whole, when properly

uniteil, so should the composer and the poet be

one in sentiment and aim. Our language "pre-

spnts not a few dllficulties to the song writer.

Engl'sh is not as easily sung as Italian. As com-
posers should know upon which tones to double,

and which tones not to use in that manner, how
high or how low to go for certain voices, so should

the poet avoid everything difficult to pronounce,

avoid all words which would be a hindrance to

the (ree effusion of sound. In metres he should

be plain and simple, as well as regular to a fault

almost. If beginning a verse with a heavy or

light foot, let the others be constructed likewise.

Irregularities of that sort are very annoying to the

musician, and often cause him to make other

selections.

It is the privilege of poetry to describe actions

as well as to express sentiment. Music does the

latter, but should never attempt the former. In

the opera, music is the companion of action, and
is used to portray feelings in accordance with

action, but no musician would attempt to describe

the plot of an opera. (When saying this we are

not forgetting Berlioz and his music.)

Poetry should express some definite sentiment.

Long descriptions, many worded expressions, are

utterly out of place. The number of verses

should not be great, nor is it best that each verse

contain many lines. Some of the best songs

contain but few verses and e;;ch verse consists of

but a few short lines. Some composers contend

that it is wrong; to sing more than one verse to a

given melody, insistins upon giving each verse its

own mel( dy. Poets should vary as little as pos-

sible in sentiment in the various verses, in which

case we cannot see any impropriety of repeating

several verses to one melody. When the subject

in hand requires a change in sentiment, we would

of course expect a change in melody also.

Philosophical and abstract ideas are of course

not suited for songs. Poets who wish to write

songs for music, should have the power of saying

much in the fewest possible words.

Many of our songs are mere empty sentimen-

talism, arising from undefined feelings,, lack of

knowledge of the human passion?; while all good
songs come from noble hearts, beating high for all

which is humane, pure and good, idealizing even

our faults and weaknesses, touching the strings

which vibrate in every human heart, and as a

natural consequence are dear to us. It requires

not only a peculiar talent to write good songs,

but we truly believe also that the spring time in

life is the best, if not the only time, when poets

write songs successfully. When years with their

riper judgments come, poets often change in their

thoughts and feelings also. There have, however,

been exceptions to this rule, and some of our song
writers sang of love to their dying day.

Before closing we would say that, words exer.

cising a powerful influence in connection with

music, the selection of them should be judicious.

Especially would we draw the attention of our
ministers to the fact that our Sunday School poe-

try is by no means what it should be. If it is

ditficult to make a good address before children,

it is still more difficult to write hymns for Sunday
Schools. As there is a class of persons who would
lower religion by the introduction of all sorts of

silly stories, cultivating ideas and sentiments un-
becoming the idea of a God and Savior, and as

many of our Sunday School books are calculated

to create false ideas of religion and our relations

to God, so does our Sunday School poetry fall

far short of what it may be designed to be, and
surely of what it ought to be. The earliest im-

pressions last longest and go deepest ; the words
of children's songs make a deeper impression

upon their minds and feelings than many are

aware of. Hence we cannot be too careful in

looking at the words ofour Sunday School hymns,
zs well as e.xamining the melodies.

—

Brainard's

Mus. World, Cleveland, 0.

Individualsm in Art.—Eembrandt.
M. ATHAXASE COQUERF.l's I.ECTCRE BKFOKE THE

SEW ENGLAND WOMAN's CLUB.
[Correflpooflence of the TriboDe.]

BosTOy, Nor. 1.—The New England Woman's

Club held its first evening's reception last night in

honor of M. Atiianase Cofpierel,^/s, who gave us a

le(-ture not previously delivered in Boston, and not,

I be!ie\e in this country. His subject was Kem-
brandt, as an illustration of individualism in art. The
t'lub parlors were beautifully arranged and decorated.

Flowers, profuse and dainty enough to have done
honor to a bride, were blossoming in vases and trail-

ing fi'om hangini^ baskets. Tbe French and Ameri-
can flags were festooned together for drapery, and
the walls were hung with choice pictures, a few of

them the property of the Club, the rest loaned for the

occasion. Numerous guests of distinction were pres-

ent, but with regard to their names the Club's prin-

ciple is not to kiss and tell. There were bright eyes,

and bright diamonds, and point lace ; men of pic-

tures and men of poems ; and to this brilliant audi-

ence Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, our President, intro-

duced, in fitting phrase, Monsieur Coquerel, the dis-

tinguished representative of Christian culture. She
bade him welcome in the name of liberty, of equality,

of fraternity ; and said that while last year taught us

to pity France, she had now sent a messenger to

teach us to envy her.

Monsieur responded to this welcome with true

French grace. It made him want, be said, to do a

great deal better than he could. He had already

spoken of art in Boston, and of those who seemed to

him to illustrate indiTidualism in art; but he had
paused before tbe great name of Rembrandt, because

it deserved in this relation so much more than a mere
mention. Rembrandt was, first of all, and above all,

an individualist in politics, in religion, in art, though
not the greatest of artists. Admiring Rembrandt
much. Monsieur confessed to admiring Michael An-
gelo, Raphael, and Leonardo da Vinci more, finding

their works more beautiful. But Rembrandt was in

some respects a more astonishing man. He labored

under great disadvantages, but he made of his obsta-

cles stepping-stones, of his impediments opportuni-

ties. . He was tlie last of the great painters, and the

first great etcher ; and this last was no mean or un-

important distinction. He lived from 1609 to 1669,

the greater part of the time in Leyden and Amster-
dam, in which last place he died. He never visited

Ital}', but he was by no means ignorant of Italian

art. He had a most inquiring mind. In company
with a friend, he bought a painting by Giorgione,

which used to hang in his studio. He was a great

purchaser of engravings at great prices. He procured
busts of the Emperors, and everything else he could

get to make himself familiar with tbe art history of

Italy. But while be studied Italy he was not con-

quered by her; he was a neighbor, not a subject. An
early drawing of his ex'sts in which he made an accu-

rate copy of the Last Supper, till he came to the

three little windows under the rafters. These three

little windows he did not like. He made one big

window, instead, and changed the rafters ro rays of

light : sunshine and shade were his own dominion.

The Dutch painters, before Rembrandt, had been

imitating Italy and borrowing their inspiration from

her. So servile were they that they even changed
their names, and gave Italian forms to them. Rem-
brandt imitated no one. He could not bear to see

people copying what their own eyes had not seen. A
great many people know how to paint or draw who
do not know how to see. Rembrandt believed that

an artist's first lesson is to learn how to use his eyes.

He labored under what wonid have been to a lesser

man great disadvantages of climate, sky and light.

Colors and outlines are very distinct in Italy. The
sky is blue and clear to a proverb. The great Ital-

ians painted what ttin/ saw : but Rembrandt did not

see the same. He lived in a damp country, a country

of mists, where are few clearly defined outlines, and

one sees objects as they break forth from surrounding

fog. Colors are indistinct there, also, all taking some-

what the hue of mist. Moreover the country is flat
;

no mountains, no great hills, even. Rembrandt paint-

ed it as he saw it. In this damp country people re-

quire more food than in the clearer south ; and so

their own outlines grow less defined, less shapely.

You do not find the lithe symmetry of the Italian

peasant in the full-fed Dutch burgher, and Rembrandt
painted the people, too, as he saw them. His genius

was truth, personal feeling, seeing with his own eyes.

He was as much a reformer in art as Luther was in

religion ; a rebel against tradition ; against the rules

established by Italian painters. So, in his pictures,

he never painted di.^tinct outlines, because he did not

see ibcm. But he had great power. Whether you
will or no, you mast look first, in his works, at the

precise spot which he desires you first to behold.

Light and shade were his great secret. Color and
outline are the whole of painting, thought the Italian

painicrs; but Rembrandt said no, light and shade

should be the essential thing ; and in his own pictures

he made them so.. Everything which [ic could not

put into full light he threw Into almost complete

darkness. He wanted his paintings regarded from
satisfactory distance, and one day told a visitor who
came too near, that oil painting was very unwhole-
some for the nose.

Rembrandt delighted in fine toilets, fine jewelry,
heavy silks ; he liked also flowing hair and stream-
ing gray beards. He lovcd to paint a beautiful wo-
trian in beautiful clothes, and he never was economi-
cal of his jewels. He was willing to buy jewels, too,
as well as to paint them ; and the good elders of the
church to which he belonged were much exercised in

their minds because Madame Rembrandt wore so
many. They labored with him in vain on the sub-
ject. The great painter was very much in love with
his wife, and he liked to clothe her finely, and then to
paint her into his pictures for the world to admire.
He painted portraits of noble knights and dames,
which were princely, magnificent, full of the.pride of
life, brave with jewels where the sun struck them,
heavy with gold and velvet. But if he was the first

painter of princes, he was also first painter of pau-
pers ; no one could paint rags as he conid, and he
loved to paint them almost as much as jewels.

One of his celebrated pictures, the "Night Watch,"
in the museum at Amsterdam, represents a shooting
club going out to fire at a mark. As it is broad day-
light, the name is somewhat of a misnomer, but the

picture is well known. A cock, which has already
been shot, is in the bands of a girl of ten or eleven.

The child is, as usual, superb with jewels. A ray of
light falls on her figure. In this ray of light, of what
color are her clothes' You look a little while, and
see that her petticoat is blue, and her spencer yellow,

but the colors are indistinct, as colors are in that land

of dampness. They are all drowned in light, and
they melt into each other. The mist through which
you see her is the most poetical mist in the world,

and the girl looks as if she were walking oat of a
fairy tale. Rembrandt is at once the most material

and the most ideal of painters. He painted a butch-

er's stall so utterly true that it is repulsive ; and a
strong angel rising into the ether with such glory and
majesty that you forget the laws of -gravitation, and
believe only in the spiritual attraction which makes
it impossible that a being so noble should do any-

thing 6h( rise. His nude figures, of bathers and the

like, are so ugly and so real that you cry out in des-

pair to have them clothed ; and he makes a child, be-

ing carried away by an eagle, no dainty darling, but

a real and awfully frightful young-one, its clothes

slipped up to its waist, and its lips parted with the

shrieks of terror which you can almost hear.

But no one is so ideal as he is in his pictures on
sacred subjects. It d' es not need the presence of the

Lord in the ".Supper of Emmaus" to make the pic-

ture shine with His glory. From the chait" whence
He has risen streams a flood of light which irradi-

at s the room, and His absence suggests yet more
than would His presence. Rembrandt was a Protes-

tant in art, and his finest etchings were Illustrative

of Bible themes. These he treated never according

to tbe traditions of the elders, but in accordance with

his own ideas of the true and the possible. His meth-

od of teaching was iflferent from that of any other

master. The first thins he did when he had a house

was to turn the garret of it into a -study, or rather

into numerous little studies. In each one of these

he shut up a pupil, never letting one student see what
another one was doing. This was his device for se-

curing originality. Often he would give to all the

same subject, but he insisted that they should ask

each other no questions. He would have each one's

conception thoroughly his own. By this method his

school became the most valuable of schools—superior

to all others by virtue of freedom of treatment and

variety of subject. "See what you can, and paint

only what you see," was.his motto. He left this

Protestant conception of pamting as one of his most

vahuablS legacies to all who should succeed him in

the royal domain of art. It is the true secret of in

dividualism in art. Look into the world, each one,

with his own eyes, and paint, not what other people

say exists, hut what your eyes see ; whether it be the

bliie sky or clear outlines of Italy, or the golden,

transfiguring mists of Holland, "rhis was the lesson

of Rembrandt.
A pleasant season of social intercourse followed

the essay. The guests talked art over chocolate and
ico-crenm. The Club ladies smiled and listened.

The brilliant speaker bore any number of introduc-

tions with a placid patience, a kindly interest, which

warmed a little into gallantry when the women were
pretty and'vivncious, but which was cordial to all,

and won all sufl^rages. He will speak in French on
Mendelssohn, at the Lowell Institute, Thursday eve-

ning, and no matter how fast he talks we shall nil

proless to understand him, and declare that wo are

charmed. L. c. m.
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Mendelssohn and the "Reformation
Symphony."

M. COQUEREL AT THE LOWELL INSTITUTE.

M. Athnnase Coquerel,/ffe, the distinguished and

eloquent Protestant clersyxian of Paris, will be grate-

fully rememhered by the Bosionlans for many a d ly;

for having inaujurated at the Lowell Institute, last

evening, that thus far essentially Parisian institution,

the causerie. Now the causerie is a cross between a

lecture and essay; a conversational, familiar and em-
inently modest address, suggestive rather than dicta-

torial
;

pungent, picturesque, photographic. ft!-

Coquerel broui;ht to it all the grace of manner and
charm of lauijuatre for which he is so justly noted,

and was eagerly listened to and heartily applauded

by a very brilliant audience. His theme, "Mendels-

sohn and the Reformation Symphony," had been

announced as to he treated in the French language,

and this added a fresh excellence to the occasion.

The crisp and sparkling idioms of the great city, the

glow and fitness of the varied adjective.v which in

themselves painted a little sketch of character with

lightning-like rapidity, kept the audience in a con-

tinual, pleasurable fevtr of e.xcitement.

M. Coquerel began by saying th.at he did not

intend to undertake a musical criticisni, but rather to

indulge in a simple causerie about a man. In this

early part of November there were always celebrated

in Europe, with careful solemnity, two days— the day
of All Saints, which had just passed, and the pres-

ent, the day of the dead

—

le jour des iiwi'ls. Tliese

days would at once recall to the Protestant mind the

beginning of the Reformation. It was the custom in

Germany to assemble together vast numbers of pil-

grims on these days, and it was because of the chance
for discussion on such occasions th.at Luther nailed

upon the famous church doors, on the 31st of October,

1517, bis ninety five theses—attacking all that sub-

stituted the exterior, mere form for faith ; everything
which dispensed with the repentance which Christ

demanded of man ; all that admitted the intervention

of any human agency between the soul and its God.
This was not to separate himself from the Pontifical

church, but to attack its rottenness and dead formu-
las. When on the customary anniversary day the

pilgrims arrived at the ciiurch, they read with aston-

ishment these theses, and discussed thera in many
different senses, and then and there began the Refor-
mation. Tliese theses remained still upon tiie old
church do;rs. A Prussian King had had them cast

in bronze, and inside the church, and under -imple
stones, slept Luther and Melancthon All Germany
had the habit of celebrftting the first week of Novem-
ber as the anniversary of the Reformation's birth

;

80 did the Scandinavian States, and throughout Pro-
testant France the week was held in reverence. A
society had even been founded in Paris for the pur-
pose of keeping the November week's observance

• green ; and one of M. Coquerel's friends had issued
a circular to the Protestant French churches advisinir
them to regularly celebrate the anniversary. Speak-
ing of Luther's magnificent choral, "Ein feste Burg,"
M. Coquerel complimented in the highest terms Dr.
Hedge's translation thereof.

One year ago, he said, he and his friends were he-
sieged, and the Protestant pastors and their congre-
gations in Paris modestlv celebrated the anniversary.
During the first week of November he received a visit

from M. Pasdeloup, the areat artist, who had done
so much to popularize German music in France

;

who represented that his artists were dying of hunger
—that something must be done to relieve them.
Music was completely dethroned in Paris ; what could
be done? He came to ask M. Coquerel to give %
conference in the Cirque Napoleon, to let him asso-
ciate his music with it, and thus make .some money for

his starving musicians. M. Coquerel refused twice,

but the third time Pasdeloup came and offered a sub-
ject for the concert, and it was "Mendelssohn's Re-
formation Symphony." M. Coquerel then told the
audience, in sparkling, racy French, how he informed
M. P.a6deloup that the Sunday on which he proposed
the concert was November si.xth, the anniversary of
the reformation's birth ; was he aware that he would
be inviting Catholics to celebrate the Reformation,
and that Mendelssohn's Symphony was written to
celebrate it? P.asdeloup still insisted, however, on the
concert, and M. Coquerel determined to accept.
Then, returning from besieged Paris to last week in

Boston, he explained to the audience how Rev. Mr.
Foote of King's Chapel bad invited him to speak in
French, and how they had decided on this subject
without reflecting that November second was the jour
des marts, and that he was aljout to celebrate a refor-

mation anniversary in Boston. He then reviewed
the concert conference at the Cirque Napoleon last

year. He graphically described the condition of the
Parisians—who had just been refused an armistice by
the Prussians—an armistice which they had hoped

might have led to peace. It was a griive and sol-

emn occasion, and people had need of all their cour-

age. On that troublous day he addressed the thous-

ands assembled in the circus. He admitted that the

occasion which united them was strange. They were

agonized with a siege which was maintained by three

German circles of fire and iron, and while these Ger-

mans surrounded them, thev gathered in a c;jnrert to

listen to German music. Was this i;npatriotic ? No.

And then he explained that for them Beethoven and

Weber and Mendelssohn were not Germans ; that all

the treasures of the human mind were in common
and had no nationality. Then he told them frankly

how he—Protestant—had trembled with emotion in

listening to Mendelssohn's glorious symphony and
Luther's choral, and praised the tolerance of the

Catholics in coming together to worship at the

shrine of a musician who had celebrated the Refor-

mation.

M. Coquerel's analysis of the symphony was ad-

mirable. Mendelssohn, said he, wrote it at twenty-

one. He never published it, but sometimes had it

performed ; he was not satisfied with it, and ordered

Ills son not to publish it until twenty years after his

death. The introduction was majestic, sonorous,

virile, and was followed by a scherzo unapproachably

pnre and spii'itual, but full of good and brave joy.

The andante which succeeded was pious—tender

—

filled with infinite sweetness, and redolent of confes-

sion. It was not the confession of a Catholic to his

priest, but of a Protestant to his God. Then came
the tremendous, overwhelmingly glorious chords of

Luther's choral, and the symphony finally ended
with a fugue, in which Protestiuit faith in the refor-

mation triumphed in the noblest harmonies. Mon-
delssohn had found, nevertheless, th:it there was not

grandeur enough in his work. M. Coquerel thought

there was something infinitely admiralile in Mendels-

sohn's method of criticizing other less fortunate com-
posers' productions, and told the story of an opera

called "Hero and Leander," in which Mendelssohn,
to soothe the unsuccessful author's feelings, said he

found the same faults that pervaded his own "Refor-

mation Symphony !" The severity and intense fidel-

ity of Mendelssohn's method of composition were
clearly pointed out. All that was not perfectly pure
and of exquisite elegance was unsupportahle to him.

M. Coquerel said he "had penetrated himself" with

the cle.ar precision of this style, and found it admira-

ble. He then selected extracts from Mendelssohn's

letters when he was in Rome (where, strangely

enough, the grand symphony was written and trans-

lated,) the composer's portrait of himself, and his

Jdeas of piety. At Rome he saw many Protestants

and Catholics, and found that numbers of them mis-

understood their religion. After reading some dull

and narrow religious books, he said he preferred Vol-

taire's broom and French audacitv to such bounded
religion. He was profoundly religious; as a politi-

cian, liberal, confident. When Jacobi in 1841 pub-

lished a violent pamphlet, which created a libera!

movement throughout Germany, Mendelssohn wrote
that there had not been such a birth of generous ideas

since the old war time. Mendelssohn, however, bated

and despi.sed war. When Becker wrote his Sie soIIpii

nicht ihn hahen, and the insolent glorification of Ger-

many over France overran the country, Mendelssohn
said it was not right, and scoffed at the sentiment
which prompted the sang. He found something gross

and vulgar in these excesses of patriotism, and wrote
a stern refusal to furnish any music for Becker's
words. Mendelssohn's disgust for titles was ably

illustrated in a series of pleasant anecdotes. He de-

tested Berlin, found it too aristocratic, military^ offi-

cial. He could only live there four years. Hum-
boldt, in a letter to M. Coqnerel, once described Ber-
lin as "a little town, intellectually a desert, and hol-

low." Henrich Heine used to speak of himself as the

"liberated Berliner." The solemn, crushing life of
the capital annoyed Mendelssohn. M. Coquerel
pleasantly narrated the dispute between Friedrich
Wilhelm Fourth and the composer, which hastened
Mendelssohn's retreat from Berlin. In family life

he was intinitely tender and loving. In his letters

there were charming things. One to his brother

Paul was a poem, full of tenderness, soul, fire. These
great artists, like Michael Angelo and Mendelssohn,
had a profundity of affection which the common
could hardly understand.
"You have all," said M. Coquerel, "heard those

little songs, full of springtime, fruit, flowers, the

breath and perfection of nature, songs where the soul

can be heard appealing directly to God. I know of

no music that so gives one the odor of wood and
hay and briar, none where nature looks in so directly,

as in these songs without words—these little poems
that Mendelssohn so unconsciously let fall." And
he then related quaintly Mendelssohn's e.xplanation

to the man who asked why the songs without words
were written.

Mendelssohn could not support music which said

voihing He was also very difficult about librettos.

Music was for him something strong, significant, and
he would nothave the words falter beside it. He would
not have supported the insipidity of the lihretos of

"William Tell" and the "ZanberSote." M. Coquerel
closed his appreciation of Mendelssohn by enlarging

upon the oratorios written in the composer's declin-

ing years, and related the manner in which, on that

memorable November sixth in Paris, last year, he
had electrified his audience by the simple picturing

of Mendelssohn's "Elijah." The anniversary in he-

sieged Paris had netted a handsome sum for the

wounded ; he trusted that on this present occasion

—

the .354th anniversary of the reformation, he had suc-

ceeded in interesting the audience for a passing hour.
—Boston Journal, Nov. 3.

Rubini.

[CoDcluded from page 123.1

To the physical qualities—which may be considered

as the implements of a singer's mind—and intelli-

gence, Rubini added a profound sensitiveness and
great aptitude in making himself master of the dif-

ferent styles of music. He sang Beethoven's "Ade-
laida," the character of which is so eminently lyrical,

as well as the music in Mozart's Don Juan, and Cim-
arosa's Matrimonio S'^reto. Certainly, no artist of

modern times imparted to the air, "II mio tesoro,"

in Mozart's chefd'cPMvre, so much finish, ease, and

perfect intonation combined, and we recollect with

what daring Rubini, instead of executing the rather

old trait in the twenty-sixth bar of the andante, took

the part of the first violin, and executed upon A and
B flat a vigorous trill, which hastened the cadence,

aad ensured the enthusiastic applause of the audi-

ence. Since the time of Viganoni, who created the

part of Paolino in // Matrimonio Segreto, no tenor

ever sang so well as Rubini the air : "Pria che

spunti." What suavity and what delicacy of accent !

How well the singer had seized the meaning of this

hymn of youth and chaste love, gushing forth with-

out an effort, like a perfume of the soul, and present-

ing us with a real picture of domestic happiness and
peace. What has become of this style di mezzo carat-

tere, so fine and so difficult, which is to music and
the art of singing what, to ancient statuary and poe-

try, was the serene and restrained emotion which con-

stituted their principal characteristics ? Read an
eclogue of Virgil, or an idyl of Andrfe Che'nier, and
compare them, for instance, with a piece of poetry

by M. Victor Hugo; you will immediately perceive

what distinguishes the beautiful from the picturesque

—that is to say, Raphael from Rubens.
Although Rubini likewise sang with great eff'ect in

the operas of Rossini—a little of whose 6™ and pas-

sionate fervor he himself possessed—and though he

was admirable in certain parts of the character of

Count Almaviva in // Bnrhiere di Siviglia, as

well as that of Otello, and executed in a most
extraordinary manner the tenor part of the fa-

mous duet in Mosi, " Parlar, spiegar," in

which he disputed the palm for bravura and vocal

dexterity with Tamburini; it was emphatically in the

works of Bellini that he proved himself the grand

master of song. It is necessary to have heard him
sing the first air in // Pirata, "Nel furor delle tem-

peste," and especially the second motive, "Come
un'angelo celeste"—in which we already find the

germ of that short and touching melopmia, constitut-

ing the prominent feature of Bellini's genius—to

form an idea of the power of emotion possessed by
this incomparable artist. He was no less remarka-

ble in the duet in the second act of the same opera,

and I can still hear the phrase, "Vieni, cerchiam

pe'mare," still re-echoing in the inmost recesses of

my heart. It was only surpassed by that which fol-

lows, and which was the complement of it

:

"Pernoi tninquillo un porto
L'immenso mar avr^i . , "

There was, in Rubini's voice, when he sang this

charming and expressive cantilena, a kind of melan-

choly which gradually evaporated into a magic hori-

zon, and impressed you with the sentirttent of Im-
mensity.

In the part of Elvino, in La Sonnamhula, Rubini's

talent rose with the genius of his favorite composer.

Every one at Paris remembers how he gave the

phrase, "Prendi, I'anel ti dono," in the duet of the

first act, and with what a mixture of grace and naive

emotion he sang the pleasing madrigal which forms

the subject of the second duet, "Son geloso." In the

quartet of the finale in the first act, Rubini displayed

the most sublime pathos when singing the phrase so

well known and so toaching :

"Ah I tel mostri s'io t'amai
Questo pianto del mio cor !"
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Who, too, wotilii not ^ive ten five-act operas, as

they .'ire performed every day, to hear Rubini sing,

only once a week, that cry of despairing love, in the

duet in the second act of Lax Sonnamhula—
"Papoi il guardo, e appnga Talma
Dell' ecceaso de' mieimali;
Il-piii tristo dei mortali
Sono, cruda, e il pon per te !"

In the character of Arturo in 1 Puritani, which was
his last creation, Kubini has left us such recollections

of eraotion and enchantment, that we can only recall

them to the mind of those who heard them, without
pretending to transmit an idea of them to the genera-
tions who were not so fortunate. Let us first quote
the phrase of the quartet in the first act

—

"A te, cara, amor talora

Mi guido furtivo e in pianto,"

in which the artist's voice burst forth into bloom like a
rose beneath the first beams of a morning in spring

;

while, to this phrase, serene and spianaia, he vlgor-

onsly opposed that accompanying the words, "Tra
la gioja e I'esultar," by sending forth from his chest
a magnificent /a, which re-echoed to the clouds, and
then bounded back again from the depths of harmony.
In the finale of the first act he gave with prodigious
power the passage, "Non parlar di Lei ch' adoro,',

where he made a most bold pointd'ortjue. Lastly, we
may mention the romance of the second act, "A una
fonte affiitto e solo," which Rubini only murmured,
and allowed to escape from his lips like a sigh. In
the duet following this romance, the phrase, full of
brilliancy, "Nel mirarti un solo istante," and, finally,

the duet between Elvira and Arturo, where Rubini
rose to great energy of expression in the memorable
passage

—

"Non mi sarai rapitA
Fin Che ti stringero."

In the Anna BoJeno and Lucia of Donizetti, Ru-
bini was not less admirable than in the operas of Bel-
lini. In the first of these works, in which he created
the part of Percy, he sang, with profound emotion,
the well known air, "Vivi tn, te nesconginro," where
Donizetti has evidently imitated the melodious man-
ner of his young rival. As for the scene of the msle-
diction, which forms the dramatic climax of the sec-

ond finale of Lucia, no singer has ever been able to

imitate the cry of anguish which escaped from Ku-
bini's quivering lips.

Like a great number of Italian singers— of whom
Garcia, Lahlache, Tamburini, Pasta, Malibran, and
Grisi, are remarkable exceptions—Rubini was not a
finished actor. He did not trouble himself much
about anything but the scena or morceau, the interpre-
tation of which placed him in the foreground. When
this was past, he voluntarily disappeared, and retired,

like Achilles in his tent, without caring much for the
story of the drama or the conduct of the other per-
sonages. In the air, the duet, or the finale, in which
he had an active or preponderating part, Rubini
would suddenly rouse himself and display all the en-
ergy and charm of his incomparable talent. His ab-
rupt but earnest gestures, his expressive and pictur-

esque pantomime, satisfactorily seconded and carried
out his internal emotions, and appeared rather to as-

sist the expansion of his lungs than to be the plastic
manifestation of the personage he was representing.
It was in the tone and sonorousness of his organ, in

the artistic management and accents of his voice, that
all Rubini's dramatic power consisted. When he
had to sing a quick air, like the "Pria che spunti,"
in 11 Malnmonio Segreto, or a phrase palpitating
with feeling like that of the quartet in 1 Puritani, he
advanced to the front of the stage, and, standing per-
fectly motionless, with his hand naively placed upon
his heart, exhaled i suoi rJolcilamenli, which, like an
electric shock, ran from one person to another, and
spread sympathy and delight throughout the house.
This was the method pursued by Rubini, who, nev-
ertheless, when he pleased, proved himself no mean
actor ; and we have likewise seen Pasta, whose dra-
matic intelligence was never questioned, completely
absorbed, like some chaste muse, while singing the
air, "Di tanti palpiti," in which even Malibran, with
all her voice and more acting, was never able to pro-
duce the same impression.

It was not only in vocal combinations, in the vari-

ety of accent, color, and melodioD.s arabesques or
ricami, that Rubini dsplayed a great fertility of im-
agination. His most usual omament-s were the double
scale, ascending and descending, the shake perfectly
and vigorously sustained upon the high notes of the
chest register ; a certain pathetic vibration which he
imparted to one note, causing it to glitter as if pro-
gressively; a broad and powerful emission of his

chest voice, from which he dashed, by means of a
daring portammlo, into the high regions of the head
voice ; and, lastly, that grand Rtralagem of chiaro

oscura, the abrnpt transition from the full voice to

the most imperceptible tmorzalo sound, a sort of dim

twilight, in which it was sometimes difficult for the
ear to find its way. By this method, which he con-
stantly employed, and appears to have borrowed
from bavide junior, as well as a great number of
boldly conceived inflexions and gorgherjf/i, Rubini
clearly proved himself to be a modern singer, sprung
from the new school of dramatic niu'^ic, which Ros-
sini inaugurated in Historv. Were we required to

characterize, in a few words, the tendencies of mod
ern art, in music as well as in painting and litera-

ture, we should say that the prominent feature dis-

tinguishing the productions of the present age is a
noisiness* of colors, R tumultuous heaping-up of ef-

fects, violent perlpelie and an abrupt juxtaposition

of the lights and shades, rendering superfluous that

supreme good taste which knows how to prepare and
gradually lead up to emotion—in the same manner
as rich fruit ripens slowly on the branch where God
has placed it. In life, as well as in the works of the

mind, nothing is more uncommon at the present day
than a distant horizon, over which . light distributes

its tints equally, conductine the eye slowly towards a

desired point. This ascending progression of sono-

roasness. increasing by movement, and suddenly
bursting into a mass of electric light—in a word, the

crescendo which Rossini has so much abused— is found
everywhere ; in political events and moral life, quite

as much as in matters of imagination. By his good
qualities, as by his defects, Rubini belonged to his

time and to the school of music which has expressed
the tendencies of it.

Queen Marie Antoinette is reported to have one
day asked Sacchini, whether Garat, the famous sing-

er, was a good musician. "No," replied the maestro,

he is not a musician ; hut fie is music itself." This
happy remark of the author of (Edipus in Colonos
might have been applied to Rubini also. His instinct

was so perfect and so sure ; his ear so quick and so

delicately susceptible of seizing the most fugitive

tints as they swept past, that, in order to perceive the

defects of his musical education, a person must have
lived on terms of the most intimate friendship with
him. Before the public, or in the most difficult con-

certed piece—such, for instance, as the sestet in Don
Giovanni, Rubini never betrayed the slightest hesita-

tion. He even manifested the docility of a child in

following tie movements any one was kind enough
to point oat to him ; and would frequently say to his

comrades and the conductor of the orchestra, if they
appeared to consult him upon the propriety or suita-

bleness of a rhythm : "Never mind me ; go on, I

will follow you." Such instances of artists of emi-
nence scarcely able to decipher a few notes of music,
but divining by instinct the most profound combina-
tions of genius, are a phenomenon which has often

been witnessed in Italy. Ansani, M. Lablache's
master, at the Conservatory of Naples, did not liter-

ally understand a single note. His pupils were oblig-

ed to sing and teach him by heart the piece of music
on which they wanted his advice. Davide junior.

Mad. Pasta, and a great many other celebrated sing-

ers, were almost in as bad a position. We could cite

far more remarkable instances of the power of intu-

ition in the arts of Genius, as Voltaire terms them ;

and it would be an easy task to prove that the great-

est things in this world are the result of instinctive

perception. This is why poetry is the essence of all

that is beautiful and durable.

Rubini was a man of simple and reserved manners,
fond of living in the privacy of his home. Tn 1819.

he married at Milan a French singer. Mdlle. Chomel.
who was educated at the Conservatory in Parts,

where she received lessons from Garat. This mar-
riage, which appears to have been a happy one, so

absorbed the affections of Rubini. that one of his

greatest causes for fear was the dread of awaking his

wife's jealousy. After singing one of his favorite airs,

and exciting the transports of the public, he would,
on going off at the wings, where all present crowded
around him to express their admiration, quickly es-

cape into his dressing room, in order, as he used to

say, laughingly, to avoid a family quarrel. The most
rigid mother could not have given her own son bet-

ter advice than that Rubini gave to the young tenors

who meant to embrace the profession of the stage.

And it is true that, in order to sing well and long,
we must not forget the hidden sense of the verse in

which Juvenal, speaking of a Greek singer, Thryso-
gonuB, who had lost his voice, says :

" sunt quro
ThrjsogoDum cantare vetenfc."

Rubini look great care of himself. Temperate and
easily sati.Hficfl. ho avoided all excess. The days on
which he performed, he used to dine at two o'clock,

and then proceeding to the theatre, sleep till six, at

which hour his scryant woke him ; he then dressed,

and appeared fre^h and in admirable condition before

the public, and this was the means of his preserving

*8o In the original.

the freshness and power of his voice up to the day
of hi.s death. We have been assured that, during the
ten years he spent in St. Petersburg, having no lon-

ger any care for the future, Rubini created eflFects

unknown to his admirers in Paris, London, and
Milan.

Rubini was of middling size, and rather stoutly

built. His broad shoulders supported a head whose
characteristic was not precisely nobleness ; but when
his face, seamed with the small pox, once lighted up
by the power of song, the somewhat vulgar man was
suddenly changed into the sublime artist, whose af-

fections the most beautiful woman in Europe would
have been glad to possess. Such is the marvellous
force of inspiration and sentiment

—

"Du moment qu'on aime
On derientei doux."

Rubini had two brothers, one of whom obscurely
pursued the same career as himself, while the other

remained a singer in a church. As he has left no
children, his immense fortune will, no doubt, go to

enrich his nephews.
The part of the country where Rubini was born

has produced, at different times, the most celebrated

tenors of Italy. It was from this province of the an-

cient Venetian Republic, in which Bergamo is situa-

ated, that Viganoni, Davide, father and son, Nozzari,

Bianchi, Donzelli, and Bordogni sprang. The wor-
thy successors of these great artists, Rubini, raised

himself to the rank of the first dramatic singer of his

day. Gifted with an admirable voice and superior

instinct, he quickly guessed the secrets of his art, and
astonished Europe by the splendor and fluidity of his

vocalization, and the charm, perfect intonation and
great force of his tones. Understanding every style

and every master, as familiar with the music of Mo-
zart and Cimarosa as with that of Rossini and Doni-
zetti, he was fortunate enough to meet, at the outset

of his career ,a young composer, whose melodic gen-
ius was eminently suited to the nature of his own tal-

ent and sensitive disposition. The author of 11 Pi-
rata and ia Sonnamhula, as inexperienced in the art

of composing as Rubini in the faculty of reading

music, found in his heart the new and touching melo-
dies which established his own fame and that of his

interpreter.

Bellini and Rubini, names so soft and charming to

the ear, you will go down to future ages united by an
indissoluble bond, as a double instance of the superi-

ority of poetry and sentiment over the artifices of
mere art and intention. Both were children of grace-

fulness and nature. Bellini, a pupil of genius, dis-

covered by instinct harmonies as delicate and pene-
trating as his melodies, while Rubini, like an inspired

singer, when rendering the music of his favorite com-
poser, appeared to be expressing the nave emotions
of his own heart.

—

Revue des Deux Mondes, 1854.

Mrs. Charles MoHlton.

Mks. Jclia Ward Howe, in the Woman's Jour-

nal, has the following womanly, wise word of greet-

ing for the singer :

A woman with a beautiful voice and a beautiful

person, coming to us with legends of a court which
we cannot approve, and whose sanction of her merit
we consider superfluous. Art, however, is at once
sovereign and democratic. Louis Napoleon could
add nothing to Mrs. Moulton's true value as an art-

ist, but he could take nothing away from it.

We remember her as a young girl, delighting par-

lor audiences with her amateur performances, which
were felt to have a real artistic quality in them. The
friends of art then, equally with her own, desired that

s^e should adopt music as a profession. For the time,

however, her life was otherwise ordered. She mar-
ried and remained abroad, and it is now as a wife

and mother that .she comes before us, with the hon-
orable intention of earning pecuniary independence
for herself and those dependent upon her, by placing

her remarkable gifts within the scope of the public

service. Still young, handsome, and with her fine

voice improved by careful culture, Mrs. Moulton
stands before us, inspiring a tender interest and sym-
pathy which may come nearer to her than can the

louder verdict of the crowd. She has been in kings'

palaces, where genius and beauty such na hers are

cherished and flattered. Her smile tells ns of the
easy victories of that brilliant society, and its occa-

sions. But she has now a crabbed and severe master
to please, the public, that takes up where it laid not
down, and gathers where it has not strewed. Some
lessons this hard task-master has to give, costly but
invalualilc. Mrs. Moulton must encounter these with
courage and with patience, and learn to attain a lar-

ger and more comprehensive sweep of art than the

most clever dilettante can command. We shall hope
to see her attach herself to her profession with the

zeal of a strong and a long love. With her natural
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advantages, with her feminine grace and tact, she

should be able to interpret for us the great music, the

music into whose penetralia rare artists alone can en-

ter. We shall be glad to see her tread the lyric stage

in the mantle of "Semiramide," or in the disguise of

"Fidelio." We shall al so hope to hear her in the

Handel and Bach music, which tasks the whole na-

ture and power of an artist so severely. Great art is

great interpretation. We shall require this from our

American song bird, and shall be satisfied with none
other. No ordinary achievement will be a success

for Mrs. Moulton, and she must remember this in all

that she gives the public, and in all that she prom
ises.

Her voice is of the purest and most Oexible quality,

her intonation is happy, and her vocalization at once
easy and accurate. Her singing of the ballad, "Ten-
der and true," on Saturday evening last, evinced a

true power of simple tragic expression, while in the

song, "Beware, beware,'" and in the duo from "Don
Pasquale," she gave us glimpses of a brilliant comic
vein.

So our word to her, independent of the flatteries

and fault-findings of the press at large, must be this :

"Choose great things, sister. With' (he power of a
gifted woman and the spirit of a little child, you can
achieve them, not otherwise." j. w. h.

The Worcester Palladium says of Mrs. Moulton :

This gifted singer came to us, in concert, on Fri-

day evening, with a voice surpassingly beautiful ; one
that lingers in the memory like the sudden outburst
of the lark or nightingale, and often comes to one in

recollection, like the fragrance of a rare exotic. The
press has been wild over her success, and well it

might be, for she has few equals, either in voice or

method. Her voice, not a great one, is sweet, full,

sympathetic, and wonderfully clear. Her low tones,

unusually rich and resonant, her high notes clear,

melodious and limpid. Her execution perfect ; used
as a means of expressing her song, and not to evince
her perfect vocalization, she has a soul behind it,

which makes one forget the execution in the senti-

ment of her song. Her "Bel Raggio" was an in-

stance : making one note the matter instead of the

manner. Blumenthal's "La Capricciosa" afforded
exhibition of her rare vocal capacities ; her rare del-

icacy of expression, and refinement of delivery mak-
ing it a triumph. And the little ballad, "Tender and
true," showed the voice with a "tear in it," and much
depth of feeling. With the "Nation" we think her
singing reposeful, never thrilling ; which is her great
charm; as in Mozart one admires the wonderful pla-
cidity and perfection of his art. There seems but one
thing to detract from pure enjoyment : at times too
strong a personality forcing itself between the audi-
ence and the song. Could she throw herself wholly
into the background, the enjoyment would be per-
fect.

A Want of the So0l. The New York Tribune

asks

:

Have we or not, ever noticed the Flower Mission
in Boston 1 If we have, a second mention will do no
harm. The work of the ladies carrying on this Mis-
sion is to distribute fruit and flowers among the sick
in the poorer homes and in hospitals. Never was a
more fragrant Annual Report. The ladies during
the year have carried to the ill and suffering 11,671
nosegays and 673 parcels of fruit. There was a
particular distribution of 2,075 pond lilies. Outside
the city, 34 towns sent contributions. There is a
branch of the Mission in Chelsea and another in
Cambridge. And why should not alms-giving have
its poetical side 1 As in everything else, it is true
that the prose of charity is of the first importance

—

it is of small use (if we may use Gold'smith's illus-

tration) to send ruffles to those who have no shirts.

The blankets, the flannels, the bread, the beef tea, the
coals, must have precedence ; but when .we find ladies
bearing flowers to the stricken objects of their com-
passion, we may be sure that the weightier matters of
relief will not be neglected. Delicate attentions and
graceful ministrations show that those who promote
them have fully comprehended the wants both of the
body and the soul.

Leipzig Fairs and Music,

(Correspondencs of the Springfield Republican).

Leipzig, October 9, 1871.

Two cities could scarcely be more unlike each other
than Leipzig during the fair is unlike Leipzig at any
other time. When the fair is not here, this is as
pleasant and quiet a city as one could easily find ; of
about 90,000 inhabitants, whose citizens are, as a
rule, well dressed, well behaved, and walk the streets
quietly and soberly, minding their own affairs, and

allowing other people the same privilege. There are

large open squares in the newer part of the city,

ornamented with statues, shrubbery and fountains,

and the wide streets and promenades are, some of

them, very handsome—hut during the fairs every-

thing is quite changed. All the beautiful open
squares, the spacious Ross-platz, Augustus-platz, and
the market-place are filled with rough wooden build-

ings and booths, which spring up as if by magic on
every available spot of unoccupied ground in the

city. All the streets, which are wide enough to

admit of it, have a row of booths each side of them,
leaving only space enough for carriages to pass in

the centre ; and even the resident merchants and
shopkeepers, a large number of them, leave their

shops and rent them to the stranger—merchants and
traders who come by thousands from all parts of
Germany to buy and sell, and barter and bargain for

all sorts of things.

There are three of these gigantic fairs each year

;

one at Easter, one at Michaelmas and one at New
Year's. The Easter and Michaelmas fairs have
taken place annually for nearly 700 years, and are

much larger than the one at New Year's, which was
established later, in the 15th century. Each fair

lasts four weeks, and during that time the number of
strangers here often equals the entire number of the

population. As might well be supposed, all the
houses in the city where Mess-fremden are taken, are
crowded to the very last degree. Theatres and all

places of public amusement are filled to overflowing,
though the price or seats is double what it is at other

times. The streets are thronged, and in threading
one's way through the busy crowd one gets rudely
jostled by all sorts of strange-looking people, and
sees such queer, quaint-looking faces and figures and
costumes

;
peasants from Altenburg and various

provinces near here, each of which has a costume
quite peculiar to itself ; old Jewish men with long
white beards and dark, sinister looking faces, and one
of whom would make a perfect pictureof a "Shylock"
or a "Fagin" ; Hungarians, Turks and now and
then a Greek. The booths and shops are filled with
everything that one can think of, that it is possible to

bring here. All kinds of clothing, ready-made gar-

ments, and all the materials from which clothing is

made ; furs from Russia and America, laces and all

kinds of fine needle-work, silks, velvets, bonnets and
hats, boots and shoes, and such quantities of German
slippers,—if you know what those comfortable, un-
gainly things are,—glass-ware, china-ware and the

most beautiful painted porcelain from Dresden, and
such wonderful carving in wood, done by the Swiss
peasants ; books, pictures, both for sale and on ex-
hibition—everything, everything is to be seen here
for sale during the fair. Notwithstanding all the

sights to be seen and all the bustle and activity which
the fair brings, every one is glad when it is over, and
Leipzig subsides into its own natural size, and the

streets are once more cleared of the ugly black
booths—the boards of which they are made look as

if they had been used for the same purpose for at

least 70o years—and everything seems so refresh-

ingly quiet and orderly after all the noise and confu-
sion.

After having enjoyed the beautiful rendering of
the "Magic Flute," "Marriage of Figaro" and
"Don Juan," which were respectively the sixth,

seventh and eighth of the Mozart operas given here
in the early autumn, it seemed very odd to read in a

September number of "Dwight's Journal of Music"
that "the projected 'model performances' of Mozart's
operas at Leipzig, which were to have been given
during the present month, have all ended in smoke."
The stars who were to sing at these performances
have forwarded medical certificates to the effect that

the state of their health imperiously demands their

abstention from all professional exertion and their

immediate presence -at some watering-place. In all

except the last two operas, Peschka-Leutner, the
Leipzig favorite, was the prima-donna, and in the
Marriage of Figaro" and "Don Juan" Pauline
Lucca sang, in the first the part of "Cherubino,"
and in the other that of "Zerlina." The musical
critics here seem to owe Lucea a grudge because she
will take liberties with the music, in order to make it

conform to her acting, and they are hardly fair in

their judgment of her powers, some of them even
placing Peschka-Leutner above her, which is cer-

tainly a great injustice. In the parts of Cherubino
and Zerlina, Lucca is charming and bewitching

;

her singirjg and acting are both so perfectly natural,
that seeing her in one of those characters, the simple
peasant girl Zerlina, or the piquant little page Cheru-
bino, one would not believe her capable of interpret-

ing a great tragic role. In person she is small and
most exquisitely formed ; her face is small and oval,
the eyes large and deep in color, the mouth wonder-
fully mobile, and the whole face quite child-like and
wearing an almost infantile sweetness of expression.

Her voice being more remarkable for its sweetness

and flexibility and freshness of tone than for strength

or quantity, one would say that it was impossible for

her to do justice to a tragic role, but it is in reality

only in such an one that her powers fully show
themselves. In the part of Selika, in Meyerbeer's
opera of "L'Africaine," she is superb and fully

justifies the assertion of the critics—elsewhere than

in Leipzig—that she is the greatest actress in the

world. The music and the acting seem with her to

go hand in hand, and neither one to be secondary
to the other, but each the complement of the other,

and so perfectly united and blended that one cannot

tell in which she is the greater artist ; and when such
an artist as Lucca finds that it better suits her inter-

pretation of certain passages to vary the tempo
slightly, or make one note a little longer and another

a little shorter than it is written, she has a right to

take this liberty with the music, which a lesser artist

would not have.

The concert season is just beginning, and on last

Thursday came the first of the annual series of con-

certs in the Gewand-haus. In the very heart of the

city there stands an old, dilapidated-looking stone

building, black with the rust and mould of centuries,

with small, deep-set windows, heavily barred on the

outside with iron, and in the centre of this building

there is a small hall, capable of seating about one

thousand people. Here it is that the rare music of

the Gewand-haus concerts has swelled into such per-

fect harmony that the echoes of it have reached the

whole civilized world. The hall is not nearly large

enough to accommodate the number of people who
wish to attend these concerts, and it is impossible for

a stranger or a new-comer in the city to obtain any
piace in the "large hall."

These seats are handed down from one generation

to another, as heir-looms in the families here, and the

only place one can get is in the "small hall" leading

from the large one, where it is not possible to see

the musicians, hut where one can hear the music per-

fectly .well : and, if going for the music's sake alone,

not being able to see the orchestra takes little from
the enjoyment of the concert. It seems strange that

in so musical a city as Leipzig there should be no
music hall combining the wonderful acoustic proper-

ties of the Gewand-haus with a size more adequate
to the numbers of the audience. The programme of

Thursday's concert was, in the first part, "Suite in

D," by Bach, aria from "Mitrane," by Rossi, sung
by Miss Cora Fehrmann, from Richmond, Va., con-

certo for piano by LitolfF, played by Mr. Theodore
Leschelitzki, (pronounce that name if you can !

)

from St. Petersburg ; second part, Beethoven's C
minor symphony.
One more little jotting about Leipzig, before

closing. The University in this eity, which was
founded in the early part of the fifteenth century, and
is one of the oldest and largest in Germany— it has

at present about 1500 students—has just opened its

doors to women, and, this year, three young Russian
women have passed examination and entered, one as

a student of political economy, one of the natural

sciences, and the other of chemistry. It will cer-

tainly soon be proved to the world, if it has not

already been done, whether it is a wise plan or not,

for men and women to study together in colleges and
all institutions of learning ; and let us hope that if

the answer is in the affirmative, our American col-

leges will no longer hesitate to open their doors to

all, irrespective of sex or race, and with only one
standard, that of intelligence. M. a. t.

JoLLiEN II. The following from the Evening

Gazette, a few weeks since, is good enough to be

kept.

On Wednesday night, Jullien's Orchestra gave a
concert at Music Hall under the patronage of the

"Boston Lyceum." What claim Mr. Louis George
Jullien had to call the orchestra his, we are at a loss

to imagine, seeing that a large proportion of the

performers were resident musicians. But that is a
mere trifle. There were some forty executants, but
had there been one hundred and forty they would
have been equally blotted out in the dazzling glare of

the great sun in their midst. Nothing but Jullien

was seen. There was nothing but Jullien. It was
dangerous to look at so brilliant a meteor with the

naked eye, but as smoked glass could not be prociired,

we risked everything in our desire to look at the great

luminary of the musical world. Mr. Louis George
J. is a worthy successor to his father in his capacity

to extract the largest amount of capital from the small-

est amount of individual talent. But the son excels

the father ; for, while the latter gained a high repute
upon nothing, the former enjoys one upon less. The
contrast between Jullien pere and Jullien Jils is simi-

lar to that between Napoleon I. and Napoleon III.
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The latter puts on the jack-boots and cocked-hat of
his uncle, and fancies the world will mistake him for
the great man. Jullien, Jils, exhibits a gorgeous des-
ert of shirt-bosom, continued almost to infinity-

through the agency of an enormous coat-lappel cov-
ered with white silk, and fancies he will be taken for
his father's peer, while he is only a faint reminiscence.
To a certain extent the resemblance is perfect : the
one was, the other is, a musical charlatan. The airy
conceit with which Mr. Louis George J. faced the
audience, with a languid look of misanthropv, in-

tended to do service for an expression of the vanity
and hoUowness of all mundane joys, was inimitably
touching. As he sank into his chair at the conclu-
sion of each morceau, his royal shirt-bosom beaming
with undimmed splendor upon the audience, a buzz
of admiration sped on zephyr wings through the
hall. We were impressed to rush wildly to Parker's
to procure a dish of stewed canary-birds, a flask of
the choicest milk and water he had in his well-stocked
cellar, and a silver-mounted pap spoon, with which
to refresh the prostrated child of genius. With what
a feeling of pride he must have looked at the statue
of Beethoven, and paraphrased the words attributed
to Correggio ; "And I too am a musician !" With
what grace Mr. L. G. J. wielded the baton I When
waving it about in the air, he appeared to be spread-
ing a pat of invisible butter upon a slice of invisible
bread. The orchestra, evidently bent upon render-
ing the music properly, paid no heed to him, but kept
their eyes riveted on their books. The result was
that the music was played with a tolerable degree of
nicety, but not such a degree as to create very wild
enthusiasm on the part of the listeners. What did
Shakspeare mean by asking, "What's in a name'?"
There is everything in a name when that name is

Jullien, even when there is nothing in the possessor
of it but "cheek" of right roval magnitude. Soft
breezes waft thee back to New York again, L. G. J.,

and hurricanes spout to keep thee evermore from
Boston !

Jfoig^fs Journal of llusu.
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First Symphony Concert.

The Harvard Musical Association, true to its Col-

lege origin and culture, and persevering in its effort

to establish concerts of the highest music, of which

the. programmes and the whole arrangement shall be

governed by a pure artistic motive, that so they may
truly elevate and educate the listening community,
still reaps its rich reward (now for the seventh year)

in seeing its great hall filled with the most intelligent,

refined, attentive, sympathetic audience that any Art
occasion ever draws together in this city of free

schools. And the beauty of it is, that all this inter-

est has been kept up, from the first, without any com-
promise with ignorant false taste, or any catering to

cheap applause. The success of the original design

and motive has been in this respect most signal; from
year to year it gains significance and power. Thus
far these concerts stand, and may they ever stand, in

imperturbable, calm oppo.5ition to the musical specu-

lations, in which not art, not music, but money and
applause and personal renown are the chief ends. The
travelling virtuosos and their lords the "agents," the

musical adventurers and showmen know it; so do
the disturbers of the peace with "monster" jubilees
uncalled for ; and some of them no donbt regard the
presence of any such school in the midst of a coveted
field for their own operations with as little favor, and
as uncomfortable a feeling, as our late slave-holding
brethren regarded all attempts to educate the people.
For the effect of all true culture,through good exam-
ples kept long in the foreground, is to create a f|uiet,

wholesome, steady interest in music, a never failing,

never feverish, satisfaction (economical withal, mate-
rially and morally) in the best things, and an habitual
aversion to great excitements and parade occasions,
niade so frefjncnt by these schemes that the excep-
tional becomes the every-day experience.
A concert in which a serene, harmonious, happy

sphere of art and music reigns is something very dif-

ferent from those we get from artists in the hot pur-
suit of fame and fortune. The latter give you a mis-
cellaneous inccession of brilliant separate things,
each a triumph in itself (we will suppose), each en-
cored and repeated without the lea,st regard to the
remainder of the programme, or to any unity of im-

pression from an artistic evening as a whole : so that

the sphere is continually disturbed and broken
; you

have had so many little several excitements, but no

pure hour of beauty and of heaven. In the former,

the ideal reigns ; music, and not a person, claims at-

tention ; the atmosphere is all harmonious and tran-

quil, not disturbed by personal appeals ; the artist is

willing to be forgotten in the art ; the programme
(suhject-malter of the concert) is the first considera-

tion, the execution second, the performer last, who,

losing himself in his ideal task, wins all the more

esteem in the long run. Such a concert is an hour

or two of sweet, ideal life, enjoyed in quiet sympathy

by many sitting in a charmed sphere, the cares and

discords of the world shut out. The concert that

produces this effect, even without brilliant stars or

meteors, is a good one. And such a concert, so far

as we could read the general impression, was, to a

considerable degree, the first of the ten Symphony
Concerts in the Music Hall on Thursday afternoon,

Nov. 9. The audience, in spite of the unprecedented

number and high claims of concert-givers, was about

as numerous and as fine as ever
;
possibly a hundred

fewer seats were filled than there were last year, but

the difference was inappreciable. A deeper interest

in the music was never shown, and it held out to the

last note of the programme, which was this

:

1. Overture to "The Water Carrier" Cherubini.
2. Concert Aria, No 6,—Recit: "Cti'io mi

pcordi"
; Andante and Rondo: "Non

temer. amato bene,'' With Piano and
Orchestra accompaniment Mozart.

Mrs. C. A. Barry.

3. Entr'acte from "Manfred" Schumann.
4. Overture to "Alfonso and Estrella" Schubert.

1. Songs with Pianoforte

:

a "Con rauco mormorio," from "Rode-
linda." Arranged by Robert Franz.

Handel.
&. "Aprillaunen." April Humors. Op.

M, No. 2 Franz.
Mrs. C. A. Barry.

2- Pastoral Symphony. No. 6 Beethoven.

The orchestra (slightly reduced, as well as chang-

ed by substitutes, owing to a distant engagement of

some of its members, of which the management were

not apprised in season) numbered on this occasion

just fifty musicians. All its'departments were com-

plete, however, though now and then perhaps a want

of the old weight and fuUfless in the basses might be

felt; two of the violoncellos and one of the contra-

basses being absent. But it proved itself in excel-

lent working condition for so early in the season
;

practice will make more perfect. And it is gratify-

ing to find that, in spite of the removal from Boston

of such artists as Mr. Listemann, Mr. Eltz, the fag-

ottist, and a few more, the composition of our or-

chestra is on the whole more nearly perfect than it

ever was before. The presence of Mr. Eiohbeuo
at the head of the violins,—a veritable Concertmeisler,

of the right spirit, with plenty of knowledge, experi-

ence and influence, as well as weight of character

both as a musician and a man—ia in itself a power ;

a solid gain indeed, for the peculiar power of his pre'

decessor lay in bis remarkable virtuosity as a solo

playing violinist, for which he will find sphere in the

Thomas concerts everywhere. The first violins (this

time 9) were all good and moved in admirable uni-

son. The middle strings, though purposely reduced
in number, have gained in positive precision, without
loss of power and volume. The 'cellos were but four,

both Fries and Heindl being absent, who, however,
will return ; but with the important acquisition of
Mr. Haktdegen, and with Mr. Suck still at his

post, they made their presence palpable throughout.
The flutes, the clarinets especially, with Mr. WEnEa
for the first, were never better, while in the new first

oboist, Herr Kutzleb we have not only the true

pastoral hautboy tone and under delicate control, hut
a right artist feeling for the true in music. The brass

was never in so good condition, particularly the trom-
bones, whose native boislerousness is now properly
subdued. Even in the tyrapani we witness an im-
provement.
Now, with the absent ones returned, and with a

few weeks more of practice, the prospect is of nicer,

more effective orchestral performance than our city

ever yet has realized in trusting to its own resources.

As it was, the rendering of the several orchestral

numbers, though not entirely without flaws, was on

the whole very satisfactory, and Mr. Zerrahn, con-

sidering the absences and the short period of rehears-

al, had his musicians well in hand. We are not sure

that we ever before in Boston have so fully realized

the perfect art and poetry and beauty of the Pastoral

Symphony. The delicate light and shade of the first

movement, which is the very breath of Summer in

the fields, was carefully and happily preserved ; the

musing reverie by the "brookside" {Andante) has

seldom sung itself more feelingly and to more sym-

pathetic, flowing, rich accompaniment, or woke

out of its dream to the quaint realism of the

bird notes more literally and nicely imitated.

Nor was there ever more contagious jollity in

the magnetic rhythm of the Scherzo, more sense of

moisture in the rainy air, more startling grandeur in

the rumbling thunder and the lightnings of the

"Storm." The little obligato passages of flute, clar-

ionet, oboe, fagotto, born especially, were noticeable

for their certainty and delicacy of outline; and we

yet feel the throb of those pizzicatos of the 'cellos in

the homeward thronging movement of the final Alle-

gretto, The audience at these concerts has always

been noted for its close attention, but scarcely ever

have we seen all so keep their seats, listening as if

transported, to the last note of a long Symphony
when it came last upon the programme. Indeed the

Pastorale was as grateful as so much return of all

that there is best in Summer,—the soul of Summer,

so to speak, after November chills and winter warn-

ings.

If the Symphony Concerts bad done no other ser-

vice, it would be something to have kept the sterling,

never hacknied Overtures of Cherubini so much
before the public ;—not three of them (as a critic in

the Gazette states, counting the " Wassertrager" twice

by different names), but actually six, and most of

them repeatedly; to wit : the "Water Carrier", (5 or

6 times), "Anacreon" (do.), "Medea" (3 times)

"Les Abencerrages," "Faniska," and (yet to come

this winter) "Lodoiskae." All but the first of these

were introduced here for the first time in these Con-

certs. The "Water Carrier" overture is one of the

noblest, most genial and inspiring compositions of its

kind, and fit to "inaugurate" a season of great instru-

mental music. For the first year or two it was

deeply enj&yed by the "select few," but now, (thanks

to the "perseferance of the saints") no overture, ex-

cept by Beethoven, is more sure of a general welcome.

This time the basses perhaps were not strong enough

for all the solemn grandeur of their unisons in the

introduction, while more vigor of the vanishing

accent might have added to the clearness of the short

nervous phrases ; but the production as a whole was

telling, and the climax of the tuiti near the end of the

quick movement was superb.

The Zwischenact from the "Manfred" music, of

which we had too brief a single taste last season, was
this time played twice over, making itself felt as a

most exquisite little gem of purely imaginative com-
position. It was one of Schumann's inspired mo-
ments. Shall we not some day hear the "Manfred"
music a a whole, with Byron's poem read 1 Surely

our two specimens (the overture and this pearl of

an entr'acte) justify the hope.

Schubert's Overture to one of his two grand serious

operas,"Alfonso and Estrella," given for the first time

in this country, opens majestically, and is for the most
part grandiose and brilliant, piling chord on chord in

most exciting crescendo, relieved by a bit of quaint,

sunshiny melody on which another fondly waits.

But the prevailing tone is earnest and heroic ; what
could the critic have been thinking of who called it

"humorous, sly and rollicking I" It was splendidly

played and commonly accepted as quite worthy of its

author; only it is more concise and quickly over

than is Schubert's wont.

The vocal pieces, also, were all hoard here for the

first time. The Concert Aria by Mozart (No. 6 of

the twelve published by Breiikopf and Hiirtel) is one

of the noblest of them all and lull of the Mozartean

charm, rising at times to a like purity and grandeur

with the great passages of lionna Anna. It is pecu-

liar in having an independent piano forte part which
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stands out before the beautiful orchestral aecompani"

ment. Mozart in his own catalogue says : "Written

for MHe. Storace and me;" he evidently liked the

singer and wanted to play to her song in a sense

somewhat nearer than the other instruments. The

music is ornate and trying for the voice. Mrs. Barrt
showed a full appreciation of its sense and beauty,

singing it with soul and feeling, but with so

much effort for her comparatively light voice that

many thought her singing cold. Sometimes, how-

ever, a tone or two came out in warm, rich color and

with telling power, particularly in the noble recita-

tive. The air by Handel was precisely suited to her,

being Handelian in the simplest, largest sense, and it

was sung with beautiful effect, enhanced by the

apt accompaniment which Robert Franz knows so

well how to read between the lines of the original

score which is but Handel's sketch. This was fol-

lowed in fine playful contrast by the Franz song :

"April'aunen," in which the lover likens the caprices

of his mistress to the shifting moods of April weath-

er ; ar.d into the fine humor, as well as the subtile

mu-ic of it, the singer entered heartily and charm-

ingly. The piano accompaniment in all these pieces

was always near and true and clearly felt in Mr.

Leonhard's intelligent and genial rendering.

The second concert, for next Thursday, will begin

with the Leonore Overture commonly called "No. 1,"

but which was written later than the others, and will

end with the great Leonore, No. 3. Two movements

of a Concerto for the Violoncello, by Goltermann,

played (for the first time) by Mr. Hartdegen, and

a fine Mozart Symphony (No. 6, in C), better known
here to four hand players than through an orchestra,

will fill out the first part. In Part Second, preceding

the great Overture, will come the fascinating Aria

and Gavotte from Bach's Orchestral Suite in 1) ; and,

for a unique, quaint novelty, a short Concerto for the

oboe (hautboy) by Handel, played by Mr. Kutzleb.

N.B. — The Public Rehearsal is unavoidably

changed (for once) to Monday, instead of Tuesday

next, at 2 p.m.

Of the first Leonhard and Eichbbrg Matinfe

next time. We go to press while it is taking place.

Mrs. Chaeles Moulton continued to attract

and charm a large and cultivated, if to some extent

a partial, audience to the end of her five concerts.

This in itself was rare success for one whose tiiumphs

hitherto had only been in private. Surely there can

be no question of the remarkable beauty of her

voice ; nor of its sufficiency for any vocal task that

is not quite exceptional ; nor of her artistic, finished

execution. She sings like one who is by nature

musical ; sings with freedom and with joy, and revels

bird like in the mazes of luxurious florid melody.

Not one of the deep souled singers, who give expres-

sion 10 great passion or devotion, the highest aspira-

of her art is but to please, and she is happy in

applause. But she can sing a sober, sweet air simply,
purely, whether it come from a deep inwatd
feeling or not; for example the song by Pease:
"Tender and true, adieu." In Schumann's impas-
sioned "Du meine Seele," though there was no lack
of warmth and color in the tones, the sacred fire was
hardly present. We still like her best in the luxu-
rious Rossini mu-ic. Her sinking ofJ'Di piacer"
was admirable, as well as of" Bdl' ragcjio," which she
has repeated. And in the light comic opera scenes
with Sig. Ferranti (from 'L Elisir, Crispino, &c.)
she is perfectly at home and sings with a bewitching
grace and humor. We are inclined to qualify our
exception to her rendering of the arch little song :

"Beware" ; on repetition it did not seem to us so
much overdone after all.

What we chiefly fail to find in Mrs. Moulton's
public efl^ort thus far is, as we have said before, the
evidence of any serious, whole souled snrrender of
herself to Art,—high, earnest and ideal Art, which
whether technically secular or sacred, is none the less

religious. So far she seems not drawn to the great
classical creations of the master spirits. Nor are the
programmes of her concerts worthy of a really musi-
cal and cultivated audience. She has, for instance,
an admirable violinist, masterly in execution, in

purity and breadth of tone, in the power of re-produ-

cing melodies of marked,. contrasted character upon
the strings ; witness the wild song of Mcphistopheles,

and "The last Rose of Summer," which he does to

perfection ;—bnt why must he always play such an

amount of trash and senseless tricks of virtuosity ?

Why, after Mr. Weuli has disciplined "Sweet
Home" for a quarter of an hour with his lefl hand,

must Signer Sarasate, on the same evening, tor-

ture the poor tune again through all sorts of fantastic,

even grotesque variations, making it squeal

in allissimo or whine like a puppy, pre-

cisely as he does the Carnival of Venice?
He is an artist capable of better things, and to a not

vulgar audience he owes his best. Mr. Brookhocse
Bowler's ballads, too, are not particularly interest-

ing, though he has a tenor voice both powerful and
sweet, .and -sings such songs as "Macgregor's Gath-

ering" and the "Bay of Biscay" with a ringing tone

and great abandon, and can sentimentalize with deli-

cacy in a love song ; but he is given to moutiiing,

and has some of the worst faults of the conventional

English school. He was happiest in the duet from

'L Elisir with Sig. Ferranti. The extravagances
of this funny bn^o we can forgive, at least endure,

because he is so genuine ; he only acts his nature

out, and he is full of humor, as of music and of good
boy-like, ready sympathies.

Could Mrs. Moulton heed and take seriously to

heart the sisterly and sound suggestions which we
have copied from the Woman^s Journal, there were a

future for her to which we all might look forward
with interest. Meanwhile she has our best wishes
for her true success.

The new "Apollo Clue of Boston" treated

their associate members and a few invited friends to

a taste of theit part-singing quality at Horticultural

Hall, on the evening of Nov. 7. There were about
forty voices, the finest in their separate quality, and
the most musical, sonorous, rich and full in their

ensemble, that we remember hardly ever to have
heard. They sang a dozen part-songs, including the

"Cheerful Wanderer," "Serenade," "The Voyage"
and the "Rhine Wine Song," by Mendelssohn, and
others by Fischer, Hartel, Maurer, Kiicken, Eisen-

hofer, &c. Mr. Lang, with whom they had had as yet

but few opportunities of practice, conducted, and
their singing of each and every piece was a model of
blended sweetness, refined' purity of tone, good light

and shade, well tempered power and right expression.

We onlv hope that the assemblage of such excellent

material will not content itself with always singing
four-part songs, which in the end must grow monoto-
nous even to those who sing them,—perhaps the more
monotonous the more exact and polished the per-

formance. The possibilities of composition for male
voices only, crowded so closely in a narrow compass,
are limited. At the least we trust, and we have little

doubt, that this fine body of singers, who all seem to

have not only voices, but intelligence and taste, have
also aspirations in the future towards larger forms of
music, such as the "Antigone" choruses, the "Ode to

the Artists," &c., of Mendelssohn, the choruses with

horn accompaniment, by Schubert, &c., &c. And if

this movement might only prove the first step toward
another, more complete and true, and opening a far

wider field for art. the coupling with their own of
female voices of like excellence, what fine task is

there in the ranse of choral composition that would
not lie within their reach !

Mr. J. A. HiLLs's first "Piano-forte Recital of
Ancient Music," in which he played Trios, Suites,

Variations. &c., by Pixis, t). 'Scarlatti, Handel,
Emanuel Bach and Beethoven, deserves more recog-
nition, if only for the respect shown for good music
and the entire avoidance of clap-trap, than we have
room for now We hope to see the remaining con-
certs well attended.

Next. Mr. Peck began another triplet of his

Popular Concerts last evening, to be continued this

afternoon and Monday evening. He has a fine array
of artists.

The second Pcelic Rehearsal of the Sympo-
NY Concerts will take place at 2 o'clock on Mon-
dai/ next, instead of the usual day, which will still be
Tuesday.
The next great event in order will be a glorious

performance of Elijah on Saturday, the 25th, by the
Handel and Haydn Society, with all the solos sung
by Sant!ey, Cummings, Miss Edith Wynne and
Madame and Mr. Patey ; to be followed the next eve-
ning by Judas Afaccabceus.

Theodore Thomas, with his admirable orehes-
tra, enlarged somewhat, and programmes of the
usual variety of past, present and "future," of lively
and severe, will begin a series of einht concerts in

the Music Hall on Friday evening Dec. 1, continu-
ing through the following week.

New YoRic, Nov. 1. After having expiated her
sins, in a kind of musical purgatory. New York
seems to be coming into the regions of light and
sound. Last year the opera-loving public had to.

choose between the discomfort of the Stadt Theatre,
not to be reached from any civilized quarter except
by a long and tedious journey, where the sublime
harmony mingles with had smells, and where one
has the pleasing consciousness that he is at any
moment liable to share the fate of "La Juive," and
artful James's palace, where the entertainments,
though invaluable to the student of Anatomy, could
hardly be considered as musically pleasing or instruc-
tive.

We have already had a short, but very successful,

season of English Opera, at the Academy, and four
nights of Italian opera, such as was never known in

New York ; and we are promised much for the
future. The Philharmonic Concerts will soon begin,
and later, it is said, Theodore Thomas will be here
with his admirable orchestra. Nor are the Dolby
Ballad Concerts to he lighily esteemed or soon for-

gotten. Of Oratorio there will he enough for those
who are fond of it, although we have nothing like

your Handel and Haydn Society.

The season of Italian Opera opened with Lucia.
For the second night Faust was announced, but Miss
Nilsson, having taken cold, was unable to sing, and
Rossini's "Barber" was substituted, with Mdle. Leon
Duval—from the Theatre Lyrique in Paris—as Ro-
sina. This lady could hardly have appeared under
more unfavorable circumstances—as there had been
no time for rehearsal, and the audience—cold enough
at all times—was rendered morose by the non-appear-
ance of Nilsson.

With all these disadvantages I have to record, for

Mdle. Duval, a success which, were it not for some
minor defects in her acting, would be unqualified.

Her voice is a rich, clear mezzo soprano, perfectly

trained, and of such quality that it is a luxury to

listen to her. In saying this I merely repeat the
judgment that has been already pronounced in Lon-
don and Paris. That of our own daily press is less

favorable—but that must be taken for what it is

worth. Caponl, as Almaviva, was the same
insouciaiit gallant whom I remember at the Opera
Comique in Paris. The same light, thin voice—and
the same detestable trick ( ? ) of running into falsetto.

His light love-making is admirable : but in high
tragedy he makes an unpleasant impression by seem-
ing (as has been aptly said) to think more of his hair

than anything else.* However, as there is no high
tragedy in the "Barber," he did very well. Sig.

Ronconi acted the part of Figaro with an irresistible

comicality which is rarely equalled. On the third

opera night Martha was given with Miss Nilsson
as Martha. But it was only on the fourth night, in

La Trainata, that she appeared in a role which
afforded anything like full scope for her mai^nificent

voiceand power. Her Violetta is one of her own
creation, divested of the traditional naughtiness and
aderned with something of the singer's own purity,

and the song was grand and grander, until it culmi-
nated in the death scene, whicli only a genius like

her's can make endurable. Her Violetta is broken-
hearted : it seems natural and fitting that she should
die— and her spirit is borne out upon the sweetness
of a song. But there is none of that terrible realism,

seen too often upon the stage, which is like a mockery
of the one event we are the farthest from under-
standing.

Much has been said and wriiten of Nilsson's Vio-
letta, and in Paris it is ranked higher than her
Marguerite. This estimate, however, is good only
for the latitude and longitude of Paris. Faust is

announced for this evening, and our people may
judge differently. a. a. c.

*We beg leave to dissent from this judgment of Capoul.
—Ed.

Nilsson in "Don GiovannT."

The following is from the Tribune of Nov. 4.

It was a matter of managerial courtesy to allow
Mile. Corani a night for her formal debut in New
York, and nominally the performance last evening is

to be considered with special reference to this lady's

f)orma Anna. But in reality the Zerlinrt of Miss
Nilsson was the only attraction, and the Donna Anna
and Donna Elmra were listened to with scant pa-
tience. Nobody who has seen Miss Nilsson on the

stage will need to be told how she filled the charm-
ing role assigned to her. There is a depth in the
music of which she seems scarcely conscious, ( ? ) for

the strains which Mozart has gi.ven to Zerlina are not
merely pretty and pliiyful, but most beautifully ten-

der, and it is only the superficial characteristics of the
part which Miss Nilsson has caught. Still she has
caught those charactei'istics perfectly, such as they
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are. She is the sweet, graceful, coquettish peasant

girl, a little giddy, a little vain, but loving her block-

head Masetto very truly, and easily moved by his

sorrows and mishaps. Her by play with the rustic

swain (Ronconi), in the ''B^tti, batti,*' was delight-

ful, and the duet with the Don, "La ci darem," was
equally good, the changes of expression in her face

when the gay cavalier surprises her by a declaration

of his love being a really remarkable study. Both
these numbers were also very sweetlv and gracpfullv

sung ; but the "Vedrai carino" lacked simplicity and
stnoothness. Few, however, seeraed disposed to he

critical, and a better satisfied audience, whenever
Miss NiNson was on the stage, we have rarely seen.

The coolness with which Donna Anna was received

was chilling. Mile. Corani in truth is not a singer to

rouse much enthusiasm, for her voice is neither sweet
nor fresh, nor true, and her art is of the crude, ex-
plosive variety which never seems so defective as

when it is applied to the delicate works of Mozart.
Mile. Duval's Elvira was hut moderately successful.

The music is rather high for her, as the upper regis-

ter of her voice is sharp and thin, and when over fa-

tigued it is not always true. M B irrd was an active

and pains-taking Don Giovanni, but the part is some-
what beyond his abilities. He is good in his way,
but his way is a small one. Brignoli was the Don
Ottavio, having little to do except to sing the "II mio
tesoro," which he did very sweetly. The best of all,

after Zerlina, was undoubtedly Leporello. M. Jaraet

did justice to this role,—not making ihe farce quite

as broad as some others to whom we are accustomed,
but acting with unfailing vivacity and some humor,
and singing the music admirably. Mr. Hermanns
was a sufficiently dignified and sepulchral Commen-
datore. We cannot praise the orchestra very warmly,
nor the dres-es, nor the stage management. Mr.
Strakosch, in his day of prosperity, ought to put
away the shabby make-shifts of the past, and when
there is to be a masquerade ball on the stage, as there

should he in Don Giovanni's palace, it would be well

to let the guests dress themselves for the occasion.

The company at the Don's festival last night consist-

ed entirely of peasants in their ordinary working
clothes, and it is a curious illustration of the manners
of good society at Seville in old times that they all

wore straw hats in the ball room throughout the eve-

ning. Ottavio, Elvira and Donna Anna were the

only maskers out of the whole seventy who had
masks.
The production of '"Mignon" is now officially an-

nounced as close at hand. "Faust" and "La Travi-

ata" are to be repeated next week, and "Martha"
will be given at the matine'e to-day.

Santley in " Elijali."

Last evening the Harmonic Society performed the

work under Dr. Pech's direction, and with the assist-

ance of the members of Mr Dolby's ballad company.
!• is almost needless to say that the solo parts were
admira'i'y rendered They were in the hands of tho %
wiii) riHve mad'- themselves famous in this line of their

profession. The part of Elijah certainly has never

hefo-e in this country been sung so well as by Mr.
Santley. It is a long and an arduous part, and the

voice of many a good singer has given out before the

end ; hut Mr. Santley's last notes werj as firm, reso-

natir, and clt-ar as the first. Miss Wynne and Ma-
dame Patey have also shown themselves to be as ac-

complished in oratorio as in ballad music.

The Harmonic Society has not yet entirely mas-
tered the oratorio. Certain of the choruses were very

well given, but others were faulty. The voices did

not take up the points sharply. The notes were at-

tacked 100 cautioosly, and loo little attention was
paid to t'-.e shading and expression. In the parts

where the choruses have responsive passages to the

solo voice—a-i for example in that with Madame Pa-
lev, "We have hi^ard it with our ears"—The respon-

se-' weri- out of time and uneeriain. The orchestra

was thronghout too loud. The effect of many of the

best solos was greatly marred by this. Even Mr.

Santlev, whose voice is as clear as a trumpet, had dif-

ficulty sometimes in making him.seir beard above the

an ojnpaniment.

The conceriel portions were generally well sung.

The choral, 'Cist thy burden on the Lord," was re-

peated, as was also the terzetto, "Lift thine eyes."

This latter was very expressively suug by Miss

Wynne, Mi.ss Sara Brannen, and Madame Patey. If

there wa* anything amiss in this it was that .Madame
\*^'i'V •ung ro'i loud B -aiififiil as her voice is, there

•ir- rim 5 wh^-n on** may hear loo much of it. It also

•*.-«-m -d q-iii»* necdlej«s, not to say a little absurd, for

Dr Pech lo beat time for an insirumentid trio sung

bv three persons who so perfectly understood what

they were abont—especially needless, ina"much as he

mast nece'sarily take his time fro'n them, and not

they from him.

Despite the few drawbacks, the performance was,
as we have said, a very interesting one. The Society
has increased in numbers, manifests an excellent

spirit, and is apparently prepared to do what is nec-

essary to make itself a thoroughly efficient body.
The "Elijah" is to be repeated this evening in

Brooklyn at the Academy of Music by the same per-

formers.

—

Sun, Nov. 1.

Philadelphia. Mr. Charles H. Jarvis gives this

evening, in the Chickering Piano Ware-rooms, the

first Soirfo of his tenth season, assisted by Mr. Wen-
ze! Kopta, violinist, and Mr. Rudolph Hennig, vio-

loncellist, with this programme :

Piano Solo—Organ prelude and Fugue. Bach.
transcrihed by Lisit.

Tioloncetlo—Concert.0, two movements Haydn.
Violoncello—Concerto. E minor Lindner.
Piano and 'Cello—Concert Duo Raff.

Piano Solo—"Soiree de Vienne," No. 2. In C major.
Tausig.

Trio—Piano, Violin and 'Cello, No. 3, B flat.

Rubinstein.

The announcements are ready for the three grand

Symphony concerts which Mr. Charles H. Jarvis and

Mr. H. Cross propose to give at the Musical Fund

Hall. For the first one, to take place December 9th,

the following is the programme :

Overture—"Magic Flute" Mozart.
Concerto—Piaoo. "C minor, op 37 Beethoven.

Mr Charles H. .Tarvis.

Concerto—Violin, "E minor, op. 64" Mendelssohn.
Mr. Weozel Kopta.

Symphony in C Schubert.

The second concert will take place February 3d,

and the third April 13th. Beethoven's Fourth

Symphony will be played at the second, and Schu-

mann's Symphony No 1 at the third.

Mr. Carl Wolfsohn has given the first of his

Orchestral Matinees with an orchestra which he has

organized and trained. The Evening Bulletin (Nov.

10) says :

Except in the rare cases of JuUien's or Theodore
Thomas's orchestra, thrre has never been so good a

concert of its kind given here. A band of between
forty and fifty thoroughly experienced players, with

string, reed, brass and wood instruments, properly

balanced, and all practised under the leadership of

an enthusiastic and conscientious artist like Mr.
Wolfssohn, could not fail to do well. But they did

so well, on their first trial before the public, that we
feel that the success was worthy of much more than

ordinary commendation. This was the programme :

Symphony No. 5,C minor Beethoven.
Le Rfveil du LiON—"Awakenina: of the Lion."
Morceau Characteristique. First time Kontakv.
Tema e Variazionl. for oboe. First time Hummell.

Mr. George Meinberg.
Waltz—"Stories from the Vienna Woods." First

time Strauss.

Nottumo, from "Midsummer Night's Dream"
Mendelssohn.

Imperial March. First time -.Wieprecht,

Of the performance of the Beethoven Symphony
we can only speak in high praise. Each movement
was given, not only with technical correctness, bat

with thorough understanding on the part of the

players as well as the director. The C minor sym-
phony is a perfect work in its kind, and the progres-

sion, from the brilliant allegro to the majestic and
triumphal finale, was never more faithfully repre-

sented here than it was by Mr. Wolfssohn 's orchestra.

The piece succeeding the glorious symphony—Kont-

sky's Reveil du Lion— is in strong contrast ; but we
know of scarcely any orchestral piece ofpopular style

that is 60 abounding in picturesque descriptive

effects.

The new oboist, Mr. George Meinberg, whom Mr.
Wolfssohn brought with him from Berlin last sum-
mer, is an artist of rare skill. His instrument is one
requiring great delicacy of feeling as well as of exe-

cution, and he fulfils these and all other requirements

most satisfactorily. Hummel's familiar, old fashioned

air, with variations, has never sounded so pleasantly

as it does when played on the oboe by such a perfect

master of that instrument. The new Strauss waltz,

in which there Is a quaint, pretty passage for the

zither, delighted every one. The selection from the

Afidsnmmcr Nlqht's Drc/im was only slightly marred
by a want of smoothness in tho first horn. The now
"imperial March," by Wieprccht, is a most stirring

composition, which might have been inspiicd by a

victory like Sedan. Played by such a magnificent

band as that which Mr. Wolfssohn has brought to-

gether, its effect is most inspiring.

The large number of culiivalcd men and women
who have encouraged Mr. Wolfssohn in his ambition

to get np a first-class grand orchestra in Philadelphia

must feel fully rewarded and thoroughly gratified

with the success of hie first concert.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubBiHlied b7 Ofiver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompanimenir,

Sweet Heather Bell. Song and Cho. 3. G to

g. Loesch 30
Popular and pleasing- ballad.

Love's Caresses. 2. E6 to c. Conolly. 30
Good and effective for a voice of low compaaa.

Gracious Father, hear thy Children. Duet, So-
prano and Tenor. 4. A (o a. Warren. 60

Well-wroujjht and fffpctjve, and has an aceompani-
ment for Piano or Organ, with changes of stops
plainly marked.

Cleansing Fires. 3. E6 and C to e. Gabriel. 35
"Lft thy Gold be cast in the Furnace,
Thy red Gold precious and bright.^^

Good advice, beautifully expressed.

Moonliffht Waltz. 2. B6 to e. Davies. 30
Comic. Spirited, and good melody.

T'was like a Spirit's sigh. Song and Chorus.

3. B6 to e. Taylor. 35
"So soft, t'was like a Spirit's sigh,

Borne on the evening: breeze."

In popular style, and with very pretty and varied

chorus.

Down hy the Brook. 3. G to e. PaUt, 3*
''A youth and a maiden, both in their teena.

Talking Love-nonsense, down by the Brook."
Uncommonly sweet and takine.

The Knott Family. 2. E6 to e. . Poole. 30
A quiet comic song about a family at whose for-

tunes you can laugh ;—why Knott ?

I'm a Padflv Whack. 3. F to f. Fuller. 35
Song of a frisky Paddy, and more natural and Irish-

like than the average.

Never trouble Trouble till Trouble troubles vou.

2. F to f. Weflman. 30
Pretty melody, and mav be pung easily, all but the

last line, which is full of "trouble." -

The Old Man of the Mountain. 3. E6 to e.

M'Neal, 30
"Unmoved I've stood on this old rock
Mids't lightning flash and thunder shock."

Effective for bass or baritone voice.

Ma Merc &tait Bohemienne. (My Mother was
a Gypsv.) 6. A6toa. Masse. 50

Mia Tnadre fiX zhi^areUa, is the Italian title of this

fine piece, which furnishes the material for one of Mrs.

Moulton's triuuphs. Mellow, bright, "floating" mel-

ody, and not alarmingly difficult, except in the
cadenzas

>

Instnimental.

Morning in the Woods. (Matinee dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu. 5. B6. Ketterer. 60

AT!ee:resse. Allesro-Scherzando. 5. D. " 40
Mandolinata Fantasie Quasi Capriccio. 5. F.

Ketterer. 60
Three pieces by this skilful composer. When well

played they must be charming. The first introduces

a few wild wood-land sounds, and the last two are

very light and graceful.

Blue Danube. Waltz. 6. D. Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop. 6. E6.
*' 75

Polka Bohemienne. 6. Eb. " 1.00

Marche des Vivandieres. Morceau descriptif.

6. D6. WehU. 1.00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance. 7. G. " 75
Five brilHunt concert pieces. Those who can play

well enough will need no urging to try them, as music

of that grade, so new and so good, does not often

appear.

Up to Time. Galop. 3. F. Hnrt. 30
If played *'ap to time" will receive your "hart"-y

apprpbation.

Life let us Cherish. Waltz. 3. Strauss. 75
Strauflfl's style seems to change slightly, and in-

clrnes more to popular melodies, but does not lose

its resonant brilliancy.

Minne-haha Mazourka. 3. Eft. Auerbach. 30
Agi-aceful and tasteful morcean.

Books.

Second Motette Collection. By Dudley

Buck. Price, in Cloth, $2.75 ; Boards, $2.50

Those who have i^xamlncd It praise it highly, and it

Ih, without doubt, one of the most satisfactory collec-

tions that has Hppenred. Mr. Buck escaped fwith the

InsH of his Roods] from the ChicHgo fire, but fortu-

nately preserve'l his genius Intact, This coiHpllatlon

will add to a well deserved reputation, and, we hope,

a conHiderable sum to his income.

AnDRFTiATioNS.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The kpy \h marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &o.

A small Iloman letter marks the highest note, if on the atatf,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the HtalT.

=:-l
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Very Easy Pieces.
Children's Toys. 12Nos..

1. .HarmoDicfS
2. .Jow'a Harp.
3. .Shuttle Cock.
4. .Top.

5.. Fife.

6. .Rocking HOTSe.

Now and then. 24 Nos, .

.

1. .Hyacinth Schottische.
2..Trab trab Galop.

5. .Mountain Echo Polka.

4. .Rosette Polka Mazourka.
5- -Chime again.

6. .Young Recruit Quickst.

7.. Sardinian Waltz.

8 .Masked Ball Mazourka.
9. .Smiles and Tears.

10. .Dumbarton's Polka,
il. . Warblinss at eve.

12. .Aria alia scozzese-

Pianist's Wreath. 24 Nos,
1.. Peri Waltz.
2. .Slap Bang Polka.

8. .Her Bright Smile Waltz.
4. .L' Elegance Polka.
6. .Juniata Mazourka.
6. .Caprica Militaire.

7. -Leap Year Waltz.
8.. Call Me Thine own.
9. .March of the Victor.

10.. Guard's Waltz.
11. -Joys we've tasted Waltz,
12. .Aileen Aroon Polka.

Shells of Ocean. 25 No8.
1 .Mermaids March.
2.. Pearl Waltz.
3. .0, would I were a Bird
4.. Wearing of the Green.
5. .Coral Redowa.
6.. Five O'clock in tho

Morning Quickstep.
7. .Rippling WaveMazurka-
8 .Sea Shell Polka.
9..Turf Schotti.ich.

10.. Diamond Waltz.
11. .Zephvr Redowa.
12. .Sea Shore Galop.

Younff Minstrel. 39 Nos.
1, . Departure for Syria.

2.. Take them, I implore.
3 . . First love. Redow*.
4 .Carnival de Venice.

5. .Storm March Galop.

6.. Fanfare Polka. Ascher.
7. .Invitation k la Valse.

8.. Martha Polka and Cho-
rus from Huguenots.

9. .Galop Martha. Child of

Regiment Waltz.
10. .Pierette Polka Mazurka.
IL.IiPfl bords de V Yonne
12. .Zcpherine Polka Maz'ka
13. .Mme. Paillasse Waltz.
14 .Val.ce de Strauss.
15. -Val.'ie de Labitzky.
16. .Chanson AUemande.
17. . Air Italien. LaMolinara
13. . Polka.

19. .AirTyrolien.
20. . Dernier Penseede Weber

Baumbacht each. 20
.Drum.
.Rattle.

. Harlequin.

.Doll.

• Bat.

. Foot Ball.

Bellalc, each. 30
.Red, White and blue.
.Lombardi March.
. Battle of Prague.
. Gipsey Warning.
. Now and then Polks.
. Casket Redowa.
.Le Torrent Waltr.
. 1 whistle my lad,

.Hail to thee, Liberty.

.Pony Galop.

.I'd be a Star.

.Verdi Cotillon.

Bf//ai, each. 20
Bonnie Red. White and
Blue Quickstep.

EroU's Balklange Waltz.
How can I leave thee.
Wreath Mazurka.
March Triumphale.
Drummer Boy.
.Blossom Waltz.
,Thou art so nearMas'ka
.Flower Galop.
.Kiss Waltz.
.Maryland Polka.
.Hark I hear angel.

Mach, each, 30
.Ruby Waltz.
.Sapphire Mazurka.
. Perkiomen March.
.Emerald Schottisch.
.Shooting Star Polka.
.Parting to-night Waltz.
.Morning Blue Polonaise.
.Star Varsoviana.
.Affection Redowa.
.Go Ahead Quickstep.
• Finlander's Dance.
.Fairy Isle Galop.
.Ever be Happy March.

. . . Gerville, cock, 20
. Air de Mozart. Flauto

MagiCO.
. Polka Mazourka.
.La Cenerentola.
.Donna del Lago.
.Le Barbier de Seville.
.La Sonnambula.
.Valae de la Reine de

PruBse.
.DanseEspagnole.
.LeCor des Alpes.
.La Mignonne Schottisch
.LaChassedujeune Henri
.El Jateo de Xeres.
.Le Chant du Colibri.
.Elisire d'Amore.
.La Sonnambula
. Souvenir de Bellini.
.Noces de Figaro.
.Robin des Boia.

.Les Puritains.

Easy Pieces.
Amusement Schottisch E. W. Parker. 30
Brilliant Gem Polka Turner. 30
Daisy Dean Quickstep Farringer. 30
Fairy Minuet Lysherg. 30
Faust Waltz. ( Vignette) Coote. 75
Kinderstandchen. 3 Nos Oesten each. 30

1. . A Waltz Song. 3. .Gondolier's Song.
2. .Tyrolese Melody.

Merry Tunes. 16 Nos Af. Hohson, each, 20
1. .'The Old SenBation. 10. .Loiio O'Buchan.
2 . The New Sensation. 11. .Tyrolean Maiden's Song.
3. .Minnie Clyde. 12. .Polly Perkins and Annie
4.. Aunt Sally. Lisle.

6. .Kitty Patterson. 13. .Garibaldi Hymn.
6. . B!dB Bells of Scotland. U. . AnTil Chorus.
7. . Auld Lang Sytje. 15. .Santa Lucia.
8. -Comin' thro' the Rye. 16. .So Early in the Morning
9. .Echo des Alpes. and Bob Ridley.

Moisson d' Or. 20 Nos Alherti, each, 20
1. .La Traviata. 11. .Romeo et Julietta.
2. .Rieoletto. 12. .La Fayorite.
3. .La fllle du Regiment. 13 .La Sonnambula.
4. .11 Trovatore. 14. .1 Vespri SiciUani.
5. .Lucia di Lammennoor. 15..DonJuan.
6.. Norma. 16. . Les Huguenots.
7. .1 Lombardi. 17. .Roberto il Diavolo.
8..Ernani. 18. .La Muette.
9 .Lucrezia Borgia. 19. .Le Prophete.

10. On Ballo in Maschera. 20. .Linda di Chamounix.
Mossy Dell Waltz Turner. 30
P.irepa Valse -. " 35
llistori Waltz " 35

Scenes from Childhood. 6 Nos Oesten, each, 30

1. .The Goat Carriage. 4. . What was heard in the
2. . The Doll's Dream. Wood.
S. . See Saw. B. . The Watchman.

6 .The Little Tyrolese.

Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen. 30
Sylphs. 6 Nos Spindler, each. 20

1. .Flora's Polonaise. 4. .fVanda Mazourka.
2. .Tyrolienne Waltu. 6. .Florella Waltz.

3.. Fairy Polka. 6. .Rosette Galop.

Tears, Idle Tears. Nocturne Turner. 35

Thoughts at Twilight. " " 35

Traceries. 6 Nos J. W. Colby, each. 30
1. .Golden Gallopade. 4. .Bluette Schottische.

2. .Moonlight March. 5. .Shower Polka.

8. . Brook Quickstep. 6. .Grove March.

Wiegenlied {Cradle Song) Eeller. 25

Zenobia Polka Turner. 35

Pieces of Medium Difficulty.

Carnival of Venice Czemy. 30
Cot^ de la Mer. Barcarole Miles. 30
Estasi. Valse Brilliante. (Arditi) Knight. iO

Fairy May Polka T. H. Bowe. 30
Fall of the Leaf Waltzes Knight. 60
Guards' Waltzes Godfrey. 60
Ilelter Skelter Galop C. Paust. 30
Hurly Burly Galop C. Faust. 30
II Bacio Cramer. 40
I'll meet thee in the Lane. Galop Knight. 35
Long Weary Day. Transcription. . . . Baumbach. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 60
March du Crociato. Fantasia BurgmuUer. 35
Military March, in Faust Davenport. 35
Reunion March Strauss. 30
Simplette. Melodie Favarger. 30
Warrior's Battle March Howe. 30
Warrior's Victory. (Krieger's March ).5<rausj. 30
Wiener-Bonbons Walzer Strauss. 75
Wings of a Dove. Transcription Baumbach. 40

Pieces of Moderate Difficulty.

Adieu Spindler. 30
Ah che la Morte. (Trovatore) Baumbach. 40
Amorine. Bluette Oesten. 40
Barcarolle D' Oberon Voss. 60
Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberq. 30
Blow, Gentle Gales. Transcription Richards. 40
Bolero d'Apres Victor Mass^ Kuhe. 70
By the Sad Sea Waves. Transcription.. ifi'cAarrfs. 40
Chant da Berger M. de Colas. 35
Crispino. Fantasia Elegante Ketterer. 75
Croyez Moi. (Trust in Me) Ascher. 30
Der Kiiss. (II Bacio) Oesten. 50
Don Juan. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 1.00

Dream. Reverie Bergson. 50
Falling Spray. Fantasia Hervey. 50
Farewell (Scheidegriisse) Jungman. 40
Fille des Alpes Egghard. 40
Flee as a Bird. Transcription Grobe. 50
Flick and Flock Galop Ketterer 75
Forget Me Not. ... Spindler. 30
Gaetana. Mazourka Ketterer. 50
Gazza Ladra. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 75
Heimweh Tnngmann. 30
How so Fair. Transcription Baumbach. 40
I'm Lonely since my Mother died. Varied. Grobe. 60
Juanita. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Little Spring Song Bering. 30
Longing for Home Bierman. 40
Maiden's Blush. Concert Waltz. Seven Octaves. 60
MurmurednRuis.sean. (BabblingBrook).Bn'ssac. 50
Nimblefoot Schottische -. . . . Bervey. 30
Norma. Fantasia Brilliant Leybach. 90
Northern Pearl. Nocturne Cloy. 35
Norvegienne Ketterer. 60
O, dear what can the matter be Richards. 60
Pensee. Galop Brilliante Guzman. 60
Piano Pieces performed by Perabo.

Nos. 1 , 5, 6, 8 Bargiel, each, 20
" 2,3,4,7 ' " 35
Complete " 1 .50

Polka, op. in Spindler. 50
Pot Pourri, Crispino e la Comare Cramer. 75
Reverie sur Semiramide Bess. 50
Rondo. Belisario Brunner. 35
Salut a la France " 35
Sea Side Reverie , Bricher. 40

Sigbing for Home Jungmann. 20
Sleep, thou sweet Angel Oesten. 40
Sous la Fenetre (Under the Window). .5. Smith. 70
Sul Mare. Barcarolle Kuhe. 40
Tone Pictures Reynold, each, 35

1.. The Fountain. 4. .May Flowers.
2. .Young Zephyrs. 6. . The Strange Story.
8. . Pearls of Dew.

Tradita. Romance Arditi. 40
Voix du Ciel. (Heavenly Voices) Neldy. 60
Warura. (Why!) Schumann. 25
Wearing of the Green. Tran8cription.Bou»i6acA. 40
Yo Pretty Birds. Kuhe. 50

Difficult Pieces.
Barbier de Seville. Fant. Brill Leybach. 1.00
Grande Pbaraphrase de Concert Ascher. 65
Guillaume Tell. Fantasia Leybach. 1.00
Harp on the Tree Boffmann. 75
II Balen. Transcription Boffmann. 60
Jet d' Eau Sidney Smith. 75
Les Huguenots • " " go
Les Sylphes des Bois Ascher. 1 .00

March des Amazons Wehti. 1 .00

Martha. Fantasia Brilliant Sidney Smith. 1.00
Oberon. " " " •• 90
Polka de Concert Wehli. 1 .00
Pompa di Festa Willmers. 80
Romance Nouvelle Wehli. 1 .00

Schonsten Angen, (Brightest Eyes) Kriiger. 60
Victoire. Polka Bravura Bervey. 40

Four-Hand Pieces.
Alboni's Second Valse Brilliante Schuloff. 80
Amelie Waltzes Lumbi/t
Argentine Mazurka Ketterer.

Ballo in Maschera Beyer.
Bohemian Girl BeUak.
Brightest Eyes Galop "

Crown Diamonds "

Dame Blanche Beyer.
Danbarton'B March Belial:

Festival and Binh-Day Ball ZucAo.
1 . . Talse 40 5 . . Redowa
2. .Schottisch 40 6. . Quadrille

5

75
75

40
30
40
75

30

40
60

3. .Galop 40 7..Bolera 40
4. Polka 40

Fille du Regiment Bellalc. 40
Galop Brilliante Sponholtz. 70
II Bacio Oesten. 60
L'Africaine Beyei: 75
Lucie di Lammermoor. . , Btflak. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 1 .00

Sans Souci Galop Aschei: 70
Sonata, No. 1 in F, Op. 32 Viabelli. lb
Sonatina, No. 1 in C, Op. 24 "

" 2 " G, " " "
Thou art Senear and yet so far Bellak.

40
40
30

Studies.
Concone's Fifteen Etudes Expressives, Op. 44,

2 books, each 1.25
Concone's Twenty-five Etudes Melodiques, Op.

24, 2 books, each 1 .00

Kohler's First Steps. Book 1, 60 ; Book 2, 75;
Complete 1.25

Kohler's Special Studies. 2 books, each 1 .no

Kohler's New School in Velocity. 2 bks., ea .

.

175
Kohler's Effective Execution. 2 books, e.ieh.. 2 00
Plaidy's Technical Studies. American Einger. 2 00

•' " " Foreign " 2..')0

Lemoine's 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 bks., each. 150
Moschelles' Studies. 2 books, each 3.00
Czerny's 50 Grand Finishing Studies, Op. 409.

6 books, each 1.25

Czerny's 30 Nouvellea Etudes de Me'canismc,
Op. 849, 6 books each 60

Czerny's 110 Exercises. Op. 45-3. 6 bk«., each. 1.01

Duvernoy's Ecole du Style. 4 books, each ... 60
Heller's 25 Studies on Rhythm and Expres-

sion, Op. 47, 2 books, each 1.50

Heller's 30 Progressive Studies, Op. 46, 2 bks.

each 2 00
Heller's 25 Studies, introductory to Art of

Phrasing, Op. 45, 2 books, each 1 .50

Heller's 24 Nouvelle Etudes, Op. 90, 2 bks., ea. 1 75
Heller's 24 Preludes, Op. 81, 2 books, each 1.50

Heller's Art of Phrasing, Op. 16, bk. 1 SI.75
;

book 2 2.00

1|@=, Sheet Music and Music Books, sent, post-paid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.
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Abbreviations.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Bellafc, are marked 1. Common Marches, Quick-
steps, Waltzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

most of thatof Strauss, and such marches as the March from
FAUst, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asTbaJberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c., are "•

A capital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, D6, &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch. means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OF G. "W. WAEREN".
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4. B6 50
Harry's Musie Box. 2. A. .' 40

Three characteristic pieces, showing the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OFH.A. WOLLENHAtrPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. Ab 60
Meteor Grand Galop. 5. A6 75

Rich and tasteful pieces, which, will well reward
their study.

COMPOSITION'S OF L. M. GOTTSCHALK.
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentiraentale. 5. E& .... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Concert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gitanella. Caprice. 6. G... 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dying Poet. Meditation. 5. E& 60
Love and Chivalry. Capi-ice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. Aft 60
The Water Sprite. Polka da Salon. 5. E. . 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combininE; power with
lightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Qotts-
chalk will be able to perform them.

A FEW VEKT POPULAft PIECES.

CBerry Ripe Schotlische. 3. F J. Munch. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottisch.

Saratoga Schottisch. 2. F J. Munck. 35
Spirited. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottisch. 2. B6 S. C. Foster. 30
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F. . . W. Jucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me, Darling, Quickstep, 3, F...Z)r. Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a song that has made

a "quick-step" to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and so easy as to be proper for the

young students' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G C. Grobe. 75
Contains the 'airs *' Star Spangled Banner," " Red,

White and Blue," " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
Itirch," and •' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a col-
lection of Patriotic pieces, called

"Music of the TJnion," all of whiehliavea
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Wedding Waltz. 2, C .7. W. Turner. 35
One of the very prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2. G G. W. Turner. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Qood

HuaIc.

Moaay Dell Waltz. 3. C J. W. Turner. 40
S'ice Lithograph, View of "Mossy Dell." Music In

good tast«. Good octave practice

Northern Pearl. No'-tume. 3, E 6 . Cloy. 40
FineLlthoifTaph title, and btautlful muAic. Every-

body likes it.

Sunrise Mazurka, (Le Lever du Soleil), 4. A.
J. N. Pattison. 60

Very iplrlted and bright.

March de« Amazones, 6, E 6 J. M. Weldi. 100
A powerful and ahowy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstein, In 3 Nos. 3.

G. Mack, ejinh, 75
Each number c^ntainj Bve or bIx of the beat airs In

thij £»Torite opera.

La Grinds Dache^^e, Books 1 and 2. 3. WeU. ea. 75
E<Mh book contains about half the most gtriking ain,

Snely amoged.

FAVOKITB SETS OF PIECES.
BY BELLAK.

Dew Drops for the Piano. . .Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.
2 FilleduReg Quickstep
3 Musket Galop.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz.
6 Marco Spada Schottisch.

7 Sea Breeze Polka.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottisch.

10 Belisario Waltz.

11 Farewell my Home Waltz.
12 Martha Quickstep.
13 Rocking Chair Polka.
14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
15 Pestal Waltz.

16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxiog Polka.
18 Colonello Waltz.
19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 FraDiavola Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Linda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
24 Pre aux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful Waltz.
26 Flower Garden Schottisch.
27 Cradle Polka.
28 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottisch.

Spare Moments. ... , Each 20 cents.
1 Rubezahl Galop. 20 The Harp that once thro'
2 Dolly Brown Waltz, Tara's Halls,

3 Glover's Ballad " 21 Bim home Bell Galop.
4 I Due Foscari. 22 Duncan Gray Polka.
5 My Good Old Darkey Home 23 Ingle Side Quickstep.

Polka. 24 Hours There Were. Varia-
6 London Schottiseh. tiong.

7 II Trovatore. 25 Maz. elegante, Wely.
8 Natalie Waltz. 26 Stilly Ni^ht Polka.
9 Vienna Penny Polka. 27 Sunny Hours of Childhood
10 Rataplan Quickstep. Waltz.
11 Camilla Waltz. 28 Dreams of the Past Polka.
V2 Castle of Flowers Polka. 29 Bonny Boat Schottisch.
13 Gentle Annie Polka. 30 Spare Moments Polka Maz.
1-t Bohemian Chant Waltz. 31 Clochettes Waltz.
15 Vire le Roi " 32 Cauliflower **

16 Kiss me Quick Polka. 33 Courtesy Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March. 34 Sounds from Home, Gungl.
IS Al' for the Best Waltz. 35 Days of Absence Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch. 36 William Schottisch

Th'^, Pianists' Wreath Each 20 cents.
1 Peri Waltz. 14 KroH's Ballklange Waltz.
2 Slap Bang Polka. 15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
3 Her Bright Smile. 16 Wreath Masurka.
4 L'Elegance Polka. 17 Grand March Triumphale.
5 Juanita Mazurka. 18 Drummer Boy.
6 Caprice Militaire. 19 Blossom Waltz.
7 Leap Year Waltz. 20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
8 Call me Thine Own. 21 Flower Galop.
9 March of the Victor. 22 Kiss Waltz.

10 Guards Waltz 23 Maryland Polka.
11 Joys that we've Tasted. 24 Hark! Ihearau Angel Sing
12 Aileen Aroon Polka. Waltz
13 Bonnie Red, White and Blue Quiq^ step.

Now AND Then Each 30 cents.
1 Hyacinth Schottisch. 13 Red, WT ,ite and Blue M''ch.

2 Tra'.» trab Galop. 14 Lombarii March,
3 Mountain Echo Polka. 15 Battle of Prague March.
4 Rosette Polka. 16 Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.
6 Chime again. 17 Now ? Ad Then Polka.
6 Young Recruit Quickstep. 18 Caskei Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 0, Whistle my Lad Q. step.

9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
10 Dumbartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblings at Eve. 23 I'd he a Star,

12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.
The above four sets include more than a hundred

carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of diEQculty,

and none would be marked more than 2. They are

in easy keys, very generally in C or G, varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. RUSSELL.
Popular Echoes Each 20 cents.

1 Wildfang Galop. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 II Bacio, Kiss Waltz.
3 Five o'clock, Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.

15 Musidora Polka Maz.
16 Crispioo Galop.
17 Minnie's '*

18 Fra Diavolo.

19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-
bastian.

20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.

4 I would I were a bird.

5 Mabel Waltz, No. 1.

6 " " " 2.

7 Rainbow Schottisch.

8 Rolla's Polka.

9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1.

10 *' " " 2.

11 Meet me at the Lane Sch
The above are of about the same prrade as the pieces

by BeIIak,are carefully fingered, and are excellent for

beginners.

BY C. EVEREST.
The Pcpils' Folio Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13 PiratesChoruSjEnchantreBS.
me Still. 14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.

2 Bolero, Sicilian Veipers. 15 Annie Lisle.

3 Do they Think of me at 16 Hans-and Oretchen Polka.

Home? 17 Hunter's Cho. Frcischiltz.

4 Chorus of Servants. 18 11 Balen, Trovatore.

5 DamRq of S(-ville Waltz. 19 Air from Travlata.

6 Warbllncrs at Eve. 20 Serenade, Don Papquale.

7 Glory Hallelujah. 21 Anifel of Light. Favorita.

8 The Cnptain 22 Hwitzer's Farewell.

9 Shadow Son(f, Dinorah. 23 In t^-ars I pino for Thee.
10 R*!aper's Polka. 24 When the Swallows Ilome-
11 Red, Whi^fl and Blue, wnrd Fly.

12 En Avant March. 25 Grand March from Faust.

Similar to the preceding ; excellent Instructive

pieces.

BY 0. KINKEL.
Crystal Gems Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz. 13 Fairy Tale Polka,

2 Snowflake Polka. 14 Sunbeam Schottische.

3 Charming Schottische 15 Whirlwind Galop
4 Romping Galop. 16 Leap-Year QuickFtep.

5 Silver Star Quickstep. 17 Whispering Love Mazurka
6 Fairy Mazurka. 18 Tambour March.
7 Soldier Boy's March. 19 Belgravia Waltz.

8 Mabel Waltz. 20 Silver Shower Polka.

9 Sweet Kiss, Polka. 21 My Darling, Schottische.

10 Rosy Cheeks.Schottische. 22 Fir.^t Impression Waltz.
11 Runaway Galop. 23 Fast Boys Galop.

12 Hilda Waltz. 24 Cornflower Waltz.
Mr. Kinkel infuses a peculiar brilliancy into his

pieces, which are easy, andcarefully prepared for iear-

nera. Most of them may be ranked among the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAL.
Buds from the Opera, '.

1 Martha. 21 Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. 21: La Muette de Portici.

3 Don Pasquale. 2i- T Trovatore.

4 Crown Diamonds. 24 Rigoletto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 25 Fra Diavolo
6 Lncrezia Borgia. 26 Maritana. '

7 La Filledu Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 La Favorita. 28 Caliph of Bagdad.
9 Ernani 29 Le Dieu et la Bayadere.

10 Somnambula. 30 LaTraviata.
11 Linda di Chamounix. 81 Les Huguenots.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 ILombardi.
13 Belisario. S3 Un Balloen Maschera.
14 L'Elisire d'Amore. 34 Le Pardon de Ploermel.
15 Norma. 35 Les Vepres Sicilienes,

16 I Puritani. 86 II Giuramento.
17 William Tell. 37 Don Giovanni.
IS Moses in Egypt. 88 Robert le Diable.

19 La Dame Blanche. 89 I Martiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 40 Magic Flute.

Easy arrangement of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty.

BY BAUBIBAOH.
Chaplet of Pearls Each 20 cents.

1 Martha. 7 Freyschutz.
2 Sicilian Vespers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's Warning. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles 6th.

5 Lombardi. 11 Lousa Miller.

6 L'Elisire. 12 Amateur Waltz.

Mr. Baumbach's refined taste shows itself plainly in

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 for difficulty.

ChiUlren'5 Toys Each 20 cents-

1 Harmonica. 7 Drum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin.

4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rocking Horse. 13 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and, as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

BY E. MACK,
Monthlt" Amusements Each 40 cents.

1 January March, Key of C. 7 July Barcarolle Key of E*.

2 February Waltz "' " G. 8 August Polka '* '^ D6.

3 March Galop " " D. 9 September Varsoviana. Kb.

4 April Redowa *' '' A. 10 October Schott , F sharp.

5 May Polka " " E. 11 November Quickstep, B6.

6 June Reverie " ** B. 12 D*-cembei' Mazurka, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title .

pages, and form a fine instructive pet

In the above lists, a teacher may find all that fa

needed for the "amusements" of a pupil during the

first months of practice. All are arranged by able

hands,directly for teachers and pupils, and these num-
bers will form a''goldeM catalogue" for sorely puzzled

instructers, at a distance fmm cities, to whom the Be-

lection of easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHARLES "WELS' POTPOURIS FROM
FAVORITE OPERAS. each 75

1 Grand Duchesse. 9 La Traviata.

2 Barbe-Bleue. 10 Marthn.

3 n Trovatore. H La Norma.

4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fidelio.

5 La Dame Blanche. 13 Fra Dinvolo

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Fiiust.

7 Don Giovanni. 15 Ernani.

8 La Somnambula. 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite Op-

eramelodicd, and are about of the third degree of dif-

ficulty.

FAVORITE PIECES FROM " LA BELLE
HELENS."

Rchottifloh 30

TIclene Galop ^0

Polkn Redowa • 35

Mari Satro Galop 30

Lancer'n Quadrille ^0

Paris Galop 30
A halfdozen cnpitftl arrangements by Knight, 2nd

and 3d degrees of difficulty.
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SUertisements.

E. J. BUTLER, private pupil of Carl Reinecke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at ]53 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mo3.

pOR SALE.—A Complete Set of "Dwight'a Journal of

Music," bound in half Turkey Morocco, 30 Volumes.

Inquire of Oliver Ditson & Co. 800—It

MRS. JENKY KEMPTON,

Vocalist & Teacher of Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER DITSON i CO. 798-

"TVTTDLEY BtrCJK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

"^ Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, al.io in Harmony, Composition and Or-

chestral "Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

Or. V^. IDTJ3DLE-5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. O. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W, Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kiillak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

EDWARD HERRMANSON,
Baritone Vocalist and Teacher of Singing,

having located in Boston is prepared to receive professional

engagements and a limited number of pupils. Address, care of

Oliver Ditson & Co., or, 493 Tremont St. 791—3 mos.

XSDVr. SCHTTBERTB,

Foreign & American Music Depot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET.

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

THE SOKG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual l§ale S0,000 Copies.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 1 is for beginners, and
contains "the first steps'' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songfl. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GiRDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHA3. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A COLLECTION OF

Christmas Carols!!
BT A. P. HOWARD.

Price 50 Cents. Sent, post-paid for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON& CO., New York.

The Musical Treasure!
A new book which will be a most acceptable

HOLIDAY PRESENT;
And is indeed a TREASURE, being filled with sparkling

Songs, Duets, Quartets, Rondos, Polkas, Pol-
ka Mazurkas, Schottisches, Quadrilles, Galops,
Marches, Four-Hand Pieces, &c., all of the best

quality.

Music Jitted /or Piano-Forte or Reed Organ.

Price, Boards $2.50, Cloth $3.00, Fqll Gilt $4.00.

Sent, post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON" & CO.. Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Life of Schumann!
BY "WASIEL-WSKI.

rj^HIS charming biography ot the Master, whose fame grows
*- from year to year, will be receiTed with favor by all tru©

Music-lovers.

It is written by a personal friend, who had access to the

best sources of information, and who has inserted a number
of his most interesting letters, and is translated from the Ger-

man by Miss A. L. Alger.

Price SI. 75, for which it will be sent, post-paid, to any
address.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor

P.EED OUGANS !

Less expensive, and, ofcourse, less extensive than the popu-

lar *'New Method for Reed Organs," this book containa a

sufficiency of pleasing, easily-progressive exercises and tunes

for the use of amateurs who wish to learn " without a Mas-

ter," and for all who only wish to '"go a little way."

Sent, post-paid to any address, for One Dollar.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, whicti has been received with great favor.

It contains about 50 Motettes, one-fourth original, and the
remaind(^r t.kilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, H:iuptman, Liszt, Oherubini, Neu-
komm and others

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves hie reputation, which is

among the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, whiuh
should he to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, SP-2.75i in Boards, S2 50.

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITS03^ & CO , Boston.

C. H. DITSON a CO., New York.

§m ^xm Ux §tmxhtx.

VOCAL.
Xired Lindsay. 30

Departed Days F. H.H. 30

Unspoken Love SaintonDo/bi/. 35

The Bells Nation. 40

Renedictus Hodges. 50

Theme for Voice, with variations. For Tenor,

Mezzo Soprano, or Contralto Voice. . . Concone. 35

I am happy, mother darling. S'g & Cho. Porter. 30

Ah ! Nevermore those laughing eyes Scott. 35

Sweet Heather Bells. Song and Cho Loesch. 30

Love's Caresses ConoUy. 30

Gracious Father, hear thy Children. Duet, So-

prano and Tenor Warren. 60

Cleansing Fires Gabriel. 35

Moonlight "Waltz Davies. 30

T'was like a Spirit's sigh. S'g & Cho. . lay/or. 35

Down by the Brook Pabst. 35

The Knott Familv Pooh. 30

I'm a Paddy Whack Fuller. 35

Never trouble Tronble till Trouble troubles yon

.

Wel/man. 30

The Old Man of the Mountain M'Neal. 30

Ma Mere fetait Bohemienne. (My Mother was

a Gypsy) Masse. 50

INSTBTJMENTAL.
West Wind Galop Vandewater. 30

Accent du Coeur. Valse bsillante Boscovilz. 75

Patty Cake Waltz R. C. W. iO

If ever I cease to love Knight. 30

Valse d' Amour Sanderson. 40

Look Alive Galop Arctic, 30

Nina's Musings. Waltz Harrington. 35

Poet and Peasant. No. 24 of Golden Echoes.
Mack. 30

Rudolfsklange Waltzes Strauss. 75

Morning in the Woods. (Matine'e dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Kttterer. 60

AUegresse. AllegroScherzando " 40

Mandolinata Fantasie Quasi Capriceio. . " 60

Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75

Polka Bohemienne " 100
Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descr(()tif. " 1.00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75

Up to Time. Galop Hart. 30

Life let us Cherish. Waltz Strauss. 75

Minne-haha Mazourka Auerbach. 30

Kaiser March Waqner. 60

Invocation. Pensee poetique. Ketterer. 40

The Brook Pape. 80

Thousand and one Night Waltz. . .' Strauss. 75

The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75

Shades of Hope. Nocturne De Janon. 40

BOOKS.

The Musical Treascre. A Collection of

Vocal and Instrumentiil Music, for Voice,

Pianoforte and Reed Organ . Price.

Boards, $2,50 ; Cloth, $3,00 ; Full Gilt, $4,00

Clarke's Dollar Instructor for Reed Or-
gans.

Life of Schumann. By Wasielwski.

Translated by .^/«s 4 . L. Alger. 1.75

A Collection of Christmas Carols.
A. P. Howard. 50

Second Motette Collection. By Dudley

Buck. Price, in Cloth, $2,75 ; Boards, $2,50

Mdsic bt MArL—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (abou*

one cent for an ordinary piece of music)- Persona at a dis-

tance will And the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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SIN 0"I NG AND PIANO.
MKS. PATTNIB F. FOSTER,

BTo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

"n/TES. C. A. BABB.Y, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. • 782—ly

GEO. W. I>tJI>I>EV,

Teaclier of Vocal Music. Room No. 3 Mason & Ham-
lin building, 154 Tremont Street. 770

/^EO. "W. FOSTER will make arrangements to

conduct Musical Conventions. Festivals, Societies, &c.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson ; or, at Keeoe, N. H. 770

FSCF. & SSRS. HHGAM A. I^OBBXITS,
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.'

C E. -W^HITING
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Addrei=s. EDWAHD B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

« /I LL7,. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstractiOB on

444
tfle Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

Care Oliver Ditson & Co.
" 6n-tf.

MR. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Jnrans
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELIilOTT "W. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDRE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

»
A large assortment of Ameeicak Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the. PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL C0.\1P0SITI0N.

P.esidenc€, Coolidge Houfc. Communications maj be
left at Ditson & Cos Music Store. 717- tf.

-WUTSZ.O'W I.. BAVDEN,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

pj AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OF
VIOIiIXT, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

hU services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditaon & Co., or Koppirz,

Praefer ft Co.,30 West St. 796—3m

J. J. KI.MBALL, BaHD SoloUi,

Teacher of the Voice and Singing,

Also CONDCCTOR of MUSICAL CONVENTIONS. Address

0. Ditson & Co , 277 Washington St. 791—3 mos.

F. H. TOHRINQTOM',
(Organist and Director of Muaic at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP OP.OAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DttlOK OP .MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Addrepii, care of Oliver DitK>n & Co.. 277 Wai-bington St.,

New England Coripervatory of Munlc, Music Uuil, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. , i94-3m

ME. GEO. B. 8H.UTE, having completed hl«
stDdif« abroad, under the inotniction ot some itl the

flrat Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Piano and Organ Playing, also Id Theory of Mu.^c.
Address Oliver liitsoo & l.o. 701-6m

/CHURCH ^'^ PARLPR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz. :

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iuBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748—

BY
E. & G. G. HOOK,

BOSTON.
Builders of the powerful Coliseum Organ; the large Organ

in the Plviwooth Church. Brooklyn, and of many hundreds
of instrumtints of all sizes, in every part of the country and
for all denominations.

Also an assortment of second hand Organs for sale at low
prices.

Orders for tuning and repairing promptly executed.
Circulars and specifications furnished on application. 743

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway. Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBLESHEliS,

Cor. Clark and Washington Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and mostcompli-te in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO..
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

KZ?" In addition to the publications of Mes.nrfl. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books publinhed in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music, 619-tf

TWrADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
'"•'- (or neveral years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be hiippy to give Li-.HHons in Singing, and ro accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addreKwed to the care of Oliver Dit-
son & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

ROCK OF AGES

!

A NKW AN/) liEAUTH'UL

HYJ«I¥ I'OK lOUR VOICES
Jij/ 'J. J{. ThomuH,

frice .50 Cents.
OLrvfiH. DITSON & CO , Boston.

C. H. IJITSON & CO., New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
<Sc Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Testi-mony Circular.

75 MEDALS,'-
Or other highest pre-
miums, have been
awarded thera for de-
monstrated superior-
ity. Mew styles and
reduced prices this
season. .

Catalogues free.

MASON A HAMLIlSrORGAN CO., 154 Tre-
Smont St., Boston ; 590
Broad"way, Ne"w York.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
mHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
^ of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1S57. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.

Ford. George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Masic
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEBSON,

the moat satisfactory of all the modera Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMUN CABINET ORGANS.
JVew Styles, ije-

sonant ; with irro-

provements pat-
ented June and
jfluugust, 1870;
surpassing all

previous produc-

tions in rich,beau-

tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices I^eduoed ; $S0 to

$2,0 00 each. JTew Elustrated Cata-

logue, free.

1C4 FREMONT ST., BOSTON ; 596 BROADWAV, NEW YORK.

T BCHTTBEKTH & CO. Publishers and Bealeri
• in Foreign and American Music, 820Broad-

waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS GALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

im^ a » *»(•». L»-iiv, mmgf
OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Enibracing one of the Liargest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACOORDEONS.

CLAKIWETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instrumente.
To(j;etl]er with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, VioloncL-41o and Double-Bass.

PIAJ\OS AI^'1> i?JEL«J»EO]VS
FOB BALE AND TO LET.

Our faci.lties are such as enable us to furnish the above;
al.HO, MUSIC BOOKS. SH1;ET MUSIC, AND
Ci.BD MUSIC POK BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEKCHANDiaK, at
priccH and terms, that cannot ftiil to proVK Hati.ila'tory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COmiT STREET, {Opposite the CoBrt Uooae)
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The Vocal Works of Bach and Handel-
Letter by Robert Franz.*

[Continued from page 1-21-]

Let us now apply this most important test to

tte forms of accompaniment which the "German
Handel Society" offers us in the 32nd volume of

its collective edition. This volume contains a

portion of the Italian Duets and Trios, and is

therefore particularly well suited to our purpose,

because here the voice parts are supported only

by a figured bass, which involves a more inde-

pendent accompaniment, hence allows us to cast

a fuller glance into the workshop of this recon-

structive industry.

It is to be hoped everybody will agree with

me in one thing: that Handel's style is chargeable

with no school faults ; no fifths, octaves, or what-

ever other names there may be for this class of

repudiated things ; only when the movement of

the parts involves it, under mitigating circum-

stances, or when they can be justified on higher

grounds, do they appear as an excusable neces-

sity. Unfortunately the setting of this 32nd vol-

ume can hardly be acquitted of the charge of

introducing such unjustifiable school faults by

wholesale. [Franz here proceeds to give a dozen

examples (in notes) of fifths and octaves in the

piano accompaniment which Brahms (he does not

name him) has put to the Italian Duets, &c.]*****
This contingent of grave violations of the rules

of pure composition I have extracted hastily ; it

might be doubled and tripled without difficulty,

if one chose to make a hunt for passing or hid-

den fifths and octaves, which also are objectiona-

ble. Yet I lay no great weight on occurrences

of this sort, since every one can easily help him-

self by intelligent corrections
; but that will be

more diflicult with regard to the other properties

of composition.

What shall we make of such contrapuntal pro-

gression as we find—to cite only a few examples

—on page 8, line 3 and 4, or page 37, line 2, 3,

and 4 ? Here the piano setting does not develope

itself from any inner life, but follows at the most

a mechanical order of rhythm. Therefore the

tones stand so listless and indifferent by the side

of one another,—the quickening impulse, which
urges on as with a fatal necessity towards a de-

terminate goal, is wanting. This impelling force,

which, as we shall see later, rests upon the mutu-

alism of melodic, harmonic and rhythmical ele-

ments, is one of the most important features of

the polyphonic style—and it must also play a

conspicuous part in the working out of the ac-

companiment.

And, not to pass it over in silence, how strangly

such insignificant and empty passages contrast

with the spleudid forms of Handel's original

parts ! Here st overflows with bubblino- vital

force ;—there it is just the contrary.

What shall we say, too, of the emptiness of the

conduct of the parts, of which every page, every

line, nay every measure furnishes eloquent proof?

•(Translated for Dwight'e Journal of Music.)

Even if the execution of the accompaniment be

not subjected to painful requirements, yet at least

traces of the laws by which real parts move to-

gether in artistic freedom should be visible : the

accompaniment of the Chamber Duets almost

never shows them. Now the piano setting repro-

duces the voice parts without any addition; pres-

ently it damps their flow by mere dead sounds
;

in this measure it goes on in two parts, in the

next it is in three parts, then suddenly in four or

even five parts. On page 76, line 1, measure 3,

the middle part actually moves helow the continuo !

In vain one seeks for grounds which could occa-

sion such phenomena : the entrance and the dis-

appearance of the diSerent parts is purely arbi-

trary.

Moreover, little attention seems to have been

bestowed upon the fact, that the tone-quality of

the pianoforte demands a decided rounding off

and closeness of the harmony : eye and ear are

incessantly tormented by maimed chord forms,

which can find only a cold completion in the

voice parts.

We meet too, in the first half of the volume,

a piano setting which supposes for the fingers

really antediluvian tasks. Thus on page 4*2, lines

3 and 4, the player has to execute the following

tone spectre

:

jjj
1 -Lm—m —

L

-t-

The entrance of the rolling voice part will

only serve to make the threadbare character of

the above passage more apparent. The counter-

part to this , however, may be found upon page

36, where the piano setting drags itself along

uninterruptedly in knotted overgrowth.

Furthermore the remark, trivial as it may
sound, ought not to be quite superfluous here,

that a good piece of music must always develope

satisfactorily in respect to euphony. But it is in

the want of this that the elaboration of the ac-

companiment of the chamber duets particularly

shines. Motiveless breaking off of the leading

tone, even in the highest part
;
pungent doublings

of altered and of climbing tones, unlovely chord

positions, and all such offensive traits press to the

light on all sides, most strikingly again in the

fir.st half of the volume. Possibly there maybe
some piano pieces of Bach and Handel, in which

not much regard is paid to outward beauty of

tone; but there are also other works by the same

nasters—and fortunately these form the vast ma-

jority—which leave nothing to be wished in this

respect. These, and not those, should have been

taken for a model in the restoration of the piano-

forte accompaniment. But now to show what

precedents were leaned upon in this accompani-

ment to the Italian Duets, I cite a single exam-

ple. On page 12, line 2, measures 2, 3 and 4,

we read

:

ff=rkfflS!fe;i

After such specimens as this, one hardly can

expect to find any vital participation of the ac-

companiment in the subject matter of the origi-

nal, which shimmers through it all in finest shades

of color. Such a setting puts even the most per-

fect performance of the singer in a questionable

light. Besides, it contributes very greatly to the

perpetuation of these massive views about the

expression and the rendering of older composi-

tions, which drive a cultivated ear to despera-

tion.

Finally it is to be regretted also, that the 32nd

volume of the "German Handel Society" has

put no thorough bass to the Duets. Two old

manuscripts at my disposal, for the genuineness

of which I cannot vouch, to be sure, show a care-

fully and richly figured bass. Can it be that the

manuscript copy, repeatedly mentioned in the

preface to the volume, contains no signatures ?

If it does, it would be an irresponsible proceed-

ing to take away such valuable material, without

producing further reasons, from the chamber

duets, since this alone makes any conscientious

control of the composition possible, and since

moreover it belongs to Handel's works.

—

Now I am far from assuming that they, who

charged themselves with the elaboration of the

accompaniment to the Italian Duets and Trios,

were not competent to write a more^ grateful ar-

rangement. If such an one has not been fur-

nished us, we can hardly err if we attach the

responsibility partly to the principles which the

editors of the Allgemeine Musilalhche Zeitiwg

have from time to time set forth about the ABC
of the art of accompaniment, and partly to cer-

tain views about the art maxims of past ages.

My own convictions in regard to this important

matter have already found expression in the pref-

ace to the Handel Opera Arias edited by me:

as these, so far, have been passed over in dead si-

lence, but have never been refuted, you, with

me, will find it altogether reasonable to see them

repeated here. I have said there : "In fine the

whole thing must depend entirely upon solving a

given problem artistically, that is to say with an

artistic sense of form, with artistic freedom, if

possible with artistic effect,—consequently by

the restoration of a consistent, organically devel-

oped whole. Only so, however critics and histo-

rians may think about these questions, can those

forgotten works be reinstated in their right.

They who have summoned up the spirits of Bach

and Handel against such an undertaking, have
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not been able 'to unseal those masters' lips, and

have only put their own wisdom into their mouths.'

Perhaps it will be objected : "The 32nd volume

represents only a small part of the great under-

taking of the German Handel Society;—the ex-

ecution of the accompaniment of that volume

may, we confess, have its weaknesses ; but on the

other hand there still remains to us a long series

of other issues, of which the piano accompani-

ments, we hope, may lay claim to more artistic

worth."

As it is not in my present purpose to enter into

any searching investigations upon this point, I

reserve my judgment. The extraordinary ser-

vices which the editors of the Society in question

(of which I esteem it a great honor to myself to

be a member) have otherwise done for Handel,

and for the correct restoration of his immortal

works, are so beyond all doubt, that they cannot

be estimated highly enough. But this convictiou

must not withhold me from opposing principles,

which concern not the edition itself, but only its

accidents, and which seem to me calculated to

render questionable the unalloyed enjoyment of

the master's creations.

The editor of the Allgemeine Musikalische

Zeitung, instead of taking every opportunity to

disparage the occasional arrangements (Bearbeit-

ungen) of others, whose only aim has been the

promulgation of the Handelian art, would have

done better to labor energetically for the banish

ment of obvious defects in the piano accompani-

ments of a monumental edition, which should ful-

fil the highest claims on every side.

Besides, this spiteful grudge against "pitiful

elaborations" is wrong for another reason : be-

cause we chiefly owe it to tlieir mediation that a

number of Handel's Oratorios have become do-

mesticated in Germany : I need only mention

the Messiah. Even IMosel's labors, little as I am
disposed to defend their regardlessness in some
respects, have, resist it as you will, been only ben-

eficial. That the still unarranged Oratorios of

Handel—I adduce only such masterworks as Her-

cules, Semele, Susanna and Theodora—have been

so far but little known, is unfortunately a fact

that cannot be denied. Nor will it probably be

otherwise until arrangements (Bearbeitungen) in

the spirit of Mozart and of Mendelssohn become
available. IT I have deceived myself in this,

surely a recantation will not weigh heavily upon
my heart.

—

After these digressions, which in the interest

of the cause could not be avoided, I return to my
own ailairs.

The haughty and averted attitude of my com-
panions in art, the petty opposition of the daily

critics, in fine the exasperating suspicions of the

historians— all contributed in a short time to the

circulation of a variety of unfavorable opinions
about my labors, estranging the public from me,
and standing badly in the way of an activity but
scarce begun.

Then, by a lucky accident, the already men-
tioned Arias from Handel's Operas fell into my
hands, and gave new impulse to my favorite em-
ployment. They stood in an old English collec-

tion : "Apollo's Feast," which contained the
scores of some 400 numbers thereof. With small

expectations—for Handel's Operas were in very
bad repute—I cast a glance upon the yellowed
leaves, but started back as if I were dazzled,
when I suddenly found myself in presence of a I

lyrico dramatic music, for the like of which I had

longed in vain for years. Here showed them-

selves no traces of those externalities, which seem

to be inseparably bound in with an energetically

progressive action ; but the centre of gravity was

transferred to the psychological characteristic of

the personalities upon the stage. Under such

circumstances the music could unfold its whole

power unimpeded, and it did honestly its best to

give an expression hardly dreamed of to those

internal processes. In spite of the homely forms

in whicli most of the Arias presented themselves,

there pulsed in every note a rich, individual life,

which seemed only waiting for a fit completion

(Ansfuhrung) to raise it to still fuller plasticity.

Without a moment's hesitation, I again found

myself at work, at first with the restoration of a

setting for the piano, which could afterwards, if

occasion should require, be worked out without

difficulty for the orchestra.

Thus in quick succession 12 Soprano and 12.

Alto Arias were ready, to which 12 Duets were

soon added. These three collections have already,

as you know, appeared in print.

About the musical importance of these works

I cannot here enlarge, as this would lie quite out-

side of the task which I have set myself; suffice

it to say that with these, too, the object is to pre-

sent Handel's high art truly. This art, however,

always knows how to penetrate to the very centre

of things ; therefore in the particular it gives at

the same time the universal, in the individual the

general. But on achievements of this sort rests

the consecration of poesy ; in them the holy god-

dess gains as it were corporeal form.

(To be Continued.)

The Late Mr. Cipriani Potter.

The career of the musician who for so many years
was the Principal of the Royal Academy of Music,
has been but briefly referred to in the obituaries pub-
lished by our contemporaries, daily and weekly.
Born in London in'l792, Mr. Potter died on the 28th
ult., in bis metropolitan home, at an advanced age,
preserving almost to the last his memory, which was
well stoiked with interesting reminiscences of the age
of giants in the musical world. There is now only
one professor surviving who can go back to the pe
rind of Hayifn, Mozart and Beethoven,—Mr. Charles
Neate, who in in his eighty seventh year, and lives at

Brighton. Mr. Cipriani Potter's ancestors were in

the profes^iion : one grandfather invented the patent
German flute, another grandfather was a celebrated
bassoon-player, the teacher of Holmes, who was the

Baumann of his epoch. Mr. Potter's father taught
him the pianoforte, and Cipriain Potter was a pian-
ist at five years of age. His first master in counter-
point was Thomas Attwood (a pupil of Mozarl), or-

ganist of St. Paul's, and a composer. Dr. Callcott,

the glee writer, and Dr. Crotch, the composer of the
oratorio Palestine, also gave lessons to Mr. C. Pot-
ter

; but he probably owed his skill in pianoforte
playing more to the tuition he received for five years
from .Joseph Woelfl, a pupil of Haydn and Mozart.
Woelfl imagined he had reached the climax of digi-

tiil difficulty when he composed his Nnn Pins Ultra,

for he had not fallen on the fantasia days of Thalberg
and his successors and imitators. At fourteen Cip-
riani Potter was a composer of chamber compositions
and of symphonies ; he was as early in the field,

therefore, as Mendelssohn. Mr. Potter's early lean-

ings towards Beethoven were confirmed by bis visit

to Vienna, whore he studied under Rmanucl Forsrcr,

the Austrian Kapellmeister. Mr. Potter was not a

pupil of Beethoven, as has been erroneously stated,

but Beethoven kindly corrected exercises of the young
Knglishman. Mr. Potter did not forget the great
master's attentions Id hirn. In the Mnsiml Wnrld,
in 18.3G, then edited by the Novellos, be published an
intercHting notice of Beethoven and his style, defend-
ing liim, at the same time, with perhtips more gene-
rosity than justice from the charges of moroscness
and ill-lcn)per. This critical analysis of Beethoven's
specialities, appearing at the same time as a series of
fidmirubly written essays on the "Characteristics of
Beethoven," by Dr. Gauntlctt, materially influenced

public opinion. Mr. Potter travelled also in Italy
after his sojourn in Vienna. In his early composi-
tions he met wiih kinder critics in Germany than he
did in his own country ; but form in Fatherland al-

ways goes a long way, whereas here idea is more '

thought of Mr Potter was a master of technicality,

but he was not gifted with invention. Although he
was not one of the original Masters or Associates' of
the Philharmonic Society (181-3), Mr. Potter soon
made his debut at it' concerts in his Ofvn Sestet, and
appeared often in subsequent years, being appointed
one of the conductors at the time when the direction
of= the schemes was changed at every concert. Mr.
Potter had the credit of introducing many pianoforte
concertos of Mozart and Beethoven for the first time
in this country. Mr. Potter produced at ihe Phil-
harmonic Concerts an overture (1816), adagio and
rondo (1830), a symphony (1835), a symphony in D
(1836), another in the same key (1850), an overture,
Gymie/i'nc (1837), another overture (1851), and his

Antony and Cleopatra overture (1856). iVIr. Potter's

last appearance in public was on the 5th ot June,
1871, at the sixth Philharmonic Concert, when bis

Ci/mbelitie overture was performed, and the venerable
composer was called for to receive a round of cheer-
ing from an auditory in which were comprised many
of his old pupils. Dr. Crotch was the first Principal
of the Royal Academy of Music, founded in 1823,
chiefly through the influence of the late Earl of West-
moreland. Dr. Crotch having resigned in 1832, Mr.
Cipriani Potter was selected as his successor, Mr.
Lucas being appointed director of the orchestra. Mr.
Potter retired from his office in 1859, and was suc-

ceeded by the late Mr. Lucas, on whose retirement,
in 1866, Sir W. Sterndale Bennett became Principal

of the Royal Academy. That Mr. Potter, during
the twenty-seven years he was in power, exercised a
very powerful influence as a teacher, there can be no
doubt ; but that he might have accomplished much
greater results is equally certain. The fact is, he
was no disciplinarian, and his good nature was such
that he had not the moral courage to resist the ama-
teur management, which was too long in the ascen-

dant at the Academy. Mr. Potter was born and
lived in the days when the power of patronage was
greater than it is now. It is quite true that but for

the aid and tact of the aristocratic dilettanti the school
would have been long since extinct. It was sustained,

indeed, for a long period by royalty, rank, and fash-

ion ; but the state of music in this country has so

advanced that it can only maintain its position by
being a great educational establishment for the peo-

ple. Mr. Potter himself was cognizant of the changes
in the times, but his advanced age demanded repose.

He had done his work bravely as a musician, if not
as an administrator. No man was more loved and
esteemed ; by his pupils he was idolized. He was
generous and considerate towards rising talent ; he
was no perverse bigot , attaching himself to one
school and one name ; he was ready and willing and
able to recognize ability in every forin in which it

presented itself Attached as he was to the old mas-
ters, he was the first to admit the claims for conside-

ration of the writers of the modern school ; he was
not even dismayed at "the music of the future :" his

motto was to try all new-comers fairly and dispas-

sionately. To mention that among his pupils were
Sir W. Sterndale Bennett, Mr. G. Macfarren, Mr.
Brinley Richard,s, Mr. Mudie, Mr. W. Macfarren,
Mr. W. H. Holmes, Mr. W. Dorrell, Mr. J.din

Thomas, Mr. C. E. Stephens, Mr. H. C. Banister,

Mr. Cusins, Mr. Jewson, Mr. Robert Barnett, C.
Pinsuti, Miss Kate Loder (Lady Thompson j, Miss
Woolf, Mrs. Tom Taylor, Miss Agnes Ziramirmann,
&c., will suffice to show the results achieved by Mr.
Cipriani Potter as a teacher ; but ihe Academy stu-

dents who in composition and in pianoforte playing
derived advantage from his talent and experience

form a wide circle at home and abroad

—

Athenceum.

Musical Matters in Spain
(From the Ne tie Brrlincr Musikzettung,)

Spain, with its bright, sunny sky, has produced
great poets, but has not been so fruilful in the domain
of music. The little it has done in this way does
not extend beyond the confines of the country. It is,

however, sufficiently remarkable to merit more exten-
sive publicity, were it only on account of its nation-
ally characteristic stamp. It is an undeniable fact

that there exists in the Spanish people a great natu-
ral aptitude for the Beautiful in art, and, if this apti-

tude has not been developed as much as could be de-
sired, the fault is attributable partly to the indolence
peculiar to the nalions of the South, and partly to

the want of a mfire serious artistic impulse. Recently,
however, things have taken a highly satisfactory turn
in the latter respect. German classic cfimposirions,

which, down to 1850, wore entirely unknown over
the country, and never performed even in the Spanish
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capiial, have opened oat a path fir themselves,

thanks to Quartet Unions, and Grand Concert Asso-
ciations. A taste for eood innsic iias hten excited

among a cercain pan of the public, and its increasinpj

success cannot possibly fail lo react npon native com-
posers. It is asionishIn<T what a numlierof amateurs
there are in the country ; nearly every mechanic
knows some instrument or other, and tarns his pro
ficiency to account by playincr in the theatres, cir-

cuses, and military hands. For this reason, the num-
ber of professional musicians, properly so-called, is

exceedin<^Iy limited, because there are so many ama-
teurs, who perform at a very low price. The larger

art-institutions at Madrid, such as the Opera Real, the

Sociedad de Conciertos, the Summer-Concert So-
ciety, in the Buen Retiro Gardens, establishments

which, on account of the privileges they enjoy, shirk

no expense, are the only ones that can pay the pro-

fessional musician more remunerative terms. Thus,
the lowest salary of violinists at the Opera-house,
Madrid, is 1 50 francs a month; tirst-class players

receive 300 pesetas, while the Grand Paris Opera
pays scarcely 120 francs. The active members of
the Madrid Sociedad de Conciertos for Classical

Music receive from each concert an average price of

sixty francs, while Pasdeloup, in Paris, thinks that

sixteen francs is plenty for each "concert and three

rehearsals." During the Carnival Season, a small
band of seven or eight musicians obtain some 200 to

300 pesetas an evening, while the Parisian purveyors
of ball-music, MM. Waldteufol, Strauss, etc., settled

the "prix de Paris" for "the whole night" at from
10 to 12 francs a head. To gain such wretched re-

muneration, there is no need of going to Paris ; one
may as well stop quietly in Germany. The reason
that the professional musicians of Madrid are not
victimized by managers is because they form associ-

ations among themselves, and conduct their own
financial and artistic concerns. Thus the Madrid
Sociedad de Conciertos gives its present conductor,
Monasterio, only twice as much as a simple member
of the band, having discharged its founder and for-

mer conductor, the composer, Barbieri, for the purely
material reason that he claimed a fifth share. A large

place in the Calle Mayor serves the Madrid musi-
cians as a rendezvous every day between one and
three in the afternoon. They there form a sort of
Musical Exchange, where every one in need of their

assistance can find and engage them. If musicians
in other capitals were equally practical, and would
club together a little more, instead of splitting up
into factions, and if, in their enthusiasm for the Ideal,

they would not Forget quite so much the Material, in

art—their state would be the more gracious. The
following are the principal as-io-iations of this kind
in Madrid : the Musical-Artistic Association for Mu-
tual Assistance, with a present annual income of 60,-

000 reals ; and El Fomento de las Artes, founded in

the year 1859.,The latter called into life the various
Madrid choral societies, headed by the Orfeon Artis-
tico-Madrilense, which gets up sacred concerts every
year, and the Society of Pianoforte Tuners (!), Pi-
anists, and Musical Professors of both sexes, called
La Sin-Par, which tunes pianos for 10 reals (2^
francs), and gives music lessons at proportionately
moderate prices. Every musician who takes an ac-
tive part at concerts or theatrical performances, en-
joys in Spain the title of Professor; and Monaste-
rio's grand concert band of 95 professors—probably
because many among jhem exercise at tl e same time
some other "profession." This reminds one of the
abuse of the doctor's title in other countries.

Since the year 18.31, Madrid has possessed a "Roy-
al Conservatory of Music and Declamation." The
first director was Francisco Picrmarini, an Italian
singing master ; Carnicer conducted the classes of
composition, and Alheniz those of the piano. Sub-
sequent teachers of composition were the well known
Spanish composers, Helurion Eslaya, and Emilio
Arrieta, the latter having, for the last three years,
been director of the institution. Instruction in the
violin is entrusted to the skilful hands of Monas-
terio, founder of the Quartet Society for Classical
Chamber Music—which has existed ever since 1862—and the present conductor of the Grand Orchestral
Concerts. The vocal department, which formerly
turned out some'thorough female singers, now con-
stitutes the partiefaible of the whole. The magni-
ficent large hall of the Conservatory, where the ex-
aminations and the concerts were held, was situated
at the back of the Royal Operahouse. On the 20th
April, 1867, it fell a prey to the flames, and is still a
mass of ruins at the present day. Thanks, however,
to the impulse given by the new king, Amadeo, who
is fond of music, the hall is shortly to be restored to
its former splendor ; the preparations have already
commenced. The Quartet Concerts take place dur-
ing the autumn season, in the small hall of the Con-
servatory, and the grand Spring OrtiHtotral Concerts
in the large and elegant Teatro e 0"o de Madrid,

belonging to Count Rivas, and situate in the prome-
nade of the Prado, always thronged and sparkling
with light. The Summer Concerts, condui'ted this

year with the most extraordinary success by the cele-

brated double-bass player and composer, Bottesini,

are like the concerts in the Champs Ely.sees, Paris,

and attract the most fashionable audiences.

The most distinguished art-institution in Spain is

the National Operahouse, wlih a season from Octo-
ber to Easter. It is devoted more especially to the

cultivation of Italian music, all the singers being
Italians, so that, so far as regards its Italian Slnrjione,

Madrid can enter the lists against the great capitals

of Paris. London, and St. Petershurgh. The Teatro
Nacional del Opera is one of the largest and most
magnificent in Europe : it can accommodate about
3000 persons, and the stage is as large as that of

the Grand Opera, Paris, if, indeed, it is not wider
and higher. The artistic ensemble frequently suffers

from the immense proportions of the building.. The
latter was inaugurated on the 19th November, 1850,
with Donizetti's Favorita, the principal artists being
Alboni, the celebrated contralto ; the tenor, Gardoni

;

the barytone, Barroilhet ; and the bassist, Formes.
Among other well-known artists who have appeared
there I may mention Mesdames Rosina Penco,
Borghi Mamo, Lotti Marchisio, Ortolani Tiherini,

Ferni, Carozzi, Sonnieri ; vSignori Rubini, Fraschmi,
Tamberlick, Graziani, Naudin, Palermi, tenors; Sig-

nori Bonnehe'e, Agnesi, baritones ; and Signori
Silva, Medini, and Scalese, basses. To these was
added last year a young Italianized German tenor

from Berlin, Signor Perotti, (Prott), who was emi-
nently successful. For next year. 187172, the fol-

lowing artists have been engaged : sopranos, Orro
lani Tiherini, Urban, Wizjack, Fiando ; contraltos,

Caracciolo, Bernardoni ; tenors. Pozzo, Piccioli,

Tamberlick (who will return in February from M^x-
ico and the Havannas), Tiherini, Fabhri ; bar itones,

Quintelli, Squarzia, Galassi ; basses. Petit, Capponi,
and Becerra; The conductor is the same as last

year, namely, M. Skoczdopole. from the Italian

Opera, Paris, now temporarily closed. Tiie orches-

tra will number 90 "professors," and the chorus
ninety singers, male and female, while there will be
thirty fair members of the corps de ballet. For the

month of March, the management promise Nilsson
and Adelina Patti—if nothing happens to prevent
it. The operas to be produced are : II Contn Ori/ :

Dinorah; L' Ombre {Flotow's new operaf ; Jone ; II

Bravo; Marino Faliero, n^ novelites ; L*Ebrpa : Ro-
berto il Diavolo ; MathiMe dl Shahrati ; 11 Nnovo
Miis^e

; Don Giovanni ; Gli XJgonoUi ; Un BiiUo in

Masvhera; Sajfo ; Il Profeta; Maria di Rohan,
Faust; LaFavorita; UAfricaine. Meyerbeer is sat-

isfactorily represented in this list by his principal

works; what is wanted at the Spanish National
Opera is—Spanish National Opera.
We may state that the three principal music-sel-

lers in Madrid are Messrs. Romero, E-^lava, and
Martin, who live on the wholesale piracy of foreign
works and arrangements, Spanish Zarzuelas, and
Offenbach's operas. A few years ago a Gazeta Mus-
ical de Madrid was published, but it soon died for

want of support. The only art-paper now existing

is the Etitre-Art, published by a theatrical Agent of

the name of Aranjo. The more eminent Spanish
composers of the present day are Messrs. Eslava, Ar-
rieta, Barbieri, Budrid, and Gastambeda. Eslava,
as director of the old Chapel Royal, wrote many sa-

cred works considered in Sp.qin masterpieces of
their kind. It is true that the Spanish have not had
an opportunity of hearinrr the works of Beethoven,
Chernbini, Mozart, and Bach in their churches. But
they have had all the more Italian operatic music.

A. V. CZEKE.

Opera in Paris.

Paris, I<"eid.4.y, Oct. 27, 1871.

f>?A short time since Paris was excited over the wel-
come announcement that the Grand Opera was open
for a brief Autumn season, and with a new work
which had been completed since the siege, by a well-
known and popular author.

It is not easy to describe all that such an announce-
ment means in the French capital, where not only
the musical world is on the lookout for something
new, but where a score or more of critics and a round
dozen of "Mondayists" are constantly searching for

some topic upon which they can display their versa-
tile talents, and give the world a specimen of ce que
cht que de I'esprit.

For some time therehad been rumors of something
to come—something out of the common order of
things, and which was to take the wind out of the

sails of Messrs. Ofl^nbach, Meilhac, Halevy & Co.,
and it was with a flutter of pleasure, therefore, that
the world saw the blank walls of Paris ornamented
with the yast placards announcing the speedy appear-

ance of "Erosirate," by M. Ernest Reyer. The au-
thor was well known, indeed. Already he had given
to the public one or two successful pieces, and upon
the strength of this bad set him.-^elf up as a musical
critic, able lo hold his head as high as "any other

man," whether he wrote every day in the week, or
drew a magnificent salary for giving his opinion upon
music and the drama in a Monday feuiUeton. M.
Reyer felt himself of the first lorce in his speciality,

and equal to any Jules Janin qnelconque. From there

he was promoted to the political columns, and wrote
leaders which A.es Dt^bats took the trouble to notice.

In a word, M. Reyer became a journalist of Pari-

sian merit and was greatly respected by his confreres.

Like every man who is anything, he had dealt sledge-

hammer blows upon the head of Wagner, had point-

ed out Mozart's fault in Melody, crushed poor Verdi
for his fondness for noise, praised Auberand Rossini,

of course, and found something to admire in the

music of Gluck. Best of all, skeptic impresarios had
a wholesome fear of M. Reyer's displeasure, and dar-

ed spare no expense for the mise en scene. Under
such circumstances, could there be a doubt about the

success of "Erostrate 1"

The Lundi ists were said to have written favorable

articles in advance, and all ready for the finishing

touches after the opening night. The very name at-

tracted the curious a.id, on getting an explanation of

it, the crowd pictured a grand stage incendiary,

grander than that of the "Last Days of Pompeii," or

of "Les Huguenots" At this point permit me to

speak of another case similar in most of the details,

and a work which came before the public under par-

allel auspices. When Wm. Henry Fry brought out

his "Leonora," every one supposed that the critics

were all right in advance, and that there could be no
doubt of sriccess.

There are many points of similarity between M.
Reyer and Mr Fry—between "Erostrate" and "Leo-

nora." T5otli mon we"e writers of great ability and
musicians of talent ; both men, without intending to

do so, borrowed largely from standard works. Both
opjras have bits of delicious music, and both, as a

whole, give us repeated suspicions that, somehow or

somewhere, we have heard all that before. We are

often puzzled to know the exact source of the inspi-

ration, but the suspicion is always there. A few

hours' study over the score brings up the gems of sev-

eral composers. In short, both operas met the same
fate, for the work of M. Reyer was received with

frigid silence.

Like Wm. Henry Fry, Ernest Reyer found that

he had counted too much upon the good-will of his

fellow journalists. The opera was applauded in a son
of half way wondering manner, and as if in anticipa-

tion of the fine thing to come, but which did not

come. When the curtain fell, everybody rose to ask

if that was all, and with a puzzled air to demand
what it was all about. The next day only the noti-

ces which were in type "before the fact" appeared in

the iournals. The next there were some words of

doubt. The next some one spoke out his mind, and
then the whole pack came down upon poor Reyer in

the most unmerciful manner. Meantime the mana-
ger had withdrawn the piece, saying that it did not

draw sufficiently well, and had not come up to his

expectations.

Now. we may ask, why did "Erostrate" fail ? When
I say it failed I use the right word, for the opera is

dead beyond all hope of resurrection. The reason

given by the cashier of the opera is that after two

representations it did not draw well enough to guar-

antee a third. That is forcible ; but there must be

some reasons behind that. In the first place the ac-

tors did badly. The prima donna went through her

role as if bored to death by it and only anxious to

get out for a supper at Brebant's. The house was

filled with dead heads, who refused to applaud like

dead heads. And the critics say that the music is

not original though extremely bizarre, and that it is

a cross between Offenbach and Gluck. Other critics

give other authors. All say that it is a potpourri

of plagiarism in which the author has tried to break

away from est.iblished forms and to produce effect by

startling surprises rather than by classic method, taste

or melody. But even in these surprises there was

monotony, and that is a quality a Parisian audience

will never pardon. My own opinion is that, like

"Leonora," "Erostrate" has not had a "fair showing,"

but at the same time neither, probably, could be

brought out successfully, under the best of circum-

stances, besid e the works they now have to rival.

—

AsHBT.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

Tausien-ism.

(Traoalatcd for this Journal from the New York Musik-Zeit-

ung, by R. St. L.)

"The grave of the great Mongolian artist Tausien

is overshadowed by a great tree ; the natives chew
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the leaves of this tree, to make their voices strong

and melodious." Thus, if I am not mistaken, Am-
bros reports in the first voUime of his history of music.

Since no further mention is made of the Jeaves,

—

their containinof sugar for instance, or any medicinal

properties,— it is plain that we have here but one of

those innumerable forms in which superstition mani-

fests itself For superstition is inexterminable, it will

go with the last mortal to his grave. The leaves of

the Mongolian tree, and those who believe in their

virtues, flourish among us too, flourish everywhere !

Amulet, talisman, ribbons and leaves, chips from the

Luther-bench, a clipping from the coat of a great or

even only celebrated man, a blade from the tnrf of

his giave, and a thousand other similar things, bear

witness that superstition has taken root in the mind

of man for all coming time. We are all of us su-

perstitions, there is only a difference of form. It is

not my intention, however, to write a philosophical

treatise; I only desire to examine as kindly and as

cheerfully as possible, whether, and to what extent

musicians suffer from "Tansienism." Let me remark

first, that unless particular circumstances favor an

epidemic spread of the disease, composers, tone-poets

chiefly, are afflicted with "Tausienism." And with

what force does it seize upon them ! —Yet let me first

go back a step, by asking, what is creation ?—The defi-

nition from the catechism,—The bringing forth of

something from nothing, is evidently not applicable

where human action is concerned ; here we must say,

according to the proverb, nothing can come of nothing.

The artist creates his work in accordance with some

inner image,—which, however, if we look very close,

is again woven'of threads indissolubly connected with

the outer world,—clothing it in words, in marble, in

tones, colors, etc. There is needful for this, beside

the natural bent, (talent, genius), without which

nothing will be produced, the also indispensable tech-

nical skill, and finally a third, certainly no less im-

portant matter, the disposition !—When that is want-

ing, even the master finds but slowly what he requires,

—he chews his pen-holder, studies the clouds, or the

pattern of his wall-paper,— Schiller, it is said, used to

draw little horses, and other nonsense,—and at length

gives up the useless attempt. And an hour later, per-

haps, the "spring of invention,"—this is the term, I

believe,—bubbles up so plentifully, that it is scarcely

possble to shut in the rich blessing between the staves.

(Let me here remark, that there is no lack of those

either, whose "spring" resembles an aqueduct,—

a

slight pressure, and for days, weeks and months, an

even stream flows forth,—nothing but happy reminis-

cence, self-satisfied plagiarism, theft,—and whatever

else the "annexation-mnsic" may be called. Those

fortunate beings are always "disposed," and therefore

completely proof against "Tausienism." How now is

this disposition to be brought about ? If we believe peo-

ple of the stamp of Ran, Polko, their numerous imita-

tors, and the innumerable credulous readers of moon-

shiny fables, composers must suffer the flowerets to

shed their perfume round about them, the starlets to

ehine npon them, the brooklets to murmur, and the

evening breezes to whisper around them,—in order

then to drop the most magnificent and immortal

works "from their sleeves,"—as the Germans have

it,—and their pens. A few may perhaps have suc-

ceeded thus, and still suceecd ; many have tried the

experiment, and,—caught severe colds !—If wc mas-

ter the lists of celebrated composers, and &.Hk of each

Bingly what means he adopted in a long continued

draught, wc shall receive most varied answers, and to

imitators,—always the class most numerously repre-

sented in the school of life,—there opens a refreshing

prospect of every manner of possibilities. Handel

went for needful inspiration to graveyards, to the

silent comers of solitary churches. Of Glnck it is

I

said that, occupied with the composition of an opera,

I

and requiring fresh air and sunshine, he had his piano
carried out upon a field. Air, light, and verdure did
not suffice, however, and it is recorded that two

bottles of Champagne lent their assistance. Thus,

—

I shall not vouch for the trnth of the story,—Gluck

wrote his reformatory works. LuUy labored like ft

feeble amateur. He sat down at the piano with his

snuflf-box, and sang and played, till by means of try-

ing here and there, up and down, he fancied he had dis-

covered the most suitable melody ; this discovery he

then communicated to some subordinate, who wrote

down the dictation, and that was the end of it., Sarti

required a large, dark room, even at night but feebly

lit up,—his musical ideas came to him only in the

stillness of night. Of Spontini too, I somewhere

read, that he was able to compose only in the dark.

Cimarosa wanted noise about him, he liked best to

work in merry company. Salieri, to excite his fancy,

strolled about in the most frequented streets, eating

bon-bons, with lead-pencil and paper in his hand, to be

ready when the occasion oflfered. Paer composed,

chatted, scolded, disputed, all in one. Saschini felt

himself incapable of getting a melody, nnless he was

with his lady-love, and had his little kittens about

him. Alex. Fesca, if one may lend faith to eyewit-

nesses, resorted to similar means,—the bottle served

him in place of a lady-love, and for kittens he tried

to procure a little dog I Paisiello remained in bed,

when he intended composing,—a cheap, practical

means, as trustworthy contemporaries have assured

me,—it saves clothing, fuel, etc. Zingarelli, before

sitting down at the piano to compose, read a few pages

of a Latin poet ; then, however, he worked so easily

that he was able to write in four hours,—four hours,

I say !—a whole act of "Romeo and Juliet !
" When

Father Haydn could not get along, he would take his

rosary, and say a few Aves, and generally inspira-

tion returned. In another place I read,—probably of

his later years,—Haydn sat quietly down in a chair,

but he must have upon his finger the ring Frederick

the Great had once given him! In London, how-

ever, even this expedient seems to have proved un-

availing, for we have a report that once the master

had no inspiration left at all ; for two weeks he vainly

tortured himself to get an appropriate continuation to

the first eight bars of an Andante. It is well known

that it has been thought some connection existed be-

tween Mozart's fondness for billiards and ten pins,

and his musical disposition ! Beethoven went out

into the open air, into the magnificence and solitude

of nature. Mehul was a lover of flowers, and liked

to sojourn in pretty gardens. Mendelsohn, it is said,

always had bouquets on his desk. Halevy required

the sound of boiling water, to become "disposed."

Auber, a good rider, mounted his horse in order to

gain the romantic country, where the artist finds

everything he needs,—formerly, perhaps I—in later

years, when the celebrated composer was an old, a

very old gentleman, he probably composed his operas

on foot. Francois Hiinten felt most inspired for com-

position in autumn. He walked up and down in his

room, catching files,—no very difficult task at that

season of the year,—and thus were produced more

than two hundred compositions, the greater part of

which might at one time be found on every piano,

—

long enough ago, it is true !

It were an endless task, were we to attempt to record

all the various means and expedients resorted to by

"indisposed" compo.sers. Yet "Tausienism" has vic-

ims in other departments of art, too. It is report<'d of

Schiller that he was obliged to have the smell of half

decayed apples near him, in order lo be able to work,

and that strong, black coffee was indispensable to him.

At times even dlleUar\l.ism succumbs to the disease.

When Liszt, nearly thirty years ago, made his jour-

neys of conquest through the musical world, enthu-

siastic ladies carefully collected the remnants of the

piano strings that had given up their melodious ghost

under the hands of the virtuoso. The ends and

pieces of these unfortunates were set in rings, and the

ladies fancied it could not but be very advantageous

to play (Etudes-, schools of vfJccity, (Jradus ad Pttr-

nrtaaum, etc., with such a ring on. Whether this in-

genious means proved eflfective, whether it made the

touch firm, the wrist pliant, or perhaps even influ-

enced the "understanding," is not on record. To-day

we smile at those amiable follies, the world has grown

calmer since then, dilettantism no longer aspires to

climb the higher and highest grades of perfection,

—

why, far down below it is very pleasant too I And
young artists of to-day, hold the sound view that

"stiflP," daily, six-hour practicing, is the only effective

means of progress They no longer believe in magic

and sympathy,—bat composers!—what might not be

told of them !—but enough for this time.

W. Tappeet.

A. W. Thayer's Life of Beethoven.

The second volume of the long promised work,

which will probably extend to four volumes, has

just appeared in Berlin,—in the German lan-

guage, like the first. When the work is complete

it will appear also in English. We translate

from the Neue Freie Presse, of Vienna, Oct. 81,

the following appreciative notice of the volume

by one of the very foremost musical critics of

Germany, Dr. Edward Hanslick.

The second volume of Thayer's Beethoven biog-

raphy hasjust made its appearance,—six years after

the publication of the first. In conscientiousness of

research the continuation is equal to the beginning ;

in richness of matter it surpasses it. Thayer has got

command of an astonishing amount of material for

his labor ; he has examined every note and slip of

paper, has searched through every newspaper, and

traced back every tradition. The minuteness with

which he explains single, often rather unimportant

points, fortunately is always limited to matters of fact

;

to mere phrase he does not grant a single line.

The second volume treats of the period from 1796

to 1806,—only ten years. That the author has dis-

covered much of importance that is new about this

period from the 26th to the 36th year of Beethoven's

life, cannot be maintained. The principal matters

are thoroughly familiar, and about many parts, for

instance, Beethoven's love experiences, the reader

who is eager for new information must content him-

self with meagre results. But even here, where

Thayer's research has yielded little that was tangible,

the method of his search remains of great worth.

With an exactness which reminds on# of the inqui-

ries in natural science and philology, but which was

first introduced into musical history by Jahn, Thayer

completely separates accredited fact from what is

merely probable or possible. Where' any residue re-

mains to baffle search or proof, Thayer does not seek

to save himself in fantastical combinations, but says

roundly : That is not known. If the light of this

inquirer had achieved nothing else, but to scatter the

misia which credulous tradition or romantic book-

making had piled up about certain experiences of

Beethoven, we should be obliged to rate its merit

very high. But a little over 40 years have passed

since Beethoven's death ; there are still living not a

few men who have known the master ; and yet al-

ready myths have formed themselves about him, fa-

bles have fastened on him, which it grows every day

more difficult to put aside. To these belongs partic-

ularly Beethoven's attachment to the young countess

Julia Guicciardi (afterwards married as the Countess

Gallenberg.) All the biographers, blindly following

the lead of Schindlor, have attached an extraordinary

consequence to this tender relation and, by romantic

additions, have gradually swelled it into a complete

tragedy. An unfmpeachablo piece of evidence of

this "unhappy passion" has been until now a letter

found after his death in Beethoven's writing desk,

with two postscripts, written with a lead pencil on

two pieces of letter paper, which do not name the

place, or year, or person to whom they are addressed.

This was the original of the famous "three letters of

Beethoven from a Hungarian watering place to his

beloved Juli^if»p Guicciardi," published by Schind-Iju^p
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ler. Althonsh there wag no ground at all for the

assumption that these letters were intended for the

Conntess Guiociardi, yet on the mere giving out of

Schindler it has been considered now for more than

.thirty years as an incontestable truth. Thayer now
brings convincing proofs to show, that the ''three let-

ters" eoald not have been addressed to Julia at all

!

"So all those who with tears of sympathy have seen

these Sorrows of Werther, occasioned by this Char-

lotte, may now dry their tears. They can quiet them-

selves with the assurance, that the catastrophe was

by no means so unfortunate as it has been represent-

ed." When Julia, two years after becoming ac-

quainted with Beethoven, married Count Gallenberg

(1803) the despised lover, true to the principle which

he expressed to Zmeskall :
" One cannot quarrel

with what is not to be changed," put a good face on

his misfortune and went to work to finish the

Heroic Symphony.—Also the anecdote that Beetho-

ven, from grief at Julia's inconstancy, tried to die of

hunger in the garden of the Erdody palace, is con-

tinually repeated on mere hearsay, without the re-

motest ground for connecting that (in itself very im-

probable) suicidal attempt with the Guicciardi affair.

Thayer, on the strength of pains-taking, conscientious

investigations, is able to characterize the whole mass

of fustian eloquence that has been wasted on this

love story "with one word as silly talk."

Of coarse the sentimental Beethoven critics, who
hear the grass of their interpretation growing out of

every note, do not like to be deprived of the idea, that

the opera "Leonora" ("Fidelio") stands in close con-

nection with that story of Beethoven's love, and that

the most beautiful passages in it are direct effusions

of his feeling for Julia. But Beethoven's complete

sketch book for "Leonora" shows, thatevery number,

from the first to the last, was the slow result of per-

severing labor and unwearied study. "Had this

opera," Thayer adds, "been the single grand excep-

tion in a long series of mediocre dramatic composi-

tions, then one could suspect that it was the product

of a sudden, isolated inspiration, the effect of love.

But in reality Beethoven's genius and his creative

talent stood too high, to make it necessary for us to

refer the origin of the beautiful music in any of his

works to any supposed special causes." This sen-

tence is the best proof of the correct feeling which

guides the author even in his judgment upon matters

purely musicak

The impartiality of judgment which Thayer main-

tains, with all his veneration for his hero, shows itself

also in his frank and striking description of Beetho-

ven's character. A faithful and exhaustive portrait

of Beethoven as a man would, according to Thayer's

statements, form an almost laughable contrast to that

which is commonly regarded as the right one. Our
present age must be content to find in Beethoven,
with .".U his greatness, an altogether human nature,

which, if it was endowed with nncommon powers,

compels us at the same time on the other side to re-

cognize uncommon weaknesses. It was the great mis-

fortune of Beethoven's youth, seeing that his good
and bad tendencies by nature were extremely strong

and lively, that he did not grow up under the influ-

ence of a wise and strict parental discipline, and that

he was not early led into that habit of self-control,

which, when once established, reforms and purifies

the character. In all relations the consequences of

a defective early moral training accompanied Beet-

hoven through his whole life, and are visible in the

frequent conflict between his worse and better nature

and in his constant tendency to extremes. To-day
he falls into immoderate rage about perhaps some
very trifling matter; tomorrow his remorse by far
exceeds the measure of his fault To-day he is proud,
self-willed, oflensive, careless as it regards the claims
which society admits in persons of high rank ; tomor-
row his submissiveness is even greater than the circum-
stances demand. With these remarks the author is

disposed to represent Beethoven's faults as nothing
else but disagreeable and sad episodes in the general

course of his life. In view of the efforts of other

biographers, who glorify Beethoven into a perfect

ideal of humanity, it was a necessity also to name and

to explain his faults. For the same reason we re-

spect the honest statement of the author, that, after

the study of some 800 of Beethoven's letters, "the

utter insignificance" of by far the greatest part of

them surprised him. To be sure it is not Beethoven's

fault that later biographers have thought it their duty

to immortalize every one of these mere notes.

A pleasant impressjon is made also by Thayer's

impartiality in judging of the two brothers of Beet-

hoven, who in all preceding biographies have figured

as a pair of devils. By no means can or will the

author excite in us a very high conception of their

character. "But, as little as Beethoven was a pattern

of goodness, so little were his brothers horrible exam-

ples of injustice." Thayer shows that Ries as well

as Schindler wrote under the influence of strong per-

sonal aversion to these brothers, and that Carl partic-

ularly, whom they reproach with presumptuous in-

terference in Beethoven's aff'airs, had done him valua-

ble service as a competent and trusted business man-

ager. It may also be maintained with confidence,

that Beethoven from the year 1800 was freed from

every care for the support of Carl or Johann.

Thoroughly interesting are Thayer's researches

about the first performances of "Fidelio" in the The-

ater an der Wieh, and new among them are the com-

munications of the tenor Rockel, the Florestan of the

year 1806, who died a short time since at an advanc-

ed age. That the public should have been at first

more surprised than delighted by this opera, Thayer

finds no difiiculty in understanding. "The Over-

ture in the first place," he says, "was too new in its

form, too powerful in its ideas, to be immediately un-

derstood ; and in the year- 1806 there was perhaps no

public in all Europe in a condition to find in the fire

and deep expression of the principal vocal numbers

any compensation for the superficial grace and the

melodious charm of the favorite operas of the day

—

qualities which to most people would seem wanting

in Fidelio." Even Cherubini declared of the Over-

ture, that, on account of its variety of modulations,

he was unable to discover the principal key- More-
over Thayer, in vindication of the honor of the much
maligned Vienna public, additces many facts which
fully support my own efforts in the same behalf in

my "History of Concerts in Vienna." Thayer es-

tablishes the fact, "that in Vienna the works of no
other composer of the younger generation found such

rapid and extensive sale as those of Beethoven." Very
early had their widespread popularity become recog-

nized in a way without example in the German peri-

odical press, particularlv through a complete classi-

fied catalogue of the "Works of Herr Ludwig van
Beethoven," published in the Wiener Zeilunq of June
30, 1805. Then already Beethoven was everywhere
placed in the same rank only with Mozart and
Haydn ; "the unknown pupil,—who came to Vienna
in 1792, was in the year 1804 a universally acknowl-
edged member of the great triumvirate."

Nilsson in "Mignon."

[From the New Tort Tribune.]

The opera of "Mignon" may be said to be founded
indeed upon the favorite character of Goethe's "Wil-
helm Meister," yet the librettists, M.M. Carr^ and
Barbier, have taken little from the original story ex-
cept the names of a few principal characters and a
faint outline of one or two leading incidents. The
work of the great German poet and philosopher
would seem to offer no particular attractions to the
maker of an opera book. Neither its plot nor any of
its episodes can be called dramatic ; the poetical
beauty of JlignonJs too fine for stage representation,
and the sentiment of the story is too deep to be
expressed in theatrical action, Yet MM. Carrd- and
Barbier have made an effective and graceful story,
whose resemblance to the original, though not strong,
is at least recognizable. It was Ary Scheffer, who
showed them how to do it, just as he showed the
same writers how to create a new Margaret for M.
Gounod's "Faust. ' It is Schefl^er's, not Goethe's
Margaret whom we saw in the opera last Monday. It
was Scheffer's, not Goethe's Mignon, who was pre-
sented to us last night. Everybody knows the three

scenes in which the artist has depicted the child-

heroine ; the pensive little figure of the bare-foot

street-dancer, thinking of her native country, singing

perch.ince those exquisite verses, **Kennst Du das

Land?" the group wherein Mignon stands at the

knees of the old harper ; and the tableau in which the

girl with clasped hands and attitude of aspiration

looks upward while the light of another life falls upon
her face. It is upon these three pictures that the

opera has been constructed. They do not show us,

of course, the true Mignon, "daughter of enthitsiasm,

rapture, passion and despair ;" but a wayward, yet

graceful, sentimental, prematurely old child, develop-

ing into a tender woman. Goethe's Mignon, so spir-

itual and yet so very human, so perverse and yet so

loving, dies through the very intensity oS her atfec-

tion, and when she passes out of the pages of the

book she leaves a void in the reader's heart which

a me of the ether personages can (ill. The pathos of

this ending is all missed in the opera, which finishes

with the union of Mignon and Guglidmo, and the

Harper's recognition of his dangliter ; and though

the exquisite art of the actress 'conveyed last night

the idea that the hand of death had fallen upon the

girl in her hour of happiness, this interpretation was
not indicated— if indeed it was even justified—by the

text. It is not worth while, however, to vex our-

selves over the ruin of a poem which would not have

suited Ambroise Thomas, nor perhaps any other

writer for the lyrie stage. Though the Mignon
whom we have is not the mysterious ideal of the nov-

elist, she is still a charming and loveable creation.

Though the story is marred in some of its finest as-

pects, the plot is not a bad one, and at least may
remind us of its poetical origin. The character of

the old Harper, upon whom the librettists have be-

stowed the name of Lothario, given by Goethe to a

very different personage in the novel, is much better

preserved than that of Mignon, and serves as an ad-

mirable foil to the delicacy of the young girl. The
fascinating, lively, and heartless Philina is hardly at

all changed ; and Wilhetm Meister, under the name
of Guglielmo, loves and wavers, and succumbs to the

blandishments of the sex in the opera as he does in

the St ory. The page, Frederick, and the actor, La-

ertes, appear in subordmate capacities, but display no
individuality.

The work was first presented at the Opera Com-
ique, in Paris, in November, 1866. It was given, of

course, in French, with spoken dialogue. The Ital-

ian translation by ZaiBra was afterward arranged by

M. Thomas for Drury Lane, where Nilsson, Faure,

Bettini, Volpini, and Tiehelli-Bettini took the prin-

cipal roles. Recitatives were substituted by the com-
poser for the spoken portions. A second stanza was
aided for M. Faure to Lothario's andante in the first

scene ; an air was introduced for Filina (Mme. Vol-

pini) ; and a rondo-gavitte for Federigo (Mme. Tre-

belli-Bettini) was borrowed from the familiar inter-

mezzo preceding the Second Act. This Italian ver-

sion was the one presented by Mr. Strakosch last

night. The additional airs were omitted, except

Federigo's, which was given in an abridged form.

The rest of the opera was very little cut. M. Thomas
has followed his book-makers rather than Geethe.

His music never suggests the depth of Goethe, or the

strong passion of the real Mitjnon. It is labored

without being profound, and delicate without being

highly emotional. Much of the samo sort of grace

which distinguishes Gounod is observable in Am-
broise Thomas ; but we miss in "Mignon" the ten-

derness and spontaneous feeling which are admired
so justly in "Faust," and for the want of which the

freshness and elegance of the present work cannot

wholly make amends. The score abounds in deli-

cious phrases, but most of'them are only fragments,

for there is little flow of melody. The orchestraiion

is not rich, but it is surprisingly refined. Of the

separate numbers, the best known is the popular Po-
lonaise, given to Filina, and recurring in snatches

and suggestions all thrmgh the work. There is a

hint of it in the exquisite Duet ot the swallows, be-

tween Mignon and Lothario near the end of the First

Act—one of the earliest glimpses afforded us of that

rare sense of the lighter beauties of art which is the

principal charm of Ambroise Thomas's music. Much
better and more characteristic, however, than the Po-
lonaise is Mignon's song, "Non conosci il bel suol'l—
the famous Kennst Du das Land.

This is true poetry; not indeed an adequate inter

pretation in music of the thought which Goethe here

expressed in wor's, but a genuine heartfelt song, for

having which the world is richer. There is pathos
likewise in Mignon's duet with Lothario, "Sofferto

hai tu V and in Guglielmo's "Addio Mignon ;" while

afmost the whole of the last Act is at once senti-

mental and dramatic in the hiirhest degree. The
long trio between Mignon, Guglielmo, Lothario, which
brings the opera to a close, is a superb specimen of
dramatic music.
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Miss Nilsson's Mignon is nnqneslionably one of the

most strikinj; of her personations, even if it is not
one of the best. Every scene gives her an admirable
opportHnity for the disphiy of her best characteristics.

She is willful, impulsive, not very passionate—but

ofFectionale and tender. With it all there is about
her the same soft atmosphere ol melancholy that is

diffused around the pictures of Ary Scheffer, and in

her voice there is the plaintive and pensive tone

which we instinctively associate with the Mignon best

known to the multitude. Add to this that the part

abounds in variety of situations, and presents the

prima donna in the most picturesque aspects, and it

will readily be understood that Miss Nilsson makes
this part extraordinarily attractive. Mile. Leon Du-
val was weU cast in the role of Filina—and it is the

first time she has been heard to advantage since she
came to this country. She made an excellent im-
pression both by her singing and her personal ap-

pearance. M. Jamet's Lothario was admirable, nobly
acted, and well sung. The Guglielmo of M. Capoul
offers no excuse for extended criticism. Indeed, the

composer has made the role singularly uninteresting,

and such as it is M. Gipoul does not exactly fit it.

Miss Ronconi was the Federigo and Mr. Ltall the

Laei'te, both being weak but well meaning. The
opera is well mounted. There is some new scenery,

and there are new dresses, and the stage is more care-

fully set than we have ever seen it before under Mr.
Strakosch's management. The conflagration scene,

however, was shabby, and a great deal of irreverent

laugbter was excited by the behavior of a corps of
supernumeraries who ran three times into the burning
building, and out again by the back way, coming up
fresh from the opposite side, with a faint pretext of
being three different gangs. They carried into the

midst of the flames a step ladder, a coil of rope, a
number of tomahawks, aud a barrel apparently con-

taining gunpowder; and at last stood patiently and
roasted to death in full sight of the audience,
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The Oratorios.

Saturday Evening, Nor. 26.

—

Elijah.

Never was seen a finer audience, in character or

numbers, in the Boston Music Hall, confronted by a

nobler, more complete array of musical forces, than

that evening. The promise of the occasion was

unprecedented, and the fulfilment likewise. To hear

Elijah sung by such sterling, honest artists as Mr.

Dolby has brought over to us from England, support-

ed in the choruses by our Handel and Haydn Society

at its best, was something to raise expectation to a

high pitch indeed. Everybody knew that the old

Society, of late grown young in spirit and in

large part replenished with young voices, could sing

Elijah well ; it was famed for that even before its

greatest triumph in the triennial Festival last May.

It is a little strange therefore, and shows how great

exceptional occasions, by their manifold distractions

aud excitement, may disturb the sphere of sure habit-

tial performance, that the chorus work that night,

never before, began badly. After Mr. Santley's

grand annunciation of the Prophet's message, and

after the stubborn music of the overture had spent

itself in a manner quite .suggestive of the spirit of the

Jews, it was ominous tofind the great chorus wavering

particularly so in the choral recitative : "The deeps

afford no water." The nervousness however was

but momentary, and nearly all went worthily and

grandly after that. Every member of the chorus,

—.five or six hundred in number at the least—seemed

inspired by the presence of the distinguished solo

arlista. Several of the most difficult and greatest cho-

rares never were sung here quite so well before. Even
of the Society's {amnnn clusvnl d" IjallaiU, the 'Kain'

Chorus, we may say that ; in massive energy and
volume, in precision, spirit and expression, it was
transporting and sublime. And never before, here

or anywhere, have we heard "Heboid ! God the Lord
pa.s3ed by" rendered with sach graphic light and
shade and certainty of outline. So too the "Baal"
choru'es, and all the short dramatic answering pas-

sages, as well as those great broad, even surfaces of

rich, deep religions harmony. It grow bettor and

better as the work—say rather the spontaneous out-

flow of feeling, and of music from within—went on.

The orchestra, too, with Mr. Eichi?erg heading the

violins, brought out the meaning and the beauty of the

fnlbfraugbt instrumentation with more sympathetic

verve and delicacy than we remember here before.

Some of the ohbligato solo bits, as of Mr. Hart-
degen's 'cello in "It is enough," Mr. Kdtzleb's

oboe here and there, were noticeably fine. The great

organ, also, under Mr. Lang's hands, supplied a

grand uplifting base to the whole musical pyramid of

tone. Mr. Zerrahn's commanding power as a

Conductor never was more unmistakably apparent

;

all moved as one, obedient to his intention.

—And now to the chief singers. We risk no con-

tradiction when we say tbat so satisfactory a quartet

was never heard here in an Oratorio. These artists,

one and all, more than confirmed the good impres-

sion they had made here in their "Ballad Concerts."

Their thoroughly artistic demeanor, simple, dignified

and earnest, showing a sincere respect for their task

and for their audience, bespeaking attention for the

music more than for themselves ; their conscientious,

honest treatment of the music
; their unaflTected fer-

vor, chastened by true intelligence and faithful study ;

their truth to every shade and contrast of expression,

added to ripe and finished style and the possession of

voices of rare power and beauty admirably trained,

make them a model for our singers. Such exam-

ples are worth whole courses of instruction,—far

more instructive really than most such courses, be-

cause not misleading, vague, bewildering. At any

rate our singers may here learn, if not technical art

and method, at least artistic spirit and behavior
;

they may bear away an ideal in their minds and

hearts to warn them henceforth against any violation

of the simple piety of Art.

To begin with the Soprano, a truer, sweeter expo-

nent of Oratorio music than Miss Edith Wynne we

cannot wish to hear. There aie greater voices, of

more power and volume, more brilliancy, more

queen-like majesty, but few that are so sweet,so pure,

so womanly human, and trained withal to such easy,

even flexibility, such exquisite expression. All that

we have said before of her artistic purity, "unstained

of the world," her earnest dedication of herself to the

expression of the music, her unerring sense of fitness

and proportion and her uniformly right conception,

and of the charm with which honest intention and

exertion on her part are always blessed, must now be

clear to all who heard her in Elijah, whether in the

scene of the afflicted mother with the Prophet, which

she made so touching and ideal (more so perhaps

than any one we ever heard except Mme. Golds-

chmidt) ; or in the crystal-clear high recitative of the

boy sent out to look for sign of rain ; or in the great

air "Hear ye, Israel ;" or in the Angel Trio and the

Quartets, and particularly in the sublime "Holy,

holy" of the Seraphim, where, as indeed wherever it

was really required, the sweet and slender voice found

for the nonce a searching, thrilling power of tone that

seemed to be inspired by the singer's soul creating

for itself an organ.

Mme. Patet, with less experience, perhaps less

genius, also gave herself, her whole generous nature,

and rich, generous voice, with genuine fervor to the

expression of the contralto music. "Woe unto

them" and still more "O rest in the Lord" (which

had to be repeated), were nobly, beautifully rendered.

This singer has from the first taken a deep hold

upon the sympathies of our musical public.

Mr. CuMMiNOS was in excellent voice, and deliv-

ered all the tenor recitatives and airs with that

refinement, tbat intelligence and conscientious ear-

nestness, which always characterize his eflTorts. "If

with all your hearts" and "Then shall the righteous

shine," were rarely sung more musically, with more
true style and feeling.

Mr. Santi.ey's rendering of the great part of

Elijah was all, and more than all, that was antici-

pated ; and that is saying a great deal. The wealth

and beauty and endurance of his magnificent voice,

which gives itself out so freely, yet always has power

in reserve ; his frank and manly presence and whole

way of doing things ; his thoroughly self poised and

easy manner of approaching and of carrying through

whatever vocal task ; the perfect union in him of

natural gift, artistic training, clear intelligence and

healthy genuine feeling, make him the noblest inter-

preter that one could wish for such exacting music.

He was equal to every variety of expression called

for by the part. In the dialogues and recitatives

nothing could be more dignified and full of unction

than his delivery. His rendering of the almost im-

possible, the iron air : "Is not his word like a fire"

was a new revelation of unflagging vocal valor and

endurance. Every note was surely taken ; every

accent truly marked, magnetic; every phrase pre-

cisely chiselled out ; no faltering or nervous hurry in

the even progress of the whole, and yet there was

power left for a magnificent blaze of splendor at the

end. We have heard the original Elijah, Mr. Weiss,

sing this in London ; but Santley verily is greater.

In the profoundly touching air "It is enough," and

in "For the mountains shall depart," the feeling of

the music was brouglit out as we never heard before

in Mr. Santley's rich and sympathetic tones.

We have only to add that all the concerted pieces,

the quartets, the double quartet (Mr. Patey supply-

ing all of voice or style that is required in the bass

part), the Angel 'Trio (in which the middle part,

sung by a lady of the Society, well sustained its

share), and the Duet : "Zion spreadeth her hands"
fmost sweetly sung by Miss Wynne and Mme.
Patey), were uncommonly successful. The choral :

"Cast thy burden on the Lord" was simply perfect

and had to be repeated.—Such a performance of

Elijah is an experience not to be forgotten in our
lives.

Sunday Evening.—Judas Maccaejeus.

Handel's heroic Oratorio is a very different matter

from Elijah ; less well known here and less popular,

partly because of its quaint antique cut and want of

the modern sensuous instrumentation, partly because

of its many difficulties, which, familiar as it has been

in some sense for many years, have never f.urly been

surmounted until now. Had such a performance as

that of Sunday evening been anticipated, there

hardly would have been so great a falling off of

audience. The work is full of beauties, particulurly

in its great variety of solos, which onl} needed these

interpreters to make their beauty felt. "The choruses,

too, are full of fresh life and power, each charac-

teristic and unlike the others, and some of them (like

"Hear u=, O Lord," and "Tune your harps,") rare

models of expressive counterpoint. The chorus

singing this time was more uniformly excellent than

in Elijah. Of the solos, both air and recitative,

several most beautiful ones were given which seldom

or never had been heard here before. The burden

principally falls on the soprano and the tenor. For
the tenor especially few oratorios can be more trying;

and Mr. Cdmmings, though his delicate voice

showed symptoms of fatigue at times, achieved the

task with spirit and expression. "Sound an alarm'"

was done even better than at the Festival, and the

way in which he grappled with that most difficult

air : "How vain is man," which we think no one has

attempted here before, proved him a thorough artist.

In "Call forth thy powers," too, he was masterly.

To Miss Edith Wynne belong, however, the
finer triumphs of the evening; so fully did she repro-

duce the spirit of each melody, and each so individu-
al, that she won all hearts to Handel and herself.

She gave new charm and quaintness to "Pious
orgies." The lovely air "O Liberty I" with violon-

c<dlo, (commonly omitted) could not have been moro
lovingly and exquisitely sung ; and the words :

' HIesH him, .Jtdiovah. bless him" in the preceding
recitative were touched with tenderest and truest feel-

ing. "From mighty kings" was sjilcntlidly delivered.

The long roularles of "So shall the lute" were evenly
and smoothly executed, although she has not the
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ong breath of certain sitifjevs. But throiigliout all

she sanp; there was the same devotion, the same artis-

tic finish and integrity, which we have learned al-

ways to associate with her.

Mme. Patey's part was small, mostly confined to

the melodious duets with the Soprano, which were

never more enjoyed. Nor h:id Mr. Santlet hy any

means a great part, hut of what there was he made
the most. The recitative : "I feel the Deity with-

in" and air: "Arm. arm, ye brave," were most in-

spiring ; and in "The Lord worketh wonders" wo
had an instance of that self possessed and steady

movement throiieh long stretches of most difficult

roulades, which we have hardly found in any other

singer in the same degree. And how he shades the

tone to every meaning, as in the words : "And still

as He thunders, is fearful in praise !" We might

object, in all these artists, conscientious toward

their music as they are, even once or twice to the

Soprano, that they cannot end an air as it is written,

but must "make effect" with a high tone or some
form of cadenza. But this is English usage, and,

indulged in so sparingly, hardly a fair ground for

charging artists of this stamp with vanity.—We have

no room to say the halfof what we would of the beau-

tiful impression made on us hy this performance of

Judas Maccabaiis ; let us feel happy that more Ora-

torios, under the same auspices, await us in the near

future :—in Christmas week St, Paul ani The Messiah!

Harvard Musical Association.

The .second Symphony Concert (Nov. 23) drew the

same large, attentive audience as the first. This audi-

ence always listened well ; but this year, so far, it has

been a comfort to observe that almost no one leaves

the hall before the last note of the last piece is over.

It shows a more general interest in the programmes,

and an appreciation of the unity, of the organic

wholeness of a good programme in itself, with an

unwillingness to mar or lose any part of its fair

proportions. It is another refreshing sign of progress,

to see the criticism of the Press becoming so much
more alive to the spirit and intention of these con-

certs, regardful of programmes as well as of instru-

ments and persons. That musical atmosphere, of

which we spoke as the condition of a true concert,

seemed to be even more fully realized than it was the

fortnight before ; it was a genial short two hours.

The matter of the feast was this :

Overture, "No. 1," to "Leonore," in C, op.l3.S. [Now
proved to be No. 3, comp. in 1807] Beethoven.

Concerto in A minor, for the ViolonceIlo.[Two moveni'ts].
Goltermann.

Adolph Hartdegen.
Symphony in C, No. 6, [Breitkopf& Hartel) Mozart.

Aria and Gavotte, from the Orchestral Suite in D. . .Bach.
Concerto for the Oboe, in G minor Handel.

Augnstu.s Kutzleb.
Overture, No. 3, to "Leonore," in C, op. 72. {Comp.

1806) Beethoven.

The Symphony by Mozart may have been per

formed here many years ago, but not within the

memory of any concert-goers we have met, and if at

all, most likely by some small orchestra of amateurs

in the days when such things were in Boston. Much
of it sounded quite familiar, and doubtless it was well

known to players of four hand arrangements. In its

complete form, with its rich and perfect, although

Sparing—that is to say not ambitious—instrumenta-
tion, it was as good as new to everybody ; and one
of the most delightful, joyful, genial creations of pure
mtsic ; to hear it, feel it and enjoy it is to live the

better life of Mozurt for awhile. The orchestra, now
nearly up to its full number (10 first violins, 8 sec-

ond, 6 violas, .5 'cellos and 6 or 7 double basses) is

really more effective than ever before when it has
numbered six or eight more, particularly in the mid-
dle strings. The wind instruments are decidi'dly

better than ever before, the brass more subdued, the

whole proportion better ; and the drill, as well as the

pervading style and spirit of performance showed
marked improvement on past years. The Symphony
went well ; the two "Leonore" overtures were even
given with poetic feeling, the great No. 3 with a tri-

umphant fire and power. The ">fo. 1" of those
Overtures (as it is commonly called) was heard here
for the first time last winter, when the four Fidtjio

Overtures were given in successive concerts. We
remarked at the time how wholly different it is in

character from the others ; not like No. 2, a first

sketch only realized in No .3, but composed (with

the exception of the brief allusion to the tenor aria)

of different ideas, and in its general tone more gen-
tle, tender, full of musing recollection. It seemed to

us as if the tone poet, in some hour of quiet reverie.

long after the exciting tragedy and triumph were

past, recalled it to -his mind and reproduced it in

these less fiery strains. This is "Fidelio" remember-

ed ; whereas in No. 3, we have it present, we are in

the midst of all its thrilling tragedy and splendor.

Since this comparison was made, convincing evidence

has been produced (hy Mr. Grove, the Secretary of

the Crystal Palace Company in London), to show

that this "No. 1" was actually written for a special

occasion at least one year later than the Nos. 2 and

3, which preceded the first two performances of the

opera in 1806. Certainly it is one of the most beau-

tiful, poetic of all overtures, and to contrast its

beauty with the grandeur of the third was interesting.

The rendering this time was delicate and careful,

although a reed instrument or two at the beginning

was not quite warmed to pitch.—But we will not go

through the concert in detail, since we prefer to copy

the appreciative notice of the Evening Gazette, which,

(to our thinking) speaks the truth and nothing but

the truth, as follows :

The second concert was quite equal to the first in

point of selections, and superior to it in many points

of execution. The overtures to "Leonore" were
superbly given, their spirit being interpreted with

great purity of feeling and correctness of sentiment.

We doubt if number three fop. 72) ever before re-

ceived such thorough treatment in this city as was
given to it Thursday afternoon. The violins—and it

is a very trying and exacting overture for these in-

strnments—were well drilled, and executed the fiery

and difficult passages with perfectunity and precision.

The stretto, which is nearly always bungled, came
out with distinctness and correctness, and, notwith-

standing the rapid time in which it was taken, as

though performed by one player. The brasses were

subordinated with rare di.=C'etion,and for a wonder did

not drown the other instruments. The rendering of

both of the Leonore overtures reflects the highest

credit on conductor and orchestra, and has given

a fine standard of comparison for future perform-

ances of these works. The two movements from
Goltermann's Concerto for violoncello were fiiirly

played by Mr. Adolph Hartdegen. The Concerto is

not a work of the highest merit from an Ecsthetic

point of view, and was written more to test the powers
of the performer than to produce a work of pure art-

istic worth. The Adagio is very pleasing, and fjows

naturally, and was played with expression and senti-

ment by Mr. Hartdegen, who has a chaste style, a

full tone, and a graceful felicity in the performance
of contabile movements. His bowing is free, and, as

a rule, his intonation is good. In the Allegro we do not

think he was as happy as in the previous movement.
He was so occupied with the difficulties he had to

overcome that the movement lacked nnity, and
appeared to be only a series of.trying passages the

performer was struggling to overcome. Towards
the conclusion his intonation was far from perfect,

especially in the upper positions where it is necessary

to cross the strings. We admit the extreme diflS

culty of this portion of the work, but, at the same
time, we are entitled to expect perfection in the artist

who voluntarily comes forward to perform it. Mr.
Hartdegen is a capital violoncellist, but at present

his powers are not fully developed, and therefore

he should not attempt to go too far beyond them.

Mozart's (|elightful Svraphouy in C was played
for the first time in Boston. This is somewhat
remarkable, as it is one of the best of its conaposer's

symphonies, and one of the most pleasing. The
slow movement is delicious, and the Finale contains
some of the most earnest and most vigorous work
that Mozart ever did. We can only account for the
neglect that has hitherto attended it here, by the fact

that it was written without clarinets or trombones,
and in consequence not considered fall enough to

suit modern ears accustomed to the noisy demonstra-
tions of later works. Notwithstanding the absence
of the clarinets and the trombones, and the fact that

instead of the customary four horns, this work has
only two, there is no lack of fulness in the orchestra-

tion, so beautifully is everything balanced. The use
that Mozart makes of the oboes and the bassoons in

this work is fascinating in the extreme. In fact, as

is usual with him, every instrument has its proper
note in the proper place, and the peculiar quality of

each is never lost sight of. And this is as it should
he. Every instrument has its orchestral value and"

effect, and to make one perform the office of another
as the majority of our modern composers do— is

about the same thing as for an artist to use on-e color

where another is demanded. This peculiarity in

Mozart has defeated every effort of those who have

tried to fit his symphonies to the fancied require-

ments of the modern orchestra. Clarinet, trombone
and e.xtra horn parts have been added to the works
wlierein they are absent, but have met with no recog-

nition from musicians, who insist upon performing
this master's works as he has left them to ns. Tliey

are perfect as they stand, and his designs admit of no
alteration, least of all of improvement. The sym-
phonv under notice was excellently interpreted by
Mr. Zerrahn and the orchestra. That naivete and
delicacy peculiar to Mozart were never lost sight of,

and the spirit of the work was finely preserved. The
Adagio and the Minuet were charmingly played, and
the lights and shades throughout not only faithfully

produced but tempered to the character and senti-

ment of the composition.

Bach's Aria and Gavotte from the orchestral Suite

in D began the second part. The Aria is entirely

for strings, and is so fresh that one not knowing bet-

ter might he justified in believing it a work of our
own day, were it not for the quaint final cadences.

The source from which Schumann drank his inspira-

tions is apparent on hearing this and similar works
of Bach, who is gener.ally credited to belong to the

stiff and mathematical school of the long past, but

wrongly so, for, though he wrote in the style that

was the fashion of his day, he was so far an innovator

that he undouhtedlv became the progenitor of the

romantic school. Bach is permeating the serious

music of our day more completely than any composer
of the past, and he has not yet exerted all the influ-

ence he is destined to exert on the music of the future.

The work in question was played with charming
effect, the Aria being rendered deliciously

; and be it

said to the credit of the audience, it was warmly
applauded. We think the Gavotte would have

realized the composer's intentions better had it been

taken a trifle slower. It would have lost in spirit,

but would have gained in style.

Handel's Concerto for the oboe, in G mino', con-

sisting of four short movements, was executed by
Mr. August Kutzleb, with great intelligence and a

fine appreciation of the composer's sentiment. He
has a noble tone upon the oboe, and in his hands the

true pastoral character of the instrument is preserved.

The work is exceedingly interesting as an example
of the great musician's orchestral music, but is not

the best of the many concertos he wrote for the oboe.

It is quite trying to the performer, and speaks highly

for the powers of the oboe players of Handel's time,

whose instruments were quite primitive affairs com-
pared to the elaborately improved and thickly keyed
affairs of our own day.

We have only words of praise for the manner in

Mr. Zerrahn and the orchestra performed the task of

Thursday afternoon, and the high tone that pervaded
the entire concert. We marvel at the coldness of

the audience, which was chary of applause to a de-

gree perfectly unaccountable. They who visit these

concerts are not of that class which is pleased with

the meretricious music that meets with ignorant
approval ; and yet they manifest no outward' show
of satisfaction at the superb interpretation of the fine

works that are produced. We trust we shaft see a
change in this respect, as it is a satisfaction to the

artist who trys to ple.ase, and who justly feels that he
has deserved approval, to know that his efforts have
not been in vain."

MESSRS. LEONHARD- AND BICriBERG'g first MatiniSe

wag one of the moat delightfiil and arti.'^tically perfect cham-
ber concerts we have had foryear.^i. Every piece was music of

the first order, and all interpreted with' fine intelligence and
feeling, and with finished technique. The wooderfnl Trio

(op. 70", No. 1) of Beethoven, with its mysterious Largo move-
ment, which has given it the name of the "Geistei" Trio, be-

gan, and an almost eq,ually tnterestiag Sonata for piano and
violin (op. 1-31) by Schu-mann closed the concert. Mr ElCH-

BERG played Bach's Chaconne—that richest, noblesfe of all

compositions for the violin alone, to which Schumann has put

a pianaaecompaniment more ck)se-to B^ich than Mendefe-sohn's.

Mr. Krbissmann sang three of the choicest songs by Schu-

mann and- two by Frana in his best voice and style. 'The au-

dience,, in spite of rain, was very large and of course select.

—

We are only mortified that the space we had allotted to the

record of this concert is already used U'p. NeKt time we shall

give fuller notice of the first and' of the second concert (yester-

day's)-. The third will occur Dec. H. presenting a Sonata

Buo by Gttde, a Bach Concerto for two violins, a superb Trio

by Schumann in D minor, a BtUtade by Chopin, and two

Schubert Songs by Mr. Gloggner-Castelli'.

Th& THIRD STMPKONY CONCERT (nejtt week, Th-ursday),

offers Gherubini's Overture to- "Faniska" ; the "Oxford Sym- .

phony" by Haydn (first time) ; the Scherzo from the Refor-

mation Symphony ; Piano Concerto by Burgm'iiller (Perabo),

and Rietz's Fest Overture.—Miss BIehlio will play in the

fourth concert, her return from Europe having been delayed.
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Opera Abroad.
(Correspondence of Dwight's Journal of Music]

London, Nov. llth 1871.

The fall operatic season in London is proceeding

favorably, if not with great eclat. The company is

the same as in the spring season, with the exception

of Patti, Lucc.i, and a few lesser lights, leaving

Titiens and Marimon as the leading stars. The lat-

ter artiste is scarcely justifying the elaborate critical

eulogies which greeted her first appearance, and there

is DO fear that she will, (as predicted), ever create the

sensation which Jenny Lind did. She sings sweetly

and gracefully, however, and has just added to her

limited repertoire the Rosina of "II Barbiere," war-

bling the music in a delightful manner, and affording

much gratification to an audience which is determined

to be pleased with everything she does. Her other

operas are "La Sonnambula" and "La Figlia;" and

it is with these three works of Rossini, Bellini and

Donizetti that she has made her London successes.

Titiens is singing in magnificent style, but her
voice often betrays her, and the frequent huskiness
of the upper notes shows that her vocal powers are
not what they were ; and yet with all this she is incom-
parably the first operatic artiste now in England.
She sang the other night in "Anna Bolena," an opera
which has been revived at her request, and in which
she makes some splendid points, especially in the last

act. She is well supported by Mile. Colombo, a very
promising young singer, as Jane Seymour; by the
new tenor, Prudenza, as Percy; and by Agnesi as
Henry VIII. The tenor shirks the most difficult

passages in his music, which was written for the excep-
tional powers of Ruhini. Agnesi is just as fine as
ever Taraburini could have been in the part of the
bluff king. The opera is moulded after the Rossi-
nian style, and is such a successful imitation that the
hearer not otherwise informed would be almost cer-

t.iin to attribute the composition to the Swan of
Pesaro. The overture is precisely like Rossini's,
with its two crescendo movements, and with its recur-
rence of the airs in different keys; while the orches-
tration throughout and the treatment of the concerted
music show how thoroughly Donizetti, at the period
when he wrote this opera, was under the influence of
Rossini. "Anna Bolena" is not a felicitous work in

all points. There is a lack of contrast, the choruses
being but few, the concerted pieces fewer ; so that the
opera seems like a series of solos and duets, which in

time become monotonous. Yet, wihal, the melodies
are very beautiful. Donizetti could not help being
always graceful and melodious. The tenor scena
' Vivi tu" is a delightful composition, and the final

scena for Anna is a nohle bit of dramatic writing
;

while among the melodies is that whicb has since

become so popular as "Home, sweet home," not one
out of a thousand of the admirers of this time-hon-
ored ballad knowing that their favorite tune is simply
an extract from one of Donizetti's operas.
Among other operas of the season in London is the

"Semiramide," m which Titiens, Trebelli, and As-
nesi are all superlatively fine. I wish you knew*
what a delightful contralto Trebelli is. She is a
French lady, has a fine presence, a rich, flexible voice,

and admirable execution. She is wonderfully popu-
lar all over England, and well deserves her popular-
ity. In fact, she i< the undoubted successor of Alboni
in the affections of the Britsh public.

Alboni is still a glorious singer, though she but
seldom apnears in public. Yet to me, hearine her
the other day, the charm of her voice and the inimit-

able fluency of her execution seemed unimpaired.
Critics say that her upper notes are lost; but in the

selections she made, when I heard her, there was
nothing to prove this charge. Albeni is todav, as

she has ^)Ce^ for nearly twenty years, the finest con-
tralto in the world.

To the opera season again. The elaborate announce-
ments of the management have by no means been

falfilled. AmonsT the promised novelties were Wag-
ner's "Flyine Dutchman" and Flotow's "L'Ombra;"
but neither of them has been produced. "L'Ombra"
in the meanwhile is received with favor, hut not
with entliu»ia-m, at the Opera Comiquc in Pari?. It

is a graceful, pretty work, with some melodies which
will have a wide circulation, but it will not particular-

ly increa.se the reputation of the compo'Jer. At the

Comif|ac, Herold's "Pr^ aux Clerca" has just passed
its one thoasandih representniion. With the excep-
tion of .Miolm Cirvalho, the singers at this house are

ju-*i now very poor.

Having drifted insensibly from London to Paris,

•We do tEoow, having heard her a whole winter In Berlin.
—Eo.

let me give a few notes on the Grand Opera. The
old house in Rue De Peletier is open now with a fair

company, of which Faure, the baritone, is the prin-

cipal celebrity. "Don Giovanni" and "Hamlet" are

both to be revived for him. "The Huguenots" and
"Robert le Diable" have lately been given in good
style with Madame Gueymard as the prima donna.

The "Trovatore" the other night drew an immense
house. The French version of this work (under the

title "Le Trouv^re") is different in several points

from the Italian version with which American opera-

goers are familiar ; and the finale of the last act, in

which the monks' chorus from the "Miserere" is

again introduced, and the voice of the tenor is heard

at the clo-e, is in every way more effective than the

abrupt ending of the opera as the Italian companies
give it to us.

Reverting to a recent agreeable musical trip in Italy,

I recall some pteasant experiences at Turin, where at

one of the principal theatres Marchetti's opera of

"Ruy Bias'' has been enjoying a successful run. It

is in every respect an admirable work, suggesting the

style of Gounod more than that of any other prom-
inent composer of the day. The last act is especially

rich both in dramatic music and melody.
At Florence the musical tourist may this year

choose between a distracting variety of musical attrac-

tions. At five theatres opera is given in good style

and with greater or less pretention. The programme
at La Pergola includes Gomes's opera, "II Guaranv"
as the principal novelty, and the work has been re-

ceived with moderate applause,—not, however, with

as much as the excitable musical journals of Italy

would lead one to suppose,—but with sufficient favor

to ensure its success. The principal numbers in the

work are an Ave I\Iaria, a very charming ballad and
scena for soprano, an Indian march and chorus, and
the concerted piece Vhich closes the third act. The
last act of the opera is an an ti climax, and even the

warmest admirers of the young composer confess that

this portion of an otherwise creditable work is a de-

cided failure. The "Guarany," which has for a sub-

ject love and war among certain tribes of Paraguay, is

in rehearsal at the Apollo theatre in Rome, and is prob-

ably the leading musical novelty of the year in Italy.

At the Pagliano I have heard an excellent repre-

sentation of "Favorita," with Naudin, the French
tenor, in the principal part. He was announced as

the star of "the evening, but his success— though un-

doubted—was not as marked as that of the prima
donna Galetti, who is one of the most splendid dra-

matic artists of the Italian stage. At the Pagliano a

great variety of operas is announced for the season,

including a revival of Donizetti's "Parisina," a work
which has not been heard for many years. At the

Loggie theatre—a very pretty little house—an indif-

ferent troupe of voices in lyric art are performing

"Sonnambula" and "Linda"—this latter opera seem-

ing to be a great favorite in Italy this year.

Rome, so far, can boast of hat little in the musical

way. The Apollo theatre is open, hut as the per-

formances have been confined to alternate representa

tions of "Traviata" Snd "Masaniello," there has been

much dissatisfaction on the part of the public, espe-

cially as the theatre is in receipt of a handsome sub-

vention from the government: but it is expected that

the coming production of "II Guarany" will quiet the

grumblers. The Apollo theatre, by the way, is in a

narrow, dark, dismal street near the Bridge of St.

Angelo, far away from the best residences, and sur-

rounded by a population which prefers the antics of

Pulcinello to the enchanting operatic strains.

Bologna is this season the musical fcentre of Italy

—at least it attracts more attention than any other

Italian town. This is probably owing to the excite-

ment attendant on the production of "Lohengrin"

and the prospect of a consequent irruption of Wag-
ner's music into Italy. Lecco, a pretty but insignifi-

cant town on one of the lower branches of Lake
Como, has loomed up into musical prominence

through the success of "Rcginella," an opera by a

native composer, which is soon to be heard in the

larger Italian towns. From Naples there is no musi-

cal intelligence of the slightest interest.

But all Italy is waiting for the coming man I

Verdi's later works are by no means his best, and
Petrclla, of whom so much was expected, docs not

respond to popular expectation. Pacini and Merca-

dante seem to be put upon the shelf, and in want of

something better the long neglected operas of Doni-

zetti are revived. Ro-^sini is only heard through his

"Barbiere," while I?ellini's two operas "Norma" and

".Sonnambula" serve to keep his name still before

the public. A new composer is imperatively demand-

ed. Wagni-r'-i disciples think that he is the coming

man, though there is really nothing more widely op-

posed than Italian musical taste and the music of

"Tannhanser." But this is such an age of revolu-

tions that it is impossible to tell what may or may
not happen.

'

Thovator.

Sgetial Itotites.

'descriptive list of the

Publisfaed by Oliver Dittion & Co*

Vocal, Trilli Piano Accompa-iiiment*

Tired. 3. D6 to f. Lindsay. ZO
"Tired! Oh yes, 80 tired, dear
The day has beeo Tery long."

Full of pathos, but not over sad.

Departed Days. 3. T)h. F. E. H. 30
"Then sing again that uionrnful song
That song of other times."

Unspoken Love. 3. C to d. Sainton -Dolby. 35
Very effective for concerts.

The Bells. 3. E/^ to f. Eatton. 40
"I heard the bells on Christmas day
Their old familiar carols play."

One of Santley's Pongs. Words by Longfellow. A
Tery pretty ''chime" accompaniment.

Ben^dictus, In E6. 4 Voices. 4 B6 to a. Eodges. 50
Add this fine Anthem to your Choir Library.

Theme for Voice, with four variations. For
Tenor, Mezzo Soprano, or Contralto Voice.

5. B6. Concone. 35
For daily practice, U quite pleasing, and admirably

calculated to remove the "kinks" fmm a musician's

throat, and render it agile and flexible

I ara happy, mother darling. Song and Chorus.

3. G to e. Porter. 30
"I am happy, mother, darling,

With your kiss upon my brow,
With my hand clasped in your dear one,

I can sleep so sweetly now,"
Agood kind, and one of the prettiest of its class.

Ah ! Nevermore those laughing eyes. 3. C
to e. Scott, 35

Ah ! nevermore those langhing eyea

That beamed on me in sweet surprise,

—

Capital.

Instrumentala

West Wind Galop. 3. F. Vandewater. 30
Has more substance than average galops. Plenty

of octaves.

Accent du Coeur. Valse brillante. 4. A6.
Boscovitz. 75

A "large-hand" piece, with chords and octavea..

Powerful, brilliant and sweet.

Patty-Cake Waltz. 3. F. R. C. W. 40
Charming piece to play to children, who will be de.

lighted with the Patty-Cake picture.

If ever I cease to love. 3. B&. Knight. 30'

This absurd song with the beautiful melody, makes
a capital instrumental piece, and will stir the "pat-

tering feet" of the waltzers to still livelier motion.

Valse d'Amour. 4. A. Sanderson. 40
Composed Sept. 13th by Harry Sanderson, and is

the last work of the gifted and now lamented player.

It is full of life. The octave pa-iisages make it diflicult

for small hands, but otherwise it is not particularly

"hard."

Look Alive Galop. 3. F, Arctic. SO
Lively music.

Nina's Musings. Waltz. 3. G. Earrington. 35
Nothing sad about the musings. She was evident-

ly thinking of the last ball, or of the nest one,

where this new piece will at once attract attention.

Poet and Peasant. No. 24 of Golden Echoes,

2. D. - MacJc. -30

One of the 25 excellent instructive pieces previously

noticed

Rudolfsklange Waltzes. 3. Strauss. 75
Strauss does better and better, and was very good

before. An uncommonly rich silver-bell clang to

these waltzes.

Booksa

The Musical Treasure. A Collection of Vo-

cal Jind Instrumental Music, for Voice, Piano-

forte and Reed Organ. Price,

Boards, $2.50; Cloth, 3E3.00 ; Full Gilt, $4.00
Uniform with the "Home Circle Simes" and has a

very attraotive table of contents. Perhaps the best of

the whole set.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor for Keed Or-

gans.
By Wm. n. Clarke, who hjw, with hifl accustomed

tact and success, provided for the wants of players who
cannot afford the time to go through his larger work,

the very popular *'New Method."

Life of Schumann. By Wanlelivsl-i.

Translated hy Miss A. L Alger, $1.75

A fine gift book, and valuable for all music lovers.

A Collection of Christmas Carols.
A. P. Bmcard .50

*'WhilR Shepherds watched," and a number of oth-

ers. A timely appearance of Christmas muaie. Com-

mence at once to practice it

!

AnnREViATtoNs.—T>egTeen of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. Th« key iH marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o..

a small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an iiaiir. letter the highest note, if oftovc the staff.
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Very Easy Pieces.
Children's Toys. 12 Nos..

1. .Harmonicv,
2. .Jew's Haryy.

8. .Shuttle Cock.
4. .Top.

5.. Fife.

6. . Rocking HOTse.

Now and then. 24 Nos. .

.

1. .Hyacinth Schottische.
2..Trab trab Gulop.
5. .Mountain Echo Polka.

4. . Uosette Potka Mazourka.
6. .Chime tigfiin.

6. .Young Recruit Quickst.

7. .Sardinian Waltz.

8 -Masked Ball Mazourka.
9. .Smiles and Tears.

10. . Dumbarton's Polka.
11. . Warblings at eve;

12. .Aria alia seozzese.

Pianist's Wreath. 24 Nos
1.. Peri Waltz.
2.. Slap Bang Polka.

8. .Her Bright Smile Waltz.
4..L' Elegance Polka.
6. .Juniata Mazourka.
6. .Caprica Militaire.

7- .Leap Year Waltz.
8.. Call Me Thine own.
9. . March of the Victor.

10.. Guard's Waltz.
11. .Joys -we've tasted Waltz,
12. .Aileen Aroon Polka.

Shells of Ocean. 25 Nos.

.

1 . Mermaids March.
2. .Pearl Waltz.
3. . 0, would I were a Bird
4.. Wearing of the Green.
5. .Coral Redowa.
6. .Five O'clock in the

Morning Quickstep.

7. .Rippling WaveMazurka-
8 .Sea Shell Polka.
9..Turf Schottisch.

10.. Diamond Waltz.
11. .Zephyr Redowa.
12.. Sea Shore Galop.

Young Minstrel. 39 Nos.

.

1. .DStiarture for Syria.

2,. Take them, I implore.

3 . . First love. Redowa.
4 .Carnival de Venice.

5. .Storm March Galop.

6. Fanfare Polka. Ascher.
7. -Invitation S la Valse.

8. -Martha Polka and Cho-
rus from Huguenots.

9. .Galop Martha. Childof
Regiment Waltz.

10. -Pierette Polka Mazurka.
11..LC8 bords de 1' Yonne
12 -Zepherine Polka Maz'ka

-Mme. Paillasse Waltz.
. Valse de Strauss.

• Valae de Labitzky.
.Chanson Allemande.
.Air Italien. LaMolinara
• Polka.

13
14
15.

16.

17.

18,

19. . AirTyrolien,
20. . Dernier Pensee de Weber

Daiunback, each. 20
.Drum.
. Hat tie.

. Harlequin.

.Doll.

.B:\t.

. Foot Ball.

BellaJc, each. 30
.Red, White and blue.

. Lombardi March.

.Battle of Prague.

.Gipsey Warning.

.Now and then Polka.

.Casket Redowa.
Le Torrent Waltz.

. I whistle my lad,

. Hail to thee, Liberty.

.Pony Galop.
I'd be a Star.

, Verdi Cotillon.

. . . .Bellak, each. 20
.Bonnie Red, Whit© and

Blue Quickstep.
Kroll's Balklange Waltz.
How can I leave thee.
Wreath Mazurka.
March Triumphalo.
Drummer Boy.
Blossom Waltz.
Thou art so nearMaz'ka
Flower Galop.
Kiss Waltz.
Maryland Polka.
.Hark I hear angel.

Mack, each
,Ruby Waltz.
Sapphire Mazurka.

. Perkiomen March,
Emerald Schottisch.
.Shooting Star Polka.
.Parting to-night Waltz.
.Morning Blue Polonaise.
.St.ir Varsoviana.
.Affection Redowa.
-Go Ahead Quickstep.
. Finlander's Dance.
.Fairy Isle Galop.
.Ever be Happy March.

. . . Gerville, each, 20
.Air de Mozart. Flauto

Magico.
. Polka Mazourka.
La Cenerentola.
Donna del Lago.
Le Barbier de Seville.

. La Sonnambula.

.Valse de la Reine
Prupse,

. Danse Espagnole.

.LeCor des Alpes.

.La Mignonne Schottisch
. LaChasse du jeune Henri
.El Jaleo de Xeres.
.Le Chant du Colibri.

. Elisire d'Amore.

.La Sonnambula
. Souvenir de Bellini.

.Noces de Figaro.

.Robin des Bois.

.Les Puritains.

30

de

Easy Pieces.
Amusement Schottisch E. W. Parker. 30
Brilliant Gem Polka Turner. 30
Daisy Dean Quickstep Farringer. 30
Fairy Minuet Lysberg. 30
Faust Waltz. ( Vij;nette) Coote. 75
Kinderstandchen. 3 Nos Oesten each. 30

1. . A Waltz Song. 8. .Gondolier's SoDg.
2. .Tyrolese Meloily.

Merry Tunes. 16 Nos M. Hobson, each, 20
1. ."The Old Sensation. 10. .Lojic O'Buchan.
•2 .The New Sensation. 11. .Tyrolean Maiden's Song.
3. . Minnie Clyde. 12. . Polly Perkins and Annie
4. .Aunt Sally. Lisle.

6. .Kitty Patterson 13. .Garibaldi Hymn.
6. . Blue Bell.i of Scotland. 14. . Anvil Chorua.
7..Auld Lang Syne 15. .Santa Lucia.
8..Comin' thro' tlie Rye. 16. .So Early in tlie Morning
9. .Echo des Alpes. and Bob Ridley.

Moisson d' Or. 20 Nos Alberli, each, 20
1. .La Traviata. 11. .Romeo et Jnlietta.
2..Kieoletto. 12.. La Favorite.
5. .La fille du Regiment. 13 .La Sonhambnla.
4. .11 Trovatore. 14. .1 Veapri Siciliani.
5. .Lucia di Lammermoor. 15.. Don Juan.
6. Norma. 16. , Les Huguenots.
7. .1 Lombardi. 17. .Roberto il Diavolo.
8..ErDani- 18. .La Muette.
9. .Lucrezia Borifia. 19. .Le Prophete.

10. Un Ballo in Maschera. 20. .Linda di Cbamounix.
Mossy Dell Waltz Turner. 30
Parepa Valse " 35
llistori Waltz " 35

Scenes from Childhood. 6 Nos Oesten, each, 30

i. .The Goat Carriage. 4. . What was heard in the
2 .. The Doll's Dream. Wood
3. .See Saw. 6. .The Watchman.

6 .The Little Tyrolese.

Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen. 30
Sylphs. 6 Nos Spindler, each. 20

1. .Flora's Polonaise. 4. ."Wanda Mazourka.
2. .Tyrolienne Waltz. 6. .Florella Waltz.
8. . Fairy Polka. 6. . Rosette Galop.

Tears, Idle Tears. Nocturne Turner. 35

Thoughts at Twilight. " " 35

Traceries. 6 Nos. .- J. W. Colbi/, each. 30
1. .Golden Gallopade. 4. . Bluette Schottische.

2. .Moonlight March. 6. .Shower Poltca.

8. .Brook Quickstep. 6. .Grove March.

Wiegenlied ( Cradle Song) ffeller. 25

Zenobia Polka Turner. 35

Pieces of Medium Difliculty.

Carnival of Venice Czerny. 30
Cotd de la Mer. Barcarole Miles. 30
Estasi. Valse Brilliante. (Arditi) Knight. 50

Fairy May Polka T. H. Howe. 30
Fall of the Leaf Waltzes Knight. 60
Guards' Waltzes Godfrey. 60
Helter Skelter Galop C. Faust. 30
Hurly Burly Galop C. Faust. 30
II Bacio Cramer. 40
I'll meet thee in the Lane. Galop Knight. 35
Long Weary Day. Transcription.. ..i?a«m6acA. 40
Mabel Waltzes Godfrey. 60
March du Crociato. Fantasia Burgmuller. 35
Military March, in Faust Davenport. 35
Reunion March Strauss. 30
Simplette. Melodic Favarger. 30
Warrior's Battle March Howe. 30
Warrior's Victory. (Krieger's March ).Srauss. 30
Wiener-Bonbons Walzer Strauss. 75

Wings of a Dove. Transcription. . . .Baumbach. 40

Pieces of Moderate Difficulty.

Adieu Spindler. 30
Ah che la Morte. (Trovatore) Baumbach. 40
Amorine. Bluette Oesten. 40
Barcarolle D' Oberon Voss. 60
Berceuse. (Cradle Song) Lysberg. 30
Blow, Gentle Gales. Transcription. .. .i?i'rfar(?s. 40
Bolero d'Apres Victor Mass^ Kuhe. 70
By the Sad Sea Waves. Transcription.. fficAarrfs. 40
Chant du Berger M. de Colas. 35
Crispino. Fantasia Elegante Ketterer. 75
Croyez Moi. (Trust in Me) Ascher. 30
Der Kiiss. (II Bacio ) Oesten. 50
Don Juan. Fantasia Brilliante Leybach. 1.00
Dream. Reverie Bergson. 50
Falling Spray. Fantasia Hervey. 50
Farewell (Scheidegriisse) Jungman. 40
Fille des Alpes Egghard. 40
Flee as a Bird. Transcription Grobe. 50
Flick and Flock Galop Ketterer 75
Forget Me Not Spindler. 30
Gaetana. Mazourka Ketterer. 50
Gazza Ladra. Fantasie Brilliante Leybach. 75
Heimweh Tungmann. 30
How so Fair. Transcription Baumbach. 40
I'm Lonely since my Mother died. Varied. Grobe. 60
Juanita. Transcription Baumbach. 40
Little Spring Song Bering. 30
Longing for Home Bierman. 40
Maiden's Blush. Concert Waltz. Seven Octaves. 60
MurraureduRuisseau. (Babbling Brook). Br/ssac. 50
Nimblefoot Schottische Hervey. 30
Norma. Fantasia Brilliant Leybach. 90
Northern Pearl, Nocturne Cloy. 35
Norvfegienne Ketterer. 60
0, dear what can the matter be Richards. 60
Pensee. Galop Brilliante Guzman. 60
Piano Pieces performed by Perabo.

Nos. 1, 5, 6, 8 Bargiel, each, 20
"2,3,4,7 '' " 35
Complete " 1.50

Polka, op. 1 11 Spindler. 50
Pot Pourri, Crispino e la Comare Cramer. 75
Reverie sur Semiraraido Hess. 50
Rondo. Belisario Brunner. 35
Salut a la France " 35
Sea Side Reverie Bricher. 40

Sighing for Home Jungmann. 20
Sleep, thou sweet Angel Oesten. 40
Sous la Fenetre (Under the Window).. S. Smith. 70
Sul Mare. Barcarolle Kuhe. 40
Tone Pictures Reynold, each, 35

1. .The Fountain. 4. .5Iay Flowers.
2. .Young Zephyrs. 6. .The Strange Story.
3. . Pearls of Dew.

Tradita. Romance Arditi. 40
Voix du Ciel. (Heavenly Voices) Neldy. 60
Warum. (Why!) Schumann. 25
Wearing of the Green. Tran8cription,jBau;nAacA. 4»
Ye Pretty Birds. " Kuhe. 50

Difficult Pieces.
Barbier de Seville. Fant. Brill Leybach. 1.00
Grande Pharaphrase de Concert Ascher. 65
Guillanme Tell. Fantasia Leybach. 1.00
Harp on the Tree Hoffmann. 75
II Balen. Transcription Hoffmann. 60
Jet d' Ban Sidney Smith. 75
Les.Huguenots " " 90
Les Sylphes des Bois Ascher. 1.00
March des Amazons Wehli. 1 .00

Martha. Fantasia Brilliant Sidney Smith. 1.00
Oberon. " " " " 90
Polka de Concert Wehli. 1.00
Pompa di Festa Willmers. 80
Romance Nouvelle Wehli. 1 .00

Schiinsten Augen, (Brightest Eyes) Kriiger. 50
Victoire. I^olka Bravura Havey. 40

75
75

40
30
40
75

30

Four-Hand Pieces.
Alboni's Second Valse Brilliante Srjudoff. 80
Amelie Waltzes Lumbye. 75
Argentine Mazurka Ketterer.

Ballo in Maschera .Beyer.
Bohemian Girl Bellak
Brightest Eyes Galop "

Crown Diamonds "

Dame Blanche Beyer.
Dunbarton's March Bellak.

Festival and Birth-Day Ball /wc/10.
1.. Valse 40 5. .Redowa 40
2. . Schottisch 40 6. . Quadrille 60
3. Galop 40 7..Bolera 40
4. Polka 40

Fille du Regiment Bellak. 40
Galop Brilliante Sponlwllz. 70
II Bacio Oesten. 60
L'Africaine Bei/er. 75
Lucie di Lammermoor Beflak. 40
Mabel Waltzes ' Godfrey. 1 .00

Sans Souci Galop Ascher. 70
Sonata, No. I in F, Op. 32 . .Diabelli. 75
Sonatina, No. 1 in C, Op. 24 " 40

" " 2 " 6, " " " 40
Thou art so near and yet so far Bellak. 30

Studies.
Concone's Fifteen Etudes Expressives, Op. 44,

2 books, each 1 .25

Concone's Twenty-five Etudes Melodiques, Op.
24, 2 books, each 1 ,00

Kohler's First Steps. Book 1, 60; Book 2, 75;
Complete ].25

Kohler's Special Studies. 2 books, each 1 50
Kohler's New School in Velocity. 2 hks., ea.

.

1 75
Kohler's Effective Execution. 2 books, eflch.; 2.00
Plaidy's Technical Studies. American Einger. 2.00

•' " " Foreign " 2.50

Lemoine's 50 Juvenile Studies. 2 bks., each. 150
Moschelles' Studies. 2 books, each 3.00

Czerny's 50 Grand Finishing Studies, Op. 409.

6 books, each 1.25

Czerny's 30 Nouvelles Etudes de Me'canismc,
Op. 849, 6 books each GO

Czerny's 110 Exerciser. Op. 453. 6 bks., each. 1.0)

Duvernoy's Ecole du Style. 4 bonks, each. .

.

60
Heller's 25 Studies on Rhythm and Expres-

sion, Op. 47, 2 books, each 1.50

Heller's 30 Progressive Studies, Op. 46, 2 bks.

each 2 00
Heller's 25 Studies, introductory to Art of

Phrasing, Op. 45, 2 books, each 1.50

Heller's 24 Nouvelle Etudes, Op. 90, 2 bks., ea. 1 75
Heller's 24 Preludes, Op. 81, 2 books, each. ... 1.50
Heller's Art of Phrasing, Op. 16, bk. 1 81.75 ;

book 2 2.00

H®., Sheet Music and Music Books, sent, postpaid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.
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Messiah.
AND TirE GLOnr OF THE LORD.
AND HE SHALL PURIFY.
ALL V!'E, LIKE BHEEP. =

rOH tJXTO US A CHILD IS BOPwN.

GLORY TO GOD.
HIS YOKE IS EASY.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and Chorna.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP YOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GAVE THE TTORD.
THEIR SOUXD IS QOXE OUT.
«"ORTnY 13 THE LAilB.

Judas Maccabseus.
MOUEX, TE AFFLICTED CHILDREN.
O FATHER, TTHOSE ALMIGHTY POWEE.
TVE COME IN BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISDAINFUL OF DANGER,
FALLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, O LORD.
TUNE YOUR HARPS.
HAIL, JUDEA'S HAPPY LAOT).
VTE HEAR.
^VE NEVER 'OTXL BO'W DOWN.
HAIiELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THAITKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHING OVER ISRAEL.
ANGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE EYES.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED ARE THE MEN, &c.

BAAL, WE CRY TO THEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.
BEHOLD, GOD THE LORD PASSED BY,

Samson.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROU'ND ABOUT THE STARRY THRONE.
FIXED IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME IMMORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON HAS SUBDUED OUR FOE.
LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &c.

St. Paul.
BTONE HIM TO DEATH.
HAPPY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
HOW LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGEKS.
BLEEPEP.S, AWAKE. •).

TO GOD ON HIGH, i

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS.

Israei in Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR EAIN.
BUT AS FOR HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, &c.
THY RIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING YE TO THE LORD. (The Horse and his Rideb.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED 13 THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song and Chorus.)

THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LORD IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOY, &c.
COME, O ISRAEL.
AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

.

Ell.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL THEE. I

ANGELS' CHORUS. (Female voices.) I

Naaman.
THE CURSE OP THE 1.0RD.
WHEN FAMINE OVER ISRAEL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST.

Joshua.
BEE, THE CONQUERING HERO C03£E3.
THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LORD.
I WAITED FOR THE LORD. (Duet and Chorns.)

ALL YE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LORD.

Passion Music.
(According to St. Matthew.)

THREE CHORALS. (Nos. 3, 63, 63.)

AROUND THY TOMB HERE BIT WE WEEPINO.

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses In Egypt.
NIGHT'S SHADE NO LONGER.
PRAYER. (O THOD, whose power.)

Stabat Mater.
INFLAMMATUS. (Song and Chorus.)

As the Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRLNG.

RUSSIAN NATIONAL HYMN,
Miscellaneous. (Three Chorals on one sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STRONG CASTLE IS OUR LORD.

BOSTON

:

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 WASHINGTON STREET.
NEVsT YORK : C. H. DITSON & CO.

GOLDEN ROBIN!
r.T

W. O. PERKINS.
ir jou need t, Ne» SCHOOL, MfSlC BOOK, 'in

do not weary yoarselfby looking oyer a long Uflt, V>at Bend fit

ooc« for thia fiTOriU) collection ofbeaatlfal School 8ong8.
It will not disappoint you.

rHce GO Cents.
B«nt, pi0«t-pald, r.D re^'^iptof alx^Tc price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Boston.

Root's School for ihe Cabinet Organ.

Containing ProgreflslTe LoBSona. Stu(llofl,ftnd Scales
;
Bongs,

Daetfl, Triofi, and Quartets ; Voluntarlefl, lotorludos, aud

Uecreatlve pieccB, for the Parlor and Choir.

A work of eHtabliehed reputation.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.

Price 82.50. Bent post-paid on rrccipt of price.

OLIVEH DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.» New York.
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One insertion per line 30 cents.
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do four lines, do do $15 00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

SHutisements.

BAUMBACH'S
TSgw Collection

OF

Sacred Music.
Those who have been anjriously waiting for its appearance

may now send their orders; and)io« one will be disappointed in
he quality of music, Te Deums, Banedioites, Ee-
-ponses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
enoes, and all first class,—none better. Large, clear, legi-
ble type, a great recommesdation.

Price in Cloth, $2.50 ; Boards, S;2.00.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Music Boxes! Music Boxes!
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music Boies, but

larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that pro-
duce sounds as powerful as those of a Pianoforte, and fill a
house with melody. Call soon at 33 COORT STREET and select
one from the large stock, so that it may

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year in, in the ears of your delighted femily I

TI0LIN8, GUITARS, FLUTES. BAND INSTRUMENTS and
a full assortment of other instruments. MUSIC and MUSI-CAL MERCHANDISE, also for sale at the store of

J. C. HAYNES & CO.,

33 Court Street.
[Opposite the Court House.]

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual Sale 90,000 Copies.
THE SONG GABDEBr, No. 1 is for beginners, and

contains "the first steps'' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of commonschools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post.paid, on' receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON cSc CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

M[usical LiteratureM
Beethoven's, Lettters 1790-1826, cloth, . $200. Life of Men-

delssohn, cloth, $1.76. Lifeof Rossini, cloth, $1.75. Life and
Letters of Gottschalk, 81.50, Mozart, A Romantic Biography
Sl.i5. Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 vols, each, SI. 75. Polka'
Musical Sketches, $1.76. Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.75Bound uniformly in cloth. Sent po-tage paid on receint o
?''"^^°y^'*^''I>I'f*ON &C0., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON& CO., New York.

A COLLECTION OF

Christmas Carols!!
BY A. P. HOWARD.

Price 50 Cents. Sent, post-paid for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor
FOR

HEED ORGANS

!

Less expensiTe, and, of course, less extensive than the popu-
lar "New Method for Reed Organs," this book contains a

sufficiency of pleasing, easily-progressive exercises and tunes

for the use of amateurs who wish to learn '* without a Mas-
ter," and for all who only wish to '*go a little way."

Sent, post-paid to any address, for One Dollar.

OLIVEE DITSOW & CO., Boston,

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes, one-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman, Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves hie reputation, which is
among the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, 3P2.75 ; in Boards, S2 50.

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

TEH SPLENDID CANTATAS

!

AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET US SING. " 38 "
HYMN OF PRAISE. " 50 ••

NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM " 75 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50"
SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg. 75 "
MORNING. Reiss. 50 "
ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree. $1 00
VTOMAN OF SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50
MAY QUEEN. " 1.00

Liberal discount to Societies.

$!longs Sung by iiiantley.
O Ruddier than the Cherry. . . Handd. 40
Stirrup Cup ArdM. 30
Pro Peocatis. (StabatMaterl. . . . Rossini. 40
Yeoman's Wedding Song. Prince Foniatowski. 35
Only to Love SaniUy. 40
Iron Blacksmith Hatton 40
King and I Henrietle 40
It is not always May. . . . Gounod. 60
Fountain mingles with the River. " 36
Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60
BlifS forever Past Balfe. 30
Nazareth Gounod. 50
Vagabond Molloy. 60

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

XiD-W. SCSXTBERTII,

Foreign & American Music Depot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

^m '^\m Ux §umhtx.

VOCAL.
Tired Lindsay. 30
Departed Days F. H.H. 30
Unspoken Love Sainton Dolby. 35

The Bells Halton. 40
Benedictus Hodges. 50
Theme for Voice, with variations. For Tenor,
Mezzo Soprano, or Contralto Voice. . . Concone. 35

I am happy, mother darling. S'g & Cho. Porter. 30
Ah ! Nevermore those laughing eyes Scott. 35
Sweet Heather Bells. Song and Cho.. . .LoescA. 30
Love's Caresses Conolly. 30
Gracious Father, hear thy Children. Duet, So-
prano and Tenor Warren. 60

Cleansing Fires Gabriel, 35
Moonlight Waltz Davies. 30
T'was like a Spirit's sigh. S'g & Cho. . ya^or. 35
Down by the Brook Pabst. 35
The Knott Family Poole. 30
I'm a Paddy Whack .Fuller. 35
Never trouble Trouble till Trouble troubles you.

Wellman. 30
The Old Man of the Mountain M'Neal. 30
Ma Mere fetait Bohemienne. (My Mother was

a Gypsy) Masse. 50

INSTRUMENTAL

,

West Wind Galop Vandewater. 30
Accent du Coeur. Valse brillante . . . . BoscoyjVz. 75
Patty Cake Waltz R. C. W. 40
If ever I cease to love Knight, 30
Valse d' Amour Sanderson. 40
Look Alive Galop Arctic, 30
Nina's Musmgs. Waltz Harrington. 35
Poet and Peasant. No. 24 of Golden Echoes.

Mack. 30
Rudolfsklange Waltzes . . Siranss. 75
Morning in the Woods. (Matinee dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Ketterer. 60
Allegree.se. Allegro-Scherzando " 40
Mandolinata Fantasie Quasi Capriccio. . " 60
Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75
Polka Bohemienne " 100
Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif. " 1.00
Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75
Up to Time. Galop Hart. 30
Life let us Cherish. Waltz Strauss. 75
Minnehaha Mazourka Auerbach. 30
Kaiser March Wagner. 60
Invocation. Pense'e poetique. Ketterer. 40
The Brook Pape. 80
Thousand and one Night Waltz Strauss. 75
The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75
Shades of Hope. Nocturne DeJanon. 40

BOOKS.

The Musical Treasure. A Collection of
Vocal and Instrumental Music, for Voice,
Pianoforte and Reed Organ. Price,

Boards, $2,50 ; Cloth, $3,00 ; Full Gilt, $4,00

Clarke's Dollar Instructor for Reed Or-
gans.

Life of Schumann. By Wasielwski.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. 1.75

A Collection of Christmas Carols.
A. P. Howard, 50

Second Motette Collection. By Dudley
Buck, Price, in Cloth, $2,75 ; Boards, $2,50

795-

Music BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof, (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tAnce will find the conveyance a saying of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MES. JENKY KEMPTOIir,

VocaSist & Teacher oi Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER DITSON & CO. 738-

T^FDIiET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, {fives instruction Co the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral 'Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEK, private pupil of Carl Rein.cke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Placing at ]5'3 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mos.

SINOING AND PIANO.
MBS. EANNIE F. FOSTEK,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

TWTHS. C. A. BABKT, Vocalist and Teacher
of "Vocal MGsio. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

paoF. <c xaRS. z;DG.a.R .&. bobbins.
Academy of Music.

718—tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKBNTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. HMEBSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. B. -WJilTXNG
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
TVae established in April, 1S56. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address EDWAKI> B- OLIVEK,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

ik/t LLy,. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstractioB on

tne Pianoforte,

444 53 Hancock Street.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of OUvor Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

|nnhs Wi. pill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditaon & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KA6I.I8H A.VB ITAtlAiV SlHTeiKt©.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PKATT.
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

O. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Ahebicak Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
POKTE, SINOING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House, Communications ma> be
Uflat Diuon & Co's Music Store. 717- tf.

vnNsi^ovr Zi. B.avi}z:ir,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Bo.iton. G81—6m.

Tj AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OF
VIOIilN, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

bb iervicefl as accompanist for cta.'-aical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditaon & Co., or Koppltz,

Piaefer tc Co., 30 West St. 7S6—8m

F. H. TOEEINGTOW,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP OP.OAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUtTOK OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Addr»8, care of Oliver DitrOD & Co . 277 Washington St.,

New England Conservatory of Munlc, Mu.ic Ha;l, or .Midland
BCieel, SsvId Bill, DorGbetter. 7'j4-8m

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed hU
ftvtiU* abroad, under the Instruction of some of the

first Artists of modern times, win now receive pnplls
Id Piaoo and Orjran Plajing, alM, in Theory of Mu>lc.
Addresa Oliver liitson & Co. I'Ji'Gm

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; 13 finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualitit 8 and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. Th« instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeJs. and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCB & CO.
Age.nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building

.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. a. H. HOWARD,
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Ilaupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. let.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK l!:a8t Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON&HEALY,
MUSIC PUBIilSMEKS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Hetail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest aud niOfltcomplete in the
No. Went Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publicatione to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[C7*ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0, Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619.tf

Tl/TADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,XVX jor nev»;ral yearH a pupil of the ci'lebrated'SiKnor Giir-
cift, will be happy to give LcHsnns in Singing, and to accept
engagenientB for Oratt^rioa and Concerts.

ComniunicaMons to be addressed to the care of Oliver Dit-
eon & Co.. -.^77 WawhioKton Street. 794—3m

ROCK^F AGES!
A .NmV AND BBAUTIKUL

HYi»Ii\ I'«K rOUSS VOICES,
Hy J. Ji. Thomas.

Price -tO Cents.
OLIVKR DIT.SON * CO., Bostom

C. H. DITSOOa & CO., New York.

One Thousand Musicians
Testify that the Mason
& Hamlin Cabinet Or-
gans EXCEL ALL
OTHERS. See Tesli-
n^ony Circular.

75 MEDALS,^
Or other highest pre-
miums, have beeri
awarded them for de-
monstrated, superior-
ity. Kevv styles and
reduced prices this-
season.

Catalogues free.

MASON Sc HAMLINOROAN CO., 154 Tre-
mont St. , Boston; 696
Broad"way, Ne-w York,

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL waa

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object waa to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, YioUn

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction—John W. Tuftfl, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford. George H Hownrd. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMERSON,

the most patisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Bnoka.

Price S1.60 ; $13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN CABINET' ORGANS.
JTew Styles, ije-

sonant ; with im-
provements pat-
ented June and
Jiiog-ust, 1870;
surpassing all

previous produo-
. tionsinriah.beaxir-

ttJ tiful qualities of
tone, and general

excellence. (Prices I^educed ; $S0 to

$2,000 each. JTew Illustrated Cata-
logue, free.

M^ TREMONT ST., BOSTON
i
598 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

T SCHUBERTH & CO. PubUshera and Dealert

in Foreign and American MuisiO, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO ODR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANnPAOTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

7I0LINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Prioe,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And another descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitiir, Violoncello and Double-BoBS.

FOR SALE AND TO LET.
Our faoi'.l ties are such as onable uh to furnish the above;

alBo, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IRD MUSIC FOR BANDS. AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prir-es and terms, that cannot fait to prove satisfactory to
purchaaers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUJllT STKEBT, (Opposite the Court House)
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The Vocal Works of Bach and Handel.—
Letter by Robert Franz.*

[Concluded from page 138.]

Having brought the history of my labors with

regard to Bach's and Handel's works down to the

present time, my letter might here close. Yet I

allow myself a few remarks, which relate in the

first place to the material that must be used in

the presentation of the settings thus drawn from
the figured bass, but which perhaps may be con-

sidered also as completing what has already been

explained.

The editor of the Allgemeine Masikalische Zeil-

ung expresses himself with regard to that mate-

rial as follows : "Those 'gaps' are to be filled by
the piano-forte and organ, and, in the spirit of

Handel, only by the piano-forte and organ ; all

e.xperiments with substituted instruments (and
no one has made such experiments oftener and
more freely than the author of the arrangements

under review) have taught us nothing, except
that no other satisfactory solution here is possi-

ble."

Now by such an assertion nothing at all is

proved ; it is only calculated to make the views

about this question even more confused than they

were before. In Halle I ha*e indeed instituted fre-

quent and free experiments, in order to come to a

clear conclusion about the fittest material of ac-

companiment. In my opinion the forms which work-
ed the most satisfactoriIy,are those of which I have
spoken above, in explanation of the arrangement
ofmy scores. But this conviction I would urge
upon no one, and I shall be very careful not to

ascribe to it an absolute validity. Now should

the not impossible case occur, that in those "free

and frequent experiments" the orchestra should

be burdened with such a setting as the one hit

upon and used throughout in the piano accom-
paniments of the "German Handel Society," we
verily should hear remarkable effects of sound.

A style of that sort may perhaps be hidden by
the colorless pianoforte, but not by a choir of in-

struments which lay claim to individuality. When
the latter is not used for polyphonic forms, it

operates as a mere pot of colors,—a very bad
thing to employ on Bach's and Handel's pregnant
music.

Such reflexions naturally bring up the old

question : When are tones filled with meaning,
and when are they not ? I willingly confess to

not feeling myself equal to the solution of the

problem, yet I cannot forbear to insert here a
few characteristic signs, which commonly can be
observed in any strict progression of parts. Per-
haps it will contribute to shed some light on that

dark problem. Moreover, the musical production
of the present period demands to have attention

turned once more toward creations whose value

is as little to be questioned, as they threaten more
and more to sink into oblivion.

Every well conducted/)ar/, in polyphonic com-
position

, will have to distinguish itself by certain

peculiarities of melody, harmony and rhythm.

*{Tran8lated for Dwighfs Journal of Music.)

Peculiarities of melody, in so far that its interval

progressions must be natural and pleasing ;—of

harmony, in so far that those interval progres-

sions shall not only indicate the chord successions

which lie at the foundation, but shall develop

themselves therefrom clearly and intelligibly;

—

finally of rhythm, in so far that the movement of

those melodic-harmonic forms shall be full of

character and if possible, symmetrically divided

and articulated. Such fundamental traits are

very plainly perceptible in what are called the

principal voices in fugue themes, or in the mo-
tives of larger compositions—I have in mind espe-

cially the Symphonies, Quartets, &c., of Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven. The latter works stand

nearer to our time, and therefore are particularly

qualified for our proposed examination. Let us

test these properties in the first best leading mo-
tive we can think of, for example in this theme of

the second Symphony of Beethoven :

.

(S-c

Zd=:
--^- i-f-

Who does not see at once the excellence of

this subject-matter in these three respects ? As
melody, it enchains us by the natural and agree-

able progression of its intervals, whose plastic

quality impresses itself instantly and irresistibly
;

—as harmony, unfolded, it presents the trichord

of the Tonic ;—as rhythm, finally, it leaves noth-

ing to be wished in point of symmetry and char-

acter. Accordingly it unites in itself the quint-

essence of the collective elements by which music

lifts itself to intelligible expression, and its eflfect

therefore, without any further addition, is perfectly

satisfying. But its significance is essentially en-

hanced by the fact, that it exerts the greatest

influence upon the melodic, harmonic and rhyth-

mical development of the musical piece that is

based upon it. As the "sketch books" prove,

Beethoven had worked this motive over and over

before it became so pregnant ; it was clear enough

to him how much the construction of motives has

to do with these three properties.

—

Quite .similar appearances may also be per-

ceived and pointed out in most of the ground
themes of Haydn's and Mozart's instrumental

works.

What has just been remarked about such char-

acteristic properties of a "ground motive," is true

in a still higher degree, perhaps, of every good
fugue theme : Bach's organ fugues and the fugues

of the "Well-tempered Clavichord" offer a rich

abundance of examples. I will cite but one, the

beautiful theme of an organ fugue in G minor,

and leave it to each one to examine it more
closely with regard to the points above desig-

nated :

-m-^ —^-'—^ ^ ^—
It is self-evident that they sought particularly

to clothe the principal parts in all the splendor of

melodic, harmonic and rhythmical excellencies
;

in like manner also, at least in the strict style, the

accessory parts must be worked out according to

these laws. Apart from the heightened expres-

sion, which the ingenious working together of in-

dividual parts so constituted lent to a piece of

music, this was commanded also upon technical

grounds: as it is well known, the transposition of

the parts in polyphonic writing plays a very im-

portant role—so what is called upon to take un-

der certain circumstances the most distinguished

place, must know how to satisfy the higher claims

on all sides.

At the same time we must not pass over in

silence the fact, that even the greatest conscien-

tiousness in the fulfilment of these prescriptions is

not by itself alone sufScient to secure artistic suc-

cess : many a piece of music looks very good

indeed, but nevertheless sounds positively bad.

If the details as well as the whole be not sup-

ported by a fullness of inspired life, the perfec-

tion of form will put the listener out of tune, in-

stead of affecting him agreeably. Now wherein

consists the kernel of this spiritual fulness of life,

is one of the mysterious questions, which, like all

ultimate reasons, elude all investigation ; such

things can only be felt, but never comprehended.

No one will for a moment doubt, that the ma-

jority of the compositions of Bach and Handel are

based upon a technique like that whose outward

signs I have endeavored to describe. This holds,

however, not alone of the compositions actually

worked out by them, but it extends also to the

passages which they have left to the accompani-

ment. Such a treatment requires in the first place

a unity of style too sensitive to be compatible

with any disturbing interruptions ; particularly is

this the case with the whole plan of the sketches.

Here all unfolds itself in interval progressions

which really overflow with melodic und harmo-

nic elements ; for this reason a constant reference

to principles in separable from the very nature of

polyphony is indispensable.

This explains too, why homophonous formations

can only be unfitly introduced to cross those poly-

phonic forms of expression ; only exceptionally,

at the most, are they in the right place there.

Whoever is in some degree familiar with the

technique of the strict stjde of writing, perceives

already, from the movement of the fundamental

bass, of what character the completing additions

must be ; these signs will seldom prove decep-

tive.

So much stands established anyhow, that the

mere knowledge of the rules of thorough bass, as

they have been oracularly announced to the

world by the compendiums of the more modern

systems of Harmony, will hardly take one through

the task of working out the accompaniment to

older musical productions. Here one must ad-

here as closely as possible to the usages of the

time when they originated, in order to obtain

agreeable results. According to those usages,

chords were regarded not so much as strictly
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st^paraffd, self-relatnil bodies, brought into con-

noction with each other by certain positive preserib-

ile nilps,—but far more as the free product of an

artistic movement of the individual pnrts : that is

to say, tlie contrapuntal parts, each moving in its

own melodic way, and coming into momentary

contact with each other, begat series of harmo-

nies, whose fluctuating beauty exercised a magi-

cal charm quite inexpressible.

To be sure, the management of such a mode of

selling is involved in many sorts of difficulties
;

whoever feels himself unequil to these, will hon-

or the old Art works most, if he will leave them

unilluminated by his new arrangements (Bearhei-

tungen). My own pen, for example, with regard

to very many of Bach's compositions, might long

ago have been consigned thus to repose.—

•

Now Mozart and Mendelssohn (I do not refer

here to his organ part to Israel in Egypt, but to

his arrangement of that oratorio for o 'che3tra)saw

clearly enough what style was mainly to be used

in the working out of the accompaniment ; one

must needs follow their example unconditionally,

not because they must be authorities for us, but

because experience teaches us how deeply they

looked through to the bottom of these things.*

Especially do Bach's wonderfully outlined

sketches demand almost always a polpyhonic car-

riage of the parts, which seems to have been a

natural necessitj of his extraordinary faculty of

combination ; so too do Handel's more plastic

forms require it, although with limitations suited

to their nature.

But if such labors are to have some prospect of

success, it is altogether necessary that this recon-

structive industry shall rest upon some actual pro-

ductive power, however limited. Moreover it

must be in some sort of affinity with the spirit

that reigns in the original works, since otherwise

there can hardly fail to be a questionable want of

uniformity of style. But if we presuppose such

qualities, then the arrangement {Bearbeituncj)

will constantly assume a distinct physiognomy,

the necessary consequence of every individual

conception. In the degree that this occurs, will

the "arrangement" have its good justification, or

turnout a failure. This so-called 'historical re-

production" in Art is bound to prove itself a

mere empty cobweb of the brain, to which the

best part is wanting : flesh and blood'.

In most of the arrangements with which I have

become acquainted—of course I do not speak here

of those ofMozart and of Mendelssohn—one mis-

ses very much the gift for such work in the sense

just explained. Therefore they are for the most

part dry and jejune : the authors seem to have

cared very little whether their additions were con-

gruous or not with the moods and spirit of the

original.'! before them. Everywhere the fillinrr

up of the blank spaces stands out to disadvantage

from the rest of the composition ; while this is

radiant with Vjlooming life, the other oflfers only a

mechanical piling up of chords, which stand side

by side unsympathetic and inert, refusing to be

brought into any pliable connection either with

the voice part or the bass. These arrangers may
have been animated by the best good will to serve

•Who \a tbrre, to whom iiCfZArt^a flplendid arrangement of

theb»Malrln The MtitiaJi: "Ttie people that walked In

darknewi,'' does not occur here ? To attain to a clejir con-

Kioiunesior the Talaeofagood arrangement (l^arljtituns;),

It may beadvi^hle to point occaj>lonally tosucbachievementH,
eren at the rl.k of not agreeing with the opinion of the cele-

brated aothor of the IreatiM " UtiT Reinhrit dcr Tonkunsl"
(Tbibaat "On Parity in JIa»lc«l fcrt").

their originals : but good will, even were it sup-

ported by the most ideal views, can never come

up to the requirements of such tasks as these.

When we consider, finally, that Bach and

Handel are always to be taken as tone-jt)oeA5, and

in the most eminent sense of the word, then cer-

tainly the difficulties of any suitable arrangement

become still much more serious. He only will do

justice to their works, who will approach them
with the distinct presupposition, that they are in

every part pervaded by the mysterious power of

a poetic tone-life. To wish to comprehend either

of these masters from any other point of view

would surely lead into danger of getting more

and more away from their intentions.*****
These long spun communications may easily

awaken in you the suspicion, that I cherish a

secret rash conviction, that I am the man, whose

labors best fulfil the requirements above stated,

and that only in them is true salvation to be found.

But thereby you would do me decideil injustice.

The feeling of one's own inadequacy for tasks so

difficult could scarcely come over any one with

more strength and distinctness, than it has been

often enough the case with me. The manv errors

—to be sure I had for the most part to detect

them for myself, without any help of any sort

from our professional critics—could only tend to

aggravate that feeling. Thus in my earlier ar-

rangements for Piano, when 1 was utterly at a

loss what else to do, I had sinned through easy

deviations from the originals ; later, when the

orchestra came in, I no longer had occasion to

persist in those fata! make-shifts of a faulty view.

It costs me not the slightest selfabasement to con-

fess this in all frankness here ; I hope I may al-

ways be in the condition to honor more mature

experiences by granting them the right of an

impartial criticism, and most of all in the case of

my own doings : only in this way can a man re-

main in tolerable equilibrium with himself—But
the fact that I gradually became conscious of the

defects, and learned in the course of time to avoid

them, gave me constantly new courage to keep

on unbewildered in my labors;—every correction,

which I accomplished in myself, promised to be

of good service to the works, for which no sacri-

fice seemed great or hard enough for me.

I have already given expression to a similar

feeling in the preface to my arrangement of Bach's

St. Matthew Passion Music
;
permit me to close

this letter with the words I have used there :

"1 am far from believing that I have satisfied

all claims, which will be raised from wholly dif-

ferent points of view
; but I do hope to see the

required solution of the given problem furthered

by my labor, and not unessentially. In this sense

I shall always be ready not to refuse my joyful

sympathy to like attempts which may succeed in

coming nearer to the goal for which we strive ;

and I shall willingly submit to every criticism,

which knows how to substantiate itself in such

positive manner." Robkrt Fuanz.
Ilalle, July 1, 1871.

The Ancient Miracle-Plays.—The Passion
Play at Oberammergau.

UY L. MAKIA ClllLO.

The pnst centuries linve a pcciiliar interest for me.
I look upon this worlil as a cliild in the great fimily
of the iiniverKC, anil I like lo inrpiirn into thn Hchooj-
inj,' it has had, from its fiinjliling infancy, throiifjh its

thonghiless atiil trusting childhood, up to its present
state of anxious inrjuiry and tireless activity.

Concernintr one curious stafre of its education I am
moved to write to you now. Before the invention of

printintr, and for a long time afterward, such educa-

tion as the people had, beyond the limited and ill-

understood experience of each individual, was re-

ceived through pictures and living representations.

These, of course, embodied the superstitions of their

time ; but supersiiiions are sometimes the dark
shadows of truths^ which are Inmiuous on the other

side.

In bygone centnrie=, nearly all the spliitual instruc-

tion of the people was conveyed through the medium
of Religious Di'amas. One class of these, called

"Mysteries," or "iMiracle Plays," represented stories

from the Bible, or from the Apocryphal Gospels,

(then much in votiue) strictly according to the letter

of the Scriptures they sought to embody. In another

class, called "The Moralities," writers took Bible

characters, allegorical personages, and Saints in

Catholic Legends, wove them into a plot of their

own, and invented dialogues for them. Bishops, and
I believe one of the Popes, composed these dramas,
and the priesthood universally encoui-aged them, as

an efficacious mode of imparting religious instruction

to the populace. They were favorite entertainments

all over Europe ; being performed not only at univer-

sities, and in great cities, but by players who made
it their business lo go about from village to village,

on an ambulatory stage, provided with scenery and
dresses. They were not uncommon in England dur-

ing the reign of James I ; but they gradually dis-

appeared there and elsewhere ; though still occasion-

ailv resuscitated in remote provinces of Catholiecoun-

tries. An English traveller describes a "Mystery"
called the "Creation," which he saw performed at

Bamberg, in Germany, in 1783. According to his

account, it was a most grotesque affair. Young
priests had the wings of geese tied on their shoulders

to personate angels. Adam appeared on the scene

in a big curled wig and a brocade morning gown.

Among the animals that passed before him, to receive

their names, was a well shod horse, pigs with rings in

their noses, and a mastiff with a brass collar. A cow's

rib-bone had been provided for the formation of Eve
;

but the mastiff spied it out, grabbed it, and carried it

off. The angels tried to whistle him back, but not

succeeding, they chased him, gave him a kicking,

and recovered the bone, which they placed under a

trap door, by the side of the sleeping Adam ; whence
there soon emerged a lanky priest in a loose robe, to

personate Eve.

So late as 1822, one of the old "Moralities" enti-

tled "The Doubts of Joseph about the Virgin Mary,
his Wife," was performed at Dieppe, in France. M.
Micholet, who happened to witness it, published aa
account of it in Le Miroir, which he edited. He was
indited for blasphemy ; but was acquitted by the Pa-
risian tribunal, on his proving that it was a true de-

scription of a dramatic performance. I have read

this ancient "Morality,' and the language in which
Joseph expresses his disbelief in Mary's story about

her child will not bear repetition to modern ears.

At the present time there remains but one interest-

ing relic of these entertainments, which were once so

universal. It is called "The Passion Play," and is

peiformed at Ober-Ammergati, a village situated in a

highly picturesque region, where the first clump of

Alps lift their heads above the undulating plains of

Bav.aria. A large proportion of the inhabitants are

wood carvers ; and, being like other Bavaiians, de-

vout Catholics, they supply the numerous travellei'S

who flock thither with quantities of Crucifixes and
images of the Virgin and Saints. In the year 1633,

a terrible pestilence raged in this village, and the

monks of a neighboring convent advised the people

to avert divine displeasure by a solemn vow lo repre-

sent publicly everv ton years, "The Passion of Jesus,

the Saviour of the World." The vow was made with

many religious ceremonies, and the pestilence imme-
diately abated. Every ten years since that, the per-

formance has been repeated on a grand scale, and
has become a permanent institution, consecrated to

the imaginaticns and hearts of the people. This cus-

tom has had consitlerable educational influence on
the inhabitants of Ober-Ammergau. They all take

part in the Phiy, and as they enter into it with great

seriousness of purpose and earnestness of soul, it im-

parts to them a certain degree of dignity. It requires

study and thought to conceive distinctly the chai-ac-

ters they wish to represent ; it is necei-sary to observe

pic'tures closely, in order to be correct in costume

;

the musical parts must be diligently rehearsed

;

having a largo audience, they are bound to speak

pnre (Jerman, which differs micb from the common
language of the peasantry ; and they aro brought

into contact with crowds of travcllors, in whom they

excite great interest. All those circumstances con-

spire to raise thorn above the common level of their

class, so that they retain their simplicity without
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coarseness, and are mere than asaally courteous,

withottt servility.

The pamphlet which explains this famous I'iay to

the assembled spectators has the following title page :

"The Great Sacrifice at Golgotha ; or the Sufferings

and Death of Jesus, according to the Four Evange-
lists; with Tableaux from the Old Testament, for

contemplation and edilication. The scenes repre

sented aie ChriNt's Entry into Jerusalem and his

cleansing of the Temple ; P. arisees plotting against

Jesus ; Jesus leaving the Home at Bethany; Dinner
at Simon's House, and the annointing by Mary Mag-
delene ; The Lament over Jerusalem ; Peter and
John seeking a Koom for the Passover ; Judas caught
by the Pharisees ; The Last Supper ; The Bargain
of Judas with the Sanhedrim

; The Agony in the

Garden ; The Betrayal ; Jesus before Annas, and
before Caiaphas ; The Denial by Peter ; The Re-
morse of Judas and his Death ; Jesus before Pilate,

and before Herod ; Jesus crowned with Thorns and
scourged ; Jesus before the Judgment-Seat of Pilate

;

The Choice of Barrabas ; The Road to Calvary
;

The Crucifixion ; The Resurrection ; His Appear-
ances after the Resurrection ; Final Scene of Glory.
Interspersed with these are Tahlenux representing
scenes and characters from the Old Testament, bear-

ing on the history of Jesus. The Play is performed
in the open air; benches for six thousand spectators

being arranged in ascending series, like an amphi-
theatre. In front of them is a large space for the

stage, with scenery representing the streets and houses
of Jerusalem. Tableaux Vivantes (Living Pictures)
Dialogues and Choruses are introduced. Some of
the Tableaux form very picturesque groups, and the

actors remain so perfectly still, that one can hardly
believe them to be alive. What the Chorus sing is

explanatory of the scenes about to be represented,

and of the moral to be conveyed. The Dialogues
adhere very closely to the text of Scripture, the very
words of Jesus being used throughout. The perfor-

mers are dressed in appropriate Asiatic costumes
;

long robes of many colors, girdles and mantles, tur-

bans and sandals. All the men preserve their hair

long, in readiness for this grand occasion. Joseph
Mair, who personates Jesus, was summoned to join

the army raised to repel the attempted invasion of
Germany by France ; but the King of Bavaria gave
special orders that he should not be required to con-
form to military rules concerning short hair, and that

he should be employed only in barrack-duty, that he
might be kept unharmed to perform in the "Passion
Play."

A friend, who witnessed this performance last au-
tumn, wrote to me thus: "Ober-Ammergau is an
out-of-the-way place, but on this occasion it is throng-
ed with travellers from all quarters

;
people of every

condition, and in every imaginable style of dress.

There was the King of Bavaria and his nobles,
crowds of bare footed peasants in all manner of ex-
traordinary mountain costumes, mixed with stylishly

dressed travellers from all parts of Europe and Amer-
ica. The day before the representation, the numer-
ous performers were flitting about the streets in

dresses of strangely mingled style, half Judean, half
Ammergau. The little children had their heads
covered with knobs of twisted paper, preparatory to
flowing curls. When we asked to have our shoes
cleaned, we were told it could not be done, because
the housemaid was dressing to be an angel. At four
o'clock in the morning of the great day, cannon were
fired, bells rung, and a band of music marched
through the streets playing tunes more suggestive of
our "training days," than of any religious celebra
tion. We hired boys to go at five o'clock in the
morning and keep our seats till eight, when the per-

formance commenced. The great concourse of peo-
ple assembled, in all manner of primitive, pictur-

esque, and fashionable costumes, was of itself a curi-

ous and interesting sight. As for the far-famed Play.
it was deeply impressive in inany parts, and some of
the tableaux were beautiful ; but if looked at criti-

cally, as you would at any other dramatic perform-
ance, I should say its merit had been overrated by
some enthusiastic travellers. The stage was often
too much crowded for effect ; most of the acting was
wanting in vivacity; the music seemed common-
place and inexpressive; some portions of the perfor-
mance were very tedious, aud some so exceedingly
uaii'e as to border upon the ridiculous. But such a
thing should not be looked at from a critical point of
view. When I reflected that we were in the Bava-
rian Highlands, among uncultured peasants, going
through a performance which had, for generations,
been considered a religious duty, I could not but re-

gard it as one of the wonders of the world, to be mar-
velled at and reverenced. Every one, even the
smallest child, enters into it with heart and soul ; and
this earnest conviction, this seriousness of purpose,
invest it with a peculiar interest, which cannot possi-

bly be inspired by even the best of mere theatrical

acting. Joseph Mair, a simple wood carver fi-om a

primitive mountain town, personated .lesus. He has

a noble figure, and a pale f.ice, with a pensive dignity

of expression. His long dark hair flowing over his

shouUl-rs and parted in the middle, 'after the manner
of the Nazarines,' strongly reminded one of t!ie pic-

tures of Jesus seen in the churches. It was a wondf*r-

ful impersonation. All the while that they were

reviling him, dragging him ahouf, and spitting upon
him, he maintained the beauty of meekness, the gran-

deur of patient endurance. There was not a look or

a movement to shock the most reverent fueling, or

ofi'end the most fastidious taste. His first appear-

ance, riding on an ass, followed by hundreds of peo-

ple waving palm-branches and shouting Hosanna,
was peculiarly impressive. On the cross, he was
sublime. But the scene of the crucifixtion. though

reverently and tenderly managed, was fearfully pain-

ful. Such a scene cannot be represented in the

nineteenth century without giving a great shock to

the feelings. I shall never forget that spear thrust

into the side and the blond gushing out.

"The day was beautiful. Alternate clouds and
sunshine seemed to sympathize with the incidents

represented. Toward the end, in the scenes on the

Mount of Oliv^ie and Calvary, the heavy dark clouds,

and the rain, which formed a light veil between the

spectators and the stage, imparted additional beauty

and solemnity to the awe-inspiring scene."

—

National

Standai'd.

Herr Pauer's Pianoforte Recitals.

On the 6th inst. . at Glasgow, Herr Pauer gave the

first of three pianoforte recitals in the Queen's Rooms,
illustrative of the works of Bach, Handel, and Scar-

latti, &c. The hall was well filled.

Herr Pauer, who was cordially received on coming
forward, said the three lectures which ho intended to

deliver formed extracts of a course of six which he

gave last winter in the South Kensington Museum.
It was found to be impracticable to deliver the same
number here, and accordingly he had compressed
some and omitted other portions of the original lec-

tures. On that evening he would confine himself to

those illustrious men, Scarlatti, Handel, and Bach,
who were the first to break the fetters which chained,

so to say, the harpsichord to the organ. Herr Pauer
went on to give a brief sketch of the life of Domenico
Scarlatti, who was born at Naples in 1683. His

pieces, the lecturer remarked, were all original, full

of life, replete with technical diflScuIties, but in purity

of writing and in charm of harmonious changes they

were sadly deficient. There was a continuous tink-

ling sound about them which sometimes reminded
one of the hurdy-gurdy. This might arise partly

from the frequent use of the pedal. Herr Pauer then

played three lessons by Scarlatti for the Clavecin, as

exhibiting these characteristics. Georg Friedericb

Handel, his life, ciiaracter. and writings, next came
under review. When in Hamburg, in 1703, Handel
had a great many pupils. Earnest as he was in

everything, and having bat small choice of educational

music, he composed the greater part of his Suites for

his scholars. Herr Pauer noticed the scarcity of

musical publishers at this time, and the rather un-

scrupulous dealing of Publisher Walsh, more espec-

ially inconnection with Handel's writings. The
music of Handel, he went on to say, was much
grander than anything that Scarlatti or any French

or German composer before had written. There was
great power in his preludes, and excellent clearness

in his fugues, a characteristic force in his gigues, and

a wondin'ful vigor in his sarabands. In short, he hit

the nail on the head everywhere. The lecturer briefly

sketched the character of Handel, remarking that

his life was a thoroughly heroic one. Herr Pauer
next adverted to the characteristics of Handel's

Suite No. 6, in F sharp minor, and his air in

variations in D minor, from the 3d Suite. In
playing the air and variations, the performer first

went over the melody, with the harmonies taken

from the variations, and then played it a second time

as written by Handel. It might have been expected,

he remarkf'd, that I e would have selected as an illus-

tration the more pr pu^ r "Harmonious Blacksmith,"

but he had chosen i. rr and variations in D minor,

as being, be conceived, a greater work of art. Passing

on to notice Sebastian Bach, Herr Pauer remarked
that Bach for the harpsichord and Beethoven for the

pianoforte were the greatest composers. It was no

exaggeration to assert that the germ of everything

we had attained to in the nineteenth century, even up
to Mendelssohn and Schumann, might be traced to

Bach. There was scarcely a single chord which

could not be dug out of the riches of Bach's mine.

As to fugues, there had scarcely been a single one

written which could compete with any of his. Bach
was the first who tuned the instrument so that all the

major and minor keys might be used—the number

of keys in which compositions had previously been
written having been very limited. He also invented
the present mode of fingering. Artists had been ac-

customed to hold the thumb against the board, under
the keys ; Bach used ^he tliurnb as t'ne stirring and
resting point of the whole fingering. His English
suites were equally distinguished for the striking
originality of their harmony and for the charm and
richness of their melodies. They possessed great
value as works of art. and were well suited f.ir public
performance. The Engli-h suites ( Herr Pauer played
No. 3) revealed all the mystery of Bach's an, and
knowing them well one might rightly interpret his

48 preludes and fugues. These fugues seemed to the
lecturer to resemble a breastwork of solid stone, the
waters of time striking hut rolling hack without leav-
ing the slightest impression. Never was a work
written which had remained so fresh, or so completely
uninfluenced by lapse of time. Herr Pauer drew a
parallel between the lives and characters of Handel
and Bach. Handel's life had something heroic, Bach's
something patriarchal in it. If the two lives were
somewhat different, the men had many atflnities in

common. Both were born in the same year, in the

same country, and both died at an advanced age.

They evinced, in common, cordial sympathy with all

pure forms of art, and worked for the universe. Both
look the deepest interest in all that was lofiy and dig-

nified, and both dedicated the purest inspirations of

their genius to the Almighty. Both were stricken

with blindness in their last years, without losing
either the ficulty or the love of cultivating their art.

It \vas seldom that two men of the same country, of
the same age, and fulfilling the same mission, were
in many respects so similar. They shone' like two
bright stars in the firmament of art. In conclusion,

Herr Pauer played Bach's Concerto in the Italian

style. This was, he said, one of Bach's least com-
plicated pieces, and he commended it especially to

lady amateurs, because it was full of life and mel-
ody.

We have had so many opportunities, says the

Ghisqow Herald, of expressing our admiration of
Herr Pauer's talents as a pianist, that it is only nec-

essary to add that on no occasion has he played with
greater poetry and feeling than he did on the 6th.

Few artists living could have so ably interpreted a
class of music which in our time is seldom heard
properly played. This distinguished artist is not only
master of every intricacy of manipulation, but he
possesses the yet rarer gift of rendering his music in

such style as to show that he is imbued with its irue

sentiment. The lecture was in every w.ay deligh'ful,

and the audience from time to time expressed their

enjoyment of it and its numerous illustrations by re-

peatedly applauding Herr Pauer.

" The Successor of Liszt."

The London Choir gives the following sketch and

possibly too glowing estimate of the composer and'

pianist, Anton Rubinstein.

When pianists are spoken of now-a davs, we occa-
sionally hear older lovers of music remark. "What
can they all expect to do after him, after Listz ? None
of them has more than ten fingers, and whatever can
possibly be accomplished with ten fingers, that Titan
has accomplished. Anything new, anything higher,

is absolutely not to be found ; at best, only the
same may again be seen. But the same thing re-

appearing in art is no longer the same in its effect "

Fortunately, such thoughts can rise only in the

heads of old and surfeited musical gourmands, and
would have sense only if the artist and his contem-
poraries were hntli to live forever. The former, how-
ever, as well as the latter, come and go. New gene-
rations are ever appearing to enjoy, and new artists

to labor. Assuming, as may weii he done, that Liszt

has reached the highest point in ihe technique o( p'mno
playing, it is equally certain that, since that artist's

retirement, Anton Rubinstein is the greatest among
all pianists of the present day. To this must be

added his high and peculiar excellence as a composer.
A short biographical sketch of one who has been hon-
ored with such extraordinary triumphs wherever he

has hitherto appeared, cannot be unwelcome to our
readers.

Anton Gregory Rubinstein was born on the 18th of

November, 1829, at Wechmotymetz, a village near
,Jassy, on the Rrissian frontier. His grandfather was
an Israelite, but his father was brought up in the In-

dependent Greek religion, which our artist professes

also. Anton's parents were in good circumstances,

but afterwards became involved in litigation respect-

ing their property, resulting in a sensible diminution

of their fortune. In his early childhood. Anton already

manifested those two principal qualities which shaped
his career—a marked love for music, and a consistent,

energetic striving to reach a clearly defined goal.
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I!is mother, a highly educated woman, who is still

nn active teacher at the Imperial Seminary at Mos-

cow, directed the children's first insiruction, and par-

ticularly taught her two youngest sons the piano, of

which she was mistress. Nicholas, also, the elder

hrother, evidenced a great predilection as well as

talent for music. Circumstances in part, hut princi-

pally the wish to provid^^ for the more thorough edu-

cation of their children, led the parents to remove to

Moscow. Here the hoys received regular instruction

in music. With Anton it hegan when he was six

years old, and not more than two years and a half

later he gave his first puhlie concert at Moscow. The
sensation which the prodigy causid on this occasion

was immense, and, solicited on every side, his parents

consented to let him travel to Paris in August, 1839,

accompanied by his teacher, Villiong. But, although

the ten-year old child excited great sensation in that

citv also, the reflecting father was still undecided

whether he should dedicate his son wholly to music,

well knowing that only extraordinary talent can at-

tract notice in a field where so much has already

been done. Then it happened that Liszt was present

at Herz's. The gifted boy's play filled him with such

enthusiasm that, after he had finished, he lifted the

child up in his arms and kissed him, exclaiming, "He
will he my successor !" The assembly hurst forth

into shouts of joy, and for a whole week Paris talked

of little else than this scene. For a year and a half

Anton now earnestly applied himfclf to study at

Paris, Liszt himself assisting with his advice. At the

expiration of that time, his first great artistic tour

was undertaken through England, Holland, Sweden,

and Germany, which brought him renown, and was

pecuniarily successful. Returning then to his native

country, Anton spent a year at home. In the year

1844, the sons, accompanied by their mother {the

father's feeble health compelling him to remain he-

hind), arrived at Berlm, in order to finish their stud-

ies in the theory of music with Dehn, and their sci-

entific studies at the High School.

Nicholas, the elder brother, subsequently devoted

himself to instruction, and now directs the Conserva-

torium at" Moscow and its concerts. Anton's pro-

gress in the course of his studies with Dehn, extend-

ing over a period of nearly two years, was more and

more decided ; with the greatest enthusiasm he stud'-

ied composition, and the works of the masters. Of
a most beneficial influence was his acquaintance with

Mendelssohn Barthnldy, who showed warm sympa-
thy for the youth of fifteen. Amid this period of ac-

tivity, Anton's father died. His mother being obliged

to return, on account of her other children, Anton
thus saw himself deprived of her further assistance,

and dependent upon his own exertions. He went, in

1845, to Vienna, where he made a bare living by
teaching, devoting all his leisure time, however, to

composition. Here, and afterward in Hungary,
through which he travelled with the flautist Heindl

(who met with so melancholly a death),* he wrote

the majority of those compositions, in part nothing

more than draughts, which were not publ'sl.ed til

much later, and under quite different circumstances.

Meantime, his wishes not being realized quickly

enough, he became gloomy and despondenf, and
thought of emigrating to America. But it was only

a touch of hypochondria, which he soon conquered.

The political storms of 1848 drove him from Vienna;

he returned to Berlin, and soon to his native land.

From that time forward the young artist's afiiiirs

took a more favorable turn His talents obtained for

him the favor of the Grand Princess Helen of Russia,

who took him into her service as chamber musician.

To this position, that of player and concert-master to

the Empress was afterwards joined. A singular ac-

cident compelled him to recompose all his works,

which in part had before been merely sketched, in

part finished. While on his way to St. Petersburg,

he had been obliged to leive at the frontier the trunk

which contained all his manuscripts, it being suspect-

ed that the notes were some secret revolutionary

cipher, such secret corrpppondencc*, it is said, having

sc that time actually been discovered. He was taken

for an emissary, and came near being transported to

Siberia. He was thus obliged to keep himself con-

cealed for a length of time in St. Petershnrg. until he

succeeded in making known to the Grand Princess,

through his patron. Count Wielhorsky, his critical

situation, whereupon further proceedings against him
were stopped. Notwithstanding the mo-t carfful

search, however, his manuscripts could not again be

found, and he has never seen them since. Tiubinstein

was, therefore, under the necessity of reproducing
what was lost, in which task, by the aid of his supe-

rior memory, he wa.s for the moat part successful.

This, together with new compositions, which now
gushed forth in nninterrnpted snccession, kept him
in .St. Petersburg until iheyear \Hbl.

Rubinstein now thought that the time had arrived

for him to step before the world with his works. Gen-

erously furnished by his two patrons with the means
(the Count alone made him a travelling present of

two thousand silver roubles), he three years later en-

tered on his first tour through Germany, France and
England, as performer and composer. In the former

capacity he everywhere achieved triumphs, while,

especially at first, criticism showed itself, with rare

exccp]ions, antagonistic, not to say bitterly hostile,

to his compositions. The Leipsic publishers, how-
ever, had a better opinion ; they published his works,

and paid him handsomely for them. Rubinstein's

compositions of every kind appeared in large num-
bers in the music market, which from many sides

drew upon him the reproach of being a scribbler. If

i' be taken into consideration, however, that these

works originated during a long series of years, and

that only circumstances brought about their publica-

tion at one time, this reproach appears to be without

a cause.

The space to which we are limited does not permit

us to follow minutely his various tours. We shall

merely touch npon some principal points in his life.

In 1856 he had been called back to the Emperor's

coronation ceremonies. Here he composed his Jubilee

overture, for the dedication of which he was p esei t 'd

by the Emperor with a valuable jewel. In the suite

of the Grand Princess he went to Nizza, and then

made a long artistic tour, composing all the time

mostly larger works, among which were an oratorio.

Paradise /vOs^ and a grand opera. The Children of
the Healh, the hitter for Vienna.

Meantime, Rubinstein's position in St. Petersburg,

as well as other circumstances there, had assumed
such a shape that he was enabled to undertake the

carrying out of a long cherished design with prospects

of success. Aided by powerful patrons, there came
into existence, within the course of a year, "The
Russian Musical Association," an institution rich in

artists and pecuniarv resources ; and a year thereaf-

ter the Conservatorium, embracing every branch of

the musical art, was alsi in operation. In behalf ot

both institutions Rubinstein has displayed a sacrific-

ing activity, attended with salutary effects. As leader

of the Conservatorium, for example, not only did its

entire management fall to him, but he also organized

and superintended the instruction, directed the exer-

cises of the pupils, aud finally taught the laws of

composition.

In addition to performing so many and oppressive

duties, he gave private les'ons, and found time to

compose. Durine this epoi'h of his life were written

the lyric opera, Feramors (performed at Dresden),

two concertos for piano, a grand piano fantasia,

another for four hanrls, chamber music, choruses,

songs, pieces for the piano, the Symphonies in A and

C major (Orean). etc. So injurious an activity could

only be the result of the most devoted love to the in-

stitutions which he had called into being and brought

to such a high state of perfection, and at the same
time it explains that the fear of other influences, op-

posed to his own views, determined him to take these

creations under his pci'sonal care in the beginuing.

There only remains to give a cr^n lensed picture

of the composer Rubinstein, as he appears before us

to day.

His worki are full of oriiinalitv, soari.ig.not "sick-

lied o'er with the pale cast of thought," manly,

healthy, deep and warm, grand and powerful. He
easily commands every form and means ; his taste is

exquisitely refined, his conceptions truly noble.

Viewing the general character of Rubinstein's music,

his style of thinking and feeling in sounds, we can-

not f,\il to perceive that it is in perfect conformity

with the development of modern ideas, nay, that in

some degree it gives expression to this development.

The diff'uscness of his meloily, the richness and re-

finement of his harmony, stamp him a modern artist

in the nob'c-*r sense of the term, standing par excel-

lenee upon absolutely musical ground.

In his composition for the voice he does not seek

what is styled the melody of language, but the melo-

dy of feeling. Either unable or unwilling to raise

himself to the height of expressing philosophical

ideas in his instrumental compositions, be. on the

other hand analogizes all the various states of mind
by pregnant melodies. Most nearly he follows the

school of Mendelssohn and Schumann, if indeed one
endowed with so much original taleat can he said to

follow any school. As a melodist, Rubinstein is less

elegiac and sentimental than Mendelssohn,less gloomy
than Schumann, mo"e poweiful than either. His

music is in the main goofl-humored ;
sometimes it

becomes fretful, but the anguish that wnils over life

and the world is foreign to it. A certain strongly

marked, forcible, sharply-cut relief in his themes, and

their highly fanciful, ever-novel changes, recall Beet-

hoven's genius and art, while the natural charm of

his songs reminds one of Schubert's deep, gushing

fountain of melody.

That Rubinstein possesses a large share of high

literary, scientific, and social culture, that in society

he shows himself a man of the best breeding and of
extensive reading, every one knows who has occasion

to enter into intimate intercourse with him. As a

man, Rubinstein is open and straight forward ; in his

intercourse he is distinguished by a winning amiabil-

ity, being modest without derogating from his own
worth ; in conversation he is intellectual, occasion-

ally witty, kind in judging, communicative toward

his friends—on the whole rather grave than gay.

Some four years ago he was united in marriage to a

young Russian lady of noble birth.

Rubinstein's merits as a pianist have been so often

discussed that all we could say here would only be

repetition. Ever since Liszt withdrew from the world

in that capacity he is without a rival, which judgment
will be confirmed by every one who has had an op-

portunity to hear him.

*Ridine pa.=t a place where they were firing at a target, he
was struck by a glancing ball and killed.

usir %hxtin)!.

Paris. M. Pasdeloup's Popular Classical Con-

certs were resumed in the Cirque National on Sun"

day, November 19, with a crowded audience. Le

HJenestrel says : "The success of the concert was the

ecrasante C-minor symphony of Beethoven ; never-

theless we had behind us a lady whom it did not

satisfy, and who much preferred to it the sweet

Haydn Symphony which had preceded, which proves

that there must be something for all tastes."—The

second concert ofl'ered : Overture to "Loreley," by

Wallace ; Symphony in A minor by Ed. Mill-

ault ; Allegro agitato, op. 52, Mendelssohn ; Over-

ture to "Manfred," Schumann ; Beethoven's Septet.

The author of the symphony (now first produced)

took the "prix de Home" in 1830, and is now seventy

years old. " Un joli chiffre pour un debutant" ! The

work is pronounced "recommandahle" but wanting in

originality and color.—The third programme, at the

Winter Circus, contained : Schumann's B flat Sym-

phony ; Larghetto from Mozart's Quintet (op. 108),

executed by M. Grisez (clarinet) and all the strings
;

Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony ; "Menuet des

Folets" and "Valse des Sylphes'' from La Damnation

de Faust, by Berlioz ; Overture to Oberon, Weber.

—

Fourth programme : Overture to Semiramide, Ros-

sini ; Symphony in E flat, Mozart ; Adagio from the

10th and fugue from the 9th Quartet of Beethoven

(by all the strings) ; Mendelbsohn's "Midsummer

Night's Dream" music.

The third concert at the Conservatoire, November

12, was directed by M. George Hainl aiid ofl^ered the

following selections ; Symphony in B flat, Beethoven
;

double chorus (unaccompanied) : "Adieu aux jeunes

maries," Meyerbeer ; Mendelssohn's "Hebrides"

Overture ; Hunters' chorus from Weber's Euryanthe;

Haydn's 51st Symphony, in D.

The Choir says : It is no uncommon thing in Paris

for an entire concert programme to be repeatid at a

second iierformance when it meets with public favor.

Thus at the second Conservatoire Concert the whole

of the music given at the opening of the season was

performed again, a proceeding which is decidedly

preferable to the English practice of encoring several

items in a programme, thus prolonging the perform-

ance to an extent which is as unpleasant to the exec-

utants as it is to the real lovers of art among the

audience.

Leipzig. At the second Gewandhaus Concert,

the programme included the overture to l.a Muette ;

two Marches, by Joachim ; and Mozart's Symphony
in E flat major. Herr Demunck, from Weimar,

played a Concerto, by Haydn, for the violoncello, as

well as a piece by Piaiti and another by Vieuxtcmps.

Madame Poschka-Leutner sang the air "Abscheu-

licher," from Fidelia, a song by Herr R. Wagner,

and another by Schumann.
Mdmos. {;iara Schumann and Joachim gave a

concert a short time since.—The first Euterpe Con-

cert commenced with Spohr's overture to Faust, and

concluded with Beethoven's Symphony in A major.

Mdlle. Franziska Friese performed Herr Bruch's

Violin Concerto, and the Adagio from Spohr's Ninth

Concerto. Mdlle, Ro^se sang an air from Idomcneo

and the Cavatina from Euryanthe.
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Breslau. The Orchestral Association has a new
conductor : Herr Bernard Scholz. The first concert

under his guidance proved highly satisfactory. The
programme included Beethoven's overture, "Zur
Weihe des Hauses" ; Herr H. Wagner's prelude to

Lohengrin ; Mendelssohn's Scherzo to the Midsum-
mer Night's Drcnm, and Beethoven's A major Sym-
phony. The vocalist was Herr S au'cm.Tun, from the

Theatre Royal, Hanover. He sang Lysiart's air

from Euryanihe, a song, hy Herr Scholz, "Die Hohle
des Prochonius" ; and three songs hy Schumann.
The programme of the second concert included Quar-
tet in C major, (Op. ,59), Beethoven ; Barcarole,

No. 4, Rubinstein; Nocturne, (Op. 55), No. 2,

Chopin ; and Ottet in F major, Schubert.

Frankfort-on-the-Maine. The Museum
Concerts, under the direction of Her C. Miiller,

have recommenced for the season. The principal

orchestral pieces at the first concert were Beethoven's
fourth Symphony, in B flat major, and Mendels-
sphn's Fijigalshdhe overture. Mdlle. Meblig was the

pianist. She played Schumann's A minor t^oncerto,

and Weber's Polonaise in E major (as arranged by
the Abbate Franz Liszt). The vocalist was Mdlle.
von Hasselt-Barth, who sang Mendelssohn's "Con-
cert-Aria"; "Des Fischer's Liebesgliick," Schubert

;

"Waldfahrt," Robert Franz; and the "Veilchen,"
Mozart.

Batreuth. Herr R. Wagner's project of waking
this place up from its sleep of now nearly one hun-
dred years, by his producing his "festival stage-play"
Der Ring der Nibeltingen, has made no inconsiderable
progress. One of the summer months of 1873 is

fixed on for the performance. The first series of per-

formances will occupy four successive evenings ; the
second and third series, the next two evenings, res-

pectively. Herr Semper has made clever drawings
and plans of the theatre that will have to be erected,
while the famous Herr Brandt, of Darmstadt, has
undertaken the machinery and decorations. The
theatre and stage arrangements are to be ready by
the spring of 1872 ; the erection of the theatre is to

be commenced at once. As seon as the stage is com-
pleted, the singers and musicians selected by Herr
Wagner will meet here to study and rehearse the
separate parts of the "festival stage-play" for the
space of two months. The number of patrons'
tickets, at 300 thalers a ticket, is a thousand ; they
have been so eagerly bought up that there is no np
prehension of any want of funds to carry out the
project. First and foremost among the patrons are
the Emperor of Germany, the King of Bavaria, and
the Grand Duke of Saxony.

Bologna. The King of Bavaria has been in-

vited to honor with his presence the performance of
Herr R. Wagner's Lohengrin at the Teatro Commu-
nale. One would have imagined that King Ludwig
had had enough of Herr Wagner's music at Munich.
Nothing of the sort ! His Majesty has telegraphed
to intimate that he accepts with pleasure the invita-
tion. Herr Wagner's detractors assert that the
yoong King has been asked to attend for the purpose
of putting a pressure upon public opinion, and ob-
taining a crowded house on the first night. Herr
Wagner's admirers, on the other hand, stigmatize
this assertion as a vile calumny devoid of the slight-
est approach to truth or logic, inasmuch as his Bava-
rian Majesty may arrive only in time for the second
or the third performance, when the opponents of
Herr W.agner will be able to hiss as lustily as on the
first night itself. According to report—as promul-
gated by Herr Wagner's friends—the artists are en-
chanted with the music, and delighted at devoting
six hours a day to rehearsals, while Signior Mariani,
the conductor, has openly declared he shall joyfully
do his very utmost to secure the triumph of so
"grand a work."—The season will be inaugurated
by an Italian version of Auber's Enfant Prodigue.

Vienna. Twelve subscription concerts will he
given during the approaching winter by the orchestra
of the Imperial Operahouse, with Herr Otto Dessoff
as conductor. The dates are the 12th of Novem-
ber: the 3d and the 17th December; the 28th Janu-
ary, 1872; the 23d B'ebruary; the 10th and the 24th
March. Among the more important works which
will be performed, we may mention : Bargiel, "Drei
Deutsche Tanze" (new); Beethoven Svmphonies,
3, 6,7, and overture to Egniont; Berlioz, "Sym-
phonie fantastique"; Cheruhini, overture to Anacr'eon;
Esser, "Second Suite"; Rob. Fucbs, Symphony in
C minor (new) ; Grimm, Two Canons in D (new)

;

Liszt, "Tasso"; Mendelssohn, "The Hebrides over-
ture," Violin Concerto

; Mozart, Symphony in E
flat major; Raff, "Wald Svmphonie" (new); 'Schu-
bert, Funeral March (scored hv Franz Liszt—new);
Overtar«, Interludes, and Ballet-Music to Rosa-

munde ; Schumann, Symphony, No. 2, Pianoforte

Concerto in A minor; Spohr, Violin Concerto, No.
9; Volkmann, Overture to Richard III ; Wagner,
"Huldigungsmarsch" (new).

Munich. The first series of Ullmann's "Artists'

Concerts" was brilliantly concluded yesterday (Nov-
ember 15th). It was the 21st concert given since

they began in Breslau on the 23rd of October. The
lively interest of the German public for these concerts

has throughout been always the same, which was
testified by crowded rooms and the disappointment
of many who were unable to gain admission. The
large room of the Odeon w.as filled to excess last

evening, and Madame Monbelli's charming talent

was most enihusiasticallv appreciated. She was
obliged to repeat the aria from the Barbiere. Friiu-

lein Anna Mehlig, who, in connection with the Flor-

entine Quartet, played Schumann's quintet, and
solos by Chopin and Liszt, received the most flatter-

ing ovations. Signor Sivori, who has been heard
here before, created an immense sensation. Mr.
Oberthiir and Mr. Griitzmacher were also honored
with recalls after their respective solos. Mr. Ullman
proceeds from here to Vienna, on a second .'^eries of
concerts, with a somewhat reduced "personal." inas-

much as the engagement of Fraulein A. Mehlig,
Mr. Carl Hill, Messrs. Griitzmacher and Oberthiir,

were concluded at Munich. Fiaulein Mehlig will he
replaced by Fraulein Emma Brandes, and the other
artists remaining will be Madame Monbelli, Mdlle,
Bernardino Hamakers, Signor Sivori, Signor Carlo
Nicolini, and the Florentine Quartet (Messrs. Jean
Becker, E. Masi, L. Chiostri, and F. Hilpert), with
Capellmeister Richard Metzdorff as conductor.

Cologne. The first Gurzenich Concert this year,
under the direction of Dr. Ferdinand Hiller, fell upon
Dr. Ferdinand Killer's sixtieth birth-day. 'The
opening piece in the programme was the conductor's
own—"Demetrius Overture." Dr. Hiller gave the

accu,stomed signal, but immediately dropped bis up-
raised arm in mute amazement. Instead of the

expected light roll upon (he kettle drums, a tremen-
dous flourish of trumpets greeted his ear. Then,
armed with magnificent nosegays, the ladies of the

chorus advanced, and reminded Dr. Hiller that it

was his birth-day. The audience, at first as much
taken back as the " Geburlstagskind" (hirth-daychild),

namely, F. Hiller himself, now began to understand
the joke, and contributed their quota to the proceed-
ings in the form of very hearty applause. The
other orchestral composition in Part I. was Beet-
hoven's Eighth Symphony. Herr Von Konigslowe
played a Violin Concerto by Lafont. a Parisian
virtuoso, contemporary of Habenek, Baillot, and the
two Kreutzers. Herr Julius Stockhausen sang the
recitative and air, "Tyrannic Love," from Handel's
Susannah, and a ballad, "Mein Elsass deutsch. Mein
Elsass frei," music by himself, words by Herr Hack-
ensehmidt. The second part of the Concert was
taken up by the second part of Schumann's Srenen
aus "Faust." The solos were confided to Mdlle.
L(5we, soprano, from Stuttgart ; Mdlle. Kneiss, con-
tralto

; Herr J. Stockhausen and Herr Otto Wagner,
tenors; and Herr Ad. Peltzer, bass. The work was
not very successful, there being no applause, except
a little at the conclusion.

Ifetgljt's |0urnal af Husk.
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A Life of Schumann.—His Literary Works.
In the correspondence of the London Choir (Nov-

18), we find the following :

Sir,—In reply to the correspondent who writes to

know whether a Life of Schumann has appeared, let

me refer him to the excellent one by Herr von
Wasielewski, of Bonn—one of the directors of the re-

cent Beethoven Festival. A review of this work by
an unknown, and not very appreciative, critic (who
claims himself to have written some studies on Schu-
mann), appeared in the last number of the Academi/.
The work, itself, can be purchased at Kolkmann's, in

Princes' street, Hanover-square. If your correspond-
ent understands German, and can write English, he
would do well to translate Wasielewski's "Life of
Schumann," which has been through two editions in

Germany, and, in an Eng.lish dress, would certainly

find numbers of readers. Besides being an able wri-

ter and a profound mosieian, Wasielewski is an admi-
rable performer on the violin ; and the reputation of
his latest work, "A History of the Violin," is as

great in Germany as that of the 'Life of Schumann."
More than that, the merit of the "History" h;:s at-

tracted the attention of the Prussian Government

;

and a grant has been made to the author by the Fine
Arts Department to enable him to continue the in-

quiries he had already commenced with success, as

to the existence of unpublished violin music by mas-
ters of the 17th and 18th centuries in the great Ital-

ian libraries, especially that of Bologna. To return

to the Life of Schumann, let me warn your corres-

pondent beforehand, that be will not find the author

of that work a fanatical worshipper, hut only a can-

did, competent appreciator of Schumann's music.

Yours respectfully, S. E.

The writer of the above doubtless will be glad to

learn that Wasielewski's "Life of Schumann" stands

no longer in need of an English translator, inasmuch

as the labor is already done, both carefully and skill-

fully, by a young lady of our own New England Bos-

ton, Miss Alger. The result is a handsome little

volume, which has just appeared from the press of

our well known music publishers, Oliver Ditson & Co.,

and will no doubt be widely read.

At the same time we hail with pleasure, and so too

will all admirers of Schumann's genius, the follow-

ing announcement of another equally if not more im-

portant labor, also by an American lady, who has

undertaken to translate collectively those admirable

critical and testhetic writings of Schumann about

music and musicians, of which our columns have for

years past presented single specimens. As to the

matter of Madame Schumann's dislike to the exist-

ing biographies of her husband, that may be natural

enough and honorable to the woman and the wife,

while at the same time the work of Wasielewski mtiy

be worth preserving for its intrinsic merits ; at all

events it is a work full of information and of interest.

We copy from the New York WeelJy Review :

We learn that Madame Raymond Ritter is en-

gaged on a translation of the literary works of Robert
Schum.ann, and that the book will shortly be placed
before the public in an attractive form. Mme. Ritter

undertook this translation at the especial request of

Mme Clara Schumann, who will lend her aid to-

wards a short biography of the composer, a complete

and correct catalogue of his works and other ad-

denda, which will much enhance the value of the

translation. This will also be embellished by photo-

graphs from original portraits of Robert and Clara,

presented by Mme. Schumann to Mme. Ritter, and
considered hy the former lady to be the best existing

likenesses of herself and husband.

It is well known that Mme. Schumann never gave
assistance or approval to the biographies of Schu-
mann by Wasielewski or Reissmarn; these works,

though they may have filled an immediate want,

years ago, have been left behind by the views now
generally held regarding Schumann and his work,
and are often incorrect in their statement of facts.

Mme. Schumann has informed Mme. Ritter uf her

long established habit of collecting letters and ma-
terials to serve for a complete biography, in order, as

this great artist and devoted wife writes, in a recent

letter from which we are permitted to quote,— "to

bring ray husband nearer to the public as a jnan ;

since, as a musician, his writings sufliciently attest

the breadth of his mind, and the depth of his pene-

trating spirit. But the elevated nature of his every
day thoughts, the purity and kindness of his disposi-

tion, the noble warmth of his heart—and all these

more especially in the intimate relations of family

life—have never yet had justice done to them by
any pen."

—

No one can doubt the pleasure with which a read-

able, interesting, as well as trustworthy life of Schu-
mann would be received, for such a life has not yet

been written ; but until Mme. Schumann considers

the time ripe for giving her memoranda to the world,

the lovers of Schumann's exquisite music will wel-

come with gladness, and may study with advantage,

this first complete translation of his unique, critical

and miscellaneous essays on his own beautiful art.

These writings, when first published in Germanv,
marked an epoch in modern musical art, and created

a profound sensation by their enthusiastic advocacy
of progress, and their earnest protest against pliilis-

tinism and one sidedness in art.

Matinees of Messrs. Leonhard and Eichberg.

We could only briefly allude (in our last) to the

delightful quality of the first of these purely artistic

feasts, which took place in the beautiful Hall of the

Mechanics' Charitable Association on the 16th ult.
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Here is the programme in fall :

Trio for Piano, Violin , and 'Cello, op. 70, No. 1.

Beethoven.

a. Teh hab'im Traum geweinet. \

b. Allnaechtlich im Traume. [ . . .Schumann.
c. Fruehlingsnacht. )

Chaconne (with Schumann's Accompaniment) Bach.

Songs: a. Serenade, Op. 17, No. 2, I

h. Fruehliugslielie, Op. 3. No, 4, ) Franz.

Sonate for Piano and \^iolin. Op. 121 Schumann.
In Four JIOTements.

In the well-known "Geister" (Spirit) Trio of Beet-

hoven, the concert-givers had the assistance of a very

able and finished violoncellist in Mr. Hartdegen,

and there was nothing wanting either of effective,

clear ensemble throughout, or of vigor and decision

in the spirited Allegro vivace, of sabtle and mysterious

fascination in the slow movement, of genial, graceful

continuitv and fire in the Finale Presto. Mr. Leon-

HAED gave the fine tremulous pianissimo divisions of

the "Spirit" movement with exquisitely sensitive

gradation of accent.

—We well remember how Mr. Eichberg made

his first appearance before a Boston audience some

thirteen years ago, in a Sacred Concert of the "Or-

pheus," when he lirst introduced us to the beauty and

the grandeur of Bach's Chaconne (or the Violin, Mr.

Dresel playing to it Mendelssohn's piano accompani-

ment. Indeed it was our first experience of the won-

derfully rich and vital, in the best sense modern, violin

solo music of the great old master of all music. At

that time we wrote :

Mr. Jdlius Eichbero, a grave and thoughtful

looking young man, from New York, recently from

Germany, who took the first violin prize at Brussels,

proved himself a solid classical musician, by the selec-

tion of such a piece, and by his firm, pure, expressive

rendering. The Ciaconna, or Chaconne, like most of

the old musical forms, was a dance, an Italian dance

in 3-4 measure. Here we have a quaint theme, logi-

cally pursued and treated at great length, the violin

of itself playing several real parts, and exhibiting

many of the modern feats, arpeggios, &c. of the in-

struiTient. It is no mere show piece, but has mean-

mo- and consistency. We fonnd it more interesting

than the concert fantasias of the Paganini school.

How lovely the caniabile melody into which the

movement melts towards the end ! Mendelssohn's

piano accompaniments are just enough—reverent

and sparing.

At present we are better pleased with. the accom-

paniment by Schumann, which seems to clothe the

work (complete in itself, no doubt, and so Joachim

played it to us once) as Bach himself might have

clothed it were he introducing it to an audience of

our day ; with Mr. Leonhard's fitting, the garment

certainly set well. Mr. Eicjiberg was in fine mood

and practice, and performed it admirably.

The second of Schumann's Sonatas for piano and

Tiolin is a work of rare power and beauty, thorough-

ly original and characteristic, deep and strong in

teeling, free, uncontaioable and bold in its excursive

development, but never violating the unity of art,

and teeming with poetic fancies. It opens in wide

spread chords (D minor, 3-4 measure, slow), some-

what in the manner of the Chaconne, but soon sweeps

awav with a swift fiery rhythm, full of syncopation

and all sorts of difficulties, but also full of beauty and

of meaning. The second movement, in D major, is

in the six-eight rhythm of the chase, fresh, bracing

and exciting. The interest is more than fully kept

op through two more elaborate, yet spontaneous

movements. The two artists had thoroughly studied

it and played it crm amore, so that it came home to

all. Mr. Kbeissmask's selection of songs was very

choice and rare, and each found foil expression in his

fervent, chaiite delivery, with such exquisite piano-

forte accompaniment.

The programme of the second matinfe, Dec. 1,

was the following

:

Trio for Pi»no, Tlolln, »nd 'Cello, No. 7, A major
Haydn.

RrnnaDZ^-n for Oboe and Piano. Nofl. 1 and Z, from Op.
ff\ Schumann.

gonat<> for Piano and Violin, Op. 0^5 Beethoven.

Piano Solo. a. Noctomc, Op 9, No. 1, I

b. Allejfro vivace. Op. .01 I Chopin.

Qairtet for Piano and String Instramenta, Op. <U.

BcbanianD.

The clear, bright, happy Haydn Trio, so simple,

so sincerely musical, and like ripened grapes full of

the sunshine of Art, was played by artists who sin-

cerely felt and loved its beauty. The little Roman-

ces by Schumann are charming compositions, full of

poetry, and wholly in the spirit of the pastoral oboe,

or hautboy, for which they were written, and which

was played with much artistic feeling and refinement

by Mr. KuTzr.EB. Many no doubt were surprised

to find how beautiful a chamber instrument the oboe

is, artistically played. That Sonata Duo, in G, is

one of the most fascinating and unique of all that

came from the imaginative brain of Beethoven ; and

it was finely rendered. Mr. Leonhard is always hap-

py in his reading of Chopin ; and the selections were

worthy of his best interpretation.

Another noble, may we not say splendid specimen

of Schumann's chamber music! One great service,

if no other, are these concerts doing, in making us

acquainted with so many of his creations in this

form. Each of the first four ends with a great Schu-

mann work of this kind : first a Sonata Duo; this

time the quartet with piano ; next time a superb

Trio ; then the great piano Quintet, and so on. In.

deed it is a rich vein to work, and what is thus un-

folded cannot fail to deepen and intensify, in all who

hear, the growing faith and joy in Schumann's ge-

nius. This Quartet is in trnth a great work, exciting

in the highest degree, the product of a great

heart and brain on fire with glorious thought and

feeling. In the short brooding introduction and in

the Andante, where the strings sing so humanly, it

is very deep and tender ; while the Scherzo has a

most original and independent air in its rollicking

staccato movement, alternating with more pensive,

quiet moods in its two Trios. The fugned Finale,

complicated as it is and difficult, is carried through

with a victorious power ; at least it was so carried

through by the four artists (Leonhard, Eichberg, H.

Suck and Hartdegen), who rendered the who'e work

with perfect mutual understanding and with irresisti-

ble efl^ect.

Of the third matinee, on Thursday of this week,

we must speak next time; but our readers must by

this time feel with us (and we hope, feel for us) how

fruitless are all efforts to find words for such impres-

sions !

Theodore Thomas's "Eight Symphony and

Popular Concerts."

The week ending with last Sunday has been one

continued brilliant feast of rare orchestral music.

Eight great concerts in ten days, and by the most

perfect instrumental combination in America ! In

numbers, to be sure, the Thomas orchestra is only

half the size of the Philharmonic in New York, and

hardly yet as large as that ot cur Symphony Con-

certs since this has been winnowed and reduced. But

it is wonderfully effective in all parts, except some

falling off both in the power and quality of the violon-

cellos ; there our own orchestra, for once, surpasses

it. All that we have ever said of the beauty and

richness of ensemble, the euphony, the purity of in-

tonation, the absolote precision, the sensitive yet self-

possessed regard for light and shade, the steady

grasp of all the forces in crescendo and diminuendo,

and the power of thrilling climax, or of the fine in-

dividuality, toned down to such good keeping with the

whole, of all the several instruments, can only be re-

peated now. The only question can he, whether

they do not play now even better than ever before
;

if that were possible, they should do so, being such

select musicians, and kept in constant practice and

rapport with one another all the year round.

Mr. Thomas's programmes this time, on the whole,

have been more interesting and more serious than he

has given us in any former visit. In the sense of

gratification to the musical curiosity of persons much
versed in the progress of orchestral music hitherto

and eager to keep the run of it still farihcr, they have

been remarkably rich. One thing about them has

fjecn singular: while the Concerts have made appeal

as usual, to the "popular," as well as to the

cultivated audience, they have for the most part been

neither classical nor popular. The light overtures,

gay waltzes, solo variations, &c., have occupied not

half their wonted space in any programme; while the fine

classical selections, counting up well in number, and

always admirably played, have yet been oversliadow-

ed and weighed down by a vast preponderance of the

very "heavy" music of the new aspirants for fame,

whether professing themselves to be of "the Future"

or not. The "Symphony" element has been repre-

senled by but two whole Symphonies (one classical,

one new), and single movements from three others

(two of which are modern). Of eight piano Con-

certos, or larger works with orchestra, only two were

classical (one by Weber, one by Beethoven), while

Liszt alone figured three or four times. Out of ten

Overtures, one was by Rossini, one by Weber, one by

Beethoven, one each (new) by Schubert and by

Schumann, and all the rest by newer names, like

Rubinstein, Hornemann, and chiefly Wagner, who

appeared in this form four times, as well as in divers

Marches and arrangements from his operas. In

more than one concert the wild demoniac element

appeared to rule,—overstrained compositions of men

who came too late to sit with the serene immortals,

and who therefore seem resolved to take the kingdom

of this world, if not of heaven, by storm. However

startling and exciting their effects may he, they soon

grow fatiguing.—Moreover, while we note increase

of weight and interest in the matter of these pro-

grammes, we must still repeat the criticism we have

always made on them,that they are too promiscuously

put together, and lack all pretention to the

art of programme-making as such, which in itself

should be a fine art. Each piece stands for itself, re-

gardless of what goes before or after ; they are so

many specimens of styles and writers, jostling each

other as on a bookseller's counter. The contrasts

are too often violent, hap-hazard, out of all relation

(for instance, Wagner's Kaiser March right after the

divine Adagio of the Ninth Symphony) ; no nnity of

tone and character, as of a good picture, in each pro-

gramme as a whole ; no happy modulation out of

one piece into another ; no internal bond of union to

justify their companionship, in spite of individualities

however strongly marked. In a word, none of that

art, or instinct if you please, by which a florist culls

and combines the flowers and colors into one signifi-

cant, harmonious bouquet.

Doubtless all these things had their influence, as

well as the winter's plethora of musical and all other

entertainments, or the vi^itof the Grand Duke Alexis,

on the average attendance on these concerts, which

has not been as large as in past years. Yet almost

any evening one had but to look round a little to see

many listeners of the most musical charactgr, earn-

estly attentive, and quite constant in their coming
;

and few concerts here have ever been discussed in

social circles with more interest. • These, more or

less, undoubtedly, have felt the want of unity of

which we speak
;
yet they will be inclined, with us,

to give Mr. Thomas no small credit for self-sacrifice

in his enthusiastic wish to secure an ample hearing

for the new composers, even at such cost of unity

and of attractive sweetness in his programmes.

In making a few notes on ihe successive concerts,

we of course find our memory failing, and our im-

pressions quite too multifarious and bewildering, af-

ter hearing altogether more of music (and so much
of it new) than it is good for any one to hear within

a single week. It i.-* the state of mind of the travel-

ler who feels he must "improve" his only opporiu-

nity of seeing the famous galleries of Art in Europe,

and who comes homo every evening conscious that

ho has attempted to see ten limes as much as he could

possibly take in, or posiibly retain the least impres-

sion of.

First Concrrt—Friday Eveninrj, Dec. \st.

Svmiibony, No. 4, D minor, op. 120 ..Schumann.

Fantasie on lIuuK'irian Melodies - .Lis/.t.

Miss Maria Krcbs and Orchestra.
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Kaiser Marsch Wagner.

Majrchea—Oaverture, "Aladdin" Ilornenian.

Solo for VioloDCcUo, Sonvenir de Spa Servaia.

Mr. Joseph Diem.
8altarello Go inod.

Etude Inferuale Rubinstein.

Miss Marie Krebs.
Hungarian March Schubert.

The Schumann Symphony w.is exquisitely render-

ed, particularly the Komanza with its lovely oboo

melody and the fine triplet passages for the violins, as

well as the tender, thoughtful Trio of the Scherzo.

But was it not dragging the soulful-sensitive tone-

poem out into the cold, to make it the prelude to

such things as followed ?— The Hungarian Fantasie

is one of the cleverest and most interesting of Liszt's

fantastical productions, and Miss Krebs played it

wonderfully well. Her clear and pearly touch, her

execution altogether, were nearly as perfect as her

memory was wonderful before. But in the year since

she was with us, the young artist seems to have come
out from technical bondage—graceful chains though

they were—and to have gained greatly in expression.

The ''Kaiser March" may suit Emperor Wilhelm
and his helmeted hosts in the broad avenue of the

Linden, but it is noisy and barbaric for the concert

room, nor does the occasional allusion to "Ein feste

Burq" go far to consecrate such a fierce mobocratic

tyranny of sound.—Hornemann's "Aladdin" over-

ture seemed to ns more odd than edifying, and to

have no more to do with the Arabian tale than with

anything else. Why strain to be imaginative i^ The
wind still bloweth as it listeth.—Mr. Diem played a

Concerto (No. 2) by Goltermann, instead of ihe piece

set down,-;-not very interesting either in matter or

performance.—The Saltarello by Gounod shows
originality and grotesque power ; it was much the

most interesting of the new things that evening ; but

this too was like a Saltarello down in the murky and
sulphurous regions , something Satanic in its inspira-

tion.—The Etude Infernale came naturally next. It

is the piece, full of fierce upward arpeggios, in which

the accent comes constantly upon the "leading note"

{or semitone below) instead of the note into which it

leads, for which reason it has sometimes been called a

study "on false notes." It is extremely difficult, but

not so for Miss Krebs.—Any march by Schubert is

a relief after a Wagnerian bombardment.

Second Concert, Saturday Afternoon, Dec. 2d.

Overture, "Dimitri Donskoi" Rubinstein.
Pastorale Bach.
Concerto, No. 2,E Bat, Op. -32 Weber.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.

Introduction—Chorus and March, 3d Act, Lohengrin,

Overture, "William Tell" Rossini.

Theme and Variations, Quartet, D minor. Posthumous,
Schubert.

String Orchestra.

Polonaise, V fiat. Op. 53 .' Chopin.
Miss Marie Krebs.

Waltz, "Rudolfs Kleenge" StrftUSB.

Rakoczy March Liszt.

This was a far more edifying programme. The
Overture by Rubinstein we would gladly hear again

;

but we forbear to characterize it.—The Pastorale,

from Bach's Christmas Oratorio, was peace and love-

liness itself. It is in the same broad SiciUano rhythm
with that in the Messiah, more subtle and complex,
and quite as heauiiful,—The Weber Concerto which
we heard for the first time, charmed us even more
than the Concertstuch, perhaps because the laiter has
grown somewhat hacknied. It is fresh and vigorous,

full of the Weber sentiment and "Schwunc/", and
gives a brilliant opportunity to the pianist, which was
brilliantly improved.

The passages which had been put together from
different scenes in Lohenijrin m.'.de up a splendid

characteristic whole, beginning and ending with an
almost painful intensity—we will not say of noise,

but of musically pure, penetrating, thrilling tone.

Robert Franz in a letter, after hearing Lohenqrin,

wrote :
** Wagner's instrumental music rests upon

pure sortor/fy. Herein he is great, here the most a-^sid-

uous studies evidently have borne marvellous fruit.

It is a true fable world, a true rainbow of tones. Un-
heard of combinations of sound, but throughout of a
beauty incomparable." And this was the charm of

what we here heard : the magical sonority, so power-
ful, so beautiful, so strangely thrilling. The Intro-

duction is halt pleasurably, half painfully exciting,

the violins strained up to the highest pitch in an un-

ceasing tremolo, while great tuba and trombone
sounds reiterate with more and more earnestness

some sort of announcement of a solemn pomp as on
the eve of a great occasion—the marriage of Lohen-
grin and Elsa, we suppose. The strain of expect-

ation, getting to be intolerable, is at length relieved

by one of the few instances of regular melodic form
in which Wagner allows himself to indulge,—the

sweet and simple chorus of the virgins in the bridal

chamber, which breathes of purity and love, a most

delicious blending of Ihe mellow, buoyant tones

of harp and all soft instruments. The March is

as of a gathering of chivalric hosts. Heraldic trum-

pets from afar advancing shiver the air with the most

sweet clamor ftbe whole opera is full of heralds and

of trumpets), and all is bustle and excitement, pomp
and splendor, working itself up steadily to a climax

of such full and powerful sonority as to astonish one

that it should be within the power of any orchestra

to produce it, or of his own nerves to-bear it. Wag-
ner as a tone-poet is par excellence the laureate of

pomp, parade and splendor.

Now, inay we not ask, after all this why surfeit us

with the ""TeU" Oi-erture ! Was it that we might

compare two blazing pyramids of gems under a

Northern and a Southern sun ? Or simply two heroic

pomps ?—But what followed was perhaps the finest

revelation of pure artistic sentiment and beauty vouch-

safed ill all the Thomas concerts : that dirge-like

theme from the Schubert Quartet, with its wonderful

variations, about which there is nothing arhritrary or

mechanical, but each a continuous development, in

the most true, poetic sense, of the germ thought. Of-

ten as we have admired these variations played by

single instruments, we never realized how full of soul

and poetry they were until we heard them played by

all the strings of this most delicately trained orches-

tra. The sympathy through all the instruments was
perfect ; and we look upon this as the highest

achievement yet of the Thomas orchestra among
their many triumphs of this kind; for not only was
the matter more important, but the task by far more
difficult.—

Here we must pause, and, as we have no room left

to go on in this way, we will present meiely pro-

grammes up to the limit of our space, intending to

return to tnem hereafter. [The limit is reached.

—

Printer.]

S3nnphony Concerts.

The third of the Harvard series, Dec. 7, was

mainly in a cheerful tone,—a picture bright, unique,

without monotony, without strong contrasts, leaving

a quiet, happy and harmonious' impression- These

were its elements :

Overture to "Fanisba." (Second time) Cherubini.
**Symphony, in Q. (Composed on receiving the honor-
ary degree of Doctor of Music at Osford,in 179-i) Haydn.

Scberzo, from the "Reformation Symphony"Mendelssohn.
Piano-Forte Concerto, in F-sharp minor. {Second time.)

Norbert Burgmuller.
Concert ("Fest") Overture Rietz.

Cherubini is more and more welcomed ; this time

in his most happy, playful mood. The Overture to

"Faniska" is simply charming, and henceforth a fa-

vorite. Every instrument had caught the spirit of

it. The Symphony, not one of Haydn's greatest, but

one of the most fresh and fascinating, as well as most

genially artistic, is also full of sunshine and content.

The playful themes are all felicitous ; the leading

theme, however, of the first movement, which comes

in leaning on a syncopated dominant seventh tone,

has a certain seriousness withal ; while the arch little

second theme is one which Rossini might have, if he

actually has not, borrowed for his "Barber." But

the working up (Uurchfiihrung) of the themes of the

Allegro, as well as the enchanting play of color as

they are passed from one instrument to another, is

masterly enough to justify the statement that he com-

posed this Symphony for Oxford honors. The
Adagio breathes a devout, sweet feeling which gives

place now and then to a minor passage of great ear-

nestness and power. The Miijuet, with its Trio led

in by syncopated mellow horn tones, is one of the

happiest of a kind in which Haydn's variety is inex-

haustible even within so short and uniform a pattern
;

and the Finale Presto has all the careless jollity of a

party of students on the homeward tramp in the

short hours of the night ; the homeliness of the half

humdrum melody is positively transfigured by the

ingenious surprises of the instrumentation. Was not

this Symphony as good a novelty for Boston as the

"new school" could have offijred. We have only to

add that it was delicately and nicely rendered.

The Scherzo from the Reformation Symphony,

—

the one immortal part of it— is perfect youth and

Spring and sunshine ; its buoyant rhythm and the

dewy freshness of its tone-tints, have the irresistible

spell of an art creation that came out whole and per-

fect at one cast. It was not played quite so faultless-

ly as the preceding pieces, but yet eflTectively ; and it

answered the end (for which it was inserted in the

programme as an after-thought) of offsetting the som-

breness and somewhat too elaborate monotony of the

Concerto which followed.

This Concerto is no doubt the product of a man of

genius,—at least so Schumann, Mendelssohn and

others thought of him—who died before he had

reached full expression,—was cut off, in fact, in very

early youth. The following data, condensed hy his

enthusiastic young interpreter on this occasion, tell

something of his promising but brief career :

Norbert Burgmdeller was born in Diisseldorf,

Germany, Felruary Sth, 1810. His father, one of
the chief founders of the Rhenish Musical Festivals,

gave him his first knowledge of Music. Later he
studied under Spohr and Hauptmann in Cassel,

whither he was sent by his admirer. Count of Nessel-

rodc-Ehreshoven. In 1831, after completing his

studies, he returned to Diisseldorf for the purpose of

spending a short time with his parents. He then

visited Magdeburg, Dresden, Berlin, London, and
found everywhere a distinguislied welcome. In Lour
don a brilliant engagement was offered him, but ill-

ness compelled him to abandon it and return home-
He soon after accepted an invitation to visit Aix la-

Chapetle with Baron von Ferber from Mecklenbui'g
for the purpose of restoring his health. May 7th,

1836, only six days after his arrival, he was found dead
in his bathroom. An epileptic fit seized him while
bathing and he was suffocated. Mendelssohn wrote
a funeral March for tliis occasion, whiih was played
alternately with one by Beethoven. Norbert was the

youngest of three broihers. Franz, the oldest, joined

the army and died in Greece. Frederic lived in Paris

for many years and became known as an arranger of

popular music for the Piano.— Both Mendelssohn
and Hauptmann looked upon Norbert with the great-

est expectations. Among his works, published by Kist-

ner, Leipsic, in 1834, these are particularly interesting :

a Concerto for Piano and Orchestra ; Overture to the

unfinished Opera "Dionys," several Songs, and his

second (unflnished) Symphony in D. op. II. The
Trio to the Scherzo of the latter was all that was
found of the .3d movement. It was completed by
Robert Schumann. The Finale has never been writ-

ten. The work has been given in Leipsic several

times with great success. E. P.

The Concerto is not without invention and mnsi-

cian-like merits. The long orchestral introduction

is rich in beauties, and themes spring up exciting fine

expectation afterwards, which somehow is disap-

pointed ; for the elaboration becomes tedious, in spite

of the wealth of graceful, brilliant passage work, with

which it is festooned throughout, and which give to

the pianist opportunities of which Mr. Perabo made
certainly the most that could be made ; for his per-

formance was throughout most perfect, and in the

Finale, especially, a triumphant mastery of continu-

ous and trying difficulties. The composition is the

work of a true artist, and yet the effort does not seem

to have been inspired. Once, however, in the mid-

dle of the first movement, there is an uplifting (syn-

copated) motive, which is worthy of Schubert, but the

development seems forced, so that attention is too

prone to drop away. Yet after all we should be

thankful for the opportunity to hear such a work, for

indeed the great pianoforte Concertos can be counted

on one's fingers ; and there is hardly one of them that

has not figured over and over, in these concerts.

—

The brilliant Overture by Rietz,—also cheerful and

Spring like, in spite of a few clouds, and often re-

minding one of Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony,

was brouglit out with splendid animation and precis-

ion.

In the Fourth Concert (Dec. 28), we shall hail the

reappearance of the favori e pianist. Miss Anna
Meiilig, whose arrival in New York will probably

anticipate the publication of these lines. She will

probably play the Chopin Concerto in E minor fin-

stead of that in F minor as before annonneed.) The

Symphony will be the fourth of Beethoven, in B flat
;

the Overtures : Gade's "In the Highlands," and
Weber's to "The Ruler of the Spirits," new to at

least nine-tenths of the audience of to-day.
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New Yobk, Dec. 5.—The Philharmonic Society,

one of the few remnants of really good mnsic left in

New York, and the only one that has ever been a

success, gave the first concert of the thirtieth season,

at the Academy of Music, on Saturday evening. This

Society was founded in the year 1841, by Mr. U. C.

Hill. He had previously visited Europe, and thought

that such a society might be formed here. It was a

long time getting organized, but finally got "under

way," and gave the first concert at the old Apollo

Rooms, corner of Broadway and Canal street, when
Beethoven's C-minor Symphony, Hummel's Sep-

tet, and other pieces were played. It was almost the

first performance of a Symphony in New York. For

the first twenty five seasons the society struggled hard

for its existence, scarcely paying expenses. The
main object of its members was the cultivation of a

taste for classical music in the public, and for that they

almost gave their music to the city for nothing. The

Society had almost fallen to ruin, when Dr. Dore-

mas was invited to become President. He succeeded

in making the concerts and rebearsals one of the

most popular things in New York, by enlarging the

orchestra to one hundred, and removing the place of

the concerts to the Academy of Music. A few years

after iu commencement, the Society established the

custom of admitting such as desired to be present at

the rehearsals. This custom has been kept up ever

since, and to day the rehearsals are more popular

with the public than the concerts. The orchestra

numbers one hundred musicians, well balanced, every

member of whom thoroughly understands the part

he has to play. Mr. Hill, the founder, still holds a

conspicuous place among the first violins. In its

completeness, this orchestra ranks first among Ameri-

can orchestras. It has, for several years, been con-

ducted by Mr. Carl Bergmann. The concert of Sat-

urday evening presented the following interesting

profrrflmmG ;

Pastoral Symphony Beethoven.
Aria "Dove Sono," fFigaro) Mozart.

Mrs. Phillip Gulager.
Introduction to Die Meistersinger von NUmherg. Wagner

Pianoforte Concerto
,
(E flat) Beethoven.

Herr Dionys Prnckner.
Song; "In questo simplice" Donizetti.

Mrs. Gulager.
Introduction and Polonaise Weber.

Herr Pruckner.
Overture: "Julius Casar.'' Schumann.

The Pastoral Symphony, one of the most beauti-

ful, and the most characteristic of all symphonies,

was exquisitely played. It is the most popular of

the nine, with the possible exception of the fifth.

What could be more descriptive than the storm, and

the enchanting hymn following ? If Wagner or Liszt

had Ibis storm to interpret, they would probably have

used cymbals, trombones, drums, &c. It was an un-

wholesome dose, to attempt to digest the "Meister-

singer," coming as it did after the delicate Sympho-

ny, and the Mozart song. A piece more utterly

feeble in musical ideas, from beginning to end, has

never been conceived. A very poor analysis was

printed on the back of the programme.

Mrs. Gulager's singing cannot be called a success.

Her voice is very sweet, but small in volume, in such

an immense building. Scarcely any applause greeted

her.

The Concerto, the noblest ever written, was nn-

donbtcdly the feature of the concert. It was fairly

played by Herr Pruckner, who made his dehat. His

loach is excellent and execution good, but there is a

monotony about his playing, which makes it very

tire.-ome to listen to. He was very well received by
the audience.

The concert closed wfth Schumann's very poor
overture. Raff's Symphony, "In the forest," which
was to have Ijeen played last season, will be the fca-

lore of the next concert. The overtures will he Mim-
dfelssohn's "Fingal's Cave" and Weber's "Euryan-
ihc."

The first Church Music Association concert is

Dec. IDth. The proaramme is to contain a new
overture: "Eine f'ste Utirff, ' by Raff. Havdn's second
Mass, and Weber's "Precio«a" (repealed by re-

quest.") A qaintet dob hag been formed here', for

the purpose of giving string quartets, and classical

chamber music "of the highest order." The first is

on Dec. 11th, and theothers (there are five in all)

will follow on the second Monday in each month.
The programme for the first contains a quartet by
Raff, one bv Mendelssohn, and other pieces, mostly
modern. They will take place at Chickering's rooms.
The Liederkranz Society gave a concert recently,

at which Liszt's "Prometheus" was performed. The
Messiah was verv well given on Thanksgiving night
by the Harmonic Society, with the same soloists as

in "Elijah." W.

New York, Nov. 2.5.— Since my last letter, Mr.

Strakosch has given us Opera as follows : Faust, Don

Giovanni, La Sonnamhitla and Miqnon ;—with addi-

tional representations of Martha, Lucia and Traviata.

In all of these works, excepting La Sonnamhida,

Miss Nilsson has appeared, and by her perfect art,

given freshness and beauty to the least interesting of

them, and to the best an added grace.

The fifteenth Opera night has gone, and the above

list with the addition of "The Barber," comprises all

the opera which has been given,—although Mr.

Strakosch in his prospectus led his subscribers to

expect more variety. This, together with some other

features of his management, has given rise to consid-

erable dissatisfaction, of which I purpose writing

more fully when the season is ended : for the pre.sent,

—though there may be room for fault-finding, there

is certainly something to praise.

It is pleasant to find a work of art sO' rare and so

sufficient that we forget to look for its faults ; and

such a work is Miss Nilsson 's impersonation of Gou-

nod's Marguerite. So fully has this been acknowl-

edged, that little has been left unsaid in its praise.

The voice and method of the singer are such that

even our New York critics,—who delight in pulling

down where they cannot build up,—dare not attack

them. So they content themselves with vague as-

persions like the following : "There is a spirituality

about Gounod's musie, into which she does not en-

ter." If the writer of a paragraph like the foregoing

were asked to define its meaning,—he would doubt-

less be puzzled to render it in terms less vague than

those above quoted.

Now the truth is that Miss Nilsson's delineation is

distinguished from all others by the fact that she does,

most fully, enter into the "spirituality" of Gounod's

music.

In Faust, more than in any other opera, every-

thing is subordinate to the role of the heroine. There

are no systems of philosophy to expand, as in the

poem, but music, song and story are but the adjuncts

of light and shade, the background for that exqui-

site vision, the Marguerite of Ary Scheffer.

Fausi has not the continuous flow of melody which
characterizes the works of Verdi and Donizetti

—

and there is not that rare skill in treatment of the

orchestra, for which Mozart was priieminent. Were
there no Zerlina—or Donna Anna—the divine music
of Don Juan would still be immortal : but Margue-
rite in Faust is the one vital element, without which
the work would not live or be remembered.

The heroine of Goethe's poem is a simple, ignorant

peasant girl, her mind intent on homely cares, and
only raised above mediocrity, at first, by the inten-

sity of her passion for Faust and. later, by the great-

ness of her despair. Gounod's Marguerite is purely

an ideal creation, such^s can be expressed in music.

Other singers have studied Goethe, and, perceiving

this difference, have considered the middle ground as

their property and taken such positions thereon as

individual caprice, or motives of policy, might dic-

tate. Hence we have had various heroines, most of

them light and coquettish, and all more or less artifi-

cial. But a great artist could make no such mistake
;

and Miss Nilsson, in undertaking this role, took a

bold step and made herself the Marguerite of Gou-
nod's music. I say a hold step, for the French

—

usually BO nicely discriminating in matters of art

—

were slow to receive this impersonation, and it was
only in London—which is the best place for cool,

sound judiiment in such matters— that its merits were

fully recognized. The fact that, in New York, it is

received with faint praiie will surprise no one who
has observed the mysterious ways of our critics.

Of /V/^non anon. A. A. C.

DBSCRIPTIVE LIBT OF THE

H.-A.TES'P 3S/rXJSIC,
FubliHhed br Oliver Bitaon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accorapauiment.

Little Daisy. Song and Chorus. 2. G to e.

Balfour. 35
"Her briKht eyes od me team,
Lauffhinff like the dauciag moonlight,
Beaming on the running stream."

A sweet daisy ballad that ought to please every-
body.

Susan, Susan, pity my confusion. 2. F to f.

Lnburnam. 40
When the band begins to plav. 2. Ftod. Hunt. 40
Soda Water. 2. G to e. " Merlon. 40

Sunf^by Miss Ada Wrav, whose flmiliog face adorns
the pretty title-page. Comic, of course.

Maidens of Jersey. 3. C to e. Eikmeier. 35
"The Maidens of Jersey are pretty and nice "

So 8a73 the song. A nice compliment skilfully pre-
Bented.

Dreaminir, still dreaming. F to f. Thomas. 20
Apart. 3. C to c. ",

Two beautiful sonpf, as sung by Mr, Reguin of" the
Parepa troupe. Fine illustrated title. Music smooth,
flowing, easy for the voice and elegant in construc-
tion.

Yester-eve he was full of Devotion. (Non So).
Romanza. 5. Ah to a. Bevignani. 40

Effective It,alian concert song.

There's a new mound in the church-yard. Solo
and Chorus. 3. E^; to e. Porter. 30

"And the villaee still is mourning
For gentle Daisy Dean."

Popular style and pleasing.

She wandered down the mountain side. 4. C.
io g Cloy. 30

"She wandered down the mountain side
With measured tread and slow,
She heard the bell at even-tide
Down in the vale below."

Fine poem, very well interpreted by the music.

This loving Heart of mine. 3. F to f. Cable, 40
"ThisloTing heart of mine
Will share each thought of thine."

'Tis night when thou art gone. 3. Ah to e.

Vandewater. 30
" 'Tis night when thou art gone,
'Tis morning when thou art here."

Angel of thy Love. 4. F to f, Gabriel 40
"Sweeter than rippling waves.
Or rhildren's laughter rin,'zing.

In 12-8 time. Exceedingly graceful, and worthy of
careful study.

Instrumental.

Prince Alexis Galop. 2. F. Hart. 30
Full of sparkle. Prince Alexis should take it home

to his sister.

Mountain Stream. 4 hands. 5. D6.- Smith. 1.00
Well-known favorite, newly arranged.

Little Rogue. (Kleiner Schelm). Polka. 3. A.
Faust. 40

Perfectly cjiarming, and so is the picture of the lit-

tle rogue on the title.

Mother's Birth-day Polka. 3. C. Wellman. 30
Good for any birth-day.

Sprinc Dream Waltz- 3. G. Grebeis. 40
Very pretty melody.

Sophien Polka Mazurka. 3. E. Conrad. 30
A littl« Strauss-like. Brilliant.

Go Ahead Galop. 2. C. Hart. 30
Pretty and bright for learners.

Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Guitar. 3. A.
Hayden. 25

Well-known favorite.

Home again. Polka Maz. 3. Rfi. Chassaignac. 60
Called a Mazurka de Salon, and is a very graceful

thing for the parlor.

Sweet hy and bye. 4. E/>. Variations by Wyman. 50
The melody fits well into the variations, so that it

ifl sweet now, and by-and-bye, and always.

Rendezvous Galop. 3. D. Zah&nyi. 30
Very neat and sparkling.

Books.

BAUMliAcn's New Collectioiv of Cfiurcii

MuRic. Price, in Cloth, $2.50, Boards $2.00
In turning over the leaves of this fine book one

finds very little to criticise and a great di^al tondmire.
It is among the very best, and will "go" without
pushtng.

Abbrbviations.—Degrees of diflflculty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a ciipital letter, aa 0, B Hat, Sec.

A small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.
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NOTE —All the pieces in the Catalogues numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, have an established reputation, and consequently any person ordering from these lists will be sure of getting Taking

and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

Abbreviations.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, accordiu;^ to difficulty. The easiest pieces, for beginners,
like many by Btfllak, are marked 1. Common Marchea, Quick-
steps, Waltzes, &c., are 2. More difficult dance music, like

most of that of Strauss, and such marches as the March from
Faust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones asThalberg's "Sweet Ilome" are 6, and the more difficult

pieces of Chopin, Liszt, Th.ilberg, &c., are 7.

A cipital letter marks the key, as, B, C sharp, D6, &c. A
small Roman letter marks the highest note (of a vocal piece),

if on the staff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Oh. means that the song has a Chorus.

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIONS OP Q. "W. WABKKW.
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4. B6 50
Uarry's Mu:;iQ Box. 2. A 40

Three characteristic pieces, showint; the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming les'ion for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr. Warren's Uttle Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIONS OPH.A.'WOI.LEN'HAUPT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. Ab 60
Meteor Grand Galop. 5. A6. 75

Rich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward
their study.

COMPOSITIONS OP L. M. GOTTSCHALK.
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentimentale. 5. E& . ... 75
Maiden's Blush. Graad Concert Waltz. 5. E6. 60
La Gilanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dyin^ Poet. Meditation. 5. E6 60
Love and Chivalry. Caprice. 5- EO 70
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. Ah 60
The Water Sprite. Polka de Salon. 5. E.. 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
lightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotts-
chalk will be able to perform them.

A PEW VERT POPULAB PIECES.

Cherry Ripe SchoUische. 3. F J. Munch. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottiach.

Saratoj^a Schottisch. 2. F J. Munch. 35
Spirited. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottisch. 2. B6 S. C, Foster. 30
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F. . . W. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me. Darling, Quickstep, 3, F...Dr. Ordway. 35
Good in itself, and founded on a song that has made

a " quick-step" to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and so easy as io be proper for the

young students' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G, C. Grobe. 75
Contains the airs "Star Spangled Banner," *'Red,

White and Blue," " Hail Columbia," *' Washington's
March," and '' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a. col-
lection of Patriotic pieces, called

•* Music of the TJnion," all of which have a
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Weduini^ Waltz, 2, C J. W. Turner. 35
One of the very prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2, G G, W. Tamer. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dicken.<i, on the title. Good

Music.

Mossy Del! W.iltz, 3, C J. W. Turner. 40
Nice Lithograph, View of "Mossy Dell." Music in

good tiiste. Good octave practice.

Northern Pear!. Nocturne, 3, E 6. Cloy. 40
Fine Lithograph title, and beautiful music. Every-

body tikes it.

Sunrise Mazurka, (LeLever da Soleil). 4. A.
J. N. Pattison. 60

Very spirited and bright.

March des Amazones, 6. E 6 .7. M. Wehli. 100
A powerful and showy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstein, In 3 Nos. 3.

G. Mfich. each, 75
Each number contains five or six of the best airs in

this f:ivorite opera.

La Grinde Dunhe.s<:e, Books 1 and 2. 3. Wels. ea. 75
Each bonk Qontains about half the most striking airs,

Sriely affangtfd.

FAVORITE SETS OF PIECES.
BY BELLAK.

Dkw Drops for the Piano Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.
2 Fillo du Iteg Quickstep
3 Musket Galop
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz.

6 Marco Spada Schottisch.

7 Sea Breeze Polka.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottisch.

10 Belisario Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Walta.
12 Martha Quickstep.
13 Rocking Chair Polka.
14 Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
15 Pestal Waltz.

16 Dieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxiug Polka.
18 Colonello Waltz.

19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 FraDiavola Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Linda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
24 Preaux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful Waltz.
26 Flower Garden Schottisch.

27 Cradle Polka.
28 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottisch.

Spare Moments Each 20 cents.

1 Rubezahl Galop. 20 The Harp that once thro'
2 Dolly Brown Waltz. Tara's Halls-

3 Glover's Ballad " 21 Bim borne Bell Galop.
4 I Due Foscari. 22 Duncan Gray Polka.
6 My Good Old Darkey Home 23 Intile S]dc Quickstep.

Polka.

6 London Schottisch.

7 II Trovatore.
8 Natalie Waltz.
9 Vienna Penny Polka.

10 Rataplan Quickstep.
11 Camilla Waltz.
12 Castle of Flowers Polka.
13 Gentle Annie Polka.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz.
1.5 Vive le lloi

"

16 Kiss me Quick Polka.
17 Warrior Bard March.
13 Al' for the Best Waltz.
19 M own Native Land Sch

Th- Pianists
1 Jeti AValtz.

2 Slap Bang Polka.
3 Her Bright Smile.
4 L'Elegance Polka.

5 Juanita Mazurka.
6 Caprice Militaire.

7 Leap Year Waltz.
call me rulne Own.

9 March of the Victor.

10 Guards Waltz
11 Joys that we 've Tasted.
12 Aileen Aroon Polka

2i Hours There Were. Varia-
tions.

25 Maz. elegante, Wely.
26 Stilly Night Polka.
27 Sunny Iloury of Childhood

Waltz.
28 Dreams of the Past Polka.
29 Bonny Boat Schottisch.
30 Spare Moment.-' Polka Maz.
31 Clochettes Waltz.
32 Cauliflower "
33 Courtesy Polka.
34 Sounds from Home, Gungl.
35 Days of Absence Waltz.
36 William Schottisch

Wreath Each 20 cents.
14 Kroll's Ballklange Waltz.
15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
16 Wreath Maeurka.
17 Grand March Triumphalfi.
18 Drummer Boy.
19 Blossom Waltz.
20 Thnn nrf «n Near. Maz.
21 Flower Galop.
22 Kiss Waltz.
23 Maryland Polka.
24 Hark! I hear an Angel Sing

Walt?
13 Bonnie Red, Wliite and Blue Quicf step.

Each 30 cents.

13 Red, WI lite and Blue M'ch.
14 Lombar li March.
15 Rattle (f Prague March.
16 Joy, Jiy, Freedom To-day.
17 Now p ad Then Polka.

Now AND Then....
1 Hyacinth Schottisch.
2 Tra;» trab Galop.
3 Mountain Echo Polka.
4 Rosette Polka.

5 Chime again.

6 Young Recruit Quickstep. 18 Caskei Redowa.
7 Sardinian Waltz. 19 Le Torrent Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz. 20 O, Whistle mv Lad Q. step.

9 Smiles and Tears. 21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
10 Dumbartons Polka. 22 Pony Galop.
11 Warblingfl at Eve. 23 I'd be a Star.

12 Aria Alia Scozzese. 24 Verdi Cotillon.

The above four sets include more than a hundred
carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of difficulty,

and none would be marked more than 2. They are
in easy keys, very generally in C or G. varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

BY GEO. A. HURSELL.
Popular Echoes Each 20 cents.
1 Wildfang Galop. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 11 Bacio, Kiss Waltz.
3 Five o'clock, Tremolo, var. 11 Slumber Polka.
4 I would I were a bird. 15 Musidora Polka Maz.
5 Mabel Waltz, No. 1. 16 Crispino Galop.
6

" " " 2. 17 Minnie's ''

7 Rainbow Schottisch. 18 Fra Diavolo.
8 Rolla'8 Polka. 19 Polka Galop, from Don Se-
9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1. bastlan.

10 " " " 2. 20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.
11 Meet me at the Lane Sob.

The above are of about the same grade as the pieces
by Bellak, are carefully fingered, and are excellent for
beginners.

BY C. EVEKEST.
The Pupils' Folto Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13
me Still 14

2 Bolero, Sicilian Ve=iper9. 15
3 Do they Think of me at 16

Home? 17
4 Chorus of Servants. 18
5 Dame-? of Seville Waltz. 19
6 Warblinss at Eve. 20
7 Glorv Hallelujah. 21
8 The Capt.^in 22
9 Sh-idow Song, Dinorah. 28
10 Roaper'q Polka. 24
11 Ked, Whife ;ini Blue.
12 En Avant March. 25

Similar to the preceding
pieces.

P iratesChorus ,Enchantress

.

Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
Annie Lisle.

Hans-and Gretchen Polka.
Hunter's Cho. FreischUtz.
II B:ilen, Trovatore.
Air from Traviata.
Serenade, Don Pasquale.
Antjel of Light. Favorita.

Switzer's Farewell.

In tears I pine for Thee.
When the Swallows Home-

ward Fly.

Grand March from Faust.
1
excellent instructive

BY C. KINEEL.
Crystal Gems Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz.
2 Snowfiake I'olka.

3 Charming Sciiottische

4 Romping Gilop.
5 Silver Star Quickstep.
6 Fairy Mazurka.
7 Soldier Boy's March.
8 Mabel Waltz.
9 Sweet Kiss, Polka.

10 Rosy Cheeks,Schottische.
11 Runaway Galop.
12 Hilda Waltz.

Mr. Iviukel infuses a
pieces, which are easy, e

ners. Mopt of them mi
pieces of the 2d degree o

13 F..iry T;i1l- Polkn.

14 Suubtaui Schottische.

15 Whirlwind Galop
16 Leap-Year Quickstep
17 Whispering Love Mazurka
18 T;imbour March.
19 Bclgravia Waltz.
20 Silver Shower Polka.

21 M.^ Darling, Schottis. he.

22 First Impression Waltz.
23 Fast Bo\ rt Galop.
24 Cornflower Waltz
peculiar brilliancy ijito hi«

ndciircfully prepared for lear-

y be ranked among the easier

f difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAL.
Buds prom the Opera ,

1 Martha. 21 Zampa.
2 Bohemian Girl. 2i- LaMuette de Portici.

3 Don Pa.squale. 2;- l' Trovatore.

4 Crown Diamonds. 24 ^igoletto

5 Lucia di Lammermoor. 25 Fra Diavolo

6 Lacrezia Borgia. 20 Maritana.

7 La Fille du Regiment. 27 Cinderella.

8 LaFavorita. 28 Caliph of Bagdad.
9 Ernani 29 I-^ Dieu et la Bujadere.

10 Somnambula. 30 La Traviata.

11 Linda di Chamounis. 31 f^es Huguenots.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti. 32 I Lombard!.
13 Belisario. 33 Un Balloen Ma-^chera.

14 L'EIisire d'Amore. 34 L^ Parilon de Piocrmel.
1-5 Norma. 35 Les Vepres Sicilienes,

16 I Puritani. 36 II Giuramento.
17 William Tell. 37 Don Giovanni.

18 Mo.-^es In Egypt. 38 Robert le Diable.

19 La Dame Blanche. 39 I Martiri.

20 Anna Bolena. 40 Miigio Flute.

Easy arrangement of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty.

BY BADMBACH.
Chaplet of Pearls Each 20 cents.

1 Martha. 7 Frey.'schutz.

3 Gipsey's Warning. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles 6th.

5 Lombardi. 11 Lousa Miller.

6 L'Elisire. 12 Amateur Waltz.
Mr. Baumhach'fl refined taste shows itself plainly in

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 for difficulty.

Chiltlren's Toys Each 20 cents.

1 Harmonica. 7 Drum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin.
4 Top. 10 Doll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rocking Horse. 12 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and, as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

BY E. MACK
Monthly" Amusements ,

1 January March, Key of 0.

2 February Waltz " " G.

3 March Galop " " D,

4 April Redowa " '" A
5 May Polka '* '' E,

6 June Reverie " ** B

, Each 40 cents.

7 July Barcarolle Key of E**.

8 August Polka ' " Db.
9 September Varsoviana. A6.

10 October Schott , F sharp.
11 Novsmbei- Quickstep. B6.

12 Di-cember M:izuikii, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

pages, and form a fine inBtructivi; Fet

In th« above lists, a teacher ni»y fird all thflt is

needed for the '"amusements " of a pupii during llie

first months of practice. All are arninged by able

hand-',directly for teachers nud pupiJp, and these num-
bers will form a, ''golden catalogue" fur sorelv puzzli-d

instructera, at a distance from cities, to whom thp pe-

lection of easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHARLES "WELS' FOTPOURIS FROM
FAVORITE OPERAS. each 75

1 Grand Duchesse. 9 La Traviata.

2 Barbe-Bleue. 10 Marfh^.

3 II Trovatore. 11 La Norma.
4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fide'Io.

5 LaDameRlanche. 13 Fra DiiVoIo

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Faust

7 Don Gioyauni. 15 Krnani

8 La Somnambula 16 I Puritan).

The above constitute quite n library i>r' favorite np-

eramelodies, and are about of the third degree of dif-

ficulty.

FAVORITE PIECES PROM! *' LA ^ELLE
HEliENE"

Schottisch ' 30

Hclene Galop • 30

Polka Redowa 35

M:iri,S:iire Galop 30

Lancer's Qriadriiie ^0

Paris Galop 30
A half dozen cnnitMl arrangements by Knight, 2nd

and 3d degrees of difflcdlty.
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A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Musio for the
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This Book differs from previous Collections of the same general style, in being

Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Ballads that everybody likes to sing.

Beantifiil Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to be a Daisy ; Ten-
der and True ; W ho's that tapping at tlie Garden Gate ; and others.

And. others not quite so new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark, I hear an Angel sing ; I've brought thee an Ivy leaf ; Strangers yet
;

Three Fishers ; When the Cora is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why ; and others.

Good German Songs.

liOve's Request ; Pretty Birds ; When the quiet Moon is beaming ; &c.

A Few Songs from the Opera Bouflfe.

The Sabre Song ; Dites lui ; &c.

Sacred Songs, Quartets and Mynin Tunes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ; Nearer, my
God, to Thee ; Sun of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's llusic in the Air ; He who is upright ; Oh ! hush thee ; &c.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Gaadeamus ; Lauriger ; Snool ; Lone Fish Ball ; Viva la Compagnie ; and
others. Just the things to enU-ven an evening in company.

CO.IEIC SOjVGS.
Cousin JedeJiah ; People will talk ; Ka-foozle-Ura ; Rhine Vine Sharley

;

and others.

All Eight ; Light Step , Sweet Kiss ; and others.

WaltZ6S, hi/ Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgenblatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Barbe Bleue Lancers ; Grand Duchesse Lancers ; Lydia Thompson.

A.IRS.
Chanson du Regiment ; Come where my love ; Where are the Friends ? and

others.

GALOPS.
Pnnstantia : Up and away ; Jol'y Rrnthers

; and others.

Four Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poet and Peasant ; Guard's Waltzes ; Fairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Porte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and others.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, which will

be just the thing for a

and should take its place among the pile of Music books on the Piano in every
Parlor.

Price, in Boards, $2.50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Full Gilt, $4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Musical Literature,

How common it is to present to a friend a bril-

liantly bound Holiday Book—with nothing in it.

How much bcttcrlo bestow on a Lover of Music

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Ma.iter9
; pure gold without and within.

Then make a present of the new

Life of .Schl.mann !

A true record of the life and works of one whose
music rises in f:ivor with the public year by year.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. Price 51.75 ;

Or select iho

Life ok BBETnovEN, by .Schindler &
Moscheles, S2.00. The most interesting ever writ-

ten ; or choose

Beethoven's Letters, by Nohl. $2.00 ;

Or buy the

Life of Mendelssohn, by Lampadius, $1.75

Unless you prefer to fake those records of the

thoughts of a pure spirit,

Mkndklssoiin's Letters, 2 Volumes,
By Lady Wallace, each $1.75; or

PoLKo's Re.mini3ence3 of Beethoven,
$1.75; or

PoLKo's Musical Sketches of the

Great Masters, $1 .75 ; or

Life of Handel, by Schoelcher, $2.00.

The Life of Rossini, by Edward.s, $1.75.

The Life of Chopin, by Liszt, $1.50.

Mozart, A Romantic Biography,
By Rau, SI. 75; Or make acquaintance with the

one still considered by many the best of all musi-

cians, through

Mozart's Letters, by Lady Wallace, $1.75;

Or a very useful gift will be

Ritteu's Historv of Music, $1.50 ; or

Eiilert's Letters on Music, $1.50.

All the above are got up in very attractive style,

and will be sent to any address, post-paid, on receipt

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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DVriOHT'S JOURNAl. OP XXUSXC.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & OO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.
[p=- TERMS.— If mailed or called for, S2.00, perannum

aelivered by carrier, S2.B0. Paymentinadyance.
AdTertisements will be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 80 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15.00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

%)t\itxiUtmtnU.

BAUMBAOH'S
Ng-w Goll@ct£on

OF

Sacred Music.
Those who have been anxiously waiting for its appearance

maynowsend their orders; andiioJ one will be disappointed In
the quality of mu.iio, Te Deums, Benedlcites, Ke-
sponses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all first class,—none better. Large, clear, legi-
ble type, a great retr .umesdation.

Price in Cloth, $2.50 ; Boards, 82.00.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSOW & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Music Boxes! Music Boxes!
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music Boxes, but

larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that pro-
duce sounds as powerful as those of a Pianoforte, and fill a
house with melody. Call soon at 33 COURT STREET and select
one from the large stock, so that it may

Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year in, in the ears of your delighted family !

VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS and
a full assortment of other instruments. MUSIC and MUSI-CAL MERCHANDISE, also for sale at the store of

J. C. HATWES & CO..

33 Court Street.
[Opposite the Court House.]

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual Sale J0,000 Copies.
THE SONG GABDEN-, No. 1 is for beginners, and

contains "the first steps'' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 3 is for High Schools
andSemmanes. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Musical Literature.
Beethoven's, Lettters 1790-1826, clotb, . $200. Life of Men-

delssohn, cloth, $1.75. Life of Rossini, cloth, $1.75. Life and
Letters of Qottschalk, S1.60. Mozart, A Romantic Biography
S1.I6. Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 vols, each, S1.75. Polka'
Musical Sketches, $1.75. Ehlert's Letters on Music $1 75Bound uniformly in cloth. Sent postage paid on rMeint o
prce OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON& CO., New York.

A COLLECTION OF

Christmas Carols!!
BY A. P. HCWARD.

Price 50 Cents. Sent, post-paid for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor
FOR

HEED ORGANS

!

Less expensive, and, of course, less extensive than the popu-
lar "New Method for Reed Organs," this book contains a
sufficiency of pleasing, easily-progressive exercises and tunes
for the use of amateurs who wish to learn " without a Mas-
ter," and for all who only wish to "go a little way."

Sent, post-paid to any address, for One Dollar.

OLIVEH DITSOW & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOK & CO., Wew York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes, one-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman, Liszt, Cherubini Neu-komm and others.

'

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves his reputation, which is
among the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, f3.75 ; in Boards, S2.50.

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

TEN SPLENDID CANTATAS!
AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.
COME LET US SING. " 38 '
HYMN OP PRAISE. " 50 "
NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM. " 75 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50 "
SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg. 75 "
MORNING. Reiss. 50 <•

ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree. $1.00
"WOMAN OP SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50MAY QUEEN. " i.oQ

Liberal discount to Societies.

^ongs Sung by Santley.
O Ruddier than the Cherry. . . Handel. 40
Stirrup Cup. Arditi 80Pro Peooatis. (Stabat Mater). . .

.' Rossini 40Yeoman's Wedding Song. Prince Poniatowski. 35Only to Love. Santhy. iO
Iron Blacksmith Hatton. 40King and I. . ,• . . . . Henriette. 40
It IS not always May. . . . Gounod. 50Pountain mingles with the River. " 35
Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60
Bliss forever Past Balfe. 30
Nazareth. Gounod. 50Vagabond Molloy. 60

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

ED'W. SCHUBXiRTII,

Foreign & American Music Depot,
No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

^m ^mk Ux ^mux)^.

VOCAL.
A year ago. Canzonet Eodcslro. 30
The Birds were telling one another Smart. 3.5

Bessy's mistake Cainpana. 30
Under the walnut tree Linley. 40
Evening bringeth my heart back to thee. Campana. 35

Well-a-day Eandegr/et: 40
Queen of Love . . Gounod. 30
Love's Sorrow Eikmeier. 30
In Waves of Light Abt. 30
Old, old Tale " 30
Angels took away our darling. Song and Cho.

Christie. 40
Father's Remembrance Srnitk. 30

Down the meadow, 'neath the Clover. . .Huntley. 30
Beside the Sea Gabriel. 30
Vision of Beauty Smith. 30
Barney, say you'll not forget me Dumont. 30
Morning Greeting. (Morgengruss) Abt. 30
Little Daisy. Song and Chorus Balfour. 35
Susan, Susan, pity ray confusion. . . .Laburnam. 40
When the band begins to play Hunt. 40
Soda Water Merion. 40
Maidens of Jersey. Eikmeier. 35
Dreaming, still dreaming Thomas. 30
Apart "

Yester-eve he was full of Devotion. (Non So).

Romanza Bevignani. 40
There's a new mound in the churchyard. Solo

and Chorus « Porter 40
She wandered down the mountain side Cloy. 30
This loving Heart of mine Cable 40
'Tis night when thou art gone Vandewater. 30
Angel of thy Love Gabriel. 40

INSTRUMENTAL,
Flying Dutchman Galop Eikmeier. 40
Christmas Eve Polka Brillante.

Augusta Qottschalk. 40
Prince Alexis Galop Hart. 30
Mountain Stream. 4 hands. . Smith. 1.00

Little Rogue. (Kleiner Schelm). Polka ... /^ausf. 40
Mother's Birth-day Polka Wdlman. 30
Spring Dream Waltz Grebeis. 40
Sophien Polka Mazurka Conrad. 30
Go Ahead Galop Hart. 30
Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Guitar. £?a^rfe«. 25
Home again. Polka Maz Chassaignac. 60
Sweet by and bye Variations by Wyman. 50
Rendezvous Galop Zahonyi. 30
Accent du Coeur. Valse brillante .... Boscom'te. 75
Poet and Peasant. No. 24 of Golden Echoes.

Mack. 30
Riidolfsklange Waltzes Strauss. 75
Morning in the Woods. CMatine'e dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Ketterer. 60
Allegresse. Altegro-Scherzando " 40
Mandolinata Fan tasie Quasi Capriccio. . " 60
Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75
Polka Boheraienne " 1.00

Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif. " 1.00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75
Kaiser March Wagner. 60
Invocation. Pensee poetique. Ketterer. 40
Thousand and one Night Waltz Strauss. 75

The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75

BOOKS.
BAtjMBAce's New Collection of Church

Music. Price, in Cloth, $2.50 ; Boards, $2.00

Mnsio B7 Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in^obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.

MRS. JENKY KEMPTOW,

Vocalist & Teacher of Singing.

Address, care of OLITER DITSON &. CO. 79S-

•r\P"DLEY BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St,

Paul's Cbnrch, Boston, glTes instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of OliTerDitBOn & Co;

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEB, private pupil of Carl Eeim eke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pnpils in Piano Playing at J58 Tremont

St., Room 3. 8O0—3mo3.

SINGINO AND PIANO.
MKS. PAETNIE F. POSTEK,

Wo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

lyrES. C. A. BARBT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Masic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenns. 782—ly

Academy of Music.
713—tf Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKEWTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver IDitgon & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSOH oEFers his Services as Conductor of

' Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. DItson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April. 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. BDWABD B. OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Maae.

fl/l LU!. GABRIELLE D2 LA MOTTB, gives Instrection on

Hi
tne Pianoforte.

53 HaQcoch Street.

M^
R. W. 0. PERKINS wUl make engagements to conduct

Musical Conveutions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

§mxm
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Ear6i,i8H AafD itahajV sissreiBc©.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W". PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. AlfDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHB8TSTJT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Amzbicaw Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKTE, SI.NGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Cooli'lge House. Communications may be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

-V7I2TSZ.O'W Z.. S^-^HEN,

No. 121) Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

pi AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEB OP
* VIOLIN, l5 prepared to receive pupils, and offers

his services a^ accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano ftod Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West 3t. 796—3m

P. H. TOEEINGTOHT,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACUKP. OP OBOAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OP MU.SICAL SOCIETIES.

Addre?A, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Washington St.,

New Kngland CooservatoTy of Music, Jluslc Uall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorcheiter. 'M-Zm

"R/TE. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed hU
.*."- studied abroad, under the instruction of some of the
first Artists of modem times, will now receive pupils
Id Piano and (Jrgau Playing, also in Theory of Music.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 7i>4-6m

CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared ta fill orders for our new low-priceii

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Fiye-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BAS3,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell ia furnished in this, the

same aa in our higher-priced JnBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ^125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PBIWCE & CO.
Agentin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

O- "SAT- IDTJIDLE'^,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. O. H. HOWARO,
ptTPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor KuUak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBlilSMEISS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complpte in the
No. West. Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

^Cr^ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

Tl/TADAME CHABLES LEWIS, of London.
•*'*• for sevenil years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give LesHons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed |to thej care of OHver'Dit-
Bon & Co.. 'ii77 Washington Street. 794_am

EOCK OF AGES!
A .NEW AND nEAIiTIKl.r.

HY.1Ii\ r«R roUR VOICES,
li// J. It. TUomati.

trice .50 Cents.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Cabinet Organs.

\1.

Prices ,*50, S65, $100, «125, 8132, .S140, $160,
S175, §200, .»225, $250, to $1000 e.-ich,

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

TJie most pojndaT and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the worM ; in plain and elegant capes for all uses.

One to Thirteen .^tops.
Fltjte, Melodia, BoURDOIT,
Principal, Diafasos, Gamba,
Octave, EtrpraoNE, Bassoon,
Flute n'AaroUE, Hautbot, Toix Celeste,
Tremitlant, Fjpteenth, Viol d'Amoub
Vox Humana. Cor ANGLAI3, Viola-
Automatic Swell, Couplers, Pedals,

We are daily receiving from onr factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiveness any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable JPresent.

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other
in thecountry ; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to e:thibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TEKM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
•* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instricction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
nrer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BT L. O. EMEKSON,

the ,mo9t satisfactory of all tile modern Clioir and Singing
School Bfioks.

Price $1.60 ; $13,50 per dozen.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHXTBEKTH & CO. Pnblisherfl and Dealers

in Foreign and American Madio, ii20Sroad-
waj near 12tli Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO CUB

SPLENDID ASSOKTMEWT
OP

lE^ii SiSTillMMIS,
OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Cboice Instrumente.

MARTEN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIPEB,
And hU other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

FOR SALE AND TO LET.
Our faculties are such aa enable us to furnish the above;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C i-RD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fall to prove satisfactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
.•J3 UOUIIT STKKET, (Opposite the Court llonse)
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Dudley Buck's Second Collection of Sacred

Motettes.

Ip the voice of sacred song the Holy Church

throughout all the world doth proclaim the Good-

ness, the Majesty, and the Glory of God. Into

this treasury poets and musicians have poured

their choicest gifts. Its forms' have been deter-

mined by the culture of the peoples whose wor-

ship it from age to age expressed. In the time

of David, the stately antiphon was upborne by

, the sonorous trumpet.

"Lift up your heads. ye gates !

, And be ye lifted up, ye everlasting doors,

And tlie Ktng of Glory shall come in.

"

"0 give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good

:

For his mercy endureth forever."

To the noble strains of the Jewish psalmists

the early Christian church added those grand

hymns

:

"Glory be to God on high,"

and

"We praise Thee, God; we acknowledge Thee to be the

Lord."

And thereunto each successive age has added its

own new experiences and nearer foretastes of the

kingdom of God. About a hundred years ago,

the great spiritual awakening under the minii

trations of Wesley, Swedenborg, Doddridge, and

Whitfield, gave rise to a hymnody beautifully

lyric in its forms, and gloriously true to the phases

of spiritual experience. From this recent epoch

come the songs that are now dearest to the Prot-

estant church.

Nor is the musical aspect less varied or inter-

esting. Of the Jewish strains, nothing remains

to us. The Ambrosian chants still exist, but,

compared with the rich texture of modern music,

they are as the Conventicle to the Cathedral.

The conventicle may possess more piety ; but at

all events it hath no beauty that our souls should

desire it. The entire creation of modern music

goes back hardly more than two hundred years.

Within this comparatively brief period the mo.st

expressive of the tine arts, and the one best

suited to our present civilization, has been

brought to its present perfection. With each

successive advance in the process, the leadin"

composer of his age has laid his noblest thoughts

on the altar of the church. Palestrina, Bach,

Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, and Beethoven :

all these have wedded some of their choicest

strains to sacred words. But the elaboration of

these master-pieces rendered them unavailable

for devotional uses. On festival occasions, with

unusual resources, their production added the

necessary element of triumph to the feast. But
for the daily needs of devotion, they were ae if

they had never been. The people's worship has

sought expression through the Chorales, those

broad and simple melodies, the earliest specimens
of which came from the Germans. On these

patterns the English worked, adding to the pecu-
liarly Teutonic structure an infusion of the

pathos more noticeable in Celtic airs. Of this

composite order are the old tunes called "Mear,"
"Avon," "Dundee," "China," and "Coleshiil."

The early Methodists and Independents abol-

ished choirs and organs, and restricted their

sacred music to the limited forms of the Chorale
;

and in the absence of trained vocal or instrumen-

tal helps, these melodies lost the varied harmo-

nies with which great organists had embellished

them, and the people sang only such fundamen-

tal basses as could be found out by the untu-

tored improvisation of here and there a worship-

per whose deep voice forbade his participation in

the melody. In this barren musical faith our

Pilgrim forefathers were trained. From this ab-

normal and uncomfortable plainness there was

necessarily a reaction toward greater elaboration.

First came the Billings era—a zeal not according

to knowledge. Then came Lowell Mason, who
sought out bits of the works of Handel, Haydn,

and Beethoven ; cutting out of their musical cre-

ations four-line patches here and there. This

gave more beautiful melodies and varied and mu-

sician-like harmonies. On the pattern so set

worked many later comers—with the trifling ex-

ception that they discarded the "played-out"

strains of the old masters entirely, and wrote

new tunes of their own, by the quantity, having

simple and often used melodic strains, and plain

harmonies. This over-prod»et'venes3, it will be

observed, was necessitated by the fact that the

tunes and entire books had merely an ephemeral

existence. Somehow they quickly got stale,

although here and there a hale and hearty old

chorale marched down a hundred years or so.

The rate of infantile mortality of these psalm-

tunes was far larger than any board of health

would have predicted. In their structure there

was a trifling omission : the creators neglected to

put souls in the forms. They had no individuality

of character.

For this reason they could not permanently

supply the needs of the people for chorales em-
bodying typical phases of emotion ; while, on the

other hand, they were too short and simple. to

satisfy the appetite of trained gingers. Not dis-

cerning the signs of the times, the composers

simply multiplied their works, without adapting

them any more completely to either of the two
radically different wants of the market. Had
they ever heard of the animal who starved be-

tween two bundles of hay ? Mr. L. O. Emerson
succeeded in some degree in infusing more char-

acter into his metrical psalmody, and so attained

at remarkable currency—a currency, let it be
observed, almost exclusively in the dioirs, and
not among the people. Nor is it difEcnlt to see

the reason. Each of his tunes is a study for a

fitting musical dress to a chosen hymn. Its very
nicety ofadaptation debars it from use among the

people, while the want of musical elaboration

prevents it from meeting the permanent appro
bation of the choir. By his personal influence in

insisting on a right emotional frame in song

—

-

that the choir ought to worship God, and not

seek a glorification of their musical ability, he has

accomplished much good ; but the fact remains
that a musical formation of eight measures only I

stands no more chance of permanent success as a

musical composition, than a poem of four lines

would do. A greater development is necessary

in order properly to discuss any topic. On the

other hand, all the composers of psalmody have

failed in the matter of anthems, and this chiefly

for the want of necessary technical training prop-

erly to wield the larger forms, especially if to the

purely vocal part-writing there be added a suita-

ble organ accompaniment. Yet as musical taste

increases, the demand for artistic church music

becomes more imperative.

To meet this want a large number of works

have bee,n put forth, such as the Church and

Heme, Grace Church Collection, Bauinbach's

Quartettes, and Mr. Buck's former Collection of Sa-

cred Motettes. Of all except the one last men-

tioned it should be said that too great a license

was used in the introduction of characteristically

secular music. To such an extent has this been

carried that there are composers who affirm that

all music is sacred. It was, doubtless, under this

impression that a Chicago organist lately inaugu-

rated the Sunday afternoon service with the

Overture to "Martha ;" and on a peculiarly ten-

der and pathetic moment of religious service he

poured the holy oil of this strain from "Zampa"*

A composer of sacred music remarked to me
recently on the "ecclesiastical character of the

music in the opera of 'Martha.' " But as I had

never observed it, the conversation was not ani-

mated.

Criticism likewise attaches to the introduction

of pianoforte accompaniments, when the arrange-

ment is to be played upon the organ. Were it

not for personality, I could refer to a large num-
ber of examples of this kind. But after all, the

gravest charge I have to make against the books

of this class that have come under my notice is,

that much of their contents is not church music

What music, then,!5 fit fo • the church? it is asked.

Church Music, I reply, is such as adequately

portrays the spirit of the chosen passages from

the Psalter or the Hymnal, and in point of elabo-

ration is not too difficult for the class of choirs or

singers for whom it is designed. The heavy cho-

ruses of Handel and others are truly sacred

music, but they are too elaborate for church

music. Church ml5sic implies the worship of God
;

if the music be of too trivial or sensuous a nature

to convey this emotion, or if it be so elaborate as

to fully absorb the singer in the technical act of

performance, to the exclusion of any enjoyment

of the act of worship on his part, it falls so far

short of excellence as church music. Indeed there

is reason to believe that much music that passes

for sacred has nothing sacred about it. Take

the so-called "Mozart's Twelfth Mass" and where

in it will you find a devotional strain ?

OfMr. Buck's former collection I would say

that, having used it in church for some two years,

I am prepared to testify to its general excellence.

*I notate from memory.
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Several of the author's own pip.i-es srovr better

and better S3 we use them. His "The Lord is

King," though marred by unnecessary difficul-

ties in the organ accompaniment, is a most excel-

lent motette. "Brightest and best" is another

piece that always plcises. Indeed fully one half

the contents of the collection has proved availa-

ble for our use. Another good thing about it

was its general homogeneousness of material. It

is possibly a mistake for an author to attempt to

suit his book to all tastes. Let it be generally

adapted to a certain class of wants, but make
sure that it contains enough of some one kind to

render it worth buying.

The present work consists of 186 pages of

music. There are forty-six pieces, of which three

are Te Delimit, covering 29 pages. Deducting

these, we have forty-three pieces of an average

length of three pages and a half, two scores to the

page. The first piece in the book is a setting of

the words "The God of Abraham praise," a

feymn terse in phraseology, poetic and scriptural

in imagery, of the most elevated sentiment,—in

all points one of the noblest lyrics ever written.

Mr. Buck's version ought to be peculiarly ac-

ceptable to choirs from the fact that the popular

air, to which these words were originally sunf,

has become unknown, while no new one has been

proposed to take its place. As an example of

the successful musical illustration of chosen words

it would be difficult to find a better than this of

Mr. Buck's. Without descending to details,

which would hinder us too long, we merely call

attention in passing to the manner in which are

treated the words: "Jehovah, Great I Am. By
earth and heaven confess'd ;" then, too the cres-

cendo "Who was and is the same," with its cli-

max at "Great I Am," and the reverential /iiano :

"we worship Thee;" then, again, how jubilant

rises the strain, "The whole triumphant host
!"

And how neatly an air of animation is communi-

cated by the eighth-note motion in the accompan-

iment! The next piece : "Hark ! hark ! My Soul,"

is a setting of a favorite hymn from "Hymns An-
cient and Modern." To this extended composi-

tion, running through four stanzas, although a

different musical setting is given for every verse,

a unity is imparte<J by the clever management of

the refrain, "Angels of Jesus, Angels of Light!

Singing to welcome the pilgrims of night," while

the closing climax is made by a more elevated

and elaborate repetition of the refrain. In pass-

ing, I ought to refer to the soprano solo to the

second verse, which is beautiful and expressive,

and the passage :
" Far, far av/ay, like bells at

evening pealing," where a bell-like effect is at-

tained by an easy and unexpected transition from

the key of F to D flat.

And so we might go on, mentioning piece after

piece: "Give unto the Iv^rd" with its unison

canon (the men following the women—a natural

sequence) ;
—"He shall come down like rain," a

very lovely piece indeed, concluding with a very

clever and effective fugue : "Arise ! Shine ! for

thy light is come," a piece I have some curiosity

to hear sung. On page .02 we find a nice, quiet

Evening Song, in which, as everywhere else, the

words are well treated, and the musical proprie-

ties observed ; and all this with no sacrifice of

musical feeling or freshness of ideas. Indeed,

Mr. Buck holds that whoever trusts to purely

mwtical inspiration, will inevitably run short of

ideas in time; but ifone derives his melodies and

harmonies from the chosen text, his musical ideas

will become fresh in proportion as he seeks to

illustrate rich and suggestive poems.

It is perhaps the Te Deum feature of this book

which is most exposed to adverse criticism. It

certainly looks bold to set this sublime hymn to a

potpourri from an oratorio ; yet if the selected

strains happen to be the best and fittest of all

musical vestures for the particular verses of the

hymn, who ought to object ? I confess that my
conservatism was shocked by this, to me, novel

proceeding. Yet a more careful examination has

made me a friend to the new movement. Indeed

there is no reason a prioW why the hymn: "We
praise Thee, O God," should be restricted to fresh

custom-made clothes, while other hymns quite as

good ("Ocome let us sing unto the Lord," etc.)

borrow and lend their musical vestments with a

simplicity most edifying.

The first of the Te Deums in question is from

the "Creation." The words are set to the strains

from "The Heavens are telling" as far as the

verses : "When thou tookest upon thee to deliver

man," where the duet : "By thee with bliss"

comes in, and not badly. "We therefore pray

thee" brings several strains from "Of stars the fair-

est ;" at the words : "O Lord have mercy," we
come back again to the original chorus.

The second is from "Elijah," embracing a good

part of "Thanks be to God." The verse : "When
thou tookest upon thee," is set to the bass solo and

following chorus : ''Look down on us from heaven

Lord." The verses : "We believe that thou

shalt come," are set to music from "He that shall

endure;" "O save thy people" is "Cast thy bur-

den on the Lord," "Vouchsafe, O Lord" gives us

a taste of "If with all your hearts;" and at "O
Lord, in thee have I trusted" we are led back to

the original strain. This Yankee-like propen-

sity of Mr. Buck to make both ends meet is highly

commendable, and gives his works a unity we
vainly seek for in many anthems.

The remaining Te Deum is taken from "Eli,"

but into its structure we will not enter. Of the

one from "Elijah" we must testify that it is a most

charming work, and makes a delightful piece for

the organ, ifone wanted it for no other use.

But I have already extended these comments

too far. Yet I have not touched upon the choice

pieces from Mozart, Liszt, Wagner, Andr^,

Haydn (the Gloria from the third mass), Beet-

hoven, Rossini (Stahat Mater) Neukomm, Barn-

by, Sterndale Bennett, and others. In a some-

what careful examination I have not encountered

an out and out example of bad taste, though

there may be such in the book. Some things are

weak. The music is not in the old ecclesiastical

style, but modern,

—

musical. It is in almost every
case exceedingly well fitted to the words. Buck's
treatment of the 8th Gregorian tone will, I am
sure, please the Bac's, Doc's, and Oxon's. The
taste displayed in making the selections is of the

very choicest ; and I close this imperfect analysis

with a cordial recommendation of the book to

choirs who would sing reasonably Sacred Music.

W. S. B. Mathews.

Popular Art Education,

THE PROGRESS .MAKING IM nOSTON—SKETCH OF
THE I.NTItOIJCCTION OF DRAWING INTO THE PlIIl-

I.IC SCHOOLS—THE NORMAL SCHOOL OF ART

—

»l;CCES»FUL RErRODUCTlON OF THE ENGLISH
.SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION

—

III8-

TORT OF THAT SYSTEM.
[From the- Daily Advertifler.]

The great movement toward a popular art educa-
tion, which this city has just begun, and in which all

the large towns of the Commonwealth are rapidly

following, furnishes a topic of really great interest.

The subject is indeed one of more than ordinary im-
portance Nothing haa been felt more keenly by ed-

ucated and travelled Americans than the lack of

aesthetic culture in tiieir own country. The vast in-

crease in material wealth during the paM balfcentory,

which has built np in the United Slates a large mon-
eyed class, has been followed hy no corresponding
amount of development in the direction of true art.

Cultivated people have grown tired of Janghhig at

the statues set up in public places, and the display of .

ignorance and lack of discrimination by American
picture buyers is proverbial. It is true there are

great artists, who paint magni6cent pictures, and in

the large cities they find a constituency and make a

living. But it is not there that the shoe pinches. It

is "the people" who want practical knowledge of art.

With as large an amount of ingenuity and inventive

power as the people of other countries, the Yankees
have done the mechanical part to perfection, but the

infinite possibility of art in beautifying and adorning

the surroundings of life have been but little under-

stood. American manufactures, too, haveneeded the

art element. It has been noticed that a nation so be-

hind hand as the English are in the subjects of com-
mon-school education have succeeded in a compara-
tively short time in making practical a special and
technical subject, and the thought has arisen, Why
should American manufactures, which need the art

element as much as the manufactures of Europe, be

deprived of so valuable an element through the want
of a system of art education ? During the past thirty-

six years art education has been made general in

England, and it is practically the English system

which is now being grafted on the educational system

of Massachusetts. It has long been felt, especially

in Boston, that something else was wanted besides

the general and elementary subjects, in the common
schools, and the first effort made tp add other subjects

was in the direction of music—-nliich has already

borne such great fruits. Americans abroad have

examined into the subjeet of art culture and have felt

that their own country was far behind in this matter.

There have been no more persistent and systematic

observers of education in art and science in any part

of Europe than American travellers. There is a

class of intelligent, educated, wealthy Americans
scouring the whole of Europe, knowing every picture

in the galleries, attending the soirees of the artists, in-

quiring in the studios into the various branches of

art, purchasing everything that is purchasable, and

bringing home cargoes of theoretical knowledge of

art and taste, and a desire to see art naturalized in

the country. Out of all this has come a desire that

art education should become an accomplished) feet

here.

AKT EDUCATION IN BOSTON.

This brings us to speak of what has been accom-

plished in this city. In recognition of the basis upon
which the success of manufacturing art and the in-

crease of taste rested in Europe, namely, the

existence of art collections as types and standards,

and the education of the people in the first principles:

of art, the two agencies have been initiated in Boston

and Massachusetts. Here we have the Museum of

Fine Arts projected, and the foundations of the first

wing are nearly completed, which if it ever take its

proper place will be to Massachusetts, and possibly to

all America, what South Kensington is to London
and England, or the Louvre and the Ecole des Beaux
Arts and the Poly technique School of Paris are to

Paris and France. In fact, with the experience of

these famous institutions in Europe before us, there

is no reason why a marked improvement cannot be

made upon any one of these national organizations

by the combination of the best features of each. The
one limit to the good result to -which these efforts may
attain will be the difficulty of obtaining works of art

of a sufficiently high character to he recognized as a

national standard. The supply of masters, although

it is not exhausted, in these modern days is actually

limited in the number of specimens that exist in the

world, and those who possess masterpieces by great

artists are sufficiently attached to them to take care

that they do not leave the respective countries in

which they are at present owned. This applies only

to the subject of paintings. All works of sculpture

and of metal can be reproduced with absolute accu-

racy, and the reproductions are just as vatuable for

the purposes of art study as the originals. Added to

this, the other branches "of industrial and fine art may
be so illustrated by reproduction in various ways, that

a museum may be established in Boston as valuable to

our purposes of education as if it were a lionet fide

antirjuarian collection. It is in this respect that the

museum of arts will be thoroughly supplied. The
museum will afford a receptacle for such of the mas-

terpieces of modern art as are obtainable, and by
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creating a public pictnre gallery to which wealthy
citrtens who alreaciy possess collections of pictures

may leave their art treasures for the public benefit, an
opportunity will be afforded for the massing of such
private coliections, and if this be done the museum
will soon possess a by no means insignificint collec-

tion of specimens of ancient art. It will be found
here, as it has already been found in England, that

individuals who possess such gems of art as cannot
be equalled or replaced will feel that the proper place
for them is a public collection, where everybody can
enjoy th«m and where their influence will be most
widely felt. It is understood that the museum is not
intended to be a mere lounging place for the idle.

It is intended to oifer facilities for education in art,

to be illustrated by the collections which will ulti-

mately be formed, so that even if professional schools
of painting, to include training schools for art mat-
ters, be not undertaken by the trustees, if they be
undertaken by the State or city as a part of their sys-

tem of education the means of advanced education
afforded at the Museum will be attainable. The
prospect of accomplishing that part of the scheme is

immediate. There are in this city such a number of
connoisseurs and highly educated artists that it will

be possible to establish professorships of the various
art subjects—sculpture, painting, architecture and the
technical processes of art. Only the collections at

the Museum are needed to make this an accomplished
fact.

DRAWING IN THB PUBLIC SCHOOM.

The successful foundation of a system of instruc-
tion in the first principles of art, wbich is sure in time
to be made as universal in this country as the com-
mon school system itself, may safely be predicated
from what has been accomplished In Boston during
the past two years. The great work has been initia-

ted so quietly and in such a brief space of time that
public attention has not been much called to it, and
perhaps none bunhose who have been engaged in

pushing it forward have understood how finely their
efforts are succeeding. To a few members of the
Boston school committee, advised and aided by some
truly generous artists, belongs the honor of taking the
first steps and preparing the way for introducing
thorough instruction in art into the public schools.
This was done in the year 1870, when the first report
on the subject of drawing was made to the school
board by a committee, of which Mr. William T.
Brigham was chairman, and to whom great credit for
awakening the attention of the members of the board
to the importance of the subject is due. This report
is especially interesting, as showing how feeble and
desaltory wer« the attempts made previous to the
appointment of the committee, to provide any of the
scholars in the public schools with a knowledge of
the art. The programme of studies in the twelve
wards of the city included drawing, but it was not
followed. In the words of the committee ; "There
was a genera! feeling among the teachers that draw-
ing was simply an accomplishment for those whose
leisure might be amused by its exercise, and that the
large majority of the children in their charge would
be better off without it ; and with this impression,
joined to the knowledge that there were no examina-
tions or requirements in this department for promo-
tion to higher schools, it is not strange that the time,
already insufficient, was found too short for drawing.
In some schools the routine of taking out the books,
allowing the children to play with pencil and paper
for half an hour, and then putting away the result,
often without examination, was virtuously performed.
In a few schools instruction, and good instruction,
was given by the master and his assistants ; but this
was very exceptional."
In the High and Latin schools some regular teach-

ing was provided, but there was nowhere any system,
from the primary to the high schools, and in the three
sections of the city different methods were used in

intermediate and upper schools. Practically there
was scarcely anything accomplished. The commit-
tee made up their minds that the work of instruction
must be done by regular teachers, and that a system
of teaching to apply to all the schools must be adopt-
ed. At this time they perceived that the work of
instruction should naturally begin in the primary
schools, and they began to look about for means of
educating the teachers to enable them to impart the
necessary instruction. While considering what should
be done the committee corresponded with Mr. Charles
C. Perkins, who suggested that the proper thing to
do was to send at once to South Kensington for a
normal teacher, and urged such action upon the com-
mittee, and offered if that was done to procure the
necessary models at his own expense and give them
to the city. This suagestion was earnestly favored
by the committee, and it has resulted in bringing to
Boston the present year one of the most eminent
teachers of industrial art in Europe, Mr. Waller

Smith, to whom the direction of art instruction in

the public schools has been given. On the 12th of

April, 1870, it was ordered that one hour each week
should be devoted to drawing in the grammar and
primary schools, and the work of systematic instruc-

tion was begun. At the same time an interesting

report was elicited from Mr. William M. Bartliolo-

mew, who had charge of drawing in the normal
school and was for some years the only teacher of

drawing in the public schools. In the first report of

the committee the whole subject of art instruction

was admirably reviewed, and the committee closed it

by offering an order authorizing the employment of a

teacher from the South Kensington school of art, and
another order for the establishment of three evening
schools for teaching drawing to adults and persons
not in the public schools. The latter effort was ren-

dered imperative by the passage of a law by the legis-

lature compelling all towns and cities of more than

ten thousand inhabitants to make provision for free

instruction in industrial or mechanical drawitig.

Under the able and energetic management of the

drawing-room committee so much was accomplished
that in their second annual report, made in July the

present year, tliey were able to show a rapid advance
in the scheme of art instruction. Both the teachers

and scholars were found to be enthusiastic in receiv-

ing the instruction, and the happiest results were al-

ready evident. A system of general supervision was
established and the schools were divided into districts,

wbich were assigned to Messrs. Furneaux, Hitchings
and Barry, who also had charge of the drawing classes

in the girls* high and normal school, the English high

school and Latin school respectively. In November,
1870, a free drawing school was opened at the rooms
of the Institute of Technology, and over a thousand
persons entered their names—many more being turn-

ed away on account of the impossibility of furnishing

them with instruction. Classes in mechanical, archi-

tectural and free-hand drawinir were instituted, and
also a class in ship-drafting. For instruction in the

latter subject an instructor was procured from the

navy-yard. The school at once became a great suc-

cess, and prepared the way for the establishment of
other free classes the present season. The city coun-
cil, which had not been able to sympathize with the

efforts of the drawing committee, refused the necessary
appropriation, but this did not^irevent the making of
tbcexperiment in compliance with the law. Over
six thousand dollars were expended for this school,

the average expense for each student being $1.'5,66.

A notable event in connection with the subject was
the gift by the American Social Science Association
of the fine collection of casts to the girl's high and
normal school, which adorns the large hall of that

institution and renders it the best-equipped school for

art instruction in the country.

As the employment of special instructors in suffi-

cient number to meet the wants of che schools in

Boston was quite out of the question, it was decided
that the reaular teachers could and must do the work,
under suitable direction. After a careful considera-

tion of the means to be used to carry into effect this

important addition to our system of public education,

a consideration which called for an examination of
the systems in use in Belaium, France, Prussia and
England, it was finally decided that the system in

use in South Kensington should be the basis, while

the Belgian. and French methods, where they sur-

passed this in efficiency, might be grafted on. The
engagement of Mr. Walter Smith as director of
drawing in the public schools followed in mid sum-
mer. The committee on drawing having received

permission from the city council to employ a gradu-
ate of the South Kensington Art School, Mr. Cole,
who Is the eminent director of that institution, was
written to, and in response to the request that he
would recommend a competent teacher, Mr. Smith
was suggested as the gentleman most competent to

fill the posiiion. That our English friends should
have been willing to spare their ablest instructor in

industrial art certainly speaks well for their interest

in the advancement of art in this country. Mr. Smith
has been identified with popular art education in

England for many years, and has been head master
of a number of the most important art schools in the
provincial cities.—Leeds, Bradford, Wakefield and
elsewhere. In fact he held the best position as an
art master in the United kingdom. Previous to his

engagement, means were provided to enable him to

visit Boston to see what was to be done, and he came
out in May last. Finding what a splendid field lay
before him he at once accepted the offer of the city in

connection with the position of director of drawing
for the State, which was also offered to him. and
soon afterwards Mr. Smith returned with his family
and took up his residence in this city. Before com-
inc; to reside here permanently, Mr. Smith selected a

series of casts and models to place in the normal
school of art of which he is at the head.

The rooms for this school are at present on the

upper fionr of the primary schoolhouse on' Appleton
street. There are two small lecture-rooms, and one
large hall divided in the centre, in order to furnish

accomodation for separate classes of teachers and also

for the free evening classes which have Veen opened
here. The accommodations are good in their way
but very limited, aud the erection of a large building

for the normal art school is only a matter of time.

The special teachers of drawing in the girls' high and
normal school, the English high school, and tlie Latin

school and the Roxbury and I3orchester high schools

receive instruction from Mr. Smith, before the classes

lor the teachers begin, in consultation with him de-

veloping the best methods of simplifying education

in drawing. The general outline of the plan of in-

struction is as follows : Every teacher must, once a

fortnight, receive a lesson from Mr. Smith, which
she will in turn impart to her pupils. Twice each

year there will he an examination of every school,

when each grade will have a model to draw in a cer-

tain time ; the drawings will be labelled with the

name of the school, pupil and teacher, and collected

for Mr. Smith's inspection. In this way he will be

able to see when any school falls behind, ani where
the trouble is, and at once go to that school and cor-

rect the faulty teacher ; and, on the other hand, when
the work shows an ability to profit by more difficult

lessons in more advanced grades, the promotion can

be made. Thus from the normal school the influ-

ence of this system is extended into every school

within the city limits, for the teachers reproduce be-

fore their scholars the lessons which they receive

from Mr. Smith.
[Conclusion nest time.]

Choral Societies an Educational Board.
(From the London Orchestra.)

England is said to be not a musical nation
;

but the unprejudiced foreigner is free to admit Eng-
land is no bad judge of the musical doings of other

nations. There are thoughts in sounds, logic in

harmony, and moral sense in the forms and spirit of

compositions, and with regard to these points our
countrymen and countrywomen are no mean critics.

To those who look upon music as simply amusement
—a soothing or irritation of the animal man—alow
and often evil way of procuring gratification—music
can find its appropriate base and insolent expression.

It has its characteristics for all kinds of naughtiness,

and there is more than enough of them to be seen in

our music halls and the other too well known places

of resort. The song and the dance, in their right

estate pure and beautiful, can easily be turned and
twisted into that which is debased and abominable

;

so much so as to deter the refined and thoughtful

from participating in modes of musical art that are

utter failures as means of pleasure or proper incite-

ments to the imagination and the intellect. All this

sort of music has its victory for a time, but meets with

direct and fatal defeat in the end. It takes no real

hold, althoujih fruitful in mischief; it is felt to be in-

jurious to the interests of the commonwealth, and
the national instinct remains assured that this prosti-

tution of a noble art is both calamitous and inglori-

ous. It cannot rise, the school has no upward mo-
tion ; it must descehd ; it is born of corruption lead-

ing to speedy degradation and ultimate dissolution.

It possesses no good feeling, and is a stumbling-block

to the moral sense.

England is without her grand national opera ; for

at present we have no composer who has the moral
sense in music sufficiently strong to conceive a grand
opera seria, nor even the range, finish, or accuracy of

art to produce the make beJiei^e of the modern conti-

nental opera. Our opera composers have neither the

moral sense, the earnestness, or the poetical—imagi-

native—power requisite to create the great musical

drama. They cannot put on the abandon—the repre-

hensible play with sounds—so perfectly at command
with our neighbors across the channel, for they have

not the artistic resources, nor have they the power to

conceal the unworthy, if not vicious, intent. Imita-

tion of the French opera is impossible. The South-

ern opera is no less inapproachable, so much so, that

Verdi is voted a mannerist and a bore, from the very

impossibility of imitating him. The German dra-

matic composer is philosophical, but no dreamer

;

idealistic, but quite practical ; a man, picturing the

thoughts and actions of manhood. He can portray

in his metaphysical method domestic life, military

life, and the transcendental scenes of his myths and
supernaturals. He paints them as facts, not abstrac-

tions ; re.ilities, not mere theatrical scenes. All this

is beyond our music-makers. It is useless now to

inquire into what might have been the result of the

new Mendelssohn opera, but we incline to imagine it

would neither have been very new, nor altogether in-

approachable. It would have been like his sacred
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and cantata music, not too great in art to prove nn-

fathomiihle, or too sinj.'uliir in feeling to have become
nnsympathetic. His death to England was a great

loss, an incalculable lo'is, for since the days of Han-
del he alone was the only composer that used a school

which made composers of onr musicians. "You were
players when I came here," said Handel ; there was
no one in England who could compose music : now
you are all composers, and have ceased to be per-

formers." Remembering the English oratorio

—

music manufactured here previous to the outburst of
the "St. Paid," and the effect of the revelation of a
mechanism within ordinary reach, although the spirit

was beyond grasp, we may truly affirm that the
music of Mendelssohn created a real army of com-
posers in this country, and had he been permitted to

pass on into the opera, the advantage to our native
workers in sounds would have proved beyond meas-
ure incalculable. But he lived to make the choral
society and the chorus singer. True it is we had our
Choral Unions, Classical Harmonists, and Sacred
Harmonic Society : there were the "Ulessiah" and
the "Creation," and Mr. Surman had unearthed the
unknown oratorios of the '-Jeptha," the "Dehorah,"
"Athalie," "Solomon," "Samson," "Israel in Effi/pt."
"Judas Maccabceus," and other grand choral works
of Handel. Louis Spohr had toned down the sav-
age Briton, and Neukomm was appeasing his musi-
cal hunger with his tasteless hashes from Haydn and
Mozart. But there was no real life, no unmistakable
delight in oratorio music of modern make, and even
Handel was a superstition, rather than a sympathetic
fiiilh. The oratorios of Mendelssohn made the choral
societies move, brought in new thought and a chorus
which could be universally sung throughout the king-
dom. In one morning it put aside the cold imita-
tions of Neukomm, and the "Sinai," and the "Daniel"
were never more heard. Mendelssohn lowered his
standard in the Elijah" and the "Lohgesang," thus
helping our musicians in modes of oratorio composi-
tion, but rendering it difficult to see what he could do
either in freshness or power with his projected third
oratorio. The Elijah became the popular work,
not so much for its real dramatic character as for the
sweet subjective movements relieving the progress of
the creation. The composer gauged the moral sense
of this country in music, and it was one svith which
he fully sympathized. To as much of the hard-hit-
ting common sense of Handel as he could command,
he added the tender gentleness and sustained belief
of Sebastian Bach. Mendelssohn came with the
Bach feeling, if not with the Bach mode of expres-
sion. He was forcible in his execution because he
was serious, he was soft and gentle because he was
tender and true. In his thanksgivings he turned to-

wards Handel, in his litanies towards Sebastian
Bach. In either case it was the music which gave
joy and delight, and the nation felt that the real pur-
pose and end of music was now put into its hands,
and where there was one choral society, now there
might be ten. Handel had hitherto been the educa-
tor of the national mind, the creator of the moral
sense in harmony

; now there was one of lower frame
with the same intent who could enlarge the circle
and give new impetus in the opening up of the many
great choral works, so out of hand and so little

known. Mendelssohn brought out of its tomb, where
it had slept for a century, the great "Passione" of
Bach

;
his opinion led to the production of the Grand

Mass of Beethoven
; Exeter Hall took a new lease,

and the country festivals drew in fresh breath and
new power. The choral societies increased, and then
arose the Handel Festival. All this activity arose
from the moral sense in the music and its perception
by the moral sense of the country. It was not that
the people were turning more religious, but that they
felt there were master-spirits dealing with music in
its highest form, and portraying subjects of the deep-
est importance, in a way which their judgment ap-
proved, and one not too difficult for their grasp.
This unmistakable growth in oratorio performances
ha.« led to the successful institution of Mr. Barnby's
Oratorio Society

; and now we see advertised a pro-
posed gathering up of the metropolitan choral forces
in the Hoyal Albert Hall. The choir in this place is

to consist of sixteen hundred voices, under the super-
intendence of the lion. Seymonr Egerton, and under
the guidance and condiietorship of M. Charles
Gounod.

Mr. Bamby hag made the wonderful master-piece
of Sebastian Bach a household book in England.
Some idea of the education in music amongst the
unmusical inhabitants of this country may be gath-
ered from this fict : when some thirty or forty years
ago certain enthnsia.its proposed to bring out the
e^ght-part vocal motets of Sebastian' Bach, Sir
George Smart, to whom the proposal was referred,
said, ''It is impossible, we have no singers here who
can sing this music." Mr. Bariiby produced a much
more difficult work—the "PasmjH"—si\ih but /cw

rehearsals and with the most undeniable success.

—

Mr. Henry Leslie also has had sung at his concerts

one or two of these eight impracticable motets, much
to the delight of his numerous auditory. We have
now three choral societies of great power and almost
unlimited resources.

There are the not well-known compositions of Se-

bastian Bach, such as his Christmas Oratorio and his

Easter Cantata, not to mention his many large and
interesting Festival Anthems. There are also the

not well-known compositions of Handel. As the

Anthems and Oratorios of Sebastian Bach demand
re-scoring, so the secular oratorios—the unknown
classical dramas of Handel—required revision and
remodelling. What magnificent music is there lying

in these unknown deposits of his learning and genius,

and to which nothing short of the great choral socie-

ties, now in existence, can give full justice. The
educational result gained by the production of these

unknown works would be immense. It is a simple

question of the patronage of the public. There is

no lack of enterprise, no want cf talent.

With M Gounod and Sir Michael Costa we have
towers of strength ; but there is one man living to

whom we think it most desirable that some work of

Handel should be given to re model in his own way;
need we say Richard Wagner'?* The undertaking
might shed a new light upon Wagner, and teach him
to make his rough places plain, and his crooked,
straight ; and if so, we think it possible that Wagner,
Handel, and the Briiish public would all be gainers

by the experiment.

*Handel remodelled by Wagner ! I I

—

Ed.

Ksital Correspnbentc.

Chicago, Dec. 20. The current of events has

begun to resume its former tranquility in this town.

Folks that were burned out and ruined have discov-

ered that they still live, and somehow manage to

keep the pot boiling. The day after the fire it did

look rather discouraging. Of the awful magnitude

of the loss no one can really form a true conception.

An immense number, of people are dependent on

charity, and will be for the entire winter. Still there

is very little street begging—none I may say. Build-

ing has been pushed to the most wonderful extent.

Messrs. J. V. Farwell & Co. are now occupying the

lower three stories of their new five-story building on

Monroe street, built on the site of their former ware-

house. This large building is of brick, about fifty

by two hundred feet. The Tn'^utze makes out that

about three miles and a half of frontage have already

been rebuilt with permanent and, for the most part,

solid structures of brick, many of them with stone

trimmings. The recent cold snap (in which the ther-

mometer went down to twelve or fifteen degrees

below zero) has temporarily suspended brick-laying.

But I have no doubt it will be actively resumed

should a warm spell of weather favor us. Soon

after the fire an advertisement was widely circulated

for situations for music-teachers. Some eight places

were oflered, and notice was conspicuously given in

the Tribune and copied in some of the other city

papers ; but not more than two teachers offered them-

selves as ready to leave the city. Several others came

to see if there were any private relief funds to be

given out.

The Messrs. Tiesset, two brothers, of whose excel-

lent doings I wrote you last winter, in the first panic

rushed off to Philadelphia. But they are back here

again now, and, I hope, doing well. Mr. Ileman

Allen, probably our best violin teacher, and one of

the best piano teachers, has two offices, one on the

South side, and one on the West. Mr. Goldbeck is

the only man we have with enterprise enough to give

lessons on both sides at once, by telegraph—and his

is not yet in operation.

In my former communications I find I have failed

to award due recognition to that exceedingly argu-

mentative mortal, Mr. Paul Becker. Mr. Becker has

bjen longer resident of Chicago than any other

teacher here, but, being of an industrious turn of

mind and iihvayq full of piipil'f, ho h.as not found it

necessary to make a noise about his being here, lie

was a pupil of the same master as Theo. KuUak
of Berlin ; though who that master may have been I

have'nt the slightest idea. Besides, this proves noth-

ing, as I infer from the fact that I happen to know a

man who was made by the same Creator as Daniel

Webster—yet the man I know is not great nor "god-

like." But Mr. Becker is an excellent musician of

the older school. His pianoforte technique is based

on the school of Hummel, and is of unusual extent.

His artistic readings are musician-like, but his touch

is a little hard, which hinders the beauty of his Cho-

pin interpretations. In teaching he makes great

account of playing fnur-hand music with his pupils,

an excellent idea—especially if they are pretty and

clever. Mr. Becker, however, has no especial predi-

lection for the class I have named ; indeed he finds

the other sort less distracting. Mr. Becker has writ-

ten a number of very clever and musician-like pieces

for the pianoforte, but they were not significant nor

striking enough to gain currency. As the case now
stands he is one of our very best teachers, and I have

pleasure in performing the agreeable duty of intro-

ducing him to the immortality of Dwight's Jour-

nal. Mr. Robert Goldbeck, whom I suppose you

know for the author of a number of remarkably

clever and thoughtful essays on musical topics, is said

to be a fine pianist. He has never played in public

here within four years, and my testimony to his

merits is second-hand only. He tells me he is full of

pupils—and that means a good deal, for he has a

Conservatory and teaches six in a class. Putting

six in a class seems to me to be 'cutting it rather

fine," 80 to speak, but probably they know best. I

have been trying it myself with three in a cl.ass and

it works capitally—much better than I thought it

would.

In the world of business there are a number of

changes. Root & Cady have sold their sheet-musie

catalogue to the Brainards at a very fair price. They
go out of sheet-music trade entirely. Mr. George F.

Boot has withdrawn from the firm, and with his

brother W. A. Root, and his two sons, F. W., and

Chas. T. Root, has organized the firm of Geo. F.

Boot & Sons ; they will deal in sheet-music and

music-books. Root & Cady continue in their organ,

piano, and imported goods trade, and the publication

of their music-books. Mr. Wm. Lewis is admitted

to the firm. Root & Cady were doing business at the

time of the fire, on a basis of upwards of S.500,OOO a

year. Mr. W. W. Kimball continues. His resources

were ample, as he bought on thirty days time and

sold on long time and easy payments. He has moved

his store to his residence on Michigan Avenue, where

he has room for about one hundred pianos. Messrs.

A. Reed & Sons have taken a room over a livery

stable, as the visitor's nose will be likely to inform

him. But financially they are in excellent odor, and

have a large stock of pianos on hand. J. Bauer & Co.

have a store on Michigan Avenue, near Root & Cady,

in the same house with a pawn-broking establishment;

so a fellow can pawn his coat and buy a fiddle with-

out leaving the premises. This is really handy.

Messrs. Lyon & Healy is the name of a firm com-

paratively unknown in the east, outside of musical '

circles. They began business here about six years

and a half ago, and the first year sold about $180,000

of goods. The fact that they wore the Western rep-

resentatives of Messrs. 0. Diston & Co., gave them a

good start from the first ; and this notwithstanding

the fact that Messrs. Root & Cady at that time seem-

ed to have a monopoly of the music trade of the

West. Lyon & Healy began in a small store on the

corner of Clark and Washington Sts. The premises

proving too small for them,they moved into Smith &
Nixon's hall, where they had ample scope. The

pinno department was carried on by Smith & Nixon,

an old and wealthy firm, for eevonleen years rcpre-

senintives of the Steinw:iys, here and at Cincinnati.

In January, 1870, they moved into a magnificent
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store in Drake's Block, Wabash Avenue and Wash-

ington St., having a frontaf^e of 90 feet on Wabash

Avenue, and 50 feet on Washington. The building

was five stories high, and the rent even higlier—$20,-

000 a year. Here they had the finest music store

ever seen in this country. Their business had in-

creased, meanwhile, to upwards of SSOO.OOO a year,

making the largest music trade west of Boston. In

September of the same year, they were burnt out.

They then took a store on Clark street, wliere they

had four stories, about 180 ft. by 30 ft. The recent

fire came within a year of the former one, and caught

them with a very heavy stock of all kinds of goods,

especially of pianos, of which they had about a hun-

dred burned—most of them Steinway's.

In November 1868, Lyon & Healy commenced the

publication of The Musical Independent, a quarto of

thirty-two pages, sixteen of which were new music.

Of the character of this magazine I need not speak.

De mortnisnil niai bonum, you know—and my relations

to the dear deceased were of so tender and intimate a

character as to forbid my enlarging on the topic. I

merely pause here to erect a monument to its memory,

which in token of ts distinctively Western character

1 would inscribe

To the Memory of

The Musical Independent.

"It done its level best."

Rrquiescat in pace.

Since the fire Lyon & Healy sold their sheet-music

catalogue to your publishers, Messrs. O. Ditson &
Co., and so found tSemselve sunable to continue the

Musical Independent for want of music plates to fill its

pages.

This leaves Chicago with just one musical paper,

Tke Sony Messenrjei—a name that sounds "sappy," as

Mr. Wm. Mason would say. It has a very large

circulation, amounting to 12,000 monthly. Brain-

ard's Musical World (published at Cleveland) has

the same amount of circulation. This indicates, I

think, that the field of musical journalism is steadily

enlarging. I look forward confidently to the time in

the immediate future, when a circulation of 20,000

will not be remarkable for a musical journal.* About

the same time I expect musical editors to arrive at

the habit of comprehensive treatment of topics com-
ing legitimately before them : a treatment equally

removed from puffery and sourness.

Our principal amusements are lectures. These
are given in churches and exceedingly well attended.

Deb Freyschpetz.

*How trashy will a journal have to be to reach that figure'
—Ed.

Philadelphia.—The concert bu.siness is lively

in the old Quiiker City, to judge from the following

list which appeared in the Post last month :

Nov. 11. Germania Orchestra. Musical Fund
Hall. 3^ P.M.

Nov. 16. Carl Wolfsohn's Second Orchestral
Concert.

Nov. 18. Germania Orchestra.

Nov. 18. C. H. Jarvis's First Concert. Chick-
ering Rooms.

Nov. 21 to Nov. 25, inclusive. Thomas's Orches-
tra. Academy of Music. Five evening performan-
ces, one matinee.
* Nov. 25. Germania Orchestra.

Nov. 30. Carl Wolfsohn's Third Orchestral Con-
cert.

Dec. 1. Wenzel Kopta's Second Quartet Concert.
Chickcring Rooms.

Dec. 2. Germania Orchestra.

Dec. 2. Beethoven Society. First Concert. Acad-
emy of Music.

Dec. 7. Carl Wolfsohn's Fourth Orchestral Con-
cert.

Dec. 9. Germania Orchestra.

Dec. 9. Cross and Jarvis's First Orchestral Con-
cert. Musical Fund Hall.

Dec. 11. Nilsson Opera Troupe. Two weeks.
I3ec. 15. Abt.. Society. First Concert. Musical

Fund Hall.

Dec. 16. Germania Orchestra.

Dec. 16. C. U. Jarvis. Second Concert.
Dec. 19. AVest Philadelpliia Choral Society. 1st

Concert. Musical Fund Hall.

Dec. 23. Germania Orchestra.

Dec. 28. Carl Wolfsohn's fifth matinee.

Dec. 30. Germania Orchestra.

The new ve.Tr will bring ns the Germania opera

troupe, with Waclitol. in January ; the Parepa-Rosa

troupe in February ; Five concerts by the Wolfsohn
orchestra ; Two from the Cross and Jarvis orches-

tra ; Five from Mr. Jarvis ; Five from the Parlor

Concert Club ; Two from Wenzel Kopta ; One from

Mrs. Moulton ; One from the West Philadelphia

Choral ; Two from the Bf^ethoven ; Two from the

Handel and Haydn ; One from the Dolby Troupe.

Another season from the Thomas Orchestra, and al-

most as many more to be announced in the proper

time.

We add notices of a few of these concerts from

the Bulletin :

Dec. 11. On Saturday evening, when the first

symphony concert of Messrs. Cross and Jarvis's

series took place at the Musical Fund Hall, the atten-

dance was very good. The Orchestra was large,

well balanced and well trained. The overture to

The Mnqic Flute opened the performance, and it was
admirablv played. Then followed Beethoven's con-

certo in C minor, in which Mr. Jarvis performed the

piano part in most brilliant style. After this came
Mendelssohn's violin concerto, op. 64, in which the

playing of Mr. Wenzel Kopta was all that could be

desired by the most exacting of critics. Schubert's

reallv grand symphony in C concluded the concert,

and it was given remarkably well, considering that

this was the first attempt of the new organization in

a work of such importance. The next concert will

be given February 3d, when Beethoven's fourth sym-
phony will be on the programme.

The first "parlor concert," of the twelfth season

givon under the auspices of Miss Anna Jackson, took
place in the Foyer of the Academy of Music, on
Saturday afternoon. The audience was a large one
for the room, and it included many of our most cul-

tivated musical people. The Philadelphia String

Quartet Club played Haydn's No. 1, in G, in the

most artistic manner. It is a charming composition,

full of grace and feeling, and each movement *was in-

terpreted with true intelligence. Mr. Guhlemann's
playing in two movements from Chopin's concerto in

F minor was also very delightful. One of the most
admirable of all the pieces was the concerto by
Haydn, for violoncello, in which Mr. Rudolph Hen-
nig's supreme mastery of his noble instrument more
than ever delighted his hearers. Beethoven's Sere-

nade, for string instruments, played with the utmost
elegance, concluded this very enjoyable entertain-

ment.

Dec. 15. The second of Mr. Jarvis's series of clas-

sical soir&s will be given this evening at Dutton's
piano warerooms, No, 1128 Chestnut street. The
following exceedingly attractive programme will be
ofi'ered ;

Pianoand 'Cello. Sonate, on. 32, A tnaj Sterndale Bennett.
Mefsrs. Jarvis and Henaing.

Solo 'Oello. Concerto in E minor Lindner.
Rudolph Ilenning.

Piano Solo. "Toccata" Schumann.
Charlf-s H. Jarvis.

Violin Solo. "Adagio," 9th Concerto Spohr.
Wenzel Kopta.

Trio. Piano, Violin and -Cello, op. 1, No. 3, C minor.
Beethoven.

Messrs. Jarvis, Kopta and Hennig.

These concerts are exceptionally fine, and those of

our readers who are fond of good music, presented in

a most exquisite manner, cannot afford to remain
away from them.

The first concert of the Beethoven Society, for the
present season, will be given on Saturday evening
next, at the Academy of Music. There will be a full

orchestra, and the superb chorus sf the Society. The
following will be offered :

Overture. ".Tubilee". Von Weber.
Cantata, ' 'Erl King's Daughter" Gade.

For Soprano, Contralto, Baritone and Choru,s.

Misd Clara Lauderbach. Mrs. A. H Barling, Dr. E. C.
Bullard, and Beethoven Society.

Chorale Fant-iisie Beethoven.
For Piano, Chorus and Orchestra.

Mr. Carl Wolfsohn
Four-Part Song—"Farewell to the Forest, ".Mendelssohn.
March and Chorus from Tannhauser Wagner.

The Second Concert of the present season, will

take place at the Academy of Music, on Saturday
evening, February 17th, 1872. The programme will

embrace a chorus of Mozart, "The Spring Message,"
by Gade, "The Spinning Song," from Wagner's
"Flying Dutchman," a quartet, and "Ruins," by
Beethoven, and "Legend of the Storm," a chorus
for male voices, by Lachner.
The Third Concert will take place at the Acade-

my, on Saturday evening, April 20th, 1872. Tiie
programme for this concert will consist of Hiller's

cantata of the "Song of the Spirits over the Waters,"
the "Hymn of Praise," of Mendelssohn, the "Water
Lily," by Gade, and "Gipsy Life," of Schumann.

Mr. Carl Wolfsohn's superb orchestra will give its

third grand concert in the Academy of Music on
Thursday afternoon next (Thanksgiving Day). An
unusually fine programme has been arranged. Five
of the six selections are entirely new in this country,
and all of them we know are choice and beautiful.

Mr. Hennig's solo particularly deserves to be men-
tioned with enthusiasm. The following is the pro-
gramme :

Symphony, D major, (first time) tiaydn.
Overture, "Hebriden." Mendels.sohn.
Solo 'Cello, Introduction, Andante {first time). . . .Lubek.

Mr. riennig.
Waltz. "La Bouquetiere" (first time) Godfrey.
Ilnsarenritt, Morceau Characteri.=que, (1st time).Spiudler.
Facbeltanz,No. 4, C major, [first time] Meyerbeer,

DEATH OP JOHN C. E. STANDBRIDGE.

The musical world of Philadelphia will hear with
the most sincere regret of the unexpected death of
Mr. John C. B. Standbridge, which occurred at his

residence, 317 South Twenty-second street, last night.
The death of his wife and the more recent death of
his son have weighed heavily upon him, and he has
snecumbed under the pressure and passed pe icefuUy
and painlessly away.

Mr, Standbridge was a native of Birmingham,
England, but came to this country in early childhood.
He was about seventy years of age at the time of his

decease. His original profession was that of a drug-
gist, but having cultivated a taste for music, he aban-
doned his business and confined himself to the pro-
fes-^iou of an organist and composer. Of an ex-
tremely sanguine temperament, and dissatisfied with
the church organs on which he played, he conceived
the idea of building an organ for himself, and this

purpose led to his entering upon the business of
organ building as his regular pursuit.

For many years, Mr. Standbridge has occupied
one of the most prominent positions among Ameri-
can organ-builders, and his instruments are in use in

many of our largest churches, such as the Cathedral,
St. Clement's, Calvary, the new Synagogue, St.

Andrew's, the Arch Street Methodist Church, and
many others. They are celebrated for peculiar bril-

liancy and variety of tone, and minute delicacy of
mechanism and general finish. Mr. Standbridge
regarded his business purely as an art, and constantly
lavished expenditure upon it, which precluded any
considerable profit from his work, over which he of-

ten lingered with an almost child-like enthusiasm.
Personally, Mr, Standbridge was a man who never

made enemies. Impetuous and nervous in manner,
he was always true and upright to the smallest detail.

Simple in tastes and habits, devoted to his profession,

single rhinded in all the purposes of life, a good citi-

zen .and a faithful head of a large family, he has
passed away full of years, and leaving behind him a
reputation which those who come after him may well
emulate.

—

Ibid, Dec. 15.

New Toek. The concert lately given by Miss

Antoinette Sterling has called forth the most
glowing newspaper notices, of which a friend has

clipped out one for us. She has not a few friends

here in Boston who will rejoice in her success.

Miss Sterling's Concert. The spacious Stein-
way Hall, floor and gallery, was crowded on Satur
day evening with a fashionable and intelligent audi-
ence, genuine lovers of good music, who came ex-
pecting a rare treat, and were not disappointed.
There were Mr. F. Ritter, the distiuguished musi-
cian and composer, and his equally accomplished
wife, Mrs, Fanny Raymond Ritter; Dr, E. G. Bart-
lett, the most remarkable alto in America, who has
persisted for a quarter of a century in restricting his

voice to the parlor ; Miss Maria Brainerd, the popu-
lar soprano : Miss Toedt, the admirable violiniste .

Mrs. Jameson, a vocalist of high rep-utej; Mr. Lasar
and his daughter, who is already winning high praise

in musical circles ; Mr. Bowman, the excellent critic

of the SiHi. and hosts of others well known in the
artistic and newspaper world, whom to name would
occupy a column. It was an audience which, in
itself, was the highest possible compliment to Miss
Sterling, and a tangible evidence of the appreciation
of this distinguished artist's conscientious efforts in

the promotion of high art.

Of the performance it is scarcely necessary to
speak at length. Every selection was first class and
skillfully interpreted by the best musicians. The
string quartet. Dr. Damrosch, Messrs. Schuessel,
Matzka, and Bergner. played a quartet of Schubert
magnificently. The blending of the instruments was
especially fine, no one taking undue prominence.
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The Andante was delicious, and the Presto so bril-

liantly vivacious as to infect the heads of all the au-

dience to nod in unison to its sprightly measures.
They also played the Andante con Variazioni (A
Major) of Beethoven with superb effect. Dr. Dam-
rosch, with Karl Eisner at the piano, rendered the

Andante of Mendelssohn's masterly E Minor Con-
certo"with the pure expression of artists thoroughly
imbued with the true meaning of the composition.

The introduction of the men's quartet, Messrs. Bush,
Rockwood, Beckett and Aiken, gave a delightful va-

riety to the programme. They sang Cook's old but

always fresh "Strike the Lyre," and, in response to

a hearty encore, sang "Retire, my love,"%y Horsley.

These voices harmonized excellently, and unite as

one with fine effect. Mr. Mills, one of the very few
pianists in this country entitled to the uame of a

great artist, played, in his usual brilliant manner, a

study of Chopin, and his own sparkling "Salta-

rella."

And now we come to Miss Sterling, the central

figure of the evening's delightful entertainment. On
her appearance she was most cordially welcomed.
The lady who sat next to us remarked that she was
magnificently dressed—a little attention which seems
to be indispensable to the success of an artist in this

day of extravagance in everything. Iler selections

were: Rec. and Rondo—"L'ltaliana in Algeri,"

Rossini ; Songs

—

a "Der Doppelgaenger," Schubert;

b "AUnaechtlich im Traume," Schumann ; c "Neue
Liebe," Mendelssohn ; and "Caller Herrin," by
Gow, and for encores she gave two popular ballads.

Miss Sterling sings the Italian music with as great

and unqualified success as the songs of Schubert and
Schumann, which she has made peculiarly her own.
Her execution on this occasion surpassed herself. It

was the performance of a true artist, who, by long

and ardent study, has mastered the compositions,

and is able to give them their true interpretation.

Besides being in excellent voice, Miss Sterling seem-

ed inspired by the cordiality of her reception. We
have never heard her sing better, whether in the dif-

ficult solos, or in the exquisite glee, "0 ray love is

like the red, red rose," with Messrs. Bush, Rock-
wood and Aiken, in which she sang the first tenor

part. Her chest tones are the most remarkable in

her voice, and are round, pure, and free from the

roughness too often found in artists of the highest

reputation.

But we cannot dwell longer on this delightful con-

cert. It was a rich repast from first to last, and
although it continued for over two hours, it seemed
scarce half that length. Floral tributes were numer-
ous, the Arion Society recognizing Miss Sterling's

merit, by the compliment rarely given by societies to

any artist, of a very handsome basket of flowers.

Farmingtos, Conn. That devoted laborer in

the cause of classical culture in music,—too loyal to

his art ideal to be tempted out of the quiet sphere

which he has filled so many years,—Mr. Karl
KoAUSER, sends us two more of those choice pro-

grammes of chamber music with which he every year

regales and educates his pupils in Miss Porter's

Young Ladies' School. Here they are :

vihth Concert, Nov. 2-3.

Sooat«, for Piano and Violin, G. op. 30, No. 3 .Beethoven.
AUegro assai. Tempo <li Mennetto ma molto moder-

ato e gTazio=o. Allegro vimce.
SoDgs, a. "Da bl^t die Rah, op, 59, No. 3, I

b. "Qretchen am .-^pinnrad," op. 2, J . . . .Schubert.
Senate, for Piano, B minor LiHZt.

Nocttlme, A, No. 4, by Field, transc. for Violin.Damrosch.
SoDgs, a. "?eit if-h ibn Ee=ehen," op. 42, No. 1.

b. "Er, der Herriichste von Allen," op, 42,
No. 2 Schumann.

Boado, for Piano and Violin, B minor, op. 70 . .Schubert.

56/^ Concert, Nov. 24.

Sonat«, for Piano and Violin, A minor, op. 105.Schumann.
Mit leidenechaftlicbem Au.-druck. Allegretto. Lebhaft

Song. "Loreley" Liwzt.

Thirty-two variations, C minor Beethoven.
Three Sonata Moovementfl Veracini.

Menaett and Gavolte. CanUblle. Glgue. 168.5—17.50 ?

Song9, a. "Li:nzeflln.'<t,'' op. 8. No 7, I

b. "Am Manzinares," op 11, No. 10. J Damroarh.
Sonate, for Piano and Violin, E minor, op. fj3 Raff.

Bewezt, mit eleiriachem Pathos. Senr ruich nnd fein.

Nicht zu lang^4m. Bewegt, sehr beBtimmt.

The pianist was Mr. F. von Intcn, who, we learn,

has made important progress, having gained in

strength and freedom, and playing always with clear-

ness and refinement. The Liszt Sonata was new to

the audience, and the Beethoven Variations nearly

so. He played them both from memory, besides a

Suite by Bargicl, the second Ballade of Chopin nnd

several things by Heller. Dr. Damrosch, conductor

of the Arion in New York, is well known as a vio-

linist of the first rank in the rendering of classical

works. Besidei! the things set down for him. he

played the second and third movements of Mendels-

sohn's Concerto.—The singer was Mme. Damrosch,

who made a very favorable impression by her intelli-

gent and sympathetic rendering of the songs of Schu-
bert, Schumann, &c. Her voice is not a great one,
but she sings from the heart and to the heart.
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Notes on the Thomas Concerts.

II.

The third concert, Saturday evening, Dec. 2, of-

fered the following programme :

Overture, "Ep:niont" Beethoven.
Andante and Mennetto, Symphony in C, Op. .30. -Bargiel.
Concerto, No 4, D minor, op. 70 Rubinstein.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.
Einleitung, "Lorelcy" Max Bruch.

Overture, "Tannhauser" TVagner.
Deutsche Tanze Schubert.
Solo, for Harp Parish Alvars.

Signor Luigi tiocco and Orchestra.
Waltz, "Thousand and One Night" Strau.«8.

Ilumoreske, " Gaudeamus igitar" Liszt.

The two familiar Overtures, each great in its way
(but the Beethoven way by far the better one), were

capitally rendered. The Schubert Dances followed

as deliglitful recreation after Tannhaiiser
; both in

themselves, and in the order in which they were

strung together, and in the felicitous orchestration

(by Herbcck, if we mistake not), and of course in

the rendering, they were exquisitely perfect ; no

"light," gay mnsic could be more poetic. The move-

ments from the Symphony by Bargiel have left no

very marked impression on our mind, yet we remem-

ber feeling that we shoidd be glad to hear them

again. A clearer character, a more decided charm

was felt in the Rubinstein Concerto . which seemed to

be a composition with some genius in it, or at least

geniality,—not forced or morbid,—and which Miss

Krebs played (from memory as usn.al) not only

with ease and accuracy, but with both power and

delicacy, and with good expression. The "Loreley"

introduction was a rather interesting specimen of one

of the most genial of the new composers. The solo

on the Harp was a rare and charming piece of virtu-

osity, certainly well worth hearing. Of the rest we

cannot report : but it was Strauss and Liszt, and we

all know them and whether we desire more acquaint-

ance of the one or of the other.

Fourth Concert, Dec. 4.

Vorspiel to "Die Meister Sincer von Nuernberg. "Wagner.
Concerto, for Violin , D, Op. 61. 1st movem't. .Beethoven.

Mr. Bernhard Listemann and Orchestra.
Toccata, Op. 7 Schumann.

Miss Marie Krebs.
Symphonic Poem, "Fest-Klrenge" Liszt.

Serenade, P, Op. 63 Volkmann.
String Orchestra.

Concerto Symphonique, No. 4, Op. 102 LitolfT.

Adagio Religioso—Scherzo.
Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestre.

W.altz, -'New Vienna" Strauss.

March Schubert.

Save us from more acquaintance with the Intro-

duction to the Meistcrsinrjer ! It is hard, harsh,

forced and noisy, ever on the verge of discord (hav-

ing the ungenial effect of discord, however literally

within the rules of counterpoint). It is a kind of

music which does not treat you fairly, but bullies

you, as it were, by it5 superior noise or bulk, as phys-

ically big men are prone to do who c.in so easily dis-

place you on the sidewalk. Wo doubt not there is

better music in the H/eistersinr/er, for this could never

have won the prize before any guild, whether of "old

fogy" Philistines or fresh young hearts.—Never have

we heard Mr. Listemann to greater advantage than

in this last rendering of the first movement of the

Beethoven Concerto ; it was all clear, broad, strong

and full of verve ; his talent as a solo violinist surely

stands among the highest. Miss Krebs had a most

exacting and exhausting task in llint Toccata by

Schumann, in which an exiromely dillicult and rapid

figure is kept up unccnsingly, and to the car ninioat

monotonously, through so long a time. Yet there is

a real firo in the movement, and she brought it out

with steady und unflagging power.

The Liszt-ian Symphonic Poem : "Festival

Sounds," left us in far from a festal state of mind.

A wild and demoniacal festivity prevails in it, with

moments here and there of an uplifting rhythm and

sweet euphony. For the Serenade by Volkmann
was substituted something more like a set of dances.

We found the Concerto Symphonique by Litolff quite

interesting and original, particularly in the Scherzo,

which showed much inventive fancy. The Schubert

March of course was an arrangement for orchestra

from the piano ; a march with a good deal of the

eastern Tartar element of Schubert in its short, reit-

erative rhythm ; and all those marches which he

wrote for four hands are worthy of an orchestra.

The fifih concert (Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 6)

presented the following variety

:

Overture, "Rosamunde" Schubert.
Adagio. Scherzo, Op. 42 Rubinstein.
Concerto, No. 1, E flat Liszt.

Miss Marie Krebs.and Orchestra.
Introduction and Finale, "Tristm und Isolde". .Wagner.

Overture, "Der Freyschuetz" Weber.
Romance, in G Beethoven.

Mr. Joseph Diem.
Saltarello Gounod.
a. Prelude. b. Waltz Chopin.

Miss Marie Krebs
March Raff.

All the pieces of Part First, except the Concerto,

were given for the first time in Boston. Schubert's

Overture to "Rosamunde" is pleasing, but rather

light and slight compared with the two other Over-

tures which we have heard by him. The two move-

ments by Rubinstein were beautiful, full of original-

ity and power, logical in development and rich in in-

strumentation. To every listener they must have

suggested life upon the Ocean. The Adagio in its

more tranquil passages even reminds yon of Men-

delssohn's Meeresstille Overture, and the Scherzo is

full of rollicking, wild sailor sport. It awakened a

desire to hear his "Ocean Symphony' entire. This

Adagio and Scherzo, published with the same opus

number (42), were after-thoughts, a sort of appendix

to the Symphony, and we are told that they are bet-

ter than the corresponding movements in the Sym-
phony itself.

The Introduction and Finale to "Tristan and

Isolde" is just one of those Wagner pieces about

which we would suspend judgment. On a single

hearing, the Introduction pleased us much better

than the Finale
;

parts of it sounded as if Schu-

mann might have written it. Liszt's E-flat Concerto

(we have heard it now repeatedly by Miss Topp, Miss

Mehlig and Miss Krebs) does not begin to captivate

us ; to our spirit it does not minister as music should.

It was wonderfully well played of course.

A grander rendering of Weber's great romantic

Overture could hardly be desired ; most familiar of

Overtures, it was still fresh and marvellous. Beet-

hoven's well known Romance for the Violin did not

sound so well upon the 'Cello, nor did the performer

put much vital inspiration into it. Gounod's Salta-

rello was a welcome repetition, one of the most origi-

nal and tiiking of the novelties which Mr. Thomas
has spread hpfore us in such great abundance. The
March by Raff is the Inst movement of the Orchcs-
trii! .SinV^ which we have heaid by him, and to our
mind the least interesting portion of that composi-

tion.

Shth Concert, Fricliuj Eveninr/, Dec. 8.

Symphony, No. 3, "Im Walde," Op. 163 RnlT.

Concerto, for Piano, Violin and 'Cellc, op. 56. Beethoven.
Liirchettn—Hondo a la I'olacca-

Miss Krebs, Messrs. Listemann, Diem and Orchestra.

Eine Faust Ouverture Wagner.
Prelude Bach.
Scherzo, "Kapuziner Predigt, Wallenstelns' Lager."

Kheinberger.
Tarantclle di Bravura, "Mnsanielto" Liszt.

Miss Marie Krebs.
March. B minor Schubert.

Instead nf the "triple Concerto" of Beethoven, the

first movement of his great E-flat Concerto was bril-

liantly performed by Miss Krkbs, the orchestra con-

spiring to perfection. The Bach Prelude, a very

bright and animated one, was new to us, nnd whole-
soinelv refreshing after a depressing nnd diiicourag-

ing /utiLit Overture by Wnciu'r, under the leaden and
tormented atmosphere of which wo had sale loo many
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times before to wish to repeat the experiouce. Raff's

"Forest" Symphony, if not entirely satisfactory, not

transporting like a Beethoven "Pastoral," was nev-

ertheless so interesting in some parts that we could

desire farther acquaintance with it. Schiller's Capu-

cin's mock sermon was grotesque enough, but in our

memory does not stand out distinguishable among
the many novel extravaganzas of that whole week of

mingled Witches' Sabbath and Parnassus. Schu-

bert's nomadic, restless, oriental sounding minor

March seemed genial after that and the Liszt Taran-

tella.

The seventh concert, set down for Saturday after-

noon, gave way, by graceful courtesy on the part of

Mr. Thomas, to the musical festival of the 1200

Public School children in honor of the Grand Duke
Alexis ; and a very beautiful, inspiring occasion that

was. But the eighth programme, for that Saturday
evening, was by far the finest and the noblest of the
whole series, to-wit

:

Overture, "Bride of Messina." op. 100 Schumann.
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue Bach.

Miss Marie Krebs.
Scherro, Adagio. Symphony No. 9, B minor, op. 125.

Beethoven.
Kaiser Marsch Wagner.

Concerto, No. 2, A Liszt.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.
Theme and Variations, Quartet, D minor. Posthumous.

Schubert.
String Orchestra.

Waltz, "Hesperusbahnen" Strauss.
Introduction—Chorus and March, 3d Act, Lohengrin,

Wagner.

The older we grow in Schumann, the more desire

we feel to hear whatever he has written. The Over-

ture to Schiller's "Bride of Messina" proved worth

the hearing, has fine suggestions {disappointing on

the whole), but is by no means a work of such im-

portance as his "Genoveva" and his "Manfred" Over-

tures. Those who heard Miss Krebs play Bach's

"Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue" in one of our own
Symphony Concerts last year, need not be told with

whiit consummate clearness and vitality she played

it this time. Indeed it is the very best thing in

which to hear her, while the composition in itself is'

one of the finest ever made for the piano ; the recita-

tive and the great chords in the first part are wonder-

fully impressive.

To hear the Scherzo of all Scherzos and the Ada-

gio of Adagios so exquisitely, so perfectly interpreted

as those two middle movements of the Ninth Sym-
phony were by such an orchestra, was something

near to heaven on earth :—heaven in vision opening

upon earthly rapture in the Scherzo, heaven, pure

heaven, lived and breathed in the divine Adagio.

What next I Could not the cloven foot be kept out

!

If it could be followed, in Beethoven's own way, by

the double basses breaking out into human recitative

and the glory of the "Joy" chorus, why not some-

thing sweet and tranquil, something with some reli-

gion in it, something at least in less violent contrast

than that crashing "Kaiser" March again f It was
as if a mob broke in.

The second Concerto of Liszt (played last year by

Miss Mehlig) we like much better than the first. Ex-
travagant, to be sure, it has more character. In dif-

ficulty of execution it would seem to surpass almost

all that has been made for the piano, tasking every

power of hand and nerve and head to the utmost.

But the fair pianist went through all unerringly,

unflaggingly, with a triumphant mastery. And what
a treat to hear after this a thing so soulful, deeply ed-

ifying as those Schubert Variations once more ! The
Lohengrin selections still confirmed the first impres-

sions. They are taken right out of the heart and
best part of the opera, namely the third act, consist-

ing of the excited gathering for the wedding, the

chorus in the Bridal Chamber (which should have
been followed, if practicable for mere orchestra, by
the best part of all, the Duet between Lohengrin and
Elsa), and the gathering of the hosts, with trumpet
signals, of the Finale.

In place of the seventh concert Mr. Thomas gave
on Sundai/ evening, Dec. 10, (the Puritan winter of the

City Fathers "made summer by this sun" of Russia)

a. "Gala concert" in honor of Alexis, in which the

Handel and Haydn Society lent their aid. The Mu-
sic Hall was packed, and Thomas was received wijh

many cheers. The programme was decidedly "mix-
ed," sacred and secular in glorious confusion.

Think of the i^reysc/iiite overture fZamiel, owls and
all) right after "The Heaven's are telling ;" Lo-

hengrin before "Thanks be to God;" Handel's
"Hallelujah" chorus after a trivial mess of Cossack
dances! The performance, to be sure, was capital,

but one felt strangely drawn asunder between Orato-

rio and Promenade Concert by a programme worth
preserving as a curiosity :

Chorus. "The Heavens are telling," [Creation]. .Haydn.
Handel and Haydn Society & Theo. Thomas' Orchestra.

Overture, "Der Freischutz" Weber.
Allegretto, 8th Symphony Beethoven

.

Komarioskaja Glinka.
Farewell to the Forest. [tJnaccompanied]... Mendelssohn.

Handel and Haydn Society.

Introduction—Chorus and March, [Lohengrin]. . . .Wagner.

Chorus. "Thanks be to God." [Elijah] Mendelssohn.
Handel nnd Haydn Society & Theo. Thomas' Orchestra.

Funtasie on Hungarian Airs Li«zt.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.
Ave Maria. [Adapted to the 1st prelude by Bach]Gounod.

For Violins, Harp and Orchestra.

Cosatschoque. Fantasie sur un theme du Cosaque.
Dargomigsky.

Chorus. "Hallelujah." [Messiah] Handel.

Last Saturday afternoon (2.3d), the Thomas Or-
chestra, on a flying visit returning from the East,

gave one last concert, with a programme purposely

more popular, to-wit

:

Overture, Anacreon Cherubini.
Andante, from the tragic Symphony in C minor.

[First time in America.] Schubert.
Capriccio Brilliant, B minor, Op 22 Mendelssohn.

Miss Jlarie Krebs and Orchestra.
Traeumerei, [By Request] Schumann.
Finale, Prometheus, Op. 43 Beethoven.

Overture, Tannhauser Wagner.
Fantasie, Don Juan. . Liszt.

Miss Marie Krebs.
Waltz : Wine, Women and Song Strauss.
Air, Louis XIII Gyths.
Grand Polonaisa Bilse.

The two novelties of this programme (from Schu-

bert and Beethoven) were very interesting, but

neither of them a specimen of the composer's most
remarkable creations. The single movement of the

"Tragic Symphony" is sweet, and rich and full of

tender feeling, quite in a Mozartean vein in the be-

ginning, but not inspired like the C-major Symphony,
Schubert's "Ninth." In the "Prometheus" Finale

it was curious to recognize the familiar theme, which
Beethoven afterwards developed with much greater

power and wealth of inventiveness in the Finale of

the Heroic Symphony. The "Anacreon" Overture
put everybody in good genial humor, and the "Trau-
merei" transcription, with its super-refinement of

pianissimo, proved the usual sure bait for applause
and encores, answered by the little Haydn "Serenade"
(from a string Quartet). Miss Krebs played the

Mendelssohn Capriccio very brilliantly and evenly,

at a most rapid tempo. Never have we heard a more
splendid performance of the Tannhauser Overture.

Liszt's Don Juan Fantasia is largely and significantly

planned, the Statue planting itself in the foreground
amid the terrible orchestral crashes and "unsettled

scales" of the last, (the judgment) scene. The moral
logical result thus strongly stated, there follows as

typical of the cause, the Don's lawless life of pleas-

ure, a fine serving up of the La ci darem Duet. The
interpretation was most satisfactory. There was
something gaily quaint, unique and taking in the air

to which the name of "Louis XIII." was appended in

the programme. The Polonaise by Bilse was spirited,

and so ended a rich series of orchestral feasts.

The Christmas Oratorios. Mendelssohn's
"St. Paul" and Handel's "Messiah" were performed
to crowded audiences on Sunday and Monday eve-

nings, by the Handel and Haydn Society, with the

Dolby troupe of singers, in a style which left hardly
anything to be desired. Never has a Boston audi-

ence appeared to feel the power and beauty of the

music so profoundly. The solos, by Miss Wynne,
Mrae. Patey, Mr. CnMMiNos and Mr. Santley,
were most admirably rendered ; it was an event to

hear such music by such artists. Chorus and or-

chestra, too, were in excellent condition, and the

"Messiah" as a whole, particularly the latter part,

even the "Amen" chorus, never was sung here quite

so well before.—But we have no room for further

mention now.

We have yet to record two more most artistic and delightful

Matinees of Messrs. Leonhard and Eichbebg. The fifth tJan.

11) promises us a Beethoven Sonata, op. 69, for Piano and

'Cello ; Songs from Schumann's Liederh-eis by Mr. Kaaiss-

MANN ; a Duo for Violin and Piano by Schubert ; a Sonata by

Handel and Siciliano by Bach , for Oboe and Piano (Messrs

.

Kdtzleb and Leonhahd
; and the Schubert Trio in B flat,

op. 9».

Miss Anna Meulio, after a long, rough voyage in the Bre-
men steamer, reached New York on Tuesday, needing rest too

much to come at once to Boston and perform in Thursday's
Symphony Concert. Fortunately the Concerto which she had
selected, Beethoven's in Q, is one which had been played in

these concerts more than once before, and most acceptably,

by Mr. Leonhard, who kindly yielded to the request of the
Committee and placed himself in the somewhat awkward po-

sition of playing it again, and at such short notice, rather
than compell a greater change of programme. Neither the
composition nor the interpreter can wear out their welcome.
Miss Mehlio will play in the next concert, one week later,

Thursday Jan. 4, when also Mendelstohn's "Scotch" Sympho-
ny and "Melusina'' Overture, and Schumann's Overture to

"Genoveva" will be given.

Mr. Pebabo's Piano Matinees, at Wesltyan Hall, will take

place .Tan. 5 and 19, Feb. 2 and 16, at 4 p.m. His first pro-

gramme includes a Sonatina by Krause ; Liszt's transcription

of Beethoven's Liederkreis ; a Serenata and a Gavotte by
Bennett ; and Schubert's Sonata in B flat.

Mr. Peck gives three more fine Popular Concerts this week
(Thursday evening, this afternoon, and Sunday evening), with
the aid of Miss Kellogg, Miss Adelaide Phillipps, and mauy
more good artists.

The Parepa-Rosa English Opera—the best English troupe

ever organized before—will open at the Boston Theatre, Jan 9.

Two more grand Oratorio performances, with the Dolby

artists, will be given on the 13th and 14th, (on the latter eve-

ning "Elijah.")

The First Oratorio of the Handel and
Haydn Society, Christmas

Night. 1815.

Last Saturday's Advertiser contains an interesting

communication from "S. J.," who has been search-

ing the records, and sounding the survivors, for in-

formation of the earliest efforts of our now proud

Oratorio Society, organized in April, 1815. After

telling of the meetings (of a zealous few) for prac-

tice—chiefly of psalm tunes and in the summer sea-

son—and of the gradually manifested symptoms of a

desire to soar and have "an exhibition," he pro-

ceeds :

At the regular meeting of the society on Thursday
evening, September 7, were performed "sundry pieces
of music, including a part of Haydn's Creation
("The Heavens are telling") and ending with the
Hallelujah Chorus. This was without doubt the
first time these choruses were rehearsed by the soci-

ety. (That night there were forty-eight at reheareal
—no female voices, so far as appears.) The latter

chorus was familiar, but the Creation they had yet
to become acquainted with. As an evidence how
little this work was then known, even in the musical
centres of England, it is stated by a member of the
society who joined it in the following year, immedi-
ately after arriving from that country, and who has
ever since been identified with its history, not only
as one of its most constant and devoted supporters-,

but for a long period one of its most valued officers

and conspicuous solo performers, that he had never
heard of the Creation until he came to Boston.
On the 5th of October the secretary was directed

to supply each member with a copy of Haydn's Cre-
ation, and parts of it were rehearsed. On the 20th, a
committee was appointed "to procure the assistance
of professional musicians at the contemplated' public
exhibition and in the necessary rehearsals for the
same." On the 30th the ti-ustees selected voices for

the parts in Haydn's Creation.

From this time occurs the repeated entry, "lehears-
ed music for an exhibition," "rehearsed music from
third number of Old Colony." The president, Thom-
as Smith Webb, and vice-president, Amasa Winches-
ter, with Mr. Benjamin Holt, were made a commit-
tee "to arrange a list of pieces for an exhibition,"

which was subsequently reported and accepted. On
the 22d of November the use of King's Chapel was
requested and obtained ; and, to call public attention

to the intended performance, the secretary was in-

structed to furnish the "Register" with the nanres of
the officers and members of the Society, and' with
such extracts from the constitution as might be
thought proper. The time of the performance was
fixed for Christmas night.

King's Chapel, or the Stone Chape?, had already
become distinguished for public musical exercises

held in it. President Washington, on his visit to this

city, in 1789, had attended a concert of sacred' music
there, at which the ladies are said to hsve "displayed
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sashes on which the Engle and G. W. held conspic-

uoin phioe, and the Marchioness Traversay exhib-

ited on the bandeau of her hat G. W. and the Eagle
set in brilliants on a black velvet ground."

In October 1812, Dr. Jackson, one of the most
celebrated musicians in these parts, and even on the

continent, who had received his degree from the Uni-
versity of O.xford, had given a "Grand Selection

from Handel's Sacred Oratorios, with the assistance

of the theatrical band, and many respectable Vocal
and Instrumental Amateurs of the "Town," and,

later, on the anniversary of Washington's birthday,

February 22, 1815, the remarkable nurttber of nearly

two hundred and fifty performers had been brought
together there, to celebrate the treaty of peace then

recently concluded between this country and Eng-
land.

In the course of the seventeen days preceding the

public performance, rot less than eight rehearsals

were held, at one of which, December 16, the "Phil-

harmonic, an association of the most accomplished
amateurs of the day, was long famous for its concerts

—ot instrumental music, chiefly—which were of the

choicest character, and highly esteemed hy the glite

of the town.
The last two rehearsals were appointed for the

Saturday and Sunday evenings preceding the perfor-

mance.
Meantime in Saturday morning's Centinel the pro-

gramme was advertised as follows :

—

SiCRED Oratorio.

THE HANDEL AND HAYDN SOCIETT
will perform

^iV ORATORIO,
Consisting of a selection of pieces of Sacred Music, chiefly

from ttie works of Handel and Haydn,
On Monday Evening, the 'ioth instant, in tiie Stone Chapel,

in School Street,

To commence at 6 o'clock.

ORDER OF PERFORMANCES.
PART I.

[Here followed the list of the recitatives, airs, choruses, &c.,
comprising the first part of the Creation, and ending with
"The heavens are telling." The remainder of the programme
we give in full :—

]

PART n.

CsoRtis—They played an air. fee.

Air—I know that my Redeemer liveth, &c.
Chorus—Sing ye unto the Lord our God, &c.

Air—He shall feed his flock, &c.
CHORtJS—Lift np your heads. &c.

Air—Let the bright seraphim, &c.
Duet and Chorus—By thee with bliss, bounteous Lord,

the heaven and earth are stored,

PART in.

Duct—The Lord is a man of war.
Chorus—He gave them hailstones for rain.

Air—'Tis Liberty, dear Liberty alone, &c.
DtJET— Come ever smiling Liberty.

Chorus—\yhen winds breathe soft, &c.
Air.—Oh ! had I Jubal's lyre !

Chorus—The Lord shall reign forever and ever.

Hallelujah I For the Lord God omnipotent reigneth.

0=" Tickets Ifr admission may be obtained at the Bookstores

of Munroe, Francis and Parker, and West and Richardson,

Cornhill ; of David Francis, Newbury Street, near Boylston

Market ;
Rottert Fennelly, Prince Street ; and G. Graupner.

Franklin Street. Tickets $1.

N.B. Gentlemen who wish to take their families are in-

formed that on purchasingybur tickers they will be presented

with a fifth gratis ; and those purchasing six will be entitled

to two additional ones.
December 2-3.

In another column appeared the following editorial

notice :

—

"Handel and hatdn sooiety.

"We are happy to see it announced in the papers

that this respectable society have appointed a time to

favor the public with an opportunity of listening to

their performances. If we are correctly informed of

the principles upon which the society is instituted, it

is certainly entitled to public support and patronage.

Among its members are almost all the principal vocal

performers of sacred music in this and several of the

neighboring towns, and we feel confident that their

powers, united with those of many of the principal

professional and amateur performers of Instrumental

music, will furnish an intellectual repast that must
prove highly gratifying to he lover of sacred music.

We have been favored with a copy of the constitu-

tion of this society, and arepleawd to find that their

views are liberable and commendable : they exclnde

no sect, hot cheerfully unite with all in singing the

high praises of God. Their members are not enti-

tled to any compensation for their services , and the

moneys that may he collected at their public per-

formances are appropriated to the discliarge of all

incidental expenses, and the surplus for parcha.sing

scarce and valuable music. One of their most im-

portant ohjects is to create and cherish in the commu-
nity a love of Mcred m'ntlc, and to improve the style

of its performance ; and as their members emanate

from every society of pnblic worshippers, ea^h may
reasonably expect to derive some benefit from the

united exertions of the wlioh. We ardently wish

them to persevere in their labors, and most sincerely

say, 'Peace he within thy walls, and prosperity within

thy palaces.'
"

The paper also contained an announcement of the

adjourned meeting of the society to be held at the

Chapel Chnrch at 51-2 o'clock that evening (Satur-

day), "which the members of the, Philharmonic Soci-

ety are respectfully invited to attend."
* * * * »

Over sixteen hundred tickets have been printed for

the coming performance, of which there have been
distributed gratuitously to ninety one members—for

by this time the list has increased to that nnmher and
upwards—two each ; to the "ministers," thirty-eight

;

two to each of the instrumental performers ; two to

each of the ladies who are to take part ; twenty-eight

are given to the wardens and vestry of the church.
Dr. Jackson,for his musical distinction, receives com-
plimentary tickets ; and thirty-one are sent to the

gentlemen of the press.

The final rehearsals, as has been said, had been
announced for the Saturday and Sunday evenings
before Christmas. The last one was ended, and the

president was in trouble. It had been far from satis-

factory to him ; he was indeed greatly discouraged

It was not strange that he should feel peculiar anxiety
for the result. The president was conductor of the

music as well, and upon him in great measure would
rest the reproach of an inferior performance. Little

indeed could he anticipate, whatever hopes might
have animated him, that the impending exhibition,

now close at hand, would be the first of a long series

from which, through so-many successive years, thous-

ands should go out with ever renewed impressions of

delight.

Disappointed and apprehensive of failure, he or-

dered another rehearsal for Monday afternoon, de-

claring that, unless it gave better promise, the public

performance, even at that late hour, should be aban-
doned. But his fears were allayed. And so, after

the long and diligent preparation, on the appointed

evening the oratorio took place, attended by nearly a

thousand persons. Ten members only were absent

from their seats in the chorus ; their names are duly
recorded ia the secretary's pages. The singers num-
bered a hundred, ten of whom were ladies ; these

were reinforced, as was common at the time, by a
few of the higher male voices uniting with them on
the treble p.arts. At the organ sat Mr. Stockwell.

The orchestra was made up of the two Grangers,
Bennett and W.arren, violins ; Niebuhr, "single

bass ;" Graupner, double bass ; Alexis Eustaphieve,

the Russian consul, a noted patron of the art, and
Mr. Cushing, who played flutes ; Boquet (1), with

perhaps a few others.

The opening recitative in the Creation, "In the

beginning God created the heaven and earth," was
sung by Mr. Jacob Gnild. Mrs. Geaupner sang
"With verdure clad." Mr. John Dodd made his

dcTiut in the "Air rolling in foaming billows," in the

performance of which be was for many years famous.

Other of the recitatives and airs in the first part were
given hy Messrs. Huntington, Holt. Singleton and
Slebbins. In the second part. "I know that my Re-

deemer liveth" was sung hy Mr. Huntington ; "He
shall feed his floek," hy Mr. Brown. In this part

Mrs. Graupner is remembered to have sung in bril-

liant style, "Let the bright seraphim ;" this was ac-

companied by Rawson on the trumpet. Other solo-

ists were Mrs. Withington, Messrs. Winchester, Par-

ker, Park and Phipps. Mr. Webb, the president,

took part with Mrs. Withington in one dnet.

The concert proved an entire success. Within the

consecrated walls, underneath the evergreen garlands

with which, according to immemorial custom, the in-

terior of the church was decorated, inspired by the

influences of the time and place and of the art to

which they had come to do honor, all acquitted them-

selves with unexpected ability. We do not need to

he told what a thrill ran through the chorus, with

what lively and sympathetic emotion the audience,

largely made up of (he most cultivated and apprecia-

tive lesidents of the town, kept silence to listen, while

a hand of singers, associated undernames suggestive

only of beauty and sublimity, their voices sustained

hy an organ whose keys tradition said the great Han-
del himself had touched, stood up for the first time

to claim attention and challenge applause on a field

upon which they were to win in coming years so

many honors. Nor are we left to picture it in imag-

ination alone. "Snch was the excitement of the hear-

ers and the enthusiasm of the performers that there is

nothiQg to compare with it at the present day." This

was the judgment—have we a right to call it exag-

gerated ?—of one of the chief critics of the day ; and

the society, by this concert and the repetitions of it

which followed shortly after, established a claim to

the public recard which it is to be hoped may never

be lost. Five of those who mok part in that Christ-

mas nitrht's performance still survive to bear testi-

mony 10 the interest of the occasion. S. J.

Ifgcial Batites

DESCRIPTIVE LI8T OF THE

X.-A.TEST IS/CXJSIO,
PubliHhed by Oliyer Ditsosa &. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.
A Year aijo. Canzonet. 3. Ab to e. Rockstro.

'' What lack the valleys and the monntains,
That, once were green and gay ?"'

Declamatory or recitative style, but with music so
varied and attractive, it is fine either as a song or
"piece."

The Birds were telling one another. 4. Ah to a.

Smart.
" The birds were telling one another,
Tha May is here I The May is here !"

A very bright affair, English, but borrowing grace
from the "Gems of the German" style and the Opera.

Bessy's Mistake. 3. C to e. Campana.
An Italian here tries to write an English saitor

ballad. It is fair to concede that he succeeds better
than a native. The ''Oh, if young Love come, don't
let him go," is charming.

Under the Walnut Tree. 4. A to f. Linlpy.
*' Gay as Fairy Elves will be
In some Sylvan Shade.

Perfect in its way. A classic fairy lay."

Evening bringeth nay heart back to thee. 3.

D to e. Campana.
An easy Italian song,(but with English words.) Full

of graceful triplets.

Well-a-day. 4. Ah to e. Randegger.
" Love comes and goes,

Comes and goes like a spell."
Beautiful words by G. P. Morris. A most effective

song for public singing.

Queen of Love. 3. E to e. Gounod.
" Close as the stars along the sky,
The flowers were in the mead."

Very beautiful.

Love's soiTOw. 4. F to f. Eikmeier.
A sort of German-Italian melody. Requires gome

execution,—not much,—and is varied and spirited.

In Waves of Light. 3. F to f. Alt.
" In waves of light the river flows
Toward the ocean swiftly fleeting."

A fine G rman song, very bright and sunny. Only
English words.

Old, old Tale. 4. E to g. Abt.
" And lo ! to charm the listening ear,
The bird of night sang fall and clear,

Till, all around, the dell and grove
Was hushed to hear the song of love."

First-rate.

Angels took away our Darling. Song and Cho.
3. C toe. Christie.

" Angels took away our darling
Little golden hair so bright."

Uncommonly beautiful angels, judging from their
lithographs on the title, and a charming ballad.

Father's Remembrance. 3. F to f. Smith.
" I see my Mary's dancing eyes,
My Lily's eyes of blue."

A nice, whole.some honae song

Down the Meadow, 'neath the Clover, 3. A6
to f. Huntlejf.
A sweet, pathetic ballad (with Chorus) in popular

style.

Beside the Sea. 4. E to g. Gabriel
' While he kissed her tears away,
The gentle waters kissed the shore,"

A little sad, but beautiful.

Vision of Beauty. 3. F to g. Smith.
" Vision of beauty ; fair dream of delight,

Sunbeam in sorrow, and star of my night."
Music B3 graceful as the words are :—that is, very.

Barney, say you'll not forget me. 3. G to e.

Dumont.
Song and Chorus. Her name was Norah,and what

she sings is a very pretty Irish ballad ; a farewell to

the America-going emigrant.

Morning Greeting. (Morgengrnss). 3. J)b to f.

Abt.
*' Morning wind so fresh and joyous,

Mandril Wi/iii so frisch uii(fjreurlis;.^^

Abt T/n'i,'/;?, possibly write a poor aong if ho tried
;

but he probably never did ; and itis evident that he
made no exertion at all in that direction in the pres-

ent instance. A fine son£.
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Instrumental.

Eikmeier. 40Flying Dutchman Galop. 4. E6.
A first-class brilliant, melodious galop.

Christmas Eve Polka Brillanto. 4. Ab.
Auqusta CoU.schalk.

It is necessary to give the whole name of the com-
poser, else one might think it was Ihe Gottschalk, of

whose muHic it reminds a plnyer. Hears marks of de-

cided genius, and well worth learning.

40

Abbreviations —I)egreen of difflculty are marked from 1 to

7. Th« key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o.

asmall Itoman letter markfl the highest note, if on the Btaff,

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.



THE

A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the

7^M^
[Q>

This Book differs from previous Collections of the same general style, in being

. Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS,

Ballads that everybody likes to sing".

Beautiful Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to be a Daisy ; Ten-
der and True ; W ho's that tapping at the Garden Gate ; and others.

And others not quite so new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark, I hear an Angel sinpf ; IVo brouirht thee an Ivy leaf ; Strangers yet
;

Three Fishers ; When the Corn is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why ; and others.

Good German Songs.

Love's Request ; Pretty Birds ; When the quiet Jloon is beaming ; &c.

A Few Songs from the Opera Bouffe.

The Sabre Song; Dites lui ; &c.

Sacred Songs, Quartets and Hymn Tunes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ; Nearer, my
God, to Thee ; San of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's Music in the Air ; lie who is upright ; Oh ! hush thee ; &e.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Guadeamus ; Lauriger ; Shool ; Lone Fish Ball ; Viva la Compagnie ; and
others. Just the things to enliven an evening in company.

COJUIC SOJTGS.
Cousin Jedediah ; People will talk ; Ka-foozIe-Um ; Rhine Vine Sharley

;

and others.

All Right ; Light Step ; Sweet Kiss ; and others.

"Waltzes, Sy Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgen'olatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Barbe Bleue Lancers ; Grand Dnchesse Lancers ; Lydia Thompson,

Chanson du Regiment ; Come where my love ; Where are the Friends 1 and
others.

GALOPS.
Constantia ; Up and away ; Jolly Brothers ; and others.

Pour Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poet and Feasant ; Guard's Waltzes; Fairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Forte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and others.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, whicb will

be jast the thing for a

and should take its place among the pile of Music books on the Piano iii every
Parlor.

Price, in Boards, $2.50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Fnll-Gilt, $4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Musical Literature,

How coinmon it is to present to a friend a bril-

liantly bound Holiday Book—with nothing in it.

How much better to bestow on a Lover of Music

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Masters
;
pare gold without and within.

Then make a present of the new

Life of Schumann ! by Wasielwski,

A true record of the life and works of one whose
music rises in favor with the public year by year.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. Price $1 .75
;

Or select the

Life op Bkethoven, by Sohindler &
Moscheles, S2.00. The most interesting ever writ-

ten ; or choose

Beethoven's Letters, by Nqlil. $2.00 ;

Life of Mendelssohn, by Lampadius, $L75
Unless you prefer to take those records of the
thoughts of a pure spirit,

Life of Gottschalk, by Hensel, $L50.

Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 Volumes,
By Lady Wallace, each SI .75 ; or

PoLKO's Reminisences of Beethoven,
$1.75; or

PoLKo's Musical Sketches of the

Great Masters, SI. 75; or

Life of Handel, by Schoelcher, $2.00.

The Life of Rossini, by Edwards, $1.75.

The Life of Chopin, hy Liszt, $1.50. :

Mozart,. A Romantic Bio(3rafht,
By Ran, $1.75: Or make acquaintance with the

one still considered by many the best of all musi-

cians, throngh

Mozart's Letteks, by Lady Wallace, fl .75

;

Or a very useful gift will be

Rittek's History op Music, fl.SO; or

Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.50,

All the above are got up in very attraeffve style,

and will be sent to anj^ address,, post-paid, ©a Feceipt.

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

G. H. mTSON & CO.,OLIVISR DITSOET A GO.^
BOSTON. OH

NEITT -SrOUIt.

EDWIN CHRISTIE'S SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLING.

Song and Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

Very beautiful Illustrated Title ! Group of

Angels bearing a child.

" Angels took away our darling

We shall listen nevermore
To those merry little footsteps

That would meet us at the door."

Words by Geo. Cooper. Exceedingly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air,

And I live in the beautiful sunlight.

And have not a sorrow or care."

A very merry song, and Beautiful Illustrated

Title. Croquet Scene, with the" Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorus. 3. E6 to e. 40
" Down by the seaside sadly I weep.

Dreaming of days that are fled,

Still in my bosom sadly I keep
Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautiful. Illustrated Title.

O, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. G to f. 30

" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep,

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep

As mem'ry recalls each heart that I know.

"

A pleasing reminiscence of home.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. F to f. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

*' Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know.
Tell me the reason I pray you, tell.

Always at twilight so weary you grow,
Tell your own darling who loves you so well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Charming picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus.

" Gone to yonder happy home.
Sadly round her bed we weep,

Angels bade our darling come.
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be

nothing that will cause emotion sooner than

Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Cfiorus. "0 kiss me, dear mother, and weep not for me,
The beautiful home of the angels I see;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey,

The angels are coming to show me the way,"

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty picture of the

pretty Schoolma'am, surrounded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

" It stands beside the mossy way,
In mem'ry's dream again.

And still I bless it day by day.
The School-house in the Lane."

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

OUT IN THE STORM. Words by E. Field-

ing. 2. D to d.

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam.
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone."

Song and Chorus.
"Out in the Cold."
pretty.

Same general style as

Simple, affecting and

The above songs, with other good ones, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addle by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church," "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easy to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELLMANS SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. F to g.

Illustrated Title. Portrait of Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight I ponder,

While I dream of them and thee,

Don't forget, tho' far I wander.
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true

;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's face graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

40

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait of Miss Ludlow

on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to g. 40

Cho.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go.

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow.

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair.

My darling, my angel, my Mollie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. 30

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this advice^ now do.

And never trouble trouble, hoys,

Till trouble troubles you.

A Motto for every man, and gracefully ren-

dered in music.

WATCH AND PRAY. Sacred Song, Duet
and Quartet. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3,

F to f. 3.5

" Sow thy seed with golden grain,
Rest ye nob in sun and rain,

Unto thee shall fall the gain,
Watch and pray !"

These golden words are set to appropriate
music, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE!
3. Eft to J. 40
Fine Lithograph Title.

" Don't borrow trouble Love,
Heed not the morrow.

Good time for grieving, iove,

When comes the sorrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorne.

TJiree Beautiful Songs hy Uiree Talented Authors.

SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words hv Mrs. A. <>. Angier. Music by

Rev. L. il. Angier. Song and Chorus. 3.

£6 toe.
" Bpero MelioT* ! tho' trouble be near.

Tbli motto the Borrow bowed npiril can cheer,

Spero 5Ieliora! this watchword can give

Frei'h courage to laVjr, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. Dh to f.

By Gaston Lyle. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from its nest. In my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue.

He placed on my hand a jewel rare.

And whi.«r)ered soft, as he held It there,

Tender and true I Adieu !"

KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

At to e. Song . and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Music by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" The silver stars were peepingin the twilfgbt,

The jeweled moon was rising in her queenly state.

When in my joy T clasped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gate."
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BAUMBACH'S
Iffefiir Collection

OP

Sacred Music.
Those who have been anxiously waitinjr for its appearance

may now .send their orders ; and n ot one will be disappointed in

the quality of music. Te Deums, Benedicites, Re-
sponses, Q-lorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all firpt clas-s,—none better. Large, clear, legi-

ble type, a great recommeHdation.

Price in Cloth, ^2.75 ; Roards, S2.50.
Sent, post-naid- "ti *«ooipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

G. H. DITSOJNT & CO., Wew York.

FOR A SUPERIOR CLASS OF MUSI-

CAL INSTRUMENTS

;

For CORNETS, ALTOS, BASSES, and all used in

BANDS.
For VIOLINS, VIOLONCELLOS, and all used in

ORCHESTRAS.
For GUITARS, FLUTINAS, ACCORDEONS. For FLUTES,

FItES, FLAGEOLETS. For PIANOS and MELODEONS.
For STRINGS for Violins and Guitars, and all things needed

in the use and repair of Musical Instruments.

For Band Music, Sheet Music and Music Books,—call at, or
send to tile store of

JOHBT C. HA.YNES & CO.,
33 Court St. . (opposite Court House), Boston.

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual l§ale 30,000 Copies.

THE SOITG G-AKDEH, WO- 1 is for beginners, and
contains "the first steps'Mn Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONa GARDEN", N-o. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GAEDEIiT, TSe: 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price,

OLIVBK DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOBT & CO., New York.

Beethoven's, Lettters 1790-18-26, cloth, .$200. Life of Men-
delssohn, cloth, $1.75. Life of Rossini, cloth, $1.75. Life and
Letters of Gottschalk, ffil.50. Mozart, A Rnmantie Biography,
ffl.75. Mendel.'isohn'a Letters, 2 vols, each, SI. 75. Polka'
Musical Sketches, $1.75. Ehlert^s Letters on Music, $1.75
Bound uniformly in cloth. Sent po-tage -ptild on recf-ipt o

prce. OMTEll DITSON fc CO., Boston. "CHAS. U. DITSON
& CO., New York.

Immense Success of Ditson & Co.'s

"MUSICAL TREASURE!"

1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days

!

A Second Edition Now Heady,

"Ditson & Co. , have exactly met the popular taste by this

publication. \7e find here such songs as Nilpson'8 "Sprina
and Autumn," Hullah's "Storm." and ^ "Three Fishers,"

"Birds in the Niffht," and "flush thee," by Sullivan, with a

variety of Sacred und choice College Songs, and many composi-

tions of Handel, Kreutzer, Spohr,CIaribel, Root, and others
;

with the waltzes, marches, &c., of Strauss, Offenbach. .Tung-

mann, Gottschalk. Spindler, Vcn Suppe, Kinkel, Budikand
many others We have not space to enumerate the best pieces

from the Treasure's extensive Catalogue, but we do not hesi-

tate to say that it is the best collection we have ever peso,

being entirely composed of new and popular music,"

—

Chris-

tian Union.

"This is indeed a rare and complete collectiou. and we have
seen nathing for years which is so admirably adapted to the

general use of the musical public as the Musical Treasuee."
—N Y. Evening Post.

"Juat the Book for the Parlor and Home Circle ; containing

over 100 selections—being the Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Instrumental."

—

N. Y. Star.

Price Sf2.50 ; Cloth, $3-00; in Full Gilt, S4.00.

OLIVER DITS01!3" & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON" & CO., Wew York.

$$engs Snn^ by Santley.
O Ruddier than the Cherry. . . Handel. 40
Stirrup Cup. Arditi. 30
Pro Feccatis. fStabat Mater). . . . Rossini. 40
Yeoman's "Wedding Song. Prince Poniatowski. 35
Only to Love SantUy. 40
Iron Blacksmith. .... Hatton. 40
King and I Henriette. 40
It is not always May. . . . Gounod. 50
Fountain mingles with the River. " 35
Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60
Bliss forever Past Balfe. 30
Nazareth. Gounod. 50
Vagabond Molloy. 50

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSOK" & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.

It contains about 50 Motettes. one-fourth original, and the
remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman, Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves his reputation, which is

among the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, S2.75; in Boards, S2.50.
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON a CO., New York.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor
FOR

REED ORGANS

!

Less expensive, and, of course, less extensive than the popu-
lar "New Method for Reed Organs," this book contains a
sufii<'ien(y of pleasing, easily-progressive exercises and tunes
for the use of amateurs who wish to learn " without a Mas-
ter," and for all who only wish to "go a little way."

Sent, post-paid to any address, for One Dollar,
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

ED"W- SCHUBEHTH,
Foreign & Aiiierlcaii luslc Depot,

No. 610 ARCH STREET.
PHILADELPHIA. 795-

few W^xm Ux gattui^v\j.
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VOCAL.
A year ago. Canzonet EocJcslro.

The Birds were telling one another Smart.

Bessy's mistake Campana.

Under the walnut tree Linlei/.

Evening bringeth my heart back to theQ. Campana.

Well-a-day Randegger.

Queen of Love Gounod.

Love's Sorrow Eikmeier.

In Waves of Light -ii>t-

Old, old Tale • "

Angels took away our darling. Song and Cho.
Cliristie.

Father's Remembrance Smith.

Down the meadow, 'neath the Clover. ..Hnntley.

Beside the Sea Gabriel.

Vision of Beauty Smith.

Barney, say you'll not forget me Vumont.

Morning Greeting. (Morgengruss) Abl.

Little Daisy. Song and Chorus Balfour.

Susan, Susan, pity my confu.sion . . . .Laburnam.

When the band begins to play Bunt.

Soda Water Merion.

iVIaidens of Jersey Eikmeier.

Dreaming, still dreaming Thomas.

Apart
Yester-eve he was full of Devotion. (Non So).

Romanza Bevignani.

There's a new mound in the churchyard. Solo

and Chorus Porter

She wandered down the mountain side Cloy.

This loving Heart of mine K'" ^"-^^^

'Tis night when thou art gone Vandewater.

Angel of thy Love Gabriel.

INSTKUMENTAIi.
Flying Dutchman Galop Eikmeier. 40

Christmas Eve Polka Brillante.

Augusta Gottschalk. 40

Prince Alexis Galop Hart. 30

Mountain Stream. 4 hands Smith. 1.00

Little Rogue. (Kleiner Schelm). Polka. . .faus*. 40

Mother's Birth-day Polka Wellman. 30

Spring Dream Waltz Grebeis. 40

Sophien Polka Mazurka Conrad. 30

Go Ahead Galop Hart. 30

Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Guitar, flayrfen. 25

Home again. Polka Maz Chassaignac. 60

Sweet by and bye Variations by Wyman. 50

Rendezvous Galop ' Zahonyi. 30

Accent dn Coeur. Valse brillante. .. .Boscon'te. 75

Poet and Peasant. No. 24 of Golden Echoes.
Mack. 30

Rudolfskfange Waltzes Strauss 75

Morning in the Woods. (Matinfe dans le Bois.)

Caprice Impromptu Kelterer. 60

Allegresse. Allegro-Scherzando " 40
Mandolinata Fantasie Quasi Capriccio.. " 60

Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75

Polka Bohemienne " 100
Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif " 1.00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75

Kaiser March Waqner. 60

Invocation. Pensee poetique. Retterer. 40

Thousand and one Night Waltz Strauss. 75

The Fantastics. Waltzes Zikoff. 75

BOOKS.
Baumeach's New Collection of CnuRcn

Music. Price, in Cloth, $2.50 ; Boards, S2.C0

Musio BY Mail —Music is sent by mail, the expense beincr

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about

one cent for an ordinsiry piece of music). Per.'ions jit a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double

these rates.
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MRS. JENNY KEMPTOTT,

Tocall§t & Teachei* of Singing.

Address, care of OUTER DITSON & CO. 798-

"TJTJDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Cburch, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral 'Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 m08.

E. J. BtJTLEE, private pupil of Carl Reinpcke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3. SOD—Smos.

SINOING AND PIANO.
MHS. PANNIE F. FOSTEB,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

"R/rKS. C. A. BAEEY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

hus Avenue. 7S2—ly

FROF. & Mas. SB6JLR A. ROBBISS'S,
Academy of Music.

718— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Inatruotion on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

onr country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilfal and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. ED"WAED B- OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Blasa.

%/t LU;. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstructiOH on
i.Vl f^
444

the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

W. 0. PERKINS will make engagementB to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Toaclier of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

BXeUSH A3f» 1TA3E.IAJM Sl^f&IW©.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELIilOTT "TO". PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDBE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHBaTNUT 8TEEET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of American Music constantly on band.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Ilfc-idence, Coolidge House. Communications maj be
left at Dition & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

E] AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OP
'^* "VIOIiIN, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

hiJ fierrices as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Addrets, OUrer Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West St. 795-3m

P. H. TOEEINGTOM",
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER 0? ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MU.SICAL SOCIETIES.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co . 277 Wasbiogton St.,

New Englaod Conpervatory of Music, Music Hall, or .Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 71l4-8m

ME. GEO. B. BHUTE, having completed hl»
stadi*.s abroad, under the Instntctjon of some of the

first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Piano and Organ PJajiug, aj^o m Theorj' of .Nlusic.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 7!>j-em

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYLES!
Prices 9P50, $65, $100, »125, 8132, S140, $160,

»175, S200, .*225, S250, to SIOOO each.

lELODEONS.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new loio-prked

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we gitfirantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, via.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the
same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ^125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PEIUCE a CO.
Agentin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
ALSO the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

C3-. -W. 3DXJIDX.E-S-,
Concert "V"ocalist and Teacher of Singing and

"Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. O. H. HOWARD,
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor KuUak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson'& Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK., East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
music prBL,isHE:Rs,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and mo.stcouiplt^te in the
No. WcHt. Onr connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO..
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

1117=" In addition to the publications of Messra. 0. Ditson
& Co., wc keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books publiwhed in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

TWrADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
-*'•*• (or several yt'urs a pupil of the celebrated tiignor Gar-
cia, will be httppy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engagementfl for Oratoi-ios and Concerts.

ComniunJcationB to be addresfed |to the| care of Oliver'Dit-
£0n & Co.. il77 Washington Street. 7&4—3m

EOCK OF AGES!
A \KW AND BKAUTIl'CL

lIY.7I3f FOR FOIIK VOICES,
Jil/ •/. It. TUomaa.

Price ."iO Cents.
OLIVlilB DXTBOEf <Sc CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The mosfpopular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

7nent in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One to Thirteen 8tops.
Flute.
Principal,
Octave,
Fi.uTE d'Amoub,
Tremulant,
"Vox Humana,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia, Boitedon,
DiApA.=i0N, Gasiba, ^

EUPHONB, BaSSOOST,
Hautboy, Toix Celeste,
FlFFEENTB, VlOL D'AmOUS,
CoR Anglais, Viola,
Couplers, Pedals,

TVe are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTKA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiveness any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valiiahle Present,

Our assortment of styles is very much largerthan any other
in the country

; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON" MUSIC SCHOOL.
IpHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. \V. Adama^. P.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School lioomo or at, t.he Principal Music
Stores. "i^

—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMERSON.

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50
; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHTUBEKTH & CO. Puhlishers and Dealers
* in Foreign and American Music, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OCR

SPLENDID ASSOKTMENT

OP THE MOST APPKOVBD MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $60 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
iDcluding very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GinTARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And .ill other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double-Bass.

PIAJ^OS A]\I> 1TIEI,0»E0]VS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our fjici'.itjes are fiuch as enable UB to furnish the above:
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C i-HD MUSIC FOH BANDS. AND ALL
KINDS OP MUSICAL MEKCHANDISE, at
prict^H and terms, that cannot fail to prove SJitiwfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, {Opposite the Ooart House)
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The Organ-Blower.

BY OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

Dcvoutest (if my Sumlay friend's,

The patient organ blower bends;

I see liis fiijure sink and rise,

(Forgive me, Heaven, ray wandering eyes !)

A moment lost, the next half seen,

His head above the scanty screen,

StiU measuring out Iiis deep salaams

Tlirougb quavering hymns and panting psalms.

No priest that pi-ays in gilded sidle,

To save a rich man's mortgaged soul

;

No sister, fresh from holy vows,

—

So humbly stoops, so meekly bows ;

His large obeisance puts to shame

The proudest genuflecting dame.

Whose Easter bonnet low descends

With all the grace devotion lends.

O brother with the supple spine^ -

How much we owe those bows of thine

!

Without thine arm to lend the breese,

How vain the finger on the keys !

Tliough all unmatched the player's skill.

Those thousand throats were dumb and still

:

Another's art may shape the tone.

The breath that fills it is thine own.

Six days the silent Memnon waits

Behind his temple's folded gates ;

But when the seventh day's sunshine falls

Through rainbow windows on the walls.

He breathes, he sings, he shouts, he fills

The quivering air with rapturous thrills
;

The roof resounds, the pillars shake,

And all the slumbering echoes wake !

The Preacher from the Bible-text

With weary words ray soul has vexed

—

fSome stranger, fumbling far^astray

To find the lesson for the day;)

He tells us truths too plainly true.

And reads the service all askew,

—

Why—why the—mischief—can't he look

Beforehand in the service book 1

But thou, with decent mien and face,

Art always ready in thy place

;

Thy strenuous blast, whate'er the tune.

As steady as the strong monsoon

;

Thy only dread a leathery creak.

Or small residiial extra squeak,

To send along the shadowy aisles

A sunlit wave of dimpled smiles.

Not all the preaching, my friend,

Comes from the church's pulpit end !

Not all that bend the knee and bow
Yield service half so true as thou I

One simple task performed aright.

With slender skill, but-all thy might,

Where honest labor does its best,

And leaves the player all the rest.

This many-diapasoned maze.

Through which the breath of being strays,
A^ hose music makes our earth divine,

Has work for mortal hands like mine.
My duty lies before me. Lo,
The lever there ! Take hold and blow !

And He whose hand is on the keys
Will play the tune as he shall please !

|

Milton and Mnsic.

Whether we regard John Milton as a polemic,

a patriot, or a poet, we uplift him to a high place

amoniT the great men of the world. His contro-

versial writinpfs are sledge-hammer blows from a

lusty arm. His state papers are trumpet blasts

for the n'lfhts of all men. His immortal epic ex-

hausts the beauty of numbers on the sublimest of
themes.

The most unwearied workers need a versatility

by which they may vary the direction of their

genius. A monotony of magnificent achievements
is apt to terminate, prematurely, the power that

produced them. All vigorous thinkers seek some
alcove of meditation, in which the wastage of
brain capital may be repaired and readjusted.

David turned aside from the cares of government
and war, to find recuperation in harp and song.

Frederick the Great planned and executed stu-

pendous campaigns, while his mind was refreshed
-with the dulcet notes of the flute. Milton with-
drew from the wrangle of party and diplomacy,
to invigorate his jaded spirit with the vivifying

tones of the organ.

The home education of Milton was of a gen-
erous and humane character. He had before

him, constantly, the example of a father who
knew what it was to suffer, in position and estate,

for opinion's sake. The youthful John absorbed,
with every boyish breath, the love of liberty for

which his father paid so dearly. But the train-

ing of the home circle was not entirely acrimoni-
ous. John Milton, senior, found time to give
himself to the study of the noble science of music.
He attained to such a decree of ski!) that he com-
posed an In nomine of forty parts, which sained
for him a gold medal from a European prince.
Several of his compositions found a place in Wil-
by's selections, and also in Ravenscroft's Psalms.

With such an exemplar in the household, it is

not surprising that young Milton became an adept
in the art of music. It is not difficult to imagine
the domestic circle, with the father at the instru-

ment smging bass, while John carried the melodv,
Christopher the tenor, and Ann the alro. If

Cambridge gave the bent to Milton's mind in the
direction of letters, those family concerts in the
house of the London scrivener did no less for

him in the divine science of music.

In all the experience of Milton's stormv man-
hood, this sweet comfort of a wearied mind never
failed him. If he appears more prominently in

history as a statesman and a poet than as a musi-
cian, it is only because the world gives more at-

tention to the inviting streams than to the quiet
springs which supply them.

After receiving his degree of Master of Arts,
he bid adieu to his home and made a tour through
the land of song. Already the name which, with
that of Shakespeare, was to shine in English Lit-
erature, found nobility and literati waiting to
confer the highest honor. Artists and titled dig-
nitaries recognized in him a genius worthy of
their homage. The treasures of ducal palaces
were laid open to his inspection. Galleries of art
and ancient libraries invited his thoughtful study.
But amid all the scenes of artistic glory and
princely magnificence, he carried with him the
training of the scrivener's fireside. After reach-
ing Venice, he spent a month in collecting the
works of the master musicians of Italy. Luca
Marenzo, Monte Verde, HoratioVecchi, Caba.the
prince of Venosa, and others of the best compo-
sers of the time, furnished him with a rich treas-
ury of Italian song. Two chests of music books
were shipped to England.

At the age of thirty-one he returned to his na-
tive land. At once he addressed himself to those
political and social project^ whose audacity was

equalled only by the vigor with which he discuss-

ed them. His "Tractate on Education" was as

colossal in its conception as it was impracticable

in its execution. He was so far in advance of

his own age as to appear visionary. It is only in

our own time that his broad views have been ap-

preciated, and many of his principles adopted.

He maintained that the education of youth should

be physical as well as mental ; that their minds
should be occupied with the whole cycle of hu-

man knowledge ; and that, among the arts, music
should have a conspicuous place. He saw in

music not a mere embellishment to set ofT sterner

things, but a profound science aud the most in-

spiring of arts.

Milton never speaks of music without a pecu-

liar and impressive enthusiasm. The depth and
virtues of music are glowing themes under his

pen. His soul was full of music. His verses

sing, because his spirit sings in them. No poet

revels more luxuriously in the swelling waves of

music. He soars into the very empyrean of lofty

song. Coleridge calls him the ''musical poet."

"Paradise Lost" throbs with the echoes that rang,

in incessant anthem, in his musical soul.

Music was his only recreation. In the inter-

vals of severe study, he gave himself to inspirit-

ing song. When he stopped to breathe amid the

fierce and acrid controversies of his active man-
hood, he refreshed himself with the grand har-

monies of the organ, or the gentler tones of the

flute. He could turn from the "Areopagitica"

to a soothing choral ; from a state paper of the

Commonwealth to an anthem. And when, in his

old age, blindness and poverty and royal ban
were on him, and the hopes of a lifetime were
shattered forever, he felt his way back to the

keys of the instrument, and found consolation in

the harmony of sweet sounds. And out from that

musical soul, whose heavenly harmonies neither

violence nor neglect could destro}', rolled the

measures of the immortal epic that will sing its

.way on to the gates of pearl. L.—College Herald, Leioisville, Pa.

Popular Art Education.

(Concluded fioin page 155.)

An interesting article might be written concerning
the free evening classes alone, which are now in suc-

cessful operation—one at the Appleton-street school-

house, one at the Mason street schoolhouse, and the

third at the Institute of Technology ; but they can
perhaps be better noticed at another time. It is pro-

posed to carry out those branches of instruction which
are comprehended under the terra free-hand drawing
at the Appleton-street school, whilst at the Institute

of Technology, and in Ma.^on-street, instrumental

drawing will be taught. The very generous offer of
Mr. Perkins to furnish a collection (Tf models, such
as are used in the South Kensington school of art,

was fulfilled, and in addition to this collection a

splendid collection of drawings illustrating the stages

of study in the English schools of art have been ob-

tained, and they are now being hung for exhibition.

Concerning these drawings it may be stated that it

would have been impossible to have procured such a
collection without enlisting the services of the Eng-
lish government authorities. During th« summer
months, under the advice of the general superintend-

ent of drawing, an applicarion was made to the au-

thorities at South Kensington for the collection which

is now to be exhibited. Through the foreign office

the officials of the science and art department had
instructions to cooperate with the authorities of Bos-

ton in any way that would, advance the study of art

in America, and to comply with the requeit which

had been made for a series of class drawings. Where
specimens were already in the hands of the govern-

ment officials, these were presented to the city of

Boston ; where it was necessary to complete the col-

lection by the purcliase of valuable drawings from

the students, the science and art officials made the
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selection, the city of Boston payinp: the actual cost

;

so that for considerahly less than half the value of

the works the city has secured the collection to serve

as standards for the students here. The money for

this purpose was provided by Mr. Perkins, in addi-

tion to having already given a considerable sum for

models and casts. Furthermore, there has been
obtained by appropriation and by private subscrip-

tion, a very fine collection of drawing copies, casts,

reproductions and historical specimens of sculpture,

for the purpose of instruction.

In the course of a few days, after the hane;ing ot

the drawings shall have been completed, the commit-
tee on drawing will hold a reception at the Appleton-
street schoolhouse. to which a large number of prom-
inent gentlemen will be invited, and at that time we
propose to notice in detail the superb drawings which
the English art authorities have sent us.

In connection with this subject it would be a pleas

nre to give some account of the progress of drawing
in other cities, where Mr. Smith is introducing the

English methods, but that must be done at another
time. The annexed sketch of the advance of popular
art education in England, and the foundation of the

system which is being adopted in this country, will

be apropos.

INDUSTRIAL ART IN ENGLAND.
It was between the years 18-30 and 1835, that the

manufacturers of England were discussing the ques-
tion of what could be done to improve the character
of industrial and manufacturing art ; for they found
considerable difficulty in procuring designs for their

manufactures. They were improving the staples of
their products every year, whilst the art element
alone was at a stand-still, and in that respect they
were falling behind the manufacturers of other parts

of Europe,—so much so, in fact, that while every-

body admired the material and the finish of the goods
made in England, everybody was beginning to laugh
at their artistic characteristics. The subject was
discussed in Parliament and written about, and at

last Parliament decided that this was a matter which
the board of trade should take up, and that it should
make inquiries as to how it should be remedied. The
board of trade decided that it would be desirable to

establish schools of design in some of the most im-
portant manufacturing towns, in order that the de-

signers and the draughtsmen employed in the works,
as well as the workmen who carried out the designs,

should have an opportunity of fitting themselves for

the work they had to do. The first thing done by
the board of trade was to call in some of the artists,

two or three amateurs, noblemen, and men of distinc-

tion and consult with them ; and it was determined
that the best course would be to establish a central

school of design in London in connection with the

board of trade, and to induce various of the large

manufacturing towns to establish schools of design
for themselves, assisted by the government. Up to

that time there had been no public drawing school in

England, except the Royal Academy, which might
be said to be a protessioBal school for artists, and not
for the public. In fact, a man could not obtain ad-
mission into that school unless he had displayed great
talents in his profession as an artist. The govern-
ment established this drawing school under the aus-
pices of the board of trade at Somerset House, in the
very room in which the Royal Academy was started

nearly a hundred years before. The rooms were
thrown open to students in the day-time and at night
at a comparaiively nominal fee, and scholarships
were established in connection with the school, so
that the most advanced students might have the
means of pursuing their studies. The school was
opened in the year 1836, and from that year to 1841
there were seven schools of design established in the
large towns throughout the kingdom. One of the
first difficulties experienced in carrying out this

scheme was the difficulty of obtaining examples for
instruction. The hest artists had been appointed to
be masters, and a practical designer had been secured
to teach designs for carpets and paper-hangings. The
board of trade then commissioned Mr. Dyce, who
was a rising young artist, and aficnvards became the
distinguished fresco-painter, to obtain designs for a
drawing book which should be a text-book of study
in the schools of design. He went all over Europe,
and drew from the best specimens of artistic remains
a aeries of progressive ornamental designs, and at

ffreat expense to the country that book was publish-
ed ; it haj been the best book ever since. The
schools of design went on successfully and gradu.ally
increased in number. The masters were appoinieil
by the government ; the diflTerent towns furnished
the rooms and premises for the schools, but the gov-
ernment granted an appropriation to each locality

sufficient to pay the master's salary, and help defray
the expenses. The fees of the students and subscrip-
tions did the rest. The experiment worked well,
and a permanent foundation was soon laid by the

education of numbers of students who became mas-
ters and took positions as head designers in various

manufactories. In the year 18.51—the year of the

great exhibition which was the resnlt of the discus-

sions of the Society of Arts, of which Prince Albert

was the head—there were nineteen schools of design

in the United Kingdom. As there were scores of

towns where such institutions were needed, it was
manifest that the problem of art education was only

touched upon. In that year a result was brought
about of the greatest importance to English art—the

creation of a department of the board of trade called

the department of practical art. The question was
still looked upon as a trade question, and in that re-

spect Massachusetts has proceeded with a similar idea

in providing for instruction in industrial drawing.

The creation of the department of practical art was
due mainly to the results of the exhibition, the fact

being established that the English people were defi-

cient in art education, so that they could neither

originate suitable designs for manufactures nor could

they appreciate them when they were made. Theie
was both ignorance, as it were, at the manufacturing
centre and at the purchasing centre. The art of

England, in fact, with the exception of high art, was
in a barbaric state. The taste of the common people

was little farther advanced than that of the South Sea
Islanders. In fact, the images and ornaments in the

houses of the working classes were scarcely as beau-

tiful as those possessed by most savage tribes. Hap-
pily the direction of this movement fell into the hands
of a practical man, Mr. Henry Cole, who has had
the credit of suggesting the exhibition of 1951, some-
times given to Prince Albert. The schools of design

were put into his charge, and he succeeded in mak-
ing them very nearly selfsnpporting and making art

education general. The first thing he did was to

establish a normal school for the training and exam-
ination of art masters. It had been found that with

the system of appointment which they had practised,

namely, the selection of an intelligent and accom-
plished artist, and putting him at the head of the

school, it did not by any means follow that the school

was a success ; because, although a very good painter,

he might be entirely ignorant of the special industry
of that locality. It was necessary that the teacher

should not only be a painter, possessed of historical

knowledge, and a lover of fine art, but also that he
should be skilled in industrial art, and joined to this,

that he should have practical teaching power. In
order to secure this, a training school for art-masters

was created, and the various schools of design
throughout the United Kingdom were asked to send
their best scholars to London to be trained as art-

masters, the government deeming it profitable to

give these men exhibitions and to give them the op-
portunity to study for a certain number of years, in

order to secure competent teachers for the schools of

art. In the prosecution of the purpose to make arc-

education general among the people, and to improve
the taste of those who simply bought the goods, as

well as of the designers, the first experiments were
made in the direction of the public schools, a thing

that had not been heard of before in England ; and
in order to train the masters for this, some of the

students in the national schools of drawing in Lon-
don were asked to teach classes of children a certain

number of hours a week in order to familiarize them-
selves with the young. This was an experiment both

as to the teaching powers of the masters and as to

whether it was possible to teach the principles of
drawing to young children. In various districts in

London night classes were also established where the
artisans were instructed. These experiments con-

tinued for a year or two, and resulted in establishing

one fact which has been the key-note of all progress

since. It determined that all the children in the pub-
lic schools could be taught to draw. The night classes

also established the fact that there was a large num-
ber of working-men and artisans who were ready to

avail themselves of the instruction and pay for it.

The government furthermore succeeded in inducing
the provincial cities to establish training schools, and
these have been gradually established, until at the

present time there are nearly one hundred and fifty

schools of art in full operation, headed by properly
educated art masters, and from four to a dozen
schools are established every year. During the past

twenty years Parliament has annually voted a sum of

money to he expended for the purchase of objects of

industrial art for the museum at South Kensington,
where the national school of art is located. It com-
menced in the year 1851 with an appropriation often
thousand pounds for the purchase of the master-

pieces of industrial art, and it has been appropriating
annually a considerable sum ever since, so that there

is now collected there such a mass of art material as

exists nowhere else, and which enables students from
the Provinces to receive a thorough truinini: in all

branches of art. The whole field of art study is sys-

tematically divided into six sections. To pass

through all these the students are required to give at

least six years' hard and constant study. It includes

the practice of painting in all its branches, sculpture,

artistic design, and every branch of art that is prac-

tised in the world, except some of the more technical

subjects, such as porcelain painting and stained glass

work. During the last thirty six years, which may
be said to be the period in which schools of art have

existed in England, a very large number of towns

have bnilt special schools, with large and handsome
rooms, and galleries of pictures for the study of art.

One of the last appearances of the present Lord

Derby was to open a school of art in Birkenhead,

which had been presented to the corporation of Birk-

enhead by Mr. Laird. With regard to the teaching

of drawing in the public schools, in order to make
that universal, besides creating a corps of art masters

who passed a long and searching examination car-

ried on by the examiners of the science and art de-

partment,—in addition to this, in order to establish a
constituency for the schools of art, a lower grade of

instruction was established at the professional schools,

called instruction of the second grade. Masters of

the public schools are required to present themselves

for examination in this grade, and to obtain certifi-

cates. And in addition to this there is a lower grade

called the first grade, which is the standard of draw-

ing in the public schools, so that teachers who have

not passed the second grade can receive certificates

in- this grade. It is a distinctive advantage to every

teacher to know how to teach drawing because every

school is examined in drawing and the salary of the

teacher is considerably increased, so that it is a very

rare thing in England now to find a school in which
there is not a certificated teacher of drawing.

In the change that took place in 1851, one of the

most significant points was the transferring of the art

educational department from the board of trade to

the committee of the council of education, under
whom it has ever since remained, and the whole ad-

ministration is described as a science and art depart-

ment of the committee of the council on education.

The significance is that the subject was relieved of its

special character and taken into the general domain
of education, and the great work that has been done

since is naturally owing to the recognition of draw-

ing as an ordinary subject of education, and the pro-

vision for instruction in it, both of teachers and spec-

ial masters, being regarded as an ordinary business

transaction. Since the radical reorganization of the

scheme of drawing in 1861 there has been a succes-

sion of international exhibitions, in which the influ-

ence of art education upon the manufacturers of the

United Kingdom has been very easy to trace. Fol-

lowing the exhibition of '51 was the exhibition of

'55 in Paris, followed by the exhibition of '62 in

London, and again in '67 by the international exhi-

bition in Paris. There was an improvement observ-

able both in the design and manufacture of some of

the most important branches of industrial art in the

English department in all these exhibitions. The
enormous strides to be observed in 1867 in every de-

partment of English manufactures, plating, rich iron

work and working the precious metals, glass, uphol-

stery, sculpture, ornamentation of furniture, designs

for carpets, paper-hangings, book-binding, and all

branches in which the art element is one of tangible

value, convinced the critics and art writers that there

was no system of art education in Europe that had

produced' so much fruit in the same time as the Eng-
lish system. The exhibition of 1862 showed such

progress that the French government sent special

inquirers into the English system of art education,

who reported favorably upon it, and the exhibition of

1867 showed such results that from that time the

system has been regarded as a model for the world.

Meanwhile in the small German sti.tes, in France, in

Switzerland, and in other European countries the

governments have been actively engaged in making
art an important element in their educational schemes,

seeing the immediate result upon the manufactures

and therefore upon the wealth of the country, result-

ing from elementary training in the art of drawing in

the public schools and special education in technical

schools.

—

Dai/y Advertiser.

The Church Music Association.

The first concert of the Church Music Association

took place last Tuesday at Steinway Hall before the

usual large audience of the representatives of fashion,

wealth, and refinement, exceeding in number some
2,000 persons. This is the more surprising when it

is known that on that evening the elements were not

propitious, and that a snow storm had steadily set in

and continued during a greater part of the day and

night. "Faust" had also hcen set up for that even-

ing at the Academy of Music; but on this occasion

the counter attractions at Steinway Hall had matcri-
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«lly emptied the hoase, fully convincing the most
skeptical that at least one of our local institutions is

Dot without a Yitality that can make itself felt when
occasion requires.

The success of the Church Music Association is

apparent to everyone, and we heartily congratulate

its members on the good they are conferring upon
the community by steadily persisting in a good
coiirse.

At the same time we could wish that, as the society

progresses in the estimation of musicians and the pub-
lic, it would address its attention to works of yet a

higher order than those attempted. It is true the

work-i given are very good of their kind ; nothing

could be more admirably selected than the last pro
gramme, but still there must arise opportunities in

the future by which the works of Bach and Handel
and some more modern, but equally learned musi-
cians' works could be presented.

The elements composing the organization are ex-

tremely good. The chorus is now well balanced and
composed of the freshest voices to be obtained in the

city, and drawn too from a circle of society well sus-

tained by wealth and comfort. The orchestra is

large in numbers, never less than seventy performers,

and the best that can be obtained ; while the musical
director and conductor. Dr. James Pech, although
we cannot always agree with what he says in his

analytical programmes, nor even, sometimes, with

his reading and interpretation of the works performed
—is a man of erudition, experience and culture in

the profession he follows, and is sure, whatever he
does, to do it with much intellect and ability.

The programme comprised Raff's overture : "Ein
feste Burg ist unser Gott," Haydn's Second Mass and
the music of the "Preciosa." In this the orchestra

and chorus were complete, and in their laudable
efforts were joined by the soloists.

It will be seen, here, that in the selection of the

programme there is great variety of thought and char-

acter in the compositions selected. The Raff over-

ture is well constructed and developed in a highly
scholastic way, and, although ponderous, was a happy
precursor to the light and almost effeminate compo-
sition, Haydn's 2nd Mass, which followed. In the

first we had the richness and generosity of the modern
treatment with all the scholarship of Haydn ; in the

latter an inferior melodic form sustained by a choral

writing more instrumental than vocal in its character.

The Preciosa Music was, perhaps, delivered better

than any other portion of the programme. There
was more life and vigor displayed in the attack of

the chorus and as a curiosity, the Orchestra played
the accompaniments with more grace and lightness

than our Orchestras are accustomed to do in this

city. And here we must say, that from the numbers
of the Chorus—there could not have been less than
300—the attack and body of tone ought to have been
stronger and larger. This, probably, will be achieved
in the course of time. The singing of the chorus on
Tuesday night, however, was certainly better than on
any previous occasion during the existence of the

organization, which now bids fair to become the
best singing society in the city.

The principal parts were taken by Mrs. Philip D.
Gulager, Mrs. Jennie Kempton, Mr. Wm. S. Leg-
gatt, and Mr. Franz Remmertz. If these names are

not very wide-spread in the world, they are known
and esteemed here as vocal singers of great respecta-
bility. They very evidently united their efforts in

the best way they could with those of the Chorus,
Orchestra and Conductor in an endeavor to give the
most finished interpretation to the works of the com-
posers set down for performance.

Altogether the concert was an enjoyable one, and
if in the performance there was much to object to, as

there must always be in connection with almost any
effort in art, still there was much deserving our high-
est commendation and encouragement. Dr. James
Pech, upon whom so much devolves, most decidedly
deserves the best encouragement and thanks of the

community for the earnest devotion he is giving to

the highest interests of musical art in this city.

The next performance will take place early in Feb-
ruary, on which occasion Mozart's Requiem in D
minor, and a selection from Wallace's opera "Lur-
line" will be given. The former work has been
underlined-for rehearsal for several weeks.

—

'N. Y.
Weekly Review, Dec. 2.3.

Gilmore, his Book.
(From the Nation, Dec. 7.]

found a sect, and gatTier together a vast community,
as Brighara Young has done in Utah. If he is mu-
sically inclined, he may get up a prodigious festival,

that shall set all New England singing, as Gilmore

did in Boston two years ago. If his monomania is

of a very aggravated type, he may write a book of

seven hundred and sixty pages about it. And this,

too, the irrepressible Gilmore has done. Even here

he does not stop ; for he is busy organizing another

musical festival, to be given in Boston next June, in

which not New England only, but all the world,

shall take part. Every nation in Europe is to send a

band of its best musicians, and a day is to be set

apart for each nationality represented. Instead of a

chorus of ten thousand voices, one of twenty thou-

sand is to be organized. The orchestra is to consist

of two thousand instead of one thousand players, and
the building is to hold one hundred thousand people,

in place of the fifty thousand who gathered in the

Coliseum of 1869. As everything is subjected to the

doubling process, we may then look for another vol-

ume of fifteen hundred and twenty pages which shall

record the affair.

Mr. Gilmore's book is exactly such a production

as we might look for. To say that it is egotistical

but faintly expresses its character in this respect.

From title-page to conclusion it is all Gilmore.

What he thought, what he said, whom he saw, what
they did and, above all, what he did, is the record of

every page. The ingenuous man has even written

out and printed the prayer that he offered up in the

secret closet in the hour when he feared the whole
affair was about to collapse. His hopes and fears,

trials, obstacles, and final triumph, are all spread

upon the record. Even the names of the ten thou-

sand singers, the thousand instrumentalists, the artil-

lerists, anvil-beaters, and the very ushers at the doors,

are set down. A large part of the book is made up
of comments of the press on the progress of his un-

dertaking and its culmination. The author has also

improved the opportunity to reflect on such persons

as failed to give it support. He is particularly

severe on Mr. John S. Dwight, of Boston, the editor

of the Journal of Music. Mr. Dwight is known to all

who are interested in musical art, as a man whose
life has been devoted, in a quiet, unobtrusive way, to

fostering and encouraging the highest and noblest

forms of that art. It was absurd in Mr. Gilmore to

suppose that he could harness him, and men like him,

to his noisy, flaring musical chariot ; and it is still

more absurd on his part to indulge in foolish abuse of

them because they would not permit themselves to be

made the instruments of his egregious vanity.

Mr. Gilmore's history is long-winded and desul-

tory. It is without literary merit, but has that sort

of interest which pertains to all unreserved narratives

of personal experiences. In all other respects, it is

merely a literary curiosity.

History of the National Peace Jubilee and Great
Musical Festival. By P. S. Gilmore. (Boston:
Lee & Shepard.)

It is wonderful what a man completely possessed
by one idea, and blessed with blind faith and pugnac-
ity sufficient to carry it out in face of every obstacle,

can accomplish. If he is fanatically inclined, he may

P. S. Gilmore at Home.
[From the New York Weekly Review, Dee. 30.]

We learn from one of our contemporaries, that the

indefatigable Gilmore has arrived safely at Boston,

after an absence of several months in Europe, on his

Jubilee mission, and that his efforts have been suc-

cessful. It is also said that poets of the Boston Pa-

pers already begin to pour forth impassioned lyrics,

and that their artists have painted in most vivid col-

ors the gigantic Coliseum, and its impressive sur-

roundings. Consequently the music publishers will

soon be out with new songs, marches, polkas, &c.,

glowing with the white heat of enthusiasm, imitating

the hells, drums, guns and gongs to be used on that

great and notable day in next June, which will make
the Hub famous forever, as the grand centre around
which all aspiring felloes of note will hereafter be

doomed to revolve.

The following is said to be a list of music already

awaiting the press :

Oh Come to Town and see the Great Big Jubilee.

Song and Chorus Milgore. 30

The Jubilee Maker was never a Quaker. Solo. . Morgil. 50

Hear those Soothing Sounds Ascending,

While Guns, Gongs, Drums and Bells are Blending,

Quartet G. S.Patrick. 75

High Ding Diddle, the Jubilee Fiddle

Got Mad with the Jubilee Drum. Duo Patmore.

The grand opening hymn of welcome to foreign

delegations, to be sung by 500,000 voices, accomp,i-

nied by 10,000 instruments, 100 siege guns, 500

anvils, 2,000 gongs, and all the bells of America.

—

by electricity,—combined, will be as follows :

HIM OF WELCUM.
I.

We greet you, brethren, from over the deep;

Tou cum here tojub-late, then pray do not weep.

You cum to the land where the fiddle is free,

Where millions may jine in the grate Jubilee, -

You cum to a land where the power of pong

May blend with the cannon, the anvil and gong
;

Where Mormons arc squelched, with that cuss slaveree
;

Then why should we not have a big Jubilee.

III.

Then welcum thrice o'er to our musical feast.

Brave Lions and Eagles, and Bears ofthe east.

Our bold bird of freedom with pleasure will scream.

To the echo of ten thousand whistles of ffteam.

IV.

Then jine in our song. As the chorus swells high.

We'll vow that in peace we will live till we die.

And then to Pat Gilmore three cheers will we raise.

While heaven's vast dome is a-roar and a-blaze.

The Fourth Symphony Concert.

[From the Advertiser, Dec. 19.]

In the rich programme of yesterday's concert the name of

Beethoven is conspicuous. Three out of the five numbers
were by him ; his gayest symphony, his most brilliant con-

certo for piano and his best song. The opening piece *-aa

Gade's Highland Overture, and Weber closed the feast with his

overture, "The Ruler of the Spirits." After the Gade Over-

ture Mr. John S. Dwight eame forward to explain that Miss

Mehlig had arrived in New York, but too late for the concert,

and that the Committee had prevailed upon Mr, Leonhard to

play in her stead. BIr. Dwight's announcement was received

with applause. That there was little occasion for disappoint-

ment was the general feeling after the first movement of the

concerto. When Beethoven played this concerto for the first

time at the concert which he gave at Vienna on the •22d of De-

cember, 1803, Reichardt, himself a good musician, designated

it as a new piece of immense difficulty, and wrote of Beethoven

that "he played it in the quickest time and so excellently well

as to astonish every one." This remark might well be repeat-

ed of Mr. Leonhard, who excelled himself in his performance

of yesterday. All the flre and all the tenderness that the piece

called for freely flowed from his fingers. The delicacy of his

touch in pianissimo passages and the unerring certainty with

which he overcame difiiculties of the most formidable kind,

were alike admirable. Mr. Leonhard has the courage and

possesses the ability of playing a pianissimo in which every

tone is just audible, and yet so distinct as to pervade the

whole house. The Andante, a noble song of lament, was so

exquisitely rendered as to move almost to tears. The orches-

tra bravely seconded his efl'orts. The principal motive of the

first movement strongly reminds one of a motive in the cycle

of songs entitled ''j4« die feme Getiebte^^ (to the distant

sweetheart.)

Mr. Leonhard played the accompaniment to "Adelaide"with

his usual skill, and Mr. Gloggner-Castelli sang with fine feel-

ing, evidently husbanding his voice, however, in such a way
that, with all his taste and with all the artistic refinement of

his style, his rendering produced an impression of sameness.

It was the lack of fervor, of passion, resulting, as it seemed to

us, not from a want of feeling, but from the fear of overtask-

ing himself.

The rest of the programme was in the hands of the orches-

tra, and most excellently did our musicians carry it out. We
can honestly praise every and all their performances. The
sparkling gayety of Beethoven's symphony ; the dreamy open-

ing of Gade's overture, with its suggestions of heath enveloped

in mist, followed by the exciting chase ; the weird, wild ghost

scenes , as well as the sweet melodies in Weber's overture, all

were rendered unexceptionably. finely, tastefully. The latter

piece, which in its present form was first played at Munich, on

the 11th of November, 1811, is not one of Weber's most bril-

liant efforts ; still it is good music for a composer of eighteen

or twenty. He was about that age when he composed it for

his opera "Riibezalil^^^ at Breslau. We were glad to notice

among the performers the familiar faces of the members of the

Mendelssohn quintette club, who are at home again for the

winter. The concert was thoroughly good in alt its parts.

The Fifth Symphony Concert.

(From the Daily Advertiser, Jan. 5.)

Yesterday's delightful concert was made more attractive

than the orchestral selections could possibly have rendered it,

by Miss Anna Mehlig'a faultless performance. Her selections

helped to ma^ the programme homogeneous, and to make it,

if we may so say, grandly and characteristically ethnological.

The first and last pieces brought up the life and love of Ger-

man knights in the middle ages, being overtures to two old

German legends. The symphony carried the lover to the

heaths, the sea-shore of Scotland and the merry-making of her

people. The Rondo of the piano-concerto, and indeed the

whole of that number was essentially Polish, having all the

tenderness and passion characteristic of the Slavonic races.

And the "Rhapsodic" opened up to mental vision the puszta

of Hungary with its grotesque gypsies and their fantastic vio-

lins and tamborine music.
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Miss Anna Mehlig eTidently frit quite at homo ;
bcsiSea the

ea5e and self-command in her bearing,—the result of berartia-

tic consciousness of the fulness of her powers,—there was that

in her mien T?hich seenied to say : '^I am glad to be among

yon again." Her playing impressedas it hag ever impressed

her audiences. There iras no effort J all was grace, delicacy

and strength combined. It would be useless to attempt a

critical analysis of her playing, which was simply perfect. The

concerto by Chopin is well known. The long introduction by

the orchestra suffered not a littie from being heard immediate-

ly after so beautiful a piece of orchestral music as Mendels-

sohn's crerture to "the fair Melnsina.'^ There is in much of

Chopin's music a whimsicality, almost amounting to sickli-

ness. Sonie of these traits are exhibited in the rt^/fg-ro of this

concerto. Many of Chopin's effact^ are but pretty conceits,

pleading by the richness of the coloring, lulling the senses

with delight, astonishing by their mechanical difficulty Tery

often, but hardly warming the hearer, h.irdly firing the mind

with enthusiapm as Beethoven almost always does. It hgeiire

painting ; still-life with a strong national flavor. Beethoyen's

is grand historical painting. The most characteristic part of

the Chopin concerto is the Rondo, with its pretty, fresh, al-

most coquettish first motive. The immense difficulties of this

composition were overcome so easily by Miss Clehlig, that an

nninitiated person, who did not see the agility of her fingers,

might have thought the piece quite ea.sy. la the ^^Khapsodie

Hongroise,^^ she had an opportunity to show, not only her

dexterity and skill, but also her strength, which is quite mar-

Telloas. It need not be said that, she kept it within the

bounds of the beautiful. Liszt composes as he only can com-

pose who knows all the resources of the piano. And Miss

Mehlig called them forth as the master intended. The audi-

ence showed the delight caused by her playing by calling her

out twice. The orchestra, who were as active in their plaudits

as the rest of the audience, played the accompaniment to the

concerto most delicately and excellently. So they played the

two overtiar^s. Of the symphony, the y7i'ace, taking the place

of the Scherzo, was played most to our taste. There was

seme slight uuevenness noticeable in the other parts hardly

enough, however, to deserve mention.

All the orchestral portion of the concert belongs to the

modem school of .symphonic composition, and, as the names

of the composers, Mendelssohn and Schumann,warrant, to the

best class of it. It can hardly be fully understood without a

knowledge of the fairy-tale of the beautiful Melusina, or the

legend of "Genoveva." The musical listener will discover the

principal elements of the former tale in the opening motives,

which unmistakeably portray the wavy, undulating element

whence the fair Melusina comes among men, and the martial

character of the knight who wooes and wins only to lose her.

So the thrice-repeated cry of woe is easily recognized, and the

pain at parting when Melusina returns to her home in the

waves. Schumann's overture Is not so easy to fathom unless

one knows the legend. Still Golo's ardent passion and the

triumph of virtue are depicted with sufficient plainness to be

recognized. Mendelssohn's symphony is a landscape full of

life, and even without having been in Scotland one can breathe

upon the expanse of the moors, hear the thundering voice of

the waves and vividly see and feel the storm. The national

bag-pipe is unmistakable in tho Scherzo, the legends of heroic

ancestry with their feuds and loves are well described in the

Atlagio, &Tid the exhilarating, swift movement, ending in a

hymn of pra'se, which closes the symphony, is full of glorious

reminiscences of sport and open-air life and enjoyment.

Music at Dublin University.

Tlie gf-neral interest excited by our remarks
in a recent article on the Royal AcaJemy of
Music in Dublin, induces us to present our
readers with a brief account of the system pur-
sued at the University in that city for the encour-
agement of mu.sical education, and of the regula-
tions adopted for the granting of musical degrees.
Trinity College, or Dublin University, for they
are really interchangeable terms, has a musical
professorship whit^h is at present filled by Dr. R.
P. Stewart, -who was elected in 1861, and holds
office as organist of S. Patrick's and Christ
Church Cathedrals, besides conducting tho prac-
tices of the College Choral Society, and assisting

in the Academy ofMu.sio as professor of the piano-
forte and harmony. The books of the univer.sity

were mutilated and destroyed to sucff an extent
in former years that it is difficult to ascertain
who was the earliest occupant of the music chair

;

but the first professor of whom we have any defi-

nite record is the Earl of Mornington, whose name
is well known on both sides of the Channel. lie
appears to have been appointed in 1 7G.t, and re-
signed ten years later. Mu5.ical Degrees were con-
ferred for some time after by diploma, the name
of the candidate being submitted, according to a
regular form, to the whole .senate, who?o "grace,"

or permission, was a necessary preliminary to the

grantin:; of the degree ; and even now, although
the system of examinations is strictly enforced,

the form is still maintained, sometimes resulting

in the exclusion of unpopular or unsatisfactory

persons. The chief feature, however, in the
arrangements at Dublin, and that in which they
difjer from the sister universities in England, lies

in the regulation—introduced, we believe, by Dr.

Stewart—that no person shall be admitted to the

degree of Mus. Bac. who has not previously passed

a general examination, unless he be already a
graduate in Arts. This rule naturally diminishes

the number of candidates, but at the same time
it must be admitted that it is a salutary provision,

well calculated to raise the Art and its professors

in the estimation of the public. An additional

inducement to candidates to graduate in Arts
before they present themselves for the musical

examination is afforded by the reduction of the

fees for the latter degrees to one half the sum
charged to non-graduates. At Oxford and Cam-
bridge, as our readers are probably aware, there

is no such general educational test, the only pre-

liminary to the Musical Degree being the produc-
tion of a certificate from one or two graduates,
stating that the candidate is a fit and proper
person for admission as a member ofthe univerity.

It may be aiided that no residence is called for at

Dublin by the enforcement of this regulation, for

it is possible to graduate in any Faculty in Trin-
ity College by merely going up to the terminal
examinations and paying the fees, so that the
additional requirements throw no real obsticle in

the way of the younir professor, provided he pos-
sesses the needful education.

In order to make the matter perfectly clear we
append the official copy of the Regulations :^

Preliminary Conditions.—A Buchelor of
Music must be matrioul.-ited in Arts,* and if he shall

not have obtained his degree of Bachelor of Arts,
must pass, in atldition, an Examination in the fol-

lowing subjects :

—

II) English Composition, History,
and Literature

; (2) a Modern Foreign Language;
(French, German or Italian)

; (.3) Latin, or, instead
of it, a second modern Language; (4) Arithmetic.
He must also lodge with the Senior Proctor, at least

one month before the day of the Public Commence-
ments at which the degree is conferred, the full score,

legibly written, of a piece of Vocal Music, of which
a portion at least must be in four real parts, with
accompaniments for an organ or a stringed band.

Examination for the Degree of Mus Bac
The above conditions being fulfilled, the Candidate
(provided his musical composition is approved of by
the Board) must pass .an Examination in the Theory
and Grammar of Music, and in Thorough Bass, to

be held by the Professor of Music, assisted by one or
more Follows appointed by the Board. He must
also, if required to do so, conduct the performance of
his compositions, produced at his owa expense, in

one of the public Halls of the College, according as

the Board may direct. The Proctor cannot suppli-

cate for the private grace of the House till these con
ditions are fulfilled.

Examination for the Degree of Mcs. D.—
A Doctor of Music must have obtained his degree of
Mus. B,.—and must compose and conduct, under the

conditions already mentioned in the Mus. B. Exami-
nation, a piece of Vocal Music, of which a portion
at least shall he in eight real parts, with accompani-
ments for a full band. Before the private grace of
thekHonse is obtained, the Candidate must pass an
Examination on Instrumentation, and such other
subjects connected with the Theory and Practice of
Music as the Professor of Music niay think fit. The
Candidate will also be required to write, within a

prescribed time, pieces of Harmony on given subjects,

or on given basses.

Fees.—Bachelors of Arts in the University of
Djiblin will in future obtain their Degree of Mus. B.
for a fee of .£5. This Degree is intended to show
that a sound practical knowledge of Music has been
attained, sulfiiient to manage and conduct a choir, or
to officiate in Cathedral or Choral Services. Under
all other circumstances, the fees will be as follows:

—

For Bachelor of Music £\2
" Doctor " 22

N. B.—These fees are additional to the Matric-

• Mnlriruhnion may he dcflned as entering the TJnlverftjty,

which \» .lone by parsing the Entrance Examination in any
two r.Htin and two Greek books tho Candidate may sftlect, in

f^ngllnh and f.atin Composition, In Elementary Kngllwh IIih-

t«rv. In Modem Geography and in the Klements of Arithmetic
and Algebra. The iMatricuiation Fees amount to £1.5.

ulation Fees above mentioned. Both the Degrees
may be taken on the same day, provided all the con-
ditions are fulfilled.

. As a means of showing the natnre of the ex-

aminations to which the students have to submit,
we are enabled to append the following paper,
which was set at the examination for the degree
of Bachelor of Music in Trinity Term, 1866 :

—

1. Give the derivation of the word Scale, and
explain its meanine a-s applied to Music.

2. By the Dominant Chord modulations to various

keys are effected ; assiijn a reason for this.

3. Jlesolve the intervals of this chord regularly.

4. How are these intervals treated when the inter-

rupted Cadence is employed.
5 Give the fundamental basses of the following

chords, fignre their intervals, and resolve them :

—

^ ^3 :.—^ Li2^5_

6. Consecutive or parallel 5ths and 8ths are, for

the most part, forbidden in part writing—can you
assign reasons for this ?

7. How would you avoid these faults ?

Cnpies ofthe following Works placed before the Can-
didates.

8 How has Handel .avoided the former in the

"Hallelujah" from I\Ies$iah ? and how the latter in

therhorus, "Worthy is the Lamb" from the same?
9. Can you recall any thing in Mozart's Zauherfldte

Overture which seems to set one of these rules at

defiance ; and can you explain and justify Mozart's
treatment?

10. Define Counterpoint
;
give the derivation of

that term ; and describe the various orders of Coun-
terpoint.

11. Give examples of plain and of florid Counter-
point.

12. Wliat is double Counterpoint ? Can yon point

out what description of double Counterpoint is em-
ployed in the first movement of Mozart's Sonata in

C minor ; or Beethoven's Sonata in A fiat (Op. 26)

;

or Mendelssohn's III. Symphony?
13. Harmonize in five real parts, without the aid of

a musical instrument, Luther's Choral "Ein teste

Burg ist unser Gott."
14 Harmonize in five parts the same, placing the

melody in the second tenor.

1.5. Harmonize in five parts the same, placing the

melody in the bass.

It will thus he seen that the Dublin degrees
are of real practical value, and when to the musi-

cal test we add the previous examination in Arts
we have a definite proof that men who are able to

pass through the curriculum are armed at all

points. Whether some such modification of the

existing rules at Oxford and Cambridge would
not be attended with satisfactory results is we
tliink, well worthy of the attention of the profes-

sors, but we confess that we look with still greater

hope in this respect to the University of London,
which from the fact of no residence being requir-

ed seems specially suited to meet the wants of

musicians engaged in active work. The one thing

needful at Burlington House is, we imagine, the

provision of sufficient funds to defray the cost of
the examinations but this ought scarcely to be
permitted to stop the way of progress at an estab-

lishment where a public test is afforded in every
other branch of study, and where a man can
now become Doctorof Science or Doctor of Lit-

erature—every thing in fact but a Doctor of

Music. At any rate Dr. Stewart has taken a

step in the right direction, and we trust that ere

long his example will be imitated at all our other

great seats ot learning.

—

Choir.

Msir ^hoaK
Leipzig. The programmes of the Gewandhans

Concerts, since our last report, have been as follows:

Third, Oct. 19. Overluro to "Medea," Bargiel
;

Recit. and Aria from Bach's "Plingst-Cantnta," sung

by Frau Amalia Joachim ; Schumann's Piano Con-

certo, played by Frau Clara Schumann ; Songs with

Piano ("Zuleika," Schubert, "Gruss," Mendelssohn);

Piano Solos (Gavotte, by Gluck ; Andante in F,

Schumann; Impromptu, Op. 142, F minor, Schu-

bert).—Symphony in E flat, Schumann.

Fourth, Oct. 20. Symphony, No. 4, in B flat,
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Gade ; Beethoven's "Ah perfido '." sung by Fr.

Amalia Joachim ; Beethoven's 3d Piano Concerto,

in C minor, phij'ed by Mme. Schumann.—Scherzo

for Orchestra (first time), Goldmark ; Songs by

Schubert ("An die Musik," "Geheimes," "Die Tau

benpost ;" Piano pieces by Schumann, played by

Clara Schumann : "In der Nacht" (fiom Fantasie-

slikhen, op. 12), No. 4 of Nachtstiicken, op. 23,

"Scherzino" from the Faschingsschwank ; Overture to

"Leonore," No. 3, Beethoven.

Fiflh, Nov. 2. Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's

Dream" Overture ; Aria from Boieldieu's -'Jean de

Paris," sung by Frau Isendahl-Eggeling, court opera

singer at Brunswiclj ; Mendelssohn's Violin Concer-

to, played by concertmeisfer Lauterbach of Dresden
;

Songs : "Es weiss und rath es doch Keiner," Men-

delssohn, "Unbefangenheit," Weber; Arioso for

Violin, Rietz.—Sinfonia Eroica, Beethoven.

Sixlh, Nov. 9. Concerto for two Violins obligato

(David and Ronfgen), Violoncello oW/yrito (Hegar),

and string orchestra, by Handel (with Cadenza by

David) ; Recit. and Aria from "Figaro's Hochzeit,"

sung by Frl. Marie Mahlknecht ; Concertstiick

(Introd. and Allegro appassionato), Schumann,

played by Capellmeister C. Reinecke ; Songs : "Ich

hatte einst ein scliones Vaterland," by E. Lassen,

"Das Fischermiidchen," Schubert ; Fantasia and

Fugue, for piano, Mozart.—Symphony by J. J.

Abert (first time, conducted by the composer.)

Seventh, Nov. 16. Part I. Gade's "Comala,"

dramatic poem after Ossian, (the solos by Frl. Gips,

Guizschbach and Boree, and Herr Gura).—Part II.

Schumann's music to Byron's "Manfred," with con-

necting poem by Richard Pohl, recited by Otto Dev-

rient.—Rather a sombre programme! "Gray upon

gray," as the critic of the Signale (Bernsdorf) says.

C.tRLSRUHE. At a Museum concert in October

were performed : Overture and Garden Scene from

Schumann's music to Goethe's Fausl ; "Song of

Fate" from Holderlin's "Hyperion," for chorus and

orchestra, composed and conducted by Brahms;

Songs by Schubert ; Scenes from Second Part of

Goethe's Faust, Sobamann. The principal solo

singers were Frl. Schwarz and Julius Stockhausen.

Prague. The latest novelty, Scaiojansk€ Prondij

{The Rapid), of St. John), at the National Bohemian
Theatre, is by Richard Uozkosny, who was highly

successful with his first essay, an operetta, produced
last year. It has made a decided hit. Svatojanskg

Prondy is distinguished by melodic freshness, warmth
of feeling, and an elevated style. There is a report

that it is to be produced at the German Landestheater.

—M. Smetana is just finishing his national opera,

Lihusa. Another new work, Bukovin. the first dra-

matic attempt of a young composer, Zdenko Fibich,

will shortly be produced. M. Fibich is said to pos-

sess considerable ability. In addition to the above,

there will, probably, be produced during the present

season, two other national works—comic operas—by
A. Dworzak, A. Primaly, and K. Bendi ; Gluck's
Iphigenie in Tauris ; and Spontmi's Vestalin, not for-

getting the two Russian operas, Rasalk, and Russian

and Ludmila, the former by Dargoumijzskij, the lat-

ter by Glinka. It will be seen from the above, that,

in the way ot original dramatico-musical activity, this

capital beats for the moment all the other European
capitals—like Colman's two fat single gentlemen

—

"rolled into one."

Hamburgh. Mad. Joachim and Mad. Clara
Schumann appeared at the Second Philharmonic
Concert. The following was the programme: Sym-
phony, D major. Bach ; Recitative and Air from
Semde, Handel (Mad. Joachim) ; Pianoforte Con-
certo, A minor, Schumann (Mad Clara Schumann)

;

"Rhapsodic," Brahms (Mad. Joachim); Gavotte,

Gluck ; Scherzo, Mendelssohn ; and Symphony, C
major, Mozart. Two days subsequently to the date

of the above concert, the two ladies gave a Matinee
on their own account. The programme comprised
Sonata, D minor, Beethoven ; Air from the iVeih-

achtsoraloriwn. Bach ; Chromatic Fantasia with Fugue,
Bach ; "Colma's Klage," Schubert ; Nocturne
B major, and Scherzo, B flat minor, Chopin ; Songs
and Pianoforte Solos, Schumann.

At the Stadttheater, a new opera. Die Rose von

Bacharach, words and music by Herr Scherff, has

been produced with decided success. The music
is a cross between Webjr and Lortzing.

DossEF.DORF. Concert of the Universal Musical

Association : .Tndas Maccahmus, Handel ; Solo Sing-

ers : Mdlles. Gips, Assmann, Herren Wagner and

Blelzacher.

Leipsic. Third Concert of the Euterpe: Over-

ture, Witte; Air from Le Nozze, Mnz.art (Madame
Lon' a Reinhold) ; 2d Symphony, C major, Schu
niann ; Songs with Pianoforte Accompaniment (Ma-

dame Reinhold) ; "Huldignngsmarscb." R. Wagner.

—Concert in the Gewandhaus for the benefit of the

poor of the Town : Overture to Joseph, Mfehul ; Air

from the same (Herr Miiller, from Lemberg) ;
An-

dante from the Traqische Si/mphonie, Schubert; Con-

cert-Aria, Mozart (Herr Krolop) ; /?e(;i(!«m, for solo-

ists, chorus, and orchestra, Lachner ^vocalists : Mes-

dames Mnhlknocht, Friedlajder, Kindermann, Her-

ren Miiller, Krolop).

Pans.

The seventh concert at the Conservatory offered

the 8th Symphony of Beethoven ; Chorus of A^mpScs

de Psijche, by Ambroise Thomas; Symphony to

"Hymn of Praise," Mend Issohn ; vos omnes, un-

accompanied chorus, by Vittoria ; Overture to Eurtj-

anthe, Weber.—M. George Hainl directpd.

Sixth Popular Concert, given by Pasdeloup at the

Winter Circus, Sund.iy, Dec. 10; programme:

Symphony in D minor, Schumann ; Air from the

Prometheus Ballet, Beethoven ; Symphony in G-

minor, Mozart; iJarehe Ileroique (first hearing),

Saint-Saens ; Overture to FreyschiUz, Weber.

Carlotta Patti, with several of the fir-;t artists, gave

a concert, Dec. 19 in aid of the Chicago sufferers.

The programme of M. Pasdeloup's fifth Popular

Concert consisted of : Overture to Atlmlie, Mendels-

sohn ; Heroic Symphony, Beethoven ; Hymn by

Haydn (by all the strings) ; Fragments of Rubin-

stein's "Ocean Symphony;" "Invitation to the

Waltz," Weher, (for orchestra by Berlioz.)

Berlin. The musical season at Berlin has fairly

commenced, and its first legitimate week has been

distinguished by two events of the greatest interest to

all votaries of the divine art. One was a concert

given by two of its high-priestesses, Mmes Jo-ichira

and Schumann. The former is unquestionably the

first Liedersangerin—imperfectly rendered by "ballad-

singer"—in Germany. Gifted with a magnificent

voice, the lower register of which reminds one of Al-

boni in her best days, and with that rarest of endow-
ments, a perfectly correct ear, she exhibits in her vo-

cabzation the results of arduous and careful study.

Here is one of those rare musical natures that impart
something of their own inherent beauty and grace to

everything they touch—even to works in themselves

so noble and complete, that the most accomplished

and appreciative musicians are apt to believe that

nought can be added to their native charms. Mme.
Joachim's interpretation of Schumann's or Schubert's

songs can only be compared to a portrait by the hand
of a great painter. The original is there delineated,

and to the life ; but there is more in the picture than

a mere likeness—there are admirable inspirations of

genius and evidences of individuality that have
sprung up under a master-hand, enhancing ten-fold

the delight and value of the "counterfeit present-

ment."
With Clara Schumann's playing you in England

are as familiar as we are in Germany ; but I cannot
help fancying that slie feels herself more in her ele-

ment here than in a London concert room. Encoring
is contra bonos mores in Berlin, and wise is the un-
written law that proscribes it as a rule ; but we broke
the rule the other night, and were not to be denied,
in favor of a "gavotte" by Gluck, which Mme. Schu-
mann played with such exquisite grace and finish

that the audience, though most cool and critical,

broke out into a real tempest of applause.

The second treat of the week was Professor Joa-
chim's Quartet Concert—one of the numbers being
Beethoven's monumental quatuor (Opus i.30), of all

compositions for strings the longest, most difiicult,

and most sublime. One of the most attentive listen-

ers to this glorious work—executed with rare ability

by Joachim and his lieutenants—was Field Marshal
Count Von Moltke. As I entered the ante-room
of the Academy of Music I met him face to face ; he
had just arrived, in undress uniform and on foot,

without aide de-camp, servant, or companion of any
sort, and was patiently awaiting the end of the first

movement to go to his seat. I will venture to assert,

that no one in that crowded hall, although every other

person present was a musician aux bouts des angles,

enjoyed or appreciated the performances of the even-

ing more keenly than did the stern-visaged strategist

who has contributed more than any other man to the

overthrow of two mighty Empires and the alteration

of the "balance of power." His excellency, by his

own account, has never enjoyed better health than

now ; and, indeed, like the king, he walk.s, rides, and
works with as much ease and vigor as though he

were a robust"youth, instead of having already out-

stepped the Biblical limit of human life.

—

Dailij Tel-

egraph (London.)

DnBLiN.—A lecture, the fourth of a Series on
•'Musical Forms," was on Saturday afternoon deliv-

ered in the Examination Hall of Trinity College,

Dublin, before an extremely large and fashionable

audience by Dr. R. P. Stewart, on "Dance Music."
The lecturer commenced by explaining the strict

meaning of that department of music classified under

the heading which formed the subject of his lecture

-namely, the rhythmical arrangement of harmonious
sound according to certain laws which, when put ac-

tively into operation, tend to produce not unfrequent-

ly an almost involuntary tendency to mark the time

by a sympathetic movement of the limhs. Savages
mark this by clapping the hands, but amongst civil-

ized nations it is performed by movements of the

body, the accurate attainment of which has been made
an important item in modern education, and forms,

when fully reached, one of the most graceful accom-
plishments. Having traced the origin of the dance
from a remote period, and shown that, like most re-

fined arts, it first took its rise in connexion with re-

ligion. Dr. Stewart alluded to examples of this

shown in the writings of antiquity, and even in the

sacred records, as when David danced in thanksgiv-

ing to the Lord. He next turned to an account of

its cultivation by the Moors and Spaniards, which
latter people employed it so freely in aiding their de-

votions that an aged Cardinal was known to unbend
h's stateliness in the exercise, and a special dance
was at one time composed for the nuns of a celebrated

convent, to be employed by them in ofl^ering up their

hymns. But the dance soon lost much of its con-

nection with religious ceremonies, and became exten-

sively cultivated as a national amusement. In France
and Italy it was carried to a still higher degree of

perfection than in Spain ; and although choirs of

boys, with an accompaniment of many instruments,

were used to perform the dancing portion of the

High Mass Service, just as the early Christians used
to employ the dance while engaged in offering up
their less complicated form of worship, yet it was
chiefly cultivated aa a national amusement. Turning
first to a consideration of the later and more elabora-

ted and secular forms of dance music in Spain, Dr.
Stewart proceeded to enumerate and explain in suc-

cession the different dances peculiar to that country.

Some were slow and majestic, some sprightly and
gay, many remarkable only for the splendor which
accompanied their production. Of one of these Dr.
Stewart, assisted by several well skilled amateurs,

gave separate examples—that is of the music. The
course of the dance in Italy and in France was next
traced, and exemplified down to the present time, in

a manner equally full and agreeable. Amongst
these examples there were given specimens from
some of the finest operas—notably one from the ball-

room scene in Don Giovanni, where that prince of
schemers induces his valet to get up a scene of con-
fusion, in order that he may have an opportunity of

indulging in his flirtations. Three different dances
were played at the same time on Saturday in illus-_

tration of this. One on the piano, another on the

violin, and a third on the harmonium, and showed
very beautifully the conception of the great composer.
Alluding then to Germany, Poland, and next to the

old English country dance, which has been supersed-

ed by the new-fashioned quadrilles, &c.. Dr. Stewart
gave some delightful examples of all, and concluded
his discourse by reviewing the melodies of Ireland,

introducing, at the same time, one of the Irish jigs

which are familiar throughout the country. The
lecture, independently of its instructive features, was
really a selection of well-rendered music, over a great

range, and affording rare gratificatiou to a crowded
audience.

—

Lond. Choir.

Jenny Lind in Florence. Florence, notwith-

standing gay Paris is once more accessible, is begin-

ning to show a goodly number of winter visitors.

The most noticeable at present is the once great can-
tatrice, Jenny Lind, who with her family has elected

this fair city to pass the winter months. Of course
all the Americans are on the r/ui vive to see and hear
this famous songstress, and an opportunity was given
last evening by the fair wife of the American consul.
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Mr. I. L. Geaham, at her elegant apartments, where
a most delightful entertainment was given in honor
of Mme. Goldschmidt. Nearly one hundred persons
were present, mostly Americans, some Italians and
French. Jenny Lind, robed in high-necked gray
silk, trimmed with purple, an India muslin cape and
fall of lace over the hack hair, which is still worn in

the same style as when she charmed her audiences
thirty years ago, looked somewhat ancient amid the

elegant fnll-dress toilets of all the other ladies pres-

ent ; but her kind face and pleasing manner captiva-

ted no less than formerly. Time has not been more
lenient to her than to the rest of mortals. She looks
fully her age, and that magnificent voice has lost

much—very much of its pristine glory and power
;

but that she can still sing she gave evidence last

evening in her exquisite rendering of a morceau from
Handel's oratorio "Pensieroso," to the piano accom-
paniment of her husband. Her execution was fault-

less, and much clearness and sweetness remain to

testify to what her voice has been. Her manner to

the other ladies who sang was charming. She high-
ly complimented the Italian method of singing, rep-

resented by Mrs. D. C. Hall, of Boston, whose fine

mezzo-soprano voice in Luzzi's "Ave Maria" gave
evidence of culture in that school and much natural
taste. The fair hostess gave, with much taste, some
Italian arias. Everything passed so delightfully that

many will remember this evening passed in the com-
pany of Jenny Lind with much pleasure and satisfac-

tion. I have been told that Mme. Goldschmidt says

her young daughter, aged fourteen years, promises to

surpass her mother in the quantity and quality of her
voice.— Cott. N. Y. Herald.

f iDigljf s loiirnal of Slnsu.
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Symphony Concerts.

The fourth and fifth Concerts of the Harvard series

were notable occasions, attracting larger audiences

than usual, enjoyed and talked about by everybody.

The glowing citicisms which we have copied from

one of the morning Dailies may serve as a fair speci-

men for all of them,—at least in point of enthusiasm.

The programme of the fourth concert (Thursday

afternoon. Dee. 28) was as follows:

Overture ; "In the Highlands" Gade.
Fourth Piano-Forte Concerto, in G, op. 58- . . .Beethoven.

Hugo Leoohard.

Fourth Symphonv, in B-fl-it, op. 60 Beethoven.
Song : -'Adelaide*' Beethoven.

Carl Glog?ner-Ca-=t*lli.

Overture, to "The Ruler of the Spirits," c'Rubezahl.")
Weber.

This programme was a departure from the origi-

nal de=ign, which had more contrast. That Sym-

phony and that Concerto of Beethoven &m not just

the two works we would place together ; but it hap-

pened that Miss Mehlig, who was to have played in

this concert, could not arrive from Europe in season

for consultation, but had sent word by letter that she

would play "Beethoven in G ;" when she finally

arrived so late that Mr. Leonhard was called upon

to take her place, the most convenient thing for him

to do, involving also the least change in the pro-

gramme, was 10 play that same Concerto. And this

he did more admirably than ever before ; for on seve-

ral occasions (in past years) he had played it in a

manner so arti.stic and poetic, with such a delicate

appreciation and reproduction of its deep spiritual

beauty, that we had all come to associate him with

every memory of its witching strains. This time,under-

taking it at a day's notice, he made it purely an act

of arti.-iic devotion, and the effort was indeed blest.

In perfection of technical execution, as well as in

poetic aspiration, he surnaised liim«elf, felicitous in

each and every part. We doubt if any artist could

have hront'ht the pathos and the beauty of that

exquisite recitative in the Andante, answering to the

stem unisons of the orchestra, more deeply home to

every lipiener with any soul of music in him. His

pianissimo, as fine as possible, (yet without soft

pedal), was perfectly distinct in every note. The
buoyancy and brightness of the Rondo brought in-

'imitable sunshine. The Cadenzas by Moschelcs,
woven out of the Beethoven themes, but not quite of
the same textore. not in the Beethoven spirit, were
executed with a bril liant, faultless virtuosity. Such

artistic service could not fail of most unanimous and

hearty recognition. Mr. L.'s reluctance to keeping

himself further in the foreground by playing a solo

in the second part, in the place of Miss Mehlig, gave

us a welcome, though brief opportunity of listening

for once to the refined and highly cultivated vocal

art of Mr. Gloggnek-Castelli, for some years

professor of singing in the Leipsic Conservatory, but

for the year past established here in Boston as a suc-

cessful teacher. Mr. Gloiener is much more than a

mere singer ; he is a musician, and a musical char-

acter in the best sense. His tenor voice is not pow-

erful, at least for the great Hall, and a little dry in

quality, yet it is very sweet and musical, evenly

developed, flexible, and used with admirable method.

Seldom have we heard Beethoven's great love song

sung with so much truth of feeling, so much delicate,

refined expression. If to some it seemed a little cold,

it was because the singer had caught cold physically

and was naturally somewhat timid in the free use of

so sensitive an organ.

The Orchestia, (increased this time by the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club, giving us eleven first vio-

lins and six good 'cellos), played with excellent

precision.sympathy and light and shade in nearly every

part of every piece. Their rendering in the Concerto

was very nice and delicate. Beethoven's Fourth

Symphony—which we should call the warmest and

most love-fraught, rather than "the gayest" of his

Symphonies—went remarkably well, the wind instru-

ments in the Minuet and Trio and the Finale, which

are gay, leaving little to he desired. The solemn

opening (suggesting solitude and silence far above

the world) and the exhilaration as of mountain air, in

Gade's overture, were impressively brought out . The
task of difficulty was the one new piece of the pro-

gramme, Weber's Overture to one of his youthful

operas. "Riibezahl," to which ho afterwards gave the

nameof"Der Beherrscher der Geister" (Ruler of

the Spirits). It is thoroughly Weber-ish and antici-

pates much of the wierd supernatural vein of the
Fref/^chu/z, while sweeter passages alternately for

horns, clarinet, oboe, flute (the fagotto being very
active amonir the subterranean spirits) have more of
the charm of Oheron. There is a wild, impetuous
life in it, full of oriffinality and fine invention, and it

has the unity of form, the concentration and concise-

ness, the color contrasts and efl^ectiveness of a roman-
tic overture in the best sense. Either we overrate it.

or the critic of the Daily has failed to see its real

worth. As we said, it bristles with difficulties for the

instruments, abounding in singular and crooked
obliqato melodies for now one. now another, and
requiring thorough practice to bring.it out so clearly

and effectively as it was given.

For the fifth Conrert (Jan. 4) Miss Anna Mehlig
was on hand (as also at the Public Rehearsal two

days earlier) , and this the programme, than whieh

no one has been more heartily enjoyed this winter

:

Overture : "The Fair Melusina" Mendelssohn.
Piano-Forte Concerto, in E-minor , op. 2 Chopin.

Miss Anna Mehlig.

Third Symphony, {"Scotch"), in A-minor, op. 56.

Mendels-onhn.
Piano Soto ; "Rhapsntiie Hon(^roise" Liszt

Miss Anna Mehlig.
Overture to *'Qenoveva" Schumann.

Here again there was hardly enough of contrast,

inasmuch as the Mendelssohn Symphony had to be

substituted at a late hour for the promised orchestral

arrangement by Joachim of that very noble and sym-
phonic Duo, in four movements, op. 140, by Schu-

bert, which, after some rehearsal, was deemed
impracticable for the present. In itself, however, the

Symphony in which Mendelssohn, in the fresh, full

vigor of his young imagination, has so vividly em-
bodied his impressions of a tour in .Scotland, is ever

welcome, and this time its every movement seemed
to be drunk in with a sincere delight not too soon

yielding to satiety. For it was uncommonly happy
in the rendering; particularly the frolic, tjuaintly

national Virare, where the wind instruments com-
mingled with most musical precision, delicacy and
proportion with their briiiht bits of melody,—as well

as the All'r/ro I'ivarisslmo. The violins, loo, were

quite up to the mark, sensitively quick and trno, and
the violoncellos in the Aditr/io were very rich and
tender.

The opening and closing Overtures, each a rare

product of its kind, while both embody legends of

old German chivalrous romance, are yet as different

in their individuality as the two men who wrote

them, and interesting for comparison although requir-

ing to be set so far apart. The Schone Mdnsine was

never more fascinating in its alternation of cool spor- .

tive watery life with a motive of heroic, manly char-

acter. Only we thought it opened in too quick a

tempo for a wholly clear and even picture. After it,

as has been truly said, the long orchestral introduc-

tion to Chopin's Concerto seemed comparatively

weak and thin,—for with this genius of the pianoforte,

in a sense so peculiar and exclusive, instrumentation

was not a strong point. Schumann's exciting and

impassioned "Genoveva" Overture is one whose

power and beauty does not cease to grow upon hear-

ers who are deeply musical (we do not mean learn-

edly), though they heard it at least for the seventh

time, if they have followed up these concerts from

the first. There is something about it which makes

it always new and always appetizing. With all its

restless nr/itato, it yet has perfect unity of form and

logical development, still growing to a splendid

climax (splendidly rendered this time), while it is

relieved at intervals by most delicious and refreshing

sounds of woodland life and of the chase, harbingers

of hope to exiled injured innocence. In this Over-

ture Mr. Zerrahn and his orchestra seemed to have

studied to do their very best, and that was very good

indeed. The beauty of the work has never been

brought out here half so perfectly before ; the breezy

horn passages were prompt and true, the phrasing

throughout as distinct as could be wished, and the

uplifting, joyful climax at the end was wrought up

to a pitch almost sublime. Who would not hear it

gladly many times again ? Doubtless some, who

have yet to find the key to Schumann's secret.

But in no one nor all of these good things lay the

chief expectation of the hour. That was the reap-

pear.ance of the admirable young pianist, who so in-

stantly installed herself as first in favor here two

years ago, and still holds the place, if we may judge

from the warmth of her reception, the intense inter-

est and delight with which she was watched in every

note, and the enthusiasm with which she was repeat-

edly recalled. Miss Anna Mehlig, who had hardly

been on terra fi-ma long enough for re*t after a long

and exceedingly rough voyage, came on the stage

beaming, full of health, and evidently happy to be

once more in the Music Hall before this sympathetic

Boston audience. She seemed inspired to do her

very best, and did it from the heart as well as from

the clear, large brain. All felt that she had even

improved much upon herself; that there was in her

playing more of power, of delicacy, of fine vitality

of touch making the imprint clear in every tone

however softened down to pianissimo ; more of artis-

tic continuity, proportion and warm poetic fusion of

the parts in one fair whole ; in short more of tho

insight, certainty and breadth of the mature, genial

artist. It was, in every point, as pei feet an interpre-

tation of Chopin's exquisite creation as most of us

are fine enough in instinct or in culture to conceive

of. We have heard it genially and finely interpreted

by others, but not with the same clearness and posi-

tiveness of imprint in every note, making it palpable

to every ear in the creat hall, and that without tho

smallest sacrifice of delicacy. It was a new and fresh

experience, almost like a second first hearing, and
hailed with as much picasnre and surprise as that

first debut of hers in the same place, when her ren-

dering of the other Chopin Concerto so electrified the

audience. She made a new thing also of the fantas-

tic, freakish, brilliant Hungarian Rhapsody by Liszt.

The Sixth Concert comes next Thursday, with

this programme : Bach's Organ Toccata in F, ar-

ranged for orchestra by Esser ; Piano Concerto in D
minor, Mozart, played by Mr. Richard Hoffman,
one of the most sterling, high toned artists of New
York; Gnrlf.'s th\r<\ Symphony, in A minor (first

time in this country), a delicate and lovely work.
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Part II. Adajrio and Rondo from a Clarionet- Con

certo by Weber fplayed by Mr. Ernest Weber, of

tbe orchestra) ; Piano Solos by Mr. Hoffman (Noc-

turne and Polonaise by Chopin) ; Overture to 'Tier

abras," 5c/iH6e^^—Here again, the displacing of a

piece in one programme has necessitated a change in

several programmes, crowding the Clarionet Solo

forward into this one.

Chamber Concerts.

The third and fourth matine'es of Messrs. Lkon-

HARD and EiciiBERG were fully equal to the two

before, alike in excellence of programme and perform-

ance. These were the selections :

T7iU7'sdaij, Dec. 14.

Sonnte for Violin and Piano, Op. 21..- nade.
Adagio, Allegro di Molto ; Larghetto ; Adagio, Alle-

gro molto vivace.

Messrs. Eichberg and Leonhard.
Songs : f ''Die Hebe Farbe," I

I "Die hoese Farbe," f Schubert.
Mr. Carl Gloggner Castelli.

Concerto for two Violins, D minor Bach.
Vivace

;
Largo ; Allegro

Meflsra. Eichberg and H Suck.
Piano Solo, Ballade, op. 38, F majfir Chopin.

Mr. Lennhard.
Trio for Piano, Violin, and Violoncello, op. 63. D minor.

Schumann.
In four movements.

Messrs. Leonhard. Eichberg, and A. Suck.

Thnrsday, Dec. 21.

Sonata, for Piano and Violin, op. 105, A minor.
Schumann.

In three movements.
Piano Solo, (i^cenes in the Woods Schumann.

1. Entrance ; 2. Hunter on the Stand ; 3. Lonely
Flowers ; 4. Ill-famed spot ; 5. Charming view

;

6. Inn ; 7. Bird prophesying ; S The Chase;
9. Farewell.

Mr. Hugo Leonhard.
Sonate for Violin with Piano Accompaniment, No. 6,

Op. 1, Comp 1748 " Geminiani.
Affettuoso; Andante; Fuga.

Mr Eichberg.
Trio for Piano, Violin, and Violoncello, op. 70, No. 2, E-

flat major Beethoven

.

Poco so.-^tenuto, Allegro ma non troppo ; Allegretto
;

Allegretto ma non troppo ; Finale.

Messrs. Leonhard, Eichberg, and A. Suck.

The Sonata by Gade is one of the most graceful,

fresh and genial of his works ; the Larghetto particu-

larly charming. Mr. Gloggner-Castelli won
great favor by the refined, expressive style in which
he sang the two interesting songs from Schubert's

"Schiine Miillerin" cyclus, finely accompanied by Mr.
Leonhard.

'
•

The Bach Concerto for two violins won all hearers

by the wholesome life and grace of its two quick
movements, and by the exquisite sentiment and
beauty of the Andante. How every note tells in the

very abstemious accompaniment for the piano ! and
how the^violinists, Eichberg particularly, seemed to

love the music and put their soul into their playing !

Mr. Leonhard's rendering of the Chopin Ballade—
one seldom or never beard in public here before, but
equal to any of the four in interest—was sensitively

true and tender in the soft introduction, and superb in

the grand, exciting Btorm and climax of the harmony
;

it was a great success in a most nervous task. Of
Schumann's Trio, one of the richest and profoundest
of his imaginative creations, mystical yet fascinating
in its first Allegro, full of invention and of earnest
meaning throughout, we forbear to say more, as it

would cost too many words to do it any justice. It

was capitally played and made a deep impression.

The critic who thought the pianist played wrong
notes, was probably misled by the bold use which
Schumann makes of passing discords.

The Schumann Sonata Duo and the Beethoven
Trio were altogether charming, particularly the

Allegretto of the latter with its piquant motive. Schu-
mann's cycle of little pieces which he calls " Wald-
e'iscenen" were heard for the first time here in a concert
room, we think. It is a deep-souled poet who reports

thus of the woods. Each little "scene" is character-
istic, some of them bright and animated, others full

of musing tender feeling and suggestive fancy. We
hardly know which to esteem most beautiful

:

"Eintritt" or "Einsame Blujuen," (so modest, still

and simple), or "Herberge," or, perhaps best of all,

the last one. The "Bird as Prophet" is a most happy
reconciliation of the art of music with free "native
woodnotes wild," the little snatches of arpeggio bird

song constantly overreaching or evading the beaten
path of the scale, and yet all harmonized and rounded
into an artistic piece. The old Violin Sonata was
charming, and charmingly played.

Of the fifth Matinee (this week) we cannot now
speak. The sixth and last will be on Thursday, Jan.
25, when will bo given : Beethoven Trio in C minor,
Op. I, No. 3 ; an Aria from Bach*s Christmas Ora-

torio, sung by C. Gloggner-Castelli ; Piano Solo'^ by
Chopin ; and the great Schumann Quintet with

Piano.

MR. ERNST PERABO gave the first of four Piano-forte

Matinees at Wesleyan Hall on Frid ay, Jan. 5, to an audience

select, but not so large as he had good right to expect. The

first piece, a Sonatina (op. 10, No. 1). in C, by Anton Krause,

seemed to us too commonplace, too like a piece for younger

pupils, to figure In so good an artist's programme
;
yet it is

clear and honest music, without modern afi'ectations. A
transcription by Liszt of Beethoven's cycle ofsixSonge: "^n
die/erne Geliebte," the most delicate and tender and poetic

of all the songs Beethoven wrote, recalls their beauty as well

perhaps as such an instrument could doit ; and the rendering

was on the whole true and sympathetic, if here and there not

quite enough subdiied. A pleasing Serenata, from a Sonata
bv Bennett, suffered a little from the same want ; but the

Gavotte in G minor, by Auguste Dupont, a modern imitation
of the quaint old forms of BacH and Handel, was capitally

rendered. The piece itself is taking, thouffh it is but a clever

and somewhat questionable attempt to clothe purely modern
moods and fancies in that old form,—putting new wine (not

of the choicest vintage) in old bottles. Schubert's Sonata in

B-flat (posthumous) was of course v^ery interesting, and happy
in an interpret»^r who plays Schubert con amore.—The second
matinee will be Jan. 19.

MISS ANNA MEHLIG'S first of Three Piino-Porte Recitals,

at Mechanics' Hall, on Wednesday last (at 3 p.m.) was altogeth-

er a success. Large and appreciative audience, rich and va-

ried programme, and of course admirable, in some things

wonderful performance. Need we tell, even if we had the

room, how grandly she played the great Schubert Fantasie in

C, op. 15 (Liszt's arrangement)—how brilliant in the first part

and the Scherzo, with what breadth and wealth of harmony

and feeling she made the instrument sing its slow cantabile

("The Wanderer") with its variations ; and with what stem
roajestv and power she brought out the fugued finale? The
playful C sharp major Prelude and Fugue from Bach's Well-
tempered Clavichord." and the great Organ Prel. and Fugue
in A minor, as transcribed by Li-^zt (as great as that in G minor
which she plaved before) made a fine impression. Then came
Schumann^s ^^Kinderscenen,'''' in which it was pleasant to hear
the *' TrdmnereV in its original and unsophisticated form once
more ; Chopin's Ballade, No. 3, in A flat ; two charming re-

vivals of old-time piano-forte memories in Henselt's

"Poemed'Amour" and "If I were a Bird," and an immense-
ly difficult and brilliant Polonaise by Liszt.

Next Monday she will play Weber's best Sonata, in A flat

;

Andantino in A minor, by Mozart ; ''Etudes de Concert,'" by
Chopin ; Mendelssohn's noble "Variations Serieuses" ; three
Fantasie- Stucke by Schumann : and Weber's ''Invitation to

the Dance" marvellously arranged and filled out by Taussig.

MR. CARLTLE PETERSILEA, in a series of Piano Recitals,

is playing the entire list of Beethoven's Sonatas in course, after

the example of Charles Hall6 in London. Mr. J. A. Hills

gave the third and last of his Recitals of Ancient and Modern

Piano Music, at Brackett's Hall, last Wednesday (same hour,
unfortunately, with Mi?8 Mehlig). The selections were a Trio
by Bargiel, the violin and 'cello parts by Messrs. Allen and
Suck ; Mendelssohn's "Autumn" Song, sung by Mrs. Kemp-
ton : Mendel.isohn's D-minor Concerto, by Mr. Hills, with or-

chestral accompaniment on a second piano by Miss Kinq
;

Song by Spohr : "What nerves the Hunter,'* Mrs. Kempfon,
with violin obligato by Mr. Allen ; and three original compo-
sitions by Mr. Hill.'', viz. the first movement of a Piano Sonata
in F, and a Bntedietus and Kyrie, sung in quartet by Mrs.
Weston, Mrs. Kempton, I>r. Langmaid and Mr. Rydee.

ORATORIOS. We shall have four to recall in our next. For
the present we can only remind our readers that the last

chances to hear such mus'c given with the noble singers of
the Dolby troupe occur tkis evening{ Siahat Ma/fT-jWith choice
selections for a second part), and to-morr' w evening, "Elijah"
once more, in which the Handel and Haydn Society are al-

ways certain of success.

ENGLISH OPERA. ThePAREPA-RosA company have open-
ed at the Boston Theatre with great success. The company is

uncommonly complete, good principals, good orchestra and
chorus, and nothing slighted. Lucrezia Borgia, Maritana,
Bohejnian Girl, Marriage of Figaro , and Martha have been
given. To-night (first time) Balfe'<i "Satanella." Look out
for Cherubini's "Water-carrier," as well as Weber's "Oberon,"
ere long !

"APOLLO" claims our homage and shall have it.

Death of Theodore Hagen. The Musical

Review, the most important of the musical journals of

New York, thus announces the sudden death of its

editor :

Theodore Hagen expired at his residence in this city at an

early hour on Wednesday morning, the 27th of December, in

the 4Sth year of his age. The bereavement has come so sud-

denly, and is so afflicting, that fit words jn which to record it

seem very hard to find. By those who knew him intimately

Theodore Hagen was greatly beloved. His manliness, his

goodness, his generosity, his sweetness of temperament, his

wide range of sympathies, and the happy and winning com-

pound of refinement and joviality that he diff'used in the every

day business of life made him a unique character, and one

that was equa-lly admirable- and loveahle. He has left many
true friends; he ha? not left a single foe. His career as ajour-

nalist extended over a period of more than thirty years. He
was born at Hamburg on the 15th of April, 1824, and he re-

ceived a liberal and thorough education in the schools and

colleges of his native land. At an early age he went to Paris,

and there he became connected with the Press—contributing,

also, to papers at Hamburg and Leipsic. From Paris he re-

moved to London, and thence, in 1854, to this city. His rela-

tions with this journal—then called the Musical Review and

World, and published by Messrs. Mason and Brothers—imme-

diately commenced, and they have continued unbroken till

this sad hour. He purchased the paper in ISGO, and, as its

readers know, changed its title, and subsequently, in 1865, its

form and general character—to what they now are. The his-

tory of his labors as a journalist and a musician is not now to

be written. The commemoration of his virtues and his talents

—which, as a scholar, critic and composer, were alike solid

and brilliant—cannot yet be attempted. Grief for a great

loss is still too recent.

NEW YORK, JAN. 9.—After numerous preliminary and

supplemental "farewell" nights, the season of Italian Opera

has come to an end, the last appearance of Mr. Strakosch's

troupe having been on Jan. 3d, in "Lucia di Lammermoor."

On Christmas day Herr Wachtel appeared at the Grand

Opera House in "The Postillion of Longjumeau," and was re-

ceived with an enthusiasm which, need it be said, was amply

justified by his admirable singing and acting. Miss Pauline

Canissa took the role of Madeline-

There was the usual performance of "The Messiah" in the

evening, at Steinway Hall, with Miss Kellogg and Miss An-

toinette Sterling in the leading parts. The rendering was,

as usual, somewhat uneven, the orchestra, in particular, being

very unsatisfactory. However, thanks to the artists above

named, the general impression left by the performance seemed

favorable.

The present week is made specially interesting," to lovers of

good music, by a series of four concerts and one matinee,

which Theo. Thomas announces to take place at Steinway

Hall. If the first of these concerts, which I attended last

evening, is to be taken as a sample of those to come we have

much enjoyment in store. The following pieces were per-

formed ;

Overture, Anacreon Cherubini.

Adagio, 9th Symphony Beethoven.
Fantasie on Hungarian Airs Liszt.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.

Introd. and Finale, *Tristan and Isolde" Wagner.

Theme and Variations, Quartet, D minor Schubert.
Saltarello Gounod.
a. Nocturne Chopin,
b. Waltz Rubinstein.

Miss Marie Krebs.
Overture, "Der Freyschiitz" Weber.

No one who has once heard this excellent orchestra need be

told of the precision and delicacy with which these pieces were

rendered. The Adagio of the Ninth Symphony I have rarely

heard so fully interpreted.

The Introduction and Finale from "Tristan und Isolde" were

given, the programme informs us, for the ''first time." If

there were those present who devoutly wished that it might

also be the last time, they bore the infliction with patience

out of respect to those who are far enough "advanced" in

their ideas to enjoy such strange combinations of tone.

The darkly beautiful ''Theme and Variations" from Schu-

bert's Quartet was played in the manner so popular in France

(I believe it originated at the Conservatoire), that is by mass-

ing together all the stringed instruments in the orchestra.

Miss Krebs added not a little to the pleasure of the evening

by her clever manipulation of the themes in Liszt's Fantasie,

and it seemed as though she had gained some new insight into

Chopin's music since last year. The remaining concerts are

to take place on the 9th, 10th and 12th inst., with a matinee

on the 13th, and a benefit to Miss Krebs on the evening of

that day.

I send programme of the second Philharmonic, Jan. 6th.

Overture, "Euryanthe" Weber.
Concerto for piano in F sharp minor Reinecke.

Mr. S. B. Mills.

Symphony No. 13, in Q Haydn.

Symphony, "Im Walde" Raff.

The Haydn Symphony took the place of Mendelssohn's

"Hebrides" Overture, which was at first announced.

A. A. 0.

*' Home, Sweet Home." One of our foreign

correspondents, not long since, recognized this melo-

dy in Donizetti's opera of Anna Bolena, and rushed

to the conclusion that Donizetti was the author. But
the London Musical World, of Dec. 16, has the follow-

ing paragraphs :

A correspondent of the Athenceum asks whether

Donizetti or Bishop has the right to claim the com-
position of the ballad "Home, sweet home." The
Athenmnm thinks "the honor should be assigned to

our English composer, as the air was sung by Miss

Tree (sister of Mrs. Charles Kean) in Howard
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Payne's musical drama, Clari, produced at Covent
Garden Theatre, on the 8th of May, 1823, whereas

Anna Bo/eria, in whose mad scena in the Tower, the

melody is heard, was onlr brouffht out at the Scala,

in Mdan, in 1830, with Mme. Pasta, Signor Rubini,

and Signor Galli in the cast." The fact is that the

air belongs neither to Bishop nor to Donizetti, being

a popniar Sicilian melody. Bishop was even a great-

er thief than Handel, without one hundredth part of

Handel's genius.

(To the Editor of the "Musical World.")

Sir,—In reply to a note in the Athenaeum, allow

me to say that this air is Sicilian, and on the title of

the original English edition, published by D'Almaine
and Co., Sir Henry Bishop acknowledges the source

whence he obtained it. Sir Henry Bishop informed

me he received the melody from an officer of De
Roll's regiment, Captain Alexander Stuart, who
served in Sicily, during the British occupation, under
General Lord Bentick. I, myself, during my ramb-
lings in Sicily, at the foot of Mount Etna, and in the

neighborhood of Palermo and Catana, have heard

this melody sung by the peasants whilst gathering

the produce of the vineyards, both as a solo and cho-

rus. The melody being made popular throughout
Europe by Sir Henry Bishop's arrangement, in 1829-

30, Donizetti introduced it in Anna Bolena, to the

words. Cielo il mio lunghi; but there is no doubt of its

being an old Sicilian pastoral melody.
Wellington Gcernset.

London, Dec, Ibth, 1871.

Nicolas-Prosper LEvASSEnR.—Nicolas-Prosper

Levasseur, the original Bertram in Robert Je Diable,

the original Marcel in Les Huguenots, and the origi-

nal Zacharie in Le Prophete, has just died in Paris,

at the age of 81 . He was born in Picardy, of hum-
ble parents, and entered the Conservatoire when
sixteen years old. His debut was made at the Opera,

in 1813, in £a Caravane, after w-fiich he appeared
successively in England and in Italy. In 1828, Le-
vasseur returned to the Grand Opera, and created

the roles of the Governor in Comte Ory, and Mahomet
in Le Siege de Corinth ; but his greatest success was
made in connection with the works of Meyerbeer.

On retiring from the Opera, he became a professor

at the Conservatoire, and held the post until within

the last three years. The obsequies of Levasseur
were celebrated, with due musical honors, at the

Church of Notre Dame de Lorette.

A Story About Mendelssohn.

THE FAMOUS ORGAN AT FRIBURG AND ITS
KEEPER.

The writer of "Musical Recollections of the Last

Half Century," in Tinslet/'s Magazine, tells this story

of Mendelssohn :

Great as Mendelssohn was as a composer, I believe

he was far greater both as a pianist and as an organ-

ist. Under his hand each instrument "discoursed"
after a manner as original as it was captivating.

Scarcely had he touched the keyboard than some-
thing that can only be explained as similar to a pleas-

urable electric shock passed through his hearers and
held them spell-bound—a sensation that was only
dissolved as the last chord was struck, and when
one's pent up breath seemed as if only able to recover
its u?ual action by means of a gulp or a sob.

An anecdote relative to this feeling I may here in-

troduce as told me by Sir Michael Costa. On one
occasion of Mendelssohn being in Switzerland, he
and Sir Michael met at the church of Friburg, in

which building the organ is of such world-wide ce-

lebrity that few persons—especiallv those who lay

claim to any musical taste—leave the town without
going to hear it. At the time referred to the custo-

dian was somewhat of a bear, and most determinedly
reftised, either for love or money, to permit any stran-

ger to place his fingers upon the keys, although he
himself had not the slightest pretension to the desig-

nation of an organist, and, so far from showing the

capabilities of the instrument, induced very many to

go away under the impression that they had been

"sold," and that all "Murray" and other guide hooks
had stated was nothing belter than "a delusion and a

snare.' Mendelssohn was resolved, by hook or by
crook, to ascertain what the Friburg organ was
made of.

For this purpose he drew the custodian out, work-
ing irpon his weak points of character—for the old

man really loved the organ as if it had been bis child

—but as to gettint: his consent, that seemed to bo

beyond the probability of realizntion. Every one
who ever had the good fortune to be acrjnainted with
Mendelssohn, ninst have been attracted by his win-
ning manners, his rourteoas hearintr. and his mani-
festations of decided character. Whether he won
npon the old man by any one of these peculiarities of
his "native worth" in particular, or by their combi-

nation, can only be inferred. Suffice it to say, that

after long parley he was permitted to try one range
of keys. One hand he employed at first, quietly

using the other in drawing the stops, as if to test the

variety of their quality ; and when he had thus got
out as many as seemed applicable for his purpose, he

made a dash, which completely staggered the old

man, and began to play as only he could play.

The old man ga.fped for breath. He clutched the

rail against which he was standing, and for an instant

seemed as if he would drag this bold intruder from
his seat. That impulse was, however, only momen-
tary ; for he soon stood, as it were, spell-hound, until

a break in the gushing harmony enabled him to make
an effort to ascertain who the master spirit was that

made the organ speak as he had never heard it speak
before. Sir Michael Costa, at first scarcely knowing
whether it were better to smile at the old man's as-

tonishment and let events take their course, or to

enlighten him at once, decided on the former course;

but at this moment the olcf man seized him by the

arm, and gasped out, "Who, in Heaven's name, is

that man V' But when he answered, slowlv and
deliberately, "Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy," be
staggered as if struck by a tremendous blow. "And
1 refused him to touch my organ !" he sorrowfully

said. But as Mendelssohn began again to play, he

gave an impatient sign that he should not be disturb-

ed, and listened and listened as he never listened

again, as if some mighty spirit entranced him. The
object gained, Mendelssohn spoke a few kind words
to the old man, and so departed, leaving an impres-
sion upon his mind and heart that, without doubt,
during the time that he was spared, was never for an
hoar obliterated.

English Opera.

THE EARLIEST PERFORMANCB.
About the earliest and most notable performance

of English opera was in le.'JB, under the management
of Sir William Davenant, the poet. The piece was
entitled : "An entertainment at Rutland House, by
Declamation and Music, after the manner of the

Ancients," and was afterward published, in the same
year, in a quarto volume. Davenant had just been
liberated from the Tower, where he had been confined
by Parliament for his complicity in the scheme

—

originally encouraged by Henrietta Maria, the

Queen-mother of England—of carrying out a number
of artificers to Virginia. At this time, tragedies and
comedies—thanks to the morality of a Puritanical

government—were prohibited. Davenant formed the

idea of starting an entertainment which should con
sist solely of music, thus escapingthe penalties of the

law. This musical drama—of which we have al-

ready given the title—he styled an opera, and the

first performance took place at Rutland House, Char-
terham House Row, or what is now called Charter-

house-square, on the 15th of May, 1656. The price

of admission was five shillings. Although there

were accommodations for 400 people, only about 150
were present. The scene was Athens ; and a quaint

description of the place and the performance is given

in a MS. of the time ; "The room was narrow ; at

the end thereof was a stage, and upon either side two
places railed in, purple and gilt. The curtains, also,

which drew before them were of cloth of gold and
purple. After the prologue—which told them that

this was but the narrow passage to the Elysium, their

opera—up came Diogenes and Aristophanes, the

former against the opera, the latter for it. Then
came up a citizen of Paris, speaking broken English,

and a citizen of London, who reproached one another

with the defects of each city—in their buildings, man-
ners, customs, diet, &c. And, in fine, the Londoner
had the best of it—who concluded he had seen two
crotcheteurs in Paris, both with heavy burdens on their

backs, stand complimenting for the way, with ' C'est

a vans, monsieur^ ^Monsieur, vous voua mocquiez de

moji," &c., which lasted till they both fell down under
their burdens. The music was above, in a loover

hole, railed and covered with sarsanets to conceal

them. Before each speech was concert music. At
the end were songs relating to the victor (the Protec-

tor). The last song ended with deriding Paris and
the French, concluding thus :

" 'And tho' a ship her ncu^cheon bee,

Yet Pfiriri hath no Bhips at sea.'

"The first song was made by Hen. Lawes, ye other

by Dr. Coleman, who were the composers. The
lingers were Captain Cooke, Ned Coleman and his

wife, another woman, and other inconsiderable voices.

It basted an hour and a half, and is to continue for

ton days, by which time other declamations will bo

ready." .Such was tho "first season" of veritable

English opera. The novelty seems to have rapidly

gained in public estimntion, for the opera was aftcr-

ward-i removed to the Cock-pit, in Drury Lane, and

was much frequented for many years.

—

Once a Week.

pcisi

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Ij -A. T E S T 'K<L XJ S I O,
PubBit§he<l by Oliver Datson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Over the Bars. 3. G to e. Smith. 30
•' 'Twas milkiDg time, and the cowg came up
From the meadows so 8weet with clover."

A Tery pretty ballad. A love scene in the morning.

Let thv loving heart believe me. (Nella Braccia.)
6. D to h. Ricci. 75

Not more difficult than the 4th degree, if one leaves
out the trills and a cadenza, but requires a light, fine,
flexible organ. Very sweet and taking. Has the char-
acter of a Waltz Cantata, and has been introduced in
"The Child of the Regiment."

Gvpsej Queen. 3. B6 to e. B. D. D. 30
"Roam where I may, glad smiles gre^t my way,
Life is to me a long holiday."

A capital, and very merry Gyp^ey song, with chorus.

Ye dinna understand. 3. A to e. Sargent. 30
" It's nae your fault, my darlin',

I think it most my ain."
Beautiful Scotch song.

Magelone. 4. ^btog. KeiJmnn. 30
English and German words. Very smooth and me-

lodious.

The Mountain Sylph. 4. F to a. Hensler. 40
" In halls where diamond fountains play,

'Tis there we dance till break of day."
The melody is pretty, and not difficult, except that

it requires practice to fit it to the light, tripping, fairy-
like accompaniment. Pretty exhibition piece.

The beautiful Song she sang to me. 3 D to e.

Harrington. 30
*' The summer moon thro' the pine trees shone
On a maiden fair who was wiiting alone,
TVhile shesan^to the star^ of their golden light,

And sang to the flowers of the loving night."
The wnrds of a few of the songs of these bulletins,

if published separately, would make a very accepta-
ble book of poems. Words and music, in this case,

alike beautiful.

Bianchi. (Vajja faneiulla). 4. D to d. Colfieri. 35
Italian words written on the occasion of the Coun-

tess Biancha Bianconcini Persian! di Bologna (take
breath here) saving a youth from drowniug. Ex-
tremely pretty and piquant melody. Neat transla-
tion affixed.

When the Hay was mown, Maggie. 3. D tod.

Hoag. 30
" When the hay was mown, Maggie,
In the years long, long ago."

Very well chosen words set to an elegant melody.
Good chorus.

True Happiness. Song and Chorus. 2. G to

d. Kelle}'. 35
" I asfe not for riches. I ask not for wealth,

I seek but contentment, prosperity, heaUh."
A kind of h(>arty goodness in this song, good senti-

ment and good music.

Instrumental.

Starrv Night. Un nuit etoiMe). 4 han-ds. 5.

E6'. Smith. 1.00
The well-known brilliant piece, rendered a little

easier and somewhat more powerful, by a 4-hand ar-

rangement.

Serenade de Gounod. (Sing, Smile, Sleep). 6.

F. Smith. 75
A sort of *'gold bound" edition of a favorife song,

which every one will confess to be beautiful when
varied.

Why don't you ? Waltz. 3. Cnmming. 50
Not "why don't you waltz?" but "why don't you?"

as a waltz. The question is a.4ked quit* distinctly by
the music, which has a very dance-inspiring rhythm.

The Piquant Beauty. Mazurka Elcgjinte. 4. D.
Hoffmann. 60

Three things in it? favor may be snid. 1. It is by
Edward Hoffmann. 2. It is a mazurka by IIoCFmann.

3. It is an elegant mazurka by Hoffmann. Try it

and hear for yourself.

Cubana Waltz. 3. Ah. De Jnmn. 40
A rich, ripe, Spanish beauty to the walfz, which is

"full and harmonious."

Roses and Thorns. Galop. 2. G. Fuller. 30
Very neat. A mixture of gliding and staccato pas-

sages, sugeestjng the flowers and the thorns.

Carl Marwig's Boston Dip Quadrille. 3. B6.

Funkensiein. 40
If any perpons doubt the beauty of this quadrille,

they have only to ''dip into it"(to the fine music men-
tioned above, and they will, no doubt, pronounce it a
good thing.

L'Esperancc. Valso. 4. A. Cable. 40
I'owerful and very brilliant.

ABnnEViATioNS.—DegreoH of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. Tht^ hy is markf^d with a capital letter, as 0, R Hat, &c.
A small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter tho highest note, If above the sta-ff.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

OLIVKR DITSON tSi OO.^
BOSTON. OR,

O. H. BITS & GO.7
IVE\^ YOUli.

EDWIN CHRISTIE'S SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLING.

Song ami Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

Verfi bemdifid Illustrated Title! Group of

Angels bearing a child.

" Aneels took away our darling

We shall listen nevermore
To those merry little footsteps

That would meet us at the door."

Words by Geo. Cooper. ExceediDgly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air.

And I live in the beautiful sunlight.

And have not a sorrow or care.

"

A verv merry song, and Beautiful Illustrated

Title. Croquet Scene, with the' Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorus. 3. W) to e. 40
" Down by the seaside sadly I weep,

Dreaming of days that are fled.

Still in my bosom sadly I keep
Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautifal. Illustrated Title.

O, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. G to f. 30

" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep.

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep

As mem'ry recalls each heart that I know.

"

A pleasing reminiscence of home.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. Ftof. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

" Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know.
Tell me the reason I pray you, tell.

Always at twilight so weary you grow,
Tell your own darling who loves you so well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Charming picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus. -

'' Gone to yonder happy home,
Sadly round her bed we weep.

Angels bade our darling come,
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be

nothinpr th.it will cause emotion sooner than

Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Chorus. "0 kiss me, dear mother, and weep not for me,
"The beautiful home of the angels I see;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey.
The angels are coming to show me the way,"

THE SCHOOL HOU.SE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty picture of the

pretty Schoolma'am. surrounded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

" It stands beside the mossy way.
In mem'ry's dream again.

And still I bless it day by day.
The School-house in the Lane."

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

OUT IN THE STORM. Words by.E:. Field-

ing. 2. D to d.

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam,
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone."

Song and Chorus. Same general style as

"Out in the Cold." Simple, affecting and
pretty.

The above songs, with other good ones, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addie by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church," "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easy to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELL3IANS SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. F to g. 40

Illustrated Title. Portrait of Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight T ponder,

While I dream of them and thee,

Don't forget, tho' far I wander,
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true

;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's face graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait of Miss Ludlow

on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to g. 40

Cho.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go.

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow.

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair,

My darling, my angel, my MoUie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. 30

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this advice, now do,

And never trouble trouble, boys,

Till trouble troubles you.

A Motto for every man, and gracefully ren-
dered in music.

WATCH AND PRAY,
and Quartet. Words
Ftof.

Sacred Song, Duet
by Geo. Cooper. 3.

3.T

" Sow thy seed with golden grain.
Rest ye not in sun and rain,

Unto thee shall fall the gain.
Watch and pray I"

These golden words are set to appropriate
music, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE!
3 . Eft to g. 40
Fine Lithograph Title.

" Don't borrow trouble Love,
Heed not the morrow.

Good time for grieving, love,

When comes the sorrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorus.

Three Beautiful Songs by Three Talented Atithors.

SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words by ilrs. A. L. Angler. Music by

Rev. L. H. Angler. Song and Chorus. 3.

E6 to e.

" Spero Meliora ! tho' trouble be near.

This motto the sorrow bowed spiril can cheer,

Spero Meliora! this watchword can give

Fresh courage to labor, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. D6 to f.

By Gaston Lyle. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from its nest, in my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue.

He placed on my hand a jewel rare,

And whispered soft, as he held it there,

Tender and true I Adieu I"

KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

A6 to e. Song and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Music by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" The silver stars were peepingin the twilight,

The jeweled moon was rising in her queenly state.

When in my joy I clasped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gate."



THE

A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the

I®

This Book differs from previous Collections of the same general style, in being

Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Ballads that everybody likes to sing.

Beautiful Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to be a Daisy ; Ten-
der and True ; W ho 'a that tapping at the Garden Gate ; and others.

And others not quite so new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark, I hear an Angel sing ; I've brought thee an Ivy leaf ; Strangers yet
;

Three Fishers ; When the Cora is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why ; and others.

Good German Songs.

Love's Request ; Pretty Birds ; When the quiet Moon is beaming ; &c.

A Pew Songs from the Opera Bouffe.

The Sabre Son»; Dites lui ; &o.

Sacred Songs, Qnartets and Hymn Tunes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ;
Nearer, my

God, to Thee ; Sun of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's Music in the Air ; He who is upright ; Oh ! hush thee ; &c.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Gaadeamus ; Lauriger ; Shool ; Lnnr; Fis'i Bill
;
Viva la Compagnie ; and

others. Just the things to enliven an evening in company.

cojaic so.^-Gs.

Cousin Jedediah ; People will talk ; Ka-foozIe-Um ; Rhine Vine Sharley
;

and others.

All Right; Light Step, Sweet Kiss ; and others.

Waltzes, htj Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgeublatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Barbe Bleue Lancers ; Grand Duchesse Lancers ; Lydia Thompson.

A.IIIS.
Chanson da Regiment ; Come where my love ; Where are the Friends 1 and

others.

GALOPS.
Conatnntia

; Up and away
j Jolly Brothers ; and others.

Four Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poet and Peasant ; Guard's Waltzes ; Fairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Porte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and others.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, which will

bo just the thing for a

and should take its phiee among the pile of Music books on the Piano in every
Parlor.

Prire, in Boardi, S2..50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Full-Gilt, S4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Musical Literature.

How common it is to present to a friend a bril-

liantly hound Book—with nothing in it.

How much better to bestow on a Lover of Music

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Masters ; pare gold without and within.

Then make a present of the new

Life of Scnt'M.v.vy, by Wasielwski.

A trne record of the life and works of one whose

mmic rises in favor with the public year by year.

Translated Ijy Misj A. L. Alger. Price SI. 75
;

Or felef t ihc

Life ok Bf.ethoven, by Schindler &
Moscheles, $2 00. The most interesting ever writ-

ten ; or choose

Beethoven'3 Lettf.rs, by Nolil. S2.00 ;

Or buy the

LiFEof Mendelssohn, by Lampadius, $1.75

Unless you prefer to take those records of the

thoughts of a pure spirit,

Mf-ndklssohn's Letters, 2 Volumes,

By Lady Wallace, each $1.75 ; or

Life and Letters of Gottsciialk, by

Hcnscl, 81 50.

PoLKo's Reminisences of Mendelssohn,
$1.75 ; or

PoLKO'S JIUSICAL SlCETCnES of 11)6

Great Masters, $1 .75 ; or

Life op Handel, by Scliooloher, $2.00.

The Life of Rossini, by Edwards, $1.75.

The Life of Ciioi'IN, by Lisz* $1.50

Mozart, A Romantic Biographt,

By Rau, $1.75; Or make acquaintance with the

one slill considered by many tlio best of all musi-

cians, through

Mozart's Letters, by Lady Wallace,

2 Vols ,
cacli $1.75. Or a very useful gift will be

Ritter's History of Music, $1.50,

Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.50,

History ofOld Hundred, navcr2-al,$1.50,

Gardiner's Music of Nature, $5.00, or

Mooee's Encyclopedia of Music, $6.00.

All the above are got up in very attractive ntylo,

and will be seat to any address, post-paid, on receipt

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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JOHN S. SPOONBR, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

BAUMBACH'S
Iffemr Collection

OF

Sacred Music.
Those who have been anxiously waitinp for Jta appearance

maynowBend their orders ; and not one wiU be disappoinfcei in

the quality of mupic, Te Deums, Benedicites, Re-
sponses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tenCfiS- flBd all first Aas»,—none better. Large, clear, legi-

ble type, L. great recommeHdation.

Price in Cloth, S2.75 ; Boards, 3P2.50.
Sent, posi-paid, on receipt of retail price-

OLIVER DITSON" & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

FOR A SrPERIOR CL4SS OF MUSI-

CAL INSTRUMENTS

;

For CORNETS, ALTOS, BASSES, and all used in

BANDS.
For VIOLINS, VIOLONCELLOS, and all used in

ORCHESTRAS.
For QHITARS, FLUTDJAS, ACCORDEONS. For FLUTES,

FIFES, FLAGEOLETS. For PIANOS and MELODEONS.
For STRINGS for Violins and Guitars, andall things needed

in the use and repair of Musical Instruments.

For Band Music, Sheet Music and Music Books,—call at, or
send to the store of

JOHN C. HiTNES & CO.,
33 Court St., (opposite Court Hou.'se). Boston.

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual Sale S0,000 Copies.

THE SONG Q-AEDEN, No. 1 is for beginners, and
contains *'the first steps"' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GA-EDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GAEDEN, No. 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVES DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

IKEusical Literature.
Be»thoven's, Lettters 1790-1826, cloth, .$200. Life of Men-

delssohn, cloth, $1-75. Life of Rossini cloth, $1.75. Life and
Letters of Gottschalk, SI.50. Mozart, A Romantic Biography
S1.75. Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 vols, each, .$1.75. Polka'
Musical Sketches, $1.75. Ehlert's Letters on Musio, $1.75
Bound uniformly in cloth. Sent poptage paid on recpipt o

prce. OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON
& CO., New York.

Immense Success of Ditson & Co/s

MUSICAL TREASURE!
1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days I

A Second Edition Kotv Ready,

"Ditson & Co, . hare exactly met the popular taste by this

publication. We find here such songs as Nilsson's "Spring
and Autumn," Hullah's "Storm." and ''Three Fishers,"

**Birds in the Night." and "Hu<?h thee," by Sulliran, with a

variety of Sacred and choice College Songs, and many composi-

tions of Handel, Kreutier, Spohr, Claribel, Root., and others
;

with the waUzes, marches, &c., of Strauss, Offenbnrh, Jung-
mann, Gottschalk. Spindler. Von Suppe, Kinkel, Budik and
many others We have not space to enumerate the bet pieces

from the Treasure's extensive Catalogue, but we do not hesi-

tate to say that it ia the best collection we have ever 'een,

being entirely composed of new and popular music,"

—

Chris-

tian Union.

"This is indeed a rare and complete collection, and we have
seen nothing for years which ia so admirably adapted to the

general u-^e of the musical public as the Musical TaEASDRE."
—N Y. Evening Post.

*'Ju8t the Book for the Parlor and Home Circle ;
containing

over 100 selections—being the Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Inatrumental."

—

N. Y. Star,

Price 82.50 ; Cloth, $300; in Full Gilt, S4.00.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston,
C. H. DITSON" & CO.. K"ew York.

$$on§s 8nn^ by H^antley.
O Ruddier than the Cherry- . . Handel. 40
Stirrup Cup. Arditi. 30
Pro Peccatia. (StabatMat«r). . . . Rossini. iO
Yeoman's Wedding Song. Prince Poniatoioshi . 35
Only to Love. ..... Snntley 40
Iron Blacksmith Hatton 40
King and I Henriette. 40
It is not always May. . . . Gounod. 50
Fountain mingles with the River. " 35
Forging of the Anchor. . . . Benedict. 60
Bliss forever Past Balfe. 30
Nazareth. Gounod. 50
Vagabond Molloy. 50

Published and for Sale by

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.

It contains about 50 Motettes. one-fourth original, and the
remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman, Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.

Mr-. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves his reputation, which is

among the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of pood fortune.

Price, in Cloth, ffi2.75; in Boards, S2.50.
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Clarke's Dollar Instructor
FOR

HEED ORGANS

!

Less expensive, and. of course, less extensive than the popu-
lar "New Method for Reed Organs," this book contains a
Bufficiency of pleasing, easily-progressive exercises and tunes
for the use of amateurs who wish to learn " without a Mas-
ter," and for all who only wish to "go a little way."

Sent, post-paid to any address, for One Dollar.
OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

EDIV. SCHUBERTH,
Foreign & American Music Depot,

No. 610 ARCH STREET.
PHILADELPHLi. 795—

§ew ^nxt Ut*gt\ixmx-^,

VOCAIi.

I'm sweet Sixteen. lUnstrated Title Pratt. 40

O sing unto the Lord. {Cantate Domine jTAomas. 75

The man with the Indian Dram. Illustrated

Title Bunt. 40

Somebody's happv to night. Song and Chorus.
•'

McNeal. 35

The Farewell Letter. 4. G to ? GVav- 30

The Sea hath its Pearls. For 4 voices . ..Pinsuli. 60

When shall I be a bride Keller. 30

A little while Marshall. 40

Over the Bars Smith. 30

Let thy loving heart believe me. (Nella Braccia.

)

Ricci. 75

Gypsey Queen - B. D. D. 30

Ye dinna understand Sargent. 30

Magelone Keilman. 30

The Mountain Sylph Bensler. 40

The beautifn! song she sang to me. . . Harrmqton. 30

Bianchi. ( Vaga fanciulla.) Coljieri. 35

When ti e Hay was mown, Maggie Hnng. 30

True Happiness. Song and Chorus Keller. 35

A year ago. Canzonet Rockstro. 30

The Birds were telling one another Smart. 35

Bessy's mistake Campana. 30

Under the walnut tree Linle}/. 40

Evening bringeth my heart back to thee. Campana. 35

Well-aday Randegger. 40

Queen of Love Gounod. 30

Love's Sorrow Eikmeier. 30

In Waves of Light Abt. 30

Old, old Tale " 30

INSTBtTMENTAL.

Qui Vive. March Downing. 30

Woodland Whispers. Waltz Kinkel. 30

Blue Violet Polka Loesch. 30

Lord Dundreary Polka. Illustrated title . Turner. 40

Dream in the Woods. Capricciosa Waud. 50

Vienne Galop. {Ketterer). 4 hands Rummel. 80

Offertoire and Communion. Op. 31, No. 29.

Battiste. 1.00

Fantasie Comique, introducing the melody "The
Yaller Girl." Pease. 60

Chanson des Anges. Morceau de Salon . . Pape. 1 .00

Starry Night. (Un nuit etoil&). 4 hds. .Smith. 100

Serenade de Gounod. (Sing, Smile, Sleep.) " 75

Why don't you ? Waltz Camming. 50

The Piquant Beauty. Maz. Elegante, .flo^nann. 60

Cubana Waltz De Janon. 40
Roses and Thorns . Galop Fuller. 30

Ctrl Marwig's Boston Dip QflsAriW&.Funkenstein. 40
L'Esperance. Valsc Cable. 40

Flving Dutchman Galop Eikmeier. 40
Christmas Eve Polka Brillante.

Augusta Gottschalk. 40
Prince Alexis Galop Bart. 30

Mountain Stream. 4 hands Smith. 1.00

Little Rogue. (Kleiner Sehelm). Polka ... Faus<. 40

Mother's Birth-day Polka Wellman. 30
Spring Dream Waltz Grebeis. 40

Sophien Polka Mazurka Conrad. 30

Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Gailar. Bayden. 25

Home again. Polka Maz Chassaignac. 60

Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75

Polka Bohemienne " 1 00

Marohe des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif. " 1 .00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75

Kaiser March Wagner. 60

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, tlie expense beini;

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a <3Ib-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double

these rates.
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MBS. JENWY KEMPTOW,

Vocalist & Teacher of Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER DIISON & CO. 798-

TJtTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, giTes instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E.J. BUTLEB, priTate pupil of Carl Reinecke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Plajing at 163 Tremont

St.,Eoom3. 800—3m03.

SINGINO AND PIANO.
MK3. FANNIE P. FOSTEE,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

TWrES. C. A. SaEBT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bug Avenue. 782—ly

FHOF. & IXRS. EDG'.a.H A. AOBBZITS,
Academy of Music.

718— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMBESOW offers his Services as Conductor of
^^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Euston, Mass.

G. E. -WHITZira
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Bitson & Co. 623

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
"Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

' tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

onr country. Schools and communities are provided with
Bkilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. ED^^ABD B- OLIVER,
5 Coltunbua Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

y/t LU!. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstmetiOH on
-^*J- the Pianofort*.

4^ 53 Hancock Street*

]vr W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Innins M, IHI,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KSrSMSB AKD ITAtlAW 81Kr&3C.W&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson fe Go's.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
IIM CHESTNTJT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Auebioah Mdsio constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINOINO and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma> be
left at Ditson & Co's Mnsic Store. 717— tf.

VTXM'SZ.O'W Z.. B£L'SZT>X1XI,

No. 13j Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

p AUGUST BCHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
'^' VIOLLN", is prepared to receive popils, and oilers

his services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Praafer & Co., 30 West St. 796—3m

P. H. TOBEINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OP MUSICAL SOCIi;XIES.

Addresa, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Washington St.,

New England Conservatory of Music, Music Hail, or Midland
Street, S«vin Hill, Dorchester. 'M-Zm

ME. GEO. B. BHUTE, having completed his
?farli»^ abroad, aoder the inatmctlon of some of the

flrat Artists of modem times, vill now receive pupils
in Piano and Organ Playing, also in Xbeory of Music.
Addreas Oliver Ditson & Co. 791-6m

/CHURCH AND parIqH/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Pive-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops j viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instrumentg. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PBIBTCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

a-. \Kr. 3DTJI3X.E-5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
[Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. IIO"W"ARr>,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are in-rited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials.

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBI^ISHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., Is the largest and most complete in the
No. West. Our connection with Messre. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables ue to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

(O^In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music 619-tf

•l\/rADAME CHABLES LEWIS, of London,
^•*- for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give LeHSons in Singing, and to accept
engagementB for Oratorios and Concerts.

CommunicationB to be addressed |to thej care of Oliver'Dit-
flon & Co.. 277 WashiDgton Street. 794_3ni

ROCK OF AGES!
A NEW AND IIKALTJFUL

HYJttlV FOR lOUK VOICES,
Jiy J, It. Thomas.

Price .50 Cents.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYLES!
Prices »50, $65, $100, .S125, 8132, S140, $160,

S175, 8200, S225, S250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The most pojntlaT and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One to Thirteen Stops,
Flute,
Principal,
Octave,
Flute d'Amode,
Tremulant,
Tox Humana,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia, Bourdon,
Diapason, Gamba,
EUPHONE, BaSSOOBT,
Hautboy, Toes Celeste,
Fifteenth, Viol d'Auoub,
Cor Anglais, Tiola,
Couplers, Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiveness any
before offered.

There can be no more Elegant and
Valuable Present*

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other
in the country

; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufQciently interested to caU.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TEKM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL waa

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. Fl
Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEKSON.

the most satisfactory of all the modera Choir and SiDgiog
School Bootis.

Price $1.60
;
$13.50 per dozen.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

J SCHXTBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers
* in Foreign and American Muaio, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 3B7

The Attention of Musicians
13 OALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

liMS liSTiiilEliTi,
OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at lovr prices.

VIOimS—The Best, from $2 to $60 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

PIAJVO^ AN1> lTI£L,01>E0I¥l§i
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Oar fapi.ltlefl are such as enable us to furnish the aboTe;
also, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C LRD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF,MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposito the Coart House)
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My Old Red Violin.

When the gray light fades away,

When the wood-flames laugh and leap,

Wlien the kitten stops her play,

When the babies are asleep

—

Then I hie with happy tread

To a treasured nook within,

And from out its silken bed

Lift my old red Tiolin.

Italy its birthplace fair

;

Quaintly carved this monkish face

—

Wrought with silver tendrils there.

Here embossed with Flemish lace
;

Brown and black and yellow blend

Round the classic hooded head
;

And the graceful ovals bend, '

^

Steeped in sunshine rich and red.

Grand old palaces it knew
;

Thrilled their royal, jeweled throngs
;

Touched by wondrous bards, who threw

All their sweet souls in its songs.

Slow and reverently I

Walie its sleeping pulse to life
;

Make it sob and laugh and sigh

Only for my winsome wife.

Shall I tell yon how I found

Blithesome Bessy Loverin ?

Simply by the wealth of sound

Of my old red violin
;

She sang sweet in Bethel choir

;

I played tender "Golden Hill
;"

Rose the mournful strain yet higher.

When, lo ! every voice was still.

Throbbing to no mortal pain.

Wailed the weird, reverberate string :

Waited all the church in vain,

Bessy wept and could not sing.

Blessed power that day was mine,

Pearl of pearls my bliss to win
;

So I hold one gift divine

Through my old red violin.

Harper's Weekly.

"Wagner's "Lohengrin" in Italy.—An
Italian Criticism.

[On the 1st of November, 1871, "Lohengrin" was
performed, for the first time in Italy, at the Teatro
Commnnale in Bologna. Mrs. Fanny Raymond
RiTTER translates for the New York Weehlij Review
the following extracts from an exhaustive article

upon the work, written by Fridio LicnEGO for the

Gazetta Mmicale of Milan, which no doubt will

interest our readers.]

At last we have heard the dreaded "Lohen-
grin ;" at last the terrible maestro of the future
has beeii judged in Italy also; and yet we have
not to pity the wounded, or lament the dead

;

there has not been even the faintest appearance
of a battle! Let him wonder who will, there
was no need of battle or of combatants, simply
because there was not much opposition and no
approbation displayed, that had not its good and
true reason for existintr.

With our public, the sensations of delight and
enthusiasm were positively unanimous ; and so
were those of fatigue and oppression. These
impressions lead us to believe that the judgment
regarding Wagner, which has generally gained
ground, is the correct one ; that is to say, that he

unites, as no composer has done before him, the
two poles of efficiency and vacuity, of high ex-

pression and triviality, of power in the use of
artistic means, and absolute forgetfulness of
them.

Full, robust, effective, daring, when he treats

whole masses of voices and instruments, Wagner
is empty, colorless, wearisome, heavy, monoto-
nous, and sometimes vulgar, in the music which
he puts in the mouths of his characters. Let it

not be supposed that I intend to discuss his

melodic inspiration here, -to decide whether or not
he gives new forms to melody; I limit myself to

the assertion that in the melopea, in musico-
dramatic recitative, in that intrinsic part, which,
according to Wagner, should constitute the famous
"future school" of art, he is wanting in force of
creation, contrasts of colors, dramatic truth.

Wagner appears a Lilliputian when he exhibits
himself in his profession of "futurist," while he
rises to a colossal height, boldly advances with
the steps of a giant, shows himself capable of
great conceptions, of intrepid flights, when he
contents himself with the modest character of a
great maestro, as other famous composers have
done before him.

I do not mean to say that he imitates this or
that school, this or that author. No : his truly
fine pieces bear an especial stamp ; move in a
peculiar manner; display an astonishing sonority,

and hitherto unheard of boldness. Great artist

that he is, he possesses a character, that is his own,
and that of no one else, as have done all the
more or less great masters, who left the,old track
to open a fresh pathway.
But while maintaining his own personality,

Wagner is obliged, in the culminating points of
his operas, to do precisely as others have done,
for the simple reason that in art certain laws

—

fixed, indisputable, and not to be cancelled

—

exist, which are the essence of art itself.

In "Lohengrin" we find the musical and dra-
matic action developing itself in great pictures,
while the sensations depicted by entire masses

—

artists, chorus, orchestra together—reverberate
in the mass of auditors ; but the principal char-
acters of the drama seem reduced to the condi-
tion of parts written merely to fill up. In "Lo-
hengrin," while we share the enthusiasm of the
knights of Saxony and Brabant on the apparition
of the Mystic Swan, and admire many powerful
orchestral pages, we remain indifferent to the
loves of Elsa and Lohengrin, to the malice and
rage of Ortrude and Telramond ; we find it dif-

ficult to understand the feelings of the actors

(except while reading the libretto), because they
are depicted in such feeble colors ; because the
recitatives resemble each other so much, and are
merely conventional, while they ought to bear the
principal weight of the development of the drama,
since according to Wagner this forms an essen-
tial part of his school.

It would be difficult to pronounce a conscien-
tious judgment on the problem—whether this

want of expression in individual dramatic life be
powerlessuess ? or a pre-conceived system ? or
powerlessuess masked by system ? but this

open, undeniable contradiction between the
Wagnerian idea and the result obtained, is a
great, a striking one.

The Italian public—for crowds flocked from
every part of Italy to Bologna on the evening of
the first performance of "Lohengrin,"—listened
with the deepest attention and the greatest
respect to Wagner's work ; tried to form its

judgment with unprejudiced conscientiousness

;

and pronounced it with such unanimity, that, as

I have said above, it met with no serious opposi-
tion from partisanship, for or asainst it

;
yet spite

of the innate courtesy and habitual composure

of the Bolognese public, had "Lohengrin" been
announced as the work of a composer at the

commencement of his career, rather than that of

one whose name is surrounded by the mystic

aureole of the apostle, it would have fallen, never

to rise again, at the close of the 2nd act, not-

withstanding the favorable impression produced

by the incontestable beauties of the first act.

On hearing Wagner, we are not moved by
pleasurable sensations, but rather by those of

astonishment and wonder ; your heart is not ten-

derly touched, your nerves are violently shaken,

Little by little, Wagner approaches you, entan-

gles you in his toils, magnetizes, transports you
;

the beating of the heart grows fainter; the blood

rushes violently to the brain ; at a certain point

of sonority, it bounds with such an impetus that

it excites you to convulsive, involuntary excla-

mation. This morbid effect was produced in our

calm Bolognese public, which, at the close of the

pieces that most vividly impressed it, displayed

its approbation, not by the ordinary clapping of

hands, but by nervous and excited cries. I felt

the same necessity, as if the electricity with which

my brain was surcharged sought an outlet in this

manner.
It is certain that to produce such sensations, a

powerful mind is necessary (and no one denies

Wagner's possession of this) ; and if we add to

powerful the epithet diabolical, we shall still

remain within the limits of the truth.

On the evening of performance the public felt

at once that it had to do with a great, a daring

master ; and after the introduction, executed to

perfection, a unanimous demand was made for

its repetition, amid general enthusiasm. But the

declamation between the King and Telramond
was found extremely tedious ; then came the re-

cital of Elsa's story, in the ordinary form, but

containing a delicious phrase, sweetly repeated

by the chorus ; the herald's call, the apparition

of the Swan, the entrance of Lohengrin,- the

increasing wonder, the immense burst of enthus-

iasm. A fine scene, beautiful music, masterly

treatment, powerful, irresistible effect. But where
was i\\e. future ? The public, applauding vehe-

mently, and with reason, found no trace of it

here.

After the beautiful salutation of Lohengrin

to the Swan, the reply of the chorus, the long

subsequent recitatives, the duet between Lohen-

grin and Elsa, comes a fine prayer, intoned by

the king, taken up as a quintet by the singers,

and then by the chorus, with increased effect,

yet with economy of means. This prayer struck

me as superior to the swan scene, to the intro-

duction even— it seemed to me the best thing in

the opera. The phrase is large, grandiose, eflec-

tive. inspired. Then came the duet, the return

of thanks to heaven, the conqueror's triumph,

filled with the great Wagnerian sonority, bril-

liantly closing the first act. Applause was unan-

imous ; the artists were called out, and Mariani

(the conductor) received an ovation in the or-

chestra.

In the second act we navigate the open Sea of

Future Music ; the masses have disappeared, the

drama of inward feeling comes to the surface

;

but if the poet clearly figured this to himself, the

maestro did not ; an abuse of modulations,

rhythms commenced but to be broken off, a

tremolo of the string instruments, an incessant

lament of the wood instruments, a constant ca-

dence of the voices, make of the duet between

Ortrude and Telramond as of that between Elsa

and Ortrude, an insupportable continuity ot

wearisome oppression. I will not mention melody

here
—'twould be blasphemy ; but here is not one

ray of inspiration. Where, where is the dra-

matic recitative of which Wagner is the proph-
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et ? If this be it, then I do not hesitate to

declare that nothing can be more flat, more ordi-

nary ; this is no more, no less than common
recitative, prolonged to an intolerable length.

And the worst of it is, that the drama—the poem
—is so badly seconded by the music, that it is

not possible to interest the audience in the action

here.

Through the whole of this interminahle scene

I found but one fine passage. It is the close of

the duet between Ortrude and Telramond—

a

happy phrase in F sharp minor ; the two voices

moving in the octave—where, furious from the

thirst for revenge, they curse heaven and earth,

God and man. The effect of this is so horribly

true, that a friend of mine, a learned musical

dilettante, said that it deserved to have been

adopted by the communists as their hymn of

destruction.

But public attention was so wearied, so over-

strained, that this passage went by unobserved,

_

as did the music in which Wagner picturesquely

describes the dawn of day, the awakening of a

city, etc.

This second act closes with a religious march,

to the sound of which Elsa advances towards the

church, where her nuptials with Lohengrin are to

be celebrated. Ortude opposes the heroine's pro-

gress, Telramond attempts to oppose that of

Lohengrin, accusing him of sorcery ; but he is

contemptuously driven away—the wedding group
proceeds onwards, the people rejoice, the sound
of the organ swells above the voice of the chorus

;

—and yet, with the exception of the religious

march, this scene does not ofier any remarkable
features. The curtain fell ; a weak attempt was
made to recall the artists ; but this was met by a

lively demonstration of displeasure.

The third act also commences with a prelude,

Wagner says, in his libretto: "An orchestral

introduction, descriptive of the joy of a nuptial

festival." He has succeeded to the full. This
sonorous, striking, beautiful page of instrumental

composition was re-demanded amid transports of
enthusiastic applause.

Then came the wedding chorus :—light, pleas-

ing music, appropriate to the situation ;—then the

great love duet between Elsa and Lohengrin.
Ah ! what bitter disenchantment ! the prelude
prepared us for different strains ; are these the

accents that should fall from the lips of newly
married lovers ? Poor Elsa ! surely she must
have foreseen in this first interview the life of

ineffable ennui that lay before her.

The first part of the third act closes with the
death of Telramond.
An annotation in the libretto surprised me

:

"Lohengrin pulls the bell-rope." Is it possible

that in ihe first half of the tenth century they
had bell-ropes, and the relative little bells? My
historical research will not suffice to answer the
question ; I leave to Wagner the responsibility of
the bell, which at that period (I must have my
foolish jest !) was doubtless the bell of the future.

The last scene carries us once more to the
banks of the Scheld ; the kinz, the court, warri-
ors, trumpeters, accompany Lohengrin, who con-
ducts them to battle. But he must leave them;
betrayed by his wife,—who contrary to her vow,
his asked his name,—and drawn back by super-
human powers to his mystical dwelling place, he
d.-dares his origin and rank amid general emotion.
Lohengrin's story, woven on the same theme as
that of the prelude to the first act, is highly effec-

tive, as is the entire close of the opera. It was
received with the warmest approbation ; the
artists, the chorus director, and Mariani, were
called four times before the curtain.

From this rapid review of the performance, the
reader will perceive where the effect lay, and
where the composer did not succeed. He will

observe the nullity of individual dramatic life, the
great power of massed forces. Sorrow and joy,
love and hatred, are narrated to the public, but
not felt by the actors

; Song is utterly, completely
banished ; in the fullest acceptation of the word,
whatever the partisans of this style of recited
drama may declare.

The performance of "Ixjhengrin" at the Teatro
Communale of Bologna weis truly marvellous!

marvellous m coloring, unity, force, precision; the

choral and orchestral forces were conducted with

unequaled energy and ability. Not the smallest

error or uncertainty in the whole long course of

the opera. Mariani was the soul of all ; his pow-

erful ability and learning, his lively, nervous

temperament, infused an electric warmth into the

performance, and heightened every effect. It

was the universal opinion, that under a German
conductor, the success of "Lohengrin" would have

been more doubtful ; in such a case the finish of

performance might have been as great, but a cer-

tain heavy solemnity, a want of accent, would

have characterized the performance, the tempi

would have been taken slower, with more calm,

and the patience of our audience would have

been put to a severer trial.

After Mariani and the orchestra, the highest

praise is due to the chorus director and to the

chorus; last of all to the solo artists—not that

they were anything less than excellent—admira-

ble ! but because in "Lghengrin" they are of sec-

ondary importance.

I fear my readers will have already accused

me of discourtesy in so long claiming their atten-

tion ; but since our subject is an important one, I

feel sure they will pardon the further remarks

with which I intend to conclude this article.

Wagner's music gives me a distinct image of

the desert ; the desert with its vast imposing

space, but with its dangers and hallucinations;

the desert, in all its grandeur, in all its aridity.

It has its few oases, but many are the false mira-

ges that confront us there.

It must be remembered that the German pub-

lic is regular, calm, methodical. A public that

must leave the theatre to sup at a certain hour,

that can mingle beer with music, that mercilessly

cuts (or allows the mutilation of) the greatest

operas, in order that the performances may close

at the orthodox hour, needs to bo occasionally

shaken by violent emotions. The German climate,

habits, and special nature have little to fear from

this aphrodisiacal music.

But the frequent hearing of it would have a

fatally overstraining effect on the ardent, impres-

sionable Italian public, nervously, tenderly alive

to delicate feelings; and therefore it is the duty

ofan honest critic to place this danger before the

eyes of our people.

And let me not be accused of wanting in

esteem and respect toward the German public,

for such an accusation would be false. The laws

and conditions of nature have made all people

what they are; transport the German public into

Italy, the Italians into Germany, and in the course

of fifty or sixty years, their radical qualities would

become so greatly modified that their relative de-

fects and advantages of character would seem to

have changed places. But the present conditions of

the two publics are unalterable, and we must take

them as they are.

Is there then, any serious danger that Italian

art may be submerged by this impetuous torrent V

1 scarcely think so. Wagner is a great artist, an

intrepid maestro, a profound, strong mind. And
our public has, without prejudice, generously re-

cognized his exceptional qualities—our Italian

public, so unjustly accused in Germany, of super-

ficiality and ignorance I However, the result

would not be doubtful, should one of our own
composers—reviled in Germany for effect-seeking,

for writing noisy music I—venture to produce such

violent effects, such continuous movement of

heavy masses. Setting entirely aside the question

of rival powers in regard to flow of ideas, eleva-

tion of style, charm, feeling, we find that the Ital-

ian maestros, long before Wagner, gave to the

recitative a dramatic force such as he has never

yet even equalled. I need only to point to the

recitatives in "William Tell," those in the first

and last acts of "Norma," in Macbeth on the ap-

parition of the dagger, those o( Rif/oh/lo when he

curses his fate, etc.. sketches dictated by lofty

philosfjphy and a profound knowledge of human
nature and the highest principles of art.

This first performance of "Lohengrin" has been

summed up by Doctor Verita in a few lines: "A
little weariness, a little confusion, much admira-

tion, little excitement, surprise rather than de-

liaht—the surprise which the grandiose awakens.

Apparently a triumph ; really, the wonder which

the aspect of chaos, colossal in dimensions and de-

ficiencies, would excite in its astonished beholder.

The marvellous, however, is not wholesome daily

bread ; but an intelligent, self-controlins public

may allow itself that luxury—occasionally."

PopHlar Art Education.

(Prom the I>-iily Advertiser, Jan. 11.)

THE ART EXHIBITION AT THE APPLETON STREET
SCHOOL-HODSB. THE ENGLISH DKAWINGS.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION EXEMPLIFIED.

The reception at the Appleton Street school-house

last evening, under the auspices of the drawing com-

mittee of the school board, was not so well attended

as it should have been, considering the importance of

the occasion and the interesting character of the ex-

hibition. Still the art rooms were visited by a large

number of persons, among whom were several of our

leading artists and many ladies and gentlemen who

have a general or special interest in the promotion of

popular art education. The invitations to the recep-

tion were distributed especially to members of the

city and State government and to the members of the

school board. To allow the public to witness the

fine collections of casts and drawings with which the

norma! art school is uow supplied, the rooms are to

be opened this evening and to-morrow evening be-

tween the hours of seven and nine o'clock, and it will

be worth the while of every one to visit the Appleton

Street school house and wimess for themselves the

facilities which now exist here for art instruction.

THE PERKINS COLLECTION OP CASTS.

The fine collection of casts given to the city by

Mr. Charles C. Perkins naturally attracts a great

deal of attention. These casts were selected in Eu-

rope, and have been sent over and set up with scarce-

ly any injury. The casts consist of reproductions of

the actnal size, and identical in form with the best

examplesof ancient art, including statuettes, busts,

masks, architectural ornaments, and casts from na-

ture, both of foliage and the human figure. There

are two very large casts from the Trojan iorum, one

of which is said to be the finest piece of acanthus

work in existence. There are some very beautiful

drawings of the human figure, of conventional orna-

ment of flowers and foliage, and of animal forms.

•The outlines of the figures have been drawn from the

best specimens of antiquity, and some of jhe choicest

of Greek sculpture. The foliage and conventional

ornament has been drawn from the accepted types of

different periods of Greek and Roman renaissance

and Gothic art. These casts were prepared by the

moulder to the British Museum, who has access to

the finest collections in the world. Although the

casts make up onlv a fragment of the collection which

is usually to be found in a European art-school, yet

they embrace representatives of the very best periods

of the art, and hardlv any accepted type of architec-

ture is unrepresented, the easts from nature are

especially valuable. These were first made by Mr.

Smith in England. There is a back and front of a

thistle leaf and a spray of blackberry leaf and fruit,

than which nothing more beautiful could be brought

before the student's eye. One of the rarest architec-

tural casts is a copy of the famous bronze pilaster of

the side of the doorway of the Church of the Made-

line in Paris, which is said to be both the finest ex-

ample of modern acanthus work and the finest treat-

ment of an ornamental subject. There is also a

series of casts and mouldings from the celebrated

gates of Ghiberti, of which Michael Angelo said that

they were fit to be the gates of heaven. Amongst

the figure casts are reductions of Michael Angelo s

celebrated Tombs of the Medici, and in addition to

these perfect artistic works, the collection for the edu-

cation both of the school teachers and the night-classes

includes specimens of modern terra cotta, angelica

work vases, geometric solids, and other subjects.

THE ENGLISH DRAWINGS.

Around the sidjs of the large hall are hung the

drawings which were presented to the city of Boston

by the science and art department of the English gov-

ernment, and also some of the drawings which were

produced by the students of the free night classes of

last year. The drawings by the students of the Eng-

lish art schools are framed, but are not hung in con-

secutive order. Each drawing illustrates one stage

of the art, there being twenty-three stages, the last of

which is actual design for manufacture. The finest

drawings are arranged, however, to show the relation

of the twenty-second stage to the twenty-third. For

instance, one of the twenty-second stage illustrates a

botanical analvsis of plants with a view to ornamen-

tation, and next to it is a design for laco whicli oh-
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tained the only national medal awarded in the nation-

al schools of art in 1869. In the firet drawing the

flower analyzed is the crane's petal. Both the flower

and leaf are taken and the geometric outlines are

drawn and the conventional color, to approximate to

nature, is tinted upon the outline. The same method
was applied to the mistletoe and snowdrop. Another
drawing jjivcs an outline sketch of the natural growth
of a flower portraying a section of the flower, a side

view of it, geometric analysis of the leaves, making
a complete ornamental epitome of one flower. This
is the preparation for original design. The student
went from this to desiirn the lace, which is a most
beautiful illustration of the reproduction of floral out-
lines for manufacturing designs. Another beautiful
drawing illustrates the application of a principle of
ornamentation to a tea-set. Next to this is a study
of drapery upon the living figure, and a painting in

water color of a branch of pear blossom, directly from
nature. The original design for this painting is

among the casts. There is also a design for a small
mansion showing the ground plans, the geometric
side elevations, and the sections, making the analysis
of a whole design for the structure. Another inter-

esting thing is a figure shaded in chalk from the an-
tique, in illustration of the professional study of the
human figure. Further along in this line are copies
of the geometric models, an illustration of stage 23
drawn from actual machinery, an illustration of
drawing in chalk from a model whicH may be seen in

the cast room, a drawing in monochrome from a
thistle leaf. A fine thing is shown in illustration of
the design of a carpet which has been actually manu-
factured The geometric principles employed in the
devising are fully shown ; also some very fine de-
signs showing how given spaces are filled up with
ornamentation. There are in this collection two
paintings, the authors of which have become famous
since these sketches were made, and the author of
one head is now cetting five hundred guineas a piece
for his works. Instrumental drawing is also fully

illustrated, together with anatomical drawing, and
carpenter's work. The latter is illustrated by the
actual working plans of Exeter Hall and many other
of the largest public building.s in England. Iii addi-
tion to this there is a very full set of architectural
sketches in w.iter colors, illustrating the best
styles of rural architecture. Space fails for a
notice of the many splendid drawings ; but it may be
of interest to state that there is a single monochrome
of frait, the original of which is to be found in the
collection of casts, which illustrates the chiaroscuro
so beautifully that it alone is said to be worth all that
the entire collection has cost the city.

Some of the drawings made by the pupils of the
night-schools last year are exhibited, together with
some very excpllent specimens of work done the
present term, which show that great progress is mak-
ing in the free schools since the introduction of the
new models. The course of instruction to teachers
was fully illustrated by drawings put upon the black-
board by Mr. Smith. A great deal of time was spent
in arranging the pictures in order to present to visi-

tors a tolerably accurate idea of the development of
the plan of instruction, and the pupil's progre-s from
first principles to actual design. There has never
been in this country an exhibition of this kind which
is worthy to be compared for a moment with this one.
The drawings and casrs have all been arranged by
Mr. Waiter Smith, the State and city superintendent
of drawing, who is laboring with the" greatest energy
and zeal to advance the art education of the people.

John Braham.
[From the London Musical World, 1854.]

One of the most remarkable singers of his time,
and one of the greatest ornaments of the Engli.th
stage, was born in London in 1777. When scarcely
seven years old, Braham became a pupil of Leoni,
the professor and vocalist, and the original Don Car-
los in Sheridan's Duenna. Leoni—whose real name
was Levi—when a boy, w.a6 engaged by Garrick and
brought out in a musical entertainment at Drury
Lane called The Enchantress, the music written by a
well-known character named Handel Smith, who was
cal-ed "Handel" from his intimacy with the author
o( the Messiah. The boy Braham made such aston-
ishing progress under the instruction of Leoni, that
at the age of ten, in 1787, he made his first appear-
ance on the stage, at the Royalty Theatre, as Cupid
in an occasional piece called The Birthday, written in
honor of the anniversary of Queen Charlotte, consort
of George the Third. The Royalty Theatre was
under the management of John Palmer—Gentlem.in
Palmer as he was called—who afterwards died sud-
denly at Drury Lane while performing in the Stran-
ger.

_
The first public vocal display of young Braham

was in the air : "Gentle God, whose sacred powers,"
an invocation to Hymen, composed bj Carter, the

author of several beautiful ballads, among which we
need only mention "O Nanny, wilt thou gang with

me." At this time Braham had a voice of extraor-

dinary sweetness and compass, and could already

execute florid music with the greatest fluency and
the most perfect ease. In Dr. Arne's bravura song
"The Soldier tir'd," he was enthusiasticalU ap-

plauded : when singing this song Braham used to

appear on the stage in a soldier's coat, which was
much too large for him, and never failed to excite the

merriment of the audience.
This occurred exactly sixty-seven years ago. How

many of all those thousands who then applauded and
laughed are now living ? Perhaps not one, while the

hero of our sketch is still green and flourishing, hale

and hearty, happy and full of life. What various

vicissitudes of fortune must Braham have witnessed
in his time ! What changes since public fame first

opened to him have happened in arts and science, in

manners "domestic and foreign," and in politics. He
has lived and flourished under four successive reigns

—George III , George IV., William IV., and Victo-

ria—and has, perhaps, seen the greatest revolutions

of which history makes mention. But Braham never
meddled in politics ; art was his sole pursuit. From
the moment he first attracted public attention, Bra-
ham became a special favorite with the nobility, and
his intimacy with theic Majesties George III., George
IV., and William IV. is a matte of notoriety. It

has been said of him "that he was a prince among
artists as well as an artist among princes."

Having lost his master Leoni, who left England in

1789, Braham placed himself under the tuition of a

Mr. Davis, with whom he prosecuted his studies ad-

vantageously. In a short time, he had so grounded
himself in music and singing, that he was enabled to

take pupils, and became the master of several of his

fellow students who had begun to learn at the same
time as himself. It is even recorded that some time
before Leoni went on the continent, young Braham
actually taught his own master how to sing some of

Dr. Arne's songs, so much even then was thought of

his taste and style.

Afnong the earliest and best friends of Braham
were the munificent merchants Abraham and Benja-
min Goldsmid, who perceived his talents, and took

him under their especial protection. Braham was in

no small degree indebted for his subsequent career as

an artist to those kind patrons, and never speaks of

them to this dav without expressing his admiration
ot their genero'iity.

In the latter end of the year 1789, Braham's voice
broke, and he applied himself with assiduity to the

study of the pianoforte, taking lessons, among others,

from Dussek. He soon became a proficient on the

instrument, and acquired a neat and ready execution.

But he did not neglect his voice at this critical junc-
ture. By the most careful attention it soon recover-

ed its strength and quality, and Mr. Ashe, the flute-

player, having accidentally heard Braham. advised

bim to accept an engagement for the Bath theatre,

which he could procure. Braham accordinffly went
to Bath, and while there took lessons from Rauzzini,

an Italian teacher and vocalist, the Veluti of his day.

This artist, from his superior dramatic powers, was
called the Italian Garrick. It is related of him that,

at the end of the Death of Montezuma, he acted so

naturally that Garrick, who was present at the per-

formance, came behind the scenes and embraced him.
Independently of his musical and dramatic abilities.

Rauzzini, we are told, possessed a fund of Esprit, and
many amusing anecdotes are cited of his wit and
humor. He had so great an affection for Braham
that his house and table were always at his command,
and he paid Braham for every concert at which he
sang—an unusual proceeding for a master.

In a few years, Braham made such advances in the

art of singing under Rauzzini, that he began himself
to give les-ions in Bath ; and in 179.5 -he obtained as

8 pupil Lady Nelson, then Mrs. Nelson, who was de
pirous of learning Italian songs to please her husband,
Captain Nelson, afterwards the celebrated admiral.
The fame of the young and rapidly rising tenor soon
spread to London, and Stephen Storace, the compo
ser, went expressly to Bath to hear him, and engatred
him for Drury Lane Theatre in the spring of 1796,
to make his dSut in Storace's opera of Mahmoud.
The composer, however, died before Braham appear-
ed at the end of the season.

So great was the success achieved by Braham at

Drury Lane, that in 1797 we find him enjraged at

the King's Theatre, (the Italian Opera in the Hay-
markel), singing with the famous iVIad. Banti and the

celebrated tenor, Viganoni, in Zemira and Azor. Our
young English singer alternated the first male parts

—which, at that time, except in Mozart's operas,

were always tenors—with Viganoni, during the first

season of his engagement, bat was afterwards retain-

ed as sole prima tenore.

Resolved upon visiting France and Italy to gain

greater experience in his art, Braham went to Paris
with the intention of remaining only a few days. He,
however, stayed eight months, and gave several con-
certs, the first of which was held at the Elys(?e-Bour-
bon, under the immediate patronage of Mme. Jose-
phine, wife of General Napoleon Bonaparte. The
price of admission was one louis d'or. During his

sojourn at Paris, Braham was offered a lucrative en-

gagement at the Italian Opera, which, however, ho
declined, being resolved not to be diverted from his

principal object in leaving England, which was to

proceed to Italy, and prosecute his studies under the

best masters.

When Braham gave his first concert at Paris

—

which we have just said was under the patronage of
Mme. Josephine Bonaparte—he received a communi-
cation from General Bonaparte, in which that illus-

trious captain expressed his regret that he would be
unable to attend the performance. On the same day,

the hero of Marengo quitted Paris for Egypt, and
seized upon Malta en passant. Braham was inti-

mately acquainted with Jerome Bonaparte, the broth-

er of Napoleon, a simple citoyen, with whom he used
frequently to play whist. On one occasion, alluding
to Ihe political diflorences between France and Eng-
land, Jerome Bonaparte, with perfect coolness and
simplicity, addressed our hero as follows :

—"Citizen

Braham, my brother the General is determined to in-

vade and conquer England. No power on earth can

prevent it. England must fall, and London be laid

in ruins. But, mon cher ami, do not be frightened.

Pray give me your address—the place and number of

your house in London—and I promise you I will

occupy it myself, and take care of it for you. Citizen

Braham, don't be frightened. He liked Jerome Bon-
aparte, in spite of his rhodomontade, and Jerome
had a great regard for Braham, although he was an
Englishman. This scene took place in the house of

Mme. Montansier, directress of the Theatre de Mon-
tansier (Palais Royal).

Braham soon after left Paris for Italy, and was not

long in the, "land of song" before he obtained an en-

gagement. His first appearance in an Italian thea-

tre was at the Pergola, Florence, in an opera called

The Return of U/tfsses, composed by Basili, in which
Brabam played the part of Ulysses. Unfortunately,
however, the Telemachus was upwards of six feet

high, and the Ulysses being barely five foot three,

when father and son came on there was a general

titter throughout the house. But the singing of the

English tenor speedily excited admiration, and Bra-
barn's success was unquestionable. While at Flor-

ence, Braham was introduced to the celebrated tenor

David, the Rubini of his day, who when asked to

name the best tenor in Italy, replied, with equal wit

and modesty, "Dopo di me, il Inglese"—"After me,
the Englishman." A great compliment, however,
was intended.

From Florence Braham went to Milan, where he

met bis countrywoman, Mrs. Billington. This re-

nowned vocalist was then married to a M. Fleissont,

who was so exceedingly tenacious of his wife's celeb-

rity, that he could not endure that she should en-

counter the slightest rivalry or opposition. Mrs. Bil-

lington and Braham were engaged to appear togeth-

er in a new opera, composed by Nasolini. Nasolini

wtis an ardent worshipper of Bacchus, of which Mrs.
Billington's husband took advantage. While the

composer was writing the songs for Braham, Fleis-

sont was with him every morning, and plied him
with wine until he was unable to collect a thought or

to put pen to paper. With great difficulty Nasolini

was enabled to write a song and duet in the opera,

which was called // TrionJ'a di Claria. During all

this time rehearsals were held in the theatre, and the

manager, who daily applied for Braham's song, was
put off with trifling excuses. Things could not go
in this manner, and at length Braham's anger was
excited. He was determined to have his triumph as

well as Claria, and succeeded to admiration. It was
the custom of Mrs. Billington to try her song four or

five times at the rehearsal, with all the cadences and
ornaments she meant to introduce. Braham listened

attentively to these, and learned by memory every

passage and roulade. Nasolini, at last, sent ihe act

and duet, where Braham had to sing immediately be-

for the entree of the pnma donna. Our hero accom-
plished his plan with the greatest success, and in the

course of the air, introduced, in succession, everyone
of Mrs. Billington's cadences which he had heard at

the rehearsals. When the lady herself came on to

sing, she was so excited and enraged, that she failed

to produce the slightest effect. In consequence of

the drunkenness and neglect of Nasolini, the opera

was produced in a mutilated state, and there was no
grand scena for the tenor. The public were dissatis-

fied, and the opera was not allowed to proceed to the

end. The manager, Gherardi, who came forward to

apologize, was hooted off. On the following day,

however, he issued an announcement to the public.
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worded in a most humble manner, promising, that,

at the next performance, the whole of the opera
should be given, and that "Citizen Braham"—it was
during the time of the Republic—would sing a grand
sceyia written expressly for the occasion. Fortunate-

ly for the impresario, braham was gifted with an ex-

cellent memory, and could sing the most difficult

music at first sight, so that in a few hours' study he
was enabled to make himself quite familiar with the

new composition. Both tenor and prima donna this

time met with the most flattering reception, and
were tumultjjoasly applauded in their seTeral per-

formances. In after times, Mrs. Billington and Bra-

ham frequently alluded to this anecdote in England,
and referred with infinite satisfaction to their remin-
iscences of Milan, the unhappy manager, Gherardi,

and the sottish composer, Nasolini.

About this time Mrs. Billington was engaged at

Covent Garden, nnder the direction of Mr. Harris.

She was in the zenith of her power, and possessed a
Toice of extraordinary power and beauty. In an
Italian braintm which she introduced in one of her

performances, she used to take G in alt with the ut-

most ease. The same feat is recorded of Signora
Sinclari, a vocalist of reputation in the time of Mo-
zart, who transcribed some of the most remarkable
passages she was accustomed to execute.

From Mihan, Braham went to Genoa, where he
sang with Marches!, the Veluti of his day, in the

opera of Zo(fo(Sil-a, for thirty consecutive nights. At
Genoa he studied composition under Isola. While
staying here Braham had to submit to a great deal of
inconvenience in consequence of the city being be-

seiged by the F-nglish under Lord Keith. He ap-

plied to General Massena for permission to leave

Genoa, and was informed that on a particular day he
would obtain an answer; but before the dav arrived

the English and Anstrians had entered Genoa, and
the French had quitted it. Massena had done all he
could to prolong the siege, expecting that some good
news would reach him from Bonaparte; and his ex-
pectations were not far wrong, since a few days after

the surrender of Genoa, he received an account of
the victory of Marengo.
At Leghorn Braham was introduced to Lord Nel-

son, who took great notice of him. Our hero visited

the admiral's residence almost daily, and generally
dined there twice a week. After dinner he frequent-

ly sang duets with Lady Hamilton, who had a splen-

did voice, and a real taste for music. One day, at

the request ot Lord Nelson, Braham tried over a
march on the piano, which the hero of the Nile in-

tended should be his funeral march. While he was
playing. General Abercrombie was announced; hut
Nelson told Braham not to leave the room, and re-

quested him to coniinue his performance. The two
illustrious commanders meanwhile walked np and
down the saloon and carried on an animated conver-
sation in an undertone. At that moment Braham
could hardly have felt the presentiment that he was
destined, not long after, to compose the "Death of
Abercrombie," and the "Death of Nelson," which
during a long series of years he has sung to hun-
dreds of thousands of his countrvmen.
Braham did not proceed, as he had desired and in-

tended, to Naples. His engagements in the North of
Italy were too numerous and Incrative to admit of
his paying a visit to that pictuiesque abode of fisher-

men and lazzaroni. From Leghorn he went to

Venice. It was here that Cimarosa began to com-
pose his last opera, Artemisia, for Braham ; hnt, like

Storace with regard to Mahmond. the celebrated Ital-

ian musician died before the work was completed
Oar English tenor took part in the funeral servire of
the compo-er with Naldi, and by his pathos and ex-
pression profoundly affected the audience. As there

are some who are sceptical as to the fact of Cimarosa
having composed his last opera expressly for Bra-
Iram, we extract the following characterifltic letter,

which has immediate reference to the subject, and
will at oftcc set the question at rest :

—

To the Editor of the Mae.stro.
"Sib,—In reading an account of Cimarosa in the

papers of the day, I thought the following communi
cation might not be unacceptable to the musical
world. I think it was ab.iut the year 1800 I was
engaged at the Fenice, at Venice. CimarosH was
the composer of a new opera (his last) callid Artumi-
tia; the libretto by II Conte Collerco. I was with
the illnsirions compositore almoi-t every day. He
was evidently dying, though full of wit, spirita, and
repartee. He took a great qnanti:y of ciruta. The
mimresa of the h<,a-e in which he resided culled one
morning, and begged he would pray lo the saint of
her pariih, a.'snring him he was very powerful. Cim-
arosa thanked her exceedingly, hut said he was
afrai.! it would be of no use, as not belonging to her
parith the saint would, very probably, pay no atten-

tion to him. He knew his time was come, and pre
jiMffd lor death, and died like a good Catholic and

sincere Christian. The part of Tenore Principale he

had written for me, but, never having heard me sing,

he composed the principal arias merely from what he

had heard of me from others ; and surely never was
music better adapted. He wrote for me a beautiful

scena, con coro, that had a wonderful effect, it was so

delightfully instrumented. I regret 1 could not get a

copy of it. The copyist was so outrageously exact-

ing in his demands that I was obliged to leave Ven-
ice without the aria. Poor Cimaro.sa left the opera

of Artemisia xm&maheA. Mayer, the celebrated Ger-

man composer, was requested to finish it, but he,

from real modesty, refused. The opera was per-

formed in its unfinished state. The music was ap-

plauded to the very echo, mingled with the tears of

the audience. Unfortunately the poem was very

mediocre. I assisted at Cimarosa's funeral, sung a

song, and in a quartetto composed by Bertoni. A
funeral movement was performed, and, in the midst

of the most solemn and soul-striking harmonies, little

snatches of musical phrases, taken from celebrated

operas of the composer—from the Orazzi, Ulysse, and
Matrimonio—were heard from some wind instru-

ments placed in a distant part of the church : sub-

dued in pianissimo—seeming to come from the clouds

—they had a startling and unearthly effect. My
heart trembled and tears started from my eyes.

Little did I then think it would be my fate to sing in

the last immortal operas of two of the greatest com-
posers—Cimarosa and Weber —I am, Sir, your
most obedient servant,

"Giovanni Braham."
"Tenore, ma scrivo con molto umilitk un Inglese."

This letter was published in the Maestro, a musical

journal which was born and died in the year 18-t4.

On his journey homewards to London, Braham
sang at Trieste and Hamburgh, and accepted an en-

gagement at Covent Garden theatre. He made his

first appearance in a new opera, called Chains of the

Heart, written by Prince Hoare, the music by Reeve
and Mazzinghi, with a success that is even now
remembered.

[Conclusion nest time.)

Eichard Wagner's Collected Writings.*

(From the London "Observer."

The first volume of this collection, which is to em-
brace all Wagner's critical writings as well as his

poems for music, has just appeared. There are to he

nine volumes, and the publication will extend up till

July, 187-3. Of all the professional musicians who
have written about their art—and the list is a long

one, embracing as it does, of late years at least, the

names of nearly all eminent musicians in Germany

—

Wagner is at once the most voluminous, the most in-

teresting, and' the most important. He does not hes-

itate to state this himself, remembering Goethe's say-

ing, so often repeated by Schopenhauer, "Nur die

Lumpe siiid besckeiden" (Louts only are modest.) He
deserves, and he is sure to receive, the attentive con-

sideration of all those to whom musical art is more
than a mere means of sensual enjoyment. Many of

the dissertations promised in this edition are now for

the first time accessible to the general public. They
were mostly published as contributions to journals, or

as pamphlets, and have long been out of print. What
Wagner presents in them all is perfectly clear, dis-

tinct and consistent, his tendency being the formation

of an ideal drama in which music is to be one of the

principal factors, and exercising its influence on nil

others. But .as the publications are, with only two
exceptions

—

Kunstiverk der Zuhinft and Oper iind.

Drama—occasional pieces, they do not present the

appearance of a system of inusical cesthefics, though
they contain ample material for one. They can be

classed nnder the following heads: 1.—On the inter-

pretation of particular works by the great masters
In this we include his essays on the overture to Oer
Freischiifz, his programmes to Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony, the Sinfonia Eroica, and the overture to

Coriolnv, and that scathing pamphlet "About Con
ducting" whir'h has of late set all German musicians

at loggerheads. 2 —Plans and proposals for the

amelioration of existing musical institutions in Ger-

many, or for the creation of new ones, v'w. , on the

reorganization of the Court Theatre at Dresden—on

the Goethe Stiftung, the theatre at Zurich, the Court
Theatre at Viennti ; and the Essay upon a Confierita-

toire of Music to be instituted at Munich, which latter

is the only one of his elaborate plans that has as yet

homo palpnble fruit. The recent examinations at

Munich, if ihe report of Ilerr Weisshiwmcr in the

JVeite y/itsrlirifl fiir Miisik, a highly competent musi-

cian, can he accepted, have shown results such as no
similar instifntion in Europe can boast of. .1 "Nov-
els and Miscellaneous Essays," written for the Paris

• Richard Wagner's Collected Writings. By B. W Fritz"ch.

Leipzig'

Gazette Musicafe ; "At Weber's Grave ;" "Letters to

Brendel, Liszt, Berlioz, and Mme. de Muchanoff."

This last is known as the letter on Judaism in Music,

which created such a storm some years ago. 4.

—

"Concerning Certain Indirect Connections of the De-
velopment of Art with that of Politics ; "Art and
Revolution ;" "Ahont the State and Religion ;" Ger-

man Art and German Politics ;" Essays cm Great

Musicians," and "Reviews of Writings about Music."

The most important of these is the latest published

of his essays, Beethoven, which forms the deepest and

most original contribution towards the metaphysics

of music since the profound chapters in Schopen-

hauer's Welt ah Wille. .>.— Lastly, the critical and

scrupulously theoretical books referring to his ideal

musical drama

—

Kuntswerk derr Zuknnfl and Oper und

Drama, together with the libretti of all his operas.

Any one who has watched tns spiritual career of

an artist of genius, living or dead, will have observed

that his theoretical convictions concerning his art

throughout his life are a sort ot running comment
upon his artistic productions. There can be no great-

er mistake than to suppose that Wagner has written

his musical drama in accordance with any precon-

ceived artistic theories more or less eccentric. He
has, like all men of strong creative impulse, trodden

the long, dim path from more or less instinctive pro-

duction to a complete mastery of means and ends.

His theories and his practice grew together, and, if

anything, the former is a result of the latter. Wag-
ner is a poet flrst and foremost, and his case differs

from that of his predecessors only inasmuch as he

gave to the world a more elaborate and minute ac-

count of the mental fermentation which preceded and

aceompanied his works of art ; and that he has done

this onght to entitle him to the thanks of all men
who know a poet to be something different from a

mere funnel through which the gods pour beautiful

thought. He has, in common with Goethe, the very

rare gift of becoming perfectly conscious of all his

mental evolutions, and of being able to give a cool

and complete account,—an outsider's view, as it"»ore

—even of his passions. This makes him so formida-

ble as a poet and writer. He speaks always at first

hand, talks of nothing but what he has himself seen

or felt, and holds his subjects with an intense and

passionate grasp. Here is no filtration of other

men's thoughts from phial to phial. It was the con-

flict between his artistic desires and the existing

means of realizing them which for a time tormented

him, and then perforce drove him to criticism.

He felt his way through a maze of theoretical spec-

ulation on the musical stage, and its elements, -mim-

etics, music, and poetry, out of which he came forth,

after a protracted and laborious search, with his sight

strengthened in more ways than one, and his artistic

powers increased a hundredfold. There are three

facts, we believe, to which nearly all the pen and-ink

quarrels concerning Wagner can be traced. First,

that he published his criticisms and abstract theoiies

at a lime when his late works of art, by which alone

the.se theories could receive their sanction, were little

known, and bat rarely and inadequately performed
;

secondly, that the social and political heresies, which

he propounded by way of clearing the air and finding

free breathing-space for his artistic ideals, frightened

people ; and Lastly, that he now and then thought fit

to point his moral by attacking living men of repute,

snch men as Meyerbeer, for instance, in a most sav-

age and merciless manner.
About the importance of accurate critical insight to

a modern artist there can he scarcely two opinions.

We quote Charles Baudelaire

—

"Tons les grands

pnetes derinnnent nafwellement fatalement criticptes. Je
plains les poetess que guide le seul instinct ; je les crois

inromjilcts ; il serait prodiqieux (jn'im criliipie devint

poete et il est impossible qnun poete ne contienne pas un

critique," Mr. Matthew Arnold, too, often preaches

on tlie same text. In his luminous essay on The.

Functions of Criticism at the Present Time, he points

out th.3 immense mark made by Goethe, not only up-

on German hnt European thought; contrasts it with

the comtiarativcly traceless apparition of Byron on
the English horizon, and shows that Goethe had such

weight as a poet, not because his produciivo power
was grent'T, but because his critical exertions and
those of his contemporaries gave him a stronger and
surer foothold. Among living men one could not

find a better illustration of this than Wagner. His

principal theoretical books were published between

1849 and \S.r2, when he was banished from Germany,
and had no hope whatever of seeing one of his new
dramas embodied on the stage. They raised a paper

war, in comparison to which the Parisian squabble

in the last century between the Gh^kists and Piccin-

ists appears as one of frogs and mire. Ingenious

critics, killing two birds with one stone, contrastid

his theories with his earlier operas, pointed out plenti-

fitl contradictions, and proved both to be the outcome

of a confused and extravagant head. Some assert
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that Wagner was a mere charlatan, who invented

theories as a cloak to cover his musical iinpotence ;

others that he was a musical genius led astray by
metaphysical will-o'-wisps ; a third set, by far the

noisiest, held him up to public loathing as a furious

madman, who would tear down all existing art fab-

rics, and plant himself on the ruins, "a god of the

future." In one respect, and one only, they were
unanimous, that a strait-waistcoat would henetit him
greatly. Most deviations of opinions on art matters,

like nearly all conflicting assertions concerning hu-

man life and things, depend, we believe, upon those

fundamental philosophic conceptions which men have
adopted either with or without previous examination.

Wagner sees in art the ultimate outcome and final

flower of things terrene, and he looks upon what he

calls Das Drama, in which man contemplates his own
nature in all its dignity, as the highest, and, properly

speaking, the only adequate artistic expression of

harmoniously developed humanity. The conditions,

in many respects new, under which he conceives it

possible to realize a drama that shall expand togeth-

er with ever-growing humanity, form the main con-

tents of his theoretical writings. In Kunst und Rev-

olution, and especially in Das Kunstwerk der Zukunft,

his gyrations round this centre of drama are of enor-

mous width, and flavor not a little of social and artis-

tic Utopias. In his largest work, Oper und Drama,
however, and in the essay on German art and politics,

the circles contract into more manageable limits, and
he aims at comparatively direct and practical ends.

The first volume of his writings under consideration

contains a very interesting fragment of an autobiog-

raphy, up to 1843, which has been out ©f print for a
long time, and of which we shall before long give

some account. Besides this, it contains the poems to

the first three of his operas, which have been publicly

performed : Liebesverbot, Riemi and Der Fliegende

Hollander, a series of seven essays about musical

matters, contributed to the Gazette Musicak, in 1840
and 1841, and reports about Weber's Der Freyschiitz,

Hale'vy's La Reine de Chijpre and Rossini's Stabat

Mater.

Cherubini's "Water-Carrier."

THE I/TDEETTO.

The story of the "Water Carrier" ("Les Deux
Journees") is of the simplest. Count Armand, a
French nobleman. President of the Gallic Parlia-

ment in the reign of Louis XIII, a friend of the

people, and powerful opponent of Louis' notorious

prime minister, Cardinal Mazarin, who completely
ruled the "grand monarque," fleeing with his young
bride, Constance, from the Cardinal's vengeance,
is screened and protected by a Savoyard water-

carrier named Micheli, whose son's life the Count has
saved, and who by his shrewdness and daring con-
trives to carry the fugitives safely through the camp
where Mazarin's Italian mercenaries, inflamed by
Eomish influences, arc assembled to waylay and
arrest them, an immense price being set upon the
head of the Count. Once out of Paris and among
his own political adherents. Count Armand would
become overwhelmingly formidable to Mazarin, an
important fact well known to the patriotic and grate-

ful water-carrier, as to the diplomatic cardinal.
Through the readiest and most cunning devices, con-
cealed under the guise of perfect simplicity and bon-
hommie, Micheli succeeds in his plan so far as to place
the count and his bride safely beyond the military
cordon which encircles Paris ; to insure the escape of
Armand, and subsequently ihat of his wife, who in

disguise is to follow her husband to his place of con-
cealment in an old oak tree near the village of
Gonesse.

On her arrival, however, she finds herself in the
presence of two of Mazarin's soldiers, wlio, struch
by her beauty, and en<'ouraged by her apparently
unprotected position, make brutal advances to her.

This is witnessed from his hiding-place, by her hus-
band, who, forgetful of his own danger, rushes to the
rescue of his wife, and is immediately made prisoner.
Armand's life is now forfeited ; but the faithful water-
carrier has not been idle during these stirring events

;

for, seeing almost irremediable danger, he has already
been to the cardinal with the news ot Armand's
escape ; and his holiness, dreading the influence of
Armand with the people, has sent him a free pardon.

That this little story has the classical requirements
of a beginning, a middle and a legitimate end, there
can be no question ; that the denouement cannot even
be suspected until it actually arrives, is equally true.

Its themes are heroic patriotism, gratitude, and
woman's constancy. Can there be any more lofty or
loveable in human life?

In its exciting incidents, and constantly melodra-
matic action, too, it is almost what now would be
termed "sensational." Such is the libretto which
Cherubini has set in musical gold of the purest and

most solid kind ; such is the literary material to which

his migic pen has given an undying charm. "The
WaterCarrier," in Europe the most widely-known

work of the man who wrote "Faniska," "Medea,"
"Lodoiska," "All Baba" and "Demofoonfe," and

whom that musical colossus, Beethoven (who certain-

ly was no flatterer), addressed as the "greatest dra-

matic writer of his time," is now introduced for the

first time to the American public by the Parepa-Rosa

management.
Let us now proceed to examine

THE MUSIC.

The overture (in E major) is probably familiar to

the musical public, here as elsewhere, under the title

of "Les Deux Journees. ' For years it has been a

stock piece all over the civilized world, and is always

played with eff'eet because it is absoluteli/ grand and
beautiful in itself ; still, apart from the drama it so

poetically symbolizes, the music can scarcely be more
than half understood ; for the chivalrous patriotism

of Armand, and the no less heroic devotion of his

wife, Constance, throw a light upon its merits which

necessarily display them still more brightly, and en-

hance their intellectual value.

In the solemn introduction, forebodings of evil,

dreamy prophecies of impending woe fall vaguely on

the ear, fixing our attention, yet perplexing us with

thoughts of change. But now comes the allegro, in

the first subject of which we at once recognize the

light-hearted poco-curante daring of the preux cheva-

lier, Armand ; in the second, so full of anxious ten-

derness, the utterances of his devoted Constance.

The overture is, indeed, permeated by the same ideas

which are the very core and essence of the coming
drama ; but heroism alone characterizes the perora-

tion, in which both husband and wife seem to be

united in one grand resolve. To say that the orches-

tration is very fine, were not enough . Taking into

consideration the small number of instruments em-
ployed, compared with modern usages, it is a perfect

marvel of science and genius. The rich resonance

of the score would suffice to fill the largest building,

and as much may be said for the instrumentation

from end to end of the work. On the whole, this

overture may safely be set down as one of the most
classical and really dramatic of operatic preludes.

Act First. No. 1 in the opera is the Savoyard's
song, a most plaintive and touching melody in G
minor, 6 8 time, in which Antonio relates how, as a

poor wandering bov, he was saved from starvation

by a stranger, a French gentleman whom he has
never since beheld. Characteristic coloring and un-
affected pathos distinguish this melody, which is fol-

lowed by an equally delightful strain in the major
key, where Antonio, with bis father and sister, earn-

estly invoke blessings on his benefactor.

No. 2 is a song in E flat
—"Give me Thy Guid-

ance, Bounteous Heaven," in which the WaterCar-
rier, in his plain simple way, appeals to Providence
to help him in saving the unhappy fugitives whose
escape he has undertaken to effect. There is no
ostentatious display of religious fervor, no pompous
piety in the setting of these words, but the music
is throughout exactly suited to the plain, honest char-

acter of the man.
No. 3, "Our Brave Preserver," is a trio in C major,

sung by Const nee, Armand, and the Water-carrier.

Its theme is the gratitude of the lovers (they are still

lovers, although they are married) for the devoted-
ness of the Water-carrier, who responds in his manly,
open-hearted way, that he was but doing his duty.

It consists of a melody in three parts, martial in

character, and varied by those devices of imitative

counterpoint of which Cherubini was so complete a
master, and which enliven and enrich the score in

the most graceful, and apparently spontaneous man-
ner. Nothing can be more natural than that people,
animated by the same spirit, and having nearly the

same things to say, should say it nearly in the same
language ; and thus Cherubiui's lovers sing musical
imitations (colored with charming diversity in the
orchestra), probably without the pnhlic being aware
of any scientific process, so easily and naturally does
the whole thing flow. Here, as everywhere else in

the "Water-carrier," does the "yl?-s celare Artem"
principle prevail.

No. 4, a dnet in D Major, for Armand and Con-
stance, illustrates their parting. It consists of an
accompanied "dialogue recitative," and an allegro

movement,one portion of which—we mean the tender
and fervently affectionate phrases upon the words,
"You, the joy of my life' — will immediately remind
musicians of Beethoven (not the only resemblance to

bo found in this work between the two great contem-
porary masters). Dramatic power and deeply rooted
feeling are the characteristics of this impassioned
duet ; but a chaste dignity governs the one and tem-
pers the expression of the other. Those who seek

,
here for the sickly sentimentality, or frantic hair-

tearing ebullitions of modern Italian operatic lovers,

—will be much disappointed. Cherubini understood

the "cum ratione insanire" of Terence, as well as the

"fine phrenzy" of Shakespeare, and never wrote a

part to "tear a cat in."

No. 5, "Whom do I now behold," finale to the first

act, is a sextet in E fiat major, fung by Mecheli,

Armand, Constance, Marcellina, Antonio and Dan-
iel. It illustrates Antonio's re<oj;nition of his ben-

factor. Count Armand, Micheli's gratitude, the pet-

tish opposition of the simple Marcellina to an ar-

rangement which suddenly deprives her of the pleas-

ure of attending her brother's wedding, and her sub-

sequent acquiescence in the proposed scheme, when
she finds it is to aid the escape of Constance. Such
is the very simple dramatic matter with which Cher-

nbini had to deal, in constructing that which stands

to this hour, and ever will remain, one of the very

greatest concerted pieces ever written. The extra-

ordinary combination of musical and dramatic power
for which Cherubini is so justly celebrated, finds a

striking illustration in the very commencement of

this sextet, where the grateful Antonio (his voice

faltering with emotion) informs his father and sister

how he recognizes in Count Armand the "French
gentleman" who saved him from dying of starvation

on the streets of Paris.

The son relates, his family almost breathless with

anxiety, listen, interrupting the speaker only by oc-

casional questions and exclamations of surprise- The
good Micheli s heart swells, and tears are starting to

his eyes as the truth becomes more and more evident

;

but when he is convinced beyond all doubt that it is

to the cliivalrous Armand, whom as the people's

champion he already reveres, that he owes the deliv-

erance of his son (now recognized by the Count), he

and all around him, who share his feelings, unite their

voices in a glorious hymn of joy, in which the might
and majesty of Cherubini's genius shine with extra-

ordinary effulgence.

And by what musical process is this immense
effect accomplished 1 Simply by exciting and con-

stantly increasing in the auditors a feeling of expec-

tation, all through the earlier portion of the piece,

till the at last absolutely longed for cljma.x arrives,

with the words, "Praised be Heaven."

The dialogue is now resumed, accompanied in the

masterly way already described in speaking of other

parts of the work where similar means of orchestral

illustration are employed. The listeners will proba-

bly be much amused with the sudden opposition of

Marcellina to the idea of depriving her of the pleas-

ure of being at her brother's wedding, and charmed
with the happy manner in which it is expressed in

the music, affording as it does a refreshing relief to

the more serious parts of the piece.

The refractory young lady exclaims, "I don't

choose to remain here!" "This is too bad !" "If I

don't see my brother's wedding, consoled I'll never

be," and repeats the defiant words over and over
again in a comically determined way, until Antonio
tenderlv appeals to her, while the young Savoyard's
song floats on the air like a voice of the past, recall-

ing to her memory Antonio's deep obligation to Ar-
mand ; and she willingly enters into a scheme which
she now for the first time fully understands is abso-

lutely necessary to save the lives of the lovers. And
now the superb ensemble, "Praised be Heaven," is re-

sumed, and intensified by still richer and more varied

harmonies, the whole being wound up with a perora-

tion worthy of the rest, brings the first act to a grand
conclusion.

Act Second. The entr^ acte music heralds the

approach of Mazarin's soldiers, who are coming to

search for Count Armand and his bride We hear
their measured tramp approaching nearer and nearer.

Another fine crescendo, similar to that in the sextet,

leads up to the chorus in D major, "No mercy
show !" which surpasses any chorus of the same kind
to be found in the whole range of operatic music.

The quick responses between the basses and tenors,

"careful guard," "all prepared," are inexpressibly

exciting, and the ensembles on the words, "No mercy
show !" "Such are the orders !" almost overwhelm-
ing in their fierce delight. Then there is an odor of

sanctity about the solos of thejeommanding officers,

noticeable in those sustained chords and "suspen-

sions," belonging to the ecclesiastical style, with

which Cherubini accompanies the words : "And the

gratitude of Mazarin deserving, etc.," which reveals

how deeply the composer has studied his subject.

Cherubini is here characterizing leaders of the Italian

mercenaries of the Cardinal Mazarin, sustained by
the power of the Pope in a strange land, against the

will of the people, and who as papists were as sourly

and savagely fanatical as Cromwell's cut-throat

saints. This noble chorus has hut one fault,—it is

immensely difficult to sing well, taxing as it does the

extreme high notes of both basses and tenors very
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heavily. There is not one body of choristers in five

hundred that conid do it jastire.

The next important piece (No. 7), is an intensely

dramatic trio, with chorus in B flat, portraying the

seizure of Constance by the soldiers. Then comes
the finale to the second act, a fine, well sustained

movement in E major, 'Alia Marcia," written for

soloists and chorus. Here, again, the vigor and
beauty of Cherubini are strikingly apparent.

Act Third. The delicious entr' acte introduc-

tion and succeeding chorus of peasants, revive one
like a draught of fresh country air. We can almost
hear the babbling brooks, the chattering birds and
waving trees ; nay, even the "tingling silence" of the

little village of Gonesse. Here is a pastoral tone-

picture, worthy to stand beside Beethoven's well

known inspiration, admirable in a musical sense as

the eclogues of Virgil.

In the next morceau d*ensemhle, where Armand is

made prisoner, Cherubini has put forth all his

strength as an operatic composer. There is a double
chorus divided between peasants and soldiers, and
nearly all the chief characters take part in the piece,

though Constance has the most important eolos.

This is succeeded in the original score by a chorus
in 6-8 time, with which the opera terminates ; but
the management, adopting the custom of the princi-

pal theatres in Germany, makes use of the superb
sextet "Praised be Heaven" with added chorus, as a

worthier conclusion to so grand a work. This is the

only "liberty," if liberty it can be called, which has
been taken with Cherubini's score. There is, how-
ever, one interpolation, which is Gounod's little-

known air from "La Reine de Saha," one of the pur-

est and mostclassical specimens of the favorite French
master extant. It is exactly suited to the dramatic
situation, and affords Madame Parepaan opportunity
she would not otherwise have for displaying all her

power, Cherubini having compo.sed no solo aria for

his prima donna, * * * *
We subjoin a copy of the title page of the earliest

French full score with the original cast.

"LES. DEUX JOURNEES,
Opera En Thois Actes,

Par le Citoyen Bouilly.

Represents porir la premiere fois sur le Theiitre de la Rue
Faydeau le 26 Nivose an 8.

Mis en Musique,

Par le Citoyen Cherubini

Dedie ao CrroTEN Qossec, merabre de I'Institut des Sciences
et des Arts, I'nn des Inspecteurs du Conservatoire de la Mn-
sique.

A Paris.
Al'Harmonie, Chez Gaveau aine Editenr Marcband demn-

flique."

Per-'ionaKe.*!. Arti-stes.

Armand (President Mortier du Parlement de Paris),

Cn. Gaveau,
Constance (son epouse) Madam** .Sfio.

Miketi [Savoyard d'origine, etabli k Paris porteur d'ean]
Cn. Juliet

Daniel [son pere), [Yiellard infirme].- Cn. Platel.

Antonio {fils de Mikeli] Cn, JansserAnd.
Marcellina [fiUe de Mikeli et sceur d'Antonio],

Mad'elle Rosette.

Gavandan
Semos [riche fermier de Gonesse]. Cn. Prevost.
Angelina [fille unique de Semos accord6eavec Antonio],

Mad'elle Desmares.
Premier Commandant,
Second Commandant [des troupes Italiennesa la solde

de Mazarin] Cn. Dessauleaet.

Cn. Geor^et.
Premier Soldat Ttalien Cn. Darcourt.
Second Soldat Italien Cn. Gamier.

Many will doubtless trace strong resemblances to

Beethoven's "Fidelio" in the "Water-Carrier ;" but

it mast he borne in mind that the work of "Citizen

Cherubini" preceded by four years that of the great
German master.

f toig^t's lonnal of Mnn,
BOST(^N. JAN. 27, 1872.

Oratorio.—The English Singers.

The present will long remain the memorable sea-

son of onr old Handel and Haydn Society. Having

reached that point of choral strength and excellence,

with excellent accomi-anirnent and masterly Conduc-

torship alwavs at its command, that it could worthily

co-operate with the be^t »olo singers from abroad, it

has at length enjoyed that privilege and a^ii it large-

ly for its own and for the general good. True there

have been no new Oratorios produced ; but the best

of the old ones have been made as good as new by

the new revelation of their beauty and their depth of

meaning through such gifted, cultivated, true and

loyal artists ; taken together, by far the best interpre-

ters that we have ever had of the great sacred recita-

tive and song of Handel, Mendelssohn, &c. We
have already told how the Elijah (in Thanksgiving

Week) electrified the chorus and the audience when

they sang the solos ; how great was Santlet in the

music of the Prophet ; and how Judas Maccabwiis

became a'new revelation of unsuspected power and

beauty through their singing, particularly that of

Miss Edith Wynne.
Then came two Christmas Oratorios. St. Paul,—

loved by most musicians even better than Elijah—
but less dramatic (if we may say it, less sensational),

and therefore less popular—made a deeper mark than

it had done before, though the great chorus hardly

had become so perfectly at home in this severer task
;

for that very reason it should be repeated. For neith-

er of the solo singers does St. Paul affords the fullest

opportunity for a display of their rare powers ; all the

more therefore could we admire and heartily enjoy

the conscientious, loyal spirit, the artistic, devout

feeling and love with which each and all of them

—

we like to name them : Miss Wynne, Mme. Patey,

Mr. CnMMiNGS, Mr. Santley and Mr. Patey—
did their best to illustrate and bring home to us the

import of the music and the text. (The manner in

which thtklast two gentlemen gave the short duet

:

"Now we are ambassadors" is worth remembering).

The earnest feeling and fine intellectuality of Mr.

Cummings were quite in place here. His tenor voice

is very beautiful, and if occasionally it sounds a little

bard or forced, or swerves an instant from the pitch,

it is because of the very delicacy of so choice an or-

gan, which is easily fatigued and sensitive to weather.

—In the Messiah the chorus were inspired to sing

their best, and never in our memory here have all

the choruses, even to the Amen, been done so well.

If Miss Wynne has not great volutne of voice, or

the long breath of the large prima donnas, yet the

purity and sweetness of her tone goes far and rises

above any orchestral fortissimo ; while her consum-

mate art, her true conception, and her beautiful de-

votion, merging herself entirely in the music, a cer"

tain rapt St. Cecilia-like seriousness, fitted her admi-

rably for the great soprano airs. Nilsson showed

more individuality in them perhaps ; but it may be a

question whether Miss Wynne's rendering will not

haunt the memory as long. Mme. Patey's great

contralto and warm feeling also made their due im

pression. Mr. Cummings in the Passion portion of

the Oratorio has hardly been surpassed ; and even for

"Thou shalt dash them" he found rare energy and

strength. Need we tell what a satisfaction it was to

hear Mr. Santley in "Why do the Heathens rage,"

and the other bass airs !

On the 1.3th of this month a miscellaneous pro-

gramme was given, the first part consisting of Rossi-

ni's Stabat Mater. Hacknied as it is,—having been

murdered in a "sacred concert," as the sole meet sac-

rifice they had to offer, by every Italian Opera troupe

that ever came here—it has much beautiful and some

grand music in it, which was rejuvenated by these

singers. Nothing could be better suited to the large,

rich, sensuous contralto of Mme. Patey ; and no

richer voice, unless it were Alboni's, could Rossini

have desired for it. It all went admirably well, clos-

ing judiciously with the "7n/?amma(«s," an arduous
task for such a voice as Edith Wynne's, yet it soared

bravely, musically, above orchestra and chorus. The
best piece in tliework, the marvellous unaccompanied
Quartet: Quando corpus, v/aa sung to perfection.

—

The second part began with the trumpet Chorale :

"Sleepers wake I" from .SV. Paul, grandly flung. Mr.

Cummings sang Handel's "Total eclipse" with more
beuuty and delicacy of tone and expression than ever.

Then came a sentimental commonplace Song by
Gounod for Mme. Patey, hardly worthy of her:

"'lliere is a green hill far away," in which the music
does not relieve the bald sectarian creed statement of

the words. The Society sang two unaccompanied
Fart-Songs by Mendelssohn with fine sonority and
unity ; and then Mr. Santley exerted the peculiar

charm of the sustained continuity and large, tranquil,

easy flow of his great organ-toned voice, with perfect

simplicity of expression, in Gounod's "Nazareth"
ballad, wrought up to a climax with orchestra and
chorus in the last verse.

The most important of the selections, however,
was Bach's Aria, full of pious eestacy of bliss ; "My
heart, ever faithful," inasmuch as it was given for the

first time here (perhaps the first time anywhere) with

the orchestral parts as completed by Robert Franz ;

this accompaniment, with Miss Wynne'< singing,

brought out its intrinsic beauty as never before. The
concert ended with the "Conquering hero" chorus

from .Indus Matcahcmts. The next evening Elijah

was repeated in the same grand style as before ; ex-

cept that Mr. Santley suffered from a severe cold,

which he surmounted bravely in some pieces ; while

in others it gave us opportunity to know more of the

artistic worth of Mr. Patey, who took up the part at

a moment's notice and did it with great credit.

The noble group have left us fexcept Santley,

who will sing in Opera awile). Never has Boston
parted more unwillingly with any company of artists.

They carry with them the sincere, with many the

affectionate respect, of all here who can value noble

music. Their example will remain a model and an

inspiration for our singers ; our standard from this

day is higher.

English Opera.

The Parepa-Rosa troupe conclude their brief,

but very active season of three weeks at the Boston

Theatre to-ni^t, having given seven performances

each week. The repertoire hag been large, including

two important novelties (for Boston) : Cherubini's

"Water Carrier"—a masterwork which ought to run

a whole week, or (better still) alternately with the

other charming novelty to most of us, Rossini's fa-

mous "La Gazza Ladra." Besides these we have

bad "Don Giovanni," and the "Marriage of Figaro,"

by Mozart ; and "Fra Diavolo," "Lucrezia Borgia,"

Verdi's "II Trovatore.'' and"XJn Ballo in Maschera,"

Flotow's "Martha," all in English ; and, of English

operas proper, Wallace's "Maritana," and Balfe's

"Bohemian Girl" and "Satanella" (new.) All have

been presented with remarkable completeness, con-

scientious regard to detail, and a strong combination

of solo talent compared with any English company

we ever had before, or even with the best Italian or

German troupes of the last several years. It is in-

deed most creditable to the united gifts and energies

of Carl Rosa, proprietor, manager, Conductor, and

his wife, who certainly is one of the greatest, most

accomplished, versatile and never failing prima don-

nas of our time.

For years we have not heard so good a perform-

ance of Don Juan as these people gave ns last week.

Mme. Rosa was in her best voice and gave the music

and the lofty character of Donna Anna with com-

manding power and beauty. In the great recitative

where she relates the outrage to her lover, with the

following aria : "Ch- sni," and in the noble "Letter"

aria (so frequently omitted), she was superb, warm-

ing the whole beauty of the music into life ; and she

too was the soul of the concerted music. The diffi-

cult and equally important part musicallji (when not

abridged) of Donna Elvira, was better filled by Mile.

Uoria (Miss Barnett), than we have seen or heard

it for a long while. With a clear, telling voice, neith-

er unmusical nor very sympathetic, well trained and

flexible, and evidently with a better basis of general

musical culture than most singers show, she sang the

music with good style, well in character, and with

conscientious care to a consistent impersonation.

The great reciiaiive and aria : "Mi Iradi" was sung

with good taste and effect. Mile. Vanzini's Zerlina

was at least bright and piquant, and like her quality

of voice very prononnccd ; somewhat too external,

the singer addressing herself too constantly to the

audience ; but she sang fluently and well, although

with little of n Bosio's grace and soulfulness sug-

gesting a fine nature under the rustic garb.

Mr. Camphem., suffering from a cold, made a good

Don Juan, both in song, in person and in ease and

dignity of action. The "wine" song ("Fin ch'an dal.
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vino") was taken at two swift a tempo for him ; for

this is the one weakness of oar jounp: Conductor,

that he is too excitable ; carried away by the rush

of the music he is not quite thoii*;htful enough to

wait on the conyenience of the sinj^ers. Mr. Tom
Carl has a sweet and even tenor voice, of fair power,

well traiued, and sang Don Ottavio's music quite

acceptably. The Leporello of Mr. Ainslet Cook
surprised us by its cleverness and good sense after

seeing him in a part so ill adapted to his person as

the Duke in Lucrezia. His voice, although a little

husky, is large and sonorous, and he kept the humor

of the part within bounds without any loss of life or

interest. The statue found clear, ponderous, start-

ling tones in the organ of Mr. Rtse. Chorus and

orchestra were remarkably good, except that the

latter was sometimes, as in all the operas, too loud.

In the "Marriage of Figaro," as well as in "Fra

Diavolo," we missed the charming song and action

of Rose Hersee. But Mile. Vanzini's Countess and

Zerlina, both, were quite agreeable; while Parepa
seems to have gained new vivacity and ease in Su-

sanna, and Mrs. Seguin was as pretty and as musi-

cal as ever in her old parts of Cherubino and Milady

Anglaise. The rest of the cast was as before in each

piece

—

Castle, Campbell, Hall, &c., never more

acceptable. Seldom of late years has 'Lucrezia Bor-

gia been so well presented, both on the part of the

principals (Parepa, Castle as Gennaro, Cook as Al-

fonso, Mrs. Seguin as Orsini), and the uncommonly

good and complete ensemble. Rossini's beautiful

La Gazza Ludra, an opera of his most fresh and

genial period, composed only a year later than "The

Barber," it never had been our luck to hear perform-

ed before, familiar as much of the delightful music

was. Musically it is worth a hundred Trovatores and
thousands of Bohemian Girls. It is a bubbling spring

of melody from beginning to end, abounding too in

exquisite concerted pieces and brilliant but not over-

laden instrumentation. The well known overture

holds out a promise which is fulfilled throughout. To
be sure, the florid Rossini melody, full of roulades,

was hardly suited to some of the singers ; but Miss
Vanzini in the Maid's part sang it with great ease,

volubility and grace, and altogether made an excel

lent impression. The Podesik of Mr. Cook wag
capital in singing, make-up and acting; while Mrs.

Seguin in the pretty part of Pippo, Mr. Carl as the

lover, Mr. Campbell as the father, and nearly all the

rest were satisfactory.

Unfortunately this fine opera was sung to some
three hundred people only, partly because it came so
unexpected, but more because "all the world" had
set its heart upon the farewell concert of the Dolby
singers. It should be given oftener ; we can better

spare Verdi than Rossini.

"The Water-Carrier" on Wednesday was a glori-

ous success,—too late for notice now. Meanwhile
we print in an earlier part of this paper a very good
description of the opera, issued in pamphlet form by
the Parepa-Rosa management, and written, as we
understand, by Mr. Howard Glover.

Chamber Music.

The fifth Matinee of Messrs. Leonhard aud Eicbberq (Jan.

11) opened with the noble Sonata for Piano and 'Cello, op. 69.

in A major, which was finely played, Mr. Hartdeoen taking

the 'cello part. The promised songe from Schumann's Lied-

erkreis were omitted on account of Mr. Kreissmakn's illness
;

in their place Mr. Eichberg. with Mr. Leoubard, played with

true feeling and expression a profoundly beautiful Adagio from

one of Bach's six Violin Sonatas ; all, we are sure, were grate-

ful for the gift, and would have been still happier if a quick

movement also had been given. An Andante and Allegro

Vivace from a Sonatina [posthumous] of Schubert, for piaoo

and violin, sounded for all the world like Mozart,—certainly

BO the Andante; perhaps the Allegro waa quite as much in

Ilaydn's vein: did Schubert do this purposely? Mr, KuTZ-

leb's Oboe bore part once more, and most delightfully, in a

Sonata in G minor by Handel and a Siciliano by Bach, both

compositions very beautiful—the latter having been written,

if we mistake not, for the violin.

The concert ended grandly with the superb Schubert Trio

in B flat, ep. 99,—less seldom heard than its great brother op.

100, in E flat, but not a whit less beautiful and full of inspi-

ration. The rendering by Messrs. Leonhard, Eichberg and

Hartdegen was altogether worthy of the composition, of them-

selves and of their audience, the best and largestof the season,

who all listened with intense delight increasing to the end.

This week [on Thursday] the series closed with the great

Schumann Quintt't for piano, violin, fee, preceded by the

Beethoven Trio in C minor, op. 1, No. 3 ;
Chopin's Nocturne,

op. 37, No 2. and Scherzo, op. 20 ; and the Tenor Aria : "Fro-

he Hirten, eiW from Bach's Chri.itraas Oratorio, sung by Mr.

Gloogner Castelli. As the printed score contains no accom-

paniment for this Aria except a flute part and a figured Basso

Continiio, the concert-givers, nither than entrust so delicate

a task to ordinary hands, wrote to Robert Franz to beg that

he would make a piano-forte accompaniment "expressly for this

occasion, which he has kindly done and with his usual skill

and intimate acquaintance with the spirit and theartof Bach.

The artists, in their gratitude, propose to give one extra mati-

nee in compliment to Kobert Franz, at which we too, in like

gratitude, and eager joy, will doubtless all be present.

Miss Anna Mehliq's second and third Piano Recitals drew

more listeners to Mechanics' Hall than we have seen on any

such occasion. Nor does the enthusiasm about her admirable

playing in the least abate ; on the contrary there is urgent

call for more Recitals, which we are happy to say will be

granted,

—

three more, beginning on Wednesday of next week.

The second Recital [Jan. 15] opened with a novelty for Bos-

ton, Weber's grand Sonata in A flat, a work full of interest,

with all the Weber idiosyneracy, and extremely difficult ; it

was rare luck to hear it from such an interpreter, but we do

.hot think it haunts the memory like other matter in the pro-

gramme. Mozart's lovely Rondo in A minor (set down as

''Andantino")shows a finer genius and formed a sweet oasis of

repose such as harmonious full life only knows. Four of the

wonderful Etudes of Chopin followed, in great variety of mood
and -style, brilliant, delicate, tender, deep and grand, taxing

interpretative sympathy and insight, as well as every execu-

tive faculty to the utmost ; and these held attention breathless

to the end. Mendelpsohn's noble "Variations S6rieuses" on a

theme of his own, op. 54, bringing us back to a more serene

and classic, but not less vital and imaginative sphere of art,

were rendered in the true spirit of the music with consummate

skill and grace. Three of Schumann's little Fantasie-Scilcke :

the Trdujnes-WirreyV^ [dream bewilderment], the mystical

'' Warttjn ?'' [Wherefore?), with a motive like the song of

Franz,"Er ist gekommen,"and the impetuous '*Ait/schunmg,^^

were dainty offerings delicately tendere*. A more brilliant

effect piece for a finale could not be imagined, than Taussig's

arrangement of Weber's "Invitation to the Dance." It is

deftly clothed and filled in with rich, at times strange harmo-
ny, with intertwining counter-motives in the running passa-

ges, and developed into sprayey tendrils of ingenious cadenza

in the pauses ; making of the whole a far more full, elaborate,

crowded work than Weber dreamed of, far more astonishing,

but not more fascinating and poetic than the thing is in its

comparatively thin and simple form ; for even thus it fully

tells its story, and has a better reason for existing than this

wonderful arrangement, which was wonderfully played and
most exciting.

The third Recital (17th) began with a very clear, artistic and
poetic rendering of the Beethoven "Moonlight" Sonata, so

called. The concert room does not afford the right conditions

for a. perfect rendering of such a tone-poem ; to bring out all

its soul and meaning one must be able to forget the presence

of a public, which is of course impossible. But we know not

when we ever heard it as a whole more satisfactorily present-

ed. Did the opening Adagio to some seem slightly cold?

That was because it ivas the opening (of the concert) ; there

was need of something first to '•break the ice." It soon began

to melt, however.

The group of three little pieces [Scherzo, by Haydn; 7m-
promptu, by Schubert ;

and Rondo Brillante, Mendelssohn),

followed the Sonata, and followed one another, in charming

continuity of contrast ; nothing more genial for the Piano

could be found in Haydn than that delicious Scherzo ; and no

fresher flower of Schubert's genius than that hnproinptu.

The most important rarity of the concert was Schumann's
great Fa?i;£wic, op. 17, in three long parts, through whose
broad and complex web of harmonies there runs a haunting

melody, half hidden in the middle part, but ever and anon
rifling to the surface. The first piece is mystical and dreamy,

provoking a desire to understand it better ; the second is

march-like, bold, triumphant, not quite convincing on the

first hearing ; the third is in a vein of graceful, tender, senti-

ment which cannot appeal in vain. It is extremely difficult

to play, and difficult to understand at once, however well

played, as we must presume it was by one so gifted. It must
be heard again —A couple of familiar Nocturnes and Waltzes

by Chopin were exquisitely rendered.—The rest of the concert

was all brilliant and of a modern Liszt-ian temper. First,

little Schubert Waltzes in a sumptuous Liszt-ian setting
; then

Liszt's transcription of the "Spinning Song" from Wagner's

"Flying Dutchman ;" finally his really immense Fantasia on

the ghost scene, the "La ci darem" duet and the "Wine''

song in Don Juan

:

—on the whole a too protracted blaze of

dazzling fireworks, exhausting to the nerves of listeners, if not

to the long strained energies of the o'er-generous artist. But

great was the enthusiasm, and warmly will she be welcomed

back.

Mr. Perabo's Second Matinee. We nnfortn"

nately lost the greater part of it, and therefore bor

row the report of the Gazette:

Mr. Perabo's second mating'* on Friday afternoon was nota-

ble for some truly admirable piano playing, and a rather weak
programme. We cannot conceive the object of playing in pub-

lic such childish compositions as the Sonatine, by Krause, or

such a vulgar and commonplace aberration ap Carl Lowe's

Biblical Sketch proved to be ; though the former is indescrib-

ably superior to the latter in everything that distinguishes the

good from the irretrievably bad. But whatever the motive,

they were played with all the earnestness and fidelity that

mark Mr. Perabo's style, thongh we wish his skill had been

exhibited on worthier themes. The Biblical Sketch by Lowe

aimed at the higher flight of descriptive music, for according

to the programme *'the opening discloses a group of houses in

the village they are approaching." A group of houses is rath-

er a difficult subject to bring before the mind's eye by musical

sounds, and we must confess to our shame that we failed to

hear even a brick of it, to say nothing of a front door or a par-

lor window. The composition throughout was frivolous to an

unusual degree. Not so the two posthumous pieces by Schu-

bert, which are charming, and in the composer's best manner

.

The Adagio is an exquisite piece of work, at times exhibiting all

the grace and delicacy of Mozart ; in fact, the principal theme

is quite Mozartish in style. It was interpreted by Mr. Perabo

with rare expression and tenderness. The Allegretto is emi-

nently Schubert-esque, and full of character and originality.

Though bizarre almost to a fault, Mr. Perabo's capital render-

ing of it made it at once intelligible. Mendelssohn's Capriccio

in F sharp Minor was clearly played, but, to our taste, with

an absence of that airy lightness that seeoos to us po essential

to certain portions of the work. The Allegro Vivaco and

Minuetto from Schubert's Octet in F major, arranged by Mr*

Perabo, brought the entertainment to a close, and gave the

artist a favorable opportunity to show how really excellent a

erf ormer he is. aud how well skilled to execate and to inter-

pret purely classical music. An excellent selection is an-

nounced for the next matinee, which will be given on Friday

afternoon, Feb. 2.

^'Slanders, Sir." The satirical ron;ne of the

Gazptie perpetrates the followinji, "all of which,

thouch we ino<it powerfully and potently helieve. yet
hold we it not honesty to have it thus set down."

We feel it our duty to enter our protest against the incon-

siderate conduct of tho^e ill-bred p'^ople who go to the Har-

vard Svmphony Concerts to be seen, and who will insist on

disfurbiog those who go to hear. We grieve to state that

young ladies are the principal offenders in this respect. It is

not an uncommon thing to see some ambitious sun-flower,

full of the belief that she is not born to blush unseen, and de-

termined not to wa^fe her sweetness on the dcpert air, ri-^e in

the midst of apiece of music and shuffl>f across the hall, to the

annoyance of everybody in her path, and take her departure,

allowing the door to bang heavily behind her by way of a part-

ing salute. If su?h have only received permission from their

parents to remain out for a certain time, and mnst return

h me punctually in order to e-cape a scolding, it would be

better for them to depart at the conclusion of a piece or a

movement, rather than disturb an entire audience, and insult

the performers, by doing so wbila the playing is going on. If

on the other hand, the offenders are merely inspired with a

de.'=ire to exhibit their new bonnets, cloaks or dresses, we beg

to remind them that such a result is attained at a sacrifice al-

together disproportioned to what is realized by the attempt at

display.

?0^ The SYMPHONY CONCERT, with Mr. Hoffm.4Nn's

admirable plaving, the beautiful concert of the new "Apollo"
Club, and more, have to await more room for notice.

Leipsic, Mdlle. Erika Lie, a Swedish pianist
from Christiana, took part in the ninth Gewandhau.s
Concert. She performed Chopin's Concerto in F
minor, and some pieces by Bich. The vocalist was
Herr Max STai;emnn, froin Hnnover, who sang seve-

ral well known and favorite com po-* it ions. Among
them were the son^s. "Von ewi«;rer Liehe," Brahms

;

"Friililinusfiihrl," Schumann ; and "Es blinkt das
Thau,^' Rubinstein. The orchestra performed Web-
er's "Jubel Ouverture" and Beeihoven's second Sym-
phony in D major.

A new symphony by Herr Abert, of Stuttgart, was
performed at the sixth Leipzig Gewandhaus concert,

on the 9ih. It had only a succes d'estime, the work
being considered not to realize the expectations raised

by his previous Cohtmhus Symphony.
On the 29th of Noveml>er the Vocal society

"Cacilia" gave their first Winter concert in rbe Hafl
of the Hotel de Pologne. The programme was Over-
ture to "Iphigenie" by Gluck ; "Arion" {Declama-
ion) composed by Scblegel ; Air and Chorus from
"Castor and Pollux" by Rameau, and Romberg's
"Lay of the Bell." Mr. M. D. Tottraan, the Direc-

J
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tor, is accorded great praise for the raauner in which
the different works were performed.

The last Chamber music Soir& was opened by a

Concerto of J. S. Bach's about 130 years old, for

two flutes, a solo violiu, and string orchestra. Messrs.

Barge and Tischendorf performed the flute parts, and
Connertmeister David the solo violin part. The A
major quartet. No. 3, by Schumann, followed; then

the prelude and fugue of Mendelssohn, by Capell-

meister Reinecke, and finally Beethoven's C minor
Sonata for piano and violin, by Messrs. Reinecke and
David. The Soiree was a grand success

In the two last Gewandhaus Concerts, Dec. 1st

and 7th ( Concert for the Poor and Stk Subscription

Concert) were performed overture and air from
"Joseph," Andante from Schubert's "Tragic Sym-
phonic," a new Requiem for solo chorus and orches-

tra by Franz Lachner, and Mozart's grand Concert
Air for Bass "Alcandro," etc. For the second part of

the 8th Subscription Concert, Wednesday, overture

to "Schonen Melusine," and Mendelssohn's "Lorley-
Finale" with Madame Peschka Leutner. As the

Requiem of Lachner's met with such great success at

the first performance, the Directors of the Gewand-
haus Concerts decided to repeat it at the 8th Sub-
scription Concert with Lachner himself conducting.

Berlin. In the Second Subscription Concert of

the "Symphonie-capelle," Mdme. Hallwachs Heintz
was taken suddenly ill ; and Mr. Ignaz Briill, from
Vienna, played in her place, and his performance of

Schamanu's A minor Concerto is pronounced sub-

lime ! particularly in the first movement. He also

played "Etudes en forme de Variations," (Op. 13)

by Schumann. Members from the Hernsehen Ver-
ein sang in this concert four choruses for female
voices and orchestra (Op. 12) by Brahms and WUU-
ner, of which Ave Marie by Brahms was greatly

applauded. The orchestra played Beethoven's over-

ture to Leonora No. 3, and an overture to Karners
"Zriny," by the Society's young Director, Mr.
Dappe.

Rome. Miss Brewster writes (just after Christ-

mas) :

The opera began last evening. On Saturday
is the Terza Sera, always a brilliant one of the giro.

We are to have Rigoletto. To-day the fine Sgambati
and Pinelli concerts begin. They are "chic" in

Rome. On the programme of to-day's concert is the

Schumann qnartet in Mi flat ; Tartini's Sonate in

Do min ; and two Beethoven Sonatas—the one in Ut
min., Op. 30, and the one in Mi., Op. 109. There
are to be six of these concerts ; they will continue all

January—a delightful Wednesday afternoon occupa-
tion for an hour and a half—then we drive to some
5 o'clock tea, talk over the concert, the music and our
friends, goodnaturedly or illnaturedly, according to

our individual dispositions. What agreeable insti-

tutions are these 5 o'clock teas ! I thank our Eng-
lish cousins for making them the fashion.

Cologne. At the fifth Gurzenich Concert, the

programme was composed of one work, Handel's
oratorio of Theodora. The vocalists were Mdes.
Bellingrath, Wagner, Joachim, Mdlle. Holmsen,
Herren Wagner, and Krolop.

New Toek, Jan. 13.—The "Onslow Quintette"

gave the second concert of a series of "Soire'es Clas-

siques" of Chamber music on Monday evening, Jan.

Sth, at C'hickering's Hall. The first of the Thomas
Concerts came on the same night, so that I can only

give the programme of the chamber music which was

as follows ;

Quartet in E fl.it, op. 47 K. Schumann

.

3c«na. "Chianio il mio ben" Gluck.
Violoncello Solo. '-Fan^afie Ilongroise". . .Orutzmacber.

M. Brand.

Trio in E flat. Op. 3, Ko. 1 Beethoven,
Songs. I a. "Der (lu Ton Himmel hist," 1

I b. "Kenost du da^ Land," ] Liszt.

Qo&rtet, No. 36, in A, op. C3 Onslow.

Miss Antoinette Sterling was the vocalist, and her

name is a guarantee for the conscientious and effec-

tive rendering of the selections a.ssigned to her. These

concerts meet a want which has long been felt here,

and, as the snbscriplion price is so low that they are

placed within the reach of all music-lovers, they cer-

tainly deserve liberal patronage.

The second of the Thomas concerts at Steinwaya'

opened with the "Eroica," which was grandly played

and seemed to be fully appreciated by the audience,

as there was perfect silence and close attention to the

music throughout the house. This was followed by

Liszt's vague and unsati.'^factory Concerto, No. 2, in

A, played by Miss Krebs, who seems to delight in

surmounting the difficulties which are the only claim

to interest that such music offers. The two selections

assigned to her in the second part were an "Etude"

by Chopin and a Rondo by Weber. Her perform-

ance of the latter piece was by far the more satisfac-

tory of the two, the broken tempo of the former seem-

ing to be studied, rather than the result of a true

sympathy with the composer's mood. In the beauti-

ful Rondo, [E flat. Op. 32] her playing was clear,

crisp and delicate, with just the required warmth of

coloring. The orchestral pieces in the second part

comprised Hornemann's "Aladdin" Overture; Her-

beck's arrangement of Schubert's 'Deutsche Taenze ;'

a Serenade by Haydn [String OrchestraJ, and the

Introduction, Chorus and March from the 3rd Act

of Lohengrin.

The third concert, Jan 10, presented the following

programme :

Vorspiel, Die Meistersinc^r von Nuernberg Wagner.
Concerto, for Violin, in D, Op. 61 First movement.

Beethoven. .

Mr. Bernhard Lifitemann and Orchestra. ;

Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue Bach.
Mis^ Marie Krebs.

Symphonic Poem, Fest-KIaenge Liszt.

Serenade in F,op. 63. First time Volkmann.
String Orchestra.

CoDcerto Symphonique, No 4, Op. 102, Adagio, Scherzo.
Litolff.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra.
Overture, Egmont Beethoven

.

Perhaps the most interesting feature was Miss

Krebs's playing of Bach's "Chromatic Fantasia and

Fugue," a composition in which she appeared to ex-

cellent advantage. Mr. Listeraann's effective ren-

dering of the first movement of Beethoven's Violin

Concerto reminded me of Theo. Thomas in the days

when he had not yet exchanged the bow for the

baton.

At the fourth concert, Jan. 12, we had Schumann's

D-minor Symphony, No. 4 ; Beethoven's Leonora

Overture, No. 3, followed by Schubert's wonderful

"Song of Death" (from posthumous Quartet, D mi-

nor). Wagner's "Kaiser March" (one hearing of

which is suflficient to break down the Constitution of

the United States,) closed the programme. Miss

Krebs played on this occasion the first movement of

Brahms's Concerto, op. 15, and Liszt's arrangement

of the Masaniello Tarantelle.

At a matine'e, this afternoon, Beethoven's Over-

ture, op. 11.5 ; the Andante from Schubert's "Tragic

Symphony" ; and Schumann's "Traumerei" will be

played, together with a number of light pieces suita-

ble for what is called a "mixed audience." The con-

cert this evening is to be the benefit ot Miss Krebs.

She will play Litolff's "Concerto Symphonique,"

No. 4 ; Liszt's Concerto, No. 1, E flat, and Chopin's

Polonaise in A flat. A. A. c.

JAN. 22.—A new season of German Opera opened last week

at the Stadt Theatre, with three representations of "L'Afri

caine" by the Muldee-Fabbei" troupe. This evening "Don

Juan" will be given with Miss Anna Elzer as Zerlina. Not-

witlistanding the limited accommodations and meaure Tnise

en scene which this theatre affords, it is entitled to the distinc-

tion of being the only place in New York where there is a reg-

ntar and permanent opera. It is here, too, that Wachtel

sang last fall and, with such a singer, or with Mozart's music,

the veriest farthing dip turns to an astral, and methinks the

walls even of the black hole of Calcutta would "stretch away

into stately hails."

The Dolby troupe gave two farewell concerts at Steinway

Hall, on the loth and 17th, prior to their departure for Eu-

rope. Two thoroughly enjoyable concerts they were for those

who love the sweet and simple ballads whose infinite popular-

ity age cannot wither nor custom stale - At the second concert

nearly every piece was encored. I must own to some regret

at finding on the proaramme none of those beautiful songs by

Arthur aulllvan which Miss Edith Wynne knows how to sing

so charmingly.

Mr. Santley Is to remain with na and will appear In F-nglish

opera with Parepa-Iiosa at the Academy—beginning Feb. Gth.

Zrimpa and Fra Viavolo are among the impersonations an-

nounced. With these two artists and others which the enter-

prise of Mr. J'.osa will furnish, this troupe will be one which

has rarely been equalled in America. A. a. c.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L -A. T E S T A^ XJ S I O,
Published by Oliver DitNon &. Co*

Vocal* irith Piano Accompaiaiuient*

I'm sweet Sixteen. Illustrated title. 2. C to f.

Pratt. 40
A pretty, serio-comic affair, with a neat melody.

Words by Geo. Cooper.

O sinff unto the Lord. (Cantate Domine.) 3.

B6 to g. Thomas. 75

The exigences of the Episcopal service require fre-

quent renewals of the musical part of Te Beums, Ben-
edicites, Cantatas, &c. Our native composers are no-
bly re^pondiog to the demand occasioned by this
want, and the best class of pieces, of which this is

one, will be well receiTed in any congregation, of any
denomination.

The man with the Indian drum. Illustrated Title.

2. G to c. Hunt. 40
'' For hi^ name it was Tbin^'machum, chum-chum.
And he played on the Indian drum, drum, drum."
Comic, and quite pretty.

Somebody's happy to-night. Song and Chorus.
3. C to f. McNeal. 35

" Summer night dreams are bright and fair.

Sleeping among the roses rare."
Avery sweet love song. Has a nice chorus, al-

though love songs are not often more than duets.

The Farewell Letter. 4. G to g. Gray 30
*' The night has closed in silence,

The battle shocks are o'er."

An affecting farewell by a wounded soldier.

The Sea hath its Pearls. For 4 voices. 4. E6
to g. Pinsuti 60

" The sea hath its pearls,

The heaven hath its stars,

But my heart,

—

My heart hath its love.''

—

Longfellov).

A magnificent thing, if that t^rm be not too lofty to

apply to something which is so delicately beautiful.

Try it, and be delighted I

When shall I be a bride ? 3. B6 to e. Keller. 30
" I wish he would decide, mamma,

I ivish he would decide I"

A most useful song,—for ladies who wish to "help
along'' a bashful lover. No young lady with such a
follower should be without it.

A little while. 4. B6 to e. Marshall. 40
'•' A little while, a little love

The hour yet bears for thee and me."

Words by Dante Gabriel Rosetti. Serious, solemn
and beautiful.

Instrumentala

Qui Vive March. 3. B6. Downing. 30
Something of the style of those marches which a

third of a century ago used to be considered the hieh-
est grade of music by a large part of our common
players and composers. Really very brilliant and
effective.

Woodland Whispera. Waltz. 2. G. KlnTcd. 30
No. 26 of Kinkel's Crystal Gems, a capital collec-

tion of instructive pieces.

Blue Violet Polka. 3. F. Loesch. 30
A well-chosen name for a very sweet composition.

May be termed "fragrant music."

Lord Dundreary Polka. Illustrated Title. 3. F.

Turner. 40
This prosaic individual appears in all his dreariness

on the title. But if you please to Turner-round the

leaf, you will find the inside contents to be a most
vigorous original piece, written in Mr. J. T's best vein.

Dream in the Wood. Capricciosa. 4. F. Waud. 50
Belongs to an order ofpieces now coming into high

favor with lovers of the beautiful in Nature and Mu-
sic. Interprets quite successfully the feelings oj a
musician while listening to forest sounds.

Vienne Galop. (Ketterer). 4 hands. 4. F.

Rummel. 80
A favorite and very brilliant galop newly arranged.

Offertoire and Communion. Op. 31, No. 29. 5.

Battiste. 1.00

One of tlie Music Hall Organ-concert pieces. For
pedal and manual. Graceful and effective.

Fantasie Comique, introducing the melody "The
"Yallor Girl" 5. A. Pease. 60

This absurd song happens to have a very merry air,

and "grave and reverend" young men are very prone
to whinMe It. The piece in something in the style of

Gottwhalk's "BanjOj" and has a very taking, comi-
cal kind of beauty.

Chanson des Anges. Morceau de Salon. 5.

Ah. Pape. LOO
Simple in construction. A pleasingalr, varied most-

ly by a tremolo movement, but including chromatics,

arpeggios, runs and all sorts of musical fireworks.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, an 0, B flat, ^c.

A small Roman letter markH the highest note, If on the staff,

an it(dic letter the highest note, if above the staff.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.
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EDWIN CHRISTIE'S SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLING.

Song and Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

Very beautiful Illustrated Title I Group of

Angeis bearing a child.

" ADgels took away our darling

We ehall listen nevermore
To those merry little footsteps

That would meet us at the door."

Words by Geo. Cooper. Exceedingly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air,

And I live in the beautiful sunlight.

And have not a sorrow or care."

A very merry song, and Beautiful Illustrated

Title. "Croquet Scene, with the Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorns. 3. E6 to e. 40
" Down by the seaside sadly I weep,

Dreaming of days that are fled,

Still in my bosom sadly T keep
Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautiful. Illustrated Title.

O, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. G to f. 30
" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep.

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep
Asmem'ry recalls each heart that I know."

A pleasing reminiscence of home.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. F to f. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

" Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know.
Tell me the reason I pray you, tell.

Always at twilight so weary you grow,
Tell your own darling who loves you so well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Charming picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus.

" Gone to yonder happy home.
Sadly round her bed we weep.

Angels bade our darling come,
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be

nothing that will cause emotion sooner than

Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Chorus. "0 kiss me, dear mother, and weep not for me.
The beautiful home of the angels I see;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey.
The angels are coming to show me the way."

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty picture of the

pretty Schoolma'am, surrounded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

'* It stands beside the mos=iy way.
In mem'ry's dream again,

And still I bless it day by day.
The School-house in the Lane."

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

OUT IN THE STORM.
ing. 2. D to d.

Words by E. Field-

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam.
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone."

Song and (thorns.

"Out in the Cold."
pretty.

Same general style as

Simple, affecting and

The above songs, with oiher good ones, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addie by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church," "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easv to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELLMANS SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. Fto^. 40

Illustrated Title. Portrait of Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight I ponder,

While I dream of them and thee,

Don't forget, tho' far I wander,
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true ;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's face graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait sf Miss Ludlow

on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to jr. 40

Clio.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go,

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow.

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair.

My darling, my angel, my Mollie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. 30

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this advice, now do,

And never trouble trouble, boys,

Till trouble troubles you.

A Molto for every man, and gracefully ren-

dered in music.

WATCH AND PRAY. Sacred Song, Duet
and Quartet. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3.

Ftof. 3.5

" Sow thy seed with golden grain,
Rest ye not in sun and rain.

Unto thee shall fall the gain,
Watch and pray !"

These golden words are set to appropriate
music, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE!
3 . E6 to

ff. 40
Fine Lithoqraph Title.

" Don't borrow trouble Love,
Heed not the morrow.

Good time for grieving, iove.

When cftmes the sorrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorus.

Three Beautiful Songs by Three Talented Atithors.

SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words by Mrs. A. L. Angier. Music by

Rett. L. U. Angier. Song and Chorus. 3.

E6 to e.

" Spero Meliora ! tho' trouble be near.

This motto the sorrow bowed spiril can cheer,

Spero Meliora I this watchword can give

Fresh courage to labor, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. D6 to f.

By Gaston Lyle. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from its nest, in my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue.

He placed on my hand a jewel rare.

And whispered soft, as he held it there.

Tender and true I Adieu !"

KlSSma AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

A6 to e. Song and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Music by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" The silver stars were peepingin the twilipht,

The jeweled moon was rising in her queenly stale,

When in my joy I cl.isped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gute."



About August 15, 187 1, this excellent work was published by Lyon & Healy of Chicago, and was in very brisk demand from

all parts of the country when the great Chicago fire destroyed the plates of it. The right to republish the book was then

purchased by Oliver Ditson & Co., of Boston. In the unprecedented short time of 45 days, the 220 large folio pages comprising

the work have been re-set, stereotyped, and the book printed and bound, ready for sale. The marked success and great popularity

of " Baumbach^s Sacred Quartettes " published in 1862 have at once created an interest in this New Collection by the same author.

Price \ Cloth bound, $2. 75 ; Boards, $2.50. Specimen Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

A strong castle is our Lord. Choral.
Benedic anima niea. (^hant.

Benedic anima mea. Chant
Benedicite omnia opera domini. Chant.
Bonum est confiteri. Chant.
Bonum est confiteri. Chant.
Bow down thine ear. Sentence.
But the Lord is mindful. Quartette.

Cantate Domlnn. Chant.
Cantate Domino. Chant.
Come Holy Ghost. Solo and Quartette.

Dens miseratur. Chant.
Deus miseratur Chant
Enter not into judgment. Sentence.
Gloriain Excelsis. Ch^mt.
Gloria in Eseelais. Chant.
Gloria Tibi. 2 Numbers.
Glory be to the Father G'oria Patria.

Glory be to the Father. Gloria Patria.

Glory be to the Father. G'oria Patria.

God be merciful. Deus miseratur.

God hear our voice. Quartette.

God is love, his mercy brightens. Trio.

Grant, O Lord. Anthem.
Hallelujah '. For unto us a Child is born.

Dr. Martin Luther.
Dupuls.

Dr. John Clarke.

A. Bninnbach
Battishill.

Dr. Boyce,
H. K. Palmer.
Mendelssohn.

J. Calak.
Knight.

Tho.^.Atwood.
Rev. P. Henley.

Dr. Hayes.
Thox. Ativood.
A. Baumback.

G. C. Knoepfel.

^'
A.H Pease.
W. T. Best.
Hauptman.

Kreuteer.
Hold€71.

Anthem. Monk.

COIVTeNTS:
Hark, what mean those holy Toices. Soprano q^ Tenor

Solo. G. C Knoepfel.
Hear us. O Father. Solo and Quartette. B. Owen.
Holiest, breathe an evening blessing. Quartette. W. Shore.
Holy, holy, holy Lord. Sanctum. O. (ribbons.

I am the Resurrection and the Life. Burial Service.

A. Baumback.
If ye love me, keep my Commandments. Anthem.

IV. H Mo7ik.
In heavenly love abiding. Quartette. Franz Abt.

In this our parting hour. Alto Solo and Quartette. Spokr.
It is a good thing. Bonum Est. A. H. Pease.
Itis a good thing. Bonum Est. Gustavus Geary.
I will arise and go to my Father. Sentence. A. Baumback.
Jubilate Deo. Chant. ,, „
Jubilate Deo. Chant.

,, „
Let yeur light so shine. Offertory.

,, „
Lords Prayer. ,, ,,

Not unto us. Tenor Solo and Quartette. F. Hoivard.
be joyful in the I.rf>rd Jubilate Deo. Gustavus Geary,
come every one thatthirsteth. Quartette. Mendelssohn

.

Lord God. merciful Father. Prayer. Gustavus Geary.
sing unto the Lord Cantate Domino. TV". T Best

.

Praise thou the Lord. Soprano Soloand Quartette.
Mendelssohn

.

Praise to thee, thou great Creator.
Quartette.

Responses after the Commandments.
Responses after the Commandments.
Responses after the Commandments.
Responses after the Commandments.
Seek ye the Lord. Sentence.
Shout the glad tidings Festival Anthem.
Silently the shades of evening. Quartette.
The Lord is in his holy temple Sentence,

Solo, Duo, Trio and
Costa,

Mendelssohn.
O. Gibbons,

A. Baumback.

Richard Wagner,
G C. Knoepfel.
A. Baumback.

.Therefore with angels and archangels. Triaagion. Beethoven.
There is a River. Quartette. F. NoveUo.
Thou art, Lord, the life and light. Duo and Quartette.

Mozart,
Thou visiteth the earth. Thanksgiving Anthem.

W. H. Callcott.

Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.

Venite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultemus Domino.
We praise thee O God. Te Deum.
We praise thee God. Te Deum.

W. Russell,
Dr. Randall.

Rev. W. H. Havergal.
A. Baumback.

Joseph Corfe,
A, Baumback

mm^w m^^wm M@^®m ©@£^i®^i@i,
This work, so admirably adapted for Quartette Choirs, is now ready for sale. Those who have had the " First Motette

Collection " will be sure to want this. We give below a list of the contents of the work.

Arise I Shine ! for thy light is come. • J). Buck.
Behold the Lamb of God ! ,,

Benedictus. (He is blessed) Ckfrubini.

Blessed be the Lord. {Benedictus, No. 1), Beethoven.
Blessed be the Lord (Benedictus, No. 2). Mendelssohn.
Come unto me. (Sentence) R Wagner.
Evening Hj-mn. ("Grod who madest earth and heaven").

D. Buck.
Gloria in Excelsis. Andr^.
Give unto the Lord. D.Buck.
God be merciful. Rossini.

God is a spirit. Bennett.
Happy and blest are they. Mendelssohn.
Hark! hark! my soul. D. Buck.
He shah come down like rain. -

"

Holy, Lord Almighty

!

Liszt,

COT>fTE]VTS:
If ye love me. Monk.
It is a good thing. (Bonum Est.) Andre.
I will call upon thee. D. Buck.
I will lift up mine eyes. Wihon.
Jubilate Deo. No. 1. Haydn.
Jubilate Deo. No. 2. Mendelssohn.
Lord Jesus Christ, our Saviour. Mozart.
Morning Hymn. (When streaming from the eastern skies.)

Wag7ier.
Not every one that saith unto me. Wilson.
O clap your hands, all ye people. D. Buck.
Lord God, thou strength of my health. Goss.
Lord, my God. Wesley.
Lord, rebuke me not. jD. Buck,
Lord, thou art my God. „
praise God in his holiness.

,,

Saviour of the worid. Sckumann .

that mv load of sin were gone. Beetkoven,
Thou afflicted. D. Buck.

Praise the Lord, my soul. (Benedic Anima.) Neukomm.
Rend your hearts. Andre.
Sanctus. Novello.
Sleep thy last sleep. Bamby.
Te Deum. No. 1. Haydn.
Te Deum. No. 2. Mendelssohn.
Te Deum. No. 3. Costa.
The God of Abraham praise. D. Buck.
Thou, Lord, will ne'er forget. Hauptmann.
Turn ye nnto me. Butterfield.
The Lord's Prayer. Thayer.
We adore thee, Christ. Palestrina.
When gathering clouds around I view. Abt.

Price in Cloth, $2.75 j in Boards, $2.50. Specimen Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

rE3J^.OHI3>a"Gt I^/flCTJSIO-
Easy Pieces*

Tag Polka.

Pinkey Hinkey Waltz.

Come Again Redowa.
Homeward March
Meditation Waltz.

Marche des Tambours.
Maggie's Secret Waltz

Ye ^lerry Birds March.
Surry Night Serenade.

Little MacgieMay.
Fairy Footsteps Waltz.

Sweet Kiss Polka.

Whirlwind Galop.

Whimpering I»7e5Iazurka.

My Darling 3<:hottiach.

In the i*pring

A little Story.

Farewell.

Heart Leaflet.

In Summer.
Rural Pieaaare.

Sweet Dream Waltz.

Sound Asleep Polka.

Fairy Land ilarch.

Golden Stars. Schottiwhe.

j^
Mazurka.

,! Polka.

RondinoValitc.
., Galop.

Romance
Reverie.
Cantilena
Tarantelle Mignon.
LoTe'a Favorite Polka.

Wbiti? Rorte Polka.

Eariy .Spring Waltz.

IteitcT Waltz.

Silver Sounds.

Golden Echoes.

Mack. 30

„ 30

„ 30

,, 30
,. 30

Mack. 30

Crystal Gems. Kink^l.

White Rosea Oesten.

Hancox.

Streabbog.

Rummell.
If

Streablog.

Her bright smite Waltz.
Aileen Aroon Polka.
Suavita Mazurka.
How can I leave thee March.

Bellak. 20
20

It 20
» 20

Medium J) ifflculty.

Woods and Fields. 3 Nos.
Ivy Leaves. 3 Nos.
Scene Bohemienne.
Happy Days.
Golden Rain.
Austrian Song.
An Alexis.

Blondine Melodie.
Amaranth.
Gondolina.
Welcome to Spring.
Chant du Zephyr.
Whippoorwiire Song. Tariatioiui.

We met by chance, ,,

Little Maggie May. ,,

Redemption Polka.
Illusion Polka.

Summerfield March.
Shepherd Boy.
Serenade.
Merry Bells.

Sprightly Brook.
Song of the Morning.
Summer Night Schottisch.
Magic Bells

Night in June.
Souvenir d'lschl.

Little KuHign.
Rfjndino Caprice.
Dan»e des Naiadfl.

Silver BellB.

Secret Love.

Jungmann. 35

Kuhe. 50
Wilson. 35

Cloy. 40
Packer. 40
Beyer. 40

Eggkard. 30
Jungmann. 40

Dorn. 40
Jungmann. 30

lucko. 40
Grobe. 60

Wyma7i. 40
60

Hofer. 50
Heyner 30
Smith. 30
Wilson. 60
Eisoldt. 40
Wilson. 50

Jungmann. 40
Harmiston. 40

Wnud. 30
Jungmann. 50

Wilson. 50
Bendel 40

40
Leybark. 4^}

" 60
Wehli. 75
Lange. 60

Cupid's Chase Waltz.
Symp:*thie Waltz.
Valse Brilliant.

Will o' the Wisp.
Naiads Barcarolle.
Emerald Pool.

Difficult Piecesm
Floating on the Bieeze.
Dying Hoet.

Sunrise Mazurka.
Lily of the Valley Mazurka.
Silver Bells Mazurka.
Blissful Moments Mazurka.
Bohemienne.
Jeunesse Dor6e Galop.
Road to Luck Galop.
The Brook.
Morning in the Woods.
Valse d'Amour.
Christmas Eve.
Bluette,
Polka de la Reine
Chant du Berceau.
Invocation.
Barcjirolle.

Blooming Rose Mazurka.
Robert le Diable
Oberon.
Mandolinata.
Accent du Cour Waltz.
Mart;h Vivandieres.
Polka Bohemienne.
Grand Polka de Concert.
Minnehaha.
Vesuvius.
Salvia Waltz.
Leisure Hours.
Autumnal Tints.

Note.—Any of the above will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

C. M. B. 30
Comettant 35

Leyback. 40
Jungmann. 35

Mack. 50
Turner. 30

Wekli. 75
Gottschalk, 75
Pattison, 60

Smitk. 75
Pape. 60
Wels. 60

Ketterer. 60
Smitk. 76
Wels. 60
Pape. 80

Ketterer. 60
Sanderson. 40
Gottschalk. 40

40
na_^. 1.00

Ketterer. 40
Ketterer. 40
Smith. 75

Hoffinan. 60
Smith. 75

Leyback. 80

„ M 60
Boscovitz. 75

Wekli. 1.00
" 1.00

Morey. 60
Wekli. 75

Wilson. 75
Lfyback. 40

Heller. 60
Smitk. 75

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. a H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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D"WJ"I&HT'S JOTTEK"AX. OP SffU'SEC,
Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREEtT

Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at Chickering &" Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street,

Suite 44. 805

Music Store Foi» Sale.
TABSIBING to confine my business in future to Renting

and Selling Pianos and Organs, I offer for sale my entire

Stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Plates and
Musical Merchandize. Purchaser can continue busi-

ness iff the splendid (new) "Temple of Music" building, of
which I have a lease for 4 years. He must agree not to deal

in Pianos, Organs, Stools or Covers. Store, one of the largest

and handsomest in New Orleans, rent low, location good.
Sbock in perfect order and free from dead stock, business es-

tablished 15 years. Terms, S5000 cash and $1000 per month
for 10 months. A. E. BLACKMAK,

SOS-S BTew Orleans, La.

Tll^ELiVE MUSI

FOR A SUPEWOR CLASS W MUSI-
CAL eSTMlEmS

;

For CORNETS, ALTOS, BASSES, and all used in

BANDS.
For VIOLINS, VIOLONCELLOS, and all used in

ORCHESTRAS.
For GUITARS, FLUTINAS, ACCORDEONS. For FLUTES

FIFES, FLAGEOLETS, ^or PIANOS and MBLODEONS. '

For STRINGS for Violins and Guitars, andall things needed
in the use and repair of Musical Instruments,
For Band Music, Sheet Music and Music Books,—call at or

send to the store of

JOHKT C. HAYJSTES & CO.,
S3 Court St., (opposite Court House), Boston.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD

Compiled by an Organist who has a pre-eminent power of
pleasing the public, both by his playing and his compositions.
Rose quickly into favor on its first appearance, and is acknowl
edged to be a Standard Work of the first rank.

Price, «2.50.

Beautiful Song. TRUE HAPPINESS Keller. .3fa

HAYDN'S METHOD FOR GUITAR.
A new and improved method, with Progressive Studies In-

sliumental Pieces, and a collection of Popular Songs
Price, $3 00.

A Set of 25 vmj good easy Piano pieces for beginners
QOLBEN ECHOES Mack, each. ,30

EATON'S WEW METHOD
FOR THE

O O K, ri} E T .

Learn to "blow your own horn," by studying this new and
excellent method, full of Theory, Exercises, sparkling Melo-
dies, Trios and Variations, with, if you pleaee. Piano accom-
paniment. Price $1.50.
The above Songs and Pieces, sent, post free, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOBT & CO., Wew Tork.

WUICn CONSTITOTE A

1200 or more Songs and Pieces for Pianoforte
or Eeed Organ. "Worth from $300, to S400.

Sold in book form for $30.00 !!

THE MUSICAL TREASURE Vocal and Instrumental.
The most recent work. Very popular..

THE SILVER CHORD. Vocal.
Large number of the best Songs.

GEMS OF GERMAN SONG. Vocal.
The very best Songs of Deutschland.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG. Vocal. .

A choice collection.

GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG. Vocal.
Selected from a large number. The best.

WREATH OF
Popular Songs.

GEMS. yocal.

iVIore recent than Silver Chord.

OPERATIC PEARLS. Vocal.
Comprises most of the favorites of Standard Operas.

SHOWER OF PEARLS. Vocal.
Completely filled with the bestDueta.

PIANIST'S ALBUM. Instru7nental,
Is the same as Home Circle, Vol. 3.

PIANOFORTE GEMS. Instrumental.
la the same as Home Circle, Vol. 4.

HOME CIRCLE. Tols. landll. Instrumental.

These fiae books gave a name to the whole set, which, is

often called The Home Circle Series, all the books be-
ins of uniform binding and aize, and filled, not with the most
difficultor the most severely classical music, but with that
which is genial, bright, popular, and fitted for the entertain-
ment of the happy "circle" at home.

Price of each book, $2 50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth, and
Full Gilt, $4.00. Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

O. DITSOH & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., ISTew York.

Scarcely affected by the iaaue of new books, however well-

made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MXTSIC,

By 500 Editors

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes, Pieces,

and Anthems include the best mneic, taken from the best

books of the century.

Price, $1.50.

Catlin. .40Beautiful Song- ! OVER THE SILENT RIVER.

Mason & Hoadley's

NEW SYSTEM FOR BEGIMERS

!

A few months trial enables us to speak with confidence of
the succe.ss of this fine work, which is to have a great sale. It
is full of well arranged and easily progressive tunes and ex-
ercises, with abundant picture illustrations, and very plain
directions.

Price, S3.00.

Very popular piano piece ! THE SHEPHERD BOY. Wilson. .6

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVBE DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOJSrfe CO., New York.

Foreign & American liistc

H"o. 610 AH.GH STKEET,

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

%m ^wsk Ut |^kuat;g.

VOCAL.

A year ago. Canzonet Rockstro. 30
The Birds were telling one another Smart. 35
Bessy's mistake Campana. 30
Under the walnut tree Liyilaj. 40
Evening bringeth my heart back to thee. Campana. 3.5

Well-a-day Eandegget: 40
Queen of Love Gounod. 30
Love's Sorrow Eikmeier. 30
In Waves of Light Aht. -30

Old, old Tale " 30
I'm sweet Sixteen. Illustrated Title Pratt. 40
O sing unto the Lord. (CantateDomine) IViomas. 75
The man with the Indian Drum. Illustrated

Title Hunt. 40
Somebody's happy to-night. Song and Chorus.

McNeal. 35
The Farewell Letter. 4. G to g Graij. 30
The Sea hath its Pearls. For 4 voices .... Pinsuti. 60
When shall I be a bride Keller. 30
A little while Marshall. 40
Over the Bars Smith. 30
Let thy loving heart believe me. (Nella Braccia.

)

Ricci. 75
Gypsey Queen B. D. D. 30
Ye dinua understand Sargent. 30
Magelone Keilman. 30
The Mountain Sylph Sensler. 40
The beautiful song she sang to me. . .Harrington. 30'
Bianchi. (Vaga fanciuUa.) . . . '. Coljieri. 35
When the Hay was mown, i^Iaggie Hoag. 30
True Happiness. Song and Chorus Keller. 35

IBTSTKUMElirTAIi ,

Prince Alexis Galop Hart. 30
Mountain Stream. 4 hands Smith. 1.00
Little Rogue. (Kleiner Schelm). Folka. . .Faust. 40
Mother's Birth-day Polka Wellman. 30
Spring Dream Waltz Greheis. 40
Sophien Polka Mazurka. Conrad. 30
Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Gnii&r . Bayden. 25
Home again. Polka Maz Chassaignac. 60
Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Weldi. 1.00
N^ck and Neck. Galop " 75
Polka Bohemienne " 1 qq
Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif. " 1 .00
Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75
Kaiser March Wagner. 60
Qui Vive. March Downing. 30
Woodland Whispers. Waltz Kinkel. 30
Blue Violet Polka Loesch. 30
Lord Dundreary Polka. Illustrated title, y'urna-. 40
Dream in the Woods. Capricciosa Waud. 50
Vienne Galop. { Ketterer) . 4 Muds Rummel. 80
Offertoire and Communion. Op. 31, No. 29.

Battiste. 1.00
Fantasie Comique, introducing the melody "The

Yaller Girl." Pease. 60
Chanson des Anges. Morceau de Salon .. Pa/ie. l.oO
Starry Night. (IJn nuit etoilfe). 4h&s.. Smith. 100
Serenade de Gounod. (Sing, Smile, Sleep.) " 75
Why don't you 1 Waltz Gumming. 50
The Piquant Beauty. Maz. Elegante, .flb^mann. 60
Cubana Waltz De Janon. 40
Roses and Thorns. Galop Fuller. 30
Carl Marwig's Boston Dip Quadrille.FiOT&nsfei'n. 40
L'Esperance. Valsc Cable. 40
Flying Dutchman Galop Eikmeier. 40
Christmas Eve Polka Brillante.

Augusta Gottschalk. 40

Mtoio bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at doable
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC
MRS. JENKT KEMPTOBT,

Vocalist & Teacher od Ringing;.

Address, care of OMTER DITSON & CO. 79&-

TJFDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Orgiinist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 moa.

E. J. BITTLEE, private pupil of Carl Rein, cite and Dr.

Papperilz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 15.3 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mo3.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MKS. FANNIE P. POSTEB,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

"jyTES. C. A. BAKRY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Masio. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—]y

SHOT. & SSRS. EB&aia .&. ROBBZSrS,
Academy of Music.

713— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. B. -WHXTIXTG
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 623

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increjising patronage from all parts of
our country. Sckools and communities are proTided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWABD B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Maes.

-^'-»-
tfle Pianofort€

«4 . -

LUl. GABRIELtE DE LA MOTTB, gives InstruetioH on

33 Hancock Street.

MR. W. 0. PK?^^S ^'^* make engagements to conduct

Musical Conve"'"""" 'he coming season.

Address, care of Oil ' =>' Ditson & Co., Boston. [fiST-tf

unk a. iill
Teacher of Kano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

3BafeiJl8H A.^D ITAtlAW SISiSIK©.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "SK: PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Addre^^ Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDKB & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET, PTTTT.ADCT.PRTA.

A large assortment of Auebjcan Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
PORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolldge House. Communications maj be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

-WTKSZ.O'W Zj. H.a.'BDZiZl',

No. 120 Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

pi AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHBK OF
^~^* VIOLIN, l-« prepared to receive pupils, and offers

his eerricea as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppiti,

Praefer k Co., 80 West Bt. 796—3m

F. H. TOEEINGTON,
(OTijanlat and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF OPJiAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DCCTOU or MX'SICAL SOCIETIES.

AddrMS, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Wa^^hlogton St.,

New England Conaervatory of Music, Music Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester^ 'iM-Zm

MH. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed hl«

?ta^Ji'-«i ftbroad. nrifler the in«<tructlon of some of the

first Artists of modem times, win now receive pupils

In Piano and Organ Playing, also in Theory of Music.
Address Oliver Ditson tb Co. 7il4-6m

'ji^ES^^mas

CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 65."

The case ia solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the quaiitips and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures

.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled
each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
Agvintin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provin^o^ 748—

a-. -'SV. I5TJIDLE"5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
fDr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Ix>be, August Haupt, and Theodor Kultab, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are ioTited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PIIBI.I8H£RS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Ketail Dealers in Sheet Music,
MuBic Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
OurBtockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., Is the largest and most complete in the
No. Went Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

Qv* In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Bookfl published in America, together with a choice stflck of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

TV/TADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
^'•** for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-
cia, will be happy to give LeHsons in Singing, and to accept
engagemeDtfl for Oratorios and Concerts.

GomniunicatioDfl to be addressed |to thej care of Oliver^Difc-
pon & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

ROCK OF AGES!
A .NKW AND BKACTIFUL

HYJUr¥ lOR FOUR VOICES,
Sj/ ./. It. Thomas.

trice ."50 Cents.
OLIViJR DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Cabinet Organs.

Prices .»50, $65, $100, S125, S132, IS140, $160,
SH75, S200, 8225, $250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One \o Thirteen Stops.
Flute,
Principal,
Octave,
Fi.uTE d'Amoub,
Tremulakt,
Vox Hdmana,
Automatic Swell,

We are daily receiTiog from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpas.sing in attractiveness any
before offered.

'

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable PresenU

Our assortment of styles is very much largerthan any other
inthecountry

; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to eahibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

Meiodu, BotJEDON,
DlAPA.'^ON, Game A,

EUPHONE, Bassoon,
Hautboy, Toix Celkste,
Fifteenth; Viold'Amoob
Cor Anglais, Viola,
Couplers, Pedals,

BOSTOW MUSIC SCHOOL.
rnHE WAJjIi term wiU begin on MONDAY the 18th.
"^ of September nest. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was
incorporated In May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches, of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumenfcation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, P. P.
Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer. Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BT L. O. BMEKSOW,

the most satisfactory of all the moderD Choir and SingiDg
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozsn.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBERTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Muisic, 820 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS OALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSOBTMElfT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURB.
Embracing one of the Ijargest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

TIOimS-The Best, from $2 to $60 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instrumenta.

MAETm'S CELEBRATED GUITAES.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES.
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violonceilo and Double-Bass.

PIAJ\OS A]\I> lfIE1.0DE0]\S
FOR SALE AND TO LET.

Our faciJtiefl are such as enable Ufl to furnish the above;
also, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C 4.BD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF [MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coart tloase)
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A Dilettante to the Death.
[From the LondoD Musical World.]

Leopold I., Emperor of Germany, was born
for harmony. Little suited for the profession of
arms, and not desirous ofrunning the risks of any
battle, he never appeared at any siege, or at the
head of his troops. However, as he ascended the
throne when Europe was in a state of continual
agitation, he did as all sovereigns then did, waged
wars; but he waged them by his substitutes,

namely, his generals, who were neither the least

learned nor the least fortunate generals of a
period as fertile in celebrated men as in great
events.

Music was for him the truest of all religions,

and he was a most fervent worshipper at its

shrine. Having rendered himself fiimiliar, at an
early age, with all the mysteries of the science of
sounds, he boasted and congratulated himself that
he possessed philosophy and serenity of soul, and
that he owed them to the cultivation of the divine
art.

Early in the morning, on getting up, he had
some one to play to him, or else played himself,
to disperse the melancholy impressions produced
in his mind by agitated sleep, a cloudy sky, or
the innumerable causes of vexation incident to
his position as a reigning sovereifn ; he said it

was the only way to become a man again—good
and humane ; that when the hearing is occupied
and captivated, it neutralizes the gross appetites
of all the other senses, idealizes matter, and
makes one believe in the soul. When he felt he
was about to give way to passion, he calmed him-
self, like Saul, by listening to the sweet and ten-
der tones of some melody, especially that of the
minuet, "Quel caprice," which he had parodied,
for he was a good composer : he used to write
some very pretty harmonic canons (with one n),
while the cannons (with two n.<:) of his army were
thundering away in Europe. He was so enchant-
ed with the canons played on the piano by a
Pole named Kontski, great-grandfather of the
present brothers Kontski, that" he ennobled him.
Kontski served in Sobieski's army, and, by his
acquirements as an artillerist was instrumental in
compelling the Turks to raise the siege of Vienna.
The valiant Pole's double canons must, therefore,
have been doubly pleasing to the Emperor. Leo-
pold recompensed in a different fashion the
Count de Serin, a noble Hungarian, who had
summoned the Turks into the empire. Despite
Serm's agreeable voice, which Leopold liked very
much, he had the Count's head cut off, so as to
prevent his again singing the hvmn of revolt and
treason. He had two other Hungarian noble.s,
Nadasti and Franzipani by name, served in the
same way.
What this imperial dikUnnte loved most about

the victories obtained by his General Montecu-
cuh, by the famous John Churchill, Duke of
Mariborough, and by other commanders, was the
pleasure of having Te Deums sung in the Cathe-
dral at Vienna, to eelebrate their successes.
Being one of those who signed the treaty of

the Peace of Ryswick, he was on the point of
taking part in the grand concerted piece, com-
posed with reference to the Spanish succession—
the right of Louis the Fourteenth's grandson to
the throne of Spain being destined to contesta-
tion, a concerted piece which subsequently pluna-
ed Europe info war—when he felt that the prin-
ciple, the springs of life in him were performing a
fugue. A philosopher, a Christian, an epicurean,
a musician, he sent for his medical man, his con-
fessor, and the musicians of his chapel. He order-
ed the first to inform him. as neariy as possible,
how much time he had still to live—and, on learn-
ing, apparently without any emotion, that the
torch of the imperial life would be extinguished

simultaneously with that day—that in a few
hours all would be over for him, he granted an
hour of time to the priest, and then, having taken
leave of him, exhaled his last sighs, drowned his

last gasp, in floods of harmony. His face was
brightened by the different emotions produced
by music that was religious, martial and sensual

in turn. He expired gently, murmuring in a re-

citative which harmonized with a sweet mysteri-
ous melody, some vague, detached words, seeming
to say

:

"La musique est pour moi le ciel qui va a'ouvrir

—

Kile m'apprit d vivre et m'appread d mourir."

Thus died, in 1705, Leopold L, Emperor of
Germany, a cunuing diplomatist, a hypocrite and
a coward, for some ; for others, an adroit politi-

cian, firm or prudent, as the occasion required; a
gentle and benevolent philosopher ; and, more
especially, a man who, by love for musical art,

contributed to place Germany at the head of
those nations which have distinguished themselves
by their taste and their aptitude for the science
of harmony. *

"Lohengrin" in Bologna.
THE SOCIAL UNlFICATIOtr OF ITALT—BOLOGNA

—

OBJECTS OF INTEREST—HOW "LOHENGEIN" WAS
PRODUCED—ITS EFFECT DPON THE AUDITORS
WAGNER AT HOME—A ORITIC'S ANALYSIS OF
HIS MUSIC.

(Correspondence of the Daily Advertiser.)

Naples, January, 1872.

I little thought when I was making my digest of
the report of the royal musical commission last sum-
mer, and noting how there had crept even into that
document the natural Italian antipathy general to the
raz'sonnif coldness that characterizes so much of Ger-
man music, and especlall*? to the abstruse originali-
ties of Wagner and his disciples, that I should so soon
make one of a crowded audience in a great Italian
musical centre, in order to hear "Lohengrin" repeated
in the Italian language, and by Italian artists. Yet
thus has the whirligig of time brouzht about its re-
venges

;
and while Verdi's "Don Carlos" has f^illen

dead in Italy, and his latest work has been obliged to
seek its first public in Cairo, Wagner has crossed the
frontier, and with the trumpets of "Rienzi"ha6 sum-
moned to an almost unconditional surrender that
stern stronghold of Italian tradition and devotion
the conservatory of Bologna—has triumphed, and
has followed the pealing choruses of that blatant
opera with the swan-song and the bridal strains of
"Lohengrin "

That this is a real triumph, no one who knows
Italy at all will hesitate to admit. Scarcely in Eng-
land can the old established order of things hold
firmer sway. To be sure there is the difl^erence be-
tween negative and positive to be allowed for ; Eng-
land binds you to an antiquated prescription, while
Italy responds to your entreaty for an innovation with
a placid "Non si costuma"—" 'tis not our wont." But
the railways are working a wonderful change in Italy
in all respects. Not alone do they set at nought the
brigand, who still makes the Calabrian roads a peril
to the rich proprietor who would pass them unac-
companied by his escort of carabiniers, or tru-ty fam-
ily retainers, and open up, as in all other countries,
new and easy avenue for the interchange of commod'-
ities and the extension of commerce; but they are
daily promoting the union of Italians one to another,
and of Italy to the nations which lie above and be-
yond her. In every chief station of Italy can be
bought, at a reduction of from thirty to forty-five per
cent.eircular tickets.valid for from twenty to fifty days,
the holders of which can travel over corresponding
sections of the peninsula, passing from line to line,
and stopping at almost any intermediate point which
they may choose, the only formalily being the en-
forced enregistering by the station-masters upon the
ticket, at each departure, the name of the next stop-
ping-place selected. In like manner one can pass out
of Italy by the Brenner or the Semmerine:, and make
a circuit through Austria, Southern Germany and
the Tyrol, re-entering Italy at the opposite point. As

yet the Italians do not avail themselves largely of
these so called "international" tickets, for they have
no undue fondness for the German'^langnnge and
manners ; but they are be^jinning to journey within

their own borders, and to find out that, in spite of the

radical diiferences—and half repugnances, too, some-
times—which exist between Milanese and Neapolitan,

Venetian and Roman, there is yet enough of com-
mon desire and interest, of kinship and of mutual re-

gard, to be the making of a united, a prosperous and
a respected people.

If the Italians, however, do not go out, the Ger-
mans do come in, and since the close of the war they

are coming in crowds. Strolling in the Villa Nation-
ale, or lounging through the vast corridors of the

museum, one hears constantly the Teutonic tongue
busy with its consonants and gutturals, or asking in-

formation in grammatical Italian from which every

atom of melody has been crushed out I could be-

lieve that to-day there are more German visitors in

Naples than Americans a' d English united. And
all through Italy are German established in com-
merce, in arts and sciences, and in petty trade. The
best demonstrator of anatomy at the great clinical

hospital of the city is a German ; the chief oculist-

professor of the university, though an Italian by
birth, is much more a German in education, in habits

of thought, and even in accent ; many of the strong
banking and mercantile houses are German, and
there are German professors who teach the rhetorical

elegances of Italian to the native pupils, while one
of the few known coraprehenders and expounders of
Hegel is Vera, professor of the philosophy of history

to the University of Naples. The completion of the

excellent route through the Brenner pass wonderfully
developed communication, and the stream that flows

to and fro so constantly has as constantly left some
trace of itself along the line of its course. New
ideas, in North Italy at least, are not such beles noirs

as once thev were, and if they are not all and wholly
accepted, they serve at any rate to leaven the mass of
old thoughts and habits and to quicken them.

Bologna is, in spite of all its selfesteem and self-

confidence, a very good place for the planting of new
ideas. Its famous old schools were in their highest

estate most catholic ; they welcomed their ten thou-

sand students from all nations, and taught them ac-

cording to their talents, not according to their own
theories ; they let the learned speak and teach in their

halls, without distinction of nationality or of sex
;

they encouraged the discoverer and the inventor, and
they gave to science some of its heartiest impulses.

And to-day, when those schools hold their glory but
as a legacy from the past, one can feel in the charac-

ter of the city a double sentiment—trust in local tra-

dition and respect for universal intelligence. For
this very reason the medical art, which has been in a
decadent state in all Italy, shows probably less trace

of antiquated dogma and practice in Bologna than in

most other cities which have not a considerable num-
ber of English or German or French doctors and
surgeons to enlighten the whole body of the profes-

sion.

And again, it is easy for new ideas to reach Bo-
logna. The city possesses many items of interest,

such and so disposed that even the typical traveller

who goes about the world "doing places," finds a

single day too little for him. The great basilica of
San Petronio; the quaint, round church of San
Stefano, with its seven subterranean chapels ; the

academy, rich in its dark, sturdy Domenichinos and
Caraccas, its paler Guidos, and the olive Saint Cecilia

of Raphael—all pictures to be seen before the relig-

ions splendors of the Venetian school ; these with the

tumbling towers, the miles of shadowy arcades and
the curious streets and squares, are a deal in them-
selves. But beside these, which all lie handily with-

in the city walls, there are the suburban attractions

of the old monastery of San Michelo in Bosco, where
excavations are revealing many things of antiquarian

interest ; of the high-perched church of the Madonna
di San Luca, from under whose colonnades, stretch-

ing for a mile along the hill-side, are to be had ex-

quisite views of the Appenines, the diversified sweep
of town and country at their feet, and the Adriatic,

dotted with parti-colored sails, melting away in misty
whiteness to the far eastward ; and, finally, of the

great Campo Santo, most original among burial
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grounds, and sheltering in the marhle galleries which
enclose its acres of simprte cross-marked sods, so

many monuments which delight the eye and which
satisfy the mind, not so much perhaps because they
are complete and consistent to their last detail, as be-
cause their fancy is fond and free, and their sentiment
sincere and sympathetic. For myself I linow no fu-

neral tribute more touching and more fascinating at

once, than that monument of the Maiani family, with
its sombre portal of black marble, and its sad, sweet
mourner sunk in all the abandonment of desolate
grief upon Tier knees beside it, her clasped hands
drooping listlessly, and her head fallen back against
the door-post, the eyelids closed and the lips half
parted in the deep weariness of silent, tearless grief;
again and again have I turned back to it, half-fancy-

ing to behold in the dim light of the aisle a real wo-
man, and waiting for the relief of her first sigh to

break the still suspense. There, too, are the Pepoli
monument, with its twin angels mounting to the
Saviour's out-stretched arms ; the statue, tall and
bold, of Murat, with trophies at his feet ; chapel after

chapel with earven madonna or saint, and many a
commoner tomb, bearing no bust or sculptured
wreath, but with a handful of immortelles and a little

epitaph in which fact and fancy are blended with that

delicacy and naturalness which no language but the
Italian permits, and which give a pleasure to the
loitering reader, even although the name embalmed
is all unknown and the story, as such, unheeded.
Few, therefore, of the travellers brought into the

spacious railway station of Bologna by the three
great lines that centre there from France via Milan,
from Germany via Verona, and from Austria via
Trieste and Venice, pass on without making some
stay in the old city, and it would be a sorry chance if

they did not impart as well as derive something.
Accordingly I was quite prepared—knowing that

"Rienzi" had previously made almost a furore—for

the excitement which 1 found on the subject of "Lo-
hengrin," when I paused in Bologna on my return
from Germany in November, to refresh there many a
pleasant memory. People with whom I spoke were
full of tales of boxes ordered by telegraph, and of
curious auditors who had come from all sorts of out-
of the way corners of Italy on purpose to hear the
extraordinary composition. When the pouring rain
it] which I arrived had somewhat abated, I strolled
out to the theatre to secure a place for the next repre-

sentation. Although in Germany I had self-sacrific-

ingly listened to about as much Wagner as can be
borne in a single season by any but a nerveless man,
I was most anxious to see the effect of this opera

—

on the whole, the author's best in respect of evenness,
clearness and simplicity—upon an Italian audience of
the best stamp, musically educated and disposed, but
of unshaken faith in the idea that vocal music, at

least, must have melody for its harmony to cling to,

if it is to have any living worth, just as much as a
body must hold a soul to be redeemed from common
clay. In the theatre I found an old official, most
enthusiastic about the performance. "Lei deve sa-

pere" said he, "che per noi altri Italiavi, ijuesta non e

musica ; ma come rappresentazione e beltissima, anzi
unica."* He verified to me the fact that musical
people had come from all Italy to hear the opera,
and told me that the machinist, scenic artist and stage
director had all been sent to Munich to study the
effects with a view to a close imitation. Further-
more, that so many forestieri, habituated to higher
prices than those of the theatre, and estimating their
places chiefly by what they cost, had attended the
Wagner nights, that the manager had been obliged to
pot in one special row of stalls at double the price of
the ordinary orchestra seats, which were usually all

gobbled up eagerly by such visitors as had purses
long enough to lodge themselves at the Hotel Brun.
But I could not get from him any hearty indorse-
ment even at second-hand, from his fragments of
lobby criticism, of "Lohengrin," for the' composer

—

only for the performers.

On the evening of performance the Teatro Com-
muniile,—a spacious and handsome room, finished in

gold and white, and having five tiers of boxes, and
of perhaps two-thirds the size of San Carlo,—was
punctually filled with an audience of intelligent as-
pect, which gave the closest attention throughout the
evening. To my great satisfaction I observed very
few of those "nice young men," who are so numer-
ous in most Italian audiences, and who have appar-
ently no other object in life than to wear creaseless
I.irender kids, to ogle the rest of the company through
infinitesimal opera-glaeses, to talk aloud in the pidno
passage)), and to fall back in their chairs rapt and
speechless when the ballet begins. Indeed, at this

moment 1 can only recall two, who occupied one of
two fanny little triangolar pens, built outside of the

• The KentIeiiD»n mo.it know that for m. Italians, this is
notmDsjc; batas areprefl«ntation It la Djoat beantirot, nay
unlqne.

box range, just at the corner of the stage, against the

columns of the proscenium arch. One was a small,

pallid, inefficient-looking youth in a Daniel Webster
dress-coat ; the other, big and burly, with hair of the

deep, dull Italian red, and a face as flat as a prize-

fighter's, who seemed to glory in his ugliness, and in

every enlr' acte rose and plumed himself like a pea-

cock. But their presence was a very slight disturb-

ing element ; for when the big one had exhausted

himself in a tussle with the lihretlo, and the small one
was on the point of being utterly lost in ennui, they

bethought themselves of a mysterious door, artfully

blending with the pannelling behind them, and slipped

secretly away, perhaps that "from the cool cisterns

of the midnight air'' their spirits might "drink re-

pose."

Upon the performance I need not dwell. It was
good in all its parts, and in some respects rose to pos-

itive excellence. After the mise-en-scene and the really

perfect ensemble of the opera at Vienna,—the only

place where I have ever seen operas given as they

ought to be, from greatest to least particular,—the

spectacular effects and the singing could but suggest

unfavorable comparison. But the orchestra left noth-

ing to desire ; Signor Mariani, an eminent professor

of the Conservatory, directed, and all the purely

orchestral passages were given with a German accu-

racy and an Italian anima combined, the whole band
moving, not like one machine, but like one man.

I had already had the opportunity of watching the

effect of Wagner's music in his own stronghold,

Munich, upon an audience of his followers and be-

lievers, when "Rheingold" and "Die Walkiire" were
given, as well as upon the Viennese public (unequall-

ed, possibly, in inherited tradition and taste), when
"Lohengrin" and "Rienzi" were performed. Now I

had around me an audience of the most sensitive, if

not the most sensible, people in the world, so far as

music is concerned, and the representation assumed
for me rather the guise of an interesting psychologi-

cal experiment. In Munich one artist, rather inclined

to Wagnerism, was won to confess to me that he

could not understand the "Walkiire," which he

thought intolerable after the first act, and to add that

he didn't know what would become of the musical
world if the author should make an advance upon
himself in the two operas, which he threatens to bring

out as necessary to continue and complete the

"Rheingold" or "Walhalla" series, corresponding to

the step he has taken from "Rheingold" to the

"Walkiire." In Vienna another artist said to me

—

because I was going away and could not spread his

heresy,—"Wagner is a great man and a genius, to

make his way into the first opera-theatres of the

world with even his most peculiar works ; but he has

done a monstrous injury to the art and cause of

music' In both these cities I saw a certain blank-

ness spread over the faces of the people when what I

should call, for want of a better nomenclature, Wag-
ner's mythological music, began ; and I could dis-

cover a live interest only when he had deigned to

adhere to heretofore recognized principles of compo-
sition and combination. Astonishment, perplexity,

stupefiiction almost, there were often ; but pleasure

and applause only when a rare bit of melody came
to refresh, or a choral or orchestra! movement to in-

spirit ; such occasional movements were welcomed
with eagerness, and the audiences made as though
they would fain protract them. At Bologna, I ob-

served the same results, only more easily and clearly,

because in a fairly constituted Italian audience the

magnetic effect of the national simpatia or nntipatia

is felt long before it is manifested. There was no
turning away, or yawning or chattering when the

dramatis pjersonce were rehearsing their stories or their

feelings in measures as calculated and as dry as an
algebraic problem, but a peculiar petrifying chill

seemed to pervade the room ; on the contrary, when
a little air, like Lolwnqrin's swan-song, a motived
chorus or even a melodic phrase succeeded, there was
an instant warmth to he felt kindling, and the brnvos

seemed to say themselves, so spontaneously they rose.

As for that wedding of voices and instruments in

Eka's bridal procession, it fairly made a rapture

everywhere, and the celebrated introduction to the

third act was redemanded with an impetuosity that

would not be denied. There was no pretence of "not
being quite educatetl up" to an appreciation of the

discordant, nor of being impressed by the vague and
abstruse, but honest, straight-forward likes and dis-

likes, and undisguised reasons thereof. Italy was
frank, having no cause to be otherwise ; Germany
was disingenious, liecause—well, perhaps bocauHO she

is loo philosophical to be simple.

I have known something of Wagner ever since the

old days when Bergmnnn u.sed to turn to the audi-

ence at the Germania rehearsals and say : "Vc play

naow, ouvcrtyiire, Taunhaiiscr I" and after this sum-
mer's experiences I feel as though I had gained a

sufficient insight into his ways to pass some comment

upon him. Imprimis, he sets out apparently with the

intention of making his singers deliver their text as

if singing were natural—that is to say, in arbitrary

musical intervals, as actors do their speeches. Hence,
as a rule, no sentence or phrase is ever repeated, but

the current of monologue or dialogue flows on stead-

ily, each little group of words being set by some ab-

stract principle, such as the mechanical elocutionist

prescribes for the defivery of a given paragraph. In
"Rheingold" this plan of continuity is so adhered to

that there is not an instance of silence, and the curtain

never falls until the end. But this principle is of

course false, and should be discarded, because it leads

to ungracious results. People do not talk in blaivk

verse or musical measures ; therefore, as we accord

to the Shakesperian actor a liberty of delivery which
we should refuse to a "character" player, simply be-

cause when Shakespeare passes from the abstraction

of the closet to the positiveness of the theatre the

standard must become an artistic instead of an argu-

mentative one,—so in the opera, which is thoroughly

artificial in its fundamental idea, should we seek real

beauty and delight, no less than approximative phi-

losophical truth. Wagner is unable or unwilling to

comprehend a situation en bloc ; his treatment of it is

disjointed and incoherent; no sooner has the tale be-

gun to be told in one form, than it changes aspect,

tonality and rhythm, and the ear, deluded by a melo-

dious fignre, is shocked by a sequence of strange and

irrelevant intervals that perhaps, considered in the

light of pure reason, or of the integral calculus, ought
to correspond to the exact words of the moment,
which is not by any means the purpose and scope of

the opera as hitherto understood. Yet Wagner does

not lack melody ; he rarely denies it to his choruses,

his orchestral parts are flowing, and every formal

intermezzo has two or more voicings as rhythmical

and pleasant as one could ask. He seems simply to

have set himself determinedly against arias, cavati-

nas,cabelettas, and all such variety,- because he de-

sired to make a revolution, and there was no other

way. Verdi has done the same in "Don Carlos,"

and as a consequence nearly the whole of along eve-

ning is taken up with a drama in recitative, which

would be a thousand times more interesting if the

words were spoken naturally by the artists, and the

few airs sung as songs introduced into a play, and

the best of the instrumental portions retained as a

melodramatic accompaniment to the action.

Again, Wagner is false to his own canons. He
has censured most harshly such of his musical breth-

ren as have had recourse to stage effects for enhanc-

ing those of their scores, while never man asked so

much of the decorator and the machinist as he.

"Rienzi" ends with a conflagration in Rome ;
the

first part of "Rheingold" is under the waters of the

Rhine, the second has a pair of giants, and in the

third the gods mount up towards the skies over a

"practicable" rainbow ; in "Walkiire" the goddesses

ride on barebacked liridleless horses across a bridge

of clouds, and for a finale the heroine is burned up

in a hollow tree, the flames running furiously all

over the stage in pipes imitating the gnarled roots of

a giant oak ; while at all times thunder, lightning,

tempest and clouds of real steam, rising from a per-

forated stage and tinted by the calcium lights, are

elements as common to his hand as processions and

banners and bands of trumpets to Meyerbeer, or

Halevy, or Verdi.

But above all, Wagner in those later operas which

constitute his new manner and which he himself lauds

as the true music of the stage, stirs with the human

voice no sentiment and awakens no emotion ; the '

priceless instrument is even less in his hands than the

humblest integer of his orchestra, and the human ele-

ment only retains such force or dignity as his studied

combinations have been powerless to take away.

This is perversity, not poverty ; for Wagner knows

how to weave a winning melody and how to thrill

with majestic harmonies ; but ho is apparently reck-

less of results, and resolute to bo a new Canute and

give laws unto the infinite sea of sound.

John Braham.
(rrom the London Musical World, 1854.)

(Concluded from page 172.)

At fifty-four Braham might bo said to have been in

the zenith of his powers. The cause why^ singers lose

their voices so soon arises either from' a want of

stamina in the constitution, or from a bad method of

vocalizing. Brahain's constitution is of iron, and

has never been tampered with. Always moderate

and careful, from tompciamont as well as prudential

motives, he hns never been led into excesses, and at

this moment he presents one of the most remarkable

instancoB of ago joined to vigor of body and mind in

existence. That liraham's method of singing be-

longs to the best school need, wo think, scarcely bo
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advanced ; he has too long stood in public ostima-

rion as a model for English singers, to render it

doubtful. But, independently of the excellence of his

style and method, another cause still more impor-

tant tended to the preservation of his vocal powers.

His voice was naturally so strong and of such unu-

sual compass, that he was not obliged to overstrain it

to produce his greatest effects. How many singers

have been prematurely lost by exerting themselves to

do more than nature intended them ! M. Daprez,

the celebrated French tenor, while yet a young man,
was put hors-de-cotnbat for the stage through his forced

and continual endeffs'ors to sing tlio ut de poitrine in

Giiillaume Tell and other operas ; and Signor Tam-
burini, the most accomplished barytone the Italian

opera ever boasted of, lost the beauty and power of

his voice at the age of forty-six, by striving to roar

like Signor Lablache in the "Suoni la tromba" duet

•in 1 Puritani. Braham had, fortunately, no cause to

do violence to nature in any music. The strength

and physical conformation of his lungs gave him
immense force and sustaining power, and scarcely

any note written for the tenor voice was too high for

him. In a ballad he introduced into one of his own
operas at Drury Lane he has been known to sing to

D natural in all, in his chest voice. Braham's voice

was truly magnificent. Sonorous and metallic in

quality, having the fullness and power of a barytone,

it was also of exceeding sweetness. He who remem-
bers the tenderness and exceeding pathos infused into

some of the Scotch and English ballads must ac-

knowledge how little in the shape of simple singing

can be compared to it in the present day. Yet Bra-
ham's singing was not always as unaffected and plain

as might have been desired. On his first return

from Italy he was infected in no small degree with

the prevailing mania for florid vocalization. Even
the commonest ballads were overcharged by him with
a superabundance of ytor//i(re ; and he was not yet

content with that pure and unforced expression which,
in a few years after, became one of the special charac-
teristics of his style. Braham, however, may be for-

given for being seduced into that vitiated taste which
only followed the exigencies of the age, and con-
formed itself to popular requirement. These were
the times, it must be remembered, of Mrs. Billing-

ton, Mme. Mara, Catalani, Tramezzani, David, Ru-
bincUi, and others, all singers of the brilliant and ex-
traordinary kind, who led the public by the nose, and
induced composers to write exercises for the voice
instead of simple tunes. The audiences of those
days were not always pleased with the unadorned
singing of Mrs. Crouch, Mrs. Dickons, or Mrs. Bland.
They loved to be surprised rather than deliahted, and
were not satisfied if their hearts were touched, unless,

at the same time, their ears were- tickled and their

understandings dazzled. Such, at this period, was
the state of musical feeling in the popular mind, and
to which Braham did not hesitate to subscribe when
he came back from the continent. The singer had
another motive which tempted him to adopt the pre-
vailing style ; his voice was extremely flexible, and
no passage was too difficult for him to execute. Most
of his early songs and duets indicate his leaning to-

wards the florid school. In all probability at that
time he hardly knew where his chief strength lay,

and not until he had studied Handel's sacred music
did he find out that the grand declamatory style was
his forte. In recitative Braham has never been sur-
passed, and seldom equalled. His delivery of some
of Handel's songs, such as "Jepththa's Rash Vow,"
"Comfort ye, my People," "Every Valley," "Waft
her Angels," "Sound the alarm," and others, was
paiticularly grand, chaste, and impressive. It was
the excellence of his vocal elocution in sacred singing
which procured for him the designation of the Sid-
dons of the Lyric Drama.
Our own earliest impression of Braham dates back

as far as 1830, when we heard him for the first time
in Masam'ello. His whole performance struck us as
being astonishingly grand and powerful. Braham
seemed, indeed, scarcely to act at all, yet so earnest
and abstracted did he appear when singing, that we
felt no loss in the absence of any histrionic display.
Such were our subsequent feelings when we saw Ru-
bini in I Puritani. It seemed as if an exhibition of
acting would have been but an intrusion, disturbing
the intense feeling awakened by his singing. In
Masaniello we were almost awed at the volume of
tone and energy exhibited by Braham in the morceau
in D flat minor, in the second act : "Uprouse yo,
manly hearts," where the Neapolitan fisherman first

incites his companions to revolt. Braham's voice
sounded like the blast of a trumpet throughout the
theatre. We heard the opera for thirteen successive
nights with renewed delight, and with increased ad-
miration for the singer.

So great an artist as Braham could hardly have
been before the public for more than half a century
without producing the most decided influence on his

time, and, consequently, all those singers who have

aimed at excellence in the declamatory style, have

taken him for the model. But, however correct and

safe an example Braham offisred in his own person,

it was by no means an easy task to follow him. The
power and largeness of his voice, which rendered bis

delivery so grand and emphatic, could not be imita-

ted ; and without these qualities the singer is pre-

cluded from attaining the highest excellence in lyric

declamation. Art may ctfoct much to supply the

deficiency of voice, but its want must be always se-

riously felt in vocal elocution. Braham produced a

host of servile imitators, many of whom only carica-

tured his style and manner, but could not catch his

beauties or his graces. There existed for many years

a Braham-mania among the tenor-singers in Eng-
land. Those who had strong voices bellowed at the

top of their lungs and imagined that this constituted

them rivals of their great archetype in energy and
power. Those, on the other hand, with vpeak voices

copied his expression and feeling, and fancied by so

close an imitation that they had made amends for

their want of power. Still the model being good,

imitation could hardly have failed to originate some
beneficial consequences. Braham's fine elocution,

his clear and distinct enunciation, his method of pro-

ducing the notes, the blending the chest with the fal-

setto voice—one of his most striking merits—his cor-

rect judgment, and refined and classic taste, could

not be entirely thrown away for so long a period

upon the mass of vocalists ; and there is no doubt
that at the present time his inflnence prevails largely

wherever oratorios and sacred works are performed.

In the year 1812 to so great a height had Braham's
popularity risen, that he obtained almost unprece-

dented salaries at the two patent theatres, as well as

at all the concerts and oratorios. He was also grow-

ing rich by means of his musical compositions, at

which he labored most assiduouslv. His music, gen-

erally speaking, displays a vein of homely yet grace-

ful melody, well adapted to please an English audi-

ence, which it seems was the highest aim of his am-
bition. For the copyright of some of his operas he

was paid more liberally than any composer who
wrote before him, and more than many others who
came afier him. He received, in 1804. no less than

one thousand guineas for the mnsie of T/ie Enrilhh

Fleet in 1342. (Many years afterwards he sold bis

ballad, "The King, God bless him !" for eight hun-
dred pounds, a sum greater than that paid to Rossini

for II Barhici-e di Sivlglia.)

The operatic works composed by Braham, in whole,

or in part, were as follows :

—

The Cabinet, The Eng-
lish Fleet in 1342, Out of Place, Thirty Thousand,
Famil// Quarrels, The Paragraph, Rnis ; or, Love in

the Deserts, Americans, the Devil's Bridge, False

Alarms, Zmna, Navensky, etc. The most popular of

these were The Cabinet, the English Fleet, and The
Devil's Bridge, which, until modern taste—whether
false or true we shall not discnss in this place—drove
the ballad opera almost entirely from the stage, were
held in special estimation for many years.

Perhaps no singer ever went through a more extra-

ordinary career than John Braham. From 1806 to

1816 he was engaged nearly every year as prima
tenore at the Italian Opera, and sang invariably" at

one of the patent English theatres in the winter. At
the Italian Opera he sang with Billington, Mme.
Grassini (aunt of'Grisi), Mme. Fodor, Signor Naldi,

etc., etc. He was the original Sesto when Mozart's

Clemema di Tito was brought out at the King's

Theatre. He was the original Max in Weber's Der
Freischiitz, when it was produced at the Lyceum ; and
Weber wrote the music of Sir Hnon, in Oberon, ex-

pressly for him. It was at the suggestion of Braham
that Weber wrote the grand scena, "Oh, 'tis a glori-

ous sight to see," which, nevertheless, is far from
being the gem of the opera, admired and hacknied as

it is.

To follow the career of Braham from the period
about which we are now writing—from 1806 to 1816
— to the present day (1854) would occupy more
room than we can afford to a hurried sketch in these

papers. From the moment that he gained the loftiest

position as a vocalist in this country until he quitted

the stage, he retained his place and his reputation,

unperilled through all changes and vicissitudes,

through prejudice and pique, through good and in-

different report, through party spirit and fiivoritism,

through love of novelty inherent in the play-going
public, through even the weariness supposed natural-

ly to result from too frequent seeing and hearing the

same artist. Indeed, in the case of Braham, it would
seem as though his audiences were never tired of
calling Aristides the Just. Assuredly nothing hut
talents and accomplishments of the highest order
coiild have conduced to such a result. Braham, in

his earliest days, as a singer, had to contend against

the popularity of Ineledon, one of the most gifted

and remarkable vocalists this country ever produced
;

but Braham's superior musical endowments, his

greater art, and his knowledge and acquaintance
with the Italian school, whereby he was enabled (o

master all varieties of singing, gave him many ad-
vantages over his great rival. While Ineledon con-
fined himself by necessity to English music—and even
there his vocal powers were in a great measure re-

stricted, Braham could roam discursive through every
region of song, and adapt himself to each particular

style. Ineledon nevertheless, was the only danger-
ous antagonist Braham ever encountered on the Eng-
lish stage. Sinclair, who enjoyed for years a consid-
erable reputation, was a singer of a different class

altogether, and had no pretension to he compared to

him in any respect ; and the other tenor singers of
the day, however meritorious and excellent, individ-

u.ally and in their appropriate places, are entitled to

little consideration when speaking of Braham.
In the year 1835, Braham built and opened the St.

James's Theatre, at a cost, it is said of thirty thou-

sand pounds, and became the manager of an operatic

company ; and the same year he purchased the Col-
osseum at a large price, and provided a novel kind of
entertainment in that splendid edifice. Both specu-

lations, however, proved ruinous, and the fruits of
many years' labor were swallowed up in a short space
of time. The St James's Theatre and Colosseum
were disposed of at an enormous loss, and Braham
again appeared on the stage under another manage-
ment besides his own. From this time, though occa-

sionally joining the opera troupes at Drury Lane, and
elsewhere, his exertions were principally confined to

the concert rooms and oratorios. In 1839, he played
William Tell, in Rossini's opera of that name, and
created a powerful impression in the part. None who
heard him can easily forget his profoundly pathetic

singing in the air with violoncello accompaniment,
which Tell addresses to his son previous to his shoot-

ina; the apple from his head. The music of the part

of Tell is written for a barytone—not a high one

—

hat Braham's power in the middle register, and depth
in the lower tones, always enabled him to undertake
barytone parts with some trifling transposition. In
this respect he resembled the renowned Donzelli,

whom we have heard one night singing the higfi

tenor music of the Connt Almaviva in the Barbicre,

and the next nicrht the barytone music of Count Al-
m.aviva in the Nozzedi Figaro. But both Donzelli's

and Braham's voices were exceptional ; and we have
no singer on the modern stage to which either of
them may be compared. About this time, too, Bra-
ham appeared as the Don in Don Giovanni, at Drury
Lane, and sang the music with a peculiar charm. The
last time Braham appeared before the public, was in

March, 1852, at the London Wednesday Concerts,

when he was induced to enter into an engagement to

give a series of final performances at Exeter Hall.

These performances, in consequence of bad manage-
ment, were never concluded, and thousands wore
thereby prevented from hearing Braham. Of the

singing of the great tenor on that occasion, we shall

only say, that if it were not equal to his best efforts

in his best days, some forty years ago, it showed
astonishing vigor and energy, and produced an effect,

literally impossible to describe.

In one of the essays of Elia, written some thirty

years or moresince, the quaint and humorous Charles
Lamb, writing of Braham in his usual off-hand way,
thus adds one to the many opinions so frequently ex-
pressed, that to his good sense he was mainly in-

debted for his high standing in his profession ;

"There is a fine scorn in Braham's face, which nature meant
to be of . The Hebrew spirit is strong in him. He can-

not conquer the Shibboleth. How it breaks out when he

sings, "The Children of Israel passed through the Red Sea !"

The auditors for the moment are Egyptians to him, and he

rides over their necks in triumph. There is no mistaking

him. Braham has a strong expre.ssion of sense in bis counte-
nance, and it is confirmed by his singing. The foundation of
his vocal excellence is sense. He sings with understanding, as
Kemble delivered dialogue. He would sing the Command-
ments, and give an appropriate character to each prohibition."

It only remains to add that the renowned singer is

now [1854] living in retirement, in the enjoyment of
excellent health and spirits. Approaching close upon
his 90th year, he is still sound in mind and vigorous

in body. That indomitable energy which exercised

so powerful an influence over the fortunes of his art

has not yet deserted him, and would not fail him in

the hour of need. The sun has set on his glories

forever, hut their memories will remain to illumine

the history of his art long after less perishable things

have passed away without a record or a name.

For Dwight'S Journal of Music.

Wachtel.

We noticed in the last number of the Atlantic an

article with the title of Music, and, although a criti-
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cism on a criticism is perhaps nnnsual, in this case

we trust it will not seem unjustifiable, and may teach

the writer in the Ailaidic that criticism is by no means

abase, and that when a writer atlempfs to speak of

music he should first make sure that he thoroughly

understands the subject ot which he treats.

In the first place it is stated in reference to Wach-

tel, the German Tenor, that "he has undeniably a

most superb tenor voice," that "there is no good or

fine quality that his voice does not possess," and that

"it has a magnetic power over the audience that is at

times almost maddening." So far so good. But

here the praise stops, and we find that Wachtel is

"no artist in any high sense of the word," that "his

phrasing is vulgar," "his vocalization bad," "his style

wanting in dignity and simplicity, and though we

may be electrified by his glorious chest C, yet this

vocal phenomenon is a small compensation for his

gross violation of all that is really artistic in sing-

ing."

These with other nnmerous faults make np a large

list. But let ns see how it is. Though he may not

be called an artist in the highest sense of the word,

as that would imply more general culture and refine-

ment of feeling than he possesses, still his method is

of the purest, and his voice has received the

highest cultivation. He is the only Tenor now in

the country and the only one we have had here for

years (it is difficult to name another) thoroughly con-

versant with, and correctly using the three registers

of the male voice : the low chest, the second chest,

and the falsetto tones ; and his transition from one to

the other of these registers is wonderfully correct, and

shows in itself the skilful and thorough cultivation of

the voice. Particularly is this noticeable when he

changes from the second chest to the falsetto, and so

beautifully does his voice glide into the falsetto, that

it is difficult to tell exactly when he changes, and

sometimes all but impossible.

His phrasing, it is said is vulgar. If so, what

must we call the phrasing of the generality of tenors

whom we are forced to listen to in opera and concert ?

This is perhaps the respect in which it is most diffi-

cult to criticize a singer. It is a matter not clearly

understood, and we know of no singer who keeps

strictly to either the German or Italian method, and

here Wachtel is no exception. His phrasing shows _

his Italian instruction, and is a combination of both

schools. But he is not alone ; as we have said, there

is hardly an artist of the present day who sings in

either school alone.

In vocalization it is most difficult to retain the full

true tone, and at the same time render the words in-

telligible ; and when we consider how intelligible his

words are, without the slightest injury to the com-

plete tones, we must grant that his vocalization is as

nearly perfect as possible.

Xow, as to his style which is "without dignity or

simplicity,"—the true way to use the voice is in ac-

cordance with the anatomy of the throat, not strain-

ing the tones above or forcing them below their natu-

ral registers. Such is Wachtel's method of singing.

Can anything be more "simple" or pure ? It is true

he i.s wanting in the sickly sentimentalism so com-

mon in the singers of to day, and which is so apt to

pass for expression and feeling. There is nothing of

the sort in the man. What a relief it is to hear a

singer free from these mere tricks, and to listen only

to full and sonorous tones going directly, and with

commanding effect, to the heart. Can wo desire a

better illustration of true dignity?

Finally, as to his "glorious chest C" so called.

This expression involve? a contradiction of much of

this fanlt-finding. Is it not wonderful that Wachtel

is able to bring his falsetto tones to such perfection

that the andience, and among them, our so-called

critics, are not able to detect the change from the sec-

ond chest regi.ster to falsetto ? And this is exactly

what he dof s and nothing more,—no "vocal phe-

nomenon," bat simple pure art. He rarely goes I

above A6 with the chest register, and his high C is a

pure falsetto note, but so strong and pure that it is

far superior to the false and strained tones of the

majority of our Tenors, who, by forcing the vocal

chords to an unnatural extent, not only ruin their

voices but produce what to our ears is no music, only

noise.

Our defence of the groat singer is quite unnecessary

so far as ho is concerned, for Wachtel can speak or

rather sing for himself ; but, being lovers and students

of music, we could not consent to allow the article in

the Atlantic to go unnoticed.

Though Boston may not be pleased with such sing-

ing as Wachtel's-, allow Philadelphia to add her voice

to that of Europe in pronouncing him the greatest

living Tenor. d. e. f.

Philadelphia, Jan. 24, 1872.

Wagner's Opinion of Liszt.

A CnKIODS BIT OF AUTOBIOGKAPHT.

In a communication to his friends, recently pub-

lished abroad by Richard Wagner, he says :

"I met Liszt, for the first time in my life, during
my earliest sojourn in Paris, and, moreover, in the

second period of that sojourn, when—humiliated, and
seized with a feeling of disgust—I renounced all hope
of, nay, more, all desire for, a Parisian success, and
was in the state of revolt which I have already des-

scribed at length against the artistic world there.

When I mot him Liszt offered a complete contrast to

myself in his nature and position. In that world in

which I had yearned to enter and shine when, in poor
circumstances, I longed for greatness, Liszt had from
his earliest youth grown up unconsciously, and be-

come its wonder and delight at a time when I, touch-
ed by the coldness and want of kindness it had shown
me, was cast off so far that, with the full bitterness of

one undeceived, I was able to perceive its hoUowness
and nothingness. Thus Liszt was sometimes more
than a man to be merely suspected by me. I had no
opportunity of making myself known to him in my
true nature, and by my works ; the only knowledge
he could have of me was superficial, and so was the

manner of his meeting me ; this was very natural in

him—especially when we take into account that he
was a man into whose presence individuals of the

most different sorts forced their way in large numbers
every day. I. was not at that period, in a frame of

mind to inquire, justly and calmly, the motive of

conduct which—of itself friendly and obliging

—

could only wound me. With the exception of this

occasion, I never called on Liszt again, and—cer-

tainly without my knowing him, but on the contrary,

with my entertaining a decided feeling of antipathy

against making his acquaintance—he remained, as far

as I was concerned, one of those whom we consider
foreis-n and hostile to us naturally.

"What I uttered while in this humor, which was
an enduring one, subsequently happened to reach his

ear, and at the time, too, when I had created so sud-

den a sensation in Dresden witb my Rienzi. Liszt

felt puzzled at being so violently misunderstood, as,

from what I said, it appeared that he was, by a man
whom he scarcely knew, and whom it now struck

him as not being quite beneath his while to know.
At present, when I look back, there is something un-

usually touching in the earnest endeavors, continued

with astonishing endurance, with which Liszt tried

to inspire me with a different opinion of himself. At
first be still know nothing of my works, and thus

there was no artistic sympathy, properly so speaking,
in his desire to become better acquainted with me ; but

merely the purely human desire not to allow the

continuance of any disharmony, that may have acci

dentally arisen, in his relations with another ; and in

this desire there was perhaps mixed up an indescrib-

ably tender doubt as to whether he might not perhaps
have actually wounded my feelings. Any one ac-

quainted with the boundlessly selfish loveliness and
unfeeling regardlessness manifested when wo come
into contact with one another in all our social rela-

tionn, but especially in the relations of artists towards
each other, cannot fail to he more than astounded, he
must feel thoroughly entranced, when he receives such

proofs of nn individual's behavior to him as were
showered upon me by that extraordinary man.
"But I was not yet in a position to appreciate the

unusual charm and ravishing nature of Liszt's dispo-

sition, which is, above all things, amiable and loving.

I at first regarded with astonishment his ap-

proaches to me, and even frequently felt inclined to

supply that astonishment with almost trivial nourish-

ment. Liszt now attended in Dresden a reprcscnta- I

tion, which he was nearly compelled to bring about
by force, of Riemi, and from all possible places visit-

ed by him in the course of his virtuoso progress, I
received, sometimes throngh one person and some-
times through another, proofs of his restless eager-
ness to inform others of the pleasure he had derived
from my music, and thus—as I should almost prefer

assuming—quite unintentionally, to act as a propa-
gandist for me. This occurred at a time when, on
the other hand, it kept becoming clearer to me that I

should fail to achieve any outward success with my
dramatic labors. Now, exactly in the same degree
as this utter unsuccessfulness was more plainly, and
at length decidedly, manifested, Liszt managed by
his most individual efforts, to establish a supporting
asylum for my art. He gave up his peregrinations
and—though at home in the utmost splendor of the
most flaunting cities of Europe—settled down in the
modest little town of Weimar, where he took up the
stick as conductor. It was there I met him the last

time, when— still uncertain as to the real character of
the persecution that threatened me—I was staying on
Thuringian soil, during the flight which was at length
necessary from Germany. On the day that, from
information received, it became clearer and clearer,

and at length perfectly certain, that my personal po-
sition was one of the utmost peril, I saw Liszt con-
duct a rehearsal of my Tannhauser, and was astonish-

ed at perceiving, from what he did, my second self

in him
;
what I felt when I conceived the music, he

felt as he h.ad it performed ; what I wanted to say as

I wrote it down, he said as he caused it to re-echo

through the place. Strange, through the love of this

most uncommon of friends, I obtained at the very
moment I myself was homeless, the actual and long-
desired home, always sought in the wrong place, and
never found, for ray art. When I was banished, to

rove in foreign lands, he who had roved the world
through withdrew to a little spot and made it a home
for me. Everywhere and evermore thinking of me,
always rapid and decided in his help, when help was
required, with a heart opening wide to everyone of

my wishes, and with the most devoted love for my
whole being—Liszt became for me what I never
found before, and that to such a degree that one can-
not grasp its fulness until it really surrounds him in

all its extent."

Liszt and Eubinstein in a Symphony Con-

cert—What the Critics Say.

1. The Daily Advertiser, representing, we suspect,

about the average impression of the audience, writes

as follows of the Seventh Concert, which (having its

imagination so excited with the "Future," no doubt)

it unwittingly calls "the twenty-seventh" :

We confess to something akin to dissatisfaction

with yesterday's symphony concert programme ; or,

to express it more definitely, there was some jarring

on our finer musical feelings. There was at least

one piece which contained strangely insufficient at-

tempts at beautiful expression of musical feeling. In
Franz Liszt's symphonic poem, "Tasso: Lamento e

Trionfo," the grSat pianist truly e.xpended much
strength in striving to find a suitable garb for his

musical thought. To express the lament he repeats

a very lugubrious motive by apparently every instru-

ment in the orchestra, which, by the way, he handles

with masterly effect. To express madness he hauls

in the triangle, the chinelles and tlie flauto-piccolo ;

and to express—no one knows what—he employs
chromatic passages, which those masters of musical
expression, Beethoven and Mendelssohn, reserve for

portraying a raging storm of the elements. Mozart,

it is true, uses them in his "Don Giovanni" in that

terrible ghost and perdition scene. But Liszt, like a

third-rate actor, struts and snorts and grows red in

the face ; like a fourth-rate scene painter he throws

potfuls of danbs on the unfortunate canvass. With
exceeding strength he wields ponderous engines to

lift up a—feather. lie exaggerates ; he vainly seeks

for the strongest expression ; he is overpowering, but

tedious. It reminds one of the pygmies stealing

Jove's thunder and then not knowing what to do
with it. There stands Beethoven intent on express-

ing similar emotions. His "Coriolan" tells us of an-

guish as does Liszt's Tasso. The loving entreaties

of mother and wife in "Coriolan," their plaintive

utterances when they see him unyielding, are not so

far different, essentially, from kindred emotions in

Tasso. Yet how simply do Beethoven's harmonies,

how truly do his melodies, how chastely do his in-

struments express all this. The proper motto for

Liszt's piece might read thus : Great skill, very great

e/Tort, exceeding much noise, but very little creative

genius. Not that wo would condemn the piece alto-

gether. There is nn abundance of fine instrumental

effort ; there are some splendid motives, well worked
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up; there is power and beauty in some parts, but the
whole lacks that quality which only genius can ^ive
to any work of art,—the simple and true expression
of the idea. It sparkles, it glitters, it shines like an
overdressed belle, gorgoously got up aud overloaded
with finery. W"e are becoming accustomed, now-a-
days, to tremendous efforts in the way of music.
Meyerbeer, Verdi, Wagner, by their operas, Liszt by
his gigantic piano-works, full of the utmost force,

have educated the popular musical ear down to a
point where any amount of noise seems bearable, any
harmonic contortions admissible, any eccentncity in

the conduct of melodies proper. We think that a
cure might be effected by restricting the musical pub-
lic to an exclusive diet of such works of force and
pathos. Why not play all the symphonic poems in

two concerts'? There are nine of them, we believe.

Would it not be a wise tiling to be done with them
once and for all ?

The other modern piece was of a different cliarac-

ter—Rubinstein was a man of genius—of creative

genius, we mean. And beautiful were many of the
motives he employed, and well worked up. And yet
the results were not such as the enormous difficulties

would warrant. The effect was disproportionate to
the means employed. The second movement was
very beautiful, tender, pure ; the last dramatic to a
high degree. The resemblance of the first motive to

that hacknied chorus in "Martha" did not detract

from the freshness of the mo\-ement. And yet there

was laboring after effect. The idea was not express-
ed with the fullest truth in many cases. Especially
did we find this in several melodies. Strange pro-

gressions of the melodic motive, mannerisms in in-

troducing unusual dissonances and in resolving them
are common. The sense of musical beauty, even, is

offendi d. in two instances at least, where doubling
thirds and sevenths makes the chord absolutely pain-

ful. After all this, however, we gladly say that the

work is good and affords pleasure. Mr. Lang made
easy work of the difficulties, playing his octaves, ar-

peggi and other difficulties with the utmost aplomb
and with unusual fire. We could wish that he had
had a more effective piece to play, say some beautiful

Mendelssohn Concerto. Still we admire his playing
none the less.

Slight differences of intonation in the, reeds and
wood instruments and one or two infelicities that hap-
pened to the oboe and horn excepted, the orchestra
did exceedingly well, playing all the pieces with
fiuest regard to shading and expression. We thought
we noticed a more pleasant piano than on former oc-

casions, where it was almost too fine-spun. The
opening and closing overtures and the Haydn sym-
phony were thoroughly enjoyable, and we could not
help congratulating ourselves and the audience that
there were at least three perfect master-works per-
formed. Especially did the symphony please us. It
completely restored our good humor, a good part of
which had taken ftight before Liszt's ponderous
efforts.

LISZT AND THE DAILY ADVERTISER.

To the Editors of the Boston Courier

:

A pre-requisite to discriminating musical criticism is that

the critic shall understand the music he is criticizing, which,
unfortunately for art, does not appear to be the case with the

Advertiser's musical critic in his review of Liszt's Tasso in the
Symphony concert of yesterday. Musical criticism is some-
thing more than a mere expression of likes or dislikes ; it is,

or should be, a careful discrimination of the merits and de-

merits of the work
; and to say thet Liszt ''struts and enorts

and grows red in the face like a third-rate actor," or that he
"throws potfuls of daub like a fourth-rate scene painter," is

to exhibit lack of taste equalled only by ignorance of the true

character of the music he undertakes to criticize. If thecritic

does not see the beauty or grandeur of such music it is not the

fault of the composer, and the critic's vagae talk about ''lack

of creative genius" and failure to embody an idea will not con
vince the many, who at that concert thoroughly enjoyed the

Ta55o "poem," of their lack of taste in liking what he is

pleased tocall ''harmonic contortions.'" As a music lover I

would heartily thank the Harvard Symphony Association for

the enjoyment they gave some of us yesterday, in their pre-

sentation of Liszt's Symphonic Poem^ and at the same time
protest against ttie indiscriminate censure indulged in by the

critic above mentioned, as lowering the standard of musical
criticism. b,

Cambridge^ Febriiary 2.

THOROUGHLY OUT OF HUMOR.

(From the Saturday Evening Gazette.)

The Seventh Harvard Symphony Concert on Thursday af-

ternoon was well attended, but the programme proved less

interesting than any hitherto presented this season, Beetho-

ven's fine overture to Coriolanus, which began the perform-

ance, was fairly played, though we fancy we have heard it

given with more precision and color than it received on this

ocoasion. It was followed by an unmeaning and bombastic

piece of eontimentalism by Liszt, entitled ''Tasso, Lamento e

Trionfo," which is remarkable for nothing but an obtrusive

charlatanism, and a blatant vulgarity and poverty of ideas.

It 13 utterly without form, and if it have a purpose beyond

noise and eccentricity, it was not made apparent. As a work

of art it is a complete failure. Why such works are played

when so many really fine compositions remain in comparative

obscurity, is beyond our power to conceive or explain. They

should be left to the appreciation of that future for which they

are written. The present can get along very well without

them. The beautiful and true in art find no place in this

vapid and long-drawn piece of bombast, which is overflowing

with extreme discords and bizarre Instrumental effects. When
a fragment of melody appears, it is trite and vulgar; and

when an idea crops out through the dreary stubble of pur-

poseless modulations, it is utterly incomprehensible, owing to

the tasteless manner in which it is presented. We have had

enough of such unmeaning vagaries. The gabbling of a mad-

man is always painful to listen to. Liszt is a mere musical

juggler, who keeps up a volley of nonsensical talk in order to

direct attention from the manner in which his silly tricks are

performed. When the trouble has been well taken, the result

is but a trick, after all. Liszt's orchestral works are an insult

to art, and are undeserving the time bestowed upon them.

They are a riddle even to the educated musician, and what

they must be to the unprofessional public baffles surmise. It

is time things were called by their right titles, no matter

whose name they may bear, and under this condition Liszt's

"Tasso" can claim no higher merit than that of meaningless

jargon. What is bad, is bad, no heed from what brain it may
emanate. A respect for mere reputation is folly. This sym-

phonic poem—heaven save the mark !—is a piece of gaudy mu-
sical harlotry, decked out in glowing robes of many colors, se-

lected without taste and worn without decency. It attracts

for a moment by its vulgar glare, but never charms. It is

lewd and coarse in every sense. There is nothing real about

it. Its very sensuousness is simulated. Wash off' its paint

and strip it of its gewgawed trappings, and it stands forth the

wan and wretched object it really is. There is better work in

store for the Harvard Musical Association than the perform-

ance of such wretched stuff. Li?zt has written some capital

music for the piano, and there his love for innovation has

been a source of profit to the world, but where he has ventur-

ed outside this narrow limit he has been a complete failure,

and this truth cannot be too soon understood and acknowl-

edged. We sincerely trust we have heard the last of his hid-

eous orchestral ravings.

Haydn's Symphony, which followed, was an unutterable re-

lief. Though by no means the best of the composer's works,

its form, its purpose, its beauty and its freshness, struck a

sympathetic chord in every heart. It was the inteliigence of

Ulysses against the brute force of Polyphemus. Though al-

most childish in its innocence and naivete, it is worth a thou-

sand such savage and incoherent bellowings as "Tasso." It

was not clearly given, and showed signs of insufficient rehears-

ing. The slow movement in particular was played in a very

slovenly manner. It was perhaps fortunate that it was pre-

ceded by the symphonic poem, or the faulty way in which it

was rendered might have been more palpable ; but the ears of

the audience had been so deluged with discords that two or

three more were scarcely worth the notice. However, despite

short-ccmings, we are thankful that the work was on the pro-

gramme. We trust that we shall hear more of the same char-

acter at the coming Harvard concerts. While there are so

many similar productions by the old masters that the public

have not heard, and with which it is necessary they should be-

come acquainted, it is folly to waste time on the meaningless

and valueless music of the future. The time taken for the

rehearsal of the latter can be more wisely spent in preparing

better works.

Rubinstein's Piano Concerto in Q is a somewhat difficult,

brilliant, and fatuous aberration. It is never strikingly orig-

inal, but is often commonplace. In fact, Rubinstein, in writ-

ing this work, seems to have been laboring under a species of

cacoethes loquendi, without having anything to say worth the

listening to. Whether Mr. Lang was disspirited by the nature

of the work he had undertaken to perform, or whether he was
not in a favorable mood for playing, we cannot say, but we
were disappointed with his performance. It was not as clear

as we have the right to expect from him. Many of the passa-

ges rolled from under his fingers in a mutilated form, and
there was an absence of variety in his style which was almost

monotonous. At the same time there was little in the compo-
sition to inspire him, and we have no doubt his relief at its

termination was yo less than that of the audience.

The overture to "Oberon." which ended the performances

received a brilliant interpretation. On the whole, the concert

was unsatisfactory. Liszt and Rubinstein cast a chill over it

that nothing could completely remove. The intonation was

far from perfect, and at times the clarinets and oboes differed

nearly a quarter of a tone in pitch ; nor were the bassoons

immaculate in this respect. The symphony, as we have said,

was not justly dealt by, and for the first time during the sea-

son we were disappointed with the manner in which the or-
chestra acquitted itself.

)f s loiunal of Musk.
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"Harvard" Sympliony Concerts.

The series (of ten) is two-tliirds over, the interest

still on the increase. The sixth programme (Jan. 18)

was as follows :

Toccata in P, composed for Organ J. S, Bach.
Arranged for Orchestra by H. Esser.

Piano-forte Concerto, in D-minor, No. S Mozart.
Allegro. Koinanza. Rondo Preatissimo.

Richard Hoffman.
*** Symphony in A-minor, (No. 3), Op, 15... N. W. Gade.

Presto, Andante soatenuto. Allegretto. Finale.

** Adagio and Rondo, from the Clarionet Concerto in
A flat C. M. von Weber.

Ernest Weber.
* Piano-forte Solos Chopin.

a. Nocturne in B, Op. 32, No. 1.

b. Polonaise in A flat. Op. 53.

Richard Hoffman.
Overture to "Fierabras" Schubert

.

The star prefixed means given for the first time in these

concerts; two stars, for the first time (publicly) in Boston
j

three stars, for the flrst time in this country.

Bach's great Organ Toccata—more distinctly,

vividly, if less massively and grandly, set before ua

through the orchesti-a, than it is likely to be through

the impersonal and accentless medium for which it

was composed,—had already in one or two of the ear-

lier Harvard seasons made an impression worth re-

calling. This time its titanic and perennial vigor,

its wonderful buoyancy and fulness of life, its ex-

hanstless beauty and variety, notwithstanding the

clearest simplicity of purpose, were still more deeply

and more generally felt. By the orchestra it gains

accent, individuality, distinctness in the entrances and
imitations of the theme in the different parts ; also

the aid of color contrasts, as where those strong full-

chord responses are offset in the wind band against

the broad and even polyphonic current of the strings
;—it loses the oceanic depth and volume, the roar as

of many waters, especially the massive bass of the

great Organ, so that the infinite and mystical sug-

gestion of that impersonal instrument of instruments

is put to flight by shall we say excess of sunshine.

In the transcription its internal structui-e is more
quickly recognized by most ears, clear outline is per-

ceived where once was vagueness, the work is better

understood, and therefore more enjoyed. In the same
way a fugue well played on the piano is clearer than

it can be on the organ. Such at least is the experi-

ence of nearly all beginners, that is to say the mass
of any public audience ; always excepting some poet-

ic souls, in whom the mystical element is strong, and
who can feel and love, and hold communion through

the seashore mystery and murmur of great organ

music without understanding it or caring to trace out

its form or scan its rhythm ; for one may feel and
own the spirit of an art work though he know noth-

ing of its law. Herr Esser certainly has helped us to

a clearer perception of the genius and the art of Bach,
though purists will not cease protesting against all

"arrangements" as unorthodox. But what a glori-

ous creation (living creature almost), what a power
this same Toccata is ! What a sustaining, strength-

ening charm it exercises I It holds us up as in the

hollow of its hand. It took possession of the orches-

tra and through them of the audience.

Mozart after Bach came well prepared and wel-

come ; and that Concerto in D minor, played only

once before (last winter by Miss Mehlig), is one of

his finest works alike for the piano and the orchestra.

We count it greatly to the credit of a pianist now-a-

days to choose one of Mozart's Concertos for his per-

formance in a concert of this kind ; it shows (cmteris

paribus) a sound artistic feeling, an interest in a noble

composition as such, and a wish to save it from ob-

livion in the midst of newer and more dazzling things,

which is stronger than the love of personal display.

The pianists of the day, even the most classical and
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earnest, are shy of such comparatively modest

tasks, and tnm too willingly away from them to oth-

ers which afford a greater opportunity to show their

mastery of all the modern problems of pianism.

Among Mozart's Concertos, they will readily admit,

are found some of the most admirable creations of

his genius ; simple tasks, it may be, for the pianist,

but exquisite in the ensemble with the orchestra,

forming perfect wholes too fair to be forgotten.

How shall these be sared to the world, where

shall they ever get a hearing, if not in just such con-

certs as these, of which the spirit and the sole aim is

to make Art, truth, beauty, genius paramount, and

personal ambition of the least account ; each indi-

vidual talent losing ("and thus most truly finding)

itself in joint production of an artistic whole f Is not

the composition of a Mozart a matter of more inter-

est than the personal prestige of any solo player?

Will there ever be a perfect concert until vanity and

self-esteem give place to the much more delightful

and more quickening incentive of a pure devotion to

the ministry of Art 1 We thank the artist, therefore,

who is not above helping us to know the worth and

beauty of Mozart's Concertos. And we th.ank Mr.

HiCHAED HoFFJiAN for the conscientious manner,

and the consummate skill and taste with which he

executed his part in that Concerto in D minor, which

is commonly understood to be the one that gives

more prominence to the piano than the most of Mo-

zart's, while it is reckoned his best Concerto as a

whole. Certainly the orchestral part has beauties

which a score of hearings would not exhaust, and the

musicians all coiiperated with zeal and delicacy. Mr.

Hoffman won the gener.al sympathy at once by his

quiet, manly, and artistic bearing, as well as his

youthful, fresh appearance, though he is of middle

age and ranked among the best pianists in New York

full twenty years ago. He has a clear, crisp, vitaj

touch, and a technique so precise and clean and even,

lending a- pearly roundness to each tone even in the

finest demi-sumi-quaver groups, that you get as it

were an exact photographic reproduction of the mu-

sic. But the interpretation was also refined, exquisite

in its gradations of light and shade, true in conception

and in sympathetic feeling of his author ; we could

not ask for a finer reading of Mozart. What, for in-

stance, could be finer, more absorbing to the listener

than his rendering of the passage in the slow move,

ment where the piano carries on the simple leading

melody so long alone ? His execution of the Chopin

pieces was perhaps more remarkable as an exact,

cool reproduction, without affectation or sentimental

nonsense, of the written music, than at showing deep

affinity with Chopin. The tempo was almost too

rigid ; yet there was delicacy, grace, light and shade

enough, and in the Polonaise a fire, an energy, and a

masterly way of working up a long crescendo, which

were quite remarkable and made a great impression

Mr. Hoffman's playing has its interesting individual-

ity, while it proves the master by the ordinary tests,

and his visit to our city (too long delayed) will be

counted among the most pleasant incidents of this

nncommonly rich season.

The Symphony by Gade was approached notwith-

ont some misgiving ; our experience so far having

confirmed the common warning, that though he has

written seven symphonies, he has never again reached

the height of his earliest, in C minor. This our con-

certs had verified in previous trials of the second (in

E) and of the fourth (B flat.) Most of the audience,

therefore, must have been agreeably disappointed by

the beauty, the fine imaginative, romantic charm of

this one in A minor. If not a r/reat Symphony, it is

a lovely one
; poetic in its mood, refined in every de-

tail of expression ; not commonplace if not decidedly

original ; suggesting Mendelssohn more by afllnity of

natnre than by «ny imitation. Alike in ita serious and

its playful movements, it is all tender, delicate, and

clinging to the shade, although the in.stnimcntal col-

ors are richly blended and sometimes charmingly

contrasted. You may listen for some time and not

suspect the Presto tempo of the first movement, it cuts

the air with such an even wing, and in a mood Cseem-

ingly) so still and dreamy, that you might fancy it a

smooth Aridante. The Andante itself is in a more

deeply serious mood, to which you pleasingly surren-

der yourself The Allegretto is a most delicate, be-

witching bit of fairy humor, and the Finale full of

fire, and eke of diflScult and nervous work for the vio-

lins, to which they proved fully equal ; indeed the

whole Symphony was capitally rendered. It is one

of the best works, not of a Titan, like Beethoven, but

of a genial, genuine tone-poet of a gentler, less com-

manding mould.

In the clarionet Concerto, which, though somewhat

of a common, older fashion in its form and motives,

has yet the Weber individuality and charm, Mr. Er-

nest Weber showed to fine advantage that beauty

and richness of tone, that easy, finished, tasteful exe-

cution for which his instrument has been noted for

two seasons in our orchestra ; his effort met with warm
and merited applause ; and the brightness of such a

solo on the most human of wind instruments added

an element of freshness to the programme. Schu-

bert's grandest Overture makes more impression

every time that it is heard.

The seventh Concert (Feb. 1 ) offered the follow-

ing somewhat exceptional and yet instructive bill of

fare :

Overture to "Coriolan" Beethoven.
*Tasso ; Latnento e Trionfo" (Symphonic Poem)... .Liszt.

•Symphony, No. 3 [Breitkopf and Hartel), in E flat.

TIaydn.

Adagio and Vivace assai. Adagio. Menuetto. Vivace.

••Pianoforte Concerto, No. 3. in G. Rubinstein.
Allegro modcrato. Andante. Allegro risoluto.

B. J. Lang.
Overture to "Oheron" Weber.

That this contrasting side by side of new with old
;

of works of clever, pretentious talent with creations

of undoubted genius ; of ambitious striving for would-

be originality with real inspirations of sincere art,

produced precisely the effect anticipated by tho,se who

framed the programme, is proved by the discussions

which followed in musical circles and by the predom-

inant tone of the newspaper criticisms, of which (in

their variety) we have copied some marked speci-

mens on a preceding page. For this was meant to

be, as far as possible a pleasing, but mainly an in-

structive programme in regard to a much mooted

musical question of the d.ay. To gratify for once

the party who complain of what one has called the

"ungenial conservatism" shown in the persistent ex-

clusion of the names of Liszt and Wagner from these

programmes,—a party never very nnmerous in the

Harvard audience, and which has dwindled to a very

small minority since the liberal allowance of such

music granted in the Thomas programmes,—one of

t}\e"Si/mphonisehe Dichtungen" of Liszt, the "Tasso"

(promised a year ago, but postponed on account of

the non-arrival of the music from Germany), was

made a feature of the concert. Time was when this

would have been a hazardous experiment with a pub-

lic of unsettled taste or tendency in art ; when mere

bnlliancy and startling effect, like gaudy pictures in

a gallery, might have dazzled many and blinded them

to a perception of the finer beauties of more sincere

and unpretending works of truly inspired genius, to

put which in their proper light and make them well

appreciated is and has ever been a leading motive of

these concerts. But that time seems to have passed
;

a Boston audience can now be trusted to know wheat

from chaff, and after listening with a^ curious interest

to questionable new things, to feel fre.sh life and

charm in true things even if their form bo old. And,

by the way, "ungenial" is an unfortunate term to ap-

ply to this sort of conservatism, so simply and sin-

cerely constant to the old love ; for, if there be any

virtue whi'.-h can at all times, and without the small-

est reservation, be ascribed to any and every one of

the classical masterworks of Haydn, Mozart, Beetho-

ven, &c., it is the thorough getiialitij of all their music

;

while the grand objection to these modern strivings

after new effects, is, not their departure from conven-

tional form, not their non comformity in any way to

long accepted and beloved models, not their reflec-

tion, it may be, of the new spirit of the age, not their

heroic recognition of the principle of progress and

their chivalric ambition to do something "epoch-

making ;"—but, that, whatever else we may find in

them, whatever pleasing details, bold original sug-

gestions, new intensities of instrumental power or col-

or, still we feel they are not genial ; they do not trans-

port us into that "peace which passeth understand-

ing," that sweet and pure Art atmosphere in which

our spirits are in tune with the divine love and wis-

dom of the Universe ; the homeliest old Symphony

of Father Haydn can do this for ns ; Liszt may pile

Ossa upon Pelion, he cannot scale the heavens.

The "new school" element in the programme was

represented mainly by the "Poem" of Liszt, and in a

degree by Rubinstein's Concerto. These were offset

by the Haydn Symphony in the m.iddle, and by two

of the very best of characteristic classical Overtures,

in contrast to each other, at the beginning and the

close. For an expression of deep inward pain and

passion, of the struggles of a proud gloomy sonl with

destiny, of a fiery life storming itself out, there was

the"Coriolanus"Overturo by Beethoven : how intense,

concise and brief is the expression ! how complete-

ly it embodies the whole tragedy ! yet bow it realizes

the repose and symmetry of Art, how it throws the

divine, reconciling, comforting Art halo over all, and

makes the whole thing beautiful ! Then came the

'Tasso :
' his Lament and Triumph ;

the poet's mor-

bid sorrows, persecution, madness, and his triumph

(too long deferred) when he was crowned at Rome.

How different this expression ! Madness and grief

enough, tnmultuous jubilee enough : but what has

become of Art the Comforter'? how has the bewil-

dering chaos of musical surprises and effects, not

without now and then some fleeting mirage of beauty,

helped to put our souls in tune 1

Liszt tells us that he composed the work when he

was asked to write an Overture for a performance of

Goethe's "Tasso" on the centennial anniversary of

Goethe's birth in 1849. In spite of Goethe, he owns

that he was more under the influence of Byron's pre-

sentation of the gloomy side of the picture in com-

posing the first part of it. Goethe comes in where

the music brightens, we suppose. "Tasso lived and

suffered in Ferrara, he was avenged in Rome, he still

lives in the people's songs of Venice. These three

moments are inseparable from his imperishable fame.

To reproduce them musically, we first summoned up

his great shadow as it to-day wanders over the La-

goons of Venice ; then there appeared to us the proud

and melancholy face of him a looker on at tlie feasts

of Ferrara, where he created his m aster works ; and

finally we followed him to Rome, the Eternal City,

which placed the crown upon his head and glorified

in him the martyr and the poet."

The composition opens with a lugubrious and mor-

bid motive {fortissimo, very slow) in the basses, which

reappears repeatedly throughout the work, even in

the blaze of triumph at the end. This theme Liszt

says he used to hear sung, to the first lines of Tasso's

"Jerusalem," by the gondoliers in the lagoons of

Venice ;—weird, spectral boatmen, one would think,

their gaunt forms, like their hoarse voices, magnified

through the mist ! This theme is ugly, and if it might

have been developed into something truly musical by

artistic treatment, the composer has not done it. Then

follow very sick chromatic passages ; then wild out-

bursts (yl//e(7C0 s/re/ji'/o.so), like a carnival of fiends,

spasms of agony and madness ; a moment of repose

and sweeter music {adagio mesto)
;
groans, and shoot-

ing pains, and melancholy moans, and furious out-

buri-ts again ; and then the relief of a graceful min-

uet-like melody, of a taking and somewhat novel
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character,—the one thin^ that haunts yon afterward,

besides the gloomy gondolier theme. With all the

distraction and noise there is a certain dramatic

(rather than a musical) progfress to the end, culmi-

nating in loud, hoarse martial strains of triumph, that

fatigue the brain and almost stun youby the weight and

din of braying brass and drums and triangles. There

are beautiful passages no doubt; charming traits of

instrumentation; (violoncellos, taking the burden of

almostany theme that is musical, always sound well)
;

there are fine promises, not kept even to the ear.

But on the whole we must repeat what wo remarked

a year or two ago : We cannot but regard that as

false art, which seeks new field for originality in giv-

ing unredeemed and cheerless, fruitless utterance to

those gloomy moods, which, however they may enter

into the experience of all, even the noblest souls, and

however essential perhaps to the spiritual economy of

life in the long run, have really no right to public

expression, but belong, by every modest instinct of

propriety, to strictest privacy, at least until the dis-

cord be resolved,—as it is, for instance, in a true Art

work like the Coriolamis overture.

We are far from saying that the "Tasso" is without

interest or charm in spite of its overstrained and ugly

passages. It finds admirers for a lime, but the abid-

ing impression is one of distraction and of weariness.

The Haydn Symphony, after it, toas an "unutterable

relief." It was like walking into the Spring air and

grassy fields out of a hot and crowded ball-room or a

tumultuous mob. And so it was generally felt, not-

withstanding the fact that it had scarcely been re-

hearsed, though new to the orchestra, for Liszt and

Rubinstein had consumed all the time. The execu-

cution therefore was not as good as it might have

been ; the theme of the Allegro was begun too pian-

issimo and did not stamp its form at once upon the

m'nd ; there were discords among reed instruments,

»S:c., &c. Yet the beauty of the . Symphony was un-

mistakable, and did away with the gloom and weari-

ness of the Liszt piece before the Rubinstein came on.

Now in this Concerto we found more enjoyment

than the sterner critic wc have quoted. It is not to

be counted in the Liszt-ian category. It is at least

musical, c<5ntinuous, and not refractory even to the

classical Concerto form. Delicate and winning traits

predominate. It would not do to be heard immedi-

ately after "Tasso," to be sure ; but after a healthy

walk with Haydn intervening, it need be neither cloy-

ing nor oppressive. There are striking beauties in

all three movements ; the first has themes and phrases

somewhat in the vein of softer passag^es in Liszt's

"Preludes," but not enough to pass for imitations.

The Andante, with its pensive, tender utterances in

fragmentary Recitative, is charming for a while ; ,the

fault is, that it becomes prolix and vague. Think,

in contrast, of the brief but wonderful recitative in

Beethoven's G-major Concerto ! The last movement
is very dramatic and exciting, full of interest, and,
like the whole, full of extraordinary difficulties both
for piano and orchestra. The instrumentation is

elaborate without overloading, often fine. Mr. Lang
played ir, we thought, admirably, doing the work all

justice, though the task was not one of the most
thankful. Ha^dly a work of genius, at the best half

inspired, the Concerto was surely worth the pains.

How splendidly the Overture to Oberon came in to

prove the quickening power of genius after: all this !

The eighth concert will be on Friday, Feb. 23. and will con-

sist of a Symphony in C, by Raff' {first time) ; Beethoven's

C-minor Concerto, played by J. C. D. Parker ; a Concert

Overture by Gade (first time); Andante and Adagio from
Beethoven's " Prometheus"

; and the charming Scherzo from

Schumann's "Overture, Scherzo and Finale."

English. Opera.—'*The Water-carrier."
First of all let uscorrpct an error in our former notice : It

wasnotMme. Vahzini, but Mies Clara Boria (Miss Barnetfc),

who took thepart of the Countess in ''The Marriage of Figaro,"

and more artistically than she has commonly had credit for.

An "event" of true importance in this most eventful eeason

has been the first introduction to our public of Cherubiui'a

c harming little opera,—a universal favorite in Germany—''The

Water-Carrier ," or as the French call it, Les denx Joiirndes.

The music is for the most part of a very quiet, unpretending,

thoroughly sincere, artistic character; and there is not a

great deal of it—at least only just enough—in proportion to

the large amount of fpoken dialogue. But the plot (described

in our last) is a very fine one ; and simply as a play, in dia-

logue and incident and stage effect, the work is fascinating.

Perhaps on this account it had a greater popular success than

music so unsensational , so simple and yet so learned, and con-

taining scarcely any personal appeals in the shape of great

arias and cavatinas for the singer, could have commanded at a

single hearing. For this is music whose beauty is so delicate

and true, so unobtrusive, that piece after piece may pass un-

appreciated, and seem tame and common, though it is sure to

grow upon one who has any music in his soul. No one can fail

to feel, however, that he has listened to a unique and perfect

whole; every note in it tells its story and no more; every

phrase is characteristic; every bit of orchestral accompani-

ment or interlude just pertinent to character and situation,

suggesting just enough and no more. Therein the master

shows himself, in this masterly chaste ab.stinence from all su-

perfluous and overstrained expression. To know and to love

such a work is of more good to one, than to have all of Verdi's

operas by heart. And yet this music, where it seems simple,

is not commonplace; where it is learned, it is not pedantic,

but compresees meaning, feeling and. expression into short

forms of subtle texture safe from all danger of becoming hack-

nied

The two greatest compositions in it are the well-known su-

perb Overture, which borrows no themes from the Opera itself,

yet forms a fitting Introduction; and the Finale of the first

Act. The curtain rises on a sw-^et and picturesque domestic

scene in the Water-Carrier's house. There is talk enough to

. explain the story before the first strain of music comes ;
and

this is the song of the Savoyard, his son. a tender, song of grati-

tude, of melody most simple and yet most refined; true gold in

contrast to the sentimental ballad tunes of our day,-some little

turn or modulation only, now and then, showing the master

hand. Thiswas sweetly sung by Mr. Tom Carl, and its essential

melody clings to the character throughout the play. Then

comes the Water-Carrierhimself,—Mr. Ainslet Cook, whose

admirable make-up, song, action, ready humor, made thepart

throughout seem real. His song, too,is of an even simpler kind,

but full of the heartiness and frankness of the character; its

tune returns too in the orchestra to herald his approach in

later scenes. Nest comes the Countess fMme. Parepa-Ro3A)

and the Count Armand (Castle) seeking shelter, and a Trio,

of rare skill and beauty, finely expressing the relations of the

noble pair of refugees, is worthy of Mozart, rising to intensity

of feeling. The great Finale begins with a Sextet, where the

son (Antonio) recognizes his benefactor in the Count, and in a

series of expressive movements and commingling themes, aid-

ed by opportune suggestions every instant from the orchestra,

proceeds to portray all the intricacy of the relations ot the per-

sons, all the hurry and agitation of the plan of escape, and all

the shifting hues of feeling; passing soon into a sublime cho-

rus of gratitude to heaven, which returns again to close the

act. The efl'ect was electrical, so that the chorus had to be

repeated, and; as it was used again to close the opera instead

of the slighter chorus used by Cherubini, it made four times

that this chorus was given in an evening and yet not to satie-

ty. Parepa's voice soared splendidly in the high passages of

this finale, and the whole piece was most effective.

Act II opens with one of those soft, contrapuntally woven

bits of orchestration, which occur ever and anon, and which

always mean something, always express the situation better

than anything else could do it ; while they are beautiful in

themselves if listened to attentively, like the finest Organ mu-
sic. Here the scene is tne guardhouse at the gates of Paris;

the music means the silence of the early dawn ; then the

reveille is beaten, and then the splendid chorus of the soldiers

rings out crisp and clear ; and when allusion to their employ-

er, Cardinal Mazarin, is made (for they are Catholic Italian

soldiers) how mysteriously and beautifully the orchestra in

undertones insinnat-ea another of those contrapuntal church-

like strains ! Of the stirring melodrama, the bits oj Trio, solo,

chorus, &c., thatfill out the Act,-and the fine march of the

retreating soldiers, we can only hint.

The third Act mainly wears another color, opening with an
introduction of most fresh and lovely ruralmusic,auda joyful

naive wedding chorus of the village youths and maidens, which

it is happiness to call back to mind. The tragical ensemble

where the refugees are discovered, rising to a climax where the

Water-Carrier rushes in with a full pardon, is of the most ex-

citing interest.

All the singers entered fully into the spirit of their parts,

Mme. Parepa and Mr. Cook fairly dividing the chief honors.

Madame looked positively handsome, acted with great vivacity

'

and naturalness, and .'^ang superbly. The only disturbance of

the unique and fine impression of the whole, was her interpo-

lation of an Aria by Gounod, patching Cherubini's music with

an ill-assorted and too brilliant pattern, and breaking the

spell for a time, although it gave the prima donna an opportu-

nity to show her power, which Cherubini did not think it

worth while to provide. Miss Dorla filled the pretty part of
Marcellina capitally well ; and even the old man's part, Dan-

iel, acquired importance in the hands of Mr. Seghn. Carl
Rosa had drilled his orchestra very thoroughly, and every-

thing went well, mnch to the credit of the taste and enterprise

and courage of the management and all concerned. The
crowded house and the enthusiasm which hailed the first per-

formance, were repeated in like ample measure at the second.

CHAMBER CONCERTS. —Messrs. Leonhard and Eichrerg

gave the last of their Six Matinees on the 25th ult. The selec-

tions were : Beethoven's early Trio, Op. 1, No. 3, in C minor ;

a Tenor Recitative and Aria ("Frohe Hirten eilt"), from Bach's

Christmas Oratorio ; a couple of Chopin pieces (Nocturne, op.

37, No. 2, and Scherzo, op. 20) ; and for a glorious finale the

great Schumann Quintet, op. 44, for piano and strings. A
true artistic glow pervaded the entire performance, felt

throughout the well filled room. The Quintet went to a

charm, the solemn march-like second movement with its

wonderful variations making a profound impression. Mr.

Leckhard was most happy in the Chopin interpretations,

—

two of the choicest inspirations of that piano poet- Mr. Glogo-

ner-Castelli sang artisiically, but in rather a dry voice, the

florid (coloratitr) Aria of Bach, the efl'ect of which was much
heightened by the masterly piano accompaniment arranged
from the incomplete score by Robert Franz expressly at the
request of the concert givers. In gratitude for this service,

they announced their intention to give this week an extra Mati-
ndein compliment to Franz; but to gain time to make the dem-
onstration more substantial, it has been postponed for some
weeks. Due notice will be given.

NEW YORK, FEB. 5.—The third concert of the Philhar-

monic Society was given, at the Academy of Music, last Satur-

day evening, with the following programme :

Symphony, No. 4, D minor Schumann.
Aria, "With verdure clad*' Haydn.

Mile. Henriette Corradi.
Concerto, for violin Max Bruch.

Sig. P. Sarasate.

Overture : "Macbeth" Heinefetter.
Aria from "11 Poliuto" Donizetti.
Overture : "Leonore," No. 3 Beethoven.

The moat interesting number was of course the Schumann
Symphony, the same which was played at the Thomas concerts

last month. This afforded a good opportunity for comparing

the two orchestras ; and it seemed to me that, while the Phil-

harmonic is the stronger and in some respects the better bal-

anced of the two, yet in that delicate shading and fine ensem-

ble, which can only be attained by long and constant practice,

the Thomas Orchestra excels. Still the Symphony was very

well played, and those who braved the storm to go and bear it

were repaid for their pains. Signor Sarasate merited and re-

ceived much applause for his rendering of the Violin Concerto.

Mile. Corradi was hardly passable in the Aria from tile Crea-

tion; and the insertion, in the programme of a Philharmonic

Concert, of a piece like the second one assigned to her (an

aria from J Martiri) must be regarded as an innovation, in

gross violation of good taste and, unhappily, not without pre-

cedent iu the annals of the society.

The musical event of last week was a concert given by Miss

Anna Mehlio at Steinway Hall on Wednesday evening, (her

first appearance in New York since her return from Europe).

The programme presented the following choice selections :

Grand Fantaisie in C, op. 15 Schubert.
Miss Mehlig.

Solo for Violin, a. Air from Suite in D m.ijor Each.
b Gavotte Vieuxtemps.

Mr. Wenzel Kopta.
Canzonetta, "Quaudo miro quel be) ciglio." Mozart.

Miss Antoinette Sterling.

Solo for 'Cello : "Souvenir de Spa" Servais.
Mr. F. Bergner.

Piano Solos, a. Ballade, A flat Chopin.
b. Invitation i la Valse. . . .arr. by Tausig.

"Dichterliebe:" Two Songs, Nos. 13 and 14. . .Schumann.
Solo Violin : Airs Honsroises Ernst.
Fantasia for Piano : "Don Juan" Liszt.

This noble list of pieces could hardly receive better treat-

ment than it did at the hands of-Miss Mehlig- and the trio of

excellent artists who assisted her.

Schubert's great Fantasie was superbly played", and thfr

"Wanderer" was never more pathetic than when sung under

the artist's fingers in the Adagio. The finale, too, afforded

the pianiste an excellent opportunity for the display of her

talents. In Tausig's fine arrangement of Weber's "Invitation"

she played beautifully and received a hearty encore, to which

she responded with one of Chopin's Nocturnes. In this and
in the Ballade her playing was, to me, a trifle less satisfactory:

it may be because there is in Chopin's music a certain senti-

ment which, in the concert room, is apt to elude both per-

former and hearer; it is emphatically salon music, and the

hearers, as well as the player, need to be chosen.

Miss Sterling's rendering of the two Schumann Lieder was
as near perfection as any thing it has been my fortune to hear,

while Messrs. Bergner and Kopta bore their share in the hon-
ors of the evening.

Among the other concerts, during the past fortnight, men-
tion must be made of a matinee given by S. B. MaLS at Stein-

way Hall, Jan. 27. He was assisted by Sig. Sarasate, Mr
Bergner and others. Among the selections played were the
"Kreutzer" Sonata and Mendelssohn's C-minor Trio. This is
the first of a series of similar matinees. The second is an-
nounced to take place on Saturday, Feb. 10.
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On Monday evening, Jan. 22, a series of CliambeF music

concerts was begun by Dr. Damroscu and Herr PaUCKNEU, at

Steinway's smaller Hall. The programme offered a fine selec-

tion of classical piece.'), beginning with Beethoveii.'9 Sonata in

G, op. 30 (piano and violin) and closing with Schubert's Trio

in B flat, in which Mr. Bergner took part. Miss Helens Dam-
rosch sang several songs by Mendelssohn and Schumann.

Last Monday evening Mi.ss Christike Lasab gave a concert

at Steinw.ay'9. She sang the ''Ah ! noncredea" and the fol-

lowing Rondo from the Sonnainbida^ and a Ballad, "She wan-
dered down the mountain side." She was assisted by Dr.

Damrosch and Mr. Mills. At the Stadt Theatre, Don Juan
lijis given-place to Ivanhoe, which will be followed on Wednes-

day by "The Me-ry "Wives of Windsor." The Parepa-Rosa

English Opera begins this evening with "A Masked Ball;" but

Santlet will not appear until next week, when Zampa is an-

nounced. A. A. c.

MILWAUKEE, JAN. 26.—The 206th Concert of our Musi-

cal Society last week, under the directorship of Mr. Balatka,

brought several novelties, in the main very agreeable, though

perhaps a trifle too "Wagnerian" to suit the taste of well bal-

anced minds. The programme was as follows :

"Ocean," 2d Symphony, C major A. Rubinstein.
a. Allegro maestoso, b. Adagio con moto. c. Alle-

gro, d. Adagio et allegro con fuoco.
"To thee, noble Edifice, my Greeting" aria for Soprano,
from "Der Tannhaeuser" R. Wagner.

"On the Open Sea" By general request. Chorus for

male voi'^es with orchestra accompaniment F. Moehring.
"Fantadie Caprice," solo for violin II. Vieuxtemps.

Mr. Henry De Clerque.
"The Heavens are Telling the Glory of God." Full chorus
with orchestral accompaniment L. van Beethoven.

"Thou art gone faraway." For Tenor. . . .Hieron. Truhn.
Scene and Ensemble from "Der Tannhaeuser." Septetto,
with accomp. of full cho. and orch R. Wagner.

Fantasie on "National Air." Paraphrase de concert for

orchestra H. Balatka.

The performance of such difScuIt compositions, left much
to be desired, of coarse, from a critical point of view. The

orchestra, however, acquitted it.self well, as usual, being com-

posed entirely of professionals, and Rubinstein's Symphony
was generally appreciated as the most substantial portion of

the intellectual feast of the evening. To criticize the work

itself, after one hearing, is out of the question. The Kantasie

Caprice, by Vieustemps, was performed by Mr. De Clerque,

formerly of Chicago, in a truly artistic manner, and pleased

the audience so much that an eiicore resulted, to which Mr.

De C. responded with the "Reverie" by the same composer I

could but think, however, that something more novel or clas-

sical might have been offered to the public. The Caprice has

been played, fiddled and scraped, by professionals and ama-

teurs during the past twenty years. The fragments from

"Tannhaeuser" might have been omitted, I think, with profit

to audience and singers. They appear rather tame in the

concert-room. The Soprano solo was snng by Mrs. Geisberg,

an old favorite of concert-goers here, and she was loudly cn-

cortd. Her voice, however, shows signs of decay, and will

hardly enable her to attack such compositions as flow from

the prolific pen of Herr Wagner. The Septet from the same

opera suffered materially at the bands of the tenor, a young

man of more than ordinary self-assurance, but possessing very

little voice or method. His attempt to sing the high C brought

down the house with laughter. He shall remain nameless

here. Beethoven's noble hymn "The Heavens are telling,"

sung by the Society's chorus, is a grand composition, and was

given with precision and effect. The tenor solo, "Thou art

gone fer away," might have been omitted with propriety- The

young amateur who sang the piece needs a little more voice

and schooling to make his efforts agreeable in the concert-

room. Balatka's Fantasie on a National Air (The Star Span-

gled Baonerl, is a pleasing composition, of fine instrumenta-

tion, and did not fail to rouse the usual patriotic feelings

among the andience. p.

ViEsyA. The Philharmonic Society opened, as

nsual, the concert season for the winter. The first

programme incladed, among other compositions,

Cherubini'a Anacreon Overture; Mendelssohn's Vio-

lin Concerto, Op. 64 (played hv Herr Robert Herk-

raann, from Leipsic) : Herr R. Wagner's "Huldi-
gungsmarsch,'' and Beethoven's A major Symphony.
—Herr UUmann's Concert Troupe have been here,

bat, if report speaks true, they did not on this occa-

sion turn out a pecuniary success.—Herr .Joseph

Wieniawski, the pianist, and brother of the violinist,

has announced a concert.— Herr Hellmesberger has

begun his usual Quartet Concerts.—At the Imperial

Operahouse, Herr Franz Doppler's Jmlilli has been

revived, with Madame Dustmann in the principal

part. "The next revival was Marschner's firms }I<aI-

in'i, by some persons considered his best opera. This
was the first of Marschner's works ever performed in

the new house.—At a recent meeting of the Manner-
pesangverein , it was resolved that the Schubert Fes-

tival shall be held in May. The precise date is not

definately fixed. The proceedings will include a

grand concert and LwlerlafKl, in which other Asso-
ciations will be inrited to take an active p.irl. A

medal will be cast to commemorate the event. The
excavations are already made in the Park for the
foundations of the pedestal on which the Composer's
statue will stand.

Milan. Signor Francesco Lucca, a music pub-
lisher, has given Signor Strazza a commission for a
full length marble statue of Donizetti. When the
statue is completed, it will be placed in the vestibule

of the Scala, Signor Lucca having offered it to the
Town Council for that purpose, and the Town Coun-
cil having accepted the offer thus liberally made.

—

The management of the Scala has issued its pros-

pectus for the ensuing season. The prospectus prom-
ises no less than five operas, among which will be
AJida, Verdi ; // Giiiramenlo, Mercadante ; 11 Franco
Arciere (Dfr Freisclmlz) , Weber; and La Forza del

Destino. The season will be inaugurated with the

last-named opera.

Batrecth. The committee appointed to select a
site for Herr R. Wagner's Nihehniqen Theatre here
have chosen the Stiickberg. The Stiickherg belongs
to Herr Rose, a large sugar-refiner, who may not
feel inclined to sell it, but no very great apprehen-
sions are entertained on that score. The site, close

to tlie Brandenburg suburb, is a tolerably elevated
piece of table-land, commanding to the east and south
charming portions of the Fichtelberg and French
Switzerland. Besides being, in the opinion of the
committee, particularly well adapted by its magnifi-
cent position for the performance of an eminently
poetic work, it possesses another advantage : excava-
tions for deep "sinks" can be made without coming
upon water, which is not the case elsewhere in the

vicinity. The ascent, too, is very gentle, and conse-
quently by no means fatiguing. The choice of the

committee meets with general approbation. There
is a second question which may be regarded as no
less satisfactorily solved : the lodging, and providing
for, from 2,000 to 3,000 visitors.

Recent Germait Works on Music.—For new
books on music one has always to go to Germany,
and the publications of the last three months present

much that is interesting. First and foremost is the

collection of "Popular Lectures on the Formation of
a Critical Musical Taste," by Hermann Kuster
(Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hiirtel), which should be

read by every one who wishes to enjoy music urder-

standingly. The lectures are clear and well ex-
pressed, and are full of excellent examples. The
"Catechism of Composition," by J. E. Lobe (Leip-

zig: Weber), and the "Theoretical and Practical

Sludy of Harmony and Music" of Leopold Heinze
(OberGlogau : Handel), will carry the reader further

into the practical knowledge of music. Among books
of musical history and biography we must note "Ger-
man Composers," by Dr. Emil Naumann (Berlin:

Oppenheim), a series of lectures delivered at the Vic-

toria Lyceum in 1870-71, devoted to the chief Ger-

man composers, since Bach. The treatment of Mey-
erbeer and Wagner in one chapter is exceedingly

singular. "The Great Piano-forte Virtuosi of Our
Time" (Berlin : Behr), is a very entertaining collec-

tion of reminiscences of Liszt, Chopin, Tausig, and
Henselt, by W. von Lenz, well known to the musical

world by his studies on Beethoven. Lenz is now
very old, and it can be seen from the title that the

"our time" is not the present day with its Billow and
Rubinstein. Persons who remember Mendelssohn's

description in his letters of his playing before Goethe
will perhaps be interested in "Goethe and his Rela-

tions to Music," by W. Von Bock (Berlin : Schnei-

der). Some new letters and recollections of Men-
delssohn himself have just been published by his

friend Eduard Devrient. We are glad to see the first

volume of the complete writings and poems of Rich-

ard Wagner (Leipzig: Fritzsch), which contains,

besides "Rienzi" and "Der Fliegende Hollander,"

the various sketches he published when he was earn-

ing his bread in Paris in 1840 and 1841. The best

of these is "A Pilgrimage to Beethoven." Wagner
then had much humor, and his style was pleasanter

than now. His last brochure, "Beethoven," is very

hard reading. The Beethoven Centenary of 1870
called out a number of memories, of which the best is

"Beethoven Festival and the Art of the Present," by
Ludgwig Nohl (Wien : Braumliller), the biographer

of Mozart, and an adherent of the new school. Fer-

dinand Hiller, the successor of Mendelssohn, and a

violent partisan of the old school, has also published

a charming essay on Beethoven, which is printed

separately and also in his little book, "From the

Tone-Life of our Time," (Leipzig : Leuckart). This
book contains in addition articles on Bosaini, Haupt-
mann and Bach, and an amusing sketch called "Too
Much Music," directed against the tendency to riot

In musical noise Mt dinners and balls and in gardens

of all sorts.

—

Nalion.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

L-A.TEST IS/LXJSIO,
PubliNlie<3 br Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano AccompanirQent,

Over where the Shamrock grows. Song and

Chorus. 3. C to f. Dumont. 30
The sunset, my darling, ia now on the waters.

Pretty Irish ballad.

Chicajro Rerliviva. 3. E6 to e. G. U. D. 30

Good worda from "Punch" set to music. For one

voice or four voices.

Chicago's been burnt down in timber to-day,

Chica^o'Il be built up in marble to-morrow.

Bird of the Night. 3. C to e. Hackldon. 30
Bird of the night,

I with thee would he taking my flight.

Very neat "bird-warbliog" accompaniment, and

sweet song.

The Sailor's Story. 3. D to d. SmiTt. 50

A very fine narrative song for a bold, manly voice.

Easy and effective for a concert.

Two Castles. 3. A to f. Tours. 40
^^' I built a fairy castle,

It hovered in the air."

Musical story of the destruction of an air-castle,

and very musical.

that we two were Maying. 4. E6 to f. Gounod. 40
*' that we two were maying,

—

that wo two sat dreaming,

—

that we two were sleeping,

—

And cur souls at home with God,"

are lines which hint at the quality of the quaint,

rich poetry by Kingsley. The music shows Gounod's

fine workmanship ; German ingenuity and French

elegance and taste.

To Deum. Aria from "Hamlet.'' 5. G. S. C. 1.25

If one hesitates, for a moment, to approve of a sol-

emn Te T>eam arranged from a new, popular opera,

it must be remembered that this is a serious opera,

and that a sacred piece would not be out of place in

it. Requires skilful performer?.

The Missis^iippi Twins. 3. G to f. Dumont. 40
" We are a pair of frisky mokes

Who never borrow pain."

Mrs. Sippi's handsome pair of twins appear on the

illustrated title. Their sensation eong and dance is

very spirited.

1 would if I were you. 3. F to f. Pratt. 40
" Speak out, and a^k her like a man,

I would if I were you."

A pretty, comic love song. Illustrated title.

Instrumental.

Breakdown on the Swanee River. 4. B,

F. W. Root. 35

Introduces "Old Folks at Home," and a kind of

Banjo melody, in a very characteristic, piquant and

brilliant way.

Willetta Waltz. 3. Ab. Parker. 30

Very brilliant and dance-able.

Sovenir de Pesth. Mazurka Etude. 4. D minor.'

Zahonyl. 35

A very beautiful and delicate Mazurka. The name

of the author suggests Poland, and the music is wor-

thy of one bred at the home of Chopin. But he may

be Hungarian after all.

Cachuca Caprice. 5. E6. Op. 79. . Itaff. 1.00

A fine pieae and a peculiar one. Opens with two

pages of music on the basB staff, something like a vio-

loncello eolo, followed by a succession of brtUIant re-

sponses of right to left hand, and vice versa. Then
comes a powerful page of octaves, and another of
'^chord melodies." Next we have a left hand melody
accompanied. After this come variations full of ar-

peggios, staQpato and grace-note passages, and at

length three or four pages of a rapid, half-trtlled

"finale." Effective exhibition piece.

Lore's Greeting. (LiebesgruesJ. 3. G. Op. 291.

Jimgmann. 30

Op. 291 "sounds old," but there Is no lack of

youthful grace and beauty in this sweot piece, which
is quite worthy of one who Is always a Jung-mann
(Young-man.)

ADBRRViATiONfl.—Dftgreefl of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key ifl marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o.
asmall Koman letter markn the hiKhest note, If on the staff,

un italic letter the highest note, \f above the staff.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who vmderstand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical pulse of the public. Men Avho have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.
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EDWIN CHRISTIE'S SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLING.

Song and Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

VfTji tmndifid Illustrated Title! Group of

Angeis bearing a child.

" Angrelf* took away our darling

We shall listen nevermore
To those merry little footsteps

That would "meet us at the door.''

Words hy Geo. Cooper. Exceedingly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air.

And 1 live in the beautiful sunlight,

And have not a sorrow or care."

A very merry song, aud Beautiful Illustrated

Title. Croquet Scene, with the Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorus. 3. E6 to e. 40
" Down by the seaside sadly I weep.

Dreaming of days that are fled,

Still in my bosom .'^dly I beep
Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautiful. Illustrated Title.

O, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. G to f. 30
" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep.

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep
As mem'ry recalls each heart that I know."

A pleasing reminiscence of home.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. F to f. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

" Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know,
Tell me the reason I pray you, fell,

Always at twilight so weary you grow.
Tell your own darling who loves you eo well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Charming picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus.

" Gone to yonder happy home.
Sadly round her bed we weep.

Angels bade our darling come.
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be
nothing that will cause emotion sooner than
Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Chorus. "0 kips me, dear mother, and weep not for me.
The beautiful home of the angels I see;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey.
The angels are coming to show me the way."

THE SCHOOL HOUSE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty picture of the

pretty Schoolma'am, snrroimded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

" It stands beside the mossy way.
In mem'ry's dream again.

And still I bless it day by day,
The School-house in the Lane,"

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

OUT IN THE STORM. Words by E. Field-

ing. 2. D to d.

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam.
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone.''

Song and Chorus.
"Out in the Cold."
pretty.

Same general style as

Simple, affecting and

The above songs, with other good ones, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addie by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church, " "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easy to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELLMAN'S SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. F to g.

Illustrated Title. Portrait of Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight I ponder,

While I dream of them and thee.

Don't forget, tho' far I wander,
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true

;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's fiice graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

40

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait of Miss Ludlow
on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to g. 40

Clw.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go,

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow,

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair.

My darling, my angel, my Mollie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. 30

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this advice, now do,

And never trouble trouble, boys,

Till trouble troubles you.

A Motto for every man, and gracefully ren-
dered in music.

WATCH AND PRAY. Sacred Song, Duet
and Quartet. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3
F to f. 3.5

'* Sow thy seed with golden grain,
Rest ye not in sun and rain,

Unto thee shall fall the gain.
Watch and pray !"

These golden words are set to appropriate
mnsic, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE!
3. y^b to g. 40
Fine Lithograph Title.

" Don't borrow trouble Love,
Heed not the morrow,

Good time for grieviop, love,

When comes the Borrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorus.

Three Beautiful Songs hy Three Talented Authors.
SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words by Mrs. A. L. Angler. Music by

Rev. L. H. Angier. Song and Chorus. 3.

Ed to e.

" Spero Meliora ! tho' trouble be near.

This motto the sorrow bowed spirit can cheer,

Spero Meliora I this watchword can give

Fresh courage to labor, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. D6 to f.

By Gaston Lyie. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from Its neat, in my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue,

He placed on my hand a jewel rare,

And whispered soft, aa he held it there,

Tender and true ! Adieu !"

KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

Ab to e. Song and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Mnsic by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

'• The silver stars were peeping in the twilight.

The jeweled moon was rising in her qneenly state,

When in my joy I clasped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gate."

=il



About August 15, 187 1, this excellent work was published by Lyon & Healy of Chicago, and was in very brisk demand from

all parts of the country when the great Chicago fire destroyed the plates of it. The right to republish the book was then

purchased by Oliver Ditson & Co., of Boston. In the unprecedented short time of 45 days, the 220 large foHo pages comprising

the work have been re-set, stereotyped, and the book printed and bound, ready for sale. The marked success and great popularity

of "Baumbach's Sacred Quartettes " published in 1862 have at once created an interest in this New Collection by the same author.

Price, Cloth bound, $2.75 ; Boards, $2.50. Specimen Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

A strong castle is our Lor(t. Choral.
Benedic anima mea. Chant.
Benedic anima mea. Chant.
Benedicite omnia opera doniini. Chant.
Bonum eet confiteri. Chant.
Bonum est confiteri. Chant.
Bow down thine ear. Sentence.
But the Lord is mindful. Quartette.

Cantate Domino. Chant.
Cantate Domino. Chant.
Come Holy Ghost. Solo and Quartette.

Deus miseratur. Chant.
Deus miseratur. Chant.
Enter not into judgment. Sentence.
Gloria in Excelsis. Chant.
Gloria in Excelsis. Chant.
Gloria Tibi. 2 Numbers.
Glor>' he to the Tather Gloria Patria.

GlorV be to the Father. Gloria Patria.

Glory be to the Father. Gloria Patria.

God be merciful. Deus miseratur.

God hear ourToice. Quartette.

God is love, his mercy brightens. Trio.

Grant, Lord. Anthem.
Hallelujah ! For unto ns a Child is born.

I>r. Martin Luther.
Dupi/is.

Dr. John Clarke.

A. Bnumhach
Battishill.

Dr. Boyce,
H.R. Palmer.
Mendelssohn.

J. Calah.
Knight.

77ios. Atwood

.

Rev. P. Henley.
Dr. Hayes.

Tlios. Atwood.
A. Bainnhach.

G. C. Knoepfel.

A. H. Pease.
W. T. Best.
Hauptman.

Kreutzer.
Holden.

Anthem. Mo}ik.

Hark, what mean those holy voices. Soprano orTenor
Solo. G. C. Knoepfel.

Hear ua. Father. Solo and Quartette. B. Owen

.

Holiest, breathe an evening blessing. Quartette. W. Shore.
Holy, holy, holy Lord. Sanctus. O. Gibbons.
I am the Resurrection and the Life. Burial Service.

A. Baumbach,
If ye love me, keep my Commandments. Anthem.

W. H. Monk.
In heavenly love abiding. Quartette. Franz Abt.
In this our parting hour. Alto Solo and Quartette. . Spohr.
It is a good thing. Bonum Est. A. H. Pease.
It is a good thing. Bonum Est. Giistavus Geary.
I will arise and go to my Father. Sentence. A. Baumbach .

Jubilate Deo. Chant. ,, „
Jubilate Deo. Chant. „ „
Let your light so shine. Offertory. „ ,,

Lord's Prayer.
,, ,,

Not unto us. Tenor Solo and Quartette. F. Howard.
be joyful in the Lord. Jubilate Deo. Giistavus Geary.
come every one that thirsteth. Quartette. Mendelssohn.

O Lord God, merciful Father. Prayer. Gustaviis Geary.
sing unto the Lord Cantate Domino. W. T. Best

.

Praise thou the Lord. Soprano Soloand Quartette.
Mendelssohn.

Praise to thee, thou great Creator. Solo, Duo, Trio and
Quartette. Costa.

Responses after the Commandments. Mendelssohn.
Responses after the Commandments. O. Gibbons.
Responses after the Commandments. A. Baumbach.
Responses after the Commandments.

,, ,,

Seek ye the Ix)rd. Sentence. „ ,,

Shout the glad tidings Festival Anthem.
Silently the shades of evening. Quartette.
The Lord is in his holy temple Sentence.
Therefore with angels and archangels. Trisagion.
There is a River. Quartette.

Thou art, OLord, the life and light

Thou visiteth the earth.

Tenite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, esultemus Domino.
Tenite, exultemus Domino.
Venite, exultenius Domino.
Tenite, exultenius Domino.
Tenite, exultemus Domino.
We praise thee God.
We praise thee God.

Richard Wagner.
G. C. Knoepfel.
A. Baumbach.

Beethoven.
V. NoveU'o.

Duo and Quartette.
Mozart.

Thanksgiving Anthem.
W. H. Callcott.

W. Russell.

Dr. Randall.
Rev. W. H. Havergal.

A. Baumbach.

Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.
Chant.

Te Deum.
Te Deum,

Joseph Corfe.

A. Baumbach

m%MW) ii'i)i®m
This work, so admirably adapted for Quartette Choirs, is now ready for sale. Those who have had the " First Motette

Collection " will be sure to want this. We give below a list of the contents of the work.

Arise '. Shine ! for thy light is come.
Behold the Lamb of God !

Benedictus. (He is blessed).

Blessed be the Lord. (Benedictus, No. 1).

Blessed be the Lord. (Benedictus, No. 2).

Come unto me. (Sentence).

Evening Hymn. ("God who madest earth

Gloria in Escelsis.

Give unto the Lord.

God be merciful.

God is a spirit.

Happv and blcst_are they.

Hark! hark! my soul.

He shall come down like rain.

Holy, Lord Almighty

!

D. Buck.

Cheruhini.
Beethoven.

Mendelssohn.
R Wag}ter.

and heaven").
D. Buck.
Andrd.

D.Buck.
Rossini.
Bennett.

Mendelssohn.
D. Buck.

Liszt.

OOJNTTENTS:
If ye love me. Monk.
It is a good thing. (Bonum Est.) Andrd.
I will call upon thee. D. Buck.
I will lift up mine eyes. Wilso7t.

Jubilate Deo. No. 1.
' Haydn.

Jubilate Deo. No. 2. Mendelssohn.
Lord Jesus Christ, our Saviour. Mozart.
Morning Hymn. (When streaming from the eastern skies.)

-

,

Wagji er

.

Not every one that saith unto me. Wilson.
clap your hands, all ye people. D.Buck.
Lord God, thou strength of my health. Goss.
Lord, my God. Wesley.
Lord, rebuke me not. D. Buck.

O Lord, thou art my God. „
O praise God in his hoUness.

,,

Saviour of the world. Schumann

.

that mv load of sin were gone. Beethoven.
Thou afflicted. D. Buck.

Praise the Lord, O my soul. (Benedic Anima.) Neukomm.
Rend your hearts. Andrd.
Sanctus. Novella.
Sleep thy last sleep. Bamby.
Te Deum. No. 1. Haydn.
Te Deum. No. 2. Mendelssohn.
Te Deum. No. 3. Cosia.
The God of Abraham praise. D. BucJc'.

Thou, Lord, will ne'er forget, Hauptmann.
Turn ye unto me. Butterfield.
The Lord's Prayer. Thayer.
We adore thee, Christ. Palestrina.
When gathering clouds around I view. . Abt.

Price in Cloth, $2.75 ; in Boards, $2.50. Specimen Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

=i:"Ei-a.on:i:3>JGfc- t^/ltj^tg
Easy Pieces.

Tag Polka.

Pinker Hinkey Waltz.

Come Again Redowa.
Homeward March.
Meditation Waltz.

Marche dea Tambonre.
Maggie's Secret Waltz.

Te Merry Birds March.
Starrj Night Serenade.

Little Maggie May,
Fairy Footsteps Waltz.

Sweet Kiss Polka.

Whirlwind Galop.

Whimpering Love Mazurka.

Mv Darling Schottiiich.

In the Spring.

A little Story.

Farewell.
Heart Leaflet.

In Summer.
Raral Pleasure.

SwMt I>ream Waltz.

Sound SfXiKiV Polka.

Fairy Land March.
Golden SUrs. Schottischc.

Mazurka.
Value."
Polka.

RondmoTalM.
„ Galop.

Romance
Kevcric.
Cantilena
Tarantellc Mignon.
lyjre's Favorite Polka.

White Row Polka.

Early .Spring Waltz.

Dexter Waltz.

SilYer Kounds. Mach.

Her bright smile Waltz.
Ailcen Aroon Polka.
Suavita Mazurka.
How can I leave thee March.

Bellalc. 20
„ 20

„ 20

„ 20

Mediutn Difficulty,

Golden Echoes Mack .SO Woods and Fields. 3 No3.
30 Ivy Leaves. 3 Nos.

»
30 Scene Bohemienne.

n n 30 Happy Days.

Kiniel
30 Golden Kain.

Crystal Gems. 30 Austrian Song.
30 An Alesis.

30 Blondine Melodio.
30 Amaranth.

n n 30 Gondolina.
Wtiite Koscs, Oeslen 2.5 Welcome to Spring.

,, J, ,j
2,') Chant du Zephyr.
25 Wbippoorwill's Song. Tanations

J, 2.T We met by chance, ,,

25 Little Maggie May. „
23 Redemption Polka.

Hancox. 25 Illusion Polka.

^ 25 Summerfield March.

Slreabbog.
25 Shepherd Boy.
25 Serenade.
25 Merry Bells.

25 Sprightlv Brook.
2.5 Song of the Morning.

Rummetl 25 Summer Night Schottiach.

25 Mugic Bells.

,^ 25 Night in June.
StTeabbog 25 Souvenir d'Tschl.

,j 25 Little Ensign.
25 Rondino Caprice.

Turner Wt
, 30 Silver Bells.

30 Secret IjOvc.
-

, 30

Jungmann. 35
" 35
Ktihe. 60

Wilson. 36
Cloy. 40

Pacher. 40
Beyer. 40

Egghard. 30
JuTigmann. 40

Dorn. 40
Jungmann. 30

lucho. 40
Grobe. 60

Wyinan. 40
60

Hofer. 50
Heyner 30
Smith. 30
Wilson. GO
Eisoldt. 40
Wilson. 50

Jungmann: 40
Harmiston. 40

Waxed. 30
Jungmann. 50

Wilson. 50
Bendcl 40

" 40
Leyba^h. 40

" GO
Wehli. 76
Lange. 60

Cupid's Chase Waltz.
Sympathie Waltz.
Valse Brilliant.

Will o' the Wisp.
Naiads Barcarolle.

Emerald Pool.

Difficult Pieces,

Floating on the Breeze.
Dying Poet.
Sunrise Mazurka.
Lily of the Valley Mazurka.
Silver Bells Mazurka.
Blissful Moments Mazurka.
Bohemienne.
Jeunesse Dor6e Galop.
Road to Luck Galop.
The Brook.
Morning in the Woods.
Valse d'Aniour.
Christmas Eve.
Bluette.
Polka de la Reine
Chant du Berccau.
Invocation.
Barcarolle.

Blooming Hose Mazurka,
Robert le Diable.
Oberon.
MandoHnata.
Accent du Cour Waltz.
March Vjvandieres.
Polka Bohemienne.
Grand Polka de Concert.
Minnehalia.
VcHUviuH.
Salvia WitUz.
Lcinure Ilourfl.

Autumnal Tints.

'SioTE.—Any of the above will be sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price named.

C. M. B. 30
Comettant 35

Leybach. 40
Jungmann. 35

Mack. 50
IWner.'SO

Wehli. 76
Gottschalk. 76
Pattison. 60

Smith. 76
Pape. 60
Wels. 60

Ketterer. 60
Sm,ith. 76
Wels. 60
Pape. 80

Ketterer. GO
Sanderson. 40
Gottschalk. 40

40
RniT- 100

Ketterer. 40
Ketterer, 40
Smith. 75

Hoffman. 60
Smith. 75

Leybach. 80
t, 60^

Boscovitz, 76
Wehli. 1.00

" 1.00
Morey. 60
Wehli. 75

Wilson. 75
Leybach. 40

ilcUcr. GO
Smith. 76

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. C. U. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Sbhrtisements.

Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
AddwsB at Chickering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street,

Suite 44. 805

ITlusIc Store For Sale.
TAESIRING to confine my business in future to Renting
-*-^ and Selling Pianos and Organs, I offer for sale my entire

Stock of Sheet Musio, Music Books, Plates and
Musical Merchandize. Purchaser can continue busi-

ness in the splendid (new) "Temple of Music" building, of

which I have a lease for 4 years. He must agree not to deal

in Pianos, Organs, Stools or Covers. Store, one of the largest

and handsomest in New Orleans, rent low, location good.

Stock in perfect order and free from dead stock, business es-

tablished 15 years. Terms, $5000 cash and §1000 per month
for 10 months. A. E. BIiACKMAH.

805-6 New Orleans, La.

FOR A SUPERIOR CLASS OF MUSI-

CAL IIVSTRUMEKTS

;

For CORNETS, ALTOS, BASSES, and all used in

BANDS.
For VIOLINS, VIOLONCELLOS, and all used in

ORCHESTRAS.
For GUITARS, FLUTINAS, ACCORDEONS. For FLUTES,

FIFES, FLAGEOLETS. For PIANOS and MELODEONS.
For STRINGS for Violinn and Guitars, andall things needed

in the use and repair of Musical Instruments.

For Band Music, Sheet Music and Music Books,—call at, or
send to the store of

JOHN C. HATWES & CO.,
33 Court St.. (opposite Court House), Boston.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

Reed Organsm
Compiled by an Organist who has a pre-eminent power of

pleasing the public, both by his playing and his compositions.
Rose quickly into favor on its first appearance, and Is acknowl
edged to be a Standard Work of the first rank.

Price, ffi2.50.

Beautiful Song. TRUE HAPPINESS Keller. .3b

HAYDN'S METHOD FOR GUITAR,
A new and improved method, with Progressive Studies, lo-

stTumental Pieces, and a collection of Popular Songs.
Price, $3 00,

A Set of 26 vfry good east/ Piano pieces for beginners.
GOLDEN ECHOES Mack, each.

EATON'S NEW METHOD
FOR THE

O O K. TV E X .

Learn to "blow your own horn," by studying this new and
excellent method, full of Thpory, Exercises, sparkling Melo-
dies, Trios and Variations, with, if you please. Piano accom-
paniment. Price $1-50.
The above Songs and Pieces, sent, post free, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
CHAS. H, DITSON & CO., New York.

EASTER MUSIC.
PUBLISHED BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOIT & CO, New Tork.

LYON & HEALY, CMeago.

CHRIST OUR PASSOVER. J. R. Tliamas. 1.00

" " Chappie. .50

" " Rev. Edwin Coan. .20

CHRIST THE LORD IS RISEN TO-DAY. Andrews. .50

" " " " Lloyd. .40

EASTER ANTHEM. RUter. .60

EASTER HYMN. (Morning breaks upon the tomb.)

W. H. aarke. .50

EASTER ANTHEM. (Christ the Lord is risen). if. ITtfeon. ,75

CAROLS FOR EASTEE AND CHRISTMAS. (Book.)

A. P. Howard. .60

TWELVE SitJSlC BOOKS
WHICH CONSTITUTE A

Complete Musical Library!
1200 or more Songs and Pieces for Pianoforte
or Reed Organ. 'Wortli from $300. to S400.

Sold in book form for $30.00 !!

THE MUSICALTREASURE. Vocaland Instrmnental.
The most recent work . Very popular.

THE SILVER CHORD. Vocal.
Large number of the best Songs.

GEMS OF GERMAN SONG. ^ocal.
The very best Songs of Deutschland.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG. Vocal.
A choice collection.

GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG. Vocal
Selected from a large number. The best.

WREATH OF GEMS. Vocal.

Popular Songs. More recent than Silver Chord.

OPERATIC PEARLS. Vocal.

Comprises most of the favorites of Standard Operas.

SHOWER OF PEARLS. Vocal.

Completely filled with the best Duets.

PIANIST'S ALBUM. Instrumental.
Is the same as Home Circle,' Vol. 3.

PIANOFORTE GEMS. hi strum ental.

Is tbe same as Home Circle, Vol. 4.

^OME CIRCLE. Vols. I and II. Instrumental.

Thee fine books gave a name to the whole set, which is

often called The Home Circle Series, all tbe books be-
ing of uniform binding and size, and filled, not with the most
difficultor the most severely classical music, but with that
which is genial, bright, popular, and fitted for the entertain-
ment of tbe happy "circle" at home.

Price of each hook, $2 50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth, and
Full Gilt, $4-00. Sent, post-paid, for theabove prices.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York, LYON &. HEALY, Chicago.

A TENOR SINGER desires a position in some
Quartette Choir, in or near the City. Address, Tenor

Singer, Box 3079 P.O. 806—7

VOICE BUILDING.
A new and correct theory for the mechanical formation of the

Human Toice,
BY

Dr. H. R. STREETER.
Priee, $1.50.

806—7 WHITE & GOULLADD, 86 Tremont St.

EDTXr. SCIIT7BI:RTH,

Foreign & American Music Depot,

No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

^m ^\m Ut g^tkmx^.

30
35
30
40
35

40
30
30
30
30
40
75

40

35
30.

60
30
40
30

75

30
30
30
40
30
35
30
35

VOCAL.

A year ago. Canzonet HocTcslro.

The Birds were telling one another Smart.

Bessy's mistake Cavmana.
Under the walnut tree Linley.

Evening bringeth my heart back to thee. Camnana.
Well-a-day Randegger.

Queen of Love Gounod.

Love's Sorrow Eifcmeier.

In Waves of Light Abi.

Old, old Tale "

I'm sweet Sixteen. Illustrated Title Pratt.

O sing unto the Lord. (Cantate Domine) yAomas.

The man with the Indian Drum. Illustrated

Title Hunt.

Somebody's happy to night. Song and Chorus.
McNeal.

The Farewell Letter. 4. G to 7 Gray.

The Sea hath its Pearls. For 4 voices. . . .Pinsuti.

When shall I be a bride Keller.

A little while Marshall.

Over the Bars Smith.

Let thy loving heart believe me. (Nella Braccia.

)

Rlcci.

Gypsey Queen B. D. D.
Te dinna understand Sargent.

Magelone Keilman.

The Mountain Sylph Bender.

The beautiful song she sang to me. . .Harrington.

Bianchi. ( Vaga fanciuUa.) Colfieri.

When the Hay was mown, Maggie Hoag.

True Happiness. Song and Chorus Keller.

INSTRUMENTAll.

Prince Alexis Galop Hart. 30
Mountain Stream. 4 hands Smith. 1.00

Little Rogue. (Kleiner Schelm). VoVlsl. . .Faust. 40
Mother's Birth-day Polka Wellman. 30
Spring Dream Waltz Grebeis. 40
Sophien Polka Mazurka Conrad. 30
Frolic of the Frogs. Waltz. For Guitar. i7ay(/en. 25

Home again. Polka Maz Chassaignac. 60
Blue Danube Waltz Trans, by Wehli. 1.00

Neck and Neck. Galop " 75

Polka Bohemienne " I.OO
Marche des Vivandieres, Morceau descriptif. " 1.00

Floating on the Breeze. Romance " 75

Kaiser March Wagner. 60
Qui Vive. March Downing. 30
Woodland Whispers. Waltz Kinkel. 30
Blue Violet Polka Loesch. 30
Lord Dundreary Polka. Illustrated title. Turner. 40
Dream in the Woods. Capricciosa Waud. 50
Vienne Galop. (Ketterer). 4 hands Rummd. 80
Offertoire and Communion. Op. 31, No. 29.

Batiiste. 1.00

Fantasie Comiqne, introducing the melody "The
Yaller Girl." Pease. 60

Chanson des Anges. Morceau de Salon . . Pape. 1 .00

Starry Night. (Un nuit etoilee). 4 hds.. Smith. 100
Serenade de Gounod. (Sing, Smile, Sleep.) " 75
Why don't you 1 Waltz Cumming. 50
The Piquant Beauty. Maz. Elegante. .Sb^/nann. 60
Cubana Waltz De Janon. 40
Roses and Thorns. Galop Fuller. 30
Carl Marwig's Boston Dip QaadrUle.Funkenstein. 40
L'Esperance. Valsc Cable. 40
Flying Dutchman Galop Eikmeier. 40
Christmas Eve Polka Brillante.

Augusta Gottschalk. 40

Musio BT Mail.—MoBic is sent by mail, the expense bein^
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music^t. Persona at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at doable
tliese rates.
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MRS. JENKT KEMPTOH",

Vocalist & Teacher of Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER DITSON & CO. 798-

TVTfDIiEY BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
"chestral Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Dltson & Co.

799—3 mos^

E. J. BXJTIiEB, private pupil of Carl Reinccke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 15-3 Tremont

St., Room 3. SOO—3moa.

SINGINO AND PIANO.
MKS. FANNIE E. FOSTEB,

No. e Boylston Place. 790—

JiyTKS. C. A. BABBT, Vocalist and Teacher
•***•

of Vocal MOsiC. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bns Avenue. 782—]y

FROr. & ZSRS. SHaiLS. A.. HOBBINS,
Academy of Music.

71&--tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PBENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSON offers his Services as Conductor of
"^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. B. -WHITING
Oives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWABD B. OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

nil LUl. GABRIKLLK DE LA MOTTE, gives InstrnctiOB on

444
the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

tinras

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Diteon & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELEU,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

EI?eiJC8B AN» IXAOCIAKr 8IKr&IW&.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PKATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Addres^At Oliver Ditson & Co's.

O. ANDKE * CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of American Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINQING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolldge House. Communications may be
left at IMtaon k Go's Music Store. 717— tf.

-VTZXTSiiCW Xi. BAmmur,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

-n> AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
'^* VIOUCN, Is prepared to receive pupils, and oflers

his services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppiti,

Pnefer & Co., 30"West St. 796—Sm

P. H. TOEEIWOTOlir,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DC<JTOR OF MU.SICAL SOCIETIIS.

Address, care of Oliver Diteon fc Co., 277 Waahlngton St.,

New England Conservatory of Music, Music Hall, or .Midland

Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 7!)4-3m

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having comeJeted his

Rtu'lifrs abroad, under the instruction of some of the

first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
In Piaoo and Organ Playing, also in Theory of Mu.ilc.

Address Oiiver Ditaon & Co. 7{^l-6m

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell Is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $126, and there can he no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Agsntin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

<3r. -W". 13TJXJIjE"5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
fDr. H. R. Strceter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARI>,
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East Mcdway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

teetimonials

.

LYON & HEALY,
JnUSIC PUBLISHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WTiolesale and Eetail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West. Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

GIT" In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published In America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

Tl/fADAME CHAELES LE'WIS, of London,
•^'•*- for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-
cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed |to the| care of Otiver^Dit-
son & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

ROCK OF AGES!
A NEW AND BEAUTIFUL

HYiW[I¥ FOR FOUR VOICES,
By J. Ji. Tliomaa.

Price 50 Cents.
OLXVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYLES!
Prices »50, $65, $100, S125, 8132, S140, $160,

S175, $200, S225, S250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instnt-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases fcr all uses.

One to Thirteen Stops.
Flute,
Principal,
Octave,
Flute d'Amour,
Tremulant,
Vox Humana,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia,
DUPAHON,
EUPHONE,
Hautboy,
Fifteenth,
Cor Anglais,
couplebs,

BOUBDON,
Gamba,
Bassoox,
Voix Celeste,
Viol d'Amoue,
Viola,
Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in anperb Cases, eurpassing in attraetivenesa any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable Present*

Our assortment of styles is very much lar^erthan any other
in the country ; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE f
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON" MUSIC SCHOOL.
mHE FALL TEHM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
"* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumenlation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H. Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer. Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEKSON,

the most satis&ctory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Docks.

Price $1.60 ; $13,50 per doaen.

OLIVEB DITSOIT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBEBTH & CO. Pnblishere sod Dealen

in Foreign and American Music, 820 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 OALLEX> TO OCB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANDFACTUKE.
Bmbracing one of the Iiargest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

TIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Frioe,
Including very Choice Instraments.

UASTm'S CELEBRATED GUITABS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAKINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all Other deficrlptione of Musical InstnimeDta.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Quttar, Violoncello and Double-Basa.

PIAJVOS AIVD inEL.ODEO]¥S
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish the aboTe;
also, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
CIRD MUSIC FOR BANDS. AND ALL
KINDS OP (MUSICAL MEBCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fall to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Conrt Honse)
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Nilsson's SEadman.

A PRISON SOLILOQUY.
Mad', say you—mad ! Who is not mad for herT

Am I more mad than yonder raving crowd

That nightly split their leathern palms at her ?

Nay, not more mad, but only more outspoken.

Poor brain ! if flawed. His as a crystal vase

O'errung by musical vibrations. None

Can be her listener and maintain his poise.

The Slavic Prince, who towers above his kind

—

"Fact/< princeps^^—is her "bounden slave."

And thou—wise judge !—that didst this body doom

To strong walls so unjustly at her quest-

Poor fool !—had she so willed it, thou had's shed

My very life.blood, powerless to refuse.

"Blow! blow, thou winter wind !" now howling round

My prison-bars, for in thy moan I hear

My own Lucia wailing her defeat.

" 'Tis now the witching hour," when crowds are tranced.

Violetta ! lives the sago too sane

To scrsen thy frailties with his pardoning arms ?

Mignon ! walking 'mid the burning shores

Barefoot and pure—or only stocking clad

—

happy hose to prejss her dainty feet

!

Deftly articulate for her slender toes.

What envy gnawed us when her lover rushed,

And safe through "sulphurous and devouring flames"

Bore her sweet form: ''Villain! the chance was thine !"

0, Margerita! When subdued you fell

Upon his neck—his neck, alas! not mine

—

That inappreciative tenor's neck,

1 could have throttled—ground him to the dust
;

For ! she loves me. Aye ! smile on !—I know

She loves me. Yet, with woman's sweet perverseness,

Cloaking her preference 'neath a veil of scorn,

At moments breaking forth. Once, when I stood

Within the "upper circle," near the dome

—

"The first you reach as you descend from heaven;'—

She threw me a kiss—a wild, transporting kiss

—

That—were I not already there—ha ! ha !

—

Had wafted me apace ''among the gods."

And when, grown bold, I sought her, to return

The boon, they stole my freedom. What care I ?

They cannot bar her image from my soul.

What's liberty to one no longer free ?

I glory in my bonds, nor wish to break.

Till comes the blessed hour—and come it will-

As unto scenic lovers the last act

—

When trials, anguish, cruel parents past.

Through "hideous ruin and combustion" saved,

They rush to footlights—to each others' arms

Grappled with "hooks of steel." yes! I feel

Our lives in sweet communion yet shall blend

:

Humbly perchance, yet amply fed, and «lad

—

With shoes—dear Mignon ! for thy precious feet

—

When we shall sit at even's hour of calm

Beside our cottage-door, and sing sweet songs

Indeed. I'll rave no more ! Then call me daft,

Half-witted, if you will—ha ! ha ! poor fools!

We're rabid all alike
;
yet may we boast

At least it took a sun to strike us mad. T. w.

—jV. y. Eve. Post, Dec. 15. 1872.

Theodora, an Oratorio by G. F. HandeL

Theodora is the only dramatic work of the great

composer founded upon a Christian story. It was
composed in July, 1 749, and produced for the first

time on the 16th March, 1750. Handel evinced a

particular partiality for it, although, or, perhaps, be-

cause it was not favorably received by the public.

Many observations, half angry, half humorous, made
by him with reference to it, hare been handed down
to us. To a speculator who wished to take all the

boxes for an approaching performance, Handel said :

" You are a fool. The Jews will not come, for it is a
Christian story, and the women will not come, be-

cause it is a virtuous one." He is reported to have
thought more highly of the final chorus of the 2nd
Part than of the Hallelujah in The Messiah. But a

man's judgment, even that of a man possessing the

intellectual energy of Handel, must not be accepted

as an exclusive standard for his own works.

Since Handel's death, this oratorio has half fallen

into oblivion in England, while in Germany it was

never known except to the few persons who possessed

the old, and as it was called, complete, though faulty,

edition of his works. The translation made by Ger-

vinus for Chrys.inder's edition was the first ever pub-

lished. The work was never performed in Germany.

As, however, we are now rehearsing, and intend per-

forming it on the 19th inst., at the Giirzenich, a few

words concerning it may, perhaps, prove acceptable

to many of our readers.

Chry?ander informs us that the words are by Th.

Morell, who names a work by Boyle (London, 16S7),

and a French play, as the sources whence he obtained

his materials. One can hardly understand his re-

quiring so much for so paltry a poem. The story of

the latter is somewhat to the following effect.

Under some Roman Emperor (the particular Em-
peror is not named, but he must, at any rate, have

come after Augustus and before Constantine) Valens

holds the post of governor at Antioch. He hates the

Christians with a fine Roman hate. On his Empe-
ror's birthday, he determines to institute a public fes-

tival and sacrifice to the gods, every one who will not

take a share in the proceedings is to be subjected to

the full rigor of the law. The care of seeing this

carried out is confided to Septimius, a Roman "offi-

cer." Septimius, somewhat softened by a friend,

Didimus, who has been secretly converted, seeks out

the Christians when piously assembled, and endeav-

ors to move them to obedience, but Theodora, "a

Christian maiden of noble race," answers him in a

manner displaying such pride of conviction, that he

has her cast into chains. She is ordered to bow down
before the gods. Didimus, who loves her, succeeds

in obtaining permission to see her in prison, and pre-

vails on her to leave the place in his armor instead of

him. When, however, she learns that, on his having

boldly avowed he saved her, he has been condemned
to death, she gives herself up to Valens, that she may
die with her Beloved—happy- in her purity and in

her faith. The verses are skilfully written, and their

form is favorable for the musician. But there is not

much poetry, properly so-called, in them. We find

tame thoughts ; washed-out pictures, and very fre-

quently insipid reflections. Gervinus's translation

preserves the common character of the original,

though in other respects it is much freer than the

views entertained by the author of Handel and Shaks-

peare ought to have permitted it to be. But, in ad-

dition to these views having rendered the work ac-

cessible to us, they possess the merit of completely

disguising in many places the indelicacies (to use a

mild expression) of the English author—indelicacies

which in England are considered as accounting for

the neglect into which the work has fallen. We do

not see, by-the-bye, why the said indelicacies could

not have been altered in the original as well as in the

translation.

Besides the personages above mentioned, namely,

Valens, the governor (bass,) the two "officers," Sep-

timius and Didimas, (tenor and alto,) and the noble

Christian maiden, Theodora, (soprano), we have an-

other Christian girl, Irene, (alto), who scarcely takes

any share in the action, and choruses of Pagans and
Christians. Valens has several airs, in which he

praises Jupiter, and the Emperor, expressing himself

with all a Roman's pride, and savage delight in pros-

ecuting others. The airs are all striking in form, and
treated with characteristic curtness—arrogantly vio-

lent and partially vigorous in spirit. When we re-

flect how much brass and how many dissonances

would be employed now-a-days, to depict a false and
hardened persecutor of Christians, we might almost

feel inclined to say Handel has treated him very in-

dulgently. Septimius, the adjutant of Valens, is one
of those figures which would drive a less resolute

composer than Handel to despair. Now an humble
servant, now an obliging confidant, he generally gets

rid of people with a few well-meaning and not inele-

gant sentences. The composer punishes him by
making him the representative of bravura singing.

Long preludes introduce his airs, while endless runs

adorn them—they are, as a rule, old-fashioned, and
could at most interest us only if executed by very

eminent representatives of this class of singing. As
such, however, are no longer to be found, the best

coarse would probably be to omit most of the airs,

though we cannot deny that the very intelligible way
in which they are drawn musically, and their bright

but not glaring colors, must impart a feeling of re-

pose to the general effect.

Forming a sharp contrast to the Christian portion

of the work, apart from the airs given to Valens, are

the choruses of the inhabitants of Aniioch, especially

of those devoted to the service of Venus ; they are, in

a high degree, fresh, easy, and jocund. But the

great importance of the work must not he sought in

this direction. It is to be found in the choruses of

the Christians, in the songs of Theodora, Irene, and,
partially, of Didimus, which are certainly some of the

most beautiful and most feeling Handel ever created.

There is a tender, mournful, and yet elevated, holy

inspiration spread over all these tone-poems. It

seems as if Handel's genius, which generally comes
before us like some proud general, who leads his hosts

to victory, with a full consciousness of his strength,

had retreated within itself for the purpose of seeking

out the most inward recetses of his soul. And what
mournful songs, and what endless woe—but, at the

same time, what hopes full of faith, and what sub-

lime views did it find concealed there ! And it tar-

ried and experienced a peculiar kind of happiness in

sinking, in weaving itself a home in these depths,

which contain the very best that has been bestowed
on ns, and which we so seldom are able to seek out,

or wish to seek out, when life has once grasped us

with its energetic power. And after our great tone-

poet has thus listened and overheard the profoundest

emotions of his soul, he fashioned them with his

mighty hand into shape—and they became the airs

of Theodora and Irene, and the choruses of the secret

Christian congregations at Antioch. But, in reality,

they are only tears of love, of mourning, and of hope,

which creative genius has crystalized into tone !

It is the predominance of the elegiac character, in-

deed, in Theodora, which probably rendered that ora-

torio less acceptable to the listless public of a great

capital like London, than the composer's brilliant

works taken from the Old Testament. But it would
be a bad case, if in our own profoundly-feeling Ger-
many, this tone-poem did not gain a vast host of
friends. We must not expect to find in it the thun-
der-bursts of Israel in Egypt, or the triumphal songs
of Maccabceus, or the choruses of exultant jubilation

such as are contained in The ilessiah—the most beau-

tiful element in Theodora is its inward soul-like na-

ture, to be felt rather than applauded. The stronger

the resolution the hearer brings with him to abandon
himself to his emotions, the more richly will he be
rewarded. Dr. Ferdinand Hilleb.
— Cologne,

m » ^
For Dwight's Journal of Maslc.

Wagner in Italy.

Wagner's Lohengrin has at last been produced up-

on an Italian stage, and whatever may be its ultimate

and lasting success in a country apparently so unfit-

ted and unlikely to appreciate its characteristic mer-

its, however strong the under-current of opposition

or over-current of fictitious and not entirely genuine

enthusiasm may eventually prove to have been, the

performance of this remarkable work cannot be count-

ed as anything short of a momentous event in the

musical annals of the Peninsula,—possibly even in

those of mjsical history itself. The mere fact that

Italy should have been foremost among nations for-

eign to the composer in giving Wagner's opera a

fair and impartial bearing, and even to acknowledge,

to a certain degree, his merits as a musical writer, is

at any rate by no means insignificant.

That the copyright of all Wagner's works had

been purchased years fgo by the editor, Lncca of

Milan, was well known ; for Rienzi, The Flying Dutch-

man, Tannhduser and Lohengrin had successively made

their appearance with Italian words in neat octavo

Piano-forte scores ; but performing them on the stage

was a different matter altogether, as the publisher

soon discovered to his cost.

At the first attempt in this direction a formidable

opposition raised its head, and the antagonism which
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made itself felt on all sides, soon threatened to con-

sign the Last of the Tribunes and his brethren, the

bright heroes of Teutonic legend and mytholog)', to

the cobwebs and dust of obscure book-shelves. As

for the Scala at Milan, it absolutely refused to have

anything to say to them ; San Carlo at Naples shut

his doors in the face of the stately demi-gods and

glittering knights, and the Pergola at Florence ig-

nored the matter altogether. In short, for a consid-

erable period, no Italian director was to be found

who would consent to undertake the responsibility of

the task, until at length the city of Bologna, general-

ly foremost in artistic enterprise, boldly picked up

the gauntlet and entered the lists as champion. And
thus it came to pass that one fine October day the

public was informed, to its great amazement, that

Lohengrin was actually going to be performed on the

9th of November.

Could it be possible ? What director could have

undertaken it ? Who would be able to sing music

notoriously impossible for the human voice ? What
orchestra could grapple with the difficulties of a score

full of abstruse musical combinations, wherein each

single instrument was taxed to the fullest extent of

its capabilities 1 Where were the Italian choruses (o

come from who should submit to the drill necessary

for a performance of the wildest vagaries ever hatch-

ed in the brain of a semi-crazed musician 'i And,

supposing even difficulties such as these to have been

successfully overcome, who was to listen to the very

incarnation of Teutonic barbarism set to music?

What Italian andience was likely to relish strains

which had required fifteen years nntiring eflTort to

obtain a bearing in the very country which gave birth

to them 1 What was it to make of music "devoid of

all melody and harmony," as this was represented to

be, and not only "the product of ingenious math-

ematical calculation" as some would have it, bnt

manifesting a corrupt taste for discord, and revelling

in unheard of rhythms ? "Alas," said a respectable

critic, shaking his head, "to think that Italy should

have fallen so low as to run after such stuff, and re-

nounce what she formerly taught as indispensable

conditions of the musical art !" "And then," mut-

tered an aristocratic connoisseur to a dandy dilettante

friend, over a glass of Vermuth at the cafe' : "who
ever heard of an opera without a ballet, forsooth!"

"All this may be very well," philosophized one of

the University professors, as he smoked his cigar in

the passeggiala, "and no doubt this famous work is

full of German science and learning, but who is to

stand three hours of German mysticism ? and do they

seriously think that an educated, refined Italian audi-

ence is to be bamboozled by a compound of demi-

gods, heathen sorceresses, miracles, enchanted birds

and symbolical allegories ? What S( hool of lEsthetii g

ever heard of a musical drama in which the tragic

catastrophe was not death, or the de'noament a happy
conjugal union ?"

Sach remarks as these might have been overlieard

in all quarters a few days previous to ihe eventful

occurrence; for the probable fate of so bold an un-

dertaking was discussed everywhere, in most cases

the wings of the modem Icarus guilty of this con-

spiracy against public taste and musical morals being

mercilessly clipped by anticipation, and his neck

broken in the charitable apprehension of the goodly
fellowship of benevolent critics, wonldbe connoisseurs

and knowing dilettanti. Yet, alas ! for the accuracy

of human foresight, experience has been cruel enough
to give it the lie ; what it had mistaken for Icnrus

has turned out to be nothing less than Pcga-sus him-
self, Pegasns with nil the spring and elasticity of

wing to bear him to the loftiest regions ! To make a

long story short, where ignominious defeat had been

prognosticated, signal victory was achieved, and for

the present, at any rate, Lohengrin does not seem
likely to lose any of its prestige with its novelty, the
success of the work having rather increased than di-
minished since it has been repeated several times.

True, the principal parts are not sustained by stars

of the first magnitude or brilliancy; hut the excel-

lence of the orchestra, choruses, and general mise-en-

scene, amply compensates for any deficiencies on their

side, the result being a most creditable performance

of a totally different stamp from those usually pre-

sented by an Italian stage. Perhaps even no harm

has been done by thus rendering the chief dramatis

personoi less promine than they are wont to be in

Italy, if it were only by w.ty of a practical iilustra-

tion, that operas need not always be constructed up-

on that stereotype ballet pattern, which seems to have

taken so firm a hold upon the lyric drama in this

country, that it requires no slight effort to make an

attack upon its infallibility.

It would be no difficult task to explain the inti-

mate relationship in which Ballet and Opera stand to

one another in the minds of Italian composers and

Italian audiences, by a natural affinity. I confess,

for my own part, that I can never see the one with-

out being instantaneously reminded of the other. In

fact when I see in a ballet the pas seuls, with their

obligato adagio introduction and inevitable conclud-

ing cavatina for the legs ! or the pas de deux, with its

symmetrical solos for the man and woman dancer,

and its duet conclusion ; or the pas de trois and de

quatre with their ensemble ^finales.—they always seem

to me to be the exact counterparts of the set forms of

the modern Italian opera. [By this I mean, of

course, the opera as it is appreciated in Italy, and do

not refer to works by Italian authors, like Cherubini

or Spontini, who wrote for foreign stages and foreign

audiences] As far, indeed, as dramatic action goes,

it is in both cases more or less sacrificed to the indi-

vidual display of virtuoso proficiency ; whether the

cavatina be executed by the ballerina, and its final

fermata, shake and cadence carried out by legs and

toes, or whether the ^Wocca be danced by the voice

and lung. Is it not the same muscular powei dis-

played now in long sustained notes, now in impossi-

ble positions f Is the aim not identically the same in

both cases : viz. : the exhibition of the artist's agility

or skill t Again the corps de ballet and opera chorus-

es present similar features of resemblance, their re-

spective functions being usually limited to stage dec

oration or interspersing the soli with occasional re-

frains and amens of an exceedingly mild character
;

no attempt on their part being made to meddle with

what evidently does not in the least concern them.

Finally the Overture is in the one case, as in the

other, an instrumental introduction, mainly serving

to silence the chattering audience, and bearing little

or no reference whatever to the piece it pervades, be-

yond an occasional flying reminiscence of some theme

sung afterwards by the prima donna, or danced by

the ballerina. All this we must bear in mind if we

wish to fully appreciate the audacity of Wagner's

innovation,—others call it revolution, he himself

would say rather restoration,—and the difficulties it

had to overcome in Italy.

Just imagine the world turned upside down and

inside out ; an opera with real dramatic declamation

and action, without any set forms whatever, with no

solo terminating with a pirouette on one leg, without

a single opportunity for individual display, where the

choruses take a lively part in the drama, and greatly

contribute towards heightening the dramatic efTcrt.

Fancy an opera in which the words are neither sac-

rificed to the music nor the music to the words, in

which the action is simple and natural, and which

exacts the highest pitch of artistic excellence and in-

tellectual culture in those who perform, if they are

adequately and faithfully to convey the composer's

intentions, while it affords no opportunity to ring

down cheap applause. Realize all this, I repeat, as

brought at once before an Italian audience, not only

entirely unprepared for it, but accustomed to loll in

their boxes, yawning and lazily fanning themselves,

gossiping with their visitor, or sauntering in and out
of the pit to some neighboring caft;, only directing

their attention towards the stage when their favorite

singers sing their choicest morceaux, and returning to

their former occupation or relapsing into their previ-

ous indolence as soon as these are finished ! Picture

to yourself what must be the amazement of Italians

who now saw for the first time that it was possible to

keep up their attention or interest for four consecu-

tive hours, without having recourse to any one of

those elements or expedients which they had been

taught all their lives to consider as indispensable.

Nevertheless, this ordeal has been gone through with

perfect success, and Lohengrin has come forth victo-

rious !

Now, what can have been the reason why Lohen-

grin should have met with a more favorable reception

In Italy than in any other country at first sight,

Germany not excepted ? Simply this : that an Ital-

ian andience after all is an impressionable one, and

has preserved sufficient nnivete and genuine artistic

instinct to enable it to recognize instantaneously a

work of genius under whatever form it may be set

before them, and that it is sufficiently candid to show

and express lis feelings without disguise. In Ger-

many, where a vast amount of traditional prejudice

and preconceived theoretical nations have to be over-

come, ere people will consent to believe their own

senses, and above all, before they can be brought to

avow their own natural impressions (when they have

any), Wagner's works encountered a most formidable

systematic opposition, which prevented them in the

beginning from being heard at all, and when this

point had at last been gained, threw serious impedi

ments in their way for long after. In France and

England, far more trivial, though no less influential,

causes prevented and still prevent Wagner from ob-

taining an impartial hearing ; for while, in Germany,

at any rate, convictions of some sort, whether based

upon traditional ideas or abstract theory, were at the

bottom of the opposition ; in the latter two countries

it was mainly the weight of critical infallibility, and

still more fi\shlon and its all powerful influences

which lay in the way, aided by a too strong reliance

upon hearsay evidence, the veracity of which had

never been tested. It is notorious that unless previ"

ously approved by the Revue des deux Mondes or some

other influential journal bien pensant, and supported

by the Jockey Clnb, it is useless for a musical work

of any importance to expect a favorable reception in

Paris. And it is equally well known that London for

years has been accustomed to follow the Parisian

lead, and seldom if ever ventures to think for herself

in artistic matters. Paris had bat one chance of test"

ing her own impressions and rectifying her ideas

with regard to Wagner, and all the world knows what

came of the only performance of the TannhSuser

which took place there. Both Revue des deux Mondes

and Jockey Club began by placing it under solemn

interdict, and virtually themselves played the part of

that benevolent gentleman, who, when asked what he

thought of the Opera, replied : "Wed, really, to tell

the truth, I was so busy hissing during the whole per-

formance that I did not even hear it !" An opera

thus precondemned in Paris became of course im-

possible for London, and thus the English andience

has never yet had the smallest opportunity of exer-

cising Its own judgment in the matter. The only at-

tempt which has been made, to my knowledge, at

performing Wagner's operas In countries foreign to

Germanv, besides the recent successful one in Bo-

logna, was made in Holland, where Ihe success was

quite as great In spile of most unfavorable eircnm-

slances. In fact for the last twelve years both Tann-

hnmsin- and Lohengrin have been extremely popular

In that country. It Is therefore, we repeat, an event

of no small Importance, that the Italians should bo

foremost In giving Lohengrin a thoroughly impartial

hearing and a hearty welcome to boot.

The work Itself is based upon an ancient legend,

accordftig to which Knights of the Kound Table who
have especially distinguished themselves by their
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valor and vii-tae are called upon to exorcise tiro lofty

privilege of guarding the Holy Grail, a precious ves-

sel supposed to contain drops of the blood of Our

Saviour, preserved by Joseph of Arim.ithea, and re-

newed periodically by a dove (the Holy Spirit). Oc-

casionally one or the other of them is allowed to de-

scend to earlh and defend injured innocence and cal-

umniated virtue. They are then even permitted to

remain for a time and to contract terrestrial alliances,

but on the one peremptory condition : that their ori-

gin be not inquired into nor the sacred mystery of

their life be traced. The opera opens with the public

accusation made in the presence of Henry the Fowler,

King of Germany, and all his court, by Frederick of

Telramund, next male heir to the dukedom of Bra-

bant, against the youthful Duchess Elsa, of having

wilfully made away with her younger brother in or-

der to reign in his stead. Unable to prove her inno-

cence, and the King having ordained that it should

be tried by single combat, she solemnly invokes the

aid of Heaven by sending her a champion in the hour

of need to defend her cause. After two vain appeals,

followed by a dead silence, a third is made, when a

murmur of astonishment is heard among the assem-

bled crowd, which continues increasing as a bark

glides up the river drawn by a swan, and Bearing a

knight clad in bright silver armor, who takes up the

gauntlet, requesting as his reward for her defence the

maiden's hand, which is vouchsafed him, and making

as sole condition that she shall not ask his name nor

ever seek to know whence he comes. After a short

combat, in which his adversary is soon disarmed, he

claims his prize and the first Act closes with rejoic-

ing.

In the Second, Frederick, under sentence of ban-

ishment, and his wife, Ortrud, a heathen sorceress,

who is the real culprit and has changed Elsa's broth-

er into a swan, hold consultation how they shall con-

trive to regain what they have lost, and instil perfidi-

ous doubts into Elsa's mind as to the sanctity of her

supernatural champion. In a short interview be-

tween Ortrud and Elsa, the former seeks to under-

mine the latter's confidence in her lover, and to in-

duce her to inquire into his origin before giving him

her hand in the cathedral of Antwerp. The presence

of Lohengrin himself, however, soon dispels her in-

cipient misgivings, and she finally enters the church

with him followed by her wedding procession.

The third act, preceded by an extremely efTective

Wedding March, opens with the Bridal Chorus by

which Lohengrin and Elsa are conducted to their

apartment, where they are soon after left to them-

selves. Two-thirds of this Act are taken up by the

duet between these two lovers, commencing with the

expression of rapturous delight at having found each

other, and passing from this sentiment by a clever

progression through different phases by which the au-

thor ultimately brings about the tragic catastrophe.

This consists in Elsa's insisting upon knowing the

origin of her mysterious spouse, and is ingeniously

motived in Wagner's libretto not by curiosity, nor

even by doubt on her part concerning his worthiness

or the sanctity of his mission, but by want of confi-

dence in her own power to retain and sufHce to one

so greatly her superior. Simultaneously with this

climax in the duet an attempt is made on the part of

Frederick to assassinate Lohengrin, he having previ-

ously contrived to conceal himself in the apartment.

The knight, however, is on his guard, and despatches

his enemy with a stroke of his sword.

The final conclusion of the opera is Lohengrin's

answer, not delivered to his bride in private, but in

the form of a recital to the king and his assembled

court at daybreak, on the banks of the Schelde. He
relates at length his story, proclaims his divine origin,

but at the same time the necessity of his leaving

them to return to his bright abode and post of trust.

The swan, seen slowly advancing to fetch the knight,

is re-transformed, on the prayer of Lohengrin, into

Elsa's brother, the young Duke of Brabant, falsely

supposed to have been murdered by her ;
while a

dove, emblem of the Holy Spirit, takes his place and

draws away the bark and its bright occupant 'mid

the sorrowful amazement of the bewildered throng

and Elsa's despair at the loss of her celestial bride-

groom, and her consciousness of having herself been

the cause of his departure.

It is diflacult to imagine a more poetical idea than

that embodied in this beautiful legend, viz.: that

fiiith must not he too closely investigated if we would

preserve it, and too often vanishes entirely when sub-

mitted to scrutiny. A happier mode of applying it

to dramatic purposes could also scarcely be imagined

than that adopted by the author of the poetic libretto.

who, as all the world knows, is no other than Wagner

himself; it being his custom not only to write the

music but the words also of all his operas.

In harmony with the views of this most original

composer regarding modern opera, according lo

which all the arts, plastic, lyric, and dramatic, ought

to combine in producing the future Work of Art

—

as he names it—the miaeen scene in Lohengrin is of

unusual brilliancy, and, it is almost superfluous to

add, especially well cared for in the Italian perform-

ance. In spite of a strong dislike to what is general-

ly termed theatrical display, Wagner does not in the

least disdain to make use of choregraphic effects

when adapted to his purpose. Thus, the scene on

the banks of the river in the first act, with the king

and his retinue, the herald, the arrival of Lohengrin

himself in the bark in his shining armor, the single

combat and the final tableau are as near approaches

to ballet effect as possible. Again, the nuptial pro-

cession at the doors^f the Cathedral of Antwerp, at

the close of the second act, and the last scene of Lo-

hengrin's departure in the third, afibrd every oppor-

tunity for the scene painter, costumer, and stage

manager to show their capabilities.

Any attempt to enter into general considerations

or appreciations of the composer's treatment of music

and the place allotted to it by him in the lyric drama,

would of course be out of place here, and lead us be-

yond the limits of an article like this. Sufliee it

therefore to say that he has remained true to his

principles in this especial work, using music as a co-

operative menns of adding vigor of expression where

words alone do not suffice to convey the full extent

of the idea, or whole power of the sentiment he is

portraying. Wagner never, like other composers,

treats music as a separate thing, and here it is that

we must look for the clue to what most .embarrasses

those who hear his works for the first time. It is

next to impossible to detach purely musical—whether

instrumental or vocal—passages from any of his later

works, precisely because in his operas words, dra-

matic action and music stand in so intimate a rela-

tionship to one another, and form so complete a liv-

ing organism, that it is hardly possible to dissect it

without endangering the life of the whole.

Three or four such passages might perhaps be lift-

ed, as it were, out of their frame, and exposed thus

isolated ; but it is clear by the above that they will

infallibly lose much of their pristine value and char-

acteristic effect by the process. The musical element

pervades the entire work, now refining, sublimizing

the superiiatural sides of it, now vivifying and inten-

sifying the depths of human passion and tragic des-

pair, till it renders them almost painfully acute.

The Italians seemed, as it is natural they should,

to relish most those parts which, musically speaking,

offered least striking contrast with their own artistic

views and habits. The two introductory instrumen-

tal pieces : the Prelude or Overture, and the Wed-
ding March which precedes the last act, met with

enthusiastic applause, and were encored both at Bo-

logna and at Florence, where Lohengrin was subse-

quently transported for the space of three evenings.

Several choruses seemed to give equal satisfaetion,

if we are to judge at least by the frequent interrup-

tions caused by the onlhasiastic reception they

encountered, and which was duly merited on their

part, not only on account of the quantity and supe-

rior quality of voice displayed, but also of the care

with which they had been studied. The soli, espec-

ially of the second act, were not appreciated in the

same degree by any means ; nor c in this be attributed

entirely to the short-comings of the singers, although

they may in great part be held responsible, as an

unusual amount of dramatic talent is requisite to

give this part of the opera its full weight. The prin-

cipal reason lay, no doubt, in the total absence of

those forms to which Italians are a^cus'omed, the

lack of which gives them a feeling as if they had

lost their compass and were in open sea. However,

barring those portions of the opera where the purely

Wagnerian recitative form prevails, which, y the

way, is not a mere recitative like those of other Ger-

man or French composers, nor anything resembling

the adagios, airs, cavatinas, &c , we find elsewhere,

they seemed astonished to find the music of Lohengrin

perfectly intelligible. A few of the more intelligent

among them even, who had looked at the score and

heard the opera several times, began to suspect the

existence of a different order of symmetry from that

clearly defined outward species which their ears vainly

sought. Perhaps that happy artistic instinct which

seems innate in them, led them to detect the subtle

fact, that if the outward semblance of unity in detail

was wanting, an inner substance replaced it, that

inward unity of cohesion by which the whole work

is characterized ; that if the harmonies did not always

caress the ear, if the melodies were hardly of the

kind to be used for Pianoforte capriccios or violin fan-

tasias—not to speak of barrel organs—a harmonious

atmosphere pervades the entire opera, the musical

themes being strictly in harmony with the subject

and the situations to be expressed, whereas the

reverse is for the most part the case in their own

productions ; such anomalies as a climax of despair

being rendered by an exhilarating galoppade move-

ment, revenge and hatred expressed by the sweetest

of melodies, or a hero at his last gasp performing a

series of acrobatic feats with his voice, which is

hardly compatible with exhaustion,being too familiar

to all who are acquainted with modem Italian opera,

to need my calling them to mind. In fact they found

here the mpurtj? iiq ovta in lieu of the fpavEQijaQuovta

of which the ancient philosopher was wont to speak.

The sobriety, originality,ingenuity, and variety ex-

hibited in Wagner's mode of handling the orchestra,

was to them likewise novel, being as far removed

from that Italian carelessness and neglect of study

in detail, which in general consigns to it the part of a

"monstrous guitar" accompaniment, as from that

crushing, elaborate preponderance allotted to it by

modern composers of other countries, which forces

the singers to task their lungs to excess, if they will

be heard at all.

In short, the Italian audience has on the whole

been not only agreeably surprised, bat evidently grat-

ified by the result of their first voyage of discovery

in the Land of the Music of the Future. Since the

successful attempt which was made in bringing the

whole thing to Florence last month, there is a talk

also of making a similar experiment in Rome, Na-

ples, and even Genoa. Who knows if later on it

may not prove worth while for some London impre-

sario to do the like, provided there be one able and

willing to divest himself for a while of French influ-

ences and musical prejudice 1 J. Laussot.

Florence. Jan., 1672.

Mendelssohn and Goethe.

FIFST VISIT OF THE COMPOSER TO THE POET.

In a pamphlet of some fifty pages, Dr. Karl Men-
delssohn has published a narrative of his father's

boyhood and relations with Goethe. That the poet,

who was as indifferent as Gallio to any cordial inti-

macy with Beethoven, Schubert, and Weber, should

have at once adopted "the young Berliner," is one of
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the many pieces of evidence in proof of the qnalities,

social and artistic, which oecnred for Mendelssohn
the life-long regard of the wisest and nsost famous
men of his time.

Zelter's correspondtmce witli Goethe ts contained

in three bulimy volumes, and imbedded in these are

10 be found letters of deep interest on the subject of

Zelter's favorite pupil. It is impossible to read Karl

Mendelssohn's work without feeling gratitude to Zel-

ler, who, although a proverb in Berlin for roughness,

uneven temper, and Spartan discipline, assuredly did

Ills duty by Mendelssohn with a thoroughness and
conscientiousness that were never forgotten by his

famous pupil. One of Zelter's peculiarities consisted

in his hoarding and gloating over a private collection

of Sebastian Bach's works. The Passions-Musik,

the B minor mass, the glorious Magnificat were to

him golden frnit in the garden of Hesperides, and
he the dragon to watch them. On Friday evenings

his pupils, Felix and Fanny Mendelssohn included,

were allowed the high honor of practising Bach's
music, to the passionate delight of their souls, and,

it must be added, the imminent danger of hnrting
their voices. But this early apprenticeship to such
Doble study was of priceless value to Felix, who in

after years succeeded Zelter as "restorer of Bach to

the Germans." Mendelssohn's father never uttered

truer words than the following : "It is an undoubted
fact that without Zelter your own musical tendencies

would have been of a totally different nature." Felix
was Zelter's debtor for another good turn

—

a personal

introduction to Goethe. The prospect of this visit

to Weimar threw the whole Mendelssohn family into

a flutter. "Just imagine (his mother writes to a rel-

ative in Paris), the little urchin has the good luck

before him of visiting Weiniar with Zelter. Zelter

wishes to introduce him to Goethe. You may imag-
ine what it COS'S me to part with the dear child,

although only for a few weeks. Still, I reckon it no
small advantage to be introduced to Goethe under
such circumstances, to live under his roof, and re-

ceive the great man's blessing. I am glad, too, he

will have this little trip as a diversion ; he is naturally

inclined to be over-studious for bis age." Old Zelter

and the brilliant boy arrived at Weimar. They put
up at "The Elephant," and Felix, who seeras never
to have lost a single moment, made a sketch of Cran-
ach's house, and informed himself of the extent and
powers of the Weimar church organ, before making
his youthful bow to the Geheimrath. After dinner
the boy played Bach's fugues, and extemporized for

a couple of hours in Goethe's presence. From that

moment Goethe became his friend. Mendelssohn
literally came, saw, and conquered. His glorious

powers received the imprimatur of Hummel, and
after he had passed the dreadful ordeal of playing at

sight Mozart's and Beethoven's music from manu-
script, Goethe made up his mind that an infant prod-

igy was no myth or delasion. Goethe had heard
Mozart as a boy of seven years old plav at Frank-
fort, and he told Zelter that, as compared with Men-
delssohn's performance, when the latter was a few
years older than Mozart, it was "as the lisping of a
child to the refined conversation of a full-grown

man." It is delightful to read of Goethe presenting
the young musician with a manuscript sheet of

"Faust," and the poet's delight at receiving Men-
delssohn's translation of the "Andria" of Terence,
and saying "it would be a resource to the scholars

and artists at Weimar in the long winter evenings."
After a fortnight or more ot Mendelssohn's music
Goethe could not endure a commonplace perform-
ance. He soon sent another invitation to Felix, and
this time Mendelssohn's parents came with their son.

Once more Goethe himself opened the piano, with
the words, "Come and wake up for me all the winged
spirits which have been so long asleep here. You
are my David. Should I become miserable and ill,

banish my evil dreams with your playing ; I will

never, like Saul, hurl a spear after you." To see

how faithfully Goethe abided by his promise, we must
refer our readers to Dr. Karl Mendelssohn's interest-

ing pages. After a lapse of five years, when Felix
had developed such exceptional powers, it is rnrions

to read of the lad being taken to Paris, the father

wishing to consult Cherubini as to the son's adopting
music as his vocation. The old Italian was the ter-

ror of young artiits, and merciless in critidsra even
of sa h men as Halcvy and Auber. In spite of him-
self he was awed into an unwilling prophecy. The
lad played the pianoforte part in a quartette of his

own, and Cherubini and ,t number of Parisian artists

were present. The oracle thus delivered him.self :

—

"Ce garcon est riche, il fera bien, il fait mcme di;ja

lien, mais il depense trop a son argent, il met trop

d'fetoflTe dans son habit." Ai a preventative against
this over-tailoring, he added, ".Je lui parlerai, alors il

fera bien." Mendelssohn's criticism on his Mecscnas
i5 really admirable ; he compares Cherubini to "a
burnt oat volcano, which flashes forth flame occasion- I

ally, but is completely covered with ashes and
stones."

Cherubini and Berlioz.

A writer in the London Musical World has been

culling out from the recently published "Memoireg"

of Hector Berlioz, (which consist mainly if not whol-

ly of the "Voyages en Allemande, Italie," &c., which

appeared a long time ago during the author's life-

time), the several passages below, in which he relates

his interviews with Cherubini. No doubt the old

master was severe and bearish in his manner towards

those whom he suspected to be little better than up-

starts ; but, after all, Cherubini's music is to day

more fresh and interesting than ever ; how is it with

that of Berlioz (outside of Paris) ?

Cherubini and Berlioz were, in music, as far as the

two poles asunder ; the one was an out-and-out ro-

manticist ; the other, itn intolerant classic. War was
declared between them the very first day they met.
Their meeting, which took place in the library of the

Conservatory, was a genuine comedy scene. The
foes were about to separate, and definitively lose sight

of each other ; it was after the second performance of
the Symphonique fwitastique. According to the regu-
lations governing the course to he taken by the

"fjrand prix," Berlioz was on the point of leaving
Paris to make his way across Italy to Rome. To
quote his own words :

—"The reader may imagine the

rage excited in Cherubini's breast by all these heter-

odox questions (romanticism in music), and all the
noise to which I had given rise. Cherubini's trnsty

followers had furnished him with an account of the

last rehearsal of the abcminable symphony ; the next
day he happened to pass the door of the concert-room
as the public were entering it. Some one stopped
him and said :

—'Well, Monsieur Cherubini, are you
not coming to hear Berlioz's new composition 1'—'I

do not require to know how to do a thing as it ought

not to be done,' he replied, in his bad French, and with

the air of a cat, down whose throat you might at-

tempt to thrust a quantity of mustard. Matters were
very much worse, however, after the concert had
proved successful. He appeared as if he had swal-

lowed the mustard. He spoke no more ; he
sneezed."
Some few days afterwards, he sent for Berlioz.

"You are going to start for Italy ?"

"Yes, sir'"

"Your name will be erased from the registers of

the Conservatory
;
your studies are terminated. It

strikes me though that—that—that you ought to have
come and paid me a visit. Peo—peo—people do not
leave this place ds they would a stable."

"I was," remarks Berlioz, "on the point of reply-

ing :
—'Why should not they do so, when they are

treated like so many brutes '?' But I had the good
sense to restrain myself, and even to assure our amia-
ble director that I had never thought of leaving Paris

without coming to bid him good-bye and thanking
him for all his kindness."

At one of his early concerts, Berlioz and the old

Italian maestro had another passage of arms, some-
what similar to their meeting in the library

To be allowed the use of the large hall of the Con-
servatory, Berlioz required the authorization of M.
Sosthfenes de la Rochefoucault, Superintendent of

Fine Arts, aud, moreover, the consent of Cherubini.

M. de la Rochefoucault made no difficulty in grant-

ing Berlioz's request. Cherubini, on the contrary,

directly the project was mentioned, flew into a rage.

"You wish to give a concert, eh 1" he inquired, in

his usual graceful way.
"Yes, sir."

"You must obtain the permission of the Superin-
tendent of Fine Arts."

"I have obtained it."

"Has Monsieur la Rochefoucault given his con-

sent ?"

"Yes, sir, he has."

"Rut I—I—I do not consent. I oppose your hav-

ing the hall."

"You cannot have any good reason for refusing it

me, as the Conservatory is not using it at present,

and as, for the next fortnight, it will be completely
free."

"But I tell you I will not have you give the con-

cert. Everyone is in the country, and yon will take

nothing."

"I do not reckon on gaining anything by it, My
sole aim in giving it is to make myself known."

"There is no necessity for your being known. Be-
sides, to give a concert, money is requisite. Have
you any to spare V

"Yes, sir."

"Oh—well, wha—wha—v/hat do yon intend per-

forming ?"

"Two overtures, some fragments from an opera,

my Cantata on the death of Ojthelia "

"What—the Competition Cantata ? I will not have
it ! It is bad ; it— it—cannot be performed."
"That is your opinion, but I am glad to say that I,

too have an opinion about it. A bad pianist may
have been unable to accompany it, but that is no rea-

son why a good orchestra should not be capable of

the task."

"Then yon—yon—wish to offer an insult to the

Academy ?"

The polite answers with which Berlioz responded
to Cherubini's objections, only exasperated the Ital-

ian maestro all the more. "1 will not-bave it !—I will

not have it
!"—was his sole answer to all Berlioz

urged. At length the latter had to have recoorse to

official intervention of the Superintendent of Fine
Arts. "Be kind enough to read that, sir," said Ber-

lioz, handing Cherubini the order signed, "La Roche-
foncault." From being white, Cherubini turned

green. After reading his superior's letter over and
over again, he returned it to Berlioz withont uttering

a single word.

Msit ^broab.

Vienna. On the 7th of Jannary, Mr. George
L. O&GOOD, our yonng Boston tenor singer, after

several years of study in Berlin and Milan, gave his

first concert, choosing Viennna for the place. He
succeeded in winning the warm sympathies of a cul-

tivated audience. His pr(^ranime included an Aria

by Bach : "Ich will nnr Di*" zu Ehren leben/' from

the Cantata for New Year's Day ; Recit. and An-

dante for the violin, by Spohr (played by Herr Griin);

two songs by Schubert ("Erstarrung," from the

Winterreise, and "Halt," from Die sckone Mullerin) ;

Piano Sonata, op. 2, No. 3, by Beethoven (Fraulein

Joel) ; Songs : '*Kommen nnd Scheiden," Schu-

mann, and "A Dream," Rubinstein ; Bach's Cha-

conne for Violin ; and three Songs by Robert Franz :

"Du hast mich verlassen, Jamie," "Schlunamerlied"
(Tieck), and **Fragc nicbt" (Lenan). The Kunst-

Bhetter says :

"The concert-giver was somewhat nerrons, so that hla

voice seemed constraiDed in the Aria by Bach. Bot later, in

the ScbmnanosoDg, havinKgotten over his embarrassment, the

einger unfolded all the richneaB and ehann of his beautifnl

voice, which through the warmth of feeling enltindled and

transported the listeners. The two Schubert songs, too, ex"

ercised the same penetrating effect. Osgood is a genuine

Schumann ?nood-ftiDgeT, one who sings with understanding

and with deep, warm feeling. His dplirery is tastefol and no*

ble, as ^cinating »8 his voice, which has the sympathetic

ring of a pronounced, clear tenor, is perfectly equal in all the

registers, and of good power and compass. . . . One saw

on his first, appearance, that he bad here to do with a well-

schooled singer, who is in earnest with bis art.

"Both 'Word* and 'Tone' have been equally a matter of

careful culture with him Every word, every syllable could

be heard in the farthest corner of the hall, and even in pianix-

simo passages were distinctly perceptible. But this excel-

lence of distinctness is the fruit of long years of searching

studies, (such aa few of our German singers care to under*

take).

''As we bear, Osgood made his studies at first with Sieber in

Berlin ; and afterwards for two years he was under the in-

struction of Lamperti in Milan as a concert and oratorio sing-

er. His knowledge and ability are really remarkable. He
knows well bow to deliver, to characterize, to individualize,

and, what is the main thing, how to reach the heart. The

formation of his voice, his mode of taking the note, is correct,

and be is master of the technical means which enable him to

overcome the difficulties of florid music, even the coloraturen

of Bach and Schumann.—There are few singers who, like Os-

good, in their youth combine a thorough school with the most

fortunate natural endowments. Nothing is wanting to this

artist, to make him fully recognized, escept a little more conr-

age. . The concert-giver was distinguished by repeated

and persistent plaudits and recalls."

Other critical notices agree subslantially with the

above, some adding that Osgood has studied with

Robert Franz in Halle, as well as io Berlin and

Milan.

From the Vienna correspondence of the Si'gnale,

Dec. 15, we translate the following :

"Anton RuBiNSTEm passes the winter with us in a three-fold

capacity ; as virtuoso, sa composer, and as artistic director of
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the 'Society of Friends of Music" and lt6 Singing Society. In

the last character Vienna had had no opportunity to know

him until the first Society concert ; and although the waiting

public received him coldly as he came to the director's desis, the

ice was quickly broken by the performance of the Eroica. Even

in the first movement, which Rubinstein took rather more

moderately and broadly than was usual, there was but one

voice in the hall about his talent for conducting ; even to the

minutest detail it showed the thinking and experienced musi-

cian. So too, in the second concert, Schubert's C-major Sym

phony was received in the same way, though many thought

the Scherzo and Finale taken too fast. Of Handel's Corona-

tion Hymns (George II., 1727) Nos. 1 and 4 were selected, the

latter making the gr«at«st impression. Mendelssohn's 114th

Psalm, like all the similar works of this master, enjoyed this

time its usual effect ; while, on the contrary, of Bach's Canta-

ta : "Ein feate Burg," only the closing Chorale made its

usual impression. Two a capelUz choruses were greatly ap-

plauded ; a hearty Christmas Song in a popular style, and an

Offertorium : Noti nobis Doviine, by Haydn. The latter,

hitherto unknown, celebrated as it were its centenary resur-

rection, and made a surprising impression by its serious and

lapidary character, so different from Haydn's usually cheerful

style of writing. Both score and parts have just been pub-

lished by Rieter-Bledermann, and this chorus (originally with

organ accompaniment) will surely soon become domesticated

in churches and in singing societies-

"The first Philharmonic Concerts brought us a Symphony

by Raff, entitled '^Im Walde^^^ whose weakness of invention

is vainly covered by external effects ; the public showed no

liking fjr it. All the more noisily was Wagner's Huldiguitgs-

Marsck received, which many strangely took for the Kaiser-

JVfarscA and demanded a repetition. Concertmeister Heck-

mann from Leipzig played Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto.

The excellent pianist, Sophie Mcnter, hardly recovered from a

sickness, did not play Schumann's Concerto with her wonted

ease. The Anacreon Overture, the seventh Symphony of

Beethoven, and the music to Rosamunde (Schubert) were the

remaining numbers of the two concerts.

"The Singakademie in its first concert produced, among oth-

er things, for the first time a Christma-s Song, both text and

music by Peter Cornelius, and repeated Handel's Allegro ed il

Pensieroso. On this occasion the Vienna Mannergesangverein

brought out Mendelssohn's '(Edipus in Colonos,' the declama-

tion and connecting poem being given by the best talents of

the Burg theatre." These are but a few of the concerts re-

ported of.

The operas given up to Dec. 15 were : Rienzi (Wagner) 6

times ; Romeo^ Dotnino noir^ Faust, VAfricaine, 5 times

each; Tannhdusety Don Jtxan, Lohengrin, Mignon, Meister-

singer, i times each ; Fra Diuvolo, Euryantlte, Propkdte, Fa-

vorita. Norma, "Flying Dutchman," Trovatore, Judith,

"Marriage of Figaro," 3 times each. Fourteen other operas

were given once or twice. Wagner had the most evenings (21);

then Meyerbeer, 11 ; Gounod, 10; Mozart, 9 ; Auber, 9 ; We-

ber and Donizetti, 5 each ; Thomas and Verdi, 4 each. The
other composers (Gluck, Adam, Flotow, Halevy, Marschner,

Boieldieu, Beethoven) had to content themselves with one,

two or three evenings.

Cologne.—Through the performance of Handel's

Theodora the fifth Giirzenich concert became the

most interestiog of the seaeon, and in the general

opinion the finest. The principal singers were : in

the part of Theodora, Frau Bellingrath-Wagner

;

Irene (Contralto), Frau Joachim; Valens (Bass),

Herr Krolop of Berlin; Septimius (Tenor), Herr

Wagner of Cologne. Ferdinand Hiller, vpho con-

ducted, had with a discreet hand (says the Signaie)

given the work the livelier coloring of a modern in-

strumentation. (See Hitler's description of the Ora-

torio on another page).

Leipzig. The 10th Gewandhaus Concert (Dec.

21) offered: Overture to "Manfred," by Reinecke

;

Aria from the opera "Der Haideschackl," by F. von

Holstein, sung by Frau Peschka-Leutner ; Beetho-

ven's Concerto in G, played by Herr Wallenstein of

Frankfort; Symphony (No. 1, in C) by S. Jadas-

sohn ; Songs : ("Das Maiglocklein," by Reinecke,

"Du hist die Ruh," Schubert, and "Ich wandre

nicht," Schumann ; Rondo Brillant for piano and

orchestra, Mendelssohn ; and Overture to Der Frey-

schiitz, this being the fiftieth anniversary of its first

performance in Leipzig.

The concert of Chamber Music (Dec. 4), by Hein-

ecke, David, Rontgen, &c., presented Beethoren's

string Quintet in C minor, op. 104; Trio in B flat,

op. 52, by Rubinstein ; and Schubert's Octet for

strings, with clarinet, bassoon and horn.

—At the Euterpe Concert of the next day were

given : Schumann's Overture to Schiller's "Bride of

Messina;" Aria from GInck's OrpAeus (Frl. Minna

Borde) ; Violin Concerto, Mendelssohn (Concert,

meister Rich. Himmelstoss of Breslau) ; Beethoven's

Eroica Symphony ; Songs by von Holstein and Tau-

bert ; Romance for the violin (first time), by B.

Scholz.

The operas given at the Stadt-Theatre in Decem-

ber were : "Oberon," "Flying Dutchman," "Zam-

pa," "Huguenots," Nieolai'g "Merry Wives of Wind-

sor ;" "Tannhiiuser ;" Kreutzer's "Nachtlager von

Granada ;" Halevy's "Jewess;" the "Meister-singer;"

"Der Freyschtitz," and Gounod's "Faust."

For the 11th Gewandhaus Concert ("Jan. 1) the

programme was: Overture to Die Zauherflote, Mo-

sart; Aria from Spohr's Faust, sung by Frl. von

Hasselt-Barth of Coburg ; Unfinished Symphony in

B minor, Schubert ; Introduction and Rondo brillant

(op. 70, B minor) by Schubert, arranged for solo

violin and orchestra by David, and the solo played

by him ; Songs by Schubert and Mozart ; Sarabande

and Tambourin for violin and figured bass, by Leclair,

arranged with piano accompaniment and played by

Concertmaster David;—Part II. Beethoven's 7th

Symphony.

At the twelfth Gewandhaus Concert, Herr Leopold
Auer played Spohr's Ninth Violin Concerto, and
pieces by Paganini, Bachrich. and himself. He was
warmly applauded. Mdlle. Hanisch, from Dresden,

sang a cavatina from Rossini's Semiramide, and songs

by Schubert and Bach, without creating any particu-

lar sensation. The orchestral pieces were symphony
D minor, Schumann ; overtui'e to Anacreon, Cheru-
bini ; and overture to Richard III, Volkmann ; the

last was new here.

Hamburg. The next novelty at the Stadttheater

will be a grand five-act opera, with ballet, entitled

Cantarini. The libretto is by Herr M. C. Lindau,
and the music by Mr. Henry Hugh Pierson, who has
resided for some years in Stuttgart.

Dresden. A new opera, Bemiione, by Herr Max
Bruch, has been accepted at the Royal Operahouse.

DtissELDOKF. At the fourth concert given by the

General Musical Association, the programme com-
prised the overture to Les deux Journ^es, Cherubini

;

a "Rhapsody," Brahms (Madame Joachim) ; Con-
certo in G major, Beethoven (Madame Clara Schu-
mann) ; Pianoforte Solos, Schumann, Gluck, and
Mendelssohn ; Songs, Schumann, Schubert, and
Mendelssohn ; Overture, Scherzo, and Finale, Schu-
mann.

Stuttgart. A new opera, DornrSschen {The
Sleeping Beauty), words by Herr Pasqufe, music by
Herr Gottfried von Linder, has been produced with
unequivocal success. Though the libretto is entitled

romantic, everything takes place according to the

regular laws of nature, as in La Dame Blanche, the

well-known story being simply related. The music
is among the best new misic heard on the stage for

some time, and, considering it is a first effort, augurs
well for the future career of the young composer.
Herr Braun, Herr Schiitky. and Mdlle. Telini, rep-

resentatives of the three principal parts, acquitted

themselves admirably ; so did the orchestra, under
the direction of Herr Abert.
Vienna. M. Anton Rubinstein lately gave a

grand concert. Among the audience were the Abbate
Franz Liszt, and Herr Hans von Billow. M. Rubin-
stein's opera, Feramors, will be produced at the Royal
Operahouse.

Frankfort-on-the Maine. On the 3d inst.,

Weber's Der Freischiitz was played here for the 250th
time. It was preceded by a Festspid, written in honor
of the occasion.

Paris The programme for the Conservatoire

Concerts of Jan. 7 and 14 was the same : 1. Sympho-
ny in D, Beethoven ; 2. Fragment from "La Damna-
tion de Faust," Berlioz (including Air of Mephistoph-

eles, by M. Caron ; Chorus of Gnomes and Sylphs ;

Ballet of Sylphs ; Recitative ; Chorus of soldiers and

song of students) ; 3. Midsummer Night's Dream
music, Mendelssohn. The Berlioz pieces were en-

cored, as they were also in M. Pasdeloup's Popular

Concert of the same week, of which the programme
was this : March by Meyerbeer ; Beethoven's C-

minor Symphony ; "Mennet des Follets" and

"Valse des Sylphes" from Berlioz's Damnation de

Faust; Serenade for violin, alto and 'cello, Beetho-

ven ; Overture to Oberon, Weber.

For his concert of the week following M. Pasde-

loup offered : Symphony in B flat, Haydn ; Air from

the Ballet "Prometheus," Beethoven ; Marche He'-

ro'ique, Saint-Saens ; Beethoven's Septuor (with all

the strings) ; Overture to Le .leune Henri, Me'hul.

—

For Jan. 21st: Marche funfebre, in memory of Henri

Regnault (first time), by Lenepveu ; Mendelssohn's

Reformation Symphony ; Intermezzo, Lachner

;

Quintet in A, Mozart ; Overture to Leonore, Beetho-

ven.

Berlin. Dec. 9. Symphony Soiree of the Royal

Orchestra: Overture (" Namensfeier" ) , op. 115,

Beethoven ; Symphony in E flat, Haydn ; Dance of

Furies and of Blessed Spirits from Gluck's Orpheus

;

Unfinished Symphony by Schubert ; Overture

:

" Weihe des Bauses," op. 124, Beethoven.— Subscrip-

tion Concert of Deppe's Sinfonie-Capelle ; Overture

to "Marriage of Figaro," Mozart; Aria from Han-

del's "Semele" (I<'rl. Borde, of Leipzig) ; Spohr's

11th Violin Concerto; Beethoven's 9ih Symphony

with Chorus.

Dec. 15. Bach's Mass in B minor, at the Sing-

akademie.

Dec. 22. Fourth Symphony Soiree of the Royal

Orchestra : Beethoven's 1st Symphony, in C ; Over-

ture to "Ali Baba," Cherubini ; Ov. to "Euryanthe,"

Weber ;
Craajor Symphony, Mozart.

At the Royal Opera, Dec. 25-31 : Weber's Frey-

schiilz, Gounod's Macbeth, Meyerbeer's Huguenots,

Wagner's Meistersinger, Mendelssohn's Antigone mu-

sic, Mozart's Don Juan.

London.

Sacred Harmonic Society. Handel's Deborah,

revived on Doc. 10, 1869, was repeated yesterday

week to the satisfaction of a numerous audience. Un-

questionably there are vitality and power iti this

work such as the composer could hardly have imag-

ined when, stimulated by the unexpected success of

his first oratorio, Esther, he used up a lot of old mat-

ter and produced his second. In 1763, Handel wanted

money to carry out a desperate operatic enterprise,

and the construction of Deborah shows that he knew

how to subordinate art to the exigencies of a failing

treasury. Perhaps no more conspicuous example of

musical book-making exists. Out of fifteen choruses

ten are adapted from the Hamburg Passion, the -Cor-

anation Anthems, and the Dixit Dominus, composed at

Rome ; while the airs, with one or two exceptions,

show more regard for ad captandum effects than for

genuine merit. There is, indeed, reason to conclude

that the master regarded Deborah as a piece d'occa-

sion. Otherwise, he would not have given the parts

of Barak and Sisera to a couple of male altos, because

he happened to have them in his company ; nor would

he have omitted tenor airs altogether, because, at the

moment, he kept no tenor vocalist in pay.

It will not do, then, to look at Deborah from the

standpoint of high artistic purport. Handel was no

hero when putting it together ; but simply a man
who wanted to tarn an honest penny by humoring

what seemed the passing fancy of the public. Yet,

even so, he could not help producing music for all

time. When twitted with the long days spent upon

his Creation, Haydn answered that the work was

meant to last ; and we know that it is the things of

slow growth which endure. Handel could be inde-

pendent of these natural laws. If he blew a bubble

to give momentary pleasure, it hardened into a crys-

tal sphere by contact with the breath of his gi^ius.

There is music in Deborah, no matter whence it came,

able to atone for greater faults than we have pointed

out—music of the noblest character, genuine Hande-

lian thunderbolts. But in what work of importance

by the same hand do not these excellencies appear ?

Therefore, while giving the Sacred Harmonic Society

credit, because of the revival of Deborah, we should

be glad to know that other revivals are at hand. The-

odora, the last but one of Handel's oratorios, and the

pet child of his old age has recently commended

itself to the music-lovers of Cologne, while London

amateurs know no more tf it than "Angels ever

bright and fair" or "He saw the lovely youth."

Here, at all events, is a reproach which the society

would do itself honor by wiping away.
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The performance oi Deborah gave just satisfaction,

inasmuch as the choruses, with tiardlv an instance to

the contrary, were rendered vigorously and well. To
name all tlie successes would he to go through the

concerted pieces number by number. Enough, there-

lore, if we single out for special praise "Immortal
Lord of earth and skies," "0, blast, with thy tremen-
dous brow," "See the proud Chief," and the finale,

"Let our triad songs." These are masterpieces, and
in a masterly manner thev were performed. Madame
Lemmens-Sherrlngton did all that was possible with

the thankless part of Deborah, whom neither the lib-

rettist nor the composer shows to advantage. Her
delivery of the invocation, "By that adorable decree,"

was marked by appropriate diirnity ; while "Choirs
of angels all around Thee," and "In Jehovah's aw-
ful sight," received fitting treatment at the hands of

this favorite artist. Miss Elton gave the music of

Barak with spirit euough to atone for the incongru-

ous association of a military hero and a woman's
voice. She was much applauded after "All danger
disdaining," as well as after "In the battle fame pur-

suing," to the success of which, however, Mr. James
Coward's organ oW;//(7a;o greatly contributed. Thanks
to Sir M. Costa, Sisera was presented by a tenor, Mr.
Kerr Gedge, for whom the recitatives and air, "At
my feet extended low," had been adapted. Mr.
Gedge sang carefully, and thus helped to make the

absence of a second hero with a woman's voice addi-

tionally acceptable. The two airs of Abinoam were
given by Mr. Lewis Thomas, whose delivery of

"Tears such as tender fathers shed," gained the chief

honor by winning the only encore of the evening. A
word in praise of the song would be superfluous, and
we can hardlv go further in praise of the singer than

when we state that he did justice to his theme. Mrs.
Sidney Smith and Mr. Smythson undertook the sub-

ordinate solo parts, and Sir M. Costa conducted,

earning double honor by being afso the author of dis

erectly written and effective "additional accompani-
ments."— Times.

Crystal Palace. The fourth Concert contain-

ed amoag other points of interest two novelties at

these concerts, namely Liszt's Pianoforte Concerto
in E flat, and Reinecke's Notturno, for horn and or-

chestra ; the overtures were " Idomenro" ( Mozartj,

and "Leonora," 'So. 3 (Beethoven); and the Sym-
phony Mozart's in G minor. The novelties were only
remarkable for the exercise of memory shown by Mr.
Dannrenther, who played the Liszt concerto without

the book. As music there is nothing to be said in its

favor. It is a mere chaos and formlese void, with

here and there a glimmer of the potential litrht which
never fully comes. Mr. Dannrenther achieved plenty

of tours de force, and his playing generally was in ex-

cess of the intelligence of the composition. Rein-

ecke's Notturno for horn and orchestra has nothing

specially objectionable about it, and equally nothing

specially meiitorious. The master-pieces of Mozart
and Beethoven were admirably performed and serv-

ed to sandwich the German novelttes perfectly.

Mdme. Bentham Fernandez and Mr. Beniham were

the vocalists, and sang extracts from "Don Giovanni,"

"Le Xozze," aud "// Trovalore" with every grace of

expression.

—

Orchestra, Feb. 2.

MoxDAT PopcLAK CONCERTS.—On Saturday the

400th concert of the series was celebrated in a worthy
fashion. Besides the usual quartet, appeared Mme.
Goddard as pianist and Mr. Sims Reeves as singer.

The room was naturally crowded. The chief piece

wa,s Mozart's D major quintet, with Mme. Ne'rnda,

MM. Straus, Ries, Piatti and Zerbini : the closing

quartet was that in B minor by Mendelssohn. Mme.
Goddard, who played Har.del's ' Suite de Pieces" in

E major, including the "Harmonious Blacksmith,"
was encored as a matter of course ; and Mr. Sims
Reeves's fate in "Adelaida" was equally easy to pre-

dict. On Monday Mme. Arabella Goddard reap-

peared for the purpose of offering a tribute to the

memory of Dussck, whose sonata in C minor (one of

the three dedicated to dementi) held the place of

honor on the programme. It was a first performance.

The composition is in three movements—a bold open-

ing*allegro with good contrasts of episodical subjects

—an interesting adagio marked by tender and pathet-

ic melody and containing clever modulations—and

an animiiieil rondo, wherein the brilliancy of the

themes affords every opportunity for a pianist like

Mme. Goddard. The whole work is admirably laid

out—the form is perfect, yet the composer's genius

show.s itself unconstrained. It need not be added

that the execution was all that those acquainted with

the artist were entitled to expect—a finished perform-

ance, in short. This sonata will be heard again with

increased interest. Mozart's sonata in B flat for

piano and violin brought the two ladies together.

Schumann's string quartet in A minor and Hum-
mera well known D minor septet made up the in-

strumental programme, the latter taking in Mme.
Goddard (pianoforte), MM. Radcliffe (flute). Barret
(oboe), Paquis (corno). Sharp (viola), Piatti (violon-

cello), and Reynolds ('double b^ss). The vocalist
was Mr. Bentham, who sang Gluck's "Sin dall' eta,"

and Schubert's "Evening Breezes" in a thoroughly
praiseworthy manner. Sir Julius Benedict accompa-
nied with customary delicacy.

—

Ibid.
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Chamber Music.

[The brevity of several of tbeae notices is owing to the fact

that we wrote them for our last number, while our space was

growing "beautifully less," and they failed to gain admission

after alt.]

Ernst Perabo's third Matinee (Feb. 2) offered a

more interesting programme than before. Beetho-

ven's short Sonata in two movements (op. 78, F
sharp major), one of his most unique and beautiful,

was very finely played, saving a tendency to hurry In

the fiery first Allegro. Mr. Perabo's arrangement

for two hands of the Andante from Norbert Burg
miiller's unfinished Symphony, op. II, grew in in-

terest as it went on. A Prelude and Minuet by

Krause, op. 13, had more of life and individuality

than the preceding specimens of that composer. A
four-hand arrangement (played with Mr. Lang) of

the heretofore unknown "Tragic Symphony," in C
minor, by Schubert, in four movements, which is by

no means comparable to the great one in C major,

made a very agreeable impression ; the slow move-

ment has a deep and tender beauty. We sympathize

to a great extent, however, with those who ask:

"Why play arrangements, when there is so much fine

music written for the piano which we have not heard?"

Besides, four hands on the piano give a very vague

idea of a Symphony which one has not heard already

from the. orchestra.

Very much to our regret we had to lose Mr. Pera-

bo's fourth and last Matinee, with the most interest-

ing programme of them all. We look to Mr. Pera-

bo alone among our concert-givers for a hearing of

that last of Beethoven's Sonatas, of which he has

made a special and a very earnest study ; and strange

as the work is, he always interests his audience with

it. The Advertiser says ;

Mr. Perabo's Fourth and Last Matinee Concebt was given

at the Wesleyan Hall yesterday afternoon in the presence of a

line audience. The programme was of unusual interest, in-

cluding two numbers which were hpard in Boston for the first

time. The concert opened with Beethoven's Sonata in C-mi-

nor, op. Ill, which was rendered in a very thoughtful and

zealous, if not imsginative, sfcyle. The serenoia from Ben*

nett's Son ata, op 13, and the gavotte by Auguste Dupont,

from '^Trois Daiises clans Je Style awcic7i," which were given

by Mr. Perabo at one of his earlier concerts, were repeated by

request, and it gives us pleasure to flay that Mr. Perabo im-

proved greatl . upon his former rendering of the serenata,

making a great advance in the delicacy of his treatment. Four

of a get oi prmlwlien, by Friedrich Gernsheim, op. 2, composi-

tions new to this city, made up together the third number of

the programme. They proved to be bright and interesting

little THOTceaux, the fifth and sixth especially being full of

what the Germans call ''fresh life," and they lost none of their

interest under Mr. Perabo's vigorous hands. The great fea-

ture of the concert, however, was a symphony in B flat major

by Schubert, composed in 181.5, arranged for four hands by

Ilugo Ulrlch, and, in that form only, just published in Leip-

sic. The symphony was in four movements : a. Allegro ; b.

An'lanlrrnnwoto; c. MrjiJielto ; d. Finale—Allegro vii'ace ;

and it was finely performed by Mr. Perabo. Without at-

tempting any analysis of so extended a work we may say that

it WHS of great interest throughout and that its second and

fourth movement.s were peculiarly beautiful and inspiring.

The Allegro abounded in pure and strongly-defined melody,

but was more like a movement from a sonata than from a sym-

phony ; and on first impression it seemed as if the Menuotto

might have been written by any well-instructed composer.

But the Andante and the Finale were noble in their strength

and breadth of style, and impressed alike by the richnessand

sng^eativenessof their melodies and by the warmth and full-

nesfl of their harmonies.

Mendelssohn's Birthday was celebrated on

Saturday evening, Feb. 3, by the Qcintette Clue
which bears his name, at the house of Mr, Thomas
Rtan. a goodly number of the old friends of the

Club were present as invited gnests ; the adornments

of the rooms were in the highest degree aesthetic and

appropriate ; the whole sphere and spirit of the place

in triumphant contrast to the bitter storm that raged

without ; and the music (all from Mendelssohn) was

most choice, fraught with dear associations with the

first days of the Club (founded in 1849), and all exe-

cuted con amore, Mr. Lang taking the part set down
to Mr. Parker, whom the storm detained.

Quartet, No. 1.

Duet: "0 Wert thou in the cauld blast."
Mrs. Weston and Mrs. Sawyer.

Andante and variations for Piano and Violoncello, op. 17.

Messrs. Lang and Fries.

"Song, "Zuleika."
Mrs. Weaton.

Songs without words, for Piano.
J. C. D. Parker.

Quintet in B Bat, op. 87.

Miss Anna Mehug has given a second series of

three Piano-forte Recitals in Mechanics' Hall, before

audiences of the same appreciative character, if not

quite so large in number as before (that was not to be

expected), yet increasing from concert to concert.

The first occurred on Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 7,

offering perhaps the finest programe of either series.

It began with I^eethoven's "Sonata appassionata"

(op. 57, F minor) , as some publisher has named it.

It is full of fire and passion to be sure, both in the

opening and the final Allegro with its wild fugue-like

impetuosity, and of deep, solemn, tranquil feeling in

the Andante and its thoughtful variations. Mi^i

Mehlig was soon absorbed in the spirit of the music,

and through all its phases of expression did rare jus-

tice to the work. For all its strength and all its del-

icacy she was in feeling, in understanding and in

technical ability prepared. One reads this in her

look and action, as well as in the tones struck out or

flowing from her fingers.

Then came a great piano work by Bach, wdiich

had been played in one of the Symphony Concerts by

Miss Krebs : the Clxromatic Fantasia and Fugue. Ad-

mirably as it was then brought out, with what seemed

perfect clearness and precision, the present rendering

made it still more beautiful ; for to those qualities

Miss Mehlig added a more subtle and poetic charm.

Our only question was whether those great mountain

chains of full chords, which alternate with the won-

derful fragmentary recitative of the first part, had

better be run both up and down in arpeggio phrases,

as Miss Mehlig played them, and according to what

we understand to be the traditional way ; or whether

they would not stand in grander contrast with the

recitative by being built up solidly from base to sum-

mit without the descending process. The loveliness

of the Fugue, in F major, was made quite apprecia-

ble to all, however slight their technical acquaintance

with the Fugue principle and form.

The Co/5n"cc/o by Mendelssohn, No. I of Op. "3,

in A minor, one of the most fresh, original and beau-

tiful of his smaller creations, was a charming piece to

follow. And Schubert's quaint, half-playful, piquant

Impromptu in B flat—Andante with ingenious, fasci-

nating Variations, was "recited" to a charm. Three

little pieces by Schumann followed fitly : first, a Ro-

manza in F sharp ; then two of the most characteris-

tic of the Waldsccnen, so fragrant of the woods,

namely: "The bird as prophet" and the "Hunting

Song," of which we spoke not long ago when Mr.

Leonhard played them. They were most welcome

again, and suflx^red nothing in the execution, though

somewhat in their isolation from the charmed circle

of the dozen little pieces. The familiar Chopin Polo-

naise in A flat, played with a superb fire and freedom,

closed a concert that was thoroughly enjoyed.

The second Recital (Saturday, Feb. 10) oflxjrod

these selections :
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Fantaaie and Senate Moiart.

(a. AlleRretto Uaydn.

j b. Impromptu. Aflat Schubert.

(c. Caprice Mendelssohn.
Etude Symphonique Schumann.

( Imptomptu . A flat Chopin.

I Gnomenraigen Seeliog.

Barcarolle Rubinstein.

Valse "__
Tannhaeuser Marsch Liszt.

The best known of Mozart's piano works, perhaps,

the Fantasia in C minor, with its great length, so apt

to prove fatiguing in a public performance, and still

requiring the Sonata in three movements for its com-

pletion, was a pretty good test of the pianist's power

of keeping the interest alive throughout a very long

and (many would say) somewhat faded classic of our

school days. That the work at every point is beauti-

ful, poetic, full of meaning, every one knows who

ever studied it in the right moment by himself; but

it is a dangerous task for any but an artist of the first

rank in a concert room. Miss Mehlig met its full

requirements. The little Rondo of Haydn blazed up

as cheerfully after it, as the sudden rekindling of the

fire upon the hearth after you have long sat musing

while the room grew dark ; and that whole triplet of

little pieces was most charming, the artist entering

fully into the mood of each.

Of Schumann's " Etude Si/mphonique, en forme de

variations,"—one of his earlier, but decidedly one of

his very greatest pianoforte works—wo had occasion

to speak once before, some five years ago, when it

was played for the first time here by Mr. Perabo in a

Symphony Concert. We do not remember that it

has ever been played here again nntil now. Schu-

mann takes for his theme a very pregnant, grand and

solemn melody in C sharp minor, invented by an

amateur, and first states it with an almost orchestral

breadth of harmony, in a style most grandiose and

impressive. Then he proceeds to develop and bring

out all its hidden meaning in a series of twelve re-

markable "variations," or rather transformations,

—

such variations as Beethoven sometimes wrote ; for

each one is a marvellous surprise, a positive addition

to the thought, although the outlines of the original

theme are always discernible and bind the whole to-

gether. There is great contrast in them ; they trav-

erse a wide range of shifting moods and fancies, with

a deep feeling always underlying ; and the series con-

cludes with a powerful march, which is worked

out at length as if with an inexhaustible momentum.
Very few piano compositions (which mean anything)

are nearly as difficult, and so tax the whole strength

as well as finer faculties of the performer. Miss

Mehlig's rendering was a signal triumph both in exe-

cution and poetic reproduction.

The other pieces were all made as interesting as

need be in their several ways ; the "Dances of the

Gnomes" by Seeling (whoever he may be) being a

pretty fancy; the Rubinstein Barcarolle quite true to

its title ; while in the Minstrels' March to the Con-

test, from Tujmhaiiser, Liszt shows his great gift for

transcription in a unique and most successful manner.

Monday afternoon, Feb. 12, brought the series to a

close which seemed too speedy. Here is the pro-

gramme as printed :

Sonata, D minor. Op Beethoven.
Prasludium and Fugue, G minor, for the Organ. . . .Bach.

Arranged for Piano by Liszt.

Nachtstueck Schumann.
Toccata "

Waldesrauachen, Elfenreigen and Ave Maria,
Etudes de Concert Lipzt.

Soirees de Vienne Tausig.
Scherzo, B minor Chopin.

The Beethoven Sonata, Op. 31, No. 2,—some-

times associated with Shakspeare's "Tempest"—was

interpreted with a fine and true poetic feeling. Tech-

nical finish, light and shade, &c., are presupposed in

all this lady's renderings. The great Organ Fanta-

sia and Fugue of Bach in G minor, as transcribed by

Liszt, was no novelty to those who had heard Miss

Mehlig during the two past years. Yet it can never

be other than new and grand and inexhaustible, how-

ever many times one hears it played in such consum-

mate style. After this gigantic work, another fol-

lowed : a repetition, by request, of the "Etudes Sym-

phoniques," instead of the two less important Schu-

mann pieces set down in the programme. Of course

on further acquamtance the audience were still more

impressed by it, and the interpreter seemed almost to

have improved upon her own admirable rendering.

The three pieces by Liszt were strange enough, and

affected various listeners in widely different degrees

of liking and dislike. The " WaMesrauschen" (which

we suppose means the rush of the wind through the

woods) was to us more wild and fearful than it was

musical. The "Elfenreigen" (Dances of the Elves)

had been played here by Miss Topp, and is a pretty

fairy fancy. The Ave Maria had a certain as it were

mystical monotony, keeping one a long time on the

rack of expectation of something coming, which must

have come while our thoughts were wool-gathering

if it came at all.

Miss Mehlig will return next month to play in a

couple of concerts to be given by Mr. Peck.

Mr. B. J. Lang began his second series of four

Concerts, at the Globe Theatre again, on Thursday,

Feb 14, at 3 p.m. The attendance was flattering

both in character and numbers; the social and artis-

tic atmosphere and the surroundings very pleasant'

The programme consisted of three numbers, all clas-

sical and choice, and works of importance. He had

the aid of the Mendelssohn Quintette CInb, who con-

tributed the opening piece, the genial and beautiful

string Quartet by Mozart (No. 8) in F. It was im-

possible not to enjoy it, especially the slower second

movement {Allegretto], although the four instruments

had not established so perfect a mutual understand-

ing as they might have done. There was a good

deal of scrambling through the intricate mazes of the

swift Finale. Next, for a Piano Solo, Mr. Lang

played a very large and serious Nocturne by Chopin

in C minor (op. 48), one very seldom heard in con-

cert rooms, but one of the noblest and profoundest of

them all in its deep mood of feeling. Beginning

calmly, grandly, it is treacherously easy for a while

;

but as "the heart muses the fire burns," the music

grows excited and more full of movement, offering

strange problems for the fingers with no time to think

how they may best be solved. Mr. Lang had no dif-

ficulty, however, and made all clear and effective to

the end. To eke out its brevity he also played one

of the most admired of Chopin's Ballades with rare

grace and finesse.

The piece de resistance was the second Piano Con-

certo of Beethoven, in B flat, op. 19, never played

but once before in Boston, we believe, and then by

Mr. Lang himself with orchestra in a Symphony Con-

cert. This time he had for accompaniment a second

piano (Mr. Sumner), the string Quartet (Schultze,

Meisel, Ryan and Frieis), a Double Bass and a

flute (Heindl). It is not one of Beethoven's three

great Concertos ; the step from this to No. 3, in C

minor, is about as wide as that from the second to the

Heroic Symphony. The first movement {Allegro con

In'o), with a long orchestral introduction, is a little

thin and commonplace for Beethoven, but genial and

Mozartish, and summed up with a good deal of effect

in the Cadenza by Moscheles, and Mr. Lang made

the most of it. The Adagio, with its wealth of deli-

cate florid embellishments was rendered with the ut-

most evenness and fineness ; and the piquant Rondo

(Allegro molto), 6-8 measure, was made as bright and

crisp as possible. It was an admirable rendering

throughout.

Mr. Lang's second concert will bo on Thursday,

Feb. 29, the programme consisting of Beethoven's

String Quartet in F minor. No. 7 ; four Nocturnes

by Schumann, op. 23 ; and Mendelssohn's Sonata in

D, op. 58, for Piano and Violoncello.

NiLSSON Opera. The Swedish singer with all

her fascination is again with us,—only for these two

weeks, and, sad to say, upon a Farewell visit ! The

operas this week have been Mignon (first time). Era

Dtavolo, Lucia, and Trovalore; and "Mignon" will

be repeated, there is no need to tell, this ajlernoon.

Of the brilliant success of the opening night, and

Nilsson's most unique and marvellously beautiful and

touching impersonation, both in voice and action, of

Mignon we must speak next time, for now we go to

press too early on account of the Nation's Holiday.

Robert Fkanz. The concert to be given by

Messrs. Leonhard and Eichberg, in honor of this

noble song composer and interpreter of Bach and

Handel, will take place next Saturday evening,

March 2, at the beautiful Mechanics' Hall in Bedford

Street. Tickets, at $2,00, sold privately. Pro-

gramme of the very choicest.

George L. Osgood. Under the head "Music

Abroad" will be found an account of our young Bos-

ton Tenor's first concert, given in Vienna, and with

marked success. For four years and a half he has

been studying hard in Germany and Italy, and is now
beginning to show the fruits. On the 27th ult. Mr.
Osgood was to sing in the Singakademie at Halle, at

the personal request of Robert Franz, who esteems

him as a singer admirably qualified to give the

true expression to his songs. (Mr. Otto Dresel, still

in Leipzig, was to go over to play his accompani-
ments). On the 6th Feb. he was to sing in Ham-
burg in the first production of the Franz arrange-

ment of Handel's "i' Allegro ed il Pensieroso ;" and
again in the Hamburg Philharmonic Concert an
Aria and songs. Afterwards in Dresden, Berlin,

Breslau, &c. People in Germany seem to be aston-

ished that "an American" should become a German
*

'Liedersaenger

.

"

After a brief stay in London, Osgood will proba-

bly return to us next summer, and be of great ser-

vice to us in the Oratorios and nobler kinds of con-

certs.

Wagner in Italt. The letter from Florence on

the first pages of this paper comes to us from a dis-

tinguished source : Madame Laussot, who is the

soul and actual conductress of the "Cherubini Socie-

ty," of whose doings we have given some accounts

from time to time. Her views are well expressed and
entitled to high consideration. But we may question

whether she has rightly guessed the secret of the in-

terest which the Italians have begun to feel in Wag-
ner. We do not think the Italians are any fresher

and more open to new manifestations of genius than

the Germans ; nor are the latter any more, nor half

so much the slaves of theories and of traditions, as

the former. Is it not rather due to that sensational-

ism, that eagerness for new "efl'ects," &c., to which
the Italians have been so long educated through their

own Verdi and the like 1

u\n\ Correspitkitre.

New York, Feb. 12.—The representation of

three really (70orf operas (two of which are new to

most of us) in one week, is certainly a subject for

congratulation, and this is what the Parepa-Rosa

troupe has done, besides giving ns three works of or-

dinary merit.

"La Gazza Ladra," "The Marriage of Figaro,"

"The Water-Carrier"—all are so beautiful that I can

only make use of the expression once applied to

Dickens' novels, and say, "the best is the one I last

heard."

First in order came "La Gazza Ladra," an opera

which, though it is performed in Paris, has not been

given, I believe, in New York, for twenty years.

The lively, but somewhat absurd story, on which the

Libretto is founded, can be traced back to a French

drama "La Pie Voleuse," which, it is said, caught

the eye of Paer, who thought he would like to set it

to music ; but cruel Rossini, learning of this, coolly

sat down, scribbled for a day or two, after his usual

manner, and created a work which ranks with "Wm.
Tell" [1j and the immortal "Barber." If the work it-

self is new to us, not so the beautiful overture which

every one knows as well as the old story of the young
man in the pit [query : was his name Jos^ ?] at Mi-
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Ian, who was so irritated by the roll of the drums, in

the opening, that he swore he would hare the compo-

ser's blood, and went about for days with a stiletto in

the hope of meeting him.

The opera was given here in four acts, with Mrs.

Van Zandt as Ninetta. She sang well, and gained

much applause, particularly in the famous cavatina

;

"Di piacer mi balza il cor." The opera also con-

tains some charming music for the contralto, which

was agreeably rendered by Mrs. Seguin, who pleased

also by her acting, a point in which most of the

troupe fail.

One of the finest numbers is the magnificent pre-

ghiera in the first act : "Ah nume benefico," which is

suggestive of Mozart. Mr. Rosa deserves the grati-

tude of the public for giving us this admirable work.

By all means let us hear more of it;

Next came Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro," which

was sung with the usual abridgement of the last act,

Mme. Parepa, of course, taking the role of Susanna,

and, as there are so many beautiful numbers in which

she takes part, this evening was perhaps the most

enjoyable of all.

This brings us to the "Water-Carrier," the analy-

sis of which was recently published in your columns

This noble work (and here again Mr. Rosa should

be thanked) was produced last Saturday evening.

One hearing of such a work can convey but a faint

idea of its merits, although the overture and one of

the entr'actes are not new to me.

No better interpretation could be desired than that

which Mme. Rosa gave to such music as fell to her

share, and in her only solo she was most heartily

enccred.

Some fault might be found with the chorus, and

the want of a good tenor was painfully apparent in

this, as in all the representations during the week.

The orchestra was too loud, thus marring the effect

of the first number (Savoyard's Song, G minor), but

this is apt to be the case. The other representations

given during the week, were : "Un Ballo in Mas-

chera," "Maritana," and (Saturday Matinee) "The

Bohemian Girl."

The audience was good throughout the week, and

at the matine'e, the house was literally crammed.

—

Query,— If a more namby-pamby opera than the

"Bohemian Girl'' could be written, would a building

like the Boston Colosseum be large enough to con-

tain the crowds of delighted hearers it would attract ?

Leaving the Academy it is but a few steps to a

dimly lighted room, at one end of which we descry

two grand pianos. This also is well-filled, and the

crowd extends far out into the great Hall which

opens behind it. Here there is such hushed and

breathless attention to the music that we might im-

agine ourselves at the Salle Pleyel in Paris, were it

not for the absence of that frequent and quick mur-

mur of approbation, during the performance of a

rnorcenu, which does more to encourage the artist than

the solid round of applause which follows.

It is the second of those agreeable matinees at

Steinway's which I mentioned in my last letter.

Here is the programme :

Trio. F major, op. Vi Schumann.
Messra. Mills, Saraaate andBergner.

Cavatina. "Betly"' Donizetti.
Mrs. Plilllp D, Oulager.

Fantasie. On Gouno-fs "Faust" Saraaate.
S«nor Saraaate.

Dno. gonate in A, op, 60 Beethoven.
Mr. S. B. -Milla and Mr F. Bergner.

Fantaate. "Midaommer Nieht'8 Dream" F, Liazt.

Mr. 8. B. Mills.

Song. "I^jve Dreama." ( with Violin Obllgato.) .Dachaner.
Mra. Philip D. Gulager and Senor Saraaate.

Melancolie Prume.
Senor Saraaate,

Duo for two Pianos. Rondo, C major Chopin.
Mr, Wm. F. Mllla and Mr, S. B. Mills.

Schumann's noble Trio and the Beethoven Duo
were executed in a masterly manner, as might have

been expected.

Signor Sarasate gained much applause in his piece

de resistance (Fantaisie on Faust) and played for en-

core, a lovely cradle song (violin and piano). The

other solo pieces I did not hear. The well-known

Rondo in C major which ended the programme was

well played. How wonderfully beautiful it is no one

who has ever heard it need be told.

The Onslow Quintette Soiree is announced for to-

morrow evening at Chickerings, and Santley will

sing in "Zampa" this evening. Some of the papers

naively hope that "his previous success in the concert

room will be confirmed in the more trying ordeal or

of Opera." a. a c.

Cairo. M. Reyer, the well-known musical critic

who had gone to Egypt expressly in order to be pres-

ent at the first representation of Verdi's new opera,

Aida, sends a long account of the new work by the

author of the Trovatore to the Journal des D^bats.

After having been present at three performances, and
after a careful study of the score, M. Reyer is of

opinion that Verdi's new opera is "a very remarka-
ble and interesting work, certain to be appreciated in

France as well as in Italy." Verdi, M. Reyer thinks,

has made decided progress.

"Certainly the old Verdi still survives ; we find

him, in Aida, with his exaggerations, his sharp op-

positions, his negligencies of stvie, and his wildness

{emportemens). But another Verdi, touched with

Germanism, also manifests himself, with a clever

manner, with a science and tact of which we did not
think him capable; with all the artifices of fugue and
counterpoint, coupling tones with rare ingenuity,

breaking the old forms of melody, even those of his

own preference, . . . giving to the accompani-
ment more interest, often more importance than the

melody itself. . . . Those who know the abrupt
nature and the undisciplined character of the Italian

master will see something more and something better

than vague promises for the future in the aspirations

and tendencies which Aida reveals."

The manner in which the libretto of Aida was
written is somewhat curious. M. Mariette, the cele-

brated Egyptologist, first wrote the story in French
prose ; it was then turned into French verse, by M.
Camille du Lode, and finally put into Italian verse

by Signor Ghislanzoni. The scene of action is at

Memphis and Thebes, at the "time of the power of

the Pharaohs"—not a very precise date, as M. Reyer
remarks. The curtain rises on the garden of the

king's palace at Memphis. The high priest. Ram-
phis, enters to announce to Radames, Captain of the

Royal Guard, that the Ethiopians are in revolt, and
threaten to invade the valley of the Nile. The sacred

liis has been consulted, and has named the warrior

who is to repel the foe. Radames mentally hopes
that he may be the leader chosen by the deity to save

his country, in order that he may he allowed to wed
Aida, the favorite slave of his royal master. He is

unaware that Aida is really the daughter of the king
of Ethiopia, whom he hopes to help to conquer, and
that Amneris, her mistress, is in love with himself.

It is soon announced by the King that the choice of

the deity has fallen on Ramadfes, who is solemnly
invested with the sacred armor in the temple of

Vulcan (sic). The solemn scene in the temple, with

mystic dances and religious hymns, is said by M.
Beyer to be one of the most successful, as well as one
of the most highly colored, of the whole opera. The
second act opens in a saloon in the palace of the

Princess Amneris. Here Aida, led on by the kind-

ness of her mistress, confesses her love for Radamfes.

A violent scene of jealousy takes place, which is bro-

ken off by the return of Radamfes in triumph, after a

victory over the father of the unfortunate Aida. This
return of Radames is of course the occasion of a

splendid procession, which is closed by a group of

Ethiopian prisoners, amid whom is Amonasro, the

father of Aida. The king gives his daughter Amneris
to Uadamfes, as a recompense for his success. The
next scene shows us Amonasro begging his daughter
to steal from her lover the secret of his plans against

the Ethiopians, who have again risen in revolt. Aida
promises, hoping to be able to fly to her own land

with her father and lover. She obtains the secret

from Ramadfes, who is at once surprised and denounc-
ed by Amneris. The last scene shows Radamfes and
Aida in prison, both condemned to die. The curtain

falls on their lamentations and hopes of meeting in

another world.

M. Reyer can find no words sufficient to express

his admiration for the scenery and costume, both of

which have been executed under the superintendence

of Mariette-Bey, and are consequently of rigorous

archaeological exactitude. "The execution is excel-

lent." In short, M. Reyer is in ecstasies ; but, as he
tells UB that he has met with an excellent reception

from the Khedive, we may perhaps ascribe some of

his enthasiasm to the natural partiality of a musician

for a Prince who brings out new operas on such a

magnificent scale.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Published by OliTerDltson & Co.

Vocals with Piano Accompaniment*

Annabel Lee. 4. E to e. Leslie. 40
*' It was many and many a year ago

In a kingdom by the sea,

That a maiden lived that you may know
By the name of Annabel Lee."

The well-known lines by Poe, set to pretty music,
with the appropriate ''shiTer" in the melody.

Maudie and the Blue bird. 2. C to d. Hackleton. 30
" Gay little blue-bird, up in the tree,

Merrily pinging a sorg for me."
A beautiful little song for a girl or boy. As sucli

songs are not over plenty, secure it for your juvenile

friends.

Shall I win her if I woo her ? 3. B6 tof. Femald. 30
*' Love was never deeper, truer,

Where the angel footsteps fell ?"

Sweet song by an anxious lover. Anxious lovers

will please notice the price and enclose ;—will be sent,
post-paid, &c.

Love ia at the Helm. Barcarolle. 3. C to f.

Thomas. 40
*' By shores of chilling sadness,

Where sorrows overwhelm,
We'll glide in peaceful gladness,
For Love is at the helm I"

A Barcarolle or boat-song, with a very graceful,

gliding movement. Composed for Santley.

There's a heart beating for somebody, 3. E6 to g.

McFarren. 30
" Rainy and rough sets the day,.

There's a heart beating for somebody.
"^

The well-known beautiful words by Chas. SwaJBr
One of the sweetest of "welcome home" songs.

I nstramental*

Elk's Galop. 3. F. Wellman. 40
Dedicated to the N. T. Lodge, B. P, O. E., whatever

that may be, and is spirited, pretty, easy, and bril-

liant, and has a handsome title.

Rays of Sunlight Galop. 3. B6. Femald, 40
Quite easy with the exception of the octave passages,

and pretty throughout. Fine portrait of C. H. Phil-
lips on the title.

Taubert's Cradle Son^. 3. D. 30
Farfaletta Mazurka. 3. C, 30

are Nos. 26 and 27 of KinkeTs "Crystal Gems."
The author has the happy tact of arranging music
simply without spoiling it. Very good instructive

pieces, as are the others of the set.

Stockton House Quadrille. 4. H, Sanderson, 60
Fine view of the great hotel mentioned above is on

the title page. The Quadrille itself ia massive, bril-

liant,—powerful,—in the characteristic style of the
composer. Must be splendid when performed by a
full bandf for a large company of dancers, such as

might be assembled in the great balls of the '*Stock-

ton."

The Rocky Mountains "Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West. 3. Daly. 40
Not the "Far West, ''as the "Rockies" are now some-

where near the centre of civilization . The waltzes are
well put together, have a bright, metallic brilliancy,

and must, in those regions so recently a wilderness,

be agreeable substitutes for the music of the dances
of our copper-colored brethren.

Six Recreations Enfantines. Becker.

No. 1. Rondino. 10

2. Sad Story. 10

3. Cuckoo's Galop. 10

4. Let us play Soldiers. 10
5. Hunting Song. 10
6. Evening Song. 20

They are about of the 3d degree of difficulty, and
Tory correctly and "classically" composed. Will

please teachers who need short and cheap pieces for

young scholars, a little advanced in their studies.

Books*

The Offertorium. A Complete Collection of

Music for the Catholic Church. Wm. 0. Fiske.

Cloth, S2.75 ; Boards, S2.50

Masses, Vespers, Anthems, Hymns for Offer-

tory, Benediction, and all Special Occasions.

A Requiem Mass, Holy Week Services, Re-

sponses, &c.
A large number of pieces, most of them having the

recommendation of being not difficult, and within the
reach of ordinary singers.

Wilson's Book of Chants. Henrv WHson.

Organist at Christ Church, Hartford Conn.
Boards, Si.75; Cloth, 2.00

Includes many Chants which have been great favor-

ites in Hartford, and will be, no doubt, wherever prac-

tised.

Abdbeviatiohb.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &o.

aamall Itoman letter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

an i(a/tc letter the highest note, \f above the staff.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct.. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

OLiIVSR DITSOIff <£ GO.^
BOSTOIV. OR G. H. DITSOIV A GO.^

EDWIN CHRISTIE'S SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLIKG.

Song and Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

Very beautiful Illustrated Title t Group of

Angels bearing a child.

" Angels took away our darling

We shall listen nevermore
To thope merry little footsteps

That would meet us at the door."

Words by Geo. Cooper. Exceedingly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air,

And I live in the beautiful sunlight,

And have not a sorrow or care."

A very merry song, and Beautiful Illustrated

Title. Croquet Scene, with the Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorus. 3. Ed to e. 40

" Down by the sea-side sadly I weep.
Dreaming of days that are fled,

Still in my bosom sadly T keep

Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautiful. Illustrated Title.

O, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. Gtof. 30
" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep.

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep

As mem'ry recalls each heart that I know."

A pleasing reminiscence of borne.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. Ftof. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

" Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know.
Tell me the reason I pray you, tell.

Always at twilight so weary you grow.
Tell your own darling who loves you BO well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo, Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Charminc; picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus.

*' Gone to yonder happy home.
Sadly round her bed we weep.

Angels bade our darling come.
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be
nothing that will cause emotion sooner than
Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Chorus. *'0 hiss roe, dear mother, and weep not for me.
The beautiful home of the angels I see

;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey.
The angels are coming to show me the way,"

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty pictare of the

pretty Schoolma'am, surrounded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

** It stands beside the mossy way.
In mem'ry's dream again.

And still I bless it day by day.
The School-house in the Lane."

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

Words by E. Field-OUT IN THE STORM.
ing. 2. D to d.

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam.
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone."

Song and Chorus.
"Out in the Cold."
pretty.

Same general style as

Simple, affecting and

The above songs, with other good onos, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addie by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church," "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easy to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELLMAN'S SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. F to </.

Illustrated Title. Portrait of Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight I ponder,

While I dream of them and thee,

Don't forget, tho' far I wander.
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true

;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's face graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

40

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait of Miss Ludlow

on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to g. 40

Cho.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go.

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow.

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair.

My darling, my angel, my Mollie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE ' TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TR0UBLE§tYOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. Ftof.

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this a^ice, now do.

And never trouDle trouble, boys,

Till trou]i>le troubles you.

A Motto for every man, and gracefully ren-

dered in music.

30

WATCH AND PRAY. Sacred Song, Daet
and Quartet. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3.

Ftof. 3S
" Sow thy seed with golden grain.

Rest ye not in sun and rain.
Unto thee shall fall the gain.
Watch and pray I"

These golden words are set to appropriate
music, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE

!

3. E6to^.
Fine Lithograph Title.

" Don't borrow tronble Love,
Heed not the morrow.

Good time for grieving, love,

When comes the sorrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorus.

40

Three Beautiful Songs hy Three Talented Authors.

SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words by Mrs. A. L. Angler. Music by

Bev. L. H. Angier. Song and Chorus. 3.

Eft to e.

" Spero Meliora ! tho' trouble be near.

This motto the sorrow bowed spirit can cheer,

Spero Meliora I this watchword can give

Fresh courage to labor, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. D6 to f.

By Gaston Lyle. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from its nest, in my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue.

He placed on my iiand a jewel rare.

And whispered soft, as he held it there.

Tender and true ! Adieu !"

KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

Aft to e. Song and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Music by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" The silver stars were peeping in the twilight.

The jeweled moon was rising in her queenly state.

When in my joy I clasped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gate."
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JAMES M. WEHLI'S COMPOSITIONS.

Messrs. Ditson & Co. beg to draw attention to the publications of this eminent and

popular composer. Among the pieces enumerated below vvill be found all classes of com-

positions to suit the brilliant as well as the junior pianist. Some of the pieces are well

adapted for school teaching. "We annex a few " opinions " by persons who have heard the

compositions.

SILVER BELLS, 75 Cents.
" An exquisite little work of the caprice order"

—

Herald, N. Y.

One of the most popular pieces of the day, and has sold by thousands.

SLEIGH RIDE, 75 Cents.
" A brilliant, characteristic work in semi-galop style. There is dash in it from beginning to end."

—

Herald. N. Y.

HARPE AEOLIENNE, 60 Cents.
A beautiful study in arpeggios, with a simple pretty melody attached. Admirably adapted for young

ladies at schools.

MARCHE DE NUIT, $1.00.

"A composition of great merit, both as to melody and treatment."— Weekly Review.

SANS SOUCI GALOP, 75 Cents.

One of the most effective and brilliant Galops ever written. It is a splendid concert piece, and is admi-

rably adapted for private concerts.

MINNEHAHA "LAUGHING WATER," 75 Cents.

Rather difficult, but an exceedingly useful study. Very descriptive, and if well played sounds like fall-

ing water.

NECK AND NECK GALOP, 75 Cents.

Well adapted for junior pupils. It is brilliant, and improves Octave playing.

"FLOATING ON THE BREEZE," 75 Cents.
"A most cKarminp; composiiiuii. The melody is beautiful in itself, and the arpeggios surrounding it

make it a perfect drawing room piece. Nothing has been written of late years that will make so much effect

with so few difficulties."

—

Times.

MARCHE DES VIVANDIERES, $L0O.

"A rousing military piece. We could almost fancy the Zouaves marching past as we heard it, and

the celebrated ' pas de charge ' created an immense enthusiasm. M. Wehli played it as he can only play,

but we should like many of our amateurs to take it up, as it is a piece that will always win the admiration

of the hearer."

—

Neio Orleans Paper.

POLKA BOHEMIENNE, $1.00.

A quaint and odd piece. The melody is perfectly beautiful, but the treatment quite novel. Destined

to be the most popular piece of the day.

BLUE DANUBE. Strauss.

Transcribed by Wehli. $1.00.

Brilliant, effective and sparkling. The best concert piece ever heard. Will always create an enthusi-

asm, being «o popular and taking.

HOME SWEET HOME, 60 Cents.

FOR LEFT HAND ALONE.

The only correct copy of the transcription, and which Mr. Wehli plays with such success.

Mr. AVehli's other compositions include the well-known

MARCHE DES AMAZONES, $1.00.

One of the most striking pieces ever published. Also his

POLKA DE CONCERT, $1.00, and

ROMANCE NOUVELLE, $1.00,

OLIVER OIT.SOIT & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DIT.SO.\ & CO., I¥ew York.

Immense Success of Ditson & Co.'s

MUSICAL TREASURE!"
1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days!

A Second Edition N'otv Rectdy,

"Ditson & Co.. hare exactly met the popular taste by this
publication. We find here such songs as NilsBOn's *'Sprine
and Autumn," Hullah's "Storm," and "Three Fisher«,"
"Bird.'' ID the Nicht," and "Hush thee," by Sullivan, with a
variety of Sacred and choice College Sonff", and many composi-
tiouif of Handel, Kreutzer, Spohr, Claribel, Root, and others

;

with the waUzes, marches, &c., of Strauss. Offenbach. Junp-
mann, Gottschaik. Spindler, Von Sappe, Kinkel, Budik and
many others We have not space to enumerate the beat pieces
from the Treasure's extensive Cataloerue, but we do not hesi-
tate to say that it is the best collection we have ever =een,
beine; entirely composed of new and popular music."— C^rtV
tian Union.

"This is indeed a rare and complete collection, and we have
seen nothing for years which is so admirably adapted to the
general upe of the musical public aa the Musical Treasure."—N Y. Evening Post.

'*Jnst the Bonk for the Parlor and Home Circle ; containinf;
over 100 selections—being the Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Instrumental."—iV. Y. Star.

Price S3.50 ; Cloth. $300; in Full Gilt, S4.00.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOW & CO.. Wew Tork.

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual ISale 50,000 Copies.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 1 is for bcKiniiers, and
contains "thp first steps"' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN. Wo. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00,

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes, onp-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adaptations to.Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman. Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.

Mr. Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves his reputation, which is

amonff the highest as a composer, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, S2.7.5; in Boards, S2-50.
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

TEN SPLENDID CANTATAS

!

AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET ITS SING. " 38 "
HYMN OP PRAISE. " 50 "
NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM. " 75 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. 50 "
SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg. 75 '•

MORNING. Reiss. . 50 '•

ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Tan Bree. $1.00
WOMAN OP SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50
MAY QUEEN. " 1.00

Liberal discount to Societies.

BAUMBACH'S
Iffeiw GollGction

OF

Sacred Music.
ThoHe who have been anxiously waitrnR for its appearance

may now send theirordern; antlvot «nr w\\\ be dinappointed in

the quality of music. Te Deums^ Benedicitea, Re-
Bponses, Glorias, Anthems^ Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all first class,—none better. Large, clear, legi-

ble typ-*, n great recommeKdatlon.
Price tn Cloth, S2.75 ; Boards, S2.50,
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.
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;

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
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do four lines, do do $15.00.

JOHN S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

S^fentisements.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
IVew Grand Conservatory

and College of Mnsic,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. KE]M"RI SUTTER, Director.

ALL Branches taught accordiog to the Clagsical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Buoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-

ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,

1872- The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 students io attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

A TENOR SIWGER desires a position in some
^^ Quartette Choir, in or near the City. Address, Tenor

806—7Singer, Box 3079 P. 0.

VOICE BUILDING.
A new and correct theory for the mechanical formation of the

Muman yoice,
BY

Dr. H. E. STREETEK.
Price, $1.60.

806—7 WHITE & GOULLAUD, 86 Tremont St.

J. -A.. lilLLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHEE OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
Address at Chickering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street,

Suite 44. 805

EASTER MUSIC.
PUBLISHED. BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO. New York.

LYON & HEALY, Chicago.

CHRIST OUR PASSOVER. J. R. Tkovim. 1.00

*' " Clmpple, .50

" " Rev. Bdivin Coan, .20

CHRIST THE LORD IS RISEN TO-DA Y. Andrews. .50

" " " " Lloyd. .40

EASTER ANTHEM. Ritter. .60

EASTER HYMN. (Morning breaks upon the tomb.)

W. H. Clarke. .50

EASTER ANTHEM. (Christ the Lord is risenj.if. Wilson. .75

CAROLS FOR EASTER AND CHRISTMAS. (Book.)

A. P. Howard. ,50

Foreign & American Mesic Depot,

OLIVER DITSON & CO.'S
STANDARD MUSICAL WOEKS.
CHEAP I ! UNEXCELLED ! !

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Oratorios & Cantatas

No. 610 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. 795-

Stabat Mater 45
Hymn of Praise 50
Walpurgis Night 75
As the Hart pants,(42J Ps.).38
Come let us sIdk (95th''*) .38

Ninety-Eighth Pfalm 75
Woman of Samaria 1 00

50
Mozart's 15tb (Requiem)
Mass

Mozarfs 2nd, 7th & 9th
Masses ea. 75

Mercadante's Mass 3 vole's ,75

Niedermayer's Mass in D. 1 25
Rossini's Mes-spSolennplle 1.60

Weber's Mass in Q 5!l

Weber's MasQ in E flat. . . .75

Southard's Mass in F 38
Southard's Short Mass

in D 38

Full Vocal Score,

Creation $ .50

Messiah 50
Israel in Egypt 50
Judas Maccabaeus 50
Samson 75
St. Paul 75
Elijah 1.00

Athaiia 1.00] Hear my Prayer

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Masses.
Beethoven's Mass in C...$ .50

Bordese's Mass in F 75
Concone's Mass in F 60
Farmer's Mass in B flat.. .75

Gounod's Mass Solennelle .75

Haydn's 3d Maps 45
Haydn's 1st, 2Dd, 3i,4th,

7th and Bth Masses, ea. .75

Haydn's 16th Mass 1.00
De Monti's Mass 75
Mozart's l^t Mass 60
Mozarfs 12th Maes 45'

Complete Operas,
INCLUDING RECITATIVES. $1.00 EACH.

Fadst, FiDELio, Martha, Traviata, Sonnambula, Don
Giovanni, Marriage op Figaro, Norma, Ernani, Preciosa,
Trovatore, Fra Diavolo, Lucretia BoRaiA, Ldcia.

Published in separate form all the leading and famous
Oratorio Choruses, also a fine selection of English
Glees, each nicely printed and having a cover of its own.
Price 6 cents each or 60 cents per dozen.

Selections from "World's Peace Jubilee of 1872, com-
prising seven Choruses and Chorals, each 15 cents or SIO.OO
per hundred.

*:*(.* The above 'ran be had of any Music Dealers, or the Pub-
lishers. Sent, post-paid, otf receipt of price.

OliTer Bitaon &. Co., I C. H. Ditaon Si. Co.,
Boston. 711 Broadway, N. Y.

GLAD TIBIMGS!!
The Beautiful SABBATH SCHOOI. SONG
BOOK with the above Title has received

the Highest Commendations.

Get one and Jutlge foi* Ifourseir.

COMPILED BY

L. 0. Emerson & L. B. Starkweather.

Price in Paper, 30 cts., in Boards, 35 cts.

The OSertorium

!

A New and Complete Collection of Music for the CATHO-

LIC CHURCH. Music not difficult. Suited for Choirs

of all capacities. Fitted for all Common and all Festival

Occasions,

Price in. Cloth, $2.75 ; In Boards, $2.50.

EASTER ANTHEM ! Christ our Passover. Thomas. 1.00

EASTER HYMN! Morning Breaks. Clarke. .50

EASTER ANTHEM ! Christ the Lord. Wilson. .75

GOLDEN

GOLDEN

GOLDEN

GOLDEN

The

GOLDEN GOLDEN

GOLDEN ^ ^"^'""^ ^""9 BooJc. ^^^^^
GOLDEN No Better one Published, golden

GOLDEN Price, 50 Cents. GOLDEN

The above books and pieces sent, post paid, on receipt of

retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO., ISTew York.

§m mmc Ux ^m\\.

VOCAL.
A Cluster of Pearls. Song and Cho.C. H. Smith. 30

On the Sands Vandeivatei-
.

30

Easter Anthem. Christ the Lord is risen to day.

Wilson. 73

After the Opera's over. Comic Lei/hourne. 30

Come home early, Para! Song and Cho.ChriMie. 40

Under the leaves that fall Wan-en. -30

O fair Dove ! fond Dove ! Gatli/. 30

Love will shine all through Pinsuli. 40

Blinks of the StafF. Comic Connolhi. 30

She wandered down the Mountain. Illustrated

Title Chy. 40

Toddling thro' the Landers Connolly. 30

The Dew is Sparkling. (Enblinkt der Thau).
Ruhinslein. 30

Annabel Lee Leslie. 40

M.^ndie and the Blue bird Eaokleton. 30

Shall I win her if I woo her? Fernald. 30

Love is at the Helm. Barcarolle Thomas. 40

There's a heart beating for somebody. .McFairen. 30

Over where the Shamrock grows. Song and
Chorus Dumont. 30

Chicago Eediviva G. U. D. 30

Bird of the Niffht Hackleton. 30

The Sailor's Story Smart. 50

Two Castles." Tours. 40

that we two were Maying Gounod. 40

Te Deum. Aria from "Hamlet." G. S. C. 1.25

The Mississippi Twins Dumont. 40

1 would if I were you Pratt. 40

nrSTBUMEBTTAL

.

Mignon. Fantasie brillante Ketterer. 60

Martha. For 4 hands 5. Smith. 1.23

Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hds. Strauss. 1.25

Flirtation. Polka Mazurka Waud. 33

Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands Slrauss. 1.25

Rays of Hope. Mazurka Elegante Warren. 30

Valse brillante en Octares Concone. 35

Elk's Galop Wellman. 40

Rays of Sunlight Galop Fernald. 40

Tanbert's Cradle Song 30
Farfaletta Mazurka , 30

Stockton House Quadrille B. Sanderson. 60

The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Daly. 40
Six Recreations Enfantines Becher.

No. 1. Rondino 10

2. Sad Story 10

3. Cuckoo's Galop. 10

4. Let us play Soldiers 10

5. Hunting Song 10

6. Evening Song 20

Breakdown on the Swanee River F. W. Boot. 35

Souvenir de Pesth. Mazurka Etude Zahonyi. 35
Cachuca Caprice. Op. 79 Raff. 1 .00

Love's Greeting. (Liebesgruss). Op. 291.

Junqmann. 30
Willetta Waltz Parka: 30

Books.

The Offertoeium. A Complete Collection of

Music for the Catholic Church. Wm. 0. Fiske.

Cloth, $2.75 ; Boards, $2.50

Masses, Vespers, Anthems, Hymns for Offer-

tory, Benediction, and all Special Occasions.

A Requiem Mass, Holy Week Services, Re-

sponses, &c.

Wilson's Book of Chants. Hennj Wilson.

Organist at Christ Church, Hartford Conn.
Boards, $1,75; Cloth, 2.00

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about

one ceot for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MES. JENWT KEMPTOBT,

Vocalist & Teacher oi Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER BITSON & CO. 798-

TXnDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing. Address, Care of OliTerDitaon & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BTJTLEE, private pupil of Carl Reinecko and Dr.

Papperjtz, will receive pupils in piano Plajing at 158 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mo3.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MES. FANNIE F. FOSTEE,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

lyrES. C. A. BAEET, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Masie. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

FAOF. & SSaS. S!BO.&B .&. ROBBXSTS,
Academy of Music.

71b tf 6 Bedford Street, 'Boston.

8. P. PEBNTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEESON offers his Services as Conductor of
^^' Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. B. 'ST'MITXZrG
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony,
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. BDWAED B. OLIVEE,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Maes.

<»/» LUI. GABRIELLE DE LA MOITE, gives Instnactioa on

Hi
the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

MR. W. O. PERKINS -will make cDgagements to conduct

Musical CoDTentiona the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

|nnhs
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Addreas at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KSTSMSH A7(f» ia'A3tIAaf SllfSIIf©.
Address at the New Bnilding, 64.5 Washington Street.

ELUOTT W. PSATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORI'E,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of American Mdsio constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKTE, SINUINQ and .MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Re.*idence. Cooiidge Houfe. Communications maj be
left at Ditson & Cob Music Store. 717— tf.

-WTXTSX.O'CT' Zj. ajLTTDEXr,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

CJ AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
'^* VIOLIN, i.s prepared to receive pupils, and offers

bifl servicefl as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Addre£s, Oliver DitflOD & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West St. 7i)6—.3m

P. H. TOEEINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OP MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson &. Co.. 277 Wasbington St.,

New England Conservatory of Muj.Ic, Mnsic Ha.l, or .Midland

Street, Savin Hill, Dorcheater. jl)4-3m

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTB, having completed his

studies abroad, under the instruction of some of the

first Axti&ta of modern times, •vill now receive pupils

in Piano ard Organ Playing, also in Theory of Mu?ic.
Address Oliver Ditson k Co. 7'<t4-6m

.jgliPjigaj.^^

/CHURCH AND PARLOR?

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-friced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stop?, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,
TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,

PRINCIPAL TREBLE,
DIAPASON TREBLE,

DIVIDED SWELL.
Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ^125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures

.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Agentin New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

a-. -^7W. IDTTIDLE-Y,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. O. H. HOWARr>,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBHOOK, Kast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
ffirSIC PIJBL.1SHEKS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourfltockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complpte in the
No.Wewt Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables ua to furniflh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

GIT* In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

lyrADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
•^•** for Heveral years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give Lessoils in Singing, and to accept
engagement/i for Oratorios and Concerts.

Comrounications to be addressed [to thej care of OIiver*Dit-
son Be Co., 277 Wa.thington Street. 794—3m

EOCK OF AGES!
A NEW AND nUAUTIKlJL

H.YmN rOR F«UK VOICED,
/»// ./. li. Thomas,

Price ."JO Cents.
OLIVfiK DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Cabinet Organs.

Prices 9:50, $65, $100, S125, 8132, 8140, $160,
5^175, S200, S225, $250, to SIOOO each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One to Thirteen IStops.
FLtJTE,

Principal,
Octave,
Flcte d'Amoue,
Tremulantt,
Vos Humana,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia,
dupasopt,
EUPHONE,
IlAtrrBor,

Fifteenth,
CoE Anglais,
Couplers,

BoUBDOIf,
Qamba,
Bassoon,
ToH Celeste,
Viol D'AMOtni,
Viola,
Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, snrpassing in attractlTeness any
before offered.

There can he no tnore Elegant and
Valuable Presents

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other
inthecountry

; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATAXOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON" MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the I8th
*• of September nest. The BOSTON MtJSlC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-
plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.^John W. Tuftg, J. W. Adams, F. F.
Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars
may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790-

BY L. O. EMERSOJNT,
the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 pfr dozen.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBERTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers
* in Foreign and Aznericah Mu^ic, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y, 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OP

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE,
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnlted States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice InHtruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINET3, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And ullotiierdeecriptiona of Musical InstrumeatB.
Togetiier with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-BasB.

FOB SALE AND TO LET.
Our facilities are buch «a enable us to furnish the above;

also, MUSIO BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C 4.RD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEBCHANDISiJ, at
priceH and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUIIT STREET, (Opposite the (Joart House)
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Robert Franz.
(Translated for this Journal from tue German of A, W.

Ambros.*)

The genuine artist is lil<e the man in the Gospel,

who prepares his banquet without asking what sort

of guests will sit down at his table, or even troubling

himself as to whether there will be any guests at all,

and whether he may count upon their thanks. It is a

real blessing for him that he has one friend to com-

fort him and compensate for all : and that is Art.

How else could Sebastian Bach have lived in his

very narrow Leipzig Cantor's chamber, up in his

gloomy T/iOvias Kirche organ choir ; taken to task by

the venerable periwigs, his superiors, because his or-

gan playing was too artistic, his style of composition

not church-like! Ah! one could weep tears of

blood to read his Promemoria to the Court of Dres-

den, and find mentioned there the "innocently suf-

fered mortifications," and the "shortenings of the

emoluments" (which must have caused anxiety

enough to father Sebastian with his host of children,

especially as the said "emoluments" at any rate were

rather meagre)—and how Bach wants nothing but

the title of a court composer; and, to prove that he

is not inexperienced in the church style, appends the

Kyrie and Gloria of a certain Mass in B minor to the

petition, all written out in parts, as neat as copper-

plate, with their own hands, by himself and his de-

voted, helpful wife— (actually he was so fortunate as

to be decorated, in 1736, with the prond title of a

"Royal Polish and Electoral Saxon Court Compo-
ser" !) Or how would Mozart have lived, on whom
a high protector set his valuation of "talent decide"

(as if there could have been any doubt about that !),

and who by meagre concert receipts, meagre pay for

lessons, and meagre remuneration from publishers,

helped himself along meagrely and wretchedly, until

he had worked himself to death and did not leave

enough behind to pay for—a grave '! Or Franz Schu-

bert, to whom the publishers sent back his manu-
scripts (such manuscripts might be called, after the

analogy of a wellkt own bookseller's term, "Autors-

krehse") "because the compositions were too difficult,

or because they, the publishers, had their hands full

with the works of Frederic KalkbrennerV
When Schubert died, there was scarcely anything

of his works in vogue, except "The Maiden's La-

ment," the "Erl King" and the "Wanderer;" the

last indeed enjoyed especial favor. The noblest part

remained for some time unregarded. On the con-

trary, the song sparrows, who came flying along be-

hind this nightingale, were heard twittering on all

sides. These after-born of Schubert, for whom the

world, of which it is written : "extra non est vita, et

si est vita non est ita," ceased where the point of St.

Stephen's tower could no longer be seen, and whose
thoughts had not crossed the line (by which is to be

understood here not the equator, bat the so-called

outermost "lines" of Vienna, Wall and Graben),

were also true ecleciics, Schubert— a very weakened
and diluted Schubert to be sure—furnished the foun-

dation. He was strongly tempered with Bellini,

whose not ignoble, but mournfully elegiac, tamely

sentimental, languishingly world dolorous (welt-

schmenzlidi-malle) , nervously unstrung music ravished

the dilettanti, patrons of the Italian Opera, and
reigned over the operatic stage, like the real Katzen-

jammer after the champagne intoxication of Rossini.

* "Bttnte Bidtler : Skizzen und Studien fur Freiinde der
Musik und der hildenden Kunst,^' von A. W. Ambros. (Lein-
zig, 1872. F. E. C. Leuckirt).

"^

Even Spohr's sevenths and ninths and suspensions

were occasionally laid under contribution. Some-

times, too, an accompanying French Horn or violon-

cello was awkwardly lugged in [herbeiin commodirt),

to mingle its "tones full of swelling longing" with

the song. While to the North, above all in Leipzig,

as the central point, a new era announced itself, and

the sets of Mendelssohn's Songs, with and without

words, began, like blooming beds of flowers, one after

another, to shed abroad lustre and color and fra-

grance, these gentlemen under the shadow of St.

Stephen's tower were cooking their coarse cheap

soups, for which they had their "great public," as

Mephisto rightly prophesied, at least wherever the

nobler elements did not exist to counteract them.

Every public official's daughter, who loved her fath-

er's secretary dearly, but alas ! (for the distinction of

ranks was too great) without hope, bathed her senti-

mentality in Proch's "Alpine Horn" or "Farewell,"

and when she came in the last song to the words

:

"Fare thee well, beloved life, ne'er may fortune turn

from thee," how she would sing out of tune for love

and love's sweet woe, if she had not been singing out

of tune before,—by no means an uncommon thing !

Where are they now, with all their glory, after

scarce a single generation ? Where the "works" of

Frederic Kalkbrenner 1 The "Alpine Horn" and

the "Farewell " ? And in what imperishable lustre

shines the fame of Schubert I How popular he has

become ! I almost think, the genial (gemiithliche)

child of Vienna would laugh right heartily at the

sight of the marble tablet on the modest house in the

Vienna suburbs with the inscription, in gold letters :

"Schubert's Birthplace ;" or were he, who bore among
his friends the comical nick-name "Schwammerl,"
the next time he walked out into the city park, to

see his own corpulent "Schwammerl" figure set up on

a pedestal in monumental bronze. The old Bible

saying always occurs to us, that we build costly mon-
uments to people, who have not (to be sure) slain our

forefathers, as the Bible goes on to say, but have at

least left them unregarded. But, by Heaven ! it is

almost better so, that a noble genius, undisturbed by

importunate admirers and the shouting chorus of ap-

plause from all the multitude, should round out and

complete the pure circle of his activity, in a quiet,

obscure life, and that his apotheosis, like that of a

Roman Csesar, should be spared until after his de-

parture from this earthly sphere ; better so than that a

nunien and a lumen should come borneonward upon the

great idolatrous car of Juggernaut,—a crowd of fol-

lowers and admirers drag the heavy vehicle along,

others of "the party" push behind, and the greatest

enthusiasts, mad with jubilee, throw themselves un.

der the wheels and let themselves he crushed to

death. Is it any wonder, then, that such a Triumpha-
tor should all in silence, or even not in silence, es-

teem himself a God 1 Weber, on the contrary, after

the unprecedented success of the first performance of

Der Freijschutz in Berlin, writes in his day-book :

"Soli Deo gloria .'"—Beethoven replies to a young
l.ady enthusiast who wrote him a letter: "Give the

laurel to Mozart and Haydn, but to me not yet." At
the right time the laurel comes, and turns at last into

a crown of stars.

Every man, especially the artist, is always judged
in public opinion either by the best or by the worst

that he has done or made. Often a single work of

an artist obstructs the view of all the rest, at least
for the public. Weber on this account had finally a
spite against his FreijschUtz. So too for most people

Schubert was merely a "song-composer ;"—his Sym-

phonies, piano-forte works, &c., remained compara-

tively in the shade.

In an attractively and amiably written book,* ricli

in fine and intellectual traits, which has recently ap-

peared, I find this passage : "By far the most emi-

nent amongst Schubert's followers in the realm of

Song, are Felix Mendelssohn and Robert Schumann,

and indeed the latter in a higher degree than the for-

mer." To these two names I would add a third,

making the harmonic trichord complete, the name

Robert Franz, the singer of songs { Liedersiinger)

to whom I on this special field perhaps would

reach an even fuller laurel than to Schumann, great

as the internal affinity between their songs may be.

I read on farther, and I find the expression : that,

"although we are indebted to a Mendelssohn for much

that is most deep and from the inmost soul, yet

neither of the two, in the poetic contents of their

songs, is to be placed by the side of Franz Schubert

;

for the one as well as the other lacks thaj naivete,

which distinguishes Schubert in so high a degree,

and which is evermore the sign of genius." This

remark, it seems to me, goes to the heart of the

matter ; and I will add to it this further one : that to

me Robert Franz seems worthy of that fuller laurel,

because in hira I think I recognize that "depth and

inwardness" of Schumann united with the nawel€ of

Schubert. Granting that Franz has in his songs, with

finest artist hand, know how to use the last and

highest means of his art
;
granting that for the (ccA-

ni'jue of his accompaniments he has availed himself

of the entire perfection into which the modern treat-

ment of the instrument has shaped itself; granting

that every detail with him is worked out and finished

with the fineness of a miniature : still his songs .

seem as if they had streamed forth, of themselves

without pains, without reflexion, (which you feel very

sensibly at times in Schumann), from a rich, deep,

beautiful soul's life, just as the flower exhales its fra-

grance. The Schubertians, who would like to bnry

Beethoven's "Liederkreis an die entfemte Gdiehte," his

" Wachtelschlag," "Nachtlied," songs to Goethe's

poems, &c., as deep as possible beneath the master's

Symphony scores, lest some one or another should

deem the "Quail" song and the "Mignon" song

comparable to the analogous compositions of Schu-

bert, and should venture to remark how, after all,

Beethoven was by far the higher spirit as compared

with the freshness of perception and quick sensibility

we find in Schubert,—the Schubertians will exclaim

high treason, if I openly declare, that to me Robert

Franz in the worth and beauty of his songs stands by

the side of Franz Schubert, if not also in the fulness

and the richness thereof; for who among modern

writers can claim for himself that fulness of motives,

that variety of characterization, which knows always

how to find the right tone amid themes as difl^erent as

* ^* Deutsche Tondichter von Sebastian Sack bis auf die

Gegemvart," {German Composers, from J. S. Bach to the

present time), by Dr. Emil Naumann.—The book contains

lectures which the author bad delivered before young ladies

—

for this end as excellent aa possible, and earnestly to be com-

mended therefore to read ing ladies. It ia a sort of genuine

ladies wioe—the finest Muscat-Lunel. Occasionally, too, our

author presents Ho?(s autres men with a glass of "genuine

Constantia from the Cape." As such I reckon the intelligent,

deeply searching remarks on Handel's Oratorios in comparison

with Bach's religious music, the valuable discussion upon Mo-

zart's Figaro, &c. I wish the book may have the widest cir-

culation, and that the young ladies may find in other intellec-

tual departments a teacher as amiable, as noble in his tone of

thought:, as well informed, as they do here iu music.
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possible, that freslmcss of lifp, or, if you will, that de-

lifiht in all the forms of life, thai; high originality,

which we find in Schubert ?

A striking remark is made by the unknown author

of an essay upon Robert Franz (in the Deutsche ]\Ju-

sik::ei(tmg, Oct. 27, 18G0), in which a comparative

glance is also cast upon Franz Schubert ; towit

:

"Schubert for the most p:irt choo'-es picturesque situ-

ations for his subjects (a Winter journey, Miller songs,

Ossian songs, Goethe's Gretchen, Erlking, Suleika,

&c.) ; and here the accompaniment to the melody

stands out with very independent, graphic protni-

nence ; of pure mood songs, songs expressing states

of mind or feeling merely, Schubert knows almost

nothing ; of Heine's songs he has composed only

six." I would add : "If Franz Schubert is the blue,

golden sunny day, whose light irradiates and trans-

figures all the fulness of the world with its phenome-

na, so is Kobert Franz the still, serious night beneath

the wide, eternal starry heavens, where all the out-

lines blend togetiier in great quiet masses fading into

twilight. His muse is like the Lotus blossom of his

own wocderfal song, which unveils its flower face to

the rising moon, and '^bliiht und gliUit nnd leuchlet."

Robert Franz, quite the contrary to Schubert, has

composed almost only "»ioo(/ songs ;" hence it is just

Heine's poetry which he prefers to treat ; and that of.

Lenau also. At any rate, if we name Mendelssohn

and Schumann as the legitimate followers of Schu-

bert, we must name with them as the third (or as the

foremost) Robert Franz. Whoever is fond of play

upon words, suggestive alliterations, may pleise him-

self with noting how singularly the names: "Franz

Schubert, Robert Schumann, Robert Franz" run

into one another in their very sound.

The name Robert Franz is everywhere named with

the highest respect. "Justly," says the author of the

essay above cited, "is he counted with Schubert and

Schumann as the third German song composer."

(Again another Triad!) His songs are becoming

recognized and praised as classic flowers of German

Tone-Art. Bat could the songs themselves take up

the word, they would perhaps exclaim, after the anal-

ogy of one of Lessing's epigrams : "We should like

to be less praised and more sung." Our parlor sing-

ers, of both sexes, are shy of a Franz song ; it makes

demands upon them which go far beyond the twelve

tables of the law of the Salon ; and the young man
who has to accompany Miss Adalberfa Zcphyrina in

a song of Franz, casts a glance into the book and on

the piano accompaniment, and thinks "he must study

that over first." The concert singers finger over the

leaves of a volume of our master's songs, seeking in

Tain for songs of which the concluding phrases are a

translation into music of the ancient van phuidite

(Applaud, good people !).

What should they make, for example, of such a

Bong as "Eihat die Rose sich beklagt" (The Rose com-
plaineth to itself). Op. 42, No. 5, which flies by like

a fleeting breath of rosy fragrance ? Yet would the

Bingera only search more carefully, they would find

some things well adapted for setting a hundred or

more pairs of hands in motion in a concert room
;

like that one pulsing with the fieriest life, "Er ist

gekommen m Sturm urul Rtyen, (Op. 4, No. 7). This
8»ng, to be sore, with its excited and impassioned

impetus, over-reaches the most peculiar style of the

composer, that which forms the ground feature of his

mnsic. I have already likened this ground feature

to the solemn, silent, dreamy night—perhaps it speaks

the purest and deepest fronr> that incomparable song
inthigsensa: "WeU aufmir, du dunkljm Aiu/e" (Op.

9, No. 3)—no official jrrfjliiera, but a prayer out of

the deepest soul ; in a somewhat different vein is the

majestic "Ave Maria," transfigured in the golden

glow of sunset.

Franz, as we have said, inclines to Lcnau's poetry,

and he has composed a set of his "Schiipirder" (Op.

2). But to the poetry of Heine he is drawn only where
the poet allows his feeling to speak out purely, with-

out killing itself, as he sometimes does, in the last

verse, by an ironical dagger thrust. He also likes the

poetry of Eichendorff, with its dreamy murmur of

fountains and lilac fragrance. Also those reflective

poems known under the name of Mirza Schaff'y,

where from beneath the Oriental turban a European

eye looks roguishly and confidingly out at us, are

welcome to him. In every instance Franz chooses

bis texts with a fine feeling— belter indeed than

Schumann, whom, with all love and reverent appre-

ciation, I cannot acquit of some mistakes in this re-

gard ; for, 10 give a definite example, to compose a

poem like ''Die Kaj-teuschlaegerin," or "Die rothe

Hanne," is a mistake ; and the choral refrain (ad

libitum] in the latter song :
" Golt sei der rothen Hanne

gnadig, der Wilddieb liegl in sich'rer Hut," shows an

inconceivable want of taste (I really can find no

milder word) for a Schumann. What miserable song

texts Weber had to put up with ! He has preserved

the mostly very little poets, whose names we read at

the head of his songs, in the spirit of his music,

where they have kept well to the present day.

(To be Continued)'.

Richard Wagner.
AN ADTOEIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the London "Obsen-er."

The sketch in question forms the opening number
of vol. T. of Wagner's collected writings, which we
reviewed some weeks ago, and extends up to 1842.

As we arc in a condition to supply additional facts,

we think it would be worth while to give some ex-

tracts, and to carrv the sketch on to the present day.

The literature concerning Wagner's artistic doings

has reached dimensions of surprising masnitude
;

ever since 1S45, when Tnnnhausfr was produced at

Dre.'^den, all manner of competent critics have as-

saulted the musician ot the future, or broken a lance

in his honor, so that long before our day their unfor-

tunate victim has attained the distinction of being,

if not the best understind, certainly the best-abused

artist in Europe- * * * *

Wagner's hooks and dramas must be made to spenk

for themselves ; but if ever a hioirraphy be written it

would be best don? hy himself, and on the scheme of

Goethe's Wahrhn't und Dichliing, wherein all that ap

pertains to the author's spiritual development is car-

ried out in full, and personal details are but slightly

.sketched, or even colnrrd. as artistic neces-^itv would
dictate. In the mean time the following facts may
not be unwelcome :

—

Wilhclm Richard Wagner was born 22d of May,
1813. His father, an officer of police, died six months
alter his birth. His step-fnther, Lndwisj Geyer, was
an actor and a painter, asw-eil as the author of seve-

ral comedies. He took his familv to rtresden, and

had the intention of bringing up Ricluard as a pain-

ter but the boy was invincihiv awkward at drawing.

Geyer, too, died early, and just before his death,

Richard, seven years o'd, was taught to play several

tunes on the piano, and it was then first surmised that

he might possibly possess talents for music. At nine

he was sent to the Kreutz-schule, at Dresden, with a

view to the usual university career. His sisters at

that time learned to play the piano properly; he lis-

tened without receiving instruction bimself. At
length a tutor was propounded, "Cornelius Nepos."

He was induced to eive him pianoforte lessons

Soon after the first finger exercises, the boy was
caught studying hv ear the overture to Da' FreiscJiutz.

The master thought him a hopeless case and was
not far wiong, for Wacncr has to tlie present day
continued plaving the piano in an abominable fash-

ion. But music, though he was enthusiastic about it,

was but an accessory to his studies, Greek, Latin,

mythology, and ancient history being the main points.

He made poems too. Once, in his eleventh year, the

task of making a poem upon the death of a lately de-

ceased member of the school was proposed to the

pupils ; Wagner's, being the best, was printed, after

the removal of much h-imbastic excrescence. Now,
of all things, he wished to become a poet. He sketch-

ed trat'cdics in the ancient Greek form, and he passed

muster in the sr-bool for a clever ftdlow iu lllfris As
a member of third form be translated the first twelve

books of the Odi/Msei/ ; he learnt English, too, so as

to be able to rend Shakspeare properly, and ho trans-

lated bits metrically. As a fruit of this study an irn-

men«e tragcdv was projected by the lad, a concoction

made np of ffnmln and Kini/ f.car on a grand scale.

Forty-two men <lied in the course of it, and he was

obliged to make the greater number return as ghosts,

so as to keep the last act sufficiently stocked with

dramatis personce. He was at work on this play tor

two years, left Dresden during its progress and came
10 Leipsic. Here, at the concerts of the Gewandhaus
it was, that the works of Beethoven and Mozart, es-

pecially the former, made an enormous impression

upon him, and, in imitation of Beethoven's Egmont,

he wanted to add similar music to his play. Mean-
while his family had discovered that he had allowed

this pursuit entirely to supersede his attention to

philology, and there were, of course, endless troubles

and recriminations in consequence. But be was not

to be stopped. He wrote overtures for grand orches-

tra, a sonata, a quartet, &c. One overture, which he

describes as the culminating point of his musical ab-

surdities, was actually performed at the Leipsic

Theatre. The public laughed at it, but the composer
was much impressed by this first appearance in pub-

lic.

Soon after this, and while he was a student at the

Leipsic University, he felt the necessity of a strict

and regular study of music, and he found the right

man for his purpose in Theodor Weinlig, who was
cantor at the Thomas School. With him he went

through a thorough course of counterpoint, and laid

a solid foundation for his future artistic development.

Now were brought forth a considerable number of

works, an overture, a symphony, the libretto, and

some musical numbers for a tragic opera, &c. The
year 1833 he spent at Wiirzburg, on a visit to a

brother, an experienced singer, composing an opera

in three acts. Die Feen, for which the story was taken

from Gozzi's Woman Snake. After this, another

opera. Das Liehesverbot, after Shakspere's Measme
for Measure, was completed. It was a difficnit sub-

ject, and he was imprudent enough to give a perfor-

mance of it at Magdeburg, in 1836, where for two

years he had been conductor at the theatre, after only

twelve days' preparation. The result was null,

though some numbers which had been tolerably sung

were applauded. The Magdeburg Theatre failed

soon after this, and Wagner went to Berlin, with the

hope of getting his opera performed there ; failed, of

course, and then, penniless and encumbered with

debts, he accepted a conductorship at the theatre of

Konigsberg. There, in 1836, he married, and com-

posed an overture. Rule Britannia. In 1837, we find

him conductor at the theatre of Riga, and making
sketches for his five-act tragic opera, Rienzi, which,

as is well known, was the first of his works that has

gained acceptance at most European opera-houses.

He executed it on an immense ,°cale, so as to make it

suitable for the largest theatres only. With two acts

of it finished, he started without money or connec-

tions, and without the smallest definite plan of action,

for Paris.

At Boulogne, where he rested some weeks, be made
the acquaintance of Meyerbeer, who, after seeing the

score of Rienzi, gave him letters of introduction to the

musical and theatrical notabilities of Paris. In con-

sequence of these, thinsrs looked bright for some little

time at Paris, but he soon found that to gain a hear-

ing in Paris without the aid of influential friends on

the spot (Meverbeer did not stay there for any length

of time during the two years of Wagner's sojourn)

was a Herculean task beyond the reach even of such

indomitable energy as his. He kept himself alive by

writing articles for the Gazette Musicale, composing

songs to French words, and, lastly, when things took

a particularly unfavorable turn, by making arrange-

ments for publishers of operatic tunes for all sorts of

instruments. We have ourselves seen airs from Don-

izetti's Favorita, arranged by Wagner for the cornet-

& piston. Of serious work,' during these years, an

overture to Goethe's Faust, the final three acts of

Rienzi. and the poem and music to his Fliegende Hol-

laender, which latter was composed in seven weeks,

must be enumerated. Giving up all hopes of Paris,

he sent the score of Rienzi to the Court Theatre of

Dresden. It was accepted, performed with immense

success, in 1842, and Wagner, who had followed it

to Dresden, found himself of a sudden the most popu-

lar roan there, and the King of Saxony's court Ca-

pelhneistfr. A performance of Der Fliegende Hol-

laendcr followed on the 2nd January, 1845 ;
and now,

amidst the arduous duties of a principal conductor-

ship at the Dresden Opera, one of the largest of Ger-

man theatres, at which the performances are continu-

ed all the year round, and the repertoire is most varied,

he conceived and executed the poems and music to

Tannhneuser and Lohengrin, the cantata, l>as Lieb-

rsmnhl der Aposlel, and the poems to Die Meistersinger

and Siegfried's Tod.

The revolution of 1849, in which Wagner took ac-

tive [inrt with written or spoken addresses, put an

end to bis connection with Dreidcn ;
he had to fly,

and to seek refuge at Zurich. During the next ton

vears he nppearid before the p'lblic, if we except a

few concerts which he conducted here and there,

amongst which we may mention the eight concerts of
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the London Philharmonic Society in the season of

1815, onlj' as a writer on musical esthetics. In 1852,

he was at work on the poems of Das Bhemgold and
Die Walliire, the composition of which was complet-
ed in 1854, and in '55 he began Tristan tmd Isolde

and Siegfi-ied. It had, during ten years of exile,

been impossible for him to witness a performance in

German of any of his dramatic works. Tannliaeiiser,

Der Bollaender, and Rienzi had become prime favo-

rites everywhere in Germany, yet it was not until

1861 that he was allowed to return to his country.

On the 9th of May in that year he heard Lohei\f]rin

for the first time at Vienna. Two months before that

Tannhaenser had been hooted off the stage at the

Grand Opera of Paris, by the members of the Jockey
Club. In 1863, he appeared at Vienna, Prague,
Leipsic, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Pesth, &c., conduct-
ing orchestral concerts with brilliant success ; and in

May, 1866, King Ludwig II. called him to Munich
where, in 1865, Tristan, in lS6i, Die Meistersinyer, in

1869, Das Uheingohl. and in 1870, Die Walkiire were
performed, for the fust time; the last, too, without
the composer's co-operation. In August of that year
he was married a second time, to Cosima von Biilow,

nee Liszt

It would seem that his artistic career is about to

reach its culminating point in the course of ne.xt year,

when his most elaborate works

—

Dei- Ring der Nehe-

bingen, a trilogy ; Die Watkure, Siegfried, GoUerddm-
merung, with a preparatory evening. Das Rlieingold,

are to be produced under his own direction, at a thea-

tre to be built for the purpose at Bayreuth. The
shares, issued for seats during three successive per-

formances of four eveaings each, have been eagerly

bought up ; and thus the pecuniary diiBculty, which
so long stood in the way of Wagner's realizing this,

his most cherished project, is at last overcome. Let
these performances turn out a defeat of Sedan for his

opponents, or of Waterloo for him ; it is, at all events,

beyond dispute that they will be the most interesting,

and the most carefully prepared musical performan-
ces, that Germany has ever seen.

Handel's First Oratorios.

However ancient may be the musical mystery and
the Roman oratory drama, it is very clear the Handel
oratorio is a growth upon the Racine, LuUi, and Ra-
meau concert spirituale, or sacred drama, invented by
Mme. de Maintenon for the gratification of the French
king and the display of her troupe of beautiful girls

in the Convent of St. Cyr. Lulli's "Athaliali" and
"i'sfSec" set to the opera or drama by Racine was
not the "Esther" o( Handel, which Coiman described
in his diary as "an opera without acting, the singers
being in a sort of gallery," for it was written in the
right theatrical vein, and had all the advantage of
suitable action and representative dress. Such was
the French oratorio. At the first presentation of
Handel's "Esther" in England—Handel takes the
Racine and Lulli subject—it was played in character
by the Chapel Royal boys ; but when afterwards given
to the general public the drama was performed with-
out dress and action. From the construction of the
dramas of "Estkei;" "Deborah," "Belshazzar," "Jo-
seph," "Jephtha," "Joshua," and others of the Bibli-
cal cast it is plain Handel had the scene and the stage
in his mind's eye, and would have mounted his sa-
cred operas with all due dramatic accessories, had not
English tastes and customs forbidden the experiment.

Handel's first attem.pts in oratorio were modelled
on the prevalent fashion of songs and duets, and but
short choruses. In this country it was difficult in his
day to get native singers capable of singing his solo
music, and the Italians were not always at hand, nor
at his disposal, nor qualified to sing in the English
language. It was necessary therefore to make a
change, and to rely more upon the chorus than the
solo singer. Although when Handel displaced Dr.
Pepiisch as Chapel Master to the Duke of Chandos,
he had composed some large anthems, still it was not
until ten years afterwards (1731) that he commenced
to write his big choral compositions for the oratorio.
The "Acis and Galatea" was first remodelled, and

then the "Esther," which in its new form was pro-
duced in 1732 "in the manner of a Coronation Ser-
vice." After this came the "Z)eioraA," given, 1733,
in the Italian Opera House in the Haymarket. It
was advertised as an opera, "a dramatic entertain-
ment," and the house was to be filled up in "a par-
ticular manner." "Deborah" was a great success,
and it led to the "Athaliah"—another Racine drama
and also a great favorite.

With "Deborah" Handel began Ms odd, strange,
and curious way of "making up" his sacred dramas.
With the "Israel in Egi/pt" he borrowed from his

. neighbors—with the "Deborah" he pillaged from his
own works. In 1717 he composed his now well-
known Passione music; in 1707 he had written some
Vesper Psalm choruses at Rome, and in 1727 he had

composed the new anthem music for the Coronation

of George II. The "Deborah" has some t'orgeous

choral music written expressly for the work, hut

much of the oratorio i.^! a compilation from the Ves-

per Psalms, the Passione and the Coronation rnusic.

The chorus "Plead Thy just cause" is manipulated

out of the "Dixit Dominus,'' and so also i.s "See the

proud chief" "The King shall rejoice" supplies the

music to "The Great King of kings," and the cho-

ruses "Let thy dieds," and "Despaii all around,"

together with the two Hallelujah choruses, are select-

ed from the Coronation music. The grand choral

opening "Immortal Lord" lei minates with a make
up from the Queen Anne's Birthday Ode for 1713.

As it is with the choruses so it is with songs—some
of which are transplantations from the "Passione,"

others from the Birthday Ode. But there is in the

new music a manifest advance in form and size.

Bach, in 1729, had appeared with his great double

choir and double orchestra "Passione" of the St.

Matthew, and by 1732 it may well be conceived that

Handel had heard of this gigantic undertaking, and

had made up his mind to do something equally large

should opportunity and means allow him. He had

imitated the Court oratorio of St. Cyr, taken the

"Esther" of Lulli for his model, and would now con-

descend to take a leaf out of the folio of the great

Leipsic contrapuntist. In general brilliancy of melo-

dy,a clear, rolling on accompaniment,simple, straight-

forward counterpoint, grand and noble points, and a

perpetual swing of unmistakeahle rhythm, Handel
well knew he could enter the field with any living

composer, and beat him perhaps in all these points.

His long experience as a dramatic composer had
taught him the strength and the weakness of human
ears and human heads, and no one knew better than

he what was required to create and sustain interest.

He could write with superlative grandeur, with ex-

pressive force, with great pictorial effect, and with

the deepest pathos, but li£ had the wit to feel that

these were things to be held in reserve, and that for

ordinary attraction—a go on— trot, trot, trot, and in

rather a sublunary style, was the order best adapted

to suit our English public. Artful contrivance, and
appropriate and deep-seated expression might do in

Leipsic, and in a Leipsic church, but would fail in

London, and in a London theatre. Handel relied

then on his fire and energy, his unexampled com-
mand over mechanism, his good memory, his ready
wit : and in his first oratorios his exuberance, inge-

nuity, and felicitous execution, his stately and ever-

moving accompaniments, his quick and characteristic

expression take the place of those sublimer bursts

which so mark his later oratorios. It is not that his

science is less deep, his harmony less profound, his

feeling less acute, his perception less vivid ; but in

these first works, introducing the new thing called an
oratorio into this country, Handel had to be cautious

and wary, and in some sense to feel his way.

The great charm of Handel's e.irly work is its

freshness; the composer seems to rejoice over what
he is doing, and is neither in lack of matter or time

to say it. Perhaps the most effective piece of writing

in the "Dehora/i" is the chorus which ends the first

act—the Hallelujah chorus, from the Coronation An-
them, "Let Thy Hand be strengthened." It is not

so long as the "Hallelujah" which ends this oratorio,

and which is taken from the Coronation Anthem
"The King shall rejoice ;" nor is it so el.aborate. It

is simply conceived in the best Italian way, and there

is nothing to cheek its clear conception from the first

bar to the last. In power it is enormous, and the ef-

fect is beyond measure exhilarating. As a model for

church music to be used in a cathedral, it is not only
unexceptionable but unparalleled. What a charm
would be the services in Westminster Abbey and St.

Paul's Cathedral if music like this could be heard in

these two high churches ! Its best recommendation
remains ; it is as easy to execute, as it is grand in re-

sult, needing but little rehearsal from either singers

or players of but moderate pretensions. Although
we describe it as an early work, the term must be re-

ceived with some qualification. George II. was
crowned in 1727, Handel was sixteen years of age at

the commencement of the century, and he was there-

fore forty-three when writing this Coronation Music.
He was in the prime of life, and it must be borne in

mind that although he did not really commence ora-

torio composition until 1731, he had composed over
forty operas, and had never ceased writing from the

time when he first took up the pen to write the music
for the Thanksgiving Day Service celebrated in St.

Paul's, in the presence of Queen Anne, for the peace
of Utrecht.

The public are now familiar with the opera, or or-

atorio, of "Deborah," aud there remains the unheard
oratorio of "Athaliah." The "Athaliah" proves
the third of what may be termed Handel's early ora-

torios, and it is a most lively, genial, brilliant, and
magnificent composition. A great favorite it was in

Handel's day, and it still retains all \U elements of
popularitv.

"Athaliah" was rcpeiitcdly peiToi'rc.cd at Exeter
Hall in the days when .Joseph Snrin.-in was sole mon-
arch of that place, and wliy it should ever have been
Inid on one side is beyond comprehension. The
overture is one of the best Hand I ever made; the

Baal music is altogether charming ; the priests' mu-
sic is superb ; and the de.'^truciion of "Athaliah" and
her idolatrous crew is gorgcmisly fine and overwlielm-
ing. If from its reproduction .Meiulel.isohn's ' /T//-

/'//(" should lose some little of its interest, the musi-
cal public will be the gainers, and mav learn how the

young oratorio composer of 1847 studied at the feet

of the great oratorio compo.ser of 1733. No doubt
there have been found out many new ways of making
music during the intervening century, but none even
yet has been produced v/hich can rival or approach
the strength and solidity of the Handelian system. It

is a method that made both Handel and Bach, and
its secret is not generally known to music makers.
Every presentation of an unknown oratorio of Han-
del will be a republication of his method of compos-
ing, by which our modern composers will be enlight-

ened, the singer instructed, .and the general public

delighted.

—

London Orc/iestra.

For Dwi(<ht"s .Tournal of Music.

Wm. Mason's Piano Technics.

BT W. S. B. MATHEWS.

The modern art of piano-playing dates no further

back than Hummel, and in its more distinctive de-

velopment, only so far as Thalberg, Liszt, and Cho-

pin. The pianoforte itself in its present sonority,

delicate action, and expressive tone, has been achiev-

ed for the first time by manufacturing firms still in

the full tide of successful operation.

The first great attempt to provide a course of exer-

cises calculated to develope all the necessary muscles

was by Hummel, and filled a book of five or six hun-

dred pages. By diligent study of this work it was

possible for one to acquire a technique adequate to

the performance of classic music ; but for the works

of Liszt and Chopin it affords no adequate prepara-

tion. For many years Bach's "Well-Tempered Cla-

vier" was the dependence of teachers for rendering

the fingers independent of each other. Of late, how-

ever, this work has been going out of use, for the

reason that it is inadequate to the development of a

sufficiently vigorous touch to elicit the sonorous tone

that modern taste requires.

There are also a large number of "Studies" by

Czerny and others, each designed to meet some par-

ticular mechanical deficiency. But excellent as these

are, they require too much time ; and this because

they are not sufficiently radical. The few simple

principles that underlie the use of the hand in piano-

playing are therein nowhere developed. The same

is trne, but in a less degree, of Plaidy's excellent

system of technics. Too much stress is laid upon

the so-called "five-finger" position of the hand, to the

serious neglect of certain important classes of mus-

cles^fas will hereafter appear), and not enough pro-

vision is made for that varieli/ of touch and emphasis

which expressive playing so largely requires.

All these elaborate systems meet one formid.able

adversary in the fact that the great piano virtuosi

have each some favorite exercise, always of a simple

character, by the diligent practice of which they man-

age to keep their hands in serviceable condition. For

instance, Thalberg used scales with accents ; Liszt

uses this exercise : .

=5^

12121212
played ascending and descending with each pair of

fingers in turn. This same exercise, if I am correct-

ly informed, is Miss Mehlig's usual dependence.

Droyschock practiced arpeggios. Wehli depends on

scales. Now it stands to reason that if elaborate vol-

umes of Etudes like Czerny's and Kohler'a are neccs-

sarv to develop the hand to a reasonable efficiency, a

similar course of practice will be necessary in order

to keep it in that state when once attained. But
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that simple means serve to keep the hand in an effi-

cient state, the practice of the great virtuosi referred

to, sufficiently proves.

A more complete system of practice than those of

Thalberg, Liszt, or Dieyschock, and a far more sim-

ple and radical one than those of Czerny, Kijhler,

and the others, has been developed by Mr. William

Mason, and after undergoing the test of a number of

years' use in teaching, was published in the last part

of "Mason and Hoadley's New Method for Piano-

forte" in 1S67. My first knowledge of this system

was drawn solely from the hook when finst published.

My first impression was that the distinctive feature

of the new system was the acceji/Ho^fon, and the use

of this I found to be very much to the advantage of

my pupils, as it gave their playing a decision and

characteristic energy which before was wanting. I

found also that it greatly improved their sense of

rhythm ; but at the same time, especially in the case

of those who practiced on poor pianos, or who were

wanting in a delicate musical ear, I found that the

practice of accentuation in groups of twos, threes, and

fours, if long continued, had the effisci to render the

touch exceedingly dry and unmusical.

Nearly two years ago I had the opportunity of ob-

serving the method in which Mr. Mason himself ap-

plied the system, and then I learned that it was his

practice to keep the pupil but a very short time on

the proximate accents (the twos, threes, and fours),

and to go immediately to the larger systems of group-

ing, the eights, nines and sixteens ; and that espec-

ially the nines held a very high place in his estima-

tion. By degrees, also, T discovered that the great

distinguishing trait of his system of exercises was not

in the accentuation, but in the peculiar combination

of arpeggio and scale practice, together with his own

modification of Liszt's two-finger exercise ; and that

this combination was based on a practical experience

of the benefit therefrom derived, as well as from a

philosophical analysis of the various groups of mus-

cles employed in piano-playing. And of this ration"

ale of technics I propose now to speak.

In playing the pianoforte there are three classes of

motions employed by the fingers. First, and sim-

plest, the direct vertical action of the fingers, as re-

quired in the five-finger exercises, the hand remaining

quiet but not rigid. Second, the lateral adjustment

of the fingers so as to bring each over its own key.

This class of actions enters into the performance of

all scales, arpeggios, and, in short, all passages ex-

cept five-finger exercises. And this requires the

careful training of the lateral muscles of the fingers

—

a point fatally overlooked in elementary practice

hitherto. Third, the complete flexion of all the

joints of the fingers, as partly illustrated on pages 40

and 62 of Mason and Hoadley's Method. These

three classes embrace, I believe, all the finger actions

that enter into playing. There remains the action of

the hand in chords and octaves, and the training of

the arm to measure skips accurately. Let us now
discuss in detail the exercises resorted to for each of

these three kinds of action.

Contrary to precedent, Mr. Mason spends very

little time in the practice of the first class of motions,

for these enter into all the others, and a moderate

amount of attention at the outset is sufficient to es-

tablish the proper method of performing them. The
beginner takes first the two finger exercise, thus :

^^•-* Cf ^ '2 1 2 1

12 12

The first finger is placed on C and hM down with

a steady pressure; the second finger is extended,

straight, so as to bring the point about an inch above

the key, and the D is struck in the act of instantly

shutting the finger, as illustrated in the case of the

whole hand by the cuts on pages 40 and 62 as before

mentioned. This exercise i'' to be played very

slowly, not more than one note a second, up and

down the scale one octave, at least ten times. Then

comes exactly the same thing with the second and

third fingers, and then with the third and fourth. A
similar routine is gone through with the left hand.

The points on which caution is necessary are two :

See that the first key is held down exactly until the

second is struck ; Second, take care to have the sec-

ond key struck with a sweeping motion of the point of

the finger as it passes from its raised position extend-

ed to its point of contact with the palm of the hand

(us when the fist is doubled up) ; this finger strikes

the key in passing, and the moment of contact be-

tween the finger and the key is as short as possible.

Both keys are struck somewhat firmly, so as to give

out a bold, sonorous tone. In this way great strength

and independence of finger are acquired. In time,

however, a certain hardness will begin to manifest

itself in the touch, and this must be met when it ap-

pears with the rapid and light practice of the same

exercise, the motion being now confined to what

anatomists call the joints of the first phalanx of the

fingers. In giving this exercise to pupils the teacher

should play it in concert with them ; in this way they

acquire the proper movement much more rapidly.

Of this exercise much might be said. These two

kinds of touch, the clinging and the staccato or elastic,

afford a summary of the art of phrasing ; for the

clinging touch we use to carry a melody, and the

elastic or staccato to terminate a phrase. It brings

into action in the simplest and surest way possible,

the sustained tension of certain muscles in prolong-

ing a tone, and the instantaneous flexion of all the

joints of the fingers and all the contractile muscles.

In a twenty years' diligent study of the piano and

piano-teaching, I have never found another one exer.

cise that would alone go so far to keep the hand in

good condition as the systematic practice of this for

twenty minutes a d.iy.

Mr. Mason's second "best holt" (as somebody out

West says) is the arpeggio of the diminished chord

and its changes, as treated in the Method before re-

ferred to. A new pupil is first given the chord by

being made to place his thumb on C, and then omit

two keys and put down the next finger, and so on till

all are down. Thus is obtained the diminished

chord of C ; and so learned the pupil will never for-

get it. The first few weeks' practice on the arpeggio

of this chord is done by the hands separately, the left

hand coming up four octaves, and the right hand

playing down. This is done at first without accentu-

ation, until the pupil playing slowly can easily find

the right keys to strike. It is then accented in fours,

beginning with the first tone, according to the pattern

given in Nos. 174 and 175, on page 19.") of Mason &
Hoadley's Method. When the diminished chord can

be well done in these ways, the "harmonic changes"

are introduced, with small scholars one at a time;

with larger ones, two changes at a lesson. The value

of the changes lies in this, that each new adjustment

places the lateral or lumhrici muscles of the fingers in

a diflferent relative tension. And the value of this

arpeggio in general consists in the separation it gives

the fingers, and in using the third finger as often as

the first and second, whereas the scale employs this

weak finger only half as often. As soon as the ac-

centuation of eights has been well mastered, the pupil

is introduced to that of threes, and through that to

nines, as in Nos. 177 and 178 in the same book. The
reason of placing the threes and nines after the fours

is that in the latter the accent falls on the same finger

throughout the exercise, while in threes and nines

the accent never falls on the same finger twice in suc-

cession.

The grouping of nj'nas makes it necessary to carry

the arpeggio Qp and down nirio times before it termi-

nates with an accent on the lower key. And this at

once affords the pupil great assistance in sustained per-

frmnrinre, one of the greatest difficiillics the beginner
meets; for in this case the whole mind is given (o the

effort to come through successfully the whole nine

times, no attention being diverted to the effort to fol-

low notes with the eye. As soon as the individual

arpeggios are carried through each nine times easily,

the pupil is given a routine performance, embracing

the diminished chord and the six harmonic changes,

(Nos. 180, 181, 182, 187, 188 and 189), each of

which in succession is played up and down once, in

the accent of nines, and the whole routine is repeated

nine times, in all sixty three times up and down the

key-board. This exercise looks formidable in the

description, but if led up to properly, it is easily un-

derstood by small scholars, and practiced with great

interest.

The advantage of using the hands separately in

this way consists in a greater certainty that the left

hand accents and plays cleanly, as well as the right

;

and as each one is carried in its easiest direction, a

finger touch is more readily obtained. That the

playing is to be perfectly legato, I need not say.

Should there be any difficulty about this, have the

exercise practiced very slowly (one note a second)

and while the finger holds the key, let the next finger

be raised preparatory to striking the next key, so that

the moment when the stroke begins the point ofthe fin-

ger is at least an inch from the key. The advantages

ofthe accentuation are to be found in the cultivation of

the pupil's sense of rhythm, the more intelligent train-

ing of the finger to strike heavy or light at will, and

the consequent cultivation of the ear to discriminate

aud listen for equality or emphasis, according to the

artistic requirement of the moment. After a thor-

ough cour.-e of this kind extending through at least

two diminished chords and their changes, both hands

are employed together in sixths, according to Nos.

196, etc.

In scale practice, Mr. Mason employs the accent of

nines, chiefly, through a compass at first of one octave,

then of two and four ; and in each compass through

all the major scales. At first rapidity is not sought.

The fingering is made more certain and the hands

more independent by the canon form, as in No. 147

of the book ; only he uses here also the accent, be-

ginning with the first note of the left hand. This

canon form is extremely valuable, and scholars prac-

tice it with great interest. Next in gradation of dif-

ficulty comes the scale practice in velocity, according

to the directions given on page 41 . This is at first

to reach but one octave ; then let it be extended one

or two notes at each lesson until four octaves com-

pass is reached, which you may be sure will not be in

a short time. At every lesson, however, give a differ-

ent scale. What is wanted is perfect equality in all

keys. This velocity practice requires a firm and

resonant tone to begin with, a leggiero touch in pass-

ing, and a sharp, quick blow on the final key—like

the crack of a whip.

These, in brief, are the elements of Mr. Mason's

finger technique. I ought to add that the chromatic

scale is treated with accents, canon and velocity, the

same as the diatonic, but with less persistence. It

remains now to speak of his method of combining

them into a system of daily practice. And this can

quickly be explained. Fortgiive minutes a day prac-

tice on these exercises will give an excellent parlor

technique ; and an hour and a quarter a day will give a

concert technique;—at least, so says Mr. Mason. To
the forty-five minute part of the rule I can bear testi-

mony. The work is divided as follows : two-finger

exercise, ten minutes; arpeggio, twenty minutes;

scales, (in the different methods) fifteen minutes
;

total 45 minutes. And from frequent experiments I

have no hesitation in declaring that this amount of

practice so distributed is easier done by the pupil,

and results in a more brilliant, flexible, and delicate

technique, than two hours a day exclusively devoted

to the best exercises of Czorny, Koliler, and the oth-

ers. And in this way the pupil, out of two hours'

practice, hns an hour and a quarter left to study real

music, and this, after all, is the true chiefend of piuno
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lessons. Technique is only a means of artistic per-

formance, and mast be l;ept in due sulijection thereto;

bu it cannot be kept in due subjection by the allot-

ment of twice is much practice to exercises as to music.

Whatever the teacher may say, the pupil will always

regard as of the most importance the points on

which she spends most time.

Should these observations have the effect to cause

some other piano teacher to break his "lasting si-

lence," I shall be exceedingly glad ; for methods are

to be improved only by free interchange of criticism.

Mile. Nilsson in Opera,

[From the Boston Daily Advertiser, March 4].

Boston has said farewell to the great singer whose
magic skill has brought so many of us nnder a spell

more complete and more enchanting than that which
any other artiste has been able to weave. The pro-

gramme of Friday evening, offensive as it was to that

sense of harmony and of unity which is keenest in the

most highly cultivated minds, had the merit of intro-

ducing Mile. Nilsson in three representative yet

strongly contrasted impersonations ; and the pathetic

and poetic loveliness of her Lucia, the gay witchery

and vivacity of her il'/a)-(/io and the suhtiie delicacy

and intense, restrained passion of her Mar(]uerite will

linger long in the memories of the listeners, heighten-

ing the remarkable versatility and creative power of

the artiste who presented them.
It would seem as if the series of performances

which was given on Friday night would be of itself

suflScient to settle the question of Mile. Nilsson's rank
as an operatic performer with every sensitive and ap-

preciative mind. But we are bound not to forget that

the consciousness of her superlative merit, how clear

soever it was at first, has steadily grown and devel-

oped in every one who has faithfully followed and
studied her impersonations : the better she is known
the more complete and wonderful does her genius
appear ; and in this fact alone we discover the appli-

cation of a test of real greatness which seldom or nev-

er deceives. From this jade:ment, whicii has been
passed upon Mile Nil*son by the best critical as well

as popular opinion of Europe and America, we are

aware that some persons in this country of genuine
musical taste and unquestionable culture dissent ; but
the explanation of their disagreement will be found,
we suspect, in the circumstance that they have seen
but little of her operatic performance, and have form-
ed an opinion upon insufficient consideration. Such
an artiste as Nilsson cannot, of course, be compre-
hended, even as to her method, in a few scattered

hearings. And if all who are competent to judge of
her rank as a performer, would hut follow her care-

fully through an entire series of her operatic assump-
tions, we do not think it presumptuous to assert that

their verdict would be practically unanimous as to

her extraordinary rank. We make no account, we
hardly need to say, of those who are so jaundiced by
personal prejudice or so blinded by personal interest

as to be incapable of doing justice, or of those pitiful

clamorers whose simple theory of criticism consists in

valuing artists in inverse proportion to the price of
tickets affixed by their managers. But as things are,

what reason can be urged against the claim which is

made in behalf of Mile. Nilsson for the first place
among the operatic artistes who have appeared in this

country since the days of Grisi f We have never
heard of but one, and that was founded upon the ludi-
crous conception of what alone constitutes a great
singer which may be described as peculiar to Ameri-
ca. Very many of us insist that our vocal music,
like our oratory, must be delivered ore rotando ; that
the loudest in song and in speech are alike entitled

to the highest honor. Mile. Nilsson's voice, these
persons tell us, is not so inflexibly true to the pitch,

not so full, so strong, so brilliant and so sonorous as

Mme. Rosa's, for example, and therefore she is not so
great a singer as the latter, or as some other artistes

of similar qualifications. It is vain to suggest to such
critics that Nilsson's voice is exquisitely and wonder-
fully sweet, that it has a delicacy of tone which is lit-

erally incomparable, that it is perfectly cultivated, re-

markably flexile, and very pure ; to all this they
merely reply that it does not fill their ears as do the
big, sonorous organs. And if one goes further and
asserts that for the expressive quality, which is the
first and highest characteristic of a great singer's

voice. Mile. Nilsson's is preeminent, the remark is

very likely to be met with sheer uncomprehending
vacancy. We do not mean to say that people of
good taste have not the right to prefer one order of
voices to another, according to their tfajiacity for

pleasing the ear ; but we do protest against the ab-

surd, crude and inartistic judgment which insists up-
on despising and depreciating all voices which are not

of a certain calibre and style ; it would be only just

as barbarous or as childish to sneer at a tea rose for

not being a cactus, or to scorn the fragrance of the

lily of the valley because it is weaker than that of the

magnolia.

In discussing the question of preeminence upon the

operatic stage, however, the standard of comparison

has one element which is absolutely certain, and
which may be fairly called self-evident. Assuming,
in two candidates for the highest places, voices of de-

cided power and of great beauty, sweetness and cul-

tivation—though the degree of eminence in these

qualities may be widely different—that one will inevi-

iabli/ carry away the palm who has the higher capaci-

ty for the expression of thought and feeling and the

greater gift for exciting the emotions of her audience.

And, judging by this unfailing rule, the unprejudiced

critic is compelied to assign to Mile. Nilsson the first

position among all the artistes who have appeared in

opera in this country during the past fifteen years,

and the second place among all those who have ever

favored America with their impersoaations ; and this

without derogation or depreciation of the high and
honorable claims of other great and eminent perform-

ers. The test first mentioned is indeed one which is

easily applied, and whose results it is impossible for

anything hut the blindest perversity to misinterpret.

Mile. Nilsson inspires her listeners with "thoughts

above the reaches of their souls" ; she interprets the

idea of the composer so that it is carried home to the

consciousness of the dullest spectator ; and she swavs
the hearts of those who hear her as with the verv in-

spiration of eloquence. Look into the faces of her

auditors, and you shall see something far better and
far higher than that expression of half-animal enjoy-

ment which comes from drinking the sweetness of

melodies. It is not alone that she is—as her few de-

tractors carelessly admit—a great actress ; she is that

indeed, but she is also a great dramatic sinqer. Her
faultless phrasing and her perfect grace and finish of

style do much to make her so, bat she adds to these

that inexplicable power of charging her mnsic with

the exact degree and shade of feeling which her ge-

nius recognizes as demanded by the composition and
the situation. Oftentimes indeed.—as we have said

on other occasions,—she transcends the conception of

her composer, and gives to his work a fulness, a fer-

vor and an intensity which proceeds rather from her

own soul than from his. The power of interpreting

her music emotionally, of extracting from it, as it

were, every smallest portion of its sentiment, is ex-

hibited in "the minutest details as well as in the main
conceptions of her renderings. The grand ideas of

the aria, recitative, or declamatory passage are grasp
ed most accurately yet most imaginatively, and every
delicate phase and variation of the thought is fol-

lowed and expressed with a subtile skill which is al-

most pictorial in its character.

Almost numberless illustrations might be given of

this marvellous double power, but some of the most
striking are to be found in Mile. Nilsson's renderings

of"Nonconosciilbelsuol'' from "Mignon," of her
part in the "Leggiadre Rondinelle" of the same work,
oCAh! fors e hi" from "La Traviata," of the reci-

tative and air in the "Mad Scene" from "Lucj'a," of

"D'amor sid ali rosee," from "II Trovatore," and of

all her mnsic in the great third act of "Faust." And
this gift of emotional expression in her music is of

course supplemented and intensified by her command-
ing powers as a purely dramatic artiste. As an act-

ress, as all who have seen her admit, she is really

great ; her power reaches from archness and coquetry
to the highest form of passion and of agony ; every-

where it is vital, magnetic and impressive. We have
not even taken into account the personal beauty of

the artiste, her perfect grace of motion, and the mar-
vellous skill and freedom in action and gesture which
at once delights the eyes and stirs the minds of all

who see her. Outside these things, and beyond all

that has been rehearsed, there remains the gift of un-
questioned genius, which informs and vitalizes all her
operatic assumptions. Nothing short of this will ac-

count for that undefined and indefinable charm which
rests upon all her works as an artiste ; nothing else

will explain the swift electric power which flashes at
single moments from single tones and looks and ges-
tures ; notliing but this could avail to make the efforts

of other performers, who are unquestionably great,

seem dull and tame and colorless beside hers. That
she has the producing power of genius has, in truth,

been seen again and again ; she created the part of
Ophelia in Thomas's "Hamlet ;" she recreated his

Mignon : she has substituted a poetic and passionate
Lucia for Donizetti's insignificant heroine ; she has
made the commonplace Leonora of "II Trovatore"
absolutely erand in her intensity ; and she has inter-

preted the Alarguerite of Gounod with a subtilly, an
insight and an imaginative grasp which have never
been approached upon our operatic stage. Mile.
Nilsson came to this country after she had won the

high favor of the first European critics and had con-

quered the audiences of its two greatest capitals. The
unprecedented success of her American career speaks

well for the taste of the leaders of our public opinion

and for the susceptibility of our people to the best

and noblest interpretation of the divinest of the arts.

The Musical Pitch-

Musicians are a combative race—they revel in

pitched battles. The diapason dispute is again re-

vived, and vibratory movements are the order, or

rather disorder of the day. It is no longer a prima

donna or a tenor who has commenced the conflict,

but a select body of amateurs, artists and manufac-

turers, who, in a conclave at the Royal Albert Hall

have passed a pronunciamiento proclaiming the pitch

of 528 double vibrations of the C, adopted by the

Society of Arts some years since, and which is the

standard agreed upon at Stuttgart, in 18.34, at a con-

gress of professors. This Swabian diapason is to be

the ruling fork at the recitals of the next Internation-

al Exhibition, provided Her Majesty's Commission-

ers ratify the resolution. It may be remembered that

the Stuttgart pitch of the Adelphi mathematicians

and musicians was never adopted except on paper
;

but the Oratorio Concerts opened originally in St.

James's Hall with another pitch—that which was

made the subject of an Imperial Decree in France,

the C = 522, and which now prevails in that and

other countries. But Mr. Barnby, after fighting a

good battle, had to strike his flag and revert to the

Philharmonic pitch, which has existed so many years.

A ludicrous attempt by the National Choral Society

to use a pitch C = 508, suggested by Herr Manns,
was a complete fiasco in Exeter Hall. Now it is

agreed on all hands that some uniform standard is

highly desirable ; but it is a vexed qnestion amongst
musicians, at home and abroad, whether it is neces-

sary to disturb the status quo, for the outlay would

involve a large expenditure throughout the country,

and the query, "Who is to pay?" has never been sat-

isfactorily answered. The fact is, that without legis-

lative enactment no uniformity will ever be attained,

and Parliament as yet has not manifested any very

special sympathy for musical matters. As things

stand, after last Saturday's manifesto there will be in

the present season divers diapasons. Assuming that

her Majesty's Commissioners sanction the Stuttgart

pitch, the Royal Albert organ must be altered, and

the leading instrumentalists playing on the wood and
brass must purchase new instruments. At the Royal
Italian Opera, Mme. Patti has carried her point with

the Impressario, who will enforce the French diapa-

son, "The Sacred Harmonic Society, and Philhar-

monic Society, the Crystal Palace, etc., will assured-

ly adopt the Stuttgart pitch. We shall have some
curious charivaris arising out of the varied standards

of tonality. One curious fact connected with the

Stuttgart pitch does not appear to have transpired at

the recent gathering, of vfhich Mr. John Hullah was
president. There is a famed tenor in the Wurtem-
burg capital, with a magnificent chest voice, who can

launch the high C sharp with electrical force. It was

at the instigation of this artist, Herr Sontheim, that

the congress to change the pitch was held, the King
of Wurtemburg having been alarmed at the notion of

losing such a popular singer for a few vibrations

more or less in existing diapasons But after the ex-

pense had been incurred, and it was considerable, of

establishing the newly adopted diapason, Herr Sont-

heim disliked the change so much, that he insisted

upon a restoration of the original pitch, and he sings

with no uncertain sound, to the old standard, at this

very time. Mr. Sims Reeves, who took such a

prominent part in the agitation for altering our Phil-

harmonic standard, proclaiming it to be destructive

to his voice, has never, during his career, been sing-

ing more finely, with his organ in better condition,

than since the pitch of the Oratorio Concerts was
abandoned. The fact is, that transposition can al-

ways he resorted to to relieve a singer in distress.

The C = 5-38 of the opera houses and concert rooms
will never be altered, until the financial outlay is pro-

vided for, and the hard working and ill-paid artists,

who will have to provide new instruments, are com-
pensated .

—London Orchestra.

Cologne.—Third Soire'e for Chamber Music :

Pianoforte Quartet, Schumann ; String Quartet, in C
minor. Op. 25, Gernsheim ; and Quintet, C major,

Schubert.—Sixth Giirzenich Concert: Overture to

Oheron, Weber ; tenor air from Eimjanthe, Weber
(Herr Augustin Ruff, from Mayence) ; Violin Con-
certo, Bruch (Herr Leopold Auer, from St. Peters-

burg) ; "Nordische Somniernacht," Gernsheim ; An-
dante and Minuet, from the first Canonische Suil.Cf

Grimm ; Violin Solos, Ries and Auer ; and Second
Symphony, Mendelssohn.
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Italian Opera.—Nilsscn.
The brief farewell season (eight nights and two

matinees) of the fascinating Swedish singer and her

lyricodramatic associates is of the past. Despite the

enormous prices, the multitude of other entertain-

ments, musical, theatrical, literary, the inclement

weather much of the time, and despite fashionable

Lent, it was a fortnight of crowded houses (except on

one or two "off nights"—meaning in this case sans-

Nilsson nights), and success almost unprecedented.

Indeed so great was the enthusiasm about this fine

and rare individuality in song and lyrical impersona-

tion ; so almost universal had become the conviction

of her positive (7ct»'hs, in addition to the charms of

voice and person ; so versatile and subtile had she

proved herself in throwing all her own individuality

into the individuality of each successive role, howev-

er different, and re-creating it and giving it a new life,

hacknied as it might have been for years, that even

such wretched trash as Verdi's Troi-atore, with Nils-

son in it, drew two crammed and eager houses. We
do not believe ihat any other singer at this day could

keep the same hold on an experienced music-loving

public with .so indifferent and commonplace a reper-

toire ; for the whole fortnight offered only one new
piece, Mignon, and of the old familiar pieces not one

great one, not one work of genius ever fresh, except

Rossini's Barhiere for an "off' night. The well-worn

and fatiguing names of Lucia di Lammermoor, U Tro-

vatore, Martha, Fra Diavolo (the last two really bright

and charming if not heard too often) exhaust the list.

IMiss Nilsson's Lucia, in the general opinion, even

transcended her revivification of the part when

she was here before. Her subtile genius clothes it-

self in the cast off garments of an outlived heroine,

and quickens into life the unsuspected ideal which it

found within there. The rirginal purity and sweet-

ness, the tremulous forebodings of a young heart

fearing its own loo great happiness, in the first scene
;

the tragic pathos of the betrothal; even that most

painful of all things to witness on the stage, ordinari-

ly, the crazy scene, all became beautiful, consistent,

luminous with Art's pure imaginative halo, in her

new reproduction. And how exquisitely she sang !

How wonderfully the pure, silvery voice revell^l in

the florid ecstacy of the bravura in the mad scene !

—

Martha, on the other hand, for Nilsson, is pure plav

and self-recovery almost ; with inimitable grace and

archness her elastic voice and spirits go with the gay

current of the music, her every look and motion mu-
sical as her song. In such things she never quite

repeats herself; it is hearty, sincere play and partly

improvised. All the more natural the tenderness,

when her heart feels the serious side of the adventure.

Verdi's Trotjatore me had not ventured to witness for

at least a decade. The impression that we got of it

when we heard its first perfoniiance in this country,

in New York, and which we recorded then at length,

was never modified by farther hearings. In plot

most barbarous and cruel ; in its would-be characters

unreal,—some of them mere scarecrows of a sensa-

tional melodrama ; in its music hard and overstrain-

ed, with plenty of ingenuity, but not a spark of ge-

nius, and, what is worse, devoid of human tender-

ness, effective only, not emotional,—the pervading

musical motive of the piece being a sort of ir/tfn fire in

the crazed brain of a gypscy woman of the whirling

flame and smoke of her mother's burning at the stake,

and the famous Miserere of the last scene being but

the dismal prelude to another barning,— its populari-

ty is only to be accounted for upon the same princi-

ple with the vulgar passion for reading of horrible

crimes and murders in the newspapers, besides the

charm which strong, brilliant, r/uaai impassioned, in-

tense singing has for the peculiar class of music-lov-

ers who still cling to the modern Italian opera as

their ideal of strong if not healthy musical expres-

sion. This time we heard it once for the sake of the

new Leonora. But the play as a whole, the charac-

ters, the music were the same as of old, only more so;

too much good music, too many works of genius had
intervened, widening the gulf betiveen true Art and

bugaboo productions of this cheap order. Its iron-

clad and soulless melodies, full ofjerk and perpetual

sforzando, so trying to the voices—tunes which seem

to have been forged upon those gypsey anvils—have

just the charm of acrobatic feats. Of musical work-

ing out of themes, of subtile and fine traits of accom-

paniment, of true artistic development, of pervading

geniality, there is nothing. The Miserei-eis effective,

by many admired ; but is it not morbid, artificial,

without religion or a deep sincerity of any kind, and

does it not dismally pall upon repeated hearing ? The
one relief was Nilsson ; the one part that admits of

any ideality, such as she would be sure to find in it,

is that of Leonora. That she did put life and soul

into the only human personage in the absurd plot,

—

and even that a tame one without a Nilsson—must
be admitted; and it is new evidence of her creative

power that she could make it beautiful,touching, noble,

—inaction always, in song wherever the cold, wil-

ful music would admit,—and this amidst such ghast-

ly companionship, a ray of pure white light in such a

lurid atmosphere, was proof enough that her power
transcends the mere sensational, that her Art is sin-

cere. Yet why may we not hear her in music better

worthy of her, in music which she loves far better

than she can love this, in works like D?n Giovanni,

Figaro, Fidelia,—or in something new like Hamlet,

all of which she was both ready and eager, on her

part,togive? When shall we have Opera management,

which will not m.ike o/Z secondary to hopes of gain,

content to minister to Art itself, with faith enough in

man to know that it win put/—reasonably and surely ?

Never till Opera becomes a local institution.—Nilsson

could breathe life into the Leonora; it were too much
to expect that Brignoli could do the same for that

nonentity the Troubadour, although he has some
pretty songs, which the stout gentle tenor sings as

well as ever, being in good voice of late. But wheth-

er he be Troubadour or be Edgardo. he is pretty

much the same. The gypsey Azucena is a somewhat
picturesque, though morbid, crazed and gloomy part;

Miss Cart sang it very finely, with rich, telling

voice, and acted well. The Count di Luna is simply

a bugbear of jealousy and cruelty ; a very coarse in-

strument with two strings. Tlie anvils can no longer

be galvanized into new life, since they have become
Gilmorized

; why not let G. have them altogether

and hammer on them to his heart's content !

The event of the fortnight was the Mignon of Am-
brose Thomas, heard here for the first time. It was

given three times, and with increasing interest. As
a drama merely it is lively, natural, and very pictur-

esque, the plot being based on Goethe's Willtehn Meis.

ler, with a difierence, but reproducing some of its

characters, as Mignon, the light-hearted flirt and ac-

tress Philina, and indeed Meister himself, with some
fidelity. The old harper is merged into Lo'thario.

The contrasts of character are very happy for an

opera of half light, half .serious, not tragic nature.

The scenes and groupings are all attractive and pleas-

antly exciting. Every part was cleverly presented,

and all well accompanied. But the centre of interest

from the beginning, about all the time, is the mysteri-

ous poor child Mignon,—Nilsson's Mignon, who has

just stepped out from Ary Scheffcr's picture. On the

first night you are so absorbed in her that you scarce-

ly take note of the music as such. At any rate the

music, if not great, if not very learned or original, is

not obtrusive; never offensive though those claptrap

cadenzas, &c., of modern operas, purely ileeigncd to

catch encores and interrupt the current of the drama;
you only feel that it is graceful, light for the most

part, often delicate, not too suggestive of other

people's music, and that it floats the drama easily and

smoothly. A second time, you discover, that though

the Overture is trivial, and dance melodies abound,

bright and fresh ones ("precisely suited to the gay and

pretty part of Philina, and the voice and style of Mile.

Duval, who never looked or sang so charmingly in

any other part), though in just the serious and impor-

tant moments (as where Mignon discovers Wilhelm's

love for her and rushes to his arms) the music is

found wanting ; and though there is not much con-

tinuous working up of themes ;—yet it is full of deli-

cate and dainty bits„both in voices and in instrumen-

tation ; traits that reveal an author of refinement,

and indeed one who is conversant with the classical

masters. Little turns and modulations, chaste and

sparing, but effective, even reminded us at times of

such traits in the "Water-Carrier", and we find that

Thomas studied in the French Conservatoire while

Cherubini was director. One is haunted, among
other piquant little morceanx, by the very quaint,

light, antique sounding little entr'acte (Gavotte)

played before the second act, and recurring once or

twice again.

The principal air for Mignon : "Kennst du das

Land" (the opera was sung in Italian) is not remark-

able for such a theme, and doubtless passed by many
unsuspected, if they did not follow the libretto. Yet
it is touching, delicate, and appropriate enough, and

is made beautifully eloquent with Nilsson's voice and

free and glowing action as she recalls the blue Italian

skies. The duet of "the swallows," too, with the old

harper (who turns out at last to be her father) is full

of a keen childlike joy and sense of nature. There

is a good serious song for Wilhelm in the latter part,

though the promise of the opening is hardly kept, by

which Capoul won an encore ; and indeed in this,

as in the entire role, his .singing, action, whole ap-

pearance, were as good and artist-like as one could

wish. There are some beautiful concerted pieces,

also
; particularly a Trio leading into a general en-

semble in the first act, and the love duet of Mignon
and Wilhelm in the last act. .

Hear it a third time, and while the music holds its

own,—although it does not satisfy just where you need

it most,^and even continues to reveal unnoticed beau-

ties in detail, the unique charm and power of Nils-

son's Mignon still grow on yon and rivet your atten-

tion chiefly, and yet so wholesomely that you can af-

ford a hearty recognition all the while to her compan-

ions, including, besides those already mentioned,

Mons. Jamet, so dignified and so affecting in bis

search for his lost child, as well as the minor part of

Laertes the actor (Mr. Ltai.l) and the enamored lit-

tle page (Mile. Feretti, with her one song), besides

the chorus of the gypsey crew. But Mignon is in

constant action from the moment that she is rudely

roused from sleep (looking as if that sleep were just

the only solace left for the poor child in this life) to

dance the egg dance, to the last scene of the play.

And how consistently and perfectly, with unobtru-

sive song and action, she realizes every shifting phase

and moment of the character, can only be conceived

through actual sight and hearing. There could not

he a part more suited to her, though Margaret in

Faust is one of higher reach and more intensity ; she

is a sort of Mignon, wonderingly led on by her own

genius and by favoring fortune out of obscurity into

a rich new world of life.

It is needless for us now to characterize her singing,

or to recall in detail all the fine imaginative traits in

her imperson.ation of the Mignon of Thomas, which,

if not Goethe's, could not have exi,sted without that

for its haunting and inimitable model. Of the first

task wc have, after a fashion, tried to acquit Ourselves

before; the latter, seeing it so well done, we may
safely leave to the critic of the Advertiser, whose last

word on "Nilsson in Opera," also, we have found so

much to our mind that wo were tempted to transfer

it to our columns. This writer says, and we say
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mainly with him :

The Mignnn of the novel, like the plot of the novel, almost
loses its identity in passing into the substance of the opera;
she loses much of her spirituality, takes on mucli-of the com-
mon earth, and almost wholly ceases to be weird and mystpri-

ous And yet who but Jllle. Nilppon could be capable of the

infinite variety of feeling and expression which the character

demitnds? The f=weet7mK'(t= and touchinpr simplicity of the

V'jun^eirl when first she is rescued from her hateful life among
"the gypsies; the su^ffestions of her origin and childhood
exquisirely, thouijh dimly, sbadnwed in hpr prayer to the Vir-

gin ; the Ptrange, soul-yearning that finds its utterance in the
lovely melody which describes the home of her heart and of

her hope; the birth of love amidst tears and sighs and little

jealousies and ^reat agonies; and the final realizations Of the

daughterVand the woman's longing,—all these are gathered
together in the impersonation of Mile. Nilsson, and are joined
in a creature of real Sesh and blood, but wonderful in the
variety of her phases, moods and manifestations. The delivery

of her great. [ ? ] .'^ong, "iVon conosci il hd suol," was without
exception the most vivid pieceof dramatic song which we can
recall. The meaning of each sentence—nay, of every word-
breathed and burned upon the lips of the singer, aod each
change in the thought was carried home to the consciousness
of the spectator by action so subtle, so expressive and, above
all, so magnificently strong and free as to carry upon itself the
stamp of genius. The grand gesture with which, in the first

stanza, Mile. Nilsson indicated the sweep of the "cloudless
h'-aven'" of the Italian sky was worthy of Ttachael or of Ristori,

and the yearning of tone and of action which accompanied the

utterances of the second stanza wa.s indescribable in its sim-
plicity and pathos. Kindred with this, though again varied
and discriminated from it in a hundred ways—we must count
the singing and acting of the artiste in the scene in which she
seeks to take her own life and in which she calls down curses
upon her rival, and in the whole of the last act, in which she
wakens as out of a heavy sleep to the ecstasy of a new life and
and a new love. In direct contrast with all this were the scenes

in the second part.- in which her native vanity and love of

dress were called into play, and in which she is exposed to the
torment of witnessinff the flirt itions of the man of her heart
with the seductive pfV/nr?. In the former she was charming
with a freshness, a brilliancy, and a gracefulness which com-
pletely eclipsed the efforts of other performers in similar pa'rts,

and in the latter the spirit and variety of her action were noth-
ing short of amazing. Impatience, disgust, anger and grief

chased each other through her face and found utterance in

every motion, every posture and every muttered word; every
part of her person seemed eloquent with meaning, and yet no
action or pose was repe^ted, even long after it saemed as if the
gamut of impatient expression was exhausted The whole
performance, inlped was unique and wonderful in its coher-
ence its life, it'* imaginative power and its immense fertility

of invention ; its beauty was a thing to dream of ; its pathos
seemed drawn from nature itself; and its sprightliness, its

vividness and force made even the best efforts ofother artists

seem pale, weak and tasteless

Mr. Capoul as Gu^Uelmo displayed the exquisite delicacy

and graceful warmth of style which now identify him to all

the patrons of the opera as almo&t the first of operatic lovers.

Concerts.

Harvard Musical Association. The eighth

Symphony Concert (Friday afternoon, Feb. 23d)

proved more interesting than many had anticipated,

who had (not without reason) some misgivings about

works of new composers. To our feeling it was a

quite enjoyable, good concert, but not precisely of the

best. It opened with a Concert Overture by Gade

(in C major, No. 3, Op. 14), never played here be-

iore. It has not the taking color contrasts of the

"Ossian" and the "Highlands" overture, but it is a

spirited, large, massive composition, richly instru-

mented for the full orchestra throughout,—perhaps

too uniformly so, and in the composei-'a Northern,

dreamy vein, yet without any sentimental weakness.

It was well played and made a grand impression.

The exquisite Andante and Adagio (Nos. 4 and 5)

from Beethoven's "Prometheus" Ballet music fol-

lowed, with nice rendering, and never was the beauty

of the violoncello melody and variations (Mr. Hart-

degen), and the answering phrases of the flutes,

clarionets and bassoons, more appreciable ; one

breathes a sweet contentmant and repose in music

so sincere and simple and yet so refined. The third

of Beethoven's Piano Concertos, that in C minor, is

certainly a noble and delightful work, ranking com-

monly, and justly, as only next to those in E flat and

in G. The orchestration is rich, original and strik-

ing in comparison with its predecessors, and the

pianoforte part offers high argument and field for

any artist's best interpretative powers. Mr. J. C. D.

Parker ployed it carefully and conscientiously, with

good conception, and very delicate, nice phrasing in

many passages, only with hardly enough of fire and

freedom. In the thoughtful, self-communing vein of

the Largo movement here, as well as the Adagio in

the G-major Concerto, so characteristic of Beethoven,

we seem to catch the secret of the real meaning (in a

poetic sense) of a Concerto combining the piano with

an orchestra, which some have thought so unfit to be

coupled. Is it not the tone-poet improvising, talking

to himself upon his instrument and calling in the

voices of the orchestra, invisible as it were, for sym-

pathetic confirmation and society to his own beauti-

ful but solitary thought ? This does not hold, of

course, of mere parade concertos.

The Symphony, forming the chief portion of the

Second Part, was new here, and by a composer whom
we have had only once before, in an Orchestral Suite

last year,—Joachim Raff*. This was his second Sym-

phony, op. 140, in C major, earlier than the one call-

ed "Im Walde" which Theo. Thomas gave here once.

Though Kaff has affinities with Liszt and Wagner,

this Symphony adheres to the classical models in form,

and is a large, ransicianlike and earnest work through-

out its four long movements ; interesting as a whole,

strikingly so in parts, though we fail to detect in it a

spark of new and individual genius, anything, how-

ever beautiful or clever, which the existence of Schu-

mann's, Schubert's Mendelssohn's music might not

account for in a man of talent, musical organization

and study. There are felicitous ideas in it, with

skilful working up, and very varied and effective in-

strumentation. The first Allegro, in 6-4 measure, is

b»*oad and stately, uniformly full like the Gade Over-

ture. The Andante has a beautiful and pregnant

melody, which is developed through a long and in-

teresting series of transformations and recurrences,

with a fine fugued episode in one part, and all grow-

ing to a superb climax The Scherzo is fanciful and

pleasing, particularly the running passages in thirds

between the reeds and flutes in the Trio. A stately

Andante ffiaes/oso ushers in a brilliant, spirited Finale

[Allegro con Spirito). The work is full of difficulties,

but was bravely mastered by the orchestra, and held

the interest of the great audience to the end.

Schumann's elastic, tripping little Scherzo, from

the "Overture, Scherzo and Finale," op. 52, with the

pretty answering phrases of oboe and clarinet in the

Trio, made a refreshing, genial conclusion. That is

a work of genius.

This week's Concert offered a noble programme : Mendels-

sohn's Overture to "Athalia" (almost new with orchestra)
;

Schumann's Piano Concerto, played by Huoo Leonhard ;

—

O'Verture : ^' Taitsend und Eine iVac/ii" (first time), by Tau-

bert ; and the great Schumann Symphony in (No. 2.)

There remains hut one more concert of the series, the tenth,

on Thursday. March 21, which also will be a grand one : Part

I. Beethoven's Overture in C, op. 124 ("Weihe des Hauses");

Mendelssohn's D-minor Concerto, played by Miss Mehlig;

Cherubini's Overture to "Lodojska" (first time). Part IT.

—

Schumann's "Etudes Symphoniques" for piano solo (Miss

Mehlig)
;
and the "Heroie Symphony" of Beethoven.

There is still to come, however, the annual benefit concert

ofour long-tried and excellent Conductor, Carl Zeerahn, on

Wednesday _Et'e7i/Hg-, April 10. Goethe's 'Bgmont/ read by
Miss Charlotte Oushman, with Beethoven's music to it, by the

Harvard Orchestra, [the songs by Mrs. J. W. Weston] will

make up the whole feast, and a right noble one. Mr. Zerrahn

deserves and undoubtedly will have a crowded house.

The Soiree in honor of Robert Franz, given at

Mechanics' Hall last Saturday evening by Messrs.

Leonhard and Eicheerg, was highly successful in

spite of the bad luck of falling on the stormiest night

of the winter. This kept not a few away who had

purchased tickets
; yet the attendance was large and

cheering. Musically the whole aff'air was most artis-

tic and delightful. Could it be otherwise with such a

programme, such interpreters, such an audience and
such a motive?

Trio for Piano, Violin, and 'Cello, Op.TO.No.IBeethoven.
Messrs. Leonhard, Eichberg, and Hartdegen.

Songs, from Liederkreis Schumann.
Mr. Carl Gloggner CasteUi.

Piano Solo, Ballade, Op. 38, F major Chopin.
Mr. Leonhard.

Songs Rob. Franz.
Mrs. Barry.

Quintet, Op. 44, [piano and strings. Schumann.

The instrumental pieces (the "Geister" Trio, the
great Schumann Quintet, and the Chopin Ballade, so
gently musing and suddenly so passionate,) had been
heard in the Matine'es of the same artists. Nothing
could be better worth repeating. Mr." Gloggner
chose two of the finest songs of Schumann,—one of

|

them the "Mondnacht," and sang them with a delicate

appreciation. Mrs. Barry was in her best voice and
mood and sang four Franz songs con amore. and to a
charm. These were characteristic and well contrast-

ed ; viz. the solemn, mystical "Im Rhein, im heiligen

Sfroyne ; the "April/annen" (likening the humors of

a mistress to those of April) ,- the wild and grand
"Ain lileer *" and Goethe's airy and fantastic

Matlied {"Zwischen Hecken uud Dorn,'* &c.),—the

Inst two in English. One only wished to hear more
songs of Franz ad libitum, and let the storm without
there roar ! Who did not regret the absence of Mr.
Kreissraann, who more than any singer, from the
first, has brought these winged little creatures (these

"Jcleine Lieder") home to us, and who did not think

of him with sympathy in his severe long illness 1 Pity
too that our young Osgood's return could not have
been hastened ! And to make all whole and perfect,

Mr. Dresel also ought to have been there in person,
as he was in spirit.

Mr. Lang's second concert at the Globe was a very

fine one, but further record now is crowded out. The
next will be next Thursday afternoon and will pre-

sent a Concerto by Bach for two violins ; a fouf-hand
composition by Mr. Bradlee, an accomplished ama-
teuj- of our city ; Chopin's Etude \n C sharp minor,
op. 25 : and a Trio in B flat by Rubinstein.

The Poultry Concert at Music Hall.

Music Hall has had a varied esperience during the past

winter. The Dolhys, Peclt's Popular Concerts, Mrs. Moulton,

Mme. Parepa-Rosa, Adelaide Phillipps, Theodore Thomas's Or-

chestra, the Handel and Haydn Oratorios, the Grand Duke, a

masquerade ball, and numberless other entertainments, have

been given there, comprising every class of music from orato-

rio down to vulgar dance tunes. The music of the past,^ of the

present, and of the future, has had its hearing y and the most

refined and most uncultivated tastes have been gratified in

turn. But, after all, it was art that reigned supreme through,

all. Nature had enjoyed none of the tone-feasts that had been

so lavishly spread. The winter went out and the spring came
in with an entertainment that remedied this painful omission,

and gave to the public Nature's music in its purest form, in

the shape of a Poultry Concert. We cannot say, after a fair

hearing, that we do not prefer art, after all. We feel that we
are educated up to that, and that life is too short to unlearn

what we have learned. Wemust in all frankness add,that we
do not think the music thathas prevailed at Music Hall for the

past week is of a class that is likely to become permanently

popular, though we would recommend a study of it to those

of our orchestral leaders who are languishing for new effects to

keep the popular taste in a proper condition of degradation.

The chorus that was in progress as we entered the hall was

strikingly like a Lipzt Scherzo, and proved to us that the abuse

heaped upon that composer for his etrained and unnatural

effects has been quite undeserved. Judged from the hen and
rooster point of view, his music has all the beauty and sim-

plicity of nature to recommend it to notice.

The performers were, as a rule, in capital voiee and spirits.

A floe solo, with a clucking chorus, was given by a lusty

Shanghai rooster with a rich contralto voice. The lower tones

came out clear and full, and his technique was all that could

be desired. One or two bravura passages were given with

great power and effect, and rang through the hall with trum-

pet-like majesty. A noble old turkey gobbler essayed an Al-

legretto Capriccioso, but he was evidently suffering under a

severe cold, which was to be greatly regretted, as we expected

a great treat from his full yet sympathetic baritone voice. A
Spangled Poland hen executed some fine staccato passages, and

a Spanish game-cock attempted an intricate bolero, which

would have created a great sensation, had not one of the audi-

ence rudely poked him in the breast with a walking-cane, and
interrupted him in the midst of a splendid point d''Qrgite inD,

in alt. A Brahmapootra hen made a fiasco in essaying a ca-

denza beyond her powers, but her method was perfect. A
pleasing concerted piece was adroitly rendered by four mottled

ganders, but we grieve to be forced to state that they did not

sing in tune. But it was in the ensembles that the performers

showed to the best advantage. Fugues whose complications

would have driven Bach into a despairing frenzy of envy were

delivered in the most faultless manner. The glorious basses

of the male turkeys and Shanghai roosters rolled along in the

most even manner, and blended finely with the shrill-tenors

of the game-cocks, and the sweet and sympathetic altos of the

ganders. It is but just to the amiable and obliging custodian

of Music Hall to state that the performers were all greatly in-

clined to Peck. As a whole, the affair was a grand success,

and the directors of Music Hall deserve the grateful thanks of

the entire community for that refined devotion to musical art

that induced them to give the public an opportunity of hear-

ing this intellectual treat in the same hall in which Handel'

"Mepfiiah," Mendelfsohn'e '"Elijah," and Beethoven's "Pasto

ral Symphony"' have been so gloriously rendered.— Gazette,

March 2.
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Ksital Correspnknre.

New York, Feb 19.—Monday evening, debut of

Santley in Zampa. He acquitted himself credita-

bly, and did not seem to be very much embarrassed

in the presence of a New York audience, although

some of our critics persist in considering it a trying

ordeal for him.

The house was literally crammed. There was

hushed and eager anticipation throughout the famil-

iar overture, the opening chorus, and the music

which follows, until the famed Robber Chief stepped

upon the stage, and was greeted with round upon

round of applause. The part of Zampa is written

for the tenor voice ; but such is the range of Santley's

magnificent organ that a little transposition brings

the music entirely within his own. His voice is, for

a baritone, what that of Sims Reeves is for a tenor,

or Nilsson's for a soprano, or Alboni's for a contralto.

Throughout its whole range there is not one b.ad

note. One is conscious of a certain dignity in his

singing which tells of power in reserve,—but intense-

ly dramatic his singing is not, or at least was not on

this occasion. His acting was perhaps somewhat dif-

ferent from the manner in which we should expect a

real pirate to conduct himself, and he has been criti-

cized on this ground ; but surely anything is better

than the hair-tearing performances of the traditional

stage villain.

The music of Zampa affords a fine ground for the

display of his splendid voice, and it is in this opera

that he is most famous—although he sings in many

others which are musically to be preferred.

Tuesday. Don Juan was played, and to a good
house despite the storm. Wednesday. Second ap-

pearance of Santley in Zampa. Friday. Benefit of

Mrs. Seguin who appeared as Nancy (or Julia) in

Maiiha, with Mrae. Rosa as Martha. Saturday. Fra
Diavolo, with Santley, and (matinee) a second per-

formance of Don Juan. This week we are to have

German Opera, at the Grand Opera House, by the

MulderFabbri Troupe. A. A. c.

ttsit S^roab.

London.

Mme. Camilla Urso, whose rare merits as a vio-

linist are so well known in our American cities, after

playing with great success in Paris, has arrived in

London. We can readily believe it when we hear

that the press there not long since was unanimous in

her praise, after her performance of the Mendelssohn

Concerto at the Crystal Palace. She is now engaged

as leading violin in the six classical soir&s given at

St. George's Hall under the direction of Mr. Wil-

helm Ganz, beginning Saturday, Feb. 24 and con-

tinued weekly. In the string quartet she is associated

with three first-class artists. The first programme

contained : Posthumous Quartet by Schubert ; Trio

in C minor, Beethoven
;

Quartet for piano and

strings, in B flat. Hummel. We are glad to see that

Mme. Urso is following a classical direction, and

tmst that it will lead her round to as again at some

not distant day.

Dr. Ferdtsand Hili.er leaves London this even-

ing for the continent. The stay among us of the il-

lustrious German musician has been provokingly

»hort. He has played, with splendid success, at

Manchester, at Liverpool, and at the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham (of which more in our next). He plays,

to-day, with Signor Piatti, a magnificent sonata for

pianoforU: and violoncello (Op. 22), which he com-
posed ai Milan, as far back as IS.38. And thia is all

we shall hear, in the year 1872, of Ferdinand Hiller!

Tant pis ! We should have liked him to remain with

us during the whole season, so that occasion might
have been afforded us to pay him the honors which
are so justly hii due.

—

Mus. World, Fclj. 17.

The Oratorio Coscerts.—Bach's Sacred Ora-
torio, (7'Ae PaMion), according to St. Matthew, is

announced for performance at the Sixth Subscription

Concert on Tuesday next. This sublime work was

re-introduced at the Oratorio Concerts the season be

fore last, and will now be heard under Mr. Barnby's

direction for the third time. Its introduction in the

service at Westminster Abbey on Maunday Thurs-
day, last year, has considerably added to the interest

which had previously attached to the performances of

this work. The principal artist.s are to be Madame
Cora de Wilhorst, Miss .Julia Elton, Mr. Edward
Lloyd, Mr. Thurley Beale, and Herr Siockhausen,

and a special feature will be the presence of Dr.

Stainer, the new organist of St. Paul's, who is to

preside at the pianoforte used for accompanying the

recitatives.

Mme. Arabella Goddard. As this great Eng-

lish pianist is coming to America next September,

the following, from the Pall MaH Gazette, will be

read with interest

:

One of the special attractions at the Monday Popu-
lar Concerts is, of course, the piano forte playing, and
two of the most striking features in the first pro-

gramme were the pianoforte solo of the first part and
the duet for violin and pianoforte of the second.

Beethoven's astonishing "Thirty-two variations on
an original air in C minor"—astonishing, above all,

for their variety and originality, no two being alike,

no one being like a variation by any other compoer

—

were played in masterly style by Mdme. Arabella
Goddard. The piece is not one of the most "popu-
lar' in the Monday Popular repertory ; and nothing
but the most perfect execution, such as on this occa-

sion it received, could render it interesting to the

general public. To familiarize, however, the said

general public with works of this character is precise-

ly the object, with which, artistically spe.iking, the

Monday Popular Concerts were established. In

Dussek's "Sonata in B flat major for piau'iforte and
violin." the music spe.iks for itself, and nothing but

absolutely bad performance could destroy its beauty.

How thoroughly beautiful, then, mnst it have been in

the hands of two such artists as Mdme. Arabella God-
dard and Mdme. Norman-Neruda, who both played
con amore, and both enlisted in the completest man-
ner the sympiithy and admiration of their audience !

The concert terminated with Mendelssohn's superb
trio in C minor, for pianoforte, violin, and violoncel-

lo (Mdme. Arabella Goddard, Mdme. Norman Ne'ru-

da, and Signor Piatti,) ; an old favorite at these

concerts, where it has been given no less than nine-

teen times.

Mme. Claea ScHnsiANN. "There is nothing"

—

says the Standard, Feb. 6, in a notice of Mme. Schu-
mann's return to the Monday Popular Concerts—"ill

which English audiences differ so much from those

of the Continent as in the consistent respect they show
a great name, even occasionally after the brilliancy of

the talents which created it has faded or passed away.
Numerous are the instances on record of foreign

artistes appealing successfully to English audiences,

who would not venture to trust to the recollections of

former achievements in their own country. This
conservatism of early opinions has its advantages as

well as its disadvantages. Amongst the former may
be cited the security which foreign artistes feel that

time strengthens their claim on an English public,

and that they are not subject to the fitful moods of

volatile and capricious audiences. The disadvantages

we need not enumerate, nor allude to the fact that we
sometimes sacrifice our critical acumen on the altars

of consistency and "auld lang syne." Madame Schu-

mann has been long enough in this country to feel

that dependence may be placed on her numerous
friends and admirers, and if any doubts may have
risen in her mind during her temporary retirement

from the scene of some of her honors they must have

been dispelled by the cordial reception she met with

last evening."

Frankfort-on-the Main.—Mme. Clara Schu-
mann played at the seventh Museum Concert. The
compositions selected were Beethoven's Pianoforte

Concerto in G major; Schumann's "Canon from the

Studies for a Pedal Grand ;" and Mendelssohn's
Rondo Capriccioso. Op. 14. The orchestral pieces

were Spohr's third Symphony, in C minor, and M.
Anton Rubinstein's Overture in B flat major. The
vocalist was a young lady of the name of Regan, al-

ready favorably known by having appeared at these

concerts last season.

Dresden. The fourth Symphony Concert of the

Royal Kiipelle (.Jan, V.i) had for programme : Part

I. Overture to Anarreon, Chcrubini ; Symphony:
"Am Imatru" (first time), by Th. Berthold, based on

recollections of certain scenes in Finnland and its

mythological legends. Part II. Overture to Coriolan

Bcc-lhovcn ; ".Jupiter" Symphony, Mozart.

Sptial Botites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publinliec] by Oliver Ditson Sl Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

A Cluster of Pearls. Seng and Cho. 3. F to f.

C. H. Smith. 30
" My darliDg's a cluster of ma.nv rare jewels,

The number I never yet found "

A jewel of a Bong, certainly. Melody unconimonly
sweet.

On the Sands. 3. A6 to e. Vandewater. 30
'* Sweetly phe smiled on me,

On the sands;
While the warm eunshine fell

Od weed, pebble and shell.

"

Written with exquisite taste. Words by Geo. Ar-

nold.

Easter Anthem. Christ the Lord is risen to-day.

4. Ah. Wilson. 75

Has the URual variety of solo and chorus passages,

and is a fine, new, spirited affair.

After the Opera is over. 3. E6 to d. Leyhourne. 30
" Live in the squares of Belgravia.

And the pleasures of life you will see."

Come home early, Papa. Song & Cho. 3. G to q.

Christie. 40
" Come home early, will you. Papa?

I shall watch along the street."

Beautiful home song, with equally beautiful title.

Dexter Smith wrote it.

Under the leaves that fall. 4. A to f. Warren. 30
" Under the leaves that fall,

Angels shall guard thee well."

An elegant melody, and unusually pretty accompa-

niment, with almost an independent air of its own.

fair Dove ! fond Dove ! 3. F to D. Gatty. 30
"But a dove that perched upon the mast,

Did mourn,—and mourn,—and mourn.
dove with the white, white breast,

Let me alone ; the dream is my own,
And my heart is full of rest."

None but.lean Ingelow could write that, and to say

that the music is perfectly appropriate is sufficient

praise.

Love will shine all thronfrh. 4. A to e. Pinsuti. 4
*' Earth will bloom, and cheeks will bum
With blushe=i many a one."

Words from "The Afterglow." Sweet music, and
the well engraved portrait of the Sweet Singer on the

title.

Blinks of the Staff. Comic. 2. D to f. Connolly. 30
" I'm your Captain Blinks of the staff." »

First cousin to ''Captain Jinks."

She wandered down the mountain. lUuetrated

Title. 4. C to g. Cloy. 40
" A bird was singing its ppalm of rest,

But she heeded uot its song."

A very effective and affecting song for a concert

singer.

Toddling through the Landers. 3. Bb to f.Conolly. 30
" Merry happy Laneiers."

Meant to be comic, but if you substitute *'tripping"

for -'toddling" it becomes a very pretty and merry

song any way.

The Dew is Sparkling. {Erblinkt der Than.)

4, F to q. Rubinstein. 30
" The moon sheds on all a soft silvery light,

The nightinijale sings in the gloaming."

A fine German Kn^lish song, with a peculiar move-

ment which may be called Russian-German.

Instrumental.

Mignon. Fantasie hrilliante. 5. Ah. Ketterei-. 60
The favorite airs of Ambroise Thomas's opera, ren-

dered of course, as Kctterer must render them, in a

very brilliant and effective manner.

Martha. For 4 hands. 5. S. Smith. 1.25

In various keys, of course. A good piece for exhibi-

tions.

Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hand.s. 3.

Strauss. 1.25

Arranged from airs in Offenbach's "Tndico." Don't

know about 1001 nights, but think that one might
dance 501 times to it without much weariness.

Splendid

!

Flirtation. Polka Mazurka. 3. G. Waud. 35
Very piqunnt and neat, and more brilliant than

most mazurkas.

Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands. 3. Strauss. 1.25

ITas Strauss's usual brilliancy, and with the power
of 4 hands upon it willltft the feet of dance-lovers,

whether they will or no.

Rays of Hope. Ma7,urka Elegante. 4. C. Warren. 30
Rightly named, and has somo very well contrived

octave and left-hand passages.

Valse hrilliante en Octflvea. 5. B6. Concone. 35
Pretty good as a Waltz, and very good as an Octave

study.

ADBEBVlATlONS.—Degreefl of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. Thf /cey is marked with a capital letter, aa ';, B flat, &c.

A small Roman letter marks the highest note, on the ataff,

an iCalir. ]r;f,t«r the highest note, if above the staff.



No't by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers, and who can

feel the musical jDulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making melodies simple and easy,

but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the most

salable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, joost-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

BOSTON. OE,
G. H. DITSOig A GO.^

NEW YOlilt.

EDWIN CHRISTIE'^ SONGS.
ANGELS TOOK AWAY OUR DARLING.

Song and Chorus. 3. C to e. 40

Very beautiful lllustraled Title ! Group of

Angels bearing a child.

'* Angels took away onr darling

We shall listen nevermore
To those merry little footsteps

Th»t would meet us at the door."

Words by Geo. Cooper. Exceedingly well

imagined, both in words and music.

THE MERRIEST GIRL IN THE VILLAGE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to f. 40

" I'm the merriest girl in the village,

My heart is as free as the air,

And I live in the beautiful sunlight.

And have not a sorrow or care."

A very merry song, and Beautiful Illustrated

Title. "Croquet Scene, with the Merriest Girl

in the foreground.

DOWN BY THE SEASIDE. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Ballad and Chorus. 3. E6 to e. 40

" Down by the seaside sadly I weep,
Dreaming of days that are fled,

Still in my bosom sadly I keep
Hopes that are withered and dead."

Sad, but beautiful. Illustrated Title.

0, SHALL I EVER MEET THEM AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. G to f. 30
" I dream of my home though far o'er the deep,

Still do I sigh each weary step I go,

I think of my friends while sadly I weep
As mem'ry recalls each heart that I know."

A pleasing reminiscence of home.

MAKE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. 2. Ftof. 40
Fine Illustrated Title. Picture of the brave

little fellow who wished to wear what had
belonged to his soldier father.

" Mother, dear mother, you're weeping I know.
Tell me the reason I pray you, tell.

Always at twilight so weary you grow,
Tell your own darling who loves you so well."

The queer fancy of the boy is prettily ex-

pressed in the song, which has a fine melody
and a good chorus.

LITTLE SISTER'S GONE TO SLEEP.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title. Chai'ming picture

of a sleeping child, roses and angels, &c. Song
and Chorus.

'' Gone to yonder happy home,
Sadly round her bed we weep,

Angels bade our darling come,
Little sister's gone to sleep."

Many songs of this affecting character have
been written, but the better ones never cease to

interest, and never should, since there can be
nothing that will cause emotion sooner than
Childhood, connected with Sleep, Death and
Immortality.

THE ANGELS ARE COMING. Ballad and
Chorus. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. G to e. 40
Beautiful Illustrated Title.

Chorus. *'0 kiss me. dear mother, and weep not for me,
The beautiful home of the angels I see

;

Sweet voices are calling and I must obey,
The angels are coming to show me the way,"

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IN THE LANE.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to d. 40

Fine Illustrated Title. Pretty picture of the

pretty Schoolma'am, surrounded by her pupils,

on the way to the District School-House.

" It stands beside the mossy way.
In memory's dream again,

And still I bless it day by day.
The School-house in the Lane,"

Has a good chorus, and a very agreeable

melody.

OUT IN THE STORM. Words by E. Field-

ing. 2. D to d.

Illustrated Title. Snow storm, and those who
are "out in the storm."

" Out in the street

Cheerless I roam,
Cared for by no one.

Left all alone."

Song and Chorus. Same general style as

"Out in the Cold." Simple, affecting and
pretty.

The above songs, with other good ones, also popu-

lar, as "Meet me Addie by the Oak tree," "The
Little Church," "Dreaming ever fondly dreaming,"

agree in having the general merit of being easy to

sing, in having pleasing melodies and good choruses.

Their titles are of uncommonly pretty design.

W. F. WELLMANS SONGS.
KISS THE LITTLE ONES AT HOME.

Words by Geo. Cooper. Song and Chorus.

3. F to g.

Illustrated Title. Portrait of 'Miss Bessie

Ludlow.
" Still in pure delight I ponder,

While I dream of them and thee,

Don't forget, tho' far I wander.
Kiss the little ones for me."

A LITTLE AFTER EIGHT.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to d.

" I never shall forget the day
I met my darling true

;

The year was at the dewy May,
The birds were building too."

Miss Bessie Ludlow's face graces the title

page, and her voice has contributed not a little

to the popularity of this, as of the last song, and

the one next noticed.

40

MOLLIE ADAIR. Portrait of Miss Ludlow

on the Title. Song and Chorus. 3. G to g. 40

Cho.—"I dream of my darling, wherever I go.

She's fair as the lily and pure as the snow,

As bright as the dew-drops in sunlight so fair.

My darling, my angel, my Mollie Adair."

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE, TILL
TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. 30

" So when some distant care annoys

Take this advice, now do,

And never trouble trouble, boys,

Till trouble troubles you.

A Motto for every man, and gracefully ren-

dered in music.

WATCH AND PRAY. Sacred Song, Duet
and Quartet. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3.
F tof 3.5

" Sow thy seed with golden grain,
Rest ye not in son and rain,

Unto thee shall fall the gain.
Watch and pray !"

These golden words are set to appropriate
music, and so constitute a charming sacred
piece.

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE, LOVE!
3 . E6 to g. 40
Fine Lithograph Title.

" Don't borrow trouble Love,
Heed not the morrow.

Good time for grieving, love,

When comes the sorrow."

The "moral" of this is contained in the Chorus.

Three Beautiful Songs hy Three Talented Attthors.

SPERO MELIORA. (I hope for better things.)

Words by Mrs. A. L. Angler. Music by

Rev. L. H. Angier. Song and Chorus. 3.

E6 to e.

" Spero Meliora 1 tho' trouble be near.

This motto the sorrow bowed spirit can cheer,

Spero Meliora 1 this watchword can give

Fresh courage to labor, new motive to live."

An unusually graceful and classical composi-

tion combining the beauties of Italian and Eng-

lish song.

30

TENDER AND TRUE. 4. D6 to f.

By Gaston Lyle. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" He stole from its nest, in my golden hair,

A knot of ribbon blue.

He placed on my hand a jewel rare,

And whispered soft, as he held it there.

Tender and true ! Adieu I"

KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE. 3.

Ab to e. Song and Chorus. Words by

Geo. Cooper. Music by M. Loesch. 40

Beautiful Illustrated Title.

" The silver stars were peeping in the twilight.

The jeweled moon was rising in her queenly state,

When in my joy I clasped you gently, and

Stole a kiss beside the garden gate."
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JAMES IVI. WEHLl'S COMPOSITIONS.

Messrs. Ditson & Co. beg to draw attention to the publications of this eminent and

popular composer. Among the pieces enumerated below will be found all classes of com-

positions to suit the brilliant as well as the junior pianist. Some of the pieces are well

adapted for school teaching. We annex a few " opinions " by persons who have heard the

compositions.

SILVER BELLS, 75 Cents.
"An exquisite little work of the caprice order"

—

Herald, N. Y.

One of the most popular pieces of the day, and has sold by thousands.

SLEIGH RIDE, 75 Cents.
" A brilliant, characteristic work in semi-galop style. There is dash in it from beginning to end."

—

Herald, N. Y.

HARPE AEOLIENNE, 60 Cents.
A beautiful study in arpeggios, with a simple pretty melody attached. Admirably adapted for young

ladies at schools.

MARCHE DE KUIT, $1.00.

"A composition of great merit, both as to melody and treatment."— Weekly Review.

SANS SOUCI GALOP, 75 Cents.

One of the most effective and brilliant Galops ever written. It is a splendid concert piece, and is admi-

rably adapted for private concerts.

MINNEHAHA "LAUGHING WATER," 75 Cents.

Eatber difficult, but an exceedingly useful study. Very descriptive, and if well played sounds like fall-

ing water.

NECK AND NECK GALOP, 75 Cents.

"Well adapted for junior pupils. It is brilliant, and improves Octave playing.

"FLOATING ON THE BREEZE," 75 Cents.

"A most cbarming composition. The melody is beautiful in itself, and the arpeggios surrounding it

make it a perfect drawing room piece. Nothing has been written of late years that will make so much effect

with so few difficulties."

—

Times.

MARCHE DES VIVANDIERES, $L0O.

"A rousing military piece. We conid almost fancy the Zouaves marching past as we heard it, and

the celebrated ' pas de charge' created an immense enthusiasm. M. Wohli played it as he can only play,

but we should like many of our amaMurs to take it up, as it is a piece that will always win the admiration

of the hearer."—iVew Orleans Paper.

POLKA BOHEMIENNE, $L0O.

A quaint and odd piece. The melody is perfeeily beautiful, but the treatment quite novel. Destined

to be the most popular piece of the day.

BLUE -DANUBE. Strauss.

Transcribed by Wehli. $L00.

Brilliant, effective and sparkling. The best concert piece ever heard. Will always create an enthusi-

asm, being so popular and taking.

HOME SWEET HOME, 60 Cents.

FOE LEFT HAND ALONE.

The only cmrect copy of the transcription, and which Mr. Wehli plays with such success.

Mr. Wehli's other compositions include the well-known

MARCHE DES AMAZONES, $L00.

One of the most striking pieces ever published. Also his

POLKA DE CONCERT, $1.00, and

ROMANCE NOUVELLE, $1.00.

OLBYKK WBTSOIV & CO., Boston.

Immense Snceess of Ditson & Co.'s

MUSICAL TREASURE!"
1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days

!

A Second Edition N'oiv Ready.

"DitpOD & Co. . have esactly met the popular taste by this
publication. We find here such R0ng:3 as NilRson's "Sprioir
and Aatumo." Ilnllah'B "Storm," arfd ''Three Fishers,"
"Birds in the Niirht," and "Hush thee," by Snllivan, with a
variety of Sacred and choice College Soncrs, and many coftiposi-
tion.« of Handel, Kreutzer, Spohr, Claribel, Root, and others ;

with the waltzes, marches, &c., of Strauss, OlTenbach. June-
mann, Gottschiilk,Spindler, Von Suppc, Kinkel, Budik and
many others AVe have not space to enumerate tiie best pieces
from the Trkasure's extensive Cataloiue, but we do not hesi-
tate to say that it is the best collection we have ever seen,
beinB entirely composed of new and popular music."—CAn>
tian Union.

"This is indeed a rare and complete collection, and we have
Been nothing for years which is so admirably adapted to the
general u.se of the musical public as the MnsiOit, TEEiStJEE."—jV. Y. Evening Post.

"Just the Book for the Parlor and Home Circle ; containing
over 100 selection.o—beinE the Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Instrumental,"—iV, Y, Star.

Price .S2,50 ; Cloth, $3 00; in Full Gilt, S4.00.

OLIVEK DITSOIJ- & CO,, Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., Wew York.

THE SOMG GAUDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

Annual Sale 5®,0©® Copses.
THE SOKTG GARDEN", No. 1 is for beginners, and
contains "the first steps" in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of commonschools. Price SO cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. 3 is for High Schools
and Semiuaries. Price, $1,00,

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A worfc of unusual merit. S;ud to pxcepd in beauty even

the first collection, which ha-s been receivpd with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes. one-fourth original, and the

remainder pkilful adaptation-s to Church purposes of musir by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman. Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.
Mr Dudley Buck, the author, is one of tho losers by the

Great Fire, but fortunately naves his reputation, which is

amoni; the highest as a compo-er, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new hecinninp of good fortune.

Price, in Cloth, !Ji;2.75 : in Boards, .¥2 50.
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOJST & CO., Boston.
C. H. PITSON & CO., Wew York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

IBI SPLENOIO CAi^TATAS I

AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET US SING. " 38 '•

HYMN OF PRAISE. " 50 ••

NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM. " 75 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons, 50 "
SONG OP THE,BELL. Komberg, 75 "
MORNING. Eeiss, 50 "
ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree, $1.00
WOMAN OP SAMARIA. Bennett. 1,50
MAY QUEEN. " 1.00

Liberal discount to Societies,

CH.4S. H. DITSO.IT & CO., 3iew York.

BAUMBACH'S
Mgvw Collection

OF

Sacred Music .

Those who have been anxlouftly waiting for Its appearance
rnay now send their orders; andwoiowe will be difappointed In
the quality of music. Te Deums, Beuedicites, Re-
sponses. Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all flrft class,—none better. Large, clear, legi-

ble tvp % a Kreat recommendation.
I'rine in Cloth, $2.75 ; Boards, S2.50.
Soot, pOHt^pald, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOM" & CO., New York.
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%)i\ittthtmtnh,
lyriSS ANNIE LOUISE CAKY.-During the en5

Buing month of May, special engagements may be made
with this celebrated artiste preyious to her departure for

Europe. Apply to MR. A. P. PECK,
808—10 Boston Music Uall.

A LADY OF EXPEBIEWCB would Hke to teach

Music a few days of each week in a Seminary not far

from Boston. Address M. G., Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

Boston. 808—9

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
NevF Cirand Conservatory

and Colleg'e of Music,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENKI SUTTEE, Director.

ALL Branches taught according to the Classical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Mupic-Sohool having gra-
ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. Tbe summer term begins April 15,
1S72. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, eltc

, to
807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER op

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at Chickering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street

Suite 44. 805

EASTER music!
FT7BLI6HED BY

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOU & CO, New York.

LYOJSr & HEALY, Chicago.

CrraiST OUR PASSOVER. J. R, Thomas.

Chappie.

" Rev. Edwin Coan.

CHRIST THE LORD IS RISEN TO-DA Y. Andrews.

Lloyd.

EASTER ANTHEM. Ejitler. .60

EASTER HTM3Sr." (Morning breaks upon the tomb.)

W. H. Clarke. .50

EASTER ANTHEM. (Christ the Lord is risenj.jy. Wibon. .75

CAROLS FOR EASTER AND CHRISTMAS. (Book.)

A. P. Howard. .60

1.00

.50

.20

.50

.40

Foreign 4 Aiiieiicaii MhsIc
No. 610 AHOH STB.EET,

PHILADELPHIA. 795-

OLIVER DITSON & OO.'S
STANDARD MUSICAL WORKS.
CHEAP ! ! UWBXCELLED I !

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Oratorios & Cantatas
Creation $
Mespiah
Israel in Egypt
.Tudas Maccabasus

,50

50
50
50

S.amson 75
SI. Paul 75
EIi.jah 1.00

Stabat Mater 45
Hymn of Praise 50
Walpurgis Night 75
As the Hart pants.(42d Ps.) .38

Come let us sine (95th") .38

Ninety-Eighth Psalm 75
Woman of Samaria 1 00

Athalia 1.00 Hear my Prayer 38

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Masses.
Beethoven's Mass in C...S -50

Bordese's Mass in P 75

Mozart's 15th (Requiem)
Mass 60

Mozarts 2nd, 7th & 9th
Masses ea. 75

Mercadante's Mass 3 voic's 75
Niedermayer's Mass in D. 1 25
Rossini's MesseSolennelle 1.00

Weber's Mass in O 50
Weber's Mass in E flat. . . .75

Southard's Mass in F 38
Southard's Short Mass
iuD 38

Pull Vocal Score,

Concone's Mass in F 60
Farmer's Mass in B flat.. .75
Gounod's Mass Solennelle .75
Haydn's 3d Mass 46
H.avdn's 1st, 2nd, 31,4th,

7th and 8th Masses, ea. .75

Havdn's lOtli Mass 1.00
De Monti's Mass 75
Mozart's 1st M.ass 60
Mozart's 12th Mass 45

Complete Operas,
INCLUDING RECITATIVES, $1.00 EACH.

Fadst, Fidelio, MAETn.\, Traviata, SoNNAMSor.A, Don
Giovanni, Marriage op Figaro, Norhia, Ernani, Preciosa,
Trovatore, Fra Diavolo, Lucretia Borgia, Ldgia.

Published in separate form all the leading and famous
Oratorio Choruses, also a fine .selection of English
Glees, each nicely printed and having a cover of its own.
Price 6 cents each or 60 cents per dozen.

Selections from World's Peace Jubilee of 1872, com-
prising seven Chorusesand Chorals, each 16 cents or SIO.OO
per hundred.

\* The above can be had of any Music Dealers, or the Pub-
lishers. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Oliver Ditsou St Co., I C. H. Ditson & Co.,
Boston.

|
711 Broadwat, N. Y.

GLAD TIBIIGS!!
The Beautiful SABBATH SCHOOL SOTiTG
BOOK with the above Title has received

the Highest Commendations.
Get OBie nnd Judj^e for Yoairsclf.

COMPILED BY

L. 0. Emerson & L. B. Starkweather.

Price in Paper, 30 cts., in Eojirds, 35 cts.

The OfFertoriiim

!

A New and Complete Collection of Music for the CATHO-
LIC CHURCH. Music not difficult. Suited for Choirs

of all capacities. Fitted for all Common and all Festival

Occasions.

Price in Cloth, $2.75 ; In Boards, $2.50.

EASTER ANTHEM
! Christ our Passover. Tlioma.^. 1,00

EASTER HYMN! Morning Breaks. Clarke. .50

EASTER ANTHEM ! Christ the Lord. Wilson. .75

GOLDEN

GOLDEN
The GOLDEN

GOLDEN

GOLDEN GOLDEN

GOLDEN ^ ^'^^^00^ Song Boole.
GOLDEN

GOLDEN No Better one Published, golden

GOLDEN Price, 50 Cents. GOLDEN

The above books and pieces sent, postpaid, on receipt of
retail prices.

OLIVEK DITSOIT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

§m ^mk Ux pmtt.

VOCAL.
A Cluster of Pearls. Song and Cho.C. B. SmUh. SO

On the Sands Vandewaler. 30
Easter Anthem. Christ the Lord is risen to day.

Wihon. 75

After the Opera's over. Comic Let/bourne. 30
Come home early, Para! Song and Cho.Chris'ie. 40
Under the leaves that fall Wairen 30

fair Dove ! O fond Dove ! Gatti/. 30
Lnve will shine all through. ... : Piiisrili. 40
Blinks of the Staff, Comic Comwl'y, 30

She wandered down the Mountain. Illustrated

Title C'loi/. 40
Toddling thro' the Lanciers Conmlli/. 30
The Dew is Sparkling. ("Enblinkt der Thau).

Ruhinsldn. 30
Annabel Lee Leslie. 40
Maiidie and the Blue bird Eacklelon. 30
Shall I win her if I woo her 1 Fernald. 30
Love is at the Helm. Barcarolle Tliomas. 40
There's a heart beating for somebody. .ilcFarren. 30
Over where the Shamrock grows. Song and

Chorus Dujnonf. 30
Chicago Eediviva . . .r-...;^

G. U. D. 30
Bird of the Night .... .^7 HacUeton. 30
The Sailor's Story Smart. 50
Two Castles Tourx. 40

that we two were Maying Gounod. 40
Te Deum. Aria from '"Hamlet." G. S. C. I 2.5

The Mississippi Twins Diimont. 40
1 would if I were you Pratt. 40

INSTBUMEH-TAL

.

STignon. Fantasie brillanfe Ketterer. 60
Martha. For 4 hands 5. Smith. 1.25

Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hds. Strauss. 1.25

Flirtation. Polka Mazurka Waud. 35
Artist's Life W.altz, 4 hands Strau.'^s. 1.25

Rays of Hope. Mazurka Elegante Warren. 30
Valse brillante en Octayes Concone. 35
Elk's Galop Wellman. 40
Rays of Sunlight Galop Fernald. 40
Ta'ubert's Cradle Song 30
Farfaletta Mazurka 30
Stockton House Quadrille H. Sandeison. 60
The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Dali/. 40
Six Recreations Enfantines Becler.

No. 10Rondino
Sad Story ]o
Cuckoo's Galop lo
Let us play Soldiers. ] o
Hunting Song lo
Evening Song 20

Breakdown on the Swanee River F. W. Root. 35
Souvenir de Pesth. Mazurka Etude Zahom/i. 35
Cachuea Caprice. Op. 79 Raff. 1.00

Love's Greeting. (Liebesgruss). Op. 291.

Jwiqmann. 30
Willetta Waltz Parker. 30

Books.

The Offertoeitim. A Complete Collection of
Music for the Catholic Church. Wm. 0. Fiske.

Cloth, $2.75 ; Boards, S2.50
Masses, Vespers, Anthems, Hymns for Offer-

tory, Benediction, and all Special Occasions.

A Requiem Mass, Holy Week Services, Re-
sponses, &c.

Wilson's Book of Chants. Henrji Wilson.

Organist at Christ Church, Hartford Conn.
Boards, $1.75; Cloth, 2.00

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expen.se being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persona at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance n saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MHS. JEBTKT KEMPTOET,

Vocalist & Teacher oi Slflsglasgo

Address, care of OLITER BITSON & CO. 798-

"TJTTDLEY buck:, date of Chicago), Organist of St.

Panl's Ctiurch, Boston, gi?es iostTuction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition aniJ Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.
'

E. J, BUTLBE, private pupil of Carl Reinpcke and Dr.

Papperitz, will recsive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3. 8D0—Smofl.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MBS. FAWNIE P. FOSTEB,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

lyrES, C. A, BABBT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mnsio. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

Academy of Music.
71& -tf Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P, PBE WTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Hai-moay,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O, BMEBSON offers his Services as Conductor of

• Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony,

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm. Musical Institute
Was established in April. 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly iucreasing patronage from all piirts of
onr conntry. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address EDWAK.X* B. OLIVES,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mase.

liyj LUl. GABRBELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instruction on

444
tQe Pianoforte,

53 Hancock Street*

M^
R. W. 0. PERKINS Trill make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harniony,
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELE R,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 64-5 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of American Music coiwtantly on hand.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL CO.MPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications nia> be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

•WINSXiOW L. HATTDEW,

No. I:i0 Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

g AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACHER OP
* VIOLXN, i? prepared to receife pupilst, and offers

bL<i serrices as accomt^nist for clapsical compo.'<ition8 for

Piano and Tiollo. Address, OilTer Dit."on & Co., or Koppifz,

Pniefer & Co., 30 West St. 796—3m

P, H. TORRIKaTOW,
(Organist and Director of .Mosic at Kln^s Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL S0CIETIB8.

Address, care of Oliver Dition & Co., 277 Washington St.,
New Englai^d Coni-erTatory of Mul!c, Mubic Hall, or .Midland
Street, Savin Bill, Dorchester. 'iH-Zm

"Rfl'R. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed his
-'J- if'.U'Ji^s abroad, UL-J^r tbe iofitructjon of sonic of the
first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
In I'iaoo at.d Oriiati PIbjIuk, airo in Theory of Jlusi^.
Address Oliver Dit60n & Co, ;ft!-<!n.

'/CHURCH AND PARLQR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for car new low-jfriced

donble-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
haxe seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Oct:4'e sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz. :

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
• PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inRtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succeseion, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKIISrCE & CO.
Ag.^nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bsllak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748—

C3-- -W"- XDTJIDX.E"5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
fDr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
"OTJPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufte,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by B. L. HOLBROOK Kast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testlHionials

LYOM & HEALY,
ffiaUSIC PIJBE,I.§ISEM§,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., in the largest and mostcomplcte in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furni.''h their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

DI7"In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0, Ditson
& Co., we keep on band and furnish all Music and Music
Books publiiihfed in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

(WTADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
•"»-*• Jor (Several yeaiH a pnpil of the celebrated Signor (iur-
cia, will be happy to give Lcsaons in Singing, and to accept
eDgngcments for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed |to thej care of Oliver-Dit-
eon & Co.. 277 Wai>hington Street. 794—3m

EOCK OF AGES!
A NESr AND BEAUTIFUL

HYMN fr'OK FiiUU V®I€ES,
/>// .7. IC. Thomas,

Price .50 Cents.

OIjIVEB ditson & CO., Boston.
C. n. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Cabinet Organs.

IF^^

Prices »50, $6S, SlOO, -8125, S132, SldO, $160,
S175, S200, S225, S250, to 31000 ea;h.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for aU uses.

©ne to Thirteen i§top§.
Flute,
Principal,
Octave,
Flute b'Amoitb,
Tremetla.mt,
Vox Humana,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia,
Diapasos,
EUPHONE,
Hautboy,
Fifteenth,
Cob Anglais,

Couplers,

BOUEDON,
GAifBA,
Bassoon,
Yoiz Celeste,
Viol d'Amoub,
TlOLA,
Pedals,

We are daily receiving from onr lactones a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiteness any
before' offered.

There can be no more Elegant and
Valuable IFresent,

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other
in thecountry ; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLD3TBATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.j

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTOIsT MUSIC SCHOOL.
mHH FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
* of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, i857. Its object was to farnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to-

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, P. P.

Ford, George H. Howurd. B. F. Batter, Secretary and Treas-

urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

.#

BY L. O. EMERSON,
the most satisfactory of all th« modern Choir and Singing'

School IJnokB.

Price ¥1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOIsr & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOI^ & CO., Hew York.

T SCBXTBERTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Music, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
X3 GALLED TO OUR

SPIiEIiTDID ASSOKTMEKTT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTDRE.
Embracmg one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Plutea of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Clioice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINET3, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Baas.

FOB SALE AND TO LET.
Our fH-ci'ities are such as enable us to fvirniah the above;

alBo, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AMD
O IKD MUSIC FOB BABTDa, AND ALL
KLWDS OFiMUSICAL MEKCHAIMDIBE, at

pric{;a and terras, tlmt cannot fail to prove sati.sfUetory to

purchttsers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT SIKiiJiT, (Opposite the Court Uonse)
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Robert Franz.
[Continued from page 194.]

(Translated for this Journal from fcue German of A. TV.

Ambros.*)

Among the song poets represented in the works of

Franz, the name of Wilhelra Osterwald occurs very

often : a friend of his (as may be seen by the dedica-

tion of Op. 21), who seems to have written many a

poem full of thought and feeling expressly for the

composer. But thiongh all these books of songs

there breathes the breath of a peculiar melancholy

that siezes on the soul, something like the secret sor-

row of a noble heart. And this trait must live in the

composer's inmost being, with such infinite truth,

such utter absence ef all conscious purpose and atfec-

tation does it express itself. This is not that false

sentimentality, which paints itself pale in order to

look interesting, and which pulls out its handkerchief

drenched with eau de Cologne before all the world, to

wipe away the tears that will not flow. Moreover,

Franz's melancholy has nothing morbid, nothing ner-

vous ; it comes out of a healthy soul ; signijicant men,
says Aristotle, are commonly of a melancholy tem-

perament.—Upon the dreamy saduess of Chopin's

enchanted tone-poems, on the contrary, we look with

the same painful sympathy that we regard a maiden
•in consumption, who for ihat veiij reason looks trans-

figured like an angel. It is in this mood of dreamy
sadness, pensive melancholy, that Franz perhaps

most nearly coincides with Schumann in his songs.

The "Night Song of a Hermit," the "Earliest Green"
of Schumann, and others of like character, might be

works of Robert Franz ; .and viceivrsa, much may be
found in Franz which might, without injury, be

transplanted into the Schumann field. In the most
dry and painful manner, perhaps, this melancholy
trait expresses itself with Franz in "Des Muden Ahend-
lied" (Evening Song of the Weary One), Op. 26,

No. 4. But Franz can also, if not laugh out aloud,

at least smile occasionally, and enjoy himself as

heartily as an innocent child.

It is characteristic of him, that he is so cheerfully

excited, above all things, by May and May's delights,

by Spring and rambles in the open air. There are

songs of his, from which whole flocks of nightingales

and larks come fluttering forth. Where Spring and
love and the desire for roaming form a triple alliance
with one another, there all is full of blossoms and of
sunshine

; one can hardly hear the song : "In dem
frischen griineh Waide" {In the fresh green wood),
op. 41, No. 4, without feeling something like the
breath of the delightful time of May. Very remark-
ably are the two elements of love's pain and love's

delight united in the song: "Unter'm iveissen Baume
siizend" (Under the white tree sitting). Op. 40, No. 3.

How sullen and ill-humored, how full of wintry frost

the beginning ! and how warm and lovely it becomes
when the blooming tree shakes dowH its snow shower
of blossoms on the singer's head-triplets upon triplets!

How charming is the long protracted tone of the con-
clusion of each melodic period in Op. 23, No. 2 {"Es
isl mir uiie dem kleinen WaldoSghin zu Muth" ('Tis
like the little wood bird in my soul); and on the
other hiind how hiird-and biting is the winter frost in

the composition «fLenau's "For Aafe tst die Lvft
erstarrt" (The air is stiflened with the cold). Op. 21,
No. 5. Along with that zest of Spring Franz .always

brings it to a brisk and comfortable cheerfulness, as

* "Bunte Butter : SJcizzm nnd Studien fnr Frmnde der
IMusthjind dn bildenden Kunst,'' von A. "W. Ambhos.
zig, 1672. r. E. 0. Leuckart).

' (Leip-

in the splendid song (Op. 36, No. 6) : "Nun kaimein

Slechen gute Rust" {'Sow hath my staff good rest)-

At the same time Franz knows very well, where it is

necessary, how to paint in detail, even to the single

verse. There are songs of his, small in compass,

but great in matter, in which, if I may so speak, a

whole romantic opera is contained in mice. As such

I reckon that marvellously thrilling legencT-like song

(Op. 35, No. 4) :
" Und wo nock Icein Wandrer 'gan-

gen" (And where no wanderer yet has gone). Men-

delssohn has composed it too, and excellently. .Just

take the pains to follow the detail painting in "The
Lotus blossom," (Op. 23, No. 1),—a detail painting

nowhere trivial : we actually sec the "sunken head" of

the flower, tlie evening twilight creeps on, it grows

dark (where it descends to B flat), the moon comes

up and mounts aloft, the waves glimmer, its image is

mirrored in the water (the melody in the middle

part), its light magically and powerfully awakens the

slumbering flower, it lifts its "pious flower face," it

"trembles and weeps for love and love's woe."

Another main feature in the songs of Franz is the

tendency to the Volkslied character,—not in th.at

very reflective way, in which songs otherwise artistic

often seek to make themselves interesting through the

"FoZ/i-s tone," but in that thoroughly true and unpre-

tentious way peculiar to Franz alone. He does not go

to work, on purpose, to write something "Volkslied-

like ;" he flishions it all finely and artistically, and

yet the heart-strengthening fragrance of the Volks

song is wafted towards us. Exceedingly charming

pieces in the refined Volks tone are the songs : "Lie-

ber Schalz sei wieder gut mir" (Op. 26, No. 2), and

"]\Iein Schafz isi avfder Wanderschajl" (Op. 40, No.

1),—the latter a charming picture of maiden-like de-

fiance. A song which takes more of an artistic direc-

tion, without forsaking the Volks tone, is that excel-

lent one : "Die Sonn' ist hin," by Otto Roquette, (op.

35, No. 3). Mark the wonderful fineness of the rhythm

in this song, or the false ending of each strophe in F
major, with the rapid turn toward A minor in the final

chords. In other songs, like "Za S/rassbnrg mif der

Sclianz" (Op. 12, No. 2) the composer abandons him-

self directly to the tone of the most primitive Folks-

song. The artistic instinct with which he enters into

many a poem taking this direction, is astonishing.

So again in the song (composed to a very good

translationof the manuscript): "Achihr Wackier, dun-

He Waeider, Mileiiner Waelder" (Op. 40, No. 5),

Franz hit the most peculiar tone of the old Bohemian
Volkslied in a way that may be called really wonder-

ful, so that jhe song goes even better with the old

original Slavonic text. Hence a poet like Robert

Burns, who, without giving up the forms and ex-

pressions of artistic poetry, lels the strong ring of the

People's poesy resound through his poems, is most
particularly welcome to Robert Franz, and actually

we meet the name of Burns quite often in his books

of songs. It is in keeping with this partiality for the

Folks-song, that Franz so often retains the strophe

form, whereas our moderns mostly like to "compose
through." These songs of Franz at first sight look

as if they also were composed through; but if you
look nearer, you remark that the second, the third

strophe is only the first re-written ; and this pro-

cedure justifies itself by the fact that the composer in

the repetitions sometimes introduces what seem to

be very small, but are in fact very essential changes

;

—one of the most beautiful and striking is in the last

stanza. o( "Die Sonn' ist hin." It is quite astonish-
ing how the same music fits so characteristically the

different text of the single stanzas ; for example : "Es

hat die Rose sich heklagt," and : "Da hab' ich ihr turn

Trosl gesngt.

Franz has an extraordinarily fine feeling for seiz"

ing as it were the spiritual atmosphere of each song

text and giving it a music which, musically t.aken,

has the same atmosphere ; of course the song and

words must harmonize ! His artistic means are often

peculiar enough ; thus frequently his harmony strays

into the domain of the old church tones. .At times

his music positively ennobles the text. Heine's

poem : "7m Rhein, im heiligen Strome" (In the Rhine,

in the sacred river), for instance, is a passing fancy,

based upon the correct observation, that lovers believe

they see everywhere the image of the beloved ; and

in picture galleries what striking accidental portraits

of the fair objects of their devotion look down on

them from all the walls I Franz has too much re-

spect before the Cologne Cathedral and its famous

picture, to eiiploy any other than the "legend tone"

here in his musical narration ; so reads the super-

scription of the song (Op. 18, No. 2). How extreme-

ly simple the whole turn of the harmony ! Does not

the venerable Dom stand bodily before ns 1 The

last words: "Die Augen, die Lippen, die Waenglein,

diegleichen der Liebsten gcnau," Franz whispers softly

and quickly, as it were abashed. With Heine we see

the somewhat frivolous traveller, who runs for a mo-

ment into the Dom, and by the Dom picture is re-

minded of nothing but his lady love; with Franz it

is the pious pilgrim, with whom devotion and love

blend in one pure feeling of the heart.

Where such fine expression is .sought and found,

of course an important part must fall to the accom-

panying piano. Otto Gumprecht in his "Musikal-

ische Characterbildern" calls attention to the deep in-

terior connection of the Schubert Song with the Beet-

hoven Piano Sonata. Something analogous might

be found still earlier in the sonatas and songs of Mo-

zart and Haydn, and again later in Mendelssohn.

The piano arrangements of Franz and Schumann

stand in like manner in the most intimate connection

with the newest phase of piano forte playing. "Schu-

mann's songs," said some one, half in earnest, half in

joke, *'are pianoforte Etudes with the occasional ac-

companiment of a voice part." That, as I have said,

was meant only half in earnest ; but look, for exam

pie, at Schumann's Davidsbiindler dances, and then

at his songs, and say, whether the latter do not al-

most seem as if a voice part had associated itself with

the former, in order to enlighten us about the mean-

ing of those significant musical riddles. These ac.

companiments are often little tone-poems in them-

selves. And so too it is with Franz ;—and yet his

accompaniment is not a thing outwardly attached

and fitted to a song ; voice and piano form one whole

together. Doubly remarkable it may be called,

therefore, that sometimes you may strike out the voice

part, and there will still be an interesting piece of

music left, in which we desire nothing more and

nothing miss. This is almost literally true of the

song "Die Earrendc" (in Op. 35) ; the piano part

alone gives a piano piece, and indeed a very brilliant

piano piece with a singing melody in the middle reg-

ister. The same holds good of the song :
" Wilkom-

mmmein lFa?(/" (Op. 21, No. 1), whose piano ac-

companiment, almost as it stands, might represent a

beautiful "song without words."

Franz is not too lavish .,.with his tone-paintings
;

one of the most charming is the piano part of "Ach,

wenn ich dock ein Immchen war' " (Ah, were I but a
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little I<eeJ, op. 3, No. 6. Hi.s tone-paintings aremod-

e.st and discfeet, mostly mere allusions. How many
others wonld have roared and thundered in the

"Khine Falls" (op. 44, No. 6), instead of the light,

hut spirited and striking sketeh, hy means of a short

triplet motive, with which Franz contents hitiiself! In

a similar mnnncr he portrays the solemn repose and

grandeur of the sea (op. 36, No. 1 ; op. 39. Nos. 2

and 3) ; the motion of the waves (op. 9, No. 6 ; op.

25, No 6 ; op. 40, No. 2) ; the procession of the

clouds (Op. .30, No. 6), &c., &c.

That Rohert Franz is a musical lyrist, has been

already several times declared emphatically (See Es-

say in the Deutsche Ulusil-zeitim;/ RhovQ c\tei\) ; but he

is a lyrist in the hiq:hest sense of tlie word, as Uhland,

Ttiickcrt, &c., are in poetry. Whether for that

reason Uhland, Riickcrt, and the like, do not stand

upon the summits of Parn.assus, and must be con-

signed to a lower region until they shall have sung

their public to death with epopees of four and twenty

cantos, I leave undecided. There have been critics

who complained that Franz "had never once attempt-

ed larger forms,"* and sought the explanation in

"the weakness of his- individuality." So in future

we must bring witii us a cord measure when we have

to judge of paintings, and must lay musical scores,

&c., on the decimal scales, that from their physical

weight we may draw right conclusions as to their

musical merit. But it seems to mo, that no one has

raised similar objections in the case of the above

named German poets, or of the Greeks Pindar, Theo-

critus, &c. ;—that Petrarch is immortal through his

sonnets, not his epic "Africa;" that Horace counts

among the first of poets, although he has left behind

him only Odes, and witty Causeries, which he calls

partly Satires, partly Epistles. Perhaps, however,

Robert Franz will some fine day surprise the gentle-

men with an Oratorio. At all events he has the nec-

essary countei:point, knowledge of instrumentation

and mastery of greater forms in store for such a task.

[Conclusion next time.)

* They have had the answer they deeerved in a paper by

Jalias Schaffer : "Two Reviewers of Robert Franz."

Henry Fothergill Chorley.
[From the Orchestra, Feb. 22.]

On Friday evening last the musical world sustained

a shock by the announcement of the <ieath of Mr.
Henry F. Chorley, which happened suddenly of heart

disease. So unexpected was the fatality which put
an end to an honorable and laborious life, that up to

within a very few hours of his death, Mr. Chorley
carried on his usual literary work, am.issing materi-

als for his future publication, and within a week of

his decease an article of his appeared in this journal.

At that time Mr. Chorley little anticipated—we will

not say his death, but even retirement from active

work. Though he had professedly withdrawn from
his critical career, he was turning his attention to

that other department in which also he had made
known his name, and contemplated within a short

time resaming his pen as a musical historiographer.

At the same time we have reason for believing that

despite his severance from the Alhmaum, active labor

as a recorder of current life in music was not distaste-

ful to him.

Henry Fothergill Chorley died in his sixty-fourth

year. JBorn at the close of 1808 of a good old Lan-
cashire family, he entered while a boy, the office of

Messrs. Rathbonc in Liverpool, but found commerce
uncongenial, and made his escape from it to enter

the ranfc) of literature. While yet in his teens he
arrived in London seeking employment, but having
few qualitieations beyond his hopes, his diligence,

and a smattering of masic acquired from Mr. Zeng-
heer Hermann, the conductor at that period of the

Liverpool Philharmonic Society. Young Mr. Chor-
ley wa.s not flaunted ; he strove hard—got at first

a little hark work to do, then was admilt'd from
time to time into the periodicals, and al last attracted

the notice of the conductors of the Atlif.mr-.nm in so

far as to secure him a po.'it on that journal. His con-

nection with the AOii^ir.um is now a matter of history.

For ihirty-fivc years he conducted the musical depart-

ment of the paper ; ana the fearless honesty and
candor with which he discharged his duties have never
at any time been impeached even by those who have
impognc/l his judgment. But in the main hia judg-

ment on art-points proved as sound as his conscience ;

and results justified him. At a time when Gounod
vainly sought a hearing in this country, wlien "Faust"
lay unheeded in its dust on a publisher's shelf, Mr.
Chorley persistently pleaded the merits of the French
composer and his master-piece. So unwearied was
this advocacy, that at last those interested in the dis-

covery of a new mine in opera resolved to give the

Frenchman a trial : the result was a magnificent suc-

cess, and the town soon went mad on the airs in

"Faust." To Mr. Chorley we are also indebted for

the discovery of Mr. Arthur Sullivan, a musician

who has in "these recent times justified the confidence

of his Mentor. The young and aspiring beginner,

in fact, might always rely on Mr Chorley's encour-

aging word and good advice : at the same time

neither court nor flattery secured from hira an insin-

cere support. Mr. Chorley was above fear and favor

—a warm advocate of what he really held to be the

true, a bitter opponent of what he deemed the false

in art. Of the several abuses of our musical system

he was an uncompromising foe: with cliques and

coteries he would have nothing to do, nor did he al-

low the amenities of life to override his personal re-

gard for truth. He had certain crotchets—as all men
have who possess deep convictions and are honest in

the expression of them ; and he was, for a man who
resolutely held his own, curiously sensitive toward

the opinions of others. But, we take it, this suscep-

tibility was rather a fear of losing the public regard

thaa a dread of individual censure, and arose from a

scrupulous anxiety not to be misunderstood.
To Mr. Chorley's published works we need only

make reference : "they are in every musical reader's

mind at the mention of "Modern German Music,"

"Modern Operas," and "Thirty Years' Musical Re-

collections." His librettos (albeit at one time the sub-

ject of fierce ridicule in Punch) exhibit scholarship

and grace, and certainly a greater share of poetical

expression than usually falls to writing of this class-

Take in evidence the song in the "Amber Witch,"
the book which he wrote for Wallace's music.

When the elves at dawn do pass,

Leaving pearls along the grass,

And a drowsy light is creeping o'er the sea.

When the blushes of the east

Tell that weary night hath ceased,

And the cheering day come back for you and me;

When the stars are growing dim.

And the birds begin their hymn.

And the new-born flow'rs are drinking from the air,

I cannot choose but sing.

How delightful is the spring,

And the early morning hour how very fair.

There is glory in July,

When the burning sun on high

Makes the roses red as goblets full of wine.

There is wealth in Autumn sheaves.

And the golden vineyard leaves,

When the moon doth like a shield of silver shine.

But their beauties more agree,

With mature ones than with me,

Who have never known a sorrow or a care ;

And I cannot choose but sing,

I love better far the Spring

With its early morning hour so very fair.

The graceful vivacity of the foregoing is on a level

with the tenderness of the poetic idea. As much may
he said of the other librettos of Mr. Chorley— the

"Mai/ Queen," set by Sir Sterndale Bennett, the "Sf.

Cecilia," set by Sir Julius Benedict, the "Kcnilworth"

and "Sapphire Necklace," written for Mr. Sullivan,

and the "Faust," translated from, and fitted to the

music of, the French score. This most profitless and
worrying task, enough to starve and annihilate all

fancy and poetic sensibility in him who undertakes it

—was carried out by Mr. Chorley as well as* it could

be done. His songs, which arc numerous, all show
a certain culture and refinement ; in the case of trans-

lations they are remarkable rather for original treat-

ment than fidelity. Thus the English vor.'tion of the

"Berceuse," by Gounod, is Chorley's riither than

Hugo's; amX l\\e "Ninareth" also (in which ho is

again fettered by the exigencies of French music) is

Chorley's altogether ; the French poet being wholly

flung aside.

The task of the writer of "words" for music,

whether single songs or elaborate libretti, is, a.s lar as

regards public recognition, a mo-it unthankful one.

The composer, as a rule, monopolizes all the credit.

Musical criticism and musical "recollections" have

little Influence in making a name even in musical

society so called. As far as such a reputation can be
earned, it has been done by Mr. Cliorley ; and deserv-
edly so; for in addition to his natural and acquired
qualifications, and to his constant rectitude,. he threw
all his energy into the work of the hour ; whatever he
did he did with all his might.

Sir Sterndale Bennett's Career.

[From Musical Recollections of the Last Half Century

,

in Tinsley^s Magazine.]

The career of this eminent musical composer, like

that of many others of his countrymen in science,

art, and commerce, was of a chequered character.

Born in 1816, ai Sheffield in Yorkshire, he had the

misfortune to lose not only his father—Robert Ben-
nett, a musician of more than average ability, and
the organist of the parish church of that town—but
his mother also, at so early an age that he Has

scarcely any recollections of them. Not very long
aiter this severe loss—indeed, whilst he was only
three years old—he was tal^en charge of by his grand-
father, John Bennett, who held the appointment of
vicar choral, or lay clerk, in King's College, Cam-
bridge. Having discerned the dawning of musical
genius in his interesting prote'ge', and with a view to

make the acquirement of musical theory and practice a

means for the future livelihood of the somewhat pre-

cocious boy, John Bennett entered him as a chorister

of his own college when he had reached his eighth

year, the age at which boys are usually admitted into

cathedral and collegiate choirs—those nurseries of

musical, as they ought also to be, agreeably to the

statutes of founders and benefactors, but which they

now are not, of classical education. Here William
Sterndale Bennett's progress was so rapid, and his

talent so obvious," that he attracted the attention of

the Rev. W. P. Hamilton, a member of Peter House,
and speedily secured his patronage. This gentlemen-,

being persuaded that the gifted chorister of King's
could have no chance of rising to future eminence if

he remained merely as a singing-boy in the choir of

that college, neglected as to his musical no less than

as to his ordinary education, made interest with the

authorities of the Royal Academy of Music, then- but
recently established in Hanover Square, London, who
admitted him into that institution at the earliest mo-
ment its rules permitted—ten j-ears of age—and
forthwith took charge of his studies. In entering this

musical seminary it is customary for a pupil to make
choice of the instrument which he purposes to adopt
as his speciality in after-Fife. This choice, however,
not precluding the possibility of change at some fu-

ture time, William Sterndale Bennett, after a short

time, gaye up the violin as his instrument, and finally

abandoned it for the pianoforte. The usefulness of

his first selection was, however, of considerable ser-

vice to him in the prosecution of his studies, since it

not only gave him a greater insight into the means
of writing for stringed instruments, but enabled hira,

by the correct judgment of the ear, to d.ecide at once
as to the key-note of any chord, and even of any
single note, which might be struck. This peculiarity

is indeed possessed by violin players in a much more
accurate degree than by those of any other instru-

ment ; and it needs no elaborate proof to indicate

how highly important and advantageous the acquire-

ment of such a faculty must be to any musician w'ifo

makes composition his study and pursuit.

The violin having been discarded for the piano-

forte, William Sterndale Bennett now assiduously

applied himself to obtain a mastery of the mechani-

cal difficulties of the latter instrument. No sooner

had the crude system of musical notation and the

strict rules of harmony been mastered, than William
Sterndale Bennett turned his attention to composi-

tion, and produced, as one of the first specimens of
his talent, that which was afterwards to give hira

more perhaps of a continental than of a native re-

nown—a sympliony written upon the models of

Haydn and Mozart. This symphony was much ad-

mired, not only for the freshness of its phrases,hut on
account of the cleverness of the instrumentation by
which every motivo was colored. The fertility of
William Sterndale Bennett's musical invention,

whilst under Mr. Charles Lucas's tuition, was con-

siderable. Ho was incessantly at work, and produced'

in rapid succession a series of fugues, as well as an
overture to the "jTcmymst," which indicated nnquos-

tioniiblo talent and the largest .promise.

In the year 1836, afier ho had left tlio Royal Acad-
emy of Music, having [)ubrishcd several of his early

compositions, William Sterndale Rennett had the

good fortune to make the acquaintance and win the

esteem and regard of Mendelssohn. By the invita-

tion, and at the earnest entreaty, of that great ond ac-

coinplishcd maestro, ho was induced to visit Germany
and take up his residence at Leipsic, where several of

his works, iinrticularly his overtures the "Naiads"
and " Waldmpnphu"—written after ho had left Eng-
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lana—ana liis pianoforte concerto in C minor, were

performeil at the celebrated Gewandhaiis Conceits,

under Mendelssohn's own personal dh-ection. So
groat is its popularity, that the former of these com-
positions is constantly played at Leipsic, no less than

in every othev townof Germany where purely classi-

cal music is cultivated ; indeed, no "scheme" of

thoroughly acknowledged merit or character is ever

drawn for the best Gorman instrumental concerts

without the "Naiades" overture forming one of its

chief features. In spite of the promise indicated by
his compositions, and the assurance of success if he

could but enjoy the benefits of continental experience,

the world had hitherto not smiled very henignanlly

upon the rising professor. His published composi-
tions were much too classical to command a rapid

sale, and but for the liberality of Messrs. Broadwood
and Sons, the renowned pianoforte makers, it is

doubtful if the youthful aspirant could have even ac-

cepted the patronage of Mendelssohn. They, how-
ever, stepped in to his assistance, and sent him on
his way, with such encouragement as only delicacy

of feeling and kindness of heart can proffer. They
had confidence both in the integrity and the talent of

William Slerndale Bennett, and they have not been

disappointed in him, either as a, man or as a musi
cian.

Whilst residing in Germany, where he remained
during the years 1837 and 1838, William Sterndale

Bennett often played in public at the Gewandhaus
Concerts—his own concerto in C minor most fre-

quently—and also brought out several of the over-

tures he had previously written, but not published in

England, all of which, especially the "Niiiades," as

has been mentioned, being most favorably received.

At the end of two years—years of intense application

and study^he returned to London, where he estab-

iished himself, and at once obtained the highest repu-

tation as a composer, a pianist, and a teacher of mu-
sic. At this time he had the good fortune to make
the acquaintance and win the affections of Miss
Woo4—the daughter of Captain Wood, an officer in

the Royal Navy, who .resided at Southampton

—

herself an accomplished pianist from having had the

advantage of being instructed by Mrs. Anderson. A
few years after William Sterndale Bennett's return

to London he married this lady, with whom he lived

in the most perfect harmony and affection of married
life until the year 1866, when after several months of
severe affliction, she died, to the almost inconsolable
grief of her husband and three children—two sons
and a daughter—who survive her. Whilst paying
iiis addresses to this lady, he wrote an overture

—

amongst the most facile and elegant of his several

orchestral preludes—now well known from being
annexed to his popular cantata, the "Mai/ Queen,"
composed expressly for the Musical Festival at Leeds
in 1858, which be himself conducted. This overture,

to which he had at first given the title. "Mariele
Bois" had not been previously published. Soon after

his return from Germany, and his establishment in

London, William Sterndale Bennett brought out his

overtures, the "Naiades" and " Wood Nymphs " bet-

ter known at Leipsic by its German title. " Wakl-
nymphe," and afterwards that which he had entitled

"Parisina" previously to his leaving England. These
orchestral preludes contain many elegant and original
specimens of part-writing, and fully confirm Mendels-
sohn's judgment respecting their "merit. After pro-
ducing these compositions, he gave his attention al-

most exclusively to tuition, and has rarely devoted
himself to the higher department of his profession,
except when any special occasion has called for the
exercise of his powers.
Of late yeare, with the exception of the cantatas

written to order—the "Jilay Queen" for Leeds ; that
for the opeaing of the great International Exhiliition
of 1862; the fantasia-overture, "Paradise and the

Peri" for the Jubilee Concert of the Philharmonic
Society ; and hib Ode for the installation of the Duke
of Devonshire as Chancellor of the Lfniversity of

Cambridge—the last three works all thrown off in

1862—William Sterndale Bennett has published
nothing of note ; neither has he prepared any other
works upon the theory and study of music than his
Classical Practice for the Pianoforte, which appeared
in 18-11, and a Discourse upon Harmony, which fol-

lowed in 1849. Truly, therefore, may every lover of
music indorse the following remarks, recently m.ide
respecting him tiy another eminent musical professor,
Herr Ernst Pauer : "For myself, I must be permitted
to express my regret that this accomplished master
now writes so little, and leaves an expectant public
without fresh publications. Has the minstrel hung
up his lyre forever ? It is hoped not." At the in-

stallation of the Marquis of Salisbury as Chancellor
of the University of Oxford, and successor to the late

Earl of Derby, during the Commemoration (.June

22d) of 1870, the degree of D. C. L. was conferred
on William Sterndale Bennett, honoris causa ; and at

the close of last year the honor of knighthood was
granted him 1)y 'her most graciousj Majesty, at the

same time that the like distinetioa was awarded to

Julius Benedict.

Karl Klauser.

MDSICAL SKETCn BY LEOPOLD DAMllOSCH.

[Our older readers must have noticed in these coluoins,

once or twice each year, almost from the beginning of our pa-

per, short reports and programmes, very classical, of concerts

given at a Young Ladies' School in Farmiogton, Connecticut,

under the direction of an earnest, sterling teacher, who all

this rime ."eems to have been more fond of solid good work in a

corner than of the notoriety which musical men vastly his in-

feriors strive to achieve by advertising rather than by worth.

Mostof the newspapers,—not to speattof all the rabble of mere

advertising so-called musical journals which have sprung up

within a few years, mostly in th6 interest of what is low and

therefore jealous of the good name of hone,«t Art—have sided

so instinctively for some time with the latter type, that it is

refreshing to meet now and then in one of them some hearty

praise of unambitious merit. Such we 6nd in a late number

of the Nevf York Bctlettrtstickes Journal; we arc only sorry

that we have to go outside of the English language for it. But

we deem it worth the trouble of translating ; let our readers

judge whether it is not at least better reading than the "Jubi-

lee Notes" whicJft fill every newspaper, morning and evening,

ad nauseam.]

In one of the broad and lovely valleys of Connec-

ticut, picturesquely encompassed far and wide by

mountain chains, lies the little rur.al town of Farm-

ington, remote from the bustle of the world, stretch-

ing away in sweet contemplative repose. It seems a

place made to bring healing to souls suffering and

shaken by the storms of life ; but equally well fitted

for the silent preparation of young minds for active

life hereafter. And in fact the latter constitutes to-

day the chief importance of Farmington, since Miss

Sarah Porter* has founded there her educational

institute for young ladies and made it one of the

most distinguished in the land. Miss Porter is one

of the noblest, most ideal female natures who have

ever taken upon themselves the hard duties of edu-

cating the young. Averse to all mere show, always

going to the heart of the matter, and gifted with

tough energy of character, she has been ever conscious

of the high and serious import of her task, and may
now, after five and twenty years of strenuous labor,

look back with pride and satisfaction on the results

which she has realized. Her school, far from being

a mere parade establishment, in which the "fashion-

able" arts and sciences are done up in the fashionable

manner, and the mind made susceptible to all sorts

of worldly nonsense, is_ much more a true home, a

place of culture, rich in blessings, for the young mai-

dens who have the good fortune to be received into

it. What contributed above all to the elevation of

the institution was the conscientious circumspection

with which Miss Porter went to work in the selection

of teachers. Thus, twenty years ago, when musical

instruction was first undertaken in her school, she

applied first to the celebrated Professor Mar.v in Ber-

lin ; then, when the negotiations with him fell through,

to the then president of the Philharmonic Society in

New York, Henry Timra, whose achievements as a

teacher are famous through the land. In a lucky

hour Timm made known the application to his friend

and pupil Kladser, and through his mediation the

right man came to the right place.

Karl Klauser, born in 1823 in St. Petersburg, afier

his parelits had emigrated from German Switzerland

to Russia, early showed a pronounced inclination for

music ; but his father had destined him for the busi-

ness of a bookseller, and for that he had to prepare

himself. In this calling he passed through his years

of apprenticeship and travel, not without feeling deep

scruples at having to be unfaithful to his beloved

Music, until the year 1848 came, and cut this knot,

as well as many more important ones. Klauser bade

adieu forever to the book trade, and now threw him-

self with all zeal into musical studies, to regain tlic

* A sister of the Dew President of Yale College.—Ta.

calling for wTiich tlie inmost bias of his nature had

desigited him from the first. In 1850 he emigrnlcd

to the United States anil lived for five years in New
York, then a sort of musical wilderness, in which

many a clever musician, to escape utter misery, was

obliged to rnnrch in military bands and beat the cym-

bals, or seek his bread with blackened face among the

Negro Minstrels. Klauser, with his small means and

fine musical instincts, had also a hard fight of it in

New York ; so that the engagement to woik under

such favorable auspices in Farmington must have

have seemed a true redemption to him. He went

there in 1855, and found in the excellent head of the

institution such appreciative support in all his earnest

ellbrts, that the most favorable results were swift to

show themselves.

Klauser had eaily learned to see that, to work suc-

cessfully for Art in Atuorica, one nmst proceed not

from above downward, hut through thorough peda-

gogical instruction from below upward. Art as such

was little cherished in the land at that lime
;
jingling

virtuosity and humbug did their best to ruin a half

cultivated taste entirely ; and amongst teaching mu-

sicians there were only a few who had the courage

and capacity to go to work to purify and to reform.

Then it was that Klauser entered upon his highly

responsible place with a determination, which can

never be enough appreciated, to labor for the true

interests of Art, setting an honorable example to his

colleagues. The aim ho sought was not to turn out jin-

glers on the piano. He wished above all to work

upon the taste and help to form, what was most need-

ed,—a musical public. To this end ho selected the

matter of his teaching with the greatest conscientious-

ness, using the classical music of the great German
masters as the best basis for the musical culture of his

pupils. But not content with that, ho enriched the

current editions of many compositions with a fulness

of instructive additions, which infinitely increased

their value for instruction. Many a corrupt text in

the old editions was critically rectified ; countless

little errors, handed down like a hereditary disea.se in

all the older editions, were weeded out ; old violin

how marks were changed into pianoforte legatos;

triplets and sextoles made obvious to the eye ; the

execution of certain passages facililated by division

between the two hands, &e. Moreover the fingering

was carefully marked according to the modern prin-

ciples, established by Liszt and Biilow (especially in

the latter's edition of Cramer's studies); so too the

execution of the apporjgiature, viordenti, and other em-

bellishments, for which the signs formerly in use gave

no sure guidance to the scholar, were exactly indica-

ted ; in short, whatever could be done in this direc-

tion to render pianoforte instrnction really fruitful,

was done with judgment and with conscientiousness

by Klauser. These works grew so in number and

importance, that the publishing firm of J. Schuberth

& Co. exerted themselves to get them, and have

published, one after another, nearly a thousand piano

compositions in the critically revised editions of

Klauser. The catalogue of these Klauser editions,

recently issued, embraces a selection of the most use-

ful works for instruction of Beethoven, Mozart, We-
ber, Field, Chopin, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and

others ; moreover three collections of instructive jiiano

compositions containing principally pleasing pieces

for performance, together with more solid, sucb as

Kuhlau and Moscheles ;
pieces by Ascher, Herz,

Stephen Heller, Jaell, and many others, so far as

they contain a useful kernel of technir/ue—finally a

collection of Studies in the most progressive order

possible, from Plaidy's and Schmitt's five-finger ex-

ercises to the Cramer Etudes.

Every single one of these volumes speaks for the

exceptional capacity which Klauser has brought to

his labor. But wei-e we called upon to designate

some editions which appear to us the most successful,

we would name: those of Beethoven, op. 2, No. 2,

op 31, No. 3 ; Chopin : Mazurkas, op. 6 and 7, Bal-
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laden, op. 23 and' 47. Tarantelh, op. 43 ; Field : iYoc"

ticrnes, Wos. H, 14,15; various Songs wiihout Words
by Mendelssohn ; some editions of Heller, Henseit

and Liszt :- as well as Studies by Pliiidy, Czerny (op.

740, No. 2), A. Schmitt, (op. 16), and many more
too Dumerous to mention. Many of these editions

belong to the best so far existing, and may claim the

further honor of priority. Thus for example the edi-

tions by Kroll and Lebert did not appear KBtil those

by Klanser were- three quarters published.

Klauser has also made himself serviceable by ar-

rangements of orchestral and chamber music for the

piano. Thus we have from hira (mostly published

by Breitkopf and Hsrtel and by Schubertli & Co.):

"A Faust Overture" by Wagner, and Schumann's

"Genoveva" Overture, for eight hands ; Schumann's

"DavidsbiJTidler" and "Etudes Symphoniijues'' for 4

hands; Schu-raann's Quartets, first Symphony (B
fiat), Romance and Scherzo from the fourth (in D
minor), and Lisst's "Preludes" for 2 hands,—all

excellent arrangements, convenient for execution, to

which the whole musical world, including some of

the coryplisci thereof, like Liszt, have paid the trib-

nte of acknowledgment.

Admire the industry of this musician, who, burden-

ed with ten hours of lesson giving every day, has

still freshness and elasticity enough left to bear all

the niental application which these other occupations

claim! Think of the incessant striving of this man,

who still knows how to find more hours for study of

the most various scores of ancient and of modern

time, for the reading of al! that is worth reading of

the current literature of music, especially for all that

is calculated to keep the solitary dweller there in

Farmington in contact with the intellectual move-

ments of the present day I

To the special services which Klauser has rendered

to the school at Farmington, and we may say to the

musical eulture of North America in general, belong

the concerts which he has established, occurring three

or four times yearly in the rooms of the institution,

for which ibe audience is composed almost exclusive.

ly of the teachers and pupils of the school. We will

resist the temptation to speak of the charming aspect

of this youthful circle of listeners, of the fresh Spring-

like impression which the tender buds of maidenhood

in the florally decorated parlors make on the invited

artists. But if one would know what sterling concert

programmes are, programmes of the purest artistic

tendency, of the severest choice among the good and

best, he has only to study those of the Farmingtonian

soirees and matine'es. They would be an ornament

to any concert room in the world, and satisfy the

selectest circle of listeners. There above all are rep-

resented the masters of the classic time, like Haydn,

Mozart, Beethoven, Cherubini, but without any

one-sided exclusiveness. Side by side with them

stand Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, also Ber-

lioz and Liszt, and others. The staple of these con-

certs is composed of Sonatas, Trios and Quartets, to

which are added instrumental and vocal solos—al-

ways avoiding all sweetish Italian and fil^olous

French sing-jonj;. For the execution of this music

the best talents in the land have lieen enlisted ; for

instance Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka, Bergner,

Bergmann, Kopta, Dr. Damrosch, Mills, Mason,

Dre*el, von Inten, Parker, the Mendelssohn Quin

tette Club of Boston, Miss Mehlig, Miss Krcbs, Mme.
Damrosch, and others, have taken part, some of them

often, in these concerts.

And now obserrc the eameatnc.is, the devotion,

with which this mosic, costing such a strain on mind

and feeling, is listened to (one might say, learned

through listening) by the fair young audience, the

nnaffected joy and excitement beaming in their faces;

and you must admit that nowhere can the musician

go with more zeal and ilevotion to his work,than in the

artistic atmosphere of these music rooms of Farming-

ton, where the great object is to fill young, unsophis-
ticated, deeply susceptible souls with the poetry, the

magic of genuine Art works. And, on the other

hand, how significant, how lasting must be the effects

of these most immediate ana most penetrating music

lessons on the development of the young maidens!

When they go back into their family circles after sev-

eral years study in Farmington, or when they estab-

lish later their own domestic hearth, then their imag-

ination, which has been accustomed only to the pure

and noble, will turn constantly toward the good;

their judgment will have gained sure standpoints
;

and to these hearers will the good musician have to

turn, who has it earnestly at heart to do his Art some

really fruitful service, rather than to earn cheap lau-

rels by common ear tickling virtuosity. Only by

such uninterrupted efforts, as these of Klauser, can a

great and truly musical public ever grow up in

America. Therefore honor to the man who, one of

the first, has set out upon his artistic mission with

earnestness and decision, and who now, after some

seventeen years of toil, has already been able to send

out more than 600 young apostles of his musical

faith into all parts of North America!

The example of Klauser has not remained without

imitation. Little colonies, building onward in the

same spirit, now exist in Springfield, Albany and

some other places. May a good spirit spread them

over all the land !

And now, before we close this sketch, let the

friendly reader accompany us into the almost new
and charmingly situated house of Klauser, and cast a

glance into the farail}' circle which surrounds the

modest and industrious man. A brave-hearted,

amiable wife, born in Switzerland, and seven children

diffuse peace and gladness through the house, each

carefully striving to make the life as pleasant as pos-

sible. Occupations in the garden, woods and field

vary the daily household works and studies ; and one

of the particular passions of the active master of the

house is angling for fishes in the fine Summer days.

But when Klauser goes a fishing, always something

besides comes out of it ; for on the bank of the brook,

beside the fisher, lies some kind of a musical work

;

and many of bis excellent editions, many of his ar-

rangements owe their origin to these still hours of

seclusion !

The Ninth Symphony Concert.

[From the Bogtou Daily Adverti.'^er
]

A most enjoyable concert was yesterday's. Each
one of the numbers on the programme was good,
three out of the four compositions of the first rank,

the execution excellent, and the arrangement harmo-
nious. The principal share of work fell to the or-

chestra, which acquitted itself e-xcellently under Mr.
Zerrahn's careful and intelligent leadership, and in

point ol elegance, honest and efficient playing it com-
pares favorably with any in the land. The most im-

portant work on the programme was the Inst one.

Schumann's second symphony, in C-major. We can-

not enter here on a critical discussion of the merits of

this work. But we may mention a few points in it.

And first let us say that this is "music of the t'uture"

which we admire. In a criticism whii'h Moscheles
wrote in 18.'16,on one of Schumann's piano sonatas,

the old master, though half doubting their success,

speaks of a new school of musicians. Among them
he mentioned Liszt and Schumann. He calls it the

romantic school, and states it as a peculiarity of

Schumann that hj avoids the modulations of the old

school. Now the music of the future, as Schumann
himself calls it, fully conscious of his aims, intends to

avoid just those old turns and phrases which the imi-

tators of Mozart and Haydn had repeated ad nai/scawi.

New forms in melody and harmony, new musical

ideas, originality, became the watchwords of the new
school. Schumann succeeded to wed his new ideas,

his new harmonic and melodic forms with beauty and
fitness, as this symphony proves. A second point,

which seems worihv of mention, is the closeness of the

form and the general polyphonic treatment of the

themes. Indeed the Scherzo and the last movement,
the "Alhr/ro mollo viimix," are so'/ull of contrapuntal

work, that it is n rare joy to notice the strength and

solidity of the musiciil structure. Of the grandeur,

the beauty, the gloriou.? strength, the sweetness of

motives, it would be useless to speak ; that was felt

by every musical person present. Nor need we men-

tion the wondrous instrumentation ; that also was
felt in the joy it gave. The moodiness of the first

movement the author himself ascribes to the restst-

ance of his mind, when conceiving it, to the bodily
illness which he had scarcely shaken off. The three
other movements pleasantly relieved it. And the
work in its totality will forever remain one of the
most momentous in all musical literature. The piano
concerto in A-minor was written at about the same
time with the symphony. It is likewise a work of
the highest rank. The composer, deviating from the
nsnal manner of writing concertos for a solo instru-

ment, gave quite as much work to the orchestra as to

the piano. And yesterday the orchestra and Mr.
Leonhard both did their best to perform the work in

the highest style of art. We can hardly add any
praise of Mr. Leonhard to what we said of his playing
in the fourth symphony concert. With him we are

always sure of hearing the intentions of the compos-
ers fully, most clearly and artistically expressed. If

we might use an expression not strictly musical, we
should say his declamation is faultless.

The "Athalie" overture by Mendelssohn is too well

known to need comment. It was performed in for-

mer years, as early as the time of the Germanians.
Its solemn choruses and plaintive melodies were most
impressively and satisfactorily rendered by the orches-

tra. The novelty, Taubert's overture to the Arabian
Nights' Tales, is a good and quite spirited work.
The motives are characteristic, the fantastic sing song
of the Arabian fairy tale is easily discernable, and
whatever else the composer intended to tell us of

Scheherezade and of her threatening fate is intelligi-

bly expressed. The instrumentation seems unneces-

sarily thin in some places. Still it is a good work,
and will bear repetition.

Slusiral Correspnbenre.

(Too late for Jast time).

New YoiiK, March 1.—The Grand Opera House,

one of the most beautiful and commodious theatres

in the city, was lately the scene of a somewhat diffi-

cult enterprise, which was undertaken by the Mul-
der Faberi Troupe, lately of the Stadt Theatre.

This company actually gave eight representations

during the week ending February 24, [six evenings

and two matinees] with a change of opera every eve-

ning. The list included "The Merry Wives of

Windsor," [twice], "Ivanhoe," "Martha," "L'Afri-

caine," "Der Freyschiitz," [twice], and "Don Juan."

This week they gave us three representations, as fol-

lows : "L'Africaine," "Der Freischiilz," and "l'

Trovatore." Mme. Inez Fabbri, Mile. Anna Rosetti,

and Mile. Anna Elzer were the sopranos. Mme.
Fabbri's voice is somewhat worn, but she acquitted

herself creditably and made a good impression, par-

ticularly as L'Africaine. Mile. Elzer is very young,

(only fourteen I believe), but she is already a remark-

able singer, though she needs more culture and study

to develop her voice. M''. Muller has a very pleas-

ant baritone, which he used to advantage ; and Carl

Formes is inimitable as an actor, though hardly a trace

remains of his once mngnificent voice. As any at_

tempt to produce good music is worthy of some re.

spect and charity, I will refrain from any remarks

respecting the tenor and the chorus, although they

had no respect for our racked and tortured nerves.

I inclose programmes of two Piano-forte Soirees

given by Mr. Riciiahd Hoffman at Chickering's

Rooms.
Salurdmj, Jan. 27.

Second Trio, (Allegro energico, Andante, Snherzo, Fi-

ntile.) Op. 66 Mendels.sohn.

Mr. J. Burke, Mr F Bergner, and Mr. Hoffman

.

"Im Walde." Op. S6, No. 3 S. Heller.

Int.oductlon and Tiirentella R. Hoffman.
Blr. Hoffman.

Sonata in A, [Allegro molto, Audante, Preato],No. 2.

Mozarl;.

Mr. Burke and Mr. Hoffman.

Ballade. Op. 23 Chopin.
Mr. Hoffman.

goto. Jteverle Bergner.
Bergner.

Selections from the "Pons^en Fugitives, (by rcfiueflt.

)

Heller and Krnsfc.

Mr.TUirlte anil Mr. Hoffman.
"I'astorelluand "Tim Banjo." ..Gottschalk.

Mr. Iloffman.

Sulwilui/, Feb. 24.

Trio. Op. 25. [Andante con Moto. Serensdo, Finale.

Sir VV. .Sterndale Bennett.

Mr. J. Burke, Mr. F. Bergner, and Mr. Huffman.
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Clavier Stucke F. Schubert.
Valse in A flat Chopiu

.

Grande Sonate. Op 69. [Alio., Scherzo and Finale].

Beethoven.
Mr. Bergner and Mr. lloHfinan.

Firat Prelude. Arranged by Gounod S. Bach.
Mr. Burke, Mr. Bt!r.Q;uer, and Mr. Hoffmnn.

Song without Words. Book 3, No 6 Meodelf.oohn.

Polonaise. Op. 14 K- Lubeck.
Mr. Hoffman.

Keverie. Solo Violin Vieustemps.
Mr. Burke.

Caprice. "Rigoletto." R. Hoffman.
Mr. Hoffman.

The reputation which Mr. Hoffman liolds liere as

an artist and composer, is enough to secure the suc-

cess of these soirees, which are the most brilliant and

recherche' of gatherings, besides being of great inter-

est musically. The next soiree is announced for

March 23.

At the last Mills and Sarasate matinee, Satur-

day, Feb. 24, the programme contained "in deference

to generally expressed desire, several numbers of a

more popular character than heretofore" : i e., Mr.

Mills's "Fairy Fingers" and "Mazourka ;" Tausig's

"Caprice Waltz' ; and Gounod's "Hymn to St. Ce.

cilia" (substituted for a Duo from "Oberon"). Beet-

hoven's Trio in E flat, and a Waltz and Romance
by Chopin (encore) were the main features of inter-

est. A. A. c.

NEW' YORK, MARCH 9.—The week just ending is one of

unusual interest to music-lovers, and the numerous matters

which deserve mention are hardly to be justly treated within

the limit of a single letter. Therefore I can send only a few

musical notes upon subjects many of which deserve eshaus.

tive analysis and criticipm.

Beginning with the fourth Philharmonic Concert on Satur-

day evening, March 2. I send the programme, which was as

follows

:

Symphony, No. 2, in B minor P. L. Ritter.

Aria from ''Iphigenie in Aulis'' Qluck.
Mr. Franz Remmertz.

Concerto for the Piano in A minor Schumann.
Miys Anna Mehlig.

Overture, ''Coriolauus" Brethoven.
Aria from * 'Jean de Paris" Boieldieu

.

Mr. Franz Remmertz.
Symphonic Poem, "Les Preluded" Liszt.

The performance of a Symphony the composer of which ia

still living, and which (.still worse) was written in America,

has spread cunsternation into the ranks of our conservative

critics, and most of the papers (The Tribune notably except-

ed) have adopted indiscriminate condemnation as the safest

course. With the iodistinct impression left by a single hear-

ing, it seems to me that the work is worthy of the occasion on

which it was produced, and that further acquaintance with

the score would reveal much that is not at first apparent. The

work, without being vulgarly '"descriptive," is supposed to be

the musical embodiment of Byron's ''Sardanapalus," each

movement being illustrative of some portion of that poem. It

opens with an Allegro (E minor), graceful and sensuous at first,

but ending in along wailing note which leads to the Scherzo

Allegretto (B major), a charming movement somewhat Men-
tlelssohnian in character. Then a pause, the only break in the

Symphony, followed by a beautiful Andante {Myrrha's solilo-

quy), in which the influence of Beethoven is perceptible. From
this we are led by an ingenious modulation to the final Allegro

(E minor) denoting the catastrophe of the poem. The work
seems to be written in an earnest and .scholarly spirit, with a

conscientious disregard for those tricks which please the fancy

of superficial listeners, and, if the work does not awaken en-

thusiasm, it must at least add to the high reputation the com-
poser has already earned by his Symphony, No. 1.

Schumann's A-minor Concerto was rendered by Misa Mehlig

in the bust manner, and was received with much applause.

The Orchestra, both in the Symphony and the Overture to

Coriolanits, was almost unexceptionable. At no time during

the season have they played so well. In Liszt's "Preludes,"*

however, the performance was rather unsatisfactory.

Messrs. Dameosch and Pruckner gave their fourth soiree at

Steinway's Rooms on Monday evening, March 4, with the fol-

lowing programme

:

Trio. G, Op. 1, No. 2 For Piano, Tiolin and 'Cello.

Beethoven.
Messrs. Pruckner, Damrosch and Bergner.

Songs : a. "My Song is like the Evening Air."
b. ''The Warrior's Death." F. L. Ritter.

Mr. W. C- Baird.
Piano Solos : a. "Spinnerlied," from "The Flying

Dutchman." Wiigner Liszt.
b. *'The Erl King," by Schubert.

Mr. Dionys Pruckner.
Song. ''Nazareth" Gounod.

Mr. W. C. Baird.
Elegie for Tiolin Ernst.

Dr. Damrosch.
Quartet in D minor. For two Violin.'i, Viola and 'Cello.

Allegro, Andante con Varinzioni, Scherzo, Presto^
Messrs. Damrosch, Matzka, Schuessel and Bergner.

"Mignon" claimed my attention that evening, but I remain"

ed long eoough to hear tho Beethoven Trio, and felt richly re-

paid for so doing. The three players entered well into the

spirit of the work ; and that they understand each other thor-

oughly was evidently—particularly in the Largo, where the

piano, violin and 'cello hold strange convers-^ like three mys-

terious spirits. Here the instruments were nicely balanced

and the performance of this passage, with the charming Scherzo

which follows, and indeed of the whole Trio, was very satisfac-

tory.

Mis.s Anna Mesliq announces a series of three pianoforte

matinees atSfeinway's. The first took place March Cth. Beet-

hoven's great " Sonata Appassionafa" led the programme, and

was rendered with indescribable grace and poetic fire. The
attendance at this matinee was so large that the smaller hall

could not acccommodate the audience, and the two remaining

matinees are to be given in the large hall.

The NiLLSsoN Opera, which began on Monday, bids fair to

eclipse even the last season, and I am informed that the receipts

for the four representations this week amount to more than

$19,000. The Operas were Mignon, Martha, Trovatore Q.n^

Faust. In my next letter I will give a brief review of the sea-

son. A. A. 0.

ELBING, {EASTERN PRUSSIA) FEB. 18 —A very large

and fashionable audience were assembled a few nights ago in

the spacious Concert Hall of the Philharmonic Society, to lis-

ten to the beautiful rendering of the following programme by
Dr. Hans von Billow :

Humm?l : Grand Fantasia, Op. IS, E4.
Introduction, Allegro, Adagio, Finale.

Mendelssohn :

a. Prelude and Fugue, Op. 36, No. 1, Emin.
b Characteristic Pieces from Op. 7-

Beethoveo :

a. Adagio and Variation^. Op. 34.
b Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 129 [oeuv. posth.].

Chopin

:

a. 2 Notturnos, Op. 27.
b. Tarantella, Op. 43.

^ c Valse briilante. Op. 42.

Liszt : Rhapsodic Bspagnole [les folieg d'E^spagne.—17th
Century.—La Jota Arragonese.—17th Century.]

To-morrow we are promi.'ied the appearance of He'rr Capell-

meister Ries, violinist, and Herr Brull. pianist, both of them
eminent artists, who will give, among others, Beethoven's

Kreutzer Sonata.. Concert follows here upon ConcRrfc, and al

of them are of the hizhest order. m. b.

itsir S^broab.
Letpsic.—The report which lately went the

round of all the musical paper,?, to the effect that
Herr Ferdinand David intends resigning his post at
the Gewandhaus Concerts and also at the Theatre,
has one slight drawhacfc : there is not a particle of
truth in it —The fourteenth Gewandhaus Concert
commenced with a new composition, an overture, en-
titled : "Normannenfahrt," by Herr A. Dietrich,
This was followed bv a second novelty : "Morgen-
hymne," for male chorus and orchestra, from the
same pen. Both were well received, Herr Oscar
Beringer, from London, plaved Reinecke's Concerto
in F sharp minor, and Carl Tausig's Ungarische Zig-
eunenceisen. Mdlle. Klauwell sang with telling ef-

fect the air, "Frag' ich mein beklommen Herz," bet-
tei- knov/n as "Una voce poco fa," from II Barhiere.
The concert wound up with Beethoven's Fourth
Symphony.—A new three-act opera : Der Erbe von
Model/, words and music by Herr Franz von Hol-
stein, already favorably known as the composer of
Der Haidessckacht, has iust been produced at the
Stadttheater. It went off exceedingly well, the an
thor-composer being vociferously summoned to ap-
pear before the footlights on the iirst night. A great
many competent judges, however, are not quite so ec-
static about the new opera as are Herr von Holstein's
friends.

At the Sixteenth Gewandhaus Concert, Herr He-
gar played Lindnar's Violoncello Concerto in E
minor. Herr Jajer, from the Eoval Operahouse,
Dresden, sang an air from Eurynntlie, and "Die All-
macht," by Schubert. Signor Alphonso Rendano
played Bach's Prelude and Fugue in E minor, and
pieces by Chopin and Mendelssohn. Signor Ren-
dano is a popil of Thalberg's, but received the fi-

nishing touches of his musical education at the
Conservatory here. The purely orchestral pieces

—

Cheruhini's overture to Les Abenceirages, and Men-
delssohn's Symphony in A minor.

Batkeuth.—The 22nd of May, Wednesday in
Whitsun week, is definitely fixed on for laying the
foundation stone of the VV.agner-Feslival StagePlay-
Theatre, and Wagnerites from all parts are expected
to be present at the ceremony. According to the
plan at present adopted for the proceedings, it is the
intention of Herr Richard Wagner to gather round
him, on the occasion, all the musical celebrities of

Germany, and, profiting by their attendance, to make
the great feature of the day a magnificent concert in

the Operabouse hero. If report may be credited, the

Munich Academic Vocal Union, also, is to be invited.

Herr Wagner himself will conduct the concert, or at

letist certain pieces. Of course the inhabitants of

Bayreuth will do all in their power to entertain their

guests, who are expected to be very numerous. Herr
Wagner has purchased a plot of ground immediately
adjoining the Hofgarten, and on it he means to have
a private house for himself erected. This house is to

r&semble exactly his villa in Switzerland. It will bo

only one story high. There will be a colonnade
in front, and a verandah running round the sides and
back.

Edinburgh. During the three days Festival of

Orchestral Music last week, the following works were
performed, several of them for the first time to a
Scottish audience : Overtures, Ahencerages, Der
Fretsc/iutz, Fidelio, Calm Sea and Prosperous Voltage,

Im HocMand (Gade), Mlrella. and Tannkduser ; Sym-
phonies : Mozart's in C (Jupiter), Beethoven's in F,

No. 8, Schubert's (unfinished) in B minor; Piano-
forte Concertos : Beethoven's No, 3 and Mendels-
sohn's No, 1 ; Rode's A minor Violin Concerto.
Also Oijerture, Scherzo, and Finale, Schumann ; Pre-

lude to Lohengrin, and March, Tannhaeuser, Wagner;
Entr'acte, Konig Manfred, Reinecke ; Komarinskaja,
Glinka. Such a feast of orchestral music has seldom,
if ever, been heard in the Scottish capital, and the

efficiency of Mr. Halle's Manchester orchestra is

unanimously attested by all the Edinburgh papers,

the execution of the above works being spoken of as

in the highest degree satisfaetpry ; Mus. World,
Feb. 24. \

London,

The directors of the Oratorio concerts seem bent upon
doing all that lies in their power to make popular
Bach's Passion according to St, Matthew ; and our
notion is, that they are going the right way to work.
About the value of the music— its. lofty dignity, dra-

matin force, and intensely religious expression— there

cannot be two opinions. In such a case it is only
needful to go on performing it. Sooner or later the

public will recognize the merit of which we speak,

and the work will rank with the great sacred master-

pieces already dear to English tastes. Of course
there must be a loss at the beginning of such a pro-

cess ; hut from this the managers of the Oratorio

Concerts have not shrunk. Their reward is at hand,

if they will persevere a little longer. The Passion
was repeated in Exeter Hall, on Tuesday week, to a

very large and, seemingly, appreciative audience,

who had excellent reasons for satisfaction with the

manner in which all concerned did their work. We
do not remember hearing a more careful, or more ju-

dicious performance. The orchestra and chorus were
admirable, and it would be hard to excel the refine-

ment with which the numerous unaccompanied cho-

rales were sung. As regards the soloists—Madame
de Wilhorst, Miss Elton, Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Beaie, and
Herr Stockhausen—it will suffice to say that they

emulated the chorus in care and zeal ; Mr, Lloyd do-

ing especially well with the arduous recitatives of the

Evangelist, Mr, Docker was at the organ, Dr, Stain-

er accompaning the recitatives upon the pianoforte,

and Mr, Barnhy occupying the conductor's seat, a
place for which he has very rapidly qualified him-
self.—March 2d

Madame Schumann gave the first of two pianoforte

recitals in St. James Hall, on Thursday week. The ~
programme, which was very interesting, contained

Schubert's Sonata in A ininor (Op, 42) ; Beethoven's
Variations in C minor; a selection from Schumann's
Krcisleriana ; and his romance in C minor (Op, 111);
a Gavotte by Gluck, and two of Mendelssohn's Lieder

ohne Worte. The perfi rmance of so mu h mii-ic in

such differing styles, was a severe task for a pianist

who is no longer young. Madame Schumann, how-
ever, acquitted herself with sustained energy, and
played from first to last after her best manner. How
much the recital was enjoyed by the amateurs pres-

ent may be imagined. Some vocal pieces were con-

tributed by Mid b Anna Regan, the accompanist
being Sir Julius Benedict.

Monday Popular. Mid Lent warns us that these

capital concerts are coming to a close. There remain,

in fact, only two more—on the regular subscription

nights—or four, including the ensuing Saturday af-

ternoon recitals.

On Saturday, the 24th—the programme included
Mendelssohn's favorite (stringed) quintet in B fiat

C"by desire") and Beethoven's heautiful pianoforte

trio in B Hat (Op. 70.) Herr Joachiin led the quintet.
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and Mdme. Schumann wns pianiste. She played for

Bolos, her late husband's "Nachistuck," followed by
the Intermezzo, and Scherzino, in they keys (respec-

tively) of F, E flat minor, and B flat. Herr Joachim
piayed Handel's sonata in A major, one of 12 "for a

Tioiin or a German flute,'' supposed to have been
written for the Prince of Wales.
On Monday night, tlie eve of the Thanksgiving

Day, the programme was as follows :

—

Quintet in C m.ijor. Op. 29 Beethoven.
Mil. Joachim, L. Ries, Straus, Zerbini, and Piatti.

Song.
Miss Edith Wynne.

Andante and Variations, in E fiat major, Op. 82, for

Piano-forte alone Mendelssohn.
Mme. Schumann.

Quartet, in A major, op. 26 Brahms.
[First performance at the Popular Concerts.]

Mme. Schumann, MM. Joachim, Strauss, and Piatti.

Song,
Mis.<: Edith "Wynne.

Quartet, in B flat. Op. 76, No. 4 ..Haydn.
MM. Joachim L. Ries. Straus, and Piatti.

Conductor—Mr. Zerbini.

Madame Schumann played her solo (marked Op.
82 amongst the posthumous works) so much to the

s.itisfaction of the audience that she was twice recall-

ed. The second recall amounted to an encore. The
piece de repetition, (also one of Mendelssohn's) is

known as the short "Prestissimo" movement in E
minor.
The songs were highly successful. As a recogni-

tion of the forthcoming great day of national jubilee,

the first part of the concert concluded with the

"Thanksgiving" adagio from Beethoven's (posthu-

mous) quartet in A minor (Op. 1-32), known as canzo-

na di ringraziamento. This "song of thanksgiving"

will hardly bear detachment from the body of the

quartet ; and the eftect we cannot conscientiously de-

scribe as otherwise than heavy and lusubrious. Of
course the intention cannot be too warmly commend-
ed ; but the choice of snhject was not, we opine, felicit

ous. Madame Schumann is to play the Sonata Ap
passionata on Monday next.

—

Standard.

TiTE Labor of a Pianist.—Of all the discoveries

for which we are indebted to German professors, one

just published by Professor Schmidt may claim to

rank among the mo;t singular. Hearing Herr Ru
binstein play at a concert, he took it into his head to

count the notes which that famous pianist had plaved

by heart, and found them to amount to 62,990, fullv

justifying therefore an assertion previously m.ade by

the phvsiologist flaring, that a pianist's calling lays

about the heaviest tax of any upon the memory. Herr

Schmidt was, however, not satisfied with this enu-

meration. Applying Austrian neukreutzers as a

dvnamometer, he tested the pressure requisite to

strike a key on Herr Kuhinstein's piano, and found it

to be equivalent to 24 neukreutzers, which is 2 15
ounces. The force exerted by the pianist in playing

the 62.990 note piece he therefrom calculated to

amount to nearly 94 1 2 cwt. Herr Schmidt then

intruded into Herr von Billow's room and tried his

piano, which had a harder touch, hot which no doubt

Herr Rubinstein could have played on perfectly well.

Here the pressure would have amounted to 118 1-10

cwt. The discovery may be of interest to pianists

who are anawarc how great an efi^ort of muscle they

go through in playing a piece, but surely it requires

a German professor to draw such a lesson from a

concert.

—

Pall Mall GazcUe.

Tnr, King's Crowkr.—A London paper savs

of an ancient ridiculous usage in the Court of St.

.James: It is only right, at the commencement of

Lent to call Sir Charles Dilke's attention to the

gratifying fact that the office of the Kini''.s Cock-

crower ha.s been abolished. The duty of this ofiicial

was to crow the hour eaeh night within the precincts

of the palace daring I^nt, instead of calling it out

like an ordinary watchman. The last instance on re-

cord of the cocic-crower performing his duties was on

the first Ash Wednesday after ihe ascension of the

House of Hanorer, when the unfortunate man got in

lo sod trouble ; for George II., then Prince of Wales,

hcing disturbed at supper by the cock-crowcr entering

the room and making an unpleasant noise to nn-

noancc that it was "past ten o'clock," imagined that

some insult was intended, and was with dIfTicuIty

made to understand that such was not the case.

There is, however, reason to fear that the office exist

ed for some lime as a sinecure aft<r its duties had

ceased to l>e performed, for in Dchrctl's Imperial

C.ilcndar for 18^2 the "cock anrl <rycr at Scotland

yard" apfiears in the list of persons holding appoint-

ments in the Ijord Steward's department of ihe royal

household.

ibigljf s lor.rnal of Hlusk.

BOSTON. MARCH 23, 1872.

Concerts,

Harvard Md.sical Association.—The pro-

gramme of the ninth Symphony Concert was made
up mainly of most noble music,—a great Symphony,

a great Piano Concerto, a great Overture—works of

genius all tliree—and for something lighter by way
of variety and relaxation another Overture, heard for

the first time, which is at least genial and pleasing,

and by a composer worthy to be known.

Overture to Racine's " Athalie," Op. 74 Mendelssohn.
Piano-Forte Concerto, in A minor, Op. 54. . . .Schumann.

Allegro affettuoso. Intermezzo [Andantino grazioso].

AUesro Vivace.
Hugo Leonhard.

Overture ; "Tausend und Eine Nacht" [Arabian Nights'
Tales]. Op. 139 Taubert.

Symphony, No. 2, in C major. Op 61 Schumann.
Sosteuuto assai ; Allegro manontrnppo.—Scherzo.

—

Adagio espressivo —-\ilegi'0 molto vivace.

Mendelssohn's Overture to Athalie, however famil-

iar through pianoforte arrangements, or seemingly

fiiniiliar through recuiTence of its themes in choruses

which have been sung in vocal clubs, had probably

not been heard in Boston from an orchestra since it

was first introduced here by the "Germanians" in

December 1852. The solemn opening theme, with

brass instruments,' is grandly religious, and by its

rich sonority and noble harmony awakens expecta-

tion which is not disappointed, either in the recur-

rence of this theme again and again with heightened

interest, or in the gentler, plaintive character of the

contrasted theme, or in the logical unfolding and

completion of the composition into a symmetrical

impressive whole. The rendering was very satisfac-

tory, and the wonder was not uncommon among the

audience why so grand and beautiful an Overture by

Mendelssohn should have remained unknown to our

younger generations of concert goers. Again the

want of a player on the harp was felt in Boston ; its

arpeegios were represented on a grand piano.

If there be any great composer whose works have

steadily, if slowly, gained a deep hold on the sympa-

thies of the largest truly musical public in our city, it

is Schumann. His one Pianoforte Concerto, in A
minor, is not only one of his most perfect inspira-

tions, v/orked out with a masterly completeness, but

one of the most admirable and most delightful com-

positions in that form by whomsoever. Indeed we

should hardly dare to claim a higher place for any

other piano concerto, after we have excepted those in

G and in E flat by Beethoven. Whenever it has

been heard in these concerts, beginning five or six

years back, it has proved profoundly interesting to a

goodly number of the more appreciative ; but now we

think, at least after this last consummate interpreta-

tion by Mr. Lkonhard, the general voice spontane-

onsly and warmly owns its charm. Never, before,

perhaps, had a concerto involved the entire orchestra

so deeply ; here we cannot say that the pianist is

"seconded" by the other instruments, for they are

part and parcel of the whole, as indispensable as the

piano. And their cooperation is no easy matter ; each

must put its whole soul and skill into the complex,

harmonious work. For the most part the orchestra

did so this time, and with capital effect ; but there

were one or two slips, which it is well that audiences

generally do not perceive, if only the whole current

of the performance be musical and spirited and clear.

Mr. I/Conhard was never more sure of himself in

technique or in the brain and soul part of his work.

He is an interpreter in the higher sense, when he has

to do with musical creations of so high an order. In

dccil it is largely due to him that Sdiumann has this

winter become so mut'b better known among us. lie

almost surpassed himself in all the essential require-

ments of a perfect rendering. Throiigli all its [)hase8

of expression, strong or subtle, all its perpetual vari-

ety of fresh springing fancies, the work came out one

clear, consistent, glowing whole. Mr. Leonhard ex-

cels in clear, significant phrasing ; the important note

always tells ; no point is lost ; in short, the meaning

of the work, as well as of every phrase and modula-

tion in it, comes out with unmistakable vitality. It

is needless to tell with what breadth of style and cer-

tainty of purpose as of execution he interpreted the

marvellously rich first movement ; or how sense and

soul were held enchanted by the poetic grace and del-

icacy of the Intermezzo. What most caused our won-

der this time was the unflagging persistency and per-

fect evenness and clearness, with which the flying

fingers thridded the subtle (seemingly endless) maze

of florid melody in the Finale,—endless, but never

once beginning to become less interesting. What
finer musical experience than to hear such a compos!'

tion speaking for itself without let or hindrance !

Tanbert's pretty, fanciful and really genial little

Overture, suggested by, and certainly in some degree

suggestive of the Arabian Nights' Tales, was not

there to be measured by the standard of a great work.

A great work was not what was needed, seeing that

one of the solidest, most formidable of great works

was to follow, as another great work had preceded.

Something light, without being trivial or vulgar,

something fanciful and graceful, just for relief and re-

creation, was the tiling. At the same time it was

well to have something new, and well for once to

give a specimen of so honored a composer as the

chief Kapellmeister and Conductor of the Royal Sin-

fonie Soire'es at Berlin for many years; one of the

ripest and ablest musicians of the age, who has com-

posed a very reepectabic opera of "Macbeth," instru-

mental and vocal works in all forms, but has shown

most of real individual genius perhaps in his great

variety of most poetic, sometimes exquisitely humor-

ous children's songs.

There is something of the spirit of these latter in

the Overture we have just heard. It has a local Ori-

ental color, an "Eastern sing-song" pervading it
;

and it is full of pretty, dreamy fancies, ever returning

to the old starting point,—a quaint figurative pre-

lude of a few bars for a viola obligato. There is

much charming, flickering play of color ; beautiful

solo bits for flute, horn and so forth, while consistent

form is followed to the end. Too much of sketchy

outline here and there, too many thin places, in re-

spect to instrumentation,—thinness not redeemed by

contrapuntal subtlety—was the chief want felt.

The grandeur, the inexhaustible wealth and beauty

of the great Schumann Symphony in C was appre-

ciated by the great luass of the audience far more fully

than it has ever been before. For indeed the whole

work was superbly rendered. This Symphony is ev-

idently a favorite with our Conductor, Cakl Zer-

RAHN, and justly so ; he seemed to make the orches-

tra all feel it with him, so that it all came out with

life and power, enchaining every hearer. Wo have

described this noblo work so fully on former occa-

sions of its performance, that we will not run the

risk of here repeating an old story.

The tenth and final Concert, too late for notice now,

took place last Thursday, with the following pro-

gramme:
Overture: "Weihe des Hau.ses," in C, Op. 124,

Becllioven; Piano Concerto in D minor, Mendelssohn,

(Miss Anna Mehlig) ; Overture to "Loduiska,"
Cheruhini.—Piano Solo ; "Etudes Symphoniques,"
Schumann ; Heroic Symphony, Beethocen.

Mr. B. J. Lano's Concerts, at the Globe. Tlio
charming little Theatre has been fuller each time.

The programme (as printed) for the second Concert,
Thursday afternoon, Fob. 29, was as follows :

Quartet in F minor, No 7 Beethoven.
AlleKro con brio.—Allegretto ma non troppo.—Alle-

gro assai.

li'our Nocturnes, op. 23 Sclinnmiin.

Grand Sonatjt in D Diiijor, op 5S ..Meudelhsobn.
[F'or Piiiiio and Violoncello.]

Allegro jLssai.—Allegretto Rcherzando.—Molto ulle^^ro

e vivace.

Instead of llio four Nocturnes, however, Mr. Lang
played only the first,—so interesting in itself, su well
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interpreted, that one could not be quite resigned to

the witbliohling of its protnised three companions.

But he had inserted just before it (in compliance with

many requests, as well as with an artist's wish to im-

prove upon the former rendering as a whole), a repiti-

tion of the boaiitiful Concerto in B flat of Beethoven.

And indeed the wish was realized ; it did go better

in the general coiiperation of the string quartet, &c.,

which represented the orchestral accompaniment.

And we confess, on further hearing, to have found the

work more pregnant with meaning and more inter-

esting than wo were aware before. It was a choice

feast, only to enjoy that one Concerto played so

finely.

The Beethoven Quartet in F minor was wrongly

set down as No. 7. It is No. 11, (Op. 95.) One
which we do not remember to have heard the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club play before ; too dreamy,

deep and mystical, too subtly woven to be understood

at once, or even readily recalled after a single hear-

ing ; but very beautiful, inducing a mood of

thought and feeling for which it were a blessing to

exchange the every-day experience. So far as we
could judge, it was very fairly rendered ; but the

theatre is not the place to hear such things to best

advantage ; the sound of the strings is greatly swal-

lowed up and deadened by the surrounding scenery

and spaces overhead ; the tones lose their vitality and

must be grasped and followed by an effort of the will

and understanding. The Mendelssohn Sonata is a
vital, very satisfying, large and generous creation, and
was admirably played by Mr. Lang and Mr. Wdlp
Fries.

The programme of the third Concert, March 14,

read thus :

Concerto for two violins J S. Bach.
Theme and Variations J. Bradlee.

For the Pianoforte, 4 hands.
Etude in C sharp minor, op. 26 Chopin.
Trio for Pianoforte, Violin and Violoncello in B flat

major, op. 52 Rubinstein,
-Allegro.—Adagio.—Presto.—Allegro appassionato.

The smothering influence of the place, before allud-

ed to, operated particularly as a damper on the right

enjoyment of the Bach Concerto for two violins,

which was nicely played by Messrs. Schdltze and

Meisel. The two quick movements (first and

third), with tones so dwindled away and marrowless

from that cause, doubtless appeared dry to many, in

spite of much intrinsic beauty. The beautiful and

tender cantaftiVe of the slow middle movement, how-

ever, made a fine impression. The four-hand piece

by Mr. Brablee, one of our most accomplished

amateurs, indeed an earnest musician in a true and

thorough sense, gave much pleasure. The theme is

fresh and captivating, and the Variations are by no
means commonplace ; they are skilful, genial devel-

opments and transformations of the theme. The
work of course had all fair treatment under the hands

of Messrs. Perabo and Lang. And to the same
competent interpreters we were indebted for a treat

not prSmised in the programme, a four-hand outlining

of the first movement of Rubinstein's "Ocean" Sym-
phony, which we found full of poetry and beauty,

largely laid out and elaborated with a master hand.

The other movements are said to be not worthy of the

first
; yet one would fain hear and know that for him-

self Perhaps an orchestra will some day give us the

true opportunity.

Verily Rubinstein is in the ascendant I For the

Trio (played con amore and with great life and spirit

by Messrs. Lang, Schultze and Fries), charmed the

audience, unfolding richer and richer as it went on.

Ton feel the power of a creative and inventive mind
throughout. There are strains of choral grandeur, in

full rich chords, in the Adagio. The Scherzo (Preslo)

is laughingly bright and sportive, now and then run-

ning over with laughter, but never beyond the means
of graceful recovery. And the Finale is full of well

sustained fire. We cannot describe it , we lack the
tenacious memory for that ; we can only say that we
enjoyed it with the rest, and shall be glad of another
chance to know it better.

Chopin's Etude in C sharp minor (No. 7 of Op.

2.5), is one of the most profound and weighty of his

slo* and brooding movements. It opens with a

musing violoncello-like Cantahile for the left hand, at

first alone, then joined by a simpler companion mel-

ody in the upper part, with intermediate harmony,

as still the musing, singing bass goes on, kindling

into all sorts of subtle and impassioned figuration and

embellishment. As a technical dude it presents

great difficulties ; but these the hearer was not al-

lowed to think of, so fully was he made to feel the

charm and meaning of the piece. That long upward

and downward rushing scale passage (marked /"^)

of some sixty notes in the ftime of six quavers (still

in the bass part) was given with magnificent and

thrilling energy.

Ne.xt Thursday afternoon (March 28) we have

the last of these pleasant occasions. Three works

comprise the programme ; viz : Bach's Concerto in

D minor, for three pianos (Messrs. Lang, Leonhakd
and Parker) ; two movements of a Quintet in C
by Vincent Lachner; third Piano Concerto (C mi-

nor) by Beethoven.

Org.an Concerts. It was a real comfort to lis-

ten for an hour to some good organ music, after a

long privation of that same. On Saturday noon,

March 9, Mr. J. K. Paine gave an "Organ Recital"

on the great organ of the Boston Music Hall. (It

was put down on the bills as the 208th Concert of

the N. E. Conservatory of Music; when, we wonder,

did the Organ cease to give concerts in its own
name?)

Mr. Paine began with one of Bach's noblest

Fugues, that in E minor, with the so-called "Wedge"
theme ; the eye must see it to know what that means :

This theme is magnificently developed into an ex-

haustive fugue, which is remarkably clear and easily

followed for a work of so complex a character. The
instrument was in worse order than we ever knew,
frozen up by the March winds perhaps ; but in spite

of so great a drawback Mr. Paine gave a most satis-

factory rendering of the work. Next he played the
Adagio and Finale from one of those sweet, inward,
heart-felt organ poems, the Trio Sonatas by the same
inexhaustible and matchless Bach. It is the sweetest
kind of rest to sit, alone or in a silent company, and
listen to these thoughtful, tranquil, sincere conversa-
tions between three voices; for which the sweeter
stops of the organ are selected. They sound so un-
pretending that an idle lislener does" not give thera
credit for the tithe of meaning and of beauty there is

in thera.

Mendelssohn's splendid Sonata in A, ending with
the lovely Andante tranquHh, was the next piece,

charmingly played and with judicious choice of stops.

A thoughtful and truly organ-like improvisation held
attention profitably for a few minutes, and the concert
closed with Mr. Paine's learnedly wrought, eflFective

"Concert piece" on the Austrian Hymn, a fragment
of the melody being used to good advantage as a
fugue theme for the finale.

_
We recall also with pleasure an organ concert

given under the same auspices, two or three months
''gO) by Mr. Dodlet Buck, who, besides an inter-

esting Sonata of his own in four movements (E flat),

and some ingenious variations on a Scotch air, show-
ing skill in the combinations of stops, also proved
himself at boms in the Bach school by a good render-
ing of the great Passacaglia. He also played a Rondo
Grazioso, in a pleasing style, by Spohr.

THE JIUSIOAL SOIHEE given by Mr. Christun Sockow, the

violinist, at Brackett-s Hall yesterday afternoon was less suc-

cessful than had been anticipated by those persons who knew
the principal performer by reputation. The programme waa
entirely disarranged by the unavoidable tardiness of some of

the artists, and by Mr. Sprague's temporary illness,—which

did not prevent him, however, from taking part with Mr. Pack-

ard in a very neatly rendered duet from Verdi- The other

pieces performed were, "My Heart's in the Highlands," sung
with much expression by Mr. Packard ; Beethoven's Trio for
for the piano, violin and violoncello, op. 70, No. 1, played by
Mr. J. K. Paine, Mr. Schultze and Mr. Wulf Fries ; and a no-

ble ftir by_ Handel, beautifully performed by Mr. Fries. Mr.
Suckow's right arm was suffering from the effects of an acci-

dent, we understand, and on that account he was neither able

to give the numbers assigned to him on the programme, nor to

dohimselfjustice in the rendering of what he undertook to

play. "TheMocTcing Bird" with variations, an odd melange of

Folk Songs, and another work of a similar character, scarcely

furnish opportunity for a fresh artist to distinguish himself,
but if we are to form any opinion at all concerning Mr. Suc-
kow's skill from his performance of yesterday afternoon, we
shall be obliged to conclude that his strong point is in the imi-

tation of the singing, squeaking and twittering of birds and
of the other interesting sounds in which the woods and moun-
tains are prolific.

The above, from the Advertiser of Saturday last,

about describes an occasion which was by no means
uninteresting. Mr. Suckow plays a sort of violin

peculiar to his native district in Norway, an instru-

ment of great antiquity, having "twelve strings."

That is, the usual four strings are supplemented by
eight fine wire strings underneath, which vibrate in

harmonics with the principal strings which alone

come in contact with the bow. It bears resemblance

to the viol d'amour ; a soft, sweet tone is produced at

the expense of the searching quality and power of the

violin proper. It is good for the pretty sentimental

tricks and imitations, the harmonic efi"ects, &c., rather

than for true classical violin playing. In all these

things Mr. Suckow showed himself an adept ; one
might say, he played all sorts of flutes, flageolets,

cornets, distant drums, hurdy-gurdies, cuckoos, night-

ingales, &o., &c.,—in short every instrument, except

the violin. He is a man of genial, kindly aspect, and
seems really to do these things con amore and with a

certain sentiment of romance.

Of ME. PECK'S two excellent popular concerts, comprising
Miss Kellogg, Miss Mehlig, and Mr. Santley for the last time,
and of Miss Mehlig's two Piano Recitals at Brackett's Hall [the
last tliis afternoon] we must speak next time.

"CLOUD PICTURES," by Francis H. Underwood. If any
of our friends would read some charming stories, in which
music plays a chief part, we commend to them thra fascinating
and elegant little volume, which appeared last Christmas. For
the rest we simply say Amen to all that is said in the following
notice from the Gazette :

This handsome book contains four stories, entitled respec-
tively, "The Exile of von Adelstein's Soul," "Topankalon "
"Herr Regenbogcn's Concert," "A Great Organ Prelude." The
style is chaste and graceful, and there is a delicate vein of po-
etic fancy running through them that is both refined and ten-
der. Theflrst story is one of great power and originality in-
tensely dramatic, and admirably worked out. It is Hoffman-
esque in style, but without that morbid repulsiveness that
characterizes the tales of the great German romancist. "To-
pankalou" is an exquisitely delicate conception, charmingly
elaborated and developed, and of high poetic merit. In fact
it is a prose poem, exhibiting rare imaginative qualities. Mr!
Underwood is seen at his best in this production, in which the
fascinations of style vie with the efforts of fancy for the mas-
tery, and combine to create one of the most delightful of Fan-
tasies. "Herr Eegenbogen '8 Concert" has appeared before but
IS reprinted here with alterations. "The Great Organ 'pre-
lude" was written for Dwiglifs Journal, and is not the least
pleasant of the pieces of which this volume is composed The
book, both in matter and in manner, cannot fail to add to its
author's reputation. The elegant garb in which it appears is
worthy of it, and this is the highest praise that can be bestow-
ed. It IS one of the handsomest specimens of typography of
the season. The paper is fine, the tj-pe large and clear the
binding elegant, and the execution in general of the finest
order. It is published by Lee & Shepard.

New York Philharmonic—Prof. F. I. Eit-
ter's Second Symphony.

The Tribune of March 4, says :

Prof. Ritter's Symphony is a new work, and this
was its first performance. It is a musical illustration
of Byron's "Sardanapalus;" or to speak more cor-
rectly it is supposed to have been suggested by the
reading of the tragedy, and the spirit of its diff'erent
movements corresponds with the frame of mind in-
spired by the poem. It is in no sense what is called
"programme music," and Prof. Ritter remembers the
great truth which so many lose sight of, that the
function of music is not to imitate but to suggest, and
that a composition which must be interpreted by an
elaborate verbal description is music of a base and im-
perfect order. Without expecting us, therefore, to fol-
low in his symphony the action of the drama, he has
taken certain passages as texts, so to speak, and
built upon them an Allegretto moderate corresponding
to the picture of the great king as he "lolls crowned
with roses," a Scherzo, symbolical of the royal revels,
an Andante suggested by Myrrha's soliloquy, and an
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Allegro con spirito.in which we catch the furious spirit

of the final catastrophe. The orchestra under Mr.
Bergmann gave a careful and refined interpretation

of this work, and the impression produced by it was
highly pleasing. If we saj' that it shows Prof. Ritter

to have been a reverent and intelligent student of

Beethoven, we do not mean to imply that he has
borrowed anything from the great master except a

method of treating his own ideas: and of course ho

could not have looked to a better model. The style

of the first movement seems to us particularly good.

It is simple, fluent, and forcible. With a single long
drawn note (the poet's "woe—woe to the unrivaled

city !") it passes at once into the charming Scherzo
allegretto. The Andante is plaintive and sombre. In

the final Allegretto the composer has given a some-
what freer rein to his fancy, and made a little ap-

proach toward the exuberance of the modern school,

but he never becomes either coarse or fantastic. The
whole symphony is characterized by a sort of compo-
sure which indicates a writer sure of his resources and
master of all his instruments. The scoring is solid

and rich, without being showy, and abounds in beau-

tiful touches. We doubt whether such a work would
captivate the multitude, but it will earn the respect of

connoisseurs and increase the reputation which Prof.

Ritter already enjoys as one of the most accomplished
and scholarly of our resident composers.

The orchestral pieces in the second part were well

played—the Overture better than the Symphonic
Poem : and for once we can give hearty praise to all

the solos. We never heard Mr. Remmertz sing so

well before ; while Miss Mehlig's performance of the

lovely Schumann concerto was simply delicious.

The pieces announced for the Fifth concert are

Beethoven's Heroic symphony, Bargiel's "Prome-
theus" overture, and Mendelssohn's "Fingal's Cave."
Mr. Bergner is to be the solo player.

The Weekly Revieio says of the new Symphony.

Prof. Hitter employs the wealth at his command
with a free and liberal, but not a lavish or wasteful

hand. His moderation shows sound judgment and
judicious taste, if not some self-denial, for it is easy to

perceive that he is a thorough master of instrumenta-

tion and all the highly colored appliances of the mod-
ern school.

The first movement of Mr. Hitter's Symphony, Al-

legro moderato, in E minor, 3-4 time, commences
with a dash of austerity, which outburst gives way
readily to a bright, clear, luxurious representation of

jovial revel and enjoyment, full of sensuous elegance

and attraction. This view closes with a severe warning
blast and prescient wail of woe, and the next move-
ment succeeds, without break, Scherzo allegretto, E
major, in 6-8 time, which carries out the glimpse of

the royal reveller's spirit in the first movement with

heightened effect ; at first in a defiant strain, and final-

ly in a softened and voluptuous mood, with a very

successful endeai'or to fix the sparks of beauty's

heavenly ray, which gives a pearly lustre to the com-
poser's melting and flowing rhythm.

After an interval of rest here a majestic andatite in

A minor, 2-4 time , depicts an introspective and sad-

dened spirit such as we may well suppose to have ac-

tuated the beautiful Greek slave, Myrrha, who de-

spised her bonds, and yet loved her enamored lord

and possessor. The pensive humiliation breathed by
the movement become soon charged with Greek fire

and devotion, and by a|masterly modulation, piu mos-

sc, leads ttracefully without interval, to the final move-
ment, AUeqro con Spirilo, returning to E minor, 4-4
which dashes into the martial vein, and draws freely

npon the instrumental resources of the art. The col-

oring here is bold, rich, decided and striking, and
even when the clamor of the confllict seems to have
subsided the lofty strain of kingly daring is still

maintained and the haes and harmonics deepen and
swell with the indomitable magnanimity of death-de-

fying heroism, till the fatal and sublime climax is

reache(], and, leaving their mortal ashes a prey to the

flames kindled by their own hand, the two immortal
spirits soar from earth on the wings of love to their

eternal home.
Such is the ontllne of the instrumental drama, and

its inarticulate thoughts and language are intelligibly

and eloquently conveyed.

The Symphony is remarkable for clearness and
symmetry. It does not attempt to dive into the nn-
fathomable, and yet its meaning Is profound and re-

plete with infintle suggestion. TThe means employed
are all legitimate and yet novel, fresh and individual.

We felt it ia true the impress of preceding great

masters on the work, as we see Shakespeare in Mil-

ion, and hotli in Byron, hm that advancement on the

progrcf* of others does not affect the originality of the

production,which Judging from a first hearing, and
firit imprcsiions arc often the most generally correct,

aiamp" ihc composer as a writer of genius.

Prof Ritter's Symphony finds another warm wel-
come in Mr. .Jerome Hopkins's queer Orpheonist and
Philharmonic Journal, from which we quote :

As years advance we confess to greater lenience^in

judgment of new musical works, which lack a decid-

ed originality, so long as they unfold other beauties

of almost every description, such as clearness, nobil-

ity of conception, careful iy-weighed correlation of
parts, effective instrumentation, absence of affectation,

healthy poetic sentiment, breadth of treatment, and a
sufficient adherence to the rules of form to betray the
scholiast without exposing the cloven foot of the pe-

dant, just enough in fact to make the cultivated list-

ener feel comfortable, to reassure him that he is not
wasting his time, and to start the glittering tear of
sympathy with the composer, no matter who he may
be.

The symphony opens with three chords in A mi-
nor, followed by a sotto voce passage of modulations
prior to the entrance upon the tonic E minor, the key
of the work. The movements are (1) Allegretto

moderato. (2) Scherzo Allegretto, (.3) Andante and (4)
Allegro /arioso. This last title possesses a slight flavor

of romanticism which we do not like, but n'importe.

There is a splendid sequence in the first movement
when the brass instruments come in, which .alone

would save any symphony. To be sure this reminds
one a little of the brazen dissonance on the interval

of the second in Schumann's number 4, but only in

the fact of its being brass and being a sequence, in

other respects it is an original thought nobly handled
The first and second movements aie connected by a

short harmonic progression,ended with one long note,
which introduces the charming Scherzo in E major,
in 3-8 time, and in which the alternation of the grace-

ful theme by the wood instruments and violins is

skillfully wrought out. The audience took a genu-
ine delight in this movement, the finale of which is a
fine specimen of melodicj inversions. The interest

was kept up throughout the whole.
The Andante in A minor pleased us least, because

the beautyjof the commencement is not sustained, nor
does it seem to possess that oneness traditionally^, as-

sociated with the movement. It is broken into in a
ruthless style, by an heroic alia marcia obtrusion, for

which we could find no justification and in which
there seeined less attractiveness. But we may be mis-

taken, and possibly a second hearing would cause us

to alter our opinion. We thought we detected a rem-
iniscence of Beethoven's number 7 in this move-
ment.
The .4We9?-o /Unoso also possesses a Schumnnnes que

introduction, and we cannot tell why it should he so.

This is an open question to be sure, and there is per-

haps, no reason why short introductions should not

be allowed to symphonic movements unless because
they are combersome, and are not always harmoni-
cally in taste. Our principal objection, however, is

that they destroy the feeling of completeness of each
movement and cause a symphony to resemble a huge
overture, thus denying to the audience their few mo-
ments of rest where it is needed, where applause is

expected, and where it ought to eome in. Thus, in

a me.asure, the chances of success of the work are

lessened by forcing the listeners to become fatigued

before its culmination.
This movement, although to us the least interest-

ing, yet seems to have greater labor expended upon
it than any of the others. It abounds in counterpoint

imitation, fughetta, inversions and augmentations,
which are lavished without stint, but all without re-

lieving the listener from a feeling of oppression'

When just before the finale the composer adopts what
contrapuntists call "an harmonic march" (and a

r.alher transparent one too) for a peroration, we con-

fess we are a little disappoiuted. If we do not mis-

take, Mendelssohn has a similar "come down" at the

end of his Meere^-stille overture, where the simple di-

atonic scale is unduly exalted, hut the effect upon us

has always been one of dissatisfaction.

With these slight blemishes—added to which wo
would point out a passage af unnecessary consecu-

tive fifths just after the brazen sequences before men-
tioned, in the first movement—this symphony of Mr.
Rit'er's is a truly grand and masterly work, and is

one to which repeated hearings can give greater

charm. We think that, so far as we have had ears

to hear, it is by all odds the greatest work of the kind

yet composed in this country.

Its best features are undoubtedly counterpoint,

harmonic dispersions and sequential writing. Its

greatest weakness, we think, consists of want of

strong contrasts, dearth of salient motives—excepting

in the Scherzo—and lack of boldness of conception.

The initriimentation is throughout a great advance
over that in Mr. Ritter's first symphony, and except-

ing a certain high A in ihe trumpets—which Berlioz

would have called "hazarilons,"— it seemed to us ir-

reproachable and, in certain passages, rarely Bono-

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PiibfliHhed br OlSr^r Ditaon &. Co.

Vocalf wilEi Panuo Accoiuj^aniinenta

Come with me. (Vieni Meco. 3. C to g.

Campana. 40
For Soprano and Alto, or Soprano and BaFSO.
" Waves are sleeping, and roses are dreaming."

An elegant duet, and quita easy.

Kiss and make up. Song and Chorus. 3. F to f.

Smith. 30
" Oh, forget the harsh word spoken,

Kiss and make it up, my sweet I"

Very pretty. May belong to the "complete lover's

library" which is to be, [perhaps], by means of which
musical courtships, flirtations, "pops," tiffs and rec-

onciliations may be gone through with without a sin-

gle word spoken-

My own true love to my Dying Day. 3. D minor
to f. Malloy. 40

" Back, ah I comeba.^k. Ah ! well away.
But my own true love comes not any day."

Afl first he;ird, it elapses itself with the lulling minor
airs which Bridget croons over the cradle of the house-
hold paf. But it grows oo one, and is really a very
deli :ate and beautful Irish ballad.

Golden Slumbers. 4 part song. 3. C to e.

Cummings. 35
" Golden slumbers kiss your eyes,

Smiles awake you when you rise.

Rock them I Lullaby."
Of the quality of a fine English glee.

Of thee. 3. F to f. Sargent. 30
" The sounds of toil are hushed, love,

And the slumbering world is still."

A very graceful ballad.

Unspoken Love 3. C to d. Sainton-Dolby. 40
'* I was too proud the truth to show,
Aod so we parted long ago."

Fine concert song. Illustrated title.

0, vpeep not that I leave the shore. (The Veter-

an's Son). 3. E6 to f. Fehr. 35
A good patriotic ballad. v

Well-a-day. 4. A6 to e. Randegger. 50
" Love shotild be true,
Should be true as the star."

Magnificent. Beautiful lithograph portrait of Bliss

Addie Ryan, who includes this among her popular
concert songs.

Instrumental*

Polka des Montagnards. (Bauer Polka. 3. G.
Egghard. 60

Properly "Polka of the Peasants" or "Rustic
Polka." and introduces the bizarre melodies suitable

for a German country jollification, in a skilful man-
ner.

Souvenir de Mignon. 5. D. Hens. 60
A few of the favorites of the new opera. The

"Priere," the "Styrienne," the "Berceuse," and ele-

gant changes and variations.

Kaiset-stadt Waltz. (Emperor City). 3. E. Aht. 65
A kind of military air in the form of a waltz, com-

posed in honor of Berlin and the Emperor. Very
good.

Fleurette. Caprice Impromptu. 4. G.
C. Gotischalh. 50

Very original and piquant.

Jolly Sisters Galop. 3. F. Zikoff. 40
It is no easy thing to write a galop that is not ju.-'t

like all other galops. But Mr. Z. has done it, and
made a pretty thing.

Ruth Waltz. 3. C Willing. 30
Very spirited and jififi. Those who are Willing to

try it, will play it many times after,

Valse Caprice.' 5. E6, Enhiiisiein. 1.00
Fine Lithograph portrait of the great player. Ex-

cellent music, and not at all out of the reacli of ordi-

nary players.

La Pensereso. Song without words, 2. A6.
Howard, arr'd by Wilson. 25

Easy, but very good.

Prima Donna of a Night. Lanciers. 3, Pratt. 35

Jolly Brothers. " 3. " 30
Two well-arraDged sets, melodies partly from Offen-

bach.

Books*

The Colprit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.
./. L. Ensign. 1.00

All who are familiar with Joseph Rodman Drake's
gem of ft poem, the perfecMou of delicacy and sweet-
ness, will only require that the accompanying music
shall also be sweet and melodious. This music la bo.

Probably one of tlio prettiest things that can be de-
sired for practice in Ladles' Semlnarlos.

Abdreviations.—Degreea of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a ciipit!il letter, as 0, B flat, &c.
A smii.ll Roman Ifjtter marks the highewt note, if on the staff,

fin italic letter the highent note, If above the stjilf.
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WEHLI'S COMPOSITIONS.

Messrs. Ditson & Co. beg to draw attention to tlie publications of this eminent and

popular composer. Among the pieces enumerated below will be found all classes of com-

positions to suit the brilliant as well as the junior pianist. Some of the pieces are well

adapted for school teaching. We annex a few " opinions " by persons who have heard the

compositions.

SILVER BELLS, 75 Cents.
"An exquisite little work of the caprice order"

—

Ha-ald, N. Y.

One of the most popular pieces of ihe day, and has sold by thousands.

SLEIGH RIDE, 75 Cents.
" A hrilliant, characteristic work in semi-galop style. There is dash in it from beginning to end."

—

Herald, iV. 1'.

HARPE AEOLIENNE, 60 Cents.
A beantiful study in arpeggios, with a simple pretty melody attached. Admirably adapted for yonng

ladies at schools.

MARCHE DE WUIT, $1.00.

"A composition of great merit, both as to melody and treatment."— Weekly Review.

SANS SOUCI GALOP, 75 Cents.

One of the most effective and brilliant Galops ever written. It is a splendid concert piece, and is admi-
rably adapted for private concerts.

MmNEHAHA "LAUGHING WATER," 75 Cents.

Rather difficult, but an exceedingly useful study. Very descriptive, and if well played sounds like fall-

ing water.

NECK AND NECK GALOP, 75 Cents.

Well adapted for junior pupils. It is brilliant, and improves Octavo playing.

"FLOATING ON THE BREEZE," 75 Cents.

"A most charming composition. The melody is beautiful in itself, and the arpeggios surrounding it

make it a perfect drawing room piece. Nothing has been written of late years that will make so much effect

with so few difficulties."

—

Times.

MARCHE DES VIVANDIERES, $L0O.

"A rousing military piece. We could almost fancy the Zouaves marching past as we heard it and
the celebrated ' pas de charge ' created an immense enthusiasm. M. Wehli played it as he can only play,

but we should like many of our amat-eurs to take it up, as it is a piece that will always win the admiration
of the hearer."—iVew Orleans Paper.

POLKA BOHEMIENNE, $1.00.

A quaint and odd piece. The melody is perfectly beautiful, but the treatment quite novel. Destined
to be the most popular piece of the day.

BLUE DAITOBE. Strauss.

Transcribed by Wehli. $1.00.

Brilliant, effective and sparkling. The best concert piece ever heard. Will always create an enthusi-

asm, being so popular and taking.

HOME SWEET HOME, 60 Cents.
FOE LEFT HAND ALONE.

The only correct copy of the transcription, and which Mr. Wehli plays with such success.

Mr. Wehli's other compositions include the well-known

MARCHE DES AMAZONES, $1.00.

One of the most striking pieces ever published. Also his

POLKA DE CONCERT, $1.00, and

ROMANCE NOUVELLE, $1.00.

Immense Success of Ditson & Co.'s

"MUSICAL TREASURE!
1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days

!

A Second Edition Koiv Heady.

"Ditson & Co.
, have exactly met the popular taste hy this

publication. We find here such songs as Nitsson's "Sprinj
and Autumn," nullah's "St<irm," and "Three Fishers "
"Birds in the Night," and "Hush thee," by Sullivan, witb'a
variety of Sacred and choice College Songs, and many composi-
tions of Handel, Kreutzer, Spohr, Claribel, Root, and others

;with the waltzes, marches, &c., of Strauss, OfFcnbach, Jiing-
mann, Gottschalk. Spindler, Von Suppe, Kinkel, Budik and
many others We have not space to enumerate the bei^t pieces
from the Treasdre's extensive Catalogue, but we do not hesi-
tate to say that it is the bpst collection we have ever seen
being entirely composed of new and popular music."— C/ins-
iian Union.

"This i.yndeefi a rare and complete collection, and wa have
seen nothing for years which Is.so admirahlv adapted to fhe
general use of the musical public as the Mdsical Tkeasoee "
—JV Y. Evening Post.

"Juat the Book for the Parlor and Home Circle
; conlainInK

over 100 selections—being the Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Instrumental."-iV. Y, Star

Price S2.50 ; Cloth, $3.00; in Pull Gilt, SM.OO.

OLIVEK DITSOW & CO.. Boston.

C. H. DITSON" & CO., Uew York.

By Dr. Lowell Mason.
AnjMial Sale 5©,®®© Copies.
THE SOWG GAKDEW, TTo. 1 is for beginners, and
contains "the first steps'' in Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SOUG GAEDBBT. Tfo. 2 is ad.ipted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN. No. 3 is for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of the retail price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed in beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes. one-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adaptations to Church purposes of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman. Liszt, Cherubini Neu-
komm and others.

'

Mr Dudley Buck, the author, is one of the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunafely paves his reputJition, which is
among the highest as a eompo?er, and his Motettes, which
should be to him a new beginning of trood fortune.

Price, in Cloth, S2.7.5 ; in Boards, S2 50.
Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

38 cts.

33 "

50 "

75 "

50 "
75 "

50 •

$1 00
1.50

1.00

AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn.

COME LET DS SING. "

HYMN OP PRAISE. "

NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM "

SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons.

SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg.
MORNING. Reiss.

ST. CECILIA'S DAY.' Van Brce.

WOMAN OP SAMARIA. Bennett.

MAY QUEEN.
Liberal discount to Societies.

BAUMBAOH'S

acre usic

CMA§. M. & C®., Mew Tofi-lr.

Those whohave been anxiously waiting for its appearance
maynowsend theirorders; and nor o;(e will be dis.appointed in
the quality of rau.sic. Te Deums, Benedioites, Re-
sponses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all first class,—none better. Large, clear legi-
ble tvp^, a great recnmmesdation.

'

Price in Cloth, §2.75 ; Boards, S2.50.
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

C H
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

DITSON & CO., New York.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers and players,

and who can feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making pieces simple

and easy, but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the

most saleable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

BOSTON. OH
IN'E"^^^ yoi2,m:.

SONGS OF J. B. TII03IAS.
DREAMING, STILL DREAMING, CAN-

ZONET. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. .50

Fine Lithograph Title.

"Dreaming, still dreaming of days that are past,
Flowers that have faded, too loTely to last,

Sweet is the vision that greets me again,
Cheering my sorrow, and soothing my pain."

A song that is a success. How much it's own
merit, and how much the fine rendering of Mrs. Seg-
uin and others, contributed to this desirable end, one
cannot tell. This, however, is sure, that it deserves

success.

THE BIRDS WILL COME AGAIN. •
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F. to f. .40

"Sunshine and Shadow fell on the meadow,
Dew drops were gleaming, the akies were bringing May,

Soft winds were playing, somebody straying.
Seemed very careless of beauties on the way."

An unusually pretty song of Love, Birds and
Spring.

THE GATES AJAR. Song and Chorus.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to c. .40

"They are waiting for us only,
^Vbere no paia can ever mar,

Little ones who left us lonely.
Watch ns thro' the gates ajar."

One of the responses to Miss Phelps' heautifu'

thoughts, now echoed very gracefully in a musical
way. The song is very pretty, very easy, and of easy
compass.

APART ! Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to e. .40

"For your love's a faded rose.
That I keep within my heart,

Tho' we meet when life shall close,

Yet our days must be apart."

Capable of great expression.

THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS.
Words by Longfellow. 3. F ro f. .."iO

Handsome Illustrated Title.

"And the mother gave, in tears and pain.
The flowers she most did love,

She knew she should find them all again.
In the fields of light above."

The words are dearly loved old acquaintances,
but the music is not so. Finely fitted to the senti-

ment, with a certain vigor and freshness, it will be a

taking song for public singing.

LAND OF HOME AND BEAUTY. Words
by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to (. .50

Fine Illustrated Title.

"Land of home and beauty,
Every thought of thee

Wakes within my bosom
Sweetest melody."

The landscape view on the title is well composed,
and worthy of preservation. A smooth, sweet, beau-
tiful song.

BONNY BESS. Ball.id. Words by Geo. Coo/)er.

3. B6 to f. .35

"0, the May, lovely May I

Tbo' I never see you more—

"

"And the girls of the golden time of yore,
There was none so fair and sweet as bonny Bess."

A ballad of sweet and pure sentiment.

PEARL OF THE ISLE. Words by Geo.

Cooper. 3. Ei to e. .35

"0 the sweetest of names
I recall in my dreams,

When the past, like a star.

In my memory gleams."

An exceedingly graceful melody.

A SONG FOR THOSE WHO LOVE US.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. E6 to e. .35

"A song for those who love us,
Wherever they may be

!

How many of th%m wander
Upon the land and sea."

It is sufficient praise to the music to say that it equals
the words in merit. And it may be said of the songs
written by Mr. Cooper, that it would be difficult to

point to a feeble stanza in them.

DOWN BY THE RIVER SIDE I STRAY.
Words by Geo. P. Morris. 3. F to f. .50

Illustrated Title.

"Beside the stream a maiden dwells,
My star of eventide !

Pure as the water-lily bells."

Composed for, and sung by Madame Anne Bishop,
and is very graceful and elective.

HOW GENTLY FALL THOSE SIMPLE
WORDS, GOD BLESS YOU! 2. C to e. .35

"You gently press the hand of those
Who thus in love caress you.

And soul responsive beats to soul.
In breathing out 'God bless you.' "

A glorification of the words so connmon, and so
full of kind feeling. A song that is good to sing.

THE DAY WHEN YOU'LL FORGET ME.
Words by "ilior^fZH." 3. EJtoe. .40

"You call me sweet and tendernames,
And softly smooth my tresses.

And all the while my tender heart
Beats time to your caresses."

Well written, a contribution of note to love-litera-

ture and love-music.

C03IP0SITI0NS OF G. D. WILSON.
This gentleman lias fairly won a place among our best native composers. His pieces are, almost without exception, excellent for instructive purposes, and should

be "familiar friends" to teachers and pupils.

Op. 18. AMONG THE HILLS. 4. B6. .50

"I love the hills, I love the flowers,
That deck with gems the sunny swells."

These beautiful Idyls, or Summer reveries, are "dreamed
out" very gracefully, and, without being descriptive piece?
express very completely the feelings) and sentiments indioated
by the titles and accompauying quotations.

Opus 10. HAPPY DAT. Pensee' Fugitive.

4. A. -50

An introduction, then a flowing melody, intf^rrupted by
spirited chord and arpeggio passages, all with well-marked

expresjaon.

MERRY BELLS. Morceau do Sa-

Ah. .50
Op. n.

Ion.

As may be anticipated, the "Merry Bells" ring throughout i

and at first glance the ta^b of the plajer seems difficult. Bu^
all is nicely arranged to the hand, and one is enabled to play

a very sbovy piece, without any extraordinary amount of

stadj.

The Idyls, Summer Eeveries.

Op. 13. A NIGHT IN JUNE. 4. Ai.

'•At this still hour when starry songs,

Arc flcatlog thro' night's glowiqg noon.'

Op. 14. THE SHEPHERD BOY. 3. G. .50

"Like some vision olden, of far other time.
When ape was golden, in the world's young prime."

Also published with illustrated title, price 60 cents.

A great favorite !

Op. 15. MORNING. 4. Eft.

"Morn's orient beara.s appear, and one by one
Ths weary stars retiring from their watch."

.50

Op. 16. SMILES. 4. A.
"Oft we wander, seeliing roses.

In this garden, called the earth."

..50
I Op. 17. MEMORY. 4. E6.

"Borne on the stream of time,
' Sweet thoughts of former days."

.50

.50

SLEEP WELL. A Dream Song.

"Sleep soft, beloved."

D6. .60

FIVE SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 4. .75

By Chas. P. Howard, arr'd by G.D. Wilson.

Fingerp are becoming first-class TOcalists. Sing these melo-
dies with them

!

Tieo Favorite Piano-Forte Pieces.

SUNBISE MAZCRKA. (I^ver du Soleil). Mazurka Caprice.

J. N. Patlimn. 4. A. .60

May very well he tnenlioned on the same paRe with Wilson's Idyls, since it

has the same fine descriptive power, with perhaps r trifle more brilliancy.

WHIP-POOR-WILL'S ECHO SONG, with brilliant variations,

by Ch. Gt'M. 3. E4. .CO

Mr. Grobe was, probably the original '-opus" man, as his opus es count by

the thousand. The piece under consideration is Opus 1881, i.e. the 1881st

published work of the composer. Among this vast number, of course, are

many that are mere "mnchino work," but there are also many that have grown
to be established favorites. This is one of the better class; a fine melody, skil-

fully varied.

. ABEEETIATI059.—Degrees of difficnity are marked from 1 to 7. The heij is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c.
highest note, on the staff, au ilalir. letter the highest note, if abuvc the staff.

A small Roman letter marks the
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TWriSS ANNIE LOUISE CART.—During the en"

saing month of May, special engagements may betnftde

with this celebrated artiste previous to her departure for

Europe. Apply to MR. A. P. PECK,
808—10 Boston Music Hall.

A IiADT OF KXPEKIENCE would like to teach

Music a few days of each week in a Seminary not far

from Boston. Address M. G., Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

Boston. 808—9

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S •

Nejv Grand Conservatory
and College of Music,

PAINESVILLE. OHIO.
Dr. HENBI SUTTEE, Director.

LL Branches taught according to the Cla*!Sical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stutttrart. etc., by Eunropean

Professors. A perfect organized Mupic-School having gra-
ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aeatetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE fesons per week in EICH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

A^

OLIVER DITSON & CO.'S
STANDARD MUSICAL WORKS.
CHEAP ! I XTK"EXGEIjIiED ! !

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Oratorios & Cantatas
Creation $ .50
Messiah 50
Israel in Egypt 50
Judas MaccabasuB 50
Samson 75
St. Paul...: 75
Elijah 1.00
Athalia... 1.00

Stahat Mater 45
Hvmn of Praise 60
Walpurgis Night 75
As the Hart pantfi,f42d Pe.).38
Come let us sine (95th ") .38
Ninety-Eighth Psalm 75
Woman of Samaria 1 00
Hear my Prayer.

Beautiful Octavo Edition of Masses.

.50

Beethoven's Mass !n C . . . ® .50
Bordese's Mass in P 75
Concone's Mass in P 60
Farmer's Mass in B flat., .75
Gounod's Mass Solennelle .75
Haydn's 3d Mans 45
Haydn's 1st, 2nd, 3i,4th,

7th and 8th Masses, ea. ,75
Haydn's 16th Mass 1.00
De Monti's Mass 75
Mozart's l«t Mass 60
Mozart's 12th Mass 45

Complete Operas,
INCLUDING RECITATIVES. $1.00 BACH.

Fadst, FiDEtio, Maetha, Traviata, Sonnambula, ^«„
GiovANNr, Marriage op Figaro, Norma, Erutani, Preciosa
Trovatork, Fra Diavolo, Lucretia Borgia, Ldoia.

Published in separate form all the leading and famous
Oratorio Choruses, also a fine selection of English
Glees, each nicely printed and baring a cover of its own.
Price 6 cents each or 60 cents per dozen.

Selections from "World's Peace Jubilee of 1872, com-
prising seven Chorusesand Chorals, each 15 cents or SIO.OO
per hundred.

^
%* The above can be had ofany Music Dealers, or the Pub-

lishers. Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Olirer DItsou & Co.,
j

C. H. Ditson & Co.,
Boston.

| 711 Broadway, N. Y.

Mozart's ISth (Requiem)

Mozart's 2nd, 7th & 9th
Masses ea. 75

Mercadante's Mass 3 voic's .75
Niedermayer's Mass in D. 1 25
Rossini's Measp Solennelle 1.60
Weber's Mass in G 50
Weber's Mas^" in E flat. . . .75
Southard's Mass in F 2S
Southard's Short Mass

in D 38

Pull Vocal Score,

Don

The Emerson Method
FOK

BEED ORGANS.
BY

L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, faud)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.

Parti. Elements, Exercises, Recreations,—Part TI. Chords
and Technics.—Part III. How to use the St^ps. Choice Col-

lection of Music, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-
ries and Interludes,
The Compilers have a high reputation and excellent judg-

ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price. $2.50.

CharminET n^w Cantata for Ladies' Classes,

THE CULPRIT FAY. Ensign. 1.00

The New Comic Songster.
Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha ! Ha ! and with some of the Hundred Songs in

this collection, not always sensible, but great aide to light-

heartedness.

The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.

Splendid Song^ Vignette Title.

DREAMING, STILL DREAMINa. Thomas. .50

The above Books and Song pent, post-frca, on receipt of re-

tail prices.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO.. Boston.

C H, DITSOIT & CO., Hew Tork.

Dr. Lowell Mason's

SONG GARDENS!
Have an immense sale. Each book complete

in itself, but one naturally succeeds the other
in a School Course. The booka are

Perfect Mines of Valuable Materials

for Music Teachers.

This Song' Garden. (Song Garden 1st Book).

Is for the little ones. Here are Simple Elements, Eajy
Exercises, about 250 Tunes, many of them tbe^ very sweet-
est

Flowers of Melody. Price 50 cts. *

The 2d Song Garden. (Song Garden 2d Book).

Lowell Mason's Celebrated Elements.
250 Exercises and Rounds in the "Practical Course."

175 Songs. 70 Sacred Tunes. Price, 80 cts.

The 3d Song Garden. (Song Garden 3d Book).

Resume of the Elements. Musical Catechism. Vocal
Culture (with plates). 85 Exercises and Solfeggios. 200 2
3 and 4 part Songs and Glees. Price, $1 00.

'

The above boobs sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOIT & CO.. ISTewYork.

J. -A.. KILLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at Ohickerlng & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street,

Suite 44. 805

SUVr. SCHXTBERTB,

Foreign & American Music Depot,
No. 610 AECH STREET.

PHILADELPHIA. 795—

^m ^mk Ux §ij)til

VOCAL.
The Little Orphan . (L' Orfannella.) Arditi. 40

I'na Number One Wellman. 30
Come to the Sea. (Vieni al Mar.) Trio, Soprano,

Tenor and Alto or Bass Gordigiani. 60

Sparking in the Winter. Song and Cho. . .Ahhnj. 30

Good Bye, Charlie Hunt. 30

Thinking of Thee Roehfson. 30

let me love thee Pratt. 30

1 am the gayest of t.he gay Operti. 35

We'll vote for Grant again. Song and Cho. Percif. 40
Memory. Trio. Soprano, Contralto and Tenor.

Leslie. 40
Little Baby's gone to sleep Benedict. Zft

She was a Spark Lee. 30
Come with me. (Vieni Meco) Campana. 40

Kiss and make up. Song and Chorus Smith. 30

My own true love to my Hying Day Molloy. 40
Golden Slumbers. 4 part song Cummings. 35

Of thee Sargent. 30
Unspoken Love Sainton- DoIIji/. 40

0, weep not that I leave the shore. (The Veter-

an's Son ) Fehr. 35

Well a-day Randegger. 50

She wandered down the Mountain. Illustrated

Title Clog. 40
Toddling thro' the Lanciers Connolly. 30
The Dew is Sparkling. (Erbliukt der Than).

Rubinstein. 30
TeDeura. Aria from "Hamlet." G. S. C. 1.25

A Cluster of Pearls. Song and Clio.C H. Smith. 30
On the Sands Vandewater. 30

INSTRUMENTAL.
Devotion de Matin Ziegfeld 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 hands Strauss. 1.00

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Foss. 40
Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 KeUerer. 50
Saltarelle. Op. 266 " 60
The Snow-Bell Junqmann. 50
Joy Bells. Idylle '" 50
German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75
Sparkling Cascade Mazurka Williams. 50
Fairy Favors Wahz Lange. 50
Polka des Montagnards. (Bauer VoXka) .Egghard. 60
Souvenir de Mignon Hess. 60
Kaiserstadt Waltz. (Emperor City) Abt. 65
Fleurette. Caprice Impromptu. .. C Gottschalk. 50
.Jolly Sisters Galop Zikoff". 40
Ruth Waltz Willing. 30
Valse Caprice Rubinstein. 1.00

La Pensereso. Song with(?vit words.
Howard , arr'd by Wilson. 25

Prima Donna of a Night. Lanciers Prait. 25
Jolly Brothers. " " 30
Mfjjnon. Fantasie brillante KeUerer. 60
Martha. For 4 hands i:?. Smith. 1.25

Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hds. Strauss. 1.25

Flirtation. Polka Mazurka Waud. 35
Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands Strauss. 1.25

Stockton House Quadrille H. Sanderson. 60
The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Daly. 40
Souvenir de Pesth. Mazurka Etude Zahonyi. 35
Cachuca Caprice. Op. 79 Raff. 1.00

Love's Greeting. (LiebesgrussJ. Op. 291.

Jungmann. 30

Books.

The Culprit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.
J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Mtjsic BT Mail-—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and eKpense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MES. JENKY KEMPTOM",

Vocalist &. Teacher of iSiiiging.

Address, care of OLIVER DITSON & CO. 798-

TJTTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

PaBl*s Cburcli, Boston, giTes infllRaction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral Writing, Address, Care of OliTerDitson & Co.

799—3 moa.

E. J. BtJTLEK, private pupil of Carl Reinccke and Dt.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 353 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—Smoa.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MKS. FABTBTIE E. POSTEK,

Wo. 6 Boylstou Place. 790-

jyrES. C. A. BAEKT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal MtJSiC. 124 Chandler St., ne:ir Colnm-

bns ATenue. 782—ly

PROF. & I£KS. I!DC.a.R .A.. KOBBIXTS,
Academy of Music.

718 -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

3. P. PREWTISS.
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMBRSOM' offers his Services as Conductor of
* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. S. VrEtXTl^TG-
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is eanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
onr conntry. Schools and communities are provided with
skiifnl and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWABD B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

f\/j LUl. GABRIELLE DB LA MOTTK, gives InatructiOB on

444
tne Pianoferte.

53 Hancock Street*

MR. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

EJietlSH AVD ITAIiIAl\ SIW&I3CG.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

U. ANDUE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Akebicar Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOeK, Teacher of the PIANO-
?OKTE, SI.SOING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge HouBe. Communications ma> be
kit at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717- tf

-V7XXTSXiOW li. H.&7Z>Z:i7,

No. 1»J Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

DJ AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEK OP
* VIOIjIN, is prepared to receiTe pupils, and offers

biji serricea as accompanist for claJtsica! compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address^ OUTer Ditson & Co., or Koppltz,

Praefer fc Co., 80 West St. 79&-3m

F. H. TOEEINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACIIEP. OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DfCIOK OP MUiJlCAL SOCIETIE*.

AddreM, care of Olirer Dltxin fc Co.. 277 VTasblngton St.,

Kew England Conservator? of Music, Mu^lc Hall, or .Midland
Street, SaTin liill, Dorcbottcr. 'M-Zm

MB. GEO. B. SHUTE, haying completed his
stDdiea abroad, under tlie Instruction of some of the

first Artists of modem times, will now receive pupils
Id Piano and Orgfto Playing, also in Theory of Mudc.
Addreas OUvar Dit-.ton ic Co. 7!jl.6m

^^lyliyj

/cHPRCH^rig PARLPR/

, H'-S .\C\ .-^^^

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape ia solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we gxtarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octi^e sets of reeds, and contains six stops, Tiz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iuBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A FBINCE & CO.
AgriDt in New York , S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia Jaraes Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748-

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
"pUPIL of tbe Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, .\ugust Haupt, and Theodor Kullalt, will

receive pupils in Piano Plajing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—Sm

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBUOOR. East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON&HEALY,
mVSIC PlJBL.Ii§HERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. WE8t Our cocnertion with Mensrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furniHh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

\!ry^l^ addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co.. wc keep on hand and furnish all Mu.sic and Music
Books publinbed in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

TWTADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
*•"'* for Heveral years a pupil of the celebrated Slgnor Gar-
cia, will be hiippy to give Lessons in Singing, and (o accept
eDgagementP for Oratorios and^Concerb*.

Communications to be uddrcHsed to the care of Oliver'Dit-
Hon & Co.. 277 WaHliingtoo Street. 794—3m

' ROCK OF AGES

!

A SV,W AND liKAl.TUCL

OY.iar¥ I OK lOUK VOICJBiS,
lij/ ./. J{. T/ioinas.

irioe .50 Cents.
OLIVKH DITSON & CO., BoBton.

C H. JJIT80N & CO., New York.

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYLES!
Prices »50, $65, $100, S125, S132, S140, $160,

35175, 8200, »225, $250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The 7no St popular and extensively sold large Musical InstrU'

ytient in the world; in plain and elegant cases for all aaefl-

One to Thirteen Stops,
Melodia, Eodrdon,
Diapason, Gamba,
EtrPHONE, Bassoon,
Hautboy, Voix Celeste,
Fifteenth, Viol d'Amoue,
Cor Anglais, Viola,
Couplers, Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiveness any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable JPresent.

Our assortment of styles is very much lari^erthan any other
in thecountvy ; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGDES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

Flute,
Principal,
Octave,
Flute d'Amoce,
Tremulant,
Vox Humana,
Automatic Swell,

BOSTON- MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TEHM will begin on MONDAY the 18th

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Mu.'sic, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference tp

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of hisiniction—John TV. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. P.

Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Biiker, Secretary and Treas-
urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEKSOBT,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Clioir and Singing
School Broks,

Price $1.50 ;
$1.3 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON &, CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCBLUBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Muislc, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS GALLED TO ODB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
0?

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Bmbracing one of the liargest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each,

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MAHTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And another descriptions ofMuuical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violio, Guitar, Violonct41o and Double-Bass.

PIAJ^OS AnfB> TlELiODEOlVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our fai'i.ltieH are (inch aa enable us to furnish the above:
al»o, MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IBD MUSIC FOE BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF,MUSICAL MEKCHAMDISE, at

pricea and terms, that cannot fall to prove satislactory to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
38 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coflrt House)
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Robert Franz.
(Tranalated for this Journal from the German of A. W.

Amdrcs.*]
[Conoluded from page 202,]

One of the most noteworthy and important sides of

Franz's artistic character I have not yet considered :

his relationship, his intimate affinifi/, indeed, with

John Sebastian Baoh. His love and veneration

for the great Cantor of the Thomas Kirche is founded

in his inmost nature • it has in it a trait of elective

affinity. When Hanslick, for example, frankly con-

fessed that to him certain works of Bach were"strange,

cold, unintelligible," it is almost touching to hear

how Franz, as Hanslick says, ^'sought to convert*

him"t to these very works. Hear Franz's own
words, written at that time to Hanslick about Bach's

Church Cantatas : "If you will look at these Canta-

tas witli a mind unprejudiced, I doubt not for a mo-

ment that you will be in rapture with their lofty spirit.

But first you must approach the master closely with

your heart and feeling ; the winnowing and equaliz-

ing understanding will of itself already find its own
account in it. Happy should I be, could I contrib-

ute a little to your more lively interest in the im-

measurable greatness of the man. When you have

once buried yourself in his stylo, then he will take

your soul prisoner and will weave a net about you,

as he has about the souls of our favorites in Art, of

Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Schumann :

he put them in chains, so as to make them all the

freer ! And this may every one experience through

Bach ;—for this must he be brought nearer to man-
kind !"

I do not care to imitate those travelling appren-

tices,who run after a passing coach, and secretly climb

up behind, tc spare their own legs and get a lift over

a piece of the way ; dropping the simile, I do not

like to use other people's labor through quotations,

covering myself against the charge of plagiarism

through the celebrated goose-foot-treaty ("—") con-

cluded by a silent mutual understanding among au-

thors. But this time I know of nothing better I

could say,—at the most "with but a slight change of

words," than what the author of the excellent article

on Robert Franz in the Deutsche Musikzeitimg has

said about the spiritual afHnity between Bach and
Franz :

—"Franz works bis way up to his own inde-

pendence through a new influence, not perceptible in

Schubert, and therefore all the more significant for

him, namely through Sebastian Bach. What this

greatest lyrist was for him in a purely musical regard,

may be seen in the following : In general the" poly-

phonic work predominates ; hence the melody is an

organic member of the whole, ingrown with the ac-

companiment ; in Franz's melody wo find Bach's

peculiar turns in rich abundance. The modulations

are laid out on a large, broad plan ; Franz mostly

modulates into the nearest related keys ; hence the

play of colors, the perpetual alternation between ma-
jor and minor in many of his songs, as distinguished

from the classical music, which mostly modulates in

the tonic, dominant and subdominant. Herein con-

sists the new and peculiar feature of the song melody
of Franz, that it announces a free appropriation of
the Bach method in the formation

. of melodies. A
* '^Biinte Blatter : Shizzenund Studien fur Freunde der

ISlusik undder bitdenden Kunst.^^ von A, W. Ambros (LeiD-
zig, 1872. E. E. C. Lenckart).

'

t See Hansllfk'fl clever feuitlcton in the Vienna A^eue Freje
Presse [Oct. 1871]: "Robert Franz's Pamphlet on the Ar-
rangement [Bearbeitimg'j of the Vocal Compositions of Bach
and Handel,"—translated in Dwioht's Jodenai, op Mnsio
Oct. toDec. I8T1.

careful observer will find, that his leading themes al-

ways contain definite, self-centred, beautiful and sim-

ple harmonic relations; that even without the bass

they give an intelligible image, bearing the bass as it

were within themselves."

And so Franz, reverencing the old Bach like a

saint, has turned his whole attention, with a devout

enthusiasm, with an understanding, which one can-

not help admiring, to the task of bringing the vocal

compositions of Bach and of his great soul's brother

and contemporary, Handel, nearer to us inheritors of

the great times of Art, through his pious and judi-

cious completions of their orchestral accompaniment.

"These labors," remarks Hanslick, "have furthered

in a remarkable degree the diffusion and acceptance

of those works, and have converted many an one to

Bach, who, shrinking as if frost-bitten from the cold

skeleton of the original score, could not draw near

the master with his heart." I think, when Fjanz

crosses the market place in Halle, the bronze statue

of Handel must nod to him familiarly ; and so too in

Leipzig .the old Bach (who from a niche in his mon-

ument, as from a very narrow little window of the-

blissful immortality, peeps out into our perishable

world of time, and, being thus hemmed in, cannot

possibly nod) must, if he sees Franz pass by, a guest

in Leipzig, at least allow his grim but kindly Cantor's

face to light up with a smile of benediction. The
beautiful saying of Goethe's Tasso :

"Homer forgot himself, his whole existence

Was to the contemplation of two men devoted,"

can be applied here with full justice, if instead of the

name of the old Greek ooiWos we ]out the name of

our aoidos of Halle. Bach and Handel ! Those

truly are two men worthy of one's contemplation.

There are people, who, like watchmen of the musi-

cal Zion, cry fire at the mere sight of the Robert

Franz "Bearbeitungen." Instead of "Bearbeitungen"

I would rather call them "necessary completions in the

styleof the original." Not in the least will it do to

compare them (as has been done) with "paintings

over of precious old originals"; for what is painted

over becomes inseparable from the old art work, and

hands profane, incompetent, may ruin a miracle of

Art forever. Who can look upon Leonardo's Sup-

per in Milan, or the great Andrea del Sarfo in Ber-

lin without deep pain ? But even were one to reject

the Franz arrangements altogether, ho can still re-

turn to the originals, and to their magro stretio (as thj

pious people in Rome call the strictesi fast days). But

Handel and Bach themselves would probably decline

with thanks the invitation, should you bid them as

guests to the aforesaid magro slretto. With the old

masters a large musical work was not so much a

draft at sight on future immortality, as it was, short

and good, a musical service which they wished to

perform to the honor of God and of Art upon some
stated occasion ; a performance, in which they, sit-

ting at the thousand-voiced gigantic instrument, the

organ, cooperated powerfully with their own artistic

giant personality. In the bands of the singers, vio-

linists and players of wind instruments they had of

course to place their parts, in black and white ; but

they themselves from thSr organ filled out, conducted

and controlled all this music, acting as the very soul

of it. To work out an organ part for themselves, or

have anything more before their eyes than a mere
ciphered Bass, never occurred to them ; the great
orator speaks most persuasively, when he has merely
noted down the points of his discourse, leaving the
execution in detail to the inspiration of the moment

;

not when he reads from the manuscript care ully pre-

pared at his writing desk at home. "Est Deus in

jiobis, agitanfe calesciimis illo .•" thought the old mas-

ters ; and Handel .at the most wrote down for him-

self the word of command : "Let the Organ sound I"

But how shall the organ sound 1 That is the ques-

tion. I must beg the reader's pardon if I make use

again of my old comparison of a coach rolling by.

Very beautifully and strikingly says Hanslick of the

"Bearbeitungen" of older works by Robert Franz :

"That the majority of the accompanied vocal compo-

sitions of older masters can only produce, a lively ef-

fect to-day, when an artistic helping hand fills up the

gaps in them, makes the sonority complete, and car-

ries out directions only hinted, is admitted by all

musicians, who comprehend the music as a living art

and not as a mere archreological study. The only

difference can be about the measure and the method

of such aids. But we know that most of the old

works were not performed with liter.al adherence to

tha scores. The figured Bass in these scores proves,

that improvisation on the organ or the clavichord

came in by way of complement ; and it is well au-

thenticated that Bach especially, having a very in-

sufficient orchestra at his command, made his accom-

paniment almost the main affair ; indeed he waa

compelled to do so. 'He who will rightly under-

stand the delicate in thorough bass and what accom-

panying a thing well means,' writes the old Mitzler,

'must hear the great J. S. Bach, who so accompanies

every general bass to a solo, that one would think it

a Concerto, and that the melody, as he makes it at

first hand, had been already set beforehand.' Com-
pared to the sonorous life and fulness, which Bach's

Cantatas gained under his own hands, the scores as

they have been handed down are merely sketches of

scores, to which the flesh and bloom are wanting

more or less. If these score sketches—contrary to the

purpose of the master—are literally reproduced, the

Arias and Duets, particularly with the indefatigable

obllgato instruments running at their side, sound mea-

gre, empty, often actually repulsive, and enable us

to understand the malicious saying of a 'modern,'

who on hearing one of Bach's Arias with Violin ohli-

gato, remarked : That sounds as when a mother goes

a-begging with her child. The restoration and com-

pletion of Bach's scores in the spirit of the master is

a task of infinite difficulty. Pedantic philologists, to

whom the dead letter is all in all, will never accom-

plish it
;
quite as little the mere men of routine, whose

first thought is ot making it easier of performance.

Only an artist nature, one who is himself a tone-poet

will bring to the task the fine, sure instinct as to

what is permissible in such after-creation, how con-

scientiously true to the text he must keep himself,

'what is becoming,' and how far he may add 'what is

pleasing.' This gift has none received in richer

measure, this art none exercised with greater mas-

tery, than Robert Franz. In close affinity with the

Bach spirit, Franz has, with a fineness of feeling that

is without an equal, divined from the dead scores how

the old master must have conceived the living exe-

cution in his own mind."

Robert Franz himself in his pamphlet: "Offener
Brief an Edtiard Hanslick uber Bearbeitungen attei'er

Tonioerke," has expressed himself upon this subject

in such a worthy, calm, convincing manner, that the

rest of us no longer need come forward as apologists

for him. We shall do better, ere concluding, to cast

a glance on the museum of noble art works which
Franz has, as it were, unburied from the volcanic

bed of ashes and given to the world again.
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Above all, a number (ten) of Bach's Cantatas, his

itagnificat, his Funeral Ode, the St. Matthew Pas-

sion Music, a rich selection of Arias (nine for each of

the four voices) ;:—six Ouets from the high Mass,

from various Cantatas, &c. From Handel, twelve

Arias out of his Italian Operas for Soprano ; twelve

ditto for Contralto, and twelve Doets from various

Operas and the Chamber Duets ; the Jubilate (both

full score and for voices with piano) ; and soon will

follow VAllegro, il PensieroSo ed il jSJoderato*—To
these German masterworks must be added the Italian;

Astorga's Slahat Mater, and Francesco Durante's

Magnificat (full Score and Piano). And, thrown in

as it were, a fine orchestra! elaboration of the favorite

jubilant Aria of Bach : "Mein glaubiges Herze" (My
heart ever faithful). What a world of music ! Who-
ever would fully comprehend the service Franz has

done, let him take for example the twelve Handel

Arias and compare them with the-old London edition

of the same in the collection called Apollo's Feast-

This with its dry accompaniment, designed with ref-

erence to the coiiperation of the Crmbalo, will perhaps

remind him of Ezekiel's field of bones; while in the

Franz arrangement he may see how the bones have

returned to life, and in their place stand heavenly

forms, full of immortal youth. We have been wont

to look mysterioHS and shrug our shoulders, when

Handel's Operas were mentioned (for the Oratorios

we had respect!), and we scarce believed it in Chrys-

ander, when we read how he speaks of them with lore

and with enthusiasm. The slight correction we get

through these Arias and Duets, does us really no

harm at all. When we remain utterly enchanted

after the Siciliano from Rinaldo ("II vostro Maggio");

when the wonderful tone of love in the song of Al-

ceste : "Spera si mio bene," from Admeto, touches

our deepest heart ; when the impassioned and defiant

Aria: "Vanne sorella ingrata," from Radamisto, as-

tonishes us by its dramatic truth ; when we greet

with Joy as a true Jewel the Duo : "lo t' ahbraccio,"

from Rodelinda—then we beg pardon of Chrysander

for our unbelief and embrace Robert Franz in spirit.

How he speaks the Handelian idiom ! Not every

one can do that. Can there, for instance, be any-

thing more un-Handelian, or more anti-Handelian,

than the orchestral accompaniment with which Mey-

erbeer has Eohert-Diaholized the Aria from Rinaldo :

"Lascia ch' io piangaV
So too from our heart we wish, that through the

Franz arrangement the public may become better and

more nearly acquainted with Astorga and his won-

derful Slabat Mater, than it can be through the opera

of Abert, who, to be sure, lets his Tasso-Astorga in-

tone the Stahat, but very much in the same way that

a certain bookish lady quoted Schiller

:

"Ah I life's fairest holiday

With the May of life is flown
;

The girdle loosed, the veil away,

All the sweet illuaion's

Franz shows himself in his Bearbeiiungen a contra.

pnntist, whom the time of Bach and Handel would
have rejoiced to call their own. His polyphony does

not choose its motives arbitrarily ; examine them, and
Tou will find how thoughtfully he forms them out of

the luaterial offered in the actual pieces by the old

masters themselves. The Each lone has so become a

second nature with him, that in his composition (for

instance) of Lenau's song : "Der schwere Abend"

(Op. .37, No. 4), the thoroughly interesting accompa-

niment looks as if John Sebastian Bach on his part,

in thankful acknowledgment and reciprocity of kind-

ness, had for once arranged {bearheilet) a song of

Bobert Franz. Do yon not seem to have the ac-

companiment to some Bach's Church Cantata before

your eyes ?

Never to be forgotten is for me the day I passed

with Rotjert Franz in Halle, late in the enmmer of

• L»l»l7 piibli9he<l, both P'ore and Piano arransrement. Id a
moft elegant edition, by P. K. C Lenckart, Leipzig.

1871. Wei'oamed through the valley of the Saal at

Giebichenstein ; the image of that lovely landscape

has so intimately associated itself in my memory
with that of Robert Franz, that I cannot separate

them. The beautiful sunny day excited our friend to

cheerfulness ; he spoke with animation of Art, of

life—often words which I, as Schumann one day

said'of Mendelssohn, "would fain have engraved in

gold." We walked in Reichardt's garden ; we saw

the rosebush which Goethe had once planted, and

whose twigs are even now beginning to embrace the

simple rural dwelling house. Then it seemed to me
as if Reichardt came out to meet us, and said to the

living master : "Thou hast completed what we once

begun I"

Schubert.

[From "Music and Morals," by the Rev. H. E. Haweis, M.A.]

PRECOCIOUS TALENT.

In the parish of Lichtenthal, Vienna, the inhabi-

tants are fond of pointing out a house commonly
known by the sign of the "Red Crab," which, in ad-
dition to that intelligent an,d interesting symbol, bears

the decoration of a small gray marble tablet, with the

inscription "Franz Schubert's Geburtshaus." On
the right hand is a sculptnred lyre, on the left a

wreath, with the date of the composer's birth, Janua-
ry 31,1797.

Franz Schubert was the youngest son of Franz and
Elizabeth Schubert ; he had eighteen brothers and
sisteis, few of whom lived very long. His father

was a poor schoolmaster, who, having little else to

bestow upon his children, took care to give them a

good education. "When he was five years old," his

father writes, "I prepared him for elementary instruc-

tion, and at six I sent him to school ; he was always
one of the first among his fellow students." As in

the case of Mozart and Mendelssohn, the ruling pas-

sion was early manifested, and nature seemed to feel

that a career so soon to be closed by untimely de^th
must be begun with the tottering steps and early lisp

of childhood. From the first, Schubert entered upon
music as a prince enters upon his own dominions.
What others toiled for he won almost without an ef-

fort. Melody flowed from him like perfume from a
rose ; harmony was the native atmosphere he breath-

ed. Like Handel and Beethoven, he retained no
master for long, and soon learned to do without the

assistance of any. His father began to teach him
music, but found that he had somehow mastered the

rudiments for himself Holzer, the Lichtenthal. choir

master, took him in hand, but observed that "when-
ever he wanted to teach him anything, he knew it

already ;" and some years afterward Salieri* who
considered himself superior to Mozart, admitted that

his pupil Schubert was a born genius, and could do
whatever he chose. At the age of eleven Schubert
was a good singer, and also an accomplished violin-

ist; the composing mania soon afterw.ird set in, and
at thirteen his consumption of music paper was some-
thing enormous. Overtures, symphonies, quartets,

and vocal pieces were always forthcoming, and enjoy-

ed the advantage of being performed every evening at

the concerts of the "Convict"! school, where he was
now being educated—Schubert regarding this as by
far the most important part of the day's work. At
times music had to bo pursued under difficulties

;

Adagios had to he written bitween the pauses of

grammar and mathematics, and Prestos finished of}

when the master's back was turned. Movements had
to be practiced, under some discouragements, during

the hours of relaxation. "On one occasion," writes

a friend, "I represented the audience: there was no
fire, and the room was frightfully cold !" At the age
of eleven he had been admitted as chorister into the

Imperial choir, then under the direction of Salieri,

where he remained until 181-3, wheq his voice broke.

There can be no doubt that Salieri, the avowed rival

of Mozart, and as narrow and jealous a man as ever

lived, was very fond of Schubert, and exercised an
important influence over his studios, and yet it would
be impossible to conceive of two minds musically luss

congenial. Salieri was devoted to Italian tradition,

and was never even familiar with the German lan-

guage, although he had lived in Germany for fifty

years. Schubert was the apostle of German roman-
ticism, and almost the founder of the German ballad,

as distinct from the French and Italian Romance.
Schubert thought Beethoven a great composer— Sali-

eri considered him a very much overrated man

;

• P«(l!<Ti. born I'.Vl. died 1S2f), now chlrfly rPmPmbored
afl the person to whom Leothoveii dedicated tlirije HonataH.

t A fort of fret, (grammar-school where poor students were
boarded gratuitously.

Schubert worshipped Mozart, Salieri did not appre-
ciate him. It was evirlent that persons holding such
dissimilar views would not long remain in the rela-

tion of master and pupil, and one day, after a bitter

dispute over a Mass of .Schubert's, out of which Salieri

had struck all the passages which savored of Haydn
or Mozart, the recalcitrant pupil refused to have any-
thing more to do with such a man as a teacher. It

is pleasing, however, to find that this difference of

opinion was not followed by any personal estrange-

ment ; and while Schubert always remained grateful

tg Salieri, Salieri watched with affectionate interest

the rapid progress of his favorite pupil.

EARLT COJlFOaiTIONS.

The boyish life of Schubert was not marked 'oy any
peculiarities apart from his devotion to music. He
was light-hearted, disposed to make the best of his

scanty income, a dutiful and obedient sod, fond of

society, and of all kinds of amusement. We find

nothing to account for the lugubrious titles which he-

long to so many of his early works, and which seem
to fall across the spring-time of his life like the pro-

phetic shadows of coming sorrow and disappointment.

Between the ages of eleven and sixteen his composi-

tions were "A Cr)mplaint," "Hagar's Lament," "The
Parricide," and "A Corpse Fantasia I" He left the

"Convict Academy" in his seventeenth year (1813),

and, returning to his father's house, engaged himself

vigorously in the tuition of little hoys. The next

three years were passed in this delightfiil occupation,

but the continuous stream of his music never censed',

and 181.5 is marked as the most prolific year of his

life. It witnessed the production of more than a hun-

dred songs, half a dozen operas and operettas, sever-

al symphonic pieces, church music, chamber music,

etc., etc. It i^ remarkable that at this early period

he wrote some of his finest songs ; and that, while

many of his larger works at that time, and for some
years afterward, continued to bear a strong resem-

blance to Mozart, some of these ballads are like no
one but himself at his very best. Such are the

"Mignon Songs," 1815, and the "Songs from Os-

sian."

Early in 1816 Schubert produced the most popular

of all his works, "The ErI King." It was composed,

characteristically enough, in the true Schubertian

fashion. One afternoon when Schubert was alone in

the little room allotted to him in his father's poems,

he read the "Erl King." The rushing sound of ihe

wind and the terrors of the enchanted forest were in-

stantly changed for him into realities. Every line of

the poem seemed to flow into strange unearthly mu-
sic as he read, and seizing a pen, he dashed down the

song nearly as it is, in just the time necessary for the

mechanical writing.

The song so hastily composed was destined to have

a remarkable future. It was sung some years after

by Vogl at Vienna, and produced a great sensation.

The timid publishers who had hitherto declined to

publish Schubert's compositions now began to think

him a young man of some talent, and Diabelli was
induced to engrave and sell the song. Schubert got

little enough, but in a few months the publisher made
over £80 by it, and have since realized thousands.

A few hours before his death, and when he was qnite

blind, Jean Paul desired to have it sung to him. Two
years before Goethe's death (1830), and two years

after Schubert's, Mme. Schroder Devrient was passing

through Weimar, and sang some songs to the aged

poet ; among them was the "Erl King." Goethe

was deeply affected, and taking Sehrotier's head be-

tween both his hands, he kissed her forehead, and

added, "A thousa;?d thanks for this grand artistic

performance : I heard the composition once before,

and it did not please me ; but when it is given like

this, the whole becomes a living picture !" The
startling effect produced by Mme. Viardot in this

song may still be fresh in the memory of some of our

readers.

In 1816 Schubert applied for a small musical ap-

pointment at Laihach under government. The sal-

ary was only £20 a year ; but, although now a rising

young man, and highly recommended by Salieri, he

proved unsuccessful . However, he was not destined

to struggle much longer with the trials of the peda-

gogue's vocation, and soon aflerw.nrd he consented to

take up his abode in the house of his friend Schobor.

Schubert soon gathered about him a small but conge-

nial circle of friends, and from the very scanty bio-

graphical materials before us we are able to catch

some glimpses of them.

HIS FRIENDS.

Schobor was several years his friend's senior, and

lived a quiet bachelor life with his widowed mother.

Ho was not especially musical him.solf, but passion-

ately attached to art in nil its forms, and when unable

to give, iv.'ifl ill! the more ready to niccivB. Scliohar

was a poet, but his great merit will always consist in

having recognized and assisted Schubert in the days
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of his obscurity, and the one poem by which he will

be longest remembered is the poom inscribed on his

Iriend's coffin, beginnttig,

"'Der Friede eei mit dir, du engelreine Seele I"

"All bliss be thine, thou pure iingelic soul !"

Gfthy wag a close friend of Schubert's, especially

toward the close of his short life. He was a tirst-rate

pianist, and with him Schubert studied Beethoven's
symphonies, arranged for four hands, which could
then so seldom be heard, besides immense qunntiiies

of his own fantasies, marches, and endless piano-forte

movements.
At once the most singular and the most intimate

of Schubert's friends was Mayrhofer, the poet. Tall
and slight, with delicate features and a little sarcastic

smile, he came and went, sometimes burning with
generous emotions, at others silent and lethargic.

He seemed to be swayed by conflicting passions, over
which he had no control. He was constantly writing
poetry, which Schubert was constantly setting to mu-
sic. But as time went on, his nervous malady de-
veloped itself. He wrote less, and for hours gave
himself up to the dreams o( confirmed hypochondria.
He held a small post under government. One morn-
intr. going into his office as usual, he endeavored in

vain to fix his attention. He soon ro.so from his desk,
and, after a few turns up and down the room, went
up to ihe top of the house. A window on the land-
ing stood wide open—he rushed to it, and sprang
from a great height into the street below. He was
found quite unconscious, and expired in a few mo-
ments.

Schubert could not have got on well without the
brothers Hdttenbrenner ; to the end of his life

they fetched and carried for him in the most exemp-
larv manner. They puffed him incessantly at home
and abroad

; they bullied his publishers, abused his
creditors, carried on much of his correspondence, and
not unfrequently paid his debts ; they were unwearied
in acts of kindness and devotion to him—never fro-

zen by his occasional moroseness—never soured or
offended by the brusqueness of his manner. They
have still in their possession many of his MSS., every
scrap of which they have carefully preserved, with
the exception of two of his early operas, which the
housemaid unluckily used to light the fires with.
The last and most important of this little coterie

was JoHANN Michael Vool, born in 1768. He
was educated in a monastery, and although he sang
for twenty years in the Viennese opera, he never lost
his habits of meditation and study, and might often
be met with a volume of the New Testament, Marcus
Aurelius, or Thomas \ Kempis in his hand. Twenty
years older than Schubert, and possessed of a certain
breadth and nobleness of character in which his friend
was somewhat deficient, he very soon acquired a
great ascendency over him. They became fast friends,
and Vogl was the first to introduce Schubert to tbe
Viennese public. He could hardly have been more
fortunate in his interpreter. Vogl not only possessed
a remarkably fine voice, perfect intftiation, and true
musical feeling, but he was universally respected and
admired

; and as he had ample means of studying the
real spirit of Schubert's songs, so he had frequent op
portunities of extending their popularity.

HIS APPEARANCE.
Schubert himself was now about twenty years old.

His outward appearance was not prepossessing ; he
was short, with a slight stoop ; his face was puffy,
and his hair grizzled

; he was fleshy without strength]
and pale without delicacy. These unpleasant char-
acteristics did not improve with years. They were
partly, no doubt, constitutional, but confirmed by
sedentary, perhaps irregular habits, and we are not
surprised to find his doctors, some years later, recom-
mending him to take fresh air and exercise. Schu-
bert, though a warm hearted, was not alwavs a genial
friend, and his occasional fits of depression would
sometimes pass into suUenness and apathy; but mu-
sic was a never-failing remedy, and Gaby' used to say
that, however unsympathizing and cross he might be,
playing a duet always seemed to warm him up, so
that, toward the close, he became quite a pleasant
companion. Huttenbrenner, it is true, called him a
tyrant because he was in the habit of getting snubbed
for bis excessive admiration "The fellow," growled
out Schubert, "likes everything I do !" Schubert did
not shine in general society. He possessed neither
the political sympathies of Beethoven, nor the wide
culture of Mendelssohn and Schumann. Almost al-
ways the greatest man present, he was frequently the
least noticed

; and while drawing-room plaudits were
often freely lavished upon some gifted singer, few
thought of thanking the stout, awkward, and silent
figure who sat at the piano and accompanied the
thrilling melodies which had sprung from his own
heart. Only wheu music was the subject of discus-
sion would he occasionally speak like one who had a
right to be heard. At such times his face would seem

to lose all that was coarse or repulsive, bis eyes would
sparkle with the hidden fire of genius, and his voice
grow tremulous with emotion.

WORK AND ROHIANOE.

In 1818, Count Esterhazy, a Hungarian nobleman,
with his wife Rosine, and his two daughters Marie
and Caroline, aged respectively fourteen and eleven,

passed the winter at Vienna. Schubert, who, as a
rule, refused to give music lessons, was induced in

this one instance to waive his objections, and entered
this nobleman's house in the capacity of music-mas-
ter, He found the whole family passionately devoted
to the art. Marie had a beautiful soprano voice, Car-
oline and her mother sang contralto. Baron Schon-
stein took the tenor, and the Count completed the

quartet by singing bass. Many of Schubert's most
beautiful quartets were written for the Esterhazy fam-
ily.; among them, "The Prayer before the Battle,"

on the words of La Motte Fouque, and numbers of
his fiontrs (such as "Abendlied " "Morgengruss,"
"Blondel zu Marien," and "Ungeduld") were inspir-

ed bv the charms of their society, and the scenes
which he visited with them.
At the close of the season the family thought of

leaving Vienna ; but Schubert had become necessary
to them, and they could not bear to part with him,
so he went back with them to Hungary. Count Es-
terhazy's estate was situated at the footof the Styrian
Hills, and here it was that Schubert fell in love with
the youngest daughter, Caroline Esterhazy. As his

affectionate intercourse with the family was never in-

terrupted, we may suppose that Schubert kept his

own counsel at first, and was never indiscreet enough
to press his suit. The little c'rl was far too young
to be embarrassed by his attentions, and when she
grew older, and may have begun to understand the

nature of his sentiments, she was still so fond of him
and his music that, although she never reciprocated

his love, there was no open rupture between them.
Caroline played at platonic affection with great suc-

cess, and afterward married comfortably. She ceuld,

however, sometimes be a little cruel, and once she
reproached her lover with never having dedicated
any thing to her. "What's the use," cried poor Schu-
bert, "when you have already got all

!''

Had not art been his real mistress, he would proba-
bly have been still more inconsolable. Perhaps no
one ever knew what he suffered from this disappoint-

ment in early love. Even with his most intimate
friends he was always very reserved on these subjects.

That he was not insensible to the charms of other
women is certain, and in the matter of passing in-

trigues he was perhaps neither better nor worsie than
many other young men. But it is also certain that
no time or absence ever changed his feelings toward
Caroline Esterhazy, for whom he entertained to the
last day of his life the same hopeless and unrequited
pa,ssion. In Baron Schonstein, the family tenor, he
found another powerful and appreciative admirer, and
a vocalist s'econd'only to Vogl. "Dans les Salons,"
writes Liszt in 18-38, "j'entends avec nn plaisir tres

vif, et souvent avec une emotion qui allait jiisqu'sux
larmes, un amateur le Baron Schonstein direl es Lie-
der de Schubert—Schubert, le musicien, les plus pnete
qui fut jamais !

Schubert was not a happy man, and as he advanced
in life he lost more and more of his natural gayety
and flow of spirits, and at times would even sink into
fits of the deepest despondency. Ho writes to a dear
friend in 1824 :

"You are so good and kind that yon will forgive me much
which others take ill of me—in a word, I feel myself the most
wretched and unhappy being in the world ! Imagine a man
whose health will never come right again, and who, in his de-

spair, grows restless and makes things worse—a man whose
brilliant hopes have all come to naught, to whom the happi-

ness of love and friendship offers nothing but sorrow and bit-

terness, whom the feeling—the inspiring feeling, at least of the

beautiful threatens to abandon forever, and ask yourselfwheth

er such a one must not be miseWible ? Every night when I go
to sleep I hope that I may never wake again, and every mo'rn-

ing renews the grief of yesterday ; my affairs are going badly

—

we have never any money."

No doubt Schubert suffered from the exhaustion and
relapse which is the torment of all highly sensitive and
imaginative temperaments. But his troubles, after all.

were far from imaginary. Step by step life was turn-
ing out for him a detailed and irremediable failure.

Crossed in early love he devoted himself the more
passionately to art, and with what results ? He had,
indeed, a smaM knot of admirers, but to the public at
large he was comparatively unknown. He set about
fifty of Goethe's songs to music, and sent some of
them to the poet, but never got any acknowledge-
ment, nor was it until after bis death that Goethe paid
him the compliment of a tardjr recognition. Al-
though many of his airs were treasured up in the

monasteries, when Weber came to Vienna in 1823 he
was unacquainted with any of his music, and called
him a dolt; and in 1826, when Schubert humbly ap-'
plied for the plane of vice organist at the Imperial
Chapel, Chapel-master Eybler had never heard of
him as a composer, and recommended Weigl, who
was accordingly ch:sen instead. Although the pub-
lishers accepted a few of his songs, he censtantly saw
the works of men like Kalkbrenner and Romberg
preferred to his own. Of his two great operas, Al-
foil so and Estrella was practically a failure, and
Fkrahras was neither paid for nor performed. Pub-
lic singers not unfrequently refused to sing his music,
and his last and greatest symphony, the Seventh
[9th ?], was pronoiincsd to be too hard for the band,
and cast aside. Much of his failure may be attribu-

ted, no doubt, to his constant refusal to modify his

compositions, or write them down to the public taste.

His behavior toward patrons and publishers was not
conciliatory; he was horn without the "get on" facul-

ty in him, and was eminently deficient in what a mod-
ern preacher has called the "divine quality of tact."

In the midst of all these disappointments, although
Schubert was never deterred from expressing his opin-
ion, his judgment of his rivals was never embittered or
unjust. He was absolutely without malice or envy,and
a warm eulogist of Weber and even Rossini, although
both of these favorites were flaunting their plumage
in the sunshine while he was withering in the shade.

In 182-1 he revisited the Esterhazys in Hungary.
His little love was now sixteen, but with her dawn-
ing womanhood there was no dawn of hope for him.
And yet he was not unhappy in her society. His
many troubles had made him so accustomed to pain
—it was so natural for joy to be bitter, and life to be
"mixed with death," "and now," he writes, "I sm
more capable of finding peace and happiness in ray-

self" All throuch tbe bright summer months, far

into the autumn, he staid there. Many must have
been the quiet country rambles he enjoyed with this

beloved family. Marie seems now to have become
his confidante, and from the tender sympathy she
gave him, and the care she took of every scrap of his

handwriting, we may well believe that a softer feel-

ing than that of mere friendship may have arisen in

her breast as they wandered together among the Styr-
ian Hills, or listened to the woodland notes which
seem to be still rintring throueh some of his inspired

melodies. Gentle hearts !—where are they now 1

—

the honest Count and Rosine—the laughing, affec-

tionate girls— the simple-hearted, the gifted, the neg-
lected Schubert ?—not one of them survives, only
these memories^like those sad garlands of immor-
telles, which are even now from year to year laid

upon the tomb of Germany's greatest song-writer.

There remains little more to be told of Schubert's
life

;
yet one scene before the last must not be passed

by-

BEETIIOVE^f.

For thirty years Schubert and Beethoven had lived
in the same town and had never met. Schubert
worshipped at a distance. "Wbo,^' he exclaimed,
"could hope to do anything after Beethoven ?" On
their fir<t meeting, Beethoven treated Schubert kind-
ly, but without much appreciation, and contented
himself with pointing out to him one or two mistakes
in harmony. Being quite deaf, he requested Schu-
bert to write his answers ; but tbe young man's hand
shook so from nervousness that he could do and say
nothing, and left in the greatest vexation and disap-

pointment. It was only during his last illness that

Beethoven learned with surprise that Schubert had
composed more than five hundred songs, and from
that time till bis death he passed many hours over
them His favorites were "Iphio-enia." "The Bounds
of Humanity," "Omnipotence," "The Young Nun,"
"Viola," and the Miller's Sontrs." Between the in-

tervals of his sufi^ering he would read them over and
over, and w:^s repeatedly beard to exclaim with en-

thusiasm, "There is indeed a divine spark in Schu-
bert. I, too, should have set this to music," But
tbe days of Beethoven were numbered, and in March
of tbe year 1827, he was overtaken by his last illness.

Several of his friends, hearing of his dangerous state,

came to visit him—among them came Schubert, with
his friend Hiittenbrenner. Beethoven was lying al-

most insensible, but ns tbey approached the bed he
appeared to rally for a moment, looked fixedly at

them, and muttered something unintelligible. Schu-
bert stood gazing at him forsome moments in silence,

and then suddenly burst into tears and left the room.
On the day of the funeral, Schahert and two of his

friends were sitting together in a tavern, and after the
German fashion, they drank to the soul of the great
man whom they had so lately borne to the tomb. It

was then proposed to drink to that one of them who
should be the first to follow him—and hastily filling

up the cup, Schubert drank to himself!
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LAST DATS.

In the followingr year (1828) ho finished his sev-

enth [9th ?] and liist great Symphony in C, and pro-

duced, amonff other worlds, the Quintet in C, the

jNIass in E flat, and tiie Sonata No, 3 (Halle edit,),

in B flat major. His health had heen failing for some
time past, but althnugh he now suffered from con-

stant headache and exhaustion, we do not find that

he ever relaxed his labors in composition. In the

spring he gave his first and last concert. The pro-

frramme was composed entirely of his own music.

The hall was crowded to overflowing ; the enthusi-

asm of Vienna was at length fairly awakened, and
the crown of popularity and .success seemed at last

within his reach ; but the hand which should have
prasped it was already growing feeble. He thought
of going to the hills in July ; but when July came he

had not sufficient money. He still looked forward to

visiting Hungary in the autumn, but was attacked

with fever in September, and expired November 19.

1828, not having yet completed his thirty-second

year.

He lies near Beethoven, in the crowded cemetery
of Wahring. On the pediment beneath his bust is

the following inscription :

''Music buried here a rich possession,

And yet fairer hope^.'

Here lies Franz Schubrrt ; borD Jan. 31, 1797 ; died Nov. 19,

1S28, aged 31 years."

[Conclusion next time.)

Pauline Lncoa at St. Petersburg.

A London paper translates the following letter,

was addressed, some time since, to the editor of a well-

known Berlin paper :

—

{To the Editor o/the " StaatsMirger Zeitung'\ Jan.bth, 1872,

Sir,—For six yeaj-s have I been a Russian citizen

settled in St, Petersburg, but I never experienced

here anything like the mad goings-on during the star-

ring engagement of Mdme. Lucca. That an Imperial

carriage was sent to meet her ; thattfp-top aristocrats

paid as much as fifty imperials tor a single ticket
;

that the Emperor pressed her hand most graciously

behind the scenes, and invited her to supper ; that

certain high Government officials mounted as far as

the gallerv, which we Berfiners (I am a townsman of

yours, you must know) call the amphitheatre, be-

cause thej" could not obtain, even by paying a whole
year's salary, a place in keeping with their rank ; that

a Russian Count gave a thousand roubles for permis-

sion to stand behind the scenes ; all these are facts

which you have most probably learnt from the papers;

for the little puss from the Victoria Strasse has quite

turned the heads of the newspaper tribe as well as

those of everyone else in St. Petersburg. When Ade-
lina I'atti was starring it here, I thought that the

house by the Neva (which you would call the New
Charite', on the hanks of the Spree), would have to

be increased by the addition of a whole quarter of the

town ; but Adelina is completely distanced by Pau-
line, I will merely tell you something about Mdme.
Lucca's last appearance ; when, vou must know, she

sang the part of Mignon. As for my obtaining a

ticket in the regular way, the thing was entirely out
of the question. What did I do?— I wrote to Mdme.
Lucca informing her that I was a Berliner settled

here : and that I should like to hear her at least once
in my life ; and that I wished to know whether, in ex-

change for money and fair words, I could not,

through her mediation, procure a ticket. Who drove
up to my house two hours afterward, do vou think ?

Her maid, with an autograph letter from Mdme. Luc-
ca herself, and in the letter was a ticket—but for noth-

ing—and she wrote to tell mc she was always pleased

to meet with a Berliner so far from Berlin. People
here have offered me money for the letter, but I would
not sell it for—well, I have locked it up for the pres-

ent, and, if things should ever go wrong with me, I

shall exhibit it at bo much a head. But now, about
what took place in the theatre. Mdme. Lucca was
called on fi/rlii-iti'jhl times, lor I counted them myself
—some of the newspaper writers here assert that they

acCually counted fifty-three times—she was obliged lo

repeat every vocal number three and even four times;

bouqael.s, studded with diamonds, and a; large as

watch-wheels, flew through the air ; hats and hand-
kerchief-) were waved—there, as I have said, it was a
regular mad-honse ; everyone was cracked, myself
included; in fact, I think I was rather more crazy
than the rest ; when she opens her mouth, you feel all-

overinh, so to say. At the conclusion of thenpera, I

immediately ran out of the door through which the

operatic artists pa.sg when they go home. Mdme, Luc-
ca's carriage w.is already there, but the footman had
all the trouble in the world to keep a clear passage
from the building to the steps of the vehirln. At last

she came ! "Hats off" cried fome one in French, but

he had no need to do so. She nodded right and left,

and was about to get into her carriage at once. Not
a bit of it. A gentleman in a large far coat barred

her way, and said : "Madame, before you drive off

allow me to address a few words to you." She re-

plied ; "It you will get into the carriage with me, I

will listen to you with pleasure, but you cannot wish
me to stand here up to my ancles in mud" (there had
been a thaw, and, at such times, all the streets of St.

Petersburg are just like what your Chestnut Avenue
is). The gentleman opened the door of the carriage,

assisted Mdme. Lucca and her maid to get in, and
then continued : "Madame, a genius sits enthroned
upon your brow." Mdme. Lucca passed her handker-
chief archly over her forehead, as if to wipe the genius

off. The gentleman in the furs then went on : "You
have enchanted us. Make us a promise to come and
perform here next year." At this, the little prima don-

na laughed aloud, and replied : "Do you believe,

honored advocate, that Herr Von Hiilsen flings his

leavesof-absence about broadcast in that fashion ?

He never gives leaves of absence unless legally bound
to do so, and, indeed would be delighted, were I never

to step over the Berlin frontier." The gentleman
cocked his chin in the air, and said : "You are the

supreme queen of opera"—He was about to proceed
when Mdme. Lucca cut him short with these very

words : "Aye, that's the bother ! I must beg you to

let me go, for I should not like returning to Berlin

with a cold in the head. Ah—scha ! There, you see,

it's beginning already. If it last a week or so, the

gentlemen of the Berlin press will pull me to pieces

in a pretty fashion, and it will he all your fault, my
dear sir. Drive on coachman." And off gallopped

the horses to the Hotel Demuth, The evening pre-

vious to her departure, the officers sent the military

bands to serenade her. The national hymns of Rus-
sia and Prussia were played alternately, while a

crowd of Petcrshurgers, packed as close as herrings,

stood in front of the Hotel Demuth, I suppose Mme,
Lucca is again singing among you, eh ?—The above
is the narrative of an eye witness. I send it to you
in preference to anvone else, because the Sfaatshilrqpr

Zeitiinp, which is frequently marked with a black line

now by the Censorship, is read in several establish-

ments, and I should be much pleased at seeing my
letter printed in it."— [This wish is gratified. We
can assert authoritatively that the projected profes-

sional visit to the United States of North America
will not be carried out for two or three years. Prob-
ably Mme. Lucca sees before her mind's eye Cata-

lani, who earned two million of dollars by her shakes

and quavets among the Yankees. Meanwhile, it

would be satisfactory were Mme. Lucca, as first lady

chamber-singer of the German Emperor, to show her-

self a little more at the Royal Operahouse, Berlin,

which she treats rather too much like a stepmother.
—Ed.—Staatsbiirger Zeitung.]

A Letter from Olga Eisbein, Lady of Mdme.
PaULTNE LnCCA at St. PETERiBORGH TO HER
CODSIN, HULDA LeIEWEH, IN BERLIN.

(
Translated from the Ktaderadatsch, by her friend Mar-

tha Perker.*

My darlingest, dearest, popsiwopsiest Hulda.
There I never ! Life is a comfort, .Schiller says,

or something like it, in the Gensdarme Square at Ber-

lin, where his statue is, but oh—there is nothing

comes up to this blessed country, Russia ; I vow I

have been so delited and enjoyed myself so much
eaer since we crost the fruntcher that if you was to

ast me I could not say whether I had been a stand-

ing on my heels or my head, no, that I couldn't. For
art, there is only one Russia, and whoever comes
here with any kind of a name, only not a bad one in

course, will soon be as rich as Pluto, him you know,
my love, who was the god of wealth. Oh, you should

see the notices on our first appearance in the papers

at the thenyter, only they a'nta patch ilpon the realal-

ity. Direkly we got to Koiiigsberg we found a ex-

press train with empeerial salong carriges a-wailing

for. us, and what (/o you think; all the pards and
peeple about the train were Russian Grand-Princes,

who had ast leaf to ak in that capacity, so as lo be

the fust to wolcorno us to their native shore. The
ingin drivifuir was somebody tip-top, I can tell you,

though I must not say who, and even the stoker was
as good in our Hiilsen, the manager of the Royal
operia, at Berlin, and nobody paid the slightis atten-

tion to him. Do you call that nothink? At the

frunt{;her, there was a lot of millingtary and custum
ouse orficcrs. As a rool, every passenger is serched,

male and female, an they ant too partikkelerjhow they

* Ab far as po^sihlM, Mi«s Perker'fl orthogniphy has been
ptrictly reppect^d. The only miiterial difference between the

printed copy and the nriKinal 5I.H. Ik that the former In rath( r

more carefully piinctuited than the latter, thoiiKh for fe»r of

(JeatroyloK *he cherarter of Miss Peiker'B stylo eyen punctua-
tion ha« not been carried to its utmost limits.

—

Printer B D.

does it, which they mite sometimes krcate a blush in

the chekes of a respectable young woman. But there

was nothink of the sort with ns. Oh, dear no. They
were as mild as buttermilk and a showing us every

perliteness all covered with orders and crorses on
their bres, though, as I said, only custumouse or-

fisers. In the koopi it was lovely. A fitted up like

a pallis, an the eet a streeming throu the oles in the

flore like mad, so that we were obliged to old up our

legs so as to prevent there a-burning. From time to

time we tried to cool ourselves by eating some real

hastragan caviare out of a large open jar, which it

stood, leastwise, the jar, in the carridge, and then we
threw ourselves on the two sofers to indulge in a little

dolchefarninety, when all of a sudden we heerd from

under the pillar of Mad. Lucca's sofer her beautiful

hair from the Notsee D. Figaro. You must know
the two sofers were large musical boxes. Well, it

went on like this till we got to St. Petersburg, where

all the aristocracy had come to the stashnn to have a

good look at us. When we arrived at our hotel, we
had scarce time to have a good wash before the Em-
peror Alexander came to see us, all rapped up in a

splendid green fur coat. He was very grashus, and

said : "My dear Pauline, Russia is at your feat," and

then he offered her a sweetly-pretty foot-warmer to

put into her bed, which was all diyerments and gold,

because the Russian Court is the richest in all the

wurld, and has diyerment minds of its one in the oral

mountings, as likewise the Korkersus. When he

went out, the Sar looked very ard at some one who
shall be nameless, but tho I showd him down stares,

and they w'ere very dark, I mus say he behaved his-

self like a perfick gentleman.

After all this, my darlingest Hulda, just fancy our

first appearance as Mozart's Zerliner, when the tik-

kets were sold by orktion for thousands of roobles

each, and a chair had to he put at the door for the

Grand Prince by the box-keeper who gave him a gold

snuff-box set with dyerments, which he s.ays he shall

treashure as a mimento of him all his life. When
we made onr first entrance ! Oh, my ! What hooting,

and shouting, and goings-on ! I had orfen heerd of

their doings in Russia, but on this occasion I said to

myself: "Well, seeing's beleevirg, for you could

never describe it, so I willnotattemp it, which would

be madness. When the performance was over, the

kurtin had to be rased about fourty times, so that I

thought the roller would be wore out before they had

done, for the Russians can't be stopt when they are

wonce set going without a touch of the nout. Well,

at last my poor dear Missis was that tired that she

was obliged to steel away in Kognitow. So I got in

the carrige all by myself. They thought I was
Mdme. Lucca, so they took out the horses and drag-

ged me in triump to our hotel. I didn't underceive

them. Why should I 1 I houghed and smiled just

like Missis, and they whorayed till they were horse. I

said I did not underseive them ; I let them take rne

for the diver herself, for I never was proud, and vir-

tue is its one reward, as some pursen throwd a booki

into the carrige Hinder, in the middle of which was a

magnificent bracelit. I kep it, of course, for I looked

on it as one of my requisites. Russia is the real

country for artists, and I am very glad I came, for

what I have already received as presents in hard cash

and banknotes, 1 can't tell you. Peeple say the

Amerikuns beat the Russians. I can't believe it,

though I do hope it is true, and I am not above con-

fessing as much to yon, for we areeagaged next year

at New Yoik in Amerriker, which is a republik, and

close lo the equater. I here it is so hot there that

people acshully go about without a rag to cover them.

That's very shocking, a'nt it, but I must go, for I

promised the little missis I would, and the turms or-

fered us beet everythink ever known before. I can't

help people preferring a state of natchur to tho latest

fashuns, can I ? No ! Art before natchur, say I. All

for art and no false shame. I shall go, and so I am
ever yours, most aft'ecshunatoly, dear.

Ol-OA ElSBEIN.

Ambroise Thomas's "Hamlet".

Nir.ssoN AS Ophelia.

(From the New York Sun, March 23 )

Who would suppose that Mr. Strakosch would

have waited till the last night but one of Miss Nilsson's

appearance in Now York to bring her before tho pub-

lic in an opera that she has made so conspicuously

her own as "Ilamlet."

Ilu had his own good reasons, doubtless ; and

whether it was that the season is not yet at an end, ex-

cept in the imagination of the public, or that "Hamlet"

might, if produced earlier, have proved a Jiasco, and

so injiired the campaign, Mr. Strakosch bust knows.

At all events, managers have as clear a right to do

unexpected things as the rest of mankind
;
and cer-

toinly a twelfth-hour "Hamlet" (su|iposiiig always

that this is the twelfth hour) is bettor than none at all.
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Ambroise Thomas wrote this opera that Miss Nils-

son might sin": Ophelia, and he created for her in that
eharacter a role for which she is eminently fitted, and
which gives scope to her varied powers. The opera
was first brought out in Paris in March, four years ago.
M. Faure, a splendid singer and an actor of con-

summate skill, was Hamlet, the role filled here last

evening by M. Barre. Mme. Gueymard was the
Queen—certainly no better a representative of the

character than Miss Gary proved herself. M. Beival
was the Kinr;. Jamet assumed the role here, and fills

it with credit to himself.

The Parisians when the opera was first given were
tolerably content with the first act, yawned dreadfully
during the second and third, were electrified by the

fourth, and endured the fifth. The fate of the opera
was not essentially different at the Academy of Music
last evening. Here, however, as well as in London,
the last act is dispensed with, the opera having reached
the culminating point of interest with the death of
Ophelia, which occurs at the close of the fourth act.

The libretto is from the same hands that prepared
that to "Mignon." Messieurs Carre' and Barbier, the
inseparables, are the authors, and they have combined
against Shakespeare after as gentle a fashion as could
have been expected from two Frenchmen bent on sub-
duing the greatest of tragedies to the necessities of
the lyric stage. '\s "Hamlet" is poetical, imaginative,
metaphysical, and reflective, it would seem to hold
out but slight temptation and every possible disadvan-
tage to the librettist. But the courage of the writers

was equal to the occasion, and we have "To be or not
to be" (Etreou ne pase're, mi/slere !), and a number
of other famous passages reduced to musical notation.
Hamlet's advice to the players was evidently too
much for these daring play writers, and for this they
substituted a drinking song. Shade of the divine
William ! Hamlet singing a drinking song. The
wonder is that the perturbed ghost of Shakespeare
does not appear upon the stage in place of the rheu-
matic and jerky apparition of the deceased King that
Signor Ooletti horrifies us with.
The story during the four acts here given is follow-

ed in a sketchy way with tolerable fidelity. The first

act opens with a cliorns. This seems to be conceded
as an operatic necessity. Next comes a somewhat
elaborate duo between Ophelia and the King—by no
means as good as the Hirondelle duo for the same
voices in "Mignon." There is also a solo for Laertes
(Brignoli), some concerted music, and a final chorus,
written in polka time and having a certain vivacity.
The music in this art and also in the two following

is well composed and pure and elevated in style, not
descending to any trickery to catch the public ear

;

but there is no disguising the fact that it is very tedi-

ous and heavy. Occasionally it lights up for a few
bars. Nilsson gives it life by her sweet presence and
beautiful singing

; Miss Gary does excellently, com-
manding attention and admiration during her aria ir^

the second act ; but the impression constantly returns
that Thomas labored with his theme, and that Her-
cules, not Euterpe, came to his aid. - There is a lack
of inspiration

; the melodies appear not to have come
to the composer in spite of himself, but to have been
thought out and worked out. It is not till the fourth
act that the muse has smiled on him. But here Thom-
as rose to the situation and redeemed his Opera.

Without the great scena for Ophelia—her mad scene—the opera could not have outlived a second repre-
sentation.

Miss Nilsson has familiarized as in the concert room
with her superb rendering of this scena, but it requires
the accessories and facilities of the stage to enable her
to do it justice, and of these she availed herself last
night to give us the most striking dramatic picture
that she has yet presented. And not only the most
striking, but by far the loveliest and most affecting.
During the whole of the touching mad scene the

audience listened with absorbed attention. The music
is full of violent transitions, much of it sparkling and
riant, and some of it exceeding plaintive.
The melody of the plaintive portion—almost the

only set inelody in recognizable form in the whole
opera— is not Thomas's own music, but is borrowed
from Scandinavian sources, being a Dalecarlian folk-
song much sung in old days by Jennie Lind. This
is repeated by a chorus behind the scenes a bouckes
ferm^es. The eflFect is a very fine one, not given in
the concert rendering of the scene. It is an invitation
from the water nymphs to Ophelia to join them. She
lies down among the rushes, and is floated away upon
the current, singing as she goes.
The audience were very much excited as the cur-

tain fell, and recalled Miss Nilsson with bravas more
hearty than any she has received during the season.
She brought with her as she reappeared the basket

of flowers and the two doves that had been given her
at the close of ihe third act. Every one seemed to
have forgotten the tediousness of the preceding acts,
and to remember only the beauty of the last one.

Mr. Barre had a very thankless r6le. The music
of "Hamlet" is not such as to win for the singer much
applause. Moreover, it is exceedingly diflieult. It

is all the more, therefore, to Mr. Barre's credit that

he sang it with snch fidelity and conscientiousness.

In no character that be has taken has thi.s gentle-

man shown himself so much an artist as in this.

To-day at the matinde "Robert le Diable" will ho

given, and on Monday evening "Hamlet" will be re-

peated.

Familiar Music.
[From the Boston Globe.]

When and how tunes become popular is a some-
what curious theme for reflection. We wake up some
fine morning and hear almost everybody whistling a

melody we have never heard before. We wonder
whence it has come, and think how pretty it is, and
while we are pondering on the subject we find our-

selves taking up the strain, and adding our mite

toward increasing its circulation. Before the day is

over the streets resemble groves of brick and mortar
echoing to the shrill pipings of the unfeathered song-

sters. In a week what had been a new thing of beauty,

promising to be a joy forever, becomes an intolerable

bore, and we wonder how we could have ever seen

anything to admire in the dreary, commonplace thing.

At length it ceases as suddenly as it Ijegan, and
Farth knows it no more. Now, the mystery is, who
began to whistle it first ! It must have had a begin-

ning, and vet it comes upon us so suddenly from a

thousand lips at once, and appears in full bloom with-

out having budded. But this, though strange enough,
is less strange than the suddenness with which it

ceases to be heard. Who is the last man that whistles

a popular melody "? The same mystery ensbrnuds

him as attaches to dead donkeys, the which, it is pop-

ularly believed, have never been seen by man. And
yet there mn=t exist such a being. But when he, too,

has deserted the neglected air, it breaks forth again in

a new form, and acquires a fresh lease of life through

the agencv of the barrel organ, and is listened to with

a pleasure akin to that which hailed its first appear-

an,^e ; and through this agency it long remains a wel-

come friend.

It would doubtless be a matter of great surprise if

we could possibly know the amount of good that is

performed by these abused and much-maligned instru-

ments. No one can have failed to observe the atten"

tion they attract whenever they pour forth their

strains in the humbler quarters of the city. Children

crowd about them with wonder and delight, windows
are throw» up and women's toil-worn faces are moved
to pleasure ; while rugged men stop on aheir way
and for a moment forget the cares of life. The best

points of our common nature are brought out, too, in

connection with these humble ministers of music

—

children learn to sympathize with poverty, and it is

touching to observe ,wifh what eager satisfaction the

offspring of the poor bestow their mite upon the organ-
grinder if a child accompany him on his way. The
poor feel for the poor ; and it is from those on whom
fortune has refused to smile that the street musician
reaps bis largest harvest.

There is much complaint against the barrel organ,

and every now and then an effort is made to put them
down, but it would leave a gap in the enjoyments of

the poor, .and thev have but few enough, that could

not be easily filled. If they really be the annoyance
they are charged to be, yet it would be kindly to bear

with them, for throuirh them a spirit of charity, of

sympathy and of tender feeling is perpetuated that

would lie dormant were they not to bring it into ac-

tive play. The love of music is one of the strongest

sentiments of the human heart, and while the rich can
gratify it by their operas and their concerts, it can
onlv be gratified in the humble through the agency of
the barrel organ, which is the concert, opera, sym-
phony and oratorio of the poor.

Passion" in Music—Italian and German.
We cannot deny to Italy the gift of sweet and en-

chanting melody. Rossini has also shown himself a
master of the very limited effects of harmony which
it suited his purpo.se to cultivate. Then why is not
Rossini as good as Beethoven ? Absurd as ihe ques-
tion sounds to a musician, it is not an unreasonable
one when coming from the general public, and the
only answer we can find is this : Not to mention the
enormous resources in the study and cultivation of
harmony which the Italians, from want of inclination

or ability, neglect, the German music is higher than
the Italian because it is a truer expression, and a
more disciplined expression, of the emotions. To
follow a movement of Beethoven is, in the first place,

a bracing exercise of the intellect. The emotions
evoked, while assuming a doable degree of impor-
tance by association with the analytic faculty, do not

become enervated, because in the masterful grip of

the great composer we are conducted through a cycle

of naturally progressive ft^eling. which always ehds

by leaving the mind recreated, balanced, and enno-

bled by the exercise. In Beetlioven all is restrained,

nothing morbid which is not almost instantly correct-

ed, nothing luxurious which is not finally raised into

the clear atmosphere of wholesome and brisk activity,

or some corrective mood of peaceful selfmastery, or

even playfulness. And the emotions thus roused are

not vamped up feelings of a jaded appetite, or the

false, inconsequent spasms of the sentimentalist.

They are such as we have experienced in high moods
or passionately sad ones, or in the night, in summer-
time, or by the sea ; at all events they are unfolded

before us, not with the want of perspective, or violent

frenzy of a bad dream, but with true gradations in

natural succession, and tempered with all the middle

tints that go to make up the truth of life. Hence
the different nature of the emotional exercises gone
through in listening to typical German and typical

Italian music. The Italian makes us sentimentaliz?,

the German makes us feel. The sentiment of the

one gives the emotional conception of artificial suffer-

ing or joy ; the natural feeling of the other gives us

the emotional conception which belongs to real suf-

fering or joy. The one is stagey—smells of the oil

and the rouge pot—the other is real, earnest, natural,

and reproduces with irresistible force the deepest

emotional experiences of our lives. It is not good to

be constantly dissolved in a state of love-melancholy,

full of the languor of passion without its real spirit

—

hut that is what Italian music aims at. Again, the

violent crises of emotion should-come in their right

places—like spots of primary color with wastes of

gray between them. There are no middle tints in

Italian music ; the listeners are subjected to shock
after shock of emotion—half a dozen smashing sur-

prises, and twentv or thirty spasms and languors in

each scene, until at last we becon)^ like children who
thrust their hands again and again into water charg-

ed with electricity, just on purpose to feel the thrill

and the relapse. But that is not healthy emotion

—

it does not recieite the feelings ; it kindles artificial

feelings, and makes reality tasteless.

Now whenever feeling is not disciplined, it becomes
weak, diseased, and unnatural. It is because Ger-

man music takes emotion fairly in hand, disciplines

it, expresses its depressions in order to remove them,

renders with terrible accuracy even its insanity and
incoherence in order to give relief through such ex-

pression .and restore calm, flinches not from the ten-

der and the passionate, stoops to pity, and becomes a

very angel in sorrow ; it is because German music
has probed the humanities and sounded the depths of

our nature—taught us how to bring the emotional

region not only into the highest activitv, but also un-

der the highest control— that we place German music
in the first rank, and allow no names to stand before

Gluck, Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Schubert, Spohr, Mendelssohn and Schumann.

—

Mu-
sic and Morals.

Dr, Ferdinand Hiller on Dr, Hans von

Buelow.
T\iQ Musical TFor^i (TiOndon) translates the following piece

of 'Musical Chit-chat" f.-om the Kolnische Zeitung.

We had yesterday a Beethoven Evening, for which
we are indebted to Dr. Hans von Biilow. Biilow
is one of the generals who divided among themselves
the inheritance of Liset-Alexander—not one of them
is an Alexander, but for all that they have managed
to drop into very respectable kingdoms of their own.
(Should any one consider that this comparison of a

great modern pianist with the greatest hero in the

history of the world is somewhat too pretentious, we
can, on the strength of information derived from the

raosf authentic sources, tell him that the fair Atheni-

ans displayed less enthusiasm for Alexander the

Great than the ladies of Berlin once exhibited for

Liszt. The inost eminent historians bear testimony

that there was not one among the former who drank
the tea the King had left in his cup.)

Herr von BUiow's audience, though not too nu-

'merous, were thoroughly select in a musical sense
;

and, for several hours, flerr von Biilow kept them in

a state of such breathless astonishment, that the feel-

ing at length became almost painful. His playful

subjugation of all technical difliculties ; his really

military strength and power of endurance ; his nearly

infallible certainty ; and his memory, in which all the

pieces he played, and who knows how many more
whi<.-h he did not play, appear to b3 stored as safely

as a collection of classics in an oak book-case, caused

the audience to forget entirely that they had come to

a Beethoven Evening. That Herr von Biilow treated

us to so much beautiful, and some magnificent mu-
sic, was a fact of which most decidedly very few of
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his hearers thought—it was most emphatically his

talent, and his capabilities which absorbed everything
else. But this absorption was not of the kind pro
dnced hy a demoniacally-genial power, when, after

falling into a slate of passive enthusiasm, we no Ion
ger ask !oAa( it really is that has plunged ut in such
intellectual Intoxication ;—no, Herr von Biilow, at
any instant, knows what he wants to do. The per-

formances are the performances of talent, not of
genius ; though it is perhaps for this very reason thnt
they deserve an especial degree of respect. How
much exertion, even with extraordinary natural gifts,

is needed to attain such mechanical mastery, lauirh-
ing at any corporeal considerations, how much vigi-

lant attention, and how great a triumph over mental
weariness—can be, perhaps, understood only by him
who knows what ambition is capable of eflFecting.

From the whole nature of Herr von Billow's talent,

it U evident that his mode of executing Beethoven's
mnsic is due to deep thoucht, to ripe deliberation,

rather than distinguished by warmth, or sugL'estive of
spontaneous inspiration. As, however, Herr von
Biilow has devoted himself with such extraordinary
conscientiousness to the study of the great master, we
feel astonished at seeing with how little clearness,
notwithstanding certain admirable details, the gene-
ral character of a piece comes out under his fingers.

This, however, is perhaps to be traced to these verv
details. Herr von Biilow appears to experience a dif

fi-'ully in renouncing for long his mechanical peculi-

arities. He is fond of the rumbling of the thunder,
of ethereal Knrt corr^a murmurings. But our grcHt
masters, nidiant with vigor, move only exceptionally
iiT extremes. Nor are /o/^Vs/mo nnd pianif^^imo any-
thing so absolutelv and permanently settled that they
mu't everywhere be given in the same way ; to what
extent each should he carried depends materially, we
should say, on the general character of the composi-
tion. When, therefore, in a thoughtfully-cheerful
and hnmoristlcally^ouching picture, for instance, as
the first movement of the Sonata, Oo. .31, No. 3, we
meet with instances of sforzandii^fiimo. the impression
created is similar to that which would he produced
by an individual of polished manners addressing any
one in the following terms :

—"The most agreeable
reminiscences are awakened in my breast by the fact

of meeting you again. Where the devil have you been
all this time ?"

With regard to instances of license on the one side,

and almost pedantic observance of the trmpo on the
other, as exemplified in the playing of Herr von Bue-
low, there is a great deal to which exception mav be
taken. But this would lead me too far, and besides,

depends too much upon individual views. A protest,

however, must andouhtedlv be raised against the
manner in which Herr von Buelow commenced the
fugue in the A-flat major Sonata, Op 110. That
the theme of such a piece should be presented with
characteristic clearness is a fact known to every one.
But it is too much of a good thing, when the theme
is paraded up and down, in a conceited manner, and
all the subordinate parts, like distant tones, float

along, in scarcely intelligible guise, by the side of it.

It is precise'y the beautiful treedom with which all

the parts move that constitutes the peculiar charm of
such a composition. To bring itself alone promi-
nently forward, at the expense of other equally im-
portant parts, was something not permissible for the
theme of a fugue even in former centuries—how then
couJd anything of the kind be allowed in our demo-
cratic age !

Herr von Buelow, like most of the Liszt school,
delights in believing not only himself but his instru-
ment likewise capable of enormous things. Liszt, it

i< true, set the example of this. When Heine, writ-
ing ol him, said the keys bled under his fingers, and
the Viennese were enraptured at seeing him strew
the floor of the orchestra with corpses of pianos, .such

a system, though not always beautiful and agreeable,
had something humorous about it, which agreed very
well with the exuberant «piriis in which Liszt found
vent for his geniality. With his successors we do
not experience the same impression so deeply

; it

seems as though they wantcj to pnfT the instruments
they use, and to cry to the public :

—"There, see what
a grxnd piano like this can stand!"— Bechsiein's
grand, on which Herr von Bnelow played ve«terday,
went through the ordeal in a really most astounding
manner—provmg itself a perfect homed Siegfried
among pianofortes, the little unprotected place in
which not even the grim flagen von Trojc of pianists
conid succeed in wounding.
Whether Herr von Bnelow finds it an irresistible

necessity to accompany his playing with an exceed-
ingly lively and almost dramatic swaving and bend-
ing of his head, and the npper part of his body, is

something we cannot decide. Bat that it aids the
effect of his playing no one will assert. It is panic-
olarly advisable to concentrate the attention of the
hearer upon the essential element in a performance,

when that element is, not simply of itself, but like-

wise comparatively, the best.

Dr. Ferdinand Killer.
Cologne, March 3d.

itotglf s lonrnal of Pnsk.

BOSTON, APRIL 6, 1879.

Symphony Concerts.—Close of the Season.

After seven successful seasons of classical orches-

tral concerts—in all abont 70 concerts—the Harvard
Musical Association has reason to feel satisfied

with the practical working of the plan in which it has

persisted from the first : that namely, of guarantying

programmes of the highest order to a guarantied au-

dience of lovers of the best, and never catering to

mere selfish interests, vain glory, ignorance and low

tastes.

The tenth and last Symphony Concert of the

seventh season, which took place on Thursday after-

noon, March 21, was eagerly attended, and probably

by most listeners was felt to be the most important

of the series. Of course any programme which in-

cludes so long, so uniformly great and serious a work

as the "Heroic Symphony," whether it comes last,

or first, or in the middle, must presuppose, for full

enjoyment, such a sharp and healthy tone of intellec-

tual appetite as only can exist ideally in a con-

siderable portion of a great audience. Shall Christ-

mas or Thanksgiving dinner be abolished, because

we all associate with its happy memories some sense

of dullness and satiety ?—It was fit that the series

should close with a great masterwork : and, inas

much as the favorite pianist would surely be expect-

ed to play twice, there was no choice but to place the

Symphony at the end of all, thus :

Overture, {" Weihe des Haupes." in C. Op. 124.Beethnven.
Piano-forte Concerto, in D minor. Op. 4(). . .Mendelssohn.

Allegro app-i=sionato.—Adatjio.—Presto.
Miss Annn Mehlitr.

Overture to "Lodoiska." (First time) Cherubini.

Piano Solo, "Etndes Symplioniques" {in the form of Va-
riations), Op. 13 Schumann.

Miss Anna Mehliir.
Hernip Svmphonv, No. 3, in R flat, Op. 55. . . .Beethoven.
Allegro con brio.—-Marcia funebrp.—Scherzo.—Finale.

The inaugural or dedication Overture, which Beet

hoven composed for the open((ig of a theatre, is

grand enough for any great occasion, even of nation-

al or world-wide import. (Only pray do not prosti-

tute it to a Gil more .Jubilee I) It is not, artistically,

one of his best Overtures ; it has not the concentration

and unflagging inspiration of the Coriolan, the Eg-

mont, and the Leonora ; and yet it is a noble work,

bearing the .stamp of majesty and power from the be-

ginning to the end, and full of beautiful invention.

It had made a deep mark in these concerts several

times before.—especially in the centennial Beethoven

year. This time it was played uncommonly well
;

for once we fairly heard the florid jubilation of the

bassoon amid the trumpet proclamation in the first

part ; and never have the violins taken up and car-

ried through the strong Handelian fugue theme in

the latter part with more vitality and unity of pur-

pose.

Mendelssohn's Dminor Concerto,—less overdone

in concert rooms than the one in G minor, and quite

as interesting,—was rendered with consummate grace

and clearness, and wiih fine fervor, by Miss Mehlio
;

and with the sympathetic orchestral accompaniment,

the delicate tone poem charmed the audience. Of
course there would he some not quite prepared, on a

fir'it hearing, to rightly comprehend or to enjoy so

unique and remarkable a composition as the Schu-

mann Variations, so large and crowded in their har-

mony, BO broadly laid out, that he colled them Si/m-

phonic Stndies. But those who have studied them,

or heard them played before in a smaller room, must

have felt their originality, their beauty and exhaust-

le«8 imaginative power growing upon them with each

successive variation. They were magnificently play-

ed. Not many pianists would undertake to grapple

with so arduous a problem.

The Overture to Lodoishiis notone of Cherubini's

greatest, and perhaps must take rank after all of

those which had been given in these Concerts before

( Wusserldrger, Medea, Les Abencerragm, A nacreon

and Faniska.) Yet it is sweet, pure, true-hearted

music; with some tender, lovely melodies in it; a

little loosely strung together, perhaps, and a little

thin
;
plainly an introduction to a drama rather than

a complete musical whole by itself; yet fascinating

through the same delicate, chaste traits that abound,
not so much in the Overture, but in the incidental

music of the play, "The Water-Carrier." As an
unpretending, genuine, simple thing, between great

works, it won a sincere welcome.
The great, sublime Eroica never seemed greater.

If a few were weary with excess of richness and of
beauty, the great mass of the audience were spell-

bound to the end. From the first bar ot the AUeuro
how it seems to grow before you ! The rendering
was on the whole about the clearest and the best that

we have ever had. Were we to take exception any-
where it wo'ild be to the somewhat too slow and
dragging—or at least the too unaccented, movement
of the Funeral March; you did not feel the march of

it enough ; ,",nd hence, with its great length, so

fraught with meaning and with feeling, it produced
fatigue. But almost every performance of it that we
ever heard was open more or less to the same criti-

cism.

We think we run no risk of contradiction when we
say, that this seventh season has been upon the whole
the richest and the best in the whole history of the

Symphony Concerts, and that the improvement in

the Orchestra has been unmistakable ; indeed we
need no longer look abroad for worthy models of

orchestral execution. This in great part, of course,

is due to the intelligent, devoted labor of our indefat-

igable Conductor, Mr. Carl Zerrahn ; an& those

who mourn that the rich fortnightly feasts are over,

have now a double motive for making haste to secure

seats at his Annual Benefit Concert, which will occur
next Wednesday evening, when the s.ame Orchestra
will render all of Beethoven's music to Goethe's Eg-
mont, and portions of the tragedy will be read by our
own noble Boston artist. Miss Charlotte Cush-

Mr. B. J. Lang's fourth and last Concert at the

Globe Theatre, on Thursday, March 28, was the

most interesting of them all. It began with the fa-

mous old Mendelssohn Quintet in B flat, of which the

spirited Allegro and the beautiful Adagio were finely

played by the Mendelssohn Quintette Club. This
was followed hy the first movement of Beethoven's
Piano Concerto in C minor. No. 3, which Mr. Lang
played with masterly ability and taste, the orchestral

accompaniment being represented by the quartet of

strings, with double bass, flute and a second piano,

at which sat Mr. G. W. Sdmner. The Trio by Ru-
binstein (in B flat) was repeated, to the general grat-

ification, by Messrs. Lang, ScunLTZE and Fries,
who played it with great spirit. The Scherzo and
Finale wear well, but we hardly found our first im-
pression of the first Allegro, still less of the Adagio,
so well confirmed as we had hoped.—A wholesome,
happy, glorious finale was formed by the Bach Con-
certo in D minor for three pianofortes, in which the

principal work was shared with Mr. Lang by Mr.
Leonhard and Mr. Parker, the string quartet ac-

companying. The concerto is in three short move-
ments : Allegro maestoso, Alia Siciliaira, and Allegro.

The middle movement is most exquisite, and all the

rest is full of health and joy and beauty ; all three

instruments inspired as by a common genius, each

bearing its full part in the melodious conversation,

yet neither of them striving to outshine its fellows.

The artists did not slight a task so worthy of their

best powers ; it had been well rehearsed, and it all

wont to a charm, delighting every listener.

It was a pleasure to learn, by a note at the bottom
of the programme, that Mr. Lang, with a group of

his full-fledged artist pupils, are to give a series of

four Symphony Concerts, with a small Orchestra, in

a small hall (Mechanics, Bedford St.), on successive

Thursday afternoons, beginning next week, April II.

Besides the orchestral selections, there will he the

Hummel Septet, played hy Mr. O. W. Sdmner;
the Schumann Concerto, by Mr. G Arthur Ad-
ams; a Concertsiiick of Carl Keinccko, by Mr. R.

C, DixKT ; the Beethoven E-flat Concerto fNo .5),

by Mr. H. G. Tucker ; and the Barcarolle from
Rferndale Bennett's Concerto, No. 2, by Mr. W. F.

Aptiiorp. It is hoped that the orchestral selections

will include the first movement of Riibin-itein's

"Ocean" Symphon , a Saite by Lachn r, Bcctho-
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ven's Septet, Handel's "Water Music/' Mendels-
sohn's "Scotoh" Symphony, Schumann's B-flat

Symphony, Mendelssohn's Overture to "Fingals
Cave," &c., &c.

A very pleasing; concert was t^at given by the N.

E. Conservatory of Music nt AVesleyan Hall on Tues-

day last. This was the programme :

Trio for Piano, Violin and 'Cello, op. 70 D maj.Bpftthoven.
Sonp. '*The Rose" Schumann.
a. ( Nocturne in B flat minor, op. J Chopin.
b, ) Presto, from the Ttalian Concerto B;ich.
a. ( Recitative. "And lo ! Judas came."
b. I Air, ''The Lord is faithful and riehteous,"

from the Oratorio of ''St- Peter". . .J. K. Paine.
Sonata for Piano and Violin, op 103, A minor. Schumann.

These choice selections were all artistically render-
ed. Mrs. Barry sang Schumann's "^ose, AJeer uvd
Sonne," in German, with exquisite purity and truth

of feeling. But the most interestintr number to the
crowded audience was the selection from Mr. Paine's
unpublished Oratorio. Of course an orche*;tra was
needed for the full effect; hut the composer himself,
presiding at the piano, could indicate quite well his

own intentions ; and the Recitative, telling bow
Cinist was seized, was of a noble thrilling character,
with a stormy and appropriate accompaniment. The
Air which followed, with violoncello obligate, was
very beautiful and tender, chaste in style, and neither
common nor affected. From certain hints in the
piano part, we should think it must be deeply inter-

esting with the orchestra. The singer entered warm-
ly into the spirit of the music.

NEW YORK, MARCH 28.—On Monday evening, March 25,

the curtain fell upon the most successful season of Italian

Opera which New York has ever known. When Mr. Strakosch

issued his proppectus last fall the enterpri.'se was deemed haz-

ardous, and it was thougbt that even Nilsson's great genius

would fail to insure its success. And what has been there-

suit ? With a scale of prices nearly double tfaatof any theatre

in Paris, and a chorus and mise-eji-sccne disgraceful in any
civilized country, tbe demand for sea^s has been unprecedent-

ed, and the house so crowded every nigbt that a late comer
found it difficult to secure standing room within view of the

stage. The receipts for the last three weeks have been nearly

S60,000. From this, and other fignB it is plain that the time

is eome for tbe establishment here of regular Opera,—an insti-

tution which would be liberally patronized by the public
;

abundantly sustained without subvention, and, if I mistake

not, prove remunerative to the manager. We have something

like thin in prospect for next sea'jon, as I understand that Mr.

Maretzek has a lease of the Academy for three evenings and
one afternoon of each week, from Sept. 30, 1872, fa> May Ist,

1873, and that he is to give Italian Opera during that time,

with Pauline Lucca and Miss Kellogg as Prima Bonnas.

Mips Nilsson'a farewell season be>ian March 4th and ended
on the 25th, consisting often nights and three matinees . The
repertoire was ns follows: Mignon (three times), Martha,

Trovatore. Faust (tmce), Lucia di Lammermoor, Traviata,

Robert le Diable (twice), and Hamlet (twice). It will be seen

that the management gave us none of the variety which might
have been expected, Robert and Hamlet being the only novel-

ties. One reason for this lack of variety may have been the

fact that the chorus and scenery were utterly inadequate to

anything outgof the beaten track. Passing over those Operas
that have become household words to us this winter (the most
hackneyed of which was most justly and properly denounced
in your columns not long since), I will speak briefly of two
which are less familiar. After the musical platitudes of Verdi,

in refreshing contrast, came the massive chorus and skilful

orchestration of "Roberto." We were curious to know what
new charm our Prima Donna would add to the character of

the Norman maiden, Alice. The cast was distributed as fol-

lows : Mile. Christina Niisson aa Alice ; Mile Marie T^eon Du.
val. Isabella; Mile. Billon, Helene ; Sig. Brignoli, Roberto ;

M. Lyall, Rimbaldo ; M Josef Jamet, Bertram.

The character of J.;icc affords little scope for variety of ac-

tion, for throughout the opera she appears only in the atti-

tude of a gentle and loving soul overshadowed by vague fore-

bodings of a calamity which she knows not how to avert;—

a

danger which threatens her foster-brother.

There is no display of individual passion, no love, no jeal-

ousy; but the versatile genius of the singer, in the absence of

that which makes the stock in trade of an ordinary actress,

has created an o riginal r61e even here, and her Alice is by far

the best impersonation of that character which I have ever

Been, From first to last she is moved rather by a holy hatred
of evil, than by love for Roberto. In the last act she rises into

positive grandeur, and cXps the climax by a wonderful stroke
of art in the cry "Oh gioja," which is inexpressibly thrilling

and dramatic. How well she sang need not be said, and the
airs "Vanne, disse al fijElio," ' Nel laseiar la Normandia," and
'Sommolddio," as rendered by her, are not to be forgotten.

Mile. Duval was good as Isabella, and M. Jamet made an ex-

cellent Bertram. The score of the Opera was cut ard mangled

without mercy, to give time for a long and tedious ballet,

during which Brignoli, burning with ill concealed rage, stood

surrounded by a bevy of resuscitated nuns. The position is a

trying one, to be siHre. but the part once accepted, he should

have made the mostof it, and been Roberto instead of Brignoli.

On Friday, March 22nd, the long expected Opera of Haynlet

was produced, with the following cast : Mile. Christina Nils-

son as Ophelia ; Miss Anna Louire Gary, The Queen ; Signor

Brignoli, Laertes ; Mons. A. Barre, Hamlet ; Signor Colletti,

The Ghost ; Signor Reichardt, Horatio ; Mons. Josief Jamet,

Claudius ; Signor Barilli, Marcellus; Signor LocatelH, Polonius

Tbe Opera was given in six tableaux, introduced, the first

by an overture, and each of tbe others by a brief orche.'?tra(

prelude. The first Tableau represents the Palace of the King

ofDenmark, and the coronation of Gertrude as Qneen. It

opens with a chorus, followed by a brief aria for the King,

which gives place to a choral refrain : "Inni lieti cantare dob-

biamo," when all withdraw from tbe scene, and Hamlet advan-

ces slowly from the back of the sta^e and is presently joined

by Ophelia. This scene contains tbe exquisite fragment of

melody : "Neeir tu puoi la luce"' [-'Doubt that the stars are

fire"], sung by Hamlet, and the air '*Angeli eterni," by Ophe-

lia Then Laertes appears, sings his aria and departs for the

w*rs. The act closes with a spirited chorus : "Bando aUa ria

mestizm."

A solemn and ghostly prelude ushers in Tableau 2nd, "The

platform scene," in which an elderly party clad in a complete

suit cf antique armor, and decorated with a long white veil'

announced him.self. in sepulchral tones, as "Thy father's spir-

it." By this time the faces of the auditors offered a more in-

teresting spectacle than anything upon the stage. Some wore

a look of blank amazement, others looked amused, others

hopelessly bored. It was plain that those who came with pre

conceived ideas based upon the sparkling and seductive music

of Mignon, were doomed to be grievously disappointed.

And so plot and music dragged their slow length along; the

former shorn of all its mnjesty. the latter heavy, though by no

means commonplace, through Part 3d (tbe Palace Gardens),

containing an air for Ophelia, an air for the Queen, and a

Drinking-^on2 for Hamlet, absurdly snbstituted for the "ad-

vice to the players" of Shakespeare.

Part 4th represents the play within a play, and here the li-

brettists, departing from Shakespeare's plot, make Hamlet de-

nounce the King as his father's murderer.

Part Sf'h opRns with Hamlet's soliloquy, distorted, of course,

almost beyond recognition. Then fellow's the interview between

Hamlet and tbe Queen,—the affair ofPolonius be-ng left out,

—

and the re-appearance of the highly respectJible ghost, whose

advent was the occasion for an irreverent smile on the part of

the audience.

Part 6th represents the borders of a lake, overhung by wil-

lows, and opens with a chorus of peasants. This is succeeded

by a light and trivial ballet, continued during the greater part

of the scene which follows, and introduced, apparently, as an

artistic means of heightening by a bitter irony of contrast the

effect of the tragedy.

What follows is beyond the power of word^ to describe. For,

by her histrionic art. aided by some exquisite yf-t simple music,

Miss Niisson has made of Ophelia's madness and death a per-

sonation which I believe to be unequalled by any thing upon

the operatic stage. And yet how simple the means by which

80 great an effect is produced! A few flowers fantastically dis-

posed upon her head ; her long hair trailing loosely upon her

white attire ; her sad eyes, now cast down , anon raised with a

look from which reason's sweet light has fled ; tbe pathetic

sadness of her voice ; the fragment? of song cut short by hys-

terical laughter ; tbe mute appeal of hand and arm. Watch
the artist closely as you may, she never repeats herself, never

descends to the level of the commonplace. She di.-tributes

rosemary and rue among the maidens., and sings to them of

"La siren*," the wily siren who sleeps beneath the wave; she

motions them to depart ; one by one they leave her ; the triv-

ial music of the ballet dies away and she is alone. The end is

near; with one quick wild ook at (he peaceful scene around
her she springs to the bank, crouches for an instant among
the rushes, and is drawn out by the tide. Upborne by her
garments shv sings until the envious waves drag her down.

"Doubt that the stars are fire,

Doubf. that the sun doth move,
Doubt truth to be a liar.

But never doubt, I love."

The opera terminates with a seventh Tableau, in which
Hamlet (heaven save the mark) is proclaimed King ; Gertrude
repents of her evil deeds; and Laertes and Polonius survive.

This act. however, is generally dropped, as it was on this occa-

sion, and so we were spared a most ridiculous denouement.
This last Tableau includes a duet for the two grave diggers, a
soliloquy for Hamlet, &o , &c., but I imagine no one could
wish to hear it after the mad scene, which is the proper close

of the Opera. a. a. c.

PHILADELPHIA, MARCH 29.—The chain of musical en-

tertainments which has all winter extended through our city,

for the past two weeks seems to have been broken
; for only a

stray concert or two and a very short season of English Opera

have been vouchsafed to up. On Saturday evening Mr. Wolf-

sohn's Testimonial Concert took place at the Academy of Mu-
sic Miss Meblig and Miss Morensi were the attraction. The
programme was entirely too long [there were eleven numbers
besides the Pastoral Symphony], but was admirably arranged

to suit all tastes. Miss Mehlig played Weber's "Polonaise

Brillante," instrumentation by Liszt. Her playing was fault-

less; not so with the Orchestra, however, for I rarely ever

heard such floundering. In the Chopin Nocturne and Tau-
sig's "Weber's Invitation 4 la Danse" she was unfettered by
the orchestra, and her performance was thoronehly agreeable.

Miss Morensi has been studying in Europe for five years, and
the occasion was her firsfr. nppearanffe since her return. She
sang Rossini's "Ahf quel giorno" and Millard's" Waiting." She
has a painful and, in her low chest notes, a di.<iftgrepable con-
tralto voice. She seems not to know how to manage it ; her

transifion from chest to bead is an ugly break as to flexibilfty;

bad she not sung the Se^niramide air I should have thought
that she did not claim that virtue, for her voice is totally d^a-

tituteofit. I should imagine Schubert's songs for a deep

voice, and a few of Mendt-lssohn's arias would better suit her-

The Pastoral Symphony on the whole was very well given.

In the Andante, where the violins have sixteenth notes, and
the Flauto Primo has a solo in F, the former were not evenly
played. In the Scherzo and AUegro we found the fault that

they were too slowly played. The other pieces I am forced to

omit mentioning, as I fear I may lack space.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, the 19th and 20th, we had
three performances by the Parepa Rosa Troupe. _ "Martha,"
"Bohemian Girl" and the "Water Carrier" were the operas.

The last Mme. Parepa chose for her farewell benefit Mme.
Rosa herself we never heard sing better; in the Gounod air

which she introduces [a great breach of good tast* to my mindj
she surpas.''ed herselfand won great applause. Karl and Cook
were excellent also. In "Martha" I was delighted to find how
thoroughly Mrs. Seguin has recovered from her recent indis-

position. The whole quart*»t were in capital voice. Castle's

upper notes seem a Utfle weary of so much u^e.and Mr C^mp-
bell inclines to sing a shade sharp, but the aniJieoce wiis

charmed. At the Matinee ['Bohemian Girl"] Mrs. Seguin
assumed the ungracious part of the ^'Gypsy Queen," and in-

troduced an air from Balfe's "Satanella." Parepa in the

"Dream" won torrents of applause by the way she held her
mezza-voce B Sat at the end. They havaigone, not to return
for two or three years.

On Saturday evening, March 23d, Mr. Krpta, our favoiite

violinist, gave a concert. Mr. S B Mills. Mr Jarvis and Mr.
Remmertz were the attractions. Mr Mills was glorious in

Chopin's Yalse et Etude and in Tausig's Snirres de. '^fienne^

[No. 3]. He also played Li-zf's Hexameron for two perform-
ers, with Mr. Jarvis. The performance was most delightful.

The "Suoni la tromba" theme was so clearly brought out at

each of it.c frequent recurrences thatnot a single note was lost,

and tbe Weber Grand on which they played seemed to strive

to do its part too Mr. Remmertz sang Liszt's *'Angiolin dal

biondocrin," and Wallace'.s "A Father's Love." He has a
good round voice, but is fearfully inclined to sing out of tune-
Mr. Kopta played the Andante and Allegro from Mendels-
sohn's Violin Concerto with el^ant finish and (aste. In the
Hungarian Airs by Ernst be did not play with as much spirit or

force as the piece requires. Spohr's D minor quartet [double)

was excellently given by a picked double string quartet. The
last number on the bill was an Octetto by Svensden. I have
never heard it before, and it was so strange that I forgot to

criticize, I was all wonder at the curious fugue and imitations.

Of the Easter music at the Romish and Episcopal chorches I

hope to let you know in my next, and also the "Aht" and
"Beethoven" Societies' concerts, which occur next week. On.
April 19 we are to have the "Dettingen Te Deum," and on the
18th Costa's ''Eli." n

Leipzig.—The seventeenth Gewandhans Concert
bad for its proprarame simply Handel's L*AUegro, il

Pe?isieroso ed il Moderato {MiUon's words), for soli,

chorus and orchestra, in tbe new arrangement
{*'Bearbe!iung") with completed aceompaniment, by
Robert Franz. Tbe solos were snnp by Frau
PescbkaLeutner, Frl. Gutzschbaeh, Frl. Bonde, and
Herren Hebling: and Gura. The oritirisms in the
Signaleand the Neue Zeiischrift are warmly in prajse
of Franz's labor.

The seventh Soiree of Chamber Music, in the hall
of the Gewandhaus, Feb- 17, had a thoroughly ro-
mantic stamp, the selections being wholly from Schu-
mann and Schubert. Of tbe former "were playpd the
string Quartet in F (op. 41, No. 2), and the Varia-
tions for two pianos, op. 46. Schubert was repre-
sented by the string Quartet in D minor, and the
piano Trio in B flat, op. 99. The principaJ pianist
was a Fianlein Annette Essipoff, who showed extra-
ordinary talent. The second piano in the Schumann
Variations was played by Reinecke. Concertmeis-
ters David and Rontgen, and Herren Hermann and
Hegar formed the quartet.

A fourth Symphony by Joachim Raff, in G minor,
op. 167, is just published both in score and four-hand
arrangement.
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Berlin. Among tbe interesting performances of

last month were those of Schumann's "Paradise and

the Peri," by Stern's Society, Frl.Orgeni giving great

satisfaction in the part of the Peri, and Handel's

Alhalia by the Singakademie.—The Symphony Soi-

ree of the Court Orchestra (Feb. 16) had for pro-

gramme two Symphonies : by Ullrich, in B minor,

and by Beethoven, No. 7. in A; and two Overtures:

Spohr's to Faust, and Gade's ''In the Highlands."

The Quartet Evening of the same date (Herren

Schiever, Franke, WolfF and Hausmann) offered

three string Quartets : Haydn in G, Schubert in A
minor, and Beethoven in F, op. 59.

Feb 17. Von Billow's last concert; 19. Concert

of the Gustavus Adolphus Society ; 21. second Mu-
sical Evening of Fuchs ; 22. Orchestral Concert of

L. E. Bach.—Same evening. Sacred Concert of the

Dom Chor, who performed : "History of the Passion

and Death of oar Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,"

in a capelta choruses and recitatives, composed from

the four Passions by Heinrich Schiitz and published

by E. Riedel.

Feb. 24. Second concert ('2nd cycle) of the "Sym-

phoniecapelle," aided by the Academic Vocal Socie-

ty and the pianist Frl. Annette Essipoff from St.

Petersburg. Amoitg other things given were three

chonises from "King OSdipns" by Bellermann.

—

Same evening, Handel's Samson in the Lnisenkirche
;

also concert of the Bach Society, under the direction

of Dr. Rust.—In short no end of concerts of all sorts.

EoTAL Opera House.—The operas in the first

half of February were: Wagner's Rienzi ; Auber's

hlasaniello ; Marschner's Tempter und Jildin ; Spohr's

Jessonda ; Auber's Fra Diavolo; Meyerbeer's Pro-

phele ; Auber's Domino Noir ; and Gluck's Armida.

Halle.—The folWwing is the programme of a

concert given under the direction • of Herr Brandis,

Jan. 27:

Te Ileum Ziaudamus, by Verhulst (Soli by Geo. L.

Osgood,of Boston) ; Pastorale from Bach's second

Christmas Cantata ; Aria from Handel's L' Allegro,

as arranged by Franz, (G. L. Osgood) ; "Der Gon-

delfahrer," Schabert; two chorus songs: a. "John

Anderson," 6. "Das Madchen von Gowrie," by

Diirrner; three Songs by Franz: a. "Du hast mich

verlassen, Jamie I" b. "Schlummerlied," c. "Die

Verlassene," (G. L. Osgood) ; two Chorus Songs by

Brandis ; "Das Thai des Esjjingo," by Rheinbefger.

Mr. Osgood's piano accompaniments were played by

Mr. Dresel, also of Boston.—The Neue Zeitschrift of

Leipzig says : "The great hits of the evening were

the Franz songs, which we meet at last more fre

quently in houses and in concerts." Of Osgood it

says; "His voice is of a sympathetic quality, excel-

lently schooled ; his enunciation a model for singers,

his delivery most carefully and finely shaded ; m the

songs he won all hearts."—An attack of bronchitis

compelled Mr. 0. to give up his engagement in Ham-
burg.

Dresdes. We have before us the programme

given by G. L. Osgood, Feb. 21, in the Hoel de

Saxc. It includes : Sonata for piano and violin, by

Ed. Grieg, performed by Frl. Hertwig and Herr

Heckmann ; Recit. and Aria from Mozart's Entfiih-

rung (Osgood); Piano Solos: Fanlaskstuck by

Volkmann, Pmrn^iied and Gaiolte by Silas, Vahe-

Caprice by Raff; Songs by Schubert (Osgood) :

"Xahe des Geliehlen," "Wanderers Nachllicd,"

Weinen nnd Liachen ;" Violin Sonata in A, Handel;
Songs by Franz (Osgood) : "Da hast mich verlassen,

Jamie," Goethe's "Mailicd," and "Was po'ht mein
Herz so sehr ?"—Here too the singer met with warm
recognition and material success.

Paris.—The Concert at the Conservatoire (Sor.ie-

ti de Conrerln) on Sunday, Feb. 18, had for its pro-

gramme : Mozart's G-minor Symphony ; unaccom-

panied chorus, "Le Dejnri," by Mendelssohn ; Beet-

hoven's E-flat Piano Concerto, played by M. Dela.

horde; Air from Gluck's Iphig^nie en Tauride, by

M. Bosquin ; "fragments" of a Symphony by Saint-

Saens ; Chorus from Haydn's Crea()'on.—M. Pasde-

loup on the same day, in his Popular Concert at the

Winter Circus, gave: Jtibel Overture by Auber

;

Symphony in E flat by Saint-Saens fAllegro,

—

Marche-Scherzo,—Adagio,—Finale) ; Gavotte by

Bach ; Beethoven's Cm-iolan Overture ; Mendelssohn's

"Midsummer Night's Dream" Music.—Same day, at

the Chatelet, Henry Litolffgavea popular festival,

bringing out for the first time his dramatic Sympho-

ny "Les Gxielfes." Two little violinists, Laura and

Mathilda Herman also took part.—Same evening.

Concert at the Grand Hotel, under the direction of

M. Danh^ : Overture : "Fingal's Cave," Mendels-

sohn ; Payane, Auber; Serenade by Ch. M. Widor,

for piano, executed by MM. Donjon, Loys, Danbtf,

Faure and the author ; Finale of Symphony in D,

Haydn ; Theme and Variations in Beethoven's Sep-

tuor; fragments of the Ballet in Meyerbeer's Pro-

phete ; Entr'acte in Gonnod's La Colomhe ; Overture

to Marie, Herold.—A large Sunday full of music!.

Without the fear of Handel before him, M. Weker-

lin has composed music to Alexander's Feast, not to

Dryden's Ode, but to words by Dorat. It was per-

formed in his second (invitation) concert at the Salle

Pleyel, March 2. Le Meneslrel thinks the composi-

tion does him honor.
«

Fourth se'ance of the Society dassique at the Salle

Erard : Trio in B flat, Beethoven ; String Quartet

in A, Mendelssohn ; Mozart's Quintet for piano,

oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon ; Andante and Va
riations from Beethoven's fifth Quartet. Th§ pianist

was M. Duvernoy.

ifarch 3.—The Concert at the Conservatoire of-

fered : the Heroic Symphony of Beethoven
; Scene

from Gluck's Alceste, sung by Mme. P. Viardot and

M. Caron ; "Adieux anx Jeunes Marias, unaccompa-

nied chorus, by Meyerbeer ; fragments from "Mid-

summer Night's Dream," Mendelssohn ; Air from

Gluck's OrpJi^e (Mme. Viardot) ; fragments from

Berlioz's "Damnation de Faust" ; Weber's Overture

to Oheron. This concert was in aid of the subscrip-

tion for the deliverance of French territory; yet the

music, with the exception of but one piece, was all

by composers of the hated German nation ! How-
ever, we do not blame them for wishing to have a

good programme. Goethe says, per contra, in Faust

:

"Your real German cannot bear a Frenchman, but he

likes his wines." The concert realized 18,158 francs,

plus "bravos indescriptiblos, incalculables." Mme.
Viardot Garcia, says the Menestrel, made her first re-

appearance after a long absence. "Leaving ns in the

days of prosperity, she established a school in Ger-

many ; hastening to return to us in our adversity,

she was nnwilling to let herself be heard for the first

time in Paris, until she could do it in honor of the

deliverance of French soil. This good and beautiful

inspiration has won her the double suffrage of the

first musical public of the whole world (!), for the

Society des Concerts du Conservatoire, without la rival

in both hemispheres, it is safe to proclaim it, has

formed for itself an incomparable public. This pub-

lic d'eiite did not demand of Mme. Viardot her voice

of former days ; it bowed before that marvellous ac-

centuation, that incisive expre.ssion, that phrasing so

rich in its contrasts, hailing with its best bravos the

great interpreter of the great Gluck."

At the Concert Populaire, the same day, "it was a

great feast for the ears," says our genial authority

above quoted. MM. Alard, Franchomme, Trom-

bctta, de Bailly, Mohr, Griscz and Lalande executed

the Septuor of Beethoven "with an incomparable per-

fection."

March 10. The programme at the Conservatoire

was as follows : Symphony in A major, Mendels-

sohn ; fragment of "/^cs Sept. Pnroleji," Dubois ; 29th

Symphony in G, Haydn ; Chorus from Lulll's Ar-

mide ; Overtnre to Frei/scliiilz.—Mme. Viardot and
M. Saint-Saens were to appear at Pasdcloup's con-

cert.

DEBCRIP'MVE LIST OF THE

Published br Oliver jyttnon 8c Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

The Little Orphan. (L'Orfanneila). 4. F to 7-

Arditi. 40
"MeBchinett^ pastorella,"
''From the mountaio to the city."

Neit, sweet and plaintive. Song ea-'iy. but the ac-

companiment makea it a trifle more difficult.

I'm Number One. 2. Bb to e. Wellman. 30
" I'm finet on the list of the nobby Rwells."

Tn popular "song and dance" style. Very pretty
melody.

Come to the Sea. (Vieni al Mar). Trio, So-

praoo, Tenor and Alto or Bass. Gordi'gmni. 60
" To yon fhore ah, flpeed thy rowing,
Hapten, hasten, Gondolier !"

Very taking at first hearing, and one of the kind
that dwells pleasantly in the memory. Should be a
successful concert trio. 4

Sparking: in the Winter. Song and Chorus. 2.

A6 to e. Abbey. 30
" But for sparking in the winter

—

There is nothing like a sleigh-ride."

Pretty tune and pretty song.

Good Bye, Charlie. 2. Bh to e. Runt. 30
" When you are away,
Do not forget your Nelly darlingj."

A gea-side ballad for sailor's brides, and all others.

Thinking of Thee. 3. Db to f. Roelofson 30
" The sunset crimsons on the heights,

Flushinti the cold snow with, its kiss."
^ In excellent ta^te. A fine song.

let me love thee. 4. B to g. Pratt. 30
" Oh, let me love thee still, my hope.
Bright spirit of my youthful dreams."

Capable of deep expression.

1 am the gayest of the jjay. 3. F to d. Operti. 35
" I'm the jolliest, the gayest of the gay,

There's none like me ; how could there be ?"

A jolly song and dance.

We'll vote for Grant again. Song and Chorns.
2. G to e. Percy. 40

" We'll vote for Grant again, boys."
A campaign song. Tignette title. Let ua have a

fjood sing out of this election, anyhow. Easy compass.
Any number of thousands can sing it together, (sup-
posing they have the music).

Memory. Trio. Soprano, Contralto and Tenor.

4. G to fj. Leslie. 40
" Oh ! Memory. Oh I Memory!
When all things change, we fly to thee."

Reminds one of the best opera trios.

Little Baby's gone to sleep. 3. F to f. Benedict. 35
" Through the door the aneels made
Darling baby has passed in,"

Words by Dexter Smith, who knows how to take

hold of "mother's" feelings. Beautiful song.

She was a Spark. 2. G to d. Lee. 30
*' She was a Belle,

—

•

And just the girl for me."
Easy comic song.

Instrument al

.

Devotion de Matin. 5. Eft. Zlegfpld. 50
What one might name a "brilliant" sacred melody

with a rich workmanship of harmony about it. One
can nafely commend it highly.

Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesane). 4 hands. 3. Strauss. 1.00
A well-known favorite, but acquires a sort of "or-

chestral" character when played with 4 hands.

Cheerfulness. Panse Elegante. 3. C. Voss. 40
Decidedly elegant and neat.

Carlotta Polka. Op. 222. 4. B5. Ketterer. 50
Full of crisp brightness, with occasional legato oc-

tave movements for contrast. Requires a light hand.

Saltarellc. Op. 266. 4. F. Ketterer. 60
Played Presto and includes a succession of very

quick, light spriugs. Rapid as aTarantelle, but of a
sweeter quality

The Snow-Bell. 4. F. Jiwgmnnn. 50
Perfectly boautifnl. For its full delicate effect, it

requires extreme delicacy of touch.

Joy Bells. Tdylle. 4. A. Jungmann. 50
Very bright. Among tha best.

German Iloarts. CDeutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 3. 75
Very brilliant and Strauss-llke.

Sparkling Cascade Maznrka. 5. F. WWlnms. 50
The light arpeggios that constitute a waterfall move

mont are not often found in mnzurkas, but they are

very gracefully introduced In this one.

Fairy Favors Waltz. 3. D. Lar,gc. 50
Very pretty wfiltz. Belongs to the set of pieces

called "Perles Musicalcs."

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The ki"y is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat, &c.

asmall Roman letter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

an iuilic letter khe highest note, if above the staff.
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JAMES M. WEHLI'S COMPOSITIONS.

Messrs. Ditson & Co. beg to draw attention to the publications of this eminent and

popular composer. Among the pieces enumerated below will be found all classes of com-

positions to suit the brilliant as well as the junior pianist. Some of the pieces are well

adapted for school teaching. We annex a few " opinions " by persona who have heard the

compositions.

SILVER BELLS, 75 Cents.
" An exquisite little work of the caprice order"

—

Herald, N. Y.

One of the most popular pieces of the day, and has sold by thousands.

SLEIGH RIDE, 75 Cents.
" A hrilliant, characteristic work in semi-galop style. There is dash in it from beginning to end."

—

Herald, N. Y.

HARPE AHOLIENNE, 60 Cents.
A beautiful study in arpeggios, with a simple pretty melody attached, Admirably adapted for young

ladiea at schools.

MARCHE DE NUIT, $1.00.

"A composition of great merit, both as to melody and treatment."— Weekly Review.

SANS SOUCI GALOP, 75 Cents.

One of the most effective and brilliant Galops ever written. It is a splendid concert piece, and is admi-

rably adapted for private concerts. ^„

MINNEHAHA "LAUGHING WATER," 75 Cents.

Rather difficult, but an exceedingly useful study. Very descriptive, and if well played sounds like fall-

ing water.

NECK AND NECK GALOP, 75 Cents.

"Well adapted for junior pupils. If is brilliant, and improves Octave playing.

"FLOATING ON THE BREEZE," 75 Cents.

"A most charming composition. The melody is beautiful in itself, and the arpeggios surrounding it

make it a perfect drawing room piece. Nothing has been written of late years that will make so much effect

with so few difficulties."— Tinies.

MARCHE DES VIVANDIERES, $L0O.

"A rousing military piece. We could almost fancy the Zouaves marching past as we heard it, and

the celebrated ' pas de charge ' created an immense enthusiasm. M. Wehli played it as he can only play,

but we should like many of our amateurs to take it up, as it is a piece thaf will always win the admiration

of the hearer."—iVew Orleans Paper.

POLKA BOHEMIENNE, $1.00.

A qnaint and odd piece. The melody is perfectly beautiful, but the treatment quite novel. Destined

to be the most popular piece of the day.
^

BLUE DANUBE. Strauss.

Transcribed by Wehli. $1.00.

Brilliant, effective and sparkling. The best concert piece ever heard. Will always create an enthusi-

asm, being so popular and taking.

HOME SWEET HOME 60 Cents.

FOR LEFT HAND ALONE.

The only correct copy of the transcription, and which Mr. Wehli plays with such success.

Mr. Wehli's other compositions include the well-known

MARCHE DES AMAZONES, $1.00.

One of the most striking pieces ever published. Also his

POLKA DE CONCERT, $1.00, and

ROMANCE NOUVELLE, $1.00,

©t,IVEI£ BITSO]¥ & CO., Boston.

CHAS. e. DITSO]¥ & CO., New York.

Immense Sneeess of Ditson & Co.'s

MUSICAL TREASURE!
1,500 Copies Sold in 10 Days I

A Second Edition Kotv Ready,

"T)itson & Co.. hare exactly met the popular taste by this
publination. We find here such BOngs ua Nilsson'fl "Sprine
and Autumn," Ilullah's "Storm." and "Three Fishers,"
"Biwi.s in the Night," and "Tlu.ih thee," by Sullivan, with a
variety of Sacred and choice Colleg:e Snng<5, and many composi-
tions of Handel, Kreutzer, Spohr, Claribel, Root, and others

;

with the waltzes, marches, &c., of Straus.'^, Offenbach, Jung-
mann, Gottschalk,Spindler, Von Suppe, Kinkel, Budik and
many others We have not space to enumerate the best pieces
from the Treasure's extensive Cataloftue, but we do not hesi-
tate to say that it is the best collection we have everpeen,
being entirely composed of new and popular mueic,"— C/in's-
tian Union.

"This ia indeed a rare and complete collection, and we have
seen nothing for years which is so admirably adapted to the
general use of the musical public aa the Mdsioal Treasure "
—N. Y. Evening Post.

"Jnst the Rook for the Parlor and Home Circle ; containini;
over 100 peli'ctions—hpinc thp Cream of the Music of the Day
—both Vocal and Instrumental."

—

N. Y. Star.

Price S2.50 ; Cloth, $3-00; in Full Gilt, m.OO.

OlilVEB DITSON & CO.. Boston.

C. H. DITSOTf & CO., Wew Tork.

THE SONG GARDEN.
By Dr. Lowell Mason.

AnnunI Sale S©,0©0 Copies.
THE SOWG GARDEBT, No. 1 is for hcpnners, and

contHins "t.he first steps'Mn Musical Notation, with many
pleasing songs. Price 50 cts.

THE SONG GAHDEBT, No. 2 is adapted to the
middle and upper classes of common schools. Price 80 cts.

THE SONG GARDEN, No. Ais for High Schools
and Seminaries. Price, $1.00.

Sent, post-paid, on r?'ceipt of the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BUCK'S
Second Motette Collection.
A work of unusual merit. Said to exceed In beauty even

the first collection, which has been received with great favor.
It contains about 50 Motettes. one-fourth original, and the

remainder skilful adiipfjitions to Church purpr-ses of music by
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Hauptman, Liszt, Cherubini, Neu-
komm and others.

Mr. Dutfley Buck, the author, is one cf the losers by the
Great Fire, but fortunately saves his reputation, which is

amonff the hiehest as a composer, and bis Motettes, which
should be to him a new besinninfir of trood fortune.

Price, in Cloth, S2.75: in Boards, -f2 50.

Sent, post-paid for the above price.

OLIVEH DITSON" & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON" & CO., New York.

CHOICE LIST for MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

TEN SPLE^OIO CANTATAS
AS THE HART PANTS. Mendelssohn. 38 cts.

COME LET TJS SING. " 38 "
HYMN OP PRAISE. " 50 "
NINETY-EIGHTH PSALM. " 76 "
SPRING. From Hayden's Seasons. So "
SONG OP THE BELL. Romberg. 75 '•

MORNING. Reiss. So '•

ST. CECILIA'S DAY. Van Bree. $1.00
WOMAN OP SAMARIA. Bennett. 1.50
MAY QUEEN. " 1.00

Liberal discount to Societies.

BAUMBAOH'S
"Ngvh Gollecfion

OP

Sacred Music.
Those who have been anxiously waiting for its appearance

may now send their orders ; and not one will be disappointed in
the quality of music. Te Deums, Benedicites, Re-
sponses, Glorias, Anthems, Solos, Duets, Sen-
tences, and all firt^t class,—notfe better. Large, clear, legi-
ble type, a preat recnmmei'.dation.

Price in Cloth, §2.75 ; Boards, S2.50,
Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

-OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers and players,

and who can feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making pieces simple

and easy, but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the

most saleable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

BOSTON. OH H. BITSOM

SONGS OF J. B. THOMAS.
DREAMING, STILL DREAMING, CAN-

ZONET. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. .50

Fine Lithograph Title.

"Dreaminf;, still dreaming of days that are past,
Flowers that have faded, too lovely to last,

Sweet is the vision that greets me a^ain.
Cheering my sorrow, and soothing my pain."

A song that is a success. How much it's own
merit, and how much the fine rendering of Mrs. Seg-
uin and others, contributed to this desirable end, one
cannot tell. This, however, is sure, that it deserves

success.

THE BIRDS WILL COME AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F. to f. .40

".Sunshine and Shadow fell on the meadow.
Dew drops were gleaming, the skies were bringing May,

Soft winds were playing, somebody straying,
Seemed very careless of beauties on the way "

An unusually pretty song of Love, Birds and
Spnng.

THE GATES A.TAR. Song and Chorus.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to c. .40

"They are waiting for us only,
^Vhew•no pain can ever mar.

Little ones who left us lonely,
Watch ns thro' the gates aj^ir."

One of the responses, to Miss Phelps' beautifu'

thoughts, now echoed very gracefully in a rausica'

way. The song is very pretty, very easy, and of easy
compass.

APART ! Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to e. .40

"For your love's a faded rose,
That T keep within my heart,

Tho' we meet when life shall close,
Yet our days must be apart."

Capable of great e.xpression.

THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS.
Words by Longfellow. 3. F to f. .50

Handsome Illustrated Title.

"And the mother gave, in tears and pain,
The flowers she moat did love.

She knew she should find them all again,
In the fields of light above."

The words are dearly loved old acquaintances,
but the music is not so. Finely fitted to the senti-

ment, with a certain vigor and JFreshness, it will be a
taking song for public singing.

LAND OF HOME AND BEAUTY. Words
by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to f. .50

Fine Illustrated Title.

"Land of home and beauty,
Every thought of thee

Wakes within my bosom
Sweetest melody."

The landscape view on the title is well composed,
and worthy of preservation. A smooth, sweet, beau-
tiful song.

BONNY BESS. 3^,allad. Words by Geo. Cooper.

3. B6 to f. " .35

"0, the May, lovely May !

Tho' I never see you more—

"

"And the girle of the golden time of yore.
There was none so fair and sweet as bonny Bess."

A ballad of sweet and pure sentiment.
*

PEARL OF THE ISLE. Words by Geo.

Cooper. 3. E6 to e. .35

"0 the sweetest of names
I recall in my dreams,

^hen the past, like a star.

In my memory gleams."

An exceedingly graceful melody.

A SONG FOR THOSE WHO LOVE US.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. Eft to e. .35

*'A song for those who love ua,

Wherever they may be !

How many of ( hem wander
Upon the land and sea,"

It is sufficient praise to the music to say that it equals

the words in merit. And it m.iy be said of the songs

written by Mr. Cooper, that it would be difficult to

point to a feeble stanza in them.

DOWN BY THE RIVER-SIDE I STRAY.
Words by Geo. P. Morris. 3. F to f. .50

Illustrated Title.

"Beside the stream a maiden dwells,

My star of eventide I

Pure as the water-lily bells."

Composed for, and sung by Madame Anne Bishop,

and is very graceful and effective.

HOW GENTLY FALL THOSE SIMPLE
WORDS, GOD BLESS YOU! 2. C to e. .35

"You gently press the band of those
Who thus in love care.=;s you,

And soul responsive beattt to soul;

In hreathiog out 'God bless you.' "

A fflorifioation of the words so common, and so

full of kind fueling, A song that is good to sing.

THE DAY WHEN YOU'LL FORGET ME.
Words hy "Morgau'" 3. W) to e. .40

"You call me sweet and tender names.
And softly pmooth my tressea,

And all the while my tender heart
Beats time to your caresses."

Well written, a contribution of note to love-litera-

ture and love-muaic.

C03IP0SITI0NS OF G. D. WILSON.
This gentleman has fairly won a place among our best native composers. His pieces are, almost without exception, excellent for instructive purposes, and should

be "familiar friends" to teachers and pupils.

Opus 10. HAPPY DAY. Pensee' Fugitive.

4 A. 50

An iotrodurtion, then a Sowing melody, interrupted bv
ppintt.d chord and arpeggio passages, all with well-marked

expre^'HOn.

MERRY BELLS. Morceau de Sa-Op. 11.

Ion. 4. Ah. .50

As may be anticipated, the "Merry Bells" ring throughouti

and at first glanre the task of the player eeema difficult. Bu^
all i-t nicely arranzed to the hand, and one is enabled to jUay

a Tery show/ piec«. without any extraordinary amounPof
Btudy.

The Idyls, Sounmer Reveries,

Op. 13. A NIGHT IN JUNE. 4. Ah. .50

"At this utill hour when Htarry sones,

Arc flratiog thro' night's glowing noon."

.50Op. U. THE SHEPHERD BOY. 3. G.
"Like some vision olden, of far other time.
When age was golden, in the world's young prime."

Also published with illustrated title, price 60 cents.

A great favorite !

Op. 15. MORNING. 4. E5. .50

"Morn's orient beams appear, and one by one
Tbs weary stars retiring from their watch."

Op. 16. S.MILES. 4. A. .50

Op. 17. MEMORY. 4. E6

"Oft We wander, seeking roses,

In this garden, called tho earth."

"Borne on the stream of time,
Sweet thoughts of former days."

Op. 18. AMONG THE HILLS. 4. B6. .50

"I love the hills, I love the flowers,
That deck with gems the sunny swells."

These beautiful Idyls, or Summer reveries, are "dreamed
out" very gracefully, and, without being descriptive pieces,
express very completely th& feelings and sentiments indicated
by the titles and accompanying quotations.

SLEEP WELL. A Dream Song.

"Sleep soft, beloved."

4. T>h. .60

FIVE SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 4. .75

By Chas. P. Howard, arr'd hy G.D. Wilson.

Fingers are becoming flratclass vocalists. Sing theao melo-
dies with them!

Tivo Favorite Piano-Forte Pieces.
SUNRISE MAZCRK A. (Lever du Soleil). Mazurka Caprice.

J. S. P'illi.v,n. 4. A. .60

.May very well be mentioned on the same pnee with Wilson's Idyls, since it

has the same fine descriptive power, with perhaps a trifle more brilliancy.

WHIP-POOR-WILL'.S ECHO SONG, with brilliant variations,

by C'A. GrrM. .'J. E'<. .60

Mr. Grobu was, probably the original '-opus" man, as his opuses coimt hy

the thousand. The piece under consideration is Opus 1881, i.e. the 1881st

published work of tho composer. Among this vast number, of course, are

many that are mere "machine work," but there are also many that have grown
to be established favorites. This is one of the better class; a fine melody, skil-

fully varied.

Abbretiatioks.—Degrees of difficulty arc marked from 1 to 7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &.c.

highest noie, on the staff, an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

A small Roman letter marks the
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S^crtisements.
JyJISS AM-JXriB LOUISE CART.-Durmg the en|

eaing month of Jlay, special eDgagements may bemaue
with this celebrated artiste previous to her departure for

Burope. Apply to MR. A. P. PECK,
808—10 Boston Music Hall.

Look at this list of Music Teachers.

QEOKQE JAMES WEBB,
WILLIAM MASON,

"W. S. B. MATTHEWS,
DUDLEY BUCK,

JOSEPH MOSENTHAL.
THEODORE P. SEWARD, I „ . . ,

CHESTER e. ALLEN, )
Pnncipals.

All these distinguished teachers and artists will teach in

the Normal Mnsic Scliool at Binghampton, N. Y.

,

nest summer, making the school far superior to any other oe

jts class in the advantages it affords. The course of instruc-

tion will embrace Cultivation of the Voice, Harmony, Piano,

Organ, Violin, Method of Teaching the Rudiments, &c. Term
sii weeks, from July 10th to Aug. 21st-

For Circulars, apply to THEO. F . SEWARD, Orange, N. J.

;

or casSTER G. ALLEN, care Emiow & MiiN, No. 425
Broome St., N. T. 810—It.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
New Grand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINE3VILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENHX SUTTEK, Director.

ALL Branches taught according to the Classical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-
ded Courses of study comprising' Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in E.iCH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

6C7-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

WORLD'S PEACE JUBILEE
Chorus Book.

Is the hook to be used at the coming Great Festival. It is
now in the hands of the 20,000 singers who are to compose
the choir.

The music was carefully selected by the Music Committee,
and the book will be a popular and useful book for use in all
MUSICAL SOCIETIES, and should be in the hands of all in
the muiience at the CoUseum. It is the very best kind of
Libretto.

175 Octave Pages

!

Price, 75 cts.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS TH.VT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and "w. S. TILDEN.
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a largenumber of teachers of ^

j a

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises and 1
2, d and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.0o!

The aboveBooks and Songs sent, post-paid, on receiptor
retail price.

OLIVEB. DITSON &, CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

The Emerson Method

L. 0. EMEESON", of Boston, fand)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of CMeago.
PartT. Elements, Esercisea, Recreations.—Part II. Chords

and Technics.—Part III. How to use the Stops. Choice Col-
lection of Music, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-
ries and Interludes.
The Compilers have a high reputation and excellent judg-

ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price, $2.50.

Charming new Cantata for Ladies' Classes.

THE CULPRIT FAY. Ensign. 1.00

The "Mew Comic Songster.
Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha ! Ha! and with some of the Hundred Songs in

this collection, not always sensible, but great aids to light-

hearteduess.
The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.

Splendid Song. Vignette Title.

DREAMING, STILL DREAMING. Thoynas. .50

The above Books and Song sent, por-t free, on receipt of re-
tail pi'ices.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOW & CO., mew Fork-

Dr. Lowell Mason's

SONG GARDENS!
Have an immense sale. Each book complete

in itself, but one naturally succeeds the other
in a School Course. The books are

Perfect Mines of Valuable Materials

for Music Teachers.

This Song Garden. (Song Garden 1st Book).

Is for the little ones. Here are Simple Elements, Easy
Exercises, about 250 Tuoes, many of them the very sweet-
est

Floioers of Melodij. Price .50 cts. *

The 2d Song' Garden. ( Song Garden 2d Book)

.

Lowell Mason's Celebrated Elements.
250 Exercises and Rounds in the "Practical Course."

175 Songs. 70 Sacred Tunes. Price, 80 cts.

The 3d Song Garden. (Song Garden 3d Book).

Resume of the Elements. Musical Catechism. Vocal
Culture (with plates). 8.5 Exercises and Solfeggios. 200 2
3 and 4 part Songs and Glees. Price, fl.OO.

'

The ahoTe books sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSOH & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. KewYork.

J. -A.. SilLLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHES OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at Chiokering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street

S-J'te « 305'

EDW. SOHUBEaTH,
Foreign & American Music Depot,

No. 610 AHCH STREET,
PH1LA.DELPHIA. 795—

^m ^xm im ^p\l

VOCAL.
The Little Orphan. (L' Orfannella.) Arditi 40

I'm Number One Wellman. 30

Come to the Sea. ( Vieni al Mar.) Trio, Soprano,

Tenor and Alio or Bass Gordir/lani. 60

Sparking in the Winter. Song and Cho. . .^fiiei/. 3('

Good Bye, Charlie Hunt. 30

Thinking of Thee .- jRoelofion. 30

let me love thee Pratt. 30

1 am the gayest of the gay Operti. 35

We'll vote for Grant again. Song and Cho.Percy. 40

Memory. Trio. Soprano, Contralto and Tenor.
Leslie. 40

Little Baby's gone to sleep Benedict. 35

She was a Spark Lee. 30

Come with me. (Vieni Meco) Campana. 40
Kiss and make up. Song and Chorus. . ..Smitlt. 30
My own true love to my Dying Day MoUoy. 40
Golden Slumbers. 4 part song Cummirtgs. 35

Of thee Sargent. 30
Unspoken Love Sainton- Dolbi/. 40
0, weep not that I leave the shore. (The Veter-

an's Son ) Fehr. 35

Well a-day Randegge)-. 50

She wandered down the Mountain. Illustrated

Title Clog. 40
Toddling thro' the Lanciers Connolly. 30
The Dew is Sparkling. (Erblinkt der Thau).

Rubinstein. 30
Te Deum. Aria from "Hamlet." G. S. C. 1.25

A Cluster of Pearls. Song and Cho.C. H. Smith. 30
On the Sands Vandeiuater. 30

INSTBUMBNTAll

.

Devotion de Matin Ziegfeld 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 hands Strauss. 1.00

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Voss. 40
Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 Ketterer. 50
Saltarelle. Op. 266 " 60
The Snow-Bell -Junqmann. 50
Joy Bells. Idylle '" 50
German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75
Sparkling Cascade Mazurka Williams. 50
Fairy Favors Waltz ... . Lange. 60
Polka des Montagnards. (Bauer Polka). ^'^(//iarrf. 60
Souvenir de Mignon Hess. 60
Kaiserstadt Waltz. (Emperor City) Abt. 65
Fleurette. Caprice Impromptu ... (7. Gottschal/c. 50
Jolly Sisters Galop Zikoff. 40
Ruth Waltz Willing. 30
Valse Caprice Rubinstein. 1 .00

La Pensereso. Song without words.
Howard , arr'd by Wilson. 25

Prima Donna of a Night. Lanciers Pratt. 25
Jolly Brothers. " " 30
Mignon. Fantasie brillante Ketterer. CO
Martha. For 4 hands ,S. Smith. 1.25
Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hds. Strauss. 1.25

Flirtation. Polka Mazurka Waud. 35
Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands Strauss. 1.25

Stockton House Quadrille H. Sanderson. 60
The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Daly. 40
Souvenir de Pesth. Mazurka Etude Zahongi. 35
Cachuca Caprice. Op. 79 Raff. 1.00

Love's Greeting. (Liebesgrussj. Op. 291.

Jungmann. 30

Books.

The Culprit Fay. Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Musio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being:

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of mu.fic). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtainiog supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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JOUKNAL OF MUSIO
MKS. JENKY KEMPTOW,

Vocalist & Teacher ot Singing.
Address, care of-OLIVER DITSON & CO. 798-

"TJITDLET BTJCJS, date of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Churcli, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEB, private pupil of Carl Reinecko and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3.
'

800—3mo8.

SINGINQ AND PIANO.
MES. PAWWIE P. FOSTBE.

BTo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

jyrES. C. A. BAEEY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

FB07. & SXKS. EUG^JX A.. BOBBIS?S,
Academy of Music.

716 -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEENTISS,
Teaclier of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEESOn offers his Services as Conductor of
* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Bitson & Co., Boston, Maes.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
"Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.
Address EDWABD B. OLIVEE,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

*/l LLFI. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstructioH on

444
tfle Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

MR. W. 0- PERKINS -will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conveotions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

|nnms
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Addrees at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

B>'61.ISH AND lO'AI.lAjSf SIW&IJSG..
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co'8.

a. ANDHE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large aaaortment of Amehican Mdsio constantly on band.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING ar,d MCSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, CoolirJge House. Communicatione may be
leftat Ditaon & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

-WINSZiCW I.. B.A.irSEn',

No. laj Tremont Street, Beston. 681—6m.

TJ AtrOUST BCHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
* VIOLIN, in prepared to receive pupils, and offers

bb servieef) aa accompanlBt for claf<slcal compoBitiona for

PUdo and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditwn & Co., or Koppits,

Praefer k Co., 30 West St. 796—3m

P. H. TOEEINGTON,
(OrganLiC and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

AddreM, c»re of Oliver Ditson & Co.. 277 Wa«blDgton St.,

New England Con»<T»atf,ry of Mu<ic, .Monlc Hall, or .Midland
Street, Savin lllll, Dorcheater. 'I'Ji-'Aia

TWTE. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed his
^*^ 8tU'Ji*i< ahro^d. uii'J*fr rrie inntruction of fiorrie of the
flxst Artists of modern timea, win now receive puplU
Id PlADO aod Organ PtaylLg, bUo iu Theory of Mu.hIc.
Addresa Oiiver DlCioo & Co. 7i^l-6m

/gHlTRCH^̂ LQR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains 5(3: stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of $125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each iu its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon,
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer In each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teaclier of Singing and
Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. MOAVARO,
TpUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor KuUak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
MVSIC PUB£.1SHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
MuBic Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourfltockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

InatrnmentB, etc., is the largest and most oompU-te in the
No. West Our conDBction with Mensrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furniwh their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices. »

03* In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0, Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books publiflheci in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

TWTADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London.
•*-•*• for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give Lensone in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

CommuoicatlonH to be addressed to the care of OllverJDIt-
Bon & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

ROCK OF AGES!
A NKW AND ISKAIJTlIfUL

HYjni\ I OK FOUR VOICES,
JJ// ./. J{. Thomas.

Price .'50 Cents.
0LIVJ<;K ditson & CO., Boston.

O. H. UIT80W & CO., Kew York.

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYLES!
Prices S50, $65, $100, »125, S132, S140, $160,

S175, S200, S225, $250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One to TMrteen Stops.
Flute,
princip.4l,

Octave,
Flute d'Amour,
TEEaiUL.4.NT,

Vox IIUMANA,
Automatic Swell,

Melodia,
Dupason,
EUPHONE,
Hautboy,
t'lPTEENTH,
Cor Anglais,
couplees,

Bourdon,
Gamba,
Bassoon,
Voix Celeste,
Viol d'Asiodr,
Viola .

Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpaaaiog in attractiyeness any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable Present,

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other

in thecountry
; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;

and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently Interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE JPALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
^ of September nest. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-

FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-

TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction.—John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.

Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-

urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Mass. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

The Choral Tribute
BT L. O. BMEESON,

the moat satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing

School Books.
Price $1.50 ; $13-50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOIT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOU & CO., New York.

T SCHUBEKTH & CO. Pnlbliahers and Dealers

• in Foreign and American Muaio, 820 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS GALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT
OP

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Eimbracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTEN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS. FLAGEOLETS, PIPES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Oultar, Violoncello and Double-Baas.

PIAiVOS ARfD IflEIiODEOJVS
POR SALE AND TO LET.

Oar facl'.lties are such us enable us to furnish the aboVe;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C 1.RD MUSIC .FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OP MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at

prifcH and terms, that cannot fall to prove satisfatitory to

purchaaors.

JOHN C. HAYNE8 & CO.,
83 COURT STREET, (Opposite the CoHrt Hoose)
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Robert Schumann's Rules for Young Musi-

cians.*

TRANSLATED BY J. S. DTVIGHT.

I.

The most important thing is to cultivate the

sense of Hearing. Take pains early to distin-

guish Tones and Keys by the ear. The bell, the

window-pane, the cuckoo,—seek to find what

tones they each give out.

II.

You must sedulously practise Scales and other

finger exercises. But there are many persons

who imagine all will be accomplished if they keep

on spending many hours each day, till they grow

old, in mere mechanical practice. It is about as

if one should busy himself daily with repeating

the A-B-C as fast as possible, and always faster

and faster. Use your time better.

III.

"Dumb piano-fortes," so called, or key-boards

without sound, have been invented. Try tBem
long enough to see that they are good for nothing.

You cannot learn to speak from the dumb.

IV.

Play in time ! The playing of many virtuosos

is like the gait of a drunkard. Make not such

your models.

V.

Learn betimes the fundamental laws of Har-
mony.

VI.

Be not frightened by the words. Theory, Thor-

ough Bass, Counterpoint, &c. ; they will meet you
friendlily if you meet them so.

VII.

Never dilly-dally over a piece of music, but
attack it briskly ; and never play it only half

through

!

VIII.

Dragging and hurrying are equally great faults.

IX.

Strive to play easy pieces well and beautifully
;

it is better than to render harder pieces only in-

differently well.

X.

Always insist on having your instrument pure-
ly tuned.

XI.

You must not only be able to play your little

pieces with the fingers
; you must be able to hum

them over without a piano. Sharpen your im-
agination so that you may fix in your mind not
only the Melody of a composition, but also the
Harmony belonging to it.

XII.

Accustom yourself, even though you have but
little voice, to sing at sight without the aid of an
instrument. The sharpness of your hearing will

continually improve by that means. But if you
are the possessor of a rich voice, lose not a mo-

Journ5'[185^1*°'^
completed from the First Volume of thia

ment's time, but cultivate it, and consider it the

fairest gift which heaven has lent you.

XIII.

You must carry it so far that you can under-

stand a piece of music upon paper.

XIV.

When you are playing, never trouble yourself

about who is listening.

XV.

Always play as if a master heard you.

XVI.

If any one lays a composition before you for

the first time, for you to play, first read it over.

XVII.

Have you done your musical day's work, and

do you feel exhausted ? Then do not constrain

yourself to further labor. Better rest than work

without joy or freshness.

xvin.

Play nothing, as you grow older, which is

merely fashionable. Time is precious. One
must have a hundred lives, if he would acquaint

himself only with all that is good.

XIX.

Children cannot be brought up on sweetmeats

and confectionery to be sound and healthy men.

As the physical, so must the mental food be

simple and nourishing. The rnasters have pro-

vided amply for the latter ; keep to that.

XX.

A player may be very glib with finger-

passages; they all in time grow commonplace

and must be changed. Only where such facility

serves higher ends, is it of any worth.

XXI.

You must not give currency to poor composi-

tions ; on the contrary you must do all you can

to suppress them. ,

XXII.

You should neither play poor compositions, nor

even listen to them, if you are not obliged to.

XXIII.

Never try to acquire facility in what is called

Bravura. Try in a composition to bring out the

impression which the composer had in his mind

;

more than this attempt not ; more than this is

caricature.

XXIV.

Consider it a monstrosity to alter, or leave out

anything, or to introduce any new-fangled orna-

ments in pieces by a good composer. That is the

greatest outrage you can do to Art.

XXV.
In the selection of your pieces for study, ask

advice of older players ; that will save you much
time.

XXVI.

You must gradually make acquaintance with

all the more important works of all the impor-

tant masters.

XXVII.

Be not led astray by the brilliant popularity of

the so-called great virtuosi. Think more of the

applause of artists, than of that of the multitude.

XXVIII.

Every fashion grows unfashionable again ; i^

you persist in it for years, you find yourself a

ridiculous coxcomb in the eyes of everybody.

XXIX.

It is more injury than profit to you to play a

great deal before company. Have a regard to

other people ; but never play anything which

in your inmost soul, you are ashamed of.

XXX.
Omit no opportunity, however, to play with

others, in Duos, Trios, &c. It makes your play-

ing fluent, spirited, and easj'. Accompany a

singer when you can.

XXXI.

If all would play first violin, we could get no

orchestra together. Respect each musician, there-

fore, in his place.

XXXII.

Love your instrument, but do not have the

vanity to think it the highest and only one. Con-

sider that there are others quite as fine. Re-

member, too, that there are singers, that the

highest manifestations in Music are through cho-

rus and orchestra combined.

XXXIIL
As you progress, have more to do with scores,

than with virtuosi.

XXXIV.
Practice industriously the Fugues of good

masters, above all those of John Sebastian

Bach. Make the "AVell-tempered Clavichord"

your daily bread. Then you will surely be a

thorough musician.

XXXV.
Seek among your associates those who know

more than you.
XXXVI.

For recreation from your musical studies, read

the poets frequently. Walk also in the open air 1

XXXVII.

Much may be learned from singers, male and

female ; but do not believe in them for every-

thing.

XXXVIII.

Behind the mountains there live people, too.

Be modest ; as yet you have discovered and

thought nothing which others have not thought

and discovered before you. And even if you

have done so, regard it as a gift from above,

which you have got to share with others.

XXXIX.

The study of the history of Music, supported

by the actual hearing of the master compositions

of the different epochs, is the shortest way to cUre

you of self-esteem and vanity.

XL.
A fine book on Music is Thibaut Ueler Rein-
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heil der Tonkunst, ("On Purity in the Musical

Art.") Read it often as you grow older.

XLI.

If you pass a cliuvch and hear the organ play-

ing, go in and listen. If it happens that you

have to occupy the organist's seat yourself, try

your little fingers, and be amazed before this om-

nipotence of Music.

XLir.

Improve every opportunity of practising upon

the organ ; there is no instrument which takes

such speedy revenge on the jfopure and the

slovenly in composition, or in playing, as the

organ.

XLIII.

Sing frequently in choruses, especially on the

middle parts. This makes you musical.

XLIV.

What is it to be musical? You are not so, if,

with eyes fastened anxiously upon the notes, you

play a piece through painfully to the end. You
are not so, if, when some one turns over two pages

at once, you stick and cannot go on. But you

are musical, if, in a new piece, you anticipate

pretty nearly what is coming, and in an old piece,

know it by heart ; in a word, if you have Music,

not in your fingers only, but in your head and

heart.

XLV.

But how does one become musical? Dear

child, the main thing, a sharp ear, and a quick

power of comprehension, comes, as in all things,

from above. But the talent may be improved

and elevated. You will become so, not by shut-

ting yourself up all day like a hermit, practising

mechanical studies ; but by living, many-sided

musical intercourse ; and especially by constant

familiarity with orchestra and chorus.

XLVI.

Acquire in season a clear notion of the compass

of the human voice in its four principal classes
;

listen to it particularly in the chorus ; ascertain

in what interval its highest power lies, and in

what other intervals it is best adapted to the ex-

pression of what is soft and tender.

XLVII.

Listen attentively to all Songs of the People

;

they are a mine of the most beautiful melodies,

and open for you glimpses into the character of

different nations.

XLVIIL

Exercise yourself early in reading music in the

old clefFs. Otherwise, many treasures of the past

will remain locked against you.

XLIX
Reflect early on the tone and character of dif-

ferent instruments ; try to impress the peculiar

coloring of each upon your ear.

L.

Do not neglect to hear good Operas.

LL

Reverence the Old, but meet the New also

with a warm heart. Cherish no prejudice against

names nnknovro to you.

LII.

Do not judge of a comppsltion on a first hear-

ing
; what pleases you in the first moment is not

always the best. Masters would be studied.

Mach will become clear to you for the first time
in your old age.

LDL
In judging of compositions, distinguish whether

they belong to the artistic category, or only aim

at dilettantish entertainment. Stand up for those

of the first sorl ; but do not worry yourself about

the others !

LIV.

"Melody" is the watchword of the Dilettanti,

and certainly there is no music without melody.

But understand well what they meafi by it

;

nothing passes for a melody with them, but one

that is easily comprehended, or rhythmically

pleasing. But there are other melodies of a dif-

ferent stamp ; open a volume of Bach, Mozart, or

Beethoven, and you see them in a thousand vari-

ous styles. It is to be hoped that you will soon be

weary of the poverty and monotony of the mod-

ern Italian opera melodies.

LV.

If you can find out little melodies for yourself

on the piano, it is all very well. But if they

come of themselves, when you are not at the

piano, then you have still greater reason to re-

joice, for then the inner sense of music is astir in

you. The fingers must make what the head wills,

not vice versa.

LVI.

If you begin to compose, make it all in your

head. When you have got a piece all ready,

then try it on the instrument. If your music

came from your inmost soul, if you have felt it,

then it will take effect on others.

LVII.

If Heaven has bestowed on you a lively imag-

ination, you will often sit in solitary hours spell-

bound to your piano, seeking expression for your
inmost soul in harmonies ; and all the more mys-

teriously will you feel drawn into magic circles

as it were, the more unclear the realm of har-

mony as yet may be to you. The happiest hours

of youth are these. Beware, however, of aban-

doning yourself too often to a talent which may
tempt you to waste power and time on phantoms.

Mastery of form, the power of clearly moulding

your productions, you will only gain through the

sure token of writing. Write, then, more than

you improvise.

LVIII.

Acquire an early ]jnowledge of directing;

watch good directors closely ; and form a habit

of directing with them, silently, and to yourself.

This brings clearness into you.

LIX.

Look about you well in life, as also in the other

arts and sciences.

LX.
The Moral Laws are also those of Art.

LXL
By industry and perseverance you will always

carry it higher.
^ ° LXIL

From a pound of iron, bought for a few pence,

many thousand watch-springs may be made,

whereby the value is increased a hundred thou-

sand fold. The pound which God has given you,

improve it faithfully.

' LXIII.

Without enthusiasm nothing real comes of Art.

LXIV.
Art is not for the end of getting riches. Only

become a greater and greater Artist ; the rest

"will come of itself.

LXV.
Only when the form is entirely clear to you,

will the spirit become clear.

LXVI.

Perhaps only genius understands genius fully.

LXVII.

Some one maintained, that a perfect musician

must be able, on the first hearing of a complica-

ted orchestral work, to see it as in bodily score

before him. That is the highest that can be con-

ceived of
LXVIII.

There is no end of learning.

Schubert.

[From "Music and Morals," by the Rev. H. R. Haweis, M.A.]

(Concluded from page 212.)

HIS COMPOSITIONS.

We pass from the composer to his works.

Works be!:ngiiig to the highest order of genius de-

pend upon the rare combination of three distinct quali-

ties—(1) Invention, (2) Expression, (.3) Concentra-

tion. Speaking generally, we may say that Beetho-

ven and Mozart possessed all three. iVIendelssohn,*

the second and third in the highest degree ; Schu-

mann.t the first and third ; Schubert, the first and
second. As fast as his ideas arose they were poured

forth on paper. He was like a gardener bewildered

with the luxuriant growth springing up around him.

He was too rich for himself—his fancy outgrew his

powers of arrangement. Beethoven will often take

one dry subject, and, by force of mere labor and con-

centfation, kindle it into life and beauty. Schubert
will shower a dozen upon you, and hardly stop to

elaborate one. His music is more the work of a gifted

dreamer, of one carried along irresistibly by the cur-

rent of his thoughts, than of one who, like Beetho-

ven, worked at his idea until its expression was
without a flaw. His thought possessed Schubert

—

Beethoven labors till he has possessed his thought.

Schubert has left compositions in every style

—

operas, church music, symphonies, songs, and unex-
plored masses of piano-forte music. His operas

were uniformly unsuccessful, with the exception of

"War in the Household," which is on a very small

scale, and has the advantage over all the others of an

experienced librettist, Castelli. The truth is that

Schubert was probably deficient in the qualities which

are necessary to the success of an opera. Besides

melody, harmony, facility, and learning, an attention

to stage effect, a certain tact of arrangement, and,

above all things (what Schubert never possessed), the

faculty of coming to an end, are necessary. Any
thing like diffuseness is a fault. A successful opera

must have definite points to work up to, and a good
crisis. How many Italian operasdepend upon three

situations, one quartet, and a good murder ! And
how many of them are worth a page of Schubert's

music "!

Some of his Masses and Psalms are still unpub-

lished ; the few we have had the good fortune to hear

possess all the breadth and sweetness of his secular

works. The twenty-third Psalm, for women's voices,

might he sung by a chorus of angels.

Schubert wrote in all seven complete symphonies.

Of these, the sixth, in C, is interesting, as showing

the transition from the forms of Mozart and Beetho-

ven to true Scbuberlian. The seventh and last (1828)

is a masterpiece, and tastes of nothing but Schubert

from beginning to end. Comparisons of merit are

usually senseless or unjust, but different qualities are

often best observed by the light of contrast. In

Schubert's piano forte music and symphonic writing

for strings or full orchestra we miss the firm grip of

Beethoven, the masterful art weaving completeness of

Mendelssohn, the learninu of Spohr, or even the pure

melodic flow of Mozart
;
grip there is, but it isoftener

the grip of Phaeton than the calm might of Apollo
;

a weaving there is, no doubt, but like the weaving of

the Indian loom—beautiful in its very irregularity;

learning there is, and that of the highest order, be-

• The quality, at once delicate, tender, and sublime, of

Mendelssohn's creations is not questioned; but the endless

though bewitching repetitions, or inversions of the siirae

phrnse, and an Identity of form which amounts to more than
mere mannerism, compel us to admit that the range of his

musical ideas was limited.

t Again, extraordinary powers of expression are not de-

nied to Schumann. He' sometimes hits you, like Robert

llrcwnlng, with the force of a sledge-hammer, bnt you often

feel that, like that poet, lie is laboring witli some thought for

which lie can find and for which there is do adequate verbal

expression.
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cause instinctive ; but how often do we find a neglect

of its use in the direction of curtailment or finish !

—

melodies there are in abundance, but they are fre-

quently so crowded upon each ottier with a destruct-

ive exuberance of fancy that we fail to trace their

musical connection or affinity. In speaking thus, we
are dealing, of course, with characteristics and ten-

dencies, not with invariable qualities. Movements
of Schubert might be pointed out as rounded and
complete, as connected in thought and perfect in ex-

pression, as the highe-t standard of art could require

;

but these will be found more often among his piano-

forte four-hand and vocal music than in his larger

works. We must, however, admit that the excep-
tions to this rule are triumphant ones, and criticism

stands disarmed before such works as the Quintet in

C, the Sonata in A minor, and the Seventh [9th ?]

Symphony.

In describing this symphony, Schumann has not
fallen into the shallow mistake of explaining to us
the particular thought which the author had in his

mind ; but, while admitting that probably he had
none, and that the music was open to different inter-

pretations, he neither there, nor elsewhere in the mass
of his criticism, explains how the same niece of music
can mean different things, or why people are so apt
to insist upon its meaning something. The fact is,

when we say apiece of music is like the sea or the

moon, what we really mean is, that it excites in us
an emotion like that created by the sea or the moon

;

but the same music will be the fit expression of any
other idea which is calculateii to rouse in us the same
sort of feeling. As far as music is concerned, it mat-
ters not whether your imagination deals with a storm
gradually subsitling into calm, passionate sorrow
passing into resignation, or silence and night descend-
ing upon a battle-field ; in each of the above cases
the kind of emotion excited is the same, and will

find a sort of expression in any of these different con-
ceptions. In illustration of the number of similar
ideas which will produce the same emotion, and of
the different ways in which the same emotion will

find an utterance, see an article in the Argosi/, II.,

by Matthew Browne : "It has seemed to me that no
note of pain, shriek of agony, or shout of joy—/or

either would do—could be strong enough to express
sympathy with a meadow of buttercups tossed and
retossed by the wind."

How often in Beethoven is it impossible to decide
whether he is bantering or scolding, and in Mendels-
sohn whether he is restless with joy or anxiety !

Thus a very little reflection will show us that mu-
sic is not necessarily connected with any definite con-
ception. Emotion, hot thought, is the sphere of
music; and emotion quite as often precedes as fol-

lows thought. Although a thought will often, per-
haps always, produce an emotion of some kind, it

requires a distinct effort of the mind to fit an emotion
with its appropriate thought. Emotion is the atmos-
phere in which thought is steeped—that which lends
to thought its tone or temperature—that to which
thought is often indebted for half its power. In list-

ening to music, we are like those who gaze through
different colored lenses. Now the air is dyed with a
fiery hue, but presently a wave of rainbow green, or
blue, or orange floats by. and varied tints melt down
through infinite gradations, or again rise into eddy-
ing contrasts, with such alterations as fitly mirror in

the clear deeps of harmony the ever changeful and
subtle emotions of the soul. Can any words express
these ? No ! Words are but poor interpreters in the
realms of emotion. Where all words end, music
begins

; where they suggest, it realizes ; and hence
the secret of its strange, ineffable power. It reveals
us to ourselves ; it represents those modulations and
temperamental changes which escape all verbal anal-
ysis ; it utters what must else remain forever unutter-
ed and unutterable ; it feels that deep, ineradicable
instinct within us, of which all art is only the rever-
berated echo—that craving to express, through the
medium of the senses, the spiritual and eternal reali-

ties which underlie them ! Of course, this language
of the emotions has to be studied like any other. To
the inapt or uncultured, music seems but the grace-
ful or forcible union of sounds with words, or a pleas-
ant meaningless vibration of sound alone. But to
him who has read the open secret aright, it is a lan-
guage for the expression of the soul's life beyond all

others. The true musician cares very little for your
definite ideas, or things which can be expressed by
words—he knows you can give him these; what he
sighs for is the expression of the immaterial, the im-
palpable, the great "imponderables" of our nature,
and he turns from a world of painted forms and op-
pressive substances to find the vague and yet perfect
rapture of his dream in the wild, invisible beauty of
his divine mistress !

Although music appeals simply to the emotions,
and represents no definite images in itself, we are jus-

tified in using any language which may serve to con-

vey to others our musical impressions. Words will

often pave the way for the more subtle operations of

music, and unlock the treasures which sound alone

can rifle, and hence the eternal popularity of song.

Into the region of song Schubert found himself forced

almost against his will. He could get himself heard

in no other, and this, after all, proved to be the sphere

in which he was destined to reign supreme. His in-

spirations came to him in electric flashes of short and
overwhelming brilliancy. The white heat of a song
like the "Erl King," or "Ungeduld," must have
cooled if carried beyond the limits of a song. No-
where is Schubert so great as in the act ef rendering

some sudden phase of passion. Songs like "Mignon"
and "Marguerite Spinning" remind one of those mir-
acles of photography where the cloud is caught in

actual motion—-the wave upon the very curl. Schu-
bert was always singing. The Midas of music, eve-

rything dissolved itself into a stream of golden melo-

dy beneath his touch. All his instrumental works
are full of melodies. We need not wonder at the

number of his songs. He began by turning every

poem he could get hold of into a song, and, had he

lived long enough, he would have set the whole Ger-

man literature to music. But he who, like Coleridge,

is always talking, is not always equally well worth
listening to. Schubert composed with enormous
rapidity, but seldom condensed or pruned sufljciently,

and his music sometimes suffers from a certain slip-

per-and-dressing-gown style, suggestive of a man
who was in the habit of rising late, and finishing his

breakfast and haff a dozen songs together. His
warmest admirers cannot be quite blind to an occa-

sional slovenliness in his accompaniments ; but, like

Shelley, he is so rich in his atmospheric effects that

we hardly care to look too nearly at the mechanism.
His songs may be divided into seven classes. We
can do no more at present than barely enumerate
them, pointing out specimens of perfect beauty in

illustration of each. We quote the "Wolfenbiittel"
edition, in five volumes, edited by Sattler. The first

number refers to the volume, the second to the page.

I. Religious—"Ave Maria," ii., 248; " The Young Nun,"
ii ,222.

n. Supernaluml—"The Bauble," v., 183; "The Ghost's
Greeting," iii., 4-31

III. Smnbolical—"The Crow," ii., 409 ; "The Erl King," i.,

2.

lY. Classical—"Philoctetes," iv.. 97 : ".a5.^chylus," iv. 125.
V. Descriptive.—"The Post," ii., 406 ; "A Group in Tar-

tarus,"!.. 112.

VI. Songs ofMeditation—"The Wanderer," i., 20 ; "Night
and Dreams " ii,, 22.5.

YII. Songs of Passion—".Mi^ou," iv., 176; "Thine is my
heart," i. 132 ; "By the Sea, " v. 181 ; "Anne Lyie,"
ii., 348.

Notwithstanding the opinion of an illustrious critic

to the contrary, we must be allowed to doubt whether
Schubert ever reached his climax. Those works of
his latest period not manifestly darkened by the shad-
ows of appro.aching death

—

e. g., "Seventh Sympho-
ny" and "A minor Sonata"—bear the most "distinct

marks of progress ; and during the last year of bis

life he had applied himself with vigor to the study of
Bach, Handel, and the stricter forms of fugue and
counterpoint. What the result of such severe studies

might have been upon a mind so discursive we can
only conjecture. He might have added to his own rich-

ness more of Beethoven's power and of Mendelssohn's
finish ; but, in the words of Schumann, "He has
done enough ;" and as we take a last glance at the
vast and beautiful array of his compositions, we can
only exclaim again with Liszt : "Schubert !—Schu
bert, le mtisicien, le plus poete qui fut jamais !"

A Matter of Principle.

(From the Loudon Musical World. March 30.)

We have been asked by Herr Stockhausen to pub-
lish the letter which appears below, and do not hesi-

tate to grant his request, for reasons quite apart from
the personal matters involved. Into the dispute be-
tween Herr Stockhausen and Mr. Barnby we must
decline to enter as partisans of one side or the other

;

and it need hardly be said that our columns will be
as open to the defence of the latter as thev now are to

the attack of the former. Herr Stockhausen writes
as follows :

—

(To the Editor of the "Musical World.")

Deak SiK.^Publicity being the only means by
which a singer can defend his conduct for not ap-
pearing when duly announced, I beg yon kindly to
give space in your valuable paper to these lines.

It is not enough I think that the public should
read : "Mr. Barnby regrets to announce ihut Herr
Stockhausen will not appear this morning ;" the pub-
lic is entitled to know why.

I wish to state by^this letter that, without giving
me any information before the beginning of the re-

hearsal on Thursday last, March 21, Mr. Barnby

made a cut in the bass part of the John Passion, by
J. S. Bach, which I had to my sincere belief been
engaged lo sing as it is written. When I noticed

that Christ's words "Put thy sword into the sheath,"

had been passed (page fifteen of Novello's edition),

I asked what was going on ? "It is a cut," said Mr.
Barnby. I remarked he ought to have told mo of it

before the rehearsal, and that I objected positively to

any cut of Christ's recitatives
; in fact I said I would

not do it, I would not sing. He answered : "Well,

then we must find somebody who will do it." Now
considering how important Jesus' words are in the

drama of the Passion, it is a great mistake to curtail

these recitatives, to which Bach has written most ad-

mirable music, and, considering I had been engaged
for the whole bass part, which any conductor in Ger-

many never before curtailed, Mr. Barnby had no
right to make a cut in it without giving me due
warning. However, I would not have been so par-

ticular, so angry about the matter, if last year, at the

general rehearsal of the Matthew Passion, Mr. Barnby
had not left out the recitatives, "Put oflFthy sword,"
and "Are ye come out," with which ive had agreed to

begin the second part, in order to give the words of

our Saviour in their whole integrity. He did not say

a single word about the decision he had taken since

our interview at my rooms in Hanover Street, but,

as I have just stated, passed on rapidly, leaving me
no time for the shortest remark. My surprise will

easily be imagined : had it not been for the admira-
ble work of J. S. Bach. I would have left the plat-

form instantly. This happened on the very day of

the performance. I had, happily, control enough
over myself not to utter even a word.

On Thursday, the matter stood else. Experience
taught me the lesson to be on my guard. Mr Barn-
by, however, seemed to have forgotten all about it

;

for, when I asked him if he did not think it worth
while to apeak to me about the changes before the

rehearsal, he said it had been materially impossible
to do so, as I had arrived only the day before from
Liverpool, that the copies were just out (I had mine
two days before the rehearsal took place), that my
copy was but a proofcopy, and so on. And when I

asked Mr. Barnby why he did not write to me about
the matter, he answered, he had other business to do
than to write about that. The same gentleman who
professed to have great veneration for the Passion,

and wanted to have lessons from his baritone singer
on the great German vocal works (this is not a joke),
mentioning expressly the St. John's Passion, some of
Bach's cantatas, and of Brahms's works, could not
find time to write to him about the cuts he thought
proper to make in the bass part of the St. John Pas-
sion. Of course, this reply settled the question. I

left the concert-room at once.

To day, at Westminster Abbey, a new cut is to be
performed in the Matthew Passion. The recitative,

"Put up thy sword." and the concluding chorus in E,
"0 man, thy heavy sin lament," have been, at my
earnest request, included in the book of words

;
(in

fact I had made a condition "sine qua non" of it, if

Mr. Barnby wanted my co-operation, which I had
offered gratuitously for the Special Service that day) ;

but now I miss Ciirist's words, "My Father, if it be
possible, let this cup pass from me" (First time, page
56 of Novello's edition). Does not the Evangelist
say "And went away again and prayed the third

time" ? How will he make up for this omission *

What on earth can induce Mr. Barnby to cut those
seven bars 1 They would surely not take much time,
neither is there any dififioulty to modulate to the chord
of B flat. When consulted about it, Mr. Barnby re-

plies that he does not know the reason by heart, that
the book of words has been carefully worked out
since ten days, that there must be a good reason for

it.

I mamtain that there is no good reason whatever
for such a cut. Never, to my knowledge, has a sin-

gle word of Christ's recitatives been cut in Germany,
and musicians know how often the Passion is per-

formed there. Almost every Ges.'ingverein does it

in Passion or Holy Week. Surely the English pub-
lic, so well initiated to sacred music, would not have
found it too much, had I been allowed to sing the

Recitatives in their totality.

AH this shows to evidence that Mr. Barnby has
not got into the spirit of the Passion. The recitatives

of the Saviour, the very nucleus of the drama, he

trifles with. The chorales which represent the whole
congregation are, contrary to Bach's score, executed

like sweet little part-songs without accompaniment,
the basso contintto is played by the cembalo alone,

whereas it should be assisted all the time by one or

two violoncellos and a double bass ; and the first part

of the Matthew Passion is ended up to this day with a
dashing chorus in order to procure an encore. As to

the cutSj Mr. Barnby tells us that Mendelssohn him-

self (whom by the way he considers to have been
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"not much of a conductor," he was "too excitable"
he says) did more of them than the book of words
will show to night. This I cannot control, not hav-
ing at hand Mendelssohn's score, but this I know

:

never would Mendelssohn have cut one word of
Christ's recitatives. But how will he account
for the other mistakes ? With the fine and
powerful chorus of the "Oratorio Concerts," with the
eminent singers of this country, the Passion would
have been worked out to a masterly performance if

the conductor was imbued with "the right spirit.

"Dear, excitable" Mendelssohn ! Why did you leave
ns so soon, why had we not the good luck to sing
Bach's Passion nnder your conductorship in Eng-
land ! I am, dear Sir, yours respectfully,

J. Stockhausen.
1, Walton Street, S. W.,

March 2Uh, 1872.

Setting the parties to this dispute on one side, we
see in the dispute itseli matter for timely comment.
The question involved is hardly one enough under-
stood ;-=-one which demands whether any reverence,
and, if so, how much, should be paid to the express-
ed will of a composer when his work has to be per-
formed. The loose ideas entertained on this point,
and, not only entertained, but carried into practice,

would astound those who do not know that in music
the integrity of a work of art is, generally speaking,
less valued than temporary convenience or whim.
Conductors, as a rule, wholly mistake their position.

At the most, they are but chief interpreters—mere
links between the speaker and those spoken to ; their

highest and complete duty being reverently to dis-

cover the meaning of the former, and faithfully to

convey it to the ears of the latter. As a matter of
fact, however, they put themselves above the com-
poser and his work, ignoring the one and wielding a
blue-pencil sceptre over the other with all the assur-

ance of conscious superiority. There is nothing an
alogous to this in other arts. "What is written re-

mains," says the proverb, but Mr. Tupper should
change the old saw in the next edition of his favorite

"Philosophy"—What is painted, and what is sculp-

tured, remains ;—what is written, in a composer's
score, at any rate, depends on the fancy of whoever
chooses to wield the miscJiievous implement to which
we have referred. Prima facie we bold that the pro-

ductions of musical art should be shown in their in-

tegrity ; but we admit that meddling with them in-

volves many degrees of culpability. When Smith
colors a sixpenny print with plenty of yellow and
Vermillion his offence is venial, but what if Jones
lays his hand upon a "Turner" or a "Reynolds !"

We say then—let the classics of music alone, if they

cannot be presented as intended by the master mind
of the composer. Applying this general rule to a
particular case, there appears to ns no excuse for

meddling with the divine Passion of J. S. Bach. In-

deed, we go so far as to assert that when the chorales

are turned into the means of showing off "pretty"
singing, and sensational pianissimos with no meaning
in them, the whole work is degraded from its lofty

tone and purport.

Eotert Schumann on William Sterndale
Bennett, (1837.)*

After thinking for a long time how I could offer

the reader at the commencement of the year 18.37,

something that might add a fresh impetus to his

kindly feelings toward us, among a host of wishes
for his prosperity, I could hit on nothing but the idea
of forthwith introdncing to him a certain most hap-
pily constituted individuality. This individuality is

no Beethoven, engaged in a combat of years ; no
Berlioz, preaching revolt with a hero's voice, and
spreading dismay and destruction around ; but rather

a tranf|ail, fine spirit, which, whatever the tnmult
raging tjeneath, works on alone above, like an astron-

omer observing the course of phenomena, and watch-
ing for an opportunity to dive into the secrets of na-

ture.

The native country of .Sterndale Bennett is that of
Shakespeare, and his Christian name, too, is the

Christian name of the poet. And, after all, is it so
wondeifnl ?— are the arts of mu^ic and poetry so for-

cipi to each other, that the greatly cel"brated coun-

try which produced .Shakespeare and Byron shouM
also produce a musician ? If through the names of

Field, Onslow, Potter, Bishop, and otherR, an old

prejudice ha.s been shaken, how much more has this

been so in the case of the subject of our notice, at

whose very cradle a kind Providence watched ? If

it is true that great fathers hare seldom had children

who, in their torn, have been great in the same art or

the same science, those lire ind- e<l to ho accounted
fortanate, who even at their birth have been bound

•From Robert fl«hom*nn> G'fnmmflte Srhrifl^n hVjrr Mu-
sik v.vl Mmik'r. TraaiUted f.r the I..qo(lon Mnsieal World,
hj Jobn V. BridgeisAn.

down to their talent, and directed to the vocation of
their life ; who have thus been fortunate, like Mozart,
Haydn, and Beethoven, whose fathers were simple
musicians. These men imbibed music with the milk
from their mother's breast, and learned it in their

dreams of childhood. On first awakening to con-
sciousness, they felt themselves members of that

great family of artists, into which others have fre-

quently to purchase admission with sacrifices.

Fortunate, therefore, was the artist of whom we
are speaking, and who, no doubt, has many and
many a time sat, listening in wonder and ecstacy,un-
der the great organ, while his father, the organist of

Sheffield, in Yorkshire, was playing. No nation in

the world is, probably, so well acquainted with Han-
del as the English nation, and there is nothing of his

which does not please them except his German name.
They listen to him with reverence in their churches,
and sing his compositions with enthusiasm at their

festive entertainments; nay, more, Lipinski used to

say that he heard a postilion perform airs of Handel
on his horn. Even a less happily constituted dispo-

sition must, necessarily, under such favorable cir-

cumstances, have developed itself purely, and in con-
formity with nature. What a careful education in

the Royal Academy of Music in London, teachers like

Cipriani Potter and Dr. Crotch, and unwearied pri-

vate study may have done, I know not; I only know
that from the scholastic web so beautiful a soul arose,

that we feel inclined to follow it with yearning arms
in its flierht, while it ia bathing in ether, and gather-
ing and distributing flowers.

But as the soil on which Bennett was born could
not forever satisfy such a winged spirit, he no doubt
often yearned for the land where the first among mu-
sicians saw the light of day ; and, therefore, for some
little time past, the favorite of the London public,

aye, the musical pride of all England, has been liv-

ing in our immediate neighborhood.
Were I now to say anything of the character of

his compositions, it would be, that their speaking and
brotherly similarity with those of Mendelssohn must
immediately strike everj one. The two men possess

the same beauty of form, poetic depth and clearness,

ideal purity, and the same enrapturing expression

outwardly, and yet there is a distinction between
them. "The characteristics thus distineuishing them
from each other are more evident in their perform-
ance than in their mode of composition. The play-

ing of the Englishman is perhaps the softer (greater

in the working out of the details), because that of
Mendelssohn is more energetic (displaying more ex-

ecution on a grand scale.) The former shades as

delicately in the most subd-ued pnssages ns the latter

really first overflows with fresh strength in the most
magnificent and forcible ones ; if, in the first instance,

the refulgent expression of one form alone overpow-
ers us, in the other, hundreds of joyous angels' heads

burst forth as from one of Raphael's skies. Some-
thing similar is true, likewise, of their compositions.

If Mendelssohn presents to us, in phantastic outlines,

all the wild hustle of a Midsummer Night's Dream,
Bennett is more willingly excited to music by the

figures of the Jlfen/ Wives of Windsor;* if one, in

his overtures, spreads before us the profonndly slum-
bering surface of the sea, the other tarries by the side

of the softly breathing lake, with the moon reflected

in it.

This last reflection leads me directly to three of

Bennett's most charming pictures, which, with two
other works of his, have been published in Germany,
as well as elsewhere ; they bear the respective inscrip-

tions of The Lake, The Mill stream, and The Fountain,

and, for coloring, truth to nature, and poetical con-

ception, are real Claude Lorraines in music ; living

landscapes of tone, and, especially the last, in the

hands of the poet, full of truly magical effect.

I could say much more—how these are but small

poems compared to Bennett's greater works, such, for

instance, as six symphonies, three pianoforte concer-

tos, orchestral overttires to Parisina, the Nainde-^, &c.

—how he knows Handel by heart—how he plays all

Mozart's operas on the piano, in such a manner as

to make us fancy we see them bodily before us ; but

I cannot keep him off any longer—he has been look-

ing over mv shoulder for a long time past, and has

now asked for the second time—"What are you writ-

ing ?" "My dear friend, all I will add is
—"if you

but knew !" Eiisehids.

•lie hafl written an ovftrturc to thip play of Stiakeflpeare.

Ilusir JhoaK
London.—Old Bach is gaining ground in Eng-

land. The Si. Mallh^w Passion Music was perform-

ed in Exeter Hall a few weeks. since under Mr.

Barnby'fl direction. The Alhciiaum thinks "the time

may come when some master-mind will add addition-

al accompaniments to the 'Passion' music. We
shall then get rid of the absurdity of the pianoforte

accompaniment to some solos, and the restricted

number of strings to the other voices." "May

come'?" i7as come : Has Mr. Bull, with character-

istic fortitude, made up bis mind that he will never

know of Robert Franz, no ! never ?—Of the perform-

ance the same paper says :

The ohoir was fall of energy laat Tuesday ; but the fortes

were mucli too predominant, and much more light and shade

will be required to develope Bach's innermost imagery. Si-

lence will be the best course for the critic in referrinsr to the

vocalization of ttie Bopnino and contralto, the two ladies not

having the most remote notion of the words . The absence of

right accent, indeed, was the predominant defect of the execu-

tion, which was too spasmodically 5(acca/o, or too chopping-

The tenor, Mr. Edward Lloyd, was heard with unalloyed grati-

fication ; his readings of the recitatives were intelligent and

feeling. Equally good, as regards accuracy and devotional

feeling, was Herr Stoekhausen, only he dragged the tempi too

much. Dr. Stainer's forbearance in keeping the pianoforte

accompaniments under, and using Bach's harmonies, was

worthy of special commendation. Mr. Docker, the organist,

was not quite so discreet at times, but on the whole got

through his duty artistically. Mr. Polli'zer's playing of the

violin obbtigato to the contralto air, "Have mercy upon me,'

was effective. The Passion Music will be given at the next

Worcester Musical Festival in the autumn ;
and it will be a

rare treat to hear the work in the Cathedral. If, as in Ger-

many, the congregation would join in the chorales, the power

of the composition would be more sensibly felt.

"And now" (as ihe newspaper paragraphists say)

we read that the other published Passion of Bach, the

"St. John Passion," was to be done in London on

the 22nd ult.

The Philharmonic Concerts began March 20, with

two Symphonies (Potter, No. 2, in I.) and Mendels-

sohn's "Scotch"); Spohr's Duo Concertante, by

Herr Joachim and Herr Bargheer ; Overtures to

Leonore.No.l, and FreyschiUz. Vocalists: Mme-

Peschka-Leutner (first time in England) and Mme.

Patey.

A new overture, "Ajax," by Sir W. Sterndale Bennett, and

a new concerto for violin, by Mr. G. A. Macfarren, are to be

performed at the forthcoming concerts. Among other un-

known works which will be given this season, we note, Cipri-

ani Potter's second symphony in D ; a hautboy concerto of

Handel's ; Sir W. Sterndale Bennett's symphony in G minor
;

a new orchestral serenade in D by Brahms ;
a pianoforte con-

certo by W. G. Ousins ; and a concerto for strings by old Bach.

The Third of Mr. Ganz'a series of Saturday Evening Concerts

again brought forward the admirable artistic capacity of Mme-

Camilla Urso, who has approved herself a violinist of rare or-

der. Nothing better could be imagined than the sustenance

of her part of the first of Beethoven's R-isonmowski set of

quartets—that in F, which she led with a breadth, freedom,

and accuracy which stamp her among the first artists of her

school. Mr. Richard Blagrove took the viola and M. Paque

the violoncello in this quartet as well as in that of Schumann

in E flat, with all efliciency, the pianoforte in the latter being

held by M Edouard Paris to general satisfaction. Hummel's

pianoforte trio in E flat was also supported by him in effective

fashion. The vocalism was all of a favorable order—particu-

larly three caniojii of Rossini composed for Mme. Conneau,

and charmingly eung by her. The "Cangio d'aspetto'' of

Handel, and Schubert's song "On every tree" were given by

Miss Alice Fairman, and elicited warm approval. These con-

certs maintain their uniform excellence.

Monday Popular Concerts. The Telegraph,

March 23, writes of Mme. Arabella Goddard's an-

nual benefit concert as follows :

She has demonstrated that there is nothing she cannot play

—an adequate exeeulion of the "106" (Beethoven) implying

mastery over every conceivable difficulty ; and she has estab-

lished beyond cavil her willingness to play anything which

deserves a hearing. In these things lie her claim to the hon-

orable but mucb-abused title of artist—a title rightly worn

but by a select band ; and it is these facts which make her

'benefit" an event of special importance. On the occasion

we now notice Mme. Goddiird once more indiilffed a fondness

for acting aa champion of those (Hi vtinorcs, who, but for her,

would want fane, altar, and worshippers. One, at least, of

the lessor Olympians is under special obligations to Ihe perse-

verance and tkill with which Mine. Goddard has set forth his

claims. Need we mention Dussck ns that one ?—the Dussek

wlioFe genius received an eloquent vindication at her hands on

Monday night by n performance of the .Sonata In E flat (Op.

7.0). There Is good reason to hi-lleve that this work had never
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before been played in England ; though why mueic bo beauti-

ful should endure such neglect is not easy to understand,

withont assuming ignorance or want of appreciation on the

part of those who are responsible. Certain it is that the So"

nata takes rank among the very best of Dussek's creations I

and that, as regards symmetry, imaginative power, and melod

ic beauty, it has few superiors in the particular school to

which it belongs. Amateurs who heard the Sonata on Mon-

day for tbe first time must have been struck by the revelation

made of Dussek^s elegant art The exquisite grace of the

opening Allegro, with its mastorly "free fantasia ;" the loveli-

ness of an Andante as pure as though written by Mozart, with-

out suggesting Mozart in any degree ; and piquancy of a Fi-

nale exhibiting the nrs cdcirt artttn to perfection—these are

fe.itures upon which every admirer of good music must dwell

with loving appreciation ; and, because making these known,

Mme. Goddard's latest achievement was by no means her least.

It is almost superflous to tell how the Sonata was played. In-

deed, to do so at any length would be to repeat observations

already made a thousand times with regard to the faultless

precision and unfailing clearness of reading which characterize

Mme. Goddard's performances. Let it suffice testate that a most

poetic interpretation, or one more marked by a delicate sense

of every beauty to be exhibited, the most exigent taste could

hardly desire. At the close of the Sonata, Mme. Goddard was

recalled with enthusiasm, and justly applauded. The ftcne/?-

c'lahe subsequently joined Signor Piatti in Mendelssohn's in-

genious and interesting "Tema con variftzioni" (Op. 17), for

piano and violin ; and played, with Herr .Joachim, the "Kreut-

zer'' Sonata of Beethoven. Such a combination of talent in

each case ensured a magnificent performance. We should add

that Mozart's Quartet in G (Op. 10) opened this most interest-

ing concert, and that Mile. Drasdil sang two songs with accep-

tance.

Bach's St. Matthew Passion Music, first performed

a year ago as part of the service in Westminster Ab-

bey, was repeated there on Tuesday of Holy Week
this year. The Daili/ Standard thus describes it

:

The service began at seven o'cloclj, the doors hav-
ing been opened as early as a quarter past six, when
in a few minutes every seat in the nave was filled,

and only in the aisles were any remaining chairs to

be found. Even these were filled up by a quarter to

seven, and then the nave certainly looked at its very
best. The gas standards usually employed during
the special services threw a soft and yet sufjicient

light upon the unequalled proportions of England's
finest example of Pointed architecture, and the groin-
ing of the roof appeared to fade in the dim distance.

The choir was apparently in complete darkness, and
on the top of the choir screen, in the loft of the or-

gan, at which Mr. Jekyll presided, was a large mir-
ror, placed at such an angle that the organist, sitting

at his manuals, could command a view of all that was
taking place in the stalls, occupied by the clergy and
choir, who were ranged east and west as far as the
third bay of the nave arcade. In front of the pulpit
were reserved three rows of chairs for a party specially
invited by the Dean and Lady Augusta Stanley. At
five minutes to seven the instrumentalists took their
places on temporary orchestras, which sloped upward
on either side of the gates of the choir, facing which,
and looking eastward, was the great brazen eagle, on
the extended wings whereof lay a book of the music.
Very many persons in the congregation had Sir
Sterndale Bennett's edition of the music, which was
of necessity somewhat abbreviated in performance.

Precisely at seven i 'clock the organ commenced
the voluntary, and now that the choir gates were
thrown open it was seen that the choir also was filled,

and lighted with candles which barelv served to make
darkness visible. More than five minutes now elapsed
before the choir and clergy in their nsual order enter-
ed ihe nave, and when they had taken their places,
the abbreviated even song began with "When the
wicked man." Very pronerlv, Barnby's choir, sap-
ported by the boys of the Norwich Cathedral, had
been chosen to interpret the choral music, and right
well they looked in their clean surplices as they rose
tier above tier in the next bay to the instrumentalists.
Far overhead "the monks' walk," or passsge under
the clerestory, was filled with faces peering over to
the procession below—indeed, every nook and cranny
of the Abbey was crammed except the chapels east of
the altar. Mr. Barnby took his place at the eagle to
conduct, and the minor canons and canons being duly
placed, the precentor, the Rev. S. Flood Jones, com-
menced the service, in which "Dearly beloved" fol-
lowed "the wicked man." The General Confession
and the Lord's Prayer were rolled out with a spon-
taneity that said not a little for the devotion of the
congregation, and when the versicles that usually
precede the psalms were said, Mr. Barnby rose, baton
in hand, and the overture to the oratorio began. In
the double chorus "Come ye daughters," the anti-
phonal effect w.ts very finely given by the decani side.
Mr. Cummings now gave the tenor,'and Mr. Beale,

of St. Andrew's, Wells street, the basa part of the

recitative, "When Jesus had finished." 'The chorale

"O Blessed Jesus" was interpreted with due regard

to the solemn and sad character of the music, and
Mr. Curamings's rendering of the recitative "Then
assembled together" was excellent, as, indeed, is all

that this artist attempts ; and Mr. Beale accredited

himself exceedingly well in "Why trouble ye the

woman ?" They were both notably good in "Then
went one of the Twelve," and the chorus came in

with great effect in "Where wilt Thou that we pre-

pare ;" and again, after the recitative for tenoi* and

bass, the chorus burst into the question, repeated in

every tone of surprise and indignation, "Lord, is it

I V The chorale "My sin it was that bound 'Thee,"

was delicious, and the recitative "He answered and
said," was also very good. The boy who gave the

soprano aria, "Although mine eyes," was very much
more at home than he had been in the previous aria,

"Thou, blessed Saviour." The chorale, "0 Lord,

Thy love is unbounded," was one of the most satis-

factory parts of the performance by the choir ; nor

was a whit inferior the tenor solo and chorus "O
grief, now pants," in which Mr. Cummings gave the

touching cries of the penitent with marked power,

while in the recitative "And he came and found them
asleep" it is difficult to say whether the honors lay

with the tenor or the basso. In the soprano and con-

tralto duet "My Saviour" the boys' voices were here

and there hardly together, but the chorus always came
in crisply, while the stringed accompaniment was
subdued and effective. The passage "Have light-

nings and thunders in clouds disappeared" was one
of the most satisfactory evidences of careful study
that we have for a long time heard. To the long
final chorale of this part, "O, man, thy heavy sin

lament," full justice was done, and while it was be-

ing sung the Dean, who wore the Ribbon of the Bath,
was conducted to the pulpit, and after reading the

Palm Sunday Collect commenced his sermon, taking

for his text, 26th St. Matthew, "My soul is exceed-
ingly sorrowful, even unto death." # * *
Then the second part of the Passion Music began

with the contralto solo and chorus, "Alas, now is my
Saviour gone !" the boy again, probably from ner-

vousness, failing in clearness and accuracy, though
his upper notes were all that could be desired. In the

following recitatives Mr. Cummincs and Mr. Beale
sang several bars, the words of which were not print-

ed in the books, and consequently fluttered the un-
musical part of the congregation. The short double
chorus, "He is guilty of death," was a gem of exe-

cution ; and the similar tumultuous movement, "Oh.
tell us. Thou Christ," followed by the well-contrasted

chorale "O, Lord, who dares to smite Thee," were
quite as worthy of commendation. In "He went out
and wept bitterly," Mr. Cummings created quite a
sensation—none the less sensible because only a long
drawn breath, as he ceased, signalized it, instead of a
round of applause and cries of "Bravo." The lead-

ing boy was much better than before in the contralto

air with violin obligato, "Have mercy"—indeed, he
proved in it that all he needs is confidence to bring
out powers far above the common. After this several

pieces were cut out, and the recitative was taken up
at "Now, at that feast," which was followed by the

startling shout "Barahbas I" which came out like a

rattle of musketry. The chorals "0 Thou whose
head," to the tune which in "Hymns Ancient and
Modern" accompanies the hymn "O sacred head,"
was also a great success, and was partially taken up
by the congregation. The boy before mentioned did

his work very well indeed in the next number, a solo

with chorus, "See the Saviour's outstretched arm."
The passage in which is contained the expiring cry
of the Saviour was given with great dramatic power
by Messrs. Cummings and Beale, while the words
that describe the supreme moment were admirably
intoned by the former gentleman. The concluding
chorus, with tenor and bass soli and double chorus,
were all that could be desired or expected from Mr.
Barnby's choir ; and the dean having prononnced the
benediction from the pulpit—although the Bishop of
London was present—the vast congregation, which
had been well taken care of by a number of gentle-

men who gave their services as stewards, dispersed,
the majority of them no doubt much pleased with a
service of song which will find fewer to cavil at it

among upholders of subjective, than among advo-
cates of objective worship.

Halle. In a recent soiree of Hassler's Gesang-

verein a masterly performance of several important

works (heard here for the first time) is reported :

among them Handel's "Acis and Galatea," the solos

by Frl. Kiehl of Leipzig, Mr. William Shakes-

peare (!) of London, and Herr Krause of Berlin ;

—

also scenes from Beethoven's "Prometheus" ballet

music ; his Trio : "Tremate, empii," and his chorus :

"Meeresstille," &c. The namesake of the great dram-

atist is complimented on his musical and well train-

ed tenor voice and good delivery.—Bach's St. John

Passion was given by the Siugakademie on the 4th

day of March.

Leipzig. The Gewandhaus Concert (Feb. 22),

in aid of the Orchestra Pension Fund, had for its

main feature anew Orchestral Suite (No. 6, in C) by

Franz Lachner, of which the critics write with un-

wonted enthusiasm. Of the other novelties,—a Piano

Concerto by Edward Grieg, and "Don Quixote," a

humorous musical "character picture," by Anton Ru-

binstein, they have little to say in praise. The pian-

ist, Frl. Erika Lie, both in her thankless task with

tbe Concerto, and in a Nocturne and a Ballade by

Chopin, won general favor ; as did also the singer

Herr Gura in an aria from Spohr's Faust, Lijwe's

Ballad "Herr Oluf," and in "Stille Siclierheit" by

Robert Franz.

The 9th Enterpe Concert (Feb. 27) presented

Schumann's D-minor Symphony, two Entr'actes

from Schubert's Rosamunde and Wagner's Faust

Overture. The Russian pianist, Frl. Annette Essi-

poff, played the Concerto in E minor by Chopin, and

Schumann's " Vogel als Prophet," and Waltzes by

Leschetitzky, all with great acceptance.

March 7. Eighteenth Gewandhaus Concert. Beet-

hoven's Leonore Overture, No. 2 ; Spohr's 7th Violin

Concerto, (E minor), played by H. Schradieck of

Hamburg ; Aria from Mozart's Tito : "Ecco il

punto," by Frl. Asmann of Barmen ; Chaconne for

violin, by Vitali, with piano accompaniment by Da-

vid ; Songs: "Nachtlied" by Mendelssohn, and

"Schone Wiege meiner Leiden," Schumann ; Sympho-

ny, No. 8, in B minor (new), by Gade. The new

Symphony does not seem to have impressed the au-

dience as being one of the Danish composer's hap-

piest works.

The programme of the nineteenth GewandSiaus Concert was

made up exclusively of compositions by Mozart., Among
them were the G minor Symphony ; Scena and Rondo for iio-

prano, with o66/i^a(o pianoforte accompaniment (Mile. Voss,

from Berlin, and Herr Reinecke) ; Concerto for "Violin (Herr

David); "Ave, Verum ;'' Overture to Figaro ; "Abendemp-
flndung" (Herr Gura) ; Concerto in E flat major, for two pi-

anos (Herren Kuastand Maas) ; and Sextet from Don Jvan.—
Concertof the Musical Union ; Overture in C minor, Jades-

sohn ; Pianoforte Concerto in C major, Beethoven, (Ilerr Rein-

ecke) ; Songs, Herr Gura ; "Triumphal March," Reinecke
;

Sixth Suite, Lachner. Herr Lachner's opera, Catherina Cor-

naro, will shortly be preseted for the first time to a Leipsic au-

dience.

At a sacred performance given by the Singakademie, the

compositions selected were Xoig-f.ian^, Mendelssohn
; Requiem

for male chorus, Cherubini ; and the "Hallelujah" cliorns

from the Messiah, Handel.—Tenth concert of the Euterpe So-

ciety : Overture to Esmont, Beethoven ; Overture to Geno-

veva, Schumann ; and Symphony in C major, Schumann.

The service done by Robert Franz in making the

vocal scores of Bach and Handel more available seem

to have drawn attention lately (in his own Germany)

to the rare beauty and originality of his own Songs.

In three Leipzig programmes of the same date we

find songs by Franz set down.

Thirteen operatic performances were given in

Leipzig in the month of February : viz : Weber's

Freijsc/iMs and Euryanthe ; Marschner's Hans Heil-

inq ; Dittersdorfs Doctor und Apothekei', twice ; Gou-

nod's Faust ; Wagner's Meistersmger ; Rossini's Bar-

biere ; Holsteia's Erhevon Morlei/ (Heir of Morley)
;

Mozart's Don Juan ; Donizetti's Lui:ia : Verdi's

Uigoletto ; Bellini's Sonnamhula. Eunjanthe was

newly studied, with Frl. Mahlknecht as Euryanthe,

Herr Gross as Adelar, Fran Peschka-Leutncr as Eg-

lantine (a powerful impersonation), and Herr Gura as

Lysiart.

COLOGNE.—Eighth QUrzenich Concert : Overture to Medea

,

Bargiel; Pianoforte Concerto, F minor, Chopin (Mile Erika

Lie); Concert Aria, Mendelssohn [Mile. Mathilde Wekerlin]
;

Lorelei, for Chorus, vocal Soloists, and Orchestra, Ferdinand

Hiller ; Prelude and Fugue, Bach [Mile. Mathilde Wekerlin)

;

Symphony. No. 1, D minor, Spohr.
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Ninth Giirzenich Concert, "Fest-Marsch" for the Opening of

the London International Exhibition. Ferdinand Hiller ; Vio-

lin Concerto, Mendelpsohn [Herr de Ahna, from Berlin] ; flrat

act of Alcest, Gluck [Alcost, Mile. Fcbneider] ; Overture, No.

2, to Leotiore, Beethoven; Eighth Symphony, Gade [first time

in Germany.]

HANOVER.—The seventh Subscription Concert began with

the first orchestral work Robert Schumann ever wrote, his

Symphony in B fi.at major. Dr. Hans von Biilow played the

Concerto in E flat major, Beethoven
;
Prelude and Fugue, J.

S. Bach ; a compopition by Chopin, and one by Liszt. He was

warmly applauded. The vocalist was Mile. Gutjahr.

VIENNA.—The Der Freyschiitz jubilee was celebrated, on

th« 7th, at the Imperial Operahouse, ^^festlich beleuchtet," as it

is called here, or lighted up a g-f'oTOo, as the Italians have it,

in honor of the occasion. It was really the fifty-first, and not

the fiftieth, anniversary of the production of the opera in the

Austrian capital, but the state of political affairs last March
prevented any celebration of jubilees then. The performance

of the opera was preceded by that of a Hymn, words by Roeh-

litz. music by "Weber, which had not been given for thirty-five

years. After a few bars, the curtain rose and the entire com-

pany, ranged in a semi-circle, was perceived drawn up on the

stage, the foremost places being occupied by Mmes. Wilt, Gio-

dele, Herren Miiller and Krauss, the artists who took the solos.

At the conclusion of the Hymn, Herr Lewinski stepped for-

ward and recited some verses written, in commemoration of

the event, by Herr L. A. Frankl. In the opera, the very

smallest parts were sustained by leading artists, anxious to

show their veneration for the great composer. One of the

principal features at the grand concert just given by the Aca-

demic Vocal Association was the Requiem, written by Herr

Franz Lachner, who conducted it himself. The solos were

sung by Mmes. Wilt, Gindele, Fillunger, Herren Pirk and

Kraus^?. This last work of the veteran General-Musical-Direc-

tor of Bavaria wus much admired, especially an eight part

''Sanctus"—The Schubert Monument, of which Herr Kund-
mann is the sculptor, will be unveiled in May. The Deutsche

Zef/Hng-, spe-aking of it, says: With the exception of the red

granite plinth, the entire monument is of white marble. It

will be placed fronting the Wilhelm Palace in the Sfadt Park.

The statue of the master is completely finished, and the last

touches are being put to the bas-reliefs which will adorn the

pedestal. Schubert, larger than life, is reprepented sitting

upon a rock. In hie lap lies his note-book. In his right

hand, which rests upon the trunk of a tree, he holds a pen-

cil, as though about to jot down the melody that has just

Bprungfrom his brain. The thick set figure, in the character-

istic costume of the period, including an ample cloak, the

broad culiar of which is turned down, and the good-natured

face, set off by a thick curly head of hair, presents us with a

most faithful semblance of Schuber^ pergonal appearance.

ftoigp's loiirnal of Susk.

BOSTON. APRIL 20, 1872.

Concerts.

Theodore Thostas and his Orchestra.
Another flying visit from this model band of instru-

mental artists drew jarge and musical, although by

no means crowded audiences to the Music Hall on

Saturday afternoon and evening, and Sunday eve-

Ding, April 6 and 7. It is too late for crowds after

snch a protracted deluge of music as has resulted

from the confluence of so many streams on Boston

throughout the last five months. Three good houses

in such quick succession showed that the appetite for

orchestral music is still keen with many. The pro-

gramme for Saturday afternoon was this :

Ofertnre: "Mitrio Plote" Mozart.
Ad&glo : '-Prometheus" Eeethoyen.

Hilh 'Cello. Flarp, Flate, CIsriODet and Biu'iioon Obli-
gate.

MeiuiA Heroman, Rocoo, "Wdnor, Wendelsrhafer aD'IEltz.

Concerto SymphriDiqiie. No. 4. Op. 102 Litolff-

A'laffio Relijtlw^ and .Scherzo
Mi-^ .Msri*. Krtb'and Orchestra.

Thnne, YariHtions and .March. Suite, Op. 113. .Lachner.

OTertare : "r'amaval Romaln" Berlioz.,

Theme and Variations. Quartet in D minor.. .Schnbert.
•String Orche»rra.

Walti. "Genchlchten aun d<>ni Wiener Wald". . .StraosB.
Polonalw, Oji. 89 Beclhoven.

.MUs Marie Krebi.
Paraphrve, "I/>reley' NcBV-adba.
March : ''Tanohaetuer" Wagner.

The orchestra showed some new faces, and had

gained decidedly in the possession of a new leading

Tiolonccllist ; but its identity of character and in the

main of persons, and its proportions, were preserved.

Bernhard Listemann, at the head of the violins,

with characteristic fire, still led the attack ; and

another of the worthies of our own Harvard Orches-

tra in past years, Mr. Eltz, the bassoonist, was there

to remind us how much we had lost. The spirit and

precision, and brilliant purity of tune, with which

that perfect Overture to the Zanherfiote was played,

was really refreshing. The "Prometheus" Adagio

has now become a standard favorite with our audi-

ences, and of course such a band could bring out all its

beauty. The Concerto by Litolff is one of the least

extravagant and more euphonious and graceful of the

new things. . The Adagio reliqioao has an easy flow,

a symmetry and rounded fulness, without much in-

ward fire or depth, reminding one of Thalberg ; the

Scherzo, in Tarantella rhythm, is happily conceived

and quite exciting. Miss Krebs. who seems to gain

continually in expression,—which was the one thing

wanting to her unlimited power of execution and of

memory—played it capitally well; as she did also

Beethoven's Polonaise (heard here only once before, at

a Harvard Concert). The Theme and Variations by

Lachner [Fram Lachner, we suppose), all in a very

serious and sombre vein, except the brilliant March,

were extremely interesting, and showed the master

hand in the deep art of development and polyphonic

interweaving of parts, as well as in instrumentation.

Such Composition is not too common in these days.

— Of thu second part, the Schubert Variations were

of course the gem "of purest ray serene." The

Strauss Waltz ("Legends of the Vienna forest) was

one of the most romantic in its introduction and lus-

cious when the dance sets in.

In the evening were offered these attractions

(Thomas draws always from a full horn, with both

hands)

:

Overture. T.eonore, No. 3 Beethoven.
S<'ber5!0. Reformatron Symphony Mendelssohn.
Fantasie on Hnnearian Airs Liszt.

MiFS Marie Krebs, and Orchestra.
Traeumerei Schumann.
Introduction, Chorus and March, 3d. act Lohengrin.

Wagner.

Overture. "William Tell" > Rossini.

Fantasie. Tisiona in a Dre^m Lumbye.
(With Zither Solo.)

Waltz On the beautiful Blue Danube Straueg.

Duet. For Flute and French Elorn Tit'l.

Mes.sirp. Weiner and Sehmitz.
"Amaryllis." Air from Louis XIII T... Gyhs.
Overture. Light Cavalry Suppe.

This was, particularly, a " popular " programme.

All the well selected pieces in the first part have been

under notice here before repeatedly, unless it were

the Hungarian Fantasie, which of course was diffi-

cult, fantastical, Hungarian and wild enough, and

brilliantly executed.—The little peasant instrument,

the Cithern, which we had not heard employed in an

orchestra before, added a certain novel charm to the

dance composer's "Dreams." The Duet for Flute

and Horn was exquisitely performed. The title is

somewhat obscure to that "Air from Louis XIII."

Is it an air attributed to the French monarch as au-

thor, and worked up with variations, as we heard it,

by a Belgian violin virtuoso of half a century ago,

Gyhs % At all events the air is a quaint, bright, pretty

Gavotte, and proved quite captivating.

For Sunday evening was reserved a richer pro-

gramme :

Overture: "Coriolnn." Op. 62 Beethoven.
Adairio. Scherzo. "Ocean" Symphony, Op. 42. (By

reqneflt) .RubiiiBtein.

Polonaise BriUante. Op. 72 Wcher.
[Instrumentation by I,iszt|.

Miss Marie Krebs and Orchestra,
Introduction and Finale : "Tristan und Isolde.". Wagner.

Dirge. [First tlmel Schubert.

Concerto. No. 1, E flat Paganini.

AdsRlo, Rondo.
Mr. Bernhard Listemann and Orchestra.

Allegretto. 8th Symphony Beethoven.

) a. Nocturne: "Loreley" Seeling.

1 b Hondo. K flat, op. 32 Weber.
Mlsfl Marie Krebs.

Mo/.rchen Overture : "Aladdin" Ilornemann.

It is needless to say that the Corioktn Overture was

played well, and when [ilayed well, it never fails to

be intensely interesting. The two additional move-

ments which Rubinstein composed after his '-Ocean"

Symphony proved fully worthy of a repetition ; they

are among the most poetic and most musical of the

recent orchestral productions which Mr. Thomas has

dealt out to us with liberal hand. The Tdslan und

Isolde Introduction and Finale do not yet win upon

us ; still less that "Aladdin" Overture, which does

not seem to show a very genial fancy. But the

Trauer-Marsch (Dirge) by Schubert, in E-flat minor,

—No. 5 of the "Marches Heroiques," op. 40, origi-

nally a four-hand piano piece,—wonderfully solemn

and impressive in itself, and wonderfully enhanced in

these respects by Liszt's arrangement for full orches-

tra, was indeed a novelty worth hearing. We know

of no dirge so laden with the intensest agony of grief

;

and yet in this very freedom and fulness of expres-

sion, the heavy burden appears lifted off, and you

feel the spiritual exaltation of great music. How
tender and how simple, like refreshing tears, the

Trio in the major of the key ! Liszt has been very

faithful to his original, only prefixing a few notes of

preparation to secure attention, and appending at the

end, where the strain dies away, a couple of isolated

muffied drum beats. Liszt has orchestrated more of

Schubert's four-hand Marches, which we hope to

hear.—Mr. Listemann's masterly virtuosity on the

violin seems to us more remarkable every time we

hear him. What he played could have come from no

one short of Paganini ; but what be gave for an en-

core must have been by the "Old Nick" himself,

with whom the wierd musician was always thought

to be quite intimate.—In the brilliant, rapid piano

reverie of Weber Miss Krebs was perfectly at home.

Carl Zerrahn's Annual Benefit Concert,

on Wednesday evening, April 10, had not the large

attendance which the regard naturally felt for the in-

defatigable and efficient Conductor of nearly all the

great orchestra and oratorio music in our city (and

surrounding cities) for so many years had led us- to

expect,—even if that were all. But the artistic feast

presented was surely of too high and rare an order to

be passed over with indifference. Beethoven's won-

derfully beautiful, touching and suggestive music to

Goethe's Eijmont—all of it belonging to the master's

finest inspirations,—played entire, and admirably

played, by such an orchestra, is not a thing to be

heard every day. A goodly number of true music-

lovers realized the fact, and took care to be present

both in body and in spirit, giving their best attention

and feeling themselves richly rewarded, in spite of

the great disappointment caused to many by the sud-

den illness of Miss Charlotte Cushman, who was to

have been the reader of the connecting portions of the

dramatic dialogue ; but there should have been

enough to crowd old Music Hall. We cannot, how-

ever, with some of the newspaper critics, rush to the

conclusion tliat, after all, the apparent interest in

Boston for classical music is thus proved to have

been in great part a sham and matter of more fash-

ion.

To this we say : Nan constat, and seek the explana-

tion of the small attendance elsewhere; in a compli-

cation of accident causes, particularly in the surfeit

of an unprecedented musical season ; in the adroitly

manufactured excitement about a coming Gilmoro

"jubilee," and in the way in which this, besides so

much other truer musical activity, has been keeping

our Conductor so continually before a public which

is Athenian enough to be restless for "new things,"

if not for rest itself; and probably in the preference

of many for music without reading. This latter task

was respectably well performed, at such short notice,

by Prof. Evans, who combines intelligence with a

good voice and presence. The reading was unequal,

to bo sure ; Cliirchon was made commonplace, and

the Mother caricatured ;
but the heroic passr.gos, llio

scenes between Egmont and Orange, between Eg-

mont and Ferdinand particularly, and the prison

soliloquy wore given with good effect.
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At all events, whoever followed well the rending

conld enjoy the music with a clearer understanding,

and feel the purpose and the beauty of all those won-

derful entr'actes, as well as of the Overture and

melodramatic accompaniraentB in the last scene, as

he could not fully have felt it otherwise. How viv-

idly are all the elements of the tragedy, the gloomy,

bodeful, stormy times of Alva in the Netherlands, the

tender love ofEgmont and Charchen, the despair of

the humbler lover, the heroic characters of Egmont

and Orange, the Vision of Liberty in the prison, and

the triumphal Symphony for the finale, portrayed in

that music. Goethe and Beethoven meeting in a

perfect work, and yet only half an audience ! Mrs.

Weston, with her fresh, sweet voice, and in her

modest, fervent manr.er, sang the two little songs of

Clarehen — particularly "Frmdvoll und leidvoll,"

which cannot be translated and ought to hare been

sung in German, very finely.

Mk. B. J. Lang's second series of Symphony

Concerts began at Mechanics' Hall on Thursday Af-

ternoon, April 11. The pleasant little hall, hitherto

the haunt of Chamber Music and unaccustomed to

the sound of an orchestra, was very nearly filled by a

numerous and refined audience. The orchestra was
composed of about thirty musicians,—the best in their

several departments that our city affords ; a force

sufficient for the rendering of such Symphonies,
Overtures, Concertos, &c. , as do not require the

"extra brass." The proportion wns fair ; 3 double

basses, 2 'Celli (Fries and Hartdegen), a dozen vio-

lins and violas, the usual four pairs of wood wind in-

struments, two horns, fee. A good eflfective orches-

tra for such work as they had to do ; for all the per-

formers had had long schooling in the rendering of

classical masterworks. The place, however, seemed
too small for the loud tiitti passages ; there was a

somewhat confused reverberation,—at least where we
sat. This was the programme :

Overture to "Die Heimkehr aus derFrenic|Pj"lMeTideIssohTi.

Symphony io F, No. S Beethoven.
Concerto for Piano-forte, in A minor. Op. Si.Schumann

.

Ml'. G. A. Adams.
Overture to "Preciosa" v. Weber.

The two fresh and charming little Overtures had
been very seldom heard in Boston,—never in the

seven series of Harvard Symphony Concerts,—and
were very enjoyable. That to Mendelssohn's youth-

ful operetta, "The Son and Stranger," has a buoyant
Spring-like feeling, and always seemed to us an
anticipation of the first movement of the "Italian"

Symphony. The rendering was spirited and nice.

Weber's "Preciosa" Overture, with its romance, its

woodland exhilaration, its gypsey march, tingling

with tambourine and triangle, was well brought out,

and left no sense of dull satiety at breaking up. Beet-

hoven's shortest Symphony,—the sunniest and bright-

est, ripest, and the best in keeping with such pro-

gramme,—did not in some parts g© so evenly and
smoothly as the Overtures

;
yet the impression of its

beauty was not seriously blurred.

Schumann's Concerto was indeed an arduous task

for so young an artist (almost a beginner) as Mr.
Adams. It could not be expected that his rendering
would have all the intensity, the poetic realizing

sense, which we have felt in the interpretation of the

same work by experienced masters, and that so re-

cently ; but it was a perfectly clear, unflagging, ele-

gant reading of the work from beginning to end
;

carefully studied, regardful of light and shade, in

good taste, and as a sign of technical proficiency re-

markable. Life and experience alone can give the

qualities it lacked.

Of Mr. Lang's second and third concerts (this week
and next) we shall speak next time.

Mk. Joseph Heine, the blind violinist, who made

so favorable an impression in the Music Hall some

months ago, but who, amid the rush and competition

of so many concert-givers, has hardly had fair oppor-

tunity to take here the position as an artist which he
really deserves, had a Complimentary Concert ten-

dered to him by friends and admirers, which took
place on Thursday evening, April 11, at Mechanics'
Hall. There was a good audience, though not so

largo as we had hoped to see. Mr. and Mrs. Heine
played together the Adagio and Kondo from a Sona-
ta for Violin and Piano, in B flat, by Dussek, one of
those works by a too much neglected composer of

Mozart's time, which are not held unworthy of the pow-
ers of Mme. Arabella Goddard and Joachim in the

"Monday Popular Concerts" of London. The mu-

sic proved interesting, and the violin playing was in

a broad, sound, classical and earnest style, showing
an artist at home in good music, not less than in the

ad captandum feats of concert virtuosity. The piano

part, albeit a little over-loud at times, was rendered

with much ease and brilliancy of technique and good
style by Mme. Heine, whose claim to the character

of an accomplished pianist was still more clearly es-

tablished by her solo performance of Weber's Rondo
Biillante in E flat, as doubtless also in De Meyer's

Fantasia on Lucrezia Borgia, which we could not

stay to hear.

Mr. Heine's principal solo was "I Palpiti" by
Paganini, in which he seemed almost to surpass him-

self, executing all its difficulties with an easy grace,

a certainty and power, which entitled him to a high

place among the prominent violinists we have heard

here : thoueh it would be extravagant to bring him
into comparison with a Vieuxtemps. There is a gen-

uine musical fervor in his playing, and a vein of

rather fine and individual humor when he indulges

in extravaganzas. His "Carnival" is quite as droll

and fresh as anybody's.

The "Temple Quartette" contributed some of their

sweetly modulated male part-songs, and songs were

sung by Miss H. A. Hont, Mr. FKssENDENandMr.
Ryder ; that by the last named was from Mozart's

"Magic Flute,"—Sarastro's noble bass air.

Miss Anna Mehlig's last two (7th and 8th)

Piano Recitals were at Brackett Hall, March Slst

and 23d. They were fully attended and the pro-

grammes interesting. In ' the first. Miss Pehsis

Bell, a young pupil of Julius Eichberg, won marked

approbation by her pure intonation, her precise and

facile execution and her good sound style, as a vio-

linist. She played the Andante from Mendelssohn's

Concerto, and the brilliant Fantasie- Caprice by

Vieuxtemps wonderfully well, though she has much
of course to learn. Miss Mehlig played the great

Chopin Polonaise in A flat, three little Fantasie-

Sliicke by Schumann, and a prodigious effect piece

by Liszt made out of Gounod's Faust waltz. In the

second recital she gave the clearest and most power-

ful rendering we ever heard of the Beethoven Sonata,

op. .53 ; a Prelude and Fugue in E minor by Men-
delssohn ; three or four of the greatest Etudes by

Chopin ; smaller things by Seeling, Henselt, &c.,

and Liszt's "Rhapsodie Hongroise."

H^ Other Concert notes must wait for room.

—

Our New York letter also comes too late.

The Chickering Piano.

OPENING or THE NEW WAEEROOMS.

(From the Daily Advertiser, April 15).

Forty-nine years ago yesterday, Jonas Chickering first en-

tered into the business of piano-mJiking, and his sons celebra-

ted the day by turning out of their factory their forty-thou-

sandth piano and moving into the finest piano ware-rooms in

the world. A small company of friends and gentlemen con-

nected with the press were last evening invited to examine the

new rooms, and the elegant finish of the spacious rooms called

out the hearties^: admiration from all present. The building,

which ha« jQst been altered over for the firm, is the large

granite block on Washington and Hayward place, one of the

finest sites in the city. It is six stories in height, and before

its occupancy by the Messrs. Chickering comprised Nos. 348,

350, 352 and 354 Washington street, on which it has a frontage

offifty-seven feet, and extending back so as to give an area of

about thirty thousand square feet in the six stories.

One might well be excused for delaying on the sidewalk for

a few moments to notice what is beyond question the finest

entrance to any store in this city. The grand arched door-

way occupies the first and second stories, and is of original de-

sign and elaborate workmanship. The outer arch is orna-

mented with a carved moulding and series of gilded pateras,

and is supported by pilasters, the capitals of which are of an

original design, representing the lyre. From the outer arch

the sides and ceiling converge to the inner arch, thus forming

an octagonal reces.q, the ceiling of which is decorated with a

series of radiating flutes, with gilded reeda. In the centre of

this inner arch is suspended the insignia of the Grand Cross of

the Legion of Honor, which was awarded to this house by the

judges of the Paris Exposition of 1867. On either side of the

outer arch are placed the business signs, extending across the

whole front, with enlarged and gilded copies of some of the

most highly-prized medals at each extremity. The floor of the

entrance under the arch is paved with encaustic tiles, brought

from Mauberge, and the doors are of walnut, with plate-glass

panels.

The principal sales-room is on ths grand floor, and we step

directly into it from the sidewalk. The floor is of elaborate

marqueterie work, being arranged in large panels correspond-

ing with the ceiling, after the designs prepared by the archi-

tects, by Mr. Joseph Dill, according to his patent process, by
which the wood is wrought in fanciful designs and dovetailed

together into one piece as it were. The columns and entabla-

tures which support the ceiling are elaborately decorated, the

cornices being carried across the room from column to column,

dividiogit into panels, in the centre of which are ornamental

designs in stucco, from some ofwhich the candelabra depend.

The coloring is a combination of blue grays and warm browns,

with gilding, the various parts of the elaborate stucco work
being colored or gilded io such a manner as to intensify its

effect. The hall terminates with a screen of pilasters and
plate glass, which separates it from the offices in the rear. At
the extreme right is the business office or counting room, con-

nected with which and still further in the rear is one of Mor-
ris & Ireland's large.<;t safes, costing $1500. Next to the

counting room is the private ofiice of the proprietors, and at

the extreme left is the receiving room , where pianos are land-

ed from Hayward place- The ofBceg are in keeping with the

outer room, and are fitted up with every convenience for the

despatch of business. In the principal one is a fine life-size

photograph of the late Col. Thomas Chickering by Eockwood
of New York. The whole effect of these rooms is really gor-

geous, but in perfect taste. The work has been done from de-

signs and under direction of Messrs. Snell & Gregerson, archi-

tects.

The grand staircase, which faces the broad entrance, and ie

in the centre of the room, is of black walnut with moulded
balusters, the pedestal newels supporting bronze candelabra o

elegant design, ornamented with carved griffins. Ascending
we enter one of the three warerooms in the second story, the

first prominent object at the head of the staircase beincj a
marble bust of Mr. Jonaa Chickering, placed on a pedestal of

the same material. This room is now used for pianos of all

classes. On the left is the apartment formerly occupied as a
business office, but now used for the exhibition of upright pi-

anos, in which this firm has made many great improvements.

The front room, formerly the principal salesroom, is now given

up to the exhibition of the famou.s gi-and pianos. This room
with its rows of beautiful pillars and its general elaborate

adornment, forms a harmonious contrast to the room below.

Here, also, the founder of the house is ag-^in remembered, for,

occupying a prominent position, is a life-size oil painting of the
senior Chickering. Near this is a large frame containing elee-

trotype copies of the eighty medals which have been awarded
to this house for pianos of their manufacture, at the various

industrial exhibitions where they have been placed in compe-
tition ; and in this room, as well as throughout the whole
building, the walls are adorned with portraits of various mu-
sical celebrities.

In the third story is another wareroom, where arekeptnear-
ly 100 instruments, and in the fourth story is another room of
the same size and used for the same purpose, also for storing

the pianos of patrons who desire it. In the fifth story will be
found during working hours fifty workmen, whom ithasbeen
found necessary to locate here on account of the crowded con-

dition of the seven acres of workshop at the factory. There
are two rooms here, one used as the repairing department, and
in the other the carvers are busily employed fa.^hioning the
legs and pedals of pianos in various fanciful designs. The
sixth story is used entirely for the purpose of storage.

Ittsital Comspnhiue.
Philadelphia, April 13. On Saturday eve-

ning, March 30, Mr. Jartis gave his Fifth Soirfo at

Chickering Hall. He was assisted by Messrs Kopta
and Hennig. Mr Jarvis played a Gigue by Raflf.fuU of

intricate contrasts, thus giving Mr. J. a full opportu-

nity to display his wonderful skill. The Mozart Trio

in A, for violin, 'cello, and Piano was fairlv given

the absence of power being the main fault. Mr.
Hennig in the Lubeck 'cello solo was very success-

ful. Mr. Kopta's solo appeared to be a mite too dif-

ficult to him. It was by Bazzini. The difEcult ca-

denza lacked crispness.

On Easter Sunday good music was rendered at all

of our churches. At the cathedral, Haydn's mass No.

6, was given ; also Mozart's 3rd motet. At the As-
sumption, Haydn's mass No. 16, in B flat; at St.

Vincent's Cherubini's "messe solennelle ;'' at Trinity

Haydn's No. I ; and at St. Mary's, Haydn's No. 2.

In the remainder of the Roman Catholic churches

either Mozart's No. 12, or Haydn's No. 3, was sung.

So you see Father Haydn was well represented. At
St. Mark's Episcopal church, the Easter Part of

Handel's Messiah, and Sir J. Benedict's commnnioa
service were given. At St. Stephen's, Hopkins's "Te
Deuni" in A, a.r.i Handel's "Hallelujah." At St.
Clement's, Hardel's "Worthy is the Lamb," and
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Gounod's "Benedichi/' qui venit." As a general tiling

the music was fairly given, great attention and care

having been expended. The great fault was that in

but one or two cases the choirs were not large enough.

On Friday evening, April 5, the "Abt" male sing-

ing society gave one of the most thoroughly delight-

ful choral concerts I ever attended. The chorus

numbers about forty, every man a sight-reader and

vocally proficient. The leader is Mr. M. H. Cross.

The glees sung were by Hatton, Sullivan, Spofiforth,

&c. Sullivan's "Long Day Closes" was exquisitely

sung; the shading was graceful, and the fortes crisp

and riuging. The great merit in tlie "Abt's" sing-

ing is that all the markslbf expression are carefully

observed. Hatton's "Tar" song pleased every one;

for it was given with a hearty snap that enlivened

every one of the vast audience. This is the last of

the "Abt's" concerts this year.

On the same evening the "Beethoven Society"

(mixed voices) giive a concert at the Academy.

There were about one hundred in the chorus, and

about fifty in the Orchestra, the whole under the di-

rection of Mr. Carl Wolfsohn. Mr. Richard Hofl"-

man, of New York,appeared for the first time in Phil-

adelphia to play the piano part of Mozart's D-minor

concerto. I was charmed with him ; he exhibited

rare ability and such uuassnming manners that he

soon won the hearts of his audience. The orchestra

were not prompt enough in their parts in the Roman-
za, but the Piano was everything that I could desire.

Mr. Hoffman also played his "Solitude" and "Intro-

duction and Tarentelle." The choruses as a general

thing were well sung; the bass part, however, was

too light. The choruses were : No. 1 and No. 6

from Mozart's "King Thames," Gade's ''Spring

Message," Female chorus from the "Flying Dutch-

man," Beethoven's "Hallelujah," and the quartet in

Fidelio arranged for a chorus, (very questionable

taste). The "Hallelujah" was rendered in excellent

style and the others, generally, were fair enough. The
"Fidelio" piece was almost ruined by the basses sing-

ing too flat. It was a great pity that these two socie-

ties ("Abt" and "Beethoven") should have selected

the same evening for their concerts—the "Abt" how-

ever did not lose, for the hall was crowded, while at

the Academy only a fair audience was present.

The third concert of Miss Jackson's delightful

series of chamber concerts took place at the Natato-

rium Hall. The programme was as follows :

String Quartet, op. 77. No. 2 Haydn.
Philadelphia String Quartet Club.

Piann Concerto, F .sharp minor Heller.

[The orchestral part arranged for a second Piano].
Mr. Guhlemann and Mr. Wolfaofan.

Pieces Characteristiques, Violoncello Lachner.
Mr. Henning.

String Quartet, Op. 95, F minor Beethoven.

The opening number was played with delicate and

accurate refinement, but I should prefer hearing the

Trio in D fiat in the raennetto rendered a shade fast-

er. The "Andante" was played a little too fast, not

too fast for an ordinary modem time Andante ; but

artists seem to forget that Andante now and Andante

in Haydn's time are not precisely the same move-

ment. The Piano Concerto was thoroughly enjoya-

ble ; there seemed to be a perfect unity of sentiment

between the two performers, which enhanced the ef-

fect of the piece to a high degree. Mr. Hennig's

performance of his violoncello solo was entirely char-

acferistic of him. It was a masterly effort; such

delicacy, so much close attention to light and shade,

combined with such accurate execution, is a refresh-

ing rarity. The closing number to me is one of the

finest, if not the finest of the whole of the seventeen

string qnarteta of the Master, having been written

after hard philosophical studies and experience had

strengthened his mind, and hence better fitted it to

restrain his lofty genius ; it seems to be a completely

lofical work ; every movement carefully follows the

theme and develops the whole of it alone, thorough-

ly, to the end. With all these qualities it necessarily

presents more difficnlties than perhaps any of his

others
; bnt the quartet evidently did not agree with

me, for their performance clearly evinced a very su-

perficial rehearsal ; while this was apparent through-

out the whole piece, it was chiefly discernable in the

Allegro assai vivace ma serioso, where^ each man
seemed to need all his energies to keep himself

straight, and consequently unity and expression went

a begging.

On Wednesday, Friday and Saturday [matinfe],

lOth, 12th and 1.3th, wo were favored by three per-

formances of Thomas's Orchestra. The thanks

ol the music loving public are due to the energy and

sensible arrangement of Mr. Alfred Stimmel, a cour-

teous and experienced attache of our Academy of

Music, who brought the Orchestra here under his

single management. The programme of the first

concert was particularly rich in gems. In the heaven-

ly Adagio from Prometheus, the performance of which

was as faultless as any I have ever heard, the harp

of Signor Rocco was refreshing to hear. The piece

de resistance was Mendelssohn's G-minor Concerto,

played by Miss Krebs and Orchestra. Miss Krebs's

performance in this exceeded anything I have pre-

viously heard by her ; it was sure, firm and forcible,

yet eloquently poetic. The "Magic Flute" overture

was given with the characteristic accuracy and care

of the Orchestra. The String Orchestra gave a most

charming interpretation of Schubert's D-minor quar-

tet [Theme, Variations] . I was particularly struck

with the clear and perfect manner in which the pp
passages were rendered. This arrangement is one of

Thomas's specialities, for which to him .ill honor.

Weber's Oberon Overture was not up to the usual

high standard of the Orchestra's performance. It

was given entirely too fast to suit my taste, at least.

Liszt's "Preludes," with all the beauties of its inge-

nious instrumentation, did not call forth any enthusi-

asm on the part of the audience. Miss Krebs played

a Nocturne of Seeling's and Weber's delightful E-flat

Rondo (from memory, mirabile dictu) with ease and

finish. She won for herself hearty applause.

Strauss's"Gegchichten aus dem Wiener Wald"WaItz,

and Supp^'s "Poet and Peasant" Overture were the

two "popular" pieces, and were thoroughly apprecia-

ted and heartily applauded by their admirers.

The second Thomas Concert took place on Friday

evening, April 12. This one being announced as

Mr. Stimmel's benefit, the house was much fuller than

on Wednesday. The Larghetto and Scherzo from

Schumann's B-flat Symphony, op. 38, were given.

The latter was particularly enjoyable. Weber's Pol

onaise BriUante, op. 72, [instrumentation by Liszt],

was received with great delight. I think it was one

of the most perfectly finished performances I have

ever heard. The Introduction and Finale of Tristan

und Isolde, by Wagner, is an extraordinary combina-

tion of utterly incompatible effects. It is thoroughly

Wagnerian in its every part, noisy and full of con-

trasts, and by no means the most attractive of

Wagner's compositions.

Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's Dream" is

one of the pieces which are thoroughly identified with

the Thomas Concerts. It was superbly played. Baz-

zini's "Esmeralda" Fantasia received a most agreea-

ble and intelligent interpretation at the hands of Mr.

Listemann. In response to the encore he gave a little

Rondo of Pag anini's. Miss Krebs was very success-

ful in Liszt's "Faust" Fantasia, and on being loud-

ly encored, she played the "Spinning Chorus" air

from Wagner's "Ftieriender Hollander." Gyhs's ar-

rangement of the air accredited to Louis XIII. has

been played at one concert at least of every one of

Mr. Thomas's series. Schubert's Hungarian March

closed the programme ; its effect was greatly marred

by the thoroughly Philadelphia audience characteris-

tic of starting to go about the middle of the last piece.

This great nuisance [for it is nothing else] is utterly

without remedy, as an Act of Legislature forbids

ocking the doors of any public place while it con-

ains an audience. N.
t

DESCRIPTIVE LIBT OP THE

Published by OlSver Ditson & Co.

Vocal* ^rith Pinuo Accompaniment*

Sunny Memories. 3. B6 to f. Mrs. Lancaster. 30
" Sunny Memories, ye are winging
To my heart your silent way."

Beautiful song, every way.

I am watching for thee, darling. 3. D to e.

Fuller. 30
" lam watching for thee, darling,
I am watching at the door "

One of the g^oorf home-eonge. The more there are
the better.

We'll vote for Grant again. 2. G to e. Percy. 40
" Come gather round the fire,

Lay on another rail.''

Spirited enough for any one. Inscribed with the
motto "Let us have Peace."—Well, let ns all have
this piece and sing it. Vignette Title.

Ah ! tell me why. fSi vous n'avez rien). 4
r>6 to f. Mine. Rothschild. 35

" Ah ! wherefore smile on me?"
" Pourqoui me faire ce sourire."

A favorite French song, with French and English
words.

Think not I can e'er forget thee. Song and Cho.
3. B6 to e. Parlchurst. 30

" Think not I can e'er forget thee,
Tho' we part to meet no more."

Words by Mrs. Kidder, and with the mucic are put
together in good shape, by experienced hands.

Twilight in the Park. 3. C to f. Brockivay. 40
" Cupid lingers there,
No one near to mark."

Very pretty lithograph title. Half funny and half
serious, and a little more refined than the ayerage
comic songs.

0, fair Dove ! 4. E to f. Sullivan. 60
" last Love ! first Love !

My Love with the true heart!"
Jean Ingelow's poem has been recently noticed, but

tht.s time it is set to different music. Very effective,

and in concert style.

InstruBueneal*

Nocturne in C, No. 1, Op. 277. 4. C. Jungman. 75
Exceedingly sweet. Just the melody one would

like to hear in a dream.

New Hawthorn Schottisch Dansante. 3. C. Quigq. 30
Ri|£htly named a "Schottisch Dansante," for if you

play it with any spirit, and occasionally glance at the
feet of persons in the room, you will notice that they
are all twisting or tapping time, and "aU ready for a
dance."

Silvery Charmes. Polka de Salon. 4. E6. Grass. 65
Begins with a lively polka movement, on which the

middle and finale of the piece furnish variations.

Mandolinata Waltz. 4. F. Cheney. 40
Notice that there is also a vocal piece and a Capric-

cio called '"Mandolinata." The included melody Is a
^'success," and is naturally worked up in various
ways. This is a fine waltz.

Wine, Women and Song. Waltzes. Abridged.
3. Strauss. 40
One is not tired of the length of .the longer piece;

but as its brilliant features are preserved in the
shorter one, some may may prefer it. The price of
the complete waltzes is 75 cts.

Boolcss

Six Songs fob Male Voices.
By Dudley Buck. Voice parts, ea. 50

Score, 75
Complete, 2.50

Notice that ^'complete" includes 28 pieces, that is

the separate part for each of the 6 songs, and the score
for the player or conductor.
The Songs are :

1 Huzza ! (Wine Song). Allegro con fuoco.
Come, brothers, fill the jovial glass.

2 In Absence. Andante con moto.
Watch her kindly, stars I

3 Come in the Stilly Night. Tempo di Valse.
Dearest, why thus delay ?

4 At Midnight. Moderate.
At midnight dark, with solemn chiming.

5 On Tree Top High. Allegretto.
'Twas a peaceful, lovely night in May.

6 She is mine.
iQpring 1» near, fraught with gladness.

It will be noticed that there Is great variety. Words
are from the German of Elchendorf and Re)neche,Bnd
the muulo approaches in character the best Qermaa
4 part BODgs. Dedicated to the Apollo Club.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The kpy is marked with a ciipltal letter, aa 0, B flat, &c.
A small Roman letter murkn the highest note, If on the staff,

an italic letter the highest note. If above tho staff.



THE

A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the

7^1
L®

This Book differs from previous Collections of the same general style, in being

Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Ballads that everybody likes to sing.

Beantiful Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to ho a Daisy ; Ten-
der and True ; AVho's that tapping at the Garden Gate ; and others.

And others not quite so new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark. I hear an Angel sing ; I've brought thee (in try leaf ; Strangers yet
;

Three Fishers ; When the Corn is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why ; and others.

Good Gerraan Songs.

Love's Request ; Pretty Birds ; When the quiet Moon is beaming ; &c.

A Pew Songs from the Opera Bouffe.

The Sabre Song; Dites lui ; &e.

Sacred Songs, Quartets and Hymn Tunes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ; Nearer, my
God, to Thee ; Sun of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's Musis in the Air ; He who is upright ; Oh I hush thee ; &c.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Guadeamus ; Lauriger ; Shool ; Lone Fish Ball ; Viva la Compagnie ; and
others. Just the things to enliven an evening in company.

COJfllC SOJTGS.

Coujin Jedediah ; People will talk ; Kafoozle-Um ; Rhine Vine Sharley

;

and othsrs.

All Right; Light Step , Sweet Kiss ; and otliers.

Waltzes, hy Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgenblatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Barbo Blene Lancers ; Grand Duchesse Laneors ; Lydia Thompson.

A.IRS.
Chanson du Regiment ; Come where my love ; Where are the Friends 1 and

others.

GALOPS.
Constantia ; Up and away ; Jolly Brothers ; and others.

Pour Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poet and Peasant ; Guard's Waltzes ; Fairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Forte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and otheri.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, which will

be just the thing for a

and should take its pl.nce among the pile of Music books on the Piano in every
Parlor.

Price, in Boards, $2. .50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Full-Gilt, $4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Mnsical Literature.

How common it is to present to a frieed a bril-

liantly bound Book—with nothing in it.

How much better to bestow on a Lover of Mnsic

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Masters
; pare gold without and withifl.

Then make a present of the new

LiFB OF Schumann, by Wasielwski.

A true record of the life and works of one whose
music rises in favor with the public year by year.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. Price $1.75
;

Or select the

LiTK ov Beethoven, by Schindler &
Moscheles, $2.00. The most interesting ever writ-

ten ; or choose

Bkethoten's Letters, by Nohl. $2.00 ;

Or buy the

Life of Mendelssohn, by Lampadius, $1.75

Unless you prefer to take those records of the

thoughts of a pure spirit,

Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 Volumes,
By Lady Wallace, each $1 .75 ; or

Life and Letters of Gottschalk, by
Hensel, 81.50.

PoLKo's Eeminisences of Mendelssohn,
$1.75 ; or

PoLKo's Musical Sketches of the
Great Masters, $1 .75 ; or

Life of Handel, by Schoelcher, $2.00.

The Life of Rossini, by Edwards, $1.75.

The Life of Chopin, by Lisz' $1.50

Mozart, A Romantic Biographt,
By Rau, Si. 75; Or make acquaintance with tho

one still considered by many the best of all mnsi-

cians, through

Mozart's Letters, by Lady Wallace,

2 Vols., each $1.75. Or a very useful gift will b«

Ritter's History of Music, $1.50,

Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.50,

History ofOld Hundred, Havergal,$1.50,

Gardiner's Music op Nature, $5.00, or

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music, $6.00.

All the above are got up in very attractive style,

and will be sent to any address, post-paid, on receipt

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers and players,

and who can feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making pieces simple

and easy, but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the

most saleable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

OLIYEI^ BITSOM £ CO.,
BosTorsr. OR H. BITSOM ^ CO.

SONGS OF J. B. T1I03IAS.
DEEA^^NG, STILL DREAMING, CAN-

ZONET. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. .50

Fine Lithograph Title.

"Dreaming, still dreeing of days that are past,
Flowers that haTe fided, too lovely to last.

Sweet is the vision that f^reets me again,
Cheering my sorrow, and soothing my pain."

A sono; that is a success. How much it's own
merit, and how much the fine rendering of Mrs. Seg-
uin and others, contributed to this desirable end, one
cannot tell. This, however, is sure, that it deserves

success.

THE BIRDS WILL COME AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F. to f. .40

"Snnshine and Shadow fell on the meadow,
Dew drops were gleaming, the skies were bringing May,

Soft winds were playing, somebody straying.
Seemed very careless of beauties on the way."

An nnasaally pretty song of Love, Birds and
Spring.

THE GATES AJAR. Song and Chorus.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to c. .40

"They are waitingfor us only,
^Vhere no pain can ever mar.

Little ones who left us lonely,
Watch us thro' the gates ajar."

One of the responses to Miss Phelps' beautifu'

thoughts, now echoed very gracefully in a musica'
way. The song is very pretty, very easy, and of easy

compass.

APART ! Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to e. .40

"For your love's a faded rose,
That I keep within my heart,

Tho' we meet when life shall close,

Yet our days must be apart."

Capable of great expression.

THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS.
Words by Longfellow. 3. F to f . .."iO

Handsome Illustrated Title.

"And the mother gave, in tears and pain,
The flowers she most did love,

She knew she should find them all again,
In the fields of light above."

The words are dearly loved old acquaintances,

but the music is not so. Finely fitted to the senti-

ment, with a certain vigor and freshness, it will be a
taking song for public singing.

LAND OF HOME AND BEAUTY. Words
by Geo. Coopei: 2. F to f .50

Fine Illustrated Title.

"Land of home and beauty,
Every thought of thee

Wakes within my bosom
Sweetest melody."

The landscape view on the title is well composed,
and worthy of preservation. A smooth, sweet, beau-
tiful song.

BONNY BESS. Ballad. Words by Geo. Cooper.

3. B6 to f. 35
"0, the May, lovely May !

Tho' I never see you more—

"

"And the girls of the golden time of yore.
There was none so fair and sweet as bonny Bess."

A ballad of sweet and pure sentiment.

PEARL OF THE ISLE. Words by Geo.

Cooper. 3. E6 to e.

"0 the sweetest of names
I recall in my dreams,

When the past, like a star.

In my memory gleams."

An exceedingly graceful melody.

35

A SONG FOR THOSE WHO LOVE US.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. Ed to e. .35

"A song for those who love us,
Wherever they may be I

How many of 1 hem wander
Upon the land and sea." .

It is sufiScient praise to the music to say that it equals

the words in merit. And it may be said of the songs

written by Mr. Cooper, that it would be difficult to

point to a feeble stanza in them.

DOWN BY THE RIVER-SIDE I STRAY.
Words by Geo. P. Morris.^ 3. F to f. .50

Illustrated T'itle.

"Beside the stream a maiden dwells.

My star of eventide !

Pure as the water-lily bells."

Composed for, and sung by Madame Anne Bishop,
and is very graceful and effective.

HOW GENTLY FALL THOSE SIMPLE
WORDS, GOD BLESS YOU! 2. C to e. .35

'*You gently press the hand of those
Who thus in love caress you.

And soul responsive beats to soul,

In breathing out 'God bless you.' "

A glorification of the words so comnion, and so

full of kind feeling. A song that is good to sing.

THE DAY WHEN YOU'LL FORGET ME.
Words by "Morgan.'' 3. E6 to e. .40

"You call me aweet and tender names,
And softly smooth my tresses,

And all the while my tender heart
Beats time to your caresses."

Well written, a contribution of note to love-litera-

ture and love-music.

C03IB0SITI0NS OF G. D. WILSON.
This gentleman has fairly won a place among our best native composers. His pieces are, almost without exception, excellent for instructive purposes, and should

be "familiar friends" to teachers and pupils.

Opus 10. HAPPY DAY. Pensee' Fugitive.

4. A. -50

An introdoctioD, then a flowing melody, interrupted by

spirited chord and arpeggio paesages, all with well-marked

expression.

Op. 11. AfERRY BELLS. Morceau de Sa-

lon. .4. A6. .50

As mar be anticipated, the "Merry Bells" ring throughoutt

and i-t fir5t glance the task of the player eeems difflcuH. Bu^
all is nicely arranged to the hand, and one is enabled to play

a very ehowy piece, without any extraordinary amount of

Btady.

The Idyls, Summer Reveries.

Op. 13. A NIGHT IN JUNE. 4. Ah. .50

"At thia fttil! hour when fttarry songs,

Arc flcatiDg tbro' night's glowing noon."

Op. 14. THE SHEPHERD BOY. 3. G. .50

"Like some vision olden, of far other time,

When age was golden, in the world's young prime."

Also published with illustrated title, price 60 cents.

A great favorite !

Op. 15. MORNING. 4. E6. .50

"Morn's orient beams appear, and one by one
The weary stars retiring from their watch."

Op. 16. SMILES. 4. A. .50

Op. 17.

"Oft we wander, seeking roses.

In this garden, called the earth."

MEMORY. 4. E6.

"Borne on the stream of time,

Sweet thoughts of former days."

Op. 18. AMONG THE HILLS. 4. B6. .50

"I loye the hills, I love the flowers,
That deck with gems the sunny swells."

These beautiful Idyls, or Summer reveries, are "dreamed
out" very gracelully, and, without being descriptive pieces
express very completely the feelings and sentiments indicated
by the titles and accompanying quotations.

SLEEP WELL. A Dream Song. 4. D6. .60

"Sleep soft, beloved."

FIVE SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 4. .75

By Chas. P. Boward, arr'd by G.D, Wilson.

Flngere are hecoiniog first-claas vocalists. Sing tliese melo-
dies with ttaem

!

Two Favorite Piano-Forte Pieces.
(Lever da Soleil). Mazurlsa Caprice.SONRISE MAZURKA .

./. N. Paltison. 4. A. •CO

.May very well be mentioned on the same pn(;e with Wilson's Idyls, since it

has the same 6ne descriptive power, with perhaps a trifle more brilliancy.

WHIP-POOR-WILL'S ECHO SONG, with brilliant variations,

by C'/i. Gro'je. 3. Eb. -60

Mr. Grobe was, probably the original '-opus" man, as his opuses count by

the thousand. The piece under consideration is Opus 1881, i.e. the 1881st

pulilished worit of the composer. Among this vast number, of course, are

many that are mere "machine work," but there are also many that have grown

to be established favorites. This is one of tho better class ; a fine melody, skil-

fully varied.

Abbebviatioss.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to 7. The keij is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c.

highest Dole, on the slafT, an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.

A small Roman letter marks'the
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277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
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%'tihtxiHtmtnts,

M!j ^ABOUT JULY 1st

Wm appear the New Church Music Book
ENTITLED ^

THE STANDARD,
Which will "wave" over all the Eist and the Wsst, as it is for-

tunate in haying for its compilers,

Mr. L. O. EMBRSOW, of Boston, and
Mr. H. E. PALMEB, of Chicago,

The one " the Musical Friend" of everr Sacred Music singer,
but especially well-known on the Atlantic slope, while the
fame of Mr. Palmer is spreading rapidly through all the Miss-
issippi valley.
A work, produced by the united exertions, and controlled

by the taste of these two gentlemen , can hardly fail to be equal
to the best of its predecessors, and may excel them.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen pages are now ready, and will be sent, on applica-
tion

, free to any address.

OLIVER DITSOU & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOIir & CO., New York.

WORLD'S PEACEJUBILEE
Chorus Book.

Is the hook to be used at the coming Great Festival. It is
now in the hands of the 20,000 singers who are to compose
the choir.

The music was carefully selected by the Music Committee,
and the book will be a popular and useful book for use in allMUSICAL SOCIETIES, and should be in the hands of all in
the audience at the Coliseum. It is the very best kind of
Libretto.

175 Octave Pages

!

Price, 75 cts.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Hoimrd. 35

The Hour of Singing,
By L. 0. EMERSON and w. S. TILDEN.
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

number of teachers of
tie,

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1
2, 3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.00

!

The above Books and Songs sent, post-paid, on receipt of
retail price.

^

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOU & CO., Iflew York.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
New Crrand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESVILLB, OHIO.

Dr. HEBTRI SUTTER, Director.
ALL Branches taught according to the Classical German

Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean
Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-
ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 16
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessous per week in E\CII
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

L. 0, EMEHSON, of Boston, faml)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.
P;irtT. Elements, Esercifes, Reercitiona.—P^irt TI. Chordtj

and Tochnica.—Part III. How to use the Stop^. Choice Ool-
lectioD of Music, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-
ries and Interludes.
The Compilers have a higih reputation and excellent judg-

ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price., $2.50.

Charming new Cantata for Ladies' Classes.
THE CULPRIT FAY. Ensign. 1.00

The Mew Comic Songster.
Now throw off year Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha I Ha! and with some of the Hundred Songs in
this collection, not always sensible, but great aids to light-
heartedness.
The Funny SoDg.=ij after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.

Splendid Song Vignette Title.

DREAMING, STILL DREAMING. Tliomas. .50

The above Books and Song sent, post-free, on receipt of re-
tail prices.

OLIVER DITSOH & CO., Boston.

C H. DITSOM" & CO.. K"ew S"ork.

Br. Lowell Mason's

SOMe OAIBEIB!
Have an immense sale. Each book complete

in itself, bat one naturally succeeds the other
in a School Course. The books are

Perfect Mines of ValuaMe Materials

for Music Teachers.

This Song Garden. (Song Garden 1st Book).

Is for the little ones. Here are Simple Elements, Easy
Exercises, about 250 Tunes, many of them the very sweet-
est .

Flowers of Me/odif. Price .50 cts. *

The 2d Song Garden. (Song Garden 2d Book)

.

Lowell Mason's Celebrated Elements.
250 Exercises and Rounds in the "Practical Course."

175 Songs. 70 Sacred Tunes. Price, 80 cts.

The 3d Song Garden. (Song Garden 3d Book).

Resume of the Elements. Musical Catechism. Vocal
Culture (with plates). 86 Exercises and Solfeggios. 200 2
3 and 4 part Songs and Glees. Price, sl.CO.

'

The above books sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOBT & CO., WewTork.

Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at Chickering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street

S"'te 44. 805

Foreign & Ainedcmi Music Depot,
BTo. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPni.\.T 795-

^m ^mk Ux p«|f.

VOCAL.
Blighled Thomas. 50

Ilavo Mercy Southard. 50

One Glance from Thee Geary. 30

Father of Mercy. (Maria Mater.) Quartet. iJoo«. 3.t

Miss me Darling when I'm gone. Song & Cho.
Seibert. 30

Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartette.

M. F. H. Smith. 30
The Prayer of the Affianced One. (Preghiera

della Fidanzata Vannini. 50

When you and I are old. Song & Cho Peraj. 30
Charming Countess ! (Le faccio un inchino).

Trio for Female voices from "II Matrimonia
Segretto" Cimaroso. 75

We live for those we love. Song and Cho.Towne. 30
Sunny Memories Mrs. Lancaster. 30
1 am watchinjr for thee, darling Fuller. 30
Thinking of Thee RoelofsOn 30
Ah ! tell me why. (Si vous n'avez rien).

Mine. Bothschild. 35
Think not I can e'er forget thee. Song and Cho.

Parkhurst. 30
Twilight in the Park Brockioay. 40
0, fair Dove ! Sullivan. 60
To Deam. Aria from "Hartilet." G. S. C. 1.25

The Little Orphan. (L' Orfannella.) Arditi. 40
I'm Number One Wellman. 30
Come to the Sea. ( Vieni al Mar.) Trio, Soprano,

Tenor and Alto or Bass Gordigiani. 60

IliTSTRUMENTAL

.

Grand Caprice Hongroise. i haxids. .Ketterei-. 1.00

Valse des Fleurs. (Ketlerer) " Riimmel. 1.00

Lusitana Waltz Btttencourt.

Nocturne in C, No. 1. Op. 277 Tungman. 30
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl. 1 .00

Pluie de Corail. Op. 38 Grau. 73

Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands Strauss. 1.25

Stockton House Quadrille H. Sanderson. 60
The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Dalij. 40
Cachtica Caprice. Op. 79 Raf. 1 .00

Souvenir de Mignon Hess. 60
Kaiserstadt Waltz. (Emperor City) Alt. 65
Thousand and OneNight Waltz. 4 hda. Strauss. 1.23

Mignon. Fantasie brillante Ketterer. 60
Martha. For 4 hands S, Smith. 1.25

Valse Caprice Rubinstein. 1.00

Fleurette. Caprice Impromptu ... C Gottschalk. 50
Jolly Sisters Galop Zikoff. 40
Fairy Favors Waltz Lange. 50
Polka des Montagnards. (Bauer Polka). £(/(jr/(a?T/. 60
The Snow-Bell Junqmann. 50

Joy Bells. Wylle '" .50

German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75

Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 Kettercr. 50

Siiltarelle. Op. 266 " G.i

Sparkling Cascade Mazurka H'/7/,V/ms- .50

Devotion de Matin Ziigfi-ld 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 hands Slrausn. \ O'l

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Toss. 40

Books.

The World's Peace Jobilee Chords Book,
75 Cents.

The Culprit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.
J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordin.iry piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the convcam-e a sacinp of time and expense
in obtaining supplies, IJooks can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OF MUSIC
MKS. JSHKY KEMPTOIT,

Address, care of OLIVEB DITSON & CO. 798-

TJfDLEY BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church. Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, Jilso in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral 'Writing. Address, Care of OliTcrDitson & Co.

799—3 mo8.

E. J. BTJTLEK, pvi-atepnpil of Carl Reinfcke andDr.

Pappcritz. will receive pupils in Piano Placing at 1-53 Tremont

St., Koom 3. SOO—3mo3.

SINOING AND PIANO.
MES. PAIVNIB P. FOSTEH,

Wo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

R/TKS. C. A. BAKKY, Vocaliat and Teacher
of Vocal MtJsic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—]y

Academy of Music.
718 -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PBENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSOH offers his Services as Conductor of

' Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. .Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 623

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-
tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all pn.rts of
our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earne.at teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWAK3 B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

«yj LLV.. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, gives luBtructioa on

444
tD8 Pianoforte.

53 Haucock Sereet*

MR. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver IMtson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

iMks
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FOBMATION OF THE VOICE,

EJVCjI.ISf:! AXB IXAI.IAiV SXSy:l.i?-i«..

Address at the New Bnilding, 645 Washington Street,

ELLIOTT W. PKATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFOR1E,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHE.STNUT STREET PHILADELPHXA.

A large assortment of Amebicah Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MCSICAL COMPOSITION.

Uesidence, Cooiidge House. Communications maj be
leftatDileoo & Co'a Music Store. 717— tf.

•WIITSI.O'OT' I.. HATTDEar,
TE-^CIiEPi. OF GrTJXT.A.lEl,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

T] AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OP
* VIOLIN, is prepared to receive pupils, arid offers

bi.s serricefl as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, OllTer I^it«on & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer & Co., 80 West St. 790—8m

P. H. TOHEIWGTOW,
(OrganiJit and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACIIEP. OP OROAN, PTANO AND 'VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOl; OP MUSICAL SOClJiTJES.

Addre»«, care of (Mivkr Ditson & Co.. 277 Waj-hinffton St.,

Kew England Conpt-rvatory of Muric, Mu»ic Hall, or .Midland
Street, Savin iiill, Dorch<^t«r. 7U4-3m

•

MK. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed hi«
3tndi».a ahrnjid. under the instruction of some of the

flrat Artists of modern times, will now n.'ceive pupila
in f'iADO Bf.d OrKan Piayiri^, also in Theory of Mu.*ic.
AddlreM Oliver llit^on & (Jo. 7'Jl.6m

/cklTkch --
^ip parlor/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-jrriced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; ia finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we gvarantfe that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TRExMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell ia furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inetrumenta. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agrtnt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia Jaraes Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 7i8

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Sieging and
Voice Building.

fDr. EI. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARr>,
"OTJPIIi of the Leipzij^ Conservatory, alsn of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August H;iupt, and Tlieodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing jind Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

GHUROH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East MedvTay, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

CHICAGO, ILL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publicutiona to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

O^ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books publinhed in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music. 619-tf

lyrADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
/^ ''^"" f-evernl years a pupil of the culebiated Signor Gar-

cia, will be happy to .give Le.sson8 in Siuging, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of Oliver'Dit-
BOn & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—Sm

ROCK OF AGES!
A NKW AND BUAUmUI,

y»// ./. Ji. TlminaH.
Price -"jO Cents.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CaMnet Organs.

[XT' ^T'

Prices S50, $65, $100, S125, 8132, S140, $160,
S175, S200, .»225, $250, to $1000 each.

MASON & HAMLIN
C A B I N E T ORGANS.
The fnost pojuilar and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One to Thirteen Stops.
Flute,
Principal,
Octave, .

Flute d'Amour,
Tremulakt,
Voi. ilOMANA,
Automatic Swell,

BOUEDON,
Gamba,
Bassoon,
Voix Celeste,
Viol d'Amour,
TlOLA,
Pedals,

Melodia,
Diapason,
EUPHONE,
Hautboy,
Fifteenth,
Cor Anglais,
Couplers,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA
STYLES, in superb Cases, Burpassing in attractivenesB any
before offered.

There can be no more Elegant and
Valuable JPresent,

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other

in thecountry ; PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLE;
and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSWATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON" MUSIC SCHOOL.
rjlHE FALL TERM will begin on MONDAY the 18th
•^ of September nest. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Mu.=ic, the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-

TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentafion in Choraa Singing^ Violin

and all Orchestral Inytruraents.

Board of histrtiction —John W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.

Ford, George H- Howard. B. F. Baker, Secretary and Treas-

urer Marble Block 22, Eliot St., Boston, Sia.'-s. Circulars

nmy be obtaiued at the School Rooms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790—

BT L. O. EMEBSOJSr,
the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing

School B'~oks.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOM" & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. D.ITSOJSr & CO., New York.

T SCHUBEHTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

is Foreign and American Muaic, B20I{road-

waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUR

SPLEHDID ASSOBTMEHT

OF THE MOST APl'ROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

yiOLmS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
iDcluLling very Clioice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

OLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bufla.

FOR SALE AND TO LET.
Our fiiciJtiefl are fiuch as enable us to furnish the above;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, ANB
C IRD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to

puruhasera.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Coart House)
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The Grand Orchestra.

BY HENRT AMES BLOOD.

O, listen to thateolemn symphony !

These are the ootes which to the heart interpret

The majpsty of sorrow
; and it is

Ily these the heavy progress of the liead

—

The dead whod'ed immortal—?hoald be followed.

And thii should be upon an afternoon

In rich October ; and the grand cortege

Move down a mellow vista, where there hung
Floating aloft as if upon the air,

As far as eye could see, most gorgeous boughs

Of leaves, and leaves should lie upon the ground
Quite thickly

; and it would be strange, indeed,

If here and there, all trembling to the strains

Of this great score, still others did not fall,

Slow sailing their first journey to the earth.

And strange if now and then might not be seen

Some happy squirrel, or wee thoughtless bird,

Scarce knowing any sorrow, even in death.

For it should be the month of yellow leaves,

And faint voluptuous odors in the grass

And in the golden haze ; the only time

When to be happy is but to be sad,

And to be sad is to be like the leaves

When all the woods wear melancholy plumes.

Too early or too late the poet dies

Who dies not in the se«sou of ripe leaves.

O, list the yearning of these cadences,

For they but breathe again what I now said

!

I wonder if beyond the ancient stars.

Beyond this immaterial dome, this blue

Eternity of silence overarched,

Beneath the mighty rushing of the waves,

A hundred foamy leagues from any man,
Within those palaces where all for beauty
Mermaids live, and mermen die for love,

Such melody is not heard !

Soft ! soft ! 0, hark !

Do you not hear them now ? Do you not hear
The music oftho.se deep sea-corridors,

Whose crystal pillars tremble with all hail

To the majestic entrance of the gray.

Surf-bearded Ocean ? These must be, indeed,

Almost as beautiful as were the strains

Which followed, in the dim background of Time,
Upon the windy track of iEoius,

When mermaids have besought the mariner.

And those to hear again, who would not go
Sea-faring now ? Who would not brave black night,

The creeping, treacherous fog, the roaring breakers.
The crazed winds, the insatiable Are,

The unlasbed waves, that spring upon the decks
As swift 08 tigers, and remorselessly

Sinner and saint alike sweep, God knows where ?

Ooly to hear such ravishing notes once more
How gladly would we sail the infested seas,

Above the dull eyed monsters I Oh ! how quickly
Welcome the rushing and tumultuous bergs,
The thundering, league-long battlements of ice
IVhich were the outposts of the Arctic night.

But listen, now ! Is it not passing strange,

These seeming ordinary whiskered men,
Who look no more than common entities,

Are really purveyors to the stars.

And lug us by the ears up into Heaven ?

How worse than useless, now, are our good eyes
;

I would not open them, if I might see
The unimagined form of Beauty rise.

How softly unto dulcet sounds like these
The current of our lives should glide away
Into an old age of sweet memories.
Now is the time to die and feel no pang

j

The dreadful potion would be so disguised
In the bright sparkle of sweet music's wine.

Who knows not that beyond the amber air
The voice of music never will be hushed
And silence would be sorrow. Oh! belie've
When we have laid this mortal burden dow'n
Which sires us gravity, and the green earth
Spins off beneath us, we shall rise at once
Wnere spring immortal thunders, and where roll
Great globes of most celestial harmonies.

-New York Independent, Jan. 10, 1872.

Translated for this Journal.

The Wizard of the G-String.

FROM THE GERMAN.

On the 2.5th of March, 1828, there appeared in the

Vienna Musical Journal the following announcement:

"A very interesting piece of news to the musical pub-

lic, is the arrival of the renowned Genoese violinist,

NicoLO Pagan INI, who has set out from Italy on a

musical tour, and has determined to dedicate his first

performance to the patrons of music in Vienna."

Renowned 1 Perhaps— in Italy. We Germans

looked down on the Italian masters ; their works,

though certainly held in high esteem by the whole

musical world beside, were notwithstanding mere

trifles in the eyes of the German critics. Instrumen-

tal music. Symphonies for example, they certainly

could not compose ; and as to their excellence as per-

formers, it had not even been spoken of for a long

time; Germany and France had other matadores in

this arena. At the head of these on the violin stood

Spohr—a giant both in stature and skill—Lipinski,

Kiesewetter, Maysoder ; and in France, Rode, Ball-

lot, and some others. Of this Genoese virtuoso very

few had heard, the public knew nothing of him. Add
to this that he came to us an elderly (?)and sickly man,

already 44 years age ; in the best aspect a rain, good

enough however for German barbarians. It was not

to be wondered at, then, that the concert given on the

29th of iMarch found no great encouragement. But
the day after ! All business seemed at once to have

gone music-mad. The succe-jding concerts found the

house surrounded from early morning by a vast

crowd, and in spite of the price being first doubled,

then trebled, many carried away instead ot a ticket,

only bruises, bumps, and torn clothes. According to

the articles which appeared in the Vienna journals

either all the reporters must have greatly exaggera-

ted, or the Genoese fiddler was in truth the most ex-

traordinary artistic phenomenon that the world had

ever heard.

For example : "He who has not hoard Paganini

can form no idea of what he is. To describe his

playing is simply impossible, and even frequent lis-

teners have but little advantage in this respect." The
calm, reasonable Castelli wrote : "Never has any ar-

tist created so great a sensation within our walls as

this god of the violin. His execution is the highest,

the most extraordinary and astonishing possible in

the whole range of musical art. He begins where

others end ; he performs impossibilities, yes—since

even the means by which he produces them are un-

known to us,—what for us are impossibilities."

From all the cities that he visited, Breslau, Ber-

lin, Frankfort on-the-Main, from eveiywhere indeed,

was echoed the same incredible report.

Were we not right enough to be curious 1 Would
he come to Weimar 1 That was a question as im-

portant to me as poor Hamlet's "To be or not to be"

to him. The little royal residence with its slender

resources, said I to myself, certainly cannot attract

him, when one reads of the enormous sums lavished

upon him by large cities
;
yet great names belong to

this little town : Goethe, Hummel, Maria Pawlowna,
still live, the latter a pianist of the first rank. If

Paganini is a real artist he cannot pass by Weimar.

So I persuaded myself, so—but I am an old man and

age is garrulous. I turn over therefore several pages

of my manuscript, on which I have portrayed my ex-

pectant feelings, and come at last to that evening,

—

the 29th of October, 1829,—on which our orchestra

boy entered my room with the announcement, "Stage

rehearsal to-morrow morning at 9 o'clock for Maestro

Paganini's concert."

Again I pass over the rehearsal and come at once

to the concert. From the city itself and all the re-

gion around everybody flocked on that evening, who

could afford the double entrance fee. The house pre-

sented a magnificent spectacle, the audience was so

closely packed, so wedged together that without ex-

aggeration a falling apple could not have reached the

floor while the concert continued. A solemn stillness

rested on the vast concourse, all eyes were fi.xed on

the stage, every ear was strained to catch the first

notes o) th^ famous master. The overture came to

an end, the poor thing had banged itself out in vain,

—no one listened to it. Finally after a tolerably long

pause (Paganini, like other great men, enjoyed mak-

ing people wait for him) he appeared. His violin in

his left hand, his bow in his right, he glided with a

light, quick step through our ranks to the front of the

stage ; there was no music stand, for he played en-

tirely without notes. He bowed several times slight-

ly and rather awkwardly, in doing which he rested

his bow on the floor, as a general on parade sinks his

sword in the presence of his sovereign.

Never in my life have I seen a man whose appear-

ance awakened within me such emotions of pity. A
lank figure, dressed in an old-fashioned black frock

coat, and black Irowsers down to his heels, which

huBg loose on his shrunken limbs as on a skeleton.

Forth from loose hanging locks, and a thick, close,

curled beard, looked a thin, cadaverous visage, with

a long aquiline nose. From his shoulders hung
baboon-like arms, terminating in very long, withered/

but snow-white hands. Involuntarily I was remind-

ed of Callot Hoffmann's organist, Kreisler. And
again, his apathetic, blank, desohte gazejat the as-

sembly, brought before me the weird and despairing

face of the wandering Jew.

He began the performance with his great Concerto

in E-flat major. The ritornello opened. His shoul-

ders were high, and in playing he drew them together

so that his head seemed to stand on a post. Contra-

ry to the principles of all other violinists, ho held his

bow close to his body, and while the orchestra played

the "Tulti," the brilliant and sparkling tones of his

violin flashed through the accompaniment like gleams

of light.

And how shall I describe his playing? It was
justly said that to get any idea of him he must be

heard, because no adequate conception of him can be

obtained from description. Meyerbeer said later to

Castil-Blaze : "Imagine the most surprising efFeeti

that can be produced on the violin, recall the mira-

cles of the bow and the melody, still Paganini will

surpass your expectations."

A notorious miser once found himself in ft com-

pany assembled for a benevolent purpose. The col-

lector presented himself a second time, intentionally,

before him. "I have already given my contribution,',

said the miser. "Pardon me," rejoined the collector

"I did not see it, but of course I believe it." A
witty neighbor of the Harpagon, thereupon put in

quickly : "I saw it, but I don't believe it. So it was

with regard to Paganini. Those who hare not

heard it, would not believe it, said the audience as

they left the concert room ; a reporter wrote, "I have

heard it, yet I do not believe it."

Such was Paganini's pUaying, the most perfect that

was ever listened to by human ear. But this magi-
cal performance was only the expression of his ardent
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soul. In his playinn-, earnest nnd jest, melancholy

and humor, sorrow and mirlh, alternated in the hap-

piest manner. Andre', from whose Hesperus I quote

the following passage, has expressed this eloquently.

"Is Paganini a musical genius in the highest sense in

his own art ? I believe that putting wholly aside his

. incredible mechanical skill and dexterity, I must an-

swer in the .affirmative, because more than any other

he pnts a soul into his execution. It is this in-

brealhed soul which impresses sensitive natures so in-

describably, which gives to every tone its peculiar in-

dividuality, and must remain inimitable because it is

his own spirit that speaks, himself thnt is expressed.

He in, fact makes his violin spciik the Iimgunge of his

innermost sensations, and of the peculiar condition of

his mind. That which p.asses within him the instru-

ment expresses with singular truth and fidelity.

Judging from its language as to his emotions and

feelings, wo should say that in that heart, (perhaps

only in retrospect) the stormiest passions struggle

with the deepest, tenderest affections, but sorrows are

mingled with entrancing joys, black misanthropy

with child-like kindliness. And to sum up all in a

•word, it is a heart broken, yet rejoicing."

It may be imagined what an excitement this magi-

cian aroused among us. The applause of our citi-

zens, always before kept within decorous limits,

stormed through the house like a rushing sea, and

rapture carried away even the most phlegmatic.

Paganini knew well that the performer mnst himself

feel, in order to aw.aken feeling in others, and his

motto was : "One must be an enlhusi.ast himself if he

would call forth enthusiasm." With regard to the

impression made by his pLtying, Holtei wrote in his

vigorous style, "Paganini has performfd here in

Weimar, and even here, squeaking on his four piti-

ful strings, he turns the hearts of men round in their

bodies."

He had advanced to the footlights, a sickly-looking

man of feeble frame, but no sooner had he taken up

his violin, grasped his bow, and struck the first notes,

than the giant strength that had slumbered in him

awoke; nerves, muscles and limbs became strong,

vigorous, intense ; all was spirit, power and life, in

and about him.

To discover how he became so great, so inimitable,

we mnst look back at the history of his past life.

Paganini was born in Genoa on the 18th of Feb-

ruary, 1784. His father was a tradesman in rather

straitened circumstances, who passionately loved mu-
sic, and practiced it -'with little talent but much com-
fort." He soon discovered his son's natural gifts,

and taught him the rudiments of the violin, and being

a stem, severe man, he compelled the boy to practise

the whole day, and when he was not industrious

enough to satisfy him, drove him by hunger to double

his exertions.

In his ninth year the young virtuoso appeared for

the first time in public in his native ci(y, Genoa,
amid the incessant and enthusiastic plaudits of the

delighted audience. After he had taken lessons at

Parma, from Rolla, the renowned violinist, and in

composition from Ghivctti, and then at Genoa had
devoted himself in entire seclusion to the severest

Btudies, he began to travel and give concerts alone at

the age of fifteen, but only in Italy, and this he con-

tinned for twenty-two years, at the same time per-

fecting himself by increasing practice. For some
time he was established at the court of Lucca. At
this period passion awoke in the breast of the fiery

young Italian. He fell into profligate courses and

became devoted to love and play ; the first destroved

his constitution, the latter brought liim often Into

great poverty and distress ; but at ilie time he ap-

peared in Germany he had become a staid and very

economical man. His world-wide renown dates from
bis appearance at Vienna, after which he travelled

slowly through Germany, France, England, Spain

and Poland, and finally, after an absence of ten years.

he returned to Italy in the summer of 1834, loaded

with wealth and honors, and took up his residence

sometimes at Genoa, sometimes at Milan or Parma.

Afler a short visit to Paris, where on account o

his failing health he could give no concerts, he has-

tened back by sea to Genoa, hoping there to regain

his lost strength. It was a vain hope. Nice was to

he bis bist resting place. His disease, consumption,

there made rapid strides, his voice failed, his strength

wholly left him. On the last evening of his life he

appeared quieter than usnal and slept a little ; when

he awaked he opened the bed-curtains that he might

see the moon, which was rising in full splendor amid

a cloudless sky. At this sight his failing senses re-

vived, he feebly grasped his violin, the faithful com-

panion of his journeyings, and breathed out to its

faint tones his last sigh.

Thus died this great master on the 27th of May,

1840, in the ."iBth year of his age. But death itself

could not end his troubles. Ho was an Itali.an and a

Catholic ; he believed in God, but not in the priests
;

be frequently visited churches and cathedrals to ad-

mire the masterpieces of architects, sculptors and

painters, and to enjoy the religious music of the old

Italian composers, and others; but with regard to the

multitudinous ceremonies and incense-burnings,which

blind and befog men, ho had his own opinions, like

the rest of the enlightened world. Some of these

views had probably reached the ears of the priest-

hc^d, for the most Christian Bishop of Nice refused

him a grave in consecrated ground, and only after

many attempts of his son and his friends, whose pe-

titions were for a long time futile, did he receive

Christian burial by a special dispensation from Rome.

Paganini left behind him to a legitimatized son,

named Achilles, an estate worth two millions of

francs, and to each of his two sisters a legacy of be-

tween fifty and sixty thousand francs; but to the

mother of his son, the singer Antonia Bianchi, of

Como, only a life annuity of twelve hundred francs.

Besides this he left a collection of valuable' violins,

Guarneris, Amatis Strad'varis, and others ; last,

but not least, his own instrument which he had used

in ."ill his concerts, and which he bequeathed to his

native city that no other artist might use it. Some
assert however that he left it to Ernst.

Paganini, besides frequent sickness and almost un-

speakable physical sufferings, was the victim of the

most despicable calumnies, set afloat by the many
enemies who envied his success. They went so far

as to accuse hiin of actual crimes. It was said that

in his youth he had associated with robbers ; that out

of raging jealousy he had murdered his wife, and when

he proved never to have had a wife, that it was his

mistress. Soine asserted that on account of his

crime he had spent many years in the galleys, which

accounted for his unsteady and trembling gait. Oth-

ers reported that he had suffered a long imprison-

ment, during which, the strings of his violin breaking

one by one, at length only the fourth remained, and

that his wonderful performances on that string were

dae to this circumstance. Paris, standing at the very

head of the civilized world, showed itself especially

active in the propagation of these scandals. Fe'tis

says : "There is in this city a very respectable por-

tion of the population, which lives by the evil it does

and by the good which it hinders." In his native land

itself, where bandits and priests flourish, many grave-

ly declared that he had a compact with the devil, by

which, in exchange for the magic powers bestowed on

him in this world, he consented to forego his happi-

ness in the next. All these fables have indeed, since

Paganini's death, been proved to bo slanders and

stupid superstitions, but during his life they were

fully believed by many ;—dear humanity credits the

evil so much more readily and willingly than the

good, especially when it relates to the great, the re-

nowned, or the special favorites of fortune.

[To be Continued.]

Distant Music.

HT HENRY C. LUNN.

[From the London Musical Times.]

The genial Elia, in his paper on "Distant Corres-

pondents," speaks so many truths which we all have
felt, that we cannot but turn to it with renewed pleas-

ure when a letter or newspaper cotnes to hand at our
breakfast-table which for months perhaps has been
travelling thousands of miles over the ocean. ''In-

deed," he says, addressing a friend in Sidney, "it is

no ea.5y effort to set about a correspondence at our
distance. The weary world of waters between us
oppresses the imagination. It is difficult to conceive
how a scrawl of mine should ever stretch across it.

It is a sort of presumption to expect that one's
thoughts should live so far. It is like writing for

posterity ; and leminds mo of one of Mrs. Howe's
superscriptions : 'Alcander to Strephon in the
shades.' " If these ideas will steal upon us in writ-

ing or receiving a friendly letter from a distance, how
much more are we open to their influence when such
communication inerely contains news. Elia speaks
amusingly of the "now" when the word is written,

and the "now" when it is read, as so widely separated
in time that he can have no security that what a per-

son states as a truth shall not before the letter reaches

his friend turn into a falsehood ; "and not only," he
continues, "does truth, in these long intervals, un-

essence herself, but (what is harder) one cannot ven-

ture a crude fiction, for the fear that it may ripen into

a truth'upon the voyage." The electric telegraph

has of course done much for us in conveying from
many distant parts of the world .mere records of im-

portant events in a space of time which would as-

tonish Charles Lamb, could he once more visit the

earth ; but news that will keep is still wrapped up in

letters and newspapers, and sent across the sea to

reach us so long after the occurrences narrated have
taken place that it is often difficult to share the en-

thusiiism of a writer who. very probably, at the time

we read his remarks has almost forgotten that he
ever penned them.

Perhaps on no subject is this feeling more called

forth than in that of music. A newspaper, let us say,

comes to us from New Zealand, with a passage care-

fully marked for extract ; "Last night," wo are told,

"an interesting performance of the 'Messiah' was
given. The inclemency of the weather deterred many
from coming, but those who were present were amply
rewarded." Where is this "last night," when wo
print this ; the weather has been fine and wet a do-

zen times since this concert ; and Handel's strains,

which the ne,xt morning lingered in the ears of the

many who composed the audience on the occasion,

have now become a thing of the past. Only a short

time ago we received, an account of a concert in Sid-

ney, which was duly inserted in our journal. By the

next mail came a letter, written "in great haste,"

correcting the name of a singer who had appeared in

the performance. The "haste" with which this cor-

rection v\as made and despatched contrasted strangely

with the cold and methodical manner in which it was
])acked up with hundreds of other letters in the mail-

bag, conveyed over what Charles Lamb calls "the

world of waters," and after being duly sorted by the

post-office officials, dropped quietly into oar letter-

box long after any of our renders could have remem-
bered that the concert to which the communication
referred had ever been noticed. How strange, too,

does it appear to read in a new.spapcr sent from the

antipodes, that an opera troupe is about to commence
a short season ; to have the whole of the arrange-

ments detailed in a prospectus, and to be perfectly

aware that when this meets onr eye, the season has

long been over, .and some other musical event is the

real "news" of the place, the record of which will

probably come here when it has become history there.

It is like suddenly lighting upon a letter in the hand-

writing of a deceased friend, the well-known charac-

ters in which seem to speak to us once more with all

the warmth of life.

In spite, however, of the length of time which must
necessarily elapse before distant musical events can

become chronicled here, it is always a real pleasure

to find that the works which are loved and honored

in this country are slowly, but surely, enlisting the

sympathies of those who, although separated from us

by a wide expanse of ocean, are in reality a part of

ourselves—sprung from the same stock, and speak-

ing the same language. Since mn^ic has ceased to

be a luxury, and the greatest compositions of the

greatest nia.'.ters have been placed within the reach of

all, musical Soi'ieties have been formed in the remot-

est lands, the object being to foster a love for the

highest works, the demand for which is so rapidly

increasing that a statement of the amount of their sale

in English-speaking conntries, would astonish even

the most sanguine enthusiast in the cause of artistic
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progress." Distant Music," therefore, it will be eeeiij

has now become of such importance that it is in re-

ality as necessary to insert accounts of the perform-
ance of Oratorios, Cantatas, and Operas, which have
taken place many thousands of miles from onr shores
as to record similar events in our own Island ; and if

New Zealand, Australia, and America progress as

they have done within the last few 3'ears, our coun-
try correspondents must not be surprised if our
"Brief Summary" should become still more remark-
able for its brevity when noticing their musical do-
ings, in order to make room for the new press of
matter. Meanwhile it may be interesting to glance
at what our distant friends have been doing in the
art within the last few years. Turning to accounts
from Otago, in New Zealand, we find that the Dune-
din Philharmonic Society has been for many years
giving Oratorios and other works with much success.
On Christmas Eve, 1863, under the direction of Mr.
George K. West, the founder of the Society, the first

concert took place, when Handel's "Messiah" was
performed, and in 1865 the same composer's "Sam-
son," "the work being listened to," we are informed,
"with the utmost interest by the audience." At
Auckland, too, wo hear of a Harmonic Society giving
a highly creditable presentation of Haydn's "Crea-
tion," before it had been established a twelvemonth.
In Australia high class music is making rapid pro-
gress, the visit of Mr. C. E. Horsley having no doubt
tended much to further the good cause. As early as

1863 the Melbourne Philharmonic Society produced
Mr. Horsley's Oratorio, "David ;" and we afterwards
hear of the performance of "Judas Maccaba!us," the
"Messiah," and several other standard works. Some
idea, too, may be formed of Colonial liberality in

matters musical by the following paragraph from a

Melbourne paper ;

—
"It is intended to inaugurate the

Music-hall now building with a grand Intercolonial
Musical Festival, when a new Oratorio bv Mr.
Charles Edward Horsley will be produced. A com-
mission has been sent to England for a grand organ
for the above hall, the sum voted by the Corporation
being £4,000." We do not know whether all these
intentions have been carried out, as no record has
reached ns giving a detailed account of the opening
of the hall ; but we quote the passage to show the
spirit by which these artistic enterprises are animated
in Australia. As an earnest ot the future, we may
also mention that in the prospectus of the Melbourne
Philharmonic Society forthepresent season the works
promised are Mendelssohn's "Elijah" and "Hymn of
Praise," Haydn's "Seasons," Spohr's "Last' Judg-
ment," and "Israel in Egypt." The Adelaide and
Sydney Philharmonic Societies are likewjje in a
very flourishing condition ; and we constantly read
of miscellaneous concerts being given in the Colony
at which good music receives a very fair share of at-

tention. New works also appear to be produced
here, for in addition to the one by Mr. Horsley, men-
tioned above, we hear of a composition by Mr. J.
Summers, Mus. Bac, Oxon, written for the inaugu-
ration of the Music Hall ; and our readers will re-
member that Mr. Tolhurst'3 Oratorio," "Ruth," was
performed for the first time at Prahran, a suburb of
Australia. The local papers were extravagant in
their praise of this latter work ; and although, on its

production in this country, we took leave to differ
from them as to its merits, we found that the few
lines we wrote, based on the announcement of its

success in the journals which were forwarded to us,
and of course before we could have heard a note of
the composition, were reprinted as an opinion of the
Musical Times. All this may be forgiven, perhaps,
when we consider how difficult it is for a man to be-
come a prophet in his own country, and how natural
it IS, therefore, for him to endeavor to influence a new
public by bringing certificates from an old one ; but
composers should be cautious of allov/ing themselves
to be iiifiuenced by the adulations of local papers.
The criticisms of the provincial press in our own
country are rarely written by persons at all acquaint-
ed with the art, in proof of which we may mention
that in a newspaper which lately reached us, after a
panegyric upon all the performers, vocal and instru-
mental, who took part in a concert, the writer meta-
phorically pats Beethoven on the back by saying that
his song "Adelaida" is a corapositioii containing
many pleasant surprises."

Pursuing our researches into the state of "Distant
Music," we learn that at Adelaide, a Philharmonic
Society is in a prosperous condition, and at Ballarat
some of the best Oratorios have been given by" the
"Harmonic Society" with much success. In Tas-
mania we also hear of excellent concerts ; and, inci-
dentally it may be mentioned (although out of the
scope of our present musical survey) that at Hankow,
in China, on Easter Sunday, 1869, the "Hallelujah
Chorus" was sung as an anthem by three sopranos,
one alto, two tenors, and two basses, and that "it
went exceedingly well. At xMadras, a Philharmonic

Soriety had been some time in existence in the year
186.'). and Sir Hope Grant has given 100 rupees to

the ''Instrument Fund." Then wj have satisfactory

news of the progress of the art from Nata'; and at

Cape Town, the "Good Hope Choral Union is con-

stantly performing such works as the "Messiih,"
"St. Paul," the "Mount of Olives," &c., a concert of

the "Intermediate Tonic Sol-fa Class," under the

direction of Mr. .1. H. Asb.ley, being also spoken of

in terms of much favor by a Cape-Town paper. At
Port Elizabeth, too, we get reports of several musical
entertainments, a "Monster concert," given in -the

Town-hall by Mr. Edward Newbatt, having been
very largely attended, and highly successful. In the

West Indies we are also informed that music is zeal-

ously cultivated, as an earnest of which it may be
mentioned that the Barbados Philharmonic Society
has it in contemplation to found vocal and instru-

mental schools. From Quebec we also receive inter-

esting musical news ; and at Montreal a series of

vocal and instrumental concerts was given at Nord-
heimer's Hall, in 1867, followed, no doubt, by many
others of an equally interesting character.

The musical events at Boston are constantly before

our readers ; the "Handel and Haydn Society," or-

ganized in the year 1815, chiefly for the practice of
psalm tunes during the summer months, having ad
vanced to a point of perfection in the presentation of
the most classical works which renders a record of
the proceedings of the Association highly interesting.

The "Thomas Concerts," too, as they arc called, are

of such a high character as almost to put us to shame
in England, where the announcement of unfamiliar
works by an enthusiastic concert-giver is quite suffi-

cient to keep our so-called music lovers from the

room. :,The Boston papers speak of the compositions
of Wagner, Liszt, and many other modern writers as

if their readers were thoroughly conversanjt with
their merits ; and in "Dwight's journal of Music"
(one of the most able critical musical periodicals ever
published), in mentioning the performance of the In-

troduction and Finale to Wagner's "Tristan und
Isolde," the writer very wisely says that, not being
able to comprehend it on a single bearing, he "sus-
pends his judgment." In New York, although the
love for good music is evidently steadily on the in-

crease, it is obvious that inferior compositions have a
very large sale. We are told, for instance, that the
song "Don't be angry with ma, darling," as "sung
by the minstrels, played by the bands, and whistled
hy the hoys," is the "great popular melody of the
United States." Then we have constantly advertised
a large collection of "Temperance Songs," the mere
titles of which preach a whole sermon in aid of the
cause. "Don't marry a man if he drinks," "I'll

marry no man if he drinks," "Father's a drunkard,
and Mother is dead," "Pure cold water," "Beautiful
sparkling water," "Girls, wait for a Temperance
man," "Brother, don't go out to-night," if sung with
suflicient depth of feeling, would convert a man given
to strong liquors, we should imagine, on the spot

;

but as "Mr, and Mrs. Brown" (comic duet) is in-

cluded in the selection, it is obvious that our Tempe-
rance friends are not averse to having a little fun
over their water. Another popular song in New
York is called "M.ake me a jacket of Pa's old coat,"
and the "Aint I pretty" polka, with a "splendid lith-

ographic title, printed in colors, of a young lady ar-

ranging her toilet before a looking-glass," is quite
the rage, the whole first edition having been exhaust-
ed in a few days. Sensational dance music includes
directions for its use ; for after advertisements of the
"Golden Robin Polka," "Swinsing Polka." "New
Anvil Polka," and "Partridge Polka," we have this

sentence :
—"The Robin Polkas have sweet bird calls

in them, the Swinging Polka has a swinging move-
ment, the Anvil Polka sounds best with hammer ac-
companiment, and the Partridge Polka brings in the
whistle of the Quail." The lists of the "most popu-
lar" instrumental music contain a strange mixture of
good, bad, and i^difl^i•rent; and that there exists an
extraordinary confusion of tongues in the titles of
some of the modern compositions may be imagined
when we say that one piece is advertised as the "Cas-
cade de Dew-drops." Energetic endeavors are made
in New York to create a love for the highest order of
church music

;
hut a review in our columns a short

time ago upon a collection of Hymns and Tunes for
public worship, recently published in that city, will
sufficiently show that the compilers of the work have
been more desirous of writing down to the taste of
the multitude than of attempting to raise it. We
must aNo remark that a book called "Zion's refresh-
ing showers," which we find extensively advertised,
can scarcely appeal to people in search of healthy sa-

cred music ; and that a slight want of classification
in publishers' catalogues may be too frequently seen,
can lie proved by the following quotation of the titles

of three pieces, which occur precisely in this succes-

sion : "Cling to the crucified," "Cock-adoodle-doo,"
"Cod liver oil."

There can be no question, however, that hish-clasi

music is rapidly making its way in New York, and
liitle doubt can exist of its ultimate triumpii. Tiie

success of ihe "Parcpa-Uosa Opera Company" hns,

we believe, done very much towards popularizing the

best lyrical works ; for Mr. Carl Rosa is an artist

with a real love for the task he has undertaken, and
not a mere speculative caterer for the m^iltitude.

Those excellent vocalists. Miss E. Wynne, Madame
Patey, Messrs. Santley. Patey and Cummings —
known as the "Dolby Company"—have also had

mnch effect in deepening the love for Oratorio music
;

and Mr. Santley, who remains, wo believe, for some
time in America, will materially strengthen the cast

of all the Operas produced by Carl Rosa. We have

undoubted proof, too, that the standard sacred works

are gradually obtaining a very largo sale ; and a

knowledge of the good will speedily displace ihe bad.

America has a magnificent musical future before it,

if it can only learn to blot out the word "sensational"

in those grand demonstrations which the people are

so eminently suited to organize. It i.s well known
that the "Boston Peace Musical Festival," which

took place in 1869, was a mild afiiiir compared wiih

that announced for the present year; and yet, when
we find that it took place in a building 500 feet long,

and .300 feet wide, and constructed to Inild between

40,000 and 50,000 persons, it is difiicult indeed to

conceive how all these figures can bs materially mul-

tiplied without setting the laws of acoustics at defi-

ance. In the account of the Festival furnished to us

at ihc time by a correspondent, we have some curi-

ous information respecting various portions of the

performance. Gounod's "Ave Maria," we are told

(based upon Bach's Prelude in C major), was,exqui

sitely sung by Madame Parepa, but it was scarcely a

desirable solo to select for a d(^hut in so colossal a

building. The same vocalist also gave the solo part

of the "Inflammaftis," from Rossini's "Stabat Ma-
ter," but when the composition was repeated on the

fourth day, the Fenival had set in with all its fury,

and the "solo was sung by about ten young ladies,

with the utmost correctness of intonation and precis-

ion." Then the Overture to "Fra Diavolo" was

given, Ihe principal trumpet part being performedby

fifty trumneters; and also Meyerbeer's "Coronation

March," with an orchestra of 1,000 musicians, al-

though it is said of the latter work that it was "not

perfect, and indeed proved nearly a failure." Bnt
the grand triumph of the Festival was reserved, as

might have been expected, for the pieces especially

suited to the "colossal" nature of ihe building. "The
Star-Spangled Banner," we are informed, "proved a

genuine success, and displayed to the greatest ad-

vantage the gigantic power of the grand orchestra,

military bands, organs, drum corps, organ, artillery,

and chiming of bells. The firing of cannons, by .elec-

tricity from the conductor's stand, had really a fine

effect, as the instantaneous discharge upon the first

beat of each measure in the chorus, may well be

compared to the striking of a large drum. The 'An-

vil chorus,' from '11 Trovatore,' by chorus, full or-

chestra, and artillery (outside) accompaniment, the

anvil part performed upon 100 anvils hy the Boston

Fire Brigade, was excellent, and it was re-demanded

wit'n acclamations." (!!)

Here, then, we have undoubted proof that where

the building is not adapted to the music, the music

must be adapted to the building ; and that if we are

to have an alm-'St unlimited number of listeners, we
must have an almost unlimited number of perform-

ers. Not only, therefore, must solos for a soprano

voice be sung by "about ten young ladies," but every

part, vocal and instrumental, must he multiplied in

proportion ; and anvils, sledgehammers, and artil-

lery, will be the "addilional instruments," with which

the feeble scores of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and
other modern composers must he enriched for Festi-

val use. We hope and heliere that America will see

how destructive is this idea to tJie furtherance ofpure art,

and that a healthy reaction will take place wdien renewed

experiments clearly demonstrate that the real enjoy-

ment of music is dependent upon the power of hear-

ing the minutest details of the compositions perform-

ed. If good and healthy music is to have the promi-

nent place in their artistic gatherings, we sincerely

wish the Americans every success ; but if it is to be

mixed up with hells, guns, and anvils, we fervently

pray that it may forever remain "distant muSic," and
heartily bless the "world of waters" that lies between

us.

The Musical Education of the Blind.

(From the London Mirror, April 6 )

It is with feelings of intense satisfaction, and in the

full hopefulness of a bright and prosperous career,

that we have to announce the establishment, und3r
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most influential auspices, of a Normal College anci

Aeaflemv oT Music for the Blind, which will aflTord

blind cliildien throughout the country, who have the

requisite talents, a thorough education, especially in

music, so as to qualify them to earn a living as or-

ganists, teachers, and pianoforte tuners. With all

deference and respect to the benevolent who so nob!y

support institutions for the blind, and day by day

create new ones to meet an ever-increasing want, we
think we have been going too long in the old grooves,

and regarding the blind as if the loss of one sense

disqualified them from anything higher than mere
manual labor. We have too much ignored the in-

tellectual in our attempts to impart to them the

means of earning a livelihood ; and though reliance

must ever be placed to a large extent on mat-making,

basket-making, and such like industries, there are

among this afflicted race others of far liigher intellec-

tual capacity, which only needs culture that the very

best and most encouraging results may accrue. Mu-
sic is ever a source of delight to the blind, and we
have rare examples of their musical taste and powers,

even amongst those who have had little or no oppor-

tunities of obtaining instruction in the art; neverthe-

less, out of the thirty thousand blind in the United

Kingdom, who, as a class, are wholly or partly de-

pendent on public or private charity, and a consider-

able number of whom are inmates of various institu-

tions, not more than one per cent, of the educated

blind throughout the country have ever been qualified

to earn their living by the profession of music. Such
was formerly the case in other countries, but the

special regard paid to the higher education of the

blind, and the improved systems of musical instruc-

tion adopted by various institutions abroad, have
produced most gratifying results, and wherever the

musical education ot the blind, based on a thorough

intellectual training, has been properly carried out,

this art, in its various branches, has been found, after

long experience, to afford by far the most remunera-

tive occupation of which the blind are capable. Thus,

in Paris, about 60 per cent, of the pupils follow the

profession of music, and of these about one-half are

such successful pianoforte tuners that incomes vary-

ing from ,£80 to £1.50 are by no means unusual

amongst tuners who graduate at the Paris institu-

tions. The chief American institutions, and notably

the Perkixs Institute at Boston, have also achieved

great success. Both the male and female graduates

earn excellent incomes as teachers, tuners, and or-

ganists, and some of the most successful of the nupils

are children of poor emigrants from the United

Kingdom.
Now there can be no doubt that what has been

done for the blind in France and America can be ac-

complished in this country, and it is to achieve this

object that the Normal College and Academy of Mu-
sic has been founded. It will consist of three depart

ments—namely, general education, the science and
practice of music, and pianoforte-tuning, and "in

every department the whole of the instruct-ion will be

directed to the practical end of preparing the blind

for self-maintenance." In addition to the tuning-

school in the College, other tuning schools will be

established at convenient points of London to accom-
modate scholars who can live at their own homes

;

and besides, the pupils in the Institution, ''day pupils,

who may reside with their parents or hoard with

private families in the neighborhood, will be received

there. But none of them will be received who have
not sufficient talent to justify the expectation that

they may be rendered capable of self-support—there-

fore a much higher percentage of successful graduates

may be anticipated than in the institutionu abroad, in

all of which the children are admitted without refer-

ence to their ability. The college will be essentially

a nafi'ono/ institution ; and in addition to generous
efforte by friends of the blind in London, arrange-

ments arc being made in various large towns, includ-

ing Lirerpool, Manchester, Leeds, and Glasgow, to

select and send a number of talented poor children to

the Institution. Suitable premises have been secured

within two minutes' walk of the Crystal Palace,

where, by the courtesy of the directors, special facili

lies will be afforded the pupils for attending the in-

stractive rehearsals and the admirable musical enter-

tainments frequently given there. The whole prac-

tical management of the College has been placed in

llie hands of Mr. F. J. Ca.mpp.eM/, late musical di

rector and resident superintendent of the Pkrkin's
IiHtitation, at Boston, U. S., and who, with the as-

sistance of teachers of improved capacity and under
the general sapcnision of the committee, will carry

out the system which ha.s been so successful in Amer-
ica, and which, to a considerable extent, is the result

of his own experience. It is « good augury that the

committee are assured of the cordial support of verv

many influential friends of the blind throughout the
country, as well a.s that of several musicians. The
leading pianoforte manafactnreri, Messrs. Bkoad-

wooD and Sons, Messrs. Collard and Collard,
and Messrs. Erard, have also promised their co op-
eration in promoting the success of the musical de-
partment, and have already offered some pianos for

the use of the school.

Such is the state of facts on which the committee
solicit the active co-operation of the benevolent in

every part of the kingdom, in order that all blind
children, possessing the requisite talents, may be
sought out and qualified by a suitable education to
become self-supporting and useful members of socie-

ty." There are, as we have said, names connected
with this new movement which place it far above that

suspicion which unhappily seems to attach to so many
philanthropic enterprises in these davs. Identified

with it are the Earl of Shaftesbury, Lord Ebury,
the Marquis of Westminster, the Earl of Litchfield,

Lord Eliot, and Mr. W. H. Smith, M. P., as vice-

presidents and trustees— it has a general council
composed of gentlemen of the highest social stand-

ing, and an executive committee, with the Hon. Wm.
Ashley as chairman, and the Hon. Edward P.
Thesiger as vice-chairman, and on which are also Dr.
Arinitage, Miss Gilbert, Dr. Hawksley, and other

good friends of the blind— the musical committee
being headed by Sir W. Sterndale Bennett. Certainly
no institution was ever ushered in under more prom-
ising auspices, and there is none which ought to

meet with a larger amount of practical sympathy
from the benevolent people of this country. We
earnestly wish it overflowing coffers, for it is, we be-
lieve, destined to supply a great want. Subscriptions
and donations may he sent to the Hon. Secretary,
Charles Harconrt Chambers. Esq , 2, Chesham-place,
R. W. ; to the Treasurer, T. R. Armitage, Esq.,
M. D., .33, Cambridge-square, Hyde-park ; and to

the bankers. Messrs. Ransom, Bouverie, and Co., 1,

Pall Mall, East.
*

The I<"II;tis Library. An interestine report, pre-

sented by M. Gevaert to the Belgian Minister of the

Interior, gives the following particulars with regard

to this valuable collection of books and manuscripts :

"M. Fetis left behind him an adtnir.ible cataloiru^

in four divisions :—Musical History ; Musical The-
ory ; Practical Music ; Literature, History and Sci-

ence ; these being divided and sub-divided for the pur-

pose of classification in minute detail. The first

portion of the library is very complete, especially in

its biographical department: which, says Mr. Geva-
ert, is probably the finest ever gathered together in

one and the same collection. The second division

comprises most of the works on the technicalities of

music which have been published since the invention

of printing, together with some rare and curious man-
nscripts. The collection of instruction books for the

library is most rich in the department of Practical

Music. The missals comprise some as old as the

1 0th century ; and among them is the famous Missal

of Wurzburg (1484). Church music of the fifteenth

and two following centitries is well represented,

among the examples being the Patrictnium Miisices

(7 vols.) of Orlando de Lassus. In the department
of secular music is a unique collection of old madri-
gals, printed on separate sheets, and gathered from
all parts of Europe with infinite pains. It coinpi-iscs,

also, a hundred manuscript scores of seventeenth and
eighteenth century Italian operas ; a hundred and
fifty scores of French operas, from Lully to Meyer-
beer ; and a complete collection of music for piano-

forte and organ. We envy the Belgian nation the

possession of this rare treasure, and consider that

1 .50,000 francs were never better spent than in its

purchase.
1 I

CoRKESPOXDENCE. The following letters arrived

too late for publication in our last.

PHILADELPIITA, APRIL 15.—Af.THEODonE Thomas's Mnli-

n6e, on Saturday, thi? prog''amme was far richer than that of

either of the prpceding Concerts. Mozart's glorious T>-major

Symphony headed the list of choice selections. The heavenly

Adat^io received a thoroughly artistic interpretation j the An-

dante was alfo most charmingly given.

Mr. Ijlstemann gave the Adagio and Rondo of Paganini's

Concerto for violin in E-flat, with a truly artistic finish. It

was a delifrhtful performance Wagner's " Taii»h(iiiSKr^' Over-

ture, which has been given at every one of the seasons of

Thom.as's concerts, was crisply and forcibly rendered. Miss

Krebs played Beethoven's "Polonaise," op. 89, without her

not«?, as usual ; and it was admirable. How she can retain

in her mind upwards of two-hundred and fifty pieccB, such aA

Mendelsvohn's 0-m!nor Concerto, Chopin's, tVeber'fl, &c.,nll

(w) marvellously difficnlt. is a mystery to most of us. The

everlastsng '"Triiumerei," Nesvadba's grandilof|uent Lnrrbi

paraphrase, and a Strauss Waltz closed the programme, and

with it the season «nded. On May 12fh the Orehestraopen at

Central Park Garden, N. "y., for the summer concert season

there, and next tall we shall have them again.

In the evening Miss Jackson's fourth concert was given at

Natatorium Hall. Here is the programme

:

String Quartet, No 3 Mozart.
Allegro vivace. Minuetto. Adagio. Allegro assai.

Concerto (Serenade), Violoncello Lindner.
Mr. Hennig.

Andante and Variations. 2 Pianos Schumann.
Mr. Wolfsohnand Mr. Guhlemann.

String Quartet, Op. 29 Schubert.

The opening quartet was generally well given, but the com-

mon fault of the club waa painfully obstrusive,—I mean lack

of unity. The Adagio, however, was entirely free from this

flaw, and was a smooth and skilful performance. Mr. Hen-

nig's playing in the 'cello solo wa,s truly beantiful; his touch

was firm, and the spirit of the melody he carefully expressed.

The Schumann Andante received an accurate but somewhat

cold interpretation. N.

NEW YORK, APRIL 13. —Mr. Richard Hoff'man gave the

last of his Pianoforte Soirees at Chickering's Hall, March 23d,

with the following programme:

Trio. Op. 97 Beethoven.
Mr. J Burke, Mr. F. Bcgner, and Mr. Hoffman.

Fantaisie. "Lucrezia Borgia." Op. 50 Thalberg.
Mr. Hoffman.

Three Melodies, for Violin and Piano Molique.
Mr. Burke and Mr. Hotfroan.

Air D'Eglise. Solo Stradella.

Mr. Bergner.
"By the sad sea waves," and Cuban Dance. Mr. Hoffman.

R. Hofi'man.
Duo Concertant on Themes from "Oberon."

Benedict and David.
Mr. Burke and Mr. Hnlfman.

Nocturne, le Depart and Marche D'Isly L. de Meyer.
Mr. Hoffman.

The Beethoven Trio was given with good effect, the Andante

being particularly well rendered. '(Ve have no better inter-

preter of Beethoven than Mr. Hoffman , and Mr. Bergner is an

artist always to be relied upon. Mr. Bnrke plays the violin

con amore, and with considerable skill, but is not always cor

rect in his intonation. In the second part Mr. Hoffman's

"Cuban Dance" was encored, and he responded with a fanta-

sia on airs from Mignon, introducing "Non cono^ci il bel

suol ", "Leggiadre rondinelle", and the Polonaise.

Messrs. Mills and Saraaate pave their fourth and la^t mati-

nee at Steinway Hall, March 14th. The programme was ex-

cellent, including a trio by Lefehnre Wely, a Duo by Men-

delssohn [Andante and Variations for Piano and 'Cello] su-

perbly rendered by Mills and Rergner, and Chopin's Im-

promptu played by Mr. 31ills. The vocal selections were nu-

merous, and included songs by Beethoven, Franz. Schumann
and Schubert. The vocalists were Miss Antoinette Sterling,

Miss Clementine Lasar, and Mr. Geo. Simpson. The success of

these matinees has been such as to demonstrate the fact that

instrumental music of a hizh order is beginning to be appre-

ciated here, and I trust that the number of such concerts will

multiply to meet the demand.

The elegant ealle Chickering was well filled last Monday eve-

ning, the occasion being the last "soiree classique" of the

Onslow Quintet, an organization which has given

us many pleasant concerts during the winter. This time they

played Mendelssohn's Quintet in B fiat [op. 87] and Mo-

zart's Quartet in G [op 30]. Besides this there was a very poor

Sonata for piano and violin by G. Onslow, and some singing

by .a Quartet who seemed to imagine themselves in some large

hall or cathedral which could be filled only by the greatest

vocal exertion.

The Parepa Rosa-Phillips-Wachtel-Santley Opera season

began on Monday, April 1st, with "Trovatore." The other

representations have been "Rigoletto," "Don Giovanni," and

"Lee Huguenots." Of these I will give a full account in my
next letter, and can only say now that the season has thus far

been completely successful, the demand for tickets being

greater than ever before, and the enthusiasm of the audience

amounting almost to ^furor

At the fifth Philharmonic Concert, April 6th,* the orchestral

selections were The Eroica Symphony ; Mendelssohn's Over-

ture "Fingal's Cave,'' and Bargiel's "Prometheus." Mr.

Bergner played a Concerto for Violoncello by flolterman, and

the Liederkronz sang a song by Frey, 'Wie Kara die Liebe."

A. A. 0.

nsir Sbroab.

London.

Oi'ERA. The Prospectus of the Royal Italian

Opera for the present season (which commenced on

the 26th nit.) has an interest apart from the promises

of w(J!-kiiown works, to he supported by well known
artists; for Wagner's "Lohengrin" is the opera placed

first in the list, as if indeed it wore anticipated by the

spirited lessee that the trial of this remarkable com-

poser by an English jury would prove the most im-

portant event of the session. Lovers of musical prog-

ress will unite in thanking Mr. Gyc for thus boldly

challenging the opinion of his subscribers and the
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public on the "music of the future;" and although,
as a mere commoi'cial speculation, it may be a ques-

tion whether it would not have been more politic to

produce "Tannhauscr Hrst, it is certain that at least

an intellectual minority will prefer to sit in judgment
upon the latter development of the composer's style.

The principal characters in this work will he entrust-

ed to Madlle. Marianne Brandt, Herr Koehler, and
Madllo. Emmj' Zimmermann, all fresh comers to this

country. An entirely new opera, called "Gelmina,"
composed by the Prince Giuseppe Poniatowski, in

which Madame Adelina Patti will sustain the princi-

pal part, and "II Guarany," an opera by Carlo
Gomes, a young and comparatively unknown musi-
cian, produced with much success the year before Inst

at Milan, are also promised. Amongst the works to

be given during the season, one of the most attractive

will undoubtedly be Auber's "Les Diamants de la

Couronne," the part of Catarina by Madame Adelina
Patti, and we are also glad to find that Cimarosa's
sparkling little opera, "Le Astuzie Femminili," which
was so well received last year, is included in the list. In
addition to the names already mentioned the vocal-

ists who will make their first appearance in England
are Madlle. Albani (from the Pergola Theatre, Flor-

ence), Madame Saar (from La Scala, Milan), Signor
Caesari (also from La Scala), Signor Dodoni (from

the Imperial Opera, St. Petersburg), and Herr Ver-
enrath from Copenhagen). The services of Madame
Pauline Lucca, Madlle. Mathilde Sessi, Madame Mi-
olan-Carvalho, Madlle. Scalchi, Madame Monbelli,

Signori Nicolini, Graziani, Naudin, Bagagiolo, Co-
togni, and Monsieur Faure have also been secured

;

and the stage management will be, as usual, under
the e.xperienced direction of Mr. A. Harris. Signor
Vianesi and Signor Bevignani divide the post of con-

ductor ; and so, unfortunately, this department will

be the weak point in one of the strongest programmes
of arrangements yet issued from this establishment.
The Prospectus of Her Majesty's Opera, Drury

Lane, promises us two works which will certainly be
welcome to the subscribers, altliough we cannot agree
with Mr. Mapleson in calling them "novelties."

Cherubini's "Les Deux Journees" (which is to be
produced under the title of "I Due Giornati") has
never before been heard in this country; but Auber's
"Les Diamants de la Couronne" is well-known here,

although the libretto has not yet been forced into the
Italian language; and we much regret that at both
Opera houses (where the work is announced for this

season) such a desecration of the composer's inten-

tion should be compulsory- The new comers at

Drury Lane are Madlle. Carlotta Grossi (from Ber-
lin), Madlle. Marie Roze (from the Ope'ra-comique,
Paris), Signor Uota (from the Imperial Opera, St.

Petersburg) and Signor Meo (from the Imperial
Opera, Moscow). The company also includes
Mesdlles. Christine Nilsson, Marie Marimon, Titiens.

Colombo, and Baurmeister, Mad.ime Trehelli Betti-

ni, Signor Fancelll, Vizzani, Rinaldini, Sinigaglia,
Mendioroz and M. Capoul, Signori Agnesi, Borella,
Zoboli, Casaboni and Foil. Sir Michael Costa retains
his post of conductor and director of the music, the
principal violin being in the able hands of M. Sain-
ton. The season is announced to commence on Sat-
urday the 6th inst. * * » Second editions of
Prospectuses, with additions, are novelties, but this

year wo have had one from each house. In the.se we
are informed that Mr. Mapleson has engaged the
great tenor, Signor Italo Campanini, Miss Kellogg
(who is already well known here) and Madlle. Victo-
ria Bundsen (from Stockholm) ; and that Mr. Gye
has added Madlle. Alvine Ohm and Madlle. Caroline
Sraeroschi to the list of singers mentioned in his for-

mer announcement.

—

Mus. Times, April 1.

Crystal Pal.-vce Concerts. The following
programme attracted a large number of the daily in-

creasing class of lovers of good music to Sydenham
on Saturday last, March 16th.

Overture, "Le Nozze di Figaro" Mozart.
Uecit. and Air Barn by.

Mr. Edward Lloyd.
Rocit. and Aria, "Noo mi dir" [Hon Giovanni]. . . .Mozart.

Mile. Anna Regan.
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, "In the Hungarian
style" Joachim.

Herr .Joachim.
Aria, -'Und ob die Wolke" [Der FreischUtz] Weljer.

Mile. Anna Regan.
Song, "Once again" Sullitan.

Mr. Edward Lloyd.
Suite for Orchestra in D J. S. Bach.
Songs Schubert.

Mile. Anna Regan.
Overture, "Quglielmo Tell" Rossini.

The appearance of Herr Joachim, the emperor of
violinists, was the signal for a perfect cyclone of ap-
plause, whereof the great Hungarian artist was the
centre, receiving his just tribute of homage in a man-
ner at once calm, dignified, and appreciative. Of the
concerto, considered as a composition, wo must speak
in terms of warm praise. According to Mr. G. A.

Marfarren, some characteristic features of the Hun-
garian music are (1) a syncopated repetition of the

tonic followed by the leading note (and the tonic

again) in the "full closes." (2) A frequent employ-
ment of figures founded on the lower notes of the

harmonic series, this latter procedure being probably
suggested by the born used in pastoral districts. (3)
"The scale which prevails from the Danube to the
Caucasus, and is in use in Persia, remarkable for two
augmented seconds," between the 3d and 4th and 6th
and"7th, both in ascending and descending. (4) The
frequent use made of passages wherein the second
note of each pair is three times the length of the first

:

c. !)-, a semiquaver followed by a dotted quaver. Wo
should say that the above is taken in substance from
a quotation in the "Autilytical Remarks." The mu-
sic as such is original, clever, and interesting, with a
marked tendencv towards the modern German school.

The orchestration is throughout the work of a master
hand. The horns play a very prominent part : to

them are allotted several passages by no means easv
to execute on that very uncertain instrument. The
work was most heartily applauded. Bach's Suite
was in striking contrast to the concerto : his music,
so to speak, and that not irreverently, has been pi-e-

served in hermetically sealed canisters, such as are

in use in Arctic expeditions, so wondrous fresh does
it appear. It consists of five movements : Overture,
Air, Gavotte, Bounce, and Gigue. The orchestra

employed in the original score consists enlirely of the

string.s, oboes, three trumpets, and drums. The
trumpet parts, now unplayable, have been simplified

by Mendelssohn, and a clarinet has been introduced
by him in the Gigue. With these comparatively
slender materials, and without much modulation, the

grand old Cantor, by his matchless contrapuntal skill

and con<.ummate genius, has succeeded in producing
effect, and that, too, by no means d'^void of variety.

Mr Lloyd was very successful in Mr. Barnby's some-
what honeyed, but ingeniously treated effusion, gnd
in Sullivan's song. Miss Regan, a German we sur-

mise, was quite refreshing after the miserable failures

of one or two ladies who have appeared at the Palace
during the 19ih century. When will singers learn

that an easy song, within their compass, well rendered,
is infinitely preferable to, and a hundredfold more ef-

fei'tive than one which unduly taxes their powers, in

other words which they cannot sing ? Miss Regan
is more commendable in this respect than many vo-

calists : moreover, she sings with reflMcment. Her
voice, however, is hardly strong enough for such a
room For the next concert we are promised a MS.
Svmphony. bv T. Wingham. Bennett's Pianoforte
Concerto, in E flat, and other "deliacies of the sea-

son."— Choir, March 23.

The 24th Concert, April 6, presented the follow-

ing scheme.

Overture, "Fidelio" , . .Reethoven.
Song, "Deh ! non voler coatringere" [Anna Bolenaj.

Donizetti.
Mme. Bentham-Fernandez.

Svmphony in C, No. 9 Schubert.
Song, "oil ! cara immasrine" [Flauto Magico] Mozart.

Mr. Bentham
Scena, "Tnfelice" Mendelssohn.

Miss Abhie Whinery [her first fippearance].
Pianoforte Concerto in B [Coronation]. Mozart.

Herr Carl Reiner.ke.

Duet, "Ah morir potessi ades.«o" [Ernani] Verdi.
Mme. Bentham-Fernandez nnri Mr Bentham.

Festival Overtnre. "Friedensfeier." introduoioEr "Se(* the
Conquering Hero Comes," and "Nun danke talle Gott."

Reinecke.
[Conducted by the Composer.]

Herr Reinecke, Kapellmeister of Leipsic, is known
to ihe musical world of Europe as a fine artiste and
gifted musician. He has written some 100 works;
his pianoforte quartet in E flat (with nndaflte in C
sharp minor), was produced for the first time last

May at the "Musical Union" concerts, where HeiT
Reinecke, on Tuesday next, will play his pianoforte
trio in T>. His easy, polished style, neat manipula-
tion, and delicate touch, could hardly have found a
more fitting medii\m tor exposition than in Mozart's
"Coronation" Concerto in D, so called, because it

was played by Mozart himself, at Frankfort, in Oc
tober 1790, when Leopold II. acceded to the imperial
throne of Germany.
Herr Reinecke introduced two elaborate cadenzas,

at the close of the first and third movements, based
on themes of the text and elaborately worked out.
We note the Kapellmeister's predilection for sequen-
ces of thirds and sixths; nor does he forget the fine

di.scord of the diminished seventh. Of Herr Rein-
ecke's own Fest- Overture in G (conducted bv himself)

,

we cannot speak in glowing language. The over-
ture must be pronounced pompous and pretentious.
We may not speak of plagiarism, seeing the'work is

avowedly based on the well-known German hymn-
tune or chorale, "Nun danket alle Golt." and Han-
del's "See the Conquering Hero Comes," the latter

strain being introduced by the horn, not in G (the

original key of the chorus), but in A flat. The trum-
pets of course are not spared. The two themes are

afterwards ingeniously worked together, and inter-

woven. Herr Reinecke can do better by far.

—

Mus.
Standard.

Oratorio. Elijah was the work selected for in-

terpretation at the Oratorio Concert on Wednesday
evening at E.xeter Hall. The principals, who showed
in force, were Mr. Sims Reeves and Mr. Nordblom

;

Mdme. Rudersdorfl^ nnd Miss Emily Spiller ; Mdme.
Benlham Fernandez and ^liss Dines ; and Mr. Whit-
ney, (of Boston, U. S. A.) who has rapidly made his

way with the English public, and who on this occa-

sion replaced, without disadvantage, Herr Stockhau-
sen, incapacitated by a severe cold. The familiar

music was rendered by these ladies and gentlemen
with adrquate ef^ciency, and the customary points

were made. The double quartets were well taken,

and the choral effects generally were sustained with

due steadiness. Mr. Barnby conducted as usual.

—

Orch. April 12.

Bach's St. John Passion. The Athenceuin,

March 30, under the head of "Lenten Concerts,"

says :

The name of John Sebastian Bach has been so as-

sociated with his 'Grosse Pa.ssionmusik nach dem
Evangeliuin Matthei,* for two orchestras and two
choirs, that his more simple, but not less subtle, set-

ting of the Passion according to St. John has been

overlooked. The palm of superiority has been award-
ed to the St. Matthew version, and Mendelssohn
greatly strengthened this opinion by his successful

revival of the work, in 1829, at Berlin. Sir Stern-

dale Bennett and Mr. Hullah took much the same
view as Mendelssohn, and the successive performan-

ces of. the St. Matthew Passion in Exeter Hall and
St. James's Hall, in Westminster Abbey, and last au-

tumn at the Gloucester Mu-;ical Festival, seemed to

confirm previous impressions ; but we shall be much
mistaken if Bach's 'Johannes Passion,' executed for

the first time in this country at the Hanover Square
Rooms on the 22d inst , does not eventually take the

higher place in public estimation. We are indehted

to Mr. Barnby, who conducted the composition, for

being the pioneer of art on this memorable occa.-ion.

The revival of Bach's work will tend to remove those

scruples which exist against the presentation of the

personality of Christ in music, as if there could He

profanation in the Saviour singing instead of speak-

ing ; the Gospel can he said or sung with equal de-

votional feeling ; there is no more blasphemy in no-

tation than in the pencil of the painter, who paints

Christ, apostles and angels No congregation in

church or cathedral ever listened with greater solem-

nity and devoutness than the audience assembled in

the Hanover Square Rooms at the morning concert

of yesterday week (Friday.) The execution of the

music was not very uniform, for Miss Julia Elton,

the contralto, and Herr Stockhausen, the basso, had
to be replaced at the shortest notice by Miss Dones
and Mr. Thurly Beale. Then Mr. Arthur Wade,
the amateur tenor, charged with the important part of

the Evangelist, was timid, hesitating, and subdued,

instead of being dramatically emphatic, dignified and
impressive, as the narrator of the awl'ul events of the

Crucifixion. Mr. Wade sang carefully and consci-

entiously ; but it will require the highest declamatory
powers to do full justice to the music of St. John.

Miss Banks was the soprano, and the Rev. Mr. Har-

vey, an amateur, had the music of Pilate and Peter.

In the St. John Passion a single choir alone is re-

quired, the music is for four voices, the organ is used

chiefly for the recitatives, but the orchestra has its

duty in the accompaniments. The Gospel narrative

begins with the betrayal of Jesus by .Tudas Iseariot,

follows the incidents of the denial by Peter, the scene

with Pilate, the cries of the Jews for the Crucifixion,

the division of the garments, the agony on the cross,

and the final requiem, "Rest here in peace." The
graphic power of the composer throughout this series

is most remarkable : the incidental choruses of the

populace depicting their savage intent, such as the

marvellously exciting "Crucify ' and "Let us not di-

vide,*' contrast with the tenderness and pathos of the

choral tunes ; the latter so fresh, so varied, so touch-

ing, and often so sublime. The solos are of greater

force, prominency, and interest than in the St. Mat-

thew. There were necessarily curtailments on the

22d, but the leading soprano, contralto, tenor and
bass, have each in turn airs of surpassing beauty.

The tenor has floi'id passages of bravura to execute,

requiring almost a violin to do full justice to them.

It is difficult to listen to some of the strains without

emotion : the turns in the words "wept bi'terly" and

the intensity of the pathos in "It is finished." indicate

the genius of Bach : he must have felt decjily what
he noted, for the elements of expression are often
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overwholming in iheir influence. The 'Johannes
Passion' is not crowded with such complexities ns
the St. Matthew

; there is nothing in tlie concerted
pieces to dismay clioral societies. It, as well as the
St. Matthew, onght to lie scored by a master-hand,
to adapt the two services for execution on a large
scale hy our oratorio associations and by the forces
gathered at festivals

; for the day is arrivinff when
the repertory of sacred music must be extended, and
the gpins of the old writers, betliey Gerinan, be ihey
Italian, which have been so long lyirg dormant in
libraries, will be welcomed hy the fast-increasing body
of intelligent and cultivated afnateurs.

Last Tiiesdav the St. Matthew Passion was again
performed in Westminster Abbey, with full band"and
chorus, thanks to the tolerant and liberal spirit evinc-
ed by Dean Stanley.

This Passion Week has been signalized by perfor-
mances in Exeter Hall of Handel's 'Messiah' on
Wednesdav and Thursday, The Sacred Harmonic
Society's fortieth annual performance of the work
took place on the 27th, conducted by Sir Michael
Costa, with Mesdames E. Wynne and Patey, and
Messrs. Vernon Righy and Whitnev as principal vo-
calists. The National Choral Society, under the di-
ref-tion of Mr. G. W. Martin, on the" 28th, had as
solo singers Mesdames M. Scott and Palmer, Mes-
srs. Vernon Rieby and Lander.
The programme of the Good Friday S.acred Con-

cert at the Crystal Palace was composed of the cus-
tomary pieces, the great feature being the singing bv
the vast auditory of the Evening Hymn. The lead
in^ singers announced were Mesdames Sherrington,
Rudersdorfl-', Peschka-Leutner, and Patey, Signor
Foli, Mr. Whitney, and Mr. Sims Reeves.'

Ceamber Concerts. The Director's benefit
night (Mr. A. Chappell) closed the season of the
Monday Popular Concerts, on the 2.5th inst. The
artists were Mesdames Schumann, Norman-Nernda.
M.M..Jo,achim, Hies, Straus, Piatti ; Sir Julius Ben-
edict accompanist, and Madame Sherrington vocalist
Master Le Jeune also performed on the. organ.
At the fifth of the Saturday Evenintr Concerts, on

the 23d inst., Herr Tluffo He'ermann, from Frankfort,
led in Haydn's string Quartet in 1") major. Op. 64,
No. 1, with Messrs. June, R. Blagrove. and Paque
as his colleagues. He also .ablv took the violin pari
in Beethoven's Trio in E flat. Op. 1. No.l, with Mr.
W.Ganz pianist, and M Paque violoncellist Mo-
zart's pianoforte and string Quartet in G minor was
included in the scheme. Mesdames Liebhardt and
Demeric Lahlache were the singers, and Signor Ran
degger accompanist.

Pesth. a correspondent of the London Musical
Slandard, April 13, writes:

Great was the siir created in musical circles, boih
here and in Vienna, when the Abhd Liszt was pre-
vailed upon to announce his intern ion of once more
appearing in public, and such was the demand for
tickets, that not withst.mdins the price of them was
trebled and quadrupled, the lists had to be closed be-
fore even a fourth of the applicants had received their
allotments. The "prima of pianistes," as the celebra-
ted Abbe is wont to be called by his admiring conn
trymcn, the fiery Hungarians, had been so long liv-

ing a life of retirement, that many could hardly be-
lieve the news when they were told that Franz Liszt,
the great composer, the disiiniruisbed pianoforte
virtuoso, and the favored guest of royalty, was aeain
going to be beard in public. True it was, however,
and his concert came ofl^ with unparalleled success,
the evening being nothing but a series of enthusiastic
ovations in his honor. Not only were the Emperor
of Austria and several other members of the Imperial
family present, but the flower of the Hungarian no-
bility were there to welcome the compatriol of whom
they are all so proud
The Abbe wa.s most ably supported by two other

performers, namely Madame Pauli Markorics as vo-
calist, and by Herr E. von Mikalorich as assistant
pianistc. The Abb<; appeared in his usual sedate
g.arh, namely, the cassock of a Catholic priest, and
with a magnificent gold chain hanging around bis
neck, no doubt the insignia of an Austrian order
Two pianoforteii were placed npon the elevation which
replaced the ordinary stage of the IocmIc, the so-called
"Redouten Saal." which wa< tastefully deroraicd for
the occasion. The insirnment intended for the use
of the Abb<? was adorned with flowers and laurel
wreaths, and magnificently ornamented. The pro-
gramme comprised the following selection :

—

Bwth07ftn'« .^onara, for pianoforte, 0-flharp minor. . T.irat.

Not. 1, 3, andfiof •'Fmn^nll^t.B nnd Last". . .Schomann.
>Ime. r'.-i«li Marhorfcfl,

Prelade. NoctamB ml I'nlonalM of Chopin's T,lw,t.

'B» ma"3 ein WanrterbarM deln" and "Wieder mocht
Ich dir begegnen" U^t.

Sftnp. Panii Markoricfl.
Noetarne danslesc^le IlonjarJ" Abran>i.

Fxanx F.irat,

Grand Fantasia for two pianofortps S(^hnbprt.
Franz Liszt, and second piano, Herr E. von Mittalorich.

The critic of the "Hungarian Lloyd's" asks who
can play like the "prince of pianistes ?" As long as
he was still in the flowing stream of active public life

no one could aspire to a comparison with him. Men
like Thalherg. Dohler. and Dreyschock, were obliged
to give way to his superior poweis.
And now, at the concert in question, he seemed to

draw with magnetic influence his audience into a
charmed circle in which they lav entranced, such vms
the power of his rendering of Beethoven's Sonata.
The same may be said of Chopin's three pieces, and
out of Abranyi's imcturnp, he created quite an imposing
work. It v/as the same Liszt of former days, and-

however finely his three pupils Rubinstein, Biilow,
and Tausig may play, or have played, their master is

still their master.

Of the impression his performances created, it can
only be said, that never, has the "Redouten Saal"
hold such a crowded audience, and never have its

walls resounded with such applause as fell to the lot

of the dignified old Abbe', as he bowed his venerable
head in silent acknowlcdcment of the tribute paid
to him from every nook and corner of the building.

Ibrgljfs loiiriiEl.of Sl«sk.
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ConceTts.

Mr. B. J. Lang's SYMpnoNY Concerts. The
second and third of these attractive "Thursday After-

noons,"—supplementing in some sense, in a smaller

hall, the larger Symphony Concert season at the Mu-
sic Hall—have shown improvement in the orchestral

performance and increase of interest. The second

(April 18), enlisting twofold personal sympathies by

the appearance as solo pianists of two of the concert-

eiver's young disciples, off'ered the following pro-

gramme :

Svmplionv in A No 7 Beethoven.
Poco postenuto; vivace —Allesretto.—Si'herzo, presto,

—Allepiro con brio.

Concertstu-'ck in fi minor, Op .33 Carl Reinecke.
Allegro—Lento ma non ^roppo.—Allegro.

Mr. R C Dixev.
Aria and Gavotte from ttie Suite in D minor. . , J. S Bach.
Bircarole from Concerto in F minor, No. 4 Op. 10.

Wm. Sferndale Bennett.
Mr. Willi.im F. Aptliorp

Overture to "A Mid.^ummer Night's Dream "

Mendels.'ohn.

Beethoven's Seventh was rather a large Symphony

for an orchestra of thirty
;
yet for the most part it

was remarkably well rendered and appreciated. In-

deed in positive, clear outline, in accuracy of detail,

in the distinct and palpable contribution of each in-

strument, in fine vitality of accent, in free and buoy-

ant onward movement to the end, it brought the

glorious creation nearer than ever to us. That won-

derful "opening of the heavens" in the midst of the

Scherzo's revelry, that sublime episode, the Trio, was

made uncommonly impressive by the marked aforz

antio and dlnunnevrln imparted always to the leading

phrase. What was most wanting was a greater mass

of strings to subdue the individualities of wood and

brass so cricint in the little lOom. By sitting further

back we found the general efl^'ect considerably less

blurred by reverberation, except in the loud tutti pas-

sages. Mendelssohn's fairy Overture was capitally

played, sending us out into the garish, actual light of

day from such a beautirul ideal world, that the sud-

den contrast was a little cruel.—But, after all, the

mostideal ihing, the moment of the purest, most har-

monious life, with sense of perfect health in it, was

found in the Aria and Gavotte of Bach. That was

the special gem of the performance,—suited to the

place, as being at once Orchestral and Chamber mu-

sic. It was especially enjoyable in this way.

Mr. DiXEV was received with warm signs of favor,

and in the rcndcrinL' of (he principal (pianoforte)

part of the Concert-Piece by Reinecke evinced no
lack cither of lorce or delicacy, of good sound tech-

nique or expression. The composition itself, however,

in spite of >.ome fine pjissatres, was not very edifying.

Sf)me rif its themes are common.f>lace ami trivial,—
one of them inviting into every mind a haunting

polka Inne, such as we seek refuge from in concerts

of good character. We cannot doubt that the Leip-

zig Kapellmeister has done far better things than

this.—Mr. Apthorp's selection was of a less preten-

tious and altogether graceful, pleasing character ; one

of the happiest characteristic moments of the young

days of Sterndale Bennett. Not demanding any high

degree of execution,—except that it grows a little

tasking toward the end,— it showed the taste and mu-

sical intelligence and feeling of the ardent young in-

terpreter to good advantage. And it is always pleas-

ant when music as music, however simple, frees us

from all distracting reference to personal triumph

over outward difficulties. From this point of view

we may be allowed to suggest whether Mozart's

pianoforte Concertos would not be particularly ap-

propriate and in every best sense rewarding In just

such half Symphony, half Chamber Concerts as these

of Mr. Lang.

The third programme (April 2.5) was indeed a

lovely one :

Overture to "Fincal's Cave," Menlels.'John.

Synipbonv in O minor Mozart.

Allegro MoUo—Andante—Men iietto.—Finale.

Concerto for Pianoforte in Eh, No, 5 Beethoven.
AlleTO.— Adagio uo poco nios5;o.—Roodo allegro.

Mr. H. G.Tiiett.-r.

Overture to '^The Naiads," Win. Sterndale Bennett.

Mendelssohn's romantic Overture was fresh and

rich and deep as ever, full of the vague seashore

feeling of the infinite. The reed instruments said

pungently and clearly each just what it had to say
;

and the wild mysterious trumpet tone, ever and anon

resounding loudly through the mingled harmonies,

was very efli'ective. A more perfect type of the true

symphon}^, in form and genius, than Mozart's in G
minor, is not to be found ;—a fact so often recognized,

as to have become a truism. And this was a sym-

phony better suited than the most for the small jonm

and orchestra. It all came out smoothly and clearly,

furnishing as genial a half hour of pure, idea! musi-

cal experience as one could wish. This is " pure
"

music, in which you are not asked to know or think

of aught outside of music.

And now for something more exciting, great,

heroic, " himinelhoch jimchzend," heaven-storming in

the best sense, not of upstart audacity, not of brazen-

faced, fierce, physical onslaught, as with the modern

" effect" mongers, who would fain bully the world

into the belief that they have gone beyond Beethoven,

but in the sense of real lofty insgiralion from within !

Now for the " emperor " Concerto, as the English

call the last and g'-eatest of the five by Beethoven I

It had been kept from public hearing for about a

3'ear, and so was doubly welcome. As the robust,

tall youth sat down at the piano, a picture of health

and strength, handsome withal and looking innocent-

ly happy in his task, we thought of the strong runner

in some old Olympian foot race, — only this was to

be a hand race ! As soon as seen he had his room,

full of warmly predisposed abettors, and never did

young knight enter the lists amid a fairer crowd or

more inspiring eyes. Mr. TcciiER, we are told, is

very young. For the completest technical mastery

of the piano he seems to possess every gift of organi-

zation, as he soon showed by his firm, even, clear,

and wellnigh faultless rendering of this diflic-ult Con-

certo. Nor could he have achieved a tithe of his

success in it, had he not also had both musical en-

thusiasm and strong intelligence. Wc have heard

finer, subtler renderings of the work, more steeped in

poetry, more reproduced out of tho interpreter's own

deep experience, more intense, but seldotn a moro

honest one. There were no alTectntions, no senti-

mental overdoing of the rllard/nido, no attempt to -

seem to feel moro than one need to feel at this point

or at that ; but it went evenly and firmly througli,

without faltering, without false eflTccf, and with go nl

light and shade. If you call it a lesson, it was at

least well learned. What further special practice

and, still more, experience of art and life may yet

develop out of such frank and wholesome onerirics,

must surely he worth looking forward to. Ben-

nett's " Naiad's " Overture, perhaps tho happiest
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crention from his graceful 'pen in his fresh periotl,

mode a f;ood pendant to Mendelssohn's " Hehrides,"

— sufficienlly in contrast too with that, and an enjoy-

able conclusion to the Concert, for which the pleasant

Mechanics' Ilall was more than ever thronged with

listeners.

Mr. Lang's fourth and last Concert (this week) —
of which we shall speak next time — passes fairly

over into the domain of Chamber Music, dispensing

with full orchestra and oflFering the following selec-

tions : Ilummel's Pianoforte Septet (played hy Mr.

G. W. Sumner) ; Beethoven's Septet ; Concerto for

three pianofortes in C, Bach, (played by Mr. G. A.
Adams, Mr. G. W. Sumner, and Mr. H. 6. Tucker.)

Chamiser Concekts.—Here is the programme of

a Soire'e given at Wesleyan Hall, April 10, by the

Boston Conservatory of Music, JuLins Eicheerg
director

:

Fantasie, Hummel.
Mi.'!9 E. M. Sliumway.

"Al desio di chi tViora," Mozart.
C'Nozze di Figaro.")
Mrs. Chas. Lewis.

Violin Solo, Soavenir de Bellini Artot.
Master A. van Raalte.

Fantasie-StUck, Aufschwung Schumann.
Mi8,s Martha Graham.

"Rose Softly Blooming," Spohr.
Mrs. Charles Lewis.

Marche Triomphale, for two Piaioi, Goria.

Mrs. Wasgatt and Miss Gertrude Miller.

With the exception of the vocalist, the performers

were pupils of the institution and acquitted themselves

in a way that showed ability and sound instruction.

Master Van Raalte, yoanger even than Miss Persis

Bell, seems almost as remarkable for the ease and
freedom with which he handles his violin in music of

difficulty, and for true intonation, phrasing and ex-

pression. Mrs. Charles Lewis is an English lady

who has been for several years a pupil of Garcia, and
has lately made her residence in Boston. She has a
musical, clear voice, of good power, evenly developed,

and sings with refined style and expression. Her
songs called forth warm marks of approbation.

A private Matinee in aid of the great Homeopathic
Hospital Fair last week, but which we i*ere unable to

attend, claims recognition for its choice programme,
as well as by the good accounts we hear of the per-

formance, which was all by amateurs,—mostly musi-
c.nlly gifted and devoted ladies,—with the exception

of the aid of two of the brothers SnOK for violin and
'cello. Thc-^e were the selections :

Sonata, for Violin and Piano, Op. 30, No. 3,. .Beethoven.
Allegro assai.—Allegretto moderate. Allegro vivace.

Song Blumenthal.
Ninth Violin Concerto, (first movement,) Spohr.

Piano solo,
{ ltZ7u.%fl,. No. 2. }

Chopin.

Song, Wallace.
Trio, for Piano. Violin and Violoncello. Op. 99, Schubert.

Allegro moderate—Andante.—Scherzo.—^Kende.J

"Lohengrin." A novel and interesting enter-

tainment was that given by Mr-. R. C. Dixet, in a
semi-private way, with the aid of amateur perform-
ers, last Saturday evening at Mechanic's Hall. It

consisted of well connected specimens from every act

of Wagner's second opera, counting Tannhiiuser as

the first after the promulgation of his new doctrine of
the Opera as the Art-work of the Future. Of course,
the most musical pieces had to be selected, those in

which Wagner is not altogether unlike more familiar
composers. For the Opera itself is such a great
spectacular, dramatic whole, full of stage pomp and
splendor, that as we try to recall our impression of it

at the Berlin Royal Opera eleven years ago, we can
hardly think of the music as a separable and inde-

pendent entity ; it seemed for the most part like mere
background and accompaniment, an element on which
the drama floated. A uniform nobility and purity of
tone pervaded it ; together with a mysticism which
made it seem only half real and abstract, as if you
were rather dreaming it than actually hearing and
beholding. What we recall most vividly is the per-
petual ringing, shivering clang of herald's trumpets
making proclamation. Pre-eminently Wagner's is

the music of splendid pomp and ceremonial,"—the
music of ambition : this, and that abstract, shadowy
element of romance, seem to make up its individuali-
ty. Wonderful skill in instrumentation, startling and
beautiful effects, stupendous climax, he has always at
command.
But the long stretches of recitative, with the bits of

instrumentation during and between them, give it all

a certain slow and drowsy character, despite the
splendor

; speaking of the opera as a whole (and we
have found it the same with other operas of Wagner),
there is a lack of "go" to it, it does not move

;
you

are continually delayed by indefinite and hesitating
bits of symphony or interlude; and though each
fragment may have beauty in detail, it does not seem
to bear you on. As a general thing, wo should say

that there is a great lack of heart in Wagner's music.

It is ingenious and artificial in the extreme ; its in-

spiration is ambition. With all its splendor and
its power it somehow lacks vitality.

But there are some numbers in Lohengrin which
are beautiful as music. The orchestral Introduction

is one ; the wedding procession, the little chorus of at-

tendants to the bridal chamber ; the introduction to

the third act, and the mustering of the knightly for-

ces in the finale,—which the Thomas orchestra gave

ns,—are all fine in their way. Best thing of all in it,

perhaps, is the long scene between Elsa and Lohen-
grin in the bridal chamber. The instrumental parts

are sketched as well as might be on a piano by Mr.
Dixet, aided by Mr. Tcckek. The three princi-

pal solo roles (Elsa, Lohengrin and the King) were

sung quite admirably by amateurs with excellent

voices
;

(the evil characters, Ortrud and Telramand,
being omitted altogether). And for the choruses,

some of which were charming, and all finely sung, in

German, there was a select choir of four ladies and
eight gentlemen. The evening will be remembered
with much pleasure.

Next Week. We ask particular attention to the

concert of Mr. Kdtzleb, the excellent oboist of the

Harvard Concerts and of the Globe Theatre, at Me-
chanics' Hall next Thursday afternoon, at 3 o'clock.

For the sake of a good orchestra, we ought to offer

all inducement to such artists to remain in Boston ; a

good oboe is hard to get and harder still to keep. Mr.
Leonhard, Mr. Eichberg and Mr. Hartdegen
will assist, and the concert will be a very choice one.

Miss Annie Louise Cart, the popular and ex-

cellent Contralto of the Nilsson troupe, gives a fare-

well Concert at the Music Hall next Wednesday eve-

ning, which will no doubt he thronged. Miss Gary
will sing from Semiramide, Mignon, &c., and will have
the aid of Miss Beebe, soprano. Miss Persis Bell,
the remarkable young violinist, Mr. S. B. Mills,
the distinguished pianist, and the Temple Quartette.

All onr music lovers will feel an interest in the con-

cert of one of the most charming and accomplished

of our own native singers, who stands so high among
true artists on the lyric stage.

New York, April 29. The season of Italian

Opera, which began at the Academy on Monday
April 1st., and ended last Saturday, was in many re-

spects the most remarkable which has ever been

known in New York. Formerly, a manager, having

secured a "star" Prima Donna whose name was suf-

ficient to "draw" the too easily deluded public, was

wont to repair the financial breach resulting from this

outlay hy engaging, for her (so called) support, some

weakly sentimental tenor, a broken down bass and a

badly selected and untrained chorus.

The American public is proverbial for its good-

natured endurance of certain forms of imposition

—

hence its meek endurance of performances in which

the tragedy was mirth-provoking and the comedy

dismal enough to shroud the listeners in profound

gloom
; performances so nntrue, both to art and to

nature, that the hearers might well have joined with

those who consider Opera as a nondescript produc-

tion, the very existence of which is to be regretted.

The fact that nnder such management Opera remain-

ed a weakling is not surprising.

But last winter we experienced an operatic revival,

which began as soon as it become known that the

greatest of lyric artists was to appear at the Academy
with the support of singers whose merit was generally

known and acknowledged. Mr. Strakosch under-

took to give his patrons an adequate return for their

money. The idea was original and novel and it

"took," despite the failure of the management to ful-

fill, in all respects, that which is promised. It re-

mained for Messrs. Rosa and Newendoref to com-

plete the reform, so well begun, by securing, not only

first class artists for all the principal roles,—but, also

a well trained and efficient chorus,—and by banishing

from the stage a part, at least, of that time-worn sce-

nery which, by reason of its antiquity, we had come
to regard with feelings akin to awe. Of course all

this involved increased outlay, which was met by
fixing the price of seats at Five doUars^by far the

highest rata ever known here, or any where else, to

the best of my belief.

The Opera, for the opening night, was 11 Trovatore,

with the following cast : Mme. Parepa Rosa as Leo-

nora, Miss Adelaide PhiUipps as Aznccna, Watchel

as Manrico, and Santley as Count deLuna. Need it

be said that even this worn and worthless Opera was

galvanized into life and so superbly rendered that it

was listened to with pleasure by all ? Mme. Rosa

had not quite recovered from an affection of the

throat, from which she had been suffering, and show-

ed signs of fatigue, particularly in the "tower scene ;"

but so popular has she become, that her best efforts

were accepted by the audience with every token of

admiration and, even in those parts where she was

less successful, she was encouraged by applause and

floral offerings. Miss Phillips made one of the best

Azucenas I have ever heard ; and Wachtel electrified

the audience with his high Cin "Di quella pira." I

have not space enough to speak critically of his mer-

its, which are well known to most of your readers,

but his singing seems to be phenomenal rather than

artistic. With Santley it is different, for he joins to

a deep, rich voice, every tone of which is full, round-

ed and complete, a culture only to be attained by long

years of hard study and patient practice. It is plain,

too, that his first thought is always for the music he

is singing, and not for his audience, nor for himself.

In every sense he is a true artist and he seems to be

thoroughly appreciated here.

The Trovatore was followed by Rigoletto, Don Gi-

ovanni, Martha, and Lucrezia Borgia ; representa-

tions which I have not space to describe, but can say

that they were thoroughly successful and drew crowd-

ed houses. Two Operas were produced which de-

serve special mention. They are Les Huguenots and

William Tell. In the former the principal parts were

distributed as follows ; Valentine, Mme. Parepa-

Rosa ; Urbain, Miss PhiUipps ; Marguerite de Va-

lois, Miss Graziella Ridgeway ; Raonl, Mr. Theodore

Wachtel; Count St. Bris, Mr. Charles Santley;

Marcello, Mr. Ryse ; Due de Nevers, Mr. Cook.

It is to be regretted that this really grand Opera is

so little known here, for it is one which can be heard

many times to advantage. The first performance,

which took place on Friday evening, was, in certain

respects, unsatisfactory. Mr. Ryse, who took the

important role of Marcel, was utterly unable to fill it

properly, and his b.id singing was a great blemish in

the performance. Miss Ridgeway was also unsatis-

factory as Marguerite de Volois, her voice being

weak and thin, and her style lacking dignity. The
role needs a voice like that of Mile. Leon Duval. The
chorus and orchestra were fair ;—the former might
have been improved. Mme. Rosa sang with her us-

ual earnestness and purity of style, and was positively

grand in the great fourth act. Wachtel suug with
his usual effect, and Santley was superb in the "Ben-
ediction des poignards," which was about the only
opportunity he had for making himself heard.

There were two representations of Les Huguenots
and two of William Tell, of which the cast was as fol-

lows: "Mathilde," Mme. Parepa-Rosa ; "Jemmy,"
Miss Doria ;

"Arnold," Mr. Wachtel ; "Tell," Mr.
Santley ; "Fisherman," Mr. Tom Karl ; "Walter,"
Mr. Cook ; "Gessler," Mr. Hall ; "Melchthal," Mr.
Ryse. The performance was one of the best I have
ever heard ; and even had it been otherwise, the music
is so beautiful that we should forget to criticize tha
performance. The role of Tell gave Mr. Santley
ample opportunity for thedisplay of his splendid voice,

and in the "apple" scene he showed a dramatic talent

for which he does not usually get credit. The role

of Mathilde was a small one for an artist like Parepa-
Rosa, but the cast was strengthened and the perform-
ance greatly improved by her excellent singing and
beautiful appearance.—She showed that no role is

really insignificant when it is well filled.

This evening Miss Nilsson takes leave of New
York hy a benefit at the Academy. The programme
consists of an Operatic Melange comprising the first

act of Traviata, the second act of Lucia, the first

scene of the second act of Trovatore, and the last act

of Hamlet. Miss Nilsson has made herself thorough-

ly beloved to all who have any comprehension of
music, and she is sure to be long and kindly remem-
bered, even by those who do not wholly appreciate her
great genius.

Tomorrow night the Academy will be the scene of
another representation hardly less extraordinary,

which will comprise the first act of the "Postilion of
Longjumeau," including the "whip song" by Wachtel
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in German. Then Eng^lish Oper.i : second aotof the

"Bohemian Girl," with Parepa-Rosa, ^Santley, and
Tom Karl ; followed by Italian Opera : second act

of Trovatore with Miss Phillips, Wachtel and Santley ;

and coneludinc: with the fourth act of Les Jrluffuenots,

(Parepa-Rosa,Wachtel, Suntley&c.) This terminates

a season the success of which is unparallelled.

Notice of miscellaneous concerts must he brief.

Mr. JoiTANN Hetnrich Bonawitz has ffiven two
classical matinees (piano) at Steinway's, (April 10 &
24), which are very highly spoken of. His forte is

transcription. Sig- Alfredo Bartt.t is jxivinp: a

series of pianoforte matinees at Chickerine: Hall

.

Mr. Bergner'9 Annual Concert at Steinway's (Apr.

25.) and the exhibition of the "Enp:el Organ" at the

Union Leajjue Theatre deserve extended mention,
which I will try to give them in my next letter.

Nowadays, it is supposed that no singfw will remain
a baritone who can possibly become a tenor ; hut Mr.
Arthur Mathison is "poing: baf-k on himself" in

an extraordinary way ; for he is cnltivatinij his bari-

tone, and, to judge from his rendering of an air from
"Dinorah," at the reunion of the "Lotus Club" last

Saturday night, he is amply justified in so doing.

This, by the way, was the last of these pleasant re-

unions for the season; among the musical features

of the evening was a violin solo by Christian
Sdckow, the "Hardanger Violinist." a. a. c.

PHILADELPHIA, Aprh. 26. — On Monday, the 15th, the

Strakosch Troupe opened at the Academy of Music for a reason

of sis performances. Mile. Nilsson appeared in every opera

bat one. The opening opera was Donizetti's Lucia di Lam-
mermoor. The huge building was densely crowded with a re-

markably musical audience, for I never saw so much attention

given to the stage and so little whi.'ipering at an Opera. Mile.

Nilsson, from beginning to end, was a thorough Lucia, and

the different trials the poor girl suffered for her unhappy love

were exquisitely depicted. The Arias: ''Regnfiva" in D
minor, and the " Ardon glinceosi,'' with the flute obligato.

were rendered ia a style that forbids criticism. Brigooli's

Edgardo wa* rather better than we have seen or heard from

him for many years. In the death song: " TuT;he a Dio," his

singing was grand. In the duet " Verrano a te," he was also

very good. "Chi mi Ferra " was very well rendered. The

orchestra were a mite hazy, however. M. Barre sang the

Henry. On Wednesday Guonod's Faust. On this occasion

M. Caponl made his first appearance. In the Aria " Salvi

dimora "his singing was very fine; he is somewhat inclined

to overact The part of Margunrit^ found a moat appropriate

interpreter in the person of Miss Nilsson, and her Ringing and

acting in the part far exceed any we have ever had here. In

the church scene, after the death of Valentine, her acting was

sublime. 51 Jamet was a very fine Mephisto. Miss Gary did

everything there was to be done in the ungracious part of Sie-

bel, M. Barr6 as Valentine acted well, but his voice is tco

light, and he is given to singing out of tune The orchestra

was rather better, but the chorus needed close watching to

keep them str-iight.

On Thursday evening "Mignon" was given here for the first

time. Mi^g Canissa was substituted for Misa Duval in the

part of Felina, The opera itpelf is not strikingly full of rich

music, nor on the other hand is it full of objectiona-ble

music— iui charticter is rd-ther negative. The song '' Eennst

du das L/ind'''' is so subdued and so mild that Miss Nilsson's

exqujiite singing in it only saved it from being called poor

stuff. The Ariaof Guglielmoin the third act, and the duet for

Lothario and Mignon are the best numbers of the Opera.

Nilfwon's acting wa.>? truly artistic; for every different emotion

and 8**ntiment she carefully and successfully presented. I

think her j<gony of jealousy in the cecond act and her petulant

envy in Filina's room are two specimens of histrionic talent

difficult (0 equal. Capoul was capital as Guglielmo, and his

einging in hi* solo in the third act was most excellent. Jamet

aj> the oM Harper was full of tenderness mingled with the

dignity attendant upon his former high position. M. Capoul

on Friday night made his farewell appearance in America,

Anb*r'8 Fra Diavolo wa.s the opera. It is in a fair way to be

worn oat, this Fra Diavolo. for it cannot bear much repetition.

In the 8frenade " L'Agnewi." M, Capoul did not hing nearly

00 well a4 nxnal; he pang it half a tone higher than the score

— and consequently bad to use this fnUetto voice. In the

third art he wa/» very good. His ''Proudly and Wide " he

mrig with a Are and flnap which i^:«m to be di-taiit from the

Idea. Mr. SanMey ha.i rf Fra Diavolo, The Opfra was some-

wbaCcat, aj> M. Capoul had to leare here at mldnlKbt to Rail

on the following day. Of all the thre« characters I saw him

1iiip«raonate, I think Guglielmo In the best ; for in Faust he Is

too .itormy— tooboi8t«rou.'» in his love; while in Guglielmo

he seems to know thoroughly what is right. On Sfiturday //

Trovatort wait g;iTen for the matinee. Nilsson sang the part

of l>«noTft; MiM Gary, Azncena; Brignoll, Manrlco; and M.

Barr^, th^ Count, K/cept id the Mijcrtre. Nil»«j'ori'x acting is

not remarkable for th<* brilliancy which charict*'rize^ her other

parCfl. Bot in thii) and Id the finale f>he was grand, I never

heard the part pang with snrh a thorough Infusion of agony.

9be sank at the prison door in the act of eagerly attending to

Manrlco'a last words, and she sang in gasps as from a break-

ing heart. Brignoli was rejuvenated apparently for the

occasion — his " Deserto " was as of old, and the Miserere he

never sang better in his whole career. In the " Di qnella

Fira " and the F-minor air which precedes, his voice rang out

with all its old silvery beauty. Barr6 as Count di Luna was

only passable; he sings constantly out of tune; but his act-

ing was excellent. Miss Cary acted and sang deliciously. In-

deed excepting Gazzaniga I never heard the part better per-

formed. The chorus was poor and the orchestra timidly un-

certain in the parts.

On Monday, 22nd, Nilsson took her fiirewell of us In

Thomas's " Hamlet." It is as different from Mignon in the

style of music as it is in libretto. Nilsson as Ophelia was

wonderfully excellent. Her acting in the " mad scene" was

superb— so simple in means— so grand in eS'ect. The craz-

ed glance, the frantic gesture, the hysterical laugh, combined

with exquisite strains of '' Negar tu puoi la luce " render

this the most attractive and thrilling of all her Impersona-

tions. Miss Cary as the Queen was not suceessful in her act-

ing; but in the vocal part, especially in the trio with Hamlet

and Ophelia, she was exceedingly good. Mr. Barre as Hamlet

was remarkably clever both in acting and singing: in the pre-

posterous drinking song which be substitutes for advice to the

players, (which they sadly needed), his singing was very agree-

able. In the solo " Esser o non E^ser " he was far more suc-

cessful than in anything else I heard him sing during the

whole season. Jamet as the King was most deserving of high

praise as an artist. So closed one of the most brilliant, yet

brief, operatic seasons Philadelphia has ever had. Nil.«son has

won for herself a far-sounding fame as a vocalist and as the

greatest lyric artist we have ever seen here. The few grum-

blers are silenced by her brilliant success, and a few of them

add their plaudits at the close of the delighted ones.

On the evening of the 19th Costa's "Eli" was given at

Musical Fund Hall by the "West Philadelphia Choral So-

ciety,"' {a vigorous ^nd thriving society composed of amateurs

residing in the western part of the city). The solo parts were

assumed by Miss Jarvis, Miss Poole, Dr. Thomas, Mr. Briscoe,

Mr- Miller, and Mr. Cochran. Mr, Briscoe won the palm for

the admirable way in which he sang the martial air: " Philis-

tines I " The others were giiod in their respective parts. Miss

Ponle has a lovely voice and good method; but the lifeless

style in which she sings renders her performance ineffective.

Mr Cochrane who sang " Eli " muffles his voice in a disagree-

able manner, but hie singing was conscious and accurate.

The chorus was well trained and intelligently condncted.

''The Lord is Good "was the best performed. The lovely

" Angel " chorus was sung with a delicacy and refinement not

often met with in chorus singing. The orchestra was very

much better than usual. Mr. Pierson, the leader of the

Society, certainly deserves great credit and praise for the high-

ly successful manner in which the work was induced.

The H'lndel and Haydn Society gave Handel's " Dettingen

Te Deum " at Musical Fund Hall on the evening of the 16th.

The chorus was large and very well trained, but the orchestra

was not up to the mark. The chorus: " To thee, Cherubim

and Seraphim" received the most accurate rendering, notwith-

standing the exceedingly high part the basses had to sing.

" Day by day we magnify Thee " was also very acceptably

sung. The closing number: " Lord in Thee," is the grand-

est of the whole work, but was not satisfactorily given ; the

objection being that it was taken too fast, Mr. Hamilton was

very happy in his solos, particularly in " When thou tookest

upon Thee; " his voice is particularly adapted to Handel's

ha.g8 parts, as it is a rich and full Basso Cantante. The ladies

The ladies who sang the alto and soprano solos were not equal

to their tasks ; hut they sang without any marked or striking

objections. Mr. Thunder, the leader, was marked as.'^iduously

with the society, and his labor has not been thrown away, as

this performance was a vast improvement on their first con-

cert, when the " Seasons " was presented.

Mr. Jarvis gave his sixth classical soir6e at Chickering Hall

on Saturday evening, April 20th. The programme consisted

of

Piano Solo. Senate No. 1. C major (Op. 24) Weber.
Mr. Jarvis.

'Cello solo Lachner.
Rudolph Hennia.

Piano Solo. (
N™t"rne P sharp minor) Chopin

I
Soiree de Vienne Li.tzt.

Violin. Gavotte and Rondo, Prajludium Biich.

Piano Qnatuor. (E Hat, Op. 47) Schumann.
Messrs. Jarvis, Knpter, Hahn, and Hennig.

Mr. Jarvis In the Weber Sonata played with masterly

ability; Indend he excelled himself in his clever execution of

the ' Menuettn Allegro" and "Presto:" but he did not do

so wftll in the Chopin Nocturne and Liszt's "Soiree de Vienne";

the.Ke h*i did not appear to attack with accustomed vigor. Mr,

Hennig played his 'cello solo as he always does with finish and

&(im\rnh]e savoir /aire. Mr, Koptar In his solo dld'not equal

some of his other performances. The Gavotte Is extremely

difficult, and his rundering lacked Its usual evenness. Hcliu-

mann'« great *^iiino Quartette," the concluding piece, was

not perfectly fnvn; a slight uncertainty chnracterized the

performai.ee, ei^peclally in the Andante Cantabile. The
beantiftil and vljoroo« Hcherzo was moHt aojeptably rendered.

It Is the gem of the whole composition. Nat.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

ILi j^ TEST :^.^XTSIO,
PubSiRlaed by OHver Ditson 8l Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Blighted. 3. E to e. Thomas. 50
" I met her in the evening,
Wben the moon shone bright and clear "

Nothing dismal about it, as one might possibly in-

fer from the title, but is a very good song every way.
Among Thomas's best.

Have Mercy. 4. F to a. Soxdhnrd. 50
One of a set of Sacred Pieces called ^'Domenica," and

is an exceedinslv graceful Motet. "Have mercy on
me" is contrasted with "Oh rest in the Lord." with
good effect. For 4 voices and solo. .

One Glance from Thee. 3. Abtog. Geary. 30
'• I know thee mine, nor vainly seek
The tokens other eyes may see."

Song and Chorus, and as such, can hardly fail to be
a favorite. Fine workmanship.

Father of Mercy. (Maria Mater). Quartet. 4.

F to f. ^ Boott. 35
Maria Mater, mater gratiae.

Father of Mercy. God of Love.
The Latin words belong to a hymn to the Virgin,

the English, quite different, constitute a Hymn Prayer
to the Deity. Music excellent.

Miss me Darling; when I'm gone. Song and Cho.
3. B/j to f. Seibert. 30

"With one last kiss caress me, dear,
And miss me when I'm gone."

Beautiful farewell song.

Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartette. 3. G
to g. M. F. H. Smith. 30

" My God, my Father, while Tstray
Far from my home, on life's rough way."

Admirable, Peculiarly pretty arrangement of a
melody by Batiste, One verse has a Soprano solo, the
next, one for Tenor.

The Prayer of the Affianced One. (Pre^hiera

della Fidanzata). 4. X)b Xo g. Vanhini, 50
Partito e per il campo.
Departed for the field-

Ths "parting for the field" of the true lover gives

pathos to this beautiful prayer, which belongs among
the ea.sier Italian songs, but by no means among the
less pleasing.

When you and I are old. Song and Cho. 3.

A to e. Percy. 30.-
" I'll love you still, he true to you,
When you and I are old."

Of the "John Anderson my Joe" style, and al-

though different, resembles it in homely beauty.

O Cliarmin^ Countess ! (Le faccio un inchino).

Trio for Female voices from "II Matrimo*
nia Sesreto." 5. F to g, Cimarosa. 75

'• So very amusing, allow me to smile,

Ih. ih, ih, ih ! Ah, ah, ah, ah !"

The very amusing, laughing, scolding- trio in "The
Secret Marriage. The scolding slips off ea.'^ier in Ital-

ian, but the English may also be sung smoothly and
rapidly.

We live for those we love. Song and Cho. 3.

E6 to f. Towne. 30
" Yet do we live /or them, that we
May live with them eternally."

Noble sentiments and good melody.

Instrumental.

Grand Caprice Hongroiso. 4 hands. 5. E6.
Kefierei: 1. 00

' Valse dcs Fleurs. (Kett&'er). 4 hands. 3.

A^>. Arr. by RiimmeL 1.00
Two very effective duets. The last is easy, grace-

ful, and sweet-toned as a silver bell. The first is a
caprice indfed. and where played very rapidly would
be one degree more diiHcult than is indicated above,

but furnishes a grand di.«play of musical fireworks.

Requires a flexible wrist.

Lusitana Waltz. 3. A. BettencourU
Neat and sparkling.

Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet. Violin

and Piano. 4. D, Wichtl. 1.00
The mark 4 approximates to the degree of difficulty.

Of* course, in so long a piece there are more dlfflcult

and more eiisy passages. The Overture is one of our
chif'f favorites, and this arrangement will no doubt af-

ford great pleasure to the players.

Bookfl.

Tiik'World's Peace Jubilke Chorus Book. 75

This is the book to be u-ied in the great festival,

and is now in tho hands of the 20.0{)0 singers. The
d>*mand for it by outsiders is already active, as it Is

one of tho best of books for Musical Societies, and will

bo In great request for local Musical Festivals.

AnDRKVTATioNS,—Degrees of dlfflculty are marked from 1 to

7. The key Is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B Hat, &o.
A small Roman letter marks tho highest note, if on the staff,

an italic letter tho highest note, if above the staff.



THE

A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the

7^M2: I®

This Book differs from previous Collections of tlie same general style, in being

Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Ballads that everybody likes to sing.

Beautiful Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to be a Daisy ; Ten-
der and Tiuo ; W he's that tapping at the Garden Gate ; and others.

And others not quite bo new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark, I hear an Angel sing ; I've hrouRht thee nn Ivy leaf; Strangers yet
;

Three Fishers ; When the Corn is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why ; and others.

Good German Songs.

Love's Reqaest ; Pretty Birds ; Wlien the quiet Moon is beaming ; &c.

A Few Songs from the Opera Bouffe.

The Sabre Song; Dites lu! ; &.C.

Sacred Songs, Quartets and Hymn Tnnes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ; Nearer, ray

God, to Thee ; Sun of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's Music in the Air ; He who is upright ; Oh ! hush thee ; &c.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Guadeamus ; Lauriger ; Shool ; Lone Fish Ball ; Viva la Compagnie ; and
others. Just the things to enliven an evening in company.

cojfiic sojyas.

Cousin Jedediah ; People will talk ; Ka-foozle-Um ; Rhine Vine Sharley
;

and others.

/ :pox,i5:.a.S-

AU Right ; Light Step ; Sweet Kiss ; and others.

W altzes, Jy Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgenblatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Earbe Bleue Lancers ; Grand Duchesse Lancers ; Lydia Thompson.

Chanson du Regiment ; Come where my love ; Where are the Friends 1 and
others.

GALOPS.
Constantia ; Tip and away ; Jolly Brothers ; and others.

Pour Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poet and Peasant ; Guard's Waltzes ; Fairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Forte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and others.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, Tvhieh will

be just the thing for a *

and should take its place among the pile of Music books on the Piano in every
ParlOr.

Price, in Boards, $2 50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Full-Gilt, $4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Mnsieal Literature.

How common it is to present to a friend a bril-

liantly bound Book—with nothing in it.

How much bettor to bestow on a Lover of Music

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Masters
;
pure gold without and within.

Then make a present of the new

Life of Schumann, by Wasielwski.

A true record of the life and works of one whose

music rises in fiivor with the public year by year.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. Price $1.75
;

Or select the

Life o*" Beethoven, by Schindler &
Moscheles, $2.00. The most interesting ever writ-

'

ten ; or choose

Beethoven's Letters, by Nohl. $2.00

Or buy the

Life of Mendelssohn, by Lampadius, $1.75

Unless you prefer to take those records of the

thoughts of a pure spirit,

Mendelssohn's Letters, 2 Volumes,

By Lady Wallace, each SI .75 ; or

Life and Letters of Gottschalk, by
Hensel, 81.50.

PoLKo's Reminisences of Mendelssohn,
$1.75 ; or

PoLKo's Musical Sketches of the
Great Masters, $1.75; or

Life of Handel, by Schoelcher, $2.00.

The Life op Rossini, by Edwards, $1.75.

The Life of Chopin, by Lisz* $1.50

Mozart, A Romantic Biographt,
By Rau, $1.75; Or make acquaintance with the

one still considered by many the best of all magi-

cians, through

Mozart's Letters, by Lady Wallace,

2 Vols., each $1.75. Or a very useful gift will b«

Ritter's History op Music, $1.50,

Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.50,

History ofOld Hundred, Havergal,$1.50,

Gardiner's Music of Nature, $5.00, or

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music, $6.00.

All the above are got np in very attractive style,

and will be sent to any address, post-paid, on receipt

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.



Not by the Great Masters, but by men who understand the present needs of common singers and players,

and who can feel the musical pulse of the public. Men who have the talent of making pieces simple

and easy, but which are yet graceful and correct. Men, in short, who have the gift of creating the

most saleable kind of Music.

Any one of the Songs and Pieces below sent, postrpaid, on receipt of retail price. Order of

BOSTOIV. OE, CMAS. H. BITSDM i. CO.,

JSOWGS OF J. B. THOMAS.
DREAMING, STILL DREAMING, CAN-

ZONET. Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F to f. .50

Fine Lithograph Title.

"Dreaming, still dreaming of days that are past,

Flowers that have faded, too lovely to last,

Sweet 13 the vision that {^eets'me again.
Cheering my sorrow, and soothing my pain."

A song that is a success. How much it's own
merit, and how much the fine rendering of Mrs. Seg-

uin and others, contributed to this desinible end, one

c.innot tell. This, however, is sure, that it deserves

success.

THE BIRDS WILL COME AGAIN.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. F. to f. .40

**Sunshine and Shadow fell on the meadow,
Dew drops were gleaming, the skies were bringing May,

Soft winds were playing, somebody straying,

Seemed very careless of beauties on the w.ay."

An unusually pretty song of Love, Birds and
Spring.

THE GATES AJAR. Song and Chorus.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 2. C to c. .40

"They are waiting for us only,
Where no paia can ever mar,

Little ones who left us lonely.
Watch us thro' the gates ajar."

One of the responses to Miss Phelps' beautifu'

thoughts, noAV echoed very gracefully in a musical

wat. The song is very pretty, very easy, and of easy

compass.

APART ! Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. C to e. .40

"For your love's a faded rose,

That I keep within my heart,
Tho' we meet when life shall close,

Yet our days must be apart."

Capable of great expression.

THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS.
Words by Longfellow. 3. F to f. ..^0

Handsome Illustrated Title.

"And the mother gave, in tears and pain,
The flowers she most did love.

She knew she should find them all again.

In the fields of light above."

The words are dearly loved old acquaintances,

but the music is not so. Finely fitted to the senti-

ment, with a certain vigor and freshness, it will be a
taking song for public singing.

LAND OF HOME AND BEAUTY. Words
by Geo. Cooper. 2. F to f. .50

Fine Illustrated Title.

"Land of home and beauty,
Every thought of thee

Wakes within my bosom
Sweett;st melody."

The landscape view on the title is well composed,
and worthy of preservation. A smooth, sweet, beau-

tiful song.

BONNY BESS. Ballad. Words by Geo. Cooper.

3. B6 to f. .35

"O, the May, lovely May !

Tho' I never see you more—

"

"And the girls of the golden time of yore,

There was none so fair and sweet as bonny Cess."

A ball.id of sweet and pure sentiment.

PEARL OF THE ISLE. Words by Geo.

Cooper.
,
3. Ei to e. .35

"0 the sweetest of names
I recall in my dreams,

When the past, like a star,

In my memory gleams."

An exceedingly graceful melody.

A SONG FOR THOSE WHO LOVE US.
Words by Geo. Cooper. 3. E6 to e. .35

"A song for those who love us.

Wherever they may he I

How many of them wander
Upon the land and sea."

It is sufficient praise to the music to say that it equals

the words in merit. And it may be said of the songs
written by Mr. Cooper, that it would be difficult to

point to a feeble stanza in them.

DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE I STRAY.
Words by Geo. P. Morris. 3. F to f. .50

Illustrated Title.

"Beside the stre-am a maiden dwells.

My star of eventide !

Pure as the water-lily bells."

Composed for, and sung by Madame Anne I iship,

and is very graceful and effective.

HOW GENTLY FALL THOSE SIMPLE
WORDS, GOD BLESS YOU! 2. C to e. .35

"You gently press the hand of those
Who thus in love caress you,

And soul responsive beats to soul,

In breathing out 'God bless you.' "

A glorification of the words so common, and so

full of kind feeling. A song that is good to sing.

THE DAY WHEN YOU'LL FORGET ME.
Wordahy 'Morgan.' 3. E6 to e. .40

"You call me sweet and tender names.
And softly smooth my tresses,

And all the while my tender heart
Beats time to your caresses."

Well written, a contribution of note to love-litera-

ture and love-nmsie.

.50

C03IJP0SITI0NS OF G. D. WILSON.
This gentleman has fairly won a place among our best native composers. His pieces are, almost without exception, excellent for instructive purposes, and should

be "familiar friends" to teachers and pupils.

Opus 10. HAPPY DAY. Pensee' Fugitive.

4. A. -50

An introduction, then a flowing melody, interrupted by

spirited chord and arpeggio passages, all with well-marked

expression.

Op. 11. MERRY BELLS. Morceau de Sa-

lon. 4. Ai. .50

As may be anticipated, the "Merry Bells" ring throughouti

and at first glance the task of the player seems difficult. Bu^

all is nicely arranged to the hand, and one is enabled to play

a very showy piece, without any extraordinary amount of

Btudy.

The IdylB, Summer Reveries.

Op. 13. A NIGHT IN .JUNE. 4. A6. .50

"At this stlH hour when starry songs,

Aie flcating thro' night'a glowing noon."

Op. 14. THE SHEPHERD BOY.' 3. G.

"Like some vision olden, of far other time,

When age was golden, in the world's young prime."

Also published with illustiatecl title, price 60 cents.

A great favorite !

Op. 15. MORNING. 4. E6.

"Morn's orient beams appear, and one by one
Ths weary stars retiring from their watch."

Op. 16. SMILES. 4. A.
"Oft we wander. Becking roses,

In this garden, called the earth."

Op. 17. MEMORY. 4. E6.

"Borne on the stream of time,

Sweet thoughts of former days."

.50

.50

Op. 18. AMONG THE HILLS. 4. B6. .50

"I love the hills, I love the Howers,
That deck with gems the sunny swells."

These beautiful Idyls, or Summer reveries, are "dreamed
out" very tfrucelully, aud, without being descriptive pieces,
express very completely the feelings and seutiments indicated
by the titles and accompanying quotations.

SLEEP WELL. A Dream Song. 4.

"Sleep soft, beloved,"

Db. .60

FIVE SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 4. .75

By Chas. P, Howard, arr'd by G.D. Wlhon,

Fingers are becoming first class vocalists. Sing these melo-
dies with them!

Tivo Favorite Piano-Forte Pieces.

SUNT^ISE MAZURKA. (I/:ver da Soloil). Mazurka Caprice.

J. N. Paltison. 4. A. -60

May very well be mentioned on the same page willi Wilson's Wyls, since it

has the same fine descriptive power, with perhaps a trifle more hrilliancy.

WHIP-POOR-WILT/S ECHO SONG, with brilliant variations,

by Ch. Groie. 3. E4. -60

Mr. Grobe was, probably the original '-opus" man, ns his opuses count by
the thousand. Tho piece under consideration is Opus 1881, i.e. tho 1881st

published work of tho composer. Among this vast number, of course are

many that are mere "machine work," but there are also many that havo grown
to be established favorites. This is one of tho better class ; a fine melody, skil-

fully varied.

Abebeviatioss.—Degrees of dilficnlty are marked from 1 to 7. Tho keij is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &c. A small Roman letter marks the
highest note, on tho stafiT, an italic letter the highest note, if above the staOF.
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SHertisements.

ABOUT JULY 1st

Will appear the New Church Music Book
ENTITLED

THE STANDAED,
Which will "wave" overall the EMtand theW«st,a8 it is for-

tUD«ite in hftTing for iM compilers,

Mr. L. O. EMERSON, of Boston, and
Mr. H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

The one "the Musical Friend" of every Sacred Music Kingor,
hut especially well-known on the Atlantic slope, while the
fame of Mr. Palmer is spreading rapidly through all the Miss-
i^ippi valley.

A work, produced by the united exertions, and controlled
by the taste of these two gentlemen, can hardly fail to be equal
to the best of its predecessors, and may excel them.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen pages are now ready, and will be sent, on applica-
tion, free to any address.

OLIVER DITSOIJ- & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

THE
WORLD'S PEACE JUBILEE

Chorus Book.
Is the book to be used at the coming Great Festival It is

thTchd'r''"
''°'"'° "' ""^ ^'^'°°'' "°^'" "'"' "' '° '^O'^POse

The music was carefully selected by the Music Committee,
tnA,?. , L'^'" '"' " PoPi'ir and useful book for use in allMUSICAL SOCIETIES, and should be in the hands of all in

Libret'to"'"
"' "'^ Coliseum. It la the very best kind of

175 Octave Pages ! P„„, 75 c„_

Exquisite Song and Chorus. ~
'

THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and w. S. TILDEN.
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a largenumber of teachers of ^ "**Bw

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1
i, 6 ana 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price $1.00,

retaiTprlce°™^°°^'""'^°°^°'™*' P™'-Pai^. 0° 'Meipt of

OLIVER DITSOBT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOJf & CO.. New York.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
New Cirand Conservatory

and College of Music.
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER, Director.
ALL Branches taught according t,, j^e Classical German

Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by EuoroneanProfessors. A perfect organized Music-Scioof hav"n7gm°ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice

1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACHbranch they study- 190 students in attendance Terms
""bo^^

Send for full catalogues, etc., to™'"™ Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Emerson Method
FOR

BEED ORGANS.
BY

L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, Cand)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.
Parti. Elements, EKerci-^es, Recreation.^.—Part II. Chords

and Technics.—Part III. How to use the Stops. Choice Col-
lection of Music, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-
ries and Tnteriurles.

The Compilers have a biph reputAtioo and excellent judg-
ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price. $2.50.

The New Comic Songfster.
Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha I Ha! and with some of the Hundred SongB in
this collection, not alwayp sensible, but great aids to light-
heartedn ess.
The Punny Songs, after all, Bell best.

Price, 60 Cents,
OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSOIJ" & CO.. New Fork.

Dr. Lowell Mason's

SONG GARDENS!
Have an immense sale. Sach book complete

in itself, but one naturally succeeds the other
in a School Course. The books are

Perfect Mines of Valuable Materials
for Music Teachers.

This Song Garden. (Song Garden 1st Book).

Is for the little ones. Here are Simple Elements, Easy
Exercises, about 250 Tunes, many of them the Tery sweet-
est

Flowers of Melody. Price .50 cts. *

The 2d Song Garden. (Song Garden 2d Book).

LoTO-ell Mason's Celebrated Elements.
2,50 Exercises and Rounds in the "Practical Coarse."

175 Songs. 70 Sacred Tunes. Price, 80 cts.

The 3d Song Garden. (Song Garden 3d Book).

Resume of the Elements. Musical Catechism. Vocal
Culture (with plates). 85 Exercises and Solfeggios. 200 2
3 and 4 part Songs and Glees. Price, gl. 00.

'

The above books sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSOIir & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO.. NewrYork.

J- -A.. lilLLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Mnsic.
Address at Chickering & Sons', or 149 (a) Tremont Street

S""° ^- 805

ED-W. SCHtTBERTH,
Foreign & American Music Depot,

No. 610 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. 795—

TME ART OF SUVGIUfG
By Prof. FEBD SIEBEB.

'

Translated from the Sixth German Edition, with an oriid-
nal Chapter on the Hygeine of the Voice, by

Dr. E. SEEQBR,
Lecturer at the New York Homeopathic College, on Diseases of
the Throat and Lungs. Price, in cloth, $1.50. Copies mailed
postage paid. This is a master work. In Germany it has run
through many large Editions, and is recognized as the first
work of its kind extant. To teachers of singing, and to all
singers, professional and amateur, it is invaluable.

TVM. A. POND & CO.,
81--13 547 Broadway, N. T.
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VOCAL.
Blighted Thomas.
Have Mercy Southard.

One Glance from Thee Geary.

Father of Mercy. (Maria Mater.) Quartet. Boott.

Miss me Darling when I'm gone. Song & Cho.
Seibert.

Thy Will be done ! Solo and Quartette.'

M. F. H. Smith.

The Prayer of the Affianced One. (Preghiera

della Fidanzata Yannini.

When you and I are old. Song & Cho. . . .Percy.

Charming Countess ! (Le faccio un inchino).

Trio for Female voices from "11 Matrimonia
Segretto" Cimaroso.

We live for those we love. Song and Cho.Towne.
Sunny Memories Mrs. Lancaster.

1 am watching for thee, darling Fuller.

Thinking of Thee Rodofson
Ah ! tell me why. (Si vous n'avez rien).

Mme. Bothschild.

Think not I can e'er forget thee. Song and Cho.
Parkhurst.

Twilight in the Park Brockway.
O, fair Dove ! Sullivan.

To Deum. Aria from "Hamlet." G. S. C. 1

The Little Orphan. (L' Orfannella.) Arditi.

I'm Number One Wdlman.
Come to the Sea. ( Vieni al Mar.) Trio, Soprano,

Tenor and Alto or Bass Gordigiani.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Grand Caprice Hongroise. i hands .. Ketterer. 1.00

Valse des Fleurs. (Ketterer) " Rummel. I.OO

Lusitana Waltz Bettencourt.

Nocturne in C, No. 1. Op. 277 Tungman. 30
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin
and Piano Wichll. 1 .00

Pluie de Corail. Op. 38 Grau. 75
Artist's Life Waltz. 4 hands Strauss. 1.25

Stockton House Quadrille H. Sanderson. 60
The Rocky Mountains Waltzes. A Set of

Waltzes for the Far West Daly. 40
Cachuca Caprice. Op. 79 Ra/f. 1.00

Souvenir de Mignon Hess. 60
Kaiserstadt Waltz. (Emperor City) AM. 65
Thousand and One Night Waltz. 4 hds. Strauss. 1.25

Mignon. Fantasie brillante Ketterer. 60
Martha. For 4 hands 5. Smith. 1.25
Valse Caprice : . . Rubinstein. 1 .00

Fleurette. Caprice Impromptu... C Goitschalk. 50
Jolly Sisters Galop Zikoff. 40
Fairy Favors Waltz Lange. 50
Polka des Montagnards. (Baaer Polka). S^i^Aarrf. 60
The Snow-Bell Jungmann. 50
Joy Bells. Idylle " 50
German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75
Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 Ketterer. 50
Saltarelle. Op. 266 " 60
Sparkling Cascade Mazurka Williams. 50
Devotion de Matin Ziegfdd. 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 hands Strauss. 1.00

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Foss. 40

Books.

The World's Peace Jubilee CnoBus Book,
75 Cents.

The Colpbit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1 .00

Musio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mall, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
In obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MRS. JEWETT KEMPTOW,

Tocallst Sc Teacher ol §l«gleg.

Address, care of OLITEB DITSON & CO. 708-

TTJTTDLET BUCK, (lute of Cbieago), Organist of St.

Paul's Cburch. Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 moa. ___^^
E. J. BUTLEE, private pupil of Carl ReiDPCke and Dr:

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Plajing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mos.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MES. FAWNIE F. F03TEE,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

"JUTES. C. A. BAEEY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mnsie. 124 Chandler St., ne.ar Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

PBOF. & XSHS. SiB&ilR A. IlOSBIlfS,
Academy of Music.

71S -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKBNTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services a.s Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
"Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Addresa. EDWAKD B- OLIVEK,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Masp.

nfi LLJ".. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, givee InatructiOB on

444
ttxe Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

M^
E. W. 0. PERKINS Trill make engagements to conduct

Musical CouTentions the coming season.

Addreas, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

unras
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT Vf. PKATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Addreas at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDKB a CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large aeaortment of Auebican Mnsio conatantly on hand.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SI.NUl^G and MCSICAL C0.UP08IT10N.

Residenc«, Coolidge House. Communications ma> be
left at Dit<ion & Co'fl Music Store. 717— tf.

VriNSIiOVr r.. -EA-iTDElH,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

-Ui AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEK OF
* VIOIiIN, b prepared to receive pupils, and ofTerg

hU Berrires as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Addresa, OllTn IXtMn & Co., or Koppltz,

Pra«fer fe Co.,30 WestSt. 796—3m

P. H. TOEHINGTON,
(OrganUt and Director of 31nsic at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHKR OF OP.OAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DLCIOR OF JILSICAL EOUlJiTIEfl.

Address, care of Oliver Ditpon & Co.. 277 Washington .St.,

New Enffland Conjerratory of Mu^ic, MUfic Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Uill, Dorchester. (M-3m

MB. GEO. B. SHUTE, having completed his
studiea abroa/J, under the instruction ot some of the

first Artists of modern times, vlil now receive paplls
in Fiano and Organ Piajtug, aUo tu 'rLeor> of Mu.ic.
Addrees Oiiver DitsoD & Co. 7'.fi-6m

r
'^

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Org:an, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains 5/3: stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of §125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its toirn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agftnt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

C3-_ "WT". X>TJ3DI.E-^;,
Concert Vocalist and Teactier of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremout St. ' 797

MR. G. H. HO^VAR^),
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. let.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

LYON & HEALY,
JTEIJISIC PUBL,ISHi:iSlS,

CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furni.^h their publicatiouB to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

tt^In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock 'of

Foreign Music, 619-tf

TI/TADAME CHABLES LEWIS, of London,
"*•*• for Heveral yearn a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-
cia, will be happy to give LeBPone in Singing, and to accept
eugagementfl for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addrcHsed to the care of OIivRr''Dit-
6on & Co., 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

ROCK OF AGES!
A .NliW AND liEAUTIFUL

HY.n.\ I'OR E'OUR VOICES,
Hi/ J. 11, Thonian,

irioe -50 Cents.
OLIVEK HkTaON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYI*11^

Prices S50, $65, SlOO, *125, S132. »140, $180,
S175, S200, S225, $250, to SIOOO eich.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.
The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all uses.

One t® Thirteen :§tops.
Flute, Melodia, Bourdon,
Principal, DlAPASOS, Gamba,
0CT.4VE, KUPHONE, Bassoos,
Fl.UTE D'AMOUB, Hautboy, Toix Celeste,
Tremulant, Fifteenth, Viol d'Amoor
Vox Humana, Cor anglais, Vroi.A.

Automatic Swell, Couplers, Pedals,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA.
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassiog in attractiveness any
before offered. .

There can be no more Elegant anil

Valuable Present.

Our assortment of styles is very much largerthan any other

in thocountry ; PRICES ARE FLXBD AND INVARIABLK;
and it is a pleasure to exhibir our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently Interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL.
rpHE FALL TEEM will besin on MONDAY the ISth

of September next. The BOSTON MUSIC SCHOOL was

incorporated in May, 1857. Its object was to furnish a com-

plete education in all the branches of Music, the PIANO-

FORTE, SINGING, ORGAN, NOTATION, HARMONY, COUN-
TERPOINT and FUGUE, COMPOSITION with reference to

Music Form and Instrumentation in Chorus Singing, Violin

and all Orchestral Instruments.

Board of Instruction—3ohn W. Tufts, J. W. Adams, F. F.

Ford, George H Howard. B. F. Bafeer, Secretary and Treas-

urer Marble Block 22. Eliot St., Boston, Ma.s8. Circulars

may be obtained at the School Booms or at the principal Music
Stores. 790-

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEHSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing

School Bi^oks.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

J SCHUBEBTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

im Foreign and American Mudio, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO ODE

SPLENDID ASSOETMENT

9BMSi llSTiyiiilifi
OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at low prices.

\nOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MAETIN'S CELEBRATED GUITAHS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of .Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitu.r,Violonci>ilo and Doubie-Bitss.

PIAJVOS APiD '?IEa.O©EO]\S
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such afl enable us to furnish the aboTe;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AWD
C i-RD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
Kl.NDS OF MUSICAL MEltOHANDIBE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove eatisjactory to

purchasere.

JOHN C. HAYWES & CO.,
33 COURT STREET, (Opposite the Court Uonse)
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Translated for this Journal.

The Wizard of the G-String.

FROM THE GERMAN.

(Concluded from page 226.)

Beyond this gossip little or nothing is known of

I'aganini's private life and character up to the time

of his arrival in Germany. From that period, how-

ever, he selected from time to time companions, who

accompanied him on his journeys and relieved him

of the business arrangements. One of these, the

Hanoverian scholar, George Harrys, kept for a long

'ime an exact diary, from which we obtain interesting

glimpses of Paganini's habits and cha'-acter.

Artists, have, as a rule, great sympathy with nature;

to this Paganini was a marked exception. His route

might be through the fairest landscape, or pass the

fine.st villas and castles, he took no notice of them —
they had no charm for him. If he did not converse

he meditated on his art, or his compositions, or fell

into melancholy thought. He could not, indeed, well

look about him, as he, always shivering, kept the car-

riage tightly closed. Like the minister, Kaunite,

who always anxiously protected himself against

every breath of air, Paganini sat with the thermom-

eter at 72 ° wrapped in his cloak, all the curtains

down, cowering in a corner of the vehicle, and scarce-

ly allowing his fellow traveller a breath of air on his

own side. He always vilified the climate of Ger-

many, and attributed to it a large share of those ail-

ments which he had in reality brought from Italy.

He often said to Harrys, as he enveloped himself in

his cloak :
" This is a most excellent travelling com-

panion in Germany, and one without which it will

never do to make journeys even in midsummer."

Strange to say, however, he liked best wlien in his

room to sit between an open door and window, which

he called '' taking an air-bath," The numerous colds

which he thus took increased his difficulties of the

chest greatly.

Like all delicate persons, Paganini loved sleep ; in

his travelling carriage he often slept two hours at a

time, and this several times a day. Then he would

awake, cheerful, full of talk, and inclined to jest.

Upon arriving at a station he either remained in the

carriage ©r walked about while the horses were fed

and changed, but never entered an inn until he came

to the end of his journey.

His baggage gave him but little trouble'; his most

precious possession, his instrument, a Gnarnerius, lay

in a very worn-out and shabby case, which also con-

tained his strong box, a few small valuables, and

some fine linen. A workman could easily have car-

ried his whole wardrobe in his satchel. His collected

papers, more important than those of many a com-

mercial traveller, were enclosed in a little red book
;

these, consisting of only about twenty loose leaves,

held the results of all his business since he had come

to Germany, and were written in hieroglyphics which

none but himself could decipher. There, mingled in

the utmost confusion, were Vienna and Carlsruhe,

Frankfort and Leipzig, receipts and expenses, post-

horses and concert-tickets ; and yet he understood

this labyrinth admirably, and seldom reckoned to his

own disadvantage, although he was entirely inexperi-

enced in business matters.

While on his journeys, Paganini was always satis-

fied with the accommodations which the inns afford-

ed ; it was all one to him whether the host gave him
the attic or the first floor, a good or a bad bed, only
he must have a room at the back of the house, as the

noise of the streets was very annoying to him. " I

have to hear noise enough in the great cities," said

he, "on my journeys I will have quiet."

Coachmen, house-servants, all persons, indeed, of

the lower class Paganini treated with contempt, and

would scarcely deign to look at them. If, by chance,

such a person spoke to him, he turned his back on

him, and asked his companion : "What can this crea-

ture want of me '> 'Who is the animal ? " When

assured that the country people in Germany were

very good-hearted, he would answer : "Ah ! yes, the

canaille generally are so."

Arrived at the limit of his journey, no severely

guarded state prisoner could lead a more monotonous

or tedious life than did the great master in .he seclu-

sion of his apartment, which, nevertheless, he left

rarely and unwillingly, as he seemed to find himself

more comfortable in absolute retirement. Singers

and performers usually maintain proficiency in their

art by unrerairting diligence, and by the practise of

scales, solfeggios, and exercises on difficult passages!

for some hours each day strive to keep voice or fin-

gers smooth and supple. But even in this respect

was this wonderful man an incredible exception.

It is well known that on all his journeys no one ever

heard the sound of a violin from his room, except,

perhaps, the tuning of the instrument on concert

days, for a few moments previous to rehearsal, or to

the concert itself He made no secret of it that he

never touched his violin unless' when obliged to. " I

have practised enough in my life," said he, " and am

glad when I can leave my instrument in its case."

As Paganini, when at home, was entirely at

leisure, it might be supposed that be spent his time

in composing, but this was not the case. The

operas, concertos, and variations in which he appear-

ed on his tours, he had prepared in Italy, and not a

single new production saw the light during his

travels.

Of general literature he was entirely ignorant ; be-

side his native tongue he understood only a little

French ; all other languages were unknown to him,

and he had no inclination for reading. He did not

attempt to conceal, at least from his friends, this lack

of literary acquirements; his excuse was,—"A man

can learn only one thing thoroughly ; my whole life

has been devoted to the violin and to the theory of

music, and this has left rae no time for other pur-

suits." We can well believe this when it is remem-

bered that for many years he practised from ten to

eleven hours daily. His interest in general matters

was no greater ; he took no part in politics ; the

most important events and changes in the world's

history, the overthrow of the mightiest potentates,

the fall of Napoleon, the uprising and heroic deeds

of the Greeks, or the sight of his own torn and help-

less country, made less impression on him than the

breaking of a string while playing in public. This

extreme one-sidedness of his character, however, this

devotion to the one thing, made him the greatest

musical phenomenon the world had ever seen.

In general, Paganini's temperament was a melan-

choly one, as is the case with many who are strangers

to sound health. A feeble body is a troubled

medium, through which the spirit sees only a cloud-

ed world. Yet even the misanthrope may have

moments of pleasure and of humor. And Paganini,

when in the society of his friends, could be one of the

most talkative and amusing of companions. He
liked to relate anecdotes of his own life, which he

could tell in a very piquant manner. He was an

avowed enemy to large assemblies and dinners, and

it needed great powers of persna.sion to induce him

to accept such invitations. At table he talked very

little, but ate a great deal, and seldom left a single

dish untasted when dining out. His appetite was of

the strongest ; he could eat for hours together with-

out suffering the least inconvenience, and was corres-

pondingly fond of wine ; he was, however, so absent-

minded that he seldom knew what he had eaten, and

whether it was good or otherwise. As soon as the

cloth was removed he withdrew from table to take

his siesta. In evening companies, where there was

less formality, he was more affable ; but if any one

attempted to give the conversation a musical turn, or

to compliment him by giving a musical soir(^e, it put

him in a very bad humor.

He had a remarkable memory for persons, but

none whatever for places. The names of cities in

which he gave concerts escaped his memory almost

before he left them. Nature had formed him in a re-

markable manner for a violinist ; his fingers were ex-

traordinarily long and of unexampled suppleness ;
he

could bend his thumbs back so far as to touch the

back of his hand with the nails. The flexibility of

his arms was equally great ; without any difficulty he

could make his elbows meet behind.

His demeanor on the way to the concert-room, at

the rehearsal, and behind the coulisses, was especially

noticeable ; at these times he appeared most interest-

ing, both as a man and an artist. His disposition

and his whole bearing on the morning of a rehearsa'

was graver and more serious than usual ; although

secure in his own ability, he could not overcome a

feeling of anxiety. On these mornings he did

nothing, he sat still on the sofa. A few moments be.

fore the hour te would spring up, open his violin

case to see that no string was broken, tune the instru-

ment, and strike, perhaps, a couple of chords, and

then put it up again and arrange the necessary pieces

of music. During all this he took snuff incessantly,

a sure sign witlj him of perturbation and uneasiness.

If he found that listeners had crept in, as was not

unfrequently the case, he merely marked his solos,

indicating them only by a light pizzicato.

His ear was extremely .exact; the slightest mistake

did not escape him. Amid the loudest crash of the

fall orchestra he would call out : "The second clario

net IS not playing 1 " "I do not hear the alto !

"

When they did not play to his liking he could be

very violent, but if he were accompanied with precis-

ion he would cry out " Bravissimo !
" in the middle

of the piece. We had heard that he had showed his

highest skill towards the close of a composition, and

pricked up our ears when at the rehearsal he ap-

proached the end of the first piece ; he disappointed

us, however, completely, by putting down his violin

with the words :
" Go on, gentlemen," and go on we

were obliged to, without him. Through fear lest

some one of his compositions should be abstracted

and copied, he always took away hie music every

time carefully, although it did not contain the princi-

pal part, as he always played from memory. After

rehearsal he partook of some simple refreshments,

and then gave himself up to repose.

Is was wonderful how this man, — throughout the

day of a concert grave, silent, melancholy— cast off

all care in the interval between his arrival at the con-

cert-hall and his appearance on the stage. During

this interval he was full of jokes and jests, and kept

them up until the leader announced to him that his

time had come, when he would suddenly assume his
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accustomed gravity. As after every solo he would

perspire so copiously that lie was obliged to change

his linen two or three times in the course of an eve-

ning, it was supposed that his strength must have

been greatly exhausted by it ; but this could not have

been the case, as after a concert he often seemed to

feel better than usual, and neither his sleep nor his

appetite were at all affected by it.

Faganini was no exception to certain weaknesses

which belong peculiarly to great men. As at a

review, or a parade, the soldier must often stand for

hours in the burning sun or the wintry cold, waiting

for his General or Field-Marshal, so he never appear-

ed punctually, but kept the audience waiting for

him a longer or shorter time. In the intermission his

dressing-room was thronged with music-lovers, and

verses were sent in, chiefly from ladies, to whom he

returned the most elegant compliments. Such are

the triumphs of the virtuoso — if they are worthy of

the name of triumphs.

Paganini delighted in church music ; but cared little

for the opera, that is, German opera, yet he thought

highly of "Don Juan." Military music was not

agreeable to him. " These people very seldom play

in tune," said he ; on the other hand, the chimes of

church bells had a great charm for him.

A beautiful feature in his character was his uni-

formly obliging disposition. Young composers who

often brought him their voluminous scores, ladies

who wished to inquire of him whether their voices

were powerful enough for the stage, artists whose

talent he recognized, and who came to beg a recom-

mendation of him — to all these he was friendly, and

gave them a patient hearing and a candid answer.

He liked praise, and read the journals in which it

was lavished on him with eagerness and satisfaction.

He carried on most of his correspondence in Italian

;

his French letters he was obliged to have corrected.

His handwriting was almost illegible.

A show of splendor and luxury was offensive to

him ; even his orders he wore very seldom, except on

the stage, and then usually the ribbon and buckle of

the order. Often he said :
" Of what use is all this t

I am not proud."

The hardest of all tasks to this altered spendthrift

was to part with money ; a demand for what he

deemed an extravagant pour teVc would throw him

into a rage. His habit even with regard to the com-

monest purchases was to beat down the seller, as he

had been accustomed to do in Italy ; in consequence of

which he soon got the reputation of a miser, which

opinion of him increased in proportion to the wealth

that flowed in upon him from the enormous receipts

of his concerts, the tickets to which were almost al-

ways double or treble the usual price. That he could

be benevolent, however, when he thought it worth

while, is shown by an instance of his generosity.

a nobler than which it would not be easy to find. It

is well known that Berlioz was for the greater part of

his life in straitened circumstances— not his own
fault, except as it was the result of clinging to his

ideal, which did not suit the French, with iron obsti-

nacy. His works, however, made a great impression

on Paganini, who, after he had heard " Romeo and

Juliet," and had learned the needy condition of the

composer, wrote him the ftjllowing letter :

"Mt Dear Feiend,—Since Beethoven died, no

hand but that of Berlioz has been to call him to life
;

and after the enjoyment which your divine composi-

tions have given me I must beg you to accept as a

token of my homage twenty-two thousand francs,

which will be paid to your order by the Messrs.

Rothschild.

At the period to which these reminiscences look

back, the time of my ardent youth, Paganini seemed

to me the greatest of geniuses, unequalled in the

highest sense of the word ; and today, when three
score and fifteen years have chilled my blood, he siill

holds the same unapproaf;hable place in my estima-

tion. Whether any will ever rise who will compare

with him as a violinist, I cannot foresee, but none

has as yet done so. For although he aroused a great

excitement among violinists, although they strove

day and night with the greatest eagerness to plagiarize

and imitate his arts whenever they took up a violin,

even to the pauses in the rehearsals, (at the rehear-

sals in the Berlin Orchestra the leader was obliged

distinctly to forbid the imitation of Paganini's pecu-

liar style), although skilful performers certainly have

appeared since his time, who have followed his man-

ner with more or less of success, even his best imita-

tors, whatever their names, are at most but parts of

him. I myself, and all who have over heard him,

must admit that no mortal can ever surpass him.

"Paganini is the prince of virtuosos," said Pobert

Schumann, and he was right. The next generation

has given us but one musical phenomenon equal to

him, — the pianist, Franz Liszt. He, too, has reach,

ed the culminating point on his instrument ; he, too,

has raised the standard of excellence greatly among

his followers and pupils ; it may even be thought that

some have approached him very closely ; none, how-

ever, have equalled him in the full vigor of his

powers, and he can no more be surpassed than Paga-

nini. And in a mental point of view, the Hungarian

Liszt stands as a composer, an author, a poet, and in

almost every department of literature immeasurably

higher than the one-sided though wonderful Italian.

Bach's Passions-Musik at Westminster

Abbey.
(From the Manebester Guardian.)

An archaic dialect must be mastered before the

modern lover of music can appreciate Bach. This
learnt, however, the beauties which develop them-
selves in reading the Passion Music are such as to

suggest the reflection that if all lovers of music were

accustomed to his idiom, the oratorio of the old Leip-

zig master could not fail to take as deep a root in

English minds as that of his follower, the more intel-

ligible Handel. In distribution of effects the work
of Bach has features which many a subsequent writer

of oratorio might have done well to imitate. The
self control involved in discarding from the score the

entire class of noisy metallic instruments (though

Bach was no stranger to the effect of trumpet and
trombone), is alone a point which might raise a blush

upon the cheek of many a modern musician at his

own unbridled indulgence in brass and percussion.

But while it constitutes, in this and other points, a

noble exemplification of reticence in art, there are

few works of art so truly full of dramatic power— if

by this expression we mtiy indicate the power of

using art material in the most efl^ective manner for

operation upon the sense addressed — as this musical

picture of the awful and sacred tragedy of the Pe-

demption. We have first the duplication of the

choir, out of which spring, by the pen of Bach, as of

Carissimi, and later of Handel, effects of multitudi

nousness and of responsiveness not otherwise to be

attained : then the enlistment of the popular

religious sentiment by the permeation of the

whole texture of the work by chorale, or, to speak

plainly. Psalm tunes; the frequent silence — with a

meaning— of the bow instruments ; and the grate-

ful occasional prominence — not for a phrase only,

but for a whole number— of the cool tone of flutes,

or the plaintive reediness of hautboys : all these are

points which mako it difficult to feel that musicians

have learnt much in broad orchestral economy sines

the days — now a century and a half gone by — of

John Sebastian Bach.
Passing over the description of the preliminary

service, we quote Mr. Crowdy's thoughtful notice

of the work, and of the effect produced by its per-

formance :
—

The entry of the choir, after the few bars of in-

strumentation which open the first reflective chorus,

"Come ye daughters, weep with me," is quiet, as is

the whole tone of this introductory meditative num-
ber, by which the mind Is directed at the outset to

contemplation of the figure of the Saviour "bearing

the accursed tree." The antiphonal point In this

chorus, where the second clioir have the short ejacu-

lations, "Whom?" "How?" "What?" "Look
whore?" interjected amid the plaintive and flowing

passages of the first choir, has a prominence to the

eye in the score which hardly comes out to the ear,

unless the hearer be near the choral bodies : much of

the beauty of such effects is always lost in a large

space, since at any considerable distance it is not pal-

pable to the ear whether a body of sound comes from
the cantores or the decani side of the choir. Even in

such performances as those at the Handel festivals,

no one. it may be safely asserted, hears the antipho-

nal points like the choirs themselves, and at a certain

distance the special eflFect disappears. Covered up by
the streaming counterpoint of the two choirs in this

opening chorus, appears as a ninth part the melody
of a choral, for a detached portion of the soprani

voices : the composer thus declaring at once a feature

of his work which is to characterize it throughout.

By reason of its comparative steadiness and slowness,

this choral made itself felt among the interlaced work
of the other eight voice-parts ; but all the efl^ect which

Bach, in the year 1729, calculated upon in the intro-

duction of these people's worship tunes, will never be

felt by other than a German congregation, if, indeed,

ever again by any congregation.

The form of diction in the Passion Music |s, of

course, narratory : the composer has, however, adopt-

ed—as was customary before him—a (-/imsi-dramatic

treatment of the text, by assigning uniformly the

quoted words of each principal character to a particu-

lar voice. The introductory narrative phrases— the

"Evangelist's part"—are assigned throughout to a

tenor, and the actual quotation of the Saviour's words

is made by a bass. To the two gentlemen who
throughout this service rendered these respective

portions of the music too much commendation could

hardly be given for the masterful quietness of style

which characterized their rendering. Nowhere was

Ibis reticence in execution more welcome on the part

of the tenor reciter than at the narration of Peter's

remorse, "he went out and wept bitterly," a point

where the exquisite pathos of the musical phrases

might have excused a straining after effect, though

the slightest exhibition of such a straining mu-^t

—

such is the trulv devotional tone of the recitative

—

inevitably result in destruction to the character of the

passage.

The narrative or Evangelist's portion, by which

chiefly the action is advanced, is undermarked by

Bach with "figured bass" only, indicating organ, or

perhaps harpsichord accompaniment; the use of the

bow instruments being reserved, as already referred

to, by a stroke at once artistic and reverent, lo em-

phasize the actual words of the Saviour. To have

used, therefore, for the accompaniment to the tenor

recitative passages, as is the unpleasing habit in Eng-
land, the violoncellos, would have obviously marred

the distinctive effect of Bach's design. A pianoforte

has been employed at these points in the recent per-

formances which have been given of the Passion-Mu-

sic \n 'Lon({on concert-rooms; and is suggested by

Mr. Macfarren in his masterly commentary on the

work. In the Abbey the harmonium is employed.

The /!»i6re of the free reed is not usually spoken of

among musicians with respect ; in the present case,

however, the effect was not merely satisfactory, but

strangely and peculiarly beautiful. With the most

liberal views as to the admission of orchestral instru-

ments into the church, one would scarcely—though

it would he hard to define the reason— fail to feel a

shock at hearing in Westminster Abbey the percus-

sive pronunciation of the pianoforte ; the harp, though

an obvious alternative, would have over-enhanced

the part of the tenor-reciter ; in the harmonium is

found a substitute at once unobtrusive in its enunci-

ation, and distinctive in its lone stamp. Elherealized

by the stone-enclosed atmosphere, its tremulous

speech had an eflFect both devotional and grateful.

But all effects of orchestral timbre, beautiful as they

proved in the mellowing spaciousness, and happily

subordinated as they are in this work by a master

hand to sacred purposes, fade from the mind at the

recollection of the one entrancing eflfecc of this occa-

sion—the singing, under the roof of Westminster Ab-

bey, without accompaniment, of the chorale with

which this musical recital of the Passion is interspers-

ed. There was a hush of all vibrating string and

quivering reed ; and then, out upon the reposing air,

from the voices of surpliced English choristers, men
and boys, came keen and firm a burst of those manly

harmonies which have made Bach's treatment of

Church folk-song the unapproached ideal of all who
have comi after him. As these chorales from time

to lime recurred, one might have heard a pulse beat,

so absolute was the silence, so intense the attention

to every word-enforcing modulation. That a devout

appreciation of these portions of the "special service"

filled the minds of all present was palpable in the

very atmosphere.

To those numbers of the work which are of the na-

ture of recitative, it Is possible that sympathetic at-

tention was not so general. To enjoy Bach's recita-

livo—and how bonutiful it is when one learns how to

enjoy it no musician will bo at a Inss to say—a cer-

tain strangeness of idiom which naturally character-
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izes its period mnst be conqueretl : this done, its earn-

estness and uniformly sustained meaning come out

with a force which carries the attenlioa on without

flacking-

The numbers of another class are again equally

beautiful, and even more unique ; the airs, namely,

for an alto voice, conveying reflective comment upon

the narrated events—in the accompaniment to which

the' e;reat composer, dispensing with an admirable

economy the orchestral resources, gives- pervading

prominence to the wood tone of the orchestra. The
voice of a boy alto, accompanied by flutes

with a figure in thirds and sixths, moving over a bass

part hinted, so to speal\, in pizzicato, presents a com-
bination as enhancing to the religious effect as it is re-

freshing to the jaded hearer of over-instrumented per-

formances of oratorio at Exeter Hall. For carrying

the lessons of the occasion to the heart of the wor-

shipper, sensitive to. but not learned in, the language

of music, such simple means must certainly be all-

efficient.

To trace this interesting performance number by
number would be a task welcome enough to the wri-

ter; in whose mind would be stirred, at every point,

recollections of noble eflfects and deeply enjoyed sen-

sations : it proceeded, with some excisions, with con-

tinuous firmness and delicacy of execution, divided

by a sermon from the pulpit by the Dean. It must
suffice to note briefly a few of the most marked ef-

fects.

The constant quiet presence of the harmonium as

a support to the tenor recitative did not pall upon the

ear ; nor the dignitv of string tone, as a mark of rev-

erence at the quoted words of the Saviour, wear out

its own significance : the bursting in of the chorus

(the tmbai of ancient oratorio), either as representing

the clamorous mob of bloodthirsty Jews, the disci-

ples, or an imagined body of reflective spectators

;

the noble air (the epithet, in default of one conveying
a more reverential sense, must serve) in which are

set the words used by our Lord in instituting the

Eucharist, the air for soprano, with accompaniment
in imitation of the obsolete "love-oboe;" the fearful-

ly vivid chorus, "Have lightnings and thunders in

clouds disappeared," with its sequel, "Now open, O
bottomless pit;" the air, "Have mercy," with a vio-

lin obligato part played with most religious effect

;

the tenor recitative telling how Peter "went out .and

wept bitterly^" the rendering of which has been men-
tioned above : with the constantly recurring chorale,

sung, as already described, without instruments, had
each and ^U their effect in bringing before the miad
of a meditating congregation, sensible to the language
of music, a vivid picture of the events to the con-

templation of which the Church devotes the week-
More startling, though not less forcible, was the tre.

mendous chorus of one word, "Barabbas !" Here wo
find concentrated in a single bar of sacred music all

that music knows of dramatic effect ; and when, at

the proper point in the quiet narratory recitative, the

one word "Barabbas" (with an accent—barbarous to

English ears—on its first syllable) was thundered into

the nave of the Abbey by the united double choirs,

on the poignant chord of "extreme sharp seventh,"

the congregation started visibly. In the whole range
of known music there is not. probably, a bolder touch
than this embodiment of the insensate passion of a
Jewish mob, rejecting Jesus in favor of the seditious

robber. Not a trace, nevertheless, of other than rev-

erential effect results in performance.
The essentially religious character of Bach's mind

did not permit him to forget reverence in sensation
;

no work of art illustrates better than this setting of
the Passion the dignity of artistic reserve. Here we
have no sudden close at a climax of orchestral and
vocal activity, such as would have marked the end of
a modern oratorio ; but from the point where the ac-

tion of the Divine tragedy reaches its culmination in

the death of the Saviour, the music assumes gradually
a cadential tone as gentle—to compare things sacred
with secular—as that which characterizes the close of
a Tennysonian canto ; and the mind of the devout
listener, lacerated by the poignant portrayal of death
upon the cross, is soothed by a musical embodiment
of Requiem at the tomb, in strains which foreshadow
tlie tenderest of those peaceful choruses by which, a
century after Bach, his great admirer and reviver,

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, has betrayed the influ-

ence of the earlier master. No one of the congrega-
tion at this service whose mind answered to the sway
of the music, could have left the Abbey in a frame
less tranquilly meditative, less unexcited, than be-

comes a Christian man, fulfilling the duty in Holy
Week of a contemplation of the Death and Passion
of our Saviour Christ.

Music and Lrawin§r in the Boston Public
Sciools.

We take the following extracts from the admirable
Annual Report (1871) of the School Committee of

the City of Boston, written, it is understood, by Mr.

Francis II. Underwood.
MUSIC.

This department appears to ho in a satisfactory

state of progress. Instruction in the art of reading

music and in producing correct natural sounds is

given to the pupils from their first entrance into the

Primary Schools, and the efforts of the several super-

visors are devoted to making the various steps of that

musical instruction and practice combine in a philo-

sophical system. It is certain that the standard of

musical knowledge, and of ability and taste in per-

formance, has very greatly increased within the last

few years. If all the pupils competent to sing in

parts correctly, in good choral style, were gathered

into one bodv it would require a stane considerably

larger than that of the much-vaunted Jubilee.

An experiment has ben in progress during the

summer and antumn of 1871 and the winter of 1872

that mnii lead to favorable results, although it ap-

pears to be a partial abandonment of the high ground
taken the year previous, and a return to the old sys-

tem of dividing the schools between the music teach-

ers, leaving each one to teach in his own way. The
supervisor of music in the Primary Schools, Mr. Ma-
son, represented that he had not had the opportunity

to develope his method of teaching, and desired to

have a school assigned to him, that he might give in-

struction in all its various classes, and so exhibit his

system by a connected series'of examples. It was to

no purpose that he wa-^ reminded that in his own
proper sphere he was exerting a wider influence than

would be possible under any "perpendicular" divis-

ion of duties; the Music Committee reluctantly ac-

ceded to his wishes, and, with the consent of the Dis-

trict Committee and of the chief musical supervisor,

he was allowed to give the entire m'usical instruction

in a certain school. When this was done, it wns im-

possible to deny similar requests made by Messrs.

Sharland and Holt, the supervisors of music in the

Grammar Schools, and accordingly each of these

gentlemen has now a separate school in which he is

sole instructor.

For a mere experiment this state of things might

be tolerated; but it should not be allowed to con-

tinue long. If in the musical progress of any one of

these schools there should appear to bo any special

excellences, they can he noted, and the improvement
made available for all of them. The valnable traits

of each system (if there are distinct systems) ought

to be gathered together. The present competition

must have two unpleasant results ; it must foster a

jealous rivalry between the supervisors, who ought
not to be exposed to the feeling, but rather to work
together for the general good ; and it must result in

giving to the three schools mentioned a great deal

more than their fair share of musical drill, and per-

haps in occupying more of the time of the pupils (un-

der the forcing system that is sure to grow out of any
strife for superiority) than a just regard for the claims

of other studies should allow.

The annual exhibition in June last was one of the

most successful of the long series. As the report of

the Music Committee will probably give an account

of it, the details may be omitted here. We cannot

forbear to mention one thing, however, in regard to

the exhibition in honor of the Grand Duke Alexis,

which is, that the City Council assumed the entire

control of its management, practically ignoring the

Music Committee of this Board. They issued the

letters of invitation over their oflicial signatures, so

that even the members of the Music Committee who
were present entered as spectators of the festival

which their own labors had made possible, by the fa-

vor of the Aldermen and Councilmen who represented

the city on the occasion. The distribution of tickets

was made with a similar want of consideration for

the rights of this Board. We think it should be

made certain that no concert or musical festival shall

take place hereafter which shall not be entirely under
the control of the proper committee.

While npon the subject of these annual concerts,

we would observe that a great wrong is done to the

feelings ol parents by depriving them of the oppor-

tunity of hearing and seeing their children on these

interesting occasions. We think they have the first

right, and we would recommend that two performan-

ces shall be given, to one of which each member of

the chorus shall have one or two tickets. If but one
performance can bo siven, let the parents enjoy it,

and let all the city officials exercise a wholesome self-

denial.

We do not wonder at the eagerness with which our

citizens press for tickets to these concerts. The city

has nothing else so fair to show. And we add. with

what we believe is a just pride, that no city in the

civilized world can present such a splendid chorus

of children, so_ofHcered and drilled, so competent to

sing.

If we would show to a foreigner the spectacle that

testifies most strongly to our culture asca people, that

distinguishes ours fr'im other merely groat and fpros-

perous cities, we could find nothing like this. Other
cities have galleries, halls, statues, paintings, libra-

ries, and other institutions which make our progress

in the arts look poor and mean. But that glorious

chorus, especially when considered as a representative

of twelve thousand more that could be gathered if

we had a colossal hall for them, is without a parallel.

And the thoughtful mind begins to consider that each

small atom of that grand mass of harmony is the

light and beauty of some home, and that the human-
izing influences of this loveliest of the arts are dif-

fuseti like the common light and air.

We shall not be thought too enthusiastic, perhaps,

if. we urge that music, as a means of education, is

more important than is generally considered. Few
pupils come to be eminent mathematicians or ling-

uists. The works of classic authors, and the aerial

architecture of the geometer, are for the very few.

We teach the higher things for the exercise they give

to the faculties, and because we may develop some
new Laplace, or Newton, or Bowditch. But we find

practically, that, after .school days are over, the math-

ematics are laid aside, and that Horace and Virgil

become dusty.

Fnr the average man and woman, the arts that refine

nature and make life beautiful, such as music and draw-

ing, are more beneficial than high mental cultivation.

We would give the high cultivation if we can. We
would enlarge the mental horizon of every pupil. We
would show the greatness of God in the laws of the

universe; in the nice equilibrium of the solar sys-

tem ; in the succession of geological strata. In glac-

iers, mountain chains and volcanic craters ; in the

growth of plants, and in the structure of animals;

but when all is done, the influence of music will have

much more to do with their daily happiness. It will

make them more contented with their lot; will ban-

ish weariness, and lord ihe r minds into that repose

which it is the highest philosophy to gain.

DRAWING.

With regard to this important branch of public in-

struction, a new and lively interest has arisen during

the last year. The first steps have been taken to bring

the whole body of pupils under an intelligent system

of instruction, by educating the teachers in normal

classes. The report of the Drawing Committee will

best show what has been done, and what remains to

be undertaken. This is probably one of the most

important movemente made in our time, and its ef-

fects will be felt powerfully in many ways. Educa-

tion is not altogether an interior process ; other fac-

ulties besid?s the reason demand cultivation. Draw-

ing, which educates the eye and the hand, gives facil-

ity to express the thoughts of the mechanic, as well

as the plans of the engineer, the fancies of the design-

er in decoration, the recollections of the traveller, and

the conceptions of the creative artist. By the power

to draw, the value of any mechanic's labor is vastly

increased, and in time we shall see greater elegance

in furniture, in household utensils, in ornamental

fabrics, and in domestic architecture. With increased

knowledge of art in its higher forms, we shall see less

of the wretched plaster-ornaments, and the tasteless

pictures now cherished in so many houses. Books

will be free from the coa'so and ignorantly drawn

plates with which so many are now "illustrated."

Another generation, reared under these more favora-

ble influences, will grow up with finer instincts of

proportion, and we may hope that Art, in its true

power and divine beauty, may not always be the

meaningless word it has so long been.

Aside from these remote prospective benefits, the

training of our teachers in the art is sure to bring

immediate advantages. We have before called atten-

tion to the power which a teacher exerts in oral in-

struction. The art of making thought visible by

illustrative figures on the blackboard is the natural

complement of oral teaching. The intelligent teacher

talks with chalk in hand, illustrating as she proceeds.

She dees in this way a twofold work, arresting at-

tention and making impressions that are indelible.

What Agassiz is before a class of naturalists, the

model teacher becomes in the estimation of her ex-

pectant pupils.

The public is to be congratulated upon the em-

ployment of Mr. Walter Smith as director of art

instruction, since from his familiarity with the work-

ing of drawing schools in England, and from his

great natural aptitude as an educator, much is to be

hoped for in this department.

National Anthems.
(From ttie London Musical Standard )

I.

It seems ordained that some sort of mystery should
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overshadow the origin of most national airs and na-

tional anthems. This is the case even with our own
famous "God save the Qneen," thongh all necessity

for doubt or conjecture as to its parentage has, in

fact, long ceased to exist. It is truly astonishing that

so many among us should be unable to give a prompt
and decided answer to the question "Who composed
the National Anthem ?" That strange, perverse, In-

dicrous predilection, so peculiar to the English, for

ascribing as little merit as possible to their compatri-

ots, and as much as possible (or impossible) to for-

eigners, still leads to the foolish replies, "Well, I

really am not sure, but I believe it was Lulli, Ra-
meau, or Handel." Answers indicating about as

much real knowledge of music as would be shown by

any one asking whether "Lucrezia Borgia" were not

composed by Sebastian Bach.
Every musician is aware that the form, rhythmical

construction, and entire character of our superb na-

tional anthem are exclusively Britisli, and could not

be the work of any but a British composer. This

internal evidence alone would sufSce to determine its

origin.

it has been well said that "a national song com-
poses itself ;" that is to say, that a truly national

and imperishable melody is rather the result of many
minds and many years than the product of one brain.

Of course there are exceptions; a sudden and harmo-

nious national feeling will sometimes find an echo in

immortal music or poetry. The tendency among all

nations has been from time to time to alter and vary

their popular songs. The changes which music con-

tinually undergoes is sufficient to account for this

characteristic. Traces of "God save the King" are

to be found in an Ayre by Dr. Bull written in 1590,

in an old Christmas carol bearing the date 1611, in

the ballad "Eranklin is fled away," circa 1669, and

in a theme by Purcell published in 1696. All these

tunes have passages in common, and some of them
bear a remarkable resemblance to our national hymn.
"God save the King," in its present form, was first

sung and played by Henry Carey in the year 17.32

at a banquet given in honor of the birtlid.ay of George
. II. at the Freemasons' Tavern in London, where it

was ranch admired, thongh it does not appear that

its transcendant merits were fully appreciated, as the

fame of it spread very slowly. Carey was a highly

gifted man ; a musician by profession, he was also a _

poet of some eminence. We are almost tempted to

cull some passages from his "Satire on the luxury

and effeminacy of the age." His strictures on the

preference then shown to foreign over English musi-

cians, significantly point to the commencement of

what Mr. Macfarren has well termed our fashionable

neglect of national music and composers in favor of

foreign ideas.

Carey wrote the burlesque called "The Dragon of

Wantley," also the well-known ballad "Sally m our

Alley." Southey says of him, "his life was led with-

out reproach, but it was unfortunate : he died by his

own hand." Carey was born, 1696, in London ; the

exact date of his death is not settled, but it would
seem to be 1744; ,Southey places it in 1748, He
was a natural son of George Savile, Marquis of Hali-

fax. His untimely and tragic end was not, as some
have supposed, occasioned by poverty, but was rather

the result of a hopeless passion he is said to have en-

tertained for a lady of noble birth, who rejected him.
Nevertheless, it is certain that Carey must figure,

and that prominently, in the long and dark catalogue

of British artists who have been treated with neglect

and ingratitude :

"Lffidimns Insontes vivos, laudamua eoedem
Defanctos."

It 19 true that many books and endless discussions

have taken place as to the true authorship of "God
save the King ;" but the later researches of Mr. W.
Chappell and Dr. Rimbault, together with those of
the Germans, Carl Engel and the learned Dr. G.
Fink; clearly point to Carey as the author of our pres-

ent version. Conceive a Frenchman not knowing
who composed "La Marseillaise," or "Le Chant du
Depait!" And what are they in comparison with
our National Anthem ! Wc blush (o think how many
self-styled "Britons" are still in ignorance of these

facts.

The music of "Rule Britannia," the ode in honor
of Great Britain, which, according to Southey, "will

be the political hymn of this country as long as she
maintains her political power," was composed by Dr.
Arne for his masque of "Alfred," and first performed
»t Cliefden Hotise, near Maidenhead, on August 1,

1740. This place was then the residence of Freder-
ick, Prince of Wale^, and the occasion was to com-
memorat* the accession of George 1 1., and in honor
of the birthday of the young Princess Augusta. Dr,
Ame afterwards altered it into an opera, and it was
performed at Drnry Lane Theatre on March 20,
1 745, The words of the masqne were by James
Thomson (author of the "Seasons,") and Mallet ; the

first named writer is generally credited with the stan-

zas in question, althongh the authorship is by no
means certain.

There is no need to dilate on the characteristics of

onr two great national themes. "God save the King"
is chiefly remarkable for its grand rhythmical dignity,

its majestic form and happy sequential phrases

;

while "Rule Britannia" is distinguished for its manly
freedom, flowing periods, and especially, its immense
vigor. The process of alteration we have before

spoken of is still going on ; neither Carey's song nor

Arne's composition have remained in their original

state ; numerous arrangers have tried their hands on
them, and varialnons in the melodies as well as in the

harmonies are apparent on referring to the earliest

printed copies

The admiration for our national air is by no means
confined to England. It has been adopted in Hano-
ver, Brunswick, Prussia, Saxony, Weimar, Sweden,
and Russia (at least till 18.3.3, when the new Russian
anthem was composed). It is the air of the federal

cantons in Switzerland, and the Austrians pay it al-

most as much respect as they render to Haydn's
"Emperor's Hymn." This adoption sufficiently af

fords a proof, were one required, that it aptly ex-

presses the respect felt for the monarch, and the love

we should bear our native land.

II.

The mjijestic and widely popular "God save the

Queen" has at length found a rival in the country
whence it might most naiurally be expected to ema-
nate, viz., Germany. That rival is the "Deutsches
Reichslied," Song of the German Empire. It is re-

markable that "the land of music" should have been
forced by circumstances to borrow its national an-

them from England ; the explanation of this lies in

the then disunited state of Germany. At the time

when the song was adopted, Prus.=ia would have re-

pudiated any work of the sort coming from Bavaria,

Saxony or Wiirtemberg, and those states would have
rejected one which had been derived from Prussia.

Tewpora mutantur : with the unification of Germany
and the revival of her ancient empire has arisen, as

might have been forseen, a national anthem worthy
of so great a realm. "God save the King" was bor-

rowed from Hanover, when the latter was an appen-

dage of the British crown ; it graduallv became the

national hymn of all Germany, adapted to the (not

very poetical words) "Heil dir ira Siegeskranze,"

"Auf Hamburg's Wohlergehn," &c. , This is a phe-

nomenon which must appear strange indeed to those

who are not aware of its causes, among which, be it

remembered, was the culpable indifference of the

English with respect to the composer, and their read-

iness to ignore him and attribute the song to Handel.

The German Reichslied, lately published at Leipsic

in the MusikaUsche Gartenlaube, vol. III., page 23,

has no reason to shun comparison with our grand

hymn, being equally large and noble in conception.

It is somewhat less solemn, but quite as imposing
;

more secular, for there is a slight tinge of ecclesiasti-

cal gravity about "God save the Queen ;" very nearly

as simple and easy, and adorned with a greater

amount of melodic charm. The two songs, though
bearing no resemblance to each other, present many
points of affinity ; they possess the same loftiness of

style, the same stately, imperial movement, without

the least admixture of levity or of bombast. It is

tantalizing to be kept in ignorance of both the compo-
ser's and poet's names ; they have preferred to offer

their joint production to the public anonymously;
rather a needless piece of modesty, the grandeur and

beauty of the music being undeniable, and the words
(commencing "Segneder Himmel dich"), if not equal

to those of "Rule Britannia," being immensely supe-

rior to those of "God save the Qneen,' "Heil dir,"

"Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser," "Hail Columbia,"
&c. The valuable periodical in which this magnifi-

cent song appeared, informs the public in a foot note,

that it was produced in the camp of the German ar

my near Paris. It now remains to be seen whether
old habit and custom will allow the Reichslied to lake

the place of "God save the King," which the Ger-

mans did us the honor of appropriating. But wheth-

er this new and noble strain be adopted or not, we
may congratulate the Gorman people upon its pos-

session.

As regnrd>i the national anthems of various other

countries, they are soon discussed, being all more or

less inferior to the three on which we have here en-

larged. 'J'hnt of Austria, "The Emperor's Hymn,"
(Gott erhnltc), composed by .Ins. Haydn, is a fine

melody, but not remarkable for dignity : it is more
graceful than grand. "The Watch by the Rhine,"

(I)ic Wacbt arn IMicin), cannot well be styled a na-

tional anthem ; it is, like the "MMrseilluise," occa-

sional rather than universal. The late war gave it a

profound significance, and it naturally rose to sudden

and great popularity. But France, having received

so tremendous a lesson from Germany, will probably
be in no haste to attack the Rhine again ; moreover,
"the AVatch by the Mosdle'' would now lie a more
suitable title than "the Watch by the Rhine." The
song itself secured the public favor more by means of
the words (especially the refrain) than of the music;
which latter, by Wiihelm, a native of Prussia, is

good but not first-rate. Reichardt's composition to

Arndt's poem, "Was ist des Deutschen Vaterland ?"

(What is the German's fatherland ?) is of much the

same calibre, or a little belov/ it, being less happy in

form and rhythm, less melodious, and too diffuse.

The words are now becoming irrele-/ant ; Germans
need no longer ask what their fatherland is, or com-
plain of its boundaries being too narrow.
The French have no national anthem, properly so

called : war-songs, like La Marseillaise,"' (written

and composed by Rouget de Lisle, 1792), "Le
Chant du depart," and "La Parisienne," cannot claim
that title. The last named is the best of the three ; it

is yet more chivalrous and exciting than the "Mar-
seillaise," and contains some more excellent phrases.

The "Chant du depart" was written by M. J. Che-
nier and composed by Mehul, 1792; the music is

rather uninteresting and spun-out." "Mourir poor
la patrie" is also, upon the whole, insipid and unat-

tractive ; the words are good. Louis Napoleon at-

tempted to establish the pretty song, "Partant ponr
la Syrie," partly composed, it is said, by Queen Hor-
tense, as the national anthem of France, hut of course

failed to do so : the air would suit a small state, like

Belgium, well enough, but is too trivial for a great

country like France.
The national anthem of Norway, composed by

Blom, is bold and vigorous, superior to that of Den-
mark and even to that of Holland (hy Van Bree),

which last has considerable merit ; that of Russia,

by AlexLwolf, is mawkish;('?) it aims at a certain dig- .

nity which it does not attain. That of Belgium, "Le
Chant du Beige." hy Bouillon, is of no higher order,

thongh one degree better, and less sentimental, than

those of Portugal and Poland. The Spanish Hymn,
"Viva el Rey," is not without power ; the Roman
hymn, in praise of Pio Nono, composed hy Magaz-
zari, is about on a level with that of Garibaldi, viz.,

not above mediocrity. The American hymns, "The
Star-Spangled Banner" and "Hail Columbia," of

which the former is the best, are animated strains

hut tinctured with a certain vulgarity of style; "The
American Banner" is fir superior to both, but is not

as well known. Some of the English, Irish, Scot-

tish, and Welsh popular airs are so fine that they

might justlv be termed national songs: among the

foremost of these are "Scots, wha hae," "The yonng
May morn," "Of noble race was Shenkin," "The
march of the men of Harlech," "Charlie is my dar-

ling," "Hearts of oak," and "Home, sweet home."
Several of the German Volkslicder are also very

felicitous, such as the Bliicher song, "Gaudeamus
igitur," "Am Rhein, am Rhein," "From high Olym-
pus,,' Weber's songs from Korner, the Dessauer
march, &c. The martial song, "Es zieht ein Konig
hinaus" (A King goes forth to war), is an admirable

specimen of the modern German popular ballad:

simple yet effective, homely, yet artistic ; the words
are equally praiseworthy. Among the modern airs

of a still more elevated patriotic character, which

seem destined to become national, are Pierson's "Ye
mariners of England," BrinleyRichards's "God bless

the Prince of Wales," Boncourl's "France, atoi mon
cceur, mes vosux," and a song which lately appeared

at Rome, "Bella Italia," by a young composer whose
name has not reached us It is to be regretted that

the spirited and forcible old French air, "Vive Henri

quatre," should have fallen into complete desuetu-le.

Our readers will gather from these observations

that musical power of a peculiar and very high class

must be possessed by the composer of a national an-

them which deserves the epithet "fiist-rate ;" the

very limited number of such productions proves how
rare is that power. Preeminent among them stands

the triad "God save the Queen," "Segne der Hinimcl

dich," and "Rule Britannia."

Music in English Schools.

TUE BATTLE OF THE METHODS.

- (From the Daily Telegraph.)

Under the system of Government patronage of

Education which Mr. Forster's Act superseded,

music, in common with other "non-essentials," found

but scant encouragement. Indeed, no special ar-

rangements whatever were made for its promotion
;

and such culture of the art as is possible in element-

ary schools went on without authoritative super-

vision— every man engaged in doing precisely that

which was right in his own eyes. We are not going

to waste words in condemnation of this system, or,

rather, no-system. It is ovcrjand done with ; all that
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we have left as witnesses to its existence being the
backward state of musical knowledge among the
people, and the fact that we are now seokinj; to es-

tablish, for the first time, a really national education
in music. But it is important to observe that the
old state of things allowed the rise and growth of
various methods of leaching, and, by giving liberty

of trial to all, afforded data which may prove of the
utmost value. How fully this liberty has been used
is shown in the remarkable development of what is

called " Tonic Sol-fa," a plan of instruction to which
we cannot refer without promptly acknowledging the

energy and devotion of its advocates. Altogether
apart from the merits or demerits of their system, Mr.
Curwen and his zealous lieutenants must be credited
with having shown an earnestness of purpose, a
pov/cr of organization, and a resolution to stop at

nothing short of complete success, which go far to

explain the position their cause now holds. So
rapidly has " Tonic Sol-fa spread over the land, and
so readily have other methods yielded ground to it in

primary schools, tliat little riiscernment was required
to foresee a sharp struggle if ever the question arose
of adopting a national system. As yet that struggle
has been evaded by the habit of compromise dear to

English statesmen, and " Tonic Sol-fa " now enjoys
equal rights with the " old notation ;

" that is to say,
it is recognized and accepted by the Government as

a means of instruction in the art. Compromise,
however, generally involves difficulties, more or less

serious, on points of detail ; and in this ca«e such a
result was both certain and speedy. Government
teaching necessitates Government supervision ; but
who should supervise so as to hold the balance
equally between two opposing systems, each backed
by zealous and, after the fashion of musical people,
morbidly sensitive partizans 1 This was the question
the Education Department had to answer ; and,
while the Department pondered over it, the Tonic
Sol fiiists indulged in ominous forebodings of the re-

sult — the more prominent among them even going
so far as to memorialize Mr. Forster in advance
against the nomination of any one " hostile to a sys-

tem so evidently true," and in favor of " an inspector
unpledged to the support or discouragement of any
particular method."
On the face of it, their demand was fair enough ;

though, perhaps, it would have been more courteous
to assume that responsible authority could not neglect
considerations so obvious, and that any gentleman
appointed to superintend musical education in our
State schools would, whatever his personal sympath-
ies, impartially discharge a public duty. But the
Tonic Sol-faists have long had a hele noir in Mr.
John HuUah, who is not only the chief promoter of
a rival system, but also standing musical counsel at
Whitehall. Mr. HuUah, it appears, has never made
any secret of his very natural antipathy to " Tonic
Sol fa." On one occasion he declined to allow any
music hearing his name to appear "in the so-called
Tonic Sol fa notation." In the capacity of Cantor
Lecturer at the Society of Arts ho referred to advo-
cates of" new systems of musieography, the adoption
of which would reduce all our musical heirlooms to
the level of waste paper, and existing musical science
and skill to the level of those advocates ;

" while, as
an official reporter of the International Exhibition,
he discovered one of the greatest advantages of the
" Tonic Sol-fa " system in the fact that " objections
to it are onfcr appreciable by those who have cultivat-
ed the art and science somewhat closely." Human na-
ture being what it is,weare not surprised that the Ton-
ic Sol-faists anticipated with dismay the appointment
of Mr. HuUah as Inspector ofVocal Music in Training
Colleges and Schools. The prospect of seeing their

arch-antagonist clothed with supreme authority was
enough to excite ihe most impassive among them,
and the whole " Tonic Sol-fa" army grimly waited
the decision which wonld summon it to arms. That
decision came ; Mr. HuUah was nominated to the
post, and the fight began. Beyond all question,
there is much to be said in favor of the new Inspec-
tor. Whatever the merits of his own system of
teaching— happily, we are not called upon to discuss
them here— Mr. HuUah has devoted his life to the
cause of musical education ; he has long held a dis-

tinguished place in the ranks of those who profess his

art ; and his ofireial connection with the Education
Office gave him a claim which could hardly be over-
looked. It is difficult, therefore, for an impartial ob-
server to question the action of the Government in
this matter. A new post being created, Mr. Hullah
was found to have that sort of prescriptive right to it

which English procedure invariably recognizes ; and
he was inducted almost as a matter of course.
Nevertheless, we can readily imagine a more happy
conjunction of circumstances. It is unfortunate, for
example, that Mr. Hullah is chiefly known as the
promoter of a particular method of instruction ; and
it is yet more unfortunate that he has shown himself

intolerant of rivals. These facts must, of necessity,

awaken distrust, and, for a time at least, affect his

usefulness by placing an obstacle in the way of

hearty co-operation between himself and those who
do the actual work of teaching.

But we are far from sharing the extreme alarm of

the Tonic Sol-faists, whose zeal for the cause has

perturbed their judgment. In the first place, Mr.
Curwen and his followers may rest assured that no

Government Inspector, be he Mr. John Hullah or

any one else, can retard a movement wh.ich has

acquired the momentum of " Tonic Sol-fa." The
results of the method are too obvious, and its hold

upon the masses is too firm, for the opposition of a

single individual, however highly placed, to have
much efi'eet. Whether Mr. Hullah likes it or not,

the movement which, in a few years, has given the

elements of sound musical knowledge to tens of

thou.sands of our countrymen will go on ; and we
are surprised that its promoters hivve so little faith as

their present fight indicates. In the next place, be-

tween Mr. Hullah the professor and teacher, and Mr.
Hullah the Inspector, there is a wide difference.

Oflice and its attendant responsibility have a sobering

influence, often transforming even the rampant parti-

zan into a calm and impartial balancer of conflicting

opinions. Mr. Ilull.ah, we doubt not, will rise to the

level of duties which demand that he shall be no
longer the advocate but the judge, prepared to act

without "fear, favor, or affection."

wnt ShoEb.
Leipzig. The 20lh and last Gewandhaus Concert

had a purely Beethoven programme, namely : Over-

ture to Coriokm ; Fantasia for piano, chorus and or-

chestra (the piano part by capcllmeister Eeinecke)
;

and the Ninth Symphony.

The programmes of the 20 concerts and the two

benefits are thus summed up in the Signale

:

Sijmphonies.—Beethoven: Nos. 2, 3, 4, .5,8, 9;

Mozart : in E flat and G minor ; Schumann : Nos.

3 and 4 ; Gade : Nos. 4 and 8 (new) ; Mendelssohn :

"Scotch ;" Haydn, in E flat ;" one by Ahert; No. 1

by Jadassohn ; Schubert : unfinished Symphony in

B minor, and Andante from the "Tragic Sympho-

ny."

Overtures. — Mendelssohn : Midsummer Night's

Dream, Melusin, Ru Bias : Beethoven : Coriolan,

Leonore Nos. 2 and 3 ; Chernbini : Anacreon, Les

Abencerrages ; Weber : Jubilee Overture. Frey-

schuiz ; Mozart : Zanberflote, Figuro ; Mehul : Jo-

seph ; Rietz : in A major ; Auber : Masaniello
;

Reinecke : King Manfred ; Volkmann ; Richard III

;

Bargiel : Medea ; Gade : Ossian ; Dietrich : Die

Normannenfahrt.

Oilier Orchestral Pieces. By Joachim : 2 Marches

;

J. S. Bach : Suite in D ; Franz Lachner : Suite No.

6 ; Goldmark : Scherzo ; Rubinstein : Don Quixote.

Violin Concertos, .fc.—Spohr : Nos. 7 and 9 : Mo-

zart ; Mendelssohn ; David : No, 5 ; Schubert : Ron-

do brillant, op. 70, arr. by David.

Piano Concertos. Sfc.—Beethoven : No. 3 (in C mi-

nor). No. 4 (G), and choral Fantasia; Schumann:

in A minor, and Concertsliicl in G ; Reinecke ; Grieg ;

Litolff: ConcortO'Si/mp/ioniqHe,'No. 3; Chopin: in F
minor ; Mendelssohn : Rondo brillant in E flat.

Concertos for Violoncello.—B/ Haydn ; Goiter

mann : No. 3 : Lindner.

Concertos Jbr several Instruments —Mozart, for two

pianos; Handel, for 2 obligato violins, obligato yio-

loneello and string orchestra.

Smaller Solo pieces with and without accompaniment.

—1) For Pianoforte : Schumann : Andante in F (tran-

scription), "In der Nacht" (from Fanlasiestuchen, op.

12), No. 4 of "Naehtstiicken,"op. 22, Sclierzino from

the "Faschingsschwank ;"— Chopin : Notturno in D
flat (twice). Scherzo in B minor, Ballade in G minor

;

—Leschetitzki : L'Ai-eu (Eomanza), Mazurka;—J.

S. Bach : Prel. and Fugue in A minor (trans, by

Liszt), Prel. and Fugue in E fiat minor (from the

"Well tempered Clavichord") ;—Mozart : Fantasia

and Fugue in C minor ;—Tausig : Hungarian Gypsy
dances ;— Glui'k : Gavotte (transcribed by Brahms)

;

, —Schubert: Impromptu in F minor, (op. 142).—2)

For Violin : Rietz : Arioso ;—Leclair : Sarabande

and Tamhourin ;—Vitali : Chaconne (with piano ace.

by David) ;—Auer : Reverie; Paganini : Caprice.

—

3) For Violoncello: Liibeck : Serenade;—Vieux-

temps : Rcjverie ;
— Piatti : Tarantella,—4) For

Harp : Pari.sh-Alvars : Fantasia on Italian motives ;

—Aptommas : Fant. on Welsh melodies.

Choruses and Ensemble pieces.—Fr. Lachner : Re-

quiem (twice) ;—Schumann : Manfred, and Faust

music (3d part);—Gade: Comala ;—Handel; "L'

Allegro, il Pensieroso ed il Moderato ;—Mendelssohn;

Lorelei/ finale ;—Mozart : Ave Verum, and Sextet

from Don Juan ;—Dietrich : Morning Hymn ;

—

Max Bruch : Frithjof at his father's tomb.

Arias with Orchestra.—Mozart : one from Figaro,

Scena and Rondo with piano obligato,one from Titus,

Concert Aria (Alcandro, lo confesso") ;—Beethoven :

from Fidelio, and "Ah perfido ;"—Spohr : two from

Faust ;—Rossini ; from Semiranide, and II Barbiero ;

—Weber ; from Euryanthe ;—Holstein : from the

"Haideschacht ;—Mehul: from "Joseph;"—Rossi:

from "Mitrane ;"—Marschner; from "Hans Hell-

ing;' —Boieldieu : from "John of Paris ;"—Bach :

from the Whitsuntide Cantata.

Songs with Piano : 10 by Schubert ; 5 by Schu-

mann ; 3 by Mendelssohn ; 2 by Mozart ; 1 each by

Wfber, Wagner, Lasspn, Brahms, Reinecke, J. S.

Bach, Lowe and Robert Franz.

Of the works above named 14 were beard ia Leip

zig for the first time.

The Operas given in the Leipzig Stadttheater dar-

ing the month of March were : Wagner's Meister-

sinqer and Fliegender Hollander ; Fidelio ; Frey-

schiitz ; Boieldieu's Dame Blanche ; Auber's Le Ma-

con, and Fra Diavolo ; William Tell ; and Fr. Lach-

ner's Catharina Cornaro, composed 30 years ago.

. DuESSELDORF. The programme of the approach-

ing 49th Lower Rhine Musical Festival, which is to

be held at Diisseldorf during Whitsuntide next, will

comprise the following performances. Upon the first

day : a cantata of J. S. Bach, in which all the prin-

cipal soloists will take part, and of which the finale

will consist of a grand Hallelujah chorus ; Beethov-

en's No. 8 Symphony in F major, and Handel's Ode
to St. Cecilia's Day. Upon the second day ; Schu-
mann's Svniphony in D minor, Schubert's "Miriam's

Song of Victory," soprano solo and chorus, with an

orchestral accompaniment composed by F. Lachner
;

an overture of Weber's, and Rubinstein's sacred

opera entitled the "Tower of Babel." Of eminent
singers the following have already announced their

intention of assisting, viz., Parepa Rosa, Herr Vogl
(tenor), from Munich ; Herr Gura (baritone), from
Leipzig, and Herr Auer (solo violinist), from St. Pe-

tersburgh. The joint conductors are Anton Rubin-
stein and Director Tausch. Rubinstein will play

himself one of Beethoven's Concertos on the third

day, for which the programme is not yet definitely

agreed upon. The German press is of opinion that

the festival will be very brilliant and interesting.

At the first concert given by the Evangelical Asso-

ciation of Singers under theirnew director, Herr The-
odore Ratzenberger, the programme included, among
other pieces, two sacred choruses by Hauptmann,and
Historic des Leidens und Sterbens unserss Herrn Jesu

Christi {History ofihe Passion and Death ofour Lord
Jesus Christ), recitative and choruses from the Four
Passions, by Heinricb Schiitz, who died in 1672. Be-

tween the works of the above two composers, Herr
Ratzenberger played the Prelude, Fugue, and Ca-
priccio from the D minor Suite, bj|Handel,and Sona-

ta, Op. 97, No. 2, by Beethoven.

Vienna. The Seasons was performed on Palm
Sunday by the Haydn Academy. The solos were

entrusted to Mr. Adams (American), Dr. Kriiekel,

and a debutante, Mdlle. Meysenheim. The young
lady appeared instead of Miss Minnie Hauck, (Amer-
ican), who was prevented from singing by indisposi-

tion.

After a lapse of some fourteen years, Anton Ru-
binstein's sacred opera, "Paradise Lost," has once

more been presented to the notice of the musical pub-

lic of Vienna. When last produced here, in 1859, it

was given in an uupretendiog manner by the mem-
bers of the old "Mnsikverein." This winter, however,

the work was taken in hand by the Gesellscbaft der

Musik-freunde, a powerful and influential body, at
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whose concerts Rubinstein has officiated as conductor
since November last ; and at their extra concert on
the 26th of March, the opera, in a more finished and
attractive form,was given before a numerous and crit-

ical audience. With the exception of a few passajres
which remind the hearer of Sciiumann and Mendels-
sohn, the composition is quite oricinnl. The first

part, especially, is very fine, and contains some ex-
ceedingly beautiful music, treating the defeat of Sa-
tan's army by the legions of heaven. The second
part is also replete with good points ; in fact the cre-

ation act, as it is called, may be considered by many
to be the finest portion in the work. There is a very
prettily arranged duet between Adam and Eve, and
a splendid chorus in this part; these two numbers
will in all probability be always very popular. The
third part is devoted to the fall of our first parents
and their ejectment from the Garden of Eden, finish-

ing with the promise of the delivery of mankind. The
orchestral introduction to this part is finely arranged,
and appeals strongly to the sympathy of the audience.
The tenor, supposed to he the voice of the Almighty,
is very difficult to sustain ; and, with the exception of
a lovely solo, has a som ewhat uninteresting and un-
thankful part. Satan, on the other hand, is more
favored, most of his solos being greatly applauded;
in fact, he has a grateful task to perform.
The audience was unusually large, notwithstand-

ing that it was an Italian opera evening, by which
many, who otherwise would have attended, were pre-

vented from being present, as they could not resist

the attraction of Adelina Patti. Why the work
should ever have been entitled a "sacred opera" is

an enigma to most people, for it is nothing more nor
less than an oratorio pur pt siinple ; as such, however,
it will always command the attention of choral socie-

ties, for new modern compositions of worth are in

these days but too rare.

The winter musical season is now quite over, and
open air concerts will soon be the rage again. In no
other capital of Europe is such line music to be had
in public gardens as in Vienna. Besides the regi

mental music performed at parade in the day-time,
almost every public garden can boast of an evening
concert alfresco, where, seated at a small table en-

joying a glass of the famous beer of Vienna, or a cup
of coffee, the music loving inhabitants can listen to

the strains of a splendid orchestra. The celebrated
conductor Herr Edward Strauss is, however, just at

present carrying on a warfare against the proprietors
of one of these gardens, where, year after year, he
has performed with his world-renowned band. The
bone of contention is this : Herr Strauss considers
that the noise of cups and saucers, dominoes and ice

plates, not to speak of the clatter of the tall beer
gl.isses used, must of necessity interfere with the true

enjoyment of his music by those who can sit and lis-

ten without taking refreshment ; and he therefore re-

quires that a circle of three rows of chairs be placed
around the orchestral platform, which seats are to be
devoted to the true lovers of music. Such an ar-

rangement does not meet with the approval of the
proprietors of the "Volks' Garten," who, of course,
derive their profit from the sale of refreshments to the
frequenters of the garden, to which a very trifling

entrance fee is charged. If, therefore, connoisseurs
were to be treated to music almost gratis, ruin might
stare the proprietors in the face in a very short time.
They have of course refused to agree to the proposal
of Flerr Strauss, who has, on the other hand, declined
to allow his band to perform. Who will have to give
in it is difficult to say, but at present the musician
has the public in his favor ; a natural sequence, for
the public is the party who will gain by the arrange-
ment.
At the Italian opera, Lncia, Rigoletto, and Trav-

iata have already been given before crowded audien-
ces. Not only has Patti been most enthusiastically
received, but Graziani and the tenor Nicolini have
also received a fair share of the public applause.
Arditi condans with his usual excellence, and, with
the aid of a capital orchestra and chorus, gains one
success after the other. A concert was given on
Easter Monday for the benefit of "La diva," for
which every seat was taken days and days before,

and an enormous profit made.— Corr, ^Jus. Standard.

Another personal friend of Beethoven's has gone
from among ns. Herr Anton Ilalm died on the 6th
inst., in his eighty-fourth year. He was particularly
eminent as a teacher, and many leading German pi-

anists were his pupils. He continued to perform his
professional duties up to the time of his decease.

—

Among the novelties at the third concert of the Sing-
Academic may be mentioned an "Ave Maria" by
Franz Liszt, and two Scotch National Melodies, ar-

ranged by Herr Weinwurm. The other pieces in-

cluded an "Adoramas" by Paleatrina, Mendelssohn's
hymn, "lass, o Herr, mich Hilfe finden," Op. 96 :

Moznrl'B Sonata for Piano and Violin, in A major,

and a selection of the National Songs arranged by
Beethoven for a Single Voice and Trio Accompani-
ment.

London. The Pall Matt Gazette, judging by the

number of representations at the London Opera
Houses, considers Donizetti the most popular of all

the Italian composers. Bellini is constantly repre-

sented at both establishments—above all, when n new
prima donna undertakes to fascinate the public—bv
that ever fresh musical idyll the Sonnamhnla. A tragic

prima donna, at very rare intervals (the taste for

tragic prima donnas having gone out), favors us with
Norma ; and attempts are now and then made to in-

terest the public in / Pnritani, which, however, full

as it is of beautiful music, is not a beautiful work
considered as a whole ; it cannot be said to keep the

stage with any thing like a firm footing. Beatrice di

Tenda, II Pirala. &c., need not he mentioned; they

are forgotten. Rossini's great representative work

—

perhaps the most characteristic, certainly the most
popular— is his perpetually recurrent, always delight-

ful Barhiere. It is to be feared that Guillanme Tell

is more admired than it is liked ; though, not to

speak of more palpable beauties, its ballet music
alone (the first and last that Rossini wrote) ought to

endear it to all lovers of pure melody. To such, too,

Semiramide must recommend itself The three ope-

ras just named—each so different from the two oth-

ers—are all that remains in still vigorous life of the

long series of operas composed by Rossini. Doni-
zetti, however, though he has produced no one work
flowing with melody, as with milk and honey, like

Semiramide, no musical comedy to he compared to

// Barhiere, no musical drama to approach Guillanme
Tell, is always before the public with one or more of

the seven or eight operas from his pen which are still

found valid and fit for representation. L-iicre:ia.

Linda, Lncia, Don Pasquale, La Fiqlia del Reggi-

mento, are frequently presented, while L^a Fanorita is

one of the stock pieces of the Royal Italian Opera,
where L'Etisir d' Amore may also be heard, though
not 80 often as many would desire.

MiT.AK.—We lately attended the opera of "Dei-

Frieschtitz" at "La Scala," and all former perform-

ances paled in comparison. An orchestra of one

hundred performers gave the overture as I never be-

fore heard it, and the artists engaged were all good.

Francesca Saar as Agathe, Perotti as Max, Maini as

Caspar, and an immense chorus
;

you should have

heard the Huntsman's Chorus—recalled three times.

A ballet was introduced and danced to the music of

the "Invitation to the Waltz." The prima donna (a

new one) has already been engaged for one of the two

opera houses in London. The Incantation scene pro-

duced the desired weird effect, and not the ludicrous

one so often presented. It was indeed diabolical ! . .

"Aida" is still on the boards at "La Scala," and

will conclude the season, with the close of this

pionth ; there are, however, to be Spring seasons at

the "Carcano," and a new theatre not yet finished.

Have I told you what a swarm of artists there are

here ? There are one hundred and forty-fonr soprani,

three hundred and seven contralti, seventy-one tenori,

seventy baritoni, and fifty-five bassi ; of these two
hundred and seventy-seven, one hundred and forty-

four have no engagements whatever ; while those

remaining are fulfilling Spring engagements in the

innumerable theatres scattered over the world, wher-

ever Italian Opera is given. . . .

Jbtg^t's Iffurnal of Ifcsu.
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Hints on* Musical Worship.
Have we determined in what sense Masic may fitly

intervene in a true act of worship ? What kind and

quality of service ought we to expect of this divine

Art, to secure its best aid to the religious life?—We
simply offer a few hints.

I. Music, whether in the church or out of the

church, must be treated with the respect due to it.

It must be dealt with as principal, and not as mere

subordinate and "handmaid" to some other language,

or some form or dcgma ; not as a mora vehicle for

sacred words, but as a thing sacred in itself. Wo

want to avail ourselves, in worship, of the religion

which is in all real and high music ; which is of its

very essence ; that interior religion, though it be nn.

taught, unformulated, out of which all great, inspir-

ed, enduring music, of whatever form, originally

sprang.

Words may go with it (sometimes such marriages

are made in heaven, sometimes not) ; but good music

has itself a meaning and a mission deep and true and

high as any words. All words are more or less am-

biguous, but true music is a direct, transparent medi-

um of the living Word. If it be conpled with

words, let them not be doctrinal, sectarian words ;

let them not be cold, conventional creed statements

or professions, nor imposed formulas of ritual, which,

even with the sweetest choirs to chant them, have

such a fatal tendency to mere lip service, — lifeless

routine. But let them be such words—sweet, simple

poems gashing from the heart's pure springs—as lend

themselves most unobtrusively and sympathetically,

as by a foreordaining fate or kindred genius, to some

true melody, conspiring with it to give expression to

the emotions of a soul that yearns for God, for per"

feet life and love. There should not, therefore, be

too many words. Those little snatches of word song

which refresh us so in Shakespeare and in Goethe

have proved the fittest of all poetry for music. It

should be so with hymns and anthems.

Are our musical means limited to the simplest, to

hymn-tunes and chorales of the people ? Then it is

better that each Tune remain coupled with its own

Hymn, as if they had grown up together, and could

not safely be dissociated,— as has been very much

the practice with the German Chorals, — rather

than it be used as a vehicle to wash down indefinite

scores of stanzas of the given metre, or sugar-coat

whatever pills may match io calibre. A moderate

number, even a few genuine tunes, with the divine

spark in them, (and none the worse for age), indis-

solubly wedded to a like few spontaneous, short,

sweet poems, may answer the real needs of worship

better than the thousands of new psalm tunes manu-

factured every year to sell. Is greater variety need,

ed ? Seek it in higher forms of Art ; in those won-

drous transformations or developments which the

divine alchemy of Harmony and Counterpoint, as

understood by Bach and Handel, or by Mendelssohn,

can bring forth from the pregnant germs of the

plain Choral.

2. Let it bo considered that mere Melody, in

unison, is but a flickering, faint foregleam of com-

plete Music in full Harmony ; just as the pretty war-

blings of the birds are only vague foreshadowings

and prophecies of real human music. Mere melody

is personal and human ; Harmony is divine. All

tunes, as such, grow commonplace and stale by fre-

quent repetition,—inevitably sinking into sing-song
;

but by the divine power of Art, developing what ia

implied in them, harmonizing them, "setting" them

in polyphonic parts, they are rescued from decay and

clothed with a perennial freshness. Because in Na-

ture every vibrating column of air begets shorter vib-

rations of each subdivision of itself; every tone car-

ries in itself a little faintly-heard aerial choir of har-

monics, or accompanying overtones; and , Art has

learned to make this secret palpable t(fcommon hear-

ing by weaving voice-parts into a web of harmony.

The organ builder puts these overtones into his

mixed or compound stops ; and now i^has been dis-

covered that the power and brilliancy and rich tono-

cfllor'of the individual human voice depends upon

the presence of these overtones blended with the prin-

cipal tone. A perfectly harmonized Choral, like

those by Bach, is almost a miracle of art and

beauty.

Unison, in great masses, sometimes seems to imply

and suggest harmony. Unison of voices, with ac-

companying harmony of instruments, is next best to

no harmony at all: Alternate unison and liar-
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mony—the pongregntion singing one verse of the

hymn in unison, with organ accompaniment, and a

trained choir, unaccompanied, tailing up the next

verse in harmony—suggests, ns we have heard it in

Berlin, celestial choirs echoing our coarser human

strains transfigured.

3. The music of worship should be free from all

distracting, alien, frivcloas associations. Old senti-

mental songs or ballads raiide into psalm-tunes,

opera choruses turned into anthems, snatches from

Verdi and Donizetti used for organ voluntaries, so

commnn nowadays in Italy, are above all to be

avoided. Better silence than such mockery of

music.

4. The more one deepens in bis musical experience

and feeling, the more he loves the music that is im-

personal. "Pure miisic" (i. e. music without words)

gains new charm and influence over him, the more

he penetrates into the sphere of tone. Hence instru-

mental music of a high character — which is some-

times more available than satisfactory singing — is

eminently in place in our ideal temple. The whole-

some, profound, infinitely suggestive organ composi

tions of Sebastian Bach, the sublime orchestral sym-

phonies of Beethoven :— why shall not these exert

that inspiration in the holy place, which they so often

do in concert rooms ? How can our souls be stirred

80 deeply, as they often have been by the Andante of

the Fifth Symphony, by the Funlral March in the

Eroica or the heavealy Adagio in the Ninth, and not

be, for the tinne being at least, religious, feeling near-

er God, and nearer to all pure and noble souls ? — It

is only asked that Music should begin to be that

quickening spirit in the church that she so often is,

even amid incongruous surroundings, elsewhere.

They that know the experience of being completely

transported, raised above all fear, all meaner thoughts

of earth and self, under a Beethoven Symphony, can

well believe th«t Music has but very feebly yet ful-

filled its mission ss an element in public worship.

5. Again, quality before quaniily. Good music,

even the best and purest, and most potent, may be

had on a small scale. True Art is modest, is not am-

bitious to do things it may boast of, so much as to

achieve something perfect in its kind however small.

All vain musical display and sounding advertise-

ment, all bravura and mere music ot effect, is false in

Art and ministers to no religious feeling. And do

not think vast numbers, monster proportions, a "big-

ger chorus than the world ever saw," essential, or

even favorable, to true sublimity or grandeur. The
whole world cannot be got together under one roof

made with hands ; compared with all mankind (who

ought to be singing, or sung to, together, to carry

out the theory of these gigantic efforts), the differ-

ence between "twenty thousand singers" and only a

few hundred is inconsiderable; whereas a Handel

"Hallelujah" or a Bach Chorale, or a "Rain" chorus

in "Elijah," can impart all its meaning, all its inspira-

tion, through a choir of half a thousand voices, with

good orchestra and organ, in a good-sized music hall,

or a cathedral. The miracle resides, after all, in the

composition itself, and not in any magnifying glass

of countless armies of executants. A pigmy seen

through such a lens, of however high a power, will

still look like a pigmy ; whereas an artist of real

genius will paint you a giant who will bo a giant

even on the smallest canvas. Let not our All Souls

temple, therefore, be a vain glorious "Coliseum !"

But could some reasonable, unambitious, sincerely r^
ligious, sincerely musical, artistic temple rear itself

in the midst of every free, intelligent community,

then indeed would all the people, all the nations be

practically celebrating a Festival of Peace and Good-

will.

6. But finally, and above all, if we would have true

and quickening religious Music, we must believe in

Art. Art is that form of human energy which most

resembles the Divine. The trne artist is a creator

also in his feebler way. Art, if it be true, is always

earnest, always seeks perfection ; it aspires forever

;

and therein is it religious. To think of having true

religious music by shutting Art out, in the idle in-

terest of what we call "simple," "unsophisticated."

"popular," is the sure way to run into all sorts of af-

fectation and of shallow sentimentalism. Music has

not done its great work in the churches, because

great music has not been believed in. Can real vi-

tal piety afford such mean economy "?

Concerts.

We suppose the really good music is all over now,

and we must wait for more until the cool autumn

months bring hack the social summer. The few

scattering concerts of the last two weeks, which we

have now to mention, fuirly wind up a season unprec-

edented for the number, the variety and average ex-

cellence of its musical entertainments.' The coming

winter doubtless will afford as many and as good
;

for there is solid culture, real progress going on in

spite of the strange things which speculative "Rings"

can conjure up here in poor Boston, which least of all

our cities merits the infliction. Winter will show

that we do still love Art, and are not lost to all sense

of the modesty of Art. Meanwhile flaring adver

tisement will keep truth blushing out of sight ; char-

latanism usurp the name of " Boston," the whole

country, nay all nations, to give show of character

to a gigantic folly purely of its own invention for its

own ends ; and through the " heated term " the

Gilmore dogstar rage, while real music lovers seek

relief and "peace" by seashore and among the moun-

tains, or in unprecedented numbers make the trip to

Europe, happy to get far away from the doomed city

to which " the world " is so grandiloquently bidden.

If we could bid the world to see our average ordinary

work in music, so far as it can be called Art or cul-

ture, if musical society abroad would only read the

list of Oratorios arid Operas, of Symphonies, and

Chamber Music, which draw good audiences in Bos-

ton in any single winter, we should make upon the

wliole a favorable impression ; but if our musical

character abroad is to be measured by these excep-

tional demonstrations, if our land is to be looked

upon in music chiefly as the peculiar home of these

vain glorious monster " Jubilees," the only land

where such are possible, it is a bad reputation for ns

to have, and quite unjust, too, if not to our average

civilization, at least to a city where education is es-

teemed as it is here in Boston. Depend upon it,

these things prejudice the best, the real musical and

moral opinion of the world against ns. It is not the

great musical names in Europe, not the Mendelssohns

and Schumanns, nor those who may in any sense be

called their followers, that countenance or flatter

these "big" enterprises put upon ns in the name of

Music and of Peace.

But, to come back to Music— the concerts of the

last two weeks.

Mr. Lang's fourth and last "Symphony Concert" was not a

Symphony Concert at all. But for all that, though there was

not an orchestra, it was a Sne feast, and there were instru-

meota enough for the small hall, so many and of such variety

as to show the connecting link between an Orchestral

and the usual Quartet or Quintet Chamber Concert. Throe

noble works, each rich in matter and of formidable length,

were admirably rendered. The first was the well-known

Beethoven Septet, — though not so well known as it should

be in its proper form, for violin, viola, horn, clarinet, bassoon,

'cello and double bass. These instruments were all ably han-

dled, and the whole work, in all its many movements, was

keenly relished. Yet we think the effect much improved when

all the strings of an orchestra are employed, as they were ia

the Thomas Concerts.

Hummel's masterpiece, the Septet, in which the pianoforte

plays the principal part, — and in its rendering Mr. G. W.
SuM.VER proved himself already an accomplished artist^

uniting fine technique with true expression,—was also given

very satisfactorily, the wind instruments, particularly the

oboe, being better than we were accustomed to in former

years.—After such double length of Septuor, nothing could

have proved more refreshing than the Bach Concerto in C, for

three pianos, which were most evenly and distinctly played by

Mr. Sumner, Mr. Adams and Mr. Tucker. It was a sweet and

wholesome ending to a choice and ecjoyable little aftenseries

of concerts. With the accession of all these able young

pianists Boston may f^el rich indeed in that department.

Mr' Kutzi.zb's Slatin^e on Thursday, May 9, enlisted a good

deal of interest among the lorers of good orchestral music,

and the desire to retain so artistic an oboist among us express-

ed itself in a good attendance. The concert itself was one of

most beautiful of the many good chamber concerts of the

season. It could not have been otherwise with such artists

in such a programme :

Senate, for Piano and Violoncello. Op. 09. . . .Beethoven.
Messrs. Leonhard and Hnrtdegen.

Romanzen, for Oboe and Piano, Nos. 1 and 3, from
Op. 94 Schumann.

Messrs. Kutzleb and Leonhard.

T,. a„i„„ I a- Nocturne, Op. .32, No 1. I r<k«..;„1^'"° S°'<"-
j 6. Mazurka, Op 3.3. No. 3, }

^'""P"'-

Mr. Hugo Leonhard.
{Sonate, G minor, for Oboe Handel.
Siciliano, for Oboe Bach.

Messrs. Kutzleb and Leonhard.
Trio, for Piano, Violin, and Violoncello, Op. 63. D
minor Schumann.

In four movements.
Messrs. Leonhard, Eichbergand Ilartdegen.

All the compositions had bsen given during the winter in

the concerts of Messrs. Leonhard and Kichberg, and were

among the very best things of that series.; particularly the

Beethoven Duo, and that magnificent impassioned Trio by

Schumann. And the interpreters entered fully into the spirit

of each work. All went to a charm. Mr. Kutzleb, by his

rich, sweet tone, his artistic accent, clear phnsing, and

true expression, established himself still more in favor as a

superior master of one of the most difficult of instraments.

The Pastoral Ronanzas by Schumann, written in the very

genius of the oboe, charmed especially.

That was a very interesting Matinee given last Tuesday in

Wesleyan Hail by the Boston Conservatory, Mr. Eichberg

presiding. Between that beautiful and graceful first Sonata

Duo, Op. 21, by Gade, aad the exhilarating Trio, No. T, in A,

by Ilaydn (Eichberg, Leonhard and Hartdegen), Weber's

Concertstuck was played by a younff pupil, Miss EMU.T SpiCER,

with sura, clear, even execution throughout, and with such

truly musical and vital accent, that no one could help listea-

ing to the end with interest.

Miss Annie Louise Cart's Concert in the Music Hall, May
S, was a remarkably good one of its kind. Mi.ss Gary herself,

though suffering from a cold, gave most fatisfactory proofs of

her rich, evenly developed contralto voice, her finished ease

of execution, and her musical exprsssion in "Ah I quel

giorno" from Semiramide ; unA besides some ballads, sang

Mi,tnon's song : "Non conosci il suol' with real tenderuess, if

not like Nils.son. It is needless to say that she bad the most
cordial sympathy of her large audience. Miss Beede, of New
York, a well trained, clear and flexible soprano, made an ex-

cellent impression in the Aria of Alice in Roberto: "Vanne,
vanue,'' and in a ballad by Pease; but pleased still more by

her charming rendering of the soprano solo in a vocal Quintet

by KUcken : "Hie thee Shallop." sung with the Temple Quar-

tette of male voices. These four gentlemen sang several of

their part-songs with their usual success, Mr. S. B. Mills,

the distinguished pianist from New York, added greatly to the

interest by his masterly performance of Chopin's Impromptit,

Op. 66, followed by his own graceful Etiitle Caprice: "Pairy

Fingers," and of the "Soirees de Vienne" by Tausig, and
Liszt's Fantasia on the "Midsummer Night's Dream." The
youthful violinist. Mies Pecsis Bell, continues to fulfil the

rare promise of her previous appearvnces in public. She

played a Fantasia on themes by Bellini, and Baizini's very

tasking "Witches' Dance," keeping up the continual staccato

of the latter with remarkable evenness and lightness.

Philadelphia, May 10. Since my last we have

had only two really interesting concerts. The first

was Messrs. Ckoss & Jartis's third Symphony
Concert, which was given at Musical Fund Hall on

Saturday evening, April 27. This was the -pro.

gramme

:

Symphony, No 1, B flat, Op. 38 Schumann.
Concerto: Piano, Violin, and 'Cello, Op. 56... Beethoven.

Largo. Rondo alia Folacca.

Messrs. Jarvis, Kopta. and Hennig.
Concerto : Piano, E minor, Op. 11 Chopin.

Mr. 0. H. Jarvis.

Overture; "Leonora," No. 3 Beethoven,

The Hall was comfortably filled with a rather ap-

preciative audience. The playing of the orchestra in

the Symphony showed careful rehearsing. In the

first movement (Andante un poco maestoso) the exe-

cution lacked the energy which this and indeed aU
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the movements of this Symphony require. This

fanit was more palpable in the latter part of the first

movement (Allegro mollo vivace}. The next two

—

the Larghetto and Scherzo—had been played by the

Thomas Orchestra at one of their recent concerts

here. These two Mr. Cross's orchestra played much
more freely and intelligently than the other two num-

bers of this Symphony ; but there was missing the

delicate light and shade which abounds with Thomas.

The wood instruments were a little out of tune in

the cadenza sospesa cord which connects the two

movements.

In the Beethoven Concerto all the artists acquitted

themselves of their difficult task with great credit

;

the orchestra, too, was good.

The Chopin Concerto was admirably played by

Mr. Jarvis. This concerto is marvellously difiicult

to interpret. Mr. Jarvis in the Eomanza (Larghetto)

did not appear fully possessed with the idea meant

to be conveyed, but as to his execution he was per-

fect.

The Leonore Overture closed this most delightful

series of concerts.

Miss AN>fA Jackson's Second Matinee of Cham-
ber Music was given at the Foyer of Horticultural

Hall on Friday afternoon, May 3. In addition to

the quartet club, you will notice, by the annexed

programme, that Mr. Gastel lent his valuable aid to

the attractions of the concert.

String Qnartet-, No. 2 Mozart.
Air : ''Liebe ist die zarte Blu the Spohr.

Mr. Ga3tel.
Concerto: Violoncello Lindner.

Mr. Hening.
Scherzo in B minor Chopin.

Mr. Guhlemann.
Rheiuisches Tolkslied. Mendelssohn.

Mr. Gastel.
String Quartet in A major Schumann.

The opening quartet was excellently played, espec-

ially the Andante. It is a heavenly morceau, full of

that delicate poetry which characterizes all Mozart's

movements of this kind. The Minuetto, too, was

very well given. Mr. Gastel in the Spohr Aria sang

with much more spirit than usual ; and the peculiar

richness of his evenly-trained voice found very good

opportunities to display itself in the exceedingly in-

tricate ending of the air. Mr. Hennig in the third

movement af the Lindner Concerto played in strict

accordance to his reputatioa as an artist. Mr.

Guhlemann was not strong in the Chopin jConcerto;

it requires of a performer great vivacity of energy

and brilliant accuracy of execution ; this latter Mr.

Guhlemann certainly possesses, but not enough of

jcithetical feeling.

The closing number was the noble A-major Quar.

tet of Schumann. It was subject to the great fault

of this club's performances ; a lack of unity. The
Assai Agitato and Allegro molto vivace were very

free from this fault, but the chief of all the move-

ments—the Adagio—was greatly marred by its star-

ing presence. N.

full orchestra ; and effective as it is, the flavor of
Beethoven is certainly missed. Liszt's "Mazeppa"
is to our taste one of the least enjoyable of the series

of "Symphonic Poems," so far as we have yet been
made acquainted with them. The famous march,
however, redeems it, and this was played on Satur-

day with true barbaric splendor of tone and well-

measured vigor. Mr. Hoffman gave a delightfully

intelligent and poetical interpretation of the Mozart
Concerto, and Miss Sterling did justice to the very
trying but beautiful Slumljer Song from Bach's
"Christmas Oratorio,"—a performance which the

audience keenly appreciated. For her selections in

the second part, this estimable artist look three songs
from Schumann's Dichterliebe : "Ich grolle nicht"

(No. 7), "Und wiissten's die Blumen" (No. 8), and
"Aus alten Marchen winkt es" (No. 15). Mr. Henry
C. Timm, ex-President of the Philharmonic Society,

played the accompaniments for her.

The season just closed has been a satisfactory but
not a brilliant one. Only three novelties have been
produced, namely, Mr. Ritter's fine symphony in E
minor, Heinefetter's "Macbeth" overture, and a con-

certo of Reinecke's played by Mr. S. B. Mills. The
symphonies have been Beethoven's "Pastoral" and
"Heroic," Haydn's No. 13 in G, Raff's "Im Walde,"
Schumann's No. 4 in D, Schubert's No. 6 in C, and
Ritter's No. 2. The overtures and other orchestral

pieces have been Schumann's overture to "Julius
CiBsar," Beethoven's "Coriolanus" and "Leonora"
No. 3, Heinefetter'.s "Macbeth," Bargiel's "Prome-
theus.'^ Mendelssohn's "Fingal's Cave," Wagner's
Introduction to the "Meistersinger von Nurnberg,"
and Liszt's arrangement of the Beethoven.Trio, "Les
Preludes" and "Mazeppa." The instrumental solo

performers were Mr. S. B. Mills, Miss Anna Mehlig,
Mr. Richard Hoffman, Mr. Pruckner, Mr. Bergner,
and Senor Sarasate, and the vocalists Mrs. Gulager,

Miss Corradi, Miss Sterling, Mr. Remmertz, and the

Liederkranz. It was in the vocal music that the con-

certs were notably deficient, though praise was cer-

tainly deserved by Miss Sterling and Mr. Remmertz.

New Tohk Puii.HAnMosic. We take the fol-

lowing from the Tribune of May 6.

The concert of the Pbilhorraonic Society on Sat-

urday evening,—the last of the thirtieth season,—pre-

sented the following programme :

Symphony in C Schubert.
"Schlummerlied,'' from the "Cbriiitma^ Oratorio.*'

J.S.Bach.
Misfl Antoinette Sterling.

Concerto in A for the Piano Mozart.
Mr. Richar.J Iloflman.

Andant« from the Trio, opn^ 07 Beethoven.
InstrameDted by Liszt.

Lieder Schumann.
Jlljfl Antoinette Sterling.

Symphonic Poem, '-ilazftppa". Lirat.

This was one of the best concerts of the season.

The orchestra was in capital trim, and gave an admi-
rable interpretation of Schubert's great symphony of
"heavenly length," albeit the pace in the accelerando
of the third movement wa.s a dangerous one. The
execution was both spirited and graceful. So it was
also in Liszt's arrangement of the well-known Beet-
hoven Trio in B Bat. Written for piano, violin, and
Tioloncello, the composition peems to have nnderg'ino
some curious change of spirit in the transcriptio;] for

DESCKIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Published fey Oliver Ditson & Co.

A Warning TTnlieeded.

In his lectures Upon German Composers, from S.

Bach down to the present day, Emil Naumann cites

some very remarkable observations made by a

Frenchman concerning Der Frekchiitz. They are

contained in a book, published at Paris more than
twenty years ago, on Weber and his music, when
Der Freischiitz was first produced there, exciting by
its peculiar and foreign character, an extraordinary

sensation among the public and the press of the

French capital. The patriotic author looked sus-

piciously at the opera with its huntsman casting

magic bullets, and afraid of nothing and nobody,
not even the devil himself ; he fancied that behind

these huntsmen he could perceive a whole nation of

such young blades, and attempted to warn his

eountrymen by pointing out with what sort of a foe

they would have to do, if they ever again felt inclin-

ed to attack a nation, whose courage, defying every

danger, was so unmistakeably demonstrated through
the medium of its national composer. With a
wonderfully correct presentiment of the fatal, though
then distant, events hanging over his country, he re-

marks, in words doubly significant when uttered by a

Frenchman :
" Weber pourtrays in Dei- Freischiitz

the free life of the German huntsman in his woods,
together with his love for home, and the maiden with

the true blue eyes, to whom he has given his heart.

To gain her he dreads neither death nor the devil.

But such pictures of the German mind are not con-

fined to Der Freiscliiilz. The same fundamental
national trait is to be found in the songs from K(5r-

ner's Leyer und Scliwert, as set to music by Weber.
In Liitzow's " Wilder Jagd," too, we find the same
daring courage characterizing the German huntsmen.
Only in the latter instance, the rifle is not directed

against a stag with an attire of sixteen horns, but

against the enemies of the German people, and Ger-

man contempt for death here ri.ses above devotion for

one's bride to sacrifice for one's native land. " Let
us, therefore, beware," he exclaims to his fellow-

Frenchmen, "of again challenging these daring

huntsmen, and this stubborn and heroic courage, for

we arc the foes at whom Weber and Korner aim.

One would imagine that listening to the lightning-

charged supernatural storm of Weber's ' wild hunt

'

in iJfr Freisrinilz, or the death-despising melodies of

the male choruses :
' Du Schwert an meiner Linken,'

and Was gliinzt dort vom Walde im Sonnen-
scli'in,' would cure ns of all eagernessa again to com-
pel the Germans to engage in a war of deliverance

against us." I'lio above observations would almost
lead us to suppose that it was not the success of

Prussian arms inlRCr^but Der Freinchii/z, twenty
years previously, which excited in the French the

first patriotic misgivings, and first infiicted a painful

wound on their self-confidence.

Vooa!, -witli Piano Aeoompaniment.

The Love of the Good and the True. Song
and Chorus. 3. Eft to e. Webster. 30

" And Bhe whispered, teacher, lead them
To the love of the G-^od and the True."

Get this, by all meana, for Sabbath School Concert
Singing. Very Sweet words and melody.

The Unfinished Prayer. Song and Chorus. 2.

G to d. Webster 35
And the dear voice softly whispered,
" Mama, God knows all the re.sc! "

A little gem of a song. One of the pweet "Mother
and Child " melodies that always touch one's heart.

Evelyn. Song and Chorus. 3. G to d.

Webster. 30
One morning in heayen the Angels
Kept watch on the bright golden shore.

Charming poem, and set to very pretty music.

O Loving Heart, Trust on I 4 Bfi to e.

Gabriel. 30
It whispered low ;—it whispered low
" lovins heart, trust on! "

Varied accompaniment, with considerable expres-
sion. A song of delicate sentiments, and the kind
that will please refined musical tastes.

Farewell, and May no Shadow Glide. Duet.
3. C to f. ^ Seligson. 30

" As fades yon star, once bright, away
Beneath the moon's supremer light."

A smooth-going, melodious duet, with considerable
originality.

Forget not the Loved Ones. Song and Chorus.
2. G to,(7. Christie. 35
" Oh, gent.leand calm is the joy they have won
These sleeping comrades of ours.''

One of the Cooper-Christie songs that become 80
popular. Good for all the year, but especially appro-
priate to the coming Soldier^s Mejnorial Day.

The Gleaning Song. 4. A to f. Pease. 35
" Whither away, thou little careless rover.
Kind Roger's true !

"

Jean Tngelow wrote it. Full of neat poetic fancies,

to which the compo.'ier has skilfully adapted both air

and accomp.animent.

Popular Comic Songs by Gus Williams, each 30
Two of the three (of this set> mentioned below are

peculiar in not being comic songs exactly, but cheer-
fnl, popular ones, well calculated to "bring down the
house." About the "Still I am not Happy," one will

not doubt its comicality after hearing it once.

Pull Slow and Steady, Boys. 2. B6 to e.
" If you wish to keep your bark afloat,

And brave life's stormy weather.
Never dip your oars too deep,

But always pull together."

While there's Life there's Hope. 3. F to d.

But clinging to the rope,

Tou hear the seamen whisper still,

" While there's life there's hope."

Still I am not Happy. 3. C to e.

" I almost died of hunger, but.
But stiU^-l was not happy !

"

Widow Mavrone. 3. Eft to e. MacEvoy. 30
" Last night I lay slumbering awake and alone,

I saw, at the foot of my bed,

A terrible Ghost in blue blazes and red."

Tie couldn't humbug the widow. A genuine jolly

Irish ballad, whose uo'es frisk merrily about like the

feet of the dancers at Donnybrook.

The Bailiff's Daughter. 3. Eft to e. Orenford. 30
" Give me a penny, thou prentice good.

Relieve a maid forlorn."

The tune is " from tradition." One of those sweet

old English ballads that have almost passed from
memory. It is a good work to revive them.

Instrumental.

Chici-Pipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance.) 5. A.
Hoffman. 75

The quaint and peculiar guitar imitation occurs in

this piece, but in new forms, and the ensemble is very

pretty. A piece that will always secure a hearing.

Knickerbackor Galop Brillante. 3. f. Quigg 30
Very pretty Galop.

Arion Waltz, (by Vogel.) 4 hands. 3. D.
Smith. 60

• Almost easier than the 8d degree, and, ns it is a fine

waltz, will be an excellent duet for learners.

Ballade. Op. 19. 6. Aft Lcybach. 60
Rightly named a "Ballad," as the melody is simple

and quiet, while the accompanying arpeggios, &c.,

are so graceful and smooth as not to distract attention

from the theme. An enjoyable piece, and fine prac-

tice.

Adbrevtations.—BegrecBof diniculty are marked from 1 to

7. The key Is marked with a capital letter, as C, li Hat, &c.

A small Unman letter marks the highest note, If on the staff,

an ilnlir. letter the highest note, if above the statf.
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BY SHINDLER.
Edited fey ra®§C^EI>i:§.

In One Tolume. . . Price $2.00.

Neatly bound in Cloth uniformly with Ditson & Co's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," ''Life

of Gottschalk," "History of Music," &o.J

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEK DITSOM" & OO., Boston.

O. H. DITSOBT & CO., New York.

CLAEKS'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
l3 the most, popular of all books used In learning to play on

these favorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, displays good taste as well as talent in combiniug
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

iVice, $3.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOXJ" & CO. , Boston

C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Music Books wortli having!

Lifffl of Beethoven.... /Scii'nd&r and Meschelcs. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters Ifohl. 2.00

Life of MendelEBoiin Ldmpadius. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters. iarfj/ WaUaee.2 yo'.s.sa,. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches (of theGreatMasfers) 1.75

Life of Handel Sc/wekher. 2 00
** Eossini Edwards. 1.75
•' Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk Hensd. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75

Mozart. A Komantic Biography Rau. 1.75

Music Explained to the World. ...... jFeu'i. 1.25

Bitter's History of Music X.50

Ehlert's Letters on Music 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 1.50

Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choir." 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music 6.00

Gardiner's Music of Nature 5.00

The recent encourapng progress in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and increas-

ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got

up," contain Bothing superfluous, omit nothing that ifl impor-

tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVEB DITSOBT & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

BAKER'S HARMONY
AND

THOROUGH BASS.
The Full and Complete Treatment of the Preliminary Steps,

and the Thorough Analvsls of the Principles, render a knowl-

edge of Harmony available to all. It is THE BOOK for

the Student, whether in Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or

Band Music.
By B. P. BAKER.

Price In Cloth, $2. Sent post-paid to any address on receipt

of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MAEE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. Song and Chorus.. E. OiHslie. 4,0

MEET ME, ADDIE, BY THE OAK TEEE.
Song and Chorus E. Christie. 40
TENDEE AND TEITE ff. Lyh. 40
GOLDEN BTEEETS. Song and Chorns.

W. Kitlredge. 40
All have handsome LithORraph titles.

Bent by mail on receipt of the above price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

's New Schools
FOR THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,

FLAGEOLET.
Price of each book 75 cents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap,
are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instruc-

tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. Winner has also compiled a collection of lively

PARTY DANCES. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., BoBton.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork.

The Song Garden,
AoMnal Sale 4®,D0® Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete in itself.

By Dr. LOWELL MASON.
The Song Garden. First Book. For beginners, with

a variety of easy and pleasing songs 50 cts.

The Song Garden, Second Book. In addition to a
practical courfle otIuRtrui;tIon, it contains a choice collection

of School Music 80 cts.

The Song Garden. Third Book. Besides a treatise

on Vocal Culture with Illustrations, Exercii^es, Solfeggi, &c
,

it contains New Music adapted to High Schools, Seminariep,

&c Sl.OO

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

's New IVle'

FOR TISB FliLIETOFOH'TIS.

"Deserves our hearty recommendation," N. Y.

Musical Review. "Unexceptionable in taste and
style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best
book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. ••'WiU su-
persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

''Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. "Common sense, plain talk, and
brevity." Boston Journal. '^Presents many new
and important ideas." N, Y. Tablet.

No lonp; dry lessons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price 53.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

9^

FOR THE OOENET.
A MOST trSEEITL AND ATTHACTIVE

INSTRUCTION BOOK!
Contains, in Part I, plain, full, and complete directions

to the learner 1

Contains, in Part II, a fine selection of popular melodies,
which may be played with the original Piano accompaniments I

Contains, in Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &c.

Price in Boards, $il.50- Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Letters on Music.
TRANSLATED BT

Fanny Raymond Hitter.

THESE entertaining letter? are not filled with technicalities

but are calculated to interest as well as instruct. They
ha^e met with a large circulation and extended suceessin Ger-
many.

PriG8f in Cloth, $1.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

price.

OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & Co.. New York.

SYSTEM FOE BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORTE.
By WILLIAM MASON & B. S. HOADLET.
•a wonderfully well-arranged and Interesting book, with
abundance of Recreations, Tllustrntive Pictures, Duets for
Teacher anii Pupil, pleasing Accent Exercises, and many fme
Melodies for practice. The directions are very pUin and
practical

; and the fine musicians and thorough toachcrs who
compiled the work are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

eems »

For Elementary Singing' Classes

!

The.':e Solfeggi are well arranged Exerei^eR, ranging from
very easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian style, and all

sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,

In Seminaries,
In Choir Ppaotioe,

In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.

PRICE, T5 Cents.
Pent post-paid for the above price.

OLIVEK DITSOW & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOW & CO , Ketv York.

THE
Pestalozzian Music Teacherj
By DK. LO-TO'ELI, MASOMT, THEODOHE
SEWAKD & JOHN "W. DICKINSON.

K very clear-headed and practical book, serving as a manual
for teachingMusic, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
which is amply illustrated by examples, and made ready for

the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Wailed, post-paid,

for the above price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
O H. DITSON & CO., New Torls;.

A Method of

laying.
BY

B. IL. I S T E M: .A. ]>f T«i" .

A well Arranged and easily Pro^es^Ive Method by a Distin-

guished performer. Pupil of David, Joachim and Vieuxtemps,
he is well qualified to guide learners from the lowest to the
highest places iu the art of playing.
Most of the lessons are arranged with accompaniments for

the teacher, thus giving them the character of pleasin* duets.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A SACRED CAJ^TATA,

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who examine this Cantata, (which la almost an Or-

atorio) will agree with a prominent musical writer, who pro-
nounces it "charming, from first to last."

Has eleven Choruses, and a variety of Solos, Quartets, &c.,

and is well worthy a place iu the repertoire of Musical Socie-

ties and Choirs.

Price,—Paper, $I;00j Boards, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

iisie

m THE FORM OF LECTURES.

Frederic Louis Hitter.

A series of Five Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

the history of the Art, the whole fi/rming a book of Intense

interest to the musical student.
Bound in Cloth uniformly with Ditson & Co's popular

works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.50. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston,
Chas. H. Diton & Co., New Xork.



OLIVER DITSON & CO.
No. 277 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

PUBLISH MOST OF THE STANDARD METHODS OF

FOR THE VOICE AND EVERY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.

THEra OWN

PTJBLIOATIONS

SHEET MUSIC
QOMPRISS: TTPWAEDS

90,000 Pieces!

HCSIC ESPECIALLT ASAFTED FOS

Seminaries a^id Schools.

CH0BUSE3, TRIOS, AND

QUARTETT3.

Vocal and Instnnaental Duets.

PIANO-PORTE FOUR, SIS, AND
EIGHT HAND PIECBS.

GUITAR MUSIC.

©peratk & ©ratorio ^tlttlions.

GEMS FROM THE GERMAN.

KOTTDOS, FANTASIAS, OPE-
RATIC AIRS, SOXATAS,

AJTD OVERTURES.

VARIATIONS.

MAECHES & aUICKSTEPS.

EEDO"WAS, WALTZES, POLKAS,

SAXOPADES, DANCES, ETC.

AND THEIK

CATAI,®GUE

HOKE THAN

500 VOLUMES

!

Piano-Forte Methods.

STUDIES, EXAMPLES, AND
EXEBCISE3.

CATECHISMS, DICTIONARIES,

PRIMERS, AND ENCYCLO-
PEDIAS.

U TREATISES ON HAEKOFT
^ AND THOEO' BASS.

Instructions, Exercises if Jifusic

FOR THE

MELODEON,

Flute, Violin, and Acoordeon,

BANJO, FIFE,

CLARIONET AND FLAGEOLET,

Concertina, Violoncello,
DOUBLE BASS,

AHD ALL

BRASS mSTRUMENTS.

Collections of Vocal and In-

STRHMENTAL MuSIC, QpERAB,
Oratorios, Sacked Mrsic,
Jdvenilb Works, ac, ic.

IN addition to THEIB own IMITENSE CATALOODES, O. D. &. CO. KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND, AND FURNISH TO THB TBABB, THU

ITJBIjIC-A-TIOlSrS OF Uil VJJIt'Z' Is-dTCTSIC HOXJSE IKT THE TJKTITEE) ST.A.TES.

AND, BT RECENT ARRANGEMENT,

MOST OF THE BEST WORKS ISSUED BY EUROPEAN PUBLISJIERS.

They have, alio, every facility at their command for procuring with despatch such FOREIGN MUSIC as is not usually kept on hand by American Dealers, such

as large Vocal and Inatrumental Scares, Collections of Ctiurch Music, Theoretical Works in Foreign Languages on Music and kindred subject^ German Part-Songs for Male

and Mixed Voices, Orchestral Accompaniments to Oratorios, Masses, Cantatas, ^c, ^c.

Piano-Fortes and Melodeons for Sale from $25 to $300 each ; and to Let from $4 to $12 per Quarter.

With the privilege of a deduction of Rent in cose of purohnso within one year.

Catalosttbb of Sheet Music and Music Books sent free to any address on application.

K^ The spedal attention of Dealers, Seminarios, Teaclicrs, Musical Socio' fB, Choirs, Amateur Clabs, end all persons interested in Music is respectfully

solicited to the namcrous advantages secured to them at tJiis establishment
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©WIGHT'S TonasTj&i. or xiinsic.
PubllBhed every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & OO.
377 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

J. S. SPOONEB, PRINTER, 21 FRANKLIN STREET.

Sbhrtisemenfs.

]¥orinal Iflnsic School.
A NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL will be held at Poultney, Vt..
-^^ to commence MONDAY, JDLY 8, 1872, and continue
Six Weeks, under the direction of Mr. W. 0. Perkins of Bos-
ton, assisted by Messrs. W. W. Dayis and T. P. Ryder. In"
strucHon giyen in Notation, Vocal Culture, Piano, Organi
Harmony, Principles of Teaching and Chorus Singing.

For Board, Pianos for practice. &c., address

8^315 K. J. HTJMPHEET, Poultney, Vt

Sparkling Eubies !

!

New Sabbath School Song Book I

An appropriate name for this neat,'complete and most pleas-
ine collection of musical aems. (about 150 of them), by A
H0LL, and H. SAUNDERS. Music, new, fresh, spirited:

Price 35 Cents.

"NiTBR TROUBtE TEODBLE TILL TeoOBLE TeoDBLES YoD."
Is the title of a favorite Song by Wellman, 30 cl3.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
Is the name of a compact book of 210 pag^s, which can be
carried in the pocket, and yet contains a very large proportion
of the most- popular psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &c., &c.
It would be difficult to compile a morft-convenient book for
The Vestry, The Prayer Meeting, op Social
Singing: Meetings-

By ASA HULL. Price 60 Cents.

Ererv body likes

''KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE," Song. Loesch. .40

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great Success." Great Tariety of the
best Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Price in Bds. S2:50; CIo. $3.00; Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and "W. S. TILLEN.
Has i>een adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

number of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS,
' for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1,
2, Sand 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.00.'

THE
WORLD'S PEACE JUBILEE

Chorus Book.
Is the book to be used at the coming Great Festival. It is

now in the hands of the 20,000 singers who are to compose
the choir.

The muBic w»s carefully selected by the Music Committee,
and the book will be a popular and useful book for use in all
MU8ICAI, SOCIETTIES, and should be in the hands of all in
the audience at the Coliseum. It is the yery best kind of
Libretto.

175 Octave Pages

!

Price, 75 cts.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT AEE PAST. Howard. 35

The above Books and Songs sent, post-paid, on receipt of
retail price.

OLIVEft DITSON & CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., ETew York.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOI)
Fon

IReed Organs^
Price, S2.50,

Is so universally retarded as a Standard Method that

an advertisement is only needed as a reminder. The mnsic is

so attractive that the student will retain it as a book of Organ
Pieces, after finiahing the instructive course.

A fine colored picture of Dolly Varden is on the titles of

DOLLY VARDEN Song, DOLLY YARDEN Galop, DOLLY
VARDEN Schottfcche, and DOLLY YARDEN Waltz,

Each piece 50 Cents.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1.50,

la now in Season. All who wish to make a noise in the world,

may easily accomplish it by taking up the practice of this

fascinating instrument, with the aid of this excellent Method.

GEMS OF GEKMAN SOWG.
GEMS OF SACRED SONG,

GEMS OF SCOTTISH SONG.
"WREATH OF GEMS.

The above collections of Vocal Gems contain each 200 to 250
pages full of the choicest German, Scottish, Sacred or miscel-
laneous songs. Very valuable, and very moderate in price.

S2,50 in Boards; S3.00 in Cloth ;' »4 00 Full Gilt.

The above books and pieces sent, post-paid, on receipt of
retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The New Comic Songster.
Now throw oiT your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha ! Ha ! and with some of the Hundred Songs in
this collection, not always sensible, hut great aids to light-

heartetlness.

The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.

C. H, DITSON & CO., New Fork.

ABOUT JULY 1st

Will appear the New Chiircli Music Book
ENTITLED

THE STANDARD,
Which will "wave" over all the East and the Wast, as It is for-

tunate in having for its compilers,

Mr. If. O. EMBRSOW, of Boston, and
Mr.H. R. PAIjMEK, of Chicago,

The one "the Musical Friend" of every Sacred Music singer,
but especially well-known on the Atlantic slope, while the
fame of Mr. Palmer is spreading rabidly through all the Miss-
issippi valley.

A work, produced by the united exertions, and controlled
by the taste of these two gentlemen, can hardly fail to be equal
to the best of its predecessors, and may excel them.

Price, $1.50,

Specimen pages are now ready, and will be "sent, on applica-
tion, free to any address.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOM" & CO., N"ew Tork.

THE ART OF SIJVGIIVC;^
By Prof. FERD SIEBER.

Translated from the Sixth German Edition, with an origi-
nal Chapter on the Hygeine of the Voice, bj

Dr. F. SEEGER,
Lecturer at the New York Tlomeopathic College, on Diseases of
the Throat and Lungs. Price, in cloth, $1.50. Copies mailed,
postage paid. This is a master work. In Germany it has run
through many large Editions, and is recognized as the first

work of its kind extant. To teachers of singing, and to all

singers, professional and amateur, it if invaluable.

^srm. a. pond & co.,
812-13 547 Broadway, W. Y.

\m ^Xnk Ux guiw.

VOCAL.
Dolly Varden. Song ITnnt. .50

" " " Tirnchway. .50

I'm jast as Happy, Darling. Song and Cho-

rns' Harrington. 30
Dream of the Better Land. Duet ....... Barto-. 30

Lilla Darlinff. Song and Chorus M 'Neal. 30

How Shamed I was Baqndl. 30

I Dreamed that I dwelt Beside a Stream. Sons;

and Chorus Keller. 30
Greeting to Spring. 4-pBrt song for Ladies'

Voices. Air from The Beautiful Blue
Danube Waltzes, hy Strauss Wilson. 7.5

Awfully Clever. Comic Song Hunt. 35

Hark ! The Convent Bells are Ringing. 4-part

Sone Hatlon. 30
Would Yon ? Tully. 30
The Love of the Good and the True. Song and

Chorus Welister. 30
The Unfinished Prayer. Song and Cho. Webster. 35

Evelyn. Song and Chorus " 30
O Loving Heart, Trust on ! Gabriel. 50

Farewell, and may no Shadow glid?. Duet.
Seligson. 30

Forget not the Loved Ones. Song and Chorus.
Christie. 35

The Gleaning Song Pease. 35
Pull Slow and Steady, Boys. Comic. . Williams. 30
While there's Life, there's Hope. "" " 30
Still I am not Happy. _

" " 30
Widow Mavrone '. MacEvoy. 30
The Bailiff's Daughter! Oxenford. 30

INSTBtTMENTAIi

.

Dolly Varden. Galop 50
" " Sehottische 50
" '• Waltz 50

Adieu. Waltz Missud. 30
Faust. Fantasie Brillante S. Smith. 1.00

Thirty Sonatas by Domenica Scarlatti. Edited

by C. Banck. No. 3 35
Chici-Pipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance) Hoffman. 75
Knickerbocker Galop Brillante Quigg. 30
Arion Waltz. (By Vogel). 4 hands Smith. 60
Ballade Let/bach. 60
The Snow-Bell Jungmann. 50
Joy Bells. Idylle " 50
German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75
Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 Ketterer. 50
Saltarelle. Op. 266 " 60
Sparkling Cascade Mazurka Williams. 50
Devotion de Matin Ziegfeld. 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 bands Strauss. 1.00

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Voss. iO
Fairy Favors Waltz ... Lange. 50
Polka des Montagnards. (Bauer Polka). ^'j^^Aarrf. 60
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl. 1.00

BOOKS.

Sparkling Rdbies. A Collection of Sunday
School Music. By Asa Hull and Barvey
Sanders, Esq. 35

The Pilgkim's Harp. A" choice Collection of

Sacred Music. By Asa Hull. 60

The World's Peace Jubilee Chorus Book,
75 Cents.

The Culprit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Mtisic BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a savinK of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUENAL OF MUSIC
MBS. JENKT KEMPTOBT,

Tocalist & Teaclaer ©i Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER BITSON & CO. 79S-

J\FDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Panl's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEK, priTat« pupiLof Carl Reinecke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Xremont

St., Room 3. 800—SiDOs.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MKS. FANNIE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

jyrKS. C. A. BAKEY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mtisic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

Academy of Music.
Tib -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson i Co. 622

Mendelssotin Musical Institute
"Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of
our cottntry. Schools and communities are proTidetl with
ekilfnl and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWAKB B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

*^ LLK. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, giyes Instruction on

444
tae Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

ME. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical CouTcntions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

mm
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washiugton Street.

ELLIOTT 'TO'. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORI'E,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of AMzaiCAN Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGI^G and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Cooiidge House. Communications may be
lefl at Ditson & Co'a Music Store. 717— tf.

No. l^J Tremont Street, Beeton. 681—6m.

C] AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OF
* VIOLLN, l3 prepared to receive pupiln, and ofTers

bU Fftrricefi aa accompanUt for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Addresfi, Oliver Ditson & Go., or Kopptfz,

Praefer & Co.,30 Weat 8t. 79^3m

P. H. TOREINGTON,
(Organlit and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MCSICAL S0GTETUE8.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 WoahiDgton St.,

New England <>jDiervator7 of Ma#ic, Music Uail,or .Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. ^M-Iim

MR. GEO. B. SHUTE, having compjeted hia
atnJirs atiroaj, ufiiJ>;r ll»o infltructjon ol iiouic of the

first Artists of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Hiaiio ajid Organ Playing, also in Theory of Music.
AddreM Oliver Ditsoo & Co. 7'/*l-6m

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new loic-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the pirice, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

;

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of lSl'25, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

O-, -^AT- IDTJIDLEIT;,
Concert "Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

"Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter'a Method) Room No. 3, Maaon and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR, a. H. HOAVARO,
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for & circular containing

testimonials

MUSIC PSJBIilSMEKS,
CHICAGO, ILL.

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Ourstockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical

Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West, Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & GO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

0*ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0, Ditson
& Go., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Sigoor Gar-

cia, will be happy to give LcHSons in Singing, and to accept
engagementa for Oratorios and Concerts.

Gommanicatione to be addressed to the care of OliverJDlt-
Bon &, Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m'

Pupil of the tale Cart Tauslg,

TEACHER OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
A'Jiirt-HW at Chickering & 3onfl', or l-I'J (ii) Tremont Stret't,

Suito 44. H(j5

EB'W. SOBTTBERTH,
Foreign & Anicricaii Music Depot,

No. eiO ARCH STREET,
i'lULADELPIUA.] 705—

Cabinet Organs.

SIXTY STYI^ES!
Prices »50, $65, $100, S125, 8132, S140, $160,

8175, $200, 3225, $250, to $1000 eich.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS.

The most popular and extensively sold large Musical Instru-

ment in the world ; in plain and elegant cases for all ubcs.

One to Thirteen Stops.
Flutr,
Principal,
Octave,
Flute d'Amoitb,
Tremulant,
Vox IIUMANA,
Automatic Swell,

We are daily receiving from our factories a few EXTRA.
STYLES, in superb Cases, surpassing in attractiveness any
before offered.

There can he no more Elegant and
Valuable JPresenU

Our assortment of styles is very much larger than any other
in the country j PRICES ARE FIXED AND INVARIABLB ;

and it is a pleasure to exhibit our instruments to all who may
be sufficiently interested to call.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FBEE.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.,

154 Tremont St., Boston.

Melodia, Bourdon,
Dupason, Gasiba,
EUPHOKE, Bassoon,
Hautboy, Yoix Celeste,
Fifteenth, TlOL d'Amodr
CoE Anglais, Viola,
Couplers, Pedals,

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
IVe^v Grand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTEK, Director.

ALL Branches taught according to the Classical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-

ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,

1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc., to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMEESOBT,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13.60 per dozen.

OLIVEE DITSOir & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBEBTH & CO. PnhliEhers and Dealers

i» Foreign and American MuiSic, 820Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.T. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 CALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSOBTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Xiargest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Includiug very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncc4Io and Double-Baas.

PIAJ\OS A]\» im:ei.«j>eo]Vs
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish the above;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IBD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
K1.ND3 OF,MUSICAL MBBCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchaserH.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUItT STRKET, (Opposite the Court Uonse)
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The Charity Children at St. Paul's.

(From the London Choir, May 4.)

The public feeling in favor of anything which has,

as people say, become "an institution," is proverbial,
anii it is a tasic of no slight difficulty to interfere

with a society, a charity, or a practice, which has
tradition and precedent in its favor. This it is, we
imagine, which lies at the root of the maintenance of
many of those charities which are obviously useless

and out of date, while it is also accepted by the
world as an afjology for that most extraordinary of
all proceedings, the charity dinner, when under the
decent veil of philanthropy, men of education and
refinement assist at what is by courtesy called a ban-
quet, but would in reality be better designated by a
far lower term. The same argument underlies" a
large number of our religious and social customs.
Thus in the church-, services which were never in-

tended to be tacked on to each other have become so
tightly joined together that it has been necessary to
pass an Act of Parliament to enable bishops and
clergy ro reconcile it with their consciences to sepa-
rate them. In the world the same rule holds good,
and men and women still offer themselves up willing-
ly as sacrifices on the altar of fashion, ruining their
health, destroying their family comfort and, as a con-
sequence, their family tempers, because society's
laws are deemed inexorable, and rules which are so
absurd that one wonders they were ever made, are
held to be obligatory on all who come within the
magic circle. This being the case, it. is alwavs a
matter for satisfaction when some happy accident
occurs to interfere with any practice which, though
really undesirable, cannot be broken through because
it has always been the rule ; and it was thus with a
decided feeling of relief that we recently read an an-
nouncement that the Annual Meeting of the charity
children would not be held this year, at St. Paul's
Cathedral, in consequence of the recent closing of
the Church for the Thanksgiving Service, and the
alterations and repairs now in progress. This we
hail with satisfaction, not only because it will, for one
year at least, interfere with what we have always re-
garded as a very undesirable proceeding, but because
it must ultimately lead to the entire abolition of the
service. The meeting has indeed one plea in its

favor, inasmuch as it assists the cause of charity ; but
on the other hand, it has always seemed to us to fur-
nish a singularly effective illustration of that very
system of doing evil that good may come, which the
highest authority has condemned. There are those,
however, who bring forward several other argunients
in favor of the great gathering, and we have for
many years been regularly reminded of the touching
effects produced by the singing of the juvenile choi?,
and the threadbare anecdotes of the remarks made
by Berlioz, after listening to the unison of the young
voices, have been repeated until people have at last
begun to believe that they proved the case.

We regard the matter from another point of view
altogether, and as we have sat—for duty has some-
times compelled us to "assist" in the proceedings

—

and watched the unfortunate children, we have felt
that it was decidedly a case for the interference of
one of the Humane Societies. To suppose for a
moment that the meeting can be regarded by the
children in the. light of a religious service is palpably
absurd. After having been marched in detachments
in the early morning from various parts of the me-
tropolis, the unfortunate scholars in their neat uni-
forms, which tell with such striking effect when
massed m troops against the dark background of the
dome, are, by a process easily to be imagined, seated
on the narrow boards, where they remain in durance
vile for many hours while the fashionable congrega-
tion in all the colors of the rainbow assembles.
Then follows the service, in which the part taken by
the children is very limited, and during the greater
part of which they stand without Prayer Books, until
the Bishop, or other diguitary, ascends the pulpit to
preach about them to the congregation below. It is,

in fact, a species of ecclesiastical baby-show, and h,
as far as we can see, as little capable of defence as
the exhibitions of this nature which have excited
such just reprobation, on more than one occasion
across the Atlantic. Musically, there is little in the
service to be proud of. The children take their part

in a few easy chants and hymn tunes, proving most
clearly that they are not as well Innsht as the young
folks who assemble on the flanrlel Festival orchestra

at the Crystal Palace under far happier auspices

during the summer ; and notwithstanding the effect

which must always result from the combined voices

of a number of young songsters, there is nothing of

which the conductors have any cause to boast.

On all grounds, then, religions, musical, and
social, we rejoice that a breach is at least to be made
in this "time-honored custom," and that the "institu-

tion" is likely to be numbered with the things of the

past. If the children are to be brought to church,

let them, at least, be treated like Christians, and pro-

vided with books to use, and space to kneel, and
above all let a sermon he preached to them, and not
at them. Still more, let us no longer afford a spec-

tacle which must make thoughtful men blush, by
keeping up an exhibition which the public pay to see

like any other sight and then go away flattering

themselves that they have performed an act of charity
by contributing the necessary sum to secure admis-
sion. Let all who have been in the habit of attend-
ing the Festival give their donations as before, and
then instead of assembling the children at St. Paul's,
let them enjoy a holiday at the Crystal Palace, and
we shall have arrived much nearer to the true idea of
charity.

The Opera at Naples.

^(Correepondence of the London Telegraph.)

Tou will now guess what the only thing must be
that can interest every class in this city of restless

laziness and indolent activity. Will the opera remain
open, or will the season be ijrought to a premature
close ? This is the burning question of the hour

;

this is the all-engrossing topic which, for the past
fortnight, has absorbed the attention of savage and
semi-civilized Naples. For weeks the pit of San
Carlo has been like a bear garden ; a few generous-
minded individuals have endeavored to support the
artists, but the great majority have spared none in
their fierce desire to ruin the poor manager. Poor,
did I call him ? Why, in London he would be
thought the luckiest of the lucky. He receives from
the municipality a subvention of 350,000 francs
f£14,000) for the first year of his contract, 250,000
francs (£10,000) for the remaining three years, and
he has the handsomest theatre in the world the
largest but one — for nothing. He is compelled by
his contract, a printed copy of which is now before
me, to open the house at least eighty nights in the
year

; but he may also give performances every night
of his life if he is inclined to do so. What would
London managers, who pay j£4,000

, a year for the
rent of a house, which, auditorium and stage, roof
and cellars, might be put bodily into the pit of San
Carlo, say to such conditions f But there is a reverse
to the medal. A London manager may make a
fortune, or ruin himself, at his own sweet will. The
Neapolitan impresario is helpless in the hands of two
governing bodies, who may, if they please, drive him
to absolute ruin. He is bound in the minutest details
by a contract, which, consisting of fifty-eight different
articles, takes up twentv-nine folio pages of printed
matter, and is actually furnished with an elaborate
index of conditions and obligations. In this precious
document every possible contingency is provided for
as scrupulously as though the management of a
theatre were the most important business which could
be undertaken by a State. The exact constitution of
the troupe is scrupulously laid down, and the artists
ai-e specified who are to be respectively di primo
Cartello and di merito distinto. Moreover, the mean-
ing of these terms is exactly defined. Thus an artist
di prima Cartelh must be in the full possession of
his ineans and must not havp been depreciated by
singing or dancing in any second-class theatres ; he
must have sung or danced with complete success and
with the rank conveyed by the epithet primo assoluto,
in three theatres of the first rank. Similarly an
artist di merito distinto must have fulfilled the same
conditions which are here elaborately repeated, ex-
cept that he need only have sung or danced with suc-
cess m at least one first-class theatre in Italy or
abroad. The impresario is also generously permitted
to engage other artists, in'addition to those forming

the two specified companies, hut only after the com-
mission ha.s verified tlic need of any such accession.

The prospectu.s must be published a month and a
half before the opening of the season, and if the ?ni-

pr&snrio fails [n this condition, he forfeits ipso fado
the caution-money he has deposited. Methinks this

clause would ill suit some London managers of whom
I have heard. At every representation an entire

opera and an entire ballet must^e given, or a single

npei-a hallo, provided this latter last not less than fire

hours ! Of a truth, the Neapolitans are a thriftv

race, aud they insist on having their money's worth.
The impresario is bound to give in each principiil

season two new operas ; one mu'^t bo now for Naples,
but mustliave been performed elsewhere with success

—the other TTiust be a work written expressly by one
of the three most famous living composers. Two
new ballets must also bo brought out, each consisting

of not less than five acts. All novelties must have
been produced at least twenty days before the close

of the season. No comic nor serio-comic operas can
be performed, unless they are by celebrated com-
posers, and adapted to San Carlo : even if they fulfil

these conditions, only two can be given in each
season. Sundays, "Thursdays, and high feast days
must always be subscription nights. There must be

in each season at least two "great illuminations" of
the theatre — that is to say, the candles must be
lighted in addition to the gas lamps. The "diapason
normal" must be used "as in Paris and London and
Milan"—a condition from which you will see, astute

readers, that we English obtain credit for a virtue we
do not possess. But surely the officials who drew np
this elaborate document should have known that the

English pitch is half a tone higher than the diapason

normal. The firemen are to attend at the cost of the

municipality, bat any extra men employed by the

manager must be paid by him at the exorbitant rate

of twenty centimes an evening. He is, moreover,

not to receive his subvention intact ; there have to be

deducted from it, according to the terms of this pre-

cious document, "sundry pensions to persons em-
ployed by the municipality, maintenance of ma-
chinery, and foodfor the cats." These expenses, in-

cluding "food for the cats," are to be rated at rather

more than seven thousand francs a month. Cats'

meat must be an expensive article in Naples ! It is

not this, however, that is likely to ruin a manager,
but the double government, for he cannot move a
step without the consent of the municipal authorities

and of the theatrical commission. Flagrant instances

of the effect of this system we shall see anon.

The Neapolitan public has lately taken it into its

multitudinous head that it does not get its full amount
of justifiable enjoyment out of its great theatre. It

has, therefore, hooted down every performance. I

went one night to hear Anna Bolena. The first act

was performed in silence. No sooner, however, had
one unfortunate basso sung a false note, than the

keenly appreciative and merciless public screamed
with rage. This was the signal for the onslaught

;

and there arose such an uproar as in a tolerably long

experience I have never heard within the walls pf a

theatre. All the evil blood of the people betrayed

itself in an instant, and they hooted, and yelled, and
gesticulated as though they had been possessed of

devils ; the place was like Pandemonium broken

loose. Not a note could be heard, and at length the

obnoxious basso walked off the stage. The concerted

piece could not proceed without him ; the other sing-

ers then wandered off, the prima donna. Mile. Kranse,

being shrewd enough to make a low bow to the audi-

ence, for which she received a round of applause, and

the curtain slowly fell. After a long delay, a paper

was brought round to the boxes, stating that those

who pleased might claim the return of their money,

and that the evening would not count in the abonne-

ment. Straightway there was a rush to the ticket-

office ; the "mean cusses" had heard half an opera

for nothing ; but the aionti^^s remained to enjoy the

ballet on the same terms—the evening's amusement

not being reckoned against them. "But why did the

manager return the money V you will ask. Simply

because he was compelled by the authorities, some of

whom are always present, to do so. The same thing

happened with Beatrice di Tenda, and again with

Lucrezia Borrjia. The abonnes were tired of the

operas they had heard all through the season, and

they were determined not to have them any more
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Kniil the prptntsccl nev,' work had been hroutjht out.

There was a tiuce in tile hostilities for one night,

when— it bein^ the King's birthday, and not in the
f-nhscription— the theatre was lighted a piorno. The
coup (I'mil was superb, the two hundted private boxes
all a glow with the brillinnt colors in which Italian

d.'unes luxnrijite, the six hundred additional lights

briiigirg out into strong relief all the admirably de-

si'^ned orntiments of this "golden house" of music,
and the soft sheen of the tapers oidiancing by contra-t
the fuller radiance of the sanlike globes round which
they were clnstered. Then the theatre was closed for

many days after this event, and nothing was talked of
but the forthcoming new opera. At last it was whis-
pered about that the general rehearsal was fixed for

Thursday. On sncli occasions the Municipality de-

cides if the new work shall be given or no, and that
august body alone has the privilege of inviting visi-

tors. This time the antborities used their rights with
avengeance. When I looked down from a box on
to the dimly-lighted house I could see hundreds of
pale faces glimmering out of the gloom, like the
ghostly spirits that look out of Gustave Dore's Dante
designs. At least two thousand people must have
been present. At first they were very quiet, but, as

time wore on, from eight to nine, from nine to half
past, and there were still no signs of beginning, the
guests began to get impatient, and from the vast abyss
of darkness which justified the name of pit, came up
inarticulate yells. The musici.ans were all at their

places, but lo ! their desks were void of music. At
last a gentleman stepped forward on the stage and
explained thatunforseen circumstances would prevent
the rehearsal from taking place that evening. - The
fact was that the publisher ot the music would not
deliver the orchestral parts until the price agreed
upon had been paid. This was done the following
morning, and the rehearsal announced for night

;

bat when evening came the costumier was- unpaid,
aid the trial h.id to be again postponed. Then the
b;isso bec.ime importunate for money, but at last all

financial difliciilties were temporarily settled, the re-

hearsal took place, and was followed the next eve-
ning by the first performance. Much had been ex-
pected ; for Petrella, although unknown in England,

^
has for years been one of the most popular composers
in the Peninsula. His best known work, lone, found-
ed on The Last Days ofPompeii, contains much at-

tractive music, among which may be reckoned a spir-

ited brindisi, for the tenor, a characteristic funeral
march, and a love-duet, which, for delicacy and depth
of feeling, may compare favorably with anvthing in

modern opera. Petrella's Contessa d'Ama'lJi., based
on the story of Octave Feuillet's Dalilah, is a still

more successful work, aud his Pvomessi Sposi, amid
much that is rude and vulgar, contains one duet which
is a true gem. His numerous productions can never
satisfy the exacting musical connoisseur, for he has
no power of development, but his well marked melo-
dies, his keen feeling for dramatic effect, and his ad
coptandnm contr:ist of forle and piano are certain to
strike a musically illiterate audience. In ilanfredo,
his new work, he has flown at higher game, and has
altogether missed his mark. The Italians blame
him for imitating Wagner and the German scliool,
but hjs new manner of writing is no more German
than it is Chinese. His accompaniments are simply
fidgety, incoherent, and unmeaning, while his themes
are at least as trite as ever. He is too old, I imagine,
to be able to modify his style to advantage, and I
vastly prefer his early, unpretending productions to
his last attempt at a higher school. He is also very
unfortunate in his libretto. Manfredo has nothing to
do with the Byronic tragedy, though it is quite as
gloomy.
The prologue opens effectively ; the curtain rises

on the results of an orgie
; groups of drunken cava-

liers have fallen across the tables, which still groan
under the weight of cups and flagons, and women,
overcome with wine, are scattered about the floor of
the banquet hall in all sorts of picturesque positions.
Manfredo nione ia awake ; and, taking up one after
another the senseless hand of some fair courtezan, ha
soliloquizes on the vanity of all earthly joys. His
iMlzenjmnm/r, as the Germans would call it, ia inter-
rupted by the entrance of a pilgrim from the Holy
Land, who inform.? Manfmlo that his mother was
innoeent—we had not heard that she wa« guilty

—

and that she was falsely denounced by the penitent.
Mnnfreth naturally kills on the spot the self-accusing
pilgrim, and is incontinently repudiated by his asso-
ciates for breaking the laws of hospitality. Thus
ends the prologue, which consists of a long recitative,
unrelieved by a melodious phrase. The three acts of
the play arc taken up by the loves of Lina and Kan-
nnccio, who, to he married, need the permission of
their feudal Lord, the Uuke of Scilla. Manfredo has
fl h'lisrm with ilic Duchess, and a meeting is. in dan-
ger of being discovered by the Duke, when, Lina sac-
nfices her own good fame in order to avoid the shed-

ding of blood. On tliis ground the Duke refuses his

permission to her marriage, whereupon Manfredo de-

clares that-he will marry her himself Hence general

tribulation, which is increased by an old innkeeper's

declaration that Lina, bis supposed daughter, is no
other than Manfredo's sister. It generally happens,
by-the bye, in Italian librettos,everybody knows every-

body else's relationship much better than his own.
However, all the characters at this ])oint are at as de-

cided a standstill as in The Critic. Manfredo, to save

trouble, kills him.self; and, thank heaven! the cur-

tain falls—of course to the accompaniment of a cnn-

tahile phrase for the violoncello and a trpmolando fig-

ure on the high notes of the violins. What creatures

of conventionality are these composers I Why must
they make everybody die to the same tune "> You
may easily imagine that there is no interest in the

story, nor is there much in the music. A duet for

soprano and tenor, "Dal core trahocca," as original

in melody as in idea, and a clever phrase expressive

of the cavaliers' mockery of Manfredo, which, al-

though repeated in perpetual unison, is nevertheless

always effective, are the only bright spots in the dull

level of four acts, nor did a second hearing reveal to

me any new beauties. The performance was not

above mediocrity ; Mdlle. Kraus, the prima donna, is

a true artist, but neither in voice, face, nor figure is

she suited to the character of a young and tender

bride. Signor Aldighieri, the Manfredo, has a pow-
erful bass voice, but the rest is, or ought to have been,

silence. Luckily for the composer, the andience were
not of ray opinion, for they recalled him some three-

and-twenty times. On the second night he was called

out only twenty two times, and this diminuendo mo\-e-

ment will probably go accelerando to a full close. The
"poet" was also demanded, and a stout gentleman,

Signor Cimino, who, I am assured, repeatedly wept
sweet tears of gratitude, came on several times hand-

in-hand with the composer. I myself observed him
standing at the wing, aud blowing appreciative kis.^es

to a bald basso who had roared out "Figliuola mia"
as softly as a sucking bull. Several other incidents

of the evening were highly diverting to a stranger.

The audience, glad to hear anything new, were as

kind as they had been cruel same nights previous
;

every well-rendered phrase instantly evoked from
these singularly-gifted people a murmur of sympa-
thetic admiration, and even the execution of short

solo passages in (he orchestra, beyond comparison
the best disciplined I have ever heard in any theatre,

found immediate and never-failing appreciation. The
opera has not been given since, owing to the illness

of the prima donna, whose indisposition, I am told,

may be traced to financial causes.

J. S. Bach's Music of the Passion according
- to the Gospel of St. John.

ET G. A. MACrARREN.

The interest of late excited by Bach's music of the

Passion according to St. Matthew, promises for that

great work an English acceptance, if not as general

as it has in Germany, where all its Choral tunes,

with their poems, are familiar to everybody, that is

still commensurate with the importance of the sub-

ject and the sublimity of its treatment. The Mat-
thew having established a hold on public esteem, at-

tention naturally turns to another work of the same
class by the same artist. Comparative criticism is a

fallacious term of judgment, since no work is better

or woree because of the less or greater merit of an-

other ; but, an examination of the as yet less known
John Passion will be facilitated by reference to the

other, not as a standai-d of excellence, but as a type

of form. Such reference will then be made in the

present remarks, and, in the absence of other data,

the internal evidence of the two will be taken As an
authority for guessing as to which may have been the

earliest production.

No record has been brought forward of when the

John Passion was composed, or when publicly pro-

duced ; Herr W. Rust, the editor of the work as

issued by the Bach Society, states indeed that four

performances of the Oratorio are known to have

beea given during the life of the author, but ho

makes no mention of their lime or place. Further,

he asserts that there are three versions of the com-
position, the second differing from the first in the

substitution of five pieces for as many others that are

quite distinct from them in the original, and the

third differing from the second in the refinement and
elaboration of the details of the same matter. One
of the substitutions of the second version is the

opening Chorus, "Lord, our Kedecmer," which dis-

places the contrapunt.al treatment of the Choral, "0
Man. thy heavy sm," that now stimds at the end of

the first part of the Mutthew Passion. Hero is a

seeming evidence of the earlier composition of tho

work upon St. Jolin'stext ; and tho change is other-

wise remarkable, as the substituted piece, with all its

merits, is less attractive than that which was rejected.

Surmising from this, and from other indications to be
adduced by and by, that the John Passion was writ-

ten before the Matthew, one may date it prior to

1729, when the latter was performed ; and one may
suppose it to be subsequent to Bach's settlement in

Leipzig in 1723, for it was there that he first had op-
portunity to write extensively for the Church.
The design of the present work is the same as of

the other, and in this respect the Oratorio resembles
also several preceding settings of the Passion forjthe

Lutheran celebration of the event. The Gospel text

is set as recitative, the words of the narration being

reserved for a tenor voice, his part being named
Evangelist, and the words of Jesus and the other

persons who speak in the course of the story being
as-signed to a different singer fgr each character.

The words spoken by the disciples, the Jewish peo-
ple, the Roman soldiers, and even the High Priest,

are given to the chorus. This |text consists of the

18ih and 19th chapters of St. John's Gospel, the

fii-st part containing the 18th chapter to the end of

the 27th verse, and the second part proceeding from
hence to the end of the 19th chapter; bur, curiously,

there are some insertions in this from St. Matthew's
Gospel, which show that the composer's object was
rather to make an impressive recital of the story,

than to give a faithful rendering of either historian.

The text is interpolated with Chorals, the -words and
inseperable scenes of which illustrate the points

where they are introduced. It is further interpolated

with Choruses and Airs, described by German
writers as "reflective pieces," which form a commen-
tary on the Biblical narrative.

The poetry, so to speak, of the "reflective pieces,"

is based on that of the John Passion of Handel, with

which Bach must have been familiar, for a copy in

his writing is extant of the entire work of Handel.
This is the production of one Brockes, a member of

the Town Council of Hamburgh, and it abounds in

coarseness of expression, such as at the time was
not uncommon in the treatmant of the sacred story,

inwhich it was usual to exaggerate in some degree

the personal, at the expense of the doctrinal aspect

of the subject. These turns of phrase are materially

modified in Bach's version, always to their literary

improvement, and to the idealization of the theme;
and internal evidence suggests that the alterations

may be due to Bach himself, as there 'can be little

doubt is the arrangement of the entire book, as to

where the Gospel text should be broken by the inser-

tion of Chorals and lengthened compositions, where
by the insertion of scriptural passages from another

source, and as to the choice of the Chorals.

The following speculations are offered as to the

possible evidence within the two Oratorios of the

later composition of that to St Matthew's text. In

the work under notice, the words of Jesus are not

individualized from the rest of the recitative by the

accompaniment of string instruments, a beautiful de-

vice by which, in the Matthew Passion, the sacred

person is surrounded, as it were, by a glory that dis-

tinguishes his figure from every other in the story.

This conception is too poetical, and its good effect is

too apparent for it to have been discarded by the

same composer in a subsequent work of the same
class ; but it may naturally have occurred to him
when pondering a completed composition, and con-

sidering how further he might idealize the subject in

an after setting of analogous text. Again : those

passages in the Gospel which are assigned to the

chorus are here so amplified by repetition as to form,

in some cases, the groundwork of extensive composi-

tions—for instance, those beginning "If this man
were not an evil-doer," "It is not lawful," and "Lot

us not divide," in the second part ; whereas, in the

other work, if such passages are not set totally with-

out repetition, as is the case with those for single

speakers, they are repeated to such extent only as to

give an idea of multitude, and so to increase, not to

annul, the dramatic force of their setting. It would

be matter indeed for regret, were any one of these

noble pieces any shorter than it is : but the more one

admires their musical beauty, the more one must feel

their dramatic unfitness, and hence arises tho surmise

that bo who had written the concise, terse, living

ejaculations that animate the action of the Matthew
Passion, could not afterwards set like passages in

the comparatively cold, because diffuse and quite

didactic, manner of those before ns. And yet again :

in the John Passion, after what would else be the

final (;horus, "Rest here in peace," is a Choral,

"Lord Jesus ;" but in that according to St. Matthew,

tho Chorus "In tears of grief" concludes the work.

Now, the purpose may have been good of assigning

to the people, whose part throughout the f)ratorio is

eminently conspicudus, the task of closing it with

one of the Hymns that served to enchain their atten-

tion to tho performance, as much as to enlist their
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serTices therein
; but it is not unlikely that, in Bach's

own lime, the people's hymn-singing may have been
perhaps unsteady, and that such a tormination to a
work may consequently have been somewhat vague
and undecided ; if so, his experience of this would
prompt hira to hnish a later work with a piece for his

trained and controllable executants only, which
would be more impressive, because more definite than
the other.

From these indications, if they may be regarded as
such, and from others that it would be tedious to par-
ticularize, it may be assumed that the John Passion
was a kind of sketch or study for the other, having
tested his powers upon which, and strengthened them
by exercise. Bach devoted himself to the grander
work, which was fitted by the more dramatic form
of the Apostle's relation, and by its superior sugges-
tiveness, to become so mach greater as it is than its

predecessor.

In a composition of this structure, the narrative
recitative is the portion of primary importance ; for,

though the rhythmical portions be more musically at-

tractive, they are designed to illustrate and to relieve
this, and must therefore be esteemed as subsidiary to
it. In speaking of the recitative in the present work,
one technical speciality must not be unnoticed, but it

may be briefly mentioned and dismissed. Nearly al-

ways, the vocal closes are followed by a second" in-
version of the tonic harmony preceding the penulti-
mate dominant chord. This is so unlike the general
use of composers, including Bach himself, as to be
remarkable on that account; its eflfect is to prolong
the vocal cadence in the accompanime't, and to con-
nect it with the sequel, whether this be the continua-
tion of the narrative or one of the reflective pieces.
The course of the action and the reflections upon it

seem thus to be linked in unbroken sequence, and
the hearer's mind passes from event to commentarv,
as if the one sprang irresistibly from the other. It
may appear superfluous to describe the ordinary and
all-familiar practice of confirming or completing the
vocal closes in recitative with two chords only, those
of the dominant and tonic ; the more definitely ter-
minal character of this form of cadence will be ac-
knowledged by every reader, and the distinction from
it of the form here employed warrants the space spent
on this remark.

It is impossible to extol too highly this portion of
the Oratorio. The words are declaimed in the man-
ner of the loftiest oratory, and in some places with
pathos that seems to be in unison with the fervent
feeling of the Evangelist in relating the scenes he
witnessed, and the doctrines on which the faith and
the teaching of his life were founded. The two pas-
sages interpolated from St. Matthew, to which refer-

ence has been made, are notable ; first, becanse the
same points are distinguished in the other Oratorio,
and second, because of their very high but yet infe-
rior beauty in the present setting ; these are, when
Peter, hearing the cock crow, is reminded of his
Lord s words, and "went forth and wept bitterly,"
and the plaintive melody to these words is strength-
ened by a progression of harmony as fully beautiful
as it is unprecedented, and as yet unimitated ; and
when the final agonyjs passed, and nature is con-
Tolsed as if in horror at human iniquity, the terrible
disturbance of her laws is described. In both of these
passages, as in their setting in the other Oratorio, the
orchestral instruments are unemploved, and the ac-
companiment is restricted to the org'an or the harpsi-
chord—it is hard to determine which—preserving to
the recitative throughout the work its marked separa-
tion in every respect from the rhythmical portions.
One might wish that the extreme high notes of the
tenor voice had been less freely used than they are
in phrases where the declamation of a word seems
not to demand such a strain as they must cp.use the
singer; one must more regret that their difficulty of
performance compels sometimes the substitution of
others, which are practically bettgr, but which must
distort the climax of the passages wherein they oc-
cur, and so weaken the effect. The sentences belong-
ing to Jesus are set with a tenderness that is quite
holy, and with such an obvious sense of reverence, as
makes one revere the great m.ister to whom we owe
this interpretation of the divine character. The
greatest qualifies are needful in the singers who will

' undertake the parts of the Evangelist and of Jesus, the
latter more particularly, becanse it is butbv the nian
ner of the executant that the composer's "conception
can be embodied, and that an audience can be made
to feel the presence of the superior Being whose per-
sonality is represented in his words; the distinctive
accompaniment of the other Oratorio materially aids
the vocalist, nay, in itself separates this ch.i"racter
from all the others ; hut here the grave responsibility
rests with the performer alone to fulfil the sublime
ideal of the composer.
The portion of next importance in the Oratorio is

the treatment of the Chorals. This is to be esteemed

with reference particularly to the situations of their

occurrence, and to the unmistakable purpose of throw-

ing light on those situations by the choice of appro-

priate verses from the hymns with the tunes that .are

dissociable from them, and by the expressive harmony
wherewith the tunes are sustained. There can be no
question that the master has hero harmonized the

tunes very differently from what he would have done,

from what he did, in fitting them for ordinary con-

gregational use—his purpose there was to give broad
expression to the general purport of the poem, while

here it was to strengthen the sentiment of certain

words, so as to make it strengthen the impression of

the incidents to which the selected verses apply. The
harmonization of the Chorals is always remarkable
from a merely technical point- of view, and in many
places it is particularly so on account of the extremely
chromatic nature of the harmony ; the comment that

every piece seems to call forth would be unintelligible

if not read side by side with the music ; but one in-

stance is so unlike any thing elsewhere to be met
with, is so strikingly beautiful, and Ms so truthfully

pertinent to the words, that it may be cited in the

hope to induce the student to examine it separately,

and to regard it as a valuable addition to his store of

knowledge; it is in the Choral, "Thy bonds, 8on
of God most High,'' the setting of the last lino, "We
had- been bound forevermore," where, the piece being
in the key of E, the bass ascends semi-tonically from
B to E, and the progression from .an inverted chord
of A minor to the dominant seventh in the key of F
sharp minor is as beautiful as startling. The effect

must have been very deep, and all but supernatural,

upon singers accustomed from infancy to troll forth

certain tunes which were familiar to them .as is Jhe
Lord's Prayer to our grown up school children, of
unwanted harmonies that give particular meaning to

every word, changing almost the sound .and certainly

the character of the. very notes they sang, as if men
standing on the ground were unexpectedly lifted into

a rarer atmosphere, and consequently breathed and
felt, and even thought, otherwise than they used to

do. In two respects, this portion of the Oratorio suf-

fers from its transplantation into another people than
that for whom it was written ; the English people
know not the tunes which are a part of the very being
of the North Germans, or if they know accidentally

some one or other of them, know it as being in

"Common Metre" or "Peculiar Metre," and by the
unsignifying name of some German city or province

;

and the English. version, admirably as it fits the ac-

cents of the tunes, and as it accommodates itself to

the mechanism of vocalization, fails, and could not
but fail, to represent word by word the sense of the
original, and thus hides the purpose of expressing
with the harmony the sense'of each. This is said in

no disparagement of the translation of the entire

work, which commands, on the contrary, high praise

for its fulfilment of the severe exactions of the most
arduous of all literary labors, the adaptation of syl-

lables to music of which not a note is without its

characteristic purport ; the metrical hymns differ in

structure from the other portions of the work, and in

renderinir them there are difficulties almost insupera-

ble. Nothing can better show the illustrative design
in the various treatment of these tunes, than a com-
parison of difl^erent arrangements of the same tune
when it occurs in several situations of the present

work, and occurs also perhaps more than once in the

Matthew Passion ; for example, "Oh wondrous love"
—which is introduced where Jesus, yielding himself
to the officers of the High Priest, craves leave for his

disciples to depart— is the same tune as, "Oh mighty
King," another verse seemingly of the same poem,
which follows the Saviour's allusion to his heavenlv
renunciation of his earthly kingdom ; and this is the

same tune as, "Oh blessed Jesus." and also, "Mvste-
rious act," -both in the Matthew Passion, and having
reference there respectivelytojosus's prescience of his

betrayal, and the .lews' demand for his crucifixion.

It would amply repay the student of harmony and of
musical expression to compare these pieces, and the
several others that are in like manner framed on one
tune in the same and in the two works ; he will learn
from such a comparison how apparently boundless
are the resources of h.irmony, and how far more
strongly does their just application prove the inspira-

tion of a poet than the mere skHl of a scholar. This
simple reference should he sufficient to instiaate the

search of those who are interested ; to enumerate all

the instances would here be futile as tedious.

The reflective pieces—namely, the Choruses and
Airs—call lastly for consideration ; lastly, because
they are subordinate, in some sort, in the plan of the
work ; lastly, because they are each complete in itself,

comprehend each a complete design, are each extract-

able, and have all interest ot a kind that belongs not
to the other portions of the work. These are, for the
most part, of extreme difficulty; diflSculty more 'of

insight and comprehension than of a mere note sing-

ing, though in this respect some are by no means to

be slighted. Of the songs, t\rt> arc perhaps more at-

tractive— it would he as false as daring to say more
beautiful— th.an the others.

Firstly, the soprano Air, "I follow Thee," which
directly succeeds the sfntement that Peter and John
followed the captive .Jesus to the house of Cninphas,
has a melody of the tendorcst sweetness and of charm-
ing contiuity, one that will plonse all hearers, and re-

pay whatever pains a singer may spend upon it

;

specially notable in it is the ascending phrase to tho

words "encompassed with sadness," where the chro-
matic passing note is a most rare exception from the

practice, of the age and of the author, to employ din-

tonic passing notes only; and the accompaniment of

this song, for organ with two flutes onlv, helps essen-

thally to characterize it. Secondly, the contralto Air,

"It is finished," which f)!lows the last words of the

Saviour, is such a piece of pathos as h.as rarely been
equalled ; in more than one respect this may be liken-

ed to Elijah's song, "It is enough," as in the similar-

ity of its opening words, in its form of an Adagio,
interrupted hy an Allegro, and afrcrwards resumed,
and its accompaniment for the viol da g.imba, which
is analogous in tone to the violoncello employed by
Mendelssohn ; the likeness iroes not so far as tho

phrases, in which the two pieces are totallv distinct,

but it is too obvious to pass unnoticed. The exhor-
tation to follow our Lord to Golgotha, "Haste, ye
deeply wounded spirits," an Air for bass, is remarka-
ble for the choral questions, "Come whore'?" "Fly
where?" that intersperse it, and is on the pattern of

several pieces in the other Oratorio. "Beloved Sa-

viour" is another Air for the same voice which forms

both the counterpoint and the interludes to the Cho-
ral, "Jesus, Thou who knowest death," and is an
admirable specimen of a musical form that Bach of-

ten employed, and in which he was always successful.

The Chorus. "Kest here in peace," that precedes the

concluding Choral, refers to the entombment ; it bears

a strong resemblance to the final Chorus in the Mat-
thew Passion, in having the same key of C minor,

the same 3 4 measure, and even in its phraseology,

one passage in the second part, indeed, where the

bass descends in arpeggio, being alra'ost identical with

one in the other Chorus ; its expression, too, is the

same as that in the piece here cited ; but admirable

as is this Chorus, it certainly suffers from comparison
with the, other.

At the present day, and in this country, it is im-

possible to reproduce the John Passion with precisely

the effect that it had in Bach's time. The subject is

now difl%rently regarded from what it was a century

and a half ago, and the hearers are therefore other-

wise impressible, and this must be taken into grave

consideration in estimating the work. Several of the

instruments are obsolete for which the parts are writ-

ten ; the substitutions, however, that are now imper-

ative, are not more greatly at variance with the seve-

ral versions of the Oratorio than are these from each

other, for it seems that one inducement for recasting

the work again and again, as has alrearly been shown
that the author did, must have been to adapt it to

the means at command on the difl^erent occasions of

its performance. To assign now a part for the viol

da g.amba to the violoncello, one for the lute to tie

harp, and to make some other similar adaptations is

but to meet necessities in' the manner that Bach
would have done ; and though he appear.s to have

set great vjlue on the delicate distinctions of different

kinds of hautboys that are now extinct, and of instru-

ments of tho viol class that are now no longer in use,

he bowed to compulsion when the one of his predi-

lection was not at hand, and we do but as he did in

choosing its nearest representative under the same
circumstances. In our performance of the Chorals,

a still more important deviation from the method of

Bach's time is inevitable. The people here have not

so generally the habit of hymn singing as is common
in the Lutheran Church, even of the tunes they know,
and the Choral tunes introduced in this Oratorio they,

with few exceptions, know not ; hence their talking

part in the performance is here impracticable, and
even in Germany it is at the present day unpractised.

When all tho congregation sang the tune, it was need-

ful to enforce the harmony of the comparatively small

choir with the accompaniment of organ or orchestra.

The somewhat coarseness of tone of all these voices

and instruments probably at their loudest, w.as great-

ly counterbidanced by the f;«t that everybody con-

tributed to it, and no one stood apart to listen
;
gen-

eral experience will attest to vastly different effect ( f

music upon him who sings and him who hears, rnd

some other jneans are requiste to excite? us to tiie

same extent when we are witnesses, than those by
which we should be moved were we participants in

the performance. It is, then, a most happy expedi-

ent to have the Chorals, sung by the unaccompanied

chorus, and to give them the beautiful relief of light

and shade expressed in music by the gradations of
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tone from piano to forte. There is no effect so uni-

versally and so irresistibly pleasing as that of unac-

companied voices ; to offer this at its best before an

audience, it is necessary to vary it by different de-

grees of loudness and softness; and to compensate
for the people's inability to sing their part and to be

thus moved from within by tlie words and the music,

the most powerful external aid must be made to their

feelings, and the means employed in London perform-

ances are to be commended as being the most power-

ful and as producing the desirable result. The Cho-
rals were originally the most impressive portion of

the Oratorio ; so they are now ;
the end is analogous

if not identical, and wo must applaud the very dif-

ferent machinery whereby this end is effected.

This necessarily brief notice of a great work ivould

be more than necessarily incomplete without an ac-

knowledgment of how far its acceptance in England
will be due to the Rev. J. Troutbeck, whose render-

ing of the text shows his comprehension and appreci-

ation of the music as much as his knowledge of the

German, and command of the English language. He
has been singularly fortunate in the preservation of

nearly all the words of the accepted Scripture text,

for this would lose much of its hold on our interest

were it represented in other than the familiar sylla-

bles.

The John Passion has here been spoken of as a

study for the supposed latter work of the master, the

Matthew Passion. Many a painter's study is treas-

ured as highly as his matured work, and so indeed,

if regarded in such a light, must this be. If we pos-

sessed not the latter Oratorio, this would be esteemed

above all price a masterpiece ; the only thing that

can out-price it is the other Oratorio, and that can be

only fully valued by those who have a thorough

knowledge and a due appreciation of the great work
we have now been considering.

—

Land. Mus. Times.

Improvement in Popular Song Writing.
(From the Atlantic Monthly, Jane, 1872.)

In considering the almost innumerable songs and
ballads that are continually appearing in sheet form,

we find that in one respect, at least, there is a marked
improvement upon similar publications that were pop-

ular some fifteen or twenty years ago, namely, in the

great attention that composers of this class of music
now pay to the instrumental accompaniment. Pass-

ing over, as not worthy of note, the vast amount of

music of the sentimental negro minstrel stamp, music
which is about as faithful an exponent of the true ne-

gro musical spirit as our sensation dramas, like "Un-
der the Gaslight" and "Across the Continent" are of

the manners and customs of so called fashionable

American society, this feature in the vocal sheet mu-
sic of to-day seems worthy of notice as indicative of

an advance in musical taste and appreciation in our

as yet not highly cultivated musical community. Be-
fore the songs of Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann,
and Robert Franz, and the operas of Meyerbeer and
Gonnod, had become as generally known as they are

now, the popular songs and ballads both of English

and American composers were generally modelled
upon the Dempster ballads,—songs which, if not of

any great musical significance, were, at least, thor-

oughly respectable compositions,^—or upon the Ital-

ian operatic music of Bellini and Donizetti. Old
Scotch ballads like "Auld Robin Gray" were not

without their imitators ; and reflections of the national

Scotch and Irish spirit might be found in many songs

written both here and in England some years ago. As
ihe star of Dempster's popularity began to wane, the

tongs of Franz Abt, a composer who has caught
much of the Suabian and Tyrolese spirit, came into

vogne, and at one time "When the Swallows home-
ward fly," and a few others of the same stamp, bade
fdir to banish even such standard favorites as "Auld
Robin Gray" and "Comin' thro' the Rye" from the

music-racks of our singing amateurs. Although the

models after which these various songs were fashion-

ed were naturally widely different in character, they

had one great family resemblance. They were all

more or less perfect representatives of the national

folk-song of their respective countries, and their most
fl riking feature was their purely melodic character.

They were as simply harmonized as possible, and the

accompaniment acted aii little more than the bar<'st

sopport to the voice. The same three or four simple

mo<lulation8 from tonic to dominant or subdomin.int,

with some few minor chords, were to be found in

them all ; and anything like an accompaniment in

itself musically interesting, much less an insinimcn-

tal oljligalo standing in contrapuntal relations to the

principal ihemc, was not to be thought of. This
simpliciij' of harmony was not in itself any thing de-

rogatory to the musical spirit of the lime. Neither

the Scotch, Irish, or German folk-song demanded
anything more than the simplest harmonic progres-

sions, and the brilliant and finished vocal writing of

the Italian operatic school would have been rather

embarrassed than helped by any so-called /e«nierf har-

monizing, or contrapuntal elaboration in the instru-

mental part. But as the old saw has it, ''Quod licet

Jovi non licet bovi." The many imitations of natu-

ral folk-songs and Italian opera came in time to be so

much alike that at last their similarity amounted to

the dreariest sameness. Sometimes a song-writer

would imitate all the'difforent schools at once, and
not unfrequently Scotch, Irish, German, English and
Italian characteristics would be huddled together in

the same song in most artless confusion, and always
with the same old tonic, dominant, subdominant,

—

subdominant, dominant, tonic, in the accompani-
ment. It soon became difficult to tell one song from
another. One would begin Scotch, then pass through
a phase of Suabian or Tyrolese lightheartedness, and
off with a burst of Italian fire ; while another, begin-

ning in the depths of Italian sentimentality, would,
by a consoling transition through Scotch or Irish

quaintness, come to a happy ending with a reminis-

cence of the Tyrolese Jodd. The result of this curi-

ous mixing of styles was that, from being a conglom-
eration of the melodic characteristics of many coun-

tries, the popular ballad came to be a thoroughly char-

acterless form of art which embodied the musical

spirit of no country. The vigorous people's-songMnd

the artistically finished Italian opera melody, which
were the prime sources of the ballad of today, be-

came so diluted and vulgarized that all artistic merit

vanished with their distinctive national characteris-

tics, and instead of having a genuine hold upon the

popular taste, these feeble imitations of an imitation

were forced to content themselves with a mere fash-

ionable notoriety. Real popularity must have some
firm foundation in the sincere sympathy and applause

of the people, but anything may hecomefashionable if

it only have the suffrage, either real or apparent, of

some popular favorite. A practice that has always
existed to a greater or less degree became unpleas-

antly prevalent some years ago, namely, the custom
for composers and publishers to pay prominent sing-

ers to bring certain songs before the public. The
(fclat which a brilliant performer can give even to the

flattest piece of music rarely fails to result in the hap-

py publisher's pecuniary benefit; and people are

never wanting who are incapable of distinguishing

between a good composition and an effective perform-

ance, and when they have heard anything at a con-

cert that particularly pleases them, forthwith rush to

the nearest music-seller to buy a copy. Thus hosts

of songs have successively become fashionable from

no merit of their own, but because some popular

singer has chanced to make a hit with them. Such a

system cannot but have the worst effects upon gene-

ral musical education, and we are daily feeling its

evils to a most lamentable extent in the performan-

ces of the various miscellaneous concert-troops that

wander about onr country.

We have tried to show how the popular ballad of

the day is the degenerate, mongrel offspring of the

old Scotch and Irish ballad, the English ballad

through the Dempster songs, the German Volkslied

through Franz Abt and others, aud finally, of the

Italian opera melody. But even before Franz Abt's

st.ir appeared above our horizon, another influence

was at work which was destined sooner or Inter to

have its effect upon popular vocal music in this coun-

try. Two or three songs by Franz Schubert became
not only widely known, but almost universally popu-

lar. The few Schubert songs that were first heard

here were, as far as form is concerned, hardly differ-

ent from the Abt songs that soon followed them ; in

fact, Abt may be said to have founded his style upon
Schubert. But the older composer handled his mu-
sical materials with a firm, masterly grasp that was
not so easy to imitate as the sentimental mannerisms
of his weaker follower. Where Abt daintily appro-

priated certain naive turns and peculiarities caught

from the national P'o/fo/jer/, and arranged them, not

unskillfully, we must admit, to suit the public taste,

much as a Parisian milliner copies forms from peas-

ant costumes and catches hints among the mountains
for those triumphs of her skill that show themselves

on the boulevard, Schubert reproduced with all the

added brilliancy with which his fertile genius could

surround it the very people's song itself To the

vigorous, sincere melody, drawn from that purest

spring of musical inspiration, the heart of the people,

he added a richness ofharmony and a variety in mod-
ulation that places many of his songs in the very first

rank among compobitions in that form. After we
hai] become acrpiaintod with a few, and by no means
the greatest of Schubert's songs, it was some time be-

fore the public taste in vocal music made any further

advance, and the popular ballad ran its gradual

down-hill course unimpedeil. liut In a few years a new
light began to dawn upon us; Robert Schumann,
rriorc introspective and moody than Schubert and at

times more obscure, in a certain sense more romantic,

full of the divine fire, and with such an unconquera-
ble determination to give form to the musico-poetical

idea that was strong with him that he was of necessity

great, if only from the very violence of his victorious

struggle after expression. Next came to us the Rob-
ert Franz songs, in which the artistic form of the

German Lied has attained its highest perfection.

These influences, all of them good, worked quietly,

and if slowly all the more surely upon the popular
taste. Another influence which we will only hint at

in passing has been the public performance of the

best orchestral works of the great masters, as well as

of the oratorios of Handel, Mendelssohn, and others.

But great and good as this influence has been upon
the popular taste, it has only indirectly affected our

song composers. The good seed sown by the Schu-

bert, Schumann, and Franz songs ia already begin-

ning to bear fruit ; fruit of rather questionable qual-

ity sometimes, for the soil has often been none too

congenial, but fruit that shows that efforts are mak-
ing in the right direction, however faulty they may
as yet be. Instead of the old rum-ti-tum guitar chords,

we now find songs written with something that de-

serves the name of an accompaniment. No doubt

the passion for abstruse and unexpected modulation

will have to run a little wild here as elsewhere, and
all manner of violence will be done to musical gram-

mar and form before a reaction sets in which shall

bring matters into the proper channels. The great

popularity of Gounod's Faust has probably given an

additional impulse in the direction of a reckless mod-
ulation, and we doubt whether its influence has been

entirely good in this respect. Young composers

sometimes seem to think that keys were made to be

modulated into, much as the school boy thought that

door knobs were made to be wrenched off, and in the

shortest song they will slip from C Major to Fjf Mi-
nor with an easy nonchalance quite wonderful to be-

hold. But even this very extravagance has had one

good effect. Fifteen or twenty yearr ago, it was next

to impossible to go to a musical party without having

one's ears scorched by hearing some sweet-voiced

amateur, generally, we regret to say, of the female

sex, sing a popular ditty while her fair fingers went
through some mysterious evolutions upon the key-

board, producing a series of distressing sounds which
she fondly imagined were the accompaniment to her

song. Almost all singers have found out a certain

simple series of chords in several keys, and in accom-
panying themselves are too prone to forget that the

proper efficacy of a chord, like that of the decimal

point, depends in a great measure upon its coming in

the right place. But we doubt whether any singer

would be adventurous enough to attempt to accom-
pany "by ear" many of the songs that are written

nowadays. Thank heaven, singers have at last be-

gun to team their accompaniments, or, still better, to

let some competent pianist play for them. In spite

of all the unnatural harmony, forced modulation,

and bad counterpoint with which many of the tnod-

ern attempts at song-writing abound, we hail these

very blunders as indications of improvement, inas-

much as they prove that composers at least lake

pains. MusicRlly considered, one of Bishop's old bal-

lads with its-beautifully finished simple harmony is

worth scores of these modern vagaries, and can, as

far as form is concerned, be placed beside many
Schubert, Schumann, or Franz songs without suf-

fering by the comparison. But we nevertheless hold

that the German and even the modern French song-

com_posers, such as Gounod aud J. Massenet, unfold

to us a wealth of harmony which will in the end bet-

ter repay study and imitation than Bishop's simple

perfection of style.

Mxal Correspnknte.

Chicago, Mat 18.

—

Ex nihilo nihil Jit. So, I

am told, remarked the ancient Romans. But in Chi-

cago it has ceased to be true. During the winter

building operations have gone on with remarkable

vigor, so that one who now traverses Ihe burnt district,

especially on the south side, will find it hard to be-

lieve that the large number of buildings now occupy-

ing the ground were mere heaps of debris so recently

as the 10th of October last.

Musically the city has been in the most quiet con-

dition possible during the entire season. Wo did have

Wachtel and a picked up troupe for German opera
;

but our Lake Michigan east winds proved too much

for him, and the enterprise foil through after two

nightn.

The Oratorio Society had last year a chorus of

nearly three hundred. The library included the
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"Messiah," "Creation," "Hymn of Praise," "Elijah,"

"Judas Maccabfeus," "Eli," and I think one or two

other works. These and the records were burned in

Farwell Hall. Since the opening of Bryan Hall here

twelve years ago, all symphony and chorus opera-

tions have been under the direction of Mr. Balatka.

This gentleman ia an admirable musician, a man of

wide general cultivation, and a good conductor, open

only to the charge of having always to bring out

works with poor players in the orchestra and too few

rehearsals. If he had a fault it was too much good

nature. For ten long years the papers have criticized

his performances in the carping spirit of writers en-

tirely unable to judge of the real difficnlties in the

way of his doing anything, and utterly wanting in a

sense of their duty in the matter of giving a right di-

rection to the public taste. The fire burned Mr. Bal-

atka's home aud library, and he removed his family

to Milwaukee, where there is a fine German musical

society in a flourishing condition. In my opinion this

honest and hard-working conductor has done more
for musical taste in Chicago within ten years than all

the newspapers together. From the members of the

musical profession here I imagine Mr. Balatka expe

rienced little sympathy or aid. It is here "every one

for himself." The theory is that the supply of im-

mortality and glory is a fixed quantity averaging one

quart to each man, and if one man gets a bushel,

somebody else gets a gill. This theory, however, is

not well founded. The intention was for every man
to become immortal and glorious, and if he fails to

be so it is because he neglected the proper means.

The Oratorio Society, as I have said, were left

orphans by Mr. Balatka's removal to Milwaukee,

and penniless by the loss of their household gods.

But after waiting a few weeks we found there were

still some three hundred thousand people hero, and

the managers, Messrs. O. Blackman and A. R. Sa-

bin, began to look around for some practical way of

recommencing operatio ns. Your glorious old Handel

and Haydn Society came nobly to our aid with a do-

nation of sets of "Israel in Egypt," ''The Messiah,"

"David," and some miscellaneous selections. Mr.

J. A. Butterfield was chosen conductor, and W. S.

B. Mathews organist, and work began on the "Mes-

siah." I do not remember whether I have before in-

troduced Mr. Butterfield to your readers. He is a

young gentleman, something under forty years of age,

an Englishman by birth, and of a musical stock. At
an early age he sang the alto solos in the "Messiah"

for the Philharmonic society in his native town.

When under twelve he played first violin in the or-

chestra. With such a beginning he has, of course, a

great comfort in Handel's music and,- a correct idea

of its proper execution. He came to this country

some twelve or fifteen years ago, and to Chicago

about five years since, where he has been occupied in

teaching singing and conducting musical societies,

and the choir of the Centenary M. E. church. This

choir numbers about fifty voices and does the best

things in Buck's two books of Motets very nicely

indeed. I believe it generally has the credit of giv-

ing the most finished performances of any choir in

the city. Indeed I know of no other that attempts

work of this class. As a composer Mr. Butterfield

deserves to be well spoken of. His song "When you
and I were young, Maggie," has reached a sale of

about a hundred and fifty thousand copies. He has

lately written a dramatic cantata, "Belshaizar," which

is scored for small orchestra, and is, I am told, an
exceedingly pleasing work.

Having a room to meet in, and a Conductor, one

would think the society had plain sailing before them.

Such, however, was not the case. The fire left us in

a shape something like this : Suppose all the central

part of Boston burned off, out as far as the Worces-

ter R. E. track, and all of East Cambridge and Cam-
bridgeport. The singers live many of them in

Charlestown and many of them in Roxbury . The

meetings are held in Roxbury, say about half a mile

further out than Hook's organ factory. The Charles-

town singers take cars to the place whore Scollay's

building was and change off to Roxbury cars. In

our case the distance some of our singers come is

over six miles. Notwithstanding this disadvantage

the "Messiah" waa carefully prepared and given

Thursday evening. May 16, in the Union Park Con-

gregationalist church.

This church is a new one, built very much in the

form of an amphitheatre, containing seats for about

a thousand on the first floor, and over eight hundred

in the gallery. The room is a vei^ pleasant, bright

looking one, and is, I judge, a good one for sound.

The organ, standing behind the pulpit, in the gallery,

is a noble instrument built by Messrs. Hook & Hast-

ings. It has three manuals and about fifty stops, and

adds another to their brilliant list of first-class organs'

erected in this city. I would suggest, however, that

a mezzoforte pedal for the great organ would be a

valuable addition to the piano and forte pedals al-

ready present. The pedal organ is very satisfactory,

as it contains three 16 ft. flues, two 8 ft. flues, one of

4 ft. a mixture of five ranks, two reeds (16 ft. and

8 ft.) and a 32 ft. bourdon. Of the performance the

Times remarks :

It is with the most sincere pleasure that we con-
gratulate the Oratorio society on the superb effort of
last evening, an effort which redounds most brilliantly

to their credit, in view of the great diflScuIties which
their energy has so ably overcome. Chicago in her
palmiest days never heard a chorus so admirably
trained, and evenly balanced in its parts. The so-

prani and tenors were all young, fresh voices, and the
brilliant, resonant, unworn tones of these leading ele-

ments gave a character to the choral numbers, which
has rarely been heard before in, similar attempts in

our city. It is to the oratorio chorus that we must
look for those solid, massive effects which contribute
to the dignified, solemn spirit of oratorio music, and
furnish the sublime frame-work for the individual tone
pictures, in which the enthusiasm of the composer
.finds its most rapturous and inspired fiights. Perfec-
tion in choral ensemble wanting, the whole force of
ihe oratorio is emasculated. The admirable perform-
ance of the society in rendering the choral numbers
is deserving of the most unqualified and ardent praise,
and Mr. Butterfield, the skillful and sympathetic con-
ductor, has indeed reason to be proud of the masterly
style in which his chorus singers have responded to

his careful and judicious training. The chorus con-
sisted of 150 voices, gathered from the best musical
material in Chicago ; and the long and severe train-

ing to which they have submitted themselves bears
its legitimate fruit in perhaps the finest choral efforts

that have ever been given in our midst. 'The orches-
tra was no less good, and its only fault perhaps was
that it was not quite large enough, as there were not
more than 40 pieces. 'The grand mass of vocal har-
mony might, perhaps, have been more fittingly sus-

tained by a heavier orchestral accompaniment, yet
none but the most carping critic would be disposed to

find fault, particularly as the organ under the master-
ly manipulation of Mr. W. S. B. Matthews lent its

swelling notes to augment the force of instrumental
sound.

The fine performance of the delicious P_astoral sym-
phony was one of the notable facts of the evening.
The orchestra in some of the choral numbers showed
itself not fully balanced through, its lack of brass,

but in the symphony, this want was not felt. The
exquisite prelude reminding the hearer of cloudless
oriental nights, balmy winds, and the Arcadian joys
of happy shepherds leading their flocks beside green
pastures and still waters, was given by the strings

and reeds with a soothing, dreamy sweetness, whose
sympathetic mastery over the feelings could not have
been more effectively rendered by Thomas' orchestra,
which, for Americans, stands as the highest type of
instiumental perfection. The close of the symphony,
where the reeds cease their cheerful human sounds,
and the strings faint away in the softest pianissimo,
was rendered in the most delicious manner under the
accomplished baton of Mr. Butterfield, and had the
occasion permitted there would have been an impera-
tive demand for a repetition of the whole symphony.
The perfect unison of chorus, orchestra, and organ
was a notable feature of the oratorio, which it has not
always been the privilege of critics to remark favora-
bly of on similar occasions.

The solo parts were taken by Mr., S. C. Campbell

and Mr. Jas. Gill, bassos, Mr. Alex. Bischoff tenor,

Mrs. Clara Huck and Mrs. Carpenter, soprani, and

Mrs. J. M. Davidson, contralto. Mr. Campbell

showed himself wanting in experience in oratorio

singing, but the air "Who may abide" was very well

done indeed. The bass songs in the latter part wer^

given by Mr. James Gill, a new comer here. Mr.

Gill is a teacher of singing, brought here last year

from Leipzig, with a great flourish of trumpets, car-

ried, I think, to such an injudicious ex tent as to dam-

age his ready acceptance by the general public. Ho
is a Scotch gentleman, with a good but not heavy

baritone voice, and an admirable method of singing.

He certainly did the trumpet song and "Why do the

nations" very excellently. Mrs. Davidson has a

strong contralto voice, but not the artistic culture for

such a part as fell to her the other evening. Her be-

setting sin is the tempo rubato, which, of course, plays

"hob" with the figuration going on in the orchestra.

To such an one Balatka used to say ; "Why, mad-

ame, you might as well put a stovepipe hat on Julius

Csesar." Mrs. Carpenter did not prove equal to the

occasion. Mrs. Huck is the wife of a wealthy citi-

zen. She studied for the opera in Berlin. Lovely

in person, attractive in deportment, and the possessor

of a delicate yet powerful and exquisitely pure so-

prano voice, she is a prima donna of whom any city

might be proud. She is new to oratorio, but I hope

the warmth of her reception the other night will ena-

ble us to hear more from her.

All the papers agree that in point of precision in

attack, steadiness of performance, and balance of en-

semble the choruses were never done so well here be-

fore. One paper, indeed, advised the selection of a

more brilliant organist. The solo stops were not

shown enough for him ! The truth is, you know, the

organ part of the "Messiah" is really . diflicult, and

that it was done with smoothness and steadiness and

sufiicient power, ought to satisfy the sapient critic.

The Tribune says: "The success was chiefly due to

the superior excellence of the chorus, which was, per-

haps, the best in balance and training we have ever
heard in oratorio. Each of the concerted numbers
was given with superb precision and effect."

I greatly fear, Mr. Editor, I weary your patience,

yet I cannot forbear to refer to the beauties of criti-

cism as manifested by one paper which began its

critique with the statement that the west side had en-

joyed three important musical privileges this week ;

"The Jubilee Singers, The Oratorio of the AJessiah,

and Blind Tom" (!)

Der Fketschdetz.

New York, Mat 2.5.—An excellent concert was

given at Steinway Hall, May 13, by Senor Sakasate

with the following programme :

Duo for Piano and VioHn.
On themes from "Don Giovanni "

Tieuxtempfl and Wollf
Mis3 Marie Krebs and Senor Sarasate.

Song. "If thou could'f-t know." Balfe.

Miss Gomien.
Fantasia for Violin Alard.

Senor Sarasate.

Grand Aria. "Faust," Duchautr.
Mile. Corradi.

Polonaise for Piano Chopin.
Mies Marie Krebs.

Duo. From "Martha," Fiotow.
Mile. Corradi and Miss Gomien.

Violin Solo, "MelanchoUe," Prume.
Senor Sarasate.

Ballad
Miiss Gemien.

Faust Waltz. From Gounod's Opera Liszt.

Mi.is Marie Krebs.
Polonaise. "Mignon," Thomas.

Mile. Corradi.
Trio. Mendelssohn.

Miss Marie Krebs, Senor Sarasate, Mr. L. Ducbauer.

With the exception of Vieuxtemps, I have heard

no violinist in America whose playing equals that of

Sarasate. His execution is perfect, and he draws

from his instrument a tone which, for purity, leaves

nothing to be desired, although not as broad and well

sustained as that of Joachim. He is young and has

undoubtedly a brilliant artistic career before him. It

is, however, to be regretted that his selection of pieces

is so seldom worthy of his splendid playing.—A fan-

tasia on Der Freyscliutz was substituted for that of

Alard on Auber's La Muette. In the Mendelssohn Trio
(D minor), which was not given entire, the harihoni-

um made a poor substitute for a violoncello. Miss
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Krebs p:nve a brilliant and effective rendering of the

Chopin Polonaise, bnt, ns it seemed to me. did not

play witli quite her usual delioncy of touch. The pi-

ano on which she pla3'ed'the Faust waltz is the fa-

mous Twenty five Tliousandth Grand, recently made
by the Steinways. It contains a new improvement

in the treble scale, which gives a peculiar singing

quality to the high notes. It is no exaggeration to

say that Chickering and Steinway now lead, not only

America, but the world in the manufacture of piano-

fortes.

The Steinways, in honor of the completion of the

fine instrument above mentioned, gave a reception

and collation to the artists and journalists of the city.

New York is indebted to this house for one of the

most elegant concert-halls in the world ; and their

experienced manager, Mr. Petri, who is himself a

thorough mu-^ician and an excellent composer, has

always a kind weFcome and a timely word for every

artist or friend ot art.

The delightful "Summer-Nights* Concerts" at

Central Park Garden, re-opened on Monday evening

Slav 13, and will be continued every night until au-

tumn. Mr Koch, the proprietor, has refitted the

handsome salle with full-length mirrors and other

decorations which add to its attractiveness ; and Jiere

thoseof us who are denied the blessing of a summer
in the country; can nightly listen to excellent music,

by the best orchestra in America, under the direction

of Theodore Thomas. This orchestra now num-
bers some fifty performers, whose playing, owing to

skillful direction and constant practice, has reached a

perfection which must be heard to be realized. The
garden and hall were almost overcrowded on the

opening night, and the attendance continues undi-
minished, a'though the warm season has not fairly

begun. Most of the music is of a high: order,

and even that which is lightest has something to re-

commend it. Every Thursday evening the second
part of the programme is devoted exclusively to class-

ical music. The selections for the opening night in-

cluded the ever popular overture to "Wm. Tell;"
the Bridal chorus and march from Lohengrin ; Liszt's

arrangement of the Beethoven Trio, op. y7 ; selec-

tions from Preciosa, full of wonderful beauty^the
^faf)ic Flute overture

; Gounod's Saltarello ; Over-
ture to "The Desert Flower" by Wallace ; two
Strauss Waltzes, and a quaint air attributed to Louis
XIII, which brings to mind at once the Gavotte in

the second act of Mifpion.

Wiiereelse can one listen to such music and at the

same time enjoy the charming social freedom of a
German beer earden ?

On Saturday evening, May 18, the Liederkranz
gave a concert at Steinwav Hall in honor of Feanz
Abt. who officiated as leader in two of the selections.

Meyerbeer's Ninety-first Psalm was the chief feature of

the entertainment. The Mulder-Fabbri Opera
Troupe .undaunted by repeated failures, have begun
a short season of German Opera at the Academy of
Music Last night they gave Meyerbeer's "Proph-
et," and for next week they announce Tannhauser,
with Franz Aht as conductor.

Mr. Wm. Scguin announces a summer season of
English Opera at Hryant's Opera House, beginning
June 3, and consisting of twelve nights and two mat-
inees. A. A. C.

( Tno late /or last number.)

NEW YORK. May 11. Mr. F. Beegner's Annnal Concert,

on the 25th of April, afforded the many friends of that excel-

lent artist an opportani'-j of testifying thfjir regitrd for bim,

which they did by coming out in force and filling Steinway's

amaller baJl to it^fntteflt capacity. The pro^raaime was at-

tractiTe, and Mr. B^rgner waa ai-flipted by the following

arti'^ta: — Mias Anna Simon, Roprano; Mr. .S. B. Mills, Piano;

Dr. L. DamroMb, Violin; Mr. Schueflsel, Violin; Mr. Matzka,

Viola; and Master F. Eatamerer, {pupil of Mr, Burgner). I

gi7e profmmme

:

Cioartijt, in D, Op. (A Ilay-ln.

KccttatiTe and aiia, "I>r»Te pono/' Mozart.
Mi.i? Anna .Simon.

FantaUie Ranfe, Solo Violoncello •: Kommer.
Piano Soloa, a. Imprompta, Op. 66 Chopin.

b. Etade Caprice ftlilja.

3Ir. 3. B. Mills.

SoIoTioIln. a. Noctnrne. 15 minor, Op. 1 r,u i

b. Valse.Dflat,
*^

}
Chopin.

TranwnlpUon for Violin, with Accompaniment.
Dr. Damropxb.

Smut: "Fmehlincffllied." MendelfiAohn.
NoctBme Elegiaque, for two violoncello^ and Piano,

(^harlps Schuberth.
Maift«rF. Kammererand Fr Eergoer.

I need not say how well the difficult "Fantaise Rasse" wag

played by Mr. Bergner, whose broad, noble phrapinfr and fine

intonation were never more manifest. The Quartet was

played with exf^ellent efTect, and Dr. DamroRch gave a skilful

rendering of Chopin's Nocturne and Valj-e, transcribed for the

violin, but he would do well to remember that Chopin is par

excdlence the poet of the piano, and that any attempt to im-

prove upon his compositions by transcribing them for another

jostrument is not likely to be crowned with succcbs.

Mr. Mills gave us a really fine rendering of Chopin's Im-
promptu; but, if he must place has own Etude in such juxta-

position, why not play that first and the Chopin Impromptu
afterwards.

Mr. Lewis Engel has given three Matinees afc the Union
League Club Theatr^ for the purpose of exhibiting the "Engel

Organ," made by Naeham. This is distinguished by an '-ex-

pression" stop operated by the foot, a patent percussion stop

for pizzicato effects, and various other improvements on the

ordinary reed organ. The programmes were somewhat

clasF^cal, including the Andante from Beethoven's Fifth Sym"

•phony; Agnus Dei from Mozart's Firet Mass; Menuet from

Mozart's Symphony in E fl-at ; Nocturne by Chopin ; Gavotle

by Sebastian Bach; Song Without "Words by Mendelssohn,

&c., &c.

Mr. Engel also exhibited the "Piano Organ," ^:- an ingeni-

ous combination of the Engfl-Organ with an ordinary piano

—

on which he skilfully played the Serenade from Don Giovanni

with accompaniment and pizzicato. Connected with the

organ is a knee-pedal by which any note can be held down at

the will of the player, thus producing effects impossible on

the ordinary organ. But I imagine one would require a

liberal education to manipulate the machine. A. A. C.

PHILADELPHIA, Mav 25. Franz Abt is amcng us ; at

last he has fulfilled the oft-repeated promises of visiting us.

He arrived in Philadelphia, on Wednesday, May 15, and was

enthusiastically received by the German Singing Societies.

He was the guest of Martin Landenberger, E^q., and at this

gentleman's house on Wednesday- evening he wag tendered a

serenade by the German Societies- Musically it was not a

success; the "ruination" of everything was the decided and

emphatic singing out of tune of almost every Society,

On Thursday evening Herr Abt attended a rebefirsal of the

programme for the concert to be given in his honor the next

evening.

On Friday evening the Academy of Music was well

filled with an enthusiastic audience. The Concert was

given by the Maennerchor, Saengerbund, Junger-Maenner-

chor, Harraonie, and the Vocal Union, this last being com-

posed of American singers. Messrs. Gastel, Himmclsbach,

Kopta and Hennig, and Miss Bertha Krause, also took part.

I enclose the programme:—
.Tube] Overture 0. M. V. Weher.
Chorus—"Morgenlied" ("Morning Song") ,F, Rietz.

By the Combined Societies.

Chorus—"Wnsserrose" ("Water Lily") Franz Abt._
Vocal Union.

Trio D-moll ' .Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
Messrs. Himmelsbach, Kopta, and Henni/.

Chorus—"Oy bin," Franz Abt.
Saengerbuud.

Soprano Solo—"Verlegenheit," : Franz Abt.
Miss Bertha Kra,use.

Chorus—"Ich muss nun einmal singen". ... .Franz Aht.
Male and Female voices of Harmonio.

Overture—''Ruy Bias" Msndelssohn-Bartholdy.
Chorus—"Wehmuth" .Schubert.

Junger Maennerchor,
Violin Solo—"Ballade and Polonaise" Vieuxtemps.

Mr. Wenzel Kopta.
Chorus—' -Pfingstea" Franz Abt.

Harmonic.
Baritone Solo—"Am Neckar, am Rhein,"' Franz Abt.

Mr. Emil Gastel.

Chorus—"Vineta," .Franz Abt.
Maennt'rchor.

Chorus—"Sie^esgcsang der Deutsehcn," Tranz Abt.

Mr. Carl Sentz led the orchestra, the "Juhel Overture"

was clearly, though not strikingly, given.

The pieces rendered by the Combined Societies were con-

ducted by Abt himself. When he appeared- to conduct

the "Morgenlied" he was royally received. He is a modest

looking gentleman of medium height, rather stout, hut

of dignified carringe. His hair is sprinkled with gray, and

he looks to he quite his alleged age. He is a capital leader.

He seems to hold his chorus in perfect control, so that he

can Infuse into it the spirit of the compoRition. The other

chorus by the Combined Societies was Abt's "Singesgcsang

der Deutfichen': it was given with a burly spirit, hut sadly

lacked refinement. The participating societies did well in

allott<;d parts; but sinfiing nutof tone waschiefly the trouble.

The .Maennerchor in Abt'f, "Vioeta" were very forcible. The

Vocal Union carried (ho palm for delicate pinging; It S^

feeble in forces, hut the way in which they rendered Abt'rf

"Water Lily" wftfl very agreeable. Mr. Kopta in his solo

wds particularly happy. Th« orchestra were conducted liy

Abt. Mi-H KrauT* did not by any mcanfl rjcsorve the encore

filiR ncf^lved for singing •'Verlegenheit" ; it was duo chiolly

to'thft fact of Abt ftcfompanviii'^ her. Mr. (JwHtel fang his

solo with much more fire than unual, and woh loudly encored;

In rei-ponRe he sang Abt'a '"Schlafy wolil," und wan very huc-

cesfful in it.

The Mendelp?ohn Trio was excellently played, Mr. Hennig
especially dca^rving praise.

Herr Abt is much delighted with the reception which Phila-

delphians—not only German but natives—have extended hira.

He left for New York on Saturday, the ISth, but will return.

M- A.T.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Mat 23. Although writing from this

city, I will speak first of a New York matter. The proverb

eaith it is an ill wind that blows nobody good. In visiting the

Central Park Garden and viewing the internjil change", espec-

ially the addition of those great mirrors which illusively double

tb3 size of the crowd of visitors, one may aek if the point of

the proverb may not he predicated of that pistol shot, which,

in the fulfillment of itfl fatal function, preventi-d the desecra-

tion of those consecrated precints by the Ninth Regiment Band

with its tawdry trapping.^ and brazen flare,

Theo. Thomas (the entire sixty of him,) has a pre-emptive

right there, which, not even the thief of a four-hundred mile

railway ought suecoBsfuUy to dispute.

If that sea of glass adds to the resonant quality of the place,

let all rejoice that tb« former genii of the locality are re-instated,

undisplaced by tho?e less worthy.

The name of Thto. Thomas, (multifariously meant as before)

is now a musical hou.=ehold memory and anticipation in every

city in the land. The make-up of a Thomas Concert pro-

gramme is known to be always one of predominating excel-

lence,

I enclose a copy of that for list evening as illustration of the

classic element pr>)mi'«ed for each Thursday evening.

NOTICE —Every Thur^^day evening the second part of the

Programme will consist of compositions of a higher order, aa

movements from Symphonies, Classical Overtures, etc.

1 Festival March, (New) .,. Kreba.

2 Overture.—"Oberon," Weber.

3 Waltz.—"Wine, Women and Seng,*'.. Strauss.

4 Minuetto.—Symphony E flat ..Mozart.

5 Ballet.—"Faust," - Gounod.

6 Overture.—"Egmont," Beethoven.

7
AdHgio,

) (^ocpan Symphony," Op. '12, Rubinstein.
' Scherzo, (

j i j t'
>

8 Introduction, Chorus an.! Marr-h Wagner.
Third Act (Loht^ngrin)

9 Overture. "La Onzza Ladra." Ro<:sim.

10 Wultz, "On the beautiful blue Danube," Strauss.

II Polka, "Gracioso,"' ^ Haas

12 March, "Tannhaeuser," Wagner.

The listening to such a programm.V^ devoid, as it is, of the

solo element, is like the view in a gallery of great paintings,

in which if there be portraits of persons, (soloe) they are bu

the adjuncts in a great design. The only soloist here was the

conductor, and his instrument, the baton. But his unob-

trosiveness offers a marked contrast to the frantic air sawing

frequently and fruitlessly indulged in by persons occupying

the conductor's stand, and even to the fanciful batonic

gyrations with which the elder JulHcn was wont to "conduct"

the audience.

One other matter which will interest all "orthodox" iToston-

ians, because Mr, Hepworth's name is associated with it-

As is well known, his new Society meets for worship in Stein-

way Hall. The singing is purely congregational, my good

friend, Mr. Sigismund Lasar, being the organist. On meet-

ing hira recently he said, "I can now adopt the language of

old Simeon; Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in

peace. I have long wished, hut scarce dared hope to hear an

American congregation sing Luther's '.Em feste Burg is^

\i7iser Gntt ; ^hut on Ifist Sunday morning it was sung in

Steinway Hall. We are to use it six Sund;iys consecutively,

to make it familiar."

A Brooklyn item of interest is the lately promulgated

annual statement of the Philharmonic directors, from which

it appears that after paying conducor, (Mr. Bergmannj

orchestra, (60 picked men of tbf New York Philharmonic one

hundred), soloists, &c., they have two thousand and eight

dollars and odd cents in the trea&ury. Whereupon the Daily

E!igle advises them to take a hint from Theodore Thomas, and

use the surplus in providing the material to "lighten and

freshen" their future programmes. The city will furnish

music in Prospect Park on Saturdays during the summer,

commencing June 1. T. E A.

f iBtgijf B Iflurnjtl of ISwsir.

BOSTON. JUNE 1, 1872.

The School Festival.

When we said the good mufiic was all over, we did

not realize that one of the most beautiful and most

suggestive of onr annual festivals was coming round

so soon The event of last week was the Fifth Musi-

cal Exhibition of the High and Grammar Schools of

the city of Boston, under the direction of (ho Stand-

ing Committee on Music, of which Dr. Uimiam is

still at the head. This was an occasion most delight-

ful and insiiiring, both to the participants, and to the

few thousands who wore favored with the card of in-
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vitation. There has been much complaint in past

years that the members of the city government mon-

opolized the distribution of the ticliots, and that not

even the music committee were allowed much influ-

ence in it. This time a partial remedy was found in

pivinff the performance twice, on the afcernoons of

Wednesday and Saturday, May 22 and 25th,—the

latter opportunity being for the special benefit of the

parents of the children who sang, and surely no class

had a better right. But even then, the Music Hall

twice filled contained but asmall portion of the many
who desire to witness such a manifestation of the

most beautiful and most expressive phase of culture

and refinement in our public schools.

There was no exhibition this year of the Primary

and youngest scholars ; and there were no specimens

of the musical or the "vocal-gymnastic'* drill, illus-

trating the mode of teaching, as on former occasions
;

the old wearisome practice of speech-making, eulogy

and exhortation, had been wisely dropped some years

ago ;—so that now it was something rather higher

than an Exhibition ; it was purely a musical, and we

might almost say, an Artistic Festival. A pro-

gramme of good music, choral and orchestral, well

selected, well arranged, was carried through without

interruption. One enjoyed tlie children of course,

and these evidences of their wise training and great

progress ; one also enjoyed music.

With the first sounds of the Voluntary on the great

Organ,—one of the effective French OlTertory pieces,

(would not strains more joyous and more tranquil,

with less of the tragic opera intensity, have been

more in the spirit of the hour ?), brilliantly played

by Mr. Shaeland, one of the principal and most

successful music teachers in the schools, that beauti-

ful kaleidoscopic scene, which need not be again de-

scribed, began to repeat itself, more beautiful than

ever, of the long files of white-robed blooming girls,

entering from all points and moving with mathemat-

ical, say musical precision to their several places on

the great amphitheatrical platform, built up around

the organ ; then the boys of the Grammar Schools in

many streams converging into the central space and

background ; closely packed in front of them was

the orchestra of the Harvard Symphony concerts
;

finally, with quick military word and step, two bat-

talions (tenor and bass), from the Latin and the Eng-

lish High Schools, forming to the right and left in

fi'ont of all. This one scene was enough to show how
unity of measured movement, the joy of harmony,

the freedom of law, pervades the whole school disci-

pline. As for the picturesque ensemble, with the

contrasts of white and colors, it seemed to rival the

apple blossom glory of the country in that very week,

while the compact mass of "sober-suited" boys might

well suggest the patches of ploughed land.

The conductor, Mr. Julius Eichberg, general

Supervisor of Musical Instruction in all the schools,

and having the immediate charge of that in the Girls'

High and Normal School, stood at hisj desk in the

centre, and at the tap of bis baton the whole 1400

singers rose like one, and sang in four-part harmony

a grand old Cboral, "Praise God, ye people, with ac-

cord," ascribed to Nicolaus Hermann, 1554. It was

given with great precision beth of time and tune,

with a free, full delivery of tone,—perhaps somewhat
too uniformly loud ; but making fair allowance for

the blatant quality of unsubdued boys' voices, it was
good honest choral, singing, grandly impressive. The
tenors told well ; but we confess our inability to pal-

pably identify the bass sounds with the battalion on
the left ; whether the voices were too few in propor-
tion, or too undeveloped, or whether the fault lay in

our own sense of hearing, or our place, we know not
;

or whether the voices were covered up by the instru-

ments ; for, what with orchestra and organ, bass there

was in plenty.—Next came a fine piece, solo and
chorus, also in four parts, from Mendelssohn's Lauda
Sion; "Sing of judgment, sing of mercies," &c., in

which the solos were sung by the pupils of the'Girls'

High and Normal, Highland (Roxhury), and Dor-
chester High Schools. The solos were given with
right musical and true expression, and in the respon-

ses th? full chorus poured .in like abroad uplifting

Soodtidc. Here, as in all the singing, one could not

help remarking the vast improvement within a few

years, and from year to year, in the average quality

of tone in these young voices ; it shows that they

have been developed, so far as it is possible in class

teaching, upon sound principles ; that the voice has

not been forced beyond its natural and easy compass,

but has acquired strength by daily exercise within

the medium range of tones.

Next, the Orchestra of over fifty instrnments gave

an effective rendering of Weber's "Jubilee" Over-

ture,—a fitting prelude to the jubilant choruses that

-followed. These were the Glee by Macfarren

("Light and laughing summer sky") a light, quick,

buoyant melody, which rang out cheerily and sweet-

ly, though the outline was not quite so perfect fat

least on the first day) as that of the slower move-

ments ; a Trio : "The heaving Billow," by Verdi,

not in his overstrained and morbid mood at all, but

healthful, tranquilizing, and delightful ; it was even

delicately sung ; lastly, a spirited and jovial "Sailor

Chorus" by Wallace, with a liquid, graceful turn of

melody, that went to a charm, so that there was loud

call for a repetition.

Here came pause for a few minutes, filled with that

peculiar, fascinating lawless music, the multitudinous

hum and brook-like babble of all those young voices

eagerly engaged in talk. The sumptuous Overture to

Semiramide opened the second part of the Concert.

A "Chorus of Angels," in four parts (soprani and

alti), from Benedict's "Legend of St. Cecilia"

was very evenly and purely sung by the pupils of the

several Girls' High Schools. And then came the

noblest selection in the programme, the Chorus with

Soli (by pupils of the High Schools) from Mendels-

sohn's Aihalle: "Heaven and earth display," &c.

This was the highest effort, and, artistically, the

crowning achievement of the concert ; the chorus,

twice returning after the subdued and sweet reflective

solo passages, rang out with a sublime effect. The
solo by the collective Contraltos was particularly

rich. All that was needed to the full intention of the

composition was bass voices. But the excitement
reached a climax in the "National Hymn," compos-
ed for the occasion by Mr. Eichberg. The words,
which have been much admired, are understood to

have been written by his daughter, and are as fol-

lows :

To thee, countrv, Rreat and free,

With trustiDg hearts we cliog,

Our voices tuned by joyous love,

Thy power and prai=ea sinj^.

Upon thy mighty faithful heart
We lay our burdens down

;

Thou art the only friend who feels

Their weight without a frown.

For thee we daily work and atrive,

To thee we give our love,

For thee with fervor deep we pray.
To Him who dwells above.
God. preserve our father's land,
Let Peace its ruler be.

And let her happy kingdom stretch
From north to south-most sea.

The flowing and spontaneous melody, conceived
in a happy. moment, full of fervor and of unfeigned

exaltation, harmonized with a musician's skill, and
set in good orchestral relief, was sung with a will, and
wrought a marked sensation in the audience. Both'

times it had to he repeated, and with increased effect.

A stranger in the balcony, a Southern clergyman,-
was so excited by it, that he claimed leave under the

inspiration of the Hymn, "as an ex-Confederate
South Carolinian," to call for three cheers for "Our
Common Country," and they were given heartily and
ringingly, and then came the repetition of the music.

The new hymn "took" decidedly, nor .can we won-
der that it did. That the tune is really unique and
in the best sense new, it misht be hasty to assert at

once ; and whether it be simple, grand, inspir-

ed enough to gain a deep hold on the general heart

and be the Nation's Hymn (for some predict that) is

what time only can decide.

After a charming chorus by Hatton : "Who will

to the greenwood hie?" between the two stanzas of

which Mr, Eichberg had interpolated a graceful solo

in Wallz measure, the singinir of "Old Hundred,"
with the audience rising and joining in the last verse,

brought these most interesting exercises to a close,

and all went away edified and happy, and occupied

with more thoughts on the whole matter of this musi-

cal school culture, than wo have room to e ven hint of
now. Among the. sentiments awakened, gratitude to
tho_se who have been and are the .wise, devoted lead-
ers in this noble movement, was one of the readiest
and strongest.

Conservatory Concerts.

The New England Conservatory gave its

"224th Recital,"—an artists' chamber concert, or

rather matine'e, for the instruction of its pupils, in

Wesleyan Hall, on Wednesday, May 22, with this

interesting programme :

Quintet in E flat. Opus 16, for Piano, Oboe,
Clarinet, Horn, and Bassoon Beethoven.
Allegro moderato,—Andante,—Allegro non troppo.

Mr. J. C. D. Parker, Messrs. Kutzleb, Weber, Schor-
mann, and Becher.

Song, "A lonely Arab maid." (from Oberon). . . . ; ..Weber.
Miss Addie S. Ryan.

Piano Solo, "Songs Without Words'," Mendelssohn.
Mr. J. C. D. Parker.

Song, "C'est I'cspagoe," Masinl.
Miss Addie S. Ryan.

,

The Quintet, with the original wind instrnments,
(it is more commonly played as arranged for strings),
was a rare treat. Mr. Parker played the piano
part most artistically, and every one of the other
instruments was entirely satisfactory ; the horn, es-

pecially, has very difScull passages which it perform-
ed with great ease and evenness. Miss Ryan sang
the song from Oberon with good expression, and her
voice seemed firmer than when we heard her last.

The Boston Conservatory (Mr. Eichberg's)
had a quarterly exhibition of the Pupils in the Music
Hall last Monday afternoon. The programme in-

cluded ofgan, pianoforte, violin, and solo vocal
pieces : and all of the eighteen numbers spoke well
for the-eystem of iiistruction and the promise of the
pupils. The two most remarkable instances of talent
and of progress, perhaps, were the playing of
Weber's Connertstuck by Miss E.mily Spicer, her
teacher, Mr. Leonhard, sketching in the orchestral
accompaniment on a second piano, and the Violin
Solo (Eichberg's Reminiscences from 1. Puritani)
by Miss Persis Bell. Master Van Raalte's
performance of Vieuxtemps' Fantasie Caprice was
also a very neat piece of violin playing for so young
a lad. A little dot of a girl, too, only nine years
old. Miss Lily Chandler, played some Violin
Variations by no means badly. The organ playing
of Miss Alice Spicer (a Choi:al Vorspiel by Bach,
and the Allegro from Mendelssohn's Second Sonata)
is worthy of mention ; so too the execution of Rink's
Concerto for the flute stop on the organ, by a small
boy bearing the great name of S. Bach! (William
Shakspeare sang not long ago in a Leipzig Con-
servatory Concert.) The singing by pupils of Mme.
Johannsen and of Mr. Gloggner-Castelli did
credit to their faithful and judicious training.

The sudden death of Mr. Francis G. Hill, which
occurred a week .ago at his residence in Newtonville,
was a painful blow to very many musical and other
friends of the dece.ased, who, by his sweet and kindly
disposition, his rare modesty, his sincere interest in
Art and fellow artists, and his zeal for their success,
more almost than for his own, had become attached
to him. Mr. Hill was among the first of Boston
young men who went to Germany to study music.
He returned a really accomplished pianist, but hia
extreme modesty, ever inclined to underrate his own
abilities, kept him from public performance. As a
teacher he was faithful and successful, and as a friend
all who havB come within his quiet sphere have valu-
ed him.

usir Sl>J^oa^.

Vienna. A corespondent of the London Musical

Standard writes :

Anton Rubinstein has taken a formal farewell of
the public, and laust feel Tiimself highly flattered at
the ovation his last appearance gave ri.se to. His en-
gagement as artisticiil director of the "Society of the
Friends of Music" was brought to a close at their

last extra concert, upon the conclusion of which, in

the presence of the committee and the assembled
members, besides all the professionals and amateurs
who had taken part in the concerts, a most elcant
baton was handed to him.
On the 24th of April his newest opera was pro-

duced at the Hofoper, entitled "Feramors." The
music is good, but set, most unfortunately, to a very .

weak ^libretto, a circumstance which will materially .

interfere with its success.

The Italian Opera performances, of which Mme.
Patii was the star, have been brought to their con-
clusion ; but not without one of those manifestations
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in her honor which greet her wherever she goes.

The descent of bouquets and wreaths, which almost
buried "la Diva," was copious tjnd beyond compari-
soD, in fact it was so extraordinarily heavy, that the

fair recipient—quite moved to tears at the favor of

the audi3nce—had to solicit the assistance of six

attendants in order to convey them to her dressing-

room. Besides these marks of favor, the accom-
plished bene'ficiare received several costly presents,

such as a silver table service, a beuquet-holder, most
lavishly jewelled, and a splendid bracelet, ornament-
ed with precious stones of great value,

Wagner is expected here very shortly, and will

treat us to a very grand concert, at which composi-
tions of his own will be interspersed with some of

Beethoven's and Glucfc's. The foundations ot his

Nihelungen Theatre at Baireulh are already being
laid. It will cost 100,000 thalers alone to build it,

and the expenses of the performances which will be
given in order to illustrate his ideas of what an opera
should be, will absorb another 150,000 thalers.

When we add 50,000 thalers for defraying the ex-
pense of the costly machinery which is necessary to

the success of the music, we arrive at a total of

300,000 thalers, a sum equal to about £45,000.
This is a heavy expenditure for the production of a

musical and dramatical composition ; but what we
must e.xpect in future, if Wagner's ideas make rapid

progress.

Paeis. Mr. Oakeley writes to the London Choir

under date of May 8, about the 13th Concert of the

Conservatoire (45th season), giving the programme,

as follows :

Symphonie en ut Beethoven.
Ave Verum Mozart.

Choeur. '

Concerto poar violin MendelPsohn.
Mr. J. White.

Chosur des Genies d'Oberon Weber.
Ouvertere de Ruy Bias .^ Mendelssohn.
Scene et Benediction des Drapeaux du" Siege de
Corinth Rossini.

Le solo chante par M. Gailhard.

The orchestra, under the direction of George
Hainl, plaved with its accustomed perfection of exe-
cution. In respect to elaborate finish, no orchestras

within my recollection—at Berlin, Leipzig, Dresden,
oa even at Vienna—surpass that of the justly re-

nowned band of the Paris Conservatoire, although
the French reading of the music of the greatest com-
posers falls short of that of the Germans in breadth
and grandeur of conception. This was felt in some
parts of Beethoven's first Symphony, and especially

in the trio of its third movement—played, notwith-

standing the exception about to be taken, with mar-
vellous refinement, grace, and brilliancy—at a point

when the first violins, hurrying back to the opening
subject, introduced a sforzando so suddenly and em-
phatically as to produce an effect somewhat sensa-

tional. The passage elicited from the impulsive
audience a burst of applause, and the whole move-
ment was re-demanded and repeated after loud calls

of "bis" from all parts of the hall. Scarcely less

applause followed a magnificent performance of

Mendelssohn's Ruy Bhs, wliich glorious overture ex-
hibits no trace of having been wrilten against time
by a composer whose popularly throughout musical-

Europe seems to be approaching that of Mozart.
Mention of the latter great name shall not here occur
without adding that his divine Are Verum was sung
by the chorus with more attention to light and shade,
with more devotional fueling—in a word, better than
in any country 1 had heard it given.

The operas L^j Hwjnenols and Faust—always in-

teresting to hear in this capital,—at the Theatre
Franijais, and Troralore and Norma at the Theatre
Italien, are at present less remarkable from a musical
than from a scenic point of view. The Lyrique
Company have given an interesting revival of
Weber's neglected "Sylvana," and at the Opera
Comiqae Mozart's /'/V/ziro, and (byway of contrast

in cytry rcpect) Ambroise Thomas's Miijnon have
been the most recent representations.

LondoE.
A NEW ITAt.lAN TENOR.
{From lilt Timrj, MaijU.)

Since the d^mt of the late Signor Oinglini at Iler

Mnjesiy's Theatre, in 185G, when Mr. Lnmley was
manager, no new comer of the sterner sex has ever
been received with such marked and continuous en-

thnsia^m as Signori Italo Campnnini, who made his

(Ifjiul before a I.,ondon audience in Gennaro I Lucrfzia
Borjia), with Mile. Tietjens (the Duchess of Fer-
rara), Sigtior Kota—another new comer—(Dnke
Alphonsol, and Madame Trebelli-Bettini (MafTeo
Orsini). Of Signor Rota we may say at once that
he made a very favorable impression, that he has a

powerfnl voice, a fine stage presence, and both as

actor and singer gave evidence of qualifications fur

bevond the ordinary. But almost exclusive attention

was bestowed upon the new tenor, who, after the

ballad "Di Pescatore," in which Gennaro tells the

brief history of his life to Lucrezia, was at once ac-

cepted. We cannot enter minutely into a judgment
of his qualifications now ; but we may say without

hesitation that a more genuine and beautiful tenor

voice, a more finished delivery, more thoroughly

satisfactory phrasing, and more general musical in-

telligence, have not been knoiyn for very many years

on the Italian stage. That Signor Campanini is al-

ready an accomplished artist there can he no doubt.

That the whole audience— the most crowded of the

season—thought so was shown by the enthusiastic

applause which followed every one of his efforts.

The conclusion of the Opera was like the begin-

ning—a triumph for the young singer, who was three

times called before the curtain, in company with

Mile. Tietjens and Signor Rota. We must not for

get to state that Mme. Trebelli received the custom-
ary encore in "II segreto per esser felice," which she

sang as well as ever. If this Signor Campanini, as

we believe to be the case, is the same who has been
singing the chief part in Tlerr Wagner's Lohengrin so

often at Bologna and Florence, ho must be an 'Italian

tenor altogether out of the way.
The operas this week have been :

—

Don Pasfpmle,

with Mile. Marimon (Monday); fa»s<, with Mile.

Marie Roze (Tuesdi\y night) ; and Lucrezia Borgia^

second appearance of Signor Campanini (Thursday).
Linda di Chammini is announced for to-night—first

appearance of Mile. Clara Louise Kellogg, after an
absence of four years.

RoTAT, Albert Hall. The first of the promis-

ed series of grand Choral Concerts, with M. Gounod
as conductor, was given on Wednesday afternoon,

by command of the Queen, who honored the per-

formance with her presence.

The hall to all appearance was as full as it could

easily be—area, amphitheatre, great gallery, picture

gallery, and balconies on either side of the organ

being seemingly crowded, while very few boxes in

any one of the three tiers, so far as we could observe,

were unoccupied. It is computed that some 7,000

people were present ; and the spectacle was in the

highest degree imposing. The chorus filled the

orchestra to the roof. The lady singers were all

placed in front—with their variegated costumes, a

pretty sight, of cours«—the gentlemen behind them,

crowding both sides of the organ. We are informed

that the number of singers was 1,134—346 sopranos,

194 altos, 236 tenors, and 358 basses, in two equal

choirs. It would be difficult to find place in the

orchestra for another singer, although we believe that

the Albert Hall Choral Society numbers in its ranks

a good many more members.
M. Gounod, on taking his place as conductor, re-

ceived a hearty welcome ; and if to him is due the

credit of having trained this large body of choristers,

a hearty welcome was his right on this account alone,

putting aside bis other and more widely recognized

claims. The choir is carefully balanced in its various

sections, and sings for the most part well in tune,

attacks with good accent, can sing piano as easily as

forte, graduate, when necessary, from one to the

other, and only wants a little more finish of detail,

and of what is understood as "chiar'oscnro," to be-

come a choir of first rate excellence. Such qualities

as this large body of singers already exhibits are much
to boast of. What was done sounded in the greater

number of instances as effectively as could be desir-

ed, and warranted a belief Jhat, in unaccompanied
choral part-song especially, a vast deal may yet be

achieved at Albert Hall. True, there were not many
examples of elaborate part-writing in the selection

;

nevertheless, what there really was seemed in no way
to puzzle the choir ; and perhaps the two pieces to

which the expletive "elaborate" most justly applies

—

one by Palestrina, the other by J. S. Bach—were

among the most successful efforts of the day.

We append the programme entire :
—

"Te Deum," composed by C. Gounod. "Adoro
Te" (Catholic Hymn), harmonized bv Ch. Gounod.
"Kyric" (Mass, "0 rcgem Cieli," Palestrina), ar-

ranged liy Cb. Gounod. "O .Tesus, ray Lord,",T. S,

P..ich, arranged by Ch. Gounod. "Old Hundredth"
(I'salm). harmonized by Cb. Gounod. ("I loved a

Lass" (French Pavane. I6th century), harmonized

and arranged hy Ch. Gounod. "O ! the sweet Con-

tentment" (Pastorale, 1050). harmonized by Ch.

Gounod. "Lovo me true, dear Lassie," .Jacques

Lefevre (Pastorale, lOi:)), harmonized by Ch,

Gounod] "Ave Verum," Mozart, arranged hy Ch.

Gonnod. "Sicilian Mariner's Hymn," harmonized

by Ch. Gounod. "0 Filii et Filiie," Leisring, ar-

ran:.'cd by Ch. Gonnod. "Hallelujah Chorus" (from

the ;l/cJis/'//(), Handel.

peiial loti ces

. DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Pablishod br Oliver Diiaon & Co.

Vocal, M'ith Piano Accoenpaniment*

Dolly Varflen. Song. Bunt. 50
" ** "

,
Brockway. 50

Two PonerK in popnlar atylfi. bpaiinjj on the new
fitshion. Each has a Splendid Illustrated Tille-page.

r'mjust as happy, Darling. Song and Chorus.

3. G to d

.

Harrington. 30

"He's co'r.ing. comin?, coming '.

My darling's coming home."

Very pretty chorus.

Dream of the Better Land. Duet. 3. E^
to c. Barker. 30

*'I dream, T drerim of pleasant lands,

And fair and clou ilesB shores.'

A pleasant and easy duet. Carry it home for next
Sunday evening.

Lilla Darling. Song and Chorus. 3. Ei) to f.

M'Neal. 30
" Come and nine: your song to me,
LilIa,Lilla darling!''

One of the "poft blue eyes and golden hair" style

of ballads, and is very sweet and pleasing.

How *sharaed I was. 2. Eft to e. Bagnelf. 30
"no kissed me thrice.

And said it was nice."

Very merry melody. Comic, and with a "lady'B,"
and "gentleman's version.

*

I dreamed that I dwelt heside a Stream. Sons:

and Chorus. 3. C to e. Keller. .30

"She seemed to me as a beautiful dream,
Too sweet for earth and woe."

A very beautiful Contralto, {or Base or Barytone!
song. Rich and tranquil music and words.

Instrumental*

Dolly Varden Galop. 50
" " Sohottisehe. 50

" Waltz. 50

Here comes Dolly, at last, the lady, herpelf, in splen-
did colors. On every tit'e page. As the picture Is

worth the price, the music is of course thrown in, but
will pay well for the playing.

Adieu. Waltz. 3. C. Missud. 30
"Varies to the key of G and of F. Is quite original,

and therefore has the merit of giving you something
pretty to hear that you have not heard before.

Faust. Fantasie Brillnnte. 5. S. Smith '\.00

Sixteen pages of brilliant musie. The airs comprise
quite a number from the opera, and the composer has
managed to invest them with considerable additional
"hrigiitness" without introdu"ing anything of great
difficulty. Good piece for exhibitions.

Thirty Sonatas bv Domenica Scarlatti,

by 'C. Banck. 'No. 3. 4. F,

Edited
35

The appearance of these Sonatas will at once awaken
the curiosity of playecs, as Scarlatti was, not an *'old

master," but a great-grandfather of those we usually
Btyle "old," and these Sonatas, now first published
are, perhaps, the very first in that form ever com-
posed. To Herr Carl Banck belongs the merit of
brini^ing them to light, anl of "editing" them by
making such slight changes as were absolutely neces-

sary to fit tbera for the Piano forto. an instrument
not dreamed of at the time of their composition.

No. .3 is really musical, and is not a bad piece either

for Piano, lleed Organ or Pipe Organ.

Books*

Sparkmng Rubiks. a Collection of Snirday

School Music. Bq Asa Hull and Harvey ban-
ders, Esq. , 35

To produce a good S. S. Singincrbook, one must not
only be a good composer, but a pood teacher and a
good Sunday School man, and have also a very Ono
tact. The last, certainly, will be conceded to the gen-
tlemen who compiled the "Rubies." The text itself

is very readable, as the titles it contains are novel and
well chosen, and the tunes will be found to be as good
as their names.

The Pilgrim's Harp. A choice Collection

of Sacred Music. . By Asa Hull. 60
One will exclaim, on fleeing this, "just the thing for

our Vestry I" and the good deacons and young men who^
go around to ntiighliorhood prayer meetingH, will echo,
''the be.'<t pockct-Hinctng book we have seen I" It it

that. There are 224 pagca, and each page has a great
deal on It, Rut all is, sorri«how, very convenit'utly

(Utfid In, and the print, althoucrh small, is very cl^ar

and difitlnct. 1'lie scN^otion of tHues, new and old, is

all that can be desired.

AnnnRViATioNfl.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. Thf kfT/ is inarkeil with a citpital lettur, as C, B flat, &c,
A small Roman lett^^ir marks the highft.^t note, If on the HtafT*

an ilrt/ic lottur tlm liigheHt noto, if ahovu the HfjilT.
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and Popular pieces. Any of the numbers of these Catalogues can be had on application.

ABBREVI.4TI0NS.—Pieces and songs are numbered from 1 to

7, according to difiaculty. The easiest pieces, for beginnerci,

like many by Belliik, are marked 1. Commoa Marches, Quick-
steps, WnUzes, fcc, are 2. More difficult dance music, like

most of tiiatof Strauss, and such marches as the March from
F.-iust, are 3. Pieces about as difficult as "The Maiden's
Prayer" are 4; somewhat more difficult pieces are 5; such
ones as Tlialberg's "Sweet Home" are 6, and the more difficult

piece-i of Chopin, Liszt, Thalberg, &c^are 7.

A capital Iett«r marks the key, as, B, C sharp, DA, &c. A
emali Roman lotter marks the highest note (of a Tocal piece),

if on the Btaff, but an Italic letter is used, if the note is above
the staff. Ch- means thit the song has a Chorus,

Instrumental.

COMPOSITIO]!^3 OF G. W. WAERHW.
Song of the Robin. Romance. 4. F 60
Bobolink Polka. 4. B6 50
Ilarry's Mu:iio Box. 2. A 40

Three cbaric taristic pieces, showim; the strength
and brilliancy that belong to this composer. The
last one is a charming lesson for a child learner, and
has a pretty picture of Mr.- Warren's little Harry on
the title.

COMPOSITIOIfS OPH.A.WOLLEIirHAD-PT.
Ever of thee. Transcription. 5. A6 60
Mtfteor Grand Gajop. 5. A6 75

Rich and tasteful pieces, which will well reward
their study.

.

COMPOSITIONS OF L- M. GOTTSCHALK,
Scintilla. Mazurka Sentimentalo. 5. E6 . ... 75
Maiden's Blush. Grand Concert Waltz. 5, E6. 60
La Gitanella. Caprice. 6. G 40
Forest Glade. Polka Brilliant. 5. E6 60
The Dyin^ Poet. Meditation. 5. E6 60
Love and Chiralry. Caprice. 5. E6 75
Orfa. Grand Polka. 5. A6 60
The Water Sprite. Polka de Salon. 5. ,E.. 1.00

A brilliant array of pieces combining power with
lightness and grace. As they are not of the most dif-

ficult grade, a great many of the admirers of Gotta-
clialk will be able to perform them.

A FEW VERT POPULAB PIECES.

Cherry Ripe Schottische. 3. F J. MuncJc. 50
Beautiful Vignette Title, and fine Schottiseh.

Saratoga Schottiseh. 2. F J. Munch. 35
Spirited. View in Saratoga on title.

Holiday Schottiseh. 2. B6 S. C. Foster, SO
Very pretty.

The Third Calesthenic Rondo, 2, F, . . PF. lucho. 35
A famous instructive piece, pretty and useful.

Tell me, Darling-, Quickstep, 3, F...Z)r. Ordivay. 35
Good in Itself, and founded on a song that has made

a " quick-st«p" to popularity.

Dreams of the Past. Nocturne, 2, F. . , . Turner. 35
Very pleasing, and bo easy as to he proper for the

young students' first nocturne.

American Medley, 2, C and G, C. Grohe. 75
Contains the airs "Star Spangled Banner," '' Red,

White and Blue," " Hail Columbia," " Washington's
March," and "' Yankee Doodle," and belongs to a ool*
lection of Patriotic pieces, called

•* Music of the XTnion," all of which have a
colored Vignette title.

Fairy Wedding Waltz, 2, C J. W. Turner. 35
Due of the very prettiest and easiest of show pieces.

Very popular.

Pickwick Galop. 2, G G. W. Turner. 40
Lithograph Portrait of Dickens, on the title. Good

Mu^c.

Mossy Dell Waltz, 3, C J. W. Turner. 40
Nice Lithograph, View of "Mossy DeU." Music in

good taste. Good octave practice.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne. 3, E 6 Cloj/. 40
Fine Lithograph title, and beautiful music. Every-

body likes it.

Sunrise Mazurka, (Le Lever du Soleil), 4. A.
J. N. Pattison. 60

Very spirited and bright.

March des Amazones, 6, E 6 J. M. Wehli. 100
A powerful and showy concert piece.

Grande Duchesse of Gerolstein, In 3 Noa. 3'.
"

G. Mack, etich, 75
Each number contains five or sii of the best airs in

this favorite opera.

La Grande Duchesse, Books 1 and 2. 3. Wels. ea. 75
Eaph book contains about half themoat striking airs,

Snely arranged.

FAVORIT3E3 SETS OF PIECES.
BT BELLAK.

Dew Deops for the Piano Each 20 cents.

1 Ellen and Annie, Schot.
2 Fillo du Reg Quickstep
3 Musket Galop.
4 Bohemian Girl Waltz.
5 Sontag Waltz.
6 Marco Spada Schottiseh.

7 Sea Breeze Polka.
8 Crown of Diamonds Galop.
9 Jewel Schottiseh.

10 Bellsario Waltz.
11 Farewell my Home Walfcz.

12 Martha Quickstep.
1.3 Rocking Chair Polka.
1-4 Lucretia Borgia Walfct
15 Pestal Waltz.

Spake Moments
1 Rubezahl Galop.
2 Dolly Crown Walta
3 Glover's Ballad "
4 I Due ffoscari.

5 My Good Old Darkey Home
'Polka.

6 London Schottiseh.

7 II Trovatore.

8 Natalie- Waltz.
9 Vienna Penny Polba.

10 Rataplan Quickstep.
11 Camilla Waltz.
12 Castle of Flowers Polka.
13 Gentle Annie Polka.
14 Bohemian Chant Waltz,
15 Vive le Roi "

16 Kiss me Quick Polfea.

17 Warrior Bard March.
18 Al' for the Best Waltz.
19 M own Native Laud Sch.

16 Bieu et La Bayadere Galop.
17 Coaxing Polka.
18 Colonello Waltz.
19 Favorite Irish Waltz.
20 Fra Diavola Quickstep.
21 Procession March.
22 Linda Galop.
23 Shells of Ocean Waltz.
24 Pre aux Clercs Q. step.

25 Joyful Waltz.
26 Flower Garden Schottiseh.
27 Cradle Polka.
28 Good Old-Fashioned Polka.
29 Little Darling Schottiseh.

. . .Ench 20 cents.

The Harp that once thro'
Tara's Halls.

Bim borne Bell Galop.
Duncan Gray Polka.
Ingle Side Quickstep,
Hours There Were. Varia-

tions.

Maz. elegante, Wely.
Stilly Night Polka.
Sunny Hours of Childhood

Waltz.
Breams of the Past Polka.
Bonny Boat Schottiseh.
Spare Moments Polka Maz.
Clochettes Waltz.
CauUflower "
Courtesy Polka.
Sounds from Home, Gungl.
Days of Absence Waltz.
William Schottiseh

1 x^erl Waltz.
2 Si^p Bang Polka.
3 Her Bright Smile.
4 L'Elegance Polka.
5 Juanita M.izurka.

6 Caprice Militaire.

7 Leap Tear Waltz.
8 Call me Thine Own.
9 March of the Victor.

10 Guards Waltz
11 Joys that we 've Tasted.
12 Ai'leen Aroon Polka.

14 Kroll's Ballklange Waltz.
15 How can I leave Thee Mar'.
16 Wreath Mazurka.
17 Grand March Triumphale.
18 Drummer Boy.
19 Blossom Waltz.
20 Thou art so Near. Maz.
21 Flower Galop.
22 Kias Waltz.
23 Maryland Polka.
24 Hark ! I hear an Angel Sing

Waltz
13 Bonnie Red, ^^ite and Blue Quia' step.

Now AND Then
1 Hyacinth Schottiseh.
2 Tra'.j trab Galop.
3 Mountain Echo Polka.
4 Rosette Polka.

5 Chime again.

6 Young Recruit Quickstep.
7 Sardinian Waltz.
8 Masked Ball Maz.
9 Smiles and Tears.

10 Dumbartons Polka.
11 Warblings at Eve.
12 Aria Alia Scozzese.

Each 30 cents.

13 Red, WTjIte ahdBlue M^'ch.

14 Lombaril March.
15 IJattle of Prague March.
16 Joy, Joj, Freedom To-day.
17 Now p 0d Then Polka.
18 Casks'* Redowa.
19 Le Torrent Waltz. ,

20 0, Whistle my Lad Q. step.

21 Hail to Thee, Liberty.
22 Pony Galop.
23 I'd be a Star.

24 Verdi Cotillon.

The above four seta include more than a hundred
carefully prepared, easy instructive pieces, nearly all

of which may be marked as 1, in point of diSiculty,
and none would be marked more than 2. They are
in easy keys, very generally in C or G, varying to F or
D in the course of the piece. All are fingered, and
each one introduces a popular air.

. BY GEO. A. RUSSELL.
Popular Echoes. .

.* Each 20 cents.
1 Wildfang Galop. 12 Come into the Garden Maud
2 Mazurka from Dr. of Alcan- March.

tara. 13 II Bacio, Kiss Waltz.
S Five o'clock. Tremolo, var. 14 Slumber Polka.

15 Musidora Polka Maa.
16 Crispino Galop.
17 Minnie's "
IS Fra Biavoio.
19 Polka Galop, from Bon Se-

bastian.
20 L'Africaine Polka Elegant.

4 I would I were a bird.

5 Mabel Waltz, No. 1,
6 " " " 2.

7 Rainbow Schottiseh.
8 RoUa's Polka.
9 Guard's Waltz, No. 1.

10 " " " 2.

11 Meet me at the Lane Sch
The Above are of about the same grade as the pieces

by Bellak, are carefully fingered, and are excellent for
beginners.

BY C. EVEREST.
The Pupils' Folio Each 20 cents.

1 Her Bright Smile Haunts 13
me Still. 14

2 Bolero, Sicilian Vespers. 15
3 Bo they Think of me at 16

Home? 17
4 Chorus of Servant)^. 18
5 Barnes of Seville Waltz.' 19
6 Warblings at Eve. 20
7 Glory Hallelujah. 21
8 The Captain. 22
9 Shadow Song, Binorah, 23

10 Reaper's Polka. 24
11 Red, White and Blue.
12 En AvantTVIareh. 25

Similar to the preceding:
pieces.

PiratesChoruSjEnchan tresfl.

Lucretia Borgia Waltz.
Annie Lisle.

Hans-and Gretchen Polka.
Hunter's Cho. Freischiita.

II Balen, Trovatore.
Air from Traviata.
Serenade, Bon Pasquale.
Angel of Light, Favorita.
Switzer's Farewell.
In tears I pine for Thee.
When the Swallows llome-

ward Fly.

Grand March from Faust.
; excellent instructive

Tnn Pianists' Wreath Each 20 cent^.

BY C. KIM^KEL.
Crtstal Gems ; Each 30 cents.

1 Fairy Footsteps, Waltz.
2 Snowfiake Polka.
3 Cha.rming Schottische
4 Romping Ga.lop.

5 Silver Star Quickstep.
6 Fairy Mazurka.
7 Soldier Boy '8 March.
8 Mabel Waltz.
9 Sweet Kiss, Polka.

10 Rosy Cheeks,Schottische.
11 Runaway Galop.
12 Hilda Waltz.

13 Fairy Tale Polka.

14 Sunbeam Schottische.

15 Whirlwind Galop.
16 Leap-Year QuickFtep.
17 Whispering Love Mazurka
18 Tambour March.
19 Belgravia Waltz.
20 Silver Shower Polka.
21 My Barling, Schottische.

22 FirGt Impression Waltz.
23 Fast Boys Galop.
24 Cornflower Waltz.

Mr. Kinkel Infuses a peculiar brilliancy Into hJa

pieces, which are easy, andcarefuUy prepared for lear-

ners. Most of them may bo ranked among the easier

pieces of the 2d degree of difficulty

BY J. BLUMTAL.
Buds from the Opera.,

21 Zampa.
2*-; La Muette de PorticL
2c 1.' Trovatore.
24 Rigoletto

25 Fra Biavoio
26 Maritana.
27 Cinderella.

28 Cnliph of Bagdad.
29 Le Bieu et la Bayadere.
30 La Traviata.

SI Les Huguenots-
32 I Lombard!.
33 Un Ballo en Maschera.
84 Le Pardon de Ploermel.
36 Les Vepres Sicilienes,

86 II Giuramento.
87 Bon Giovanni.
^^ Robert le Biable.
89 I Martiri.

40 Magic Flute.

1 Martha.
2 Bohemian Girl.

3 Bon Pasquale.
4 Crown Biamonds.
5 Lucia di Lammermoor.
6 Lncrezia Borgia.
7 La Fille du Regiment.
8 La Favorita.
9 Ernani

10 Somnambnla.
11 Linda di Chamonnlx.
12 Moutecchi e Capuletti.

13 Belisario.

14 L'Elisire d'Amore.
15 Norma.
16 I Puritani.
17 William Tell.

18 MoFes in Egypt.
19 La Bame Blanche.
20 Anna Eolena.

Easy arrangement of airs from 40 operas, and of

about the 2d degree of difficulty.

BY BADMBACH.
Chaplet of Pearls. Each 20 cents.

1 Martha. 7 Freyechutz.

2 Sicilian Ve-^iers. 8 William Tell.

3 Gipsey's Warning. 9 Nabucadonosar.
4 Vaillance Polka. 10 Charles 6th.

5 Iiombardi. 11 Louea Miller.

6 L'Elisire. 12 Amateur Waltz.
Mr. Baumhach's refined taste shows itself plainly in

these simple airs, which may be marked 2 for diflBculty.

Children's Toys Each 20 cents.

1 Harmonica. 7 Brum.
2 Jew's Harp. 8 Rattle.

3 Shuttle-cock. 9 Harlequin. V

4 Top. 10 Boll.

5 Fife. 11 Bat.

6 Rocking Horse. 12 Foot-ball.

Of about the 2d degree of difficulty, and, as the ti-

tles indicate, composed to please the children

. BY E. MACK.
Monthly Amusements Each 40 cents.

1 January March, Key, of C.

2 February Walta
3 March Galop
4 April Redowa
5 May Polka
6 June Reverie

G.
B.
A.
E.
B.

7 July Barcarolle Key of Ei.

8 August Polka '* " Bft.

9 September Varsoviana, A6.
10 October Schott., F sharp.
11 November Quickstep. B6.
12 Bscember Mazurka, F.

Mostly 2d degree of difficulty, have illustrated title

pages, and form a fine instructive set.

In the above lists, a teacher may find all that is

needed for the "amusements" of a pupil during the
first months of practice. All are arranged by able
hands,directly for teachers and pupils, and thesexum-
bera will form a "golden catalogue"' for sorely puzzled
instructers, at a distance from cities, to whom the se-

lection of easy pieces has always been one of the trials

of the profession.

CHAKLES WELS' POTBOUBIS EKOM
PAVOBITE O'PEEAS. each 75

1 Grand Bucheese. 9 La Traviata.

2 Barbe-BIeue. 10 Martha.

3 Tl Trovatore. ,
11 La Norma.

4 Lucretia Borgia. 12 Fidelio.

5 La Bame Blanche. 13 Fra Biavoio

6 Lucia di Lammermoor. 14 Faust.

7 Bon Giovanni. 15 Ernani.

8 La Somnambula. 16 I Puritani.

The above constitute quite a library of favorite op-

era melodies, and are about of the third degree of dif-

,ficulty.

FAVOBITE PIECES FROM *• LA BELLE
HELENS."

Schottiseh 30

Helene Galop 30

Polka Redowa 35

Mari Sjige Galop 30

Lancer's Quadrille
-^

.50

Paris Galop 30
A ha-lfdozen capital arrangements by Knight, 2nd

and 3d degrees of difficulty.
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A SELECTION
OF THE MOST FAVORITE

Seduced Price, 6 cents single, 60 cents per dozen.

Messiah.
Amy TnE cedrt of the lokd.
A^TD HE BHAiL PURIFY.
ALL VTE, LIKS SHEEP.
FOR UNTO U3 A CHILD IS BOEW.
GLORY TO GOD.
HIS YOKE IS EASY.
OH, THOU THAT TELLEST. (Song and Chorus.)

HALLELUJAH.
LIFT UP YOUR HEADS.
THE LORD GAVE THE WORD.
THEIR SOUND IS GONE OUT.
WORTHY 13 THE LAMB.

Judas Maccabseus.
MOURN, YE AFFLICTED CHILDREN.
O FATHER, WHOSE ALMIGHTY POWER.
VTE COME m BRIGHT ARRAY.
DISD.UNFUL OF DANGER.
F.-VLLEN IS THE FOE.
HEAR ME, 'O LORD.
TUNE YOUR HARPS.
HAIL, JUDKA'a HAPPY LAJTO.
WE HEAR.
WE NEVER WILL BOW DOWijr.
HALLELUJAH, AMEN.

Elijah.
THAITKS BE TO GOD.
HE WATCHESfG OVER ISRAEL.
AITGEL TRIO,— LIFT THINE ETE3.
YET DOTH THE LORD SEE IT NOT.
BLESSED AEE THE MEN, &c.

BAAL, WE CRY TO THEE. No. 11.

HE THAT SHALL ENDURE TO THE END.
BEHOLD, GOD THE LORD PASSED BY.

Samson.
AWAKE THE TRUMPET'S LOFTY SOUND.
OH, FIRST-CREATED BEAM.
THEN, ROLTTD ABOUT THE STARRY THEOWE.
FESED IN HIS EVERLASTING SEAT.
TO FAME IMMORTAL GO.
GREAT DAGON HAS SUBDUED OUR FOE.
LET THEIR CELESTIAL CONCERTS, &o.

St. Paul.
BTONE HIM TO DEATH.
HAPPY AND BLEST ARE THEY.
HOW LOVELY ARE THE MESSENGKES.
BLEEPEES, AWAKE. )

TO GOD ON HIGH, i

OH, GREAT IS THE DEPTH.
OH, BE GRACIOUS.

Mount of Olives.
HALLELUJAH CHORUS.

Israel In Egypt.
HE GAVE THEM HAILSTONES FOR EAUT.
BUT A3 FOR HIS PEOPLE.
BUT THE WATERS OVERWHELMED, &c.
THY EIGHT HAND, O LORD.
SING YE TO THE LORD. (The Hskm akd his Biseb.)

Creation.
AWAKE THE HARP.
ACHIEVED 13 THE GLORIOUS WORK.
THE MARVELLOUS WORK. (Song aad Chorue.)

THE HEAVENS ARE TELLING.
THE LOED IS GREAT.

Woman of Samaria.
THEREFORE WITH JOY, Sec.

COMB, O ISRAEL.
AND BLESSED, BLESSED BE THE LORD.

Eli.

LET THE PEOPLE PRAISE THEE.
NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL THEE. I

ANGELS' CHOKUS. (Fomalo voioea.) 1

Maaman.
THE CURSE OF THE LORD.
WHEN FAMINE' OVER ISRAEL.
WITH SHEATHED SWORDS.
GOD, WHO CANNOT BE UNJUST.

Joshua.
BEE, THE CONQUERINQ HERO COMES.

~

THE GREAT JEHOVAH.

Hymn of Praise.
LET ALL MEN PRAISE THE LORD.-
I WAITED FOE THE LORD. (Duct and Chonill.)

ALL YE THAT CRIED UNTO THE LOED.

Passion Music.
(ACCORDIMO TO St. MATTItEVr.)

THEEE CHORALS. (Nos. S, 63, 68.)

AROUND THY TOMB HERE BIT WE WEEPrtTO,

Mozart's Twelfth Mass.
GLORIA.

Moses In Egypt.
NIGHT'S BH^VDE NO LONGER.
PRAYER. (O THOD, WHOSE POWEB.) '

Stabat Mater.
INTLAMMATUS. (Song and Chorus.)

As the Hart Pants.
AS THE HART PANTS.

Seasons.
COME, GENTLE SPRING.

RUSSLiJf NATIONAL HYMN,
Miscellaneous. (Three Chorals on ono sheet.)

LUTHER'S JUDGMENT HYMN. A STEONG CASTLE 19 OUR LORD,

BOSTON: < _

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 WASHINGTON STREET.
NE.V7 YORK: C. H. DITSON & CO.

GOLDEN ROBIN!
ET

W. O. PERKINS.
If jou oeel a New SCHOOL, MUSIC BOOK, do

do notwftaiy yoaraelf by Iry-j^in^ over a loo? list, bat Rend ftt

ODM IfiT tbU fsTorite collection of boautiful School Songa.
It wiU not disappoint yoti.

Price HO Cents.
S4&t, poft-pald, on receiptor ubove prio4.

OLIVEH DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Yorlc.

Boston.

Root's School for the Cabinet Organ.

Containtng Proj^eBAive Lessons. Studio«,and Scalas ;
Bongs,

Duotfl, Trios, and Quartets ; Voluntaries, Intcrludiis, and

Recreative pieces, for the Parlor, and Choir.

A work of eittablished repntutioD.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.

Prioo S2.60. Sent post-paid on recoipk of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. 11. DITSON & CO., New York.
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]¥orinaI ITIusic School.
A NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL will be held at Poultney, Vt..
-^ to commence MONDAY, JULY 8, 1872, and continue
Six Weeks, under the direction of Mr. W. 0. Perkins of Bos-

ton, assisted by Messrs. W. W. Davis and T. P. Ryder. In-

struction given in Notation, Vocal Culture, Piano, Orijan,

Harmony, Principles of Teaching and Chorus Singing.

For Board, Pianos for practice. &c., address

81315 K. J. HUMPHREY, Poultney, Vt.

Sparkling Rubies !

!

Wew Sabbath School Song Book !

An appropriate name for this ne^t^comp'eteand most pleiis-

ine; collection of musical ffpms. (about 150 of them), by A.
HULL, and H. SAUNDERS. Music, new, fresh, .spirited I

Price 35 Cents

"Nbver Trouble TRouBts till Trouble Teottblbs Ton."
Is the title of a favorite Song by Wellman, 30 cts.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
Is the name of a compact book of 210 p^ses, which can be
carried in the pocket, and yet contains a very large proportion

of the most popular psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &c., &c.
It would be difficult to compile a more convenient book for

The Vestry, The Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singing Meetings

By ASA HULL. Price 60 Cents.

EVfirv hociy likes

"KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE," Song. Loesch. .40

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great Success." Great variety of the
best Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Price in Bds. S2.50; Clo. $3.00; Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and W. S. TUDEN.
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

number of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS, ,

for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1,

2, 3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.00.

WORLD'S PEACEJUBILEE
Chorus Book.

I.q the book to be used at the coming Great Fe.=tival. It is

now in the hands of the 20,000 singers who are to compose
the choir.

The music was carefully selected by thp Mufie Committee,
and the hook will be a popular and useful book for uce in all

MUSICAL SOCIETIES, and should be in the hands of all in
the audience at the Coliseum. It is the very best kind of
Libretto.

175 Octave Pages r Price, 75 cts.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.
THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

Price, S2.50,
Is so universally regarded as a Standard Method that

an advertisement is only needed as a romindor. Tlie mn^iiti is

po attractive that the student will retain it as a book of Organ
Pieces, aft«r finishing the instructive course.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1 50,

Is now in Season. All who wish to make a noise in the world,
may easily accomplish it by taking up the practice of this

fascinating instrument, with the aid of this excellent Method.

The above Books and Songs sent, post-paid, on receipt of
retail price.

OLIVEK DITSOH & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOBT & CO., Kew York.

"" The above books and pieces sent, post-paid, on receipt of
retail prices.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOJSr & CO., New York.

-AJBOUT JULY 1st '

Will appear the New Church Music Book
ENTITLED

THE STANDARD,
Which will "wave" over all the East and the W«3tj as it is for-

tunate in having for its compilers,

Mr. li. O. EMERSON", of Boston, and
Mr. H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

The one "the Musical Friend" of every Sacred Music singer,
but eapecially well-known on the Atlantic slope, while the
fame of Mr. Palmer Is spreading rapidly through all the Miss-
i-ssippi valley.

A work, produced by the united exertions, and controlled

by the taste of these two gentlemen , can hardly fail to be equal
to the best of its predecessors, and may excel them.

Price, $1.50.

Specimen pages are now ready, and will be sent, on applica-

tion, free to any address.

OLIVER DlTSOIsT & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club respectfully announce
that they will establish a "College of Music," in which the

youth of America may obtain a thorough musical
education ; fitting them for the office of teachers in all

branches of the art. Special advantages of a practical

nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-

where.
All pupile, sufficiently advanced in their branches of study,

will have frequent opportunities of singing or playing to

accompaniment furnished by the Quintette Club. The Col-

lege will open September 16th. 1872, (at the Tremont Temple),

with a corps of teachers selected from the best FOR-EIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.

For full particulars of time, terms, &o., send for circular to

THOOTAS RYA1¥,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

HALLET, DAVIS & CO.'S

PIAIff OS
Take tlie Higliest Rank.

[Translation]

I herewith testify that the instruments of the firm of

Hallet, Davis, & Co., in Boston, excel in power, in poetical

tone, in easy ,.very agreeable touch, and must be numbered

r'pQongdt the most distinguished productions in this depart-

ment. FRANZ BENDEL.

Berlin, June, 1871.

Franz Bendel is a pupil of Liszt, and one of the greatest

of living pianists. He will perform at the World's Peace

Jubilee.

Every Piano WarFanaed for Five Years*

Warerooms, 2T2 Washington Street.

81i-lt

^m ^Xmk fox fuuc.

VOCAL.
Dolly Varden. Song Bunt. 50

'* '* '* Brocl'wny. .50

I'm just as Happy, Darling. Song and Cho-
rus Harrington. 30

Dream of the Better Land. Duet Barker. .30

Lilla Darling. Song and Chorus M'Neal. 30
How Shamed I was Baqnell. 30
I Dreamed that I dwelt Beside a Stream. Son?

and Chorus Keller. 30
Greeting to Spring. 4-part song for Ladies'

Voices. Air from The Beautiful BJne
Danube Waltzes, by. Strauss "}Wihon. 7.5

Awfully Clever. Comic Song Hunt. 35
Hark ! The Convent Bells are Ringing. 4-part

Sone Hntlon. 30
Wonld You >

Tully. 30
The Love of the Good and the True. Song and

Chorus Welister. 30
The' Unfinished Prayer. Song and Cho. IVebster. 35
Evelyn. Song and Chorus " 30

Loving Heart, Trust on ! Gabriel. 50
Farewell, and may no Shadow glide. Duet.

-Seliqson. 30
Forget not the Loved Ones. Song ancJ Chorus.

' Christie. 35
The Gleaning Song Prase. 35
Pull Slow and Steady, Boys. Comic. Williams. 30
While there's Life, there's Hope. " " 30
Still I am not Happy. " " 30
Widow Mavrone MacEvny 00
The Bailiff's Daughter Oxenford. 30

INBTKUMBITTAI.

.

Dolly Varden. Galop 50
" " Schottischo 50
" '• Waltz 50

Adieu. Waltz Missud. 30
Faust. Fantasie Brillante S. Smith. 1.00
Thirty Sonatas by Domenica Scarlatti. Edited

by C. Banclc. No. 3 35
Chici-Pipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance) Hoffman. 75
Knickerbocker Galop Brillante Quiqq. 30
Arion Waltz. (By Vogel). 4 hands. . ..Smith. fiO

Ballade Leybach. 60
The Snow-Bell Junqmann. 50
Joy Bells. Idylle

""
50

German Hearts. (Deutsche Herzen). Waltzes. 75
Carlotta Polka. Op. 222 Ketterer. 50
Saltarelle. Op. 266 " 60
Sparkling Cascade Mazurka IVilliams. 50
Devotion de Matin Ziegfeld. 50
Wine, Women and Song. (Wein, Weib and

Gesang. 4 hands Strauss. 1 .00

Cheerfulness. Danse Elegante Foss. 40
Fairy Favors Waltz Lange. 50
Polka des Montagnards. (BtmeTVo\ksx).Egghard. 60
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl. 1 .00

BOOKS.

Sparkling Ecbies. A Collection of Sunday
School Music. By Asa Hull and Harvey
Sanders, Esq. 35

The Pilgrim's Harp. A choice Collection of
Sacred Music. By Asa Hull. 60

The World's Peace Jdbilee Chorus Book,
75 Cents.

The Culprit Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1 ,00

Music by Mail.—Music ia sent by mail, the expense beinp
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find tlie conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OF MUSIC.

SifiS. a'ENiJf fcEMPTOIT,

Vocalist Sc Teacher of iSiuging.

Addreps, care of OLIVER DITSOt^ & CO. 70S-

TJTTDLET BUCK, (late of Chiczgo), Organist of gt,

Panl*s Ohnrch, Boston, gWes inRtruction on the PiallO

and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of OliTerDjtson & Co.

793—3 roos.

E. J. BUTliEE, private pnpil of Carl Reioecke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receiTe pspils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3. SDO—3mos.

SINGING AND PIANO.
BIKS. PABTNIE F. POSTEB,

Ho. e Boylston Place. 790—

TWTKS. C. A. BAHHY, Vocalist and Teacher
*'•*• of Vocal lUnsiC. VM chandler St., ne.ir Colnm-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

PROF. & SXBS. Z!I}G.a.R A. KOBBIITS,
Academy of Music.

73S, -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

a. p. PKENTISS,
Teaober of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSOK" oSer^. bis Services as Conductor of

^^* Musical Associations or Conventiona during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruotion on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Bit^on & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1866. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every departjnent of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Addr«M BDW^AKS B. OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

nfl LLli. SABRIBLLB DB LA MOTTE, gives iMtruetioB on

m toe Pianoforte.
53 Hancock Street.

M^
R. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to condnct

MuBical Conventions the coming season.

x>i/ir«a, «'*«• of Oliver I>it&ozx& Co., Boston. [657-tf

nnras
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at O. IHtson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

K5;«1,ISH A.S8D ITAl,IA3f 8IMr6iar&.
AddreES at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORl E,

Address at Oliver Bitson & Co's.

a. AITDBE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHKSTKUT STREET PHILADKLPHXA.

A large assortment of AmRiCAH Muuo constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIEI.BLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SI.NOINO and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Rej'idence, Coolidge Houne. Communications maj be
leflat llib.oD & (^o'b Music Store. 717— tf.

-V7I2?SI.O'W I.. a^TBEN-,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 6S1—6m.

"P AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACELEK OP
' VZOXiIN, la prepared to rectiTe papiU, and offcrs

bb flervlcfcn as accompanist for elaflBical compoHitlona for

Piano ana Violin. Addrefw, OLiTer JDiteon & Co., or Koppltz,

tmfhT & Co., 30 West St. 70*;—am

F. H. TOHKINGTON,
(Organlfit and Director of MurIc at Kinga Chapel,)

TEACH KK OF ORGAN, PIANO AND TIOLIN, AND CON-
DLCTOK OF MUSICAL SOClKTlZti.

Addre*^, care of Oliver Ditfon 8c Co., 277 Washington St.,

New J^bgiund CorjbfrTatorj of Mublc, Mtulc llail, or Mldluud
btreel, iiaTiu Hill, Dorcheater. 'I'jA-Hm

lyfH. GEO. B. 8HUTE, hsTing completed hi«
^'•^ ?(U'Ji»-« uhrond, ubJer the Inetruction ol Home of the
first Aitiata of modern timea, will dow receive pupils
lu FiaLO ar,d Off^aii I'inynifi, aiAo id Theory of Ma:->ic.

AddreM Oliver Dltaon 2t Co. 7'J4-Gm

/CHURCH AND PARLOR

We are now prepared to fill orders for onr new low-^ced

5ouble-reed Organ, "No. 65."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more beantifnl in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we gtiarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Fire-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the Tery moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.
GEO. A PRIUCE & CO.

Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,

And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majority of the most eminent mnsicians in America,

and many in other conn tries.

MASOIV & HAMLI1¥

CABINET ORGANS.
''Musicians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others."

—

Theodore Thomas. *'Tho
best now in use."

—

Christine NHsson, Annie Louise Cktry^

Marie Leon Duval, Victor Capoid, P. Brignoli^ and others.

"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."

—

Ole
Bull. "The best instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Meklig " In all those qualities which constitute excellence,

unrivalled "

—

S. B. Mills. "Far superior to everything of
its class I have seen."

—

L. M. Gottsrhalh. "Wonderfully
beautiful."—P. S. Gilmore. "Superior fti all respects to
any I have ever seen."

—

Eugene Thayer. "Excelling in
quality of tone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."

—

Carl Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
superiority accorded them."

—

Julius Eichberg. ''I entertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. "Remarkably Fweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these instruments."— William Spark, Mus. D., Leeds,
England. "Quality of tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. . . . Remarkable for purity of tone. "

—

Edio

.

F. Rimbault, London. "Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best substitute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhead, London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MUSICIANS, which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.

Prices not higher than those of inferior organs.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

a-. -S7V. IDTTI3LE"5r,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building
(Dr. H. R. Streeter'e Method) Room No. 3, Mafon and Ham.

lin'8 Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tafte,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Eullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,
mtsic pubi,ii§he:rs,

CHICAGO, ILL.
"Wholesale and Hetail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Oar stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Mudical
Instruments, etc., is the largest and most compi«te in the
No, West. Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[n?*ln addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
BookB published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Music, 619-tf

lyrADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
-^*^ for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signor Gar-
cia, will be happy to give LewHons in Singing, and fo accept
eugagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addresBed to the care of Oliver'Dit-
Bon & Co.. 2V7 Washington Street. 794—Sm

J - -A. , li I n, Li's ,
Pupil of tlut late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OP

Piano» Organ, and the Theory of Music.
AddrKfts at Chickeriog & Sons', or 14U (aj Tremont Btreet,

Suite 44. boo

Foreign & American Musie Depot,
iSfo. 610 ARCH STREET.

I'lllLAbliLIMliA. 795—

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
l%e^r Grand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESTILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER, Director.

ALL Branches taught according to the Classical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-

ded Courses of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACH
branch t.hpy study. 190 ntudeuts in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc., to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BT li. O. BMEBSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHXTBEBTH & CO. PnhBshore and Dealers

in Foreign and American Muisie, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
13 OAllED TO OCB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTHT'S CELEBRATED GinTARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS. FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions ofMusical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello and Double-Bass.

PIAJVOS AJ\» >TI£I.01>E0IV1S
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Onr facl.ltiefl are such as enable us to furnish the aboTe;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHUET MUSIC, AND
C 4.BD MUSIC FOB BAUDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MEBCHANDISii, at
prices uiid terms, that cannot full to prove suti.slUctury to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
83 COURT.STKEET, (Opposite the OoBrt Uonsel
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Music in Italy.

(Translated for Dwight's Journal of Musk, from

"Bunte Blatter, by A. W. Amekos.J

The spirited composer of "The Merry Wives of

Windsor," Otto Nicolai, published amon? his earliest

works a Duo for Soprano and Mezzo-Soprano, an

excellent salon piece in its way. It attracted the at-

tention of the King of Prnssia to the young com-

pose! ; and he received a stipend to enable him to RO
to Italy for his improvement. Otto Nicolai actually

made the journey to Italy, wrote operas in the mod-
ern Italian style (the "Templario," the "Esule di

Granada") and could be unspeakably mortified when

asked whether he were the author of the book : "It-

aly as it really is " Not until he had thrown this

musical Hesperides plunder behind him, did he create

so fresh and fine a work as the "Merry Wives"—un-

fortnnately his last.

Even to this day the winner of the prize for com-
position in the Paris Conservatoire is sent a pensioner

to Rome for further education. Berlioz won this good
fortune through his prize Cantata "Sardanapalus."

In very piquant letters, at the time, (written for I

know not what Parisian Journal), he gave expression

to his dissatisfaction with the music of the land,

which, as he said, "receives the stale kisses of the

Scirocco and the Cavatina writers." Yet so strong

and so lasting is the power of old traditions ! It was
all right that Gluck, after he had learned music in a

sound and solid way as a handicraft in Prague, should

serve his apprenticeship in Italy, there to learn also

how to handle music as an Art. What Handel learn-

ed in Italy is shown by the peculiar aroma which
floats ovei; even his long-spnn roulade arias (not to

speak of the choruses) ; Sebastian Bach, with a gen-

eral similarity of style, seems austere in comparison.

To-day one can only send the musician to Italy to

learn how not to make music ; which certainly may
be a proper object of study. With the painter, the

sculptor, it is otherwise. For him no journey to

Paris, no study in any Belgian atelier can take the

place of what the treasures of centuries of the noblest

artistic culture, ihe highest bloom of Art, in Italy,

afford him. When Berlioz passed his pension year

in Italy, there still lived traditions, at least, of the bel

canto, and he, whose own vocal pieces are the com-
plete antipodes of the bet canto, might have learned

something under this head of the "Cavatina writ-

ers."

Older friends of music in Vienna still remember
an almost ideally perfect company of Italian opera
singers, who, about the year 1822, under Kossini's

personal direction, in the Semiramide, the Cenerenfola,

the Zdmira (composed especially for Vienna), pre-

sented an ensemble such as was scarcely ever wit-

nessed elsewhere, and even drew from the most sworn
enemy of new Italian music,—from C. M. von We-
ber, who was present in Vienna for the bringing out
of his Euri/anthe,—the exclamation that : "he was
getting angry with himself, because the stuff was be-

ginning to please him against his wiil."

All this is passed away ! In place of the fine, ele-

gant man of-the-worid orchestration of Rossini, which
often pearls and bubbles like an overflowing glass of
Champaigne, but which always respects the singer as

the principal person, we have now an orchestra brass-

clad, in true blacksmith fashion, with a view to

"grandiose" eflFects, against whose coarse, rough
blare the singer can no longer sii.g, but has to scream.
Bellini, in Paris, with the help of two wonderful bass I

singers, Lablache and Tamburini, made the experi-

ment of doubling the effect by letting those two baas

Colossi sing in unison ; the Duo : "Snoni la tromha"

in 1 Piiritani rea\]y had an unprecedented success,

little as the melody could be called new, since essen-

tially it is only Oroveso's air in Norma with a new
turn. Such a device is well enough for once, and

not again. In spite of that, unlsono duets, unisono

choruses, have since then come to form special cate-

gory. Finally, in these latest times. Verdi's notion

has been pushed aside by Richard Wagner, and the

"endless melody" begins, like a boa constrictor, to

crush to death whatever was still left of the bel canto

of the good old times.

Contrasted with the present standpoint of Italian

Opera (which even in its libretti, like the Trovatore,

La Forzacdel Deslino, &c., treats subjects which might

excite the envy of Ihe Porte St. Martin), the finely

cultured, always extremely pure and elegant writer,

Rossini, seems completely classical, and so indeed he

is esteemed in Italy. They comfort themselves with

the thought that they possess him ; he is for Italy the

divine composer par excellence, the finest perfection of

Art, the master, in whose recognition connoissenrs

and non-connoisseurs are all agreed, whose dramatic

works keep ever coming up again, to'give the operat-

ic repertoire the dignity and the importance of the

"Classic." From him dates the new era of music,

so that all that was earlier has fallen into oblivion
;

his Slabat Mater passes for the model of perfection in

the musicul church style, through which Pergolese's

Stabat has been put completely in the shade. An in-

scription over the homely door of the Liceo Filar-

monico in Bologna informs us, that "here Rossini

entered as a scholar, to come f-rth for the admiration

of all ages.'

Only very lately has a timid effort been made in

Florence to reach back into the period before Rossini.

The Rossini barrier once broken, possibly Paisiello

and others may venture to show themselves again.

Reluctantly I say it : the utter and complete degene-

racy of music in Italy dates, after all, directly from

the one-sided, blind idolatry toward Rossini. With
that all earnestness in Art has ceased, and Art has

been regarded only as a means of sensuous, nnintel-

lectual enjoyment. Rossini's brilliant geniality, his

irresistible amiability helps us over all his musical

levities, extravagancies and loosenesses ; but when
there come people after him without their model's ge-

niality and amiability, of course nothing but the lev-

ities, &c., remained. Bellini tried to set things right

again
; he had cast glances into the scores of Spon-

tini and of Beethoven, perhaps even those of Gluck,

and indeed he had remarked there more than perhaps

was good for him. His powers did not suffice to give

a new fall and direction to the strean. With the

very talented Donizetti a suspicious coarseness is al-

ready often discernible, which in Verdi becomes the

principal and foundation power of the whole. And
Verdi is the gran maestro of the day, the legitimate

successor of his predecessors ; for what the graduates

of the Milan Conservatory, &c., have since accom-
plished in the way of festival and wedding marches,

hymns of "emancipated" Italy, and operas not utter

failures, is not worth mentioning. Mercadante and

Pacini, whom we know only as feeble imitators of Ros-

sini, pass there for the representatives of a "learned,"

in some sense old-fashioned musical direction. From
the operatic stage the corruption passed into the

smaller art of the Romania, the Canzone (in which

field the "Canti popolari Toscani" of the Florentine

Luigi Gordigiani form a solitary brilliant exception),

and even into the church music, in which the most

trivial Rosslni-lsms greet us from all church choirs.

Why not ? Rossini is a classic, the dieino maestro

assohdo. "The beautiful is everywhere beautiful, and

wliy not also in the church 1 !" is the rebuke! got in

Florence, when I let the state of things annoy me. I

could only take the observation quietly, but I advised

that they should also let the Corps de Ballet danco

about the altar. That they should put aside as "ob-

solete" the worldly music, the theatre music of the

brilliant musical period of Italy, and whatever else

had served for mere amusement, may be tolerated
;

but that a whole glorious literature of church music

of the Roman, the Venetian and the Neapolitan

school should be thrown overboard, ignored, its mere

existence scarcely dreamed of, that does indeed ex-

ceed all bounds of patience.

In the singers' college of the papal chapel at Rome
compositions in the Palestrina style have kept a place

indeed ; and on appointed days one may hear certain

pieces by Palestrina, Morales, Allegri, Biordi, Pi-

toni, &c. The Improperia on Good Friday, the Sfis-

erere, are even now astonishing achievements in their

way. But, incomprehensible contradiction, the

same singers, who here in impurity of intonation, in

the finest shading, in soulful expression left nothing

to be wished, screamed out their Palestrina at the

next "Cappella Papale" in the not spacious Si.xtine

Chapel, in such an incredibly coarse and soulless

manner, that one could not trust his own ears and

preferred to keep them shut. Crier comme un

aveagle: say the French ; instead of which we might

say : Crier comme un chanteur de la chapelle du Pape.

As late as under Baini's direction the performances

of the Capella were famous for their excellence.

Baini died on the 21st of May, 1844, at Rome; it

has not taken a qaarter of a century, from that time

to make the Chapel what we now hear. And al-

ready, too, the famous Holy Week music of the Six-

tine has suffered a considerable rupture. On Ash
We'dnesday, 1866, AUegri's, and on Good Friday

Bai's Miserere was sung ; on Thursday a new Mise-

rere by—the Abbate Mustapha, the old soprano of

the Chapel. "Prophete rechts, Prophete links, Mus'

tapha in der Mitte."* More serious friends of Art

shook their heads over this Mustaphi-cation of the

Sixtine ; and it may be the fault of the name merely,

if for my part a very well known refrain from the

Italianiin Algeri hummed itself in my ears. On the

21st April, 1868, the Requiem was celebrated in the

German Church Dell' Anima for King Louis of

Bavaria. The Papal Chapel sang, and among
other things the Dies irte of Pitoni.

How coarsely and mechanically this fine composition

was performed, cannot be told ; the precious little

three-part episodes of the Tuba mirum. Liber scriptus,

&c,, requiring the exactest rendering, went as sloven-

ly as possible. The effect is incomparably more

solemn when instead of figurative compositions the

bare Cantus planus is sung, as was the case a few

weeks later at the burial of Count Lndwig von

Stainlein (a very ta'ented composer by the way) in

the church of St. Sabina on the Aventine. Here

for the first time one understands a fact always told

in history, but commonly misunderstood : how at tha

* Prophete 'rechts, Prophete linlcs, das Welthind in der

Mltte^^ (Prophet on the ripht, prophet on the left, the

world-child in the middle), Baid Goethe of himself walking
hetween Lavater and Basedow in the Kkina country in his

youDg days.—Transi,.
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Council of Trent, in spite of the splendid composi-

tions of a Morales, Goudimel. Animuocio, Costanzo

Testn, &c., lire quesiion could arise of doing away
wiih the artisiic polyphonic song and introducing

merely the ritnal Gregorian intonations in its

place ;— for the first time one understands these com-
plaints nhout the "confused shouting of the singers,

in which not a single syllable of the text can be

dfstinguisheJ,"'and the dry wit of Cardinal Capranieai

who thought it sounded "like a sackful! of suck-

ing pi(;s shaken up." The fault by no means lay

in the composiriens as thev Ira before ns now in

Mack and white ; but it might well be in the execu-

tion, which certainly in many of the choirs was not

the best. Truly celestial as the Palestrina style is

in a pood delivery, it becomes intolerable even in a

mediocre rendering, jast as a Rafael Madonna in

a mediocre copy is the more intolerable, the more
heavenly the original. I fear, the true Palestrina

song will soon become an obsolete tradition in its

own home. It makes a tragic comical impression to

see the long, glorious line of Palestrinists, a true

triumphal procession of the spirit and of. noblest

beamv, closed by the figure of the fat old Mustapha
waddling along after ! But the church music of the

modern eut derives its phraseology from the opera

theatre ; the Italian wants to hear in chnrch the same
motives, roulades, impassioned accents and stresses,

to which he has becotne accu.^tomed in the (modern)

opera. The soloists in the church, mostly naturalists,

wiih splendid, but uDcultivated voices, lay themselves

out like the street singers before the coffee houses, of

whom they remind you in a very questionable man-
ner— caricatures of the more cultivated opera singer.

The ennobling sound of female voices is excluded;

harsh boy sopranos supply its place, if not, as Ber-

lioz found, Jalsetlists. The orchestral instruments

(they were too "worldly" and too "frivolous ! "} are

replaced by the accompanying organ with registers

Tfhich imitate oboes, clarinets, &c. At high Mass
in S. Carlo de'Catinari in Rome I actaally heard,

for once, the singers venture into the labyrinth of a

fngned movement ; it went well enough and there

was no man missed when it was over.

The worst chapter in the Italian church music is

the organ playing. Here all humor ceases, the

thing is positively exasperating. The Organ fan-

tasia, which introduces the Offertorium, is commonly
a ragout of all possible hackiiied phrases, turns and

scraps of melody, which we have heard to satiety in

Donizetti and Verdi, little runs, little trills, chords

popping out in the wrong places, dance rhythms

with now and then the rolling thunder of the ti/m-

pani register, or, in particularly brilliant passages

a lively chime of bells. The left hand of the organ-

ist {des Orglera) keeps going on in so-called Brillen-

ISssen* or in trichords struck in rapidly reiterated

quarter notes. In S. Maria in Cosmedin in Rome
I heard the organist at a church festival, on an organ

frightfally out of tune, play off a march-like move-
ment stocco/issiHio; it sounded fike the bleating of a

flock of sheep ! On Ascension day, 1868, I heard—
I must say it, with a sort of inward rage— in the

lower chorch of the Sacro Convento at Assisi, the

organist (Oiv/Zfr), close to the grave of St. Francis,

immediately beneath those paintings by Giotto, so

fall of the snblimtst spirit of Dante, thrash out (one

conld not very well say "jday") a GaJoppade, which

might have famished the fit music for some drunken

sailors' orgy. The^ie gentlemen organists, avoid the

Pedal, as they would the glowing plonghsharcs over

which St. Kanigande had to walk to give proof of

her viriae. At the utmost they tread down at the

• "9[)«:tMle-' or "eyn-glaw basMJ." Italian, Oahiali.
Meaoiog I>ave3 of this kind :

so common with RwslDi and the modem lulian coin-
poeera.—Ie.

end of their movements a couple of tones. Dominant
and Tonic, with their ponderous boots. Such is the

present aspect of the organ playing in the land, at

whose great organs once sat masters like Andrea

and Giovanni Gabrieli, like Claudio Merulo, like

Ercole Pasquini,—like Frescobaldi, one of the great-

est masters of all times ! The profanation is in-

credible.

In the church of Santa Maria Novella at Florence

I heard the Overture to Flotow's "Martha" played

during the military Mass by a military band planted

wide in front of the high altar ! At the altar the

littie bells were sounded at the moment of

the Elevation, and at the same time rang out the

merry motive of the march of the maids to Rich-

mond ! Had Mephistophles stood by me at that

moment, he would perhaps have said to me : "Are

you reaching out after the thunder ? Well that it is

forbidden to yon wretched mortals," &c. Who
knows whati would have done, if a small thunder-

bolt had been at my disposal ! The singing of the

nuns in Triniik de' Monti may still be heard ; there

is something innocent about it ; but the melodies

themselves which you hear there, are flat and sweet-

ish sing song. In fact the church music in Italy

has sunk to a degeneracy wholly without example in

the history of music. For Catholics it is a grief and

shame, for non-Catholics an object of contemptuous

mockery. I actually can see no remedy ;—in snch

utter depravity scarcely anything is left, but the

heroic cure,— briefly and simply to restore the plain

Gregorian Chant.

Nor have I found Opera in Italy particularly well

done. A performance of Rossini's Olello in the San

Carlo at Naples was just respectable, and no more.

The part of Emilia was taken by so wretched a

singer, that the graceful Duet: "Vorrei che il tuo

pamero" had to be omitted ; and Desdemona sang

an air of Verdi in its place. The orchestra accom-

panied purely and with extreme precision, but with-

out spirit, without soul, (something like an admirably

made mechanical "Orchestrion"). The musical

glory of Italy, once radiant throhghout the world, is

a tradition of the past.

The Gillott Sale.

COLLECTORS OF MUSICAL INSTRPMENTS.

"Riches make to themselves wings and fly away."
And what strange and various wings they choose !

The flapping of some that have recently taken flight

might indeed assist in the music of the spheres. Let
us, however, hope they may still hover near us, and,
being at last released from a cruel bnnd.ige, enjoy a
happier and more useful state of existence nearer

home. There is something sad in the contemplation

of the event which has suggested the above remarks.
A certain rich man has died, and his death has been
immediately followed by the complete undoing of that

which had been the pleasure of his life to accomplish.
A recent number of our journal contained an account
of the principal musical instruments which formed
the collection of the late J. Gillott, of steel pen fame,
disposed of by Messrs. Christie and Mason on the

29th ult. A glance at the names of the purchasers
will show how complete has been the dispersion.

The desire of possession does not otten take a mus-
ical form. Bibliomania and picture gathering ore
very common diseases ; the passion for collecting old

crockery and furniture is also rife among many who
have more money than they know what to do with,

and believe that age is the sole test of excellence.
When the disease seizes a musician, it generally as-

sumes the library form in preference to the instru-

ment fever. The complaint attacks persons in diflfer-

ent ways : sometimes the desire is for full scores,

sometimes for string quartets, and, occasionally
gleeS are the coveted treasures ; old operas, ancient
English songs, works on harmony, and musical liter-

ature are also common forms to be met with. The
wish to possess evcry-scrap that one particular com-
poser ever wrote is one of the mildest, as it is one of

the most common forms of the complaint. We have
known persons who were never easy until tliev ob-

tained every edition of .Mozart's quartets thatbad ever
been published ; not, however, that they could play
them, for possession is by no means synonymfms with

appreciation, and too often treasures lie on the dusty

shelves and in the cupboards of those whose sole

pleasure .seems to I e in the mere tenure. A certain

conchologist once astonished the visitors in an auc-

tion room by crushing under his foot a precious shell

for which he had just given an enormous sum of

money ; but the act was done with a deliiiite object:

"There, I have now left remaining in my collection

the only specimen of this species." We almost trem-

ble to think of the fate of our inimitable Cremonas if

the musical collecting mania took this virulent form.

And yet, the shutting up of these gems in a museum,
like so manv mummies, or stuffed birds, or butter-

flies, is a crime difl'ering only in degree from that of

utterly destroying them. In both cases they are lost

to the world ; but in the collecting mania, time, which
heals all diseases, comes in the ruthless form of the

auctioneer's hammer, and a new life dawns on the

long bidden instruments.

The recent sale was not an isolated case. In 1857 a

similar event took place, when about thirty violins,

violoncellos, and several hows, the property of the

late James Goding, a brewer, were disposed of. and .

realized upwards of £2,000. And now we m.ay men-
tion the curious, though to our mind perfectly natu-

ral and to be expected circumstance, that in neither

of these cases was there the abiliiy to use these choice

instruments in any proportion to the inoidinate de-

sire of possession. So does the wealthy Moslem crjl-

lect together, from all parts of the earth, all forms of

female beauty ; and to him is denied its true and*

worthy appreciation,—his treasures are also his pris-

oners.

Without committing ourselves to vouch for the au-

thenticity of all offered for sale, it is unquestionable

that the collection was the largest of its kind, and

perhaps the finest ever gathered together by one

man.
In fiddle dealing, as in several other trades, many

tricks are played, and "Cremonas" can be manufac-

tured, which in every respect, save in refinement of

tone, are calculated to deceive the vast majority of

self constituted judges. The Caspar di Salo Double
Bass formerly belonging to Dragonetti, which was

sold for .£41, surely cannot be the instrument for

which this celebrated player was onceotfereda thous-

and guineas. No doubt Mr. Gillott bad some queer

instruments in his collection, instruments whose la-

bels were by no means to be relied on.

Viewed in a commercial light. Cremonas, like

many other gems of art, pay well for investment.

The prices obtained for Gillott's instinmenls were in

every case higher than those paid itt the Goding sale

fifteen years ago. This is not to be wondered at, for

while the number of these masterpieces can never in-

crease, the number of those desiring to obtain them
is ever more and more. Sixty or seventy stringed

instruments—golden prizes for ambitious artists

—

many of them being the finest specimens extant, are

nowin the hands of dealers, and will, we may be

sure, command prices far beyond the large sums
forj which they were knocked down. But what-

ever may be the cost of their redemption, it is at

least a gain to musical art that they are no louirer

shut up, and buried alive, in a "collection." We
hope that they may eventually become worthily asso-

ciated with owners who, far beyond the desire of

mere possession, will prize them for their beauty and

real use in interpreting to us the thoughts of those

great composers without whose writings the instru-

ments would be comparatively valueless.— London

Musical Standard, Maij 18.

[The succeeding number of the same journal pub-

lishes the following reply to the above.]

Sir,—With your permission I should like to say

a few words in your columns on the subject of your

leader of Saturday last, but chiefly to oflTcr another

view of Messrs. Gillott and Goding as collectors of

musical instruments. You. say it was a periiscily

natural and to be expccrcd circumstance," that neither

of those gentlemen could use these "choice instru-

ments in any proportion to the inordinate desire of

possession." This may bo true, but there is another

and very important service which they rendered to

the cause of music, for they (but chiefly Goding, from

his residence in London) mailc the extraordinary ex-

cellence of the Cremona violins so well known by

their love of them and delight in bearing them played

by t''C first artists of the day, as to imbue these artists

with a conviction of their much greater adaptation

for this purpose, and lo induce them all to use such

like whenever they could become possessors of them.

Mr. Goding was noted for assembling together the

mO:-^t cinini-nt violinists anrl giving his other friends

tlic delight of hearing them execute the finest com-
positions on the best instruments, a rare combination

not then easily accessible. Much to bis crerlit, also,

he maile it a inattcr of eonscienco to pay well for his

private panics, so that his munificence aided to ob-
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tain for these players, when the time came, a choice

among those grand instruments.

A more recent instance than you have mentioned,

and a much more striking one, taking the quality of

the violins into consideration, is that of the late Mr.
Plowden, whose eight choice specimens of Stradiua-

rius and Gnarnerius are now nearly all in the hands
of professional players. These eight were pnrchased

by a dealer for .£2,000, a mucli larger price than a

similar number in Gillott's sale. Mr. Plowden was
also a munificent patron of the art. I consider the

collections of such men as I have named, as well as

of the kindred taste, that of pictures, have a great

tendency to educate the people, and aid in the ad-

vancement of art. I

For these reasons we ought not to be ungrateful to

men like Coding, Plowden and Gillott, for they have
been the men whose munificence has made England
the richest country in the world, among other things,

in pictures, in Cremona violins, and other works of

art, all of which have produced an effect on public
taste which cannot be over-rated.

I hope you will allow me to offer these suggestions
as to the use of men who can neither paint pictures

or play Cremonas, but who yet, in both instances,

take great pleasure in accumulating them.
Yours respectfully,

J. Pearce.
Author of "Violins and Violin Makers."

Sheffield, May 20, 1872.
P. S. In page 74 of my book, your readers will

find an account of the real Caspar di Salo double
bass, made so 'celebrated by Dragonetti.

Organs and Organ Playing.
(From the London Orchestra.)

During the past week the curious and rare collec-

tion of ancient stringed instruments, for so many
years the care and solicitude of the late Mr. Gillott
to get together, has been disposed of by public auc-
tion, and the wit and penetration of the present day
has been paying famously f»r the industry and learn-
ing of the past. Two hundred and fifty" years ago
the Italian could make a violin and violoncello that
in these times will bring three hundred guineas and
serve as a model for present work in its highest form.
Why is this 1 Because the dead artist still speaks in

the living instrument. The wise head, the facile
hand, the loving heart, the tender tone of the almost
mediteval workman has come down to us in his im-
perishable work. Never was made any instrument
of any value but what revealed the tone, temper and
habits of its maker. A grand violin in the hands of
a spiteful player is certain to let us know how miser-
able and wretched it is in such hands : it bewails its

unhappy fate, and beseeches your pardon and conso-
lation in an unmistakable pathos. And in the. old
instruments we see the old player and the old com-
poser. The strings of the ancient viol let us into the
secret of the old methods of order and connection,
development of idea, nature of passage, and power of
combination. We see, better than any notes can
show us, the way the old scholar learnt his gamut

;

what were his notions of song, and what his learning
in thorough-bass and general counterpoint. The
treble viol kept him in his diatonic series and pre-
served him from the abstruse calculations of enhar-
monic reversions. The bass gave him a roadway of
good tetrachords and unembarrassed hexachords, and
taught him to write agreeably, unaffectedly, and with
interest for ears and eyes not quite so learnedly cor-
rupted as those of these days.
As it was with the violin, so it was wilb the organ.

But a real, true representative organ of past centu-
ries is an instrument of the utmost rarity, and the
spirit of those times was almost dumb. "We mend
old organs when we had much better destroy them.
An old organ will not take to the modern vernacular

;

tigroans and weeps over its fate, and it is mercy to
put its pipes into the melting pot. The modern or-
gan is a thing of its own times, and will not associ-
ate with the manners and customs of its ancesters. It
speaks the fashionable lingo of this hour, and dis-
dains communion with the vernacular of its great
grandfather. In organ building the Celt has deposed
the Teuton, and put his wit and temper into the new
instrument. The Gallican churches were without
organists of the true breed, and the Gallican organ
builder invented something for the hybrid to exhibit
himself thereon.

There are seven descriptions of organ players, and
as the number seven is the type of fulness, we may
congratulate our readers in seeing the last species 'of

the genus. They stand thus: 1. The extemporane-
ous poet and orator in sounds. 2. The elocutionist—the interpreter of the thoughts of great composers.
3. The conductor and orchestral performer, who can
tra'spose orchestral music into orchestra-o(Jan mu-
sic. 4. The dramatist and operatic composer, who

can interpret operatic scenes and ensembles upon his

organ. 5. The singer, who can convert his organ
into a vocalist. 6 The sensationalist, w!io creates un-

pleasant perturbations of the viscera and nausea in

nature's chemical furnace with undreamt of inver-

sions, creeping chromatics, inaudible echoes, and ear-

stunning crashes. 7. The man of notes and thorough
bass, who plays what he sees how he best can, and
with such comprehension as kind nature has bestowed
upon him, somewhat original and dulled by an im-
perfect education.

With regard to the first species—the ready man of
head and hand, to talk in bis own way on any theme •

such as the occasion may demand— it is almost ex-
tinct. As to extemporaneous preluding, is there a

man living who can extemporize on the points of the

tetrachord, after the fashion of old Bach, in his

"Gravement in G major t" Like the slow 3 2 open-
ings and middles of Corelli in his concertos and so-

natas 1 England had the organists who could play
in this way, Rosengrave, Bennett, Kelway, Battis-

hill ; but it died out with old Sam Wesley. Thomas
Adams could do nothing in this school. He could
staccato a subject, but not idealize a tetrachord. He
occupied his early manhood in manipulating a fugue
after the fashion of Beicba, and he heat his model
and master. So much for his headwork. And be
compelled his fingers to do what John Flight had
made his long barrels do—articulate every sound
without any severe regard to the emotion and mean-
ing of the composer. He was one of the last great
organ players, hut could not extemporize a grnvement
in parts, or on any system of the old division of the

octave.

Again, as to the free fantasia-prelude—after the

model of Bach's chromatic fantasia and bis organ
preludes with pedal—this school is gone, dead ex-

tinct. Thomas Adams could not do it, for he had
neither the passage at command nor the slightest idea

of the chain of its chords. Old Sam Wesley could
not do it, for, as he naively confessed, Enirland had
no organ proper for this style. And yet Handel did
it on English organs ; and so Roseingrave. Mendels-
sohn could do it bravely, chastely, grandly ; full of
fire in the brilliant passages, and a right knock down
when the massive chords broke in. Poor fellow, he
died wrapping his mantle around him, and our or-

ganists have forgotten the model the sacrificial fire so
ruthlessly destroyed. Whether he was the only or-

ganist in Germany possessed of the gift we know
not; but none of the continental organists who per-

formed on the Albert Hall organ gave any indication

of fiimiliarity with the form. So far our native or-

gan-players are not peculiar in their neglect or aban-
donment of one strong mode of organ exhibition.

Since the disappearance of Thomas Adams, strictly

speaking there has been no extemporaneous fugue
player. It is no easy thing to have at command even
a mechanical harmonic guide to the fugue to carry in

one's bead and bring to bear at a moment's notice

the rules of progression that aflfect consecutive chords,
create suspensions and yet make no new chords, and
apply the well-understood method to the instantly-

conceived theme. Even the made-up fusue—unless

it have a clearly developed feeling—something more
than applied counterpoint and borrowed subji^t^ts—is

of no high value. Imitation from analysis and
clear exchange of parts is so much barren Labor in a

dry land. From all such there is nothing to store,

nothing to glean.

The elocutionist on the organ is the executant who
is the master of method and school, and can say with

bis fingers whatever his intellect and imagination
teach him to draw out of the great compositions pe-

culiarly belonging to the organ—genuine ortran mu-
sic. 'This comprises most if not all the requisites for

fine pianoforte playing, subject to the differing modes
of expression between the piano and- organ. The
more perfect the pianist the more perfect his organ
performance, provided he is an organist. In this

country there is no traditional mode of playing Bach's
music. Bach died in 17.50, long before any copies of
his music came into this country, and John Christian

Bach, his youngest son, who was at our Roy.al Opera
in the last century, may be said not to have known
his father, was certainly never taught by him, and
knew little or nothing of his music. Even in Ger-
many the tradition was lost, whatever it miijht he,

and hence the variation of thought and feeling in the

rendering his organ music. Again be wrote it to be

played with five lingers, and it has been cunnincly
and carefully edited with numhersfor four fingers and
a thumb, making places difficult which the composer
intended should be easy. Until the mechanism of

the Bach school be overcome, it is in vain to look for

revelations of the Bach feeling, and without the Bach
feeling there is no Bach. The elocutionist is a rare

specimen of the organ player, for the reason that

there is no remuneration for the time spent in acquir-

ing his power and reputation. The imitation does as

well and saves half the labor, and all the pull at the

heart-strings.

The organ orchestral player must bo not onlv the

perfect mechanician, skilled in method of execution,
but something more. A violin plaver, or at least one
who can perform on some instrument in the band,
familiar with scores, familiar with orchestras, with
orchestral playing, and himself capable of laying out
a score and analyzing movement. Arranging orches

tral music as mere notes is an easy affair, but express

ing orchestral thoughts on an orchestial instramcnt'
is t>y no means easy. Here the organ ceases to be
an organ, and the rememl^nce of a pedal pipe, an
open diapason, a scsquialtera, &,^., is sheer abomina-
tion. Under no situation must the audience bo re-

minded of a church, or a church organ, of pedal-pi]icd

psalm tunes or twelfth and fifteenth anthem choruses.

Cremona and vox humana, mixture and furniture of
themselves, are each and all odious, and must he

,

translated into something more real and tangihle.

Then the player must have the schooling and experi-

ence of the conductorof an orchestra—possessing the

full apprehension of the life and expression of tlie

composition, and its adaptability to the means of the

new mechanism. He who can play the Pastorale of

Beethoven on the organ, should be well able to con-

duct it with the orchestra, and teach its moaning to

the fifty players before him. His organ stops are in

fact so many bandsmen, and need as much care and
attention in their handling. When the transposition

or translation of operatic composition is the case, the

player assumes the functions of vocalist, orchesti-al

player, conductor, and almost sta^e manager. No
organist can be reasonably expected to translate the

great operatic movements of the present day without

intimate acquaintance with the music, the manner of

its singing, the method of its construction, so as to he

able to cut it here and there when necessary, to give

it its proper color, and to recall the feeling created

by its performance in the theatre.

Nothing is more diflScult to aive on an organ than

any great soprano, tenor, or bass aria. Nothing is

more easv than plavinsj the notes, but notes are only

signs of sounds, and something more than sounds is

required—the idea, the sequence, and the "to and
fro," the life and breath of the vocalist. Here the

organist must feel bimsulf a singer with an orchestra

before or behind him. He has to sing the song on
his organ, and direct the orchestra in the accomjiani-

ment. There is a stereotyped fashion of doing this :

one row of keys for solo, another for orchestra, and
pedal pipes for violoncellos and basses ; but some-

thing infinitely more than this is requisite for the

well-doing of vocal song transposition. The chief

characteristic is the total oblivion of the organ as or-

e""- ...
The sensationalist is the conjuror on his instru-

ment, a clever and acute mechanic, one who knows
every pipe in his organ, and its power singly and in

comi)ination ; who rings bells, fires cannons, makes
birds whistle, the cry of the cuckoo, the gurgle of the

nightingale, the genuine thunder, the hail and the

storm. He commands the entrance of things animate,

things inanimate and exanimate. He executes solos

on the contr.i basso, and you fancy you can heir the

rasp of the how on the string; he flies to the harmo-

nies of the violin, the hard woody and yet reedy one

of the bassoon, compounds at oboe, and extemporizes

a clarinet aad cornet di bassetio. He plays dances

and marches, and chorals, and ballads, glees, an i

part-soncs— all in sequence just as it suits him to

show off his organ, and is a great favorite with the

organ builder. Then oftentimes he has a fair sprink-

ling of learning, and is well up in the last specimen

of the music of the future and the dismal chromatics

of the modern continental organist. He can weep

and wail all over his three keyboards, and mutter a

"de prpfundis" from his pedal hoard. He is fully

alive to the diminuendo—the almost inaudible echo—
and to the ear stirring cretKendo. And for a cro.s/i

—

something to make the audience jump on their feet

he has no rival. In the funeral march he is an adopt

—one may fancy the presence of undertaker, body-

bearers, mutes, plumes, and the very coffin itself.

The thorough-bass player is nearly gone—he who
was accustomed to cive the congregation his version

of the exercises in Burrow's Harmonic Primer—pro-

gressions of 6 .5 up, and 6 4-2 down, a minor chord,

and then a major, all stereotype and glue. Arnc's

"Water parted from the sea" was his favorite an-

dante, and Handel's "Water music" his brilliant ef-

fort. He was glorious in the overture to the Occa-

sional Oratorio and sublime in the Coronation An-
them. But he could play a psalm tune, and, give

him time, compose a chant, the two things he could

not or would not teach, for oftentimes his successor

fails in both.

Tho great change in organ construction has no

doubt aflfected the tastes of oiu' organ players, and

something remains to be observed on this point.
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Personal ReeoHections of Felix Mendelssoin-

Bartholdy.

Dr. Ferdinand Rahles communicates the fol-

lowing to the London Musical World, May 18.

For several years I had not met Felix Mendels-

sohn, nor corresponded with him. I had been trav-

eling a great deal, and it was not nntil 1836 that I

became more settled, having: accepted my first engage-

ment as music director at Arnsberg in Westphalia.

The winter of 1829 was a very severe one, mountains
and forests were covered wilB snow, and, in conse-

quence, both travelling and postal arrangements were

greatly interrupted ; in those days no steam horses

drove their way through all weathers, man was de-

pendent upon the .=eason and the stale of the roads,

ai.d dragged along his miserable way, jolted in a dil-

igence, or shivering in a private carriage. Arnsberg,
the principal town of the county of Arnsberg, was
one of those favored places where the diligence be-

tween Cologne and Berlin stopped for about two
hours in order that its wearied occupants might re-

fresh themselves. One day, not long after the arri-

val of the diligence, a messenger was sent from the

principal hotel, to request me to be good enough to

visit a gentleman there who was so unwell as to be

unable to move out. I asked his name, but ihe man
had entirely forgotten, and could only assure me that

he roast be a friend of mine from several observa-

tions that he had made. I hastened to the hotel,

where I was shown into a private room, and duly
announced, when, to my surprise, I found my friend.

Felix Mendelssohn, stretched out upon a sofa. His
first words were of gratitude for my promptitude in

visiting him. I then told him of the messenger's
forgetfulness ; he laughingly replied that all his cards

were in his portmanteau, and that he had been una-
ble to move to obtain one, as the slightest movement
caused hiro acute pain. "Be sure," said he, "that
that stupid fellow is not musical." "What, then, is

the matier with you ?" said I, "have you met with
some accident ?" He explained that his feet had
been frost-bitten and caused him excruciating agony,
and begged of me to seek out a good medical man
in order that he might obtain advice as to whether it

would be safe to continue his journey on to Berlin,

and, at the same time, some alleviation of his suffer-

ings. I immediately started to find a doctor, and, iu

going out, entreated Felix not to make himself un-
easy, but to be assured that a few days' rest and med-
ical treatment would put him right, at the same time
offering bim the use of my house, if any stay in

Arnsberg should be necessary. "Thanks ! thanks !"

was all that he could say, so violent was his pain. I

made all haste to find the doctor I was in search of,

and quickly bronght him to my sick friend. After
he had inspected the injured parts, he informed us
that no dangerous symptoms were present ; and af-

ter using some medicaments, which he would send,
the journey towards Berlin might safely be continued.
"However," he said, "if, by the time you have reach-
ed the next stage (three hours and a' half distant),
the pain does not abate, I would advise you to re-

main there all night." I offered at once to accom-
pany Felix, in order that he might not be alone
should he become worse, and be obliged to stay at
any place. Fortunately one place in the diligence
was vacant and I secured it for myself After a great
deal of trouble to get my suffering friend into a com-
fortable position in the coach we started. He bore
his pain with a great deal of firmness, and, in order
to draw his mind from it, we entered into conversa-
tion about his visit to England.' "My reception," be
said, "was all that I could have wished, for I am sure
in such a country my works will receive acknowledg-
ment. 1 met there many accomplished artists and
talented musicians" (here he mentioned about half a
dozen or more, whose names, after such a lapse of
time, I cannot recollect, but had I then known that
England would become, after 1848, my second "Vat-
eriand," I should have had more interest in rcmcm-
b(;ring ihem). "I met men there who loved their art,

and whose whole aim was to elevate it." I enquired
bow he liked England, Its people generally, and his

answer was, "If yon could see how they wor-hip oar
JIandel, and the care which they bftstow upon the
r>erformance of his works, you would find your un-
favorable prepossesHions vanish. Only imagine that
during the mighty Hallelujah Chorus in Iho Mf,iniafi,

an English audience rises to its feet, and remains
standing, in honor of its immortal composer ; that is

elevating, thafia noble! I should not like, however,
to live there consianily, so much of my time for work
would be taken up, and time to an artist is irrevoca-
ble. The distances from one place to another in
London I found very long and often very vexing."
Other subjects upon which we conversed were Mos-
chelea and Carl Maria von Wehcr. With regaid to
the first, Felix could scarcely find language to praise

him siifliciently. both for his kindness in making his

sojourn so agreeable, and for bis upright and true-

hearted advice. As an artist and composer he ad-
mired Moscheles highly, and remarked of him that

by keeping persistently to the piano, and composing
only for it, he had made himself famous ; be had not
scattered his ta'ent broadcast, but had concentrated
it upon that instrument upon which he stood unri-

valled as an execuiant. Mendelssohn expressed his

great delight at the enthusiasm which C. M. von
Weher had created in England, and the deep impres-
sion which he bnd caused by bis Der Freiidiiitz ; in-

cidentally mentioning that Weber, with an eye to

stage effect, had altered the opening scene in the ope-
ra, which the author of the libretto. Frederick Kind,
had given to ihe Hermit, by substituting for it the

effective scene of the prize shooting. Whilst on the
subject of Weber, I added, that having been in com-
pany with Weber whilst he was in Hamburg, he
mentioned he was composing an opera, but bad not
made up his mind as to whether he should call it Die
Jligers Brant ( The Huntsman's Bride), Die FreihiqeJn,

(The Free BvUets) or Der Freischiilz, thinking, how-
ever, the last name the most striking. Mendelssohn
having expressed his ignorance as to why Cherubini's
beautiful opera, Z)fr Wassertrdijer (The Water Car-
rier) was usually called in France Les deux Jour-
v€es, I proceeded to acquaint him with the origin of
the name, which is as follows. Before Cherubini
brought out his opera, there was a dramatic and ope-
ratic law extant, which was always strictly adhered
to, viz., that the action of any play or opera should
not be supposed to occupy more than one day. Cher-
ubini, with his masterpiece, was the first to break
this ridiculous restriction, and give a freer scope to

dramatic literature. The time of his opera was sup-
posed to extend over two days, hence its name of
Les deux Jovrne'es. Of many other subjects we dis-

coursed, but the foregoing are all I remember. I was
pleased to see that Felix gradually became more
cheerful, and that his pains were alleviated, as he de-
termined to continue the journey on to Berlin with-
out stopping. We parted when we reached the next
station, named Meschede, exchanging the best wishes,
and I returned to Arnsberg. Soon after his arrival

in Berlin, I received from him a very affeetionate let-

ter, heartily thanking me, and prophesying an early
meeting under circumstances more favorable to jol-

lity, at the same time expressing his gratitude to Dr.
Weber for his skilful attentions. We did not meet
again until 1833, at the Rhenish Festival, at Diissel-

dorf, which he conducted, and for which he expressly
composed a Festival- Overture, playing, on the third

day, the Concerlstiick of C. M. von Weber. He ae
cepted, at that time, the appointment of Music-Direc-
tor at Diisseldorf, and I being Organist and Music-
Director at Solingeii. about two hours ride distant,

our intercourse was for several years almost uninter-

rupted.

usit ^hoEb.
Leipzig. Our last musical exchanges are full of

the annual examinations of the Conservatory pupils.

The correspondent of the Standard (London)

writes :

Spring alwavs brings to the musical critic a pleas-

ing duty to perform, and that is to encourage through
well earned praise, and aid by good advice, the hud-

ding talent he may perceive displayed by those

pupils of the Conservatoire who are permitted to

give proof of their skill at the public examinations
held in the concert hall of that establishment.

These examinations—or "trials," as they are termed
here—always unite a highly critical and interested

audience, composed, of course, principally of friends

of the pupils, but leavened with the presence of
several of ibose cor/noseenti in musical matters,

whose dictum at the Gewandhaus Concerts is looked
forward to by debutants and de'butantes, yea, even
by veteran performers, with a certain amount of
trepidation. Woe to to the Aleves who allow ner-

vousness to paralyze their powers, fo' no allowance
is made in their favor by the stern critics, who, in

ihe interest of art, distribute with the strictest im-
partiality praise or censure as it may seem due.

At the three examinations held at Ihe Conserva-
toire on the 17th, 20th, and 24th of April, some
highly-gifted young musicians were brought before

the nriiice of the public. As .usual, the performers
upon the violin were more successful in the impres-
sion they created than the performers upon the piano-

forte, whose studies seem to have been less ahslruso

than those of ihe future Pagnninis. Of these, per-

haps, tbo most promising is a yoHrtg Austrian,
Richarfl Sabia by name, whose interpretation of a
concerto allegro by the immortal Paganini was so

masterly in character as to merit the prediction of a

brilliant future being in store lor him in

the realms of art. A pupil of the Con.serva-

toire already for some length of time, Herr
Sahla has, at a previous examination, attracted

the attention of the public here ; and the

progress he has made within the last few months is

strong evidence of talent and of the power of intense

application to the stndy of his instrument which he

possesses. A formidable rival for bim was to be
found in the person of a young American—of Ger-
man parentage, no doubt, to judge from his name

—

who has come right from the other side of the world
to pursue his musical studies. Herr Louis Schmidt,
who calls San Francisco his native town, played

Beethoven's concerto for the violin (1st part) with

much taste and precision, earning the well-merited

applause of the delighted audience.

Of the piani-ts, a young musician from Leicester

created a very favorable impression by the clearness

of touch, correctness of taste, and powerful

execution he displayed in rendering Dr. Hillcr's

concerto for the pianoforte in F sharp minor. Mr.
George Lohr— a name more German than English

—

will no doubt prove to be a valuable acquisition to

the musical community in the land of his adoption

or birth, whichever it may be, and will carry back to

England a sound knowledge of the theory of the

art to which he has devoted himself, joined to a

delicate appreciation of its beauties. Scotland was
ably represented by Mr. William Townsend, from

Edinburgh, who proved to be a clever exponent of

Chopin, whose concerto for the pianoforte in E minor
(1st part) he played with delightful brilliancy and
precision. The ladies were not so well represented

as they usually are ; and, with the exception of a

young vocalist from the Hague, who sang "Ah
perfido" with much sweetness, were infinitely inferior

to their male rivals.

The representations given at the Opera by the

Italian troupe, of which Signor Pollini is the direc-

tor, have afforded a certain amount of distraction to

those who delight in Jtalian staggione. Mme.
Desire'e Anot is the star of this company, which
numbers amongst its members the tenor Marini, and
the bass-buffo Bpssi, names all more or less well

known to the London opera habitufe. " Don
Pasquale" and the "Biirber" have been about ihe

mo.st successful of their productions ; and Mme.
Artot has met with a most favorable reception upon
all occasions. When "Rigoletto" was given, Mme.
PeschkaLeutner undertook the part of Gilda, and
sang with much success this part in the Italian

tongue. The buffo Bossi has also greatly pleased

the public by his inimitable acting and really

splendid, although somewhat powerfiil voice, over

which he has, however, such an unquestionable

command. Signor Pollini has also been very suc-

cessful in the choice of a conductor, having succeed-

ed in securing the services of Herr Ernst Schuch, a

musician who will probably be seated next winter

either at the conductor's desk of the opera in Berlin

or in Darmstadt.
An opera, entitled "Diana of Solange," in five

acts, composed by the Duke Ernest of Saxe Coburg
Gotha, brother to the departed Prince Consort, is

now in rehearsal at the Stadt Theatre here, and will

shortly be produced. The princely composer, who
greatly distinguished himself, it may be remembered,
by his military talents during the late war, has
already published several very able compositions

;

and one or two of his operas have already been pro-

duced in Germany with success.

Mat Festivals. A foreign journal, May 18,

remarks :

In Germany and in Austria the present month will

be unusually prolific in grand concerts. Of those

already announced, the following appear to be the

most important : namely, in DHsseldorf, on the

Rhino, on the 19th, 20th, and 21st inst., the three

concerts of the Lower Rhine Musical Festival, con-

ductor, Anton Rubinstein. At Konigsberg, in

Prussia, another triplet is fixed for the 22nd, 23rd,

and 24th inst., which will constitute the proceedings

of the Provincial Musical Festival, which is to be

held there, under the leadership of Dr. Feidin-ind

Ililler. In Vienna, on the 12th in.st., Wagner gives

a concert, at which he will assume the functions of
conductor; and on the 15th, the unveiling of the

Schubert statue, which has lately been erected there,

takes place with great pomp and ceremony, followed

by a Schubert concert, at which compositions by this

great master only will be performed. The great

event, however, will be the concert which Wagner
intends giving at Baireuth, on the the 22nd inst., in

order to commemorate the laying of the foundation-

stone of^o theatre ho is going to build there, for the

performance of his Nileluurjtn music. The pro-
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pramrae of this concert contains but one work, and
that is Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, which Wagner
contemplates producing in a style which will astonish

the world.

Geneva, a city already celebrated as the centre of

several international associations which have for their

objects the best interests of humanity, is in August
next to be the scene of an internaiional musical fes-

tival, with competitions for bands and choral socie-

ties. An influential committee is now at work mak-
ing the necessary arrangements, and from all we hear

the scheme is far more likely'to succeed than that

which is being so freely "puffed" across the Atlantic

under Mr. Gilmore's superintendence.

—

Land. Choir;

Berlin. A Society with a very useful object

—

the publication of musical works by ancient masters
— is about to be formed at Berlin, on the principle

adopted by the old Musical Antiquarian Society in

London, of issuing the works annually to subscrib-

ers. Among the scores in preparation are :—a Col-

lection of the Songs of CEglin (1512) ; of Peter
Schceffer (1513) ; of Ott (1534 and 1544) ; of Finck
(1536) ; and of Forster (1539 and 1556) ; the Flares

il/iJs/ccE of Hugo de Reullingen (1488); The Dode-
cacliordonof Glarean (1547); the Porte d'Honnenr o?
Mattheson (1740) ; the first book of the Chorales for

Four Voices, by Johann Walter ( 1524) ; and some
works by Ludwig Senfl, Johann Leo Hassler, and
other composers. Herr Robert Eitner is the founder
and manager of the Society.

Bedssels. In the last week of the present month
(May) a gathering of unusual interest will take place

at Brussels, when the Academ} of Sciences, Litera-

ture and the Fine Arts, will celebrate the hundredth
anniversary of its foindation. The musical arrange-
ments, which will form one of the most important
features in the scheme, will be entrusted to M. Gav-
aert, and among the performances by the orchestra of
the Conservatoire will be a work of the sixteenth
century, and another work of the period of the foun-
dation of the Academy. Contemporary musical art

will be represented by a work by a deceased member
of the Fine Arts section of the Academy (probably
Mr. Fetis), followed by a work by one of the present
members, M. Gevaert or M. Limnarde. All the for-

eign associates of the Academy have been invited to

assist in the solemnities, and judging from the admi-
rable manner in which King Leopold presided at the
recent dinner of our own Literary Fund, there cau
be little doubt that his Majesty will enter con amore
into the proceedings.

—

Choir.

Batreoth. After throe days' brilliant festivities,

in which 250 male and female singers, 100 musicians,
and 1000 guests have taken part, the foundation stone

of the Festal Theatre has been successfully laid,

though the ceremonies were marred by a drenching
rain, disarranging the original programme. The pro-

jected theatre will stand on an elevation overlooking
the city, and distant from it fifteen minutes' walk.
It was arranged that the singers, after the cer-

emony and Herr Wagner's address, should join in a
chorus, but the rain interfered, and the festive pro-
ceedings had to take place in the Opera-house. Nev-
ertheless, thousands assembled on the spot, and Herr
Wagner was greeted in proportion by many tongues
and palms.

The Opera-house was crowded. The stage was
filleil with singers and musicians. Herr Wagner was
enthusiastically received when he appeared, leading
his wife, followed by five solicitors. When they had
taken their seats, the Burgoma.ster welcomed the
guests, and cheers were given for the King of Bava-
ria and the Emperor of Germany. Herr Wagner
then addressed the assembly upon the subject of the

projected theatre, and expressed his confidence in its

success. He rejoiced at the presence of the singers,

musicians, and friends, who had assembled in a true
German spirit. The theatre they proposed to erect

in his honor would, he hoped, be a gathering place
for the best German talent, and a nursery of dramatic
and musical art. As Herr Wagner concluded his re-

marks he raised his hands with expressive energy,
and a chorus was immediately after given by 300
persons with marvellous effect. Herr Wagner, who
appeared deeply moved, embraced his wife and chil-

dren, and the friends near him, including many so-

licitors.

In the afternoon there was a grand concert, at

which Beethoven's Ninth Symphony was given.
Herr Wagner directed ; and the vocalists were of the
highest rank. The festivities were closed by a ban-
quet, which Herr Wagner attended.

100,000 thalers have been subscribed, but 200,000
are needed. The festivities are declared to be a great
success by all pi esent, and the future of the Festal
Theatre is con.^idered to be assured. The day being

Herr Wagner's birthday, the composer received con-

gr.atulations from all parts of Germany.

—

Con. Land.

Mus. World.

London,

Mr. Santley's Concert. We find in the Mus-

ical World, May 25, what will interest American

readers, to-wit

:

One evening last antnmn, St. ,James Hall was
filled with a crowd eager to bid Mr. Santley "God
speed," though,- perhaps, wondering why an artist

who is ever acceptable to English audiences should
betake himself across the Atlantic. On Tiresday

evening the same hall was filled with another crowd,
eager to welcome him back, and bent upon showing
that, for unstinted admiration, there is "no place like

home." Mr. Santley could hardly have desired bet-

ter evidence of his great popularity than the recep-

tion he met with. It is not so much that ladles waved
their handkerchiefs, and men shouted a noisy greet-

ing, as that the whole affair was marked by unmis-
takable genuineness. The people obviously put their

hearts into the work of bidding Mr. Santley wel-

come, and the value of that sincerity exceeded the

worth of any other possible demonstration. It is

pleasant to see merit thus recognized—all the more
pleasant when distinction has been gained by the

honest and unaffected use of natural endowments
without stooping in the least degree to artifice or

trick. Such distinction is etninently that of our Eng-
lish baritone. Mr. Santley was wise to confine his

share of Tuesday's concert to songs he has made
familiar, because, if anything could enhance the

pleasure of seeing him back, it was the hearing of
music closely associated with his name. The selec-

tions made were, "0, ruddier than the cherry," "The
Bell-ringer," and "Hearts of Oak," with ''Pronto io

son," and Mozart's "Sola," as concerted pieces. The
audience encored all three songs, as a matter of

course, especially as they were sung in the artist's

grandest manner, and with a voice which seemed to

have gained rather than lost by hard work in a strange

climate. Mr. Santley granted each demand, substi-

tuting the ''Yeoman's Wedding Song " for Handel's
air, and "The Stirrup Cup" for Wallace's ballad,

but repeating the last verse of Boyce's nautical ditty.

In the duet from Don Pasquale, sung with Madame
Florence Lancia, the audience were reminded of the

loss sustained by the Anglo Italian stage when Mr.
Santley withdrew from a position rarely gained by
an English artist.

Mdlle. Carlotta Patti, Mdme. Neruda, Mdme.
Rita, Mr. Lloyd, Mr. Halle, and others, assisted at

the concert, bnt, as they presented nothing new, it is

unnecessary to give details. Mr. Lindsay Sloper,

who was associated with Mr. Santley's American
tour, aecompanied some of the songs. He might well

have taken the more dignified place of soloist.

Mr. Cumminss's Cantata. Oar good friend,

Mr. W. H. Cummings, the refined tenor singer,

whom Boston remembers with so much pleasure, has

composed and had performed at St. James's Hall,

May 24, a Cantata, of which the next morning's

Telegraph gives report as follows :

Mr. Cummings's "Fairy Ring" is neither more
nor less than a story of the "good people" who, in

the days of old, "gambolled on heaths, and danced

on every green." The authoress of the libretto. Miss

R. S. Hobbs, introduces ns to one of their nightly

merry-makings, just as the revel is at its height ; or,

rather, just as Fortunatus, a fairy with a bass voice,

stops the dancing. "Let some one tell of goodly
deed performed by magic spell:" this is his command,
and to him responds Percival, a tenor fairy, who nar-

rates how he had charmed a passionate and rebellious

maiden back to home and duty. An approving cho-

rus follows ; after which Fiorina, a soprano fairy, is

bidden speak. Fiorina has to say that she had re-

stored a wandering boy to his dving mother, and left

him asleep in her arms. The fairies at once sing a
lullaby, and Fortunatus next takes up his parable,

telling how he met with a lovelorn blacksmith, who,
in the intervals of toil, lamented the cruelty of wom-
an kind. Happily, the blacksmith's hard, scornful

hearted one arrived on the scene in the nick of time,

and a touch of the fairy wand brought happiness

where there had been sorrow. Hearing this, the as-

sembled elves moralize on the nature of love ; and
Gentilla (contralto), after generally approving the

occasion, bids the revels recommence. But Fiorina

and Percival, moved by mortal example, get up a

little love-scene, for them.selyes, in which the gentler

fairy plays the woman with mueh success. The dawn
then breaks, and the entire throng, after dancing an

elfish "Sir Roger de Coverley," betake themselves to

rest. Such is the story of "The Fairy Ring," and,

being what it is, the composer found ample opportu-

nities for contrasted effect, as well as characteristic

treatment. Wo cannot dismiss the libretto without

praising ils authoress, not only on this account, but

because of verses which are above the average of their

kind.

Mr. Cummings had written no work of such im-

portance before, but any one acquainted with his mu-
sic, both sacred and secular, must have been prepar-

ed for a composition of merit, animated by a true ar-

tistic feeling, and framed upon the best models of its

class. These are precisely the salient features of

"The Fairy Ring," to hear which is impossible with-

out recognizing that the composer has devoted to it

his best ability, and wrought out the whole thing with

immen.se pains and care. Mr. Cummings makes no

pretence of striking out fresh paths in his art, though

the modern custom is to struggle sorely at a "new
departure." Accepting the generally accepted, he has

given us music at hearing which, if no one cries out

"Oh, the depth !" most will be conscious of gratifi-

cation. Once on a time gratification, not bewildsr-

ment, was the highest good of musical art. "Nous
changerons tout cela," doubtless; but Mr. Cummings
is one of those who yet prefer the ancient lines. The
work contains thirteen numbers, beginning with an

orchestral introduction (E flat) chiefly made up of

themes afterwards given to voices, and marked by

some tasteful scoring with a view to distinctive char-

acter. This leads to a chorus, "Round about the

fairy ring" (E flat), in which reliance is placed upon
carefully-wrought harmonies, set off by lightsome or-

chestral themes and varied orchestral color. Perci-

val's air, "By the fair river" (A flat), is melodious

and well-contrasted in its various parts. Occasion-

ally a trite phrase presents itself ; but the general ef-

fect is good. The themes of a vigorous chorus,

"Our Queen is quite content" (C major), are relieved

and set off by an independent orchestral subject, elab-

orately scored ; after which comes Fiorina's air, "In

a rosebud I was lying." charmingly sung by Miss

Edith Wynne, and encored. The melody is one of

those incorporated with the orchestral introduction.

A quartet, "Peace to the dreamer" (E flat), is anoth-

er striking feature of the work ; and this, too, was

encored, amid the liveliest signs of approval. Its

harp accompaniment could not have been better

played than by Mr. John Thomas. Between the

quartet and the Bonff of Fortunatus, "I heard the an-

vil clang and fall" (G major), the widest possible con-

trast exists, the latter being written with extreme

vigor, and heavily, not to say noisily, scored. Mr.

Lewis Thomas gave it the full benefit of his sonorous

voice, and won for it the third encore of the evening.

As "The Forge," this song is likely to be used apart

from the rest of the work. A six-voice madrigal,

"Love is a sweet, yet a cruel thing" (G major), pleases

bv its studied simplicity ; and the song of Gentilla,

"Happy fays and fairie's all" (F major), gratifies in

an equal degree by pleasant tune and tasteful instru-

mentation. Mme. Patey gave this air after her very

best manner, and could not reftise the encore it elicit-

ed. The duet for Fiorina and Percival, "Why
should I squander my pity on trifles'?" (A flat)

though somewhat elaborate, is less effective than the

other movements ; but atonement comes with the

finale, "Away, away" (E flat), wherein Mr. Cum-
mings has adopted the style as well as the key of his

opening movement, and given consistency and unity

to the work. The chorus is, beyond question, one

of the finest portions of the Cantata, which it ends in

an effective manner. Like the other concerted pieces,

the finale was well sung by the members of Mr.

Barnby's Choir ; and the whole of the instrumental

music had justice done to it by a capital orchestra,

with Herr Straus at their head. The success of the

Cantata could hardly have been greater if applause

be a criterion ; and Mr. Cummings, who himself

took the tenor solos, was lustily cheered at its close,

and recalled to be cheered again. The performance

was well conducted by Mr. F\ Stanislaus.

A miscellaneous second part followed "The Fairy

Ring," comprising Beethoven's Choral Fantasia, the

pianoforte solo in which was played to perfection by

Mme. Arabella Goddard : and the scena, "Ah I

quelle nuit," from "Le Domino Noir," sung with

characteristic piquancy by Mme. Lemmens-Sherring-

ton. Mr. Cummings contributed David's "0 ma
maitresse" in eracefnl fashion ; and the overture to

"Le Nozze di Figaro" ended the concert. The hall

was full.

Pauline Lucca's first appearance this season as

Selika in Meyerbeer's "Africaine" had the natural

effect of filling the theatre. A finer performance as

regards the principal part could not have been heard.

But all was as nothing compared to the merit and

effect of Mme. Lucca's impersonation, than, which
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nothinfj more admirable, from every point of view,
can be seen on tlie operatic stage. A Berlin paper,
reckoning the other day the nnmber of different

impersonations in which Mme. Lucca had distin-

guished hereelf, arrived at a total of forty-eight.

That is a high figure ; but it seemed nothing to the
Berlin journalist, who went on to complain that
Mme. Lucca had not yet undertaken the part of
Elsa in Wagner's "Lohengrin." One can believe
anything of the versatility of an artist who appears
with equal success as Zerlina and as Selika, as Cheru-
bino in the "Marriage of Figaro," and as Leonora
in "La Favorita."— Pall Mall Gazette.

Jtotgljfs |o«rnal of S«sit.
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In Honor of Franz Schubert.

A reporter of the Wiener Neue Freie Presse

writes as follows of the unveiling of the Schubert

Monument lately erected in Vienna, (May 15J :

If our Franz Schubert could only have guessed,

could only have dared to hope,—above thy grave,

poor heart, there shall one day burst and blossom so

delicious a spring morning, full of sunshine and

flower-scents, and Schubert songs, and Schubert

love, as we to-d.ay enjoyed in our City Park ! But

the richest minstrel of the spring, the most dearly

beloved minstrel of the young,—the minstrel "by

the grace of God," with the lips gushing over with

song, and the heart of a child, could not guess, not

dare to hope this. His contemporaries made it too

ditBcult for him. They did not believe in him.

They did not understand his singing, they did not

sing his songs. A single concert did Schubert suc-

ceed in giving in Vienna, where his own works were

performed. And when the second Schubert concert

in Vienna laughed and wept in his tunes, and won
for him fresh wreaths of love and admiration,—

those wreaths formed only a new made grave, and
the proceeds of the concert scarcely sufficed to defray

the modest burial expenses. A few coats, several

handkerchiefs, some old music,—and some old and

new debts,—these were found to be the worldly pos-

sessions left by our richest Prince of Song ! The
artist's earthly pilgrimage ! No, Franz Schubert

could not have foreseen today. And if some
one had told him in his happiest, merriest, most
hopeful hour on earth, "Franzerl, by singing vour

songs the 'Wiener Mitnner-Gesang-Verein' shall

some day make from twenty to thirty thousand

florins, and in loving gratitude for your imperish-

able gift'', erect a marble monument to your memory
upon the most beautiful green spot of your native

city, even before your revered masters, Beethoven,

Mozart, and Haydn have such honors shown
them,"—honest, modest Franz Schubert would cer-

tainly have laughed at them most heartily. And
yet we have but just now been a witness to the un-

veiling of Schubert's Monument.

The grounds about the monument, as also the

tent erected for the accommodation of invited guests,

were richly decorated with flowers and flags. Be-

cause of the want of room, but a few hundred letters

had been issued. Among the invited guests, the

first places were occupied by Schubert's beloved

sister "Lisi," since married, the two brothers,

Andrew and Hermann, the poet Franz Schober,

whose verses Schubert has set to some of his sweetest

tones, and many other personal friends of the de-

parted, as well as deputations from the Vienna Art

Association, and personages distinguished in art and
sdence.

The celebration waa opened shortly after eleven

o'clock, by the singing of the lovely choruses for

male voices from Schubert's fianclus, exfjuisilely

rendered by the ".Miinncr-Gcsang Verein." How
wonderful it sounded, in among the green trees,
.swelling np into the radiant spring sky ! It Schu-
bert could only have heard his Sanclug sung thus a

single time, perhaps his earthly pilgrimage might

not have seemed quite so hard. After this, the

President of the Society, Ilcrr N. Dumba, made an

address, in which, after formally and solemnly hand

ing over the monument to the charge of the repre

sentatives of the city, he said, — "They and the

whole population of Vienna will treasure this monu
ment erected to the memory of their fellow-citizen

the modest school teacher of Rossau, who was an

honor to his native city, to our Austrian fatherland

whom German art counts among her worthiest

most illustrious representatives. The artist honors

the people he belongs to, the country in which be

lived and labored ; art and the artist require the

vivifying breath of encouragement from their sur-

roundings ; this is the warm sun which develops

talent, matures the fruit. Thus to the people justly

belongs a share of the artist's fame. And particular-

ly is this true of our Schubert. His immortal

strains breathe all the atmosphere of home. The
Austrian with his full heart and rich mind, the son

of Vienna with his happy disposition, and. deeply

tender soul, knew, richly* gifted as he was, how to

give utterance to every throb of our hearts, to every

emotion of the human breast. He offered us truth,

unvarnished truth, and that always makes its way to

the heart. A worthy addition will this monument he

to those already adorning the city, honoring the

memory of the heroes and victors of Austria. He,

too, is a victor, a conqueror ; he has conquered the

hearts of the whole cultivated world, and the con-

quered praise him with grateful hearts.

And thus I hereby pray our honored Mayor to

proceed to the nnveiling of the statue, that is to re-

main a proud monument to our beautiful city, rich in

tunes and love of song, for all times !

"

This speech was often interrupted by hearty ap-

plause.

After a few noble words by the Mayor, Dr.

Felder, he gave the sign for the covering to be drop-

ped, — and in the glimmering sunshine, the fine

marble statue of Franz Schubert stood before our

delighted eyes.

The artist has represented the tone-poet in a

sitting posture, the right foot drawn back a little, the

left moved slightly forward. On his knees rests .an

open book, which he holds with the left hand. The
position represents a moment of inspiration. The
gaze is turned upward, the pencil in his right hand,

seems just about jotting down his ideiis. Three bas-

reliefs, in marble, on the pedestal, represent musical

imagination, characteristically symbolized by a

sphinx, instrumental and vocal mnsic. In front are

the words, "Franz Schubert— To his memory.

The Wiener Manner Gesang-Verein, 1872." On the

back the date of Schubert's birth and death.

Franz Schubert was not a handsome man in life,

it was therefore impossible for the artist to show us

an Apollo. But he has most nobly infused into

these marble features the lovely, musical soul of the

great dead, the soul which sang the sweetest dreams

of love and spring, and the highest ideals of youth.

From this countenance shines the fulfilment of

Robert Schumann's appreciative words,—^"Schuberf

will always remain the favorite of the young, be

knows what they require— an everflowing heart,

bold thought, rapid action ; tells them what they love

most,—romantic stories, fairy tales and adventures
;

wit and humor too he blends with them, but not so

much that the softer emotions .suffer under it." But

al>o that which made the mortal Schubert so dear to

his friend.s, Lis touching modesty, his childlike

innocence and trustfulness, his heartfelt mirthfulness,

and above all, his great beautiful heart, — beams

from these marble features, eloquently and full of

life.

The declamation of a poem written for the occa-

sion liy Joseph Weilcn, which was received with

tumultuous ajiplause, and the singing of Schubert's
Jubekhor, closed the splendid celebration.

Concert of the Apollo Club.

On Friday evening, May .31, the great Music Hall

was crowded once, more by invited friends of male

part singing, interested in the success, already very

marked, of the "Apot.lo Clue," which hardly has

been organized a twelvemonth. The Club is in a

flourishing condiiion, having several hundred "pas-

sive" or subscribing members, inclndinLT many gen-

tlemen of high social character and culture, besides

the actual singing nucleus, which is composed of

over fifty singers,—the pick of the best tenors and

basses in our city. In power and quality of voices

never has so good an ensemble been brought together

here before; and as much may be said, without risk

of contradiction, of the average degree of skill and

taste shown in the exercise of such fine organs, o

the true musical expression, the unity and fervor o

their singing. A high ideal seems to animate the

union ; something more than the mere wholesome

social pleasure of giving out their voices in full ring-

ing harmony; its members love good mus\c and be-

lieve in music in the sense of Art, instead of in the

vulgar and vain glorious display sense of "Peace

Jubilee." They have an artistic leader and instruc-

tor. Mr. B. J. Lano has proved himself one of the

best of choral drill masters ; so the members of the

Club in their weekly rehearsals have found out to

their delight and animating sense of progress ; and

so the thousands of delighted hearers, both at the

monthly and the larger "private" concerts of the year,

have witnessed with increasing satisfaction. More
so than ever on this last occasion.

The voices, as. we said, numbered about fourteen

on each of the four parts. There was no full or-

chestra, and no overtures, as in the two great con-

certs given in the winter; but all the orchestral wind

instruments (the "narmonie-ilusih," as the Germans

call it) were present for the accompaniment of certain

pieces. The only purely instrumental piece was at

the end of the First Part.—the Andante with Varia-

tions from Hummel's Septet in 1) minor, for Piano-

forte, &c., played by Mr. Lang. We could not bo

there in season to hear the First Part of the pro-

gramme; but in the morning rehearsal we had heard

the two pieces with accompaniment; namely, the

opening chorus : "Warrior's Prayer," by Lachner,

with introduction and accompaniment by all the

reeds and brass ;—a broad, full strain of sustained

and solemn vocal harmony, not strikingly original,

and not always ennobled by the instrumentation ; but

it was grandly sung. The other was the Foresters'

Chorus fr(*n Schumann's "Pilgrimage of the Rose,"

that breezy and exhilarating strain, fitly accompanied

by four horns, in which the tones of pure, sweet,

strong male voices, perfectly blended, find free, life-

some, thrilling play as much as in any chorus we
remember; the selection was a happy one for the

"Apollo." The unaccompanied part-songs, which

we had to lose, were : "The lake in dreamy slumber

lies," by Schumann; "Hussars to the fray!" by

Storch ;
"The Mountain Shadows" (sung by a triple

quartet) by Abt ; and Ave Maria: "The twilight fast

is falling," with Tenor Solo, also by Abt.—-We
may state, that nearly if not all of the Part-Ronus are

from German sources, publishe.l in ihe "Chickering
Club Collection," and the English translations of the

words, which are poetical and well adopted to the

music, are by Mr. C. J. Sitiagiji:. a lending mem-
ber both of ihe Apollo and tho'Chickering Club.

Part Second opened with the noblest thing of the

evening, Mcndels.'iohn's Fest-Gfsiinr/ "To the

Artists," after Schiller's Ode, from which are culled

these words (wo give a more literal version than the

one here sung) as suited to the composer's purpoe :

The dignity of Man
Into your h:indH is given

;

O I guard it well

!

With you it Pinks, or lifts itflelf to fieaven !

Of ArtB the holy spell

Serveth a world's well-ordered plan;

Soft may it lead unto the Bea

Of the groat Uarmony.
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Let earnest Trntli, if her own age reject her,

Seek rest in Sonp:—the Muses will protect her.

So shall phe meet the unbelieving sneer

With glance, whence guilty spirits quail,

More terrible in Beauty's veil ;

So rise in all the might of Song,

And, with avenging trumpet, shout her wrong

Into her persecutor's coward ear.

Of freest Mother free-born sons I

"Wing yourselves upward with undazzled gaze,

To highest Beauty's throne of rays!

Ye need not woo for other crowns

;

o'er all the thousand winding ways

Of manifold Variety

Meet ye at Last in full embrace

Round the high throne of Unity !

The first passage is set to a majestic and inspiring

movement {andante maestoso) in four-part ctiorns and

four-part solo liarmony, in 4-4 measure, accompan-

ied— tliis and tlie wliole—by horns, trumpets, &c.,

with an uplifting, grandiose effect. In the second

pa.ssage, about 'Truth rejected," the movement

ch.inges to 3 4, Alhqro moderato, yet of a grave

character. In the third part the 4-4 measure returns

in swift Allegro {assai vivace) . It was superbly

sung, and with Mendelssohn's original accompani-

ment we thought it more effective than with the full

orchestra arrangement we had once before.

Hatton's Sailor's Song : "Sweetly blows the

western wind," Abt's "Sleep, thou Wild Rose"

(triple quartet), and Mendelssohn's "Huntsmen's

Farewell" (with four horns), were admirable

specimens of male part-singing. Perfect purity

of intonation ; sweet yet strong and manly' quality

of tone ;
good balance of parts and blended

euphony ; nicely studied phrasing ; light and

shade, distinct in softest pianissimo; exactness,

giving no sense of mechanical constraint, but plenty

of free nftanrfon ; in short, refinement, without senti-

mental overdoing of expression, and a ringing, crisp

vitality without rudeness,—all these qualities of true

part-singing, unless to some ideally fastidious Fairy

Fine-ear, were present in that singing.

A very bold, grand, thrilling piece of harmony was

that Hymn to Odin, by Kunz, conjuring up appal-

ling images of angry Ocean waves, and stormy skies

and battle. Among the more modern efforts in the

selflimited and well-nigh exhausted field of part song

composition for male voices, we have found hardly

anything so strikingly effective, and in a true poetic

sense. It brought out the strong side of the Club to

great advantage.—"Now forward !" by Storch, a

merry Marching Song, such as soldiers sing to cheer

the weary "way and keep their courage up, was spir-

ited,—though farther than that we have no distinct

remembrance of it. The closing piece : "He's the

man to know," by Zollner, is about the most inge-

nious specimen of the right jovial, sensuous, convivial

song that we have heard for many a day ; and the

fitting of the music to the words in the several verses:

"Who'll not drink when the foaming glasses chink,"

"Who'll not kiss, when a mouth is close to his," and

"Who'll not sing, when a song can pleasure bring,"

—sung so nicely as it was, is humorously close and

delicate. A pretty trifle cunningly elaborated !

Mr. Carltle Petersilea'9 "Beethoven Re-

citals." Last Saturday afternoon, at Wesleyan

Hall, Mr. Petersilea gave the ninth and last of his

"Recitals," for the improvement of the taste of the

pupils of his recently established and already flour-

ishing Music School. In these nine concerts Mr.

Petersilea has been himself the sole interpreter, and

his programmes have consisted solely of the Piano-
forte Sonatas of Beethoven, the whole thirty-two of

which he has performed in the consecutive order of
their opus numbers, three or four each time. "This
has been done before only, so far as we are aware, by
Mr. Charles Halle in London, whom we had our-
selves the pleasure of hearing through the last half
of the series eleven years ago. Of course it was in-

teresting to an American to hear such music by such

an interpreter. But it is impossible, from any true

ccsthetic point of view, on the artistic principle of

unity in variety, to justify a programme made up

(even of the best materials, all works of highest ge-

nius) on such a plan. If Beethoven himself were to

sit down to entertain a circle of his friends for an

hour or two with music of his own creation, would

he be likely to present things in the order of their

publication ? Promiscuity in good things is to be

avoided, as well as in bad. But Hallo relieved the

Sonata monotony by choice songs from such singers

as Sims Reeves, &c. However, the enterprise was

creditable to the zeal and courage, and to the musical

executive ability of Mr. Petersilea.

On this last occasion the subjects for his interpre-

tation were: 1.) Sonata, No. .30, op. 109, in E, be-

ginning with a few bars of light and airy Vivace,

leading into and alternating with an Adagio expres-

sivo in the style of free fantasia ; then Prestissimo,

6-8 ; and then that beautiful, religious Andante Can-

tabile, with its wonderful variations. 2. Sonata No.

31, op. 110, in A flat, consisting of Moderate Canta-

bile. Allegro molio in F minor, a brief mournful Ada-

gio {Arioso dolente) in E flat minor, and a Fugue

finale in the original key, with episodical returns of

the Adagio. 3. The last Sonata, op. Ill, in C mi-

nor, so tremendous in the energy of its first move-

ment, of such inventive subtlety and beauty in the

rhythmical phrasing and fine subdivision of the Ari-

etta marked Adagio molto semplice e cantabile. More

difficult tasks a pianist could hardly have set him-

self That he had caught the spirit, and succeeded

in transfusing it, of these most mystical and strange

confessions of tbe most deeply brooding and imagi-

native of modern tone-poets, is more than we can

say. But so far as a clear, sure and unfaltering read-

ing of the notes is concerned, he had made himself

master of them, and that is saying a great deal.

Before the last Sonata, Mr. Petersilea repeated the

"Moonlight" Sonata from a former programme, ren-

dering the first movement particularly with n good

deal of expression. This was of course much more

appreciable to his audience, which consisted mostly

of young pupils. The strangest thing, in fact, about

the concert was the presence of so many children,

little girls of eight or nine years ! These of course

did not listen (who could expect it of them) to the

last three, the most abstruse Sonatas of Beethoven.

Others we noticed not so young, doing their best to

understand and to appreciate by keeping their eyes

fixed on the music in their laps.

Musical Education. The Mendelssohn Quin-

tette, with Mr. B. J. Lang, and other good musicians

and teachers, will open in September, here in Boston,

a new "National College of Music." During the

coming weeks, while the city is full of musical visi-

tors, the Directors will bo present at their rooms in

Tremont Temple, every day, from 11 to 1 o'clock,

to answer inquiries. See Advertisement.

Jubilee begins on Monday ! Gilmoke's Jubi-

lee ! "Peace" Jubilee {"iJy peace I give unto thee,"

quoth the "Great Projector" and Panjandrum) ! Mu-

sic by more instruments, more voices than were ever

heard, or ever can be heard, together ! "Peace"

with anvils, cannons,,bells in glorious harmonic tur-

moil ! "Anvil Chorus" a la Gilmore even/ day for

three midsummer weeks ! Three programmes are

proclaimed already : the first "American," the sec-

ond "English," the third "German ,•" "French," we

suppose, will follow, and so the line will stretch out

possibly to "Patagonian" and the "crack of doom ;"

what less finale would be adequate to the occasion f

Surely the three programmes are masterpieces in

the art of—advertising ! And every newspaper has

been magnetized and Gilmorized until its critical and
editorial columns have undergone a "sea change"
and read precisely like the advertisements ; so that

every thing and every person, great or small, con-

nected with the Jubilee is understood throughout the

world to be sublime, magnificent and "pretty great,"

—particularly by our country cousins. Are they not
great programmes? Why,here is something for every
taste, and every form of no taste. Here are guns,
bells, anvils ("played upon" by esthetic red-shirted

firemen,—through hose and pipes is it?); Lowell
Mason psalm tunes ; noisy "Rienzi" Overtures, pre-

luded by "Old Hundred" from 20,000 voices, one
verse whispered, one verse thundered ; Strauss
Waltzes magnified through a thousand instruments

;

Solos in unison by "bouquets" (!) of 150 artists, and
even by 5000 voices all in—melody ; "Star-spangled
Banner" with guns and hells and all the noise that

the Genius of Peace (which is P. S. G), can devise
;

pianoforte solos, for those who like piano music at

long range ; Bands native and foreign ;—all in glo-

rious promiscuity each afternoon ! And then to

think of all the pomp and circumstance : the monster
drum I the loudest Organ in the world ! the distin-

guished personages, perhaps some of them titled !

And the badges! worn by the"Pr6jector," the sublime,

the Only ; by the Head Centre Cinnocent and modest
little man) of all tlie chorus shouters of the whole
United States ; by the Conductors, the august Com-
mittees, clear of all suspicion of commercial aims ;

and even by the "PreS8''-gaDg, which has pressed us all into

the service I Think, too, of the great "Bulletin-boards,"
announcing every hour the rates of gold and stocks, that
thereon you may read how sensitive the pulse of the stock
market throughout the world will be to the Anvil Chorus !

During the second week, it is said there will be Oratorio

—

"Israel in Egypt," by a selected chorus. Classical Symphonies.
These will be worth hearing, if they can be heard in so smalt
a place.

Well, Vive la Gloire! That is the Gilmore motto. Glory!
Glory ! that is the ideal, that the motive and the animating
passion of the thing. That was ever the ideal of the French
nation, and brouirht them to the present pass. The Celtic

Gilmore, like the French Celts, dreams ever of la Gloire. It
is a heartless and a truth-despising sentiment, where it be-
comes paramount, sure to sink into valn-g\ory, and its con-
tagion dangerous, even without Music pressed into its service.

We fear it is one of the dangers that most threaten our own
beloved Country !

WASHINOTON, D. C, June 7. It may not be generally

known that Ilerr Franz Abt, the composer, received his first

musical welcome in America at the hands of the Musical

Societies of the Capital, He arrived in New York early in

May, and proceeded directly to Washington, where a grand

testimonial concert was given in his honor by the two German
Societies and the Choral Society, (American) which it will be

remembered took part in the 12th Saengerfest held in New
York in June last, and which bore away the prize allotted to

societies of their class. The conport took plaoo at Lincoln'a

Hall, Wednesday evening. May 8, with the following pro-

gramme :

Volkergebet. Nation's Prayer. Op. 300 Abt.
Arion, Choral Society, and Saengerbund.

Souvenir de Spa. Violonctllo Solo Servais.
Mr. Jungnickel.

Amor alB Spotter Abt.
Mrs. J. H. Rosewald, of Baltimore.

(Dedicated to Mrs. R. by the composer, P. Abt.)
Echo in Spring. Op. 222 Abt.

Saengerbund.
0, Ye Tears. Bass Solo Abt.

Mr. F. A. Cliaae.

Quintet, Instrumental Kuhlau.
Messrs. Hoffman, Donch, Finkel. Shutter, Jungnickel.

Spring Morning Abt.
Choral Society.

Piano Solo. Reverie au bord de la mer Willmers.
Prof. Geo. Felix Benkert.

Lively Rivulet. Soprano Solo and Male Quartet Abt.
Mrs. Morell and Messrs. Knoop, Daniel, Rockar, and

Weiss.
The Shades of Eve are closing .Abt.

Beethoven Octet. *
Serenade, (Trio). Instrumental Tit'l.

Messrs. Shutter. Jungnickel and Kley.
Siegesgesang Victory Song. Op. 267 Abt.

Arion, Choral.Society, and Saengerbund.

Mr. Abt's perf^onal description has already been given. He
was enthsiasticaliy received, and all were eager to hear the

pieces set as "mass" to be led by himself as conductor. His

manner is not as graceful as that of Theodore Thomas, yet

very energetic and expressive. His praise of the pieces ren-

dered by the combined voices, was all that could be wished

for. He particularly complimented the English Society on its

just and forcible conception of its selection "Friihlingsmor-

gen" (Spring morning) and was agreeably surprised to hear

such fine voices and such material as was collected from

"American" talent. Mr. A.'s knowledge of the English

language is very limited, so much so that he was most "at

home" among those of his "own tongue."

As a substantial earnest of our reception he bore away a

handsome gift in shape of "legal tenders." The "Beethoven

Octet," mentioned upon the programme, are all members

of the "Choral Society.'' Among them is Mr. Charles C.

Ewer and A. Chase, both known among musicians in your
city. The season, musically, is now over here. Congress
about to adjourn, and those able to do so, making prepara-

tions for summer resorts.

As a fitting close to our successful season, the "Choral
Society" gave a "complimentary" to its 'passive or contri-

buting membership, at Lincoln's Hall, Wednesday evening,
June 5. The Hall was filled to its utmost capacity by tha

elite of Washington, and all expressed themselves highly
pleased with the entertainment. Harmonie.
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"Wauner's Speech in a Thitoder Storm.

Here from Vienna (we translate from Le Minestrd)

comes a speech of Richard Wagner, daring'a storm,

let loose by le Viable, if not by the good God, upon

the last piece of his grand Philharmonic Concert. It

was right in the midst of a thunder of applause, an

avalanche of bouquets, thrown to Patti . . . the heav-

ens suddenly grew black, a storm burst forth,—a ver-

itable thunderstorm from the skies :—its groanings

silenced the drams of the orchestra, and Wagner,

quick to seize on this occasion to set up his little re-

clame in honor of the theatre which he proposes to

build upon the hill of Bayreuth, expressed himself as

follows amid new plaadits of the intoxicated, though

somewhat terrified crowd :

"Once already I have Had occasion to meet with

numerous sympathies in this city. To-day, in these

tokens of affection I see marks of adhesion to my
project of erecting to our German country a temple,

where Art shall find shelter from the pernicious in

fluences of the present. And, as the Greeks in old

time had a custom of invoking Japiter, and praying

him to manifest his assent by a flash of lightning, I

see today a happy presage in the signs of heaven .

"

The same paper, after citing the programme of

Wagner's "Ninth Symphony" concert at Bayreuth,

adds :

"So we see, Germany distances America in the

matter of charlatanism. Go, hang thyself, O Bar-

nam !" (and Gilmore ?)

The above is from a French source ; here we have

the same view from a German paper, the Bellettris-

tiches Journal of New York :

"Great is the power of humbug, in Europe not less

than in America. Gilmore's expedition to Europe

and the Continent has proved thoronghly successful,

and in Germany he even did a better business than

in other countries. The first military bands have

been granted him for his gigantic festival. The Chi-

nese, Japanese, Terra-del-Fuegans, Caffers, &c., to

whom he appealed, keep away ; but from the land of

musical art par excellence artists of the first rank con-

sent to lend themrelves to the lowest money specula-

tion and to cooperate in the profanation of an Art

which they considered holy above all. In America

men turn from it, but Germany walks into the trap.

The letter of recommendation from President Grant,

who has to see music in order to enjoy it, has had its

eflFect with the governments ; and with the artists

money proves its magic power. After this experi-

ence Germany has no longer any right to turn up her

nose at American humbug, since in her own midst

this finds now a more thankful soil than in America

itself. It does not make the enterprise a whit more

respectable, and whoever takes part in it compromises

himself,"

—The same opinion is quite common, in America,

especially in Boston,

—

lokit ike exception of "the

PressT'

Story's Bust of Beethoven.

(Extract from Mi^s Anne Brewster's Letter

from Rome, May 7, to the Evening Bulletin, of Phil-

adelphia )

Story i.s now modeling a bust of Beethoven. He
owns the ma«k of the great composer, which was ta-

ken daring life [?] for Strykcr. I went into Story's stu-

dio, on Saturday, to see the Electra at the tomb of

Agamemnon, which is finished and was cast yesterday.

I found Story a-s gay and chirruppy as a boy, at work
on the Beethoven. He was rambling over in his

throat and chest the motive of the 7lh Symphony

—

symphony in La—and imitated, playfally, the van-

COS instrumcnia, especially the passage where the

slrinu'' reply to the wind iastrnmenu, a sort of musi-

cal declamation. Story is not making an ideal, hand-

some portrait of Beethoven. He is copying the mask
exactly in all its homely fidelity, giving it vitality

throngh expression.

It is a grim, ngly face, with a decided mnlatto'type,
especially in the nose. Thayer, the biographer of

Beethoven, was in Rome this spring. I saw and talk-

ed a great deal with him. He says Beethoven looked
like a little ugly mulatto, he was very short, had a
yellow skin, broad spread-out nose, and projecting
teeth, over which his heavy lips shut. "The mask
gives all this faithfully, with a slight Indian look
about the cheek bone. Beethoven had also that con-
centrated expression in the eyes, brow and mouth of
morbid discontent, which a face of mixed blood is

apt to wear, when part of the blood is ignoble and
the brains akin to divinity.

In Story's bust the scar on the chin is evident. The
under-lip is placed firmly, viciously up against the

upper, and this gives a sort of leonine muzzle, quite
in keeping with the lion look of the head. Some
human heads seem to have the rudiments of the ape ;

some of the bull-dog and horse ; Beethoven's had the

lion. In Story's conception, eyes and mouth make
you think instantly of the composer's mind, delving
away, deep down, for richer and fuller harmonies and
rhythmical developments. No wonder Story's mem-
ory brought to him the allegretto of the seventh Sym-
phony, as his imasrination or "L'Autre within him,''

as De Maistre said, modeled in the clay that bold,

grim, almost savage expression of the bnst. When
Beethoven composed the Symphony in La, he was
standing on a bridge which led to a great realm that

he afterwards explored, and brought from it what
some of his contemporaries called Madness in Music.
From that moment he labored in a sphere where mor-
tal hearing was of no use—his guides were profound
harmonic science and deep thought.

Goethe's Frederike.

It is said that this fair girl, who for one brief sum-

mer called Wolfgang Goethe her own, was also be-

loved by another great and glorious spirit, and that

the sweetest song she ever warbled was given her by

him ! but that, girl-like, she sang it oftener to Goe-

the, whom she loved, than to the composer, who
loved her. The writer of the pretty refrain was no

other than the afterward famous Andre Gretry, whose

name and operas were destined to ring throughout

all Europe, and whose song

—

Ou peut-on etre mieux,

Qu 'au eein de sa famille ?"

the old French guard chanted on the great Napole-

on's retreat before the Russians. Light-hearted and

gay, the young composer had undertaken a journey,

and after the fashion of those days, on foot. His des-

tination was Strasburg, but his way led through

Switzerland, and, together with a companion student,

he journeyed pleasantly and merrily along. But on

reaching the fair village of Sesenheim, be became so

intoxicated with the perfect scenery and lovely air

that he decided to remain for some days at least in its

charming vicinity ; and here, amidst the beauties of

nature's own begetting. Gretry met the gentle maid-

en whose memory was destined to dwell with him

throughout his life. They sat together on the scented

grass of early spring. She, too innocent and childlike

to know her own heart ; he, drinking in with the

light of her eyes the one great love of his life.

With her fresh young voice Frederike was singing

one of his own songs. He had taught it to her, and
and as she linished the last note looked inquiringly

into his eyes, "My skylark," he murmured, "you
are perfect. But I would be paid for the song I have
given you. With your own dear hand write me your
name and the day of the month,'' and he eave her

his tablets. She complied and added a gift of the

violet.s she wore on her breast. "I shall always keep
them," he said, and tears, he knew not why, filled his

eyes, and a darting pain shot across his heart. They
parted. Gretry going on to meet his great fam". and
the maiden to her quiet home and her sad fate. Years
after, when the silent clay of the once merry Gretry
was laid in its last resting place, the tablets with

Frederike's name in shadowy lines and a bunch of

faded violets were laid on the quiet breast. And
Goethe, who (razed on, loved and left the chnrming
songstress of Gretry's melodies, gave her a place that

was nearest his own soul—a leaf among his poems.

Her heart history, with its griefs and pinings, are not

traced in the music of its verses, but the song

—

"TJPm Eergll

Bin I gP8ft''Be*"

—

holds tbe history of three persons, Gretrv, Goethe,

and the fair maiden of Sesenheim.

—

New York Eve-
nin'j Af'ill.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHlaed by Oliver DiCson Sl Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accotnpanimeut.

Greeting to Spring. Fonr-part song for Ladies'

Voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Blue
Danube Waltzes, by Strauss. 3. Wilson. 75 '

Away, away, away,
Id the gladsome month of May.

It wa"! a happy thought with Mr. G. D. WilKon,
who, (like other teachers acquainted with the needs
of Female Seminaries), ha.s often found difficulty in
gettinsf good exhibition music, to arrange, Tocally,
this fine set of waltzea. It is not an easy aff=iir to
arrange four voices for ladies, and separate sufficient-

Iv the parts to make each one distinct. In fact the
four parts are apt to sound like two. But in these
waltzea every one is heard, and the lively dance
measure keeps up one's interest to the last.

Awfully Clever. Comic Song. 3. D to e.

Hunt. 35
Those fella's deserve all their gains,
As for brains—I can do without any.

Amusing.

Harlc ! The Convent Bells are ringing.

Four-part Song. 3. A6 to f. Eaiton. 30
And the nuns are sweetly singing
Holy Virgin, hear our prayer!

Represents "the taking of the veil" by a novice,
and has good and appropriate music.

Would You 1 2. G to g. Tully. 30
Baby crowing on your knee,
Pulls your hair or thumbs your e'e.

Very neat little home song, comic, but prettier
than it is funny.

Down in a Coal Mine. Song and Chorus. 2.

D to d. Geoghegan. 30
Digging dusky diamonds, all the season round,
Bown in a coal mine, underneath the ground.
Not a comic song, as one might suppose, but a very

pretty one, with a good burthen or chorus in unison.
•'Mauch Chunk" will please fling it,and Scranton and
the rest echo it. It is not often they will have so
good a thing made for them.

Dolly Varden. Song. Plain Title. 2. C to

G. Brochvay. 40
" " Colored " 50

There's pretty Dolly Varden,
A gay and charming flower.

The Dolly Vardens with colored titles, noticed in
the last bulletin, are all "gorgeous in their attire,"
and brilliant things to have. But those who don't
care for color can have plain titles at a less price.
The above song is written by Dexter Smith, and is a
verv pretty comic song, and much more pretty than
comic,

Barney 0*Toole. 2. F to f. Lee. 30
be still, Barney dear, with your jealons complaints,

For you know that your darling's as true as the saints.
Jolly I Very pretty melody.

The Three Ravens. 3. G minor to F. 30
Ah I Well-a-day, in yonder field.

Down a down, hey derry down.
A song of the sixteenth century, quaint and queer

enough for any one. One of set called "A Selection
of Old Eoglifh Songs."

Instrumental.

Pluie de Corail. 5. T>h. 'Gran. Op. 38. 75
Contains gentle, sweet, semi-staccato movements,

alternatclv with rapid runs and arpeggios. More
brilliant than most "Pluies." One of the collection
called ''Perlea Musicales."

Fanchette. Quick March. 4. E/j. Pratt. 40
Quick March is a new name for a Quick Step, and

this is a bright and powerful one. A great many
octaves.

Sonata No. 1. 4. F. Scarlatti. S^
" " 2. 4. F. " 35
Of the set of 30 Sonata.s previously described.

Not quite so well fitted for the organ as No. 3, but
are pretty piano studies. Edited by Carl Banck.

Little Golden Hair Quadrilles. Four hands.

2. Adam Arctic. 75
Pretty, pretty, pretty ! Hurry up and get

these for your little pupils before you forget it.

Souvenir de Kieff. Mazurka. 4. Ah.
Schnlhqff'. 50

Miiiht perhaps be termed a military mazurka, as it

has very brilliant qualities.

Alaska March. 2. A. Waterman. 35
E«sy and pleasing. Very good piece for players

but little advanced.

Souvenir du lihino. -5. B. Cramer. 40
Requires ronsidcrahle facility in playing runs, and

Is excellent for practice.

Thft Little Wanderer. Lithograph Title. 3.

F. G. D. Wilson. 50
BenuMfiil. One of his sweetest pieces, and should

be introduced everywhere.

AODREViATiONfl.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from I to

7. The Icpy is marked with a capital letter, as C, B Hat, &o.
Rsmall Koman b^tti.'r marks the higheHt note, If on the staff,

an italic letter the higheiit note, if (thove the st-aff.
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(^Itmc limi0 fkci^si-

cits. Mayer. 50

Sipp. 40

B. Richards. 40

B. Richards. 50

'I Puritam" 40

Lysberg. 50

Abendstern, Der Eomanze.

Adio. Nocturne.

Annie on the Banks of Dee.

Ariel, Caprice de la Valse.

A te cara, (Love my dearest),

Baladine, Caprice.

Caprice Hongroise. Etude de Coocert.KeUerer. 75

Caprice Militaire. E.Katerer. 6o

Chanson a Boire. (Drinking Song). Leybach. 60

Chanson de Printemps.( Spring Soag).Hensdt. eo

Chatelaine. Valse do Salon. Ketterer. 75

Choeur des Moissonneurs. de I'Opera "Mi-

reillo." Tranbcription. Kruger. 40

Cousin etCousine. Schottish fl^gante.£srsAarrf. 40

Croyez moi. (Trust in me). Melodie. Ascher. 30

Do they think of me at Home. Everest. 20

Dream after the Ball. Fantasia. Lumhye. 75

Dreams of the Forest. 'S»"</'- eo

Dying Poet. Meditation. As performed by
Uotiscliallt witli great suceess."Sei;cn Octaves." 60

Echo Idylle. Oesten. 35

Echoes of Killarney. Transcription. Richards. 35

Golden Bells. Caprice de Concert Smith. 75

Graziella. Morceau de Salon. Kuhe. 50

Her 'bright smile haunts me stiU. Everest. 20

Lily of the Valley. ^^"9- *«

How Sad all Nature. From the Operetta

"Fanchette." Transcription. luchards.

Le Chant du Martyr. Grand Caprice Eelig-

ieux. ''Seven Octaves.

Let me Kiss him for his Mother. Varia-

tion brilliante. Grobe. 60

Little Spring Song. Salon Studie. Bering. 30

Look ! this is Joy. Transcribed from the Ope-
retta ot "Fanchette." Richards. 40

Love and Chivalry. Caprice elegants en forme

de Schottische. "Seven Octaves. 75

50

75

Love lighted Eyes. (Liebesblicke).

Moonlight Night. Nocturne.

Morning Dew.
* Mountain Stream.

Northern Pearl. Nocturne.

Oft in the stilly night.

On the Rialto.

0, whisper what thou feelest,

Oesten. 40

KoUing. 50

Smith. 75

Smith. 70

Ooy. 30

Richards. 50

Oesten. 35

Hoffman, 75

Orphan's Prayer. Badarzewska. 40

Perle du Soir. Mazurka de Salon. Ketterer. 75

Priere d'une Mere. Reverie Trekell. 5o

ftui Vive ! Grand Galop. Gam. 75

Sicilian Vespers. Beyer. 35

Spanisches Standchen. ( Spanish Melody )

.

" Spindler. 50

Starry Night. Serenade. Smith. 60

Tarentelle. Op. 85, No. 2. Heller. 60

The Fountain, No. 1 of "Tone Pictures."

Reynold. 30

Who will care for mother now. Varia-

tions. Baumbach. 60

Wilt thou not love me. .s:™^. 40

' Barber of Seville. Fantasie brillante. Leybach.l.OO

Fantasia. Sur le Chceur des Soldats et le

Choeur des Viellards dans"Faust." Favargrr. 75

Fantasie. Sur Don Pasquale. ifese/tei.l.OO

Fantasia on Airs from "Faust." Osborne. 90

Flower Song. Gems from "Faust." Rimbault. 30

Gems from "lone." Baumbach. 60

Gems f>'oni "Mireille." Johnson. 60

n Balen. ("Tempest of the Heart). From "II

Trovatore." Variations. Grobe. 50

Martha. Fantasia brillante. Ketterer. 75

"Mireille." Fantasie. Lysherg. 75

Potpourri. From "Faust." Grobe. 80

Puritani. Fantasie. Leybach. 90

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Rimbault. 30

Sonnambula. Fantasie. Eeybach. 75

Souvenirs. "Mireille." , Rosellen. 60

Un Ballo in "Maschora." Leybach.l.OO

§riWiiutt g0\xx-^\u\ §xm^.
"Faust." Fantasia. Beyer. 75

Faust. Potpourri

.

Cramer. 1.25

Mephisto Galop. Labitzky. 50

Overture. "AUessandro Stradella." 75

Overture. "Poet and Peasant." 1.00

Hadieuse. Grande Valse. "Seven Octaves. "I.oO

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Richards. 60

Tin Ballo in Maschera. Beyer. 75

Choice Moreeaux from Beethoven's Sym-
phonies. Transcribed by Batiste.

Op. 31. No. 1. Communion. Ut Major. 50
" " 2. Oifertoire. Re Major, lb
" " 3. Offertoire Funebre.fleroijue. 75

Op. 32. No. 1. Elevation. Sib Major. 60
" " 2. Communion. Ut Minor. 50
" '• 3. Otfertoire. Pastorale. 50

Op. 33. No. 1. Offertoire. La Major. 50
" 2. Offertoire. Fa Major. 50

" " 3. Grand Sortie. Avec Chorus. 75

Dorothea. A- dramatic Scena, composed for the

Mason and Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard. 50

Dorothea Lenda hears from a distance the

Requiem of a noble youth, whom she had se-

cretly loved, killed while leading a success-

ful attack upon the enemy.

Grande Offertoire de Concert, as played by
the composer on tlie Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall. Thayer. 75

Grande Sonate. Tliayer.i.oo

Three Offertoires as played by the composer on
the Great Organ in the Boston Music Hall.

No. 1. Grand Offertoire de Concert. Thayer. 60
" 2. La Prie're. For Bassoon. " 35
" 3. La Meditation. For Vox Humana. " 35

Mendelssohn's Sonata in A. as performed at

the inauguration of the Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall, by B. J. Lang. 75
"With a fine vignette picture of the Organ.

Six Moreeaux. Composed expressly for the

Ma.son & Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

No. 1. Anticipation.
" 2. Reminiscence.
" 3. Penitence.
" 4. In Memoriam.
" 5. Children's March.
" 6. Gaiety.

Arion Waltz. Arranged from the celebrated

Vocal Waltz of Vogel. Knight. 30

Bridal Wreath Polka. Lighthni. 30

Carol Polka. Whitney. 30

Cricket Polka. Withers. 30

Delta Psi Waltz. 3. W. Sr ^- T. S 30

Dolorsolatio Waltz. Miller. 60

Eugene Valse Brilliante. Gilbert, so

Faust Waltz. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

Filligrane Polka Brilliante. Ketterer. 6o

Forest Echos Polka. Riddel. 35

Forest Glade Polka Brilliante. Gottschalk. eo

Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. Watson, so

Immortellen Waltz. Gung'l. 60

Kate Kearney Waltz. Brown. 30

Kiss Waltz. "II Bacio." (Easy). Everest. 35

Morgenblatter Waltzed. Strauss, eo

Orfa. Grande Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

Partridge Polka Characterisque. Koppitz. 40

Peggy Baun Waltz. Clarke, eo

Whip-poor-will Polka. Spaulding so

^ixb\m\t^f &c
Annie Polka Bedowa. Schultze. 30

Bay of ftuinte PoUta Mazurka. Chalaupka. 30

Cr0C[uet Galop. CColored Vignette.) Cooie. 75

Dew Drop Polka Redowa. Warren, so

Double Clog Dance. Carroll i~ Queen, 50

Evening Bells Galop. Clarke. 50

Ever Merry Mazurka Caprice. Whitney, so

Fairy Land Schottische. "Seven Octaves." 75

Faust ftuadrillle. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

GoriUa Quadrille. Marriott, eo

Helter Skelter Galop. Cassidy. so

Hird's Sensation Galop. 35

Horse Guards ftuadrille Lancers. Knight. 40

lone Galop. "lone." Knight. 25

Opera Box Mazurka. Mack. 35

Pensive Polka Redowa. ••Seven Octaves." 60

Polka Mazurka. "Faust." Ketterer. 60

Sally Co.'ne up. (Dance). Buckley. 60

Shadow Song Polka Redowa. Knight, so

Stamp Galop. (Colored Vignette). O'Leary. 60

Toujours Mobile Galop. Birgjield. 35

True Love Polka Mazurka. "Faust." so

Warren Combination Schottisohe.S'>a/'<:W- 35

Drummer Boy's March, introducing the fa-

vorite melody of "The Captain." Winner. SO

Farragut's Grand March. Strauss. 40

Funeral March as performed on the occasion
of services commemorative of the death of
Pres. Lincoln. Donizetti. 30, with vignette. 40

Funeral March in honor of Edward Everett*

as performed at his funeral. (Vignette). 40

Grand March Triumphale. Euhe. eo

In Memoriam March, in honor of President

Lincoln. Haase. 30

Letty Lome Quickstep. Johnson, so

Requiem March, in memory of President

Lincoln. Fiske. 30

Sheridan's'Grand March. (Portrait). Gung'l. 4o

mit-
Chopin's Funeral March. Eichberg. 35

Funeral March, from Sonata op. 26. Beethoven. 35

Gondelied.

Hurrah Storm Galop.

La Forza del Destine.

Muscovite Mazourka.
Peabody Schottische.

Peri Waltzes.

Prize Banner Quickstep.

Smith's March.
Stradella. "Operatic Potpourri."

The Captain. Quickstep

Sultan's Polka.

Turkish March.
Turkish March. "Ruins of Athens.

Win
it

Eichberg

Winner.

Eichberg.

Winner.

30

30

50

SO

30

30

SO

30

50

30

" SO

Mozart. 35

'Beethoven. 35

War March of the Priests, from "Athaiia."
ifenatissohn. 40

Wedding March, Mendelssohn. 40



THE

A Collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the

This Book differs from previous Collections of the same general style, in being

Half Vocal and Half Instrumental.

EXAMINE THE ATTRACTIVE TABLE OF CONTENTS.

I®

Ballads that everybody likes to sing.

Beautiful Bells ; Beautiful Days of the past ; I'd choose to be a Daisy ; Ten-
der and True ; Vi ho's that tapping at the Garden Gate ; and others.

And others not quite so new, but so popular they cannot
be omitted.

Hark, I hear an Angel sing ; I've brought thee an Ivy leaf ; Strangers yet ;

Three Fishers ; When the Corn is waving, Annie dear ; Wont you tell me
why; and others.

Good German Songs.

Love's Request ; Pretty Birds ; When the quiet Moon is beaming ; &e.

A Few Songs from the Opera Bouffe.

The Sabre Soag; Dites lui ; &e.

Sacred Songs, Qntartets and Hyiun Tunes.

Angels ever bright; The Chapel ; Cast thy burden on the Lord ; Nearer, my
God, to Thee ; San of my Soul ; Jerusalem, the Golden ; &c.

OTHER QUARTETS.
There's Music in the Air ; He who is upright ; Oh ! hush thee ; &c.

Lively College Songs and Choruses.

Guadeamus ; Lauriger ; Shool ; Lone Fish Ball ; Viva la Compagnie ; and

others. Just the things to enliven an evening in company.

CO.TXIC SOJVGS.

Cousin Jedediah ; People will talk ; Ka-foozle-Um ; Rhino Vina Sharley

;

and others.

All Right ; Light Step ; Sweet Kiss ; and others.

^VTaltzeS, Sy Strauss and others.

Artist Life ; Morgenblatter ; Blue Danube ; Sophie ; Wine, Women and
Song; &c.

Barbe Bleno Lancers ; Grand Duchesse Lancers ; Lydia Thompson.

.AIRS.
Chanson da Regiment ; Come where my lovo ; Where are the Friends 1 and

others.

GALOPS.
Constantia ; Up and away ; Jolly Brothers ; and others.

Four Hand Pieces.

Birth-day Ball ; Poot and Peasant ; Guard's Waltaca j IFairy Wedding ; and
others.

Piano-Forte Pieces.

Shepherd Boy, by Wilson ; Convent Bells, by Spindler ; and others.

The above, with many not mentioned, fill this fine collection, which will

be just the thing for a

%Tj^.
S>?

and should take its place among the pile of Music books on the Piano in every

Parlor. .

Price, in Boards, $2.50 ; Cloth, $3.50 ; and Full-Gilt, $4.00.

Sent post-paid, for the retail price.

A Valuable List of Choice Books of Musical Literature.

How common it is to present to a friend a bril-

liantly bound Book—with nothing in it.

How much better to bestow on a Lover of Music

one of those magnificent Biographies of the Great

Mosteri ;
pare gold without and within.

Then make a present of the new

Life of Schumann, by TVasielwski.

A true record of the life and works of one whose

mutic rises in favor with the public year by year.

Translated by Miss A. L. Alger. Price SI.75 ;

Or Bclert the

Life ok Bf.f.thoven, by Schindler &
Moicheles, 82.00. The most interesting ever writ-

ten ; or choose

Beethoven's Letters, by Nohl. S2.00 ;

Or buy the

LiFEof Mendelssohn, by Lampadi us, $1.75

Unless you prefer to take those records of the

thoughts of a pure spirit,

MKNDELSsonN's LETTERS, 2 Volumes,

By Lady Wallace, each $1 .75 ; or

Life and Letters of GoTTScnALK, by

Hensel, $1,50.

PoLKO's Reminisences of Mendelssohn,
$1.75 ; or

PoLKO's Mdsioal Sketches of the

Great Masters, $1.75; or

Life of IIandee, by Schoelcher, $2.00.

The Life of Rossini, by Edwards, $1.75.

The Life of Choi'in, by Lisz* $1.50

Mozart, A Romantic Biography,

By Rnu, $1.75; Or make acquaintance with the

one still considered by many the best of all musi-

cians, through

Mozart's Letters, by Ladj' Wallace,

2 Vols., each $1.75. Or a very useful gift will bo

Ritter's History of Music, $1.50,

Ehlert's Letters on Music, $1.50,

History ofOld Hundred, Havergal,$1.50,

Gardiner's Music of Nature, $5.00, or

Moore's Encyclopedia of Music, $6.00.

All the above are got up in very attractive stylo,

and will bo scHt to any address, pest-paid, on receipt

of retail prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston. CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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D^XriGHT'S JOUKKTA.!. Or XXITSXC.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OT^TVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

O" T K R M S.— If mailed or called for, «2.00, perannnm
Aalivered by carrier, Sf2.60. PaymentiuadTance.

AdTertisements will be inserted at the following rates:
One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15 00.

J S. SPOONBB, PRINTER, 21 FR.^NKLIN STREET.

SHtrlisetnents.

]¥orinal Ifluslc School.
* NORMAL MUSIC SCHOOL will be held at Poultney, Vt.,

.t\. to commence MONDAY, JOLT 8, 1872, and continue

Six Weeks, under the direction of Mr. W. 0. Perkins of Bos-

ton, assisted by Messrs. W. W. Davis and T. P. Ryder. In-

struction given in Notation, Vocal Culture, Piano, Organ,

Harmony, Principles of Teaching and Chorus Singing.

For Board, Pianos for practice, &c., address

813-15 K. J. HUMPHBEr, Poultney, Vt.

ii BEBTHOVEIff:''
By Hichard "Wagner.

Authorized Translation from Hie German^ by

Albert K. Parsons,

Elegantly boand in cloth, bereled boards, printed on

haodsome tinted paper. Price, $1.50, gilt, SI.75

BBNHAM BB03.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Engluh translation of this book renders the wealth

of thought contained in it acceasahle to such thinking

mnsicians and tovera of music as are unable to study the

work in the original. As to the work itself it ia not a bio-

graphy; but the musician to wbofte genius Wagner offers

this tribute of admiration is treated as a typical man for his
art, age and nation.

If not to be obtained at your nearest book or mnnic store,
addre b the publishers. 815—3t

lyr W. "WTHITNEY bega to announce that he will

return to Boston at the conclusion of hid present

Enropean engagements, about the First of July.

All communications respecting professional engagements

may be addressed to his residence. No. 9 ALLSTON STREET
BOSTON. 815—It

The New Comic Songster.
Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Ha ! Ha '. and with some of the Hundred Soiies in
this collection, not always sensible, but great aids to light-
beartedness.
The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.

A fine colored picture of Dolly Varden is on the titles of

DOLLY VARDEN Song, DOLLY VARDEN Galop, DOLLY
VARDEN Schottische, and DOLLY VARDEN Waltz,

Bach piece 50 Cents.

GEMS OP GEBMAJSr SONG.
GEMS OP SACBED SONG.

GEMS OP SCOTTISH SOWG.
"WREATH OP GEMS.

The above collections of Vocal Gems contain each 200 to 250
pages full of the choicest German, Scottish, Sacred or miscel-

laneous songs. Very valuable, and very moderate in price.

S2-60 in Boards; »3.00 in Cloth
; M 00 Full Gilt.

OLIVER DITSOH" & CO., Boston.

C. H, DITSON & Co.. New Tork.

For the best of

SUMMER READING
Get the Lives of the Great Music Masters;

Of Beethoven, (S2.00); of Handel, ($2.00); of Mozart,
(351.75); of Meudelssrhn, ($1.75); of Rossini, (81.75); of
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, (81.75).

These are no heavy Biographies,

but are charmingly written and very- entertaining books,
s are

Mozart's Letters. (2 vols, each, $1.75);
Beethoven's Lefters, (»2.00);
Mendelssohn's Lett^ers, (2 vols., each. Si. 75); and
Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, ($1.75)-

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THE "WORIiD'S PEACE JUBILEE CHO-
RUS BOOK. .75

For a good work on CompositioD, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HAKMOMTT. $3.00

To make Sabbath School children's eyes sparkle. Ret that
Gem of the Season, the New Sabbath School Song Book,
entitled

:

SPARKLING RUBIES I By Asa Hull and
Harry Sanders, Esq. .35

The above Books sent, post free, on receipt of retail price.

'NtVBR Troublb Troublb till Trodble Trodblrs Tou."
Is the title of a favorite Song by Wellmanj 30 cts.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
I« the name of a compact book of 210 pa^a, which can be
carried in the pocket, and yet contains a very large proportion
of the most popular psalm tunes, spiritu.al son^s, &c., &c.
It would be difficult to compile a more convenient book for
The Vestrr, The Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singins Meetings

By ASA HULL. Price 60 Cents.

Everv body likes

•'KISSING AT THE GARDEN GATE," Song. Loesch. .40

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great Succesfl." Great variety of the
best Vocal and Instrumental Music

Price in Bds S2.60; Cio. $3.00; Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
Br L. 0. EMERSON and w. S. TUDEN.
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

number of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS.
for which its happy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1,

2, 3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.0 0.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1 50,

Is now in Season. All who wish to make a noise in the world,
may easily accomplish it by taking up the practice of this
fascinating instrument, with the aid of this excellent Method.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON A CO., Hew York.

The Mendelpsohn Quintette Club respectfully announce
that they will establish a "College of Music," in which the
youth of America may obtain a thorough musical
education; fitting them for the ofSce of teachers In all

branches of the art. Special advantages of a practical
nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-

where.
All pupils, sufficiently advanced in their branches of study,

will have frequent opportunities of singing or plaving to
accompftuiment famished by the Quintette Club. The Col-
lege will open September 16th, 1872, (at the Tremont Temple),
with a corps of teachers selected from the best FOREIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.

For full particulars of time, ^erma, &e., send for circular to

XeOMAS RYA1¥,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

%m ^mt Ux fttlij.

VOCAL.
A Dream Clara Gottschalk. 40

Somebody's Darling Gabriel. 50

Lead Thou me on. For 4 Toices G.S. G. 40
OheriBhed Hopes Barker. 30

Waiting for mv Ships. Song and Cho. ..Morris. 30

The Rose of Spain, (La Rosa Espanola). Yr(uiier. 50

Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40

Coorting's very Charming Ladi/ Dufferin. 50

Birdie's Reply Webster. 40
Ont of the Frying Pan into the Fire. . Wellmann. 30
National Hymn. To thee, O Conntry. For

male voiees Eichberg, 35

God shall charge his Angel Legions. . Lucantoni. 50

tell me if you Love me, (Saper rorrei se

m'ami). Duet Haydn. 65
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for Ladies'

Toices. Arranged from the Beaatifnl Blue
Danube Walties, by Strauss Wilson. 75

Awfully Clever. Comic Song Bunt. 35
Hark I The Convent Bells are ringing. 4-part

Sone Eatton. 30
Would You? Tully. 30
Down in a Coal Mine. Song & Cho . . Geoqhegan. 30
Dolly Varden. Song. Plain Title .. Brocttoay. 40

" " Colored " " 50
Barnev O'Toole Lee. 30
The Three Ravens 30

INBTBUMEIfTAIi.

Wanderer's Rest. Op. 100 Spindler. SO
Do not stop Polka Zdhonyi. 30
Cackle, Cackle, Galop Praa. 30
La Plus Belle (Impromptu ii.azurka)...Egghard. 75

L'Adieu Nocturne Favargar. 40
Leichtes Blut Polka Strauss. 40
Pluie de Corail. Op. 38 Grau. 75
Fanchette. Quick March 40
Sonata No. I Scarlatti. 35

•' 2 " 35
Little Golden Hair Quadrilles. Four Hands.

Adam Arctic. 75
Souvenir de KiefF. Mazurka Schulhoff. 50
Alaska March Waterman. 35
Souvenir du Rhine Cramer. 40
The Little Wanderer Wilson. 50
Dolly Varden. Galop 50

" " Schottische 50
•• • Waltz 50

Adieu. Waltz Missud. 30
Faust. Fantasie Brillante S. Smith. 1.00

Thirty Sonatas by Domenica Scarlatti. Edited

by C. Banck. No. 3 35
ChiciPipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance) Bojfman. 75
Knickerbocker Galop Brillante Quigg. 30
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wtchd. 1.00

BOOKS.

Sparkling Rdbibs. A Collection of Sunday
School Music. By Asa Hull and Barry
Sanders, Esq. 35

The Pilgrim's Harp. A choice Collection of

Sacred Music. By Asa Bull. 60

The World's Peace Jubilee Chokus Book,
75 Cents.

The Cclprit Fat: Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mnil, the expense being;

two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about

one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a Bavin? of time and expense

in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at doable
these rates.
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MES. JENKT KEMPTOW,

Tocalist & Tenciier ot §Iuging.

Address, care of OLIVER DITSON & CO. 798-

"TYTTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing. Address, Care of OliTerDitson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEH, private pupil of Carl Eeinpcke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mos.

SINGINQ AND PIANO.
MES. FANNIE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boyl3ton Place. 790—

lyrKS. C. A. BAKRT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal MQsio. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

PROF. & lailS. XiDGa.R A. ROBBINS,
Academy of Music.

71S -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services as Conductor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Maes.

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssotm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the flrst rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWARD B- OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

n/t LLF.. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InstractiOB on

444
the Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street.

MR. 17. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical ConTentions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

K3fS1.I8H ASTD ITAl,lAiV SIHTSIM©.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W". PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. AlffDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Auebicah Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SI.NGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Rei9tdence, Crxtll'ige House. Communications ma> be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

vrxMsziCW z.. a.A.Tsun',
TELA-CI3:EXi OF G-XJXTA.F,,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. C81—6m.

TJ AUGUST SCHULTZE. TEACHEB. OF
* VIOXiXN, Is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

hia services b3 accompaobt for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver iJitson & Co., or Koppifa,

Pniefer Ic Co., 30 West St. 7SX;—3m

F. H. TOEBtNGTON,
(Organist and Ilirector of Music at Kioga Chapel,}

TEACHER. OP ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, A.VI) CO.N-
DUCTpR OP MUSICAL SOCIETIEil.

Addraa, care of Oliver Iilli'On & Co., 277 Wajihlngton St.,
New Eoglsod Conservatory of Music, Hwilc Hall, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 7D4-3m

fl/TE. GEO. B. SHUTE, having completed his
•LWX. atadi^s abroad, undtr the Instruction of some of the
first Axtlsta of modern timea, win now receive pupils
to PiaDO and Organ Playing, abjj in Theory of Music.
Addreu Oliver Ditson & Co. 7Sl4-6m

CHURCH AMo PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualitit s and power of tone will be superior to any we

have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full FiTe-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, viz.

:

, PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iDBtruments. The price is fised

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-

ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agent in New York , S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. a. H. HOWARD,
"pU^PIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

-J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Hetail Dealers In Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Ouratockof Sheet Music, Music Books, MusiCal
Xnstruments, etc., is the largest aud most complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

^y^lu addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
for several years a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gjir-

cia, will be hFippy to give Leasons in Singing, and to accept
etigagementB for Oratorios aud Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of OliverDlt-
eon & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—8m

Pupil o/ the lalp. Carl TaUiig,

TEAtlltK OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
Address at cbickcrlng & Sons', or 149 (aj Tremont Street,

Suite H. 605

ZSB'W. SCHX7BEHTH,
Foreign & AnierU'Jiii Music Depot,

Ko. 810 ARCH 8TKEET.
VmUMlKLVlUA. 795-

Warranted the best Instmments of their

Class in the World,
And evidencB to that effect fnrnished from a

majoritj of the most eminent musicians in America,

and many in other coantrles.

MASOi^ & HAMLIIV

CABINET ORGANS.
'Musicians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others."— TVieo^/ore Thomas. "The
best now in use."

—

Christive Nilsson, Annie Louise Cary^
Marie Leon Duval, Victor Capoul, P. Brignoli. and others.

"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen,"

—

Ole
Bull. *'Thc best instrumentB of the class made."

—

Anna
Me/dig " In all those qualities which constitute excellence,

unrivalled "

—

S. B. Mills. "Far Fuperior to everything of
its class I have seen "

—

L. M. Gottsrhalh. "Wonderfully
beautiful.''

—

P. S. Gihnore "Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seen."

—

Eugene Thayer. "Excelling in
quality of tone, general excelleuce, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."

—

Carl Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
superiority accorded them."

—

Julius Eichberg. "I entertain

the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir

Julius Benedict, London. ''Kemarkably eweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these instruments." — William Spark, Mus. D., Leeds,
England. "Quality of tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. . . . Remark-ible for purity of tone."

—

Edw.
F. Rimbanlt, London. "Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best substitute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinhy Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MDSICHNS. which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.

Prices no ( higher than those of inferior organs.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Go.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
]\e?v Grand Conservatory

and College of Masic,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER, Director.
LL Br;tnches taught arcording to tlie Cla«8ipal GermanA Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-

ded Courses of study compriwing Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,

1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. BMERSON,

the most eatisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.
Price S1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBERTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

ia Foreign and American Mudie, ii20 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 367

The Attention of Musicians
13 GALLED TO OUR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
BnibracixLg one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLrNS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MAETIN'S CELEBRATED GUITAES.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, PLAGEOLBT3, PIPES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Doable-Bass.

P1AJ\«S AJ\I> '?lIiI.O©EO]VS
POR SALE AND TO LET.

Our ftirl Ities are such us enable us to furnish the aboTe:
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
O iBD MUSIC POK BANDS, AND ALL
K1.NDS OP MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisl'actoi^ to

purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
38 C0URT4STREET, (Opposite the CoHrt Uonse)
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The Wagner Concert at Vienna.
[The distiDguishfd musical critic, Ebwakd Hanslick, con

tributes the article, whicli we translate below, to the Leipzig
Signale of May 21. His comments upon Wagner and his na-
tional Theatre scheme at Bayreuth are applicable also to the
" World's Peace Jubilee" and its author, with the difference
that Wagner is an intellectual musician and a master, where-
as our Irish-American ''Projector" is but a bandsman and a
showman.]

On the 12th of May, at noon, the great "Wagner
Concert," under Richard Wagner's personal direc-

tion, came oif in the great hall of the Musikverein
before a very numerous public filled with unexam-
pled enthusiasm. The performance consisted entire-

ly of familiar things ; but its object was to turn the

general attention toward something new in all re-

spects : namely to the Bayreuth enterprise. In a

few days, at Bayreuth, Wagner will lay the corner-

stone to a new, colossal theatre, to be constructed al-

together in accordance with his own ideas, and par-

ticularly for his newest musical drama. For this

solemnity he has chosen his own birthday. May 22.

Next year, at the same time, his stage festiral play :

"Der Ring des Nihelungen," consisting of four parts,

will be performed on this new stage; on the first

evening, "Das Wieingold;" on the second, "Die
Walkgre ;" on the third, "Siegfried" ; and finally, on
the fourth, "Siegfried's Tod" or "Die Golterdamme-
rung."

The astonishing energy and love of labor of the

restless master excites our admiration and respect.

How this man, interrupted by the most various nn-

dertakings, still keeps coming back to the "Nihelung-
en," which he began some twenty years ago, writing

in the meantime pamphlets, books and operas ; to-

day dictating the plan of the building in Bayreuth,
to morrow directing a concert for it in Berlin or Vi-
enna ; all this presents an image of rare energy and
activity.

We are less sympathetically moved by the pomp
and circumstance, the colossal apparatus, which is

set in motion for this "Nibelungen" performance. A
musical Art work, for which it is necessary to build a
special theatre with the most adventurous arrange
ments, plainly has its centre of gravity no more in

music. Where all the emphasis is laid upon hitherto
unheard of externalities, one can scarcely rid himself
ofsome misgiving about the strength and soundtiess of
the arristic heart and kernel of the matter. We are
involuntarily reminded of a letter which Goethe
wrote in the year 1808 to Heinrich von Kleist, on
the occasion of "I'enthesilea," in which he says

:

"Allow me also to say, that it has always disturbed
me when I have seen men of intellect and talent

waiting for a theatre which is yet to come. A Jew,
who waits for the Messiah, a Christian who waits for

the New Jerusalem and a Portuguese who waits for
his Dom Sebastian, cause me no greater feeling of
impatience. Before any sort of a board staging I
would like to call out to the true theatrical genius

:

'Hie Rliodus, hie salta!' At any village fair, on
planks laid over barrels, I will trust myself to give
delight to the whole mass of cultivated and. unculti-
vated people with Calderon's pieces."— Operas with
beautiful music make effect even in the smallest pro-
vincial theatres

; nay, the more precious the music,
the narrower may be the stage, the simpler the
scenery. Our present opera stages, in their great
compass, their variety of decorations, and in the in-

genuity and boldness of their machinery, have un-
questionably reached a perfection, which ought to

satisfy the most excellent composers. These thea-

tres are specially indebted to the Wagner operas for

great enrichment aud perfection of their stage tech-

nique; on the other hand, one would think that Wag-
ner owed them not a little. Quite the contrary, it

seems ; so great is his contempt for them, that he has

openly declared that, with his " Meistersinga-" he has

touched these theatres for the last time."

To Wagner it seems an abomination to work in

theatres where operas by other masters, even such as

Meyerbeer's, are sometimes given ; he builds a new,

a Wagner theatre, so that his gifts hereafter may be

served in vessels never used before. At the same
time he thinks, by his Bayreuth production, to revive

that golden age of Greece, when the theatre formed

not a daily entertainment, but- a seldom recurring

great popular festival, a supreme religious and artis-

tic exaltation of the Nation.

Whether the classical Greek era, from which our
time is separated by an impassable gulf, will be re-

newed by means of the Bayreuth Theatre, the future

will inform us ; one distinction must already have
occurred to many. The Greek stage plays were in

the strictest sense the people's festivals, and free to

everybody without price ; whereas, to see the Nibel-

ungen at Bayreuth, one must pay three hundred tha-

lers for a "Patronatsschein" (certificate of stock). Of
course only the very well-to-do friends of music can
avail themselves in the regular way ot this aristocrat-

ic theatrical enjoyment.* By joining • "Wagner
Club" one has the possibility of winning such a Pa-
tronatsschein in the lottery. But since Wagner would
like to assemble others besides rich people in Bay-
reuth,—else it might wear to him the aspect of a
Jewish colony !—he has devised the remedy of
"Wagner Clubs" and "Wagner Concerts." The
net proceeds of these concerts go toward the purchase
of " Patronatsscheine" for young artists without
means.

There is something delightfully characteristic in

this elevating of the hearing of the Wagner "Stage-
Festival Play" to a formal matter of humanity, to a

benevolent object, ior which concerts are arranged,

as hitherto they have been for Blind Asylums, or

poor invalids. The undertakers proceed on the as-

sumption, that the pilgrimage to Bayreuth is indis-

pensable to the salvation of the souls of young
musicians, and that therefore they must gather every
such poor devil in all Germany, seeing that, as it is

said in Tannhauser, "for him too the Redeemer
died." In spite of that, it will be impossible to

gratify all the musicians who have not got three hun-
dred thalers to spare ; they will have to seek out
"the most worthy," and without doubt the applicants

will have preference according to their musical faith.

So only the infallible-ists among them have a pros-

pect of receiving gratis the means of grace from
Bayreuth. In a word : this so-called German nat-

ional festival belongs to the rich and to those poor
Wagner enthusiasts for whom the rich pay. That
does not harmonize with the alleged revival of the

"Olympic Games," and quite as little with those

democratic velleities, with which Richard Wagner is

so fond of dallying. This end, of making the peo-
ple happy, he might have reached much better in one
of the great theatres already existing, where even
the man of feeble means is welcome for a few gros-
chen,

* So too, for the Boston "Jubilee,"—all "for the dear
people"—a. season ticket costs $50, aud a seat for one per-
formance, 36.

Meanwhile fortune smiles continually on the com-
poser of the "Nibelungenring; " and even when the

heavens for once are suddenly darkened, and an un-

timely storm thunders into the midst of his music, as

was the case here in yesterday's concert, Wagner,
like a skilful augur, knows how to interpret it favor-

ably and, in a graceful speech, explain it to the

audience as a propitious sign from "Jupiter." Yes,

Wagner is lucky in all things. At first he raves

against all monarchs : and a magnanimous king

meets him with flattering love and prepares for him

an existence free from care and even brilliant. Then
he writes a pasquinade against the Jews : and all

Jewry, both in music and outside of music, pays him
all the more zealous homage throigh newspaper

criticisms and purchase of Bayreuth promissory

notes. He proves in his pamphlet "On Conduct-

ing," that all our Court Kapellmeisters and musical

directors are mere mechanics, to whom he dares not

entrust "a single tempo" of his operas : and lo

!

our Court Kapellmeisters and Directors organize

"Wagner Clubs" and recruit trOops for the battle of

Bayreuth. Opera singers and Directors, whose per-

formances Wagner has cut up most fearfully in his

writings, follow his footprints wherever he goes and
are made happy by his greeting. He brands oar

Conservatories (in the Report to King Ludwig) as

the most loosely managed, injudicious institutions :

and the pupils of the Vienna Conservatory draw up
in line before Wagner, and assemble in the school

for an honorary presentation to the master. If we
take into account also the wall-shaking jubilation, the

countless laurel wreaths, and all the other acts of

homage, which Wagner received in the concert of

yesterday,—such homage as Mozart and Beethoven,

Goethe and Schiller, taken together, never in their

lives experienced,—we shall have to admit, that there

is only one step wanting to the actual Dalai-Lama
worship, and that it is from no absolute lack of call

for it, if this step is not taken.

We come back to the concert. It was in two

parts, the first consisting of Beethoven's Eroica, the

second of Wagner's own compositions. The Iphi-

genia Overture of Gluck, originally intended for the

opening, was left off on account of the great length

of the concert. As Beethoven's Heroic Symphony
is one of the most often-played pieces of the Vienna

concert repertoire, Wagner cannot have chosen it

for its own sake, so much as for the sake of showing

how it ought to be conducted,—that is, as a demons-

trative illustration of his pamphlet "On Conduct-

ing." In this treatise, which contains very suggest-

ive hints and witty observations, Wagner speaks

repeatedly of Beethoven's Eroica, using it especially

to prove his favorite assertion, that our kapellmeisters

have no idea of tempo and that "Beethoven, as we
have known him heretofore through public perform-

ances, is stilPwith us a pure chimera." Dionysius

Weber in Prague had declared the Eroica sheer non-

sense ; "but any one who heard such a performance

of it (as that by the Prague Conservatory under D.

Weber) would have said that Dionysius was qnite

right." "Nowhere," continues Wagner, "do they

play it otherwise ; and if this Symphony to day, in

spite of the fact that it is still played not otherwise, il

everywhere received with acclamation, it is (unless

we choose to joke upon the whole phenomenon) be-

cause, for several decades, this music has been

studied more and more outside of concert perform-

ances, especially in pianoforte arrangements." Wag-
ner is acknowledged to be a brilliant conductor : he
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has genial intentions, and, tbroueh his great nnthori-

ty over the players, he knows how lo carry them oat.

And so his energetic, fine and nicely shaded repro.

duction of the Eroica gave us on the whole, a great

enjoyment. Nevertheless it would be a very sad

case, if we had only yesterday and purely by the

grace of Wagner learned to understand this w&rk,

which Beethoven composed and condncted in person

in Vienna. It would be nnpardonable ingratitude,

did we not avow that, from the same orchestra,

under Herbeck's and Dessoff's direction, we have

heard most excellent performances of the Eroica,—
performances, which today, after Wagner's produc-

tion, would still seem excellent. The one conductor

takes a tempo a little faster, the other a little slower
;

one colors the contrast between forte and pianissimo

more, the other less sharply. Such differences there

will always be, so long as not machines, but living

men direct, in whose physical and mental individual-

ity these differences of conception are necessarily

rooted. Among earnest directors of solid culture

and of nndispnted talent (wa speak only of such)

this differences will be for the most part only small

;

no one will take an Adagio fast or an Allegro slow,

or make a piano of a forte. About such variations

within narow, artistically indubitable limits there may

be dispute ; one only in this contest could decide : the

composer himself. So long as Beethoven does not

declare in person, that Wagner's conception of the

Eroica is the only correct one, and that what seems

Wagnerish in it is peculiarly the genuine Beethoven

element, so long we cannot grant even to the hero

of the day the right to call every other director of the

Eroica an ass.

What there is new in Wagner's reproduction of

the Eroica consists, briefly expressed, in a frequent

"modification of the tempo" of the same movement.

With this phrase and the second : "right conception

of the Melos," which is to furnish the kej for the

correct tempo, Wagner himself designates the retorm

demanded and attempted by him in the performance

of Beethoven's Symphonies. There are movements

where in fact the "dynamic monotony" so odious to

Wagner can without injury be interrupted and en-

livened. Such is the Finale of the Eroica, whose

stmclare rests essentially upon the expanded Varia-

tion form, so that for every variation of the theme a

characteristic "modification of the tempo" is un-

doubtedly admissable. A series of variations, played

off in one even tempo, easily stiffens to a soulless

formalism ; hence in jnst this movement Wagner's

alternating rate of time produees charming effects.

In other passages Wagner seems to us to go too far

with his "modifications ;
" for exainple, when, after

a very quick beginning of the first movement, he

immediately takes the second motive {dolce, 4.5th bar)

strikingly slower, whereby the hearer, in the scarcely

yet established ground mood, is bewildered, and the

"heroic" character of the Symphony is turned aside

into the sentimental. The Scherzo Wagner takes

uncommonly fast, even presto,—a rash and dangerous

undertaking even for a virtuoso orchestra. The
funeral march sounded wonderfully beautiful, especi-

ally the gradual dying away of the principal theme.

The whole performance was, as wc have said, of the

highest interest, full of 6ne, suggestive traits and of

ingenious effects
;
yet scarcely anybody doubts, that

these "modifications" are more of a Waguor than a

Beethoven origin.

Many a bold deviation from the law on the part of

a peculiar and gifted person may have such a con-

vincing show of success, that only narrow souls can

lake exception to it. But there is nothing more dan-

gerous than to generalize a clever aperfu, and to

wish to expand a purely individual feeling into an

absolute rule. Were Wagner's principles "of con-

dncting" generally adopted, it would open the door
to an intolerable arbitrariness in such perpetual change
of tempo ; and soon we should come to hear no
Symphoniea by Bceihoren, but only freely nfler

Beethoven, wearing a different aspect in every city,

under every conductor.

The disagreeably ;c?j?po nthato^ that musical sea-

sickness, which spoils for us the performances of so

many singers and virtuosos, and agamst which

hitherto our orchestral performances have furnished

a sufficient antidote, would snon seize possession of

these also, and it would be all over with the last

sound kernel of our public musical life. Wagner
does the same thing with conducting as with com-

posing: what snits liis own individual peculiarity,

what succeeds with his entirely exceptional talent,

must become the universal law of Art, the only true

and valid rule. From his own extremely personal

poet-painter-musical endowment he abstracts for him-

self a new theory of opera which has led him to

peculiar, brilliant achievements, to compositions

which bear their title deed in their soulful subjectiv-

ity, and are effective because thev are Wagnerish.

Yet Wagner does not content himself with that, but

rejects every other opera style as a "colossal error,"

not perceiving thnt his own opera style in the hands

of anybody else will be merely caricature. So soon

as all the opera composers compose in the style of

"Tristan and Isolde^ ' we listeners infallibly will all

go the madhouse ; and if Wagner's "tempo-modifi-

cations" acquire unlimited control in onr orchestras,

the Kapellmeisters, violinists and wind instrument

players will soon follow us there.

The second part of the Concert gave us the Vor-

spiel to "Tristan and Isolde," the "Fire-charm" from

the Wall-iire, and the new Introduction to Tannhauser

(composed for the performance in Paris). The two

first named pieces were well known here through

Wagner's earlier concerts ; the third is at least partly

new. In its first half it is identical with the well

known Tannhauser Overture : a slow introduction

(Pilgrim March) and Allegro; only the latter leads

Immediately into the Venus-Berg Bacchanalia (ex-

panded into great dimensions) on the stage, whereas

the older overture returns to the Pilgrim March with

richer figuration. The new prelude shows in the

most interesting manner the uncommon progress

which the composer has made, since the Tannhauser,

in the thematic elaboration, in the extremest use and

using up of the minutest motives : the whole great

newly-added piece is woven entirely -out of the old

motives. In it the bacchantic passion is urged on to

complete insanity, to a very Walpurgisnacht of in-

strumentation, in stunning noise unparalleled in

Wagner's scores. In the theatre, characteristically

interpreted, by a voluptuous ballet and a dazzling

mise en scene, the effect of this music must be incom-

parably better than in the concert room ; at any rate

we profer this new "Fo7-.'>/i;e/," opening immediately

and very happily into the Opera, to the old Tann-

hauser Overture, whose conclusion, in its striving for

effect^ is, after all, only an ear-torturing transfer to

the orchestra of Thalberg's "playings around"

(
Umspielungen) on the pianoforte.

Ed. Hanslick.

Speech by Wagner.

On the occa.sion of the laying of the corner-stone

of the Nibelungen Theatre at Bayreuth, Ilcrr Wag-
ner delivered an address, in which ho described the

aims and hopes he entertained in regard to his new
Fest-Theatre. It ran thus :

My Friends and Valued Patrons—Through you
I am placed in a position such as was never before

occupied by a composer. You believe my promise
to establish for the Germans a theatre of their own,
and give me the means to erect this theatre. First

of all a temporary edifice wjll servo, of which we lay

the foundation-stone to-day. When we see each
other again at this spot yon will be greeted by this

edifice, in whose characteristics you will immediately
read the hinlury of the thought incorporuted in it.

You will find merely an external shell, built with the

most scanty material, which at most will call to your
mind those hastily-erected festal halls that at times

are erected in German cities, for the meetings of

singing and other societies, and are immediately

pulled down after the festal days are over. But that

which in this edifice is calcnlated for a lasting ex-

istence will be evident to yon on entering. Here,

too, you will be met by an almost perfect lack of

decoration
;
you will, perhaps, be surprised at not

finding the ornamentation with which onr ordinary

festal halls are made pleasing. But, on the other

hand, you will find expressed in the formation and
arrangement of the stage, and the space for the audi-

ence, a thought through the comprehension of which

you will be at once placed in a relation to the expect-

ed festal play, new and totally different from that

which you have hitherto experienced on entering our

theatres. If this effect be pure and complete, then

further the mysterious sound of the music will pre-

pare you for the revelation of scenic pictures, which

will appear to yon as from an ideal dream world,

and announce to you the whole reality of the most

entrancing illusion that art is capable of. Here
nothing may speak to you in mere outline, or tempo-

rarily. So far as the artistic means extend, you
shall have the completest offered to you, in scenic as

well as in dramatic play.

Such are my plans. If I entertain confidence in

the full success of this undertaking, I gather courage

from the hope which has sprung up in me out of

despair itself I confide in the German spirit, and

hope for its revelations, even in those spheres of onr

life in which, as in the life of our public art, it lan-

guishes only in the most lamentable misrepresenta-

tion. I confide before all in the spirit of German
music, because I know how willingly and clear it

lights up in our musicians so soon as the German
Meister invokes it to life. I confide in the dramatic

players and singers, because I know that they can be

elevated to a new life so soon as the German Meister

leads them from the vanity of a degrading play for

the mere purpose of pleasing, back to the true pres-

ervation of their high mission. I confide in our

musicians, and dare to say this aloud to-day, when I

see such a select company from various parts of our

fatherland assembled about me, in response to my
simple invitation. When these, in self-forgetting

joy, send to you as festal greeting our great Beet-

hoven's "Wunder-Symphonie." we can, indeed, well

say to each other that the work which we are found-

ing to-day will be no illusive castle in the air, though

we musicians can only vouch to you for the truth of

the idea to be embodied therein.

Our undertaking has been often characterized as

the founding of the "National Theatre in Bayreuth."

I am not justified in acknowledging this designation

as valid. Where is the "nation" that erects this

theatre 1 As recently the question of State support

to the great Paris theatres was discussed in the

National Assembly, the deputies spoke warmly for

the further granting and even increase of the sub-

vention, since the care of this theatre was a matter

essential not only to I'rance, but lo Europe, which

was accustomed to receive therefrom the law of its

intellectual culture. Can we imagine, for a mo-
ment, the embarrassment and confusion that would

arise in a German Parliament if a similar question

were therein discussed ? At best our theatre would
be treated as a few years ago was our German
Empire in our various landtags, namely, as a

chimera.
Built up before my soul the design of the true

"German Theatre," so must I at once perceive that

I should remain neglected, from within and without,

if I would come with this design before the nation.

Many think, perhaps, that what from one cannot be

believed would be believed of many. It might

finally succeed in bringing together an immense
joint stock company, which should commission an

architect to erect, somewhere or other, a magnificent

theatre, to which could be boldly given the name of

a "German National Theatre," in the idea that within

it a German national theatrical art would soon de-

velop. . . . You can, indeed, permit me, to whom
you give such honor to-day, to express my great joy

that the peculiar touch of a single individual could

be understood and promoted, oven during his life-

time, by 90 many friemls as your assembling here

proves to be. . . . In my almost personal relation

to you, patrons and friends, I can acknowledge the

ground upon which will lie the foundation-stone

that is to hear the whole edifice of our highest Ger-

man hopes. If this edifice be at first only tempo-

rary, it will be so in . the same sense in which for

centuries the external form of the German nature

was a temporary one. But it is the nature of the

German spirit "that it builds from within. 'The

eternal God lives assuredly within it l)cfore it builds

the temple to his honor. And this temple shows

externally the spirit that built it. I will call this

stone a stone of enchantment, whose power shall re-

lease to you the sealed secret of that spirit. It will
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bear for the present only the merest external, whose
aid we need for that illasion, thronah which yon will

•6ee into the truest reflex of life. But it is airearly

'firmly joined, and strong enough in fatiire to hear

the proudest edifice, whenever the German people

demand, to their own honor, to enter into possession

with you. Let it he consecrated, by your love, by
your blessins:, ^J '^^ deep thanks I feel toward

you—to you all who wished for me. granted, gave,

and helped. Let it he consecrated by the spirit that

induced you to follow my invitation ; which fills yon
with the courage to defy every scorn, and to confide

in ma.

Sir Stemdale Bennett
(From Punch.)

It is but partly true that "the world knows nothing

:of its greatest men." The world knows something
of Sterndate Bennett, Knight, so deservedly created

for being a composer of very considerable magnitude.

No doubt the Queen, who understands music, creat-

ed that Knight with a will. A testimonial on the

strength of the honor thus conferred on him has

been presented to Sir Bennett, as our neighbors will

call him, in St. James's Hall. This testimonial

was a scroll containing a record of subscriptions for

n Sterndale Bennett Scholarship, and a Sierndale

Bennett Prize, in the Royal Academy of Music.
Everybody in the world also who knows anything,

knows that Sterndale Bennett is a composer of the

higher kind of music. There is music and ma^^ic
;

there are composers and composers. Some music is

inarticulate poetry. Other music is inarticulate small

talk and chatter. Much music, very popular for a

time, is of a sort that would gratify a monkey hav-

ing a musical ear. Other music, less popular with

the million, hut popular for all time, delights hearers

whose mind and affections differentiate them from
monkeys, and ally them with higher intelligences.

In the matter of music, Sir Sterndale Bennett, like

Mr. Disraeli in another way, is on the side, not of

the Ape, but of the Angel. His music is such as

the Divine Williams, and the Divine Johns (see

Paradise Lost) mean by TTitisic when they extol it.

It is akin to the music which Herr Breitraaan wanted
when he said :

"Derefcre a Miserere

VHt dou, be-ghostet, spiet

Und valte be-rai86d yearoin.

Also a holy feel "

Whereupon

—

*'De blay crafce.s dings from Mozart,

Beethoven and Mehul.

Mit chonUa of Sebapfian Bach

Sooplime and peaudiful.

Der Breitmann feels like holy saints,

De tears run down his fussj

Und he sopped oat ."

The Breitmann sobbed out in very strong High
Dutch his sense of true Art-«njoyment. But beside

those "crate dings'* which Breitmann mentions, he

would certainly rank the works of Sterndale Ben-
net. Let those who have ears to hear, and souls to

feel, but not, perhaps, schooling to understand scien-

tifically, that nobler music, hear the Attorney- Gene-
ral. In hii disc'tfrse on presenting the Testimonial

to its recipient, Sir John Coleridge said :
—

• "Most of those who were listening to hina were
cultivated, intelligent, and critical musicians, who
could appreciate the value of Sir Sterndale Bennett's

compositions ; but, not being a musician himself, he

could only listen to them, feeling something of their

grace and beauty ot order—fancying, indeed, in

some dim and distant way, that he could distinguish

something of their scholarly character and finished

structure ; but, nevertheless, feeling rather as a child

towards them than as heing possessed of that full

. and intelligent knowledge which heh>nged to those

whom he was addressing."

Still, they that occupy the room of the unlearned
in music are in no worse position to be delighted

with it, if they have music in their souls, than the

analogous majority of the spectators who aie now
crowding the Exhibition rooms of the Royal Acad-
emy are to derive pleasuie from pictures. If these

can open their eyes, those can open their ears ; and
the technically unlearned, for the matter of that, are

as much, and as little at a disadvantage with Sir

Sterndale Bennett as they are with Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds. An unlettered swain or bumpkin of natural
parts, unahle to read Shakspeare, may, nevertheless,

seeing Shakspeare acted, be able to understand a
considerable some of him, as they say in New Eng-
land. And now Shakspeare has again been men-
tioned, it is observable that his name was introduced
by the Attorney-K*eneral into his address on present-

ing the Bennett testimonial ;

—

"Until very lately, music in this country had net

taken its proper place in the world of intellect.

Chancer, Shakspeare, Hilton, Wordsworth, Bacon.

Newton, Flaxman and Chantrey, wore amongst the

greatest men of all countries, and their fame was
known to all the world. But the names of Purcell,

Home, and Bi.sbop, of Boyce and Croft, and of

Field and Onslow, in their respective schools of

composition, were hut little known or appreciated

beyond the limits of the English empire, and beyond
the limits of English speaking people. It had been

the good fortune of Sir Sterndale Bennett to break

through that kind of provincialism."

So that now. Sir .Tohn, albeit no scientific

musician, perceives that English music has at last

taken its proper place in the world of intellect, and

taken it on a level with the works of the greatest

men of all countries, whose fame is known to all

the world. One of those men is Shakspeare, and
music has taken its place along with Shakspeare's

works by the good fortune of Sir Sterndale Bennett.

Handel's Organ Concerto.

(From the London Orchestra.)

Among the comparatively ancient musical instru-

ments, not one is of greater interest than the ?^al

Handel organ—the organ upon which the great

composer exhibited with felicitous execution the in-

genious plan and melodious flow of his far famed
organ concerto. This singular composition is natu

rally of solicitude to the organ player, and of much
curiosity with the amateur and the virtuoso, when it

is remembered that Handel twice reduced himself to

bankruptcy by his operatic speculations, and yet re-

covered himself by his organ concerto. For the last

eight years of his life, the son of his copyist was the

conductor of his oratorios, whilst Handel sat by him
every now and then performing his concerto, more
than half extemporaneous, upon the organ ; and

from the public interest excited by these perform-

ances, he annually stored up sums of money
which at bis death proved to amount to more than

£20 000. The opera made Handel a poor ma'-, the

oratorio made him, if possible, still poorer, but the

organ concerto turned the tide ; it was the stream of

Pactolus to the septuagenarian, gave him, for an

ortranist, a sort of oceanic wealth, and annually con-

tributed to the rosy emblazonry of his long familiar

name. He was indisputably pre-eminent in con-

certo playing on his favorite instrument, and it forms
an inquiry of much interest to ascertain what was
his concerto organ, and what his mode of playing.

There is no concerto organ of Handel's in the South
Kensington Exhibition. There are the curious wind
instruments that we meet with in the scores of his

great contemporary, Sebastian Bach, but no Covent
Garden, or Lincoln's Inn organ. And indeed it is

not easy to unearth a curiosity of this kind. There
was one—a perfect specimen—in the school-room of

the well known Raine Charity at St. George's, Rat
cliff'e Highway ; and also a small one in the Palace

at Hampton t 'onrt. Both instruments have suffered

from the hands of the renovators, and their peculiari-

ties are no more. The peculiarly sharp, yet deli-

cate, tone of the metal stop diapason has faded

away, and the mounted cornet has no other ecAo than

the charming stop invented by Dr. Gauntlett, for the

great organ in St. Peter's, Cornhill, from an p/pct.

not a register, heard in the organ in the Cathedral

at Cologne. The small metal open diapason called

the dulciana was not known in Handel's time, but

there was a second sized open diapason and an octave

[principal] to match it ; hut both these registers have
given way to fanciful imitations of their Teutonic
representatives. Whether in the halls of our nobility

there may yet remain a Handel organ may be a
question. Possihiy something of the kin. I may be

yet extant in some Chapel of one of the old Catholic
families.

Whatever may have been this instrument as a fact,

it fully satisfied the composer, and enabled hitn to

realize his intention. Flandel in bis concerto never

engaged to spiritualize the organ after the manner of

Sebastian Bach, in the large forms of his chnrch
preludes and fugues Handel could not play that

wav, even had he directed his thoughts that way.
The Bach organ was a pedal organ, that of Handel
a manual organ, and possihiy of only one manual.

On the gieat organ in St. Paul's Cathedral Handel
unquestionably was in the habit of surprising bis

auditors by the breadth and solemnity of his dia

pa^on preludes—an exercise in sympathy with his

early feelings, and which he left as a precious legacy

to the metropolitan organists. No doubt Worgan
and Battishill each formed their school from reminis-

cences of Handel's larger method on the cathedral

organ. In the theatre and concert room, Handel
aimed to make himself sympathetic with the amateur
and the virtuoso, to reproduce the phrases and ideas

cf the orchestral concerto—-the favorite passages of

Corelli and the Italian organists, invented for the

display of the oboe and the violin. Handel avoided

any impulse from the Church—anv train of thought
suggestive directly of worship. What he sought for

was artistic efifect to please the fashionable audience.

That which he did was Tieither poor nor monotonous,
heavy nor long ; hut it bad clear and definite form—
bright and graceful, with a spirit all rosy and light.

No old chant, no stiff, square antique clioral—no
Mixolydian or Phrygian Cantilena—no chain of con-

sonant chords imitative of the doings of the first

masters on the organ, are to be met with in his con-

certos. He condescended to play for the ladies, and
the old church manipulator succumbed to the supple

courtier. He was content to please, (or in this way
he replenished his exhausted exchequer, and drew
his full house. True it is, his concerto is modelled
en the favorite existing forms of the time ; but,

while imitating the school, he far transcends all his

competitors. With all its elegance and charm, there

is grandeur and dignity, aud the all of fire and
energy which the school would admit, he most
liberally used up. The pathetic points, the massive,

solemn illustrations so finely conceived and develop-

ed by Sebastian Bach, he could not touch upon, both

instrument and place forbade their introduction. He,
Handel, neither wastes nor misapplies his strength

;

the "concatenated" harmonics, and the chromatic

surprises he reserved for the auditors under the great

dome of St. Paul's. The marvel is that with such

slight means he maintained such commanding
superiority, such unfailing admiration, such universal

sympathy. For a very long period after his demise,

these compositions held their great popularity, and
made their players celebrated. And the spirit ef his

day in these concertos is yet a living fact ; the con-

certo of Handel has not passed into the catalogue

of antique curiosities, nor into the lumber room of

oyer learned and scholastic subtleties. It is not a

question of "enduring" the Handel concerto, but

simply one of what is the best way of producing it 1

Shall it be in the heavy way of our modern heavy
organs, in the sensational way of the Paris organ
school, in the light and airy way of Handel's own
time, or in some (at present hidden) manner which
shall be a faithful interpreter of the venerated giant,

noble yet gentle, full of all comfort and much joyful-

ncssl Nothing short of a keen sense of the freedom

and playfulness of the composition will give its real

truth and beauty ; it is not so much the music of the

soul as the cunning of melody and modulation,

largely and fully developed for the gratification of

the external taste for music. And it can only bo

truthfully given with this intention. It is not

mystic, spiritualistic, nationalistic, dramatic, nor does

it attempt delineation of character or situation. But
it is a close train of thought and conception, and a

long way ahead of 'mere mechanism, or a sensuous

exhibition of SO- many organ stops. Its spirit de-

mands an artist to interpret, and none but an artist

can enter into its sphere, and translate the composi-

tion in all its integrity. Its artistic excellence is as

certain and undeniable as in the days of Handel him-

self, for no new rO'id has been opened to the organ

concerto. No other pattern has been so long cherish-

ed. The inclination to he delighted with it is as

strong as ever; the only questions are, can it be

played again with interest in its original light man-
ner, or can any other way be devised which may
afford a higher perception of its charm and beauty ?

It is a great speciality, a criterion of a singular

period, a remarkable relic of popular feeling, a care-

fully wrought-up exercise of a marvellous organ

player in what we may term the school of agility in

his time. It would he highly interesting to give it as

Handel played it, and on some such organ as Handel

himself performed on. We incline to imagine any

modern suhstitute would prove inefficient, and that

its true intrinsic power and character will he best

realized on the instrument of his day, could such or-

gan be discovered. If in existence, it should now
be in the International Exhibition, and some one

found to interpret the old Handel concerto in its

real old form and fashion.

Gilmore's Guns, and Handel's Fireworks
Music.

In Watson's Art Joiivnal (New York) we find the

following attempt to shelter a piece of modern Irish-

American clap trap under the high authority of

Handel

:

Mr. Gilmore was not the first to make use of artil-

lery in musical performances, as may be seen by

the following extract from the Rev. H. R. Haweis's

work (pages 184-18.')), "Music and Morals," re-

cently published from the English addition, by the

Harpers

:
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"BetweEn the Ilth of July and the 24th of Aug-

ust, toward the close of the same year, he prepared
the firework music, which was played at nijjht he-

fore the Ring's paliice in the Green Park. Let ns

hope that his love of noise was for once fully grati-

fied. The music ended with the explosion of a
hundred and one hrass cannons, seventy-one six

pounders, twenty twelve pouuders, and ten twenty-
four pounders. There was no lack of hunting horns,

hauthoys, hassoons, kettle drums, and side drums,
besides bass-viols innumerable. Every one seemed
t& have been delifjhted ; and when the magnificent
Doric temple, under the superintendence of that

great pyrotechnist, the Chevalier Servardoni, went
ofl^ with a terrific bang, it was thought success could
go no farther, and the king's library was nearly barnt
down."

And who was the "he" who set all this hnbbub
agoing ? It was no less a personage than Mr. G. F.
Handel, who has acquired some reputation as a com-
poser of oratorios. We commend the above extract

to those who have only seen matter for ridicule in

Mr. Gilmore's notion of making the rude throats

of cannon join in singing the praises of peace with

emphasis equal to that displayed in the service of

their maker and master, war.

But what ground is there for supposing that the

gnns were fired at the opening of King George's

fireworks at the instigation of "Mr. Handel," or that

they formed any part of Handel's Fireworks Music 1

There were fireworks ; and there were cannons fired

as signal for their commencement ; and there was

music composed by Handel, consisting of an Over-

ture, preceding, and other pieces accompanying the

pyrotechnical display. But what had the can-

nons to do with the music ? Here is the history of

the afl^air as given by Schoelcher in his Life of Han-

del

:

But it seems as if the fatigues of old age were
unknown to him. While he directed his perform-
ances during the Lent of 1748, during which he
played every evening (as his custom was) one or
two concertos upon the organ, he wrote the music
for the royal fireworks, which were exhibited on
Thursday, the 27th of April, 1749. "The machine,"
says the Gentleman's Magazine for this month, "was
situated in the Green Park, 500 feet from his ma-
jesty's library, and represented a magnificent Doric
temple, from which extended two wings, terminated
by pavilions, 114 feet in height to the top of his ma-
jesty's arms ; 410 feet long. Invented and designed
by the Chevalier Servandoni. Disposition of the
firework : afler a grand overture of warlike instruments,

composed by Mr. Handel, a signal was given for the

com/nencement of the firework, which gpened hy a royal
salute of 10\ brass ordnance, viz., 71 six pounders,
20 twelve pounders, and 10 twenty-four poundi>rs."
The construction caught fire, and his majestv's

library narrowly escaped being burned. This dis
play of fireworks was to celebrate the peace of Aix-
la Chapelle, which was concluded on the 7th of Octo-
ber, 1748, and which put an end to a long war, by
insuring to the throne of England the inheritance of
the Hanoverian crown.

In addition to the overture, which was played hy
fifty six instruments, this music is divided into five

movements—two Allegro, one Boureo, one Siciliana,

and two Minuets, in which are violins, violas, violon
cellos and double basses. Below ihe Siiiliana the

MS bears the words "La paix," and below the
second Allegro, "La rejouissance." Doubiless this

accompanied a transparency symbolical of Pleasures,
and the Siciliana one bearing an allegorical repre-
sentation of Peace. Handel alwavs varied the eflfects

of sonority with extreme care. The AUeero of "La
rejouissance" has this direction : — "The first lime
with trumpet", 2nd time with French horns, the .3rd

time all together." At the first minuet, origin'allv

set for "irombe, tympani. baufbois, viole, bassoons,"
(tmmpet«, kettle-drnms, hautboys, viols, and has-

•oons), it is written—"la seconda volta colli corni di

caccia, hautbois, bassons e tympani ; la lerza volta

tntti insieme and the fide drums" (the second time
with huniing horns, hautbovs, bas-foons, and kettle-

drnms ; the third time all together, and the side
drums).

People had donhtless been talking about the fifty-

six wind instmments which were to lead this musical
broadside. Curiosiiy was excited to the highest
point. The General Advertiser of the 22nd of April,

1749, says :
—"Yesterdiy there was the brightest and

mo-^t numerous assembly ever known at the Spring
Gardens, Vauxhall. on occasion of the rehearsal of
Mr. Handel's music for the royal fireworks" The
GenlUman'i Moj/azine for Afn\, 1749, says:—"Fri-
day 21, wa« performed, at Vauxhall Gardens, the

rehearsal of the music for the fireworks, hy a hand
of 100 musicians, to an audience of above 12,000

persons (tickets 9s. 6d.). So great a resort occasion-

ed such a stoppage on London Bridge, that no car-

riage could pass for three hours. The footmen were

BO numerous as to obstruct the passage, so that a

scuflin ensued, in which some gentlemen were

wounded." Twelve thousand persons at 93. 6d per

ticket would give .£t,700. Such a receipt appears

incredible. Surely there is a printer's error here.

The General Advertiser puts the tickets at 2s. 6d.,

which is far more reconcilable with an audience of

12 000 persons. Even that would bring £1,500;
which is, after all, a good round sum.

Fireworks Music figured for a long time afterward

in the programme of almost every concert ; hut

it is not to be supposed that it was performed with

all the horns and trumpets of the Green Park.

Musicians have not so high an opinion of Fire-

works ^/uslc as of Water Music. Walsh published

the two works for eight instruments, and for the

harpischord. Messrs. Lonsdale & Co. have lately

put forward an edition of the first one for the piano,

upon the occasion of the peace with Russia. Very
often, on both sides of the quarrel, wars are finished

with a display of fireworks. Sad mockery !

Handel himself caused Fireworks Music \Q he per-

formed at the Foundling Hospital, a few days after

the public rejoicings of the 27th of April. "On the

4th of May, 1749," says Mr. Brownlow,* "he at-

tended the committee at the hospital, and ofliered a

performance of vocal and instrumental music; the

money arising therefrom to be applied toward the

finishing of the chapel." This performance is thus

alluded to in the Gentleman's Magazine of that

month : "Saturday, 27th.—The Prince and Princess

of Wales, with a great aumber of persons of quality

and distinction, were at the chapel of the Foundling
Hospital to hear several pieces of vocal and instru-

mental music, composed by George Frederic Handel,

Esq., for the benefit of the foundation. 1°. The
music for the late fireworks, and the anthem on the

peace ; 2 °
. Select pieces from the oratorio of Solo-

mrm, relating to the dedication of the Temple ; and
3°. Several pieces composed for the occasion, the

words taken from Scripture, and applicable to the

charity and its benefactors.

* Memoranda of the Foundling Hospital, 8vo, 1847.

The Stepchild among Mozart's Operas.

No other of Mozart's masterpieces, not even Cosi

fan Tutte, despite its unintercstiner libretto, is per-

formed so seldom as Idomenens. Were we to reckon

up the number of times it has been represented in

Germany, since its first production down to the

present moment, we shoud be astounded at the low-

ness of the figures forming the gross total. It was,

therefore, most satisfactory to learn that a royal

order had been issued at Munich, directing the

revival of the old opera in a manner worthy its com-
poser. It is peculiarlv appropriate in Munich, where
it was first produced in 1781, and then disappeared

for sixty four long years. Its second production

there, in January, 1845 appealed to an entirely new
generation, and the present generation, also, is a

completely new one. It was in compliance with a

request from the Elector Karl Theodor, that Mozart
composed Idomeneo for the Italian operatic company
at Munich. The opera was produced by them, with-

out any great success, on the 21st January. 1781.

Mozart was then twenty four years old, with bis

soul full of art, love, and enthusiasm, and his

ambiiion fixed upon fame andimmortality^he was at

that golden season of human life which never returns,

and which makes even a prosaic youth a poet, if

only for a few moments. Still it is only out of

respect for a great master that writers have spoken

of the work he then wrote, and their allusions to it

teem with remarks upon the undramatic storv, the

accumulation of recitatives and airs, and wind up
with the assertion that despite many beauties con-

tained in it. this youthful eflfort is not sufficiently

matured, and for that reason, could never keep pos-

session of the boards, &c. Now let us consider the

subject of the drama. Idomenens is the sovereign of

many cities in Crete, and is celebrated by Homer
for his manliness and valor. As he is returning

home from Troy, he is ovcrlaken by a storm at sen,

and is in danger of perishing. He makes a vow
that if the gods will rescue him and his companions,

he will offer u|) to them, as an expiatory sacrifice, the

first being he meets, lie is saved, and the first

person on whom his glance falls, as he lands, is—his

own son. What a grandly tragic subject! It is

hardly inferior to that of I|ihigenia in Anlia. And
what a tonal edifice has the master raised upon the

highly tragic f.iundalion ! Ills work is characterize I

bv a degree of inspiration, earnestness, and sublime

melody, t'eminding one of Handel and Gluck, and of

instrumental animation towering high above both,

and even surpassing Jos. Haydn. Such instrumental

language, glowing with all the ardor of a youthful

and happy heart, and characterized hy such original

ingennitv, that, among all his subsequent works, only

Don .Tuan can be placed on a level with it—such

langnage, as a matter of course, was above the

comprehension of a period when, for insta.nce, a
Prati was the idol of the Italian and German
musical public. Even Mozart's elder rival, the Abbe
Vogler, owed the success of his grand opera. Castor

and Pollux, solely to the fact that, being well

acquainted with the orchestra, which was then the

most celebrated in Germany, he adapted himself to

its slightest caprices, and really, and truly, wrote for

persons who understood him as little as they under-

stood the immortal Mozart. Thus the great com-
poser's first dramatic work disappeared, unapprecia-

ted, and to be speedily forgotten, from all the

theatres of Germany. Mozart endured the pain of

beholding a creation, which to the last moment of his

life, he treasured up as his special favorite in his

heart, past by unheeded by his own generation. But
in the case of this work it seems as though Fate
would realize the old and significant German legend,

which represents the great Emperor, armed in mail,

and buried in obscurity and sleep, reposing in the

subterranean and crystal vaults of the mountains, un-

til the time arrives, when once more aroused and
summoned to the light of day, he shall come forward

as the savior and deliverer of his people. In the

interests of art it is to be hoped that the example set

by the Theatre Royal, Munich, with respect to an

opera so undeservediv neglected, will be followed by
other leading theatres in Germany. When we do
possess anything good, we ought not to consign it to

unmerited oblivion.

—

German Paper.

What is becoming of our Tenors?

It has been said that modern scores ruin the voice,

and are possibilities only for persons of a robust

constitution. This is an irrefutable truth. Let any-

one glance at the part of Robert the Devil, in the

piece of that name, or at that of Raoul, in ies

Hngueimts; the first question that suggests itself to his

mind cannot fail to he, whether a man can have the

temerity to attempt such a part in public. It is

written for a Roman of the palmiest days of Rome,
and not for the weak citizen of a nation which

experiences great difficulty in raising a handful of

soldiers everv year. Each bar appears to be written

for an instrument. There are skips of fifths, sixths,

octaves, and occasionalv tenths ; feats of vaulting

from the bottom to the top of the scale, as on a

violin ; examples of impregnable intonation, ren-

dered still more difiicult by the unexpected character

of the harmony ; modulations calculated to turn

anv ore's head, as in the phrase " Conquis par ma
valenr"(th!rd act of Tf(Aert le Diahte) ; bits radicallyun-

smg.ihle like the duet between Bertram and Robert

(third act of Robert le O/aWe), phrases bearing the

stamp of madness, like the phrase of the tenor in the

admirable sextet of Les Huguenots, " Et bonne

e'pe'e ;
" " lengths " fit to drive a man to despair

;

fearful break neck obstacles ;
" par nioi conquis;

par moi conquis "... (third act ofRobert),

anathemas like that in the second act of La ./uiue ;

A's and B's flat, to be taken brutally on the vowel

i, as in the phrases in La Riine de Chijpre, " Sur le

bord de Tabime." What, too, shall we say of the.

couplets to France, sung by the Dauphin in Charles

VI? We arc compelled to stop before the

many insurmountable or perilous places conjured

up by our memory. The extravagance of mudern

scores is an established fact. To master them would

require an amount of musical knowledge which

singers do not possess, an amount of skill and of

tact, which can he attained only by a long and intell-

igent study of the vocal art. Even when all this has

been accomplished, there still remains a problem to

be solved, the pmhleni, namely, of physical strength.

There is no moans of shuffling with that. Where
physical strength is warning, abstract knowledge

avails but little ; consoquently,dramatic singing is in an

inextricable difficulty, and modern opera is the

worker of its approaching ruin.

It will he objei'ted that the operas of Glucfe, Gr^try,.

and of Mehul were not more easy to sing, and' that

our tenors are not fiinnd to be marvels when they

sing in an old sr.nro. It is perfectly certain they aio

not. We even feel inclined to maintain, that an air

like that in /Cifniire et Azor (" Du moment qu'on

aime") requires higher talent than many a niimhi'r

in /m Heine de Chi/pre. But this is not exactly the

question. A character is diflScuIt according to the

<|nalities of style, sentiment, and mimetic power'

which must ha devoted lo it. At any rate, in old

operas, an artist is not stopped by any material im-

possibility, against which all human ^'cnins is utterly
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.powerless. Serious study, great perseverance, and

pood sound taste, strengihened by the counsels of

criticism, are sufficient to enable an artist to acquit

himself honorably in a well-writen part. But no
study avails aught, if physical strength be wanting.

No one in the world can endow a tenor with lungs if

he has none ; no human power can save him from

the state of exhaustion into which he falls, after he

has been only two hours vociferating, exerting him-

self, and tearing his larynx, as well as every other

vocal organ.

The history of the modern stage is distinguished

by a fact that has escaped no one's notice : nearly all

composers work with a view to bring out the peculiar

gifts of a certain singer, who, in his turn, makes the

piece. But this is not all. They endeavor to turn

to account, not only his good qualities, but also his

defects and natural imperfections. The result is,

that the poem and the music are really the very

humble servants of any singer enjoying a certain

reputation. We saw this sufficiently during the

entire career of Meyerbeer. The care that great man
displayed about his singers was something which de-

fies description. He died without having found, for

his Africaine, the rare bird he had been seeking

with such desperate tenacity. The papers laughed

enough at the distances he travelled, the treasures he

found, and the disappointments he underwent. No
one took more pains than he did to pave the way for

the success of a work. He relied upon a singer as

upon Providence. He forgot that a work of merit

ought, above all things, to be strong in itself, and to

triumph independently of machinery, scenery, tricks,

and attacks of hoar.'^onegs.

This example of the'great master proves only too

plainly that singers substitute their individuality for

the genius of the musician. The latter acts too

liberally to them in his work. He reckons too much
upon an exceptional voice. It is the story of the

English authors writing for the comedian Foote

—

who had a wooden leg—pieces that could not be
acted by those who were unlucky enough to be quite

whole. In Italy, again, actors have been engaged
expressly to play the parts of one-eyed or lame men.
Our readers may brand our assertion as absurd, but

we beg to tell them that people do not act otherwise

in France.
When anyone says to a singer :

" You will sing

such and such a part, which goes up to C sharp,

and you will make that C sharp vibrate through the

house, because Tamberlick did so before you," he is

certainly inposing on the artist an anomaly analo-

gous to that of the wooden leg. Nay, more ; the

artist would he better able to undergo the amputation
of a limb than to find in his larynx a C sharp that

does not exist there.

—

Le Guide Musical.

What the Chorus thinks of- itself.

[As divulged by the Reporter of the Advertiser, June 21].

Just before the festival a well known Boston or-

ganist remarked that this festival would be either the
last attempt of the kind, or a beginning of a long se-

ries of great musical gatherings. On the stage of
the CoIi.seum the opinion seems to prevail that this

festival is not by any means the last of its race. Mu-
sical gatherings of every style and size are likely to

be given through the country from time to time. If
no one else starts them the choir will get them up
for their own gratification and amusement. To sit

with the harmonious throng, to see tho&sands of cul-

tivated men and women around one rise and sing
with enthusiasm and careful attention, is an experi-
ence as peculiar as it is delightful. A scat among
the tenors and near the sopranos, where both sexes
can be seen, gives some new aspects of American
life. Nor is this all. A seat on the stage gives an
inside view of the performance and explains many
things not understood by the audience. The chorus
even thinks that it has discovered some things which
have escaped the attention of some of the most astute
critics, and that these points are of great practical
value. Whether or not these discoveries are of so
much importance as the chorus thinks, we shall leave
it for our readers to decide, having given the great
chorus all the space it asks for in which to express
its views. That they are entertaining we are sure

;

that we or any other critical journal should entirely
coincide in its opinions we think the chorus too good-
natured and reasonable to a,sk. If our estimate of it

were not so high, we should certainly decline its re-

quest 10 be heard at such length.

First of the choir. Frankly, the chorus says, we
think there are too many of us This is not a new
idea, but we wish it understood that the chorus know
it only too Well. We think the next Festival choir
should not exceed ten thousand.* As we number
twenty thousand we wish to come on separate days.

* Say three thousand.—Ed.

One-half on one day, the rest another time. We all

intend to come, but we know our own weakness, and
we will submit to any arrangement that will enable
us to do ourselves justice. Twenty thousand can
sing a slow psalm together, but one-half of our seats

are exceedingly poor, and so far from the conductor
that in concerted music the parts are confused and
we spoil our own efforts. To sit among the red-

booked multitude and see their earnestness, pride

and sweet-tempered good nature under trial, is as en-

tertaining as it is instructive. Breezes of indigna-

tion, gusts of mild petulancy, ripples of merriment
and solemn calms of seriousness sweep over the ex-

citable company quickly. A spirit of unrest some-
times appears, and at other moments the sopranos

are almost tearful, and the tenors grim and dejected.

It has never been our experience to witness so much
emotion among so many people. They rise to heights

of aspiring resolve and duty, and are provoked at

trifles. Taken as a whole they seem what they are

—a refined, serious, cultivated and enthusiastic set

of people—a worthy assembly of representative

Americans. It is plain they seem a trifle proud, and
a little dissatisfied. Proud that they have done so

well under their many discouragements, and vexed
at the mismanagement of some of the leaders. They
seem a trifle hurt at their treatment, and supremely
happy that they have done so well at times. They
know they have failed, and they know how and why
it happened. With the most loyal feelings towards
the projectors of the festival, and thankful to them
for aflTording them so much pleasure, they still ven-

ture to hold a few opinions of their own on the mat-
ter.

To warn future festivals of the rocks and shoals

we have stranded upon, we point out :

—

First, the organ. We do not like it. It seldom
helps us. It is too loud and distracting. We like

its ponderous bass (wood, not reeds), as it gives us

confidence. Beyond this we do not care for it. Its

tone is too reedy and "mixture" like. Then, the

organist has not always helped us. The organ does

not give us our parts in every place as they are writ-

ten, nor does it follow the light and shade as quickly

or carefully as do the singers, and we are rapidly los-

ing confidence in it. This is plainly shown in the

ease with which the unaccompanied four-part song
was performed. Once or twice, as in "Yet doth the

Lord," the organ, instead of trying to assert itself,

becomingly took its proper position of mere accom
paniment, and at the close there was a sense of grati-

fied satisfaction at the performance. On some occa-

sions the choir have sat down in a most unhappy
state of mortification and disgust, for which the or-

gan has been often to blame.

Next, the rehearsals. Here the choir is no doubt
at fault. We cannot help it, and respectfully urge
that we have our daily bread to win, and cannot give

our whole day to ttie festival. We have paid our
own way, and rehearsed night alter night for months,
and we think if we are rightly handled we can do
fairly well without the morning rehearsal.

This leads to another important matter. The per-

formance of "God save the Queen" was a mortify-

ing failure. We know it, and we know whj' and
how it happened. Never was there a choir more
dead in earnest to do its best than assembled that

day. Each had a book containing printed directions

for the performance of each line. The conductor
rises and at once violates the rules. The printed

rules say the organ is to give the signal to rise.

Our leader beckons us, and we scramble up in mor-
tified confusion, and the prelude starts. At the
marked place the choir and organ come in with pre-

cision. At once we are treated like children, and
bid he silent, and the New York critics laugh and
sneer at the failure. Now we are utterly at sea, and
the rest of the performance goes into history a
wretched fiasco. Who's fault is it ? Not ours", cer-

tainly. It may be urged that we should have at-

tended the morning rehearsal. Perhaps so, but if

every one from gray-haired basso to youngest alto

had been in the rehearsal seats, it would have been a

failure if the conductor had violated the printed di-

rections in the books. If this had happened once we
would say nothing. It happened several times, and
each time the twenty thousand ladies and gentlemen
were compelled to bear the blame of failures they
did not bring about. In a choir of twenty hundred
it is possible to change the style of performance

;

among twenty thousand, impossible.

Next we think it a great mistake to change the

leader. Give us one conductor through every choral

number. We learn to know his every sign, and
learn to rely on him. Few people in the audience
can understand the sense of uncertainty and positive

alarm that spreads over the choir at sight of a new
leader. We admire Mr. Paine, and we have re-

hearsed his splendid music with care and pleasure,

yet hundreds of sopranos were ready to cry with
vexation at their failure to attack the first line.

They had been taught to watch for a certain sign to

sing. The strange conductor was not understood,
and the piece fell dead. Under Zerrahn it would
have been a triumph for us and the talented com-
poser. Mr. Tourjee, Mr. Keller, and Franz Abt
command our respect and affection everywhere, ex-
cept when on one six feet of boarding, and that is

the conductor's platform. Great composers, fine

musicians, no doubt, but they were new to us. Two
of them we had never seen before. They did not
know our ways, and we understood not theirs, and
the result was very sad.

Finally, we think the incessant performance of the
"Anvil Chorus" a blunder. The best of music be-

comes tiresome, and if it is poor—Heaven help us !

The opera music we object to altogether. It may be
very fine to have the chorus road it at sight, but we
don't care to do it often. As for the bells, cannon,
and big drum, we like them not. One of these fine

musical days the long-suffering choir will rise in

good-natured rebellion and put the dreadful things

ouX of joint. Lastly, let us never be asked again to

sing sorigs in mass. Choral and concerted sacred
music is our only forte. In it we can succeed—in

anything else we are very unhappy, and we know it.

As for the hymn at the close of each day's perform-
ance, we do not care for it. We are too tired and
anxious to get home to spend another moment in our
huge, hot, and noisy hall.

This is not the last festival. We are coming again
in smaller numbers, and we want to see these gather-

ings made a permanent success. Give the choir a
chance, treat them with respect, print the music
months beforehand, and make no changes or addi-

tions, and give us one leader,—and if Mr. Gilmore,
or any one else, wants to gather a choir of fifty

thousand he can easily do so.

ustral Correspithnre.

New York, Jbne 22. Theodore Thomas
gave his benefit concert at the Central Park Garden,

on Thursday evening, June 20th. For the edifica-

tion of your Boston readers I will state that he did

no< have a grand orchestra of "1,000 accomplished

musicians," nor was he assisted by a trained chorus

of 17,000 picked voices—neither was there any ten-

acre shed specially constructed for the occasioti :

though I have no doubt that such a proceeding

would have been eminently sensible and proper. He
did have, however, an excellent orchestra of 60 per-

formers, and the following programme :

March. Tannhauser "Wagner.
Overture. Night in Qranada Kreutzer.
Waltz. Rudolffl-Klaenge Strauss.
JFantasie, for Clarinet Spadina.

Mr. L Schneider.
Selections from "The Flying Datchman," First time,

Wagner.
Overture. Coriolanus. Op. 62 Beethoven.
Concerto No. 1, E fla^, Adagio and Rondo Paganiui.

Mr. Bernhard Liftemann.
Symphonic Poem. Orpheus. First time Liszt.
Selections from "William Tell." First time Rossini.
Quadrille. Nuss-Knacker. First time Kiicken.
Waltz. Wiener Freaken Strauss.
Galop. Japanese. New A. E. Pease.

Had Mr. Thomas held direct communication with

the clerk of the weather he could not have selected

a better evening— for, as the long scorching after-

noon drew to a close, and a welcome breeze blew up
from the bay, people seemed to gravitate naturally

to the cool and pleasant gardens. The only diffi-

culty seemed to be—to prevent the crowd from

being too great—for Mr. Thomas's personal popular-

ity is such that doubling the usual price of admission

seemed to increase, rather than diminish, the attend-

ance.

At 8.30 every table in the salle des conceits and in

the garden outside was taken and every place oc-

cupied. Those who came later had to be content

with a promenade in the garden path until some rest-

less sitter left his chair—an event of almost constant

occurrence, for here every one wanders at his own
sweet will—or, what is the same of course, the will

of a lady whom he escorts ; for, do not imagine, O
men of Athens, that this is merely a beer drinking

place, frequented mainly by the sterner sex ; at least

half the audience was composed of ladies.
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The conductor was evidently in the best of mood.

In front of his desk hung a beautiful garland of

lilies ; above him the crystal chandeliers chimed

gaily, swayed by the river breeze. From his cheer-

ful demeanor one would not have guessed that three

sonnets had recently been written to him
;

yet there

they were, printed on the second leaf of the pro-

gramme, for every one to read. He seems, somehow,

to be en rapport with hearers, as well as with orchestra.

Even when his audience relapses into barbarism on

the subject of encores, he quietly but firmly controls

them. I have seen him—under circumstances al-

most as trying as the famous charivari at the Cirque

Napoleon, when Pasdeloup nearly broke bis baton in

frantic rage—leave the stand and quietly take a seat

in a comer of the orchestra, remaining there until he

had carried his point.

The music was fine in every respect ; each selection

was perfectly rendered by the orchestra ; and during

the intermissions a military band stationed in the

garden played some very good music :—an arrange-

ment of Mendelssohn's "Spring Song," (Lieder ofrne

Worte), among other pieces. Mr. Listemann re-

ceived an encore for his fine rendering of Paganini's

difficult concerto.

The popularity of these garden concerts continues

undiminished, and a season of somewhat similar

entertainments has begun at Terrace Garden, with

Ad. NeuendorfF as conductor.

I notice an editorial query in your columns as to

whether the "playing upon" the anvils by the fire-

men at the Jubilee is to be done "through hose-pipe."

In that case I recommend that the anvils first be

made red hot : the result would be an appropriate

comment on the entire Jubilee. A. A. C.

JtDtgljfs lotirnal of Slusic.

BOSTON. JUNE Q9, 1879.

Tte Lesson of the Former Jubilee.

We do not propose to enter upon any criticisms in

detail of the present, the " World's Peace" Gilmore

Jubilee, until it is all over. Of course there have

been some very pleasant features about it. The
"Coliseum" in itself is almost a miracle of skill and

energy and beauty ; the animated spectacle of nearly

20,000 performers at one end, and sometimes almost

as many auditors or spectators facing them—though

frequently the number has been hardly half that

;

the splendid playing ot the French, the Prussian

,

and the Austrian Bands, with interchange of

international courtesies in the shape of "Hail

Columbia," and "Yankee Doodle," "God Save the

Queen," the "Marseillaise," &c., day after day,

amid wild enthusiasm and wavtng of white handker-

chiefs,—for this is open-air music and could be heard,

as nothing else could half as well ; the grand or

beantiful effects of some of the chorus singing.

mostly limited to the plain Chorals in long, even

notes, (and even this would have been better by a

fifth part of the number, in a hall not seating more

than 5,rifiO listener's) ; the telling power and sweet-

ness, richness of Mme. Peschka Leutncr's voice, and

more or less of Mmc. Rudersdorfl^ 'e (though both

would have s^ng to more advantage in a common
hall ;—best of all, since it was infinitely the best

programme and by far the best performed of all the

vocal work, the production of "Israel and P^gypt" by

the selecter choir of from twelve to fonrleen hundred

voices—although this was only for the few apprecia-

tive ones who were well seat'd ; upon five sixths of

the audience it v,-a.^ thrown away, the noise of rest-

less feet all over the great board palace sadly inter-

fering with any calm and frnitfnl attention on the

part ef the rest : these and some other features, not

to speak of the beanty of the weather, the admirable

ventilation of the great building, and the contagious

exhilaration of a whole community on pleasure bent,

made it worth one's while, since the Jubilee was in

the midst of us, to put onesself within its influence

once or twice, if not oftener.

Nor have we ever denied that some considerable

good may incidentally result from it, vain glorious,

uncalled for, forced upon us, and fallacious as the

project in itself has always seemed and does still

seem to ns. An all-wise Providence, making us

"build better than we knew," takes care that there

shall be no great stir without some good resulting

from It : doe not the world owe something to the two

Napoleons ? Our readers will remember that we
reviewed the Jubilee of 1869 in as generous and

candid a s.pirit as was possible to one frankly an un-

believer from the first,—and to the last. We took all

pains to note and give full credit for each trait, each

instance of grand or beautiful eflfect, of excellence in

musical selection or in rendering, for the inspiring

influence of the scene and the vast presence of .sym-

pathetic numbers, for the wonderful example of good

order, for organizing skill and energy, for the im-

pulse imparted to the formation of choral societies

throughout the country, and for the putting of such

marked emphasis upon Music, the printing it as it

were in such big characters, that thousands, most in-

different to the art before, began to feel a marvellous

respect for it. But after frankly and fully (we fear

too glowingly) making all these admissions, we none

the less took care never to confess ourselves con-

verted to the essential worthiness of the huge scheme

in itself, or of the source, the spirit whence it sprang.

We took care, after as before, to give it as our honest

and deliberate conviction that the Jubilee was not a

fit thing to be done,—at all events not a fit thing to

repeat. And now, if we read the signs aright,

now that this second Jubilee is half through (pro-

nounced in its advertisements and by all the Press

"the grandest series of musical successes which the

world has ever known,"— for this is the heyday of

exaggeration), now we make bold to predict, that

the practical comment furnished by this second

Jubilee upon the first, will prove that first conviction

to have been mainly right. A short time will deter-

mine. Not a few days or weeks perhaps, but a few

months or a season ; we must allow some time for

the intoxication to sleep itself off (when we shall

find bow largely it has been produced by noxious

artificial stimulants, such as unscrupulous advertise-

ment puffery, appeals to vanity or interest, &c.).

Then the community will come to its senses, and

survey the whole field calmly ; then the real sober

comments of the wise and thoughtful, unheard pub-

licly amid so much newspaper clamor, hut beard

every hour and everywhere in private both before and

during the whole festival, will have caught up with

the lightning speed of the newspaper which gives its

utterances power for the time being, and the great

monster will be weighed in scales good for all time.

It is impossible to judge the doings of the Coliseum

in the Coliseum ; who thinks of music under the

Fourth of July excitement of "Hail Columbia ' and

the Marseillaise and hospitable enthusiasms towards

Bands from England, Germany and France ? A
stronger love, for the time being, than the love of

music, is the inspiring grnlus there. Reports made

up in the Coliseum, and flashed over a thousand

telegraphic wires from that central "Press Room,"

may make impressions for a day throughout the

land ; but they cannot create opinion, which is a

plant of slower growth. Nay, we have got to wait

for all this factitious excitement to subside—much

of it ignorant and honest—before wo can get at a

true account of facts, on which to base opinions.

But we are wanrlering beyond our purpose, which

was only, for the present, a brief apology for re-

producing here, ficforc wo undertake to weigh the

present Jubilee, the actual last result and summing

up of the criticism we published after the jubilee of

1869. This portion of our remarks seems to have

been overlooked by many, who have not been slow

to charge ns with inconsistency, in that, having (as

it seemed to them) been so much carried away and

almost "converted" by the first jubilee, in spite of

all our fears about it^ we now revive the old fears

and objections to the present repetition of it "with

improvements." Mr. Gilmore, especially, in that

wonderful "History" of his,—the huge book in

which he abuses us and every one who did not sym-

pathize with his strange project, and in which he

complains to St. Cecilia of the great wrong done to

her by anybody's not accepting him as her prime

minis.ter on earth, publishes his own secret prayer

verbatim ( ! ), rhapsodizes about "O Longfellow 1

Longfellow ! ", and indulges in more pages of per-

sonality, of maudlin, rancid sentjmental rhetoric than

his best admirer could hardly have the stomach

to wade through,—Mr. Gilmore, in that phenomenal

Book, which never flashed on our benighted eyes till

yesterday, cites the sentences in which we dwelt npon

the good side of the Jubilee as a complete recanta-

tion of our original objections to it, while he most

disingenuously neglects to append what followed, and

here follows :

Ttie success of the Jubilee was unique; let it remain unique

,

exceptional. It were a foolish ambition that would attempt

to reproduce it. To regard it as the initiation of a new order

of things in music, to seek henceforth to bring such vast ex-

ceptional occasions into the regular order of the seasons with

"the sweet return," &c.,were arash way to read the lesson of

this singular experience. The truth is, the Peace Jubilee was

entirely an anomalous occasion, ambiguous in its character

and motive : not strictly musical, not strictly national and

patriotic. Its success was as an occasion of an unexampled

kind. The fact that it had been engineered and managed so

as to interest so many in it, that such vast amount of energy

had got employed in it,—that of itself made it inspiring. As

for Music, the wonder was it went so well ; but no really mu-

sical person undertakes to compare it as a musical experience,

either for beauty or for grandeur, or for quickening appeal to

heart and soul, with many a Festival or Concert on a smaller

scale. Music, as such, is not helped by such vast multiplica-

tion of means and numbers. "We know this now if we did not

before. Exceptions, beautiful, peculiar effects noticed now

and then, only prove the rule. The success of the Festival

was something sui generic ; it was the realization of a remark-

able and memorable event, in which music played a part, but

hardly the chief part. Indeed so much of the music want un-

heard, that it might almost be left out of the account in t'.'y-

ing to define the marvellous experience. Probably it will be

some time before any one will arrive at a clear definition of

the gigantic, brilliant, singular phenomenon.

We say this, because our attempt to do full justice to the

Festival has been by many quite misconstrued ; our generous

allowance tor all the good we could sincerely find in it, musi-

cally, and lor the impulse whieh it gives to music as a popu-

lar pursuit and interest, has been held np in taunt and tri-

umph as a confession of error, a reluctant conversion to the

policy ofmusical performances upon a "monster" scale of

numbers. We beg to say, that we are not at all converted to

that notion ;
that the Jubilee has not at all reconciled us to

the idea that musical effects, musical edification or enjoyment,

may be enhanced by the assembling of a whole Nation of per-

formers and listeners under one roof. (For, to carry out the

ambitious aim consistently, it will not do to stop at 60,000;

mf7^ion5 must come in, must meet and sing, and hear and

shout, all in one place, as one.) A "National" musical Jubi-

lee, to our mind, would be one that should extend through-

out the Nation, and have its seat, here, there, everywhere, in

all the towns and cities, in all the halls and temples. It is a

small^epreseutation of thirty millions of people that can be

concentrated in one "Coliseum," were it thrice ae big as Mr.

Oilmore's. Then again, musically, we are still convinced (and

so we believe Is every sane musical person), that twenty festi-

vals in twenty pliiccs, each with 500 performers, would be a

finer thing and give twenty times tnore ple.isure than the

congregation of 5r,000 in one spot trying to listen to 11.000.

Cheerfully admitting, then, that the Festival socially was

an experience worth living for ; that musically, even, the re-

sult was better than the phin intrinfjically ; and that it did

much incidental good (as all great ntovements do in some way)

by awakening enthusiawm among i^Ingers. calling new choral

societies into being, and filling thousands of people with anew

respect for music,—still we must maintain, the real lesson of

It is : Be not ambitious to achieve the ffim^r.it thing in music :

be content wirh doing well that which is more easily practica-
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We ; quality before quantity, and of the latter only bo much
as Jb BUfficient for the former, a limit felt for aud discovered

long ago. We read of threatened riral imitations, of plans in

other cities to get up Jubilees on a still bigger scale, eclipsing

Boston. But we presume these do not hail from perious

sources. TVe should deprecate the fashion. Nor do we think

it probable, with all the triumph, that the same thing will he

tried again in the same way. Rather will it prompt to more

moderate and rational experiments, to bonajide Musical Fes-

tivals, in which whole works, as Oratorios, can be performed,

and no power wasted in attempts to magnify beyond the laws

of nature, physical and human. The Philharmonic Society in

New Tork, we hear, propose to have a festival. That is the

right sort of body for a musical festival to proceed from
;
and

the object which it is to servo is also musical, within tha

sphere of Art, namely, to build a music hall. We trust they

will forego, as unworthy of a society of artists, all childish

ambition to eclipse Mr. Gilmore's Jubilee ; that they will en-

ter into competition, ifat all, with our last Handel and Haydn
Festival, or even with the festivals of Birmingham and BUs-

Feldorfand Frankfort ; artistic emulation, rather than sensa-

tional. We quite concur with our contemporary the N. T.

Weehbj Review^ in the hope that what they do will be "in

Btrict accordance with the dictates of true musical art and

modern civilization, which, in musical matters, are, not to

expand, but to concentrate Let us have an orchestra of

about 200 picked men ; a chorus of 750 members ;
oaly the

best music, and plenty of rehearsals. This will do far more

for the advancement of musical culture than large masses, in-

sufficient rehearsals, and poor music."

The Musical Festival

Here is one view of the Jubilee, evidently an

honest one, and very natural for any unprejudiced

and not particularly musical outsider. And from its

standpoint,—happily not that of one so placed that

he must, nolens volens, know too muck of the great

scheme and its author and of the roeans by which

it has been worked up,—we must admit it is a rea-

sonable view. We wish it all the acceptance of

which it is worthy, and therefore we make the follow-

ing: extracts from the Worcester Palladium of this

week

:

It is perfectly immaterial whether the Jubilee originated in

the brain of Gilmore, was a scheme developed by ,

and others for mercenary purposes, or was an unselfish dem"

ODPtration of the people jubilant over universal peace. It is

BufBcient if the great musical festival has been and now is de-

veloping a love for the sweetest of the sciences in the breast of

every man, woman and child in our old New England homes,

is teaching our musical people their defects by enabling them

to witness the accomplishments of older and better artists

than they are, and above all by inspiring us all with that

brotherly love for all the nations of the earth and enabling us

to exhibit to their representatives our kindest feelings and

sympathy. Men never cast aside hostilities so quickly as

when they sing together. Music is the companion of love and

not of enmity. If the Jubilee has accomplished in any m''aB-

ure these results, ft has done more than the diplomatists of

our day have done, and has added a new bond of union to the

sisterhood of the nations. The more common interests we

have, the nearer do we come to each other; and so is it with

nationalities. Frenchmen forget neither friends nor enemies.

When the French band came forward through the great cho-

rus to the platform, and cheer upon cheer told its members of

its welcome, there was re-kindled in their breaiits the fire

which burned in the most glorious days of their native land,

and as the great Man>eillaise was sung the snthusiasm of both

singers and audience rose to such a tumult of expression as

has seldom if ever been witnessed on any occasion of our his-

tory. Every note of that bymu was wafted over the ocean to

the land so lately covered with carnage and drenched with

blood, telliniz our sympathy and cheering the down-hearted.

England might have looked with more favor on our claims for

damages had she first witnessed the joyous welcome of her

representatives at the great Jubilee ; and Prussia will learn

and remember the welcome she has received with pleasure. It

is the token of our desire for peace with all the world. Long
after the Jubilee has ceaeed will the music there sung be

echoed and reechoed all over our land, and it will inspire a
musical taste ofa higher order than has been our wont to cul-

tivate. Nearly every little village in New England has its

band, which will be improved by the example of its superiors.

Our brass bands are all brass, and productive of much noise

and little music. The causes of this are the signal want of

reed instruments in their make up, and the lack of skill to

play Batisfaetorily. Our promenade concerts in the parks will

be made better by the examples recently furiiished us, and
our music will he everywhere greatly improved.

The great chorus, for the most part, has proved a failure;

though it has sung some things splendidly and with spirit;

but it has generally been weak, uneven, fitful, and at times

sadly astray. Many of the chorus-singers make the organ re-

sponsible for their failings ; and, annoying ai^ the instrument

with its brazen, blatant voice and falsity of tone has been to

the audience, the apology can be easily accepted. Then the

change of conductors has been a source of annoyance to them.

With not sufllcient rehearsal to make them acquainted with

the peculiarities of each, and the immense distanceT which de-

prives the majority ofa close following of the baton, the w«n-

der is that they are ever Bucce.tsful. The unevenness of the

chorus has been attributed to the fact that many of the sing-

ers have given their tickets for a day's entrance, to friends who

were unable to sing a note. The whole thing is too gierantic.

and unwieldly for good effects, and seem only calculated for

band performances and patriotic selections. The sound is lost

in the vastnesR of the building, and the combined force pro-

duces much less volume than was anticipated.

Musically the Jubilee is not an entire success, as could hard-

ly have been expected ; but the idea of drawing so many of

the world's best musicians together for friendly and harmoni-

ous intercourse, is a grand one, and must work bappy results

in the organization of musical societies over the country, for

the study of the best works. Then the idea that music is, for

the time being, the uppermost [?] thought of both worlds, is a

progressive one, and the broad, generous feeling towards all

mankind which it inspires, is well worth kindling.

The concerts have thus far introduced the English, French,

and German Bands, all of which sustained the splendid repu-

tation they have always enjoyed ; and each has received a per-

fect ovation on their appearance, the audience and chorus

evincing the wildest enthusiasm. Strauss has fascinated every

one with his admirable waltzes, and his own peculiar lead of

the orchestra, and their music has been one of the most satis-

factory performances of the Jubilee. Mme. Leutner is one of

the world's great singers, and unbounded enthusiasm has

greeted her at every appearance. Her voice is a gloriogs one
;

clear, telling and resonant; wonderfully flute-like in its char-

acter, and of the purest quality ; she reached G in alt with

perfect ease, and sustains it with clearne?B. Her voice reaches

with fullness, the remotest corner of the Coliseum, even in its

softest tones ; her execution is wonderful, and she sings with

perfect freedom and ease. Great efforfci ought to be made to

secure her for performance in the Music Hall, before her re-

turn to Europe
; aa well as the pianistsi, who are otherwise go-

ing back to Europe, with their rare abilities comparatively un-

known ; for piano solos in the Coliseum are absurdities ; and

a pianist's efforts noapprec iatad. The ambitious desire to ad-

vectise a certiin piano-forte should not compromise tbe repu-

tation of such great artists, who could not with their limited

knowledge of the extent of the Coliseum foresee the disadvan-

tageous results.

Those Names ! In the London Orchestra, of

June 7, we find the following

:

It may not be amiss to recapitulate the chief features of the

Boston Musical Festival, which opens on the I7th inst., and

continues until the 4th July. Amongst the members of the

acting committee are Henry W. Longfellow, Ralph Waldo

Emerson, Oliver Wendall Holmes, and James R,u ssell Covell [!]

and the chairman is William B. Washburn, Governor of Mas-

sachusetts. The orchestraand band will number 40,000 vocal

and instrumental performers.

We beg leave to assure our London contempo-

rary that the "Active Committee" of the Jubilee is

composed of a very different sort of men from

Emerson and Longfellow, and that these and many
more distinguished gentlemen, whose names have

been officially announced as "General Committee"

of this huge affair, are innocent of all participation

in it. Why was it not announced that Mr. Emerson,

Mr. Longfellow, »S;c., would sing solos at the Festi

val, or play on the trombone ? It would be quite as

foreign to their nature, as to engage in the manage-

ment of a musical occasion, especially a Gilmore

Jubilee. The announcement of that Committee,

comprising a couple of hundred of the most distin-

guished names in this community, of poets, states-

men, men of letters, &c., was a snare and a delusion.

At least twenty of these gentlemen have personally

assured us that their names were used in this way
without their own knowledge or consent. On the

"Musical Committee," also, figure the names of

several of the leading musical characters of Boston,

who from the first have had no feelings bnt of strong

antipathy to the whole project. This publishing of

long lists of Committees, without leave, is one of

the shrewd advertising dodges in which the average

jubilee brain is wonderfully fertile.

Swallows Homeward Flying.

Mme. Camilla Urso, our admirable virtuosa of

the violin, who has been making a decided mark in

the best London concerts, writes us that she proposes

to return to the United States in August. It is her

intention to give a few classical concerts, in Boston,

which our readers will look forward to with real

interest.

The month of August will bring hack also to the

Eastern States the favorite pianist, Anna Mehlio,
who has been having a most successful concert season

in California and Oregon.

Still earlier (in July) our grand basso, Mr. Mtron
W. Whitney, who has risen to a place among the

foremost Oratorio and Concert singers in England,

will revisit these scenes, where he has been too long

missed.

George L. Osgood. The Evening Post prints

the following extract from a private letter from Ber

lin:

I went yesterday evening to Osgood's concert in

the Sing-Akademie, and a very beautiful one it was.
The applause was enthusiastic, and I must say that

I think his singintr is perfect. It is true his voice is

not . very powerful—but then I understand that

neither was Mario's, nor is Sims Reeves's—and the
tone of it so delicious, and his management of it is

so beautiful, that the very delivery of it is an addi-
tional charm. His method is purity itself. Then
he is all soul ! What more can one ask ? It is a
most peculiar voice, and such a one as I never heard.
There is a pathos and at the same time an uflcon-

scious innocence that goes right to the heart. Then
there is such a touch of nature in it. He sings with
the same rJpontflnpity as the nightingales do that I
hear in the dead of night in Prince Albreeht's gar-
den over the way. He is full of poetry and passion.
Every song was a pearl, and I hardly knew which I
preferred, as they were all new to me. Osgood is

going home for the summer, with his flower-like wife
and little child, and will return in the autumn 'to fill

hi« engagement in Germany, [not so]. If he sings in

America I shall be very anxio I to know what will be
thought of him. I almost fear he will not be gener-
ally appreciated, on account of the very exquisite-
ness of his art. Ho is a matchless ballad-singer, and
I trust that among his selections will be some with
which our people are familiar, otherwise his audience
will not be able to compare him with others, and to
judge him fairly. Here, he is very apt to make up
his programmes entirely from Gluck, Mozart, Han-
del, Mendelssohn, Franz Schubert, Schumann, Wag-
ner, &c., composers some of whom are a little recon-
dite even for Germany, and in America half of his

audience are not likely to be artists ! I only wish
people could hear him with my ears (which you
know of old I would back against anybody's), for if

the whole virorld snid the contrary, I would still main-
tain that Osgood's voice is the best tenor I ever
heard.

Strauss Interviewed.

The correspondent of the New York World, in

the course of a letter from Boston, says :

Johann Strnnss, the waltz king, personally, is

evidently a good fellow. He talks only German, but
he smiles in all hingiiages. Perhaps it is- scarcely
fair to him to say that he only talks German, for he
avers that he has been for eleven years trying to
speak Fronoh. Still, however, he admits that he
sp-aks it badly. Languages are not his forte. He
is small, wiry, and intensely nervous. One igno-
rant of both French and" German would imagine
from the rapidity of his speech and the superabun-
dance of gestures thnt he was talking the former

—

indeed, that he was a Fsenchman. He is fall of
courtesy, and a brief acquaintance with him will

satisfy any one that his extravagance of gesture
when conducting the performance is simply natural
and quite inseparable from his personality.

Last night he attended a sort of informal reception
given to himself, Bendel, and Abt, at the rooms of
tbe Orpheus Club. During the evening he presided

at the piano, while the rlub Joined in chorus in sing-

ing his "Hlne Danube Waltz.*' They sang superbly^
and no one present where all were enthnsiastic was
seemingly more excited than he himself. His com-
plexion is qnite dark. His eyes and hair are as

black as possible. It is related of him that when he
wfiR in St. Petersburg the fair Russian belles made a
frightful series of demands upon him for locks of his

hair. Strauss viewed the prospect with alarm. All
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these souvenirs woald leare him bald. Then he had
a brilliant idea.

His di g was a huge black Newfoundland. Its

shaggy coat was of precisely the texture of his hair,

and to-day many a Russian album is enriched by the

possession of a cherished lock of hair from Strauss's

dog. When he was coming to this country he could

with diflScnlty be restrained, it is said, from bringing

along the dog as a precautionary measure for a simi-

lar emergency.
In conversation Strauss is constantly smiling,

showing his pearly teeth, pantomiming with hands,

head and body, and is altogether as full of action as

when upon the stage. When speaking upon the

subject of his impressions of American energy and
the Jubilee as an exemplification of it, he becomes
almost wild with excitement.

They would not believe it in Germany, he says
;

they could not deem it possible that so enormous a

chorus and orchestra of intelligent musicians could

•be gathered together and held for so long a time to

perform such great works as are rendered at this

Jubilee. In Germany, he explained to the writer,

the people are more economical and infinitely less

venturesome than the Americans. There a thousand

dollars is a large sum, and the mere idea of a

musical festival which would cost three quarters of

a million would take away the breath of Deutsch-

land. They might get up a crude gathering of

musical societies from many different places, and for

a single day have a gigantic festival, but even then

it would not approximate this one.

Another , thing which astonishes Strauss even
more than the enterprise which has originated and
rendered successful this peace jubilee, and the liberal-

ity of the public in sustaining it, is the fact that in

America, where he has been led to believe there was
little taste for or knowledge of music, so great a

chorus should have been foand of people capable of
reading and correctly executing such compositions

as have made up the vocal portion of the pro-

grammes. Thus far he is also full of compliment to

the orchestra. In Germany, he says, before he
would venture to perform one of his waltzes in pub-
lic, even with a small orchestra, he would have nine

or ten rehearsals ; but here, even for a piece which
must be strange to most if not all of the performers,

a single rehearsal is made to suffice, and then it is

brought out and not only merely done, but done
well.

Without doubt more rehearsals might secure a

greater degree of delicacy of expression, and ap-

proach more closely to absolute perfection. But in

so vast a volume of sound as is here evoked,

minor eflects are lost sight of and the general effect

seems all which can be desired. Before he left Ger-

many, even when he had made his contract to come
over, Strauss was more than half inclined, he admits,

to believe the Jubilee a Yankee swindle.

This was the general belief in that country, and
he says that it will need all the credit he and the

other German artists now here possess in fatherland,

and all the power of language at their command, to

give any conception to their countrymen of what
they have seen in this country. He will not wait

until his return to make his representation, bnt will

write from here a letter over his name to the Neue
Freie Prexse, the leading paper of Vienna, variously

setting forth, as far as he can, the impression which
America has made upon him.

Franz Abt
Franz Aht, the favorite lyrical composer, is a na-

tive of the little factory town of Eilenburg, in the

Pru"sian province of Saxony, where his father, him-
self a distinguished musician, resided as a minister

of the Lutheran Church, and the future composer
was horn there on the 21st of September, 1819. The
young Francis, who showed great musical talent at

an early age, received his education at the celebrated

Thomaa School, in Leipsic, and was at firi.t destined

for the legal profe-sion, and, in fact, studied law for

ahoot a year, hut becoming lired of the legal drudg-

ery, devoted himself in his nineteenth year entirely

to hi' favorite study, music.

But on this field he was destined to meet at first

with many disappointments, and long and weary was
his search for publisher/! who would take hii virgin

compositions, mostly waltzes and other dances, in

hand At length, however, he found a man, who
published some of them, and on the 14th of April.

1838, the publisher, Kiienzel, in Leipsic, advertised

six new dances, by Franz Abt, the first work in

which the young composer appeared before the pub-

lic.

These were very favorably received, and the suc-

cc-as he met with encouraged him to further efforts.

He tried his strength in lyrical compositions, and
there met with still greater applause, so that he soon

decided on this particular field as the one adapted to

his talents. Studying his art, and composing, mean-
while a great number of pretty pieces, which yielded

him an economical income, Abt resided in Leipsic

until the fall of 1841, when he got married, and ob-

tained the position of a leader of the orchestra of the

Zurich Theatre. The theatre, however, was closed

in May, 1842, and Abt was in somewhat straitened

circumstances, when he had the good fortune to meet
an Englishman, at that time residing at Zurich, who
engaged him as his music teacher at a salary which
at once freed Abt from all pecuniary embarrassments.

This position also gave him the time to devote him-

self to his compo,sitions, and the sojourn of the lyri-

cal composer, Kiicken, in Zurich, acted as a spur to

animate him in his efforts. Early in the morning he

sat down to his work, and thus created seven new
songs, the text of which was mostly taken from Her-

lossohn's Buck cler Liehe (Book of Love), and one of

these, which bore the simple name of "Agathe," was
destined to carry his name to almost every household

of the civilized world. This simple poem was des-

tined to rnake the journey around the world under
another name, which since then has become familiar

to almost evervbody: "When the Swallows Home-
ward Fly." But this great success was not attained

right away. On the contrary, the song was rejected

by one publisher after another, and "the swallows
flew homeward" for many years, till at last they were
included in the collection of songs published under
the name of "Orphion," by Goepel, in Stuttgart.

But even now the song was not noticed, and it took

more than three years before it became generally

known. Then, however, it made the triumphant
tour around the world, and soon raised the author to

fame. He received at once any amount of orders

from musical publishers, and not long after obtained

the position of Musical Director of the Court of

Brunswick. His later compositions "are all well-

known, and his "Wanderer," "On the Neckar, on
the Rhine," "From the eyes beams the heart,"

"Sleep well, my darling angel," "The silent water
rose," and "Good-night, my lovely child," have be-

come favorites in every honse where music is culti-

vated. Particularly the latter has, of late, been
brought into particular notice by Wachtel singing it

in the "Postillion ;" and is admired almost as much
as the "swallow song." Wachtel has sung this song
more than seven hundred times publicly.

The French Band.

The representatives of France who did their conn-
try so much honor by their performances yesterday
were the first of the foreign bands to arrive upon our
shores, having been compelled to hasten their depart-

ure from France, because of the difficulfy of securing

passage at this season of the year. The Garde
Republicaine band numbers fifty-three men, under
the leadership of M. George Paulus and M. Emil
Maury. The organization dates from 1854, when
the band was formed under its present chiefs. Every
member must be able to read and write, and no one
can be enlisted in the band without having served in

one of the regiments of the army at least two years.

The band was attached when first organized to the

regiment entitled "Le Garde de Paris," which con-

sists of 2,000 infantry and about 600 cavalry. This
organization is somewhat similar to the "Household
Brigade," in that it never leaves Paris. When the

empire fell, the regiment's name was changed to "Le
Garde Republicaine." The band was always com-
posed of cultured musicians, and its concerts at the

capital during Napoleon's reign gave it a very en-

viable reputation. It was at its best in 1867, when,
at the grand international contest of military bands,

it divided the honors with the illustrious Viennese,

who boasted that they could vanquish the world.

During the late war many of its members underwent
the vicissitudes imposed upon the French, and some
were prisoners in Germany for many months. Its

concerts in London, while the commune was raging
in Paris, gave it a very hearty introduction to the

generosity of the English, who lavished praises and
money upon it in boundless profusion. M. Paulus,
the leader, visited this countrv many years ago, with

the Prince de .Joinville. M. Paulus is an Alsatian,

but needless to say, is devoted to Franco. M. Maury
is a very skilful leader, and directed the London
concerts. The band wears while off duty a fatrguo

uniform similar to that of the French gendarmerie,
but yesterday donned its regular uniform accorded
by the city of Paris, and decorated with the city's

coat of arms—a galley on the waves, with the motto,

Flnrlnnt nfc rnerf/etur, beneath it. The hand has

made many friends during its stay in Boston, by the

qniet and gentlcmnnly conduct of its members, and
the concert ycsterdav showed the musical talent and
genius of its directors to bo of the highest order.

—

Advf^tiser.

Sptial Itotices.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X. -A. T E ST 1^ XJ S I O,
Published by Oliver DitHon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano AGCompaniment,

A Dream. 4. E6 to f. C/ara GottschalJc. 40
"All yesterday T was Bpinning,
SiCtinz aloDe io the sun."

Romantic, original, and when well sung, quite effec-

tive.

Somebody's Darling. 4. C to e. Gabriel. 50
"Wounded by bayonets, shell and balls,

Somebody's Darling "'

One of the sad, sweet songs called forth by the inci-

dents of war.

Lead Thoa me on. For 4 voices. 4. Eft to f.

G. S. G. 40
"Lead, kindly Light, amid th' incirclin? gloom."
Composed for the church of the Nativity, Hunts-

Tille, Ala.

Cherished Hopes. 3. E& to e. Barker. 30
"But we have a hope immortal.
One that will not, cannot die."

One of the Barkers' popular concert songs.

Waiting for my Ships. Song and Chorus. 3.

B to f. Morris. 30
"Here on the shore I wander lonely,

They'll come to me again, I know."
Words by Geo. Cooper. A good ballad.

The Rose of Spain, (La Rosa Espanola). Litho-
graph Title. 4. B6 to f. Yradier, 50

"Sweetly smiling, hearts besuiling.
How thou charmeat, Rosalie!"

One of the songs of the Prima Donna, Rosa d'Erina.
Has French and English words, and a neat piquant
quality.

Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for Ladies'

voices. 4. F to g. Smart. 40
"Every mortal grief forsake thee,
As our drowsy spells o'ertake thee.

Fine trio for Ladies' classes.

Courting's very Charming. Lithograph Title.

3. D to d. Ladi/ Diifferin. 50
"Lovers round me press
Numbers quite alarming."

A very neat and pleasing comic song, as sung by
Rosa d'Erina.

Birdie's Reply. Lithograph Title. 4. C to g.

Webster. 40
"We cannot keep the secret in."

Charming. For once the "reply" is better than the
song it replies to, although that was good, Birdie can
hardly speak for twittering and warbling.

Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire. 2. G to

d. Wellman. 30
"But such a temper had darling Maria
'Twas out of the frying pan into the fire."

Very good comic song.

National Hymn. To thee, O Country. For
male voices. 3. A to f. Eichherg. 35

"Upon thy mighty faithful heart,
We lay our burthen down'"

This had a magnificent success when sung by the
1200 voices of the young singers at the Boston School
Music Fe^^tival, and will have a national reputation.
Nothing is better for a 4th of July festival.

God shall charge his Angel Legions. 4. B&to
Liicantoni. 50

"Tho' thou walk thro' hostile regions,

Tho' in desert wilds thou sleep."

The fine words added to the good music render this

a very desirable Duet and Quartet for singers of Sa-

cred Music. The familiar hymns, however good, some-
times create a desire for a new one for a change.

Instrumental.

Wanderer's Rest. Op. lOO. 3. E. Spindler. SO
Quite easy and exceedingly graceful.

Do not Stop. Polka. 3. F. Zdhonyi. 30
Do not stop to pronounce the name, as you might

fail, but pass on to the Polka, which is a very spirited,

original, pleasing affair.

Cackle, Cackle, Galop. 3. Eft. Pratt. 30
A slight barn-yard imitation in the music, which is

full of life.

La Plus Bello. (Impromptu Mazurka). 4. F.
Egghard. 75

Very prraceful, and has a smoothness and neat bril-

liancy which carries it sonifwlint away from the usual
sentimentality of tho common Mii/.urka.

L'Adieu Nocturne. 5. hh. Faoarger. 40
In 12-8 time, and is an elegant piece for the parlor.

Loichtcs Blut Polkfi. 3. F. Strauss. 40
Now that we see Strau«fl,we understand him better.

Now is the Mmo to practice Strauss music, and this Is

a good piece for the next one.

Abbreviations.—Dei^rpBH of diffloulty are marked from 1 to

7. The keij is marked with a capital letter, a? 0, B Hut, &o.

aHmall Roman If^ttcr marks the hitrhest note, If on the staff,

an iCfilic letter the highest note, if above the staff.
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One of the two Composers is Mr. L. 0. EMEESON of Boston,

Well known as the leading composer of Tunes and Anthems in

the Eastern States.
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SHtrlisements.

3o,ooo COPIES oe&»ere:i>
IN ADVANCE OF PUBUCATION, of the Splendid New

Church Music Boole called

THE STANDARD!!
Thus giving the brightest prospect that it will be

THE BANWER BOOK OF THE SEASON!

f
Has 400 p«gcB filled with new and fresh mutic. It includes an
Elementary. Course of the best character, with interesting ex-
ercises, tunes and easy glees for practice, a fine collection of
Metrical Tunen, and an extra choice list of Sentences, Motetta
and Anthems for Chorus Practice.

The Standard Bearers,

Or, in other words, its author.it, whose brilliant reputation as

Church Mu«ic Composers will bear it on to triumphant suc-

cess, are
Mr. L. O. EMERSON, of Boston, and
" H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

Men universally known among lovers of Sacred Music.

THE STANDARD
Is Ready ! Send on your orders !

Price SI 50. Per doz., $13.50. Specimens sent, for the

present, post free, for $1.23. Specimen pages free on appli-

cation.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

a BISETHOVKI^ : ''

By Richard Wagner.

Authorized Translation from the German^ by

Albert R. Parsons, -*

Elegantly bound in cloth, beveled boardn, printed on

handsomo tinted paper. Price, $1.50, gilt, SI. 75

BENHAM BROS.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Eoglish translation of this book renders the wealth

of thought contained in it accessible to such thinking

m ufiieians and lovers of music as are unable to study the

work iu the original. As to the work itself it is not a bio-

graphy; but the musician to who.«e genius Wagner, offers

this tribute of admiration is treated as a typical man for his
art, age and nation.

If not to be obtained at your nearest book or mu=ic store,
addre b the publishers. 815—3t

The New Comic Songster.
Now throw off your Winter cares, and greet the Spring with

a hearty Hal Ha! and with some of the Hundred Sones in
this collection, not always sensible, but great aids to light-
hearted ness.
The Funny Songs, after all, sell best.

Price, 60 Cents.
OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

C. H, DITSON" & CO., New STork.

For the best of

SUI ER READING
Get the Lives of the Great Music Masters;

Of Beethoven, (3P2,00l; of H-rndel, (,9300); of Mnzarf.
Cffil.TS); of MpndeTssnhn, ($1.75); "f Rossini, (®1. 75); of
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, ($1.75).

These are no heavy Biographies,

hut are charmingly written and very entertaining books,
ns are

Mnzart's L^tfers. i3 vol^, each, $1.75);
B-wthoven's^ftprs. (-*2.nn);

IVIondelsHohn's Lft^erB, (2 vnls., each, W1.75) ; and
Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, ($1. 75).

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THE "WORTiD'S PEACE JUBILEE CHO-
RUS BOOK. .75

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HARMOirr. $2.00

To make Sabbath School children'.i eyes sparkle, get that
Q^m of the Season, the New Sabbath School Song Book,
entitled :

SPARKLING RUBIES I By Asa Hull and
Harry Sanders, Esq. .35

'Never Thoubi.e TRouBt.R Tnx Trouble Troort.b.'i Yon."
Is the title of a favorite Song by Wellman, 30 cts.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
Is the name of a compact book of 210 paee^, which can be
carried in the pocket, and yet contains a very large proportion
of the most ponnlar psalm tunes, spiritual songs. &c.. Sec.

It would be difficul*; to cnTnpUfi a more convenient bonk for

The "Vestry, The Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singing Meetings

By ASA HULL. Price 60 Cents.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great Pncress,

best Vocal and Instrumental Muaio.
Great variety of the

Price in Bds. S2.50; CIo. $3 00; Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEN".
Has been adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

number of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which its hapoy arrangement of Theory, Exercises, and 1,

2, 3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.00.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price. $1.50,

Is now in Season. All who wish to make a noise in the world,
may easily accomplish it by taking up the practice of this
fascinating instrument, with the aid of this excellent Method.

The above Books sent, post free, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H, DITSON & CO.. New York.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club.

The Mendelssohn Quintett-e Club respectfully announce
that thev will establish a "College of Music," in which the
youth of America may obtain a thorough musical
education; fitting them for the oflHce of teachers in all

branches of the art. Special advantages of a practical
nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-

where.
All pupils, sufficiently advanced in their branches of study,

will have frt^quent opportunities of sinping or plaving to
accompaniment furnished by the Quintette Club. The Col-
lege will open September int.h. 1872, (at the Treraont, Temple),
with a corps of teachsrs selected from the best FOREIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.

For full particulars of time, terms, &c. , send for circular to

THOMAS RTTAN,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

%m Wiiwm in fuljj.

VOCAL.
A Dream Clara Goltschnlk. 40
Someiindv's Darling Gahriei. .'lO

Lead Thnu me on. For 4 voices G.S. G. 40
Oherislied Hopos Burler. 30

W.iitine for mv Ship?. Sonn and Cho.. .Morris. 30
The Hose of Spain, (La Rosa Espanoiaj.yraA'er, 50

Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices S'nart. Ad

Oonrtinjr's very Charming Lady Diifferin. 50

Birdie's Reply Webster. 40
Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire. . WeUmann. 30
National Hymn. To thee, Country. For

male voices Eichberg. 35

God shall charge his Angel Legions. . Lucantoni. 50

tell me if you Love me, (Saper vorrei se

m'ami). Duet Hai/dn. &5
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for- Ladies'

voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Blue
Danube Waltzes, by Strauss. ...... TF//son. 75

Awfully Clever. Comic Song Hunt. 35
Hark ! The Convent Bells are ringing. 4-part

Ron"- Hntlnn. 30
Would Yon > TuHy. 30
Down in a Coal Mine. Song & Cho. . Gmghegan. 30
Dolly Varden. Song. Plain Title. .Brocirway. 40

" " Colored " " 50
Rarnev O'Toole Lee. 30
The Three Ravens 30

INSTBUMENTAIi.

Wanderer's Rest. Op. 100 Spindler. 30
Do not slop Polka Zdliom/i. 30
Cackle, Cackle, Galop Pratt. ZO
La Plus Belle (Impromptu Mazurka).. .Egghard. 75

L'Adieu Nocturne Favnrgar. 40
Leichtes Blut Polka Strnvss. 40
PInie de Corail. Op. 38 Grau. 75

Fanchette. Quick March 40
Sonata No. 1 Scarlatti. 35

" 2 " 35

Little Golden Hair Quadrilles. Four Hands.
Adam Arctic. 75

Souvenir de Kieff. Mazurka.., Schulhoff. 50
Alaska March Wat(^man. 35
Souvenir du Rhine Cramer. 40
The Little Wanderer Wilson. 50

Dolly Varden. Galop 50
" " Rchottische 50
" '• Waltz 50

Adieu. Waltz Miissud. 30
Faust. Fantasie Brillante S. Smith. 1.00

Thirty Sonatas hy Domenica Scarlatti. Edited

by C. Banclc. No. 3 35
ChiciPipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance) HofTman. 75

Knickerbocker Galop Brillante Quiffg- 30
Overture to Poet and Peasant, Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl. 1.00

BOOKS.

Spakhi.ing' Rdbies. A Collection of Sunday
School Music. B>/ Asa Hull and Harry-

Sanders, Esq. 55

The Pilgrtm's Hahp. A choice Collection of
Sacred Music. By Asa Hull. 60

The World's Peace Jdbilee Chorus Book,
75 Cents.

The CuLPitiT Fat. Cantata for Female Voices.

J. L. Ensign. 1.00

Music bt MaTI.—Mnsic is pent by mHil. the expense beine
two cents for every four ounce.s, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary pieee of mu.oic). Pftr.''onB at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expensft
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MRS. JENNT KEMPTOW,

Tocalist & Teacher of Singing.

Address, care of OLIVER DTTSON i CO; 798-

TVTTDIjEY buck, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

"^ Paul's Church, Boston, gires instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral \\?"ritine. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

79»—3 roo8.

E. J. BUTLEK, private pupil of Carl Reinccke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Pla} ing at 353 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mo8.

SINOINO AND PIANO.
MRS. PANKTE F. FOSTEB,

ISTo. 6 Boylaton Place. 790—

"R/TES. C. A. BAEBY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mnsic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

PAOF. & xaas. Esca-H a. robbixts.
Academy of Music.

718 -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEEWTISS,
Teacier of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSOW offers his Servicea as Conductor of

^^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, cjtre of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Gives Instruotinn on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Wa5 established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly iucrea.-iing patronage from all partj* of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with

skilful and earoe.«t teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address EDWAED B. OLIVEE,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

ll,| LLJl. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives Instractioa on

444
tne Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

MR, W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical CouveDtions the coming season.

Addreee, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston [657-tf

Itinms IE. gill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KXBLISH A>\» ITAIilAA SISSIW©.
Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PEATT.
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFOR1 E,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A Urge asjiortment of American Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINUING and MUSICAL CO.V POSITION.

Ke^dence, Cooiidge Hoa^e. Communications nia> be
left at Ditw5n & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

VTTNSLO-W L. ISATTJi^N,

No. 120 Ti«moDt Street, Boston. 681—6ni.

CJ AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
VIOJjXN, is pr»;pared to receive pupils. ai.d oilers

hli services as accomftanist for classical compositions for

Pijtno and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditton & Co., or Kopplrz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West St. 700— .'im

F. H. TOEEINGTOW,
(Organist and Director of .Muj»ic at King.s Chapel,)

TBACHKR OP OKOAN, PIANO A.SD V lOUN, AND CON-
DtCTOK OP MUSICAL BOClKllto).

Addres*, care 01 Oliver DllfOo & Co . '.iT7 IVasLlnBlon St.,
New £i>glatjd »;oiitervaloTy o( Mut-ic, Mpj-Ic iJa>l,or .Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorcheitcr. iM-.'im

TWTE. GEO. B. BHUTE, having completed bl«
^'-*- stodifs MbroM'i. uij'ler the Inslnict.on ot some of the
first Artists ot modern times, wiii now receive pupliM
In rjato 1*1,a Or^au Playtt.g, aluo in Theory of Ma.tric.

Addreas Oliver Dilsoo & Co.
IW>6m

/CHURCH At^p PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut paneled, folded and carved brack-

ets; i."* finisbed with two carpeted pedal board.i, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we gnnrnvtee that

the qualiti- 8 and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other miiker."?. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contaiiifrsfa: stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or TOX ITTJMANA,

PRINCIPAL TRRBLE,
DIAPASON TltEBLE,

DIVIDED SWELL.
Our Patent Graduated Swell is furni.'^hed in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inptruments. The price Is fixed

at the very moderate sum of Sil25, and there can be no devi-

ation from the.-^e figures. •

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its curn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agnnt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia Jaznes Bellak,
Also the prioripal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

fDr. H. R. Streeter'a Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. MOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Play ing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St, , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBUOOR tast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYOH & HEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Ketail Dealers iu Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Onmtocliof Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., is the large.'^t and most complete in the
Mo. Wcit Onr connection with Messrs. O. DITSON & CO.,
enables Q8 to furninh their publications to Western l>ealer8,
at ne Bottton I'rices.

[C7^ in ad'iition to the pablirations of Mcwrs. O. Ditson
& i.^o., we keen on band and furnLsh all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHAHLE8 LEWIS, of London,
lor nereral jearn a popi! of the celebrated Sl(j:nor Gar-

cia, will be happy (o j^ive Lepsona in Singing, and ro accept
eiigagi'uieuts lor Oratorios and Concerts.

Comniunlcatlonn to ho addressed to the care of Oliver' Dit-
son Sc Co., 277 WaithlnBton Street. 7tH— Sin

Pii/iil nf Ihr lutr Curl Tniisiy:

,

TKA<;iu;a ok

Piano, Organ, and the Tbeoiy of Music.
Address at Cbickering & Sons', or 149 (»J Tremont Street,

guile 44. 806

EDW. SCHTTBERTH,
Foreign & Ainericuii Music Depot,

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And evidence to that effect famished from a

majority of the most eminent masicians in America,

and many in other connliies.

MASO.^ & IIAI?1LII¥

CABINET ORGANS.
'•Muaicianfl eentraljy rpjrard thfi Ma.i^on & Ilamlin Orpins

aa uiiequantr-d by any oiherR."'-—Thenfiore Tfiomaf-. "The
be^t new in mah.''''— Christine NUat-on , Annie Louige Carj/,

Mnrle Leon Duval, Victor Capoul, P. BrignoH. and others.

"Excel all inptrumfnt.i of the class I haxe ever peen,"— OU
Bull. ''The best Inftrnments of the class niadf."

—

Anna
Mflilig " In all tho.«e qualities which constitute pxcftllence,

unrivalled "'

—

S. B. Mills. "Far t^nperior to ever^'thing of
its class T have seen"

—

L. M. Gottsrhalk. "WoMderfully
bchutifu! . '— P. S. Gilmore "Superior in all respects to

any I liave ever .«efn.'''

—

Eugene Tha^/er. "'E^icellir p in
quality of tone, general exrellence, :in(i durability Hnd valu-
able improvenieiifs not found in others."

—

Carl Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high wi'I be tbe meed of
pupt-riority accord' d them."^J»?iW5 Bichberg. ''T entertain

the highest opinion of Mason & HHUiliii'f* Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to bie very popular in this conutry."

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. "Kemarttably f-w*'pt and even-
toned throughout. ... 1 can very f.trongly recommend
these insrrumeiits." — William Spark. Mus. D., Leeds,
Englancf. "* Quality of tone is extreo-ely rich and p* ni-

p:ithetic. . , . Reniarknhle for purity of tone.''— .Ec/w,

F. Rivibault, London. "Full, powerful, and of apreeahle
quality. . . . The best Pubft'tute for a pipe organ.'"

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhend^ IjOndon.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinion.*! of more
than 1.000 MUSICIANS, which with ILLUSTKATIVB
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be s«ut free.

Prices nol higher than thOFe of inferior organs.

[ason i can
154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

"Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
IVeisv <)irand Cosiscrvatory

and College of Music,
VAINESVILLE. OHIO.

Dr. HENHI SOTTES, Director.

ALL Branches taught accordiog to ^he Classical German
Principles of Leipziiz, Stuttgart, etc., bj' Knoropejin

Professors. A perlect organizeii Music-School hnvine era-
ded Oour.^ps of study compri.-ine Theory, Practice
anrl Aestetique. The summer terui bet;ins April 15,
1872. The pupiia have FIVK lessons per week in K.^CH
branch tlie> study. 190 Btndeots in attendance. Terms
ccoderjite. fend for full catalogues, etc , to

SOT-Sra Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

Wo. eiO ARCH STREET,
I'lllLADKLClllA. 796-

BY L. O. EMERSON,
the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School It'-ohs.

Price $1.S0 ; S13 50 per dosen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Ne'W York.

T SCHtJBERTH & CO. Publisbors and Deslers
* in ForeiKD and American Mujie, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OOB

SPLENDID ASSOKTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the liorgest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLmS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Q,uality and Price,
Including very Choice In&trumftnte.

MAETIN'S CELE3EATED GTTITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, PIPES,
And all other de»criptiouH otUusLcul Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin^ Guitiir, ViolonccJlo iin'i lH7Tiil)le-B}if<H.

POK SALE AND TO LET.
Our faci Ities ;tre .locb tw enable us to furnish tbe »boTe:

alw, MUSIC BOOKB, BHJ!;1>;T MUSIC, AJMD
C4.RD MUSIC fOK BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OP MUSICAL laEaCHANDlSE, ul

price? and turoiB, fchut cannot fail to prow eutisluctory to

purchasere. __JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COURT.STKKkir, lOppoaitu the Court HooBe)
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For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Shadows,
We walk mid sliadows, oloiiils nhsciire our wnv
From morning's diiwn to eve's pale, lingering light;

With every d:iy we fear the roniing nicrht,

And in the night we dread the coining day.

We need more knowledge to dispel onr fears,

We need more ronrage to ronfront onr doom,
yVa need to see the light ihrongh deepest gloom.
We need to feel that jnj is horn ( f tears.

—

faint of heart, deaf, and bereft of sight

We will not listen to great Natnre's voice.

We will not read her open hook aright.

Does not all Natnre call ns to rejoice?

Since darkest cloc.ds hy hrightest suns are made,
And only strongest light casts deepest shade.

X.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Shadows.
Shadows we seem to he of spirits high,

Reflections of ourselves whom we know not;

Kaeh feels within himself, as half forgot.

And half remembered, a deep mvstery
;

Wondering we meet each other, eve to eye,

And ask of one another what is tanirht

Bv this strange dwelling in a world unsought
Whore Ave have lost our immortality.

The stars shine faintly from the sea's still fice.

While their great spheres roll through unmeasured
space

;

So we, who here ourselves can scarcely trace.

Caught in the gleam of Nature's varied plav.

Have orbits circling through realms far away.
Where Love creates us an Eternal Day."

Soloists and their Perils.

(From "Music and Morals," by tbeRev. H. R. Haweis, M.A.)

The life of a successful singer or an illustrious
instrumentalist i« full of perd—peril to virtue, peril
to art, peril to society ; and this is not owing at all

to the exiizencies of the executive gift in itself, but
entirely owin:r 10 the conditions imnosed upon' the
artist from without. There may he nothino- in the
life-work of a creat Prima dorn'a to demorafize any
more than in the life work of any other gifted and
iTidusirioiis woman. There are 'great operas which
are calculated to ennoble while thev delight ; there
are songs which stir wiihin us tbe tinest impulses;
there are characters to he impersonated on the
operatic stage which not only do not shock decency,
but tend to promote the highest and most generous
sentiment. There are mmiy others of an unmoral
description, perfectly harmless, ami calculated to
produce the utmost enjoyment. Given a risrht selec-
tion of songs—given a course of operas dealing, if

you will, with a certain amount of crime and a fiir
instalment of horrors, hut so constructed as to be
effective in result without being immoral in ten-
dency (and the greatest works of Shakspeare and
Beethoven satisfy both these conditions)

; given to
the singer good remuneration, and, above all, suffi-
cient repose ; given some choice of congenial snh-
.jects

;
given a sphere of wholesome activity, and,

lastly, given a rc<ognized and an honorable social
position, and all special peril to personal virtue im-
mediately ceases. It is nonsense to say that a cer-
tain physical exhaustion which mnst accompany any
highly-sustained effort of mind or body is especially
deleterious in the case of a musician. Exertion
need not produce di.sease. Pe.ople were intended to
exert themselves. Does the' Pavliamentarv orator
speiik for four hours without fatigue ? Does the
medical man see one hundred patients in the course
of the morning without severe mental tension ?

Does a judge deliver his charges without a similar
effort 1 Does the author compose without hichly-
wrought and sustained attention, practiced advisedly.

and without necessary injury to his brain, or stomach,
or moral equilibrium f Let us settle it in onr minds,
there is nothing demoralizinrr in deliberately, and for

a definite art purpose, puftimr one's self or others

throntrh the experience of a bielilv strunir series of

emotions It is even a good and healthy function of
art to raise onr feelings at times to their highest

pitch of intensity. It is part of a rigiit system of
discinline, calculated to bring the emotions into hieh
condition and healthy activity, and to keep them in a
good state of repair.' The body is intended and
fitted to bear at times an extreme tension of its

muscles. The professional athlete knows this, and
when he is rubbed down and rolled up in his hot
blanket after violent exercise, he is not alarmed at

feeling himself goin<r off into a profound slcp
throuiih s'leer exhaustion, for he knows that such
systematic exertion and exhaustion must he under-
gone in order to raise his physique to its hiLdiest

state of health and power. Well, the laws which
reguliile the life and health of the emotions are
exactly similar, and these laws prescribe steady
exercise, rest, -recreation, and sometimes extreme
tension. In itself we repeat, the liahi'nal exercise
and discipline of the emotions, as. for example, in

music or acting, is not the ruin of but the yerv
condition of, moral health. It is the kind of strain

imposed upon onr musical artists, not by their ait,

but by the struggle for existence, and by the thoucrht-
less extravagant, indolent, and often immoral de-
m itids of a public that has little musical education,
and that little bad, which hurries nine-tenths of all

our gifted execut.anta to a prematin-e crrave. The
cantatrice should be allowed to unfold her aspirations
in noble music ; but she has the misfortune to have
half an octave more than other singers, and so bad
and flimsy sonirs must he chosen, ^v nob'e sonsrs
must he spoiled, for the sake of an nnner C. E. or
G The ntd^Ii'- go mad, not about the superb trio in

William Tell (for example), but for the one bar in

which the tenor lias to come out with a high chest-

note. Can anything be more sadly indicative of tbe

low musical feeling of the British public than the
w.ay in which Mile. Cailolta Patti was run after f )r

her head-notes, and Herr Waehtel for his chest-

notes ? These excessive calisthenic and gymnastic
explosions are the degradation of taste and the ruin
of many an incomparable voice. Again : has a
musician no private taste, no feeling, no love for

good music ? Possibly he mav liave ; but what is

he to do ? Composers pav him to sing their trash
;

publishers bribe even eood composers to write the

kind of stuff the public have been fooled into ap-
plauding; That is one, and not the only, chronic
comolaint from which Music in England is suffering

at present.

There are hundreds of magnificent sonirs of
Schubert, of Beethoven, and Schumann ; but these

composers, who had but few bank-notes to spare
durinir their lifetime, have unfortunately left no
money to pay singers after their death. The public
do not hear numbers of the best sonirs that exist.

One or two perhaps emerge. "Adelaide" forever !

and what other song by Beethoven does a certain

Tenor habitually sing ? And what songs does he
generally sing, and why ? There are a good many
first-rate EuLdish ballads. Thanks to the enterpri.se

of a few bold and conscientious singers, we occasion-
ally hear some of them. But are the Enalish bal-

lads most commonly sung at concerts selected for

their merit ? Why are they sung ? The truth had
better be told ; they are sung because they are paid
for, and they are clapped and puffed by people who
ought to know better ; and who do know better, hut
who are paid to pocket their conscience, and applaud
what they know to be meaningless trash. How are

sinsrers to fulfil the first simple duty they owe to

their art, and sing good music, when there is a con-
spiracy to make them stoop to the humiliation of
their noble gifts, or starve 1 Once more : there is the
peril of overwrought powers. When the mind,
through excessive artistic excitement, "like a jarred

pendulum, retains only its motion, not its power,"
then absolute repose is wanted. All may have been
within the hounds of healthful thomrh intense ex-
citation ; it is not ihnt we complain of—not the ex-
citement of singing and playing, but the want of rest

which follows it. After (let ns say) an opera of M.
Wagner, where the screeehinjj has been intense, and

the cr'sis almost constant for some hours, the Prima-
doiina inuNt have rest; no stormy rehearsal next
morning, no fitiguinir opera the next nit^ht. One or

two great sustained efforts during the week are suffi-

cient. But let any one glance at the programme
which a favorite singer is expected to carry out day
and night, at opera and concert, during the season.

No flesh and blood can stand such an ordeal.

Chrome exhaustion beiiins to set in ; and exhaustion

is not met by rc^t, but by stimulants— it must he so
;

and then more exhaustion is met by more stimulants,

and what becomes of healthy emotional activity and
emotional discipline? Mind and body are unhinged
The arti-t's health suffers, the arti>t'8 voice suffers,

and probably becomes extinct in a few years.

Hence we cannot blame popular singers for asking

enormous sums so lonsi as thev have a note left in

their voices. It is the public that makes them abuse

their priceless gifts for gold. It is the public who
are content to demand the sacrifice of fresh, girlish

constitutions, and the shattering of the voiing, manly
frames, and the general wreck of mind, and some-

times of morals, through overfati^nie and overe.xcite-

ment, and unhealthv conditions of activity.

But, be it observed, the perils above alluded to,

and others which cannot here he discussed in detail,

are not inseparable from the vocation of a public

singer or solo instrumentalist. The vocation is

simply honorable ; it mitrht and ought to be always

noble in its use and exercise. Flow many esteemed

and high-minded musicians are there who resist the

perils which I have mentioned ? Thank God there

are many, and we trust every year there will be more

and more, as Music in England becomes more and
more appreciated. Let music be recognized here as

in Germany, as a tbiuir of reason and a thing of

morals as well as a thing of beauty and emotion,

and the public will cease to look upon musicians as

mere purveyors of pleasure. We should not en-

courage singers to wear themselves out ;
should not

clamor for incessant encores, which utterly ruin the

balance ot a sustained work of art ; and we should

remember that the gifted persons who delight us are

made of flesh and blood like ouselves ; that they

have human hearts, and passions, and trials, and are

often exposed, when very young and at a great dis-

r.dvanta!:e, to temptations not easily resisted even

under favorable cinumstances. And those who
love music should make allowance for those who
devote thems.^lves to music, and not tempt them to

make money by the degradation of art to the ruin of

their own liioral sense and the destruction, of the

public taste.

I honor the musical profession ; but I declare that

music d taste in England is degraded and kept low

by jealousy and time-serving, and that musical

criticism is so gauged, and prejudiced, and corrupt,

that those whose business it is to see that right prin-

ciples prevail seem too often led by their interest

rather than their duty. When it comes to judging a

new composer, the truth is not told, or only half

told ;
when a new player is allowed to appear, his

success depends, not upon his merits, but upon his

friends; and while it is, of course, impossible en-

tirely to quell first class merit, second-class merit is

constantly ignored, and many sound English musi-

cians are often compelled to stand aside and see

their places taken hy young quacks or foreigners

inferior to themselves. No one wishes to deny the

supreme merit of artists like M. Joachim or Mme.
Schumann, and none hut the interested or the envious

can crudge them their distinguished popularity; but_

in England, when a foreitrner and an English artist

are of equal merit, the English artist ought to re-

ceive at least an equal share of support from the

public and tbe press. But he never does ; and why ?

Because the employers of musical talent in this

country pander to the appetite for every thing that is

foreign ; because they keep down the development of

English' talent in order to gain an easy reput.ation in

accordance with established prejudices by constantly

bringing over players and singers from abroad,

whose chief merits seem to consist in long hair and

a very imperfect acquaintance with the English lan-

guage. It is difficult for a musician, especially an

EniTlisb musician, in England, to be at once true to

his'own interests and to the interests of his art
;

it is.

difficult for him to be true to his conscience in the

exercise of his profession ; but he may receive some
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small comfort from the reflection thnt lliis last diffi-

culty, at least, is one wliich lie sliares with every
man in every profession, and that, at all events, it is

not a difficulty inlierent in his art, neither is it alto-

getlier insarmountable.

Ancient Musical Instruments.

BY CHARLKS READE.

On the first of June the South Kensington Jfusenm
opened a special exhihition of ancient musical instrii

ments. They have been ohtaineil on loan from all

quarters; money, powerful as it is, could not buy the
greater part ; and every man and woman, who loves
music, or possesses a mind, should study them h. fore

the unique opportunity runs away, and this multitude
of gems is dispersed forever.

Talk of the treasures of the deep I Give me the
trea^ures of the country house ; for there curiosities
can alwais find a corner to live: in London, novel-
ties jostle them into their graves through mere want
of space. In a word, private contributors, English
and foreign, have peopled one of the halls of this

museum with the spoils of time. Here are Egyptian
and Indian instruments, Turkish and Chinese, very
curious ; oriental banjos, etc ; and above all a most
amazing specimen of round-about resonance—a long
b'.ack wooden tube, over which the strings are stretch-
ed, and the tube rests on two hollow everlasting
pumpkins. But the main feature is a number of
med ffival instruments, exquisite in form and work-
manship, and sr-metimcs encrusted with gems, and
inlaid with oriental lavishness and the skill of a
Genoase jeweller. Here in stringed instrnments
alone are full a score of obsolete varieties, and many
specimens of each kind, especially of th„ lute, the
archlute, the mandolin, the sweet viola d'amore, with
its sympathetic wires that lay and trembled in unison
beneath the gut strings, and prolonged the vibration

;

the viola di Bardone, a larger and more complicated
instrument, whose sympathetic wires, twenty two in
number, were plaeed so that they could be struck with
the thumb, while the fingers played the gut -strings

;

the viola da gamba, called by Sir Andrew Aguecheek
the "viol de garaboys," and all the tribe of citterns
and ghitterns, that used to hang in every barber's
shop for gentlemen to play, when England was fa-
mous as a musical nation, and that was before the
monstrous idea of confininE musical education to the
less musical sex had entered the national head. Here,
too, are all the instruments the translators of our
Bible have bravely transplanted to Assyria and the
night of ages—the sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, etc.

;

and here are the children and grandchildren of the
dulcimer—viz. the keyed dulcimer, the virginal, the
clavichord, the spinet, harpsichord, pianoforte. There
are nearly two hundred specimens of the old Cremon-
ese and other Italian violins, violas, violons, and bas-
ses, and amongst them I see a violin that a friend of
mine once gave four hundred and fifty pounds for,
and a bass that was bought for eight hundred pounds
in Paris.

But as this is the one branch I am well versed in,
I postpone it for the time, my present object being
merely to indicate the various character of the treas-
ures, and the profit that may be reaped. The Mar-
quis of Kilda.e lends an Irish harp with its one row
of metal strings, the wooden frame black with a"e,
exposure, and methinks a little peat smoke. To su'ch
a harp Carolan, the last great improvising Irish
harper, sang his traditionary melodies that li'vcd by
ear and now are dead, alas! One comfirt : as the
devil escaped being put in a pie by shunning Corn-
wall, 80 those divine melodies—some gay, some sad
—have died and gone to Heaven, and so escaped the
defilement and degradation of being hashed and
smashed into quadrilles by ,TalIien and his followers,
and played in false time and utter defiance of their
dominant sentiment. There is an older harp, lent by
Mr. Ualwar, on which is inscribed "Ego sum Hex
cithararnm." "Pride goeth before destruction ;" so
this self trumpeting harp is in pieces. The epithet
of "King of Harps" is better merited bv the nohio
inatraraent of Lady LI .nover-a triple-string'd Welsh
harp, made by the famous John Richards about 140
years ago. On sur-h a harp, made by the same ma-
ker (Richards), blind Parry of Ruahon harped his
''ravishing tunes a thousand years old" to the poet
Gray, and so fired him with brave thoughts that he
wrote "The Bard" while the music was fresh in his

?" ,
^Vo^isme! who can pl.iy this harp nowa-

days? This one looks bursting with music. "I
would give a few poinds to hear 'Sweet Richard'
played on it." But I ransacked Wales five years
ago, and not one mhlic harper did I find could play
the triple harp. Yet their greatest airs were all com-
posed lor It, and are half lost without it.

T hen there are Italian spinets, one of which ought
to interest the ladies; for it has nineteen hundred and

twenty eight precious stones outside of it, and very

little music inside. There is Handel's harpsicord.

Ho had more harpsichords than Cromwell skulls.

But this time there really is a tiily pedierce made out.

There are two much finer double harpsichonls with

stops and swell, one of them made by ,Io»Rph Kirk-

man and lent by his descendants. I heard this harp-

sichord played hy Mr. Sullivan and the learned Mr.

Eniiel ; and it is a Ereat and beautiful instrument

full of sweetness and tenderness, yet not deficient in

grandenr ; and sings to the heart. It ought never

to h;ive been allowed to die. There was room in the

world (or the pianoforte and the harpsichord too
;

each can do thinirs the other cannot.

It seems at first sight strange and sad that so many
stringed instruments should have been invented in

modern Europe, and framed with so much skill and

taste, only to die away, when so poor a thing as the

guitar survives. They were not killed, as some peo-

ple fancy, by our four stringed instruments, for they

ran parallel with these for centuries. Some of them

no doubt deserve to die; the mandolins, and little

citterns, for not making noise enoneh in such a world

as this, and the lute and viola di Bardone for bein2

always out of tune. I read that a contemporary of

Haudel said, "If a lutenist lives to eighty he must
have been sixty years tuning ; and another, writing

to lutenists, gave them this warning, "You .shall do
well ever when you lav it by to put into a bed that

is constantly used." So mankind rose against these

invalid instruments and put them to bed once for

all.

But I hope that true lovers of mnsie, both male
and female, will iasoect, the harpsichord, the viola

d'amore, and the v ola da gamba with candid eyes,

and give them a trial. Put these two last at tlieir

lowe-t, they must be superior to the guitar, since they

have more tone, and arpepgios can be played on
them with the hand and suddenly the chords swept

with the bow—a rare musical tffect for any single

instrument to produce. The larger violi of the two
could also be fitted with the sympathetic wire strings

;

the finger-boards of both could he fretted and I ap-

prehend the bridge of each could be arched a little.

Ladies could play the viola d'amore gracefully. In-

deed, a Mrs. Ottey played the viola da gamba pub-

licly in 1720. and a Mis* Ford in 1761; teste viro

doctissimo Carolo Engel. Meyerbeer thought well

of the viola d'amore, for he wrote a part for it in

"Les Hucuenots." Tlio late Prince Consort had
music of the sixteenth century performed on various

ancient instruments such as are now on show. On
that occasion a viola da gamba— that figures in this

very exhibition—was played by Mr. Hatton—who, I

hope, is alive to play it again—and was much ad-

mired. The deceased Prince had many ideas before

his age, and I think your readers will aporeciate

what he did for music in 18-15, when in 1872 they

have examined this noble collection with the atten-

tion it deserves.

—

Pall Mall Gazelle.

Some Ancient Musical Instruments.

A special exhibition of ancient musical instruments

has been collected at South Kensington, England,
comprising about 600 instruments. The royal fam-
ily are prominent contributors. The Queen has 44
curious instruments from Windsor Castle ; a harpsi-

chord from Kew palace ; a small square piano-forte,

a grand piano, a beantifuUy painted viola (one of

Amati's best), a basso di camera, four of George the

Third's silver state Irnmpets, a couple of German
bnole horns, a German bi-ll instrument (called the

Halbmond), and some old drums from Hampton
Court. The instruments from Windsor include sev-

eral singular specimens. There are. for example, the

war drum of the King of Ashanti with two human
jaw bones suspended from the sides, and an instru-

ment most accurately described on the catalogue as

"very peculiar.'' It was made from the head of the

Duke of Schomherg's horse, killed at the battle of

the Boyno. The Duke of Edinburgh—who, at the

Royal Society of Musicians' dinner, pleaded guilty

of fiddling to his sailors—sends a number of valuable

violins ; and the Secretary of State for India sends

an Indian collection. The dulcimer, sackbut and
harp which Bummoned the subjects of Nebuchadnez-
zar to the plains of Dura, are hers faithfully repre-

sented. The sweet cither, the splnnet of a bygnae
age, and venerable worm eaten harps hoard in the

times of the .Stuarts in Wales, or Ireland, carry the

mind away on a long backward flight.

Some of the specimens are extremely quaint. An
emblematic order is very emblematic indeed. It is a
life size representation o( an English officer groaning
under the claws of a tiger, wa.! invented fr>r the

amusement of the Tippo Sultan, and was taken at

the f-icge of Serintrapatam. The handle which grinds
out the music sticks out of the beast's fore quarter.

The oflicer groans out of a brass pipe, which decid-

edly detracts from the beauty of his mouth. lu seve-

ral other cases, the uncouth instruments which make
melody for the savage are displayed. There are the

rude violin of the Nubian, the quaint stringed instru-

ments of Japan and China, and drums and horns

from all parts of the world. A neatly polished skull

is made into the Ijut end of a West African harp.

There are a nose flute from sunny Otaheite, and a

really handsome nose trumpet from New Zealand,

and a tiny flute made of the fibia of a monkey by the

Xeharoe Indians, tomtoms and reed instiuments of

the most primitive kind. An exhibition of this kind

is naturally rich in rare instrnravjiits, among which is

a virginal, once owmd by Queen Elizabeth. There
are several of the maiden queen's virginals preserved

in England. One is to be found at Helmingbam
Hall, Suffolk, and Lord Lytton has another, and the

Rev. Mr. Sperling, of Kensington, h.as a third. The
specimen in the exhibition was purchased at Lord

Spencer Chichester's sale, twelve years ago. The
great strength of the show is its stringed instruments,

beiiinning with a giant double bass, to play which

you must stand on a table, and including the various

forms through which the violin pi6.sed until it attain-

ed perfection in the matchless products of Cremona.

The king of the Cremona school was Straduarius,

and there are several of his incomparable instruments

e.'chihited. The Duke of Cambridge exhibits one,

purchased by the late Duke from Count Platen, who
bought it from the maker himself. The Duke of Ed-

inburgh has a violin by Guarnerius, a present from

the late Baron Goldschmidt, a small violin hy Jaco-

bus Stainer, and a viola said to have belonged to

Handel. The queen's Amati was reduced from a viol.

Lord Warwick lends an English box wood violin,

dated 1578. It is carved with woodland scenes, and

is said to have been given by Queen Elizabeth to her

favorite Leicester. There are .several antique organs

and harpsichords in the exhibition ; also many of the

old fashion'd instruments like the serpent, which to

this day do tremendous service in remote village

choirs. The bag pipe family are numerous enough

to make a bag-pipe hater shudder at the sight. There

is no more singular curiosity in the exhibition than a

porcelain flute, formerly in possession of Charles II.

(From the New York Times.)

A Musical Prince.

The production in London of the new opera,

"Gelmina'' has drawn much attention to its celebrat-

ed composer. Prince Poniatowski. The fall of the

Empire exiled the Prince from France, and he, the

grand nephew and heprcscntative of Stanislaus, the

last King of Poland, has been forced to seek a liveli-

hood through the exercise of his musical talents in

London. It was "-eported a short time back that one

of the ladies of the Bonaparte family was about to

open a milliner's shop in Bond street, in that capita'.

So flagrant a reproach to the pride of the Imperial

house has somehow been prevented ; but no one

seems to have intervened to prevent the last scion of

an older royal dynasty from disgracefully working

for a living in the same city. Perhaps, however, the

distinction between professional toil and trade is prop-

erly borne in mind, and hence making opeias for

.bread by a Prince is regarded as le^s heinous than

making bonnets for bread by a Princess. It is said,

nevertheless, that Prince Poniatowski makes bad

opera-i and that Mme. Bonaparte makes good bonnets

—which, if true, oiigbt surely to modify our estimate

of the comparative turpitude of their respective man-
ufactures.

We ought not, meanwhile, to do injustice to the

Prince's lyrical performanecs, and so hasten to say

that "Gelmina," while pronounced mediocre as tested

by the highest standards, has yet done so well as to

command frequent repetitions, and, buoyed np no

doubt by the genius of Adelina Patti, to take its

place regularly in the Covent Garden repertory.

This is not the 'first opera from the same distinguish-

ed hand. In fact. Prince Poniatowski brought out

at Florence, as early as 1838, his "Giovanni di Pro-

cida"—the theme being the same as that of Verdi's

"Sicilian Vespers"—and sang the first tenor part in

it himself- His career both before and after was ex-

traordinary, both for variety and romantic vicissi-

tude. Born in Rome in 1812, he took high honors

in mathematics, but not in classics, at the early age

of .'cvcnteen. Before he was of age he came out its

a tcnoi' singer at Lucca. Mario, as is well kno.in, is

a Marquis, but we believe this was the first instance

of an operatic J'rince. In 18.'!9, Poniatowski aiitici-

pated Off'nbaih hv producing "Don Dcsiderio," an

opera boullo of decided merit, which went the round

of the European opera houses, and is said to have

been praised by Rossini and Carafa.^ 'The Prin<o af-

terward wrote an opera, "Sposa d'Abido," on the

romantic subject of Lord Byron's poem, tried his
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hand in the Rnme wny on Victor Hugo'!) "Ruy Blflf,"

nnd I<nocked off no fewer tiiiin _four other works, all

of whicli wore siinjx, before bringing out his "Earner-
aldK" at Leghorn, in 1847.
The era of revfilntion changed the Prince's destiny.

Tie turned at this juncture from opera to diplomacy.
Presently he appeared as Minister Plenipotentiary (o

Paris, London and Brussels from the Court of 'Fus-

cany. Subsequently he took up his abode in Paris,

and was made a Senator by the Emperor Napoleon.
Durinc his Parisian residence he wrote works for the

Grand Opera, the Lyrique and the Op^ra Comique

—

Pierre de Medicis, L»Aventuricr, and A Travels le

Miir, respectively. Besides these he had composed a
Mass in F, and other lesser works. Whatever musi-
cal rank is assigned to him, Prince Poniatowski has
been Iiighly industrious, no doubt has done good ser-

vice in various ways to the interest of art, and either

in his diplomatic or lyrical relations is one of the

most interesting figures of our time. That he should
be reduced, on the threshold of old age, to toil daily
for his bread, is a striking example of the mutability
of aflTairs, and the uncertain tenure that even the

most prosperous retain on worldly position. Both
the author of the Life of Casar and of Gelmina illus-

trate in their own persons a truth that few of us are
likely to think of too often or loo deeply.

The Jubilee.

[From tho Springflold Republican, June 29 ]

The Boston "pow-wow," as some of the acid-
ulous New York critics oontemptuouslv call Mr.
Gilmore's jubilee, closes its second week to-dav,
with a great flourish of tnimpets, five military bands
participating. In spite of a b.id beginning and the
expenditure of a quarter of a million of dollars up
to the end of the first week, the great undertaking
seems likely to pay expenses and something more.
It was an interesting question at first where all the
money was coming from. The chorus, in an enthu-
siastic spirit of self-sacrifice, and in spite of rather
ungenerous treatment by the managers, spent their
breath without hope of reward ; hut everybody else
who contributed in any way to the performances had
to be paid, and the bills accumulated very fast. At
first the masses were conspicuously absent, but the
prices of admission were lowered, and since then the
attendance and the bank account has improved.
Then the orchestra, a Idrge sonrce of expense, was
cut down more than one h If after the first week,
and with this and otb(r economic reductions, the
balance at the close is likely to be on the right side
of the ledger.

Bat hss the jubilee been a mnsical success ? In
special features, very decidedly. Yes. As a whole,
and so far as its monster character is concerned. No.
It is very grand t) hear 20,000 voices sing "Old
Hundred," and the other familiar tunes which have
been performed there

; hut this jubilee chorus bad a
higher aim. The book in which they were drilled
for weeks and months contained manv selections of
special merit and some decree of difficulty. The
chorus learned them, and went to Boston, expecting
to sing them, but not a fifth part of them has been
heard at all. Why ? Because Mr. Gilmore found
at the sthrt that his chorus, althouih actually betier
trained than that of the first jubilee, was too lar^e
to be manageable, except in slow movements, and he
has been afraid to trust it with much else. The
range of the music performed has therefore been very
limited

;
a few selections have been sung and re-

sung, and the part of the chorus, which was to be,
and should be, the great feature of the festival, has
been for several days absolutely insiznificant. The
orchestra was also too large at the start for any
finished, clean cut performance, although it did ex-
cellent work in spite of the disadvantages of place
and numbers ; and the organ, a miracle of noise,
was, in every musical sense, a failure. Could Mr'.
Gilraore reduce th.e ensemble of his jubilee to one-
fourth its present .size— a smaller chorus, smaller
orchestra, smaller organ, and smaller concert-room—
he would unquestionably make it a much greater
success, so far as musical efl^ect and artistic result are
concerned. The possibilities would be infinitely
greater

;
the actual performance could but be in a

like and gratifying degree improved. The vultrar
idea that 20,000 voices combined (fro more effective
than a lesser number in a smaller space, is happily
exploded by the present jubilee, and not even Gil-
more will undertake to carry through an affair of
such magnitude again.

We might point out other particulars in which the
grand scheme has been a failure,— the pianoforte
solos for inst^inee, which were a very glaring
absurdity in a room of 500 feet long. But we pass
to the special excellences of the jubilee, which have
reallv given it all its eclat. First and most note-
worthy were the foreign military bands. It was a

happy thought in Gilmore to engage them, and it

has been a happy experience for the patrons of the
jubilee to bear them. The critics cannot quite agree
which is best, bur all admit that no approach to such
perfection of style and abso'nte finish of performance
has been reached by any of our American bands.
The common barshness and blare of brass is for-

gotten in admiration of the high musical quality of

their tone, their rich blending and contrast of reeds

and brass, and the symmetry and smoothness of all

their performances. It is well worth one's while to

go to Boston to bear such playing as theirs, without
regard to the rest of the jubilee attractions.

If the jubilee can boast only one great vocalist, it

is certainly to its credit that that one is a consum-
mate artist. Mme Pescbka-Leutner has shown her-

self a soprano of dazzling capabilities. There is

apparently nothing in the wav of vocal execution
that is beyond her reach ; and it, is not merely the

twittering of a bird, but splendid, intelligent singing.

To secure so fine a singer was one of Mr. Gilmore's
triumphs, and to introduce to America composers so

fimous as Abf, the German song-writer, and Strauss,

the Austrian waltz-maker, was another.

There have been signal errors of manauement and
execution, as was, of course, inevitable with an
enterprise of such magnitude; some of the pro-

grammes have been unworthy of a festival so am-
bitious, and all of them have been cbanjed and
re changed, apparently by the freak of a moment ;

but the special triumphs which we have narrated
have largely atoned, with the public, at least, for

these deficiencies, and have secured for the jubilee

the degree of success which it has attal el.

(From the Albion, New York-)

The Boston Hubbub.
It has often been affirmed by experienced physiol-

ogists that there is a taint of madness in every human
organization which culminates in severe attacks under
extreme provocation, and that the principle is appli-

cable to communities as well as to the individual.

Wo could adduce many instances confirming the

trnth of this axiom, but no more convincing proof
could he offered than that of the Jubilee, which ap-
pears to have driven the Hubhists as clean out of
their wits as if they had been bitten by the tarantula,

or by a pack of infuriated demnition bowwows. If

music were made to S"Othe the savage breast, we look
upon it as a very impertinent compliment on the part
of the concocter of this hullabaloo that the Bostoni-
ans were indulged to such a gigantic extent in this

ecstatic amusement ; the more so as the melody of
the be puffed impresario is so unlike that of Orpheus
of old, who first originated the idea of a peripatetic

concert accompanied by belles and wild beasts. We
have made the most anxious inquiries as to the ori-

gin of this stupendous charivari without finding the
key to the enigma, except it be that, impelled by a
fanatic, the Bostonians resolved to initiate the biggest
musical whirlwind ever known in history, and the Ju
bilee is the result.

It is scarcely possible to talk seriously on such a
topic, and if Mr. Gilmore bad bad any respect or
feeling for true artistic effect, he might have known
by experience that the music in such a building and
on such a scale could but be a gigantic failure. Time
and agnin has the experiment been made to keep
twenty thousand voices and instruments in unison
and affinity, and invariably it has proved futile. In
Germany, that accomplished and music-loving peo-
ple have long since abandoned the attempt, except
in the case of national and patriotic songs. In France
it has never been made. Whereas in England the

movement has been restricted to such oratorios as
were well known to every amateur who attended the

peiformance, and then even it wa.s found preferable

to reduce the number of performers, so as to ensure
a more perfect and harmonious rendering of the
score.

The fact is that the entire jubilee is gotten up for a

sensational effect, and there is therefore a lack of real

artistic merit in these concerts, which when the nov-
elty is worn oflf, makes itself more painfully felt at

each succeeding performance. Another preposterous
idea was that of allowing solos, whether vocal or in-

strumental, in such a vast auditorium. They inva-
riably result in failure, and in many instances detract
greatly from an artist's estahlished fame.

However we may canvass its merits in an artistic

point of view, we must give well deserved words of
praise for the enterprise ami skill with which this un-
paralled undertaking has been brought to a climax

;

and the warmth and spontaneity of the reception ten-

dered to the British, French and Austrian Bands,
prove that the Bostonians may carry out a cranky
idea, but they never forget that whole souled hospi-
tality for which they are so widely and justly cele-

brated.

(From the LDndon Orchestral, June 7 )

BDston Pomposo, Parliament As^itato.

The proposal to send out the Grenadier Guard to
the Boston Festival was made an Imperial question
on Moiday in both Houses of Parliiiment. In the
Commons .Mr. Cardwell was sternly interrogated by
the Earl of Yarmouth, and after admitting that her
Majesty and the Commander in Chief had sanctioned
the arrangement, was warned that tho noble Earl
would "call the attention of the House to the ques-
tion." Whereat the House laughed heartily. But
the Lords had a clear fling at the matter. The Mar-
quis of Hertford denounced the idea of allowing her
Majesty's Guards to be shown by some Barnum at so
much a head ; the Duke of Richmond wished to know
how discipline was to be maintained among the hands-
men under the charge of a single officer; and Lord
de Ros protested on grounds of military discipline

against such an act taking place. We are rot inform-
ed whether Lord Granville or Lord Lanslowna ap-
peased the well-founded (ears of the Duke of Rich-
mond by promising that a strong guard armed with
Martini-Henry rifles and fixed bayonets should be
ordered to accompany the band and keep order, and
that a score of cats o'-nlne tail-; and a dozen whipping
triangles should also bo shipped, so that the least in-

fraction of discipline might be promptly punished.
Something of this sort would perKaps relieve the anx-
iety of the noble Duke, who has no faith in the Gren-
adier bandsmen behaving themselves on fore'gn

shores. Who knows ? They might even, in t'le

event of a sudden rupture with the Uni :ed States over
the Alabama business, ,ioin these plausible Yankees,
and trumpet the vanguard of their march into Can-
ada! Well may the Duke of Ilichmond quiver in

his patent leathers.

What strijjjs any unprejudiced reader of the dis-

cussion is the trumpery nature of the whole affair.

What does it amount to ? A Bostoti impressario gets

up a great musical demonstration—gives a musical
party, in fact, to which he invites other nations to

send their musico-political representatives. The
American Government back him up ; the Govenor of

his native Stale give him credentials. President Grant
sends him to all the ministers abroad, asking them to

use their best influence to obtain the co operation of

foreign governments. Thus the eaterprise becomes
a national affair : and friendly states are glad to fall

in with the idea, not merely to please Mr. P. S. Gil-

more, but to please the Republic of the United States.

At such a simple act of international courtesy, why
should noble lords fling down the gauntlet of defi-

ance? The Boston Jubilee may not turn out a very

grand event, either artistically or politically consider-

ed. It may not be worth much more, perhaps, than

one of our international exhibitions. It can hardly

be worth much less. But, taking it at its lowest com-
putation, how unwisely churlish would it have been

to refuse the proposal of the American organizers,

seconded as that proposal was. The relations of this

country with America just now demand more than

ordinary delicacy, and call for as much goodwill as

can decently be shown. Ought we to prove less com-
pliant than Prussia ? The Emperor of Germany is

sending out his bandsmen without so much as a big

Krupp to overawe them, or a Grand Upper-General-

Flogmaster's-Staff Intendent to take it out of the back
of any mutinous Pickelbaube. As for the allusion

of the Marquis of Hertford to Barnum, that sneer

s.hould never be uttered within a stone's throw of

Sonth Kensington. The Albert Hall is very high

and imposing, but any missile flung at Barnumese
enterprises abroad may rebound with uncomfortable

effect upon our own stately edifice. Our own exhi-

bitions and natural enterprises have just that de'icate

aoupcon of the Barnum principle, which makes it un-

safe to be too satirical towards others. But different

skies, different complexions. Her Majesty's Guards
blaring away under the auspices of the Cole Family,

or performing the March from "Allialie" (harmonized
by Gounod), or the "Poppytnpsicums Waltz" (re-

barred by Gounod, with prelude, introduction, and
interpolated melody by Gounod), fu'.fil their natural

mission. But Her Majesty's Guards, stepping for-

ward to play "Rule Britannia" and "God save the

Queen" on a Boston plaiform. constitute, it seems,

"a most irregular proceeding," even "an unheard of-

outrage."

Inside Views of the Jubilee Chorus.

(Fi'om the Boston Daily Advertiser.)

II. THE CHORCS AND THE CATACOMBS.

There are two ways of considering the chorus,—one
by viewing it from the auditorium and one by study-

ing its habits at home in its underground haun's.

The first shows a vast and organized body, nn'estiv

in its proportions, grand and terrible in Aoice an 1
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sw>iyerl jind sbnped hy one controlling!;' will. The
second reveals this impO'inLr colleoiive ro^r)Ived inlo

its component parts, the miijhty voice split up into a

perfect Babel of ronfriies and the one will replaced by
as manv wills as there are individiiMls. It is the

difference between the prima donna on the stn<);e and
the prima donna in ihe nreen room or in the kitchen

;

between Zenobia enthroned and Zenobia bunirry

:

between Apollo and Pan. ()ne may gratify the mo^t
morbid ra^le for contrasts bv the mere passaue of the

chorus sechidintr ijate. He hears the noble bass

voices poar ns and swcilinrr into tlie patriotic measures
of the Marseillaise ; he listens to the no'cs of " Let

the Britjlit Seraphim," until he is more than disponed

to allow those radiant but doubtful creatures to follow

the bent ol their inclinations ; then he jroes behind

the scenes and finds the sintrers pourina in base lajer

instead of pourin;^ out bass nielodv ; he discovers the

white angels of peace whom be has heretofore wor-
shipped from afar staving the demands of hnnircr with

Washington pie and jelly cake, till the w'm'^c aprons
on which they picnic are of the hue of tlieir chorus
books, and the observer concbid'^s to let the briizht

seraphim pursue unmolested their rehearsals for the

dyspepsia. It is not far from t; e sublime to the rdic-

ulous ; there is but a wooden fraie, with attendant
policemen, to pass, and the chanire is effected.

From twelve to three o'clork there is a steady

stream of choral jubdants pouring; into the rioliseum

Each has his or her red-covered book guarded and
borne with affectionate care. So frequent are the

singers and the red-covered books that it is a matter
of speculation whether the astronomers on neiirhhor-

in^ planets have not remarked and wondered at an
extraordinary ana san'^nine-hned apnearance on the

face of rhe Earth. Tt is to be hoped that they will

not attribute the red phenomenon to anv jrreat out-

pourinj; of blood, else Mr. Gilmore's eff >rts to cele-

brate pear-e will be cravelv misapprehended, and the

Jubilee will brin<? us to bad repute with onr trans eth '

real observers. But of the opinions of the celestial

press we must remain forever i<^norant. The spirit

of Tvcho Brahe obstinately refuses to plav the
Demosthenes to our Woodhnll, or we should be more
than fflad to print extraets from the Venus mornins:
journals civinir full and afournte pen-photo2ranhs ot

the remarkable red snots which havp he-^n sppn for the
past five days near the north pole of the Eirth. Bv
trains, in the inde^eribHble vehicles which run to and
from the distant railroid stations, and on foot come
the bearers of the erim^on books. At three o'clock
twenty thousand mon^ or lesa, -have pa^^-ked them-
selves into musical phalanx and awaif the or' a i sicrnal

to arise. M'^anwhile we mav view them to advantage
from the auditorium hevond.

Similes have been exhausted inattemntto describe
the chorus as it looks to a spcflafor. Certain it. is

that such a comp-ict miss of heads has never before
been witnessed in this immediafe vicinity. Tt is

bewildering to look down unon the acres of cranial
expanse and to comnut^e the rpjantitv of sfibjacpnt
brains which are sivini^ ih"ir who'e enereips to the
task of making a noise. Where people are counted
by thousands individuality is thoroiicrhlv submerired.
And vet more than one member of ibe chorus proba-
bly fancies that his or her voire is lieard clear and
pnre above rhe blend *d voicp<5 of the rpmainini; nine-
teen thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine, nnd
pven dares to^tiope for fr.vorahle notices from thpNfw
1 ork crirics Ir is just so amon£r the nndipnce.
Every man's apnlan>;e ^^nunds 'oud^r to himself than
Ihe combined plaudits of iho<;e aro-ind him. And
perhap?everv man's Judirmcnt scpms to himself bet-
ter than rhe indfrment of his Ipse; discrimin-uinf^ neiah-
bora. De Smith looks fttvinalv over at De Robinson
when that misL'nided individual sbows his niter lack
of mti-icrtl tijstp hv Rppl!iurtin«T the horrihle stnrrnfo
movement. De Robinson institn'c- a most srarilinff
aeries of perciis«;Tf' praises w|,pn j,p HIsrlnL'uJ-hes the
nnxiliary part of the s-^vnpl.ones. and woiuierrt why
De Smith «ome<i ro rhe Jnbilpe when he wants apnre-
ciation *o I imr-ntjihlv. St-riiiaQ. perhaps, is leadinff
t^e o rhesira throneh rhe d-lic-ons iPiimbers of one of
li 8 own composit ons, and everv muscle in his bodv
i- WHirzintf too in p'^rf-vt time. '

Th*- mu-iciil critic of
the Mar-hisis Mornincr Jupirer ohaprvpq lo a le-q m
li'_'htenfd nciijhhor : "Snipnrlid fi/IdV-r Smni-s is. Tf
heronid onlv kf-ephifl bodv Htill. Bur ho. is really
wor-e th«n Gilnnnre. ' The rhorn-' hai heard the
Pi^nal to ari-cfind it ohevinrr it. hv fitiJe patcfiefj of h
tlioiiflanri or «o, hrrp and there. Tlie impre«-ion one
CftN H snm^rhintr like the nndnlation^ of ihr- floor ns
n n.«»efl and falU to the eyeo'" one who has just land'-d
frio] flfea voTa'-/e. A ponnlar rond.icror nppear'i
from Mow.fl-Venusflnpcflredfrnrnthesfta.flnd wnlks
'O^n toward the Mand. J.mr fwctv thou.^and mas-
cihne handq nre planned and jiid't ten thon«(nnd
^•minin*^ handkerchiefs are flnffpfed in ihe air.
^omehf.dvaprly compared »he «If^hr ro a mammoth
com popper in fall operatic i. Thi.? is n:tr and better

than the sn'^"'-storm simile which has been used occa-

sionally. While tiiey are an[)laudin2; we lake the

onporfunity to pass from the auditorium into the

chorus depTrtment. Some poor imprisoned maidens
of the chorus, who lonj; to tret outside and hear how
the sintrinfj sounds, stand discon.solatelv at the divid-

ing barrier, like Peris at the jr^te of Paradise. Bat
the irnardian policemen arc proof even acrainst choral

blandishments, a"d they are oblit'cd to content them
.selves with what they can see and hear throuj^h the

slats

Within the ^ates there is a citv. A citv it is in

its population, and the catacombs in appearance. All

the ffreat passages and promenades are tcemin<r,

swarming with life. The siirht is unique and almost
indescribable. Tt can onlv be touched upon here and
there. Overhead men are doctorincr the lon^, slender

rods which cou'-ect the fin(rer-board with the orofan,

just as nerves connect the brain with the vocal muscles.

And thcv are almost as delicate as the nerves of the

human body, requiring: constant medical attendance

Beneath th^m is n steady stream of people. Wash-
intrton street on Saturday afternoon, or Winter street

at the hei'^'ht of shopping time, are not more throneed
than is the broad avenue runninir a' ro'^s the nor'h end
of the Coliseum under the platform. Close at hand
is the beer counter under Carl Knnppe's srenial

manairctnent Old King 0:imbrinus. ereen be bis

memorv. would have been delifrhted to see the Ion*?

lineofjollv Germans who from morninEr to niiiht

serve out the amber fluid to thirsty thousand-. Basses

and tenors flock tbi'her between the choruses It

would be an intorestintr and profitable bit of statistical

science to compute tlie exact nnmhpr of barrels requi-

site for one performance of "The Heavens are

TclUns'." Differences of nationality and linj-ual

d'flfienlfies melt awav before the ma^ic sparkle of the

Hiffhland brewed It is. like the alkahest of the

Rosicrncians, a nnivercnl solvent. And. premisinij

fi'om the frequency with which some of the orchestra

invoke its blessinc:. it must in manv cases leave them
universally insolvent. The iced lemonade "\^'hich

attempts a competitive bnsiness over the way is wholly

in the shade, nnd the proprietor wears a visage as

sour as the drink he ostensibly vends. Tt is amusins-
to .see the vonng- man who wields a powerful bass in

the service of the RIsin£f-Snn Choral Society steer for

the lemonade connfcr, catch the inspiration of the

Teutonic nectar beyond, waver a mnmen'. between
tixed P'-incinles nnd fcnuine thirst, and fall as many
h'lve fdlen before him. The refreshment counter
offer' everv ro^s'hle aid to indio-cstion at surprisingly

moderate prices. But not there do the blooTiingr

eount^rv sopranos imnoverish themselves. Thev
prefer to picnic "on (heir own providently prepared
luncheon, nnd may be seen in little knots at anv hour
of the dav disenssinfr home-made done:hnuts nnd
.T'">hann Strauss's loncrhbick hair. The hero of their

tiilk apn*^ars amonn- them followed bv his mysterious

and spbiiix-'ike v;tlet. Strauss is immedittelv sur-

rounded bv an armv of blond'' hnired marlchcnfi who
becTpfTR him for autographs on th^'ir fans. ITe com-
plies immensely deliTbted of course at the opportu-
nifv to imtirove bis bandwritino- bv extended practice

Strau-'s's fite is the fite of all the fore'irn musicians
Prom the g'reatpct livintj soprano down to the hass-

drnm men In the hands, nil are pestered nnd biintpd

bv a swarm of auro':fraph hunters, who sacrifice

everv feelino" of courtesy and forbearance which they

may chance to possess to *he insane mania foracqnir-
intr mementos of the unfortunate strancTprs. Some
havp shrewdly provided fhemseUfps with blank books
for antotrranbie purnrt^ptf, nnd some relv on the udilfe

wood or pasteboard of their fans. Tf FTerr .Tobnnn
does not hereafter wal'z awav to the nearest shelter

noon the mere sig-ht of a fan. Iiis Ame?"'cnn experience
b-^s fillen short of its natural effect. The stars, upon
retirinir from their femporarv zenith and pacsbirr

d''wn the fnrifiv /fpsr"}7<;ii'i which leads from *' The
Meavpus are Tnllinrr" to the anhs' qupt't beer henPHth.
are surronnd'd bv an ac'^recsive crowd who comnli
m^nt the performance with polyjrlottal profuscn^ss
a^d enter fnRh npnli'-ationfl for nntoc^raphs. The
memhers of the bras<j hands show com mend able

attention to dntv. No ^-oon'-r have ihey come down
from their jilneps than thev station themselves, ready
for reen'l. f\* the most convenient point in the nei'j-h

bfi'-h'"tnd of the stairwnv. This, by the merest chance,
is the benr-cnunter ; and there these in flex i hies remain.
true to rheir militarv rnithfulness, and not to be lured
awav from the poet bv even the sweetest of Teutonic
smdeq or the mo-Jt wanton of OalHc elancps.
The chorus is so btrtre and so complete a commun

itv in itself that It nefc-aarily includes snecimens of
n«»arlv everv type of character. Some of its members
diTilav those ppcnliar rinalittes which would fit them
admirably for citv missionaries or Sunday school
riinner«i. The number of outride and unticke'ed
individtials whom they mannfre to irnthor into the

Coli.^eum and under the broad banner of peace reflects

credit alike upon their charity and strategic abilities.

Bv tbtse kind offices the ticket sellers are spared

much unneces-ary labor,*and the financial managers
are saved from the temptations which an overplus of
profits would entail. Hutnor says that the firemen

have rendered the chorus marked assistance in swel-

lintr the numbers in-ide with those who would other-

wise have staid outside. As the chorus sits in its

glory up stairs one can approach it but with feelings

akin to awe. In its forty thousand hands are the

destinies of the Jubilee. Suppose tiie altos should

strike, as the sturdy firemen in the Anvil Chorus
have already done. Stippo-e the tenors should take

offence, or the basses d'^m'ind fewer hours* work
and free lager. But the chorus, perh ips because it

knows not ils own strcnirth. is quiet and tractable.

Its tnarked characteristics are affection for the orean

and modesty, nav, even self depreciation, in speaking

of it« own merits. But without stopping to give

praise where praise would be offensive to its shrink-

inij nature, we will briefly consid-'r the chorus in

its seats. They all sing, or nearly all. A rural

editor observed to his companion that it is remark-

able that there shou'd he so lar^e a number of

singers amon*-'' them. O.ie of the strangest develop-

ments of the Jubilee is the change of voice extensively

brouiibt about by a week's singing. At the outset

the tenors and basses sat apart from the altos and
sopranos ; now many of the tenors find it necessary

for harmony and musical accord that they should

sound out their measures from the alto seats, and

some of the basses have even wandered as far as the

remotest soprano. Even with these important

changes there seems to be the completest harmony
and good feelintr between aborigines and immigrants.

Such are the triumphs of the peace angel I Some
sinsr as if it were a bles-ed privilesro, some as if it were

a sad dntv ; some hardly open their lips, as if fearful

of the inhahitive'iess of prob;ible false teeth ; some
open their mouths till the yawniuir abyss almost

makes one expect to besr the bark of Cerberus.

Here a short but enthusiastic Boanerges from the

forest primeval bends hack to bis work and roars forth

a bass before which Jove's thund^irs are whispers
;

here an effeminate voulh. with blonde whiskers, lisps

his hiL'h fnhplto with as much confidence as if be had
not been examined six times before he gained admis-

sion to the Handel and Ilaydn. Airaui, a mature
Boston heantv. whom fortv years of maidenly training

have stripped of all useless flesh, gazes over her

(glasses at tlie pa;i:e and warriles every note witli

scrupulous accuracy, and pronounces every word with

cnlfui'ed exactness. Tlie trirl on her right, rosier and
more rounded than she. if we do ^•^v it, doesn't sing

at all, btit looks whole folios of Offenbnch's music at

the tenor opposite, and yet he seems to enjoy it.

Down stairs al! is in a whirl. Tlie long, dark,

deliirbifnl passages are crowded with recreant chorus-

deserters, who insanely prefer to stroll ami to flirt

rather than to sinfj the «tately and classic music ot

the oratorio Representatives of the press dot the

crowd and look and feel very mlich like "Israel in

Ecvpt ** One meets sinijcrs, no'ahilities, ladies,

e-pntlemen. ladies, fireman, ladies, policemen and ladies

until he can only breathe a .silent henison because be

meets no nsliers. I'ound once more a^'ain with kind

nods to friends, wisi'nl glaices at Oambrinus, mild

curses at the stupid Teuton who ran his bassoon into

your sense o''si(rh*,a 'ast look at ihe catacombs, with

all their inc^ngrnon^ life and animation, and you
are I>ack in the auditorium a Hltle wiser p^jrhwps, than

when you ttarted.

III. HOW IT SEEMS ON THE STAGE.

The irreat chorus—which has already been heard

from in our columns — sends us the followinir

communication toueliing its own sensations am] its

own estimates of itself Not lackiriL' in appreciation

of ih" choral bodv ourselves we think we may say

that it is not aiflicted with ex''e-sive mo'lesty, if the

record of our correspondent reflects its feeling, We
do not deny, luiwever. that it is a creat moral aiid

re-ithetic support to the sin^'er to be able to sing so as

to please him^clf,— if »ot always to please his

audience :

—

Tliis is the choir. Hero, on a steep hillside are

tenors by the thou»^a"d Lippina: over extend d lines

are the sopranos.—yonnnr. pretty, in lively spirits and
cool dresses. No display,—com'ort, is ilie tu!o.

Opposite a huge hunk of faces,— the bass. Far down
over the sea oT vio'ins is ihe conductor's stand,

Yondi-r, the house. Description is useless. It is the

T'olisciim as seen from ibcsfaL'C. Every scat is filled,

and a huzz of conversafiorr thrills throuLdi the air. A
certain sense of expectancy pervades the place, and
eves and G'hip-es turn eyery where in an inquisitive

unrest. Tlie banners flii'tcr in the breez-i, thousands

of fans. wave, and over the multitude swpeps the fresh

cast wind. Though warm it is not uncomfortabio,
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and the choir is in its best mood,—plac-id, hopeful
and ready for work. By and hv«twill patch fire and
blaze with the white heat of enthusiasm and love of
art.

And now the master comes. A ripple of pleasure
breaks out among the altos. He walks down nmonj
them, and there is a sudden opening of red books.
He mounts the stand

; the twenty thousand rise ; a
chord on the organ, to give the pitch, and a queer,
breathless sort of hush spreads over the hillside of
heads.

With one precise, quiet expression comes the sim-
ple line in severe unison, spreading out into rich hac-
moDj at the end :^—

*'Thoii forpst bro.Td and sweeping,
Fjiir work of Diiture's God,

oral] niv joy and weeping
Ttie cOGsecrate abode."

Every part can he heard distinctly. Now the tenor
breaks out in brilliant crescendo,

"Yon world deceiving ever,"

The soprano and bass follow after sweeping upward
into the strange close harmony of the next line,

"Murmurs in vain alarms,"

The voices mingle in a grand, deep whisper—sweet
and harmonious,

—

"Oh ! micht I wander never.
From thy protecting arms."

A pause, and the bass fling over the wide valley
their appealing notes,

—

"Oh ! might I wander never,"

The thousands of young men around, behind and
above us join the sopranos in the graceful, interming-
ling strains. An abrupt pau-ie, while from the alto
comes, as it were one voice; on a single .sustained
note—how strange and almost pathetic in its peculiar
quality,

—

"From thy protecting arms."

The parts mingle and fade away into silence.
Three times the master's hand leads us throngh the
hirmonious maze and then we sit down. A majority
of the vast audience receive our work passively as if

not quite sure of itself At once a murmur of talk
spreads over the choir. Questions fly in everv direc-
tion. "How was ill" "Oh! gooil—excellent !"

•'Did you hear the bass ?" "First-rate alto—trrand
tone." "Wi-nt very smooth ; had no org—" Yes."
"Quiet hou.se, is it not ?" 'Yes : who cares V
"We sang that for our own gratification." "Sav,
neighbor, aren't you glad you camel" "Sounds
much better than in the house."

This last remark is eminently correct. The choral
music and, in tact, all the music sounds much better
on some parts of the stage th^n in the house. Our
seat among the tenors gives us a good view of the
whole building, and enables us to hear everything
distinctly. Another number on the programme
follows, but we will not slop to notice it. Our
object is to show the spirit that animates the choir, to
give its impression when in its be-it moods, and to
describe, as best we may, the sensation of actually
being in the work We cull out peculiar moment's
of the week's work when the fates combine for the
best results. We have spoken of the choir when it

was petulant, nervous and unhappv. Now ne record
its happy moments and its triumphs.

Gigantic figures on the conductor's stand give the
page. Books are opened, fms and hats tucked awav,
and a sort of flu-^h and sparkle spreads over the count-
less faces. It is not the expectation of .showing our
skill

; no, it is rather inspired, we believe, hv the real
love of art, and ifhy reason of the building the people
down below do not hear the music, vou mav be sure
we do. The electric shout of the soprano, the delic-
ious alto, the thunder of the hass and the tremendous
peal o( the tenor are real things to us. The rush and
sweep of the mighty chorus appeals to us, and to be
very, very frank, we positively enjov the chorus music.
Conceited I Well, yes, if you like the word. Say,
rather, happy in art, that takes us out of ourselves,
and is higher than we.
A chord on the organ I Who's at the key-hoard ?

People look round nervously. It's a vital (iiiesfion
with us. No time for—Look out, there ! The white
baton sweeps us all up, and the music bursts out like
flame.

"The Heavens are telling the glory of God."

A trifle unsteady, the interlude gives us confidence.
No lime for looking about. Half an eye on the book
and an eye and a half on Zerrahn,

—

*'Ttie wonders of his work
Di.^plays the firmament."

Short and crisp the chords succeed each other. In
singing the orchestra is unheard. In the interludes
it breaks out like a flash of light. The group of
artists at the front of the stage take up the solo :

—

"The day that is coming
Spealts to the day,
"^he night that is anne
To following night,"

Steady thi=re, gentlemen. A look and a sign from
our master, and the men about us hurst out with fiery

energy ;

—

"The Heavens are telling."

The sopranos blaze out with the repeated theme,

and far away we hear the bass bringing up their
heavy guns. Once more the solo artists wind through
the lovely theme

—

"Iq all these lands resounds the word."

An involved and beautiful bit of writing, and with
ft deafening crash the tenors about us shout the splen-
did theme. The time quickens. Swiftest allegro
now leads the wav. The pulse quickens in spite of
one. Somehow the excitement and rush takes one
out of himself Sing—and sing you must. A short
interlude, and over the valley comes the trumpet call

of the bass .:

—

"The wonders of his work."

Look at Mr. Zerrahn. gentlemen! His face is

turned to us. The perspiration may start out on your
face, hut sing you must. In a sort of rage the young
men fling out the aspiring strain :

—

"The wortders of his work
Displays the firmament."

It ends with a curious snap, and we hear the soprano
and alto bearing aloft the brilliant theme. The bass
climb up from the depths. The baton sweeps us after,

nnd t'^e choir is lost in one tremendous river of sound.
Safe and sure, though full of whirlpools and ranids.
Secure in itself, as may be seen at the end of the
phrase, where everv voice stops short at the exact
instant. An interlude and the great mountainous cli-

max comes. No time for comment now. Sink the
world for once. The tenors have the melody and
announce it with fiery zeal. The parts seem to storm
and roar about us. The sopr.ano," climb to dizzy
heights. The bass break out in tremendous peal on
peal, as their glorious part steps npw.ard in chromatic
thunder. We fling out flashes of high tenor ivgard-
less of anvthing save the Master's hand. It is impos-
sible to tell where we are. Keep on and trust your
lender. The organ roars, and in the splendid din and
rush the orchestra labors on all unheard. Iiv one
tremendous crash v/e reach the end, and march in

solid phalanx through the last chords— united, safe
and in perfect time. The last energetic chords close
with a hearty ring. Mr. Zerrahn's fine face is lighted
up with a gratified smile, and we sit down rewarded.

Joachim's Hungarian Concerto.

[From the London Observer.]

Among the pieces written by great violinists for
their own instrument with a view to public perform.-
ances there is but one which can with any degree of
justice be mentioned together with Herr Joachim's
rnaster-tdece, and this is Spohr's "Gesangs-scene,"
a concerto in the form of a xcena cnntantp. Not that
the tivo works are in any sense similar either in con-
ception or execution, but they are both widelv remov-
ed from the ordinary standard in shape and style,

both essentially pieces of beautiful and original mu-
sic, and onlv in a secondary sense a scaffolding for

the display of virlito^o cleverness. To gratify our in-

dividual tastes we would go further to bear this Hun-
garian concerto adequately played, which probably
means to hear Herr Joachim himself play it, than
anvthing else in the whole range of violin literature,

wiih the S'>le exception of Beethoven's supremely
bi!antiful concerto in D major, and, perhaps, of the
vvondcrfullv bright and polished one by Mendelssohn.
Herr Joachim, in this symphony with violin oblignto—for such it virtually is ra her than a concerto

—

makes use of the singularly characteristic rhythms
and peculiar melodious phrases of Hungarian people's
songs and dances, much as Chopin, in bis polonaises
and mazurkas, uses those of Poland—that is to say,
he has not transplanted them directly info his worl<.,

hut has conceived and executed it entirely in their
spirit. The tunes of Hungary, and more especially
the manner in which the wandering gipsy violinists
—who have been for centuries the national Hungari-
an musicians—play and embellish these tunes, have
been to him the types after which he baa fashioned
the style of his work. The influence of people's tunes
on nearly all modern composers is far greater than is

generally supposed. Beethoven's works, and even
some of his greatest, are not unfrequently imbued
with a spirit of, and now and then contain distinct
quotations from, German, Russian, and Hungarian
folk songs. Thus, for instance, the themes of the last

movement of his wonderful Seventh Symphony in A
is a Hungarian peasants* dance, and it would be easy
to enumerate a score of similar instances.

The Jubilee — A Retrospect.
(From the Daily Advertiser.)

I.

The great musical festival is now a thing of the

past ; the dusty cloud of excitement which envelop-

ed it during its progress has had time to clear away
;

and our local readers have been permitted to draw a

qu'et breath of relief at the prospect of returning to

the even tenor of their ordinary life. We have now
reached the proper moment for taking a tranquil

backward glance over the three weeks of the Jubilee

and for making up the record of its successes and its

failures. It will doubtless be possible at the present

moment to undertake this without provoking the

angry snarls of the few who, from motives of per-

sonal or pecuniary interest or from mere ungoverned

enthusiasm, constituted themselves a kind of "com-

mittee of public safety" on the jubilee, and attempted

to browbeat everj soul who did not join unreservedly

in their indiscriminate shouts and hurrahs. The
success of the aflfair, from a business point of view,

has been definitely settled by this time, and, there-

fore, the voice ol rational criticism will be allowed a

hearing without an imputation of unpatriotic or un-

generous motives.

In what we have to say we shall confine ourselves

exclusively to the aesthetic and artistic aspects of the

festival. With its personal gossip and its scandal

we shall have nothing to do—either at this or at any
other time. It is inevitable that every such great

enterprise should be made, to a certain extent, an

instrument for accomplishing the selfish ends of a

few intriguing men : and in the case of the Boston

Jubilee it is a subject for congratulation that the

motives of nearly all the principal officials were un-

questionably pure and good. With the others, as

we have said, we shall not concern ourselves. But,

looking merely at the musical results of the festival,

we find that a moment's reflection simplifies the

whole subject amazinizly. Our readers will acquit

us of the fiiult ot frequent boasting about the success

of our prophecies in time past; and we think we
may be pardoned the expression of a little "satisfac-

tion that the pi*edictions we made on the 31st of May
have been fulfilled almost to the letter,—in the

opinion of the great ra jority of competent judges.

In the article referred to, we ventured to prophecy
that Mme. Rudersdorff would fail ; that the piano-

forte playing—in spite of the great presumable skill

of Mme. Arabella Goddard and Herr Franz Bendel
—would be ridiculously insignificant ; and that tbe

foreign bands, would probably play finely and height-

en the sentimental and musical interest of the oc-

c.-ision by their presence. Very few will now contra-

dict the soundness of these views. Mme. Ruders-

dorff barelv succeeded in making herself audible in

the remote portions of the Coliseum,—and she was
so completely overmastered by the size of the build-

ing as to be incapable of singing either with taste or

expression ; the performances upon the piano were
simply absurd ; and the eflx>rts of the French, Eng-
lish and German bands were, with those of Mme.
Peschka-Leutner, the most attractive and successful

features of the festival concerts. In the noble Ger-

man soprano we made the acquaintance of a singer

of immense power and compass and purity of voice,

—endowed, moreover, with every grace and gift

which belong to the most consummate vocalism, as

well as with the greatest freedom and breadth of

style. Of the greatness of the artiste's power of ex-

pression— the citicial test by which the rank of every

singer is finally determined—we can, on the other

hand, only say that it appears to be eminent ; hut it

would be absolutely necessary to hear her in a

smaller hall before she could he fairly ranked among
such of her compeers as Nilsson and Parepa-Rosa.

The foreign organizations—with the exception of

the Irish, which was at best but ordi^iary—were not

only sources of great pleasure to the listeners, but

were absolute revelations to the American mind of

the possibilities of military bands. Each by turns,

as each was heard, seemed the best of the three
;

and finally the best judges were forced to expatiate

upon the English as first in sweetness, smoothness

and elasticity of tone ; u 'on the German as surpass-

ing in vigor, power and earnestness ; and upon the

French as leading in delicacy, finish and taste.

Upon all these points there can be but one
opinion. In considering the choral work of the

occasion we tread upon more delicate and difRcult

ground ; and the consideration of this subject, and

of other points which require notice, we shall defer

to a second article.
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The Second Gilmore Jubilee.

I.

The great, usurping, tyrannizing, noisy and pre-

tentious thing is over, and there is a general feeling

of relief, as if a heavy, brooding nightmare had

been lifted from us all. Verily the Gilmore dog-star

has raged, as we anticipated, through a "heated

term" of three long, weary, crowded, confused mid-

summer weeks, during which one saw nothing, heard

nothing, read nothing, ate and drank and breathed

nothing but jubilee, jubilee, and everybody suflfered

from an oppressive sense of ovei'-viuch ness in the very

atmosphere, while all newspaperdom kept up such a

multitadinons ringing chorus in praise of our dear

old Athens, that no one would be surprised to hear

her name pronounced hereafter, Boast-Town. God
forbid! A little modest dignity and self possession,

neighbors, a little less of childish sensitiveness to

New York criticism and whether playful or malicious

satire, a little less ambition for the display of enter-

prise on an unprecedented scale, will win the world's

respect in the long run more surely than a thousand

"jubilees."

AVe wish to do all justice to this strange and

mammoth enterprise ; we would estimate it at its

true worth, if possible, and show in what sense and

in what degree it has or has not been successful
;

for notliing is distinctly said in that cheap, vague,

convenient catchword of the newspapers : the

Jubilee is "a success," Gilmore is "a success," &c.

But at the outset a puzzling difSculty presents itself

in the strangely ambiguous aspect of the whole

thing. If it had only been more uniform or more
consistent in its professions of its own intention!

What did the Jubilee purport to be 1 One thing to-

day, another thing to-morrow ; all things, apparent-

ly, to all men. If you measured it by its high-Art

pretensions, the jubilee advocate would answer : "0,

you must not judge it from an artistic standpoint

;

it is not for artists and for refined tastes, it is for the

People, a people's holiday affair, &c., a magnified,

protracted, glorified Fourth of July enthusiasm."

But turning to the official advertisement, you found

it proclaimed as the greatest musical event in all

history, &c., &c. Or you were very often told :

"You must not take it for a musical festival as such
;

it is a Peace Jubilee, with music for the jubilating

medium." 0, very well ! But i's it a Peace Jubilee ?

Did anybody call for a peace celebration, except the

ambitious "Projector" ? And did he care whether

it were peace or something else, provided he could

only have a jubilee bright and big enough to project

his own shadow, (as he stood "conducting" (!) in its

fore front), far and wide across the world ? We have

not yet met the first person, even among the most
ardent jubilants, who ventured to insist upon it that

Peace really entered a% a motive inio the design
;

and it is very certain that the nation was not mov-
ing, of its own spontaneous impulse, in a pence

jubilee direction; if it had been, it would have

set about the work in quite a different m.inncr,

through very di^rent agents, not selecting the

leader of a common street band for grand high com-
missioner, and not concentrating the whole festivity

upon one .ipot, under one mamm'jih roof, but letting
every town and city celebrate and jubilate at its own
centre in its own way.—Another ambiguity : Was it

Gilmore 's Jubilee 1 or Boston's, or the Nation's, or
the World's ? In the first sentence of ihis article we
called it a murpmr/ thing ; by which we meant, ihnt,
being really a private enterprise, its skilful undertak-
ers had contrived to usurp the name and official coun-
tenance of tha City of Boston for it : municipal offi-

cers lent themselves to the work as if the people had
elected them fo^ that ; the city police force, the com-
mitt<"e». the mil tary to some exieut, were put at the
serv'ce of the Jubilee ; the public treasury bled freely

;

even the boys of the Latin and High schools were

called out under arms to do escort duty in Gilmore's

first triumphal progress through the streets on the ar-

rival of one of his foreign Bands. For all which

will not strict account be held some day or other, and

the question "by what riffht" come up ? Of Presi-

dential and other extra-official endorsements, or cer-

tificates, we will not speak.

For the people, was it ? And yet the people were

to pay fifty dollars for a season ticket, five dollars for

a single concert, when better music, more enjoyably,

can be heard in common music halls, nearly all the

year ronnd, in any of our large cities, certainly in

Boston, for a dollar ! And speaking of the People'

the dear People, we must note another ambiguity: In

one sentence we are told that this great musical peace

festival is a national, a public concern, and in another

the said public receives most pointed warning that

"by special contract with the Executive Committee,

none of the foreign Bands or distinguished Artists

engaged for the Jubilee will perform at any other

place in this country than the Coliseum, Boston I"

It is all done in the public interest, for the public

good, and yet the attractions are boxed up with all

that jealous exclusiveness with which opera managers

guard their song birds. Through every newspaper

for months this worthy Public has been exhorted and

dragooned into the duty of supporting the Jubilee as

a great means of public education ; but not one drop

of that rich education, not one note of the luscious

music lent us from abroad in international exchange

and reciprocity of peaceful and fraternal feeling, must

leak out from that "saered shed" to comfort one not

armed with the open sesame of a five dollar bill ! We
do not charge the inconsistency to any wrong or self-

ish motive ; we willingly allow that it was simply

acting from the dictates of financial prudence, bound

to make both ends meet if possible in an expensive

enterprise involving great risk. We only mention it

to point out one inherent fallacy in the whole scheme.

Had it been really the Nation's festival, it would have

been managed in the Nation's way, in some way free

to all the people,—and of course therefore not all in

one Coliseum or one city. The Greek Olympic

games were free to all. Some day, perhaps, the

American nation, the American people, will organize

a universal, true Peace Jubilee : but monster choruses,

and monster auditoriums will not be necessary to i%

and will have gone the way of all the other antedilu-

vian monster things. Perhaps it w.as just our Gil-

more's mission to set the vain imagination of such

things ntrest, and put theli through their transitory

period once for all.

But we have not yet done with the ambiguities. If

to some the Jubilee project wore the face of Music, to

others that of Peace or Patriotism, it had jtill another

lace for the more numerous and more enterprising

class on whom it most relied for solid guaranty and

vigorous organizing, advertising energy. It flattered

the business pride of onr ambitious city in this period

of remarkable material expansion. It was to be a

great advertisement of Boston, a signal demonstra-

tion to the world of Boston business enterprise and

means, of Boston organization and good order. It

was to crowd hotels and railroad cars, and all our

streets for weeks, so that business might increase, and

the newspapers have a topic whereon to expatiato

wiihout stint, and plain business men of enterprise

might rise into importance in what seemed to bo a

patriotic work of culture, and the name of Boslon bo

no more provincial—hard to find npou the gloho.

Thiti-wasthe point of view in which it was most vig.

ornusly pushed ; this the argument most used i" the

aftpeal for guaranty subscriptions ; nnd to the class

mrist eagerly alive to this incentive, most filled with

ibis sort of ambition and enprii de-r,orps, was the chief

executive control of the whole thing entrusted ; for

it is well known that the chief managers, including

the prime mover himself, were not men much dislin-

guished fur muHical taste or cullure, (though the lat-

ter was a band master and player of the cornet), and
some of the others held a high position among the

dealers in musical merchandize. In short, it was not

from the historical, refined, quiet Boston that this

thing sprang, but rather from the bustling young bus-

iness Boston, the new Boston, in its pride of mercan-

tile expansion, glorying in "annexation" and "im-

provements," levelling old landmarks, banishing

churches and fine dwellings to the Back Bay, and

—

rivalling New York ! In this sense was the Jubilee

crusade preached, and in an almost overriding spirit.

All the newspapers were in for it with one voice,

writing it up in endless columns without stint, mag-

nifying every insignificant or even ridiculous detail of

the plan, and suffering not one hint of doubt or criti-

cism to find expression publich/, although in almost

every cultivated circle the pioject was discussed with

little sympathy. In short, the Press being the great

medium of advertising, and advertising being the

main lever and machine of modern trade, the Press

instinctively put all its shoulders to the wheel, and

virtually became as much a part of the Peace Jubi-

lee as Gilmore and his Band. The man has always

had a knack of managing the Press ; he is a rara vir-

tuoso on the paper trumpet, whatever he may be

with the brass. Now against a Press so pledged and

thoroughly united, and against such appeals to the

business esprit de corps, resistance, even refusal to

subscribe, requires more heroism than most men pos-

sess ; and hence we characterized the scheme, at the

beginning of these remarks, as "tyrannizing."

Enough of the ambiguous aspects of the "World s

Peace Jubilee." Whatever else it was, it was a

thing of moat magnificent pretensions. Recall the

first oflScial trumpet blast ; read that "Prospectus"

which the Projector circulated through the length

and breadth of all the land, likewise in Europe, to

impress the general imagination and to "fire the

people's heart." What startling promises ! A chorus

of 20,000 voices, an orchestra of 2,000 instruments,

military bands from "every nation," delegations even

"from classic Greece and the Holy Land, from Tur-

key, China, and Japan," &c., &c., unprecedented

glory for 'God save the Queen,' a Coliseum that

'wdl seat a Hundred Thousand People!" And then,

when it came to shaping programmes, "the greatest

series of concerts ever given in the world," the

"greatest chorus ever organized, in Oratorio selections

fi/'cn/ (/m/ ;" the "orchestra of 1000 skilled musicians

in classical and popular Overtures, Symphonies, &c.,

each day ;" the "Bouquet of Artists ;" "Anvil cho-

rus" with 100 anvils, cannons, all the city bells, each

(/Ty ,• marvellous pianists on a colossal, marvellous

pianoforte, the "greatest living Soprano," other great

Sopranos, "the great Strauss" (who sets the waltzes

whirling), the "great composer Abt" (hero of|German

sentimental part-song clubs),—all this array of talent

to "interpret the noblest compositions ever written"

to the largest crowd that ever listened ! Of course it

excited a vast deal of innocent enthusiasm, and of

strange, half feverish expectation. Among the cho-

rus singers in hundreds of towns, remembering the

pleasure of the Jubilee of '69, the challenge was ac-

cepted in good earnest. They would learn something

from it and go homo with their minds enriched, their

souls enlarged by it. The busy weeks of rehearsal,

much of the time on good music, would bo all clear

gain, even should the performance on the Coliseum

platform prove a failure. But to many thoughtful

persons, who still kept their heads, although they read

their Aduerliser and their Transcript every A-xy, the

whole thing looked too much as if a knot of smallest

poetasters and dime novel writers were to invite the

master intcllcclB and poets of the world to join them,

in a temnlo of their planning, in a great Unitary Fes-

tival of Poctrv and World's Literary Congress ; or

as if George Francis Train and Count Johannes were

to summon all the statesmen of llic earth to sit with

Ihem In council to revise the whole code of interna-

tional law ; or as if some aspiring scene painter, some
P. ,S. G. of the pictorial craft, should get ten thous-

and of Ids brother brushes lo engage with him in

painlinc a canvas as htrce as Boston Common and

the Public Garden, and summon mankind to a picto-
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rial Jubilee, an exhibition of the greatest worli of Art

that ever was attempted in the world.

Music to many is so etherial, subtle and mysterious

a thing, so much of the miraculous is mingled

in their imngination of its magic potency, that they

fail to see the intrinsic absurdity of a monster scheme

in music, when any suggestion of the like in any

other art or sphere would strike thera as ridiculous

at once. Many who thought the chorus and the

building of the former jubilee too large for proper

musical effect, but who nevertheless were agreeably

astonished that so raucliof the music went so well,

had f;ndly trusted that the true lesson had been

learned from that experience, and that nothing

would again be undertaken on so large a scale; how
much better to let well enough alone ! but here was

the audacious proposition (heedless of the old warn-

ing about "vaulting ambition that o'erleaps itself")

of an affair twice as big, backed by a determined

and well organized conspiracy to put it through at

any risk.

Of course there was only one way in which it

could be put through. Practical men, we give them
that credit, were at the head of if, and soon saw the

necessity of reducing the whole programme within

practicable limits. Taking the old Coliseum for a

standard, they began to build one just a little larger
;

it is said that the whole difference was fifty feet in

length and fifty feet in width. As the idea took

outward form and substance, an enormous shrinkage

silently went on. The huge figures were still used

for advertisement, sent off as echoes into California

and Illinois and Germany and England, to re-echo

here at home, and multiply the myriad tongues of

rumor, while a more moderate scale (nevertheless too

large in our view) controlled the realization. The
auditorium, instead of 100,000, had 21,000 seats

!

Supposing that 9,000 persons could have stood in

aisles and corridors, there may have been 30,000

people in the audience on the most cro-nded day,

whether it were the President's day or that of Gil-

more's benefit. The chorus at the utmost numbered

18,000, shrinking to half that after the first week,

and really finding its vocation almost gone (except

for Psalmody and hacknied repetition of "Star-

Spangled Banner" and the like), so popular had the

music of the three admirable foreign Bands become

in comparison wiih the imperfectly produced or im-

perfectly heard effects of the grand chorus in com-

positions of a more artistic and elaborate structure.

The Grand Orchestra (one of the better features

this time, and far better than the last) could hardly

have exceeded 800 instruments the first week, and
was very much reduced during the last half of the

time, while the count'ess Brass Bands that were to

have made it up to two thousand, were nowhere

visible, nor were they missed ; having the fine foreign

bands, the instrumental legion was more serviceable

without them. The Bands "from every nation"

were just three, capital ones all, from England,

France and Prussia. Of soloists, distinguished

representative composers, &c., when we come to

speak in detail of the execution of the music. The
Monster Drum, on which much ink and gush were
wasted, did duty in procession through the streets as
drummer-in, but after the first trial it was soon
drummed out and huns up as a trophy as far off
from the stage as possible. Great also was the shrink-
age in the proportion of "noblest compositions ever
written" in the programmes as performed. The
"Classical Overtures," except by Bands, which at
the best are substitutes for arid imitations of an
Orchestra, could be counted on five fingers, while
under the head of "Symphonies." or parts of sym-
phonies, there figured not one solitary representative.—The reason of this was very obvious ; the classical
nnmbers, at first set forth with so much parade in the
general prospectus programmes, were mainly for the
purpose or conciliating the classical element in the
community and giving the whole thing a respectable
appearance at home and abroad

; but really such
music was so little in accordance with the ruling
spirit of the Jubilee, that whatever was classical,

even the carefully prepared and admirably performed

Oratorio of "Israel in Egypt," necessarily appeared
to disadvantage, so that after a few trials tlie very

genius of the place, of the occasion, all things in

fact, conspired to crowd it out. This "greatest

musical festival of all the ages," in short, was one
which in its very nature could offer only a left-hand-

ed hospitality to the best kinds of music, though in

its own way it furnished so much that was enjoyable,

instructive and at times inspiring.

We have occupied far more space than we intend-

ed in this preliminary examination of the project in

itself, of its professions, and ot the way in wtiich it

was worked up. We have surveyed the Jubilee

from the outside. We have now to go inside, and
report somewhat of the interesting scenes and ex-
periences to be found there, see what it realized in

music, and try to estimate its musical, social and
eilucational results. This will require another
article.

Madame Rddeksdokff has been making ar-

rangemente to return to this country in the autumn

with a choice concert troupe. Among them will be

Fraulein Therese Liebe. a youngjviolinist, who
has made the impression of an artist of rare promise

in Paris and in London, and Miss Alice Pairman,
a yonng English Contralto of fine voice and style.

Other attractions will soon be made known. Mnrje.

Rudersdorflf is so complete an artist and musician,
and commands so rich a repertoire of the bpst music,
much of which has hardlv at all been beard here, that

her concerts must be of the greatest interest to the

real music lovers. She will doubtless bestow a good
ihare of her time on Boston.

Mr. Otto Dresel, after an absence of nearly
four years abroad, arrived home with his family in

the beginning of the week. No musical character in

Boston could have been more seriously missed during
these four years.

Mr. Mtron W. Whitney, our grand Basso, also

has arrived.

A correspondent of the Springfield Uepuhhean has

been "interviewing" the heroic leader of the Prussian

Band, and writes :

I was much interested in the history given hs yes-

terday from Herr Saro,—every inch a soldier and the
"best band-master in Europe,"—concerning his nu-
merous orders. The first is the iron cross, on a
white and black ribbon, and given onlv for bravery
in the field. This he wears for the whole band, which
distinguished itself. This reward for bravery was
originated by William the Third, in 1813. and after

the French war was restored. The second medal is

the military mark of honor for 2.5 years' service in

the army. The third was bestowed in the late war
with France, 1 870-1. Every one of the band wears
this medal. The fourth is in remembrance of the
campaign against Austria in 1856 ; several of the
band wear it. Fifth is the Hohenzollern medal, given
in the campaign against Denmark, 1848. The sixth

is the Austrian bravery medal, bestowed in 1863 at

the reunion celebrating the fiftieth birthdav of the

Kaiser Franz Hegiment; the Emperor of Austria
personally bestowing it. The seventh is the French
military medal, ranking second to the lesion of honor,
wbii-h holds the highest place of merit : Napoleon
Third gave it in person in 1867 as first prize for the

best music at the national exhibition. Herr Saro
wears also a gold buckle, given him for 20 years' ac-

tive service ; only one other in his hand wears it.

Herr Saro is verv enthusiastic over the jubilee, say-

ing that it would be impossible to get it up anvwhere
else and that its grandeur and immensity are like eve-

rythinsrelsein America. He observes that we have no
social lifein America, that the department of music is

can-ied on lihe abusiness. and not as an art. This was his

first impression about the jubilee—it was a business

undertaking almost whollij, and this idea /).ns not been

dispelled. He refers cratefullv to the kindness and
generosity bestowed on all sides, saying "Das Land
und Volk gefiel mir wohl,"—the land and the people
please me much. He bears the title of "Royal Musi-
cal Director."

DuESSELDORP. Of the 49th Lower-Rhine Festi-

val the Neue Zeitschrift says :

The newly ornamented hall was furnished with

600 seats in the gallery and 1309 in the parquet. The
broad, horizontal podium, or stage, had the usual im-

posing appearance : two Directors, five soloists, about

673 singers, and 132 instrumentalists, under the con-

ductorship of Anton Rubinstein and Jidius Tau^ch.

The quartet of solo vocalists consisted of Mme. Pa-

repa-Rosa, an imposing appearance, whose name had

been used as a sort of signboard of the whole Festi-

val, and of Herren Franz Diener, Gura and Robicek.

The organ was in the hands of Herr Knappe of So-

lingen ; the harpist was Herr Hankel of De'sau
;

Jean Becker and Bargheer led the 47 violins. There
was no very distinguished list of soloists, but the or-

chestra as a whole was equal to its high task. Right-
ly recognizing that the centre of gravity as to artistic

means in the Rhenish musical festivals lies in the

chorus, they had put upon the programme of the

three days six great choral works : Bach's Cantata :

"Ich hatte viel Bekiimmerniss" (in Robert Franz's
arrangement), Handel's Ode to St. Cecilia, "Miriam's
Song of Victory," by Schubert (finely insH'umented
by Fr. Lachner), Rubinstein's "The Tower of Ba-
bel," the finale from Mendelssohn's "Lorely," and
again the final "Amen" chorus from the Bach Can-
tata.

The first concert offered the two first named vocal

pieces. The chorus in the beginning was a little in-

dolent and lifeless in the giving out of its tones, which
made a much more unpleasant effect with a mass of

6 or 700 singers than with a smaller choir. But soon
the lifelessness disayjpeared and gave place to an en-

thusiasm which, particularly in the closing chorus of

the Bach Cantata: "Worthy is the Lamb." &c., and
in Handel's Ode, produced beautiful results. As a

chorus director Rubinstein did not show himself to

be quite in his own place, but his conducting of the

F-major Symphony of Beethoven was truly inspiring.

Indeed such an interpretation of the Beethoven genius

may seek far for its equal, and only a congenial na-

ture can so bring us nearer to the great tone poet.

Abont the soloists we did not find ourselves so en-

thusiastic as we had expected. Mme. Parepa-Rosa,

to be sure, announced with so much pomp, is alto-

gether a good singer and, what most delighted us in

her universal activity in art, also endowed with gen-

uine musical conception. Yet she did not succeed in

warming us.

Ca.ssel. This whilome electoral capital will short-

ly be full of life and bustle. The General Musical
Association of Germany will hold its annual gather-

ing here from the 26th June to the 1st July. There
will be four grand concerts of instrumental, vocal,

and chamber music, and one grand concert of sacred

music. Thanks to the liberality of the Emperor, not
only is the Theatre Royal, together with every one
connected with it, placed at the disposal of the Asso-
ciation, but a laree sum of money has been presented

to the latter. The local artists, moreover, will be re-

inforced by considerable contingents from the Court-
orchestras of Sonderhansen, Weimar, Meinnigen,
Brunswick, and other celebrated musical bodies. 'The

chorus will consist of the varic/us local associations,

strengthened by the Minden Choral Union, with con-

tingents from Erfurt and Weimar. At the sacred

concert one of the three renowned Thuringian church-

choirs, namely, that under the direction of Professor

Mijiler-Hartung, will lend its valuable aid. Among
the soloists will probably be, for the violin, Herr
Wilhelmj, from Cassel ; Herr Jacobson, from Bre-
men ; Herr Wipnlinger of this place, and others

;

for the piano Mdlle. Sophie Menter form Munich;
and Mdme. Urspruch, from Frankfort ; for the viol-

oncello, Herr Krnmbhniz, from Stuttgardt ; Herr
Lorleberg, from Cassel ; and Herr Griitzmacher,
from Meinnigen ; for the organ, Herr Rundnagel,
Court-Organist of this place ; and Herr Voigtmann,
of Sangerhausen. Among the female vocalists will

be Mdlle. Marie Lehmann, of Hamburgh, who lately

produced so great a sensation at the Bavreuth Festi-

val ; Mdme. Merian, of Weimar; Mdme. Miiller-

Berghaus ; and Mdme. Hempe! Chrisiinus. In ad-

dition to the composers who will conduct their own
works, the following gentlemen will wield the baton ;

the three Capeltmeisters, Reiss, Lassen, and Erd-
mannsdorfe ; Professor Miiller-Hartung ; and Herr
Hempel, Musikdirector. Among the older composi-
tions included in the programme will be "Die sieben

Worte des Erlo^ers," Heinrich Schii'z; "Ach, wie
fliichtig," Sebastian Bach; and a Violin Concerto,

Spohr. The more modern school will be represented

by Liszt's Heilige Elisabeth, and A major Concerto
;

Volkmann's overture to Richard III ; a Violin Con-
certo, and "Wald-Symphonie," by Raff; the Quintet
in F minor, by Herr Brahms ; the "Nibelungen-
musik," by Herr Lassen; "Prinzessin Use," Herr
Erdmannsdorfer ; "Das Geisterschiff." Herr Michal-

owich ; "Sigurd Slembe," Herr Svensden ; "Huld-
ingungsmarcb," Herr R. Wagner, etc., etc., besides

a large selection of songs by living composers. A
committee has been formed,with the Chief Burgomas-
ter as chairman, for the purpose of providing all the

members of the As.sociation with board and lodgings

free of cost, and also of making the other necessary

arrangements for properly entertaining the visitors.
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Milan. Tavnhduser and Lohengrin are to he

brouehtout next spring; at the Scala. Herr R. Wag-
ner has been requested to superintend the prndnction,

and, also, to select the company to sintx them. He
acceded to both requests, and entered into nei^otia-

tions with several artists. He has already entratied

Mdlle. Marie Lehmann, who sans: at the Bayreuth
Festival. In a letter to this yonntr lady, he announc-
ed his intention of engatrins a company of his own,
and, nfier thorout;hly drillins: them himself, of coing
about with tliem and showing the world how his

operas ought really to be sun^;.

JuLTus Roentgen. Professor Oakeley, in his

interesting notice of the Dn'^.=eldorf Festival in the

Gunrdinn, saj's :— It may be within the recollection

of musical readers tjiat in a notice of the last meeting
here, three years ago. allusion was made to a youth
of fourteen of extraordinary promise, who had come
from Leipzig with his father, Herr Bontgen, leader,

with Japha, of the first violins lU that festival. The
talented son, Julius Engelhert Kontgen, again here

on a visit, gave, as in 1869, a matinee musiMle, on the

Wednesday of the festival week, which, though pri-

vate, was attended by some I'OO persons, citiefly mu-
sicians, glad of an opportuniry ofjudging of the pow-
ers of this rising genius, Tliere seems every rea-^on

for hopinir that the promise evinned in childhood will

be carried out, and that, as Joachim and other illu'?-

trious musicians have foretold, this engaging and
gifted youth may become one of Germany's great

sons of Art. At his matinee young Ronrgen—who
has already composed two overtures and a symphony
—introduced the following of his chamber music:—

Prelude and Fugue in C minor, on the iheme "B.
A. C. H.';

Sonata in 15 fl:it, for pianoforte and violoncello.

Sonata in B minor, for pianoforte and violin.

In the first son.ita the rompn,'»er was ably assisted

by Herr G. Bartel, of Sondershausen* now resident

at Dusseldorf, wlio played the difficult violoncello

part, almost at si^ht, like a thorou<jh artist. The vi-

olinist was Herr von Beckerath, whose services were
also valuable. The occasion was one of surpassinp^

interest, and shotild Julius Tiiinteen become, as is not
improbable, a ffreat master, this matinee, as well as

that of 1869, will he treasured in memory by those

present at them. The look of inspiration—of heaven-
born penius in the bright yonn<; face, and his appa-
rent unconsciousness of the presence of a larpe audi-

ence of musicians, as the younc^ composer, wholly
wrapped up in bis divine art. sat at the pianoforte,

with the two conductors of the festival, Riihinstein

and Tansch, on either side of him, conid hardly be

fortjotten by any one amongst the listeners who hows
down before mu-?ical talent as one of the highest,

most rare and precious, most mysterious of the good
and perfect gifts from above.

GewAXDHAns Concerts at Leipzig. The

programme of the twenty concerts and the two

benefits of the past season are thus summed up in the

Signale :
—

S'/mphoniea. Beethoven, \o 2, .3, 4, 5, 8. 9
;

Moz>irt, in E flat and G minor ; Schumann. Nos .3

and 4 , Gade, Nos. 4 and 8 (new) ; Mcridclssohn,
Scotch ; Haydn, in E fl:it ; Ahert, One ; Jndiissohn,

No. 1 . Schubert. Unfinished Symphony in B minor.
Andante from the Trngic Symphony.

Overtures. Mendelssohn : "Midsummer Night's
Dream," "Ruy Bias," "Melusina" ; Beethoven :

roriolnn,. Leonnre Nos. 2 and 3; Cherubini :

Anacreon, Les Abencerrages ; Weber: .TiibileeOrer-

tore, Frcyschntz ; .Mozart : "Zauberflote, ""Figaro,"
A'ehui, Joseph ; Rielz, in A minor : Anber, Mnsa-
niello ; Ueinecke, King Manfred ; Volkmann, Rich-
ard III. ; Bnrgiel, .Medea ; Gadc, Ossian ; Dietrich,

Die Normanenfahrt.

Othrr OrrheMrnl PUrps. Joachim, 2 Marches

;

J. S Bach, .Suite in D ; Franz Liichner, Suite No.
6 ; Gnldmark, Scherzo ; Rubinstein, Don Quixote.

Viofin Conrerinn^ ^t. Spohr, Nos. 7 and 9
;

Mozart, ; Mendulssolin, ; David, No. ^
;

Schtibtrt, Rondo brilliant, Op. 70, arranged by
David.

Piano Coxcfrins, <5r. Beethoven. No. .3 (in C
minor). No 4 (G),and Choral Fantn>ia ; Schumann.
in A minor, Concerlsluck in C ; Rcineckc, ;

Gri^g, ; Li'ollf, Concerto Symphonitpic, No.
.3; Chopin, in F minor; Mendelssohn, Koiido bril-

liant in E fl;.t.

Concorloit for Viohnr^llo. Haydn, ; Goltcr-

mann, No. 3 ; Lindner, .

C'oric^toit for sfvrral it.gtrumfijits. Mozart, for

two pinnoforleii ; Handel, for obligate violins, obli-

galo violonc<:llo and string orchestra.

Sniallei- Solo pieces with and without accompani-
ment.

(1 ) For Pianoforte.

Schumann, Andante in F (transcription). In der
Nacht (from Fantasiestucken On. 12), No. 4 of

Nachtstucken, Op. 22, Scherzino from tlie Fasching-
schwank ; Chopin, Notturno iu D flat (twice)

;

Scherzo, in B minor : Ballade, in G minor ; Les-
chetilzki, L'Aveu (Romanza), Mazurka ; if. S.

Bach, Prelude and Fugue in A minor (translated by
Liszt), Prelude and Fuffue in E flat minor (from

the Well-tempered Clavichord) ; Mozart, Fantasia

and Fugue in C minor ; Tausig, Hunirarian
Gypsey dances ; Gluck, Gavotte (transcribed by
Brahms) ; Schubert, Impromptu in F minor (Op.
142). <,

(2) For Violin.

Rietz, Arioso ; Leclair, Sarabande and Tam-
bourin ; Vitali, Chaconne, (with piano accompani-
ment by David) ; Auer, Reverie ; Paganini, Cap-
rice.

(3) For Violoncello.

Lubeck, Serenade ; Vieuxtemps, Reverie ; Piatti,

Tarantella.

(4) For Harp.
Parish- Alvars, Fantasia on Italian motives

;

Aptommas, Fantasia on Welsh melodies.

Cliornftfs and Enspmhle ]iier<s. Fr. Lachner, Re-
riijiem (twice) ; Schumann : Manfred, Fau^t music
(3rd part) ; Gadc, Comala ; Ilnridel. L'AlleL'ro. il

Pensieroso ed il Mnderato ; Mendelssohn, Loreley
;

Mozart. Ave Verum, Sextet from Don ,Tnnn ; Die-
trich, Morning Hymn ; Max Bruch, Frithjof at his

father's tomb.

Arias unlh Orrheslra. Mozart. One from Figaro,
Scena and Rondo with piano ohiigafo. One from
Tifns, Concert Aria (Alcandro, lo confesso) ; Beet-
hoven, fi'orn Fidelio and Ah pcrfido ; Spohr, two
from Fiiust : Rossini, from Semirimide and II

Barhiere ; Wcher, from Euryanthe ; Holstein. from
the Haideschacht ; Mehul, from Joseph ; Rossi,

from Mifrane ; Marschncr, from Hans Heiling
;

Bnielilieu. from ,Tohn of Paris ; Bach, from the

Whitsuntide Cantata.

Sonrjs xoith Piano. Schubert, ten ; Schumann,
five ; Mendelssohn, three ; Mozirt, two ; Weber,
one ; Wagner, one ; Lassen, one ; Brahms, one

;

Reinecke, one : J. S. Bach, one ; Locwe, one
;

Robert Franz, one.

Of the works above named, fourteen were heard
in -Leipzig for the first time.

The Operas given in the Leipzig: Stadttheater

during the month of March were : — Warner's
Mcisteisincer and Fliegender Hollander

;
Fidelio :

Frevschutz ; Boieldien's Dame Blanche ; Auber's
Le Macon, and Fra Diavolo ; William Tell ; and
Fr. Lachner's Catharina Co naro, composed thirty

years ago.

Dkr Freischutz was recentlv revived at Covent

Garden with Mme. Lucca and M. Faure in the

principal parts. The London Times says of the

performance :

—

The revival of "Der Freiichu^z" was interesting

for two reasons. First, M Fanre. who was never
heard in the part before, plavcd Caspar. We may
say at once that a more intelligent and dramaticallv

forcible portrayal of the character has not h"cn wit-

nessed since M, Formes was in his prime. But M.
Faure does everything well. He is an artist pur
sang, and studies enn awore whatever part may he

awarded to him. Thus his Caspar was understood
and applaud' d by the audience—a musical audience,

as mav he imagined, the opera being "Der Freis-

chiitz." He was encored wirh one voice by the

wliole audience, in the famous drinking soug:. The
Af/afa of Mme. Pauline Lucca was wliat every
amateur expected it would he— the genuine Agata of

Kind and Weher, the Atrata of the story and the

Agnta of the music. From bet'lnniui; to end it was
the right thing Mme. Lucca gives us a living

character of fle^h and blood, not. as is too often the

case, an Af/ata who has to sinsf a grand srena, an
air, a duct and a trio, more or less well, and in the

intervals to walk the stacc, as if indiffi'rent to all

that pas«cs No creater or more legitimate success

could have been achieved ; and so much did Mme.
Lucca impress the audience in the magnificent solilo-

fjuy of the second act, when Aqafit awaits the

return of Poiloljih, that the allniro— delivered with

amazing vigor and dramatic effect—was encored and
repented—an evei.t of almost unprecedentefl occur-

rence. ICrpudlv ndmiratilc, in anotticr sense, was rhe

beautiful romance, with viohmeello ohtiffito, which
Af/ritrt flings alone, at the commencement of Act III.,

and wliich Mme. Lucca trave with finish and depth
of exprcision that reminded us of Jenny Lind in her

best time.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PublSHhed br Oliver DatMon Si, Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaaiment.

A Moonlight Sonnet. 4. G to e. Abt. 35

. Ship-like, full-breasted, tr^i^pls the moon,
Swift rtS a gondola in a laeoon.
Thrn' the clnnd-hiehlandu in silvery glow.
Thro' the white islands in turreted snow.

This fine poem if set, hy ^ht. to most appropriate
mii:^ic!, Mnd wiU repay cnreful study. The words are
by Dr. Maekay.

A Rose in Heaven. 4. F to f. Alt. 35

A well beloved hand
Had gently reared that charming flower of floW/TS.

Some ruthless hand h-*d torn it from its stem,
And like a d^jad Queen it lay upon the ffra->5s.

The beautiful, hut common theme nf the Rose here
finrl?) in word'^ !ind mu'^ic a ne^w rendfring, and the
pnna: crtnnot but he very sweet and effective, if sung
with any skill or feeling.

Stro'linEj on the Sands. 2. G to c. Wellmjn. 30

Comic A pretty chorus.

Thirty Years Airo. 2. F to d. Barker. 30
The ^'tU took nuisic Ippsohs

Upon the spinning: wh«el,
And practised, bite and e^rly
On spindle, swift and reel.

An amuein^ account of the ways of the peonle who
lived {considt-rably more than) thirty years ago.

When the World is hushed in Sleep. Serennde.

3. G to f. Pratt 30

O, when the world i=; huehed in '•leep,

And dew-dropa ^prn fhe drooping flowers,

Love's vi^il tht^n 1 fondly ke^p,
While glide away the moonlit houra.

Snng (with irreat applause of course) by William
M;if"iioniiId, and the words are by George ('ooper. A
very good soug for a robu.=!t and swest voice.

Sweet Thoughts of Thee. 3. G minor to e.

Adaiited hy Hosabel. 30

Sweet thoueht.s of thee, like wayside flowers
Spring up and cheer the passing hours.

The pretty Italian inelndv is minor, hut not dismal,
and the geueral *- ffect is delicate and sweet.

Instrumental.

Oak Blnff:^ Galop. 3. VJ) Elta Godfrey 40

The Title Page contains a 'plea=anfc picture for hot
weather: — of the S«a Vit-w House, Oik Binffs,

Martha's Vineyard. The tumbling wives in the fore-

ground are very i^uffge.'itive of a cool bath therein;
from which locility we misht listen comfortnhly to

this Very inspiring GhIop, plaved, as it often will be,

in the parlors of the great hotel.

Bird as a Propliet ( Vogel als Prophetc). 4.

E^). Schumann. 50

Bird Pones are frequentlv introduced in pieces for

a briiiht elT'-ct, but in this, a ehr.ir of warblers seem
to have contributed their favorite airs, which are

woven together into rich harmony bv tiie haTid of fhe

m;ister The portrait of Huhi-istptn ''may certify"

that this is a good encore piece for concert playing.

Heart's Desire Mazurka. 3. F. Zdhon>/i. 30

More like a real Mazurka than any published
lately , and is one that will highly pleaso per&ons of
delicate taste.

Mazourka Caprice. 5. 'Rh. Pratt. 40
A doubled and twisted mazurka, containing ''tours

de force' tind ''tours de execuion." A dashing ex-

hibition piece, with passages full of expresBion.

Hungarian (or Sedlcanska) Polka. 3. A.
Petrak. 30

Very light and takhig affair, throughout.

Bookie.

Tub Standard. A Oolleetio.n of Church Mnsie,

hy L. (). Fnncrson, of Boston, and H. B.

Prtlmcr,.of Chicago. Price, $1..'30; S13 50 per

dozen.

This bonk which has been so jrenorHlly "announced"' in

multitudes of p'ipers, is reaiJy for delivery. Many thousands
are nlre:tdy ordere'l, and (t would seem that a work so

"powerfully" edited and fnllv ndvertised, cflnnot, fnil to hnvo
the tfirgpst klnrl of a circnintion. f^o crowd in with the rent,

and fend your ordwH early !

ArtORKViATiONH.—Degrees of illfficulty are markei from 1 to

7. Tlift kpi/ is nriarkeil with a ciipttat letter, as 0, B flat, &o,
A small Koman letter marks the hiirhest note. If on the staff,

an itfi/ic letter tlio highest note, if above the statT.
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Who are the Authors ?

ONE IS

Mr. L. O. EMERSON,
a gentleman who hardly needs an introduction. That was

very thoroughly done for him by his first School Song-Book,

thd

GOLDEN WREATH,

of which a quarter of a million copies went into the hands of

young singers ; and for the older ones, his Sacred Music

Books,

THE HARP OF JUDAH,
JUBILATE, and

CHORAL TRIBUTE,

have won the composer an enduring reputation, as one who

has the nice tact to discern exactly what the musical public

need, and, what is more, the talent to supply that need. This

union of tact and talent is unusual, many excellent com-

posers being utterly unable to understand precisely what is

wanted.

Mr. Emeraon*s Sacred Music has a character of propriety

.

The melodies and arrangements are not trivial or common-

place. They are quit« classical in form and method. They

are not ultra classical enough to be uninteresting.

This Sacred Music also is quite devotional in character.

This quality is appreciated by clergymen and others who

have examined it. The other author of The Stajtdaed is

Mr. H. R. PALMER,
OF CHICAGO,

whose Tarioufl musical works have reached an aggregate sale

of over MAJ.F J. MILLION COPIES,
The following very positive commendations from leading

papers will be suiBcient for introduction, which in this, as in

the other case, seems to be quite superfluous, as both gentle-

men are well known as composers and leaders to many thou-

sands of musical people.

New York Independent.
"One of the best of teachers and writers of Sacred Music

In the country is H. K. Palmeb."

A SBLECnor OP THE HOST PAVOEITi!

Reduced Pricef 6 cts single ; GO ets. per doz.

The Interior, Chicag-o.

"Mr. Palmeb had a genius for his work."

Chicago Post.
" Few men of his age, in any proft,-SHion, have ever achieved

A more positive success than 11. K. Palmek."

Chicago Tribune.

"Prof. Palvkr Is a man of largo musical experience and

Ceneroas coltore."

St. Paul Press.
" Prof. Paluer seems to exchange the baton of the musical

director for the wand of the magician, whose jwtcnt art could

raise or lay the spirit of the will. Ills r>ower over the voices

of his Urge chorus was wonderful to see."

Chicago Times.
" Mr. Paxscee Is not only one of the most popular compos-

era of Church Music of the day, but he has had a vast expe-

rience in organizing and conducting musical conventions and
Jionnal Schoolj."

MESSIAH.
And the glory of the Lord.
And He shall purify.
All we, like sheep.
For unto us a. child ifl bom.
Gl.>ry to God.
His yoke is easy.
Oh, Thou that tellest. (Song and Chorus.)
Hallelujah.
Lift up your heads.
The Lord gave the word.
Their somid is gone out.
"Worthy is the Lamb.

JUDAS MACCABEUS.
Mourn, ye afflicted children.

Father, whose Almighty power.
We come in bright array.
Disdainful of danger.
Fallen is the foe.

Hear me, O Lord.
Tune your harps.
Hail, Judaaa's happy land.
We hear.
We never will bow down.
Hallelujah, Amen,

ELIJAH.
Thanks be to God.
He watching over Israel.
Angel trio. — Lift thine eyes.
Yet doth the Lord see it not.
Blessed are the men, &c.
Baal, we cry to thee. No. 11.

He that shall endure to the end.
Behold, God the I/>rd passed by,

SAMSON.
Awake the trumpet's lofty sound.
Oh, first created beam.
Then, round about the starry throne.
Fixed in His everlasting seat.
To fame immortal go.
Great Dagon has subdued our foe.

Let their celestial concerts, &c,

ST. PAUIi.
Stone him to death.
Happy and blest are they.
How lovely are the messengers.
Sleepers, wake.

\

To God on high. (

Oh, great is the depth.
Oh, be gracious.

MOUNT OF OLIVES.
Hallelujah Chorus.

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.
He gave them hailstones for rain.
But, as for his people.
But the waters overwhelmed, &c.
Thy right hand, O Lord.
Sing ye to the Lord, (The Horse and his Rider.)"!

CREATION.
Awake the harp.
Achieved is the glorious work.
The marvellous work. (Song and Chorus.)
The heavens are teUing.
The Lord is great,

SEASONS.
Come, gentle spring.

WOMAN OF SAMARIA.
Therefore with joy, &c.
Come, O Israel.

And blessed, blessed be the Lord.

ELI.
Let the people praise Thee.
No evil shall befall Thee. >

Angels* Chorus. (Female volcfis.))

NAAMAN.
The curse of the Lord.
When famine over Israel,

Witii sheathed swords.
God, who cannot be unjust.

JOSHUA.
See, the conquering hero comes.
The great Jeuovah.

HYMN OF PRAISE.
Let all men praise the Lord.
1 waited for the Lord. (Duet and Chorus.)
All ye that cried unto the Lord.

PASSION MUSIC. (According to St. Matthew.)
Three Chorals. (Nor. 3, 53, 03.)

Around tliy tomb hero sit wo weeping,

MOZART'S TWELFTH MASS,
Gloria.

MOSES IN EGYPT.
Nigbt's slia/le no longer.
I'rayer (O Thou, whose power).

STABAT MATER.
InflammatuH. (Song and (}horus.)

AS THE HART PANTS.
As the hart j»;intH.

MISCELLANEOUS (Three Chorals on One Sheet),

JtiiHsian National Hymn.
Luther's Judgment-IIvmn.
A strong castle Is our Lord.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
277 Wanhington Street .... Boston.

Jubilee Collection
OF

STANDARD

GLEES AND CHORUSES.

[Note. — The words and music of many ©f the pieces in

this set are by American authors, and, Imving been copy-
righted, cannot be used without permission of the publishers.]

CTS.

Alpine Echo Emerson. 6

As It fell upon a Day Sfominglon. 8

Autumn Song Mendelssohn. 8

Awake, .ffiolean Lyre Danby. S

Conae, let us be Merry and Gay Young. 8

Come, Fairest Nymph Momington. 6

Curfew^ Auderton. 6

Crabbed Age and Youth Stevens. 6

Daughter of Error Bishop. 6

Ever be Happy " Enchantress." 8

Far Away the Camp Fire. ., " Ouiramento." 6

Fairest Daughter of the Year Danby. 6

Farewell to the Forest Mendelssohn. 6

Freedom, God, and Right Bamby. 6

Foresters Bishop. 6

Great Apollo, strike the Lyre }Febbe. 6

Gallant and Gayly Horsley. 6

Gypsy Life Schumann. 12

Good Night, Beloved Pinsuti. 6

Hall I SmUtng Morn Spofforth. 6

Hail 1 Merry, Merry Christmas Young. C

Happy and Light " Bohemian Girl." 6

Hark I Apollo strikes the Lyre Bishop. 8

Hark I each Spartan Hound Bishop. 6

Hark I the Lark Cooke. 6

Here, In Cool Grot Momington. 6

Highlands "La Dame Blanche." 6

In the Forest Mendelssohn. «

May Song Mendelssohn. 8

Mighty Jehovah " / Martiri." 8

Mountain Land Emerson. 8

Mom unbars the Gates Hosmer. 6

Moore's Celebrated Songs, for four voices.

The Last Hose of Summer, 'i

Believe me, \f all those Endearing Young Charms, > 8

The Harp that once thro' Tara's Halls, )

Morning Prayer. )

.,., „ „ > Mendelssohn.New Year's Song. )

Now the Roll of the Drum "Filledu Regt." 8

Old May Morning Novella.

Once upon My Cheek Callcott.

One Gentle Heart . . .-. " Matilda." 6

On this Day of Joy " Sicilian Vespers." 8

Pilgrim Chorus " Lombardi." 10

Presage of Spring Primrose Mendelssohn. 6

Raid, (The) Bishop. 6

Rest, Spirit, Rest Booke. 6

Shady Groves for Love Van Brec. 7

Song of the Lark Mendelssohn.

Star of Descending Night Emerson. 8

See the Chariot at Hand Horsley.

Soldier's Chorus " Faust." 10

Sw^eet and Low^ Bamby. 6

Swiss People's Song Kucken. 6

To thee, O Country J. Eichbery. 15

Tramp Chorus Bishop. 10

Tyrolese Song of Freedom Lippitt. 6

Victoria, Victoria " Era Diavolo." 6

"Where the Bee Sucks Amc and Jackson. 8

With Hawk and Hound Bishop.

What Phrase, Sad and Soft Bishop.

When Wearied Wretches Bishop. 6

Youthful Pleasure Bishop, 6
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J. S. SPOONES PRTrJTER, 21 FRXVKT.TV .STREET.

30,090 COPIG«$ ORDERED
IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION, of the Splendid New

Church Music Book called

THE STANDAUD!!
Thus givfng the bri£htept prospect that it will be

THK BA-NNfiRBOOK OP THE SEASOIST!

Has 400 pfiffpB fillpd with new and frpsh miioio. It inplndpsan
Elfrnpntary Course of th« hppt charaptpr. with intpre'tin? ex-
erf!i«p«, tii<ie« and easy elepi for practice, a finp collpction of
Mf'trical Tiinps. and an extra choice list of Sentences, Motetta
and Anthema for Choiu3 Practice.

The Standard Bearers,

Or, in other words. Us authors, whoap brilliant repntjition a."?

Church Mu?ic Composera will bear it on to triumphant suc-

cess, are
Mr. L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, and
'* H. R. P.^LMER, of Chicago,

Men universally known among lovers of Sacred Music.

THE STANDARD
la Ready I Snud on your ordpr*

!

Price SI 50 Per doz.. $13-50. Specimens sent, for the

present, post free, forffil.25. Specimen pages free on appli-

cation.

OLIVER DIT30N & CO., Boston.

By Kichard "Wagner.

Authorized Translation from the German, hy

Albert R. Parsons,

Elegantly bound in cloth, bevled boards, printed on
handsome tinted paper. Price, $1.50, gilt, SI.75

BEJffHAM BROS.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Enelish translation of this book renders the wealth
of thought contained in it accessahle to such thinking
musicians and lovers of music as are unabirt to study the
work In the original. As to the work itspjf 'it is not a bio-

graphy; but the musician to whose genius Wagner offers

this tribute of admiration is treated as a typical man for his
art, age and nation.

If not to be obtained at your nearest book or music store
addre b the publisht^rs. gjc qj.

'

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

Reed Organs^
Price, $2.50,

Is so universally regarded as a Standard Method that
an ftdvertiBement is only needed as a reminder. The music is
so attractive that the student will retain it as a book of Orean
Pieces, after finishing the instructive course.

SUI
For the best of

VtER READING
Gnt the T,ivH« of the (xre-it Mufiic Master^;

Of Pftpthnvpn. f«2flO>: of TT'^ndpl, (S^OO): of ATozirt.

f«1.75); ^f MPTi'tf^i^s^nhn. (S175): «f Rossini, (Sl.TS); of
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann. (Sl-75).

Thesp, arc vo heavy Biographies,

but nre charmingly written and very entertaining books,
flfl are

TiTovATfp rptfpra. f2 vol'!, pnch, $1.75);
pt»e+hnvPTi'<iT,p^tprs. ()if:2.0n);

Mpndels.Qohn's Lottpra, f2 vols., ench. 3tl.75); ftTid

Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, ($1.75).

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THE "WORLTrS PEACE JITBIXjEE CHO-
RUS BOOK. .75

For a good work on Composition, huv

BAKtitR'S TKEORTnTTCAL AWD PRAO-
TICAIi HARMOTTT. $2.00

To mnkp Sabbath School cbiM'-pn','? pvpi stiirkli*. tret tbnt
O-PTTi of the Season, the Npw Snbbath School Song Book,
pntitlpf?

:

SPARKLTT^TG RTJBT'^R I By Asa Hull and
Harry Sanders, Esq. .35

'Never Trofrt.r TnoTTBT.T=; ttt.i. Trofulr TRonBT,'"^ Vou.''
Is the title of a favorite Song bv V'eV. nan , 30 cts.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
Tfl the "amo of a cimp-vt bnnk of 210 n""*", whii'h fun bp
carried in ^he porket, and ve' cnnfai"" n vfry lanrp pmpnrtinn
of tbp Tno«t nonnlar naalni tun^s, sniritu il pones. &c . fee.

Tt wf>iiM bo fliflflfnl*- *-n fn^pilo a tnife convonient bonk ''r>r

T^ho Vestrv. The Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singing Meeting*!

By ASA miLL. Price 60 Cents.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
fontlTiiipa to bo a "rjreat Puccecfl." Great variety of the
best Tocal and Tn.otrnmental Mu^ic

Price in Bd« S3.50; CIo. $3 00: Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEN.

TXaa hprtT adopted promptly, on examination, by a large
number of teachprs of

HIGH SCHOOLS.
for which its hannv nrrsmfTPmont of Theory, Exerci^ips, nnd 1,

2, 3 and 4 part Song.q, admirably adiipt it. Price, $1.00.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price. $1 50,

Ts now in Season. All who wish to make a noise In the woHd.
mav easilv accomplish it, bv tjikintr un the practicp of this
fascinating inptrument, with the aid of this excellent Method-

The above Books sent, post free, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSOIST & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSOlSr & CO., New York.

The Mendelssohn ftuintette Club.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club rpsppctfnlly announce
that thev will establish a "College of Mu^ic.'Mn which the
youth of America mav obtain a thorouell musical
education; fi'tiog them for the office of teachers in all

branches of the nrt. Spncial advantages of a practical
nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-

where.
All pupils, sufficiently advanced in their branches of studv,

will have frpquent opportunities of sineing or plavine to
accompaniment furnished bv the Quintette Club. The Col-
leee will open Peptemher 16th, 1872, (at the Tremont Temp'e).
with a corns of fpnrbprs selected from the beet FOREIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.

For full particulars of time, terms, &c., send for circular to

THOMAS RTAW.
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

'§nv ^Xxm Uv g^ugui^t.

VOCAL.
A Moonlight Sonnet Abt. 3^
A Rose in Hpaven Aht. 35
Sfrnllintr on the Sands Wellman. 30
Thirty Years Ago Barker. 30
When the World is hashed in Sleep. Serenade. ,

Pratt. 30
Sweet Thoughts of Thee. Adapted hy Rosabel. 20
Drenming and Thinking of Home. Song and

Chorus Pratt. 30
It was a Lover and his Lass 30
Thy Throne, O God. Sacred Trio Verdi'. 35
Christmns pomes Imt onre a Year 30
Love's Glance never Dies. Song and Chorns.

Price. 30
Down in n Coal Mine. Song & Cho. . Geoqhegan. 30
Dolly Varden. Song. Plain Title. .Brorf-wa?/. 40

'; " Colored " " 50
Male voices Eichherfj. 35

God shall charge his Angel Legions. . Cucantorii. 50
O'tell me if yo" Love me, (Saper vorrei se

m'ami)." Dnet Hai/dn. 65
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for Ladles'

voices. Arranged from the Beantifal Rlue
Dannbe Waltzes, hy Straass Wihon. 75

The Kose of Spain, (La Rosa Espflnolaj.Yrarfi'er. 50
Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40
Courting's very Charming Ladi/ Dufferin. 50

INSTBUMENTAIi.
Shadow Thoughts. Impromptus Gracieux.

Pratt, ea, 30
No. 1. Hidden Whisper.
No. 2. Mazurka,
No. 3. Silent Complaint.

Oak Bluffs Galop Etta Godfrey. 40
Bird as a Prophet. (Vogel als Prophete.)

Sclmmann. 50
Heart's Desire Mazurka Zdhonyi. 30
Mazourka Caprice Pratt. 40
Hungarian {or Sedlcanska) Polka Petrak. 30
Lo Tonrhilon. Impromptu Ritter. 75
Rosscau's Dream Varied Cramer. 50
April Showers. Polka Brillante Mrs. Ihier. 35
La Doleur. Mazurka Sentimenfale Pratt. 40
Les Trois Graces. Mazurkas Elegantes, Op.

77. Aglaia Kotling. 50
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin'
and Piano Wichtl. 1 ,00

Knickerhocker Galop Brillante Quigg. 30
Fanst. Fanfasie Brillante S. Smith. 1,00
Thirtv Sonatas by Domenica Scarlatti, Edited

by C. Ranch. No, 3 35
Chici Pipi Nini, (Cuban Dance) Hoffman. 75
The Little Wanderer Wilson 50
Dolly Varden, Galop Streabbog. 40 & 50
" " Schottischo,, .. 40 & 50

' Waltz 40&50
Little Golden Hair Quadrilles. Four Hands,

Adam Arctic. 75
La Plus Belle (Impromptu Mazurka)., .^^^^^arii, 75
Pluie de Corail, Op, 38 '.Grau. 75

BOOKS.

The Standard. A Collection of Church Music,
by L, O, Emer«on, of Boston, and H. B.
Palmer, of Chicago, Price, $1,50; $13,50 per
dozen.

Music BT Matt,.—Music is sent by mail, the expense bein?
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the coovevance a flavine of time and expense
in obtaining supplies, Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MKS. JENKY KEMPTON,

Tocalist & TencScer of iiiiuglng'.

Address, care uf OLIVER DITSON k. CO 798-

pVFDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church. Boston, gives insf ruction cm the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of OiiTer Ditson & Co.

799—3 nios.

E. J. EUTLEE, prHate pnpil of Carl Rein.cke and Dr.

Papperitz, will rtceiTe pupils in Piano Placing at 153 TremonC

St., Koom 3. 800—3mos.

SINGING AND PIANO.
ME3. FANNIE P. FOSTEB,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

1»irES. C. A. BAEKY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal MrvsiO. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus .4venue. 782— ly

raoF. & xsss. snyaA-n. a., sobbists,
Academy of Music.

718 -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

B. P. PBENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmraiy,

Address, care Oliver CiSson & Co., BoRton.

T' O. EHtEESOlT offers his Services as Condactor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

a. X3. •wBTsista
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established ID April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constuntly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the loptitate.

iddresa EDWABB B OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

Yl L.LK- GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTB, gives InatroctioB on

444
tne Planofort«.

53 Hancock Street*

M R. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston i667-tf

Innms M. iill,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and HarmonT.
Address at O. Ditson & Go's, or 164 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PHATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORIE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDHE3 & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET I>HILAJ)ELPH1A.

A large assortment of Ameeicak Mosic constantly on hand.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SLNUING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Reeidenc«, Coolidge House. Communications may be
left at Ditaon fe Go's Mnsic Store. 717— tf.

xe-a.oi3:ei^ of g-xjix-a.1^.
No. 120 Tramont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

XJ AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OF
VIOLIW, is prepared to rt-ctire pupils, and offers

bU 0«r7icefl aa accompaDist for clatisical compositions for

Piano aLd Violin. Aduregs, OUter D)tt^0D & Co., or Koppitz,

Pnw-fer & Co., 30 Wt-st St. 79f>-3in

P. H. TOKHIlirGTON,
(OrganUt and Director of Mo^ic at Kings Chapffl.)

TEACilKR OP ORGAN, PIANO AND MOUN, AND CON-
DUCTOR OF MUSICAL SOCIEIIEa.

Addr«s?, carp of Oliver DUfoo & Co . 277 Wa^-hiogtou St,,

New Etigiand Coujervaiory of Mui^ic, Music H»il, or Midland
Street, Sfcviii Hill, Dorchtbter. VH-Zm

TUTB. GEO. B. 8HUTE. having completed bU
ittu'JI»^ librofld. utid*;r ibe ioKtnjctiOn o( ttouie of the

flxst Artiftis ot modern tunes, wui uow rect^ive pupils
In PikLO ar><l Orjcan Playing, aiiio In ILeory of Music.
Addrt&n OUt«i Dltsoo & Co. 7t*i-6m

We are now prepared to fill ordttrs for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 65."

The case is solid walnut pareled. molded and carved brack-

ets; is finiKhed with two riirpptcd pedal bonrds, and Knee

Swell, and is more beautitui in df>iij;n and finish than any

now made in the world for the pyii-f. and we guarantee that

the qnalitii 8 and power of rorif wfll he superior to any we

have seen of other mjiktrn. Th- instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reedft. and 'ont;iinp six stops, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BA.«S,

DIAPASON BA-^S.

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL. TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell ia furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-pricred inptruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum ol 8125, and there can be no devi-
atiou from the^e figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular successjon, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A FKIWCE & CO.
Ag.^Dt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agentin Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

C3-- ^W". IDTJIDLE*Y,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter^s Method) Room No. 3, Mafoa and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

.MR. G. H. HOViTARO,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, add Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eiiot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK Kaat Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are inTited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON&HEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Onr iitacji of Sheet Musio, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., ie the largest and mostPoniplt-te Id the

No. West Our ooDnection with Messrs. O. DITBON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publicatioos to Western i>ealerB,

at ne Boston Prices.

O* In addition to the publications of .Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on band and furnish all Music and Musie
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
Foreign Musio. 619-tf

MADAME CHAELES LEWIS, of London,
(or several years a pupil of the celebrated bignor Gar-

cia, will be bappy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Cummutijcations to be addressed to the care of Oliver' Dlt-

sou & Co.. 277 U'ashingtoD Street. 794—Sm

J. -A.. lill^LS,
Fupil o/ the late Curl Tuusig,

TEACIIKR OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
AUdresg at Uhickeriiig & 3ons', or 149 (uj Tremont Street,

Suit. 44. 806

"EDVT. SCBT7BERTB,
Foreign & American llusic Depot,

Ko. 610 ARCH STREET,
I'llILAlJELl'UlA. 796-

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And evidence to that effect famished from a

miijority of the most eminent musicians in America,

and many in other counlries.

ra ASOi\ *^& HAM LI If

CABINET ORGANS.
'Mu-iriiins generally rppjtrd the Mason & Tlamlin Organs

as uiuqualled by any oihp.r^."'— Theodore Thomas., "The
be-t Df'W in u!>e."

—

Christine Kilsson, Annie Louise Cory,
Marie Leon Duval, Victor Capovl, P. BrignoH. ar.d others.

"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."

—

Ole
Bull. '*Thc bent iiistrumfntf: of the class mnde."

—

Anna
Mt-hlig " In nil thoi^e qualities which ennptitate excellei.ce,

unrivalled "

—

S B. Mills. "Par FU^ierior to everything of
it« eia»*H I have seen "— L. M. Gottsrhalk. "Wondeifully
beHUtiful.''

—

P. S. Gilmare "Superior in all respects to

any I have ever set-n."

—

Eugene Thayer. "Excellirg in
quality of tone, general excellence, und durability and vain-
able improvements not found in others,"— Cari -Zf?TaAn.
"The more critically they are tested, arid the more poropefent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
superiority accord' d tlif'm.''

—

Julius Eichherg. ''I entertain

the highest opinion of Mapou & H^imlin'a Cabinet Organs.
. . . Derttined to he Very popular in this country."

—

Sit
Julius Bene/Jict, London. 'Kemarkably pweet and even-
toned throughout. ... 1 can very strongly recommend
thepe iijpiruments." — William Spark, Mus. D., Leeds,
England. ''Quality <.f tone is extren-ely rich and 8>m-
pathetic. . . . Remarkitble for punty of tone."

—

Edw.
F. Rimbnult, London. "Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. , . . The best subst'tute for a pipe organ.'*

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MUSICIANS, which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE contnining lowest prices, will be sent ftee.

Prices not higher than those of ii-ferior organs.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y,

Dr. HEKRI SUTTER'S
Xe\¥ Grand Conservatory

and College of Masie,
PAINESVILLB, OHIO.

Br. HENRI SDTTER, Director.

ALL Branches taught arcording to the Cla^.'fical German
Principles of Leipziji, Stuttgart, etc., by £uoropean

Profi't'Sors. A perlect organized MuPic-School h^vinff gra-
ded (?eurse3 of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aeatetltiue. The SHmmer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils bave FIVE les.sons per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 Ftudents in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTEP..

The Choral Tribute
BY li. O. BMEKSON.

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing*

School Brokg.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHXTBEKTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

Ib Foreign and American Uudio, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.TF. 367

The Attention of Musicians
18 CALLED T-0 OUR

SPLENDID ASSOBTMEWT

fIBMS IHSTByiliiTS
OP THE- MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.

Embracing one of the Ijargest Stocks in the
Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLDJS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

E'lutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice liMitnimentB.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLABINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instnunenta.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guit.ar, Violonceilo and Doable Baas.

PIAJ\OS AJV» TOKI.©»IiOil8
FOB SALE AND TO I^ET.

Our faci'.ities are such as enable us to furnish tb« aboT«;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C LED MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at

prices and terms, that cannot fail to proTe Batislactory to
purchuuera.

JOHN C. HAYNE3 & CO.,
33 OOUIIT.STKEKT, (Opposite the Conrt House)

ZILZ
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The Music of the Future.

BV A MODERN.

Hence, loatljfed Melody

!

Thou apish semMnnce of artirulate sonnd,

The world hnth done with thee
;

No more shall fingers weave thy voluble ronnd,

Jigginc Sebastian ; hence, ye shadowy forms,

Ye dileitanle swarms,

Handel or Haydn, powerful erst,

In man's fond infancy.

Now on the trancfed elements hath hnrat

The music of the true, the undefiled
;

Ye snare no more men's hearts by sugared art

guiled.

Hence, ye cobweb pp^nners, hence
;

Fancy yields to conquering sense :

—

See ! the great Tannl auser comes,

Cymbals clash, sound kettle drums.

Now the pipe, the clarion brays,

Vocal in Tannbauser's praise.

Scion he of giant brood.

Nursling of the savage wood.

Playmate of the shaggy bear,

Nature's sole interpreier.

Ears he hath for the hidden cry

Of the wild wind sweeping by.

Skill to phrase in rugged tones

What old Ocean hoarsely mo.ins.

Yield, ye sour-lipped critics, yield.

See, Tannhauser storms the field
;

Cease, ah ! cease your droning hum,
Tweedle-dce and Tweedledum.
With your routed legions flee,

Tweedle-dura and Tweedledee.

Fly, Mozart, Beethoven, flv,

Vain your linkbd panoply,

—

The sweet web of golden mail,

Crushed beneath the hero's flail.

Music, heavenly maid, is born,

Not that false siren, who haih shorn

The locks from many a champion's head.

On her lap of dalliance spread.

Which such fell enchantment wrought
That their manhood they forgot.

Babbled weak and soulless trash,

Sentimental balderdash,

Lisped in pretty mincing measures

Gilded pinchbeck, tinsel treasures.

And the rapturous world was tickled

By the dulcet tones that trickled

From a lorn lute amorously
;

Or paled, as tuned to loftiest key.

In measured march of awful sound.

Thunder music shook the ground.

Slavish fiddlers of old time

Toiling at a painful rhyme.

Fain to cozen the nice ear

With a puling tune, and tear

Sense from sentiment apart.

So yon could but touch the heart.

Pshaw ! mere study of effect.

That ne'er could reach the intellect.

We can bid each passion thrill

On a note, and pass at will

From grave to gay, from hot to cold,

In convolutions manifold.

Rhythmical our movement flows,

Slow the varied fabric grows.

Of fantastic shape and style.

bo-

Mazy as a Gothic pile.

With pepper boxes here and there.

And crawlings of a random stair.

No dull classic Parthenon,

With formal pillars of cold stone.

Not such a temple will we build

To honor him, whose song baih filled

Our rapt spirit with new delight;

Hail, Baireuth 1 the favored site

Of our palace, whence shall flow

Streams of rhythmic seii-e that glow

With clear metallic lava heat.

And shrivel the flaunting vines that meet

Its solid force with wantoning

Of tendrils in the buxom spring.

Earth shall soon forget her youth.

And the dreams she dreamed were truth

Fade before the critic's glass.

Our poor fathers ! let them pass

With a mild and patient smile
;

Their day is o'er ;—their whims beguile

Our trained intellect no more.

Burn, moderns, burn the hived store

Of old experience, musty grown,

Doddered eld with eyes of stone.

Bid Fancy loose each drivelling thrall

And common sense be all in all.

London Spectator.

Wagner on Beethoven.

[Extracts from his Essay written as a contribution

to the Hundredth Anniversary of the Composer's

Birth.]*

We see young Beethoven, on the other hand, <i. e.

not like Haydn and Mozart), facing the world from
the outset witb that defiant temperament, which kept
him in almost wild independence of it throughout
his entire life ;

his enormoas self consciousness, sup-

ported by haughtiest courage, shielded him, at aU
times, flora the frivolous demands upon music of the

pleasure-seeking world. He had a treasure of in-

estimable wealth to preserve in the face of the im
portunities of effeminate taste. It was his mission

to announce the divination of the inmost contempla-
tion of the world of tones, in the same forms m
which music was to display it-self merelv as a divert-

ing art. He therefore resembled, at all times, one
truly possessed ; for, what Sclvopcnhauer says ot

musicians in general, held good with regard to him :—^^'Tbey speak the highest wisdom, in a language
Tvhicli their reason does not understand."
The element of ^'reason," in his art, he encounter-

ed in that spirit which bad furthered the formal
. erection of its external scaffolding. When he per-
ceived how oft«n tite great masters of his youth had
moved in that architectural scaffolding of periods,

with trite repetitions of phrases and floscules. with
exactly divided antilfieses of loud and soft, with In-

troductions consistirtg of so and so many measures,
the gravity of which was determined according to
prescribed recipes, and through the indispensable
portals of so and so many half-cadences, to the beati-
fication of the noisy final cadence,—the element of
reason which here addressed him, seemed a very
ucanty one. It was such reason which had con-
stTHCted the operatic aria, had dictated the mode of
stringing together the operatic pieces, and by which
Haydn had been led to fetter his genius to the count-
ing of pearls on his rosary. For with Palcstrina's
music religion had vanished from the [Roman]
Church, while, on the other hand, the artificial form-
alism of Jesuitical practice counterformed religion
and at the same time mu-^lc. So, to the thoughtful
beholder, does the arcb'.fectural style (also Jesuitical)

•"Beethoven": by Richaed Wag.ieb. Translated, with
the Author's express Vermisaion and Approbation, by Albeet
K. Parsons. Indiar.apolis : Benham Brothers. 1872.

of the last two centuries cover venerable, noble

Rome ; so did the glorious Italian painting become
effeminate and dulcified ; so orijiinxted, under the

same guidance, the 'Vlassiciil'' French poetry, in the

spirii killing laws of which w« mav find a very

speaking analogy to the laws of construction of the

operatic aria, and the sonata.

We know that -f was thai "German spirit," so

much feared and hated in "UliramontanV regions,

which evervwhere, and in thn sphere nf art as well,

savingly opposed this artfully-conduoti'd corruption

of the spirit of European peoplns. If, then, we
have honored our LessiuL", Goethe, Schiller, and
others, as having, in other spheres, rescued us from

perishing in that corruption, it becomes us today to

point out with reference to the musician Bi'Ctboven,

that through him, inasmuch as ho spoke the purest

language of all peoides, G-rman spirit redeemed the

spirit -:f humanity from deep ignominy. For inas-

much as he elevated music (which had been degrad-

ed, as regards its proper nature, to the rank of a

merely diverting art), to the height of its sublime

calling, he has opened to us the understanding of

that art in which the world explains itself as definile-

Iv to every consciousness, as the most profound

philosophy could possibly explain it to that thinker

ivho is well versed in its Tnost abstract conceptions.

And the. relation of the great Beelhonen to tIte German
nation, is hased upon this a/one, which we shall now
endeavor to illustrate by those special features of

his life and produciivity, which lie within our knowl-

edge.

Nothing can give us a more instructive disclosure

of the relation of the artistic mrtho'l of proceeding,

to manufacturing in accordance with those concep-

tions of reason, than an exact apprehension of the

course followed by Beethoven in the development of

his musical genius. Had he consciously transform-

ed the external musical forms which he found

extant, or even overthrown them, that would have

been acting from his reason ; but we nowhere find a

trace of this. There certainlv has never been an

artist who speculated less on his art than did Beet-

hoven. Bat, on the other hand, the already men-

liimed i-ouffh vehemence of bis human nature shows

us bow he frit the interdict that was laid upon hii

genius by those forms, almost as immediately in the

sense of a personal suH^ering as he did e«erv other

constraint of conventionality. Still, his reaction in

this matter consisted solely in a haughty, free de-

velonment of his inner genius, which could not be

hindered bv anvthing, not even by those forms. Ha
never altered from principle an already invented form

of instrumental music ; the same structure can un-

misfakablv be pointed out in his last sonatas, quar-

tets, symphonies, &c.. as in his first tmes. But let

us compare the«e works with each other; let us, for

instance, place the Eighth sympbonv, in F major,

by the side of the Second, in 1) major, ai.d wonder

at the entirely new world which meets us there, al-

most in precisely the same form !

Here again appears the peculiarity of the German
nature, which inwardly is so richly and deeply en-

dowed that it is able to leave the impress of its being

upon evorv form, since it remodels the form from

within, and is thus relieved from the necessity of

externally overthrowing it. Germans, consequently,

are not levolulionary, but reformatory; and, in fine,

they thus come to possess a wealth of forms for the

manifestation of their inner nature such as is pos-

sessed bv no other nation. This deep inner fountain

appears exhausted among the French, so that dis-

quieted by the external form of their alTnirs, both in

art and in the state, they believe themselves forced

to have recourse to the total overthrow of that form,

in the persuasion to a certain extent, that the new

and more agreeable form must then come entirely of

itself So their rebellion, strangely enough, is al-

ways against their own nature, which, after all, does

not appear to be deeper than is expressed by that

form which so disquiets them. On the other hand,

that our poetical literature in the Middle Ages was

nourished by the translation of chivalric poems from

the French, did not injure the development of Ger-

man spirit : the inneV depth of a Wolfram von

Escbenbach formed enduring poetic models from

material, which, in the prototype, is preserved

merely as a curiosity. In like manner we adopted
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the clflpsic formf^ of Tioman and Greek civilizntion,

imitated their l-int-'Unye and versifioafion, and con-
trived to appropriate lo oOrs'elves anriqiie intuitions,

but only while ennnriatinir in them our own inmo^^t

spirit. We thus received from tlie Italians music,
with all its forms ; and what we conceived in them
lies hefore us in the incomprehensible works of
B.i' fhoven's jjenius.

To attempt even to explain those works would be
a foolish undert ikino. When we review them in

their proper order we must perceive with ever-

increasing distinctness the permeation of the musical
form by the srenius of mnsic. In the works of bis

predecessors it is as though we saw a painted trans-

parency by dnyli(;ht, and thus had before us a
pseudo work of art, obviously not at all to be com-
pared, in drawinj; or colnrinsr, with the work of the

p:ennine painter ; a work belonsinii to an altogether

lower style of art, and therefore looked down upon
by just connoisseurs : this transparencv was displav-

ed to adorn festivals—at princelv tables—and for

the entertainment of luxurious companies, &c., and
the virtuoso placid his artistic dexterity, as the

lieht appointed for the illumination of the picture,

before, instead of behind it But Beethoven places

that transparency in the silence of ni^ht, between
the phenomenal world and the deep inner world of

the essential nature of all th'nijs, out from which
he then throws the li<»ht of the clairvoyant against

the back of rhe picture : and now it revives in a

wonderful manner, and another world stands before
ns, of which the greatest masterpiece of a Eaphael
couhl give us no intimatioti.

The power of the musician here is not to be ap-
prehended otherwise than through the idea of magic.
It is certainly an enchanted state into which we fall

while listening to a genuine Beethoven composition,
when we perceive in all its parts, instead of that

kind of technical conformity lo the end in view,
which might appear to us upon jejune medit^uion.

—

a spiritual animation, an activity now delicate, and
then appalling, a pulsating elevation, joy, longing,
fear, lamentation, and ravishment, all of which,
again, appears to originate only from within the pro-
foundest depths of our own soul. For the feature
of Beethoven's musical creations, which is so im-
portant for the history of art, is this ; that here
every technical accident of art, by means of which
the artist, for the sake of intelligibilitv, places him-
self in a conventional relation to the external world,
is elevated to the highest importance as a spon-
taneous effiuence. As I have already elsewhere ex-
pres.sed it ; "there are no 'accessories' here, there is

no framing of the melody, but every voice in the
accompaniment, every rhythmical note, indeed,
every rest itself becomes melody."

Let as now examine whence Beethoven obtained
bis power, or rather, as the mystery of natural en-
dowment must remain veiled to us, and we . have
only to accept, without further question, the exist-

ence of that power, from its effects, let us endeavor
to make clear to ourselves through what peculiarity,
what moral impulse of personal character, the great
Musician was able to concentrate that power upon
the one enormcms effect which constituted his artistic

deed. We have seen that we mu't exclude all as-
sumption that the development of his artistic instinct
was led by anything like a cognition of reason. On
the contrary, we shall have to keep solely in view
the manly strength of bis character, to the influence
of which, upon the development of the Master's
inner genius, we have already had occasion to
allude.

We there brought Mozart and Haydn at once
into comparison with Beethoven. If we con.9ider
the lives of the two former, and contrast them with
one another, a transition becomes apparent in res-
pect to the external appointments of life, from
Haydn, through Jlozart, to Beethoven. Havdn was
and remained a prince's attendant, and had, as a
musician, to provide for the entertainment of his
pomp-luving lord : temporary interruptions, such as
his visit* 10 r>«ndon, altered the practice of his art
bat little in lis character ; for there, loo. he was
never more than a mu'ician recommended to and
paid by men ot rank, Snbniissivc and devout, the
peace of a benevolent, cheerful disposition remained
his 10 a good old age : only, the eye which looks at
as from his portrait is filled with a soft melancholy,—Mozart'g life, on the contrary, was an unbroken
straggle for a peaceful, secure existence, while bis
existence wns really de-tined to remain peculiarly
full of hardships. Caressed, when a child, by half
Europe, he found, a3 a youth, every gratification of
hi.s vivaeioasly aroused inclinations rendered difTicult
even to most oppressive hardship, only, from his
entrance opon the age of manhwid onwards, to sicken
in misery toward an eisrly deaih. Mnsical attend-
ance npon a princely master at once became unen-
durable to him

; he sonyht to support himself from

the apnlanse of the great public,—gave concerts and.

"Academies ;" his fugitive earnings were sacrificed

for the enjovments of life. If Havdn's prince c<>n-

tinuallv demanded new entertainment, Mozart was
none the less compelled to provide something new,
day bv day, to attract the ptthfic ; fiigitiveness in

conception, and in execution according to acquired

routine, becomes a chief basis for the explanation of

the character of their works. Havdn wrote his

truly noble masterpieces only after he had become an

old man and was in the enjovment of comforis

secured to him bv home and foreign reputation.

But Mozart never attained that : his finest works
were sketched between the arrogance of the moment
and the anxiety of the coming hour. So a remun-
erative attendance on n prittce presented itself before

his soul as, after all, the longed-for means of pro-

curing a life more favorable to artistic productivity.

What his Kmperor withheld from him. a King of

Prussia offered : he "remained true to his Emperor,"
—and perished miserably for it.

Had Beethoven made his choice of manner of life

in accordance with cold considerations of reason,

that could not have guided him with greater cer-

tainty, in view of the history of his two great pre-

decessors, than he was in fact guided by the naive
expression of his inborn character. It is astonishing

to see how everything here was decided by the

powerful instinct of nature. That instinct speaks
quite plainly to us in Beethoven's abhorrence for a

life tendency like Haydn's. A glance at young
Beethoven probably sufficed, al-o, to put any prince
out of the notion of making him his chapel m.aster.

But the complexion of his peculiarities of character
appears more remarkable in those of its features

which preserved him from a fate such as Mozart's.
Like him, placed entirely without means in a world
where only the useful pavs, while the beautiful is

rewarded osly when it flatters the senses, and the
sublime must remain without any return whatever,
Beethoven, in the first place, found himself debarred
from inclining the worlil lo bim.self by the beautiful.

His physiognomical constitution expressed with over-
powering pregnane", that with him, beauty and soft-

ness must pass for identical. The pbonomenal
world had limited access to him. His eye. almost
uncomfortably piercing, perceived in the external
world nothing else than vexatious disturbances of
bis inner world, and

.
warding them ofT constituted

almost bis sole rnppmt with that external world. So
the spasm became the expression of his countenance:
the spasm of defiance kept his nose, his mou:b in

jhat tension which could never relax into smiles, but
only into unnatural laughter. If it is held to be an
axiom of physiology for high intellectual endow-
ments that a great brain must be enclosed in a thin,

delicate skull, as if to facilitate the immediate cogni
tion of external things, we saw, nevertheless, tipon

the inspection of his remains a few years ago, in

conformity with the entire skeleton, a skull of un-
usual thickness and firmness. So did nature guard
in him a brain of extreme tenderness, in order that
it might look towards the interior only, and carry on
in undisturbed repose the world contemplation of a
great heart. What that exceedinglv robust strength
enclosed and preserved was an inner world of such
conspicuous delicacy, that, left defenceless to the

rough touch of the external world, it would have
gently dissolved and evaporated,—as did Mozart's
genius of light and love I

Now let us sav to ourselves how such a being mnst
have looked at the world from within such a massive
frame!—Certainly the inner impulses of that man's
will could never, or but indistinctly, determine his

apprehension of the external world ; they were too
violent, and, at the same time, too gentle, to be able

to cling to one of the phenomena npon which his

glance fell only in timorous haste, or in that mistrust
felt by one constantly unsatisfied. Nothing here in-

volved him even in that transient illusion which was
able to entice Mozart forth from his inner world in

the mania for external enjoyment. A childish

gratification in the dissipations of a great and volup-
tnons city could scarcely touch Beethoven at all, for

the impulses of his will were much too strong to

permit bim lo find the slightest satisfaction in such
sufierficial, motley pursuits. If his inclination lo

solitude, especially, was nourished by this, that in-

clination, again, coincided with his destined inde-

pendence. A wonderfully sure instinct guided him
in this respect, and became the main incentive to the

nianifefilaiions of his character. No cognition of
reason could have directed him more plaiidy than
did this irresislabic bent of instinct. What led

Spinoza to support himself bv glass-cutting— what
filled our Sebopenbauer with thai anxiety lo preserve
bis Mule inheritance iinimpflircd, which dciermincil

his whole outer life, and, indetd, inexplicable traits

of his character,— !, e., the discernment that the

veracity of philotophical invc8tig,aiioti8 is seriously

endangered by depender ce n ion the necessity of

earning money by scieniitic latior, tittit fixed Beet-

hoven in his defiance towards the world, as well as

in the almost coarse inclinations manifested in his

choice of manner of life.

Beethoven was really forced to support himself

from the proceeds of his musical labors. But as

nothing enticed him to secure for himstli' a cheerful,

agreeable manner of life, he had less necessity for

rapid, superficial labor, or for concessions to a kind

of taste which is only to be reached through the

pleasing. The more be thus lost connection with

the outer world, so much the more clairvoyant was
his glance into the inner wor'd. The n ore confident

he became in the employment of hi-i inner wealth,

sa much the more confidently did he make his de-

mands outward, and he actually required from his

benefactors, that they should no b n_'er pay him for

his compositions, hut so provide 'or him that he

might work altogether for bio.self, nn oncerned as

to the rest of the world. And it really liappeneil,

—

a thing unprecedented in the lives of musicians,

—

that a few benevolent men of rank pledged them-

selves to keep Beethoven independent in the sense

demanded. Arrived at a similar mrning-point in his

life, Mozart sank prematurelv exhausted. The
greatness of the benefit conferred upon Beethoven,

although he did not long enjoy it uiiinlerrnptedly or

without diminution, founded, nevertheless, that pe-

culiar harmony which, from that time on, was mani-

fested in the Master's life, howsoever strangely

constituted. He felt himself a victor, and knew
that be belonged to the world as a free man only.

The world was obliged to accept him as he was. He
acted like a despot towards his benefactors, who
were noblemen of high rauk. and nothing was to be

had from him, save what, and when, he pleased.

But he never felt a desire for anything save what

now alone, and cotilinnally occupied him, the ma-
gician's plav with the shapes of his in.ier world.

For the outer world now became ext'nct lo him,

—

not because blindness robbed him of the power of

seeing it, but because deafness finally kept it at a

distance from bis hearing. The ear was the only

organ through which ibe external world could still

crowd in upon him and disturb him : it had long

since died away to his eye. What did the enraptnr-

ed dreamer see, when, staring fixedly before him with

open eyes, and animated alone by the waking state

of his inner world of tones, be wandered through

the motlev crowded streets of Vienna ? The begin-

ning and increase of bis infirmity pained him greatly,

and disposed him to profound melancholy : after

complete deafness bad set in, no serious complaints

were heard from him, even over the loss of the capa-

bility of hearing musical performances ; only, the

intercourse of life, which, in itself, had no charms

for him, was rendered difficult, and he now avoided

it more and more decidedly.

A musician without hearing !—Is a blind painter

to be imaginetl ?

But we have h»ard of a blind .Seer. The deaf

Musician, who, andisturhed by the bustle of life,

only heard the harmonies of his soul, and spoke

from its depths to that world which to him had

nothing more to say, now resembled Tiresias, from

whom "the phenomenal world was withdrawn, ahd

who, in its stead, discovered the basis of all phenom-

enalilv. So does genius, when emancipated fioni

everything external to itself, exist wholly in and for

itself. What wonders must have been disclosed to

one who was, at one time, able to see Beethoven,

with the vision of Tiresias : a world wandering

among men,— the abstract-self of the world, as a

wandering man !
• > j

And now the musician's eye became enlightened

from within ; he now east his glance upon phenomena

also, which, illuminated by his inner light, were re-

imparted in wonderful reflex to his soul. Now again

the essential nature of things alone spoke to him,

displaying them to him in the calm light of beauty.

He now understood the forest, the brook, the

meadow, the blue osther, the merry throng, the pair

of lovers, the song of' birds, the flight of clouils, the

roaring of the storm, the bliss of bealifically einoved

repose. All his seeing ami shaping now became

permeated with that wondrous serenity which was

first imparled to music through him. Even the

lament, which is so inwardly original to all tone,

hushes itself into smiles : the world regains its child-

ish innocence. "To-day art thou with mo in Para-

ilige"-who does not hear the liedeemer's words call

10 him, as he listens to the "Pastoral Sym|ihony V
That power of shaping the incomprehensible, the

never-seen, the never experienced, which, however,

through it become most immediate experience of

most evident comprehensibilily,—now grows with

him. The joy in exercising this power becomes

humor: all tlie pain of existence is wrecked upon

the immense pleasure derived from the play with
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it; the creator of worlds. Bralima, laujrhs to himself
as he perceiree the illusion with ref'ercnre to him-
self; reiraineil innorcnoe plays jcstint,'ly with llie

thorns of uiiexpiateil truilt, the emancipated consci-

ent^e baiueis itself with the torments it has under-
gone.

Never has an earthly art created any thins: so

serene as the symphonies in A, and F mnjor, with all

of those works of the Ma-iter, -so intimatelv related

to them, which date from that divine period of his

complete deafness. Their effect npon tlie listener is

precisely that of emancipation from all tl»'It, just as

tlie effect of our return to the phenomenal world
is precisely that ot a squandered paradise. So do
those wonderful works preach repentance and
amendment of life, in the deepest sense of a divine

revelation.

The Jubilee—A Eetrospeet.

(From the Daily Advertiser)

II.

Sp'^akinET of the musi >\ aspect of the Jubilee, we
have thus far dealt exclus velv with points on which
there is a practical unani-niry of opinion. To our
list of successful features of the affair we must add
tlie appearance of Ilerr Johanu Strauss and the in-

struction and enjoyment derived from his unique
method of conductinj^. It is not likely that Mr. Zer-
vahn or Mr. Theodore Thomas, or any other eminent
American conductor, will desire or attemnt to imitate
the peculiarities of the Viennese method; but it is

equally certain that these and other intelligent musi-
t'ians. who have the opportunity of studyinsr Herr
Strauss's style, will gain many new and valuable
ideas to be used in eliciting the melodious harmonies
of the fascinating concert waltz Of the select or-

chestra irself and its work very little can be said that
is not common-place and that was not plainly fore-

seek. Made up almost wholly of professional musi-
cians, rea'ly, skilful and "subservient to command,"
it was scarcely possible that it should make any seri-

ous failure; and, indeed, it is to be credited in its

performance of dance music with a hi^jh dejrree of
ahsolu'e success. But there %vcre the ever-present
obstacles of the size of the audirorium and the un-
wieldine.ss of its own numl-trs, w lich, Kteadily ope-
rating, either singly or togei er, made it impossible
for such fine effects to be produced as have been fre-

quently heard from Mr. Thomas's and Mr. Zerrahn's
orchestras in the Music Hall. If any proof were
needeil of the truth of this, it would i)e found in the
character of the selections presented. In this respect
the Jubilee of 1872 was far behind that of 1869. not
a single symphonic fra^'ment even beino; performed
on the latter occasion, and the instrumental re/iertoire

of 1872 being narrowed down to a few operatic over
turos, military marches, waltzes and polkas, which
were j;iven over and over aj^ain. Considerinfj: the
difficulties with which it h:id to contend the orches-
tra did finely ; but,judi:ed by the absolute success
obtained on less prcientious occasions, its efforts werj
not especially impressive except in the one particular
already nott-d.

In summing up the results of the choril work- of
the festival we desire above all tbinffs to do justice to
the chorus itself and and to the spirit of conscientious
fidL-lity which animated the great mftjoritv of i s mf>m
bers. The mere assemblage of such a" body, after
months of careful preparation, whs aii impressive cir-

cumstance, and when we consider the amount of as-
siduous and selfdenying exertion which this prepara-
tion involved, the cheerful patience with which for
more than a Week the great companv of singers bore
the fatigues and hard.ships of their daily labors at the
concerts, and the comparatively slender share in the
popular acclamations with which they were rewarded,
we cont^ratulate the Commonwealth upon the posses
sion «f material so well adapted for the advancement
of the divine art. The test of genuine devotion to
art is ever the willingness to saeritice one's self in its

service, and the history of the jubilee chorus furnishes
the best possible proof of the gain which our commu-
nity has made in this direction. Nor do we deny that
a surprising degree of precision and skill was obtain-
ed, considering the ob-^tacles presented—as in the
case of the orchestra—by the size of the building and
the number of the performers. And we take this oc-
ca-;ion to express our high admiration and apprecia-
tion of the great ability and patience which distin-
guished the efforts of the gentlemen who trained the
chorus and to whom the measure of success attained
is largely duo; the comhinatian of mental and moral
endowments— to say nothing of professional—exhib-
ited by Mr. Zerrahn, for example, in the accomplish-
ment of his work was noihing short of remarkable.
But, after everything has bei-n granted that can be
granted, the truth remains that the chorus obtained
nothing more than a succes d'eatime. In the way of

the finer effects of vocal shading and coloring noth-
inir could be accomplished which was worthy of di-

rect comparison with the efforts of smaller bodi*».

Even a good degree of precision could not be obtain-

ed from the entire body of twenty thousand sing'-rs

except in the performance of smooth, broad chorals

with a steady and rather slow movement; ¥oy any-

thing else the chorus was too largo—twice too large,

or more than that—and to this fact we hnve the earn-

est testimony of many of the most ac I'e a id intelli

gent members of the chorus, a resume of which wai
printed in this pappr some two weeks a2:o.

Touching the power and impressiveness of tlie vol-

ume of tone emitted by the chorus, we prophesied in

our leader of May 31 that it would be disappoint-

ingly out of proportion to the number of singers. If

there is one person of anv critical knowledge and of

the slightest experience in listening to choral socie-

ties who now disputes this proposition, we should be
glad to know it. And in the simple assertion of this

fact we disclose the ignorance and silliness of the

blatherskite in which tlie principal Nf^w York pupers
—with the worthy exqeptionsof the Tribune and the

Evening Post—have indulged themselves. Besides
the "Anvil C'lorif;." of which almo-t everybody be-

came heartily sick, and the Stnr Spangled Banner
with its cannon accompaniment, there was not a noisy
piece in the entire list of programmes. And durino:

the choral performances the auditor, though stationed

in the most favorable position, was inexpressibly

teased and disturbed by the hick of power in the pas-

sages marked forte and forfiasimo. Some persons, in

discussing this subject, have said that the weakness
of effect was chargeable nnon the size of the build-

iiii; and not upon the inefficiency of the chorus, but
even if this were true, it must be remembered that

the number of the chorus and the size of the building

are inseperably connected. As a writer in the Cin-
cinnati Gazette has well observed, "it is unavoidable
that the great chorus and the great audience must oc-

cupy space in proportion to their magnirude, and as

the sound of many voices reaches no farther than the

sound of one, this space must inevitably diminish the

effect." To cverv listener, therefore, whose position

in the "Coliseum" was remote from the slatre, the

effect was necessarilv verv weak, when the numbers
of the singers and the effects produced by a Music
Hall chorus were considered; hut even at a moderate
or triflinir distance from the platform no such tre-

mendonslv grand and overpowering results were oh-

tainerl ms have been constantly experienced at the

oratorios produced by th^Handel and Haydn Society
—the explanation being parti illv found, no donbt, in

the law that imperfecflv harmonized sounds destroy

each other. During the performance also of everv
choral number in quick time, a perfect jumble of
sounds reached the ears of those whose seats were
close to the sta^e,— the difference in the distance of

the listeners from the nearer and from the more re-

mote singers being sufficiently great to blend together

the sounds of successive notes. It is useless to flv in

the face of the laws of acoustics— especially when
they have been demonstrated to be true in experience
as well as in theory ; and the lessons of the- Jubilee

will be hut poorly learned if it has not tauirht us that

the artistic results from the performances of choruses
twenty regiments strong are sure to he unsatisfactory

and unworthy of their numbers and their prepara-

tion.

Lookin? at the festival as a whole, there can he

little dnuht that the good decidedly preponderated in

its concerts over the bad. It brousht together a
company of foreign artists which could never have
been gathered in this country npon any other occa-

sion ; and it stimulated the love of music throughout
the country. It had obvious imnerfeciions and limi-

tations, especiallv in the scope, fre.shness and variety

of the compositions presented; but it has given a

new and mighty impetus to the wave of art enthusi-

asm which is soon, as we hope and believe, to spread

itself over the length and breadth of the land.

The First Day of the Jubilee.

(Krom the Providence Journal.)

Boston, June 17th, 1872.

While the ponderous tone masses of the grand

jubilee opening are still ringing in my eirs, I pro-

pose to jrive you a few irnpressions of its effect upon
me. While 1 admire the courage and perseverance

that can conceive and carry out. even with limited

success, the immense undert'iking of bringing to-

gether the heretofore unheird of numbers of vocal

and instrumental performers, and so marshaling and
training them in their various and wide apart locali-

ties, that in the first duv of their coming tOLrefher

they produce musical effects hut little short of the

sublime, I cannot gush over the performance as a

whole^ with the euthu^siasm of many who seem to

feel that any fault-finding is hvpercritical and un-
called for. I shall, however, speak of the perform-
ance as I found it, and praise or condemn as my
judgment may dictiife, and my taste discriminate.

The building itself is a marvel, of more tnstefnl

design than the f)rmer Coliseum, and the decora-

tions are in excellent taste throughout. It would be

d.f!i''olt to give you an id^a of the immen-^ity of the

building, but when vou rciilizc the fact thnt ii is large

enoutrh to seat co nfirta'ily the whole popuLition of

Providence, you will have some impression of its

extent and capicltv. So tar as possible, 'oo, everv-

thing has been carried out on the most lihcra' scale,

in regard to the needs iind comfnrts of the peif)rmers

and the public. Of course it should be expected that

on the opening day there would he some short-

comings and annoy^inces; hut these will soon be

rerrulated, and there will b> no cause of complaint of

a ything that admirs of remedy. The series of
concerts was opened with a prayer by the Rev.

Phillips Brooks, of Trinity Church, Boston, and
thouijh his voice is powerful bevond the ordiniiry,

yet it scarcely could be heard beyond a verv limircd

circle of earihlv listeners. Next came an address • f
welcome by William Gnston, Mayor of Boston,

which reached the curs of but a small number of the

audience. After him followed Gcnenil Bmks, widi

an inaugural oration, which was doubtless excellent

in its way, hut being rather long for the oc<':isif>n, the

audience became impatient and applauded him
down. The concert opened with the grand choral

Old [Tnndrp.d. The melody was first given out by

the powerful organ, after which the combined forces

of the "twenty thousand'* singers, the "two thousand''

instrumentalists and the organ took up the theme
wirh a steadiness of movement and breadth of tone

that WAS really sublime, filling every corner of the

vast building with a richess of melody and har-

mony quite indescribable. If the foIlowiuL' nuinbers

of the programme had kept pace with that first effort,

I should have nothing but praise to report to you.

But it wns after all the great thing of the entertain-

ment, and I never expect to hear the like again.

Mr. Oilmore conducted it, but so nervously and un-

steadily that I wondered how the great mass should

march so steadilv onward in spite of him. The
second piece was by the grand orchestra, most ad-

mirably led by Z'^rrahn.— the overture to Ulenzi by
Wagner. The work is not a favorite with me. the

ideas being rrud**, and the effect noisy, without
breadth or originality. The'^perfjrmance, in spiic of

good leadership, was very indifferent, and, toward tho

close, iust escaped a break down. No. 3, a choius

from Costa's oratorio of "Naamnn," was also indif-

ferently rendered—to my great disappointment ; for

I thought its steady martial movement would carry

it throueh safely, bevond a peradventure ; but it

draireed heavily towards the clo«e, and the voices

fiiiled to take up the theme with the promptness
required to give it the proper effect.

No. 4. a piano solo from the Prophe'te, by Herr
Franz Bendel, was almost an absurdity, the tone of

the instrument, in the vast space, sounding like a

clnvpcjn of Mozart's time. It was doubtless a clever

performance, and the Herr seemed to work very hard

to make it so, hut it was ^ fiasco^ nevertheless. No.
5. 'Farewell to the Forest'— a four part song by Mi'n-

deissohn, was fairly rendered, hut it was fiir better

done on a former occasion by the Handel and Ilaydn

Society. No 6, the "Inflammatus," from Bo-sini's

Stahat Mater, had very f lir treatment from Madame
Bud-rsdorff, chorus and orchestra. The solo was
somewhat hard an/f, strained in the effort to fill the

house, hut the delicious music sang itsdf into the

hearts of the listeners so de^^p^y as to silen. e criti-

cism. No. 7, concludiniT the first part, was only a

partial success. Written for solo voices, with a fill-

inff up for the chorus, it cannot be rendered by even

a "Bonquet of one hundred and fifty artists" without

destroying the effect intended by the composer. The
voices were not always in tune, and it lacked the

promptness of movement that is required for its due
effect. It was encored and repeated, however, more
I think on account of the beauty of the music than

for its execution. We have not time or space to enu-

merate the pieces of the second part ; on the whole,

tbev were no better—no worse than those of the firvt,

and the prolonged entertainment was getting a little

tiresome. The United States Marine B;ind played a

selection of American, English and French airs, wirh

good effect, which was much applauded a"nd encored

Instead of repeating a portion of it, they played a

long, uninteresting overture, which sadly exhausted

both time and patience. The "Star Spangled Ban-
ner" was given admirably in the first verse, hut thft

second draL''ir*'d fearfullv, cr'ving further evidence that

Mr, Gilmore is not a good conductor of voices, how-
ever skillful he may be as a band leader. Tho third

-—CPU- —"•">- -iif ' "f* n po^o fiven by Mrs.

Houston West being taken Up a quart jr of a tone
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shaj-p, the effpct of which was pimply exrrnciatinc:.

Strauss ;iii<l liis Diinuhe W;ili3 were oapir.-il. The
Anvil Choi us wa*; no hetteran*! no worse than in the

former rime, hut always effective. The audience was
neither Iar;/e nor ve y enihnsiastio. I should jurlye

there were ahout nine thousand persons present.

This in a 'pa e made lo accommodate forty ['] thous-

and, looked rather, sliv.

But the crowd from a distance hag not bejznn to

gather yet— the second, third and followint; concerts
will douhtless make a very different show.

I would advi-;e every one who can to hear at least

one concert of the series, for the si^ht alone of the

vast buildint; and the mass of people under its roof
will well r*!pay one for the cost and trouble. I have
hut little firiih in the good musical effect upon the
public of such monster jratherinjrs— it seems to me
nnwhoIes(jme food that will produce nnhealihy growth
in the divine an, if any at all ; but there are many
who think otherwise, and I will not at present discuss

the matter, hut let lime d cide.

The Trae Waltz Tempo.—Strauss in New
York.

[From the Weekly Review, July 13.]

Let OS confess that we have learned something
from Herr Johann Strauss. Let us admit that we
were wronjj and that he has set us right. It has been
our practice to piny waltzes too fast ; at a ieinjxy, in-

d''ed, that hft hVht and shade out of the question.

We have ofen adverted to this dizzy pace, and con-
demned it for its expressionless impetnoslty. A waltz

should picinrea gliding grace, and not a dizzy, vfhirt-

iu^ madinim
Hear a w:iliz pTayed by Thomas's orchestra and the

same by Straa s's banc! and yon h.iidlv recognize it

a-i the id'-iiiii-al piece. Not only do»" the former take
the tiM/m ahi>s;i (her too quick, but fails, consequently,
to give it that variety of expression without which
the performance is mere mechanism. This quality is

r* quired in waltzes as well as in symphonies and over-

tures. Str.Hoss's waltzes are splendid compositions,
ai.d are ai-knowUdj^ed by all our first class musicians
to he the best we have. Their very excellence im-
plie." th u they ought to be played with genuine sig-

nificance.

It is really wonderful how a pianissimo or a forte, a
relardatido or a a-escendo, an emphatic accent or other
mirk o( expres^^ inanimates, inrproves . B 1 heii:htei B

the effect of a pjrcp. It gives it life and color at

once, and this has been observed and will never be
forgotten by all who have heard Stran«s' waltzes per-

formed under Strauss direction. He is, beyond
qne.-tion, a splendid and masterly conductor, and
deserves all the ajiplanse he has received in Boston
and ;?f^-w York. He has opened the eyes of the Amer-
icin people tv the proper waltz tempo, and we can-
not help thinking that a great reform will take place
"wrb i>s in the performance of his pieces. We have
had an opporiuni'y of hearing how he designed and
wants ihem to he played, and let us profit by the in-

struitinn.

Tlic three grand orchestral concerts at the Acade-
my of music, over which Strauss has presided, were
brilliant triumphs of instrnmeniaiion. The first, on
Mondav evening, opened with the overture to "Wil
liaiM Tell" (Ko-sini). with the orchestra under the
baion of .Mr Carl Bergmann. Under the same di-

rection i)>e orchestra, comnnsed of sixty-two select
instriiMieiiialisrs, performed Mcyerl)eer'« "Marche
Bux KUmheanx," [he introduction to the third act cf
"Lohengrin''

( Wagner), and the overture to "Ricnzi'
(Warner). We nil know how Bergr_.-.nn can cnn-
diict. His force proved most pffi lent, kept admira
bly lo.:eihrr. and did th^m-ielvcs and their director
great credit, especially in rendering Wagner's two
pieces, wliich wre done in a manner that convinced
the most preJHilici-d and sceptical present that Wag-
ner has a lelicioQs vein of true melody as well as
higher claims to onr admi'ation. With such inter

p eters ilie piil)lic cannot fail to learn and appreciate
Wagner*^ gre.iine^s,

M'. .J.>iiHiio Bonawitz. in the first pan, pi lyed the
'•Tannt a i-'cr'' M rch, anarigetl as a pianoforte solo
by Li-z, and in iho second another pianoforte solo
foiiiiih il oil Luihcr's Uyrnn, arranged by Bonawitz
hiiii^el*. Tliertc pic'-e-* were tinelv p*;rformef), but in

playing ilie f.iriner the octaves for the left hand were.
Oil accou'ii i.f the excessive bear, anything but clear

in their delivery. The latrcr piecu is not very effec-

t 'e, except in \\\k fiwiU.
Sirauo, H« may be gathered from what wo have

premised gave hi, waltz. "Kiinsiler r.a!hen" (Artist
Lfe), in -lnwer lime than that in which it is taken
by Thomas, hni the effect wa.s ^o delightful that an
encore was a foregone ronelu-ion

; it tfK)k the ahane
of one of his l>eantiful polkas. The "Circasnian
March" is a very original and characteristic comp<j-

sition, by Strauss, and was played in brilliant style.

We could take no exception to its performance, unless

to the introduction of singing by the orchestra, which
reminds us too palpably of our negro minstrels. His
famous, favorite waltz, "On the Beantiful Bl-ie Dan-
ube.' was given with even more than its usual echii.

A double encore was imperatively demanded, and on
the second response assumed the form of his "Tritsch
Tratseh Polka." His "I'izzciato Polka" proved a

bright and marvellous piece of execution. The />t'ar«-

isiimos and mscendos were perfect. Thrice in suc-

cession was this charming gem presented, to satisfy

the delighted and almost insatiable craving of the

public, that seemed to grow by what it fed on.

Wednesday evening's concert was thronged and
brilliant. The overtnre "Jubel" (Weber) was mag-
nificently played by the orchestra, under Mr. Berg-
mann's direction—we cannot remember when we have
heard it better done—and the second /tHft/e of "Mac-
beth" (Verdi), the overture to Uossini's "Siege of

Corinth" and the March from Wagner's "Tannhau-
ser" were given, each in appropriate style, equally
admirable. Mr J. A Bonawitz's pianoforte solo,

"Schlummer Lied" (SchnmannJ, and "Scherzo"
(Chopin), was most scientifically performed, and,

though well received, d-'served far more anplause than

it won. The first ha'fof his snlo in second part, "Al
bum Leaf," an t'm/irow/i/ii composed by the performer,
is verv pretty, resembling in character some of Men-
delssohn's songs without words. It had a pleasing

effect, but the other half, Liszt's "Chromatic Galop,"
was started at tocrrapid a tempo, and as it coursed on
lost clearness of articulation. Pianists should beware
of snch hasty outsets, lest the growing pace and ex-
citement carry them b^'vond their executive capacity.

The flow of melody ihrongh the Stranss portion of

the programme was clear and brilliant as that of a

mountain brook. The waltz 'Tausend und eine Nacht,'

the polka "Tritsch Tratseh," the waltz "Morgen-
h'a'ter" (Morning Papers), and the polka "Annen"
were given in all their bright and charming color,

and "painted" in perfection, winning double encores,

and thus introducing other sparkling favorites. The
orchestra was superb, and whatever envy or ill-nature

may say to the contrary, kept together like the Mace-
donian phalanx, and marched to harmonious ylctory

with the certainty of the Boman legion.

A Talk with Mr. Strauss.

(From the New York Sun, July 13.

)

A Sun reporter had an interview with Johann
.Stran'^s, the famous Austrianij.romposer, yesterday.

Mr. Stranss has a magnificent suite of rooms in the
Clarendon Hotel. The entrance is guarded by a
footman who receives innumerable cards, letters and
notes, and who is occasionally relieved by a prettv

servant girl, whom Mrs. Stranss has brought with

her from Vienna. Mrs. Stranss has another maid,
so that there are three servants to take care of the

composer and bis wife. The latter has noble hlood
in her veins, haying been born a countess ; and two
maids for a travelling countess is surely not too
much.
Johann Str''nss was standing in th© centre of his

ro'^m when the reporter entered. He is 4fi years old,

tall, good looking, has a black moustache, long,
flowing black whiskers, a fine forehead, black hair

which is blushed hack, a quick, expressive eye. and
an honest, genial expression of countenance. He
was elegantly dressed after the latest Viennese
fashion. Any one seeing him walk down Btoadwav
would take him to be some swell from Murray Hilj

.Johann Stranss is evidently a ladies' man. He is

neat rather handsome, and has verv agreeable man-
ners. He talks very na'ively, as if he was speaking
entirely without reserve or eonstrainl.

HOW STRAtrSS LtKKS AntERICA.

The Sun reporter asked the famed composer how
ho liked America.

.Johann Strauss (in Oerman—he doe.9 not speak
any Knglish)—Oh ! this country is superb, magnifi
cent. I never had an idea of the grandeur of this

country, and I never would have thought that there
is so much appreciatitm of good music hero.

Here a card was sent in :
" Pus geht so den

ganzen liehen Tag," he said.

Benorter—How do you like Boston ?

.Tohann Strauss— T difl not like it. Boston is

Puritanical, stupid, dull. There is no life in the
street. There is no display "f elegance or luxury.
The women are hornelv, and do not dross nicely.

I do not like Boston. But with New York I am
perfectly eharrncd (mit New York bin ich (fauz
entzuckt).

MHS. STRAC88.

Here Fran Strauss entered. She ia a brunette,
has a very pleasant face, and is very ladylike. She
was dressed with exquisite taste after the latest Vien-

nese fasl3;on. She greeted the reporter cordially

and adj^'sscd him in vejy goo<l English, but when
she fou?ii that the reporter spoke German, she said,

very good naturedly, "Ach, das ist ja praechtig ; da

koennen wir ja r>eutsch aprechen." (Why, this is

perfectly splendid ; then we can speak German).
Frau Strauss— I think we should stay longer if it

were not for this terrible heat. Yon know it's very

hot in Vienna, but this heat is perfectly monstrous.

Last night we could not sleep a wink ; we did not

sleep five minutes in the whole night, and still the

clerk says he has given us the coolest rooms in the

house.

wouldn't li!ave viehsa for the world.

Reporter— Ctmld you not make up your mind to

stay in this country ?

Frau Strauss (laughing and showing her teeth,

which are very pietty)—Oh, dear, dear no, not for

the whole world. We would not leave Vienna for

the world. We have everything so charming there ;

there are a thousand ties that bind us to Vienna.

We live in Hietzing, right out of the city, in onr

own house, which we occupy all by ourselves. We
live in English style, have our horses and carnages,

ride and drive where we want to, and have every-

thing our hearts can wish for. This hotel is mocb
better than the St. James Hotel ; but still, yon
know, hotel life is not what home life is.

Here Herr Strauss came back from the other room,

whither he had withdrawn, to talk with a visitor.

Three cards were sent in. "Engaged," was the

answer in every instance

STRAUSS'S LOVE FOR MUSIC.

Tfeymrter—Were you very fond of music when a

child >

Herr Stranss—Oh, jes, very fond. I was trained

for the opera originally, but when I had composed
my first waltz mv career was decided.

Reporter—How old were yon then 1

Herr Strauss— I was seven th -n. I will send you
this waltz ; it has never been published. I am now
collecting the best American compositions, in order

to publish them in Germany.
Reporter—When do you compose, in the daytime

or at night ?

Herr Strauss—Altogether at night. I don't know
of a single waltz that I composed in the daytime.

Dn lither Hrrrqott ! (Thou dear Lord!) Do you
know how much I pay here for a shave f Fifty

cents ! fifty cents ! a whole gulden I ht das nicht

schanderhnft. There is one thing that is very poor

here, the beer. Oh ! in that respect .his country is

very deficient, very.

doesn't like AMERICAN LAGEK.

Reporter— I thought the beer here was better than

in Germany.
Herr Stranss—Oh ! dear, dear, no! No compari-

son. It's awfully bad here, and I am aelnally sick

for want of onr delightfttl Vienna beer.

Frau Stranss—The beer is thick and heavy here.

Oh ! its very poor."

Herr Strauss (smacking his lips and throwing {lim-

self ba<k in his chair, in an attitude of rapture)

—

The beer in Vienna is divine, divine (ijoettlich). Go
lo Vienna, drink beer, and die. Hoetllkh, rfocttlich i

But in every other respect New York is charming.

Life here must be very pleasant. New York is

much more gay than Ijindon. What a bustle, what
an uproar there is here all tlio time.

MltS. STRAUSS ON BROADWAY.

Frau Strauss—Oh ! Broadway is so magnificent.

What a throng of vehicles all the time. Why, the

Ring (the finest street of Vienna) is ncthing com-
pareil to Broailway as far as life and bustle are con-

cerned. The horses are hero much finer than in

Vienna. I have been in the Central Park. It's

superb ; miwh finer than »ar Ptater. T have seen

all the celebrated parks in Europe, hut I never saw
one that surpassed the Central Park in grant}eur and
beauty.

Here Herr Strans.t was called away. Fraii Stra'iss

spoke of the Grand Duke Alexis. She said ho and
his two brothers n.sed to come to her husband's

house in St Petersbing and blow on the cornet a-

piston. When her husband mcerf-s the Emperor
Francis .Joserib in the Iin|>eTi)il Gardens in Scb'>en-

bruiin, to which bo is invariahly admitted, the Em-
peror says, "(irusw sie (iott, wie gehls ?" (God
greet you, how are you ?) Her husband had a

standing invitation to all the court festivities, being

Knight of the Order of Francis Jose])).h. She said

hw bnsband had resiyrwd all Ui« p«>sitions, and did

nothing now except working in his night-gown at

home and composing operas, "which pays hira in-

finitely." His la8tx)peia was prottiuefl sixty times

in Vienna. For his servicoa in Boston he bad re-

ceived $25,000 (J£5,000).
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STRiCSS OV AMERICAN RAILROADS.

ITerr Strauss (cominp back)—I want to mention
something; else to you that is perfectly awful,

monstrous. These are no fuhnwaechter (fliigmen)

on the railroads here. Why, it's perfectly mons-
trous.

Frau Stranss—My husband says he'd rather be

killed at once, and be done with it, than to take

another trip on an American railroad. He knows
he'd he a dead man, anyhow.
Herr Stranss received here three or four more

cards. "It poes like this all day," he said. "In
Boston I was bored out of existence by people ask

inz for autographs, and then I have about fifty

callers a day who beg; for money. They are in

every instance Germans. Not one American has
begged of me."
The reporter took bis leave, tbankine; ITerr Strauss

for his kindness. Herr Strauss gave the reporter a
ciirar, which he said was as eood in anv in Vienna,
and his photograph. Then he said : "I am elad to

have seen you. You are a nice, amiable fellow.'*

The reporter blushed, and bade the famous com-
poser good day.

The Garde Republicaine Band.
The famous band of the Garde Republicaine of

France has won such a reputation in this country, thai

a brief description of its organization and the instru
mcnts used by its members, may be found inferestins-

The band was or.-ranized by M. Paulus in IS.'ii It

wns composed of fifty-four membpjrs, enlisted men
who are entitled to a life pension after servine a term
of twenty-five years. M. Paulus associated M Maury
with himself as sous chef. This band has alwavs a
long list of applicants ready to fill any vacancies that
may occur. Each one must have served in another
band of the line for at leost two years, and must be
able to read and write. The Garde lie Paris, to which
the band is attached, and which two years ago be-
Ciime the Garde Republicaine is a regiment of 2600
men—2000 infantry and 600 cavalry. Like the
Household Brigade in the English army, this regi-
ment always remains at the capital. To be a mem-
ber of the band necessitates a comparatively small
amount of service, and each man can live wherever
bo pleases in Paris, wear citizen's clothes when nW
duty, and accept engagements wherever offered
Thus it is that nearly every member receives double
pay. M. Maury is solo cornet at the Grand Opera.
Three of the band are professors in the Paris Conser-
vatory of Music. M. Silvestre, whom competent di
rectors pronounced the smartest cornet player they
had ever heard, is only 22 years old, bat has plaved
the cornet for twelve years. Well might Dan God-
frey say that he could not expect to beat a band of
picked professional musicians. The band is organ-
ized on the model of Adolpbe Sax, which has been
adopted for the military bands of the French armv.
The organization consists in reproducing in mill
tary music all the disposition^^ of ordinary mnsic. in
creased considerably in sonority, inasmuch as military
music is so often called upon to he played in the onen
air. and as its warlike qualities ar* its first requisite.
The instruments used by the band are the following :

Two grandes flutes in c, two petl/ps flutes in d flat, two
hanthois in c, two petite.^ darionettes in eflat. eight
ffraudes clarwmttes in g flat, one soprano saxhorn in
c flat, three contralto sopranos (?)in g flat.t^ree cornets
a-piston, six saxophones, four trombones (with six
pistons), three trumpets, two horns, three alto sax-
horns, in e flat, two baritones in g-flat. four basses
(with four cylinders) in g flat, two contra-haws in
g-fiat, one contra-hass in e flat, bass drum, two kettle
drums and cymbals. M. Sax explains the organiza-
tion as follows :

—

"I have created for the bass, corresponding to the
quartet of strings, thenumerous familvof saxhorns,
around which are gronped, in families as complete as
possible, all the episodic instruments destined to form
a sonorous palette, and to bring forth a variety of
tones. I have, guided always by the principle of
forming complete groups. au>rmented or diminished
the number of certain instruments, such as the clari
onets, for example, augmenting the number of small
ones in order to maintain the sharp register, (le regis-
/i«p (7/(711), always badly kept up by large clarionets
It will he remarked, in the music of the Paris Garde
Repuhli<-aine, that there are many families of instru-
ments with six pistons—trumpets, trombones, basi)
saxhorns, and contra bass in e-flat and b flat. These
instruments constitute one of my latest and most im-
portant inventions. By the reunion of seven inde-
pendent tubes they give the chromatic series of the
notes of the gamut in first harmonic sounds ; that is

to say, not resulting from any combination of differ-
ent tubes, the sounds are consequently produced with
a purity and mathematical precision, something which
was impracticable, as every one knows, by means of

the old three piston instruments. As the diffarencos

of tone in the various instruments are not created by
the matter which composes them, nor by the system
of the mechnnism, hut rather arise from the propor-
tion of the tubes, the process sf the six pistons and
seven independent tubes was anplicable to all instru-

ments with month pieces, and I have applied it."

For the sake of comoarison. wo append a list of
the inotrnments of the Kaizer Franz Grenadier Garde
Band : Flute, piccolo, two oboes, two b.issoons, two
e-flat clanonettes, ten b flat clarionettes. four French
horns, two tenor horns, two baritones, four truiripets,

three cornets, four tubas, two contra bassoons, four
trombones, two snare drums, bass drum, cymbals and
glockenspiel.— Courier.

The New York WeekJy Review gives the following

table showing the respegtive constituents of the

three bands :

French Band. German. English.
Clarionets 9 14 16
Flutes 2 2 4.
Oboes 4 2 1

Saxophones 6 - -
Pistons 2 - -
Bugles 3
Trumpets .3 4 2
Horns 2 4 4
Baritones 2 2 2
Bass 4 3 6
Contra Bass 3 . _
Alto 4 2 4
Trombones 4 4 4
Petit Bngle 1

Cymbals 1 1 1

nruins 2 2 2
Bass Drums 1 1 1

Cornets - 3 6

Fasrotti - 2 5

Contra - 2

Total 53 48 58

"National Music Meetings" at the Crystal

Palace.—Competitive Singing.

A London Correspondent of the Boston Courier

writes

:

While yon Bostonians have been enjoying your
monster Musical .Jubilee we Londoners have been
treated to something quite new in the musical way,
namely : a competitive examination or trial of well-

known vocalists." This idea oriirinated with Mr.
Wellert Beale, a well-known musician and journalist,
and the scene of this novel performance was the
Crystal Palace. It is difficult for English talent to

get a hearing—harder for it to get a prize ; but the
Crystal Palace Company come fot'ward, and are ready
to decline no reasonable offer, and to present a bona
fide prize to the candidates who win a fair field and
no favor Is it necessary to say that the winners
leave the seat of contest with a reputation, to a ereat
extent, made 'i One successful competition probably
saves the singer some years of tediona and disheart-
ening struErg'e to get before the public, and persons
of real talent are thus able to start at once on their

career. Meanwhile it must be confessed that a good
many of the competitors are grotesquely and amus-
ingly had. On Thursday, .June 27, the contest be
giin. Those who had been selected to compete ap-
peared, one by one. on the Handel Orcb-stra, and on
a raised platform in front of them sat Mr. Sterndale
Bennett, Sir Julius Benedict, and Signor Arditi
Six ladies appeared in succession. Some seemed
confident, others timid, all more or less awkward, bui
there was little doubt about the winner, who came
last. Miss Williams, who ought to succeed well ; she
has a good voice, gf^od presence of mind, and nice
taste. Sheisapupil of Mr? Welch's. When her
number (19) was hoisted up as the winner it was
greeted with unanimous npn'an^e. She has evidently
not yet formed her concert-'oom deportment. She
bows to the enthusiastic audipnci* as though she were
vastly offended with. them, and desired to be out of
sight and henrng ; hut a s'ight stiffness of manner is-

after all, preferable to the opposite extreme, and is of

only the smallest importance when the sintrintr is

good. The gentlemen tenors were entertaining
enough. One stepped forward with the ntmost con-
fidence, evidently believing intensely in bis easy su-

periority, but he had not a chance—we were going to

say, a voice. Another could not sing any of his runs
and flourishes, but seemed quite unconscious of his

defect ; another sang flat, with the most winning
smile, and we need not say the least winning voice.

The winner again came last. Mr. Dudley Thomas
was beyond comparison the best. He is a light, agree-

able, and rather finished tenor, wanting in power but

not in sweetness, with good taste and an easy, unaf-

fected style. At half past four o'clock a concert took

place, at which Miss Williams and Mr. Dudley
Thomas confirmed the good opinion which the judges

and the public had already conceived. The follow-

ing Saturday the contraltos, baritones, and basses

competed, Signor Arditi, Mr. Barnby, and Dr. Wylde
being jud^res. Miss Hancock, who has an agreeable

and a good method, was the fortunate candidate. She
will doubtless, please even more when she loses a

little of the self-consciousness which is, perhaps, in-

separable from the novelty of her situation. A sharp

contest took place between the basses, Mr. Pope and

Mr. Wadmore. both of them pupils of Signor Ran-

degger. Mr. Wadmore—not at all a fierce baas, or

a bass-looking gentleman at all—won. He is young
and amiable in appearance—and if he aspires to do

the dark villain on the stage, he will take a deal of

dressing, or, as the Americans say, fixing up—hut he

seems to have pluck enough for anything. At the

afternoon concert the winners—ladies and gentlemen

—appeared and sang songs chosen for them almost

at the last moment, thus displaying a great knowl-

edge of music as well as readiness. It is true that

When Other Lips and iVbii pin andrai are not very

unknown songs ; but still to sing, especially the lat-

ter, at a moment's notice, on such an occasion, re-

quires nerve, which Mr. Wadmore certainly possesses.

The concert was filled in by the admirable band of

the Crystal Palace, nnder Mr. Manns, and the Crys-

tal Palace choir. The other soloists were Miss Edith
Wynne, who san<r charmingly, Madame Patey, who
was encored in Arthur Sullivan's Golden Days, and
Mr. Santley. The Crystal Palace choir has wonder-
fully improved. During the week choral societies

and bands of different sorts will compete, and on
Saturday the distribution will takeplace, followed by
a grand vocal and instrumental concert. The prizes

range from £1000 to £30.

fbigljf s Iffurnal of Pusif.
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The Second Gilmore Jubilee.

IL

We have thus far spoken of the plan itself, and

seen from what mixed motives it sprang, and what

an ambiguous aspect it presented. Yet in the main

it claimed to bo a musical festival, "the greatest series

of Concerts ever given in the world !

Leaving aside therefore, for the present, "Peace,

and Patriotism, and the "glory of Boston," and the

assumed "international" importance of the affair,

simply looked upon as Music, what did it amount

to ? What was realized in Art, for Art, for musical

taste and culture in a true and profitable sense ? Ad-
mitting fully all that may be claimed as to the beauty

and commodiousness of the great Coliseum,—that

magical creation of a night almost,—literally the

work of six weeks, a fair aad stately structure large

enough to hold the population of a small city, cheaply

but tastefully decorated, charming the eye with a fine

harmony of lines and colors, and that free wavy play

of flags and streamers which is so like the form of

music, its admirable ventilation and its cheerful as-

pect; admitting the inspiration of the scene, the liv-

ing presence of two vast multitudes there face to face,

the singers and the sympathizers (if one could only

count under the latter head the restless crowds who,

whether because they could not hear, or because a

vague curiosity rather than music brought them, wan-

dered about in ceaseless tramp through the surround-

ing corridors !) ; admitting too, not without pride, the

perfect right of our good City to admire herself there

in so large a mirror of her most exemplary good or-

der, peace and cheerful courtesy, and the good im-

pression that it evidently made on strangers (though

why would so many people talk aloud and move
about when much of the music was so soft ?) ; cheer-

fully conceding all praise to the executive energy

and the organizing skill which made so many forces

work together to one end ; and never doubting that

there was a great deal of pure enjoyment and even

quickening experience of life in those great crowds,
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from day to day
;
granting all this in as full measure

as you please, the real question, after all, is : What
about the Music 1

And the first point that claims attention is the pro-

grammes. Now the ambiguity which we have seen

in the Jubilee project as a whole was sure to affect

each and every programme. To a true programme,

an artistic profiramme, the first essential is unity of

motive. A good programme is like a good composi-

tion ; it must all grow out of one good leading mo-

tive, to which all the other accompanying motives

must stand in true relation of support or pleasing

(never distracting, never unrelated, miscellaneous)

contrast. Here, it must be confessed, the motives

were terribly mixed. Read those opening programmes

(and they were the best), which we have placed

on our last page as specimens of passing follies of our

&se for curious readers in the future, should any

chance to peep into our musty files. See what strange

bedfellows are thus brought together. (And, by the

way, we are told that the "Music Committee," a

thing of names, and chiefly good for advertisement,

was never called together or consulted,—so much the

better for them.) The hobby of the groat "Projec-
tor" we all know ; he is nothing if not startling ; his

ruling passion is "to make a noise in the world ;"

"Anvil choruses, cannoris, bells, and roaring, over-
whelming sound waves are his element. It is true,

most people who went theie hoping or dreading a
tremendous noise were disappointed, and the marvel
that has made the most talk was. the gentleness, the
softness of the sound of 20,000 voices even with all

those auxiliaries. Neverthele.ss does anybody doubt
that it meant noise 1 Kind Nature, witli her wise
acoustic laws and limitations, came to our relief.

It was not Gilmore's fault that the artillery and bells

disturbed the outside city more than they did the
audience within, or that the hundred anvileers, in.

8 ead of a hearty blacksmith ring, produced a toy-
l.ke jingling sound as of so many sleighhells, not
answerinir at all in loudness to the scarlet shirts they
wore. (How fee.ble compared to the three or four
anvils on the operatic staL'e! But then an anvilis
ai industrial machine, and not a musical instrnment,
and perhaps in order to its true and hearty Hul' there
m 1st be something forged upon it, so ne useful metal
inte'nosed he w^en the anvil and the hammer. Sup-
pose Mr. G. should try it; hissinj hot iron, sparks and
blazins furnaces,—would not that make a rousjng
ju'iilee!). But of course this element had to go
into the cauldron

; no Gilmore jubilee without guns
and anvils, and all sorts of clap trap. And for the
sike of this, to give it ample room and scope, popu-
lar national hymns and airs, "Hail Columbia" and
"Star Spangled Banner," "God save the Queen,"
the "Marseillaise," &c., as well as the sentimental
"songs that everybody knows," sometimes ridicu-
lously sung by 5,000 altos, alternating with as many
tenors or basses, in unison, he'd in the long run the
lion's share in these most incoherent proL'iammes.
All well enough, if nothing else had been attempted,
if the desiirn had only limited itself to that. 'Then
there wou d have been unity of purpose, and the
thing as a whole would have had a character, such
as it -was ; a much more respectable character than
can result from any mingling of incongruous in-
gred ents, from any bringing together of things
which do not belong together, out of a foolish
ignorant ambition of the li-ss ro (scpm to) include
the greater. Then it would have been an honest
Fourih-of-July affair upon an unprecedented scale,
vastly interesting, no doubt, and perhaps beneficial
to a very large class of people, though miisicat peo-
ple, as such, might take comparatively little interest
in it. For the enthusiasm of such 'occa.sion8, the
electric thrill of svmpaihy. the hravos and the
flutter of white handkerchiefs, are not to any great
decree a musical experience, do not spring so much
from the music as from tome social or patriotic
sentiment with which the old tnne has Ijecome as-

seciated. Here the "Projector" is in bis element,
here he has large publicity, and here in God's name
let him celebrate and jubilate to his heart's content
with all the cympalhizers he can find ; no reasonable
being can object to it, if it will only seek to pass for
simply what it is.

But no ! Th It wno'd not satisfy this vague, un-
limited ambition. It must be a great feast of Music,
a grent musioil e/ent, "the greatest" in all history;
this Fourth of-JolT ele-nent most cover the whole
fie'd of Mn-ic. and ilie Gilmore baton flourish over
Symphony and Oratorio, as well as "Hail Colum-
bia!" Each aDdBe>th>ven must be invited npim
the same platform with the people's idols. They,

were they living, might decline the honor ; for art.

ists know and feel the difference of spheres, and if

there is one law of life which music most per-

sistently illustrates, it is that spheres are not to be

confounded. Nevertheless bring them out and set

them up there ; having their music we have them
;

and as for living artists and composers, if the best

be shy of such distinction as we offer, are there not

always "available" ones, among artists as in all

other classes, who, having fame such as it is, would

like a little more and gold to boot 1 So raise the

sign in blazing letters, which the world may read :

The greatest music and the greatest artists all com-

bined in our great musical World's Jubilee ! So in

this Yankee-doodle setting we have choruses from

"Messiah" and "Creation" and "Elijah," even a

whole Oratorio of Handel ; Chorales by Bach

naively set up (or down) in a row with homely old

New England Psalm-tunes (for these too were re-

presented in the mixed motives and the managing

Committee) ; classical Overtures (a few) ; Italian

Opera Selections, for which a "Bouquet of Artists"

are flatteringly enlisted as a sort of legion of honor
;

and whatever else was easily available under the

head of classical or high Art, old or modern.
And all for what 1 Not because such things belonged
in this strange element ; not that thrt/ might give tone
and direction to a festival conceived in quite another
spirit ; not that "high Art," that Music in its highest

sense should be exalted to a higher throne, surround-

ed with a ray more of divinity, than the most hack-
nied stock in trade of street, or choir or ball room
music. Not for its own sake was the higher mu>ic
brought into the plan, but only for its good name, to

make the plan respectable, conciliate refined taste,

and secure the coo 'eration of really artistic leaders

and musicians, without whom it could hardly boast

itself to be a musical festival in any very worthy
sense. In short the classical pieces were pretty sure

to pass (with thousands of the unmusical and unre-

flecting) for very good endorsement of the claptrap
;

it must be a true bill, for it boars the names of Han-
del, Bach and Beethoven upon the back

;
good com

pany where the// are, is it not ?—But what if they are

ill at ease, and not at all at home there I And even

so it proved : for it was soon found that these were
not the things that went best, or were heard best, or

which seemed to be much in the spirihapf the place

and the occasion, or to the liking of tl^narger crowd
congenial wi h that prit. So, after a few days,

the classical element began to be pushed more into

the background ; the best thing by far of all, in an

artistic point of view, the "Israel in Egypt." which
gave such templing scope to the best powers of our
Handel and Haydn Society, securing them for nu-

cleus of the great chorus, came near being dropped

out entirely, as it would have been, had it been "post-

poned" a week in the interest of the more paying

matter of the programmes ; for if there was one rea-

son for postponement at the time, there would have
beeit twenty at the week's end ; and. as it was, though
well performed, it was thrown away upon the small-

est and most inattentive audience of the whole three

weeks. Of course the more serious and valuable

members of the chorus began to drop away, as the

choral functions became reduced to repetition of the

sime old national airs and psalm tunes. And ego-

tistic vanity, not competency, too often dictated the

conductorship in the performance of these same class-

ical compositions, so that you would hear an Over-

ture, perhaps, with a man making the motions in

dumb show before an orchestra, who heeded not but,

smiling in their sleeves, played on as they knew
how.

Another mixed motive, resulting in another incon-

gruity and positive fatuity, lav in the piano-making
interest which exercised a strong voice in the coun-

cils of the Jubilee. No one for a moment could he

blind to the fact that solo performances on the Piano-

forte must be thrown away upon the ^-hief part of an

andienfe.in so vast a space. Yet in each programme
such unheard, unheard of exhibitions had to figure,

p-irily that the "Grand Orchestral Piain" might be

advertised, and partly that the names and presence of

some distinguished European virtuosos might adver-

tise the Jubilee. Only less out of place there as a

rule, with one conspicuous exception, were the vochI

8 ''os : and what could be more ludicrous (except tlio

execution) tbim the hare anntmncement of a melody,

say Abt's hacknied "Swallow" song, for which

,5.000 voicei ore massed into one ! Wo hope the

rubicund composer will survivo the compliment,

—

and the song too.

Then, again, there was the "international" cle-

ment, which entered as a motive, and more effect-

ively, perhaps, than any other, being so well repre-

sented by those three noble European Bands ;

though how far anything international was

really intemled by the governments who sent tlicin,

or perhaps, more proptrly, permitted tliem to come,

is more or less a matter of imagination. There was

a graceful look of courtesy about it to be sure, and a

sincere reciprocation of good feeling, to the credit

and the satisfaction of all parties. At any rate it

was a happy hit, and made the chief sensation of

the Jubilee. But for the musical Art sigtiificance of

European, or of any nations, one does not look first

or mainly to the military Bands. If it were simply

and ostensibly an international meeting or festival

of Bands, competitive, or otherwise, that in itself

would have a unity of character and might be a

good thing ; but that, though every country should

be represented, and by its very best in that line

would by no means come up to the pretention of

"the greatest musical event of the century ;'' be-

cause, musically considered, any Birmingham or

Diissildorf. or Boston Handel and Haydn Festival

is really better. As a sensational device the Ba ids

were capital ; but it takes something besides Bands

to make a musical Art festival; here, to be sure,

there was something else,—thousands of instruments

and voices, &c., &c.,—hut from the first the Batids

took precedence, while chorus, orchestra, and all

things classical had to accept the less conspicuous

roles, serving as frame-work or mere remjilissage.

Another sensation was the presence of the Vienna

"Walt'i king," Strauss, without his orchestra, but

showing how he could electrify the orchestra he

found before him. And there were ttie two famous

foreign singers, the two famous pianists, and the

German Emperor's Cornet Quartet (not a very signi-

ficant contribution to the greatest of all Musical

Festivals.), the genial and hearty looking sentimental

part song composer, Abt ; and a sprinkling of

original compositions for the Jubilee by some half a

dozen European composers, none of them of the

highest rank, some of them unheard of here till

now, while some of the most important of these

contributions (a solo and chorus by Sir Julius

Benedict, for instance, and the 150 h Psalm by

Ranuegger. both written by request, the solos to

be sung by Mme. Rudersdokii-f) «ero promised

only, but not given. But the point is: t.iking all

together. Bands, composers, solo artists, was here

enough lo constitute a really represtntJtive, signifi-

cant, substantial contribution of the inu4cal Art

of Europe to an international music meeting of the

highest order and pretention ? Any single week

during the musical season in London, Berlin, Leip-

zig, Paris, or Vienna, offers more of interest to a

true music lover, than the Coli.seum in its whole

"heated term." You could not hear 20 000 singers

there ; but 20,000 singers are "no good," as the boys

say.

To help out the sensational illusion of the "inter-

national" idea, the Jubilee was made a "song of

degrees" or "Days." There was first the American

day, of course, for that came on tlie anniversary ol

the battle of Bunker Hill. Then followed the Eng-

lish, the German, and the French day, which was

very well so long as the three distinctive Bands held

out. Then came the Austriari day, on which the

only tilings Austrian were a "Kaiser" Overture on

Austrian themes b) Westmayer, rather a graceful

composition, and Strauss's "Beautiful Blue Danube

waliz ;" then the Russian day, without a B.iiid or

note of Russian music, but for a chief novelty a

choir ( f colored singers, with "cannon accompani-

ments," cai.onizinrj John Brown's soul "march-

ing on." There was also an "Italian day," with no

Italian music on the hill except Rossini's German

Overture to "Tell." And there was an "Irish dav,"

of course—for was not this "our new St. Patrick's
'

festival ?—with some sort of an Irish Band trumped

up lor one of the last and hottest days, when the

enthusiasm was chiefly spent upon procession

through the streets. And there was President

Grant's Day, and a Horace Gneley (lay, and Gil-

more's own day, when «// the B.mds played, and all

the patriotic songs and guns and anvils were in

fullest blast. But in all this was iMiisic paramount,

or something else? D.il Si. Cecilia preside?

Was An remembered ''. And did Bach and Beet

hoven still keep t'icir places on the equal plailorm '>

Hut now for the result, the actual laTloriniT" and

cHect. And fortunately here wo have only for the

most part to repeat what everybody el.se lo tnung;
fnr from the moment it became clear that the Jubilee

».ould not Bucccd finaucially, it was marvellous with
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what a freedom and alacrity of criticism so inany
even of tfie newspapers bejjan to point out all the
errors and short-cominizs and absurdities of the whole
thing, and admit that the "unprecedented and
gigantic musical success" was after all a failure!

Some features were successful, some were not.

The least successful (counting out the solos) was
just that which formed the glory of the former
Jubilee, and which alone could justify the colossal

proportions of the undertaking.— the great Chorus.
The C/toi-iis siinp/i/ nudid lolint it achieved three ypnra
ago. And not by any fault of its own, or of its

chief instructor and Conductor, Carl Zerrahn.
It was simply a struggle against Nature. Twenty
thousand singers were not only twice, but four or
five times too m.iny for good musical effect. That
was clearly enough proved at the first Jubilee, when
a Chorus of half the number did produce effects,

by no means so fine as smaller choruses in proper
music halls, but often very irrand and beautiful, and
on the whole successful. It turned oat better than
any sane musical mind expected, but did not work
conviction as to any re.al gain from such great num-
bers. The experience was set down as exceptional

;

and exceptional it should have remained ; strange
that the lesson was not learned beyond necessity of
repetition I Only a defiant and insane ambition could
have seriously conceived the heaven-storming idea
of piling another O-isa upon Pelion. There was
a double fate against the valiant twenty thousand,
devoted, earnest, full of a zeal truly musical, and
thoroughly prepared, as a verv large proportion of
them, we know, were. (We do not take account of
violations of discipline, signs of disintegration or
demoralization, in the latter weeks so obvious, for

these we fancy only came in after fdlure was a foie-

g()ne conclusion!) In the first place, spread over so
wide and deep a space, seated so far apart, they could
not know whether- they sang together ; in the next
place, even if they did sing perfectly together, to

most auditors the tone^, traversing such various dis-

tances, could not reach the ear at once, so that prac-
tically, as one writer has hapnily said, *' it afl sound-
ed like a fugue," In p'ain, slow choral strains, com-
posed of long rotes only, such as "Old Hundred"
and 'Luther's Hymn" and the two Bach Chorales,
the volume of tone was rich and sweet and grand,
by no means overpowering, and all parts of the har-
mony were clearly made out—perhaps not always.
Here it does not matter so much that there should be
perfect precision of attack or rhythm ; the harmo-
nies may drag, and yet the effect be fine and the in-

tentions of the music fully realized ; to the imagina-
tion this is the effect of a strain ] curing in wave upon
wave from a vast multitude; there is a kind of
musical perspective in it, which will not do at all in

any quickly moving, polyphonic, imitative, involved
composition

; here all must be struck at once and
heard at once, or it is all confusion. And in this

way most of- the more elaborate choruses more or
less suffered, though some few of them in the first

week, before the days of dissolution, made on hearers
favorably placed a pretty fair impression. The best
success of any was perhaps the unaccompanied part-
song by Mendelssohn.—Nor did the chorus exercise
iis powers on nearly so much sterling matter as it

did before. As we have said, it was but a left-handed
hospitality that was extended to the classical selec-
tions

; they went through with the form of introduc-
tion and were soon quietlv bowed out. Bevord a
few Chorales, Handel's "Hallelujah" and "See the
conquering hero," Havdn's "The Heavens are tell-

ing," Mendelssohn's "Thanks be to God." "He
watching over Israel," "Yet doth the Lord see it

not," and "Sleepers awake," Mozart's Gloria, Rossi-
ni's /n/?amm'i?«s, a chorus each'by Bennett and by
Costa, a chorus from Mr. Paine's new Oratorio "St-
Peter," a scholarly and clever work, but sacrificed,
and a Hymn : "Peace and Music," written with more
view to popular effect by Mr. Dodley Bock, the
mighty Chorus was merely heard in common Psalm-
tunes, or rose to call in endless repetitions of the Nat-
ional Airs, &c., with boom of cannon. To this

complexion, almost wholly, did it come at last. As a
piece of honest, earnest, well accomplished work,
upon a task worthy to iuspire the best devotion, the
performance of "Israel in Ecvpt" by the Boston
Handel and Haydn Society for first chorus, and the
Societies of Salem, Lynn and West Roxbury for sec-
ond chorus,—in all from twelve to fourteen "huTidred
voices—stands out as the one most honorable artistic

deed in the whole festival,—and to it was least honor
paid I

—But again our space is too contracted for doing
justice to the other elements,—the great orchestra, the
solo singers and pianists, the splendid foreign Bands,
&c.,—as well as fur some "improvements" of the
lesson, as the old sermonizers used to say ; for
which we shall have to return to the uawieldly topic
once more.

WnEATON Seminakt. The following is the pro-

gramme of a Soirfe Musicale given at this institution

on Wednesday evening, July 3, under the direction

of Messrs. 'G. H. Howard and W. W. Davis, who

have been laboring there with the right sort of zeal to

increase the knowledge and the love of good ,music.

"Voff,a. Voga," Cflmpana.
Symphony in G minor Mozart.
R-ritHtive and Aria. ''Ah! s'estinto," Mercadante.
Fantasin. "Fra Diavolo," '.

Pong. "Solto e Bt>n," Fiorantini.

Trio in E Hat. for Violin and Violoncello Ilaydn.
Dnpt. "Ctieerfulness," Gnmhert..

"La Carita," ; Rossini.

NEW TOUK, .Tui.T 22. TVe all know where Orpheua wan

dered in pearch of iiis love; but such devotion falls before

that which led some followers of the heavenly maid,—Music,

to leave the cool breezes and refrenhin.^ shades of 95 for the

Academy, where the thermometer is said to have ranged from

100 upwards.' This remark is inspired by a statement of

Mrs Grundy to the effect that the three Peschka-Lcutner

concerts which took place last week were well attended

For myself I do not know. One ol i man at the clnh said

that he attended the tir-st concert an that it was a great

success. As he was known to have no ear for music, this

assertion was received with suspicion not unmixed with scorn,

until it transpired that he was from Moscow, and regarded

the entertainment as a species of steam-bath, with modifica-

tions and improvements. The assertion that the Orchestra

laid aside their coats is without foundation, other than the

fact that they looked as though they would like to do so-

Mme. Peschka-Leutner is .said to have been in good voice,

and that she met with a warm welcome we may well believe,

She was assisted by the, so-called, Stranss Orchestra.

Johann Strauss gave three Orchestral Concerts in the

Academy en Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings, July

8th, 10th. and 12th. and besides this there have been num-
berless concerts by the foreign bands.—All this would have

been interesting but for the intense heat which made life a

burden to us

We look forward, however, to a fall season full of interest;

for during the autumn and winter we shall hear more good

music in New York than ever before. The Rubinstein con-

certs are even now detioitely announced to begin P;-pt. 23rd,

at Steinway Hall. The great pianist will have the support

of Mr. Henry Wieniawski (violinist), Mile. Louise Liebhart

(a soprano well known in England), and Mile. Louisa

Ormeui. M. Rubinstein is best known to the public here

through his great Ocean Symphony, of which parts have

been frequently played by the Thomas Orchestra at the Cen-

tral P^rk Garden.

The man who has no music in his soul sits in a front seat

at the Garden Concerts. The other night, while tbe

Orchestra was playing the allegretto of Beethoven's Eighth

Symphony, this pleasing youth took a notion to smoke, and

thereupon scratched an esplosion match, which produced

much snapping and fizzing but no fire. Not to be discourag-

ed, be tried another match, and stitl another,—always with

the same result, and to the manifest annoyance of everyone

within hearing, until, suddenly, the conductor's arm dropped

to his side—the Orchestra paused, and amid perfect silence

Thomas thus addressed this pleasing youth: "Go on, sir! I

can wait until your match is lit." But the smoker, not to

be outdone in politeness, weuld on no account go on, just at

that time—and so the Orchestra was allowed to finish the

Symphony. This is one out of many similar incidents which

I have witnessed at the Garden during the summer. Perfect

order is maintained there—but no rule can exclude ill breed-

ing. In my next letter I will give a resum6 of the pro-

grammes. A, A. C.

Taglioni.

THE QUEEN OF THE DANCE.

[From the London Echo.]

"I never refused jewefs," said Mme. Taglioni,

yesterdiiy ; "they were never offered me by private

individuals, but I have received costly presents from
royal personages." And well did this unconscious

eulogium become the ex-Queen of the dance—.the

incomparable artist who earned a world-wide reputaj

tion for grace, flexibility and modesty. By this last

and best ornament of womanhood she succeeded

in elevating the dance to a position among the arts it

bad never previously attained, and to the laying aside

of the "Taglioni" style must be attributed the de-

cline of the modern ballet. For, in the main, people

admire the beautiful, and soon discover that true

beauty cannot exist without refinement and delicacy.

It is not, perhaps, too much to hope that the return

of Mme. Taglioni to London, when, so far as the

stage is concerned, her dancing days are over, will

promote a return to a style of dancing which pleases

without demoralizing, and brings a smile instead of a

blush to the face of beauty. In the five and twenty

years which have passed since her retirement, stage
dancing has fallen greatly. The competition is now
one of indelicate display rather than of artistic grace.
It is a reproach to our time to tnrn back the pages of

Punch, and to refer to the years when that genial
master nf the ceremonies wrote of Mme. Taglioni's

then active and glorious career upon the stage : and
no less is the decorous costume in which J/r. Punch
represents her, a reproof to the artists of to-day. who
seem not more inferior to her in powers of perform-
ance than they are in personal conduct.

"Yours must be a curious history," I said ; "you
have known so many remarkable persons." "So
Count d'Orsay used to say," she replied ; "he said

he would give 100,000 francs to he allowed to pub-
lish my papers ; hut I never desired that kind of no-
toriety. I loved dancing for its own sake, and began
to learn at nine years old, my father, an Italian danc-
er, being mv teacher. I practiced six hours a day,
till I was fifteen, when I made my d^bitt in Vienna
in a piece entitled "La Reception d'une Nvmphe au
Temple de Terpsichore.' At first I was rapturonslv
applauded, and at my (bird performance I was called

forty-two times before the curtain, till, becoming ex-
hau-ted, I was carried off the stage. I was extremely
active and slender in those days, and people used to

sav I lived in the air, and never touched the earth. I

did touch it, however, vtnis bien rarement, pendant,"
she added, laughing. "I scarcely thoui^ht of the au-

dience. I knew my fither was watching me. I both
loved and feared him. and danced for him alone. He
was a severe teacher, but when my success was as-

sured, he said, 'Had I told yon at first you had talent,

your progress would have been stopped. Self-con-

ceit would have prevented effort, therefore I blamed
rather than flattered.'

"

This strict but judicious mas'er died last year, at

the advanced age of ninety four. His daughter has
alwavs enjoyed excellent health, and as slie says, "I
would never know I was not young if I had not so

much to remember." She insisted that "study is al-

ways required ; no matter how well wo know any-
thing, we never know it well enough. Though I

was considered the best dancer in the world, I con-
tinued to learn and practice two hours a dav while

I remainefl on the stage, and I alwavs performed in

tbe morning the dances in'e 'ded for the evening. I
constantly invented new steps and movements, and
se-med to learn somefhinrr e'-e''y day; but when I

left the theatre, I felt I h- d srill much to learn." Like
all those who have attain' d excellence in any art, she
Seems to believe less in gtniu t'lan in diligent and
unremitting labor, and her ' onversation is charactfr-
ized by a singular modestv w'^ea we remember how,
in her youth, she was feted bu'^ caressed. She alluded
gravely, but not sadly, to her loss of fortune during
the late war, but is hopeful for ihe future ; for, after

her.long retirement, she is able to teach dancing as
well as in her youth, though her flving days are over.

"But flying," as she observed, "is only wanted for

the profession, and 1 no longer teach for the strge,

but only for the drawing-room." Mme. Taglioni is

the widow of a French nobleman, the Comte Gilb"rt

de Voisins, but !-he is best known by her m n'den

name of Marie Taglioni. She is very active, bright

and charming in manner, is. extremely splrituelle, and
speaks several languages. In fact, she shows how
attractive a lady of middle age can 'be, when she
unites the ease and disunity nf years with habitual

grace and affability. Mme. Taglioni is now estab-

lished in London, and occupies herself in giving to

young ladies lessons in dancing and deportment.

Specimens of the Jubilee Programmes !

1. Opening ("American") Day, (June 17).

Grand Choral. "Old Hundred." Fianc
Full Chorus, Organ and Orchestra ; P. S. Gil-

more, Condctor.

Overture. "Rienzi." Wagner.
Grand Orchestra, Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.

Chorus. "Damascus." Grand Triumphal March
from Oratorio of "Naaman." Costa.
Full Chorus and Orchestra; P. S. Gilmore Con-

ductor.

*Piano Solo. Grand Fantasia. "The Skating Bal-*
let" from Meyerbeer's opera of "Le Proph-
^te." Liszt.

Performed by Herr Franz Bendel (his first ap-

pearance in Amerii:'a).

Four-Part Song. "Farewell to the Fi rest."

Mendelssohn.
Full Chorus (unaccompanied) ; Carl Zerrahn,

Conductor.
Inflammatns. "Stabat Mater." Rossini.

Solo by Madame Erminia Rud-^rsdnrff; accom-
panied by full Chorus, Organ and Orchestra ;

Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.
*Sextet from "Lucia di Lammermoor," "Chi mi

frena." Doniaetti.
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Sanj3^ by the Bouquet of Artisfs, with Orches-
tral acrompaniment ; P. S. Gilmore, Conductor.

Grand Selection of National airs of Araerica, En^-
Tand, Austria, France, etc. Haydarech.

tOvertnre Triomphsle. Gantes.
[The last two pieces performed by the United

States Marine Band of Wasliington, Henry Fries

Director.]

*National Air. *'Stnr Spanp;1ed Banner." Key.
Full Chorus, with Organ, Orchestra, Military

Bands, Bell and Cannon accompaniment ; P. S.

Gilmore Conductor ; solo in third stanza sung
by Mrs. Julia Houston-West.

*Grand Concert Waltz, "On the Beautiful Blue
Danube." Johann Strauss.

By Grand Orchestra, conducted by the Com-
poser, his first appear-ince in America.

Grand Scena from "II Trovatore," Anvil Chorus.
Verdi.

By Operatic Chorus, "Full Chora", Or^an, Or-
chestra, Military Bmis, Drum Corps, Anvil,
Bell and Cannon accompaniments ; P. S. Gilmore
Conductor.

Chorus. "This is the witness of God," from Ora-
torio of "St. Peter," now in course of publi-

cation. J. K. Paine.

Full Chorus, Or^an and Orchestra ; conducted
by the composer.

Hymn. (Bethany) "Nearer, my God, to Thee."
Dr. Lowell Mascn.

Chorus, Orchestra, &c. ; Dr. E. Tonrjee, con-
ductor.

2. The "English" Day. (June 18.)

Choral. "Now may the will of (Sod be done." Bach.
Full Chorus, Organ and Orchestra ; Carl Zer-

ralm. Conductor.
Overture. "Leonora." No. 3. Beethoven.

Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.
Festival Hymn. "Peace and Mu.sic." Words and

Music by Dudley Buck.
Full Chorus and Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn, Con-

ductor.

*Aria and Variations. Proch.
Madame Peschka-Liutner (her first appear-

ance in America), with Orchestra conducted by
Carl Zerrahn.

Finale to the 3d Act of "Ernani "
Verdi.

Bouquet of Artists, Operatic Chorus, Full Cho-
rus and Orchestra ; P. S. Gilmore, Conductor.

Piano Solo. Fantasia on "Last Rose of Summer."
Thalherg.

Madame Arabella Goddard (her first appear-
ance in America).

Chorus from "Woman of Samaria:" "Abide with
me." Bennett.

Full Chorus, Organ and Orchestra ; Carl Zer-
rahn, Conductor.

Overture. "Robin flood." Macfarren
tOverture. "Dfr Freischiilz." Weber.
tSolo for Cornet. "Levy-athan Polka (performed

by Mr McGrath). Levy.
[The last three pieces performed by the Band

of the Grenadier Guards of London ; Dan God-
frey, leader.)

British National Anihem "God S:ivb the Queen "

Solo in 3d verse by Madame Rndr-rsdorfF, with
Full Chorus, Orchestra, Organ, Military Bands,
Bell and Cannon accompanimeut ; P. S. Gilmore,
Conductor.

"Star SpanijleJ Banner."
Band of the Grenadier Guards.

Grand Concert Waltz. "Wine, Women and Song."
Strauss

Orchestra; .Johann Strauss, Conductor.
Scena from "II Trovatore." Anvil Chorus. Verdi

[Given as on previous day.]

Romanza from "L'E'lair." flalevy.

1st verse. Sopranos in unison ; 2d verse, So-
pranos and Tenors in unison ; Flute, Oboe, and
Violoncello Obligate, with full Orchestral accom-
paniment : P. .S. Gilmore, Conductor.

Chorus from "Elijah." "He watching over Isr.iel."

Mendelssohn

.

Full Chorus and Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn,
Cendactor.

Missionary Hymn. "From Greenland's Icy Moun-
tains." .Mison

Chorus, Organ and Orchestra ; Dr. E. Tourjee,

Conductor.

3. The "German Dat." (June 19.)

Choral. 'A Strong Casile is our Lord." Luther.
Chorus and Orchestra ; P, S. Gilmore,

Conductor.
Orertnre. "Tannl.auser." Wagner.

Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn, Cendactor.
tAriae Varie. Proch.

Mme. Peschka Leotner with orchestral ac-

conpaninient ; Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.

Chorus from "Elijah." "Yet doth the Lord."
Mpnd.-Is~ohn.

Chorus and Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn, Con-
ductor.

Four-Part Song. (unaccompanied ) "Fare-

well to the Fore^^t." Mendelssohn.
Chorus ; Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.

Grand ( 'oncert Waltz. "Morgenblaiter." Strauss.

*Piz?.icato Polka. Strauss.

[Last two pieces by the Orchestra ; Johann
Strauss, Conductor.]

Piana Solo. "Souvenir de Hungary " Bendel.

i Etude for the left hand. Bendel.
Fantasia on themes from Meyerbeer's opera of

"Le Prophete." Wieprecht.
tOverture to "Oberon " Weber.
tSelections from "L'Africaine." Meyerbeer.

[Last three performed bv the Band of the

Kaiser Franz Grenadier Regiment, of Ger-
many : Herr Heinrich Saro. Leader.]

German Union Hymn. Dedicated to William
I., Emperor of Germany. Keller.

Chorus, Ortran, Orchestra, and Military

Bands ; M Keller, Conductor.
"Ha 1 Columbia" and "Yankee D.iodle."

Kaiser Franz Grenadier Regiment Band.
Fest und Friedens Grass. Moehring.
Scotch Song.

t "De K pile," Me d 1 sohn.
[Last three performed hy Emperor Wil-

liam's Cornet Quartet, Messrs. Kosleik, Phil-

lipp, Senz and Diechen.|
Scena from "Les Huguenots." Benediction des

Poignards. Meyerbeer.-

Operatic Chorus, Full Chorus, Organ and
Orchestra ; P. S. Gilmore, Conductor.

"When the Swallows Homeward FIv." Abt.
Ist verse by Sopranos ; Second verse bv

Sopranos and Tenors ; 3rd verse by Full

Chorus ; Franz Aht, Conductor.
Scena from "II Trovatore." Anvi! Chorus. Verdi.

[Given the same as at previous concert3
]

Hymn. "Kingdoms and Thrones." (Hamburg).
Gregorian.

Choms. Organ, Orchestra, and Cannon
accompaniment ; Dr. E. Tourjee, Conductor. .

4. The "French" Day. (June 20.)

Gloria from Twelfth Mass. Mozart.
Chorus, Oreran and Orchestra ; Carl Zer-

rahn, Conductor.
Festival Overlnrer. Leutner.

Orchestra ; P. S. Gilmore, Condnctor.
Aria. "Let the bright- Seraphim" from "Sam-

son." Handel.
Sung by Mme. RudersdorfF; Trumpet

Obligato by Mr M. Arbuckle. .

*Seena from "II Trovatore." Anvil Chorus. Verdi.
[Given as at previous concerts.]

Grand Concert Waltz. ".One Thousand and
One Nights." Strauss.

tPizf.icato Polka. Strauss.

Orchesra ; .lohann Strauss, Conductor.
Chorus. "The Heavens are Telling," from
"The Creation." Haydn.
Bouquet of Artists, Chorus, Organ and

Orchestra ; Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.

Piano Solo. Grand International Fantasia on
"God Save the Queen' andthe"Siar-
Spantrled Banner." Wehli.

Performed by James M. Wehli.
Overture to "William Tell." Kossini.

t "Marche flux Flambeaux" (Fackeltanz) No.

3, in B flat. Meyerbeer,

t "Anna Polka." (Cornet Solo by M. Syl-

vestre.) Lecrcndre.

[Last three by the Band of ibe Garde Re-
publicainc, of Paris, MM. Paulus and Maury,
Leader^.

|

*French Naltonal Hymn. '"La Marseillaise."

Chorus, Organ, Orchestra, Military Bands,
Bell and Cannon accompaniment; P. S.

Gilmore, Conductor.
Recitative and Aria from "Die Zauberfloto."

tSong. Abt.

Sung by Mme. Peschka-Lentner, with

Orchestral accompaniment; Carl Zerrahn
and Franz Aht, Cf)nductors.

Scena from "Faust." Soldier's Chortis. Gounod.
Operatic Chorus, Full Chorus, Orchestra

and Cannon accompaniment ; P. S. Gilmore,
Conductor.

Solo and Chorus. "Nazareth " Gounod.
Bass Solo bv members of the Bouquet of

Artists ; Carl Zerrahn, Conductor.
Hymn. "Watchman, Tell us of the Niirht."

Dr. Lowell Mason.
(With all the &c., &c., as before.)

•R«pea(ed. jEDCor* piece.

Spefial ilotues.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publlahed br Oliver Uitnon Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaaiment.

Dreaming and Thinking of Home. Song and

Choru'f. 3. G to .9. P^a^t. 30

Gone are the fniies so loving and kind.

Gone are the billa and tbe vallej'B I know.

The familiar "home" sentiinenU are included in the

poem, which is aet to a good melody.

It was a Lover and his Lass. 3. F to f. 30

—And a hey non-ne. no ni no,

In ppriog time, in spring time,

The only pretty ring time.

This is from "A Selection of Old EnRlish SonRS,"
which includes fifteen old favorites, all popular in

their dav. The above song was 'printed'" in the

year IGOO. Words by Shakespeare, and harmony
carefully elaborated.

Thy Throne, God. Sacred Trio. 5. C to

g, Verdi. 35

An adaption of Te sol quest anima, \n Attila to

sacred words, and is, of course, a very brilliant Trio

for the Soprano, Tenor, and Bass voices of a Quart*;t

Choir. (

Christmas comes but once a Year. 3. D minor

to d. 30

The above very true statement ponstitutes the title

of another rare old Enelish song, dating ''before

1580." when It wems they had

The pudding, mince pie, and plum porridge divine.

The Htiiigo, rhe lambswool, the nuts, and the wine.

To make old Christmas merry.

The melody has very much of the jovial, boandinit

motion of "When Johnny comes marching home,"
and is merry, not minor, in sentimeDt.

Love's Glance never dies. Song and Chorus.

3. D to/ Price, 30

Lpt looks express what words cannot
My love be told in sighs

Very well put together, and a "taking" song and
chorus.

Instrumental-

Shadow Thoughts. Three Impromptus Gracieux.

Pratt, ea. 30

No. \. Hidden Whisper. 3. Eft.

The whisperinir iilea is welt carried out. A
neat„well constructed "Song wirhout words.'*

No. 2. Mazurka. 3. A6.

No. 3. Silent Complaint. 3. EA.

The M'lzurka Is a good one. and the Silent

Complaint has a most original, and yet pleas-

ing arrangement of time. It is a very en-

couraainc thing that our youneer composers
ran bring nut, as impromptus, pieces of such
decided merit.

Le Tourbilon. Impromptu. 5. E&. Hitter. 75

Th«« name indicates a ''stormy" composition, and
this is hurried, fierce, prompt, powerful;—those who
like meIodi<^-U9 noise will be sure to be pleased.

Kosseau's Dream. Varied,. 4. F. Cramer. 50

One of the nicest and sweetest of pieces for pupils.

The melody is rharminclv varied, and the varia-

tions furnish excellent practice for the Angers.

Dolly Varden Waltz 2. C. Streahhog. 40 & 50

It should be explained that there are five Dolly

Varden pieces :— fwo Sonijs, a Ga'op, a Schottischo.

and a Wal'z. Each piece is published with a colored

title for 50 cent-i. and also with a plain title for 40
cents. The pictures are pretty, and worth pre-

servingj as mementos of fhe present graceful folly of
fashion, and the musio is also good.

April Showers. Polka Brillante. 3. G.
Mrs. Duer. 35

Brilliant and original.

La Doleur. Mazurka Sentimentalc. 4. T)h.

Pratt. 40

For pieces of thla grade, some few years since, we
were entirely dependetit on European compoiers.

Now we have plenty of these of home production.

A fine mazurka, "sad but sweet."

Les Trois Graces, Mazurkas Elegantes. Op.

77. A^lnja. 3. KOlling 50

Very graceful. It Is evident that the author has
not mistaken his kol-ling.

ABDnrviATioNB.—Begreesof difficulty are marked from I to

7. The ferv is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, fee,

A small Roman letf^r marks the highest note, if on the staff.

an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.
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Who are the Authors?

O^JE IS

Mr. L. O. EMERSON,
a gentleman who hardly needs an introduction. That was

very thoroughly done for him by his first School Song-Book,

the

GOLDEN WREATH,

of which a quarter of a million copies went into the hands of

young singers ; and for the older ones, his Sacred Music

Books,

THE HARP OF JUDAH,
JUBILATE, and

CHORAL TRIBUTE,

have won the composer an enduring reputation, as one who

has the nice tact to discern exactly what the musical public

need, and, what is more, the talent to supply that need. This

union of tact and talent is unusual, many excellent com-

posers being utterly unable to understand precisely what is

wanted.

Sir. Emerson's Sacred Music has a character of propriety.

The melodies and arrangements are not trivial or common-

place. They are quite classical in form and method. They

are not ultra classical enough to be uninteresting.

This Sacred Music also is quite devotional in character.

This quahty is appreciated by clergymen and others who

have examined it. The other author of The Stakdakd is

Mr. H. R. PALMER,
OF CniCAGO,

whose various musical works have reached an aggregate sale

of over UAJLF A. MIZZIOX COPIES,
The following very positive commendations from leading

pai)erB will be sufficient for introduction, which in this, as in

the other case, seems to be quite superfluous, as both gentle-

men are well known as comiwsers and leaders to many thou-

sands of musical people.

New York Independent.
"One of the best of teachers and writers of Sacred ilusic

in the country is H. R. Palmer.*'

A SELECTION OP THE MOST PAVOEITE

Heduced Price, 6 cts single ; €0 cts, per doz*

The Interior, Chicago.
"Mr. Palueb had a genius for his work."

Chicago Post,
" Few men of his age. In any profesaion, have ever achieved

a more positive success than H. K. Palmer."

Chicago Tribune.

'*Prof. Palmer, is a man uf large musical experience and
generous culture."

St. Paul Press.
" Prof. Palmeb seems to exchange the baton of the musical

djrecb^jr for the wand of the magici-un, whose potent art could

raise or lay the spirit of the will. His power over the voices

cl hU large chorus was wonderful to see."

Chicagro Times.
** Mr, Palmer Is not only one of the most popular compoa-

era of Church Music of the day, but he has ha^l a vast exiK:-

ricnce in organizing and conducting musical conventions and
2«07iaal Schools."

MESSIAH.
And the glory of the Lord.
And He shall purify.
All we, like sheep.
P'or unto us a child is bom. ,

Glory to God.
His yoke is e-isy.

Oh, Thou tha.t tellest. (Song and Chorus.)
Hallelujah.
Lift up your heads.
The Lord gave the word.
Their sound is gone out.
"Worthy is the Lamb.

JUDAS MACCABEUS.
Mouni, ye aftiicted children.

Father, whose Almighty power.
We come in bright array.
Disdainful of danger.
Fallen is the foe.

Hear me, O Lord.
Tune your harps.
Hail, judiea's happy land.
We liear.

We never will bow down.
Hallelujah, Amen.

ELIJAH.
Thanks be to God.
He watching over Israel.
Angel trio. — Lift thine eyes.
Yet doth the Lord see it not.
Blessed are the men. Arc.

Baal, we cry to thee. No. 11.

He tliat shall endure to the end.
Behold, God the Lord passed by.

SAMSON.
Awako the trumpet's lofty sound.
Oh, lirst created beam.
Then, round about the starry throne.
Fixed in His everlasting seat.
To fame immortal go.
Great Dagnn has subdued our foe.

Let their celestial concerts, &c.

ST. PAUL.
Stone him to death.
Happy and blest are they.
How lovely are the messengers.
Sleepers, wake. )

To God on high, f

Oh, great is the depth.
Oh, be gracious.

MOUNT OF OLIVES.
Hallelujah Chorus.

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.
He gave them hailstones for rain.
But, as for his people.
But tho waters overwhelmed, &c«
Thy right hand, O Lord.
Sing ye to tho Lord. (Tho Horse and his Rider.)

CREATION.
Awake the harp.
Achieved is the glorious work.
Tho marvellous work. (Song and Chorus.)
Tho heavens are telling.

The Lord is great.

SEASONS.
Come, gentle spring.

WOMAN OP SAMARIA.
Therefore with joy, »S:c.

Come, O Israel.

And blessed, blessed bo the Lord,

ELI.
Let the people praise Thee.
No evil shall befall Thee. )

Angels' Chorus. (Female voices.) j

NAAMAN.
The curse of the Lord.
Wlien famine over Israel.
With sheathed swords.
God, who cannot be unjust,

JOSHUA.
See, the conquering hero oomcs.
Tlie great Jehfivah.

HYMN OF PRAISE.
Let all men praise the Lord.
1 waited for the Lord. (Duet and Chorus,)
All yo that cried unto the Lord.

PASSION MUSIC. (According to St. Matthew.)
Tliree Chorals. (Nos, 3, .'>3, 03.)

Art^und tliy tomb lieru sit wu weeping.

MOZART'S TWELFTH MASS.
Gloria.

MOSES IN EGYPT.
Night's sliado no longer.

Prayer (O Tliou, whose power).

STABAT MATER.
Inflammatus. (Song and Chorus.)

AS THE HART PANTS.
Ah the hart pantn.

MISCELLANEOUS (Three Chorals on One Sheet),

ItiiHSian National Hymn.
Luth'ir's Judgment-Hymn,
A strong castle is our Lxird.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
277 Washington Street .... Boston.

Jubilee Collection
OF

STANDARD

QLEES AND CHORUSES.

[Note. — Tlie words and music of many ©f tlie pieces in

this set are by American authors, and, having been copy-
righted, cannot be used without permission of the publishers.]

CTS.

Alpine Echo .' Emerson. 6

As It fell upon a Day Momington. 8

Autumn Song Mendelssohn. 8

Awake, ^olean tyre Danby. 6

Come, let U3 be Merry and Gay Young. 8

Come, Fairest Nymph Momington. 6

Curfew Auderton. 6

Crabbed Age and Youth Stevens. 6

Daughter of Error Bishop. 6

Ever be Happy "Enchantress." 8

Far Aw^ay the Camp Fire " Guiramento." 6

Fairest Daughter of the Year Danby. 6

Farewell to the Forest JHendelssohn. 6

Freedom, God, and Eight Bamby. 6

Foresters. Bishop. 6

Great Apollo, strike the Lyre Webbe. 6

Gallant and Gayly Horsley. e

Gypsy Life Schumann. 12

Good Night, Beloved Pinsuti. 6

Hail ! Smiling Mom Spofforth. 6

Hail I Merry, Merry Christmas Young. 6

Happy and Light " Bohemian Girl." 6

Hark I Apollo strikes the Lyre .Bishop. 8

Hark I each Spartan Hound Bishop. 6

Hark ! the Lark Cooke. 6

Here, in Cool Grot Momington. 6

Highlands "Za Dame Blanche." 6

In the Forest Mendelssohn. 6

May Song : Mendelssohn. 8

Mighty Jehovah " I Martiri." 8

Mountain Land Emerson. 8

Morn unbars the Gates Hosmer. 6

Moore's Celebrated Songs, for four voices.

The Last liosc of Summer,
J

Believe me, if all those Endearing Young Charms, > 8

The Harp that once thro^ Tara^s Halls, )

Morning Prayer. I •.,,,,„ > Mendelssohn. 6New Year's Song. )

Now the Roll of the Drum " Fille du Regt." 8

Old May Morning Novello. 6

Once upon My Cheek Callcott. 6

One Gentle Heart " Matilda." 6

On this Day of Joy " Sicilian Vespers." 8

Pilgrim Chorus " Lombardi." 10

Presage of Spring Primrose Mendelssohn. 6

Raid, (The) Bishop. 6

Rest, Spirit, Rest f. Roohe. 6

Shady Groves for Love Van Bree. 1

Song of the Lark Mendelssohn. 6

Star of Descending Night Emerson. 8

See the Chariot at Hand Horsley. 6

Soldier's Chorus " Faust." 10

Street and Low^ Bamby. 6

Swiss People's Song Kucken. G

To thee, O Country J. Eichberg. 15

Tramp Chorus Bishop. 10

Tyroleso Song of Freedom Lippitt. 6

Victoria, Victoria " Era Diavolo." 6

Where tho Bee Sucks Ame and Jackson. 8

With Hawk and Hound Bishop. 6

What Phrase, Sad and Soft Bishop.

When Wearied Wretches Bishop. 6

Youthful Pleasure Bishop, a
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liHertisements.

Just Published.

Manhattan Waltz

!

PEICEI $1.00.

Pliyed for the first, tiute in N- w Vork. Receivtd with, great

applause.

30,000 COPI^^ ORDERED
IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION, of the Splendid New

Church Music Book called

THE STANDARD!!
Thus giving the brightest prospect that it will be

THB Ba.NN"£lR BOOK OF THE SEASON!

Has 400 pages filled with new nnd fresh mu«iic. It includes an
Klemeotary Cour.'e of the hest character, with interesting ex-

erci'ses, tunes and easy glees for practice, a fine collection of

Metrical Tunes, and an extra choice list of Sentencea, Motetts
and Anthems for Chorus Practice.

The Standard Bearers,

Oi-, in other words, its authors, whose brilliant reputation as

Church Music Composers will bear it onto triumphant suc-

cess, are
Mr. L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, and

V " H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

Men universftlly known among lovers of Sacred Music.

THE STANDARD
Is Ready !

' Send on your orders !

Price Si 50. Per doz., SIS-GO. Specimens sent, for the

present, post free, for $1.25. Specimen pages free on appli-

cation.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOM" & CO.. Wew York.

The Emerson Method
FOR

BEEB ORGANS.
BY

L. 0. EMERSON, of Boston, fand)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.

PartT. Element"!, Exercises, Recreations.—Part TT. Cbordv
and Technics.—Part III. How to use the Stopa. Choice Col-

lection of Music, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-
ries and Interludes.
The Compilers have a high reputation and excellent jndtr-

ment, and the book wiil at once take a place in the first rank.

Price, $2,50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

For the best of

SU ER READING
Get the Livfs of thw Great Mu^^ic M^isters;

OP npptbovei. («2 0n*: of TTiTiipi, fft-3 00): of ATozart.

(*1.75}: of M'-n-lelssnhn. f<^l7.5i: ^f Rossini, (S1.75); of
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, (SI. T5).

These are no henri/ Biojrrrphips,

but are charmingly written and very entertaining books,
as are

M"7irt's T,pt>e-= f2 vole. Piob, $1.75);

MendoloqnVin'H \M*-o<-c:_ <2 vnU.. ench. «1.75); and
Reminiscences of Meodels.^ohn, {.'51 75).

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THTn WOKT.D'S PEACE JUBILEE CHO-
RUS BOOK. .75

For a good work on Composition, buy

B IKTf'R'S T'^'R^ORT^TIO AL A1S"D PRAO-
TICAL HARMONT. $2.00

To mnke Sa^h-ith School fbildren's pves .sparkle, set that
Gptti. of the Season, the New Sabbath School Song Book,
pnMtled :

SP ARKLTWa RUBIES! By Asa Hull and
Harry Sanders, Esq. .35

'Never TRouRf.Ti: Trouble TaL Trodrlb Troubt.kb Ynp."
Is the title of a favorite Song by Wetlman, 30 cts.

THE PILGRIM'S HARP,
Tq tbe name of ft f^imtc^f >irif>lT nf 510 pages, which cai be
cqrr'ed in thp pocket, and ve*- contains n vpri/ Inr^p proporHnn
n^ tbp moqt nnnMl"'" naqlm finps. SD'^itu il qniCT-s, Sec, tc.
Tf wniiKI he (\^ff^^}^^^ to "OTon'V a pt^t-p cori v^nif*n''. hook for

Thft Ves+rv. The Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singing Meetings

By ASA HULL. Price 60 Cents.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
best Vocal and Tn="frnniental MntsJc

Great variety of the

Price In Bd8 S2,50; Clo. $.3 00; Gilt *4 00.

The Hour of Singing.
By T.. 0. EMETISON and W. S. TILDEN.

p;^« bppn ndon*'ed oromptly, on examination, by a large
number of teachers rif

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for whi<ih 'ta banpv arrancement of Theory, Exorcises, and 1

,

2, 3 and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. PrieCj $1.00.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1.50,

Ts now in 'Reason. All who wish to make a noise in the world,
mav easllv aet^omplish it hv takiner nn the oraetiee nf this

fascinating instrument, with the aid of this excellent Method.

The ahove Rooks sent, post free, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSOBT & OO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club.

The Mendelssohn Quintettp riah rp«n*"'tfnlly announce
that thev will est-blioh a "flnl'ese of Mnoif^" jn w' ich the
vnitth of America mav obtain a tborou<?H TDUsical
education; fitine them for the o^ce of teachers in all

^'anf^hes of the art. Special advantage^ of a pr- ctical

nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-

where.
All pupils, Buffif^ipntly advanced in th«ir branches of study,

wi'l have frequent npnortunities of singinj or plavinsr to

iccom'^animent furn'shed ^y the Quintette (^lub. The Col-

'eee will open Pentember l^^th. 1^72, (at the Tremont T^mplel,
with a porps of fpftfhers Selected from the beat FOREIGN AND
RESIOEXT ARTISTS.

For full part.culars of time, terms, &c., send for circular to

THOMAS RYAIST,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass,

Mtw ^XMm Ux §,\\p^t.

VOCAIi.
A Moonlight Sonnet Alil. .3.5

A Hose in Hi'Hven Aht 3.5

Strolling on the San<is Wpllman, 30
Thirtv Tears Ago Barker. 30
When the World is hushed in Sleep. Serenade.

Pratt 30
Sweet Thoughts of Thee. Adap'ed by Rosrihel. 20
Dreaming and Thinking of Home. Song and
Chorus Pratt. 30

It wa< a Lover and his Lass 30
Thv Throne, O God. Sacred Trio Verdi. 35
Christmas comes but once a Year 30
Love's Glance never Dies. Song and Chorus.

Price. 30
Down in a Coal Mine. Seng & Cho. . Geoqheqart. 30
Dolly Varden. Song. Plain Title. .BrocJioa^. 40

" " Colored " " 50
Male voices Eickberg. 35

God shall charge his Angel Legions.. Citcaiitorii. 50
O tell me if you Love me, (Saper vorrei se

m'ami). Duet Hai/dn. 65
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for Ladies'

voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Rlue
Danube Wallzes. by Strauss Wilson. 75

The Kose of Spain. (La Rosa Espanola) Yradier. 50
Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40
Courting's very Charming Uidi/ Dufferin. 50

IlirSTRtrMENTAIi

.

Shadow Thoughts. Impromptus Gracieux.

Pralt. ea. 30
No. 1. Hidden Whisper.
No. 2. Mazurka.
No. 3. Silent Complaint.

Oak Bluffs Galop Etta Godfrey. 40
Bird as a Prophet. (Vogel aU Prophete.

)

Schumann. 50
Heart's Desire Mazurka Zdhonyi 30
Mazourka Caprice Pratt. 40
Hungarian (or Sedlcan^ka) Polka Petrak. 30
Le Tourbilon. Impromptu Rilter. 75
Ros.seau's Dream Varied Cramer, 50
April Showers. Polka Brilliinte Mrs. Ihier. 35
La Doleur, Mazurka Sentimentale Pratt. 40
Les Trois Gvaces. Mazurkas Elegantes. Op.

77. Aglaia KSlling. 50
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin
and Piano Wichtl. 1 .00

Knickerbocker Galop Brillante Quiqg. 30
Faust. Fantasie Brillante .'^. Smith. LOO
Thirty Sonatas Iiy Domenica Scarlatti. Edited

by 0. Bnnck. No. 3 35
Chici-Pipi-Nini. (Cuban Dance) Hoffman. 75
The Little Wanderer Wilson 50
Dolly Varden. Galop Streabbog. 40 & 50

" " Sihoitische 40 & 50
" ' Waltz 40&50

Little Golden Hair Quadrilles. Four Hands.
Adam Arctic. 75

La Plus Belle (Impromptu Mazurka).. .Egghard. 75
Pluie de Corail. Op. 38 Grau. 75

BOOKF.

The Standard. A Collection of Church Music,
bv L. O. Emerson, of Boston, and H. B.
Palmer, of Chicago. Price, SL50 ; $13.50 per
dozen.

Music bv Mail.—ATusic is sent hy mail, the expense belnft
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of mu.sic). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the cnnvevance a savine of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOURNAL OF MUSIC
MES. JENKY KEMPTOrj,

Tocalist & Teacher «S Singing.
Address, rare of OI.ITER DTTfON A CO- 79R-

pVFDLET BUCK, (lute of Chicago), Organist of St.

Pnul'.s Chiirrh, I5o.ston, gives insfnirtion on the PiaSO
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition nnd Or-
Cheftral "Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 nios,

E. J. BUTLER, private pupil of Carl Rein, eke and Pr.

Pppperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Plajing at ]53 Treniont

St., Room 3. 800—Smog.

SINGINO AND PIANO.
MES. FANNIE P. POSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790-

IVTRS. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mt\sic. 124 Chandler St., ne.ir Colnm-

bus Avenue. 7S2—ly

PBOF. & amS. SBQJi.Il A. BOBBIS7S,
Academy of Music.

71b -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PRENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Addrea-s, care Oliver Ditaon & Co.. Boston.

T O. EMERSON offers his Services S8 Condnetor of

* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, MaBS.

G. B. "WIZITISiTG
Gives Instructinn on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
Was establi.'shed it] April. 1856. It? clnim to the 8r.it rank
as RTi educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly iurreasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, ou application to the In>tit7ite.

Addrp=» EDWARD B. OLIVER,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Masp.

ni hhr.. GABRTELLE DE LA BIOTTE, gives InstructioB on

tne Pianoforte.

414 53 Hancock Street*

MR. W. 0. PERKINS Trill make engagements to conduct

Masical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. i657-tf

lunms
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Biteon & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. AV. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KAKLISH ANJD ITAI.IA1V SXKrGI,\&.
Address at the New Building, 64.5 Wa.shington Street.

ELLIOTT -W". PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

G. ANDRE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTKUT STREET rmLADELPHlA.

A large aasortment of Amekicad Music constantly on band.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKTK, SI.NOINO and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Rosidt-nce, Coolidge Iloosc. Commanications maj be
left at DitPOn & Co'a Music Store. 717- tf.

-WHTSZiCW X.. B.&VS£I7,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 631—6m.

W AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHER OF
* VIOLIN, is prepared to receive jtupils. aLd offers

bis s*rvic€s as accompabisC for clai-sical couipo^itions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver lJit«on & Co., or Koppitz,

Praefer * Co.,30 West St. 79'>-3ra

F. H. TOBBINQTON,
(Organi.at and Director of Music at Kings Cbwpvl,)

TEACtlRR OF ORGAN, PIANO ANfJ MOLIN, AND CON-
DtCTOli OF MUSICAL SOCIETIKS.

Address, care of Oliver Dllfon & Co . 277 TVaehioglon St.,

New Kogrand Coritervarory of AiD.ic, Mtl^lc Ua>l, or Midland
Street, Stvin mil, Dorchester. iM-3m

"R/TE. GEO..B. 8HUTE, hating roroplelcd bis
^''-^ ptndii-8 abroad, under the icBtnict.on of some of the
first Artieta or modern times, win now receive pupils
iu Piaco ar.d Organ Placing, aUo in Xbcorjr of Music.
Atlditas Oliver Ditson & Co. 7SJ4>6m

7
/CHURCH A.MP PARLOR/

#- MELODEONS. ^%J^

We are now prppnred to fill orders for cdp new low-priced

double-reed Orpun, "No. 55."

ThecaPe is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; i.s finit-hed with two onrpeted pedal boards, and Knee

Swell, and is more bpantifnl in design and flnish than any

now made in the world for the prife, and we gfifrrnntpe that

the qualiti. s and power of tone will he superior to any we
have seen of other makers. Theinstrnment has two fall Five-

Octave set.o of reeds, and coutains six stop."^, viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX ITUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED S\Vp]LL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced iaptruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of g?125, and there can bs no devi-
ation from the.>^e frgures.

Orders will be recorded in regular suecession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Agt>nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak,
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United states and British Provinces. 748-

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

[Dr. n. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
i:n*s Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOVl^ARO,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. l.'-t.,

1S71. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-301

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. IIOLBROOR Kast Medway, Mass. ,

Purchasers are invited to apply lor a circular containing
testimonials

LYOM & EEALY,
MUSIC PlJKLaJ^MEKS,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., i» the largest aiid most complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
en.TbIc8 us to furnish their publications to Western Dtalers,
at ne Boston Prices.

Uy^ In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on band and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-if

MADAME CHABLE8 LEWIS, of London,
lor sererwl .years a pupil of the celebrated Sifinor Oar-

cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Sinyiog, and to accept
eiigngenieiils lor Oratorios and Concerts.

Conitnuiilcations to be addressed to the care of Oliver'Dit-
Bon & Co.. 277 Wasliinglon Street. 794—Sm

J. -A.. KIXiLS,
Pujnt o/tfie latf. Criri Taii^i<;^

TEACJII.R OF

Piano, Organ, and the Tteoiy of Music.
Address at Chicktriug & Sons', or 14U (a) Treuiout Street,

Suite 44. 8Uu

SOVr. SCEtTBERTK,
Foreign & American Music Depot,

No. 010 ARCH STREET,
PII1L.\DELPI11A. 7U5-

Warranted the test Instruments of their

Class in the "World,

And evidence to lliat efTeot furnished from a

majority of ihe most eminpnt mnsicjans in America,

and many in otiier countries.

E" ORGANS.
'•r^Ia'-irian'! genfrallv rt-jrard the Miipon fc TIamlin Organs

ns unequalled by any others."'— T/rfc/ore Thoma3. "The
hp-t now in ui^f."

—

Christ'mp NHsson, Annie Loui?^ Cary,
Marip Leon Duval, Virtor Cnpoi/l, P. Brignoli. and others.
"Kxcel all instruments of the tiass 1 have ever seen,''

—

Ole
Bull. ''The best instrnments of the class made.*'

—

Anna
Mfhlig '' Id all those qualities which constitute excellerce,
nnrivttlled '

—

S. B. Mitts. "Far superior to everything of
its ciHs.q r have seen "— L. M. GottsriiaJh. "Wondeifully
beautiful,''

—

P. ,S. Gilmore "Puperior in all respecrs to
any I have ever seen."

—

Bifgene Thayer. ''ExceliiDg in
quality of tore, general excellence, -nnd durability and valu-
able imprnvenienfa not found in othprs."

—

Carl Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more cprtain and high witi be the mepd of
supt-riority aecordi-d thfm."

—

Jrrlijis Eichhcrg. ''I entertain
the highest opinion of Ma.^on k, H-milin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be verj- popular in this country."

—

Sir
Jnliifs Benedict, London. -'Kemarkably FWPet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very stronely recommend
these instrumenti." — William Spnrk, Mus. D., Leeds,
England. "Quality of tone is extremely rich nnd sym-
p^thftie. . . . Remarkiihle for punty of tone."— £^(/w.

F. Rimbatdtj London. "Full, powfvful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The hp-^it subst'tute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinhy B'frhards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TRSTIMONTAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MUSICUNS. which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be 3*^nt free.

Prices not higher than those of ii.feiior organs.

Mason k Hsmlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
Ne^i¥ errand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PATNESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER, Director.
A LL Branches ta«ght according to the Cla'^sical German
£\. Principles of I^eipzig,. Stuttgart, etc., by Enoropenn
Profi.'psors. A perlect organized Music-School having gra-
ded Courses ot study comprisiug Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupiishave FIVE lessons per week in E\Cn
branch they stutly. TiSO Btud^nts in attendance. Terms
mO'ierate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

S07-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School B'-oks.

Price $150 ; $13 50 per dojcn.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Nevr York.

J SCHUBERTH & CO. Publisbers and Dealers

in Foreign and American Muisic, S20 Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.T. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALIEP TO OCR

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

Of I'HE MOST APPK0V3SD MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

VIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINAS AND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descrijjtions of.Mnsical Instniments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double- Bass.

PIAIVOS ANI> 'ViEt.OJDEOlVS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish the above;
also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C IRD MUSIC FOR BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OF MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fjill to prova satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HATNES & CO.,
83 OOUKT„STREEr, (Opposite the Conrt UouBw)
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Orchestral Players.

[From * Music anJ Morals,"' by IIaweis.')

The orche^itral plriver, if he knows his hiisine^",

wi)l fleny himsplf ili^ iiixiirv of expres-iin^: tno mimh
of hi:nseT, yet is ho n if iherHfore a rn-ieliine. TfirniiL'ii

tiio mC'iiuiTi of the nnrpht -for, whosr; inspirntinn
trifkli's to him hy n kiir] of mni;nefisn from thnt
electrin wniid, hf, too. realizes ttie mtisic in its donhle
ciipiii'ity of expressing' the eompospr's tl\oni;ht flml

the conduet'ir's privitc reixlinir or expression of that
ihoMfrht. But the Conil:ietor is now in the plaes of
tlie Soloist : his instrument is tlie ort hestra, hut that
instrnment is not a machine Yon may imneine. if

yoti please, a numher of instrnments worked hy ma-
chinery : they may play a movement acurately with
all its p's an4 /".s, bnt that will not he an orciiesiral

renrlerins of the work. It will Pie like the friinding;

of a harrel orijan, anil that is all—no life, no emo-
tion, no mind. Catirnt, wooden tubes, hammerin<rof
calf.skins, and fatal explosion of brazen .serpents, nil

this you shall accomplish with cunninj mechanism,
more than this ycni sliall not. Therefore the mind,
and the heart, and the skill of a man shall he requir-

ed in every member of an orchestra. To the eye of
an uninitiiti'd spectator, that uniform drawing np and
down of bows all in the same direction and all at
once— tliat simultaneous blare of liorns, trumpets,
and flute-notes soundeil inslanily at the call of the
innfjie wand, may seem like hnman nieehanisni, but
it is not— it is Sympatliy The individuility of each
player may indet-d be merged in a bii-irer and more
comprehensive uniiy of thought and feeling, hut it is

a unity with which lie is in electric ae.eord, and lo

which he brings spontaneously the faculties of perso-
nal appreciation and individual skill.

Let no one say that orcbe-lral work is heneatli the
dignity of a good artist. The very delavs and vex-
ations of rehearsal often unfold new turns and criti-

cal points in a great work which might otherwise
pass unnoticed. The position and use of the other
instruments is belter realized by one who is playing
in the orcbesira than by any one else. The fact o?
the drums being close behind you will sometimes
rivet your attention, un|deasantly, ))erhaps, upon the
way in which hut two notes are made lo produce the
illu>.ive but beautiful effect of several re|ieating the
leading subject, as in the opening movement of Men-
delssohn's Lnligesiairj

. The tenor close beside you
furr-cs a phrase upon your ear, the ghost of which, or
a fragment of which, may be just suggested again by
a distant flute a line or two farther on. You cannot
miss the author's intention. Of coarse it is not im-
possible, but it is not easy for any one who has not
plaved a violin or some other prominent instrument
in such works as Beeth.oven's C minor, or Pastoral
.Symphonv, and played it often, to realize the reason
why certain passages are given to the tenors rather
than to the violoncellos

; why some notes are rein-
forced hy the double-bass while some are left to the
violoncellos

;
wdiy the rhythmic beat of the drum is

broken here or completed there. A great deal, no
doubt, can be done hy reading a full score without
an oichestra.

.
Some kind, and a very good kind, of

appreciation m ly be formed of an orchestral work
from a piano'orle score, especially if it be arranged
for four hands. For perfect enjoyment again, let a
person study his score at home, and then, taking his
seat in a favorable position, not too near the orches-
tra, with his score marked for reference at certain
points rather than for steady perusal, let him concen-
trate his mind upon the emotional development of the
work with a full and foregone appreciition of its in-
tellectu.il form. But still, if you really want to dis-
cover the technical mysteries of the orehestration,
you must get inside and look more closely at the as-
tonishing works

;
nay, you must become one of the

works
;
you must take an instrument, and plod away

in the orchestra yourself. When you have tried that,
you will begin to understand why so few people suc-
ceed in writing well for an orchestra. IIow easy it

is to mistake a tenor for a 'cello eflfect, or to give a
phrase to the clarionet when the texlure or consisleney
of the harmony would be best consulted by the thin-
ner, sweeter, but equally incisive oboe.

There is, therefore, in the orchestra incessant work
for the player's mind ; and as he is also greatly priv-
ileged iu constantly assisting iu the production of

master-pieces, what opportunities for the cnlmre and
discipline of the emoiional regions of the soul are his !

When he opens his part of the 'Italian Sympbonv."
or plunges into the "Fid.dio," what a magnificent
panorama of emoiion op-^ns out before him ! Bur it

is no niirea! spectacle. lake Ulvsses, who was a part

of all be saw, he is a part of all he hears ; shall not

something of the spirit and power of the great com-
posers, with whose works he is constantlv identifving

himself, pass into iiim r-s the reward of his enlliu-i-

asm, his docility, and his self-immolation ?

It may be said that we are taking an id 'nl view of

orchestral phning. No doubt we are dealing with

the essence of the thing itself—not as it is, hut as it

should he. Practically as it is, the vocation of the

orchestral player has many drawbacks. The weary
repetition of what he knows for the sake of other

players who do not know their parts, the constant
thwarting of the gifted players by the stolid ones, and
the tension of long and harrowing rehearsals under
conductors who do not know their own minds, or
who cannot impart what ihey do know to the plavers,

or wlio are so irritable, cantankerous, and, at the

same time, so vexatious'y exacting as to destroy

every parritde of pleasure or sympathy with their

work in the breasts of the exccntanis at the very mo
meni when ihese qualities are most indispensable to

the execution of the music. Then tlK-re is the cheer
li ss musical wear and fear of regn'ar orchestral life.

The pantomime music,not in mod. 'ration and once in

a way, hut every night all through a protracted sea-

son ; for we arc afraid to say how long the panto-

mime goes on after the'depariure of that inveterate

bore. Old Father Christmas.

Then really excellent players are occasionally snS
jected to the demoniac influences of that rhythmic
purgatory known as the Quadrille B ind ; or the hum-
bler violinists arc to be me; with, accompanied by a

sharp and eornet-a piston, making what is commonly
understood to he music for the dancers in ''marble

halls," or any where else, it matters litile enough to

them. Shall we blame them if they look upon such
work as mere meclianicai grind—as the oninibns-

horse looks upon bis journey to the city and home
again—a jierformance inevitable, indeed, hut highly
ohji^ctionalile, and not to he ho ne save ''or t' e sake
of the feed at I he end 1 Then we must not forgf t

the low salaries of many orchestral players, the small

prospect of a slow rise, and the sti 1 smaller chance of

ever becoming leaders in any orchestra worth lead-

ing. Or, again, the weariness and disgust of your
efficient men at seeing themselves kept out of their

right places by old, incompetent players.

On the Continent wise provisions are made, and
retiring pensions provided by government, or there

are special societies for superannuated musicians.

Every man in the orchestra knows that he will have
to retire when his hand begins to lose its cunning; in

his old age he is honorably supported, and he deserves

to be, and his place is filled np by an ei^.-ient subsri-

tute. Art does not sufTer, the public does not suffer,

the interests of music are not jobbed, and no one Is

the worse. But in England the government treats

music with a supercilious smile, and with the most
undisguised stinginess ; as who should say, "A Hg
for your hands and Bear gardens !" And the prime
minister would as soon think of granting pensions to

superannuated musicians as of giving an annual ban-

quet in Westminster Hall to the industrious frater-

nity of the metropolitan organ-grinders.

It is quite impossible to say at what age a man
gets past his work, but the conductor of every orches-

tra knows very well who it is that mars the whole
;

and it is quite notorious that whatever inferiority there

is in our leading orchestras in comparison with lead-

ing Continental orchestras is chiefly owing to the fact

that a conductor in England cannot very easily get

rid of tnen who have grown infirm in their places,

and who would have retired long ago from any for-

eign orchestra as a matter if course.

It would be foolish lo underra'e the value of vete-

ran experience and steadiness, but it must be remem-
bered that the muscles will stiffen, and the ear and
eye will grow dull, and that many a man whose brain

is still active may become, through mere want of flex-

ibility and feebleness of nerve, unfit for efficient work
in the orchestra. We repeat emphatically, it is im-

possible, with so many still splendid old players be-

fore the public, to say when age means infirmity
;

and when wo think of ihe prodigies of military valor,

forensic ahilit\, lit rary and artistic power wiiich we
have wiinesseil wiiliin the last few vHjJrs ; when we
recollect th.it Lord Broijghani, Loril Lyndhurst', and
Lord Palmerstnn have hut 1 itely r>asscd away ; that

Thomas Carlile is still with us
; that \I. Victor Miigo

but lately published one of the most stirring and elo-

quent apostrophes to lahcrty ; that Sir E. Landseer
continues to p.iint his best jiictures ; that M. Aaher
stilt composed operas in extreme old age ; that Gen-
eral Garihalili is still ready (1871) to draw the sword :

that even the Pope feels equal to an CEeumenical

Council; and that the aged monarch of Prussia, in

company with the slill more aged Von Moltke, has

just been leading his troops to victory against what
all Europe supposi d lo he the greate-t military na-

tion in the world—when we remember a few of such

ficts, it is not too much lo say that the nineteenth

century is emphatically the triumphant Era of Old
Age.

Letter from Naples.

A SHORT DISQUI.SITION OS MUSICAT. CPI.TUR'3

ITAT.IAX SINCINCr TEACHERS IX AJIIfifilCV—EN-
GAGKMENT OF SIGNOU CIRII.LO FOR BOSTON—
HIS IJJSTORV AND RKPCTATION.

{Correspondence of the Daili/ Advertiser )
'

Naples, July G, 1872.

I have been having a little jubilee of my own, but

all on Boston account. Not liecause of Mr. Gilmore'.s

combination, ^vhicb has b.^cn talked about and niadj

fun t)f even in Italy, where the unseasi nable rains

and a'inost the inundation of the I'o have been at-

trihated in baiUni:r/e to the atmospheric disturbances

produced hy the thunderous racket he was causing lo

be made on the other contiiieiu. The riason of my
great pler.sure is a much simpler event, but one which

1 believe is lo have the best etfict upon \oc.il culture

and the art of singing in Boston ; at d as one who
has had in times past the opportunity of ns'ng these

columns in bebaU' of good training and g)od per-

formance, as well as in criticism of what was bad, in

musi.-al matters and manners, I feel impelled to write

a few paragrii|)hs about it.

In a letter about the Naples conservatory of music,

which appc.ircd in the Adrediser perhaps a twelve-

m mill ago, I took occasion to say that I considered

Naples the best city for a student of vocalisrn. (Pos-

sii>ly t d d not say, what it is hut j ist lo add, by way
of parenthesis, that for a young vocalist, desiring to

adopt public singing as a profession and lo mike his

dehiits in Italy, Milan would be the best place lo finish

in, because there and at Bolognti are lo be met the

majoriiy of the managers ami the managers' agents.)

I found my reasons in the influence of the conserva-

tory, whose traditions and a s c' ti > s a e telle:' than

those of Milan or Bologna in many respects, as also

in the equability and healthfulness of the climate,

and the hrio of life there. For, of all people under

the sun, the musician needs lo be within reach of gay

and distracting influences. His constitution and pur-

suits are generally such as to make him nervously

sensitive, mooly and morbid, and he ought at times

to he almost driven away from himself to save him

from depression, despondency and perhaps even the

renunciation of fiis profession. The student or the

artist should alike have his quiet place for work
;
but

when he issues thence, he should find himself at once

in the midst of a brilliant nature and a busy people.

He musl every now and then "come out of his

shell."

San C irlo has no doubt fallen painfully low as a

model of performance, or as a school of crilidsm,

and during the last winter it has been the scene of

the most disgraceful quairels and disturbances. The
petty limitations of the municipal committee, and

their extraordinary demands ; the ndiims and the ob-

stinacy of a pecuniarily embarrassed manager; the

contentions of ihe partisans of different authors
; the

intriiiiics ot the music publishers, whose chief object

in life seems lo be the prevention of a knowledge of

all musical works except the one opera they are en-

gaged in rompelling the public to accept ; the scar-

city of good singers, and the impossibility of engag-

ing great ones ; the necessity of expending enormous
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Slims for the ballet, .itkI (f pnyitlfi hack a lartre part

of (he iniinifip:il snbventiun to tlio Itiiiulroils of pro-

pie eiii)jh)yiHl iiliout the theatie under mutiifip:il di-

rection, and consequeiitly not amenable if> manatre
rial discipline,— these tilings and others have cornbiii-

ed to destroy the intrinsic excellence of the opera at

San Carlo, and to render it valueless as a criterion.

At the Fonda,—as at many minor theatres elsewhere,

—one may hear an opera evenly rendered, and onlv
perceive a lack of strength iu the choral and orches-

tral masses.

Norwithstandinp; the deterioration apparent in pub-

lic performance, the spirit of nlu^i(' still lives in Na-
ples and exerts a power for good. Whatever the

passini; traveller, or the theorist prejudiced in favor

of some ultramontane school, may sav to the con-

trary, there is a plenty of serious woik done within

the walls and under the iiiflnence of the college of
music, which is in its principles conservative enoneh,
a]thou<^li, no dnuht, a lazy lad can manage to slip

ihrontih liis course there with little studv and insi;^-

niticant accjuirenient ; and whenever the jmblie wants
the best in music, it will be found that our city has
musicians enouiih able and ready to supply it. In-

strumental music and composition, in the oratorio

form or upon the model of Bach, mav best, of course,

be studied in Germany, hecaU'e there the study can

be complemeniC-l wiih the e-;emp'a y leformance,
bat the voice must be studied in Italy or according
to the Italian systeins.

A great fault of our day is the i^nor'nij of what the

human voice is and what it can do. The sono;s of
Schumann, of Franz, and even of Schubert, con-

stantly show that those authors d d not understand
the voice, or were unwillini; to eons'der it. Sclni

mann, especiallv. has many sonars which arc really

rhapsodies for the piano-forte, with an uhligato for the

singer, who may get it in if he can. Instead of the

instrument being there for the singer, it is the sinner
who is thrust in to eke out what the instrument can-
noti be made to do alone. There is an ingen'o is

doub'c composition, but no song. The Passion Mil
sic of Bach bristles with passages which are no more
fit to be sunt: than is half Wagner's writiuL', or than
are the great inas'er's own fugues and cnuntcrpointcd
chorals. The human throat is treated as thou 'h it

were no living oriran, but a mere bit of dead mechan-
ism, to he set in operation to produce th se portions
of an elab. rated harmonic work for which no other
instrument will exactly suit, because unable to enun-
ciate syllables Evec Mendelssohn himself, as Emma
Seller proves in her wise little book, frequently viola-

ted in his settings the laws of nature in the voice.

As an ideal translation of poetic into musical ideas,

a composition may sati-.fy the reason and touch the

feeling of the most critical, when as a practical bit of
vocal music even the inexperienced mav rightly set

it down aa a failure. The I alian autho-s only, as a

I lass, have considered the limitations of the voice;
they have the most singable langu ige. almost entirely

free from unfavorable element-^ : and their systeins

are the only ones which can make the most of the

natural voice and prepare it to cone to the greatest

advantage with the elementary diffieulties of rougher
tongues and the technical ouls of severer schools.

It will be ob.-erved that I make an ample distinct-

ion between Italian music and Italian vocalism, and
that I am limiting myself to the praise of the latter,

and of the former as a vehii-le for the same. And I

am far from putiing forward the notion that all Ital-

ian vocalists are good sinL'ers. I believe a first-rate

Chickering pianoforte to be the best instrument of its

kind in the world
; but I have seen some pianos of

that make which I would not have cared to hear
more than once. But if a first rate vocalist of the
real, old fashioned, sincere, laborious Italian school
can be found, I take him to be the best of all vocal-

ists. And I have always wished that in Boston there

could be established a teacher who knew all about
that school, and would bring up young singers pati-

ently, conscientiously and .ilotrli/ in it. There is such

a deal of dreadful incompetency and a.sumption

—

sometimes imposture, too—among the teachers of
Italian vocalism in the United States ! I have in-

quired about the antecedents of more than one "Pro-
fessor" who gets enormous pricei from credulous

American fathers for teaching Italian singing (o their

children, only to find that he was unknown among
musicians here, or had at best left behind him but the

reputation of a mediocre instrumentalist, untried in

the nature and training of the voice, and among
whose old companions the wonder was increasing

that such a man should have been able to make place

and fortune among a people so well educated and in-

telligent as the Americans. If any properly trained

Tocalist has gone from Italy to America purely as a
teacher and not as a singer, it has been the exct-ption

in the first place, and not the rule. And I believe I

d) not err in my opinion that no such teacher has
been latterly reiiident in Boston. Corelli was before

mc, and I have the i npres^ion that Mme. Arnou't's
incthoil was rather French than Italian ; if among
the others who have taujrht, since their dav there he
one who is such as I describe— a teacher by profes-

sion from the beginning, educated at home to the

knowledi;e and practice of what would be accepted

here as the best schools, I never heard of him, and
should he very glad to learn his name and look up
his antecedents.

In the before mentioned letter upon the College of

Music here, ( named two men who I wished could

have the trainin<r of some yonn<r Americans earnest

in their desire to learn to sing and willing to devoie

the niueh time and labor which are absolutely neces-

sary. And what has induced me to break out into

this disquisition i^ the trratifvin? knowledge that one
of those men is about to leave Naples and take up
his residence in Boston. The Mendtdssohn Quintette

Cluh. desirous to seeure for their now musical college

teachers representing the best of all countries and
schools, sent out to Italy to know if "the right man"
could be had for their Italian department. Whoever
knows the Qun eite Club will understand just how
much is implied in ttin^e three short words, One let-

ter led to another, advice was taken, the merits of

ditferent men were canvassed, and it was finallv d.!-

cided to make a proposition to Signor Cirido. About
the same time he received a pressing offer to remove
to Genoa, and negotiations had likewise been opened
with him for assuming the directorship of a Govern
mem insiiiutiou in Aiheiis. But the offer of the

club was deliniie and liberal, and no country shines

out to the young, the ambitious and the hopeful like

America. After some deliberation the decision was
reached and has been already notified, so that I can-

not be divulging any secret of the club in announcing
here the engagement which they have been so fortu-

nate as to tnake, and which is to date from the be-

ginning of their first term
As I understand if, Signor Cirillo is to assume the

direction of the vocal studies of the college with re-

lation to the development of the voice as an instru-

ment, without prejudice to the application which the

scholar may subsequently make of it in one or another

class of music. Naturally if, when the organ has

been made full, true, flexible and expressive, the

singer chooses to devote himself to the Italian school,

he will remain wirh his Italian instructor ;
hut if he

should prefer to cultivate German music, or English

music, cither of the secular or the sacred character,

he will find iu the college another master who will

teach him torendersuch music with his perfected voice

acquiring apropnft the deliverv and phrasing appro-

priate to the authors of his chosen school. This, it

seems to me, is exactly as it should be.

I do not wish to run the risk of endangering Sig-

nor Cirillo's nsefulness by such anticipatory com-
mendation as shall seem to promise more than a mor-

tal man can reasonably be expected to make go^id.

But as 1 know mnch about him. I may venture to

say a little, because I believe thoroughly in him as a

man who is need jl in Boston, and who is capable of

doing a great deal of good there. It may be remem
bercd that the Adrerlis-r was porliaps the only paper

in the country—certainly the only one in Boston—
which from its own acquaintance promised a great

singer in Mme. Parcpa, and certainly it was never

charged with having overstated her merits. A brief

sketch, then, and I leave the subject. Signor Cirillo

was educated at tlie Naples conservatory, at the ex
pense of the government, having won his place by a

successful contest with fourteen competitors. He
studied singing, composition, the jiianoforle and the

organ, the former ui.d'r Busti, who was the be-^t mas-

ter that Naples has had in half a century. During
Busti's last year of failing health, Cirillo taught his

special pnpils, and after his graduation was continued

on the staff of masters for five 3 ears, so that he be-

came well acquainted with the .system of class in-

struction. I^y that time his private lesions compelled

him to renounce his connection with the conservatory,

and he has had ever since perhaps more constant oc-

cupation than any other master in Naples. He is a

close student as well as a painstaking teacher, and
his system of training, which is quite his own, is .suf-

ficiently elastic to be adapted to the special wants of

each particular pupil, instead of being applied arbi-

trarily to all alike. I have seen excellent resu'ts

from it even when the pupils wore not unusually

giftc-d and were studying merely as amateurs, and I

know it would effect great things for anybody who
should go to work with a will under his direction.

The London "Musinal World" on Gilmore's

Jubilee.
The World's Peace .Jubilee is over ; not only for

our Transatlantic cousins, who are now fast forget-

ling it in the excitement (<f an eager life, hut over,

also, for us, who have watched it at the distance of

four thousand miles. In other words, we know all

there is to knoiv about the affair, and can duly ap-

praise its achievements and its significance. Occu-

pying this vantage ground, a last word may not be

out of place.

There are two sides to everything, and the big

American Festival has its two sides ; one, ludicrous,

the other, serious. We fear that the amiable tenden-

cies of human nature have prompted many persons

to look chiefly upon the former. At any rate, jour-

nalistic human nature has regarded the ludicrous as-

pect almost exclusively, as being a cheap suggestive

of "smart" writing, and a ready excuse for sneers.

We admit the provocation to be great. Mr. Gilmore s

huge barn on Boston Common— his fluctuating army

of singers and players—his sensational admixture of

hymn tunes, sacred choruses, colored minstrels, mili-

tarv bands, cannon, hells, and anvils, are irresistible

as a recipe for inducing mirth. We cannot help

laughing at them, e'speciailv when the agglomeration

is invoked in the name of art ; hut he makes a great

mistake who sees nothing in the entire affair but food

for his humor. The very fact that such a gigantic

speculation has been c irried out to the end is, in it-

self, worth serious thought ; the full understanding

of il being, peihap-j, possible only to those who un-

derstand the condition of American society in gene-

ral, and of American music in particular. Our cous-

ins, sensitive though they be, will hardly take offence

at the remark, that life with them is chiefly influenced

by material consider tions. Their "go aheadism

means accumulating dollars, and winning a high

pbve among the aristocracy of wealth ;
the work (it

doing ihis being business and pastime ill one. A
young and vigorous people is always so. things which

are not productive of tangible profit having but a

small share of their thoughts. Rence the compara-

tivelv small attention enjoyed by music in America,

as a branch of culture and a means of intellectual

delight. Generally speaking, the people have "no

time for that sort of thing," and are satisfied to take

what comes in a casual wav without effort of their

own. This sufficiently explains the elementary con-

dition of music among our kinsmen. It accounts for

the tolerance thev show towards performances which,

amoni' an older people, would not he endured for an

hour. Il accounts, also, for the infantine state of na-

tive American art, and for the ease with which all

sorts of pretenders to musical ability pick up a iving

across the water. We readily acknowledge that a

love for music exists among the Americaii people,

and we as readilv believe tha4-in course of time they

will occupy splendid rank as an artistic nation. But

that time is not vet ;
and, meanwhile, the Boston .Ju-

bilee doings s 'cm a natural outcome from the actual

state of thinrs. Cultivated Americans—and there

are many of ibem -would scarcely allow this remark

to pass unchallenged ; but we say again that Mr.

Gilmore's Festival illustrates the average of Ameri-

can taste. If not, why the support it has received,

the attention it has excited, and the jubilation to

which it has given rise .-mong all classes of society .

If not, it woul.l siinolv have been an irnpossibibty.

In point of fact, this is its only raiso/i d elre. 1 tie

Festival has compelled attention to the existence and

claim- of music in a form adapted to attain that end

bvf the quickest means and in the most general way.

Anvtbiu.. higher would have missed its mark; any-

thing less sensational wouhl h.ive attracted less no-

tice. Is it nothing, moreover, that, stimulated by the

desire to take part in such an affiir. thousands of atn-

ateurs all over tlic States have worked hard to quality

themselves ?_or that many more thousands have

heard, however imperfectly, some masterpieces oian

For such a result we would condime the cannon, bells

and anvils; and would pardon all the other .sejisa-

tions of the "big show." Shrewd managers Sun-

dav schools find cake and tea remarkable helps to-

wards the instrnctton of the rising race. The Bos-

ton ''sersations" were cakes and tea in their way;

and enticed by them, the gieat American public re-

ceived not a few useful lessons. In this light we

would regard the .Iiihilee— a li-ht far more pleasant

than that which exhibits it as merely a butt for witu-

cism.

We take iho following weighty words of wisdom

from the New York Timi's. The Boston .Jubilee,

by giving occasion for their utterance, was not alto-

gether without good result ;

—

"The failure of the Boston Peace .Jubilee teaches

one lesson which we mav w. II ponder, and that is,

that a big thing is not alw.iys good and strong, or

even succossful in proportion to its bigness. The av-

erage citizen has been accused of measuring greatness

alto~gether by material size, and we fear that there is

Home reason 'lor the accusation. For him to say that

such and suidi a thing was 'the biggest on this conti-

nent,' was to express eulogy in its highest conceiva-

ble form. The discijilinc of revtibcs took some of
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that nonsense out of him diirinj; the war, and now
hero is another little lesson of the same sort, which

he will surely listen to, because it is accompanied hy

a forfeiture in the form of dollars and cents. It is

not comforrinfT to ns, whatever the journals of the

*Htih' mriy think, to reflect that some of our Boston
friends will have a deficiency of S250.000 to make
iw nupnt this di-^mal failure. But if that loss, multi-

plied hy a hundred, could be dis:tribnted over the

country, it micht ho profitably pnid, if the failure it

atoned for and emphasized should teach ns all the

weakness of that material vastn'^ss we are apt to over-

rate, and the value of that discipline, thorouj^hness,

and finisli we are so inclined to undervalue."

Our Grenadier Band at Boston.

{From the London Orchestra, July 19 )

The Americans have held their great sensitiona^

patherinfT, and music has been the peace maker. The
clioir consisted of some twenty thousand voices se-

1-ected from the siniiprs in the New England churches.

There was the English band, the bands of France,

"Germany, and America, the English d ^y, the French
fliil German d:iy, the American and the programme
w;is made up of all schools, stvles, characters, and
descriptions. The three great events were ihe sing-

ing of the "Old Hundreth Psalm" at the opening of

the Jubilee, and the plaving of "God save the Q;icen"

by our own Grenadier band, followed bv this band's
delivery of the American Nit'onal Ilvmn : "The
Srar spangled Banner." It must he noticed that

the three Hymns stood pre-eminently foremost.

Their old stereotyped expression of musical thought,

fenown to every one—man, woman, and child—easy

of understanding and easy to follow, carried all be-

fo'*e ihem. They put the audience on one level, helped
t'e people to do what they desired— to sing ; and
created a scene, something to be rememhcred from
that time forth for evermore. The enthusiasm was
tremendous, the glow and outburst terrific. These
three songs were hymns—something beyond the cteed
of science, the mere impression on the senses

—

glimpses beyond the finite, the awakened echoes of
the old Faith, the recognition of the one Sovereign
Invisible Ruler and the but one race—his people.

These hymns made a sympathizinir brotherhood of

the many thousands present, and brousiht out in all

its force that grand mystery—the relation of the art

of sounds with the soul of man.
Second to the singing and playing of these Hymns,

was their manner of delivery by our English bands.

Confessedly it stands that the Americans uever before

heard our national hymn of "God save the Queen"
played in the way our soldiers gave it. And further,

it appears by general report, that never before did the

Americans hear their own national hymn, "the Star-

spangled Banner," given with such force and direc-

tion, such definite conception and feeling, such clear

and unmistakable sympt.thy. The latter fact—if fact

it be—is curious. With the echoes of olden days

—

the rendering of the John Bull anthem of Queen
Elizabeth's time—imagination might have some
share ;

and the slightest variation in time and cir-

cumstance would be received as the voice of inspira-

tion—the teaching of the long-buried prophet in song—the solemn legacy of an apostle.

Bat with the comparatively modern hymn of "the
Star-spangled Banner" there were not, and could not
be, any such associations. Surely the Americans
themselves best knew the truest and most faithful ex-
pression of their own national song. The Americans
lack not instruments, nor voices, and must be credit-

ed with familiarity with every phase and trait of their
national hymn ; and notwithstanding all this our
Grenadier Band gave them a new feeling, an un-
known perception of the character of their tune which
seemed something beyond the mere external. If
"God save the Queen" was never before sung with
such heart and voice, it is confessed that never before
was "the Star-spangled Banner" played with such
power and telling effect on the American continent
as it was given by our red-coated instrumentalists on
that memorable day in

' Boston. The deeds of our
Grenadiers that morning were worth, it is said, the
entire cost of the building of the Coliseum. With
the national song we get accustomed to its manner
and thought, and no one sets to work to dig for ideas
to re-clothe or re-adjust it in any way. Probably the

English band gave "The Star-spangled Banner" on
this occasion with a new score—the work of their

band-master
; there might have been some little thirg

removed, and some other small point helped and
brought out the more prominently, but we incline to

imagine the effect was chiefly produced by the sim-
ple, earnest, manly, and unpretending mode of its de-
livery. Whatever of fresh manner appeared it met
the popular hand and heart, and the fervor with
which it was received arose from the prevailing idea
that our soldiers could not go wrong, and that their

way of melting np the national American hvmn was
the very host thing in the world. In listening to the

London way the faculties of the audience wp.re chnng
ed. It was not the accustomed way—there was rest

from that It was the Englishman tbinkin? and act-

ing for the American in real earnest, without mask
or pretence, and this gave the performance a charac-

ter both new and dignified.

The result of this extraordinary gathering for the

performance of music at Boston, demonstrate^: that

the Americans are, as regards mu^^ical compositions,

thoroughly and altogether Engli-h. Thevhave none
of their own of any high and classical character, but

they possess the power, as we do. of dis inguisliing

the wheat from the straw and stubble. Thev are far

too materialistic to turn out a real composer of music.

Phenomenali'^m and sensationalism never yet made a

Bach or Handel, a Haydn, Mozart or Beethoven, and
never will do so. Whilst they tolerate the stuff and

rubbish of the modern psfudn-irenius, thev have too

much good sense either to swear bv it or imitate it.

They stand forward, if not foremost, in their appreci-

ation of good and classical mus'C, and more especi-

ally in their keen perception of its proper and just

delivery. It is sheer vanity and presumption for anv
second rate European arrist to go to America and
attempt to take the bijr tole. No European artist is

so quickly and truthfully measured as in America.
And yet they have no music—those Americans—nor
can they make either player or singer. The Ameri-
can player when he comes to Europe must sit himself

down and lea»*n how to play classical music. The
American vocalist, must he transformed into the

European, and that is a huse difficnlty. The Amer-
ican vocalist, like the English vocali'^t, cannot uphold
or advance the Italian opera, and although we have
shining and brilliant, and in some instances com-
manding, success on the American side with the Ital-

ian and French onera. we have no real, true Italian

vocalization, no Italian utterance, and in fact, now-a-
days, no Italian opera at all It has become cosmo-
politan. The Swede, the Russian, the Pole, the

Frenchman, the Enslishman, the AmericTn— all as-

sist in these days to make up what i^ cal'ed the Ital

ian opera, and Meyerbeer is the chief ano'^tle thereof.

If the American vocalist cannot sing Italian opera in

the old and veritable Italian way, certain it is. he or
she cannot sing in the school of Handel. This is not
singular, for neither can the French nor the German
vocalist. It is not a case of tradition, it is sheer want
of perception—want of take in— the power to receive

and hold what the composer meant. These vocalists

mistake the composer, confound bis ideal, and grope
round bis score in more than Egyptian darkness.

They may talk of Handel, but they do not believe in

him, cannot see into bis music, are never in earnest

over him, and n'^ver truly work at him. They deny
the truth of bis expression, and as to the marvels of
his dramatic life, it is all "total eclipse" with them.

There is no foundation fir high classical music in

America, for there is hardly anv Snndav mu'^io (and
all national taste and action in music must be meas-
ured from Sunday work in song) that is not namb}'-
Damby stuff, something a little short of abomination.
It is perfectly incredible what baby pap is do'ed out
Sundav after Sundav in the American churches. Im-
agine the Ward-Beeeher and Talmadtre rations in

music ! Well, this would be bad enough, but it does
not meet the case The American choir, singin? in

their churches on Sunday is most lamentable. The
sentimentalism approaches tlie idiotic. There is no
pretence for the old f nth. it is mere hypocritical im
itation of the lowest and most effeminate thoughts in

secular music of the day. No old master in song
would teach such music, or permit any pupil to sing

it under any circumstances. Before there can be any
American composer, any American oratorio, there

must be American faith in real service and worship
music. In Europe the church schools have been giv-

en np as nurseries for song and classical composition,
and the consequence is that the clergy and organists,

chanters and chant makers are all coing the broad
way that leadeth to destruction. There will soon he
no such thing as any distinctive school for cliuTh
musio. Our American brethren sliould take in 1 and
what we have laid aside—real artistic education for
distinctively church purposes. Let them form rur-e
ries for soul' as the old Churchmen did in EngUud.
France and t'aly. and discard the shadow for the sub-
stance. These would soon prove important enlarge-
ments of the empire of musical art, and the next
Bosfon Festival would be something for all America
to hear, and all the world to talk about.

• What a Prussian Thought of It.

The following is translated from a letter written by
a member of the Pru'-sian band, and printed in the

B^trlin StaatshUrr/f^ Zei'tung : Our passage to America
was agreeable. We had not to struggle either v^ith

storms or too Iiigh billows. The sea sickness we
drove into the ocean ; let it he buried there. On the
1.") Ii of June we laiuh'd at Ho'>oken. where we were
received by the mnnii-ipal authorities with music,

singin<r, flags and firing of cannon, with hurrahs,

hand shaking and embraces, so that the coriliaIi^y of

the reception almost turned our beads, and we finally

began to believe we had delivered America, without

knowing it, from some enemy or other. The depu-
tation that bad'' u-^ welcome appeared in the uniform

of Prussian oflicers, with helmets and hoi*setails. and
the musicians wore Prussian caps. The only thing

we mi'^sed were the pretty maids in white. But they

omitted t'lem sohdy because many members of our
band are married men. and a reception by pret'y

girls, the goo 1 people of Ho'-o'^cn feared, might give

offence to our wives at home.

I don't remember how often they played and snng
to us tlie "Watch on the Tl line f but I refall the

fact that we were escorted in the midst of them in

triumph by an immense concourse of people to the

first bo^cl of the eitv. The hands of beautiful ladies

waved handkerchi<'fs from all the windows; they

threw to us fragrant nosegays and wreaths, and some
even threw kis'^es—hut that you need not tell our
wives and sweetheirts. Rut it was not until we were
seated at the bri^akfast table that our ho^ts found out

\vhat hovoc we Prussians can make in a charge ; and
splendid wines and champagne flo'ved here so liber-

ally that we finally had to decline them with thanks

—and vou know best what that means in the case of

a member of ihe Prussian band. In our gratitude we
would have gladly played for the good people of Ho-
boken ; but we were absolutely unable so to do—the

mouth pieces cou'd no longer find the mouths.
If our rccep'ion in Hoboken was bewildering, in

Boston it was absolutely mad. Imagine our trium-

phal entry into B srlin after the war, and you have
something like a picture of our reception in Boston.
The French musicians, who, in 1867, received the

prize together with as, did not even look at us. At
first we were afraid they would burst with envy in the

street ; hut I think that their physical constitution is,

after all, quite solid. At first wo greeted them from
sheer pity ; but the par/crroiwes passed us like surly

oxen. 'AUez-voiis-en r we saidjand now we raise our
hands no longer to our caps. The Englishmen, on
the other hand, are our best friends. The band, un-

der Godfrey's leadership, plays splendidly. It holds

but little intercourse with the French. To enable us

to accept all the invitations we receive here from pri-

vate citizens, it would be necessary for the day to

contain nine times twenty-four hours and the night
twice as many.
As for the Jubilee, to tell you the sober truth, it is

a tremendous, truly American humbug ! We do not
believe that the persons who undertook it will make
their expenses. The Boston booksellers will certainly

do a thriving business with the iittle work, ''Deafness

is Curable." When we are done in Boston we shall

go elsewhere ; but where ? The gods know, perhaps.

We are ovi-rwhelmed with invitations from all quar-

ters, and Saro has already seriously considered w' eth-

er, to comply with all demands, ho had not better

send one of us to every city that wants us. . . I might
write you a good deal more, but the heat here is nearly

always fully "thirty carats." and one does not feel

like doing anything but drinking. The beer is not

good, and I would give the whole French band for

one keg of Berlin Tivoli beer on ice !

—

Advertiser.

A Heat.th to Mad.\me Rouzacd. Hymen has
rarely lighted so brilliant a torch as when he presided,

the day before yesterday, at the auspicious nuptials of
Mademoiselle Christine Nilsson and M. Aaguste
Kouzaud. We say auspicious, because all the facts

and circumstances connected with the event are of
the happy sort, and give the promise of a marriace
life of thorough svmpa'hy and devoted affection.

Those who know Miss Nilsson are wl'II satisfied tint

it was a love-match. From among a great multitude
of admirers who were ready to lay rank and fortune

at lier feet she chose this genileman, as one who had
shown by his constancy the sincerity of his passion ;

and all the adulation that has been paid her in the

capitals of the woild, "the applause of applauded
men," the incense of the queens of society, has been as

nothing in comparison with the homage o'" this one
heart. Mutual attachment is a desirable thing to be-

gin with in a wedding, and in this union all the other

incidents were gratifying. To be married hy the Dean
of Westminster under the roof of the ancient Abbey,
t") be "given away" by a high dignif.ry of the diplo-

matic circle, to receive a diamond biacelet from the

Princess of Wales, happens to very few simple 'O m-
try girls in this prosaic age. and sounds more like the

imaginary and delightfully improbable plot of a libret-

to than actual fact. Yet all this took place, and as

the young lyric artist knelt at tho al.ar with her bride-
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{Troom, ill the pre'^cnro of the rank and f;i>hion nf

LondoHj llie sciilptun (i Handel that looked down on

the scene fr-im Poer's Corner mi^ht well h:ive sound-

ed his inarhle truniptt in a nuptial marc .

Tlie weddiny: jonrnev of our prima donna is to he

made in a visit to Swiden, ihe deir native land slie

has never forcoiien, and nevfrseen since she achieved

fame and foriuiie. There she has severnl hroiht-is

and sisters, who have hecn made contfortaMe fur hfc

through her hoiintv, and who will re<-eive her with

pride and pleasure ; and there, at this moment, the

best niches of hundreds of friends fli;d thousands of

ndmirers will follow her from tliis side of the Atlan-

tic.—-V. Y. lu-en'nifj Post.

Thomas's Garden Concerts.

A correspondent of the riilladjlphia Evening Bui

ledn, Julj 17, writes :

Thehuildlnjj in wliich the concerns me given is on

the southern boundary of the Park, it the corner of

Seventh avenne. Somewhat isolated, upon that rocky

and desolate tract, whicli Iievoud lias undcrjrone sueh

a macical clianpe, it ri-^c^ sp>ui^Ied with i^as jets, a
deii^iiiful refu^^e to many hastening oat from the liot

ciiy, or ready, after a cool stroll in the Puik, to re

fresh the body and mind.
The auditorium is quite larg^e, with one tralleiy,

and would readily seat three thousand people in clo-ie

order, hut, forlunatelv. neither extreme order or dis-

order is known. The fli'or i-; s 't with numeroiis f.a-

bles, at llie sides of wldih visitors seit ihemselvt s,

and then ih- y char quietly, oider and enjoy rerre>h-

ments, gaze about at each other, and al the gamly al

lejjories on the ceiliuir, smoke and listen as pleases

them best. The concert commences at ei^ht, when
but a handful are generally present. The musicians,

however, t';ne up a:* if rhev knew wliat an juuliei.ee

to expC' t. and Th o lore TlKuiias takes the stand v. ith

his accustomed quit t contidence and dignity. Car
load after car load arrive, and by the time that the

first of the three parts of the proy;ramme is conij.let

ed the scene is a very different one. The fa-bionahte

and middle cbisses and vnrinus narionaliries are most
interestini;ly represented in the larce audience now to

be observed. The few left in Fifib Aveime and the

many fiom any other ; the New Yorkei'. Pldhidelphi-

an, Bosftuiian and Jer>eyi:e ; Eng!i?-h, French. Ger
man, Cu' an and Italian ; Christian and Het r»w,

Grantist or Gredevite ; all are lo he remarked 1 y the

student of human nature, be he patriot, theolo;.ian,

or politician. The intervals between t!ie parts a-'e

long and give new animation to the assemblair''. On
one side of the auditorium is a wide hall oj cning

freely into it ; on the other a large barfoom m d res-

taurant, and. in the rear of the stage— most a' li active

of all—a cover* d garden, in which all so disposed

may jTon-enade the parallelogram (>f gravel \\alk, or

cccupy benihcs and chairs wiibiii the profession,

Here one can watch the panorama of fa<'cs in the sub-

dued liKht, enjoying the uveninir, and still be enter-

tained by the music ; for the stage is so lit:!e enclosed

in the rear that only the p anisstnio passages of the

orchestra are interrupted.

At each interval the audience effervcsres ; carden,

hall and bar-room are filled fiom the audttorium, and

the Etane empties its half a hundred of thirsty i:eni-

uses amid t!ic indiscriminate thron«: at the bar, phont

ing fu>r lager, and .-jeizing the frothing glasses whi< h

are hastily supplied :o it. At lcn;^ih a roll call on

the dram restores orchestra and audience to their

places, and those couples bntrerin^ in the garil^n w ho

have relap.-?ed into personal sentiment take up a^ain

the more general one which the next musical coinpo

sition inspires. The performance, it is needless to

iiifurm ibe reader, is of the bi;:hest order.- and thi-

represeniaiive orchefira of our continent is in such

thorough drill ihut whitt plea-es so creaily now is

often hut the rehearsal for more at'jbitious concerrs of

the season lo come. Thomas, with exf>er'enced judtr-

meul, id confilanlly presenting novelties to teat h' his

aadience and perft-nin;; the exei-u'ion of b«eli com
posilionfi as |ilea?e it, so that his repertoire is as re-

tnarkatde in extent and variety as it is charm itu' in

rendition. The result of thiw care it is lo Iic hoped

thai many of your reader.^ niay enjoy at the Garden
Concert here, or, if not. wi;h a L'rearer ha'iffiction

when the Orchestra shall again visit PhiUdclphia.

ZKt.TER ASD His PfPIL Tlic first fe-t lo wbi h

Guethc put the yoimg urli.'>t (Meni]eifi''ohn) wa-* to

make him iinprovi-e on a theme furni.<ihcd hy Ztdter,

Zelt'T sal t\t>yfn tn the piano, and vsith Iii<i siitf, i ri'Mp.

ed tine* r.-f pUyed a tcry Mmph- tune in inplej-. 'Teh
triiumtc cinfti von Muniirheii," > a tame and tii^ial an
nir »% nt»d ^^e. Felix p'aw:H it t'iroii;ih afoT hirn.

and the next minute went off into ilie i\ilde->t al)et;ro,

transforming riie simple melody into a pjs^ionate \v^-

uie. whicii he look now in the hass, now in the upper
parr, ucaving all manner nf new and Ijeaniiful

thoughts in'o it in the boldest style. Everybody was
in astotiishment, as the small chihlish fintr^rs vvnrked

Hwav at the great chords, ma^^tering the most diffi iilt

Combinations, and cvolviuij the most surprising con
trapuntal passa;;es out of a stream of hartrsonies,

ihouirh certainly without iiayini; miich regard to the

melody. It. was one of Z Iter's pr nc pies to be i ery

chary of praise ; his aim being to ^avc his pupil f:om
conceit aird overe^Tim^iion of his o^vn powers—
'Mio'^e cursed enemies of al! artistic pn)i;ress," as he
called ihem. No t-ooner therefore hud Felix firii^^hed

than lie said, in a tone if the most complete indiffer

ence, like an old pedago^^ue hent on spoiling the boy's

brilliant success: "What hobgnh'ins and dragons have
you been dreamint: ahnat, to drive you alontr in that

helter-skelter fishion !'' (ioethe saw his object, and
takitig the hand of the little ariist in his two hands,
and caressino; it, said in a pla\ful way : "But you
won't get off with that

;
you mu.->t p'ay more hcfore

we can quite believe in you." So Felix had to plav

Rach's fii;:ues, of which Goethe was particularly

fond ; then he asked f()r a minuet, upon which the

hoy cried out with flashing eyes, ' Shall I play upon
the most beautiful one in the whole world V and
played the minuet from Don Juan.— Goethe and Men-
dclssohn, hi} M. E. von Cleltn.

Thi-] MKEKESSTiLt.E AND Mendelssohn. Dost
thou remcinher, how we drove away irom Padua
alon»r the Breiita one evening 1 The jilowing Italian

niiilu oppressed n^, and one after another, the travel-

lers dosed their eyes. 'I'o wtrds mornint; a voire

ciii.d "Ecco, ecco Signori, Venezia !'' The sea, still,

immense, outspread before us—only on the far hoi-i-

zau, tine sparkle^^ played up and down, as though the

small waves softly spnke tog; ther in dreams. So
does it interw. ave, and sparkle, and throb, in Men-
dels-ohn's "Mi-eresstille ;" we dream sleepily, listen-

ing to 't ; we Itecome a thoni^bt— ra'her than lliat we
then think. The B--odiovenian chorus after Goethe,
and the accentuated words, sound almost rouiih be-

side these -pider-web tones of the violins. Near the

close. «uch Imimony is utdoosed and resolved, as if

the poet snri Iv l"oked too di'eplv in'fo the eyes of a

dauiihterof Ner.-n-^. seeking to draw hitn down ; but

then npsprintzs a higher wave, the sea throws more
murinurons everywhere, the sails flap, the pennants

wave, and now away. awny. "Which of Meritis'*

overtures do vou like the best ?" asked a simpleton

near me— and as then the keys K minor, B minor,

anil D major embraced m a triad of the grai-es. I

could think of no better answer than the best.

"ail of them. ' But indeed Mi-ritis conducted as if

he /'(((/ composed the overtme himself, and the orches-

tra played worthily ; and then a remark of Florns-

tan'st struck me. It was played be said, much as b^^

used to plav when he came from tlie provinces to study

with Master Raro |; this middle point between art

and nature was his mo-it fatd cri-is ; then came such

a hesitation, such a stirf"ness, that lie doubted his own
talent, "Fiery as I was, and fervidly as I conceived

every work, vet now T must take cvcrvtbinir slowly.

For my part I disliked the conductor's sti(k in the

overture as in the symnhony.— Schimiann's ^^Wilinfjs

on Music." IransUiled hi) Eaimy Roymofid Hitter.

*\T-'r'(lelsfiohn. tSchumaon himself. J.Vnothe: n-me for

liinT'olf.

llnsit Ihosb.

London.

National ^Il^slCAL Micktincs. Of t'le first

two (lavs of this curious experiment at the Cr\et:il

Palace we liave already copied an acrount. The

sequel is thus told by the Miisicu! World of July 13.

On the tliird day there were oompetitionH nmoni;
choral socii'ties iiol excocdiDL' 200 in nininh(M-. A
pize of £100, competed for liy ihe South London
Choral A^iiociation, the 3iixton Choral Socieiv. and
the Toiiii' Sol-fa Association— after cai'h choir had
heen heard in Mende's-oliii'ri well known i)<alrn,

''.fudirc toe, T) Lord," affi the madii^'al of (»rlando

fi hlions, "The Silver Swan," the lirwr and third in

Mozari'H "Ave Veriini," anrl fh(' second in the cfro-

riis. "How soon onr towcrin.' hopes,*' from UandeKhi

J'nhua—viMi awarded hv the jiid/OH fSlr.Inliiis Meno-

dict. Mr. !?Hriil)V, and Mr. Arthur S. Sullivan) to

the Toidc Sol fa As-ociaiion, acconipaidid 'ly marked

annroval (if the other coinperimr choirs. To the

Ilrixtfin C'hoial So"iefv a dip'oma wtis also awarded

for sii:ht-sini:in[r— the piece suhmitreil lo tluMn heini:

"Orant u^. <) Lord,"' a four part anihem hy Mr.

Barnhy. The next perform inco was hy militarv

bands—one of lliein beiu'; the h:»nd of t'le Hoynl

Engineers, conductf)r. Mr. Sawerlhal. iLe other the

liind t.f .Si. Oc(m^c's liifle Corp.s, roi.duetor, Mr.
Pnasev, to each of whom, as there was no (ontcsi,

the judges (.Sir .Julius Benedict, .sj^nor IlandcjTL'er,

and Mr. F. Godlrcy in one case, Sr Julius Benidiirt,

iMr. AV. O. Cu-ins, and Dr. Him'ianlt in ihe other)

award; d ihe prize of .£.50. If is not in our proviiu^e

to criticize these perform inee.s^ and all we ne^id say

is thaf, in our opinion, nothinfj: could be more impar-

tial and correct than the decision of the jadf^es.

The fourth performance was more inierestin(j tl'an

anv of iis predecessors ; and that sueh liad been the

expectaiion of the public trenerally was proved by
the vastlv increased attendance. Proceed injrs were
begun bv the Bristol Choral Union, a splendid body
of men's voices, who sang a chorus from Mentlels-

solin's U-Jdipus, a serenade ("the Gondolier") by
Schuhert, &e., in sue!) a manner that a prize of £53
was i-eadily awarded to them by the judges (Messrs.

Henry Smart, Henry Leslie, and J. Ij. Halton,) al-

ih'Uigh there were no opponenis to contest it. Tb6
Bristol Choral Union, like the Brixton Choral So-
ciety, was also tested in sight singing, and came forth

from the ordeal with equal success, the piece chosen

for the occasion being a fourpirt son^; for men's

voices ("The HoinL-w.ird Watch"), the crtinposiiion

of Mr. ilenrv Smart. Then came a real eonte-t be-

tween two well trained military hands, the band of

the 2d Battalion Hifle Brigade and that of the .'Krd

Regiment, each of whom played Weber's Jubilee

overture and a march hy Gung'l, called the Utlrut.

The judges (Sir Sterndale Bennett, ft'essrs. J. L.

Ilation, and Aribiir Sullivan,) awarded the prize to

the hand of the .3 ird Regiment, accompanied by a

high commendation of that of the 2ad Battal'iot)

Rifle Br!ga<1e. What ensued was ihe most striking

feature of the day, although not a competition. Nev-

ertheless, it was a trial of merit, for the award of the

"Challenge Prize" for choral societies not exceeding

500 in number— ihe prize hiing estimated at a value

of £1,000. This was readily awardid- by the judL'Os

(Sir Sterndale Bennett, Messrs. J. lluHah, ami Brin-

ley Rich irds,) to the South Vfales Clioral Union,

one of the freshest, most powerful, best balanceci, and

musical body of voices to which we can ren>emlier at

anv time to have listened. With such voii'es as these

lo he'p them our, only jirovided that Handel's orato-

rios and other "Saxon" mu^ie be adinitred at their

anniversary celebrations, the Welsh I'.isteddfodao

might be perennial. When it is remembered that

this large chorus is almost entirely drawn from tlie

laboring classes of the "principaliiy"—miners, col-

bers,&e., tlicir wives, danghlfrs, i.nj relatives^we

cannot but wonder at the excellence ihey have attain-

ed—an exeelleuce unattainahle except through assid-

U)us and continued study. Tlie result is satisfactory

Ivvond measure. The pieces selected for the South

Wales Choral Union were of no ordinary cl.fficuhy

.— wliicli, wh.-'n we name the final chorus fiom J. S.

Bach's /V.s.s/oii of Si. ilnlllnfiv, "In tears uf grief,"

"Round ahout t'le starry throne," from Handel's

Siiiiisnn, and "The Might is di-parting," from Men-
delssohn's [,iihiiesrinf/, willreadilv he iinjcislood. To
these were ad led the national Webh air "The Men
of Ha lecl-." (.Mr John Thomes's arrangement ), and,

"God h'ess the Prince of Wales," by Jlr. Brinley

Richards, hoihof which, sung in the Welsh totn;u.-,

were receivd with the iitmo-t po s.hle enthusiKsm.

This exhibilion of W.Kh ilim-al singing was deiid-

edly the feature of the National Music Meetings, and

alone sufficient to riuider thorn memorable.

After the competitions and adindicalion of priaes,

on the third and Ibiirth days, as had heen the case at

the first and second, there was a miseell.ineotis coti-

eert, the winners of prizes and diplomas exhibiting

their talents, combined with p-iform;inees by the Crvs-

I'll Palace orchestra, under the ibrcction of Mr.

Manns, &c. On S iturd.iy aficrnoon the first Syden-

ham Eisteddfod may be said to have culminated with

a grand concert, in which almost all remarkable dur-

ing the foregone proceedings was re iiitroduceil— the

choral societies, miliiary and volumeer h.iiids, and

solo Tocfilists, each taking a part in it. T"ho prucc-d-

itigs rerpiire no detailed desi-ription. It will suiBco

10 add that what had pleased bcfbie, pleased again;

and that the ailmini.strations of the judges were, for

the greater part, with the aid of increased experience,

unanimously admitted to be im|Kirtial. At the end

of the concert tbc^ Nalioual Aiilbem was performed,

by the combined chorus and orchestra ; and, shortly

afterwaids, the inizes were distributed by H. U. II.

tl.c Duke of Edinhiirgh, who, with chaiacteri^tie

good lasie, riifriiincd fioin a long preliminary aililiess,

leaving explanations to Mr. Thomas Hughes, cbair-

man of the Crystal Palace, and simply addressing a

u word or (wo of congratulation to each of tlie success-

ful candidates. Previous to his departure three hearty

and unanimous cheers were raised for the Duke of

F.'linburgb, which were graciously acknowledged.

The attendance on Saturday was larger than on any
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previous occasion, thus showing plainly that tlv3 puh-

ik" have become interest^*! in liie National Music
MeetiniTs_ whirh, if carrie<l on next year with the

. same spirit and with such impro\'ument.s as time an-l

reflection PitL'p:est, and as the Crystal P:ilase alone

posses.ses the means of ^i\'ini: to tlicm, may not only

iiecome a permnucnt institution, but a real piiblii;

benefit.

Ht-:R Majesty's Oi*e»a. I.ast week were pre-

sented // Trovdtore, with Rldlle Tierjens and Sijinor

Cam pan in i ; Lucia Ui lAimiitmiioor, wiih MtlUe.

Chris;ine Nilsson ; Semiramidp, with Mdlle. Ticijens
;

Faust, wiih Mdlle. Nilsson, Mad.une Trehelli Bertini,

M. Crfpoul, Sitrnori Kota and Mendioroz, and /I'/yo-

Itito, wirli Miss Clara Louise KGlloi»ii', Sij^nor Cam
panini, &e. As all llip<;e were repetitions, the hare

record of their having been given is sufficient. Nev-
ertheless, it may not be out of the way to add that

the performance of Scmirnmlde, Uossini's last grand
Italian opera, with its adminble ''e./isemh/e," under
the direction of Sir Michael Costa, and the- no less

admirahle impersonations of the chief characters

—

by ildlle. Tii.-ij'nis, the only Semiiiuuidc now on the

stage, Mdlle. Trelielli-Betiiiii, than whom a better

Arsace since the incomparable Alboni has not ap-

peared, and Si^^nor AlucsI, now as good and effec-

tive an Assur as could be witnessed, the liest Assur
in all prohabiliiy since Tamhniini retired— continue'^,

notwithstanding: the fact that the .Scmiramide \-^ Ger-
man, the Arsarc, French, and the Assur aUo French
{mirabiledlcbt !), to be one of :he mou attractive ex-
hibitions of the season. The American j>rima donno,
Miss Kellogg, may also i)e complimentpd on the
steady progress she is making in pnhlic- favor, her
second appearance as Gilda, in RiqoIpJIo. havin;i cre-

ated even a greater impression thaii her first. This
young lady has already taken a high po-^ition in hpr
art, and wnnts nothing but opportunity and encour
agement to reach the hiiihe-^t— evt^n in this capital, so
b/tise about Italian opera and all its appurtenances.
The opi^ras during the present week have been

Martha— with Mdlle." Ciiri->iine Nilsson as the hero
inc ; Uirjoklln, with M<llie. Keiloirg and Sii/nor Cam-
panini, in lieu of Lncifzla Borgia^ Mdlle. Tieijens,

being: indisposed : La Sonnamhula—with Mdlle. Ma-
rimon ; and Lucia di Loimufirnwor— with Md'Ie.
Nilssou. /^a Tiavlala is announced foi- tliis evening'
— in all five representations ; so (hat Lotidon ama-
teurs have eiijoyed no less than eleven opportunities
of listening to Italian operatic performances in the
brief space of six days. The enirairem^nt of Mdlle
Nilsson which was originally limited to 12 nights, has
been prolonged.— Times, Jahj 1.3.

IvOYAL Italian OpiiitA. The onpras performed
last week were the Sonvnmhuhi, tlie Nozze dl Ftqaro,
Norma, the Barhiere, and a miscellaneous selection of
extracts from various well-known works, for the
''benefit" and last appearance of Mdme. Pauline
Lucca.
That Mdme. Patti should, at least once in the S'^a-

son, assume the part of Amina. in which, eleven
years ago, she m;ide her first de'.int before a London
audience, was only to be expected; and that she
should be received with enthusiasm in the character
v/hieh she has fairly made her own ever since her first

appearance among us, and which she has sustained,
year after year, reminding optra-L'ocr^ of Mabbran
in ttie same part more than anv of Malibran'-s sue-
ce>sors, mi^lit have been t^ken for granted. To en
ter into a description of Mdme. Patti s dramatic and
musical re.dizatiun of the mou engaging- of all Bel-
lifus heroines would be superfluous. Enough that
she was all herself, and made every point tell— from
"Come per me sereno" to "Ah, noti credea," and its

brilliant sequel, "Ah, non giunge"—with the old ef-
(eet, fully jusiifving the frequent applause and "re-
calls" of a crou-dcd audience. The Elvino of the
^^venmir {\L N'.udin beiuL'- indis( osed), was Signor
Nicolini

;
and Count Uodolpho was represented by

M. Faure#vvho has now no (-(lual in the character.
The "combined entfrt:iinments"' for the "benefit"

and la^t appearance of Midame Pauline Lucca at-
tracted unusual attention

; for, though rfal amateurs
do not greatly care about fragniPiits from popular
works, the scenes chosen respectively from Dir Frei-
sclditz, Faust e Manjhn'ita, and the Africnine served to
display to eminent advantage the versatility of this,
in her way, unique artist, who, no m itter what she
undertakes, whether in high lyric tragedy, melodra-
matic opera, sentimental opprn, or opera comitjup,"
possesses the secret of winning the svmp uhies of her
audience. Of tliis versatility the selected pas^aijcs
from the operas we have enumprated afforded ample
proofs. As Selika. in ihe Africaine. which Madame
Lucca first played in London, at Covent Garden
Theatre, and afterwards at Rerlin, in accordance with
a desire frequently expressed by Meverheer, that she
should be ilie heroine of his !a.-"t dicf d'ce.are (which

he did not live to see produced in public), and as the

lovi'-stricken Margaret, in the garden scene in Faust,

Madame Lucca has t>een seen over and over again.
IJcr Selika is a genuine creation ; her Margaret is no
less piquant and touching than it is original— a Mar-
garet of her own conception. In Der Freischiitz,

however, she has deserved and gained her chief lau-

rels this year, and it seems surprising that the part of

Agatha sliould never have been allotted to her till

now. This, too, however, has been described, and it

is unnecessary to say more than that in each of the

scenes allotted to her Madame Lucca raised the en-

thusiasm of tlic hou'^e. That the last movement of

the sr.ena in Dtr Fni^icJiutz was encored and repeated,
will be as easily understood as that the "recalls" were
frequent, and the bonqu'Ms without number. A scene
from La Fit/Iin, with Mdlle. Sessi, and another from
L.ncia, with Mdlle. Albani (a great success) complet-
ed the programme.
The first performance of Norma thii season brought

forward Madame Parepn in a character for which she
is in every way fitted. We have but one great Nor
ma now, and she is not at Covent Oanlen. To wit-

ness, therefore, so tliouo;litful, dignified, and spirited

aa impersonation at the theatre in wliich the Druid
Priestess has been immortalized by the genius of
Grisi, Wiis a real satisfaction to amateurs. Madame
'arepa knows the music thoroughly, and shows also

a ihorou<:h knowledge of the dramatic requirements
of the characfer She was warmlv received throuL'b-

out, and most deservedly so- "Casta Diva." with
its scqtifl, was sung with the facility and correctness

of a practised artist ; the emphatic soto "Ah non
tremare," in the well known trio with I'ollio {Siijnor

Naudin) and Adalgisa (Madame Sinico). was deliv-

ered with extraordinary energy ; the famous duet,

"Deh eonte," in which Adalgisa fiirly divided the

applan e with Norma, was everything that could be
wished,—and so on, without further detail, to the

duet in which Norma reproaches and threatens PoUio,
and the pathetic sequel in the la^^t scene, after the

supplication to Oroveso (S'gnor Capponi), where the

sublime resignation of Norma induces Pollio vo'un-
tarily to share the saciilice to which she is rondemned.
Al! was both legitimately good and efTl-ctive. Ma-
dame Parepa was heartily received, and repeatedly
applauded and rec:illcd.

The old folk-saying, "Better late than never," was
well illustrated on Tuesday night, when Mdile. Sm.e-
roschi made her d^hut as Adina in L'E/isir d'Amore.
Twice before had this young: lady been announced,
and twice had llie usual reason for disappointment
been assigned

; so that, if the public subsequently
thought at all of a strano-e artist unheralded by re-

port, it was only to infer that the chances of her ac-

tual anpearance this season were slight. The third

time Mdlle. Smcroschi proved more successfitl ; and
v/e may say at once that her performance mado a
hii;hly successful imnression. Adina is not a char-
MPter affected by debutantes; and its selection by
Mdlle. Smeroschi must, perhaps.be attributed to the

difiicultv of finding a charac'er not sacred to one or
otlier of the "lifht sopranos" in Mr. G^e's troupe.
Tliere was, however, no reason for anybody to com-
plain. The new prima c?o«»a appeared to advanta<re,

and the public had an opportunity of hearing Doni-
zetti's charminL*" opera— a w,";rk which, thouizh written

in fifteen-days, is an exceotion to the rule that things

of qriick growth as quickly fade away. Mdlle. Sme
rosehi had one of tliPi chilling receptions usually given
by our operatic audiences to a new comer who ap-

pears without an acknowledged reputation, not a
"band" g;reefing her as the curtain rose and showed
A'lina seated among the reposing peasants. But her

recital of the sfoiy of Isotta, with its interlude. "EI-
isire di si perfntta," and still more, her singinf; in

the duet with Nemorino, which follows the alvent of
the soldiers, arrested £»eneral attention. From this

point, indeed, Mdlle. Smeroschi kept the ear of the

house ; and, if the demonstrations in her favor were
not enthusiastic, they w^ere unmistakably genuine.
We endorse without reserve the favorable verdict

passed upon the new-comer's efforts. Personally, she
is well fitted for li*;ht soprano parts, and her natural

advantages are set off by a self-command which does
not involve self-assertion.

The operas during: tbe present week (last but one
of the present season), have been 11 Tmvatore—with
Mdme. Adelina Patti as Leonora ; f^'Flisir d'Amorp,
for the lontf expected and more than once postponed
debut of Mdlle. Smeroschi ; Lucia di Ljnmmfrninor—
with Mdlle. Albani; and again L'EUsir d'Amore
(Thursday). Don Gioranni was to be g'iven last

niirht. 11 Giiarauii. the new opera by M. Gomes—
first time, with Mdlle. Hessi, M. Faure, Signer; Ni-

colini. and Bagagiolo in the chief parts, is announce!
for this evening:— a<rain s'x performances.

For her "benefit," on Monday, Mdme. Patti has
OMce more selected the Jlnguenofs, in which she will

play Valentine, with Signer Nicolini, in lieu of Sig-

nor Mario, as her Raoul. This, we need scarcejy
add, will be her second appearance as Valentine be-

fore a London audience,

—

Ibid.

Of Mme. Pauepa-Bosa the Athenccum, of June

22, says :

July is approaching, and the d^bnt^ at Covent
Garden and Drury Lane coniinne. At the Boyal
Italian Opera there has been one of some impor-

tance. Mme. Parepa Rosa lias returned, and has

appeared as Donna Anna in Mozart's "Don Gio-

vanni." Opera goers, of course, will still recollect

her singing at the Lyceum (the temporary home of

the Royal Italian Opera after the fire of 1856),

when slie came from Lisbon and Malta in 1857^ the

same season as that in which Mile. Victoire Balfe,

afterwards Lady Crampton, and the Duchess de

Frias appeared. Mme. Parepa, since 1857, has

travelled much and learned much. We do not

beli';ve that that there is an artiste existing who has

such an extensive and varied repertoire. Her versa-

tility has been most remarkable, but we think it

probable that in future she will adhere to the Grisi-

Pasta-Ticljens line of characters, tor physique goes

far in such matters, a fact too often ignored by

prime donne. Mme. Parepa is of a musical family,

for her mother was a Seguin, a name associated

long with operatic and concert recollections. She
has a commanding stage presence, and is quite

initiated in the by-play required to secure identity

with the roie represented. She is easy, graceful,

and, when nece-sary, energetic. Her voice is rich

and round ; and her phrasing; is unexceptionable.

Her Donna Anna is based on the Grisi model,—

a

better one cannot be conceived ; so that both in

acting and singing: she e:avo the prominence to

Donna Anna which the daughter of the Com-
mendatore ought to have, and was not extinguished

by the Zerlina of Mme. Patti. Mme. Parepa is a
valuable acquisition, and, being so, she will probably

be heard but rarely ; for m^^liocrities or nonentities

seem to be at present preferred by the rulers at

Covent Garden. Tlie execution, barring the singing;

and actinia of Mmes. Parepa-Rosa and Patti, was
beneath contempt.

DUE^SELDORF. (Concluded from page 271). The

SGConii liay of the Rhenish "Festival opened with Scliumnnn'a

D-minor Symphony, Tausch conducting. The first move-

ment, as well as the Oberon Overture, whs taken too fa-st, lo

that it suffered in clean ess of outlioe and color. Tau.=ch

possespes the excellent faculty of conducting a Schumann
Symphony without a score; he also has an electrifying intJu-

ence upon the members of a chorus. This most importnat

and most beautiful element of our musical festival, it.s glory

and its firm loundation, had been handled with a certain

genial superficiality by Rubinstein; and now for the first

time, roused by the look and arm of Tausch, in Schubert's

"Miriam's Song of Victory," instrumented by Liichner, it

levealed the beauty, power and fulness of its toue. On the

contrary, the soloist, Mme. Parepa-Ilosa, v/ho was very spar-

ing of herself, gave little satisfaction.

Rubinstein's "sacred opera," "The Tower of Babel,"

formed theljsecond part. Very various opinions of it were

heard during the rehearsals. What was greeted with tempes-

tuous applause by the admirers of the genial pianist, met ou

the other hand malicious smiles or undisguised .aversion;

and there might have been counter demonstrations and un-

pleasant scenes, had not the spirit of the Festival prevented.

Yet in the end the work found au uncommonly favorable

reception. The subject had been put into a fitting form of

text by Julius Rodenberg, and Rubinoteiu seems to have

set to work with all his might to produ-ic something of

importance. Yet it could do no harji,ifhe would subject

the work to one more thorough criticism and to a partial

working over. By the side of great beauties baroque or

insignificant passages stand out all the more hatefully; and
it cannot be denied that many such places occur in the com-

pos^ition. Brilliant points in the execution were the excellent

performance of the orchestra and of the two soloists, Ilerr

Diener as "Abraham," and Ilerr Gura both as "Overseer"

and as '"Nimrod." The chorus sang with great precision and

warm sympathy, yet was not always equil to its task.

The so-called Artists' Concert, on the third day, opened

with Cherubini's sparkling, lively Overture to Anacreon ;

but the second part began with Berlioz's Overture "Le
Carneval ilomaiJi," conducted in a virtuoso style by Rubin-

stein. We cannot sympathize with the opposition raised by

many voices against the selection of this piece; on the

contrary this, together with ttie concluding chorus from the

Bach Cantata, repeated for the close of the Festival, gave a

splendid frame to this concert. Of the many beauties it

enclosed, none were more brilliant than what Rubinstein
drew from the rippling tones of his I'inno, especially in the

G mnjor Concerto of Beethov^^n, whif'^ he rendered with
incnmDftrable poewy. aud not le>s t'le Eltules Sijmplioiiiques

by Schumann. But even after this long strain of every nerve
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and mupcle (twenty minutes) no rest was permitted bim.

Only after Lipzt's transcription of the "Erl King:" had swept

by UP, and the rhythms of the well known Tuikish M^irch

had died away in the distance, were the importunate encorers

flflti'fii'd. The genial pianist was regularly showered with

ovations. Mme. Parepa-Ro-^a in the "Letter Aria" from

Don Juan found opportunity to show her Italian art of sing-

ing to brilliant advantajre, although without warming us in

any way. Next to Rubinstein, we owe the noblest artistic

enjoyment to the Leipzig baritone, Ilerr Gura, who by his

quiet nobilify of style and certainty reminds us of Stock-

hausen ; not the ladies alone, and with perfect justice, were

in raptures with the Aria from ''Hans Heiling.'' Of still

higher artistic worth was the Ballad by C. Lbwe:"Herr

Heinrich sitzt am Yogelheerd," a true pearl of its kind.

The sonorous fulness of Herr Gura's organ and the nobleness

of bis delivery were extraordinary. Herr Diener in iais two

airs from the Creation and Elijah bordered a little too

closely on the domain of the languishing tenors.

A cheerful banquet, enlivened by toasts in proFe and

verse, closed the festival, of which the focus of interest from

beginning to end was the uncommonly winning personality

of Rubinstein. The unsophisticated, almost childlike nature

of the man stinds in very attractive contrast to his enormous
endowments Quite interesting was Rubinstpi^'s exhorta-

tion, received with respectful silence, to make the muMcal
festivals in future still more accessible to the works rf living

eompnpers, and not to dedicate them only to the worship of

the dead

Ibtgljf s lonrnal of Mnsit.

BOSTON. ATIGTIST lO, 1R7;^.

The Second Gilmore Jubilee.

III.

If the Great Chorus (of 18,000 voices) failed in

comparison with that of half the nnmher in ihe

former Jubilee, the Great Or(hestra was, on the

contrary, much more eflFective. And yet the nnmher

of instruments was consiflerahly larger. Jnst how

large, we are unable to say,—certainly not "2,000,"

as was announced at first,—that announccm>>nl

covering one thousand as the aggregate of all the

brass bands from all portions of the country, who

were to swell the great conglomerate in the patriotic

hymns and anvil choruses, but who of course were

not included in the Orchestra proper. The brass

bands, happily, were kept quite in the shade, if they

were there at all ; they surely would have marred

more concord than they would have made ; their

absence was at least one improvement on the former

Jubilee. Nor do we think there ever were so many

as 1,000 in the real Orchestra, i. e., with stringed

instruments predominating. In the first days, when

the whole thing was fresh and most complete, there

may have been 800, with an unprecedented, army of

bow arms in motion. Possibly 200 first violins, of

good average rjaality, with seconds, tenors, 'cellos

and doable basses in a fair proportion, hut by no

means of the same general excellence. The firm,

Tiial, searching, sweet tone of that great mass

of first violins was something marvellous to hear-

We recall it most distinctly in the well known

figures near the end of the Tannhauaer Overture,

and again in the pizzicato of Strauss's Polka by that

name. And generally there was great breadth and

richness in the sonnd of most of the Overtures, as

well aa the accompaniments, which we chanced to

hear. For Sf>me of the finer tat-ks the orchc-tra was.

widely cnongh, made more .^eifct ; it was hc^t of all,

when it was smallest, on the "I«rncl in Egypt" day,

when it did it« part admirably liolh in the Oralor'o

and in Beethoven's Coriolnnus Ovcrlarc. altbongh

one had to sit qni'e near and out of the reach (if

possible) of rcfllless, noisy people, to hear at nil dis-

tinctly. It must }fe owned, loo, that d<-lica'e pas-

pages were at no time heard to good advatitiige even

by those who sal not loo far of! to hear hotli sides of

orchestra or chorus erjnallv. Indeed this is an

experience of onr own : When Mme. IVschkn
J>colner was abont to sing the Cavatina from ICrnnni,

we went far back into the bn'c^my opposite the

stage ; the comliicior's baton waved, the violin

bowa moved, an army *if tliem, the liaton beat per

haps a do7.(-n Itars, and all ibc while onr ear could

not detect ilie f:iin'ot symptom of a mri-^ical sound,

nnlil thft voice i-anr-.e iri. and evi-ry tone of lliHt fn^m
first to la^t «a> p-rfcnly distinct. Yet Mr. Zerralin

assured us afterwards that, purposely, they did not

play piano. How must it have been, then, as a

general rule ? The only reason or excuse for so

monstrously large an orchestra is, that it may he

heard well in an immense space ; but it was not

heard well, except within limits ; and within reason-

able limits a smaller orchestra would certainly have

made much better music. That there was much to

admire in the unexpected unity and certainly of

attack, precision, fire and fervor with which the

army did their work, and that the eflTects produced,

with the hearer's imagination quickened by sympathy

with such a multitude in presence, were sometimes

inspiring, we shall not deny.

But if the scene, the magnetism of a vast assem-

bly visibly united in one purpose, helped the imagi-

nation of the listener, making the m-jsic more intense

to him, this sort of aid began, before long, to de

scrt the orchestral performer not less than t' e chorus

singer. The questionable fipirif of the Jubilee, am-

biguous in motive and leading to such promiscuity

in programme, could not be favorable to the mornh of

orchestra or chorus. The qnility of the task inevi-

tably affects the quality of performance. Had good

things been given this great orchestra to do from first

to last, perhaps it might have preserved its integrity

and high tone much longer than it did. But what

did its work consist of,—what the role it had to play

in "the greatest series of concerts ever given in the

world ?" Of classical Symphony, as we have said,

not a single specimen. Of the great standard Over-

tures, there were given : Beelhoven's to Lf.onore, Nn.

3, and Coriolmi, that to l>er Frei/xchiilz and to Tell,

Wagner's to Riemi and TannJmits^r,—noisy eflTect

pieces, at least Rimzi—and three which were wholly

new here : Macfarren's Overture to "Robin Hood,"

which we did not he.ar, a Fest Overture by Leutner,

and a "Kaiser Overture" by Westmayer, both respec-

table hut by no means strikingly original. In short

a few overtures of the kind the most available for a

monster orchestra, which of coarse excluded, with

three or four exceptions, the nobler part of the great

orchestral reportoire. For the rest, the labor of this

great band of instrumentalis's soon became r'cduced

to national airs, Strauss waltzes and a variety of clap-

trap. Of course the zeal, the spirit of cohesion, soon

relaxed ; musicians dropped off, and the same process

of demoralization and di-^integration went on here

as in the chorus. Besides, so lonq a festival could

hardlv be expected to fare other" ise ; and when it

came to the four roncprfs of the Fourth of July dav,

the real vnn^icl character of the protracted Carnival

must have become pretty completely dissipated. (We
were not present upon that or either of the personal

and crowded davs ; if we bad been, perhaps we should
have then been aware of the glittering and noisy ar-

my of brass bands, of which one report gives a list

of twenty-eight, including the foreign bands.)

Pei-haps the best function of the Orchestra which
survived to the end, havmg b^en kept in daily exer-

cise, was that of playing the Strauss Waltzes under
the magnetic personal direction of the "great" Jo-
BANN Stihuss himself. (Great now-a days means
celebrated). That these compo'^itions have a genius

of iheir own, musicians will acknowIcdL'c with the

dancers. And that Strauss has a genius for conduct-

ing as well as for composing his own voluptuous
rlrvlbms and rich tone color combinations, wa'J proved
a^rindantlv on these occasions. Why need rw des-

cribe bim afir-r- every pen pfiotngraphcr Iras done his

best to multiply the image of tire mercurial little wiz
zard of the wrrltz, in every look and motion the live-

liest irnper<onirtion of his mu-ric. Great he is in his

kind : but the l<ind is not a great one. It was rca'lv

r'-markirlile bow well the whole forest of bows and
I'rrn's pipes all i.beve'l his hign nnd alm'ost en^ghl his

spirit. (()f course it was not the full tlioii<<anfl).

Many doubtless fancied and believed that firev were
hearing Strrruss's on-hestra, as well as seeing Strau«s,

and it seemed almost a pity to undeceive them. 15rit

does any refl'-eting persrm retrllv suppose that all

those hrrndrerls, gathered at random, after one or two
rehejirsalw, wr-r'- so miracu'otislv irnbtied with Sirariss;

that they performed the "B'rie Danrrbe" and the rest

with anything like the exquisite peifr-crion of his own
moderate bund of .50 or fiO in Vienna ? No, the sen-

sation was (he presence of the man. Tire waltzes

were all very pleasant in their way ; hat what do yon

think of a festival, claiming to be the great musical

event of the centnry, in which through =o many days

waltz music formed the best task of the largest or-

chestra the world ever saw !

Turn now to the soloists. Now that the thing is

over, it needs no argument to show that solos, vocal

or instrumental, as a rule, were out of place and only

tantalizing to the listener in that vast Coliseum.

There is something in the actual presence of distin-

guished artists from abroad ; but that is merely sen-

sational, not mrjsic.al. One of the very foremost lady

pianists of the day, no doubt, is Madame Arabf.lt.a

GoDDART), by common consent the first in England,

and especially at home in t'e classical mnsic,of which

she commands a very extensive repertr ire : a sens! .

tive and refined artist, accustomed all her life to the

best musical atmosphei-e and associations. What
could she do, in the monster Coliseum and before

that crowd 1 Of course her art was thrown away

there ; the influences wei-e all depressing to one deli-

•cately sti-ung
; her performances were limited to only

three or four, we th'nk ; her selections could not be

her own entirely, co isist'ng, so far as we have learn-

ed, only of Variations on the "Last Rose of Sum-
rrer," a Don Juan Fantasia, and Handel's "Harmo-
nious Blacksmith" Variations—the last probably her

own selection, and excellent anywhere else. Think
of bringing a great artist from Europe, merely to do

that! Had the piano performancfs been given by

themselves in the Boston Music Hall, at some con-

venient hour, say in the evening, forming a sort of

side-show like ihe Oi-gan Concerts, there would have

been some sense in it. As it was we could only fesl

a sympathy for an artist and a lady in such martyr-

dom preferring not to witness it, and we hope she

has not gone home under the impression that she has

yet played befor-e a Boston audience. A fitter hero

for the time and place was the lion-haired, strong,

dashing German prestidit/ilateur, pupil of Liszt, Herr

Bendel. "Die linke Seite von Liszt :" exclaimed a

German professor to us one evening in Berlin, some
years ago, after this same virtuoso had been "inter"

preting"in his marvellous way a Beethoven Con-
certo. And all he did here seemed to confii-m the de-

scription. There was wonderful execution of music

only suited to be wonderfully executed. His was the

lion's share in the piano thrashing, for he could ad-

vertise the new "Orchestral grand" as well as any-

body. Mr. Wehli was Mr. Wehli, and those who
could see his fingers fly saw very neat -and nimble
mechanism. The pianists were only employed for

the name of it ; the piano was only there at all for

advertisement—how fruitful a one, it might he curi-

ous to learn statistically a year hence.—Of other in-

strumental solos mostly on the cornet, most ambi-
tious imitator of flutes and violins in variation pieces

and of sentimental Italian opera tenors, we will not
speak. They were skillful enough of their kind, and
every cornet has his warm host of admirers. But for

a Musical Festival !

Of vocal solos there is more success to chronicle,

yet not enough to prove them in their right place

there Two distinguished prima donnas wet-e pro-

cured, at great expense, from Kut-ope. Of the two
the most renowned, to say the least, was Madame
RuDEiisnouFF, atrd well was it for- tiro apprecmtion

of her art that she hrrd sung in Boston undtj- better

auspices before. From what she diil here in Ihe

Oratorios a year ago we know her for a most ac-

complished artist in the highest styles and frn-ms of

vocal art, a thorough musician, familiar with all the

great music, full of a true musical zeal and ani-

mating power, an exfiressive atrd inspiring singer,

although her voice has passed its prime rrnd fresh-

ness. As an artist she doubtless ranks in Europe
today mrich higher than Mine. Pi.isciika-Lkdtner.
Rrit to be heard in the (Joliseum she had to make
such effrjrl as to mar the continuity and beauty of
her tones, and it is not surprising that the majority
not only of airdicnce but "critics," were only
sensible to these defects, and failed to give her
crerlit which she really dcservctl. Wo did not hear

her siirg the Injlammatus, nor "God sa^-c ihc Queen"
and other national airs, fiir which she has been so

sr^verely censured. We did hear her once in "Let
the bright Seraphim" and in her two solos in the
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"Israel in Egjpf." They were not sung with all

the ease we could desire ; but certainly we hoard

every note quite distinctly, and the singing made

a musical, artistic and agreeable impression on us,

so (ar as that was possible in that huge place. Ii

is very certain that she could not do herself much

justice there, and we are very glad that we shall

hear heru' dor more artistic circumstances during the

coming fall and winter.

Mmo. Pesciika-Ledtnek carried the Jubilee by

storm. The sensation she produced with her veiy

first notes, and every time that she appeared, is

something phenomenal, not yet satisfactorily ex-

plained. For it must be borne in mind that this

result does not accord with the European reputation

of the singer hitherto. Consult any German musical

paper of the lest three or four years, or ask any

musical person who has heard her sing repeatedly in

the Opera and the Gewandhaus Concerts of Leipzig,

and he will tel! you that she was esteemed a very

artistic singer, chiefly noted in "coloratur" (or

florid) singing, with a voice very perfectly deve'oped

in the upper register, not particularly powerful or

pleasing in the middle and lower tones, but never

looked upon as one of the w'orld's greatest singers.

If she had been, could little Leipzig, musical city as

she is, have kept her ? Singing in London only a

month or two before she came to Coston, she seems

to have made no very marked impression. Was it

left, then, for some one of the Jubilee's purveyors

to "discover" such a pearl 1 At all events she came

here heralded in all the Gilmore organs as the

paragon of singers, the greatest that had ever visited

these shores, superior not only to the Parepas,

Pattis, Nilssons of the present generation, but to

the lyrie Queens, the Bosio, the Sontng, even the

Lind of a more shining period. Well, this was

nothing wonderful ; this was Jubilee style, Gil-

moreen hyperbole, to which wo were all accustomed

The wonder after all was that this extravagant

announcement did not spoil her reception ; that the

enthusiasm, the delight—perhaps it is not yet time

to say the judgment—of the Coliseum, day after

day, confirmed the utmost expectation. We hardly

ever knew a similar experience. It was our lot to

hear her for ths first time on the third, the "Ger-

• man" day, when she sang just what she had sung

before, to-wit : a Concert Aria with very difficult

and brilliant variations, composed for her bv Proch.

of Vienna. We own to the same astonishment and

pleasure with everybody else at the purity and clear-

ness of her tones, not only the very hiffhest, but the
low tones ; at the perfect ease with which she seemed
to sing so that every tone reached every ear thronah-
out that vast space, and satisfied the sense. And
not only was there 'iri'diant purity of tone and won-
drous flexibility and finish in those upper flights of
vocal pyrotechnics, but throuuhnnt all the great
compass of the voice we noticed no tone that was
not sweet, rich and of good volume. What follow-
ed by way of encore we forget, but we believe it was
one of the simple sentimental melodies of Aht, the
composer by her side conducting, as on several other
occasions. At any rate this was her u-snal response.
Here too there was rich, sweet, ear filling melody,
refreshing at such lime and place. Whether it was
synppathetic singing, we presume no one thought

;

in such a place, to such a sympathetic ciovd, am/-
ilunc] that was displayed upon sufficient brc'^grontid
and that could easily be heard, seemed sympathetic,
though it might not have been so in any proper
private home and quiet sphere of sympathy. For
what had "the sympathetic" in the delicaf, interior

song sense of the word, or in any but the multi-
tudinous, loud, ringing patriotic sense, to do with a
Coliseum ? The charm of this singing, therefore,
when one came to think of it, was open to the sus-
picion that in a smaller hall or theatre the voice
might prove less fascinating, the song less soulful,

the art by no means phenomenal, thou.'h the pe-
culiar property which that voice had of thoronghly
pervading that immense enclosure, was phenomenal.
That phenotnenon, as we have said, we tested further
when we heard the voice so perfectly in two florid

Verdi pieces from the extreme end of tlie hall where
we could not bear the violins. On another day we
heard her sing Mozart's bravura Aria of the Queen

of Night, and wonderfully well, though of course

t wa« the fireworks up aloft that chiefly dazzled the
|

imagination. Mme. Leulner's selections, though

she sang almost daily, were mainly the same
round of three or four brilliant show pieces. She
has since sung, still the same pieces, in New York,

in ordinary halls, with nothing like the same suc-

cess, if we may trust report. Gratefully acknowledg-

ing the real pleasure that we had in her, therefore,

we must conclude that it is the part of wisdom to

wait till we liave heard her under other circum-

stances and in other music, before we can make
place for her in the same heaven of our recollections

with such stars as Lind and Bosio and Sontng.

Several also of our own local singers appear to

have made a good imjiression in the solos assigned

to them in the great sen>ational perfortnances of

"Star-spanL'led Banner," &c,, particularly iVTrs.

Houston West and Mrs. H. M. Smith. Their

bright sopranos also made themselves well heard.

Mis. Barry in "I.-rael in Egypt" sang two Arias

remarkalily well, with even, sustained power and

nice phrasing ; and though her voice is nor one of

the "heavy" contraltos, yet by its purity and musi-

cal quality it was quite plea'iing where we sat.

But the most successful of these efforts was the

Duet of Basse in the same Oratorio : "The Loni

is a man of war," admirably delivered by Mr.

Winch and Mr. Eddolphsen, and making such

eflfect that they were obliged to sing it a second time,

when it went even better.

We include also in the Solo category the distinct-

ive doings of the complimentary "Bouquet of Art-

ists," whose function properly it was to sintr solos.

That is to say, a picked choir of from 30 or 40 to

50 or 60 voices on each of the four parts, repre-

sented the individual solo characters usually com-
bined in certain very familiar operatic quartets,

sextets, &c., of the Opera, such as the Sextet in

L)icia. It was magnifying the mfi. that they miL'ht

be heard,^oiie of the cruel conditions of a plaee.

a scheme too lug for anything not bloated beyond
nature. We did not chance to hear any of the few

pieces which received this treatment ; all £?ood

judges seem to agree that the voices sounded heauii

fnllv together, but that the rendering was—how
could it be otherwise 1—as rigid and mechan:cal as

it was precise.

It only remains to speak of one more element,
and that the chief success, of this stu|iendnus chari

vari. We mean of course the three European
military Bands, omitting as of onlv nominal account
the "Irish Band" which figured in the last days,

the days of dissolution. All three of them are

splendid specimens of the hands of wind instrn

ments in* Europe, or what in Germany is called

Hnrmonie Mnsik. We are extremely glad that our
citizens have had at last an opporiunilv to hear a

veritable Band (nay three) of the first order and to

know what is meant by that. To say which of the

three is best, is not so easy ; each in its own wav
is best. They are made up on difl'erent principles

and partially at least, for different uses. Probablv
for exquisite finish of performance, for all the

fi'iesft'S of almost orchestral execution, for perfect

blentling of all the instruments, subduing of the

roniiher elements, as well as for the artisnic style and
phrasinff (as if each were a well trained sinirer) of

each of the 55 instruments ; and the excellent
arrmigemeiU of the rhusic drawn from operas, &c.,

the palm by gi'eat m;\jority of voices has been con-

ferred on the French Band of the Garde Ilepuhli-

caine; with M. Paolus as director and M. Maury
sub-director. The composition of the band is

somewhat unique, at least out of France, the Sax
instruments in their various fiirins and calibres pre-

dominating. We cannot state this composition with
much particularity ; we have alreadv copied two
lists from the newspapers, but these do not agree,

nor is either of them at all clenr in itself, the term
al/.o, for instance, by itself not showing us what
instrument is meant, while "contralto-sopranos'

is plainlv a misnomer, ft has, however, about
8 admirable clarionets, perfect pa'irs of fintes and
oboes, with piccolo when needed, and sometln'ne: that

seems to answer for the Cornn Jnglese, while in the

place of bassoons, as well as of some other instru-

ments, a little corps of Saxophones, smooth and rather
thick in tone, supjily rich middle color. There are
but two French htu'US, one or two bue:les (why so

rare with us ?), three of at once the smoothest and
most tellint; trombones that we ever heard, some huge
bass tubas (double bass), tenderly kept under so as

to "roar as eently as any nitihtingale ;" besides plenty

of cornets, trumpets. Saxhorns and all the familv,

with onlv just enoiirjh of drutns. &,c. Somehow the

ini^tedients are nicely selected and bli ndcd for a sat-

isfvinii euphoiiv of ensemble, in which there is nothing
Wiiutine:. nothing in excess Our only question is

whether the Sax instrumentj ha\iB not too much fam-

ily resemblance ; whether certain marked individual-
ities of tone among the old standard instruntents is

not worth preserving even in a Band ; whether for

instance Saxophones can he as interesting as bassoons
well played, and whether on the whole subdued posi-
tives are not better than any negatives, however
smooth and tractable. In the opening of the "Tell"
overture, which this band play with such precision,

spirit, fire and delicacy, the soft strains nsn-tlly di-

vided among the violoncellos were quite well repre-

sented by the Saxophones, to be sure. But there is

no room to enter into all this. In their plavina of
numerous Overtures : "Tell," "Semiramide," "Zam-
pa," "Oberon," &c., of operatic fantasias, potpourris,
waltzes, marches, national hymns, and their exhi'd-

tions of rare solo talent, this Band set us a muflel
which we trust will not be thrown away upon us. It

will be remarked, however, that this is not so much
distinctively a military as it is a concert hand. Its

functions have been, we believe, confined to Pans
;

it is m;ide up with a view to playing in the gardens
of the Tuileiies, the Palais Hoyal. Place Vendoine,
^-c, for the amusement and the culture of the people.

The Pru-sian Band, on the contrary, of the K liser

Franz Grenadier reirinicnt, with its stahvart and
heroic leader, Herr Saro, so quietly commanding
and so thoroughly musician-like, is emphatically a
band for service. Their music is heroic, grandiose,
warlike and thrilling, entiridy in the reitininar spirit

of the Prussian, now the German empire. We can
easily believe the story of how these men with their

music went to the front and held the line in the hot-

test of the fight at Gravelotte. The hearing of the

men is superb. It is said that they had too great a
preponderance of stronir brass instruments. It is

true the brass was very powerful, but it was also of
the most true and splendid quality, entirely musical

;

while on the other hand the number of clarionets was
greater than in the French Band ; and thev had four
French horns, two h.issoons, besides a Contra-fairorto.

and likewi-e oboes, flutes, &c. At Berlin Meverbeer
was cftnrt director and sets the standard even now.
After the first hearing (on the "German dav"). we
thouaht of this as peculiarly a Meverbeer band, and
the selections were chieflv from Meyerbeer and of the
overpowering character But 'he more we hear! them
afterwards the mo a we liked t'lem Tl ev too pl-tv d
the 0! eron and many other Overtures very b'antifully
and clearly. Above all the Overture to the "M.itric
Flute," which is perhaps as difli-nlt a task as could
he set to a wind band, and in which all the intrica-

cies of the quick fugue movement were most deli-

cately and nicely given. For the fittest band to bring
into competition with the French or En<^Iish we
should not no to Berlin, but rather to Vienna or
some other German city.

The English Band of the Grenadier Gnards, Mr.
Dan Godfrey leader, is somewhat the largest of the
three, and its appearance was always a siarnal for

great outpourings of enthusiasm, not merely on the
ground of international hospitality, that they should
come at such a delicate period in the relations be-
tween the republic and the mother country, hut be-

cause its sterling excellence as a musical oriraniza-

tion was from the first so obvious. It more resem-
bles the French in snbduetl and blended sweetness

;

and if it has not all the fine vital delicacy running
throuiih every individual part, there is a certain

rich and mellow fulness peculiar to its ensemble.
We wisli that we had heard it oftener, and near enough to

warrant a more critical judgment. What we remember with
most pleasure was the very artistic, really orchestra-lit<e

rendering of the Overture to Semiramide. Their rontribu-

tions_ be.^ides national airs, consisted mainly of Overtures

('Der Frey.schiitz," "Ma.saniello," '-Robin Hood," by Mac-
farrea, "Itob Roy," by Bishop), and selections or potpourris,

now from Sleyerbeer'a operas, now from Bellini's, now from
Verdi's, and again from Fra Diavnlo , from Dan Giovanni,
&c. This Band, too, could show admirable solo playing.

The Bands represented the "iDternational" element in the

festival. Of course each oi e had to play our national aira

in compliment as well as those of its own rountry, and all

this amid great demonstration and excitement, the great

chorus helping with voire and hand and fluttering handker-
chiefs to make a scene of it. This kind of excitement, with

all the hearty reciprocity of feeling there was in if, soon
became too much a mutter of course for each day's enter-

tainment, till it regularly took precedence of Music as

such, which in a Musical Festival is nothirg if not all in all.

But in another way we look for great good from the nample
of these Bands as Bands, In the poor, limited, one-sided,

brassy character, or ch^iracterless-ness of our own mere
military bands, we needed the example sadly We begin evc^n
to have hopes now that our ideal of a Ciric Band, which we
have been susrgestine in these colums for a dezen years or
more.—a bard not military, bnt tor pccefui civic festivals,
for ac^tdeniic anniversari-s, and for plentiful supply cf music
for the people horh in uroveand hill,—a band with all the
rei-ds and soffer jnsfrniiients, on the generous scale of these
three noble ones.—H band under the patronage of the City,
wholly or in go,jtl part, may after all be realized.
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The National Saengerfest at St. Louis.

Mr. Giltnore's "Peace Jubilee" was not the only

musical festival npon a g^rand scale which America

has had to boast of durinfr the past midsummer.

In the days immediately preceding it occurred the

great Sone; Festival of our German Americans,

which seems to have assembled audiences almost as

larjje upon an avtrajre, nhhough the affair in number

of performers, in duration, in tlie size of the build-

ing, and in hrao:, was much more moderate. In its

artistic tone and character, judjjinp; from the pro-

grammes and from all reports that we have seen,

it was a festival on which the participators and the

whole country may look hack with satisfaction. We
are indebted to Brainard's ]\fttsicnl World {Cleve-

land, O.) for the following: brief account of the

several days' proceedings from its special Corres-

pondent.
St. Loots, June 12, 1872.

On thi^, the npeninq; day of tlie Festival, the final

preparations were completed at an early hour. It

was a brijrht, clear day—a liitle too warm, however,
for comfort, and from early mornino: the streets in

the neiirhhorhood of Turner's Hull have been

densely packed. Everybody is in gala attire. The
trees are festooned: The houses, public buihllngs,

etc., are handsomely decorared with (lan;s, banners,

evergreens, etc., especially in the business parts of

the city, and those mainly occupied by the German
element.

The Saengerfest is held in a large and com-
modious bnihlinir, erected especially for this Festival,

on the corner of Twelfth and WashiuL^ton streets.

It is of considerably greater architectural pietensions

than are usually found in buildings of the temporary
character of this one.

The front of the building presents quite an impos-

ino; appearancp. Tiie central nrch rises to a height

of 90 feet, while the towers that flank it soar aloft

130 feet, and are surmounted by flagstaffs, from

which the flaes of America and Germany final.

Indeed the display of flairs, both exterior and in-

terior, is very fine, and those in-idc the building are

arranged with great artistic effect.

Tlie procession was the largest and finest that has

ever traversed our streets. It is estimated to have
been from six to seven miles long. Nearly one hun-
dred singin*: societies, a large number of civic asso-

ciations, the military, the fire department, as

well as thousands npon thousands of citizens on
foot, in carriages, and on horseback, were in the

line. Jlottoes. banners, and flags were plentifully

sTewn along the line of the procession. The popu-
lation of the city turned out en masse along the route

of the procession, and cheer upon cheer heralded its

passage through the streets.

The reception concert was given at Saengerfest

H^dl to ni^ihr, and was largelv attended, the immense
buihiing being nearly full. The programme was as

follows

:

Overture. "Die Vestalin." Spontini.

Presentation of the Flag.

Bridal ChoruH. ' Lohensriln." "Wagner.
Orchestrd. ;icd chorus of mixed Toices.

Oration in English.
liis Exrwiieccy Go7. B. G. Brown, of Mis.^ourb

Erening Song Abt.
Male Chorus.

Oration in Gprmdn. Hon CirlScharz.
Notturuo, from "Midsummer Night's Dream "

Meadelssohn.
Orchestra.

The lleavens arc,T»flIing. "Creation.*' Uaydn.
Ilecititiv*?, Trio, and Chorus.

Orchestra and Cborus of mixed voices.

Soloa bj Mrs. C. Froehliih, Mt-psrs. P. L. Keller, and C.

Froealch.

This programme was performed exclusively by
local talent. The choruH conhisted of 4n0 ludien

and 450 gentlemen, supported by an orchestra of

163 musicians. Everything passed off brilliantly,

tlie choruffS heiiig rendered wiih a preciBion and
spirit that I Wiis not prepared for, remembering ilie

fdct that many of tht; chorus have had but little

praetieC.

June 13.

The performan'^e to day ha<* been a grand success.

It WH4 I'uiiJucied by FruiiZ Ahr, and lUa immenhc
buiiding was well fidcd. Good judges estimate the

audicQce ai from U,000 to 15,000.

The chorus numbered fifteen hundred, and worked
well together. A little unsteadiness was ohservable
at times, hut on the whole it was well done.

Mrs. Edmund Dexter, of Cincinnati, v/as the
soloist, and sang Handel's '*Let the BriL^ht Sera
phim," and the "Shadow Sontr," from U'lnorah in

faultlesss style. Her voice is unusually sweet and
under perfect control. The following was the pro-

gramme :

Symphonie Eroica BpftbovR-^.
To the Fatherland Kreutzer.

Mate Chorus.

Let the Bright Seraphim. -'Pampon." Handel.
Soprano Solo, Mrs. Dexter.

Overture. "Athalii." ^I^ndela^nhn
Freedom of Song. (Liedepfreiheit) Maracihner.

Mule Chorus.

Shadow Song. 'D'oornh." Meyerbeer.
Sopmuo Solo, Mrs. Dexter.

Roman Song of Triumph. . . . ^ Bruch.
Male Chorus and Orchestra.

Another enormous audience filled the R:ien2:erfest

Hall to ni(£ht, there being fullv eicteen thousand
people in the building. Al! the nis-les and Q.vQry

inch of standing room were occupied.

The espcf'ial and noteworthy features w-ere the

singinir of Mrs. Dexter and Mr. Steins. The lady
was in splendid voice, and sanir the solos from
Figaro and Fra Diaroln magnificently. She was
tumultuously applauded.

IMr. Steins was also heartily applauded for bis

masterly rendering of his solos in Wagner's Chorus

of Armorers.

The following is the complete programme :

Ovflrture. "Egmont." Eepthnven.
Dove Sono, "Le nnzze di Figure ' Mozart.

Soprano Solo, Mrs. Dex'er.
The German Sons Schneider.

M'iIh Chorus snd Orchestra.
Introduction, "Tristan & Isolde." Wagner.

chestra.
The Poet's Grave on the Rhine Moehring.

Miile Chorus.
Ah For.^e E Lui. "Trariata.'', Verdi.

Soprano Solo. Mrs. Dexrer.
Choru? of Armorers. "Rienzi.". Moz.irt.

Male Cbnru.': wiMi4)rchestra.
Solo by Mr. 0. Stein.«.

Fackeltanz. (Mnrche de Flambeaux, No. 4)

Meyerbeer,
Orchestra.

This ha<! been by far the mo.=t successful day of

the Festival, both in a musical and financird sense.

Hundreds of persons were turned away, being
literally unable to gain even standing room.

June 15.

At the closing concert in Saengerfest Hall to-

night, another tremendous audience assembled.

The attendance was not quire as large us last night,

but yet the building was thoroughly filled in every
part.

Tlie following was the programme :

Ovpiture. "Titus." Mozart.
"Einkehr." Zoellner.

Sung by the Cleveland Maennerchor.
Arietta and Valse Tenzano.

Soprano Solo, Mrs. Dexter.
Awake Kuecken.

Sung by the Caecilia Mae lUerchor of CincinnHri.
Symphonie Milifaire (2J part) Haydn.
How beiiutiful is the Spring Time Abt.

Sung by the lielleville Saenj^erbund.
Let the Bright Spntphim. "Samson.*' Handel.

Soprano Solo, Mrs. Dexter.
Awakening of Spring Abt.

Sung by the Columbus Maennerchor.
Roman Song of Triumph Brucb.

Male Ohorua and Orchestra.
Farewell C. Schuppert.

Sung by the LouiKville Lii-derkranz
Fackeltanz. (Marche de Flambe.iux, No. 4 )

Meyerbeer.
Orchestra.

Mrs. Dexter 'was in her uMial good voice, and
sang her solos in an unexceptionahle manner, and
was heartily applauded each time.

After tlie concert was over a torch light festival

was held at St-hneider Garden, at which there was a

great crowd, and the festivities were kept np until a

laic hour.

This morning tlic delegates assembled nt Saenger-
fest Hall for the transuction of bubincss. Forty-

three societies were represented

A motion to hold a National Saengerfest every
fifth year, in.stead of every second yeiir, wns tablfd,

A inotiou to allow each society one delegate for

every twelve members, in«tcnd of two mernbern
fur each society, wag adopted, Cleveland was
selected as the place lur holding the next Saenger-
fest. L. M.

^petial latites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Hi ^A^ T E S T 1>j!L XJ S I C,
PublBMEie4l by Oliver OilHon Si. Co.

Fisle. 30

Vo3al. with Piano Accompaaiment.

Florare and no Uelations. Song and Chorusi.

2. F to r/.

For Horace and no relations

To fill the public stations

AVe'll work and vote with pVa^ure true and hearty.

A campaign song on the Greeley pjde. The
Publishers take sincere pleasure in providing pood
BOng-t for both sides. Music has no politiea, and the

more we sin^, the better natured we ^hall be.

Shadows. Baritone or Contralto Song. 3.

D minor to d. Wimmerstadt. 30
The last rose dies in the cold, cold air,

And weary the days go by.

May be also sung by a b-HSs voice. Of a pensive

character, but melodious and effective.

Love Star beaming. {Oh, Stella amate.)

Air, with Variation for Voice. 7. Db to

e. Proch. 7.5

The splendid air sung by ^ladime Peschka-Ijeut-

ner at the Jubik-e. Of course, only the most skilful

vopalists can sing it; but other notes may be substi-

tuted for the highest onps. thus bringing it into the

compa?3 of an ordinary high Soprano voice.

All arc at Rest. (Alles zur Rub.) Four part

Song. 4. A to f. Abt. 30
Over the blue hill-tops gleaming

F&int rays of sunset are streaming,

Calling from out of the west,

Hie thee to rest!

A beautiful composition, either for quartet or

chorus.

Tell me if ynu Love me. (Saper vorrei se

m'ami.) Duet. Haydn. 65

tell me if you love me,

Nought earthly prize above me ?

A very beautiful duet, with words newly trans-

lated.

Instrumental,

Manhattan Waltz. 3. Strauss. 1 00

It hardly seems possible that we have had a Strauss

b*-fure u.s in bodily presence, lea Hog, placing,

boii'in^\ full of Vienna vivacity, and throwing his

own lightning into the movements of the myriad

performers before him But so it has been, and here

are a set of waltzes, composed for the Americin

public, dedicated ''To the Metropolis (and all the

rest) of America," and played in the midst of great

applause, under the direction of the composer, in

New York. The .'et is a flue one, any way. Com-

pliment our genial visitor by purchasing liirgely.

Fine portrait of Strauss, bUck moubtache and all,

en the title.

Among the Roses. A Tone Picture. 4. E6.

Krng. 30

Belongs to a set called '"Mu.sic Lesves from my
Journal." Is of the nature of an "Idylle." that is,

quiet, mild, gentle, pastoral iu character, Is really

elfgint, and its three piiges, if anything, are too few.

It id done before one tires of i'.

Galop del Amorrettii. 3. A. Mariin. 40

Giilops are so restricted in form that it is quite

difTii-ult to make one whith "bounds new " This,

however, is new, as well a^i ueat. Coutuius light

boundtt, and many octave piissaged.

Mormonito Grand March. 4. Eh. Marlijn. 30

A powerful and elftctive maich. Contains Oct-

aves, StxtJis, Trills, and ArpeggioH, and has a ppark-

llng Trio to relieve the louduehs of the Band-Chorus

pHrtH.

AuBKEViATioN.s.—Degreesof dinic ilty are market! from 1 to

7. The i/^i/ in marked with a capicil letter, as C, B Hat, &c,

A small Houiaii letter umrku the hl/hewc note, If ou the dtalT.

au ilaltc lettur the Litheit itote, If auovo the stalT.
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Who are the Authors?

ONE IS

Mr. L. O. EMERSON,
a gentleman wbo hardly needs an introduction. That was

very thoroughly done for him by his first School Song-Book,

the

GOLDEN WREATH,

of which a quarter of a million copies went into the hands of

young singers ; and for the older ones, his Sacred Music

Books,

THE HARP OF JUDAH,
JUBILATE, and

CHORAL TRIBUTE,

have won the composer an enduring reputation, as one who

has the nice tact to discern exactly what the musical public

need, and, what is more, the talent to supply that need. This

union of tact and talent is unusual, many excellent com-

posers being utterly unable to understand precisely what is

wanted.

Mr. Emerson's Sacred Music has a character of propriety.

The melodies and arrangements are not trivial or comn.on-

placc. They are quite classical in form and method. They

are not ultra classical enough to be uninteresting.

This Sacred Music also is quite devotional in character.

This quahty is appreciated by clergymen and others who

-nave examined it. Tho other author of The SxA^-DABn is

Mr. H. R. PALMER,
OF CSICAGO,

whose various musical works have reached an aggregate sale

of over JIA1.F A MILLION COPIES,
The following very positive commendations from leading

papers will be suiEcient for introduction, which in tliis, as in

the other case, seems to be quite superfluous, as both gentle-

men are well known as composers and loaders to many thou-

sands of musical i>eop!e.

Ne^w York Independent.
" One of the best of teachers and writers of Sacred Music

in the country is H. R. Palmer."

The Interior, Chicago.
"Mr. Palmee had a geuiun. fur hia work."

Chicago Po3t,

"Few men of his age, in any profession, have ever achieved

a more j>oi*itive success than H. R. Palmer."

Chicago Tribune.
" Prof. Palmee fs a man of large musical experience and

generous culture."

A SELECTION OP THE MOST FAVORITE

Heduced Frice, cts single ; 60 cts. per doz.

St. Paul Press.

" Prof. Palmer seems to exchaii^u the baton of tho musical

diretrtor for th« wand of the inai^cian, whose potent art could

raisf; or lay the «\i\T\t of the will. His i>ower over the voices

«f his large chorus was wonderful to see."

Chicago Times.
"Mr, Palmer ta not only one of the most popular comr>oft-

era of Church Music of the day, but he has hail a vast exfK:-

rience in organizing and conducting musical ccmventtons and
Normal Schools."

MESSIAH.
And the glory of the Lord.
And He shall purify.
All we, like sheep.
For unto us a child is bom.
Glory to God.
His yoke is easy.
Oh, Thou that tellest. (Sang and Chorus.)
Hallelujah.
Lift up your heads.
The Lord gave the word.
Their sound is gone out.
Worthy is the Lamb.

JUDAS MACCABEUS.
Mourn, ye afllicted children.

Father, whose Almighty power.
We come in bright array.
Disdainful of danger.
Fallen is the foe.

Hear me, O Lord.
Tune your harps.
Hail, Judaea's Ixappy land.
We hear.
We never will bow down.
Hallelujah, Amen.

ELIJAH.
'J'hanks be to God.
He watching over Israel.
Angel trio. — Lift thine eyes.
Yet doth the Lord see it not.
Blessed are the men, &c.
Baal, we cry to thee. No. IL
He that shall endure to tho end.
Behold, God the Lord passed by.

SAMSON.
Awake the trumpet's lofty sound.
Oh, first created beam.
Then, round about the starry throne.
Fixed in His everlasting seat.
To fame immortal go.

Great Dagon has subdued our foe.
Let their celestial concerts, &c.

ST. PAUL.
Stone him to death.
Happy and blest are they.
How lovely are the messengers.
Sleepers, wake. \

To God on high. (

Oh, great is the depth.
Oh, be gracious.

MOUNT OF OLIVES.
Hallelujah Chorua.

ISRAEL IN EGYPT.
He gavo them hailatonea for rain.
But, as for his people.
But the waters overwhelmed, &c.
Thy right hand, O Lord.
Sing ye to the Lord. (The Horse and bia Bider.)

CREATION.
Awake the harp.
Achieved is the glorious work.
The marvellous work. (Song and Chorus.)
The heavens are telling.

The Lord is great.

SEASONS.
Come, gentle spring.

WOMAN OF SAMARIA.
Therefore with joy, &c.
Come, O Israel,

And blessed, blessed be the Lord.

ELI.
Let the people praise Thee.
No evil shall befall Thee. )

Angels' Chorus. (Female voices.) ]

NAAMAN.
The curse of the Lord.
When famine over Isiael.

With sheathed swonls.
God, who cannot be unjust.

JOSHUA.
See, tlie conquering hero comes.
The great Jehovah.

HYMN OF PRAISE.
Let all men praise the Lo"d.
1 waited for the Lord. (Duct and Chorus.)
AH ye that cried unto tho Lord.

PASSION MUSIC. (According to St. Matthew.)
Tliree Cliorals. (Nos. 3, Ui, 63.)

Around thy tonib here sit we weeping,

MOZART'S TWELFTH MASS.
(iloria.

MOSES IN EGYPT.
Night's slia'li; no longer.

Prayer (O TIiou, whose power).

STABAT MATER.
Jiill.tnimrttus. (Song and Chorus.)

AS THE HART PANTS.
Ah llii; hart pantt*.

MISCELLANEOUS (Tliree Chorals on One Sheet).

KuKsian National Hymn.
Lnther'H Judgn:ent-IIymn.
A strong caMtle Is our Lord.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
277 fFashinfffon Street .... Boston.

Jubilee Collection
OF

STANDARD

GLEES AND CHORUSES.

[Note. — The words and music of many of tUe pieces in

tliis set are by American authors, and, having been copy-
righted, cannot be used without permission of the publishers.]

CTS.

Alpine Echo Emerson.

As it fell upon a Day Momington. 8

Autumn Song Mendelssohn. 8

A'wake, ^oleau Lyre Danby. 6

Come, let us be Merry and Gay Young. 8

Come, Fairest Njrmpli Momington. G

Curfew Auderton. 6

Crabbed Age and Youth Stevens. 6

Daughter of Error Bisltop. 6

Ever be Happy "Enchantress." 8

Far Away the Camp Fire " Guiramenfo." 6

Fairest Daughter of the Year Danby. 6

Fare-wrell to the Forest Jilendelssohn. 6

Freedom, God, and Right Barnby. $

Foresters Bishop. 6

Great Apollo, strike the Lyre Webbe. 6

Gallant and Gayly Horsley. 6

Gypsy Life Schumann. 12

Good Night, Beloved Pinsuii. 6

Hail I Smiling Morn Spofforth. 6

Hail I Merry, Merry Christmas Young. 6

Happy and Light " Bohemian Girl." 6

Hark I Apollo strikes the Lyre Bishop. 8

Hark I each Spartan Hound Bishop. 6

Hark I the Lark Cooke.

Here, in Cool Grot Momington. 6

Highlands "La Dame Blanche." 6

In the Forest Mendelssohn. 6

May Song Mendelssohn. 8

Mighty Jehovah " I Martiri." 8

Mountain Land Emerson. 8

Morn unbars the Gates Hosmer. G

Moore's Celebrated Songs, for four voices.

The Last Hose of Summer,
^

Betieye me, if all those Endearing Young Charms, > 8

The Harp that once thro* Tara^s Halls, )

Morning Prayer. )

„ . .^ > Mendelssohn. 6New Year s Song. )

Now the Roll of the Drum " Fille du Regt." 8

Old May Morning Novella. 6

Once upon My Cheek Callcoll. 6

One Gentle Heart " Matilda." G

On this Day of Joy " Sicilian Vespers." 8

Pilgrim Chorus " Lombardi." 10

Presage of Spring Primrose r. .Mendelssohn. G

Raid, (The) Bishop.

Rest, Spirit, Rest Hooke.

Shady Groves for Love Van Bree. T

Song of the Lark Mendelssohn.

Star of Descending Night Emerson. 8

See the Chariot at Hand Horsley.

Soldier's Chorus " Faust." 10

Sweet and Low Barnby. G

Swiss People's Sons- Kuchen. G

To thee, O Country J. Eichberg. 15

Tramp Chorus Bishop. 10

Tyrolese Song of Freedom Lippitl. 6

Victoria, Victoria " Era Diavolo." G

Where the Bee Sucks Artie ajid Jad-son. 8

With Hawk and Hound Bishop. C

What Phrase, Sad and Soft Bishop.

When Wearied Wretches Bishop.

Youthful Pleasure Bishop.
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J. S, SPOOSE:*, PrtlNTEl, 21 FRWKLTN STREET,

jHertisemeirts.

Just Publinihed.

Manhattan Waltz

!

B^S" STti,A.XJSS.
PRICE $1.00.

Pl-iyed for the first.time in New York, Received with great

applause. — '

OLIVER DITSOBT & OO., Boston.

C, H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MUSICAL PEOPLE EYERYWHERE
Are invited to examine our new Collectioo of

Church Music, entitled

THE STANDARD

!

The following gentlemen, well-known in Musical circles,

contribute Tunes, Sentences or Anthems to its pa^es.

H, K Oliver,

L, '•r. Wheeler,
T. n. Tanner,
J H Tenney,
S, P, Merrill,

Dr. M. J, Munger,

I/, II Southard,
Nathan Barker.
A. C. Gutferren,
r C. On^hman,
W. P, Dale,

S, Wesley Martin

C- P Morrison,
M. Slason,
a. M Monroe,
L, W. Ballard,
Otto Lobb,

The Editors are,

Ii. O. EMERSOW, of Boston,
H. K, PALMER, of Chicago,

of whose former publications, 1,500,000 copies have been sold.

While designed to punply th^' wants of Chorus Choirs, Sing-
ing Schools and Conventions, its large supply of new Sen-
tences, Motets and Anthems, render it an excellent

Book for Quartette Choirs.

Price, S1.50
;
Per Doz,, $13.50. For .¥1 25, specimen copies

will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address.

We also commend our new Sparkling Rubies, (35 cts.)

for Sabbath schools, Pilgrim's Harp, (60 cts.) for Vestries

and Hour of Singing, ($1.00) for Uigh Schools.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

CLAEKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

Heed Organs^
Price, .S2.50,

Is so universally regarded as a Standard Method that
an advertisement is ot.ly needed as a reminder. The mn^ic is
so atti». tire that the student will retain it as a book of Organ
Pitces, after finishing the iijstruttive course,

OLIVER DITSOKT & CO,, Boston.
CKAS. H. XITSON & CO., Kew York.

POPULAR MUSIG BOOKS.
Wow select the Music Books needed

during the next Autumn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure in

examiring, playing and sing-

ing from them.

THR STANDARD! Price «1.50; S13.fi0 tit doz.
Dpofjopd to he thfl Banner Church Music Book nf the.

Seasnti. Singers, leader?, teachers ! "Rally round" the
barner

SPARKT>fTV<;j RTTBTES : Price 35 cents.

For Si^HitH ^fhnnlq. N"ne hptfer.

Tir'^ T»IT,ORTM'S TTARP I pHcp fiO r-ents.

For Vestries nnd Prayer Me^ting^. Unex'-elled.

Tnlre wifh ron. fnr en^pI'^nirlmpnt a*- flnmmer Rp'^ort.'',

TH"R MURinAI, TR'EASTTR'E.
225 paffp^ of npw and popular S'^nf's and Pianoforte pieces,

or

SHCWER OF P'E'VHIjg.
Fnll nf the best Vocal Duet'J. Or,

OPERATIC PFART.f?
F'llI r-f the best Opera Sons?. Or,

PIANIST'S AT.RTTM.
Full r-f thRbe=t Piano pieces. Or,

PIAl^O-FORTE (TTilTVrS

Full of the be''t Piano pieces.

Rqch of th(> nhnvp fir(> boAVa cn>»t5 .§2 51 tn boarii, or S3 00
\n c^r>^h. TT19 more fhan 300 'rtrsT'* OTep" foil of popular mn-
.c''*, nnH ei'hpr book is a mo,=it entert-iining eonipanion to a
lovpT of music.

PT>*ir.irrp"0 nf the ST,\'V'n.4RB pprt. for the preoent. post-

D«i'l, for Wi. 25, and of the other books for the retail prife.

GOLDETT ROBTW! For Common Schools. 50 cent?.
An established favorite, which has a large sale.

THE HOTJR OP SIWG-TWG ! By Emerson and Til-

den, Price $1.00.

Gnol, rrnctical, intere-itine FTron Schooi, Siwoiwa Book.
Alrpudy highly approved and widely used. Excellent alifo

for Seminaries.

Exqni='*'P Snner nTl Chornc
THE BEAUTIFUL DATS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

(Note. Jnst pnhlished, Strauss's NewMWHATTAN "WAL'^Z,

first played, with great succe.sB, in New York. Price Sl.OO
)

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HARMONTT. $2.00

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1,50,

Ts now in Spflpon. All who wish to makp a noise In the world,
mav eRPilv accomplish it by tailing -up th« practice nf this
fascinating inptrument,with the aid of this excellent Method.

The above Books and Songs sent, post-paid, on receipt of
rtt'il price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Mendelssohn ftuintette Club.

The Mendelssohn Qaintette Club .respectfully announce
that they will esttbliah a "College of Music," in which the
yonth of America may obtain a thorough, musical
education; G'ting them for the office of teachers in all

branches of the art. Pppctal advantages of a pnictical
nature will be offered, superior to any to be found else-
where.

All ptipil<i, pufficipntly ndv -need in their branches of study,
will h ve frequent opporrunities of pinging or plaving to
accompaniment furni.'^hpd by the Quintette Club. The Col-
leee will open Ppptember 10»h, 1872, (at the Tremont Temple),
with a corns of rfi^cbprs selected from the beat FOREIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.
For full particulars of time, terms, &c., fend for circular to

THOMAS RYAN,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass,

§m m^k in ^t^l

VOCAi;.

Horace and no Relations, Song and Choras.
Fislce. 30

Shadows. Baritone or Contralto Song.
Wimmerstadt. 30

O Love Star beaming, (Oh, Stelle amate )

Air, with Variation for Voire Proch. 75
All are at Rest. (Alles zor Ruh,) Four-part

Song Ahl. 30
O Tell me if you Love me, (Saper vorrei se

m'ami ) Duet Haydn. 65
D'eam, Baliy. Drenm ... Gabriel. 30
Fitrewell ! In after Years of Bliss Deems. 30
White Dufj. Molley. 30
Pretty Wikl-wood Flowers. Song and Chorus.

Shattuck, 30
Come buck to Erin. Arr'd for Guitar, . Clarihel. 30
I'd be a Star. Song and Chorus H/urrai/. 30
Darling little diinty Nell Norman. 30
A Moonlight Sonqet Abl. 35
Ft wa« a Lover and his Lass 30
Greeting to Spring. 4 part sons for Ladies'

voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Blue
Danube Wallzes, by Stranss Wilson. 75

The Rose of Spain, (La Rosa Espanola). Yrn^/ier. 50
Courting's very Chfirniing Ladi/ Dufferin. 50
Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40

IWSTBUMENTAIi.
Manhattan Waltz Stranss. 1 .00

Mazourka Galante Fragment de Salon . . Kru<j. 50
.Tolly Brothers Waltz Cumming.i. 30
Lovely Vienna Waltzes Strauss. 75
Riirgersinn Waltzes Strauss. 75
New Annen Po'ka Strauss. 30
(>ircassian March. Illnslrated Strauss. 50

" ' Plain Strauss. 40
Trit«ch-Trafsch Polka Strauss. 40
Among the Roses. A Tone Picture Krutf. 30
G:<lop del Amorrctta ....*. Mnrtyn. 40
Mnrmonite Grand March Martyn. 30
Shadow Thoughts Impromptus Gracienx.

Pratt, ea, 30
No. 1. Hidden Whisper,

No. 2. Miizurka.

No, 3, Silent Complaint.
Oak Bluffs Ga'np Etta Godfrey. 40
Bird as a Prophet, (Vogel als Prophete.)

Schumann. 50
Mazourka Caprice Pratt. 40
Le Tonrhilon. Impromptu, Rilter. 75
Rosseau's Dream. Varied Cramer. 50
Les Trois Giaccs. Mazurkas Elegantes. Op.

77. Agloja KoUing. 50
Overtnre to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl. 1.00
Faust, Fantasie Brillante 5. Smith. 1,00
Chici Pipi Nini. (Cuban Dance) Hoffman. 75
The Little Wanderer Wilson 50
Dolly Varden. Galop Streabbog. 40 & 50

" " Schottischo 40 & 50
" '• Waltz 40&50

BOOKS,
The Standard. A Collection of Church Music,

hy L, 0, Emerson, of Boston, and H. B.

'

Palmer, of Chicago. Price, $I.,50; $13.50 per
dozen.

Music bt Mail.—Mnsic is sent by mnil, the expense being
two oentp for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for rrn ordinary piece of raujic). Persons at a dis-

tance win find the conveyance a saving of t.inre and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be Bent at double
these rate?.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.

MRS. JENKX KEMPTOW,

TocaJlst & Teacher ot §itig'in^.

Address, care of OLIVEE DITSON & CO. 793-

T^TTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, BostoD, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, alFo in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing. Address, Care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. B0TLBE, private pupil of Carl Reinecke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Plauo Placing at ]53 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mos.

SINOINO AND PIANO.
MES. PANUIE P. POSTEB,

Wo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

R/TES. C. A. BAEET, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal MnsiC. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782— ly

FS.OF. & XSIRS. £}I>&a.3t A.. 210BBZSTS,
Academy of Music.

Tib -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PEENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEESOIf offers his Services as Conductor of
^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of O. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. E. li5rSIIT3UG
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 623

Mendelssolin Musical Institute
Was established in April, lSo6. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on appjication to the Institute.

Address EDWAES B. OLIVEE,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

"Vl IhT,. GABRIELLE CE LA MOTTB, gives Instruction on

m tne Pianoforte.
53 Haucock Street*

M^
R. W. O. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

lams m, fill
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

EJneiJtsia: A.\n iT.i3tiA3v si3<rsia;s.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORIE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co'8.

a. ANDEE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Aueeican Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH EIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
fOKTE, Sl.NOLNG and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Rei'ideDce, Coolidge Hou--e. Communications maj be
leflat Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

VrXMSZ.O'W Z.. BULVB^Zr,
TE-A-CHER, OF G-XJIT-A-B,,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Bo.«ton. 681—6m.

U> AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHES OF
^^* VIOIilN, is prepared to receive pupils, aLd offers

bis services as accompanist for clai^sical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver DitaOD & Co., or Koppitz,

Piaefer & Co., 30 West St. 796—.3m

F. H. TOEEUMGTON,
{Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACUBP. OF OROAS, PIA^O AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DtCTOK OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Addre8f>, care of Oliver Ditfon & Co , 277 Washington St.,

Kew England Conservatory of Mu&ic, Mtizic Hail, or Midland
Street, Savin Hill, Dorchester. 'liA-'iim

MB. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed bis

sla'Ji.-s abroad, under tbe instruction of some of the
first Axtiats of modern times, wtil now receive pupils
lb Piano a[.d Organ Placing, also in Tbeory of Mu.^lc.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 't'M'Qia

/CHURCH A.^llD PARLOR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and floish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualitii s and power of tone will be superior to any we

have seen of other makers. Tha instrument h:\£ two full five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six slops^ viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated S"well is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
Agontin New York S. T. Gordon,
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

a-. "SAT- IDXJXDLE"2',
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. II. R. Streeter^s Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ilam-

.lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR, G. H. HOWARr>,
'PUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOR tast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & MEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and E.etail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Onrfitockof Sheet Music, Music Books, Mus.cal
Instruments, etc., is the largest aod mostcomplt^e in the
No. West Our coonection with Messrs. 0- DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnit,h their publications to Western Dealers,
at ue Boston Prices.

[C7* In addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock uf

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHAKLES LEWIS, of London,
toFBeveral jtarna pupil of the celebia.ted Siguor Gar-

cia, will be hitppy (o give LesHons in Singiug, and to accept
eLgageiiientn fur Oratorios and Concerts.

C(»mmuuicalioii8 to be addre«fied to the care of OliverTDit-
tou & Co.. 277 W'auliiiigton Street. 794—8m

J. -A..- MILXiS,
Puiiil of Ihr. late Curl Tausig,

'X£ACnsu OP

Piano, Organ, and the Tteoiy of Music.
AddreH.s at t(iict.eiliig & .Sons, or 14U ('ij Xleutont atreet,

Suite 44. 805

Foreign & Ainciioaii .^iiisic Depot,

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majority of the most eminent masicians in America,

and many in other countries.

CABiNET ORGANS.
''MufJicSans (generally regard the Mason & riamlin Organs

as utJtqualled by any others."'— T/jeof/ore Thomas. "The
be.^t now in use."

—

Christine Nilsson^ Annie Louise Cory,
Marie Leon Duval, Victor Capoul, P. Brignoli. and others.
"Excel Jill instruments of the class I have ever seen."

—

Ote
Bull. _ ''The best inytiument-e of the class mnde."—.^nna
Mehlig " In nil thofe qualities which constitute excelleLCe,
unrivalled "— 5. B. Mills. "Fur (Superior to everything of
its clas.1 I have seen "— L. M. Gottsrhalk. "Wondtirfully
beautiful.''

—

P. S. Gilmore "Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seen."*

—

Eugene Thayer. "Exfelliig in
quality of 'tone, general exc-elleuce, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in othfrs."

—

Carl Zerrakn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
suptrioiity aciord. d them."

—

Julius Eickberg. ''I eutertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . , Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Julius Bf-Tttflict, Loudon. ''Kemarkably twfet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very stroi'gly recommend
the.^e jusirumeuta." — William Spark, Mus. D., Leecfs^

England. "'Qualitv of tone is extremely rich and s\m-
pathetie. . . . RemsirkHble for purity of tone."—i^(/w.
F. Rimbaidtj Loudon. "Full, powetful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best .sub.sititiite for 4 pipe organ.''

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MUSICIANS, which with ILLUSTRATITE
CATALOGUE coGtaining lowest prices, will be Sent free.

Prices not higher than those of iiifeiior organs.

Mason k Hamlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

Ko. 010 AKCH STKEET.
i'UILAUKl.CIIlA. 7U6-

Dr. HEKRI SUTTER'S
r¥ew €!risssd Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESVILLE. OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTEE, Director.

ALL Br.-inc-bes taugtit arcordiug to the Classical Germao
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect orgaoizeil Music-School having gra-
ded Courses ot study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in E.\CH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate.
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end for full catalogues, etc , to

Dr. HENKI SUTTER.

BY L. O. EMBESON,
the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVEE DITSOKT & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

T SCHUBEETH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

* iH Foreign and American Mudic, 820Broad-
waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO K)UB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited States, at low prices.

TIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

KARTIN'S CELEBEATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAEINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions ufMubical lustrumeuts.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello find Double-Bass.

FOB SALE AND TO LET.
Our facl'.lties are such as enable us to furnish the above;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AND
C lED MUSIC FOE BANDS, AND ALL
Kl.NDS OF MUSICAL MEECHANDI8E, at
prices and terms, that caiux't fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUKT,jSTREET, (Opposite the Court House)
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ConductinEf from Memory.—A Score

!

(By Di'. Ferdinand IIiller.)

"He conducts from memory," I read, last winter,

in some notice or other ot the performiince of some
symphony or other by Beethoven, under the direction

of some conductor or other. Where 1 Which ?

Who ? That does not affect the fact, only the thing
is not done, or, if it is, only when a man conducts so

as an exception, and exclusively compositions of his

own choosing. If he is reirularly and constantly

employed as a conductor, the thing is, generally
speakinn;, an impossibility. Is there any musician
win , leaving opera out of the question, could learn

by heart, or undertake to do so as occasion required,
the oratorios from Bach to Schumann, the sympho-
nies from J. Haydn to Niels W. Gade, and the over-

tures, suites, and serenades which adorn our concert
programmes ? I hardly think so.—It is true that

we meet with men of exceptionally gifted organiza-
tions, like Herbeck, in Vienna, who himself told me
that the score of any composition with which he had
to do was, as it were, photographed, page by page,
in his memory. But, even in his case, this was only
for a certain time. Though a prodigy like Dase may
pos.sess the power of retaining and combining Heav-
en knows how many figures, no mathematician will

seek to gain a reputation for being able to perform
his calculations without material siirns.

The virtuoso who can execute his solos without
music, is right to do so. The perfect command
which he must, in every respect, e.xercise over his art

finds a sort of visible expression in the fact of his

playing from memory (though he frequently plays in

a style that is simply mechanical). Who shall blame
him (or using any means, provided they be not inar-

tistic, in order to bring OHt his special gift? The
fact which tells most in his favor is that he requires

no one to turn over the leaves for him. The sight of
this passive activity, alw.ays performing its task clum-
sily, has something about it which disturbs and puts
out both the performer and the auditor. If the non-
assisting assistance is omitted, the fact of the music
being called into requisition will no more affect our
enjoyment than did the fact of Tieck or Edouard
Devrient's opening his Shakspeare before him at his

never-to-be forgotten lectures, produce a disagreeable
impression upon us. After hearing a beautiful string-

ed-quartet, has any one ever regretted that the exe-
cutants were seated before a desk loaded with music ?

On the contrary, the feeling of security hereliy en-

gendered exercises a kind of confidential charm, and
promotes calm, undivided, attention to the work of
art, which is always the principal thing, or—ought
to be. But, even for the virtuoso, the case assumes
a very different shape, when he plays compositions
with accompaniment of other instruments, or with
the orchestra. Here too great an assurance in his

own infalibility may easily lead him to underrate
those engaged with him. Old Molique was right.

One day as a celebrated pianist sat down, without
her music, at the piano, to perform in a concerto he
had undertaken to direct, he burst out into the ever-
memorable Anglo-Swabian words : "I do not do dis !

If i/ou make a mistake, it is we who shall be blam-
ed."* How easily the little demon who presides
over the memory may make a slip is known to the

best of us, and however quickly he may pick himself
up again— it is too late. A correction, such .as is

allowable in speech, in order to express a thought
properly, would, in a musical performance, simply
render matters worse. The tonal thought must, above
all things, be given with the greatest exactitude and
utmost fluency, under pain of death—to the thought,
of course !

But how is it in conducting ? Will the absence of
desk and score in any way contiibute to enhance the
effect of a .composition 1 Not in the remotest de-
gree. The only thing is that his apparent virtuosity

will increase the personal importance of the conduc-
tor in the eyes of the public—a circumstance not ad-
vantageous to the work—and tend to the glorification

of Mr. X or Mr. Z, which, after all, is the principal
consideration with many. The best joke is that the
process is not at all wonderful ; that it really amounts
to nothing. But it staggers the simple minded pub-

*"I do not do dis 1 Denn wodd Sie Sich irreu, so sind wir
llamirt.

lie, who. under the circumstances, are porfeclly inca-

pable of forming a judjjment. It would be very dif-

ferent if a man were called upon to play the piece

from memory ! It is indescribably more difficult to

execute a Sonata by Beethoven from memory, than

to direct one of his Symphonies so. It would cer-

tainly be different again with grand vocal works con-

taining recitatives full of words, polyphonous cho-

ruses, and so on—hut we are not talking of such

works. For a man to be capable of conducting from

memory instrumental compositions which he has

never seen or heard, when all he has to do is to /lold

the orchestra together—there is absolutely nothing

more required than to find out the tempo, and to keep

an eye upon a friendly leader, supposing a fermata

interrupts the progress of the work. The orchestra

go on pl.aying merrily from their parts—and with the

final chord you leave off. Every only half-educated

conductor in Germany would be capable of heating

time without a score to the most important sympho-
nies, and to some famous overtures. That one man
can conduct them admirably from memory, while

another, though he has the score, may break down is

self evident. But the conductingfrom memory busi-

ness itself is a sort of exhibition on the slackrope,

without the slightest importance.

A musical-director (a real one, and not a person

merely bearing the title), is, like every one else in

command, a necessary evil. Nay, even the musicians

are so with regard to the work of art, which intellec-

tually exists independently in a complete state, and

which they are to help to embody, however ether-

ially. But the director, and those freely suhordinat-

i g themselves to him, have a higher object ; that

of presenting in the best light the musical picture

confided to them. The more they disappear as

individuals from before the audience, the better.

Nothing is a greater mistake than for a conductor

to assume the place of a virtuo-o, and attempt to

attract the attention of the public to himself person-

ally, and to what he does. By their fruit shall

ye know them. The conductor should remain con-

cealed behind the performance of the orchestra, and
therein find his best reward. Nor should he for-

get, or wish to make others forget, that he is in the

service of one higher than he—even should it

happen, as it sometimes does, that he himself is that

one higher. But the symbol of this noble servitude

is the open score. The conductor standing up with

nothing before him, assumes an appearance of inde-

pendence to which he has no claim—the apparent

boldness of his action fascinates the deceived

public, whom, under any circumstances, it is so

difflcult to prevail upon to devote themselves ex-

clusively to any important task, and diverts their

attention from what, in the eyes of a conductor,

ought to be of more account th.an anything else.

But will not an orchestra follow with more than

usual delight and confidence a man who has so

made the work to be performed his own, that he

hides the score ? Just as little as a ship's crew

would obey their captain with greater alacrity for

flinging his compass into the sea. When in sight

of port, at the public performance, suA a course

may at a pinch be tolerated. But how is it, as long

as we are tossed about upon the troubled sea of

rehearsals ?

If, at a performance, it is the business of a con-

ductor to fill those he leads with that love for their

laborious and self-sacrificing efforts which alone can
render possible a real success, he has, at the pre-

paratory trials, duties of an essentially different kind.

As a most strict critic, he must do justice not onlv

to the spirit animating the work as a whole, but o
every one particular detail. To hold a rehearsal

without a score is nothing more nor less than un-

pardonable. No one can so have mastered a com-
position as to feel certain that every little touch, no
matter how small, is present to his mind ; that at

any passage, he is capable of calling on the orchestra

for a repetition ; of remarking instantaneously every

little instance of dynamic inattention ; and of ex-

tending a helping hand to every subordinate instru-

mentalist. The most vitiorous energy, effective

ardor, and overflowing enthusiasm, do not suffice

without the utmost material peifection—without cer-

tainty no one can attain either strength or grace.

With generitlly known, and widely circulated works,

and first rate resources, it is easier to reach the

goal—but, under snch circumstances, we must ex-

pect, on the other hand, the highest possible demands
to be made upon us. Not only mu^t tlie total con-

ception be exhaustive—the mist minute fijiure must
be peifectly rendered. To eflFjct this the aid of the

score is necessary.

A score ! It is one of the m'^st marvellous crea-

tions of the human mind! This concentrated pic-

ture of the most delicate cociperation on the part of

organs independent of each other, moving har-

moniously together, and yet each one individually

•for itself, is something perfectly unique. If an
architect could produce a picture giving the exterior

view of every side of an edifice, and at the same
time, presenting to the eye tiie entire internal

arrangements, with every detail, he would bo offering

the uninitiated something similar to what the score

presents to the musician. But he cannot do so. Ha
must .separate his creation into small parts, in order

to make it clear, and even then, his drawings, in

most cases at any rate, continue conventional in their

n.ature. But the musician, when acting as con-

ductor, enjoys the unparalleled delight of beholding

the wondrous edifice, which exists before his hearing

eye, arise as it were before him during the perform-

ance, perfect every moment, and yet increasing the

moment afterwards ! It disappears, it is true, into

the sea of air, but it has known a magnificent ex-

istence—and so has the conductor with it.

The sight of the score ofiTers, also, the conductor

the picture of an ideal performance, side by side with

that which strikes his ear, and which is more or less

disfigured by earthly blemishes. Hence there arises

a series of comparisons and tests, and a continuous

stimulus to bring the reality nearer and nearer the

Ideal, or, in plain words, to carry the excellence of

the performance to the highest possible pilch. Who-
ever affirms that a work he has learnt stands out as

plainly in his mini! as in the score before him, de-

ceives himself It may do so in the grand w! ole,

but not in every particular. The fact of having,

in the case of the smallest passage which is not satis-

factory, the object in question as plainly put before

one as it is in the score is something not to be

replaced by any natural gift, or any amount of

study.

But the score does even more. It enables us to

consider 6c/bre//an(/ and prepare for what is oming
next ; it gives us the power of conceiving as the

sounds die away what they will be as they swell up,

and as they diminish in strength what they will bo

when they increase ; of perceiving in the combined

effect of all what is done by each component part.

While it concentrates, the slightest material effort

of the senses multiplies incalculably the activity of

the human intellect. This is the case here, where,

so to speak, one sees and hears at the same lime the

Present and the Future.

The object of my dithyrambic eulogy of the

score is not to induce the leader in musical battles,

who is well up in his work, to bury himself behind

the said score. He may, at the performance, look

in it as often or as seldom as he chooses—though

Be will do bett.-T to look on the score than on the

public. If an amiable and genial artist like Rubin-

stein takes a pleasure in conducting one of Beet-

hoven's symphonies by heart, and mentally sharing

in the performance, he is certainly not to be attacked

for it. But conducting without the score must not

be regarded as a step in advance, as a 7nore than

ordinary feat—it must not be considered an effbrt of

skill, always to be opposed, any more than as some-

thing attainable by genius alone.

However there is no danger of things going too

f.ir. If the puplic are really to be carried away by

the conductor's memori/, let them reserve their ad-

miration till they see any one conduct Bach's

PassionsMusik without the score. But even were

such an act of daring successful, we should still be

compelled to say : Acts of daring belong to the

circus, and not the domain of art.

—

London Musical

World.

Mannheim. According to a trustworthy source,

Herr Carl Eeisa is desirous of exchanging

his post of conductor at Cassel for a similar

one here.
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Nilsson's Marriac^e.

THE NCPTIAL CEREMONIKS IN "WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

[From tbe New York Herald.]

London, July 27. "Westminster OM Abbey''

wn^ the prene of a hriUinnt and a miscellai eius
aecf-mbly 'bi*^ mornintr to witness the marriase cere

monies of Mr, Aufrnste Rniizaud and Mfidemoi^elle

Chiipi'ne Nilsson, the world-famons finger in opera.

Thf diiv was nnusnallv'olear and brii.'bt and wnrm
fi^r London, and Miss Nilsson certainly rereived the

ber,i=nn that is said to full upon the bride upon
wlinm tie sun shines. The card of invitation which
summoi ed the wedding guests was in these words :

—

Mile. Christine Nilsson and Sir. Auguste Rouz;iud

request the honrrof

compjiiiy at 'W'es'iDinster Abbey on Saturday,

July 27, at eleven o'clock punctually.

The favor of an immediate answer is par-

ticularly requested.

Entrance through Dean's Tiird

and by the West Cloister door.

The announcement that the wo'^dinc' was to be

sokmnized attracted a miscellaneous multitude of

cnrions people, who swarmed arnuiid tJie prim and
venerable doors of the old nbbev and swarmed into

the cloisters nnd corridois opened to the public. As
a parish church of Westminster, the abbey cannot,

under any circumstance';, be closed to the public.

So ;be portion known as the choir, extending back

lo the cliancel, and the sciecn whiih separates the

chancel from Henry VIIL's chapel, was enclosed,

and carefully guflrdfd by police and officers of the

chapter. On the out>ide of the iron rading, in the

space known as the Poet's Cornrr, and in the space

immediately opposite, the public, to tbe number of

perhaps two thousand, had swarmed in, and were
eagerly clu-tered around pillars and under the arches

and heaped over the chairs and benches in the

most promiscuous and unseemly way; while wiihin

the choir, where there were probably seats and

standing room for a thousand people, the invited

guests slowly and impatiently assembled. The
entrance to the choir from the dean's vard was try-

ing, on account of the crowd and the absence of

discipline or foresight among the attendants. And
as the hour of eleven drew nigh the choir was ap-

parently well filled, and a long line of eager cues s

extended through the middle aisle of the cathedral

and the clnisiers.

The scene inside the abbey was exceedingly
beautiful and impressive. A companion suggested

that it reminded him of the famons scene in the

"Prophet," or more particularly the wedding scene

in "Don Carlos." But the fair and gificd lady who
was about to inarch up the aisle— prima donna in

the great opera of womanhood—hf.d never witnessed

in her most triiiniphant hours a scene so splendid

Bnd real, and full of color and poetry. Above rose

the majefctic Gothic arches, gray with the incense

and the tmokc of ten centuries, under which kings

and queens had walked since the time of William
Eafus to the coronation chair. The warm, burning
son, arrested by the stained glass of the venerable
windows, lost its fury, and fell soft and warm and
generous npon the carved woodwork, the quaint

panels and the mass of monnm.ental and mural
ornamentation. There, grouped in eager expecta-

tion, were many of the fairest and brightest women
in England, ihe variegated colors of the summer
raiment adding interest and color to the scene. Off
one pide, within a moment's walk, war the Poet's

Comer, and the gray figures of Ben Jonson and
Drydf-n and Gay and GoULmith and Shakspeare
IcAf d out upon the unusual pagf ant with what
might have beer, fancifully regarded as wondering
eyes. Nor was the interest ailowed to flag. The
coming of some distinguiwhed face caused a ripple

of comment and discussion. The American Mini'i

ter. General Schenk, with his daughters, arrivrd

early, looking anasnally well, and not the ]ea«t con-

cern in hia rPHjIute, grim, kindly face as to Wafb-
in^ion trcatifs and iniemntional comfdirations.

Then came Baron Brnnow, the Russian Minihtcr,

and Barone<^s Brnnow, followed almost immediately
by pome of the French legation. Sir J. Benedict,

the eminent musician, came early, and among tho^e

in the company were Lady Kmily Pcfl. tbe CountcHs
of Cork ; Lieulenani Fitzgerald of the hoa.'-ehtdd of

Prince Arthur; Mr. CaTpndish B'-nlinck, M- P.;
Mile. Tiiipns, Sir G. Aimiinge. Viscoont B^ning-
trin. Sir Michael CVt«ta. Lord A. Complon, Signor
Gardoni, Colonel Tomline. M. P. ; Prince Ponia-

lowskt, SirR. Gerard, Dr. Portmop, of New York,

Mr. H. C. Jarrej^ and Mi^s Louise Jarrett, the

daughter of Sir J. Benedict and two r.f the

daughters of Baron Rothchilds ; Lord Walter
Campbell, the brother of the Miirqnis of Lome,
came in, looking unusually well after his American
tour.

By the cliurch law all weddings must be solem-
nizA'd before noon. About twenty minutes after

eleven the Dean of Westminister, Dean Stanley,

came into the chancel, accompanied by the Rev. S.

Fined Jones and tbe altar a'tendants. and proceeded
down the aisle. At precisely fwenty-sevcn minutes
past eleven the first notes of music were heard, the

hymn selected beginning, "Now thank we all our
God " Then came the procession of choristers in

their quaint white gowns, who ranged themselves in

line as far as the sacratarium. Dean Stanley then

took liis position in front of a raised stool, under
the lantern, apparently in the centre of the choir.

The music continued. There was a rustle of eager-

ness and expectation, and at half-past eleven the

wedding procession appeared. The bride looked
unusually well ;* her face rather pali and subdued.
She bent her eyes on tbe ground, and seemrd to

move inadvertently to the presence of the dean,

Your lady readers may he interested in knowing
that the bride wore a while corded silk dress, with a

large evtrecleiiT. at tbe bottom of the skirt afd large

downward running sidebands of white satin em-
broidered with white roses. The bodice of the

drcj^s was not cut low, but decorated with bands of
embroidered white satin fastened with festoons of
orange blossoms. The whole was flooded, as it

were, with rich Alenpon laces. The wreath was of
orange blossoms, with a veil of tulle. The only
jewelry visible were a pair of magnificent diamond
and pearl earrings, which formerly belonged to tbe

Emprrss Eugenie. Miss Nilsson was attended by
the Princess Catherine Poniatowski. the Baroness
Florence de Britton. Miss Cavendish Bentinck, Miss
Kate Vivian, and Miss Venetia Cavendish Bentinck,
as bridesmaids. Tbe^^e maidens were attired alike in

dresses that were extremely attractive and becoming.
They were composed of a rich und'^rskirt of white
muslin under a large overskirf. (mantfaii rie cour) of
blue silk trimmed with pink silk. In addition there

were wreaths of pink roses, with white tulle veils

and golden lo(kets bearing the monogram initials

C. N, in diamonds and rubies. All of these cos-

tumes came from Paris, and are said by cunning
critics to be gems of millinery, costing fabulous
sums— Miss Nilsson's a'one, according to an accu-

rate authority, costing S2,000.
The bridegroom, who boro the battery of curious

and perhaps envious eyes that turned upon him with
excecdini'- grace and coolness, was a rather pleasant-

looking French gentleman, with kind, open features
;

of rather a medium height; bis (f\ce adorned with a

tidv. dark heard ; his hair carefully parted in the

middle. He was in plain morning costume, with

a light blue necktie, held wiih a gold ring, and
wearing in his lappel a small hunch of orange blos-

soms. He was born at the Isle of Bourbon— a half

Creole. His grandfather married a Creole woman,
and amassed a large fortune. His fatlier married the

daughter of Admiral Bo^q, then in command of tbe

naval forces of the Isle of Bourbon, and after

retiring fiom businccs resided In Paris, which is now
the borne of his family. The Figaro newspaper adds
further in reference to M. Rouzaud that Ke had "a
moderate fortune of from four hundred thousand to

five hundred thousand francs, not counting his ex-

pectations." The grandfather of M. Rouzaud,
Rouzaud of Comtois, was a poor locksmith of

Jouzac (Charente-Iufe'ricurc). His son It ft France
at fifteen years of age, invited by a merchant to the

Isle of Bourbon, who, having observed his intelli-

gence, cho-e him for his cleik. Once there, the

clerk spetdily distinguished himself, became a part-

ner, then master, married a young Creole, daughter
of Admiral Bo?q, and returned to France nt the end
of some years, leaving behind him a large commer-
cial estaltlisbment, and faking with him his wife and
children, three boys and a girl. It is tlie eldest of

these children, Auguste, who has married Mile.

Ni's.^on. The two brothers, Arsero and Me'derlr,

have continued the business of their father. f)no of
them manages the establishment in the Isle of Bour-
bon ; tbe other is the representative and corres-

pondent of tbe firm in Bordeaux, and the father

lives in Paris, where he has an ('iWce. Rue de

rKrln^quier, As to the sister. Mile JoHephino

Rouzaud, she marrifd her cousin. M. Bosq. M.
Auguste RonzJiud is the o?dy one of the family who
has abandoned commcrcitil pursuits, from which his

artistic instincffl estranged him. He was living al-

lernatcly in Paris and at the Chnteau do la Dix-
marie, his own property, near Jouzac, when he be-

came ncqiiaintcd with Mile. Nilsson and proposed
marriage lo her.

While we are dwelling on these dpfails the bride
and groom are kneeling before the Very Rev. Dean
of Wfstminsier, who performed the service in an
effective manner, his voice— as it begnn tbe famous
and time-honored invocation, "Dearly beloved, we
are gathered together here, in the sight of God and
in the face of this congregation, to join together this

man and this woman in holv matrimony"— rising so
full and clear as to be heard in every part of the
ahhey. The bride made the responses in a riear and
musical voice, so as lo be heard throughout the choir.
When the service reached the declaration, "T pro-
nounce that they be man and wife togeih-^'r, in the
name of tbe Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost,'' the Dean, followed by the procession, march-
ed into the inner part of the sanctuary, the bride and
groom kneeling before him, and the ladies and gen-
tlemen in attendance al=o kneeling, while the choir,

under the direction of Rev. Mr. Jones, intoned Psalm
cxxviii.. beginning, "Blessed are tl ey that fear the
Lord and wjilk in his wavs " This was very sweet
and effective, the music being an arrangement of
Beethoven's. After this came the exhortation to ''all

ye that are married or intend to take the holv estate

of matrimony upon you," wliieh Dean Stanley read
with feeling and emphasis, and placing his hands
upon the heads of the bride and groom, cirsed the
service with this blessing, followed by the benedic-
tion :

—

Almighty God, who at the beginning .did create

our first parents, Adam and Eve, and did sanctify

and join them together in marriage, pour upon you

-

the riches of His grace, sanclifv and ble«s you that

ye may please Him both in body and soul, and live

together in holy love unto vour lives* end. Amen.
This over the following marriage chorale, by Rev.

Mr Jones, and set to music by James Turle, was
chanted :

—

PaHiPr of Life, eorffBPinfij

Thy miHJesty and power.
We seek thy erRcious blesslrg
To {^reet the bridal hour

;

Tbe froth in "Rd^n plighted
The wetided here renew

;

May they, in thee united.
Till death be pure and true.

Je.cu Redeemer, hear ur I

Still bp the WedfJirp Ouest;
Thv ffentle presence near u=,
Mfikes common thinirs more blest

j

EVn Care shall be a teaming
Of blps^-pdnesa divine,

If thou wilt pfill be turning
The water into wine.

Spirit of Love, deseendins", ~ -

Imp-nrt thy joy and reice.
Thef'e hopes together bienifing

Bless with thine own increase

—

Athwart the rouebened ocean.
Or on the peaceful tide,

Tbv breath throneh each emoHon
Their heavenward course shall guide.

The Church, thy Bride, hath given
Her blessing on the vow

;

Oh ratify from He'iven
Her bpnison below I

Bless, F.-ither, Son and Spirit,

The union here begun,
Tlmf in the life eternal

It may be ever one. Amen.

The company then passed into the Jerusalem
Chamber, where the marriag; contract was signed.

After this there was a wedding breakfast at the house

of Mr. Cavendish Bentinck, No. 3 Grafton street.

Bond street. At two o'clock they returned to Roy's
hotel, leaving at four o'clock in the train for Dover.

After n sting the night they propose to cross the

Channel and spend the honeymoon in Baden. Ma-
dame Rouzaud will continue to Russia, and sing a

month in Moscow and a month in St. Petersburg.

Cherubini's *'Water-Carrier" ("Deux

Journees") in London.
(From the Athenaeum.)

Thursday, the 20th of June, 1872, will bo a mem-
orable dny in the history of the lyrl<' drama in this

country, for it fully esrablished tbe legitimate claims

of Cherubini to be enrolled in the list of composers

who have left, as legacies for posterity, masterpieces.

Rarely, indeed, has sucli an assemblage of artists and

amateurs been gathend in any opera house as was
present at Drury Lane Theatre, to listen to the Ital-

ian adaptation of 'Les l")eux Joiirticcs." The ex-

pressions of admiration on the ]>art of tbe public

were palpable anil audible enough ; and in the corri-

dors, and in the /oyc?-. oidlnarily cold and self-pos-

sessed inusiciHUs declared their eitthtistastic apprecia-

tion of the work, of the masterly accompaniments
of Sir Michael Costa for the dialogue and action,

and f»f its cxiraordinatity fino execution. Such an

iini quivoeid triumph, it might be prcsumerl, would

have been followed by immediate nnd frequent repe-
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titions of iho opera ; but the only notification, up to

the time we write, of a future representation, is tlie

Impresario's announcement that "due notice will be

(riven of the next performance of Ciierubini's opera,

'I Due Giornate.' " ThissiHerfi'e infornntion is con-

firmed Ijy the laneuaje of some of our daily con

temporaries, who toll their readers that the work is a

masterpiece, but it will not "draw," fashion bein;; op-

posed to the story as beins; too simi)!e, anil to the

music as bein;:; too learned. If such ha the ca-;e it

only shows how pressing is the need- of a National

Opera House, where, at moderate prices, grand and
classical opera can be render :d a payini^ investment.

Bat we protest emphatically arainst this commercial

estimate of the worth of Ciierubini's 'Deux Journe'is';

we deny the premises on which the conclusion has

been arrived at. In the first place, the tale is not

more "simple" than that of 'Fidelio.' In the two

books, the persecution and adventures of a married

couple form the mainsprintr of iaierest ;
the escapes

of the French Count and Countess are as exciting as

those of Leonora and Florestan—in both the devo-

tion of a wife is vividly exemplified. What writes

Picchianti, Cherubini's Italian biographer?—"The
libretto was so well worked out anil so interesting,

that Goethe regarded it as a true modil." We re-

corded the opinion of Haydn and Beethoven as to

Cherubini {Allien. No. 2-3.30). Now what wrote We-
ber in 1812 of the Deux Joui ne'js' : "Fancy my de-

light when I beheld lying upon the table of the hotel

the playbill, with the magic name 'Armand.' I was
the first person in the theatre, and planted myself in

the middle of the pit, where I waited most anxiously

for the tones which I knew beforehand would again

elevate and inspire me. I think I may boldly assert

that 'Les Deux Journejs' is a leally drarnaiic and
classical work. Evervthing is calculated so as to

produce the greatest eflfect ; all the various pieces are

fio much in their proper place, that you can neither

omit one nor make any addition to them. The opera

displays a pleasing richness of melody, vigorous

declamation, and all-striking truth in the treatment

of the situation, ever new, ever seen, and retained

with pleasure. We can never see enough of such
masterpieces."

With every word of Weber's criticism we agree

perfectly. We will even go further than the com-
poser of 'Der Freischiitz' and 'Oberon.' Our firm

conviction is that we should never have had 'Fid;lio'

had not the 'Dsux Journees' been produced. There
is more than a mere similarity of story ; in the music
itself Beethoven has been inspired by Ciierubini just

as Cherubini was inspired by Mozart : there is no
plagiarism, but there are those coincidences into

which men of genius fall through sympathy in ideas.

But other curious points suggest themselves on hear-

ing 'Les Deux Journees,' for in it Ciierubini has ev-

idently created the new Wagnerian the oriesof operat-

ic tre itment. In the 'Deux Journe'es' there is.no

&ria d^entrata for prima dunna, tenor, baritone, or

bass ; there are no solos interrupting the action of the

<3rama : every character is individualized, and has a

marked type,—each one contributing to the concert-

•ed pieces faithfully, consistently, and coherently. The
spoken dialogue in the original version has been con-

verted by Sir Michael Costa with marvellous tact

and skill into recitatives, conveying the irn.igery of
Cherubini. Herr Wagner's proposed annihilation of

the tyranny of leading singers in operas is to be
found in the *Deux .Journees.' In the first act, how
naturally the Savoyard's narrative of the protection

of tbe Count glides into the trio in which the sympa-
thy of Michael the Water-Carrier is enlisted on be-

half of the fugitive nobleman, Marcellina, the sister

<}f Antonio, joining in the invocation for a blessing

on the preserver. The Water-Carrier's resolve to

aid the Count is the prelude to the next trio, where,

by the arrival of the Count and Countess, Michael's
gratitude is put to the test. This trio is to the ear as

melodious as possible, and yet the three parts are

contrasted in contrapuntal devices of infinite in^'enu-

ity- An impassioned duet between the Count and
Countess, in which she expresses her intention of
joining in bis peril, leads to the/iWe of the search
by the commander and soldiers who are in pursuit of
the proscribed Count. This Jincife, consisting of a

sextet, is as grand and imposing, although set for

such a limited numl-^er of voices, as any choral com-
bination to be found in any opera. It is voiced with
prodigious power, and attains a climax of devotional
fervor by the appeal to Providmce for protection.

The second act has a martial tone throughout, fir

Cardinal Mazarin's soldiers are guarding the outlet

from Paris ; no person is allowed to pass the ciiy

gale without a permit. The tramp of the militarv,

and the denunciation of the persecuted President of

the French Parliament by the officers, are noted with
consummate skill and with picturesque effect, recall-

ing the vigor with which Beethoven has treated a
similar situation in the 'Mount of Olives.' Perhaps

Cherubini's s';tting is more solemn and sacred than
the secular tune ad ipted by Beethoven The seizure

of Constance (the Ciuntess) by the soldiers, and her

release by order of the officer who has seen her dress-

ed as Marcellina in tbe first act, and believes she is

the Wa^er-Carrier's d mghter, is depicted in a trio

and chorus. In tha^ la/e there is the escape of the

Count, concealed in the w iter cart of Michael, anoth-

er masterly movement, ending with the mireh off the

st'ige of the soldiers, Iciving the Water C irrier to

raise his hands to heaven, in gratitude for the suc-

cess of his stratagem. In the third act the tenor of

the comoosition is quite varied, for we have a deli-

ciously pastoral mu«le in a village^ where Angelina
is waiting for her affi inced husband, Antonio This
rustic number is succeeded bv the arrival of the sol-

diers, still in search for the C Junt, followed by the

appearance of the two fugitives, guided by Antonio
who conceals the Count in the trunk of a tree, where,

however, be is disc.ivered, as his wit'e is overheard
by two drunken soldiers giving the signal to him to

come out of his hiding place. The serious asp3Ct of
the drama is, however, relieved by the arrival of the

Water-carrier, bearer of the sovereign's pardon.
Some slight additions to and alterations in the

original score have been made. Thus, for the open-
ing dialogue, a chorus, from Cherubini's 'Blanche de
Provence,' has been introduced, and for the d^aoti-

merit the last portion of the sestet in the first act is

reproduced, instead of the somewhat abrupt chorus
which ended the work. Sir Michael Costa has taken
chiefly tife glorious overture as his text fir the reci-

tatives ; the most prominent points of interest are not
solely intended to sustain the singers, but there are

bits of descriptive orch^jstration ever and anon. The
playing by the baiid was finer than anything we have
heard either in France or Germany when this opera
has b^en given. We d ) not refer to precision and
exactitudj, but specially to the vigor of the attacks

and the brilliancy of the co'oring of the instrumen-
tal gems in the score, Tbe choral singing was gen-
eriUy good ; the opening of the second act is very
ditKjuIt, but the choralists hid been wjU trained.

The honors of the cast, q'toT,d principals, must be

awarded to Signor Agn'^sl, as the Water-Carrier,
Signor Rinaldi, as Antonio, the son, and Signor Foil,

as the Commander : nothing could be better than those
delineations. So much credit is due to Mdlle. Tiet-

jens for undertaking the part of Constance, and so

firie was her singing, that we feel disinclined to point
out, but we muit do so, that if Constance is to pass
as Mtrcellina, there ought to be simlariiy in appear-
ance, and that Mllle. Roze, who was the latter, does
not resem'ile the German /)r//rt'i (^fj'i«a. A stronger
singer than Mdlle. Bmrmeister is required for even
the short part of Angelina; and the greatest failure

was Signor Vizzani, as the Count. He acted listlessly

and lifelessly a character exacting passion and ener-

gy, whilst bis defective intonation in the singing was
too pal.'able to be pleasant.

When we rem3mb3r the failure of Beethoven's
symphonies, of Weber's 'Der Freischiitz,' of M'-ver-

beer's 'Ivibert le Diable,' when first produced here,

we are not at all disheartened that the 'Deux Jour-
nees' has not been at first appreciated here by the

fashionable supporters of Italian Opera ; but, at all

events, such a masterpiece ought not to have been
produced at a period of the season when the Director
bus to count upon not losing receipts. However,
as the beginning of an Italian operatic campaign
must be devoted to dibtits, and as the nights of per-

formance are becoming more numerous, as are also

the engagements of the singers ac concerts, public
and private, we must repeat that the production of

new works, which shall be successful both financially

and artistically, can now only be expected from a
National Opera House.

The London Musical Season.
(From the Orchestra, July 26.)

Her Majesty's Theatre is closing, Covent Garden
is shut up, the oratorios have run their course,
the Crystal P.ilace has repeated its " Te Deirn," the
Philharmonics have performed their contracts with
their subscribers, Mr, Cliappell and Mr. Ella have
fulfilled their course, M. Gounod has given his grand
cijncerts, and nothing now remains but the Ethihi-
tion and the Uiyal Albert HtU. The musical sevson
is over, the summer is gone, and the harvest has
been reaped. We have had no choral gath 'rings of
the gigantic scale realiz-'d in America: no founding
of a Tit tn opera house, as that set in hand by Wig
uer in Bivaria ; no new opera, as in the times of
Mozart, Rossini, and Meyerbeer; no new symphony
an'd piano concerto, as in the sunshine of Mendessohn;
nevertheless, much new music has been heard, ac-

complished performers have appeared, and there has
been constant repetition of fine and classical compo-
sitions.

With the Italian opera history repeats itself. Tiie

p'lpular voealist his in lividiitlize 1 the scene, and lit-

tle or notliing has been do le to elevate the national

taste for real musical drama. At C-ivent G irden

there has been ma-vellois energy and unflinching in-

dustry ; at D.-ury Lane mire care''ul selection and
better preparation. At Covent G ird en it w.is "Gi
ahead ;" at D -tirv Line the motto w is "fi:itina lente."

Both houses pecuniarily have been suceeisful, but for

careful, just, and perfect performance, Drury Line
carries away the p.ibn Tnere has been one note.l

revival—the Ciierubini coinedy of ''iTi? Water Car-

rii-r." \' dii not fad, it never hal the chince. Tne
wicked genei-atio 1 of thii dav knows nit the pearls

of the great Frenc'i Uivoltttion, and left Sir Michael
Costa in the situition-of old Handel—to his troupe,

his water-carrier, and his o^vn privacy. Cherubini

had done nothing in the opera to ruin a man's voice,

nothing to exhaust or lay up the herone ; there were

no break-neck passages, no helter-skelter modula-

tions
; nothing but what would bear continued repe-

tition, and in time gain u ion the ear and meet with

general approbation. The mmager appealed to the

public spirit, to our national tiste ; we have no real

spirit for Italian opera, no nationil taste for the mus-
ical drama.

There was not a single -movement ia the opera

that was identified with a person il history. No mus-
ical Rachel, or RIstori, ever mid? a greit point in it,

and so our operi frequenters were onteit to hear

and repeat that Caeruhini was all inspiration, earn-

estness, and grand thought, and then turn their feet

another way, leaving Mr. Mipleson with all the

Cherubini by-play of oboes, clarionets, ani bassoons,

violas, 'celli, and horns, to his o.vn enjoyment; and
to such loss as a taste for the classic opera might

bring upon him. The carpenters began upon the

promise! "L'>\enqrin," and t'lere was, we believe, a

giving out of chorus-pi'-ts, but the project of its pro-

duction la-iguished for want of shear physical

strength Every one in Civent Girden has been

worked to within a foe; or t ve of his, or her, operat-

ic grave, and the many green spots aid perilous

places to be taken care of in the Wagner opera

brought on a fit of despair, ani so "Lohengrin" was

left for better times an 1 clearer intelligence. Nor
was there opportunity to bring out the new opera by
Verdi, which requires peculiar care from the leading

vo.ealIsts, ratich study, and great perseverance on all

sides, to give it a fair chance for public favor. Anoth-

er season raiy possibly unlock the latest secrets of

Verdi, and display the treasures of his gifted and un-

diminished imagination. We need not refer to the

operas that were perfotmed, the daily journals have

recorded all this, and with a tenacity of laudation

that nothing can transcend.

In church music we have had the three new Te De-

t/'«.s, and some half score anthems by M. Gounod.
Certain Englishmen also within the ecclesiastical

zone of choirs have published their isolated anthems.

Of the three Te De'tm^ everything has been said that

need to be said. Of the Giunod anthems, soma are

grim and low toned, others are earnest and entertain-

ing, and all are carefully written and worthy of study,

but there is nothing that will pirticularly hold its

own or come to the front. The old michinery of the

Anthem is gone, and the new is too full of imperfec-

tions and defects in their se-thetic character to keep

church going folks interested or sweet tempered.

As to the oratorio, the B ich "Passion" of St Mat-
thew has maintained its supremacv, and the season

has been rendered remarkable by the performance of

the other Bich "P«ss/on." that of St. John. This

second "Passion," not being so long as the St. Mat-
thew, equally, if not more dramatic, equally, if not

raore elevated in tone, will we think, become the

hfbre popular oratorio. It is throughout, strong and
emotive, and with one or two exceptions, not difficult

to sing, and will alwavs m.iintain general sympathy
and universal adminition.

Much splendid music, both old and new, has been

given at the meetings of the two Philharmonics, the

Monrlay Populars, Mr. Ella's well-known "Union,"
and the" harmonic gatherings at the Crystal Palace,

The new symphony and the piano concerto—quartet,

quintet and sexiet, all built up in the latest notion of

musical construction—were listened to submissively,

and if they here and there discouraged the auditors,

no one could be said to be altogether dissatisfied.

People wore told they were listening to works of

great merit, to comnosers who enjoyed fixed and cer-

tain reputations; but in general they were too igno-

rant, careless, or idie to study th-ir own interests in

the case- Tliere was a vetdict of "Be it so," but no
enthusiasm.

In the Ballad and Benefit Concerts there has been

an immen.se production of new music, some songs

being so lucky as to be remembered at the breakfast

table the next morning, others to be dismissed at

once in terms ef unmistakable petulancy, it not in a
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slip;ht breeze of vcxuion. Our favor'te 'irgis j-os-

fcss the jjreat virtue of humiliiy ; iliey ^'ill oi ig any-
tliino; and everytiiini^. frood or bad, p'o\idel they be

duly addressed in the matter, aid thay le: it is a
duty to which they ouglit to accornmcd .le t':e:n-

selvei.

The composers have had mui-h to rejoice over, the

public to p It up with, and the publishers have fiund
themselves occasionally laughed at, and at otbsr
times it has been their turn to laugh.

There has been much playing upon the organ. The
great organ in the Royal Albert Hall aflfords splendid

opportunities for the rendering of the Bach pedal-

fugue, the French Offa-loire music, and the Mendels-
sohn sonata. The performei's have been Legion

;

good, bad, and indifi'crent ; but as no org.in player
ever gets any remuneration for his study, we feel

bound to say, upon the whole our native organ play-

ers are a very creditable set. But to be just, we
must take one player out of the common ruck, and
this is Mr. George Augu-^tus Tamplin. Mr. Tamp-
liu is the son of the well known Dr. Tamplin, a phy-
sician of eminence. Some years ago he studied the

new school of music with a direct bcar'ng upon the

harmonium, and in this way became ai unparalleled

performer on this diffi-.-ult instrumeat. He worked
in the French school, and went far ahead of any of

the Parisian celebrities on this instrument. He has

applied all this magnificent command of head and
hand to the organ. In mixing up the manuals and
registers of a large organ Mr. Tamplin is undoubt-

edly foremost, and in his extraordinary extempora-
neous performances he is altogether incomparable.

In short he is the only Englishman as organist who
deals with the semitonic scale, as if it was the ordi-

nary diatonic. Directly he begins the auditor is made
aware that here is the new thing— the true Wagneri-
an theory, the fashionable lunacy of the year of

grace 1872.

Mr. George Augustus Tamplin is, of course, pro-

nounced to le musically mad ! Be it so, if he will

only have the goodness to bite a few of his confih-es.

Although the musical season be in one sense termi-

nated, there is much music lying in the Exhibition

worth attention, and calling for sedulous study. There
will be yet two months for organ performers, for pia-

noforte playing, and for hearing the exquisite pro-

grammes of the military bands. In one sense this

daily playing by our soldiers of much fine music is

an education of itself, and must operate beneficially

on the natural taste.

Italian EOpera in London. Eeview of the

Season.

(From the Times, July 27.)

The season 1872 has not been remarkable for the

production of startling novelties at either house. We
shall not go again through the old ceremony of re-

considering the prospectuses, and comparing what
was promised with what was actually performed. It

would, indeed, be a waste of time and space— for.

remembering as we do th e operatic prospectuses of the

last quarter of a century, it would be difficult to name
one of which all, or nearly all. the pledges were ful-

filled. Great stress was laid npon the production of

Herr Wagner's Lohengrin, at the Royal Italian
Opera; the more so because of the artistic, if not
pecuniary, success of the same composer's Flieqender
//))//an:/o-, at Drnry Lane, in 1870, when Mr. George
Wood was manager, Signor Arditi conductor, and
the principal parts were sustained by Mdlle. lima de
Murska and Mr. Santley. But Lohengrin is far in

advance of the "Ol/andese Dannato,^' and proportion-
ately more difficult to get up. It would have been
a severe tax on the resources at Mr. Gye's command ;

and as its intended performance was not to be until

somewhat late in the summer, all that part of the sea-

son to which the manager naturally looks for his

harvest would have I ee i in a gn a measare ah o bed
by continued rehearsals of a work, the success of
which, at the best, could be looked upon as problem
atical. So Lohent/rin was ioevitabiy laid aside—at

any rate for a season. The operas of H rr Wagner

—

which, by the way, have nothing in common with
Italian opera proper, or with French opera, as rppre-

pented by Auber, or with the melange of Italian,

French, and German opera, of which the great works
of Meyerbeer are types, or, indeed, with German opera
itself, from Mozart down to Weber—are exceptional
things, 03 the preparations for the grand performances
of the NiiMungen "Trilogy" at Bayreuih. postponed
as ihey ere from year to year, snffii-ientiv attest. Had
Herr Wagner been in London he would have desired

to appropriate half a season to himself for the rehear-

sals o( Lohen^n, and, this granted him, wonid hardly
have been saiistied. If Mr. Gye, neverthel'ss, is still

hcnt nnon I'iting Lohent/rin next year, let him prepare
it early in the season, and prodacc it before his vocal

' "stirs"—his Pattis, his Luccas, his Albanis, &c.

—

come out ; then it might take ; otherwise there is no
chance for it. The substitution for Lohengrin of

Prince Poniatowski's Gelmina.And Jl Guuram/,hy the

young Brazilian, Carlos Gomez, discovered a mild

sense of irony in Mi*. Gye, for which he deserves to

be credited. In any case, both were unknown works,

the first affording an opportunity of presenting that

universal favorite, Madame Adelina Patti, In a new
part, the second giving Mr. Augustus Harris a chance

of showing that even the Africaine of Meyerbeer had

not entirely exhausted his genius for the invention ol

scenic splendor and elaborate stage combinations.

But of these operas we have no more to say at present.

Allowing that Mr. Gye failed to bring out Lohenip-in,

and the Dianinns de hi Conronne of Auber, he has

certainly not been idle. Besides GAminn and //

Giuirani/, he has with unexampled rapidity during
a short season of seventeen or eighteen weeks, given

to his subscribers and the public no less than twenty

six operas. These were Faust e Marrjherita, La Son-

namhida, Fra Diavolo, Lucia di Lammermoor. the Hii-

ffiienots. La Favorita, 11 Flaiilo Mac/ico, La Figlia del

Re'igimenlo, Tm Traviatn., Ilamlei, ifartha. Fidelia,

Dinorah, 11 Barbiere di Siviglia. Don Giovanni, VAf
ricaine, Le Nozze dt Figaro, Rigoletto, 11 Trovatore,

Der Freischii'z, Gehnina, UElisir d^Amore. L' Etoile

du Nord ; Linda di Chamouni, Norma, and 7/ Guar-
ant)—we have named them in the order of their pro-

duction. Much may be pardoned a director who, in

so short a time, can furnish performances, more or

less careful and complete, of so large a variety of

operas, which, to judiie by experience, are fer the

creater part more or less to the taste of his subscri-

bers. That all were given in perfection we shall not

be asked to admit ; but when the patrons of the opera

are so clamorous for variety, the manager has only

to do the best in his power to satisfy them ; and this

—in spite of what we must persist in thinking the

mistaken policy of having two conductors, instead of

one absolute chief, over the orchestral department

—

Mr. Gye has certainly accomplished.

What Mr. Gye's principal singers have effected in

the course of the season, we need not recapitul.ate.

Their various performances were duly chronicled at

the time. We may say, however, that to Mdme.
Adelina Patti, who successfully appeared as Dinorah,

Rosina. Zerlina {Don Giovanni), Leonora (// Trova-

tore), Gelmina, Caterina { L' Etoile du Nord), Amina,
the character with which, in 1861, she made berd^but,

and Valentine, has been assicrned a single new char-

acter, and no more—that of Gelmina, in Prince Pon-

iatowski's opera so named. Madame Pauline Lucca,

who has played Zerlina (Fra Diavolo), Leonora [La
Favorita), Margherita {Faust), Selika {L' Africaine),

Cherubino {Le Nozze). and Agatha {Der Freischutz),

has also been allowed but one new opportunity of

distinction—of which, when we name Agatha, it is

needless to say she made the very best, no such Aga-
tha having been seen and heard before on the stage

of the Royal Italian Opera—the genuine actress and

the genuine dramatic singer, great in Iwth instances,

being enthusiastically recosnized. What the other

well known artists in Mr. Gye's company achieved

—

including Mdlle. Sessi, who gave real life and char-

acter to the heroine of 11 Gnaram/ ; M. Faure, whose

Caspar was only inferior to his Hamlet, inasmuch as

the music does not lie quite so easily for that distin-

guished artist's voice; Mdlle. Scalchi. with the voice

and a fair promise of the skill of Alboni herself;

Siinors Naudin, Cologni, Bagagiolo, &c.,—has been

already told in the periodical record of the season.

Among Mr. Gye's new engagements, we may at once

dismiss all the German singers destined to take part

in Lohengrin, as of little note ; but a word of praise

is due to Mdlle. Smeroschi, who sang twice in the

Elisir d'Amore; and many strone words of praise to

our esteemed English soprano, Madame Euphrosvne
Parepa, who proved trinmphantlv that another Nor-

ma was not an impossibility. Mdlle. Emma Albani

has already done enough to warrant a belief that she

will become a shining star in our operatic firmament.

This extremely prepossessing young Canadian made
her dihiit early in the season as Amina, and created

an impression, which was deepened by her next per-

formance, as Lucia, and became stronger and strong-

er in each new character she portrayed. Her Martha,

Gilda {Rigoletto ). and Linda {fjnda di Chamrmni),

one bv one raised her higher and higher in the ap-

preciation of the public. The charm of youth, added

to the charm of a beautiful voice, full of sympaihclic

tones, a quiet, unaffeclcd modest demeanor, and un-

doubted intelligence as an actress, produced tbclr

inevitable effect ; and when the curtain descended

npon Mdlle- Albani's last performance of Lucia it

rose aeain for a new sintrer to he greeted who had in

a sintile se.iaon won and merited a "name." Into

further details about the Royal Italian f)pera we
need not enter, beyond saying that, on the whole, Mr.

Gye has certainly deserved well of his subscribers.

Mr, Mapleson opened Hek Ma.iesty's Opera a

fortnight after Mr. Gye, and closed the doors of his

theatre exactly a week later. Mr. Mapleson's prom-
ises of absolute novelty, as set forth in his prospec-

tus, amounted to two operas—the Deux Jonrnee^ of

Cherubini and the Diainana de la Couionne of Auber,

under the Italian name of Calerina. Of these, the

first was presented once : and a finer performance in

its way—thanks to Sir Michael Costa, his added re-

citatives with orchestral accompaniments, his careful

preparation, and his admirable conducting— has

rarely been heard. Nevertheless, Les Deux Joiirn^es

did not hit the public taste, and was never repeated.

Auber's opera escaped a similar fate, inasmuch as,

though repeatedly announced, up to almost the very

end of the season, it was ultimately withdrawn—for

the present, ivhich may fairly be taken to signify sine

die. Mr. Mapleson's seasons ran for upwards of six-

teen weeks, during which the following operas were
produced in the order given :

—

Fidelia, La Sonnam-
hula, La Figlia del Reggimento, Semiramide, the

Huguenots, Don Pasquale, Faust, Lucrezia Borgia,

Lucia di Lammermoor, La Traviafa, 11 Barbiere di

Siviglia, 11 Trovatore, Les Deux Joum&.s (7 due Gior-

nati), Rigoletto, Martha, Le Nozze di Figaro—in all

sixteen operas. We have heard no Der Freischiitz,

Anna Bolena, Dinorah (for Mdlle. Marimon), Ballo

in Maschera, 11 Flauto Matpco, &c.—although the

prospectus announced them all ; but the same excuse

we have offered for Covent Garden holds just as well

for Drury Lane. In sum—with regard to novelty,

Mr. Mapleson has hrnuaht out one single opera

—

Chernbini's Les Deux .Townees, and that, we repeat,

was presented once and no ofiener.

What Mr. Mapleson's chief singers have done
stands as little in demand of detailed record as what
Mr. Gye's chief singers have done. Take, for ex

ample, Mdlle. Christine Nilsson. This accomplished

and highly popular lady, during the course of her

engagement of 15 or 16 nights, has appeared as Vio-

letta (Z'rawMto), Marffaret {Faust), Lucia, Martha,

and Cherubino {Le Nozze),—in every one of which
characters she was already familiar to London' audi-

enees. Nothing new was set down for her. Kven

Mignon and Desdemona (not to speak of Ophelia),

the parts which, far more than any of those we have

enumerated, stamped her in the eyes of the London
public as a first class artist, were abandoned, so that

really Mdlle. Nilsson, after her two years' absence in

America, has not been allowed a fair chance of re-

newing the old associations, and re-establishing her-

self as a prime favorite. Mignon would have been

a god send for Mdlle. Nilsson and not less a god-send

for her admirers—of whom she has very many anci

enthusiastic in this country ; but the sen>piterna[ Vio-

letta, Margaret, Lucia, &c., are enough to pall upon
the most insatiable appetite.

Mdlle. Marimon, too, has been limited again to

Amina, Maria, Norina. and Rosina ; while the versa-

tile and indefatigable Mdlle. Tie'jens has not been
vouchsafed a single new part, except only that of the

heroine in Chernbini's opera, which is not by any
means suited to her. Mdlle. Marimon, however, has

maintained her position as in certain respects, and in

certain characters most favorable to her peculiar

idiosyncracy, the most wonderful "vocalist" of her
time. And yet the more we see of Mdlle. Marimon
the more we are convinced that she is vocalist "e?

pneterea nihil.*' She has no "charm ;" and even
when she has executed passages in the manner which
perhaps no other living singer could equal, she leaves

one—on the stage at least—comparatively unmoved.
In the concert-room it is otherwise; there, no n»»tter

who may he the other lady singers, Mile. Marimot>
invariably car ies 'IT the palm. S\ich fluency and
executive facil ty is this lady posse-ises in- a cei'tain

style of vocaliz.idon are scarcely rivalled, assoreilly

unsuronssed. Signor Campanini, the nevv tenor, who
created a veritable furore on the night of his debut

as Gennaro in Lucrezia Borgia, has evidei^ly won
the favor of the public— if not the nnequivoea!

admiration o( connoisseurs. This gentleman has

not only much to learn but something to unlearn;

and he must both learn and unlearn l)elf>re he can
honorably maintain the position originally claimcij

for him us Signor Giuglini's tecilimalc successor

—

ft position which would, now-a d^ys, signify neither

more nor less than that of the first tenor on the

Italian boards. Signor Campanini has f/een bearcj

successively as Gennaro, Edirardii, Manrico, the

Duke of Mantua, and Lionel—on each cx-'casiott,

while bore and there exciting nnqualificd admiratioi>,

giving room for serious criticism on the part »f

uiiprt'juiliced hearers. Me is young, however, nnd
if he also is wise, ho will strive his utmost to main-
tain the position to which his most enthusiastic ad-

mirers consider him entitled, and which the opeTalic

public generally would only he too glad to see him
attain. On the other hand, M. Capoul, the French
tenor, has few of the requisites to excel it) the school
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of Italian opera. He is not only French in style

and mannerism, but French to such a degree of

exaggeration as bona fide amateurs of Italian Opera
would in the end scarcely be inclined to tolerate.

Miss Clara-Louise Kellogg, the American prima
donna, has, for the second time in this country,

merited and earned an honorai^le success. This
young lady is a legitimate artist in the full meaning
of the term ; and in each" of the characters she has

essayed—Linda, Lucia, Gilda, Violetta, and Susanna
(Mozart's Susanna before all)—has created an in-

delible impression, so much so, indeed, that every

subscriber would have been only too pleased to hear

her in some new part. That any new part under-

taken by Miss Kellogg would be studied persever-

ingly and conscieatiously her aniecedents suffice to

show.
Mr. Mapleson's general company has been nn-

n-ually etficient. With a second soprano, like Mile.

Marie Roze—who, if she would consent to take the

"comprimaria" parts, might, with her voice and
personal appearance, be invaluable ; a contralto like

Mme. Trebelli-Bettini, now unrivalled as a singer of

Rossini's music (witness her Arsace), and the Italian

sciiool generally ; baritone-basses like Signers liota

(who especially made his mark as Mephistopheles),

and Mendioroz ; a serious bass like Signor Agnesi,
a comic bass like Signor Borella, and two in one,

like Signor Foil ; second tenors like Signors Vizzani
and Rmaldini, to say nothing of Signor Fancelli,

who pretends to be a first tenor, and a priceless

"utility," like Mile. Bauermeister, excellent in every-

thing she does, the director of Her Majesty's Opera
is master of all necessary resources, and with the in-

valuable aid of Sir Michael Costa, who has trained

the orchestra and chorus (orchestra more especially),

into such splendid efficiency, might, with a trifle

more pains and expenditure on his viise-en scene,

hold his own without fear of adverse criticism. On
the whole, it must be admitted that Mr. Mapleson
has given a series of performances of which only

the most fastidious can find reason to complain.
His subscribers might, it is true, have desired a

little more voriety, and just (if only), an occasional

infusion of novelty.

Bach's Chorales.

The Tonic Sol-Fa Reporter (London,) in a recent

number prints, in its peculiar notation, several Chorales

with Bach's Harmony, prefixing the following re-

marks :

A few words on the Ge;man Chorales, with speci-

mens of which this number is tilled, may be of inte est.

At the time of the Reformation, Luther appealed to

his nation's love for song, and fostered congregati )n-

al singing as a means of religious awakening. In
seeking music for his hymns, he availed himself large-

ly of tunes already existing in the church, and of

many others whose origin is now unknown. The
risaj)f Luther's style of church music began with the

Reformation in the middle of the sixteenth century.

A hundred years later it declined ; fewer tunes, and
those inferior, were composed ; while many of the old
ones were deprived of their distinct rhythm and triple

time, and levelled to a standard of lifeless uniformity.
The creative period may be said to have ceased with
the advent of the last century. The wave of Luther's
revival had spent its force, and church music, as a
natural result, was lifeless too. The tunes disappeared
from the hymn books, and the organist and precentor,
being now supreme, managed things in their own way.
•'One of the immediate consequences," says the pref-

ace to the "The Chorale Book for England." from
which much of our information is derived, "was the
predominance of the organ in the service at the
expense of the singing of the congregation. This led
eventually to a practice in every respect to be depre-
cated, which we still find all over Germany, that of
introducing between every line of the hymn, an inter-

lude performed by the organist." The connection of
Bach's name with these church melodies is thus
explained. "Bach, fully alive to the beauty of the
tunes and hymns of his country, adopted the practice
in which he was followed by his successors, Mendels-
sohn and others, of introducing chorales into all his

numerous sacred works, either to their own words, or
to new ones suiting better the subject of the cantata,
thereby doubtless bringing them more readily home
to the appreciation of the congregation, who were
well acquamted with the old familiar tunes. How
Bach harmonized these chorales is well known, and
need not be dwelt upon here." It is further stated
that when Bach died, his son extracted the Chorales
from his father's works, and published them in f
separate collection. The common impression that
Bach is the auihor of these tunes is shown, by whai
has just been said, to be manifestly wrong, and it has
only been fostered by the way in which the melodies
which Bach harmonized have been spoken of as

"Bach's Chorales." A few of the airs are however
ascribed to him with probable correctness.

The student who examines and compares the Cho-
rales scattered through Bach's works will be struck

by the prodigality of power shown by the great

Leipzig organist. The same Chorale is to be found
harmonized in four or five entirely distinct ways, and
set in as many different keys. The not inconsiderable

variations in the melody are also noticeable, the fact

being that of these ancient tunes, ns of our old English
songs, there is no one ver^on that can claim to be the

correct one. The arrangement of the parts is rather

trying to the singer. The extreme limits of compass
in the various voices are used in merciless fashion,

and there are wide, unvocal intervals. Characteristic

of the style is the frequent crossing of the parts—the

alto goes above the air and below the tenor in the

very first piece in the present Reporter. But it is

perhaps the frequent use of part pulse incidental tones

that marks the individuality of Bach's manner. These
have the character of melodv in whatever voice they

may occur. The style of the harmony dictates the

rate at which the Chorales should move. It is essen-

tial that the incidental tones should be clearly heard ;

to allow of this the speed should average M 60, and
hardly ever exceed M. 66.

A good deal of criticism has been directed against

Mr. Barnby in his recent revival of Bach's Pa,ssion

music, for "turning the chorales into part songs,"

instead of doing them in the true German style.

What that style is many of our readers know.
Imagine a large church, a thundering organ playing

the harmonies, and the congregation, who are all sit-

ting, slowly singing the air in unison, with hard and
mechanical voices. As a rule everyone sings, because

everyone knows the melody ; boys and girls cannot

be confirmed until they have learnt 30 or 40 Chorales.

At each of the pauses the organ, abating nothing of

its power, gives an interlude of three or four notes,

according to the measure of the Chorale, which over,

the thick stream of voices joins in again and another

line is be/un. Thus a whole psalm is done without

the organ having for a moment ceased, and the effect

is lifeless and wearisome in the extreme. An attempt

to naturalize this style in England would not only be

impos.sible, it would be unwise. In Germany all the

people join in the Chorales which are interspersed

through Bach's cantatas, just as we join in the re-

sponses of the Church of England service. In

England, however, they at present only listen to them
as part of a performance, though it must not be for-

gotten that we sometimes get as much good by
listening to sacred words uttered in music as by taking

part in the utterance ourselves. It is therefore much
better to let the music be heard at its best, and to

display the rich beauty of the harmony by well-

b.alanced parts and varied expression. For this mode
of treatment we have at least the authority of Mendels-

sohn. Lampadius, who sang in the chorus when the

great master revived the Passion Music in Leipzig,

says,—"The Chorales he made the subject of the

greatest care. They had to be sung with the utmost
delicacy of expression, most of them very piano."

The Belgian Artisans' Choir.

The deep toned voices of the Aberdare miners are

still ringing in our ears when another musical raid

is made upon London. This time the invading
force comes from Brussels. The singers belong to

a Belgian Friendly -Society called "La socie'te des

Artizans rdunis de la Belgique." It was founded
in 1848, and the members must be bona-fide artisans.

Music had no part in the original scheme, but the

subscription paid by the members is only 5d. a

month, and the happy idea of replenishing the

coffers by giving concerts was hit npon. We com-
mend the example to the notice of similar societies

in England. A choral society was formed under
the leadership of M. Linterraans, which now con-

sists of 115 members, all men. They first competed
in 18.53, and have since been very successful in

carrying ofl^ prizes. As yet they have not entered

the lists with the German Societies, but their friends

(as all friends should be) are quite confident they

wouM beat them if they tried.

The attisans, atti'ed in evening dress, made their

first appearance in public at the Albert Hall, on 15th

ult. They came on to the orchestra headed by the

richly-broidered banner which the King lately gave
them, and were loudly cheered. When they rose to

sing, tlicy gathered in a closely packed mass in half-

moon shape round their conductor, who stood on a

pile of boxes. Thus arranged, the conductor went
to each part and sounded its starting note, after-

wards ascending his rostrum. The whole proceed-

ing, which was leisurely done, was repeated before

each piece. Nor must we forget the water-drinking,

which seemed to be also a necessary preliminary

throughout the evening. It would have done the

hearts of our teetotal friends good to see it. Re-
membering tliat the choir is made up of working
men, we must not judge its singing by too severe

a standard. It is hardly a reproach to them to say

that in point of refined and polished tone and style

they were inferior to the Bristol Choral Union,

which was heard a few days since at the Crystal

Palace. The well cultivated and pleasant quality

of the high register of the first tenors was noticeable.

It is needless to remind our readers that the "bass-

alto" voice is unknown on the continent. The
vigor of the "attack" was also a novel experience

to English ears. A great deal of pains must be

taken with this. When a part enters you feel as if

the singers bad hit their note with a hammer. Of
course this does not apply to the pianissimo passages,

which were done with extreme care. The syncopa-

tions, in which their music abounds, were also done

by the workmen with an ease and force that we have

never heard equalled in England, Several of the

choruses sung by the artisans contained solos with

humming accompaniment. Opinion seems to be

divided as to the proper mode of humming in chorus,

but we may notice that the Belgians held their

mouths slightly open, and the lips, slightly protrud-

ing, were allowed to vibrate, "The nose, we need

hardlv say, was not emploved. The success of the

evening was Ambroise Thomas's "Le Tyrol," a

piece which the Paris Prize Choir brought home
with them iu 1867, and have since frequently per-

formed in a mixed voice form. All the words of

this piece were printed in the programme, but

strange to say the opening part was missed ont, the

music being taken up at the words "When God his

hand revealine'," of our English version. The
genius of the music arrested all ears, and produced

a furore, so that the choir were induced to repeat

the closing movement. The jodel calls, given by

the first tenors in their thin register, produced an

efl'ect which is missed in the ladies' voices, especially

as they sang "la-oo oo" instead of "laa-a," as the

words stand. On the whole, however, we came to

the conclusion that the piece sufl'ers but little in its

mixed voice form. The Belgian choir gave several

other concerts during their stay in London.

The following notice of the choir we take from the

Athencenm. The unfeigned surprise of the writer at

the capabilities of the counter-tenor voice is inter-

esting :

—

"They are not speculative artists, but bona fide

artisans of all trades, singing for love of Art after

their hours of toil ; the majority are printers and
compositors ; their president is a working brush

maker. The first taste of their quality was in the

Royal Albert Hall, a laige arena for a small body

of voices after we have been habituated to hear

therein ot;chestras of 1,000 performers; but they

passed through the trying ordeal triumphantly. M.
Guillaume de Mol was associated with M. Linter-

raans in the direction of the music. The divisions

of the voices were nearly equal, that is, there were

forty-nine first and second tenors, and fifty-eight first

and second basses. The first thing that struck the

auditory was that the 107 singers, who were all

dressed alike in black, with white gloves and cravats,

who had been sitting in a long row, by a wave of

the conductor's baton, were all suddenly massed in

close order, forming a triangular-shaped phalanx.

Bv this disposition of the executive, the sound was

certainly concentrated. The next surprise was in

the timbre of the voices. Nominally there are no

altos ; hut the quality at times in the high notes was

that of finely-voiced boys—of a Cathedral Choir,

—

not the peculiar and too often disagreeable tone

emitted by our own altos. It is the compass of the

first tenors which is so extraordinary, — as they

attack the C in alt. fearlessly, and with perfect in-

tonation ; at the opposite extreme, in the lowest

depths deeper still, the D flat was distinctly heard

from the basses. Now as to their method,—for

therein is their unquestionable speciality. As in

singing, so in writing,

—

Le sii/le c'est I'homme. Their

attributes in execution are precision in the attack,

strict observance of light and shade, and uniformity

of effect ; the collective body, now delivering one part,

then intermingling another one, seems to be as one

executant,—such has been the force of training and

the continuous practice To state that they observed

their pianos tmi fortes will convey bnt a feeble notion

of their powers ; it is in the coloring, in the fine

distinction preserved in the gradations of tone, that

these workmen produce their extroardinary and

exciting effects."

—

Ibid.

Mdnich. The performances of Der fiiegende

Hollander and Tristan und Isolde will probably be

repeated under Herr von Billow's direction, in the

second week of August.
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PniLHARMONic Concerts. The sixtieth season

of the old Society, which closed on the 8th ult.,

introduced the following English compositions :

Bennett's Sytnphony in G minor and **Aiax'* Pre-

lude ; Cusins's Piano Concerto in A minor ; and

Potter's Symphony in D. Of the last two concerts

the Musical Times reports as follows :

The programme of the seventh concert, on the

24:h June, contained an interesting novelty, if such
a term can be applied to Bach's Concerto for

strings, which was performed for the first time in

this country. Although of course somewhat anti

quated in form, this w rk was listened to with the

utmost pleasure by the audience, and would have
been still more welcome as a specimen of the music
of the period had not a slow movement of the same
composer's orchestral Suite in ]) !i i.-n interpolated

between the two movements of the Concerto, in

order that the final Allegro might come upon the ear
with better effect. No greater contrast with Bich's
quiet and masterly composition could have been
selected than ISeeihoven's Symphony in A (No. 7),
which commenced the second part, and wbs played
with the ulmo-t vigor and finish. The overtures to

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" and "Der Berg-
geist" fSpohr), were the other orchestral pieces, and
Mme. Norman Ne'ruda's excellent performance of
Spohr's Dramatic Concerto for the violin was one
of the features of the evening. The vocalists were
Mile. Titiens and Mme. Trebelli-Bettini. - The
eighth and last concert of the season was given on
the 8th nit , the performance commencing with
Brahms's Serenade in D, for orchestra, a work so
unequal in merit as to make us doubt the perm.a-
nent position of the music of "Young Germany,"
even where such undoubted marks of genius are
shown, unless the representatives of the school can
be prevailed upon to believe that the worth of a
piece is not to be estimated by its length. A
"Serenade" in eight movements is too much for an
English audience, however it may be endured in

Germany, and in spite, therefore, of the undoubted
merit of many of the movements—especially the
ilinuetlos and Scherzos—the la-t note of the work
was ananimously hailel as a relief. The orchestral
Prelude to the music of Sophocles's "Ajax," by Sir
Sterndale Bennett (which was performed for the first

time), must not be jndsed as an "overture," the
short introduction in B flat major, leading to the
Allegro in the tonic minor, being evidently intended
to susgest the character of the important illustrative
music which is to follow. The subjects of the
Prelude are extremely attractive, and there is so
much variety of color in ihe instrumentation as to
invest this brief Prelude with the utmost interest.

Mr. Charles Halle's performance of Mendelssohn's
Concerto in D minor was by no means beyond
reproach. In m.any parts the passages were drassed,
and in the last movement the tempo was positively
altered. The applause, however, was loud and en-
thusiastic, and a recall at the conclusion of the
Concerto showed that our opinion was not shared by
the general audience. Mme. Parepa's fine singing
of Beethoven's "Ah perfido" was fully appreciated,
as was also Mr. Santley's artistic di-livery of Ros-
sini's "Alle voci della slon'a." Beethoven's Sym-
phony in C minor was included in the proeramme,
and after Weber's ".Jubilee" overture, which ' con-
cluded the concert, Mr. Cusins. the conductor, was
called forward to receive the well earned applause of
the audience.

ROTAI, ActDEMT. On Monday afternoon Mis.
Glad-lone di-iiribuled the pri/.es to the pupils of the
Royal Academy of Music. Profcs'or Sir Sterndale
Bennett, with several of the Philharmonic directors,
was present, and Mr. Ilullah conducted the concert.
We have no space to print the entire list, which is a
very long one. The silver medals were gaint-d by
Miss Florence Green and Miss Channcll (nianofnrtcj;
Mi'» G. Mayfield (singing); Miss Rhoda R Rarkley,
Mr. .7. Rid^way (composi'ion and pianoforte); Mr,
W. Fitlon (pianoforte and organ); .Mr. Eaton Faniog
(ccneral proL'ress); and .Mr. Henry Guy- (singinf).
The bronze medallisM were Misses Holmes, Martin.
Troup. Firth Moultrie (orL'an) Mr. Howclls, and
Master H. Walker. Miss BaL'lehoI.e carried olF the
".Stemdale.Bennett" prize of ten guineas ; and Mr.
E. -Jones, the prize violin bow. Books and letters of
commendation were awarded to many other pupils.

The concert la,st£d nearly five hours ; it onghi to
be divided into two. as at the Jyondon Academy. Mr.
Wingham prodoced a new and brilliant "Festal over-

ture" (in commemoration of the Academy's jubilee),

which was sisnally successful. His symphony,
performed at the Crystal Palace last March, has been
biffbly extolled. Mr. Faning's symphony (first

movement) lacks originality of stvle and continuity

of thought ; we do not wi.sh to discourage, but we
would advise him to studv severely. Mr. Henry
Guy's Anthem (Psalm C) is characterized by
breadth, boldness, and purpose ; the construction is

excellent, and the execution by the pupils was most
satisfactory. The sacred "part-song" of Mr. Roberts,

a medley of the German and English styles, would
be improved by greater conciseness ; the parts, how-
ever, are well written, and the writinsr may be
conscientiously commanded. The pianoforte pupils

who performed on Mondav were Misses Holmes,
Channell, Florence Green, Conolly, Baglehole, and
Chapman, Mr. Fitton and Master Walker. Miss
Channell chose the first movement of Schumann's
concerto (A minor), and Miss Baglehole M'ridels

sohn's Serenade and Allegro Giojoso, in D, both

distinguishing themselves by brilliant execution and
intellligent conception of the subject, and attention

to nuances.

These ladies had already honors at the Academy.
Miss F. Green has an clastic touch. Miss Whomes
excels less in cantahile than in bravura passages,

whilst her stvle is rather wanting in expression, and,

more "taught'' than free and spontaneous, leaves

room for improvement. Mr. Fitton's firm oi'san

touch disqualifif.s him from doing justice to the deli-

cate music of Chopin, fie played on the pianoforte,

and in awkward succession, a fugue of Handel and
a study of Chopin. His organ piece was Mendels-
sohn's first concerto in F minor, Mr. Howard gave
a creditable readins of Beethoven's violin concerto

(first movemeut only); his tone in the upper register

was remirkahly fine and his delivery expressive.

The most successful vocal achievement was the

scena. "Ah perfido," of Beethoven, admirably ren-

dered by Miss Jessie Jones, and with more eloquence

and genuine pathos than we could have expected
from an inexperienced and bashful girl. Miss Goode
s.ang the air ".Jerusalem," from St. Paul, and Mr.
Pope, a sonorous hasso, delivered the air of Sarastro

(with chorus) "Possenti Numi." with great effect,

takina: the low E flat at the close. The tenor singer,

Mr. Howells (Potter Exhibitioner), has excellent

taste, but not a pleasino; quality of voice. And now,
with all resnect. we really must come to a perfect

cadence. We have had quite a surfeit. TheTieport
read by Sir S. Bennett, in every respect satisfactory,

testifies to the progress of the pupils and the increase

of their numbers.

—

3Jus. Standard, July 27.

The Worcester Mcstcvl Festival is fixed to

take place on the lOth, llth, 12th, and 13th Septem-
ber, under the patronage, as usual, of Her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen, in the Cathedral. The
principal vocal performers are Mdlle. Titiens, Mdme.
Jjcmmens Sherrington. Mdme. P.atey, Miss Alice

Fairman, Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr. Rigby, Mr. Santlev,

Mr. E. Lloyd, and Mr. I^ewis Thomas. Dr. Wesley
will take the organ, Mr. Townshend Smith the piano,

and Mr. Done will ofl^ciate as conductor. The band
and chorus will number nearly .SiO performers. On
Tue-'dav will bs performed Mendelssohn's "Elijah,"
on Wednesday morning selections from "Samson,"
Hiimmel's "Mcsse Solennelle," and Havdn's "Crea-
tion ; " on Thursday mornins Sebastian Bach's
"Pft.ss/'on," and Mendelssohn's "Ui/mn of Praise;"
on Friday the "Messiah." On Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings there will be grand miscella-

neous concerts in the College Hall ; prominence
being given on the first evening to Mozart, on the

second to Handel, and on Thursday to Beethoven.

The seventeenth Norwich Musical Festival
commences on Monday, 16th September, at St.

Andrew's Hall. The principal vocalists are Mdlle.
Titiens and Mdlle. Alhani, Madame Cora de
Wilborst. Madime Pafev, and Madame Trebelli-

Bettini ; Messrs. Sims Reeves. W. H. Ciimmings,
Kerr Gedge, .J. G. Patev, and Santley. Condiftor,
Sir .Julius Benedict. The sacred persorman""s will

include Mendelssohn's "Elijah," A S. Sullivan's

"Ec^tinal Te l)pum," Havdn's "Creation " Sir .Julius

Benedict's "Si. Peter," and Handel's "Messiah."

Vienna. The Society of the Friends of Music
have appointed llcrr Brahms to direct their concerts

next season, and have already fixed on their pro-

gramme. Among the more important works figure

Handf-I's Sawson, Mendelssohn's Walpurqisnnrhl,

]wo Canlataa by ,J. ,S. Bach, and Cheriibini's

Ilerjiiiem. As our readers may be aware, a com-
mittee has been formed for the purpose of erecting

a monumr-nt to Beethoven. The members aro

devotinff their best energies to their self-imposed

task. They have already succeeded m obtaining a

site from the Board charged with the extension of

the city. This site is the ground laid out as a gar-

den in front of the A'-adimic Gymnasium. It is

particularly well adapted for the purpose, because
the monument to be erected on it will form as it ware,

a link bet\yeen the principal buildings of the capital

and the recently inaugurated Schubjrt Memorial.

The project, by the realization of which Vienna will

pay off a debt of honor it owjs the mister, is now
fairly launched. At present the committee are

limited for funds, but thoy will no doubt soon be in

a position to advertise fjr designs, and Germany
will assuredly come forward liberally with su'oscrip-

tions, so as to enable the committee to carry out,

in a manner becoming the great ttiaster, the design

eventually selected.

Constantinople. A greit many papers have
lately published a paragraph to the effect that a

Turk, Hassim Pacha, has composed an op3ra,

Mahomet and his Creditors, to a Turkish libretto,

for the Turkish Theatre. It now appears that the

pacha is an Italian composer of the nami of Dilla

Viola, who, some years ago, entered the Turkish
army, where he rose to his present dignity without,

however, renouncing music as be renounced his

name.

fbigjit's Idurnal of Slasu.

T^OSTON. AUaUST Q4, 1873.

The Coming Musical Season,

The prospect is beginning to unfold itself as richly

and as temptingly as ever. At all events there will

be no lack of quantity. Singers and instrumental

virtuosi from abroad look this way for renewal of

their golden fortunes, and if we might trust newspa-

per paragraphs, nearly all the famous artists in Eu-

rope would seem to be booked already for Amsriea.

Doubtless ranch of this is merely speculation, turning

of a thing over in the mind and talking about 't,

throwing out feelers through the advertising corres-

pondents, and so forth ; there is a difference between

merely thinking of a thing and doing it. Doubtless

every musical soldier of fortune in Europe has

thought and perhaps talked, during the summer, of

coming over to take a turn here in the land of "Jubi-

lee,'* meanly as he may think of the gross musical

atmosphere in which such monsters fatten. (Thank

Heaven 1 with the last and biggest the brood does

seem to have become extinct). Many distinguished

artists, however, really are coming. Many new an3

interesting combinations are forming, while in spite

of all the novelties and the distractions, all the ex-

citements artificially worked up by sensation mongers,

all the sense of dissipation after "big things," the

steadily growing he.ilthy taste for good sound musi-

cal enjoyment will still have its regubir supplies of

Symphony and Oratorio and classical chamber music.

Indeed a healthy reaction in favor of quiet, reasona-

ble concerts, in which quality is of more account 'than

quantity, will be sure to show itself after this last,

even more than it did after the former Jubilee.—The

winter's programme cannot be given yet with much

completeness ; but of such features as appear to be

determined we may name the most important.

In Opera we lose some stars and gain others.

Nilsson is now Madame Rouzaud and not for us at

present. Parepa-Rosa, too, will not return this year;

after a triumphant reappearance in London, she is

last reported to have declined handsome offers at St.

Petersburg and Moscow, in favor of the Viceroy's

new and sumptuous opera house at Cairo. "N^w
fields and pastures green." On the other hand we

are to buvc Pauline Lucca, the bewitching. The

indomitable Maretzek has si'cured her, and for two

other pritna donna sopranos. Miss Ivjilo.'g, who has

been turning the heads of the Londoti Opera goirs

in a marvellous way this sutnmer, and who, accord-

ing to London musical papers, is coming to "create"

Gounud's .l/ire///c at the New York Acadimy, and

Mile. Rosine Loville (or Laveillu) from the Grand

Opera, Paris. For contraltos are named Senora
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Sanz, Mile. Emma Fcrretti and Mina Coonev; for

first tenors Sig. Vizzani, and Si^. Abriignedo, tenor

robusro, from Naples and Milan, where he was called

"the AVachtel of Italy ;" second tenor, Sig. Manresa.

Baritones, Moriani, Rpcrrapani, and the veteran

Ronconi for buffo. Bussos, Jamet, late of the Nilsson

troupe and Coulon. As conductors, Maretzek, Carl

Eergmann and Karlbcrg will, it is said, officiate-

The season becins in New York on the 30th of Sep-

tember wiih L'A/ticahip, and lasts till the 12ih of

December. On the 16tb, they will open in Philadel-

phia. Our turn at the Boston Theatre will begin

Jan. 6. The repertoire is not divulged, but we fear

may he too easily guessed,—The excellent Parepa-

Eosa English Opera will be missed ; nor do we hear

of anything important in the way of German Opera.

Opera Bouffe, of course, will have its haunts.

The earliest important attraction {yet made public)

at the Boston Music Hall, will be a series of con-

certs by the famous Eussian composer and pianist,

Anton Kubinstein, who will make his debut in New
York on the 23d of September, and after a few

concerts there will come to Boston. Manager Grau

brings him out, together with the celebrated violin-

ist Wieniawski, and the singers Mile. Ltebhart,

soprano, and Mile. Orgenyi, contralto.

Mnie. EudersdorfTs concert troupe is nearly or-

ganized, and doubtless will be early in the field,

attracting much attention both in Boston and the

other musical places. Among others she will intro-

duce to us the young lady violinist, Fiaulein

Therese Liebe, who has made a fine mark in Eng-

land, whither Rossini sent her with a warm letter

of commerdfllion to Sir Julius Benedict (we have

seen the letter), and Miss Alice Fairman, a young

English singer, one of the genuine contraltos, en-

gaged to sing at the Worcester Festival in Septem-

ber. Mme. R. has also secured the services of

Mr. Rudolphsen, our exceHent baritone, and as

pianist both in solo and accompaniment, Mr. G. W^
Sumner, the distinguished pupil of Mr. B. J. Lang.

MmeT'^tTdTHp^hsen will also be prepared to sing her-

self, and furnish other soloists, in Oratorio perform-

ances.

What ii-e shall have in the way of Oratorio is

not yet declared. Surely we may look to the Han-

del and Haydn Society for a complete performance

of the "Israel" in Egypt" in the right place, the

Music Hall, after such earnest study as they made

of it for the wrong place, the Coliseum. And we

would fain trust that the old Society has still upon

its heart and conscience the Bach Passion Music, not

feeling much rewarded by its recent Jubilee experi-

ences, for which the Passion Music, in the full tide

of eager and most interesting rehearsal, was put
aside so summarily last Spring. But there is spirit

enough tn the Society, we know, to give us some
grand Oratorios, grai.dly rendered, and with far

more inspiring effect than any Gilmore chorus of
twenty or a bnndicd thousand voices could by any
possibdity produce.

The Symphony Concerts of the H;irvard Musical
Association will be ten in number, as usual, on
Thursday afternoons, from three to five o'clock, and
on the following dntes : November 7 and 21 ; Dpc-
ember 5 and 26 ; Jannarv 9 ; Fcbniarv 6 and 27;
March LS and 27; April 10. Carl Zerrahn will

still coi duct and Julius Eichberg will he at the bead
of the violins. The orchestra and programmes will

be composed with great care and kept fully up to

the standard of past years : indeed there is every
reason to hope that the eighth reason of these con-
certs will more than confirn* the favor with which
they have always been rf^garded. The series of
programmes is not jet r^ady for announcement.
Besides a few of the solo artists, among whom we
may name Mme. RndersdoifT, Frl. Therese Liche,
the young violinist, Mi^s Alice Fairman, contralto
singer, and the ever welcome pianist, Miss Anna
Mehlig, we can only speak of the list of Sym-
phonies as yet detcrnilned, namely : of Beethoven,
No. I, in C (first time in these concerts). No. 7 and
No. 8 ; of Haydn, No. I, in E flat and the "Sur-
prise" (both for the first time) ; of Mozart, the
beautiful one in C (not the "Jupiter") given last

year, and the still lovelier one in E flat ; the great

one in C hy Schubert ; Schumann in T) minor
(No. 4) ; the "Ocean" Symphony by Rubinstein

(first time), and one more, which will be either a

new one by Oade, or the "Italian" bv Mendelssohn,

or the "Cologne," in E flat, by Schumann. Of
course there will he the usual amount of the best

Overtures, Suites. Concertos for the piano and other

instruments, &c., &c.,

Theodore Thomas, with bis admirable orchestra,

will soon set out again upon his "missionary" circuit

through the States, after a whole snmmpr of deliirbt-

ful garden concerts, in which New York rejoices

nightly, and for the like of which Boston, parched

up bv Jubilee, longeih in vain. To Thomas we look

especially for specimens of the neio orchestral music,

doing ihe work of general taste)- for ns with a range

wdiich we can scarce afford ourselves. For the first time

he will introduce the vocal element into his concerts,

having secured for the whole season our highlv cul-

ivarpd and most tasteful tenor singer, Mr. George
L. Osgood. Certainly it will add a new charm to the

choice feasts nf instrumental music, to hear also the

noble arias of Handel, Mozart, Gluck. &.c , with such

fine orchestral accompaniment, as well as a large

store of the best songs by Schubert. Schumann,
Mendelssohn and Robert Franz, from one who ranks

among their best interpreters. The first set of Thomas
concerts in the Boston Music Hal! will begin Nov.
30, and continue every evening for a week, with* one

or two matinees besides.

In the form of matine'es and soire'es of classical

chamber music in small, cosey halls, there is promise

of abundance. The Mendelssohn Quintette Club
are to remain at home, concentrating their efforts,

with those of other prominent m.nsicians and teach-

ers, upon their new edrcitional establishment, or

"College'* of Music, wh'ch will Ye f aind described

below. But not the least part of t' e education flow-

ing from that spring, we trust, will come in the shape

of frequent hearings given by them of the sterling

Quartets, Quintets, Trios. &c.. of Havdn, Mozart.

Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann, and
the rest,— the quintessence of pure instrumental

music,—that kind of musical enjoyment of which
thev were onr chief providers fnr so many years, and
which we have greatly missed for several winters

past, while they have been travelling in the Wc^t.

The composition of the Club is changed somewhat
;

Mr. Wulf Fries .has withdrawn, and h's genial pres-

ence, his refined and soulful art, will be a serious lo-ss.

His place, however, will be well supplied hy Mr.
Hennig, from Philadelphia, who has had the repu'a-

tinn of beintr the best violoncellist in the counlrv.

Meanwhile Mr. Fries is not lost to Boston ; he will

remain here, only preferriufr a more quiet, individual

sphere, and doubtless he will often cooperate in choice

Trios, &c., with artists like Mr. Drfscl fwho has

happily returned to us), Mr. Leonhard. Mr. Eichberg,

Mr. Kreissmann, Lang, Parker, I'erabo, and others,

whose presence among us is guaranty enough for

quantity and qualitv of all sorts of choice artistic

musical reunions.—More, and more particular, here-

after.

Of Oriran Music, the great Walcker Organ of the

Mu^ic Hall will probably furnish regular and more
copious supplies than ever. Indited that well-spring,

in a quiet, shadv wav, i« open even now. throughout
the summer. Mr. Dudley Buck, who has been ap-

pointed to ihe important office of Organist to the

Music Hall Association, plays every Wednesday and
Saturday noon, and for an hour on Sunday evening,

before small audiences of strangers visiting our citv,

with a sprinkling of our own mu^ic lovmg stay at-

home pnpnlntion. He always performs at lea^t one
good Prelude and Fugue by Bach, with a large vari-

ety of arranged pieces, variations, and improvisations
well calculated to unfold the manifold re**nu'-ces of

the instrument tn curious listeners. Mr. Buck is ad-

mirahlv qualified for the task ; and it is quite time that

so nob'e and so delicate an instrument should be
under the charge of some one responsible person, so

that it may receive fair and consistent treatment. We
do not understand that Mr. Buck's appointment
means a monopoly on his part of the Great Organ
opportunities ; it will not exclude other worthy mas-
ters of the organ and interpreters of organ mu'^ic

;

nor shall we be denied the privilege of hearing Mr.
Paine, or Mr. Lang, or Mr. Thayer, or any who
are competent. Ail the more likely shall we be to

hear them, now that there is one re^iiorisible head,
an organized appreciative administration.

For want of su<h care, on the part of oni3 respon-
sible person, the great instrument had become quite

out of order, "demoralized" in fact Mr. Ruck is

thoroughly at home in all things relatinnf to the me-
cbanic^il structure of the organ, and probably no
filter r<^i"^on could be found to undertake the delicate

and difficult trust of keeping such a work in proper
working order. The Hall itself is just now under-
going internal renovation, repainting of the walls,

&.C. When this is fini-^hed, the o-gan will he taken
in hand and restored to its norma! condinon, ^l. nii-

while, of course, the organ "noonings" and eveninrrs

are triven at disailvantaae. the organist being greatly
limited in his command of means.—We trust, al'-o.

that Mr. Thayer intends to resume bis autumn and
sprino" courses of organ concerts on that other beau-
tiful Walcker Organ in the First Church. His pro-

grammes were always very choice,—indeed almost
entirely classical and full of Bach,—and open to all

lovers without money and without price.

Thp, N'.ATroTfAl, Coi.LFGR OF MusiC, pnon TO bps'n it.'! lahnr,"!

Jit, the Tremnnt Tt^niple, is likRly to Jittnict pMrtiPfif. sfudonfq
from nil pirts of thR conntrv ; for thf rpput'iHon nf Ub
fniindprp, the Mpnilelp=ohn Qiiinfi'tt« C'nh, is frvilv "nHtinn-
al," ani has always reflectpi crpdit on Bosfon. fhp home of
its birth, and our whole country, as an undoubtf^d artiistic

orffanizaMon which hm* steadilv cone on in a tr e p'lth for

twpnty-thrpp yeaM. ThU lit'Ie band of ar ist'' are still

active and vieoroiis; mpl'owpd aa thpv are by an expprience
which now admirably fit^j them for jiist snoh an institution
ns the one thev atp Ptartin[r. Thwy re safe ^uidps for those
de-'irinfir ft. musical pducufion, and pi'tidpnta who will follow
*here they Ipad. will enmp out creditably. A^ an ernest
of pood iritertions. the Oiub will have as a.ooi'^rant t^-achprs

in the various branches, men of hish rpputation. The piano
dppartment will be under Mr. B. J, Lans:. who will carry
ont his admirable .cystem of study, the f'-uit.s of which are
pppn in the persons of Fuch artists as Messrs. Sumner,
Tucker. Apthorp, Dixie and others; all yonncr men, thnroutrh-
Iv trained in is ."chonl.and who with Mr. Laos will wok
pffecHvpIy toEPthpr. The vocal depiirfraeit will be in chartje

of Mr. Vincpnzo Ciril'o, an arM^t-tertcher of wide repntttion,
who conips here from the Roval Co le-je of Music in Napl-^

,
en lors^-d by some of the leading mus>iins in Eurnne. as ii

t acher of the he.'it Italian school, Mr. Ilownrd Ticknor, a
•gentleman well known in Bo-ton as a connoi^jseur in the
art,fl ys nf Mr. C'rilln: "IIh iR_ upon the wh'^Ie, the be^t
vocal tPMcher T have ever met. and be is the man nf men
whom T would like to he^^t-ow on Bn^-ton . T b;tvp s^id 'o mr-
s If a hundrpd times, that if T bad the power I would ser d
him thiTp, to sire and to develop thp fine Toung voic^a whi h
are Ifff to sn to w^ste. Of tn he ruined bv the vocsl sch- ol

of indify-rent musicians. Tf he con'd work in Roston for one
year, T"!! Stake all my critii^iil reputafion that even the un-
5>kilful in aiich mattpr^" will recognize h's rare merits. You
kno how a^siduou-lv T dpvoted niv^-If dnrins mv ojjht yca'-s

of journalism tosupportini the dpve'oDment. of son 1 tuste
and Efooi school of mn<ic, and von may he sure that T have
dwplt upin the proposition con amore. and in the desire to
procure for onr artistic Bocfnn, what in inv dav it has nev^r
had,areMl pdncafion at ^r.^i hand \n toc'.i1 traininu T have
no indention of undprvaliiine what is donp bv eood pupils
of ETood mafiter.s, but T bavp atwav.s longred to see the trnnd
master hjmsplf among us." With such a tborouehlv pqnip-
ped cnMeee nf mu-^ic in Boston, which city also offra ahim-
dantrpsnurf'es fnr all ereneral culture.no o e need now feel

the npcp«oitv of going abroad to get a good musical educa-
tion.

—

Boston Post.

Musical EDncATio?r of tre Blind. It may be remembere l

that about three years a^o the FTarvard Musical Association

cave an extra Svmphony Concert "in aid of the Musical

Education of the Blind,"—the prac'ical intention being; to

eke ont the mean.s for enabling Mr. Campbell, then the

' fRcient teacher at the Institution in South Bo'tr)n, himseli

blind, and standintr at the hpad of such instruction in this

cnuntrv, tn vi-^it Europe. Thit the effort has borne frnit,
if not iri-thjs loc^Iifv, in Entriand. will bp seen hy the follow-
ing parngraph from the Traveller of Wednesday :

Mr- F. .T. Cfimphpll, late instructor of music in thp Pprkino
Tn-'titn'ion for the Blind, havini; wirnpsopd the infprinritv nf
the instruction which the blind chi'dren receive in Grent
nritaiD, set himself enerffetirsHv tn work tn rempdv in some
meisure the condition of the educatinr: of the Blind in th-t
cnuntrv. Although many inetitution^ for the pdnca'ion nf
t'e blind hnve hppn e<tabli.=hed tbronirhoiit Great Britain,
and alt.hnusrh instruction in music has been m;ide a b-pe-

ciaitv. it is estimated that hut onp npr cent of thpir cradimt-g
have been able tn support thpniselvrs bv the practice nf the
prnfefssinn of mu-^ic In Francp and America, however,
many blind mea have been enabled to fuppnrt tbemBelveg
pasil by mii.<ic, and have of(-pn risen to a bi<rh .o'andin? in
their profession. After calling the aftent'on of the Briti>h
public to the inferiority of the .svefem nf instru<'tion of the
blind trenerftllv, nnd parlicnlaelv in mu«ic pnr^upd in Rnj-
laod to that of France and .Amprica he rpceived thp hfartipst
support and moot cordial svmpathv frorn manv infi"pntial
ppr.'ons who are int*rpsted in tfa^ education cf the blind, and
was enabled to estah ieh ''Th" Normal College and Ac^dprny
of Music for the Blind," which has met with the hishe-'t

commendation and the most cratifvinff succe=s. He wrifps to
us under the datp of the 31 nf August, informing bs that, lija

corp* of aspjcfnnta wer^ n'\ Americans, and that he had been
assured that the intmducti'^n nf the American svetem nf
educatinn mn=t rpvolufior;ize the education of the blind
throughout the kingdom.

The Death of Dr. Lowell Mason.
Dr. Lowell Mason, Sr., well known to the Ameri-

can musical publin a<i a composer, died at hi.^i residence

in Orange. New Jersey, on Siindny the 1 1 tb in«t., at

the a£:e of eiirhtv one years. He was horn in the
vilIao;e of Medfl' Id, Ma^^g^chn'^ettfl. Jantinry 8. 1792.
From his earliest chihlhood he exhibited the trreare^t

tnste for mn-^ip, ns well as extrnordinary talent in tb.it

direction, beromiuL'" a tearher when a mere vonth.

He removed to Savannnh, Geor<ri:i, in 1812 wh^^re

he continued to reside for fifteen rears. He fir-^t

attracted public notice in 1821, bv the pnblif.atian of
bis celebrated work. "Boston Handel and Haydn
Collection of Cbnrcb Mii^;ir." which met with 2rcat

success. His Boston friends, as a consequence, were
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desirous that he should return to his native State.

He continued to reside in Savannah, however, until

1 827, when he took up his residence in Boston, where

he devoted himself to his favorite profession, and was
instrumentar in introducing vocal music into the

schools of Boston and throughout New England. It

was mainly through his efforts that ihe Boston Acad-
emy of Music was established. In 1828 his attention

was called to the Pestalozzian method of teaching,

which, after a thorough test, he adopted. In 13.37 he

went to Europe and travelled extensively, familiariz-

ing himself with all the improvements in musical

teachings and other matters pertaining to its study.

The University of New York conferred the degree

of Doctor of Music on Dr. Mason in IS.iS, being the

first musical desiree ever conferred by an American
college. Dr. Mason was the author and compiler of

a greater number of musical works than any other

Amerir-an author, and some cf the most popular of

our modern hymns are from his pen. He devoted
especial attention (jf late years to the suhject of con-

gregational singing in churches. He had been a

resident of Orange for a number of years.

—

N.Y. Sun,

Lowell Mason.

TVe announced, yesterday, the death of a man who
has, during a long life, exeri'ised an extraordinary
influence upon the educational interests of New Eng-
land, and of the country at large. For forty-five

years. Mr. Mason has been the head and front of
popular music education in this country, and he has
lived long enough to see the complete triumph of his

life long labors, culminating in the Jubilee chorus,
which would have been an impossibilitv anywhere
out of New England, and was only possible there be-

cause Lowell Mason has filled that section of the

country with church choirs and' singing schools, and
supplied them with a musical literature adapted to

their special capacity and wants. One generation
after ano;her of the sons and daughters of New Eng-
land have learned to read and sing the music that he
has composed and printed, and his name has come
down from father to son, from mother to daughter,
as the chief apostle of a popular system of a branch
of education, always neglected at first in new coun-
tries, but which is inseparable, in this day, from any
general popular culture.

More than thirty years have passed away since the
method of Festalozzi, adoptejl and tauaht by Lowell
Mason in Boston, and circulated throughout the
country by means of his most wide spread collections

of sacred muiic, "The Boston Academy Collection,"
and the "Carmina Sacra," has been taught in tha
thousands of country choirs and singing schools of
America. And it may safely be asserted that Lowell
Ma-on has been directly instrumental in teaching the
rudiments of vocal music to a greater number of the

people of America than have been taught in the same
period through all other agencies combined.

His personal contributions to sacred music, princi-
pally in the form of h\mn tunes, wereverv numerous,
and have, in nearly every instance, enjoyed an endur-
ing popularity. There is scarcely a collection of
church music now m use either in this country or
England, in which the compositions of Lowell Mason
are not to be found, remarkable not only for their
quiet simplicity and natural melodv, hut retaining a
hold upon the religious world which is rarely achieved
by the productions ot any other modern composer.

Lowell Mason based his educational work upon
the axiom that everybody, young or old. possessed of
[he ordinary facu'ty of speech, can be tauglit to sing.
And he frei|uenily pressed this proposition in public
lectures with an enthusiastic dogmatism that carried
such general conviction with it. that when he would
call upon a miscilianeous audience to confirm his

theory by uniting in some fimiliar strain of sacred
ma.tic, such as the "Old Hundreth," every man,
woman ffnd child would be seen at least trying to

take a part.

As we have already said, all that New England
has accoroglisheil in choral mn-ic goes back for i's

origin lo the earlier labors of Lowell Mason. He
was the founder of a school, held little in esteem
among the profc«sor< and students of the Italian and
Gertnan meihod<. But it is a school that has filled

Ne* England with the singers that piled the Coliseum
with the most woi.deiful chorus the world has ever
seen ; and it has laid, in thousands and lens of thon-
gands, the foundations of a mu-ical knowledge that

has grown up to embrace an appreciation of all that

U gof.d and noble and elevating in the ronsic of the
Od World.

lyiwell .Mason has lived to see more fruit grown to

maturity than falls to the lot of mO"t workers in the
fieliKs of human education, and he dies, leaving an
enduring monnmeni behind him. He has langht the
people ihcir sacred "nngs, whoever el e may have
made their laws. — Pliila. Bulltlin, Aorj. \z.

In Memoriam.

THE LATE MR. W. H. TV. DARLET.

(From the Philadelphia Bulletin.)

In the death of W. H. W. Darley, which took

place on Wednesday, .July 31st., almost the last link

is severed between the old and new schools of music
in our city. They were a body of earnest, thought-

ful men, those few professors, Carr, Cross, Stand-

bridge, Darley, and Meignen (who alone survives)

and they, with their influence and the support of

friends and enthusiastic pupils, were forwa;d in all

the good works in behalf of music and musicians.

They founded societies, built up music halls, intro-

duced to our fathers all the best music existing, ora-

torios, symphonies, concertos, urged on the opera
;

composed, adjpted and arranged indefatigably ;
gave

instructions in the art and science of music, and de-

voted especial care to the organ and the service of

the church. W. H. W. Darley was with them, heart

and soul, from the first. Born September 9th, 1801,

in New Yoi-k, he came to Philadelphia when very
young, and studied music with old Benjamm Carr,

an English composer, who had made his borne here.

Togetlier they labored to introduce a better taste .in

music, and by their exertions was first produced in

this-country, at the old Chestnut Street Theatre, von
Weber's opera of Der Frcyschulz. It must have been
a crude performance, very little like the subsequent
representations of the same work. No orchestral

score could be obtained, and Carr and Darley arrang-

ed the whole work for the instruments from a piano
forte edition. The chorus was composed entirely of

ladies and gentlemen who could not he induced to

appear before the public, aud who, therefore, stood in

the wings to sing, while ordinary supernumeraries
silently occupied the stage.

In the foundation of the Musical Fund Society
Mr. Darley was an honest worker, and for vc ry many
years took a protninent part in its direction. His
father-in-law, the veteran artist Mr Thomas Sully, is

still one of the Vice Presidents of the institution.

In later years Mr. Darley was an originator of
the Harmonic Sacred Music Society, and remained
its President during its brilliant career. Subsequently
he was an officer of the Mendelssohn Union. But
to the general public he was best known as an or-

ganist, and as the joint editor, with J. C. B. Stand-
bridge, of several church music books, especially the

Cantus Ecclesioe, a work that has been considered a

standard for nearly a quarter of a century. When
quite a youth Mr. Darley evinced noticeable talent

for musical extemporization ; be was gifted with a

graceful flow of melody, and although he composed
many instrumental overtures and took many prizes

for Glees and Four-Part Songs, his particular incli-

nation was for the music of the Church. The organ
especially attracted his attention, as it contained the

variety of tone and power suitable for the expression

of his melodic inspirations. When St. Stephen's

Church, Tenth street, was built, he was chosen or-

ganist, and remained there eighteen or nineteen years,

holding, during part of the same period, the position

of organist at Dr. Furness's Church. At St. Ste-

phen's he developed his peculiar gift of extemporiza-
tion, and was, at that time, considered the most orig-

inal and brilliant performer in the city. His local

reputation became very flattering, and when St.

Luke's Chuich was built, it was made a point to se-

cure his services, and the Messrs. Hook, of Boston,

built expressly for him what was then the largest or-

gan in Philadelphia. For thirty-two years Mr. Dar-

ley was organist of St. Luke's Church, commamling
to the last the respect and admiration of his many
friends among the clergy and congregation. The
number of musical works he composed during these

years is countless. Anthems, tunes, elaborate Te
Dcums and service music generally fell in profusion

from his pen. He rarely published ; occasionally a

Christmas or Easter anthem would be coaxed from
him by some friendly publisher, but he did not seem
to wish that his manuscripts should become common
property, preferring to confine their use to his own
choir and that of his son. They all hear a strong

melodic character, and are marked by a slight quaint-

ness, showing that their composer studied in the older

schools.

Since .January Mr. Darley has been a great suflTer-

er, only occasionally lieing able to drive to St. Luke's
and occupy his accustomi d place. The intense beat

of .July further prostrated a constitution already sha-

ken by an extremely painful disease, and after four

weeks of agonizing suflTering, he expired on Wedties-

day afternoon, in the 71st year of his age. A disposi-

tion remarkably amiable, equable and kind, endeared

hirn lo a large ci.'cle of friends, who will siiicerejy

sympathize with those he has left behind him, and
he will be a serious loss to the Chincli whore ho has

80 long and so honorably oflSciated.

Sgerial gotites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliMhed by Oliver Ditson Si. Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Dream, Baby, dream ! 4. E6 to f. Gahrid. 30

Thp stars are flowing;.

Hear'st thou the stream? 'Tis softly flowing.

A cradle song, but not a lullaby. The finely

finished music blends well with Barry CornwaU's
words.

Farewell ! In After Years of Bliss. 4. F to d.

Deems. 30
When other tongues shall whipper love,

And other fingers twine thee, boys.

A very good, rich melody, and cannot fail to be
effective io public singing.

White Daisy. 3. E6 to e. 37o%. 30

She needs no diadem
Because her golden hair
Is so surpassing fair.

No crown can match its luptre fine.

The words, by Thomas Hood, perfectly overflow

with sweetness, and the ballad, altogether, is one of

the sweetest of songs.

Pretty Wild-wood Flowers. Song and Chorus.

3. C to f. Shailuck. 30
Full of joy and grace,

Darlings of the grove.
Words by Geo. Cooper.

Come back to Erin. Arranged for Guitar. 3.

C to e. Claribel. 30

Come with the shamrocks and spring-time,
Mavoiirneen.

And its Killarney shall ring with our mirth.
Well known

,
graceful favorite. Arranged for

Guitar.

I'd be a Star, Song and Chorus. 3. Ab to

f. Murray. 30
I'd be a star to light thy way
When other lights grow pale.

Very meritorious. Will be sung more than once if

"tried over" by a quartette and solo.

Darling little dainty Nell. 3. C to e. Nonnan. 30

Tf I could to thy footsteps make
This world a flow'ry dell.

The invention of a good title in romposing a snng
is half the battle. The takine title is not more
pretty than the song, which is well written and
melodious.

Instruiiientala

Mazonrka Galante. Fragment de Salon. 4.

A6. Krng. 50

Changes to the keys of 3 and of 5 flats and re-

turns, and is a very graceful combination of "frag-

ments,'' each of which has its own melody.

Jolly Brothers Waltz. 3. Cummings. 30

A little set of waltzes in five divisions, each short,

crisp and bright, their quick succession keeping up
one's interest to the end. The melodies on which
these waltzes are founded are already well known and
are favorites.

Lovely Vienna Waltzes. 3. Strauss. 75

Musicians are now renewing their acquaintance

with Strauss, music being aided in its interpretation

by the examples of fine playing given under the

direction of the composer.

Biirgersinn Waltzes. 4. Strauss. 75

"liiirgersinn" means "The People's Mind," which
will be soon made up as to the superior merits of

this collection of waltzes, each one characteristic,

and the 10 pages of music furnishing a great variety.

New Annen Polka. As performed at the Bos-

ton Coliseum. 2. D. Strauss. 30

Perhaps a little difficult for the 2 mark, but rather

easy for 3, and is worthy of notice as one of the

composer's earnest pieces, and is also very pretty.

Circassian March. As performed in Boston

and New York under the direction of the

composer. 3. E minor. Strauss. 40

One of those pieces that represent the advance and
retre:itof a Military Band, bnt is not like any other

of the kind,—having (Treat variety, and a 'minor"
character- There is, of course, a long crescendo aud
equally long diminuendo.

Tritsch-Tratsch Polka. As peformed at Boston

and New York under the direction of the

composer. 4. A. Strauss. 40

Nobody ever beard such a name before; hut
TritJ-ch-Tratwli very perfi-ctly describes the move-
ment, which has a queer frieky twitching leap. Very

lively, of course.

ABrniBvrATiONS —Degrees of difflculty are marked from 1 to

7. The kf.i/ 18 marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, fee.

fttm-iU lUiman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an italij: letter the highest note, \f above theetaff.
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choice: musical PUBLICATIOIWrS.

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by ITlOSCHEIiES.
In One Volume. . . Price $2.00.

Neatly bound in Cloth nniformly with Diteon & Ckj's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's Let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," ''Life

of Gottechalk," "History of Music," &o.J

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

OLIVEH DITSOIiT & CO., Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
rOR

REED ORGANS
Is the mosf popular of all books used In learning to play on

these favorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, displays good tasto as well as talent in combining
good music with well graded and thorough instruction.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, fbr the above price.

OLIVER BITSOW & CO. , Boston

C H. DITSOW & CO., New York.

Music Books worth having!

liifa of Beethoven.... 5cAirt(f/cr and Meschehs. $2.00
Beethoven's Letters ^oU. 2.00

Life of Mendelsiohn ^,..Lampadhts. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters . Z.irfi/ ira^/ace.2 vois.ea. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches (of theOreatMasters) 1.75

Iiife of Handel Schotlcker. 2 00
" Kossinl Edwards. 1.75

" Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottsehalk Hensd. 1.50

Mozart's Letters LadyWMace. 1.75

Mozart. A Romantic Biography Rau. 1.75

Music Explained to the MTorld Fetis. 1.25

Hitter's History of Music 1.50

Ehlert's Letters on MuEic 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Havergal. 1.50

Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Musio 6 00
Gardiner's Music of Nature 5.00

The recent encoura^inK progress in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, is clearly indicated by the great and increas-

ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got

up." contain BOthing superfluous, omit nothing that is impor-

tant, and are full of "readable," interesting matter

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON" & CO., Wew York.

BAKER'S HARMONY
AND ^

THOROUGH BASS.
The Full and Complete Treatment of the Preliminary Steps,

and the Thorough Analv5i-<f of the Princip'es, render a knowl-
edge of Harmony available to all. It Is THE BOOK for

the Stndent, whether in Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or

Baud Music.
By B. F. BAKER.

Prioe In Cloth, S2. Sent post-paid to any addrens on receipt

of retell price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
O. H. DIT30N & CO., New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MAXE ME A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. Soni! ana Choruf E. r/in,il/>. 40
MEET ME, ADDIE, BY THE OAK TREE.
Song and Chom" E. Christie. 40

TEHDEB AND TRUE O. LyU. 40

GOLDEN STREETS. Song and Choros.

W. Kittredge. 40
An have handflome T.ltbograph titles.

8.at by mail on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITBON & CO , Boston.

O. H. DITSON & CO., Ne-w York.

Winner's New Schools
FOB THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,

FLAGEOLET.

Price of each book 75 cents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap,
are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instruc-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. dinner has also compiled a collection of lively

PARTY DANCES. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Song Garden.
Annual §ale 40,000 Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete in it-self.

By Dr. LO"S?rELL MASON".
The Song Garden- First Book. For beginners, with

a variety of easy and pleasing songs 50 cts.

The Song Garden. Second Book, In addition to a
practical course of In.struution, it contains a choice collection

of School Music 80 cts.

The Song Garden. Third Book. Besides a treatise

on Vocal Culture «ith Illustrationa, Exercises, .*ioIfegpi, &c
,

it contains New Music adapted to High Schools, Seminaries,
&c Sl.OO

Sent post-paid ou receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON" & CO., Boston,

CHAS. H. DITSOJNT & CO., New York.

Richardson's New Method
FOa TUB FX.a.N'OFORTX:.

"Deserves our hearty recommendation," N. Y.

Musical Eeview. "Unexceptionable in taste and
style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best
book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. WiH su-
persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

"Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. "Common sense, plain talk, and
brevity." Boston Journal. "Presents many new
and important ideas." N. Y. Tablet.

No long dry lessons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price $3.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST USEFUL AWD ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK I

Contains, in Part I, plain, full, and complete directions

to the learner!
Contains, in Part II, a fineiaclection of popular melodies,

which may be played with the oriRiuftl Piano accompaniments!
ContGins, In Part III, Trios for Cornet, Baritone and

Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &o.
Price in Boards^ $1.50- Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Letters on Music.
TRANS;,ATED BT

Fanny Raymond Ritter.

TUE.'lE cnt<-rlainlnK letters arc not flllpd with tcchnicaliUcs

but are calculated to interest as well us instruct. They
have met with a large circulation and extended suceessin Ger-

many.

Price, In Cloth, $1.60. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

price.

OLIVER DITBON & Co., Botton.

C. H. DITSON & Co.. New York.

SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORT E.
By "WILLIAM MASON & E. S. HOADLEY.
A wonderfully well-arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent ExerciecP, and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very plain and
practical; and the fine musicians and thorouKh teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, ou receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing; Classes!
These Solfeggi are well arranged Exercises, ranging fmm

very easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian stjle, and all
sweet and melodious. Will bo u.=eful

In Private Instruction,

In Seminaries,

„ In Choir Practice,
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.

PRICE, T5 Cents.
Sent post-paid for the above price.

OLIVEH DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO , New York.

THE
Pestalozzian Music Teacher,
By DR. LO\rELL MASON, THEODORE
SEWARD & JOHN MV. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and practical book, servins as a manual
for teachingMusic, Geography, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
whiclt is amply illustrated by examples, and made ready for
the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
O H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A Method of

Modern Violin Playing.
BY

A well Arranged and easily Progressive Method by a Distin-
guished performer- Pupil of David, Joachim and Vieuxtemps,
he is well qualitied to guide learner.'i from the lowest to the
highest places in the art of plii^iug.

Moat of the lessons are arranged with accompaniments for

the teacher, thus giving them the character of plea.'sing dueta.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

The Woman of Samaria.

A SACRED CANTATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
Persons who Pxamine thi'' Cantata, (which is almost an Or-

atorio) will agree with a prominent; nsusical writer, who pro-

nounces it "charming, from fii"Jt to lapt."

Has eleven Choruses, and a viu-iety (f Siloa, Qimrttt^, &p.,
and is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Munlcui SqcIo-

ties and Choirs.

Prj"c«,— Paper, $1.00; Boards, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

O. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork*.

Boston.

History of Music
IN THE FORM OF LECTURES.

BY

Frederic Loui.i Ritter.

A series of Five Lectures each embracing distinct epochs in

the history of the Art, the whole ftyrmlng a book of intense

IntereHt to tho musical student.
Bound in Cloth uniformly with Ditson & Co's popular

works of Musical Literature.

Price $1.60. Sent postage paid on receipt of retail price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston,
Chas. H. Diton 4 Co., New York.
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Published every other Saturday,
BY OT.rvKR nrrsoN .t co.

277 Washington Street. Boston. Mass

JOHN S. DWIftHT, EDITOR.

0*T E RMS. — 11 luailed omallffi for, '«2.00. perR-nnnm
delivered by carrier. *2.fl0 Paymenth advance

Aivertispnipntp wi'lbe ixiferfpfl at the following rates :

Onf hiRprfion per lin*' 3l) rt^nrs.

E'wh aub^fiqnent inspffinn, p^r line, 20 rpntP.
Cards, six lines, nonpareil, perannum. S35 00,

do foarlines. do do S15 00.

J. S. SPOOLER, PRTVTEFt, 21 PRWKfJN ^TRRBT.

^Hf rtTsemenfs.

Just Published.'

Manhattan Wal'z

!

PRIOE il.OO,

PIflyed for the Srst time In N»fW York. R'-ceiTed with greiit

pplHUSe.

OIiIVEB DirSTW & UO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

MUSICAL PEOPLE EYERYWHERE
Are inTlted to examine our new Collection of

Church Mn!=ic, entitled

HE STANDARD!
Tl- following iTPntlemeG, well-kniwn in MuBiral circlei*,'

contrihufe TuneH, Sente'ices or Anfaems to it^ puseff,

'.' K Ollrer. L. TI SoiU'mrd. C P Mnrri.«oii,
'• V. VficelHr, Niirha'i Birk-r. M. <la'nn.

r. Tanner, A .
I', niirtpr-pn, ' O. M Mnnrop,

T,-nney. F H. Ouhnian, L W. B.llard,
Mr-rrill, W. P Dale, 0*to Ijobb,

Dr. M. J. Muuger, S. Wesley Martin.

The EditorP are,

L. O. EMERSOW, of Boston,
H E. PALMER, of Chicago,

of whose former piihli.-ations, 1,500.000 eopie.s have been snid.

While -les-j^ne'i to onopiv fh'' wants of ChnriiB Choirs, Sing-
ins 'Jfliools Hnd Conventions, its lan^i' fionpiv of new Sen-
tences, Motets and Anthe'os, r.-nder it an excellent

Book for Quartette Choirs.
Price, «1.50 : Per Doz.. $13.50. For SI 25, specimen copies

will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address

*

We also commend our now Sparkline Rubies, (35 cts.)

for Sabbath fohonls, Pilgrim's Harp, (60cts.) for Vestries,

and Hour of Singing, ($1.00) for Uigh Schools,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHa.S. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

Reed Organs^
Price, S2.50,

Is so unirersally regarded as a Standard Method that
an advertisemi nt is only needed as a reminder. The music is
so attrnctive tl at the a'udent wi'l retain it as a book ot Organ
Pieces, after finishing the instruct ve course.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
i HAS. H. DITSON <S CO., New York.

JUST PKJBLf!>i0ED.

Gems of Strauss !

WALTZES, POLKAS,
QUADRILLES, GALOPS,

MAZURKAS, DANCES.
Thin splendid rollpcfjnn includef a'^out 80 of the best Strauss

compo(jitioiip, covering 225 large pazes.

PRICE $2.50.

BOW DOWN" THINE EAR.
A Beautiful S»crf-'' Qiinrrpfp. wirh Solo for t'oprano an I

Tenor. ArrHiinPd f om Abt. 30 Cents.
Sen^, post-paid, on receipt of retHl; price.

THE SNOW LIES WHITE.
A New Song by Gko. W, Marston. Price 30 Cents.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston
CiIA.S. H. DITSON & CO., New Y rk.

POFULO mUSI^ BOOKS,
Now select the Music Booka needed

during the npxt Autumn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure ia

examiting, playing and sing-
ing from them,

Tnke with vou. for entertainment at Summer Ile.«ort<',

THE_ MtJStCAL TREASURE.
225 pagH-i of new iiud popular Songs and Pianoforte pieces,
or

SHOWER OP PEARLS.
Full './ the best Vocal Duets. Or,

OPERATIC PE^"?fjS
' _. --^f the bePt Opera Son^s. Or,

PIANIST'S TM.
of the ^e-t Piano pieces. Or,

PIANO-PORTl?. fBMLS
Full of the befit Pi^tno pierps.

Eich of the above five hnn^j coRt« $2 51 in hoMr'i'Jj or ^3-*^^
in doth. Hsp more than 200 large p 'ffe.-i full of popuhir m u
sic, and pii'her book is a most eutertaining compauioo te a
lover of Qiu-ic.

GOLDEN ROBfN! For Common Schools. 50 cents.
An estabUsbel favorite, which has a large sale.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.

THE BEAUTIFUL DATS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

For a good work en Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HARMONY. $2.00
The above Books and Song sent, post-paid, on receipt of

retiil price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club.

The Mendel-cpohn Quiutetre Club rpsppcffully announce
that they will establish a "(College of Mu-iic," in which thi-

vniifh of America may obtain a thorough musical
education; fi tine them for the office of remhers in rII

banc he.-' of the art Sppcial adranfages of a prnctical
natuie will be offered, superior to any to be found else-
where.

All pupils, sufficiently advanced in their branches of study.
will h ive frequent opportunities of singing or playing to
Hciompaniment furnished by the Quintette Club. The Col-
lege will open September 16tb. 1872, (at the TrpinoDt Temple),
with a corps of reHchera selected from the best FOREIGN AND
RESIDENT ARTISTS.
For full part.culars of time, terms, &c., send for circular to

THOMAS liYaN,
Director of National College of Music,

814 Tremont Ten.ple, Boston, Mass.'

%m ^yxixt in <^rpt.

VOCAI,.

Horace ani no Relations. Song and Choros.
Fiske. 30

S'ladows. Baritone or Contralto Rone.
IVimnierstadt 30

O Love Star heamins (Oh. Steile acnHtc
)

Air, with VariHiif)n fir Vnife Proch. 75
All are at Rest. (Alles zar Huh.) Four-pait

Son;; Aht. 30
O Tell tne if yu F,ove rae. (Saper vorrei se

nt'rttni
I

Oiiet Hni/tin 65
D-eatn. Biibv Drenm. (iiihriel 30
FHrewi-ll ! In after Years of Bliss f>pi-ms. 30
White n li-v Miillnj. 30
Pretty Wild-woort BMowers. Song and Chonis.

!}hiittiicl- 30
r'omo btiok to Erin. Arr'd for Guitar. . Claribel 30
I'd he a Star. Sonsr and Chorus Vfurrai/. 30
Darlini; Utile d inty Ni'll Norman. .30

\ Monnliffhr Sonnet Ahl. 35
It wa- a r.ov r atid his La'js 30
'Ti-ei^tinir to SnriniT. 4 part sftni; for Ladies'

V'»ir*es. Arrmtr'^d from ttt*» B«aiitifii! Rliie

Diniilii' Wili7,-<. hv •^tr„iis< lf//sore. 75
The Wo^e of Spain, (Ln Kosa E<panola) Yrn/iifi- 50
Courtinir''^ verv Oh irni'nir Larlt^ Ihifferln. 50
Rest the"^ Of! thi< Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40

INSTRUMENTAll.

>I'inhatlan Wiltz St'auss. 100
Vlazonrka Galante Fra;;meai de Salon .. ATiii^ 50
folly Brothers Waltz Cummini/s. 30
r.ovely Vienna Waltzes Sfr'tuxn 75
'^iir^er-iinn Waltzes Strauss. 75
Vfw Aniifn Po ka .^frnnss- 30
Circassian March . Illustrated S'raii.i.t. .50

" " Pain Straiix.t, 40
' rit^ch-Tra'si-h Po'ka Strnnxs. JO
VtnonEr the Ros.s. A Tone Picture Kriiq. .SO

(t ilop del Amorrrtt 1 \fnr1qn. 40
VI'Ttnoniie Grand March Mar'yn. 30
Shadow Thoughts. Impromptus Gracienx.

PraJt. ea. 30
No. I. Hidden Whisper.
No. 2. Mazurka.
No. 3. Silent Complaint.

Oak Bluffs Galop Etta Godfrey. 40
Rird as sf Prophet. (Vogel als Prophete.)

Schumann. 50
Mazourka Caprice Pratt. 40
l.e Tourbilon Impromptu Riltrr. 75
Rnsseaii's Dream Varied Cramer. 50
Les Trois Giaces. Mazurkas Elegantes. Op.

77. Acflfli I Kelling. 50
Overture to Poet and Peasant. Duet, Violin

and Piano Wichtl 1 .00
Faust. Fantasie Brillante 5. Smith. 1.00
Chici Pipi Nini. (Cuban Dance) HnfTmnn. 75
The Little Wanderer Wilson 50
Dolly Varden. Galop Streahbog. 40 & 50
" " S<botiische 40 & .iiO

" • Wallz 40&50

BOOKS.
The Standard. A Collection of Cliurch .Masic,

by L. O. Emerson, of Boston, and H. B.
Palmer, of Chicago. Price, SI.50; $13.50 per
dozen.

Mtlsic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mftil, the expense beln;
two cents for every four oiinres, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinriry piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the convevnnce a savinff o' time and expense •

in obtaining supplies. Boolis can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.
MES. JENKY KEMPTOW,

VocaBlst & Teacher ol iS»ls!gliig.

AddrwB. care uf OLIVER DITSON i CO 798-

"TjFDIiET BUCK, (late of Chicago). OrgaDlftt of St.

Paul's Church. BoptOD, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmonj', Composition .ind Or-
chestral "Writing. Address, Care of- Oliver Dkson & Co.

799—3-mos.

3. J". B0TLEE, private pupil of Carl Reintclic and Dr.

Papperilz. will receive pupils in Piano Placing at 353 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mo3.

SINOING AND PIANO.
MES. FANNIE F. FOSTBE,

No. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

lyrES. C. A. BAEEY, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vceal Mnsio. 124- Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—]y

FBOr. & sins. EJiaAJSL A. IIOBBIS7S,
Academy of Music.

71b -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PHEN TISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. BM.EESON offers his Services as Conductor of

• Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, MasB-

Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,
and in Harmony.

Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Itp claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, ie sanc-

tioned by a constantly iucreasieg patronage from all parts of

our country. School.'* and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

£.ddre«8 EDWABD B. OUVEK.
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mebb.

it/l LL7.. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTK, gives InstractioB on

444
toe Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

ME. W. 0- PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

nnms
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at O. Ditson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

. L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KA&I.ISH A.\D ITAlIAiV 8iar&IJii&.

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co'8.

a. ANDKE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPinA.

A large assortment of American Mxjsic constantly on baud.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
^OllTE, .SINULNO and JIDSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, Coolidge House. Communications ma) be
left at Diteon & Co's >Jufiic ritore. 717— tf.

No. 12f} Tremont Street, Boetoa. 681—6m.

•P AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
^^" VIOLXJJ, i.^ prf-pared to receive pupib, and offers

hte serviced as accompanist for classical compot«itions for

I'iano and Violin. Addreiia, Oliver Diteon & Co., or Koppltz,

I-nurfer & Co., 30 West St. 79f;—3in

F. H. TOHEINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Mubic at Kings Cbapel,)

T£ACIiEK OF OKOA.N, PIANO AND VIOLIN, A.SD CON-
DUCIOB OP MUSICAL SOCIEllEM.

Address, care ol Oliver Dilron & Co , 277 Wa.Hhington St.,

Kew England Coiifcrvalory of Mupic, Music llail, or Mldluud
Street, savin lilll, Loichetiter. l^-Hai

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having con.pleled his

?tQdl.a at,roH'l, uu'ier ilie ioAtr'iCt.on of i-ome uf the

first AitiatB ol modern times, wiil now re-j^ive pupils
in Ptano slid Organ pla^nig, also ID Ibeory of Mu.^ic.

Addiess OUver iiltsoa & Co. TW-6m

/CHURCH ^'^ PARLQR/

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Orpan, "No. 55."

The ease is solid walnut paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is fini.'-hfd with two rarpefed pedal boards, aod Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, aod we gitaraniee that

the qualiti- 8 and power of tone will be superior to any we
haTe seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops^ viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,
DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inntruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of S125, and there can be no devi-
atiop from the^e figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
Agf^nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United Stares and British Provinces. 748

—

C3-_ "S^- IDTJIDLE^ST,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
{Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
"PXTPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory ,>l30 of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. 1st.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St. , or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOL.^HOOR East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Mu&ic Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, MusiCal
Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. 0- DITSON & CO.,
enablcfc us to furnish their publicationa to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

(C^ln addition to the publications of Messrs. 0. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 6I9-tf

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, df London,
lur heverjil ^eart* a pupil of the celebrated Signer Gar-

eiii, wiJl be happy to give Lessons in Singing, and to accept
eiigagfineiits lur Oratuiios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of OliverlDit-

fon & Co.. 277 Washiiiyton Street. 794—Sm

J. -A.. lilLLS,
i^itpil o/tfia late Carl Tausig^

TEACUKK OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music,
Aiitlrt-m at uhickerlLg & HoiiB', or 14y taj Tremont Street,,

Suite 44. 805

ED-W. SCHUBERTH,
loreigu & American Music Depot,

Uo. 610 Alien STBEET,
I'UlLAUiiLl'lUA. 79&-

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majority of the most eminent mnsicians in America,
and many in other conntries.

I?1A..§©]¥ & HAIWLI1¥

CABiNET ORGANS.
'MuHicians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as uiitqualled by any otherH/'—Theo'iore Thomas. "The-
be-^t DOW io use."

—

Chrislinp Nihson, Annie Louise Cary^
Marie Leon Diival^ Victor Capovi, P. Brignoli. and others.
"^Excel all instruments of the class 1 have ever seen.''— 0/e
Bull.

_
''The best irietrumtnts of the class ni^de."— j47i7ia

Mfldig " In fill tho.^e qualities which constitute excellei ce,
unrivalled"

—

S. B. Mills. '*Far fuperior to everjtbinfj oP
its clas^ I have seen "— L. M. Gottsrhalh, "Wondt-rniUr
beautiful."—P. S. Gilmort "Superior in all respe4Hs to
any I have ever seen."^£yg-f7ie Th'ayer. "Exrellirgr in
quality of tone, general eTtcellence, und durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."— Carf Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high vrili be the meed of
superiority accord.d them."—Jh/2?/5 Eichberg. "I entertain
the highp.'^t opinion of Ma^on & Humlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this rountry."

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. -'Kemarkably sweet atid even-
toned thionghout. ... I can very strorjcly recomineod
these instruments." — William Spark, Mus. B., Leeds.,
England. ''Quality of tone is extremely rich and p\m-
piithetic. . . . Remarkable for punty of tone."

—

Ed-w.
F. RimbaiiH, London. "Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best substitute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1,000 MUSICIANS, which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be Sent free.

Prices not higher than those of iuferior organs.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

Dr. HEWRI SUTTER'S
J^eTv C*rand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESVILLE. OHIO.

Dr. HEISTRI SUTTER, Director.

ALL Branche.'s taught accordirig to the Cla^^sical German
Principles of Leipzitr, Stutrpart* etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Mupic-School having Gra-
ded Cour.'^es of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week in E\CH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. SMEKSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Mew York.

T SCHXTBEETH & CO. Publishers and Dealers

In Foreign and American Mudic, 820 Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSOETMENT
OP

OP THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTURE.
Embracing one o?- the Largest Stocks in the

United Stu'j'js, at low prices.

VIOLmS-The Best, from $2 to S50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
Including very Choice Instruments.

EIAaTIU'S CELEBRATED GiriTARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAEIETETS, FLAGEOLETS, PIPES,
And all other de.scriptiouB ofMusical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonccJlo and Double-Basa.

POH SALE AND TO LET.
Our faci'ltieH are such as enable us to furnish the above;

atoo, MUSIC BOOKS, SHKET MUSIC, AMD
C \.BD MUSIC POE BAWDS, AND ALL
KINDS OP MUSICAL MEKCHANDISE, at
pricijs and tyrms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNE3 & CO.,
83 COURTiSTItEET, (Opposite the Conrt Uouse)
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For Dwipht's Journal of Music.

Two Bio^rapTiies of Musicians.

Trom Ed. H.inslick^s review in the * Wiener Neue Freie

Presse."

I.

It is not iHTn}' years sinre Germfinv ]of\ two

celehr.ifci arrists.—the hiil'a'i rnmpospr. Dr. CAnr,

LnEWE, and the piaon virfnnso, Ignaz Moschelks.
T5oth musirians, who dierl at a verv advanrerl Ofre,

left antohioL'rnphicR, that have lately appeared in

print, thonch in fact not antohiosrrapliies in the

strict sense of the word, the honks heincr rhieflv

composed of extracts from jnnrnals and private

letters. When fifteen years aco I visired Moscheles

in Tveipzier, T wmr pnrprised at the freshness and

vivacity with which the old gentleman tallied of his

French and English concert tours, and his recollec-

tions of Vienna The exclamation : "Yon ousrht

to write memoirs !
" invoUintarily escaped me "I

shall not do so mvself any more." he replied, "hut

I eness another after my dea'h will he ahle to com-
pile something from the journals I have kept with

the greatest regularity from the beginning of my
artistic career to the present day." It was alwavs

Moscheles's desire that his wife, a lady who through

kindness of heart, education, and the greatest refine-

ment of manners, is an ornament to her -ex, should

after his death undertake the publication of the

artistic experiences of a career of almost sixty vears.

It was she, then, who nndertook the difficult charge

of editing the work, the first volume of which has

3iist appeared. ["From the TAfe of Moschf.les."
Compiled fiom Idlers and journals, edited hj his wife.

1st vol. 1872. Leipzig.]

In Loewe's ease this charge has been performed
by C. H. Bitter, favorably known through his bio-

graphy of Sebastian Rach and his sons,—though the

last part of Loewe's biography is written by his

daughter Helen.

Essentially difl^erent in their talents, in their

education, their manner of life, both composers yet
appear to he equally called upon to relate important
and attractive experiences from their long eaithly

pilgrimage, and we tru^t, that as formerly a delight-

ed audience listened to the artists wherever they
went, so now a considerable number of sympathiz-
ing readers will follow up the recitals of the two
masters.

Loewe passed through a classical education ; he
was a theologian and teacher at a college before he
became a musical conductor ; mind and education
enabled him to penetrate his art reflectively too, and
to communicate the result of this reflection in a

choice form. Moscheles, on the other hand, who
showed his destination for a virtuoso already at a
very tender age, and received a purely musical
education, po>^sessed in tarn great experience of the
world, and the richest knowledge of men and coun-
tries.- His life as well as his art were outwardly
more brilliant and varied ; almost always travelling,

Moscheles was in fact at home everywhere, while
Loewe, hedged in by narrow circumstances, was
only able to make use of the vacation time for
short artistic excursions.

JonANN C.iRL GoTTFniED LoE-wE was born,
the youngest of twelve sisters and brothers, on the
30th of November, 1796, in a small town near
Halle. From his father, who was "Cantor" and
teacher there, he received a strictly religious educa-
tion, and the first rudiments of his musical culture.

Loewe's deep, beautiful soul betrays itself already in

tbe manner in whit-h he speaks of bis toilful, and

yet so happy childhood. He was obliged to lend a

h-lping band evervwhere in the house, run errand-^*

carry water, dig potatoes, and even gatbev tip the

manure made use of in the orchard. "With what

pleasure," be exclaims, "did I rest during tbe warm

summer nights, in tbe little thatched huts where I

was sent to watch the ripening fruit !
" But tbe

most beautiful hours to him were those of tbe winter

evenings. "When our mother had been indefatig-

ably working for us all day, and the shadows of

evening began to fill, then she sat do-.\n at the great

stove; my place was at her ftret. mv head resting

in her lap. Thus we sat for a time, half dreaming.

*Now let me alone,* she would say to fa'h -r, and mv
sisrers and brothers, and then she, whom T loved

beyond M others, began to relate,— beautiful recol-

lections from the days of her youth, o'd, half-for-

gotten stories, that even now rise up b' fore mv soul

like strange fairy tales. My eyes then often wan-

dered through tbe windows of our sitting room, that

looked out upon an old decayed graveyard, over its

crumbling mounds, and mouldering crosses, and

clung to the dark foliage of the old lindens When
my mother had grown silent at length, and T pressed

closer to her knees, I used to beg : "Mama, now plav

ns something yet ;
" then she wouM, smiling, take

the violin with which my father led the choir in

school, and play the most beautiful melodies on it.

She bad never had any ins'ruction on tbe violin, vet

her tone went deep into my heart." These im-

pressions of his childhood we feel like a distant

echo vibrating in many of Loewe's most beautiful

ballads.

Very charmingly, too, he describes,—for tbe first

part of this biography was dictated by himself,—his

life in Koethen, a small, quiet town, as a member of

the choir. "This choir, consisting of sixteen schnl"

ars, was obliged to support itself by singing three

times in the street, at the doors of the more well to-

do inhabitants. The strange, old-fashioned costume

of these little singers consisted of a three-cornered

bat, and a long black cloak, while at tbe hack of the

bead a venerable queue was suspended." From

Koethen tbe thirteen-year-old Loewe went to Halle,

where the old, celebrated harmonist, Tiirk, devoted

himself to the musical education of the boy. After

Turk's death he turned his attention to scientific

studies again, and in 1817 entered the University, to

study theology, according to his father's great wish.

During this time he composed his first ballads,

which already fully reveal bis peculiar talent. His

acquaintance with C. M. von Weber and Hummel,
procured for him, in 1820, an appointment in Stettin

as musictil conductor, choir-leader at the Jacobs-

kirche, and teacher at the College. Here be mar-

ried, and settled down, remaining in Stettin forty-

four years, always restlessly active in the cause of

music, and doing untold good in the development

of true musical taste and culture in bis new home,

and yet finding time to compose, displaying in fact

a most astonishing musical productiveness.

Besides several operas and oratorios, the greater

number of his ballads were composed here, which

soon made Loewe's name noted and beloved in all

Germany. His residence in Stettin was only inter-

rupted by numerous short journeys, undertaken to

nerform his ballads in different German cities, or

attend the performance of his oratorios. Of these

journeys his letters give us a lively picture ; but any

one who should expect to find in them important

ideas vt-pmi music, detailed, or even only individual

opinions upon artists or woi-ks of art, would be dis-

appointed. The.se communications cannot be (nam-

pared to Mendelssohn's richly suggestive letters

;

yet, uevertheiess, simple, warmly felt, and graphic-

ally told, they make a favorable impression, because

they are "ibe direct reflections of a noble, amiable

nature. His jnurneys, taking him to almost all the

cliii-f cities of Germany, at length even to England,

procured for him the acquaintance of the most

noted arrists. such as Spontini, Mendelssohm

Mirs'-hncr. Si-hiimann, &c.

Loewe's l-.-tlers from Vienna flow over "with praise

and delight, so happy did he feel there. He experi-

enced there the same peculiar charm which Vienna

is wont to exercise over all tone-poets ; from Beet-

hoven, who came to Vienna for "a few months,'

and did not leave it again during life, to tbe quiet

dreamy Sehumann, who confessed, in 1847, he

should like best of all to settle down in Vienna, if

be found a proper sphere of action there. Loewe
liked best to visit at tho hospitable, genial house of

tbe Counsellor Vesque v. Piitilingen, where a soire'e

was given in ^fi honor. "All were burning to hear

me." he writes to his wife, "and it must be said, the

Vieniia people understand me, and know how to

listen too ; they are so extremely attentive. The
domestics are warned not to allow the doors to he

touched on tlte outside, and not an eve stirs in all

heads. I sang 'Ocr Wirlhin Tochlerlein,' 'Heinrich

der Vofjier' and two other compositions. Mv fame

is gradually spreading here. If I could spend a
winter here, I would not doubt being very sut^ess-

ful. Were I ten years younger I should remain in

Vienna, but now this will not do for me any tnore.

I only see confirmed in Vienna, what 1 always

felt,—that fp'om the very beginning I should have

been placed in larger circumstances." Material

pleasures, too, Loewe knows how to appreciate, and

exactly as Schumann writes after a dinner at Ves-

que's : "I never before had any conreption of

such culinary art," so Loewe confesses the "respect"

he feels for the culinary art of Vienna, after dining

with Vesque's father-in-law. He gave a private

concert too, in Streicher's Music Kooms, as during

the summer season it was impossible to succeed

in giving a public one. Fame, honors, and pleas-

ures Loewe enjoyed in plenty in Vienna ; he only

regrets not having come there fifteen years ago.

"You splendid people have only an echo of past

days in mo yet." With a heavy heart he parted

from Vienna to return to Stettin.

A complete catalogue of all of Loewe's corafiosi-

tions is a welcome addition to the biography. It

mentions more than 150 works, not to speak of

a number of unpublished compositions. A quiet

sigh over the transitoriness of musical art, over

so much love and labor lost, will probably escape

every one who looks through this long catalogue.

There we find symphonies, sonatas, string quartets,

piano compositions, which, printed twenty or thirty

years ago, have yet never gained much of a name.

Loewe's operas and oratorios, too, must be looked

upon as forgotten. Some of the oratorios had, it is

irue, during the lite of the composer, a respectable

success, in repeated performances ; for instance,

"The Seven Sleepers," "Johannes Huss," "The
Destruction of Jerusalem," "The Apostles of

Philippi," and "Guttenheig." Of the operas,^ parti-

cularly one, "The Three Wishes," has been oc-
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casionally performed with applause. Many single

beauties as these iareer woiks contain, it yet cannot

he denied tliat neither the opera nor the oratorio was

Loewe's real sphere. Their style appears to us to-

day curiously antiquated. But we trust that

liOewe's Ballads will remain a dear, livinir possession

to the nation. The composition of the Ballad is

Loewe's artistic speciality,—in this he stands as

unique and unapproached as Schubert in song.

ETadrigals.

[From an article on the "Rise and prncrres.s of the Madiitjal

in England," which appeared in the British and Foreign Re-

view ."Ome thirty years ago, and was wrttten, we tielieve, by

Dr. E. F. RlMttADLT, F. S. A. The article was suggested by

the appearance of the Musical Antiquarian Society's publi-

cations ]

Madrigals are peculiarly ariaptctJ ta meet and
satisfy the jrowing musical wants of the cnromu-
nity. They were written for a musically educated
people, and for a people so instructed they are

still especially fitted: in fact no coin positions of

any subsequent age can so well supply the neces-

sities of the present time. They repudiate all

accompaniment, they need no instrument to help
out or hide effects : assemble fifty or a hundred
voices around a table, employ them upon a mad-
rigal, and its perfect effect is realized. Tlie re-

finements which the vo(-'al art h is in later years
acquired were unknown when these compositions
were written, and in their performance are not
nei ded : still the art of rendering liarmnny a
combination of melodies was thoroughly under-
stood and expounded. The appearance of these
sets of m idrigals is therefore welcome and oppor-
tune ; since they are not merely t^ reprints of
scarce works, to be placed and^i remain un-
touched in collectors' libraries, but the means of
musical instrucnon and enjoyment, and accord-
ingly we find them circulating in cheap reprints,

and sung by thousands
The history of tlie Madrigal, thouah formin2

but a single and, and as it may appear at first

glance, an unimportant portion of the history of
music, is in truth one of considerable interest. It

first introduced music into society, gave it a new
character and a new impulse: it disclosed the
power of the art to add to the social and intellec-

tual enjoynients of mankind, and to engage the
attention of poli>bed communities. The choicest
composers of the age were madrigal writers, and
to their sedulous cultivation of vocal harmony
under this form we may attribute the proaress
and perfection of the Italian and English schools
of Clmrch music. The fate of these compositions
forms an interesting chapter in the musical an-
nals of our country. The art of vncal part-writ-
ing was very early cultivated in England, and
some unccmth specimens of songs for three or
four voi(;es, by Fairfax, Redfnrd and others still

exist, prior lo the adoption of the term Madritral
Thi.'! wasdouhiless imported from Italy, as well
as the prominent features of the composition
itself, which were imitated almost simultaneously
by the musicians of Englaml and Flanders ; and
the style of writing was so uniform in these three
nations, that it would he impossible from internal
evidence to class their madiigals and accurately
toassign to e.-ich its true origin. In each of these
countries the industry of its composers was appa-
rent : of one of the Roman masters alone, not
less than five handred madrigals now exist ; and
Venice, Lombardy, Naples, Boloana and Flor-
ence contributed larse additions to tlie rreneral
St >ck. These were imported into Flanders and
England, and reprinted, sometimes with and
som'-iimes without a translation. The reprints
of Fhalesius at Antwerp are now as frequent
as the original editions by Gardano at Venice.
In both countries the seed fell upon a genial .loil

;

in England it sprang up luxuriantly. The prov-
ide.nt care and discriminating patronage of Queen
Elizabeth had ensured for the Church a succes-
sion of well trained musicians : her chapel wat
the nursery and the s<;hooi of the great compos-
er.^ of the a^e. and as .soon as the performance of
mvlrig^ls b^c-ime a p'cvalcnt amusement of the
time, ample means of its gratiflcation speedily
followed.

The first collection of compositions in parts de-

signed for social recreation appears to have been
that of William Byrd ; but these were sacred as

well as Secular; and the Italian word ]\Ia'/rl(/ale,

not havina yet been adopted and anglicized, was
not employed. The work was entitled 'Psalmes,

Sonnets, and Songs of Sadness and Pietie (thirty-

five in number), made into musick of five parts,

1588,' and was dedicated to Sir Christopher Ilat-

ton. In the 'Epistle to the Reader,' Byrd thus

describes its contents :

—

"FJeriign reaHer, here is offered unto thy courteous
acceptance miisicke of sundrie sorts, to content divers

humours If thon he disposed to pray, here are

psalms, if to he merrie here are sonnets, if to lament
for thy sinnes, here are son^s of sadness tind pietie.

Whritsnever pains I have tnken hert-in, I

shall think to he well emploved if the same be well

ac<*ep:e.i. musicke thereby the better loved and the

more exercised."

In this collection Bvrd has set to music part of

the poem printed in Percy's Reliques, 'My mind
to me a kingdom is.'

In the same year appeared a collection of Ital-

ian madrigals translatetl into English, of which
the editor was a Mr Nicholas Yonge. That the

practice of madriaal-singina was now becoming
prevalent, appears from the followina passage in

the editor's dedication to Lord Talbot, the son of
the Earl of Shrewsbury :

—

"Since 1 first heean to keep house in the city, it

hath been no stumII comfort to me that a ereat num-
ber of trenilemen and nierchants of frond account
have taken in good part sucii entertainment of pleas-

ure as mv poor nhiliiv was nbie to afford them, hoth

hy the exercise of mu^ic daily used in my house, and
by fiirnishintr them with hof)ks of that kind yearlv

sent me out of Italy and other places. The Italian

Ron^s are for sweetness of air very well liked of all,

l)vit are most m account with them that understand
the lantrnasre. As for the rest, they either do not

sins them at all, or. at the least, with, little delight.

A'ld albeit there be some English songs lately set

forth hy a great master of music [meaning doubtless,

Byrd's collection] which for skill and sweetness may
content tlie most curious, vet because they are not

manv in number, men delighted with variety have
wished more of the same sort: for whose cause

chieflv I endeavored to get into my hands all such

English SOUL'S as were prai-evvorthy, and amongst
others, I had the hap to find in the hands of some of

my good friends, certain Italian madrigals, translat-

ed most of them, five vears ago, by a gentleman for

his private delii/ht, who willingly gave me such as he

had. and also some others lately done at the request

of his particular friends."

This collection also contains a madriaal written

to the well known and often translated stanzas of

Ariosto, 'La verginella e simil alia rosa.'

Tlie popularitv of this work soon induced the

publication of ano'her on a similar plan, entitled,

'Italian Midtigals Englisheii, not to the sense of

the ditty, but after the affection of the note. Im-
printed at London by Thomas Este, 1599.' The
editor of this collection was a Mr. Thomas Wat-
son. At a later period Mr. Yonae published a

'Second Book of Madrigalles to five or six voices,

translated out of sundry Italian authors.'

Meanwhile Byrd hail received sufficient en-

couragement, by the sale of his first collection, to

publish another, under the title of 'Songs of sun-

drie natures, some of gravitieand others of mirth,

fit for all companies and voyces. lately made and
composed into musick of three, four, five, and six

parts, 1589.' From the author's dedication of

this set to Lord Ilu'lson, we learn the growing
love of madriaal-sinaing. and the patronage which
the English musicians of that time received from

their Queen.

"Having observed, Right ITonotiralde, that since

the publishing of my last labours in musicko, divers

persons of honour a<id worship have more esteemed

and delighted in tlie exercise of the art than before, it

hath greatly encouraged me to take further pains to

graiifie their courteous dispositions thereunto. And
10 no person the dedication thereof so fitly and prop-

erly belnnsicth as unto your I,,ordship, fiy whom
tliroiigh tlie honounihlc office which you exercise

ahoiit Her Maj'-stie's person, hotli myself and all

oilier llir Majes'.ie's musitious arc to he commended
and prorccled. And lor many favours to me showed,

I am ino.it deeply bound unto your Honour."

In his address to the reader Byrd also states,

that since his ''last impression of musicke, the ex-

en,-ise and love of that art hath exceedingly en-

creased,"—a fact which was soon to receive con-

firmation from the rapid appearance of madrigals
and other compositions of a similar kind produced'

by the English musicians of the time. Among
the most eminent and industrious of these was
Thomas Morlcy, the well-known author of the

first elementary work on music published in Eng-
land in the vernacular tongue. His fi.-st contri-

bution to the vocal part music of the time was
entitled 'Cazoncts, or little short songs to three

voices, newlv published by Thomas Morley,
Bachelir of Mvisicke, etc., 1593.' This collection-

was dedicated to the Countess of Pembroke, the

sister to Sir Phillip Sidney, of whom the com-
poser savs. that if her ladyship "shall but voTjch-

safe them her heavenly voice, it cannot be but
that they will return so perfumed that the air

will even be made delightful thereby." These
canzonets, which are masterly specimens of three-

part vocal writing, are among the very few com-
positions of the age whiidi, until the establish-

ment of the Musical Antiquarian Society, have
been reprinted in modern times. We owe their

scoring and republication, about thirty years

since, to two members of the university of Oxford,

Mr. Holland and Mr. Cooke. This set was fol-

lowed by Morley's book of 'Madrigals to four

voices,' published in 1594, of whic-h a second
edition was printed in 1600, and a third in score,

with his Canzonets. In the succeeding year Mor-
ley published his 'Ballets to five voices,' dedicated,

to Sir Robert Cecil.

It will appear that already tliese compositions,,

whi<di are so often ignorantly designated by the

general appellation of Madrigals, had several dis-

tinctive titles anil characters. Their individual

and appropriate features are thus described by
Morley :

—

"The best kind of the light music which of late

hath been so deeply dived into is termed Madrigal, a
word for the etymology of which*! can give no rea

son, yet use sbeweih that it is a kind of music made
upon songs and sonnets such as Peirarc.i and many
poets of our time have excelled in. As for the mneiu,

it is, next unto the .Motet, the most artificial, and to

men of understanding the most lielighiful. If, there-

fore, you will comoose in this kind, yournust possess

yourself with an amorous humour (for in no com-
position shall you prove admirable except you put

on and possess yourself wholly with that vein in

which you compo-e), so that you must he wavering

like the wind, sometimes wanton, sometimes drop-

ping, sometimes grave and steadv, oiherwhile eftemi-

nate." * * * ' -* »

In 1598 appeared the first set of 'Madrigals to

three, four, five and six voices, newly composed

by John Wilbye,' dedicated to Sir Charles Cav-

endish, and in 1599 the only set of 'Madrigals to

four voices by John Benet.' Such a display of

musical genius and erudition, directed to the

same purpose within the same time, the annals of

art in this or any other nation have never record-

ed. Amongst a musical group so large and so

gifted as Italy, Flanders and England then pre-

sented, it would perhaps be difficult to as.sign to

any individual absolute and undoubted suprem-

acy, but if that station can be claimed for any

one, John Wilbye is the man. Reg.ard being had

to the then limited range of the composer's la-

bors, to the means by which every effort of his

mint] was to be wrought out, to the absence of

that coloring which instrumental accompaniment
gives, and to the want of those vocal graces which

a subsetiuent ago was to develope,—considering

also the prescribed r.ange in which the harmonist

was accustomed and trained lo walk, and that

those combinations upon which Purccll adventur-

ed in asucceeding age, were then either unknown
or denounced as heresies,—the variety of charac-

ter and coloring which adorns the madrigals of

this great writer is surprising. Who or what

Wilbye was, is unknown : that he lived in Austin

Friars, and that he published two sets of madri-

gals, is all that the biographer can relate of him.

Oowland's madrigals have less art in their tex-

ture, anil as a contrapuntist he must rank below

many of his contemporaries ; but his 'Come again,

sweet love,' will alone refute Wr. Burney's incon-
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siflerate depreciation of his talents. Of Benet
little more is known llian of Wilbye : as a com-
poser he ajTpears, if not in the'first class, yet
among the first in the seconil : his 'O sleep, fond
faRcy,' and 'Flow, O my tears,' breathe the very
spirit of melancholy.

A few years afterwards appeared the first^sels

of Michael Este, Thomas Bateson and Kichard
Allison. Of these very few have strujrtled into
print since the time of their birth. Este is only
.known to dabblers in music by his 'How merrily
we live,' which has served to enrich almost every
subsequent collection of vocal harmony, whose
various compilers from previous compilations have
never thought it worth while even if they had
the power, to see whether its author might not
have produced another composition of equal merit.
Bateson was the organist of Chester cathedral
and afterwards of Christ church, Dublin : his rep-
utation rests on his first set of madrigals (for of
the second set only a single copy is known to ex-
ist), but these suffice to establish it: hischarming
madrigal 'Sister awake, close not thine eyes,'
would alone fix his station as a composer.

These works carry us as far as the year 1606,
and three years later the first collection of Catches
appeared under the title of 'Pammena.—Musick's
Miscellanie, or mixed varieties of pleasant Roun-
delays and delightful Catches,' etc. ; but this class
of vocal compositions forming no part of the pub-
hcations of the Musical Antiquarian Society, we
content ourselves with this brief mention of 'it.

_
From the year 1600 to 1607 we find in addi-

tion to second sets of madrigals bv composers
already mentioned, the first and only collections
of John Farmer and Thomas Ford. The latter,
ifany perfect copy exist, is very rare; neverthe-
less some of its contents, and such as make us
wish for more, are well known,—'Since first I
saw your face,' and "There is a lail;^sweet aed
kind,'—both of which, among many other musical
gems, were supplied to the Ancient Concerts by
Mr. Bartleman.
The years 1612 and 1613 were signalized by

the appearance of two sets of madrigals, which
may rank among the highest of their class. The
first by Orlando Gibbons, then orjanist of the
Chapel Royal, and afterwards of Canterbury Ca-
thedral. Gibbons was one of the latest, as he
was one of the greatest, of the noble body of mu-
siciaiis to which he belonged. He was born about
the time that Byrd began to draw the attention
of his countrymen to secular vocal harmony, and
he died in 1G28 at the age of forty-five. Gran-
deur is the essential attribute of Gibbons's writ-
ings :_ harmony in its most massy and majestic
form isthe instrument that he wields; but his
compositions are not less distinguished for the
skiliul te.\ture of their parts than" for grandeur of
outline.; they invite and reward the close exami-
nation of the artist, while thev impress and de-
light tka unlearned hearer. Few purely vocal
writers have combined these qualities in an equal
degree. There are thousands of compositions
learnedly written, where everything is accordin;;
to line and ru^e, where the web of hsirmony is

skilfully woven, and all bears the mark of a prac-
tised workman, which yet fail to touch the heart,
to awaken the attention and lay hold of the sym-
pathy of the mnlfitude. To Gibbons this power
was abundantly imparted,—witness his glm-ious
antltem, 'Hosaitna to the Son of David.'

Gibbons's only set of madi-igals wasjpublished
in 1612, dedicated to the author's "right worthy
and much honored friend Sir Christopher Hat-
ton." 'This was the nephew of the celebrated
Sir Christopher Hatton, who seems to have been
one of the many patrons of the art to whom the
English musician could then look for support.
"These," says Gibbons in his dedicatioa, "were
most ot them composed in your own bouse : the
anguage they speak you provided them ; 1 only
furnished them with tongues to utter the same.
They were taught to sing in order to delight j'ou,
and if you take pleasure in them, they have their
end." '

Gibbons's secular music parta'kes, as miu'ht be
expected, of thecharacter which is stamped upon
his compositions for the church. Wilbye, Benet,
Morley and Woelkes essayed every style and suc-

ceeded in all, passing "from grave to gay, from
lively to severe," with equal rea'liness and suc-

cess. Gibbons's vein was grave, and his madii
gals, in subject as well as structure, are in accord-

ance with it. We may take one of the madri-
gals in this set to have expressed his feelings as

to the proper aim and object of the poet and the

musician :

"O that tile learned poet^ of Hiis time,
Wtio in H Iovo-sicl( line =0 well can epeak,
AVoul'i nor con^uaie (jooj wir in tla^etul rlivme,
But with (ienp c:ire rame better sntj 'Ct (;eelt

:

For if tlieirniu.'-it; p]ea=e to enrthlv ttiin^s,

llow would ic .-ound if struni^ with heavenly strings.

One, and one only of the contnnts of this set,

'The Silver Swan,' has been cop'ed bv successive

compilers into numberless collections, but all are

worthy of the author of that masterly compn,si-

tion : perhaps the madrijal we have quoted
above, and 'Dainty fine bird,' may be ranked
among the choirest of the wnrk.

The Madrigal, like the fabled swan, seems to

have sung most sweetly when d.'ath approached ;

for Ward's collection appeared in 1613, tfrini

nating that rich outf)ourin!X of st^cular vo.-al h ir-

mony -which the precedina; twpntv year^ hail wit-

nessed- In his dedication to Sir Henry Fan.sh iwe,

Ward alludes to the decline of musical taste

which was now becomini too apparfut. and we
may presume that he never fmnd suffi-ient en-

couragement to prosecute his design of publish-

ing another set :

—

"Since no science carries so Riifficient nutbnrify in

itielf, but must needs sntimit to that monster ophiiwi^

half truth, half falsehood, yet these compositions of
mine, bi^inj; fronted witli your countenance, even

should these prove distasn tnl with theqiia^ie pabifd,

yet with the sound, unsubject lo siicH diseav-e of hu
mour or appetite, I presume tbey will plea^in^lv rel-

isfi, and m^iintain me against the cnrrunted nninb r

of time sick humourist.s. These, bonoiired Sir, are

tlie primitire of my muse, planted in vniir pleasure

and cherished by the jrent'e calin of vour favours.

What I may produce hereafter is wholly yours."

Ward was more nice in the collection of his

words than most of his contemporaries.— ."^ir Phil-

lip Sidney's 'Areadia' and Dravlon's E'Io'tiu's

having suguested most of the musieal ideas of this

set; and these may rank amnnu the fi st of tbejr

kind. The composer of 'Die not. fond mm.' 'Up-
on a bank of roses' and 'Phil.lis the briuht' may
claim a place among the best part waters of the

age. With Ward the last of those litdits which
had irradiated the musical hemisphere of Er'g'and
during a large portion of the Tudor dynasty ex-
pired.

One work remains to be noticed, as a part of

the musical history of the a<re. Towards the
close of Elizabeth's reii/n, the Earl of Notting-
ham, Lord Hish Admiral, offered a premium for

the best madrigal composed in honor of the

Queen, No less than iwentv-two candidates
appeared, and their compositions,—the majority
of which were written for six voices,—were pub-
lished under the title of the 'Triumphs of Oriana.'

Tile title and plan of the wo'k were doubtless

sussested by a similar Italian one. 'Tl Triotifo di

Dori :' it was published in 1602, Moilev beinu'

the e-ditor, and the onlv unprofessional contrib-

utor being the father of iMllton. The theme of
every madri.aral in the collection is similar, and
the burden of each the same,—

•

"Then sans the shepherds and nyiDpbs of Diana,
Long live fair Oriana !*'

The contents of this work necessarilv varv in

excellence,— Wilbye, Weelkes, Morlev and
Benet preserving their usual station. If the
Queen merited such a tribute of loya'ty and trrat-

itude from the musicians of her age, she received
in turn an enviable requital : her praises are
wrought into lasting monuments of art. and in

the reign of Victoria it is of Elizab-th that we
yet continue to sing. In truth there is no other

English sovereign who.se name is associated with
music of any intrinsic or endurins excellence
Elizabeth died in 1603, and from this period we
trace the rapid decline of musical taste and the

decay of musical talent in England. But let us
linger a little longer on a period so full of wel-
come reminiscences.

That raadrigalsinging was a favorite amuse-

menr of the time, is a fact resting on historic tes-

timony and confirmed by the large supply of
materials adapted to gratify it. We yet possess

at least a thousand English madrigals by compos-
ers of name and note. If to these are added the
madrigals imported from the various Italian states

and from Flanders, it is probable that ten times
this number were then ama.ssed and in daily use
in England during tlie twenty-five years of which
we have spoken. This consiileration sufficiently

evinces the state of musical knowledge and its

general ciihivaiion, and all the evidence that we
po-sess points to the same conclusion. Without
quoting the well-known passage from Morley, we
find this fact stated in the words of Galliard,

whose testimony was derived in part from history

and in part from tiadiiion:—
"Madrieals were much in use in the time of Queen

Elizaheth, in whicli coni|to^iiions the Enelisn nf that

time have left |.roof of tlieir aldlity even to vie with
the best I aliau composers. Nohudy could then pre-

tend to a liberal edui-aiion who had not m fde such a

P'Oirress ill rnusick as to be >ible'to sing his- part at

Slight : and it was usual when ladies and gentlemen
met, for itiadrieMi books to he laid before theiu, and
every one to siiiL^ their part. I believe every one is

serisitile of tlie d.ffienlty there would be at present

[1720J of tindiiitc amoni^ the lovers of inusick a suf-

licienr numf/er qjalitied lor such a perfiirmunce. But
since the »:lorious reiLTii of Queen Eliz dieth, musick
(for whieh, as well as her siso-r ;irts, ICn^^land was
tlien renovvnel ail the world over) has been .o rnuch

neirlecied. as much bv the Iitile eiieourai^ement it has
received f^roin the great as by reason of the civil wars,

that at leiif^th this art was entirely lost."

This, be it remembered, is the testimony of a
foreigner, resident lor many years in England,
and therelore riot piompied or colored by national

prejudice. But of the station which the musici-

ans then occupied, there is in truth no more ques-

tion than of -the fact recorih-d by Galliard, of

which therefore it is needless, though'it would be
eajv, to multiply the proofs.

The deeline of madri'jal writing and madrigal
.singing fblloived soon after the aceession of James
I English musicians found no favor or patro-

nage froii any of the Stuarts; and the just and
liberal support they had received from tlie last of

the Tudors was exchanged lor the cold neglect
fi-om tlie first of the succeeding dynasty, foUo^ved

bv an absolute proscription fmm his successors.

Within a few years after the succession of James,
all the madrigal wri'ers who in 1602 had sun»
the praises of Elizabeth were silenCi In the reign

of Charles I those collections of songs began to

appear which satisfied the musical desire of the
time, and to which Henry Lawes was the princi-

pal contributor. In the prefatory address to his

•Ayrs and Dialogues for One, Two and Three
Voices,' he thus censures that exclusive admira-
tion of foieigii compositions of which the Court
has set the example :

—

"Tn our generation whatever is native (be it ever
so excellent) must lose its taste, because men have
lost theirs. For my own part, I desire to render to

every man iiis due, be he stranger or native. I ae-

knowledgft the Italians the i:reatest masters of music,
but yet not all ; and, without depressing the honor of
oiher countries, [ mav say our nation hath bad as

able mu-icians as any in Europe. But, as in mu^ic
the unison and diapason are the sweetest of all

chords^ yet a second an.! a seventh, which stand next
to them, are more discordant from them than any
other notes in the scale,—so, as to miisiciaos, a man's
next neighbor is the farthest from him, and none give

so harsh a report of the English as the English tliem-

selves
"

The vocal-part wri'ing of this and similar col-

lections consisted of simple melodies, as simply
harmonized in three parts. There was no at-

tempt at the artful texture of the madrigal, no
points of imitation, none of the evirlences of skil-

ful harmoidc combination which marked the com-
positions of a preceding age. Musical education

iiad decli'ied, and Lawes and his contemporaries,

if they wrote at all. were compelled to confofm
to the capabilities and wants of the times. The
mu.sical flame was lli -kering in the sO'-ket and it

scarcely needed the rough blast of civil war to

extinguish it.
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The Annual Concourse at tlie Conservatoire.

BY STANLEY THOBNE.
(From the American llegister, Paris, Aug. 3.)

Mr. Amhroise Thomas presided for llie first time

this year at the annuMi conconrs of ihe CoiiserTarojre.

and he may he said to have now only enrend upon
the exercise of his duties iis president. Most of my
readers are familiar with the queer lookinj^ little

theatre, which is, notwithstandint; its quaininess, ihe

consecrated realm o\ classical harmony, and the fa

Torite temple of the old compos* rs, whose fame is

kept fresh by the masterly iiiterpretations of their

works which are to he heard there. I will pass over

the appearance of the auflience, which is neither very

aristocratic nor distingue in appearance, the majority

being composed of the parents, triends and a<qiijiint-

ances of the lyric aspirants, who are fi:enerally poor
and wlio generally spring from the hnmlilest ranks
of society. B-^fore enterm<; upon the di.-cnssion of
the merits of the candidates, I must a^k a querition

of the direction of the Conservatoire. Why is that

usly square of brown paper pasted over the Imperial

SFtas, leaving: the frohi bees out iti the cohJ, and why
is- the Repablfc represented hy a wliimsical K with

an mloxicated F, which, forfjertin^ all fiecorum, is on
the point of turning a somersault? Is all tliis in-

tended to impress people with ihe "provisional" char-

acter of the French Hepuhlic 1 If it he so, the

travesty is entirely out of place in a place of tliis

kind which has no concern with politics.

The puhlic conconrs has commenced with the

piano examination, which does not ai tract so larye a

concourse of people as the sinjrintr days, nor does it

so deeply interest the puhlic, for the reputation of the

pupils of the Parisian Conservatoire, cither as rejxards

She violin or piano, is too well established to allow of

any anxiety. The fair sex carried off the ])alm for

excellence this year; four yountr ladies were irianted

first-class premiums, namely, Miles. Guitry, Liauznn,
Pfene, and Maurion, all pupils of that excellent terh-

nical professor. M. Le Conppey. M. Hery/s pnpUs
received second class premiums and accessits of en

couragemenf. Mile. Pene is only thirteen years of
age, and has, consequently, ample time to continue
and perfect her studies. The ladies, twenty in niuh-
ber, all played the concerto in si mineur of Hummi'I.
The gentlemen exhibited their powers in the pohm-
aise in mih^mol of Chopin. They numbered spven
aspirants, of whom MM. Bour^reois aud Wormser
took the first prcrainm, beino; pupils of M. Murmon-
tel, who is eeneralJy admitted to be the first instru-

mental teacher of Paris.

The second day was devoted to the sinfrin^ class,

although why it is so denominated, I cannot under-

stand. No one seemed to he at all preoccupied with

the vocal qualities of the candidates, the selection of

the various pieces bein^ dramatic and more suitable

to the development of the trntjcie qualities than of the

general style and finish of the singer. Another as-

tonishing feature for an examination in a French
school was the evident predilection manifested for the

music of Verdi, more than two-thirds of the pieees

being his most strongly characterized dramatic inspi-

rations. The air from the "Ballo" was sung several

times, even by a bass voice—M. Courtois. Why, at

an examination of this kind, pupils are allowed or
obliged by their professors to transpose, is incompre-
hensible. The first prize was carried off by M. Bover,
a pupil of PiOtrer, in the air from the "Ballo' in

Maschera." M. Boyer is a dark-haired young man,
delicate and frail in appearance, but posjfessinir a fine

baritone voice of sympathetic quality, somewhat
lacking in force, which is, perhaps, due to the gentle-
man's feeble stale of health. His interpretation was
both artistic and feeling, showinir ihat his talent is

perfectly natural and almo'^t self-eultivated. He ex-
hibited all the possession and opfomh of a thorough
artist. This is the all saving quality, by the way, of
the pupils in general ; what they lack in stndv or
natural abiliiy, ihey make op for in what we Yankees
familiarly call brais. The second prizes were HiVen
to M. Courtois (a fine bass voice), and to M. Dereims,
a tenor. M. Henschlint; obtained a second acee8,«it.

The female candidates were lamentably weak, and
the judge? deraon«trated their uood nature by giving
them anyihini;. Mile. Sapon, who sang the cavatinn
from the "Heine de Saba" with some energy and in-

telliijence. received a second prize which she won
easily. Kven the jury could not bring in a first pre-

- miam. Miles. Marcus and Vidal obTarncd an
accessit, aUo with the utmost ease. Mile Vidal sintr-

ing the cavatina from "Norma," beginning in one
key and finishing in another. I now pass to the vio
lin contours, in which I regretted to note the but too
Ti-iible absence of inielligent study and proper devel-
opment of the voices on the part of the profei^orrt of
the vocal studies, as well as the culpable weakness of
thejnry. The violin examination was more than
brilliant, this class maintaining its repniation as being

the very fiist in Europe. As regards the violoncello,

the result wag equally satisf'yctory. The composition
imposed was a fragment from the concerto in si min-

e 111' of UomhQni. M. Loeb, fiupil of M. Chevillard,

tnok the first prize; there were two second prizes,

iwo first accessits, one second and one third. For
the violin solo ihe 29th concerto of Viotti in 7>ii min-

eur was imposed. Two brilliant renditions by MM.
Turhan and Sei^ilet carried off the. first prize, in ad-

dition to which there were given three second premi-
ums, which were well deserved, two first accessits,

three second accessits, and two third. Among them
were several ladies, who were nearly as stron^j as

their comrades. M. Massart's class was iJie mo'^t

remarkable, taken as a whole, but one and all merit
hiirh praise and eneonr:igement.
The class for the Opfera Comiqne came next, MM.

Leuven and Du Loch sirtinc: among the jury, on the

look out for talent and pretty faces. The first prize

was again awarded to M. Boyer, who displayed his

versatility in the openintr scene of the ^'Barber of
Seville"— a trying one, when dressed in a frock cont

with a soft bar for a cnilar. Several passaijes of the

air and f?ubseqnent duet were remarkably tjiven, but
M. Boyer's efforts were not more meritorious or ar-

n-^tie thnn were those of M. Courtois, who appeared
in nearly every si-ene during the day, giving the

re'j>//(jiie to his comr^:des in excellent style. His
voice, loo. fully equals M. Boyer's; his hej^rht and
extreme thinness m:tke him, perhaps, a little awkward
when ycsiicnbitin^ in a hlaek coat, but, unless the
jurv intend to make him shorter and stonier, I don't
see the of"'ject in tantalizin<r him with a second prize,

obliging him to siudy another year, and conplinir

him in (he recompense, too, with M. Dereims, who
is much his inferlnr. A first accessit was given to

M. Meyroniu't, who appeared in the openinir scene of
the "UraiTons de Villars," No first premium wa^
granted to the ladies, which was ju<t ; bur, pt^rronfm,

there was too much leniency exhibited in the disiri-

burion of the second prizes. Mile. Bureau sany: the

air from the "Noces de Figaro" very well, and de-

served encourati^ement ; bur Mile. Chevalier was re-

mark-ibly weak and inefficient m "Acte??n.'* and in

the other seen^s in which she seconded her ft-llow

a-pirants. Mile. Thihaiilt appears to be laboiing

under a severe affliction of the throat, hut her appear-
nnee. dialoirue, and ire**lures, were piquant and trrace-

ful, and she richly merited the unanimous first accc'^sit

with which the jury rewarded her eflorts as an a-pi-

rant for comic opera. Mile. L>icourifere, who appears

to desire to pluck the huirels from Mme. Galli-Ma
rie's brow, must study hard, lonjr, and earnestly to

soften rhe tones of an unsympathetic organ, and also

to modify the abruptness of her gesture and car

riatre.

Next in turn came the Grand Opera. The first

prize was a^ain won by M. Boyer in the dif!irult

scene with Gertrude in "Hamlet." The younir
man's voice appeared to be even fuller and more
Egreeable in qu;ility than during tlie other trials,

while his action and expression were almost perfect.

Kumors of his beinfi enirajred by M. Haulanzier were
repeated durincr the audition, and it is more than
likely that such is or will be the fact, for the director

sent for the promising yonng artist immediately after

his scena. The second prize was awarded unani
mou'slv to M. Dereims, who appeared successfully in

"Faust," in the "Africaine," and in "Favorita," c'v-

inf; the "Sj>irito gentil" with charming efifect. The
first accessit was u'iven to M. Meun, which was very
riyhi, but the same favor sI)ould have been extended
to M. Autrer, who rendered the mad scene from
"Charles VI." most ably, and who has been over-

looked by the jury throughout the session. This in-

cident yave rise to a demonstration of discontent on
the part of the public, which was inefl[cctive though
well merited. -The first premium for the ladies was
awarded to Mile. Vidal, who santr several scenes from
the "Africaine" earnestly and acceptably when con-
sidered as a pupil, bur feebly when gratified with a
first class prize. The second prizes were accorded to

Miles. Wagner and Tapon, the former appearinrr in

the third act of "Faust," the latter in the "Favorite."
If Mile. Vidal had been included in the second pre-

mium and the first had been put aside as it has been
ail along, the decisions would have worn a fairer and
more impartial aspect. Mile. Asscnat took the only
accessit, and her scene from '"Robert le Diablo" left

much to be desired even for that rocomperse. The
general ronronrs on the j)art of the ladies was very
feeble^ exhibi int; want of study, a lartre amount of

prcteoHion, and insufficient natural ability tj yupport
ttie amaztng aplomh exhitated.

M. Jules Simon's Address.

Paris, Aug. 14th.

The address of M. JuIch Simon at the distribu-

tion of prizes at the Conticrvatoiro has made so great

a sensation in the art world of Paris, owing to the
attack on M. Auher's memory, that it may be inte-

resting tr* your readers to reproduce it.

"Gentletnen," be^an tlie Minister of PuMic Tn-

slrnciion, "whenever we assemble to reward and
encourajre the living, it is due that we pay the dead
a just tribute of gratitude and reu:ret." The Minis-

ter went on to enumerate the losses to art since 1870,
referring especially to Feiis, Samson of the Come'die,

author and actor, Auber, Ijcvas>;enr, and (^arafa.

"I admit," he said, "that compo-^ers —particularly
such composers as Auber and Carafa—may dispense

will] our funeral eulo^iutns ; besides the Insiiinte

o'ves them a panetryric. But Ihe execotants. the

comedians who have merited, either by their art or

science, to be professors at the Conservatoire, and
v/hosc praises no perpetual secretary will sinir, de-

serve their titles recalled, their services appreciited,

their glory consecrated, here in the midst of passion-

ate lovers of the ideal — deserve al,-o to be held up a*
a pattern to that youtii whose ta^k it is to continue
their traditions. Executants leave only their name
behind them : it is our duty to defend this, throuiih

ingratitude as well as in the obvious interest ot onr
own pleasures. 1 kiiow that Talma and Kaehel will

he rememht-red as lung as dramatic an endures, and
yet those who have heard Talma are already becom-
ing rare. A (Vw years more and no lontier will be
remembered the enthuNiasm we have felt, bnl only
the enthu-^iasm we have heard described. These are

the glories which disappear, like tho-e faithful re-

productions of naiwre which the sun ^:ivfs us in a
few minutes and which he takes away again in a

f;w years. Not the less are they true ghtries, well

merited, dearly earned. We who form the public

owe more to artists than to doctors, for tiiey charm
away our cares for a space— more than to philoso-

phers, for they inspire in us the splendor of the

beauiifMl, who-e n.itiire philosophers do not always

succeed in explaining. We owe to them those rare

moments when imaj^ination creates an und us a new
world, peopled with phantoms that attract or repel,

and when onr spirit is flu-^hed with that exalted

picture of %yiiich Aristotle speaks, and wliich comes
with the exercise of all our faculties; real pleasure,

albeit produced by an illusion, as are produced most
of our pleasures, and of wbich the menmry lasis

unto our latest sigh—softening us, and consoHng,
and strengthenintr.

Composers and dramatic authors, in whose pres-

ence I speak now, you arc still further in the debt of
these executive artists. Yuu, like ourselves, owe
thetn the pleasure which their art gives, nnd, atill

more than we, a portion of your glory, perchance of

you I genius. No dnubt >ou stand before your or-

chestra like the orL'anist heh>re his keyboard. 'Tis ^

you who think and dream, you who unchain or call

the storms,

Toliere seu ponere Tult freoa;

you who hid us smile or fremb'e at your will. But
if the artist have not cultivated his voice, if he be

not master of his instrument, if he do not thorou^ib-

ly know the secrets of his art, if he prove only the

inanimate interpreter of your passioi*. if he do not

so to speak fu-e himseli into you, living your life,

vibrating with your enthusiasm, you are like an
orator whose tongue has suddenly dried up, and who
feels in hitn threat emotions and the dear strenj;ih of
eloquence without beinj; nUle to conimunicaie iliese

to the heart and soul of the crowd. When Mahe-
neck began to play Beethoven's symphonies in this

very hall, Beethoven was already admired, but ho
was not loved, not understood, or a-t least not utider-

siood as he is now adays. 1 was present some years

aL'O at the reproduction of "Orpheus' with a fru'sidi

of mrne near whom I sit every day In a very difiler-

ent place, and who had henrd I>onis Moutriet in

that part, the father of the tenor whom we have ad-

mired in "Ouil/auiite yyi." When he came to the

celebrated passaye, "I have lost my Furydiepi," Or-
pheus first sang it near the tomb iti a moved, pathetic

voii-e, and accord'ing to. tradition he should htive

stopped there arid rc.-'Umcd the sinking in the same
fiishion ; but all at once, darting down tlie stage, he
gave vent to his grief in cries so terrible that the

andienro were touched to the very depths. ' That rs

new," exclaimed my frien<i. Tliere was Gluck, the

master of calm and miL^hty passion, but there was
another aviisiic soul. Tliu-^ tliu saTO.e thought clothes

itself anew, ptissing from one virtuoso to another;
and this is why the ^reat cornposors do not pro-

nounce a verdict on their work, nor finally decide

until having heard them executed \\y the rua^tera,

So it is wiili tin; theatre. iMoI.i>ro cons-jlti d his

servant and did not consult Artnande Bejarl ; but

rest asf-iurcd h5 studied her and hlio no less taught
him more than one secrci in dramatii) arj. Musicrsi

have arisen since Molifere, who, sometimes like him
though it) different degrees, CQn(binin{^ the author's
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tnlent to the comedian's, at otiier times limiting:: their

nmhition to interpreiin^ the wo'ks of others, have
by dint of work nnd experienee acquir^'d a learninc",

a correeiness of jtidi;menl ami precision of ex'-eu-

tion whij-h have made them at onre excellent actors

and incomparahle proft-ssors. There arc perform-
ances at the Tlie'ilfre Fran(^ais which 'orm vivid and
profound lessons in litersiture. You will find

better commentators on Mohfere there than at the

Sorbonne : allow an old iVofcssor of the Rorhonne
to say so much without failinii in respect towards his

successors and his own master. It was there that

Molitire stood while playing his part. He sat in that

chair, he wore that costume, he made that motion,
and even, oh Borleau ! he wrapped him<elf in that
cloak, It wa.s there too, (Treat genius as he wa*!,

he ffll into exacoeration ; for if he more than any
other man hd his ap;e, he yet committed mi^^takes.

The irreat man's mistake has reisncd undisputed so

many years; thev will tell you how many, for they
keep count witli pious care of the least modification

of voif'e or gesture ; even a smile has its history.

Then there comes to the house of Moliere some n;reat

masrer of the art of under-Jtandintr and cxpres'jion,

and he seis the point ri<rht—not without a battle

thou_a:h. A controversy springs up in theatre and
hall, critics intervene, the Ac^d^my pronounces its

verdict, and at last all is settled : thus is the proper
pesture, the deep tone. Are these trifles, gentlemen ?

No, it is psycholoc:y, literature, art, and therefore the

most serious matter in the w(u'Id.

I would impress on executants that the fate of
masterpieces in a ^rreat measure depends on ilu^m,

and that therefore ihey belong: to the masterpieces.

It is a £;reat name, ihat of artist, and it should be
nobly borne and rendered worthv by the work of a
whole lifetime, and especiidly by obstinate and per-

severinjj toil durinf^ the first years. To run throuirh

the Conservatoire rapidly acquire there some facil-

ity, a common cleverness, and then leave it before

studies are fini-^hed, out of de-^ire for ^ain and
through distaste for work, is to abandon the art for

the trade— is to desert. Know that the mo'^t illus-

trious virtuoso who has arrivi d at the ht'iirht of

popularity and success, shou'd still work, and work
every day, under penalty of decav. I am reminded
at the moment that Anber was for thirty years your
director. I am far from wantintr in respect *"or one
so frn-atly and so letriiimately famous, but 1 do not

hesitate to add that he should not have made a mas-
ter of siudious youth. Read him from ht'cinninnr to

end; follow his history from the commencement:
his name is fudh'fi/. Everytliinir succeeded wiili him
in art and life. Th« smallest musicians understood
him and liked him at tirst sight, and one felt that

his airs came of themselves and cost him no rffort.

There is more work in the shortest scene of ' Las
I/vfjitpnots'" than in all "La Miieffe," which is a
masierpiece however. Ay. that man produced more
than any one, yet it is certain he never worked. It

has been said he was iirnorant ;— not at all : but he
must have known ^vithout having; learned ; for Anbor
taking pains is as impossible to f.mcy as Auher
writing: coarse or tiresome music. He was a majmi
fieent ex<-epiion, whose place was never here. The
director of the Conservatoire is a Cherubini. a Gluck,
a Beethoven—genius strengthened by labor and ag-
grandized by science.

Gentlemen, Jove the beautiful and study your art

:

such is the virtue of your state. Everywhere are re-

echoed these three words : the True, "the Beautiful,
the Good ; the-e are (he stern trinitv that represents
Philosophy, Art, and Morals. To discover the true,

to expre-s the beautiful, to know and practise dutv,
are the three vocations for which alone we are in the
world. You have chosen the finest part; I conse-
crate you therein. Enter on your career with the
faith and courage of a soldier marching against the
foe. You will gather perhaps as much hooting
as applause. Glory is to be made by criticism
as well as by praise, by detraction and hatred
as well as by enthusiasm. And ju'^t as in the
strife of politics a man finds etreuL'th and con
eolation in the feeling of right, in the firmness of his

convictions and the warmth of patriotism, equally so

in the tiatile of art, it is of art he must think, it is

for her ho mu«t live and through her."
1 he above speech was fn qnently interrupted by

applause from the entire audience. At the clo«e the
distribution of prizes commenced. A pupil of the
lrfiged\ class, M Diipont-Vernon called the names
of the laureiue**. who came up to receive their rewards
from the hjmds of the Minister. First of all M.
33'\ver was called up. who had been lucky enou'jh lo

^ain the first pifze for singing, the first for opera,
atid the first for opera cotuique. as well as the prtx
d'honnetir, This last was founded some years ago
by the widow of Nicodami, an old professor of the
pianoforte at the Conservatoire. The prize consists
of 500 franca a year.

"When the distribution was over, the croix de

chevalier de la Ltfgiou d'Honneur was conferred

unon three professors: M. Mathias (singing), M.
Elwart (ex professor harmony), and M. Hegnier

(dramatic declamation)

—

Cun: London Orchestra,

A Musical Reminiscence. Meyerbeer as a

Leader.

A writer in the Tripod, who resembles "Charles

Auchester" in his passionate fondness for music and

musical celebrities, gives the following leaf from his

book of personal experiences :

The FJnqHpnnts was to be performed for (he first

time in Brnnswirk, Germany, some time in the

neighborhood of 1845, and Meverbeer wa^^ to "con-
duct" in person. I had heen present at all the pre-

liminary rehearsals, and the mu-^ic had taken such a
powerful hold on mv youthful imaL'^inaiion (as no
mu'^if before no"* since), that when I hea>d within a
few feet of me, on rhe eventful day. an introduction ;

"Ilerr , CiiiellmeisrHr Meyerbeer," I looked
around and lo ! I beheld the (to me) demigod and
ideal of rrrandeur— the great man whom I had pic-

tuf'd as nn Appollo. sixteen feet high, with baton
instead of a club. There he stood a little Jew,
muffled up, and a pearly dew-drop hanging on the

end of his nose, with a sharn crack in his lau»jh,

so utterlv unlike the duet of tlie fourth act that I

then refused, nor could I since bring myself lo

accept, the real for the ideal comooser. Yet I stood

trembling in his presence, exanrining with wonder
the man who wrote that marvellous fourth act: and
when he invited me to p-et out under his f<^et and not

stand in his way so, T felt gratified that he noticed a
sm:dl hov like me, but did not leave.

He conducted the largest general rehearsal sitting

in an arm chair on the stage, bearing the time in a

quiet, nno'^tentarious manner. lifiing the b^fon hard-

ly two inches from his knee ; but now and then a

quick, nervou'' motion of the b&ton, which com-
mu"if*ated its'-lf to the orche-itra somewhat like an
electric shock, bringing in>-tanrlv the fz., made one
feel the force which he might let loo-^e, but held sub-
dued. The excitement was so intense in the

orchestra, that when the apparently unooncerned old

man lifted fhp baton higher, then the left hand, and
finally himself, rising slowly with the creseendo, the
musicians in several instances unconsniou^lv half

aro>e out of their seats under the spell of inspira-

tion. <')nce he rapped on the floor, requesting one
of the fir^^r violins to hold in a little and not let the
music run away with him; then, speaking- to some
one behind the scenes, directing- him to reiriove ihat

hoy (pointed at me), "because he keepi? howling in

an unearthly manner"— i. e.. in laudable endeavor
to keep my voice in unison with t!ie first violins

earrying the melody. My cup of happiness was
full at being nori'-ed again, this time before the com
bined chorus and orchestra ; it was only afrer con-
tracting: most solemnly to keep the peace that I was
permitted to remain.

I must here mention that T was a sort of fixMtre

(not even ortiamental, but useless) in said orclipstra.

being tolerated there bpcau'-:e I sustaiuf'd filial rela

tions to the corno Tngle^e ; ono of Ihe D flutes wa«"

my uncle, and T claimed a general frierd-hip with
the trombones, being- only at loggerheads with the

first violins, on account of the above mentioned fail-

ing, which was the result of too much enthu-^ia-m

My invariable place at every rehearsal and perform-
ance was in the corner at the left and next to the

conductor's desk ; so when the cveninjr came I was
in my place, and had the best opportunities to ob-
serve the great master of modern on-bestration.
When he made his appearance in the orcbesfra, a

denfeniuir applause greeted him, which he acknowl-
edged with a slight turn and inclination toward the
audience, while dives'ino: himself of his cloak, nut
of the pocket of which he took his baton, a little

black stick apparently whi'tled with a knife ; he then
stepped up to his desk, and after blowing bis nose
with a dreadful snort, lifted his wand, .Tnd p death,
like silence prevailed for nearly a quarter of a
minute. I watched the stick, and when it descended
and was checked with a sliL'ht twitch, there proceed-
ed, seemingly out of the end of it. the low rumbling'
of the long drums—another twitch and silence

again—this repeated, and the grand old chorale
began to whisper its way throu.'b the maze of har-

mony, until it finally swelled into an anthem
inexpressibly glorious when played by such an
orchestra.

All through the performance T was too much ex-
cited to remember much beyond the figure before me,
placid and untouched by the fire of his matchless,
passionate, wondrous music—with a stoop in his

shoulders, heavy eyebrows, overshadowing a nose

which bad just enough curve at the end to proclaim
the son of Abraham, which latter, by the way, has
since risen in my estimation fifty per cent, on ac-

count of his children, Meyerbeer and Mendelssohn.
After the performance, on my way home, I must

have been still under the intoxicating influence of

the trance which held me enchained during the

whole evening; for I was arrested by the ' Nacht-
wachter" for making the night hideous with frantic

attempts at singing, or rather screaming, the great

duet of the fourth act, soprano, tenor, and all the

orchestral parts at the same time, and which homage
to the great genius who had presided that evening
was not fully appreciated by the. unpoeticat non-
de-jcript with the lantern, who had held me by the

collar until I had finished the ravishing strain ; then,

becoming better acquainted with him, and "af;er a

short but eloquent speech, setting forth the impor-
tance of the occasion which had brought us to-

gether." T insisted on accompanying him to the

station hou'^e.

At the close of the opera, the Duke "ordered" the

orchestra and singers to the palace, for the purpose
of having several scenes repented to him, which was
intended as a great honor. Mr. Meyerbeer did not
go, but sent a note to his Flighness the next morn-
ing, saving that he forgot all about it.

Of his works I will say nothing— the world has
given its verdict: "Before him the composers of

Fir/e/io and Lhn Juan— after him—nobody—or as

Heine has it : Meyerbeer has rendered all previous

dramatic munic doubtful, all future impossible."

"Nothings New Under the Sun."

The Boston Fe-=tival was, no doubt, rather origi'

nal ; but in many of the peculiar eff'ects which were
introduced into it^ musical elements, it cannot claim
to be unique. For instance, already in the 17th
century artillery accompaniments have been success-

fully tried, at least if we may call a great deal of
noise a success. In the way of gigantic instruments,

Boston has not outrivalled the specimens which an
entertainment of a somewhat analogous nature gave
birth to, i. e., if we may believe what the erudite

writer of a paper appearing in one of the most vera-

cious and inteiesting of German periodicals com-
municates to its readers. We allude to an article

contained in No. 29 of the Gattenlanhe, an illustrated

paper, very widelv circulated in Germany. It is

entitled : "A Proof that there is nothing new under
the Sun," and the writer gives us the following nar-

rative in support of this apparent truism, a narrative

of sufflcient interest, we (-onsider, to warrant its

translation into the vu'gar tongue. "Unique in the

annals of mus c is imd'>uhfcdlv that concert which
was given in Dresden on the l-3rh of July, in the

year 1615. at the reque'it of (he reigning Grand
Duke Johann Georg, of Saxony. It was intendi-d

that thi^ grand concert should consist of a perform-
ance of some work in the fofU of an oratorio, treat-

iuL' upon the history of Holafernes. The libretto was
written by a certain Ma'hesius Pfliumenkern, and
the music was composed by the loyal choirmaster,

Grundmaus. The latrer submitted a sketch of a
proirramme to the Dt'ke, w*iich obtained not only

the sanction of that exalted potentate, but also pro-

cured for it<! oriirinator a present of five barrels of
beer from the royal brewery, with the orders that he
was to excel himself in producing something extra-

ordinary, something quite original and exceptionally
peculiar. Acting upon these orders. Grundmaus
issued an invitation to all the musicians of Ger-
many, Switzerland, Poland, and Italy, to take part

with their pupils, in a grand musical festival in Dres-
den. On the 9th of July. 1615, the day of St.

Cvrillus. there were no less than 576 instrumentalists

and 990 Fingers assembled in Dresden, native artists

not included. The instrumentalists who came fron
all points of the compass brought with them, in

many cases, instruments of quite a novel construc-

tion. Of these, the most striking was a gigantic

double bass, the property of a Pole named Rapot/.ky.

It was placed upon a waggon drawn by eight mules,

and ineasup d no less than eighteen feet in length.

A small laddder was ingeniously placed against the

instrument, and upon this the musician ran up and
down with wonderful agility, playing his part with

the utmost precision. A student from Wittenhurg
undertook the part of Holnferne, and in order to

keep his worn-out ba^s voice in sonneihing approach-

ing a decent condition, he bad the ducal authurity

to prime him'self with beer all day lo-ig previous to

the perf<irmance, at the expense of the princely host.

The l^tb day of July, 1615, witnessed the grand
performance, the scene of which was a small hill

in the vicinity of the city. Here were stands for the

court and audience in general, besides stages and
stands for the performers, both instrumental and
vocal. Fearing that the gigantic double bass of the
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Polish gentleman, notwithstanclin<T its enormous
size, would not be powerful enough for the rest of
the instruments, the choir-master and conductor
Grundmaus caused a rather thick rope to be stretch-
ed upon the four sails of a windmill which stood
upon the top of the hill where the concert was held,
and with the assistance of an instrument very much
like a wooden saw, sounds resembling those emanat-
ing from a legion of violins were sawed out of this
novel addition to the orchestra. An enormous organ
was built expressly for the concert, and it occupied
a prominent position upon ihe incline of the hill.

The organist was a priest named Serapion, who
made use of his fists in playing this instrument.
Instead of drumSf large brewing cauldrons were
made use of, but as the conductor was afraid that
even these would be drowned by the sounds of all

the other instruments, he obtained the permission
of the Grand Duke to introduce arlillerv, and several
catinon were loaded and discharged by the bend
ariillery-man at certain passages in the niusio. This
perfortnance was most successful, and the thousands
who witnessed it were greatly pleased at, the various
novel effects which the composer made use of.

Donna Bigozzi, from Milan, dislinguisbed herself
greatly among the vocalists, hut she unfortunately
exerted herself so much in rendering the runs and
shakes which fell to her share, that she expired three
days after. The student who took the part of Holo
feme, sang one aria with such a powerful bass voice,
that he made everybody and everything tremble and
vibrate. The entertainment was brought to a close
with a double fugue, which led to a pitched battle
between the Dresden choir and the foreigners. The
latter, who in this passage represented the flying
Assyrians, were pelted with rotten apples and lumps
of clay by their Dresden brethren, who were sup-
posed to be triumphant Israelites, and this unex-
pected fina'e was greatly enjoyed by the Grand Duke,
who laughed till the tears ran down his cheeks. It
was only with extreme difficulty that the foreign
choristers could be hindered from returning the
salutes, otherwise the festival might have terminated
in a sanguinary engagement between the rival vocal-
ists. The choirmaster Grundmaus, the originator
and conductor of the fele, received in remuneration
of his .services a cask of wine and 50 ducats from
his princely protector." Does not this heat the Bos-
ton affair hollow ?

—

London Mus. Slanckird.

ibigljrs loiirnal of llusu.
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[For the followin2de3cription of a peculiarly American insti-

tntioD, our readers are indebted to one of the most intelli^cDt

and earnest teachers of the Wesfc, Mr. W. S B. Mathews, of

Chicago, who has from time to time contributed eo much
valuable corre?por.dence to our columns.]

The "Normal" Music School.

Whoever reads the musical papers will notice

some lime in May the advertisement that a Normal
Musical Institute is to be held at so and so, begin-

ning early in July and continuing six weeks. Then
follow the names of two or three distinguished

teachers and the address of the Principal. This

year there were about a dozen schools of this class

held in different parts of the country. They are all

on the same general plan, and each one is in charge

of some more or less distinguished writer of psal-

mody. All these schools sprang from one root— the

music teachers' "Convention" formerly held in Boston
nnder Dr. Lowell Mason's direction. At first they

were intended exclusirely for singing teachers, and
their leading class was that in "method of teaching."

It w,i!i in ihi.i cla«8 that Dr. Mason had the most

wonderful success ; for he possessed the very perfec-

tion of a teacher's manner, having a clear and simple

style of speech, a kindly way and rare skill and tart

in leading a class by questions to reason out the

whole subject for ihemsclvcs. His more celebrated

pupils were also good teachers ; Bradbnry, Wood-
bury, Root, Seward, and the rest. Still in ail thai

consiitntes a teacher I must be permitted to cherish

my boyhood'a illusion that Dr. Mason was facile

prinixpn.

The original school of this kind had a class in

Toice cultore, and I think the first one wan con-

ducted by Mr. Geo. F. Eoot. And much need was

there for it ; for the singing master with his i' def-

inite notions of intonation, and his utter ignorance of

any right method of producing and delivering the

tone, was in danger of losing his voice at just the

age when it would begin to be profitahle to him.

Very soon, however, Mr. Geo. James Webb began

to conduct voice classes, and his simple method has

bad great influence on those who have come within

reach of his teaching.

The other principal element of the work of the

"Normal" was the practice of heavy choruses, for

which the quality of the singers gathered and their

enthusiasm gave rare opportunity. The remainder

of the working day was filled up with harmony

classes, psalmody practice, &c.

The practice of heavy choruses necessitated the

employment of a good pianist to play the accom-
paniment, and this afforded opportunity for a few
enterprising singing masters to pick up a few notions

in the matter of accompanying and elementary play-

ing. And so began the introduction of piano
lessons.

The first conductors of these schools were distinct-

ively tfnchprs\ but when it was discovered thnt all the

pupils became disciples of the Principal, and used
bis bonks in tejicliing, every other author of a sing-

ing book found it necessary to bold a ' Normal" in

the summer in order to secure an adequate follow-

ing. And this is the sitnation at the present time.

But the strong comnetition between these schools
has led to a great strife in the matter of the employ-
ment of distinguished teachers ; and the emplov-
menl of a number of good musicians, again, has led

to a great improvement in the artistic tone of the

schools, and a gradual minifying of what was
originally the whole school, namely, the Singing-
Teacher's Class. For as soon as yon introduce
heavy choruses, and begin to speak of really artistic

instrumental music, you throw into decided shade
the merely A-B C work of the ordinary singing

school. And so it happens that for ten vears past a
constHutly increasing atiention has been given to

private lessons in singing and on the pianoforte.

Tlie growth of pianoforte instruction in the "Nor-
mal" has been chiefly remarkable within four rears,

and dates more particularly from Mr. William
Mason's eniracrement in Mr. Poor's "Normal" at

South Bend, Ind.. in 1870. At (he Normal of the

precedinir venr held at Jiinesville, Wis., we had, I

think, some twenty piano and orijan pupils, nearly

all of whom were very indifferent players. At
South Bend, where, also, I had the pleasure of assist-

ing Mr. iVIason, we had about forty piano pupils.

The following year Mr. Mason was employed by
Messrs. Seward and Allen in the "Normal" held at

Bingliampton, N. Y Here we had about fifty piano
and organ pupils. This year at the same place we
had sixty pupils in the same department, who took

about four hundred and ihi'tv lessons, and would
havf taken about fifty more if the teiichers had been

able to work more boars. This same year, also, I

hear that Mr. Root's school in Chicaeo had a lariie

instrumental chiss taught by Mr. Pobert Goldheck
and Mr E. E Whittemore. And at the same lime

Mr. H. S Perkins held a "Normal" at Racine Col-

lege. Wis , where Prof. J. C. Fillmore, a Leipzig
graduate, had a large class. It is easy to see. there-

fore, that fully twice as many piano pupils have
resorted to "Normals" for instruction this year as

ever before. I am not sure but the proportion is

even greater, for I have no statistics of the four or

five sehrols of this kind held in Ohio and elsewhere.

But not only has the number of pupils been greater,

Ihe qnalily lias also been better. We have had a

more intelligent class, and those who had more
artistic cultivation than was formerly the case.

Whether the schools did them any cood. the reader

must judL'e from the following account of the exer-

cises in one of them.

The Binghamplon school is organized in two
separate departments, the Vocal and the Instrumen-
tal. The former is managed hv Messrs Tin o.

.Seward and Chester G. AUen, the latter, by Mr.
Mason and the writer. This dual organization

allows more latitude in adjusting rates of tuition

and proviriing classes ; for instrumental teachers

nndersiand best the real wants of their department.
In the Vocal Department ihe teachers were : Mr.
George James Webb, voice culture; Mr. Chester O.
Allen, voice and harmony; Mr. Then. Seward,
method of teaching and chorus-conducting ; Mr.
Henry HardiuEr, voice and elementary work ; Mr.
B. C Unzeld, children's class. The public exercises

were daily as follows : at 8 .30 A. M. came devotional

exercises and calling the roll ; at 8 45, general

i W rexercise iW psalmody and choir singing ; at 9.30,

singing teacher's class (by Mr. Seward) ; 10.30,

popular vocal training (by Mr. Allen) ; 11.15, tech-

nical vocal training (by Mr. Webb) ; 2 p. M., ex-

perimental teaching class (by Mr. Seward) ; 3, har-

mony (by Mr. Allen). In the evening four times a

week was held the chorus practice This scheme

provides, it will be seen, admirably for singing

teachers ; for in the teachers' class Mr. Seward pur-

sues the method laid down in "The Music Teacher,"

the book which he assisted Dr. Mason to make ; a

method which I suppose has never be;n surpassed.

I ought also to speak more particularly of Mr.

Allen's class in vocal training, of which I heard

very complimentary accounts from the teachers

benefitted by it. Besides the class exercises in voice

culture, a large number of the pupils take private

lessons in singing. Probably something more than

three hundred private lessons in singing were

given.

In the Instrumental Department there were this

year but two teachers, Mr. William Mason and the

writer, Mr. Bnek being unable to come. There were

two classes. The Musical Grammar class was held

at 8 A. M. It discussed the subject in the method o'

off-hand lectures, going over the topics of keys'

scales, chords, cadence, modulation, pedal point,

suspensions and other dissonances, voice movement,

counterpoint, imftation, canon, fugue, phrase,

period, song-form, rondo, sonata, and variable

forms. As all the points were illustrated by cita-

tions from the better class of writings (principally

from classic works) opportunity was given for a

considerable amount of aesthetic talk about music

in general. The Piano Teachers' class came at

4.15 p. M. and, though less systematic than the one

just described, it was so not from want of care on

the part of ihe teachers, hut from the exceedingly

imperfect state of present knowledge on the sutject.

I believe a great deal has been done by Mr. Mason
towaids bringing piano teaching into some really

scientific form ; and ot the threat value of this class

at Biniihamton there were not two opinions among
the pupds. Twice a week there were piano recitals

by Mr, Mason. These were familiar talks about the

nuisi<^ (:d\vays very short, however), and such admir^

able plavitig as it is a real pleasure to hear. I can

give a better idea of these hy citing the first four

programmes thin in any other way.

Sonata Patbetiqne. Op. 13 Beethoven,
Novflett*. No. 1, Op. 21 Schuomnn,
Arat)e.-5l<e, Op. 1^ ScbuuiaiiD.

PolonHi.^e in C sharp minor. Op. 26 Chopin.
Spring Dnwn Muzurtla Caprice Miison.

Reverie, "Au Matin" Ma.«on.

Daope Hustique Mason.

Sonata, Op. 26 '..... Beefhoven.

Novellctcen, Op 21. IVof. 6 and 7 Schumann.
Tmrromptu Fanrasia... Chopin.

Waltz in C sharp minor Chopin.

Gavotte Dupont.
Berceuse Mason.

So-So Pollia Mason

Sonata, in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1 Beethoven.

Phanta.=ie.'*ril'-l(e Ileft I, Op. 12 Seliumaon.

Ballade, in A flat Chopin.

Spinnlied LitolH.

('hi ci pi-pi-nini (Cuban Dance) E chard IlolTiiiau,

Romance Etudi' Maaou

,

Sonata, in C sharp ujioor (Moooliijht) Btietiioven.

Roinar.ce. in b' phtrp SchuluJinn.

*'\V)irum" (hv lequesll..., Schumann.
En e vom Lied, Op. 12. ,

Sthu...ann.

Ktude, in C sharp minor Chopin

.

"If I were a Bird'' .-. Hen,selt.

Imnrovisation on " 'Tis the Last Ro.ie of Summer,
Miuson.

There were weekly concerts, and that was the rea-

son of the absence of e,-peciiilly concert music from

the recitals. The improvisations were altogether

viiirpie, such as no one hut Mason wnuhl give—so elc-

giint. yet ofien so grotesque, anil roitnirkatily itnpres-

sive and fascinating to the nudietice. 'J'ho leinainiler

of the time of iho inslrntnental pupils was filled up

with privaio b-ssons and piticliee. Owing to the large

number of pupils desiring lessons fiom Mr. Mason,

it was found necessary for each pu[iil to take one

lesson a wi ek of him and one of ihe writer, an

arrangement which turned out to the satisfaction, I

believe, of all parties. The technical lessons were

given according to the Mason system, of which it is

one great beauty that it takes eoinpanuively little

time but leaves the teacher free to drvote the greater

part of his attention to phrasing and artistic playing.

In the course of this leaching I was repeatedly struck
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with the care with whicli Mr Mhsofi prepa cd new

pieces for pupils. All tiie (iiffi'ult pflssMtre>^ hnd the

fingerinfT marked, evL-ry unnsna! position of the. liands

was explained, and he invariably heard tlie pupil

read the piece through the first time. I have never

seen so much done for a pnpil in one lesson as was

done here. And at the end of the term I was im-

pressed with the remarkable improvement pupils had

made—even those who at first I thought in too im-

mature a state to receive any permanent impress^ion

in five weeks. One of the^^e, who spent the fir«t thiee

weeks on one piece!, Jun^mann'-^ ''Spinning Wheel,**

told me, "The^e lessons are worth all I ever took

before, for I have now hamed how to study, and can

go on with some intelliirence."

A similar state of things I found to prevail amon^

Mr. Webb's pupils in singinp^. Thoui^Ii of course

five weeks is as inadequate a time to form a voice as

a pianist, there are some things that can be tauf^ht

even in this time. Niimely, the proper formation and

delivery of the tone, and the true method of phrasint;

and studying a new piece. A pupil once on the rit^ht

track in respect to these points will not afterwards go

far astray.

Of the public concerts I need not speak except to

say that it would be difficult to hear better chorus

Binging.

Here in Chicago, at Mr. Root's school, I hear fine

accounts of Mr. Fred. Root's Harmony classes, and

of the graded system of singing teaching, as illus-

trated by Messrs. 0. Blackman and E. E. Whitte-

raore. Both these gentlemen are remarkably clear

and successful teachers, and in these classes had the

advantage of going over the ground of their daily

experience for some years. The other exercises of

the school were on the same general plan as those at

Binghamton, except that they had here no piano-

teachers' class nor Musical Grammar.
But I have probably said enough to give some idea

of the work these schools do. The question occurs

to me : Do these "Normals" serve a real use, or are

they another branch from the creal American hnm
hug-weed 1 It appears to me that they serve a use.

They are not colleges, of course. One should not
go to a Normal to obtain a systematic education;
its life is too short. But for music-teachers in ordi-

nary communities, who wish to spend their summer
vacation profitably in enlarging their stock in trade,

I know of no opportunity so available as one of these

schools. The piano-recitals would be rare even in

the musical season of a large city {except Boston).
And the other advantages are nowhere else to be
got. They are not a money-mnking institution.

The teachers work harder than in their hu.sy season
at home, and receive less pay for it. The local mus-
ical academies which are becoming so common
throughout the interior do not fill this place, for no
such school can afford 1o employ the class of teachers
we find in the "Normals." Nor do the Conservato-
ries meet the need. For setting aside the fact that
most of the so-called Conservatories are such only in
name, they do not furnish this kind of practical in-

struction in the method of teaching which the less

experienced teachers need so much—and besides, the
only season of the year when teachers can afford to

go to school is precisely the vacation of the conser-
vatories. I conclude, therefore, that the Normal
Music School is for the present a legitimate musical
means of grace, in so far as it tends toward an artistic

musical culture and a simple way of leading pupils
to expressive and artistic playing. And that piano
teachers have now begun to esteem some studv of
teaching desirable, I regard as one of the most hopeful
signs of the times.

Necrology.

During the past summer not a few musicians of

considerable note have passed away. No stars of the

first magnitude have been withdrawn, nor were there

such (forgive us, worshippers of Wagner !) Nor has

the musical world been called upon this year to pay
its obituary tribute to names of equal consequence

with Meyerbeer and Berlioz, Moscheles, Hauptmann,
Loewe. But the musical journals abroad chronicle

the recent death of quite a number of musical artists

and composers, who once gave promise of a fine

career of original productivity, some of whom have

written ninny works in larirer firms, and most of

whom have he'd po-itinns of ns- fulnfss and honor

until (hey were called HWJiy. It is sad to think,

however, of the amount of flowing jispiration, of

intense ambition, study, and of dogged or impassion-

ed labor that has gone into the composition of so

many operas, symphonies, and works of chamber

music, of which all that will be remembered is their

hare names and opus numbers dryly registered in

musical encyclopedias. But so it is in all the spheres

of human occupation ; it is only the exceptional that

is rememhei-rd : the very smnllcst pnrt of what is

written will be read a few years hen^e. And yet

none the less is Art its own rich reward ;
none the

less is it desirable to make life itself nn Art, to carry

the artistic spirit into all wp do, and in our own hum-
ble or more fa V red wnv to prnntice arts aecording to

the measure and the quality of tab-nts [riven u-. We
do not believe that the rompnsers of foreot en work'^.

if thev have worked wirh a pure zeal for truth and

bcantv. have all thrown their lives away. Art, cul-

ture generallv. humnnirv. if not their own person:il

fame nnd fortune, will bnve gained somptbinc* tbronirh

their efforts; and it will be pnrtlv thrnngh their seek-

insr. (throuah their fiiilnres, it mny sc^m) that orher-i

will have reached ideals. Think of Bach's and Hiin-

del's musical contemporaries, what enormous quanti-

ties of music thev composed ; and not in any super-

ficial, trivial, easy form or style ; but altosetber on

the fuirued or potvphonic svstem, works as elaborate

and learned as lho=e of the immortal two. Tele

mann, for instanre. is said to have compo'^ed and

written down with his own hand a<! many scores as

Bach and Handel put totjether, and in the same trrent

forms ; yet not a paare of it is found in the repertoire

of to dav ! And he was bv no means the only ex-

ample of the kind. Truly there were friants in those

davs, and thev are nearly al! forgotten ! They spread

their notes, their thoughts, their souls' ideals, over

incalculable reams of paper, and yet their pao-e in

history is blank. What Time swallow.s up of the

musical production of our d'lvs is a mere trifle to

what was crowded into bis insatiable maw bv vastiv

fewer workers, only they were giants, in the first half

of the eighteenth century.

Among the names recorded in the recent "Nec-

rology" of foreign musical journals we note the foK

lowing :

—

1. Of Michel Carafa, who hnd long outlived

his fame as an Opera composer, enjoying a certain

amount of popularity, espec'a'ly in Paris, in Ros-ini*s

day, we copy an account ou our last page. Probablv
not one of his operas ever crossed the Atlantic ; and
the cnly scrap of his mnsic ever known in these parts

was the overture to his "Prison of Edinhurg," of

which some of our old coneert-coe's of Boston Acad-
erjjy" and "Musical Fund" days may retain a not

very distinct recollection.

2. Hetnrich Esser, who died at Salzburg, after

a long illness, on the 3d of June, at the age of 'iO,

was hardly known among us here except throuirb his

arrangements for orchestra of some of the great or-

gan works of Bach,—particularly the Toccata in F,
which has been several times performed in the Har-
vard Symphony Concerts. He was born at Mann-
heim in 1818; was appointed kapellmeister at the

Court opera theatre in Vienna in 1S47, where he was
also president of the Haydn Vcrein, until T869, when
ill health compelled him to retire from labor, and he
removed to Sal^urg, where he has been almost con-
tinuallv confined to his chamber. As a song- com-
poser Esser has made a good name for himself; and
several operas by him have been hroufrht out,—par-

ticularly "Z)/e beiden Prir}::en," and "Riquiqni," but
without lasting success. He is said to have been a

remarkably thorough musician, an excellent director

and a man of broad and profound culture ; he was
an enthusiast for poetry as well as music ; his rever-

ance for Dante is well known. As a man be was
loved by his colleasnes and esteemed by all for his

integrity, right-mindedness and zealous fidelity to

duty.—Besides bis songs and operas, he wrote a

Psalm, a Symphony, and various chamber music.

His funeral was largely attended hy representntives

of Austrian musical societies, and one of Bach's
funeral choruses was sung at his grave.

3. Hugo Ulrich is a name which promised nt one time to

stand very high in the records of German m sical art. ''His

earliest compositions," says the Neiie Zeitschrift^ "justified

the greatest hopes, and up to the latest moment, at the age

of mature manhood, much wag expected from so rich a

talent. TJlrich was horn November 26, 1S27, at Oppeln, and

died on the 231 of May, 1872, io Berlin, Ht the Jewish hospi-

IhI, w)iere he, the C'ltholir, sufTering from an incurable

diepHse, hud for some months found refiige. The son of a

gymnafium teRcher, after passing the u.iual examination

upon leaving college, tie went id 1846 to Berlin, to devote him-

self entirely to music, and there for nearl, three years he

enjoyed the tuition of Prof. Dehn. He attracted remarkable

attention through hiri B minor Symphony, - hich the royal

orchestra brought out in 1853. He became still more known
through bis Sinfonie triomphale , which won for him the

prize of 1,500 franca in Brussels. Both of these works have

kept their place upon tha r-^pertoire of the Berlin Sym-

phony orchestra to this day; they have made their way
throughout all Germany, and during this la.'it winter the

royal Kapelle (a rare distinction) performed the B-minor

Symphony twice. Among his other works may be named a

Trio in C mwjor, a violoncello Sonata, a string Quartet and an

Overture, be^^idea Bmnll pinnolorte compositions and eougs.

Throug a wealthy friend he was enabled in 1Sd5 to make an

extended tour in Italy, mainly with a view (o fathom the

mysteries of the style of singing. "Wh n he returned to

Berlin in 1858, li s productive energy was evidently extinct.

A grand opera was expected from bim, for which Max Ring

had made tie text C'Bertrand e Born); but the opera did

not appear. On the other hand an Overture, which was per-

formed, made Only a moderate sensation : from that mouienC

Ulrich retired into deep silence, betraying h'm existence to the

artistic world only hrough riumerous piauoforte arr nge-

menta of classical works; these are reputed models in their

way. The success attending the la.st performance of his B-

minor Symphony seemed to rekind'e his productive activity :

hR conceived the resolution tn execute the plans of former

years; but soon th^ illness seized him, from which he waa

not destined to recover "

Hugo Ulrich is piobably only known in this country to

those who have studied the Concertos of Mozar' , the Quin-

tets, Quartets. Trios, &c., of H^tydn, Mozjtrt, Beethoven and

Schubert through his most useful four-hand arrangements,

published In Leuckart's series of '"Haus-Musik," Leipzig.

More than twenty of Mozart's piano Concertos he has made
accessible in that form.

4. WiLBELM WiEPBECHT, the fimous director in chief of

all the military bands of Pru.^sia, a gn-^at fjiTorite of Emperor

W Itielm from the d;iys when he wa-s Regent, died on the 4th

of August at Kerlin. His succes'^ will be remembered at the

eoucours of military bands in Paris at the great exposition

in 1887, on which occasion he whs made a knight of the

Legion of Honor. He was horn at Asohertilelien August JO,

1802. the son of the town musician, of whom at an e.irly age

he learned the violin and nearly all the wind instruments.

He afterwards had C*incertmeister Hause in Dresden for his

violin teacher, and then appeared in concerts -et Leipzig both

as violinist and trombonist. In 1824 he entered the royal

Kapelle at Berlin as violinist, but .soon began to turn his

attention to the military music, for ^hich he composed indu".-

triously. He al.'^o entered deeply into the study of acoustics^

which led him to make various improvements in wind instru-

ments, besides inventing new ones, such as the chmmatic

bass-tuba ; nd an instrument of wood which he called the

Batypkon. Since 1838 he ha? had all the band mu^ic of the

regiments of the G^rae under his direction, prescribing the

number and quality of the instrument.';, arrangi g the

music. &c., all upon a unitary sv.'tem It hns heen sjiid

thiit be knew more about all v^^ietips of orche.'^trtl and band
instruments than any man livinir, and that even Berlioz owed
much to him, He has compo.aed iDtiumerabie marches and
dances, and some .cones, and has made a great many Hr-wnere-

ments of orchestral and other works for band>< of FTarinonifi-

musih. He was food of massing vast number.^ of wind
instruments together,, an;fc even arrai.sed Symphonies of

Beethoven for a monster hand of seven or eieht hundred
instruments, which umJer his cureful drill executed them
with remarkable preci-ion and light and .'-h:ide. He ha-**

written various es-ays in the musical juurnal'^ of Berlin, and
when we made his Hcquaintance there in I860, he showed us
some of the manuscript of a very eiahomte work on iristru-

ments and instrumentation ; ttut of ts publication we hnve
never heard. He wa'^ a hearty, geninl, enttrtainii.g m:in,

and took a cordial interest ia musical Americans who vidiiei

Berlin.

Madame Rudeksdorff, as many will be glad to Team, will

make Boston her headqunrt-rs during the f;ill and winter,

having taken rooms at the Bellevue Hotel, in Besicon Street

She has consented to give some lespons and ad?ice in the art

of singing,, whenever she is in the city, to a limited numher
of pupils. Boring the present month, especially, her tiiiie

will be free for th:it purpose. Sur^-ly not only amnteurs, hutr

nnt a few of our public dingers, who are by no means petft-ct,.

should be prompt to avail them-elves of theadvu-'e and criric-

ism of .=0 complete an artist, so fullof She vifalify and earnest-

ness that cannot but inspire a pupil. If only to acqMire

someihing of the true draniatiic quality, many a singer will dc
well to come within the influence of Madame Rudersdorffi.

Carafa.

La^t week we chronicled the death of a com-

poser renowned in his day. but one whose nnme and

fame had almost glided from the rempmhranoo of

men- Never perhaps sinne 1S28 was Hieht-l EJenri

Carafi so raucii in the months of his fontemporaries

as durintr last week, in Paris, the week of his death.

That event brougiit back memories of one of tiio
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mo-t prolific composers of his time— tlip musician
wlio wrote "Semiraniis" nnd "ifitsainilln" before
Rossini anil Auher hnd thonsht of tliose t'lemcs—
the Aciidemician of ih'rtv five renrs stiindinir—the
man who si'rved under Murat Cara'">i's liisMrv wns
emphatically a history of the first quarter of the
century. He survived his popularity—survived even
the mention of his works, and was only known dur-
ing the last forty years tlirousjh the friendship which
Rossini in his lifetime bnre him, and hv the oc-

casional mention of him in the musical section of the
Institute.

Carafa—or, to cive him the benefit of his full

name, Michel Henri Francois Alovs Vincent Paul
Caraf) de Colohrano^was horn on the 17th Nnvem
her, 1787 (some say HS.ij.in Nariles. Tn his in-

fancy he showed a decided predilection for mu^ic.
and his parents placed him under Fenaroli and
other masters of eminence, the effect of whose tench-
ins; is manifested in the purity of Oarafa's style
His early compositions are said to have been very
successful and facile. The musical career of the
young student was interrupted by war ; be was
drawn and enrolled in a Neapolitan rcciment and,
before he had come of a -e, fell into the bands of the
French at the battle of Campo Teneve in Calabria.
This was in 1S06. As a prisoner he attracted the
notice of Muiat, who attached him to himself and
as Lieutenant of Hus-ars Carafi de Colobrano
.served the new kins and gained his captaincy dnr
ing the Sicilian expedition. He f diowed Mnraf to
Russia in 1812, and there received the Cross of the
Legion, and the rank of chef d'escndrnn. This clos-

ed his military career: 1814 restored him to civil

life, and he resumed hi< musical studies. A sli<»ht

drawing room opera called "7/ Fimlasmn" attained
sutEcient success in that year to induce him to try
the stage. The'Tascf/Zo d'Occidenle' wa^ his first

public production, hrouL'bt out with consid'rable
success at the Teatro del Fondo in his native town
Three others followed in the same year, thus attest-

ing the composer's fecundity. These were "fn
Gilosia conXIa," "Gahrielta di Verq!." nn<\ "J due
Figaro." From Naples he went to Milan, Venice.
and Vienna, scattering his w rks with the prodigal-
iiy of a sower. lu 1821 he arrived in Paris, and
made his debut (here at the Fevdeati with a three-
act ojiera;'"Jeanne d'Arc," which only obtained a
moderate success. Next year "/;n 5"/<V,;/re" had a
much better fate, and from that time Carafa settled
down in Paris and went industrinnsly to work, writ-
ing for the Italian theatres of that capital and
abroad, and for the Op^ra Cominue. Between
182-5 and 1828 he produced "A.e V-dct dp Clmmhn "

'L'Anherrje snppos^e," "Sniijnridn," '•La Vinlille"
"(ji Belle an bois dormant," "II Sonnomhido." "II
Piiria ;

" in 1828, " Mnsaniello'' ••./rnn,/ ;" in

1829, "Ae Nozze di Lnm-rmoor;" in 18^0, " T.e

Livre de I'hWniiip" "fj'Auherq/' d'Atirni/" (in col-

laboration with He'io'd) ; in 18S1. "hOinle' (ballet

attheOp-ra); in IS."?-?, " Ln Prhnn d'Kdimhonrn"
'One Jminie'e de la Fronde;" in lS'5i. "La
Grande diichesse," which closed the list In 1814 his
popularity went Jont. Two years subserinently an
attempt was made to revive " Le Solitaire" his
initial success

; hut the Paris public had ceased to
care for Carafa. In 18-37 he took the place of Le
Suear in the Institute, and havin<r officiated as direc-
tor at the Gvinn ise Musical Militaire he became, on
its suppression. Professor of Ideal Composition at
the Coiiseryatiiirc and Officer of the Legion in 18t7-
From this time to his death the world forgot
Cdrafa,

Tne fricnd»h-p of Rossini fo"- the maestro en re
Irnile wa; loyal and firm. Carafa's poverty touched
Rossini, who souirht how to alleviate it without
wounding the composei. Thus when « French
tran-jaiion of "Semirninide" was first talked about,
and Mcry was suggested to do it, Rossini recom-
mend-d -\I. Perrin to entrnst Ca'afa with the man!-
palation of the recitatives and ballet music. This
beiirg acorded, off went Rossini to M Foold, who
wai at that time Minister of the Fine Arts, and
a.-ked him to raise the author's fee on "Semiramiii"
from 3U0 to 50i) francs, alihouL'h it was only a trans-
lation. The Minister conld refuse nothing to the
cotnpo-icr of "diiitlauine Tell," Rossini thanked
him for the concession, adrling that Carafa and Mcry
were not millionaires, and they would appreciate ihc
increase.

"C-irafa V repeated M. Fonld. "Why 1 thoaeht
yoii. wrote the music of '.?«ni'rr;mi'«,' M- Rossini 7"

'Of 'S'iniramide' in 182-3 nt Niples, yes; but iho
Pari-ian 'Seminimin' of 1 8B0 is to be my friend
C>Mfa's. who will divide the feet) with my other
fri-nl, Mey "

Tti*; warmth of Rossini's rei'ard remalnerl
Car/ifa's chief consolation in his nb.curity. Down
to extreme old aire Carafa retained bis love of horse-
niaflDhip acquired in the Hussars, and the frcjueniers

of the Champs 'Rlys^os often remarked an old

srentleman mounted on a nearly equally old hor.ss

jO'i'L'ing towards the Villa Rossini in the Rois de
RouloL'Ue. Sorretimes the step of the animal falter-

ed, wnereupon the old gentleman wou'd dismount
and walk beside his faithful servant- This horse had
its history as well as its master, and that history has

been enshrined in the Mns^e d&i Families (Decem-
ber, 186-')), by M. Oscar Comettant. When Rossini

died, Carafa gave up bis out-door exercise and
scarcely stirred f om the house. He had for some
time been subject to rheumatism which became more
tiainfiil as he grevv older, and duringr the siege of

Paris paralvs'S supervened, and left him without the

liberty of motion. At this period his wife fell ill of

a malady which carri*>d her off. The story of her

devotion to her husbind and the piotis fraud by
which she kept her own approaching death from
him is all bur incredible ; vet we are assttred it is

tn\?.. Feeling that her illness was incurable, yet

knowing the blow would hasten her husband's end,

she kept all knowledge nf her daOL'er from him. In

conspiracy with her doctors and relatives she got up
the pretence o leavini; Paris. Carafa wis Ird to

believe that bis wifi; had avoided the blockade, and
letters prepared before her death and dated from a

friendly retreat in the p'-ovinees were delivered him
from time to titne. even after the devoted woman
bad expired. L' Fi^enemrnt maintains, though we
have irrave d ffi'-ultv in believing it, that Carafa re

mained ignorant that his wife had preceded him to

the tomb. Hn the 27tb of ,Tulv. at five o'cloi-k in

the morning, the oldest of French composers and one
of the most prolific writers of the century passed

away also.

The Musical Opinions of Mazzini.

The Parisian Menestrcl contains the following in.

teresiing extract from h s work entitled "La Philo-

sophic de la Musique."
"German music' wrote the great Italian patriot,

"differs in a marked degree from that of the Italian

schools. It is God without man ; it is a temple, a

religion, an altar, hut without a worshipper or a

priest. Harmoniotts in the extreme, it repre-^ents the

social idea, a general union, a ihouirbt, but without
individuiility to transpose the reflection into action,

which alone can develop and svmhoHze it. The
human being is banished from it —The soul lives

there, but in a st-nte of existence which has nothing

terrestrial about it. Similar to a life passed in dreams,

where the senses are slumbering gently, and the im-

agination is floating in eternity. German music luMs

the material instincts of life to sleep, and elev.ates the

soul to immense and unknown countries ; it is like a

vairue and uncertain souvenir, like the visions of a

childhood passed in the midst of maternal caress-s.

in which everv earthly trouble and joy vanishes from

sight. It is elegiac music, music of soft memori'-s.

of wishes, of melani-boly hope, of sadness, which

cantiot proceed from human b-int^s; it is the music

of aniiels who have droiiped from heaven antl wan-
dered here below. Its home is in the skies, ^nd

thither it aspires. Like the po"trv of the North, when
still uncoiilaminated by foreign e'em«nts and preserv

ing its primitive character, German music raises

itself far above the f^ce of the earth, and d'sdaininir

creation, tuins its eyes towards heaven alone. It

seems only to touch the earth in order to rebound

with double force. It is like a child horn with a sweet

smile, which finds no smile to respond thereto; a soul

full of love, which finds nothing mortal worthy of

that love : it dream- rtf another world, another uni-

verse, and in that universe there is an imaL'e, the im-

aje of the beintr which could return that love, that

virgin smile ; it loves without being aware of the

fact. This image, this type of imfftortal beauty ap-

pears unceasintrly in German music, but in the shape

of an undefine-l shidow ; the frrm is hardly indicat-

ed If is a short, timid, and irreirnlarly drawti melody
;

and whereas Italian melody dtfincs, seeks, and i'n-

poses the efifect, its Grrman sister retires from sight,

veiled and mvsterinus, it is hardly a remembrance, it

must be recompo-ed by the imagination One car

rics you by firrce to the uttermost limits nf delijht. the

other shows the road vou have to follow, atid then

rleserts you German music is music carefully [ire-

pared, profoundly mystic in its nature, hut a retit'lfm

without a creed, without any activity of faith
;

it does

not make a martyr of yon ; it does not conqu 't yon,

it fetters yon with light chains most scientifically

linked ; it washes over you with a flood of waves,

wdiicli, however, keep vou afloat, cIcvatinLr the mind,

awaki-ning the soul, and briuL'ing all the faculties of

jina.'inaiion into |day. Which is entitled to the pabn

of victory, the German or the Italian school of

music ?

"Ah !" ejaculates the Hfenestrel, "if Mazzini hal

but been satisfied with criticizing music I"

Be era I Eotites

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubloHhed br Oliver Ditson Si Co.

Vocnl« ivilli Piano AccoinpniSBinent*

Come Lns^f's and Lad^. ("Old English
Sontrs.") 3. C ro e, 30

Cnmo lanspR and laHs, jrct Ipave Of your dads.
And away to the May-pnie hie.

Then pvVy la'l did tttltft his hat off to his las9,

And pvrv eirl did curt'spy, curt'sey,

Curt'sey on the Rrass.

A r^ra old fona:, which i=i wpU worfh rp'^ivin^, and
cannot ''e nxr^f'tled hv a new me of Himil^r char="'i'er.

Mf-rrv and jovial, with a lizht trip to the melody,
and is a right cheerful thing to fing.

Come liiUier gently rowing. Duet. C to g.

Murray. 30
Row on. row on. fATever

T'd have thw^ by mv side '

Words by Coleridge, and is a very graceful dnet-

Once again. 3. T) to e. Sullivan. 30
Love, once ajain,

M(*et me once aeoin.

ParMy hi D minor, and i^ periPive, but expresMve.

From the Cro-s uplif:ed high. Hymn Anthom.
3. F rn (7.

"

Bnyd. 35
The well-known hymn hean'ifuHv and simply ar-

ranged as a short anthem for 'oprano and Bass
eolos, Soprano and T»'nor Duet and ChoTus.

Ho, every One that thirsteth. Quartette. 4. F
to q. Wihnn. 40
Ttry beautiful. A sweot and flowinft meloiv, with

pretty nrsian aecompardmenf. The riry ''Come ye,

buy without money," ir= fliielv given.

Hope beyond thp clouds. 3. B'j to q. Barneit. 30
There'^ hope bevond the clouds,
The rioiidfl at k«t.

A serious but impre.*siye song. A song of consola-
tion.

One Kis« nnd Good-night. Song and Chorum.

3. Eft rn f Geary. 30
Mv ppirit U wanderins fo thee, love,

1h virions Jill fflfirionslv brieht.

One cannot hear Mr. Oearv «i"ff hi< ^weet ballads

withnut hclievine tha' he and hi'' song^ will hn wel-

com** in anv eompany. Trv them. They ar« not
trashy. Roth thp vocjil and instrumental parts are
uncommonly good.

Gradimie's Farewell. Song and Chorum. 3.

Ah to e. Streeter. 30
Fire-thpe-well

!

D-ar school of our hnppv chinhood.
Save a cop-/ of this for nest '"ffradu-ition'' day, as

it is just what is waotud for a farewell to school.

Instrumontal.

Academic Waltz. (Academiache Biirger).

3. Strauss. 75
Bv Edward Strauss. . Has the regular Strauss ring

to it.

Night Song. Nocturne. (Nacht-gesang). 4.

A^). Voqt. 30
A very EOnd name for a Noetvirno, certainly, and a

very fiond. melodious, and well wrought piece alwo.

AUegretro alia M;»rci;i. 5. 06. Lnig'i 40
Rt-qnires confiidtrahle facilirv in plnying runs of

octaves as they abound, but when properly executed
will he very bril innt.

Uaiiroad Steam Onlop. 3. C. Gifiigl 20
An imitKtive piece, with a part to represent the

puffing of a locomotive.

Stranss Dance Mn-ir, (with elegant Portrait.)

Wiener Bon Bon, 75

Cii'cassian March, 50

New-Annen Polka, 40
Pizzinato Pt.Ika. 40
l.ovcly Vienna Waltzes, 75
The^el with the Manhattan, Blno Dinnlie, 1001

Niirhts. Artisf, Life, Mori<'ntilUtter, M'lrriage Bt-lls,

FfS'ival and Flirtation Wnltz"S, con^lirute a ppleii-

did collection of pifces printed in nriiform style.

They are worth purcliHsing 'Vji masae.''^

Polka des GlaneusCH. (Gleaner's Polka). 4.

G Krjf/fiard. 40
One can bny thl^t without the fenr of owninc a

polka like a i;reat many others, [t ta very peculiar

nnd piq'iant in character, and full of staccato and
ac.uent>-d passages.

Amnryllifl. (AirdnRoi.) 3. E. C/n/s. 40
Has the diKtrnction of having bpen compo.aed by

liOiiiH XTII. of France, antl has a quaint, (iId-la>jliion-

cd HwcptiicRq. Considered worthy of performance In

Theodoru TliimaH* coucerts.

KBnRZVI^rlos^ —Decrees of difflcultv are marked from 1 to

7 Th« k/tii H marked with a capital letter. a« 0, B flab. &o
an-nvli torn in letter markn the hiirherit no(;e, if on the nfcatT,

an .rx/tr lerfcir thw highent note, \i ahom theitaff
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WALTZES.
Adele. C^"" copy)-

Alice, (llluistratcd).

Ameiie.

Aurora. * liand^.

Belle Suisse. (HUistrate.i).

Coronation, or, Leap Year.

Controversen.

Claribel.

Crispino.

Carnival Eotsehafter.

Chirping Cricket.

Dew Drop. 4 hands.

Debatten.

Dolosolatio.

Donna Julia. (Illustiatccl).

Dividenden.

Egilda.

Fall of the leaf.

Fairy Weddin^^.

Feen Marchen.
Forez-t Flower.

Faust. Vaisc Brilliant.

Faust. (Illii'itratcil),

Guard's. (Complete).
" " (TUustratcd

Hoffballtanze.

Home, Sweet Home.

Godfrei/.

Iliine.

T-Atnihtje.

Lahilzh/.

D'Albert.

Strauss.

Sti-aitss.

Coot<;.

Knif]ht.

Simuss.

lifardon.

V'Alhert. 1

Gunfj'l.

MiiUr.

Laurent.

Strauss.

Jaunotta.

Knight.

Turner.

Strauss.

Coote.

Burgmulkr.

Coote.

Godfrey.

Humming Bird.

Hilda,

II Bacio.

II Bacio.

II Bacio.

Kathleen Mavourneen.
1. EslaSl. "^'"l»u Drllliuino.

Let's be Gay.

Mabel.
Mabel. 4 hands.

Mabel. (Piano and Violin).

Mossy Dell.

Morgenblatter.

Medora. (illustrated).

Maiden's Blush.

Kelly Gray.

Night Dream. Valse Poctique,

Over Land and Sea.

Parepa.

Petitionen.

Promotionen.

Pretty Bird.

Ristori.

Silver Ripples, (illustrated).

Soheiden.

Sohwungrader.
Valse des Sirens.

Village Swallow.

"Wiener Bonbons.

Woodland "Whispers.

(AriTii;).

Strauss.

D'Albert.

Coote.

Godfrey.

Arditi.

Oesten.

ICetterer.

D'Albert.

Knhjhl.

Strauss.

Godfrey.

Godfrey. 1

Godfrey. 1

Turner.

Strauss.

D'Albert.

Seven Oetavcs"

VAlbert.

Gruenwald.

Guiig'l.

Turner.

Strauss.

Strauss,

Coote.

Turner.

Coote.

JVeissenborn.

Strauss.

Herri.

Strauss.

Strauss

Stanley.

eo

POLKAS.
Adelante. Polka Militairc. TMfont.^40

Brilliant Gem. Turner, so

Bobolink. Warren. SO

BittlC It. Wm.ilaitm. 60

Clementia. J"'^''>o- '>

Enfant, or Golden Pippin. D'Albert. ^o

Elfin. Busifmd. CO

Fairy. Sp'mdler. 20

F^i^7 May. Ilawe. 30

Faust. (IMastrated). CooU. 75

Faust.

Fifres de la Garde 4 iif^s-

Golden Ray.
Golden Robin.
King-fisher.

La Caditaine.

La Victoire. PolUa Bravura.

Love and Beauty, (illustrated). McNaughton

Light Step-

Marien.

ITew Anvil.

Orfa Grand.

Patty Cake. (Illnstrated).-

Pet Robin.

Polka Brilliante.

Polka de Concert.

Polka d' Auvergnne. * liands.

Polka. Op. III.

Partridge.

Redemption.
Slumber.

Ticket of Leave.

Village BeUs.

West End. For 3 Performers.

Whirlwind.
Zenobia.

Hoffman. CO

Ascher. GO

Turner. ."JO

Bosquet. ST)

Coote. 35

C. Bitot, sr,

Hcrvpy. 40

60

35

30

40

60

60

" 60

Brissford. 40

WeJdi. 1.00

Voss. CO

Spindlei: 50

Koppitz

Hofer

Beyer

ifaeder

Coote. 35

D'Albert. 75

Levy. 40

Turner. 35

F. H. Drown

Carl Faust

Koppitz

Seven Octaves.'

McNaughton

Pollta ledowas and Mazurkas.

Autumn Leaves Polka Redowa. Femahl. so

Ballo in Maschero,
" " Hdmsmulhr. 35

Bluebird,
" "

-f'"''^'«- 35

Filles des Mabre Polka Mazurka. rii-"t- ss

Santa Lucia, Polka Redowa. Kmrjhi. 35

Shadow Song. " " "^

GALOPS.
Belle Helene.

Boute et Train.

Columbanus.
Crispino.

Cherry Ripe.

Croquet. (Illustrated).

Danse Mania.
Emilie.

Flick et Flock.

Flick et Flock. * Imnds.

Fire of Youth.

Galop Orientale.

Glorioso.

Gitana, or Gipsev.

Grand Galop Brill. 4 'u'"<ls

Harlequinade.

Hurly Burly.

Helt^ Skelter.

Hurrah.
Hun-ah Sturm.
Ida.

I'll meet thee in the Lane-

La Nymphe.
Meteor Grand.

Meteor- Grand. 4 Iiands.

Onset. Gnlop Militaire.

Over HiU and Dale.

Over Ears in Love.

Prince Imperial.

Plato.

Godfrey.

Kelterer.

Parloio.

Knight.

Cassidy.

Coote.

flassJer.

J. S. Cox.

ICetterer.

ICetterer.

IJei-man.

Lyon.

LFJnisniullrr.

Lanner.

Spnnjinl!:.

Burchlmrdt

.

Carl Fiinst.

Ca7-l Faust.

'Scren Octaves."

Llehnsmullrr.

Carl Faust.

Knii/lit.

Belir.

VTollenhanpl.

Wollenliau/it.

A Iphonso.

Kniijht.

Hassler.

Coole.

Florence.

Rifle.

Pi-Uck, Ruck. (Illustrated)

Sans Souci. 4 liamls.

Sparkling Moselle.

Trab Trab.
Three O'clock,

Toujours Mobile.
tTp and Down.
Wildfang.
Witch of the Wave.

Farmer. 60

Ilelmsniuller. 60

AscJier. 75

Gcdfrfy. CO

TleUnsrnuller 35

Jlagemeyer. 20

Birofield. CO

Faust. 35

Carl Faust. 30

Whitney. 30

Amieitia-

Argentine- (Simplified).

Argentine. 4 hands.

Apollo.

Fata Morgana.
Gaetana.

Galatea.

Ganz AUein.

La Courronne.

La Scintilla.

Murmuring Rill.

Rippling Brook.

Sunrise.

MAZURKAS.
luelio. 40

Ketteref. 60

Ketterer. 75

Pattison. 50

Wollenhaupt. 60

Ketterer. 50

Jucho. 35

Emerjj. 50

Berg. 75

Gottsclialk: 75

Bassford. 40

Weilman. SO

Pattison. CO

SCHOTTISCHES.
Fairy Land.

Morning Light.

Nimblefoot.

Rainbow, (illustrated)

Running Brook.

Sunbeam.

"Seven Octaves." 75

Peardon. 35

iJrs. Ilervey. SO

Kleber. 50

Brirher. 30

Gilbert. SO

QUADRILLES.
Africaine.

Barbe Bleue-

FaUSt- (Illustraled).

Femme du Barbe-

Gardes Mobiles- 4 hands.

Gorilla-

Gorilla- 4 liands.

Glasgow-

Howard Paul's

Horse Guards, 21 Lunciers-

Invitation Lanciers-

Jolly Dogs- (lUustnitcd).

Juanita-" (IlluMmtcd).

La Venus aux Carottes-

Les HuSSards- Quad. JMilitairc.

My Maryland-

ITorth Star- 4 hands.

Palermo Thrc • Pcrformors.

Patchwork Medley-
Polly Perkins

Rhino Wine Landers-

Sicily-

Sociable Lanciprs-

Victoria Lauciers-

Stranss.

Godfrey.

Coote.

Miirx.

Schubert.

iUrriott.

Marriott.

Guernsey.

Poxvtll.

Knight.

Menti.

Cuote.

La Uuelie.

Marx
White.

Cullinc.

Fowler.

D'Albert.

Field.

Cuote.

Godfrey.

D'Albert.

Weinrfnrten.

liatnlcr.

40

GO

75

40

70

CO

75

50

50

40

60

40

CO

40

40

75

60

40

50

60

Double Clog Dance- (Illustrated).

Gaily Come Up-
"

.^f)

35

JES^SiicET Music and Mu.sic Books, sent, post-paid, on receipt of Price.— Catalogues, free, on application.

lir
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i5viriGssi'>s jotiKsffAr. of music.
Published every other Saturday,

BY OI-IVKR niTSON * CO.
i77 Washington 3tr«et. Boston- Mass

fOHN 8. D WIGHT, EDITOR.

iC?" T E RM S. — If mailed or called for, S2.00. perannum
d-llivered by carrier. ¥2.50. Paymentii advance.

.idverti.spment.c wiMhe inserted at the following rates;

One iiiserfion per line 30 centp.

Erirh subsequent insertion, per line. 20 cents,

ijards. sis lines, ooapareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15 00.

J S. SPOONBR, PRINTEK, 21 FK INK LIN STREET.

liUtrttsetnents.

QITUATIOWS PBOCUBED for Music Teachers,

Organisty, Chorisferti. Ohoir iiiiuger>', Conductors of Cho-

rsl SfH"ipne3,anf1 Snio Arti-ts, vwhI «nd instrumenfai, by the

Kew R^GL.\^D Conskrv.atort Rdreau. Ttrms moderate No

CHARGE TO PliPILf OF THE CoNSERVATORr. AddreS8 E TOUR-

JER, liostou Music Hill, 821—

Mr. TV. «. B. JTIalhew!?.,

(At 142 Soutli Morgan St., Chicago),

ReceiTes four lady boarding-pupils to study Pianoforte or

Organ. Special atteatioa given to those qualifying them-

selves to teach.

Total charge for board, two priTate lessons a week, use of

piano, fuel and lighta, $125 for ten weeks, payable ia ad-

Taoce.

REFERENCES:
Wm. Mason, Mus , Doc, Steioway Hall, New York.

Dudley Buck, Esq., Music Hall, Boston.

Rev. Dr. C. H. Fowler, Chicago.
821—22

Jiiii^t Publi^iBied.

Manhattan Waltz

!

PRICE $1.00

Played for the first time in New York. Received with great
applause.

OLIVER DITSOBT & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MUSICAL PEOPLE EYERIWHEllE
Are invited to examine our new Collection of

Church Music, entitled

The Editors are,

L. O. EMERSON", of Boston,
H- R. PALMER, of Chicago,

of whose former publications, 1,500,000 copies have been sold.

While liesigned to supply the wanta of Chorus Choirs, Sing-
ing >^cljools Jtnd Convenciong, it.« large supply of new Sen-
tences, Mott^ts and Anthems, render it au excellent

Book for Quartette Choirs.

Price, $1.50 ; Per Doz., $13.50. For Sfl 25, specimen copies
will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

JustPuhli^hed! A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEMS of STRAUSS!
The publishers off^r to the public this unique and meat at-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the eye
of the ffreat compospr, and contnining his very best works.
It is embellished with a fine

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the crime favorites,

ArriHt Life.— Blue Dnnube.—Mnrrinse BpIIs.
Mnnhatinn —1001 S^ights.—W'ieiier Bon-
bans.—Pizzicato,—Wine, ^Von^eu aud

Soag.—New AuneUj

and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

225 Large Music Pages I

The "first applause" r>n its appearance, wnrns us that the
fine bonk is to b»* infvifriblv All the Fa.'<hion the present sea-
son.—Pnce, $2.50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on reeeipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

POPULAR MUSIG BOOKS.
Now select the Music Books needed ~

during the next Autumn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure in

examining, playing and sing-
ing from them.

Take with you, for entertainment at Summer Resorts,

THE MUSICAL TREASURE,
225 paged of new and popular Songs and Pianoforte pieces,
or

SHOWER OP PEARLS.
Full of the best Vocal Dueti. Or,

OPERATIC PEARLS
Full of the best Opera Songs. Or,

PIANIST'S ALBUM.
Full of the bept Piano pieces. Or,

PIANO-PORTE GEMS.
Full of the best Piano pieces.

Esch of the above five bnnk^ costs $2 50 in board,'?, or #3 00
in cloth. Hms more than 200 large pages full of popular mu-
sic, and either book is a most entertaining companion to a
lover of cDUsic.

GOLDEN BOBTN! For Common Schools. 50 cents.
An established favorite, which has a large sale.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.

THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard.

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HARMONY. $2,00
The above Books and Song sent, post-paid, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club respectfully announce
that they will estibhsh a "College of Music," in which the
youth of America may obtain a thorough musical
education; fitting them for the office of teachers in all
bianche.'^ of the art. Special advantages of a practical
nature will be ofi'ered, superior to any to be found else-
where.

All pupils, sufficiently advanced in their branches of study,
will have fn-quent opportunities of singing or playing to
acfompanimeDt furnishfd by the Quintette Club. The Col-
lege will open Septt-mber lt3th, 1872, (at the Tremoot Temple),
with a corps of teachers seltcted from the best FOREIGN ANTl
RKSIDENT ARTISTS.

For full particulars of time, terms, &c., send for circular to

THOMAS RYAN,
Director of National College of Music,

SI* Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

^m '^xm Uv ^dohtv.

VOCAL.
A Sons of the Sea Boott. 30
Rose of the Valiey Baxter. 30
Kiss me in m)' Dreams. Song & Cho. . . Gorham. 30
Pupa's Come. Song and Chorus Geary. 30
Lady of m V Love Sargent. 30
A Starry Niffht for a Ramble Bagnale. 30
Grant us another Term. Song & Cho. Parlcburst. 3.i

Biithing in the Tide. Song and Dance. .iSra/iam. 30
Come Lassps and Lads. ("Old English

Songs.") 30
Come hither gently rowing. Duet Murray. 30
Once again Sullivan. 30
From the Cross uplifted high. Hymn Anthem.

Boyd. 3.')

Ho, every One that thirsteth. Quartette! . Wilson. 40
Hope beyond the clouds Barnetl. 30
One Kiss and Good-night. Song and Chorus.

Geary. 30
Graduate's Farewell. Song and Chorus. Sireeter. 30
O Love Star beaming. (Oh, Sielle amate

)

Air, with Variation fur Voice Proch. 75
All are at Rest. (Alles zur Ruh.) Four-part

Song Abt. 30
Tell me if you Love me. (Saper vorrei se

m'ami.) Duet Haydn. 65
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for Ladies'

voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Blue
Danube Waltzes, by Strauss Wilson. 75

The Rose of Spain, (La Rosa Espanola). Irarfi'er. 50
Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40

INSTBUMENTAIi.
Horace Greeley Campaign Music. Greeley's

Grand March Krummncher. 40
Barhiere de Seville. 4 hands Bet/er. 75
Greeley's Galop. With portrait Bela. 40
Ripples, for Piano Mrs. Ernest. 40
May Breezes, Mazourka Caprice Guinet. 30
MyStar. (Mein Stern) Kafka. 40
May Lily Smallwood. 25
Baratta's Grand March Baratta. 30
Amaranth Polka Vandewaler.
Blondine Valse BurgmiUler. 40
Academic Waltz. (Academische Biirger).

Strauss. 75
Strauss Dance Music, (with elegant Portrait.)

Wiener Bon Bon, 75
Circassian March, 50
New-Annen Polka, 40
Pizzicato Polka, 40
Lovely Vienna Waltzes, 75

Polka des Glaneusee. (Gleaner's Polka).

Egghard. 40
Amaryllis. (Air da Roi.) . . . i Ghys. 40
Manhattan Waltz Strauss. 1.00
Lovely Vienna Waltzes ^ Strauss. 75
Burgersinn Waltzes '. Strauss. 75
New Annen Polka Straufs. 50
Circassian March. Illustrated Strauss. 50

" " Plain Strauss. 40
Bird as a Prophet. (Vogel als Prophete.)

Scla.minn. 50

BOOKS.
Exercises Elementaires Gradues. G aled

Exercises for the Development of the Voice.
By Mathilde Castrone Marchesi. 2 00

Music by Mail.—Mnsic ia sent by mail, the expense bein^
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persona at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a savins of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUKNAL OF MUSIC.

MKS. JENKT KEMPTOIT,

Vocalist & Teacher of Sinking.
Address, care of OUTER DITSON & CO. 798-

rjlTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paal*8 Clinrch, Boston, gives instruction on the Piano
and Organ, also in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Diteon & Co.

7B9—3 moa.

!&. J. BUTLER, private pupil of Carl Reinecke and Br.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Playing at 153 Tremont

St. , Room 3. 800—3m08.

SINOINO AND PIANO.
MES. FANKTIE F. FOSTEK,

ISTo. 6 Boylston Place. 790—

lyrKS. C. A. BAKEX, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Mtisic. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenge. 782—ly

FBOF. & Xiias. EDCiLB A.. BOBBIN'S,
Academy of Music.

71S— tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

B. P. PBEWTI3S,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSOIf offers his Services as Condnctor of

* Musical Associations or ConventionB during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

6. B. -WSXTZXTG-
Q-ives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliter Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

onr country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilfnl and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

.Address. EDWAES B. OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

i»/| LUl. QABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InBtmetioH on

444
tas Pianoforte.

53 Hancock Street*

M^
R. W. 0. PERKINS will make engagements to conduct

Musical ConTentions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

Innms
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address at 0. Ditson fe Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELIilOTT "W. PEATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Go's.

a. ANDEE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of AuzaiCAH Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBIiOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Ret-idence, Goolidge House. Communications ma^ be
left at Ditson & Go's Music Store. 717— tf.

-WnVSZiO'W Xa. B-B^YDUN,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

ni AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACHEE OP
'^* VIOXjlW, is prepared to receive pupils, and offers

his services as accoinpaDiat for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppltz,

Praefer & Co., 30 West St. 790—.3m

P. H. TOBEINGTON,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACUEP. OF OKOAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DUCTOK OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

Addre«s, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Washington St.,

New England Con»ervatOT7 of Music, Moslc Uall, or Midland
Stieet, Savin Hill, Dorcheater. Vii-Zta

ME. GEO. B. 8HUTE, having completed his

sln-jjea abroad, urjder the instmction of itome of the
first Artists of xnodern tiznes, will now receive pupils
in Piano aLd Or^n Piajiug, also in TheOTj of Music.
Addreaa Oliver Ditson & Co. 7i>i-6m

We are now prepared to fill orders for onr new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 65."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we guarantee that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

Octave sets of reeds, and contains six stops^ viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TKEMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

DIAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced instruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ffiI26, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PEINCE & CO.
Agent in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Eullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Addressat22Eliot St., or careof Oliver Ditson & Co.

, 792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBHOOK.. tast Mcdway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circular containing

testimonials

LYOM & HEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., is the largest and most complete in the
No. West. Onr connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ue Boston Prices.

[O* In addition to the publications of Messrs. O, Ditson
& Co., we keep on band and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of
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Two Biographies of Musicians.

From Ed. Hansuck's review in the "Wiener Neue Freie

Presse."

II.

The first volume of the life of Moscheles, now
before us, begins at his childhood, and brings the

biography down to the year 1835. We learn from

it tbat Moscheles, born in 1794, the son of a small

Jewish merchant in Prague, gave already at a very

early age proof of extraordinary musical talent, and
was first instructed by Dionys Weber, then by Al-

brechtsberger, who then occupied the first rank

among the harmonists of Europe. Still later he be-

came the scholar of Salieri, to whom he preserved

the warmest attachment during his whole life. In

his twentieth year he went to Vienna, and here im-

mediately entered upon a most brilliant, stirring life.

His talents developed so rapidly that the young vir-

tuoso was soon numbered among the favorites of the

Vienna public. The palm could only be doubtful

between Moscheles and Hummel. While Hummel
was unapproached in the legato, which "appearedfto

be velvet under his fingers, over which his running

passages rolled like strings of pearl," Moscheles car-

ried away the hearts of his audiences by his dashing

bravura and youthful enthusiasm. The numerous

brilliant invitations he received did not prevent him
from working however. He tried to make up for

lost time by composing until two and three o'clock in

the morning. And yet he is ever dissatisfied with

his achievements. "To-day I received much praise,"

he writes once, "particularly from Count P , who
grew quite enthusiastic,—but I was not satisfied with

myself." And again : "The company was delighted,

but not so I, I shall have to improve very much yet;"

and another time : "I did not permit myself to be

prevailed upon to play, for I should not have done
well to-day, and I always regret it afterwards when I

play without enthusiasm." He heard Beethoven
play once, the piano part of his Trio in B-flat major,

but writes of him : "His manner of performing, set-

ting aside the spirit, does not wholly satisfy me, be-

cause it lacks purity and precision,"—while he is

quite enthusiastic over Meyerbeer, with whom he be-

came quite intimate, and who exercised great influ-

ence over his own artistic development. "His bra-

vura is indescribable. His manner of performing is

unapproachable. I admire his quite peculiar man-
ner of handling the instrument." But yet among the

most valuable of Moscheles's acquisitions during his

sojourn in Vienna, was his personal intercourse with
Beethoven, for whom he made the piano arrange-

ment of "Fidelio." "I have received the commis-
sion," he writes, "to make a transcription for the

piano, of the masterwork Fidelia. What could be
more desirable V
6 Now follow short notices of how he took the differ-

ent parts to Beethoven, who looked through them,
and here and there the words : "he altered little," or,

"he changed nothing;" or again, "he simplified," or

"he strengthened." At one lime he relates : "When
I came early to Beethoven, he was in bed yet ; he
was particularly gay today, sprang out immediately,
and went, just as he was, to the window on the
"Schotten bastei," to look through the pieces. Of
course the boys in the street assembled under the
window, till he exclaimed : "Those d—d boys

!

what may they want ?" I pointed at him, smiling.
"Yes, yes, you are right," he cried now, and slipped

hastily into a dressing gown. Under the last piece

I had written '[fine, with the help of God ?" He
was not at home when I took it to his house, and

when he returned it to me, I found under the words :

"O mortal, help thyself!"

Ofcour.se Moscheles regularly visited the classical

quartet performances estahlished by Sehuppanzigh,

and always gives them the highest praise. Once he

says : "I sat beside Spohr ; we exchanged opinions

UDon what we had just heard ; Spohr spoke with

much warmth against Beethoven and his imitators."

One day the Countess Hardegg sent for Moscheles

to request his cooperation in a concert to be given for

charitable purposes. He did not feel inclined to

comply at first, having nothing new to play. She

urged him to compose something for the occasion,

and at length it was agreed upon that he should write

variations upon the March played by the regiment

(at the time of the Vienna Congress) assigned to the

Emperor Alexander of Russia. This was the origin

of the celebrated "Alexander March Variations," of

which it was said for a long time that only Moscheles

himself could play them, and which proved his

crowning effort, wherever, in all his journeys, be

performed them.

In 1821 he visited Holland, France and England,

with extraordinary success. In London he had so

enthusiastic a reception that he settled there in the

following year. The decided favorite of the public,

be soon became the teacher of the aristocracy, the

most famous pianist in London ; he was appointed

professor at the Royal Academy of Music, Director

of the Philhaimonie Concerts, etc. He did a great

deal, while in London, for the propagation of classi-

cal music, particularly Beethoven's ; it was under his

leadership that the "Missa Solemnis" was first per-

formed there. Yet it may not be surprising to some
tbat Moscheles mentions as the "bright side" of his

sojourn in London, " good pay and a successful ca

reer." "I must make and listen to too much shal

low music," he complains.

In the yea' 1823 he first returned to Germany. In

Berlin he visits in the Mendelssohn family, and never

grows weary of praising it in his journal. Felix

Mendelssohn, to whom he was united by ties of the

warmest friendship, is often mentioned, and the un-

envying, enthusiastic appreciation with which he

speaks of the compositions and performances of his

younger friend, must prepossess everybody in favor

of Moscheles's pure, amiable character. "That is a

family," he writes, "as I have never known any yet

;

the fifteen-year old Felix a phenomenon, as there is

not another to be found ! What are all 'wonder-

children' beside him ? They are just 'wonder-chil-

dren' and nothing more; this Felix Mendelssohn is

already a matured artist, and only fifteen years old !"

The parents repeatedly request Moscheles to give

Felix a few lessons, but he always in a very modest
manner declines. In his Journal he puts down :

"He does not need lessons any more ! If he chooses

to catch some hints from me upon anything that may
be new to him, he can easily do so." He grows more
and more intimate with the Mendelssohn family ; the

friendship with Felix became in later years of perma-
nent artistic importance, since it was Mendelssohn
who, after the foundation of the Leipzig Conservatory,

induced Moscheles to remove to Leipzig, and accept

the first professorship of the piano there. After Men-
delssohn's death, it was chiefly Moscheles's illustri-

ous name that drew scholars to the Conservatory
from all parts of the worid.

On the occasion of a Concert he gave in Hamburg
in 182.5, Moscheles became acquainted with a young,

accomplished lady, Chariotte Embden, the daughter

of a hanker of that city. A few days after their first

acquaintance they were engaged, and four weeks

later married. Moscheles owed to her the purest

domestic happiness, during a model union of fully 45

years. To their first boy, Felix, Mendelssohn stood

godfather.

In the early spring of 1826 Catl Maria von Weber
had come to London to have his "Oberon" perform,

ed there for the first time, and visited at the bouse of

Moscheles, being invited to dine there. "What a

pleasure !" writes M. "But even here we were most

deeply moved to compassion ; for he entered our

drawing-room speechless,—the one flight of stairs

that led up to it had entirely taken away his breath ;

he sank into a chair near the door, but soon recovered

,

and then showed himself the most amiable and viva-

cious companion." The exertions and excitements

of this musical season in London gave the last blow

to Weber's already rapidly failing health. On the

4th of June M. noted in his Journal : "-When I saw

Weber todays Sunday, he spoke confidently of his

departure for Germany ; hut the fearful, convulsive

cough, that returned at short intervals, and left a state

of total exhaustion, increased our fear to the utmost'

and when he painfully told us he should leave in two

days, and I should give him letters to take, if I

pleased, he hoped to see me again on the morrow,

my heart grew sore, although I did not suspect that

I saw him then for the last time among the living."

On the following morning Weber was found dead in

his bed. M. most deeply moved by his loss, was in-

defatigably active in settling Weber's affairs. To
Beethoven, too, in the immortal master's last illness,

he proved a loving, active friend.

The further course of M's biography oflfers much

yet that is interesting and attractive. Partiealarly

would we point out his intercourse with Walter

Scott, Henrietta Sonntag and Paganini. Very charm,

ing is the description of an evening, where Henriette

Sonntag, Walter Scott and Clement! met at thi hoa e

of M., and the two old gentlemen, quite delighted,

courted the charming singer. Walter Scott described

to her every fold of the Scotch costume, as she must

wear it in the "Donna del Lago," and Clementi sud"

denly arose with the words : "This evening I should

like to play too !" This was received with general

delight. "He extemporized with youthful freshness"

writes M., "and already the circumstance that it was

his habit ordinarily never to play, lent his perform-

ance a great charm. Then you should have seen

how delighted the two old gentlemen were with each

other, shook hands together, were not at all jealous

of each other, in spite of the mutual admiration of

Sonntag, but how the great man paid tribute to the

great man."

Heinrich Heine, too, while in London, often visited

at Moscheles's house, generally coming nninvited to

dinner. Mme. Moscheles procured for him tickets

of admission to all private galleries, parks, and pub-

lic gardens, but asked him as a favor in return, that

Heine should not mention Moscheles in his book

about England. Upon his astonishment at this she

said : "Moscheles's speciality is music ; that interests

you perhaps, but you possess after all no particular

understanding for it, and so cannot write well on the

subject. But you might easily discover something

that would give play to your satire, and I should not

like that." Heine laughing gave her his hand, and
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promised.—11 sAeles'd bio^r phy a;i'ows more and
more inierestini; as it advances. We look forwa-d to

the second volurae witit much pleasure, and shall not

fail in time to report upon it to our read'rs.

Competitive Trials between the Vocal As-

sociations of Male Voices in Belgium, and

the " Concours International," at Ver-

viers, on the 7th July, 1872.*

BT DR. FERDINAND HILLER.

Notwithstanding; the cosmopolitan accomplish-
ments by virtue of which this grand Germany of ours

surveys every day the globe, and buries itself in the

state of civilization before the "creation of the world,"
besides reading and translating the novels of all na-

tions, it possesses, as a rule, very little precise infor-

mation of what is going forward on the other side of

the nearest frontier station. It is too much taken up
with itself and its own peculiar interests. Not to go
beyond my "last"—how little are our musical circles

acquainted with the musical doings of onr English,
Frenih, Belgian, and Italian neighbors. They know
something about certain large theatres, con<'ert-socie-

lies, &c., hut, precisely at the point where the more
intimate connection between art and national life,

properly speaking, commences, their ignorance of
what is done begins.

Male choral singing has, for a considerable time,

played a great part in Germany. Its influence has
been more superfici.al than profound; more of aso-
cial bond than an artistic stimulus. Many a magnifi-
cent song has been admirably sung, but as a rule

there have been more bad songs than good ones, and
they have been sung badly rather than well. At
gr.and Vocal Festivals, beer and patriotism have been
equally prominent— fortunately without anv injury to

our national prosperity. If the charge which w.e

often bring against ourselves is well-founded, name-
ly : that we are deficient in selfconsciousness, we
may give the Vocal Societies, Vocal Clubs, and
Vocal Unions, the Polyhymnia, Cecilia, and Con-
cordia Associations credit for forming excellent
schools to cure the defect. ' As members of such an
association, the simplest and most modest individ-
u;ils are certainly not less proud than is an English
petr of his hereditary right to take part in the gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom. They have even
had their historiographers, whose duty it has been to
see that not one serenade, trip, or greeting connected
with them should be lost to posterity. As a rule,

however, and despite numerous very, very honorable
exceptions, one was obliged to say : "Much cry and
little mutic."
But I am allowing myself to indulge in evil back-

biting of my dear fellow countrymen and colleagues,
a plan that may lead to no music, but to a great deal
of uproar, and—not the slightest amount of wool.
Yet my purpose was to speak about the "Kampfes-
wagen der Gesange," "The jousts and tournaments
of song" among our neighbours !

I was invited thereto by a "grand international
competition," got up at Verviers, on the 7th July, hv
the Royal Society called L' Emulation. I attended
as one of the judges. I had previously often been
thus distingni.shed, as, for instance, at Antwerp,
Lie'ge, Namur, etc,, probably because the Belgians
have not to go far to find me. But I was, also,
charged with the ta-k of writing an "obligatory cho-
rus," a c/ueur impost, and thanks, thereto, enjoyed
the unusual treat of hearing a new work (the Psalm :

"Super Flumina Babylonia") without having to go
through'any horrible rehearsals.

These vocal contests play a great part in Belgium.
It would be difficult to find a national festival of
whiihthey do not constitute a feainre, while the
numljer of those got up without anv cxtrnne<,ns ob-
ject may be termed con.siderable They are divided
into various categories, with the Inlfrnnliouril compe-
titions at their head. The arrangements have hcon
so developed in course of time that, in all their prin-
cipal points, they may be regarded us permanent
A corporation, or a Vocal Associaiion, nnder its

auspices, niidertakes to get np a competition, or
match. This m.iy be open simply to one province,
or a nnmbcr cf parishes and towns; it may stretch
over the entire kingdom ; or, lastly, all the' nations
on the f ice of The globe may be invited to take part
in it. Id the last la-e a< far as I know at lea-^t, only
Klimelaiiders, JJntch, and French from the frontier
provinces, have hitherto appeared. T'icy have car-
ried ofT several liigh prizes. It was here that our
own [r>)1ogne] celebrated Choral A««ociation lor
Male Voices won it» first victories. The^e encour-
aged it to nnderlake its well-known, and so highly
saccessful, jonmey to Great Britain.

r^'i^'^J^f^'^"^^* ZeltuDg. Translation from theLoodOD Musical World.

The prizes consisting, partly of "Indemnites." as

they are called, partly of gold medals, partly of valu-

able works of art, etc., are contributed from various

quarters. In nearly all cases, we find a present from
the Kino-, and there is frequently a contribution from

the Ministry ; for Belgium, in proportion to its size,

spends more on art than any other state. The town
in which the festival is kept, the local societies, and
some few private persons do their best. Thus I find

that, on the occasion of the last vocal match at Ver-

viers, at least 14 valuable medals (worth as much as

,500 francs), are mentioned as being given by seven

or nine associations, some of which (I may mention
the Club Gymnastique, and the Societe du Manage),
are hut very di.stanily connected with music —

a

proof of the deep interest taken in the subject.

Special mention must be made of the present given

by the Cercle des Artisans, and of a gold crown add-

ed to the first prize by the ladies of the town. Sev;

eral months before the day of the match the an-

nouncements and invitations are made public, the

different associations having to signify eight or ten

weeks beforehand their intention of taking part in the

proceedings. I must here touch upon a point which
is interesting to all, but more especially to musicians.

First class competing societies are bound to sing the

same compositions, and it is sent them four or five

weeks before the meeting. The compnsirions in-

tended for this purpose mu^t be new. The composi-
tions intended for this purpose must be new. The
composers selected to supply them willingly under-
take the task as a question of honor, which, however,
is not unattended with material profit. The associa-

tions, compelled to master the same thing in the same
time, thus contend on equ.al terms.

To form the hoard of arbitrators, invitations are

issued to a smaller or larger number, as the ease mav
be, of musicians of repute, who are always treated

with the most gracious and splendid hospitality.

They are formed into various sections, because at the

larger meetings the competitors are swainq-mnfching
it in several pl.aces .at once. Under these circum
stances you frequently meet old friends again, and
pass some exceedingly charming hours of good na-

tured gaiety with your colleagues, though the office

of arbitrator itself has its serious aspects and its mo-
ments of exhaustion. At Verviers there were more
than twenty /l//rtOs^s assembled, including one Dutch-
man (our old friend Verhulst), and several of our
Rhenish colleagues.

A summary of the arrangements at this festival

will be the speediest means of conveying a notion

how the m;ijority of such meetings are organized. 1.

The third division for Belgians ; associations from
parishes containing less than 7,000 inhabitants. 2.

The second division for Belgians ; associations fiom
towns of from 7,000 to 18,000 inhabitants. 3. The
first division for the same : associations from towns
of at least 1 8 000 inhabitants. 4. For foreigners : a
second division for parishes and towns of less than

12,000 inhabitants. 6. International contest for

Belgian and foreign associ.ntions, already the pos-

sessors of a first prize 7. An International contest

of Honor (an innovation introdu(;'ed, I believe, by
the Verviers Committee), for associations which hare
already carried off a first class prize {prix d'ercellfince).

The divisions named under 1, 2, 4, and 5, have to

s'ng two pieces, both of their own selection. The
divisions, on the contrary, included under 4, 6, and
7, have to sing one obligatory chorus, and one cho-

sen by themselves, a new piece being composed for

each of the divisions under each of these heads. In
addition to some smaller localities, the Theatre, and
the riding school, a magnificent building, with ac-

commodation for some thousand persons, were fitted

up for the occasion.

The conditions, under which these friendly con-

tests take rlace, display the most conscientious de-

sire to mete out even justice to all. The reproduc-

tion of them at length would occupy too much space.

I may mention, however, that the vocal solos, which
possess so great a charm for the public, do not at all

affect the awards, and that the .Tnrv, without any de
liberation, vote Rccretly. The order to be observed
hy the associations singing in the same division is

decided by lot.

I had no opportunity of hearing in Belgium those

associations from whose performances no very great

things were lo he expected. In all probability ihcy

suffer, as we so frequently find the case among our-

selves, from the unsuccessful imitation of the larger

associations, which they are but too eager to out-do

even in their "very hawking and spitting." The
performances, however, of such societies as aie loca-

ted in large towns, or, from peculiar circumstances,

have more than a usually large number of members,
and possess proper conductors, excel, as regnrds the

virf'toHih/ with which they e.xecutc the mos/ (hffinult

tasks, everything in this branch of art which it has

fallen to my lot to bear in Germany. It is true that

the tasks to be accomplished in the two countries are

of an utterly different nature.

In our own country, male choral singing sprang
from the love of convivial pleasures. To the joys

which men transmitted, through their throats, in-

wardly to their bodies, were added those which, mak-
ing their way through the throat outwardly, satisfied

the needs of their souls. "Out of the fulness of the

heart the mouth speaketh." The notion of singing

in common our veneration of women and wine, our
love for nature and our native land, so magnificent-

ly expressed in our unique lyric poetry, could not fail

to exert an irresistible influence on a people for whom,
in the majority of cases at least, music constitutes

a piece of their lives. The song in strophes, which,

generally speaking, constitutes the primitive basis of

all vocal music, offered itself both naturally and ar-

tistically, as the appropriate form. Through what
phases it has passed during the present century ; how
it has wandered from the L'elerlafd to_ the concert-

room ; how it was fatedJo have the honor of contrib-

uting to the manifestation of our national conscious-

ness, as it grew more and more powerful ; how male

choral singing has, in many instances, been degraded

to the level of mere ballad singing ; and how, on the

other hand, brought into connection with instrumen-

tal resources, by talented composers and active asso-

ciations, it has been employed for higher artistic ends,

might furnish materials for a not uninteresting oc-

tavo volume. That we can aflfect nothing with good-

natured sentiment alone, we have frequently seen ;

and, unfortunately, the most glaring proof of this is

supplied far too often by German male choral sing-

ing.

The contrasts of nationality, which, thank Heaven,

are not abolished either hy railways or steamboats,

are mo«t strikingly apparent when we come to con-

sider male choral singing in Belgium as compared

with male choral singing in Germany. Sprung, in

the nature of things, from the French school of art,

the dramatic, elocutionary, and, at times, even the

outwardly pictorial, elements play the principal part

in the former. Poems and composiiions satisfying

this tendency require, if they are to produce any sort

of eflTect, a broader style of handling, and, from this

fict alone, make greater demands upon the execu-

tants. But the Belirian and French composers who
have cultivated this field of art have not been back-

ward in presenting diflBculties of another description

as well. They do not shrink from the most daring

runs, from the most surprising modulations—they

write the chorus, five. six. or eight part, and they

require the most delicate treatment of the falsetto,

rapid, and yet strongly marked enunciation of the

words, and peculiar coloring in ca.ses of sharp out-

line. In their endeavors to offer us something new

and characteristic, they have allowed themselves to

be led away into attempting to imitate instrumental

effects, and so on, a course by no means worthy of

imitation. But compositions such as Les Emigres

Irlandnis. Saul, and others by that admirable musi-

cian, Gevaert ; Les Corsaires Gres, by Soubre
;
the

effective Hi/mn a la Palrie. written by Le'on Jouvet,

for Verviers, and many other compositions, require

no such artifices. They need nothing hut genuine

choral art. When, moreover, we recollect that the

most important performances take place at those

Olympic Games, the prize singing-matches, we may
easily form a notion of the energetic exertion to

which singers and conductors may be impelled. It

is impossible to dispose of the extraordinary per-

formances springing hence by merely enquiring what

was the number of rehearsals. The accomplishment

of every artistic task requires time and industry. At

the most, one would he entitled to step forward in

opposition if what was (]ot qlfbi/ heart a.sserted itself

at the expense of vitality. But this is by no means

the case. To perfect technical skill, fine gradations

sf light and shade, and distinct enunciation, is add-d

an amount of fire which borders on inspiration, and

which simply carries the bearer away, no niatter

whether the ambition of gaining a prize plays as

great a part in the matter as the desire to do artistic

justice to the subject.

Belgian artists complain, it is true, that the expen-

diture of 'trength leading to virion/, is followed by a

long reaction of inactivity ; nay, that associations

which have carried off all kinds of crowns, prefer

resting upon their laurels to risking a defeat. But,

then, fresh associations a continually being estab-

lished, and stepping with all the fire of youth into the

arena. As the principal object in view is competi-

tive singing, we may truly say that what is lost en-

fh^tffil is gained en t/ros.

But there is one step in advance which might he

taken : npnrt from their competitive singing, some of

the best associaiions might be induced' to unite in the

performance of some grand composition with orches-

tral accompaniment. As. in this case, it does not

matter what time is spent in preparation, such com-
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positions might he got up long beforehand, quietly

and surely. The expense oeeasioned hy the co-

operation of an orchestra, and, pej-haps, of a few
soloists, would not he of any considerafion in so rich

and large-hearted a country as Belgium, and the

warm suffniges of the puhlic might he reckoned on
with certainty. The interest with which the puhlic

follow the singing. matches, is somethinir indescriha-

hle. The better performances, and, still more, the

best, are overwhelmed with applause, and the mo-
ment wlien the name of the conquerins: association is

published is notiiing short of a diamatic scene. The
voting-papers are handed one after the other hy the

chairman of the jury to tlie secretary, who reads
aloud their purport. There is a general and breath-

less silence, during which you feel that the puhlic
are silently counting the votes given to each of the

competing associations. One of them hns obtained a
majority ! Suddenly there bursts from the victori-

ous siuijers a shout of jov which would have dene
honor to the Teutons of Tacitus, and it is onlv with
difficulty that one can arrive at the announcement of
the number of votes held hack. If the arbitrators'

verdict agrees with the feeling of the puhlic, there is

universal delight. But the contrary, may, also, be
the case; and then why, then oiie sometimes eets
a rather unpleasant specimen of the inconveniences
and disagreeables of a highly democratic community.
Fortunately this case is of e.vtremelv rare occurrence.—The comhination suggested ahove for the perform-
ance of more important vocal works, for male cho-
ruses^ would also be the best preparatory step for
someihing which is floating before the minds of the
leading Belgian composers, who always took so
much interest in our Rhenish Musical Festivals—the
general co-operation of the female world of music m
grand oratorio dramaiic works. In Germany, male
choral singing h^is exercised in this respect a decided-
ly injurious effect, as the compositions to which it

has principally devoted itself are, in the common
sense of the word, more entertaining, bat, both intel-

lectually and technically, of less account than that
demanded from the executants by works for mixed
chorus. For the fact that, despite this, so much is

effected, the reason must be sought in the indomita-
ble and thoroughly musical nature of the Germans.
In Belgium, the male choral singing which flourishes
there would not act prejudicially on mixed choral
singing— it would have to accomnlish other tasks,
but they would be by no means difBcult.
One of the most gratifying phenomena at the sing-

ing-matches of our neighbors is the part, not simply
active, but talented, taken in them by the laboring
classes. The Orpheon from Brussels (undsr the
direction of M. Bauwens), carried off in the Inter-
national Match at Verviers the second prix d'excel-
lence. It numbers eighty members, and consists en-
tirely of working men. The first prize in the above
category was won by the Society of Amis Re'unis of
Jupille. M. Th. Piedbcenf, a member of the Cham-
ber of Deputies, and a rich manufacturer, has, from
among his workmen, and other persons variously
employed, formed, in the best acceptation of the
word, a chorus of 90 persons. At the Verviers
meeting he conducted it personally, with immense
fire aHd unmistakably great ability. The next day, on
a tribune erected in the market place, he received,
amid our congratulations, a golden medal, coming
from his Majesty, the King, and an indemnification
of 1,000 francs, which in their, immeasurable joy his
chorus certainly did not require. All honor to such
efforts, which far surpass what is reg.arded as acts of
humanity, because the latter without the former
would be impossible!
The first prize of honor was gained hy the Liege

society—La Le'gia, under the direction of that talen^t-

ed musician, T. Radoux (brother of the Th. Ra-
nou.x, who has rendered himself popular hy the com-
position of a. large number of pleasing songs). This
Association, 137 strong, had scarcely to contend at
all, for, in consequence of what was already known
of its performances, all ideas of competing with it

were abandoned by the other Belgian societies. It
pos.sesses the best qualities in abundance—the most
admirable stuff, strength and power, together with
that virtuoso-like finish, attainable only by the most
conscientious study, under a clever director, who is

not merely a thorough musician, but speciallv ac-
complished vocally. [ am glad, however, that I can
here re er to the Cologne Lipderkram, under the
direction of Herr Lorscheidt, which had the boldness
to enter the lists against La Le'gia, and came out
with all honor from the dangerous undertaking.
With acclamation, and unanimously, the jury award-
ed it the gold medal placed at their free disposal for
any extraordinary case. The members of the Society
L'Emulation, who got up the festival, which, thanks
to their sensible and kindly care, had gone off so well,
did not think that, in a musical sense, they ought to
be merely dumb lookers on ; shut out by their own

will from the competitive singing, properly so called,

they h:id—in order, so to speak, to do the honors

musicallv as well as otherwise—undert;ikcn the diffi-

cult task of executing the two new pieces composed
for the highest categories. They did so with such

eminent merit that thcv nearly missed their friendly

object bv rendering it more diffi'-ult for the Associa-

tions which came nffer them to gain the due amount
of appreciation. In praise of the conductor. Profes-

sor Th. Vercken, of Liege, I have merely to add

that, until very latelv, and for' a great number of

years, ho was at the head of La L(^'zia.

The town of Verviers was decked out during the

Festival in the gayest colors ; all the places in which

singing was going on were crammed. In the Salle

de I'Harmonie, the members of the hoard of arbitra-

tors were invited to a really endless banquet, with

the distinguished burgomaster. M. Ortmans-Hau-
zem, in the chair. I sav endless banquet, because

some of us did not stop for i^s end. but went and
chatted for a few hours of the next day in the charm-

ing garden, which was splendidly illuminated The
distribution of the prizes took place on the morning
in the grand square. Thousands of spectators filled

all the windows, roofs, and adjoining streets. But
the weather was sultry and oppressive during the en-

tire proceedings— a fact arising from no moral

grounds. The envious gods were sulking, because

the amusement of mere mortals lasted too long,

though thev were civil enough to d'-fer manifesting

their displeasure till we bad reached the protecting

roof Then the rain poured down in never ceasing

streams, wa'hing away and overflowing evervthing.

except the pleasant impressions which the Festival

made on all faking part in it, and which at the pres-

ent moment float around us as charming memories.

Facts about Fiddles.

Charles Reade, the novelist, writes to the Pall MaU
Gazette, as follows :

Under the head of Cremona Fiddles, for want of a

better, let me sing the four-stringed instruments that

were made in Italy from about 1.560 to 1760. and
varnished with high-colored yet transparent varnishes,

the secret of which, known to numberless families in

1 74.'), had vanished off the earth by 1760, and has

now for fifty years baffled the laborious researches of

violin makers, amateui's and chemists.

The modern orchestra u-es four-stringed instru-

ments, played with a bow ; the smallest is the king
;

its construction is a marvel of art ; and, as we are

too apt to underrate familiar miracles, let me analyze
this wooden paragon, by wav of showing what great

architects in wood those Italians were who invented

this instrument and its fellows at Brescia and Bolog-

na. The violin itself, apart fom its mere accesso-

ries, consists of a scroll or head, weighing an ounce
or two, a slim neck, a thin hack, that ought to he

made of Swiss sycamore, a thin belly of Swiss deal,

and sides of Swiss sycamore no thicker than a six-

pence. This little wooden shell delivers an amount
of sound that is simply monstrous ; but, to do that,

it must submit to a strain of which the public has no
conception. Let us suppose two claimants to take

opposite ends of a violin-string, and to pull against

each other with all their weight : the tension of the

string so produced would not equal the tension which
is created by the screw in raising that string to con-

cert pitch. Consider, then, that not one but four

strings tug night and day, like a team of demons, at

the wafer-like sides of this wooden shell. Why does

it not collapse ? Well, it would collapse with a

crash, long before the strings reached concert pitch,

if the violin was not a wonder inside as well as out.

The problem was to withstand that, severe pressure

without crippling the vast vibration by solidity. The
inventors approached the difficulty thus : they insert-

ed six blocks of lime or some light wood ; one of
these blocks at the lower end of the violin, one at the

upper, and one at each corner—the corner blocks
very small and triangular ; the top and bottom
blocks much larger, and shaped like a capital D, the

straight line of the block lying close to the sides, and
the curved line outwards. Then they slightly con-

nected all the blocks hy two sets of linings ; these

linings are not ahove a quarter of an inch deep, I

suppose, and no thicker than an old penny piece, but

they connect those six blocks and help to distribute

the resistance.

Even so the shell would succumb in time ; but
now the inventer killed two birds -with ono stone ; he

cunningly diverted a portion of the pressure by the

means that were necessary to the sound. He placed

the bridge on the belly of the violin, and that raised

the strings out of the direct line of tension, and re-

lieved the lateral pressure at the expense of the belly.

But as the belly is a weak arch, it must now be
strengthened in its turn. Accordingly a bass-bar

was glued horizontally to the belly, under one foot of
the bridge. This bass-bar is a very small piece of
deal, about the length and half rhe size of an old-

fashioned lead pencil, but, the ends being tapered off.

it is glued on to the belly, with a spring in it, and
supports the belly magically. As a proof how nicely

all these things were balanced, the bass-bar of Gas-
paro da Salo, the Amati, and Siradmarius being a
little shorter and shallower than a modern bass-bar,

did admirably for their day, yet wdl not do now.
Our raised concert pitch has clapped on more ten-

sion, and straightway you must remove the bass-bar

even of Stradiuarius. and substitute one a little long-

er and deeper, or your Cremona soands like a strung
frying. pan.

Remove now from the violin, which for two centa-

ries has endured this strain, the finger-board, tail-

piece, tail-pin and screws—since these are the instru-

ments or vehicles of tension, not materials of resis-

tance—and weigh tlie violin itself. It weighs, I sup-

pose, about twenty ounces; and it has fought hun-
dred weights of pressure for centuries. A marvel of

construction, it is also a marvel of sound. It is audi-

ble farther off than the gigantic pianoforte, and its

tones in a master's hand go to the heart of man. It

can he prostituted to the performance of difficulties,

and often is ; hut that is not its fault. Genius can

make vour verv heart dance with it. or your eyes to

fill; and Niel Gow was no romancer, -but only a

deeper critic than his fellows, when, being asked what
was the true test of a player, he replied : '*A mon is a

player when he can gar himself greet wi his feedle."

THE ROMANCE OP FIDDLE DEALING.

Nearly fifty years ago a gaunt Italian, called Luigi
Tarisio, arrived in Paris one day with a lot of old

Italian instruments, h}- makers whose names were

hardly known. The principal dealers, whose minds
were narrowed, as is often the case, to three or four

makers, would not deal with him. M. Georges Cha-
not. younger and more intelligent, purchased largely,

and encouraged him to return. He came back next
year with a better lot ; and yearly increasing his

funds, he flew at the highe-Jt game ; and in the course

of thirty years imported nearly all the finest speci-

mens of Stradiuarius and Guarnerius France possess-

es. He was the greatest connoisseur that ever lived

or ever can live, because he had the true mind of a

connoisseur and vast opportunities. He ransacked

Italy before the tickets in the violins of Francesco

Stradiuarius, Alexander Gagliano, Lorenzo Guad-
agnini, Giodfredns Cappa, Gohetti, Jlorgilato Mo-
rella, Antonio Mariani, Santo Magini, and Matteo
Benti of Brescia, Michel Angelo Bergonzi, Monta-
guana, Thomas Balestrieri, Storioni, Vicenzo Rug-
ger, the Testori, Petrus Guarnerius, of Venice, and
full fifty more, had been tampered with, that every

brilliant masterpiece might be assigned to some pop-

ular name. To his immortal credit, he fought

against this mania, and his motto was ^'A tout seig-

neur tout honneur." The man's whole soul was in

fiddles. He was a great dealer, but a greater ama-
teur. He had gems hy him no money would buy
from him. No. 91 was one of them. But for his

death vou would never have cast eyes on it. He has

often talked to me of it ; hut he would never let me
see it. for fear I should tempt him.

Well, one day George Chanot, Senior, who is per-

haps the best judge of violins left (now Tarisio is

gone), made an excursion to Spain, to see if he

could find anything there. He found mighty little.

But, coming to the shop of a fiddle-maker, one Or-

tega, he saw the belly of an old bass hung np with

other things. Chanot rubbed his eyes, and asked
himself, was he dreaming ?—the belly of a Stradiua-

rius bass roasting in a shop-window ! He went in,

and very soon bought it for about forty francs.

He then ascertained that the bass belonged to a ladv

of rank. The belly was full of cracks; so, not to

make two bites of a cherry, Ortega had made a nice

new one. Chanot carried this precious fragment
home and hung it up in his shop, but not in the win-
dow ; for he is too good a judge not to know the sun
will take all the color out of that maker's varnish.

Tarisio came in from Italy, and his eye lighted in-

stantly on the Stradiuarius belly. He pestered Cha-
not till the latter sold it to him for a thousand francs

and told him where the rest was. Tarisio no sooner
knew this than he flew to Madrid. He learned from
Ortega where-tbe lady lived, and callfdon her to see

it. "Sir," says the lady, "it is at your disposition.''

That does not mean much in Spain. When he of-

fered to buy it, she coquetted with him, said it had
been long in her family; money could not replace a

thing of that kind, and, in short, she put on the

screw, as she thought, and sold it to him for about
four thousand francs. What he did with the Ortega
belly is not known—perhaps sold it to some person
in tire tooth.pick trade. He sailed exultant for Paris

with the Spanish bass in a case. He never let it out
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of his sieht. The pair were cnught by a storm in the

B:iy of Biscay. The ship rolled ; Tarisio olHSped
his hass ti^ht, and trembled. It was a terrible i^ale,

and for one whole day they were in real d.uiL'er.

Tnrisio spoke of it to me with a shudder. I wiil i^ive

you hi? real words, for they struolc me at the time,

and I have often thou<:ht of them pince.

"Ah, my puor Mr. Rea.de, the bass of Spain was
all but lost."

Was not this a true connoissear ? a genuine en-

thusiast? Observe! there was also an ephemeral
insect called Luigi Tarisio, who would have f!;one

down with the bass, but that nnade no impression on
his mind. De mhiimis non curat Ludoviats.
He p;ot it safe lo Paris. A certain hit;h-priest in

these mysteries called Vuillaume, with the help of a
sacred vessel, called the glue-pot, soon rewedded the

back and sides to the belly, and the bass, being now
just what it was when the ruffian Ortega put his fin-

ger in the pic, was sold for 20,000 f.

I saw the Spanish bass in Paris twenty two years

atic). and you can see it any day tiiis month you like
;

for it is the identical violoncello now on show at

Kensington, numbered 188. Who would divine its

separate adventures, to see it all reposing so calm
and uniform in that case

—

"Post tot naufragia iutus,"

On Sinking in Tune and Singing ont [of

Tune.

The fact of a note being out of tune may depend
tipon three causes ; the impressions of the moment,
the voice of the singer, and his ear. The noie does
not cease to be out of tune, but the consequences are

very different from what they are in other cases,

when the defect arises from the impressions of the

moment, because, then, the defect may be corrected.

Thns, fear, emotion, want of conHdence in one's

memory, a note emitted involuntarily, so to speak,
with greater force than the artist intended, too much
abandon in dramatic expression, want of acquaint-

ance with the acoustic qualities of a building, and,
lastly, any moral or physical suffering, are so many
causes which may make a singer sing monientarilv
out of tune, and yet not justify us in accusing him of
doing so habitually. 1 will go further than this:

any artist, who, feeling that at the commencement of
a melodic phrase he had pitched his voice a little too
high, or a little loo low, (for a singer with an ear is

always aware of the fact} attempted to set himself
right at once in the middle of the phrase, would find

himself singing much more out of tune than a singer
who had made up his mind to terminate the phrase
as he had begun it, and not put himself right till a
slight pause in the music enabled him to do so.

How many amateurs have I known—and, unfor-
tunately, they are to be met with every day—who,
after hearing an artist for the first time, have gone
about everywhere proclaiming that he sang out of
tune, because, not being in very good voice on the

night they heard him, he had perhaps emitted two or
three suspicious i otes. Yes, such an assertion has
been made in my presence regarding our greatest ar-

tistic ceiehriiies in d lys gone by, regarding Lablache,
i asla, Ron«orii, and Pfrsiani,

One note is sufficient to make some persons assert

that an artist >ings out of tune
;
ju-t as if he pos-ess-

e.-^ every good qualiry except a particular one to

which such and such an amateur is partial, it is pre-

cisely that very quality which is expected of him,
while no credit is given him for all the qualities which
he really docs possess, I myself heard Adolphe
Noorrit one day say : "If an artist were to be run
down for singint: badly once, twice, three times or
even ten times, everybody would have to renounce all

idea of becoming a singer." I have heard one of
the greatest singers in the world, I)avide, sint: out of
tone during an en'ire first act, and rise during the
Becund to the most marvellouK and sublime efforts.

Andwny? Because, notwithstanding hih prodig-
ious grealnesH as an artist, he was under the influence

of an ifrsarmountable dread every lime he appeared
on the .Ytage.

When the fact of Pinginjj ont of tune arises from a
defect, either natural, or in tons'-qnence of illnc-R, in

the vo'-rtl organ, it im not certainly impnu^ible tn cor
rect it, but the task may prove a difficult one. In
Fuch a CHfle, ihe per-on f.inging is perfectly aware that

he is sinking oat of lone. wiihoot, however, being
able to remedy the evil. The voice, under the cir

camsiances, is exactly like a wind instrument which
id not correct, because certain proportiont have not
been observed, either in its length or breadth, or in

the t*iz<' oi the h les. The only remedv is to wend
the fluie or clarinet back to the m^ker'fi lo be recii

fied ; ui pforlonarcly, there is no inmrument maker to

whom we ran Hend our voctl organs to he repaired.
If, rhftrcfore after devotini; the ttme rece-nsiry for
gfting ilirou_h *:very [#u«-*ibl« method *f impurtirg
cerfainty and sireti^ih u» the Toice, a ein^jr per- I

reives that be cannot succeed, the sole course left

him is to give up all ideas of singing. Luckily, this

is a rare case.

But if, lastly, singing out of tune arises from a
want of ear, the evil is incurahlf', for it is, in such a
case, simply by chance that the person sii.gs ; und he
will be in the position of some artist or other of the
Opera Comique, of whom Fiorentino facetiously said

that: "He alwavs sang above, below, or on one side

of the note." But a professor should not be in too
great a hurry to declare his pupil has no ear, for it is

very possible that the mere absence of habit may
cause the latter to he out of tune. Nature is so
strange. Many an artist plays the piano or violin

perfectly, and has a most delicately correct ear; yet
if he tries to sing at sight, he will not hit two notes
correctly. Another will sing in tune with a piano,
bur out of tune with an orchestra ; and every one has,

doubtless, like me, met amateurs whom the shVhtest
want of correctness in the pieces executed before
them will cau^e to start, and yet who will f^-arlessly

sing ont of tune themselves wirhnut perceiving it.

Sound coming from within evidently produces, upon
those who hear it. a different effect to that coming
from without. Before deciding, therefore, whether
a pupil has no ear, the master ought to make him go
through all the studies intended to fix and impart
certainty to the voice ; he ought to familiarize him
with every possible intonation, and not pronounce a
sentence of condemnation until he is convinced that
his pupil does not know whether he is singing in, or
out of tune.

I once experienced an extraordinary fact of this

kind, A younw Italian ladv, very prettv, and pos-
sessing a magnificent contralto, but without any mu-
sical education, desired to go upon the stage. Manv
professors were, as T was, seduced by her beautiful

voice ; I may mention among others MM. Panofka,
and Schimon. SchneitzhoefTer gave her a pianoforte

and solfeggi mistress in the shape of a fair pupil of
the Conservatory, but the mistress could never make
the pupil fee! when she executed the scale with its

eight notes, when she gave only seven, or when she
sent forth nine or ten. One day the pupil felt per-

fectly discouraged. Desirous of being convinced
whether it was or was not an impost:ibility for her to

sing, I resolved to devote a month to the task. Dur-
ing this month. I had the patience to make her prac-

tise only the first sixteen bars of Arsace's cnvatina :

"Ah ! quel giorno !" striking the notes on the piano
as she sang. At the end of the month, to test the

progress she had made, I played the proper accomp-
animent. No one can possibly form the slightest

conception of the strain with which she favored me
;

it was the most incredible pasticcio, hodge-podge,
and jumMe of the cavatina from Tmicredi, the air

from the Barhiere, the ballad from Fra Diavofo, and
I know not what besides—in fact, it wis something
of everything except the cavatina of Arsace, of which
she did not give one single note.

There was a prejudice, very general in former
davs, and not quite eradicated even now, that, sup-

po^^ing any one does sing otit of tune, he had better

sing" too low than too hiL'b. Tho<=e who arL'ue thus

stran^elv, fnund their opinion upon the fact that siuir-

inir too low denotes a certain W'-akness, either tempo-
rarv, or more pprm.inent, but which may disappear
in course of time, while sino-iner too high denotes an
orcanic defect of the voice or the ear. Nothing can
be less just than this artrument. Singing too hieh,

like singiner too low, may arise from weakness just

as well as from an organic defect. That a person's

singintr too hitrh is frequently attributable to weakness
is proved by the circumstance that if we pit in a duet
two per'^ons against each other, one with a delicate

and the other wiih a very strong voice, and that if

the former endeavors to hold his own against the lat-

ter, he will nearlv alwav'< finish bv going* up. It

has been remarked that French and Italian voices

are more inclined to go down sometimes, wliile, on
the contrarv rjerman voices di«plav a tendencv to

rise What does this prove ? Nothing, except that

Nature has sown some imperfection in all her works.
Evervonc knows that extremely high soprano voices

exhibit a tendencv to rise, T will go still further

than thii : I maintain that there does not exi-^t in the

world a Hoprnno, sinj/ing ca-^ilv the re, mi, and liifh

fix who does not accfdentnllv rise. Ought thiy to ex-

pose to the charge of sincintr out of tune the artints

who pos-es*( such voices ? Bv no means !

Let us recopituhite. An artiwt sings ont of tune,

when the defi-ct is an habitual one ; when he is never
sure of sinL'irig correctly one evening something he
snnt? correftly on a previous evening ; when, on one
anri the same occasion, his voice sometimes rises, and
flometimen falls : when, in a word, his intonation,

even lhoui>h not invarinhly bad, constantly disturbs

those who are listening lo him. Rut a singer who
happens in the course of an opera to emit a fc^w

doubtlal notei, and that only once in two or three

months, may yet be regarded as singing in tune. All
the worse for those who go to hear him precisely on
his bad days. I recollect its being formerly asserted
that Mme. Damorenu, Nourrit, and Rubini, were the
only singers who never wi're out of tune. I subscribe
to this, and I could add several names very popular
at the present day. However, if a leading artist,

with a firmly established reputation for singing in

tune, happens once in a way to miss a note, there

are, among the public that detect the fault, many,
who, unlike the amateurs I mentioned above, will not
dare to confess the truth, even to themselves, but
will be persuaded it is their own ear which is in

f^ult.

Before, therefore, blighting the reputation of an
artist, by the assertion that he sings out of tune, we
ought to be quite certain whether he does so by mere
accident, or habitually, and guard against being too
severe in our judgment of him ; but, on the other

hand, we should not carry our deference to so high a
pitch a> the singing-mistress, who, not wishing to

wound the feelings of her pupil, by telling her plain-

ly she sang out of tune, miidly observed : "If, Made-
moiselle, you would take your E slightly higher, my
piano would be more in tune."

Henry Cohen [Guide Musical.)

A I\IozART Manuscript.—A sale of musical

manuscripts took place recently in London, at which
a Sonata of Mozart's, for violin and piano-forte, in

the composer's autograph, was bid off for ten guineas.

Mr. George Grove writes for The Atbenwum an inter-

estiuir account ol this manuscript, which it seems has

a curious hi*storv. It was written in 1784, to be per-

formed at the Vienna Theatre, by Mozart and the

violinist, Hegina Stnnasacehi, and the circumstan-

ces are thus related by Mozart's biographer. Otto

Jahn :

"Mozart, in wrUiog to his father about the newplayer, after

Baying how much he hears of her taste aod expression, goes on

to pay : 'I am now writinf; a sonata, which we are to play to-

gether at her concert, on Thursday, in the theatre.' But the

ponata was not ready in time, and it was only with great diffi-

cnlty that Signora Strinasacchi obtained the viotin part from

Mozart on the evening before the concert. She had only the

following morning to practice it in, and that by herself, for

the composer and she first aa ' one another at the concert it-

Feif. The performance was magnificent on both eides, and

was received with the greatest applause. Bnt the Emperor

Joseph, who was in his box opposite the piano, thiokiog that

be detected through hie opera-glass that Mozart had no noies

before him, sent for him to bring the sonata. What Mozart

brought him was a blank piece of paper with merely the

bars drawn upon it ; for he had not found time to write down

the piano pwrt, aod played the sonata (no part of which he

had ever even heard) from memory."

To this Mr. Grove adds :

"The manustTipt sold at Sotheby's for ten guineas, though

now containing the complete work, was the identical paper

which Mozart had before him on the desk ; and the sight of it

shows that JahnV account is not absolutely correct. It was

not blank paper with the mere bars ; but contained the violin

part, carefully written by Moztrt himsflf throughout, and

bKlow it the s-aves for the piano forte, with here and there a

bit of accompaniment figure or modulation, to guide him an he

went along. These can be perfectly whU made out, from the

pimple circum^taice that the ink with which Mozart after-

ward filled in the piano-forte part is much blacker than that

in which the violin part and the scattered memoranda just

mentioned were written ; so that it is easy to see exactly how

the paper was when the Rmprror looked down upon it from

hi^ box. The writing of the violin part is as graceful and

easy a-* Mozart's ordinary hand ; but owing to the accompani-

ment being sometimes florid, the notes of the piano part have

often had to be crammed and squeezed in between the barB.''

The complete Sonata, which i** in B flat major, is

well known in the modern concert room.

Young Mendelssohn in Paris.*

An important event in the young composer's life

took pince in 18*25, when he went to I'aris with his

falher to consult Cheruhini as to his future career.

Of his experiences during bin visit lo the gay city we
have ilie following ai count from his own pen, and
rcmcmh'Ting that it whh written when he was only
flixifcn yearN ol age. it gives a remarkable illustra-

tion of his powers of observation :

'*I had hoped," says he, ''to find thiH the native h' me of

muFiic, muficiiinn, and muBlcal taste ; but, upon my word, it

Is nothing of the kind. The salons, though I did not expect

much from them, are wearisome
;
people care only for trivial,

Bhowy music, and won't put up with anything eerloua or

• Onetho and MendflKfohn (1fi21— 1831) translHted, with
fldditionx troni ttif Otrman of Dr. Karl .McndclHHohn IJarthol-

dy, by M. E. Von Glehn. Londoo : Macuiillun & Co.
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Bolld. The orchestras (I hare heard those of the Opera and

the AcademieRoyale) are very good, but by no means perfect;

and lastly, the muaiciana tbemselveg are either dried up, or

else do nothing but abuse Paria and the Parisians.

"At the concert at Tremont last Sunday, I heard Urhahn

play some variations on the viola. He tones it differently to

the usual way, that is to say, f c, f c. This is very effective

the first time you hear it, but still it is a bad plan, for the

instrument loses the depth of the viola, without gjiining the

acuteness of the violin, while it is obviously only available in

F major, or at be^t major. After this Kalkbrenner played a

new sestet of his own in A minor. The piano has quite the

leading part, and the clarinet, cello, and do ble-baps merely

accompany. There are some pretty things in it, but mostly

taken from Hummel's septet, on which the piece is really

modelled. He played very well, though with some unsteadi-

ness, on account of the fearful and unbearable heat. Just be-

fore he began hr- turned to Herz, and said with a sweet smile,

'Play for me, and I promise to give you ten sous.' But Ilerz,

smilingly Broking his black heard, answered with a smile,

'Nay, that would not be agreeable to the public' 'I beg your

pardon," said Kalkbrenner with another smile.

'* Yesterday we were at the Feydeau, and saw the last act

of an opera of Catel's called *L'Aubergiste,' and Auber's

'L^ocadie.' The theatre is large, cheerful, and pretty ; the

orchestra very good ; and if the fiddles are not as fine as those

at the Opera Buffa, the basses and the wind and the ensemble

are better ; and the conductor stands in the middle. The
singers do not sing badly, though they have no voices ; their

acting Is lively and rapid, and the whole goes well together.

But now for the chief thing, the compoeition. Of the first

opera I will say nothing, for I only heard half of it, and that

was poor and woak, though not without pretty, light melody;

but the cclt^brated 'Leocadie,' by the celebrated Auber—any-
thing Fo miserable you really cannot conceive. The story ig

taken from a wretched novel of Cervantes, wretchedly cooked

up into an opera, and I could never have believed that so vul-

gar and objectionable a piece .should not only hold its ground,

but in a short time run through fifty two representations be-

fore an audience of Frenchmen, who really have nice feeling

and correct taste. To this novel, which belongs to Cervantes'

wild period, Auber has made the most miserable tame music.

I don't ?peak of there being no breadth, no life, no originality

in the whole opera, and of its being patched together of alter-

nate reminiscences o Cherubiniand Rossini ; I don't speak of

there being no vestige of seriou-iness or spark of passion, no

power, no fire in it, nor that in the greatest cliinases the sing-

ers have to make roulades and shakes and passages ; but sure-

ly the favorite of the public, the pupil of Cherubini, a man
with grey hair, might have been expected to know something

about instrumentation, now that it has become so easy

through the publication of the scores of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven ! Not even that. Juet fancy that out of the

many pieces in the whole opera, there are perhaps three in

w ich the piccolo does not play the chief p^rt. The Overture

begins with a treniolando in the strings, hut very soon out
pop the piccolo from the garret, and the bassoon from the

cellar, and pipe away a melody between them. In the sub-

ject of the Allegro the strings have the Spanish accompani-

ment, and the piccolo tootles another air to it. Leocadie's

first melancholy air, 'Pauvre Leocadie, il vaudrait mieux
mourir,' is appropriately accompanied by a piccolo; the pic-

colo expresses fhe brother's rage, the lover's grief, nnd the
peasant girl's jr>y—in short, the whole thing might be capi.

tally arranged for two flutes and a Jew's harp adlibitum. Oh
dear

!

"You tell me also. Fanny, that I ought to set up for a re-

former, and teach people to like Onslow, Reicha, Beethoven,

and Sebastian Bach. I do that already, as far as I can. But
recollect, my dear child, that the people here don't know a
note of 'Fidelio.'' and look upon Bach as a mere full-bottomed

wig. powdered with nothing but learning.

"The other day, at Kalkbrenner s request I played Bach's

orean preludes inE minor and A minor. The people thought
them both sweetly pretty, and somebody remarked that the

beginning of the A minor prelude bore a striking resemblance
to a favorite duet of Monsigny's (a French opera writer) !

everything danced before my eyes.

"At Mme. Kien6's a few days ago I played my B minor
quartet with Baillot. He began quite in a careless, indifferent

sort of way, but at a passage in the first part of the first move-
ment he got into the spirit of the thing, and played the rest

of the movement and the Adagio very well and with plenty of
vigor. Then came the Scherzo : I suppoee the opening of it

pleased him, for he went off like anything, at a tremendous
pace, the others after him, I trying to keep them back; but
it's not much good trying to keep hack three runaway French-
men. And 80 they carried me along with them, always mad-
der and madder and faster and louder ; and especially at one
place near the end, where the subject of the Trio comes at the
top, against the beat, Baillot lashed away in the most furious
style, in a rage with himself because he had made the same
mistake sever >1 times over. When it was finished, all that
he said to me waa, "Encore une fois ce morceau." That time
it went smoothly, but still more madly than the first time.

The last movement at first went like wildfire. At that part

near the end where the subject comes in for the last time in

B minor, quite /brr/,<i5t>?70. Baillot sawed awiy at his strings

in a perfect frenzy, so that I was almost fr ghtenedat my own
quartet ; and at the end, he came up tome, again without a

word, and embraced me twice as if he wanted to stifle me.
Rorle alpo was very much pleased, and a long while afterwards,

suddenly said to me in German : 'Bravo, mein Schatz !' .

. Fanny, you write to me of prejudices and partiality, of

growling and owlishnesfl, and of the land flowing witti milk

and honey—as you call this Paris. Just reflect, I beseech you,

are you in Paris, or am I ! Surely I must know more about

it than you. Is it my way to let myself be hampered by prej-

udices in my judgment of music ? And even if it were, is

Rode prejudiced when he says, 'C'est une degringolade musi-

cale !' Is Neukomm prejudiced when he says, 'C^est pas ici

le pays des orchestres V Is Herz prejudiced when he says,

'The public here can understand an i appreciate nothing but

variations ?' and are thouiiaiids of othcra prejudiceJ when Lhey

swear at Paris ? It is you who are so prejudiced that you be-

lieve my impartial statements less than the lovely picture of

an Eldorado Paris that your own fancy has dra^-n. Take up
the Cotistitutionnel^ what are they giving at the Italian opera

beeides Rossini ? Take up a mnsic-catalogue, whst is pub-

lished or sold but romances and potpourris? Wait till you
have been here and heard 'Alceste,' 'Robin de Bois,' and the

soirees ; or till you have heard the music in the King's

Chapel, and then judge and scold, but not now when you are

hampered an regularly blinded by prejudices. But forgive

me for this Allegro feroce.

"I have been busy these last days making a Kyrie d 5 voce

and grandissimo orchestra
; in bulk it surpasces anything I

have yet written. There is also a tolerable amount of pizzi-

cato in it, and as for the trombones, they will need good wind-

pipes.*"

—* Letters to his parents of the 18th and 22nd April, 1825.

PUBLISHERS' SONGS.—The London AthencEum says a

young lady's singing powers are in a sorrowful state when she

leaves school, but much is to be allowed for apprehensive in-

stincts, timid anJ tremulous nerves. She knows she is no ar-

tist in song, and of that the publisher takes advantage. His

sincerity is such, that ho offers her too frequently imbecile

nonsense, under the plea that it is "easy to sing." The nor-

mal requirements for a publisher's song are, no feeling, no
fancy, no invention, no meaning, no power, no life, no sensi-

bility, no sentiment. There is but one answer to Voltaire's

qwery, ''What does it ask for ?" and that is, nothing. An
English girl in a music-seller's estimation, is an ungraceful,

pitiable being. She has no heart, no head; she is without
sympathy or thought, without skill, voice, method, declama-
tien or any power of captivating in an art which has, ever

since the world began, stood foremost in its influence on hu-
manity. Ballad-singing to our young ladies must be the most
comfortless of all their young life's engagements, and to their

auditors the most terrible affliction to be met with in social

life.

Necrology.
(Continued from page 303.)

5. Eduard Soeolewskt, a German composer of

some eminenre, who emigrated to this country in

1859, di(.'d at St. Louis in May last. From the New
York Musik-Zeituiig we translate the following ac-

connt of his career.

—

"He was horn at Konig^sberg in Prussia, Oct. 1,

1804. In his thirteenth year he was already a virtu-

oso on his favorite instrument, the violin. At the

age of seventeen he was established as first violinist

in the orchestra of the K6nij;sberg theatre, and at 23

he held the place of Kapellmeister to the same or-

chestra. There he remained until 1854, when he re-

moved to Bremen, where he officiated as Kapellmpis-

ter in the Stadt theatre until his emigration in 1859

to the United Slates.

"In Konigsberg Sobolewski had founded the Mu-
sical Academy there, which a few years ago celebra-

ted its twenty-fifth anniversary by the performance of

some of its founder's works ; and besides his onerous

labors as conductor of the orchestra and as teacher of

singing in the Academy, he also gave lectures on the

theory of composition at the University.

*'In the time of his residence in Konigsberg and

Bremen fall not only most of his musical productions

in many forms, but also a multitude of musical trea-

tises, criticisms and controversial writings, most of

whicb appeared in the Leipzig musical journals, es-

pecially the 'Reactionary Letters' levelled against the

new direction of Richard Wagner, which have been

translated into nearly every language of the cultiva-

ted world.

"For his restless, busily creative spirit the Father-

land was too narrow ; he could endure no longer his

limited sphere of operation in the commercial city
;

and, filled with the fairest hopes for a free, unlimited

field of activity in the new world, he came to the

United States, where he first settled in Milwaukee.

But here nothing but bitter disappointments were his

lot. Without definite plan, without experience,

without knowledge of the relations of the country, he

had to submit himself to the advice of so-called

friends, whose motives seemed to him benevolent or

disinterested. At first he was made director of the

Musical Society, which, utterly unable to appreciate

Sobolewski's earnest striving, soon let him fall again,

and even stirred up animosity against him, making

his farther stay in that city impossible. To be sure,

a Sobolewski was not the man for concerts in cos-

tume, with wreaths and dances, such as the Musical

Society then cultivated. An artistic tour through

America, which led hira as far as to Havana, turned

out mournfully enough. This was in a great meas-

ure the fault of the programme, which had for its

principal features his not easily understood mono-

drama 'Cleopatra,' and, some songs from 'Hiawatha'

melodramatically worked up by him. In Milwaukee

he composed also his 'American National Opera:

Mehoga, the Flower of the Forest,' and brought it

out with the aid of the Musical Society, but without

any particular success.

"From Milwaukee he removed to St. Louis, hav-

ing accepted the invitation of the Philharmonic So-

ciety there to become its conductor. Here he worked

industriously and perseveringly as director, music-

teacher and composer until his death, which occurred

on Sunday, the 18th of May, after only eight days

sickness. Sobolewski, whom fortune has always

treated in a very step-motherly way, leaves a

family of ten children, of whom the youngest girl

bears the name of his opera 'Comala.'

*'Sobolewski has composed much, and among it

some things that are good. His more important

works are the Oratorios : 'John and the Redeemer'

and 'Lazarus ;' the operas : *Salvator,' 'Imogen,'

'Veiled^,' 'The Prophet of Korassan,' 'Zisca,' 'Co-

mala,' 'Lagonia,' 'Mobega' ; themelo-dramas : 'Pyg-

malion,' 'Cleopatra,' 'Orpheus,' 'Vinvela,' and sev-

eral more. Of all these works the only one with

which we are nearly acquainted is the opera 'Mohe-

ga,' and this is wanting above all in clearness and in

characteristic, dramatic tone color ; to the title of an

'American National Opera,* in spite of its subject

borrowed from American history, it can scarcely lay

claim.

"Brendel, who died a few years ago, the literary

defender of Sobolewski in Germany, in spite of all

his partiality for all 'musicians of the Future,' passes

the following judgment upon this composer in his

History of Music : 'Remarkable as a composer gen-

erally, as well as an opera composer specially, So-

bolewski is at any rate. But in the works of his

which I know he has not attained to clearness, to

well-roundsd completeness ; and the same must be

said of his operas. His desultory nature allows him

—even in his literary manifestations— now to sieze

upon a good thought, and now to mingle with it

what is decidedly unclear. It is no complete and

self-contained individuality, that we have before us.'

"But not to give only a single judgment (though we

conscientiously subscribe to it) upon the deceased,

we may here cite an enthusiastic expression of Franz

Liszt about the melodrama 'Vinvela,' which appear-

ed in the Zeitschrift fur Musik in 1855 :
—'What a

melancholy fate to see such splendid creations doom-

ed to bloom and die in solitude because they sprang
up in too high or too burning regions, and thus re-

sembie those flowers of the desert or of unattainable
mountain summits, to which the people do not climb
to enjoy their peculiar fragrance, their full beauty !'

"
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6. RosAsruNDA. FiSARONi. The Athmcewn re-

cords the death of this once famous singer, with the

following- sketch :

There are still living opera freqa enters who can remember

the glorioufl contralto, Sigoora Benedetta-Rosamunda Piaaro-

ni, one of the plainest of women, but one of the greatest of ar-

tists. She was born in 1793, and died on the 6th ult., at

Plai«ance, her native city, in her seventy-ninth year. This

artiste, alihoagh born in France, was educated in Italy, and

made her debut at Bergamo in ISll as a higli soprano, hut lost

her upper notes during a severe illness at Parma in 1813

—

?maII-pox—which greatly disfigured her. She then took to the

contralto register. Meyerbeer, who in 1818 was travelling in

Italy, heard her, and composed "Romilda e Costanza" ex-

pressly for her at Padua. At the San Carlo, in Naples, she

sang in Rossini's "Ricciardo e Zoraide," and Mercadante wrote

"Lodoiska" for her in 1S19. It was in October of that year

that she created a furore by her Malcolm, in Rossini's "Donna
del Lago." Meyerbeer again wrote for her ''L'E^ule di Gra-

nada^' for Milan, in 1822, Lablache being included in the cast

In 1S23 she sang in Rome and Lucca. At the last-mentioned

city Pacini composed "Temist-ocle" for her and Signora Tac-

chinardi (afterward Mme. Persiani). Her next engagements

were at Bologna and Milan. It was at the Scala that she elec

trified her audiences, in 1825. by her Arsace in "Semiramide."

After being at Genoa. Leghorn, Florence and Rome, Mme. Pi-

earoni went to Paris in 1827, making her debut as Arsace.

The very first notes she sang, "Become alfin in Babilonia,"

roused the house in the same manner as Mme. Alboni did in

1847, at the opening night of the Royal Italian Opera, also as

Arsace. In Paris Pisaroui sang with Pasta, Malibran and

Sontag. Wliat associations are connected with these great

names I In their time the pure art of vocalization was in its

perfection. It was in 1829 Pisaroni came to London, and at

the King's Theatre, under the late Laporte''fi dirpction, made
her debut there as Malcolm in the "Dmnadel La)jo," Signor

Donzelli {who is still living at Bologna) being the Roderick

Dhu. Despite her physical defects she brought down the

house ; her voice was not what it had been in Italy and France,

but the genius of the artist was supreme. Her Isabella in

Rossini's "Italiana in Algeri" wts marked by much finish, and

her acting was so excellent that the enthusiasm of her listen-

ers knew no bounds. She subsequently played Arsace, first

to the Semiramide of Sontag and next to that of Malibran.

Pisaroni returned to Paris and Milan in 1830, but quitted the

lyric stage in 1836, Turin being the last theatre where she ap-
peared. She was a great artiste in every sense of the word

—

hi.^trionically as well as vocally : there was a grandeur and
' breadth of style whirh always commanded the attention and
enhsted the sympathies of her hearers. Sh-i had the tact to
identify herself completely with the character she was sustain-
ing, and it is difiacult to state whether she shone most as a
tragedian or a comedian.

7. Hexri Drayton-. Mr. Henri Drayton, the

well-known opera siniier, has died at his residence in

New York. His death took place on the SOtli ult.

Though well known in England, where he made his

reputation, Mr. Drayton wa.f a citizen of the United
States. He was born in Philadelphia in 1822, fin-

ished his masical education at the Paris* Conserva-
toire, and soon afterwards was entraged as primo
basso in the Italian Opera at Antwerp. Alfred Bunn
engac^ed him for English opera in London, and here
he played for many years with great success, excell-

ing in such character parts as fJevi/shoof in "The Bo-
hf^mian Girl," and making a reputation bv his Ber-
tram in "Robert," and Pefer the Great in "L'Etoi'fe du
Nord.* He visited the United States with his wife

in 1859, and gave a series of popular entertainments.
which he styled parlor operas. The Draytons re-

tamed to England in 1861. In 1869 Mr. Drayton
was engaged by the Richings English Opera Com-
pany, and he sang with them for two seasons in New
York and other cities, his best personation being Rip
Van Winkle in Mr. Bristow's opera of that name.
"While travellmg with the Richings company be had
a stroke of paralysis at Rochester, about a year ago,
and though he afterwards appeared on the stage with

the SeiTuin company, this summer, at Bryant s Thea-
tre, he never fully recovered his health. Fie had a
second attack at his home, which has carried him off

Mr. Drayton was much est-emed in private Iif«. He
was not only a good musician, but an actor of ability

and earnestness, and the author of several playn and
operas.

—

Lond, Orchestra, Aur/. 16.

^toigbfs loiirnal of Mmt.
BOS TON. SKPT. iil, 1879.

Mr. Osgood's Concert.

At last a Concert ! Oar season opens, not in the

"Hob" proper, to \ie sore, bnt in one of the "sub-

hobs," Chelsea, which has been showing vigorous

signs of zeal for music for a few years, thronjh its

Choral Society, its beautiful new theatre, or "Acade-

my of Music,'* modelled somewhat after our "model

theatre," the Globe,—and indeed for a loner time past

through the quiet influence and example of a single

familv, numerous and prosperous, residing there,

every member of which, though only in an amateur

way, is practically masical. One of the younger

sons, a Harvard graduate of 1866, and the sweet

singer of his class, blessed with a beautiful tenor

voice and a truly musical nature, has since devoted

himself to music, and by two long residences in Eu-

rope,—the first in Germany, the second both in Ger-

many and Italy,—has availed himself of every advan-

tage both of the best vocal teachers, and of the study

of music as an art in the fullest sense, and has now

returned thoroughly prepared to enter upon his pro-

fessional career. Those who have known George
L. Osgood musically in private, those who heard

him sing in a Harvard Symphony Concert on his

first return from Europe, when he loyallv and grace-

fully laid the first fruits of his culture as it were upon

the altar of his Alma Mater, do not need to be con-

vinced of his fine musical endowments, not only of

Toice, but of intellect and soul. Every one felt the

refinement of his singing; the only question was of

power of voice, and of endurance, for singing in

large halls. In this respect, as well as in the whole

economy and mastery of means, and all the arts and

qualities whicli make up a good singer, a real gain,

the fair reward of so much conscientious, patient,

well-directed study, was to be exnected now. All

the reports of his recent public efforts in Germany

had given us assurance of it.

One thing is highly creditable to Mr. Osgood, con-

sidering the temptation and the fashion of the times.

Almost every young man or woman, who goes

abroad for vocal training (and their name is Legion),

is almost certain to be sucked into the whirling limbo

of Italian Opera, or mongrel opera that calls itself

Italian ; and then follows the poor commonplace ca-

reer of figuring on the stage in the same worn out

round of characters, Lucias and Traviatas, Edgar-

dos and Manricos, each vainly straining ahd striving,

if not to revivify those old ghosts, at least to borrow

some reflected lustre from them by identifying herself

or himself with parts which memory couples with

great artists. The worst of it is, that in this pur-

suit, this travelling in a banal circle, spellbound,

hopeless in most cases, the deluded victim denies

himself the real nourishing, inspiring and ennobling

wine and pabulum of music in the high sense of Art
;

his musical culture and his musical taste becomes of

the most superficial. Rarely does the average Ital-

ian opera singer appreciate, or care to sing, even for

his own private satisfaction, those songs which spring

from the wells of deep and spiritual genius, songs by

Schubert, Schumann, Franz,—still less the lofty sus-

tained melody of the greatest priests of song and har-

mony, like Bach and Handel ; even Mozart they ac-

cept in a halfhearted spirit of concession. Mr. Os-

good has had the good sense and the courage to re-

sist the current, and to choose another and a manlier

direction, showing that he understands himself, and

that be cheerfully and earnestly acknowledges the

dutv of the artist first of all to the ideal of pure Art,

and' not first of all to the most ready popular success,

though Art thereby should be degraded. He has

prepared himself to be a concert and an oratorio

singer; and iliis, too, not in the superficial ordinary

sense of miscellaneous concert singing, but in the far

nobler sense of making himself a true interpreter of

what there is most pure and beautiful and noble in

the best repertoire of song,—an interpreter of such

ma'-ters as we have named, not excluding, of course,

the melodies best worth perpetuating from Ilalian,

English and whatever soin-ccs. Mr. Osgood has

made him'-elf particularly, intimately at homo in the

speciality of German AiV/ singing. Ho has cbinved

the friendship and inspiring influence of Itobert

Franz in p*^rson, as wsll as in his music. And wo
are glad to know, therefore, that be intends, after the

completion of his engagement with Theodore

Thomas, sav in the month of May, to give us a series

of classical 'song matinfes or soirees, in which we
shall hear him, and hear his masters, to the best

advantage, coming nearer to the soul of all their art

than we can in large general concerts.

The concert in that beautiful Chelsea "Academy"
last Wednesday evening, was the welcoming of Os-

good in the town that claims him. and his first public

appearance since bis return from Europe.

The auditorium was filled with the singer's friends

and fellow citizens of Chelsea, by whom the compli-

mentwas tendered, besides a considerable delegation

of leading musical persons from Boston, whom a deep

interest in the occasion drew there in spite of the bad

weather. This was the programme :

Overture to Semiramis ^..Rossini.

Menilelpsohn Quintette Club.

"0, T'm a R^ami^r." Song for Basso, from the "Son
and Stranger. " Mendelssohn.

Mr. M W. Whitney.
Tenor Perenade *'Ecco ridente il cielo," frotQ the

ber of Seville" Rossini.

Mr. Geo. L O'sooii.

"Souvenir de Spa." Solo for Violoncello Servais.

Mr- Henni?
"The Young Mountaineers." Randegger.

Mr. Whitney.

"Trilumerei." (Reverie) Schumann.
Quintette Club.

"Erlking." Schubert.
Mr. Geo. L. Osgood.

The Celebrated Adagio, "God save the Emperor,"
Quartet, No. 77. Haydn.

Quintette Club.

"Slumber on Gentlv." Rob. Franz.

Mr. Geo. L. O'goad. .

Finale. Ist Act ot Eurvanthe Von Weber.
Quintette Club.

The selections given by the Mendelssohn Quin-

tette Club, with the exception of the "celebrated"

Adagio and Variations by Haydn, were hardly wor-

thv of the occasion, or of a Club which properly is

nothing if not classical, and v/hieh has looked upon

itself as "the exponent" of such music for so many
vears. Surely some real Quartet or Quintet move-

ments would have been quite as acceptable within

two miles of Boston and to an essentially Boston au-

dience as thin arrangements of a light overture, &e.

The club is well made up, having filled the places of

Mr. Fries and Mr. Meisel with two excellent artists :

Mr. Hennig ('cello) and Mr. Hamm (violin). In-

stead of Semiramide thev opened the concert with a

light, old-fashioned, Frenchy overture, sometimes

heard in theatres. The well-worn "Traumerei," Mr.

Ryan's clarionet taking the melody, was followed

by the fresh little Scherzo fiom Mendelssohn's "Ref-

oi-matii n Symphony" ;
but in both we would have

preferred a pisno (in the second a fonr-hand arrange-

ment) to so thin, and for that very reason not partic-

nlarly delicate a substitute for an orchestra. Thomas
plays the TrUnmern wiih only strings, a mass of them,

and that comes nearer to a delicate and true transla-

tion of the little pianoforte poem. However, perhaps

we are over-critical, for it was all bright and pleasing

tn the popular ear no doubt; the Emyanlhe piece

was as agreeable a» any of their selections. Mr. Ru-
dolph Hknnig, in his rendering of a rather super-

ficially sentimental show piece, showed himself a rare

master of his instrument, playing with a rich, smooth,

even tone throughout, great ease and grace of execu-

tion, and pure, genuine expression. Mr. Whitney
was warmly welcomed back after a year of very

marked success, interrupted by a long period of se-

vere illness, in England. His great bass '^ce seemed

nobler and grander than ever, while the Sigher tones

have grown more musical and rich. He has gained

so much, too, in artistic delivery and phrasing, and

sings with so much more vitality, that we shall be

glad to hear him in music of a grander style more

suited to his individuality. The rapid, merry butfo

song from Mendelssohn's "Heiml-phr" was given with

ease, distinctness and vivacity, nicely accompanied

on the piano by Mr. Guaner, just from Dresden,

who, we understand, is engaged for that service in the

Thomas concerts. The rather conventional, Eng-

lish song by Randegger was very finely sung and

much enjoyed ; but Randegger has done greater

things than that.

Mr. Osgood, hearty as was the greeting that

awaited him, came forward under not the most pro-

pitious circumstances. Tlie place is not encouraging

to the voice, nor vei;y good for hearing (like most

theatres, not built for concerts) either of the singing

voice or the piano ; and the ffrst public effort before

one's old neighbors, the conscientiousness of the in-

di:finilelv much ex'pected, &c., &e., naturally einbaf-

rassed h'lm a little at the outset. For this reason we

doubt the wisdom of choosing such a piece as "Eeco

ridente," the exquisite florid melody which will al-

ways recall Mario in his prime, for the first effort
;

woiilil It not haro been better to have got wiirnieil up to that

Hung hy degrees ? For a little while the voice was disappoint-

ing, the tA)ne somewhat dry and paraly/.od by nervousness; but

as he went on, the golden sweetnesa of the voice, Its delicate,
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interior, soulful quality came ouf freely and wnrmly
;
and MiB

fresh, genial vnmmpr nichr melody was suns with such fine

phrasing, such liquid, even finw of melody (with rare and slight

exreptions), =o pure an Itnlion style, and so much liffht and
shade and truth of feeling that all were delighted. (

\nd here,

hv the way, we dn see a g^od artiptic motive in placinfT the

I;fz//fln selection fir«t). Many voirea we may hear that have

more weight and volume, more brilliancy, more rtnpinsr re5:o-

nancc, but very rarelv one po sweet, so purely musical, with

BO much POUl and native true refinement in it. Recalled, the

singer sanET (what was justifiable there and then if anywhere)

'Sweet Home. "with benntifnl simplicity and unaffected feelinp;'

Id Schubert's "Erl King" the sin. er was morp in his own
field; and, although very familiar, the selection wasagood one

as pvinK scope for the true declamatory German ballwd style.

And indeed hts musical declrimation wa^ most admiriible, won-
derfully distinct in the enunciation, at times startlingly graph-

ic, contrastine; the voices well, stendilv growing to a climax,

yet all in Ernod keeping and leavint; the impression of ^a com-
plete, consisfeut and artistic whole. We do not think* we ever

heard the song so powerfully interpreted to feeling and imagi-

nation, although sometimes with greater power of voice. Mr.

Osgood sang it in ETigltsh, ascribing the excellent translation

on the programme to one who would he happy could he claim

its authorship, but it was made by Dr. Hedge. For an enfore

this time he sang a simple, pleasing sentimental song of his

own composition.
Of Robert Franz he sang the lovely SchlummerH d from

Tieck (his own translation). For a single specimen of Franz it

is not preciselv the one we would have chosen, and indeed it

is but fair to Franz to sing a group of two or three of his songs

instead of only one. though that one is longer than most of

thetn. Yet it is one of the most delicate, original, poetical of

Iu;|i>-'os. th** music fully worthv of the w-ds ; and the style

in wh ch it WIS sung showed a fine sensj! ility and a beauti-

.fiilly subdued, sustained and even character of song. Ttwas,
however, taken too slow at the start [the ^iccompanist perhaps
not teingyet entirely at home with Frarz], =o that J-lie n^tu-
ril iroveie't seempd held >ac ;

;
thisfiiul" was remedied after

the first stHDza.—The impref.sion niade. up^n the whole, of

Mr. Osiiood's singing fuilv answered expectation, aud all came
away happy in the possession of such an artist.

Music in New York—Thomas's Garden
Concerts —What Next ?

New York Sept. 14.—The summer nights' con-

certs at the Central P.irk Garden will soon he ended,

hut the attendance there still continues undiminished,

and the music is as good as ever. From a quantity

of programmes before me I give a list of pieces per-

formed by Thomas's Orchestra during the 115 con-

certs, up to Wednesday, Sept. 4.

SYarPHONlES.—Eighth [entire] Beethoven ; First, in B flat,

Schumann ; Larghetto of Second, Beethoven ; Andante of

Fifth, Beethoven ; Allegretto of Seventh, Beethoven ; Andante

of First, Beethoven ; Andante of 'Surprise," Haydn ; Scherzo

of Symphony No. 3, E flat, Schumann ; Scherzo of "Reforma-

tion Symphony," Mendelssohn ; Scherzo of "Scotch" Symp.

Mendelssohn ; Andantino and Tempo di Marcia, Spohr ; An-

dante and Scherzo from Symphony in C, Schubert ; Adagio :

"Ocean Symphony"', Rabiustein.

Overtures.—Bal Masqu6, Adam ; Roi d' Ivetot, Adam;
Deux Journ6es, Cherubini ; Dcr Portugesische Gasthof, Cher-

ubini ; Anacreon, Cherubini ; Tannhauser, Wagner; Rienzt.

Wagner; Overture in C, op. 115, Beethoven ; Weihe des Hauses,

op. 124, in C, Beethoven; Coriolanus, Beethoven; Leonora,

No. 3, Beethoven; King Stephen. B ethoven; Fidelio, Be.-tho-

ven ; Schauspieldirector, Mozart; Magic Flute, Mozart; Don
Giovanni, Mozart; Manfred, Schumann; Iphigenia in Aulis,

Qluck; Semiramis, Rossini
;
La Gazsa Ladra, Rossini ; Barher

of Seville, Rossini ; William Tell, Rossini; Rosamunda, Schu-

bert; Masaniello, Auber; Fra Diavolo, Auber ; Ruy Bias,

Mendelssohn; Athalia, Mendelssohn; FiugaPs Cave, Men-
delssohn; Der Freischiitz, Weber; Oberon, Web-r; Euryanthe,

Weber; Vestalin, Sponfini; Martha, Flotow
; Stradella, Flo-

tow; Robert le Diable, Meyerbeer; Z mpa, Hero'd ; Fille du
Regiment, Donizetti ; Je^sonda. Spohr

; Robespierre, Litoiff
;

Lurline, Wallace: Mignon, A Thomas; Lifw for the Czar,

Gliaka; Dame Kobold, Raff, [Reinicbe?]; Merry Wives of

Windsor, Nicolai.

Among the miscellaneous selections which have
found most favor, are the following ;

Extracts from the Operas of Lohengrin, Tannhduser^ and
the "Flying Dutchman," by W;igner ; "InTocation to the Al-

pine Fay," Jfrom Schumann's Manfred; Nocturne, Scherzo

and March from Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's Dream"
music ; Paraphrase : Loreley, Nesvadba ; Adagio, Scherzo arid

March, op 101, Raff
;
Quartet from Itigoletto ; Ballet : ''Reine

deSaba," Gounod; Scherzo, op. 19, Goldmirk
; Music to

Egmont, Beethoven
; Ave Maria, Gounod

; Amaryllis: Air par
le Roi Louis XIII. ; Abendlied, Schumann; Selertions fr m
Preeiosa, Weber

; Selections from Romeo and Juliet, Gounod;
besides numberless Strauss Waltzes, selections from operas,&c.

This list is necessarily incomplete, embracing only

a part of the season : but it will help your readers to

form an idea of the high character of the selections

with which Mr. Thomas has favored his Auditors.

Mention should be made of a spirited Opening
March composed by Theo. Thomas, which was play-

ed at one of the concerts, and also of two Galops,

("Japanese" and "Red Cloud") by our accomplished

and well known pianist, A. H. Pease. So popular

have these two pieces proved that they have been

plaved at least a score of times during the season.

These concerts will be continued until Sept. 22,

when the garden will close for the season, and

Thomas will depart with his Orchestra for a West-

ern tour. He has scrupulously adhered to a high

sfandnrd in the selections played during the summer,

and has undoubtedly done much to elevate the pop-

ular taste. He will probably give several Symphony

Concerts at Steinway Hall during the winter. Mr.

Geo. R. Osgood will accompany hira on his western

tour.

The musical season which is soon to open is by far

the mo'st promisine which we have ever known, and

I will sive a list of the announcements which are

already made.

Italian Opera will begin at the Academy of Music

Sept. 30. under the management of Messrs. Maret-

zek and Jarrett. The prime donne are Mme. Pau-

line Lucca and Miss Kelloorg, and the roles are di-

vided as follows : Mme. Lucca is to appear as Selika

in VAfricaine, Valentine in Les Huguenots, Leonora

in // Trovafore, Zerlina in Don Juan, Agatha in Der

Freischiitz, Mignon in Thomas's Opera of th^it name,

Leonora in La Favorita. Cberubino in Le Nozze di

Figaro, and Zerlina in Fra Diavolo.

Miss Kellogg will appear as : Violetta in La Tra-

viata, Lucia in Lucia di Lammennoor, Annetta in

Crispino, M arth a in Martha , Gi 1 d a i n Rigolptfo,

Amina in Sonnambula, Catarina in L' Efoile du Nord,

and will also appear in Gounod's Mireifh. Flotow's

L'Ombre and Petrella's "Duchess of Amalfi," which

are among the novelties promised.

The other singers are Mile. Rosine Leveille, So-

prano ; Spnora Sanz, Contralto; Sigs. Abrueuedo

and Vizzani, tenors; Siss. Moriani and Sparapani,

baritones ; Jamet and Coulon, basses ; and Si^. Ron-

coni, buffo. The orchestra consists of 49 performers,

and the chorus of 68 voices. Great things are prom-

ised in the way of dresses, scenery, &c., and it is to

be hoped that, in these matters, there will be some

improvement npon the last season.

The ice will be broken (metaphoricnlly speaking)

by Mr. Max Strakosch at Steinway Hall, on Mon-

day evening, Sept. 16, with Carlotta Patti and Mario.

The lady, as we all know, has a wonderful executive

faculty, but Mr. Strakosch claims that during her

absence she has developed a broad, earnest, emotion-

al style of sinjinff. If this be true, who will say

that the days of miracles are ended ?

It will he interesting to hear Mario, even though

we miss the wonderful voice which for so mnnv years

made him the reitrning tenor of Europe. That we

cannot expect to hear ;.bnt a great artist we certainly

shall hear, and we may take a lesson in generosity

from the English, who will listen to their favorite

singers, years after they should have left the stage

forever, with a manifest pleasure which must be

purely retrospective.

The above named artists, with Mile. Teresa Carre-

no, pianiste ; Miss Anne Louise Ciiry, contralto; and

Mons. Emile Lanerot, violinist, comprise the concert

troupe. They will give three evening concerts and

one matine'e here, next week, and will then leave the

city, to return later in the season. The Orchestra

will he under the direction of Mr. S. Behrens.

Anton Rubinstein will play at Steinway Hall-

September 23d. As a pianist he is said to rival

Liszt, and as a composer, he has but one living equal.

Shortly afrcr bi^ arrival here he was serenaded by
ihe Philharmonic Society. The selections play*^d

were : the Andante to Beethoven's Fifth Symphony,
Wagner's Rieiizi Overture, and Meyerbeer's Fachd-
tanz. For the Rubinstein Concerts we are ind-bred
to tlic enterprise of Mr. Gran, who has also enira^ed
Henry _Wieniawski. the well-known Polish violinist.

The vocalists are Mile. Louise Liebhart, from Lon-
don, and Mile. Ormeni.
The stimu1u'=: of these great musical enterprises is

everywhere felt, and the season will be one of unusual

activity on the part of our established musical organi-
zations, concerning which I will write in future.

A. A. c.

Anecdote of Wieprecht. From the Berlin

Staatshiirger Zeitung we translate the following droll

reminiscence of the late famous director in chief of the

Prussian military bands, of whom we told what little

we knew in our last number. (By a rare coincidence,

one of the daily papers, the Globe, a few days later

told its readers what it knew about Wieprecht in pre-

cisely the same words we had used. "In the mouth
of two witnesses," &.e., &c.) :

''Wieprecht, besides his other offices, was also one of the

founders and always a member of the ^Be. liner Officier-Orches-

ter-Verein.'' In the year 1864 Herr von Hiilsen arranged a

theatrical performance for a charity in the concert hall of the

Royal Theatre. Three one-act pieces were given in the French

language. All the performers belonged to the nobility ; even
the part of the servant, who had nothing to do but brinu the

candles and set the chairs, was taken by a 'marquis.' Victor

von Magnus had a lover's part and played with distinguished

-success. The only not noble one was Julius Hein, who had
the honor of dressing up the company. The entree was two
Friedrichs d'or. Herr von Hiilsen in one of the pieces was a

cOTnmis voya^eur ^ a.ud in a couplet of his own composing he

described the joys and miseries of a court theatre lotendynt so

vividly, that he was wildly applauded and recalled several

times. Nothing in this 'noble comedy ' had a more motley and
unique appearance than the orchestra Officers of all grades,

infantry, artillery and cavalry, all in gala uniform, made mu-
sic here. An old m^ijor wielded the baton ; a spruce captain

of TJusars, with huge whiskers, blew the clarinet ; a very long

lieutenant of the Guards beat the kettle-drums ; a Colonel of

Uhlans played the viola, &c.

"To this society belonged also Wieprecht. I shall never for.

get the image he then presented. He wore the gala uniform
coat with the stiff straight collar, on which the five lines of the
staff were sewed in gold ; he aat with bis throat thus enclosed

like a Spanish criminal in the garotte, his face very red. Thus
he stood, and thus he drew the bow—of the double bass. One
cannot imagine anything more comical than 'father Wieprecht'

in gala uniform playing (he douh|t;-bass! The King and Queen
had their seats clo=^e to the orchestra, so that they could reach
intoitwith their hands. Wieprecht gave the military greeting,

the King thanked him, but laughed more heartily than almost
ever in his life before. The Queen, too, nodded friendlily to

Wieprecht, then turned away and placed her handkerchief be-

fore her mouth, for fear of laughing out aloud. But Wie-

precht did not allow himself to be distracted; he played a solo,

written by himself for the double-bass, with such purity and
expression, that he was vehemently applauded. The whole
royal family joined in the appUuse, and when the piece was
finished, the king reached into the orch«-9tra, seized the old

Wieprerht's hand, and shook it heartily The happiness of the

brave music director at this distinction was visible upon his

face,—it was perfectly hiynmel-blau.^^

nsir Jlii^oa^.

LEIPSIC—On tbeTth instant, the well-known University

Vocal Association, Paulus, celebrated its fiftieth anniversary

by a concert of sacred music in the University Churrh of St,

Paul. The first piece was Mendelssohn's overture to St. Paul,

performed by the bands of the Theatre and the Gewandhaus.
Mme. Peschka-Leutner sang the air, "Auf starkem Fittig,"

from Haydn's Creation; Herr Lauterbach played a Violin

Ario.>iO, by Rietz
; Herr Griitzmacher, a Violoncello Air by

Bach ; and Dr. Kretzchmar, an Organ-Toccata, by the same
composer. The choral pieces were * the chorale, ''Wachtet

auf," as harmonized by Jac. Priitorious : '"O, bone Jesu,"

Palestrina
; ''Miserere," Orlando Lasso ; Fragments from

Cherubini's Requiem; "Agnus Dei,'' Jul. Otto; "Danklied,"
Rietz; Mendelssohn's *'Ad Vesperos, Dom. xxi. p. Trinit."

;

''Hymn for double Chorus," Fsanz Schubert ; and the Motet,

"Verzweifle nicht," R. Schumann. The concert was followed

by a grand banquet in the Schiitzenhaus. Professor Oster-

loh proposed the health of the -'Emperor William, the Victo-

riou-;," and of "King John, the L-arned." Professor Zarncke,

Dr. Weber, and Dr. Dohner, presented Dr. Langer, the Di-

rector of the Association, with a silver laurel-wreath. Dr.

Ferdinand Hiller, who is an honorary member, made a speech

on the relation of fhe Producer to the Reproducer. Other

speeche3 followed.—Ou the frllowing day, there was a concert

of profane music in the new Theatre, which was crammed.
With the exception of Beethoven's "Leonore Overture," No.

3, and his Triple Concerto. Op. 5G (performed by Herren Rei-

necke, Lauterbach and Griitzmacher), and of Schubert's

"Wanderer.'' the programme comprised exclusively composi-

tions by honorary members of the Association. Among them
were: "Morgenhymne," M. Bruch ; "Waldpsalm der Mijn-

che," and the sixth, scene fiom Frithjof, Ferdiuand Hiller;
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•*0*termorfjen," for soprano, male chorus, and orchestra, and

"Zur Weinlese," Georg Vierling ; "Der .Tiller Heimkfhr," 0.

Reinecke , and Horace's ode, "Ad Thaliarchum," Vincenz

Lachner.—A very pretty surprise wai prepared for Mme.
Pe?chka-Leutner on her first re-appearance in Die liistigeji

Weibervon Tl'/jirfsor Jifter her return from America. Friendly

hands changed her dressing-room into an arbor of flowers.

Magnificent bouquets with congratulatory cards from the

first families of the town, covered the tablf, while on a violet

velvet cushion there lay a massive silver laurel-wreath, bear-

ing the following inscription : "To Mme. Peschka-Leutner,

our highly esteemed and universally popular arti.ct, this

wreath is respectfully offered ou her return, covered with

glory, from foreign lands."

The Hague.—A society has been formed here for

the purpose of making the masic of Sebastian Bach

better known. The first public performance will be

in October.

Cologne.—Dr. Ferdinand Hiller is at work on

an Opera for the new Cologne theatre.

Parts.—It is confidently stated that Mme. Rou-

zaud (Christine Nilsson) is preparing to assume the

chief part, Eros, in the Psyche of Ambroise Thomas,

which he has transformed into a larger work for the

Grand Opera.

Vienna.—The oppra season was opened with

Faust, in which Miss Minnie Hanck, owing to the

sudden illness of the prima donna, was called to take

the part of Marguerite, and did it with brilliant suc-

cess.

MoNiCH.—The report that Hans von Biilow had

been made "General Intendant" of the Royal Opera,

the highest musical post in the kingdom, is contra-

dicted.

A clever knave has been trading upon the benevolence of the

mu?ic loving Bavarians by means of his adopting a high-

sounding name in musical annals. Styling himself ''Ludwig

von Beethoven,"' and stating that he was a relative and name-

sake of that great co mposer, the man had the audacity to so-

licit assistance from the young King of Bavaria, whose love of

everything connected with the immortal Beethoven induced

him to give at different times sums amounting in all to £80 to

thi."? new Mr. Beethoven. The truth of his assertions being

doubted, and inquiries proving them to be false, the police

took measures for his arrest, but were unsuccessful, their

bird had fir>wn—the second Beethoven was no more. The
rogue has been tried in the police court of Munich, in contu-

TTiaciam, of course, and sen'ence delivered.

MTLAX.—At the final perfrrmance of Cenerentola at the

Fossati, on which occasion Miss Matilda PhilUpps, sister of

Mifis Adelaide Phillipps, took her benefit—the theatre was

crowded in all part', and the very respectable audience hon
ored th*' tftlented young lady with frequent and hearty ex-

pression? of approval during the performance of the opera.

B^'fwpen the second and third acts the beneficiata sang the

"Di tar.ti palpiti" ( Tancrfdi) in such a way as to create some-

thing very like enthusiasm.

—Signor Cagnoni',-( latest opera, "Papa Martin," has been
pncce^ffalty produced at the Politeama. SignorBraga's opera,

*Gli Avventurieri," and an entirely new work^ "Gara.

d'Amore.'' by Pignor Blanch, are announced at the same

fht^tre. When th*; two new theatres, the Teatro dal Verme,
otherwise Teatro Doniz*-tti, and the Teatro della Commedia,
otherwise the T*-atro Goldoni, are completed, as they shortly

will be, this city will contain fourteen theatres, namely : the

ScAla, the Cannobiana, the Carcano, the Sante Radegonda;

the Powwti, the Fuovo Re, the Milanese, the Teatro d'Bstate,

the Fiaodo, the Goldonl, and the Donizetti.

LoxDoy.— Sifjnor Randegger is said to he engaged

in tlie eompo^iiion of a new dramatic Cantata for the

Birmingham Fc^itival of 177.3. It is entitled "Fri-

dolin," ihe libretto being an adaptation from Schiller's

**D(T Gtinff ztim Ehfijihawmer.—Kandeggcr is not

<y>ming to America this seaHon, as it has been re-

ported. Arthur Sullivan, too, is commissioned to

compose an OraUirio, and Signer Schira a Cantata,

for the Birmingham Fcstiral.

Tb« action of the Hoath K«n*in2ton authorities In the mat-

ter of Cb» Albert UaU Choral 8ocie'y haii resulted in the for-

m»tiaa of a new a«>ociation which U to be named after ItA con-

ductor and \n to t»*- termed "OoonM's Choir." The nHmbt^r

of Toi^en J9 to be hmlted to 2(f>, divided a« followr. : 70 sopra-

no.*, 40 altos, 60 tenors, and 70 basses. The conductor i-^ to

po«=es8 sole administratiTe authority, but he is to be aidfd in

the general business arrangements by a committee of mem-
bers. The season extending from November to May will in-

clude a weekly rehearsal on Tuesday evening, and a series of

Saturday evening concerts at S- James's-hall. All the pro-

ceeds arising from the regular concerts will be devoted to a

fund for organizing an orchestra. M. Gounod in his announce-

ment of the prnj-ct sayB that his sole ol jeet in entering upon

it is the advancement of art, and that Mrs. "Weldon has prom-

ised to aid him in the instruction of the choir in the art of

English pronunciation.

Festivals.—The Standard of Aug. 31, says :

The Worcester Festival is to be held on the lO^h, 11th. 12th,

and 13th of Sept^>mber. The usual services at the cathedral

will be suspended, and a special morning service will be held

daily at half-past eight o'clock, when the "Worceflter Choir

will be supplemented by the members of those from Gloucester

and ITereford Cathedrals. The services selected are ; Garrett

in D, Croft in A, Smart in F. and Wesley in F. The Anthems
will he—Praise the Lord. Sir John Goss

; Hear my Prayer,

Norris
; Blessing and Glory, Bach ; and Joy cometh in the

morning, Hullah. The permon will be preached by Dr. Barry,

of King's College. On Tuesday *'Elijih" will be given;

in the evening there will be a miscellaneous concert in the

College Hall: the first part of this will include Mozart's C-

minor symphony, and selections from his operas "Idomeneo"

and '"Don Giovanni." A popular programme is promised for

the second part "Samson," Hummel's second mass, and

Haydn's "Creation," are the items for Wednesday morning,

(too long, we maintain. ) In the evening a selection from "L'

Allegro and II Pencieroso." songs by Ppohr, and Mendelssohn's

little-known "Cornelius March'" will be given. On Thursday

Bach's *'Passinn Music," and the '"Lobgesang" is provided
;

Beethoven's "Ruins of Athens" is the chief feature of the eve-

ni g concert. On Friday morning, the "Messiah" will bring

the festival to a close. The singers announced are Mile. Tit-

iens, Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington, Mme. Patey, Miss Alice

Fairman, Mr. Sims Reeves. Mr. V^ernon Rigby, Mr. Edward
Lloyd, Mr. Santley, and Mr. Lewis Thomas. Mr. Sainton will

lead the band, and Mr. Donne. Mr. G Townshend Smith
, and

Dr. Wesley, as usual, respectively occupy the three posts of

conductor, accompanyist, and organist. The Rev. T. L.

Wheeler and Mr. E. J. Spark are the honorary secretaries, and
the list of stewards is as strong as ever, despite Lord Dudley

and his golden bait. We regret that no new work has been

commissioned for the meeting ; ni passant, it may be remark-

ed that the usual ball will not take place.

Norwich is more vigorous than Worcester, and at the eigh-

teenth triennial festival of the old eastern city, several novel-

ties and comparatively new works are to be brought forward.

From September 16th until the 20th (inclusive) has been fixed

for the mupical meeting. On Monday evening, Mr. Sullivan's

"Te Deum" and Haydn's "Creation" are to be given. On
Tuesday evening Mr. Macfarren's new cantata "Outward

Bound," composed expressly for the occasion ; a new festival

overture by Mr. F. H. Cowen. and a capital miscellaneous se-

lection are down for performance. "Elijah" will occupy Wed-

nesday morning, and a varied selection will be given in the

evening. Among these items we note, "Rhineland," a new

Bcena with chorus by Dr. Bunnett, the clever assistant organ-

ist of the cathedral ; the Andante and Rondo from Sir Jules

Benedict's pianoforte concerto in E flat, and an Andante for

the clarionet, written by Miss Alice M. Smith, On Thursday

morning the Oratorio of "St. Peter" will be performed for the

first time in Norwich. Thursday evening will be occupied

with another miscellaneous selection, the most noteworthy

pieces in which are, Mendelssohn's "Capriccio Brillant," an

Allegro and Scherzo from a new symphony by Sir Jules Bene-

dict, and "Endymion ," a new overture by Mr. King Hall, who

also figures as the solo pianist. On Friday morning, the Nor-

wich Festival, like the Worcester, will conclude with the im-

mortal "Messiah." A dress ball will take place at St. An-

drew's Hall in the evening. The principal vocal performers

are Mile. Tietjens, Mme. Cora de Wiluorst, Mile. Albani, Mme.
Patey, Mme. TrebelH Bettini, Mr, Sims Reeves, Mr. W. U.

Cummings, Mr. Kerr Qedge, Mr J. G. Patey, and Mr. Santley.

M. Sainton will be the principal first violin ; Sir Julius Bene-

dict will be the conductor, and Dr. Bunnett will preside at the

organ. The band is complete la all departments, and the

chorus will number 311 voices.

Sir Michael Costa has left London, on a tour in Fr.ince,

Italy, and G ermany, to study the prepent condition of the ly-

rical drama in tho'e countries. Sir Michael probably contem-

plat«s action as regards National Opera and musical education

In England. At present the former is confined to the Cryptnl

Palace, where It is chiefly represented by what are facetiously

called "operas in English," which, being translated, means

that adaptions of German, French, and Italian lyric dramas

are In the ascendant. Auber'n "Dlamans do la Couronne"

has been followed by Donizetti's "Lucrezia Borglit" : the prin-

cipal parts are BURtalnhd by Mmo. Ida Oillles Corrl and Miss

Palmer, .Me^Hrfl. Nordblom, Cotte, Beale, Tempent, Walsh,

Stinley, .MUller, Wakefield, and 11. Corrl.

Special Batires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X. -A. T E S T 3S^ XT S I O,
PubliHhecI br Oliver DitHOB Sl Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accompanimeut-

A Sonff of the Sea. 4. D minor to f. Boolt. 30
" I crifd, "how it comes with its stat-ely tread.
And its dreadful voice, and the splendid pride
Of its royal garments flowing wide."

A song of the "sad sea waves," almost gloomy at
times, but at the same time rich and powerful.

Rose of the Valley. 3t to 7. Baxter. 30
" Breeze of the midnight ! Star of the sea !

S;ty is my lov^d one dreaming of me."
Has a very attractive chorus.

Kiss me in my Dreams. S'g and Cho. A to f.

Gorhmn. 30
"All my slumbering moments, with thy vision teems.
Then kiss me in mv dreams, darling "

and welcome. The 8uVij«ot is quite taking, and the
song wich the chorus is fitted to be popular.

Papa's Come. Son^ & Cho. 3. Kh tog. Geary. 30
'* Two little feet would pattering run,
A sweet, and silvery voice cry. Papa's come."

Simple and sweet, bnt not too simple. These dail-
ing home songs contr^ist refreshinglv with the mawk-
ish love-ballads which constituted the staple a few
years ago.

Lady of my Love. 3. E6 to f. Sargent. 30
" Not fairer is day
Than the ladv ofmy love !"

A sone quite as fair as the day, and sure to please a
"fair lady."

A Starry Night for a Ramble. 3. B6 to d.

Bagnale. 30
Comic and pretty.

Grant us another Term. Song and Chorus. 3.

C to e. Parkkurst. 30
" And Grant shall be our.President

Until the work Is done."
A good campaign song on the Grant side. Get it

for tbe remaining political meetings.

A Maiden plied her basy wheel. 3. E6 to e.

Vandewater. 35.
An expressive piece.

Bathing in the Tide. Song & Dance. 3. C to e.

Braham. 30
*' In the surf a girl divine."

A ballad of Long Branch, with lively melody and
dance. Very good of its class.

InstrumontaL

Horace Greeley Campaign Music. Greeley's
Grand March. 2. G. Rrummacker. 40
A first rate March, with an excellent title-portrait of

Horace G., whose face is really too good-looking to be
caricatured.

Barbiere de Seville. 4 hds. 3. G. Beyer. 75
A few favorite airs from the opera, easily arranged.

Greeley's Galop. With portrait. 3. A. BeJa. 40
A very wide awake affair, which will be played long

after it has served for the gallop to the polls of the ad-
herents of the famous journalist.

Ripples, for Piano. 4. Ah. Mrs. Ernest, 40
Very neat and sweet, having the pretty effects of

more difficult "murmuring wave" and "fountain"
pieces, without being out of tbe reach of common
players.

May Breezes. Mazurka Caprice. 3, A. Guinet. 30
A simple, pleasing and brilliant mazurka.

My Star. (Mein Stern). 3. E/;. Kafka. 40
In the style of a song of rich melody, with variations.

May Lily. 1. C. Smallwood. 25
One of 12 Rondos, the set being called "Flowers of

May," Note the name, as so easy and so good pieces

are "scarce."

Baratta's Grand March. 3. A. Baratta. 30
Miss Baratta has succeeded finely In this composi-

tion, which is effective and brilliant.

Amaranth Polka. 3. C, Vandewater.
Very pretty, neat and crisp.

Blondine Valse. 3. G. Bnrgmnller. 40
Of smooth, gliding character. Very satisfactory

every way.

Books.

Exercises Elementaiues Gradues. Grad-
ed Exercises for the Development of the

Voice. By Matltllde Castrona Marchesi. 2.00

The exercises are similar to those found in other
good niethods, but havw the merit of being carefully

graded by a practical teacher, and as all can be trans-

posed at will to suit the compass of each person's

voice, they will bo'found widely useful.

ADDaEViATiONs —Degrees of difficulty are marked from 1 to

7. The key is marked with a capital letter, as C, B Hat, &o.
firimall Kom LN letter marks the hiu:heHt note, if on the staff,

au Ufdic letter the highest note, if above the staff.
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Clis. Mayer. 50

Sipp. 40

B. Richards. 40

B. Richards. 50

'1 Puritaiii" 40

Lt/sbag. 50

Abeudstern, Der Eomanze.
Adio. Nocturne.

Annie on the Banks of Dee.

Ariel, Caprice de la Valse.

A te cara, (Love mjr clearest),

Baladine, Caprice.

Caprice Hongroise. Etude de Concert.A'e(/erer. 75

Caprice Militaire. E.Ketterer. 6o

Chanson a Boire. CDrinking Song). Leybach. 60

Chanson de Priatemps,( Spring Song). i/enseft. 60

Chatelaine. Valse de Salon. Ketterer. 75

Choeur des Moissonneurs. <le I'Opera "Mi-
reilie." Trauscnptiun. Kruger. 40

Consin et Cousine. Schottish e'legante.iijij/iarrf. 40

Croyez moi. (Trust in me). Melodie. Ascher. 30

Do they think of me at Home. Everest. 20

Dream after the BaU. I"autasia. Lumbye. 75

Dreams of the Forest. Smith. 60

Dyinff Poet, ileditation. As performed by
Uoiisclialk witU great success."&oeii Octaves." 60

Echo Idylle. Oesten. 35

Echoes of Killarney. Transcription. Richards. 35

Golden Bells. Caprice de Concert Smith. 75

Graziella. Morceau de Salon. Kuhe. 50

Her bright smile haunts me still. Everest. 20

Lily of the Valley. ^''''V- ^o

How Sad all Nature. From the Operetta

"Fanchette." Transcription. Richai-ds. 50

Le Chant dU Martyr. Grand Caprice Relig-

ieux. '"Seven Octaves." 75

Let me Kiss tiim for his Mother. Varia-

tion brilliante. Grobe. 60

Little Spring Song. Salon Studie. Bering. 30

Look ! this is Joy. Transcribed from the Ope

"Mireille." Fantasie. Lysberg. 75

Potpourri. From "Faust." Grobe. 80

PuXitani. Fautasie. Leybach. 90

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Rimbauit. 30

Sonnambuia. Faiitasie. Leybach. 75

Souvenirs. "Mireille." Rvselien. 60

Un BailO if "Maschera." Leybach.l.OO

retta ot "Fanchette." Richards. 40

Love and Chivalry. Caprice elegante en forme

de Sehottische. "Seven Octaves." 75

Love lighted Eyes. (LiebesbUcke)

Moonlight Night. Nocturne.

Morning Dew.
Mountaiu Stream.

Northern Peaii. Nocturne.

Oft ia the stilly night.

On the Rialto.

0, whisper what thou feelest,

Orphan's Prayer.

Perle du Soir. Mazurka de Salon. Ketterer.

Oesten. 40

Kolling. 50

Smith. 75

Smith. 70

Cloy. 30

Richards. 50

Oesten. 35

Hoffman. 75

Badarzeioska. 40

75

"Eaust." Fantasia. Beyer. 75

Faust. Potpourri. Gama-.l.iS

Mephisto Galop. Labitzky. 5o

Overture. "AUessandro Stradella." 75

Overture. "Poet and Peasant." 1.00

Radieuse. Grande Valse. "Seven Octaves."i.M

Soldier's Chorus. "Faust." Richards. 60

Un Ballo ii Maschera. Beyer. 75

Orfia. Grande Polka "Seven Octaves." 60

Partridge Polka Characterisque. Koppitz. 40

Peggy Baun Waltz. Clarke. 6o

Whip-poor-wiU Polka. Spaulding so

^, G"

Priere d'uneMere. Reverie Trekell. so

Q,ui Vive ! Grand Galop. Ganz. 75

Sicilian Vespers. Beyer. 35

Spanisches Standchen. (Spanish Melody).
^

Spindler. 50

Starry Night Serenade. Smith. 60

Tarentelle. Op. 85, No. 2. Heller. 60

The Fountain. No. l of "Tone Pictures."

Reynald.

Who will care for mother now. Varia-

tions.

Wilt thou not love me.

Baumbach.

Krug.

30

©jicvatic (fym

Barber of Seville. Fantasia brillante. Leybach.l.00

Fantasia. Sur le Choenr des Soidnts ct le

Chrjiur des Viellard.i dan9"Faust." Favarg:r. 75

Fantasie. Sur Don Pasquale.

Fantasia c" Airs from "Faust "

Flower Song. Gems from "Fauflt.'

Gems from "lone."

Gems from ".Mireille."

n Balen. ('Tempe<t of the Heart).

Trovatorc." Variations.

Maxtha. Fantasia brillante.

Jiosellen.X.OO

Osbr/rne. 90

' Rimbauit. 30

Baumljach. 60

Johnson. 60

From "II

Grolte. 50

Kdterer. 75

Choice Morceaux from Beethoven's Sym-
phonies. TrauscriUed by Buiiste.

Op. 31. No. 1. Cgmmunion. Ut Major.
" " 2. Offerto're. Re Major.
" " 3. Offertoire Funebre. i/ero/jHc.

Op. 32. No. 1. Elevation. Sib Major.
" " 2. Communion. lyt Minor.
" '• 3. Offertoire. Pastorale.

Op. 33. No. 1. Offertoire. La Major
" " 2. Offertoire. Fa Major.
" " 3. Grand Sortie. Avec Chorus.

Dorothea. A dramatic Scena, composed for the

Mason and Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

Dorothea Lenda hears from a distance the

Requiem of a noble youth, whom she had se-

cretly loved, killed while leading a success-

ful attack upon the enemy.

Grande OiFertoire de Concert, a^ played by
the composer on the Great Organ in tlie

Boston Music Hall. Thayer.

Grande Senate. Thayer.

\

Three OfFertoires -is played by the composer on
tlie Great Orjzan in the Boston Music Hall.

No. 1. Grand Offertoire de Concert. Thayer.
" 2. La Priere. For Bassoon. "

" 3. La Meditation. For Vox Humana. "

Mendelssohn's Sonata in A. as performed at

the inauguration of the Great Organ in the

Boston Music Hall, by B. ,T. Lang.
With a fine vignette picture of the Organ.

Six Morceaux. Composed expressly for the

Mason & Hamlin Cabinet Organ. Southard.

No. 1. Anticipation.
'

" 2. Reminiscence.
" 3. Penitence.
" 4. In Meraoriam.
" 5. Children's M.arch.
" 6. Gaiety.

%
%

Annie Polka Eedowa. Schultx. so

Bay of Q,uinte Polka Mazurka. Chalaupka. so

Croquet Galop. (Colored Vignette.) Coote, 75

Dew Drop Polka Eedowa. Warren. 30

Double Clog Dance. Carroll Sj- Queen. 50

Evening BeUs Galop. Clarke. 5o

Ever Merry Mazurka Caprice. Whitney, so

Fairy Land Schottische. "Seven Octaves." 75

Faust ftuadrillle. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

Gorilla ftuadriUe. Marriott. 60

Helter Skelter Galop. Cassidy. so

Hird's Sensation Galop. 35

Horse Guards duadriUe Lancers. Knight. 40

lone Galop. "lone." Knight. 25

Opera Box Mazurka. Mack. S5

Pensive Polka Redowa. 'Seven Octaves." CO

Polka Mazurka. "Faust." Ketterer. 60

SaUy C'^'ne up. (Dance). Buckley. 60

Shadow Song Polka Redowa. Knight, so

Stamp Galop. (Colored Vignette). O'Leary. 60

Toujours Mobile Galop. Birgjield. 35

True Love Polka Mazurka. "Faust." so

Warren Combination Sch.ottis2h.e.Birgjield. S5

Arion Waltz. Arranged from the celebrated

Vociil Waltz of Vogel. Knight. 30

Bridal Wreath Polka. Lighihilt. 30

Carol Polka. Whitney, so

Cricket Polka. Withers, so

Delta Psi Waltz. I^- W. #• A. T. S. 30

Dolorsolatio Waltz. ^filler- 60

Eugene Valse Brilliante. Gilbert. 30

Fau&t Waltz. (Colored Vignette). Coote. 75

Filligrane Polka Brilliante. Ketterer. m
Forest Echos Polka. A''''*'';'- 35

Forest Glade Polka Brilliante. Coitschalk. 6o

Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. Watson, so

Immortellen Waltz. .
Gung'l. 6o

Kq,te Kearney Waltz. Brown. 30

Kiss Waltz. "II Uano." (Easy). Everest. 35

Morgenblatter Waltzer, Sirmss. 6o

JCciu i!Iarcl)C5 U (Quicksteps.

Drummer Boy's March. Introducing the fa-

vonle nicludy of Tlie C;iptain." Winna'. 30

Farragut's Grand March. Strauss. 40

Funeral March "=> Iierformed on the occasion
of services commemorative of the death of
Pres. Lincoln. Donizetti. SO, with vignette. 40

Funeral March •" bonor of Edward Everett
as jterfonued at his funeral. (Vignette). 40

Grand March Triumphale. K.uhe. 6o

In Memoriam March, '» iiouor of President
Lincoln. Haase. 30

Letty Lome ftuickstep. Johnson, so

Requiem March, '" memory of President
Lincoln. Fiske. 30

Sheridan's Grand March. (Portrait). Gungl. 40

fi^litt m ^Mt k fmwo

Chopin's Funeral March. Eichberg. 35

Funeral March, from Sonata op. 26. Beethoven. 35

Gondelied. Winner, so

Hurrah Storm Galop. " so

La Forza del Destine. Eichberg. so

Muscovite Mazourka. Winner, so

Peabody Schottische. "so
Peri Waltzes. ^

"' so

Prize Banner Quickstep. " so

Smith's March. '" so

Stradella. "Operatic Potpourris." Eichberg. 50

The Captain. Quickstep Winner. SO

Sultan's Polka. " so

Turkish March. Mozart, ss

Turkish March. "Hnius of Athens. "/5cc(/iouBii. 35

War March of the Priests, from"Athalia."
hfenaelssohn. 40

Wedding March, Mendelssohn. 40
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©•WTOHT^ JOWRN-ja.1. OP BSUSSC.
FubUshed every ot?ier Saturday,

BY OT.rVKR DTTSON & CO.
2T7 Washington Street. BoeCon, Mass

JOHN S. DWIQHT, EDITOR.

ICPT E RM S. — If maSed oroalle* for, Sf2.00. porannnm
illivcred by carrier. fi;2.50. Paymentinadvance.

Advertispments wiUbe inserbodat the following rates:
Onp iiifier(i«D per line 30 cents.
Each SHbsequenl insertion, per line, 20 centi.

Cards, six lines^ nonpareil, per annum, S^5 00.
do four lines, do do $15 00.

J. S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 31 FRiNKI.IN STREET.

glTUATIONS PROCURED for Music T-eachers,

Organists, Chorisfera. Choir singprs, Conductors of Cho-

ral Societica, and Solo Artists, vocal and instrumental, by th'^

New England Conset.vatort Rureatj. Terms moderate No
"CHASGE TO Pupils of the CoNSERVATORr. Address E. TOUR-
JEE, BofltOD Mu.=;ic Hall. 821—

M\\ W. S. B, Mathews,

(At 142 Soutli Morgan St, Chicago),

Receives four lady boarding-papils to study Pianoforte or

Organ. Special attention given to those qualifying them-

BeWes t4> teach.

Total charge for board, two private le.'^jsons a waefe, use of

piano, Pael aod ligbts, $1S foe ten weeks, payable in ad-

vance.

REFERENCES:
"Wm, Mason, Mhs , Doc, Steinway Hall, New York.

Dudley Buck, Esq., Mu.^icHall, Boston.

Rev. Dr. C. H. Fowler, Chicago,
821—22

•fust Publis»hed.

Manhattan Waltz

!

B'^Z' ST£i.A.XTSS.
PKICB $1.00

Played for the first time in New York. Received with great
applause.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston;
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

MUSICAL PEOPLE EYERYWHERE
Are invited to examine our new Collection of

Church Music, entitled

The Editors are,

L. O. EMERbuJNT, of Boston,
H. K. PALMEK, of Chicago,

of whose former publications, 1,500,000 copies have been sold.

While designed to supply the wants of Chorus Choirs Sins-
ing Fchools and Conventions, its Urge supply of new Sen-
tences, Motets and Anthems, render it an excellent

Book for Quartette Choirs.
Price, S1.50

;
Per Do..

, $13.50. For SI 25, specimen copies
will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON dc CO., New York.

IVatfonal College of I?Iu$ilc.

ESTABMSETED BV

The Mendelssohn ftuintette Clnb.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, tatlght

by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have

frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-

ment famished by the Quintette Club.

Address,

THOMAS RYAN,
Director of National College of Music,

822 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Just Puhlished ! A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEIVIS of STRAUSS!
The puhlisher^ off^^r to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out, a.s one may say, under the eye
of the ereat (roTDpnser, and containing his very best works.
It is embeliished with a fine

PORTRAIT OP STRAUSS,
and contains the crime favorites,

AriiRt Life.— Blue Daiiiabe.—Marriage Bells.
Manhntsan.— 1001 Nights.—'Wiener Bon«
ban!*.—Pizzicato.— Wane, Woiuen and

Son;;.—New Aunen,

and many oth^r p^n-^llv pood Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkaa, &c., filling altos;ether

225 Large Music Pages

!

The "fir.«t applause" nn its appearance, warns U3 that the
fine bonk is to he inevitably All tre Fashion the present sea-
son.—Price, $2.50 in Boards ; S3.00 iu Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on reeeipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOK" & CO., .New York.

POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS.
Wow select the Music Books needed

during the next Autumn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure in

examining, playing and sing-
ing from them.

Take with you. for entertainment at Summer Reports,

THE MUSICAL TKEASURE.
235 paged of new and popular Songa and Pianoforte piecea,
or

SHOWER OF PEA.RLS-
Full of the best Vocal Duets. Or,

OPERATIC PEARLS
Full of the best Opera Songs. Or,

PIANIST'S ALBUM.
Full of the bept Piano pieces. Or,

PIATsTO-FORTE GEMS.
Full of the best Piano pieces.

Each of the above fire books costs $2 50 in boards, or S^ 00
in cloth. Has more than 200 large paf]:e.s full of popular mu-
sic, and either book is a most entertaining eompauion to a
lover of music,

GOLDEN" EOBTN" ! For Common Schools. 60 cents.
An established favorite, which has a large sale.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.

THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard.

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HARMONY. $2.00
The above Books and Song sent, post-paid, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

^m ^\mt Ut #doI»^r.

VOCAIi.

A Song of the Sea Boott. 30
Rose of the Valiey Bnxter. 30
Ki.ss me in my Dreams. Son^ & Cho.. . Gorhnm. .TO

Papa's Come. Song- and Chorus Geary. 30
Lndv of mv Love. .

.". Surqenl. 30
A Starry Nieht for a Ramhie Bnqnale. 30
Grant us another Term. Son? & Cho. Parkhurst. 3.1

Bathing in tlie Tide. Song and Danre. . Brnham. 30
Come Lasses and Lads. ("Old English

Songs.") i 30
Come hither gently rowing. Duet ^Inrray. 30
Once again Sullivan. 30
From the Cross uplifted high. Hymn Anthem.

Bm/d. 35
Ho, every One that thirsteth. Quartette. . Wilson. 40
Hope beyond the rlouds Barnett. 30
One Kiss and Good-night, Song and Chnru').

Geciri/. 30
Graduate's Farewell. Song and Chorus. Streeler. 30
O Love Star beaming. (Oh, Steile amate.)

Air, witli Variation for Voice... ...Proch. 75
AH are at Rest. (Alles zur Rub.) Four-part

Song Aht. 30
O Tell me if you Love rae. (Saper vorrei se

m'ami ) Duet Hnijrln. 65
Greeting to Spring. 4 part song for Ladies'

voices. Arranged from the Beautiful Rlue
Danube Waltzes, by Strauss Wihon. 75

The Rose of Spain. (La Rosa Espanola). Krad;«r. 50
Rest thee on this Mossy Pillow. Trio for

Ladies' voices Smart. 40

INSTRUMENTAL.
Horace Greeley Campaign Music. Greeley's

Grand March Krummnrher. 40
Barhiere de Seville. 4 hands Bei/er. 75
Greeley's Galop. With portmit Bela. 40
Ripples, for Piano Mrs. Ernest. 40
May Breezes, Mazourka Caprice Gninet. 30
My'Star. (Mein Stern) Kn/lca. 40
May Lily SmaUwood. 25
Baratta's Grand March Baratta. 30
Amaranth Polka Vartflewafer.

Blondine Valse BwymiUler. 40
Academic Waltz. (Academische Biirger).

Strauss. 75
Strauss Dance Music, (with elegant Portrait.)

Wiener BonBon, 75
Circassian March, 50
New-Annen Polka, 40
Pizzicato Polka, 40
Lovely Vienna Waltzes, 75

Polka des Glaneases. (Gleaner's Polka).

Egghard. 40
Amaryllis. (Air du Roi.) ' Gliys. 40
Manhatlan Waltz Stnuss. 100
Lovely Vienna Waltzes Slnmss. 75
Biirgersinn Waltzes S'rauss. 75
New Annen Polka Slrau.^s. 30
Circassian March. Illustrated Sirauss. 50

" " Plain Strauss. 40
Bird as a Prophet. (Vogel als Prophete.)

Schumann. 50

BOOKS.

ExEHCTSES Ei.EMENTAiRES Gradues. Graded
Exercises for the Development of the Voice.

By Malhilde Castrone Marchesi. 2.00

Music BY 3I.4lt.—Music is sent by mail, the expense beinj:
two cents for every four ounces, or fmction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Peraone at a dis-
tance will fini the conve-.nnce a flavinjc of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books caa also be sent at double
these rates.
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MES. JEWKY KSMPTOU",

Vocalist & Teacher of Siuglng.
Address, care of OMTER DITSON & CO. 798-

TJTDLET BUCK, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

Paul's Church, Boston, giTes instruction on the Piano
and Organ, a].«o in Harmony, Composition and Or-
chestral "Writing, Address, Care of 01i7er Ditson & Co.

799—3 roes.

E. J. BUTLEB, prirate pnpil of Carl Eeinecke and Dt.

Fapperitz, will receive pupils iu Piano Playing at ]53 Tremont

St., Room S. 800—3mo3.

SINGINO AND PIANO.
SIES. EAWNIB F. EOSTEB,

ITo. 6 Boylston Place. 7B0—

TyrKS. C. A. BAEKT, Vocahst and TeaeHer
of Vocal Masic. 124 Chandler St., near Colam-

bas ATenue. 732—ly

PROF. & SIRS. EBGvaS A. ROBBZXTS,
Academy of Music.

Tib -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

S. P. PKENTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, aad Harmony,

Address, care OliTer Ktson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEHSOH' offers his Services as Condnctor of
^^* Musical Associations or Conventions dnring the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Bitson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. s. vrsmNa
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony,
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssotm Musical Institute
Was established in April, lS-56. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schools and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute,

ilddress. EDWASD B. OLIVEK,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

^i-* •

V| LLr,. GABRIELLB DE IjA MOTTE, gives Instruction on

tne Pianolbrte.m 53 Hancock Street.

MR. W. O. PSRKINS \n\\ make engagements to cooduct

Musical ConTentions the coming season.

Addieae, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

mm
Teachep of Piano, Organ and Harmony,
Address at O. Ditson & Co's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L, W. WHEELEK,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

BJteucsH AisB iTAMAar sisrsidse..

AddresB at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

-^^

ELLIOTT "W. PHATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

O. ANSHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large assortment of Amesicah Music conatantly on band.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FOKIE, 8I.N0KNG and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Residence, CooUdi^e House. Comn^unlcations may be
left at Ditson & Co's Music Store. 717— tf.

-wmrsz.o'W !•. b^tbext,
TTE-A-CHEIi ODP C3-TJIT-A.I?,,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

CJ AUGUST 8CHULTZE, TEACHEB OP
'^* VIOXiXN, is prepared to receive pupils, and oilers

bU services as accompanliit for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Ad'Jre&s, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

I-raefer & Co.,aO WestSt. 7'JG—.to

P. H, TOKRINGTON,
[OrgaDl^t and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP OROAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DLXIOK Of MUSICAL BOCIKTIES.

Addreu, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., 277 Wanblngton St.,

New Engiand Coosi-rtslory of Aluiic, Mosic Uall,or MldUnd
Street, saviu lljll, Dorchealer. 7M-ii«i

ME. GEO. B, SHUTE, Laving completed his

stn'Jifa abrond, under thi: instruclioii of some u( the

first Artiats of modern times, will now receive pupils
in Piai,o Bi,a Organ Pla>lDg, al3& tn lUtory of Music.
Addrea* Oliver Dition it Co, 7U4-*;m

/CHURCH AND PARLOR/

0' MELODfeONS. at
'•

We are now prepared to fill orders fop our new low-^ced
doable-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The cape is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carred brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautifal in design and finish than any

now made in the world for the price, and we gtiarantet that

the qualities and power of tone will be superior to aoy we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Fiye-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stops, Yiz. :

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BASS,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL TREBLE,

MAPASON TREBLE,
DIVIDED SWELL.

Onr Patent Graduated Swell is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inBtruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no devl-
atiou from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular snccession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PKINCE & CO.
AgT^nt in New Torh S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James Bellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in each City and Town in

the United States and British ProTinces. 748

—

C3-- "W". X>XJ3DLE"2'3
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and

Voice Building.
(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3, Mason and Ham-

lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HOAVARO,
TpiTPIL of the Leipzig Conseryatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. C. Lobe. August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receiye pupils in Piano Playiog and Theory after Sept. Ist.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliyer Ditson & Co.

792—3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBHOOK East Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are inyited to apply tor a circular containing

testimonials

LYON & HSALY,
MUSIC PUBI.I§iaEI5§,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Betail Dealers iu Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
Instruments, etc., Is the largest and most complete in the
No. Wertt. Our connection with Messrs- 0. DITSON &, 00.,
enables us to furnitth their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

1X7* In addition to the publicationa of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHAKLES LEWIS, of London,
lur teveral ^ears a pujiil of the celebrated Siguor Gar-

cia, will bv b:ippy to give Lef<80ns in Singing, and to accept
eiigugementfl fur Oratorios und Concerts.

Commuiiifationa to bo addressed to the care of OIiTerfDit-

Fon & Co.. 'ill Washington Street. 794—3m

J. .A.- DKCILXjS,
Pupil of the late Curl Tauilgf

TEACIJEE OV

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
Ad(lr*-H» at UhiclteriDg & Sona', or ll'J (u) Tremont Street,

Suite 44. HVG

BBIV. SOHtTBEHTH,
Foreign & Aineiican Music Depot,

No. eiO AKCH STKEJEJT,
rHILADULPUJA., TJO—

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And eTidencB to that effect fnrnished from a

majority of the most eminent mosicians in America,

and many in other countriea.

CABINET ORGANS.
''Musicians generally regard the Mason Be Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others.''— T/zeoc/ore Tliomas. "The
best now in use."

—

CliristiTie IVihson, Annie JLtntise Carpf
Marie Leon Duval, Victor Capoul, P. Brignoli. and others.
•^'Excel all instruoients of the elass I have ever seen,"

—

Ole
SuU. ''The best instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Mehlig '' In all those qualities which constitute excellence,
anrivalled "

—

S. B. MilU. "Far superior to everything of
its cla.'m I have seen "— i. ill. Gottachali:. '''Wonderfullr
beautiful."

—

P. S. Gilmore "Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seen."

—

Eugene Thayer. "-ExceliiDg in
quality of tone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvemeuts not found in others,"

—

Carl Zerrakn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
suptriority apcordf-d Vr\em.''''—Jidi7is BiehbeT^. ^I entertain
the highe.st opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this conntry."

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. ''Kemarhably swt*et and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these inptrnraeuts."— William Spark, Mus. D., Leeds,
England, "'Quality of tone is extremely rich and p\ m-
pHthftic. . . . Remarkabie for purity of tone."

—

Edio.
F. Rimbault, London. "Full, powerful, and of agreeaMe
quality. . . . The best subst'tute for a pipe organ."

—

JBTLjiley Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MU9ICUNS. which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, 'will be Sent free.

Prices not higher than those of inferior organs.

Mason k Hsmlin Organ Go.
154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 E'dway, N . Y.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
I^ew^ Cirand Conservatory

and College of Masic,
PAINESVILLE, OHIO.

Dr. HENRI SUTTEB, Director.
LL Branches t-inglit according to tlie Classical GermsDA Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perlect organized Music-School having gra-
ded Courses of study comprining Theory, Practice
and Aestetique. The summer term begins April 15,
1872. The pupils have FIVE lessons per week iu EACH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

The Choral Tribute
BY L. O. EMEKSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir and SiDging
School 8*^0113.

Price $1.60 ; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSOir & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

J SCHXTBERTH & CO. Publishers and Dealers
* in Foreign and American Miidic, bSOBroad-

waj near 12th Street, N.Y. 357

The Attention of Musicians
13 OALL£I> TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSOBTMEUT

OF THE MOST APl'ROVED MANTJPAOTORE.
Embracing one oi the liargest Stocks in tbe

United Stu'j'Js, at low prices.

VIOLINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
IncluiiiDg very Choice Instruments.

BIARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITAHS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLARINETS. FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions of Musical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, ViolonceJlo and Double-BasB.

PlAr¥«S ANI> milLODEOIVS
FOR SALE AND TO LET.

Our fnci'.lties are Buch as enable ufl to furnish the aboTe;
alM), MUSIC BOOKS. SHEET MUSIC, AND
C 4.HD MUSIC FOB BANDS, AND ALL
KINDS OP MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fiiil to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
33 COUKTiSTKEKT, (Opposite the Court House)

2: :s.
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Moscheles in London.

[We translate a few passages from the Life of Moscheles,

edited from hia letters and journals by his widow. "We begin

with his first arrival in London, near the end of May, 1821.]

—But Moscheles did not know,—nor could ho

ever dream that London was to be his second home.
Here, in the metropolis of the great island kingdom,
ag just before in the world's city Paris, he plunged,

full of youthful fire, into the midst of the musical

and salon life. He wanted, above all, to hear and to

be heard
; and London offered him as many oppor-

tunities as Paris. Artists on his instrument, like J.

B. Cramer, F. Ries, Kalkbrenner, stepped into the

lists with him; men like Clementi sat among the

judges. (Moscheles at that time played by prefer-

ence on the Clemeuli pianos, wliich bore the name
of Clementi and Co., and this name was a guaranty
of the goodness of the instruments, although the

business of the house was carried on by the two
brothers Collard.)

About his colleague Cramer Moscheles writes :

—

"He murmurs his Mozart and his own Mozart like

compositions, without any ill-will to me and my
bravura ; nay, both in public and in private he
pays me the sincerest tribute of recognition, which I
with equal sincerity return. I am a friend in his

family, and am very grateful to hira for the interest

which he bestows on my public appearance and the

preparation for it. Cramer is witty and entertaining

and, like many who are gifted in that way, cuttingly

satirical
; he does not even spare his own infirmities,

but jeers at his propensity for spirituous drinks, say-

ing of a suspicious purple vein that winds around
over his nose : 'C'est Bacchus qui m'a viis son pouce

lit ; ce diable tie Bacchus !' He speaks French from
choice, having long lived in France ; and in his

character and manner he shows that he has spent a
portion of his youth in that country." He had mar-
ried his beautiful first wife in her earliest youth, but
after her death he formed a second matrimonial tie,

which remained a happy one into the evening of his

life. For many years they lived together in an ex-
tremely modest style, on a very small pension paid
him by the house of Cramer, Beale & Co. His cele-

brated name was a rich capital for their mnsic busi-

ness.

"As a warning," the journal goes on, "I will here

mention, that Cramer is one of the most passionately

addicted of snuff-takers. Good house'wives declare

that the floor has to be cleaned after every visit of

the great master; while I as a pianist can never for-

give him for disfiguring his aristocratic long and
slender fingers, with their beautifully formed nails,

by the use of the brown weed; indeed so immode-
rate is his use of it that it not seldom causes the keys
to stick. Those slender, well formed fingers play

legato admirably
; they glide from one key to another

with a binding continuitj', avoiding octave and stac-

cato passages wherever it is possible. Cramer sings

on the piano so as almost to turn a Mozart Andante
into a vocal movement; I must reprove the. liberty

he takes of weaving in his own often quite trivial

embellishments."

Farther on we read :
" His newly composed

Sonata in D minor delights me greatly, and our
bond of friendship knits itself more firmly through
the honest praise which I bestow on him for it."

About Ries he writes :
" I also have very happy

musical hours with Ferdinand Ries ; for I eagerly

seized the opportunity to make the acquaintance of

the man, whose C-sharp minor Concerto I had per-

formed in public in Vienna."

One wished continually to hear the other, each tak-

ing delight in the other's earlier and newest works,

and combining their forces in trying over four hand

pieces. Their great reverence for Beethoven, whose

pupil Ries was, must have drawn them to each other

and formed a lasting bond of friendship between

them. Ries at that time played no more in public
;

he devoted himself entirely to teaching and to com-

position. Both gave him gold and honor, so that

already in the year 1824 he retired, a well-to do man
and a respected artist, upon an estate in the neigh-

borhood of Bonn. There too he composed much,

and his piano pieces, especially the Sonatas with

violin, were great favorites both in Vienna and in

other musical German cities. But in his orchestral

works he was not more successful than Clementi.

Symphonies by both of them were brought out in

the London Philharmonic Concerts with no success

at all ; they vanished from the repertoire leaving no

trace, nor could they establish a home for themselves

in other countries.

Moscheles spent most of his leisure hoars with

Kalkbrenner, the harp-player Dizi, and the music-

dealer Latour, a partner in the house of Chappell.

"Dizi," he relates, "has a most charming house in

Crabtree near London ; a pleasant trip upon the

Thames takes you there ; and as the heavy city

air torments me and causes me an ugly headache

such as I never knew before, Dizi and his wife per-

suade me into frequent visits, placing a friendly

sleeping chamber at my service." There too were

Kalkbrenner and Latour domesticated as familiar

guests, and there was music-making to their hearts'

content. Dizi was a clever artist on his instrument

;

Latour a zealous piano teacher, as well as composer

of little pieces, which were published by his own
firm.

And Kalkbrenner ? The world knows him as one

of the most brilliant virtuosos of his times, and Mos-

cheles also celebrates him as the 'Octave-hero ;' but

he knew him already in Vienna as a light, honey-

sweet man, little to be depended on, in social inter-

course not disagreeable, unfit for friendship. . . .

"We often play four-hands together, show each other

our compositions and live as comrades in our art. I

honor in him the Octave-hero, although I can only

regard his way of playing octave passages with the

loose wrist as injurious." In another place we read :

"The Logier system (which sets two scholars to

practising the same piece) receives some attention

here, and I am glad, at Kalkbrenner's desire, who
praises it very much, to have it practically expound-

ed to me by the meritorious inventor and his

skilful wife. AVould I like to adopt iti I think

not. The mind should practise more than the

fingers; that's the main thing." At that time

the greatest variety of magnates in Art thronged

into London. There was Kiesewetter, the excellent

violinist, the very great Mara and the still greater

Catalan!, besides Dragonetti, who for many j'cars

splendidly maintained the first place as Contrabassist.

The latter was an original of the purest water. Mo-

scheles relates of him :
" In his saloon in Leicester

Square he has a great assemblage of various puppets

sitting, among them a female Moor. When a visi-

tor comes in he tells this or that one of the ladies

to make room for hira so that he may come nearer
;

and of his nearer acquaintances he inquires whether

his favorite puppets look better or worse since their

last visit, and other nonsense of the sort. He takes

a terrible deal of snuff out of a gigantic snuff box,

and has also a gigantic collection of other boxes.

The strangest thing about him, though, is his speech,

—a regular gibberish, in which his native Berga-

masco is mingled with bad French and still worse

English."

In the first days of his stay there Moscheles went

to His Majesty's Theatre (Haymarket) and was not

a little astonished at the bartliensome etiquette which

requires one to appear in shoes and stockings, and of

course in dress coat and white cravat. "It was well

that, for the first time, I chanced to hear only the

Turco in Italia, with its light and shallow mnsic, for

now I could give myself up with full delight to the su-

perb singing of a Camporese, an Ambrogetti, and

from my parterre seat feast my eyes on the brilliant

company in the boxes. The circle of charmingly

beautiful ladies in elegant toilet and splendid jewelry,

under a light almost as clear as day, seemed like a

dazzling wreath of sunbeams."

The English operas, which were given at Drnry

Lane, interested him very much ; especially the

singer Braham, whose wonderfully beautiful tenor

had acquired a peculiar enamel through the cultiva-

tion given him by his friend Mme. Camporese.

Most of the other singers he finds excellently school

ed, only Miss Wilson, the prima donna, less attrac-

tive, and the visitors of the Drury Lane Theatre less

elegant and fashionable than those of the Italian

opera.

Descending the theatrical scale, he now visited the

Surrey in the City and there saw a melodrama to set

one's hair on end,'finding it unedifying ; but on a

later evening, in a proper concert hall, the Argyl

Rooms, he enjoyed the capital representation of a

small French troop, supported by the nobility at its

own expense, for its own enjoyment. Aslley Thea-

tre, the rival to Franconi's, was giving Gilhlas with

great splendor and applause, and there also his

friends took him. They also led him to Hyde Park,

at the fashionable promenade hour. In his journal

he remarks : "My admiration of the splendid horses

and equipages, of the beauties indolently leaning

back in their barouches and the bold Amazons on

spirited horses, could not prevent me from recalling

Byron's words :

"Those vegetable puncheons called Parks,

With neither fruit nor flower to satisfy

Even a bee's slight munchings."

"For any thing more bald, more destitute of tree

or shrub than this Hyde Park, I never met." In

later years he found an opportunity to feast himself

on Parks adorned with flowers and infinitely beauti-

fied.

As of the things worth seeing in Paris, so too of

London with its often described lights and shadows,

its art collections, &c., the journal gives but passing

notice ; not even once does he dwell upon his ac-

quaintance with the famous painters Ge'ricault and

Rochard. Music occupies him wholly, and he care-

fully notes down all his great and small experiences

in this domain.

May 28. "Under Kiesewetter's direction, in the

Philharmonic concert, they gave Beethoven's Pasto-

ral Symphony, worthily executed, only the thunder-

ing kettle drums with a disturbing effect; Aria from

Titus by Miss Goodall ; violin quartet by Mozart,

played by Spagnoletti, Lindley ; Terzet from Idome-
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neo, snngf by Mme. Salmon, Mi^'s Goodall, "W. Be-

jjrez ; Overture to Lodoiska. Second part : Sym-
phony in D by Mozart ; Air from Judas MaccahfFjfs,

ch^rminply snntjby Mme. Salmon ; Septet for harp

and strinsr instruments (Dragonetti bass, Bochsa

harp) ; Aria sung^ by Be^rez ; Overture to Egwont.

The ensemble pieces of this concert went with espe-

cial precision."

^lay 30. "Heard the distingnished Ante-player

Tulou in bis own concert (Argyll Rooms). A med-

ley of vocal pieces by M s. Goodall, Vestris,

Camporese, Salmon, Si;^. Ambrogeiti and others.

Mile. Buchwald, a very brave pupil of Kalkbrenner,

played a Septet by him."

[To be Continued.}

A Musical Supper Party.

BY THE LATE N. P. WILLIS.

Tt was one of those private concerts given at an
enormous expense during the opera season, at which
"as^ii^ted" Julia Grisi, Ruhini, Lahlarhe, Tamburini,
and IvanhnfF. Grisi cime fn the carriage of a foreign

lady of rank, who had dined laith hfr, and she walked
into the room like an empress. She was dressed tn

the plainest wliire, with her glossy hair put smooth
from her brow, and a single white japonica dropped
over one of her temples. The lady who brought her

chaperoned her during the evening, as if she had been

her daughter, and, under the excitement of her own
table and the kindness of her friend, she sang with

a rapture and r fresh ft of glory (if one may borrow
a word from the Mississippi) which set all hearts on
fire. She sorpas'^ed her most applauded hour on the

stage ; for it was worth her while.

The audience was composed almost exclusively of
those who are not only culcivated judges, but who
somerimes repay delight with a present of diamonds.

Lablache shook the house to its foundation in his

turn ; Ruhini ran through his miraculous compass,
with the ease, truth and melody for which his sing-

ing is unsurpassed ; Tamburini poured his rich and
even fuUness on the ear; and Russian Ivanhoff, the

one southern singing bird who has come out of the

north wiredrew his fine and spiritual notes, till they
who had been fluj^bed and tearful, and silent when
the 01 hers had sung, drowned his voice in the poor-
er npplau^e of exclamation and surprise.

The conrert was over by twelve, the gold and
silver paner bills nf the performance were turned into

fans, 1 nd every one was waiting till supper should
he announced— the prima-donna still sitting by her
friend, but surrounded by the foreign attaches, and in

the highest elation at her own success.

The doors of the inner suite of rooms were thrown
open at last, and Grisi's cordon of admirers prepared
to follnw her in. and wait on her at supper.
At this moment one of the powdered menials of

the house stepped up and informed her very respect-

fnlly that supper was prepared in a separate room
fjr the singers

Medea in her most tragic hour never stood so
absolutely the picture of hate as did Grisi for a single

instant, in the centre of that aristocratic world. Her
chest swelled and rose, her lips closed over her
snowy teeth, and compressed till the blood left; them

;

and, as for myself, I looked unconsciously to see
where she would strike. I knew then that there ^as
more than fancy— there was nature and capability of
the real— in the imaginary passions she played so
powerfnily. A laugh of extreme amusement at the
scene from the hi<;h horn woman who had accompan-
ied her suddenly turned her humor, and she stopped
in the midst of a murmuring uf Italian, in which I

could distinguish only the terminations, and, with a
sort of theairif-al quickness of trausition,joined heart-
ily in her mirth.

It was immediatfly proposed by this lady, how-
ever, that her'-elf and her particular circlH, should
join the insulted prima-donna at the lower table ; and
they succeeded by this rnanctuvre in retaining Ruhini
and the oth'-rs, who wire leaving the hoase in a most
nneqnivwal Italian fury.

I h«d been forionate enough to he included in the
invilnlion. Bi d with one or two foreign diplomatic
men I followed Grisi and her amuned friend to a
smft i room on a lower floor, that seemed lo ^*o the

hoa>ekeeper'8 parlor.

Here supper was set for six (including rho man
who had played the piano ) and on the flfdc-tablo

stood every vftricfy of wine and fruit ; and there was
n< tritng in the supp'-r ai lea^i to make n>* regret the
t«ble we had left. With a mo^t imperative gesture
*»'"* tiier an amu'^in^ aitempt at Engli-h, Gri-i or-

r'e «d the wrvanw out of the ro«^im. and locked the
t Ojt ; aod froiB thai momeDt ibe conversation com-

men<^ed and continued in their own musical, passion-

ate and energetic Italian.

My lung residence in that country had made me
at home in it; everv one present spoke it ftiienilv

;

and I had an opportunity [ might never have again,

of seeing with what abandonment these children of
the sun throw aside rank and distinction (yet without

forgetting it) and Join with tho^e who are their supe-

riors in every circumstance of life, in the gayeties of

a chance hour.

Oat of their own country th°se singers would
probably acknowledge no higher rank than that of

the kind and gifted lady who was their guest
;
yet

with the briefest apology, at finding the room too

cold after the heat of the concert, they put on their

hats as a safeguard to their lungs (more valuable to

them than to others.) and as most of the cloaks were
the worse for travel, and the hats opf^ra hats with two
corners, the grotesque contrast with the diamonds of

one lady and the radiant beauty of the other, raay
easily be imagined.

Singing should be hnngir work, by the knife and
fork they placed, and between the excavations of
truffle pies, and the bumpers of champagne and hur-

L'Undy, the words were few. Lablache appeared to

be an established droll, and every syllable he found
time to utter was received with the most unbounded
laaghter. Rubini cottld not recover from the slight

he conceived put upon him and the profession by the

separate table ; and he continually reminded Grisi,

who hv this time bad quite recovered her good ho-
mnr, that the night before, supping at Devonshire
House, the Duke of Wellington had held her gloves

on one side, while his Grace, their host, attended to

her on the other. "E vero !" said Ivanhoff, with a

look of modest admiration at the prima-donna. "E
vero, e bravo V cried Tamhurini, with his sepul-

chral talking tone, mt?ch deeper than his singing.

"Si, si, bravo l" echoed all the company; and the

haughty and happy actress nodded all roand with

radiant smile, and repeated, in her silver tones

"Grazie, cari amici ! grazie !'*

As the servants bad been turned out. the removal
of the first course was managed in picnic fashion

;

and when the fruit and fresh bottles of wine were set

upon the table by the aliacfies and yoaui^er gentlemen,
the health of the princess who honored them by her
presence was proposed in that language which, it

seems to me, is more capable than all others of ex-

pressing affectionate and respectful devotion. All

uncovered and stood np, and Grisi, with tears fn her

eyes, kissed the hand of her benefactress, and drank
her health in silence. It is a polite and common ac-

complishment in Italy to improvise in verse, and the

lady I speak of is well known among her immediate
friends for a sin^jnlar facility in this beautiful art.

She reflected a moment or two, with the moisture in

her eyes and then commenced. low and soft, a poem,
of which it would be difficult—nay, impossible to

convey—in English, an idea ofthe music and beauty.

It took us back to Italy, to its heavenly climate, its

glorious arts, its beauty and its ruins, and concluded
with a line of which I remember the sentiment to

have been, *'Out of Italy every land is exile V* The
glasses were raised as she ceased, and one repeated

her,*' J'\wri d'llaHa iiitto e e.v'fio!^* "Ma I" cried out

the fat Lablache, holding up his glass of champagne,
and looking through it with one eye, ''siamohen esifiati

qua!* [but we are well exiled here,] and with a word
of drollery the party recovered its gayer tone, and
the humor and wit flowed on brilliantly as Ixifore.

The house had long been still, and the last carriage

belonging to the company up stairs had rolled from
the door, when Grisi suddenly remembered a bird

that she had lately bought, of which she proceeded
to give a de^cription that probably penetrated to

every corner of the silent mansion
It was a mocking bird, that had been kept two

years in the opera house, and between rehearsal and
performance had learned parts of every thing it had
overheard. It was the property ofthe woman who
took care ofthe wardrobes.

Grisi had accidentally seen it, and immediately
purchased it for two guineas. How much of embel-

iishment there was in her imitations of her treasure,

I do not know ; but certainly the whole power of her

wondrous voice, passion, and knowledge of music,

seemed cirank np at once fn the wild, various, ditB-

eult, and rapid mixture ofthe capnclou.s melodv she

undoriook. Fu-st came, without the passage which

it u^uiillv terminates, the long, throat down gurgling,

water toned (rill, in which liuhini (but for the bird

and its mistress, it seemed to me,) would have been

inimitable; then right upon it, as if it were the be-

ginning of a bar. and in the most unbrcathing con-

'innitv. folhiwed a brilliant pasHage fmm the Bfirhir

of S(-rillc, futi into the pa'-sionate prayer o^i Anna Hit

huia, in her madness, and followed by the air of

"Suona In trornba infrepida," the tremendous duct in

the Purilani between Tambari i and Lablache. Up

to the skv, and down to the earth again—away with
a note of the wildest gladness, and back upon a note
ot the most touching melancholv— If the bird bat
barf equals the imitation of his mistress, he were
worth the jewel in a sultan's turban. "Gtnliar*
"Giuletta I" ctied out one and another, as she ceased,
expressing in their Italian diminutives the love arvd

delight she had inspired by her incomparable execu-
ipon.

The stiUnes'i ofthe house fn the occasirmaT pan.^es

of conversation reminded the gay part? at i"ft.st th^it it

was wearing Tate. The door wa_s unlocked, and the

half dozen sleepy fooC-men hanging about the hall

were despatched for the cloaks and carriages; the

drowsy porter was roused from his deep leathern dor-

mejiffe, and opened the door, and broad upon the

street lay the cold gray Ifght of a summer's morning.

The Waltz. — Lannen — Strauss.

The waltz was first danced in Austria and Bo-
hemia, hnC has to all mtenrs and purposes, become
a German dance It is therefore, fan natural that

Germany rshonld produce the best waits composers.
Some asseit that the wait/, appeared at a time when
all poUtica asniration seemed to be crashed out of

Germany, and when the people, in consequence,
gave themselves over to licentious pleasures, to the

dance often in its worst forms, displaying a careless-

ness to pnblic affairs, which wa^ simply astonishing.

Another ^^riter savs, that Europe danced to the

waltz into the 1 9th eentnry. Be this as i6 may, lo

this dav the graceful waits is an object of admiration

to the German, and more especially the Sooth Ger-

man. Let me add that a good waha dancer will

be able to dance on a space no ?arger than a common
dinner plate.

Waltzes in their first foruTS were small and slow.

It was 0. M. Von Weber who, in his celebrated

"Invitation to the Dance," gave a new impulse lo

waltz composing. Schubert, Pixis, Pleyel, Czerny,

Gvrowitz, &c., wrote many good waltzes, hut in the

estimation of the public all were surpassed, and the

world was thrown into a sort of denritim, when Ijan-

ner (born 1801) brought out his famous composi-

tions. The old waltz was yet clothed in a periwigs,

had short buckled pants, and moved with a stiffness

characteristic of the la^t century.

Lanner, like a streak of lightning,, iPamined the

musical dance world. He was successful as a com-
poser and leader. It wa<» he who gave the waltz its

present form—an introduction with a succession of

waltzes, coda or 5nale, a form from which even the

Strausses did not depart. Lanner took a young man
as violinist into his band, named Johann Stranss.

He had learned the trade of book binding, but (eh

so passionate a love for music that he offered his

services to Lanner, and was accepted .Strauss did

not long remain in a subordinate position. He sep-

arated from Lanner, started an orchestra of his own,
(its greatest number was 27 men) composed and
published his waltzes, and proved to h& a rival c^

Lanner, who would eventually overshadow him.

Although Lanner's waltzes are by many musicians

considered the best compositions, Strauss soon gain-

ed and retairved the affections of the public. Vienna
had then Rossini, with his seductive operas ; she had
Lanner and Strauss. Was it to be wondered at that

she forgot that Beethoven lived within her walls ?

Vienna sought pleasure. Beethoven preached truth.

He was nor the only prophet who was neglected in

his days.

In tiie history of music these two men, Lanner
and Strauss, will occupy a niche alongside of each

other. A Strauss waltz was considered the ne plus

ultra, and not to dance when one of these charming
compositions resounded, was considerrd almost a

crime. Neither of these men attempted more than

the composing of d:»nces, and in this respect they

deserve a place in the history of the art. Strauss

composed some 9.50 pieces, and died in 1849, tlw

great gates of St. Stephen's Church being opened
for his funeral proression

Tt was but natural th«t these two men should find

imitators, and why not ? The way was now paved.

There was n>oney to be made by composing, by ball-

room and concert performances ; there was a short

road to public favor, and to a temporary repritation.

And who has a right to 'ake a Strauss to account ?

To him it was given to l)low Oberon-s horn. As
Gollmick says, who would not do the same if he had
the power ? Would it pay Verdi to write FidelioSy

when for his Ai'da alone he receives more money
than Beethoven did for all his works? Strauss and
Ltinner became rich, wh'lo Rcethovcn and Mozart

s'lu 'L'led against want. Is it a wonder that we I ave

Gil rig 'I, fvibii/.kv, Liimbyo, Karhnch, Musard and
others ? T'h'v cn:crcd the arena in rpiick succession,

aufl while they indulgcal in many Jubilee freaks on
a Bmull scalu, thuy also won many laurels.
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The maiiile of Stianss and Lanner was, however,

not yet lo ftepart from tlio Strauss Viiinily. A third

wa'iz kin<: arose, a son of Strauss, and he it is who
visited vou 'iurins the Juliileo, and almost persuaded

I'urituriiotl Bosiou that there was something in a

waliE.

This third waits king was horn in 1825. The
spark of the mu-iicirtn sHowed itself early. When
yet very young, he played in his father's orchestra,

init soon left it, started one for himself, and thus

perfdexed the poor Viennese with the trreat question

Rfl to who was the c'eaier, father or son. With that

pOfMl nature, characteristic of the South German,
they sustained !)oth. At the time of l\is father's

dt'ath, he united holh or<'hestras, and thus became in

more than one e^nse his father's successor. Sir^uss,

as a compo-er, followed in the footsrens of his father,

and has never thus far changetl materially the form
of the wake. His compositions are fiowin<j, full of

meh>dy find rich m Ptartiinir effects of instrumenta-

t on, portravinc:, not unfrequently, that Austrian,
that South-Germ;in sentinientality, borderinjj on
senfiraentnlism.

As a leader, he is eccentric — he is simply a
Strauss. It is is said that his father conducted very
much in the same manner. The words of Ijouis

X[V., "Le Vahe—ce^ moi!'* may w§\\ be applied
to them. While no one would hliime Strauss for his

peculiar ways, it would seem more than ridiculous

!« any one to imitate him. It was said of the

Strausi* father that he could speedily change any
beer saloon band into a respectahle hall-room orch.'s-

tra. When considermg that there is so much more
in the style of execution than in the diffii^ulty of his

music, this was no very great task tor a man with as
mizch personal magnetism as Strauss was possess-
ed of.

While Strauss. Jr., has earned more money, and
received more attention from the nobility than was
the lot of his father, the latter will by many he es-

teemed as the trreater, and U sure to remain nearest

to the hearts of the people. Strauss had two other
sons who became musicians, but neither of them
da&erve a mention in this letter. Both Strausses
were great travellers, and wherever thev came, like a
Cje>ar, they couM write back :

" We came, we played,
we conquered.

That there is much toadgism to the nobility, espec-
ially in Strauss's son, one can easily learn from the
title pa<res and dedications of his mu-^ic. It must
have paid, or else it is not likely it would have been
done.

Not oniy in the waltz, but in the pnlka and the
quadrille, are the Strausses great, and if our Jubilee
Sirauss does not forijet his mis'^ion, if he will keep
his hands off the op^ra, if he will be sati-*fied, as his

father was before him, with the reputation of a ^reat
composer of dance music, that word great will, in a
certain sens^, he applicable to him, while otherwise
he may lose the brilliant reputation he has thus far

achieved.—"AT. Z." i>i Brainard s Musical World
{Cleveland, 0.)

The Human Voice. — A New Theory.
The followinjj pflper was read by Mr. G. V". Lee

dur ns: the meeting of the British Association at

Biighton:

—

The precise manner in which certain organs in

the human frame perform their functions is m;itter of
dispute amongst the great physiologists, and various
theories ai-e from time to time propounded. But of
all portions of the human economy which have
engaged the attention of the philosophical anatomist
none have given rise to so many different doctrines
and explatiatlons as that which 'appertains to voice.
The vocal organ has, in turn, been considered a wind
instrument, a reed instrument, and a string instru-
ment, and recently some physiologists have !>een
pleased to consider it ail three ; more, perhaps, with
th-e hope of being on the safe side, whichever ex-
planation turn out correct, than from the discovery
of any facts, or the deduction of any argument
which could lead to so inclusive a theory. In the
face, however, of eminent physiologists arriving at
such conclusious, we should not be deterred from
submitting every existing theory hearing on the sub-
ject we have in view : first, to a thorough and sound
investigation according to the light of facts which
we have our.selves observed ; and, secondly, to the
test of a practical application to the purposes of our
art. The theory which regards the vocal organ as
one of the purely wind instrument class is now for
the first time advanced ; and, in support of the
theory, it is argued that the vocal instrument con-
sists of two tubes following each other consecutivelv,
but separated by the larynx. That the lower tube
is in reality but a conducting pipe to bring wind
from the lungs to tiie larynx, or sound box. That

the sound is generated in the larynx only by wind
passing through it fnm the lower tul)e. That there-

fore no sound is produced h'*low the larynx. That
whatever sound is produced mu-it necessarily, from
the direction of the wind, be driven into the portion

of the tube above the larynx. That, as a conse-

quence, and according to acoustic principles, this

portion of the tube (the pharynx) must, by its sliape

and dimensions, ?nodify sound, and that it does

undergo great clianges, by reason of the fact that

the larynx rises into it and descends out of it, thereby

lengthening and shortening it during the ascent or

dei^cent of a scale. That since we notice that this

tube alters its dimensions daring the production of
notes of different pitch, and that at the same time
the vocal ligaments undergo no appreciable change,
in length or otherwise, save upon a change into a
different reghtre^ it must be to the alteration in this

tube that pitch of voice \s due. and not to any
change in the vocal ligaments. That it mu'Jt he to

the alteration in the vocal ligaments that regislre of
voice is due, since thev undergo a change during the

progri^ss of one reglstre to another—the pharynx re-

remaining unaltered during the transition. Tha
,

since the action of the voc;il ligaments, from want
of homogeneity, cannot be that of strings, nor from
the absence of the alternating, approximating, and
separation peculiar to reeded tongues he that of reed-

ed instruments, the vocal organ mu^t be compared
to an instrument of some other class. Thar the

action of the ligaments is similar to that of the

human lips, since, viewed with the laryngosi'ope,

during the emission of vocal sound, thev are seen to

form themselves around the aperture for the wind
with thick and rounded edges, as are the lips during
the production of notes on the flute.

1, The most favored theory in these countries, and
that which is not only advanced, but according to

which vocal art is taught, is the string instrument
theory ; and since to our thinking it is of all others

the most objectionable, it will be well before proceed-
ing further, to give the arguments fo** and against it,

so that the reasons for it.s rejection may he the more
readily perceived. In 1741, F-^rrein, an early and
eminent authority in the field of research, was so

struck with what he conceived to be the analogv
between the vibration of the vocal ligaments and
that of strings, that he at once named the ligaments
"vocal cords,'' and endeavored to account for voice
in its entirety by an explanation of the action of
these ligaments alone. From him the term vocal
cords hasJieen carried down to our own time, but
the name is wrong ; first, from the fact that the liga-

ments, being flit and rectangular, bear no resem-
blance whatever to cords; and, next, because the
vocal instrument, not being a string instrument, the
term vocal cords applied to it is calculated to mis-
lead as to its true nature. Following out the idea
of Ferrein, Professor Willis and others made experi-
ments witli pieces of leather and india rubber, placed
over the orifices of the pipes in connection with the
bellows of an organ ; the results are put forth to

prove that voice is indebted not only for its origin,

but for its pitch and range, to the lengthening or
shortening of the vocal ligaments To sustain this

theory experiments were tried upon the larynx of
the dead human subject, The vocal ligaments were
stretched to a certain length, and made to vibrate

with a current of air. They were then shortened
to half that length and sounded, and it was found
that the last sound was as near the octave of the
first as was requisite for all legitimate purposes of
experiment, and thus they thought it was distinctly

proved how voice was regulated as to its pitch.

Now, apart from the fact that experiments upon the
dead subject can never bo taken as conclusive
evidence of any function in the human body, and
that mechanical contrivances, however perfect, are
but poor and insignificant imitations of anvthing in

the human economy, it must he apparent that these
experimenters were only laboring to prove, what is

commonly known, that membranes, wh-'iher twisted
into strings as for the. violin, or drawn into rectnngu
lar stripes aa in the vocal ligaments, or stretched
equally in all directions as in the dram, are capable
of giving out musical sounds if made to vibrate;
and that the pitch of these sounds will vary accord-
ing to the amount of longitudinal tension of the
membrane ; hut, in applying this law to their experi-
ments upon the dead human larynx, they seem to

have forgotten that they were stretching and taking
liberties generally with the unresisting vocal liga-

ments which they had no authority for supposing
that nature did ; and which there was every reason
for believing that nature, from the construction of
the parts, would find it impossible to do. Take, for

example, the range of the human voice, and com-
pare it with that of the mo-;t perfect of string

instruments, the violin. The violin has four strings,

each of which measures in length at least twelve

times that of the so-called vocal cords ; vet, if we
take the normal nmge of sounds in t'le violin, n^ime-

Iv, from G bel-iw the treble staff, to G above the
fourth space in aliissimo—three octaves—it onlv
gives the same range as d'> the minia'ure cords of
the voc;d apniratus. and ^ni-h as wti fin 1 possessed
by Miles. Patri, lima di Mursk>i, and other first-

rate soprano voices. T'le length of string necessary

to produce a single tone on the violin will he found
to exet-ed the entire leni:th of the vocal ligamenLs.

2 Reed instrument theorists. A theory so barren nf

ascertained facts to sustain it, and so mueh at vari-

ance with logical deductions as that of the sriiig

instrument, could not long satisfv the active and
eager minds of mankind, bent on inquiry and deter-

mined to seek out the truth, even at the risk of run-
ning counter to preconceived notions and ideas

;

consequently, a new school of theorists sprang up,

head id by such magnifii-cnt names as those of Biot,

Cagnarn de la Tour, Miiller, Mtgondie, Mik-aigne,
and others, who boldlv entered upon opposiiio i lo

the string theorists, and started a new series of in-

quiries as to the analogv between the human vocal

apparatus and reed instruments. M. S^ivart ob-
serves, that the essential principle of reeds consists

in the periodic opening and closing of the orifice

through which the stream passes. Now. the same
principl ' governs the action of all reed instruments,

and if the vo''-al instrument be a reed instrument it

must be subject to the laws of reed instruments, and
the vocal ligam HlS must act after the manner of
reeded tongues — that is, instead of giving out
sounds by vibrating as strings, they must do so bv
alternately opening and closing. M. Savart found
by experiment that air blown through the rhna ghftis

produced sound, althougli its edges were from one-

sixfh to one-fourth of an inch asunder, and with the

aid of the larvngnscop° a few minutes' observation

of these ligaments under action will serve siml ar

results. It seems Strang; that throuiihout the various

experiments which have been tried none of the

authors have given serious consideration to that

part of the vocal tube which is situate above the

larynx, namely, the pharynx ; for if we blow into a
clarionet, flute, or other wind instrument, sound
merely is generated bv our blowing from the mouth

;

the modifications of sound take place outside of, or
bevond the influence of, the mouth or generator.

Why should not this be the case with the vocal

organ ? If we observe the larvnx externallv where
it corresponds to the prominence known as "Adim's
apple," we find that it can be elevated or depressed
with a<:cending or descendmg series of sound, the

result being lengthening or shortening of the pha-

ryngialtube; during these actions the vocal liga-

ments do not alter th*iir position for the production

of tones or semitones within the same register. The
evidence of Cz^-rmack established this conclusion,

for he observes—"There is no reason to believe that

there is any important difference b-^tween the appear-

ance when these ('low ) notes are soundel, and when
"notes in ihe same register and higher in the scale are

sounded, during which the inside of the larynx can"
be seen." That the ligaments do alter to the inap-

preeiab'e extent r.ece^sarv for the gradation of sound
in the slur may be inf Tred from the inaction of th

;

larynx and pharvnx The incalculably small
changes which take place mav be imagined by
citing the opinion of l) (dart, who, after the closest

investigation calculated thaf the ditference of one-

54th part of a fibre ot silk, or the 384th of a hair in

the dimensions of the aperture, was suflficient to

caus(^ a distinct alteration in sound.

3. So far, voice and the caa-;es which modify it have
been treated ; but it will be seen th it the subj-'Ct is

one of wider extent and greater complexity than
cm be fairlv stated in a pappr necessarilv ho rcsiri< t-

ed The difl^erent iheories which have from time lo

time been advanced, serve rather to perplex than to

guide those wishing for information on the subject
;

but if in the little which may he accomplished by
these eff<irts there will he sufficient (o s'imnlHto

society to a taste for such matters, plenty of skilled

writers are to be foimd who m ty more worthily and
satisfactorily carry out the good work. For the

theory which claims the vocal instrument as a string

instrument it has been adi'anced that it is an instru-

ment fitted with cords which vibrate in a manner
resembling the strings of an instrument. T'^'H it is

supplied with an apparatus of muscles for the pur
pose of tightening or relaxing these cords, or of

shortening or lengthening them. That it is upon
this shortening or lengthening of the cord^ that

voice depend^ for i*8 pitch, and that in order to

prove all this we need only destrov the vocal cords

to destroy the voice altogether- Against the theory

it is urged that the tones of- the human voice are not

those of a violin or other stringed instrument, and
what are called vocal cords in reality be ir no resem-

blance to cords, being rectangular in shape, and
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wanting in that homoe:eneity which is an essential

condition in the vibration of cords. That it is not
the tension or relaxation of these ligaments or cords

which regulates pitch, since it is now proved hy
actnal observation with the laryngoscope that they

do not alter their position during the production of

tones or semitones within any given register. That
in order that these ligaments should fulfil the duties

assigned them as string instruments, they would re-

quire a greater space for elongation than it is pos-

sible to conceive the larynx capable of affording.

That their destruction—causing total loss of voice

—

is no proof whatever of their being part of a string

instrument, since the destruction of the lips would
be equally subversive of the power of producing
notes from the flute. In support of the reed theory,

it is said that the tabular arrangement in the vocal
apparatus distinctly points it out as a pipe instru-

ment ; that the ligaments in the larynx are reeded
tongues, which are acted upon by the current of air

from the wind-pipe ; that these vocal reeded tongues
are so beautifully and peculiarly provided that they
can be lengthened and shortened for the production
of high or low notes. That since the pipe must be
so proportionate as to suit the current of air to the

reed, the contraction and extension noticeable in the

trachea evidently carry out this object. Against
these arguments it is alleged—that the tones of the

voice, except in badly formed or nncnltivated notes

of the lowest register, bear no resemblance to the
tones of reeded instruments. That the vocrl liga-

ments do not approximate and separate, so as ulti-

mately to close and open the passage for air during
vibration, as would be essential to the action of
reeded tongiies. Tltat the human voice is capable of
giving utterance to infinitesimal gradations in the

glide or slur between semi-notes, whereas no reeded
instruments can produce smaller intervals than semi-
tones.

4. Deductions—That the system of teaching preva-
lent at present is founded on the string instrument
theory is unfortunately too true, and consequently
we have the order of nature upset for the production
of sounds which couUl be perfectly produced by
cnltivating the natural action of the parts. The
larynx, which should move upwards and downwards
according to nature, is kept rigid and fixed, and that

which should be the -esnlt of the shortening and
lengthening of a tube without effort, is effected by
the undue and unnatural stretching of ligaments
meant to fulfil another purpose. It might be argued
that this action of the ligaments— that is, the pro-

duction of diffL'rent tones by their tension, could not
take place unless nature had fitted them for the

duty, but it should be borne in mind that it is a law
in the economy of the human body that certain or-

gans and certain portions of organs can act vicari-

ously. The pkin, for instance, can take on nearly
the whole duty of the kidneys ; the liver and kid-

neys can, to a great extent, perform the functions of
the skin. This is, however, only in cases of emer-
gency; and, under such circumstances, the fact is

^aken advantage of by the medical practitioner, who,
during the disturbance or di.-iorder of anv of these
organs, forces their functions on to some other until

the emergency shall have passed. This vicarious

action could not be kept up for any considerable
length of time without disordering the system ; and
so with the vocal organ. The duty of the pipe can
to a great extent be thrown on the vocal ligaments,
but only by a forced and unnatural action which,
however successful for the time, cannot last ; it must
end in that bankruptcy of voice which, amongst pro-
fessional singers, from their prominent position, is

noticed, and which in private society takes place no
less certainly to many who attribute the failure to

some constitutional disturbance. To such persons
singing is a labor that produces fatigue, uneasiness,
and perhaps fatal disorder of the throat, and a dis-

taste rather than a love of vocal art. Instruction

on the reed instrument theory is open to the same
objections, and to an additional one, that it is to the

force with which a note is given that pitch and clear-

ness of tone are attributed, and consequently effurt

is made the &ine find rum in producing voice. Of
course this, like the other system, brings its own
pQniahment, for, in addition to the unnecessary
fatigue and objectionable reed quality imparted to

the tone, the force used npon the fragile mechani'^m
of the larynx very quickly knocks up the instrument,

and hence the ephemeral existence in public of some
of oar most promising vocalist*;, who, after a season

of dazzling popnlarity. are compelled to sink quietly

into the rank of second-rate concert singers, or what
is far more lamentable, they become teachers of
singing, and propagate their own bad systems in the

society over which they preside. Viewing the vocal

organ as a floie instrument, a very different result

takes place ; the voice is developed by encouraging

the natural action of the instrument, a.s observable

in the ascent and descent of the larynx. There is

no effort used, and, as a consequence, there is no
fatigue, there is no straining of parts, and therefore

no string or reed quality sought for hut the beautiful

liquid and melodiously clear note of the flute. The
author having subjected his system of vocal develop-

ment to the test ol^ practical experience, and having
had ample opportunities of trying its merits, he may
be permitted to state that his thorough conviction in

the success of this method has been established for

many years. Voices which had been overstrained

have been restored to to their natnral conditions, and
in cases of clergyman's diseased throat (induced by
the use of sombre inflections) the application of this

system has always proved efficacious.

Prima-Donnas.

Of all the evidences which may be brought np
from time to time of the luxury of present living, the

prices paid to opera singers is probably the most
convincing. The prvna donna is the goddess of
modern worship, and the hire of this divinity, or to

use the technical language of operatic critics, this

Diva, is a fair indication of the enthusiasm of her
devotees. The sums which are paid to singers for

appearing in an opera, or even for singing a couple

of songs in a concert-room, or at an "At Home,"
have risen from figure to figure till they have at last

almost cea'^ed to excite astonishment. We know
that one singer gets 120 guineas a night, another

160, and one, it is said, 200 guineas. Where is this

to end—and what is there in the result to show an
equivalent for such outlay ? Lady Dedlock, in Mr.
Dickens's novel, led fashion, and the manager of the

Italian Opera led Lady Dedlock. Is there, indeed,

truth in this satire, and are we to to look to Fashion,
and the influence of a few of her leaders as the

cause of this extravagance ? That is, of course,

are we to look at the influence of Fashion as being

exerted in this case to an abnormal and unaccount-
able extent ? Old stagers speak of the palmy days
of the opera—the days of Lablache, Grisi, and
Rubini ; the days of the "Puritani" and the "Bar-
ber," the days that will never return to them, and
that they say will never return at all. Certainly,

then, in all the imperiousness of a fame that has

lasted through two generations, Grisi never touched
such salaries as second-class singers now expect and
receive It is not a year since a prima donna was
paid 300 guineas for singing for one night. What
is there comparable to this in the remuneration of

men the most eminent in prnfe.ssions the rnost ardu-

ous ? Does any surgef)n, does any physician, does

any counsel, who has sacrificed youth for eminence,
and pleasure for distinction, go into the lottery of

life to draw such prizes ? Thirty thousand a year !

What professional man can look over his banker's

account, and find the income of professional earning

to approach such a figure ? The operations of com-
merce do not properly enter into the competition.

A merchant stakes not merely his labor and his

judgment, but also his capital ; and his splendid for-

tune must, therefore, be attributed to the double

source. But as the barrister takes merelv his knowl-
edge and his argument, as the surgeon takes merely

his knowledge and his manual dexterity, so the prima
dnnna carries her capital about with her. The pretty

face, the flexible voice, the rich organ, taste and
dramatic ability, memory, health and fancy—such is

the combination that, estimated in worldly securities,

declares, as worldly securities now go—the largest

dividend. It is somewhat humiliating to think that

the answer to the question, what individual can pro-

duce most money by exertions independent of capi-

tal in a single year, should be a prima donna. Men
are very proud of their achievements and of their

independence, but they cannot do this, or even any-

thing like it. And as we hear the figures, realize the

sums to which they amount, and speculate over the

speculations which they involve, we feel indignant,

and ask what they have done to deserve this wealth.

There, indeed, is the gold, but where is the equiva-

lent for it % The dominion of what are called

"Queens of Song" is the great tyranny of the day,

and a speculative fever seems to have fallen upon
managers, destined to increase every year, and to

raee with greater fury in the New World than in the

Old, The triumphs of Mile. Nilsson across the

Atlantic—estimaterl in that simplest of all denomina-
tors, the pound sterling of lawful money of this

country—were something extraordinary; but Euro-
pean capitals can also bear witness to the supremacy
of the jn-ima donna. The famous canktlrice of the

0[iera house at Berlin, Mile. Mallingcr, the beloved

pupil of Wagner, an(l the original representative of

all bis operas, clofcd hei then current engagement
with the management last May. As it would bo

impo-nible to keep the Berlin Opera-homo open
without Wagner's music, and as Mile. Mallingcr ie

the only prima donna, that the German public will

accept in these roles, it became necessary to make
immediate arrangements for the renewal of the old

engagement. It might seem at first sight that it

was only a question of pounds, shillings, and pence,
or, to speak more accurately, of guldens and Fried-

richs ; and that as the "drawing powers" of this

singer mast have been accurately known to the

manager, the contract might have been almost set-

tled by an accountant. But the stipulations which
the singer asked for, and, it is said, insisted on, were
not to be conceived upon such simple premises.

She would have no engagement for a limited or
extended period of time, but required that the con-

tract should be for the rest of her natnral life, pro-

viding, however, that she should be permitted leave

of absence for three months in each year. After
setting forth these more general conditions, questions

of detail were gone into. She was to get 500 gul-

dens for each representation, the fewest number of

performances at this price being fixed at eight in

every month. A pension of 5.000 guldens in re-

serve, and the trifling advance of 18.000 gnldens to

be paid immediately, completed the last of the more
important terms of the contract. And yet even with

such figures, and with conditions so onerous and
peremptory bitbre us, there is a great deal to be said

on the other side. We can scarcely realize what a

life is that of the prima donna, and how rare is each

of the several qualities which must be combined to

make a great singer. We think of the opera season

of onr city with its rehearsals, its triumphs, its

novelties, and its revivals ; but we scarcely realize

that this season is but a part of the prima donna's

annual programme— that Hamburg or B^den is to

follow, and Paris and St. Petersburg, and perhaps

the great deep to be crossed, and Verdi and Gonnod
to be sung under the American skies. How terrible

must be the fatigue of such a lil'e, and what a rare

measure of health must the fortunate owner of other

qualities possess in order to enable her to exercise

them!

—

Globe (London).

Crammings.

Cram, cram, cram, is the general order of onr

modern schoolmasters ; the favorite mode of warfare

ns';d by him in fighting against that new born enemy,
the competitive examiner. It is the "sling and stone"

with which he arms the stripling youths that they

may go forth and successfully encounter that dreaded

giant who now stands sentinel at Fortune's gate, and
blocks all ingress to the roads that lead to genteel or

professional occupation. The art of cramming is a

crafty accomplishment, for by it the professor trans-

forms and reduces his stern, proud judge— the compet-

itive examiner—into his advertising agent; it turns

his cursings into blessings. Occasionally it forms

well nigh all that preparation—miscalled education

—

which the poor scholar receives to fit him for life's

duties ; and it too ofien leaves him as empty as it

found him, with also the painful con3cioa^ness of

being a sham. In no branch of education is cram-

ming more used than in music, an art so generally

taught in our girls' schools. In spite of its univer-

sality it is rarely considered a serious occupation, or

one that demands a conscientious course of treatment.

To he able to play the tune or piece is the goal ; no
inqnirv is made how the master has enabled the ptipil

to reach it. The proud parent, whilst hearing the

daughter of his heart sing or play "Home, sweet

home," stops not to inquire whether she is parrot

taught. He drinks in the melody, which he has paid

for as an extra„and feels it a certainty that it is an

item of expenditure in which ho has not been cheated.

What cares he whether she knows her scales—her

alphabet in music—be is contented to leave such

things as those for the study of poor music govern-

esses ; his child can sing and play, and nought is

needed more. In ninety cases out of a hundred,

however, that pretty singing and delicious playing

are the results of cramming. The music master,

either of his own choice, or in obedience to the prin-

cipal, teaches tunes, not the art of music, starts from

the end and not from the beginning.

If the young school girl has to cram for her holi-

day exhibition, how much more have singers to cram
for their public performances 1 Why, in many in-

stances they are only kept musically alive by period-

ical cramming. What is often a singer's history ?

At manhood he finds himself blessed with a line

voice, yet with absolutely no education in music, and
ignorant even of its very rudiments. The precious,

priceless gift of nature must be turned to immediate
account ; art education is expensive ; ho cannot af-

ford to wait for years of training ; to appear in pub-

lic is a pressing necessity ; ho must live, although he

may thereby devour the very seeds of future merit

and BucccBB ; so, before ho knows even the alphabet

of his art, he is "coached" in a few songs, with which.
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thnnks to natural gifts, he makes himself famous.
After once tasting populnr applause he cannot make
himself a child again. The drudgery of the elemen-
tary studies is loo toilsome. At one leap he has
bounded to the top of the ladder, and cannot descend
to give himself the voluntary labor of again ascend-
ing painfully step by step. No, as he has done, so
must he ever do : he must be crammed for every
fresh effort ; the singing master must ever drill him,
and drive into his memory each new piece. Satire
is ever ready with its gibes at the helplessness of such
an individual : the cripple—especially if he be vain
— is laughed at for his crutches : and many a singer
is ridiculed and despised for his ignorance of an art

that brings him fame and fortune. Yet there are fair

apologies to be made for him. In his case, vouth,
the time for elementary studies, is past

;
poverty

often forces immediate action ; and, moreover, vocal
training, under any circumstances, is not easily ob-
tained in this country. With him, therefore, cram-
mins is indispensable.

The instrumental performer is not altogether free

from the charge of cramming. True it is that in our
best orchestras the habit is impossible. Musicians
under the batons of such conductors as Sir Michael
Costa, Mr. Manns, and Mr. Cusins, are compelled
to be masters of their particular craft. They have no
time or opportunity for preparation, but must be
ready at all seasons to do their work and their direc-

tor's bidding. This faculty is the result of daily and
hourly exercise. The exceptioml facility possessed
is not ft gift or freak of nature, but the result of a
special training that seldom has any equivalent in
other branches of the art. The beneficial effects of
ifaily application and performance may be observable
also in those musicians who were educated as organ-
ists in cathedrals ; the early, continuous, although
monotonous work, has given them a certain master-
ship in their special department, so that like their
orchestral brethren their efforts are more spontaneous
and natural. Few, however, of our soloist.? convey
to us impressions of being perfectly at ease. In
listening to their performances we seldom can feel
that they are engaged in an exercise which costs
them no immediate labor. The painful grapplings
with difficulties are manifest

; the forced labor, and
the fearfully constrained attention, all denote that it

is with them an unusual effort ; like full boilied bot-
tles with small necks, the flow is not free : in a word,
cramming has been used for the occasion.
Dare we say that composers are not exempt from

this charge ?—that the chief priests and scribes of the
divine art, the authors of our operas, oratorios, Te-
Deums, and symphonies, i-y not actually cram for
their works ? Can we insinuate that writing is not
with them an every day exercise, or a constant, in-
voluntary and natural expression of their musical
thoughts ? With every feeling of admiration and
respect for those gifted beings, and with a sense of
our own humbleness, we cannot but confess that their
productions often give us the impression of fatigued
labor. We do not refer to any occasional barrenness
of ideas, which must happen at times with the great-
est creators in art, but rather to those tacit admissions
made by the author, of an unwonted gathering of
forces, of an awkward use of implements that from
want of familiarity give the worker difficulty and
pain, so as to make us feel, as when with an anxious
and nervous host, that the feast is an extraordinary
occasion. And herein is the real difficultv. Writ-
ing first class works is not an every day business. In
the life of an accomplished musician, an opportunity
but seldom offers. Pecuniary rewards for such are
never to be had, for the English are anything but mu-
nificent patrons of high musical art. The man of
genius, too easily disgusted, turns aside to the drudg'-
ery of teaching, and extinguishes all aspiration for
fame, and should he then be called upon for a work
of the highest order, is it to he wondered at that be
may fail ? He has thrown by his implements in the
lumber room, instead of keeping them bright and
clean, ready for immediate use, on an emergency.
He has forgotten that the goddess of music is a ieal-
ous goddess, claiming individual worship, and "that
to propitiate her he must turn his face from Mam-
mon.

—

ZMnd. Mils. World.

First Rubinstein Concert at Steinway's.
At the concert last night after the opening over,

ture, well played by Mr. Bergmann's orchestra, the
main business of the evening began with a long and
rather abstruse concerto in D minor, composedjand
executed by Rubinstein. It is clear and spirited in
character, and graceful and delicate in detached
passages, but on the whole, so far as could be judged
on a first hearing, not distinguished by a large melod-
ic outline or richness of imagination. It is, how-
ever, bristling with technical difficulties, and might
be judged to have been selected as an appropriate

opportunity for bringing out at one stroke all the

technical virtues of the great maestro. These were
accordingly displayed to the best advantage, and re-

cognized by the audience with almost frantic enthu-
siasm. Herr Rubonstein is clearly one of the phenom-
enal executants of the age. Massive force, clear-

ness of phrasing, the most wonderful clearness and
definition in rapid passages, and the most resonant
and vibrant elasticity of touch—all these, with a
delicious silvery trickle of cadenza and a pianisssimo
as soft, yet distinct as the microscopic plumage of a
butterfly's wing, make his execution one of the mar-
vels of modern artistic development. In the group
of morceaux, which formed bis second number on
the programme, his performance of the Rondo in A
minor, from Mozart, was delightfully quiet, tender
and distinct in shading, and the following march
from Beethoven's "Ruins of Athens," was given
with an electric fire and vigor which fairly took the
audience off their feet, though taken, for the sake of
contrast, doubtless, with an exaggerated rapidity

which suggests that the Athenian soldiery must
have been used to drill at the extra double quick.

Schumann's "Etudes Symphoniques," which form-
ed the third Rubinstein number, are hardly marked
enough in melodic form, hardly distinct enough in

sentiment, for a general programme in a largo hall,

but were ^iven with excellent force and clearness,

and the pianist closed his share of the evening's
work with a barcarole, molodie, and valse of his own
composition.

Herr Wieniawski shared the honors of the evening
by his execution of Mendelssohn's concerto for

violin in E minor, and a Le'gende and Airs Busses
of his own. His prominent characteristics as heard
last night are a delightful firmness of execution, and
the most penetrating clearness and fiery sweetness,
so to speak, of tone. His work is thoroughly simple
and honest, unmarred by affected sentiment or fan-

tastic eccentricity. We miss in him somewhat of
the tendei"ness which gives such a charm to the ex-
ecution of some less distinguished violinists, but as a
master of his instrument it is probable that Herr
Wieniawski has not had his superior in this country.

Mme. Liebhardt was heard in the familiar "Leise-
leise," from "Der Freischiitz," and in a pleasant bal-

lad. Her voice is pure, strong, and clear rather than
flexible, and her method marked by some of the less

laudable peculiarities of the ultra-German school.

Mme. Ormeny did not do full justice to the "Non
piu mesta," from "Cenerentola," but we gladly post-

pone comment on the lady's performance till later

hearing ; as she was evidently suffering from the
embarrassment of a first appearance before an audi-
ence, and in a country entirely nnf\imiliar.

The second concert will be given on Wednesday
evening, when Herr Rubinstein will perform Beet-
hoven's concerto in G major, and Schumann's "Car-
nival," and He.ir Wienawski will interpret a fan-

taisie on Gounod, and a cluster of his own composi-
tions.

—

Sun.

Patti and Mario.
(From the New York Tribune of Sept. 16.)

The openimr of the mnsical season was celebrated
at Steinway Hall last night by a much larger and
more brilliant audience than one would have expect-
ed to find under ordinary circumstances so early in

the year. All the seats were occupied and the lobby
was crowded. Fashi(mable society was fairly repre-
sented, and a multitude of people from the world of
art were there also—the b.arbaric face of Rubinstein
and the portly figure of Wieniawski being conspicu-
ous among them. It was indeed an occasion of
more than common interest. The return of Mario
was an event that had stirred the curiosity or en-
thusiasm of half the town. There were hundreds
who remembered the sweet voice and noble delivery
of seventeen years ago, and longed to welcome the
great artist once more as as an old friend. There
were still more who knew the famous tenor only by
the tradition of their elders, and were eager even to

look upon the singer whose name illustrates one of
the brightest chapters in musical history. He did
not appear last night till the end of the" first part,

and then ho merely took his share in the quintet
from "Un Ballo in Maschera.-" E scherz'od e follia.

He was warmly received as he came upon the stage,

yet not with any superfluous enthusiasm
;
people

were busy, perhaps, trying to trace in that stately,

well-preserved gentleman, with ruddy face and dark
beard, the Fernando who won all hearts and charm-
ed all eyes and ears so many seasons ago. Let ua tell

the truth as tenderly as we can ; the art remains, of
course,—the pure style, the elegant phrasing, the

keen sensibility,—but that is nearly all. At mo-
ments here and there a faint flavor of the ancient

tones carries us back in fancy across the wide chasm
of years ; we shut our eyes to the scene before us,

and again the youthful Mario fills the stage with his

presence, and the voice which had no rival rings

sweet and pure through the chambers of memory.
But it is, after all, a melancholy recollection. For
those who cannot associate the ruin with its pristine

glories, the exhibition must be terribly disappoint-

ing ; for those who do recall the past, it is necessarily

painful. Signer Mario sang little last night. His
only solo, on the bills, was the Spirto gfntil from
"La Favorita," the romanza which he almost made
immortal. Time was when he seemed to sing that

right out of his heart, and when he drew tears with

it out of the dryest eyes. Now, losing in part the

control of his voice, he has lost something of his

power of expression
; yet no one can see that the

delicacy of his feeling is impaired, though his

muscles may refuse to obey his will. He sings with

extreme care, slipping over the high notes and drop-

ping the highest altogether. His voice was a little

too husky before he had finished ; but he was recall-

ed, and gave the pretty song which Hatton wrote for

him, "Good-bye, sweetheart, good-bye." It was a

sad thing to hear; yet how beautifully he used what
resources time had left him, how much tenderness

and elegance the old man threw into those familiar

lines ! We are glad to say that his welcome grew
beat tier and heartier as the evening wore away.

He deserves the highest testimony of otir respect

;

for he is one of the few really great singers of our

generation, and it will be a pity if he do not carry

away with him a substantial mark of the esteem

in which Americans still bold him. Of Miss Car-

lotta Patti we do not know that we need say a great

deal. She has come back just what she was when
she went away. The "radical transformation in her

style and manner," which Mr. Strakosch announced,
is not perceptible to the average listener. We have

the same astonishing tricks of vocalization, the same
airy trifling with the mechanical difficulties of art,

the same phenomenal purity and .compiss of voice,

and the same lack of real sentiment which always

characterized the singing of this extraordinary artist.

She is not everything that a great singer must be
;

but in ber own line she is unsurpassed, and her popu-

larity is as great as ever. She rivalled Madame
Peschka-Leutner in a part of the famous "Variations

di Bravoura," by Proch, which the German prima
donna sang so often in Boston and New York, and in

the more florid varinjions Miss Patti showed decided-

ly the more facility of the two. She sang the Ardon
ql' incensi and Sparqi d' amare lagrime from "Lucia,"
and almost put the flute obligato out of countenance;

and she amused the audience with one of her favorite

ballads, "Within a mile of Edinboro' town."
Miss Gary was also cordially received, and sang, as

usual, very naturally and sweetlj-.

The Zapfenstreicla.

The most impressive of all the festivities in cele-

bration of the meeting of the three Cajsars was the

Zapfenstreich, or T.attoo, in the Lustgarten. The
time was nisrht. In front of the Old Palace, an ob-

long parallelogram was marked out by temporary

bouquets of gas, and inside it were gathered together

twenty-two military bands, all belonging to the Guard
Corps, the heroes of the morning, containing 775
musicians, together with 350 drummers and fifers.

They should have been in their places by nine

o'clock ; but starting, as they did, from the Statue of

Blucher in the Linden, and getting mixed up with

and considerably dcl.ayed by the crowd, they did not

commence their performance till fully half an hour
later. How, it will be asked, is time to be marked,
and are musical directions to be given, for such an
orchestra, by night ? The mere gas torches were not

enough, as you may suppose. The difficulty was
thus got over. A master condnctor was perched
aloft, on a high table, and he wielded a baton with a

lantern in the head of it. Minor conductors, equally

well placed in their different positions, took their cue
from him and waved smaller batons similarly illumi-

nated. It cannot be said that the thousand and odd
performers were always together as perfectly as a

Costa or a Manns would have wished ; but the devi-

ations from time were few and transitory, and only

such as might have been expected. Precedence was
to be given on every occasion to the Kaiser, and ac-

cordingly the first piece performed was the Austrian

National Hymn. Its solemn and lofty character con-

trasted favorably with the Alexander March which
followed in deference to the reigning Czar, and which
is light, trivial, und commonplace. Perhaps it was
well inserted between the Austrian Hymn and the

famous march from '*Tannhdttser," which was exe-

cuted with great effect. The merry but admirable

March of Radetzky was introduced between it and
that fine piece of thoroughly religious music the Rus-
sian National Hymn, and was executed only by the

cavalry bands. But how about the Zapfenstreich 1
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Surely very familiar airs, played by it matters not
how many performers, do not constitute a *'tattoo by
torohlight ?" They do not. Listen to tliat short
shrill call of fifes and drums, that seems to break off

almost as soon as it begins. The troops are being
summoned to the bivouac fires. There is a pause.
Then the cavalry trumpets rehearse plensant music
of a less barbaric character. Another pause, and then
the drums and fifes again, with the sudden breaking
off or snap and relap-io into silence once more.
Comes next an Evening Prayer played by all the

regimental bands present, not unlike other mu^ic in

this world, save for its strange introduction. But it

was splendidly given. It ceased. And was that to

be all ? Tfiere was absolute silence. Surely a drum
was struck 1 No, but many drums were tapped. So
softly, how softly ! Thunder waxes louder too sud-
denly for any comparison here. The tapping grows
to beating, the beating to rolling, the rolling to rend-
ing, with tremendous sound, your ears asunder The
great wave of din is at its height; then, like every
other wave, it must descend from the summit it has
ascended. From phnffslmo to fortissimo, from crps

cejjrio to diinin'ierido, vou hear all those drums. The
twenty bars of which this terrible performance con-
sists have more significance than mere melody could
impart. They may be called a perfectly musical in-

terpretation of the military spirit of Prussia. Mon-
otonons and sharp, sober and withal inspiriting, they
translate the. spectal chsracteristics of the service of
this country into articulate, though, perhaps, not
over artistic sound. When the twice repeated c c f
with which the martini strain begins resounded in tlio

vast arena, the public, who had listened to the softer

pieces of the serenade in comparative silence at once
broke out into cheers, and adopted an animated atti

tude more suited to the thunders of war than to the
gentle inspiration of the Delphic god. The louder
the drum beats, the shriller the fife rent the air, the
more boisterous grew the crowd, until the steady
beat of the tambour'was drowned by deafening hur-
rahs. Then silence once more, and a glorious burst
of light instead From the roof of the Pilace five

electric lights flooded the Liistgarten with night's
sunshine, and at the same raoinent brilliant Bengal
lights were thrown on the Museum opposite, 300
paces away, so brilliant that, standing at the windows
of the Pal lee, one could not onlv make oat. but ac-
tually study each separate figure in the celebrated
frescoes execated by Cornelias ft^m Schinkel's de-

signs. Thus, in a blaze of glory, came the Zapfen-
streich to an end.

f toigp's Jontnal of Pusk.
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Concerts.

MEyoELSSOHN Quintette Club. Tremont
Temple, clean and bright with fresh paint and orna-

ment, casting off its old gloomy aspect, and much
more comfortable as to seating, was re opened on

Tuesday evening, Sept. 24, with a concert on the

part of the new "National College of Music," just es-

tablished within the walls of the Temple, Mr.
Thomas Ryan, Director. A large audience were
assembled, eager to enjoy the first music of the sea-

son, and curions to see and hear the new members
of the Club, as well as the artists who are to preside

over various departments of instruction in the school.

—Why not School, as well as "College "? A rose by
any other name, &c., and in Ihene days the least pre-

tention is the best distinction.—The programme,
having for one object to introduce so many persons,

could not of course have all the unity of a programme
purely masical, and it was very long ; and, as is the

way with long, miscellaneous, personal programmes,

sure to hecom* still longer through encores. The
consequence was that many went out before the con-

cert was over, and some of the best things did not get

their fair share of attention. These eager clamorcrs

for the doubling of a «u5ng never seem to consider
that they may l>e spoiling the effect o( all ihut la to

come after on the programme,—which in this case
was as follows

;

First Organ Sonita—but mrrvtment MradelMobn.
O. W. .Somni-r.

'•The Two Oreindteni" R. gchomann.
M W. WhpDBT-

"SonTcnir de Spa." gov. for Violnnrello 8er»al>.
Rudolph U'TnDig.

Reeitftive anil Air, "Dove Rono," from "Le Nozze Af
Figaro." Mozart.

Mi»3 Kdith Ahell
Liszt's Trans, of Weber's Pnlnnaise in E min Weber.

B. J. Ling.
Stradella's Prayer, "Per pieti Signnre" Sl^radelia.

Signer Vincftnzo Cirillo.

Q'lintet in 0, op. 29 Beethoven .

Ballad, '-The Yonna: Mountaineer" Randegger.
Composed expressly for M. W. Whitney.

Ballad, 'My (iaeen" Blumenthal.
MIssElit.h Ahell.

"Ballade el; Pobnai.se de Concert "for Violin Vieuxtempa.
Charl-s namm.

{"Barearole," composed by Sig. Cirillo.

and "La Mandolinafa" E. Paladilhe.
Vinrenzo Cirillo.

Concerto for Three Pianos, in C J. S. Bach.
Messrs. Adams, Sumner and Tucker.

The Organ Sonata did not sound altogether clear.

The Quintette limited itself mostly to accompani-

ment, Mr. Ryan and Mr. Heindl putting aside their

violas for the clarinet and flute, making, with the re-

inforcement of a double bass, an orchestral abridg-

ment. This accompaniment, good on the whole,

was sometimes too prominent and not always in per-

fect accord with the singer. But it did seem good,

and like the good old times, to hear for once a part

of the old Beethoven Quintet for strings I Consider-

ing that the C luh is newly organized, and that there

has been no time for practice, for the assimilation of

the new materials, the piece went smoothly, and the

fitful alternation of Adagio and Presto was as vivid-

ly brought out as one could well expect in a hall of

course too large for chamber music. The two new

members (Mr. Hennig and Mr. Hamm), made an

excellent impression by the artistic rendering of theii

solos ; and we ci gratulate oarselves on the ac-

quisition of so admirable a violoncellist and so good

a violinist to our Symphony orchestra as well as to

the classical chamber concerts. Mr. Lang plaved

Liszt's brilliant amplification of the Weber Polo-

naise in E, with the minor introduction from the one

in E flat prefixed, wisely without accompaniment,

since there was no orchestra, and played it with con-

sumraate skill and facile, finished grace, upon a

"Chickering" which gave oat the most musical qual-

ity of tone with remnrkably clear and equal resonance

and freedom. And Mr. Lang's triplet of pupils.

Messrs. Adams, Sumner and Tucker, for whom
was reserved the best task of the evening to the last,

—pity that half the audience had already gone home,

while those who wailed were too weary to listen to a

Bsch Concerto with such attention as it has a right

to claim !—acquitted themselves rightnobly. Those

who did wait for it were rewarded by the quickening

spirit of such a healthy, hearty; perfect composition,

reproduced so faithfully and so effectively. The only

drawback was a little want of due subordination in

the quartet string accompaniment at the beginning;

but the heavenly Adagio (middle movement) was

altogether most enjoyable.

Mr. Whitney if hardly in his best voice, con-

firmed the impression he produced in Mr. Osgood's

concert of improved quality of tone in the upper

notes, greater solidity in his grand deep tones, and

greater freedom, ease, artistic finish and vivacity in

the delivery of his voice and rendering of his music.

The "Two Grenadiers" was nobly sung. The

other song, with two more for encores^ one nautical,

one eerio comic, seemed child's play for a singer of

his calibre. Miss Edith Abell, of whom we

could recall no distinct impression, appeared for the

first time since a jicriod of three years' study in

Europe. With a clear, pure, evenly developed so-

prano, neither very sweet nor very powerful, but

agreeable, and with good phrasing and expression,

she sang Mozart's "Dove sono,"—a little disturbed

now and then by the ituperfect unison of a wind

instrument,—which was received with considerable

favor. For an encore she sang "Bonnie Dundee"
to her own accompaniment. The greatest curiosity

was feir to hear Signor CiniLi.o. the new baritone

from Nnplcs, who comes so highly commended to

fill the place of principal professor of Voice Cul-

ture in the "College." Neither his sch-ctions nor

the accidents of his condition (for he seemed to screen

some natural embarrassment u ider a cool exterior),

seemed to us quite favoral)le to a complete inipres

sion of his artistic powers. That his voice is roimd

and sweet and even, thoroughly well trained, and

that he phrases with intelligence, and sings alto-

gether like a man who understands himself and his

art, we believe every one was convinced
;
yet some

untoward influence seemed to affect the truth of

pitch. Doubtless he will do himself more justice.

Miss Anna Finkenstaedt. A very pleasant

matinee (sen i-private) was that held at Chickering's

rooms last week on Wednesday. The young lady,

who is of a German family resident in Newport,

R. I., and who has a decided talent for the piano-

forte, has been studying for six years abroad, mostly

at Ihs excellent school in Stuttgart, and recently for

some months with Liszt, who has shown much
interest in her. A pretty large circle of musical

people were invited to hear her here, after the good

report of her concert performances in Newport, to

whom, with the assistance of a cultivated sinjer,

her relative, Mrs. Louise Ludecus Werth, from

Alabama, she presented a choice programme :

Ballade, G minor Chopin.
Hear ye Israel Mendels-otin,
(a. Etnde Heller.

I
b. Fan'asie. Impromptu Ghopin.

Song: •Mignoo" Lisz^.

Rondeau Brillante Wohdr. •

"Eriking".. Scbuhert.
Fantasie- ' Tannhau er" Liszt:

The appearance of the young lady,—modest, un-

assuming, gentle, und poetic even.—bespoke sym-
pathy at once. The room, close upon the noisy

street, was very bad for sou^id. Nevertheless her

rendering of all her pieces was very much enjoyed

and elicited warm commend'iiion. Her technique is

excellent, bvilliantly shown in the Rondo by VVeber

and the Fantasie by Liszt ; and her interpretation

of the Chopin BnUnde and Impromptu showed a true

sense and feeling of the music. All was clear and

refined in style ; and there was a mnsical, a genial

spirit, something more than the ambitious ma.stery

of diflSculties, pervading it. Without hnving yet

reached the level of the foremost lady pianis's of the

past three or four musical seasons, slie gives indica-

tion of the gifts and of the earnest spirit which,

when matured hv farther study, may rank her with

the best. We are sure, all who heard her will watch

her career with intere-^t.

Mrs. Werth proved herself a refined and cultivat-

ed singer, and gave an appreciative rendering of her

three selections. Liszt's setting of "Kennst dn das

land?" might be called a study upon Mignon
For he has not treated it as a song, simply and
briefly, or as addressed to any one, but rather a

soliloquy, a reverie indefinitely prolonged. It is

unique and interesting in some respects, hut it leaves

}'ou (at least after a single hearing) not quite sure

that you have heard the song of Mignon.

The Str4Kosch Concerts The concerts of

Saturday and Monday evening, and the Matinee of

Wednesday have presented an uncommonly rich

combination of artists,—even without Mario him-

self, the great remembered and expected.—and pro-

grammes freighted with good things enough to pass

for a fair tribute to the supposed musical taste and
culture o' our city. Here is the first :

Overture. "Oberon" Weber.
Orchestra.

Tiolin solo. "8th Concerto" . ..Spohr.

M. Emile Sanret. (wi'h orch. accomp
)

Aria. "La Calunuia," from "II Barbiere di Seviclla
'

Ro(48ini.

Signor Ttoncnni.

Aria. "Caro nome." f-om "Rigolettn" Verdi.
Mile Carlotia Piittl.

Piano Solo, "Concerto in min t" Mendelssohn.
Mile. Teresa CarrenO. iwit.h orch. accomp.)

Duet, "Si la Btanchezza," from "II Trovatoro".... Verdi.
Miss ('ary and Signor Mario.

Violin solo. "Fantaisie" on Hungarian alrfl Ernst.

M. Emile Sanret.
Aria, "Or la flull' onda," from "II Oiuramento"

Mercadante.
Miss Annie Louise Carv.

Romanza. "M' appari." from "Martha" Flotow.
Sigt)Or Mario.

Variations de Bravonre Proch.
Mile. C"rloltaPatM.

Piano Solo. "Grand Fantaiplo" on themes from Gou-
nod's "Faust" Liszt.

Mile. Teresa Carreno.
Quartet. "Chi mi frena." from "Lucia" Donizetti.

Mile. Patti, Sig. Mario, Sig. Ronconl and Barili.

Mario ! It is now almost eighteen years since the

prince of tenors, then in the fulness of his power to
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ohnrm, with Grisi, Badiali, and Ihe rest, was sincinfj

to delighted crowds here, in / Paritani, in Lucrezm

Borgia, in // Batl'iere (who of tlie few hundreds only

present will ever forget that Saiunhiy aftemoon per-

formance, when nil the actors were inspired by the

delicious music, and when we heard the exquisite

grace and sweetness of the Almaviva melody for the

fipFt, perhaps the last time, wedded to an equal j^race

of action and imperKonation !), in the Fovonta, the

Sonnamhula, and Don Giovanni, and the Stabat Mater.

Those treats be«ian in January, 1855, and were over

before March. Then, in voice as well as art, was

Mario incomparable. Six years after that, in Lon-

don, the sensitive voice appeared to us stil! fresher

and the man more perfectly himself. Bnt now ! He
is sixty-four years old, they say, thoujrh lookiuij

hardly fifty, well preserved and handsome. And
they say that as a voice, a sinp:er, he is but a wreck,

a ruin." Well. i« not rrnme a ruin, and is not T?nme

poetic, fascinating? DouStless in one sense it is a

ntii^rflkp for him to start uyon a new career of concert

Finging, and count upon so late an after summer.

Eui we cannot aj^ree with those who find it only

piinful to listen to his moderate and cautious

efl^orts now, to his short flights of old fami'iar song.

It is painful, to t e sure, that he soon touches the

limit of his power, that in a song like that from

Martha, or in Beethoven's "Adelaida" he must only

indicate or leave out altogether now and then tl e

high and climax note which he is too conscientious

to transpose; thut the voice breaks sometimes, is so

soon fatigued and often husky. But on the other

hand, there is a marvellous sweetness left in many of

his tones ; whole passages at times, of rich, round,

resonant and golden tone, enouL'h, together with his

still perfect phrasing, his inimitable method, his

faultless, pure expre?i«ion, and the charm of his

whole manner, to brinir buck most vividly the singer

of old times. The soul, the art, the ripe ideal in-

dication of the sonir are there. Does he not still

sing "Spirto qentil" (second concert), as no younger
tenor can sing it 1 From fir't to Isist in tones all

rich and full, and with a style, a chaste refinement

of expression that must be the despair as well as

quickening incentive of all yonnger aspirants ?

*'Af/e/aiffa'* (in the Matine'e) was indeed a trvinir task

for him ; the voice was hoarser thnn usuni, and ee^'eral

times he onlv hohrd the high tone upon which the

stress should fall ; and then would he smile, good-

humoredly, as much as to '^ay : "That is Time, the

envioiis, the resistless ! What can we do about it V
Nevertheless, any younger man, in full possession of

a good tenor voice, with any brains and earnestness,

w-ho heard him do it, must hnve learned a

priceless lessonjin the renderins of that song.
In Bome cmallpr thinffs,—the little Frpnch chanson which

he gaye for HH encore the flr'»t night, the Duty's with Mi-:B

Gary; "Mirn. la bjinc.a Jnna," hy Rossini, an-l "Per valli, per
bosr-hi,'' by Blan^ni, and in th(* quartet-*, fee. hp musr have
charmed even tho.ie who heard him for the first timfl. It i-! a
priviletie to he:ir HO great an arti-t, while t.he art, the poetry
survives, even .-tfter the orgftn has heconiR ''a ruin."

There was a fitnp'.s in •nli-^tinff Sig. PqnConi in thi^t troupo^

for he was one of Mario's comrade* in the trreat ff'-onp of Oo-
yent Garden OpTa. ne was an droll a" ever in "La Calun-
wf'a." and afterward^ in Lepor-llo's ''Ost^losjtip'' conif , and
his voice was uncommonly round and firm. So we hwve
used lip our spare In tribute to the Pa^t, and mu.«t lerive the
Present nnd the Future to the future, with not a word now of

the vocal virtuosity of Oahlott\ P.^tti, the admirable, honest
PingUig of Miss Cart, the brilliant pi-mism of Terrs^ Oar-
RENO, and the very decided m«rk made by the youni? violinist

M. Saubet. We must come back to them next time.

Mario in New York —The Rubinstein Oon-
certs.

NEW YORK, SEPT. 30.—A large and attentive audience

filled Steinway Hall on Monday evening, Sept. 16tb, Every

Feat was taken both in the body of the house and in the ^al-

leries, while the lobbies were thronged with the crUic«. jour-

nalists and notabilities ot the city. The occasion was the long

looked for appearance of Mario and the Strakosch concert

troupe. The programme was as follows :

Overture. "William Te T' Rossini.

Duet, from ' L'If'aliana in Alseri" '*

Miss Carv and Signor Ronconi.
Piano Concerto in G minor Mendelssohn.

Mile. Tere«a Carreno,
Rondo, "Ardon gl'incensi." from "Lucia" Donizetti.

Mile. CarlottH Patti.

With Flute ObltgKto.

"Violin Solo, "Fantaisie on Hmg^rian Airs" Ernst.
Mons Pauret.

Quintet, from "Un Ballo in MH.-ichera" : ''E scherzo od
k follia" Verdi.

Miles. CarlottA Patti. Carv.Sig. Mario, Ronconi and
M. G. Gottechalk.

Polka, "Pizzicato" Rtrausa,

Aria, "La Calunnia,'' from "Tl Barbiere" Rossini.
Sicnor Rononni.

Romanza, "Ppirto Gentil,'' from "La F vorita". Donizetti.
Pignor M:trio.

Variations di Brnvmira Proch.
MM -. Carlotta Pitti.

Romanza, from "Mienon" Thomas.
Miss Annie Louise Cary.

Piano Solo, Grand Fantaisie on Themes from Gounod's
" Faust" Liszt.

Mile Teresa Carreno.

Quartet, from "Martha" Flotow.

Miles Patti and Cary.

Signori Mario and Ronconi.
March ' Strauss.

Those who came to hear Mario had to wait patiently until

the end of the first part, when he came upon the stage leading

Carlotta Patti. and followed by the singers who were to take

part with him in Verdi's Quintet. He was greeted with a

round of applause, which was kindly hut not enthusiastic,

and then the audience listened in perfect silence ; the young

striving to catch every note of the voice that was once so fa-

mous; the old trying to recall the voice they once heard:

both applauding at the close and both disappointed.

Fie sung with extreme care, managing the broken voice

which remains to him as none but a great artist could do.

But the voice is only a ruin and affected with a hoarseness

which, one feels, will not pass awav. In the second part be

sang the g:reat air from La Favorita, which has won bim so

many triumphs in Europe ; but I liked him best in the ballad

by Tlatton : "Good bye. Sweetheart," which he gave in re-

sponse to an encore. This song was, I believe, written ex-

pressly for him, and the warmth, the tenderness, the delica-

cy with which it was rendered were in accordance with our

preconceived ideas of the singe'".

Carlotta Patti is unchanged and her feats in vocal gymnas-

tics continue to be the delight of the general public and the

wonder of all She is the princess of fTcwran^i^': and can do

absolutely anything with her voice—except sin^. Auber's

"Eclat du rire," one of her encore pieces, requires precisely

her voice and nature ; her rendering of it is perfect. The

same remark applies to the "Variations" by Proch, but her

renderine of the sons "Within a mile of Edinhnro'," another

encore piece, was utterly parrot-like and devoid of even the

little sentiment which belongs to that threadbare ballad

You doubtle-ss remember "La Teresita." the child pianist,

who charmed us all nine years ago, and whose talent (so s^y

the handbills) ''Even Boston and Dwight deigned to praise.' [I]

During her long sojourn In Europe she has played everywhere,

pleased evpryone, and now comes ba^-k to u", a child no longer,

but a graceful, ^pantiful woman. The artist, too has devel-

oped, apparently ; before, it wou'd have been a fantaisie by

Gottschalk or Thalberg which awakened our praise
;
no > she

greets us with M<?ndel-*sobn's great Concerto in G minor for

pi^no and orchestra There is perhaps only one woman who

can play this Concerto exactly as it should be played, and the

remembrance of its wonderful beauty as it tflok shape and

grewunder the fingers of Clara Schumann, came to my mind

with the thought that perhaps our fair pianfste might h^ve

made a wiser selection for her first appearance in her new

character. But she played with more taste and feeling than

T expected, and, though not with quite that fine, delicate

shading which indicates a ^er/?c; acquaintance with the com-

poser, yet in a manner which elicited an encore from the au-

dience, and expressions of satisfaction from the coterie of crit-

ics. The Fa!«( Fantaisie brought another encore, to which

she responded with a waltz by Chopin, (D flat), plaved, I

thought, somewhat hurriedly, and with a carelessness of which

that composer's works do not wi-ll admit.

The bo'd, free style, skillful bowing and pure intonation of

M. Sauret. the violinist, took us by surprise, for although we

should look for these qualities in the pupil of Vieuxtemp'*, we

were unprepared for so much excellence. His execution re-

minds one of the stories to'd of Piiganini, and his polyphonic

playing is something like Die Bull without any of Ole Bull's

scrapi7ie.<iS. Feeling and expression are manifested in his

pl.iying to a high degree, and his popularity is assured by his

flr-~t performance here.

Miss Cary sang as well as usual, and Sig. Ronconi and Go't

Fclialk were both aood. The Orchestra was fiir, and altogether

the concert troupe is an excellent one. Taey gave four con-

cert-i and one matinee previous to their deptrture for Boston.

The Thomas Garden Concerts dosed for the sca=on on Sun-

day Evening, Sept 25 when a large and eothusi istic audi-

ence listened to a well pelectt-d preeramme, at the end of

which Mr. Thomas was called out. and .reeted with a rounj of

heartv and weU deserved applause. On Tue.sday evenin!::, 17th,

he gave a "Grand Wagner Night" with tie following p;o

gramme

:

Part T.—Kaisftr-Mirsch ; Vorspiel to "Lohengrin"; '-Eine

Faust Ouyerture.

"

PartII —Vor.spiel to "Die Meisters'inger von Niirrherg"
;

Vorspiel and Schlus^atz from "Tristan uod Isolde"; "Kittder

Walkiiren" (first time).

Part !TI— Overture to "Tannhluser" ;
Bullet from "Rien-

zi' (fir.<ttime); HuUligungs-Marsch.

The Concert Halt was crowded, and the mpt attention with

which p'-ople listened to the music proved that the great hiuh

prie t of a new school has a l»rge number of devoted adh'-r-

ents in New York. The excellent manner in which tliis difli-

cult mu^ic waa io'erprt'ted by the orchestra deserves the high-

est praise. The rem-trkitblc "Ritt der Walkuf-ren"' awakened

a perfect furor in the audience, which could only be allayed

by a repetition of tht^ piece. "Eine Faust Ouvertnre," how-

pvfr, wa.s evidentlt too much for the listeners There i« uo-

doiibtedlv sor^eho'iy living who understand'* that overture,

but he was evidently not among .he auditors that night.

Proh;iblv he wa^ detained at home.
Every one will remember tho^p admirable "Symphony Soi-

ree^' with which Mr Thomas f.vnred U5 in the years gone by ;

and every one will rejoice to hear that ^h^v are to be resumed

during the season of 1S72-73. In response to a request,

signed by a number of our leading citizens, Mr. Thomas an-

nounces six "Symphony Concerts," to take plnce at Steinway
Hall on the following dates : Nov. 9. Dec. 2S. .Tan. 11, Feb. 1,

Alarch 29, April 26. In announcing these concerts Mr.
Thomas f-tates that "while the general tendency of the pro-

grammes will be the same as in former years, his special aim
will be to restrict them to works of the highest eminence,

both of the old masters and those of the present day. Owing
to the efficient state of the Orchestra, he will be better able

than ever before to illustrate the progress of musical art. Im-
portant novelties will be given during the season, which will

be announced later."

The most interesting event which I have to record is the ap-

pearance of Anton Rubinstein, who hsis given three concerts

and one matinee at Steinway Hall, under the management of

Mr. Grau. Thesecoucerts took place Sept 231, 25fh and 27th,

with a matinee Sept. 28th, and are to be continued on Oct.

1st, 3d, and 4th. Rubin.*tein has two great claims to eminence.

He is ft composer of acknowledged genius and originality, at a

time when creative talent in music is in anger of becoming a

thing of the pa«t; and he is. moreover, one of the few great

piano-forte players now living. Liszt, who is said to l>e his

only rival, I have never heard, and therefore cannot compare

the two artists. As a composer Wagner is his only rival.

In appearance Rubinstein is said to resemble Beethoven, and

there certainly is something in the rugged earnestness of his

face and manner which reminds one of the portrait of his

great predecep.*or. As he approaches the piano he is heartily

applauded and. in acknowIedgment,he mukesa low bow, half to

the audience and half to the name plate of the piano. Then,

with a quick wave of the hand he brushes back the hair

which has fallen in thick, unkempt locks over his eyes, and

seats himself at the piano. These little details of personal ap-

pearance you must notice before he begins to play, for, if you

are niudcal, you will not perceive them afterwards. The piece

is his own Concerto in D minor,—a composition whi'-h he

generally seh^cts in introducing himself to a strange audif nee,

and which, if 1 mistake not, was performed by Mi.'^s Krebs at

one of our Philharmonics last winter. As he plays, h'S face

—

always grjtve—becomes as impassible as the sphinx, and his

ftr-rffafhing eye seems set upon some bright oigfctive point,

the culmination of a granti succession of chords which unrolls

beneath hie finders. He is conscious of no hearers .save the

unseen, and fo him th** present moment, life itself, is but one

link in the mighty chain of art.

The orchestra hnwevfrr s of the earth, earthy, and sundry
nois and signals pussing from the piani-t to the conductor
ppem to tone down the ton blatant bnss, and send a new life

thrilling through the violins. The admiration we feel for the

plaver is not such as we bestow, but such as he compels.

And when, at thf end of the Concerto, h»» fices a tempest of
plaudits and Arrtfos wiih an unmoved countenance, and de-
clines, with a depreciative wave of the hand, the (Jowtrs that

are ofldfed to him, we ^f*-\ for the first [ ?] time, how extreme-
ly commonplacfi such dpmonsrrations are. Rubinstein's ver-

satility js amazing. In the four concerts givpu last week he
played, always without notes, the f.>, lowing compoaition-i

:

Concerto in D minor ; Barcarole. G major ; M^Iodie, F m.-'jor

;

Vilse Caprii^e; Romnuza Barcitrole, F minor; Krude,C m:ijur

;

Suite: Btrcirole. G niinor; Tanin'elle; Sonata (piano and
violin), Rubinstein — ^ir and Viriatioos, D minor. Handel;
Rondo iu A minor, Mozart; Mwrch from "Ruins of .Athens,"

B ehoven; Efudes Sk mpbooiqnes. S>-'humann ; Concerto in

G m"jor, [with Cadenzas by A. Ituhinstpin], Beethoven; Gi^a

in Go dola, Ros.'iini; "Auf dem W;i-«ser zu singen," Erl Ko-
oig," Schubert, arranged by Li^zt; <'aroivfl, Sctiumaiin; Con-
crrto in A minor, Schumann; Sonara. C nvjor. Beethoven

;

Nocturne, C minor. Chopin ; Polonaise, A flat, Chopin; Sooa-
ti, F minor. Beethoven ; Nocturne. E flat, Field.

If 1 might presume to criticize his p'aying in th** least, I

should say that the Beethoven Concerto, under his hands,
was a little too strongly tinctured with the player's own indi-

viduality : hut to hear him play one of Schumann's pieces is

true food for memory.

Henri Wieuiawsiki is an artist of considerable fame and no
little merit. His p aying has created a decided sensation,

and there is no end 'o the number of newspaper paragraphs
writtt'o in hi* praise. But it is inju'hcious to compare him
with Vieux'emp-, or to pny that .loitphtm is his rival. No
vio inist, now-a-days, can be "good" but he must be "the
best."

Mile. Licbhart isa hallad singer of some note in England,
and in her cool self-DOSsession contmsts favorably with Mile.

Ormeni, who is subject tofrcqueut attacksof "uerves" when
upon the stage.

A Sun reporter has^"iiiterviewed"' Rubinstein, and makes
him give vent to a great deal of non-ense on the subj-'ct of
mu«ic in general ; but the whole report is to be taken with a

graia of salt. A, a. c.

Worcester Festival.

(From the London Orchestra, Sept. 13.)

The 149ih Festival of the Three Choirs hns been

oelebrrtted this week and is p:oing on as we write. In

its featurew it differs litrlefrom its predece.ssors. No
new work is brouL'Iit forward to tempt approval and
(^haMentre iudirmenr. Nothinix rnore unco'ttmon than

Brtoh's Miitihatis Passion in the way of saored music,

and nothiny: n>*wer than Mozart's ''Idumpneo" at the

seonlar concerts, is contained in this year's pio-

gramme. It is much however for Worcester to con-

gr;iTulate herself upon that her Fesiivai is still unim-
paired— that the oale of opposition has snh>;jded

without even a murmur this year from Lord Dudley.
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Those, ton, who had not seen WorcesterSCathedral

since the Festival of 1869, have found much to oc-

cupy their attention in the profrress of the restora-

tions that have been steadily proceeding during tlie

interval. Although these are greatly advanced, there

is still somewhat remaining for completion ; the chief

unfinished portion being the new pavement now be-

ing laid down in the choir. Enough, however, has

been here done to afford a good notion of the beau-

tiful combination of encaustic tiles with marble. The
ancient stalls and misereres, with their carving, have
been restored ; and among other improvements will

be the restoration of King John's tomb and Prince

Arthur's shrine—these two latter to be undertaken
by the Government. The exterior, cloisters, Lady
Chapel, and nave are finished. When all is done,

when the elaborate marble pavement is laid, the

graceful ironwork screens are in their places, and the

barriers are removed so that the eye can range from
the western door down a vista of clustered columns
for 400 feet, till it rests upon the tinted marble of the

reredos and the gorgeous hues of the eastern window,
Worcester may !>oast an example of religious archi-

tecture wellnigh unique. Another feature that is

new since the la.st music meeting is the fine peal of
belis placed in the tower. The accomplishment of

this work is mainly due to the Rev, Richard Cattley,

minor canon, who has found ready co operation in

many cases from members of different religious per-

suasions ; only a comparatively small bnlance still

remaining to defray the cost incurred. The arrange-

ments made for the Festival within the Cathedral
resembled tho-^e of previous years in every respect ;

an orchestra being erected at the western end of the

nave, and an organ, specially built by Messrs. Nich-
olson and Co., being placed in one of the aisles. Mr.
Done, the organist, has undertaken the direction, as

usual, and Dr. Wesley and Mr. Townshend Smith
have taken up subsidiary positions, according to the

etiquette of the Three Choirs.

t'lie first general reliearsal took place on Monday
morning in the Cathedral, where the executants—cho-
rus, orchestra, and most of the principal singers—as-

sembled at half past ten, soon after which time Rach's
Passion-Music was commenced, and this was 'oUowed
by other portions of the sacred music selected for the
morning performances. A medical certificate was
received by the stewards slating that a severe illness

would prevent Mr. Sims Reeves from fulfilling his

engagement. So far as the morning performances
are concerned, this did not necessitate any hiatus in

the tenor solo music—Mr. Vernon Rigby and Mr.
Edward Lloyd being secured ; and efforts were be-

ing made to ensure the presence of Madame Tre-
belli Bettini at two of the evening concerts. With this

disposition to make the best of a disappointment, and
with the town full and bustling, the hotels crammed,
private lodgings at a premium, and the demand for

tickets very lively, the cheery old cathedral city en-
tered upon the music meeting of 'Seventy-two.
On 'fuesday morning at half past eight the Festi-

val opened with a special service and sermon.
A little after noon the audience were assembled to

hear "Elijah," sung by Mdlle. Titiens, Mdme. Lem-
mens-Sherrington, Miss Alice Fairman, Mdme.
Patey, Mr. Vernon Rigby, Mr. E. Lloyd, and Mr.
Santley. Details are superfluous of so readily imag-
ined a performance. Orchestra and chorus were effi-

cient ; Mr. Done conducted as usual ; Miss Fair-
man exhibited very promising ability, especially in

the air "Woe unto them," and of the well known
artists the mention of their names suffices. The new
peal of bells rang out a delighted audience, that by
this time had got over the absence of Mr. Sims
Reeves, whose share wag divided between Messrs.
Rigby and Lloyd. At night rain came on sufficient

to mar the gatliering at the College Hall, where a
Mozart selection occupied the first part of the pro-
gramme. The overture to "hlomenm" was the first

item, a noble work worthily played by Mr. Done's
orchestra. Following it were the reritative and aria
•• Padre! Germane! addio" (Mme. Sherrington); the
chorus " Godiam la pace;" the recitative and aria

"ZetBretti" (Mdlle. Titiens) ; the aria§" Vedrornmi
intorni" (Mr. Rigby) ; and the chorus with solo
(.\Idlle. 'ritiens), "Placido d il mar." Next came
"L'Addio" for which .Mdme. P.itev obtained a recall

;

the air, "Dalla sua pace," from " l>on (Homnni" by
Mr. Higby ; that from "Fi'inro," "Deb vieni," by
Mdme. Sherrington ; and the ever popular symphony
in G minor, which was listened to with great atten-

tion, .Mr. Done considerately omitting the repeats
out of regard for bin auditors' patience. The second
piirt was miscellaneous, including the overture to

"MoMinidlo" (encored). Bishop's "Firm as an oak,"
capitally sang by Mr. I^ewis Thomas, and Revig-
nam's "La Vezzosa," which in the bands of Mdlle.
Tiiicns went most auccesafiilly.

The Cathedral was well attended on Wednesday,
if not quite so well as the day before. The oerfortn-

ance included a selection from Handel's "Samson,"
Humrnel's Mass in E flat (No. 2) entire, and the

first and second parts of Haydn's "Creation." The
precedence of Handel caused the lesser lights to pale.

Not that "Samson," despite its composer's higher

opinion of it, can ever hope to rival the "Messiah" in

popularity ; it contains however the impress of the

giant's genius—a genius which dwarfs comparisons.

The choruses given in Wednesday morning's selec-

tion were, "Awake the trumpets," "Then shall they

know," "To dust," "Fixed in his everlasting seat,"

"Weep, Israel, weep," "Glorious hero," and "Let
their celestial concerts." Of these the execution

was unequ.al ; but "Weep, Israel," and "Let their

celestial concerts" were finely rendered and at-

tained a great effect. The solos were admirably
taken by Mdme. Lemmens Sherrington, Mdme.
Patey, Mr. Vernon Rigby, and Mr. Santley. Mdme.
Lemmens-Sherrington's sinking of "Let the bright

seraphim," with Mr. Harper's accompaniment, was
one of the great points of the performance. The pa-

thetic air "Total Eclipse" and the stirring song
"Honor and arms" (the latter sung by Mr. Santley)

were in selection, which also included the overture

and the "Dead March" in D. Ilummel's Mass fol-

lowed the oratorio in solemn and pompous proces-

sion. To Hummel's claim as a church composer we
have elsewhere referred : remains it to say that the

solo parts were sune by Mdme. Lemmens-Sherring-
ton. Miss Alice Fairman, Mr. Vernon Rigby, and
Mr Santley, in generally irreproachable style, and
that the picturesque orchestral accompaniment was
well sustained. At half past two commenced the

second part of the programme, constituted by Haydn's
"Creation " The introductory prelude (the repre-

sentation of Chaos) was admirably rendered, and the

burst of sound descriptive of the creation of light re-

siunded throughout the sacred edifice with remarka-
ble intensity. The solos were taken by singers who
are frequently associated in this work. Mile. Titiens

sang the solo in the chorus "The marvellous work,"
the airs "With verdure clad" and "On misbty
pens :" Mr. E. Lloyd sang the tenor solos, "Now
vanish," "In splendor bright," and "In native worth"
—the latter with special success ; Mr. Lewis Thomas
gave the air "Rolling in foaming billows," and the

scena "Now heaven in fullest glory" (with prelimi-

nary recitative) with much power, the trios having

b>en effectively rendered by the singers just named.
The choruses were generally well sung, particularly

that grand climax to the first part, "The heavens are

telling." The audience numbered 1767 persons, and
the amount collected for the charity was il24—a re-

sult so far very satisfactory.

The Wednesday evening concert had for its fea-

tures along selection from "L' Allegro ed il Pensieroso"

of Handel, a symphony of Haydn, and the "Corne-
lius" March of Mendelssohn. It is a pity that the

whole work of Handel could not be done, as to many
of the audience the music was absolutely new, and
very few opportunities ociur of hearing it well done.

A disappointment awai ed the audience; Mdlle.

Titiens broke down and had to be apolou'izcd for.

Mdme. Sherrington however stepped into the breach

with extraordinary readiness and success, and carried

all before her, singing both her own and colleague's

share, and netting great praise for the song "Sweet
bird," and the air "Hide me from day's garish eye."

This lady's conception and rendering of Handel are

simply perfect. Mr. Rigby was allotted the tenor

music, and the bass was divided between Mr. Lewis
Thomas and Mr. Santley, the former having the ad
captnndum air "Haste thee, nymph," the latter

"Mirth admit me," and the opening of "Populous
cities." The choruses were well given. The sym-
phony of H-ijdn's was the "Surprise"—well played

and decidedly gratifying to the audience. The over-

ture to "Alexander's Feast" introduced L'Allegro. A
number of miscellaneous pieces made up the rest of

the programme, which concluded with the "Corne-
lius" March mentioned above.

The performance of Bach's Passion music yester-

day morning was exceedingly satisfactory The solos

were given by Mdme. Lemmens-Sbcrringtoii, Mdme.
Patev, Mr. Edward Lloyd, and Mr. Santley. The
work had been well rehearsed, and Mr. Done was
judiciously sparing in his inlroduclion of additional

accompaniments. We have on recent occasions treat-

ed at length of ihii magnificent work : so that wo
need do no more than chronicle its conscientious ren-

dering, and the fact that at every hearing its sublime
beauty is more and more apparent. Special praise is

due to the chorus generally, and notablv lor their

execution of the Chorales, which received the most
reverent attention from the audience. In our con-

cluding notice of tlie Festival, next week, wc shall

refer to the evening concert, when the "Ruins of

Athens" was the chief piece, the Chorus of Dcrvisboa
creating nn immense sensation. The returns for yes-

terday we.c 2071 entrants subscription £123.

Sprial llotius.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

X. -A. T E S T ^sO: XJ S X O,
PubliNhed by Olirer Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Do not wound the Heart that loves thee. 4. D
to e. Benedict. 40

" If thy blessing will ci^e pleasure—

"

A EOOii wholff.'some sonp;, written by Dexter Smith,
and furnished with a very varied melody and accom-
paniment by the distinguished English composer.

Always look up. 2. F to f. Wellman. 30
" Don't take it to heart, but try acain,
And always look up, don't look down.*

Good advice very agreeably given.

Domenica. A collection of Sacred Pieces.

L. H. Southard.
Mr. Southard's name if a guarantee of the cla'saic ex-

cellence of the six pieces with the above general title,

of which

No. 2. As the Hart pants. 4. Ah, 40
will bb warmly welcomed by Quartet singers.

Oh, Willie Boy, come home. 3. E6 to e. Gabriel. 50
" The white-winged ship went sailiug

Across the sunny pea."

A mother's song, and will please those whose boys
are "fnr at sea."

Golden Days. 3. D to f. Sullivan. 30
" Once in the days of golden weather,
Days that were always fair."

A very sweet poem, with appropriate masic.

Separation/ 4. Bi to f. Kingsley. 35
*' Forget not love, when T am absent,

All the songs I sang to thee."
Evidently m'teant for the' concert-room, in which,

skilfully rendered, it ought to be a success.

Mother says T must'nt. 2. D to e. Hunt. 35
" When I asked a parting kiss

She always used tn say,

'Mother says I musn't,
O George, please George— .' "

Capital. It is refreshing to meet something so very
funny and musical, yet not at all coarse.

I too had found a Heart. (Le Leva Militare).

4. C to g. Vanmni. 30
A lively, piquant Italian air, that pretends to be

sad, but is not so at all.

The Happy Old Times. 3. F to (j. Geary. 30
*' Then come again, ye merry times

Sweet, aunny, fresh and calm."
A song of rare freshne.=s and beauty—and no mistake.

Te Denm Laudamus in F. 4. Swartwout. lb
Another Te Deum , of which we need a great many,

and this is a good one

Near a Fountain's flowery base, or Dreams.
3. F to f. Rudall. 30

" Near a fountain's flowery base,

A blue eyed page was sinking."
A very sweet song.

Somebody. 3. J) to g. Tulhj. 30
" There's Somebody tenderly loves you,
Say who can this Somebody be ?''

The title has been used before, but this song is new,
and the ideas very neatly expressed. Lively music.

At yon distant Hills I pazed. 4. Bb tob. AbU 30
*' At yon diwtant hills which tower aloft,"
*' Ich habe nach jenen Bergen geschaut."

One of Abt'g songs. One can hardly say more, ns

all are so good. The high b named can be avoided by
the substitution of a lower letter.

When Summer days are flying;. 3. F to f. Aspa. 30
A song for Autumn, mellow and musical, and a

little sad.

Instrumental.

Henry "Wilson's Grand March. "With Portrait.

3. C. Jarvis. 40
It Is not such a great thing to be up for Vice-Presi-

dent, but to have such a splendid march conipo.'^ed in

your honor, and with your ^face enduringly printed

on the title,

—

that is fame !

Mathilde. Valse Brillante. 3. E&. CJiassaignac. 40
A fine waltz, either for the pleasure of the dancer

or the player.

Golden Bells. 4 hands. 5. F. fS. Smith. 1.25

A great deal of music has been rung from these

Goli.en Chimes within a year or two. The Bella are

popular, and tlie 4 baud arrangement will add now
power and beauty.

The Sweet Violet. 1. G. Smallwood. 25

The Cowslip. 1. C. " 25
Of the set called "Flowers of May." Teachers of be-

ginnt-rH should order the whole 12. You will find no
better ''Orst pieces."

Abt's beautiful Sonets ; 1 think of thee. 3.B6Pm/i. 25

Far o'er the Stars there's rest. 3, F. " 25
Mr. Pratt shows a fine tante and skill in arranging

these beiiutlful songs (into*''Songs without wordn) for

Piano. Those who cannot sing can play them, and
thone who can sing the orlK'nuls, will rec<«!ve new
pleasure from the novel form of the melodies.

AonnRViATiONS.—Degrees of difHcutty are marked from 1 to

7. Th« knif 1h marked with a capital letter, as 0, B tlat, &c.

A small Kninan letter marks the highest note, if on the atvSS,

an italic WiUt the highent note, if above the statf.
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CHOICK MUSIGAIa FUBIalOATIOMS.

Life of Beethoven.
BY SHINDLER.

Edited by MOSCMEtiES.
. Price $2.00.In One Volume.

Neatly bound in Cloth nnlftinnly with DItson & Go's popu-

lar works of Musical Literature, ["Beethoven's let-

ters," "Mendelssohn's Letters," "Life of Mendelssohn," '^Life

of Oottachalk," "tllstory of Musio," &c.J

3«nt post-p&ld on receipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork.

CLAEKE'S NEW METHOD
FOR

REED ORGANS
la the most popular of all books used in leamios to j>lay on

these fevorite instruments.
Mr. Clarke is a fine musician and brilliant organist, and,

in this work, displays fcood taste as well as talent in combininE
good masic with well graded and thorough instruction.

Price, $2.50. Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO. , Boston

C H. DITSOW & CO.. New York.

Music Books worth having!

Life of Beethoven.... 5cAmrfter and Moschele). $2.00
BeetlioTen'8 Letters ffoM. 2.00

Life of Mendelssohn Lnmpadivs. 1.75

Mendelssohn's Letters. Z.^'/y WaUace.'ivo'-t.ea.. 1.75

Polko's Reminiscences (Of Mendelssohn) 1.75

Polko's Musical Sketches (of theGreatMasters) 1.75

Jjife of Handel Sehotkhrr. 2 00
" Kossini Edwards. 1.75
•• Chopin Liszt. 150
" Gottschalk Hensel. 1.50

Mozart's Letters Lady Wallace. 1.75

Mozart, A Romantic Biogmphy Rait. 1.75

Musio Explained to the "World Fetis. 1.25

Bitter's History of Music 1.50

Ehlert's Letters on Mmic 1.50

History of "Old Hundred" Haiiergal. 1.50

Mason's Musical Letters 1.50

Hastings' Forty Choirs 1.50

Moore's Encyclopedia of Musio 6.00

(Jardiner's Musio of Nature 5.00

The recent enconn»ging progress in Musical Culture and
Musical Taste, is clearl,T indiCHted by the great and increas-

ing demand for the above works, which are all "well got

up." contain nothing superfluous, omit nothing thatia impor-
tant, and are full of "res^ble," interesting matter

Sent, post-paid, for the above prices.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

BAKER'S HARMONY

THOROUGH BASS.
The Poll and Complete Treutment of the Preliminary StepB,

and tne Thorough Anatvsi.'* of the PrJncip'ea, render a knowl-
edge of Harmony available to all. It Is THB BOOK for

the Student, whether in Instrumental, Vocal, Orchestral or
Buid Hiuic.

By B. F. BAKEH.
Prlc« In Cloth, S2. Sent pout-paid to any addrewi on receipt

oC retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

a H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

New and Popular Songs.

MAXE MB A JACKET OF PA'S OLD
COAT. S<.nit and Clioruj E. C/iriui'. 4:0

MEET ME, ADDIE, BTTHE OAK THEE.
Song snJ Choru* E. fjhristie. 40
TENDER AND TRUE G. Lylt. 40
GOLDEN STREETS. Song and Choros.

W. Killrtdgt. 40
An have handsome Lithograph titles.

Sent by mail on receipt of the above prine.

OLIVER DITSON & CO , Boston.

C H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

Winner's New Schools
FOE THE

PIANO FORTE, CABINET ORGAN, MELO-
DEON, GUITAR, CORNET, VIOLIN, FIFE,

ACCORDEON, GERMAN ACCOR-
DEON, CLARIONET, FLUTE,

FLAGEOLET.

Price Of each book 75 eents.

These little works are great favorites, because they are cheap,
are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of instrue-
tive matter for the wants of amateurs.

Mr. Winner has also compiled a collection of lively

PARTY BANCE3. For Violin and Piano, and of

DANCE MUSIC. For Flute and Piano. Each 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, for the above price.

O. DTTSON a. CO., Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

The Song Garden.
Annual SaSe 40,000 Copies.
A series of Music Books adapted to Schools of all grades.

Each book complete in itfwlf.

By Dr. LOMTELL MASON.
The Song Garden. First Book. For beglnnera, with

a variety of easy and pleasing Bongs 50 eta.

The Song Oarden. Second Book, In addition to a
practical course of Instruction, it contains a choice coll«ction

of School Music 80 cts.

The Song Garden. Third Book. Besides a treatise

on Vocal Culture with Illustrationg, Exercises, Holfegpi, &c
,

it contains New Musio adapted to High Schools, Seminaries,
&0

Sent post-paid on receipt of price.

.SI. 00

OLIVER DITSON & CO. Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO. New York.

Richardson's New Method
rOH TMS PZA2TOF0RTS.

"Deserves our hearty recommendation," N. T.

Musical Kevlew. "Unexceptionable in taste iind

style." Dwight's Journal. "Soundest, clearest, best

book for the Piano." Phil. Eve. Bulletin. "'Will su-

persede every other of the kind." Worcester Spy.

"Possesses merit not claimed by other works."
Cleveland Herald. "Common sense, plain talk, and
brevity." Boston Journal. "Presents many new
and important ideas." N. Y. Tablet.

No long dry lessons, nor wearisome exercises, but
Sprightly Studies throughout, and Charming Melo-
dies for practice at every step. It is all that can be desired.

Price $3.75. Sent post-paid.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

Eaton's New Method
FOR THE CORNET.

A MOST USEFUL AND ATTRACTIVE
INSTRUCTION BOOK 1

Contains, In Fart I, plain, full, and complete directions

to the learner I

Contains, in Part II. a fine fielection of popular melodies,
which may bo playpd with theoriginal Piano accompanimental

Contains, in Part III, Trios for Comet, Baritone and
Pianoforte, Brilliant Themes, Variations, &o.

Price in Boards, 91,50. Specimens sent, post-paid, on re-

ceipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO-. Boston.

C. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork.

Letters on Music.
TRANSLATED BT

Fanny Raymond Ritter.

TnE-==K ent^rUinlng letter" are not fillnd with tprhnicalitlfis

hnt are cafculated to intcreKt aa well as InHtruct. Th«y
hava met with a large sirculatioo and extended auceuss in Ger-
many.

Prtoo, in Cloth, $1.50. Sent postpaid on receipt of retail

prico.

OLIVER DITSON & Co.. Boston.

C. H. DITSON & Co., New York.

SYSTEM FOR BEGINNERS
In the Art of Playing upon the

PIANO-FORTE.
By WILLIAM MASON & E. S. HOADLET.
A wonderfully well-arranged and interesting book, with

abundance of Recreations, Illustrative Pictures, Duets for
Teacher and Pupil, pleasing Accent ExercjpcB, and many fine
Melodies for practice. The directions are very pioin and
practical; and the fine tnu-oicians and thorough teachers who
compiled the work are worthy of all confidence. Price, $3.00.
Mailed, postpaid, on receipt of the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO.. New Tork.

Deems' Solfeggi!
For Elementary Singing Classes!
These SolfeRgi are well arranged Exercises, ranging from

very easy to moderately difficult, in the Italian Btyl., and all
sweet and melodious. Will be useful

In Private Instruction,

In Seminaries,

, „. , _ In Choir Practiee,
In High Schools, and

In Advanced Singing Schools.

PRICE, T5 Cents.
Pent post-paid for the above price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H.. DITSON & CO , New Tork.

THE
Pestalozzian MusicTeacher,
By DR. LOWELL MASON, THEODORE
SEWARD & JOHN W. DICKINSON.

A very clear-headed and practical book, servinar as a manual
for teaching Music, Geography,, Arithmetic and all other school
studies on the

Analytic or Inductive Method,
whloh Is amply illustrated by eiamp'es. and made ready for
the use of all instructors. Price $2.00. Mailed, post-paid,
for the above price

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A Method of

Modern Violin Playing.
BY

A well Arranged and ea.':ily Progre-wive Method by a Distin-
guished performer. Pupil of David, Joachim and Vieuxtempi,
he Is well qualified to guide learners from the lowest to the
highest places in the art of pliving.
Most of the lessons are arranged with, accompaniments for

the teacher, thus giving them the character of pleft,sing duets.
Price, $3.00. Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

The Woman of Samaria. 1

A SACRED CAJyTATA.

W. STERNDALE BENNETT.
PcrsonB who examine thin Cantata, (which is almost an Or-

atorio) will agree with a prominent wufical writer, wh» pro-
nouncea it "charmlog, from first to lant."

Had eleven Choruses, and R variety rf Solos, QuartetR, &o.,
and Is well worthy a place in the repertoire of Musical Socia*

ties and Choirs.

Pri«,—Paper, $1.00; Boards, $1.25 ; Cloth, $1.50.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.. Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

History of Music
m THE FORM OP LECTURES.

BY

Frederic Louis Hitter,

A leries of Fivo Lcoturea each embracing distinct epochs la

the hiiHtory of the Art, the who»« flaming a book of inteuM
lott-reAt to the musical student.
Bound In (?loth uniformly with Dirson & Co'b popolax

worhfl of Miifical Literature.

Price $1./J0. Sent poatngo paid on rocaipt of retail priot.

Oliver DitSon & Co., Boston.
Chaa. H. Diton & Co., New York.
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D"W1GHT'S SOTJJLNAI. Or TOLXJSXG,
PubUshed every other Saturday,

BY OTjIVER DITSON & OO.
277 Washington Street, Boston, Mass

JOHN 8. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

ay T B R MS.— If mailed or called for, S2.00. perannum
d-^Iirered by carrier. S2.50. Paymentiuadvance.

Advertisements wi'l be inserted at the foUowing rates:
One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, sis lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do fourlines, do do S15 00.

J. S. SPOONBR, PRINTER, SI FR.\NKLTN STREET.

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION

EIGHTH SEASON.

TEN SYMPHONY GONOEBTS.

On THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, from.-3 to 5 o'clock on the

fbllowiTig dates ; Nov. 7 and 21 ; Dec. 5 and 26; Jan. 9 ; Feb.

6 and 27 ; March 13 and 27 ; April 10.

TU« Programmes will be of the .=ame high character as here-

tofore, including various Syuiphnnies, Overtures, Concertos

Arifls, &c., -which will be heard for the first time in Boston.

The Orchestra,—of from fifty to sixty instrument*, according

to the requirements of the various compositions,—will be un-

der the-direction of Carl Zerrabn, with Julius EicaoERG at

the head of the violins.

The sale of Season Tickets remaining after the Members
Guaranty Subscription, will begin on MONDAY MORNING,
OCT. 21, at the Music Hall. Price of ticket, with reserved

seat, to the Ten Concerts, $10. 8-23—

gITtJATIONS PKOCTTKED for Music Teachers,

Organists, Choristers, Choir singers, Conductors of Cho-
ral Societies, and Solo Artists, vocal and instrumental, by the

New England Conservatory Bureau. Terms moderate. No
CHARGE TO POPILS OF THE CONSERVATORV. AddreSS E. TOUR-
JEE, Boston Music Hall. 821—

MUSICAL PEOPLE ElERllVIIERE
Are invited to examine our new Collection of

Church Music, entitled

The Editors are,

li. O. EMERSuN", of Boston,
H. R. PALMER, of Chicago,

of whose former publicatious, 1,500,000 copies have been sold.

"While designed to supply the wants of Chorus Choirs, Sing-
ing Fchools and Conventions, its large supply of new Sen-
tences, Motets and Anthems, render it an excellent

Book for Quartette Choirs,

Price, 9iil.50
; Per Doz., $13.50. For SI 25, specimen copies

will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address.

OLIVER DITSOIsr & CO.. Boston.
CHAS. H, DITSON & CO., New Tork,

Manhattan Waltz

!

PBICE $1.00

Played for the first time in New York. Received with great
applause.

OLIVER DITSOBT & OO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New Tork.

lyrB. C. W. SAHDERSOJSr having: returned from

Europe is now ready to receive pupils for the Piano-

Forte. Address at Hallet, Davis & Co., 272 Washington St.

823—5

I¥ational College of IVIuslc.
ESTABLISHED BV

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club.

Every branch of the .4rt, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address,
THOMAS BYAir,

Director of National College of Music,
S22 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass,

Just Published ! A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEIVIS of STRAUSS!
The publishers offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the eye
of the great composer, and containing his very best works.
It is embellished with a fine

PORTRAIT OP STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Avti!!it £iirc*— Bliae Dnnube.—Marriage Bells.
Mnuhatinn.— 1001 Nights,—Wiener Boii-
bous.—Pizzicato.—Wine, Wonteii aBad

Song.

—

New Annen^

and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkaa, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

225 Large Music Pages

!

The ''first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably All the Fashion the present sea-
son.—Price, $2.50 in Boards

; $3.00 iu Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on reeeipt of price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOW & CO., JSTew York.

POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS.
Now select the Music Books needed

during the nest Autumn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure in

examining, playing and sing-
ing from them.

Take with you, for entertainment at Summer Resorts,

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
225 pagej of new and popular Songs and Pianoforte pieces,
or

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
Full of the best Vocal Duets. Or,

OPERATIC PEARLS.
Full of the best Opera Songs. Or,

PIANIST'S ALBUM.
Full of the beet Piano pieces. Or,

PIAKTO-FORTE GEMS.
Full of the best Piano pieces.

Each of the above five books costs $2 501n boards, or S3. 00
in cloth. Has more than 200 large pages full of popular mu-
sic, and either book is a most entertaining companion to a
lover of music.

GOLDEN ROBIN! For Common Schools. 50 cents.
An established favorite, which has a large sale.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.

THE BEADTIFOL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKER'S THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL HABMONT. $2.00
The above Books and Song sent, post-paid, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

%m Mw^k in %wm\hx.

VOCAL.
Slumber Sons;. Franz. Arr. for i voices by Dow. BO
Meetinir ! For Soprano or Tenor Millard. .50

Flv, little Song, to my Love W. A. Smith. .30

Thoughts Gahrkl. 35
would that I were there Millard. 35

The Meadow Stile M. F H. ^mith. 30
Star of the Twilight. Song and Cho. . .Emerson. 30
We will vote as we pray, '* " Miss Morris. 25
National Song of the Good Templars. " 30
Little Maude's waiting for me Geary. 30
From the Cross uplifted high. Hymn Anthem.

Miss Boi/d. 35
Do not wound the Heart that loves thee.

Benedict, 40
Always look up Wellman. 30
Domenica. A collection of Sacred Pieces.

L. H. Southard.
No. 2. As the Hart pants 40

Oh. Willie Boy, come home Gabriel. 50
Golden Days Sullivan. 30
Separation Kin/jstey. 35
Mother says Tmust'nt Hunt. 35
I too had found a Heart. (Le Leva Militare).

Vannini. 30
The Happy Old Times Gear;/. .30

Te Deum Laudamus in F . . ; Swartwout. 75
Near a Fountain's flowery base, or Dreams.

Rudall. 30
Somebody Tully. 30
At yon distant Hills I gazed Alt. 30
When Summer days are flying Aspa. 30
Ho, every One that thirsteth. Quartette. . Wilson. 40
A Song of the Sea Boott. 30
Rose of the Valley Baxter. 30
Kiss me in my Dreams. Song & Cho. . . Gorhatn. 30
Papa's Come. Song and Chorus Geary. 30
Lady of mv Love -. Sarijent. 30
A Starry Night for a Ramble Bagnale. 30
Grant us another Term.- Song & Cho. Parkhurst. 33

INSTRUMENTAL

.

Cupid's Heart Mazurka Lowell. 30
Fleur des Champs. Bluette Musicale.

Clara GoUschalk. 40
Jurirstea Waltz. Quartet on 2 Pianos.

Strauss, arr'd by Hahr. 1.50
Fourth Barcarolle. With Portrait. . ..Ru6inste'n. 50
Belle Espagnolle. Fragment de Salon Krug. 50
Henry Wilson's Grand March. With Portrait.

Jarvis. 40
Mathilde. Valse Brillante Chassai(]nac. 40
Golden Bells. 4 hands S. Smith. 1.25
The Sweet Violet Smallwood. 25
The Cowslip " 25
Abt's beautiful Songs :

I think of thee Pratt. 25
Far er the Stars there's rest " 25

Ripples, for Piano Mrs. Ernest. 40
May Breezes, Mazourka Caprice Guinet. 30
My Star. (Mein Stern) Kafka. iO
Horace Greeley Campaign Music. Greeley's

Grand March Krummacher. 40
Barbiere de Seville. 4 hands Beijei: 75
Greeley's Galop. With portrait Bela. 40
Academic Waltz. (Academische BUrger).

Strauss. 75
Blondiue Valse Burgmuller. 40

Music BvMAa.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof {about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-
tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at doable
these rates.



DWIGHT'S JOUEKAL OF MUSIC
MUS. JEHHT KEMPTOH,

Tocalist & Teacher oi Sisiging.

AdSresa, eara of OHTES BITSON i CO.

"TJITBIjET BTJCX, (iate of Chiea^ff), Organist of St.

Paal's Gbnreh, Boston, gi7e3 mstructioo on 8he PiaEO
and Organ, also in Harsiony, Compos^ioa aad O'J-

ehe&tva.l'Wsitiiis, AddMS3,.€aieo5 0ii7arBit3&a ct Co-.

7S9—S moa.

E. J. B"S"Tl.Ea, priTatepujilofSarlRsinpekeaad'Br.

Papperits, will TeesiTe papile ia piana Plajiog at 353 Tremont

St.,Room a 3W)—Smoa.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MKS. PAHHIS F. FOSTEK,

STo. g Boylstoa Place, 7S0—

TWrBS. C. A. BASRT, "VocaJist and TearcSier

of Voeal Maais. 324 Chandler St., near Colam-

bEfl A7enHe. ?i82

—

J-y

SltOT. & 2ILS.S. ESG^B A. BOB3XX7S,
Academ? of Music.

7J& -8f S Sedferd Streat,, Boston.

8. P. PSSHTISS,
Teacher of Piano, 0?gaa, aad HarMimy,

Address, care Oliver Ditston & €3., B-9»te>a.

T ©. EME2130I4' oETera bra Serricss as Condaetor of
'^* Moaieal Aasoda^o&s or ConTentions doring the com-

ing season. Addresg, eare of 0. l^tasn & Co., Bost^a, Masa.

G. Z. 'WBITXITG'
Oires InsSructioa on t&e Pianoforts, Oigan,

and sa Marmonj.
Addrsss OiWsr Bitron & Cs. ^
Mendelssolm Musical Institute
Was eatsblished in April, 1B56. Its claim io the firat rank
as aa educator ki eTery departmsnt of Music, ts sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage ft-om alt parts of

€>Tir country. Sche^s and comaiunities are proT>idsd with
^ilfsl and earnest ?each*;rs„oa application to she InssiSote.

.tddresa. EDWAKB B. OLIVEB,
5 Coltzmbas Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

,/CHURCH A»p PARLOR/

.SEgt!>- T^-P" U^ . \.^MELODEONS. j

l\Ji hW,. GABRIELLB I>S LA MOTTB, gi^es IissneetiOH on

tee Psanoferte.

4^ &3 HaQC»cfa StreeS*

MB. W. 0. PERKINS wia make engagemeDts te eondnst

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Aidress, care of Oliver Diteon & Co., Boston. [857-tf

mim
Teaoher of Piano, Organ and Harmony.
Address a* O. Sitson It Co's, o? 364 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

KJtieiaSJH. AJCB ITAI.IASi 8IKl&Ii\&.
Address at $be New Btnlding, 645 Washington Stre*t.

ELLIOTT "W. PBATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFOR"! E,

Address at Oliver Diteon & Co's.

a. ANDHE a CO.

IMP0RTEK3 «)? FOSEIG]^ MUSIC,
U04 CHESTNUT 3TKEBT i>HII.ADELPHlA.

A large aesortment of Avzxkax Mtkc constantly va lland.

Wi are bott pTeparett to fill orders for car nw Icw-^esii

double-reed Or^n, *'No. 55."

Tbecase is solid walnut .^nsleS, laol'^ed ane> earned brasS-

ets; is finished with two- carpeted pedal boards, and Sues
Swell,. an55 is more beantifnl Jn design and finish than any
now mads in the world for the price, and we gtxaran'ee that

the (jualitiea and power of tDns wi^l he superior to any we
have seea of other makers. The Instmmen f has two fall Pive-

Octave sets &f reeds, and coatains si^ dtfyys, Tiz-

:

pkiscipal bass,

mapason bass,

TBEMOLO or TOX HTOI.SHA,

MilNCIPAL TREBLE,
BIAPASON TREBIS, ~

SJVl&BD 3WEM,.
0ar VsfSfDt GraduatBd Swell is furcisbed in Shis, ths

same as in onr higher-priced inHtrumenSs. The ^iee is Saed
at the T^ry moderate sum of S-ISS, and there can bs no devi-
ation frsoi these figarea.

Order? will be recorded in regaiar st»ec£8si3m, and filled

each m its turn,

eSO. A PBIWCS & CO.
AgKnSin New Torh .-...,..,. S. T. Gordon,
Agent ira Philadelphia Jaznes Bellak.
Also the principal Mnslc 5>eaier in each City asd Town id

the Oaited States and British Provinces. 'im—

Concert Toeaiist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Bmlding.

(I>r. H. R. SSreeter's Method) Room No. 3, SJason ana Hasn-

Kn's Building, T&i TremonS St. 797

MR. G. H. HOWART>,
pTJPIL of the Leipzig CoDitervatoryjalso ®f S. W. Tufts^,

J. G. Lobe, August llaupt, and Theodor Rnllak^ will

recerre pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. ist.,

1871. Addressat 22EMol St.,or eare of Oliver Dsts»n & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manafaf tured by S. h. HOL-SHOOK hast Medway, Mass.
Purchasers are invited to apply for a circQlar coatainiBg

testimonials

Warranted the best Instrnments of their

Class in the World,
An(} evid'encB t8 that effect famished from a

aiaJDrity of the most eminent aiasiafaas ia Aaieriea,

and many in otlisr cocntries.

MASOU & HAMLI]¥

CABINET ORGANS.
''I?rusiciaD3gene3aI]y regard the Mason S ITamHn Organs

as unetyuaiJe^ by any otherB."''— Theodore Thomas:. "Th*
bfiPt now in •af*e.''^—^mAine Mlsson, Annie Lavise Cesr-^jr

Mari: Leon .Zhpi-is?, Tictm Cegpvji, ?, BTignoii. ana others.
*^Excel all instrnaaeots oj the class I haTe erer s«n,"— O^?
Bizll.

^ *^h8 best instriaments of the class aoade,"—^a*
Bleklig " In «11 those ;5ualities which ffonstitate eseellenceT
anrsvailsd "— 5. S. 31ilh. "Far paperior t» everything of
iUs class I have seen "— Z,. M. Gstttjrhnl^. "'WatiderSillT
bsauti3ul.^— i'. S. Bilmore "Superior in all resp^i'ts to
any I hate ever seen."

—

Sngene Tkceygr. ^EaeeHing in
^ality sf tone, gencTal exrellence^aad durability aad 7alu'
able impro7eaieDt3^ not fsund in othersJ'

—

€xfI ZerMdin.
"The more srilJcriHy thay are tested, ant} the aore cosnpetenS
She .fudge, the aiore ceytarn and high will be the meed pf
saperioriSy ascordf^ theza.'^—Jw^iw,'* Siehien^. "I entertaia
tSii highest ®piaion o5 Mason k, Haznlin'w Cabinet Organs.
, , , Bestined to be very pepaiar in Shfe country."— 5'tV
J-idms- Beneffisi;, Lont^an. '•ResaarSabiy swpe* and even-
fi9ned tbroagboTs6, ... I ean very strongly recomHieod
these hi?trament3."— WUHsrm Spsrk, lihrj. i>., Leeds^^
Snglfrxi(f. "^ualrEy oj tone i.-^ es^tremsHy rich and pvm-
pathetie, . . . JietnaTitibae Jbr pariiy of" tone.'^—Sd-tgr.
jf. MhnhaK^j %ouAon ^ "Fal^, po^Verful, and of agreeable
quality,

,
, , . The best substitute for a pi^ organ,"

—

BriKlsy Stdiar^ and Riehetr^d Rsdhgad^ linden.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR wHK opinions o/ 3W)rff

than 1.090 iSUSICUWS -stiich witb ILLUSTRATOB
€ATAL06-'7E R&utaiBing lowest priees, wil^ be sent ^e».
S*riees 7io3 kighe? than ibops oj iuSeiior organs.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co.
154 Tremont St., Boston, 596 B'dway, IT. Y.

ADOLPH KIELBLOCK, Teacher oS the PIANO-
iORTli, S1.NU1^G and .MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Kefiidence, Coolidge Bonse. Comtaunications may be
left at IhtsoD h Co's Mu&u: ^tore. 717— tl

-WTHSZ.O'W Z.. a.a.V2>EX7,

Mo. VJiJ Tremont Street, Button. 681—€in.

pt AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEB OF
^^* VlOXiIW, is prepared to receive pupils, aijd oflers

bis services as accompanist for classical compositions for

Piano and Violin. Address, OllTrr ititsOD & Co., or Koppitz,

Piaefer & Co.,<iO West St. 7W>-am

P. H, TOEfitNGTOlf,
(Organist and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OP ORGA.S, PIANO AM> VIOLIN, AND CO.V-
DtCIOK UP MUSICAL SOCILTIES.

Address, care of Oliver Dltfon & Co., 277 W'aHbiogton St.,

New l^ngtand Com-ervalory of Music, Munic Hail, or Midland
Street, ."^viD IJllI, Doicheeter. 't'J\-''Aa

R/fE. GEO. B. SHUTE, having completed his
^*^ studies abroiuj, uijOfr the instruction ol some of the
first AxtiBts 01 mod&rn tiznes, wiil now receive pupils
In Htano aud Organ Piayiiig, also id Theory of Music,
Address OUver Iniiou Ic Co. T94..6m

LYON & HEALY,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Betail Bealera in Sheet Ufosic,

Miifiic Books, and Music^il Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Onrstocli oJ Sheet Music, Music Books, Musical
XnatTUments, etc., is the largest and mowSconiplete in ^e
No. VVe.st Our c^i^aectjon with MesBrs. O. D1T30N & CO.,
enfiblss us to fumcHh tbeir pubiica5ioDfl U> Westtrn I>«al«T8,

at m Boftton Prices.

[I^ln addihion to the publications of Mef«sT3. O, DiSfwn
& Co., we kevp on band and furnish all Music and Mosie
Books published in A^ueriea, together with a cb&iee stock <rf

Foreign Music. 61&-tf

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
U>r i^«vt;ral yeartt ;a pn^il o$ the celebrated tiignor Gur-

cia, -will be haypy to gi7e i-^-jiPfins in Swinging, and to accept
etigagt-ujentx Jur Oratorios and Coactrts,

CouiniDuieation* to be addreHsed to the care oJ OliTeT'^Dit-

un & Co.. 2(7 Washington Street- "tlH—3m

Tupil of tht lalf C'ttri 'fuuug,

TBACIIKR OP

Piano, Organ, and the Theoiy of Music.
A<Jdr,-KS at Ctiickerili|; He Sous', or I'l'J ',aj Trvmout Street,

Soite 44. tiU&

ED-W. ECBPB£RTa,
o'fcigii & America!! .^liisk Depot,

No. 610 ARCn STREET.
I'lULADKLPUIA.. 795—

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
Xerr Urand tonscrTatory

and College of Masie,
PAiSSB^ILLB. OHIO.

Br. HSWRI SUTTEB, DireotoT.

ALL Branches tanght accordaig to Sh* Classical 0erraai>
Principles of Leipzie, Stuttgart, etc, by Siioropeaa

Pro&ssors. A perfect organised 5>Iu.=ie.SrbooI bavio^ ura-
fled Courses of study eDB*pr'a-iag Tiieory, Practice
ansS AesteMtltje. Ttie sinmmer f»rm begins April 2&,.

5872. The popils have 5^VE les.-^ons per week in KaCB
braiicb they sta?Jy. ^9fl ptuslenti in jittetidance. Terais
moileraSe. teud for full CHtal^gaeSr etc ,to

8«)7-3m Br. HENRI SIPSTEK.

The Choral Tribute
BT L. O- EMEBSON,

the mosl satis5ictoTy of ail tbe modesu Choir and Sngin?
Sihcol Broks.

Pries $1.59 ; $1.3 SO per dnjen.

OLIVEB DITSOIf & CO., Bostoa.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO-, Mew Yolk.

J SCHUBEETH & CO. Pablishsrs and Deale/a

in Foreign and AzneTicsn Miujic, SSO Broad-
way near 12th Street, N.I. 357

The Attention of Musieiaiu
TiS CALLED 1Q CIO&

SPLENDID ASSOBTMENT
©J

lifilliSEilTi,
OP THE MC«T APPROVED MANUPACTCKE.

Embracing one oi tke Largest Stocks in the
Dnited Stuj^s, at low prices.

7I0LrH&-The Best, &om $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,
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The Love of God.

Oh, love of God !

Thott love so far transcending

Each trembling hope.

All poor desert of mine

;

And the sweet light

Of thy fair presence lending.

Softly transfiguring

Things the least divine.

As some dark pool.

Deep fringed with bending rashes,

Lies black and sallen

'Neath the starless night ;
'

When from the east

The radiant dawn upgushes,

Shines with a glory

Of reflected light

:

So my dark soul,

Deep locked within the prison

Of its own sorrow.

Black and cheerless lay ;

Till on its night

God's radiant morn uprisen.

Golden and glorious

Shines thy jserfect day.

—

Mrs. Ridiard Greemugk.

(From thu Atlantic Monthly for November.}

TStozart

Most beantifal among the helpers tboul

All heaven's fresh air and sunshine at thy voice

Flood with refreshment many a weary brow,

And sad souls thrill with courage and rejoice

To hear God's gospel of pure gladness soand
So sore and clear in this bewildered world.

Till the sick vapors thatonr sense confound

By cheerful winds are into nothing whirled.

'0 matchless melody 1 O perfect art!

O lovely, lofty voice that rings so true

!

0 strong and radiant angel, every heart

Bows down Ijefore, with reverence ever new !

Loved slialt thou be, while time may yet endure.

Spirit of health, sweet, sound, and wise and pure !

— Celia Thaxtei'.

Music in New York.—Italian Opera.—Eu-
"binstein.

New Yokk, Oct. 14.—The long anticipated de-

but of Pauline Lccca took place at the Academy
of Mus=c, on Monday evening, Sept. 30, and the house
vpas well filled by an audience which seemed deter-

mined to give the new prima donna a welcome that

should cause her to forget that sifie is in a strange

land. The Opera was L'Africaine, a work with
which she is supposed to be identified to an extent
which, considering its sombre character and her un-
fitness for the role of Selika, is certainly extraordina-
ry. If the management and sundry paragraphs are
to be credited, she is the only Selika, and Meyerbeer
would have no other ; but I think any impartial critic

would say that Mme. Marie Sass, of the Grand
Opera in Paris, has achieved an artistic success in

that role which Mme. Lucca did not approach on
Monday evening, and to which she cannot attain.

But her disqualifications, be it understood, are natu-
ral and do not arise from any light sense of the re-

quirements of the situation. The music she sang
earnestly and with classical simplicity. Her voice is

an excellent mexzo-soprano, broad, powerful and

sympathetic, beautiful in the middle range, but a lit-

tle disappointing in some of the high notes. The

impression left by her appearance in L'Afrjcaine was

that of a really great singer, but one whose genius

seemed better fitted for a Zerlina or a Cherubino

than for Meyerbeer's passionate and gloomy heroine.

The cast was distributed as follows: Selika, Mme.
Pauline Lucca ; Inez, Mme. Leoni Levielle ; Anna,

Miss Shofield ; Vasco di Gama, Signer Abnignedo
;

Don Alvar, Signor Lyall ; Nelusko, Signor Mori-

ami ; Don Pedro, Sig. J.imet^ Grand Inquisitor,

Sig. Bertacchi ; Don Diego, Sig. Locatelli ; Priest,

Sig. Forsatti. The names of Messrs. Jamet and

Lyall are already well known to us as associated

with soTHe excellent impersonations last winter in

Faust and Mignon. Of the others, the tenor, Rigntsr

Abrugnedo, made a favorable impression, and is evi-

dently a conscientious artist. Mme. Levielle as Inez,

and Sig. Moriami as Nelusko were well received.

The Chorus, of course, was heart-rending, and the

orchestra no better than it should be. The ship

scene, ttiat pons asinoTam of all inanagers, was the

best which has lieen produced ia America, but that

is saying very little.

On Tuesdayevening, Oct. 1 , we had a rare pleas-

ure in the shape of a Kdbinstein concert, No. 6 of

the series ;—and how we do miss them now that they

are overl The programme was as follows

:

Overture, "Egmont'-.. Beethoven.
Orche.sfcra.

Concerto, tjl major. No. 3 Ruhinstein.
Anton Rubinstein.

Poiacca, ""'Komrat Ein Schlanker Bursch gegangen."
Freischutz Weber.

Mile Louise Liebhart.
**I1 Pirata," fantaisie for Violin Ernst.

Henry Wieniawslii.

Duet, Per valli, per hosehi Blanginx.
Miles. Liebhart and Ormeny.

a. Noctnrne Field.
b. Menuet, B Minor Pchiibert.
c. Ballade, G minor Chopin.

Anton Rubinstein.
Airs Rus-ses H. Wieniawski.

Henri Wieniawski.
Aria, from "Saffo" Pacini.

Mile. LoiiLae Ormenv.
{Sours, without words. A fiit, A minor, B major.

March, Midsummer Nitrht's Dream Mendelssohn.
Anton Rubinstein.

These concerts afford the singular spectacle of a

large audience, composed, in the main, of people not

truly musical, listening attentively night after night

to a programme of classical pieces interpreted by two

instrumental artists, both of whom are thoroughly

severe in their style of playing, and perfectly free

from those tricks and mannerisms which are sure to

catch the fancy of an average audience.

From the success of these concerts some people,

with more charity than logic, draw the inference that

our public has suddenly become "musical," and then

they proceed to talk about the career of an artist be-

ing "incomplete" until the opinion of Paris and Lon-
don has been "sanctioned by the voice of New York."

It is only a little while since I heard Nilsson sing

"Old Folks at home" in Steir.way Hall, and, having

heard that lady frequently in "Paris and London,"
and knowing something of the music which she sings

there, I could not help wondering what she thought

of us. I suppose she must have been thinking how
she would feel when the world's opinion had been

"sanctioned by the voice of New York."

And now Wieniawski, being encored, responds

with a negro melody, evidently under the firm con-

viction that it is our national air. The love of art,

and most of all in music, is no mushroom growth,

and never will be, nor. is such a thing to be wished.

We have abundant cause for rejoicing in the fact that

we are advancing tc^ards a pisrer taste and a higher

standard in music, and that oar progress is plainly

evident, bringing with it the means of constantly in-

creasing advancement. Let that suffice.

It is therefore not purely an art motive which

brings the general public to hear Kubinstein. To an

oTiserver it appears that nine-tenths of the auditors are

charmed by his virtuositij, which alone would be a

stock in trade for a dozen ordinary pianists, and that

the fine, subtile genius, the real essence of his play-

ing, is by the majority unnoticed. For example, one

of the pieces in which he has found most favor is an

arrangement of Beethoven's March from the "Ruins

of Athens." His first rendering of tiiis brought

down the house at once and it has since been several

times included in his programmes "by particular re-

quest." Now this march, being utterly common-

place and cranky, affords no scope whatever for the

exercise of the pianist's finer powers; but its medi-

ocrity is redeemed by a decrescendo which I have

never heard equalled, or ever approached, though all

that the piece requires is simply virtuosity of the high-

est order. Compare the applause which follows with

the faint praise called forth by a rendering of Chopin's

Ballade, in which the piano sings like a siren, where

the true nature and greatness of the artist are clearlj

revea.e

At the seventh Concert, on Thursday evening,

Oct. 3, he played Weber's Concertstiick, a Fantaisie

by Chopin, and a Serenade and Caprice of his own.

The eighth concert came Oct. 4, and its greatest fea-

ture was the "Kreutzer Sonata" played by Rubin-

stein and Wieniawski ; a performance which, it is

safe to say, has rarely been equalled. At this con-

cert Rubinstein played a Sonata by Weber, and two

of his own pieces : ihlancholie, and Quadrille, de la

Fantaisie Le Bal. Wieniawski played a Concerto by

Vieuxiemps in A minor.

At the matinee, Oct. 5, Rubinstein's pieces were

as follows

:

Sonata, F minor Beethoven.
" Warum" and "Abends," .'^chumann.

Scherzo, E mi nor Chopin.
Fugues, C minor, t> major J. S. Bach.
Rondo. (Bulow's Eilition) Ph. Em Bach.
Gieue, A major Handel.
Romanza. F major,

J
Barcarole, A minor, % Rubinstein.

Valse AUemande, )

Last week the Rubinstein Concerts were four in

number, and the programmes included the following

piano-forte compositions :

Concerto, Tl minor Mozart.

Sonata, op. Ill, C minor Beethoven.

Fantaisie; "Don Juan" Liszt.

Sonata, D minor Beethoven.

Nootarne, 1

Mazurka, [
Chopin.

Ballad, 1

''Krei^leriana" Schumann.
''Moments Musieales" Schubert.

"Valse : ''Soirees de Vienne," (Schubert) Liszt.

Concerto, No. 2,F major Rubin.stein.

Theme and Variations
"

Song without words Mendelssohn.

F.rl King [Schubert] Liszt.

Turkish March Beethoven.

On Tuesday evening, Oct. 8, the Patti-Mario

troupe gave a last concert prior to their departure for

the West.

At the Opera we have had three representations of

L'Africaine, two of Faust with Mme. Lucca as Mar-

guerite, one of Traviata with Miss Kellogg as Vio-

letta, and one of Fra LHavolo, with Lucca as Zerlina.

Of these impersonations I will write in future.

It is gratifying to learn, from the Annual Report
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of the New York Philharmonic Society, that the or-

ganization was never in better condition both musi-

cally and pecuniarily than it is at present, and that

the coming season is one of great promise. The
boxes are to be sold at auction on the 28th of Octo-

ber, the plan to be followed being the same as last

season, when the boxes were put up at a minimum
price of S20 and S30, according to size and location,

and sold only to the holders of four or six associate-

member's tickets. There will be a strong effort made
to prevent persons who may arrive late at the Con-

certs or Kehearsals from entering the auditorium dur-

ing the actual performance of music. At the close of

each movement, or composition, there will be a pause

during which those who may be late can enter and

tnke their seats without interfering with the enjoy-

ment of oihers. This rule, which is rigidly observed

in many of the European cities, is an act of simple

justice towards those who are disposed to listen to

the music. A. a. c.

Wanted : a National Hymn.*
Tkat for which the German people yearned during

long, long years, has been accomplished; we again
possess a German Fatherland, existing no longer
merely in lavs and songs ; it is really and truly an
established fact. If the rejoicing over the work, at

length successful and crowned with victory, is not so
loudly manifested as might have been expected, it is

because onr sorrow is still too fresh ; it is because the

sanguinary struggle out of which the new German
Empire has arisen, has already cost, and is still cost-

ing, loo many tears.

The awakening of Barbarossa is no longer a hope
of the Future, and the ravens no longer fly around
the mist enveloped mountain ; the hero has tiken up
his sword and shield, and come forward before the
people that have had solely their want of unity and
their dismemberment to thank for their unhappy fate,

and who, if only combined in an offensive and defen-
sive alliance, are unconquerable. The terrible time
when Germany knew no Emperor is at present past

;

the German eagle has again raised its head, and with
its mighty pinions will protect all its children as it

never protected them before.

The German Empire went to rack and ruin, and
nothing remained of its prodigious grandeur but the
name

;
even this became the subject of ridicule. New

life can never be infused into a corpse ; the utmost
science can do, is to cause the corpse to appear alive
by a series of galvanic twitches. Just in the same
way, the new Germany can never, never arise from
out the ruins of the old. It must be built afresh
from the very foundations

; it can retain none of the
ancient combinations and compacts with which such
unutterable humiliation and shame were connected.
It is not the two-headed eagle, decked out in vain
array, and which first sprang up in the course of the
fourteenth century, that can be the symbol of the new
Empire

; it is the original black one-headed king of
birds, on the silver field, that must lead the empire
on its new career of glory.

"We have again a German Emperor; but the new
German Empire is as yet deficient in its outer sym-
bols as in other things. Centuries ago, the old and

. venerable town of Aix la-Chapelle, where the Empe-
rors used to be crowned, was changed for Frank fort-

on-the-Maine, it being the custom to place the effigy
of the newly crowned sovereign in a niche of the
Roraer. Now it is a remarkable fact that the eflSgy
of the Emperor Franz, the last German Emperor
previous to the long, long interregnum, now at an
end, was destined to fill the last niche then in the
building. It v/aa certainly a strange freak of chance,
or, rather, a significant hint of Fate, who, even in
this purely accidenial accessory, appears to recom-
mend a complete rapture with the past. The pure
gold crown of eight fields richly adorned with pre-
cious stones ; the Gospel upon which the Roman-
German Emperors were sworn ; the magnificent
sword of Charlemagne, a Moorish- Norman work of
art of the first dais; the coronation mantle, origi-
nally made by Moorish artists for the Norman,
Robert Gniscard; and, lastly, the sword of ,St. Mau-
ritian, which, even now, at the solemn reception of
the members of both Houses, on the opening of the
Reichsrath, is borne before the Austrian Sovereign
by the Lord Chamberlain-inChicf—will the.se old
and venerable insignia be claimed by the new Ger-
man Empire from those who now hold them ? Wo
cannot say, and must leave the fjuestion to bo deci-
ded by others very difTerent from oursalves.

• "El.T Wortzar Zelt,' by W. Lackowitz. New Berliner
MiuikzeitDog.

But what is the meaning of all this in this place ?

— I hear many of my renders enquire. Have a little

patience; it is most intimately connected with what
follows, and for that this is certainly the fitting place;

The German Empire must he reconstructed from its

very foundations ; there is one thing, therefore, in

which it must not be behind other nations, and that

one thing is—a German National Song. This may
strike many as a trifle not worth talking of; to many
it may even appear ridiculous

;
yet it is of such im-

portance as to be, at any rate, worth a few words.
The Frenchmnn has his : "Allons. enfants de la

patrie I" The Englishman has bis "Rule Britannial"
The German has—Nothing!

It is a well-known fact that the world-historical

battle-song of the French was written by an officer of
engineers, Claude Jos. Rouget de L'IsIe, in 1792. be-

fore the departure of the French volunteers from
Strasbourg for the army of the Rhine. It was con-
sequently at first entiilcd "The Battle-Song of the

Army of the Rhine"—"Le Chant de Guerre de 1'

Arme'e du Rhin." But in Paris, where its origin
was unknown, it was subsequentlv named the "Mar-
seillaise Hymn"—"Hymne des Marseillais " It is

universally known that the French were inspired by
it in all their battles, so that Klopstock is reported to

have said to the author, on meetinir him in Ham-
burgh : "Terrible man, you have slain thousands of
my brothers." We will leave out of consideration
the myth-like story of the origin of the Marseillais,"
how the words were written, and the music compos-
ed, in one night, etc., so that the next morning the
troops marched oflT singing and playing it; we wilt

not examine this story, which is certainlv improba-
ble, nor investigate how far there is any foundation
for saying that we owe the melody to a musician
named Sfoltzmann, chapelinaster at the court of the
Elector Palatine, who lived from 1770 to 1790, at

Mcersbiirg, on the Bodensee, and from a mass bv
whom Rouget de L'Isle annexed, in true French
fashion, the "Credo" for his own production. Be
this as it may, we cannot deny that Rouget de L'
Tsle, with his song, bit the right nail on the head,
when a fuse was required to set light to the thoughts
of freedom lying pent up in the hearts of the great
masses. Thoussands immediately sang his song

;

thousands were inspired by it to combat for the free-

dom of their native land, and it became consequently
a thorn in the side of tho.se who wished to keep down
the freedom of the people, and smother at its birth

every yearning for independent movement, thotich
they had always on their lips fine phrases about the
"Grande nation," "La gloire," etc. The Marseillaise
was sternly proscribed, and it was not till the utmost
popularity was needed for the wicked war planned
against Germany, and till every possible resource
had to be brought into play against those who still

raised their voices in opposition to the cry of estab-

lishing the natural frontier between France and Ger-
many, that ihe gagged and fettered Marseillaise was
set free. This time again "Allons, enfants de la pa-
trie" did not fail in its effect. It is true that it can-
not holster up a .system of mere empty words, and
that where nothing is to be had the king loses his

right. The boast about marching at the head of
civilization sounds like insane sarcasm, now that we
see what the French people have become. Thry con-
fer civilization, freedom, and prosperity, upon other
nations ! It is probably all over with their fine

phrases. Let the French, however, only once more
possess a sure and firm edifice of state behind them,
and the Marseillaise will not fail to attain its object.

Though the nation forgot Rouget d L'Isle, and it

was the July Revolution which first gave the Pin-
daric fragment fresh vigor, and invited it to soar up-
ward once more, thns also snatching the auihor from
oblivion

; though the author refused the sum voted
by the Chamber of Deputies, as well as a pension
sub.spquently offered him by the Citizen-King, Louis
Phillippe, his name was once again on every one's
lips, and so was, even in a greater degree, his song.

Death, with his all powerful "Allons, enfants," called

him away, on the 27ih June, I8.3fi, from Choisy-le-
Roi, where he had long resided in retirement and
poverty

; but the name of Rouget de L'Isle is in-

scribed in the Book of Immortality.
The Englishman has his ''Kule Britannia," and

his "God save the King !"
. At all times, and under

all circumstances, both these national airs have stood
him in good stead, and never failcil him I Even for

England, it was a hard time, when the proud Corsi-
can, like a scourge in the hand of Fate, trod down
the plains of Europe with his iron heel. Despite the
victories gained by Wellington in Spain, and by
Nelson at sen, r]i:Hpitu the favorable position protect-

ing England from direct attacks of the foe, the
country suffered many a heavy blow, followed by
despondency among the people. It was then that

"Kule Britannia" and "God save the King" revived
their sinking courage. At that lime, Angelica C'ata-

lani was in London, the great singer who, with her
all-powerful voice, moved every one to ecstacy. It

was she who by her singing infused the fire of new
enthusiasm into men's hearts, and thus rendereri -si-

multaneously an immense benefit to the prime minister
of England and her manager. Whenever the report
arrived of a victory achieved by Napoleon, the pre-

mier got the manager to place Mme. Catalan! at his

disposal. Large posters announr^ed to the people
that the lady would sing both national airs, at seven
o'clock in Covent Garden, and eight o'clock in

Drury Lane, etc. The streets leading to the two
houses were black with human beings. Every one
wanted to hear her. Every _one wanted to revive his

courage with her magnificent singing. Like a super-

natural l>eing used Catalani to appear before the

public, and when her mighty voice rose above even
the full sound of the orchestra and of a large chorus,

yes, when her notes soared, as though upon the pin-

ions of an eagle, alx)ve even the joyous thousand-

throated strains of the audience who had joined in
;

when, looking like .Juno rlescended from Olympus,
she raised her hands upwards to the Creator at the

words : "Send him victorious, Happy and glorious,"

there broke forth a storm which shook the whole
house, and caused (he hearts of all present to pul-

sate with a feeling of patriotism which raised them
above every momentary misfortune.

There can be no question that the principal por-

tion of this patriotic effect must be attributed to An-
gelica Catalani. An artist like her could achieve the

most eminent success with the most naeanihgless

compo.sitions ; she really sang hardly anything but

the most vapid stuff by Percitta, Portugallo, and oth-

er long since forgotten Italians, just as she was the

first to introduce Rode's Violin Variations as a vocal

piece. Notwithstanding this, there exists in the Eng-
lish National Hvmns, a primitive and sturdy power,
which carries the hearer away, and which we vainly

seek in our Gorman National Hymns.
We say : German National Hymns, for, as the

German Fatherlaml was situated up to the present

date, there could not, of course, be only one such Ger-

man hymn. The numerous little Fatherlands stood

side by side perfectly independent of each other, and
there could be no question of their having aught in

common, least of all, a national song ; each had to

find vent in its own way, for its own especial patri-

otic feelintr. The difference was certainty only a

trifle, but each state distingnislied itself thereby from
its powerful neighbor. And had not even the latter

contracted a loan abroad to procure a national hymnl
Yes, certainly, for it was the English melody of

"God save the King," and some originally Danish
words, written by Heinrich Harriers, in 1790, for the

birthday of King Christian VII., which supplied the

foundation for Prussia's "Heil dir im Siegerkranz."

This annexation was, however, a fortunate one.

The German imitation of the verses, written by Ger-

hard Schuhmacher, in 179.3, was certainly a success.

And what about the melody sprune from the muse
of Henry Carey? It would be difficult to find an-

other, which, for simple and yet grand proportions,

is so well adapted for great masses. Can it, how-
ever, become a German national hymn ? Hardly :

in the first place there is an obstacle in the fact that

several of the smaller states which wtre formerly in-

dependent, as well as of those which are so still, have

adapted special words written after the Prussian

model, and suited to their own individual require-

ments, and set them to the music so happily appro-

priated by Prussia. It would he necessary to substi-

tute a common text for all, and such a substitution is

always a ticklish matter, leaving entirely out of con-

sideration the circumstance that this text would have

to he written. The attempt has frequently been

made, but never with satisfactory results. This was

quite natural. Such verses are nothing more nor

less than occasional poetry, and what is eflfected in

this line, when the writer has to start by putting hia

inspiration in the*straight-iacket of a given strophe,

is generally nothing very striking. August Nie-

mann supplied an instance of this a long time ago,

when he began his song—which adheres closely to the

Hessian imitation : "licit unserm Fiirsten, Heil !

Heil Hessen's Fiirsten, Heil I Heil, Ludwig, Heil !"

—with "Heil unserm Bunde. Heil I Demdeulschen
Bunde, Heil ! Heil, Deutschland, Heil !" If all

these good wishes wore fulfilled, Germany would
certainly have no cause for complaint.

Spontini's "Borussia"—words by .Toh. Friedr.

Leop. Diiiickcr, sung for the first time on the 18th

October, 1818, in the Opera-house Berlin—deserves

as little consideration here as Ncithardt's "Prcussen-

licd." Apart from the fact of their both being speci-

fically Prussian, they are anything but national songs.

The notion of rcmodelintr, and of casting into a

new shape, the words of S|iontini's "Borussia," so

as to adapt them to the present day, was circulated

in several papers some weeks ago. But it was an
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unhappy one ; the composition was never popular,

and never will be. The same may be asserted, in a

certain sense, of the "Preussenlied." It is an admi
rable and peculiarly effective composition—when
Bun^ by a Zschiesche ; but the instrumental treat-

ment is little adapted for even a simple chorus, far

less for great masses. We have ourselves very often

heard the people fashion the unpopular melodic pro-

gressions to suit themselves, and we know what the

song becomes in the operation. We have heard,

also, just as often, what the words become, or rather

what they do not become. As a general rule, there

are some hitches in the machinery, even during the

first strophe, and it is most certainly brought to a
perfect standstill in the second. The strophes, and
even the separate lines, .<ire too long, the consequence
being that the words cannot be retained in the mem-
ory of the masses.

What remains to be done?—We have a new Ger-
man Emi)ire, and we liave a new German Emperor,
but we have no national song. When, in times gone
by, the Empire existed in strength and grandeur, it

was without such a song, just as it is now, but it did
not require one, because song was, at that period, the

property of an exclusive artistic class. When song
was subsequently hejrinning to be common property,
the splendor of the Empire had long been a thing of
the Past; its children were tearing each other to

pieces, and their hosts marched to battle to the

strain ; "Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott." Once more
the times have changed. It would, perhaps, be tol-

erably easy to arrive at some agreement, if the ques-
tion turned upon a religious song ; but what the
masses now want is a national song of a lay charac-
ter.

Of national minstrels we have certainly had plenty.
If we look at the German Parnassus, we find a great
number of songs referring with joy and pride to the
German Fatherland, and bringing prominently for-

ward this or that of its various characteristics, hut
there is not one satisfactorily expressing the feeling
which, at this precise moment, cau.ses the heart of
every German to glow, when he thinks of the unifi-

cation of his country, which has at last been effected.

What is the German Fatherland ? The endless
questions to this effect contained in an imposing
number of verses are no longer appropriate.
Of the numerous patriotic songs of the Past, there

are really only two that hit anything like the tone re-

quired, the conse<]uence being that people still sing
them far and wide. They are : "Ich hab' mich er-

geben," and "Deutscbland, Deutschlandiiber Alles."
The words of the former, written by Hans Ferdinand
Massmann, in 1820, correspond on'ly partially to the
vigor which a German national song ought to pos-
sess ; it is the melody which has rendered the compo-
sition so popular among the masses. The composer
is unknown ; his work resembles a Thuringian-folk's
melody, and can be traced back to about 1819; it is

distinguished by the same simple and grand treat-
ment as Carey's Hymn. The second of the two
songs was written, in'l841, by Hoffmann von Fallers-
leben to Jos. Haydn's melody composed in 1797 for
the Austrian National Hymn, "Gott erhalte Franz
den Kaiser." Do we want to be dependent on the
Austrians for a loan % No one probably woi;Id arrree
to this; besides, Hoffmann demands the land "Von
der Maass bis an die Memel, von der Etsch '

bis an
den Belt" ("from the Meuse up to the Memel, from
the Adige to the Belt").

Nothing, therefore, remains for us but to look
round and see what the present has produced. It
has been rich enough in instances of grandiose inspi-
ration, and hundreds, including the best names which
Germany may proudly call her own, have struck the
chords of their lyre.

There was one song which flashed through the
land like lightning ; it was already somewhat old,
but it suddenly resounded simultaneously in the
East and in the West, i'n the North and in the South.
Well, indeed, did the composer and the author earn
the gold medal, for thousands and thousands, inspir-
ed by their song, marched to meet a hero's death on
the field of battle. But is Max Schneckenburger's
"Wacht am Rhein," with Carl Wilbelm's music to
it, the national song we want •? Certainlv not, for,
had it a right to be so, that risrht would ali^eady have
been anticipated in 18+1, by Nicolas Becker's Khine-
song, "Sie sollen ihn niclit haben." The circum-
stances to which these songs refer are merely tempo-
rary and special. Such songs lose their significance
on the cessation of the special cause which gave them
birth

; to bring this about, there needs no poet to
arise and brandish the lash over Max Schnecken-
burger, as Heinrich Heine whilom poured out his
venomous sarcasm over Nicolas Becker.

Whether among the hundreds of songs published
in newspapers, pamphlets, small volnmes, and entire
collections, since the ever memorable .luly, 1870,
there may be one or two adapted to become a Ger-

man National Hymn is a fact which it is not hero

our place to decide.

But it is the place of the German composer to do
so.

We think that, in the preceding observations, we
have satisfactorily shown what we need and what
would evidently be received with open arms by the

entire German people. Well, then, ye German com-
posers, look around upon the Parnusses of new Ger-
many, and see whether you can find verses which
have clothed in words the mighty pulsation of Old
Germany, which, simple and unpretending, hut

grand and true, appeal to the heart of every one
among us, let him be noble or humble, let him in-

habit a palace or a but. Look around ; it is scarcely

to be assumed that you will search in vain. And
when you have found the verses you require, marry
with them your art which, equally simple and un-
pretending, but grand and true, is capable of clothing

in tone even the mightv pulsation of Old Germany,
and your offering will be received with rapturous de-

light. Unfortunately, simplicity and plainness have
become as rare in musical composition as in other

things. The eagerness of the time for rapid success-

es has attacked even the world of art. What is small
and simple is left on one side, or even contemptu-
ously trodden down in the dust ; the young artist

wants to conquer the world at one blow, and heaps
Ossa upon Olvmpus. While he is struL^gling to car-

ry out grand ideas, for which all possibly available

means are called into requisition, be loses sight of
what is simple, of what speaks to the heart and fasci-

nates the hearer, and he achieves nothing. The
great masters never considered it beneath them to

devote occasionally their strength to what was small
or simple ; it was precisely in surh cases that their

genius frequently showed the most magnificent
bloom, entrancing every one with its magic perfume,
and contributing more than aught else to extend the

composer's fame in places where nothing was known
of his more gigantic works. But let us leave out of
consideration the Titans of composition. What
made Schubert so great and so popular ? It was his

songs. His name had already passed among the

public from mouth to mouth, when his trreater com-
positions were as good as unknown. To what did
Feiix Mendelssohn owe his popularity ? Not to his

grand instrumental and vocal works, any more than
Schubert. It was his songs and pianoforte pieces,

bis art in small and simple things, which ••endered
him known in every village, and in every house.
How simple and unpretentious, ypt bow artistic and
effective, is be in such things! Were it otherwise,
how could Mme. Joachim have lately achieved such
a success with a modest little song like "Leise zieht
durch mein Gemiith V

In cases like this notliing more nor less than an act
of self-ahnegation is required. A melody for a nat-
ional song needs no display, no expenditure of ar-

tistic resources, but only a. qreat thmiijlil. This, how-
ever, is precisely the thing in which the worid is so
poor, the thing which only one among thousands
can produce from out the deluge of every dav triviali-

ties. What we want is a thought for millions, sim-
ple and unpretending, but expressed with grandeur
and truth, and transfigured in tone.

There has never been a grander period than the

present for our native land; never has enthusiasm
run higher. This grand period demands from everv
one of us vigorous action, to whatever grade of socie-

ty we belong, under whatever circumstances we may
be placed. This summons of the period is addressed
to the artist as well as to others. The poets first

heard, and then the painters followed step bv srer,

the great deeds of the new nation of German broth-

ers, rendering them immortal with pencil and with
brush.

Music must not remain behind. As yet, she has
done but little, though, certainly, it was she who,
among the arts, came forward practicallv to assist in

staying the tears of blood ; at innumerable concerts

and performances, she placed herself at the service of
her native land, and earned the thanks of thousands.
May German composers not neglect the call made

upon them ; let them show in a German National
Song what all compelling power lies concealed with-

in the sphere of tune; let them show that it is this

power, which, from generation to generation, can
kindle the flames of enthusiasm at all times, and un-
der all circumstances. May Music not forget to con-
tribute her stone to the edifice now being reared in

new magnificence and splendor I

—

Land. Mus. World.

Mr. Lee's Theory of the Voice.

To the Editor of the "Music.xl Standard."

Sm,—On reading the paper read by Mr. Lee at

Brighton, it occurred to me that be had not thrown
new light upon the subject of "The Human Voice,"
The introduction of the laryngoscope has set at rest

all theory as to whether the voice is a reed or string-

ed instrument— it is neither, hut essentially a tvind

instrument. The term cord, or string, does not
mean a round string like that of a violin harp. They
are called cords, because they are capable of being
drawn into a state of tension, or relaxed by the op-
eration of muscles, and because they vibrate like the

strings of a violin and harp ; or perhaps, to make the

comparison more strictly correct, the iEolian harp,

acted on by the wind. The vocal cords are indis-

pensable to the production of sound. The objection

to the whid cord does not alter the facts that no per-

son can produce a vocal sound without them, and
that they vibrate during the emission of sound.

If the trachea he opened the power of producing
vocal sound ceases, and returns on closing the aper-

ture. If the upper portion of the voice again be re-

moved, leaving only the vocal cords so that they cpn
act by tension and approximation, sound can be pro-

duced, and whatever impairs these so called cords

impairs the voice, which returns again on their resto-

ration, and unless they move in perfect relationship

to one another, called parallel, the sound is imper-

fect. The lenghening and shortening of the trachea,

in the production of grave and acute sounds has

been theorized ah ahr^nrdnm. What is regarded as

this action in singing is the depression and elevation

of the thyroid cartilage, and the action of the muscles

pulling backwards and forwards, for the purpose of

stretching and relaxing the vocal cords.

The flute or clarionet theory is erroneous, as we
do not sing by blowing in at the top of the instru-

ment, but by allowing the air to escape from below,

which shows the voice organ to be more like the pipe

of a church organ, with a piece of split leather or

parchment put over the upper extremity. Tlie talk-

ing machine exhibited in London about two years

ago, shows this clearly, although being only mono-
tone, it was not vocally a true anthropoglossis.

Mr. Lee alludes to the failure of voices, and to the

reed and strintred qualities sought for as erroneous. I

reirard this propertv as the fundamental constituent

of all cultivated voices, and, as the beads of a neck-

lace hang upon a string, so the various notes of a
cultivated voice should hang upon this string, by
which continuity of tone is supported in preference

to disconnected tones ; and thus the vihrative

travelling and blending qualifies of the voice are

secured— it must, however, be understood that I am
not advocating hardness.

That there are badly trained voices we all are un-

fortunately aware
; but the decline ot voices is not

mainly due to improper mode in the great vocalists,

stars that shine like meteors for a little while, and
then go out. Whatever impairs the health, or

weakens the frame, or shatters the mind, acts on the

voice, and the arduous work of our public singers

often breaks up their voices : while, if a man were to

live a hundred years without hodili/ frailti/, his voice

would last as long, provided no tendency to ossifica-

tion of the cartilages set in, which is one of the chief

causes of vocal declension as age advances.

The physiologv of the voice is a very important as

well as an interesting study ; and I lieg to say that I

approach Mr Lee with every feeling of respect, be-

lieving that his pupils may be rightly trained, and
produce even the very stringy and reedy effects which
he does not advocate, but which I have studied to

secure, and which, I am informed, singers go over to

Italy for the purpose of acquiring, as one of the chief

desiderata. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

H. Kepler.
28, Alma Square, St. John's Wood.

To the Editor of the "Musical Standard."

Str,—The very arguments which Mr. Lee puts
forward for subverting the established theories as to

the production of the voice certainly tend rather to

confirming them, at the expense of his new theory.

We have no means of ascertaining whether any
sounds are generated below the larynx, but we do
know that the ribs and bones of the body vibrate syn-

chronically with the sound produced in the larynx.

Mr. Lee advances as a new theory the modification

of sound by the pharynx. Why, that is what is ex-
plained by any singing master in the first lesson.

1. "The vocal ligaments undergo no appreciable
change in length, or otherwise."

2. "That since the action of the vocal ligaments
from want of homogeneity cannot be that of strings."

3. "Nor from the absence of the alternating, ap-

proximating, and separation peculiar to reeds," &c.

1. It does not seem to have occurred to Mr. Lee
that the same membrane, at a different tension

(whether produced by muscular or nervous agencv),

will give a diff..'rent pitch and it would be very diffi-

cult to detect by laryngoscope or any other means of

observation, any alteration in the tension, proving
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the length of the vocal chords were Dot influenced by
the tension.

2. That the strine: theory is to be abandoned, be-

cause the Yocal chords are not so lone, and not in-

fluenced in the same nnanner as fiddle strin(::s, is ab-

surd. We know that the chhn^e of pitch is produced
more by ti^litening the string, and exerting a different

pressure of wind.

3. Mr. Lee admits that voice cannot he produced
withoatthe vocal chords, yet he would almost isnore

them in his theory, and lead us to suppose that we
should get on as well without a larynx, which he
treats as a mere stopper to ihe pharynx
When he can prove by experiment what he ad-

vances I shall believe it ; until then, I am content to

consider it "all three,"—a wind rnstrnment, a reed

instrument, and a stringed instrument.

I am, trulv yours,

Walter H. Sawgster.
14, Westbonrne Villas, Bayswater.

Festival of the Three Choirs, at Worcester,

Eng"land.

fWe snpplement the partial report copied in our

last with the following extracts from the London

j^htsical World, Sept. 21.]

Never was a Jong, preat work listened to with more close

and anxious attention than was the Passion music on Thurs-

day, in Worcester Cathedra] '•bnrch. "Whether the congrega-

tion will ever learn to join in the ''chorals''—that is, sing the

tunes to the accompaniment of choir, organ, and other instru-

ment", as wag originally intended, is questionable; we must

not hurry on too quickly. We may further compliment Mr.

Done on restoring certain pieces which it has been hHherCo

the custom to omit in London. Two especially may be sin-

gled out, viz— the chorus, "0 man, thy heavy sin lament,"

which, following the shorter chorus, "Have iightoiogs and

thunder," nobly brings the first part of the orMtorio to an end,

and the grandly expressive air, *'Tjp, my soul " On the other

hand he has sanctioned some omissions, one or two cf which

(we have no time to specify) are anything but well considered.

'Up. my soul" was superbly delivered by Mr. Santley, as was

indeed the whole of the music assigned to bim—not only that

set to the words supposed to be spoken by the Saviour, bnt.

that likewise to which Pontius Pilate's sentences are allied—

a

somewhat irrelev nt arrangement. The other principal sing-

ers were Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington (soprano), Mme. Paiey

(contralto), and Mr. Lloyd (tenor)^ who, as well as Mr. Sant

ley, are deserving of the highest praise. The orchestra was

excellent throughont ; tht or^an part wa.s plsjyed in masterly

style by Dr. S. S We>Jley
; Mr. Townshend Smith accompa-

nied the recitatives on the harmonium (in a church far prefer-

able to a pianoforte) ; M. Sainton executed in perfection the

o66/fg'ct?o violin part to the air, '"Have mercy upon me.

Lord" [Mme. Patey]: and the song directed in the original

to be accompanied by two ^'oboi di caccia'''—whatever these

particular instruments may have been—was accompanied on

two violas, [and admirably accompanied] by Messrs. R. Bla-

gTOve and Zerbini. The chorals all went well, and the better

for being supported by the organ. One of 'he mo.-t succe.-jsful

achievements of the day was the magnificent and long (not

4oo long) spun-oat opening double chorus and "choral." the

treble voices bringing out the old Lutheran tune of the 'cho-

ral" with wonderful sharpness and clearness, above all the

elaborations of the two choirs and two orchestras that sustain

it. It ia annecep.'*ary to say more.

Mendelssohn's /-o^fffij'xnir followed the Passion, with Mile.

Tietjens, Miss Alice Fairman, and Mr. Vernon Kigby. It was
a fine performau' e ;

but the B^tch muf-ic was ample for one
day ; and on a future occasion we cannot but think that the

Pasfion of St. MalchfW, with an interval of convenient du-

ration, iD^te^d of the exhortatory and explanatory sermon
which wan Intendt^i to be delivered between the two parts,

AbODid be performed without a single omi>i<«ion. and, tike the

MeMtahAnd Elijfih, excla^ively occupy the day. It wouM
then be heard in all the splendor of i's comp.et« form. Who
koowB but thia may come? We ar« making rapid strides:

and we owe no little to our ^o-calted "provincistl mu'^ic meet-

ings " We should have stated that in the Passifm, as in

L'AlU.gro and // Pf-nsifrrjso , pome ol the additional oircompH-

DiroeDta and modiflcationfi of II»^rr Kot>f:rt Frattz vntrtt uxed.

The programmefl of the second and third evening concerts.

each contained special fe'itur^'fi. At the flrft there waa an
ample «Dd varied '•ebctton frrmi L'AUfgro Anf\ It Pmsiero.io,

the well-known rantatn composed by Handel, (n 1740, a year

aft*r Ivnel, and a year before the M^.^.ni/Jt. The flr-t tw-ction

a firt ( which all onr muxical readers are rognly.an''.—^was nut

for the gre^ti^r part to the immortal poetry of Milton; but

thwe iH another part entitled II Mo/Jtrato, the verbal text of

whirh, by one of Handel'fi co-laborem, rharles JenneDB (who
help«d Id '-compile" the word« for the Mcsn/th), was m com-
monpUre that Handel himself rouid do little or nottiing with

them worthy hl.^ genin;i. For thU reawn II Mor/rr/tio has

been jo«ttj deeme^l ^aperfluooi*, and is moflt freqnently omit-

ted from performances of the c/jniata, which, ind>:ed. can

easily dispense with so siHy and nncaUed for a peroration.

More about t.'^Allegro and II Pensierofo need not be written,

so familiar is it alike to amateurs, to musicians, and to Lon-

don audiences. The selection was somewhat incongruously

ushered in by the overture to Alexander's Feasts which, how-

ever, being one of Handel's most spirited orcheatral preludes,

is welcome under any conditions. Thp solo-singers were Mme,

Lemmens Sherrington, Messrs. Ternon Rigby, Lewis Thomas,

and Santley— all experienced adepts in the reading and delivery

of Handel. Mme. Lemmens had a more than upually onerous

task, singing not only the pieces set down for her iu the pro-

gramme, but also those set down for Mile. Tietjens, who—rare
event, where she is concerned—was compelled by indisposition

to disappoint the public,—the unwelcome intelligence being

conveyed by one of the stewards iu terms as complimentary to

Mile. Tietjens as they were satisfying to the audience. Thus,

among other things, the two important airs, "Sweet bird,"

and "Hide me from day's garish eye," both from II Pensieroso.

fell to Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington, who sang them in her

most finished manner, and in the first, was admirably accompa-

nied by Mr, RatclifTe on the flute. Mr. Vernon Rigby *8 "Mirth

admit me of thy crew," Mr. Lewis Thomas's ''Haste thee,

nymph," (with chorus) and Mr. Santley's "Populous cities"

[with chorus), each from L^Allegro, were also among the no-

ticeable features of a performance generally good.

The -second part began with a spirited execution of Haydn's

symphony. The Surprise ; terminated with the march com-

posed by Mendelssohn-Bartboldy in honor of his friend Cor-

nelius, the fimoos painter ; and included a vocal selection

—

of which it is enough to say that Mmes. Lemmens-Sherring-

ton and Patey. Miss Alice Fairman, Messrs. Vernon Rigby,

Lloyd, and Santley were put down for various pieces, and

that Mme. F'atey was honored with an encore in the late Vin-

cent Wallace's expressive ballad, ''Sweet and low." College

Hall was literally "crammed to inconvenience," numbers be-

ing obliged to stand outside the music room, in the lobbies,

and on the staircases.

The third and concluding miscellaneous concert brought to-

gether as large an assembly as its immediate predecessor. It

began with a very attractive selection from Beethoven's music

to Dif Ruiiienvnn Ai/ien. one of two f^how pieces (the other

being Koni^ Stephaji) which the then popular and fertile dra-

matist. Kotzebue, prepared to celebrate, in 1813, the '"inau-

gumtion" of a new theatre at Pesth. The dramas of Kotze-

bue are well-nigh forgotten, hut the music of Beethoven, as

experience has shown, possesses a vitality which nothing can

extinguish Though intended for the stage, and efffctive on

the stage—as a performance at the Prince.^s's Theatre many

years ago conviocingly attested—this curious musical allegory

is just as attractive in a concert-room. The chorus of the

dancing and somersault-turning Dervishes scarcely needs

scenic aid to make it understood It speaks for itself in lan-

guage too vivid not to be at once apprehended. A morechar

acteristic masterpiece of its kind was never written. This

chorus was suntr, and the extraordinary orchestral accompa-

niment in triplets which goes on incessantly to the end was

played with irresistible vigor, and an encore quite unanimous

was the result. The remaining "numbers'* included the light

but brilliant overture—a miniature overture for Beethoven
;

other choruses ; the well-known "Turkish March ;" the Fes-

tive March (with chorus) ; the duet of the two Greek slaves,

sung by Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington and Mr. Lewis Thomas
;

and the air for bass voice, "Deign, great Apollo," sung by

Mr. Thomas. The whole was satisfactory. The Huins of

Athens was followsd by a miscellaneous selection of vocal

pieces, in which Mile. Tietjens [who, happily restored to

health, was welcomed with enthusiasm], Mme. Patey, Messrs.

Vernon Ri, by and Santley were engaged. This selection,

which brought the first part of the concert to an end, con-

tained nothing calling for special notice, with the exception of

a masterly performance by M. Sainton of his own very inge-

nious fantasia on airs from Risohtto, which drew forth raptu-

rous applause and a loud "recall." Of the second part, which

npt^ned with a brilliant performance of Rossini's overture to

GuiUaume Tell [the last movement cncoredj, and which, ac-

rording to custom, terminated with the National Anthem

[PirO. Blvey's arrangempnt]. it is enough to state that piece

after piece, one more fHmiliar. if possible, than the other,

came in due succession from the lips ot the majority of the

iMiidintr singers ; and titat the gr«?at effect of the evening was

produci^d by M'lo Tiefji*ns, Mine. Sherrinirton, and Mnie.

Patey, In The lively trio, "Lb foccio un InchJno," from Cima-

rofia's mo«t, admired comic Optra, II Malrimnnio tSrf^rfto

(couipoHt'd In lSf"2). So capitally was this sung and acted by

the three aecornplished liidien that the aurlipncH insisted on Its

r»*p»*tttion, and repeated it whr from bei;lnning tocnd. Of the

other it*?inH in the twiection there Is really nothing to say, ex-

'••pt that, iill wi-re npplaud'-d and thornughly enjovfd. The

programme wao (j-rrlbiy long, and indeed would have been

(juite long enough without the selection from the Ruins of
Atluns—which, nevertheleflp, flmaf/eurs must heartily thank

Mr. Done for producing. That the audience generally did

not find the concert over long may be gatiiered from the fact

that very few of them retired until the National Anthem had

wound up the ceremony.

The attendance in the church yesterday numbered 2^0
persons. The donations to the charity amounted to .£23^ lis,

8d.—strange to say, nearly :C150 less than waa collected on

the day of Elijah.

Bach's Passion Mnsic" at Worcester.

A more strikino: instance of the ;rrowifig taste of
the Enjriish for the severe classToal school, especially

of saoref? mosic, ooold not well be addaced than the
lar^e audience (we had almost said, perhaps more
fittingly, congrecation) which gathered in Worcester
Cathedral on Thursday week ]ast to hear Bach's.
'Passion arcordingj lo St. Matthew."
That thi.s work will in future take its place with

"The Messiah" and Elijah" as an invaiiable item in

the programme of each sncce-^sive Festival of the

Three Choirs, and that it will form as jjreat an at-

traction as the two latter oratorios, when it has he-

come better known, there can lie little dooht ; and
we venture to think that its success on its prodnction

at Gloucester last September, and again upon its

repetition this year at Worcester, will justify the

stewards in setting: apart a day exclusively for its

performance, which shoold be in its entirety. For
although the exci«ions that were necessary in order

to bring- the day's performance within reasonable

limits, were most judinoasly made, and avoided as

much as po.ssible interfering with the thread of the

narrative, yet many heaotifa? nnmben? had perforce

to be omitted, much to onr regret. There are those

who complain of the nomber and length of the reci-

tatives, which they call wearisome ; and to such per-

sons, possibly, the shortened form of the oratorio is a

most welcome relief; but these very recitatives are

full of beauty, and there is so much variety of treat-

ment in the accompaniments, notably of those as-

signed to the various personages represented, that it

is hard to believe that any one with any pretension

to musical taste, and deriving any real enjoyment
from the performance of snch divine inspirations as

the "Passion** contains, could seriously nrge snch an

objection to the whole work being given as SBggest-

ed".

The nnmher of scores that were visible among the

audience is indeed a healthy sign of progress, -and

seemed to indicate a woefnl falling oflTin the ranks of

those who are continually on the look ont for their

pet singer, and his or her solos, and who, when that

bright particular star does appear, crane their necks,

hustle those who are quietly enjoying the music, and
create a general disturbance in order to obtain ever so

small a oeep at the object of their curiosity ;—and to

go very fai to establish the proposition set forth at

the beginning of this paper, that the art of troe ap-

preciation of such masterpieces is rapidly making its

wav among us.

We incline to think that no finer interpretation of

this most difficult work has hitherto been given in

this countrv ; and (be credit of this is no doubt main-

ly due to Dr. Wesley, under whose direction it was

produced at Gloucester, and whose ardoons task it

then was to conduct the performance of a work that

was entirely new to the majority of the executants.

It is therefore no great matter for surprise if the whole

went much steadier this year nnder the haion of Mr.

Pone than on the former occasion under that of Dr.

Wesley, who, though he is one of the greatest living

composers for the church (perhaps Me greatest) and
certainly the greatest organist now living, is univer-

sally admitted to be anything but a good conductor.

To Mr. Edward Lloyd, who was specially engaged

for the "Piission," and but for the non-appearance of

Mr. Sims Reeves would have sung in nothing else,

fell the lion's shore of the solos, the whole of the try-

ing tenor recitatives hcing L'iven hy him with all the

true feeling of a conscientious artist. The many
beautiful alto solos throughout the oratorio were

sung by Mme. Patev, whose rich voice and pure

style gave especial effect to the aria with its lovely

violin obhiigato, "Have mercy npon me, O Lord."

Mme. Sherrington sang carefully, though not with so

much feeling as we could wish, and pleased the ma-
jority hy her finished singing'. In thai cxfjuisitege/n

"IJrciik and die," she thouL'ht fit to make a protract-

ed rnthnfont/o in the concluding phrase, of which no

indication has been given by the composer, and

whif'h is pcrfprtly unwarrantable ; the practice has

ariwf-n solely through the vanity of many of the sing-

ers of the present d y, hut we rejoice to say that there

are artisfs who evince a landable reverence for the in-

tention- of the eomposer, and adhere rigidly to the

text. Of Mr. Santley's siuL'ing of the bass music

tittle need he said ; that he Kiing well, cefn va sans

dirp.. Hut special mention must he made of his de-

livery of the pa»iS!i[re'< (aeeompanied. as our Lord's

own worris are ihronghont by itte orehestra in sus-

tained harmony) descriptive of the institution of the

Lord's Supper, commencing, "'i'ako, eat, this is my
body," and preceded hy narrative recitatives allotted
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as usual to the tenor voice. The beautiful recitative

'"Twas in the cool of eventide," and the following

aria, "Up, my soul," w»re so finely given as to

cause a feeling of regret that more solos, other than

recitatives, had not fallen to the lot of this perfect

singer.

The band, considerably increased in numbers, and
composed, hy the way, almost entirely of picked

London professionals under the leadership of the

veteran Sainton, was everything that could be de-

sired. Remembering the number of former occa-

sions on which the choruses have proved so far the

least satisfactory part of the Festival performances,

as to make one regret that the singers had not, like

the band, been brought in a body from London,— it

is gratifying to be able to record that not only was
there no actual break-down nor even an apparent un-

steadiness in this department, bat that the chorus
was undoubtedly the best heard for several years.

There seemed to us to be a slight weakness in the

foundation, and more bass voices and instruments
would have been acceptable, but otherwise the parts

were well-balanced. It was refreshing to hear the

alto parts with such unusual disiinctness, and the

tenois strong without being boisterous. The em-
ployment of a few boys' voices was in places very ef-

fective, remarkably so in the first chorus, where there

is a ripieno part for trebles who sing the melody of a
well known Lutheran chorale ; and in this case they
were clearly heard above the tout ensemble of a double
chorus with the accompaniments of the full orches-

tra. With regard to the chorales, opinions are di-

vided as to whether they should be sung, as at the

Oratorio Concerts, entirely without accompaniment

;

as at Gloucester, with organ accompaniment alone
;

or, as on this occasion, with the full orchestra and
organ. There is no doubt that they were originally

intended to be, and always were sung (the melodies,
at least) by the congregation while both orchestras

—

for two were usually employed—and the organ, at

once supported the voices and supplied the harmony.
The organ alone appears to us to be the most fitting

and effective accompaniment, and in the hands of
such a perfect master of the instrument as Dr. Wes-
ley, who actually was playing at the performance un-

der notice, would it not have been the most satisfac-

tory ? As it was, we have to reiterate the complaint
that has been so universally made, that too little at-

tention was paid to light and shade in these chorales.

It may have been that both conductors (for the same
failing was noticed at last year's Festival) thought
fit to ignore i\\Q pianos and /or/es supplied so modest-
ly in parenthesis by Sir Sterndale Bennett in his edi-

tion of the work, and considered that, as Bach had
given no indication of his ideas in this respect, no
marks of expression should he introduced on the au-

thority of another. In accompanying the recitatives

merely narrative, for which Bach furnished a figured

bass only, an harmonium was introduced in the place
of the pTanoforte before used. This was a most wel-

come change^ the former instrument being more in

keeping with the sacred nature of the work, and the

sacred building in which it was delivered, besides
quite giving the effect of the soft stops on the organ,
which many persons believed it to he.

To return to the subject of future performances of
the "Passion" we will repeat our earnest desire that
the whole should be given just as it stands, and, to

fulfil as far as possible the conditions under which it

was formerly given, and without which it is impossi-
ble to give it proper effect, that a sermon be preached
between the two parts in the same manner as at West-
minster upon its production in the Abbey. To raise
it to the dignity of a religious service, and to cau.se

it to be accepted as such by the congregation, instead
of allowing it to be merely a performance of the most
eflfective musical portions of the work, is what tho.se

who have the direction of the Music Meetings should
ever have in view, and we ran only hope that the.se

few remarks may come under the notice of the au-
thorities, and have the effect we so much desire.

—

Mus. Standard, London.

Rubinstein.

FIRST APPEARANCE OP THE GREAT PIANIST.

The New York Tribune says of Anton Rubinstein's

appearance in that city :

Herr Rubinstein introduced himself with his T)
minor concerto. The first movement gave a fair but
not an adequate idea of his brilliant execution ; the
second, with its beautiful andante, was a gem of can-
tabile playing ; but in the closing prestissimo the full

glory of his tremendous force and the magnetism of
his touch burst forth upon the astonished audience.
In his subsequent selections he seemed to grow bet-

ter and better. Handel's Air and variations in D
minor never could have had such an interpretation
before, even from the old composer himself. Mo-

zart's Rondo in A minor was exquisite. The fa-

mous march from "The Ruins of Athens" resounded
through the hall with the splendor, one would have
thought, of a full hand ; and Schumann's Eludes
S}pnphoniqnes received the most brilliant, forcible and
sympathetic handling. It would be a mistake to

suppose, however, that force is the predominant
charaf teristic of Rubinstein's playing. He has the

strength of a giant, but it is united with the delicacy

of a poet. No one else can so completely gather up
the full resources of the piano, and pour them forth

in a torrent of grand and sonorous harmonies ; no
one else has so thoroughly mastered the difficulties of

the most intricate and rapid execution ; no one else is

so brilliant, so fiery, so incredibly enduring
; yet, on

the other hand, no one can teach the piano to sing

such soft and tender strains, or touch the keys so

gently with a finger of velvet. The soft passages of

his music are quite as wonderful as the more showy ;

the beautiful refinement of his expression is beyond
praise, and no opportunitv for display ever tempts
him to forget it. It would be impossible to imagine
Rubinstein glorifying himself with piano pyrotech-
nics, for he is not only a genuine reverential artist,

but he is something more ; he has the true fire of
genius : and he is the only pianist ever heard in

America of whom that could be said. In appearance
he is somewhat rude and strange ; in manner he is

courteous yet abrupt. His stern Tartar face never
lights with a smile- He puts away the humbug of
flowers and wreaths with a calm, undemonstrative
disregard, and sets himself to his work like a man
whose heart is in his music, and to whom applause
is nothing.

IN MR. WIENIAWSKI.

he has a worthy companion. This illustrious artist

surpasses all our previous experience of violinists

;

we will not say as much as Rubinstein surpasses

other pianists, but far enough to leave Vieuxtemps
and Ole Bull in some respects far behind His style

is formed more nearly upon the romantic school of

Paganini than of any other model
; yet he combines

with the peculiar fascinations of that school a beau-
tiful classical polish and correctness. He, too, is an
artist who reverences art, and knows how to forget

the display of his own powers. What conld have
been more conscientious than his playing of the Men.
delssohn concerto in E minor. It was given as Men-
delssohn himself would have said it ought to be
played. His tones are perfection—cl^ar, sonorous,
rich, true, and absolutely free from the occasional
rasping which disfigures nearly all violin playing.
His technique is phenomenal, and lastly he is sym-
pathetic. Here we have all the requisites of a good
player, to which we may add that Mr. Wieniawski's
compositions are also excellent.

Opera in New York.—Madame Lucca's
First Appearance.
(From the Sun, October 1 )

One bv one the great prima donnas, whose trans-

atlantic fame is so familiar, take their places on the
stage of the Academy of Music.
The latest comer, she who made her appearance

last evening, is one of the most fascinating, versatile,

and talented of all the European sopranos. In Ger-
many they incline to believe that there is none to be
compared to her. But though every city has its fa-

vorite, and though Mme. Lucca is a Viennese by
birth and a Berlinese by adoption, and finds in this

latter capital her most ardent admirers, still there is

not an audience in Europe that does not listen to her
with pleasure, nor an opera house upon whose stage
she is not more than welcome.

But Mme. Lucca, charming as she is, does not for

Innately constitute alone the company. It has final-

ly come to he understood both by managers and pub-
lic that a single star of the first magnitude surround-
ed by half a dozen of the fourth and a little nebulae
of chorus singers does not make np an all sufficient

operatic constellation.

The directors have gathered together a reallv ad-

mirable companv of artists. The chorus is large,

the orchestra sufficient, the subsidiary parts well filled,

and there is every indication of a season that will be
pleasant for the public and prosperous for the mana-
gers.

"L'Africaine," the opera that Mme. Lucca selected

for her debut, is one with which she is more closely

identified than is any other singer. Meyerbeer
always took a strong interest in her professional ca-

reer, and in composing the music for the role of Sell-

ta had her capacities in mind. To her he entrusted
the principal role, on which the success or failure of

his work so greatly depended, on the occasions of the

first representations of the opera at Berlin and Lon-
don. And since then Madame Lucca has found no
rival in the character.

Her welcome here last evening was as warm as she

cculd have desired. At her entrance she was re-

ceived with fervor, and the applause grew more ear-

nest and hearty as the opera progressed, elHorescing

in unskillfully thrown bouquets at the ends of the

acts, and reaching its climax at the close of the

opera.

The impression that Mme. Lucca produced upon
her audience was beyond question a very favorable

one. It would be ungracious to compare her with

the great prima donnas who have preceeded her. She
has her own methods, and addresses her audience

after her own fashion.

Just as singers are of difl^erent temperaments, so

are their hearers, and so it happens that many who
would find Nilsson cold, colorless, or unsympathetic

would receive the highest pleasure from Mme.
Lucca's intensity and fire. If a comparison might

be so far tolerated between our late prima donna and
our present one, it might be said by way of illustra-

tion that Nilsson's singing stood in relation to Lucca's

as the pure white light of the diamond to the warmth
and lustre of the ruby.

She is eminently an emotional singer and has a

natural dramatic genius. Though small in person,

her dignity and grace of manner give her an elegant

stage presence. The first impression that one re-

ceives from her singing is that her voice is unex-

pectedly large and re.sonant and not specially sympa-
thetic in quality, and that hej- reputation must have

been gained rather from the rare combination of the

actress and the singer, than from any marvellous

qualities of the voice. But the opera may in part be

responsible for this impression. Fully recognizing

Meyerbeer's immense talent, and the labor and pa-

tience that have made his operas a mine of melodic

wealth, we still greatly doubt if they set a prima

donna before the public in the best light. And Mme.
Lucca will, we believe, receive warmer public appre-

ciation in some work of greater inspiration, and ap-

pealing more heartily and less intellectually to the

hearer.

Of the other singers we can speak but briefly. Sig-

nor Abrugnedo, the new tenor, is somewhat of a dis-

appointment. Signor Moriami, the baritone, is a

very superior artist, an actor of fine ability and a
singer of great purity of stylo and with an exceed-

ingly beautiful qualitiy of voice. M. Jamet is suffi-

ciently well known. Whatever he did during his

connection with the Nilsson company was well and
worthily done. His disguise was so complete last

evening that the audience failed lo recognize him
when he appeared, or to give him that greeting that

he so warmlv deserves.

In Mme. Levielle the company possesses a singer

of e.xceptional gifts.

New York Philharmonic Society.

For the season of 1872-7.3—the thirty-first of the

society—the following symphonies are promised :

—

Beethoven, No. H, in C minor and No. 7 in A major;
Haydn, "Oxford," in G major (first time) ; Schu-
mann, No. 2 in C major ; Rubinstein, "Ocean," in

C major; Raff, No. 4 in G minor (new) ; Gade, No.
8 in B minor (new) ; Berlioz, "Romeo and Juliet"

;

Liszt, "Dante." Overtures—Beethoven, "Consecra-
tion of the House," in C major (first time) ; Mozart,
"Magic Flute," in W> ; Schumann, "Manfred," in

VJt minor ; Weber, "Oberon," in D major ; Wagner,
"Tannhauser," in E major; Erdmannshofer, "Prin-
zessin Use" (new) ; Matzka, "Galilei," in A major
(new). Wagner, Vorspiel from "Tristan and Isolde;"

Liszt, Hirtengesang from Oratorium "Christus"
(new). The first public rehearsal will take place on
the 1st of November, and the first concert on the 16th,

at which Rubinstein will play. The rates will be
slightly advanced, as single seats for the season will

be sold at SI 5 each, and the minimum prices of the

boxes, to be put up at auction, will be $60 and g90
each. The society is mote prosperous than ever.

Tlie receipts last year were S26,956 ; the expendi-

tures, including dividends, $2.5 824 ; balance on
hand. $1,1.32. Asa result of last season's opera-

tions the sum of $15,480 was divided among the or-

chestra, S2.388 was paid to orchestral performers not

members of the society, $830 was divided among
eight solo artists, the conductor received $1,000, and
rent consumed $3,530. The officers are George T.
Strong, president ; E. Boehm, vice president ; D
Schaad, secretary; J. G. Beisheim, treasurer; 0.
Bergmann, conductor.— [VeeUi/ Revieiv.

The Boston Lyceum Bureau is flourishing. It

makes music more of a speciality than formerly, and
has engaged many of the best artists.

Araeeli.a Goddard informs us that she will re-

turn to the United States next season.
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The Rubinstein Concerts.

The first concert in our Music Hall by Mr. Grau's

remarkable troupe,—presenting as it did for the first

time two of the greatest artistic celebrities of Europe,

An-ton Ecbinsteis and Herr Wieniawski,

with a {rood orchestra under Carl Bergmann's

masterly direction, and a programme most exception-

ally choice and rich for a travelling concert party,

—

of course excited eager interest in the most musical

portion of our population, and was largely attended,

though there was by no means a crowd.

After the performance of an OTerture, which, after

successive annoancements of that to Oheron and that

to the Wasserlrager , turned out to be that to Eymont

(either of them good enough), and in the rendering

of which the small but select orchestra seemed hardly

as yet warmed up to its work, the wierd, barbaric

looking master and magician of the piano-forte, with

his immense mass of hair and awkward movement,

without asmile, or any sign of consciousness appa-

rently of aught beside the single purpose of his music,

and with a look upon his face as of one eaten up by

the intensity of a life long absorption in his art, as

if all the expression had struck inward, and what you

saw was bat the lifeless simulacrum of the man, ap-

proached his instrument, courteous to his audience if

not gracious, amid applause which was but the fore-

runner of the outbursts that were to follow. The

piece selected for his debut was the same as in New

York and in many of his European concerts, his

own fourth Concerto, in D minor. In considering

the impression, composition and performance can not

well be separated, for he is eminently a composer-

virtuoso. We shall not undertake to judge or even

to describe such a composition after a single hearing.

It certainly did interest us greatly, hardly safFering

attention to flag once or twice from the beginning to

the end. The Allegro, opening quietly, unfolded

steadilv and logically, giving you the fullest assur-

ance of an abundance of reserved power. The themes

were beautiful and illustrated with great wealth ol

fancy. Passages most delicate and tender alternated

with passionate crescendos waxing to stormy cli-

maxes which made you listen with a sort of awe.

wondering what might come next. Beauty, mystery

and passion by turns predominated. The orchestra-

tion too was strangely beautiful, abounding in fresh

and delicate traits. As for the principal interpreter

of his own work, everything under the head of exe-

cution or technique must be conceded in the fullest

perfection as a matter of course. The instrument

has no difficulties for him ; the mechanical is abso-

lutely mastered and need not be considered, not

standing for a moment in the way of that which it is

meant to serve, the expression of musical thoughts

and feelings. His tremendous force is not more re-

markable than his exquisite gentleness and fineness
;

llp strihes like the lightning (looking like a thunder-

cloud), and he sings with the most sweet, insinuating

syren melody. (Nor does he seem to know anything

of you, or of the place, the audience, while he does

it.) The slow middle movement was chiefly remark-

able for its lovely canlabile:—a melody most human-

ly and sweetly anng, for some time on the piano

alone, to soft accompaniment of opaline and suhiilc

harmonies. Perhaps the spell was lost a little while,

the song lapsing into less interesting sing-song ; but

in the latter part of this Andante he seemed to strike

a Tcin of my.ilery, which, with the strange or.'hestral

coloring, was singularly fascinating. The Finale,

preslissimo, was less to our fancy ; a wild freak it

seemed of oncontainable, long pent np savage hn-

mors, fiery, barbaric, fall of diablerie ; an uncanny

true witch element was felt about one, and the man
seemed a wonder-working gnome out of the bowels

of the earth,—a little dangerous, not a being who
could understand you. But for the entire efixict, we
never saw an audience more electrified. The plau-

dits were electric.

In the second part Rubinstein was the interpreter

of others' inspirations. First, Schumann's Etudes

Si/mphoniques. which we had heard done by Perabo

and by Miss Mehlig, but never before with such con-

summate power and finish, such sure and perfect lift-

ing of its every thought out of the tangle of continual

thorny difficulties, such unembarrassed, pure, clear,

full expression of its essential music, as it was now.

It is a very earnestly musical audience which can sit

intently listening through that very long, elaborate,

profound series of variations, a continual strain upon

the deepest faculties of thought and feeling; but this

time we perceived no flagging, so perfect was the

rendering.

The group of three pieces with which Herr Rubin-

stein closed the concert showed the great variety of

his interpretative resources in still new lights. The
Air and Variations in D minor from one of Handel's

Suites was performed as no other man could do it,

doubtless, and there were marvellous contrasts of

beauty and tremendous power. But was all that

truly Handel "> Some of it seemed essentially mod-

ernized ; such storms of passion or brute energy as

he lashed certain variations into, surely are not obvi-

ously suggested by anything in Handel's Suites

!

The Rondo in A minor by Mozart, one of the little

gems of his finest art and fancy, was delicious in this

strong giant's nice and tender handling ; be refined it

to an almost Chopin-like subtlety and grace, yet hon-

estly, importing nothing into it which it did not cf

itself contain. The "Turkish March" of Beethoven

was a transcription, an excessively brilliant piece of

virtuosity. He took it at such lightning speed that

one is puzzled to conjecture what order of spirits

(surely none with mortal feet) could "march" to it;

and he hushed the house completely by a decrescendo

more finely graduated than we ever heard before,

more slowing vanishing to nothing.—On the whole

Rubinstein appeared to us to realize the larger part

of all that has been claimed for him, impressing us as

a man of marked individuality and genius both as

composer and interpreter, charged with a strange

electric fire, master of all that is beautiful and lovely

as well as of volcanic forces in his wonderfully vari-

ous interpretations, but at the same time prone to not

a little of exaggeration and extravagance.

In Henki Wieniawski we were listening to one

of the world's greatest violinists. To hear Mendels-

sohn's perfect Concerto in E minor played by such a

master was a delight without alloy, unless it came

from circumstances not intrinsic to the musical expe-

rience as such ; nor indeed can we compare it with

anything in our memory, unless it be Joachim's play-

ing of the Beethoven Concerto or of Bach's Chaconne,

&c. We did not understand why Wicniawski was an-

nounced as "the only rival to the memory of Pagd-

nini,"or why he should be placed in such a category.

The art which he revealed to us on Monday evening

is something of a far nobler, purer character than we

have ever associated with the Italian "Wizard of the

G string," who.se gift was so sensational and so con-

tagious, bewitching younger aspirants into a ques-

tionable devotion to the mere tricks of the violin.

But here we had classical violin playing in its purity,

applied to one of the worthiest and most arduous

tasks. Often as wc have beard that Concerto played

well, wc never realized (ho half of its full beauty

until now. Such large, full totie, such infallililc

truth of intonation, such perfect ease and (inisb in all

points of execution, such breadth and fair consistency

of style, and such fine feeling and pervading poclry,

instinct with the inmost spirit of the composition,

assimilating all the grosser elements that have to en-

ter into its outward embodiment, so that it seemed

just to breathe itself upon the air, were proof enough

of th'B 'consummate artist. In the second part he

played a couple of his own compositions : the first a

"Legend," full of poetry and a fine fairy atmosphere,

which the mysterious mingling of bassoon and

brass tones at the beginning, and indeed the orches-

tral accompaniment throughout, brought home to the

imagination. Some of the purest, tenderest expres-

sion we have ever heard from strings or human

voice, occurred in passages of that performance. It

was followed by a fantasia upon Russian Airs, very

brilliant and full of virtuosity, but never offensive to

good taste.

Of the two singers we have not much to say as

yet. Mile. Liebhart, who has figured long and

favorably in London concerts, showed a clear, sweet,

flexible soprano voice of good power, and a great

deal of facile florid execution in the old Handel air,

"Sweet bird" from 11 Pensieroso, with the bird like

flute accompaniment, which was nicely played by

Mr. GoERiNG. Mile. Oementi, with a large con-

tralto voice, and a rather crude style, conquered a

recall by her energetic delivery of Non piu mesta.

The programme of the second concert, Tuesday

evening, was as follows :

Overture, "Don Juan" Mozart.
Orchestra.

Concerto in G, [with Cadenzas by Rubinstein] Beethoven.
Anton Rubinstein.

Recitative and Aria. ''Giuose altin,"' "Deh vieni non
tardar," Mozart.

Mile. Louise Liebhart.
Fantaisie, "Faust" Wieniawski.

Henri Wieuiawski.

Carnaval Schumann
[Introduction—Pierrot—Harlequin—Waltz-Noble

—

Florestan—Eusebius— Coquette — Rfply — Sptiins—
Butterflies^-Dancio? Letters—Chiarina—Chopin—Es-
trella—Gratitude — Pantaloon and Columbine— Ger-
man Waltz—Paganini— .\vowal—Promenade — Inter-
mission—March of the Davidites against the Philis-

tines.]

Anton Rubinstein.
Aria, "II Giuramento". Mercadante.

Mile Louise Ormeny.
Andante, efc "Carnaval de Veni.=e" Paganini.

Henry Wieniawski.
a. Nocturne Field.

b. Erl King, [Schubert] ...Li.szt.

c. March, "Midsummei Night's Dream". . .Mendelssohn.
Anton Rubinstein.

Beethoven's G major Concerto, the loveliest of the

tribe, and made familiar here by so many excellent

renderings, was the piece of all others in which a

Boston musical audience could fairly appreciate this

wonderful pianist's power as an interpreter. It was

indeed a masterly performance, showing a poetic,

sympathetic insight into all the meaning of one of

the most poetic compositions ever written even by a

Beethoven, and such a faculty of bringing it all out

in tones so pure, phrasing so perfect, accent so fine

and true, rhythm s''o selfsustained, that there seemed

to be no intervention of keys or fingers, or even of

an individual playing; it was not an interpretation,

(as we heard it well said), it was the music itself.

We are only in doubt about bis very long cadema in

the first movement. It did seem to us to wander too

far out of the charmed sphere of the original, and in

its crises of strong passionate bravura to become

somewhat uncouth, speaking a language foreign to

Beethoven. Yet its construction was very interest-

ing, in some respects masterly ; it not only revolved

the themes of the movement out of which it grew,

but now and then anticipated thoughts of the Adagio

that was to follow. The orchestra, too, under Berg-

mann's sure and quiet leading, did their part sympa-

thetically and well, with slight exceptions.

Schumann's "Carnaval" of course needs a key to

the allusions contained in its twenty or more little

pieces. The mere titles are some help, but not in

every case. Nevertheless the swift procession of the

motley crowd of figures, some of them exquisitely

beautiful, some grotesque or enigmatical, is very fas-

cinating in itself, whether you know them all or not.

It is properly a piece for a parlor or email hall ; the

listening circle should be intimate ; hence to the ne-

cessity of conveying all its subtlest traits to all parts
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of the great Music Hall we must ascribe tlie "some-

what heavy hand" with which he brought out, other-

wise so perfectly, the whole shifting, delicate phantas-

magoria. It was a wonderful exercise of memory,

as well as of sustained and seemingly exhaustless

strength ; and yet it seemed no effort.

It was pleasant to hear one of John Field's quiet,

delicate "Nocturnes,"—the prototypes of all that has

been done in that form in a much larger way by

Chopin, and in a hackneyed way by countless imita-

tors,— sing itself so sweetly, limpidly and clearly

through the great hall. What music there may be

in very modest flights ! Throughout his rendering

of Liszt's transcription of the "Erl King" the audience

were spellbound. Through the piano forte the whole

story was told, or rather told itself, with the most

vivid reproduction of the dramatic dialogue. The

last words : "The child—was dead !
" were actually

spoken.

This concert did bring out the "P.iganini" side of

Wieniawski, and that m.ainly. By that side we

remember him a dozen years ago in London ; so that

we were surprised and pleased at finding him so clas-

sical in Monday's concert. He too, like Kubinstein,

is sovereign master of his instrument, and can play

everything that is at all worth playing. His "Faust"

Fantaisie reproduced not only the salient points, but

many of the more recondite beauties of that opera

with a fine sense and great ingenuity ; the orchestra-

tion being highly suggestive, and his own execution,

in every phase and form of technique or expression,

beyond criticism. His "Carnival" (why cannot the

great violinists leave that to the old clothes men of

the craft 1) certainly surpassed all we ever heard in

its droll tours deforce.

Mile. Liebhart sang "Deh vieni" sweetly and ac-

cording to the good traditions ; only somewhat too

consciously in manner ;—the very opposite in that

respect from Rubinstein ! The Contralto lady has

abundance of the raw material of voice, which doubt-

less might be trained to some artistic use, but much

of her song was shouting, and very badly out of

tune.

The Patti-Mario Concerts. We were cut

short in our report last time, after giving what space

we had to the great Tenor of by-gone days. We re-

turn to speak but briefly of the other artists, each in

their way remarkable. Mile. Carlotta-Patti

showed no such marvellous change of style as had

been trumpeted beforehand. Perhaps her voice, so

smooth and liquid throughout its whole great range,

so fine peculiarly in the highest notes, has gained

something of fullness and roundness in the lower and

middle tones ; but she is the same facile, finished,bird-

like vocalizer, executing all sorts of runs and trills, ar-

peggios, echoes, and what not with the precision of a

musical box, without much soul or feeling; yet with a

good-natured pleasant way. Proch's Variations were

warbled even more finely thanjby Mrae. Peschka-

Leutner, though in a more slender voice. Very bril-

liant in the same way were the "Carnival" variations,

and Auber's "Laughing Song." "Caro nome," from

Rigoletto, "Ah, forse b, lui" from Traviata, and above

all the "Shadow Song" from Dinorah, were suited to

her best powers. But there was nothing true or

simple in her "ballads." Miss Cary, on the con-

trary, by her almost perfect rendering of "Kathleen

Mavourneen," almost reconciled us to its hacknied

sing-song. Simply and charmingly she bore her

part in the little Italian duets with Mario; while in

her larger efforts, such as the Page's song from the

Huguenots, "Orla suU' onda" from 11 Giuramento,

and "Ah quel giorno" from Semiramide, she sang

better than ever before, in a large, true, honest style

of singing, which every one enjoyed.

Teresa Carreno, the child pianist who excited

our deep interest nine years ago (her last concert in

Boston was given in the Music Hall, with the Great

Organ, "on the occasion ofher tenth birthday") comes

back to ns a tall and beautiful young lady, and an

accomplished artist, as her intelligent, clear render-

ing of the Mendelssohn Concerto in G minor, with

orchestra, proved well enough. So too the Rondo

Capriccioso and the Chopin Ballade in A flat. There

is a certain Spanish fire in her performances and an

impatience of manner which somewhat disturbs the

pure impression of her classical interpretations. In

bravura pieces she has great brilliancy. Her own

compositions, mostly in Waltz form, and following

in the track of Gottsehalk. not without cleverness,

were slight additions to the programmes. M. Ejiile

Sauret, the violinist, pupil of Vieuxtemps .^nd of

Wieniawski, is not older than Carreno. He played

Spohr's eighth Concerto (''in modod'unascenacantan-

te") like a master , and in all his renderings (Ernst's

Fantasia on Hungarian airs ; the Ballade and Polo-

naise, the Eeverie, &c., by Vieuxtemps ; Wieniaw-

ski's Fantaisie on Russian Airs ; Ernst's on themes

from Otelto ; Paganini's "Witches' Dance" ; above

all in a remarkably full transcription of the Sextet in

LjfCf'rt), he gained continnally on the admiring sym.

pathy of his audience. There was a soulful tender-

ness and purity in his rendering of certain thought-

ful and poetic pieces, quite as rare as his great tech-

nical ability. The "Kreutzer" Variations were

beautifully played by him with Teresa Carreno ; very

seldom do we hear a violin ascend into those high-

est regions with so pure an intonation.

Symphony Concerts.

The eighth annual series of ten concerts oriefnated by

the Harvard Musical Association is now publicly announc-

ed. Tllese regularly returning feasts of the noblest orchestral

music are so well established, their motive and design and

quality so well appreciated, that there is no longer need of

any argument to prove them worthy of attention. By their

fruits they are known. A glimpse of what is promised now

(so far as the arrangements are completed) will give the best

assurance that their prestige will be fully kept up, and that

the approachfng series will be quite as interesting as any that

has gone before. One feature of the programmes is the un-

commonly rich list of noble concert arias with orchestra, by

Handel, Each, Haydn, Mozart, &c. ,—works seldom or never

heard here hitherto. Another, not quite certain, but which

the Committee are resolved to realize if possible, will be the

introduction of some choice vocal works employing a chorus

of mixed voices. The list of solo artists will be found uniisu-

ally attractive. The Symphonies, Overtures, Concertos, &c.,

so far as they can yet be named below, speak for themselves.

The star prefixed will indicate the compositions to be given

for the first time in these concerts, and the double star those

never heard before in Boston.

Mr. Zerrahn's Orchestra will be at least as large as it was

last year, and in a number of its elements considerably im-

proved. In the place of Mr. H^irtdegen, who has gone to Cal-

ifornia, we have Mr- Hennig, who is probably without a supe-

rior as violonrellist in this country
; while Wulf Fries, and all

the members of the Quintette Club, will be no longer occa-

sional but constant members. An excellent first violin is

gained in Mr. Hamm , whom we have heard as soloist in the

Thomas concerts. Mr. Eltz, our tine first bassoon, whom
Thomas had seduced from us. returns to his old place ; tike-

wise the capital viola player, Mr. Heindl. Mr Kutzleb's oboe

will not forsake us, and a superior second clarionet (Mr. Whit-

temore) will be coupled with our valued master of that instru-

ment, Herr. Weber. Mr. Eichberg will still preside over the

violins.

First Concert, Nov, 7.

Overture to "Athalia" Mendelssohn.
**Cantata* "Ariana i Naxos." Scena for Soprano Soto

with orchestra Haydn.
M.ME. ERMINIA IltJDERSDORFF.

^Symphony No. 1, in C Beethoven

.

Overture to "Alfonso and Estrella." [2nd time]. Schubert.
Concert Aria : "Cb'io mi scordi." [with Piano & Orch.]

Mozart,
Overture to "Genoveva'' Schumann.

Second Concert, Nov. 21.

Overture to "Afedea"; '. .Cherubini.
**Concert Aria [Tenor]; "Miserol sogno, o son desto ?"

Mozart.
Nelson Tarlet.

Yiolin Concerto, in E minor Mendelssolan.
Miss Therese Liebe.

Symphony in E flat Mozart.

**Violin Solos : Adagio and Sarabanie from the unac-
companied Violin Sonatas Bach.

Overture ; *'Tha Ruler of the Spirits" [2ud time], .Weber.

Third Concert, Dec. 5.

*Overture to "La Clemenza di Tito" Mozart.
Aria [Contralto] : Cradle Song from the Christmas Ora-

torio .'.Bach.
Miss Alice Faibman.

* Piano Concerto in E flat Liszt.
Miss Anna Mehliq.

**Symphony, No. 5, in D minor, with Pianoforte obli-
gate Gade.

^*Air. wi th Pianoforte .- Pergolese.
Piano Solo

,
'.

. . . Chopin!
Overture.

Fourth Concert, Dec. 26.

Overture to "Fani.ska" Cherubini.
**Concerto for the Oboe Rietz."

August Kutzleb.
Symphony in E flat, [No. 1 of the Salomon set] . . Haydn

.

Piano Concerto in F minor Chopin
G. W. SUMNKB.

Overture : "Becalmed at Sea, and Happy Voyage."
Mendelssohn.

Fifth Concert, Jan. 9, 1873.

"Overture to "Ali Baba" Cherubini.
Piano Concerto in G minor [second time] Moscheles

J. C. D. Parker.
**Aria.

Symphony, No. 6, in C, [second time] Mozart
Songs.
Overture to "Coriolan" Beethoven.

Sixth Concert, Feb. 6.

Symphony: "Surprise" Havdn
Chorus, &o., with Orchestra. [?]

• • i

**"Ocean" Symphony, [first movement] Rubinstein
Piano Concerto.

B. J. Lang.
Chorus, (?)
Overture to "Preciosa" Weber

Seventh Concert, Feb. 27.

Overture : "The Hebrides," Mendelssohn.
Piano with Orchestra : "Serenade and Allegro Giojoso." "

Hugo Leonhard.
Aria [Contralto]

: "Son confuaapastorella." Scored for
Orchestra, expressly, by Robert Franz Handel

(Mrs. C. A. Baebit.

Overture to "Le Nozze di Figaro" Mozart.
"Krakowiak," for Piano and Orchestra, op. 14.!chopin'
Songs with Piano.
Symphony, No. 4, in D minor Schumann.

Eighth Concert, March 13.

Overture.
Aria [Bass]: "Give me back my dearest Master," from

the "Passion Music" Bach
M. W. Whitney.

Piano Concerto, in A Mozart.

Overture and Entr'acte from "Manfred," Schumann.
Piano Solo.

Concert Aria [Ba.«s] : "Alcandro, lo confesso". .Mozart
Symphony, No. 8, in F Beethoven.

Ninth Concert, March 27.

[t7* Anniversary of Eeethoven's Death.

Overture to "Leonore," No 1 Beethoven
Aria and Gavotte from Orchestral Suite in D Bach
Concerto for Piano, Violin and 'Cello in C Beelhoven!

E. Perabo, &c.

Symphony, No 7, in A Beethoven.
Overture to "Leonore," No. 3 *t

Tenth Concert, April 10.

Overture : "Namensfeicr," op. 115, in C Beethoven.
Magnificat in D, fcrSoli. Chorus and Orch. [?]., Durante.
Piano Concerto in C minor Mozart.

Chorus. [?]

"^

Symphony, No. 9, in C Schubert,

usir IhoaK
MUNICH.—The following are the particulars of the "Musi-

cal Academy," alias concert, giyen for the benefit of the Nat-
ional-Festival Stage Play enterprise at Bayreuth. It com-
menced with Herr R. Wagner's Faust Overture. This was as
good as new to the public, having been played only once pre-
viously in Munich, when it was performed under the direction

of the composer himself in 1865, at the Theatre Royal. Herr
Ton BUlow was the conductor. On making his appearance, he
wag received with a storm of applause lasting several minutes.
He gave the audience to understand by gesture that he did
not take the ovation to himself, but considered it the due o
the members of the orchestra, to whom he kept pointing.

After the overture, Mme. Mallioger sang the "Prayer" from
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Tannh'duser, a.ni'H.erTTla.rtv'isson, formerly a pupil of Herr

von Biilow. played a Concerto by C. M. v. Weber. It must be

mentioned that, with the exception of the first two pieces,

there was nothing of Ilerr R. Wagner's in the programme.

This was owing to Herr von Billow's representing to the Com-
mittee that they would act most in aecordaoce with Herr

R. Wagner's wishes, if they chose works by the great heroes

of days gone bye. such as Mozart, Weber, and Beethoven.

Mme. Mallinger then sang the "Letter Air" from Don Juan
;

Herr von BiilOY played a Pianoforte Sonata by Beethoven
;

and Herr Vogl sang the cyclus of songs entitled: *'An die

feme Geliebte," by the same master. The concert was

brought to a close by Beethoven's magnificent Symphony in C
minor, admirably executed by the band. At the conclusion,

the applause was most enthusiastic, and Herr von Biilow had
to come forward some half dozen times, and bow his thanks to

the public. The members of the orchestra were as demonstra-

tive i8 the audience, and presented him with a silver laurel

wreath as a parting memento, for Herr von Biilow is about to

leave Munich again very shortly. Loud cries of "Hurrah,
Biilow! Bravo, Biilow I Stop here! Stop here!'- were
heard from the spectators. Herr von Biilow was moved to

tears. He attempted to speak, but words failed him. By the

way, it appears that since then, an arrangement has been ef-

fected, by which Herr von Biilow will not leave altogether.

Though he will not resume his former post, for which Herr

Levi of Carlsruhe has been engaged on his warm recommenda-
tion, he will act as ''Royal Bavarian Chapelmaster out of ac-

tive service," and conduct every year several operatic and oth-

er musical performances.—A new medal for distinguished

merit in the domain of Science and Art was founded by the

King on his last birthday, and conferred by him on Herr
Siegl, operatic stage manager, and Mile. Sophie Diez, Eammer-
sdngerin. For the way in which he sustained the part of the

hero in Herr R. Wagner's Lohengrin, on the occasion of the

centenary festival of the University, Herr Vogl has received

from his Maj,-^8ty a magnificently carved tobacco-pipe mouth-
piece, representing the Knight of the Swan. We nre afraid

the celebrated bird will soon lose its whiteness and become
nigro (que) rfmilima cygno," as the Eton Latin Grammar has

it.

COLOGNE.—The new Stadttheatre was opened on the Ist

inst. , with Weber's '"Jubel-Ouverture;" a Dramatized Pro-

logue by Dr. Wolfgang Miiller ; a Symphonic Prologue for full

Band, by Dr. Ferdinand HiHer; and Lessing's Minna von

Bamheim. Dr. Ferdinand Hitler's Prologue, to a certain ex-

tent, a piece of Programme Music in the best sense of the

word, was most warmly received.—Therp is a report that Herr

R. Wagner has promised to superintend the getting up of Lo-

hengrin here, and to conduct the public performance himself.

Hereupon the Eulnische Zeitung remarked : "Herr Wagner

will, to a certain d -gree, resemble a bold knight who rides into

the camp of his declared opponents." The following day, the

subjoined answer from Dr Ferdinand Hlller figured in a con-

spicuous part of the paper : "To the Editor of the Kolnische

Zeitung. Tour respecte i local reporter speaks of Herr Rich-

ard Wagner's courage, in resolving to come here into the camp

of his opponents. Nothing could have less of the Heroic about

it, Tannhduser and Lohengrin have been played and well re-

ceived here for years paflt, and the composer may look for-

ward with the greatest certainty to a complete triumph. As,

however, Herr Wagner's party have done me the honor of

considering me as one of his oppone'its, and of pronouncing

against me. as such, a sentence of outlawry [and I by no

means deny that|rhp greater part of what Herr Wagner writes,

eompo.<>es, and undertakes, is repugnant to me], I mu^t be al-

lowed to remark that I have presented his concert composi-

tions [the Overture to Faust, the "Kaisermarsch," and the

Prelude to Dt< Meist'^rsinger,] admirably performed to the

public. To t-ee Herr Wngner conduct one of his own works

van't interefit hip opponents as well as his a'lherents, the more

e^p'^ially, sj* he employg for the pu'-poae a conducting-stick,

and not German prose. I remain, with the greatest respect,

your mo3t obedient servant, Ftjrdinand Ililler, KapellTneister.^^

Norwich Festivat,.—The 17th mu<^in meeting

followed, as nsnal, within a week nftcr the Worcester

Festival. The first two rlnys were Inrcrely devoted

to original Kncltsh compositions. We copy from

the OrcheMlra of Sept. 20.

Afrer a g^reral rehearsal on Monday the Festival proper

CfTOmRTirf-d at eight o'clock in the evening of the same day.

The doors of St. Andrew's Hall wt-re ope edan hour previous-

ly. And the seat' were rapidly o*?rupIed. Sir Julius Benedict

took hU position at the conductor's defk, and the National

Anthem wiw given with foil orchestra and chorus— the W)lo

portions by Mile. Ti'ienfi, Mme. Florf-nce I.,ancia, Mr. Cum-

min^ and Mr- Patey. An extraordinary demonstration of

lo>«lty followed: che«r]niE. clapping, and ejaculations of ''God

1 bl«i* the Prince of Wales." displayed Norwich in a leal and

k Mcoberant mood. Then Plr Jollus resigned his baton to Mr.

Arthur i*ollivan, whoM province It wafl to conduct his own

'•T" D'X'ro." There is no need to traverse trodden ground In

criticizing this work, the solos of which were sung with excel-

lent effect by Mile. Titiens, and attentively listened to by the

audience. "To thee Cherubim and Seraphim;" and "When
thou tookest upon thee to deliver man" had a specially happy

issue, thanks to the great art of the vocalist. The ''Te

Deum" over, Sir Julius Benedict resumed the baton, and the

performances recommenced with Haydn's " Creafron," first

and second parts. The soprano solos of the first part were as-

signed to Mile. Titiens, and those of the second part to Mme.

Florence Lanci I. The tenor and bass solos of the first part

were sung respectively by Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Santlcy
;
those

of the second part by Mr. Cummings and Mr. Patey, Mr Ker-

ridge taking the tenor part in the trio, "Most beautiful ap-

pear."

Tuesday was a secular day, the chief features of the evening

programme being Mr. Macfarren's new Cantata, "Outward

bound," and Mr. F. H. Cowen's Festival Overture, both

works being written ad hoc.

Mr. Macfarren's music is built upon Mr. John Oxenford's

verse. The action is carried on by three characters—a mer-

maid, a sailor, and a sailor's wife—with chorus of sailors and

their lasses. The work consists of six divisions—"The Em-
barkation," "The Sailor's Wife." "Weighing Anchor," "The

Mermaid," "The Sailor and his Messmates," and "The Storm."

The scene is laid in Yarmouth Roads. There is a chorus (in

D ma.jor) expressive of the hopes of the sailors starting on

their voyage. Then comes a contralto song (in G minor) for

tne sailor's wife—a simple, plaintive melody expressive of

grief at the husband's departure. Admirably sung by Mme.
Patey, it was stormily received, and when published is likely

to be elcome in drawing-rooms. The next number is a short

chorus in C major for male voices representing the weighing

of the anchor and treated as "yo-ho" songs are conventionally

treated on the stage. Number Four is a more ambitious piece

of workmanship—the Mermaid Song, "Hark to me." The

elaborations of this composition are somewhat in excess. The

orchestral devices are ingenious and the voice part wrought

out with florid effect and passages of immense difficulty. Mr.

Macfarren's vfew of a merm aid is evidently as of one who has

Suffered a sea-change

Into something new and strange,

and whose singing should consequently be marvellous. But

the'-'iviindersame geivaltige BlelodeV which his mermaid has

to sing is beyond the capacity of most singers, though Mme.

Florence Lancia came nobly out of the ordeal. The instru-

mentation however was the chief feature of the number. The

following piece, "The sailor and his messmates." is a tenor

song and chorus of commonplace character inserted sandwich

fishion between the two important efforts. For No. 6, "The

Storm" is even more aspiring than No 4, "The Mermaid's

Song." Storms have been done ere now in symphony and

opera and overture ; and Mr. Macfarren ha^ hardly an thing

new to paint. We have the familiar drum-thunder, chromatic

lightning, and staccato hail ; the wind gathers its forces to-

gether on the dominant of D minor and discharees itself on the

chord of B-flat major, in which key the rain swells, the waves

smash, the men shout and the women scream. Over it all

gloats the mermaid, whosp voice is nearly drowned bv thump-

ing drums and resonant brass. The result is in fact chaotic
;

Mr. Macfarren however knows that sea-storms are usually

that, and therefore his plture is successful. AmitJ the hub-

bub comes a call for the lifeboat, wherein the crew embark and

are rescued. A short duet of felicitation between the sailor

and his wife, a general choral prayer, and a jubilant coda,

bring the Cantata to a close- Some wholly irreconcileahle

opinions have been put forth a.i to the merit of the Cantata as

a whole. The truth lies between two extremes: the work is

neither a masterpiece nor a fiasco, but a composition in the

well known manner of Macfarren—reminiscent as to style, fa-

miliar as to phrases, nowhere out of the way. in nothing start-

ling and in nothing contemptible. The hand of the skilled

mu^lciftn is visible in all, and the workmanship only bwromes

fppble when too much Is attempted. "Outward Bound" may
probably be repeated in concert-rooms : the storm however is

a mistake.

Mr. F. H. Cowen's Festival Overture is a lively work, In

which he resorts frequently to the dance rhythm, rendered

still more attractive by brifflt and clever instrumentation

Written for a festival, it does not belie its jubilant claim. A
chorus by Mr. Hugh Piersoo formed another feature of this

concert. Mr PierFon is a Norwich man—one of those rare

pr pheto who are appreciated in their own country. "Ye
mariners of England" was sung with will and kindly received.

Beethoven's " Fidrllo''^ overture In E opened the concert

—

finely. Mdme, Trebelli sang Merradante's "Orsull' ondra" to

rapturous applause, and Mile. Albanl came, saw, and con-

quered Norwich In the mad s ng from ^'Lur.ia,^'' while Mr.
Santley gave In magnificent style Hatton's setting to irerrick's

poem "To Anthea." The good service lent by Mr. Cummlngs
afl the sailor In the new Cantata muat not bo left out of men-
tion. Indeed Mr Cummlngs, Mme. Lancia and Mme. Patey

were all .tart.i rrprorhe^tmil Invested their respective numbers
with all posalble Interest, As much can scarcely be said for

the choruB.

(To be continued.)

Sprial Itotires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHhed by Oliver Ditaon St, Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Slumber Song. 4. B to f. Franz. Arr. for 4
voices by Dow. GO

" Best thee, my Sweet, in the shadow
Of the greenly glimmering grove."

It required some hardihood in Mr. Dow to touch,
with an idea of improvement, one of the perfect works
of Franz. But the arrangement into 4 parts is very
skilfully done, and the result is a beautiful quartet.
Indeed, considering that the chief beauty in Franz's
songs lies in deftly woven harmooie:^.it may be doubt-
ed whether one would not enjoy them more in this
style than the other.

Meeting ! For Soprano or Tenor. 4. E6 to g.

Millard. 50
" I watch for thee at evening.
And chide the weary time."

Very much in the style of "Waiting," which has
been extremely popular. More properly a scena than
a song, and is well calculated for success in a concert.

Fly, little Song, to my Love. 4. Tib to d.

W. A. Smith. 30
Sing to him. "Love and Lover must part.

True love is stronger than death "
Very pretty. Charming sentiment and eweet melody.

Thoughts. 4. Ab to
fj. Gabriel. 35

" I sit in the old loved nook
When the moon, like a silver sea."

Quite elaborate in its arrangement, and "Gabriel-
like."

Oh, would that T were there. 3. G to f. Millard. 35
" My thoughts all fly to thee
Like joyous birds !"

A beautiful ballad.

The Meadow Stile. 3. A to f. ^f. F. H. Smith. 30
" The royal purple light died out
Upon the silent sky ;

—

Very well ivritten, which is half the battle. A very
good specimen of the "gate" "stile" of ballads.

Star of the Twilight. Song and Chorus. 3.

F to f. Emerson. 30
" Star of the twilight,
Beautiful Star '"

Words familiar, but the arrangement of the music
(hy R. 8. Crandall) is new and very good.

We will vote as we pray. Song & Cho. 2. C to

f. il/?Vs Mon-is. 30
National Sonrr of the Good Templars. Son^ and

Cho, 2. G to e. Miss M<yrris. 25
" Rally, rally, this is the way,
To vote as you pray."

Very good Temperance songs, as they are very
easy and melodious, and such ones are always in re-
quest.

Little Maud's waiting: for me. 3. Ah to f. Geary. 30
" In the dell where the brooklets gently flowing
On the bench neath the old Willow tree."

One of Mr. Genry 's perfectly charming ballads, with
pretty accom paniment

.

From the Cross uplifted high. Hymn Anthem.
3. F to g. Miss Boyd. 35

" Spread for thee the festal board,
?ee, with richest bounty stored."

This very beautiful, hut not difficult piece has been
sung with marked success, previous to or during Sac-
ramental occasions, and should be in possession of all

choirs.

InstrumentaL

Cupid's Heart Mazurka. 3. B6. Lowell. 30
A neat, natty, Cupid y quality to this, out of the

line of common Mizurka music, and which is very
pleasing, and render.^ the title very appropriate.

Fleur des Champs. Bluette Musicale. 4. B6.
Clara Gottschalh. 40

The direction, con delicatezza, in one part of
this charming piece indicate.H its general character.

It is indeed a delicate, sweet bluet'e (or little flower)

of melody, such as a refined, delicate lady should
compose, and othpr ladies like. Try it.

Jurirsten Waltz, Quartet on 2 Pianos.

Strauss, ixvr'd by Halir. 1.50
The way to make anything sell, just now, is to put

the mngic name of Strauss on the title. The fine

waltz loses nothing by the 2 Piano arrangement, and
appears just In time for Seminary scholars, who need
something brilliant for the next miries.

Fourth Barcarolle. With Portrait. 5. G.
Rub/nafcin. 50

In the common style of a marked melody with ac-

companiment in both hands. The runnine accom-
paniment In this case consists prlnclpfilly of piiccis-

slohs of 8dHand Gths. General elfi-ct.smooth^.'Ioclious,

cldssical. Possibly should be marked fi instead of 6.

Within the reHch of a common player, but of course
receives new grace from the practiced hand of a mas-
ter.

Belle EspngnoUe. Fragment de Salon. 4. Db.
Krufj. 50

Very elegant.

Addrrvtattons —TJegrees of dIfHcuHy are marked from 1 to

7. The Icp.y is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat, &o.
a small Roman letter marks the highest note, if on the staff,

an Italic letter the highest DOte, If above the staff.

I.
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A Collection of Favorite Waltzes, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

BY JOHA.ISriN' STRA.XJSS.
The undersigned have the pleasure of announcing the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as Strauss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait of the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

Oontentss
WAI-TZES.

Aosdemic.
Adeline.
Aquarellen.
Apollo.
Artist's Life.
Beautiful Blue Danube
Belle Heleue.
Bupgensinn.
Canova.
Clear and Full.
Coli&eum.
Consortien.
Controversen.
Coronation.
Devonshire.
Editorial.

Fairy Stories.
First Flirtation.
From the Mountains.
German Hearts.
Harmony of the Sphere
Hope.
Illustration.
Immer Heiterer,
Jurist's Ball.
Kunstler Leben.
Leap Year.
Let's be G-ay.
Life let us cherish.
Lorely Ehein Klange.
Love and Pleasure.
Lovely Vienna.
Manhattan
Margaretta's.

Marriage Bells.
Morgenblatter.
IV ew Vienna.
One Thousand and One

i Orpheus [Wights.
Philomel.
Promotiouen.
Publisher.
Eainbow.
Khine.
Eosa.
Koyal Songs.
Serious and Humorous.
Sophie.
Sounds from Vienna
Spiral. [Woods.
Sultan's.
Telegram.

Travelling Incidents.
Vibration.
Village Swallows.
Wiener Bonbons.
Wiener Presken.
Will of the Wisp.
Wine, Women & Song.

POLKAS.

Alice.
Baden Baden.
Empress Annie's.
Madame Leutuer's.
W"ew Annen.
Pizzicato.
Sans Souei.
Singer's Joy.

Thunder and Lightning
Tritsch Tra.sch.

Polka Mazurkas.

Arm in Arm.
Dragon Fly.
Lob der Frauen.
One Heart. One Soul.
Praise of Woman.

Q,UADRILLES.

Belle Helene.
Children of Haimon.
Nordsteru.
Orpheus.

Waltz Q,nai1rille8*

Carnival Botschafter.
Petitioner.

GALOPS.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Feather.

MAZURKA.
Fata Morgana.

DANCE.
Dance of the Period.

Price In Boards, $3.50 ; in Clotli, $3.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
^

Chas. H. Ditson & Co., New York.

CLAEKES NEW METHOB J'^'^t pfjuLisME©.

Gems of Strauss !

WALTZES, POLKAS,
QUADRILLES, GALOPS,

MAZURKAS, DANCES.
This splendid collection includes about 80 of the best Strauss

compositions, covering 250 larga pages.

PKICE $2.50.

R.Ged Organs^
Price, S2.50a

Is so UBiversally regarded as a Standard Method that

an advertisement is oiily needed as a reminder. The music is

so attractive that the student will retain it as a book of Organ

Pieces, after finishing the instructive course.

The Emerson Method

REED OEGANS.
BY

L. 0. EMEESON, of Boston, Cand)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of CMcago.

Parti. Elpment^, Exerci.ae', Recreations.—Part II. Chords

and Technic?.— Part III. How to use the Stops. Choice Col-

lection of Ma=ic, Instrumental and Vocal.—Part IV. Volunta-

ries and Interludes.

The Compilera have a high reputation and excellent judg-

ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price, $2.50.

Teacher's and Chorifeter's List

OF THE

NEWEST AND BEST MUSIC BOOKS.

BO"W DOWW THINE EAR.
A Beautiful Sacred Quartette, with Solo for Soprano and

TeDor. Arranged from Abt. 30 Cents.

THE SNOW LIES MTHITE.
A New Song by Gto. W. Marston. Price 30 Cents.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price..

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THE "WOKIiD'S PEACE JUBILEE CHO-
RUS BOOK. .75

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great SucceBS.

beat Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Great variety of the

Price in Bdi. S2.50; Clo. $3.00; Gilt $i.OO.

GOLDE!?

GOLDEX

GOLDBS

GOLDEN

GOLDKN

GOLDEN

The
GOLDC.\ RORIX.

GOLDEN ^ ^'^'"'"''^ ^""0 "B'">i-- OOLDEN

GOLDEN No BeTTEP. ONE PuBLLSHED. GOLDEN

GOLDEN Price, 50 Cents. GOLDEN

The abore Boolu sent, p<»t free, on receipt of retAll price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Jlew York.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON and W. S. TILLEN.
nas been adopted promptly, on examination, by a large

namber of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which itn happy arrangement of Theory, ExerciPeft and 1,2,
'i and 4 part Songs, admirably adapt it. Price, $1.00.

f f
® ®

By L. O Emerson & H. R. Palmer.

400 pages. Fine Singing School Course. Large collection of

the best Anthems and Tunes. 20,000 copies already ordered !

The Banner Church Music Book of the Season I Price §1 50,

S13 '50 per doz. Specimens sent, post-free, for the present,

for S1.25.

The following gentlemen, well-known in Musical circles,

contribute Tunes, Sentences or Antl^ems to its pages.

H. K Oliver, L. H. Southard. C. P. Morrison,

L. w. Wheeler, Nathan Barker, M. Slason,

T; H. Tanner, A. C. Qutterssen, - G.M.Monroe,
J. H. Tenney, F. C. Cushman, L. W. Ballard,

S. F. Merrill, W. P. Dale, Otto Lobb,

Dr. M. J. Munger, S. Wesley Martin.

Sparkling Rubies !

!

By A Hull & H. Sanders.

Beautiful Sabbath School Singing Book! No sleepy tuneB or

words ! Wide awake songs by wide-awake authors. Price

35 cents.

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the CORNET,
Price, $1.50,

la now In fleaflon. All who winh to make a nolne In the world,
may easily accompIiHh it by taking up the pnictlce of thiH

faijclnating iQfitrnmeDt,with the aid of this excellent Method.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retnil price. -

OLIVEK DITSON & CO., Eoaton.

CHAS. H. DITSON & Co., New York.

The Pilgrim's Harp

!

By Asa Hull.

210 pages. Remarkably good for Vestries, and for upe in

Prayer meetings, Small, very clear print. Large number of

the moat popular tunes. Price G cents.

The above books sent, post-paid, for the retail price, with

the exception of The Standard, specimen copies of which

will be mailed (post-paid) for the present, for SI 25.

OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York,
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Published every other Saturday,

BY OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 WaBhington Street, Boston, ±J.&bb

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

0^ T E RM S.— If mailed or called for, S2.00, perannnm
delivered by carrier, S2.50. Paymentiuadvance.

Advertisements wiUbe inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards,.six lines, nonpareil, per annum, $25 00.

do four lines, do do $15.00.

J. S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 31 FRANKLIN STREET.

%)i\itxihtmtnts,

HARVARD IISICAL ASSOCIATION

EIGHTH SEASON.

TEN SYMPHONY COHeEBTS.
BOSTOir IVCXTSZG IcI^ImT,.

On THURSDAY AFTERNOONS, from 3 to 5 o'clock, on the

following dates : Nov. 7 and 21 ; Dec. 5 and 26; Jan. 9 ; Feb.

G and 27 ; March 13 and 27 ; April 10.

The Programmes will be of the same high character' as here-

tofore, including various Symphonies, Overtures, Concertos^

Arias, &c., whieb will he heard for the first time in Boston.
The Orchestra,—of from fifty to sixty instrnments, acRord-T?

to the requirements of the various compositions,—will be un-

der the direction of Carl Z£krahn, with Jduus Eichberg at

the head of the violins.

The sale of Season Tickets remaining after the Members
Guaranty Subscription, will begin on MONDAY MORNING,
OCT. 21, at the Music Hall. Price of ticket, with reserved

seat, to the Ten Concerts, $10. S23

gITUATIONS PROCtTRED for Music Teachers,

Organists, Choristers, Choir singers, Conductors of Cho-
ral Societies, and Solo Artists, vocal and instrumental, by the

New England CoNSEavATORY Bureau. Terms moderate. No
OHAEGE TO PupiLs OF THE CONSERVATORY. Address E. TOUR-
JEE, Boston Music Hall, 821—

MUSICAL PEOPLE EYERYWHEME
Are invited to examine our new Collection of

Church Music, entitled

Wfm mmimm i
The Editors are,

Ii. O. EMEESOW, of Boston,
H. K. PALMEK, of Chicago,

of whose former publications, 1,500,000 copies have been sold.

While designed to supply the wants of Chorus Choirs, Sing-
ing gcliools and Conventions, its Urge supply of new 8en-
tences. Motets and Anthems, render it an excellent

Book for Quartette Clioirs.

Price, S1.50
;
Per Doz., $13.50. For SI 25, specimen copies

will be mailed, for the present, post-paid, to any address.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOlf & CO., New York.

Manhattan Waltz

!

B"5r ST-bl.A.XTSS-
PEICE $1.00

Played for the first time in New York. Received with ereat
applause.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

TV/TE. C. W. SANDEKSON haying returned from

Europe is now ready to receive pupils for the Piano-

Forte. Address at Hallet, Davis & Co., 272 Washington St,

823-^

IVational Coilege of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

The Mendelssolm Uuintette Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment ftu:ni8hed by the Quintette Club.

Address,
THOMAS EYAN,

Director of National College of Music,
822 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Just Published ! A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEIVIS of STRAUSS!
The publishers offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the eye
of the great composer, aud containing his very best works.
It is embellished witn a line

PORTRAIT OP STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Ariisi Lsro. -Bi.iA niinube.—Marriage Bells.
Manhattan.—1001 Nights.—Wiener Bou-

bpnst.—Pizzicatu.—Winef Women aud
Song.-New Aunen,

and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

225 Iia'rg© Music Pages

!

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably All the Fashion the present sea-
son.—PWc£, $2.50 in Boards

; $3,00 iu Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on reeeipt of price.

OLIVER DITSOW & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOIST & CO., JSTew York.

POPULAR MUSIC BOOKS.
Now select the Musio Books needed

during the next Autvimn, and agreeably
occupy your Summer Leisure in

examining, playing and sing-
ing from tliem.

Take with you, for entertainment at Summer Resorts,

THE MUSICAL TEEASUEE.
225 pages of new and popular Songs and Pianoforte pieces,
or

SHOWEE OP PEAELS.
Full of the best Vocal Duets. Or,

OPEEATIC PEAELS.
KuU of the best Opera Songs. Or,

PIANIST'S ALBUM. _

Full of the best Piano pieces. Or,

PIANO-POETE GEMS.
Full of the best Piano pieces.

Each of the above five books co.>!ts $2 50 in boards, or S3 00
in cloth. Uas more than 200 large pages full of popul.ir mu-
sic, and either book is a most entertaining companion to a
lover of music.

GOLDEN EOBIN! For Common Schools. 50 cents.
An established favorite, which has a large sale.

Exquisite Song and Chorus.

THE BEADTIFUL DAYS THAT ARE PAST. Howard. 35

For a good work on Composition, buy

BAKBE'S THEOEETICAL AND PEAC-
TICAL HAEMONY. $2.00
The above Books and Song sent, post-paid, on receipt of

retail price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON cS; CO., New York.

P^w ^Xmk in ^mmxhtx.

VOCAL.
Slumber Song. Franz. An. for 4 voices by Dow. 60
Meeting ! For Soprano or Tenor Millard. 50
Fly, little Song, to my Love W. A. Smith. 30
Thoughts Gabriel. 35

would that I were there Millard. 35
The Meadow Stile M. F H. Smith. 30
Star of the Twilight. Song and Cho ... Emerson. 30
We will vote as we pray. '* " Miss Morris. 25
National Song of the Good Templars. '•' 30
Little Maude's waiting for me Geary. 30
From the Cross uplifted high. Hymn Anthem.

Miss Boyd. 35
Do not wound the Heart tbat loves thee.

Benedict. 40
Always look up Wellman. 30
Domenica. A collection of Sacred Piece*.

L. H. Southard.

No. 2. As the Hart pants 40
Oh, Willie Boy, come home Gabriel. 50
Golden Days Sidlivan. 30
Separation Kingstey. 35
Mother says I must'nt Hunt. 35
1 too had found a Heart. (Le Leva Militare).

Vannini. 30
The Happy Old Times- . . C^.-.y .^io

Te Deum Laudamus in F Swartwout. 75

Hear p. Fountain's flowery base, or Dreams.
Rudall. 30

Somebody Tully. 30
At yon distant Hills I gazed Abt. 30
When Summer days are flying Aspa. 30
Ho, every One that thirsteth. Quartette. . Wilson. 40
A Song of the Sea Boott. 30
Kose of the Valley Baxter. 30
Kiss me in my Dreams. Song & Cho. . . Gorham. 30
Papa's Come. Song and Chorus Geary. 30
Lady of my Love Sargent. 30
A Starry Night for a Ramble Bagnale. 30
Grant us another Term. Song & Cho. Parhhurst. 35

- INSTKtrMENTAL.

Cnpid's Heart Mazurka Lowell. 30
Fleur des Champs. Bluette Musicale.

Clara Gottschalk. 40
Jurirsteu Waltz. Quartet on 2 Pianos.

Strauss, str'Ahy Hahr. 1.50

Fourth Barcarolle. With Vonrml. ..Rubinstein. 50
Belle Espagnolle. Fragment de Salon Krug. 50
Henry Wilson's Grand March. Wjth Portrait.

Jarvis. 40
Mathilde. Valse Brillante Chassaiqnac. 40
Golden Bells. 4 hands S.Smith. 1.25

The Sweet Violet Smallwood. 25
The Cowslip " 25
Abt's beautiful Songs :

I think of thee Pralt. 25
Far er the Stars there's rest " 25

Ripples, for Piano Mrs. Ernest. 40
May Breezes, Mazourka Caprice Guinet. 30
My Star. (Mein Stern) Kafka. 40
Horace Greeley Campaign Music. Greeley's

Grand March Krummacher. 40
Barbiere de Seville. 4 hands Beye>\ 75

Greeley's Galop. With portrait Beta. 40
Academic Waltz. (AcademischeBUrger).

Strauss. 75

Blondine Valse *. Burgmuller. 40

Music by Mail.—Mu.sic is sent by mail, the expense being
two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof (about
one cent for an ordinary piece of music). Persons at a dis-

tance will find the conveyance a saving of time and expense
in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at double
these rates.
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MBS. JENJVT KEmPTO]Sr,

Vocalist & Teaclier ©1 Singing.

Address, care of OLTTER DITSON & CO. 798-

TJITDIjEY buck, (late of Chicago), Organist of St.

fanl*? Church, Boston, gives icstTuctiOD on the Piano
and Organ, al.so in Harmony, Composition and Or-
cliestral "Writing, Address, Care of Oliver Ditaon & Co.

799—3 mos.

E. J. BUTLEB, private pupil of Carl Eeinpcke and Dr.

Papperitz, will receive pupils in Piano Plajing at 353 Tremont

St., Room 3. 800—3mos.

SINGING AND PIANO.
MKS. FANNIE P. FOSTEB,

No. e Boylston Place. 790—

R/TES. C. A. BAKRT, Vocalist and Teacher
of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near Colum-

bus Avenue. 782—ly

FROF. & XSRS. EDa.&R A.. nOBBIXa-S,
Academy of Music.

71S -tf 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

8. P. PKE WTISS,
Teacher of Piano, Organ, and Harmony,

Address, care Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

T O. EMEBSON offers his Services as Conductor of
^^* Musical Associations or Conventions during the com-

ing season. Address, care of 0. Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

G. S. WlilTIN©
Gives Instruction on the Pianoforte, Organ,

and in Harmony.
Address Oliver Ditson & Co. 622

Mendelssohn Musical Institute
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the first rank
as an educator in every department of Music, is sanc-

tioned by a constantly increasing patronage from all parts of

our country. Schoolsi and communities are provided with
skilful and earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address. EDWABD B. OLIVEB,
5 Columbus Sq. Principal, Boston, Mass.

ft ^ LLK. GABRIELLE DE LA MOTTE, gives InBtruetiOH on

tne Pianoforte.
dt$ Tianeoch. S^treet*

MR. W. 0. PERKINS TCill make engagements to conduct

Musical Conventions the coming season.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. [657-tf

liiiims
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony,
Address at 0. Bitson & Go's, or 154 Tremont Street.

L. W. WHEELER,
FORMATION OF THE VOICE,

Address at the New Building, 645 Washington Street.

ELLIOTT W. PKATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORVE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co's.

a. ANDHE & CO.

IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,
1104 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA.

A large a^aortment of American Music constantly on hand.

ADOLPH KIELBLQCK, Teacher of the PIANO-
FORTE, SINGING and MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

Kes-jdence, Coolidge House. Communications maj be
left at Ihteon & Co's Mu£ic Store. 717— tf.

-WTXTSXiO'VT' Xj. SATDEVt,
TE-A-CIiEI*, OF G-XJIT.A.E,,

No. 120 Tremont Street, Boston. 681—6m.

•CJ AUGUST SCHULTZE, TEACHEB OP
* VIOXiXN, ij( prepared to receive pupils, and oflera

bia gcrrfcea as accompanist for classical compordtione for

piano and Violin. Address, Oliver Ditson & Co., or Koppitz,

Piatfcr & Co., 30 West St. 796—3m

E". H. TOEBINGTOlir,
(Organtat and Director of Music at Kings Chapel,)

TEACHER OF ORGAN, PIANO AND VIOLIN, AND CON-
DLCTOK OF MU.S1CAL .WCIETIES.

Address, care of Oliver Dit?on & Co., 277 Washington St.,

New England Cobfervatory of Alobic, iiutiic ilal), or Midland
BUeel, SaviD liill, Dorchester. i94-(im

MB. OEO. B. 8HUTE, havinj; completed hh
studies abroad, under the instructiou of M>uie ot the

first Artists of modern times, viil now receive pupils
in i'yuLh ar.d Or^aD l'la>iL(f, aUo lb Theory of >Ju<iic.

Address Oliver DitiCij & Co. I'^l-ljta

/CHURCH AND PARLQr7

"We are now prepared to fill orders for our new low-priced

double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut .paneled, molded and carved brack-

ets; is finished with two carpeted pedal boards, and Knee
Swell, and is more beautiful in design and finish than any
now made in the world for the price, and we giiaTantee that

the qualitii'S and power of tone will be superior to any we
have seen of other makers. The instrument has two full Five-

OctaTe sets of reeds, and contains six stopSy viz.

:

PRINCIPAL BASS,

DIAPASON BAS3,

TREMOLO or VOX HUMANA,
PRINCIPAL THEBLE,

^
DIAPASON TREBLE,

DIVIDED SWELL.
Our Patent Graduated S-well is furnished in this, the

same as in our higher-priced inetruments. The price is fixed

at the very moderate sum of ©125, and there can be no devi-
ation from these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession, and filled

each in its turn.

GEO. A PRINCE & CO.
Ag^nt in New York S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia James B ellak.
Also the principal Music Dealer in Ajiuii Oitj cud Town in

tbc TJuUcd ocaiea aud British Provinces. 748

—

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing and
Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) RoomJVo. 3, Mason and Ham-
lin's Building, 154 Tremont St. 797

MR. G. H. HO\\^ARr),
"pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J. W. Tufts,

J. G. Lobe, August Haupt, and Theodor Kullak, will

receive pupils in Piano Playing and Theory after Sept. let.,

1871. Address at 22 Eliot St., or care of Oliver Ditson & Co.

792-3m

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOL.SHOOR Kast Mcdway, Mass.

a circular containingPurchasers are invited to apply lor
testhuonials

LYOH & HEALY,
MUSIC PtJKL.BSMERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Wholesale and Betail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Boo*ks, Musical
Instruments, etc., Ib the largest and moetcomplete in the
No. West Our connection with Messrs. 0. DITSON & CO.,
enables us to furnish their publications to Western Dealers,
at ne Boston Prices.

[Cr" In addition to the publications of Messrs. O. Ditson
& Co., we keep on hand and furnish all Music and Music
Books published in America, together with a choice stock of

Foreign Music. 619-tf

MADAME CHARLES LEWIS, of London,
lor several jears a pupil of the celebrated Sigiior Gar-

cia, will be happy to give Lessons in Siugiug, and to accept
engagements for Oratorios and Concerts.

Communications to be addressed to the care of OliverJDlt-
gon & Co.. 277 Washington Street. 794—3m

J. .A.. XdCILLS,
FupU of Lhe laU Curl Tausi^,

TKACUKB op

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.
Address at ohickering & Sons', or 14U (u) Tremont Street,

Suite M. 805

ED'W. SCHX7BZ:ilTII,

Foreign & Aiiiericaii Music Depot,
No. 010 AHOH STREET,

I'lIlLADELI'lilA. TXj—

Warranted the best Instruments of their

Class in the World,
And evidence to that effect fnrnished from a

majority of the most eminent mnsicians in America,

and many In other countries.

CABINET ORGANS.
''Musicians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others.'^— Theodore Thomas. "The
best now in use. ^^— Christine NHsson, Annie Louise Gary,
Marie Leon D/tval, Victor Capoul, F. Brignoli. and others.
"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."

—

Gle
Bull. ''The best instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Mehlig *' In all thope qualities which constitute excellence,
unrivalled "— .S". B. Mills. "Far superior to everything of
its class I have seen"—!-. M. Gottsrhalk. "Wonderfully
beautiful.''—P. S. Gilmore "Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seen."

—

Eugene Thayer. "Excelling in
quality of tone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."— Car^ Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more competent
the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
superiority accorded them."—Ji//ii/s Eichherg. "I entertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. -'Kemarkably sweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very stroiigly recommend
these instruments." — Williajn Spark. Mas. !>., Leeds,
England. "'Quality of tone is extremely rich and 8>m-
pathetic. . . . Remarkiible for purity of tone."— ^'rf'itr.

F. Rimbaiilt, London. "Full, powti-iful, and of agreeable
quality, . . . The best subst'tute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinley Richards and Richard Redhead^ London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1.000 MUSICIANS which with ILLUSTRATITE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.

Prices 7iot higher than those of inferior organs.

Mason k Hamlin Organ Co.

154 Tremont St.,.Boston, 596 B'dway, N. Y.

Dr. HENRI SUTTER'S
Rfew (^rand Conservatory

and College of Music,
PAINESVILLE. OHIO.

Dr. HEWHI SUTTEE, Director

ALL Branches taught according to the C)a-sical German
Principles of Leipzig, Stuttgart, etc., by Euoropean

Professors. A perfect organized Music-School having gra-
ded Cour?es of study comprising Theory, Practice
and Aestetiane. The sumnifr term begin.. April 15,
3872. The pupils have FIVE les.'^ona per week in EACH
branch they study. 190 students in attendance. Terms
moderate. Send for full catalogues, etc , to

807-3m Dr. HENRI SUTTER.

BY L. O. ^imEBSOiM,
the moat satisfactory of all the modern Choir and Singing
School Books.

Price $1.50
; $13 50 per dozen.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., Hew York.

J SCHXTBEBTH & CO. PubUshers and Dealers
* in Foreign and American Muaio, 820 Broad-

way near 12th Street, N.T. 367

The Attention of Musicians
IS CALLED TO OUB

SPLENDID ASSORTMENT

OF THE MOST APPROVED MANUFACTORE.
Embracing one ol the Largest Stocks in the

Dnited StUjas, at low prices.

7I0LINS-The Best, from $2 to $50 each.
Flutes of every variety of Quality and Price,

Including very Choice Instruments.

MAETIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS.
FLUTINASAND ACCORDEONS.

CLAKINETS, FLAGEOLETS, FIFES,
And all other descriptions ofMusical Instruments.
Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, VioIonceJlo and Double-Bafts.

PlAJ\^OS AJ\I> lltlELOWEOMS
FOB SALE AND TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable UB to furnish the above ;

also, MUSIC BOOKS, SHEET MUSIC, AMD
C i.ED MUSIC FOK BAWDS, AND ALL
Kl.NDS OF MUSICAL MEKCHAIMDISE, at
prices and terms, that cannot fail to prove satisfactory to
purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,
Sn COUKTJSTRKKT, (Opposite the Court Iloose)
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Moscheles in London.

[Further Extract!! from the Memoirs. Translated for this
Journal. Contiuued from page 314.]

1822.

The Paris season is at an end, and now Moscheles

readily follows the invitation of friends to return to

London. "There I found J. B. Cramer just on the

point of giving his annual concert. lie showed me
two pieces of a Sonata which he would like to play

in it with me, and he expressed the wish that I would
compose a third piece to it for a Finale ; only I must
please put none of my octave passages into his part,

as he cannot play them. I can refuse him nothing,

60 I must exert myself to make something analogous

to him, the disciple of Mozart and Handel. He let

me hear a portion of his new Piano Quintet dedica-

ted to me ; a genuine Cramer composition. I had to

play over to him the three AUegri di bravura : "La
Force, la Le'gerete' et la Caprice,' which I dedicate to

him."

The piece which Moscheles wrote, in all haste for

Cramer's concert, as an appendix to his Sonata, is

the Allegro of the well known "Bommage a Edadel,"

to which he afterwards gave a completeness in itself,

by composing an Introduction to it; and in 'this

form he published it for two pianos, and then again

for four hands upon one piano. This novelty made
& furore on its first performance in Cramer's Concert
on the 9th of May. "Glorious John" and Moscheles,

of whom the newspapers asserted that "his execution
is most wonderful, and more wonderful because he
always makes the right use of his genius,"—to hear
these two play together, and in a composition at

which both had labored—that was "an unrivalled

treat, an unprecedented attraction." Each had cho-

sen a Broadwood instrument for the purpose ; Cramer
as usual, Moscheles only for this occasion. "The
strong metallic plates which Broadwood uses make
the touch heavy (as Moscheles remarks), but they
give the tone a fulness and a singing character ad-

mirably suited for Cramer's legato, for his finger glid-

ing from tone to tone so softly
; I, on the contrary,

for my repeating notes, leaps and passages in thirds

and sixths, use dementi's more flexible mechanism.''
Cramer's D-minor Concerto and the new Quintet,

accompanied by his brother Frangois, the favorite

'cellist Lindley, besides Dragonetti and Moralt,
pleased infinitely. This Fr. Cramer was a good
musician, a great admirer of his brother, with no
power of original production.

* * » #
Moscheles played his G-minor Concerto, which he

had subjected to some alteration, for the first time
in the Philharmonic and afterwards in his own eon-
cert, receiving much applause. In the latter he was
supported by the charming Cinti, Kiesewetter and
Dizi, the excellent harp player. All went well and
effectively together. "But we have rehearsed things
in a very difi'erent way from what is customary liere

;

for often they have no rehearsal at all ; often half an
orchestra runs through things once. So what do the
singers do 1 They sing incessantly the few pieces
which the orchestra knows and which the public are
never tired of hearing."

A few days afterwards he writes : "What are all

other concerts in comparison with that of the harp-
player charlatan Bochsa ! I have only heard a little

rehearsal of it, but I here write down the programme,
although even that is a gigantic labor." In fact the
incredible length of that concert is worth recording
as a curiosity

: here is the programme :

1. Overture to the Oratorio : "The Redemption,"
by Handel.

2. Aria, Bung by Bellamy.
3 Air from '-Joshua," Miss Goodall.
4. Duet: "Israel ia Egypt."
5. Chorus.
6. Air from "Judas Maccabaaus."
7. " "Semele."
8. " "Theodora,"
9. Chorus from "Saul."
10 March from "Judas Maccabseus."
11 Air from "The Redemption. "

12. Chorus from "Israel in Egypt."
13. Duet from "Figaro."
14..^Alexander Variations ("played by myself.")

Second Part,

[To which the Public were admitted for half price].

15 to 20. Six pieces from a musical Drama ; "Bajazet,"
the music by a Lord Burgliersh.

21 Tiolin Concerto by Yiotti, played by Mori.
22. Recit. and Chorus from "Moses," by Rossini.
23. Quintet.
24. Duet from "Figaro," by Mme. Camporese and Car-

toni.

25. Air from "Jephtha."
26. Duet from "Tancredi," by Mme. Vestris and Begrez.
27. Rec. and Air from "The Creation," sung by Zochelli.

28. Rec. and Air from Handel's "II Peosieroso," sung by
Miss Stephens, with obligate flute accompaniment
by Nicholson.

29. Final Chorus from Beethoven's "Christ at the Mt.
of Olives."

This gigantic programme throws even Astley's

theatre into the shade, where on one evening they

produce "a Scotch Hercules, divers rope-dancers,

two Laplanders, two dogs and a bear."

The grand soir&s to which Moscheles was invited,

"to play before the high and highest nobility," were

utterly against his taste. "What a different thing,"

he exclaims, "is music making in these hot, crowded

places, before an unappreciative public, from our re-

unions among brother artists ! Thank God ! I never

fared so badly as poor Lafont, whom the Duke of

Devonshire tapped on the shoulder in the middle of

a piece with 'C'est assez, mon cher ;' I am apjjlauded

if I tickle their ears."

The bright side of the picture was good pay and

the making of a career. There is also something

honorable in being invited to a Chateaubriand's; and

it is always very interesting to have taken part in

the soirees of the great world. Thee one meets

everybody, princes, statesmen, men of science, and

has an opportunity to come in closer contact with in-

teresting persons. Moscheles enjoyed particularly

the acquaintance of the celebrated tragedienne Mrs.

Siddons, and the distinguished actor Young, whom
he praised as an extremely cultivated, amiable man.

* * * *

1823.

The year begins with preparations for a new journey

to England, on which he started in the middle o

January. As in the preceding year he had moved

about between Paris and Versailles, Rouen and other

French cities, so now he hovered between London,

Bath, Bristol, &c., being sought for both in the great

metropolis and in the provinces. Young ladies

wished in a few lessons to learn a fragment of his

astonishing way of playing. They could not, to be

sure, catch his gift of improvisation by listening to

him "in a few finishing lessons;" for that required,

besides the greatest musical reading, his inborn talent

for letting the given theme vanish and reappear

kaleidoscopically in ever new, surprising turns. Bat

the repeating notes, thought these gentle ladies, and

the rolling nniformity of the running passages, they

also could acquire ; and so the provinces gladly dis-

puted his possession with great London.

To enchain him the longer, in their eagerness to

learn, the ladies in Bath and in the environs of this

great watering place, besides his engagements with

concert managers, arranged soir&s in the first private

houses. Ho had only to come, to play, to pocket

his laurels loaded with golden blossoms, and occa-

sionally give a few lessons. In Bath he praises par-

ticularly the hospitality of the family of Barlows.

"I am like a son in their open house ; always my
chamber is ready for me, and Miss Barlow is my
most talented pupil too." Farther on we find some

remarks about a Concerto in E major, which he be-

gan in this house and diligently wrought out.

But there is no lack also of droll notices. Thus

among other things we find a ludicrous guid pro quo

which happened to him, as a novice in the English

language at the table of the Barlows. "I was asked

to-day at the dessert, which of the fruits standing on

the table I would take. 'Some sneers,' I innocently

replied. Then followed first amazement, then loud

laughter from all present who guessed the connec-

tion. Drawing my English with great labor then

from conversation books and dictionaries, I had

(ouni 'not to care a Jig' i&Sncd 'to sneer at a person,'

and so supposed that^^ and sneer were equally sy-

nonymous at the dessert (whereas the form was only

figuratively used in the first instance)."

.... Later we find Moscheles in London again :

He writes ; "I was at a so-called Oratorio Concert,

one part Sacred, the other Secular. The public

seemed to find the former rather too much for them,

for they raved and stormed because certain pieces

promised from the Donna del Lago were omitted.''

He was engaged for three of these concerts, and was

satisfied with his success. "The public," he adds,

"this time could be in good humor, since not only

the recently omitted pieces from the Donna del Lago,

but whole numbers of the opera were served up to

them." Another time he writes : "To-day the Ora-

torio Concert gave, among other things, along with a

deal of secular music, the whole Oratorio "Palestine"

by Dr. Crotch. How are the nerves organized, that

can endure so much heterogeneous music ? And
yet this Dr. Crotch, this English celebrity, seemed to

me but a very weak cast of Handel." Later, when

Moscheles hears La Donna del Lago at the Italian

Opera, he finds that the music contains much that is

beautiful ; "the most beautiful, unquestionably, the

charming Ronzi de Begnis with her lovely singing."

His chief occupation at this time was the composi-

tion of the E major Concerto ; besides which the

Scotch Fantasia, the altered F-major Concerto and

the four-hand Sonata were prepared for the engraver.

"I wrote a Gigue for the supplement to the musical

journal, the Harmonicon, the publisher of which,

Mr. Walsh, proprietor of the Argyll Booms, begged

me to send him what I pleased ; he pays 5 guineas

for such a little thing. The 'Charmes de Paris'

brought me 20 guineas, and the first part of the'Bo«-

bonniere' the same. In spite of this I let much manu-

script music lie unpublished ; mere pecuniary advan-

tage is not all I want ; I must feel that there is

progress, that there are no special faults in the new

things ; else I would rather not let them go out."

In leisure hours he made a new arrangement of the

Egmont Overture, and he used to call anything of

that sort his "manual labor."

Every one who stood near Moscheles, knew what

accuracy he required in the engraving of his composi-

tions. His engravers had the most careful instructions

as to where the leaves might be turned over ; every

note head had to stand precisely in its place, every

pause to be distinctly legible. "AU thi v" be used to

say, "contributes to precise playing, as well as to the
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right unJerstanding of the piece ; and if a man afl'ects

the role of a great genius, and writes so indistinctly

that no engraver can read him, and his piece comes

out full of faults, he is still no Beelhoven li_v a long

shot. He may do anything, but he has also his own
engraver who knows how to read him. They should

all in the first place compose like Beethoven ; then

they may write as they please."

[To be Continued.]

Oiir Theatre Orchestras.

(From the Atlantic Monthly for November).

Among other questions of more or less vital im-
portance to the musical cultivation of our people,

there is one which forces itself irresistibly upon our
notice, namely, the musical performances at our the-

atres. There is probably not a theatre in the country
that does not boast something in the shape of an or-

chestra, which, besides furnishing such occasional
music as may be required in the course of the drama
itself, regales the audience with "choice and varied

selections of new and popular music" between the

acts. As a subject for aesthetic contemplation, the

theatre "orchestra" is at best a dispiriting one; but

in spite of the fact that it is, as at present conducted
and constituted, in nine cases out of ten an almost
unmitigated evil, we are not inclined to look upon it

as a wholly hopeless case. Ihe question whether
music ought or ought not to he introduced between
the acts of plays is an interesting one for abstract

jBsthetic discussion, but is unfortunately of no practi-

cal value. Whatever may he our opinion as to what
ought or ought not to be is little to the purpose in

this case, as playwrights, managers, and orchestral

players have long since settled what sliall be. Dra-
matic authors from Shakespeare down to the sensa-

tionalists of our own day have introduced music into

. their dramas ; musicians cannot he hired for less than

a whole evening, and managers can never be per-

suaded to support an orchestra without "getting their

full money's worth," or, in other words, m.iking
them play as much as possible. The theatre orches-

tra may then be regarded as an unavoidable fact.

But it is the vile quality of the thing that we must
principally protest against, rather than its possible in-

appropriateness. With lamentably few exceptions

the musical interludes at our theatres are very poor,
both na to the music performed, and the manner of
performance. To bo sure the management of the
theatre have, at the outset, little reason to suppose
that the audience is of a particularly musical cast.

They have not come together with any distinctly mu-
sical intent, and whatever of music is iniroducetl dur-

ing the evening will no doubt be regarded by most
listeners as merely a conventional make-weight in

the entertainment. But it may be fairly supposed
that a certain proportion of the audience are in some
measure musically cultivated, or, at the very least,

musically disposed, and we eannotsee how the thea-

tre management would lose by furnishing music that

would be enjoyed by the more cultivated portion of
the public, instead of more than boring them by such

musical trash as is merely tolerated by the unmusical
portion to whom good and bad music are equally in-

different. Of all perverted developments in the fine

arts, bad music is the most insufferable. We can

shut our eyes against bad drawing or false combina-
tions of colors, and can turn away from bad sculp-

ture and architecture with contemptuous indifference;

but when bad music comes upon the field, there is

nothing for it but patient suflrering or ignominious
flight. The "music" that the audience is doomed to

listen to at many of oar best theatres is beyond all

doubt a serious drawback to the enjoyment of quite a
considerable portion of our theatre-going public. The
musical part of ihe audience constitute indeed a mi-

nority, but a cultivated minority have rights that are

to be respected, especially where the uncultivated

majority are manifestly indifferent.

To look at once at the darkest side of the picture,

there is one point in our theatre orchestras about
which the many are nnfortunaiely not indifferent, and
that is the cornet ii pislons. It would he difiiriilt to

estimate the harm that has been done the popular

masical taste and to musical performances in general

by this, we had almost said diabolical, little instru-

ment. Through iM great popularity with the masses

It has gradually crept from the lowest place in the

orchestra up lo the first and highest. It dominates
the whole orchestra, and everything has to give way
before it. A good comet soloist draws a higher

salary at some of oar theatres than any but the lead-

ing violinist. As a solo instrument, the cornet has
the smallest pretensions to anything beyond a certain

penetrating brilliancy of tone, fascinating at first, but
inexpressive and, after a while, most tediously mo-
noiODoas. By means of modern mechanism the

flexibility and power of rapid execution of the instru-

ment have been greatly increased, but only just

enough to tempt the skilful performer to try to push
his instrument out of its proper sphere and to do
things with it which no composer in his senses ever
intended to be done. What the Rev. H. R. Haweis
says of the amateur flute and cornet maybe applied

with equal force and justice to the professional cornet

player :

—

"There is a composure about Ihe flute and cornet,

an unruffled temperament, a philosophical calm, and
absolute satisfaction in their respective efforts, which
other musicians may envy but cannot hope to rival.

Other musicians feel annoyed at not accomplishing
what they attempt ; the cornet and the flute tell you
at once they attempt what cannot he done."* In
listening lo some of the diffirult variations, full of

rapid running passages, /70/vVfi7-c and prolonged doub-
le tonguing, that are attempted by cornet players,

even such masters of the instrument as Levy, Sylves-

tre, or onr own admirable Arbuckle, we cannot help

a sympathetic recall of Dr. Johnson's : "Difficult,

madam! Would that it were impossible!" Hector
Berlioz, in his work on instrumentation, speaks thus

of the cornet : "The cornet k pistons is very much
the tashion in France to-day, especially in certain

musical circles where elevation and purity of style

are not considered as very essential qualities ; it has
thus become the indispensable solo instrument for

contra-dances, galops, airs with variations, and other
.second rate composiiions. Continually hearing it,

as we now do in ball rooms, orchestras, executing
melodies more or less wanting in originality and re-

finement of style, combined with the character of its

timbre, which has neither the nobility of the tones of

the horn nor the haughty brilliancy of those of the

trumpet, renders the introduction of the cornet h
pistons into the high, melodic style of considerable
difficulty. It can figure there, however, with advan-
tage, but only rarely and on the condition of having
only to sing phrases in a broad, slow movement and
of an incontestible dignity. . . . Jovous melodies on
this instrument will always risk the loss of much of

their nobility, if they possess any, and if they are
wanting in it, a redoubling of their triviality. A
phrase which might seem tolerable when executed by
the violins or the wooden wind instruments, would
become odiously insipid and vulgar when thrown out
into relief by the pungent, flaunting, unabashed tones

of the cornet ^ pistons.'*

If this were the only evil, it might be perhaps bear-
able ; but the cornet having, as we have said, gained
almost undivided supremacy over all other instru-

ments in the orchestra, has, very like a prime minis-
ter in office, given prominent positions to some of its

less lucky relations. When any instrument plays a
solo, the rest of the orchestra naturally expects to be
thrown into the shade ; but human lip's are not made
of cast-iron, neither are human lungs made of leather,

and there is a limit 'o even a cornet player's powers
of endurance, and he cannot play solos all the time.

If when not dazzling the public by his lovelorn

screaming and pyrotechnic flourishes in a solo, the

cornet could only be allowed to repose on his hard-

earned laurels, and give the rest of the orchestra a
chance ! But no. Like the comprimario singer in

our opera troops, who, "when not required by the
business of his part, will plea«ehelpin the chorus," the

cornet, when not playing solos, must take its natural
place in the body of instruments and do duty with
the rest. But one cornel in an orchestra of the size

we usually find in our theatres, is like Walter Brnwn
pulling a fourteen-foot oar on one side of the boat
and half a dozen children paddling with shingles on
the other. The equilibrium of forces is destroyed.

Thus we find that one cornet cannot exist without
a second, and last, but by no means least, a trombone.
We might fill a volume in detailing the various

abuses that this latter instrument has been put to,

but will content ourselves with again quoting from
Berlioz : "Gluck, Beethoven, Mozart, Weber, Spon-
tini, and some others have understood the whole im-
portance of the rdle of the trombone ; they have ap-

plied with perfect intelligence the vrrious characters

of this noble instrument to painting human passions
and reproducing the sounds of nature ; they have
consequently preserved its power, ils dignity, and its

poetry. But to constrain it, as a crowd of composers
do to-day, to howl out in a crrih brutal phrases, less

wonhy of the sacred temple than of a tavern, to

sound as for the enlry of Alexander into Babylon;
when there is only rpiestion of a dancer's pironrMe, to

strum chords of Ihe tonic and dominant for a little

song which a guitar would suffice to accompany, to

mingle its Olympian voice in the poverty-stricken
melody of a vaudeville duet, or the frivolous noise of
a contra-dnnce, to prepare in the tiil/i of a concerto
for the triumphal advent of an oboe or a flute, is to

• Mnslc and Morals, p. 441, New York edition.

impoverish and degrade a magnificent individuality

to make a slave and buffoon of a hero, to discolorize

Ihe orchestra, to render impotent and useless all

rational procrression of instrumental forces, to undo
the past, present, and future of art, to commit a vol-

untary act of vandalism, or show a want of sentiment

and expression that approaches to stupidity." This
has more direct reference lo the abuse of the trombone
in writing for full orchestra, but applies with double
force to our small theatre orchestras, where the ridic-

ulously small proportion of strings and reeds gives

additional prominence to the brass. But bad as this

arrangement of orchestral forces is, many not alto-

gether bad effects might be drawn from it, were ihe

music performed only well arranged for the number
and quality of the instruments employed. This how-
ever, is rarely the case. The music performed is

generally written for full orchestra, which means an
orchestra capable of filling at least eighteen and often

twenty-four instrumental parts. When such music is

played by only twelve or fourteen instruments, it

may well be asked, What becomes of the remaining
parts? The answer is simple : They must shift for

themselves, and the piece do without them as best it

can. In some cases music composed for full orches-

tra, such as light overtures, potpourris, dance music,

etc., is published with a view to being performed by

a smaller number of instruments than it was origi-

nally written for, and some arrangement has been

made by which one instrument can take the place of

another when absolutely necessary. But these

"arrangements for a small orchestra" are veiy rarely

well done; the only object seeming to be to prevent

an awkward silence in the middle of a piece where
the absence of some solo instrument would leave a

disconcerting gap, little or no attention being paid to

restoring the dynamic balance of the harmony which

the absence of so many instruments from the orchestra

must unavoidably destroy. Exceptional combina-

tions of instruments, which our theatre orchestras

most certainly are in the history of orchestration, re-

quire exceptional treatment, and wheie instruments

have double duty to do, they cannot be treated as if

they were only filling their normal place in the or-

chestra.

But we have dwelt long enough upon this side of

the question, and are in truth rather sick of fault

finding. In spite of the many and great imperfec-

tions of our theatre orchestras, we can see even now
indications of how great improvements could be

made in them with very litile trouble, and how the

musical part of theatrical enteriainments might be

made no despicable as;ent in improving the popular

taste in music, instead of being as they noT are a

mere drag on popular musical education. And here

let no enthusiast for "popular music" imagine for a

moment that we would preach the playing of Beetho-

ven symphonies, Bach fugues, or Haydn quartets

between the acts at our theatre. We are always glad

to hear Str.auss waltzes and some of the better class

of polkas and mazurkas, many of which can he

easily brought within the executive scope of a few

instruments. Operatic potpourris we would heartily

protest against, as being in the first place an insult to

the composer of Ihe opera, and secondly as being

perhaps Ihe lowest conceivable form of music, if that

can be called a form which has no form or logical

development whatever. We have called the operatic

potpourri the lowest musical form, but we had

almost forgotten tiiose most hideous agglomerations

of tunes known as the "medley of popular airs" and

the "burlesque overture.' The two forms of compo-

sition are really one and the same, differing only in

name, and are in fact nothing more than the vulgar-

est popular airs, such as we hear whistled in our

streets by bootblacks and newspaper boys, thrown

together without rhyme or reason, and most villan-

ously put upon the orchestra. Far better than these

are the German "bouquets of melodies," Conradi's

"Melodienstriiusse," for instance, which are keenly

enjoyable even by cultivated musicians. These

"bouquets" consists of bits of different melodies,

often not more than four or five bars of each one,

thrown together pellmell, and following upon each

other's heels in such quick succession that it often

requires the closest attention on the part of the lis-

tener to detect where one air changes to another.

Thus little bits from operas, symphonies, oratorios,

national airs, waltzes, sentimental ballads, and Scotch

hornpipes arc reeled ofi^ before the audience in most

bewildering confusion and often with irresistibly

comic effect. The "bouquet" arranger has of course

an eye to the most glaring and ridiculous contrasts

in these sudden changes of Ihemo, and the way in

which one air merges into another is at limes quite

slartling. We have heanl Ilandd's htfria r.h'io

pimiqa followed so closely by Arditi's // Bar.io that

it was impossible to leli whc;re the one stopped and

the other began. f)f course thcao Ihings have no

more form than the potpourri, but they arc written
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with manifestly comic intent, and we would no more
quarrel with their formlessness than with Artemas
Ward's spelling or Hans Breitmann's grammar.
That musical wit and humor should be so well appre-

ciated as it actually is by the mass of our audiences

is in itself a hopeful sign for the future. Comic vari-

ations on any well-known theme are always keenly

enjoyed whenever heard. Those astounding bits of

musical humor where the piccolo, flute and trombone
play a theme in alternate bars, where an air is tossed

about all over the orchestra from the first violin to

the kettle-drums, where the man with the clarinet

**quacks" up from a low note to a high one in most
sea-sick jiortamenlo, and the double bass squeaks in

high harmonics, to be answered by an angr}' growl
from the depths of the bassoon,—are cheap means,

perhaps, from any high artistic point of view, for

raising a laugh, but more grateful to our ears than

cornet cavatinas, badly arranged overtures, or vulgar

dance hall music.

When the play performed is of such a nature as to

make things of this sort out of place between the

acts, the question what to pl.ay becomes one of very

serious difficulty. Light music of any kind is out

of place between the acts of Shakespeare tragedies or

in fact of any serious plays, and we shudder at the

thought of confiding any really fine music to many
of our theatre orchestras. Some of them, to be sure,

are capable of producing fine compositions of the

simpler sort in quite a passable manner, and they

have this advantage over most of the orchestras at

our classical concerts, that they are accustomed to

play together seven or eight times a week. In some
cases it is only a deficiency in numbers that prevents

them from being quite good and effective orchestras.

The only way that wo can see out of the difficulty

is, that whatever good music they are called upon to

play should be arranged hi/ a competent ?nusfcian espe-

cictlh/ fur the instruments at his command, luitk a view
to combining tJtose instruments to the best advantage.

Anton Rubinstein,
The followiDS Pket(^h of Rubinstein is the work of an emi-

nent Oermfin critic and writer upon dramatic subjects. This

English version has been prepared for the Advertiser by a gen-

tleman of great culture and of marked skill as a translator.

Anton Rubinstein was born in the village of Weoh-
svetynetz in Russian Bes-Arabia on the 30th of No-
vember (18lh O. S.) in the year 1830. Early in life

be exhibited marked musical talent, and at the age of
six years he was placed under Villoing for instruc-

tion. In 1840 he went with his teacher to Paris:
but failing, on account of his foreign birth, to secure
his admission to the Conservatoire, then under the
leadership of Cherubini, Villoing had recourse to the
bold measure of introducing the young pianist to the
Parisian public in the concert room ; this at a time,
too, when the public had the opportunity of hearing
Chopin, Thalberg and other celebrities', and when
Franz Liszt was tliere in the zenith of his fame. But
the bold venture proved a most brilliant success. At
once favorably impressed by his Beethoven-like head
and the grave, mature dignity of his bearing, the au-
dience followed him with rapt attention, and when
Liszt first nodded his head approvingly and finally

caught up the little fellow in his arms and, kissing
him, joyfully exclaimed "Z^as wird der Erbe nieines

Spieles," the entbiisiasm of the public broke forth ina
thunder-storm of applause and the name of Rubin-
stein was established.

After spending a year and a half in Paris, engaged
in the comprehensive study of music, he went to
London, whsre he made the acquaintance and won
the regard of Mendelssohn. His youth induced his

fathei to call him home for a time, but in 184-1 he
was placed under the instruction of "Old Dehn," the
celebrated contrapuntist in Berlin. While studying
thorough-bass under Dehn, he enjoyed the society of
Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer, both of whom took an
earnest interest in him and endeavored with kindly
sympathy to confine the rushing and unbridled talent
of the young son of the Steppes within moderated
and regulated bounds. This double influence was
most beneficial to Rubinstein's genius. The wild
grandeur of his "Asiatic" nature, that involuntarily
struggled to break through, found under the wise
moderation of "Old Dehn" the path to truth, and,
assisted by the fine diacriminatiou of Mendelssohn,
the path ttr beauty;

A sonata for piano and violoncello (the manuscript
of which was lost by Dehn) and a series of songs and
piano morceaux publislied in this period, testify to the
chastened taste of the young composer.

Upon his father's death in I84G. young Ruhinslein,
now 17 years of age, was left to his own resources.
He formed the plan of going to America, but first

souiiht counsel of his old master, Dehn, who strongly
dissuaded him from his purpose, and induced him to

remain in Berlin, where he gave instruction on the

piano until 1849, and composed his first notable

works. The six "Songs of the People," after texts

of Loivenstein, are still reckoned among his most
original compositions. Much that was written dur-

ing these years in a feverish impulse, Rubinstein sub-

sequently recast, or, with the severe self criticism pe-

culiar to himself, condemned and destroyed. From
this period, however, date the charming **Pe7-sisrhe

Licder" (Persian Songs), and hi.s two important

piano concei'tos. A singular adventure overtook him
soon after, when on a journey home to see his mother.

His pass, together with many manuscripts, all con-

tained in his trunk, were lost with it, and the Russian
police sent the suspected stranger to St. Petersburg

under a strong escort, and from there conducted him
—though not to Siberia—yet to a fortress or some
similar undesirable locality to which passless individ-

uals are sent in Russia. The romantic expedient

which Salvator Rosa had successfully used with the

Italian brigands, and which Donizetti after him is

said to have repeated in improvising the "Elisird'

amore'' to establish his identity, failed with the Rus-
sian police, who, although Rubinstein offered to prove

his identity upon the piano, remained stolidly im-

movable. At last the Grand Duchess Helene hap-

pened to hear of his adventure, and, effecting his re-

lease, the noble, art-loving lady sought to draw him
to the musical circles of her court, and permanently
attached him to it as chamber virtuoso. Here he

had opportunities for a three fold development. As
pianist he shone in the courts and pnl)lic concerts.

The imperial government hail never (as has been er-

roneously stated by biography) given him an oppor-

tunity to show himself as a director. But he found-

ed a conservatory in St. Petersburg -in combination
with an institute for larger orchestral renderings, at

the head of which he stood for nine years, a service

which merits the undying gratitude of his native

country. He now found occasion to study and pene-

trate into the very soul of the great classic sympho-
nies and oratorios of the masters, in the artistic pro-

duction of which he is now hardly excelled by any
living director.

His most important achievements, however, were

as a composer. A national Russian ojiera, "Dmitri
Donski," was brought out in 1850, and three lesser

operas, "Die Sibirischen .Jager" (the Siberian Hunt-
ers), "Toms, der Narr" (Toms the Fool), and "Die
Rache" (Revenge) were produced in the two succeed-

ing years. The mighty piano sonata, op. 41, the

sonata for piano and 'cello, and the Ocean Sympho-
ny, with its first movement of unsurpassed grandeur,

all date from this period. His excellent string quar-

tets, op. 47, the superb trios in G-flat and B sharp,*

and several collections of most charming " Klavier-

SlUcke" and songs that soon formed with Schubert's

and Schumann's song compositions an inestimable

treasure of the entire musical world, followed each

other in rapid succession. His oratorio, "Das verlor-

ene Para(^/es '{ Paradise Lost), that records, though
in the most inilependent manner, his sympathy with

Mendelssohn, places him in this field also with the

foremost of his predecessors. His great opera, "Die
Kinder der Haide" (The Children of the Heath),
produced in a masterly manner at the court opera in

Vienna, was enthusiastically received. A second

German opera "Feramora" (the material from "Lalla
Rookh") met with high appreciation at the court

theatre in Dresden and in other German theatres.

His rausi.cal character sketches, "Faust" and "Iwan
the Cruel," his quartet for piano and three-string in-

struments and his oratorio "Der Thurmbau von Ba-
bel" (The building of the tower of Babel) have more
recently fully established his reputation. At present

he is at work upon a biblical opera, "Moses," and
upon one of a romantic, fantastical character, the

materials for which are taken from Sermontof's
"Demon."

I-Iis stay in St. Petersburg suffered hut one inter-

ruption, in 18.54, when he made a concert tour through

Germany, England and France, which was one un-

broken triumph.
Celebrated as an artist, and satisfied by the flour-

ishing success of the conservatory founded by him,

he yet felt that in St. Petersburg he was too far re-

moved from the focus of artist life and action, and he

therefore determined upon removing either to Paris

or Vienna. The events of the year 1870 decided

him to take his family to Vienna, where he accepted

the honorable post of director of the "Gcsellcbaft der

Musikfreunde" (Association of the Friends of Mu-
sic.)

Rubinstein, as stated above, is 41 years old, hut

his appearance does not indicate his age. His lithe,

elastic body hears a head with a massive brow,

crowned with luxuriant hair. Although the some-

* Probably a mistranslation for G Tnitior&nd B-Jtat major.
—Ed.

what depressed nose and the comparatively small
eyes proclaim the Russian type, the head, especially

in moments when as conductor or at the piano every
nerve of his countenance plays wiih inspiration and
enthusiasm, reminds decidedly of Beethoven. But it

is by no means to be supposed that Rubinstein is one
of those nervous, fidgety artists who wear the expres-

sion of their animation and enthusiasm purposely or
mconsiderately on the surface in order to make a
theatrical impression on their audience. Nothing is

farther from the character of Rubinstein and more
abhorrent to bim than outward show. On the con-

trary he carries his severe simplicity and freedom
from all affectation so far, looking only to the just

interpretation of the work be may be playing or cou-

duciing, that he has repeatedly been accused of puri-

tanical severity.

But it is this very unadorned genuineness and un-
pretending simplicity which is the leading trait of bis

character, and by which he regulates his whole life.

Although a gentleman in the fullest sense of the word,
he and his house, which is always open to the highest

and most cultivated society, are of the simplest, most
unassuming modesty, and his manner in every exi-

gency of his life shows a modest adaptation to the

situation and a total absence of personal vanity—yet
combined with the most determined self reliance and
the most utter sinking himself in his task— qualities

that contrast favorably with the well-known preten-

tious manner of many "artists." But wdiile he shows
the most amiable affability with his colleagues and
with young artists and amateurs, he delights in treat-

ing the so-called "great" in society with sovereign
artist pride. Wholly insensible to all external marks
of honor, titles, orders and flattering praises, he nev-
ertheless demands with iron determination the proper
respect and attention due to a true artist. It is well
known that he abruptly cut short a piano recital at

the Russian court, when the conversation of their

highnesses interrupted ; and to a northern potentate,

who played whist while Rubinstein performed, and
who sent him a decoration on the next day, he re-

turned it with the message that he could not have
merited it, since Serenissimus had not listened to him
at all. The personal apology of the sovereign was
tendered upon the succeeding day.
He delights in receiving friends in his own house,

which, however often he may change his residence,

at once becomes the centre of attraction and Rather-

ing point of all music lovers. His wife, the daughter
of a Russian counsellor of state, Tchikonanoff by
name, who has presented him with three charmin^^
children during the six years of their married life,

stands worthily by his side as most amiable of host-

esses and highly cultivated art-connoisseurs. She
accompanies him to the scene of his new triumphs.
Of his piano playing it is difficult to speak ade-

quately, JMoscheles in his day was lauded as the

founder of a new school of piano technique. From
his school date the energetic attack—the "volubility"

of the fingers, the conquest of technical difficulties

—

in short, the whole dazzling apparatus by means of
which so many pianists have attained to universal

celebrity. In Rubinstein everything that manutl
technique can present is concentrated. There are
no difficulties for his fingers ; he even invents diffi-

culties never dreamed of, in order to conquer them in

his playing, and some of bis compositions can there-

fore be played adequately by no one but himself.

When Thaiberg held his triumphal march, it was
the elegance and grace of his delivery which entranc-

ed the whole world. Under his aristocratic fingers

the keys gave forth melodies like song. Now hear
Rubinstein sing Chopin or play Rossini's Gondolier,

and you seem to hear the magic of the song itself

accompanied by the softly tremulous chords of the

mandoline. One is led to expect his titanic strength

fi'om his mighty hands and his massive head : and it

is in the massive, the grand, one might say the s^im-

pliohic of piano playing that Rubinstein has found
his true domain. Beethoven rushes forth from under
his fingers like a gigantic torrent, a piano sonata be-

comes a symphony, a symphony played by him on
the piano sounds like an orchestral rendering. The
listener fancies he sees a Briareus with one hundred
hands, for the forte rises above itself and mounts to

an overpowering volume of sound. Yet each phrase

is clear and intelligently expressive, and there is an
affinity between the great tone-poet and his interpre-

ter, who bodies forth thoughts not dreaint of in the

interpretation of others.

Here Rubinstein is aided by an almost fabulous

memoiy, playing the entire classic repertoire from rec-

ollection, and his recitals thus seem like improvisa-

tiou. Then when you hear him accompany some
song of Schubert or .Schumann you will ask yourself

in amazement whether it he the singer or the accom-
lianist who sings. It is this unbounded versatility of

his genius, furnishing perfection in every require-

ment, that has made him sole monarch in the realm
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of the pianoforte. A concert of Rubinstein's needs
no other artist's assistance, no other numbers. The
charm of variety in bis renderincr has made it possible

for him to give unaided and alone four concerts in

one season that filled the vast Concert Halle in

Vienna to the dome. Yet thouj^h no numbers but

his own were on the programme his audiences were
never weary and never satisfied, demanding encores

at the close of each concert with .perfect storms of

applaase.

Leopold de Meter.—The Paris correspondent

of the Manchester G.mrdian is responsible for the

following: "The celebrated pianist, Leopold de

Meyer, gives his experience at the Turkish Court in

a letter, which is going the round of the papers. "It

was,' he say, 'no easy matter to play music in the

seraglio. You are sent for at eight in the morning
in order to play at three in the afternoon

; you must
be in full uniform

;
yoa wait seven hours in a very

fine gallery, where it is forbidden to sit. From time
to time you are informed of what his Highness is

doing. His Highness has just got up—you must
prostrate yourself. A little later yoa are told that

his Highness is taking his bath—you prostrate your-

self again. His Highness is dressing—you repros-

trate yourself. His highness is taking his coffee, and
you reproslrate yourself at each of these particulars

more profoundly than before. At length your piano
is brought in. The legs have been taken off so as

not to injure the floor, a precious mosaic of rare

woods. The immense grand piano is placed on five

Turks ! The wretched men support the crushing
mass on their knees. 'Why,' you say, "I can't play

on a five-Turk piano." It is thought that you hesi-

tate because the instrument is not horizontal. A
cushion is therefore placed under the knees of the

smallest Turk. No one supposes that a sentiment
of humanity makes you hesitate. After a long ex-

planation of this refinement of civilization, the piano
is placed on its own legs again. The Sultan ap-

pears. After all sorts of salaams you are told to

play. Y''ou ask for a chair ; there is no chair. No
one ever sits in presence of his Highness.' M. de
Meysr suppresses one detail which, however, is cur-

rent here as authentic. He played a long fantasia on
his knees, and when, at the end, the Sultan thought
he must be very tired, M. de Meyer convinced his

Highness of the contrary by moving round the gal-

.ery on his hands."

The Star Spangled Banner and National

Songs.

[Read at a meeting of the American Antiquarian Society in
Worcester, October 21, by the Hon. Stephen Salisbuiy, Presi-
ident of the Society-]

As a slight cloak of propriety, if not of dignity

for a subject that may be considered of little impor-
tance, to which I invite the attention of the society

for a few minutes, I will offer a familiar quotation
from Andrew Fletcher of Sultown, which is of some
value to Fletcher, for it has given him his best hold
on the memory of modern times. He writes : I

knew of a very wise man who believed that if a man
were permitted to make all the ballads, he need not
care who made all the laws of the nation." If this

should he thought to be exaggeration, it will not be
donbted that national songs, in some degree, form and
indicate the character of a people, and are therefore
worthy of historical notice. I am not aware that

there is more important proof of this power of music
than is found in the influence of the song entitled
" The Star Spangled Banner," during the struggles
for the life of our nation in the last twelve years. In
the efforts and suffering of the camp, the battle field

and the prison, and in the discouragements and sac-

rifices of those who upheld the national arm at homo,
the nntiring repetition of their inspiring strains and
the " marching on " of a more humble and more
energetic chorus kept up by the strength and enthu-
siasm of confident hope. Thns the " Star .Spangled
Banner " haa become a favorite of our people. It is

well known that it was written by Thomas .Scott

Key, a young lawyer of Baltimore, in September,
1814, and it wa.? begun on board of a ship of the

Briti.ih fleet Ijingnear Fort McHcnry, to which he
had gone to negotiate an exchange of prisoners. To
prevent his giving intelligence to his countrymen of
the intention to make the combined attack by sea

and by land on Baltimore^ he was detained ns a pris-

oner of war. There he anxiously watcheil the flag

of hi.? coontry floating over the fort through the day,
and in the darkness of the night caught occasional
glimpses of it, in the explosion of the shells and rock-
et* by which it was assailed, and when morning
dawned, he saw with thrilling delight, that the beau-
til'iil ensign still waved over iu brave defenders.
This scene and the emotions that it excited he haa

painted and expressed in this pathetic and inspiring

song. The origin of the appropriate tune, that

gives strength and deeper feeling to the words, is not
so well known. Every one can readily say that the

tune is taken from the old English song, entitled,
" To Anacreon in Heaven." But I have inquired in

vain of the most learned belles-lettres scholars that I

know or could approach, for the author of the words
or the muHC or the date of either. The song, as

printed in " The Universal Songster," published in

London, from 1S25 to 18.34, has the name of Ralph
Tomlinson as the author. Multiplied inquiries and
research in all biographies and indexes, that I can
consult, have not discovered the name, yet the song
has grace, beauty and wit, and is enriched with hap-

py classical ornaments, and it seems to be a thing

that could not be disowned or forgotten. It existed

to be the model of the song by Robert Treat Paine,

Jr., ealled " Adams .and Liberty," at the period

when Thomas Moore was first known as a poet, and
it is almost worthy of his pen, but it has never been

attributed to him. It is commonly called an old

English song, but the earliest imprint of it that j
have seen, is in my copy of " The Vocal Compan-
ion," published in Philailelphia, by Matbew Carey,

in 1796. The Nightingale, printed in Boston, in

1804, has the words and the music, but not the name
of the author. It seems, then, to be a case in which
the best of evidence must be obtained from the party

on trial, and the song must speak for itself Its first

words are :

" To Anacreon in Heaven, where he sat in full glee,

A few sons of harmony sent their petition,"

and the last line and the chorus are :

—

" May our club tiourish happy, united and free
;

And lone may the pons of Anacreon entwine
The Myrtle of Venus with Bacchua's Vine,"

We have here the facts that the song was written

for a musical club, called the sons of Anacreon. Of
this club I can find no other mention. With a gen-

eral resemblance to the poetry of Moore, there are

sentences that have not his choice English, as for in-

stance, the line .above, " May our club flourish hap-

py, united and free," which is more like the lan-

guage of the republican contemporaries of Robert
Treat Paine, than the verses of the wits of the ear

lier time of the first George, or of Queen Anne, to

whom the song has vaguely been attributed.

The Historical Magazine, vol. 3, p. 23, states that

the tune was originally set to the song, " To Ana-
creon in Heaven," by Dr. Arnold. Many notices of

Dr. Samuel Arnold, who lived from 1739 to 1802, do
not support this statement, though they mention in-

ferJor music. This accompaniment is more rem.ark-

able than the poetry. Its character is strong .and de-

cided, yet it is graceful and flexible, and adapts itself

with equal success to the sport of the revellers, to the

anxious thoughts of the patriot prisoner and to the

exulting tones of national strength.

As an apology for this research of much length

and little fruit, it may bo remembered that the inves-

tigation of -authorship of subjects of intellectual en-

tertainment is not a waste of time for idle curiosity.

The enjoyment of the works of our greatest favorites

is increased by a sense of personal gratitud".

The song to Anacreon is always admired on first

acquaintance, but it has not gained a pUace among
verses which make men stronger and happier in re-

membering them. Though it is h^Q from grossness,

it is a bacchanalian song, and, like the subject, it

must be a transient pleasure at the best. It is said

that, in the first flush of popularity, its rhythm and
music were used for poetical efforts more short lived

than itself. I do not discover that it was a favorite

when Robert Treat Paine, Jr., used its measure in his

spirited song, entitled " Adams and Liberty," which
was written for and first sung at the anniversary of

the Massachusetts charitable fire society in Boston,
on .lune I, 1798.

Its first words :

—

Ye sons of Columbia, who bravely have fought
For tho-^e rights, wliich unstai. ed from your sires have

descended

;

And the energetic chorus

—

For the sons of Columbia will never be slaves,

While the earth beais a plant or the sea rolls its waves

—

Will bring to mind its high sentiments and swelling

sound, well suited for musical expression and enthu-
siastic effect. Though it was brought out in a time

of great parly bitterness, and it was exclusively

claimed by one of the parties, it has nothing but the

language of the broadest patriotism. With all its

merits, it was never universally accepted as a national

song, and the recent " Library of Poetry an.l Song,"
published under thesanciion of the honored name of

William Cuilcn Bryant, has rescued from oblivion
" Sally in our Alley," but has no room for the sons
of Columbia. Some reasons for this failure may ho

briefly Htated. The name of the wise patriot at the

head of the government, which was a part of the

title of the song, did not recommend it. The broad
waves of democracv, which had begun to carry Mr.
.Jefferson to the highest place, for a time submerged
the merits of Mr. Adams and his federal associates,

and federal sentiments and federal songs lost their

popular pre-eminence. This political movement,
though partially unjust, was not wholly evil, since it

severed the hast rope that bound our nation to the

fast-anchored isle from which it had been launched.

Moreover, there was a felt, though unacknowledged,
incongruity between the chorus and the condition of

an increasing portion of our inhabitants, and the

thoughts and feelings of the song are peculiar to the

recent struggle and the escape from national peril

;

and the ideas of strength, prosperity and progress

are not set forth as they should be in a national song.

After sixteen years, in which the tune of the Ana-
creontic song was seldom heard in this country or in

Europe, it was applied to the pathetic verses of Mr.
Key. A few words may be permitted concerning
this questioned right to use the rhvthm and music
foi an American song. Notes and Queries (2d. s. v.

6, 429,) quotes from " Amusing Letters from Amer-
ica," this passage. The air of " The Star Span-
gled Banner," which our cousins, with their custom-

ary impudence of assertion, claim as their own, is

almost note for note that of the fine old English song
" When Vulcan forged the bolts of Jove." That the

song, " When Vulcan forged the bolts," &e., writ-

ten by Thomas Dibdin, " is very little, if at all,

older than the Star Spangled Banner," and "its verses

are not fitted to the same tune, are to an amusing
tirriier facts of no consequence. The quoted passage

is a missile that has so often been thrown across the

water, that it is worth while' to pick it up and exam-
ine it for a moment. The English language and its

treasures are the property of those who emigrated

from the parent cotmtry. and of those who remained

there. And the emigrants have not been wanting in

successful efiT)rts to add something to the common
store. When frauds are perpretrated against i he in-

dividual producer's right to honor or profit, as has

occurred on both sides, let the offenders be punished

severely, as they vvill be by shame and loss. But, in

this case, there was no fraud and no injury. A mu-
sical composition, little regarded, was openly taken

up .as a neglected estray, and attached to verses with

which it was more effective than with the words with

which it is first known to us. An advantageous use

gives a better right of property than a fruitless dis-

covery or invention. No one reproaches the Protes-

tants of England that they took possession of an ob-

scure French tune, and by a change in its movement
adapted it to their taste and their religious comfort

and edification, as "Old Hundred."

For a lime, the words of the " Star Spangled Ban-

ner " were occasionally sung by the cultivated and

refined, but they were too sad for the spirit of a

strong and ambitious people. But after forty years a

cloud of anxiety and peril came over our land, that

was fivinily shadowed in the night watch of Mr. Key.

Then strength and endurance were gladly sought in

sympathy with the devoted patriotism and confident

hope that he has so strongly expressed. That dark-

ness has now passed, and the music that cheered it

will not be hearil above the loud and joyful tones of

prosperity and ambition. The instrnraenlal accom-

paniment and the thrilling chorus, worthy of the

most beautiful national flag on the earth, will be a

constant and uniiring gratification to the car and the

heart of .an American. But the words now in use

will not be accepted as a perm-ment national song.

The distinction of being the undisputed and most

approved American national song is conceded to

Hail Co'umbia, which was written in 1798, by Jo-

seph Hopkinson, LL. D., of Philadelphia, for the

benefit of an actor named Fox. The Columbian

Centinel of May 2, 1798. on the shelves of your li-

brary, gives the verses as wo have them, and states

that" it has been sung on the bo.ards of Philadel-

phia." The Historical Magazine, vol. 5, page 282,

on authority of William McKoy of Philadelphia, in

Poulson's Advertiser of 1829, mentions that this

song was set to the music of " The President's

March," by Johannes Roih, a German music teach-

er in that city. And the Mislorical Magazine, vol. 3,

page 23, quotes from the Baltimore Clipper of 1841,

that the " President's March " was composed by

Professor Phyla, of Philadelphia, and was played at

Trenton in 1789, when Washington passed over to

New York to he inaugurated, as it was stated by a

son of Professor Phyla, who was one of the perform-

ers. The thoughts of " Hail Coiumbta " arc elovn-

ted and refined, but they arc peculiar to the circum-

stances of its origin. They are directed to the con-

flict that has just ceased, the efforts necessary to se-

cure its frui'8, and the possibility of future peril, with

a just tribute to Washington and the other heroes

anil statesmen on whom the nation relies. With

these quaiiiics it lias never satisfied the demand for a
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national patriotic sonr^, and as time Roes on, it is

called for in the absence of a better, with increasing

infreqnency.

Yandee Doodle is a national property, l)ut it is not

a treasure of the highest value. It has some anti-

quarian claims, on which its warmest friends do not

rely. It cannot be disowned, and it will not be dis-

used. In its own older words,
" It suits for feasts, it suits for fun,

And just as well for tighting.''

And its easy utterance and its fearless and frolic-

some humor make its accompaniment welcome on fit

occasions and preserve its popularity. But it exists

now as an instrumental and not as a vocal perform-

ance. Its voice is never heard, and I think would
not be acceptable to America for public or private

entertainments. But its music must he silent when
serious purposes are entertained, and men's liearts

are moved to high efforts and great sacrifices. As a

song, Yankee Doodle has not a national cbaracter.

To give an account of the s.ipphic ode called
" The American Hero," written by Hon. and Rev.

Nathan Niles, and very popular in Connecticut dur-

ing the Revolutionary war, and to describe other

abortive attempts to furnish a national song, would
suit the patience of the study of an antiquary better

than the small share that I can claim of this brief

session. But I cannot omit to say a few words on
the recent efforts to obtain a national song by trans-

planting the old English anthem God Save the King.

The most acceptable of these is the anthem called

America, beginning "My country, 'tis of thee,"

and following the air and metre of its original. The
author is the Rev. Dr. Samuel Francis Smith, a pro-

fessor in Colby University, and an eminent man for

learning and character in the distinguished class that

graduated from Harvard University in 1829. The
anthem has much merit of thought and expression,

but when it is sung it excites little enthusiasm, and it

is easy to see that it is received with the limited satis-

faction with which a man wears a coat that is bor-

rowed and altered. Such imitations will never be
recognized as national songs. It is said that the tune
of " God Save the King " has been adopted by the

present Emperor of Germany for state occasions
throughout his dominions. If this be true, the Ger-
mans have too much of fatherland to sanction such
an adoption. It is more likely that it is sung and
played at times there, as in France and this country,
for the mere entertainment of the music.

The weight of evidence is in favor of the claims of

Henry Carey, Mus. D.,who lived from 1692 to 174,3,

to the authorship of the poetry and music of " God
Save the King." Of Mr. Carey, his friend ,Tean

Frederic Lampe said : His musical instruction did

not enable him to put a bass to his own ballads."

This noble anthem was made for the honor of George
the Second, who otherwise received little honor from
his subjects and their posterity. Such is the strange
origin ef the grandest patriotic song in the English
language. We may learn what our American na-

tional song should be, by observing what the ancient
model is in its various parts. The notes are empbat
ic as a chant, easily learned and distinctly sounded
by many, so that the singers hear and are moved by
the voices of their companions ; and this effect is

aided by the shortness of the words. Though the

air is simple, it is fitted to rise with the strength of
feeling. It appeals with power to loyalty, which in

a monarchy is devotion to the king, his crown and
dignity. It is suited to all the changes of national
life, to joy or grief, to peace or war, to anxiety or
triumph. It has enough of the progressive and ag-
gressive character to gratify the Anglo Saxon temper
and the attractive spice of party spirit is not wanting.
And it is pervaded with an expression of religious

trust that is more grateful to the mind of man than
our philosophers are willing to admit. A patriotic

song equally well adapted to our institutions would
be an ornament and a strength to our nation, and an
untiring enjoyment to our people.

usical Carresnaithitte.

Chicago, Oct. 10.—Most of our city papers have

announced the fact that it is now a year since the fire.

The Almtfnae confirms their assertion. And as I

tried to give you last year some idea of the destruc-

tion, I will this year endeavor to give a conception of

the restoration. During the year there have been

built in the central part of the city a little over ten miles

of business fronts, buildings of brick and stone, from

four to seven stories high, costing in the aggregate

over forty-three millions of dollars. The burnt district

of the South side is about half re built. On the North

side less has been done. But next year will go far

to put them to rights again. At the same time the

parts of the city not destroyed have improved faster

than ever before in the same time. The national

census of 1870 gave us, I think, a trifle under three

hundred thousand people. Our own school census

of October, '71, gave us about 327,000 people. Our

school census of '72, just taken, shows a present pop-

ulation of 367,000. The North Side has about

12,000 less than before the fire. The South Side

about 2,000 more ; the West Side has now 214,000,

or over 50,000 more than a year ago. At the same

time all the suburban towns have grown faster than

ever before. The Directory for this year gives

names enough to imply a population of 400,000,

showing that a large proportion of business men live

out of town.

In the way of places of amusement we have two

new theatres completed and occupied. McVickers's

is a much finer building on the old site, and has seats

for 1800 people. Aiken's is at the corner of Wabash

Avenue and Congress St. (one block south of Van
Buren St.), and is a very elegant house with a well

arranged stage, and seats numbering 1600. I think

Farwell Hall will be rebuilt next year, the need of

such a building being very pressing. The new

Chamber of Commerce was opened this week. It

is of the same dimensions as the old one, but finen

and cost nearly S400,000.

Our musical life is killed out by many "cumbering

cares" (as Mr. Watts called them). The Oratorio

Society have resumed rehearsals, and intend to pro-

duce Costa's "Naaraan." We shall have no orches-

tral doings of our own this year.

Mr. Robert Goldbeck is engaged in a work which

I ought to have spoken of before. It is nothing less

than the creation of a Conservatory of Music on a

broad and liberal basis. In order to get capital he

has offered and is disposing of 500 shares or scholar-

ships, of $100 each, good for ten terms of class les-

sons or five of private instruction. He is meeting

with remarkable success in this undertaking. He has

bought of Lyon and Healy The Musical Independent

(suspended since the fire) and is just bringing out

the first number. I may mention that his advertis-

ing patronage is large enough to nearly pay the ex-

pense of publication. I think you will be pleased

with the paper, though not perhaps with all its views,

for it has a well-marked and forcible individuality.

He will edit it himself.

Last week there was a benefit concert in honor of

Mr. Louis Falk, our best concert organist since Mr.

Back's departure. Many prominent amateurs took

part and "spread themselves" ambitiously for two

hours in the first part of the programme. The sec-

ond part was interesting, as it contained a very muti-

lated performance of Mendelssohn's "Athalie." The

chorus numbered about sixty admirable voices, and

the orchestra about thirty, the whole under Mr. Bnt-

terfield's directing. Mr. Falk himself played

Schumann's Bach Fugue, and a Potpourri of Mey-

erbeer's airs. I am watching Mr. Falk's course with

very great interest, for he is a young man of remark-

able talent, a fine organist and pianist (though rather

heavy in the latter relation), and a good teacher. If

he has the nerve to stand against the popular current

which sets against the true and legitimate in music,

his career will be a brilliant and useful one.

And this brings me to the best thing I have to say.

Namely, that Then. Thomas and his orchestra are

here, and your Mr. Osgood. The programmes are

better than he has given us before. We have, for

instance, two entire symphonies, Beethoven's 7th and

Schumann's in B flat, and two of Liszt's Symphonic

Poems, besides movements from other Symphonies,

and a variety of important Overtures. The violins

number fifteen, and with Listemann at the head why
shouldn't they play well ?

The concerts are given in Aiken's Theatre, which
has been filled. The playing seems to me even bet-

tor than it was formerly. Certainly it is good enough

for us. Then, too, I am especially interested in the

work Mr. Osgood is doing in familiarizing our public

with those beautiful Schubert, Schumann and Franz

songs. No one has ever sung them here before, and

of course our audiences hardly know what to make of

them. But it is easy to see that the idea gains favor,

and I have hopes of Chicago yet. The city press

might have done better to assist the cause had some

paper happened to have thought it worth while. We
need here very much some weekly paper of literary

and artistic authority, or else more competent atten-

tion to these things in the daily press.

We look for Rubinstein early in December, and

expect to he astonished and delighted. Thomas
gave us the Adagio and Scherzo from Rubinsfcin's

"Ocean" Symphony. It was very much admired by

connoiseurs. It seemed to me more truly bmutiful

than any of the other music of the future I have

heard. Possibly more hearing might change this

opinion. The Schumann Symphony is certainly the

real thing—something new and lovely.

But I trespass on jour space.

Dee Fketschuetz.

Italian Opera in New York. Pauline Luc-
ca, as Marguerite, in Faust.

NEW YORK, OCT, 2S.—Up to the present time, the man-
agement at the Italian Opera has done little to redeem the fair

promi.«cB made at the opening of the season. Since my last

letter only two additions [Don Giovanni" and "Trovatore")
hare been made to the repertoire, and, but for the genius of

Pauline Lucea, the popularity of Miss Kellogg, and the excel-

lent .'iingiDg and acting of JI. Jamet, both of these represen-

tations would have fallen below mediocrity. Advantage has
been taken of these three names to bring before the public a
company of singers which could obtain a hearing in no other
way, not even I believe at the Stadt Theatre in the Bowery.
The scenery and costumes give evidence of that "economy''

which is penny-wise and pound foolish; and the same spirit

has, in many cases, been evinced in dealing with the press.

As a natural result some of the papers have taken to telling

the truth, .ind the management, having thus caught an ex-
tremely unpleasant Tartar, fills the columns of its programme
with long-winded vindications of itself and its policy, quite

forgetting the French proverb: '^ Quis^exnise s'accitse."

In spite of these unfavorable surroundings, Mme. Pauline
Lucca is constantly increasing in public favor, and it is eri-

dent that the task of preserving the enterprise from utter

failure rests mainly upon her. Of the four impersonations in

which she has appeared, the most dramatic and, as a whole,

the most satisfactory is that of Marguerite in Faust. I state

this in face of the fact that her conception of the character is

in many respects directly the opposite of Miss Nilsson's; the

one being intensely realistic, while the other is purely ideal.

There is a feeling of disappointment when, in the first act. we
look for the exquisite vision of Ary Scheffer and behold only

Gretchen at the wheel. This feeling returns in the second

act at the meeting between Faust and Marguerite. Remem-
bering the gentlene.'is, the calmness with which Nilsson ren-

dered that lovely fragment of melody ; "No, Signer, io non
son damigella ne bella," we are unprepared for Luce 's touch

of coquetry, although her somewhat scornful attitude is quite

in keeping with the words she is singing. It is plainly Goethe's

Gretchen and not the ideal Marguerite which she aims to re-

produce, and in the third act all prejudice is forgotten, and the

real merit and genius of the singer are unquestioned. She

sings ''The King of Thule" abse' tly, as though she were far

mere intent upon her own thoughts than upon the meaning

of her song ; and in the jewel scene she attempts to delineate

nothing more complex than the delight of a simple peasant

girl at such a trouvaiUe. It is in the Duet with Faust, and

the subsequent love scene that her true greatness is best re-

vealed. The charm lies quite as much in her acting as in her

singing, and both are admirable.

The death of Valentine in the fourth act presents a curious

anomaly, his agony and rage are so very stagey, so plainly as-

sumed ; while the anguish, the sorrow past bearing of his

sister, ia so painfully real. In the church scene Mme. Lucca

departs widely from her predecessors. Instead of a lonely

chapel, the nave of a great cathedral is disclosed, filled with

worshippers who kneel before the high altar. The organ peala

solemnly; slowly and with faltering footsteps Marguerite enters

the church and advances towards the throng of worshippers;

she sees their scornful glances ; sees them draw back at her

approach, shrinking from the touch of her garments as from

contamination, and, meekly accepting the ban, takes her

place in the nave alone, far from the altar, and tries to pray.

Then, in a niche near by, behind the figure of a saint, the
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spirit of eril appears dimly outlined, and aa he utters his ter-

rible curse, the poor girl cowers before him as though she

would shrink into the earth. Still she tries to pray, turning

the leaves of her prayer-book with nervous haste and tremb-

ling fingers, until at last the book drops from her nerveless

hand, she 8!:arts to her feet, confronts the demon and falls

Eenaeleas to the floor.

In the short but (rjing Prison scene her acting and singing

are fully up to the requirements of the situation, and her im-

personation of Marguerite must be regarded as among the best

that our Academy has ever known.

M. Jametis thoroughly identified with the role of Mephis-

topheles. and I need hardly say that he is greatly to be ad-

mired both as a singer and an actor, but the other roles were

too badly filled to deserve mention.

Three more Rubinstein concprts took place here last week.

In the first (Thursday evening) Ruf>instein played : the

Chromatic Fantasia by Bach, Etudes by Chopin, and the

"Kreutzer" Sonata with Wieniawski. The latter played

Bach's Chaconne (for Violin alone) and his own Faust Fanta-

sia. Mile. Liebhart sang "Angels ever bright and fair,'' and

two little songs by Pinsuti and Kucken. Mile. Ormeny was

down for an Aria by Stradella and *'I1 Segreto" from Lucrezia

Borgia.

On Friday evening Rubinstein played: Air and Variations

by Handel, followed by the "Cat Fugue" and Sonata of Scar-

latti
;
Mendelssohn's Variations Serieiisfs ; some Etudes of

his own ; and, with the violinist, the Rondo in F minor by

Schubert. The Violin Solos were : Elegie, by Ernst ; Polo-

natie, by "Wieniawski ; Aria, by Bach and Rondino by Vieux-

tempg. Mile. Ormeny sang Romeo's Aria, by Bellini ; and

Mile. Liebhart a new song, "Meeting," composed for her by

H. Millard.

At the Saturday Matinee, the great pianist gave Studies for

the Pedal Piano by Schumann, besides opening the concert

with Preludes by himself, and closing it with "Kamenoio-

Btrofi"," No. 7, and an Impromptu, both of them his own.

Wieniawski played a transcribed Romance of Rubinstein's,

besides a Rondo, an ''Air Turc," '^Airs Russes," and Mazour-

ka. No. 2, all of hie own composition. The Soprano lady sang

" Yedrai Carina^'' and an old English bnllad ; and the Con-

tralto an Aria from Cenerentola and a Hungarian song :
' Es

a Villag.''

At the first concert Mile. Ormeny was unable to appeor, and

Rubinstein was her welcome substitute, playing in addition

to the pieces set down in the programme, a Song without

Words by Mandelssohn, a Romanza by Schumann, a Nocturne

by John Field and Schubert's Erl King, (Liszt).

This week the great pianist is to play in Philadelphia.

A. A. 0.

^ptoigljfs lonrnHl of ®usu.
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Enbinstein and Wieniawski.

The last three of the five concerts of that most ex

citiDg musical week (Oct. 14th to 19th) differed from

the first two in being without Orchestra. No more

full Concertos, therefore, either for pianoforte or for

violin. In fact concerts of (mostly classical) chamber

music given in the great Hall of Symphony and Or-

atorio ! And herein we note one of the wonders of

Rubinstein's phenomenal and sovereign power as a

pianist : He could make ths finest and the deepest

music ever written for the instrument—works by

Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin—clearly heard, felt,

appreciated throughout that great hall ! Never in

the sclectest circle of a chamber concert have we per-

ceived a more complete, absorbed attention than was

given by that whole audience, not only to the gran-

diose and fiery A flat Polonaise of Chopin, but quite

ai much to the "Moonlight Sonata," and (most re-

markable of all, unparalleled in our experience of au-

diences) to one of the most profoundly spiritual and

subtly intellectual among Beethoven's Sonatas, the

last of all, op. III. Even that most difficult,

strange work, so seldom ventured upon in public or

in private, and for which you would hardly expect at

any time more than a dozen listeners who could fol-

low it thronghont, was so prcsenlcd by this masterly

interpreter,—or rather through this perfect "medium,"

as to hold the whole assembly spell-bound to the end

apparently. In that Sonata and, previously, in the

Etu/Ies Jyt/mpfionirpit^t of Schumann we ihink wo felt

his extraordinary power of identifying himself with

the rarest inspirations of the great composers, and

giving them clear, audible, complete expression, the

most sensibly. It was at least proved that mere

Pianoforte music can be made appreciable, can be

brought fairly home to one in the Boston Music Hall,

although of coarse a smaller room is better.

—But now to take things in their order. The
Matinee of Wednesday afternoon brought great in-

crease of audience, and was an occasion so electrify-

ing that one shrinks in anticipation from the exhaus-

tion very sure to follow upon two or three repetitions

of such a draft on one's emotional and nervous ener-

gies, as only lislening and enjoying so intensely for

a few hours must involve. Such listening cannot be

passive. What must the expenditure of nervous

force be, then, in the performer !—Rubinstein opened

the concert with his own transcription of the Overture

to Egmont, very broad and full, even orchestral in its

effect, and keeping up the tempo and the noble

rhythm with such a buoyant and untrammelled con-

tinuity and freedom, that it seemed wholly self-sus-

taining, lifted up into the air, never needing once to

touch £he earth, like earth-born giants, to renew its

strength. Then followed, under the vague announce-

ment of "Sonata," the dreamy and poetic "Moon-
light," the love poem of Beethoven, so impassioned,

uncontainable in its Finale. It was in sooth a won-

derfully perfect and poetic rendering, and though we

did not sit in intimate seclusion in the twilight hour,

even out there in the crowd and the great light hall,

the real spell came over most of us. It was a satis-

faction to hear the tempi of the several movements so

rightly taken ; most players make the Scherzo so

fast, that it loses all relation to the Adagio that

precedes it.

After Mile. Ormeny had sung Handel's "Lascia

ch'io pianga,"—not as we have heard it !—and Herr

Wieniawski had displayed his admirable art as a

violinist in the Air FanVof Vieuxtemps,—and Mile.

Liebhart had sung a couple of Lieder (Mendels-

sohn's "Kou a?/ sclioncn Kindern" and Schumann's

"Du tneine Seele"), Herr Rubinstein came again to

the piano (the finest "Steinway," by the way, that

we have yet heard) and played as usual a group of

three pieces all by Chopin : first the remarkable Noc-

turne in C minor (op. 48) ; then the lovely Berceuse,

which never sang itself so limpidly and sweetly upon

any instrument before, and finally an unfamiliar

Etude, in which there is such a startling rush and

energy of bold bravura (at least as he smote it out

as from a rock), that for the time -we fancied it to be

a thing of Liszt's or of his own.

Part Second opened with a couple of rather com-

monplace songs by the Soprano ("I love, my love,"

by Pinsuti, and "Guten Morijm" by Jubilee Abt).

Then Rubinstein gave, what is so very seldom heard

here in the concert room, one of Weber's Sonatas, a

piece severely ta.xing execution, full of the Weber

fire and individuality, at times wearying you, perhaps,

by its no end of brilliancy (like one of our torch-light

processions), but ending with a charming Rondo.

Of course all there was in it was brought out in the

very best light, and it gave a good full glance into

the wealth of Weber's too much neglected larger

pianoforte compositions, for which the curious music

lover should be thankful. Mile. Ormeny sang a fine

old air by Pcrgolese : "Tre qiorni son che Nina," in a

style hardly worthy of its beauty. One of the purest

and sweetest moments in these concerts was Wien-

iaw.ski's playing, as an unaccompanied violin solo, of

the lovely, flonlful Aria from Bach's Orchestral

Suite in D. It went deeply to the heart of every

hearer. A brilliant "Capriccio Waltz" of his own

followed it. Rubinslein, for a concluding group,

gave three short pieces of his own—a llomance, a

Barcarole and Vulse Caprice, all interesting.

Of Friday evening's concert the two groat features

were the cx(|uisitely perfect rendering by the two men

of the "Krcutzer Sonata," which seemed to unfold a

new wealth of meaning and of beauty, and Rubin-

stein's playing of the whole series of Schumann's

Rreislcriana, which, enigmatical as much of the

music is to many, yet must have had a strange charm

for all. One wants to hear all these things when

such an artist comes along for once with all the power

to show us what they are, and we cannot be too

grateful to this Russian man of genius, possessing

all the means and all the will, for bringing forth so

freely for us out of stores sealed to mpst of us. Al-

ready, of Schumann alone, the Etudes Symphonigues,

the Carnival, the Kreisleriana! For the first group

of smaller pieces Rubinstein played really what we,

trusting to the printed programmes rather than to

our own memory, have just been ascribing to the

Wednesday matinee; whereas we are quite sure (we

write a week after) that he played then what was set

down for Friday, namely : several Songs without

Words by Mendelssohn and the Chopin Ballade in G
minor, fully illustrating the individuality of each.

For the concluding group he played a Barcarolle, a

Melodic, and an Elude of his own,—the last being the

piece which we have heard under the absurd title of

Valse Infeinale "on false notes," though there is noth-

ing false in an accent falling on an appoggiatura or

fore-note, instead of that into which it at once leads.

Wieniawski's solo role that evening was mainly on

the virtuoso ("Psiganini") side; his selections being

Ernst's Fantasia on It Pirata and the "Carnival of

Venice,' which he makes as marvellous and as full

of exquisite surprises as anybody, without forsaking

art for vulgar clap-trap ; yet we would rather hear

him do anything else which he is wont to do. He

did, however, (we think it was that evening), respond

to a recall by playing his own tender and poetic

"Legende" once more ; only one missed the fine or-

chestration.—Mile Ormeny, in much better tune this

time, sang " Una voce" with a good deal of florid

execution, and we forget what else. Mile. Liebhart

too sang "Angels ever bright and fair" with good

voice and expression.

The enthusiasm reached a second climax in the

final Matinee on Saturday (19th), when the following

programme was performed :

Sonata Anton .Kubinstein.

Anton Rubinstein and Henri Wiauiawski.

Hungarian Song, "E^a Villac."
Mile. Louise Ormeny.

Chaoonne, for the Violin Bach.
Ilenri Wieniawslti.

" VeSrai Carino" Mozart.

Mile. Louise Liebhart. .

a. No'-turne
)

b. MHZurka, |
Chopin.

c. Polonaise, in A flat, )

Anton Rubinstein.

i "Robin Adair."

I
"Ruck, Ruck."

Mile. Louise Liebhart

Sonata, Opus 111 Beethoven.

Anton Rubinstein.
"LaFalletta" Marehesi.

Mile. Louise Ormeny.

( a. Romanza in F Beethoven.

j b- Airs Russes..*. Wieniawski.
Henri Wieniawski.

Suite f
Sarabande--Pa.ssB-Pied, j Rubinstein.nuiie.

j Courante—Gavotte, )

Anton Rubinstein.

The two memorable features of this concert were

the great Chaconne of Bach, played, as originally

written, without accompaniment, (for indeed it con.

tains all in itself), and with by far more power and

breadth, more fullness and more fineness of interpre-

tation, than we ever heard it before by any one ex-

cept .Joachim (that was a dozen years ago, so that we

will not venture on comparison ; and it was not in

the biir Music Hall, but in a hotel chamber before an

audience of one ]) ; and that last of the wonderful

series of Beethoven's Sonatas, in C minor, so deep

and almost mystical in meaning, with its fitful and

impassioned introduction and Allegro, and all the

rest consisting in the marvellously subtle, seemingly

exhaustless variation of that singing Adagio {Arietta

mollo semplice Cantabile, in dotted ciglilhs, nine sixteen

fncasure). For the first time we felt that wo had

truly heard it. As we have s^id before, the whole
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great audience beard it, listened oblivions of all else,

whether they understood it all or not. In this sense

the achievement was almost unprecedented in a con-

cert room. More than that, we know not when a

piece of music has moved us so deeply. There was

something holy in the tones which he brought out

;

sometimes they seemed to answer from another

world, like a transfiguration of the theme or phrase

once struck. Let us not despair now of any real in-

spiration from however deep a source, however com-

plex and thick-set with difficulties in its development,

—of any utmost reach of any Bach's or Beethoven's

imagination and profoundest science, being commu-

nicable to any real music-lover. It strikes us, men

like Rubinstein are sent into the world to show us

that all this is possible, and prove to us, through our

own feeling,—cords set thrilling ijn a deeper deep

within us than we had before suspected,—that the

last Sonatas of Beethoven are not the helpless wan-

derinsrs of a brain diseased, but are divinely beautiful

and full of meaning worth the searching for.

The specimens presented of Rubinstein's own com-

positions were very interesting. We unfortunately

lost most of the opening movement of the Sonata

Duo, but we heard enough to convince us that it is

worth hearing more than once, and is by no means the

production of an ordinary man. The four movements

of the Suite,—particularly the Sarabande, were fresh

and genial, with a sufficient flavor of the antique

quaintness, and furnished very agreeable proof of the

great versatility of the composer.

The little Violin Romanza, in Beethovan's earlier

style, is always pleasing, and of course doubly so

when played by Wieniawski ; but we would rather

not have heard it ^Aen, nor anything else, unless it

were some wholesome, tranquillizing bit of Bach,

right after such a Beethoven Sonata ! Both the

singers gained upon their audience that day.

The visit of these two great artists is an event in

the musical history of Boston. Nothing that may
occur this season, or perhaps in several seasons, will

eclipse it. Our public has been electrified, and deeply

moved. The power of genius, personally manifested,

has been realized as not before. We have had more

insight into the possibilities of music and acquired a

new respect for its accomplishments. And the re-

turn of Rubinstein and Wieniawski,—we under-

stand that we may look for them at Christmas time

—

will be hailed with genuine enthusiasm ; for the more

such artists are heard, and in such music as such

artists choose, the stronger is the desire to hear them.

IMR A. P. PECK'S CONCERTS claim our hearty rerogni-

tioD, if only for the reapon that they have saccessfully pet the

example in miscellaneous concerts, which it was much easier

to establish in the Uarvard Symphony Concerts, of no encores.

The special notice at the head of the programmes was resolute-

ly carried ont,and on the whole cheerfully acquiesced in by an

audience largely made up of the partial friends of each of the

several artists. Every newspaper of any character endorsed

the policy the next day. So let us hope that henceforth "no
encores'" will be the rule, accepted by an instinct of propriety,

and that repetitions shall be so rare as to be exceptional. We
do not wish the prohibition in the long run to be absolute;

but perhaps it had better remain so while the spoiled child is

still too weak in self-control to be indulged in those exception-

al liberties which sometimes may be quite legitimate and safe.

If only abstinence will lead to temperance, we go for absti-

nence for the time being.

But this was not the only merit of these concerts. The

Spirit which dictated that "special notice," naturally shows

itself again in the uncommonly {for miscellaneous popular

concerts) well selected programmes. Mr. Peck has found out

what pleases people of some real musical taste, that these in

the long run, more and more, do give the tone to concert au-

diences, and that the day for catering to no taste ; at the risk

of boring or di.«gusting all who have at least some taste, has

gone by ; and he has earned the reputation of arranging about

the best miscellaneous popular concerts that we have. The
elements, however, were against him this time. The Presi-

dential Election, and the oppressive vague presentiment of

too 7nueh in the way of Music and all sorts of entertainments,

have made the sale of tickets dull for every sort of concert so

far, even affecting those of Rubinstein. Added to this, bad

weather and our sudden deprivation of horse power, came in,

not only to reduce the audience, but to render it impossible

for Mr. Peck to give more than two of the four concerts ad-

vertised. The last two he has prudently postponed a month.

Already in the second one, the Matinde of Saturday, Miss

Mehlio, who had played the evening before, still in the city,

could find no conveyance to the Music Hall. Why will not

Mr. Gilmore convert the Coliseum into a hospital for horses,

gather them there by thousands, and see if music cannot

cure them ? That were a Jubilee worth while, if it succeeded I

The first programme (Friday evening) was as follows :

First Movement of Quintet in E flat Beethoven.
Beethoven Quintette Club.

Aria, "Di quella pira." Trovatore. Verdi.
Mr Packard.

Cavatina. "Regnava nel Silenzio." Lucia. . , .Donizetti.
Sirs. Moulton.

Piano Solo. Rhapsodie Hongroise Liszt.

Miss Mehlig.
Aria. "Per questa bella mano" Mozart.

Mr. Whitney, ('cello obligato by Wulf Fries)

Aria. "Non conosci." Micrnon Thomas.
Miss Phillipps.

Quintet Op. 160. (Flute, violins, &c.) Schubert.
Duet. Crown Diamonds . Auber.
Song. "Evening" Clay.
Song. ''Ma mere 6tait Boh6mienne', Mass6.
Song. ''The Mariner" Diehl.
Arietta. | a. O Fatima Weber.

I b. Sod leggier Donizetti.

I

a. Nocturne Chopin,
b. Impromptu "

c. Soirees de Vicnne ...Schubert—Liszt.
" Waldsceuen." Schumann.

The new Quintette Club (Mr. C. N. Allen, first Tiolio ; Mr.

Weinz, second, do. ; Mr. J. M. Mullaly, first Viola; Mr. Chas.

KoppiTZ, second Viola and Flute ; and Mr. Wuip Fries, 'cello),

made a very good impression, considering that the place was

altogether too vast for anything of that kind. The movement
from Beethoven went very smoothly ; and Mr. Knppitz's flute

playing was masterly in the arrangement which he had made
from Schubert's flute and piano variations on his song

^^Trockne Bliimen." Mrs.MotiLTON looked and sung more
beautifully than ever. Her cantabile was delicious, and the

liquid fluency of her execution in the three florid pieces, as

well as all the phrasing and expression, won a cordial response

from all the audience. Miss Phh^lipps was in excellent condi-

tion and won an easy victory in every effort; her "Mignou"'

aria wag full of feeling. Mr. Whitney's grand basso did not

fail him, and the Mozart Aria, with the 'cello obligato played

by Mr. Fries, gave true artistic pleasure. Mr. Packard has
reLurued from Europe with his fine tenor voice Considerably

equalized and strengthened, and sang his two pieces in a

chaste, sweet, honest style, once showing that he can
command a very musical and full high C in the chest voice.

Miss Mehlig wag welcomed with the warmth that always
greets her, and her performance was as brilliant and as fine as

ever. The Hungarian Rhapsody by Liszt was not the one we
had so often heard, but almost quits as interesting, and it was
admirably rendered.

We could not be present at the next day's matinee, and
have only room to say that the programme, but for the invol-

untary absence of Miss Mehlig, who was to have played the

"Moonlight" Sonata, was as good as the first one.

Popular Orchestral Concerts.—The first

series of concerts (by whom given it does not appear),
essentially similar to those formerly p:iven for so
many years by the musicians themselves, under the
name " Orchestral Union," took place at the Music
Hall on Wednesday afternoon. The plan is : 1, A
small orchestra, composed of about three-fifths of
the Harvard orchestra, being the same musicians with
the same conductor (Carl Zerrahn). and in preat
part prepared by the same rehearsals ; 2. popular
prices

; 3. programmes in which lighter music is

mingled with classical. There was a very fair at-

tendance, and the execution of the following really

choice programme, on the whole quite successful,

though there was some roughness and some thinness,
and the instruments were too loud in accompanying
the singer, was evidently much enjoyed. .

Overture. "Mfieresstilie" Mendelssohn.
Song. "The Tear." Stigelli.

Mrs. C. A. Barry.
Concerto in D minor Mendelseohn.

Mr. J. C. D. Parker.
Symphony io D Mozart.
Cavatina. ''II soave e bel contento" Pacini.
Polacca in C, for Piano and 'cello Chopin.

Mpssrs. Parker and Wolf Fries.
a. Waltz. "1001 Nights" Strauss.
b. Polka. "Sylphiden" Rietzel.

Next in Order.

Harvard Musical Association. — The first

Symphony Concert of the subscription series of
ten will take place next Thursday afternoon, at three
o'clock, preceded by a pnhlic rehearsal on Wednes-
day at the same hour. The Symphony will be the
No. 1 of Beethoven, in C,—the only one of the nine
which has never yet been heard in thpse concerts,
and the revival will be interesting. There will be
three of the finest overtures : namely, the noble

Athalia of Mendelssohn, the short and brilliant \
fonso and Estre/la by Schubert, (both of these fo

the second time only), and the ever welcome Geno
veva of Schumann for a Finale. The two grand^
Concert Arias to be sung with orchestra are worthy
of the best powers of Madame Rudersdorff, who
is perfectly at home in such great mnsic. The first,

Haydn^s famous Cantata ** Ariadne at Naxos,"
never yet sung in this country, will surprise most
hearers by an intensity of dramatic passion which
they would hardly expect from Haydn. The other,

by Mozart, " Ch' io mi scordi," is the one that was
first introduced here last year, having with the or-

chestra a pianoforte obligato part which Mozart wrote
for himself to play.

Messrs. Hugo Leonhard and Julius Eich-
EERG will give another series of their delightful clas-

sical matinees at Mechanics' Hall, -beginning on
Thursday, Nov. I4,*'and alternating ^fortnightly with
the Symphony Concerts.- Lovers of Bach, Beetho-
ven, Schubert, Schumann, Chopin, &;c., need bat a
hint to feel the magnet.

Mr. Carlyle Peterstlea. has resumed his Piano
Recitals before the pupils of his Music School and
friends at Wesleyan Hall. His first programme,
Wednesday, Oct. 30, was as follows :

Capriccio Brilliante. Op. 22 Mendelssohn.
Andante Favori Beethoven.
Polonaisf, Op. 66, No 1 Chopin.
Etude, Op 23, No. 2 Rubinstefo.
Cradle Sonp: Gottschallc.

Caprice Hongroise Ketterer.

The New-England Conservatory continues
its Recitals with its usual frequency, at Wesleyan
Hall. This is the programme of the two hundred
andforty-seventh, Oct. 26, at 1 P. M.

Quartet for Piano, Vioh'n, &c Mozart.
Messrs. Butler, Ford, Eichler and Fries.

Song, "Non ever" Mattei.
Mr. J. F. Rudolphsen.

Clarinet Solo, *'Eiesie" August Kiel.
Mr Gustav. Rudolphsen.

Trio in G, for Piano, Violin and 'Cello Haydn.
Messrs. Butler, Ford and Wulf Fries.

Song, "Medje" Gounod.
Mr. J. F. Rudolphsen.

Mr. Eugene Thayer's Free Organ Recitals are

continued every Friday, at 3 P. M., at the First

Church (Berkeley and Marlboro' Sts.). They present

a great deal of the best of organ music, on one of

the best of organs, in a masterly way. Here is the
first programme of the season (Oct. 4), a fair sam-
ple of all the rest.

Toccata, in D minor Bach.
Vorspiel :

' Wirelauben alF '*

For two manuals and double pedals.
Fngue, in G minor, Book 2 Bach.

Mr. Frank Donahoe.
Fifth Organ Concerto Handel

.

TriroT^iaifl. f ^- Herzlich thut mich, -, .Vorspiele.
j b. Es ist das Heil.g ^ach.

Jtr. Donahoe.
Variations in A Major, Op. 47 Hesse.

Professor F. L. Eitter.

Professor and Mme. Ritter have returned to the
city after a summer tour at the seaside and among
the mountains. We learn that Prof Ritter brings
with him, as the fruit of summer leisure, the com-
pleted score of a Third Symphony, composed in il-

lustration of one of Victor Hugo's finest poems ; and
also a fantasia for bass clarionet and orchestra,
written for Mr. Boehm, the well-known clarionet
player, and Vice-President of the New York Phil-
harmonic Society. The second v:lume of Mr.
Ritter's "History of Music" will be issued during the
coming winter, and it is the author's intention to de-
liver these lectures orally, in New York and else-

where, prior to publication. Our readers will re-

member with what success Prof. Ritter gave the lec-

tures that form his first volume three winters ago, at
Association Hall, Weber's Rooms, Vassar College,
and other collegiate institutions, in and out of the
city. This second volume will be especially interest-

ing. It includes, among other subjects, lectures on
the serious opera, the comic opera, and instrumental
music to the present day, with a critical resume of
the whole field of musical literature, and a catalogue
of the best works that have been written on the sub-
ject in the principal European languages.

The New York Musih Zeitunq thus reviews Prof.
Ritter's recent article on "Music," in the German
American Encyclopedia. We translate :

"Schern's German-American Encyclopedia."—The
sixty-eighth part, just issued, of this work, contains,

among other excellent articles, one eight-page article

on "Music," as we perceive from the editorial re-

marks, by Prof F. L. Ritter (who, our readers may
not be aware, wields the pen with equal facility in the
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,.nch, German and English lanffua^es). This

^P^^'dcle contains everything on this rich subject that it

"^' possible to say within so small a space, and it is

^°uite of especial value, giving, as it does, toward the

*''close, an account of all that has been produced and
reproduced in music in America. With compara-
tively few strokes, in a strictly condensed style, so

clear and complete a picture of American musical
life is siven that more is scarcely to be desired. And
it is of the more value since, as far as we know, no
such article has hitherto appeared in any German-
American musical work. Beginning with the 'old-

fashioned psalmody, imported by the English Puri-

tans, Mr. Ritter gradually leads us onward to the

present day, in which Europe sends to us her great-

est artists, while instrumental music is worthily cul-

tivated within the country itself ; in short, he gives a

just insight into all that interests us as regards the

development of music here. We have no doubt that

the latter part of this admirable article will be repub-
lished as an addition to all articles on music in scien-

tific European publications."—iV. Y. Weekly Review.

Musical Convention and Festival at Wor-
cester. Mass.

(From the Palladium, Oct. 16.)

The Musical Convention commenced on Monday morning,

under very flattering ^uspicea ; rehearsals were immediately

commenced, and continuad during the day and evening, with

the exception of the "social hour," which was postponed from

the afternoon. Tuesday was similarly occupied, and work has

gone on to-day also. This evening the first concert takes

place, the programme consisting of miscellaneous selections

by the chorus, with solos, duets, &c., from favorite performers.

Miss Ingraham, formerly soprano singer at the Church of the

Unity, is to be the leading attraction ; her singing always

gives delight to Worcester audiences, and it will be a pleasure

to again listen to her after her long absence. Master Tan

Raalte, the promiaing boy violinist from the Boston Cont^erva-

tory, and Mr. J. F. Rudolphsen, are excellent attractions, and

other performers are also announced. Thursday evening, the

quartet of soloists will appear for the first time; Mrs. Moul-

ton will sing Meyerbeer's ''Shadow Dance,'" and a popular

ballad ; Miss PhilHpps " Ujia Voce Poco Fa," and the "Laugh-

ing Song" by Bendelari ; Mr. Simpson selects Stigelli's *'lso-

lina," and "Sunshine and Shade" by Randegger; Dr. Guil-

mette Scena ed Aria" "Le Chalet" by Adolph Adam, and two

exquisite Scotch selection.", with accompaniments by Beetho-

ven, for violin, 'cello and piano.

FIFTH DAY.
(From the Spy, Oct. 19.)

All are unanimous in the verdict that yesterday closed the

most successful and complete musical demonstration that ever

took place in Worcester, and, in face, we think good judges

will award it a position among the very first which ever took

place in the state. Diff-^ring from the festivals of the Handel

and Haydn Society of Boston, in presenting grand miscella-

neous vocal and instrumental concerts, including entire sym-

phonies, and similar in producing entire oratorios, with a

large and well drilled chorus, with solos and concerted music

by the best artists in the country, and conductors having no

superiors. Increasing interest from day to day, and decided

progre.<'3 in the choral preparations, finally culminated in the

presentation of two magnificent entertainmsnts, sufficient

without any others for the week's work. The morning ees-

gion was given to Mr. Zeirahn in a rehearsal of "Elijah," with

the orche=itra and solo artists. We are pleased to know that

Me?sr8. Zerrahn and Emerson are gratified with the abundant

Buccess attending their labors, and that the chorus are unani-

moQfi in acknowledging the great benefit derived from their

valoable instructions. It now only remains for us to report

OB CaitbfaUy aa possible the two closing concerts.

THIRD GRAND CONCERT.

The Symphony concert is always anticipated with delight by

CTcry lover of good mofiic ; in fact, to many, it is the principal

attraction of the week- The Boston Orche-'tral Union appear-

ed with full Dumberg, inclndiog some of the first instrumen-

tal p^rformera in Boafcon, Among the number we noticed

Wair Fries, Suck, and others no less disMngnlshed, Notwjtb-

stinding a drenching rain, another crowded hou'e of eager ex-

pectant!* WKTe present, jind promptly at three o'clock Mr. Zt-

nhn appearei. and in obedience to his magic wand the enter-

tainmentcommenced with the overture to ''Alfonfio and E'<trel-

la," by Schnbert. It waaaoon evident that theorche;itra were

never in better condition, and a cympatheiic chord between

orche'tra and audience wan at once apparent. The faithful

and effective rendering of thia charming overture, ho full of

beaatifal uielodles and intricate harmonlea, was a happy pre-

lade to the zood thin^ which followed. Kode'H famous air

with variations was next given by .Mrs. Moalton , fn which flhe

f illysQsrained the bonora awarded her on TburS'Iaj evening

The exquisite beauty of her voice, and deUcat* and bJrd-lik«

vocalizarion. were, if posAible, ne^irer perfection than exhibited

on her fir^t apr^etrance An encore of conrw followed, and
witboor. dela/ i)he responded with the fine ball^id. ''Marjirie^D
Almaaac," in a »tyle eharae text' tie of her wooderfal powers.

Two movements from the concerto in E flat for two pianos, with

orchestral accompaniments, by Mozart, were executed in a su-

perb manner on the two "granda" by Messrs. Allen andStory.

This was to us one of the most enjoyable pieces in the pro-

gramme. We regretted the omission of the third movement,

which was done on account of the length of the programme.

"Ave Maria," by Cherubini, received a chaste and truly noble

rendering by Dr. Guilmette. It was sung with a tender and

impressive style, seldom attainable except by agood contralto.

The orchestral accompaniment added greatly to its beauty.

We are glad our Worcester audiences are beginning to appre-

ciate thia kind of music. Dr. G. appeared in response to an

encore and sung with great depth of feeling a Scotch ballad

entitled "Sunset," with beautiful obligato accompaniments

for piano, violin and violoncello, by Beethoven. It was a

charming little morceau, and almost too choice and rare for

the concert room. The symphony in D. by Mozirt, was the

great production of the afternoon, and elicited strong marks of

admiration at the close of every movement. We have not

heard for a long time such fine instrumental eff-^cts from an

orchestra of this siz-*- Their playing seemed to us very much
improved since last year.

Miss Phillipps rendered with almost regal splendor the rondo,

"0, mio Fernando," by Donizetti, in the opera of "Favorita."

Such gushings of melody and harmonious combinations of

orchestra and voice were truly a treat seldom enjoyed,

In response to the enthusiastic plaudits of the audience, she

returned and repeated the last movement. Mr. Simpson was

the last although not the least of the great artists to appear.

His selection was tie Romanza, Spirito gentil, by Donizetti,

with organ accompaniment. It exhibited in a striking man-

ner the rare beauty of his voice and his pure and chaste

method. The concert closed with a concert waltz, ''Thousand

and one nights." by Strauss, which was charmingly produced,

eliciting rounds of applause.

THE MENDELSSOHN ORATORIO.

The great musical demonstrations of the week culminated in

the representation of Mendelssohn's sublime oratorio of Elijah

last evening In defiance of the storm, which had steadily in-

creased during the afternoon another large audience assem-

bled, and the great chorus appeared with full ranks, much to

their credit, and performed the choral parts of the oratorio in

an admirable manner. Very decided improvement from last

year's representation was evident, showing most conclusively

the propriety and importance of giving the same oratorio two

years in succession. Although some of the choruses lacked

power, and there was hesitation in taking up the parts which

were in the fugue style, still the great efficiency of others

more than atoned for these little deficiencies. We were par-

ticularly pleased with the rendering of "Yet doth the Lord,"

"Baal, we cry to Thee," "Thanks he to God,'' and "He watch-

ing over Israel." The double quartet, "For he shall give his

angels," was a fine illustration of concerted music. The

blending of the voices of the great artists, and the ladies and

gentlemen who took the subordinate parts, was very fine The

choral, "Cast thy burden on the Lord," was impressively per-

formed. The angel trio. "Lift thine eyes," sung by Mrs.

Moulton, Miss Phillipps, and Mrs Munroe, was performed in

a style worthy the beauty of the music. Their voices were

well adapted to a proper rendering of this exquisite little tone

poem of the great composer.

It now only remains for us to notice the solo parts of this

favorite oratorio. Knowing that Mrs. Monlton had had but

little experience in singing oratorio music, and that this was

really her first attempt in oustaioing a complete role, we were

interested to note whether she would be as successful as in the

concert programme. She at once manifested herability to in-

terpret this style of music. Her success was decided and grat-

ifying. Her recitatives and airs were rendered in a style ap-

propriate to the character of the music, and gave entire satis-

faction. The great soprano aria. "Hear ye, Israel," was one of

her happiest efForto, and equal to any of her performances dur-

ing the week. We hope to hear her again in oratorio.

Of the great merits of Miss Phillipps in oratorio, it is almost

superfluous to speak- She has long been known at home and

abroad as an exponent of oratorio music, having no superior.

Every little recitation and air was given with a perfection

leaving nothing to be desired. The aria, "0, rest in the Lord,"

was eung with a beauty of style which all must long remem-

ber. She conferred a great favor in repeating it in response

to thede«ire of her Hflteners, Mr. Geo. Simpson, ever true

and artiHtic In all he undnrtakes, has, we believe, no superior

in thiH country in bin department of oratorio. Where every-

thing wafl well done it is not necf-Hsary to mention particular

piece-t, and we will only refer to the solo, "If with all your

hearts," as one with which we were specially delighted. lie

fully HOfltained his role throughout and position in the quar-

tet of eminent artists. Of Dr. Guilmette wo write with a feel-

ing of sadness, because this was to be his last appearance In

public afl a vocalist. Devoted aa ho U to bin profesnion, ho

thinkfl it his duty to abjure music in a public manner for the

mwe Important duties which he owes to hlmH^lf and ftmlly.

• • • • Although all wan good, we will only refer to the

great Bolo of the oratorio "If with all your hearts," as a mas-

terly effort.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHhed br Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accorapaniment.

I'm fair Titania. (lo son Titania). 6. B^* to c.

Thomas. 50
O, light winged, happy Swallow. (Leggiare ron-

dinel). Duet. 6. !> to a.
" Thomas. 60

These belong to a set entitled "Beau ties of Mignon,"
and are filled with light, fairy or bird-like music, re-

quiring, of couri^e, considerable ability to execute it.

The Laugh of a Child. Quartet. 3. E to f.

Dr. Manrer. 35
—The laugh of a child,

Now rippling and gentle, now merry and wild.

Pretty and eany glee or 4 part song for mixed voices.

The Answer. 5. W) to 9. Fossier. 30
" Fair sprine wa'' mine,—it would not stay !

Bright youth was mine, —I dreamed it away."

The Myth. 5. T) to g- Fossier. SO
" The b-rds sleep from their singing.
The roses from t eir bloom ."

The above two songs are di^tiri^uished by careful
elaboration of thp air and accompi-niment. The poe-
try is of a high order. Music difficult, but will pay
for study.

Ave Maria. Trio. Soprano, Alto, Tenor. 4.

B6 to b. Gilhert, 40
A sweet Catholic bymn, with Latin and English

words.

Have mercy, Lord, on me. Quartet. 4 E6 to a.

Deems. 60
" Mercy alon" fan meet mv case,

For mercy. Lord. T cry."
Very sweet, glidine mu'iifv iikeTtilian solffesios

in character, and blending perfectly with the smooth
poetry of the hymn.

When the Milk goes round. Comic. 2. D to d.

^onoJlij. 30
We'll go home with the milk in the morning.

Instrumental.

12 Beautiful Compositions of Concone. Selected

and Fingered by G. D. Wilson, ea. 30
1 L,e Kulsseau. 7 L'fcilegante.

2 Scherzetto. 8 Crescendo.

3 Souvenir de L'Exile. 9 Extase.

4 Tarantelle. 10 Esperance.

5 Simple History. 11 Nuit Mysterieuse.

6 La Nacelle. 12 Riant Reveil.
I The above 12 compositions are well worthy of care-

ful examination by tenchers. They are about on the
plane of Heller's and Czerny's Studies of expression,

but the melodies arp more defined, and while they
produce the same effect on the taste of players that-

good solfegtcios do on that of singers, they also have
many passages admirably qualified to develop a
smooth and even style of execution.

12 Characteristic and pleasing Compositions hy
Concone. Selected and Fingered by Wilson.

1 La Foileuse, 30 7 Anxie'te, 30

2 Moissonneures, 40 8 TJdverie, 30
3 Contc d 'Enfant, ) 9 Ronde des Archers. 30
4 Me'Iancolie, j 50 10 Marche Triumphale 35

5 Papilions, 30 11 L'Hirondelle. 30
6 Doux Souvenirs, 30 12 Nuit Etoilee, 30

All that can be said of the other set may be said of

this, as one is a continuation of the other. The pieces

are of the 3d or 4th degree of difiiculty.

Gottschalk Waltz. 5. Ah. Teresa Carrino, 75
A composition of the (now) very distinguished pian-

ist, when she was perhaps 12 years of age, and now
again brought to notice, as a remarkable composition
for a child, and one of which no one should be
ashamed, as it is really very fine.

At Rest. Notturno. 4. E6. Chassaiqnac. 40
A little brighter than average Nocturnes, but one

can "rest" awhile in playing it with much pleasure.

Oakwood Waltzes. 3. A^
.

Mc G. C. 30
Will please, played at Oakwood, or anywhere else.

Books.

Gems of Strauss. A Collection of Waltzes,

l^olkas, Quadrilles, &.c. By Johann Strato^s.

Boards, 2.50

Cloth, 3.00

The publishers almost ffar to continue advertising

this attractive book, the demand so far exceedw

their expectiitinns But all are weh-ome tn purchase
it. 7t has 250 large page's, filled "to the brim" with

the best works of the great Master of Dance Music.

40 Vocal ExBRCisr:8. By Vhicenzo <Arillo. 3.00
This book of Vocilization, just issued, is to be used

in the New National College of Music, established by
the Mendelssohn Quintette Club. Likely to be widely

introJuced.

Adbreviations.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from I to

7. Thf! /ci/ in marked with a capital letter, as 0, li flat, &c.

A small Roman letter marks the hlgheHt note, if ou the staff,

an italic lett«r the highest note, if above the staff
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"iV. Collection of Favorite Waltzes, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

BY J0H^N:N' STIIA.TJSS.
The undersigned have the pleasure of announcing the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as Strauss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait of the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

Contents:
WAI.TZES.

Aosdemio.
Adeline.
Aciuarellen.
Apollo.
Artist's Life.
Beautiful31u6 Danube
Belle Helene.
Burgensinn.
Canova.
Clear and Full.
Coliseum.
Conaortien.
Controversen.
Coronation.
Devonshire.
Editorial.

Fairy Stories.
First Flirtation.
From the Mountains
German Hearts.
Harmony of the Spheres
Hope.
Ilhistration.
Immer Heiterer.
Jurist's Ball.
Kunstler Leben.
Leap Year.
Let's be Gay.
Life let us cherish.
Lorely Bhein Klange
Love and Pleasure.
Lovely Vienna.
Manhattan
Margaretta'a.

Marriage Bells.
Morgenblatter.
3Vew Vienna.
One Thousand and One
Orpheus [JXTights.
Philomel.
Promotionen.
Publisher.
Hainbow.
Rhine.
Rosa.
Royal Songs.
Serious and Humorous.
Sophie.
Sounds from Vienna
Spiral. [Woods.
Sultan's
Telegram.

Travelling Incidents.
Vibration.
Village Swallows.
Wiener Bonbons.
Wiener Presken.
Will of the Wisp.
Wine, Women ift Song.

POIiKAS.

Alice.
Baden Baden.
Empress Annie's.
Madame Leutner's.
New Annen.
Pizzicato.
Sans Souci-
Singer's Joy.

Thunder and Lightning. Waltz Q,nadrille8.
Tritseh Tratsch.

Carnival Botsehafter.
Polka Mazurkas. Petitioner.

Arm in Arm.
Dragon Ply.
Lob der Frauen.
One Heart. One Soul.
Praise of Woman

.

«HJADRIL.IiES.

Belle Helene.
Children of Haimon.
XJordstern.
Orpheus.

GALOPS.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Feather.

MAZURKA.
Fata Morgana.

DAIVCE.

Dance of the Period.

Price In Boards, $3.5© 5 in Cloth, $3.0©.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

Chas. H. Ditson & Co., New York.

CLARKE'S NEW METHOD

lieed. 03?ga5&s^

Price, S2 50,

Is PO universally regarded as a Standard Method Ihat

an advertisement is only needed as a reminder. The music ie

so attractive that the student will retain it as a book of Organ

Pieces, after finishing the instructive course.

The Emerson Method

REED ORGANS.
BY

L. 0. EMEESON, of Boston, fand)

W. S. B. MATTHEWS, of Chicago.

Parti. Element, Exercises, Recreations.—Part TT. Chords

and Technics.—Part 171. now to use the Stops, Choice Col-

lection of Music, Tnatrumental and Vocal.—Part rv. Volunta-

rlea and Tnterlndes. ^
The Compilers have a high reptitation and excellent judg-

ment, and the book will at once take a place in the first rank.

Price, $2.50.

OOtDE!!

GOLDES
The OOLDE^f

COLDEM

GOLDEN (JOLDEN

GOLDEN ^ ^'^''"^'^ '^'''"/!' ^"O^- GOLDEN

GOLDEN No BeTTEP. ONE PCBLISHET). GOLDEN

GOLDEN Price, 50 Cents. GOLDEN

Th» above Booka sent, po»t free, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEH DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHA8. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

JUST PUBLISISEP.

Gems of Stranss !

WALTZES, POT.TZAB,

QUADRILLES, GALOPS,
MAZURKAS, DANCES.

This pplendid collection innludes about 80 of the best Strau.ss

compositions, covering 250 large pages.

PRICE $2.50.

BOW TiOWN THINE EAK.
A Beautiful Sacred Quartet*'e, with Solo for Soprano and

Tenor. Arranged from Abt. 30 Cents.

THE SWOW LIES WHITE.
A New Song by Gpo. W. Marston. Price 30 Cents-

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

To have a Jubilee at home, send for

THE WORLD'S PEACE JUBILEE CHO-
KTJS BOOK. .75

THE MUSICAL TREASURE
Continues to be a "Great Success." Great variety of the
best Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Price in Bds.»2.50; Clo. $3.00; Gilt $4.00.

The Hour of Singing.
By L. 0. EMERSON ami W. S. Tn,DEIf.

Has bepn adopted promptly, on examination, by a large
number of teachers of

HIGH SCHOOLS,
for which Hfl happy arrangement of Theory, Exftrcipen and 1,2,
3 and 4 part Sohkh, admirably adapt it. Price, $1,00>

EATON'S NEW METHOD for the COENET,
Price, $1.50,

Tr now In SeaHon. All who winh to make a nolno In the world,
may easily accomplifih it by taking up the practice of this

{aBclnatlng Inftmmcnt.with the aid of this excellent Method.

Sent, poat-paid, on receipt of retail price.

OLIVEB DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS- H. DITSON & Co., New York.

Teacher's and Chorister's List

OF THE

NEWEST AND BEST MUSIC BOOKS.

By L. O Emerson & H. R. Palmer.

400 pages. Fine Singing School Course. Large collection of

the best Anthems and Tunes. 20,000 copies already ordered !

The Banner Church Music Book of the Season ! Price %1 50,

$13 50 per doz. Specimens sent, post-free, for the present,

for S1.25.

The following gentlemen, well-known in Musical circles,

contribute Tunes, Sentences or Anthems to its pages.

H. K Oliver,

L. W. Wheeler,

T. n. Tanner,

J. H. Tenney,

S. F. Merrill,

L. H. Southard.

Nathan Barker,

A. C. Guttersen,

P. C. Cushman,

W. P. Dale,

C. P. Morrison,

M. Slason,

G. M. Monroe,

L. W. Ballard,

Otto Lobb,

Dr. M. J- Munger, S. Wesley Martin.

Sparkling Rubies !

!

By A Hull & H. Sanders.

Beautiful Sabbath School Singing Book! No sleepy tunes or

words ! Wide awake songs by wide-awake authors. Price

36 cents.

The Pilgrim's Harp!
By Asa Hull.

210 pagefi. Remarkably good for Vestries, and for use in

Prayer meetings, Small, very clear print. Large number of

the most popular tunes. Price 6 cents.

The above bonks sent, post-paid, for the retail price, witli

the exception of Tor Standard, specimen copies of which

will bo mailed (po.it-paid) for the present, for SI. 25.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Dwtght's Journal of Music,
Published every other Saturday

OLI"VEE, IDITSOKT Sz CO.,
277 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

•JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOE.

flS»TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2,00 per annum;
delivered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, $25.00,

do four do do $15.00.

J. S. SPOONER, PRINTER, 4 PROVINCE COURT,

J^dtreftisemettts,

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAXftXi 1SX:17SS:R, Successor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music
]¥o. 830 Broadway, Ucw York. h-

No branch house anywhere. 825—1 yr.

HAEVAED MUSICAL ASSOCIATION

EIGHTH SEASON,

TEN SYMPHONY CONCERTS.

Boston Music Hall.
On THUESDAT AFTERNOON, from 3 to 5 o'clock, on

the following dates : Dec, 5 and 25 ; Jan, 9 ; Feb, 5 and 27 :

March 13 and 17 : April 10,
The Programmes will be of the same high character as

heretofore, including various Symphonies, Overtures, Con-
certos, Arias, &o,, which will bo heard for the first time in
Boston, The Oi-chestra,— of from fifty to sixty instru-
ments, according to the requirements of the various com-
posers,—will be under the direction of CARL ZERRAHN",
with JULIUS EICHBERG at the head of the violins.
Price of ticket, with reserved seat

, $10. 823—5

MB. C. W. SAnritEBSOir having returned
from Europe is now ready to receive pupils for the

Piano Forte, Address at Hallet, Davis & Go,, 272 Wash-
ington Street. 823—5

National College of Music.
E-STABLISHED BY

Vbe JVEenilelssolKn ifcaintette ClaO.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, VIXOKEAS BYAIV,
Director of ]¥ational Coll«g-e of IVEugic,

822 Vreniont X'einple, Boston, HCaNi*.

A Most Brilliant Work I

GEMS of STRAUSS!
The publishers offer to the public this unic^ue and mo^lit-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the
eye of the great composer, and containing hia very best
works. It is embellished with a fine

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Artist Miife.—Blue JDoinnlve.-marriag'e Bells.
SEanliattan.—lOOl JVigrbts.—VTiener JBon-

lions.—Pizzicato*—fVine, 'Women au«l
Song*.—iRTew Annen.

and many other equally good "Waltzes, Polkas, Qaadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c,, filling altogether

335 liarg-e IfSasic Pag'cs !

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably "all the fashion" the present
season.

—

PiHce, $2.50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely aff"ected by the issue of new hooks, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BT 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes,
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Has no Superior:

Our Church Music Book, Vlie l!<itaii«1ard. $1.50.

Specimen copies sent, for the present, post-paid, $1.25,

OI.IVS:it OlVSOir & CO., Boston.
CISAS. H. BBT^iOiV & CO., TSew Ifork.

EOYAL HIGH SCHOOL
Fob I

Department for Musical Performance.
rpHIS Institution, connected with the Royal Academy of Arts, and having for its aim the higher musical culture, will

receive pupils of both sexes on and after the 1st of October of the present year.
The instruction includes : Solo and Chorus Singing

; (Herr Adolpb Schulze) ; the various Orchestral Instruments

;

a). Violin (Professor Joseph Joachim, Royal Concertmeister de Ahna, KapellmeisterEdward Bappoldi). b). Viola
KapeUmeister Eappoldi), c). Violoncello (Herr W. Mueller), d). Contrabasso (Royal Kammermusikus Herr W.
Stukm), e). the Wind Instruments (the Eoyal Kammermusiker Herren Heinbich Gantenbehg, JuLlu.9 Lieeeskind,
J. POHL, C, SCHDNKE I,, and Fade Wieprecht)

; Quartet and Orchestra playing (Prof. J. Joachim, Director) ; Piano-
forte; (Professors Ernst Rudorff, H. Earth. Music-Directors A. Dokn and Grab.*.?;); Piano playing with other in-
struments (Prof. E. Rudorff,) Organ, (Prof; Hadpt) ; Theory (Herr Bejjne HAERTEE.)-Pupils desiring further instruc-
tion in the art of Composition may, after passing examination, also enter the Depart.ment for Mcsical Composition,
and place themselves as they may choose, under the tuition either of Prof. Grell, Prof. Friedrich Kiel, or upper
Court Kapellmeister Tatjbert.

It is made a principle, in the teaching. of solo instruments, never to allow more than three pupils to play in the same
hour's lesson; lessons twice a wcet. The pupils in the Singing Classes receive two full lessons per week in solo
singing, besides instruction in the Italian language and in Declamation. The instruction in Piano playing and in Theory
is obligatory for all pupils.

Terms : for pupils in the Singing Classes, 100 Thalers [$75] per annum; for pupils in the Instrumental Classes, 80
Thalers, payable semi-annually in advance. Applications must be made in writing, postage prepaid, at the latest by
the day of the examination for entrance, which occurs on the 1st of October, at 9 a.m.. in the High School building, No.
1 Koenigsplatz

;
they should be addressed to the Secretary there, from whom the detailed programme of the School

may be procured.

Berlin, August, 1872.
-

[825-6] JOSEPH JOACHIM.

Uia Ulusic for ^mmhn.

VOCAL.
I'm fair Titania. (lo son Titania) . . Thomas. 50
O, light winged, liappy Swallow. (Leggiare

rondinel). Duet. .

.' Thomas. 60
The Laugh of a Child. Q'aartet. i>r. Maurer. 35
The Answer Fossier. 30
The Myth " 30
Ave Maria. Trio. Sopranof Alto, Tenor.

Gilbert. 40
Have mercy, Lord on me. Quartet . . . Deems. 60
When the Milk goes round. Comic. Conolly. 30
Be sure you're right. Serio Comic Song.

Younker. 30
Jeannette , . Tully. 30
Kissing at the Door " 30
Good Nightto thee Bliss. 30
Baby's Garments. Song and Cho Gorham. 80
Hark ! The Herald Angels sing. Anthem for
Christmas Wilson. 80

Do you remember ? Song and Cho , , Webster. 35
I waited for the Twilight. Lithogi-aph Title.

.A-lbites, 40
Ah ! Were I but a flitting Bee Abt. 35
Eatty and Ben Webster. 30

rWSTKUMENTAL,

12 Beautiful Compositions of Concone. Se-
lected and Fingered by , . . G. D. Wilson, ea. 30
1 Le Euisseau. 7 L'Elegante,
2 Scherzetto. 8 Crescendo.
3 Souvenir de L'Exile. 9 Extase.
4 Tarantelle. 10 Esperance.
5 Simple History. 11 Nuit Mysterieuse.
6 La Nacelle. 12 Riant Eeveil.

12 Characteristic and pleasing Compositions
by Concone. Selected and Fingered by

Wilson.
_ 1 La Foileuse 30 7 Anxiete 30
2 Moissonneures. . .40 8 Reverie 30
3 Conte d'Enfant ) 9 Ronde des Arch's. 30
4 Melancholie . . . ) 50 10 Marche Triump'e. 35
5 Papillons 30 11 L'HirondeUe 30
6 Deux Souvenirs. 30 12 Nuit Etoilee 30

Gottsclialk Waltz Teresa Carrino. 75
At Rest. Notturno Chassaignac. 40
Oakwood Waltzes Mc. G. C. 30
Down in a Coal Mine. Waltz Knight. 30
Birdie's Song. Nocturne Devlin. 35
Silver Ripples E. Mack. ea. 30
No. 3. Charming Lily Waltz.

4. Starry Night Galop.
Galop Militaire. The Review Wand. 40
1001 Ni.ghts Waltzes. Viohn & Fiano.Strauss. 75
Kuenstler Leben. (Artist Life) " " 75
Loreley Rhein-Klange. " " " '75

Life let us cherish. " " " 75

BOOKS.
Gems of Strauss. A Collection of Waltzes,
Polkas, Quadrilles, &c. By Johann Stratiss.

Boards,$2.50
Cloth, 3.00

40 Vocal Exercises. .By Ftncenzo Cirillo. 3.00
Pbactical Insteuction for the Violin.
On Scientific Principles. With German and
English Text. Vol. 3. Charles Uenning. 2.50

Pbactical Method of Italian Singing for
Contralto or Bass voice By Vaccai.

EngUsh Text by Barker. 1.50

MusTC BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persons
at a distance will tind the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at
double these rales.
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1. How swift we go O'er flee - cy snow When moon-beama spar - kle round, When hoofs keep time To
2. On win - ter's night When hearts are light, And breath is on the wind, We loose the rein And
3. With langh and song We glide a - long, A - cross the fleet - ing snow

;

Lored ones be-side. How
4. The rag - ing sea Has joyg for me. When gale and tem - pest roar

;

But give the speed Of

^-r-J.
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mu - sic's, chime, As swift- ly on we bound;
Bweep the plain. And leave our cares be - hind;
swift we ride. The shin -ing track be - low;
foam -ing steed, I'll seek the waves no more;

-9—-0

When hoofs keep time To mn - sic's chime, As
We loose the rein And sweep the plain, And

IiOved ones be - side. How swift we ride, The
But give the speed Of foam - ing steed, I'll

swift - ly on we
leave our cares be
shin - ing track be
seek the waves no
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bound

;

hind;
low

;

more

;

The chill - ing winds in vain do blow, As
Let mirth - ful song and glad - ness flow. As
The chill - ing winds in vain may blow. As
No bil - lows here their spray shall throw, As

mer-ri- ly on
mer-ri- ly on
mer-ri- ly on
mer-ri- ly on

we
wo
we
wo
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1. Spring is here. Spring is here ; List to vol -ces sweet and clear. Ringing far and ringing near ; "Welcome,welcome Spring."
2. Springis here; at her feet, Snow-drops, spread your carpet sweet ; Ring your perfumed bells to greet Happy, happy Spring.
3. Springis here ; o'er her head. Elms, yom' graceful arch - es spread ; Maples, bow your branches red ; Hail the queenly Spring.
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CHORUS.
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Shout, shont, sing, sing, Trees, your roy -at banners swing; Warble brooks, and ech-ocs ring; "Welcome, welcome Spring.'
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OLIVER DITSOJ^ & CO., Boston, C>IA3. H. DJTSOi^ & CO., Ms yv York.
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The Ballad of Boston Fire.

November 10, 1872.

by g. p. lathrop.

Oh ! that deep shout ! The impassive, sparkling

sky

Gives it a keen rebound,

And sends it swift through every heart^-the cry

Of helpers nearing. Fiercely they drove by,

And echoes swept the ground.

All night the wild flames wi-apped the eastern

vault.

Blasting the chilly stars :

And on the prostrate town the fierce assault

Of fire smote blow on blow, and without halt.

In broad, red-streaming scars.

Till morning's brimming light rose o'er the marge.

Then smoke as from the pyre

Of some slain host floats slowly, dark and large,

Against the dawn. Hark to the bursting charge !

Oh ! Boston is on fire !

Now human deeds meet human needs, for now
Self is no longer known.

Unconscious right gives godlike strength to bow
The furious foe. And in this hour, I trow.

No man is weak or lone

;

For all partake a common lieritage

Of sympathy and power
;

Proud piles laid low, these make a noble stage

TVhere men their equals know by Nature's gauge.

And none need cringe or cower.

The next day passed ; the night, with timibling

swells

Of resonant bells, and gleams

Of deadly fire, and shouts—sounds like shattering

shells,

Earth-mufiled—tumult that the morn dispels
;

Then all is o'er, it seems.

Great hours and sad ! What splendor swept awav !

What brave wounds won, what death !

Yet great ; for to have shared such griefs, I say,

Is priceless gain. Oh ! to have bled that day
And drawn a hero's breath !

— Tlie Independent.

Mosclieles in London.

(Further Extracts from the Memoirs. Translated for this

Journal. Continued from page 330.)

1823.—We have spoken of the conscientious-

ness with which Moscheles corrected the proof

of his published compositions as something
unique, perhaps, in its way. He vras not less

particular about his lessons ; so he was a good
deal annoyed that winter by a lady pupil well

advanced in years. She had already seen her
60 summers and was, like her somewhat older
brother, unmarried. "Both of them are dress-

ed according to the fashion of their youth,
which gives the short and thick-set pair a

comical appearance. Her tall head-dress, his

nankeen trousers, blue frock and gilded but-
tons are enough to convulse one with lauo-hter

—especially the old maid. She seems deter-

mined not to learn, for es oftea as I urge her
to play during the 45 to 50 mimtas wliich I

devote to her, I can scarcely bring her to it.

The good woman is a great talker, but she is

also hospitable. I have to breakfast with her

every time, and while I am eating she nar-

rates, until I finally compel her to try her

goutjr, gristly little fingers on a modern piece.

My conscience does not permit me to pocket

the guinea, which she hands me neatly wrajj-

ped up every time, if the pupil and I have not

been industrious together."

Moscheles was much astonislied at the Eng-

lish custom, in orchestral concerts, of seating

some celebrated musician at the pianoforte in

front, and on the occasion of a Philharmonic

concert we find the question :
' 'What do they

mean by 'Conductor, Mr. Clementi' ? He sits

there turning over the leaves of the score, but

without his marshal's staff, or baton, so that he

cannot lead his musical army. That is done

solely by the leading violinist {Vm-geiger), and

the conductor is a nullity. And think now of

this programme ! C-minor symphony of Beet-

hoven, played here for the first time ; and right

after this sublime work—this feast for the

gods—a set of flute variations, a violin concer-

to, and various arias. Added to this, Mozart's

Gr-minor symphony, and, for the conclusion, an

overture by Romberg—a programme which I

write down here so that I never may forget

it." ....
Many were the English dilettanti who made

it an especial honor to themselves to be in in-

tercourse with arti.sts, and let themselves be

heard in competition with them in their grand

soirees. Thus Sir W. Curtis on the 'cello, Mrs.

Com on the piano, and likewise Mrs. Fleming-;

Prince Leopold and Princess Sophia, the sister

of King George IV., were constant and atten-

tive listeners. But Moscheles complains: "I

have to make and hear too much shallow mu-
sic."

As a peculiar and edifying festival, he de-

scribes the annual musical service of the 6,000

charity school children in St. Paul's Cathedral.

"The moment when the whole crowd of chil-

dren rise at once, is imposing. But (lie adds)

how could all, with that powerful organ ac-

companiment to the psalms, which they sang

in unison, also get out of tune unisono ? In

fact, they fell every time a ^quarter of a tone !

From this one may infer the small musical en-

dowment of the nation." .

1825.—Moscheles and his wife commonly
passed their Sundays at dementi's, in Elstree,

not far from London, where there was a cham-

ber always kept in readiness for them. ' 'Clem-

enti is one of the most vigorous septuagena-

rians one can meet. Very early in the morning

we observed him from our window, with his

bald head uncovered in spite of the morning-

dew, running about in the garden. His lively

disposition never lets him rest. At the table

he is never weary of talking and joking ; he

can also become violent, for he is a hot-blood-

ed Italian nature. He can seldom be induced

to play any more. He declares that he has

had a stiff hand ever since he fell from a sledge

in Russia; there are people who think he is

unwilling to play any more, because the hravu-

ra has made such progress as to be beyond his

reach. His wife (it is his second wife) forms

the greatest contrast to him. She is English,

and as moderate and calm as he is sparkling

and vivacious." Clementi was at that time

proprietor, with the brothers Collard, of an

enterprising piano-making business. Moscheles

ascribes to the instruments of their make a

lighter touch than to those of Broadwood, on

wliich account he used them by preference for

his performances in public ; he also found their

tone more brilliant, whereas Broadwood, with

a somewhat duller sound and heavier action,

aimed more at fulness of tone. William Col-

lard, the younger brother, he calls "one of the

cleverest men he ever came across." He was

the intimate friend and adviser of the young

couple ; he, too, was regularly to be found at

Elstree. When the friends were together

Clementi used to say: "Moschetes, play me
something." Then M. would choose some

sonata by his host, who, during the perform-

ance, swayed his little thick-set figure to and

fro with a satisfied smile, his hands behind his

back, and often exclaimed "iJraco.'" and pat-

ting Moscheles, when he had done, upon the

shoulder, overwhelmed him with new bravos.

At length "the season has been fought

through;" they can leave London and taste

the sweets of real rest. They accept an invi-

tation of the Fleming family to Stoneham

Park (Southampton). The lady of the house

was a pupil of Moscheles. Both she and her

husband, simple and genial people, with all

their wealth and luxury, zealously exerted

themselves to make their stay as agreeable as

as possible to their guests. So far as personal

intercourse was concerned they succeeded per-

fectly; but the "high life" did not always

agree with Moscheles and his wife. "We can-

not enjoy the wonderfully beautiful park so

fully, bacause we only get to bed between one

and two o'clock after midnight ; so we have to

spend the morning hours in sleep, and it is

almost eleven o'clock before the toilet is made
for breakfast. After this meal I am left to

myself, for composing or practising, only until

two o'clock, when luncheon is served. (The

Etudes in E flat major and A-minor were com-

posed here.) My Charlotte practises with

Mrs. Fleming in the splendid music-hall, where

the grand piano sounds like an organ, or they

pass the time reading and working in the bou-

doir tapestried with bright blue silk, in which

are heaped all the last books that have appear-

ed in the literary world, while the lovely gi'oup

they form with the Fleming children is reflect-

ed back upon them from eight min-ors. At
luncheon the question is asked, what carriage s

—what horses are desired? Mrs. Fleming lays

claim to my wife for her pony carriage, in
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whicli she is her own coachman ; so I ride with

some gentlemen. The second toilet, for the

dinner, must be finished by eight o'clock in the

evening." Further on he writes: "Just now
Lord Palmerston, his brother, Mr. Temple, his

sister, Mrs. Sulli%'an, and her husband, too,

are here. It is interesting to be so near his

Lordship and to hear the Parliamentary con-

versation that is carried on at the table, of

course all in the interests of the purest Tory-

ism. Well that the art I represent may stand

on neutral ground!" Again we read: "To-

day new guests, this time from the neighbor-

hood,- although not from the nearest, since all

the land for ten English miles around belongs to

our host ; besides which he has an estate on the

Isle of Wight. When dinner is over and the

gentlemen remain by themselves, then politics

begin in earnest ; but towards midnight in the

drawing room Art gains the upi^er hand again

;

then there is music-making until one or two

o'clock; no wonder that the first rays of the

morning sun do not wake us."

1826.—On the 7th of April Moscheles per-

formed, for the first time publicly, his "Recol-

lections of Ireland, " which were warmly re-

ceived. The concert room was crowded to ex-

cess, probably owing to the presence of Cael
Mart A vos Weber, who directed an aria of

his own, sung by Mme. Caradori, and his

overture to Euryanthe. The great man had

been in London for a few weeks when this

concert occurred. He stayed at the house of

his friend, Sir George Smart, where Moscheles

often saw him, though he was not accessible

to the curious crowd that wished to call on

Mm. His seriously shattered state of health

required that rest, for which he could have

little opportunity. "How it must have affect-

ed him when he appeared yesterday, for the

first time, before an English public, in Covent

Garden Theatre! The thundering applause

svith wliich he was received touched us all

deeply; how much more him, the honored

guest, the object of all this enthusiasm! We-
ber directed on the stage an abridgement of

his Freyichuetz. The overture was repeated

with jubilant applause. Braham, Miss Paton

and Phillips sang the principal j)ieces of the

opera with inspiration. Weber reached out

his hands to the singers during the enthusias-

tic applause to express his gratification. At
the end of the performance the whole pit stood

upon the V^enches, waving hats and handker-

chiefs and cheering the master. I saw him
afterwards utterly exhausted in the foyer of

the theatre ; he was already too sick to enjoy

this unwonted triumph in a foreign land so

fully, as we, his countrymen, enjoyed it for

him :—besides me, above all his own and our

own poet, Kind, the flute-player, Furstenau,

who had travelled with him, the good old harp

maker, Stumpflt, who had been settled for years

in London, and the often mentioned Schulz."

On the 12th of March, Moscheles heard We-
ber improvise in a party at the liouse of Bra-

ham, the singer. He interwove son.e themes

from the Freywhuctz in the most interesting

manner, although without any special manifes-

tation of power. This, alas! his phy.sical con-

dition would no longer allow, and yet he hnr-

ricd oil at 11 o'clock to a second great soiree

at Mrs. Coutt's, because she had paid him well.

After he had left Braham's his melancholy con-

dition was much talked about."

On the 1.3th of March Weber is a guest at

the diuner-table of Moscheles. "What a pleas-

ure ! But even there our sympathy was most

deeply moved, for he entered our sitting-room

speechless : the one short flight of stairs which

led up to it had completely taken away his

breath. He sank into a chair that stood liear

the door, but soon recovered himself, and was

then the most amiable, most bright and genial

of companions. In the evening we drove with

him to the Philharmonic concert, the first

which he had heard, and where a Haydn and a

Beethoven symphony were given satisfactori-

ly."

The next Philharmonic concert, on the 3rd

of April, was conducted by Weber himself.

This was the programme

:

Overtures to "Euryanthe" and "Freyschuetz."
Aria by "Weber (composed by Mme. Milder) sung by

Mme. Caradori.
1. C-sharp Minor Concerto by Rit-s; 2. E-flat do. by

Beethoven ; 3. Hungarian Rondo by Pixis (this Pas-
iiccio was played by a German, Scbuiike, under the
direction of the great German master I)

"On the 11th of April I attended the gener-

al rehearsal of Oberon in Covent Garden Thea-

tre, which was as full as if it were the per-

formance, and without interruption ; the cos-

tumes, too, as well as the splendid scenery

with the rising moon in the ' 'Ocean" aria, were

remarkably fine. This Aria, which Weber
wrote in London for Miss Paton, made a grand

effect, as well as the great Aria in the part of

Huon, composed for Braham. To both singers

was given the opportunity to display their

powerful voices and produce certain striking

effects, which caused great enthusiasm in the

pit. Weber at his desk must have felt that

the whole English nation cheered him in that

assembly, and that here his works are bound

to Kve."

Of the first performance the papers had

nothing but what was excellent to report. But

the poor master himself whom Moscheles visit-

ed almost daily, was growing weaker and

weaker in the midst of these triumphs
;
yet he

kept up his active London life and directed in

several concerts, in which Moscheles also took

part, his overtures to Freyschuetz, Oberon., &c.

"On the 18th of May (say Moscheles) we co-

operated in an original manner in behalf of

Braham. It was his annual benefit at Covent

Garden Theatre, and he, the most popular of

English singers, always knew how to delight

his third gallery (called, on account of its dizzy

height, the 'seat of the gods') by sailor songs.

To-day it was the same as usual on like occa-

sions. Morever, that popular coquette, Mme.
Vestris, found a willing audience in those

'gods,' who rule the house, in an operetta call-

ed 'The Slave,' and in divers nursery songs,

like 'Goosie, Goosie Gander,' &c. So far, all

went splendidly; but Braham had missed his

reckoning when he undertook to set before this

company a concert of r/ood music as a second

part, wliicli lie named 'Apollo's Festival,' and
which, after all the fadinses that had gone be-

fore, began with Weber's Overture to The liu-

ler of the Spirits. Did no one observe that

Weber himself conducted? I know not; but

the shouting, and screaming of the gallery,

amid which it was played tlirough unheard to

the end, enraged me ; and, already much ex-

cited, I seated myself at my instrument upon
the stage and gave a sign to the orchestra be-

low me to begin my 'Recollections of Ireland.'

Immediately, during the somewhat serious in-

troduction, the rude gallery crowd began its

unruly conduct—whistling, hissing, applaud-

ing, and calling out: 'Are you comfortable.

Jack?' &c., i&c, accompanied by salvoes of

sucked orange peels. I saw and heard it all in

alternating crescendo and decresceiido, and it

seemed to me as if all the elements were at

war, and I should have to succumb to it. But
God be praised, I did not succumb, for in this

new and unexpected situation I conceived the

resolution not to break off suddenly, but to

show to the better part of the j^ublic that I was
prepared to fulfil what I had promised. I

leaned down to the violin leader and said : 'I

will keep moving my hands to and fro as if I

were playing ; let your orchestra do about the

same. After a while I will give you a sign, and

tlion we will cease together. No sooner said

than done. As I went bowing off the stage, I

was overwhelmed with a storm of applause.

The 'gods' were jubilant at getting rid of me.

And now came on Miss Paton with a serious

ctmcert aria, and had a similar fate. She

stopped three times, came back again at the

call of the better audience, who demanded
'silence, ' and tried to sing, but finally went off

weeping with the words : 'I cannot sing. ' This

demonstration was followed by thundering

applause ; and now began new street ballads,

sailor songs, &c., &c., and new satisfaction

and attention in the galleries."

The affair was talked of in the newspapers

a week long, and Moscheles won much praise

for his cool behavior, while poor Miss Paton

had much to suffer for her tears.

(To be Continued.)

From Goethe.

Goods gone—something gone I

Must bend to the oar,

And earn thee some more.

Honor gone—much gone

!

Must go and gain glory

;

Then the idling gossips will alter their

story.

Courage gone—all's gone

!

Better never have been born

!

J. 8. D.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Science.

O Science 1 with thy cold, gray, piercing eye,

How grand and startling are thy mysteries,

MaMng the earth unveil her histories.

Searching creation's secrets far and nigh!

With joy I follow thee, and read thy ways,

In flower and leaf, in sun and planet shown

;

No farthest star-dust but to thee is known.

No meanest atom can escape thy g.aze.

But the great thoughts that bid our spirits

pause,

Those words before whose meanings, deep

and high,

We bow in silent awe, and baflled lie.

Life, Dcatli, Eternity—the great First Cause I

Before thorn mute tliou liest with tlic rest,

Nor canst or doubt dispel, or hope suggest.

X.
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My First Meeting with Felix Mendelssohn

BarthoMy.

[From the German of Prof. J. C. Lobe.]

A QUARTET AT GOETHB's.

It was in the beginniug of November, in the

year 1831, that three members of the Court

Chapel at Weimar (I, the writer of these lines

one of the three) were ordered to the presence

of Lord Geheimrath von Goethe, and conduct-

ed by his servants to the well-known apart-

ment, arranged in the front in the following

manner. Three desks stood by the side of an

opened grand jjiano ready for us. Upon these

lay a roll of notes. Inquisitive as I ever was

and am now in anything relating to music, I

eagerly turned over the leaves and saw : Studies

in double counterpoint; another part had

Fugues written over it ; a third, Canons ; then

came a Quartet for Piano, arranged with ac-

companiment of violin, viola and 'cello. Upon
every part stood thename of Felix Mendelssohn

Bartholdy. The notes were written in a firm,

elegant hand, and as well as I could learn from

a hasty glance, showed the work of a capable

and accomj^lislied artist. The name Mendels-

sohn, like the music, was unknown to us.

We took our instruments in our hands, and
as a ijreliminary step were putting them in

tune with the piano, when in walked a tall

man, who from his military, erect bearing

might be taken for a Guard master of former

days. To me he was no stranger, for I had
visited the year previous in Berlin. It was
Prof. Zelter, the well-known director of the

Singing Academy at Berlin, Goethe's true

friend.

He greeted us kindly, and me as an old ac-

quaintance. "I am going, dear sirs, at the

very outset, to make a request of you. You
will become acquainted with a boy 12

years old, my scholar, Felix Mendelssohn Bar-

tholdy. His skill as a performer on the piano,

and better still his talent as a composer will

make you enthusiastic. The sliouting of ama-

teurs affects him not ; but for the opinion of

musicians he listens eagerly, and takes each

one for a bright pure coin, for the young boy
is naturally too inexperienced to distinguish

between well wishing encouragement and merited

acknowledgment. Therefore, my dear sirs, if

you should become stirred up to a song of

praise,—a thing I can at the same time wish
and fear,—be moderate, not too enthusiastic,

but let your praise be in C major, the sincere

tone. Up to this time I have warned him of

over-estimation of self and conceit, the cursed

enemies of all artistic success."

Before we could return anything to this in

some measure remarkable speech, Felix came
bounding in, a beautiful boy with decidedly

Jewish features, slender and supple, with lono-

wavy black locks, flowing down his neck.

Spirit and life sparkled from his eyes. He
looked at us one instant with an inquisitive

glance, then walked up and gave each a friend-

ly confiding grasp of the hand like an old ac-

quaintance.

Goethe, who entered with Felix, returned
our respectful bows with friendly greeting.

"My friend," nodding to Zelter, "has brought
with him a little Berliner who will give us a

great treat in his performance. Now, shall we
learn to know him as a composer, whereto I

request your assistance. So let us hear, my
child, what thy young head has brought forth."

With this Goethe stroked the boy's curly head.

He immediately ran to the notes, laid the

parts for us on the desks, placed the principal

part on the piano and hastily took his seat

upon the stool. Zelter stationed himself a

little behind Felix ; Goethe a few paces to the

right, with his hands crossed behind his back.

The little composer gave a hasty glance at us

;

we laid on the bow ; a motion from his curly

head, and the play began. Goethe listened

with the closest attention to every part, with-

out making any more particular demonstration

than a "good" to one part, to another a

"Bravo," which he accompanied with an as-

senting nod. We, remembering Zelter's ad-

monition, showed to the boy, whose color

mounted higher and higher, only by our coun-

tenances our delighted approval.

When the last part was ended Felix sprang

up from his seat, and looked around the circle

with a speaking glance ; but Goethe (probably

at a sign from Zelter) spoke and said to Felix

:

'

' Very well, my son ; the countenances of these

gentlemen," pointing to us, "speak out plainly

enough that thy work has pleased them well.

Now go out into the garden, one awaits thee

there, and amuse and cool thyself. Thou now
glowest with heat."

Without anything farther Felix sprang to

the door. When we raised our questioning

looks to Goethe to know if we should leave, he

said :
' 'Tarry a little, my masters ; my friend

and I wish to hear your opinion of the boy's

composition."

It is now so long since that entertainment

that after the lapse of so many years I may not

be able to give a full and particular account of

it; especially as I find no record of it in my
note book. But some circumstances I have
ever remembered, which my later nearer rela-

tions with Mendelssohn served to fix in my
memoiy.

Goethe regretted that we had only learned

to know the little one in a quartet. "The
wonderful musical children," said he, "are in

resjject to technical skill not so great a rarity

now-a-days ; but what this little man can do in

improvisation, that borders on the marvellous,

and I had not believed it possible in one so

young."

"And yet," said Zelter, "thou hast heard at

Frankfort Mozart play in his seventh year.

"Yes," replied Goethe, "I myself was just

twelve years old, and was like eveiw one else

greatly astonished at his extraordinary skill.

But what thy scholar has just clone is in com-
parison like the perfect speech of an adult with
the lisping of a child.

"

- "But the question with me," said Zelter, "is

of the boy's creative talent;" and turning
towards us, "what do the gentlemen think of

his quartet composition?"

We on our side spoke with the entu-e con-

viction that Felix had produced as much of

real worth as Mozart had at the same age.
' 'Now one could dare to predict that the world
would hold this boy as a second Mozart."

"It may be so," said Goethe, "but who can
say how a spirit may develop itself in the end ?

We have seen so many of such promising tal-

ents pursue the wrong course and thus disap-

point our liigh hopes."

"I Qfi\ very much in earnest with the young
one, '- said Zelter, ' 'and keep him, besides his

own original works, ever curbed by the rigid

Counterpoint studies. But how long can this

continue? I can really teach him nothing

more, and once free, it will at once be seen in

what direction his real talent lies."

"Yes," said Goethe, "that which an artist

does of great and real merit must be created

from himself alone. What teachers must Ra-

phael, Michel Angelo, Mozart, Haydn, and all

other distinguished masters thank for their un-

dying creations?"

"Truly," remarked Zelter, "there have many
begun like Mozart, but yet none equal him.

Felix has fancy, sentiment, and apt technical

science in an eminent degree ; he has through-

out good, sometimes charming boyish concep-

tions and nothing less ; but yet it is only jDretty

music ; the spirit of genius moves not in it,

therefore I will not delude myself. Do you
not think as I do, gentlemen?"

When he had thus spoken we could not but
agree with him. "Yet," I added, "neither in

Mozart's hoyish compositions did the spirit of

genius show itself."

Here I asked whether this quartet whicli we
had just heard was produced by the boy alone?

"Yes, yes," answered Zelter, "all in his own
hand and style. What you have just heard he
brings completed -ndthout any assistance. Iknow
well how most masters do. In order to deify

their art as teachers, they scribble over the

works of their scholars so that little of the

original thoughts of the scholar remain, and
then give it out as the work of the pupil.

This is base swindling and charlatanry, which
deceives not only the audience but the scholar

himself, who deludes himself with the idea

that it is his own work. It is an evil which
has already destroyed much really fine talent

and checked it in its onward course. I leave

him then to discover and do what he can do.

There always remains ever fresh the' love of

creating, and his joy in the work is not embit-

tered by the critic. This comes soon enough
of itself. The discernment awakes, and with
it the impulse to new and better works. As
for that, this twelve-year old boy has done
more than many thii-ty years of age. Now,
may Heaven guard this rare plant from all dis-

turbing influences, and a splendid example
will develop itself."

These were the circumstances which I now
remember of my first meeting with Felix Men-
delssohn Bartholdy.

TWENTY AKD SIX YEABS LATEK.

Little could it be known that the strong,

healthy, lively, ever cheerful and in every rela-

tion hapjjy man was sometimes depressed with

presentiments that an early death would be liis

fate. Wlien he played his 'Paulus" in the

Weimar City Church, we sat alone together

after a rehearsal in the chamber of the cro^v^l

prince, and I, at that time a great hyjjochon-

driac, remarked that I should enjoy few of his

later works. "Oh my friend," said he, "you
will long outlive me."

I would often jest with him about his pre-

sentiments, but he would repeat his fixed as-

surance in these words: "I shall not grow
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old." But then he would repent of such a

sjjeech, and his face would assume the most

cheerful expression, and he would go to delib-

erating over liis next rehearsal, during which

was made prominent in an eminent degree the

friendliness and willingness with which all his

co-operators came to meet him.

How could I, with tliat man, beautiful in

form, and in the fullness of health before me,

a little over thirty years old, how could I

think that in a few years his propliecy would

be fulfilled ?

I moved to Leipzig in 184&, found him gay,

lively, on every side uninterruptedly active,

had the delight of many learned, instructive

conversations with him, one of which I have

recorded. One year later, in 1847, just in his

eighth and thii-tieth year, six and twenty years

after my first meeting vrith the beautiful, ge-

nial boy at Goethe's, they bore this great Mas-

ter of Melody from his dwelling to the Church

Paulina. Near his coffin walked countless

mourners, the writer of these lines one of the

number.

Phil.\delphia, Oct. 26-,—-On Thursday evening

Mr. Datid D. "Wood, the highly talented and effi-

cient organist of St. Stephen's Church, gratified liis

numerous friends and admirers by giving an Organ

Recital at the Church. The programme was a rare

one.

"

Fantasie et Fuga, G- Minor J. S. Bach.
Sympbonia Pastorale, from the " Christmas Oratorio"

J. S. Bach.
Recitative and Aria, tenor (" Deeper and Deeper Still,"

from " Jeptba" ... .Handel.
Chorale, "with variations, " By the Rivers of Babylon."

J. S- Bach.
Twenty-third Psalm (for two soprano and two alto

voices) F. Schubert.
Allegro Maestoso, wind instruments (W. T. Best's ar-
rangement) Mozart.
Aria. Soprano, " Hear ye, Israel

"

Mendelssohn.
Sonata No. 6 Mendelssohn.
Aria, alto, " O pardon me, my G-od" (wiih violin obli-

gato) J. 8. Bach.
Serenade Trio (by request) Beethoven.
Quartet, Benedictus, from "Requiem Mass" . .Mozart.

It^V-'^Se'i.oT-ii E.Schn™ann.

Recitative aod Aria, bass, *'Arml Ai'm I ye brave I
"

from .Judafi Maccabseus" Handel.
Chorus, *' Acis and G-alatea" Handel.

The organ is a superb instrument, made some five

or six years ago by Mr. Simmons of your city. The

mechanism is verj" intricate, but its effects are per-

fect. Mr. "Wood's plaj'ing throughout the whole

programme defies the subtlest criticism. His pedal

execution is beyond that of any other organist I

have ever heard, and liis manual performance is not

excelled.

The enormons difficulties of the Bach Fugue

seemed to be so completely overcome that it ap-

peared child's play in his hands. So, too, in the

" By the Rivers of BaVjylon " chorale, written for

two pedals, the lightning rajiidity and crispness of

the pedal part were surpassingly great. Once more,

in the " Acis and Galatea " chorus, did we have a

chance to notice Mr. Wood's remarkable accomplish-

ment.

That lovely serenade of Beethoven's received an

exquisitely delicate rendering ; so different from the

sweeping massiveness with which the Grand Cho-

rale poured on our ear.'i, this truly seemed like the

" Benediction that follows after pra3'er." Again

into the "Pastorale" Mr. "Wood infused such a

poetic sentiment that, i>lending with the holiness of

the place, it carried us back through the dusty ccn-

tnries to the silent first Cliri.stma« eve. The Mozart
" Allegro Maestoso " van the least grateful of all.

It seemed not to assert itself as amjily as the others

;

but it too was mightily handled by the artist. The

Schumann pieces were arranged for the organ by

Mr. Wood himself, and consequently they were all

that one could desire in effect and performance.

Miss Lauderbach's singing in " Hear ye, Israel,"

was slightly marred by her indistinct pronunciation

of the words, a qualitj' so essential to oratorio sing-

ing ; but her voice was delightful, especially in the

major portion. Miss Young's interpretation of the

Bach aria (from the St. Matthew Passion) was en-

tirely satisfactory ; her voice is rich and pure, her

method graceful. Mr. Halm performed the violin

obligato neatly and efficiently. Mr. Briscoe in his

solo was remarkably successful ; his style is crude

and methodless and voice somewhat throaty, but his

declamation was intelligent and distinct. Mr. Ham-

ilton's singing was bad, uncertainty and misconcep-

tion of the aria were not atoned for by his naturally

fine voice.

Oct. 30.—On Monday last the long looked for

Rubinstein made his first appearance in our citj';

the vast Academy of Music was well-nigh crowded

with an intelligent and brilliant audience. The

Orchestra, under Mr. Carl Wolfsohn, opened the con-

cert with the Egmoni overture- Ifwas only pass-

ably well done, lacking light and shade.

Then came Rubinstein ; shaggy and reserved,

he walked on through the rolling applause and

began his D-minor concerto. This much I can say,

that it interested and aroused the audience to a high

state of enthusiasm. The opening allegro is a per-

fect bouquet of effects ; tenderness growing out of

stormy passion and passion dying out through ten-

derness. The Andante was exquisite, and the finale

seemed a very Niagara of force and startling won-

ders. The audience was carried away, and roar

after roar breaking forth showed that Philadelphia

homage too was given to Rubinstein. Mr. "Wieni-

AWSKi introduced himself to us in the Mendelssohn

E-minor concerto. The same perfect purity and

graceful accuracy which characterizes Rubinstein's

style is WieniawsM's. Never did we hear so grate-

fully this perfect concerto. In his own " Legend "

we were still more delighted ; it is a lovely fairy

piece, and, followed as it was by " Airs Russes,"

brought on a storm of applause, recalling the artist

some six times. The closing pieces were from Ru-

binstein : Handel's D-minor aria and variations,

Mozart's A-minor rondo, and the march from the

Ruhis of Athens, each winning a tribute of fresh

admiration. The lady singers I did not admire.

Mile. Liebhart sang " Angels ever bright and fair,"

with poor phrasing, but her voice is rather good.

Mile. Ormeny sang the everlasting Cenereniola air

with great spirit, but with indift'erent method. At

the second concert, on Tuesday, the 29th, another

immense audience assembled. Herr Rubinstein gave

us Beethoven's G-major Concerto. This was by far

the most attractive of all his performances. The

Cadences, I must say, are unrivalled in execution

and have their own intrinsic mei'it ; but this was

Beethoven's Concerto, and the introduction of an-

other's work seems like writing Washington's name

with a middle letter. The Schumann " Carnival "

was such a novelty here that each quickly succeed-

ing air of the harlequin lot was more admired than

its ])rcdece3sor. Rubinstein was certainly Schu-

mann for the time, for example, in the "Sphin.x"

and " Cho])in "
; it Wiis as if he was creating as he

played. Of the closing pieces, Liszt's Schubert's

" Erl King" was the noblest in expression; the

words seemed to be in every note ; and in the clos-

ing chord, " iJas Kind war todt," the very strings of

the piano seemtd to enunciate.

Wieniawski in his "Faust" fantasie was very

great ; the " Salve dimora " and " notte splen-

dor" were na if gome celestial " Faust" was singing

to him and inspiring him to his divine and tender

execution. For encore he gave a well known popu-

lar song in the same clear, conscientious way as

before. The Paganini " Carnival " being " encored,"

he played, deliciously, " Ernst's Eleyie."

The selections of Rubinstein at the third concert

were Schumann's A-minor concerto, a sonata of

Weber's, and his own " Barcarole," " Etude," and

" Melodic."

The Concerto, of course, was ilte event of the

evening. To me it is the greatest of all piano con-

certos ; the decisive introduction, the beautiful and

delicate second movement, and the laughing Finale,

all were given as only Rubinstein could do it.

WieniawsH contributed his D-minor concerto. Of

course it was delightful ; but once or twice a lum-

bering blast from the French horn in the pp pas-

sages seemed very much to annoy the performer,

and hence marred the particular eff'ect. The Or-

chestration is exceedingly tasteful, and indeed the

entire work is one of undoubted merit and worth.

Rossini's " Di tanti palpiti " by Paganini, and his

own " Legende," were productive of tremendous ap-

plause. His marvellous chromatic passages seemed"

in the Paganini fantasia to show to gTeater advan-

tage than at any of the previous performances.

M'Ue. Liebhart sang Arditi's " Bacio " with much
more savoir /aire than she had hitherto showed, and

in the encore, " Within a mile of Edinb'ro," she was

positively naive. M'Ue Ormeny, in the Giuramento

aria was not successful, as she was persistently out

of tune.

Nov. 9.—We have been favored with three more

of the Rubinstein Concerts," the first on Thursday

last, and the third and last, a matinee, this after-

noon. Owing to the total withdrawal of street cars

and hacks, the audiences have been much smaller

than those of last week.

On Thursday e-vening Rubinstein gave us his

transcription of the Egnwnt overture with the vigor

and effect of an orchestra. Then came the mellow,

hallowed " Moonlight Sonata," softly bathing all

things in the Adagio, gleaming in the Allegretto,

and almost flashing in the Presto Agitato. I truly

can say I had never before heard the " Moonlight

Sonata." The centre of attraction of the evening

was the " Kreutzer " Sonata. Often as I have heard

it and as well as I imagined I knew it, it seemed as

though I had read but the title before these two

artists had explained it all. Chopin's C-minor Noc-

turne, Berceuse and A fiat Polonaise were Rubin-

stein's contribution at the close of part first ; and

the end of the concert was reached through his at-

tractive presentation of his own Romance, Barcarole

and Valse Caprice.

Wieniawski's ofi'erings to the audience were Vieux-

temp's Air varie, and an aria and prelude of Bach's.

In response to the tremendous applause which

greeted these two, he gave Ernst's " Elegie " and a

composition of his own.

M'lle. Liebhart sung " Robin Adair " and " Ruck,

Ruck," and M'lle Ormeny the Hungarian song " Esa

Villag. Last evening, announced as Rubinstein's

benefit, attracted a much fuller house than that of

the previous evening.

The great composer-artist gave Scliubert's Fanta-

sie on the " Wanderer," to me one of the most

thoroughly enjoyable performances 1 have heard of

him. At the close of I'ai't I. two of t'hopin's Etudes.

Part IT, he opened with his own Sonata for piano

and violin in A-minor ( ? ). The effect was to arouse

a desire to hear it again. Wieniawski gave Ernst's

Fantasia on Bellini's 11 Pirata and wrought the au-

dience up to the boiling point of enthusiasm ; they

were hardly to be restrained during the marvellous

performance, and when it ended round U)ioii round

of applause mingled with ehcei's ( ! ) rushed through

the house. After Bach's " Cliacoiiue," in response to
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the encore he gave Paganim's " Carnavale di Vene-

zia "
; and on the score of that performance I think

it may he justly decreed that he is indeed a " rival

to the memory of Paganini." M'lle Ormeny sang

" Una Voce," and M'lle. Liebhart " Leise, Leise,"

from Ser Frdschutz," rather well, but marred the

effect by her performance of " Home, Sweet Home."

Rubinstein closed the concert with four transcrip-

tions by Liszt : Rossini's " Gita in Gondola," Turk-

ish March fi-om the Jiui7is_ of Athens : Schubert's

" Auf dem Wasse)-" and again the " Erl King."

Every note in the last sang forth the word it is

given to express far better than it is sung by very

many classical singers.

This afternoon the matinee and last concert was

given. The day being very clear and fine, the house

was quite full. Rubinstein gave, as his opening num-

ber, three pieces of Cliopin's : a Ballade (G minor),

Noeturm and Scherzo. His second appearance was

with some of Mendelssohn's Lieder ohm Worte and

" Variations Serieuses." WieniawsM played Beet-

hoven's fresh Ronianza for the violin and a spark-

ling, dashing Polonaise of his own. For encore he

played a " Slumber Song." In Part II. he gave us

Ernst's " Elegie," a valse and a mazourka of his own
;

the latter was especially attractive. The S( hubert

" Rondo " for piano and violin was the "piece de re-

sistance." The ladies sang their parts as usual

—

Miss Ormeny a trifle better in her " Non piu mesta,"

and M'lle Liebart not so well in " Ruck, Ruck " and

" I love my love." The last number was for Rubin-

stein, consisting of his " Melancholie," " Tarantelle,"

" Romance," and " Valse Capriccio "
;
and as they

sparkled from his fingers they seemed as a bouquet

thrown to us, saying " Au revoir."

Next Saturday Mr. Wolfsohn's second Orchestra

Matinee takes place. On the 19th Theo. Thomas

begins a series of concerts ; and on the 27th

our Handel and Haydn Society sing Elijah with

Mme. Rudersdorff, Simpson and Whitney.

Eustace.

Music in New York—Thomas and Ms Orches-

tra at Steinway Hall.

New York. Nov. 12.—The musical events of the

past fortnight have been so numerous that I can

only briefly touch upon each one, although many of

them deserve extended notice. To begin with the

Italian Opera—which, musically, is of the least im-

portance—we had on Monday, Oct. 28, a wretched

representation of the Trovatore, with Miss Kellogg

as Leonora, supported by a cast the most pitiable

which I ever saw. The Prima Donna I will not

criticize, as she was weighed down and depressed by

the coldness of the audience, and would have sung

better had her surroundings been different. On the

Wednesday following Mr. Maretzek gave us a nov-

elty in the shape of " La Favorita," with Mme.
Lucca as Leonora and Sig. Abrugnedo as Fernando.

Sig. Sparapani took the role of the King. On Fri-

day, Nov. 1, we had Bon Giovanni, with Mme.
Lucca and Miss Kellogg. This was followed, Nov.

2, by a matinee of Era Diavolo, an opera in which

Mme. Lucca has appeared with great success. On
Monday, Nov. 4, Za Favorita was repeated, and

Mme. Lucca gained much applause in the air, "O
mio Fernando," and the duet "Vieni, ah ! vieni."

On Wednesday evening, Nov. 6, Miss Kellogg sang

in "Crispino e la Comare." Sig. Ronconi played

the cobbler to perfection. I cannot say that he

sang it equally well, for his voice is long past recall.

The opera, without any musical pretension, has the

merit of novelty, and, if not heard too often, is an
agreeable diversion. The plot, based upon a fairy

tale, is, of course, full of inconsistencies, but the in-

terest is sustained and the bright sparkling music

flows smoothly through it, rarely descending to the

commonplace. True, it is not an inspiration, but I

have seen an audience very enthusiastic over worse

music. JMiss Kellogg, as Annetta, was charming in

voice and manner ; and, thanks to her singing and

to the acting of Ronconi, who was irresistibly fun-

ny, the opera passed off very well ; but the audience

was the smallest I ever beheld in the Academy, and

it was far easier to count the full boxes than to esti-

mate the empty ones.

Last winter, under Strakosch's management, seats

which cost four dollars were frequently sold in ft-ont

of the Academy for five and six dollars. Now they

can be bought there at half price, and the owners of

boxes frequently make the best of a bad bargain by

sending their tickets to be sold on the streets for

what thej' will bring. Look on this picture and

then on that.

The other operatic representations were as fol-

lows : Nov. 8, Nozze di Figaro, with Mme. Lucca,

Miss Kellogg and Mme. Leoni Lavielle ; and Nov. 9,

Saturday Matinee, at which La Favorita was given

for the third time.

The Concerts I wiU mention in the order in which

they came.

First there have been two rehearsals of the Phil-

harmonic Society, on Nov. 1st and 8th, respectively,

the central portion of which was Beethoven's ^th

Symphony. The other pieces are the inevitable

Tannliauser overture and the Prinzessin Ihe overture

(new), by Erdmannshofer. Then there was the re-

hearsal of the Brooklyn Philharmonic, which, with

an orchestra of sixty and Carl Bergmann as conduc-

tor, rivals our New York society. The works in

rehearsal here are the Bth symphony of Beethoven,

Gluck's overture to " Iphigeniain Aulis," and Liszt's

" Mazeppa." The .first concert will take place on

Saturday evening, Nov. 30, and the remaining con-

certs will be on Jan. 11, 1873, Feb. 8, March 29,

and May 10. The concerts of the N. Y. Philhar-

monic Society will be given on the following dates

;

Saturday evenings, Nov. 16, Dec. 14, Jan. 18, 1873,

Feb. 15, March 15 and April 19. Many of our ama-
teurs will not fail to attend the concerts at the

Brooklyn Academj' as well those in New York.
Two concerts were given on the evening of Nov.

7. One at Steinway Hall by our excellent resident

pianist, Mr. J. H. Bonawitz, whose pianoforte reci-

tals formed so agreeable a feature in the musical re-

cord of last winter. He had the assistance of Mme.
Izora Elder and the support of a full orchestra.

The programme opened with Mozart's Zauherjloie

overture, hardly to be recognized through the treat-

ment which it received. This was followed by an
aria from Faust, sung bv Mme. Elder. The main
feature of the evening was a symphony by Hcrr
Bonawitz (No. 3, in A minor), of which I cannot
speak criticalljf, as I only heard the last movement.
It seemed to be. well scored, and the finale abounds
in fine delicate passages which did not receive jus-

tice fi'om the violins in the orchestra. A fi'ee use

was made of the various ill-mannered brass instru-

ments and members of the cymbal and the triangle

tribe, which, in my opinion, ought to be seen and
not heard. The fine pianism of Herr Bonawitz was
the main attraction of the evening. He played an
Introduction and Scherzo of his own, with Orches-

tra ; Mozart's Fantaisie in D minor ; a Rhapsodic
Honc/roise byLiszt(one which is seldom played here),

and Chopin's Polonaise in A flat. (Does not the

last selection come a little too soon after Rubin-
stein's performance of it ?)

Herr Bonawitz's playing is characterized by a

simplicitj' of style which is almost severe at times

;

a firm, clear touch, and great facility of execution,

combined with a poetic fire and grace of expression
which was shown best in his rendering of Mozart's

Fantaisie. The audience was a large one.

The Bonawitz pianoforte recitals, to take place

during the winter, will be three in number. The
first one will come on Wednesday afternoon, Dec.

4, on which occasion Miss Antoinette Sterling wiU
sing.

The other concert, on the same evening (Nov. 7),

was given at the Academy by Mrs, Charlotte V
Winterburn (nee Hutehings), who is favorably

known as a singer in Oratorio. This concert was really

entitled to be called '
' grand" — as a misceUaneouo

entertainment, it could hardly be surpassed. Mrs.
Winterburn was assisted by Mr. Myron W. Whit-
ney, of Boston ; Herr Benno Walter, Solo Violinist

to the King of Bavaria (his first appearance in

America) ; Adolphus Lockwood, Harpist, frem Lon-
don, and G. W. Colby, Accompanist; but the crown-
ing glory of all was Theo. Thomas's superb orches-

tra, looking as fresh as though they had not travel-

led half over the United States since last summer,
and playing, it seemed to me, better than ever.

The overture to Tarmhauser opened the pro-

gramme. This was followed by the air " Que
Sdegno," from the " Magic Flute," splendidly sung
by Mr. Whitney. This gentleman made a marked
impression by his fine voice and artistic delivery.

Herr Benno Walter followed with Spohr's long

Concerto in D minor. His playing, though not re-

markable for breadth of tone, evinced a fine and
musicianlike spirit, and a remarkable purity of in-

tonation, which, together with the beautifid manner
in which the orchestral parts were rendered, made
this concerto one of the most interesting numbers
on the long programme.

Mrs. Winterburn sang Handel's lovely air, " Las-

cia eh'io pianga," and was warmly applauded. Se-

lections from the "Midsummer Nights Dream" by
the Orchestra and two songs by Mrs. Winterburn,
which I could not remain to hear, closed the first

part of the programme.
Part second opened with Weber's Oba-on Overture

by the Orchestra, who played also Liszt's Rakoczy
March. Mrs. Winterburn sang "Ocean, thou
mighty monster," very dramatically. Mr. Look-
wood jjlayed " La dance des fees," by Parish Alvars.

Mr. AVhitney sang "The freshening breeze," bj^'

Bandegger; and Herr Walter played Ernst's grand
Fantaisie on " Othello," confirming the good im-
pression he made by his first performance. The
audience was larger than at the Opera on the night
previous, and received an adequate return for their

money, which those who attended the Opera did

not get.

This brings the record up to Saturday, Nov. 9,

when the first of the six Symphon5' Concerts to be
given by Theodore Thomas took place at Steinway
Hall. A glance at the hall at five minutes before 8

o'clock was all that was needful to settle the ques-

tion Avhether these series would pay. The hall was
filled to the highest gallery, and the sn a'l hall at

the back, only used on special occasions, was thrown
open to accommodate those who were unable to

find seats elsewhere. The programme opened with
GluclvS noble overture to Iphigenia in Aulis, played
with all the fire and fervor of a company of artists.

A better rendering could scarcely be possible.

Mr. Geo. L. Osgood then made his bow to us and
sang the aria: " Costanze," from Mozart's *Se7*a(/Zio.

Hii uncertain rendering of the recitative and a

slight huskiness in his voice showed that he was
sufl'ering from nervousness ; which, however, wore
off when in part second of the programme he gave
us five songs by Schumann, written to Lenau's
Poems, namelj':

—

' Lied eines Schmiedes," with its curious ham-
mer and anvil-like accompaniment ; "Meine Rose;"
"Kommen und Scheiden;" "Die Sennin;" and
" Der Schwere Abend."
These were beautifully rendered, and the audi-

ence, although thejr had little relish for such solid

musical food as Schumann's Songs, could not refuse

an encore to the sweet voiced tenor, and in the se-

lection with which he responded he appeared to the

best advantage. The great seventh Symphony by
Beethoven, in part first of the programme, was
played as I have never heard it, save in the Conser-

vatoire at Paris. From the first note of introduc-

tion to the end it received the most masterly treat-

ment, and the beauty of the Allegretto never seemed
to me so divine. This work was wiselj- placed just

before the intermission, for we needed the repose

after such sustained attention. The orchestral

pieces in part second were: " Wotan's Abschied,"

from Wagner's "Die Walkuren," and Liszt's " Me-
phisto Waltz"—pieces which I wiU not attempt to

describe. Indeed I could only say of the latter, " I

know that it is uglj', but I feel that it is great."

The second Symphony Concert will be given on
Saturday evening, Dec. 28, when Beethoven's Pas-

toral Symphony will be performed.

This week all our thoughts and plans are swal-

lowed up in one topic of absorbing interest, and if

we think of music it is the music of voices tremu-

lous with tender feeling for a suffering city to which
we are bound by every tie of sympathy and bro-

therhood; and we do not forget that, were we simi-

larly aftiicted, Boston would be the first to extend
the right hand of lellowship. A. A. C.
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.e^ Our readers have all heard of the Great Boston Fire.

They have readily imagined, no doubt, that even our small

quiet nook of journalism was not wholly undisturbed amid

the wholesale ruin ; and if they missed their paper of Nov.

16, they have guessed the cause. It is true the flames

came very near us; had tbey not been stayed within a nar-

row street's width of our publishers, Messrs. Ditson & Co.,

there might have been no Dwight'8 Jodrnal of SIdsic

for some time to come. As it was, our worthy printer, Mr.

Spooner, was the sufferer; half of the matter for the miss-

iug number stood already in type, when the devouring mon-

ster pounced upon him, and almost in no time he was
'* swept out clean," his types ran molten lead, his presses

collapsed under an unwonted pressure. But with courage-

- ous enterprise he has picked himself up aud improvised an-

other oflice, procured what types were to be got for love or

money in these times, and now, after a fortnight's delay,

sends us out^n a new dress, new type throughout. But as

you will see, he is still " out of sorts"—uot in any moral or

metaphorical, but in a literal, printer's, equivalent in this

case to a typical, sense. Tou will miss varieties of t^e,

accents, &c., and altogether you must take the present

number, hurried out in such confusion, simply as a sign

that we " still live." Henceforth the paper will resume its

steady course.

The Harvard Symphony Concerts.

Tlie eighth, season opened on Thursday after-

noon, Nov. 7,—very auspiciously from the ar-

tistic point of view, less so from the material.

For this opening fell ujion a day so rainy and

so chilly, in the midst of the horse epidemic,

that all the street cars had to be taken off,

•sadly to the disappointment of that large pro-

portion of our music lovers who dwell in the

suburbs. Yet there was twice as large an au-

dience as one could expect to see at such a

time, and made up of the kind of peojile on

whom what is best in music is not wasted. All

within looked genial,—the Music Hall in the

soff sheen of its fresh adornment ; the bronze

Beethoven seemingly alive and sympathizing

there in front of the majestic Organ; the in-

spiring presence of the intelligent and hajjpy

audience ; a fine orchestra, a noble singer, and

a iirogramme to excite most pleasing expecta-

tions.

Overture to Racine's '"Athalie," Op. 74. . Mendelssohn.
**Cantata , ''Ariana a Naxos." Scena for Soprano

Solo, with Orchestra Haydn.
Mrae. Errainialiudersdorflf.

'Symphony, Xo. 1, in C, Op. 21. [Comp. 1800].
Beethoven.

Overture to •'Alfonso and Estrella'' Schubert.
Concert Aria. No. 5. Recit. "Ch'io mi scordi" ; An-
dante and Rondo ; ''Non temer, amato bene."
"V^'ith Piano and Orchestra Mozart.

Overture to "Genoveva" Schumann.

Mendelssohn's religious Overture to ' 'Atha-

lia" made a stately prelude for a grand series of

concerts. The sweet, rich blending of the

wind instruments in the vigorous opening cho-

ral strain at once gave as.surance of sound ma-

terial and discipline in what had been regard-

ed as the lea.st sure portion of the orchestra

;

and the strings on their part made the promise

good. There were nine first violins (the tenth

being alwcnt), headed as usual by Mr. Ercn-

BERO, and including Mr. Schultze, the leader,

and Mr. Haram, the valuable new memljcr of

the Quintette Club, besides Messrs. H. Suck,

Ford, Allen, Torrington, &c. ; eight second

violins, under the old lead of the brothers

Eichler; six violaa, with a new life infused

into them by the return of Mr. Heindl; six

remarkably good 'cellos, among them WuLf

Fries, Hennig [newly of the Quintette Club),

A. Suck and A. Heindl ; and six strong contra-

basses. Never before have we been so fortu-

nate in our wind instruments. With Mr.

Goering still for the first flute ; with the rich

and lovely clarionet tone of Mr. Weber, matched

with a new and worthy second in Mr. WTiitte-

more ; with Kutzleb's sure and beautiful first

oboe ; and an admirable pair of bassoons (Eltz,

happily regained, and Becher),—there is very

little more to be desired, whether of tone-color,

or clear execution and expressive phrasing, on

the part of the gentler double quartet of the

wind band; while all the brass,—the double

pair of horns, the jiair of trumpets, even the

three trombones,—with no lack of vitality and

strength, are noted for a smoother, more sub-

dued, harmonious blending than has been char-

acteristic of our orchestras before. We will

not have the rashness to call it a great orches-

tra ; and doubtless it is still far from perfect

for one of its moderate size. But it is a great

gain on the past, and may without presumjj-

tion address itself to its high tasks. Mr. Zek-

RAKN may now feel happy in a jjretty reasona-

ble assurance that he has men to deal with by

whom his intentions, and those of the comjjo-

ser, will for the most jiart be quickly under-

stood and realized.

This first Overture made a fine impression,

deepening that of last year, when it was first

introduced into these Concerts. So too did

the second, and the third . Schubert's to ' 'Al-

fonso and Esti'ella, " with its broad, grandiose

introduction, and its bright, fascinating theme

in the' quick part, was all too short. It is a

brilliant and exhilarating composition, uniting

noble grandeur with a wholesome and viva-

cious buoyancy of spirits; a splendid piece of

instrumentation, without any of the modern

extravagance ; beautiful, refreshing, henceforth

ever sure to please. The vital quality and

temper of the orchestra, its satisfactory ensem-

ble, exhibited itself nowhere more palpably

than in this work. The "Genoveva" Overture

could be relied on as a sure card for a finale,

which no one, though it has been given every

season in these concerts, would be willing to

lose. Uniting so much of the Schumann indi-

viduality, so much delicate, jDoetic sentiment

and pathos, so much ever fresh romance, with

an unflagging force and brilliancy, it charms

likewise by perfect unity of form, directness

and certainty of movement, and subtlety of

texture. This too was in the main well ren-

dered.

Beethoven's earliest Symphony, in C, had

never before had place in the seventy or more

programmes of the Harvard Concerts, and it

was only fit that it should at last be given to'

complete the nine. Familiar as it once was

through smaller orcliostras, we think it proved

more fresh and full of beauties upon this revi-

val than many had anticipated. If it moves

mainly in the smaller forms of Haydn and Mo-

zart, and reflects their very style of thought,

partakes of tlieir naive and happy spirit, yet it

.shows many an intimation of the traits so

grandly, wonderfully developed in his -after

works; the Beethoven individuality already

peeps out; here is a new man, an original, all

must have felt who heard its first performance.

And is it not most interesting to meet for once

the strong, long suilering giant, the brooding

deep-souled poet, in his youthful freshness re-

joicing in the beauty of the world? For one

we must confess we never before half realized

the loveliness of this too familiar early work.

And the orchestra played it as if to them too it

was a new delightful revelation in what they

had considered an old story. The whole ren-

deiing was characterized by great delicacy and

clearness, and good light and shade ; especial-

ly the Andante with its charming variations.

The only question would be whether one or

two of the temj)i were not taken a little too

fast.

The novelty, the memorable feature of the

concert was the "Ariadne" Cantata by Haydn,

a comjjosition of such dramatic progress and

intensity, traversing so wide a range of emo-

tions, from the blissful, tender dream of the

deserted maiden awaking with her lover's

name upon her lips, through the gradual reali-

zation of her solitude, to the calling down of

heaven's vengeance on the betrayer,—contain-

ing a whole history in a single scena,—that one

becomes alive to a hitherto unsuspected power

in Haydn, and is inclined to think the world

has met with serious loss in the destruction of

those Operas of his by fire. Ariadne is sup-

posed to be lying on a bed of moss upon the

rocky isle of Naxos, just awaking from sleep.

The words, superior as poetry to what we com-

monly find in the Italian texts to those things,

invite to'the largest and most varied exercise

of all the powers of musical cantabile and reci-

tative, as well as graphic instrumentation. We
give the close translation, made for the pro-

gramme by the singer herself, which greatly

helped the understanding of the hearers.

Recitative..—Theseus, my love ! where art thou ?

All, where art thou ?

To rae it seemed thou wert near me
;

But a flatt'ring, yet fallacious dream deceived

me I

Already the heaVns o'erspreads the rose-col-

ored morn,
Aud the grasses and flowers are tinted by the

rays
That crown the brow of golden Phcebus.

Oh spouse, oh spouse adored, whither are

turned thy steps ?

Perhaps, to chase the forest deer thy noble ar-

dor called thee hence.

Oh hasten, return, beloved one.

And sweeter prey to thee I'll offer !

Thy loving Ariadne's heart that faithfully

adores thee,

Ah ! clasp with closer embrace to thine own,
And let with all resiflendent fire shine forth

our love !

To be from thee divided for but one instant,

passes all endurnnce.

Oh, the desire again to behold thee fills my
whole sold

!

All my heart yearns for thee ! Come then,

thou, my idol

!

Larcjo.
—"Where art thou, my life's best treasure ?

Who withholds thee from tliis fond heart ?

If thou linger'st, all joy, all pleasure,

Changed to woe, for aye depart.

Oh ye god.s, bend down in mercy.
Grant tliis pray'r to you ascending

:

Let my love to me return !

Jlcc.—No one listens ! My sad words echo but re-

peats !

Tlieseus hears me not ! Theseus answers not,

And the waves and the breezes carry hence

ray accents

!

AndmiU.—Yet not distant from mc ought he to be I

Let mo ascend the highest of tliese Alpine

roclcs,

From tliere discover him 1

Aller/ro vivace. Rccilativc.—
What see I V Oli heavens ! Unhappy me !

Those are the sails of the Argosy I Greeks

arc those yonder I
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Theseus ! 'T is he stands at the prow !

Am I deceiving myself? No, no, 't is no error!

He flies me 1 And here, all alone, abandons

me !

Further hope there is not ;—I am forsaken !

Theseus ! Theseus ! Hear me ! But alas, I

am raving.

The sea, the winds bear him away forever

fi-om my sight

!

Ye gods, be just to me, and punish the traitor !

Ingrate ! W]iy did I save thee fi'om deatli ?

How couldst thou thus cruelly traduce me, thy

own promises, and all thy sacred vows ?

Betrayer ! Deceiver ! And hast thou the

heart to leave me ?

Adagio.—To whom can I turn me, from whom for

pity hope ?

Oh—I am fainting—^my strength forsakes me !

In this dread, this bitter moment,
I feel my inmost soul failing and trembling.

Andante.—Ah ! how for death I am longing,

In this most fatal instant

!

But to suffer these fierce torments,

^ The gods condemn me to live.

Allegro presto.
—

"Woe's me ! deceived, betrayed.

Earth holds no consolation !

Whom I so loved, forsakes me,
Heartless, unfaithful, cruel

!

Here certainly is scope for a musician and for

a great singer. Haydn has made a noble com-

position out of it, for bim surprisingly dra-

matic and intense, full of variety and contrast

and of delicate transitions, rich in broad, flow-

ing melodies and in the noblest recitative, and

with most beautiful, suggestive use of the full

orchestra. The work as a whole has not the

rounded form of the Mozart Aria; indeed

scarcely any form at all ; it simply shapes itself

to all the ins and outs and changes of the

words ; continually new melodies separated by

long passages of recitative, during which how-

ever the orchestra is frequently melodious ; nor

is there any unity of key preserved ; it begins

ill E-flat major, a soft symxihonic prelude hint-

ing the dawn of day, and ends in an impas-

sioned Presto in F minor ; but there is plenty

of poetic unity atid the true modulation of

emotion. Mme. Eudersdorif was equal to her

arduous 'task, en teiing fully into the spirit of

the work, and rei^roducing all its meaning,

power and beauty in a style and with an effect

of which we doubt if any other singer now be-

fore the world is capable. It was a noble in-

stance of the great old art of song, which has

become so rare. It is true, her voice is no
longer fresh and youthful, and some things

cost her obvious effort, which come out with

careless ease from a young singer. But the voice

is still a large and rich one in the greater part

of its compass, which is very great ; it still has

tones of the very sweetest,—what could be

more so than the long pure note with which
the scene begins, calling in blissful reverie the

name of "Tfe-seo!" Her recitative was alto-

gether nobly e.^pressive, now full of tenderness,

now of alarm and fear, and then of burning
scorn and indignation ; while in those large,

broad passages of pure CantabiU, her middle
and lower tones had a voluminous rich diapa-

son calibre and quality, with a significant tone

coloring, more satisfactory than is hardly ever

heard in a soprano singer in these days. Both
melody and declamation were superb. If now
and then an impassioned and emphatic high
tone was a little harsh, it was easily forgiven

to the mature consummate art of such a singer,

—a singer who even in her singing shows how
musically she includes in her conception not

the -(foice part alone, but everything which

goes to make' up the whole composition, or-

chestral and vocal. It would be impossible for

a Conductor to Imow such a work more thor-

oughly than she does. Such singing renews

the tradition of the great days of song. From
such a performance every singer ought to learn.

And with all its intensity, all the (ibandon of

the singer, it had the repose of Art ; there was

nothing overdone, nothing attravagant; the

fire was there, but it was kept in strict control

within the bounds of Art.—We may say all

this safely, for we are not alone in our opinion.

So far as we could see, or have been able to

learn since, the impression on that audience

was profound. Witness the glowing criti-

cisms, fair specimens of all that have appeared,

which we transcribe on our last page. We
are the more moved to coj^y them, considering

the harsh disparagement which some even of

the same journals have been wont to heap upon

this lady's singing ever since she was so unfor-

tunately out of place, as every real artist could

but be, in that vain-glorious Babel tower, the

"Coliseum." Now she has reclaimed her true,

legitimate position as an artist, and all the lov-

ers of sincere high Art welcome her back to it.

—^The Mozart Aria in the second part was anoth-

er instance of superb interpretation; for the

air was better suited to her voice than it was to

the singer of last year. The obligato pianoforte

part was beautifully played by Mr. Huso
Leonhaed :—a part by no means unimportant,

for Mozart wrote it, as he says upon the score,

'fm- Mile. Storace and me."

The second concert, Nov. 21, had a much larger

audience, though not up to the mark of last year;

nor could it be expected so soon after the Great

Fire. The programme was as follows :

Overture to "Medea" Cherubini.
,

Violin Concerto in E minor, op. 64 MendelsBolin.
Miss Therese Liebe,

Symphony in E flat Mozart.
Violin Solos

:

a. Adagio Tartini.
b. Minuet and Trio Mozart.

Overture to ''The Ruler of the Spirits," ["Rubezahl"].
Weber.

The ever welcome "Medea" Overture by Cheru-

bini, a work of pure classic beaxity, and the roman-

tic early one by Weber, full of anticipations of the

wild, mysterious Freyiclmetz element, as well as of

fresh, fragrant- melodies for flute, oboe, clarinet,

were given with precision and good light and shade,

and were listened to with close attention and true

satisfaction. Mozart's lovely E flat Symphony, al-

ways a favorite, was more appreciated than ever
;

its charm is perennial. The stately introduction,

in which the instrumentation sounds so full and

large without the modern extra brass, followed by
an Allegro in no way disappointing ; the perfectly

lovely Andante, with its delicious comminglings of

soft reed and flute tones, and the exquisite bringing

together of a first and second motive ; the witching-

little Minuet and Trio (taken rather too fast for the

clear effect of the low clarinet arpeggio) ; and the

hilarious, airy, graceful Finale (again a whit too

fast perhaps), were clearly and expressively defined,

and a true Mozartean warmth of coloring suffused

the whole.

The Fraeulein Therese Liebe is a young German
girl, the daughter of a musician of Strassburg, not

18 years of age. For several years she and her

family have made their home in London, whither

the young girl violinist was sent with a warm let-

ter of commendation by Rossini to Sir Julius Bene-

dict. Mme. Rudersdorff has taken a sincere \ artist

interest in her, and has enlisted her in her Ameri-

can concert party. She has a fine musical organi-

zation, is whoUy unspoiled by applause and unso-

phisticated in her musical dh'ection, being partial

to the best and loving to play Bach and the old

masters of the violin better than the brilliant effect

pieces. Her graceful, modest, unafl'ected manner
and appearance, her intellectual, fine-cut features,

bespeak a cordial interest at once. Her playing of

the Mendelssohn Concerto was very sure and pure

and delicate, showing a truly musical conception

and right schooling. Her execution for one so

young is very remarkable ; her tone sweet and

true, with slight occasional swerving, rather than

very broad and powerful. Some have complained

that she did not play with more fire and intensity,

and have been so unjust as to compare her with the

greatest of mature virtuosos of the violin. "She
does not play, like Wieniawski," one says ! Nor
does she look like him ; what then ? From a true

standpoint of appreciation, this chaste, delicate,

virginal style of playing is not a negative quality,

but IS to be considered as a positive virtue. The -

intensity, the fire, the passion, which could be only

imitated and affected now, can only truly come of

much exfierience, not of Art only, but of life. One
must have suffered to be strong. Goetlie has a

parable which begins

:

•*The patient Muses would impart

To Psyche their poetic art."

It went on slowly ; the teaching chd not thrive,

till "Love came by with look and fire, and the

whole course was learned outright." For "Love"

read the whole heart's experience, human life with

all its great excitements and its sorrows, and the

parable applies. The two small solo, pieces were

given with string quartet accompaniment. The
Adagio by Tartini is a choice strain of sweet rehg-

ious melody, which was beautifully expressed
; and

the bright, piquant Mozart Minuet—fi'om one of his
Divertimentos for an orchestra of strings and two
horns,—with its tripping staccato, was so neatly,

tellingly performed, that the young lady had to

come back and rejieat it.

. The third concert comes next Thursday (Dec. 6),

when another young lady of Mme. Eudersdorft''s

troupe, Miss Alice FAm.y.\N, contralto, will sing
Bach's Cradle Song fi'om the Christmas Oratorio,

with orchestral accompaniments as completed by
Robert Franz, besides some choice old Italian melo-
dies. Miss Anxa Mehlig, too, will play the Liszt

Concerto in E flat, a Nocturne by Chopin, and a
grand Prelude and Fugue by Bach. The Overtures
will be Mozart's to "La Clemenza di Tito" (first

time for many years) and Mendelssohn's to "Rny
Bias." The Symphony will be a new one (here) by
Gade, No. 5, in D minor, of which the instrumenta-
tion is unique in the employment of the Piano as a

member of the o^ehestra. (Possibly, however, after

rehearsal it may be deemed wiser to substitute the
same composer's second Symphony, in E.)

And now come Theodore Thojus's "Unrivalled

Concerts," to lend a musical halo to the coming

week ! Besides these, the Harvard Concerts with

their Public Rehearsals, and the Messiah at Christ-

mas, little is certain in the way of music before

New Year. The great fire proves a damper (par-

don the Hibernicism) upon concert enterprises.

Many have retired fi'om the field. Whether even
Rubinstein will venture back at present remains to

be seen. The Matinees of Messrs. Leonhard and
Eichberg are postponed,—we tru.st not for long,

—

the lovers of such music cannot well aft'ord to go
without it ; and in dark times we need the hearten-

ing religious cheer of real divine music.

In the scramble to get out a paper vrithout the

printer's usual conveniences, types too large, <fec.,

we have entirely miscalculated our space. This we
discover when it is too late for long, monopolizing
articles to move up, or move out. and make room
for other matters equally entitled to a place. Some
interesting chamber concerts of the Conservatories,

some good Organ concerts, a word more about
Rubinstein, later Correspondence, <fec., <fec., are

crowded out for the present.
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What tliey say of the First Symphony Concert.

CFrom the Daily Advertiser.]

The cantata was the novelty of the day, it never

having been given here before. It is a work of great

breadth and power, and quite out of Haj'dn's general

style, save in the regularly formed melodies, which

are marked with hia peculiar terms of expression,

and his now old-fashioned final cadences. It is re-

markable in its impassioned intensity, and its in-

strmnentation, in its fulness, vigor and dramatic fire,

irresistibly reminds one of the thoughtful and solid

scoring of Gluck. The work, though brief, is a

masterpiece, and were it not for a certain faint

breath of quaiutness that now and then appears, it

is as fresh as if it had been WTitten to-day. The

recitatives are unusually fine, and are strikingly

impressive in their sympathy with the sentiment of

the text Madame Rudersdorff interpreted

this exacting and expressive work in a st3'le whose
nobility and breadth it is almost impossible to de-

scribe. It was one of the most superb pieces of mu-
sical declamation to which we have ever listened.

There is no living singer we can call to mind who
can give so grand a coloring to this work as it re-

ceived at Madame Rudersdorifs hands. In its dra-

matic force, intensity of expression, clearness of

conception, unity of design and the extraordinary
vigor and intellectual refinement that distinguished

the whole performance, it was an eflibrt never
to be forgotten by those who were privileged to

hear it. The earnestness and enthusiasm which
Madame Eudersdorfi' brought to bear upon her

work, her evident love and admiration for the com-
position, her conscientious care and artistic fervor,

were as remarkable as they were above all praise.

In her rendition of this fine work, Madame Ruders-
dorff proved she was one of that race of great lyric

artists, whose wonderful dramatic powers have be-

come a tradition, and of whom now there is no re-

presentative save herself. The voice is certainly

worn, but the power, expression, fire and intelli-

gence of the artist are almost in their pristine vigor,

and enabled her to give one of the most brilliant,

satisfying and intellectual vocal performances to

which we have listened for years. It affords us

great pleasure to be able to speak thus favorably of

Madame Rudersdorff's effort of yesterday afternoon,

as we had not previously heard her in that class of

music in which she excels, and had consequently
misjudged the extent of her powers. Her singing

of ilozart's concert air was marked by chasteness

of style and purity of sentiment, and was, in point
of taste, and in breadth of style and sympathy with
the composer, a fitting pendant to her previous grand
effort.

The orchestral part of the programme deserves

high commendation. Mendelssohn's "Athalie"
overture was given with great clearness and beauty
of expression. The delightful Beethoven Symphonj',
with its exuberance of animal spirits, its delicious

youth and freshness, its wealth of melody and gor-

geous coloring, was an exquisite feature in tlie con-

cert. In this work we see Beethoven before he had
entirely emancipated himself frolfc the influence

of Haydn and Mozart The whole symphony
was plyaed with spirit and delicacy by the orches-

tra, whose heart seemed to be in its work. The
slow movement in particular was charmingly inter-

preted, and the care and attention that seemed to

inspire the performers one and all throughout, re-

sulted in a highly fini.ihed and artistic performance.
The "Alfonso and Estrella" overture wa,s vigorously

rendered, but it has never been a favorite with us.

Schubert does not seem to have worked here with
his usual freedom and enthusiasm. There are some
fine outbursts of orchestralism, but the principal

themes are weak and commonplace. It sounds as

though the compoiser was jaded and uninspired when
he act about it, and completed it as a necessary' task

rather than as a labor of love. The glonous "Gen-
ovcva" overture, which brought the concert to a

clo%«, was brilliantly and effectively placed, its pic-

ture.-ifinc iristrumentalism and careful working re-

ceiving every ju.itice at the hands of the orchestra.

The opening concert was a complete artistic success,

and proved a noble prelude to the scries to come.

[From the Globe.]

Abont the quality of tlie instrumental perform-
ance there could hardlv be two opinions. The corps
have certainly gained in every- gwjd quality and
have largely correc-ted their fauJta, if tlicy are to be

judged by their work of yesterday. A general
strengthening and inspiriting of the orchestra seem
to have taken place ; the "attack" of the stringed
instruments is cleaner and sharper than we have
ever known it, and an obvious advance has been
made both in precision and vitality of style. In^the
overture to "Athalie," the brass instruments were
put severely to the proof in a number of long and
trying passages, and did their work with a clean-

ness and a brilliancy to which we have not been too
much accustomed in the past.

The programme was admirable, both in the in-

trinsic e.vcellencies of its numbers and the agree-

ableness of their contrasts. The symphony

—

granting all that may be said of its comparative de-

ficiency in the stronger and deeper beauties of

Beethoven's later and more completely origin,al

style—is a treasury of choice things, of sweet, pure
and beautiftd music which charms the senses and
delights the fancy, if it does not stir the soul. The
fi'esh loveliness of the andante, and especially of its

exquisite second melodj', can scarcely be matched
outside of Mozart and of the Master himself, and
the minuetto ranks with the best music of its order
in brilliant ingenuity and abundant life. In the
performance of the symphony the orchestra acquit-

ted itself admirably, distinguishing nicely in the
styles of tlie different moveinents but not failing to

convey a sense of unity in the whole. In the over-
ture to "Alfonso and Estrella," however, their work
showed the best of its warmth and power.
Madame Rudersdorff surprised even the warmest

of her admirers by her renderings of the Haydn
cantata and the concert aria by Mozart. The for-

mer of these works was presented for the first time
in Boston, and so abounded in beauties as almost to

confuse and puzzle the enjoying faculties of the lis-

tener. We must confine ourselves, however, to

briefly mentioning the great dramatic power and
propriety of the music, which touched the heart
even more than its sweetness pleased the ears.

Madame Rudersdorff in rendering the number dis-

played a splendid breadth and finish of style and a

degree of dramatic insight which would have been
worthy of the first of artists. The emotions of the
cantata, which pass fi-om the fanciful dreamings of

an enamored maiden through almost every form of

anxiety, alarm, longing, the grief and agony of in-

sulted love, and, finally, of despair and dissolution,

demand the highest power of passionate expression
as well as the nicest adaptation in the expression of

shades of feeling ; and Madame Rudersdorff cannot
be more highly praised than by being declared
equal to the exigencies of the work. 'The listener

even forgot to be displeased with the hard tones
which now and then exhibited the wear and tear to

which her voice has been exposed. The aria by
Mozart was given with great delicacy and tender-

ness of feeling and with nice taste.

[From the Commonwealth.]

The elements, although very unjiroiiitious, did
not prevent the attendance of one of the usual large
and select audiences that a Harvard concert invari-

ably attracts. The conspicuous feature of the \>vo-

gramme, and a real novelty, was the cantata, "Ari-
ana a Naxos," by Haydn, sung by Madame Erminia
Rudersdorff'.

We are under great obligations to the lady and to

Mr. Dwight for the opportunity of hearing this su-

perb work, which exhibit's the comjjoser's genius in

a new phase. For a piece of its lengtli we know of

no other contemporaneous work of its class compa-
rable with it in dramatic fire, nobility of style and
depth of sentiment. A fine translation of the text

made by Madame Rudersdorff, printed upon the
programmes, made the .spirit of the music at once
familiar and comprehensible. The artist's render-

ing was superb beyond comparison. Tlie musi(?
presents singular and intricate difficulties in its re-

citative and in its contrasted movements. From the

opening note expressive of Ariadne's hopeful wak-
ing to the despairing gloom of the tragic /mafc, the
artist's conception was impressively majestic, and
her rendering magnificent in the grandeur of its

declamation, the breadth and beauty of coloring,

and the refined delicacy of exjiression. We are

njore than pleased to record the unequivocal triuni])li

of Madame Rudersdorff in the highest sphere to

whicli a vocali.st can attain, and one in wliicli she
has not had previous opportunity to exhibit the

splendid develoiiments of her best powers. The
Mozart aria in the second part was comparalile witli

Madanje Rudersdorff's previous effort in breadtli of

interpretation and jjuritv of style.

'i'he orchestral porlioiis alfordi'd a rare tr( at, of

which the most delectable daiiily was the Beetho-
ven symphony No. 1 in C.

Special B^atices.
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Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Be sure you're right. Serio Comic Song.
3. D to f. Younker.

*'Thifl maxim always keep in view."
A comico-moral affair. Good music to a good

saying.

Jeannette. 3. F to .7. Tully.
" Who has eyes of deepest blue?
"Wlio has hair of golden hue ?

Kissing at the Door. 3. B6 to g, Tully.
" I'm sure you've staid quite long enough
I've told you so before."

Two fine ballads, the first pretty as Jeannette's
blue eyes, and the second neatly comic.

Good Night to thee. 2. B6 to f. ^ Bliss.
A pleasing good-night song.

Baby's Garments. Song and Chorus. 2. B6
to f. Gorham.

" Little shoes, whose earthly wearer
Star-crowned, treads the shining shore."

Hark! The Herald Angels Sing. Anthem
for Christmas. 3. G. Wilson,
It is time to practice for Christmas, and these

ever sweet words, with their new and bright mu-
sic are just right for the occasion.

Do you remember ? Song and Cho. 2. E6
to e. Webster,

" Do you remember, Kitty,
What you said one year ago ?"

The words, by "Hope Ardor" are very neat, and
the whole very cheerful and pretty.

I waited for the Twilight. Lithograph Title.
3. Albites.

" He said he came to find me
Do you really think he did?"

One of Miss Ridgeway's songs, and can hardly
fail to be a favorite, if it is not one already.

All! were I but a flitting Bee. 3. G to g.

Abt.
*' All day and night I'd ceaseless sing
The glorious budding charms of Spring."

Has German and English words; and in addition
to being a good song for everybody, is excellent for
young singers.

Kitty and Ben. 2. C to f. Webster.
" As Kitty was walking one morning so early
When over the meadow came WTaistling Ben,"

A charming, merry half-comic Irish ballad.

Instrumentall

Down in the Coal Mine Waltz. 3. D. Knight. 30
The way that songs and airs Become the popu-

lar ones, is mysterious enough ; but the Coal Mine
«s now one of the chief favorites, and this instru-
mental arrangement will be acceptable.

Birdie's Song. Nocturne. 4. E6. Devlin. 35
A very pretty "warbling" melody, and is grace-

ful throughout.

Silver Ripples. K Mack. eaeh. 30
The Ripples are 20 in number, and are all just

the things for Teachers and Pupils. At present
we notice.

No. 3. Charming Lily Waltz. 2. F.

4. Stai-ry Night Galop. 2. G.
Both are very neat, melodious and useful.

Galop Militaire. The Review. 3. G. Wand. 40
The Galop has a general brilliant military style

with some of the "calls" of a review, and is novel
and pleasing.

1001 Nights Waltzes. YioUn& Piano. Sirawss. 75
Kuenstler Leben (Artist Life). " " 75

Loreley Rhein-Klange. " " " 75
Life let us cherish. " " « 75

The everywhere popular Strauss Music, arranged
for Violin and Piano, in which form it will be more
brilliant than for piano alone. Belongs to a set of
pieces called "Echoes from the Ball Room."

Books.

Practical Instruction for the Violin,
On Scientific Principles, with German and
English Text. Vol, 3. Charles Henning. 2.50

The "on Scientific Principles" indicates very clear-

ly the nature of these 3 volumes. They impress
one as being thorough violin instruction books, full

of well arranged exercises and airs. The "Master
is provided with an accompaniment, so as to substi-

tute for studies agreeable duets.

Practical Method of Italian Singing for

Contralto or Bass Voice. By Vaccai.
English Text by Barker. 1.50

This new edition is for Contralto or 5«hs Voice.

While the method is practical, it must also be quite

agreeable, HJnce, with the exerclMos and solfeggios

are Italian and Eiiglinh words, changing dry exer-

cises to pleasant songs.

AnnnEViATioNM.—Degrees of dlflicuILy are marked from

1 to 7. The key Is marked with a capital letter, as 0, B flat,

&c. A small lioman letter marks the highest note, if on

the staff, an Ualit:. letter the highest note, If above the staff.
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MAKCHES AND QUICKSTEPS
Daisy Dean Quickstep Farriugev
Forest Winds March Treuev
How can I leave thee March, . . BeUak-
Ingleside Quickstep EelUiJc

La Reve Quickstep. . . C C. Wentworth-
Lilians Higliland March Lorenz'
Midnight March Lelia-

Miner's Quickstep J. F. Holmes-
Parade March Helmsmuller-
Victory March O.J. Shaw.

TVALTZES.
Beautiful Bells Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-tiower Waltz Coote.

Days of Absence Waltz BeltaJc.

Dexter Waltz J. W. Turner.
Fairy Dell Waltz Belluk.
Ftiiry Footsteps Waltz C. Kinkel.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.
Frolic of the Frogs ^Yv^\.z. J. J.Watson.
Love in Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Engelbreclit.

Romeo and Juliet yv&\iz. A. Dishecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treuer.
Up in a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Strauss,
Wiener Bonbons Waltz Strauss.

POLKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. W. Warren.
Cally Polka Dodworth.
Gentle Annie Polka Bellak.
Kiss Polka .- T. Moelling.
Kiss me quick and go Polka . . . Bella];.

Water-Lily Polka Moelling.
Fairy Dell Pjolka Bellak.

MAZURKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.
Ballo in Maschera PolKa Mazurka.

ffelmsmuUer.
Couronne Mazurka W. Berge.
Holiday Schottish S. C. Foster.
Roclierche Polka Mazurka. . .

€' Fradel.
tummer Garlands Mazurka. ,E. Mack,
April Redowa E, Mack.

GALOPS.
Fire and Flame Galop J. S. Knight,
Helter Skelter Galop Carl Fauxt.
Hurly Burly Galop Carl Faust.
March Galop E. Mack,
Pickwick Galop J. W. Turner.
Koniping Galop ; C Kinkel.
Young Pupil's Sicond Galop.

F, H. Brown.

QUAIJRIELES,

Capt. Jinks Quadrille Pratt.
Elise Holt Quadrille Pratt,
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt.
Gorilla Quadrille G. S. Marriott.

DANCES AND AXES.

Bell goes ringing for Sarah.
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie,
Chook ! Chook 1

Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newporti
Pretty Jemima.
Racketty Jack,
Rollicking Rnms.
She's a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels on her Boot8<
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in the Park.

RONDOS, VARIATIONS, &c.

Alpine Bells Oesten.
Barcarolle (Theme de Weber). -Barwe^^.
Carnival of Venice. Var Bellak,
Chatelaine (La.) Leduc.
Dreams of tlie Past (Nocturne). yM^f/ier.

Dixie's Land Jean Mdnns,
Fisher's Hornpipe. Var. .. .L. Strack.
First Sorrow Schumann.
Harry's Music Box Warren,
Happy Farmer Schumann,
Home, Sweet Home. Var. J. H. Slack.
II Desiderio .H. Cramer.
Kitty Tirrell. Var Avgelo.
Last Rose ofSummer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E, Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen.
Slumber Son^ S. Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var. C Grobe,
Third Calisthenic Rondo lucho,
Traumerei (Reverift) Schumann.
Wandering Minstrels C C. Hunn,

FOUR-^AND PIECES.
Coral Schottish Kleber.
Her Bright Smile Waltz Bellak.
Mardi Gras Quadrille Schubert^
Rocking-Ohair Polka Bellak.
Signal March H. Kleber,

Winner's Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a co-ncise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of

playing without the aid of a teacherc Together with a large collection of the

popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation.

Winner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New School for the Cabinet Organ 75
Winner's New School for the Melodeon 75
Winner*s New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin 75
Winner's New School for the Flute 75
Winner's New School for the Accordeon.

. , 75
Winner's New School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New Scliool for the Fife , .,. 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet 75
Winner's N ew School lor the Flageolet 75

A collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music; of Songs, Duets, and Four-part
Tunes and Songs. Sacred, Social. Pathetic, Classical, Comic,— a great variety.
aIbo of Rondos, Variations, Polkas, Waltzes, Mazurkas, Marches, Four-Hand
Pieces, &c., all of which maybe Played on the Piano-forte or on Reed In-
struments. Price, in Boards, $2.50, in Cloth. $3.00, and Full Gilt, $4.00.
From the following attractive Table of Content.s, it will be an easy matter, at

any time, to extract matter for an Evening's Entertainment.

SONGS AND BALLADS.
A Motto for Every Man Hobson.
Annie's Winning Smile Blamphin.
Beautiful Days of the Past Banks.
Birds in the Night Sullivan.
Clochette Molloy,
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linley,
I'd choose to be a Daisy Buckley.
Pve brought thee an Ivy Leaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixley.
Love's Request, (German). . .Eeichardt.
Out in the Cold Emerson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumbert.
Pulling hard against the Stream . Hobson.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wlieel.^o6so7i.
Robin Red-breast Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotch) Moran
Sprhig and Autumn, (Italian).. Pej'wssi.
The Storm Hullah.
Strangers Yet Claribel,

Tender and True Lyle.
Tliree Fishers Hullah.
To Minona Spohr.
Wben the Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Schondorf,
Who's that Tapping New.
Won't you tell me why ? Claribel.
Castles in the Air (Scotch)
Beautiful Bells, with Chorus. . Wellman,
Old Folks at Home, with Chorus.

.

DUETS AND Q,UARTETS.
Chapel. Quartet Kreutzer.
He who is Upright. Quartet
O huah thee, my Babie. Quartet.

Sullivan.
Music in the Air. Quartet Root.
In the Starlight. Duet Glover,
Larboard Watch. Duet Williams.

COLLEGE SONGS. (Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-lunfc. — Guadeamus. — In-

teger.— Lauriger.— Lone Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw my
Leg Off.— Shool.—Vive la Oompagnie.
There was a Man.

SACRED SONGS, TUNES,
Q,UARTETS, &c.

Angels ever Bright Handel.
Cast tby Burden. Q't Bradbury.
Hark, I hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusalem the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. QH
O Paradise ! Q't Barnby.

OPERATIC,
Behold the Sabre Ofenhach.
Dites-lui Offenbach.
O Love Divine Offenbach.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedediah Thompson.
Ka-foozle-um Paid.
People will Talk Grannis.

Rhein Vine Sharley Leyhourne.
Yaller Gal Hernandez,

POLKAS.
All Right Andrante.
Light Step Brown.
One Heart, One Soul. Polka Ma-

zurka Straitss.
Picnic
Sweet Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa. Four hands.

Bellak.
Tag
Voice of Spring. Polka Redowa.

Fernald,

GALOPS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Jolly Brothers Rudik.
I cannot eing the Old Songs Mack.
Up and Away Faust,
Laurel Schotiisch Mack.

"WAIiTZES.
Artist Life Strauss.
Birthday Ball. Four hands Iiicho.

Boston Dip Knight.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . T%irner.
Guard's Waltzes. Four hands. i?HsseZ2.

Kunstler Leber Strauss.
Marriage Bells Strauss.
Meet and Chandon KrAght.
Morgenbliitter Strauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Strauss.
Roses Metre.
Sophie. Strauss.
Wine, Women, and Song Strazcss.

Q^UADRILLES.
Barbe-BIeue Lancers Knight.
Lj'^dia Thompson Pratt.
Grand Duchesse Lancers Knight.

PIANO-PORTE PIECES,
Convent Bells Spindler.
Golden Rain ( Nocturne) Cloy.
Old Hundred (Varied) Poulton.
Remember Me Brinkmann.
Scintilla Mazurka Goitschalk.
Shepherd Boy Wthon.
Stormy Night M'fck.
Will-o-the-Wisp Zungmann.
Overture to Poet and Peasant.

Four hands ^ Suppe.

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Bell goes ringing
for Sarah.— Chanson dn Regiment.

—

Come where my Love. — Drinking Song.
from Grand Dnchesse. — Fritz's Com-
plaint.— He's a Pal-o-mine.— P< tersdorf
March. Faust. — PifF-paff-pouff. — Sa-

bre Song. — 'Tis a famous Regiment.

—

Tommy Dorld. — Up in a Balloon.

—

Walking in the Park.— Where art the

Friends (March).

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK. .

KO CHOIR SHOULD BE "WITHOUT IT.

It is a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choirs to Select from, containing all the faniiliar

tunes and authenia which huve be*Mi surroundtd by dear and liallowed associatiun:< in all sections

of the country; with a new iuid attractive Biuging-school dipai tiiient bv Dr. Lowell Mason. It 13

a collection of nil the lime-honored religious music from the time of Billinijs down to the present^

which has become National, as associated with our Amer can Protestani Cliurdiea.

Containintj Onf. Thouftnnrl Sarren Hems.
A compendium of the choicest materials, by fivk niTNDRF:D EniToits; and cannot fail (0 fiH

completely the grcnt det^ideratnm of popular BOcial and ehurch ni'isic.

Price: $1.50. Per dozen, $13.50. A sample copy sent by mail, post} aid, on receipt o/theretau;
price.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTOHY OF"

Sg= Sent, Postpaid, on Heceipt of Retail Prices. ==^

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson' & Co. to collect in took-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. - Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Bach Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. E CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following twelve books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Library :
—

HOME CmCLE, VOL. I.

INSTRUMENTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easv pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as u

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $1.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL
OR,

fHS
IXSTRUilEXTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
S'OCAL.

5«lectcd by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

stitute the stajile of all concerts and other entertainments

conaiatingofOperalic Mu.sic. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$.1.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAL AifD INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, S4-00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most

salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, §3.00; full

gilt, for presents, §4.00.

Jtccentli/ added to tJie Hotne Circle Series^ A/iignst,

lS72f nialiing the '* haher's dozen y'' or 13 booTcsy

O^#^
OF STf?4

^Ss

Brouglit' out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of "Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

TOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to fonn the second volume. Price, in boards, §2.50

;

cloth, S3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF CERHAK SOHG.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTRUiVrEXTAL.

Similar to Vol. T., but is distinguished by the insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

92.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, §4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV.;

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popultir pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50 ; cloth, $3.00

;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of tlie best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the olyect being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible f|iiantitv of good mii-^ic for his money. The hooks that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers
;
and, where airs and short

pieces are iiiclnded, 12.5 to 160 iire in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Hundred Dollars. As it is,

' THE COMPLETE LIBRAHY MAY BE BOUGHT FOU THIRTY DOLLARS.
ScGOESTiON 1. • Xo letter present for a .Mii.^ical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No licttcr Wediling-Present than the whole Library.

" 3. No better aid to the entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for nse on the Piano or

Kccd-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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DwiGHT's JotIR?fAL OF MuSIC,
Published every otlifT Saturday

OLIVER, iDXrn&OlSL <Sc CO.,
277 Washington St.. Boston, Mass,

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.
I^TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $3.00 per annum;

delivered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, $25.00.
do four do do $15.00.

J. S. SPQONER, PRINTER, 4 PliOVINCE COURT.

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAItl^ UEVSEIt, Sinccessor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
Wo. sao Brnadwaj', Wcw York.

No branch house anywhere. 825—1 yr.

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
X.IFX! OF HAWnSI. [$2,001 ; of C/wpin. [$1.50];
ot Iie€i/ioven[i$2.00]; oi Mendelssohn [$1.75]; of Rossini
[$l"5]; of Mozart [$1.75]; of Schumann [SI. 75 ,

. .

tfo«scAott [$1.50]: of Weber [$1.7.-i]. These book, are
elegantly Sound and are charming biograiihies.

«.ETX1!US of il/enrfe(sso/m [$1.75]; ot Mozart. [1.75];
of JSeethomn fe2.0o] ; Potko's Reminiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These recorda of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interestnig. Finely bound, like the preceding.

Moore's Encyclopedia of Kfusic [$6.00] contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

eEMS OF CERnAW SOWC. 212 pages. The
very best German Songs, with German and English
Words. $2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 finely gilt
binding. ' "

XHE MUSIC.*! TREAS1TRE. 225 pages of
the most popuhir Vocal and Instrumental Music $2 50

in Boards; $S.OO in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

OLrSTEE DITSON & CO,, Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

Vlie MenilelxMolin <luintette Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sutKciently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, XHO.MAS RYAIT,
Rirector of ^ikCional Colleg'e of .Mujiic,

822 Xreniont Xeinple, BoNton, MaN«.

A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEMS of STRAUSS!
The publishers offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the
eye of the great composer, and containing his very best
works. It is embellislied with a line

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Artimt Cife.—Bine DannUe.--!narriag:e Bells.
Manhattan.—lOOl Kig:ht.<«.—^IVic^ner Bon-
bons.—Pizzicato.—'Wine, Women au<l

Songr.—;;Vew Annen.
and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

335 I^arg-e IVIasic Pag-es !

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably "all the fashion" the present
season.

—

Price, $2.50 in Boards ;
$;J.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely affected by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes.
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Has no Superior:

Our Church Music Book, Xlie j^tandard. $1.50.

Specimen copies sent, for the present, post-paid, $1.25.

OdVEB DIXSOM A: CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DCXSO^ & CO., :Wew York.

ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL
Fob Muei©.

Department for Musical Performance.
IJIHIS Institution, connected with the Royal Academy ol Arts, and having for its aim the higher musical culture, will

receive pupils of both se-ies on and after the Ist of October of the present year.
The instruction includes: Solo and Chorus Singing; (Herr Adolph Schllze); the various Orchestral Instruments;

a). Violin (Professor Joseph Jcvciim, Royal Concertmeister de Ahna, Kapellmeister Edvvahd Kappoldi). b). Viola
Kapellmeister Rappoldi), c). Violoncello (Hcrr W. Mueller), d). Contrabasso (Royal Kammermusikus Herr W.
STLRM). e). the V, ind Instruments (the Royal Kammei'musiker Herren Heinrich Gantexberg, Julius Liebeskind,

V "",''„
;
^™™;?'' '' ""'' ^^'''- W.EPRECHT); Quartet and Orchestra playing (Prof. J. Joachim, Director); Piano-

forte; (Professors Ernst Rudorff, H. Bar™. Music-Directors A. Dorn and Grab.^.n); Piano playing with other in-
struments (Prof. E. Rudorff,) Organ, (Piol; Haupt) ; Theory (Herr Be.vne HAERTEL.)-Pupil.. desiring further instruc-
tion in the art of Composition may, after passing exumination, also enter the Depart.ment for Musical Composition
and pKace themselves as they may choose, under the tuition either of Prof. Gbei,i„ Prof. Friedrich Kiel, or upperCourt Kapellmeister Taubert. •

"PP^'

It is made a principle, In the teaching of solo instruments, never to allow more than three pupils to play in the samehours lesson; lessons twice a week.—The pupils in the Singing Classes receive two full lessons per week in solo
singing, besides instruction in the Italian language and iu Declamation. The instruction in Piano playing and in Theory
18 obhgatory for all pupils.

i- j 6 ^ '-^"'i

Terms
: for pupils in the Singing Classes, 100 Thalers [$75] per annum; for pupils in the Instrumental Classes, 80Thalers, payable semi-annually in advance. Applications must be made in writing, postage prepaid, at the latest byhe day of the exaimnation tor entrance, which occurs on the 1st of October, at 9 a.m.. in the High School building, No

LfyTeTroltVd
'''''''''''^'"*'®"'''"^'^^

""= '*'''"""<* programme of the School

Berlin, August, 1872. 825^^ JOSEPH JOACHIM.

^m ^Xxm fm §mmhtv.

VOCAL.
50I'm fair Titania. (lo son Titania) . . Thomas.

O, light winged, happy Swallow. (Leggiaie
rondinel). Duet Thomas. 60

The Laugh of a Child. Quartet. I>r. Maurer. 3.5

The Answer Fossier. 30
The Myth " 30
Ave Maria. Trio. Soprano, Alto, Tenor.

Gilbert. 40
Have mercy. Lord on me. Quart«t . . . Deenm. 60
When the Milk goes round. Comic. Conolly. 30
Be sure you're right. Serio Comic Song.

Younker. 30
.Jeannette Tally. 30
Kissing at the Door " 30
Good Night to thee Bliss. 30
Baby's Garment,s. Song and Cho Gorham. 30
Hark! The Herald Angels sing. Anthem for
Christmas Wilson. 80

Do you remember? Song and Cho.. Webster. 35
I waited for the Twilight. Lithograph Title.

Albites. 40
Ah ! Were I but a flitting Bee Abt. 35
Kitty and Ben Webster. 30

DfSTEUMENTAL,

12 Beautiful Compositions of Concone. Se-
lected and Fingered by . . . G. D. Wilson, ea.

1 Le Euisseau.
2 Scherzetto.
3 Souvenir de L'Exile.
4 Tarantelle.
5 Simple History.
6 La Nacelle.

7 L'Elcgaute.
8 Crescendo.
9 Extase.
10 Esperance.
11 Nuit Mysterieuse.
12 Riant Eeveil.

30

12 Characteristic and pleasing Compositions
by Concone. Selected and Fingered by

Wilson.
1 LaFoileuse .30 7 Anxiete 30
2 Moissonneures. . .40 8 Reverie .30

3 Conte d'Enfant I 9 Eoude des Arch's. 30
4 Melancholic... ) 50 10 Marche Triump'e. 35
5 Papillons .30 11 L'Hirondelle 30
6 Deux Souvenirs. 30 12 Nuit Etoilee 30

Gottschalk Waltz Teresa Carrino. 75
At Rest. Notturno Chassaignac. 40
Oakwood Waltzes Mc. G. C. 30
Down in a Coal Mine. Waltz. Knight. 30
Birdie's Song. Nocturne Devlin. 35
Silver Ripples E. Mack. ea. 30
No. 3. Charming Lily Waltz.

4. Stariy Night Galop.
Galop Militaire. The Review Wand. 40
1001 Nights Waltzes. Violin & Piano.Sirawss. 75
Kuenstler Leben. (Artist Life) " " 75
Loreley Rhein-Klange. " " " 75
Life let us cherish. " " " 75

BOOKS.
Ge.ms of Strauss. A Collection of Waltzes,
Polkas, Quadrilles, &c. By Johann Strauss.

Boards,.S2.50
Cloth, 3.00

40 VocAX Exercises. .By Fincenzo Cirillo. 3.00
Practical Instruction for the Violin.
On Scientific Principles. With German and
English Text. Vol. 3. Charles Henning. 2.50

Practical Method of Italian Singing for
Contralto or Bass voice By Vaccai.

English Text by Barker. 1.50

Mdstc by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persons
at a distance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtiiiniug supplies. Rooks can aUo be sent at
double these rates.
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The chill - ing winds in vain do blow. As mer-ri- ly on we
Let mirth - ful song and glad- ness flow. As mer-ri- ly on wo
The chill - ing winds in vain may blow. As jner-ri-ly on wo
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1. Spring is here, Spring is here; List to voi -ces sweet and clear. Ringing far and ringing near; "Welcome,welcome Spring."
2. Spring is here; at her feet, Snow-diops, spread your carpet sweet; Ring your perfumed hells to greet Happy, happy Spring.
3. Spring is here ; o'er her head. Elms, your graceful arch - es spread ; Maples, bow your branches red ; Hail the queenly Spring.
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Shout, shout, sing, sing, Trees, your roy -al banners swing ; Wufbic brooks, and ech-ocs ring; "Welcome, welcome Spring.'
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Parables.

FROM GOETHE.
Poems are colored window glasses.

Loot into a church from the market square :

Nothing but gloom and darkness there !

Shrewd Sir Philistine sees things so :

Well may he narrow and captious grow,

Who all his life on the outside jjasses.

But come, now, and inside we'll go !

N"ow round the holy chapel gaze

;

'Tis all one many-colored blaze :

Story and emblem, a pictured maze.

Flash by you :

—
'tis a noble show.

Here feel as sons of God baptized.

With hearts exalted and surprised !

The sister Nine full earljr chose

To Psyche their poetic art

With patient method to impart.

Pure soul ! her most of song was prose !

Not thrillingly rang out her lyre

E'en in the fairest summer night

;

Till Love came by with look and fire,

And the whole course was learned outright.

J. s. D.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Reminiscences of Mendelssohn.

BY HIS ENGLISH PDPIL.

A quarter of a century has elapsed since the
death of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdt.
Each succeeding anniversary of this sad event
finds his name and his works in greater repute,

and any details of his life and character, both
as an artist and as a man, are eagerly sought for

as interesting not only to the musician, but to

the large body of amateurs, whose admiration
of the greatest composer since Beethoven is as

genuine as it is unbounded. Having for some
years (1832 to 1847) had the privilege of Men-
delssohn's friendship, and of constant and per-
sonal intercourse with him, I have been often
solicited to give some account of that period,
and I now venture to lay before my readers the
following slight sketch of the happiest portion
of my artistic life. I do so with the hope that
the interest of my subject may in some degree
excuse the many imperfections in the execution
of my task.

Before, however, commencing my observa-
tions upon Mendelssohn's life and works, it

may not be out of place briefly to glance at the
extraordinary progress that Music, both as a
Science and an Art, has made since the birth
of John Sebastian Bach, and to comment
upon the gradual succession of great men,
whose works and influence have raised them
far above all other composers of their time, and
who in a short space of one hundred and fifty

years have placed the Art of Music on a pedes-
tal quite equal to that of Painting and Poetry.
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, are
the five men to whom I would especially point
as having an undoubted right to the title of
"Kings of Music," and to their works and con-

sequent influence, the Art of Music is indebted

for the position it now occupies. If to these

names are added those of Welder, Schubert,

Spohr and Mendelssohn, there will be a total

of nine, and I do not think I shall be accused

of exaggeration if I assert that it is to these

nine great men that the world is indebted for

the greater part of the enjoyment and instruc-

tion that has been derived from the practice

of music since Bach first became known at the

commencement of the 18th century. If it is

asked why I name only nine great men, and why
all these should be selected from one nation ?

I would reply that, though in France, Cherubi-

ni, Auber, Herold, Adam; Berlioz have lived

;

though England has produced Purcell, Boyce,

Arne, Webb, Callcott, Wm. Ilorsley; though

Italy was as much the cradle of Music as of

Painting, and can boast, besides her glorious

church composers, of Kossini, Bellini, Donizetti,

Mercadante and others, and though even Ger-

many will never forget Gluck, Spontini, Meyer-

beer, Marschuer,*&c., yet these men great as

they were, have exclusively devoted themselves

to one style of composition ; in France, Ger-

many and Italy, to operatic music ; in Eng-
land to Church and Glee writing ; whereas the

nine I have selected apjilied themselves to, and
succeeded in every known form of musical com-
position, from the sublimest sacred works to

the lightest dance music. This great versatili-

ty therefore entitles them to more consideration

than those who have only been distinguished

in one branch of their art, and it is for this rea-

son that I would urge their claims to the high
position In which I conceive they should be
placed

;
and if it has happened that all these

nine men were from one nation, Bach, Handel,

Spohr, Mendelssohn from the North; Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and Weber, from
the South of Germany, it can only be replied

that Art has no country, and that musicians

must be judged by their works, and the power
they have asserted on the minds of their hear-

ers, without reference to the nation from which
they sprang. I should be far too long in ar-

riving at the immediate object of this paper, if

I allowed myself to dwell at any length on the

individuality of each of the nine composers
I have named ; but as it will be necessary to re-

late the extremely happy circumstances under
which Mendelssohn lived and worked, so will

it not be out of place to refer to the painful

struggles and diSiculties of at least five of his

compeers, the beauty of whose works may al-

most be said to be enhanced by the troubles

under which they were produced. John Se-

bastian Bach, by far the most scientific musi-

cian the world has yet seen, commenced his

career under the most painful circumstances.

His elder brother endeavored by every means to

quench his genius for music, and by denying
him light at the only period of the day which

* No mention, then of ScHDMANN? At least as worthy
of a place among the "nine," as Spobr I—Ed.

he could devote to self-instruction, laid the

foundation of an eye disease which ended in

total blindness. In addition to this, his world-

ly means were of the smallest, and the burden

of a very large family must have greatly added

to his pecuniary anxieties. In spite of these

obstacles he lived the most industrious of lives,

and not only produced the most incredible

number of works, all of which, be they large

or small, are immortal, but he educated five of

his sons to be most excellent musicians, and

thus proved his name to be a veritable ".Bac/f,

"

or stream, of the profoundest depth and clear-

ness.

Handel's early life was full of troubles. He
wandered from one Italian town to another

producing operas, and certainly making a name,

but it was not until after he was fifty years of

age that he struck out that path of Oratorio

writing which has made him immortal ; and

though at his death he left a large fortune, yet

even in England his losses caused him more
than one bankruptcy.

Haydn, to gain instruction, was compelled

to perform menial service for his first master

Porpora, who compelled him to black his boots

and brush his clothes in return for a very small

modicum of teaching; and even when in the

service of Prince Esterhazy, his position for

many years was little better than that of a

lacquey. The whole course of Mozakt's life

was beset with troubles. The Archbishop of

Salzburg, into whose service he entered at the

age of 16, seems to have delighted in plaguing

the composer's life with every species of petty

tyranny, and when at last he broke through his

toils, and as it were escaped to Vienna, his

greatness raised him up hosts of enemies, and
his good nature, his kindness in assisting others,

and his genial temperament and love of society,

brought him into so much pecuniary difficulty

that his funeral expenses had to be defrayed at

the cost of the parish in which he lived.

The saddest case of all, however, was that of

Beethoven. Although his father seems to

have been a very morose, hard-hearted man, yet

being himself a musician he soon discerned the

dawning genius of his son, and gave him every

facility for learning the first principles of his

art. At an early age he went to Vienna, studied

under Albrechtsberger and Haydn, and it was
pronounced by Mozart on hearing liim extem-

porize :
' 'The world will hear of that young

man." Each succeeding year proved the truth

of this prophecy; but towards 'the beginning of

1800 the dreadful malady of deafness com-

menced and increased daily, and for the last

twenty years of his life, till 1827,when he died,

Beethoven never heard a note of his music, and
excepting by the means of sight, was quite un-

able to conceive the effect his sublime inspira-

tions had on his hearers. So great a calamity is

unexampled in the annals of the Art, and if

anything could raise the opinion of such a

man's works, it would surely be the knowl-

-
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edge tliat in spite of tlie direst trial that could

befall a musician, his indomitable will, cour-

age and industry triumphed over a misfortune

which would have crushed many others, and

caused them to succumb to the evil, without

seeking a remedy for it in the exercise of the

talent entrusted to them.

Schubert during his life time appears to

have been known more as a song writer than as

a composer devoting himself to the higher

branches of his art. The last few years Iiow-

ever have proved the fallacy of this opinion,

and the resuscitation of Symphonies, Sonatas,

Quartets, Overtures, Operas, Masses, &c., has

proved beyond dispute the right of this great

man to the place he most deservedly occupies.

Webee's comparatively short life was sorely

tried by domestic troubles and constant sick-

ness caused by pulmonary disease, and yet he

struggled against both, and in all branches of

the art proved himself worthy of a high place

in the musical Walhalla. A similar jjosition

will surely be allotted to Spohe. I look for-

ward to the time when this truly great man's

works will be more appreciated than they arc

at present ; for not only as the greatest violinist

of his day, but as a composer of the utmost in-

dividuality (he may be said to have invented

the "Chromatic School" of writing) his works,

though excessively difficult to imitate, are most

worthy of study, being full of most lovely mel-

ody clothed in superb harmonies, in many in-

stances quite reaching sublimity.—I have now
at length arrived at the immediate subject of

this paper, and if I have been somewhat

lengthy in doing so, I trust that it will be re-

membered that my object was to show that a

musical succession of greatmen have been raised

up one after the other, during a period of a cen-

tury and a half ; that these great men have, so

to speak, kept the artistic faith "pure and un-

defiled" in spite of the greatest ditflculties, and

that ^Mendelssohn, a true disciple of Bach, Mo-

zart, and Beethoven, followed most worthily in

the glorious steps of his predecessors, and that at

any rate, for the present, he closes the list of

great composers, for in a cosmopolitan sense,

with his death and that of Spohr, the race be-

came extinct. Let it be hoped that the fiftieth

anniversary of this sad occurrence may find a

successor placed on the throne. Since 1847,

the interregnum continues.

It is by no means my design to attempt any-

thing approaching to a life of my friend and

master. Some day this will be written by far

more competent hands than mine. Various at-

tempts have already been made, but the most

valuable contribution exists in Mendelssohn's

own letters, one portion translated by Lady

Wallace, and the earlier account of his boy-

hood, recently published under the editorship

of his son, Dr. Carl MendcLssohn, Professor in

Heidelberg. It may suffice to state that Felix

Mesdei.ssohx BARTnoi-DT was bom in Ham-
burg, on Fcbruar}' 3d, 1800, and was the son

of an eminent banker in Berlin, and the grand-

son of MosesMcndel.ssohn,the celebrated Jewish

Philoso|)hcr. This learned man was po.sscssed

of verj- liberal opinion.s, aud caused his chil-

dren to be brought up In the Cliristian faith,

and consequently Felix's father wfts only of

Jewish descent, and in religion belonged to the

Lutheraa Church. I well recollect the old

man. He dined at my father's house at Ken-

sington, near London, at the time his son's rep-

utation was daily increasing. On being con-

gratulated on his son's success (this was after

"St. Paul" had appeared) I remember his say-

ing: "I am very unfortunate; I am the son of

a great man and the father of a great man ; I

really believe lam the man who, sitting between

two stools, has fallen to the ground." With
such parents (his mother was also a most excel-

lent person) no pains or expense were spared in

the education of their children. Felix had
every advantage that money and position could

procure. Moscheles, Berger and Hummel were

his pianoforte instiuctors. Zelter (Goethe's

friend and correspondent) undertook his musi-

cal and theoretical education; he learned Latin

and Greek so as to translate their classics ; he

exhibited great talent for drawing and to al-

most the last day of his life delighted in

sketching. My sister has in her possession a

drawing, from memory, of my father's house at

Kensiugton, which is wonderfully executed.

From the age of seven years he began to com-
pose, and although it may be a fair subject of

question as to the advisability of publishing his

early works, as has been done by Novello &
Co., yet they are so far interesting that they

show the extraordinary precocity of the boy, a

precocity only perhaps excelled by Mozart. But
Mozart had none of Mendelssohn's advantages

;

from his earliest years he was hawked about

England and France by his father for the pur-

pose of money making; whereas Mendelssohn,

although in many respects the idol of his fami-

ly, was always under the judicious control of

loving but sensible parents, who afforded their

son every opportunity for study and the im-

provement of his wonderful powers, without

heedlesslj' parading his gifts before a g'eneral

public, always prone to exaggerate youthful

talent, and to applaud the system of forcing a

genius, which, except in very few instances, is

more harmed than benefitted by the process.

In the summer of 1832 I saw Mendelssohn

for the first time. I was then a mere child

barely ten years old, but I well recollect the

occasion. My father's house was the rendez-

vous of all great artists both English and for-

eign, and invitations were immediately given

to all who either brought letters or were intro-

duced to my father by his numerous profes-

sional friends. My father liimself, the most

distinguished Glee writer and soundest musi-

cian that England has yet produced, was the

most genial host, and it is to his constant de-

sire to collect around him all that was good and

great in his own profession, as well as the

cream of the painters and literary men of the

time, that his children owed the privilege of

seeing all those whose genius aud talent so

largely contributed to the art piogress of Eng-

land since the commencement of the century.

Tims among the niu.sicians constantly at the

house, were Moscheles, Hummel, Pagvtnini,

Mendelssohn, S])oIir, Thalbcrg, Benedict, Sir

George Smart, Mr. Neat, Mrs. Anderson, and

many others; amongst the painters. Sir Augus-

tu.s Calcott (my mother's ancle). Sir Tliomas

Lawrence, F. R. A., Collin.?, Wilkie, Etty,

Redgrave, Mulready, WebHter, Stone, I>yc(;,

Sir W. Boxall, Uwins, &c. Our most intimate

friends in literature were Br. Rosen, the cele-

brated Oriental scholar, Carl Klingemann, Sec-

retary to the Hanoverian Embassy, Mr, H. F.

Chorley, Hogarth, &c., &c. ; and of engineer-

ing celebrities, we constantly saw the Brunels,

father and son, the latter having married in

1836 my oldest sister. Thus I may truly say

that I and my family were constantly surround-

ed by an atmosphere of art, literature and
science ; and to this fact is of course traceable

the great love of Music and Painting which

seems almost hereditary amongst us.

My father was always anxioua to promote

and to encourage our childish amusements, and

at Christmas we invariably had a performance

of a play written and acted by ourselves. 1

believe there are three of these pieces written

chiefly by myself, still in my mother's posses-

sion, but the last was the most ambitious of

all. It was a melodramatic Opera called the

"Magician." I wrote the w:ords of the songs

and the dialogue; my youngest sister, Sophy,

composed the music, and my brother John

Callcott Horsley, now a Royal Academician,

painted the scenes. Of my own performance as

a disciple of Grub Street, I recollect little or

nothing beyond a keen sense of having perpe-

trated fearful doggerel ; but I well remember

that tlie music, especially an Overture in B
minor, and some melodramatic interludes were

especially effective, and, knowing her great nat-

ural gifts, it has always been a source of regret

to me that my sister would never study the

theory of mupic. Had she done so, I am con-

vinced she would have ranked high amongst

the English female composers
;
(there are only

three that I am aware of. Miss Kate Loder,

Mrs. Tom Taylor and Miss Maceroni) ; for in ad-

dition to herundoubted creative talent, had She

chosen to improve it, she is by far the best am-

ateur pianist even now to be found in London.

My brother's scene painting was also much
praised on this occasion, and he has since am-

ply fulfilled all the promises of his youth by a

constant supply of most talented pictures, the

production of which has placed liim in a high

place amongst his fellow artists.

But what have all these family details to do

with Mendelssohn? In the summer musical

season of 1832 Mendelssohn arrived in London.

He had previously, I think in 1829, been for a

short time in the English metropolis, but it

was in 1832 that his music was first played, and

his magnificent Piano and Oi'gan playing first

became known to the British public. His

Overture to "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"

and his Concerto in G minor were produced

during this year, and the first concert at which

he appeared as a composer, a pianist and a

conductor, showed, as has been before stated,

that a legirimate successor to Beethoven had

appeared, to preach tlic true faith of real music.

During this season, the fii-st of many brilliant

ones of which Mendelssohn was the hero, he

several times visited my father's house. At
one of thest! visits the music of the "Magician"

was shown him, and as a great favor he begged

tliat a .S))ecial performance might be given. It

was then midsunnner, and the heat was very

great, but my father and mother immediately

gave their consent, and a grand performance

took place in exactly the sjime nianuer as at the

lirst production the previous Christmas. About

that time tlie Chevalier Neukomm, a talented
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man in every respect but music, but who imag-

ined himself a great composer, was deluging

London with second rate songs, the words

chiefly by Proctor, better known as Barry

Cornwall. Amongst these was one, worthless

as music, called ' 'King Death was a rare old

fellow." It occurred to my brother to paint

some scenes illustrative of the various incidents

imagined in this poem, and my youngest sister

represented the principal character in a manner

which proved she possessed considerable his-

trionic as well as musical talent. This repre-

sentation was given as an afterpiece to the

"Magician." Although I was a child at the

time, I never shall forget Mendelssohn's delight

at the performance both of the melodrama and

of the afterjiiece. It was a grand thing to wit-

ness the varied expression of his beautiful face

;

but the greatest treat of all was after supper,

when, the temporary stage having been cleared

away, he sat down to the grand piano and elec-

trified all by an extemporary performance on

the themes contained in my sister's music.

Such playing, such ingenuity, and such a dis-

play of marvellous musical memory, had never

been heard before, and yet it was only the first of

many similar and greater triumphs.

(To be CoDtinued.)

Goethe's Songs.

tFrom a Note to TraiislationB of "Select Minor Poems of
Goethe and Schiller." Boston, 1839.1

A song is but a breath. It came out whole,

just as it is, as much a mystery to the poet as

to any one. Its dress cannot be torn away from
its substance ; the rhythm, the tones, the color-

ing, the imagery, the very length or shortness

of it, are determined by a sort of inward neces-

sity—that nicer instinct, by which the soul, in

all its genuine productions, instantly chooses

out of Nature whatever will serve it for a lan-

guage. A song is a feeling which has found
utterance in a lieautiful form, and satisfied it-

self. The form is not the container of the

spirit of a soug; the form is thoroughly in-

stinct with the spirit, and, in fact, grew out of

it. The spirit, therefore, or essence of a lyric

piece cannot be transfused out of one form into

another. Imitation always fails, and would,
even if it were possible to efllect an e.xact literal

copy. The translator's only hope, then, is to

reproduce, to reoriginate, to repeat, as near as

may be, in himself, the very experience in

which the song first had its birth. . . .

Goethe's songs are all occitsi<in/il-poeva.s. They
are the poet's diary, written in beautiful em-
blems. A stanza, in itself apparently trifling,

a mere breath of melody, stands over more
than is fathomed at a glance. A deep back-
ground of real experience lies behind them all.

The mightier inward workings, whence these
drops of beauty are distilled, we do not see.

Similar experience, to which any hint is

enough, must be the key to their full meaning

;

and yet to all, more or less, they speak by their

mere melody, which, like the sweet wink of
Nature, tells us there is meaning, but never
tells how much. It is said to be one capital
secret of master-artists, that they ^ 'paint deep-^''

they lay on color over color, to produce one
simple color to the eye. In copying from Na-
ture, they paint more than the surface which is

seen, but also much beneath it, which is not
seen. Thus tlie deep blue sky, which looks so
real in the best landscapes, is, in fact, coat
upon coat of various colors, the blue last and
outermost. So sincere is all true Art ; it must
know something of the depths, before it can
eSectually copy the shows of Nature. Such
pictures, like Nature herself, present an inex-
haustible novelty and depth ; for both are liv-

ing creations of the spirit, and not vulgar man-
ufactures. The same thing holds not of

Painting alone, but of all Art—poetry, litera-

ture, and whatever pretends to creative genius.

The superficial, over-refined literature of the

day may be said to want reality and back-
git>und ; it tells all that is meant, and more,
and so wants the look of life. In the works of

genius, what is written is but the sign of vast-

ly more, concealed, which cannot be spoken.
It is eminently so with Goethe. A long study
of the whole man—not a criticising, but a sim-

ple and trustful study—finally makes every

little rhymed trifle interesting, as unaccounta-
bly so as the favorite tunes of boyhood. One
is surprised, looking over his works, that he
should have preserved, with such avaricious

fondness, scraps and trifles of every sort, which
to the indifferent reader stand for nothing. He
seems to have cherished every line left from his

pen, as if they were his children. The fact is,

these lines are all realities. One who has long
read Goethe, reads with perfect confidence that

everything he finds, however minute, is some-
thing real and significant, or it would not have
been there.

The habit of embodying all his experiences
in emblems, of turning his life into poetry,

joys and glooms alike,—redeeming the former
from their transitoriness, to shiue as ideal stars

above him, cheering his Present with the best
of the Past,—converting the latter into tri-

umphs, making the memory of sorrows sweet,

seems to have been his strong tendency from
childhood. His mother wrote of him,* "My
son has said, that when anything lies heavy on
us, we must work it off ; and tliat whenever he
has had a sorrow, he has got a song out of it."

Poetry was his life. He saw, as soon as he
turned himself to writing his own biography,
that poetrj' is by no means the least real part

of history, and that, in fact, it is the imagina-
tion which writes histories ; and he entitled his

Memoirs "Fiction and Truth out of my Life"—Dichtung mid Wahrheit aus meinem Leben.

Here we have the great charm of Goethe's
songs, as well as of all he wrote. It is the
poetry of experience ; the poetry of every-
day life; the poetry of the Present, and of

memory and hope as part of the actual Pres-
ent. Hence their freshness and reality.

Hence the author's own fondness for them

:

if he does not love them, who should ?

A true song the poet feels to be no property or
manufacture of his ; he receives it gratefuUj- as

a gift, as it springs from his own wondering
brain, and he hastens with eager joy to impart
it to his fellows.

Trusting his own experience in this way, and
living in the Now, in full faith that it is good,
because it U, he, more than almost any man,
solved the great problem of finding the Ideal

in the Actual. Total occupation of himself,

heart and soul, in the object nearest him,—liv-

ing ill it, and identifjdng himself with it for

the time,—left no room for sick yearnings,

made each little sphere a world, each moment
an eternity. This is evidently wliat he meant
by "living in the Whole," by finding "All in

One, and One in All." It seems to have been
his mission, like Wordsworth's to reveal to us
the ])oetry of this very world around us, and to

present us with fresh flowers of poetry, of no
hot-house growth, but from the true soil of

Nature, our common inheritance—beautiful

witnesses and pledges of life's highermeanings,
which preach to man that here or nowhere is

his heaven ; that here grow the flowers of Para-
dise. Wordsworth's nature, however, seems
often too intentional ; in him the reflecting plii-

losopher predominates often over the simple
bard. In Goethe it is Nature herself who
speaks.

This habit of living in the Present with such
a child's interest easily explains the "many-
sidedness" of the mind, which shows itself in

the wonderful variety of these little poems, as

in his whole life. Each song is an imbodied
mood, a little world in itself ; and from one to

another we pass, as it were, into a new being,

* Goethe's BriefwficTisct mit eitiem Kind, [Correspon-
dence with a Child,] Vol. i. p. 53.

into the atmosphere of another mind. Nor is

it easy for the genial reader to admit the com-
mon remark, wlucli attributes all this to the ar-

tiUieal habits of the man, as if he viewed each
thing, each human interest, nay, each inward
feeling, only -with the aesthetic sense of an ar-

tist, seeking to represent it as it is, himself
coolly above all interest in any thing. On the
contrary, he will imagine that this was the
most natural thing in the world with Goethe,
and that a hearty interest in all things—such
true interest in one thing always sending the
mind with fresh interest to another—was the
secret of his Art. It has been said that he let

his Art correct his inspiration, when his inspi-

ration sliould have corrected his Art. It were
simjjler to suppose that his Art wa^ his inspira-

tion.

As it regards outward form and beauty, these
pieces are distinguished for the characteristic

above named, as essential to a true lyric, name-
ly, that perfect identity of form and sul^stance,

so that one cannot be lost without the other.

Some of them remind us of the songs of Sliaks-

peare, by their simplicity of sentiment, by the
small quantity of thought in them, and the
strange charm with which they haunt us not-

withstanding—wild ^olian harp snatches,

which melt into air, while the hearer translates

them into words. His love-songs, by their ten-

derness, whether gaj' or sad, and their sincere

depth, which seems unwillingly betrayed, win
us to their mood, like those of Burns. They
are among the best poems for music of modern
times, and are the favorite themes of German
composers. Zelter, particularly, composed a
great part of Goethe's Songs and Ballads, and
entered warmly into their spirit. They dis-

cussed principles of Art and worked together,

the Muses of Poesy and Harmony presiding
over their joint labors. Far more completely
have Goethe's songs and ballads yielded up
their essential music to such inspired tone-poets
as Schubert, Schumann, Robert Franz. To
such music the translator has been sometimes
not a little indebted. The verbal form seemed
to defy translation ; but being held some time
in solution in this subtler element of music, it

shaped itself again in his own language more
readily. Walking about with the melody ring-

ing through him, while he pondered the senti-

ment, a literal imitation came out in a manner
quite spontaneous and unmechanical.

In point of diction, their style is the absence
of all style. There is never a word too much

;

and those used so completely answer the end,
that one cannot imagine others in their place,

or that there could have been any choice of

words. Brief, definite, simple, and transpa-
rent, they just transmit to you the mood or sen-

timent, while of the words themselves you nev-
er think. The verses "To tJie Moon''' are a good
instance ; the thoughts, images, and words,
are of the simplest, but the verses seem steeped
in moonlight,—they are an embodied sensa-

tion.

But all this is better said in Mr. Carlyle's

preface to the fourth volume of his "German
Romance."

"Goethe is nowhere more entirely original,

more fascinating, more indescribable, than in

his smaller poems. One quality which very
generally marks them, particularly those of a
later date, is their peculiar expressiveness, their

fulness of meaning. A single thing is said,

and a thousand things are indicated. They
are spells which cleave to our memory, and by
which we summon beautiful spirits from the
vasty deep of thought. Often, at the first as-

pect, they appear commonplace, or altogether
destitute of significance ; we look at the lines

on the canvas, and they seem careless dashes,

mere random strokes representing nothing, save

the caprice of their author; we change our
place, w^e shift and shift, till we find the right

point of view ; and all at once a fair figure

starts into being, encircled with graces and
light charms, and bj' its witcheries attracting

heart and mind. In his songs, he recalls to ns
those of Shakspeare ; they are not speeches, but
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musical tones ; the sentiment is not stated in

logical sequences, but povired forth in fitful

and fantastic suggestions ; they are the wild

wood-notes of the "nightingale ; they are to be

sung, not said." J. s. d.

ScliTunann's Overture, "Genoveva."

[To the Editor of the London "Musical World."]

Sir,—This orerture, to the only opera which

Schumann ctct attempted, was composed in the

year 1847, and stands as Opus 81 in the catalogue of

his works. It is not huilt upon the themes of the

opera, like those of Don Giovanni, Der Frcisclnietz,

UllUam Tell or Leonora (indeed it was completed

before the opera itself was begun), but appears to he

an attempt to portray the general spirit of the story,

more after the model of Beethoven's overtures to

Egmont and Fidelia. Tlie story is one wlueh, in

some form or other, exists in almost everj' nation

and language. Genoveva is married to a knight,

who is compelled to leave her and go to the wars.

They are tenderly attached. His absence is taken

advantage of by a friend to attempt the ruin of the

wife. Failing in this, he has recourse to lies, and

accuses Genoveva to her husband of infidelity. The
husband, furious, orders her to be turned out of her

castle, and left to perish in the woods. Here their

cliild is born, and nourished by a doe. The hus-

band returns, and whde hunting in the forest en-

counters first the child and then his wife ; an expla-

nation takes place, and Genoveva is restored to her

home and happiness.

In what measure this story of passion and distress

is reflected in Schumann's music every hearer will

judge for himself To me the sombre Introduction,

with its sharp dissonances and plaintive violin fig-

ure, well expresses the inconsolable grief of Geno-

veva in her lonely banishment ; while the Allegro,

in the restless unhappiness of its principal subject

—

the cheerful melody given out by the horns, and re-

peated by the flutes, oboes and clarinets—the charm-

ing second subject—the sudden and striking changes

of key, and the exulting joy of the conclusion, re-

flect forcibly the anguish of the innocent sufferer,

her occasional gleams of hope, and her final triumph-

ant return to her former happiness. The overture

abounds with fine points, and is a truly original and
characteristic work. A. M.

A Card from Mr. Charles Mathe'ws.

Sni,
—

"V^ill you oblige me by giving publicity to

the following note, which explains itself? I am, sir,

your obedient servant,

Gaiety Theatre, Oct. 13. C. J. Mathews.

" Mr. Charles Mathews presents his compliments to the

whole human race, and begs to state that, much as he loves

llis fellow-creatures, he finds it impossible to provide for the
necessities of even the small population of London alone.

The enermous number of applications for assistance he
daily receives, chiefly from total strangers, makes it neces-
sary for him to apologize for not entirely supporting the
applicants and their families; and it is with shame he is ob-

liged to confess himself unable to aocompiish so desirable

an object. He has had quite enough to do to light through
his own difiBculties. and has been and is still laboring at a
time of life when many men would be glad to be sitting

quietly by their firesides, in the hope of acquiring a small
independence for his old age, which endeavor would be
completely frustrated were he to devote all his hard earned
savings to the necessities of others. He hereby declares,
upon his oath, that though he has lately tnavelled thousands
of miles, and met with all the success he could wish, and is

at the present moment basking in the sunshine of public
favor, he is not a millionaire; and though warmly attached
to his species in the plural, he has at last learnt to value it

in the singular—his specie having become equally dear to
him. It id not that he * loves Ca^Har less but that he loves
Borne more.' He admits the force of the old quotation

:

* Baud ignara mali mlseris succurrcre disco.' but he offers

this new translation: ' Having so long suffered distress of
his own. he ha.s learnt—though rather late—to feel for the
necessities of the one who is most In want of assistance

—

namely, binuclf I'
"

Prince Juri 'George i Galizyn.*

VIUM IMI'EN1>ERE VEKO.

Prince Jari Xikolcjewilseh Galizj'n, who died,

last Septeruber, in St. Petersburg, and wa-s known
by the concerts he gave, with a company of Russian

singers, in Germany, England, and America, was
descended from an ohi Boyard family, which .spreads

over all Rus.sia, and to which belonged I'rince Was-
Bili Galizyn, mini.ster of the Zarewna Sophia;
Prince Eori.'i Galizyn, tutor of Peter I., the first

Rnssian Senators, members of Peter I.'a Superior
Privy Council, Generaj-Admiral.s, and Amba.%.s/idor.s.

In the time of Lipin.ski and Boehm, lii.s fatlicr. Prince

* From the Xeue Berliner Musikzcitung.

Nikolai Borissowitsch, was (up to the age.of thirty)

a zealous and skilful member of the Quartet Society

in St. Petersburg. It was in his house that Lipin-

ski tried the E flat major Quartet which Beethoven
dedicated to the Prince, after Franz Boehm had given

it up as something impossible to play ; Lipinski, on
the other hand, was ravished, and entranced with it.

The Prince gave more than four hundred concerts.

He was a fanatico per la mnnica. His comprehension
of Beethoven was not profound ; the great thing for

him was taking a part in the performance
;
playing

;

playing a great deal ; consequently he performed at

very many concerts, all over Russia, especially in

Charkow and Tambow, though he was not such a

master on his instrviment as Count WieDiorski.

This Prince died some years ago. He perceived

very soon a decided taste for music in his son.

That son. Prince Juri, who had as much embonpoint

as Lablache, merely pursued music as a dilettante,

and till the latter years of his life, if indeed, at all,

did not study it theoretically. He was never mas-

ter of a large fortune, because his father, in his

character of a Mecajnas, had greatly diminished the

hereditary property, or, probably, spent it entirely.

It may be mentioned that his father paid the price

fixed by Beethoven for the three Quartets (in B
flat, m A, and in E flat, Op. 130, Op. 132, and Op.

127). which he commissioned Beethoven to write

("which he had ordered" is a detestable expression)

and dedicate to him ; but he paid only a part to

Beethoven himself, and the remainder to his heirs.

Prince Juri lived, as was the custom of those of

his own rank and age, carelessly from day to day,

and it was not till his fortune was completely dissi-

pated that he came before the public as a conductor,

at the head of a number of Russian singers whom he
had collected and trained. For spreading Russian
compositions far and wide abroad, he is undoubtedly
entitled to high credit. In the important musical

library inherited from his father are Beethoven's
three Quartets in manuscript (small quarto, in

parts, not in score), with corrections in the compo-
ser's hand. The latter have been transferred to the

plates. The overture for the Weilie des Hauses, Op.
124, was also dedicated to the father. It is in no
way true that Prince Juri was deserted by his

nearest relatives as our Press asserted ; it is by no
means true that he sacrificed his property for

others ; he simply e.xpended too much of it in keep-

ing up great show and magnificence as Marshal of

the Nobility at Tambow. I knew both the father

and the son for thirty years, and cultivated music a

great deal with the former ; I am, therefore, in a

position to affirm that neither understood much of

Beethoven. Beethoven's Violoncello Sonatas, Op.

102, especially, were beyond the father's comprehen-
sion. Prince Boris played in very poor style, and
for reasons easily imagined, unwillingly, the Quar-

tets dedicated tohim by Beethoven. They were too

difficult for him :
" C'est mal doigte," he would fre-

quently say ;
" C'est tres-incommode," he always

said. Never at any period did Prince Boris, or his

son, an amiable and aft'able man, exert any influence

upon musical matters. They were contented with

the character of Mectenases at home, and figuring

everlastingly as executants.

The Voice ( GoIoh), the paper enjoying the largest

circulation in St. Petersburgh, publishes the follow-

ing not uninteresting particulars concerning Prince

Juri :
—" It was abroad that the Prince entered upon

an artistic career. A report circulated among us

here that a Russian Prince, whose name was not

mentioned, had, horribilc dictu ! appeared in public,

conducting-stick in hand. People attached but
small credence to the report. The more astounded
were they, therefore, when, one daj', monster post-

ers announced, very seriously, a concert to be given

by the Prince in Pawlowsk (the KroU's of St. Peters-

burgh). The public besieged the railway station
;

train after train was despatched to Pawlosk, where
all the ' high life' of St. Petersburgh had assembled.

The beat places at Vauxhall were filled by ladies be-

Icjnging to the first society, and by old gentlemen,
from whose foreheads the clouds of state cares had
only just disapiieared ; the sides of the hall contained

the flower of the infantry, and cavalry officers of the

Guard leaning upon thfcir swords. English and
French phrases jostled and conmiingled with each

other :
' Mais, comment ? He, the member of an

ancient princely family ! Voila ou nous en somuies,

mcsdames ! Shocking! Very shocking, sir!'

—

Grey-haired old ladies shook their heads, and grey-
haired old gentlemen laughed deriBively ; the j'oung

ladies seemed astonished ; tlie young officers tried

to twirl their moustachioes in embryo. There ap-

peared upon the stage a portly, corjinlent mini, with

the 'head of an Assyrian king,' as HerzHO admira.

bly expressed it. He made a slight obeisance to the
public. The applause was rather shy. The chorus
burst forth, under the Prince's conducting-stick,
Avielded impetuously by the Prince. The debut did

not produce a furore ; the audience had not assem-
bled in such numbers to hear the ' chansons russes,'

but to see a chorus conducted by a genuine Russian
Prince ! a Prince whose genealogical tree formed
a part of Russian history from the earliest times.

What puzzled them most was the category under
which the occurrence was to be ranged. They
thought of nihilism, a disease then prevalent every-
wdiere, and now simply ridiculous ; but the conduc-
tor's high and aristocratic bearing, which clung to

him all through his life, did not agree ndth this

theory. They thought of want of money, but it

could not well be that ; with the Prince's family
connections, he might, supposing him incapable of

really doing anything, which was not the case, have
obtained some appointment with nothing at all to

do, which would have raised him above want. The
audience decided in favor of the Prince's passionate
fondness for music ; but there was nothing so very
reprehensible about this, and they wanted to lay
some kind of transgression to the charge of one who
had thus wounded aristocratic pride. ' High life

'

was most dissatisfied at the sympathy which the
event found among the general public. After much
debating, it was decided that the Prince's eccentrici-

ty, and his yearning for popularity, had induced
him to take such a step. There was some truth in

this. Amidst the colorless society to which he be-

longed, he was distinguished all his life for decided
originality and energy, which latter, unfortunately,
was not invariably devoted to a proper object ; for a

tendency towards the grandiose in outward things,

while the other members of his own class were con-

tented with emptj' splendor and the strict practice

of traditional customs. It is certain that the Prince
was no ordinary man. The light-heartedness with
which he went through some most difficult moments
of his eventful life really borders upon geniality.

More than once did Fortune raise him above his dif-

ficulties, and more than once did he stand upon the

brink of ruin. Out of a luxurious carriage with
powdered lackeys did the Prince step into the pris-

on for debt in London. One day he would give a

dinner fit for Sardanapalus, and, the next, he would
have nothing to eat. He mixed in every rank of so-

cial life, and was acquainted with every kind of pri-

vation, to which he was continually being reduced
by his carelessness for the morrow. His entire ex-

istence w^as one series of obstacles over which he
triumphed, simply to become again involved. He
was made up of contradictions. His efforts to gain
money equalled his extravagance. Kind by nature,

he often did wrong, and then repented and confessed

his fault. Brought up among those who possess no
notion of genuine nationality (?), the Prince was, to

the last, a man of the people (?), a true Russian,

with all the good and all the bad qualities of such an
individual. He knew very well that he possessed

more enemies than friends, and blamed no one for

this but himseh. He never concealed his faults, and
listened quietly to reproaches, in which neither

friend nor foe were ever deficient. One thing, how-
ever, is incomprehensible, and that is how it was
that, with the energy of which he gave such fre-

quent proofs, he never would combat against him-
self. ' I have no worse enemy than myself,' he used

to say. AVe cannot attribute everything to the cir-

cumstances in which he was placed ; but, under dif-

ferent circumstances, he would have been a different

man. Nature had not behaved like a stepmother in

her gifts to him ; led astray, when young, he could

not succeed for a long time in finding the right

path, on which he did not enter until nearly the

close of his life. The lost time, however, was not

to be recovered, and for that reason it is not likely

that the Prince will ever hold a place of honor in

the history of the development of Russian art."

Other organs of the Russian press, which derive

their information from the Memoirs he has left, tell

us that the Prince was brought up in the corps of

Imperial Pages, and for mere amusement taught his

comrades choral singing, as he afterwards taught

others as a serious means of subsistence. In Lon-

don it was from the prison for debt that he went to

conduct his concerts, returning to prison after he

had finished (onducting, and being accompanied

both to and fro by a policeman (?).* In America he

did not make money ; the principal sphere of his

efforts in Russia was at the concerts of the Zoologi-

cal Gardens, Moscow, where he was iiopiilar, which

was not the case in St. Petersburgh. Only once, we

» This ("?") is mine; the others belong to the original

Russian article quoted by ilcrr von Lonz.—ThaNSLATOK.
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are told in his Memoirs, did he burst into tears over

his misfortunes. In London he set his colleagues

against him by his aristocratic bearing. At one

concert he gave the signal for beginning the over-

ture to Zmiipa, and the orchestra obeyed by burst-

ing out into a horrible medley : they were playing

from the parts of a number of different operas, which

had been substituted for the proper ones. The pnb-

lic hooted and jeered, the speculator cried off his

bargain, and the Prince 'stood alone in the great for-

eign capital, not even able to speak with fluency the

lano-uage of the country.—In our opinion it was

simply the wish to show'himself and be talked about

which brought the Prince before the public
;
he de-

served a better fate, and was not without natural

o-ifts. W. VON Lenz.

—Land. Musical World.

New York, Nov. 21.—As I have already taken a

large allowance of your space, I will restrict myself

to a brief record of the concerts which have been

o-iven since the date of my last letter. Last week

Mr. Gran gave us three soirees of chamber music

and one matinee. Messrs. Rubinstein and Wieniaw-

ski were assisted in these concerts by Mr. F. Berg-

ner, Mr. Matzka, Mr. GofFrie and others. Mile.

Liebhart was the vocalist. The concerts were

given at Steinway Hall, and, although the auditori-

um was too large for chamber music, a small room

would not have contained the audience, which was

uniformly good both in number and kind. The

first soiree (Nov. 12th), opened with Mendelssohn's

trio in C minor, played by Rubinstein, Wieniawski

and Bergner. Then Mile. Liebhart sang one of

Mendelssohn's songs, which was followed by a

Beethoven Quartet for two violins, viola and 'cello,

played by Messrs. Wieniawski, Matzka, Goffrie and

Bergner. Mile. Liebhart then gave us a Cradle

Song by Taubert, and a bright little melody by

Schubert. Hummel's celebrated Septet in D minor

ended the programme. It was played by Messrs.

Rubinstein, Rietzel, Ohlemann, Lotze, Goffrie,

Bergner and Raeder.

I give, below, the instrumental pieces played at

the succeeding concerts in the order in which they

came.

^ov. 13. Quintet, E flat, Schumann ; Rubinstein,

Wieniawski, Loewenberg, Goffrie, Bergner. Quin-

tet, B flat, Mendelssohn ; Messrs Wieniawski, Loew-

enberg, Goffrie, Matzka, Bergner. Trio, B flat,

Beethoven; Messrs. Rubinstein, Wieniawski and

Bergner.

Nov. 15. Trio, B flat, Schubert. Anton Rubinstein,

Wieniawski, I". Bergner. Quartet, Haydn, Messrs.

Wieniawski, Matzka, Goffrie, Bergner. Trio, G
minor, Rubinstein ; Anton Rubinstein, Henri Wien-

iawski, F. Bergner.

iVbii. 16. Quartet, E flat, Schumann; Rubinstein,

Wieniawski, Goffrie, Bergner. Quintet, G minor,

Mozart ; Messrs. Wieniawski, Loewenberg, Goflrie,

Matzka, Bergner. Trio, B flat, Rubinstein ; Anton

Rubinstein, Henry Wieniawski, F. Bergner.

There is nothing in our concert record to equal

these soirees in the classical character of their pro-

grammes and the talent of the performers.

One addition has been made to the repertoire at

the Opera ; namely : Les Huguenots, which was per-

formed last night for the first time this season, with

Mnie. Pauline Lucca as Valentine. The morning

papers speak highly of her singing, although they

give but faint praise to the other performers. In

fact the Italian Opera is generally acknowledged to

be a dismal failure, and there are predictions that

the management will have to retire ingloriously

from the .field at the close of the present season.

At the first Philharmonic Concert, which took

place on Saturday evening, Nov. 16th, the following

orchestral pieces were performed ; Overture to

"Tannhaeuser,"Wagner ; Overtm-e, Prinzessin "Isle.''

Erdmannsdorfer ; Symphony, No. 1, Beethoven.

Anton Rubinstein was the soloist and played, first,

his favorite Concerto in D minor ; his other selec-

tion being Chopin's "Preludes" Liszt's "Erl King,"

and, for encore, the march from Beethoven's "Ruins

of Athens." A. A. o.

Dec. 1.—Mr. S. B. Mills and Dr. Leopold D^ui-

RoscH have given two very agreeable chamber con-

certs at Steinway's smaller hall ; and it must have

been gratifying for the artists to see the room so

well filled with people whose musical culture was

evinced by the manner in which every nice point

or fine turn of expression made by the performer

was appreciated and applauded. At the first con-

cart, Nov. 21, they were assisted by Mile. Anna

Drasdil, contralto (from London), and by Mr. F.

Bergner, whose presence is almost a necessary thing

when chamber-music is to be played here. Beetho-

ven's Sonata in G, op. 96, for piano and violin,

opened the programme, and received a masterly in-

terpretation at the hands of Mr. Mills and Dr. Dam-

rosch. The former displayed to perfection the

beautiful legato style which Beethoven's music re-

quires, and though his playing was at times a little

cold, no other fault could be found by the most

critical. Dr. Damrosch is an admirable violinist,

severely classical in style as well as graceftd and

poetic. He makes no claim to virtuosity, but his

facility of execution, particularly in polyphonic pas-

sages, is remarkable. His soli were a Prelude (in

E) by J. S. Bach, and an Adagio by Spohr, which

brought an encore. Mr. Mills played Chopin's

Scherzo, op. 20, which was also encored.

Miss Anna Dkasdil made decidedly a favorable im-

pression. Her voice is a deep, clear contralto of

great power, and somewhat metallic in timbre. Her

phrasing is very fine, and she has evidently studied

to great advantage. Her selections were F. Hiller's

beautifiil "Prayer" and Mendelssohn's "Herbstlied".

The first piece was so well sung that it had to be

repeated, and, being recalled after the "Herbstlied,"

she sang another German Ijied.

The concert ended with a very noisy and uninter-

resting trio, by C. Frank, (F-sharp minor), which

did something to obliterate the pleasant impression

made by the other selections.

The second soiree came on Thursday evening,

Dec. 5, the instrumental artists being the same as

before, while the place of the vocalist was taken by

Mr. Geo. A. Dennison. Joachim Raft''s Sonata in

G minor, op. 129, for piano and violin, was first on

the programme. Then Mr. Dennison sang Schu-

bert's "Wanderer." His voice is a very fair bari-

tone, but lacks cultivation, and his singing was

somewhat labored.

Mr, Mills followed with a splendid interpretation

of Schumann's Iidermezzi, op. 4, 2nd book, revealing

clearlj- the strange beauty of this wierd and wonder-

ful tone-poem. On being encored he gave one of

Chopin's Noelurnes. The next piece was an Adagio

for Violin by Mozart, played by Dr. Damrosch.

This brought an encore, to which Dr. Damrosch re-

sponded with a transcription for the violin, (his own
I believe) of Chojiin's waltz in D flat. This was in-

deed gratifying, inasmuch as Chopin carefully avoid-

ed writing for any thing but the piano, and many
of his pieces sound infinitely better on some other

instrument. I have already heard one of his fune-

ral marches "played on to a flute" (!), and^have no

doubt that some enterprising musician will give us

the Adagio of the second Concerto on the cornet a

piston.

Mr. Dennison sang Beethoven's "Adelaide," and

the concert ended with the quaint and beautiful

Trio, in E flat, op. 70, by the same composer, play-

ed by Mr. Mills, Dr. Damrosch and Mr. F. Bergner.

AU three of the instruments were nicely handled

and the performance was as good as could be de-

sired. These soirees have already taken very high

rank, to which they are entitled by the excellence

of the programmes as well as by the distinction of

the artists.

The Brooklyn Philharmonic Society gave their

first concert for the season at the Brooklyn Acade-

my of Music, on Saturday evening, Nov. 30, Beet-

hoven's Fifth Symphony was performed by an ex-

cellent orchestra under Carl Bergmann. The other

orchestral selections were Gluck's "Iphigenia in

Aulis" Overture, and Liszt's "Mazeppa." Miss Kel-

logg was the vocalist and sang the "Letter Aria"

from Don Giovanni remarkably well. Also a scena

from Lucia di Lammermoor. Miss Mehlig, at the

piano, played Schumann's great Concerto, and a

Rhapsodic, by Liszt. Her performance was very ef-

fective. The audience was a large and brilliant

one and the prospects are good for a successfnl sea-

son. A. a. c.

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.—We have had an unbro-

ken chain of highly enjoyable musical entertain-

ments. Mr. Wolfsohn's second orchestral matinee,

which took place at Horticultural Hall last Satur-

day afternoon, being the first in order, let me briefly

review it.

Haydn's sprightly little "Surprise" Symphony
was the main feature, and it was delightfully played.

The lights and shades were well marked, and the

expression carefully observed. The Andante (in C
major) was especially to be admired for the precis-

ion and crispness that it so essentially requires.

The only other pieces given us of any moment
were Nesvabda's clever arrangement of "Lorelei,"

and a saxophone solo by Mr. Lefebre. On Tuesday

the 19th, Theodore Thomas began a series of six

concerts. The Overture to Cherubini's "Water-

Carrier" and Weber's "Oberon" Overtures were most

faithfully rendered. But the "Brook Scene" in the

Pastoral Symphony was the highest exemplifica-

tion of absolutely perfect orchestral playing I ever

heard ; the executive powers of every performer

seemed for the time being to be completely govern-

ed by the will and sentiment of the conductor, and

hence the result I described. Mr. Osgood made his

first appearance n'ith an aria from " Belmonte und

Constanze," and for encore Schubert's "Serenade."

In Part II. he sang four songs of Schumann and in

"Up from my tears" he displayed most excellent

qualities as a singer ; but his voice lacks power, and

is quite limited in compass. Nevertheless he sings

honestly and clearly. Miss Mehlig was warml}'

welcomed on her appearing ; she gave us a Ballade

of Chopin's. Mr. Jacobsohn, the new violinist, se-

lected for his debut here the Andante and Finale

of Mendelssohn's Concerto, op. 64 ; but he did not

give the opening with enough certainty and vigor

;

yet in the closing movement he exhibited consider-

able sentiment and refinement.

The majestic Seventh Symijhony of Beethoven

was the attraction at Wednesday's concert. The
whole work was given to us without a flaw in the

spirit or act of presentation. The "Scherzo" was

superb. Mr. Osgood sang "Comfort ye," and "Ev'ry

valley." I do not think his performance of the air

was entirely happy ; his main difficulty appears to

be that he can not hold his breath for any time, and

this marred his performance. Franz's "Slumber

Song" he gave with a tenderness and delicacy that

was truly delightful. Miss Mehlig won for herself

an encore by her exquisite playing of Liszt's "We-
ber's Polonaise."

On Thursday evening "Elijah" was given by the

Handel and Haydn Society. The soloists were

5[me. Rudersdorff, Miss Fairman, Messrs. Simpson

an( Whitney. Mme. Rudersdorff sang her recita-
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tives with true dramatic intensity. And to the airs

also she gave an honest construction : for example,

the widow's despairing cry for aid in "Help me,

man of God," the credulous "Wilt thou show won-

ders to the dead," and the Angel's exhortation :

"Hear ye Israel" coiild not have received a more

dramatic portrayal from a Ristori. But her man-

ner on the stage is not what we are accustomed to.

Whitney was very great in his airs, but his recita-

tives were not given as Dr. Guilmette used to speak

them. "It is enough" he sang exquisitely. Mr.

Simpson sang as usual. "If with all your hearts''

suits his style, and hence shows him in his best col-

ors. But "Then shall the righteous" requires the

vigor of a Sims Reeves to give it effect. Miss Fair-

man won for herself the only solo encore of the eve-

ning for her pleasing performance of "Rest in the

Lord." Her voice is a rich and smooth Contralto.

The tempo at which she took this solo was a

great improvement on what is generally heard. It

is marked "Andantino" and is sung "Largo." The

choruses were generally good, but the orchestra

quite bad.

To night Thomas's Orchestra gave their third con-

cert. Berlioz's "King Lear" Overture and Liszt's

"Symphonic Poem" [which one "?] together with the

"Tannhaeuser" Overture were the principal Orches-

tral pieces. Miss Mehlig plaj'ed the first move-

ment of the G-major Beethoven Concerto. Mr. Os-

good sang Schubert's "Erl King" exceedingly well

;

and in Part II. he sang a song of his own, "John

Anderson's gone." It is a pleasing little morceau in

the Scotch style. Mr. Listemann gave us Pagani-

ni's "Witch Dance." The matinee to-morrow and

the concert in the evening will close the season.

JiTov. 30.—Theodore Thomas closed his series of

concerts last Saturday with a matinee and an eve-

ning performance. At the former, Rubinsteui's

"Dimitri Donskoi" overture, Raffs "Dame Kobolt,"

Beethoven's 2nd Symphony, (Larghetto), and the

third act of Lohengrin, were the orchestral part of

the programme. Mr. Osgood sang three songs of

Franz with great and tasteful expression, and Mr.

Jacobsohn gave us a Notturno of Ernst's and a

piece by Hauser. Miss Mehlig was rapturously ap-

plauded for her forcible rendering of Liszt's "Rhap-

sodic Hongroise." At the evening concert, (the last

of the season), Mozart's G-minor symphony headed

the remarkably rich programme. The "Andante"

was perfectly interpreted and indeed so was the

whole work. In Chopin's Concerto, op. 11, Mehlig

shone forth, particularly brightly in the "Rondo."

The "Andante Cantabile" of Beethoven's Trio, op.

97, adapted for the Orchestra as the-lntroduction to

Liszt's "Beethoven Cantata" was new to me; but the

orchestrstion is so skilful, and the execution was so

good that it was a great treat. Berlioz's orchestral

arrangement of Invitation a la Dmine, Liszt's Jluldi-

gungn Uamch, and selections from Wagner's "Ring

of the Xiebelungen," together with Jlr. Osgood's

most acceptable singing of Schubert's Serenade,

completed tiif; prograrnmf.

KrsTACF,.

gtoigljt's lournal of gliisit.
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Theodore Thomas's Concerts.

Boston i.-; ghid when lier turn comes to be reviaited

by this distinguished leader and his admirable or-

chestra. That it is the most perfect orchestra on

this side of the Atlantic, in all respects except in

numbers, is clear enough, and has been clear for

several years,—indeed from the time that it began

its annual circuits through the music-loving towns

and cities East and West. We have always wel-

comed these men, both for the stimulating example

they have brought us of what may fairly be called

model orchestral performances, and in no small de-

gree also for gratifj'ing our curiosity about the new
composers whose names are prominent before the

world, although confessing to less sympathy with

most of these than we had hoped to have. But

though we cannot share with Mr. Thomas in his ad-

miration of the works of Liszt and Berlioz and

AVagner, which he so heroically persists in bringing

forward season after season,—in spite of rather cold

reception from the general audience, and very cold

from those who are most musical, with few excep-

tions,—yet none the less we thank hira for trying

for us these experiments which we, without his or-

chestra and his peculiar advantages, should find it

poor economy, indeed a waste of better opportuni-

ties, to ti-y ourselves.

The problem so conspicuously solved by Mr.

Thomas is naturally a somewhat different one from

that presented to a local organization,—say our

own Symphony Concerts. With him it is to keep

complete, and in prime working order at all times,

a thoroughly assimilated, perfect band, equipped

and ready for all instrumental tasks, omnipresent

like a battery of flying artillery, and nowhere suf-

fering the novelty to wear off ; in a word to have

always in training, and to carry everywhere a shin-

ing specimen of what we may call orchestral virluos-

iti/. For any local organization (i.e. in this coun-

trj') this, even if it were possible, as it is by no

means, is not the problem, not the chief end sought.

Here the point is to build up something permanent,

out of our own resources, which shall be as inde-

pendent as possible of outward influences, competi-

tions, fashions, just to make sure of hearing every

season, at fair intervals, some programmes of the

best standard instrumental music ; so that Haydn,

Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, <fec., may
never go too long without a hearing ; to have them

presented in fit combinations and in a true artistic

spirit, and as to execution, why as near to the ideal

as local circumstances will permit ; but these can

never be entirely favorable, because an orchestra

made up for ten or a dozen concerts in a winter can

never hope to rival an orchestra which is always an

orchestra, whose members live by that and nothing

else. Both problems are legitimate ; society would

be the loser if either were neglected. We need the

permanent supplies at home, unfailing foimtains

springing in our midst ; we need also the fresh sur-

prise and stimulus of brilliant visitations from with-

out. But the first need is vital, indispensable ; as

much more important than the other as is the home

life more important than the fickle, changeable out-

side society. It is suicidal for a musical community

to cease to cherish, with something like religious

zeal and constancy, its own musical institutions, in

wliich its own best artistic aspirations are embodied,

even for all the brilliant novelties which all the

travelling artists in the world can bring one after

another, in a perpetual round of brief distracting

"seasons." But so long as we keep on building for

ourselves,—loyal to the true ideal of our own Or-

chestra, our own Oratorio Society, (would wc might

say, too, our own Opera !), in spite of all the draw-

backs and short-comings of each given moment, so

long are we in a condition rightly to profit by

the bright examples and the extra holidays whicli

men like Thomas bring to us. We think that his

performances have had a quickening influence on

our own Orchestra from year to year ; and we shall

think his mission wasted on us, if it do not help us

in the long run to establish ourselves musically u])-

on our own foundation, which shall be self-centred

and enduring ; so established, we can afford better to

be hospitable.

Moreover they have earned our special gratitude

just now, by coming to us in this gloomy season

after Boston's great calamity, and filling a whole

week with harmony and sunshine (in strong relief

against black thunder-clouds of Liszt and Wagner !).

Without these splendid concerts,—six of them
(seven, counting the one given in the Bay State

Lecture course),—more than a week would have

gone uncheered by music. They came with fiill

ranks, armor furbished bright, in perfect training,

fresh and full of ardor. That is to say, the orches-

tra was better than ever,—if that were possible,

—

which we are inclined to doubt, even in spite of our

own last impression. Most of the excellent members
of past j'ears were gladly recognized again, with

several new and valuable accessions to their ranks.

The number, of violins at least, was somewhat in-

creased,—to 10 first violins, as in the Harvard,

—

the 'cellos and basses being fewer ;—^but the extra

instruments (harp, piccolo, bass tuba, triangle, &c.)

required by the new music, swelling the muster roll

considerably. The very first sound was electrify-

ing ; such pure and brilliant intonation, such per-

fect ensemble af tone color ; such sure attack and

vital unity in . the violins, all bowed alike. And
then as the work progressed one felt the charm and

individuality of each several instrument, and ad-

mired the habit or the instinct that they had of

keeping themselves subordinate to the general har-

monious effect. Such a crystal clear, true ring to

all the brass, too ! Such precision, faultless phras-

ing, light and shade,—in short all that pertains to

perfect execution :—why need we name these quali-

ities again, all ofwhich have always been accredited

to the Thomas orchestra, and which may now again

be predicated generally of the whole week's perform-

ances, without specifj'ing in detail how well this or

that particular piece was rendered.

And ought it not to be a model orchestra ? It is

the only orchestra in this country that can be said

to have a chance. For in the first place Mr. Thomas
has his pick of artists ; he c an offer them year-round

engagements, Mth good, sure salaries, so that they

can make this their sole and constant occupation,

playing always in one orch(!stra, under the same

superior Conductor, always "up" in all the music

old and new of any high pretensions, and kept aloof

from damaging association with tasks less artistic.

With that power, what can not a man do, if he have

it in him ? Whereas, in any given city, so small as

our's for.instance, a musician plays once a fortnight

in a Symphony concert (for a few months only),

and all the rest of the time perh.ips must earn his

bread and butter in a street band, or a theatre, or

by playing all night for balls and parties, to come

back jaded and sleepless to the next rehearsal of a

Symphony. For local Symphony and Philharmon-

ic orchestras there can be no sure hold upon the

best musicians, because these offer them no constant

and supporting occupation, but only seek their ser-

vices for six or ten concerts in a winter. Thus the

travelling orchestra can not only be made up of

first-class material, but in the nature of the case it

keeps itself in perpetual rehearsal and in practice

before critical publics every day almost in the whole

j'ear,—in the hot months giving delicious garden

concerts at the Central Park,—a thing which we

trust our "Puritanism" will feel the need of before

many summers.—Besides, pre|)aring for this endless

round of concerts, they can afford to spend time and

breath up(m the trial of new works, can venture into

the "Zukunft"«s far as they like; and here again they

gain a knowledge of the new eft'ects of instrumenta-

tion, often brilliant or otherwise interesting, and in

which Liszt and Berlioz and Wagner are masters, if

in noOiing else ; all this keeps up their virtuosity,

as difficult cludcH do with the [lianist, and makes all

their tasks more sure and easy.—Now we do not say
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that, given these advantages, it does not need a

man of mark to use them. Not every one, nor one

in a thousand, probably, could wield them -svith the

power and the intelligence and subtle facultv of Mr.

Thomas. He is rarely gifted for the master spirit

of an orchestra ; in a singularly cool and quiet way

he has his forces perfectlj' in hand. T\'e onlj' mar-

vel sometimes at his taste. And this brings us to

his programmes, of which we maj' now spealc dis-

embarrassed from all necessity of further allusion

to their admirable execution, except now and then

a question of interpretation.

The programmes were made up of essentially the

same elements, in about the same proportions, with

most of the Thomas concerts heretofore : namely,

about one-third classical (a good overture or two,

now and then a symphony, or part of one, a short

entr'acte, or an arranged movement, and sometimes

a Concerto) ; one-third, sometimes a full lialf, of the

Liszt-Wagner-Berlioz kind ; and one-third of Strauss

Waltzes, solos, lighter overtures and variations.

This time the new element of solo-singing, by Mr.

George L. Osgood, tenor, (whose speciality is the

German Lied, of the higher kind, by Schubert,

Schumann, Franz, <fec.), was introduced, with dubi-

ous response at first, but to the growing satisfaction

of appreciative listeners. Then there was the ever

welcome piano playing of Miss Mehlig.

Under the first head the principal features have

been : first, a wonderfully vivid, clear, precise, ex-

hilarating performance of Beethoven's Seventh Sym-
phony. As a piece of orchestral virtuosity we have

heard nothing like the way that the Finale was
played with lightning rapidity, and yet all clear.

Whether Beethoven so meant it, is, to say the least,

a fair question. We feel very certain that the first

Allegro also was too fast. Indeed these tempi ap-

peared dictated by a common theory about this

Sj-mjihony : that it means joy, festivitj' and nothing

else
; whereas that first Allegro (and not the second

movement only) contains thoughts of weight and
dignity as well as joy, which, to maintain their

character, should move with some degree of moder-
ation. To the Allegretto and the Scherzo we take

no exception
; their rendering was altogether admi-

rable
;
only in that sublime episode, the Trio, where

the heavens seem to open, and the A is sounded all

through, it .seemed that some of the grandeur was
lost by not holding back the time a little more.

Then the G-minor Sympliony of Mozart (with clari-

nets not found in Mozart's score), which was of

course well played, but without any particular unc-
tion or fervor, seeming to show some want of inter-

est in the old masterwork. We n eaa that this ex-

quisite Symphony seemed to go by rote, mechani-
cally well, but uninspired; and the bold, strong
Minuet was hurried through. The "Scene by the
Brookside" fi-om the Pastoral Symphony, in the first

concert, was indeed most beautifully rendered. But
would not the exquisite tone picture have been still

more enjoyed and felt if it had been preceded by the

first movement, in which after all the real inspira-

tion of that Symphony resides, its theme giving the
key to the whole work, instead of being isolated like

a picture hung amid unrelated although very wor-
thy neighbors ?—Of classical Overtures the list was
rich and choice, and all were admirably efi'ective in

the rendering. It included Clierubini's "Water-
Carrier," "Weber's "Oberon," Mendelssohn's "Melu-
sina," Cluck's Iphigenia in Aulh, Weber's Frey-
sclmetz, Eossini's Tdl, and Beethoven's Ecjmont. In
Cluck's noble Overture Mr. Thomas followed the
suggestions of Richard Wagner, who not only put
to it a conclusion, which it lacks originally, runnino-
directly into the opening scene of the opera, and
who did it well and wisely, simply bringing back
the solemn, plaintive Introduction, which also forms
the introduction to the sceue ; but who also, after

consulting the old French edition of the score, and

finding "Andante" at the beginning of the Overture

with no other mark'xccurring afterwards, made up

his mind that the whole piece should be played

through at that very moderate tempo ; whereas it is

usual to double the speed to an Allegro when the

more exciting theme sets in. In spite of the old

printed score, we cannot (as yet) feel that it is in the

nature of the piece to walk along at such a slow and

stately pace. But we should like to hear both ren-

derings before deciding.—The favorite "Prometheus"

selection (Beethoven) was played, a new 'cello (Mr.

Hemmann), with a beautiful tone and style, taking

the obligaio melody. Liszt's arrangement for or-

chestra of the A7idante Cantabile of the great B-flat

Trio of Beethoven (forming, the introduction to his

"Beethoven Cantata") made a deep imj^ression, both

by the rich, full, broad efi'ect of all the strings in the

cantabile itself, and by the skilful way in which the

melodic phrases in one or two of the variations were

distributed amongst the reeds, flutes, ifec. The Ber-

lioz transcription of Weber's "Invitation," was as

delicious as ever. Selections of this kind were fewer

than usual this time ; there were none of those ad-

mirably effective movements from classical quartets,

the Beethoven Septet, itc. by all the strings, which

formed so fine a feature of the last year's concerts

(with the single exception of the D-minor Schubert

Variations in the "Lecture" concert) ; while the

"everlasting" 2'raeumerei and Haydn "Serenade"

seem to have got their cpiietus altogether; (high time,

we should think, if it be true thutJifti/ thousand dol-

lars worth of piano copies of the former have been

sold in this country through the magic of the

Thomas pia7iissimo /)

Under the second head we were treated in the

first concert to very wild, tumultuous selections

from Wagner's "Flying Dutchman," including

Senta's spinning song ; to a Mcniiel des Follets and

Ballet des Si/lplis, from Berlioz's "Damnation de

Faust," containing some very pretty and ingenious

playing with musical sounds, but little of intrinsic

music, the marvellously fine execution being two-

thirds of what charm there was in it; and the Ea-

koczy March by Liszt. The ne.xt day's matinee

brought Liszt's "Tasso," for the fourth or fifth time
here, which does not grow less wearisome and dis-

mal to us, or a whit more original after the "Pre-
ludes," by repetition ; and a not very edifying
"Huldigungs," or Homage, March by Wagner. On
the third day we had selections from tXmfrst act of

Lohengrin,—by no means so effective as those which
Thomas used to give from the third act,—at least

when cut out from the drama on the stage : and for

a night-cap, Liszt's "Mephisto Waltz," tlie coarse
scene in the village inn, from Lenau's Fmu%t, which
we had once last year, and wjiieh, if it be nni.-ic,

seems to us such music as is "not fit for ears poli'^e."

The "King Ltar" Overture by Berlioz, the next
night, and the new specimen of Liszt's "Symphonic
Poems": "Die Hannensihlaeht (^ntWe of the Huns),
illustrating Kaulbach's famous fresco, and bringing
in the C)rgan (Jlr. J. K. P.ii.ne), it was our misfor-
tune (perhaps) not to hear. The Tannluteuser Over-
ture wound up that concert. The only striking
novelty remaining of this class was (preceded bj'

the Lnhengrin Vorspiel, Avhich we have alwaj's found
interesting) : Der Eitt der Walkiieren, the Ride of

Odin's Maidens, messengers of death in battle,—

a

strange, wild, rushing, headlong movement, multi-
tudinous and wierd, which might be "awful and
beautiful beings" with streaining hair on ghasllj-

steeds, or witches riding upon broom-sticks, or a
herd of bufi'alos, or the swine going out i'rom those
possessed bj' evil spirits, or a fierce mob of sans-
culottes, for aught that the sounds suggested to the
imagination of the hearer. The oddity of the move
ment, almost laughable, made it not easy to ri gard
it seriously as music. The picture had not the im-
aginative quality, the remo:eness, the aeri.il perspec-
tive, so to speak, of something mythical, poetic, but
rather seemed conceived and drawn in the spirit of

a most materialistic realism. So at least it seemed
to us

; perhaps we might receive a different impres-
sion were we to hear it in the opera brought out un-
der all the Wagnerian conditions.

—We must pass bj' an agreeable variety of lighter
orchestral pieces, <fec., for the present, to save room
for brief mention of the two principal solo artists.

Miss Mehlig's selections were old favorites and of the
best : the Larghetto and Finale from Chopin's F-mi-
nor Concerto

; first movement of the Beethoven Con-
certo in 6, with von Buelow's cadenza ; the Weber
Polonaise, arranged by Liszt ; and the Eomance and
Eondo ofthe E-minor Concerto of Chopin, were her
pieces with orchestra. And for piano alone : the
Chopin Ballade in A flat, Schumann's "Des Abends,"
the "Soirees de Vienna" (Schubert-Liszt) "Gnomen-
Reigen" by Seelig, Ac. AH of which were rendered
in that admirable manner which is sure to charm her
audiences.

Singing is a new feature in the Thomas concerts.

Mr. Osgood's sweet and sympathetic tenor voice,

though not of power enough to sing with perfect ease
in the great Music Hall, j'et made itself clearl3' heard
in all parts

; and more and more, as one became ac-

customed to it, and to his whole individuality ,as well
asto the peculiar class of songs to which he most de-

votes himself, was its charm felt. His lower tones
are not very pure nor is his compass great; the ef-

fort, too, to overcome the disproportion of the place
to so delicate an organ caused some tremolo. But
the fervor, the expression, the refinement of a genu-
ine, an intelligent and conscientiously cultivated

singer won their way, if slowly, surelj'. His larger
efforts were : "Comfort ye," from the Messiah

; the
lover's aria in Mozart's Seraglio; Schubert's Serenade
and Erl-King." The Serenade was given with or-

chestra,—rather too formidable a substitute for the

light guitar-like accompaniment in the original.

But the singing of all these pieces was artistic, and full of

fervor, although the singer does not seem to lose himself

BO fully in his song as doubtless he would do in a smaller

and moresympatheticaudience. The smaller song." (ii'et?^?')

were : Schubert's "Fruehlingsgiaube," which seemed par-

ticularly suited for hira ; "Good morning, maiden" and
"Die hoese Farbe," from the SeJioene Muetlerin, and
"Dream of Spring." Of Schumann : four of the little

breaths of song, melodic moods, from the Biehterliebe of

Heine; five little poems by Lenau, charmingly contrasted,

one of them l"Mtine Rose^^ most exquisite, and rendered to

a charm. Of Franz: "Abendlied," " 'Tis the dark green

leaves," and "In the Woods ;
" "The Rose complained," and

"Slumber, thou art mine." Of Mendelssohn an old German
Ninnelied, and Mozart's charming "Violet" [from Goethe].

Some of these he sang in English, with remarkably distinct

enunciation, and some in German. Many will not be recon-

ciled to such songs, so declamatory, .and short and fragmen-
tary in respect to melody, except in a parlor. For the con-
cert they desire the flowing crtnii/fna; whereas these little

songs are composed upon another principle: that of simply
giving musical expression to the words : liberating, as it

were, the latent soul, the inmost essential music of the little

poems. Mr. Osgood, and Mr. Thomas, nevertheless are to

be thanked for giving the public a chance for some acquain-
tance with gems so instinct with poetry and genius, so fresh
and full of individuality.

THIRD SYMPHONY CONCERT. The audience was

the largest and the best yet seen in the Music Hall this

season. Gade is a composer whose Symphonies, now eight

in number, fall off in strength and inspiration as he goes on.

The second, in E, which was substituted for the fifth, after

its trial in rehearsal, is the nest best to the No. 1, in C mi-

nor. It had been heard here only once before, four years

ago, when it was not appi eclated at its full worth. Ithasall

the Gide individuality, the romantic Northern sea-shore

character; bold, old bardic, Volkslied themes, with a strong

nationality and a heroic ring to them, contrasted with

charming fairy measures. The instrumentation is very

rich and graphic. The Andante is very grand, containing

material for a superb nation.al hymn ; and so is much of

the Finale. It was played with spirit, if with some rough-

nesses, and was greatly enjoyed by many, if not by all. The
opening Overture, Mozart's to "Titus," has only one fault,

that of being too short; both that and the concluding one

by Mendelssohn, to "Ruy Bias," was finely played.

Miss Alice Fairman, by her large and smooth contralto,

and her good honest cantat/lle style of singing, made a good

impression in the Cradle Song of Bach, which, with the or-

chestral accompaniments as completed in Bach's very spirit

by Robert Franz, formed a most lovely whole. In the Aria;

"Cangio d'aspetto." from Handel's AfJmeto with piano ac-

companiment, she had more room for effect, and won a
very hearty encore.—Miss Mehlig played Liszt's half ro-

mantic, half uncouth Concerto in E fiat wonderfully well;
if anything could reconcile us to the work it would be her
performance. The Chopin Noeturne seemed to us a little

over-sei.timentalized ; but the great Baeh Organ Prelude
and Fugue in A minor, transcrilie.l by IJszt were playe 1

with masterly distinctness, vitality and power, and riveted

attention, giving great delight.

Nest Concert, three weeks from the last, Dec. 26.

The musical prospect brightens I but we have no room to

name the things promised us.
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Foraigii Correspondence.

Berlin, Oct. 26.—This week has been quite an

eventful one. It began on Monday with the funeral

of Prince Albrecht, the youngest brother of the

Emperor, a very imposing spectacle, of which I had

an excellent view from a wagon which was drawn

up to overlook the procession. There was a road-

way of wood carpeted with black, buUt from ,the

royal castle to the Dom, over which the funeral

array was to pass. "We waited about an hour be-

fore it came along, but we were pretty well amused

bj' the gorgeous equipages and liveries of the differ-

ent diplomatic corps which went flashing past. "We

were on the opposite side of the canal, and so were

separated fi'om the square in fi'ont of the Dom, which

is flanked by the castle on the right, and the Museum

on the left hand. All this square was surrounded

by troops ; for as Prince Albrecht was a field-mar-

shal, the funeral had a military character. They were

beautifully arranged, the cavalry on one side and

the infantry on the other, and tlie different uniforms

were contrasted with each other so as to make the

best effects in color. Both horses and men stood

as if they were carved out of marble, with the great-

est precision of position.

A little before eleven the royal carriages rolled

by fi-om the palace to the castle with their occu-

pants. Presently the beUs began to toll, and ex-

actly at eleven the procession started. The Garde

du Corps, which is the crown prince's regiment,

preceded the coffin, dressed in white and silver

uniforms, with glittering brass helmets surmounted

by silver eagles. The coffin itself was borne on a

catafalque, and drawn by eight horses covered with

black velvet trappings. It was yellow and was

surmounted by a crown of gold. On it was laid the

Prince's sword, helmet, etc., and some flowers. 1

was too far away to distinguish the personages that

foHowed ; of course the Emperor was nearest, and

all were on foot. The band played a Chorale, "Je-

sus mv refuge"—I believe—and the bells kept toll-

ing aU the while. Behind the coffin the prince's

favorite horse was led, saddled and bridled. All

the servants of his household walked together in

silver livery, and with large triangular hats with

long bands of crape hanging down behind. At the

door of the cliurch the procession was received by

the officiating clergy. The coffin was so heavy

that it was roUed from the wagon down a platform

of boards put up for the purpose. Then it was lift-

ed by sixteen bearers, the glittering coricye closed

round it, and they all swept in at the open portal.

"We waited until the end of the service, as it was a

short one, in order to hear tlie eight rounds of firing

bv tlie artillery. It was interesting to see how ex-

actly they all fired the instant the signal was given.

First the musketry on one side, and then that on

the other side in answer to it. The officers gal-

loped and curvetted about on their fiery steeds, and

finally the cannon went boom, boom. The sharp

crack of the rifles made you start, but the sullen

roar of the cannon made you shudder. It gave you

some idea of a battle. A friend told me that the

scene within the Dom was magnificent, and that the

music wa.s perfectly heavenly. I. can imagine that

the uniforms stood out most beautifully against the

black draped church, and the catafalque was sur-

rounded with burning wax candles. The coffin was

left in the church until night, when it was carried

out to Charlotlenburg escorted by the royal family,'

and buried in the royal vault there.

Tuesday night I went to a concert given by one

of the newer stars in the musical world, the young

violinist Wuhkuo. He is only twenty-six years

old, and is already said to be one of the greatest

virtuosos living, perhaps Ote greatest of the romantic

school, for Joachim belongs to the severe classic.

All the artists and critics and many of the aristoc-

racy turned out to hear him. It was his first ap-

pearance in Berlin, and as I looked around the au-

dience and piclvcd out one great musician after an-

other, I fairly trembled for him. Joachim and De
Ahna were both present, and my adorable Baroness

von Schlcinitz swept in late, looking more exquisite

than ever in black lace over black silk with jet or-

naments, and her lovely hair curled and done high

on her aristocratic little head. She was all in

mourning for the prince, even to a black lace fan

with which she occasionally shaded her eyes, so

that her peach-bloomy cheek was just to be discern-

ed through it. "When her face is in perfect repose

she has the most charming expression, a mixture of

piquancy and sentiment, and a sort of celestial look

in her deep-set blue ej'es. She is what the French

call xpirituelle, and the Germans geistreieh, but we've

no word in our language that just describes her.

She is the best amateur in the court circle, and the

friend of all tlie great artists, and at concerts I en-

joy gazing at her from tlie distance as oj a bright

particular star.

Well, as I was saying, my head got quite dizzy

with tliinking what it was to play before such an

audience, but "Wilhelmj seemed to differ from me,

for he came boldly down the steps, and took his

stand with the dignified self-poise of an artist who is

master of his instrument, and who knows what he

can do. He was extremely handsome, with regular

features, massive overhanging forehead, and with an

expression of power and self-containment. He look-

ed like a perfect picture as he stood there so quietly

and played ! He hadn't gone far before he made a

masterly cadenza that took down the house, and

there was a general burst of applause. His tone,

(which is the grand thing in violin playing) was

magnificent, and his technique enormous. He did

not play with that tenderness of feeling and won-

derful variety of expression that Joachim does, but

it was as if he did not care to affect people in that

way. It made me think of Tausig on the piano.

He played with the greatest passion and aplomb,

and the strings seemed actually to seethe. People

were simply carried by storm.

The second piece was a Concerto by Raff, in three

movements. Wilhelmj was in the midst of the An-
dante, and was sawing our hearts out with every
stroke of his bow, when suddenly a string snapped
under the strain of his passionate fingers. He in-

stantly ceased playing and retired up the steps to

the back of the stage, where he sat doNvn to put on
another string. After a pause he came down and
began again, but the string was so out of tune that

he retired a second time. [He probably did'nt ex-

ecrate a little inwardly just about then—O no !]

But he came down the, third time with the utmost
imperturbability, and got through. He had to omit
the last two pieces on his programme though, and
instead he played a little Suite by Bach so wonder-
fully that I was really startled. I never shall for-

get the nuances he put into his trill ; I afterward

heard that it was a piece he scarcely knew at all !

In short. Miss B. and I went "perfectly distracted"

over WiUielmj. But I was surprised mj-self to see

how he e.xcited nte, for I kept dreaming all night

that I saw him standing there and playing on his

violin, and kept waking up with a start. There
must have been a striking individuality about him
to make such an impros-sion on an old "Musiker"
like mylself who am steepetl in concerts all the while.

He is great, and I hope you will hear him some day
in America. a. f.

Leipzio. Fourth Gewaiulhaus Concert ; Over-
ture to Genovcva, Schuniaiin ; Aria, Beethoven,
(Mile. Orgeni) ; Violoncello Concerto, A minor, Gol-

termann (Ilerr Rcnd.sburg; Songs; Adagio for

'cello, Bargiel ; fifth Symphony, Beethoven.

Fifth Gewandhaus Concert: "Michel Angelo"
Overture, Gade ; Hymn from Pandora, B. Scholtz

nicrr (•WTO); K-fiat Concerto, Beethoven (Herr
L'rspruch) ; Duct from Dcr Fliei/auk Jlollacndcr,

Wagner; Symphony, Jio. 4, G minor. Raff; Organ
Toccata, Bach-Tausig (Herr Urspruch) ; and Songs.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE
r.-A.TES'X J>/L TJ S X a

Pablislind by Oliver Ditson & Co.

Note. During the fortnight in which the Journal was
not published a large numher of new pieces appeared. We
regret that limited space compels the briefest mention of
these and of others issued during the past two weeks. A
number of columns might be filled with descriptions of such
excellent compositions.

Vocal, with Piano Aocompanimeat.

Christmas Music.

Angels from the Realms of Glory. Solo and
Quartet. 4. E6. R. C. W. 30

Christmas Carol. In 3 parts for children.

3. G to g. B. C. W. 30
Glory profound and grateful praise. Solo and

Quartet. 3. A to g. Arctic. 30
A Fire Song.

Lost in the Fire. Song and Cho. 3. E6 to e.

Christie. 35
Popular Ballads.

Mother's dead and gone. 2. G to f. Percy. 30
I'll meet you at the Oak Tree. Song and Cho.

3. G to f. Christie. 30
Beware of the Widow Cliquot. 3. C to e. Knight. 30
I leaned out of the Window. 2. D. Claribel. 30
Sunshine and Shades. 4. C to f. Randegger. 30
Ellen Dale. 4. E (major and minor) to f. Heap. 35
Sweet Eyes watching. 3. F to f. Ba-g. 30
Down among the Daisies. Song and Cho. 3.

B6 to f. Huntley. 30

What Mad. Lucea sings :

The Violet, (with portrait). 4. G to g. Mozart. 50
Slumber Song. " From L'Africaine. 6.

G minor to a. Meyerbeer. 50

Concert a^id Opera Son^s.

See the Pale Moon. (Mira la bianca). Duet.

Sung by Mario and Miss Gary. 4. B6 to a.

Rossini. 40
The Post. (La Posta.) Italian and. English words.

4. C minor to f. Vannini. 30
Queen of Love. 3. E6 to f. Phillips. 40
Message from the Battle-field. (Auf Widersehen.)

3. D to e. Hullah. 30

Gearjfs admirable Ballads.

In my dreams, love, kiss me. 3. B6 to f. Geary. 30

Merry Waters. 3. C to g.
" 30

Heart for Heart. Song and Cho. 3. C to f. " 30

A Brace of Comic Songs.

He's such a lovely Waltzer. 2. G to e.Schwcnsech. 30

I never was so happy in my life. Song & Dance.

3. B6 to f. Gibson. 30

Instmmental.

Turner's easy and popular pieces.

Raging Flames Galop. 2. 136. Turner. 30
Maverick Waltz. 2. F.

" 30

Echo Vale. Polka Redowa. 3. EJ.
" 35

Brilliant Arra7igements of Favorite Airs.

Potpouri from "Le Roi Carotte." 4. Ascher. 75

Still I am not happy. Polka. 3. G. Lyle. 30

Galop from Flotow's "Ombre. 3. F. Knight. 30

Quadrille " " 3.
" 30

Waltz " " 3. D. " 30

Good-bye Charlie. Waltz. 3. F. 30

After the Opera. " 3. F. 30

Four-Hand Pieces.

Children's Galop. 4 hands. 2. C. lAppiU. 35

Air du Roi. Louis XIII. 4 hands. 3. D.
Jungmann. 60

Brilliant Galops.

Mocldng Bird Galop. 4. F. Wels. 60

Tartaren Galop. 3. G. Zikoff. 30

Arcadian Galop. 3. D. Vandmnatei-. 35

Lucca Concert Galop. 4. Kb. Markstcin. 40

Easi/ Instructive Pieces.

Flowers of May. No. 10. Buttercup. No. 11.

Pink, No. 12. Woodruff. SmaUmood, ca. 26

Silver Ripjiles. No. 1, Clarion Quickstep. No. 2,

Haruni-Searuni Scottische. No. 5, Green-

Leaf Mazurka. No. S.Youth's Delight Polka

No. 9, Many Thanks Polka. No. 10, Home
Pleasure Galop.'

Stars and Stripes. Deans. 4. E6. Var. O. Grohe. 50

A BnBKVlATloNS.—Degrees of dlfTiculty nrc marked from

1 to 7. The fay is marked with a capital letter, as C, B nat,

&c. A small 14oman letter marks the liiKliest note, If on

the staff, an italic letter the highest note, if above the staff.
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Plaat-f©fte . to
($25 worth of music). A new collection of the latest favorite Quadrilles,

Galops, Waltzes, Redowas, Mazurkas, Schottisches, Four-hand pieces. Varia-

tions, Piano pieces, Dances, &c.,

F0K3IING A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

Price: Boards, $2.50. Cloth, $3.00. Cloth, full gilt, $4.00.

Contents.

MAHCHES AND QUICKSTEPS
Daisy Deau Quickstep Farringer'
Forest VVindi March Treuev
How can I leave thee March, . . Bellak-
Ingleside Quickstep Bellak*

La Reve Quickstep.. . C. C. Wenttvorth-
Lilla's Higliland March Lorenz-
Midnight March Lelia
Miner's Quickstep J. F. Holmes-
Parade 5iarch Helmsiiiuller-

Victory March O.J. Shaw.

WALTZES.
Beautiful Bells Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-flower Waltz Coote,
Days of Absence Waltz Bellak,

Dexter Waltz J. W. Turner.
Fairy Dell Waltz Bellak.
Fairy Footsteps Waltz C. Kinkel.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.
Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. J. J. Watson.
Love in Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Engelbrecht.
Romeo and Juliet Waltz. j1. Disbecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treuer.
Up in a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Strauss.
Wiener Bonbons Waltz Strauss,

POLKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. W- Warren.
Cally Polka Dodworth,
Gentle Annie Polka Bellak.
Kiss Polka T. Moelling.
Kiss me quick and go Polka . . . Bellak.
Water-Lily Polka MoeUing.
Fairy Dell Eolka Bellak.

MAZUKKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.
Ballo in Maschera Polka Mazurka.

nelm^TRuller,
Couronne Mazurka W, Berge.
Holiday Schottish S. C. Foster.
Recherche Polka Mazurka. . . C. Frndel.
Summer Garlands Mazurka. .E. Mack.
April Redowa E. Mack.

GALOPS.
Fire and Flame Galop J. S. Knight.
Helter Skelter Galop Carl Fuuxt.
Hurly Burly Galop Carl Faust.
March Galop £. Mack.
Pickwick Galop J. W. Turner.
Romping Galop C Kinkel.
Young Pupil's Second Galop,

F. H. Brown.

QUADKLLLES.
Capt. Jinks Quadrille Pratt.
Elise Holt Quadrille Pratt,
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt.
Gorilla Quadrille C. H. Marriott,

DANCES AND AUCS,

Bell goes ringing for Sarah*
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie.
Chookl Chookl
Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newport*
Pretty Jemima.
Racketty Jack.
Rollicking Rams.
She*s a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels on her Boots.
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in the Park.

RONDOS, VAJilATIONS, &C.

Alpine Bells Oesten,
Barcarolle (Theme de Weber). ifame«.
Carnival of Venice. Var Bellak,
Chatelaine {L&.).

,

Leduc,
Dreams of Uie Past (Nocturne). 3jM*rter.

Dixie's Land Jean Manns,
Fisher's Hornpipe, Var. ...L. Struck.
First Sorrow Schumann,
Harry's Music Box Warren.
Happy Farmer Schumann,
Home, Sweet Home. Var. J. H. Slack.
H Desiderio ££. Cramer.
Kitty Tirrell. Var Angela,
Last Rose of Summer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E. Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle G. N. Allen,
Slumber Soul-- S, Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var. C Grobe,
Third Calisthenic Hondo lucho,
Traumerei ( Reverie) Schumann.
Wandering Minstrels ..... C, C. Hann.

FOUK-IJAND PIECES.
Coral Schottish Kleber.
H er Bright Smile Waltz fiellak,

Mardi Gras Quadrille Schubert.
Rocking-Ohair Polka Bellak.
Signal March H. Klebtr,

Winner's Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a c&ncise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of

playing without the aid of a teacher. , Together with a large collection of the

popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation.

Winner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New School for the Cabinet Organ 75
W inner's New School for tlie Melodeon 75
Winner's New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin 75
Winner's New School for the Flute 75
Winner's New School for the Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the Fife 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet 75
Winner's N ew School lor the Flageolet 75

A collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music; of Songa, Duets, and Four-part
Tunes and Bongs. Sacred, Social, Pathetic, Classical, Comic,— a great variety.
Also of Rondos. Variations, Polkas, Waltzes, Mazurkas, Marches, Four-Hand
Pieces, &c., all of which may be Flayed on the Piano-fortk or on Reed In-
struments. Price, in Boards, $2.50, in Cloth, $3.00. and Full Gilt, $4.00.
From the following attractive Table of Contents, it will be an easy matter, at

any time, to extract matter for an Eveumg^s Entertainment.

SONGS AND BALLADS.
A Motto for Every Man Hobson.
Annie's Winning Smile BlampJiin.
Beautiful Days of the Past Danks,
Birds in the Night Sullivan.
Clochette Molloy.
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linley,
I'd choose to be a Daisy Buckley.
I've brought thee an Ivy Leaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixley.
Love's Request, (German). . .Reicharat.
Out in the Cold Evierson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumbert.
PuUinghard against the Stream, ^ofeson.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel. ^o6so?i.
Robin Red-breast Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotch) Moran
Spring and Autumn, (Italian).. Pe7-wssi.
The Storm Hullah.
Strangers Yet Claribel.

Tender and True Lyle,
Three Fishers Hullah.
To Minona Spohr,
When the Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Schondorf.
Who's that Tapping Kew.
Won't you tell me why? Claribel.
Castles in the Air (Scotch)
Beautiful Bells, with Chorus. . Wellman,
Old Folks at Home, with Chorus.

.

DUETS AND Q,UARTETS.
Chapel. Quartet Kreuizer,
He who is Upright. Quartet
O hush thee, my Babie. Quartet.

Sullivan.
Music in the Air. Quartet Root.
In the Starlight. Duet. Glover.
Larboard Watch. Duet Williams.

COLLEGE SONGS. (Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-lunk. — Guadeamus. — In-
teger,— Lauriger.— Lone Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw ray
Leg Off.— Shool.—Vive la Compagnie.
There was a Man.
SACRED SONGS, TUNES,

CtUARTETS, &c.
Angels ever Bright HaiMlel.
Cast thy Burden. Q't Bradbury.
Hark, I hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusalem the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. Q't

O Paradise ! Q't Barnhy.

OPERATIC.
Behold the Sabre Offenbach,
Dites-lui Offenbach.

Love Divine Offenbach.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedediah 7'hompson.
Ka-foozle-um Paul.
People will Talk. Grannis.

Rheiu Vine Sharley Leybourne.
YallerGaJ Hernandez,

POLKAS.
AH Right Andrante.
Light Step Broivn.
One Heart, One Soul, Polka Ma-

zurka Strauss.
Picnic
Sweet Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa. Four hands.

^ Bellak.
Tag
Voice of Spring. Polka Redowa.

Fernald,

GALOPS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Jolly Brothers Rudik.
I cannot sing the Old Songs Mack.
Up and Away Faust.
Laurel Schotiisch Mack,

WAIiTZES.
Artist Life Strauss.
Birthday Ball. Four hands lucho.
Boston Dip Knight.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . Turner.
Guard's AValtzes. Four hands. TJwssd/.
Kunsllcr Leber Strauss.
Marriage Bells Strauss.
Moet and Chandon Knight.
Morgenblatter Strauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Strauss.
Roses Metre.
Sophie Stra2is3.

Wine, Women, and Song Strauss,

Q^UADRILLES.
Earbe-Bleue Lancers Knight,
Lydia Thompson Pratt.
Grand Duchesse Lancers. Knight,

PIANO-FORTE PIECES.
Convent Bells Spindler.
Goldun Rain ( Nocturne) Cloy.
Old Hundred (Varied) Poulton.
Remember Me Brinkmann.
Scintilla Mazurka Gottschalk.
Shepherd Boy Wihon.
Stormy Night Mack.
Will-o-the-WJep Zungmann,
Overture to Poet and Peasant.

Four hands. . . .- Siippe,

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Bell goes ringing
for Sarah. — Chanson du Regiment.

—

Come where my Love.— Drinking Song,
from Grand Duchesse.— Fritz's Com-
plaint.— He's a Pal-o-mine.— P*-tersdorf

March, Faust. — Piff-paff-pouff. — Sa-

bre Song. — 'Tis a famous Regiment.—
Tommy Dodd. — Up in a Balloon.—
Walking in the Park.— Whero are the
Friends (March).

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK.
NO CHOIR SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.

It is a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choira to Select from, containing all the fomiliar

tunes and anthems wflicli have beeu surroundtd by dear and hallowed assuciatioiM in all aectioua

of the country; with a new und attractive Einging-'achool dtpartnient bv Dr. Lowell Mason. It \3

a collectkin of all the time-honored religious music from the time of Billinijs down to the present,

which had become National, as associated with our Amer.can Protestant Churulies.

Coiitaininf/ One Thouftand Sarrt-fl (iems.
A compendium of the ch' iccst materials, by five nuNDRED edctohs; and cannot fail to fill

completely the great desideratum of popular social and church music.
Price: $1.50. Per dozen, $13.50. A sample copy sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the retail

price.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTORY OF
?^7elve Valuable (or Iniralualile) Kusic- !

^^^ Sent, Postpaid, on Meceipt of Retail Prices, =^

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were^put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and ceitainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Bach. Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following twelve books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Library :
—

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. L
INSTRUMENTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, with a few more diflScuIt, Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, in boardsj

$2.50 ; cloth, §3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $1.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. IIL;

OK,

instrumental.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

stitute the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

conslstingofOperatic JIusic. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

^3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAI* AND INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, ®4.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most

salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, .$3,00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Recently added to tJie Home Circle Series, Jiugust,

1872, making the " baker's dozen,'' or 13 books,

^^S OF STf?4
^S,

Brought out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Danes Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

TOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, §2.50;

cloth, S3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

CEH2 OF GERMAH SOHQ.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTRU3£ENTAL.

Similar to Vol. I., but is distinguished by the Insertion

of a large number of easy -l-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV.
OK,

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

Tlie number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object beinp^ to give the purchaser the greatest

j-iblc quantity of u'ood music for his money. Tlic books that have Duets or other Ion;; pieces have nearly 100 hctwcen the covers
;
and, where airs and short

. CJ3 are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Huiulred Dollars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBHARY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIRTY DOLLARS.
ScGGESTios 1. Xo fiettcr present for a Musical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No better \Vedilinj.'-Pre9ent than the whole Library.

"
3. Jso bi-tier aid to the cntertainini,' of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books rcndy for nse on the Piano or

Kecd-fjrgan.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES 11. DITSON & CO., New York.
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^f-TERMS.—If mailed or called for. $2.00 per annum;
delivered by carriers. §2.50. Paj-ment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.
Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S25.00.
do four do do $15.00.

J. S. SPOONKR, PRINTER, 4 PROVINCE COURT.
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CAM. H EITHER, SuccesHor,

Publieher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
Tto. S20 Broadwaj-, Kew York.

No branch house anywhere. 825—1 yr.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

Xfae IHendeliisolin Quintette Club.
Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught

by teachers of high grade.
Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have

frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, THOMAf^ RirATV,
Rirector of National Collegre of IfKaAic,

822 Tremont Temple, Bostoo, 9Iaii«.

A Most Brilliant Work

!

G MS of STRAUSS!
Th , iblishers offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out, as one may say, under the
eye of the great composer, and containing his very best
works. It is embellished with a fine

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Artt«t X.lfe.—Blue JDannbn. -Klarriag'e Bells.
nantaattan.—lOOl afi^Iitii ITivner Bon'
boiM—Pizzicato.—IVine, W^omen and

Som^.—New Annen.
and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

2*2% I,argre music Pag-eg !

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably "all the fashion" the present
season.—Price, $2.50 in Boards

; $3.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely afi'ected by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHCRCH MUSIC,
BT 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

EMERSON'S SINGING SCHOOL,
has abundant material for the instruction of evening and

other Singing Classes. Widely used. Costs less than a
Church Music Book. Price 75 cema.

Has n« Superior

:

Our Church Music Book, TUe Standard. $1.50.
Specimen copies sent, for the present, post-paid, $1.25.

OUVER DXTSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSOSr dc CO., Wew York.

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

ILlFi; OF IXAIVDEIJ [S2.001 ; of Chopin, [$1-50];
of Beethavfn[S'^-^0]', of Mendelssohn [$1.75]; of Eossini
[$1.75]; of Mozart [Sl-7o]; of ScJiumann [$1.75]; of
GottschalklMl.b^; oi Weber

[$1.75J.
These books are

elegantly bound and are charming biographies,

I^ETTERS of Mendelssohn [$1.75]; of Mozart, [1-75];
of Beethoven {^'IMI; Polko^s Reminiscences o/ Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the preceding.

HKoore's Encyclopedia of IfVuoic [$6.00] contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

GEIVffS OF GEWIJIKATS SOTVC 212 pages. The
very best German Songs, with G-erman and English
Words. $2.50 inB'ds; $3.00 iu Cloth; $4.00 finely gilt

binding.

VHE IffTAlCAI. TRFA»1JItF. 225 pages of
the most popular Vocal and Inntrumental Muwic. $2.50

in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gill binding.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston,

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS!
To a lady friend.

A iSweet-Toiiefll music Box.
Costing from $5 00 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.
An Elegrant Ouitar. -^Prices from $4.50 to $75.00

A Violin. Now a Lady's in^^trument. $5.00 to $50.00
(For the Bo^'t '-nrf Girls.)

DrooBii, Concertinaw, Accordeonsor Flatlnas,
Clarionettt, Flutes, Flagreoleti*, Fifes.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

BAIVO IIVaiTRIJmEItf'rS.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN 0. HATNES & CO.,
33 Court St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

System wqm BMeiKHEBS
On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical method, has acquired a GOLH-

EN Reputation as one of the very best Instruction Books.
Sells largely. Published with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Price, $3.00.

Clark's New Method for Eeed Organs
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction,

and most pleasing music. Price $2.50.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and

Classes, that fear to att ack the oratorios and classieal can-
tatas.

Belshazzar's Feast,
Pilgrim Fathers,
Burning Ship,
Quarrel of Flowers,
Festival of Rose,
Children of Jerusalem,
Fairy Brtdal,
Daniel,
Haymakers,
Storm King,

.50

.50

1.00

.35

.30

.30

.50

.50

l.OO

.38

Flower Queen, .75
Indian Summer, .30
Winter Evening

Entertainment, 1.00
Book of Cantatas,
Esther,
Picnic.
Culprit Fay,
Flower Festival,
Twin Sisters,

1.50

.50

1.00
1.00

.45

.50

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOLS
FOR THE

Piano-Forte, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Guitar, Comet,

Violin, Fife, Acoordeon, German Acoordeon, Clario-

net, Flote, Flageolet. Priceof each book 75 cts.

These little works are great favorites, because' they are
cheap, are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of
instructive matter for the wants of amateurs.
The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLITEE DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.
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-VOCAL.
Cheist.mas Music.

Angels from the Realms of Glory. Solo and
Quartet R. C. W. 30

Christmas Carol. In 3 parts for children. R. C. W. 30
Glory profound and grateful praise. Solo and-

Quartet Arctic. 30
A Fire Song.

Lost in the Fire. Song and Cho. 3. E6 to e.

Christie. 35
Popular Ballads.

Mother's dead and gone Percy. 30
I'll meet you at the Oak Tree. Song and Cho.

Christie. 30
Beware of the Widow Cliquot Knight. 30
I leaned out of the Window Vlarlhel. 30
Sunshine and Shades .- Randegg r. SO
Ellen Dale Heap. 36
Sweet' Eyes watching. Berg. 30
Down among the Daisies. Song and Cho.

Huntley. 30
WJiai Mad. Lucca sings :

The Violet, (with portrait) Mozart. 60
Slumber Song. " From L'Africaine.

Meyerbeer. 50
Concert and Opera Songs, '

See the Pale Moon. (Mira la bianca). Duet.
Sung by Mario and Miss Cary Rossini. 40

The Post. (La Posta.) Italian and English words.
Vannini. 30

Queen of Love. Phillips. 40
Message from the Battle-field. (Auf Widersehen.)

Uullah. 30
Gearifs admirable Ballads.

In my dreams, love, kiss me Geary. 30
Merr}' Waters " 30
Heart for Heart. Song and Cho " 30

A Brace of Comic Songs.

He's such a lovely Waltzer Schwcnsech. 30
I never was so happy in my life. Song it Dance.

Gibson. 30
DfSTETJMENTAL.

Turner's easy ajid popular pieces.

Raging Flames Galop Turner. 30
Maverick Waltz " 30
Echo Vale. Polka Redowa " 35

Brilliant Arrangements of Favorite Airs.
Potpouri from "Le Roi Carotte." Ascher. 15
Still I am not happy. Polka Lyle. 30
Galop from Flotow's "Ombre KnigM. 30
Quadrille " " " 30
Waltz " " " 30
Good-bye Charlie. Waltz 30
After the Opera. " SO

Four-Hand Pieces.

Children's Galop. 4 hands. Lippitt. 35
Air du Roi, Louis XIII. 4 hds Jungmann. 60

Brilliani Galops,

Mocking Bird Galop Wels, 50
Tartaren Galop Zilcoff, 30
Arcadian Galop Vandewater. 35
Lucca Concert Galop Markstein. 40

Easy Instructive Pieces,

Silver Ripples. No. 1, Clarion Quickstep. No. 2,

Harura-Scarum Scpttische. No. 5, Green-
Leaf Mazurka. No. S.Youth's Delight Polka
No. 9, Many Thanks Polka. No. 10, Home
Pleasure Galop.

Flowers of May. No. 10. Buttercup. No. II.

Pink, No. 12. Woodruff Smallwood, ea. 25
Stars and Stripes Deems. Var. G. Grobe. 60

Music bv Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music. ^ Persona
at a distance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at
double these rates.
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Words by M. W. HACKELTOIT.
SFBiira IS nEBE.

t. O. EMERSON.
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1. Spring is here, Sprini is here; List to voi -ces sweet and clear. Rinsing far and ringing near; "Welcome,welcome Spring."
2. Spring is hrrc; at her fcer, Snow-drops, spve.''d vour curpetpwect; Rins your perfumed bcils to greet Happy, happy Spring.
3. Spring is here ; o'er her head, Eims, your graceful arch - es spread ; Maples, bow youi' branches red ; Hail the queenly Spring.
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Shont, shout, sing, sing, Trees, your roy - al banners swing; Warble brooks, and ech-ocs ring; "Welcome, weljome Spring.'
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OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston, CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Reminiscences of Mendelssolm.

BY HIS ENGLISH PUPrL.

LContinued from page 347].

Prom this time Mendelssohn became the most

intimate friend of my family. He used to come
to us at all times when in London, and espe-

cially to breakfast, generally accompanied by
his friends above named, Rosen and Klinge-

mann. We had a small garden attached to my
. father's house, and it was Mendelssohn's great

delight to spend hours in this, sketching the

trees, &c., and talking not only about music,

but about his travels in Italy, his intimacy with

Goethe and Zelter, and his future plans for his

works. During these mornings we frequentl}'

heard the first germs of compositions that have

now become immortal. The beautiful over-

tures to "Melusine" and "Isles of Fingal" were

played at Kensington some years, I may say, be-

fore they were performed, and my sister pos-

sesses a copy of the first MS. totally different

from those now published. In like manner we
heard scraps of "St. Paul," which was not pro-

duced till 1836, and many other works which

then only existed in the great composer's head

;

and it was a matter of wonderment how so

small a body could contain so many ideas, each

belonging to a different composition, and yet

all arranged in the most perfect and symmetri-

cal order.

In 1832 the west end of London, especially

that part commencing at Tyburn Gate and con-

tinuing down the Uxbridge or Oxford Road,

wore a very different aspect from the present.

From Hyde Park Terrace to the "Swan" down
at Bayswater, was a wild waste of scrub and
fields, partly occupied by market and nursery

gardens, and also by low shanties similar to

those yet to be found in the neighborhood of

the Central Park in New York. To those who
now see the magnificent squares and terraces

on this spot called ' 'Tyburuia, " it is difficult

to imagine that forty years ago the Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens were almost as wild

and neglected as the place I am attempting to

describe. This part of London for many years

after 1832 remained in a most desolate condi-

tion; but at the end of Albion St., Hyde Park,

a church was built, which for a long time was
the solitary oasis in this desert of suburban
solitude. This church, dedicated to St. John,

belonged to the Parish of Paddington, and
contained a small but effective organ by Bishop.

The revival and improved method of organ
building in England had not then commenced,
and this most desirable consummation was un-

doubtedly initiated by Mendelssohn. My
friend Mr. George Maxwell, a pupil of Hummel,
and a most talented pianist and organist, was
appointed to this church, and it was at my fa-

ther's house that he first met Mendelssohn. A
conversation happening to turn on the then
existing organs in London, Mendelssohn ex-

pressed a wish to try the instrument in St.

John's. Compared with the large organs of

the present day, this was a very poor affair. It

possessed but one full Manual, and a Swell

down to Tenor C, and was what is technically

termed a G organ; that is, the Pedals com-

menced on G, instead of the now indispensable

compass of C ; and there was only a 16 ft. open

Diapason in the Pedal Organ. Such were the

small means placed at Mendelssohn's disposal,

but he made the most of them, and many hajj-

py afternoons were spent in hearing his inter-

pretation of Bach's Fugues, his wonderful ex

temporizing, and the performance of his own
Sonatas, and other Organ pieces, then only

existing in his memory. As the reports of

these meetings became spread through the

town, other and larger organs were placed at

his disposal, and at St. Paul's Cathedral, Christ

Church, Newgate St., St. Sepulchre's, and many
other London churches he played on several

occasions, giving the greatest delight to all who
had the good fortune to hear him. I have

heard most of the greatest organists of my time,

both English, German and French, but in no

respect have I ever known Mendelssohn excell-

ed either in creative or executive ability, and

it is hard to say which was the most extraoixli-

nary, his manipulation or his pedipulation,

—

for his feet were quite as active as his hands,

and the independence of the former, being to-

tally distinct from the latter, produced a result

which at that time was quite unknown in Eng-

land, and undoubtedly laid the foundation of

a school of organ playing in Great 'Britain

which has placed English organists on the

highest point attainable in their profession.

After the production of "St. Paul" at Dus-

seldorf in 1836, Mendelssohn came ^again to

London and was everywhere received with the

greatest enthusiasm. His oratorio was hailed

with delight as opening a new phase of the

art ; his appearance at the Philharmonic and

other London concerts was the signal for crowd-

ed houses and enchanted audiences, and his

presence at all social gatherings of his many
private friends was the assurance of the cer-

tainty of most delightful evenings, where his

geniality, his great kindness in displaying his

extraordinary gifts, both in music and general

accomplishments, were the very life and soul of

the entertainment.

It was by no means an unnatural consequence

that Mendelssohn's frequent visits to my family

should have increased the longing aspirations

I felt towards endeavoring to become a musi-

cian. Mendelssohn frequently listened to my
attempts, and feeble as these were, he often gave

me kind encouragement. Many years after I

returned from Germany, I learned for the first

time that it was by his advice my father made
arrangements for me to go to Cassel, the.capital

of Hesse Cassel, which city during the Napo-

leon dynasty had been the metropolis of West-

phalia, with Jerome Bonaparte as King. This

town had always been celebrated for its opera

and for the great men who had been its Kapell-

meisters. The position of music-director had
at one time been offered to Beethoven, but de-

clined, as his friends refused too allow him to

quit Vienna. Since 1822 Dr. Louis Spohr had
been at the head of musical affairs, and at his

instigation that most learned musical theorist,

Moritz Hauptmann, joined Spohr in Cassel, and
resided there until his appointment, some thirty

years after 1824, as Cantor of the Thomas Schule

in Leipzig, a post which had been formerly held

by John Sebastian Bach, to whom Haujotmann

was a most worthy and legitimate successor.

Accordingly to Cassel I went and remained

there for three years, having not only the ad-

vantage of the soundest theoretical studies with

Hauptmann, but also of receiving much benefit

from an intimacy with Spohr, which was of the

greatest use to me, and which continued until

his death. During these years of my art-ap-

prenticeship I saw nothing of Mendelssohn.

In those daj^s railways were not in Germany,

and travelling was difficult, expensive and

fatiguing. He was, however, constantly in

England, and especially in 1840 he went to

Birmingham to conduct the "Hymn of Praise"

for the fii-st time. This visit was attended

with the usual success, and when in London he

was constantly with his own friends. In the

winter of 1841, having so far completed my
studies with Hauptmann, that I was, to use his

expression, able to ' 'run alone, " I finished my
residence in Germany by a long visit to Leip-

zig, and it was there that, having attained an

age when I could observe "men, music and

manners," and apply my observations to some

pui-pose, I saw most of Mendelssohn, and be-

came intimately acquainted with his artistic and

social life. I shall not easily forget our first

meeting on my arrival. The month was Janu-

ary, the cold intense ; I had travelled all night

through the bitter frost, and when in Leipzig,

I went at once to the house of my friend, Fer-

dinand David, the brother of Mme. Dulcken,

and a most excellent violinist and composer,

one of Mendelssohn's most intimate friends. I

was received most cordially by David, and on

inquiring for Mendelssohn's house I was told

that if I would wait half an hour I could see

him, as he had fixed that day for seeing David

on some business. The time had hardly expir-

ed when a ring was heard and the ' 'Herr Doc-

tor" appeai-ed. I of course only saw the same

familiar kind face that I knew so well, and I

sprang forward to greet him. But what was

my astonishment when I was received with the

most frigid coldness. He drew himself up in

his winter cloak, and said in German: "Sir,

I have not the honor of j'our acquaintance."

For a moment I was completely stunned, but

happening to turn round I saw David was con-

vulsed with laughter. I then for the first time

recollected that, though Mendelssohn had re-

mained unaltered, I, during three years, must

have grown, like Tom Hood's wise pig, "quite
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out of knowledge," so that it was no wonder

he did not recognize me; besides which, during

the time I was in Cassel, I had heard no Eng-

lish, and had so completely learned the German

language that I never thought of speaking any-

thing else. The mystery was soon explained.

Hardly ha;d I told him my name, than Mendels-

sohn, who had been ice itself previously, thaw-

ed into the most genial sunshine of welcome,

made a thousand inquiries after my studies,

my prospects, and my intentions, made me free

of his house, and immediately planned arrange-

ments for giving me all the advantages that his

high position in Leipzig placed at his disposal.

The first step Mendelssohn took was to find

me most comfortable lodgings in the same

house in which his sister-in-law, Madame
Schunk, lived. This house was situated in Ger-

hard's Garten, in a most historical and inter-

esting part of Leipzig, being close to the spot

where Prince Poniatowski was killed, during

the three days battle of Leipzig, in 1813. He
then made me acquainted with three of his

"children" as he called them, young men like

myself, who were ambitious to become musi-

cians. All of these friends have made their

mark since that time. Carl Eckert is well

known in Germany as an excellent composer

and conductor, and is now, I believe, Musik-

Director in his native city, Berlin. Ferdinand

KufEerath is the principal resident musician in

Brussels, and is highly esteemed by all who
know him as very eminent in his profession.

Julius Klengel, the son of a most respected

violinist and professor in Leipzig, was the third

friend to whom Mendelssohn introduced me.

He was full of enthusiasm for the great ' 'Bar-

tholdy," and had, apart from his high musical

acquirements, a great talent for poetry. All

these friends are still living and flourishing,

and should these lines ever meet their eyes, I

trust they will reciprocate the hearty pleasure

I feel in mentioning their names, and in recall-

ing the pleasant days we passed under the di-

rection and guidance of our dear friend and

master.

Although it is by no means my intention to

write anything like an autobiography, yet in

endeavoring to give some account of my inti-

macy with Mendelssohn, it is unavoidable that

I should constantly refer to myself and my life

in connection with the subject I have attempt-

ed to illustrate. This I may safely say in -ex

tenuation of speaking in the first person. Any
position that I have gained in my profession,

was attained long after Mendelssohn's death.

When I was with him I always felt in great

awe of so eminent a man. I looked upon him

with the same feeling with which a young

lawyer holding his first brief njight contemplate

3 Chief .Justice of the highest Court of his own
country. I could never play before him, or

show him any of my crude early attempts at

composition witliout thinking with what con-

tempt he must look upon these puny efforts. I

was always under the impression that, kind as

he was, sympathizing as were all his ways, and

great as were his wishes to do all in his power

to render my life in Leipzig happy, he con-

stantly thought that I had little or no talent

for the path I had marked out for myself; and

it was nearly eight years after he had gone to

his rest, that by pure accident I obtained a

proof in his own handwriting, that all along I

had been in error.

At the time I was in Leipzig, the fame of

Mendelssohn was at its zenith. He was direc-

tor of the celebrated Gewandhaus Concerts. He
was in constant consultation with the King of

Prussia concerning the progress of music in

Berlin. Leipzig was the centre of music during

his life time. Ko artist of any repute as a com-

poser, a performer, or a singer visited Germany
without paying homage to Mendelssohn. His

orchestra, though not numerically great, was

certainly by far the best in the North of Ger-

many, and its performances of all the greatest

works, especially Beethoven's Symphonies, were

celebrated as the most complete that up to that

time (1841) had been given. The Gewandhaus
concerts took place every Thursday from Mi-

chaelmas to Easter. The management of these

was entrusted nominally to a committee, but

the direction was really in the hands of Men-

delssohn, David (the orchestral leader), and

a most intimate friend of Mendelssohn, Schlein-

itz. The concert programmes, according to

notions prevalent now-a-days, were short. The
first part, as a rule, contained an overture, a

vocal piece, either solo or concerted, and a

pianoforte or violin concerto, or a solo with or-

chestral accompaniment on some other instru-

ment. The second part invariably consisted of

one Symphony. Thus the ear was not tired

out by a selection of incongruous pieces, and

the Symphony being placed at the last, the au-

dience were not wearied by the length of the

concert, and able to return home with a perfect

sense of enjoyment of the feast of sound which

had been so discriminately set before them. In

addition to these full orchestral concerts there

were two weekly rehearsals, and an evening

devoted to Chamber Music, at which stringed

Quartets, Trios, &c., formed the programme.

These were also under Mendelssohn's direction,

and he frequently played at them, but general-

ly speaking young artists were allowed to ap-

pear, and both my friends Eckert and KuSer-

rath had many opportunities of distinguishing

themselves on the violin and piano. One great

characteristic of Mendelssohn's disposition was

his large-mindedness towards other musicians.

Not only was his house and table open to all

who knew him or brought letters to him, but

his advice and in many cases his purse was at

the disposal of all who required either ; and had

any artist written a work which pleased him,

it was sure to find its way into the concert pro-

grammes without reference to the nation from

which the composer sprang. Thus, Bennett

and Maofarren as English writers. Miss Dolby

and Mme. Clara Novello as English vocalists,

Gade from Denmark, and a whole host of Ger-

man composers were encouraged to write and

appear, with the certainty of having an admi-

rable interpretation of their works and per-

formances under Mendelssohn's direction; and

1 liave always considered that it is to his gen-

erosity and open-heartedness to my country-

men, i.is well as to )iis frequent visits to Eng-

land, that the foundation of that large re-action

in favor of classical music, especially as regards

the whole of Seljastian Bach's works, and the

later compositions of Beetlioven, which has

taken pl.-ico witliin the last forty years in the

British Empire, may be traced. When those

who had the right to call themselves pupils of

Mendelssohn, assert the fact, it must not be

thought that he gave lessons in the ordinary

acceptation of the word. In the first place I

do not believe there is a single instance in

which he received pecuniary recompense for

his advice. Next, his instruction was not im-

parted in a formal manner. Speaking of my-

self as an example of the course he followed

with others, I generally went to him three times

a week. Previous to fixing an hour he would

advise me to practice certain pieces, generally

by Bach or Beethoven, and when I played them

to him he would either criticize the perform-

ance, or more frequently play them to me. His

favorite mode of giving advice was, however,

by taking a walk during which he would inva-

riably talk on musical subjects. One of his

favorite haunts was a little Inn in a small forest

near Leipzig, called the Rosenthal. I have

frequently walked with him there, and during

our wanderings he would invariably select for

consideration a Symphony by Beethoven, an-

Opera of Mozart, or an Oratorio of Handel, or

a Fugue of Bach. He would analyze these,

point out the various beauties of their ideas,

the ingenuity of their instrumentation, or the

subtleness of their counteipoint in a most mas-

terly manner. At the rehearsals of the Ge-

wandhaus, to which all his pupils were free,

he would always provide us with the scores of

the larger works, and we had generally after-

wards to undergo a pretty keen examination as

to the construction and peculiarities of each.

On one of the occasions of a visit to the Inn in

the Rosenthal, I recollect a rather amusing in-

cident. The weather was bitterly cold (it was

February) and we had spent the afternoon in

speaking of Beethoven's Symphony in C minor,

and playing at billiards. In the course of the

evening David joined us, and, it growing dark,

we sat out on our journey home. Mendelssohn

discovered in a cupboard of the billiard room

some Dresden China dessert plates and dishes,

which, as he was very fond of such things, he

soon concluded to purchase. A bargain was

completed with the landlady, and then came

the question as to the convey.ance of the acqui-

sition to Leipzig. The ground was covered

with hard frozen snow, and was very slippery.

However, as Mendelssolm insisted on surprising

his wife with the new present that evening, he

took some of the plates, divided the rest be-

tween me and David, and we started, in Indian

file through the forest on our way home. We
had many a hearty laugh at the difficulties of

walking on the frozen ground without slipping,

but Mendelssohn declared that if either David

or I broke one of the plates by stumbling, he

would immediately renounce our acquaintance

!

This of course was said in joke, but I must con-

fess I was heartily relieved when we arrived

safely with our burden at Mendelssohn's house,

charmed Mme. Mendelssohn with the gift, and

spent the rest of the evening laughing over the

adventure.

I do not remember a single instance in which

his compositions failed to meet with great and

lasting success. I do not however think that

full justice has yet been done to his marvellous

powers as an executive musician. As an Organ

and Pianoforte player he has never been ex-

celled. Ills playing on tlie Organ has been al-
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ready mentioned, but his management of the

Piano was if possible still more marvellous.

His mastery over the instrument was little short

of miraculous. His powers of execution were

quite as great as those of Rubinstein and Liszt

;

his delicacy of touch and tone was not exceed-

ed by Th.alberg or Chopin ; and when to all

these qualities are added the wonderful scope

of his own mind in grasping the Pianoforte

music of all schools, I do not in the least ex-

aggerate when I assert that, of all pianoforte

players of and since his time, Mendelssohn

stands by far on the apex of greatness. Dur-

ing my stay in Leipzig various great pianists

arrived on visits, and it was refreshing to ob-

serve the great attention paid them by Men-

delssohn, the great deference and admira-

tion showed to them by him, and the eagerness

with which he sought to make himself ac-

quainted with their peculiarities of style and

method. One day I received a note from him

asking me to come to dinner, as Thalberg had

arrived the previous evening, and would be his

guest. We were a trio, and after dinner Men-

delssohn asked Thalberg if he had written any-

thing new, whereupon Thalberg sat down to

the piano and played his Fantasia from the

"Sonnambula," then very recently composed,

and in MS. This composition is one of the

most individual and effective of all Thalberg's

works. At the close there are several runs of

Chromatic Oetaves, which at that time had not

previously been heard, and of which peculiar

passages Thalberg was undoubtedly the inven-

tor. Mendelssohn was much struck with the

novel effect produced, and greatly admired its

ingenuity. When we separated for the evening

he told me to be with him the next afternoon

at 2 o'clock. When I arrived at his study door

I heard him playing to himself, and practising

continually this passage which had so struck

him the previous day. I waited for at least

half an hour listening in wonderment to the fa-

cility with which he applied his own thoughts

to the cleverness of Thalberg's mechanism, and

then went into the room. He laughed and

said :
' 'Listen to this, is it not almost like Thal-

berg?"—and he proceeded to play all sorts of

passages founded on these double scales. He
never introduced the effect, however, in his

writings ; but the last "Lied ohne Worte" in

Book 4, which he dedicated to my sister, Sophy
Horsley (1st Edition published in London-

and Leipzig), contains an accompaniment some-

what founded on this idea, which was written

about the time I am describing. Mendelssohn's

life in Leipzig was that of a true artist. He
was an early riser, and generally in his library

by nine o'clock. He had -a very large corres-

pondence, both professional and private, and
was most regular in answering all letters ad-

dressed to him. In accordance with German
early hours the concert rehearsals were always

in the forenoon, and his usual time for his own
pursuits was after the early family dinner at

1 o'clock. His evenings, when not publicly

engaged, were always spent with his wife and
children.

Mendelssohn's home was truly happy. Mme.
Mendelssohn was a charming lady, very beauti-

ful in person and very accomplished in mind.
She was devoted to him ; of a calm, unexcita-

ble temperament ; and as he was of a precisely

opposite disposition, the extremes in this case

met to mutual advantage. His children were

admirably brought up, and have now all be-

come most excellent members of society, though

strange to say, none have in the least inherited

a taste for music. Perhaps this is well, as

neither of his boys could have been placed in

the position of Mozart's surviving son, who,

though a really sound and learned musician,

(this on Hauptmanu's authority, who knew him

in Milan) constantly complained of want of

success in his profession, alleging as the rea-

son, that the superlative greatness of his father

caused every one to imagine it impossible that

any scrap of the Mozartean mantle could have

fallen on the shoulders of his son.

[Conclusion nest time.]

Form in Music.

In treating of this subject one is met at the

outset by the fact that to the vast majority of

the non-professional mind, even the meaning of

our title is not fully comprehended, and yet

"form" is an important essential which true

music cannot dispense with. Hundreds of

pseudo-composers rush into print, perfectly un-

conscious that there is such a thing as "form"
in music. Whether the neglect of form by
many of our writers is to be ascribed to what is

termed in cant language ' 'aspirations after lib-

erty, " or whether it is to be set down to mod-
ern superficiality, we are unable to determine.

In comparing music with sister arts, one is

forcibly reminded of the discrepancy of treat-

ment which lies at the root of this evil. In

painting, form meets us at the threshold of

study. Before the tyro dares to think of im-

agery, color or effect, he must master the prin-

ciples of outline, with its correlative study

—

perspective : without this all other branches are

valueless. A picture may abound in creative

art : yet, if it be faulty in geometrical consis-

tency, if its perspective be irregular, in a word,
if it wants form, it is simply ridiculous and in-

tolerable. AVhereas,—to adopt a reductio ad
ahsnrd'um,—if a designer had drawn a dog's
head on a man's body, or a fowl with four legs,

with green sky and yellow grass, and yet had
produced a picture in lineal and perspective

completeness, the effect would offend a practi-

cal eye far less than if the subjects were badly
drawn. Thus the comic designs of a Leech or

a Tenniel satisfy even the connoisseur, because
they comply with the requirements of form.

In poetry, too, vivid conceptions, with unsym-
metrical quantities, offend the practised eye in

a moment ; while completeness of proportion
without powerful imagery is at once understood
and accepted.

Yet, in music, this order is exactly reversed.

The general public, including—we are sorry to

say—too many in the profession, does not ap-

prehend musical form at all. Ears are attuned
to melodic and harmonic sounds, and minds to

appreciate particular effects ; but as to the gen-
eral structure of a composition (what perspec-
tive is to drawing) no more idea exists than
would be found in the inner consciousness of

an Aztec or a Bushman. The general deficien-

cy of sound musical education is the cause of
this ignorance. An intending comjioser goes
through a course of harmony ; on ending which
he fancies he can write, and foi-thwith rushes
into print. Filled with vanity on finding him-
self "a composer, " flattei-ed also, perhaps, by
friends and pupils, he produces sheets of vapid
nonsense (author's property, let us hope for the
publisher's sake), when really he is only on the
first step of the ladder to musical proficiency.

Harmony and counterpoint are necessary to the
musical student, just as a knowledge of the
properties of color is to the painter ; but it is

as absurd to assume that one educated only so

far is a composer, as to .sujjpose that a mere

student of shade blending is a painter. The
evil, we repeat, is the assumption that the mere
knowledge of harmony and counterpoint is any
more than means to an end ; and that one who
is simply proficient in them has any pretension

to being a composer without having studied
musical form.
Form, then, lies at the threshold of the study

of musical composition properly so called. Be-
fore the word "composer" can be fitlj' applied,

the student must know the quantities of a

phrase,—the phrases necessary to any particu-

lar movement ; the characteristics of the vari-

ous kinds of time,—and must be perfectly ac-

quainted with the song, ballad, rondo, sonata,

and symplionic forms. How many, even of

popular composers have really mastered this

part of the musician's art? Writers of songs,

pianoforte pieces, anthems, services, cantatas,

and operettas, spring up dailjf; yet how few
obtain really permanent hold of the public

mind or achieve anything like lasting reputa-

tion ! We say to every aspirant to musical

honors, in proportion to your acquirement
of the principles of musical form, so will

be your ultimate success as a composer;
and, as sure as you neglect the acquirement of

the principles of musical form, so sure will j'our

name speedily pass into oblivion. We have in

our mind's eye at this moment, a "composer"
who has lately achieved much public notoriety

through the sheer influence of advertising and
over-confidence, (the Americans use a stronger

word), but who has not yet mastered the sim-

plest requirements of musical form. Of his

popularity, like that of many others, it may
truly be said

:

Like Jonah's gourd, it sprang up in a day,

Like Jonah's gourd, so will it waste away.

We strongly advise every student to read Dr,

Marx and other writers on this subject; and
also to make our best classical works the sub-

jects of close analysis. Not that we would
have our composers mere imitators or stereo-

typers of forms, but that we wish to impress on
them, with all the force of which we are capa-

ble, that true liberty of thought springs alone

from the previous observance of rigid disci-

pline.

—

Mus. Standard, London.

" St. Paul " in St. Paul's.

[The following curious article appears in the Lon-

don Orehestra of Nov. 22. Although it treats of

religious music from rather a conventional and ritu-

alistic point of view, it tells some interesting facts

about the hold which the intrinsically great, deep

music is getting on the heart of the English people.]

The citizens of London are about to witness the

revival of one of the very oldest institutions. In
the time oflSYO the masters and scholars of St.

Paul's School had made themselves famous for their

enthusiasm and zeal in the performance of the sa-

cred oratorio, a drama which in some measure may
be considered as of English origin. There is direct

record that in 1150 we, as a nation, were excessive-

ly fond of the sacred drama ; and William Fitzste-

phcn, the Norman monk of Canterbury, gives his

tribute of praise to the English for their little care

for the ordinary theatrical pieces in vogue, and for

their great love for dramas of higher and holier im-

port. Give them a play founded upon a miracle

like that of St. Elizabeth or St. Columba, or one

upon a noble martyrdom like that of St. Cecilia or

St. Lawrence, they .ire mightily pleased withal, and
yearn not for the pomps and vanities of the lower
world. The monies of those days were wise in their

day and time. They secured the people by giving
them what they liked. They liked scene and mu-
sic ; the monks seized hold of both for the good of

the Church and the good of their flock. Music to

this day is against law in a parish church. Dr. Tait,

our busy and anxious reformer in ecclesiastical mat-
ters, has never alluded to this fact in his variegated
charges recently delivered in his diocese. Dr. Tait

may leave the great Creed alone with advantage,

for the orthodox, those who believe in the great
doctrine of the Holj' Trinity are satisfied with it,

and Dr. Tait need not afford aid to unbelievers.

They ask not for his help. But niusic m .y i-east^n-

ably call for his support, because it is our LiviiiL,
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Leader's chief weapon in the armory of the Church.

We recommend this thought to Dr. "Wilberforce and

to both houses of Convocation. Let the people of

Eno'land have a common liberty with all Christen-

dom. At present thej' have not. Any bishop, rec-

tor, vicar, or curate—nay, any churchwarden—can

lock up the organ in a parish church and say

—

"There is your Prayer Book, without a note of mu-
sic in it ; stick to that and hold your tongue." Dr.

Wilberforce and our Northern Archbishop, Dr.

Thompson, who preach in the chapels or churches

of John Knox, are in duty bound to give the fettered

Englishman a law of liberty at least as large and

free as that bestowed on the Scotsman. The Scot

can claim for Divine service his metrical psalm ; the

Eng'lishman cannot.

"We need not inquire how it . was that the early

sacred oratorio died away in England. The mon-
arch, the nobles, the colleges took away the monej'

for Church music, and left the naticn witliout any
music for Sunday. Hence the English had no mu-
sic for Monday or any of the other five days in the

week. This was the sure operation of a higher law.

Law against song for Sunday was law against all

song worthy of the name. But the monarch retain-

edjnusic for his ot\ti royal self and grand court

days, and state ceremonies in some degree preserv-

ed and fed the Church composer. In the days of

Charles the First and our second Charles, the for-

eigner came here and gave our native musicians a

needful lift, and with our Georges came the great

Lutheran who had travelled through all Christen-

dom and noted what the wisdom of tha Church had
supplied, and what the hearts of the people delight-

ed in. Handel brought to life the sleeping taste for

the oratorio. In the monkish time England patron-

ized the musical plays of ''T/tc Good Samaritan"
"Tobit and the Angel," "Tlie Prodiyal Son." "Job and
his Three Friends." Not distinctively to mention
the Handelian oratorios, soon after the death of their

composer were performed the oratorios, "Hannah"
"Euth," "Nabal" "Zimri," "Rebecca" "Alfred," "Ju-

dith," "The Prodigal Son," "Expuhion of the Demon
from King Saul," "Ahimeleeh" "Gideon," "Jephtha,"

"Force of Truth," and many others too numerous to

mention. But all this effort for Church musicaj

and Scriptural history was as Church music against

law. The oratorio legally was the theatrical orato-

rio. Our bishops would listen complacently to ora-

torio music at Royal Coronations in Westminster
Abbey, at Royal Concerts in His Majesty's Concert
Room in Hanover Square, but if sought to be used
in parish churches would fulminate their censures
against it as so much show or sensational music

—

undevotional—fiddlers' music. In these days moral
sense and common sense have beaten this prejudice,

and the people ride over the law. Still there is the
law—the scandalous law forbidding Church music,
which an ill-natured bishop or rector with cure of

souls may and can use, and this ought to be repeal-

ed and music set free.

The Church season now opening will be made
memorable by a rendering of Mendelssohn's oratorio

of "Si. Paul" in St. Paul's Cathedral ; a Passion Ser-
vice, that by Sebastian Bach, the St. Mattliew his-

tory, in St. Paul's Cathedral and Westminster Ab-
bey ; a Passion .Service in the Church of St. Anne,
Soho, that by Sebastian Bach according to the his-

tory of St. John ; Handel's oratorio of "7'heodora,
the Marti/r of Aiitioch" in the Hanover Square
Eooms ; and tlie oratorio of "Behliazzar," by Handel,
in St. James's Hall. We rejoice to be able to record
these introductions of "the orchestra in churches,"
and it is both our pleasure and duty to award the
meed of praise to the deans of St. Paul's and West-
minster Abbey, for this glorious issue. For years
we have been contesting the point and the principle,

and at last "the orchestra in church" is a recognized
fact. But it is the people of England that have done
this great thing. It is the sympathy of the amateur
mind with the artistic mind, and the reverence of
both for the Bible histories, and the prevalence of
the old Catholic faith throughout this great nation.

The St. Matthew "Passion" will probably be given
in Exeter Hall by the members of the Sacred Har-
monic Society. The Bach is being remodelled [!]

by Sir Michael C'fwta, and no doubt it will prove a
great attraction, the Costa mind being so differently

constitnted [I!] from that of Hcrr Franz, whose
score has hitherto been adopted in the performance
of this composition in this country. Wc have for

many years given it as our opinion tliat the Bach
"Passion according t'^ St. John" is the real render-
ing to work in this country. The oratorio is more
scriptural and less cncnmbered by interruptions, the
style more condensed, the form more simple, the
melodies more attractive, the feelings more sympa-

thetic. Possibly it might ba improved by a few ad-

ditions from the St. Matthew "Passion." Some few
of the short and highly dramatic choruses would
bear transplantation, and the "Thunders and Light-

nings" would beyond question add much to the in-

terest of the shorter work.
The oratorio of "The Passion," when properly set

to music, must present the first and most essential

feature of all dramatic composition—that of deep
personal feeling. The vocalists sing the belief of

the musicians in the narrative contained in the bio-

graphical statement of the Evangelist. Whatever
of emotion may arise from the beautiful or sublime

character of the music, persuaded belief lies at the

bottom of all. And the cause—the basis of this re-

vival of English love for the drama of the Passion,

of which we have records for seven hundred j'ears

jjast, is the revived and increased faith in the great

mass of the English nation. The people have called

for the oratorio of "The Passion" just as they call

for Handel's "Messiah ;" they have Handel, and they
demand Bach. It is no question of art, of service,

of adoration, but it is the conviction all round that

the grandest of music can never enter the heart or

intellect of the composer unless associated with the

grandest of all themes that can fill the human be-

ing. The same belief which called for the drama of

the Crucifixion in England in 1150, in 1.370, in

Rome in 1264, in Padua in 124.3, in Friuli in 1298,

in France in 1300, in Germany in 1320, and which
led Luther to retain the service in 1530, is now
strong and mighty in this country, and the hearers
of this drama are becoming daily more and more
numerous. Every young man of ordinary respecta-

bility is now a singer, and can read choral music.

There is not an English girl, decently educated, but
can take her part in an oratorio. Nothing short of

the true, the real, the beautiful, can satisfy the
young heart when engaged with oratorio music

;

youth yearns for this, and finds it in the Passion
music of Handel and Bach. For this cause we find

their music at St. Paul's Cathedral, in Westminster
Abbey, and as a corollary, the "St. PaiiT' of Men-
delssohn.

We cannot but deplore the discontinuance of the

sacred concerts given in the Royal Albert Hall by
M. Gounod, concerts in many respects most remark-
able, attended with great artistic results. M. Gounod
has taught our amateur to sing in pure and sustain-

ed tone high class music unaccompanied, by either

organ or orchestra. He is in many respects the
foremost musician of the age. and the only one to

be coupled with the illustrious [!] Verdi, but he has
been most grievously ill advised by those who know
nothing of English tastes and English feeling. His
artistic virtues are manifold, his errors comparative-
ly small and few. But he did this—he dresSed his

choir, put the girls in proper paraphernalia—white,

red and blue ; and before long we hope to see at all

such gatherings the girls in w^hite, the men in sur-

plice3,*and the band in crimson cassocks and the black

sash. Nothing short of this at the large concerts at

Exeter Hall, nothing short of this at the bigger fes-

tivals at the Royal Albert Hall. The public will at

once perceive the propriety and beauty of the
change, and bestow their patronage on those who
so wisely and artistically call upon them for the

preference. No one wants the choir of a thousand
voices, the men standing up like so many ministers

and deacons in a Dissenting chapel, and the girls

like those in a flower manufactory, or where paper
collars and dickeys are made, or the sewing ma-
chines kept all a going. The public really wants a

change in these sumptuary arrangements, and will

willingly pay for it.

Mendelssohn's Death.

[The Kdlnische Zeitung has been enabled to give

the following extract from the second volume of

"MoscHELEs' Life," by Mrs. Mosoheles, now in the

press :]

On the ITth of September (Moscheles writes in

his journal) the Mendelssohn family returned from
Switzerland. Mentally our delightful frieud is just

the same, but physically he seems to me changed

;

he has aged, he is languid, and his walk is less

quick than it used to be. And yet if one sees him
at the piano, or hears him talking about art and ar-

ti.sts, he is all life and fire. His friend Julius Kietz

is ju.st entering on his post of Capellmeister at Lefp-

sic, and that is a great delight to him. "There's

another," said Mendelssohn, "who really loves good
rnusic, who can produce good things himself, and
can bring the productions of others to the highest

* Here's "EltuallBm" with a vengeance I—Ed.

pitch of perfection, and now the Gewandhans con-
certs will have quite the genuine ring about them.
And then what quantities of music we will have at

home ! Rietz plays the 'cello so well, it will be a
splendid winter." » * *
On the 9th of October Mendelssohn called for

Charlotte and me to take a walk with him ; we saw
him coming slowly and languidly through the gar-
den to the house. When my wife affectionately

asked him how he felt, he answered: "How I feel?

Well, I feel all gray in gray." She tried to cheer
him by sa}-ing that the sunny weather and the
walk would do him good. And reallj', during our
stroll through the Rosenthal, he became so bright and
lively that we forgot his indisposition. He told us
about his last stay in London—his visit to the
Queen ; how prettily she had sung to him, when he
had played to her and the Prince ; how she had
then said in such a kind manner: "He had so often

given her pleasure, was there no way of giving him
any ?" how he had begged to see the children, and
she had conducted him into the beautifully arranged
nursery department and shown him the little princes
and princesses, all so well brought up and so good
that it was quite a treat to see them. Then he
spoke about his wife's coming birthday, for which
occasion he had bought her a cloak. Another in-

valuable present he had also himself prepared for

her for this birthday. On a tour that he and Klinge-
mann had made in Scotland they kept a journal
together, Klingemann writing verses, Mendelssohn
drawing. These hasty sketches he hai now worked
out, collected, and bound together, but when he
presented this gift to his wife, hoping to please her
with it, he was already at death's door !

We separated (continues the journ.il) at about one
o'clock, in the best spirits. But already that same
afternoon, in the Freges' house, he became very un-
well.

He had gone there to try and again persuade
Frau Frege, that artist whom he so highly esteem-
ed, to sing in the approaching performance of "Eli-

jah." "She shrinks from appearing in public," he
had said to us a few days previously, "because she
has been suffering a great deal from her throat

;

but nobody can sing it as she does ; I must inspire

her with courage." The literal account which here
follows his visit to Frau Frege on the 9th of Octo-
ber, we owe to a personal communication. He en-

tered the room with these words: "I am coming to-

day, and every day, till you give me your consent,

and now I bring you again the altered pieces (of

'Elijah'). But I feel dreadfully low-spirited, so

much so that I actually cried the other day over my
trio. But, before the 'Elijah,' you must to-day help

me to put together a collection of songs ; Hartels

are pressing me so much for it.' He had brought
the set, op. 71, and as the 7th song, the "Alt-

deutsche Friihlingslied," which he had already com-
posed in the summer of this year, but only written

out on the 7th of October. "I knew," said Frau
Frege, "about in what order he would arrange
them, and laid them out on the piano one by one.

When I had sung the first he was greatly moved
and asked for it sgain, and added : '"That was a se-

rious birthday present for Schleinitz on the first of

October ; but it is just how I feel myself, and I can-

not tell yon how sad it made me to see Fanny's still

unaltered rooms in Berlin. And yet I have so

much to thank God for—Cecile is so well, and the little

Telix (his youngest son and a delicate child) too.'

I had to sing all the songs several times, and stuck

to the point that the "Friihlingslied" did not seem
to go very well with that set. So he said : 'Very
well. The whole set looks serious ; let it go forth

into the world as it is.' Though he looked very
pale, I had to sing him the first song for the third

time, and he said all kinds of nice and affectionate

things to me about it. Then he asked : 'If you are

not too tired, couldn't we just sing the last quartet

out of 'Elijah' ?' I went out of the room to order

lights, and when I came back he was sitting in the

other room in the sofa-corner, and said his hands
had got quite stiff and cold, and he thought he
would rather be well-advised and just take a run
round the town, for he felt too bad to play properly.

When he got into the open air he felt it was best to

go straight homo, and there sat down in the sofa-

corner, where Cecile found him again at seven
o'clock, his hands again quite benumbed."

THE NEXT DAY

the doctor applied leeches to relieve the severe
headache from which he was suffering ; he took it

for disorder of the stomach, and it was only much
later that he declared it to be an excessive irritation

of the nervous system. I had for along time—even
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before Fanny's death—been struck by his paleness

when he was conducting or playing—everything

seemed to tire him more than formerly. The whole

town was terror-struck, his fi-iends trembled, when
the news of his illness spread abroad, but when he

began to amend they again beliered in his ultimate

recovery. A few days afterwards he received visits

from his friends, was in good spirits, and made plan

after plan. He even wanted to go to Vienna to ful-

fil his promise of conducting the "Elijah," but his

friends dissuaded him from this .exertion. To Frau

Frege, who went to see him. he said : "Well, I gave

you a pretty fright ; I must have been a cheerful

looking object." By degrees the convalescent felt

better and better, and was allowed on the 28th to

take a walk with his wife. He even wanted to go
out again, but the careful wife persuaded him to

rest, and he consented ;
and, alas ! immediately af-

terwards he sank down. They called it paralj'sis.

The anxictj- and sadness of the next days cannot be

described. The whole town shared it with relations

and friends. Once more an apparent improvement
showed itself, but he soon became highly excited,

and began talking English wildly ; and on the 3rd

of November, at half-past two, he had a third attack,

which completely shattered his senses. The bulle-

tin is besieged, but the news which it gives tells of

no improvement, and so the 4th of November draws
nearer.

Midday.—The physicians. Dr. Hammer, Hofi'ath

Cams, and surgeon Walther, are with the patient

by turns. The bulletin which Schleinitz writes de-

clares the case to be hopeless. Herr and Frau
Frege, David, Rietz, Schleinitz, my wife and I, re-

mained anxiously near the sick room. The only
words of encouragement that the doctors can give

are these : "If there should be no fresh attack, the

seeming quiet may bring about a happy change, and
he may be saved." But this repose was only the

result of the decline of his physical strength.

Evening.—From 2 o'clock in the afternoon, when a
repetition of the attack was feared at the same hour
as the day before, utter unconsciousness set in. All

the more delicate organs and mental powers were
gone, and he lay quiet, breathing loud and heavily.

In the evening we were all assembled around his

bed, without fearing a disturbance ; his angelically

peaceful countenance, the stamp of his immortal
soul, impressed itself deeply and indelibly on our
spirits. His Cecile bore the terrible weight of her
grief heroically—she never once broke down, not a
word betrayed her inner suffering. His brother
Paul, like a moving marble statue, was continually

at his bedside. This tragic scene was still height-

ened by the vainly expected arrival of his sister,

Frau Dirichlet, and his relations, Herr and Frau
Schunck. Dr. Hartel had gone off to Berlin to

fetch her, and also Dr. Schonlein ; but they did not
come. From nine in the evening the fatal end be-

gan to approach, and the breathing became slower.
The doctors counted the respirations a£ if they want-
ed to enrich science with new discoveries ; his fea-

tures became transfigured ; Cecile knelt by his bed-
side, suffused in tears ; and in the deathly silence

Paul Mendelssohn, David, Schleinitz, and I sur-

rounded the bed, in earnest prayer. With every
breath that escaped from him, I felt the struggle of
the great spirit which was breaking loose from its

mortal frame. At twenty-four minutes past nine he
breathed out his great soul with a deep sigh. The
doctor took Cecile into another room, and supported
her in her speechless grief I knelt by the bed, ac-

companying the soul of the departed one to heaven
with my prayers, and kissed the lofty brow before
it had grown cold under the hand of death. We re-

mained some hours together, bewailing the irrepar-
able loss, and then each one retired, with his grief
His children had been sent to bed at nine, andWere
already sleeping calmly when God called their fa-

ther to Himself. Even the awful solemnity of the
funeral celebration can never come up to the feelings
which overpowered me then, and which I shall al-

ways carry about with me in remembrance of that
beloved friend, a man beyond the possibility of ever
being replaced. The whole city mourned, the Ge-
wandhaus had no concert on the 4th of November
as usual—and who would have gone to listen to it ?

That one broken chord had taken the tune out of
our own souls.

Dr. Bellows on Rubinstein.

We have among us now a great musician, a fine

composer, and an astonishing performer—Rubin-
stein. Ae has drawn to himself a great following of
admirers, and has already been seen and heard
enough to make an American estimate of him, at

least, possible. The first glance at him went far to

settle his claims to respectful attention. A broad,

ample forehead—indeed, of enormous width—backed
by a capacious brain, over eyes large and sad, with
high cheek-bones, full of Tartar and Oriental sug-

gestion ; a mouth large, sensuous, flexible, but un-

smiling and serai-barbaric—such as an Indian chief

might wear
;
gleaming teeth ; a strong neck ; firm

limbs, square!}- planted ; large hands ; a full circu-

lation ; a ruddy, even color from brow to finger

tips—you have a physique compact, vigorous, full-

blooded, and indicative of health and the prime of

life. His smooth-shaven face gives only more effect

to his copious and strong hair, which he shakes as a

lion his mane. In public he is grave, reserved, and
distant, treating his audiences with a fine disdain or

a fine respect, not always easily distinguished.

Clearly he comes neither to beg mercy nor propi-

tiate praise. He seems to take this position : "I

oft'er you my best, for which you have paid your
money ; and you owe me nothing and I owe you
nothing further in this little business transaction,

which satisfies us both. And as for gratuitous ap-

plause, it pleases me, because it shows sympathy
with the music I interpret or the way I interpret it.

But I have had the favorable judgment of Liszt and
Joachim and of musical capitals and select circles on
that, and cannot lay much stress upon it ; and am
too honest and grave to affect a gratitude I do not

feel." The fact is, Rubinstein is too large and seri-

ous a personality to be tossed on the ripples of con-

cert-room applause. You feel it to be a sort of in-

dignity to make a show of him and fasten eyes as

upon a public performer. When a great orator is

pleading a serious and pregnant cause, you do not call

him or think him a performer ; and when a true ar-

tist moves us in the universal direction we forget

alike him and ourselves. It is an impertinence to

emphasize either his presence or his implements or

our admiration and interest. We ought to be lost

in the enjoyment or vision of the great realities his

art evokes. We reverence the artist most who
makes us forget himself in the greatness and glory

of his theme, and ourselves in the attraction of his

subject.

And this is really the finest tribute Rubinstein
compels his audiences to pay—their silence and their

restrained applause. His companion, an excellent

violinist, hut evidently not an inspired man, evokes
a stormy applause. 'The people feel they can and
must settle with him on the spot. Open and hearty
admiration will pay off his claims in full. He is

within reach of the palms. His skill is great, but
ofily of a kind we know and can measure. He is

master of all the tricks of his instrument ; and the
people respect, admire and appreciate his tricks.

They deserve applause, and let them have it. But
what can applause do for one of Handel's sacred
songs ("I know that my Redeemer liveth"), or for

Beethoven's dirge in the Seventh Symphony, or for

Schumann's best lyrics, or for Rubinstein's deep
and subtle concertos t The people evidently feel this,

and it is a good sign. It shows his mettle and theirs.

For really it is not what Rubinstein writes or

plays that is the best part of him. It is what he is.

His compositions and his performances indicate a

mind full of original and earnest thoughts, of serious

struggles with the spiritual and social problem of

the time, of a yearning toward divine beauty, truth,

and peace. He is a strong child who has carried

his youth witii him into his maturity, and lost noth-
ing of the questful gaze and serious curiosity of a
first-awakened soul. And clearly, although a man
of thought and culture, acquainted with European
life, he has much of that Oriental and mystical
charm which made Kossuth a sort of poet-prophet-

statesman, and gave his utterance, even in a foreign

tongue, an eloquence and charm quite unique and
unparalleled. We hear the Orient in the solemn and
hushed tone, the mj'stic and half-fatalistic quality,

the dreamy and unfamiliar and unpractical essence

of his music ; but it is the East at its confluence with
the West ! Rubinstein is on the isthmus that divides

the Orient and the Occident. Their spray dashes
over into each other ; but they do not mix. There
is an evident conflict and struggle in his nature and
his music. He roars like a lion and is soft as a suck-

ing dove by turns. He springs like a panther, and
with his grace and precision, upon the keys. But
his hands are claws in velvet. They smite like a
hammer, they caress like a mother. But there is a
grave moodiness, an unsatisfied seeking, and baffled

longing in his characteristic style and manner,
which makes it wondrous true to our time of broken
relations, when the past has gone and the future has
not come, when we are dissatisfied with what is and
not clear what is to be.

—

IiidependaU, Dec. 1th.

WBUkI €GXXt^p\\)it\\tt.

Philadelphia, Nov. 30.

—

(Crouded oiii last time.)

On Tuesday the "Elijah" was repeated by the

Handfil and Haydn Society, with Mme. Rudersdorff,

Miss Fairman, Mr. Simpson and Mr. Whitney. The

choruses were given with rather better spirit than

at the last performance. "Thanks be to God," and

"He watching over" were particularly good. The

orchestra was bad. Mr. Whitney seemed to be

suffering from hoarseness, but it did not interfere

much ivith his singing. His rendering of "I have

been very jealous" was most excellent, far better

than the opening part of the solo. Miss Fairman

was eminently successful in her part and received a

hearty encore of "O rest in the Lord." Mr. Simp-

son was only passable in his solos. He sadly wants

vim. Mme. Rudersdorff sang with her accustomed

dramatic power. "Cast thy Burden" was beautiful-

ly sung and was, of course, encored. On Thursday

evening "The Messiah" was given before a tremen-

dous audience. The same singers participated as

on Tuesday. Mr. Whitney's performance through-

out was grand. I never heard more eloquent sing-

ing than his "Why do the heathen ?" In "The

trumpet shall sound" he was somewhat fettered by

the acrobatic performances of the orchestra. Mme.

Rudersdorff was ill, and her performance was not en-

tirely satisfactory. "Rejoice greatly" was quite be-

yond her vocal powers. But her conception of "I

know that my Redeemer" is eminently worthy. Miss

Fairman sang well, as usual, but the alto solos in

the "Messiah" are difficult for most female altos to

sing. Mr. Simpson took "Comfort ye" twice as

slow as it ought to be ; and "Thou shalt dash them"

was bej-ond his vocal ability. The choruses were

excellent, but the orchestra terrible.

Dec. 14.—On the afternoon of Saturday, the 30th

ult., Mr. WoLFSOHN gave his third orchestral Mati-

nee. Mendelssohn's A-major ("Italian") Symphony

headed the programme. The Andante con moto did

not receive as smooth a performance as would have

pleased a fastidious critic ; but, considering the

enormous difficulties Mr. Wolfsohn has to contend

with, the whole work was very well interpreted.

Wagner's superb "Rienzi" Overture was nobly

given. Mr. Wolfsohn played Liszt's "Slumber

Song" with that delicacy and taste which character-

izes all his performances of music of this nature.

Mr. Braun gave a creditable interpretation to a

Fantasie for the 'cello by Piatti on Der Freyschuetz.

On Saturday evening the "Orpheus Club," a male

singing society qf twenty voices, led by Mr. Michael

Cross, gave their first concert. The principal piece

was an old English Prize Glee, written in 1811, by

C. Evans, and entitled "Beauties, have you seen a

toy ?" It was exceedingly well sung, but the upper

tenor part was not prominent enough. Moehring's

"Cavalry Song" was sung with great spirit and ac-

curacy. Abt's "Good night. Beloved," for solo bari-

tone and humming chorus was well received ; but

the gentleman who sang the solo has a bad method

in that he forces his chest voice too high. The rest

of the vocal part of the programme were tastefully

sung. The only fault which seemed to be continual

was that the second bass part did not assert itself

sufficiently. Mr. Jarvis played Chopin's F-sharp

minor "Impromptu" and Etude in A minor, and

Thalberg's "Elisire d'Amore."

On Monday, tihe 9th, Mrs. Moclton sang at a con-

cert given for a charitable purpose at Horticultural

Hall. Her solos were Masse's "Ma mere etait Bolie-

mienne" Schubert's "Erl King" and Dolby's "Splen-

did weather." She was eminently successful, par-

ticularly in the last named piece. Her vocalization

is perfect, and her appreciation of the sentiment of
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her song is so good that it is a thorough pleasure to

hear her.

Mr. Wolfsohn's 4th matinee was given this after-

noon. Beethoven's No. 4 (B-flat) was the Symphony

selected. It was only fairly given, the w;ooden

wind instruments being the clog to its perfect per-

formance. Mr. Eosewald, of Baltimore, played

Spohr's violin Concerto (No. 8) exceedingly well,

and he was finel}' supported by the orchestra. On

Monday Lucca opens a season of two weeks.

Eustace.

Dec. 21.—Last Saturday evening the "Abt Mal^

Singing Society" gave its first concert of this sea-

son at Musical Fund Hall. The hall was densely

filled by a brilliant audience, which manifested great

enthusiasm. The programme was rich and judi-

ciously varied, and every piece was rendered with

that precision and crispness of tone which has ever

characterized the society's performances. Sulli-

van's "Long Day closes" was most exquisitely sung,

and Gade's "Gondola Song" was a perfect example

oSpianissimo singing. Storeh's "March" received a

loud encore, as did also Hatton's "Letter." The

"Village Blacksmith" by Hatton was a fitting close

to this brilliant concert. I should not omit to men-

tion the great improvement in the quartet singing

at this concert over the former efforts of the Society

in this line. Mr. Clarke, the conductor, and the en-

tire Society are to be sincerely congratulated on the

success of this concert, which was the undoubted

result of their hearty and earnest labor in rehears-

ing.

On Monday, the 16th, the "Lucca Troupe" open-

ed their season at the Academy. "Faust" was se-

lected as the opera in which to introduce to us the

great prima donna. The "Marguerite" of Mme.

Lucca is certainly one of the most perfect specimens

of histrionic force I have ever witnessed. She throws

her whole soul into the part, and this, combined

with her passionately powerful voice, has made her

so preeminently successful. Her childish delight

in the "Jewel Song/ and her dark despair in the

church scene, are as different as if each were por-

trayed by a different artiste. Mons. Jamet as

Mephisto was, in singing and acting, entirely satis-

factory. Sig. Vizzani in the title role did not do

weU, his voice is too light for the heavy orchestra-^

tion of the work.

On Tuesday, Miss Kellogg was the recipient of a

great ovation on her appearing as "Leonora" in

"Trovatore." Throughout the whole opera she

gave strong evidence that her voice is greatly im-

proved in strength, and yet is losing none of its sil-

very sweetness ; her acting too was very good, not

as stormy as Gazzaniga'e, but all the part requires.

Sig. Abrudegno as "Manrico" sang and acted fairly.

His voice is somewhat worn and sounds rather tame

aft«r Wachtel and Lefranc. Sig. Moriami as the

"Count" was exceedingly good.

On Wednesday the "Huguenots" was given.

Mme, Lucca as "Valentine" sang the difficult music

with charming facility, and rendered all her recita-

tives with great dramatic effect. In the 4th act her

scene with "Raoul" was superbly acted. Sig. Viz-

zani as "Raoul" failed almost entirely ; the music is

far beyond his ability, and his acting was quite stiff.

Jamet as "Marcel" sang with great taste, but the

part is too low for his voice. Mme. Leveille as

"Margaret," and Sig. Sparani as "Nevers" were

quite successful in their impersonations.

On Thursday " Cru/iino e la Comarif' was the op-

era. Ronconi, as the lucky cobbler, sang far better

than I have heard him for years, and his acting, of

course, was irresistibly funny. Miss Kellogg,

though harassed by a severe cold, played her part

aa of old, with naivete and brilliancy.

On Friday evening "The ifarriage of Figaro" was

announced, but owing to Miss Kellogg's increased

illness, could not be performed, and "Fra Diavolo"

was substituted. Mme. Lucca as "Zerlina" was per-

fectly bewitching: she is certainly a marvel, so

wide is the scope of her histrionic abilities. Vizza-

ni as "Fra Diavolo" sang as well as he can with his

feeble voice, and his acting was quite satisfactory.

Ronconi as "Milord" provoked much applause. The

chorus of the troupe is fair, but the orchestra is not

as unwavering as it should be. Next week is the

last of this troupe's season here. Eustace.

giDigljt's loiirnal d Susit.
•-
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The Christmas Oratorio.

Our people have learned to look forward to a

performance of Handel's " Messi.\h " as regularly

and as joyfully as to the return of Christmas. To
musicians, and to those of much experience in the

hearing of great music, something a little more out

of the common, even if not so great,— a Bach's

Weihnaehfs Oralorium for instance,—might for once

awaken a more eager appetite ; but for the great

mass whose musical range is limited, although they

may love music deeply, and who can feel how vital

and profound the harmony between the Handelian

inspirations and the significance which the season

of the Natirity has to all religious souls, there is

no musical work which means so much and is so

well appreciated, so strengthening and uplifting as

"The Messiah." We are apt to forget, too, that

there is always a younger generation coming on,

who would be wronged by deprivation of the glo-

rious opportunity we older ones have had far oftener

than we derserved. But then again, upon the other

hand, even the most experienced, just when they

turn again with some reluctance and anticipation of

fatigue to the long series of mighty choruses and

songs too great for singers uninspired, are often

forced to wonder at themselves, as well as at the

great composer's genius, when, to their agreeable

disappointment
( probably not for the first time

)

they find how fresh it all sounds after all, how
grander than ever and more marvellously perfect

every chorus proves, and what new beauty and only

half-suspected truth and depth of feeling still re-

veals itself in every Air and Recitative, and every

bit of symphony. Many will own that this was

signally the case with them last Sunday evening,

and well appreciated this sturdy conservatism of

the old Handel and Haydn Society, whatever else

they may be disposed to ask for at its hands.

Last year's performance of the Messiah received

unwonted lustre from the participation of the

Santley party as soloists, and their presence in-

spired the chorus singers with a new ambition

;

so that the crowded audience this time came pre-

pared to measure things by a high standard. In

justice we must own that the choral work was even

better than before, and that we do not remember so

satisfactory a rendering of the whole series of cho-

ruses in Boston. Even those difficult and "catchy"

ones, "Good will towards men," "His yoke is easy,"

(the singers seldom found it easy !), and the like, were

clearly made out both in general outline and detail.

The tenderly affecting choruses: "Surely" and "With

his stripes," in which Handel more resembles Bach,

as well as the completion of the group in the bold

contrast of "All we like sheep," with the sublime and

awe-inspiring conclusion ; "And the Lord hath laid

on him," were adequately realized. The altos were

very rich and full,and the tenors came out with fresh-

ness and vitality of tone, as well as sweetness, which

has been very rare. Tho sopranos were efficient, but

sometimes rather thin and screamy on the high notes.

This was particularly noticeable, as usual, in the

"Hallelujah" chorus, otherwise so perfect, where the

high A falls on the pinched vowel e : "And He
shall reign." Mr. Zerrahn suggests (and why not?)

that henceforth they sing : "The Lord shall reign."

But better yat would be the return to the lower

pitch, the French normal pitch ; and even that is

more than half a tone sharper than the pitch of

Handel's time. Some choruses were omitted,—wise-

ly, considering the great length of the work. The
orchestra did their part, as is too often the case in

such tasks, rather perfunctorily and as if their

thoughts were wandering outside of the music ; not

always, but too frequently, as now and then a solo

singer must have felt. The Organ, under Mr.

Lang's hands, was a great help.

The quartet of soloists were all interesting, to say

the least. At the opening, the Tenor, Mr. Packard,

placed himself at once in a worthy light as an in-

terpreter of a high theme, and as a performing ar-

tist before a public somewhat critical. His delivery

of "Comfort ye" and "Every Valley" was a very

careful, well considered and consistent effort ; in

spirit and conception riglit and adequate. His voice

is sweet and of good even calibre throughout, not

brilliant but of fair power, and his method excellent.

He sustains a tone and swells it admirably. In-

deed he has st3-le, and a pure and honest style, free

from offensive crudities, affectations or exaggera-

He plainly had a full appreciation of his task and

did it earnestly and like an artist. A little stiff-

ness, w^hich 'should disappear with practice, was

about the only drawback.—The Bass came next in

requisition, Mr. Whitney for "Thus saith the Lord"

and the Air: "But who may abide." And here

again at once was a great step forward into public

favor. His majestic organ seemed to have ripened

and expanded and become vivified through the

whole range of it ; alike in declamation, in Canta-

bile, in clear, rotund and even execution of the long

roulades, he was, more satisfactory than ever. There

was less dead wood in the performance ; it was all

alive. He does not yet possess, however, like

the Tenor, the art or power of holding out a long

tone without wavering in the pitch, and not unfre-

quently, after a manly and victorious tussle with a

trying passage, comes out on a strong last note a

little false, 'fiiese ponderous basses yield to their

own weight, we know. But the impression as a

whole was grand. "For He is like a refiner's fire"

was given with great energy. This solemn warn-
ing ended, with the chorus, that so fitly follows

:

"He shall purify," it is the Contralto's turn, an-

nouncing the Nativity, proclaiming the new light.

Mile. Anna Drasdil, a native of Bohemia, who has
lived for several years in England, a pupil for some
time of Mme. Rudcrsdorff, has made a great mark in

the Oratorios there, and it has been a common thing

of late to hear her mentioned as the most promising
Contralto in England. Her very first tones: "Be
hold ! a virgin," arrested unusual attention by the

individual timbre of the voice, at once rich and
reedy, sweet, yet with a singularly penetrating qual-

ity. It reached everywhere, and there was a rare

charm about it. A true artistic singer was soon

manifest ; well trained ; with something like a ge-

nius for it, as it seemed ; dramatic too, and full of

fire. There was probably some nervousness in that

first effort ; for in tlie Air : "O thou that tellcst,"

the lower portion of the voice seemed weak, and the

force of certain phrases spent before all tlie notes

had reached the ear. But this was the beginning

only ; we shall liear more ; now we have to lis-

ten to another voice, which should be in this Orato-

rio tlie voice of voices, the Soprano.

Prepared by all these voices, of prophecy and
warning and announcement, and by the Overture
and thrilling choruses,— prepared too by that ex-

quisite prelude of the Pastoral Symphony (in the

performance of which we must again protest against

that poor infringement of the Thomas " Triiumerci"

patent, that hushing of the last repetition to a half

audible ppp), — now begins the voice which is to

embody as it were the Light to which all has been
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l.-iokintv rorivr.rd. and to sin,"- the iri'eat sons; of Faith.

Tlus'time it is the lo-^-ely voice of Mrs. Moultov. With

all her good gifts the singer is not in her element;

for she has never sung in Oratorio before .ind never

even heard a full performance of the iVexsiah. She

brings to it all her treasury of nightingale and lark-

like tones, with the spontaneous, bird-like sprinmng

forth thereof (though sometimes there seems to be a

struggle in the thro.at before the nightingale escape);

all her finished, tiuent vocalization ; her versatility

of talent and quick .apprehension. Nor does she

approach the task with levity, or witbout a sense

of its importance, or without earnest preparation.

Indeed the nervousness apparent at the iirst was

quite sincere ; and this, added to a cold, entitled her

to large allowance. Under the circumstauces, the

degree of success which [she achieved was certainly

remarkable. The effort won respect throughout,

while more than once it charmed and satisfied in a

high sense. .The Recitative: "There were Shep-

herds" was not so simply given as one could wish :

there was a somewhat forced, unneeded pathos in its

tones; just in thiit narr.ative, recited as it were from
heaven, the Voice should be impersonal, though hu-

man, —by no means dram.atic. "Rejoice greatly" was

in her true vein, and seldom have we heard it sung
morebe.autifuUv : the serious middle strain, too, was
tenderly melodious. Best of all was "Come unto Him,"
which seemed to reacli the heart of the audience.

Her rendering of the great air: '"I know that my
R deemer" was an earnest, very creditable ef-

f.irt,—one that rased her in her character of
artist,—but not yet a tiiumph. Here too there
was a somewhat trammelled and uneasy lean-

ing on traditions (not always of the best), and
not that free, assured and noble style,—sure,

simple and .sublime.—by which that si n has
maintained its suprem; cy. But Mrs. M.>uiti>n

is full of .song and full of alent. If a I'arisian

life could not imbue her with the Oiatorio style

or spirit, we t ust it is not too late for her to

learn, and that she will not cease to try her
powers in the high spheres of Art. Paulo majoi-a

canainuM /

We can only add that Miss Drusdil's voice
and style and earnestness giew upon the audi-
ence as she went on. Whit s-eraed the feeble

ton s oame out clear and ringing. "He was dis-

nised" was .so impiessive'y rendeied. that we
felt wronged by the omls-ion of the second
pat-t. Mr. Packard sustained himself through
out as honorably as lie begun ; giving "Thy
rebuke," &c , with true manly pathos; though
he is not yet full grown, even if he be by na-
ture frnmed, fir the severe task of vocalization
offered by "Thou shalt break them." His voice
is not a ringing one. although ic had a mflnly
powe' and value, besides sweetness. Mr. Whit-
ney continued to givj us of his grand -st sub-
bass as well as his mo.-.t puie and ringing upper
tones, m tking ev ry piece effective, particular y
"Why do the ni ions lage' and "The trumpet
shall souad," in which the startling clear tone
and crisp, pure execution of a new trumpet-
player won instant recognition.

Mr. A. P. Peck's Concerts.—In the line of mis-

cellaneous, popular concerts, combining alwa3-s

quite a galaxy of "stars," nobody caters half so well

as our obliging superintendent of the Music Hall.

But this year other "stars in their courses" seem to

have "fought against" him. Two of his four rich

announcements were fulfilled, to his loss, during the

horse epidemic ; then came the Great Fire, compell-

ing the indefinite postponement of the other two.

But last week Mr. Peck redeemed his promise to the

public, on a more generous scale than had been even

thought of; for besides Mrs. Charles Moulton, he

offered us Theodore Thomas with his Orchestra, and
all the brilliant soloists who travel with him. The
programmes, too, were of a high order, of interest

to any audience
; few better are found in the record

of the Thomas concerts.

But again the elements could not conceal their

grudge ; vilest of wintry days was Friday, Dec. 20.

Theonly wonder was that so many people waded
through the snow and slosh to the warm brio-ht

Music Hall, filling it more than half full. Bronze
Beethoven's face shone well ; and never could there

have been completer contrast with the outer world,

or sweeter and more timely cheer, than one felt at

the first sound of that very tune of Summer, the

opening phrase of the Pastoral Symphony, a theme

which seems to have dropped fi'om heaven out of a

clear blue June sky, into the composer's most imag-

inative, prolific brain. This time Mr. Thomas gave

us the whole Symphony
; and in such a setting,

—

after the Allegro representing "the awakening of

cheerful feelings on arriving in the countrj'," which

the listening tone-poet stole from the very pulse and

breath of Nature,—the "Scene by the Brook" [An-

dante molto moto) was far more appreciable. The

"Thunder Storm" episode was given with startling

vividness and power ; the Scherzo ("merry meeting

of peasants"), which it interrupts, was finely exhila-

rating with its crisp, delicate staccato, and most

rousing when it came to the boisterous swing of the

heavy country dance. The sunshine after storm,

with the homeward tramp of the flocks, and the rich

hymn of joy and gratitude, in fhe Finale, were for

the most part well brought out, although the move-

ment {Allegretto) was rather rapid for the clear out-

lining of some passages.

Mrs. Moulton's smooth, delicicus voice, and ex-

quisitely fluent, facile execution, in the rapid, florid

violin Variations of Rode's Air were so wholly mu-

sical, and so held the listening sense encharrted, that

few suspected that she was suffering from a cold.

The Air itself was given in a true and broad eanta-

hile style, and the Variations lacked no airy grace or

fliiesse. Earnestly recalled, she sang a pretty, play-

ful English ballad (by Mme. Dolby, is it) : "Don't

you think the Summer is better than the Spring ?"

ifec., etc., quite in the humor of the thing. Miss

Mehlig followed with Weber's Conceristueck,-—

-

which, with all its brilliancy and genius, sooner or

later comes to one as a production on the uncertain

border ground between the classical Concerto and

the cheval de hatoille of concert virtuosos,—but in

which every musical person has found pleasure more
than once. Of course it suffered very little in the

execution, although the fair piauist seemed not in

her best strength and spirits.

Part II. was as follows :

Overture, "Merry Wives of Windsor'- Nicolai.
Song, 'Ask me not,' composed expressly for. . . .F. Abt.

Mr. George L. Osgood.
Concerio for Violoncello Servais.

Mr. Charles Hemmanil.
Song. -Ma mere etait Boliemienne' Servais.

Mrs. Charles Moulton.
Waltz. Illustraflonen Joh.inn Strauss.
Traeumerei, [By request] Schumann.
Hungarian March Schubert.

Mr. Osgood did well in giving for an encore, after

the commonplace and sentimental song hj Abt, one

of the grandest and most poetic songs of Schubert

:

"Am Meer" {By the Sea,) which he sang very fine-

ly. Mr. Hemmanx has a large, rich tone and gre.at

virtuosit}" on the violoncello ; the Concerto, which

he played, is an ambitious one, fully scored, but not

very edifying. Mrs. Moulton is in her element in

such a song as Mass^'s "Ma mere," &c., and sano-

the half sentimental, half coquettish melody with a

seductive subtlety. Schubert's Hungarian March,

very much Liszt-ified, impressed by its Oriental and

nomadic spirit, and the strong coloring of the in-

strumentation.

On Saturday afternoon the selections were these :

Overture. Der Schauspieldirector' Mozart.
.\Uegrctto 8th Symphony Beethoven.
Song. 'Lo, here the gentle SLnrk' Bishop.

Mrs. Charles Moulton.
Concerto. G minor op. 2.5 Mendelssohn.

Miss .^nna Mehlig.
Sel.jctions from the Flying Dutchman' Wagner-
Tuscan Popular Melod.v.

••Saper I'origine vuoi dell 'amore.'. .Varisco.
'WilPst know the origin of love ?'

Mr. George L. Osgood.
Fantaisie. Solo for Harp Godefroid.

Mr. Adolphus Lockwood.
Air and Variations Proch.

Mrs Charles Moulton.
Waltz. Rudolfs Klaenge Joseph Strauss.
Rakoczy March. . ^ Liszt.

The Overture to Mozart's early operetta: "The
Theatre Director," is one of his very lightest, but it

is Mozart, and therefore it is nutaic,—genial, facile,

charming, well worth a hearing for once, and more

than once. This was a noveltj', if quite an unpre-

tending one, for which we can thank Mr. Thomas.

The delightful "Clock" movement, the Allegretto

from the eighth Symphony, is the one thing which,

better than any thing else in his Symphonies, will

bear to be given by itself. It was exquisitely ren-

dered, although we did not feel that the fine orches-

tra was in its best mood for either of these two con-

certs : how can it always be so with such incessant

journeying and concert-giving ? The human or-

ganism, individual or collective, is quite as subject

to atmospherical acd other conditions as an organ

or pianoforte. For Bishop's "Lark" song Mrs.

Moulton substituted ("by request") one of the most

beautiful of Gounod's tender and impassioned melo-

dies : "O that we two were May-ing !", which was

sung with delicacy and with feeling. It showed the

sympathetic and expressive qualities of her voice to

great advantage. "Robin Adair," most sweetly
sung, was the welcome answer to a cordial encore.

With what precision, fluency and charm she can use

her voice like an instrument, as if it cost her no
effort to warble difficult and florid passages, runs,

arpeggios, trills, ttc., <tc., without end, was proved
in the Air and Variations by Proch, in which she
does not suft'er much bj' comparison with Carlotta

Patti or with Mme. Leutner. Miss Mehlig seemed
fully herself in the performance of the Mendelssohn
Concerto, and seldom have we heard 'it rendered so

effectively both on the part of soloist and orchestra.

Mr. LocKwoon proved himself a very accomplished
master of that now too rare instrument, the harp.

Leipzig.—Fifth 6ew«ndhaus Concert :
" Michael

Angelo Overture," Gade ; Hj'mn from Pandora, B.

Scholtz (Herr Gura) ; E flat miijor Concerto, Beetho-
ven (Herr Urspruch) ; Duet from Der Fliegende

Hollander, Herr R. Wagner (Mile. Orgeni and Herr
Gura]; Symphony, No. 4, G minor. Raff; Organ
Toccata, Bach-Tausig (Herr Urspruch) ; and Songs.

Herr Ullmann has been obliged to leave without

giving a concert as he intended. Speaking of this

fact, the Berlin Echo remarks that Herr Ullmann
has published his reasons in an advertisement,which
does all honor to his bold and ready wit. In a few

words he expresses the evils under which the Ge-
wandhaus is suffering, evils which have reduced the

Gewandhaus Concerts to below the level of those at

any con.siderable town in the Rhenish provinces. [!]

Herr LTllmann's manifesto runs as follows : "The
fact of the alterations at the Central Hall being still

incomplete was not the sole reason of my giving no
concert in Leipzig, Though I could not have cleared

mj' expenses at the Gewandhaus, the Directors de-

manded 200 thalers for the room, that is: four times

as much as any concert-giver ever paid, or as I my-
self paid at the Patti Concerts ; of course I would
not submit to such extortion. The members of the

committee are, without a doubt, estimable and hon-

orable men, but they have one terrible fault ; they
cannot bear me. To what circumstances I owe this

is something I do not know. I suppose it is because

our principles are totally different. This is unfortu-

natelj' [?] true. I endeavor to render my concerts

as interesting as possible, while those of the Ge-
wandhaus are generally monotonous and wearisome.

Perhaps, too, the gentlemen are annoyed because

more celebrated artists appear at a single one of

my concerts than in the course of an entire Gewand-
haus season. My fair singers, too, might somewhat
damage the gentlemen's young vocal stars, who are

still singing solfeggios. In one word ; I am a man
of progress ; the Gentlemen of the Gewandhaus pre-

fer following the old and beaten track. As they are

so conservative, it is a wonderful thing that they are

not better conservators of the reputation formerly

eiijoved hy these once so famous concerts. *We do
not haggle,' was the autocratic' answer when my
representatives offered 200 thalers."

—

London Mus,
World.

The sixth concert was to be a celebration of the

"golden wedding" of our good King John and his

amiable consort the Queen Amelia of Saxony. The
programme, prettily ornamented and colored in

honor of the auspicious event, was headed with a

cliorus for roalesvoices by Reinecke, a composition
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commencing with the words f^ahum fac regem,

breathing nothing but loyalty and love for our sov-

ereign. This was followed by a prologue delivered

by a lady, and then came the so-called "Sachsen-
lied," or "Song of the Saxons," the "God save the

Queen" of England, which was sung in the approved
English style, i. e, the first verse as a solo, the sec-

ond with only half the strength of the chorus, and
the third with full power of soloist, chorus and or-

chestra combined, an innovation which seemed to

produce a very good effect. Mendelssohn's "Lob-
gesang," or "Hymn of praise," a symphonic cantata

with words from the Scriptures, occupied the second
division of the programme. Mme. Peschka-Leutner,

assisted by Mile Gutzschbach and Herr Woworsky
(a worn-out tenor from Berlin) sang the solo parts,

the two former with great edat, the latter with a de-

cidedly poor effect. The orchestral portions were,

of course, given in the accustomed finished and care-

ful style which has secured for the Gewandhaus or-

chestra an European celebrity. It is frequently too

strong for the power of the chorus engaged, being

very strong indeed in numbers.
The so-called "Chamber music soirees" have been

recommenced with the customary good patronage of

the public. The prospectus issued promises a con-

siderable enjoyment to lovers of the old masters,

whose quartets, quintets, sextets, itc, always form
the staple items of the programmes. At the first

soiree, given on the 26th Oct., Rensburg, David,

Eeinccke, Hermann, and Hegar assisted, Schubert's

quintet (Op. 163) for two violins, viola, and 2 'cellos,

being the piece de rhistance.—Standard.

Darmstadt.—The members of the Grand-Ducal
orchestra have begun their operations for the win-

ter.
' The first concert promised well for what is to

come. The programme included Beethoven's A
major Symphony ;

Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto
;

Beethoven's Romance in G major ; and Schumann's
"Abendlied," the last three compositions being ex-

ceedingly well played by Herr Hugo Heermann,
from iPrankfort. Mile. Erl sang several songs,

among them being the grand air from Cherubini's

Medea. The whole wound up with Schumann's
overture to Manfred.

MuxiCH.—First Subscription Concert of th« Musi-

cal Society : Overture to Manjred, Schumann Air
from Titus, Mozart (Mile. Mj.ysenheym) ; Pianoforte

Concerto, with orchestra. Herr Hermann Scholtz

(the composer) ; Song, Haydn, and Song, Beethoven
(Mile. Meysenheym) ; March for Orchestra, Grimm;
Symphony, A major, Beethoven.-—For some time,

the practice of pla3'ing music between the acts, at

the Royal Residenz-Theater, was abolished. It has,

however, recently been revived, but on the old,

careless, and slovenly model. Thus, during a per-

formance, the other evening, of a version of the

Spanish comedy. Lie for Lie, the interludes consist-

ed of German waltzes. People ask, verv naturally,

whether it was impossible to find something more
appropriate, say, a Spanish dance, or an old Sara-

band ?—The bills of the Opera are almost exclusive-

ly monopolized by Herr R. Wagner. Competent
and impartial judges say that, sooner than allow

matters to go on in this way, the authorities would
build a separate theatre for R. Wagner's works and
engage separate artists ; on the present plan, every-
thing not already ruined cannot avoid being so ere

long : the public taste, true singing, artists' voices,

etc. Herr Wagner has already engrossed the plad-

bills more than twelve times this season ; comparee
to the composer of Tannliaiuter and Lohengrin, Mo-
zart is a stranger ; his Don Giovanni is never heard;

Jjie Zauberjlole has been played only once, and Ze
Kozze twice, in a long period. Beethoven, Rossini,

Meyerbeer, and Auber, are just as scurvily treated.

Herr Levy, the newly appointed conductor, from
Carlsruhe. is exerting him.selt zealously to raise the
orchestra at the Operahouse to its lormer efficient

state, from which it has greatly deteriorated since

the retirement of Herr Lachner.

Batp.eutb—According to the X<:-!/«i'/«r TagehlntI,

Mme. Cosima, Liszt's daughter, and formerly the

wife of Herr Hans von Biilow, the pianist, having
gone over to the Protestant Church, was married to

Herr R. Wagner during the recent visit here of her

father, who wa,9 present at the ceremony.

ViE^^A.—The first Subscription Concert for the

season of the Society of the Friends of Music (Oe-

uUchaft der Miuikfreuwle) took place on the 1 0th
inst. Herr Johannes Brahms, who was greatly ap-

plauded on taking his position in the orchestra,
officiated for the first time as artistic director. The
programme was headed by Handel's Dellingen Te
Deum. Then came two old vocal choruses, written
by Heinrich Isaak and Eccard, and admirably sung
by the Vocal Union. The next piece was Mozart's
concert-air : "Ch 'io mi scordi di te ?" with obbligato

piano and orchestra, Mme. Wilt being the singer.
The concert wound up with Schubert's Pianoforte
Duet in C major, Op. 140, scored for full band by
Herr Joachim.—The second Musical Evening given
by Herr von Biilow was devoted exclusively to
Chopin. It was well attended.

London.—The sixth Crystal Patace concert had
the following programme

:

Overture "Festal," in C Wingham.
[First time of performance.]

Aria, "Vtdrai Carino"[Don Giovanni] Mozart.
Miss Fanny Heywood.

Madrigal, "In the spring time" [Pet I)ove] Gounod.
Mr. Vernon Rigby.

Pianoforte Concerto in B flat [his last] Mozart.
[First appearance at these concerts.]

Mme. Arabella Goddard.
Spring Song. "Komm, Lieber Mai" Mozart.

Miss Fannie Heywood.
Symphony, "The Scotch" Mendelssohn.
Aria, "Vedommi Intorne." [Idomeneo] Mozart,

Mr. Vernon Rigby.
Arietta, "If a youth should meet a maiden". . . .Weber.

Miss Fanny Heywood.
Overture, "Leonora, No. 2 Beethoven.

We are much pleased to point out to public admi-
ration so promising a writer of the English school as
Mr. T. Wingham, the signal success of whose new
symphony at the Crystal Palace concert of March
23rd has more than once been referred to in these
columns. We heard the "Festal Overture" when
first produced, at the annual grand concert of the
Royal Academy of Music, on Monday, the 22nd of
July. We much admired it then ; and that it im-
proves upon acquaintance may be safely affirmed,

—

no insignificant fact as a test of merit. Mr. Wing-
ham ranks as one of the distinguished pupils of the
Royal Academy, and we expect him to take a high
stand as one of our composers for "the future." The
overture is bright and melodious, full of varipty,
and most ingeniously scored for the orchestra. If

fault there be, we should mention (but gently) the
ordinary one of diffusiveness, and a vaccillation of
tonality in the second theme. The details of the
score will repay attentive examination. Mr. Manns
of course did full justice to the work, which was ve-
hemently applauded.

Mozart's last concerto is very variously placed in

the catalogue raisonnee. In Richault's edition it

stands No. 15 ; whereas in the list of the Ritter Von
Kochel it is numbered 596 ; and the first work of

the year 1791, in which the composer died. The
total number of his pianoforte concertos was 25.

The one in B flat (a favorite key) is scored for the
stringed quartet, one flute, two oboes, two bassoons,
and two horns.

The concerto, as usual, includes three movements;
and the style, frequently suggestive of Bon Gionatini,

is unmistakably Mozartean in all respects, the sa-

lient characteristics being an earnest tenderness re-

lieved by an effusion of chastened cheerfulness ; wit-

ness the larghettn and the deliciously played finale,

the theme of which is repeated in the little German
song (one of three) entitled "Komm, lieber Mai,"
sung by Miss Heywood to a pianoforte accompani-
ment. Mile. Arabella Goddard interpreted the con-

certo d merveillc, playing throughout with a delicacy
aud sympathy of spirit that moved the least suscep-

tible temperament. The performance was a perfect

feast to the connoisseur, and equivalent to a lecture

on taste, not lost, we hope, on the youthful, and
therefore still impressible, portion of the audience,
now in a state of (pianoforte) frocks and knicker-
bockers.

The cadenzas of the concerto were specially writ-

ten for Mme. Goddard, by Kapellmeister Reinccke,
'>' Leipsic, the pianist at the first matinee of the
Musical Union concerts this year. M. Reinecke,
known to be a genuine and erudite musician, has re-

ligiously adhered to the spirit of his text, whilst al-

lowing the accomplished arlixle ample opportunity
for the displaj' of her brilliant executancy. It ap-

pears that Mozart himself wrote some cadenzas, but
these are not found in all the editions.

—

Standard.

Here is the seventh programme

;

Overture, "Les Abenccrage»" Cherubini.
Aria. "Dal la Hua price" Mozart.
Symphony In O [ -Letter V" Haydn.
Recil. and air,' p'ar greater In hli* lowly state."Gounod.
Pianoforte Concerto, No. 4, D minor Rubinstein.
Song 'Once again' Sullivan.
Air, "She wandered down" F. Clay.
Overture, "Paradlae and the Purl" .Sterndulc Bennett.

^ pcnni otircs,

DESCRIPXrVE LIST OF THE

Pablisfaed by Oliver Ditaon A Co.

Vocali with Piano Accompaniment.

Under the Silvery Stars. Song and Cho. 3.

E6 to f. HuTUley. 40
*' Dark eyes were waiting for bine,
Dimpled hands waited for brown.'*

A good title and pretty ballad.

I will not leave thee, dear one. 3. E6to e.Waud. 35-
'* My voice still calls thee fondly, -

Let love my faults atone."
Effective love song.

Over the Stars there is Rest. (Ueber den Sternen.)
4. D6 to d. Abt 30
The already very popular song arranged for alto

voice.

The Flight of Time. 4. C to
ff.

Meininger. 30
" Faintly flow, thou falling river."

Well-known worda, but entirely new and very
pleasing melody.

The Cottage Door. 3. F to f. Smith. 30
*' Then came the sun so mild.
And on the flowers smiled."

Very neat and pretty.

The Star that cheers our way. 3. F to g. Geary. 30
" 'Tis Hope, 'tis Hope, that blessed Star."

Firat-claas ballad.

Just one kiss. 3. E to f. W. A. Smith. 35
" Just one word that was said through tears,
And told the story of all these years."

A Contralto Song, with major and minor pass-
ages. Melody generally simple, but the accompa-
niment more difficult.

Go "West. Sons: and Dance. 2. B6 to f. M<xywood. 30
Comic, with a lively dance at the end.

My true Love has my Heart. 4. F to f. Bbtmentlial. 60
"By just exchange, one for another given."

A noble song, very beautiful in its elaboration,
and dwelling frequently on the thought, '"My true
love has my heart, and I have his."

The Gipsy Maiden. 3, A to e. Tully. 35
*• I love the woods, the forest gray.
The streams aud mountains high."

Instnimentah

Lohens^rin March. 4 hands. 3. G. Bri^ler. 35
Wagner's fresh and spirited music, easily ar-

ranged. -
'

It is Done. Religious Meditation. 3. B minor.
Poznanski. 30

The title simply suggests a thought which per-
vades this impressive aud pleasingly mournful noc-
turne.

Real Estate. Polka Elegante. 4. D. Eikmeier. 40
A strange name, which may have been suggested

by the fact that real estate is often 'full of fire" as
this certainly is, or that real estate is solid, and thie
ispoweriul and harmonious. In fact a first-class

polka.

The Dream at Twilight. Waltz. 3. D. Cloy. 30
Very melodious, all of It. Difficult to point out a

measure that has not some special beauty.

Trois Nocturnes. (No. 2). 4. E6. Egghard. 35
Exceedingly graceful and pleasing.

New World Galop, (Eine Neuewelt). 3. D.
E. Siraiisa. 35

Unmistakably Btrauss-like and brilliant.

Dance of the Period, Leaders of the Dance,
Tanz-Prioritiiten. Waltzes. 3. Strauss. 60

A Set of Waltzes favored with three names, and
being very briUiant,may be said to be worthy of all.

Bloom of Roses. Mazurka. 3. F. Fernald. 30
It was a delicate fancy that created this elegant

Mazurka, and named it so appropriately.

Horace Greeley's Funeral March. 2. D minor. 40
Very impressive music. The last of the pieces

with the lithograph of the great journalist, whose
memory all now unite to honor.

Guard's Waltzes. Violin and Piano. 3. Godfrey. 75
Well-known favorites, newly arranged.

Silver Ripples. No. 6. Our Jennie's Choice. No.
7. Barefoot Polka. No. IL Moments of Joy.
No. 12. Mossy Rock Waltz. No. 13. Carni-

val Miireh, No. 14. Little Fairies March.
No. 15. Good Time March. No. lf>. Love's
Greeting Mazurka. Mc\ ea, 30

The "RlppIcH" are all excellent easy Instructive
pieces, and each cotitiiinH a melody, as, for instance,
No. 7 contains that of the so , ^lalc Barefoot."

ABBREVIATION-*^.—Degrees of difllcuUy are marked from
1 to 7. The knj Is marked with a cnpitalletter, ae O, B flat,

&c. A smali Roman letter murks the highest note, If on
the etuff", an italic letter the highest note. If above the wtaff".

r^., ^-i =3s: sazc



PUBLISHED BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO, Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO, New York, LYON & HEALY, Chicago, 111.

SAMPLE COPIES SENT, POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE.

($25 worth of music). A new collection of the latest favorite Quadrilles,

Galops, Waltzes, Redowas, Mazurkas, Schattisches, Foar-hand piecea, Varia-

tions, Fiano pieoes, Dances, &c.,

FOKMING A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

Price: Boards, $2.50. Cloth, $3.00. Cloth, full gilt, $4.00.

Contents.

MARCHES ANI> QUICKSTEPS
Paisy Dean Quickstep Farringev
Forest VVindb Maroh Treuer-
How can I leave thee March, . . BeUak-
Ingleaide Quickstep BslLalc

La Keve Quickstep. . . C. C. Wentworth-
Lilla's Highland March Lorenz-
Midnight Marcli Ltlia-
Miner's Quickstep J. F. Holmes-
Parade March Helmsmuller-
Victory March O.J, Shaw.

WATTZES.
Beautiful Bella Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-flower Waltz Coote.
Days of A bsence Waltz Beilak.
Dexter Waltz J. W. Turner.
Fairy Dell Waltz Beilak.
Fairy Footsteps Waltz C. Kinkel.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.
Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. J. J. Watson.
Love in Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Mngelhrecht.
Romeo and Juliet Waltz. -4. Disbecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treuer.
Up iu a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Strauss.
Wiener BouhoDS Waltz Strauss.

POLKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. W. Warren,
Cally Polka Dodworth.
Gentle Annie Polka Beilak.
Kiss Polka T. Moelling.
Kiss me quick and go Polkj) .Beilak.
Water- Lily Polka Moelling.
Fairy DeU Pjolka Beilak.

MAZURKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.
Ballo in Maschera Polka Mazurka.

Helmsmuller.
Conronne Mazurka W. Berge.
Holiday Schottish S. C. Foster.
Recherche Polka Mazurka. . . C. FradeL
Summer Garlands Mazurka. . E. Mack.
April Redowa JB, Mack.

GALOPS.
Fire and FlaTne Galop J. S. Knight.
Helter Skelter Galop Carl Faust.
Hurly Burly Galop Carl Faust.
March Galop F. Mack.
Pickwick Galop J. W. Turner.
Komping Galop C. Kinkel.
Young Pupil's Second Galop.

F. H. Bromn.

QUADRILLES.
Capt. Jinks Quadrille Pratt.
Elise Holt Quadrille Pratt.
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt.
Gorilla Quadrille C. S. Marriott,

DANCES AND AIRS.

Bell goes ringing for Sarah.
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie,
Chookl Chookt
Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newport.
Pretty Jemima.
Racketty Jack.
Koltickug Rams.
She's a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels oe her Boots.
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in the Park.

RONDOS, VARIATIONS, &0.

Alpine Bells Oesten.
Barcarolle (Theme de Weber). £am.e<^
Carnival of Venice. Var Beilak.
Chatelaine (La.) Leduc.
Dreams of the Past (Nocturne). jCuf/ier.
Dixie's Land Jean Manns.
Fisher's Hornpipe. Var. .. ,L. Skrack.
First Sorrow Schumann,
Harry's Music Box Warren,
Happy Farmer Schumann,
Home, Sweet Home. Var. J. H. Slack.
H Deslderio S. Cramer.
Kitty Tirrell, Var Angelo.
Last Rose ofSummer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E.Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle— G.N. Allen,
Slumber Son^^ -S^, Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var. C. Grobe.
Third Calisthenic Rondo lucho.
Traumerei (Reverie) Schujnann,
Wandering Minstrels C. C. Hunn,

FOUR-^AND PIECES.
Coral Schottish Kleher.
Her Bright Smile Waltz BeHak,
Mardi Gras Quadrille Schubert.
Rocking-Chair Polka Beilak,
Signal March H. Kleher,

"Winner^s Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a concise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of

playing without the aid of a teacher. Together with a large collection of the

popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation.

Winner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New*School for the Cabinet Organ 75
Winner's New School for the Melodeon 75W inner's New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin T. 75
Winner's New School for the Flute 75
Winner's New School for the Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the Fife , 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet 75
Winner's New School for the Flageolet 75

A collection of Vocal and Instrumenttil Music; of Gongs, Dueta, and Four-part
Tunes and Songs. Sacred, Social, Patlietic, CliiBeical, Comic,— a great variety.
AIro of Rondos, Variations, Polkas, Waltzes, Mazurkas, Marches, Four-Hand
Pieces, &c., aU of whicli may be Played on the Piano-fortk or on Reed In-
struments. Price, in Boards, $2.50, in Cloth, $3.00, and Full Gilt, $4.00.
From the followinft attractive Table of Contents, it will be an easy matter, at

any time, to extract matter for an Evening's Entertainment.

SOIVOS AND BALLAD?.
A Motto for Every Man Hobson.
Annie's Winning Smile Blamphin.
Beauti ful Days of the Past Banks.
Birds in the Night Sullivan.
Clochette Molloy.
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linley.
I'd choose to be a Daisy Buckley.
I've brought thee an Ivy Leaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixley.
Love's Request, (German). . .Eeichardt.
Out in the Cold Emerson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumbert.
Pulling hard against the Btream. Hobson.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel.ffobso7i.
Robin Red-breast. Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotch) Moran
Spring and Autumn, (Italian).. Perw^rsz.
The Storm mdlah.
Strangers Yet Claribel.
Tender and True Lyle,
Three Fishers Hullah.
To Minona Spohr.
When the Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Sckondorf.
Who's that Tapping Neio.
Won't you tell mc why? Claribel.
Castles in the Air (Scotch)
Beautiful Bells, with Chorus. . Wellrnan.
Old Folks at Home, with Chorus.

.

DUBTS AND Q,UARTETS.
Chapel. Quartet Kreuizer,
He who Is Upright. Quartet
O hush thee, my Bable. Quartet.

Sullit^an.

Music in the Air. Quartet Boot.
In the Starlight. Duet Glover.
Larboard Watch. Duot Wifliams.

COLLEGE SO?ffOS. {Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-lunk. — Guadeamus. — In-
teger.— Lauriger.— Lone Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw my
Leg Off.— Shool.—Vive la Oompagnie.
There was a Man.
SACRED SONGS, TUNES,

Q,UARTETS, A'C.

Angels ever Bright Handel.
Cast thy Burden. Q't Bradbury.
Hark, I hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusalem the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. Q't

O Paradise I Q't Bamby.
OPERATIC.

Behold the Sabre Offenbach.
Dites-lui Offenbach.
O Love Divine Qffenback.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedediah ITiompsoyi.
Ka-foozlc-um Paul.
People will Talk Grannis.

Rheln Vine Sharley Leylourne.
Yaller Gal Hema7id€z.

POLKAS.
All Right Andrante.
Light Step Brown.
One Heart, One Soul. Folka Ma-

zurka Strauss,
Picnic
Sweet Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa, Four hands.

BelUk.
Tag
Voice of Spring. Polka Jiedowa.

FernaZd,

GALOPS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Jolly Brothers Rudik.
I cannot sing the Old Bongs Mack.
t^p and Away Fftust.
Laurel Schotlisch Mack.

WALTZES.
Artist Life Strauss.
Birthday Ball. Four hands lucho.
Boston Dip Knight.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . Turner.
Guard'* Waltzes. Four hands. T^MSse^i,

KunsLlcr Leber Strauss.
Marriage Bells Strauss.
Moet and Chandon Knight.
Morgenbtiitter Strauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Strauss.
Roses Miitre.

Sophie Strauss.
Wine, Women, and Song Strauss.

Q,UADRILLES.
Barbe-Bleue Lancers Knight.
Lydia Thompson Pratt.
Grand DuchesHO Lancers Knight.

PIANO-FORTE PIECES.
Convent Bells Spindler,
Golden Rain { Nocturne) Cloy.
Old Hundred (Varied) Poulton,
Remember Me Brinkmann.
Scintilla Mazurka Gottsclialk.
Shepherd Boy Wihon.
Stormy Night Mack.
Will-o-fhe-Wiap Zungmann,
Overture to Poet and Peasant.

Four hands SuppL

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Bell goes ringing
for Sarah. — Chanson du Regiment.

—

Come where mv Love. — Drinking Bong,
from Grand Ducheese.— Fritz's Com-
plaint.— He's a Pal-o-mine.— P* tcrsdorf
March, Faust. — Piff-paff-pouff. — Sa-
bre Bong.— 'Tis a famous Regiment.—
Tommy Dodd. — Up in a Balloon.

—

Walking in the Park.— Where are the
Friends (March).

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK.
NO CHOIR SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT.

It ia a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choirs to Select from, eontainlng all the femnior
tunes oud unthema waich have been surrounded by dear and hallowed ast^ociations in all sectiouj

of the country; with a new and attractive eiuging-achool dtpartinent by Dr. Lowell Mason. It is

a collection of all the time-honored religious music from the time of Billings down to the preient,

which has become National, as associated with our Amer.con Protestant Churches.

Containing One Thouannd Sacreti Oeins.
A compendium of the chnieest materials, by five husdred bditobs; and cannot foil to flB

completely the great desideratum of popular soaial and ehurch music.
Pnce: fl.50. Per doaen, $13.50. A sample copy aent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the retail

price.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

-*-

THE HISTORY OF
Tmrelve Valuable (or Invaluable) nfCusic-BooIss I

!5^~ Sent, Postpaid, on Jteceipt of Retail Prices. „^

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to captain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular,— in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Each Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES Tbe pages Eire of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following twelve books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Library :,

—

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. L
INSTRUMENTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sanday evenings. Price, in boards,

$2.60; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL 111.;

OR,

INSTRUMENTAL.
Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

stitute the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting ofOperatic MuHJc. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$.1.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAI. AND INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera
Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, $4,00,

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most

salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Recently added to tlie Some Circle Series^ A.ugust,

1872, making the ** baker's dozen," or 13 boohs,

G
^^s OF STRJ^^J

^s,
Brought out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

TOCAL.

Similar In character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, $2.50

;

cloth, $3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GfflHS OF CERHAH SOHQ.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland, Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $3.60; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $1.00.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Similar to Vol. I., but is distini^iehed by the insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents^ $1.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $1.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV.

;

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50 ; cloth, $3.00;

fuU gilt, for presents, $1.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

Tlie number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full (pit, for presents, $1.00.

All the above contain soncs antl pieces condensed and compressed as mnch as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible quantity of (.'ood music for his money. The books tliat have Duets or otiier lonjj pieces have nearly 100 between the covers ; and, where airs and short

pieces are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Pour Huudred Dollars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBRARY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIRTY DOLLARS.
SOOOESTION 1. No better present for a Musical Lady than one of the gilt bonnd volumes.

"
2. Ko better Wedding-Present than the whole Library.

" 3. No better aid to tlie entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for nse on the Piano or

Keed-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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DwiGHT's JoURTiTAL OF MuSIC,
Published every other Saturday

OX.IVER, IDITSOIvr &; CO.,
277 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

JOHN S. DWIGHT, EDITOR.

«S-TERMS.—If mailed or called for. $2.00 per annum;
delivered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S2.5.00.

do four do do $15.00.

J. a. SPOONER, PRINTER, 4 PROVIN-CE COURT.

Jidvertisemettts

,

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-
tions, Academies.

ATTENTION

!

to the following Choice List of

NEW CANTATAS ! OKATOEIOS ! ANTHEMS 1

New and attractive Cantatas.

FORTT-SIXTH PSALM. . . . Dudley Buck. 1.00

FESTIVAL CANTATA. . . Eugene Tliayer. 1.^
QOHSODS CHORAL MUSIC 60

Well worthy of careful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST. . . . Hewitt. 60

An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza.

NEW OBATOKIOS.
ST. PETER J. K. Paine. 1.75

PRODiaAL SON" Arthur Sullivan. 1.00

Fine effective compositions.

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABRATH GUEST. . . Emcrmn £ iforey. 1.60

BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION. . 2.50

BAUMBAUH'S SACRED QUARTETTES, [New], 2.50

IN PBESS.—NEAKLY BEAD!.

STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

A Most Brilliant Work

!

GEMS of STRAUSS!
The pablishera offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive collection, brought out. as one may say, under the
eye of the great coinpu.ii;r, :uid containing his very heist
works. It iH embellished with a fine

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Artist Eiife.—Klue nanubv.-marriag'e BkIIs.
Maniiattaii.—lOOl IVis'btN.—>Vi<^u«r Boii-

bomit.—Pizzicato.—^Vine, Women anti
f^ong:.—NTew Aunen.

and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, QuadriUes,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

'Z'iA liar^e m uitic Pag-en !

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to be inevitably "all the fashion" the present
season.—7>>v'ce, $2.50 in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

EMERSON'S SINGING SCHOOL.,
has abundant material f.ir the in.struction of evening and

other Singing Classes. Widely used. Costs less than a
Church Music Book. Price 76 cents.

Has no Superior:

Our Church Music Book, XUe titandard. $1.50.

Specimen copies sent, for the present, post-paid, $1.25.

OX-IVER UITSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHA9. M. DIXtiOiW dfc CO., Wew York.

On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical method, has acquired a Gold-

en Reputation as one of the very beat Instruction Books.
Sells largely. Publi.«hed with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Price, $3.00.

Clark's New Method for Keed Organs
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction,

and most pleasing music. Price §2.60.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs. Seminaries and

Classes, that fear to att ack the oratorios and eiaasieal
tatas.

Belahazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, 75
Pilgrnn Fathers, .50 Indian Summer, 30
Burning Ship, 1.00 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .35 ^ 00
Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1 50
Children of Jerusalem, .30 Esther, 50
Fairy Bridal, .50 Picnic. •

1 00
Daniel, .50 Culprit Fay, 1 00
Haymakers, l.OU Flower Festival, 45
Storm King, . .38 Twin Sisters, .50

I.KFE OF HAIVDEI, [$2,001 ; of Chopin. [$1.50]

;

of Beethoven \32.QO]; ot Alendels-iohn [$1.7oJ: uUtossini
[$1.75]; of Mozart [$1.75]; of Schumann [$1,751; of
eottschalkl$l.bU]; of Weber [$1.75]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming bJo^rauhies.

MXXEB8 ot Mendehsohn [$1.75]; o{ ISozart. [1.751;
of Beethoven [$2.00] ; Polko's Reminiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like'the preoedhig.

.Hoore'H Encyclopedia of IHusic [$6.00] contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

«EMS OS" CiERiWAIir SOBFCf. 212 pages. The
very best German Songs.- with German and English
Words. $2.50 inB'ds; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 finely gilt
binding.

THE MTISICAt XltEASSUaiE. 225 pages of
the most popular Vocal and In.^trumental Mu.«ic. $2 50m Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOLS
FOR THE

Piano-Forte, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Gnitar, Cornet,

Violin, Fife. Accordeon, German Aocordeon, Clario-

net, Flute, Flageolet, Price of each book 75 cts.

These little works are great favorites, because they are
cheap, are full of easy and lively music, and haveenou"h of
instructive matter for the wants of amateurs.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVEK DITSON & CO,, Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS!
To a lady friend.

A tiweet-Xoned IHuiiic Box.
_, , ,^

Costing from $5 00 to $100.00
The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.
Ad Eleg-UDt CJnitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00A Violin, Now a Lady's instrument. $6.00 to $50 00

(For the Boys and Girls.)

Drum*, Coiicertiuax, AccordeoiiN or Elutlnaa,
Clarionetti, Clutes, Ela-feolt-tia, VilK».

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

'

BAIVD IJ«rSX«UM:EJ«XS.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN C. HATNES & CO.,

33 COBRT St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

^m ^\xm Ux ^mmxx}.

VOCAL,
Christmas Music.

Angels from the Realms of Glory. Solo and
Quartet R. C. W. 30

Christmas Carol. In 3 parts for children. Ji. C. W. 30
Glory profound and grateful praise. Solo and

Quartet Arctic. 30
A Fire So7ig.

Lost in the Fire. Song and Cho. 3. Eft to e.

Christie. 36
Popular Ballads.

Mother's dead and gone Percy. 30
I'll meet you at the Oak Tree. Song and Cho.

Christie. 30
Beware of the Widow Cliquot Knight. 30
I leaned out of the Window Claribel. 30
Sunshine and Shades Randegg-.r. 30
Ellen Dale Heap. 35
Sweet Eyes watching Berg. 30
Down among the Daisies. Song and Cho.

Huntley. 30
Wliat Mad. Lucca sings :

The Violet, (with portrait) Mozart. 50
Slumber Song. " From L'Africaine.

Meyerbeer. 50
Concert and Opera Songs.

See the Pale Moon. (Mira la bianca). Duet.
Sung by Mario and Miss Cary Rossini. 40

The Post. (La Posta.) Italian and English words. J

Vannini. 30
Queen of Love Phillips. 40
Message from the Battle-field. (Auf Widersehen.)

Hullah. 30
Geary's admirable Ballads.

In my dreams, love, kiss me. G-eary. 30
Merry Waters " 30
Heart for Heart. Song and Cho " 30

A Brace of Comic Songs.

He's such a lovely Waltzer Schwcnsech. 30
I never was so happy in my life. Song & Dance.

Gibson. 30
rSSTEUMENTAL.

Turner's ea.sy and popular pieces.

Raging Flames Galop Turner. 30
Maverick Waltz " 30
Echo Vale. Polka Redowa " 35

Brilliant Arrangements of Favorite Airs.
Potnouri from "Le Roi Ciarotte." Asclier. 15
Still I am not happy. Polka Lyle. 30
Galop from Flotow's "Ombre KniglU. 30
Quadrille " " " 30
Waltz " " " 30
Good-bye Charlie. Waltz 30
After the Opera. " 30

Four-Band Pieces.

Children's Galop. 4 hands Lippitt. 35
Air du Roi. Louis XIII. 4 hds Jungmann. 60

Brilliant Galops.

Mocking Bird Galop Wels. 60
Tartaren Galop Zikoff. 30
Arcadian Galop Vandewatei-. 35
Lucca Concert Galop Markstein. 40

Easy Instructive Pieces.

Silver Ripples. No. 1, Clarion Quickstep, 1^0.2,
Harum-Scarum Scottische. No. 5, Green-
Leaf Mazurka. No. S.Youth's Delight Polka
No. 9, Many Th.ank3 Polka. No. 10, Home
Pleasure Galop,

Flowers of Ma3'. No. 10. Buttercup. No. 11.

Pink, No. 12. Woodruff Smallwood, ea. 25
Stars and Stripes Deems. Var. G. Grobe. 50

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persons
at a distance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at
double these rates.
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MRS. JENNY KEMPTON,

VOCALIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING.

Address, cai'e of Oliver Ditsoii & Co. |798

SINGING AND PIANO.
Mrs. rAN?TIE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MES. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher

of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near
Columbus Avenue. [782—ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,
718—tf] 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

MENDELSSJHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Was established in April, 1S56. Its claim to the
fiist rank as an educator in ev(ry department of
Muxie, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edward H. Olivek, Principal,
5 Co'umbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G . A N D Pv E & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G . W . DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Bvilding.

(Dr. H. R. SIreeter's Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremont St.
[797]

Mr. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIE of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore Kullak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—.3m]

J. A. HILLS,
Papil of the late Carl Tawng,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Addiess at Chickering& Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Su te 44. [80.5

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

EDW. SCHUBERTH,
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,

No. 610 ARCH STREET,
Pmi.ADEI.PHIA. [79.T

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. Y. [,3.57

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Musi.-,

Music Book.s, and Mu.sical Merchandise

Of Every Description.

Our stock of Sheet .Music, Music Books, Musi-
cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the North West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables us tci fur-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

;:^~In addition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on liand and furnish
all Music and Music Book.s publislii d in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of Foreirjn
liuMc. [794—3m'

Geo. A. Prince &, Co.,

||i(rr| ml fiirk |r§8

AND MELODEONS.

BUFFALO, N.Y., CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 Now In Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
boards, and Knee Swell, and is more beautiful in

design and finish than any now made in the
world for the price, and we guarantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to
any we have seen of other makers. The instru-
ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

Principal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tremolo or Vox Humana,
Principal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same s>s in our high-priced instru-
ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of $12-'), and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be I'ccorded in regular succession,
and filled each in its turn,

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, - - S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia, - James Bdlak,

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City
and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS— The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Instruments,

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
F.utinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and
All other Descriptions of Musical Instiuments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

|jaiio§ atti IlfUlfonS
J^ ^ Jnr O
Z) TO

FOR SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also, Music Books, Sheet Music, and
Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Meichandise, at prices and teims, that cannoi
fail to prove satisfactory to purchasers.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,

3.3 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House).

Warranted the Best lastrnments of

their class in the World,
And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majoiity of the most eminent musicians in
America, and many in other countries.

MASOK # HAMLIM
CABINET ORGANS.
"Musicians generally regard the M:ieon & Hamlin Orprnns

aa unequalled by any others,''— TAforfore Thomas. 'The
best now in use,"— (7/iWj9ime Nilmon, Annie Louise Cary.
Maria Leon Ihival, Victor Capoul, P. Bi-ignoH, and others.
"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."— 0/e
Bull. "The beet instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Mehlig. "In nil those qualities which constitute exeeilence,
unrivalled."— 5. 5. J/iV/s. "Far superior to anything of
its class I have Bfien.^'—L. M. Gottsc?iallc. "Wonderfully
beautiful. "---P. ,S^. GiJmore. 'Buperior in all respects to
any I have ever seen."—^M^^ne Thayer. "Excelling in
quality of lone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."— CorZ Zerrahn.
"The more critically they are tested, and the more compe-
tent the iu'lgt'. the more certain and high will bethemeed of
superiority accorded \\\&n\.''\—Julius kuhberg • "'I entertain
the highe.'=t opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Oabinet Organs.
. . . Destined tri be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Juliufi B(?iedict. London. "Kemarkably sweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these instruments."--- K'i^Ziam Spark. Mus. J)., Leeda,
England- ' Quality of- tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. , . . Ren arkable for purity of tone."—£."rfzo.

F. RimbauU, London. 'Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best substitute for a pipe organ."

—

BiHnlty Richards and Riihard Redhead, London.
See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more

than 1000 MUSICIANS which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE coi^taining lowest prices, will be'seut free.
Prices not higher than those of inferior organs.

MASON ^ HAMLIN GROAN CO.,

154 Tremont Street, Boston,
,'596 Broadway, N^ew York.

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAfill. ftli:g;$^£I2, $ncc<-M«oi-,

Publisher and Dealer in

Music,Foreis^n and American

No branch huuse anywhere. 825—1 yr.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

T\ki& I^en«I«9M.<io]in Quiiit«^Cte Club.

Every branch of the .\rt, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pii|)ils sufficieniiy advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Qui itettp Club.

Address, XBf0.71A*« RVA:¥,
]>ia'4^ctnr of ITatioiml Collv;r« of .Vuf^tc,

822 Ti'4^iiiont T^tniiiBc*, I5o.<tfOD, IflaM*.

The Choral Tribute,
By L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir
and Singing School Hooks.

Price, $1.50 ; $13.50 per dozon.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely affected by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasnig uU.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes.
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music taken from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies
NEW SABBATH SOUOOL SONG BOOKl
An appropriate name for this neat, complete

and most pleasing coUectiun of musical gems,
(about 150 of them), by A. Hull and H. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fresh, spirited! Price 35 cts.

The" Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a c jmpact book of 210 pages,
which can be carried in the pocket, and yet con-
tains a very large proportion of the most popu-
lar psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &c. It wou'd
be difficult to compile a more convenient boi k
for the Vestry, Uio Prayer Meeting, or Social
Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 60 cts.

The above books sent, post-paid, by

OLIVEE DITSON & 00., Boston.

OHAS. H, DITSON & 00,, New Tork.
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Reminiscences of Mendelssohn.

BY HIS ENGLISH PDPIL.

IConcIuded from page 355].

This very liappy time of my life could not

last forever, so it was decided I should return

to London and enter on the sea of troubles and
vicissitudes connected with the active duties of

professional life in England. The last week of

my stay was devoted by Mendelssohn to all

sorts of musical and social .hospitalities. He
arranged for a special private party at the

Gewandhaus, where he gave us (my sister had
arrived on a visit) a performance of the ' 'Hymn
of Praise" which we heard for the first time

;

and as an afterpiece Beethoven's Ninth Sympho-
ny with chorus. Every evening in the week
was devoted to some species of music, and the

last night before we left we had a musical

party, at which Mendelssohn played Beetho-

ven's Trio in C minor, and Mme. Schumann
Mendelssohn's Trio in D minor. His sister,

Mme. Hensel, was present, and played mag-
niflcently on this occasion. She had much of

her brothers' fire and style, and was a most
talented and intellectual person.

After this I returned to London, but fre-

quently corresponded with Mendelssohn and
passed many happy hours with him both in

England and Berlin. Many memorable even-

ings were passed on these occasions ; for, from
1843 to 1847, "The Walpurgisnacht, " "Atha-
lie," "CEdipus," the music to the "Midsummer
Night's Dream," the Trio in C minor, many
Quartets, and numerous smaller works, were
produced in London, at the Philharmonic So-

ciety, at Exeter Hall, and in various private

houses, especially at that of Moscheles, in

Chester Place, Regent's Park, at my father's

house, and at Mr. Alsager's, a most distinguish-

ed amateur, whose lamentable suicide greatly

shocked his numerous friends. I was a mem-
ber of the "Society of British Musicians," and
on one occasion we invited Mendelssohn to be
present at a performance of some of our own
works. He came and listened most attentive-

ly, and, after our own share of the programme
was concluded, he sat down to the piano and
improvised in a most extraordinary manner,
introducing many themes he had recollected

from the music (all in manuscript) which he
had heard.

In 1844 Mendelssohn sent to England Joseph
Joachim, then a lad of 12 years old. The
playing of this boy was astonishing, and it is

well known to all that his extraordinary gifts

have matured to an extent which now
places him at the head of all violinists in the
world. Great as Mendelssohn's pianoforte tri-

umphs were, there was one occasion in which
he excelled them all. A concert had been ar-

ranged at the Hanover Square Rooms, at

which Thalberg, Moscheles, and Mendelssohn
were announced to play Sebastian Bach's triple

Concerto for three pianofortes, in D minor. As

it was known to none better than himself, that

Thalberg was not accustomed to extemporiz

ing, it was agreed that no cadences should be

made. The piece proceeded in a most satis-

factory manner until the orchestra made a

pause and, much to the surprise of those who
knew the compromise, Moscheles commenced a

cadence, and in his usual felicitous, musician-

Uke and admirable manner, delighted the au-

dience. Then came Thalberg, who, though

completely ta"ken by surprise, acquitted him-

self excellently well, albeit his style hardly

assimilated with the ideas of the great Leipzig

Cantor. During these two performances I

watched Mendelssohn's countenance. At first

when Moscheles began, he looked much an-

noyed, but he gradually accepted the situation,

and bided his time. When Thalberg had fin-

ished, Mendelssohn waited for the long and de-

served applause to subside. He then shrugged

his shoulders and commenced. I wish I had

the pen of a Dickens, or a Scott (liad either of

them had any knowledge of music) to describe

in fitting terms this performance. It began

very quietly, and the themes of the Concerto,

most scientifically varied, gradually crept up

in their new garments. A crescendo then be-

gan, the themes ever newly presented, rose

higher and higher, and at last a storm, nay a

perfect hurricane of octaves, which must have

lasted for five minutes, brought to a conclusion

an exhibition of mechanical skill, and the most

perfect inspiration, which neither before nor

since that memorable Thursday afternoon has

ever been approached. The effect on the audi-

ence was electrical. At first perfect silence

reigned, but as the cadence continued, symp-

toms of excitement were shown ; when the rush

of octaves commenced those present rose al-

most to a man, and with difficulty restrained

bursts of applause ; but when the end came

rounds of cheers were given for the great artist,

which sounded like salons of artillery. I walk-

ed with Mendelssohn in Hyde Park after this

triumph, and on congratulating him he replied

:

' 'I thought the people would like some octaves,

so I played them."

Very many pages might be filled with de-

scriptions of occurrences similar to the above,

but one must be sufficient, as both time and

space are closing in. The last season Mendels-

sohn spent in England before the production

of "Elijah" was perhaps the most brilliant of

all. He was everywhere received with the ut-

most enthusiasm. The Queen and Prince Al-

bert paid him the most marked attentions, and
every one from the highest to the lowest vied

in showing honor to the great genius and thor-

oughly excellent man. But all this adulation,

however justly deserved, had little or no effect

upon his simple and modest character. His

motto seems throughout life to have been "Ex-

celsior, " and, one art triumph reached, com-

pleted, another and a still higher fiight of ge-

nius was immediately contemplated. Although

the first families in England eagerly sought his

society, and although he not unfrequeutly paid

them visits, yet Ms heart was always with his

own relatives and his old friends. On one oc-

casion, when staying with Madame Mendels-

sohn's aunt at Denmark Hill near London,

an excursion to Windsor was planned ; he

pleaded a slight indisposition and did not join

the party. It would seem that he employed

the day after his own way, for when his friends

returned he delighted them in the evening by

playing the result of his labors, the charming
' 'Lied ohne Worte, " in A major. No. 6 of the

5th Book, in the first London Edition,—one of

the freshest, most pleasing, and universally

popular of the whole collection.

It has often been a reproach to the English

nation that not only did it consist of ' 'shop-

keepers," but that it had not any taste or love

for music. Such an assertion is easy to make,

and almost as easy to disprove, but a refuta-

tion of so absurd a declaration is by no means

the object of this paper. Granting for the sake

of argument, that England has produced no

composer whose works can be measured with

those of the mighty Germans of the last and

present century, England, of all nations in Eu-

rope, has stood preeminent in her patronage,

production, and performance of these great

works. It was England's appreciation and

England's wealth, that first encouraged Handel

to strike out that path of Sacred Music which

enabled him to die a rich man, and by his works

render himself immortal. It is English taste,

and England's money that has made her an-

nual and triennial musical Festivals at Glouces-

ter, Hereford, Worcester, Norwich, and above

all at Birmingham, not only a source of enor-

mous income, most nobly spent in the relief of

sickness and distress, (in London alone the

"Messiah" has realized more than $1000,000

for the cause of charity), but these Festivals

have greatly benefitted the artists engaged, and

have largely added to the improvement of mu-

sical taste, by the production of all schools of

art, performed in an irreproachable manner.

At the head of these great musical gatherings,

the triennial music meeting at Birmingham

stands before all?" Every third year this great

"tone feast" is held in the city of steam engines

and manufactories. So arduous are the prepa-

rations, that at the conclusion of one Festival

hardly six months elapse before arrangements

are commenced for the next, two years and a

half distant. I have not at hand the means of

ascertaining the precise date of the first of

these great events, but I think I am not in er-

ror in stating that the commencement of them
on something approaching the present grand

scaje, was in 1832, when the noble Town Hall

in Birmingham was inaugurated, and the new
organ, then one of the wonders of the world,

(but now greatly exceeded by larger and better

instruments in England and America), was
heard for the first time. On this occasion a
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new Oratorio, "David," by Neukomni was pro-

duced. The only part of this work I recollect

was a curious efEect of "sound-painting, " name-

ly a tremendous chromatic scale with a bang of

the big drum at the end of it. This scale was

intended to represent the stone leaving David's

sling, and the bang was the said stone hitting

Goliah's forehead ! ! This festival, imperfect

as it was compared with its successors, gave

Birmingham the lead in all similar undertak-

ings, and no meetings were held without some

new work by a great composer being expressly

ordered by the committee. For some years

the Direction was anxious to enlist Mendels-

sohn into its service, but his many engagements

in his own country prevented his fulfilling the

wish. In 1840 and again in 1843, the "Hymn
of Praise," "St. Paul," and various other lesser

works had been given under the composer's

direction, and' received with enthusiastic fer-

vor; but in 1843 the committee obtained a pos-

itive promise that not only should a work be

ready for the Festival of 1846, but that Men-

delssohn would himself direct the music. Be-

yond the promise given, the selection of the

work itself, whether choral or instrumental, sa-

cred or secular, was left to Mendelssohn's dis-

cretion ; but I rather think strong hints were

thrown out, that an Oratorio would be the most

acceptable work that could be written in ful-

filment of the engagement. It is unnecessary

now to say more than that "Elijah" was the

work written. All the circumstances of its

compositum. the difiiculties of the libretto, and

the extraordinary triumph of its production on

the memoralile 31st of August, 1846, in the

Birmingham Town Hall, are so amply, clearly,

and beautifully detailed in Mendelssohn's let-

ters of the period, that any attempt at redes-

cribLng in detail the events of that remarkable

festival would fall far short of the magnificence

of the reality, which, as it was willed by Prov-

idence, was the last blaze of glory in a life

which all hoped and then believed was destin-

ed to a long period of greater success.

"Elijah" has passed into a realm far beyond

the reach of criticism. In popularity it vies

with the "Messiah" and "Creation." As a

masterpiece of genius and musical craft, in its

faultless construction, its wonderful delinea-

tion of the character of the great Prophet and

his contemporaries, in the gorgeousuess of its

instrumental clothing, in its various touching

episodes, and in its masterly contrapuntal

treatment, although there is not a set Fugue in

it for the delectation of ultra Handelians, the

production of "Elijah" is the great event of

Oratorio writing since "Israel in Egypt."

There is only one work which can be named in

comparison to it, viz., "St. Paul." While the

latter in many ways may be and is considered

the superior work by reason of its undoubtedly

greater contrapuntal learning, yet I cannot

wonder at "Elijah" being the greatest favorite

;

and this arises, if I may say so, from a very

obvious cause. In "St. Paul" Mendelssohn

had to give to his music a stern, uncomjironiis-

ing early Christian coloring ; excepting in the

raving of the indignant Jews, against the

taunts of Stephen and the outpourings of Paul,

there was no opportunity for any great

dramatic treatment. The reverse is the

case in Elijah. Were it to English habit^

seemly, the whole oratorio without any mate-

rial alteration might be placed on the stage

with the greatest propriety, with scenery, cos-

tume and dramatic action. There is not a

scene in the work which is not capable of the

highest stage efEect, and I fancy that, had

Mendelssohn lived, something approaching to

a dramatic jjerformance would have been at-

tempted ; an undertaking similar to those de-

scribed by him in his letters from Diisseldorf,

where "Israel in Egypt" was performed with

scenery and action. Such an exhibition of sa-

cred subjects is however quite contrary to Eng-

lish feeling, and an attempt at introducing it

would inevitably be forbidden by the law, but

the real dramatic tendency of "Elijah" will al-

ways remain the chief secret of its great popu-

larity.

I have said that "Elijah" was the culminat-

ing triumph of Mendelssohn's genius. He re-

ceived the universal homage of multitudes with

the calmness and absence of vanity which was

the chief characteristic of his mind. I saw him
at the house of his old friend Mr. Moore an

hour after the first performance at Birmingham.

All he replied to my hearty congratulations

was : "I know you like some of 'Elijah,' tell

me what you do not like," and no sooner had

he returned to his beloved Leipzig for the Ge-

wandhaus Concerts of 1846, than he set to work
to make sundry alterations and improvements;

the greatest of which was, perhaps, the substi-

tution of the unaccompanied trio for Soprani

:

"Lift thine eyes" for an accompanied Duet to

the same words. During this autumn and win-

ter his letters show that not only was he em-

ployed in preparing "Elijah" for the press, but

he was sketching out various plans for future

works, amongst others the "Christus, " thereby

showing his wish to add another to the numer-

ous works on the same subject, which more

than any other has engaged the minds of all

great composers.

The London season of 1847 now drew near,

and it was known that its principal honors

would be given to Mendelssohn and the "Eli-

jah." Many performances were held in the

provinces and in Dublin, at most of which he

presided ; and at Exeter Hall his new Oratorio,

and his appearance was the signal for crowded

audiences and enthusiastic receptions. During

this time in London he was excessively occupied

with all sorts of public and private engage-

ments,—but he never forgot his old friends.

He lived chiefly ai the house of his friend,

Charles Klingemann, in Ilobart Place, Eaton

Square, and many were the delightful evenings

spent in that most agreeable circle. Ills last

appearance in London was at a Philharmonic

concert in July, at the Hanover Square Rooms.

Few present on that occasion will forget the

evening. Both the Queen and tlie Prince Con-

sort were present. Mendelssohn phiyed Beet-

hoven's Concerto in G, and directed his own
Midsummer Night's Dream music. Two days

after this he left England for the last time. It

has been asserted by an author writing on

"Music and Morals," that "Elijah" destroyed

Mendelssohn. This is not the fact. It is true

that at the close of the London season he was

excessively tired by the constant ovations of-

fered him ; but there is no reason to suppose

that, if be could have had the quiet and repose

in Switzerland he had planned for himself and

family, he would not have recovered his usual

health. All was prepared for a happy holiday

in the Bernese Oberland, which he always de-

clared was the most beautiful country he knew

;

the sketch books and color boxes were packed,

the last proofs of "Elijah" had been corrected

and sent to the press
;
plans were formed for

the continuation of "Christus" and many other

works lying unfinished in his portfolio ; every-

thing pointed to a happy period of some weeks

of perfect quiet with his wife and children,when
an event occurred which laid the foundation

of his fatal illness. Mendelssohn had been

most fondly attached to all the members of his

family, but especially to his sister Fanny Hen-

sel. This lady, as I have already stated, was

gifted with the highest musical attainments

;

she was an admirable pianist and an excellent

composer, and she has left many works which

show she possessed much of her brother's ge-

nius. Nothing can show the love which the

brother and sister entertained for each other

better than Mendelssohn's own letters.

It was either on the day fixed for Mendels-

sohn's leaving Frankfort-on-the-Main, or close

upon it, that Mme. Hensel died suddenly in

Berlin. The painful news was communicated

to Mendelssohn in a very abiTipt manner, and

the effect was such as_to completely stun him,

and to cause a slight attack of the malady

which afterwards in so short a time proved fa-

tal. However he was still urged by hisfriends

anil physicians to carry out his plans for change

of scene and repose, and he did so. His letters

during this closing period of his life are \~6Ty

sad. In one to his friend Buxton, of the firm of

Ewer & Co., the London publishers of his

works, he speaks in a gloomy manner of return-

ing to Leipzig "to set his house in order," and

it is evident that the great grief caused by his

sister's decease had the effect upon his mind

and body which subsequently caused his death.

In the fall of the year, he returned with his fam-

ily to Leipzig, and commenced preparations

for the musical season, and especially for a

grand perfoiTiiance of "Elijah" at Vienna,

wMch he was especially engaged to conduct.

Soon after he arrived in Leipzig, it became

necessary for him to go to Berlin, in order to

arrange his late sister's musical MSS. and other

papers which had been left in his charge. This

was the last drop which caused the cup to over-

flow. His early life in Berlin, his never ceas-

ing affection for his mother, who died in 1844,

and for his sister so recently taken from him,

was all brought back to him. On his return

to Leipzig he became frequently subject to fits

of unconsciousness, and on the very day that he

was to have coiiducted a Gewandhaus concert,

and a week before the time fixed for his jour-

ney to Vienna, he fell into a stupor from which

he never recovered, and died calmly and pain-

lessly on the 4th of November, 1847.

The cause of his deatli was ascertained by a

jjoxt mortem examination to be an affection of the

brain. The year following his death I was in

Leipzig, and I saw the physician who attended

him. He told mo that had it been possible to

save his life his reason would probably have

been so affected, that melancholy madness

would have been the result. It is needless to
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add that death was a preferable alternative to

such a life of misery for such a miud.

News in 1847 did not travel so fast as noT?,

but such an occurrence was not long in reach-

ing London, the scene of Mendelssohn's many

triumphs and successes. The unexpected

event, and the necessary confusion and excite-

ment in Leipzig rendered it impossible for pri-

vate letters to be written. The first intelli-

gence therefore came through the public prints,

and I became acquainted with the fact by read-

ing the Times newspaper of the 7th of Novem-

ber, 1847. ft was aptly said by Mr. Chorleyin

the At/tenmtm, that since the death of Scott no

event liad made such an impression as the death

of Mendelssohn. Scott, however, died at a

mature age, and after such a wonderful exer-

cise of his powers as might well try the mind

of any man over sixty years of age. Mendels-

sohn died in the thirty-seventh year of his age.

A few months previously he had quitted Lon-

don in the full possession of all his faculties.

He had left under many promises to return

;

plans were made for the production of new

works ; new triumphs were in store for him

;

and England, next to Germany the home of his

choice, was already girding herself up for the

dispensing of furfher honors and proofs of love.

No wonder then that the 4th of November was

a black letter day in the history of music in

Great Britain.

A few weeks after 5Iendelssohn's death,

means were taken for the erection of a suitable

monument to his memory. A Committee of

professors was ajjpointed, with Sir George

Smart as the Chairman, and consisting mostly

of Mendelssohn's English musical friends and

pupils. Benedict, Bennett, Cipriani Potter,

Henry Smart, myself, H. F. Chorley, E. Bux-

ton, and some others whose names at this dis-

tance of time have escaped my memory, were

appointed members of this Committee. Our

first object was to raise the necessary funds.

After much discussion it was resolved that a

performance of "Elijah" should be given at

Exeter Hall. This was done at the commence-

ment of 1848, and a splendid interpretation of

our friend's last work took place under Bene-

dict's direction, Jenny Lind volunteering to

take the principal soprano part. This concert

realized a large sum after paying very heavy

expenses, and then arose the question as to the

best mode of raising a monument and the form

it should assume. Various discussions took

place ; the respective merits of marble statues

in Hanover Square and other ways of personally

pei-petuating Mendelssohn's memory were de-

bated ; but yet notliing was definitely decided,

as we all felt' tliat neither marble nor bronze

could siifflciently jieiijetuate the memory of our

dear friend, and to many of us, master. At
last a happy idea occurred. One of Mendels-

sohn's last acts in musical ])olitics was the foun-

dation of a music School in Leipzig. At this

institution the most complete art education is

imparted to the students. Every branch of

executive instruction is taught by the first pro-

fessors who can be obtained, and after a pre-

scribed course of study, diplomas and degrees

are conferred which are sure vouchers for the

efficiency of those who hold them. The Com-
mittee, then, of the Mendelssohn memorial

concert came, I think, to a wise conclusion

when they decided to invest the funds at their

disposal in the English Funds, in the name of

Trustees, who were to apply the interest to the

maintaining "forever" a "Mendelssohn schol-

ar," a native of the British Empire, at the

Music School in Leipzig. This was done, and

the result has given much greater satisfaction

than any expenditure of this money on marble

or metal statuary. The first Mendelssohn schol-

ar was Mr. A. S. Sullivan, now well known in

England as a very talented composer. The

present holder of the scholarship is Mr. Wil-

liam Shakespeare ; and if the holder of itproves

only as good a musician as his namesake was a

])oet and dramatist, England has great things

to hope from the result of his studies.

'
^Si momimentum requiris, circumspice." This

most pertinent but perhaps too oft quoted

phrase from the inscription to Sir Christopher

Wren, in the Cathedral Church of St. Paul,

London, most fittingly applies to Mendelssohn.

His works are his monument, and most truly

will they follow him. These I leave to the ad-

miration of all who would learn what is good

and great in music. If he had not the learning

of Bach, the massiveness of Handel, the versa-

tility of Mozart, the grandeur of Beethoven,

was not his style, his very mannerism, a happy

combination, in addition to his own exhaustless

invention, of all the great men, his compeers

who had preceded him ? Where shall we find

better and more satisfactory evidences of learn-

ing than in "St. Paul," "Elijah," the many
Psalms and the Church music written for the

Cathedral in Bei-lin? Where shall we find in

modern composition greater massiveness than

in the Chorus: "Arise, shine," in St. Paul, or

in "Thanks be to God" or "Be not afraid" in

Elijah ? Where can greater versatility be dis-

covered than in the writings of a man whose

mind could range from the composition of the

"Antigone" and "CEdipus" choruses, the Ital-

ian and Scotch Symphonies, down to the won-

derfully serio-comic funeral march of "Pyra-

mus and Thisbe" in the "Midsummer Night's

Dream "? And in grandeur or fancy can many
better specimeps of both bo found than in the

Cruid's choruses in the "Walpurgisnacht" or

in the pseudo Witches' chorus in the same

work? The fact is, that the more Mendels-

sohn's works are studied the more will they be

believed in, and far from waning, I feel cer-

tain that long after many stars have set that

now are shining, Mendelssohn's fame, as a

planet fixed in the admiration of true believers

in all that is sterling and great in art, will re-

main in its proper hemisphere, to be the won-

der and instructor of all ages.

Of my dear friend's character as a man it is

difficult to speak but in terms that might al-

most savor of exaggeration. In all relations of

life, as a son, a husband and a father, he was

hamanly speaking perfect. I never met with

a man who came up more to the standard of a

Christian, a scholar and a gentleman. In his

art opinions he was essentally catholic, and

sought for good in all schools. His great

models were Bach and Beethoven, but he was

at all times willing to admit talent wherever

'he found it. Thus he rescued Schubert from

the undeserved neglect, if not total ignorance,

into which his works had fallen. He was the

fast friend of Robert Schumann, who during

liis life time was living in Leipzig, and greatly

indebted to Mendelssohn for artistic advice and

friendly counsel. The "Music of the Future"

had, at Mendelssohn's death, not p.ermeated

musical society to the extent that it has since

obtained; but I haye heard him speak of Wag-
ner's early works with great respect and hopes

for the future, and although I cannot for a

moment believe that he, as so consummate an

artist, would have been pleased with all he

heard from the disciples of the "Musik der Zu-

kunft," yet I feel sure he would have done jus-

tice to the splendid orchestration, and the great

strivings and yearnings of the school to strike

out new paths of art, and would have gladly

recognized th3 immense talent required to do

this, as worthy of all praise.

Thus, I have endeavored to record my imperfect

tribute of love and admiration to the memory
of a man who was certainly the greatest musi-

cian of his time. As I said at the outset of my
remarks, I trust the interest of the subject will

l^e the excuse for all the faults "nith which I

have executed my task. In America, Mendels-

sohn has long been the object of the greatest

homage. This, the country destined to the

greatest future yet attained by any nation of

the earth, does well to cherish the memory of

the great men of Europe ; and amongst them
all, whether as an artist, or as a man, few will

be found worthier of admiration than Felix

Mendelssohn Bartholdy.

Charles Edward Hoeslet.

New Torh City, Oct., 1872.

Fonn in Music.

II.

We cannot confine our remarks to the inexpe-

rienced herd who, as we said before, rush into print

without one quarter of the requisite knowledge.
We feel it our duty to offer advice to two classes of

composers who may be fairly assumed to have
studied form, in a more or less perfect degree. The
first has succeeded in mastering the principles of

one particular form, and at once proceeds to write

it to death. It thus becomes like a cobbler's last

:

he can turn out any number of pieces on the one
block, and conseriuently his works have a stereo-

tj'ped mannerism from which they can never be dis-

sociated. We know Mr. Smallbrain. He is a "pop-
ular composer." He deluges our music warehouses
with legions of pi.nnoforte pieces, and produces the
moyco'" hnUianf. ftnilnsir <h(!antr, uorf}trnc, hacjatelle,

and capr<r< th S'tlon in intinile quantities. In every
one of these we at onee recog-nize "the block;" and,

as to the difference between all these elegant terms,

we are of the opinion of the immortal Sam Weller
that "it is the seasoning as does it ;

" knowing, as

we do. that the title constitutes the onl}'' difference

between the caprice and the fantasia, and that they
are all formed upon the simplest "block ;" the com-
poser being perhaps ignorant of the fact. _ Mr.
Smallbrain must feel that, when once the public

shall have become nauseated with his parvum in

mv.Ifo.he will sjfeedily be consigned to oblivion. His
fathers and grandfathers tried the same thing, and
where are they now ?

The other class is represented by men of acknowl-
edged eminence and jiosition, whose works are real

music, and jirove that their authors are acquainted
with the principles and details of form. But we
accuse them of fi'equent misapplication of nomencla-
ture. In music recently under our perusal, we have
a uiprii'idio, which is simply a lied, with no caprice

abouc it—a rtnido. which never comes round to its

subject, and is therefore not a rondo

—

n potpourri on
one operatic air—and a sonatina, which really is a
caprice ; there being nothing amplified, developed,
or even repeated about it. If composers who really

do direct and influence public taste would be more
discrinunative in tlie terms they use, they would do
more for art than the}^ even now achieve.

We ctmclude these remarks by advising students

to carefully read the valuable articles on "Artistic
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Forms" in Dr. Marx's book, and direct attention to

the classic masters, as compared with each other in

their adherence to, or departvire from, tlie princi-

ples of form. And first," our mind naturallj' reverts

to Haydn, as the establisher and developer of musi-

cal form of the symphonic class. AA^e do not say

that those principles did not exist in the works of

Bach and Corelli ; but affirm that it is to Haydn we
must look for the first perfect synunetrj' of detail.

Gluek and Mozart were punctilious in their regard

to form in everything they wrote ; while Beetho-

ven may be reg'arded as tlie "master of form" and a

model, without the study of w-hom any musician's

labors must be incomplete. In examining the fore-

going authors, it is remarkable that their ideas were

few in quantity, but rich in quality- :—that their

subject matter is pregnant and fertile:—and that

the great charm of their writing is the skill with

which the}- developed that subject matter. A\"eber,

on the contrary, was too impulsive to confine him-

self to the rules of form. He produced powerful

and beautiful phrases in rapid succession, but rarely

w-ith anything like reproduction or development.

Consequently, in any given amount of musical mat-

ter, AVeber would use six separate ideas to Beetho-

ven's one : the result being that none of AVeber's

leave any lasting impression on the mind, while

that of Beethoven's would be ineffaceable. Take
the beautiful phrase in tlie movement known as

"Softly sighs." AA'here, we ask, is the completion

of the air ? (we refer of course to the cpiick move-

ment near the end) ; and does it not leave in the

mind a sense of inconclusiveness and consecjuent

imperfection ? AVeber's music is like the ever-

changing beauty of the kaleidoscope ; Beethoven's

like the sj-mmetry and wondrously minute perfec-

tion of an oriental in-laying. Mendelssohn, in this

matter, is chiefly remarkable for his development of

the lied form, and for his daring, occasionally, to de-

part from prescribed rule ; but with all his beaut}-

and power, he is a dangerous model, as regards

form, for the student. Meyerbeer seems the most
successful modern composer who has, in some sense,

repudiated musical form ; it requires, however, ge-

nius such as Ijis to do this and succeed. Of AVag-

ncr we will offer no opinion here, because his works
have had, as yet, no fair chance in this country'. He
meets us boldly in denj-ing the abstract right of mu-
sical form. He evidently thinks the world mad,
and the world thinks him mad. AVhich opinion

will be substantiated, time must prove.

—

London
Mus. Standard

Goi-s-OD, the eminent French composer, has gone
to law. A man does not betake himself to the pro-

tection of an English Court of Chancerj-, it may
Well be believed, until his wrongs have become so

outrageous that he is nearly driven to madness by
them. And this seems to have been the case with

the composer of "Faust." He had gathered togeth-

er about sixt}- compositions, all set to English

words, and all haviug his own name upon the title

page. He played these over, not in the fond spirit

with which artists are wont to regard their own
productions, but with a perfect creacnido of rage. "It

is a wise child," says the old proverb, "that knows
its own father." In this case it would have taken a

wiser man than Solomon to recognize his own chil-

dren. Poor Gounod's babes had been, so to speak,

dressed up in the most fantastic garments. Their

eyebrows had been corked, their heads shaved,

their cheeks painted, and false whiskers applied to

their callow cheeks. AVhat wonder that the unhap-

py parent failed to recognize his bantlings 1 To
speak according to the fact, the enterprising Eng-
lish pnbli.-ihers liad ransacked M. Gounod's compo-
eitioni< and selected from tliem such melodies as they
thought would serve their turn. Then they altered

the accompaniment and varied the tunc according

to their own notions of fitness, and finally set the

masic to words entirely different in spirit to those

for which they were composed. Gounod found his

requiems doing duty as love songs, and melodies

through which he had sought to express the depths

of despair hurried up in tfie time and set for quad-

rille music. Under such circumstances an author

might contemplate cither suicide or chancery, or

JK-Thaps first chancery and then suicide. Ilapjiily

the appeal to the law has not been in vain, and
Vice-Cbancellor 5Ialin.s—the bli:!3.sings of the nine

mnses be upon him—has granted a perpetual in-

janction against the well-known firms of Cramer,

Wood it Co. and JIutchins it Romer, rebtraining

them from publishing further songs with II. Gou-
nod's name attached. >'ow if the composer would
but torn hiii attention to some of onr American pub-

lishers it would be a boon to the public, for the same
s\'stem of distortion has been carried on here, and,

in fact, has been carried so far as greatly to injure

Gounod's reputation, and to make his so-called

songs things to be avoided rather than sought for.

—

N. y. Sun.

The Church Music Association.

[The New York Tribune, Dec. 28, has the fol-

lowing notice of the first concert of this Association

under its new conductor, Mr. Horslet, one of the

most accomplished of English musicians, a pupil and

intimate associate of Mendelssohn,^witness his in-

teresting "Reminiscences" contributed to the last

three numbers of this Journal.]

The little handful of brave people who faced the

storm on Thursday night for the purpose of attend-

ing the first concert of the fourth season of the

Church Music Association at Steinway Hall, were

rewarded with a much better performance than they

had any right imder the circumstances to expect.

The chorus, to be sure, was small, the altos num-

bering only seven or eight, and the sopranos only

about half their usual number, and we should say

that the people on the stage, including the orches-

tra, were just about as many as the people in the

body of the hall. Still the singing was more cor-

rect and more spirited than it usually' has been at

the entertainments of this society, and the pro-

gramme was excellent. The first piece was Sir

William Sterndale Bennett's "Sajadeu" overture, a

most graceful and ingenious work, charmingly con-

ceived and beautifully scored. Haydn's Third, or

Imperial, Mass, which the Church Music Associa-

tion has given once before, was repeated with con-

siderable effect ; and the concert closed with Men-

delssohn's "First Afalpurgis Night," of the execution

of which we can saj- that, though ojien to criticism,

it showed intelligent and appreciative study. The

difficult chorus, "Come with Torches," was rather

too much for the singers, but the beautiful and char-

acteristic "Disperse, disperse, ye gallant men" won

an encore. The solo parts in the Mass and the

"Walpurgis Night" were taken by Mrs. Gulager,

Miss Antonia Henne, Mr. Leggat, and Mr. Rem-
mertz.

The Church Music Association has secured for its

Musical Director and Conductor Mr. Charles Ed-
ward Horsley, an English musician and composer
of reputation, and son of the late AVilliam Horsley,

the distinguished glee writer. Under the charge of

this leader we shall expect the Association to do
much better things than it has hitherto seemed to

be in the way of accomplishing. Of course Mr.
Horsley's capacity is not to be guaged bj' the re-

sult of his first concert, especially a concert given
with less than half his chorus ; but good judges are

already impressed in his favor. 'There was a re-

mark of his on the programme, which is so just,

and so entirel}' in accord with what we have several

times written, aprojios of certain performances in

New York, that we shall venture to reprint it

;

"This Slass has already been performed by the

members of the Church Music Association, so any
more detailed account of it is unnecessar}-. It is,

however, pjlayed this evening as Haydn wrote it,

and without the additional instruments which were
added on a former occasion. It is a great question
with the present Musical D rector as to how far such
additions are justifiable. 1 1 the case of Handel, to

whose "Messiah," "Alexander's Feast," and "Acis
and Galatea," additional wind parts have been add-
ed by Mozart and Mendelssohn, the reason is obvi-

ous. The orchestras ot Handel's time contained
comparatively few wind instruments, and it is well
known tliat he himself, by his masterly accompani-
ments on the organ, supplied the deficiency. After
his death the tradition was lost, and these additions
were completely justified, und in the hands of such
masters a,s Mozart and Mendelssohn, Handel's ideas

benefited rather than lost by the jiroccss. In

Havdn's case, the njatter becomes totally altered.

In nis time all the instruments now in vogue were
known and, when he desired it, used by him. Haydn
was the father of modern instrumentation. Mozart,
Beethoven, and all his other great cotemporuries,

were indebted to his symphonies and other works
for their knowledge and power to carry out what
he had so nobly invented, and it is absurd to sup-

pose that, having all the musical resources of tlie

Austrian capital at his command, he would not have
employed a second flute, two clarionets, two horns,

and three trombones in this "Imperial Mass," had he
conceived that his music required than. Such addi-

tions are totally snperflous, and, in the Music Direc-

tor's opinion, savor of such a want of reverence for

the memory of a truly great man and artist, that they
should at once be put aside, as in every respect to

be avoided."

[From the Sun.]

It has always been the fortune of this society to

haA'e its chorus seats full and an audience that

crowded the hall to the doors, and this was the

first exception to the rule. It was the night of the

great storm—a true AValpurgis night. Mendels-

sohn's cantata of that name was to be performed,

but evidently the subscribers were not anxious to

go through an actual "AV'alpurgis Night" for the

sake of an unreal one. The consequence was that

the audience on one side and the chorus and orches-

tra on the other about balanced each other in num-
bers, and the empty benches mustered in stronger

force than either.

Perhaps this was not after all so much a matter of

regret, since those who came were undoubtedly the

most earnest and enthusiastic part of the chorus.

Certainly the result was q verj- satisfactorj- one, for

we never heard the association sing with so much
unity, precision, correctness, and spirit, as on this

occasion. Those who are accustomed to assert that

a chorus of amateurs cannot sing were refuted by the

facts of that evening's performance, and certainly a

]5art of the credit due for this belongs to the late

leader of the society, Mr. Pech. AVe have never

thought that he had" the wisest of ways as a conduc-

tor ; nevertheless, in listening to the admirable sing-

ing of the present chorus, we could not fail to trace

its efficiency in great part to the zeal and persis-

tency with "which he has drilled it for the last three

years.

Mr. Horsley, the new leader, has a name that for

more than one generation has been an honored one

in the musical literature of England, and one which
no lover of English glee and madrigal music can

hear without respect. He comes to us, therefore,

with good antecedents and an excellent musical rep-

utation.

In person Mr. Ho.'sley is a large and powerful

man, well advanced in life, not gracefid in action,

but of a hearty manner and genial temper, and
mtli a firm method that gives him an easy control

over his instrumental and ^ocal forces.

The pieces performed were Haydn's Third Mass
—known as the "Imperial Mass"—and Mendels-

sohn's music to Goethe's "First AValpurgis Night."

The soloists were Mrs. Gulager, Miss llenne, Mr.
Leggat, and Mr. Remmertz, of whom, and we speak

it with due respect for the marked abilities of the

otber singers, Mr. Remmertz was by far the best.

His singing, indeed, of the music of the Druid priest

in the "Walpurgis Night," a part written by Men-
delssohn for his cherished friend, Edward Devrient,

was really supe/b, and would anywhere, even at

such a Gewandhaus concert as that at which the

work was first produced, have commanded admira-

tion.

A\^e congr.atnlate the association on its new con-

ductor and on the evident progress that it is making,

which was very manifest in the correctness with

which the fugue on the words "In Gloria Dei

Patris," in the mass, was given, and also in the finish

and precision with which the very difficult final

choruses of the "AValpurgis Night" were sung.

The efforts of the alios were especially to be com-

mended. They were numerically by far the weak-

est part of the chorus, there being not more than

eight of them as against some forty or more sopra-

nos, but they sang with a promptness and assur-

ance that very nearly made good the inequality in

numbers.
There was a time when the Church Music Asso-

ciation was afraid of its music, and attacked a cho-

rus with the suppressed murmur of an array ef mos-

quitos, but that day is hai>pily over. The society

has learned to open its mouth, if we may use the ex-

pression, and that is half of the art of singing, and

now there will be no more hocea ehinsa humming.
Now let them look with a little more attention to

the expression marks and all will be well. There

were iiassagcs in the mass that should have shaded

down with a fine diminuendo that were held out

fork to the end, and generally speaking the chorus

has not yet learned the full value of a pianksimo.
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Music in New York.—Thomas's Second Sym-

phony Concert.—Rubinstein.

New Yoek, *an. 6, 1873.—The second of six Sym-

phony Soirees by Theodore Thomas, at Steinway

Hall, came on Saturday evening, Dec. 28. The au-

dience comprised all of our best listeners, for the

press was fully represented, and there are few musi-

cians of note among us whose faces were not to be

discerned when the brilliant sun-burners threw a sud-

den radiance over the assembly, and Thomas raised

his baton to begin the Symphony.

It was the sixth by Beethoven,—The "Pastorale."

The opening Allegro ma non troppo was wonderfullj'

well played. I cannot describe the lightness, the

delicacy, the precision of the strings ; and the wind

instruments were be3'ond praise, being in perfect

tune and kept well under in their proper place.

The second movement. Andante inoUo niofo, is the

most popular part of the work, on account of the

beautiful flow of melody which is generally sup-

posed to represent a book. It is, however, to my
mind, inferior to the final Allegretto ; and the intro-

duction of the "Cuckoo," at the close of the move-

ment, is a trick not in keeping with the general

spirit of Beethoven's works.

The third movement, Scherzo, comes fairly under

the head of programme music, called "descriptive"

because an attempt is made to describe material

things, whereas the true province of music is to de-

scribe ideas and emotions. All that we can say of

the "merry-making of peasants interrupted by a

thunderstorm," is that the representation is as good

as can be made in music. The Allegretto which fol-

lows this Sclwrzo without break, is, to me, the most

delightful part of the SjTnphony. The Shepherds'

song is genuincinspiration. The theme itself is in-

conceivably lovely and it passes through variation

after variation, each of which seems more beautiful

than that which precedes it. It is hard to find

words sufficient to praise the manner in which this

work was performed by llr. Thomas' admirable or-

chestra. It was simplj* perfect, for the most exacts

ing critic could find no flaw or blemish.

The next piece was Max Bruch's Violin Concerto,

op. 26, which was plaj-ed by Sarasate at one of our

Philharmonic concerts last season. This time the

violinist was Mr. S. E. Jacobsohn, a newlj' acquired

member of the Thomas Orchestra, who displayed

considerable talent in the way of rapid, facile execu-

tion. His tone is good, although not strong, and

his rendering of the piece would have been very

good were it not for a tendency to flat, which, how-

ever, may have been caused by nervousness. The

last movement of the Concerto is jjarticularl}' fine,

but it demands a breadth of technique and a vigor-

ous, open style which few violinists possess.

Berlioz's Overture, "King Lear," closed the first

part of the programme. Part Second was composed

entirely of "future music," beginning with Liszt's

Symphonic Poem "Die Hunne-nschlacht," which is

supposed to describe Kaulbach's painting of that

name. The final triumph of the Christians is deno-

ted by a choral, which is first outlined by the brass

and afterwards taken up by the organ, [which, by
the way, was a qnarter of a tone below the orches-

tra.] This choral is worked up between the organ

and the orchestra with magnificent eff'ect. Mr.

Caryl Florio was the organist.

The remaining selections were 'Wagner's fine In-

troduction and Finale from "Tristan and Isolde," al-

ready familiar to most of us through the Garden
Concerts, and the wierd "Eitt der AValkiiren" from

Die Walkiire.

The third Symphony Soiree will take place on

Jan. 11th, when Anton Rubinstein will play Beet-

hoven's Concerto in G. The combination of Theo-

dore Thomas's well drilled orchestra with the Ru-

binstein concert troupe, less the feminine element of

the latter, gives our musical connoisseurs a rare op-

portunity of hearing the finest concerted pieces of

the best masters rendered in a style of faultless ex-

cellence. Three of these entertainments have been

given at Steinway Hall. The programme of the

first was as follows

:

Overture. "The Water-Carrier" Clierubini.

Concerto. No. 3, G major llubinstein.

Anton Rubinstein.
Concerto for '^''iolin Beethoven.

n. Wieniawski.
ffirst movement].

Symphonic Poem: "Taaso." Liszt.

Kreisleriana Schumann.
Anton RubinstBin.

Adagio for "Violin Rubinstein.
Polonaise " Wieniawski.

n. Wieniawski.
Ballade, ^

Scherzo, > Chopin.
Nocturne, )

Anton Rubinstein.
HuldigTangs March Wagner.

Rubinstein gains upon us steadily, and we are

deeply indebted to Mr. Grau for the enterprise he

has shown in presenting to us an artist whose im-

mense power and grandeur, together with his deli-

cacy of touch and thoroughly musical sentiment,

show him to be the most complete pianist who has

ever visited our shores. Rubinstein has no meri-

tricious tricks for display, or special gymnastic

feats for the wonder of open-eyed and gaping pro-

vincials ; but he plays as though he had no ideas

except the musical one which he endeavors to ex-

press. He is, of course, an unequal performer ;

—

what artist of real genius is not ? In the Ballade by

Chopin (Op. 23, in G min.) he slurred and blurred

to complete indistinctness the Finale, which needs

the utmost clearness to mean anything to most

ears ; and in several instances he simplified the bro-

ken double-note passages by making single octaves

of them. This was easier for him, no doubt, but it

was hardly satisfactory to those who have studied

the Ballade until every note is perfectly familiar. In

Schumann's "Kreisleriana," however, his accuracy

was unfailing, and he performed the whole of that

magnificent piece, or set of pieces, in a style which

certainly could not be surpassed by any artist in the

world. In the Chopin Scherzo (op. 20, B min.) his

tempo was too rapid to give the ordinary amateur

any sort of an understanding of the composer's in-

tention ; but in playing the lovely Nocturne (op. 27,

No. 2, in D flat), he displayed all that exquisite del-

icacy and neatness of fingering, all that tender grace

ol expression which are so peculiarly necessary to

any one who attempts to interpret the gifted Pole ;

and it is only just to say that human fingers could

not give a more positive rendering of that delicious,

dreamy Nocturne. Some years ago I heard Rubin-

stein play this same composition at a classical con-

cert in London, and it was the prevailing impres-

sion then that the author himself had scarcely

played it better.

As for Wieniawski,—well, there are violinists and

violinists. Some people like a clear, pure tone

;

others, apparently, do not. Those who admire

scratching and false stopping, together with sundry

other things of the same nature would have experi-

enced wild joy upon hearing Beethoven's Violin

Concerto as it was played on the evening in ques-

tion ; but, for those who regard a correct intonation

as a thing of primal importance, it could not have

beenpleasing.[!] Wieniawski, evidently belongs to

that school, of whfch Ole Bull is a prominent mem-
ber, whose first article of belief is that genuine pas-

sion and fervor is signified "by rasping the strings.

In the days of CoreUi roughness of tone may have

been unavoidable, but, with the violin-bow as con-

structed at present, it is a glaring fault in any
player.

If my language seems severe, it should be remem-

bered that, while Wieniawski's ma-its have been

fully-acknowledged and discussed, since his appear-

ance in America, no critic has yet, as far as I am
aware, ventured to express what can hardly fail to

be the sentiments of a musician with regard to the

points above mentioned. [!]

The programme of the second concert, Jan. 3,

was as follows

;

Overture. "Ltonora," No. 3 Beethoven.
Concerto, A minor, op. 54 Sohumann.

Anton Rubinstein.
Concerto for Violin, No. 5 Vieustemps.

Henry Wieniawski.
Overture. "Dimitri Donskoi" Rubinstein.

i

Rondo Mozart.
G-igue Handel.
Air and Variations Handel,

Anton Rubinstein.
Faust Fantaisie Wieniawski.

Henry Wieniawski.
Rakoczy March Liszt.

Rubinstein gave the best rendering I have ever

heard of that magnificent work which is undoubted-

ly the pianoforte concerto of modern days, in com-

parison with which others are as pigmies in the

shadow of Colossus. No less wonderful, though of

a very dlff'erent character,, was the power by which

he subdued Rubinstein and substituted Mozart and

Handel, in his performance of the quaint classical

Rondo, Air and Gigue. The applause was so hearty

and sincere that, quite contrary to his usual custom,

he returned to the piano, and, much to our surprise

and delight, played Chopin's exquisite study in C-

sharp minor (op. 12, No. 7) as I have never before

heard it. Then, being fairly in the Chopin mood,

with scarcelj' a pause he dashed into the Etude in

A minor (Op. 25, No. 12), of which he gave such a

perfect rendering that I was inclined to leave the

hall feeling that there could be no more music for

that night at least. I remained, however, and heard

Wieniawski's Fantasie : a bold and musician-like

work, in which the themes are beautifully handled,

and by no means stale or commonplace, as such

compositions usually are.

I must postpone mention of Messrs. Mills and

Damrosch's fourth soiree, and various other matters

which demand attention, until m}' next letter.

A. A. 0.

New York, Dec. 23.—At the second concert of

the Philharmonic Society, Dec. 1-1, Raff's Sympho-

ny, in G minor, No. 4 (new) was performed.

Though not difl'ering materially in style from those

works of the same composer with which we are al-

ready familiar, this symphony is well worth hear-

ing and, indeed, must be heard several times before

its merits can be fully appreciated. The first few

bars of the introductory Allegro furnish a key to the

whole Symphony ; a dreamy mystical beauty, as of

"Those hills whose flowers ne'er fed the bee
;

That shore no ship has ever seen."

pervades it all. This movement contains a very

graceful fragment of melody for the violoncello (ex-

quisitely rendered by Mr. Bergner), which, is after-

wards taken up by the reeds. The Scherzo, which

follows, is quite intricate, and is scored in a manner

which shows the composer to be thoroughh' master

of the resources of an orchesti-a. In the A^idante

there is a series of massive and sustained chords

leading to nothing in particular, and it is here that

the work seemed to me weakest. The Finale,

however, is both eff'ective and interesting.

The work was very coldly received by an audi-

ence which was evidently unequal to the task of

forming an opinion for itself. The other orchestral

pieces were the "Liebescene," from Berlioz's "Ro-

meo and Juliet," and the fine "Consecration of th

House" Overture, in C major, by Beethoven.

The orchestra, conducted by Carl Bergmann, now
numbers one hundred performers, including 38 vio-

lins, 14 violas, 13 violoncellos, 15 double basses, 2
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flutes, 1 piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarionets, 1 corno an-

glaise, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones,

and tympani. Among the violins we recognize the

famUiar faces of Messrs. Matzlca, Bristow, Noll,

Hill, Mosenthal and others, who are not only valu-

able members of the orchestra but excellent soloists.

The orchestral selections at this concert were well

rendered, although the performers never play as

well at the beginning as towards the end of the

season.

The vocalist was Miss Anna Drasbil, who sang

recently at one of the Mills-Damrosch soirees. Her

selections were : "Spirit Song," Haydn ; "Prayer"

by Hiller, and Ballad by Pinsuti. Miss Drasdil's

fine contralto voice sounded well in the Academy,

its peculiar metallic quality being less noticeable

there than in Steinway's music-room. She sang, as

I judge she always does, with such earnest and ten-

der feeling, that her success was assured from the

first. She divided the honors of the evening with

Herr Benno Waltee, (announced as solo violinist

to the King of Bavaria,) who played the first move-

ment of Beethoven's Violin Concerto. He played

with much sldll,and drew from his violin a very pure,

sweet tone ; but his bowing was not strong, and he

was uneqnal to a full interpretation of what the

giant composer says in his great Concerto. This,

however, was no special discredit to the young ar-

tist, for there are very few violinists who can play

that Concerto as it should be played.

The next Philharmonic Concert will take place

on January 18th, 18*73. The works in rehearsal are

Schumann's second symphony, in C major, Weber's

"Oberon" overture and the "Hirtengesang" from

Liszt's Oratorio, "Christus." Messrs. Mills and

Damrosch gave their third soiree of Chamber music

on Dec. 19th, with the following programme ; Suite,

E major, op. 11, Goldmark ; Air from the "Magic

Flute,"- Mozart ; Serenade (string trio), Beethoven
;

Swedisches Lied, V. Berge; Sonata, A minor,

Schumann. Miss Jenny Busk was the singer.

A. A. c.

Philadelphia, Dec. 27.—On Saturday afternoon

Gounod's Fmmt was given at the Academy of Music

by the A' aretzek Troupe. The performance was

mournful, owing to the palpable indisposition of

JIme. Lucca ; but the brave little lady bore up heroi-

cally, omitting, however, the church scene and some

of the third act. Sig. V izzani's poor little voice

struggled with the massive orchestration quite suc-

cessfully ; indeed his "Salve dimora" was very well

rendered. Jamet's singing and acting as Mephisto

were up to his usual high standard.

On Monday evening, owing to Miss Kellogg's

continued indisposition, and A. me. Lncca being ill

of diptheria, Mignon was withdrawn and Lucrezia

Bonjia sang instead, >'me. Levielle taking the title

role, with Signor Abrugnedo as Gennaro, and Sig.

Coulon as "II Duca." The audience was sparse, and

the performance only passable. This was the last

appearance of the troupe for this engagement, as

Mme. Lucca's medical attendants considered it dan-

gerous for her to sing for some time, and Mi.ss Kel-

logg continued to be hurx (h cornhat.

Of course every opera habitu*; has been compar-

ing Lucca with Xilsson. It is hardly fair to com-

pare these artists vocally, as their voices and vo-

calization are so different. Lucca's voice is a broad,

powerful mezzo-soprano, while NiLsson's is almost a

HOj/rrino amUr), with a much more rnelhjw ring,' and

much more soulful. But Lucca is far greater in

her histrionic deportment than the fair Swede. As
to the tronpcs it is difficult t/j decide to which to

accord the supremacy. Certainly Capoul and Brig-

noli were far stronger in their stations than are

Vizzani and Abrugnedo, the tenor of the present

troupe. Horiami, the baritone of the Haretzek

Troupe, has a fine voice, more powerful and richer

than that of Mons. Barre ; but ss Gary so com-

pletely outshines the lady holding the correspond-

ing position 'u the Lucca Troupe, that, despite the

undoubted attraction of this company in possessing

ijs Kellogg, I am ready to confirm the opinion of

the majority in awarding the disputed laurels to

the Nilsson company. r. Maretzek advertises his

intention to return here on A arch 24th, and com-

plete his necessarily unfinished engagement.

KnSTACE.

^-«
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Harvard Musical Association.

The fourth Stiuphony Concert came with the

great snow-storm of the winter, (the day after

Christmas), when hosts of music-lovers were kept

at home by too truthful a presentiment that in a few

hours the roads would be blockaded, Yet when
one reached the Music Hall, was it not most cheerful

and encouraging to see an audience in numbers and

in character quite worthy of so classical a feast upon

so large a scale ? Some of them, no doubt, experi-

enced "labors, dangers and sufferings" in getting

home, yet felt their bravery rewarded. The orches-

tra was full, and well prepared ; the programme one

to charm away aU thought of "winter and rough

weather,"

Overture to "Faniska" Cheru'bini.
**Concert Aria [Tenor] : ''Misero, O BOgno, o son

desto ?" Mozart.
Nelson Varley.

*Symphony, in E flat [Breitkopf & Haertel. No.l,
Haydn.

Pianoforte Concerto, in F minor, op, 21 Chopin.
George W. Sumner.

*Air : "The enemy said." Handel.
Nelson Varley.

Overture; "Becalmed at Sea and'Happy Voyage.''
Mendelssohn.

The E-flat .Symphony of Haydn, opening with a

roll from the tympani, was oftener heard in Boston

twenty years ago than almost any of the genial

master's works ; we do not remember to have heard

it for a dozen years at least, nor, (as the star

indicates), is it one of the dozen Haydn Symphonies

which had figured in the programmes of these Con-

certs. It is one of the largest, fullest, most elaborate

and serious of them all, at the same time that it is

full of his usual cheerful spontaneity and sunshine.

The sombre and majestic introduction, with drum

roll swelling and diminishing, followed by a deep,

slow unison passage by the contrabassi and bassoons,

is as night before day to the gladsome, swiftly glid-

ing Allegi'O, with its bright and happy themes,

which are wrought out with perfect art, so clear and

positive down to the least detail, so subtly inter-

woven, and all developing as happily and freely as

if it were all Nature's growth. It is a pity that the

deepest tones of the bassoon are so diflicult to make

;

it is almost impossible to subdue them to the pp re-

quired in these opening measures and be sure of

getting any tone at all ; so that on tlie whole we

would as soon hear the passage as it used to be.done

here, when we were scant of bassoons, by the double

basses alone. The Andante, with its beautiful, broad,

noble minor theme, alternating with the swelling

triumph of the stately major, is exceedingly impres-

sive; and the variations thrdugh which both are

carried,—including the fine florid (yet deliberate)

solo for the leading violin, capitally played by Mr.

EiciiBERG, whom we see smiling at the almost child-

like simplicity and innocence of the little chord

cadence at the end of the melody,—seemed an cx-

haustless scries of fresh surprises and delights.

They are not mere feats of ingenuity, they are po-

etic, too, and full of genius. Beautiful as the whole

Symphony is, we are inclined to think the Finale,

with its most graceful pregnant melody, first her-

alded and then accompanied by a mellow horn mo-

tive, the most beautiful of all ; its whole develop-

ment is most felicitous and full of subtle charm.

The rendering of the whole work was almost fault-

less.
*

Cherubini's charming Overture to "Faniska," giv-

en twice before, was sure of a warm welcome, and

did not disappoint. Mendelssohn's Overture, illus-

trating Goethe's little poem : "Meeresatille und
Gluckliche Fahrt" in which are expressed the con-

trasted feelings of a lifele.53 calm at sea, and the ex-

citement of a rising breeze , a lively passage, bring-

ing the good ship into port, is one of the happiest

specimens of "picture music" in existence. It was

played with admirable spirit and precision ; the in-

struments which lend the play of rich tone color

all sounded well, and the suggestions to the mind
were vivid.

Chopin's F-minor Concerto was a high mark for

the ambition of a young pianist. As a mere task of

virtuo.sity, it demands great force and finish of tech-

nique to keep onesself erect and walk without stumb-

ling, with ease, with neither anxious awkwardness

nor dogged nonchalance and coolness, over the intri-

cate long course beset with difiiculties of every IdndL

Mr. Sumner's rendering was well conceived, clear,

firm, carefully elaborated. Had it been Hummel's

Septet or any composition of that kind, the render-

ing would have been highly satisfactory. But it

was Chopin, and required a kindred inspiration,

which was not very manifest in the performance.

Highly creditable as it was to the talent, the dili-

gently acquired skill, and the loyal spirit in which

he approached the task, the rendering was not in

the highest sense successful. If there was no mis-

taken, false expression, there was no pervading

sympathetic glow ; and listeners, who have been

transported more than once to the third heavens by

this rare poetic work, appeared to wonder where

the charm had vanished to, seeing that the whole

thing lay before them in such photographic ac-

curacy. Vet there was so much of excellent musi-

cianship in the performance, that the confession of

this disappointment is almost an injustice to the

young pianist. The only mistake was in the selec-

tion of the work ; one may be an excellent pianist,

and yet not one at whose touch such a creation

comes to life so as to li-^e to those who listen. As

it was, the effort merits high praise ; but in some

other work we feel sure the performer would have

done himself, as well as his author, much more jus-

tice. There is too much good stuff in him, to let

this discourage him.

Mr. Nelson Varlet comes from the land of lusty

English voices ; he is a Yorkshire man
;
quite young,

not more than twenty-five, we think ; so small in

stature, • that his robust, large tones surprise you.

He has a manly, healthy look ; is full of animation

and nervous quickness, easy and agreeable in man-

ner, with a certain frank, fresh, and winning cor-

diality in his aspect. The foundation of his vocal

training was laid at the Conservatoire in Brussels,

whither he was sent by the Chevalier Lemmens, the

husband of Mme. Sherrington, who undertook the

whole charge of his education, and to whom he has

been for the past six years an "articled" pupil, sing-

ing in choir, oratorio and concert, in various parts

of England, mostly in the present interest of his

patron, but in tlie future interest of himself. This

contract expired in November, and he comes now a

free man to join for a while the fortunes of Mme.

lludersdorff in America, His appearance in this

concert, therefore, was almost literally, his first

"coming out." And his success was instant and

complete.

Mr. Varley has a very sweet, full, ringing tenor
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voice, of good compass, evenly developed, well

schooled. He knows how to sing, and is equal to

whatever he undertakes, which, when we consider

that his chief sphere has been oratorio, is saying a

good deal. His recitative is excellent ; his holding

out and shading of the tone, his phrasing and

expression in cahiibile, are all that could be asked of

one yet in liis early prime. And there is a manly

fire, a truthful, honest ring in his strong passages,

to which the hearer yields himself most willingly.

In the Handelian roulades, and in all florid passages,

his vocalization is very even, accurate, and easily

sustained. There is now and then a little dryness

in a tone or two, but the golden quality of the voice

seems all the richer in emerging from the moment-

ary veil.

The Concert Aria by Jlozart, one of the noblest,

most impassioned, and most difficult of the twelve

Isolated scenas of this sort which he wrote for vari-

ous voices, was wholly new to r. Varley until he

studied it for this occasion, since his arrival in this

country. His speedy mastery of it speaks well for

his musicianship. The entire rendering was intelli-

gent, artistic, fervent and effective ; nor was it a

small thing for the voice to maintain its supremacy

a.Tiid the rich and by itself singularly attractive

orchestral accompaniment of Mozart.

The very trying air from Israel in Egypt : "Tht

enerny said, I will pursue," so seldom sung, was sub-

stituted for "Love sounds tlie alarm" from Ads and

Galatea^ owing to the impossibility of procuring

suitable accompaniments in season, Handel having

left the score of that entire Cantata (Serenade) in-

complete, it being his wont to fill out the harmony
himself as he presided at the harpsichord or organ.

Mendelssohn has filled out the instrumentation of

Acis, but we know not whether his parts are pub-

lished. The young tenor sang it with right manly

energy, and an unflagging, clean and even execution

in the long-breathed figured passages, which quite

electrified the audience, and he was obliged to re-

peat it. The only exception we should take to the

whole efi'ort was to the occasional indulgence in

those tricks of effect which have become the fashion

and tradition among English singers, but which

surely would have aroused the lion wrath of Han-
del ; for instance the throwing up of the voice upon

a high, long note by way of final cadence ; this sa-

vors too much of the foot-lights, and seems to say :

Mark me, my voice, no matter what old Handel
meant.—Mr. Varley will be prettj^ sure to fill an
important place in our best oratorio and concert

music, if he remains with us.

The Concert of this week had for programme : Overture
to "Corlolan," Beethoten; Piano Concerto in G minor,
MoscheUs [J. C. D. Parker]

; Overtnre to "Les Aboncer-
rages" [The Moors in Spain], Chei-ubini; Oboe Concerto,
in F minor, ^jffe[Aug. KUTZLEB], first time,- Symphony.
No. 6, in C, [not the "Jupiter"], Mozart. Too late for a
review this week.

The following [sixth] concert will be four weeks, instead
of the usual fortnight, later. Among its novelties will be;
the first movement of Rubinstein's "Ocean" Symphony

;

the "Concertstueck," in G, by Schum-imi. played by B. J.
Lang, with orchestra

; the D-minor Concerto of £ach for
three pianos, &c.

Rubinstein and Wieniawski.—Farewell
Concerts.

A worse time could not have been chosen for these
great artisfs to revisit Boston. To say nothing of
the effects of the great fire, the first two concerts
came on Christmas eve and on the evening of Christ-
mas, and there was of course a melancholy show of
empty seats

; on Friday evening and Saturday after-

noon the attendance was much better, althouo-h the
hall was very far from full. Yet the four concerts
brought delight to quite a goodly number of the best
music-lovers, with not a few of whom, ladies

especially, the admiration for the Russian artist

amounts to a decided hero-worship. It must be re-

tnembered, too, that these were really < hambcr con-

certs given in the vast Music Hall; for a small hall,

better fitted for such music, any one of these four

audiences would have been a large one. There was

no orchestra ; tlie largest cotnbination was that of

Trios for piano, violin and 'cello, one for the opening

of each concert. And it must be confessed that

Trio jjlaying is at disadvantage in so large a

place, and so is Trio hearing. The great op. 97 of

Beethoven, in B flat, was almost lost there ; Wulf
Fkies's violoncello was in parts but feebly heard,

and Rubinstein in the piano part, quite loyal and

unpretentious, seemed not beyond comparison with

otlier artists who have jilayed It here. The Men-

delssohn Trio in C minor told more eft'ectivelj' ; and

the two of Rubinstein's own comjiosition (in B flat

major and in G minor—the former given last Spring

in r. Lang's concerts), tlvough cajitivating by their

individuality, and sometimes even bj' their eccen-

tricity, yet doubtless in many jjroduced just that

perplexed, uncertain feeling of half acceptance,

which would have been much more positive, the one

way or the other, after a closer hearing in a smaller

room. In his piano solos, even there, Rubinstein is

alwaj's clearly heard, and Wieniawski's tone is very

telling even in the Trios.

No pianist ever has produced so deep an imj^res-

sion here as Rubinstein by the intensity and indi-

viduality of his genius, by the complete losing of

himself in the music whic h for the titne being he in-

terjirets, and by his wonderful execution, unequalled

hitherto in our exj^erience alike for its electric ener-

gy and force and for its subtle delicacj". But tliere

is no need of rej^eating here, even if it might be done
with other words and fanciful analogies, what has

been said before of his transcendant qualities as a
performer. Nor on the other hand are we. on grow-
ing more familiar with his art, relieved, as we had
hoped to be, from the impression of too frequctit

traits of wilfulness and sometimes positively wild
exaggeration in the midst of so much that is beyond
criticism, whollj' admirable in liis reproductions.

Thus it seemed hardlj' fair to the unjiretending

naivete of the little ozart Rondo in A fuinor, inno-
cent little flower, to transplant it into the Chopin
conservatory, refining its simplicity and freshness
all awaj'. And some of Handel's healthy move-
ments were intensified and magnifled beyond
their real aim, we thouglit.

On the other hand we must give the artist credit

for giving us Jiach jntre ef simple, nt;t overcharged at

aU with his own individualitj'. But in his vei-j-

grandest, most exciting revelations of the fire with-

in hitn, where he almost takes your breatli away, as

in that tremendous Chopin Scherzo in B minor,
which he played at the end of the first concert in-

stead of the Fantasia set down in the programme,
and in the great Polonaise he plays so often, one
must ask after all, however much he may have been
carried away for the time being, whether sucli effects

are not more astonislung than wise, and whether
Art in her pure, impersonal, ideal court can ever set

her seal divine upon tliem. Could Mendelssolin have
ever dreamed of such a storm and whirhvin.i of

passion as we witnessed Friday night, whea he com-
]30sed that noble series of " Variulio/ts serienses ?

'

These musical, and as it were elemental, orgasms are

well described in a sentence which we co|5y from the

New York I'ribune: "Once or twice in the course of

the piece the music poured forth from his hands, as

it often does, in a torrent so impetuous that the
rhythm was entirely overpowered, and the ear

caught nothing but a tempest of glorious sounds, just

as in some of the pictures of Turner, the eve loses

the j^ercejitiofi of form in a blaze of gorgeous color."

The wide range of, liis interpretations, through
such a variety of forms and styles and ma.sters,

—

and all played from' memory, all first absorbed itito

him.self and then given out with all tlie concentrated
energies of his whole soul and brain,—was one of the
great attractions of these, as of all his concerts.

When has such a wealth of pianoforte compositions been
heard in a single week ? Ho save us the famous old 'Cat's

Fugue'l Sonata of Domenico Scarlatti. Of Bach he let us
hear some of the old favorites from the 'Well-tempured
Clavichord,' as well as the Chromatic Fantasieand Fxigue;
of Handel, an Air and Variation in E, and Gigue; of Beet-
hoven, the great Trio in B f3at: of Mendelssohn, the Trio
in C minor, the Variations aerieuses, the Scherzo cappric-
cioso, and several Songs without Words, including the

Volks'ied; of Schubert, the Rondo with Violin; of Chopin,
the great Scherzo aforesaid, various Preludes and Eludes
[from the simplest to the greatest], one of the finest Noc-
turnes, and the impassioned Polonaise ; of Schumann, a
string of little pieces: 'Warum?' 'Vogel als Prophet,'
'Abends' and "Traumes-wirren,' all of which he played most
exquisitely; one of Field's beautiful Nocturnes; Liszt's
'Don Juan'Fantasic; and. besides the Trios, some captiva-
ting iilfle pieces of his own,—two groups of them. The
first consisted, of a Nocturne. Scherzo and Etudes; the
second, of a "Miniature Minuet' [quaintly, almost pedanti-
cally, antique], a Serenade, Valse. a little brook-side scene,
very fascinating, and a new Barcarole.
Herr Wieniawski's violin playing was throughout so mas-

terly, so pure, that we can but marvel at what our New
York correspondent says of his perform.ance of the Beetho-
ven Concerto. He played, besides his own best things (a
rich variety), the Elegie by Ernst; the Air from the orches.
tral Suite [set down an octave], and a most brilliant florid
Prelude of Bach; some things by Vieuxtemps, by Ru-
binstein, Stc.

In Prospect.

CHAMBER CONCERTS.—In spite ofthe -winter's calam-

ities, from which all musical enterprises in Boston more or

less have suffered, at least three very interesting series of

Matinees [not counting those of the Conservatories] now in-

vite us.

1. The first of the three unique entertainments arranged

by Mme Rcdersoorff. was given at Mechanics' Hall last

Tuesday before a very cultivated audience. The illness of

Miss LiEBE caused soma disturbing alterations of the pro-

gramme ; only .at the last moment was a violinist [Mr.

Kradse] found to take her place in the Sonata in D by
Bach, of which the piano part was firmly and distinctly

rendered by Miss Mary Underwood. This was to have

opened the concert ; but instead of it the same young lady,

wh >se modest grace and earnest .absorption in her music

won warm favor, played the Beethoven Sonatain D, op. 10,

for Piano solo, for the most part in an intelligent, firm, no-

ble style, th»ugh in parts the execution was a little stiff and

lame ; hut it was a first appearance and doubtless not with-

oot embarrassmeat. Mme. Rndersdorff herself, though not

in her best voice, made a very fine impression by her sing-

ing of two pieces wholly new to Boston : an air from Men-
delssohn's early operetta, "Camacho's Wedding." and Han-

del's famous --Harpsichord Song :
" Vo Jar guerrA.'' Miss

Alice Fairman appeared to excellent advantrge both in

H aydn's "Spii-il Song " and as the principal ' Naiad" in a

very beautiful composition by Rubinstein [-'2/ie Nixen'^,

with four accompanying female voices, who likewise sang

charmingly. Mr. Nel.-on Varley sang Handel's "Deeper

and deeper still" and "Waft her, angels," with pure artistic

style and pathos; and there was rare sweetness-in his ren-

dering of Ch. Salaman's music to the little song by Shelley:

"I arise from dreams of thee." Owing to a slight huskinesa

from cold- however, his fine upper tones did uot come out

with so ranch ease as in the Symphony Concert. The piano

accompaniments were played by Mr. W- F. Apthnrp.—We
have no room to do full justice to the good things of the

programme, which as a whole was somewhat too sombre,

albeit full of intere ting novelties, and can only add that the

two remaining matinees will be on the Tuesday afternoons,

Jan. 21, and Feb. 4.

2. Next in or-'er come four classical matinees, at the same
ha'l by Ntmr. Camilla Urso. on puccessi-ie Wednesdays, be-
ginning Jan. 22. Siring Quartets [\»

" ' not be a treat to

bear one led by her 'r^ Trios with ian« Violin Sonatas,
&' by old ma'sters like Corelli and x.. t ni and Leclair.

compose the rare temptations.
3. Messrs. Hugo Leonhard and Julius Eichbergannounce

that their postponed .-^erie-T of six Music.-il Matinees will be
given in Wesleyan Hall, on the following dates: Jan. 31,

Feb. 14 March 7 and 2T , -Ipril 4 and 18 It will be pleas-

antly remembered that these Matinees were amongthemost
enjoyable and interesting of the musical entertainments
given last season. We trust they may be patronized ac-
cording to theirhigh desert, as ttiey are of the utmost value
to the lover of what B good and true in musical art. in the
familiarity they gi/ < with some of the most delightful com-
positions ofthe c.assical masters. Tickets for the series

may now be procured at the music stores and at the Boston
Conservatory o Music.

—

Gazette,

0R.4.T0R1 S.—The Handel and Haydn Society are re-

hearsing -'Juaa-* "Maccabaeus"' and -Elijah'' for perform-
ance Feb. S».h .md 9th with Mme. Rndersdorff, Miss Fair-

man and "iif Nelson Varley.

Music in London.

British OnciiESTRAL Society.— Of this new or-

ganization, which gave its first concert in St.

James's Hall on Thursday evening, Llec. 5, the

l^nies informs us :

S nc the Society of British Musicians, founded in

18:^4, wa« dissolved, there has been no combination

of any impo tance among English orchestral fjlay-

ers, who, n-vertheless are notoriously equal, in a

general sense, to any in Europe—a fact which for-

eign composers, such as Meyerbeer, Spohr, and

Mendelssohn, freely acknowledged. No feeling of

prejudice, much less of hostility, towards the many
i'dmirable instrumentalists, Italian, French, and

Ge -man, who reside among us, and who exercise so

!ar_,-e an influence on the efficiency of high-class per-
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formances, whether operatic or purely orchestral,

led to the institution of this new societj'. On the

contrary, we are informed, and can readily helieve,

that a desire to make the public acquainted with
what English musicians are able to do, independent-

ly of extraneous aid, was the leading, if not the soie

motive—a motive which, being both natural and
praiseworthy, is not open to criticism. The late

Mr. Alfred Mellon for some years worked zealously

in the same direction ; but he was ultimately com-
pelled to abandon his enterprise, and to rest upon
the laurels which, b}' strenuous though ineffectual

endeavors, he had honorablj' won. About the or-

ganization of the British Orchestral Society, know-
ing nothing, we can say nothing. The printed pro-

spectus gives no list of committee, no table of regu-

lations, and not even the name of any gentleman,
amateiu- or professional, upon whom, as managing
director, the chief responsibility would devolve.

About these matters we are left in the dark. On
the otlier hand, we have the list of an orchestra, Vo

in number, consisting exclusively of native perform-
ers, every one of whom is a recognized proficient

on the instrument of his choice. The orchestra is

thus distributed :—14 first violins—principal, Mr.
Carrodus ; 12 second violins—principal, Mr. J. Zer-

bini : eight violas—principal, Mr. Doyle ; nine vio-

loncellos, and as many double basses, with i\>r. E.

Howell and Mr. Howell, sen., at the head of the re-

spective departments, Messrs. Eadcliffe, G. Horton,
Lazarus, Hutchins, C. Harper, T. Harper, and Web-

- ster being principal flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,

horn and trumpet, Mr. Phasey taking charge of the

euphonium, Messrs. Pheasant, Seymour, aud Or-

chard of the famil}' of drums, and Mr. John Ches-

hire of tlie harp. The conductor is Mr. George
Mount, one of our most eminent professors of the

double bass ; and when singers do not care to be

accompanied bj' the orchestra, there is Mr. Zerbini
to accompany them on the pianoforte. We must
not omit to mention that the list of the orchestra

gives the name of a single amateur only ; which
amateur is Dr. AV. H. Stone, one of the few who
now care to study and to practice that much neg-

lected instrument, the "contrafagotto," for which,
nevertlielcss, some of the great masters have ex-

pressh' written, and which possesses a strong individ-

uality of tone. The prospectus, moreover,informs us

that the British Orchestral Society intends giving six

concerts, at intervals of a fortnight; that each pro-

granmie mU contain a symphony, a concerto, and
two overtures, interspersed with vocal music ; that

the solo artists—players and singers—will, like the

members of the orchestra, be exclusively English;
that works by Messrs. J. F. Barnett, Arthur Sulli-

van and Macfarren will be produced for the first

time ; and that the last-named gentleman is to pre-

pare "an analytical and historical programme" for

each performance.
We subjoin the programme of the opening con-

cert, as a fair example of what amateurs may look
for during the series :

—

Overture. "Ruy Bias'' Mendelssohn

.

Hecit and Air. "Rage, thou angry storm'' Benedict.
Mr, Lewis Thomas.

Concerto in F minor. No. 4. Pi.-inofurte. .W. S. Bennett.
Mme. Arabella (roddard.

Air. -'Sweet Bird,'' Handel.
Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington; fluteobbIigato,Mr. RadclifTc.
Symphony in C minor. No. 5 Beethoven.
Daet. "Dearei^t. let thy footsteps" Spohr.
Mme. Lemmens-Sherrington, & Mr. Lewis Thomas.

Overture. "Oberon" CM. von Weber.

Cey.st.\l P.\l.\ce Concerts.—The eighth Satur-
day concert had the following for its programme :

—

Overture, "King Ptene's Daughter" (tir.st time), H.
Smart; ('avatina, " Ernani involaini," Ernani
(Mme. Lanari, her first appearance), Verdi ; Sym-
phony, Xo. 2, in C, Schumann ; Aria. "Caro mio
ben" (Mme. Patey), Oiordani ; Concerto, No. f>, in E
flat (Mr. Dannreuther), Beethoven ; Scena, ".Softly

sighs," Jjerr Frtixchulz (Mme. Lanari), Weber ; Song,
"Peacefully Slumber, (Mme. Patey), Randegger

;

Overture, "Meln.sina," MendeLssohn.
The performance of Vr. Henry Smart's clever,

ingenious and beautiful overture is, we trust, but a

prelude to that of the entire cantata. Everything
from the pen of a gentleman .so di.Htinguishcd in his

art .should have a speedy hearing under the circum-
.%t8nces moat conducive to a good result. Such a
hearing had the overture; and the result satLsficd

everybody. Schnmann's Syinphonj- again gave
rise to very opposite ideas rcfpecting its own worth
and its composer's geniuii. por our own part, it

but confirmed opinion.s repeatedly stated in these
columns—opinions which, while recognizing Schu-
mann's wonderful cnthnsia.sm and nnqncstionnblc
geDiiu, hold to the fact that he cannot be classed

precisely among the greatest masters. He is al-

ways imequal, and rarely more so than in this

Symphony. It is but fair to say, however, that

every movement was applauded, and that Schu-
mann's name appeared to stand high in the estima-

tion of the audience. Beethoven's Concerto—grand-
est of its class—needs no description and no eulo-

gium ; demanding only an executant equal to great
demands upon intellect, taste, and skill. How those

demands were met by Herr Dannreuther we need
hardly say. He played the concerto without a book.
The Mehisine overture pleased as much as ever, and
was very finely played, in spite of the enormona dif-

ficulties of the "wind" parts.

Mme. Patey achieved a great triumph in Giorda-
ni's air (encored), and one scarcely less great in

Randegger's very peaceful and charming song.

The ninth Saturday concert was wholly devoted
to Mendelssolm's St. Pmil.—Miis. World, Bee. 14.

The tenth of the series was distinguished by two
instrumental novelties—a Symphony in E flat by
Mozart, and an arrangement by Beethoven for piano-

forte of his own Violin Concerto. The first-named,

though an early work of Mozart's, being composed
in his seventh year, stands thii-ty-fourth in order of

production. It is not up to the composer's stand-

ard, although it contains some beauties and is grace-
ful throughout. It has the further advantage of

brevitj', for it lasted but eleven minutes ; so that
interest had barely time to slacken. It opens with
an Allegro in E flat of one entire piece, and this,

coming to a close in G major, leads to a placid An-
dante movement in C minor, which in turn runs,

withotit pause, into the finale in the original key, a

bright and cheerful movement. Beethoven's ar-

rangement was a more important work. The or-

chestral score of the grand D major Concerto has
not been altered by the master, who has simply
paraphrased and strengthened the violin and solo

passages and adapted tltem for the pianoforte. Miss
Agnes Zimmermann was in command of the latter

instrument, and acquitted her task with great flu-

ency and judgment. She introduced Beethoven's
own cadenzas, and was greatly applauded at the

close. The overtures were "Chevy Chase" (Macfar-
ren) and "Oheron" while an instrumental Intermez-
zo from M. Duvivier's opera "Deborah" was also

introduced into the programme. Duvivier is not

known on this side the channel, so we may state

that "Deborah" from which this excerpt comes, was
produced at the Lyrique in 18B7. The Intermezzo
is sparkling, piquant, and well orchestrated. The
vocalists at Saturday's concert were Mme. Sinico

and Signor Gustav Garcia. The lady sang with
ranch effect Mendelssohn's "Infelice," and was re-

called after "Robert, toi que j'aime." But a Bal-

lade, "La Baccante," by Sig. Fiori, is a flimsy piece

of Italian composition which will hardly jtistify

repetition. Sig. Garcia was alike successful in the

Romance sung by Hoel in the last act of "Dinorah"
and a characteristic song, "Biondiua," composed for

him by M. Gounod. Next Saturday's programme
includes Beethoven's fourth Symphony (in B fiat),

Schubert's Overture to "Fierabrax," and Auber's to

"Le Cheual de Bronze," and the Intermezzo, Scherzo,

and Finale from Mendelssohn's first strfng Quintet.
— Oreh. Dec. 13.

Monday Popular Concerts.—Two have been
given since our last notice. The former had for its

attraction the Kreutzer Sonata with Mme. Normann
Neruda and Mr. Charles Halle, and Schubert's A
minor Sonata, No. 1, a beautiful work in which Mr.
Halle is thoroughly at home. The Quartet was
Haydn's in E flat ; Sig. Piatti played Boccherini's

Violoncello Sonata in A ho exquisitely as to compel
an encore ; and the vocalist was Mme. Sinico. At
last Monday's concert we had a "preinitre"—a rare

sensation at the Monday Populars, which run some-
wliat in grooves. This was Haydn's Quartet in C
minor, a charming work in all particulars, poetical,

graceful and lovely. It need hardly be added that

this work was played to perfection by Mme. N6ru-
da, MM. Ries, Zerbini, and Piatti ; Mme. N6ruda's
pure tone and graceful style being specially remark-
able throughout. Seliumann's Quintet in E fiat

(Op. U) came as an old acquaintance, and had for

its interpreters the aljove artists and Herr Pauer.

This gentleman and Mme. Noruda gave a couple of

solos—Mendelssohn's Andante and Presto in B and
liust's Utii/c dc J'uxeH in D minor, both achieving an
(•itc.orb after their respective performances. In the

latter mentioned compositions the violinist hud the

advantage of Sir Julius Benedict's accomjjaniment.

Mr. Castle, the American Icnor, sang Schumann's
"Widmung" and Schubert's "Der Neugierige" with
success and was well applauded.

iptcictl Botites.^
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Pal>li9lie«1 \9y Oliver DitHon &, Co.

Vocal, with Piauo Accompanimenti

A jolly good Laugh. Laughing Song. From
"The Picnic." 3. C to e. Tfwinojs. 40
A jolly good ha I hat Tial flong, full ~,i laughter,

and therefore just the thing to drive away the blues.
"The Picnic," by the way, ia a very pretiy easy
Cantata.

Dancing in the Dreamy Waltz. 2. D to e. Conolly. 30
In one Ear and out of the other. 3. A to e. " 30

In popular style, and likely to be popular, and to
be eucceeses in social concerts.

Farewell Nellie. (Charlie's Answer.) 3. G to e.

Percy. 30
" Tho' I sail to lands afar
Contented I will be."

A good song for sailor lads and their true lassies.

False-hearted. 3. F to g. W. A. Smith. 30
" Oh, but the northern nights are keen,
The sailor cimgs to the frozen shrouds."

Capable of great expression.

AYrecked Hope. 3. Ctoc. Bamby. 35
" How in hope and joy she sees
The white sails homeward s'welling."

Also a very expressive song, and has the merit of
being titled for Alto or Bass voices, whose reper-
toire is somewhat limited.

Skating in Central Park. Song and Dance. 3.

A to f. Schwensck. 30
*'Nothing half so nice,
As going there a-skating.

Jolly. Try it, boys I

A Spray of Mignonette. Lithograph Title. 3,

F to f. Thomas. 50
•'I live a dream of other days."

A beautiful song as. of course, beautifully sung
by Mrs. Seguin. Refined, like mignonette fra-
grance.

The Shades of Evening closed around me. 4.

G to e. Cloy. 35
"The breeze is hushed upon the hill."

For Contralto, and also (in a higher key) for So-
prano. Will be an effective concert song.

Meet me in the Twiiio-ht. 3. E to f. Chein-y. 30
" To tell there tender love-tales
To the dreamy, nodding flowers."

A good ballad.

Not lost, but gone before. 3. C to d. Thomas. 35
" Gone before, to gladness only,
Weary hearted, weep no more."

One of the very beautiful "songs of the Loved and
Lost," and as there are such in every household,
this is a song for everybody.

One Look of Love. 4. F to f. Vannini. 30
" In chiedo un guardo.**

More properly a "sentence" than a song, but is

very pleasing. Italian and English words.

Instnunental.

A BrilUant Waltz.

Glittering Wavelets. 3. Ab.
Dreamy Fieces.

Traumerei. Reverie. 3. F. Schumann. 35
Trios Nocturnes. No. 1. * Egghard. 35

For Violin and Piano.
Morgenblatter Waltzes. Strauss. '75

Flowers of May. Smallwood, ea. 25
Harebell. 1. F. Woodbine. 1. F.

Rock Rose. 1. G. Trio. \. G.
Blue Bell. 1. G. Mountain Daisy. 1. C.
All very good and very easy.

Six Morceaux de Salon. J, H, Waud
No. 1. LaSylpheMaz. Elegante. 4. Db. 40
A brilliant mazurka, aud is also elegant and

graceful.

No. 2. Vin Rouge. Choeur Bacchanal. 4. A. 30
Something bizarre and quaint about the piece,

which is musical as well as original.

Sparkling Ruin. Reverie. 5. F. J. S. Knight 40
It sparkles enough, surely. There is a kind of

whip-lash snap to the rapid arpeggios that suggests
Bomethitig more solid than raui. A wonderfully
energetic and brilliant piece.

Souvenir de Strauss. Valse Sentimentale. 4.

Bb. Mees. 40
Embodies a flowing melody with light ciiord

accompaniments in both hands, and ban rich and
sonorous music.

Diamonds. 3. Salon Pieces from Weber's Operas.
No. 1. Der Froiseliiitz. 4. Ocslon. ea. 50

Many people arrange Opera music, but very few
allalii tlie grace and sweetness of this adaptation.

Clarke. 40

AnuRKViATiONS.—Degrees of dlfllculty are marked from
1 to 7. 'I'he ki'tj Is marked with a capital letter, as C, B flat,

&c. A MmuU lixjman letter marks the highest note, if on
the BtalT, an UuHq letter tho highest note, If above the staff.
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MARCHES AN1> QUICKSTEPS
Daisy Demi Quickstep Farringev
Forest Winds March Treuev
How can I leave ihee March, . . BeUak-
Inglettide Quickstep lidlak-

La Reve Quickstep. . .C. C Wentworth-
j.illa'fl Highland March Lorenz-
Slidnight March Lelia-
Miner's Quickstep J. F. Ffolmes-

Parade Marcli Helmsmuller-
Victory March O.J. Shaw.

WALTZES.
Beautiful Bells Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-flower Waltz Coote.

Days of A bgence Waltz Bellak.

Dexter Wallz J. W. Turner.
Fairy Dell Waltz Belialc.

Fairy Footsteps Waltz C. Klnkel.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.

Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. J. J. Watson.
Love ia Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Engelbrecht.
Romeo and .TuHet Waltz .A . Dishecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treuer.
Up in a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Strauss.
Wiener Bonbons Waltz Strauss.

POLKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. W. Warren.
Cally Polka Dodworth.
Gentle Annie Polka Bellak.
Kiss Polka T. Moellina.
Kiss me quick aud go Polka . .Bellak.
Water-Lily Polka Moellina.
Fairy Dell Polka Bellak,

MAZURKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.
Ballu in Maschera Polka Mazurka.

Helmsmuller.
Couronne Mazurka W. Berge.
Holiday Schottish S. C. Foster.
Recherche Polka Mazurka. . . C. Fradel.
Summer Garlands Mazurka. .£. 3/acfe.

April Redowa E. Mack.

GALOPS.
Fire and Flaine Galop J. S. Knight.
Helter Skelter Galop Carl Fauxt.
Hurly Burly Galop Carl Faust.
March Galop E. Mack.
Pickwick Galop J. W. Turner.
Komping Galop C. Kinkel.
Yuuug Pupil's Second Galop.

F. H. Brown.

QUADRUPLES.
Capt. Jinks Quadrille ..Pratt.
Elise Holt Quadrille Pratt.
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt,
Gorilla Quadrille C. H. Marriott.

DANCES AND AIRS.

Bell goes ringing for Sarah.
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie,
Chookl Chookl
Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newport.
Pretty Jemima.
Racketty Jack.
Rollicking Rams.
She's a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels on her Boots,
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in the Park.

RONDOS, VARLATIONS, &c.

Alpine Bells Oesten.
Barcarolle (Theme de Weber). ZfomeM.
Carnival of Venice. Var Beilak,
Chatelaine (La.) Ledtic.
Dreams of tlie Past (Nocturne). !^ucner.
Dixie's Land Jean Mdnns.
Fisher's Hornpipe. Var. .. .L- Strack.
First Sorrow Schumann.
Harry's Music Box Warren.
Happy Farmer Schiimann,
Home, Sweet Home. Var. J. H. Slack.
II Deslderio H. Cramer.
Kitty Tirrell. Var Avgelo.
Last Rose of Summer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E. Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle G.N. Allen.
Slumber Son": S. Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var.C Grobe,
Third Calisthenic Rondo lucho.
Traumerei ( Reverie) Schumann.
Wandering Minstrels C. C. Hann.

FOUR-HAND PIECES.
Coral Schottish Klebcr.
Her Bright Smile Waltz BeUak.
Mardi Graa Quadrille Schubert.
Rocking-Cliair Polka Bellitk.

Signal March H. Kiebtr.

Winner's Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a concise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of

playing without the aid of a teacher. Together with a large collection of the

popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation,

W^inner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New School for the Cabinet Organ 75
Winner's New School for the Melodeon 75
Winner's New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin 75
Winner's New School for the Flute 75
Winner^s New School for the Accordeon 75
Winner's Ts'ew School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the Fife 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet 75
Winner's New School for the Flageolet 75

A collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music; of Songs, Duets, and Four-part
Tunee and Songa. Sacred. Social. Pathelit-, Classical, Comic,— a grt-nt variety.
Also of Rondos, Variations, Polkas, Waltzes, Mazurkas, Marches, Four-Hand
Pieces, &c., all of which may be Played on the Piano-fortk or on Reed l^-
6TRUMENT8. Price, in Boards, $2.50. in Cloth. S3.00, and Full Gilt, $4.00.
From the following attractive Table of Contents, It will be an eaay naatter, at

any time, to extract mutter for au Evening's Entertainment.

SONGS AND BAIiLADS.
A Motto for Every Man Nobson.
Annie's Winning Smile Blamphia.
Beautiful Days of the Past Danks.
Birds in the ^^ight Sullivan.
Clochette Molloy.
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linlny.
I'd choose to be a Daley Buckley.
I've brought thee an Ivy Loaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixleij.

Love's Request, (German). . .RHcJiarat.
Out in the Cold Emerson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumbert.
Pulling hard against the Stream . Hobson.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel. fl^o?>son.

Robin Red-breast Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotch) Moran
Spring and Autumn, (ItaUan)../'erwe£*.
The Storm Hullah,
Strangers Yet ClaribeJ.

Tender and True Lple.
Three Fishers Hullah.
To Minona Spohr.
When the Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Schondorf.
Who's that Tapping Kew.
Won't you tell me why? Claribel,
Castles in the Air (Scotch)
Beautiful Bells, with Chorus. . Wellman.
Old Folks at Home, witli Chorus.

.

DUETS AND QUARTETS.
Chapel. Quartet Kreutzer.
He who la Upright. Quartet
O hush thee, ray Babie. Quartet.

Snlliv^an.

Music in the Air. Quartet Root.
In the Starlight. Duet Cilover.

Larboard Watch, Duet WiUiams.

COLLEGE SONGS. {Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-Iunfc. — Guadearaus. — In*

teger.— Lauriger. — Lono Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw my
Leg Off.— Shool. —Vive la Oompagniu.
There was a Man.

SACRED SONGS, TUNES,
Q,UARTETS, &c.

Angels ever Bright Handel.
Cast thy Burden. Q't Bradbury.
Hark, I hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusalem the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. Q't

O Paradise I Q't Barnby.

OPERATIC.
Behold the Sabre Ofenbach.
Ditea lui Offenbach.
O Love Divine Offenbach.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedediah Thompson.
Ka-foozle-um Paul.
People will Talk Grannis.

Rheln Vine Sharley Leybourne.
Y'aller Gal Hernandez,

POLKAS.
All Right Andrante.
Light 6tep Brtfwn.
One Heart, One Soul Polka M*-

sturka Strauss.
Picnic
Sweet Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa. Four hands.

Bellak.
Tag ^.

Voice of Spring. Polka Jiedowa.
Fernald,

GAIiOFS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Jolty BroihPrs liudik.
1 cannot eing the Old Songs Muck.
V^ and Away Faust.
Laurt'l Schotusch Mack.

^VALTZES.
Artist Life Strauss.
Birthday Bail. Four hands lucho.
Boston Dip Kmght.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . Turner.
Guard's Waltzes. Four h-Aw^&.JiusselL
Kunsller Leber Strauss.
Marriage Bflls Strauss.
Woet and Chan don Knight.
Morgenbliitter S'rauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Sti-auss.

RoBCB Me're.
Sophie .Strauss.
Wine, Women, and Song Strauss.

QUADRILLES.
Barbe-Bleuc Lancers Knight.
Lydia Thompson Pratt.
Grand Duchesse Lancers Knight.

PIANO-PORTE PIECES.
Convent Bells Spindler.
Golden Raiii (Nocturne) Cloy.
Old Hundred (Varied) Ponlion.
Uemember Me Brinkmnnn.
Scintilla Mazurka Gottschnlk.
Shepherd Boy Wilson.
Stormy Night Mack.
AVill-o-the-Wisp Zungmunn.
Overture to Poet and Peasant.

Four hands Snppe.

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Bfll goes rlnglne

for Sarah. —Chanson du Ri-^imeni. ~
Come where my Love. — Drinking Song,
from Grand Dnchet^se. — Fritz'.s Com-
Slaint.— He's a Pal-n-mine — Pctersdoi f

:arch. Fau.-it. — Piff-paff-ponft" — Sa-

bre Song.— 'Tis a Jamoiis Keyimcnt.

—

Tommy Dodd. — Up in a Balloon.

—

Walking in th*" Piu-k. — Where are the

Friends (March).

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK.
NO CHOIR SHOULD BE 'WITHOUT IT.

It is a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choirs to Select from, containing all the famlHar
tunes and anthems which have been surrounded by d«ar and hallowed astiuciation^ in alt sectoonj

of the country; with a new and attractive einging-Bchool department bv Dr. Lowtll Ma-'on. It ii

a collection of all the time-honored religious music from the time of Billini;!i down to the preient,

which has become National, as associated with our Amer.can Protestant Churches.

Containinf/ One Titouamtd Sarrpfl Gemn.
A compendium of the choicest materials, by five hundred kditorb; and cannot fall to fill

completelv the great deelderatum of popular social and rhnrch music.
, ,

Price: il.oO. Per doxen, *13.50. A sample copy sent by mail,ponljaia,on receipt 0/ theretaii

price.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTORY OF
Tivelve Valuable (or Invaluable) nflusic-Books

!

Ji^" Sent, Postpaid, on Receipt of Retail Prices. .=^

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most dijBBcult, pieces of the period, but

those which were bright, cheerful, popular,— in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Sach Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following twelve books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Library :
—

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. L
INSTRUMENTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, with a few more diflScult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sanday evenings. Price, In boards,

%2S>0; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for preaenta, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL III.;

OR,

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2^; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

stitute the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting ofOperatic Slusic. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$•3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.U0.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAI* AND INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, S4.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most

salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, §3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Recently added to tJie Some Circle Series, Augu.st,

1872, making the " baker's dozen,'' or 13 books,

^^S OF STR4U
'^S,

Brought) out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most briUiaut and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

WBMmwm OF &MM&»
TOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, §2.50

;

cloth, S3.00 ; fun gUt, for presents, §4.00.

CEH2 OF CSRMM SOHC.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

sldll and care which belongs only to Dentschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00,

I

INSTRUMENTAL.
Similar to VoL I., but is distinguished by the Insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; clotU, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

IV.Home Circle, Vol.
OR,

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, for presents, $-1.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full eilt, for presents, $il,00.

All the above contain sones and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible quantity of cood music for his money. Tlie boolcs tliat have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers
;
and, where airs and short

pieces are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly FOUX Huutlrecl Dollars. As it is,pieces i

THE COMPLETE LIBRAHY MAY BE BOUGHT FOU THIRTY DOLLARS.
Slo'^estion 1. No l>ctter preKcnt for a Musical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No better Wedding-PreBent than the whole Library.

"
3. No Ix'tter aid to the entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for use on tlic Piano or

Eeed-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Or-IVEK, XJITSOKT Sz CO-,
277 Washington St.. Boston, Mass,

JOHN S . D \\" I G II T , EDITOR.

It^TERlIS—If ra.-iih-d or c:illcd for. S2 00 per annum;
dehvered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.

Each subsequent insertion, p'jr line. 23 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S2o 00.

do four do do S'lo.OO.

J. S. SPOONEK, PmXTER, 4 PROVINCE COtTUT.

Jtduertisemfirtts.

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-
tions, Academies.

ATTENITfOiSI

!

to the foUowiDg Choice List of

NEW CANTATAS ! OKATOEIOS : ANTHEMS I

New and .attractive Cantatas.

FORTY-SIXTH PS.\LM:. . . . Dudley Buck. 1.00

FE.'3TIV.VLC.\?fT.\T..V. . . Eugene Tliayer. 1.21

GOUS"OD-a CHORAL MUSIC 60

Well worthy of careful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST. . . . lleioiit. 60

An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza.

NEW ORATORIOS.
ST. PETER J. K. Paine. l.To

PRODIGAL SON Arthur Sullimn. 1.00

Fine effective compositions.

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABHATH GUEST. . . Emerson & Morey. 1.60

BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION. . 2.50

BAUMBACH'S S.iCRED QUARTETTES, [S'ew]. 2,60

IN PRESS.—NEARLY READY.

STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. l.CO

A Most Brilliant Work I

GEMS of STRAUSS!
The publi-shcra offer to the public this unique and most at-

tractive cullectioii, brought out, as one may say, under the
eye of the great computer, and containing hid very best
works. It is embellished witli a line

PORTRAIT OF STRAUSS,
and contains the prime favorites,

Artist Hfe.—Blue nanubc.-^Hari-iagre Bnlls.
IHanhattan lOOl nTii^litH tVlfner Bon-
bons.—Pizzicato.—^Fin«, fVomeu and

Song-.—jVew Aunen.
and many other equally good Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles,
Mazurkas, &c., filling altogether

225 liargre Mu«lc Pa{;-e(i !

The "first applause" on its appearance, warns us that the
fine book is to bo inevitably "all tlie fashion" the present
season.-/"Hce, S2.50 in Boards; $.3.00 in Cloth.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

EMERSON'S SINGING SCHOOL,
has abundant material for the instruction of evening and

other Singing Classes. Widely used. Coats leas than a
Church Music Book. Price 75 cema.

Has n» Superior:
Our Chureh Music Boot, TUe Standaril. $1.50.

Specimen copies sent, for the present, post-paid, $1.25.

OIvIVEB DITSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHA9. H. DITSOar & CO., Kcw York.

MR. EUGENE TH-.^YER will devote his time exclu-

sively to students desirous of becoming Churcli
Organists or Teachej-s of Mu^ic. Ho has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care .Mason & Hamlin, Tremoul St., Boston. [S2D--ly

The Beethoven Quintette Club
of .Boston,

(C N". Allen, l.st Violin: 11. Hiendel. 2nd Violin : J. C.
Mnllaly. 1st Viola; Chas. Koppitz, 2nd Viola and Flute;
Wulf Fries, Cello.) is prepared to accept engagements for

Classical and Secular Concerts, and musical entertainments.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
S29-ly] Care of Oliver Ditsou & Co., Boston, Mass.

System foe BBeiMMBBs
On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
TIlia Iboroujjh and practical method, has acquired aGOLD-

FN Ueputation a.s one of tht vfry best In-tiruction Bookft.
Sella largely. Published with American, alsu with Foreign
Fingering. Price, go.OO.

Olark^s New Method for Eeed Organs
Pleases everybody by its tliorough course of insiruclion.

and most plea.sing music. Price $2.50.

EASY CA NTATAS.
For Musiciil Societies and Clubs, Choirs. Scnrinnries and

Classes, that fcur to att ack the oratorios and classieal can-

Belsliazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, .75
Pilgi'ira Fathers, .50 Indian Summer, ,30

ISurning Ship, 1.00 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .35 Entertainment, 1.00
Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1.50
Children of Jerusalem, :m Esther, .50

Fairy Bridal, .50 Picnic. 1 00
Daniel, .60 Culprit Fay. l.UO
Haymaicers, l.Oi) Flower Festival, 4.T

fciiorm King, .38 Twin Sisters, .50

I«¥FS: OF HAiVUSE, [$2,001 ; of Chopin. [$1-50];
of Beethoven [$2.01)]; of MendeUnohn [$1.75]; of /ioasiiii

[©1.75]; of Mozai't [$1.75] ; of Schumann [$1.75]; of
Gvttschalk [^\.byS]; of Weber [$1.75]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming biographies.

I.EXTERS of Mendelssohn [$1.75]; of Mozart, [1.751;
of BeH/i oven [$2.00]; Polko^s Reminiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the preceding.

ifloorc'N SiBcycIopesIiu of IWuNic [$6.00] contains
"all that ia worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

GEMS OF OEISIflAIV SO]¥C}. 212 pages. The
very best German Song^. with German and English
Words. $2.50 inli'ds; $3.00 iu Cloth; $4.00 linely gilt
binding.

THE MlSJSffCAa. THEASIJME. 225 pages of
the most popular Vocal and Infti-umental Music. $2.50

in Hoards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSOU & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DIT30IJ& CO.., New York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS

!

To a lady friend.

A Swe;:t-Xout!i1 Munic Box.
Costing from $5 00 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.
An Eleg-ant Ouitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00

A Violin. Now a Lady's Instrument. $5.00 to $50.00
{For the Boys and Girls.)

J>runi8, Concertiiiafi,^,jAccor«1eonsor Flutluas,
ClarionetM, Elutes, FlagreoletN, fifths.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

BA^VIB I]VSTl&VmE]:¥X9.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN C. EATNES & CO.,

33 Court St.. [opposite Ihe Court House], Boston.

)\\\m Ux ^ckuuviij.

VOCAL.
A jolly good L.ttigh. Laughing Song. From

"The Picnic." Thomas. 40
Dancing in the Dream}' Waltz Conolly. 30
In one Ear and out of the other " 30
Farewell Nellie. (Charlie's Answer.) Percy. 30
False-hearted W. A. Smith. 30
Wrecked Hope Barnby. 35
Skating- in Central Park. Song and Dance.

Sf-hwcnsch. 30
A Spray of Mignonette. Lithograph Title.

77iomas. 50
The Shades of Evening closed around me. . Cloy. 35
Meet me in the Twilight Cherry. 30
Not lost, but gone before Thomas. 35
One Look of Love Va7inini. 30
Under the Silvery Stars. Song and Cho.

Huntley. 40
I will not leave thee, dear one Waud. 35
Over the Stars there is Rest. (Ueber den Sternen.

)

Abt. 30
The Flight of Time Ileinivger. 30
The Cottage Door Smith. 30
The Star that cheers our way Qeary. SO
Just one kiss W. A. Siniih. 35
Go West. Song and Dance 3Iaywood. 30
My true Love has my Heart Blmne.ntlml. 50
The Gipsy Maiden 7'ully. 35
Nannie and I Harrington. 30
When the Song-bird says Good-night. Song

and Cho Huntley. 30
Will you miss me. Song and Cho Pratt. 30
Minnie Jean Harrington. 30
Thinking and Dreaming. Tours. 40
Sweet Memories of Thee M. F. H. Smith. 30

IlfSTKU WES1
A Brilliant. Waltz.

Glittering Wavelets Clarke. 40
Dre.miy Pieces.

Traumerei. Reverie Schtimann. 35
Trois Nocturnes. No. 1 Egghard. 35

For Violin and Piano.

Morgenblatter Waltzes Strauss. 75
Flowers of May Smallwood, ea. 25

Harebell. 1. F. Woodbine. 1. F.

Rock Rose. 1. G. Trio. 1. G.
Blue Bell. 1. G. Mountain Daisy. 1. C.

Six Morceaux de Salon J, H_ Waud
No. 1. La Sylphe Maz. Elegante 40
No. 2. Vin Rouge. Choeur Bacchanal 80

Sparkling Rain. Reverie /. S. Hnight 40
Souvenir de Strauss. Valse Sentimentale. Mees. 40
Diamonds. 3. Salon Pieces ir'onj Weber's Operas.

No. 1. Der Freischiitz Oeston. ea. 50
It is Done. Religious Meditation Poznanski. 30
Real Estate. Polka Elegante Eihneier. 40
The Dream at Twilight. Waltz Cloy. 30
Trois Nocturnes. (No. 2) Egghard. 35
New World Galop. (Eine Neuewelt) E. Strauss. 35
Dance of the Period, Leaders of the Dance,

Tanz-Prioritaten. Waltzes Strausr, 60
Bloom of Roses. Mazurka Female'. 80
Horace Greeley's Funeral March 40
Guard's Waltzes. A'^iolin and Piano Godfrey. 75
Lohengrin March. 4 hands Brisler. 35
Silver Ripples. No. 6. Our Jennie's Choice. No.

7. Barefoot Polka. No. 11. Moments of Joy.
No. 12. Mossy Rock Waltz. No. 13. Carni-

val March. No. 14. Little Fairies March.
No. 15. Good Time March. No. 16. Love's
Greeting Mazurka Mack, ea. SO

McsTC BV Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every lour ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music. ^ Ptrsone
at a distance will find the conveyance a sa\ing of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sout at
double those rates.

55=
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MKS. jex:ny kempton,

VOCALIST AND TEACHER OF SiNGiNG.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [79S

SINGING AND PIANO.
Mks. FAJy'XIE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MKS. C. A.

IVJ- of Vocal

BAERT,
' Vocal Music.

Columbus Avenue.

Vocalist and Teaclier

124 Chandler St.. near
[7S2-ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEf^Y OF MUSIC,

718—tf] 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE

Was established in April, 1S56. Its claim to the
first rank as an educator in every department of
2Ius-ic, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing

pati'onage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful "and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edward B. Oliver, Principal,

5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. ANDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G. W. DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Builcling.

(Dr. H. E. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremout St.
[797]

Mr. G. H. HOWARD,
ptJPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J. C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore Kullak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—3m]
'

J. A. HILLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Address at Chickering& Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [805

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

EDW. SCHUBEETH,
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,

Xo. 610 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. [795

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N". Y. [.357

LYON & H E A L y

,

MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
CHICAGO, ILL.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

Of Every Description.

Our stock of Slieet Music, Music Books, Musi-
cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the Xorth WcHt. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables wa to fur-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices!.

^Sf^in addition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on hand and furnish
all Mu.iic and Music Books published in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of ForeUjn
iluaic. [794—3m

Ceo. h. Prince & Co.,

AND MELOOEONS.

BUFFALO, N.Y., CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 Now in Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to iill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
boards, and Knee Swell, and is more beautiful in

design and finish than any now made in the
world for the price, and we guarantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to

any we have seen of other makers. The instru-

ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

Prixoipal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tremolo or Vox Humawa,
Principal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our high-priced instru-

ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of S12.'), and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession,
and filled each in its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, - - S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia, - James Bellak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City
and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low jjrices.

VIOLINS— The Best,fromM to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and
All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

|jatt0§ aitl llfioiffliiS

FOE SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also. Music* Books, Sheet Music, and

Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Merchandise, at priees and terms, that cannol;

fall to prove satisfactory to purchaSeis.

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

3.3 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House).

Warranted the Best lastruments of

their class in the World,
And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majority of the most eminent musicians in
America, and many in other countries.

MASOjY Ss hamlik
CABINET ORGANS.
"MuRieians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others,''— r^forfore Thomas. 'The
best now in use,'

—

C'hHstine 2^ilsson, Annie LouUe Cary.
Maria Leon Duval, Victor Capoul, P. BrignoH, and others.
"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."—C^
Biill. ''Tlie best instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Me?dig. ''In nil those qualities wliich constitute esceilence.
unrivalled."— *5. ^. J/z7/«. "Far superior to anything of
its class I have seen.^'--Z. Jf. Gott'icJialk. "Wonderfully
beautiful. "---P. S. Gilmore. * Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seen.''''—Eugene Thayer. '-Excelling ia
quality of Lone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."— CaW Zerrah7i.
•The more critically they are tested and the more compe-
tent the iudgo. the moi-e ceitain and high will be the meed of
superiority accorded Xhem."—J\dius Eir?iberg. '1 entertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Jiclius Benedict. London. Remarkably sweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these instruments."— TnV/jrtTO Spark, Mus. D., Leeds,
£7}gland. ''Quality of tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. . . . Remarkable for purity of tone."-'Sdw.
E. Rimbaidt, London. *Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The beet substitute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinhy Richards and Ruhard Redhead, London.
See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more

than 1.000 MUSICIANS which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.
Prices not higher than those of inferior organs.

IVIASON & HAIVILIN ORGAN CO.,

1.54 Tremont Street, Boston,
596 Broadway, New York.

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAJElli UEtJSEIt, SaccesNor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
]¥o. 8SO Broatlwaj, Wew Xork.

No branch house anywhere. 825—1 yr.

National CoUege of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

T1i« IVIenileBMMoliBft Q,uinti?tte Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, ^ffHOMAJ* RYA:V,
Director of IVational Collcgre of itlusic,

322 Xrenaont Veuiple, IBo)«Coii, m[a.<«<.

The Choral Tribute,
By L. O. EMEESOX,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir
and Singing School Books.

Price, $1.50 ; §13.50 per dozen.

The American Tune Sook.
Scarcely affected by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes,
Pieces, and Antliems include the best music, taken from the

best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies !

NEW SABBATU SCHOOL SONG BOOK!
An appropriate name for this neat, complete

and most pleasing collection of musical gems,
(about 1.50 of them), by A. Hull and H. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fresh, spirited ! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a omjj.act book of 210 pages,

whicli can be carried in the pocket, and yet con-
tains a very huge proportion of the most popu-
hir psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &c. It won'd
Vje difficult to compile a nioie convenient boi t
for tlie Vestry, the Prayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 00 cts.

The above books sent, post-paid, by

OLIVEE DITSON & 00.,

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Boston.
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Evenings at the Theatre in Italy.'-'

Florence^ Sept. 1872.

September, most people know, is not the time
to gain musical or theatrical experience in Italy.

The great opera houses are still reposing in their
summer sleep ; singers, musicians, and compos-
ers have flitted ; onl}' a few theatres of lower
rank cater for the inevitable art-wants of the
public who have remained at home, and of
strangers. I was, however, so far favored by-

chance, that the Milan Scala—in honor of the
presence of the King of Italy—was opened for
a few evenings. AVeber's opera of Dei- Frei-
schiitz was selected for performance. The large
posters gave the title in German

; it was only
underneath that there was printed in smaller
type : II Franco Cacciatore. This version, by
the way, is a little innovation and improvement
on the name formerly in use: II Frrnco Arciero,
which, (like the French frane-airJier), is sugges-
tive of a cross-bow, and, consequently, clashes
with the casting of bullets. Der Freischiits was
never performed at the Scala before last winter.
German' operatic music has penetrated very
slowly into Italy ; now for the first time is it

really taking root there. Even with Mozart's
original Italian operas, Don Giovanni, and Le
Notte di Figaro, it was not till 1815 and 1816
that any attempt was made to produce them in
Milan, an attempt immediate!j' afterward aban-
doned for years. It is not astonishing, there-
fore, that an eminently German composer like
VTeber should remain still longer unknown and
unintelligible to the Roman peoples. 'We know
to what a process of botching Der Freischiitz
was subjected before it could, as Sohin des Bois,
be assimilated to the French taste. It is less

generally known that 'Weber's Preciosa was
given, for the first and last time, at the Odeon,
Paris, on the 19th November, 1825, and proved
an utter failure. Even in England, where
'Weber received such extraordinary marks of
respect and popularity, it is incredible how Der
Freischiitz \v3.s altered, and how many additions
were made to it, before it suited the public taste.
The celebrated tenor Braham, as Max, intro-
duced the old song: "Good Night," and an
English Polacca; Miss Stephens, as Agatha,
had the duet in the second act omitted, and
substituted a trivial folk's-song ; while new
persoaages, such as an Innkeeper, a Scotch
water-nymph, and so on, were, without any
ceremony, written in. Every one who expected
something similar at the Scala was most agree-
ably disappointed. The perfomiance was a
faithful and complete one, bearing evident
marks of a reverential feeling towards the orig-
inal. 'The spoken dialogue,, however, which
the Italiaus will on no conditions accept, and
which would be doubly objectionable in so large
a house, was changed into recitative. It must
be confessed that the recitative satisfied reason-
able expectations, and was intelligently and
modestly composed

;
in certain important pas-

stages, the three dull bass-pizzicatos of the
Samiel-motive were appropriately introduced as
a reminiscence. Signor Facoio is the young man
who wrote the recitatives, and conducted Der
Freischiitz with praiseworthy repose and certain-
ty at the Scala. The conductor in Italian
theatres does not, as among us, sit immediately
behind the prompter's box, but at the lower end
of the_ orchestra, on a high arm-chair, the back
of which nearly touches the first row of stalls.
The old Italian custom of conducting at a piano
iu front appears dying out; it was attended
with great advantages to the singers; the eon-
ductor was in immediate connection with them,

* From the Neue Berliner Musikzeitung.

while at present he can better look over and
keep together the orchestra. In so spacious an
orchestra, as that at the Scala, where the four
double-bass players posted on the extreme right

can hear nothing of the four on the extreme
left, this plan is almost indispensable.

As regards the singing, we must admire the
powerful voices which, without effort, could
triumph over tlie immense space, as much as we
must praise the acoustic qualities of the struc-

ture, which contributed so greatly to the favor-

able result. The company consisted entirely of

Italians. This imparted to 'Weber's music a

slightly Italian tinge. But no one can assert

that the mode in which the music was rendered
in anj' way disfigured or did injustice to it. The
singers treated their parts seriously, and did
not take the liberty of making any alterations.

It is true that an Italian singer brings out the
separate phrases sharplj' and impressively, while
his expression is generally pathetic, and worked
up to a more than ordinary pitch. Thus no
one was surprised that Max's yearnings,
Agatha's dreamy intensity, and Aennchen's
jokes, were invested with a jiathetic character,

and, in their musical contours, stood out more
strongly and more plastically than in the Ger-
man rendering. Max was sung by Signor Tasca,
a tenor possessing a vigorous chest voice ; and,
in his acting, neither better nor worse than the
average run of our German representatives of
the part. Of more significance was the Caspar
of Signor Maini. A deep and powerful bass
voice, combined with most energetic and, some-
times, it is true, somewhat harsh acting,

produce a most decidedly telling effect.

Unfortunatel}', the singer was always compelled
to omit in the drinking song the higliF sharp,
which he could not reach. The genial and
characteristic piece is attended with a slight

drawback for the artist; it invariably ends
abruptly, and in an unfavorable part of the
register. Signor Maini, by-the-bye, aided his

dumb play, by appropriating, as it were, the
short orchestral postlude ; after a few sugges-
tive and dance-like movements, he raised and
set down vigorously his glass on the two final

notes of the orchestra (the octave B flat to B
flat), doing this so strictly in time, and with
such shai-ply marked rhythm, that it almost
seemed as if it was he who sang the two notes

;

he thus obtained a more effective ending.
Aennchen was a sprightly young vocalist with
a powerful mezzo-soprano, Signora Pasqua. She
was more satisfactory than Signora Mariani-
Masi, whose voice, with a strange tendency to

the tremolo, had already lost the melting fresh-

ness of youth. Signora Mariani, however, gave
out her high notes with great force and passion

;

and, to judge from the applause, appeared to

be a popular favorite. The piece was mostly
mounted after the German model, with the
exception of some amusing instances of geo-
graphical license, such, for esamj)le, as the
transplantation, in the first act, to Bohemia of
a Swiss Chalet and the costume of Meraner
peasants. The scene of the 'Wolf's Glen was
well painted ; the ghostly business, appropriate,
except that there were too many red devils
gracing the casting of the bullets with their
gymnastic exercises. It seemed strange that
Saniiel should speak in his usual voice, like any
other actor, and that, when Caspar is casting
the bullets, his exclamations (One! Two!)
should be answered by no echo. From many
similar details, and from the jieculiarly ballet-
Jike -character of the whole spirit world, it was
"easy to perceive-that the Italians are wanting
in due appreciation, of legendary lore. For
them, the German legend takes the form of a

cheerful antique, a sort of classical 'Walpurgis
night, in the ballet style. Emphatic praise is

due to the management of the Scala for not
being led away by recent examples in Germany,
and for giving Der Freischiitz as it was written,

in three acts ; not detaching the Wolf's Glen to

make a separate act of it. On the other hand,
the Italians still retain the bad practice of inter-

polating a separate ballet in several acts, in the
midst of the opera. The curtain, which fell

upon the horrors of the 'Wolf's Glen, disclosed,

when it was raised again, not Agatha's cham-
ber, but a magnificent and dazzling scene in a
grand ballet: Bianca di Nevers. The connection
between the different parts of Der Freischiitz is

fearfully cut up by this plan, the sweet after-

effect of the music killed, and our feeling for

the third act destroyed. But how great is the
power of an old theatrical tradition, no matter
how absurd ! It was unwillingly that we sacri-

ficed the third act, but it did not commence till

after the conclusion of the ballet, that is, till

about half-past eleven. Judging from what I

saw of this ballet, I should say that the repu-
tation once enjoyed by the Milan school of
dancing is not likely to fade ; some of the solo

lady-dancers were excellent, and evolutions of

large masses were executed with dazzling pre-

cision. The scenery and dresses were nothing
unusual, being decidedly far behind those at

the Operahouse, Vienna. On the other hand,
a festive harvest procession, which brought the
first act of Bianca di Nevers to a conclusion,
formed an extremely charming picture; real

goats and lambs, led by joyous children, came
first ; they were followed by a gigantic harvest
waggon, drawn by oxen. The whole thing,

reminding one of L. Robert's "Roman Reapers,

"

was arranged and carried out with eminent
pictorial skill.

In Bologna, people still speak with pride of

the highly praiseworthy performance of lohen-
grin, last winter, and, also, of the preparations
for Tannhciuser, this season. If the enthusias
of the Italians for Lohengrin was genuine, there
can be no doubt as to the still greater success
of Tannhiiuser. In the hairdressers' shops, you
see exposed for sale "Lohengrin Soap," and
"Lohengrin Kalydor, " while preparations are

already commenced for the manufacture of
"Tannhiiuser Sausages." I arrived unfortu-
nately too late to hear, at the second largest
theatre in Bologna, Gosi fan Tutte, "a most
celebrated opera, quite new iu Bologna, by the
Maestro Mozart." Like the introduction of

German operas by C. M. "Weber and R. "Wagner
into the Italian repertory, so also this revival
of old masterpieces is a noticeable sign of the
turn taken by musical matters in Ital}'. In
Florence, too, old operas, especially the comic
operas of Cimarosa, are played at a small thea-
tre, called the Teatro degli Arrischianti
(Theatre of the Riskers, or Sarers). This is

something quite new, and, up to the present
time, has been done only at second-rate theatres.

The large Italian theatres, especially the Scala,

give scarcely anything but novelties. It is char-
acteristic of the Italians that they feel no want,
like the French, of seeing the old classical reper-

tory regularly jjerformed. The advance towards
German operatic music, and the revival of old
classical works, are, it is true, at present, only
isolated indications, but, taken in connection
with other signs, they may be looked upon as

signalizing a change of taste. One of these
signs is undoubtedly the increasing proficiency
in orchestral playing. A short time since, I

heard, at a theatre of inferior rank, the Teatro
delle Loggie, at Florence, Flotow's last opera,

VOnibra, a shadow which has, also, several



times flitted across our Wiedener Tlieatre in

Vienna. A remarkable tiling for me was the

correct, nay, delicate performance of the or-

chestra, -n-hich accomplished, in a highly satis-

factory manner, the by no means easy task of

rendering the very refined and delicate score.

Fifteen or twenty years ago, such an orchestral

performance would have been entirely out of

the question in a small Italian Theatre. One
fact more. When I heard some operatic per-

formances, fifteen years since, at Milan and
Venice, the barbarous practice of the conduct-

or's marking the time aloud by striking his

music-stand with his conducting stick, was at

its zenith, being at most theatres facilitated by

a brass plate let into the music-stand on

purpose. I was filled with sorrowful amaze-

ment to find that, in this particular, Italy had
made no progress since Goethe wrote the fol-

lowing remarkable words on a musical enter-

tainment in Venice (1786): "I should have
enjoved it very much, had not the confounded
conductor marked the time with a roll of music

against the railing, and in as barefaced a man-
ner as though he had to do with a lot of urchins

at school, whom he was instructing; his tapping
was quite unnecessary, and spoilt every impres-

sion, just as any one would, who, to render a

beautiful statue comprehensible for us, were to

stick scarlet rags round the joints. The foreign

sound destroys all the harmony. The man is a

musician, yet he does not hear this, or rather

he chooses that attention shall be directed by
an impropriety to his presence, while he would
do better to allow his value to be estimated by
the perfection of the performance. The public

appear used to the practice. It is not the only

instance of people's fancying that something
tends to enjoyment which destroys enjoyment."
Well, this time I did not meet with this object-

ionable practice, either duringthe performance

of Der Freischiitz, at the Scala, noratFlorence,
with Flotow's Shadow, nor even with Verdi's

Macheth, at the Teatro Pagliano. This, as most
persons are aware, is the second theatre as

regards size in Florence ; the first, the Pergola,

being at present closed. The Teatro Pagliano
certainly goes to the extreme limit in the sim-

plicity of its decorations; the entire front of

the house inside is painted white ; not a gold

border, not a colored arabesque is to be seen on
the boxes or galleries. The singers on the stage

endeavor, by glaring tints, to make the audi-

ence forget this sober uniformity of color. That
the beautiful art of singing has already consid-

erably sunk, and is still sinking, in Italy, is

something that I did not require to visit the

Teatro Pagliano to learn. But the Macl^eth

couple gave me fresh confirmation of the fact

that coarse, crude singing is on the increase,

and also of another; that, despite everything,

Italy is still the country of favored voices.

Thanks to the voluptuous and silvery tone of

her full soprano voice, which streams forth

without the slightest effort, Signora Pappini,

the representative of Lady Macbeth, reminds
one of the Medori in her best days. School
and cultivation have done little for such mate-
rials, and still less for the singer of 3Iacbeth,

Signor Borgioli. Yet^how seldom does such
a stately, heroic figure, with so sonorous a

voice, grow upon the soil of Germany! All
the other performers in Macheth were very
unimportant. Happily, no independent ballet

was interpolated; Macheth was given "con
danza analoga, " that is to say: with a dance
"appropriate" to the action, a dance which
was as inappropriate as possible in conjunction
with the fearful .spectral apparitions of the play.

I may mention, as a curious fact, that we saw-

here, at the Teatro Xicolini, Florence, a com-
pany of French artists play Oflenbach's Princenne

(U Tr'Aizijnde in the most wretched manner it is

po.ssible to conceive. The women were ugly and
stiff; the men, without the slightest pretence
to comicality about them. All were without
talent or voice. The part of Paola was sus-

tained by a man who spoke in a hoarse bass
voice, and endeavored to prorlucc his comic
effects by running down, gnashing his teeth, to

the footlights, and making faces at the pit.

The performance of the French -visitors was the

more scandalous, because second and third class

Italian companies are excellent in comedy. In

Florence and Genoa, comedies are now admira-
bly performed in open-day-theatres (such a

place is styled a "Politeama") to a smoking
and beer-drinking pit. I have enjoyed, in the

course of my life, very few opportunities of see-

ing Italian actors, and I imagined that they

would not lay aside in their spoken drama the

passionate violence and the patlios of their

operatic performances. How astonished I was
to find among their actors such moderation in

the portrayal of emotion, such sobriety, in their

comic impersonations, so much repose and so

much dignity \ At the newly-erected Politeama,

very beautifully situated on the Aqua Sola

Promenade, Genoa, they were playing a new
piece of modern society: Cuor di Donna

( Woman^f! Heart), a production distinguished

for long, never-ending dialogue, and paucity of

plot. It is written by a young local author
named Tito d'Asti, whose personal friends aiid

enemies divided themselves into two opposite

camps, and, applauding, cheering, hissing, and
whistling, waged a little internecine war.

That the hissers gradually grew silent, and
ended by not disturbing the applause, was due
principally to the good acting. The ladies es-

pecially displayed such delicacy and natura
truthfulness in their performance; such propri-

ety in their bearing; and, above all, so

captivating a vivacity in their bye-play and the

expression they conveyed with their eyes, tha

the spectator would at once liave supposed he

beheld actresses of high repute before him.

Yet the theatre was only an Arena, and the

actresses were scarcely better paid than

choristers with us. Perfectly the same
thing is to be seen at the Arena in Flor-

ence, where, also, social pieces of a high stamp
are given, a proof how strong dramatic talent

is in Italy, and how deeply it is rooted in the

people. But, in all these theatres, the music
Isetween the acts is something terrible; the

instruments are all brass, and the musicians are

nothing better than so many musical mechanics.

They look with envy on their colleagues of the

big dram, for they are the only ones who can

play with a cigar in their mouths ! The bands,

too, of the regular army and of the National

Guard, who play on Sundays in the public

gardens—in the Cascine, at Florence, on the

Aqua Sola at Genoa, and in the Giardino Pub-

blico, at Milan—are far beneath similar bands

at Vienna. They are reed bands, and their

members simply work off, on bad instruments,

a certain number of polkas and operatic

cavatinas.

There is one remark which I cannot conclude

without making, though the extremely limited

sphere of my Italian experience does not justify

me in ascribing to it any general application.

At the theatrical performances which I was

enabled to attend, I found very little enthusi-

asm among the public, and I observed that,

neither in coffee-houses nor in the public thor-

oughfares, were music and the stage dis-

cussed with such animation as formerly.

Even after substracting from this comparative

want of interest the portion we must attribute

to the summer season, there is still a remainder

not to be overlooked.

I believe I have found the explanation of this

fact in an old book, Stendhal's Correspondence

inedite. The refined connoisseur, and enthusi-

astic admirer of Italy, wrote, in September,

182.'), that is to say, forty-seven years ago, from

Naples, the following prophecy word for word :

"Lc jour oil ritalie aura les deux chambres, le

jour oil I'opinion fera son entree dans le gouv-

crnemcnt, elle ne sera plus excUisivcuient

occupCe dc musique, de peinture, d'architect-

ure, et ces trois arts tomberont rapidement."
Eddard Hanslick.

Di-s^eli)<-<i;f.— '.'A f'ontijrl. ofthe General Musieil

Asaociation : Handel's oratorio of Sohmon.

Waves of Sound, Water and Light.

[From Prof. Tyndall's Lectures on Light.]

In the earliest writings of the ancients "sve find the
notion that sound is conveyed by the air. Aristotle

gives expression to this notion, and the great archi-

tect, Vitruvius, eomjiares the waves of sound to

waves of water. But the real mechanism of wave
motion was hidden from the ancients, and indeed
was not made clear until the time of Nev.-ton. The
central difficulty of the subject was to distinguish

between the motion of the wave itself and the mo-
tion of the jjarticles wliich at any moment consti-

tute the wa'-e.

Stand upon tlie seashore and observe the advanc-
ing rollers before thej' are distorted by the friction

of the bottom. Every wave has a tack and front,

and if you clearly seize the image of the moving
wa^\e you will see that e^'ory particle of w-ater along
the front of the wave is in the act of rising, n-hile

every particle alone; its back is in Ihe act of sinking.

The particles in front reach in succession the crest

of the wave, and as soon as the crest is passed they
bea'in to fall. They then reach the furrow or simis

of the wave, and can sink no further. Immediately
afterward they become the front of the succeeding
wave, rise again until they reach the crest, and then
sink as before. Thus, while the waves pass on^v\-ard

horizontally, the individual particles are simply lift-

ed up and down vertically. Observe a sea fowl, or,

if you are a swimmer, atandon yourself to the ac-

tion of the waves
;
you are not carried for'n-ard, but

simply rocked up and down. The propagation of a

wave is the propagation of a form, and not the

transference of the substance which constitutes the

wave.
The length of the nave is the distance from crest

to crest, while the distance through which the in-

dividual particles oscillate is called the amplitude

of the oscillation. You will notice that in this des-

cription the particles of water are made to vibrate

across the line of propagation.

And now we have to take a step forward, and it

is the most important step of all. You can picture

two series of waves proceeding from different origins

through the same water. "When, for example, you
throw a stone into still water, the ring waves pro-

ceeding "from the two centres of disturbance intersect

each other. Now, no matter how numerous these

waves may be, the law holds good that the motion

of every particle of the water is the algebraic sum of

all the motions imparted to it. If crest coincide

with crest, the wave is lifted to a double height ; if

furrow coincide with crest, the motions are in oppo-

sition, and their sum is zero. AVe have then still

water, which we shall learn presently corresponds

to

WHAT "WE CALL DARKNESS

in reference to our present subject. This action of

wave upon wave is technicaily called interference,

a term to be remembered.
Thomas Young's fundamental discovery in optics

was that the principle of interference applied to

light. Long prior to his time an Italian philoso-

pher, Grimakii, had stated that under certain cir-

cumstances two thin beams of light, each of whiih,

acting singly, produced a luminous spot upon a

white wail, when caused to act together, partially

quenched each other and darkened the spot. This

was a statement of fundamental significance, but it

required the discoveries and the genius of Young to

give it meaning. How he did so, I will now try to

make clear to j'ou. You know that air is compres-

sible ; that by pressure it can be rendered more

dense, and tliat by dilatation it can he rendered

more rare. Properly agitated, a tuning-fork now
sounds in a manner audible to you all, and most of

j'ou know that the air through which the sound is

passing is parcelled out into spaces in which the air

is cond<'nsed, followed by other spaces in which the

air is rarefied. These condensations and rarefac-

tions constitute what we call waves of sound. You
can imagine the air of a room traversed by a series

of such waves, and you can im.agine a second series

sent through the same air, and so related to the first

tliat condensation coincides with condensation and

rarefaction witli rarcl'action. The consequence of

this coincidence -n'ould be a louder sound than that

produced by either system of waves taken singly.

But you call also imagine a state of things where

the condensations of the one system fall "upon the

rarefactions of the other. In this case the two sys-

tems would completely neutralize each other. Each

of them taken singly produces sound ;
both of Ihem

them taken to;;cther jiroduce no sound. Thus, by

adding sound to sound ive produce silence, as Gri-
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maldi in his experiment produced darkness by add-

ing light to light.

LICIIT IS WAVE 5I0TI0N.

The possible analogy between sound and light

here at once flashes upon the mind. Young gener-

alized this observation. He discovered a multitude
of similar cases, and determined their precise condi-

tions. On tlie assumption that light was wave mo-
tion, all his experiments on interference were ex-

plained ; on the assumption tliat light was flying

particles, nothing was explained. In the time of

Huyghens and Euler a medium had been assumed
for the transmission of the waves of light ; but New-
ton raised the objection that, if light consisted of the
waves of such a medium, shadows could not exist.

The waves, he contended, would bend round opaque
bodies and produce the motion of light behind them,
as sound turns a corner, or as waves of water wash
round a rock. It was proved thut the bending
round referred to by Newton actuallj- occurs, but
that the inflected waves abolish each other by their

mutual interference. Young also established a fun-

damental difference between the waves of liglit and
those of sound. Could you see the air through
which sound waves are passing, you would observe
every individual particle of air

OSCILL.\TiyG TO AND FRO

in the direction of propagation. Could you see the
ether you would also find every individual particle
making a small excursion to and fro ; but here the
motion, like that of the water particles above re-

ferred to, would be across the line of propagation.
The vibrations of the air are longitudinal, the vibra-
tions of the ether are transversal.

It is my desire that you should realize with the
utmost possible clearness the propagation of waves,
both in ether and in air. And with this view I

bring before you an experiment wherein the air par-
ticles are represented by small spots of light. These
spots are parts of spirals drawn upon a circle of
blackened glass, and when the circle is caused to
rotate the spots move in successive pulses over the
screen. You have here clearly set before you how
the pulses travel incessantly forward, while the par-
ticles that compose them perform an oscillation to
and fro. We liave in this case the picture of a
sound wave, in which the vibrations are longitudi-
nal. By another arrangement of our glass wheel,
we produce an image of a transverse wave, and
here we observe the waves travelling in succession
over the screen, while each individual spot of light
performs an excursion to and fro across the line of
propagation.

AN ILLUSTRATIO.V FROM MUSIC.

The most familiar illustration of the interference
of sound waves is furnished by the beats in music,
which are produced by two musical sounds slightly
out of unison. These two tuning forks are now in
perfect unison, and when they are agitated together
the two sounds flow without roughness, as if they
were but one. But, by attaching to one of the fork's
a two-cent piece, we cause the loaded fork to vibrate
a little more slowly than its neighbor. Suppose
that one of them performs 101 vibrations in the same
time as the other performs 100, and let ns assume
that at starting the condensations and rarefactions
of both forks coincide. At the 101st vibration of
the quickest fork they will again coincide, the quick-
er fork at this point having "gained one vibration,
or one whole wave upon the other. But a little re-
flection will make it clear that, at about the 50th
vibration the two forks will be in opposition ; here
the one tends to produce a condensation where the
other tends to produce a rarefaction ; by the united
action of the two forks, therefore, the sound is
quenched, and we have a pause of silence. This
occurs where one fork has gained half a wave leno-th
upon the other. At the 101st vibration we have
again coincidence, and therefore augmented sound

;

at the 150th vibration we have again a quenchino-
of the sound. Here the one fork is three half wave'sm advance of the other. AVith two forks so circum-
stanced we obtain those intermittent shocks of sound
separated by pauses of silence, to which we give the
name of beats (such beats were rendered audible to
all in the lecture).

I now wish to show you what may be called the
optical expression of those beats ; and here we have
to fall back upon the fact that a luminous impres-
sion persists for a certain interval upon the retina
Attached to a large tuning fork is a small mirror
which shares the vibrations of the fork, and on to
the mirror is thrown a thin beam of light, which
shares the vibrations of the mirror. The fork is
now still, and the beam reflected from it is received

upon a piece of looking-glass, and thrown back upon
.the screen, where it stamps itself as a small lumi-

nous disk. The agitation of the fork by a bow con-

verts that disk into a band of light, and if you sim-

ply shake your lieads to and fro j-ou will be able fo

reduce that band to its elements
;
you draw it, in

fact, out to a sinuous line, thus proving the periodic

character of the motion which produces it. By a

sweep of the looking-glass we can also cover the

screen from side to side by this luminous scroll, the

depth of the sinuosities indicating the amplitude of

the vibration.

We now pass on the optical illustration of these

beats. The large fork which we have just employed
remains in its position ; but instead of receiving the

beam reflected from it on a piece of looking glass, it

is received upon a second mirror attached to a sec-

ond fork, and cast by it upon the screen. We now
sound both forks, and both of them act in combina-
tion upon the beam. It is drawn out, as you see,

as before, the band of light gradually shortening as

the motion subsides. Finally, when the motion
ceases, we obtain the disk of light. Weighting one
of the forks as we did before with a two-cent piece,

we throw it out of unison with the other, and now
observe the screen. Sometimes the forks conspire,

and then you have the band of light drawn out to

its maximum length. Sometimes the forks oppose
each other, and then you have the band of light

diminished to a circle. Thus the beats which ad-
dress the ear express themselves optically as the
alternate elongation and shortening of the band of

light. If I move the mirror of tliis second fork, you
have a sinuous line, as before, drawn out upon
the screen; but the sinuosities are sometimes
deep, and sometimes they almost disappear, thus ex-

pressing the alternate increase and diminution of

the sound, the intensity of which is expressed by
the depth of the sinuosities.

THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT.

Every complete vibration of our tuning fork pro-
duces a wave of sound, and, as all sounds travel with
the same velocity through air, the more rapid the
vibration the shorter are the sound waves. The
pitch of a sound is wholly determined b}- the rapidi-

ty of the vibration, as the intensit3' is by the ampli-
tude. The rise of pitch with the rapidity of the im-
pulses may be illustrated by the s3Ten, which con-
sists of a perforated disk rotating over a cylinder
into which air is forced, and the end of which is

also perforated. When the perforations of the disk
coincide with those of the cylinder a puff escapes

;

and when the puffs succeed each other with suffi-

cient rapidity the impressions upon the auditory
nerve link themselves together to a continuous mu-
sical note. The more rapid the rotation of the disk
the quicker is the succession of the impulses, and
the higher the pitch of the note. Indeed, by means
of the syren, the number of vibrations due to any
musical note, whether it be that of an instrument, of

the human voice, or of a flying insect, may be accu-
ratelj' determined.

In the undulatorj' theory, pitch is the analogue of
color. The waves of light have been measured, and
it it is found that the more refrangible the light,

the shorter are the waves which produce it. The
shortest waves of the visible spectrum are those of
the extreme violet ; the longest, those of the extreme
red

;
while the other colors are of intermediate pitch

or wave length. The length of a wave of the ex-

treme red is such that it would require 36.918 of

them placed end to end to cover one inch, while
64.631 of the e.xtreme violet waves would be requir-

ed to span the same distance.

Now, the velocit}' of light, in round numbers, is

190,000 miles per second. Reducing this to inches,

and multiplying the number thus found by 36,918,
we obtain the number of waves of the extreme red
in. 190,000 miles. All these waves enter the ej-e,

and hit the retina at the back of the eye in one sec-

ond. The number of shocks per second necessary
to the production of the impression of red is there-
fore four hundred and fifty-one millions of millions.

In a similar manner it may be found tli.at the num-
ber of shocks corresponding to the impression of

violet is seven hundred and eighty-nine millions of

millions. All space is filled with matter oscillating
at such rates. From every star waves of these di-

mensions move with the velocity of light like spher-
ical shells outward. And in the ether, just as in
the water, the motion of every particle is the alge-
braic sum of all the separate motions imparted to it.

Still, one motion does not blot the other out ; or, if

extinction occur at one point, it is made good .at

some other point. Every star declares by its light
its own undamaged individuality, as if it alone had
sent its thrills through space.

Mme. Ainalie Joachim.

Mrae. Clara Schumann and Mme. Amalie Joachim,

friends in life and blood relations in art, have united

for the purpose of giving concerts in Vienna. Both
fair artists are valued old acquaintances of ours,

though, it is true, in a different sense. The last

time, and the last time but one, as well as at any

time previous, that Mme. Schumann visited Vienna,

she was already a most popular viriuosa; young
"Clara Wieck" enjoyed great celebrity which sub-

sequently, even from the name of Schumann, gained

only greater significance and recognition, but not a
higher character. Amalie Joachim, on the contra-
ry, now appears for the first time in Vienna as an
acknowledged vocal celebrity ; we saw her, among
ourselves, rise from very modest beginnings. As
Mile. Weiss, she was, on the completion of her fif-

teenth year, emploj'ed, or, more strictly speaking,
not emploj'cd, for a time at the Kiirntnerthor Thea-
ter, for the parts entrusted to her hardly ever rose
higher than those nf confidantes, and were calcula-

ted rather to retard than to forward any natural
ability. I can still see her before me, with her
young budding figure, her deep blue eyes, and her
earnest bell-like voice, as she sang, in the character
of a gipsy girl (in Rubinstein's Kinder der Haide),

the marriage song, and beat the tambourine. A
little performance, but pleasing both to eye and ear.

The management, however, still hesitated in confid-

ing to her more important things. As I look
through my old theatrical notices, I find Fatima in

Oheron is the greatest, nay, the ou\y important, part
which Mile. Weiss sang here. In a criticism on
Jessonda (April, 1861), I see that the management is

called upon to entrust Mile. Weiss with Amazili,
a S3'mpathetic part, which, wdien presented in Mile.

Solzer's vocal acquafortis, threatened to burn her
hearers. Mv proposal was disregarded ; the man-
agement appeared to be merelj- deterred by the
young artist's want of dramatic animation, and to

overlook her good qualities. That the latter were
valuable and capable of development, was very soon
shown, w'hen Mile. Weiss—tired of watching over
Norma's tw'o children, or, for a change, Verdi's two
Leonoras—went to Hanover, where her wings soon
grew with greater dramatic efforts. All the Guelphs,
leaders of tone, or leaders of Ion, went raving about
her, and "Er, der herrliehste von Allen" ("He, the
grandest of them all") made her his wife. This hap-

py marriage with Joseph Joachim fully matured
what was still undeveloped in the lady's musical
talent. No singer could have a better master than
Joachim, or a more beautiful model for her singing
than his violin plaj'ing. It is very certain that

since then the lad}''s execution has caught much of

the noble and sustained expression, the spirited

treatment, and beautifully rouuded form, which dis-

tinguish Joachim's playing. These qualities, com-
bined with the deep and soft character of her voice,

and the amiable repose of her disposition, pre-emi-

nently fitted Mme. Joachim first for oratorio and
then for the German Litd. In this sphere of art she

has achieved a great reputation all over Germany,
and carried off, at the first musical festivals, not
many wreaths less than her lord and master with
his violin.

That the brilliancy of Joachim's name has mate-
rially facilitated and smoothed her career need not

on that account be denied ; such a state of things is

far more satisfactory than that when the process is

reversed, and a man basks in the sunshine emana-
ting from his wife. Thus, then, Mme. Joacliira-

Weiss came before us, after ten j"ears' absence, as a

person well-known, and yet a new acquaintance.

The prett}' girl had grown into a stately and
beautiful woman ; the talented beginner had become
a real artist. She was loudly applauded at the first

concert, but pleased even far more at the second ; a

result quite in keeping with the nature of her talent,

which does not dazzle or take her hearers by storm,

but attracts them more and more, the better it is

known, and eventually holds them spell-bound. We
heard the lad}- sing verj' beautifully an air by Ilan

del, Lieder hy Schubert and Brahms, and, lastly,

the first five pieces from Schumann's Frmienliehe

und Lehen. The last might, perhaps, be more agi-

tated by passion, but no one can object to a calm,

refined reading like that of Mme. Joachim, provided
only it be subjectivel}- true and full of feeling. The
deepest impression was produced by the lady in the

smaller songs, where the predominating features re-

tire, as it were, behind a certain generality of feel-

ing. Mme. Joachim had to repeat both.

—

Neue Ber-

liner Mictiikzeiiung,
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"St. Paul" at St. Paul's.

Bt G. a. Maofarken.

The oratorio is a development of an office of the

primitive Western Church, which was preserved tn

t)ie Keformed use established by Luther. Tliis

office, still periodically fulfilled in Rome, is the

musical recital of the story of the Passion, at East-

ertide, from one or other of the Gospels, in a semi-

dramatic form ; the object being to keep the sacred

narrative alive in the memory of the faithful, and to

render it most impressive by vitalizing the several

persons who ajjpear in the history, with an individ-

ual representative to deliver the words that each is

recorded to have said.

In the middle of the sixteenth century, the appli-

cation of this means of addressing a public was
extended from the single, special, historic subject,

to divers, various, and generally moral themes, and
the performances instituted in the oratory by St.

Filippo Neri were in a didactic form. Half a hun-

dred years later, the musical works were distinctly

dramas, which were represented in churches as the

most effectual means of conveying religious and
ethical instruction. In the seventeenth century tlie

term "oratorio," as defining the relation of such

works to the part of a church wherein they were
given, was adopted by authors who furnished liter-

ary matter for the compositions in question, and it

has become the distinctive art term by which they

are described. The personification of abstract

moral ideas g.ave place to the dramatization of inci-

dents in sacred history, more frequently those of the

old than of the new dispensation. The performance

of oratorios was discontinued in churches and
transferred to the theatres, where it was restricted

for the most part to the season of Lent ; and, in

our times, Rossini, Donizetti, and Verdi have con-

tributed to the number of these sacred lyrical

dramas.
Such is, in brief, the progress of the oratorio in

Italy, where however, desecrated as it has been by
the style of its treatment and the locality of its per-

formance, its ecclesiastical association is still main-

tained in the Passion recitals first named. In

Germany, its relation to the Church has never been
infracted ; for, though oratorios are given as often

as otherwise in concert rooms, this is with a view to

the expediency of the occasion, and always with the

idea of their being written for the Church, and
appropriate to sacred buildings. It was Luther's

express intention that the highest art means should

illustrate the recitation of the Passion story at the

Easter celebration, and successive miisicians, accor-

dingly, as the art advanced, exerted ever their

utmost powers upon works for this purpose. Con-

siderably later, other subjects were admitted into

the scope of the oratorio ; in the south, there has

been far wider latitude in the arrangement of the

form of these compositions, making it more dramat-

ic and filling it more freely with non-scriptural
' poetry, than in the north-, but the class of works has

not there been appropriated to secular insti-

tutions.

In England, the very name of oratorio was
unknown, until Handel produced a work of the class

it defines. This was Esther, which was written

during his abode at tlie mansion of the Duke of

Chandos, in the summer of 1720, and it was private-

ly performed there. It was nearly twelve years

afterwards that it was first given in public. Its

attraction then at the concert-room in Villiers

Street, induced Handel himself to produce it at the

King's Theatre in the Haymarket, and the perform-

ance of a sacred composition in a theatre was thus

apologetically advertised : "X.B.—-There will be no
acting on the stage, but the house will be fitted up
in a decent manner for the audience. The music to

be disposed after the manner of the Coronation

Service." The success of JSsllier established the

"oratorio or sacred drama" as a department of art

in which masicians might address the public with

certainty of welcome according to their merit.

The performance of these works was given in

theatres only—the King's, Lincoln's Inn Fields, and
Covent Garden, but not without raising the scruples

of serioD.s people. To meet these, when the A/cusiah

WM reproduced here in 174.'{, after its succcs.s in

Dublin, the name of the composition was withheld,

aa too holy for announcement in a playbill, and the

work was advertised as "A Sacred Oratorio," this

title reft-rring to the nature of the subject, and not

to the source of the text, since other oratorios simi-

larly derived were not so distinguished. It was not

till this masterpiece was given in the chapel of the

Foundling Hospital, in 1750, under its original name,
that it seems to have been duly accepted in London

;

whence the inference is, that, there needed ecclesi-

astical sanction to authorize the approbation of the

holiest of themes to musical use, though its adoption

in the other arts of poetry and painting had never
teen questioned. The same work was the first, out

of the range of strictl}- Church music, that was inclu-

ded in the performances of the Three Clioir

Festivals ; this was at Hereford, 1759, and its intro-

duction there with others of its class, had been
matter of discussion almost ever since, one earnest

set of thinkers assuming that a church was an unfit

arena for the most powerful and impressive setting

forth of sacred subjects, in exact opposition to the

arguments that had been urged against their pres-

entation in secular edifices. The world at large

accepts the oratorio as a class of work worthy to

exercise the noblest genius, and capable of edifying

the best cultivated public ; a section of the public

would exclude it from performance in theatres and
concert rooms because of its too great sacredness

for such localities ; while another section would
exclude it from churches, which locality they ad-

vance as being too sacred for such works. This is

an anomaly, which, to have prevailed at all, has

prevailed too long ; and it is cause for felicitation to

earnest thinl;ers, that the time seems to be at hand
for disregarding, if not abolishing, such inconsis-

tency.

Besides these contrarieties and contradictions in

public views as to the destination of the or.atorio,

the Church of England itself, or its authorities, have
had wide fluctuations in their general estimation of

music in reference to Church use, even as an element
of the daily ritual. In old times, in places where
the means were competent, it was the custom to

employ the highest available resources of the art in

the Church's service. So, in the Chapel Royal,

there was always a fidl band, the members of which
were st3ded "Gentlemen" of the institution, the

instrumentalists having tliis appellation in common
with the singers. There is ample evidence of this,

as well in tlie cheque-books ftnd like documents, as

in pictorial representations of the chapel with the

full band discharging its functions. In St. Paul's

Cathedral, again, though no instrumental band was
comprised in the establishment, it was usual to have
one on special occasions ; at the Festival of the

Sons of the Clergy, for instance, Purcell's Te Deum
was annually performed with comijlete orchestral

requirements, from almost the time of the opening
of the new cathedral, until 1743, when the setting

of the liymn by Handel, in celebration of the battle

of Dettingen, was produced, and in the following

year this work was subtituted for Purcell's, and it

was given at the recurrence of the Festival every
year for nearly a century. It was early in the fifth

decade of the present hundred years that this long

standing usage was discontinued. The Chiu'ch

authorities, I am assured, came then to the most
strange, since totally unaccount.ible conclusion, that

instruments of the viol class were profane, were of

worldly and fleshly, if not diabolical suggestion,

and were thus inapt for use within sacred precincts.

I (pardon the personality) am assured too that the
Times newspaper supported this extraordinary tenet

;

and hence it must be admitted that, within and
without the circle of the cliurch, it was entertained

by those who could think seriously, if perhaps not
wisely. Under the ordainmeut of these autliorities,

the yearly orchestra which the Royal Society of

Musicians furnish for the benefit of tlieir fellow

charity the Sons of the Clergy, was disallawed to

perform in the Metropolitan Church ; under tlieir

ordainment, the instruments employed to solemnize
the Burial Service of the Duke of Wellington, in

1852, were those only which cmstitute the Gei-man
bands, which annoy some and, let us hope, delight

others at our street corners ; and for these cornets

and clarionets, .and the like, in addition to the organ.

Sir .lohn Goss had to compose his funeral music

;

and under their ordainment also, for the Sons of the

Clergy Bicentary Festival in 18.54, the same distin-

guished musician was limited to the same means in

the composition of his anthem. Any other occasion

may serve to discuss the relation of violins and
theology, military instruments and Church rites;

let it however here be protested on art grounds,
that nothing could be more inconsistent than the

combination of wind instruments, each of them
expressing the will and feeling of the player, with
that multitudinous wind instrument whose tone is

inflexible to the player's control, and which is an
aggregate of imitations of the specialities of all tlie

brass and reed instruments. On another occasion
these same authorities relaxed their rigor against

bow.s and strings, and permitted not only their

presence within the hallowed aisles, but the perform-

ance of an oratorio intact, a sacred oratorio, that
very Messiah which was in some sort unrecognized
before it was given in a sacred building, ani had
since been deemed inappropriate to such a site.

This was in 1861, when it was desirable to raise

funds to defray the cost of the great organ of

Messrs. Hill and Son, lately purchased from the
Panopticon, and to help towards the decoration of

the church, and the Feast of St. Paul was celebrated
by a performance of this work bj- a band of some
seventy, and chorus of very far larger number, and
the most popular solo vocalists of the day. Sir

John Goss, in his capacity of Cathedral Organist,

presided over this, which, in spite of m\'riad obsta-

cles, was artistically a successful performance. Had
it been fiscally so, one may suppose it might not
have been the sole occasion of holding a musical
festival in honor of the Feast of St. Paul, in the
building dedicated to him. It was first intended
that, most fitly, Mendelssohn's oratorio which depicts

the character and career of the Apostle, should have
been the work to celebrate his Conversion ; but the
comparatively better knowledge of the other orato-

rio among the executants was expected to ensure a

proportionately better performance, while its com-
paratively better knowledge among the public was
expected to ensure a proportionately better atten-

dance. They who were present concur in expressions

of marvel at the wondrous effects of the combined
elements of sound on this occasion in that stupen-

dous medium of sonority, and there needs be no
strain of imagination for every one to feel that they
must have been indeed sublime. The pecuniary
results have not been made public. Is the sale of

guinea and half-guinea tickets the just guage of such
an undertaking's value, or are heart impressions and
trains of thought, the one that may flow on for a
lifetime, the other that may be indelible ?

The admission in England of the oratorio to what
is elsewhere its natural home, the church—and
admission as a lawful child, rather than as a found-

ling, if it ever obtain general recognition, will date

from the performance of Bach's Passion, at Easter-

tide, iu Westminster Abbey, in 1871. 'The pretext

of benefiting a charity, which, as an apology for

oratorio performances, has too long equivocated and
therefore damaged the question of their propriety

within ecclesiastical walls, was not then setup in its

justification ; neither was tliat of raising money for

Church uses. It was deemed that here, as in other

lands, the teaching of sacred histor}- on the anniver-

saries of its chief events, would be enforced by the

appropriating of the highest of art accessories to

its elucidation. The great and devout work of the

great and devout master, which illustrates the Pas-

sion after the old Roman wise which Luther
preserved, but boundlessly surpasses in excellence

every other endeavor to do justice to this hallowed
purpose, was given in our Abbey with an effect

that cannot pass away. It constituted a Special

Service, all who attended which must have experi-

enced a special influence, aud this influence can only
have been for the highest good. The Abbey per-

formance was repeated at the diie season in 1872
;

and the example of the Dean and Chapter was
adopted in some smaller institutions, where Handel's
Passion and his Messiah were given, less completely
perhaps, but with the same purpose of elevating

public feeling to the level of the great commemora-
tion. In like manner to the Abbey, these churches
opened their performance freely to the public ; and
though the zeal of diversely thinking parties led

'

them violent!}- to reprobate the employment of this

means of religious instruction, there are reasons to

believe that the experiment—for as yet it can only
be accounted as such—was successful, and reasons

to wish for the permanence of the practice.

In the same spirit and with corresponding means,
the Conversion of St. Paul is to be celebrated on the

coming 2.'5th of .lanuary, in our Cathedral. This is

not to be a Special Service, but the ordinary

performance of Evensong with a copious selection

from Mendelssohn's Oratorio to constitute the

anthem. As well as this eminently suitable manner
of celebrating the day. there will be an appropriate

sermon. Else everything will proceed as at the

usual Evening service at 4 o'clock, the public will

lie freely admitted, and there will be no offertory.

To give effect to the music—anthem, let it be called

—the choir will be amplified to the extent of 60 or

70 boys and men, and be supported by a band of

about 40. These will occupy the usual locality of

the singers at the Daily Service, which will be
enlarged to accommodate them. The solos will be
sustained by members of the Cathedral choir, boys
and men, the auxiliaries of which, all professional,

will only assist as chorus. The whole of the
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musical functionaries will be identified with the

ecclesiastical duties of the day, by being vested in

surplices, which, for the plaj'evs, will have the

sleeves so looped up as to leave freedom to the arms
and hands. The objectors to musical festivals in

churches have made a point, which is assumed to

be a strong one, of the profanity of exercising a

carpenter's calling witliin the hallowed precincts
;

accordingly, it is expressly stipulated in the provis-

ions for the coming occasion, tliat sounding of

hammer and piercing of nail shall not take place in

the building; so, as the desks will not be erected

by miracle, all joiner's work for their preparation

will be performed outside. The suggestion of this

great measure—great as a vigorous step in the

onward progress of the times, great as a method of

instructiug and refining the public by means of an
art which almost shares the sacredness of religion

—

is due entirely to the new organist, Dr. Stainer.

On him rests also the responsibility of the entire

arrangements, which must be entangled enough to

engross all his thoughts, as will tliat of conducting
the performance. It is liis own avowal that lie

receives the most cordial support of the Dean and
Chapter, which is liiglilj' to their credit ; it is not
everj'body of this nature that appreciates an officer

who can devise what is as much for the advantage
of their institution as for the benefit of the public,

and in admiring the confidence of the ruling body,
a commendation is expressed of him in whom they
worthily confide.

The duration of the extended anthem may rot, it

seems, exceed some three quarters of an hour.
Great ingenuity was needed then, in the selection of
such portions of the oratorio as would preseut the
most salient features of St. Paul's character and
works, and yet come within the closely limited space
of time, and such ingenuity has been well exercised.

The compilation shows the Apostle, first, as experi-
encing his conversion, second, as preaching the
gospel, and third, as suffering for the truth's sake
and as being glorified for his works on earth to pre-
pare men for heaven.
The first section will begin with the Tenor Reci-

tative, "And as he journeyed," mcluding the
presentation of the miracle of the arrest of Saul, in
his course of persecution, by the voice from heaven.
The Chorus, the finest, grandest and most impressive
in the work, "Rise up and shine," will follow.

Then the Choral "Sleepers, wake," which is most
important to the selection, as being in fact the motto
of the oratorio, the words of the first stanza being
inscribed upon the title-page, and the music of the
three lines being the main feature of the overture

;

and again, as being a particular comment on the
preceding chorus, which in itself especiall}- cele-

brates the awakening of man from the gross dark-
ness of ignorance to the light of trutii. The .fine

tune of this Choral is ascribed to the year 1599, so
that, in its present form, it dates not to the time of
the author of the Reformation ; but it is obviously
an adaptation of a far earlier ecclesiastical melody,
and thus its phrases cannot have been unknown to
Luther, and whoever penned the hymn must have
been imbued with his spirit. It has often been said
that Mendelssohn was in some degree indebted
to an earlier work for his bright graphic thought of
employing brass instruments, with their majestic
summons that might awaken a sleeping world
from the lethargy of ages, for the interludes
between the several lines of this tune.
The work referred to is the production of a most

diflident anonymous amateur, an oratorio of small
merit which was published at Hamburg, in IVTS.
under the title of The Dkoiple at Enimaus. Among
many other Chorals, this tune truly occurs therein
to the 2d verse of the hymn, "Jesus Christ ist wie-
der kommen," and it stands in the same key of D in
which the author of St. Paul has set it ; but the ryth-
mical arrangement of the notes is remarkably dif-

ferent. There are parts moreover in the score for
two horns and one trumpet, but these are quite sub-
ordinate to those for the violins, hautboys, and
basses, whicli stand above and below them ; hence,
to put an end to the allegation, it is clear that if the
idea of the trumpet interludes be taken from tliis

piece, he who took it must have doubly tasked his
invention in setting aside the old thought to make
way for his original, brilliant and poetical concep-
tion. In due succession, the Recitative "And his
companions," and the great typical Air, "Oh God
have mercy," will next come ; to be followed by the
Recitative, "And there was a disciple," and the Air
with Chorus, "I praise Thee, O Lord," which may
be regarded as Saul's apprehension of the grace that
was awaiting him in his coming baptism, and as the
encouraging voice ofhis newly awakened conscience.

The Recitative will en.sue "And Ananias went his

way," and the final Chorus of the First Part, "Oh,
great is tlie depth," which completes this famous
scene of the Conversion.

The second section will comprise the Recitative

"And Paul came," showing how St, Paul was called

to his apostleship ; the duet for Paul and Barnabas,

"Now we are ambassadors," which, in its gentle ear-

nestness, bespeaks the meek and loving spirit of the

holjf men who went forth to preach Jesus to the

world ; and the Chorus, "How lovely are the mes-

sengers" in which the beauty of their mission, more
than its labors and cares, is sweetly represented.

The third section of these cleverly chosen pieces

will begin with the Recitative, "And tliey all perse-

cuted Paul," with the ensuing Air for tenor accom-
panied by the violoncello, "Be thou faithful," After

this, the Recitative, "And Paul sent," in which the

Apostle takes leave of the Ephesians, and the Quar-

tet with cliorus "Far be it," wherein the weeping
congregation utter their regrets for him whose les-

sons of love to one another have peculiarly drawn
their affections to himself. The Cliorus, "See what
love," will follow,—a reflection on Paul's labors and
their result, picturing the peace of mind which re-

wards the steadfast pursuit of a high purpose. Last-

ly, there will be the conclusion of the narrative in

the Recitative "And though he be offered," which
introduces the Chorus, "Not only unto him" that

terminates the oratorio.

This epitome of Mendelssohn's work has a sort of

completeness, which will make it eminently inter-

esting and perfectly suitable to the occasion. An
oratorio will thus, for the first time in England, be
integrated in the Church Service, and it will be won-
derful if, in this position, invested with all the asso-

ciations of the place and the time, of the season that

is illustrated, and of the solemnity to which it will

be made incidental, the effect of the music be not
deeply penetrating. It would be vain to attempt to

foretell the issue of what can but be regarded as an
experiment ; still it may be hoped that in restoring
thus the English Church Service to the grandeur of

long bygone times, very much may be added to its

attractiveness, and, what is of far loltier importance,
very much indeed to its irhpressiveness.

Here ma3' be stated, as bearing on the question of

the presentation of oratorios in church, that it is de-

signed to celebrate the approach of Easter, in 18'73,

at St. Anne's Church, Soho, with a series of per-

formances, on tlie Friday evenings throughout Lent,
of Bach's setting of the Passion as narrated in the
Gospel of St. John. They will be under the direc-

tion of Mr. Barnby, the instigator and conductor of
the Abbey performances of the Matikevi Paasmn.
Such a course as this cannot be ineffective in pre-
paring the minds and hearts of visitants for the so-

lemnity of the coming season, in preparing them to
estim.ater the sorrows that were borne for man, and
in vivifying the historic lesson which the Church
then teaches.

JIusic has been mainly considered but as a deco-
ration at most, wholly dispensable if not quite re-

dundant, of the Church's Service ; it may now be
proved to be an essential element of the Service it-

self. The change may w^ork much for art in giving
musicians an object and a responsibility far beyond
any they have at present ; it may work more for re-

ligion, in bringing multitudes who would else be
careless of them to receive its lessons, and in ad-
dressing these lessons to the living feelings of audi-
tors instead of to their cold understanding. Church
authorities may be slow to acknowledge that this
great change, if it come about, was due to men of

another calling, but their acknowledgment is not
needed. The woi-ld will be indebted to Mr. Barnby
and Dr. Stainer, and such other artists as may aid
them in the fulfilment of their difficult self-imposed
task, for any good that may spring from the adop-
tion of Oratorios in Church.

—

Lon. Mus. Times.

New Yokk, Jan. 20.—Rubinstein and Wieniaw-

ski have said farewell to us and we shall hear them
no more until next Spring, when they will return

from their Western tour. The last concerts took

place at the Academy of Music on Wednesday and

Thursday evenings, Jan. 8th and 9th. The pro-

gramme of the first was as follows

:

Overture to "Oberon'' Weber.
Concerto, No. 2, F major Rubinstein.

Anton Rubinetein.

Violin Concerto Mendelssohn.
H. Wieniawski.

Vorspiel: "Lohengrin" Wagner.
a. Sonata Beethoven.
h. Katzenfuge Scarlatti.

Anton Rubinstein.
Fantaisio, "II Pirata'' Ernst.

H. Wieiiiawslil.
Schubert's Hungarian March Liszt.

The Beethoven Sonata was the one in C-sharp mi-

nor. No. 14, commonly called "Moonlight," and the

Violin Concerto tliat in E minor. Rubinstein play-

ed with his customary power, and, being recalled

after the Cat's Fugue, gave his famous arrangement

of the march from "The Ruins of Athens." As for

the orchestra, I need only say that it was that of

Theodore Thomas !

At the second concert Rubinstein played Mozart's

D minor Concerto, and several other pieces. On
Monday last the great pianist gave his matinee d'

adieu, at which he played no less than fourteen se-

lections, including four of Schumann's pieces, four

arrangements by Liszt, Mendelssohn's Wedding
March, Beethoven's Turkish March, a Beethoven

Sonata, the overture to Ecjmont, and a Nocturne and

Scherzo of his own.

On Saturday evening, Jan. 11, came the third of

the Thomas S3'mphony Soirees, which are now gen-

erally regarded as the best of our musical enter-

tainments. Mr. Thomas offered us:

Symphony, G minor Mozart.
Concerto, No. 4, G-. op. 58 Beethoven.

Mr. Anton Rubiusteia.
Overture, "Manfred" Schumann.
a. Fantaisie, )

b. Etudes S Chopin.
Symphonic Poem : "Hungaria" Liszt.

Mr. Thomas combines a perfect repose of manner

with all the qualities essential to a leader, and

throughout the symphony all the erescendos, dimin-

uendos, and fine gradations of light and shade were

accomplished, apparenth', without effort on the part

of either conductor or orchestra. As this was Ru-

binstein's very last appearance in New York for the

present, his performance naturally attracted an un-

usual degree of attention. As we come to know
him better we find that we can never tell just how
he is going to play, even if it is a piece whicli we
have heard him render half a score of times. Usu-

ally, however, it is only a variation in degrees of ex-

cellence, and we are willing that our curiosity

should be piqued ,at the beginning.

He played the Concerto magnificently, more than

realizing all that we could have expected ; but, I

regret to say he marred and defaced that noble

composition by the introduction of cadenzas in a

style utterly at variance from the spirit of the work
or the composer. Of course there is not the slight-

est objection to his executing an Indian war dance

on the piano, if he chooses to do so ; but, when he

introduces one into the middle of a Beethoven Cmi-

eerto it is time to remonstrate. The Chopin Fanta-

sie (op. 49), was finely rendered, and the first of the

Etudes, the lovely one in E major (op. 10), was giv-

en with all the accuracy, all the clearness, all the

ideal pathos and passion with which Chopin himself

might have played it. The second Etude, that in C
minor, was played with an utter disregard of any

rhythm, and a general mixing up of notes which

was quite imnecessary, and which seemed almost

like affectation on the part of the performer.

The fourth Symphony concert will take place on

Saturday evening, Feb. 1st, when Schumann's E-

flat Symphony will be performed, and Anna Mehlig

will play Chopin's Second Concerto.

This brings me to the third Philharmonic concert,

which came on Saturday evening, Jan. 18th. It

opened with Weber's Overture to Oberon, a piece

just good enough to be enjoyed without requiring

any sustained attention. Then came Mr. S. B.

Mills, the pianist of the evening, and of course he

played Chopin's Second Concerto, which is the reg-

lar thing for him do. He rendered the entire work
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with extraordinary deliiSacy and precision, and, I

think I may say, with patience considering the bad-

ness of the orchestral accompaniment, whicli must

have been torture to him. In spite of this draw-

back his treatment of tlie work, and especially of

the famous Adagio, was such as to gain tlie ap-

plause alike of critics and connoisseurs. The next

piece was the Ilirtengesang (for Orchestra) from

Liszt's new Oratorium "Christus," concerning which

the less is said the better.

Mme. Camill.\ Ukso followed with Mozart's Con-

certo for the Violin in D, opus 121. This lady has

no laurels to win here, as there are few violinists

among the manj' who have visited New York, who
are as well known and as highly esteemed as she.

I have heard no violin playing, since Sarasate left

us, which satisfied me so thoroughly as hers. She

is the soul of Poetr\', and the tone she draws from

her instrument is of marvelous sweetness. If every-

thing necessary to perfection could be combined in

one player, I should desire her bowing to be

stronger ; but that, with her, is aphj'sical impossibil-

The second part of the programme was entirely

occupied by Schumann's magnificent Sj'mphonj' in

C, which some jDeople (and their number is increas-

ing yearly) think is the greatest ever written. I

am content to consider its positive rather than its

relative grandeur, and wish I could praise the ren-

dering as highlj- as I can the work itself. Truth,

however, compels me to state that it was indifferent-

ly played, and many of the most beautiful passages

were so rendered as to be scarcely intelligible.

In my last letter I had not space enough to men-

tion the fourth, and last, of the series of Soirees at

Steinway's, by Messrs. JIills and Damrosch, (Jan. 2.)

The programme included a Sonata for Piano and

Violin, (E flat,) by Mozart. A Sonata for Violin,

with piano accompaniment, (G minor,) by Giuseppe

Tartini, and Schumann's Second Trio, F major, opus

80, played by Messrs. Mills, Damrosch and Bergner.

Mr. Mills played a Melodie "Reproach" in D flat, by

F. Brandies, Chopin's "Berceuse" and the Tarantelle

in A flat, op. 43, by the same composer.

The Onslow Quartette Club, now in their second

season, have begun a series of Classical Concerts at

De Gaimo Hall. At the first concert, Jan. 8, Ruben-

stein's Quartet in F, and a Quintet in G minor, by

F. Zitterbart, were performed.

The Brooklyn Philharmonic Society have in

Rehearsal for their next concert (Feb. 8,) Bristow's

"Arcadian S}"mphony," and Mendelssohn's "Mid-

summer-night's Dream" music.

A. A. C.

Jbirijjt's lounuil of Sliisic
«~«—

_
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Concerts.

We are behindhand in our fortnightly review,

and must begin as fur back as Jan. .3d and Gth,

with the fine concert of the Apollo Club, giv-

en twice over in the great Music Hall, that all

the friends of active and associate members
might have an opportunity to hear. And a

most eager interest was manifested upon both

occasions. Never in this city havewc heard so

capital a chorus of male singers ; the voices

being of the choicest quality in all the four

parts,—particularly the smooth, sweet, clearly

soaring upper tenors and the rich, mellow,

manly basses,—and their ensemble very perfect

tinder the careful training and tlie sure and nice

conductorship of Mr. B. J. Lang. They num-

ber nearly a dozen voices of each part, filling

the great hall singularly well for so small but

compact a crowd, and their whole performance

was obviously a marked improvement upon
that of a year ago, good as that then seemed to

most of us.

The programme -was the sarne for both eve-

nings, except that there vv'as an orchestra the

second time, for certain accompaniments and

Overtures, which could not be procured the

first time. The first part began with Beetho-

ven's fiery Coriolamis Overture, given -n-ith great

spirit by the orchestra, not ineffectively fore-

shadowed on the first night by an arrangement

for t'n'o Chickering pianos played by Mr. Lang
and his pupils Messrs. Sumner, Apthorp and

Tucker. Then followed three of the more

classical Older of male part-songs (of which the

repertoire cannot be very large): "The Cheer-

ful Wanderer," by Mendelssohn ; "The Night,

"

by Schubert, full of "heaven-like peace" and

"stars in solemn measure;" and a "Rhine Wine
Song" by Robert Franz. The first two were

beautifully sung ; the third, as original and fine

a composition of its kind as either of them, but

very spirited and soaring, ringing with a storm

of rapid echoes, trying to voice and breath, and

•withal perhaps too local in its theme, too Ger-

man in its words, for those who sing in English,

showed more of conscious effort and hardly

seemed to pass at its full worth. The enthusi-

asm of the audience was reserved for the sweet,

sentimental melody of Abt, which follo^wed:

"A May Night;" of course they were taken by

the bit of tenor solo at the end of each stanza

:

' 'Oh night, thou holy, silent night, " which was

indeed sung most musically, in tones sweet and

strong and finely shaded, with pure and finish-

ed style, and with a chaste fervor, by Dr.

Langmaid. Both evenings this had to be re-

peated. And so had Kiicken's "On the Rhine,"

with its invocation to the Loreley, for Bass and

Tenor solo, in which the deep full tones and

the mature style of Mr. Wetuerbee, and the

singularly fresh and beautiful tenor of Mr.

Chenery, so individual in its timbre, caused

great delight.

The first part closed with Beetlioven's "Cho-

rus of Dervishes," one of the most signal in-

stances of the composer's imaginative faculty of

conjuring up, by the mere spell of tones and

rhj'thm, scenes he had never visited. With the

n'hirling orchestral accompaniment, the wild

shouts of "Kaaba !", and the short relentless

fits of minor melody, it summons before us with

a terrible vividness, yet with a strange fascina-

tion, all the fanatical fever, and barbaric fury

of the Mahomedan devotees anid the ruins of

old Greece. It was executed to a charm, and

the "Turkish March" succeeded apvly, when
there was an orchestra, receding decresceiido in

the distance, to complete the scene. This one

selection, to our feeling, is worth a thousand

part-songs for male voices any time.

Part II. opened with "The Fair Mclusina"

Overture, charmingly rendered by full orches-

tra, and not indistincitly sketched in the eight-

hand performance. "The Woodland Rose,"

by Fischer, was a sweet and gentle strain of

nicely blended harmony. Hatton's "Tars'

Song," a very clever, breezy composition of its

kind, went "cheerily" enough, the leading

tenor ringing out bravely on his high C's. An-

other English song, by Arthur Sullivan, for

triple quartet: "The long day closes," of a se-

rene and serious character, pleased very much.
And now it was well to break the monotony
of part-songs by something larger, grander;

and the superb double chorus, in praise of

Bacchus, from Mendelssohn's Antigone, was
given with full orchestra, with crisp precision

and a right buoyant and inspiring energy ; if it

was not as loudly applauded as the sentimental

sweets of Abt and Kiicken with their bits of

solo, we cannot think that it was less enjoyed.

Would it not be a noble task, and quite within

the means of the Apollo Club, to bring out some

day all of the "Antigone" music ?" Mere

part-song singing (at least without mixed
voices) finds its limit sooner than one antici-

pates, and will inevitably become monotonous

after the first hour, however perfect in its way.

Quite happilj', however, was the programme

relieved this time by larger things, while the

part songs were in the main discreetly chosen

both "quantitatively and qualitatively," if we
may use such metaphysical jargon. An "Eve-

ning Song, " by Naater, followed, and the con-

cert closed with the bibulous German's aspira-

tion that he might be a whale in an Atlantic

ocean of "Champagne";—innocent enough in

music

!

We heartily congratulate the "Apollo" on its

great success so far, and look forward with in-

terest to its next tuneful invitation.

Symphony Concerts. The fifth of the series

(Jan. 9) had a fine audience, and though the

programme offered little of the grandly excit-

ing, or of the extraordinary, it gave real pleas-

ure and won approbation,—possibly not entire-

ly unanimous.
Overture to "Coriolanus" Beetlioven.
Piu:ioforte Concerto, No. 3, in G minor, op. 58.

Moscheles.
J. C. D. Parker.

Overture to "Les Abencerages'* Cherubini.

**Concerto for the Oboe, in F minor Rietz.
Ausfust Kutzleb.

Symphony, No. 6, in C major (second time). . .Mozart.

The Coriolanus Overture is as grand, howev-

er, and as exciting, with as lovely a relief of

tenderness and patlios, as any orchestral work

we know of in so short a form. It went well

and made the deep impression that it always

does ; it bears the stamp divine of true, trans-

cendant genius. The Overture to Cherubini's

opera Les Ahencerages, which takes its subject

from the reconquest of Grenada from the Moors,

—its name reminding many of us of one of our

first French class books, ' 'Gonsalve de Cordo-

va" by flowery Florian,^s one of the most

spirited and brilliant of his masterworks in

that form. It is largely scored, and has a

stately martial ring in the opening and closing

movement, with middle passages of bright,

fresh melody and delicate, ingenious contra-

puntal finesse, very charming, but not so very

easy of execution ; this part of it was blurred a

little, but, as a wliole, the overture proved its

right to be heard much oftener than it has

been here, this being only the second time in

Boston, if we mistake not.

As compositions, the two solos are not highly

stimulating, though good in their way, especially

the G-minor Concerto by Mocheles, a work of ster-

ling excellence and graceful, learned, genial

musiciansliip, which surely it was no excess of piety

to hold up in the light a second time in a city whore
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all the dozen grcot piano concertos have become as

familiar as hoHseliold words, wliile a work of snch

old and high repute as this had never once been

heard in public here until two years ago. Mr.

P.\KKER made a good mark for himself by his

remarkably clean, distinct, refined, artistic rendering

of all three movements. He has the rare virtue of

a perfectly firni and even tempo always, yet with-

out stiffness ; it was all easy, elegant and winning.

If he has not the strength or the electric power of

some pianists, he yet proved himself entirely ade-

quate to so difficult and classical a task. Mr.

Kutzleb's pure, rich tone and uncommonly clean and

facile execution on that most difiicult of reed instru-

ments, the Oboe, won general recognition. We do

not think Rietz's composition one particularly intei--

estiug, though it has artistic merit, but there is

some fine serious CantahUe in the Adagio, and the

Intermezzo pleases by its pastoral quaintness. Bnt

that delicious Mozart Symphony in C,—not the

great '•Tupiter," but the one that was heard here for

the first time last winter—would have made amends

for a long stretch of dullness. Quiet as it is, it is

full of the unfailing Mozart charm in every part of

it
;
}'ou feel that you are safe and close to the very

heart of music while you listen to such strains, and

your content is in proportion to the completeness

with which yoa yield 3'our whole attention to it,

which ought not, one would think, to cost much

effort of the will.

MilE. RODERSDORFF's second Matinee at Mechanics'

Hall, on Tuesday, drew a much lai'ger audience than the

tii-st, and musically was a great success. 'I'bo programme
was unique and very choice, and tl:c perfcirmanee generally

gave great delight. Details hereafter.—The third and last

Matinee will come on Tuesday, Feb. 4.

The programme of the sixth Symphony Concert has

been unavoidably somewhat altered. It now consists of:

Haydn's'Surprise" Svmphony [quite short] ; Beethoven's

2nd piano Concerto [in B flat], played by Mr. Lang: Over-

ture to •Preciosa," Weber; Schumaim's Conartsineck for

piano [first time], Mr. La.ng; and "Ocean" Symphony by
Rubinstein.

Italian Opera.—Pauline Lucca.

Everybody must have been surprised to see every

body else at the Boston Theatre on the first Lucc.v

night, in spite of the high prices, and in a period

when everybody felt poor and so manj' had been

turning a deaf ear to the best aj^peals of art and of

refined amusement. Still more surprising has it

been to see the crowded houses kept up nearlj- all

the time now for three weeks, the only e.xceptions

being on the feiv nights when Miss Kellogg was

the star, singing of course admirably, but in such

hacknied mere sensation pieces as the "Trovatore"

and the "Traviata." Non rai/ionam di loro. And all

the more surjirising in consideration of the very

poor reports preceding the arrival of tliis companj'

from New York and Philadelphia. It s-ems to

have come to this : that people now are drawn to

Opera mainly by the curiosity to see and hear one

famous Ij-rieal person, one new star that had not

risen yet upon our hemisphere, earing comparative-

ly little for the music in itself, or for anj' music un-

less coupled with scenic show and action ; and for

the rest, because opera-going is one of the pastimes

supposed to be fashionable ; for fashion, we know,
fancies itself more excellent than any art or music,

and the more expensive a thing is, the more its vo-

taries feel it their distinguished duty to support it.

The fact is, an opera crowd is seldom what can
properly be called a musical crowd.

We get no longer any good wholes in Opera. We
learn to be contented with a verj' poor ensemble, or

patiently accept it as inevitable, if that be the
condition of our witnessing the r^jgniug star at all.

We did get better operatic wholes in our first days

of opera, when those Havana troupes were here, and

when it was entirelj' Italian, although the repertoire

has been enriched since opera became moie polyglot-

tic. But in the character of performance there has

been a steady process of deterioration ever since.

We presume nothing but a permanent establishment,

for which democracy is not yet ready, can ever give

us excellent and complete opera. The flying visits

we now get from troupes made up for speculative

purposes, and with the hope of reaping great golden

profits in the shortest time and in the cheapest wa}',

of course are governed by a very different economy

froiu that which regulates a permanent good opera.

The imjjresarios tell us that we cannot have it other-

wise ; that they must pay the leading artists double

their European price to induce them to cross the

ocean and take the risks of a strange climate and

the perpetual wear and tear of singing every night

and travelling from State to State ; that they must

pay for a first-class opera house, say our Boston

Theatre, as much rent per night as they would pay

for a whole week at Covcnt Garden, with two hun-

dred of the best (stockholders') scats taken out and

sold against them ; with three or four times the ex-

pense for advertising that they would have in Eu-

rope ; and that for all this the economy must fall

on chorus, orchestra, subordinate parts, and all that

goes to make up the perfect ensemble which seems

now past hope with us. Thev even declare that

such a theatre (the "Boston") crammed every night

at highest prices would not cover the expense of a

completer .'.nd thoroughl}' appointed Opera. There

is nevertheless a pretty general suspicion that these

speculative enterprisers, who return so steadil}' to

the attack, do bear away great sums of monty for

their own share, as well as the great soprano or

tenore.

How tlris may be we know not, but it is certain

that the man igers can be taken at their woi d when
they admit t lat the ensembles as a rule are bad.

The present company is no exce})tion. It has one
star of genius, a great artist in Iter way ; one other
prima donna, who uniformly sings well and possesses

nianj- attractions, though in no sense great,—Miss
Kellogg : a good basso in .VI. .(amet ; all the re-

1

indifferent or old ; a chorus that screams discor-

dantly through Faust and labors out of breath in

the Hitjuenofs; an orchestra, not poor in material

by any means, but half the time marring tlie music
through the lack of fair rehearsal; and the conse-

quence is that we never heard a wor,-^e performance
of an opera as a vho'e than that presented of tlie

Hvguenots the other night, and never imagined that

the exquisite music of Mozart's Lc Kozze could be
made to seem so long and so monotonous. Such
lighter things as Fra Dlavolo went better.

The real charm, the reconciler of the audiences to

these short-comings, has been Mme. Lucc.v. She
does not disappoint, she brings a positive, fresh indi-

viduality, an intense dramatic fervor, whicli kindles
naturally and is not forced, great versality and
spontaneity in her impersonations, which all show
insight ani consistenc}'

;
graces of person and of

movement ; a musical nature, and a voice large and
adequate, of a frei^ vibrating quality, sj'mpathetic,

musical, a Imirablj' trained, to all her tasks. The
charm is singular, infallible. Yet she does not seem
one of the fine, ideal natures; there is little of the
spiritual, romantic, mystical element in the impres-
sion slie ]:)roduces. Her art is wholly realistic;

there is the strongest contrast between such a nature
and that of Nilsson. Her grandest triumphs are in

tlie last scene of La Favorita ; the great duct in the
third act of Les Huguenots, where she even inspired
the tenor, Vizzaxi, with an unwonted life ; and her
Margaret in Faust. The first is at best a gloomy
opera, and much of its music coarse and meaning-
less; but it affords great scope for passion, into
which the little actress with the great conception,
the little singer with the great voice throws herself
with whole-souled, thrilling energy. Never, in voice
or action, have we felt the crushing weight, the utter

prostration of despair more fully embodied, nor the
transfiguring power of joy when the despairing
lovers meet and own their love again after both have
renounced the world. With Lucca, not only is there
sudden sunshine, bird-like rapture in her tones, not

only is her face radiant, but her whole body appears
full of light. Her Margaret is not of the ideal Nils-

son type, not the refined lady in an humble guise,

but just a simple, pious, charming, loving peasant
girl. She is short and brusque with Faust in declin-

ing his first salutation. She is nature itself in the

spinning wheel scene and the "King of Thule" bal-

lad, where both the song and the thinking aloud are

musically perfect. She is completely girlish in her
fondling by-play with the jewels. Her agonies of

remorse in the church scene, where, on her knees,

-

w'.th her back to the audience all the time, she strives

to pray, turning the leaves of her prayer-book con
vulsively as if to find some prayer, some holy spell

more fit for guilt like her's, are positively painful, so

intenselv real that many think it overdone. (Why
do they alwaj's in this scene ])resent the "Evil Spir-

it" in the same form and garb he wears disguised as

^lephistopheles ? Tiiis robs the scene of all its

spiritual terror, and makes it melo-dramatic aud ab-

surd. Tlie "Evil Spirit" here should be a far more
shadowy, unearthlv, superhuman presence, and not
the tempter she has met before in human form and
felt a stran're antipathy). In the ]irison scene she is

equally realistic ; but here, as in all such climaxes,
by the very intensity of feeling, by her complete
abandon, she becomas poetic and imaginative. Nils-

turn is always poetic ; Lucca takes Goethe literally
;

Nilsson is (iounod's Gretchen,

In her lighter characters we find the same realism. In-

Jion tfiouann/, her Zerlina has been well styled "bucolic;"

it is literally conformed to the Abbe Du Ponte' t text and
story ; but Dot to Mo/.art's music, which reveals an inner

finer nature in the rustic girl. "Lucca is Zerlina," it is

said. But which is most important, the Abbe's poor and
somewhat vulgar play, or Mozart's most ideal music. Mo-
zart in bis Zerlina melodies idealizes the passion that is

master of us all, reveals the divine quality of love, which

lifts the peasant to a level with the queen. Mme. Boslo's

Zerlina had this quality ; she to our mind must eveimt^re

remain the ideal Zerlina. Yet Lucca's Zerlina was a consis-

tent whole, most perfect in its way. Both song and action

in La ci darun. with SiG. Moriasii, who made a passable

Don Juan, in Batti, batti. &c., was admirably natural and
charming,—only not ideal. In Auber's Zerlina {Fra Oiarolo)

she w;is all that one could wish, surpassing any we have

seen before.

It must not be thought that we dismiss all the other artists

of this troupe as not worth mention. Had we room for de-

tail, we might speak of uniform excellence in Ja.met's sing-

ing and impersonations, though he has not the weight and
f>rce for the old Huguenot sohlier. Marcel. Vlzz.iNX, the

principal tenor, has a handsome figure and a sweet voice,

which in some scenes he has used to good advantage, though

he is generally weak. Sig. Abrlgnedo, the tenor in La
Favoritu, [the only time that we have heard him], seemed

to labor liard, but sang "Spirto gentil" very acceptably.

Signor SPABAPANI. baritone, lacks dignity, yet more than

once has sung his way into good favor. The minor charac-

ters have been most feebly represented, if we except Mr.

LvF.LL, tenor. Si.gnora L.wieli.e sang quite well in much
ofDonna Elvira's music, but as the CouiUess in Figaro she

was often out of tune aud stiff in action. Mile. S.anz looks

the boy parts well, sang the first song of the Page well In

the Huguenots, but has seemed most of the time not to be in

full possession of her voice.Y^Iiss Kellogg more than

once has shared the honors with Mme. Lecc.a, although it

is not in her voice ornature to make avery rf/'f/) impression.
Iler Susanna in /'jj^aro was charmiug and she sang Dch
fiVni exquisitely. Indeed she is one of the most sure, cor-
reel, true, facile, finished singers now upon the stage; and
her obliging, cheerful manner, her willingness to sacrifice
herself and try to sing so arduous a part as Donna Alma,
when she was evidently sick and almost w'thout voice,
r therthan not have the play go on, have won for her much
grateful recognition.
Later.—We have seen J/tV/«o?i .' and can only now say

tliat it wa> by far the best performance of ihe season: good
as a ichole for once. Lucca is Mignou verily I

Worcester, Mass.—The Palladium, Jan. 8, speaks

of a concert given by Miss Ax'toixettk Steelixo,

and of her "magnetic ])ower" over a "large and ap-

preciative audience."

She was assisted by Miss Therese Liebe, the vio-

linist of the Rudersdorff Troupe, and The Orpheus
Society of Springfield ; with Mr. B. D. Allen as ac-

companist. Miss Sterling's magnificent voice was
shown to great advantage in an Aria by Salvator

Rosa, (1615-1073. )Reeitative and Aria from Handel's

"Xerxes," "The Tomb mf the Heroes" by Liszt, the

"Secret" by Schubert, "The Enchantress of the For-

est' by Rubinstein,and an Old English Ballad written

in 1550: with ciieorc selections. The Handel aria

evinced her ability to perform oratorio music, and
the various songs, wliicli were all of a sombre char-

acter, (being principally in the minor mood, iu
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which she revels,) evidenced lier strong points in

dramatic music of a wonderful cast; of which how-
ever, there was too great a preponderance. A bit of

genuine healthful sunshine would have been such a

relief! All other renderings bore marks of artislic

culture, and her enunciation was remarkably clear

and distinct ; but her intonation was frequently

faulty, and marred the effect, which would otherwise

have been so fine. She sings with deep pathos and
feeling, and is a great favorite with a Worcester au-

dience.

Miss Liebe added to her reputation by an exoel-

lent performance of a A^euxtemps Fantasia for vio-

lin, rendered with combined delicacy, finish and
strength, to which shj added refined expression and
artistic feeling. She seems a genuine musician

whom public flattery will not spoil. The Orpheus
Society', while singing with good time and a fair ex-

pression, fell far short of the requirements.

CixcixN'.iTi is preparing for a grand Musical Fes-

tival next May.—not in the noisy Gilmore "Jubilee"

sense, but a genuine artistic festival. It will consist

of six performances, beginning on Tuesday the 6th,

and ending on Fridaj-, the 9th da}' of May. Satur-

day, the 10th, will be devoted to a grand open air

concert. The conductorship has been confided to

Theodore Thom.^s, whose orchestra will, of course,

render admirable service. The chorus, enlarged by

delegations from all the societies of that part of the

country, will be large enough for the effective

production of great choral music, without competing

with the childishly colossal models that have had

their day in "Athens." Among the works to be

given are Handel's "Dettingen Te Deum," Mozart's

verj- short but perfect "Ave verum," Beethoven's

"Ninth Symphony," Schubert's Twenty-third Psalm,

Schumann's "Gipsey Chorus," choruses fi-om

Tannhauser, &c. A neatly printed copy of a portion

of this music, published by John Church & Co., of

Cincinnati, lies before us. Success to the Ohio

Festival

!

The "Cincinnati Orchestra" gave its first concert

at Pike's Opera House, Dec, 17th. Church's Musical

Visitor sa}-s it was a triumphant beginning.

The following was the programme :

Overture—"Abenceragen"' Cherubini.
Symphony—B min. (unficished) Schubert.

a. allegro moderato . b. andante con moto.
Ballade et Polonaise Vieuxtemps.

George Brand.
Overture—"Jubel" Flotow.
Waltz—"Geschichten aus den Wiener Wald." Strauss.

"Legends from the Vienna Forest.''

Ave Maria Schubert For Orchestra, by F. Lux.
a. Pizzicato Polka Strauss.
b. Par Force. ("Polka Schnell")

The orchestra comprises the following force

:

First violins 6, second violins 5, violas 4, cellos 3,

bass 3, flutes 2, oboes 2, clarionets 2, bassoons 2,

horns 4, cornets 2, trombones 3, tuba 1, timpani 1,

driua and caisse 1.

The following mention of other concerts is from

the same source

:

On Thursday evening, December l'7th, the Har-
monic Society gave a concert in aid of the charitable

enterprise,at Pike's Opera House, under the direction

of Prof, Barns. A'cry near one hundred members
of the popular organization took part in the concert,

which was a delightful affair, meriting the highest
praise. The following programme was perlorraed :

1. Ovcrtare—Oberon Weber.
2. ChorUD—"All Men, All Things"—Hymn of

PrairtC Mendelssohn.
3. Tenor Solo—"Sleep Well." F. Abt.
4- Kondo de Concert—Duet for two Flutes.. Furstenaii.
5. Quartet—"A Ic o Cara" Donizetti.
6. feolo and Chorus—••Hear my Prayer".. Mendelssohn.
7. Overture Rossini.

8. f'.horus—Ave Verum Mozart.
9. Aria from P'lgaro—"Xon go piu'* ifozart.

10. Fant-asia from Lombard! Verdi.
11. March and Chorus from Tuunhacuaer Wagner.

THE CLASSICAL CIIAMBEC CONCERT

pivcn at College Hall, on December 11th, by Messr.s.

Andre, Flechter and Gei-Hselbrecht, assisted by Miss
Emma Heckle, was one of the most plea.tant features

of the month. This was the second of the series of

afternoon concerts, and the audience, though not so

large as it should have been, showed an increase

over the first concert. The following was the
programme

:

1. Sonate A major—Piano and violin Beethoven.
2. Diver tisenient for violoncello Dotzauer.

f Wanderstunden Heller.
Q I Impromptu Schubert.

•
[ Berceuse Chopin.
\ Polonaise Andre.

J a^,,,..,.,.. o^i, ^ i
The Recognition Proeh.

4. boprano bolos. i t-, -vt c ,. l ^^
I Der Neugierge Schubert.

5. Violin Solo—Legende Wieniawski.
6. Quartet—E flat maior Schumann.

Milwaukee.—The Musical Society, under the di-

rection of Hans Balatka, is giving a series of eight

orchestral and vocal concerts this winter. Four are

already past ; the remaining programmes are as fol-

lows :

Fifth Concert, Jan, 20.

Symphony in A minor, [Scotch] Mendelssohn

.

Aria for Contralto.
Concerto for Violin <'

Mr. Henry De Clerque

.

Chorus of the Pilgrims from "Tannliacuser" . .Wagner.
Introduction to "Lohengrin," orchestra "
Duetto for Contralto aua Baritone from "Favorita"

Donizetti.
"Rheinwelnlied," Overture for Orchestra. Schumauu.

Siyth Concert, Feb. 17.

Overture "Hugenots" Meyerbeer.
Aria for Soprano.
Theme and Variations for orchestra Onslow.

Chorus for male voices.
Fantasie on themes from Robert le Diable".Balatka.
Terzetto: "Don Giovanni" Mozart.
"Souvenir de Suisse" ^ Servais.

For Violoncello.—Mr. F. Eichheim.
"Scene et Ensemble" from "Vespers Siciliennes".

Verdi.
For Soli, chorus and orchestra.

Seventh Concert, March 17..

Symphonv, B flat major Beethoven.
Duet for feoprano and jUto from "Sappho". ..Pacini.
Male chorus

.

Belgian Overture H . Vieuxtemps

.

Aria for Soprano.
Grand Septuor, Finale to the 1st act of "Tann-
haeuser" Wagner.

Triumphal March, for orchestra Lassen.

Eighth Concert, April 15,

Overture, "Hamlet" Emanuel Bach . ( ! ?)
Songs for Baritone.
Andante and Scherzo from Symphony in C minor.

Gade.
Aria for Alto.
Triumphal Hjnnn of the Romans, for male voices.

Mas Bruch.
"Les Preludes", Orchestra Franz Liszt.
Songs for Tenor.
Piano—Selections from— Chopin and Mendelssohn.

Otto von Gumpert.
Finale to the first act of the opera "Rienzi" for soli,

chorus and orchestra R. Wagner.

Cologne.—Third Giirzenich Concert ; Overture-

Fantasia to Paradies und Peri, Bennett ; Violoncello

Concerto, Goltermann (Professor Eensburg) ; Chorus

of Druids, from Arvira cd Evelina, Sacchini ; Piano-

forte Concerto, E flat major, Beethoven (Herr Carl

He3'mann) ; Double Chorus from Colinetle d la Cour,

Gretry; Air, Bach ; "Wiegenlied," Ilauser ; "Bal-

letto,'! Martini (Professor Kensburg) ; Symphony,
C minor, Beethoven.—Second Concert of Chamber
Music, given by Flerren Gernsheim and Japlia

;

Quartet, D minor, Schubert ; Trio, F major, Gerns-
heim

;
Quartet, F major, Beethoven.

Fourth Giirzenich Concert : Overture to Lodoiska
Cherubini ; Concert Aria, Mozart (Mdlle. Louise

Voss) ; Pianoforte Concerto, No. 2, E minor. E.

Reinecke (the composer) ; "Gesang der Geister iiber

den Watsern," Ferdinand Hiller. Pianoforte pieces :

"Xotturno," Reinecke ; "Marcia giocosa." Hiller
;

"Am Springbrunnen," Schumann fllerr Reinecke)

;

Two Songs, Franz and Schumann ; and C major
Symphony, .Schubert.

Paris.—At M. Pasdeloup's Sunday Popular Con-

certs at the Cirque, on the 22nd inst., the scheme

comprised Beethoven's Symphony in C, No. 1, and

Mendelssohn's in A minor ; Meyerbeer's overture to

the "Etoile du Nord" ; the air de ballet from
Rameau's "Dardanus" ; and an adac/ietto by Herr
.loachirn Raff, of Wiesbaden. The "Marche Scherzo,"

by M. Saint-Saiins, the organist and pianist, who
played at Mr. John Ellji's Musical Union, has been
successfully executed at M. i'asdelouj/s concerts,

whilst Berlioz's "Ballet des Sylphes," from his

"Damnation de Kaiist," has been encoi'cd at two of

the Conservatoire concerts. La Societii Nali<male
de Musique, at the Salle Pleyel, in full force in

Paris, where new works by MM. Duvernoy,
Lacornbe, SaintSaens, Lalo, Pfeijfpr, Fissot, Jac-

qnarel, Mas, Arningaud, <tc., have been produced.

^puial Botir^s.^
DESCRIPXrVE LIST OF THE

L.A.TEST 3VCTJSXC
Publislaed I>y Oliver S^itson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

I^annie and I. 2. E6 to e. Harrington. 30
" When we gathered the sweet Arbutus,

Nannie and 1 1"

One of the sweetest of eweet ballads.

"When the Song-bird saj-s Good-night. Song
and Cho. 3. B6 to f. Huntley. 30

" I'll wait thy coming, Annie."
Melodious love aong.

Will you miss me. Song and Cho. 3. B6 to^.

Fratt. 30
"Will you mips me ? Tell me true.''

Smooth and musical words by Geo. Cooper, and
the air worthy of the words.

Minnie Jean. 3. F to f. Harrington. 30
'Can you, my love, forget ?"

Thinking and Dreaming. 3. D to g. Tours. 40
" I'll think of thee the whole day long."

Sweet Memories of Thee. 3. D to g.

M. F. H. Smith. 30
'The mystic moonbeams gently fall.

The above three Kongs may be noticed together,
having the same general character, and are melodi-
ous populai- ballads. The accompaniment of the
secoud is a trifle difficult.

Esmeralda. 4. D (major and minor) to d. lievey. 50
" Where is the little gipsey's home ?

Under the greenwood tree."
A very pretty, showy piece fur concert or other

singing. The melody has a kind of dance move-
ment which is very pleasing.

Sands of Dee. 3. C to d. Southard. 30
" O Mary go and call the cattle home."

A pensive Scotch song.

From this Wildly Throbbing Heart. (Ah, vou3
dirai-je). Vocal Variations. 6. G to c. Adam. 60

"Love is life, and life is love.
Ohne Liebe lebt man nicfit.

Peul-on vivre sans amant!"
French, German and English words. A sure suc-

cess ior those who can sing it. as the pretty familiar
melody, alternating with difficult and sparkling va-
riations, will "bring down" any house.

Good Bye. 3. A to^. Tully. 30

"When evening shadows fall—and all is still."

Silver Moon. 4. B6 to f. Tully. 30 '

"Ye midnight stars who far away are Bhining."
Beautiful songs iu excellent taste.

Instrumental.

March from "L'Ombre." 3. F. J. S. Knight. 30
Neiwous, full, wide-awake music.

Trois Idylles. No. 1. Le Calme. 4. G.
Loeschhorn. 30

Not so very calm, as there ia considerable action
to it, but wonderfully pretty.

New Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Piano. 3.

Slrauss. ^6
Does not need puffing. Only try it.

Moment Musical. 3. A. Fei'aho. 40
Extremely delicate and pretty, original and not

diflicult. Mr. P., who could play it, probably, with
his little finger, deserves credit for restraining his
invention, and producing a piece winch every one
can play and enjoy.

Myrtle Wreath Waltz. 3. Edward Sirmi.'is. 60
Edward is not John, hut this one waltz proclaims

him a near relation, and with a full share of the
family talent.

Happy Thoughts Waltz. 3. A. I^air. 35
A happy inspiration suggested it. Indeed it has

a Nair that is pleasant to hear.

Adelphi March. 3. C. Mandelbaum,. 30
A robust and energetic chorus part, and a bright

set of picolo passages in the trio.

Silver Ripples- Mack, each 30

No. 16. Piggy AViggy Schottish. No. 17. Gar-
net Redowa. No. 19. Reverie Contemplation.

I^'Kgy ^V'iggy and the rest are all fingered and
prepared nicely for young learners.

Commemoration Grand March. 3. C. Clark. 50
We are always commemorating Fomething, and

here is a good march ready for the occasion.

Melodies of Spring. No. 10. Maggie's Secret.

3. F. Wyman. 30
Neat variations of a well-known air.

Trois Nocturnes. No. 3. 4. F minor. Fgghard. 35
A minor and soothing melody, with abundance

of graceful changes, which relievo it Irom the danger
of being too soothing or monotonous.

AnBREViATiON.g.—Degrees of difficulty are marked from
1 to 7. The key Is marked with ii capitiil letter, as O, B flat,

&c. A Hjuall Uoman lellcr niarkf* tlic highewt note, _ll" on
the-Btatf, arr itaiiiT leant the highest tioto, n above the stall'.
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Ct25 worth of music). A new collection of the latest favorite Quadrilles,

Galops, Waltzes, Kedowas, Mazurkas, Seliottisches, Four-hand pieces, Varia-

tions, Piano pieces, Pauces, &c.,

FORMING A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

Price : Boards, $2.50. Cloth, $3.00. Cloth, full gilt, $4.00.

Contents, •

MARCHES A1ST> QUICKSTEPS
Duisy DcMn Quickstep FarHnger'
Forest Winds Majch Treuer-
How can I leave thee March, . . BeUak-
Ingleside Quickstep Uellak-
La Keve Quickstep. . . C C. Wentwortk-
Lilia's Highland March Lorenz-
Midnight Marcli Lelia-
Miner's Quickstep J. F. Holmes^
Parade March Helmsmuller-
Victory March O.J. Shaw.

WALTZES.
Beautiful Bella Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-flower Waltz ; Cooie.
Days of A bsence Waltz BelLak.
Dexter Waltz J. W. Turner,
Fairy Deil Waltz BdUik.
Fairy Footsteps Waltz C. Kinktl.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.
Frolic of the Frogs Waltz. J, J. JVatson.
Love in Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Engelhrccht.
Romeo and Juliet '^aXiz. A. Vishecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treaer.
Up in a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Strauss.
Wiener Bonbons W^altz Strauss.

POLKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. W. JVarreji.
Cally Polka Dodworth.
Gentle Annie Polka Bellak.
Kiss Polka T. Moelling.
Kiss me quick and go Polka . . . Bellak,
Water- Lily Polka , Moeiling.
Fairy Dell P^lka Bellak.

MAZURKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.

,

Ballo in Maschera Polka Mazurka.
Helmsmuller.

Conronne Mazurka W. Berge.
Holiday Schottish S. C. Foster.
Recherche Polka Mazurka. , . C. Fradel.
yummer Garlands Mazurka. .E. Mack,
April Redowa E. Mack,

GALOPS.
Fire and Flaine Galop J. S. Knight.
H elter Skelter Galop Carl Faust,
JIurly Burly Galop Carl Fattst.
March Galop E. Mack.
Pickwick Galop J. W. Turner.
Romping Galop C, Kinkel.
Young Pupil's isecond Galop.

F. n. Brown,

QUADRILLES.
Capt. Jinks Quadrille Pratt.
Elise Holt Quadrille Pratt.
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt.
GorUla Quadrille C. H. Marriott,

DAKCES AND AIRS.

Bell goes ringing for Sarah,
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie,
Chook! Chookl
Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newport. ,

Pretty Jemima,
Racketty Jack.
Rollicking Kams.
Slie's a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels on her Boots,
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in the Park,

RONDOS, VARIATIONS, &o.

Alpine Bells Oesten,
Barcarolle (Theme de Weber). 5a7^ei!£.
Carnival of Venice. Var Bellak,
Chatelaine (La.) Leduc,
Dreams of the Past (Nocturne). yu3:«er.
Dixie's Land Jean Mdnns.
Fisher's Hornpipe. Var. .. .L. Struck.
First Sorrow Schumann.
Harry's Music Box Warren.
Happy Farmer Schumann.
Home, Sweet Home. Var. J. H. Slack.
II Desiderio B. Cramer.
Kitty TirrelL Var Angela,
Last Rose of Summer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E, Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle G.N. Allen,
Slumber Son*' S. Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var.C Grobe.
Third Calisthenic Rondo lucho.
Traumerei (Reverie) Schumann.
Wandering Minstrels C. C. Hunn,

FOUR-SAND PIECES,
Coral Schottish Klcber.
Her Bright Smile Waltz Beliuk.
Mardi Gras Quadrille Schubert,
Rocking-C4iair Polka Bellak.
Signal March H. KLebtr,

Winner^s Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a concise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of
playing without the aid of a teacher. Together with a large collection of the
popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation.

Winner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New School for the Cabinet Organ 75
Winner's New School for the Melodcon :. .75
Winner's New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin 75
Wi-nnei's New School for the Flute 75
AVinner's New School for the Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the Fife 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet

, 75
Winner's New Sclwol lor the Flageolet ,". ,. ,..7b

A collection of Vocal and Itiptrumental Music; of Songs, Ducts, and Four-part
Tunes and Soiiga. Sacrod. Social. Pathetic, Classical, Comic,— a grtat variety.
Also of Rondos. Variations, Polkas, Waltzes, Mazurkas, Marchep. Foui-H:ind
Pieces, &c., all of which may be Played on the Piano-fortk or on Reed In-
struments. Price, in Boards, $2.50, in Cloth, S3.00. and Full Gilt, S4.00.
From the following attractive Table of Contents, it will be an easy matter, at

any time, to extract matter for an Evening'^ Enturtainmtint.

SONGS AND BALLADS.
A Motto for Evcry.Man Hobaon.
Annie's Winning Smile Blamphin.
Beautiful Days of the Past Danks.
Birds in the Night Suliii'an.
Clochette Molloy.
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linley.
I'd choose to be a Diilsy Duckh-y.
I've brought thee an Ivy Leaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixleu.
Love's Request, (German). . .Reichardt.
Out in the Cold Emerson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumbert.
Pulliiighard against the Stream. ^o6*o7i.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel./ro6so7i.
Robin Red-breast. Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotcli) Moran
Spring and Autumn, {lXa.\\a.n)..Pemzzi.
The Storm Hullnh.
StrangLTs Vet Claribel.
Tender and True Lyle.
Three Fishera Hultah.
To Minona Spohr,
When tlie Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Schondorf.
Who's that Tapping New.
"Won't you tell me why? Claribel.
Castles in the Air (Scotch)
Beautiful Bells, with Chorus. . Wellmaji,
Old Folk.s at Home, with Chorus.

.

DUETS AND Q,UARTETS.
Chapel. Quartet KretUzer,
He who iK Upright. Quartot
O hush thee, my Babie. Quartet.

Sullivan.
Music in the Air. Quartet Root.
In the Starlight. Duet. Glover.
Larboard Watch. Duet WillUtms.

COLLEGE SONGS. {Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-lunk. — Guadeamus. — In-
teger.— Lauriger.— Lono Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw my
Leg Off.— dhool.—Vive la Oompagnie.
There was a Man.
SACRED SONGS, TUNES,

<iUARTETS, &c.
Angela ever Bright Handel.
Cast thy Burden. Q't Bradbury.
Hark, I hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusalem the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. Q't

O Paradise I Q't Barnby.
OPERATIC.

Behold the Sabre Ofenhach.
Dites-lui Offenbach.
O Love Divine Qff'enba^h.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedcdiah Thompson.
Ka-foozle-um Paul.
People will Talk Grannis.

Rhein Vine Sharley Leybournc.
Yallcr Gal Hernandex,

POLKAS.
All Right Andranie.
Light Step Brmvii.
One Heart, One Boul. Folka Ma-

9urka Strauss.
Picnic
Sweft Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa. Four hands.

BdlaU.
Tag
Voice of Spring. Polka Jiedowa.

Fernald,

GALOPS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Jolly Brothers Rudik.
1 cannot eing the Old Bongs M&ck.
I'p and Away Faust.
Laurel Schotiisch Mack.

WALTZES.
Artist Life Strauss,
Birthday Ball. Four hands lucho.
Boston Dip Knight.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . T^irner.
Guard's Waltzes. Four hands. Russell.
Kunstler I.,ebor Strauss.
Marriage Bells Strauss.
Moet and Chandon Knight.
Morgenblatter Strauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Sti-auss.
Roses Metre.
Sophie Strauss.
Wine, Women, and Song Strauss.

aUADRILLES.*
Barbe-Bleue Lancers Knigfit.
Lydia Thompson Pratt.
Grand Duchfetific Laiiecrs Knight,

PIANO-PORTE PIECES.
Convent Bells Spvndler.
Golden Rain (Nocturne) Cloy.
Old Hundred (Varied) PottUon.
Remember Me Brinkmann.
Scintilla M.nzurka Gottachalk.
Shepherd Boy Wilson.
Stormy Night Mack.
Will-o-the-Wipp Zungmann.
Overture to Poet and Peasant.

Four hands ., , Suppt,

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Bell goes ringing
for Sarah. — Chanson du Regiment.

—

Come where my Love. — Drinking Song,
from Grand Duchesse. — Fritz's Com-
plaint.^ He's a Pttl-o-mine.— Pctersdorf
March, Fmist. — Pitf-paff-pouff. — Sa-
bre Song.— 'Tis a famous iietfiment.

—

Tommy Dodd. — Up in a B^iiloon.

—

Walking in the Park.— Whcro are the
Friends (March),

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK.
KO CHOIR SHOULD BE "WITHOUT IT.

It is a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choirs to Select from, containing all the familiar
tunes and anthems which have been surroundtd by dear and haJlowed astJoeiations in oil st^ctiuna

of the country; with a new and attractive siuginp-school department bv Dr. Lowell Mason. It i3

a collectton of all the time-honored religious mu^io from the time of Billini^ij down te the present,
which has become National, as associated with our Amer.can Protestant Churches.

ContaintHff One Tlmii-^and. Sncretl Oems.
A compendium of the choicest materials, by five hundred EnixOES) and cannot fall to fill

completely the great desideratum of popular social and church miiGic.
Price: J1.50. Per doxen, $13.50. A sample copy sent bi/ niail, poatj-aid, on receipt q/ the retail

price.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!
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THE HISTORY OF
ITsLluabl® (of In^'aliia'bl©) E^usic-Sooks !

B^=" Sejif , Postpaid, on Receipt of Retail Prices. .=®3

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. L," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years."' »

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Each Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. !CLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following twelve books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Libeakt :
—

HOME CinCLE, VOL. 1.

INSTRUMENTAL.
The book that gave a name to the series. Large number

of easy pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

aEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, in boards,

$2.50; clotli, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. 111.;

OK,

THS piMisTS Mmm.
INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. Tlicse Songs con-

stitute the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting of Operatic Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$.1.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
YOCAIi A^s^D INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera
Songs, Comic Songs, and a line selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, ©4.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
YOC'A L.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of tlifi most

salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, §3.00; full

gilt, for presents, .$4.00.

JRecentti/ added to the Home Circle Series, August,
1S73, tnahing the "* baker's dozen," or 13 Itoohs,

.^^S OF STR4^J
'^s,

Brought out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of "Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Jlusic. In price and stylo uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

YOCAL.

Similar In character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth. $3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF CERHAI iSOKC.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

ekill and care which belongs only to Deutachland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2,50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

K#11B ©IKCI^B^ 'Tol* lis
INSTRUMENTAL.

SiraUar to Vol. I., but is distinguished by the insertion

of a largo number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

S3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

S2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV.;
OR,

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50 ; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, lor presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duct-composers Is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs ami pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible qiiantitv of good music for his money. Tlie books that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers
;
and, where airs and short

piece* are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Hundred DoUars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBRARY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIRTY DOLLARS.
ScGGESTio.v 1. No better pre=cnt for a Musical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

" 2. No l)etter Wedding-Present than the whole Library.
" 3. No better aid to the entcrtaiaing of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these flno books ready for nse on the P!ano or

Eeed-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Dwight's JouR]srAL OF Music,
Published evei'y other Saturday

OLIATEE, IDITSOXsT <Sc CO.,
277 Wastingtou St., Boston, Mass.

JOHN S. D WIGHT, EDITOR.

a®"TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2.00 per annum;
delivered by carriers, $2,50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One Insertion per line 30 cents.
Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S'-^^-OO*

do four do do $15.00.

J. 8. SPOONER, PRINTER, 4 PROVI^TCE COURT.

Jidtrertisemetits^

OLASSIO CHAMBER OOXOERTS.
AT THE MEIONAON.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club
[Organized 24 years] respectfully infoiin the musical pub-
lic that they will give a series of Four Concerts, at the
Meionaon, on 4 consecutive Saturday evenings, com-
mencing Feb. 15th. Vocalists : Miss Alice Fairman, Nel-
son Varley, Chas. R. Uayden. Pianists : Messrs. B.
J. Lang, Ernest Perabo, G. "VV. Sumner.
The programmes will contain many cora;positions new

to Boston, and of positive musical worth, viz:

String Quartette, No. 2, in E, op. 10 Max Bnich.
Piano Trio, No. 3, in G minor Bargiel.
String Quartette in D minor, op. 77 Raff.
Suite in E, for Viohn and Piano Goldmark.
Quintette in F, op. 59 .Rubinstein.
Quartette, op. 90, No. 1, in G minor "
Hungarian uances, by Brahms, arranged for Vio-

lin and Piano by Joachmi.
"Quartette Satz," a Posthumous fragment by

Franz Schubert.
Piano Trio, No. 3 Robert Schumann.
String Quartette in C, No. 3, op. 59, Razoumofsky
Set Beethoven.

Suite for Quintette with Double Bass, op. 8, in C,
Grimm.

Sonate for Piano and 'Cello, in D Mendelssohn.
Sixtette for two Violins, two Violas and two 'Cellos,

op. 36 Bralims.

Packages of tickets, four for three dollars, now for sale

at the Music Stores. Single tickets bought at the door
will be one dollar. Concerts will begin at 8 o'clock pre-
cisely. 822~lt

THE ^VATSOIVAI. COri.S;OE or TH\!«iS.C,

established by the Mendelssohn Quintette
Club. Springterm will begin Feb. 10th.

THOMAS RYAN, Director.

822—
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Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-
tions, Academies.

ATTENTION

!

to the following Choice List of

NEW CANTATAS ! OBATOKIOS ! ANTHEMS !

New and attractive Cantatas.

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM. . . . Duclley Suck. 1.00

FESTIVAL CAlfTATA. . . Eugene Thayer. !.&

GOUNOD'S CHORAL MUSIC 50

"Well worthy of careful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST. . . . Hewitt. 60

An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza.

NEW OEATOBIOS.
ST. PETER J. K. Paine. 1.75

PRODIGAL SON A:rthur Sullimn. 1.00

Fine effective compositions.

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST. . . Emerson <S> Morey. 1.60

BUCK'S NEW MOTKTTE COLLECTION. . 2.60

BAUMBACH'S SACRED QUARTETTES, [New]. 2.50

IN PKESS NEARLY BEADY.
STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

OXilVKB DIXSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. nxKSONT & CO., l¥ew York.

MR. EUGENE THAYER will devote his time exclu-
siflfcly to students desirous of becoming Church

Organists or Teachers of Music. He has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St., Boston. [829-ly

The Beethoven Qumtette Club
of Boston,

(O.N. AUcn, IstViolm: H. Hiendel, 2nd Violin: J. C.
Mullaly, 1st Viola; Chas. Koppltz, 2nd Viola and Flute;
Wulf Fries, Cello,) is prepared to accept engagements for
Classical and Secular Concerts, and musical entertainments.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
829--ly] Care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

O.v The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical method, has acquired a Gold-

en Reputation as one of the very beU Instruction Books.
Sells largely. Published with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Price, $3.00.

Clark's New Method for Eeed Organs
Pleases everybody hy its thorough course of instruction.

and most pleasing music. Price $2.50.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs. Seminaries and

Classes, that fear to attack the oratorios and classieal can-
tatas.

Belshazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, .75

Pilgrim Fathers, .60 Indian Summer, .30

Burning Ship, 1.00 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .85 Entertainment, 1.00

Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1.50
Children of Jerusalem, .30 Esther, .60

Fairy Bridal, .50 Picnic, 1.00
Daniel, .50 Culprit Fay, 1.00

Haymakers, 1.00 Flower Festival, .45

Storm King, .38 Twin Sisters, .50

I<IFE OF H:AWH>ffiI. [$2,001 ; of Chopin, [$1-50];
of Beethoven \_^'2S)Qi\; oS Mendelssoh7i [$1,75]; of Rossini
[$1.75]; of Mozart [$1.75]; of Schumanii [$1.75]; of
Gottschalkl^\,bQ']\ of Weber [$1.75]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming biographies.

I^ETTTEirS of Mendelssohn [$1.75]; of Mozart, [1.75];
of Beethoven [$2.0U] ; Polko''s Reminiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the preceding.

Moore's Encjclopedia of I9fa»ic [$6.00] contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

CSIIVIS OF OtERIfSAJV SOIVe. 212 pages. The
very best German Songs, with German and Enghsh
Words. $2.50 inB'ds; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 iinely gilt

binding.

TUflE MVJSECAIi TREASURE;. 225 pages of
the mo-st popular Vocal and Instrumental Music. $2.50

in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVEE DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS

!

To a lady friend.

A t$weet-1?on«!(l Music Rox.
Costing from $5.00 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.

An Eleg'ant; Ouitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00

A Violin. Now a Lady's instrument. $5.00 to $50.00
{For the Boys and Girls.)

Rrums, Concertiuaj*, Acconleons or Flutlnas,
ClarionetN, flutes, Flagreolets, Fifi*!*.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

BA^VR IIVSXRltJMEIVIS.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN 0. HATNES & CO.,

33 Court St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

V AL

.

A jolly good Laugh. Laughing Song. From
"The Picnic." Thomas. 40

Dancing in the Dreamy Waltz Conolly. 30
In one Ear and out of the other " 30
Farewell Nellie. (Charlie's Answer.) Percy. SO
False-hearted W. A. Smith. 30
Wrecked Hope Barnby. 35
Skating in Central Park. Song and Dance.

Schwensch. 30
A Spray of Mignonette. Lithograph Title.

Thomas. 50
The Shades of Evening closed around me. . Cloy. 35
Meet me in the Twilight Cherry. 30
Not lost, but gone before , Thoinas. 35
One Look of Love Vannini. 30
Under the Silvery Stars. Song and Oho.

Hunlley. 40
I will not leave thee, dear one Waud. 35
Over the Stars there is Rest. (Ueber den Sternen.)

Aht. 30
The Flight of Time Meinmger. 30
The Cottage Door Smith. 30
The Star that cheers our way Geary. 30
Just one kiss W. A. Smiili 35
Go West. Song and Dance Maywood. 30
My true Love has my Heart Blumenthal. 50
rue aip=5- MaWoT,

7.,^;;,/. 35
Nannie andi Harringtoit. 30
When the Song-bird saya Good-night. Song

and Clio Huntley. 30
Will you miss me. Song and Cho Pratt. 30
Minnie Jean Harrington. 30
Thinking and Dreaming Tours. 40
Sweet Memories of Thee M. F. H. Smith. 30

INSTEUMENT
A BriUiai.t Waltz.

Glittering Wavelets Clarke. 40
Dreamy Pieces.

Traumerei. Reverie Schumann. 35
Trois Nocturnes. No. 1 Egghard. 35

For Vio'in and Piano.
Morgenblatter Waltzes Sti-ams. 15
Flowers of May Smallwood, ea. 25

Harebell. 1. F. Woodbine. 1. F.
Rock Rose. 1. G. Trio. 1. G.
Blue Bell. 1. 6. Mountain Daisy. 1. C.

Six Morceau.x de Salon J. H. Waud
No. 1. La Sylphe Maz. Elegante 40
No. 2. Vin Rouge. Choeur Bacchanal 30

Sparkling Rain. Reverie /. S. Knight 40
Souvenir de Strauss. Valse Sentimentale. Mees. 40
Diamonds. 3. Salon Pieces from Weber's Operas.

No. 1. Der Freischiitz Oeston. ea. 50
It is Done. Religious Meditation Poznanski. 30
Real Estate. Polka Elegante Eikmeier. 40
The Dream at Twilight. Waltz Cloy. 30
Trois Nocturnes. (No. 2) Egghard. 35
New World Galop. (Eine Neuewelt) E. Strauss. 35
Dance of the Period, Leaders of the Dance,

Tanz-Prioritaten, Waltzes Strauss. 60
Bloom of Roses. Mazurka Fernald. 30
Horace Greeley's Funeral March 40
Guard's Waltzes. Violin and Piano Godfrey. 75
Lohengrin March. 4 hands Brisler. 35
Silver Ripples. No. 6. Our Jennie's Choice. No.

7. Barefoot Polka. No. 11. Moments of Joy.
No. 12. Mossy Rock Wdltz. No. 13. Carni-
val March. No. 14. Little Fairies March.
No. 15. Good Time March. No. 16. Love's
Greeting Mazurka Mack, ea. 30

-Music by Mail.—Music is sent by raai], the eiptnse be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persons
at a di8".ance will find the conveyance a saving of lime and
expensi in obtaining supplies. Books can also be fient at
double these rates.
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MRS. JENNY KEMPTON,

VOCALIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [798

SIJSfGIirG AND PIANO.
Mes. FAISTSriE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Plaoe^ [TOO

MES. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teaclier

of Vooal Music.
Columbus Avenue.

124 Chandler St.. near
[782-ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,

718—tf] 6 Bedford Sti-eet, Boston.

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE

Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the

first rank as an educator in every department of
Music, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing

pati-onage from all parts of our country. Schools

and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edwaed B. Olivek, Principal,

5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. ANDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Fhiladelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-

stantly on hand.

G. W. DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremont St.

vm
Me. G. H. HOWARD,

pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Thpnanre TCiillnt -^ill loooit-o pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 EUot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—3m]

J. A. HILLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Taiisig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Addi-ess at Chickering & Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [805

CHURCH ORG-ANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

EDW. SCHUBERTH,
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,

No. 610 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. 1795

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. T. [.357

LYON & H E A L Y

,

MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
CHICAGO, ILL.,

WLolesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

Of Every Description.

Our stock of .Sheet Music, Music Books, Musi-
cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the North West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Dit.son & Co., enables us to fur-

nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

^"In addition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on hand and furnish
all Music and Music Books publislied in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of Forel;/n
MuMc. [794—3m

Geo. A. Prince & Co.,

mil ui lark

AND MELODEONS.

BUFFALO, N. Y., CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 Now in Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
loio-priced douljle-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal

boards, and Knee Swell, and is more beautiful in

design and finish ^than any now made in the

world for the price, and we guarantee that the

qualities and power of tone wiU be superior to

any we have seen of other makers. The instru-

ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

Pbincipal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Teemolo or Vox Humana,
Peikcipal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Geadtjated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our high-priced instru-

ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of S125, and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession,

and filled each iu its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, - - S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia, - James Bellak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City

and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS— The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and

All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Yiolin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

tntios u\I l|fiol fon<

FOR SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also. Music Books, Sheet Music, and

Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Merchandise, at prices and terms, that cannot

fail to prove satisfactory to purchaseis.

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

.33 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House).

Warranted the Best Instruments of

their class in the World,
And evidence to that effect furnished from a

majority of the most eminent musicians in
America, and many iu other countries.

MASO.N' # HAMLIM
CABINET ORGANS.
"Musicians generally regard the Mason & Hamlin Organs

as unequalled by any others,''

—

Theodore Thoman. ''The
best now iu use,"

—

Christine Nilsson, Annie Louise Gary.
Maria Leon Duval^ Victor Capoul, P. Brignoli, and others.
"Excel all instruments of the class I have ever seen."

—

Ole
Bxdl. *'The best instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Mehlig. "In all those qualities which constitute excellence,
unrivalled."—5. B. Milla. "Far superior to anything of
its class I have seen."---Z. M. Gottschalk. "Wonderfully
beautiful,"

—

P. S. Gilmore. '-Superior in all respects to
any I have ever seeQ."--^2igene Thayer. "Excelling in
quality of lone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improvements not found in others."— Cari Zerrahn.
The more critically they are tested, and the more compe-
tent the judge, the more certain and high will be the meed of
superioritj' accorded ihem."-'j2iliits £ichberg . "I entertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin's Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country.''

—

Sir
Julius Benedict, London. "Remarkably sweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
these instruments."

—

William Spark. Mus. D., Leeds.,

.England. "Quality of tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. . . . Reniarkable for purity of tone.^'-'-£dic.

F. Riinbauli, London. 'Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . , The best substitute for a pipe organ."

—

Brinlty Richards and Uichard Redhead, London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1,000 MUSICIANS which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.
Pi'ices not higher than those of inferior organs.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

154 Tremont Street, Boston,
596 Broadway, 2^ew York.

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
C^ICIi HEVJ^ER, Successor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
Wo, 830 Broadway, IVe«r York.

No branch house anvwhere. 825—1 yr.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

Tbe JtIenileli««olin Q.uiutf*t:te Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will havo
frequent opportunitiesof singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, vixo:tia$ iiirA:^',

SSirector of i¥ational Co!le;gr« of iVlDsic,

S22 Tremont XeuiitSe, Boston, IVIaMit.

The Choral Tribute,
By L. O. EMERSON,

the most sati.sfactory of all the modern Choir
and Singing School Books.

Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely affected by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes,
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies !

NEW SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOKl

An apijropriate name for tliis neat, complete
.and most pleasing collection of musical gems,
(.about 1.50 of them), by A. Hull and II. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fresh, spirited! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a compact book of 210 pages,
which can be carried in the pocket, and yet con-
t.ains a very large proportion of the most popu-
lar psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &o. It would
be difficult to compile a more convenient bo( k
for the Vestry, the Prayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 60 cts.

The above books sent, post-paid, by

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H, DITSON & CO., Now York.
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Recollections of Chopin and Liszt.

From the German.

It was in 1838 that Lenz, in later years the

author of "Beethoten et ses Trois Styles,'''' and

of ^'Beethoven, eine Kimststudie,''' but then a

}'oung man of nineteen, went to Paris to study

music under Kalkbrenuer. As lie walked

along the Boulevards he read the advertisement

of a concert to be given in the Conservatory by

M. Liszt, when a Concerto of Beethoven's

would be performed. This notice was destined

to have^n important influence on his life. He
little thought that Beethoven's works, almost

unknown to him at that time, would afterwards

induce him to write six volumes about them.

Just as little did he imagine that he should be-

come the personal friend of Liszt, and should

publish in Berlin, in 1872, a small pamphlet

entitled ^'Die Grossen Pianoforte V'lrtuosen

unsrer Zeit,'''"''' from which we have taken the

following extracts.

Incited, he tells us, by the handbill of the

concert, he told his frieads of his wish to be-

come a pupil of Liszt. They all laughed at

the notion, urging that Liszt had never given a

lesson and was not even a professor of the

piano. Not discouraged by their ridicule, he

sought out Liszt and found him at home,—

a

rare occurrence, according to the great man's
mother, who said that her Franz was almost

always at church, no longer devoting himself

exclusively to music. These were the days in

which Liszt thought of becoming a St. Simon-
ist. Liszt, a thin, pale young man of remark-

ably attractive features, was lying on a sofa

lost in thought, and smoking a long Turkish
pipe, in the midst of three pianos. As Lenz
entered he neither moved nor appeared to see

him. Lenz explained to him in Frencb, the

only language which Liszt then would tolerate,

that his family had wished him to take lessons

of Kalkbrenner, but that he preferred to apply
to him, because he was going to play a Con-
certo of Beethoven's in public. Liszt's smile

was like the gleam of a dagger in the sun.

"Play me something," was the only reply.

"I will play Kalkbrenner's Sonata for the

left hand, " answered Lenz, supposing that he
had said the right thing.

"I won't hear that; I don't know it, and
don't wish to learn it," was the scornful re-

joinder.

Poor Lenz was in despair, but he walked
manfully to the nearest piano. "Not that,"

exclaimed Liszt, without changing his position,

"the other," and Lenz went to the second
piano and began the "Invitation to the Dance."
At the three first A-flats not a sound was given

forth by the instrument. What did it mean ?

He played on bravely to the first chords, when
Liszt came up to him and, seizing his right

hand, demanded: "What is that? it begins

well."

* The Great Pianoforte VirtuoBos of our Time.

"It is Weber's," answered Lenz.

"Did he write it for the piano? We only

know his liohiii chs Bois here."

"Certainly," was the astonished reply, ac-

companied with an enumeration of some of his

works and hearty admiration of them. Liszt

begged him to bring whatever he had with him

of Weber's, and promised to give him a lesson

for the first time in his life, as Lenz had intro-

duced him to Weber; adding that he need not

play on that piano again, for it was only a little

"mauvaise plaisanterieP of his, because Lenz

spoke of Kalkbrenner. At the first lesson Liszt

became more enamored of Weber. He express-

ed his delight at the Sonata in A flat by lively

gestures and exclamations ; and just before the

conclusion of the first part of the Allegro,

cried: "Stop, stop, what is that ? I must look

at that mj'self."

Think of a genius like Liszt for the first time

listening to and performing Weber! It seemed

with Liszt's rendering as if it were he who was

teaching Weber to Lenz. Afterwards the

whole world knew how he glorified Weber at

the piano, and talked of the triumphal pro-

cessions that he led with the composer in con-

cert pieces throughout Europe.

In 1842 Lenz again went to Paris. His first

visit there of course was to Liszt, whose moth-

er received him most cordially with the news

that her son had given up St. Simonism. Liszt's

reception of his friend was hearty. "I must

see you every day and order an Erard for you

;

we'll bring back the old times and play Weber's

Sonatas," he said, "from the same sheets;

those with your remarks written on them, they

have always been kept by me as a sacred treas-

ure. But I also want to know something of

Chopin's."

"Whatever you please, only don't think of

pay. A cup of coSee is all I want."

Those were never to be forgotten hours.

Liszt was always in season, it was the "poli-

tesse du Boi.'" One morning he proposed

a walk, inquiring first into the nature of

Lenz's overcoat, who was rather proud of

his tigerskin and brown velvet coat. "What
an excitement you will create with that!" said

the great pianist, as he saw the garment.

"Why, I am the only man in Paris who could

give you his arm in that hanseatic skin. Come,

we'll eat macaroni at Broschi's, where Rossini

goes, and sit at his table." As they walked

through the Boulevards, stared at by the pass-

ers, the assertion was well verified. Chopin

could not have walked in company with such a

coat. George Sand would have been displeased.

In those days it was distingue not to return to

Paris till very late in the fall. Chopin there-

fore could not come back, or else Sand would

not permit it. Liszt could wait for him no

longer, so he gave his card to Lenz, with the

magic words written on it: Laissez passer.—
Fr.\nz Liszt. ' 'Give that to Chopin, " he said

;

"without a laissez passer you would never see

him ; that's the way with first-class authors and

artists, we can't afford to waste our time. Go
about two o'clock to the Cite d' Orleans, where

he lives. Sand is there too, and Dantan and

Viardot ; they spend the evenings at a German
countess's

;
perhaps Chopin will take you, but

don't ask him to introduce you to Sand. He
is ^omiragevx.''

"

"He has not your courage."

"No, poor Frederic, he has not."

At last Lenz could see Chopin ; he gave the

card to the servant, who declared that Chopin

was not at home. "Give him this card and

leave the reat to me," Lenz insisted. Soon,

card in hand, Chopin appeared,—a young man
of medium size, worn looking with a languish-

ing, speaking face, and the finest Parisian dress.

He did not even motion Lenz to a seat, who
stood as if before a lord.

"What do you want? Are you a scholar of

Liszt's, an artist ?" was the unflattering ques-

tion.

"A friend of Liszt's, who desired the pleas-

ure of learning your Mazurkas under your guid-

ance, for I regard them as a literature ; some I

have already studied with Liszt." Careless

words, and too late.

"Indeed!" politely drawled Chopin. "What
do j'ou want of me, then? Play me what you

learned with Liszt. I have a few minutes to

spare, was just going out, had closed my door,

you are excused."

As thirteen years before, Lenz was in an awk-

ward situation
;
yet there was no fear of anoth-

er esaminatiou after one with Liszt, so he

opened the piano, (a Pleyel, Chopin used no

other). Chopin leaned as if fatigued upon the

instrument, looking right into his face. Lenz

but ventured a glance at him and boldly struck

into the Mazurka in B-flat major, the one for

which Liszt had given him some variations.

The Pleyel was easier than the Erard had been.

Lenz did well. Chopin obligingly whispered

:

"That trait is not yours. He showed you that.

He must put his hand on everything. Well, he

can dare to ; he plays before thousands, I before

one. That's good. I'll give you lessons twice

a week ; it will be hard for me to find three-

quarters of an hour. What are you reading?"

"Geo. Sand, and Jean Jacques first of all."

Chopin smiled. "Liszt told you to say that

;

I see you are initiated; so much the better; be

punctual. My house is a dove-cot. We shall

become better acquainted with each other. A
recommendation from Liszt means something

;

you are the first scholar he has sent me ; we are

friends, we were comrades."

Lenz went long before the appointed time

and waited. One lady after another came, be-

sides Filtsch, a wonderful boy, with whom
Chopin played. His playing lacked in physi-

cal strength, but his grace and elegance were

unattainable ; and when he indulged in any or-

nament it was always the apotheosis of taste.

Only in earlier years could Chopin have obtain-
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ed a position by the side of Liszt. Now lie

only played once a year, half in public, in a

chosen circle of his scholars and admirers,

amidst the highest society, when the tickets

were taken beforehand and distributed private-

ly.

"Do you study when the concert day comes?"

asked Lenz.

' 'I don't like the public, but it belongs to

my position. Fourteen days I shut myself up

and play Bach ; that's my preparation ; I never

practice my own compositions."

Lenz told him that his Mazurkas were Heine's

Songs on the piano.

Chopin played in an absent fashion with the

chain of his watch, which he always placed on

the instrument during the lesson, lest it should

transgress the three quarters of an hour, and

said: "Yes, you understand me; I would wil-

lingly listen to you if you would play me some-

thing for thejirst time. When you are prepar-

ed, it is no longer tha.same thing, but medio-

cre.

' 'So Liszt said, " slipped from the unfortu-

nate Lenz.

''Then I do not wonder that you think I am
right, " was the biting and bitter answer.

"Liszt said of your Mazurkas, that a new

piano of the first rank must be harnessed be-

fore each one."

"Liszt is always right. Do you think I satis-

fy myself in my Mazurkas ? Never. A couple of

times I have happened to, when I was elevated

by the feeling of the people there ; they must

hear me once a year, the rest is work. See,

there's the Valae melancoliqve; that you can't

play alive. You understand the piece well, so

I'll write you something. An autograph of

Chopin's is rare ; no letter or note would he

write. "George Sand," he said, "writes so

beautifully that no one else has a right to."

Whenever he was pleased with a scholar he

would make a cross under the particular pas-

sage with his fine-pointed pencil. When Lenz

had received two in the Nocturne in Eflat, Op.

9, ChopLu said: "Leave me at rest now; I

don't like the piece. I never give more than

three. You can't improve on it.

"

"FoM play it so beautifully that no one else

can dare to try?"

"Liszt can," said Chopin, drj-ly, and would

not play it again for Lenz. He had written

down for him little important changes in it

;

his notes were neat, clean and sharp.

As Liszt had said, Chopin took Lenz to the

German countess's one evening, telling him as

they mounted the stairs, that he must play

something, but nothing of his. "Play Weber's

Inzitatv/n." George Sand never spoke of an

introduction; that was impolite. So Lenz

seated himself near her. Chopin fluttered

about like a frightened bird in a cage ; he saw

something coming. At the first pause in the

conversation Chopin led Lenz to the piano ; he

played the Invitatwn fragmcntarily. Chopin

shook his hand in a friendly way. George

Sand kept silence. Lenz placed himself near

her again. Chopin looked anxiously at them.

"Shall you not go to Petersburg, where you

are so much read and honored ?" inquired Lenz

of Sand, in the bitterest tone.

"I shall never lower myself to a land of

slaves," was the short answer.

"After all you are right in not coming, you

might find the doors closed." (He was thinking

of the Emperor Nicholas.) George Sand gazed

at him astonished ; he looked calmly into her

great brown eyes. Chopin was not displeased,

judging by the motions of his head. Instead

of any reply. Sand rose theatrically and walked

like a man through the saloon to the blazing

fire. Lenz followed her and seated himself for

the third time near her. At last she must say

something; instead of that she drew out an

enormously thick cigar from her pocket, call-

ing: "Frederic, a fidibus." How sorry Lenz

felt for Chopin! He understood in its full

meaning Liszt's exclamation of "poor Fred-

eric!" Chopin staggered in obediently with a

Jidibus. After the first frightful cloud of

smoke. Sand deigned to address him. "In

Petersburg I could not smoke in a saloon."

"I have never seen a cigar smoked in any

saloon," he replied with emphasis and a deep

bow. Sand looked fixedly at him ; he glanced

quietly around at the fine pictures, each of

which was lighted with a special lamp. Chopin

had heard nothing.

Poor Frederic! The next day some one at

Lenz's hotel said to him: "A gentleman and

lady called. I told them you were not at home,

as you had not said that you would receive

;

the gentleman left his name, as he had no

card;" and Lenz heard: "Chopin and Mme.
George Sand. " At the following lesson Chopin

said :
' 'George Sand went with me to see you

;

what a pity you were not at home. She

thought she had been impolite to you and saw

how amiable you were; you pleased her."

From that time Lenz enjoyed special favors.

He had pleased Sand : that was a diploma.

Sand had honored him with a visit : that was

promotion.

Meyerbeer entered Lenz's room once when
Chopin was giving him his lesson. He was

not announced, for he was king. Lenz was

playing the Mazurka in C, Op. 33. "That is

two-quarter time," said Meyerbeer. Chopin

contradicted him and bade Lenz repeat the

passage, keeping time with his pencil on the

piano, his eyes glowing.

"Two quarters," said Meyerbeer, quietly.

"Three quarters," insisted Chopin, loudly,

his cheeks flushing.

"Give it to me for a ballet in my opera;

I'll show it to you then."

"It is three quarters," almost screamed

Chopin and played it himself, counting aloud,

stamping the time with his foot. He was be-

side himself. It availed nothing. Meyerbeer

would not yield, and so they parted angrily.

Poor Chopin ! he died of sadness. George

Sand speaks of him in her new book, ' 'A

Winter in the South of Europe," not by

name, but as "the artist." Though not de-

preciative, it lacks in justice, is simply full of

Parisian queerness. How could a Frencli na-

ture understand Chopin? A Sand, who could

go no further in music than: "Jouez moi quel-

qtie choge," '^Frederic, a Jidibus." The artist

was in a web, and the spider was ready. Cho-

pin's compositions open a new era on the piano,

though incurring the danger of not being un-

derstood, because they seem different on the

paper from what they do in their adequate tone-

life. As expressive of the instrument, as treat-

ment of it, they are beyond Weber's, asserting

the first place in the literature of the piano.

Tliey are not cosmic, but elegiac, lyrical. From
the standpoint of the nationality of their crea-

tor, they are ideal and immortal in the history

of the musical mind.
Kate G. Wells.

The Symphony Concerts.

(From tlie Daily Advertiser, Jan. 22).

Mr. George William Curtis in the Easy Chair
department of Harper's Monthly for February
fires a shot at Boston musical performance
which is partly deserved and partly undeserved.
It is doubtless convenient for Mr. Curtis's pur-
poses to assume that the programmes of the
Harvard symphony concerts are exclusively or

chiefly made up from the compositions of Bach.
As a matter of fact there has been but one
"number" on the whole series of programmes
this season taken from that composer's works.
Mr. Curtis represents the people who attend
classical concerts as groaning under a bondage.
They dislike the make-up of the progratames,
and apparently they dislike music in general

;

but they go because it is the fashion. We
cannot constitute ourselves judges of the mo-
tives of the Harvard audiences, and we cannot
guess how general were the confidences that
were poured into the sympathizing ear of the
Easy Chair. We presume, however, that our
concert-goers are no more and no less the slaves

of fashion than other people. Mr. Curtis

would probably admit that a real appreciation
of what is termed classical music is evidence
of a higher culture than a general liking for

music
;

just as an appreciation of the best

works of great sculptors and painters indicates

a better knowledge of art than a fondness for

paintings, good and bad alike. That there are

some people in Boston who do have a taste for

classical music cannot be doubted. That they
are infiuential enough to secure a series of ten
concerts a year, with programmes to tlieir lik-

ing, is at least an argument in favor of the
teachableness of the Boston public. If many
go, as many undoubtedly do go, merely to put
on a show of love for classical music, their

support of these concerts, even from motives
not the best, makes them pecuniarily success-

ful and secures one of the highest pleasures to

those who do enjoy them. And so long as

concerts of the highest class can be supported
there is no necessity for lowering the standard.

When "Hamlet" has a long run in New York,
we do not suppose it is because all those who
go to ttie theatre prefer Shakespearian tragedy
to the ' 'Black Crook, " but it is nevertheless a

hopeful sign for the drama when even fashion

holds people to the legitimate drama.

The Harvard Concerts.

[By George. W. Curtis in Harper's MontUy.]

It was with amazement that the Easy Chair heard

a voice say in the city of Boston as the crowd was
thronging out of Music hall after a Harvard classical

concert : "This Bach business is a fashion that has

nearly gone out 1"

"Shame !" said a severe voice ; "some of us will

stand hy the ark to the last. Don't you know that

Rubinstein will never play in a concert where
Strauss's name and music are upon the programme?"
"He is ill at those 'numhers,' I suppose," said a

sarcastic voice, emphasizing the "numbers" in de-

rision of the pedantry of musical criticism which
describes the various pieces by that word.

But another voice began to hum the Blue Danube
waltz.

"Shame, I say again," exclaimed Severity. "How
can a rational being with a soul for music profess

pleasure in the shallow tum-ti-tum tura-ti-tum of

Strauss's waltzes I Why, I remember in other

days when Kalph Yale, fresh from his musical

studies in German}', jumped up from his seat in the

parquet during Norma, and said that the tum-ti-tura

of the accompaniment would drive him mad if he

did not leave the theatre. And he departed."

"Good riddance," said the Blue Danube, intermit-

ting the humming only long enough to say it.
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"I repeat," said the first voice, firmly, "that the

Bach business is gone by. There are
^
fashions in

music, as there are in painting and architecture and

oratory and bonnets. Thanlv mercy, Bach is going

with the old pokes and the coal-scuttles."

The Easy Chair trembled as it heard such musi-

cal blaspheni)' in the very adytum of the temple. It

had been listening in the loft}' but dim and melan-

cholj' hall to the performance of a noble orchestra,

and to singing and virtuoso-playing. The audience

sat in grim propriety, and there was an occasional

sound of grave applause. But as the Easy Chair

listened to the music and watched the other listen-

ers, it became conscious of some sp'ell, as often in a

church when everybody painfully attends to the

preacher, and yet it is folly to pretend that anybody
cares for the sermon. The audience gradually be-

came a congregation engaged in unwilling worship,

and as the eyes of the observer wandered about the

hall they suddenly saw the colossal bronze statue

of the great master Beethoven standing before the

great organ. The huge figure fronting the audi-

ence with thunders upon its tremendous brow, its

hands clasped, and with an aspect of Titanic defi-

ance, suddenly became in the frightened imagina-

tion of the Easy Chair an enormous idol sternly

glaring at its worshippers, and seeming to say,

"Cease to worship at your peril
!"

Simultaneously there was a prolonged fugue

movement in the orchestra, a series of unmelodic
vanishings of sound, giving the impression of

frightened instruments escaping pell-mell In every
direction from tliat awful presence. The audience

assumed an appearance of grotesque anxiety to

placate the offended deity ; and the Easy Chair, with
imagination now seriously disordered, fancied that

the attention of the worshippers had momentarily
swerved from their devotions, and tliat, half sus-

pecting the colossus had perceived it, they now re-

doubled the grimness of their propriety, that he
might believe himself deceived.
"What thunders upon that majestic brow !" re-

marked the Easy Chair, with a sense of awe, to a
young neighbor.

"Yes, a thundering scowl," returned the J'oung
neighbor, aggressively, as if his thoughts were im-
patiently, and even indignantl}', wandering from
the solemn theme.
"How very Bach-like !" suggested the Easy Chair,

anxious to be Roman in Rome, and to recall its err-

ing neighbor.

"If 'twere only Bacchic, the subscriber would
shout hallelujah," was the astounding reply. It

was a young man evidently capable of liking the
£lue Danube waltz or of any similar sin.

The Easy Chair found itself looking furtively
about, and wondering whether there were other
scofi'ers of the same reckless character . But it lost
its breath when its young neighbor wantonly whis-
pered : "I wish those confounded fiddles would stop
wallowing and floundering in the inexpressible and
the unattainable, and play a waltz."

The instinct of the Easy Chair was to make the
sign of the cross, but after a few moments of recov-
ery it answered that it thought melody was account-
ed sacrilege and profanation in. that temple of har-
mony.

"Certainly it is," said the young neighbor, in a
tone of anguisli ; "it is absolutely forbidden. We
are not allowed to have it." Then lowering his
voice and looking apprehensively around, like a
Spaniard in the daj-s of the inquisition, or a Vene-
tian trembling before the Ten, he said in a startled
whisper: "There's one that rules us with a rod of iron.
He thinks melody is wicked ! He's all for what I

call mummied music—nothing but actual ancient
mummies or their modern imitators. A little mum-
my is well enough, but, dear anonymous stran-
ger ! mummy all the time is dreadful ! You see
how it is, we all look like mummies ourselves.
What with the rod of iron and that brazen giant
upon the platform

—

deprofmidis damavi .'"

Yetwhen the Easy Chair asked if the worship-
pers did not enjoy the worship, the young neighbor
said : "Who can tell ? They don't dare to say
whether they do or not. We are all taught to think
that this alone is music. As if there could be no
poetry except Paradise Lost ! Good ? Why, of
course 'tis the very best. But who wants the very
best all the time 1 Am I accursed if I do not al-

ways wish to read of fate, free-will, fore-knowledge
absolute ?" My stuttering friend thought that
M-M-M-M-Macaulay was a good writer, but shall
there be nothing butMacaulay? "Pooh!" said the
young neighbor, contemptuously. "Do you see
that old fellow with the pig-tail ? That's old Wax
Candles. Do you suppose he cares about Bach 1

It's the fashion to come, and he comes. If 'twere

the fashion to sit on the State-house steps he'd

piously seat himself and look as if he liked it.

Come, now, I have my theory as well as old Rod of

Iron, and my theory is that anybody who is suscep-

tible to music delights in all, as a man who has song
in his soul, and enjoys Shakespeare's sonnets, and
the Divine Corned}-, also likes Burns. I tell 3'ou,

sir, compassionate sir, if you will allow me," said

the young neighbor,—"for really I feel toward you
as the unhappy spirits in the Inferno felt toward
Dante and his guide,—I tell you that our fate is

dreadful ; and I believe that if, at the end of this

insufferable thing which sounds like a complicated

exercise, the orchestra should go off into an airy

measure, full of easy and comprehensive melody,
the congregation would be delighted."

The justification of the opinion was in the remark
overheard liy the Easy Chair that the "Bach busi-

ness is a fashion that has nearly gone out." Is it

perhaps possible that even the Harvard concerts

have been too severely classical ? Is there a tenden-

cy in the development of musical taste, as in that of

wine, to a constantly drier and drier flavor ? The
Easy Chair has sat at sumptuous tables where the

champagne was as dry as old Rhenish ; and al-

though it knew that its character of connoisseur

would be forever lost with the courteous host, it has

ventured to say : "Oh for a beaker of d'Asti !" 'Tis

a sweet foaming wine of Piedmont. When the

3*oung neighbor sighed and groaned and raged furi-

ously like the heathen at that music, it was satiety

with the dry old Bach vintage and a longing for the
sweet foaming liquor of Strauss or another.

And, indeed, as the Easy Chair reflected upon all

the voices that it heard that day, and upon the

sombre hall, yet noble with its double galleries and
lofty height, it remembered that while the massive
and grand Beethoven stands upon the platform,

high in an opposite niche is the Apollo of the Bel-

videre, smiling and graceful, springing gayly for-

ward into the hall. Shall not he also be worship-

ped in that temple of harmony ? Shall not the
strains to which all hearts beat time, and to which
all feet and canes and umbrellas would do likewise,

if it were seemly—not the "Blue Danube" only, but
all that it stands for—shall not these be heard min-
gling with the other, lest the other prove by too

great severity to be, as the first voice said, a

fashion ?

Schumann's Music.

(From the Arcadian, New York.)

It is thirty-five years since Liszt wrote in the

Gazette Muxicale the first public recognition of the
characteristics of Schumann's music, the first at

least which was satisfactory to the composer. From
thiit day to this the fame of Schumann has been
growing in Germany. It was four or five 3"ears af-

ter Liszt's praise that Chorley wrote home to Eng-
land the first tidings about Schumann which had
reached that island. He told of a preposterous
charlatan who had a style, it was true, but whose
style was only "a certain thickness freaked with
frivolity," and whom some presumptuous Germans
thought of elevating to the pedestal made vacant by
the ever-lsmentable death of Mendelssohn. In a
word this person's performances were "transcenden-

tal." That is to say, Mr. Chorley did not understand
them ; that is to say they were bad. Since then
English opinion has got the start of the majestic

Chorley. Schumann's widow has interpreted Schu-
mann's works until the English public learned to en-

dure and then to inquire. But Schumann has not
yet the comparative standing in England that he
has either in Germany or here.

The introduction of Schumann's orchestral music
in America has been wrought mainly through Ger-
man influence, and specially through the efforts of

M r. Thomas. It has come to pass now, that in all

sjTnphony concerts he has the lead of Mendelssohn.
But what was known here of his piano-forte compo-
sition up to within two or three years we owed
very largely to the enthusiasm of Mr. William Ma-
son, both by precept in his teaching and by exam-
ple in his public performances. And then came
Miss Mehlig, who played Schumann steadily, and
Miss Krebs. And now has come Rubinstein, and
played Schumann to an unprecedented extent, and
in an unprecedented way. So that now the most
characteristic piano-forte compositions of Schumann
are on ever}' dealer's shelves. It is worth inquiring

what are the characteristics of this music, thus be-

come fashionable, in the same sense in which Bach
may be said to be fashionable [?] in Boston, without
bec»ming in any proper sense popular.

In the first place this piano-forte music is prima-
rily music, and not pianism. This peculiarity dif-

ferences it at once from the work of Chopin, and
much more of Liszt, and allies it with that of Beet-
hoven. But here resemblance ceases, except that,

like Beethoven, Schumann depends entirely for ef-

fect upon the inner, that is the endogenous, devel-
opment of his idea. Beethoven works out his

themes by variations properly so called. Schu-
mann's method is different not only from this but
from the method of any other master. His themes
are detached and appear in different parts and dif-

ferent forms, acquiring strength by progress, gain-

ing at every change a new sense and a fresh mean-
ing, undergoing as a rule little or no melodic or
rhythmic change, undergoing however a variety of

harmonic or modulatory changes. In the former case

the theme itself is changed ; in the latter, it is mere-
ly put in new aspects. As half a dozen bits of glass

assume ever new appearances under the revolutions

of a kaleidoscope, so a phrase of half a dozen notes
is shown by Schumann to be capable of assuming
shapes as varied. The "Carnival" is built upon four

notes ; the six fugues on BACH also upon lour.

It is not a process of subtraction and addition, but of

analysis and synthesis. After the whole has been
almost lost by dismemberment the parts suddenly
reunite, and the climax is thus reached. Thus
comes the constant rhythmic swing which is so

strongly marked in all his compositions. The mo-
tives themselves, by their individuality of merit and
beauty, easily lend themselves to this treatment.

His aim seems to be, and the result certainly is, neat-

ness of handling, and the production of a rounded
and symmetrical total, a musical unit, homogene-
ous, every part of which is essential to the whole.
It is as an entirety, and in its entirety that the work
appears, and thus it lives in the ear and the memory
like the "Traumerei" and the "Warum."

In the essentially lyric bent of his genius Schu-
mann resembles Chopin more than any other man.
But there is in Schumann the artistic element of re-

pose, and the intellectual attribute of concentration,

which C^hojiin lacked; and he lacks the fluency which
Chopin had, and which in Chopin so often became
diffuseness. Fluency easily obtained is a snare. It

was only by a struggle for musical expression that

Schumann came to attain that classic severity which
marks his music, and to reject utterly whatever was
not essential to his end. .Schimiann's music is the

memorandum of his thought. By this sacrificial

style Schumann goes more directly at his effect,

and attains his goal nmch more quickly. Much of

Chopin's music sounds like an improvisation, and
betrays the mannerism of the executant, mingled
with or overlaying the inner thought of the musi-

cian. That is, it is primarily piano-forte music.

The musical ideas are often lost sight of in a laby-

rinth of "piano-forte passages," thrown in as such
;

they are intellectually disconnected from the main
subject—that is, he rambles. Schumann never ram-
bles in this way. This seems strange, at first sight,

since Chopin seems to take pains to reveal his

thought and to blazon forth his passion, and Schu-

mann to veil his. It is disguised by every artifice

of form—transposition, putting the motive as ac-

companiment, making it do every sort of menial
duty, and appear in all manner of disguises and
transformations. But Chopin's music, though al-

ways pleasing and even delightful and musically

—

that is, sensuously—an unit, is logically fragmen-
tary. Schumann, though often abrupt, and to the

unaccustomed sense at times fragmentary, is never
so logically. Chopin often loses his idea in his mu-
sic ; Schumann never. The one is the servant, the

other the master of his genius. There is always to

be got from Schumann's work the impression of in-

tellectual power rigorously devoted to attaining a

definite end, to the attainment of which everything
is subordinated. His music is more homogeneous
than Chopin's, and consequently purer. And the

effect of it is healthier, because it is more concise

and stronger by concentration and rejection. In

Chopin you feel that the inspiration is throughout
aesthetically high, and that the result cannot be oth-

er than beautiful. But in all the maturer works of

Schumann you have a dearer impression of the in-

dividual "thing of beauty," which you feel is to

grow upon rehearing, to be recaUed as a unit, and
so to become a joy forever.

The "Songs Without Words" of Mendelssohn
come in for comparison very fairly, since they cor-

respond, in length and in purpose, to a great part of

Schumann's piano-forte compositions. Compare
them, and see how weak Mendelssohn is where
Schumann is so strong. The themes of the "Lie-

der" are tame, and the treatment flat, monotonous,
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and mentally and contrapnntally commonplace by
comparison. The theme is a simple flowing melody
uppermost throughout, and with a uniform accom-

paniment. How different the many-sidedness of the

shortest composition of Schumann ! The first bar

of "Waruni" rouses attention, and as it goes on, the

melod}- weaving in and out of itself, different parts

of it sounding at once, with the throbbing synco-

pated accompaniments now below and now above

the struggling theme,—how unique is the effect !

How strange and how suggestive are the modula-

tions which bring into such strong relief the focal

points of the struggle, and lead in again the simple

melody, now peaceful and tranquil, because tranquil-

ized by treatment ! The "Songs without AVords"

appear in the comparison the common language of

a polished man and scholar. "Warum" and its

kindred productions are the passionate utterances of

an inspired poet.

Schumann's study of older composers, and partic-

ularly of Bach, is apparent enough. But, although

polyphonic in the highest degree, the polyphony of

Schumann is of an entirelj' original mould. There

is no trace of pedantry, but the aroma of poetry in

all his work. He has acquired the old science, but

he has utilized it for his own purposes. His treat-

ment of his Canii Fermi, essentially and iesthetical-

Iv, is like no other. Like all good music, the worth

of his appeals to the eye, as well as to the ear, and

is discernible upon ocular study. No music of which

this is not true can be possessed of remarkable in-

tellectual merit. But in sensuous effect, it does not

belie nor fall below the ocular impression. It is

pure music, it grows upon hearing and rehearing,

and the jesthetic beauty of it is in no whit inferior

to the intellectual strength it displays, whatever

has been said or may be said to the contrary. The
native vigor of it carries it successfull3- throCigh the

dangerous ordeal of transcription. The Romanze
and Scherzo, from the D-minor symphony, tran-

scribed for organ or piano, is unequalled in effective-

ness by any similar transcription from the sym-
phonic works of Beethoven. Schumann is more
purely musical even than an}' of his contemporaries,

and more akin in this to the old masters, of whom,
for spontaneity, Mozart must be reckoned first. His

work is an Idealization in sounds of the impressions

produced in him by every-day scenes and charac-

ters. Intensely subjective, his pieces are speci-

mens of pure musical thought, disengaged from all

disturbing influences and working from within out-

wards, by exclusion of everything foreign to the

thought. They are musical problems, for the solu-

tion of which everything in them must be reckoned.

The manner, like the matter, is enigmatic, but car-

rying its own solution, awakening interest, and
holding it and gratifying it.

But it is impossible that such music should ever

become popular concert music. Neither Rubinstein

nor any other pianist can make it available in that

direction. Such a use is forbidden by the nature of

the music itself There is no virtuosity in it.

Schumann's climaxes and effects are for the inner

rather than the outer car. He prefers to startle the

mind of the player or listener rather than either to

dazzle the eye or smite the ear. Chopin's music is

not so good for concert purposes as Liszt's, and
Schumann's is less available than either, being more
purely intellectual and essential music, and possess-

ing absolute!}' none of the elements of edat.

But for meditative playing and practice, as parlor

and chamber music, Schumann's music is perfect

;

cast less in the archaic mould than Beethoven's

;

more intensely lyrical even than Chopin's, in that

it employs more exclusively the singing and sym-
pathetic part of the piano, the centre, and rarely in-

vades either extreme of the ke3'board, and having
here, also, the advantage of Beethoven, who accept-

ed the traditional virtuoso use of the instrument

;

depending entirely for its effect upon the intricate

involatioD of musical ideas. It has come to be val-

ued aa such by many musicians, and it will grow
soon to include the whole "of its "audience, fit

though few." For range and versatility, Schu-
mann yields to many men ; for intellectual grasp
and depth of passion, to none. In its own sphere,

his piano music is cla3.sic in the full and exact sense
;

the best of its kind, It is invaluable to musicians
who wish to stimulate invention by contact with a
strong and original mind, and to follow a guide
through a gold mine almost unexplored. Standing
on the intellectual and aisthetic level of Beethoven,
ScbomanD, as he is revealed in liis pianoforte com-
positions, overlooks a long line of contemporaries,
oeginning with Mendelssohn and Chopin, and end-
ing with Gottschalk. c. B. s.

gliisinil Cnrrjsponbtntt.

Chicago, Jan. 22.—As you have had an experi-

ence of fire in Boston you know that it is not on the

whole an advantage to musical interests. The

times have been dull here this winter and in no way

more so than in music. AVe had Rubinstein for

one blessed week, and that was good. The present

writer is one who would not undertake to criticize

that great artist. Suffice it to say that such a series

of programmes of the very best pianoforte music, so

played, is an experience to be remembered as long

as this rural breast shall beat with enthusiasm for

music.

Our Oratorio Society, under Mr. Butterfield's di.

rection, have been "pottering along" all winter on

one or two choruses from "Naaman." They had

their first entertainment of the season, a combined

lecture and concert (an artistic mermaid) cooked up

for last Thursday evening in the First Congregation-

al Church. This was the most beautiful Protestant

church in the city, and had a seating capacity of

about 2500. About seven o'clock in the evening

fire was discovered near one of the furnaces, and

within two or three hours only walls and ashes re-

mained to tell the tale. The trustees had been

wiser than the children of light sometimes are, and

had laid up a certain amount of treasure in the in-

surance offices, from which about §115,000 will be

forth-coming, and this will probably be enough to

replace the building. The organ was a beauty and

has gone up to see Elijah, where it is to be hoped

it will learn better than to play the 3fiserere from

"Trovatore" in church—a trick it has been guilty of

more than once during its mortal life.

The Oratorio Society lose all their books again.

'Was ever such fortune ? Still they are out with a

promise of the entertainment this week. Mr. But-

terfield, the leader, lost about one hundred copies of

the "Chorus Wreath" which were loaned to the

Society. The minister saved his library or the

most of it. The society will worship over the way

with a small Presbyterian society,—the first time I

ever saw a quart put into a pint cuji.

We have also had a feeble week of English

Opera with the charming Mrs. Seguin and piquani e

Rose Hers^e, but I did not attend and know only by

general report that the ensemble was what they used

to call in the country, "Small potatoes and few in a

hill
!"

But if musical performances have diminished, the

business of selling music has increased. Before the

fire the most of the business of music and music

books was done by Root & Cady and Lj'on & Healy.

These sold about $500,000 per year of sheet music

and music books alone. After the fire Root <t Cady

sold their large but somewhat passS catalogue to

Messrs. Brainard and John Church & Co., and this

temporaril}' put a stop to the career of Chicago as a

music manufacturing centre. After a year of hard

work Root & Cady have been obliged to succumb

and have gone into bankruptcy. Messrs. Geo. F.

Root (fe Sons have a small store far up on Wabash

Avenue, and talk of buj'ing the old Root & Cady

stock and occupying their stand at the corner of

Van Buren St. and Wabash. They have a very

good trade, and represent the strong houses of

Church and the Brainards. This firm is lucky

enough to have a popular author of its own, and the

way they are making books since the fire is no end

of a wonder to me. Two of the partners of Root

<t Cady have formed a new firm by name of Root <fe

Lewis, and have a atore on State Street near Van
Buren, where they sell general musical merchandize

and the Weber piano. About the only publishing

now done here is by Messrs. F. S. Chandler & Co.,

a small firm having a place on Wabash Avenue near

20th street. Another new firm is that of T. J. El-

more & Co., who have a sheet music store on Van
Buren St. near Wabash Av. The "Co" is Mr,

Newell, an experienced sheet music salesman, and

they expect to keep a well-selected stock. Mr. J.

A. Butterfield has also a small publishing business

on West Madison St., dealing chiefly in his own
songs, one of which ("When you and I were young,

Maggie") has reached a sale of nearly 125,000 copies.

The other piano dealers came out of the fire all

right, and are now again in full tide of business.

They are Messrs. W. W. Kimball, J. Bauer it Co.,

and A. Reed & Sons. The Mason & Hamlin Organ

Co. have opened a store of their own here, as their

Chicago trade is larger than that in New York.

But by all odds the most complete house here is

that of Lyon and Healy. They have a large store

at the corner of State and Monroe streets, conveni-

ent to Madison Street, the great thoroughfare of the

West Side with its 214,000 people, and opposite

Potter Palmer's great hotel. They carry a large

stock of sheet music both American and Foreign,

and a full line of Ditson ifc Co's musical publications

and general musical merchandise. Their store occu-

pies five floors. The first is in L form, running

round the corner, about 30 feet wide by 150 ft. deep

in the main part, and 60 feet in the short arm of the

L. This floor is devoted to sheet music, organs,

and the office of the firm. The ceiling is high,

about 20 ft.,and the store is furnished throughout in

a plain and business-like manner. One misses en-

tirely the beautifully carved panels of their old of-

fice on Wabash Avenue, The basement floor is de-

voted to books and packing. Here one will find a

stock of five or six thousand Richardson's New
Method, about half a cord of Reed Organ books, a

large stock of the "Standard" and other new things,

and a few bushels of every Oratorio published by

Ditson <fe Co.

The second floor is about 60 by 150 ft., and is de-

voted to pianos and organs. It is finished in three

rooms, one for upright pianos, one for squares and

grands, and one for organs. The piano, of course,

is the Steinway, and this department of the busi-

ness is Smith and Nixon's.

This piano trade is very large, reaching some-

thing like -SSOO.OOO a year. They sold in Decem-

ber 72 pianos, of which 39 were uprigM pianos, be

sides many squares and a few grands.

On the next floor is the general merchandise, the

imported goods of all sorts, violins, strings, etc., and

above this the ro{)air shop.

Taken all in all this is the most complete and

convenient music store I happen to be acquainted

with east or west, and as it is a business that has

been built up by rare talent and enterprise, I

thought it not unworthy a place in your artistic

record. The appetite of this great W est for musi-

cal goods is vast and steadily increasing, and I am
glad to be able to state that the sale of better music

is improving 3'ear by j'ear. For all which no one

is more thankful than Der Fbeyschuetz.

PuiLADELriiiA, Jan. 10.—Last Saturday afternoon

Mr. WoLFSonN gave the fifth of his delightful series

of matinees at Horticultural Hall. Raffs "Forest"

was the Symphony of the day, and a noble work it

is. With Beethoven's "Pastoral" as a model, the

genius and active talent of Raff have wrought into

form this valuable contribution to the "noble army"

of Symphonies, and well up in the line must its

place be. The opening movement, "Day" (Allegro)

is somewhat too rich in themes, but the manner in

which they are wielded into massive unity is truly

wonderful. The "Twilight" movement (Largo) is

tenderly delicate ; and the fourth movement
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"Night," maj"^ best be defined as a faithful sequel to

"Twilight."

The final part of this movement ; "Entrance and

departure of the Wild Huntsmen," and "Daybreak,"

is not so pleasing as the former portions of the work,

the themes being few and too long drawn out.

The orchestra and the conductor are to be sin-

cerely congratulated upon the manner in which this

work was presented,—carefully, precisely and in-

telligently, the only slight spots on the performance

being due to individual shortcomings in the orches-

tra.

Jan. 1 7.—Last Saturday afternoon Mr. Wolfsohn's

sixth orchestral matinee was given. The pro-

gramme comprised Mozart's D-major Symphony;
Leonore Overture, No. 3 ; and a Miss Riv6 perform-

ed Liszt's Rhapsodic Hongroise with great taste and

force.

On Tuesday, the 14th, we were gratified by the

re-appearance of the Rubinsteim Troupe, which

dropped us two more concerts in their southern

flight. The programme on the first evening was

full of attractions. Rubinstein gave his second Con-

certo, a much more pleasing work on a first hearing

than the one he gave here at one of-his previous

concerts. As to the performance it was" of course

perfection in the piano part, and wonderfully good

for the orchestra. In the second movement they are

particularly good. * The orchestration of this com-

position is most graceful and elegant ; the frequent

appearance of the reeds, and a lovely passage for

strings alone in the second movement, being the

most striking characteristics which now occur to

me.

In part second Rubinstein appeared with a clus-

ter of brilliants : a Nocturne by Field ; a. Capriccio

of Mendelssohn; the Schubert Minuet which he
gave once before ; and Liszt's Vahe des Soirees de

Viemie ; each differing from its predecessor and all

perfect in presentation. His last gift to us in this

programme was a group of Chopin's pieces ; viz

:

Fantasie in A flat, Noelurne in D flat, and an Elude.

Wieniawski contributed Vieuxtemps' 6th Concer-
to

;
but while exquisite purity of tone was combined

with finish and clearness to make the perform-
ance delightful, yet the master power with which
Vieuxtemps gives it was wanting on the present oc-

casion. In the second part he played his impres-

sive "Faust" Fantasia. Gounod's creation seemed
a thousand times more lovely when wafted from the

magic strings of AVieuiawski's violin. In response
to the roars of applause he replied with the "Carni-
val of Venice." The Orchestra under Mr. Wolf-
sohn gave "Oberon," and the "Marriage of Fio-aro"

Overture with pleasing eff'ect. The lady singers

acquitted themselves as usual.

I append the programme for the second concert

:

Overture: "FideUo" Orchestra.
"Concertstueck ' Weber.

Rubinstein.
The Violet Mozart.
Ruck Kuck

Mme. Liebhart.
Concerto for Violin, 1st movement Beethoven.

Wieniawski.
"A'PTiy ?" "Bird as Prophet" Schumann.
"Traunieswirren" *(

TurMsh March '.Beethoven.
Erl Iving Schubert.

Rubinstein.
La Zingara Hme. Ormenv.
Legende. Airs Russe Wieniawski.
Gitam Gondola Liszt
Scherzo ... .'.V.'. Mendelssohn;
Barcarole, (5) Rubinstein.
Etude (i

Rubinstein.
March. "Midsummer Night's Dream Orchestra.

To criticize such performers, such master artists

as these two, who is competent? What is the
standard of excellence by which they are to be
prized ? If Anton Rubinstein be indeed "the great-
est living pianist," then he must be the standard of

excellence, and of course above criticism. [?] With

Wieniawski the case is different, for there are many
able connoisseurs who emphatically declare Vieux-

temps as his senior in excellence. I am not of them \

but so long as any exist who hold to the former

opinion, then it is, by my rule, theirs to criticize

now and mine when Vieuxtemps may come.

When little peculiarities arise to our notice in

their performances, as they must do, then may we
mark them as they touch our inmost soul—gently

and soothingly or jarringly and fretfully. For in-

stance, it is one of the peculiarities of Rubinstein to

piay the rapid passages with too vigorous a speed.

That is, it strikes me so ; but I have voted him su-

premacy as an artist ; then I rebel, or at least am
guilty of inconsistency when I detract one iota of

his attributes. In other words I am wrong in my
judgment as to the rapidity of the execution ; my
own idea was not strong.

On Wednesday next Theodore Thomas and his

Orchestra return for four performances. To-morrow

afternoon Mr. Wolfsohn's seventh matinee takes

place, and in the evening Mr. Jarvis gives his fourth

soiree at Chickering Hall, The Handel <fe Haydn
are to give, shortly, the "Creation," with Mrs. West,

Mr. Simpson, and Mr. A. R. Taylor in the solo

parts. Eustace.

New York, Feb. 4.—-The programme of Thomas's

fourth Symphony concert, at Steinway Hall last

Saturday evening, began with Schumann's "Co-

logne" Symphony in E flat. No. 3, op. 97, which

was rendered in a style that could not fail to satisfy

the most critical. With such treatment, Schumann's

music bids fair to obtain the recognition which it

deserves and, perhaps, would have had ere this but

for the fact that most of our orchestras are incapa-

ble of interpreting the composer's language with

clearness. Two weeks ago the Symphony in C,

which is generally considered as Schumann's great-

est work, was performed by the N. Y. Philharmonic

Orchestra, and I believed then that the lack of in-

terest manifested by the audience was more than

half owing to the badness of the performance. A£
the Thomas concert, the "Cologne" Symphony ex-

cited a lively interest, and the audience called for a

repetition of the beautiful Allegretto, which however

Mr. Thomas wisely declined to accord. I may as

well state, also, that a young man and a young wo-

man who sat in the next row back of me refrained

fi-om loud conversation during the Andante, thus

giving me nearly five minutes uninterrupted enjoy-

ment of the music, for which delicate consideration

I desire publicly to express my thanks.

Second on the programe was Chopin's Concerto,

No. 2, in F minor, for piano and orchestra, with Miss

Anxa Meiilig at the piano. Comparing her per-

formance with that of Mr. Mills, who played the

same composition at the Academy of 6, usic, two
weeks ago, I find far more warmth and poetry in

her rendering than in his, but less ease and elegance

of finish. Her interpretation of the first movement
was too labored to be thoroughly enjoyed, and, al-

though the Larghett* was beautifully played, her

performance of the Concerto must be regarded as

less artistic than that of Mr. Mills, The general ef-

fect of the Concerto as played by Miss Mehlig was,

however, better than when it was played by Mr.

Mills ; for he was hampered and harassed by a

wretched orchestral "accompaniment," (if it can be

so called when the instruments are .half a bar be-

hind the piano), whereas she was aided and sus-

tained by the orchestra, according to the composer's

intention.

Part Second began with the Coriolanus overture,

which cannot be heard too often ; and then, in

strange contrast came Liszt's Sj-mphonic Poem

:

"Orpheus." An attempt was made to elucidate this

piece by printing the composer's preface in the pro-

gramme ; but as this only serves to involve the

hearer in greater uncertainty, I am forced to give it

up as "one of those things that no fellow can find

find out." The printed description of the "Vorspiel

zu die Meistersinger," which ended the concert, was

really useful, and explained the music so well that I

copy it.

Instead of the ideal and ethereal character so promi-
nent in the broad sweeping undulations of the introduc-
tion to Lohengrin, we are confronted in "Die Meistersing-
er" with striking antitheses and bold combinations, over-
running with sparkling humor suggestive of tlie cheerful
turmoil of a real Geniian holiday festival. AVe see too
the worthy citizens of Nuremberg following in proces-
sion the banner of King David. In front towers the lofty
form of Hans Sachs. His songs of cheerful greeting re-
sound from the lijis of the happy and jubilant populace.
Nor does the song of love remain long silent. Eva, the
goldsmith's daughter, and knight Waiter seek and find
each other in the throng only to be separated by the bois-
terorrs and mischievous boys led by David, a jolly pupil
of Hans Sachs. But the latter hears and recognizes their
love songs, comes to the assistance of Walter and leads
him to his fair one, gi^ang them the place of honor at his
side. Then again the air is rent with joyful shouts of
greeting from the populace and the song of love re-echoes
the feeling of exiUtation and good humor.

a. a. c.

Brooklyn, Jan. 31.—Having observed a para-

graph in one of our Dailies, stating that Brooklyn is

the home of the oldest organist in America, Mr. S.

P. Taylor, I sought out his residence and made his

acquaintance recentlj*. Ninetj'-four numbers the

years of his life, yet I found him in possession of

his faculties to a remarkable extent. His memory
of persons and of events, late, as well as earlj', is

clear and accurate.

He was born in London, where his father was a

clergyman. His musical instructors were Whitaker

and Dr. Russell. He was on intimate terms with all

the leading organists of London of seventy years

ago, and being often called upon by them as tempo-

rary supply, early became familiar with the best

instruments then known. He spoke of one organ

which had three open diapasons, a remarkable fea-

ture at that period. "I am told" said he, "that some
organs built of late have no stopped diapason. A
builder or organist who approves of that omission,

does not understand the first and most important

use of that stop, which is to assist the open diapa-

son to a quick response to the touch."

He heard Mad, Mara sing at a Lenten perform-

ance of the Messiah in Drury Lane, when she was
eighty-six years old. He doubted if there was a

dry ej'e in the house at the conclusion of her ren-

dering of "He was despised."

If I remember rightly, he came to America dur-

ing or about the time of the war of 1812, At any

rate he was organist at St. Paul's (in Broadway, N.

Y., just above Trinity church) in 1814, in which

year he gave a musical performance there, a copy

of the programme of which he showed me. I re-

member the name of X r. Incledon solo vocalist, and

also that of Mr. Gillingham, orchestral conductor,

and who was the father of Mrs. Emma Gillingham

Bostwick. Chanting was unknown in New York, if

not in America, as a part of the Episcopal church

service, until Mr. Taylor introduced it. At first it

was har.shly condemned by the clergy, with the ex-

ception of a few who had heard it in England.

About the year 1820 he went to Boston to reside,

where for four or five 3'ears he was organist at the

"West church," then under the pastoral care of Dr.

Lowell. In 1826 he«as organist at the Old South.

He was much moved at the information that it is to

be no longer used for religious purposes. While

organist there he was giving music lessons to the

daughter of the then Mayor, Josiah Quincy.

Meeting his Honor at home one day, he suggest-

ed to him the propriety of having some vocal music

along with the other exercises.at the then approach-

ing semi-centennial anniversary of the Declaration

of Independence. The thought was a novel one to

the Mayor. "But," said he, "I never talk of muni-

cipal matters in my house ; come down to my of-
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fice." The result of the conference was an adoption

of an
"Okder of Services."

a copy of which lies before me, bearing the imprint

of True and Green, and which I in part transcribe.

1. Voluntary and grand military introduction.

2. Solo and chorus. Stevenson. "Go forth to the

mount." (words entire). 3. Prayer. 4. Solo.

Haydn. In thee Lord mas our defence ! (words

entire). Cho.

Sitiff his conquest"^. Immortal "Washington,

Sing his conquests, Victorious Washington.

He our mighty foes o'erlhrew.

Ten ihousaiidpraises ara his due-

(an adaptation evidently of "Victorious David)." 5.

Oration by Hon. Josiah Quincj'. 6. Trio. Handel.

"Disdainful of danger." Cho. Haydn. "Hallelujah to

the God of Israel."

Mr. Taylor remembers his debates with the

musical ones of the time, who, though they belong-

ed to the Handel <fe IIa3-dn Society, could see no

good in the music of the first named. He told them

they liked Ha5-dn because they could sing him

:

they disliked Handel because tliey could not sing

him. "Xow," said he to them, "which like you

best, roast beef, or roast veal ?" ""Why, we like

both." "Just so exactl}'. Now the difference be-

tween Handel and Haydn is this : Handel wrote,

making the voices express the words ; Haydn wrote

making the violins do that dutj-."

While in Boston he compiled a book of organ in-

structions, published by Badger. He found the

purchaser for the first piano-forte made by Jonas

Chickering, after he broke with Osborn and set up

for himself. He gave harmonj- lessons by mail to

the late Dr. Lowell Mason, then in Savannah, He
spoke of the late Mr. Haj-ter as having done much

to give Boston a liking for Handel. His last pub-

lic appearance at the organ was in Trinity Church,

N. T., when a few j'ears ago tlie chancel organ was

opened.

In its proper place I omitted a reflection which I

will make here. It was a singular coincidence that

the musicjan that fiftieth anniversary of American

Independence should be conducted by an English-

man, and in the very city and ivithin the very walls

around which cluster so many Revolutionary mem-

ories.

Should you agree with me that such a life and

such services are worthv of passing recognition,

even though it be but this mere mention, what I

i have written is at your service. w. t.

glDigjjt's loitnral of Sliisit.
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Matinees.

MESSTI.S. Hroo Leonard and Jni^ius Ercii-

BERG had a most successful opening of their

fortnightly series of six matinGes of classical

piano and concerteii music on Friday, Jan. 31,

at the Wcsleyan Hall (TBromfield Street), which

was entirely filled with ^le best kind of audi-

ence. 'Will not a more spacious room be need-

ed ? The programme, choice in each particu-

lar, and of just the right length to be enjoyed

without a feeling of satiety, was as follows:

Trio, C minor, op. 66 Kendelssohn.
For Piano, Violin and Violoncello.

Allegro energico e con fuocj, Andante eapressivo,
Scherzo, Finale.

Hago Leonhard, .luliuo Eichl>erg and Wulf Fries.
a. Etude C Hbarp minor, op. 25, No. 7 Chopin.
b. Capriccio op. 3.3, E maior MendelSHOhn.

Hugo L«onhard.
Quintet, in E flat major, op. 44 Schumann.

for Piano, 2 violins, Viola and 'Cello.

Allegro brillante, in modo d'una Marcia, Scherzo,
AUeprn ma non troppo.

Messrs. Leonhard, Eichherq:, Mullaly, D. H. Sucic,
and Wulf Fries.

That Trio and that Quintet carried us back

twenty years, to the very first concerts in this

city of our townsman Otto Dresel, in the win-

ter of 1852-3. For he it was who introduced

them both to our acquaintance. The latter he

played twice that season : fir-st with the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club, and a few weeks later

in a concert of his own. It was in that memo-
rable upper loft,—hall it could not be called,

—just opposite the Tremont House. And how
many choice creations, which have ever since

been favorites in all our chamber concerts, first

revealed their beauty here to the small knot of

listeners in that "upper chamber!" From
these evenings we date the first impressions also

of the otJier Mendelssohn Trio ; the Bach Con-

certo in D minor for three pianos (Jaell, Schar-

feuberg and Dresel) ; a four-hand Sonata by

Hummel ; another by Moscheles ; Hummel's

Septet (with Scharfenberg for pianist, Zerrahn,

flute, Bergmann, 'cello, &c., &c.); several

Beethoven Sonatas, both with. violin and solo;

numerous piano works of Bach, Schubert,

Mendelssohn, Chopin; and the very first taste

of the Franz songs, a dozen of them perhaps,

sung by Miss Caroline Lehmaun, as well as sev-

eral by Schubert and by Schumann—all at that

time new to us. So when we heard the Men-

delssohn Trio and the Schumann Quintet play-

ed so admirably this time, we seemed to feel

the present and the long past experience blend-

ed into one.

Certainly this time the Trio had all the fire

and energy in the Allegro, all the expression in

the Andante with its broad nine-eighths

rhythm, all the fairy lightness in the Scherzo,

and all the stirring full-chord choral grandeur

in the Finale, that one could desire. The only

drawback seemed due to the ball itself, which

gave a certain thickness, overfuUness without

musical intensity, to the tones of the piano in

strong passages. This w^is in a great measure

obviated by Mr. Leonhard in his solos, where

the tone was skilfully and delicately humored,

with that fine tact which he possesses. The

two pieces were happily contrasted ; that seri-

ous, romantic, mystical, profoundly sad and

tender Etude of Chopin, opening with a mus-

ing jjhrase of recitative in the bass, the whole

expressed with truest feeling,—and the fresh,

buoyant, rajiid, healthful Mendelssohn Capric-

cio, which was new to us, and of which the

unflagging, even movement was kept up as

one would like to keep up one of the happy

moods vouchsafed to all of us at times.

The wonderful Quintet by Schumann we have

seen mentioned more than once during the past

week as a work seldom heard in Boston. Too

seldom heard no doubt ; but since the period

above alluded to, it was again played twice by

the same parties in 1850; and since that time

has reappeared about as often as most of the

important compositions of its class,—and it was

played in the concerts of these same gentlemen,

at Mechanics' Hall, last winter. And always

does it make a great impression. Few works

are so exciting from the beginning to the end.

It is all strong, clear, glowing, full of fire

;

nothing uncertain, patched up in its plan ; no

groping and sti-uggling through chaotic vague-

ness of purpose ; the spark comes, and the light,

at every stroke ; the climax never disappoints.

The tremendous energy and brilliancy of the fir.st

and last movements is only just enough relieved

by the protracted, ever new, imaginative vari-

ation of the funeral march, which seems to

solemnize the obsequies of no person, but just

to keep time to the whole mournful story of the

night side of human life and history in general.

On the part of all the artists it was capitally

rendered; Mr. Eichberg's violin has rarely

sounded better.

Of the next matinge, Feb. 14, the concerted

pieces will be : the Trio in D minor by Schu-

mann ; Concerto for two violins, by Bach ; and

a Sonata of Beethoven for piano and violin, in

G, op. 30,^0.3. For piano solos : "a Hebrew
Melody" arranged by Franz, and several of

Chopin's Preludes.

Mmb. Eeminia Rudeksdobff's three mati-

n6es, at Mechanics' Hall are concluded. They
increased in interest as they went on. The
programme of the second, Jan. 21, was this :

*Trio. No. 12. Eflat Haydn.
Miss Mary Underwood, Miss Ttierese Liebe and

Mr. Rudolph Hennig.
*Aria. "With trembling steps." J. S. Bach.

Miss Alice Fairman.
Violin obbligato ; Mis^Therese Liebe.

Pianoforte Solo. Transcription of "Wagner's Spin-
nelied Liszt.

Miss Mary Underwood.
Songs. Canzonet. "She' never told her love."Haydn.

Allegro. "Vanne sorella ingrata"... Handel.
From the Opera [Radamisto.]

Lied. "Horch, horch die Lerch"— Schubert.
Mnie. Erminia Rudersdorff.

*Song. "Love sounds th' alarm." [Acis and Gala-
tea] Handel.

Nelson Varley.

Duet. "Mira la bianca luna" Rossini.
Mme. Rudersdoiif and Mr. Varley.

Cradle Song. "Peacefully slumber".. A. Randegger.
Alice FaiiTiian.

Violoncello obbligato : Rudolph Hennig.
Violin Soli.

*a Adagie from the G minor Sonata— Tartini.
*b Scherzo Bazzinl.

Therese Liebe.
Songs, a. ''Hark how still" Franz.

b. "While larks witli little wings" "
Nelson Varley.

Part Song. "The sea hath its pearls" Pinsuti.
Mme. RudersdorfT, Miss Fairmann, Messrs. Varley

and H. R. White.
At the Pianoforte, Mr. Apthorp.

The Haydn Trio, charmingly fresh and pure, was

one of the new old things worth knowing. No
question whether that were "music," could arise in

any mind ;—a question which seems never to get

settled with regard to most of the productions of the

present day. It was quite well rendered, charming-

ly on the part of Miss Liebe and Mr. Hennig, clear-

ly, strong]}', but somewhat too heavily, on that of

the jiianist ; nor was that young lady, earnest and

devoted as she is, quite in her best mood for Liszt's

difficult transcription. Of the violin solos, the Ada-

gio by Tartini was a truly lovely strain of noble and

sustained eantahile out of a sincere period of music.

Next to Bach and Handel, those old violin masters,

—and they are quite as genuine, if more limited

—

seem to have had the best of it. What more worthy

or rewarding task (artistically) than to revive their

works for souls and senses jaded by so much of mod-

ern sentimentalism and mere striving for effect 1

The truly musical young lady plaj'od it with pure

style and truth of feeling. The Scherzo by Bazzinl

was a bright and happy bit of virtuosity. The fee-

bleness of tone complained of in her Music Hall

performance is no longer felt.

Mine. llupERSDOiiFK had the accommodating and

refined accompaniment of Mr. Lang in her triplet of

songs. Haydn's beautiful and touching Canzonet

was a welcome revival of what was once one of the

cherislied musical household blessings, and was sung

with great expression. The Handel Allegro, a mag-

nificent outburst cl indignant passion,—one of the
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Arias unearthed from his Italian Opera scores by

Franz,—a swift, devouring flame of passion, was

given with tremendous, thrilling energy. Schu-

bert's Shakespeare song: "Hark, the Lark!",—

a

perfect musical expression of the ecstatic spirit of

the words,—would have sounded better in English
;

"arise ! arise !" rings clearer than "steK auf!" The

reason for singing it in German was, that the Ger-

man version has an added stanza ;
would not the

same end have been better answered by repeating it

in the original ? It was a rather childish English

ballad with which Madame responded to the encore

with winning heartiness of manner, accompanying

herself with a musical, true touch on the piano.

The Bach Aria ; "With trembling steps," from

one of the church Cantatas, arranged by Franz,

—

there's "melody" for you, and "richness !"— was

sung in a rich, large, i-ympathetic voice, and with a

right conception, if not with quite warmth enough

by Miss Fair.man, and the accompanying violin ob-

ligato was beautifully playCti by Miss Liebe
;
not

altogether so the pianoforte part, which, leaving out

that prominent and golden thread inwoven in the

Franz accompaniment, gave only what was left of

the harmonic texture, without the unity tlie part

should have in Itself ; and that too in a manner not

most reassuring to the singer. Nevertheless this

Aria was one of the things the most enjoyed that af-

ternoon. The "Cradle Song," by Randegger, of a

more common sentimental order, suited Miss Fair-

man's voice, whose singing it is a luxury to listen

to in whatever melody she feels at home in.

Mr. Varley sang his way into still new favor by

his heroic, ringing, musically sweet and clear deliv-

ery of the air from Ads and Galatea. Phrasing and

declamation were admirable; vocalization likewise;

and the strong high tones came out clear and satis-

factory. In the songs by Franz the singer is not yet

so well at home. The Rossini Duet went charming-

ly. The Italian Pinsuti part-song might have come

from English Glee-man Dr. Calcott.

The third Matinee, on Tuesday of this week,

offered the following programme

:

Quartet. No. l,inr, op. 18 Beethoven.
Therese Liebe and Mendelssohn Quintet Club.

*Aria. "Del mio dolce ardor" Stradella.
Alice Fairman.

*Sceua ed jVria. "Bella niiafiamma, addio". Mozart.
Nelson Varley.

Pianoforte Solo. "FastnacIitsScbwank."Schumann,
Man,' Underwood.

Aria. "CrucifLxus,""Messe Solennelle Rossini.
[Cabinet Organ obligate.]
Mme. Erniinia Rudersdoi"ff

.

Duet. "Fuor d'periglio," from the opera "Flori-
dante" Handel.

Mme. Rudersdorff and Mr. Varley.
!&. *Tristesse Hauser.

Violin Soli. ? b. Serenade Haydn.
( c. *Bourree Handel.

Therese Liebe.
Song. "The Requital" Blumenthal.

Nelson Varley.
Lieder.

a. AVenn drueben die Glocken klingen Franz.
b. SuleUca [op. 571 Mendelssohn.

Mme. Rudersdorff.
Solo for Contralto. "The Naiad," [by desire].

Aiiton Rubinstein.
With accompaniment of Female Voices,

Alice Fairman.

The Fraulein Lilbe (who looked as if she might

be a relation of the Violin), led the Beethoven

Quartet with precision, spirit and expression in the

first three movements, her intonation being very

pure and phrasing excellent, and her collocutors,

Messrs. Schultze, Ryan and Hexnig were of course

quite equal to their parts in the melodic conversation.

But by the beginning of the Finale, which is a try-

ing piece, she showed too clear signs of fatigue,

having been ill for several days. The Aria by
Stradella, (new to us) is a rich strain of noble,

heartfelt melody, and was sung by Miss Fairman in

a style absolutely enjoyable, every tone being both
large and purely musical in quality. We had never
heard her to so great advantage.

Another of the Mozart Concert Arias for the first

time ! Mozart composed it for a Soprano, Mme.

Dnscheck, who was obliged to lock him up in a gar-

den house before he could be induced to write it out

;

and when it was done he refused to give it to her

unless she sang it all correctly at first sight. A
pretty severe test for a singer, since there are

sequences in it in wide chromatic intervals that do

not sing ihemsdvcs. The words, however, are those

of a despairing lover about to die at the bidding of

a cold mistress, and therefore natural to a male voice.

Mr. Varley gave the recitative with fine expression,

but labored too perceptibly through some of the

perplexing passages. Yet it is a very noble Scena,

and the middle Andante strain is in the pure vein of

Mozart melody.—The title of the piano solo should

probably have read ; "Faschings-Sclmank" or Vien-

nese Carnival, for it could have little to do with any

"Fast Night." Miss Uxdekwood did not appear, to

plaj' it ; the substitution of the not very musical

Hallet and Davis for a Chickering piano may very

likely have discouraged her. The Cruiifixim from

Rossini's Mass was very impressive ; Mme. Ruders-

dorff sang it in her largest and best voice and

style.

Perhaps the most thoroughly novel and delightful

thing upon the programme was the Duet from one

of Handel's operas,—again with a Franz accomjoani-

meut, full of a quaint cooing figure, and the two-fold

melod}' most graceful, light and airj*. It went to a

charm, in spite of the questionable transposition

of the voices. After this Mme, Rudersdorff, suffer-

ing fi'om a painful ear-ache, was obliged to desist

from singing. In the place of her two Lieder, Miss
Fairman sang a song by Benedict to great acceptance.

Miss Liebe had recovered strength sufficient]}' to

play her three little violin solos very charmingly ;

the rollicking and healthy Handel Bourree, short and
sweet, was most enlivening. Mr. Varley sang "The
Requital" very tenderly and sweetly, giving the best

s]:)ecimen we have had of his more delicate, romance-
like style ; heretofore it has been the heroic and
dramatic. The "Naiad' piece did not impress us quite

so agreeably as it did the first time, nor did it go so

well.—And so closed a series of concerts, unique in

some respects, singularly rich in classical, rare

things attempted for the first time here, and surely

rich in the interpreters.

« • •

Apollo versus Beethoven

!

Our friend of Harper's "Easy Ciiair" has enjoyed

many a good Symphony with us in days which we

remember, and which he has glowiugl}' described.

But now the genial old gentleman seems more in-

clined to dance. Leaving his w^-eas}' chair, in

strange bemlderment, he wanders to the Boston

Music Hall, to seek that pleasure in a classical Sj-m-

phony Concert ! Did he ever think of going to a

New York "Philharmonic" for his "Blue Danube ?"

We fear his wits were wandering, (for verily there

is no wit in his elaborate satire which we copy in

another column,—at least we can find none, and so

we give it to our readers that they may try their

wits upon it). Probably the mere name of Symjjho-

ny, by force of old association, caught his fancj' as

he hastened to the hall expecting a new Sj'nqiho-

ny by Strauss. But "se vvol ballare Sigiior Conlino,"

if his Honor wants to dance, there are i:)lenty of

Figaros to "sound the guitar" for him ; anj' Gil-

more can do that ; why turn to a Symphony Con-
cert for it ? Coming out from the Hall, the dear old
fellow, whose sympathies of course are all with
3'outh, becomes the confidant of some callow dancing
beau, or maiden on the eve of "coming out," and
sinking with a sigh into the hard old Chair again,

proceeds to discuss the Concert from their point of

view,—as if all concerts ought to be "forbidden"
which are not designed exclusivelj' for t/iem !

He joins in the cry against "this Bach fashion,"

after listening to the only piece of Bach that thus
far has been given this whole winter ; and thi^t a

simple Cradle Song, a sweet and lovely melody, all

melody, alike in the voice part and in each accom-
panying instrument. For this is the character of

all Bach's music ; long, flowing melodies he always
has ; his harmony itself is all melodious, an inter-

twining and embracing of melodious parts ; not one
melod}' with a tedious tum-ti-tum guitar accompani-

ment. Unfortunately Bach is not in fashion here,

and never was ; fashion is not apt to be enamored
of anything so sound and healthy, so steadfast

and enduring. Art versus Fashion, the intrinsical-

ly True and ISeautiful versus the caprices of a shal-

low clique, the fashions and the whimsies of a sea-

son,—that, in music, is the very end and aim of

Symphony or Philharmonic Concerts. There is no
lack of provision, ever, for the lighter, miscellane-

ous music. Every musical showman, every specu-
lator in public amusements, looks out for that. The
only music which gets no chance amid their eager
competition, unless the earnest friends thereof build
uj) some permanent establishment for it, jealous-

ly guarding its full rights in its own j^roper pro-
grammes, is the so-called "classical" or model mu-
sic,—the music, of whose beauty, genius, excellence
there cannot be a doubt. Should that go down
amid the waves and freshets of "fashion" and frivoli-

ty, where would taste find anj- standard '? Or. rath-

er, what woidd become of taste after a long miscella-

neous cramming with sweet-meats and confectionery?

Oiw xmeasy friend furnishes us Avith some good
catchwords for texts, if we had room to enter fully

into the discussion, "Melody forbidden in the
Music Hall" is one. Surely he does not need to be
told tliat there is melody enough in Haydn and
Mozart.—their symphonies as well as in their songs.

Of Bach we have already spoken. And so of all the
greatest orchestral composers ; every one ol them is

full of melody ; not commonplace and sentimental

;

and the melody is "treated," so set and illustrated

by all the means of art that it can never become
hackneyed. Tlie gradual and sure discover}^ of this

is one great i>art of the delight of those who loyally

attend and listen to a series of such concerts.

Tlien as to "light' and "heavy" music. A good
composition is like good bread ; it is well risen,

"light," digestible. It is because of this very excel-

lence that the classical works please generation after

generation of those whose appetites have not been
c'.oyed and spoiled by sweetmeats, and the heaiy
cake and hot bread that are as lead upon the
stomach. "Heavy music !" Is there anything so
heavy as some of the new music with which the crav-
ing after novelty has tantalized itself of late '?

How many "Symphonic Poems" would it take to make
one a confirnietl musical dysjieptic ? Now what these
monstrous, huge effect piece's of Liszt and Berlioz do in
one way, is done in another way by all these mi^etlaneoun
feasts ."ind ciammings of so-called liglit and brilliant mu-
sic. What ^o fatiguing as a programme without tone or
pian, without consistency or sjimneti-y, where each thing
tltat we hear wipes out ..le wtiole impression of the last,
and we tire haunted jifrerwards only by scraps of melody
out of a bewildering Babel and con'fu^l(i^ rf tongues ?
But really our Howadji's brain is getting morbid; mys-

tical, deranged, when he begins to rave aliout a "rod* of
iron" and the "inquisition" .ind the trembling worship of
the "brazen giant," nie;inin;i- Crawford's Beethoven, wlio
stands there just as much a tyiie of tlie eternnl youth of
genius, as the Apollo at the opposite end of the hall. We
will not .attempt to follow him and reason with hiin in
thotic wild hallucinations. It intistbe thatthere was ?ome
juvenile roguery in those young friends of his. and that
they stuffed his" Chair full of pins; for he talks like one
aw.-iking f;ojn bad dreams.
When he summons "Apollo," however, as an antidote

to his griui tyrant Beethoven, and to the dreadful name
[for it IS name alone] < f Baeh, we are tempted to suggest
that, if Apollo be the god of Poetry and Art, the genius
of immortal youth, where will he find more true and
siilendid homage than in tlie music of the mighty mas-
ter? And, looking from one statue to the other while
the Symphony goes on, who can help feeling that between
those*two, at "least, there must be perfect sympathy and ,

understanding?

Mr. Richard Hoffman's Concert.

The first of a series of three chamber concerts was
given by Mr. Hoffman on Saturday evening at

Chickering's Hall. Mr. Iloflrnan is peculiarly for-

tunate in his surroundings. He has, in the first

place, the best, handsomest, and most tastefully fit-

ted concert room in the city, of exactly the r%ht
size for chamber music, and perfect in its acoustics.

He has the assistance, as was the case also last win-

ter, of two exceptionally good artists, Mr. Burke
and Mr. Bergner ; aud his list of subscribers com-
prises a little circle in close sympathy with the class

of music presented, and many of them in kindly re-

lations with the giver of the concert. This last is

no slight matter, for a friendly and sympathetic au-

dieuce is much more inspiring to the plaA'er than a

random audience listening in an indifferent and cold

mood.
The programme was unexceptionably good, and

consisted of the following selections

:

Schubert's B flat trio, op. 99.

Handel's second concerto.
Mendelssohn's duo for piano and violoncello.
Andante and Polonaise, op. 22, Chopin.
Four songs of Schimiann—the voice part played by

violin.

"Les Clochettes," and arrangement from "Crispin."
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P The strongest pieces were, of course, the Sclm-
bert and the Mendelssohn compositions. Schubert
wrote but two trios, but tliose were composed when
he was in the fullest and freest exercise of his great
powers, and both mark the high tide of his genius.

They are numbered 99 and 100, and though the lat-

ter is the work of the highest inspiration, the one
pla^'ed on Saturday evening is but little inferior in

grace of melody and freedom of treatment. It was
played with exquisite feeling and unity by the three

musicians. Those who were also present at the Ru-
binstein chamber concert, at which this same trio

was given, will not have failed to notice the differ-

ent coloring that it received on the two occasions.

Especially, the last movement was taken by Rubin-
stein at a tempo almost double that which Hoffman
gave to it. But Rubinstein is much too often at the

full gallop. His impetuosity of nature combined
with his prodigious technique sometimes carries

away his judgment, and in certain movements al-

lowing of rapidity he looses himself upon the key-
board like a whirlwind. The effect is exciting cer-

tainly, but it is to be doubted whether it is the ef-

fect that the composer aimed at. The calmer and
more equal interpretation that Mr. Hoffman gave
to this particular movement is, we believe, to be

2 referred.

The Schumann songs were beautifully rendered
by Mr. Burke with the true spirit and emotion. To
deprive such lovely songs as these of the equallj'

lovely words of Riickert, Eichendorf, and Heine, is

of course a great loss to them, nor is the violin,

even when so delightfully played, an equivalent for

the voice ; but the}- are better so than in the hands
of any but a first-rate singer.

Mr. Hoffman's solos were especially interesting.

He played Agnes Zimmerman's arrangement of the

Harpsichord concerto, Handel's "Harmonious
Blacksmith," Chopin's Polonaise, Gottschalk's

"Murmures ^Eoliennes," and two of his own compo-
sitions, the latter being the Crispino arrangement,
which, with the exception of certain of Liszt's, we
have alwavs considered the most brilliant and effec-

tive arrangement of operatic airs ever put together.

He played with finish, delicacy and fire, such as we
do not remember to have heard him excel on any
previous occasion.

—

y. Y. Sun.

Music Abroad.

Oper.\ IX Germaxy.—It may be interesting to

our readers to see the repertoire of some of the prin-

cipal German theatres,—saj- from the second week

in October to the second week in December, 187'2,

later than which our files do not reach. We have

been analyzing the lists of operas performed during

those two months in a dozen German cities, as given

in the Signale, mainl}- with a view to ascertaining

what composers and what pieces are just now most

in vogue there, and with the following result.

Beelix. Jfozart: Zauberfloete 4 times, Don Juan 2,

Xozze di Figaro 2, Cosi fan Tutte 2, Die Entfuehning (Se-

raglio) 1,— Wagtur: Lohengrin 4, Tannhaeuser2, Rienzi 2.

Meyerbeer: Robert 2, Huguenots 1, Prophet 2, Africaine

l.—Flotow: .Stradella 4, Martha.—^?i(<er; Lac des Fees,

Le MaQon, Domino Noir.— U'eter.- Freyschuetz 2.—CA^rw-

bini: Medea 2.— Gounod: Faust 2.'-Jfax Bruih: Her-

moine 2.— Verdi: TrovsLtore.—Halevi/: Jewess ; Gluck:

Orpheus; Mehul: Joseph; Bellini: Norma; Beethoven :

Fidelio; Jlossini: Barber; Lortziny: Czar and Zunmer-
mann; Boieldieu: White Lady.

ViEXXA.—-Vojart.- Cosi fan Tutte 4, Figaro 2, Don
Juan, Entfuhrung, Zaubertfoete.— Wagner: Lohengrin 3,

Rienzi 2, Meistersinger 2, Tannhaeuser, Flying Dutch-
man.—J/ey*r6e/'r; Africaine 3, Prophet 2, Robert, Hugue.
not-^.— Wetjer: Abu Ha.ssan .O, Freyschuetz.— Vtrdi: Ballo

In Ma-schera 4, Trovatore, Rigoletto.— A'c/»u4<ij(; Haus-

liche Kreig v.—Ifonizetti: Favorita 2, Lucreziii2, Lucia.

—

Gounod: Romeo and Juliet 2, ynust.—BellifU: Norma 3;

ndlbfj: Jewess ; -Vi'< olai: Merry Wives ; Gluck: Armida

;

Thomat: Migiion ; Adam: Postilion 2 ; Marachntr: Hans
Heiling.

DRE.HDEX. Wiigiur: Lobengrin 3, Rienzi 2, Tannh.icu-

fler 2, flying I-Mitchman 2, Mcistersinger 2.—JIetjerheer:

Prophet :i, RfAniTt.—Jfozart: ZauherftoeU: :s.~Beethoveji

:

Fidelio 'i.—Wttier: Frey.seliuetz 2.—Auier: Crown Di:

-

m'>nri*i 2; J/ar«cAn«r;Tcntijlarund Jurlin; Gounod: Faust;

Gluck: Armida ; Grisar: Bon .Soir M. Pantalon ; Flotow:

Hartba.

UcxicH. Juber: Le Fart do Dlable, Matianlello, Dom-
ini Tioli.—WeVer: Tieynchnetz 2; Jfoiart: Zauberfloete 2;

Oluck: Orpheus 2; irehu\: Joscph-2; Homrinl: Tell; Gov-

nod: Fauirt; ton Jloltlein: Die Haideachacht ; Flotow:

StxaAeWa.; Schubert: Hausliche Krieg ; CheruMni: Medea;

Wagner: Tannhaeuser; Beethoven: Fidelio; Meyerbeer:

Africaine.

Leipzig. 3fozart: Cosi fan Tivtte 2, Zaubertoete 2.—

Lortzing: Undine, 'Waffenschmied, Die beiden Schutzen.

Wagiier: Tannhaeuser, Lohengrin.

—

Meyerbeer: Hugue-
nots, Atricmne.— Weber: Eui-yanthe 2; Nicolai: Merry

Wives 2; Beethooen: Fidelio; Marschner: Vampyr; .Soiri-

dieu: White Lady; Tnonias: Hamlet; Donizetti: Lucia;

Flotow: Martha.

CoLOGXE. 3/ozart: Don Juan 2, Figaro.

—

Gounod:

Faust 3.— Weber : Freyschuetz 2; Bosnni: Tell 2; Halevy:

Jewess 2; Verdi: Trovatore 2; Lortzing: Waffenschmied

2 ; UTicolai : Merry Wives 2.—Beethoven : Fidelio ; Donizet-

ti ; FiUe du Kegunent ; Fhlotc : Martha ; Boieldieu : "White

Lady; Auber: Masanlello.

WEI5IAR. Auber: Part du Diable, Masaniello, Fra Diav-

olo.— Wag?ier: Lohengrin, Mcistersinger. — Meyerbeer:

Robert, Africaine.

—

Bossini : Barber, Tell.

—

Adam : Pos-

tilion 2; Halevy: Jewess; Mehul: Joseph; Mozart: Figa-

ro ; Lortzing : Undine ; Boieldieu : Jean de Paris.

Hamburg. (Sept. and Oct.) Auber: Fra Diavolo 4,

Masaniello 3, Crown Diamonds 3.—Offenbach (!): Fritz-

chen und Liesclien 3, Frincesse de Trebizond 5, M. et

Mme. Denis 2.— Wagner: Lohengrin 4, Tannhauser, 4.

—

Suppe : Die schone Galatea 5.—Donizetti : Fille du Regi-

ment 3, Lucia 2.—Meyerbeer: Huguenots 4, Africaine.—

Weber: Freyschuetz i.—Halevy: Jewess 4.

—

MozaH: Don
Juan 2, Zauberflote.—io)-te2re<;; Waffenschmied 2, Czar
und Zimmermann.

—

Beethoven: Fidelio 2; Flotow: Mar-
tha 2; Gounod: Faust 2; Krexttzer: Nachtlager 2; Verdi:

Trovatore 2; Rossini: Barber; Bellini: Sonnambula;
Herald : Zampa ; Boieldieu : AVhite Lady.

Breslac Meyerbeer: Huguenots 3, Africaine 5.—

Beethoven: Fidelio 5.

—

Weber: Freyschuetz 4; Halevy:

Jewess 4; Verdi: Rigoletto 3, Trovatore; Boieldieu:

White Lady 3 ; Lortzing : Waffenschmied 2 ; Rossini : Bar-

ber; Offenbach: Barbe-Blue.

Fkaxkfort. Verdi: Ballo in Maschera 3; Lortzing:

Undine 2; .ffa/eyy: Jewess; Auber: Masaniello; Weber:

Freyschuetz; JCretitzer: Nachtlager; Donizetti: FUle du
Regiment; Mozart: Zauberfloete.

Carlsruhe axd B.4DEX-Badex.—S«c<AoMn : Fidelio

2; .4k6(?7' : Fra Diavolo 2 ; {?o?f /loti : Faust 2 ; Meyerbeer:

Prophet, Robert ; Spohr : Jessonda.

Cassel. Verdi: Trovatore, Rigoletto; Flotow: Stra-

della ; Donizetti : L'Elisir ; Wagner : Rienzi ; Kreutzer

:

Nachtlager; Beethoven: Fidelio; Mozart: Zauberfloete;

Lortzing: Czar and Zimmermann; Spohr: Jessonda;

Herold: Zampa; Gluck: Orpheus.

Tlie various composers figure in the above list as fol-

lows: Wagner 42 times, Mozart 38, Meyerbeer 38, Weber
25, Auber 25, Verdi 21, Beethoven 16, Lortzing 15, Gounod
14, Halevy 14, Donizetti 14, Offenbach 11, Flotow 11, Ros-

sini 8, Boieldieu 8, Gluck 6, Schubert 6, Bellini 5, Suppe 5,

Mehul 4, Cherubinl 3, Nicolai 3, Marschner 3, &c.

Of the Oper.as most frequently perfonned, Der Frey-

schuetz heads the list, appearing 18 times. Then follow

:

Fidelio 16, Lohengrin 16, Zauberfloete 15, L'Africaine 14,

Jewess 14, Faust 12, Tannhaeuser 11, HuguenOts 10, Tro-

vatore 9, Cosi fan Tutte, Don Juan 7, Rienzi 7, White
Lady 7, Ballo in Maschera 7, Schubert's Hausliche Krieg

6, Nozze di Figaro 6, Mcistersinger 5, Robert 5, Prophet 5,

Abou Hassan 5, Gluck's Orpheus 4, Joseph 4, iSrc.

PARIS. At the third Conservatoire Concert, Dec. 29

(honored by the presence of M. Thiers), Schumann's mu-
sic to Byron's Manfred was given for the first time in

Paris entire :—Overture, enti''actes, chonjses, Ranz des

Vaches. &c. The other selections were Mozart's Sympho-
ny in C ; Prelude and Fugue in E minor, Bach ; the Chant

elegiaque otBccthoxen; and Mendelssohn's Overtm'e to

Kuy Bias.

M. Pasdeloup's Popular Concert on the same day, at

the Winter Circus, offered : Overture to Athalie, Men-
delssohn; Romance from Haydn's Symphony "de la

Heine;" Beethoven's 7th Symphony; Prelude of Bach,

orchestrated by Gounod; Weber's Invitation, orch. by

Berlioz.—The programme for Jan. 5 was as follows:

March, by Meyerbeer; .Symphony in E flat, Mozart; Rev-

erie, Schiunann ; Beethoveu's C-niinor Concerto, played

by M. Th. Hitter; Overture to Les Francs-Juges, Berlioz.

At the Opera, the repertoire for November comprised:

// Trovatore, Faust, Don Juan 3 times. La Jitive 3, Le

PropWte, Im Traviata.

At the Opera Comique (Dec): La Dame Blanche 2, Noz-

zedi Figaro 2, Mignon, VOmbre (Flotow) 3, Ze Dre aux

Clfrcs tHevol(\)2, Haydee (Auhct) 2, Les Dragons de Vil-

lurs [Maillart] 2, La Chalet [Adam], Don Cesar de Bazan
[J/assenet].

At the Theatre Itallcn: Sonnambula 2, Ballo in Mas-
chera 3, Lucrezia Borgia 2, Lucia 2, Martttu, Rigoletto 2,

Dmx Reines de France [Gounod] 2.

DESCRIPXrVB LIST OF THE

X. -A_ T E S T 3^ XJ S I O ,

Pnblisliecl tty Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompanimeiit.

The Passing Ship. 3. C to f. Gabriel 40
** A stranfre Rbip loomed before me,
And I cried : a sail ! a sail

! '

'

The poetic thoughts supgesterlbv a ship passing
in the night. Words by the Earl of Pembroke.

Angel Child. 3. C to f. Gabriel 40
*' An angel with a radiant face
Above a cradle knelt."

It is sufficient to say that the poem is by Long-
fellow, and the music beautiful, like the words.

None but I can say. 2. G to e. M. F. H. Smith. 30
" And how I loved her then and there
None but I can say."

A verj' sweet love song.

My Darling's Shoes. 3. G to e. Porter. 30
" God bless the little feet.
That never go astray." *

Dreams. 3. C to (/. MoUoy. 30
*' The moonlight glitters on the deep,
The gray sea-birds have flown to their sleep.**

Dreaming to purpose in a most musical man-
ner.

Dance on Forever. (Linden Waltz Song). 3.

G to e. Aidti. 30
" Floating with pleasure
Unto that measure."

Tlie accompaniment is a waltz, and voice and
instrument whirl along very gracefully together.

Hope's Sun will shine again. 3. G to f.

Sanderson. 30
'* O, give not way to sorrow, love."

"Words by'Finley Johnson. Good sentiment
and good music.

Voices of the Past. 3. C to c. Gaily. 30
" You wonder that roy tears should flow."

Adelaide Proctor wrote it. A fine ballad.

Guess if you can. Lithograph title. 2. F to f.

Pratt. 40
" O always of him I've been dreaming."

A veiy well turned serio-comic song.

The Day when you'll forget me. For Guitar. 3,

E to e. Thomas. 40
"Well known favorite song.
iVbie.—There is not room in these columns to

notice them, but arrangements of almost all fa-
vorite songs are made for Guitar.

Farewell ! 3. E6 to a. Warren 30
*' \\lien hands are linked that dread to part,
And heart is met by throbbing heart.'*

A tine concert song, full of power and pathos.

When we met on the sly. Song and dance. 3.

C to g. Schleiffarth. 30
Comic, with a bright dance.

Emerald. 3. G to e. Gabriel 35
" Mavourneen ! Mavoumeen ! I feel the wild

sorrow."
A beautiful Irish song; no brogue to it, but

good words and music.

lustromental.

Strauss Dance Music.
Under this general title are published a num-

ber of the best Strauss pieces, the music some-
what condensed, and therefore afforded at a less

price than usual. Of these we name, this week:
Dragon Fly Polka Maz. From the Mountain Waltz.
Singer's Joy Polka. Mme. Leutner's Polka.
Spiral Waltzes. Vibration Waltzes.
Will o' the AVisp W'tz. Travelling Incidents W'tzes.

Price of each piece 25

Melodie in F. Illustrated Title. 4. F.

Rubhisiein. 40
Rubinstein contrives to put a great deal of

meaning into this piece without making it too
diflicult for common iilayers.

Awfully Clever Waltz. 3. EA. Lyle. 30
A popular comic song neatly arranged as a

waltz. Very taking.

The Danube River. Transcription. 4. G.

B. Richards. 40
Extremely graceful rendering of the widely

known melody.

Vision of the Past. (Vision du Pass^). 4. Eft.

Ganz. '76

Beautiful theme, with the usual graceful
changes of arpeggios running from ri^ht to left

hand, run8, trills, &c. A vei7 satisfymg pieee.

Autumn Leaves. Op. 40. 3. G. Wilson. 75
When a person hears this piece, he is ver>' apt

to turn his head and remark to a friend "that is

pretty music 1" It is that; smooth, graceful and
easy.

Abbreviations.—Degrees of dlfQculty ore marked from
1 to 7. The key la marki-d with u ciipilal letter, ab O, ii flat,

&c. A Hmull Uomun letter murks tho highest nolo. If on
the fltuff, un italic letter tho highest nolo, if above the Btaff.
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($25 worth of music). A new collection of the latest favorite Quadrilles,

Galops, Waltzes, Redowas, Mazurkas, Sohottlacliefl, Four-hand pieces, Varia-

tions, Fiono pieces, Dances, &c.,

FORMING A COMPLETE REPERTOIRE OF IKSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
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Contents.

MARCHES ANI> QUICKSTEPS
Daisy Dean Quickstep Farringev
Forest Winds March Treuer'
How can I leave ihee March, . . Bellak'
Ingleside Quickstep Bellak'

La Keve Quickstep. . . C C. Wentworth-
Lilla's Highland March Lorenz-
3Iidnight March Lelia •

Miner's Quickstep ^...J.F. Bolmes-
Parade March Helmsmuller.
Victory March O.J. Shaw.

WALTZES.
Beautiful Bells Waltz J. S. Knight.
Corn-flower Waltz Coote.

Days of Absence Waltz . . . . Bellak.
Dexter Waltz J. W. Turner.
Fairy Dell Waltz Bellak.

Fairy Footsteps Waltz C. Kinkel.
Flying Trapeze Waltz G. Lyle.
Frolic of the Frogs AValtz. J. J. Watson.
Love in Idleness Waltz.

J. C. Engelbreckt.
Romeo and Juliet WaXtz. A. Di&hecker.
Silvery Stream Waltz Treuer.
Up in a Balloon Waltz Pratt.
Village Swallows Waltzes Straicss.

Wiener Bonbons Waltz Strauss.

POtKAS.
Bobolink Polka G. IF. Warren.
Caliy Polka Dodwortk.
Gentle Annie Polka Bellak.
Kiss Polka T. Moelling.
Kiss me quick and go Polka . . . Bellak.
Water-Lily Polka Moellivg.
Fairy DeU Polka Bellak.

MAZURKAS & SCHOTTISCHES.
Black Key Mazurka Herzog.
Ballo in Maschera Polka aiazurka.

Helmsmuller.
Couronne Mazurka W. Berge.
Holiday Schottish S, C. Foster.
Recherche Polka Mazurka. . . C. Fradel.
Kummer Garlands JIazurka. .E. Mack.
April Redowa E. Mack.

GALOPS.
Fire and Flatne Galop J. S. Knight.
Helter Skelttr Galop Carl Faust.
Hurly Burly Galop Carl Faust.
March Galop E. Mack.
Pickwick Galop J. W. Thirner.
Komping Galop C. Kinkel.
Young I'upil's Second Galop.

F. H. Brown,

QUADRILLES.
Capt. Jinks Quadrille Pratt.
EHse Holt Quadrille Pratt.
Flying Trapeze Quadrille Pratt.
Gorilla Quadrille C. H, Marriott.

DANCES AND AIBS.

Bell goes ringing for Sarah,
Bitter Beer.
Captain Jinks.
Champagne Charlie,
Chookl Chookl
Flying Trapeze.
Not for Joseph.
Old Hats.
On the Beach at Newport.
Pretty Jemima.
Racketty Jack.
Rollicking Rams.
She's a Gal o' Mine.
Tassels on her Boots,
Through the Park.
Upper Ten.
Walking in tlie Park,

RONDOS, VARIATIONS, &c.

Alpine Bells Oesten.
Barcarolle (Theme de Wober).^a7^ei(.
Carnival of Venice. Var Bellak.
Chatelaine (La.) Leduc.
Dreams ofthe Past (Nocturne). 7>i^ne)\
Dixie's Land Jean M&nns.
Fisher's Hornpipe. Var. ...L. StracJc.

First Sorrow Schumann.
Harry's Music Box Warren,
Happy Farmer Sckitmann.
Home, Sweet Home. Var, J. H. Slack.
11 Desiderio S. Cramer.
Kitty Tirrell. Var Angela.
Last Rose of Summer. Var Herz.
Naiad's Barcarolle E. Mack.
Silver Wave Barcarolle G.N. Allen.
Slumber Son^ S. Heller.
Star Spangled Banner. Var. C. Grobe,
Third Calisthenic Rondo lucho.
Trauraerei (Reverie) Schumann.
Wandering Minstrels C C Hunn,

FOUR-HAND PIECES.
Coral Schottish Klebcr.
Her Bright Smile Waltz Beilak.
Mardi Gras Quadrille Schuho't.
Rocking-Cliair Polka Bellak.
Signal March H. Klebtr,

"Winner's Series of Music Books for the Masses.

Containing a cancise course of Instruction, designed to impart a knowledge of

splaying without the aid of a teacher. Together with a large collection of the

popular melodies of the day, for practice and recreation.

Winner's New School for the Piano Forte 75
Winner's New School for the Cabinet Organ 75
Winner's New School for theMelodeon 75
Winner's New School for the Guitar 75
Winner's New School for the Violin 75
Winner's New School for the Flute ,..-.^ 75
Winner's New School for the Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the German Accordeon 75
Winner's New School for the Fife 75
Winner's New School for the Clarionet 75
Winner's New School lor the Flageolet 75

^H® MWSI©A^ ^MBA^WE®^
A collection of Vocal and Instrumental Music; of Songs, Duets, and Four-part

Tunes and Songs. Sacrod. Social. Pathetic, Classical, Comic,— a great variety.
Also of Rondos, Variations, Polkae, M'altzee, Mazurkas, MarcheH, Four-Hand
Pieces, &c., all of which may be Plaved on thk Piano-fortk ob on Keed Is-

STRUMENTS. PHcc, iu Boards, $2.50, in Cloth. $3.00, and Full Gilt. $4.00.
From the foUowins attractive Tahle OF Contents, it will be an eaey matter, at

any time, to estract matter for an Evening's Entoi-tainment.

SONGS AND BALLADS.
A Motto for Every Man Hobaon.
Annie's Winning Smile Blamphin.
Beautiful Days of the I'ast Danks.
Birds in the Night SuUivan.
Clochette Molloy.
Golden Ring, (Scotch) Linley.
I'd choose to be a Daisy Buckley.
I've brought thee an Ivy Leaf. . .. Wood.
Katie Lee and Willie Grey Pixleu.
Love's Request, (German j. . .Reicharat.
Out in the Cold Emerson.
Pretty Birds, (German) Gumhert.
Pulling hard against the Stream . Hobson.
Put Your Shoulder to the Wheel, ffofcsojt.

Robin Red-breast. Hubbard.
Robin Adair, (Scotch) Moran
Spring and Autumn, (itsdiAn).. Peruzzi.
The Storm Hullah.
Strangers Yet Clnribel.
Tender and True Lyl<^,

Three Fishers , Hullah.
To Minona Spohr.
When the Quiet Moon is Beaming,

(German) Schondorf.
Who's that Tapping New.
Won't you tell me why ? Claribel.
Castles is the Air (Scotch)
Berxutiful Belle, with Chonia. . Wellman.
Old Folks at Home, witli Chorus.

.

DUETS AND Q^UARTKTS.
Chapel. Quartet Kreuizer.
He who is Upright. Quartet
O hush thee, my Babie. Quartet.

Sullii'an.
Music in the Air. Quartet Hoot.
In the Starlight. Duct Glover.
Larboard Watch. Duet Williams.

COLLEGE SONGS. {Including
Quartets and Choruses.)

Ca-ca-che-lunk. — Guadeamus. — In-

teger.— Lauriger. — Lone Fish Ball.

—

— Mary had a Little Lamb.— Saw my
LcgOff.— Shod.—Vive la Compagnie.
There was a Man.

SACRED SONGS , TUNES ,

Q,UARTETS, A-c.

Angels ever Bright Handel.
Cast thy Burden. Q't Bradburif.
Hark, T hear an Angel Shrival.
Jerusaltm the Golden. Q't
Nearer, my God, to Thee. Q't. . Mason.
Sun of my Soul. Q't

O Paradise I Q't Barnby

.

OPERATIC.
Behold the Sabre Offenbach.
Dites-lni Offenbach.
O Love Divine Offenbach.

COMIC.
Colonel from Constantinople Lloyd.
Cousin Jedediah Thompson.
Ka-foozle-nm Paul.
People will Talk Grannis.

Rheln Vine Sharley Lcj/itoiirve.

Y'aller Gal .Hernandtz.

POLKJVS.
All RIffht Andrnnte.
Light btep . Hrotvn.
One Heart, One Soul. Polka Mr-

sturka Strauss.
Picnic
Sweet Kiss
Bird Polka Redowa. Four hands.

BeUak.
Tag
Voice of Spring. Polka Jledoiea.

FernaUl.

GALOPS, SCHOTTISCH.
Constantia
Joliy Brothers liudik.
I cannot sing tho Old Songs Muck.
Up and Away Faust,
LuurelSchotiisch Mack.

"WALTZES.
Artist Life Stratiss.

Birthday Ball. Four hands ludio.
Boston Dip Knight.
Fairy Wedding. Four hands. . Turner.
Guard's Wnltzc*. Fonr hsiuda . PusselL
Kun.stler Leber, Strauss.
Marriiige Bells Strauss.
Moet and Chandon. - . .Kiiight.

^[orgenbiatter S'rauss.
Beautiful Blue Danube Strauss.
Roses Metre.
Sophie Strauss.
Wine, Women, and Song. Stratus.

QUADRILLES.
Barbe-Bleuc Lancers Knight.
Lydia Thompson Pratt.
Grand Ducliessc Lancers Knight.

PIANO-FORTE PIECES.
Convent Bella SphuUer.
Golden Rain (Nocturne) Cloy.
f)ld Hundred (Varied) Poulton.
Remember Me Brinkmann.
Scintilla Mazurka Gottschalk.
Shepherd Boy Wil.'^on.

Stormy Night Mack.
Will-o-the-Wii^p ^ungmunn.
Overture to I'oet and Peasant.

Four hands. -...Sitppe.

RONDOS, EASY AIRS,
MARCHES.

Beautiful Bells. — Btl! goes ringing
for Saiali. — Chanson du Regiment.

—

Come where my Love. — Drinking Song,
from Grand Dnchesse. — Fritz^* -Com-
plaint.— He's a Pal-o-mine.— P*^ tersdorf
March, Famst. — Piff-paff-pouff. — Sa-
bre Song.— 'Tis a famous Regiment.

—

Tommy Dodd. — X;p in a Balloon.

—

Walking in tho Park,— Whuro are the
Friends (March).

THE AMERICAN TUNE-BOOK.
NO CHOIR SHOITLD BE "WITHOUT IT.

Itis a Standard Collection of Sacred Music, for Choirs to Select from, containingall thefamiMor
tunes and anthems wbich have beea surroundtd by iluar and hallowed asBociations in all GQctions

of the country: with a new and aUractive fiinging-achool department by Di", Lowell Mason. It i3

a collection of all the time-honored roligioua mus^ic from the lime of Billinifrt down to the pres«nt,

which has become National, as aaeociated with our Amer.can Protestant Churches.

Containinjf One T/iouftand Sarrett Getns.
A compendium of the chiieest materials, by five HUNnRED cniToag; and cannot foil to fill

completely the great desideratum of poimlar social and ehurch music.
Price; »L50. Per dozen, $13.50. A sample copy aeut by maU, postpaid, ou receipt o/ the retail

price.
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A Collection of Favorite Waltzes, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

B'lr JOH^lsriT STE/A."CrSS.
The undersigned have the pleasure of announcing the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as Strauss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait of the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

GON TUTS T B i

Waltzes.

Academic
Adeline.
Apollo.
Aqnarellen.
Artist's Life.
Beautiful Blue Danube
Belle Helene.
Burgensinn.
CanoTa.
Clear and Full.
Coliseum,
Consortien.
Controvereen,
Coronation.
Devonshire.
Editorial.
Fairy Stories.

First Flirtation.
From the Mountains.
German Hearts
Harmony of the Spheres.
Hope.
Illustration.
Immer Heiterer,
.Jurist's Ball.
Kunstler Leben.
Leap Year.
Let's be Gay.
Life let us Cherish.
XiOrely Rhein Klange.
Love and Pleasure,

Lovely Vienna.
Manhattan.
Margaretta's.

Marriage Bells.

Morgenblatter.
Ne^v Vienna.

Telegram.
Travelling Incidents.
Vibration.

One Thousand and OneVillage SwallovFS.

Orpheus. [Nights. Wiener Bonbons.
Philomel. Pnllfic
Promotionen. ruinus.
Publisher. Alice.
Rainbovr. Baden Baden.
Rhine. Empress Anne's.
Rosa. Madame Leutner's,
Royal Songs. New Annen.
Serious and Humorous.Pizzicato,
Sophie. Sans Souci.
Sounds from Vienna Singer's Joy.
Spiral. [Woods, Thunder and Lightning,

Sultan's. Tritsch Tratsch.

Polka Mazurkas. Waltz Qnadrllles

Arm in Arm,
Dragon Fly,

Lob der Frauen.
One Heart, One Soul.
Praise of Woman,

Quadrilles.

Belle Helene.
Children of Haimon.
Nordstern.
Orpheus.
Wiener Freshen.
WiU of the Wisp.
Wine, Women and Son,

Carnival Botschaftez
Petitioner,

Galops.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Feather.

Mazurka,

Fata Morgana.

Dance.

gDance of the Period.

PRICE IN BOARDS, $2.50 ; IN CLOTH, 3,00, FULL GILT FOR PRESENTS, 4.00.

CiiAi§. 1I» 1^ST^€^M ^ Co.9 ^ew York*
IS^ow Ready! STRAUSS' D^ISTCE :MUSIC !

A Collectioa of the Choicest "Gems," Waltzes, Polkas, Quadrilles, &c. Tor VIOLIN MD PIANO. Price - $1.00.

RICHARDSON'S

NEW ETHOD

PIANO!
USEQUALLED—ISCOMPABABLE ! SO ADMITTED BY

THE LEADESG PlANOFOKTE TEACHEK3 OF THE
COUXTET, AST) ITS AXSUAI. SALE OF

!ta,000 COPIES ABCXDASTLV
TESTIFIES TO THE FACT.

Xhe XEACHEB^CAKKOT use a moke thor-
ough OE EFFECTIVE METHOD.

Xlie P Vr P j: Ii — CAKXOT STUDY FBOM A MORE
CONCISE OE ATTRACTIVE SYS-

TEM.

Xbe S E A I. E B- CA>"NOT KEEP IN STOCK A
BOOK FOE WHICH THERE IS

SUBEB AKD GREATER DE-

MAND.

Sold Everywhere. Price $3.75.

The Place to Purchase

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
of nearly all \ arietitn : as

Cornets, Altos, Baritones, Basses, Con-
trabasses, Orchestra Cornets; of

Brass or German .Silver; riston or Ilotary

Valves

;

Dbuxii, Cymbals, Flutes, Piccolos, Fifes, Flage-
olets, Clarionets, Fre.ncii and German Accoii-
DEON9, Violins and Guitars, Violoncellos,
Double Basses, Concertinas, Flutinas,
Harmonicas, Banjos, Music Boxes,
Violin and Guitar Strings, and

all Musical Merchandise, is the
well known store of

J. C. HATSES * CO.,

33 Court St., Bosto.v.

'Oi)po3lte Court House.)

DITSON & COS MUSIC BOOKS

For GathoBic Churches.
BooJcs containing Morning mid Evening Service.

THE OFFERTORIUM i?Vsfe.$2.50
The newest worls. Plenty of easy, as well as

more difficult music.
THE CiiNTATA. No. 1. Morning Service... TTerner. 2.25

THE CANTATA. No. 2. Evening Service... " 2.25

THE MEMOllARE " 2.75

THE CATHOLIC CHOIR BOOK Garbet. 2 60

LYRA CATHOLICA Wilcox <fc Southard. 2.60

STABAT MATER Rossini. 45

MASSES.
By Beethoven, in C 65
H.-iydn, Ist, 2nd & 4th.ea. 80
Haydn, 6th 1.00

Haydn, 7th & 8th ea. 65
Haj'dn, 3d 1 00
Rossini.Messe Solennellel.60
Bordese, in F 65
De Monti, B flat 65
Guignnrd 1.00

Southard in F 50
D 60

Weber, In E flat 65
" G 50

Mozart, 2d, 7th & 9th. ea. 65
" 1st Mass 65
" 12th " 80
" 15th, Requiem... 65

Gounod, Messe Solennelle 80
Concone, in F 65
Farmer, B flat 80
Lambi llotte, Pascale 2.50

Niedermeyer 1.25

Stearns, in a 1.60

Thayer. No.l 2,00

Zimmer 2.00

Any of the above boolis mailed, post-paid, for the retail

price.

I^ote.—The prices above given are for one style of bind-
ing. A slight increase for more expensive styles.

Thousands of Common Schools

are about to adopt and sing from

CHEERFUL VOICES!!
ourNew, Genial. Beautiful, Popular JUVENILE SONG
BOOK. By Z. 0. KmerHon.

Whole armies of Tencbcrs and Ohildren have been delight-

ed with the Bamc author's "Golden Wreath" and ''Merry
ChimeH," and cannot do better than to unite their with our
"cheerful voiccn" In winging from the new book, which they
will pronounce

—

Jittter than the Seat of previous lasuefl. Price 50 cts.

The above books and pieces sent, post-paid, on receipt of
rct;*H price.

V/INN ER'S
r

EW SCHOOLS
Piano-Forte, Cabinet Organ, Melodeon, Gnitar, Oomet,

Violin, Fife, Acoordeon, German Acoordeon, Clario-

net, Flate, Flageolet. Price of each book 75 cts.

These little works are great favorites . because they are

cheap, are full of easy and lively music, and have enough of

instructive matter for the wants of amateurs.

A rare good Song.

MEETING Millard. 60

The Ameriean Tune Bookt

This truly National Work contains A THOUSAND
TUNES, which, after careful inspection, 500 competent

musicians decided to be the most popular ones pultJiBhed

during the last half Century

All the well proved favorites are Included, and none

omitted. Price, $1.50.

A pathetic and beautiful instrumental piece,

IT IS DONE Poenonffifci^ 30

Try SPAItKI.i:]VG RUBIES. 35

and pronounce it the best and brightest of SABBATH
SCHOOL BONG BOOKS I

EMERSON'S SINGING SCHOOL,
has abundant material for the Instruction of evening and

other Singing Classes. Widely used. Costs leaa tEon a
Church Music Book. Price 75 cents.

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. Chas. H. Ditson & Co., New York.
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DwIGHT's JoUR^iAL OF MuSIC,
Published every other Saturday

OLIVER, DDITSOTsT &; OO.,
277 WasMngtoa St., Boston, Mass.

JOHN S. DWIGUT, EDITOR.

fl®*TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2.00 per aonum;
delivered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements ^iU be inserted at the following rates:
One insertion per line 30 cents.

Each subsequeni insertion, per line. 20 cent?!.

Cards, pix lines nonpareil, per annum, Siii 00.

do four do do $15.00,

J. S. ePOONER. PRINTER, 4 PROVIN'CE COURT.

TISE IVATIOIVAI. COK.£>S:Cm or 1?9U@£C
established by tlie Mendelssoiix Quixtette

Club. Spring term will begin Feb. lOtli.

THOMAS RYAN, Director.

830—4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

O. DITSON & CO. offer these new, fresh, genial

Juvenile Song Books to the public, beHeving they will

bear comparison- with any
others. 'Cheerful Voices,'

by that most successful

and popular Composer,

Mr. L. O. Emersox, is for

Common Schools, and as 300,-

000 teachers and pupils are

already familiar with his pre-

vious School Song Books, they ^v^ll need no urging to try

this.
And as for our Sab-

bath School SongBoolc
whose glittering title

aptly describes the
Sparkling
brightness of its contents;

read the follo^ving extracts

fTom commendatoiy letters.

Superintendents say: "The
more we use it the better we like it." "The mnsic has
a freshness and beauty unsnipassed by any book I have
seen." Chorisiers say: "A w^ork of sterling merit." "Far
excelling Sabbath School Music of the many books I have
had the pleasure to iise.'' &c.

Price of Cheerful Voices 50 cts.

Price of Sparkling Hubies 35 cts.

Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-
tions, Aeadeinies.

ATTENTION

!

to the following Choice List of

NEW CANTATAS ! OKATOEIOS ! ANTHEMS !

New and attractive Cantatas.

rORTY-SIXTH PSALM. . . . Dudley Butk. 1.00

FESTIV.-VLC.iNT.iTA. . . Eugene Tluxyer. 1.25

GOUM-QD'S CHORAL MUSIC 60

Well worthy of ciroful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST. . . . Iletoill. 60

An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza.

NEW OBATOBIOS.
ST. PETER J,K. Paine. 1.75

PRODIGAL SOX Arthur Sullivan. 1.00

Fine effective compositions.

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST. . . Emerson <fi Morey. 1.60

BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION. . 2.50

BAUMBACH'S S.VCRED QUARTETTES, [JTcw]. 2.50

IN PRESS NEARLY BE.IDV.
STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Pi.ino. 1.00

OX-IVER DITSONT & CO., Dostnii.
CHAS. M. ]>ITS4»::V & CO., Weiv York.

MR. EUGENE TFIAYER will devote his time exclu-
sively to students desirous of becoming Church

Organists or Te.^chers of Music. He has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St., Boston. [S29--ly

The Beethoven Quintette Club
of .Boston,

(C.N. Allen, 1st Violin: H. Hiendel, 2nd Violin: J. C.
^fullaly, 1st Viola; Chas. Koppitz, 2nd Viola and Mute;
Wulf Fries, Cello.) is prepared to accept engagements for
Classical and Secular Concerts, and musical entertainments.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
S29--ly] Care of Oliver Ditson 5c Co., Boston, Maes.

On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical method, has acquired a Gold-

en Reputation as 07ie of the very beat Instruction Soaks.
Sells largely. Published with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Price, $3.00.

Clark's New Method for Eeed Organs
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction,

and most pleasing music. Price $2.50.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and

Classes, th.at fear to atl ack the oratorios and classical can-
tatas.

Belshazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, .75

Pikrim Fathers, ..50 Indian Summer, .?.»

Burning Ship, 1.00 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .35 Entertainment, i.oH

Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1..50

Children of Jerusalem, .30 Esther, .60

Fairy Brida], .50 Picnic, 1.00

Daniel. .50 Culprit Fay, 1.00
Haymakers, 1.00 Flower Festival, .4-1

Storm King, .33 Twin Sisters, .50

I^irs: OF HAlVD'EIi [$2,001 ; of Chopin. [$1.50];
of Beethove7i[^'2..0Qi]; of Mendelssoh7i [$1.75]; of liossin

i

[$1.75]; of Mozart [$1-75] ; of Schumami [$1.75]; of
Gottschalk [Sl.bO]: of Weber [$1.7.5]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming biograi^hies.

fETXERS of 3!endelssohn [$1.75]; of 3rozart. [1.75];
of £eet/t oven [$^2.Qi)]; Polko^s lieminiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].

These records of the inner life of the great masters are
intensely interesting. Finelj- bound, like the preceding.

moorc'N Fncyclopefliii of lUuAic [$6.00] contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

OEIfffS OF CEIt:?IAIV SO^'O. 212 pages. The
very best German Songs, with German and English
Words. $2.50 iuB'ds; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 finely gilt

binding.

TH'E M"5JSi:CAr TI«EASi;i«"E. 225 pages of
the most populnr Vocal and Instrumental Music. $2.50

in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAS. H. DITSOK & CO., New York.

'

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS!

"

To a latly friend.

A aiwet^t-Xoiieal :mu«ic Box.
Costing from $5 00 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.

An FlegTi^nt Cfultur. I^rices from $4.50 to $75.00

A Violin. Now a Lady's instrument. $5.00 to $50.00
(For the £oys and Girls.)

IlriiniA, CoucertinaH, Accordeonii or FIntlnaA,
ClarionetM, Flutei^, Flag-colctM, Fif^^s.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-

gether with an unrivalled stock of

ISA]%^a> IM-SXlttJMEHrXS.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN C. HATNES & CO.,

33 Court St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

§m §\xm Uk §Xmk

VOCAL.
E.smeralda Level/. 60
Sands of Dee Southard. 30
From this wildly throbbing Heart. (Ah, vous

dirai-je). Vocal Variatiou,9 Adam, 60

Good Bye TuUy. 30
Silver Moon Tully. 30

The Pafssing Ship Gabriel. 40
Anfrel Child Gabriel. 40
None but I cai say M. F. H. Smith. 30

My Darling's Shoes Porter. 30
Dre.tras Molloy. 30

Danee on Forever. (Linden Waltz SoQg).4i(/e. 30
Hope's Sun will shine again Sanderson. 30

Voices of the Past
^

. Gaily. 30

Gness if you can. Lithograph title Pratt. 40
When we met on the slj'. Song and dance.

Schleiffarth. 30

Flmerald Gabriel. 35

The Day when j-ou'U forget me. For Guitar.

Thomas. 40
Farewell ! Warren 30
Fairer than thee Waud. 35

One Angel more in Heaven Roseitig. 30

Over the Stars there is rest. Por Alto voice. Abt. 30

Only a Step beyond. i^Song and Cho. Haekleton. 30

Under the Violets.
'^

" "... Webster. 30

'Tis so hard to forget Rosewig. 30
JRegret Linley. 30
Bring the Absent back to me. Song <t Cho.

Hwitily. 30

1 know who is coming to me ... M. F. H. Smith. 30
Butterfly Song. In "Chilperio" Offenbach. 30

Molly Bawn Asthore Thompson. 30

Sing me .an English Song- Wric/hton. 30

The^Boy and Bird Waud. 40
Shooting Stars. (Comic.) Song & Cho. Rosewig. 35

Eyes of Sumn:ei" Blue Blake. 40
My Love he str.nls upon the Quay.

Sainton^Dolby. 40
The Increase of Crime Arr'd by J. C. J. 30

mSTKUMENTAL.

March from "L'Ombre." /. ' S. Knight. 30
Trois Idyll OS. ICn. 1. Le C'alme TMCschhorn. 30
New Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Piano. Sraiws. 75

Moment Musical Perabo. 40
Myrtle Wreath Waltz Edward Strawss. 60

Happy Tlioughts Waltz Nair. 35

Adelphi March Mandelbaum. 30

Silver Ripples- Mack, each 30

No. 16. I'iggj' ^Viggv Schottish. No. 17. Gar-

net Redowa. No. 19. Reverie Contemplation.

Connnemoration Grand March Clark. 50

Melodies of Spring. No. 10. Maggie's Secret. =-a

Wyman. 30

Trois Nocturnes. No. 3 Egghard. 35

Strauss Dance Music.

Drafion Fly Polka Maz. From the Mountain Waltz.
Sinfrer's .Tov Polka. Mine. Leutner's Polka.
Spiral Waltzes. Vibration Waltzes.
Will o' the Wisp W'tz. Travelling Incidents W'tzes.

Price of each piece 25

Melodie in F. Illustrated Title Rubinstein. 40

Awfully Clever Waltz Lyle. 30

The Daniibe River. Transcription. B. Richards. 40

Vision of the Past. (Vision du Passfi) Gam. 76

Autumn Leaves. Op. 40 Wilson. 75

Mosic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mall, the ripense be-

ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof

{about one cent for an ordinary piece of music. 1 Persons

at a distance will find the conveyauco a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at

double these rates. ,
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MKS. JENNY KEMPTON,

VOCALIST AND TEACHER OF SiNGINC.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [798

SINGIJSrG AND PIANO.
mks. fanjSTie f. foster,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MRS. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher

of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near
Columbus Avenue. [782—ly

Pkof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,
718—tf] 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Was established in April, 1S56. Its claim to the
first rank as an educator in every department of
Music, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edward B. Oliver, Principal,

5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. ANDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G. W. DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremont St.
[TST]

Me. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore Kullak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—3m]

J. A. HILLS,
~~

Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Address at Chickering& Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [805

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBgOOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

EDW. SCHUBERT8,
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,

No. 010 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. [795

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. Y. [.357

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

WholeBale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Muaic Boots, and Musical McrchandibC

Of Every Description.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musi-
cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the Noitli West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables us to fui-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

;:^f~ln afldition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Dit«on & Co., we keep on liand and furnisli
all Music and Music Books publi.sliud in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of Furelyn
Miuric. [794—Sm

Ceo. A. Prince & Co.,

||Mrf| ul fsrbr h^m^

AND MELODEONS.

BUFFALO, N. T., CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 N«w in Use. Tern Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved bracket* ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
boards, and Knse Swell, and is more beautiful in

design »nd finish thdn »ny now made in the

world for the price, and we guarantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to

any we have seen of other maliers. The instiu-

ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

Pbiscipal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tkemolo or Vox Humana,
Pklncipal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our higli-prioed instru-

ments. The price is Sxe4 at the very moderate
sum of $1*5, and there can be no deviation from
these ftg«Tes.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession,
and filled each in its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, - - S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia, - James Bellak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in «ach City
and Town in the United States and British
Proviaces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment

Biasi Imstfmmemti

!

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS—The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of ev»ry variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Instruments.

aiARTIN'S CBLKBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and

All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

FOR SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also, Music Books, Slieet Music, and

Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Merchandise, at prices and terms, that cannot

fail to prove satisfactory to purcha.'iers.

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

3.3 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House).

Warranted the Best Instraments of

their class in the World,

And evidence to that efiect furnished from a
majority of the mfist emineat mnsici.ms in
America, and many in other countries.

MASOjY ^ HAMLIK
CABINET ORGANS.
"Musicians gencraJiy regard the Matonfe Hamlin Orjfans

as unequalled bj any others,''— TAcorfwe Thoman. 'The
best now in use,''

—

Cf\ristine Nilsson, Annie Louise Cary.
Maria Leon Dnval, Victor Capmd, P. Brignoli, and others.
"Escel all inetrHmentfl of tfie class I have ever seen."

—

Ole
Bull. "The bept instruments of the class made."

—

Anna
Mehlig. "In ;ill those qualities which conslitote excellence,
unrivalled."

—

8. S. Mills. "Far snperior to anything of
its class I have 3een"'--L. Jf. GoUschalk. "Wonderfully
beautiAil."

—

P. ,S. Gilmore. 'Superior in all respect« to
any I have ever eewi."—^'w^rene Thayer. "Excftlling in
q«mlityof lone, general excellence, and durability and valu-
able improv»m(Mi»B not fbnnd in others."— Car/ ierrakn.
The mare critTeally fctiej «re tented, and tlie more compe-
tent the judge, the more certain »nd hi^h will be theroeed of
superiority accorded X'hGTdJ'''—Juliits Lickberg .

*! entertain
the highest opinion of Mason & Hamlin'e Cabinet Organs.
. . . Destined to be very popular in this country."

—

Sir
Julius Btnedici, London. "Remarkably sweet and even-
toned throughout. ... I can very strongly recommend
thewe instruments."

—

William Spark, Jfus. D., Leeda,
England. "Quality of tone is extremely rich and sym-
pathetic. . . . lienjarkable for purity of tone."-—^rfw.
F. RimbauU, London. 'Full, powerful, and of agreeable
quality. . . . The best subi^tjlute for a pipe organ."—-
BrinUy Richards and Richard Redhead, London.

See TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR with opinions of more
than 1,000 MUSICIANS which with ILLUSTRATIVE
CATALOGUE containing lowest prices, will be sent free.

Prices not higher than those of inferior organs.

MASON & HAMLIN 0R6AN CO.,

154 Tremont Street, Boston,
596 Broadway, New York.

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAM. HKCSBIt, »mtMVtm9r,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
1T«. 939 IVrsudway, 'Xvfw X»rk.

No branch bouse anywhere. 825—1 yr.

National College of Music.

The
E.STABLI3HED BY

9l4»»d«4i»f»ehB ^viBtetCe dab.
Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught

by teachers of high grade.
Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have

frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, TUOnA*l» RYA^,
]>ire«torof I!Va«i«w»l C*ll«ar« •f .VHttic,

822 TrratoB* Xenaple,»—»•, Maiia.

The Choral Tribute,
By L. O. EMERSON,

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir
and Singing School Books.

Price, $1.50 ; $13.50 per dozen.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely affected by the if*suo of new books, howevet

well-made or popul;ir. this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasJng all.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes.
Pieces, and Anthoras include the beet music taken from the

host books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies !

STEW SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOKl

An apjiropriate name for this neat, complete
and most pleasing ooUnctiin of musical gems,
(about l.W of them), by A. Hull and H. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fr«.sh, spirited ! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a c. impact hook of 210 pages,

which can be carried ia fche pockat, and yet con-

tains a very large proportion of the most popu-
lar psiilm tunes, spiritual .songs, &c. It would
bedifiicuU to compile a more convtnii nt book
for "tlie Vestry, vho Prayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 60 cts.

The above books sent, post-p:ii(l, by

OLIVEB DITSON & CO,, Boston,

0HA3. H. DITSON & 00,, New Tork,
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Gossec.

[Translated from the French for Dwight's Journal of

Masic3
I.

In the month of February, 1751, the Rue
Neuve-Saint-Roch was all alive with the prepa-

rations for a fete to be giren that same night

at a fine hotel situated not far from the middle

of that street. This hotel, which had a secoud

entrance on the Rue de la Sourdi6re, was that

of the celebrated farmer-general, Jean-Joseph

Xeriche de la Poupelinifere. Many years pre-

viously he had repudiated liia first name, Le-

riche, fearing no doubt that it might be taken

for a nick-name, and bad slightly altered his

second by dropping a letter; he then remained

the Sieur de la Popelinifcre, and he might also

ha-ve aided, as did the financier Zamet, lord of

several hundred millions of crowns.

The grand fete about to be celebrated at his

hotel was an anniversary, not of his birth, still

less of his marriage, but that of his deliverance;

so, at least, was he accustomed to call the day
corresponding to a period already three years

distant, but which had Ijeen signalized by a

most scandalous adventure, with which all

Paris had l>een amused. This was the famous

story of the fire-place with a revolving front,

by means of which the Marshal de Richelieu in-

troduced himself into the chamber of Mme. de

la Popelinifere, while her husband was keeping

her carefully locked, up in order to withdraw

her from the intrigues of the gallant marshal.

M. de la Popelinifere had, it must be acknowl-

edged, married his wife reluctantly, and in cir-

cumstances little calculated to make him bless

the chain which bound him.*****
Notwithstanding the publicity of his conju-

gal disgrace, he did not give up his mode of

life, but continued to receive in his salon all

the celebrities in literature, science and art,

and all the ornaments of the nobility and of

the legal and military professions. But every

year, on the anniversary of his separation, he
gave a most splendid fete, and it was of the

preparations for one of these fetes that we spoke
at the beginning of this story.

One of the chief attractions of the soirges of

M. de la Popclini£re was the excellent music to

be heard there. At that time musical reunions

were a rarity, and those at the Hotel de la

PopeliniBre were of a splendor to which it

would be in vain to seek a parallel in our times.

Rameau, the greatest French musician of the

eighteenth century, was then at the zenith of

his glory, and Rameau owed everything to M.
de la Popelinifere. It was the generous finan-

cier who had assisted him to take the first steps

in a career, which up to his fiftieth year he had
not been able to enter upon. It was M. de la

Popelinifere who had advanced to Rameau the

six hundred livres in consideration of which
the AbbePellegrin had consented to entrust to

him his poem Hippolyte et Aricie
; it was at M.

de la PopeliniBre's house that the first trials

were made of this first opera of Rameau ; it

was owing to the pi-otection of M. de la Pope-

linifire that it was received, rehearsed and per-

formed, and the gratitude of the artist never

failed for a single moment during his whole

life. The financier, on his part, was proud of

his protCgC, as he had a right to be. In order

to facilitate the rendering of all Rameau's com-

positions, the first hearing of .which was always

reserved forhim, M. de la Popelinifere had at his

command a full corjis of musicians, chorus and

solo singers, the whole expense of which

amounted to not less than thirty thousand

livres a year ; but the pleasure and honor which

this great outlay afforded him were such that

they seemed to him to be cheaply purchased.

On this occasion a new opera by Rameau was

to be performed. It was in one act and was

entitled La Giiirlande. The first performance

at the Opera was not to take place until some

months later, and this early hearing was all the

more attractive as the period when the work
was to be made public was somewhat remote.

Several rehearsals had already taken place,

none of them satisfactory to Rameau, whose

music was very difficult to execute. The pre-

vious evening he had spoken sharply to the first

violin, who also filled the post of conductor, and

to the harpsichord player, the accompanist,

who had not been able to catch one of the

changes of movement so frequent in his music.

At last, in despair, he carried off the score in

order to change the passage, appointing a gen-

eral rehearsal at nine o'clock the next morning.

The musicians were punctual to their appoint-

ment, but at ten o'clock the conductor, the

accompanist, and the composer had not yet ap-

peared. Tired of waiting, they applied to M.

de la PopeliniBre, who hastened to send a mes-

senger to Rameau's house. The messenger re-

turned, saying that M. Rameau had replied beg-

ging them to wait for him, and requesting that

no one slwuld quit his post. While the musi-

cians were complaining of the time they were

losing, and scattering themselves over the hotel

to observe the preparations for the fete, let us

look in upon the belated composer.

Rameau lived in the Rue du Chantre Saint-

Honorg, occupying the first story of a rather in-

ferior house. He was fond of this dwelling,

first, because he had lived in it for twenty

years, and also because the street, too narrow

for vehicles, was for that reason a very quiet

one, although in a fashionable and noisy quar-

ter, quite near the door of the Opera, then sit-

uated in the Palais-Royal. Rameau had passed

the night in going over the score of La Ouir-

lande, seeking in vain to simplify the passages

which had been like so many dangerous rocks,

on which the performers, whom he had ac-

cused, not altogether without reason, of igno-

rance and incompetency, had foundered. Ra-

meau was then sixty-eight years old. After

gaining a great reputation as organist and harp-

sichordist, he had given to the world, in 1733,

when he hatl reached the age of fifty, his first

opera. He must have laid up an ample store

of melodies during the half-century he had

spent in meditating upon his first work, for it

was followed by twenty other operas, all of

which had the most brilliant success, bringing

about an entire revolution in music, and eleva-

ting to the highest point the fame of their au-

thor. It is easy to believe that, having produced

so much, and years beginning to weigh upon

him, the later compositions of Rameau were not

written with the same facility as the first; he

clung also with tenacity to his ideas, he com-

bined slowly and with calculation. According-

ly he resolved to change nothing, hoping that

by dint of care he should succeed at the rehear-

sal in surmounting the difficulties before which

they had come to a etand-still the previous

night. It was half-past eight, and he was

about making ready to repair to the Rue Neuve-

Saint-Roch, when a note just brought was
handed to him. Scarcely had he glanced over

it when he turned pale and sank, as if crashed,

ipto an arm-chair standing in front of Ms harp-

sichord.

Here are the contents of the letter:

"MoirsrEnK:—One may have great talent and yet be
polite. This is what you are utterly ignorant of. You
told me yesterday that I did not linow my business be-

cause I could not play your music. I might reply that

you do not know yours, since you %\Tite only such un-
couth music that it is impossible to play it. But I prefer

to put up with the injustice you have done me. I ac-

knowledge that I know nothing, and that I am unworthy
of participating in the execution of your sublime compo-
sitions. Consequently, I have the honor to inform
you that you need no longer count upon me nor upon our
usual accompanist, who improves this opportunity to send
you his resignation with my o^vn.

"Signed: Guignon,
"Ex-first violin of the musicians of M. delaPopeliniere."

In order to understand the blow struck by

this missive, we must carry ourselves back to

the period when professional musicians were so

scarce, that the salaries of the first singers of

the Opera were not greater by more than one

half than those of the artists of the orchestra.

To think of replacing the first violin and the

harpsichoi-dist would have been folly, and Ra-

meau saw that the performance of his music

had become impossible. He believed himself

ruined, dishonored. All Paris was counting

upon this concert ; M. de la Popelinifere had

announced it to all his friends, to all his guests,

and the splendor of the fete would be compro-

mised, it would be a failure, and all through

his, Rameau's, fault. He, who had been load-

ed with benefits by M. de la Popelinifere, might

be accused of negligence or lack of good will.

And no way of escape from this dreadful posi-

tion 1 The poor musician abandoned himself

to the most violent despair. He was so ab-

sorbed in his gloomy reflections that the bell,

rung timidly at his door, failed to rouse him

from his reverie. However, the bell continued

to sound in crescendo ; by degrees it reached

fortissimo, and was rung with such desperate
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force that Eameau -was at last roused from his

pre-occupation by the incessant noise, and has-

tened himself to open the door.

He saw there before him a very small young

man scarcely eighteen years old, fresh, rosy,

and with a smiling and intelligent counte-

nance.

"Were you asleep. Monsieur?" said the new

comer. "Lucky your bell is strong; if every-

body who comes has to ring it so hard it will

soon be worn out."

"Whom do you want?" replied Eameau with

a look quite as unpleasant as his interlocutor's

was lively.

"I want M. Rameau."

"Well, I am M. Rameau."

In an instant the countenance of the little

man entirely changed ; an expression of respect

and admiration immediately replaced his jovial

and somewhat mocking smile.

"Oh! monsieur, "he cried, "pardon me for

speaking to you in such a manner. I was far

enough from suspecting that I saw before me a

man whom I have been accustomed to admire

ever since I have known and studied his works.

I am a giddy fellow, monsieur
;
perhaps you

were at work and I have disturbed you. Ex-

cuse me ;
permit me to retire, and tell me when

I may return without being troublesome.

"

So much sincerity, such genuine admiration

and respect were manifest in his air and in his

language, that, although accustomed to hom-

age, Rameau could not but be touched by the

almost supplicating attitude of the young man.

"Xo, my friend," he said, I was not at work,

and you do not disturb me. But probably you

have not come merely to pay me comijliments

;

let me know the object of your visit."

"This letter will tell you!" rejilied the

young man, handing to Rameau a carefully

sealed paper, and while the great musician was

looking into it, his eyes searched with avidity

all the recesses of the apartment. It seemed as

if he might be in a sanctuary, with so much
love and respect did he dwell upon the small-

est details; but what especially attracted his

attention was the harpsichord, upon the desk

of which lay open the score of La Ouirlande.

Meanwhile Rameau read the letter aloud :

"ItossrEUE:—ITy name is too oljscure to be knon-n to

you, so I shall s\gn this letter only mth my title of Chap-
el-master of the Cathedral of Antr^-erp. I take the liber-

ty of sending to you one of my pupils, the best I have
had or shall probably ever have. Yotmg Gossec is now
eighteen years old. He is the son of some poor peasants

in a little ^-illage of Hainaut, who sent him to Antwerp as

choir-boy when he was but seven years of age. His pro-

gress in music and composition has been so rapid, that

for a long time I have been unable to teacli him anything
more. Only such a master as you can suit such a pupil.

Permit me to entreat for him your instructions to perfect

him in his art, and your protection during his entrance
upon a career in which you have acquired so much glory,

and in which he may one day hold an honorable place.

"The Chapel-master of Antwerp Cathedr.al."

"Well, my friend," said Eameau, "tell me
•what I can do for you, I am quite disposed to

be useful to you. Let us see, what do you
know ? Are you singer or performer?"

"Mon Dieu! monsieur," replied Gossec,

"since I lost my childi.sh voice I can no longer

sing, but I can play the violin, harpsichord

and organ, and I intend to become a composer,

having studied in your works tlie theory whose
practice I have so much admired in your operas.

I can not only figure in an orchestra, but can

conduct it, that having been my employment
in the cathedral at Antweip."

"Indeed!" said Rameau, "can you under-

stand a score without studying it some time in

advance?"

"Certainly, monsieur, and if you will allow

me to make the trial before you, I will engage

to read on the harpsichord any score you may
please to give me."

"That one now on the harjssichord, for ex-

ample?"

Without replying, Gossec seated liimself at

the instrument, and without hesitation began

playing at sight the score of La Ouirl rule, at

the place where it lay open.

Tlie art of playing and of reducing a score

was then one of the rarest, and few musicians

were capable of doing it ; Rameau's admiration

was equalled only by his joy at so unexpected

an adventure.

"Good," said he, inteiTupting the young
man, ' 'do not go any farther. How do you

construe this passage?" And turning over the

leaves he pointed with his finger to the place

where the musicians had stopped the previous

night.

' 'Nothing is more simple, "said Gossec ;

' 'there

are in succession three changes Of time, that is

one division of so many notes to the beat. One
measure in 4-4 time, one in 2-4 time, and one

in 3-2. First there is one crochet to the beat

for the first measure, then two crochets to the

beat for the other two ; the movement does not

change, it is only the rhythm and the divis-

ion."

"Tliere ! that was what those asses would not

underetand, " cried Rameau, "and," he added
in a lower tone, ' 'it is just what I did not know
how to explain to them. I have found mj- con-

ductor. What a pity," he added, "that you

cannot conduct the orchestra and accompany

on the harpsichord at the same time ! But
where shall we find an accompanist of equal

ability?"

"You want an accompanist?" said Gossec.

"I can provide you witli one."

"Where, then?"

"At my lodging."

"Who?"
"My wife."

"Your wife ! Are you married ?"

"^Vhynot? Do you think me too little?"

retorted Gossec, who had recovered his gayety

and self-possession. In fact his diminutive fig-

ure, scarcely four and a half feet high, con-

trasted singularly with that of Rameau, wiiose

leanness made him appear taller than he really

was.

' 'I do not think you too small, " said Rameau,
"but I do think you very young."

"Is youth any obstacle to being in love? I

was in love with my wife when I was only fif-

teen and she fourteen. I had nothing, no more
had she ; I had to give her sometliing, so I gave

her talent. Slie was my pupil before becoming

my wife, and I can answer for tier as for my-
self."

"Very well," replied the delighted Rameau,
"go bring your wife immediately. If slie is as

clever as you say I will tell you a piece of good
new.s. By the way, " he added, stopiiing Gos-

sec, wlio was preparing to go, "if I were to

take you into a grand assembly, have you suit-

able gai-ments for such an occasion?"

"Ma foi!" said Gossec, "these are my best,

and if M. Rameau thinks them good enough, I

should like to know who would be more par-

ticular than he?"

Gossec's best suit consisted of a coat of coarse

maroon-colored cloth, a waistcoat of the same,

breeches of black ratteen, stockings of clouded

grey cotton, and shoes without buckles.

Rameau would not contradict him about the

splendor of his costume; he let him depart, but

he had scarcely disappeared when he called

Mme. Rameau, who had just returned from

mass.

"My dear," said he "put dinner forward an

hour, lay two more covers, and send word im-

mediately to the Opera that they must send me
the costumer and the dress-maker without de-

lay. I have the most urgent need of them."

Mme. Rameau obeyed without replying, and

Rameau had scarcely had rime to give these

orders when Gossec returned with his wife.

The young husband and wife made the most

charming little couple imaginable. Without

being exactly pretty, Mme. Gossec was extreme-

ly attractive. To the freshness of her seven-

teen years she joined an air of candor and of

artless intelligence which at once prepossessed

in her favor. She was not so small as her

husband, yet there was not between them

that great disproportion always so displeasing

when the advantage is not on the the side of

the man. Seeing them pass, every one might

say, "What a pretty couple!" After looking

at them a moment, an observer could not help

exclaiming, "What a happy couple!"
(To be Contirnied.)

Music in the Boston Public Schools.

TWO PAPEES KEAD BT I>R. J. BAXTEK UPHAM AT THE

CnURCH ASSOCIATION' ROOMS, JAX. 20th <fc 27th.

I.

Ladies and Gentlemen—It is not without hesita-

tion, and some serious misgivings of conscience, that

I have accepted the invitation of your honored Pres-

ident to come before this association witii the at-

tempt to unfold tlie plan and purpose of musical in-

struction as it is now pursued in the public schools

of Boston. To do this as it ought to be done—to

do it fully, thorougblj' and satisfactorily—would
take up the time of many entire evenings and re-

quire the aid of co]iious illustrations, and the coop-

eration of the teachers and pupils in all the divis-

ions and subdivisions of our comprehensive system

of public-school instruction. And in the two con-

secutive evenings of this course, which yotir com-
mittee have kindly placed at my disposal, I shall

not presume to more than sketch in outline the ori-

gin, progress and scope of such instruction, and ex'-

liibit, to a limited extent, the results which are now
being accomplished.

As preliminarj' to m}' subject I will state, in few-

est words, the organization of the Boston public-

school system, with which all here present may not

he familiar.

The whole scheme of public instruction is under
the general care and supervision of the Board of

School Committee, consisting of the mayor, the

president of the Common Council, and ninety-six

members—six from each ward. The sthools are

classified in three grand divisions or grades, called,

respectively, the high, grammar and primary de-

partments. There are, at present, five high schools,

having an average of KMO pupils; thirty-seven

grammar schools, with 19,7fiO pupils, and three hun-

dred and*thirty-fivc primaries, with 14,710 juipils.

Besides these there are several special schools, so-

called, numbering eleven evening schools, two
schools for licensed minors, one for deaf mutes, and
one kindergarten bcIioijI, Ap-ain, (lie |ii'iiiiai'y

schools are subdivided into six classes, each occupy-
ing one half of the year. Tlio grammar schools are
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likewise graded into six classes, each class being" in-

tended to occupy the time of about one year. The
courses in the hig-h scliools vary from three to six

j'ears. The arrangement in all the schools is such
that each teacher lias a separate room and each
scholar a separate desk and chair.

The period of primary pupilage extends from the

age of rive to eight j'ears ; that of the grammar from
eight to about fourteen or fifteen years ; that of the

high schools in age a year or two more. This army
of about 38,000 children is placed under the care and
in.struction of a corps of 1001 teachers, of whom 147

are males and 85-t are females. Of this number, 963

are emploj'ed in regular class instruction, and 38 in

the teaching of special departments. The whole is

under the surveillance of the superintendent of

schools, as he is called,—the present incumbent of

which office, Mr. Pliilbrick, has an almost world-
wide reputation as an educationist of the highest or-

der of ability.

I pass next to some historical data in the rise and
progress of musical iustructiou in connection with
these schools. -

A little more than forty years ago Mr. William C.

AVoodbridge, the eminent geographer, delivered a

lecture before the American InstiUite of Instruction

in the hall of the House of Representatives, in Bos-
ton, ad\-ocating the expediency and practicabilitj^

of introducing vocal music as a branch of common-
school education. This convention numbered sev-

eral hundred persons, mainly teachers, representing
at least eleven states of the Union and comprising
the highest educational ability of the laud. Mr.
Woodbridge had just returned from his educational
tour in Europe and brought' back with him the fa-

vorable opinions, on this subject, of the most distin-

guished educators in Germany and Switzerland
;

such men as Niemeyer, Schwartz, Denzel, Felleu-
berg, Pleiffer, Nage'li and others. This effort of Mr.
Woodbridge's produced a profound impression at
the time. By it the first impulse was given to mu-
sic as a branch of common education in our schools
iu America,
A year or two afterward Jlr. George H. Snelling

of this cit3-, iu behalf of a special committee appoint-
ed for that purpose, presented to the Primary School
Board of Boston an elaborate report strongly urging
the adoption of music as a regular study in" our pri-

mary schools. This report of Mr. Snelling was iu
advance of the times. A partial experiment was
made, but the plan was never fully carried out.

Soon afterw-ard the 'Boston Academy of Music'
was established, with our distinguished fellow citi-

zen, the late Hon. Samuel A. Efiot, at its head. By
them a memorial was presented to the School Com-
mittee, asking that vocal music be made a regidar
study in the schools of this city. This was in 1836.
The next year the school board, by a select com-
mittee, offered a report in favor of the petition from
the Academy, which was accepted and acted upon
affirmatively by the board. But failing to obtain
from the City Council the necessary appropriations,
the measure was for the time defeated. Meanwhile
one of the professors of the Academy, the late Dr.
Lowell Mason, gave instruction, gratuitously, in
one of the schools to test the experiment ; and the
next year the School Committee, well satisfied with
the result, passed a vote to the effect that the Com-
mittee on Music be 'instructed to contract with a
teacher of vocal music in the si^veral public schools
of the city. This vote of the School Committee of
Boston (say the Academy of Music in their report of
July, 1839) may be regarded as the Magna Charia
of musical education in this country. From this
time onward it has always existed as a recognized
department of study in the schools, under many
phases of organization, in greater or less degree of
popular favor, and with varying success. But the
time will not allow me to particularize.

In 185'? a decided step in advance was taken by
the appointment on the part of the School board, of
a Standing Committee on Music, and the adoption of
a better and more uniform plan -of instruction.
Pianos were furnished to the grammar schools, and
the instruction was extended to the Girls' High and
Normal School, in order that the pupils of that in-
stitution might be cpialified to become teachers of
music in their turn. But even then the teaching
was mainly confined to the two upper classes of the
grammar schools—the lower grades as well as the
primaries, although included in the letter of the reg-
ulations, receiving practically but little, if any at-
tention.

It was not till July, 1864, that a special instructor
in music was furnished for the primary schools;
only in 1868 was the further step taken of providing
a special instructor for the lower classes of the gram-

mar schools ; and not until the last year (that of

1872) was the chain of progressive instruction com-
pleted by the formal establishment of music as a

recognized branch of study in all the high schools

of the city.

By such slow and gradual steps has this branch of

public instruction arrived at its present stage of ex-

istence. That it is yet imperfect in many respects,

none are so conscious as those whose duty it has
been in all these years to watch over and guide its

hesitating and painful progress. But for the sim-

plicity of its plan, for thoroughness of teaching, for

good adaptation of means to the end, for abundant
and legitimate results combined with a careful

economy of administration, we venture to claim for

it, even now, a place beside the best-tried schemes
of public musical education.

Tlie organization of this sj-stem of musical instruc-

tion is now as follows :

A corps of four professional teachers is employed
by the citj', who are called the Supervisors of musi-
cal instruction in the public schools. One of these,

the chief Supervisor, as he is called, is at the same
time the teacher of music in the high schools. His
three associates are responsible respectively for the

proper musical instruction of the upper and lower
grades of the grammar classes and of the primary
schools. There is, at present, also an assistant, so-

called, for the newly annexed Dorchester district,

who acts under the direction of the above-named
officers. All are subject to the executive authority
of the Standing Committee on Music, who derive
their power from the general board.
The principal room in each of the high and gram-

mar schools, as also in, each of the properly graded
primaries, is furnished with a piano, which is re-

quired to be ko])t in order and in tune. The rooms
without pianos are supplied with a simple pitch-

pipe, which can be made to give any sound of the
middle octave. A set of charts, with stand or easel,

forms also a part of the regular school furniture in

each room, together with a manual for the teachers

giving directions for the use of these charts.

In the plan of musical instruction two features

stand out prominently—the simple but progressive
and thorough scientific training imparted to the pu-
pils, and the provision requiring the instruction to

be given mainli/ by the regidar school teachers under
the general supervision and direction of the limited

corps of professional gentlemen, as I have said. This
last I hold to be essential and vital to the succfess of

any plan of musical instruction connected with the
public-school system as it exists in this country.

It miglit not be uninteresting just here, if I were
to go over with you and explain this plan of in-

struction in detail, but I will trust that to the dem-
onstration which is to follow. I will therefore oc-

cupy no more time with dry statistics and descrip-

tion, but will introduce you at once to Mr. Luther
W. Mason, the supervisor of musical instruction in

the primary department of the Boston Schools, and
the class of pupils he has kindly brought here for

the purpose of showing by actual demonstration the
plan and method of teaching to which I have briefly

referred.

It is hardly necessary for me to remind citizens

of Boston what Mr. Mason has done for this branch
of our public-school requirements. The scheme and
method of instruction which he will show you to-

night, with the helps devised for the pupils, the'

books and charts, manual and devices of various

kinds, are all essentially his own. He has given
his whole life to this work ; and the best judges of

the art, at home and abroad, have awarded to his

labors their sympathy and their approval.

IL

Ladies and Gentlemen—In my paper of last week
I gave some account of the origin, progress and
scope of musical instruction in connection with the

public schools of this city. I explained also, very
briefly, the present organization of our school sys-

tem in general, and the department of musical in-

struction in particular, 'aAd closed my imperfect
sketch with a practical illustration, by a class of pu-

pils, of the plan and methods of this instruction

throughout the three years of primary studj% under
the personal direction of the supervisor of music in

that department. Those who were present at that

demonstration, saw that the first attempt of the

teacher was to gain the attention of the children by
singing to them some easy melodic phrase within
the range adapted to their voices, and asking them
to repeat it after him,—to imitate the sounds he had
given them in their proper order. The interest of

the children is thus excited, their attention aroused,

their appreciation of musical sounds for the first

time perhaps awakened. This preliminary rote
singing,—for such it is, of the easiest and simplest
kind,—is an appeal to the imitative faculty which
young children possess iu so great a degree of per-
fection

; hence the greatest care should be taken
that the example be a proper model for imitation as
regards method and style, purity and correctness of
tone, even in the utterance of the simplest musical
phrase. These early rote lessons should therefore
be given, when possible, by the professional teacher
himself. Even at this early stage in the musical in-

struction, great attention is given to the formation
of a proper quality of voice. The child is called

upon to use a smooth and pleasant intonation in

speaking, in reading, in recitation and in singing.

Above all he is taught to avoid a noisy use of the
voice. As preliminary to the exercise of the voice
in singing, the young children are trained in the
following essential points

:

A proper position of the body.
The right management of the breath.

A good quality of utterance, as just mentioned.
The correct sound of the vowels.
A good articulation.

An intelligent expression of the sense.

Care, too, is to be taken in the singing exercises
of young children, that a too great compass be not
attempted. The child is allowed to sing onlj' in the
middle register, or where he makes the tones with
the least effort. Commencing our instruction with
the rote singing, as already stated, the first six

sounds of the G scale only are attempted at the out-

set. E^^en within this limited range many of the
best juvenile songs may be found. After the voice
has been well practised in tliis compass, it may be
extended upward and downward to a judicious ex-

tent, taking care not to strain the voice in the least

degree.

'The pitch and compass of the voice having thug
been attended to, musical phrases of easy rhythmi-
cal structure are next taught in double and in triple

time, the rote method still being used. At this

stage musi< al notation in its simplest form is begun.
The teacher explains, gives examples which the pu-
pil is required to imitate. With all these, practical

exercises upon the sounds of the scale are intermin-
gled.

In the second year of priraarj' instruction the pu-
pil is taught to know the different kinds of notes
and rests, to understand the nature of quadruple and
sextuple time, and the manner of beating the same,
the accentuation as applied to music, etc. He is

also gently initiated into the mysteries of the chro-

matic scale, so far as the simple change from the
natural into the keys of G and F major is concerned.

In the third and last year of primary instruction

he is taught to describe by its intervals the major
diatonic scale, etc., etc. And thus the three years'

course of primar}' pupilage is closed.

We come now to the course of grammar school in-

struction, which, as I said last week, covers a peri-

od of about six years.

In the lowest class the pupil is rapidly led over
the whole ground taken in his primary course, now
and henceforward by reference to the musical char-

acters—rote teaching and rote singing being for the
most part abandoned. The child is here expected
to begin to read the notation of simple musical
phrases at sight.

In the sixth and lowest class is commenced an in-

tellectual study of the sounds of the scale. Children
are taught to recognize any sound of the scale by
its scale name, and produce tiie same at the dicta-

tion of the teacher. This still further to educate

the ear. This is followed by a representation of

the sounds upon the musical scale, which trains the

eye together with the ear.

A few minutes are thus spent, each day, as a drill

exercise, foUow-ed b\' practice upon the music charts.

This drill of single sounds is followed by triad prac-

tice, as it is called, and hj the practice of two-part

songs upon the charts, together with the beating of

the time ; and, in addition to this, in the next high-

er classes, by the chromatic scale and a study of the

keys which grow out of it. It is safe to say that at

the end of the second or third year the class will

have a sufficient knowledge of the nine different

keys to enable them to sing correctly any choral

which may be written in any of those keys, at sight.

This brings us through the two lower classes and
completes the second series of charts, which covers

the major scales in nine keys.

In the third year of the grammar course is com-
menced the study of such intervals as are necessary

to a thorough understanding and analysis of the

triads on the different degrees of the scale, such as

the major and minor second, major and minor
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third, perfect and diminished fifth, etc. ; also tlie

most usual form of the chord of the seventh is

taught, as will presently be shown. After the class

is familiar with tlie major and minor thirds, there
follows an explanation of the Roman numerals used
to indicate major and minor on different degrees of

the scale, etc., etc. But I will not take up further

time with these details. All this will better appear
in the illustrations which are to follow. Suffice it

to say that the pupils are gradually becoming fa-

miliar with the groundwork of three-part singing as

based upon the triads, and in acquiring a practical

knowledge of the inversion of the triads.

At the end of the fourth year the pupils can read-

ily sing in plain three-part harmonies, and should
understand all the signs and characters used in mu-
sical composition, and be able to comprehend and
read at sight any of the music found in our ordinary
collections of psalmod3'. This is as far as it is pro-

posed to carry tlie subject this evening.
An essential element in the plan of such teaching,

up to this point, as we have seen, is this, th.at it be
given mainly by the regular school teachers, with
the aid and general direction only of a professional

teacher. I wish to emphasize this point, for it is an
essential and vital feature in our plan of jjublic mu-
sical instruction.

And we take it for granted that all the regular
teachers can do their part iu such instruction. It

requires, in the system we have been considering,

no special musical ability, or previous training, for

the acceptable performance of this work. An apt-

ness to teach only is necessary, and any person who
is fitted in other respects to hold the responsible po-

sition of teacher in a public school has the ability,

we contend, to learn in a very short time (under the
direction of a competent professional head,) how to

teach the elements of music, as well as the other
studies required in our common schools. Nor is it

necessary that the teacher should be able to sing in

order to be successful in this branch of study, though
of course it is an aid.

A few words as to the time which is given to such
instruction in the curriculmn of school work. Ten
minutes in each session in the primary schools, and
fifteen minutes esch day in the lower classes of the
grammar schools are devoted to instruction in mu-
sic by the regular teachers of the schools. The up-

per classes of the grammar department devote one
half-hour each week to this study, under the person-
al instruction of the professional teacher, and, in ad-
dition, ten minutes each day are given to musical
instruction by the regular teachers of these classes,

under the general direction of the music teacher.

In the high schools a specified number of liours each
week is devoted to this study, under the personal
tuition of the professional teacher, and in the normal
school such instruction is required to be given as

shall qualify the pupils to teach in their turn this

branch of study in our common schools.

A systematic and progressive course of musical
instruction is thus given to all the pupils of the pub-
lic schools in the citj' of Boston, commencing with
the children of five or six years of age, when they
first enter the primary school-room, and ending
with the advanced classes of tlie high schools-
young men and }"oung women who are just enter-
ing upon the duties and responsibilities of real life.

It is not the question of these sketches to argue the
question of the importance of this specialty as a
branch of comfrion -school education. I take it for
granted that the benefit of such instruction, if prop-
erly carried out, is now generally appreciated. Its

efficiency as a means of recreation and of discipline
in the school-room, its agency in the formation of a
refined and melodious speech, its humanizing influ-

ence upon both teacher and pupil, is recognized and
acknowledged by the best educators in our own and
in other lands.

It has sometimes been nrged, in opposition to this
study, that too much time is taken up. or is liable to
be taken up, in preparation for the festivals and
other public mu-iical demonstrations which natural-
ly j^ow out of it. rerhap.s in former years, in tlic

infanc3- of its adoption, this might liave been ; liut

it is 80 no longer. I have already alluded to the
limited time which is daily allotted to it in the
schools ; and a.s to the time now given to prep.ara-

tion and rehcar.sal for public musical exhibitions, I

need only say that at the first National I'eace Fes-
tival (so-called;, which took place in the old Colisc-
nm in the summer of 18fi9, when tlie schools were
made participants in the programme, an<l about .six

tlioa-iand pupils took part in the last day's perform-
ance, the occupation (once or twice a week) of tlie

nscfil hour for the music lesson, for two or three
-^ f .', r^^ -^fit -/-no f''rr.i'/y\]" fJf.vo,

ted to the prescribed schedule. Time only for a

single rehearsal in the Coliseum was allowed. This
occurred on the day preceding the public perform-
ance, and was conducted as best it could be, amid
the clatter of hammers and saws, and the multitudi-

nous interr\iption of a great army of listeners. Those
who were present on the day of the concert will not
soon forget the profound and inspiring effect pro-

duced upon the vast assemblage. More recently,

also, at the entertainment given by the pupils of the
Boston schools in honor of the Grand Duke Alexis
(about a year ago), still less opportnnity was allow-

ed for preparation. The concert was given, it ma}'
be remembered, on Saturday afternoon. On the
Monday previous the music began to be distributed

to the schools by sections, the city being divided
for this purpose into four divisions,—one section or

division being supplied each day. The first four

days of the week were thus required to complete the
circuit. A single lesson of one or two hours in du-
ration was allowed to each school. On Friday there

was a partial rehearsal in Bumstead Hall, followed
by a full rehearsal, with orchestra and organ, npon
the stage in the Music Hall, which together occu-

pied about one hour and a half. And the next day
the public performance was given in presence of the
imperial visitor and an audience which crowded the
building to its utmost capacity.

I have thus, in the two evenings which your com-
mittee has kindly appropriated to this subject,

glanced hastily at the record of this movement in

connection with our Boston public schools, and at

some points in the plan of instruction as at present
existing. We cannot now predict what the ultimate
results of this system of universal instruction npon
a community like ours may be. The full effect of

the unbroken progressive plan has not yet been
reached. It requires, as we have seen, a period of

about twelve years to complete the course. I have
attempted to cover, in these demonstrations, only
about three-quarters of this course. If we had time
to follow it up into the higher grades of the schools

we should find it there developing in its a?sthetic

and mathematical relations—^in its bearing npon the

theory of counterpoint and musical composition.
But I do not propose now to trench upon this ad-

vanced ground,—not only for want of time, but also

because the period I have taken is the compass with-

in which the large majority of the children attend-

ing our public schools may be found, and is, to my
mind the most important portion of the school age
for public musical ediieation.

I have now the pleasure of introducing to the as-

sociation Mr. H. E. Holt, the accomplished supervi-

sor of musical instruction in the lower classes of the

grammar schools in Boston. Mr. Holt will exhibit

to you the plan of instruction as carried on in the

first four years of grammar-school pupilage, which
comes especially under his charge.

Refinement.

Refinement is not fastidiousness. It is not luxury.
It is nothing of this kind. It is far removed from
excess or waste. A person truly refined will not
squander or needlessly consume anything. Refine-

ment, on the contrary, is always closelj' .allied to

simplicity and a judicious and tasteful employment
of the means of good and happiness which it has at

command. It seeks to divest itself of superfluities

and aspires continually to the utmost possible puri-

To commence at a material base, refinement leads

to personal cleanliness and elegant neatness, good
taste and simplicity in dress. All "loudness" or

"flashincss" is repugnant to its spirit. In its home
.and surroundings, whether palatial, affluent or hum-
ble, the same chasteness and unaffected grace are

maintained. The abode of genuine refinement, and
of tlie mere pretender to it, are very different. In

the former you will find no excess, gaudiness or

false glitter, but the Latter .abounds with it.

In personal manner, refinement is most conspicu-

ous. A man of refinement is alw.ays polite wilhnut
flourish, gentle without effeminacy, and considerate
without stiffness. Display and ceremon}' are not
identical with refinement and are poor substitutes

for it. There is, of course, no refinement like th.at

of the heart, which impels its possessor to show on
all occasions a thoughtful and kindly regard for the

feelings of others. No adlicrence to etiquette can

compare with it for insuring the spontaneous obser-

vance of true and gTatifying politeness.

In art, refinement is a most essential element. It

is the greatest enhancement of beauty. It is a most
attractive excellence in every style of composition,
prot-e or poetical, and without it painting and sculp-

ture lose the most exalting attribute of their beauty.
In music, refinement marks the highest order of
writing. Sublimity is impossible without it. In
1;he greatest works it is can-ied to remarkable per-
fection, excluding the slightest taint of vulgarity,
commonplace or redundancj', and retaining only the
ripe frnit of genuine inspiration in its pnre exprCB-
sion and significance.

It is impossible that a composition which has ao
heart or sHbst.ance should be refined, because it is

meaningless, and there is nothing to refine. Any-
thing laden with superfluities must be freed from
them to become refined ; but if such compositions
were subjected to this process nothing would be left

of them when it was completed. It is a pity that it

cannot be freely applied, but it would only a little

anticipate the work of time.
There is music considered refined because it is the

product of the modern school .enjoying the adviintages
of the teachings of the past, and mechanical improve-
ments of the present, which is hardly worthy of the
esteem in which it is implicitly held by many. It

is less significant than difficult, less profound than
curious, and instead of depending for its effect npon
the intrinsic beauty of its harmonies, produces them
by a striking method of instrumentation. This is a
school that has been coming more and more into
vogue, but which must in the end die out from the
exh.iustion of its resources. When it is no longer a
novelty it will cease to be interesting. It is too su-

perficial, and unless it grow richer in deep feeling it

cannot last. That it can rightly claim a certain
material refinement cannot be denied ; bnt unles,s it

also attain to the refinement of the spirit it will pass
away to

"Tears beyond the flood."

The Voice, and how to Use it.

BY W. n. DA!JIELL.

[From the Worcester Palladium.]

I.

Method.

What is the meaning of this mnch-abnsed terra as
applied to vocal use ? Why shoiJd those who sing
already in a manner pleasing to themselves and
their indulgent friends, be told that they need
method—why iiot sing irithoni method ? Why cannot
one become an artist by simply imitating the best

models, without going through the very tedious

process of acquiring that terrilile something called

method ? Besides, what and whose method is to be
adopted, in order to gain the desired ertiA'! We
hear of the Italian. German, Garcia, Bassini, Street-

er, and various other methods. Which is correct,

and how arc we to know whom to believe ? It is to

answer these and other questions that naturally
suggest themselves to the earnest mind, that I com-
mence this series of articles, hoping to clear some
doubts that exist, and give some' definite idea as to

what are the proper principles for the use of the

voice, according to my teaching.

And first, let me ask why it is not as well for a
mechanic to work by imitation ? Cannot one by
watching a carpenter at his work, become equallj'

skilful ? Cannot an amateur painter attain an equal
ability with Church, Kensett and Hill, by simply
seeing them .at their wonderful work ? Cannot the

would-be pianist become equally great with Rubin-
stein by watching his fingers ? Cannot the un-

skilled violin player, self-taught, equal the world's

great ones, by simply seeing them play ? Of course

the answer must invariably be in the negative—and
is the voice so far beneath all of the.se as to be sub-

ject to different laws 1 Why, the voice is the no-

blest of all instruments, and subject to invariable

laws. It is the projier application of these laws
which we call method. Let us not attach any one
name to the term, but deal simply with method in

its fullest sense. Tou, my friend, have a good voice,

perhaps, and think that by imitation of the best

singers you hear, you can do .all for yourself. Bnt
who are the best ? Not those who please you best.,

for your lack of experience may have deprived you
of opportunity to hear a variety of artists, and you
may model on a local singer, whose total absence of

a well-defined method would render him .an undesir-

able model. But even supposing that you may
have opportunities for hearing different singers of

acknowledged rank, whom will you imitate?

In Worcester you have heard among others, Mrs.
Chas. Moulton, Mrs. Julia Houston-West, and Mrs.

H. M. Smith, for sopranos—Miss Phillips, Mis.s

Alice Fairman, Miss Sterling and Miss Ryan for
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contraltoa—Fessendcn, Simpson, and Osgood for

tenors—Gnilniette, Rudolplisen, and Sprague for

baases. All of these ai-e before tlie public ns artists.

Public performers are educators. Now these la-

dies and gentlemen all differ widely in method. In

other words, they deliver their tones according to

different principles.—You Indies who sing soprano,

have the choice here of tliree examples-—whic'li will

you take?—Contraltos, I offer }-ou four notable ladies

who differ widely. 'Which is the choice. Tenoi's. I

could not give three who differed more, yet all are

favorites. Basses can find entirely different princi-

ples at work in the singing of the gentlemen named.
Are all correct ?

I have nothing to remark regarding any of these.

My work is not to criticize individuals, but to set

forth sBch principles ns shall lead }ou to decide for

yourselves. Let us then assume that some fixed

principles are necessary in singing or speaking, and
at once the question comes up as to how one is to

know where truth is to be foxmd. 0»e says that the

voice has registers, another that it has none. One
talks about the larynx, pharynx, glottis, trachea,

(fcc, while another talks simply of the vocal chords.

One talks of chest, medium and head tones, while
another throws aside the whole. Now I propose to

talk as plainly as possible and mal;e my meaning
understood by those who know notliing at all of the

science of vocalization. If wh.it I have to offer

does not commend itself to the common sense of my
readers, I had better not have taken pen in hand.

n.

Pupil. Mr. Daniell, before you proceed farther,

will you explain one little remark made in your last—"Public performers are educators."
Mr. D. Certainly, but is it not a self-evident

fact? The mass of listeners are not critical, but are

willing to assume that any singer whose name has
appeared in the public prints a number of times,

must be all that is proper. Thej' will therefore

yield their own opinions and induce themselves to

believe that to be right which their good, natural
sense of hearing tells them is wrong. It is the easi-

est thing possible to give up your opinioas, when
you stand in the small minority.. Now, W'hat you
believe to be right, 3'ou will naturally copy after, or
the mass "\vill. The managers who put forward new
people are well aware of this, and kamdle the public
accordingly. If the papers cam be imdmced to write
up a singer, the gcBernl public believe all to be gen-
uine, and thus their own real opinions are uncon-
sciously shaped by men who have only personal in-

terests in the matter. American audiences have
yet to learn to be really critical, that they may
avoid having singers imposed on them who do not
properly understa»d their art.

Pupil. You are severe ; and are you not a little

one-sided ? You assume all to be bad, and the public
to be always imposed upon

; yet that is certainly
not so.

Mr. D. Trne, it is by no means always so, but
the true artist is frequently left out of sight by an
audience who do not appreciate purity of style and
method, but demand what is commonly termed clap-
trap, or sensational singing, rather than pure, artis-
tic rendering. Bnt all this we shall come to as we
go on. Suffice it to say that we have had singers
who were models, at for insta»ce, So»t«g, Alboni,
LaGrange, Salvi, Badiali, Araodio, Bcfliui. You
will notice that I imatanee tkose who have passed off
the stage. Yon must learn to select for yourself
among those still before the public.

Pupil. You have defined method as "a proper
application of law." Do not all singers before the
public make use of certain laws in using their
v»ices?
Mr. D. Not all. I do believe, judging from the

results, that some singers have no laws known to
themselves, for the government of their tones. I re-
member at one time when a rivalry existed between
two Italian primo tenori, belonging to rival troupes
in California, one said of the other: "Whatever my
shortcomings may be, I have at least a school,
which Signer B has not and never will have."
By achooi he meant method as we have it. He was
right. Signer B had no school, and thought he
did not need one

; but when listening to his continu-
al flatting one wished that the Signor had some law
for his proper direction.

Pupil. You speak as if there might be a variety
of schools or methods, and all right. Is it so ?

Mr. D. Let us remember that the whole of
truth never yet lay in any one direction. People
may arrive at similar conclusions by different roads.

You know that according to Charles Lamb's theory,

the Chinese, having discovered the excellence of

roast pig- by means of the conflagration of a house,

adopted that method of obtaining tlieir roast pig for

long after, in the same manner ; wherebj' the roast

pig was not quite so good ns if cooked in a smaller

fire, while the builders' trade was Improved, I of-

ten think that the Voiee BiiiUling need becomes the

greater, on account of similar causes.

Pupil. A little obscure. Do you then think some
methods so injurious ? The whole of truth is not

apt to lie in one direction, as you say, but I have
been led to think the Italian method pure and safe.

Mr. jD. Ah ! the Italian method ! Whose Ital-

ian method ? At the beginning of the 18th centur}-

the genuine old Italiaji method was taught by Por-

pora and others, and such singers as then appeared,
were, if history can be credited, something marvel-

lous. Delicacy and beautj' of singing were striven

after, rather tlian the shouting, now considered es-

sential. The old Italian method was undoubtedly
very pure, but if men were to sing in that delicate

manner now, they would be voted tame.
Pupil. But is there no way of gaining those

same results now ?

Mr. D. I believe firmly that there is, and in this

way. Let us become aware of one very important
fact to begin with. Siuging and speaking are {or

should be) identical.

Pupil. My dear sir, how can that be ? when I

speak. I use only a moderate amount of breath ; but
when I sing, I use much more and have to exert

myself as well.

Mr. D. That is precisely the point. You do
use more breath, but should not. You do exert

3'ourself, but need not. For instance, take any sim-

ple word, father, for instance—first apeak it in a nat-

ural tone of voiee, and then in monotone in the
same manner. Do you not see that the monotone
is singing ? Now rise a tone and deliver it in the

same manner,, and so on until you have gone up five

notes an3 then return.

Pupil. Tliat is all easy enough to be sure, but
the amount et tone is not worth speaking of, and be-

sides, it became harder as I ascended.

Mr. D. 0»e thing at a time. The tone, you
say, was not loud. Ah ! that is the old trouble.

"Power ! give ue power ! We do not yet know how
to creep, but we must be prepared to run a race im-

mediately." No, my friend, you do not make much
power, but you will find that before a great while
power will eome into your voice to your entire sat-

isfaction. You have not properly understood whiit

constituted power, but have wrongly believed th,at

in order to sing a loud note one must shout, or to

play^ on the piano, one must bang the instrument.

It is not so. Easy, flexible action is what we need.

Now reading is useful, substituting a line of poetry
for the single word as you have used it. Take one
line on C, the next on D, and so on. Make no ef-

fort, but let the words flow out of your mouth with
the breath. The sound may be light, but it will not
tire you at least, and that is worth something.

m.

Pupil. It seems to me that the term reqister is

one which is not clearly understood—at least I have
never been able to gain any definite idea of its

meaning from the different explanations that I have
received. 'Why is it ?

Mr. D. It has not been properly simplified.

—

Let me endeavor to conve}'' the true idea. Many
explanatio»s have been given by writers and teach-

ers, and yet the true meaning is gener.ally left in

rather a haze. Every lady finds in her voice, when
commencing at the middle C, (or the lowest C usu-

ally sung by her,) aod singing up the scale, that on
arriving at the first F, or thereabouts, a desire for

change in character of tone will show itself ;—al-

lowing the change to occur, all goes smoothly, until

arriving at .about D, when another change asserts

itself:—allowing this second change to take place,

the voice assumes a thinner character, which ex-

tends as far as the voice is capable of going. This
is merely fact and to be found in all female voices.

No reasoning can throw this plain fact out of sight.

We have then to reason on the cause. Now as I

have said before, all tone is produced in the vocal
chord, to use simply that term. Expansion gives
low and contraction high tones. Ascending the
scale, contraction takes place to the utmost that the

chord will naturally bear, when another position is

taken. Please lift a weight from the floor, keep
your arms straight, and the strain comes on y^ur
knees and shoulders. Lift as high as you can with

the shoulders—you suddenly come to a stop, and
yet tile weight is not far from the ground. In order
to raise it higher a new position must be taken.

The strain must tlien come upon your wrists, until

you can raise the weight sufficiently to reverse
tliem, when you push up, tlie strain coming on your
fore-arm and shoulder. The simile is perhaps rude,

but it may strike you that the first movement is not
altogether a bad representation of the lower regis-

ter, while the pushing up indicates the upper, the

turning of the wrist representing the difficulty to

be overcome in passing from one to the other.

Again, the flute has a limited number of keys and
finger-holes, yet the player contrives to get over a

great range, using the same keys and finger-holes

for wide extremes of tone. Howls this?

Pupil. Why, by changing the ernhonchure, of

course. When the limit of a scale is reached, the

lips must be more compressed,- and so a higher tone

reached.

Mr. D. 'Very well ; then a new position is taken.

So also with the Cornet, and every other wind in-

strument—all are governed by the same laws. Now
is there anything remarkable in the voice requiring

the application of similar law ? But it may be said

that, while these instruments produce a uniformity

of tone throughout, the voice varies greatly when
passing from one register to another.

Pupil. Precisely what I was about to say. I

listened not long since to a singer, highly endorsed,

in w-hose voice there appeared a very decided

change, when passing from the high notes to the

low. The upper tones were pleasant to listen to,

but the low notes must have been of the order to

which you referred, as being mnnnish.

Mr. D. Did they please you ?

Pupil. No, I did not like them at all, but as the

audience seemed generally to find satisfaction in

them, I concluded that the fault must be in myself.

Mr. D. Y''our conrietions were correct. They
were wrong and bad altogether. Now what wonld
be thought of a teacher of the flute, who shoidd

train his pupils to play in this manner ? He
would not be tolerated. Why should the voice be

treated worse than the keyed instruments ? Avery
common way of training the voice is to establish a

fixed boundary, up to which point a certain kind of

tone shall be produced, and then, changing the boun-

dary line, establish another kind of tone, differing

altogether from the first : in fact, establishing com-
partments, h.iving no affinity for each other. I be-

lieve this to be wrong. As I have said before, the

so-called chest tones, having the uncarthlj- sound of

which you speak, are set back in the mouth while

the upper tones must come forward. The crowded,

mannish tones please the singer, as being very full,

rich, vibratory, telling, and the like, but they are

really neither" one of these. Put your head into an

empty hogshead and speak. Y'ou will hear much
noise" without doubt, but I will venture the asser-

tion that very little sound is heard a few .steps off—

so it is with this nnnatnral chest tone. It will not

be heard at any great distance, while pure, free tone

will be heard at quite a distance, as clearly as near

at hand. No, freedom of tone we must have, and
power will come as a result.

Pupil. But is not this hard low tone more natu-

ral in the production, than the free tone of which
3"ou speak t

Mr. D. It seems so in some, but only because

they forget, or do not know, that speaking and sing-

ing are governed by the same laws. A great man}'

people think it a gVand tMng to talk with a deep

tone, which is all proper if nature so establishes,

but I do not belicTe in cultivating the habit of talk-

ing in a lower key than is perfectly natural. The
tone will ineritably bscome set .i«d stiff.

Pupil. IIo-w then will you manage with one who
talks in a stiff manaer ? Speaking and singing are

the same, you say; will not the singing be stiff, in

spite of all endeavors to the costrary ?

Mr. D. The pupil must r»ad rapidly, in different

parts of the voice, so that ao opportunity is afforded

to set the tone. I can assure j'ou that nature will

assert her rights, if you give her but a fair chance
;

of course, the teacher cannot do all. If the pupil

desires to improve, no obstacle must be ihterpcsed,

but entire yielding must take place. I have had

pupils who desired to gain the good, without being

willing to give up the bad. No efforts of mine
could then avail. In studying the voice, make up
3'our mind that your teacher understands his art,

and then yield yourself to him. Do not go half-

way. Be" in earnest. "What is worth doing at all,

is worth doing well."
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Oratorios.

"Elijah" and "Judas Maccabfeus" were performed

on the evenings of Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 8th

and 9tli. Tlie former, of course, drew the fullest

house ; for it is well knoT\Ti, dramatic, brilliant,

with full modern instrumentation, sensational

(though not in a bad sense), and always popular.

Moreover, if tlie Handel and Haydn Society are

"well up" in any oratorio, they are so in Elijah.

This is the work they choose, when they would

make their best impression upon strangers ; and so

tempting is it to appear thus in all their glory, that

other and even greater works year after j-ear still

go unlearned :—so much sweeter than study is the

fruit of study, the triumphant exhibition : so much

more stimulating to exertion is the hope of an ex-

cursion to another city to astonish Gotliam, than a

quiet, inwardly rewarding and improving winter's

campaign into the heart of tliat hardly half explor-

ed, certainly unconquered, and exhaustless terri-

tory of Bach's Passion Music. But such is human

nature !—Another reason why Elijah had a larger

audience than Judas is, that Sunday evening is no

longer, as it used to be, tlie time regarded as the

most convenient and proper for attendance on an

Oratorio ; with some, we dare say, it is a matter of

religious scruples, with others only a question of

railroads. Only tlie Messiah is deemed quite sacred

enough to overcome the hesitancy of the former

class.

The performance of Elijah this time was of about

the usual excellence ; very impressive to the

many, but without much to give it a fresh life and

interest to those who know it all by heart. Of

course the great dramatic energy and fervor, com-

bined with the thorough artistic intelligence,of ^ me.

RrDEP.SDOKFF Went far to place the Soprano recita-

tives and arias in a strong light, albeit frequently a

somewhat harsh one, owing to the struggles of a

voice no longer in its prime, and only now and then

renewing its beautiful youth in a way that all could

hail it with delight. Yet is the presence of the

great artist always unmistakable. "Hear ye, Israel"

was given with rare power. Her least successful

effort, naturally, was in the quartet : "Holy, holy !"

—Miss Alice Faikjux, in her quiet, unirapassioned

way, but mth her verj' rich, pure, sweet and even

voice, and tlioroughly sound and honest style of

singing, won sincere applause by her deliver}- of the

Contralto melodies. And she took "0 rest in the

Lord" in a less slow and dragging time than we
have been too much accustomed to. The Tenor

solos found adequate expression in the fine voice,

the pure intonation, the earnest fire and true intel-

ligence of Mr. Xelsox A^arley. The only draw-

backs in his singing are a certain dry and slightly

nasal quality in some o( his tones, and in high climb-

ing passages an apparent effort as of one screioinf/

himselfup to "the height of his great enterprise,"

—

yet with all the exactness and the certainty of such

a lever. It seemed as if he struggled with the rem-

nant of a cold. Jlr. M. AV. W'uit.vev jiresented the

central figure of the Propliet witli his usual majesty

and massiveness of style, although he was by no

means in his best voice, his voluminous tones

sounding somewhat hollow ; and he relapsed too

often into his old fault of lifelessness. It would be

tmjnst, however, to say this of "Is not His word like

a fire, and like a hammer tliat brcaketh," which he

declaimed with an all-snfficicnt and unflagging vig-

or, making everj- note tell. "The mountains shall

depart" wa? grandly sung too, and a new oboe in

the leading phrase made itself felt to good advan-

tage. The orchestra seemed well up to its work.

The chorus was a little weaker in the.bassthan usu-

al, but otherwise its tasks were creditably, some-

times splendidly achieved. There was an awkward
hitch in the Double Quartet, which did not settle

into unity of outline for some time. But the single

Quartets, and the Angel Trio, in which Miss Caekie

Bracket! took the middle part, between Mme. Ru-
dersdorff and Miss Fairman) went evenly and
smoothly.

JwJ/is Jtraccabcciis, old as it is. and in spite of the

sketchy, incomplete accompaniment of Handel's

score, compared with the brilliant modern instru-

mentation of Elijah, has the fresher charm of the

two to those who care most for intrinsic musical

beauty and pure, sustained high tone of character.

Of late years it hag been too seldom given here
;

perhaps never really well given before that memo-
rable performance last year when Miss Edith

Wynne, Cummings and Santley took part in it.

Then, too, the audience was select and small,

—

smaller even than it was this last time. One rea-

son for this is, that most people imagine themselves

much more familiar with the music than they are,

merely because "The conquering hero" chorus, and

one or two other numbers have been often heard.

Another reason is, that the work as a whole has al-

ways been so mutilated, or so indifferently rendered,

particularly in the solo pieces, that a vague impres-

sion of its general dulness has prevailed, and most

unjustly. But we cannot help believing that there

is still another cause, less generally known and un-

derstood by the listener, but interfering with his

pleasure none the less, for the indifference with

which this, one of the most inspired, original and

beautiful of Handel's oratorios, has been regarded

by so many. Let us explain.

It is well known that in the printed scores of

Handel's Oratorios, Cantatas, itc, the orchestral ac-

companiment is for the most part a mere sketch.

Handel himself was accustomed to preside at the

organ in the performance, and could fill out the har-

mony, the intertwining polyphony according to his

own idea. But in the written and afterwards en-

graved scores, with only here and there an excep-

tion, we find the voice part, with perhaps a princi-

pal violin, or oboe in unison with it, and nothing

but a figured hasso contimio besides ; nothing to fill

the wide, hollow chasm between the upper melody

and the monotonous deep rumbling or roaring bass-

es. In the fugued, or contrapuntal choruses, of

course, the harmonic texture has to be complete.

But with the Arias it is very different ; these were

left for Handel's personal accompaniment, or for

after-elaboration by some skilful, sympathetic hand
;

for such completion of the sketch as Mozart has

made for the Messiah (and yet not all of it), and

Robert Franz for the "L'Allegro ed il Peiwieroso," as

well as for much of Bach's Passion Music. Now,

blindlj' following tradition, it has been the custom

here, as in England, to perform the Judas with that

mere empty, colorless, monotonous and tedious ac-

companiment, which is all that the published score

furnishes for many of the mo.st important Arias.

On this account too, doubtless, many of these Arias

and Duets are left out oftener than they would be,

were they enriched and illustrated by a complete

setting. Of course most hearers are unconscious

why they are so dull.

A striking instance of the difference in the two

treatments was shown on Sunday evening in two of

the finest of the Soprano airs. The one in which

Mme. Rudersdorff made her best success of the eve-

ning, and which she sang so exquisitely ; "Wise

men flattering," happened for once to have received

the especial attention of the composer, who left it

armed with full accompaniment, and everybody
knows how rich, complete and beautiful was the ef-

fect. On the contrary that other exquisite Air near

the beginning: "0 Liberty," was sung to absolute-

ly nothing but the violoncello obligato ; can any
one for a moment imagine that Handel so intended

it ? So too, in part or wholly, with those heroic

tenor and bass arias ; splendid vocalization, a ring-

ing, fervent, clear delivery, arouse the audience

;

but how much more magnificent would their effect

be, were the harmony completed and the instrumen-

tation filled out as it is only at the return of the

first theme in "Sound an alarm" !

Besides this pervading infirmity, which we hope

will one day be remedied (for certainly there lives

the man to do it, and in a way after Handel's own
heart), this oratorio suffered on this, as on all pre-

vious occasions, by too liberal curtailment. One of

the very finest of the choruses : "For Zion lamenta-

tion make," was left out entirely ; and that most

rich and swelling and sublime of all the choruses

:

"Tune 3-our harps" was badly cut. How persua-

sively it enters, on the dominant chord with

seventh, talcing up the burthen of the soprano solo !

How clear and full the flow of all the parts ! And
how wonderfully beautiful is that passage near the

close, where the basses climb from the low B to the -

high E, and hold it out through half a dozen meas-

ures, while the tenors from high G traverse a like

distance downwards, and the sopranos steadily s*ar

to the high A !

All the choruses are beautiful and grand ; some
filled with heroic patriotic ardor, inspiring martial

courage
; others breathing the most pure and deep

religious feeling. In no oratorio is the pervading

tone more high, religious, sacrificial. And they are

picturesque, suggesting real scenes
;
you see those

tribes of worshipjiers before you. The choruses

were in the main very effectively sung. We only

take exception to a point of rendering, namely to

such exaggerated contrasts of fortissimo and piaiv-

issiino as were made in the repeats of "See, the

conquering hero conies."

The solos were for the most part sung with good
expression and effect. Mme. Rudeesdorff, by the

vitality and fervor, the dramatic verve, with which

she rendered her strong parts, as well as by the

subtle delicacy.jind charm of her reading in such

strains as we have before alluded to,—by her com-

plete at-home-ness in the music, and her legitimate

grand artist stj'le of song and recitation (only

marred bjf indulgence in some of those worn out

conventionalisms o'f the idols of the theatre and con-

cert room ;—excessive lengths of trill, loud high

notes upon a final cadence to hang applause on, &c.,

Ac),—largely redeemed all the short-comings of a

voice considerably worn by long and glorious ser-

vice, and obliged sometimes to force its way, to take

Jorzando what might otherwise elude its grasp. Yet

there are passages in which the voice is still very

beautiful. She is best in grand declamation, or in

large, sustained cavtalile, or in the delicate finesses

of soUo voee. In rapid roulades, evenly and surely

as she executes them, the tones have a loud breath-

ing, mufiled quality, betraying more of will than

voice.-—Miss Faikman's voice was of just the right

character for the calm, serious, religious air : "Fa-

ther of Heaven," beginning Part III., in which, as

in the Duets, she made an excellent impression.

—

Miss Caukie Brackett, a pupil of Mrs. Ilarwood,

made her first ap])earance in these oratorios. She

has a pure, sweet, flexible, and rather thin soprano

voice, and showed good style and execution in the

florid air: "So shall the lute and harp awake." Her

part, too, in the opening Duet and the Trio of Elijah

was quite creditable.

But the chief honors of the oratorio were borne
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away by the tenor hero, Judas. Mr. Varlet seem-

ed to do his best, fairly electrifying the audience

by his splendid trumpet tones in "Sound an alarm,''

which never made so strong a mark here before. A
repetition was imperatively claimed and granted.

Tlie singer showed himself master of the Handelian

roulades in other arias, and was most successful in

the rendering of the very difficult "How vain is

man." Jlr. Whitxey sang superbly "The Lord

worketh wonders," and generally was more himself

than on the preceding night.

Harvard Symphony Concert.

The programme for the sixth Concert, Feb. 6,

after repeated alterations and remodellings, finally

came out in this shape.

*Overtxire to "Preciosa," "Weber.
Pianoforte Concerto, No. 2, in B flat. Op, 111.

Beethoven.
Allegro con brio.—Adatrio.—Allegro molto.

(Cadenza bv Moscheles.)
B. f. Larg.

Overture : "The Fair Melusina" Mendelssohn

.

**roncertstueck, in G, for Piano and Orchestra,
Op . 92 Schumann

.

Introduction and Allegro appassionato.
B. J. Lan;.

** "Ocean" S\nnpliony in C, Op. 52—A. Kubinstein.
Allegro maestoso.—Adagio.—Allegro .

—
"Adagio and Allegro con faoco.

It suited the clamorers for novelty better than it

satisfied the musical conscience of all who had a

hand in shaping it ; and it must be acknowledged,

the expressions of pleasure in the concert, especial-

ly the second part, have been numerous and spon-

taneous to a degree not very confidently expected.

Of course the great feature was the "Ocean" Sym-
phony by Rubinstein. The Thomas orchestra had

given us the two "additional" movements which

Rubinstein wrote to it as an after-thought ; and in

one of Mr. Lang's chamber concerts last year, the

first, as being the best, movement of the original

Symphony was outlined in a four-hand piano ar-

rangement ; otherwise the Symphony as such was

to be heard now for the first time in Boston. The
first plan contemplated giving only the first move-

ment, balanced or contrasted with Haydn's short

"Surprise" Symphony in the first Part But it was

thought, after all, more wise and just to offer the

whole Symphony or none of it, and let the work
speak for itself, for how can the single movement be

seen in the right light except in its relation with

the others ?

And what was the result ? That, in spite of its

great length, and of its place in the last quarter of

the two hours, it did absorb the general attention to

the end, and was the topic of enthusiastic comment
among many in the throng going out, is a fact not

to be ignored. Whether the admiration was well

founded, whether the charm will last, is at the same

time a fair question. Opinions and impressions

were by no means unanimous. Most will probably

agree that they liked the first movement best

;

some were more captivated by the Adagio, or the

quasi Scherzo, or the rousing Finale ; some were

made happy by all parts alike ; and some (among

them musicians of the best qualified to judge) pro-

nounced it all a vague, vain striving after grandeur

and originality, cheating the sense wuth instrumen-

tal splendors and effects, but not speaking to the soul

with that clear, divine authority with which all the

great music, through all the individualities of ge-

nius, has always spoken. "Who ever had a doubt,

even on the first hearing, about the musical validity

and charm and heavenly quality of any thing by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schubert,

Schumann ? And who is not puzzled all the time,

in hearing these new Sj'mphonists, to know wheth-

er it is really music in the best sense,—in that sense,

namely, which has made music so divine a part of

life to him ? Here is ambition, of a titanic sort

sometimes, and talent, wide grasp of resources,

study, enterprise, great laying out of plans ; we

cannot, or we would not say it is all naught ; but

whj' does it leave us on the outside of itself, admir-

ing, it maj- be, but unconvinced, unedificd, shut out

from that serene, sweet, holy atmosphere of harmo-

ny, which we have lived in times enough and long

enough to know that he who does not bring us that

brings not the real boon of music.

For ourselves we will not commit ourselves to an

opinion until we know the work much better. We
can simply say, that as a tone-poem of the "Ocean,"

whether in the descriptive or suggestive sense, the

four long movements of this Symphonj' fail to re-

produce to us a tithe of that essential poetry of the

Ocean which we recognize in Mendelssohn's "Meer-

esstille" Overture. Striving after mifch more, it

seems to us much less imaginative. Perhaps it was

too vast, impracticable a theme for music. The first

movement, to be sure, has something vast, gigan-

tic, full of sense of isolation and of distance, full

of storm and calm, of sungleam and of chilling

shadow, of sickening monotony of unrest;—unrest

without the musical sense of progress, but rather

the wide weltering sameness of the real waste of

waters. The two principal themes are interesting

;

the one exhilarating and adventurous, entering in

sunshiny flute tones, the other of a pleasing sen-

timental mood ; and they are worked through

with skill, with breadth and fulness of instrumen-

tation, rich contrasts of color, but with too fre-

quent recurrence, as if from sense of dutj' to the

subject, of the rumbling monotony and swing of

the deep basses, relieved again by cheerfid

glimpses of a bright blue sky.

The Adagio seemed tame to us, and lacking any

individual style or impress to distinguish it from

Mendelssohn or Gade, save that it was less inter-

esting. The Scherzo ("Allegro"), rollicking and

fierce, like sailors' revelry, disturbed by traits of

positive coarseness and uncouthness ; nor did we
bring away a much more favorable impression of

the Finale, "with all its vigorous elan.—But these

are first impressions
;
perhaps the whole thing will

mean mare to us some daj'. One word, however,

with regard to style. We have looked in vain for

anj'thing which we could call distinctively a Ru-

binstein style ; anything which, being unlike that

of others whose music always charms, yet fasci-

nates by an individuality of its own and by an

equally divine right. Mozart, Beethoven, Weber,

Schubei't, Mendelssohn, Rossini , they are all un-

like bj- virtue each of his peculiar genius ; is there

anj' such distinctive flavor or aroma in this music to

enable you to s.ay that only this man's genius could

produce the like of it?—The performanceof a work

so difficult, with short rehearsal, was highly cred-

itable to Mr. Zerraiix and his orchestra.

The other novelty of the programme, Schumann's Co7i-

ceristueck, a work of about half the length of a regular

Concerto, proved extremely interesting, full of thought

and beauty, and characteristic of its author. The instru-

mentation is refined and rich. Mr. Lang was fally mas-

ter of its great difficulties and gave, with good co-opera-

tion of the orchestra, a very clear and satisf.ictory inter-

pretation. The B-flat Concerto of Beethoven is not one

of his great ones ; it is in the master's earlier and sim-

pler style, but fresh, melodious and fall of grace.. Mr.

Lang had played it once before in the second season of

these concerts, and also las^ year in c mcerts of hi-; own

;

and it bears repetition.- His rendering was peifectly

clean, refined and delicate, showing masterly execution

in the Moscheles cadenza. But here again comes up the

old question with regard to such cadenzas ; does not so

simple and unpretending a movement as that first Alle-

gro appear overloaded by a long, elaborate and difficult

cadenza of that sort; especially when, as in this case,

your expectation of the return of the orchestra is cheated

by three or four closing chords and nothing more ? The
added ornament seems out of all proportion to the mod-
est original; too much like those marvellous structures

which our modern ladies pile upon their heads. The Fi-

nale is the most original and piquant part of this Con-
certo.—The two Ovprt^ircs were verj' much enjoyed ; We-
ber's fresh, bright little gipsy prelude giving a lively zest
at the beginning of the feast.

The seventh concert, next Tliursday Afternoon, Feb.
27, offers a particularly interesting programme, namely

:

Overture: "Hebrides," Mendelssohn; Piano, with Orch.:
"Serenade and Allegro giojoso," Mendelssohn, (Hugo
Leonhard); Aria

:
"Sou confusapastorella," Handel, with

orchestration liy R. Franz (Mrs. C. A. Barry).—*Overture
to "Le Nozze di Figaro." Mozart; **Krakowiak," for
Piano, with Orchestra, Chopin, (H. Leonhard) ; Songs,
Mrs. Bariy; Symphony No. 4, in D minor, Sclumiann.—
Mrs. Bari-y's Songs in the second part are : a. Ave Maria,
by Franz (with string orchestra); b. **"The Soldier's
Bride," ,Sc/t«m«;i«,- c. Goethe's "M.ay Song," i^rans.

Chamber Concerts.

Messrs. Leosiurd and Eichberg had another
full hall for their second matin(5e, Feb- 14, which
gave equal s.atisfaction with the first. This was
the programme

:

Sonate, op
. .30. Xo. 3. Piano and Violin . . Beethoven.

Allegro assai. Temno di Menuetto.— .Allegro.
Messrs. Hugo Leonhard .and Julius Eiehberg.

Hebrew Melodic, arranged bv Rob. Franz.
For Piano and Violoncello.

Messrs. Hugo Leonhard and Wulf Fries.
Concerto. D mino"r. for two Violins Bach.

Vivace ; Largo ma non troppo ; Allegro.
Messrs. .Tiilius Eiehberg and Henry Suck.

Preludes, op. 28, No. C, 1, 2.3, 1.5, 17 Chopin.
Mr. Hugo Leonhard.

Ti-io, op. 63, D minor Schumann.
Allegro. Scherzo, .\n'lnnte. Finnic.

Messrs. Leonhard, Eiehberg and Fries.

Tlie fresh and buoyant Beethoven Sonata, with the
complete ahnndou of its dance-like Finale, was most en-
livening. The Melody which Robert Fr.anz heard in a
synagogue, may or may not be of old Hebrew origin, but
it is beautiful, and bol 1 where the minor opens into the
major, and Franz has developed and enriched his theme
bythattine instinct andconsummate art he has of brin"--
ing out just what was in the genn. It was beautifully
played.

Tlie Bach Concerto was listened to with a sincere and
deep delight; especially the exquisite slow movement,
nlfhongh one of the violins seemed not so alii-e to what
it had to utter as the other. Mr. Leonhard presented his
bouquet of Oiopin Preludes (three of the five, at least,
were quite f uuiliar ones) in a most tasteful and anpreei-
ative manner; the last one has a singularlv Mendels-
solinim cut for Chopin. Of the magnificent '.'Schumann
Trio, we can only say that it was flnelv rendered and
m^de a deep unpression as usu.''!.

The next Matinee will be on Friday, March 7.

The MENDELssonx Quintette Clvb were greeted
by a large and a responsive audience at the first

of their Four Chamber Concerts, at the Meionaon,
last Saturday evening. The programme, in accor-

dance with the whole plan of the series, made up
mostly from the works of new composers, was as

follows

:

Quartet, No. '^, in E, op. 10 ufax Bmch.
Allegro ifnestoso, Andante quasi .-V-dagio, Vivace

mn non troppo. Finale Vivace.
Sacred Air, "Pour out thy heart before the Lord,"

Molique.
i\rr. T\plson Varlev.

Trio, No. 3, in B flat. For Piano, Violin and 'Cello.

,, , Bargiel.
Arn-'nrnto, Andante, Scherzo, Allegro.

Elegie for Violoncello .', ..1
Rudoljih Hennig.

Qmrtet in A minor, Op. 20 .Franz Schubert.
Allegro ma non troppo. Andante Menuetto, .Allegro.'

We were only able to be present throuo-h the first
two pieces, and we listened to those with sense of
bearing so demoralized by winter winds and snow,
that we could not tell whether we liked the Quartet
by Bruch or not. It seemed to make a good im-
pression. Of Mr. Varl?!Y it was clear enoiigh th.at
he never has sung more sweetly, purely and artisti-
cally, and the An bv Molique is truly 'beautifid and
noble

;
you could almost fancy it to be one that

Mendelssohn liad left f)ut from St. Paid. Mr. Pee-
ABO was the pianist in the Trio b}- Bargiel. The
second concert is to-night, and this is the pro-
gramme :

Quartet in r» minor, op. 77 j. Riiff.
Moderate, Vivace, Andante, Allegro.

Songs.
Miss Fairmnn.

Quartet Satz, in C minor, posthumous fragment.
„ Franz Schubert.

Hungarian Dances, composed bvBraluns, arranged
for Violin and Piano " Joachim

William Schultze.
Quintet in F, Op. 59 Rubinstein.

«S- Our New York letter comes tou late for this week.

. Bazzini.
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PHILADELPHIA, JAN. 25.—Mr. WoLF.soHN'9 sev-

enth matinee, on SaCurdny iifternoon, tlie IStli inst., was

not very well attended, owing to tlie riotous state of the

weatlier. The Symphony was Beethoven's first, which was

remarkably well rendered. Indeed Mr. Wolfsobn's forte

is his clear interpretation of this master's compositions.

The Violin Concerto by Bruch is a very worthy produc-

tion; but ilr. StoU was not at all happy in his perfonn-

ance of it. The Tannkaeuaer Overture was the only other

work of importance on the programme ; and I simply

mention it to say how very inferior the execution of it

was to the performance of the Symphony.

Mr. J.A.RVI3 grave the third soiree of his series atChick-

ering Hall on Saturday evening, Jan. 18. The programme

began with Beethoven's Sonata in C minor, for piano and

violin; the executants were Messrs. Jarvis and Guhle-

mann. This latter gentleman was somewhat cftreless in

his playing. 'Bwt \i\ t\iQ Adagio Cantahile the loveliness

of the movement seemed to obliterate the performers en-

tirely from notice. In the Mozart Trio, for piano, clar-

ionet and viola, the gentlemen who played the last two

instruments were veiy successful. Mr. Jarvis played

Tausig's second "Soiree de Vienne" mftgniflcently. In

Vieuxtemps' "Reverie" Mr. Guhlemann redeemed him-

self entirely. The Schmnann "And;inte with Variations,"

for two pianos, was exquisitely yet forcibly given by

Messrs. Jarvis and Gulilemann.

On Thursday, the 23rd, Theo. Thomas began a series

of four concerts at the Academy of Music. The audience

was not large, owing to the shocking weather. The pro-

gramme was the same as was given by the Orchestra at

their first concert in this city:

Overture to *'Tannhaeuser" "Wagner.
Aliesretto, 8th Svmphonv — Beethoven.
luWtition a la Danse [Weber] Berlioz.

Polonaise in E major Liszt.

Miss Mehlig.
Scherzo and March. Midsummer Night's Dream."

Mendelt;sohn.

Overture to "Wm. Tell" Rossini.

Traeumerei Schumann.
Danube Waltzes Stra«ss.
Serenade for Flute and French Horn Tit'l.

T\TO Polkas Strauss.

Faekeltanz. No. 1 Meyerbeer.

Tke .\llegretto was redemanded, and certainly the Mid-

summer Night's Dream should have been, for the render-

ing was simply perfect. The Traeumierei was of course

encored, and Haydn's "Serenade" cwfne out in acknowl-

edgment o€ the compliment. Miss Mehlig was recalled

after tke Liset Polonaise.

The second Concert began with Schumann's 3rd Sym-

phony, in E flat. It was never before ployed here entire,

and so to imany of the audience it was a fresh treat. The

whole work is eloquently grand : but grandest is the last

movement: all tkrough its solemn introduction one can

see the Bp rkli.g theme, till, like tke sua froim an Au-

gust fog, it bursts fortk to obscure all it« pred»c»ssors.

Miss Meklig foU«wed witk Chopin's P-MiBor Concerto;

all thromgk the piece shone forth the brilliant qualities of

the true artist. Mr. Osgood sang three songs by Schu-

bert. I am free to confess I do not like Mr. Osgood's

singing; he lacks voice, and he slides so much as to ren-

der it at times positively tiresome. Mr. Jacobsohn play-

ed Ernst's "Otello" Fantasid. with proper spirit and
effect.

At the concert on Saturday afternoon tkis was the pro-

gramme:

Introduction to the :Jd Act of "Medea" Cherubini.
Twilijjht and Diyads' D»nce, from "Im WaJ<Je".RalI.
C-sharp Minor Sonata Beethoven.

Miss Slehlig.
**Manf/ed" Overture, op. 115 Schumann.

Ballett de Rienzi Wagner.
Songs. "Sprinj' Faith" Schnhert.

''nie Violet' ' Mozart.
Mr. Ot^good.

Solo for Harp Godefroid.
Mr. Lockwood.

Illustrationen Waltzer Strauss.
Serenade: Solos for VioJin, CUrionet, Flute & Oboe.

RoHsini.
Overture: "Fiiv^ars Cave" Mendelssohn.

The selection from the Raff Symphony was delightful;

the Twilight portion e.ipecialiy; so delicate and dreamy
it is. The lonj; and tiresome Kienzi Ballet was most bcau-

tifally rendered. Miss Mehlig played the "Moonlight"
Sonata with true poetic feeling, but her * Allegrctt<j" was
a shade too slow. Mr. O.-good sang somewhat better

thanu.-*ua]; the wecoud song indeed wa« very satisfac-

tory. The i>erforTnance in the evening was, aK to the or-

chetttral part, entirely composed by woiks of Wagnci*.

The programme bej^an with the grand "Kaiser March."
This waB i >lJowcd by tho " Vorspiel" X/> Lofu n^jrin. The
"Vorapiel and Sch1u«tt-»atc'' f.om TriiUjn und ho'dc were
entirely new to rae, nor were the themes agieeable. "Dcr
Ritt Der Walkneren" '. layed from the Monuseript
cojrt-3 waa very well given. The "HuJdigung«" march
closed the orchestral part. Miss Mehlig played a cluster

of Chopin's pieces charmingly, and Mr. Osgood's contri-

bution of two Wagner songs [if songs they can be called]

was quite acceptable. The Orchestra will^ it is hoped, re-

tmn to us in April.

FEB. 6.~Mr. WoLFSOHN's eighth Orchestral matinee

took place at Horticultural Hall. Schumann's B-flat

Symphony was the chief feature of the programme. It

did not receive nearly so nice an interpretation, nor such

skilful execution as Beethoven's No. 1 in the preceding

week. The Larghetto, however, was tolerably well ren-

dered. Weber's Freiischuetz Overture was given with

great force and correctness. Mr. "Wolfsohn played an

Etude of Chopin's and Haflf's -'Valse Caprice," in his ele-

gant and graceful st>ie. Gounod's SaltareUo, which
closed the performance, was very pleasingly rendered.

On Tuesday, Jan. 28, "The Beethoven Society," com-
posed entirely of amateurs, and c©nducted by Mr. Wolf-

sohn, gave an "Invitation Rehearsal" to their friends at

Natatorium Hall. The chorus is composed of about 60 or

70 voices, nearly all cultivated. Gounod's "Messe Solen-

nelle" was the principfil selection. Generally the Mass
was given with correctness, spirit and intelligence. The
beautiful Gloria was exquisitely sung, as also was the

Sancius. The Credo was Sfung too forii99imo to make a

good impression. The other choral pieces were: Two
choruses from Mozart's "King Thamos"; "The Water-
Lily'* of Gade, and Schumann's Wanderlied (which have
been sung by the society at every one of their concerts

and hence need rest) ; Cherubini's "Slumber Song," and
the Spinning Song of Wagner's "Flying Dutchman," the

last two by the female chorus, completed the choral part

of the piogramme. Every number was well done except

the "Flying Dutchman" chorus,which was quite bad. The
parts of the choir are very well balanced, though the

bass might be a trifle stronger. The tenors are striking-

ly good and telling, which is a marvel, for it is common-
ly the flimsy part of the choral structure of most socie-

ties. Miss Clara L/auderbflch sang Beethoven's "Wonne
der Wehmuth" and "Mignon" remarkably well. Her
voice is pure and sweet throughout its entire range; her

only fault is that her articulation is very imperfect in the

upper register; at times it is impossible to appreciate the

words. Miss L. also acqiiitted herself finely in the solo

part in the Mass. Next Monday the "Creation" is to be
given by the Hand«l A Haydn.

FEB. 14,—At Mr, Wolfsohn's ninth matinee, last Satur-

day aftei-noon, Beethoven's Symphony in F [No. 8] was
given entire for the first time in Philadelphia. The per-

formance wna a thorough success ; the celebrated and fa-

miliar "Allegretto Scherzando" being given with more
taste and expression than it was by Theodore Thomas's
orchestra afc a very recent concert. Of course the iecA-

n/yue of the latter was more perfect, hut the being, the

soul, if you please, came more home to one in the render-

ing of Ml-. Wolfsohn. The rest of the orchestral part of

the programme consisted of the Overture to "L'Etoile du
Nord,"of Meyerbeer; Strauss's "Wein, WeibandGesang"
Walz(most beautifully rendered); and the March from
"Midsummer Nlghfs Dream." In every selection the

steady improvement of the Orchestra was seen. The
soloist of theoccasi«n was Mr. Alfredo Barili, the young
New York pianist. His selection was Weber's Concert-

atueck, played here recentty by Rubinstein. Of course to

compare would be «di«us, but absolutely considered, Mr.

Barili's playing, although of a high order, lacks fervor

and enthusiasm. He received a hearty encore.

On Monday evening last '^Haydn's Creation" was re-

cited at the Academy of Music to a tremendous atidience.

The solos were given by Mrs. Houston-West, Mr. Simpson
and Mr. Aaron R. Taylor, the chorus being that of the

Handel and Haydn Society, the whole un{ler the baton of

Mr. Carl Sentz. Mrs. West was thoroughly successful in

her efforts. "On mighty Pens" was never so dramatical-

ly given here, but "With verdure clad" I have frequently

heard with greater pleasure. The only fault that can be

ascribed to Mrs. West is a physical one; it is that her

ui»per notes are too "reedy," or, more correctly sjieak-

ing, forced. In the second part her singing was delight-
ful; it was bo intelligent and honest. She is the only
soprano I have ever heard sing the whole Oratoi io.

.Mr. SimjJKon was also thoroughly good in his role. "In
native worth" was superbly sung aiid was heartily en-
cored. "Now vanish he also sang with much wannth
of expression. Mr. A. R. Taylor of our city assumed the
liass HoloH. Occasionally he showed the effects of bis
long alisence from the concert room, but generally bis
Hinging was up to, his old high standard. In tlie "Roll-
ing and fiianiing liillows" his magnificent voire diHplav-
ed itself to great iiflvantage. In some passages he lack-
ed fire; for example: "Tlie flexible titjcr api)earB" he
sang with the same expresHion aw "With heavy beasts
the ground is trod." But in the duets in the second part
he was all that could be desired.

It oidy remains to say of this performance that the cho-
ruH wa^'fcoijle and unsteady ccnerally; but "Achieved"
and "The Heavens are tilling were fairly d.ne. The Or-
chestra w:i8 simply outrageous. Mrs. West and Mr. Tay-
lor were considerably fretted l»y their floundering, biit

Mr. Si»n(i"''n ditl not appear to' care and held bini'^oif

steadily throughout. Eistaci:.

DESCRIPTITE LIST OF THE

PnbllDlied by Oliver DIMon * Co.

Vocal, with Fiano Accompanimenti

Beautiful Songs of a partly Sacred Character.

Fairer than thee. 3. G to e. iVaud. 35

One Angel more in Heaven. 8. G to g, Jioseirig. 30
Over the Stars there is rest. For Alto voice. 3.

Di to d. Abt. 30

Only a Step beyond. Song and Cho. 2. A6
to e. Hackleton. 30

Under the Violets. Song <fe Cho. 3. G to d.

Webster. 30

Expressive Songs, for Concerts^ &c.

'Tis so hard to forget. 3. E6 to f. Rosemg. 30

Regret. 3. Eft to e. Lirdy. 30
Bring the Absent back to me. Song and Cho.

3. I) to f. Huntley. 30

I know who is coming to me. 3. G to g.

M. F. H. Smith. 30

Ballack in pojmlar style.

Butterfly Song. In "Chilperic." 3. Ato^.
Offenbach. 30

Molly Bawn Asthore. 3. E6 to f. Thompson. 30

Sing' me an English Song. 3. F to f. Wrigktmi. 30

TSe'Soy imd Bird. 2. G to f. Waud. 40

Shooting Stars (Comic) Song and Cho. 2. _

F to f. Rosewig. 35

A Sweet Song icith charming Lithographic Title.

Eyes of Summer Blue. 3. A6 to f. Blake. 40
A jinne Sea-Song.

My Love he stands upon the Quay. 3. B6 to

d. Sainton-Dolby. 40

New arrangement of a very popular Song.

The Increase of Crime. 2. Bft to e.

Arr'd by /. C. J. 30

Instrsmental,

Diamonds. 3 Salon Pieces, (from Weber's Opera.)

No. 2. Preciosa. 4. D. Th. Oestm. 50
Very tasteful arrangement of beautiful airs.

Selections from "Le Roi Carotte. Offenbach.

Waltz. 3. Ch. Coote. 60

Quadrille. 3. Arban. 50
Lively, easy French music with no "heaviness"

Brilliant Dance Music.

On the Iligh Seas. Waltz. 3. Zichner. 76

yew Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Piano. 3.

Strauss. 75

Honor the Ladies. (Ehret die Frauen). Sew.
3. Edward Strauss. 65

Oft' like a Rocket. Waltz. 3. Lyle. 30
Introduces two so«g melodies.

Editorial Waltzes. 3. Strauss. 30

Tkunder and Lightning Polka. 3. " 30

ColiseBB Waltzes. 3. " 30

Jurist's Ball " 3.
" 25

Compactly printed notes and therefore less ex-
pensive than otBcr «rrangements.

Doctrincn Waltzes. 3. Edward Stranss. 15

Air du Roi. (Amaryllis.) Violin and Piano. 3.

Ghys. 40
One of about ,30 well selected pieces for Violin

and Piano, the Set beimg called "Bchoes from the

Ball Hoom."

The Fairy Sisters. Polka. 3. F. /. W. Turner. 30

Very pr»tty and f,airy-Uke.

Puck. Galop Brilliant. 4. Eh. S<Moesser. BO

Good Old Times. Gavotte. 4, T>. Jungmann. 40
One of Jungmann's dehcate fancies.

Books.

St. Peter. An Oratorio. /. K. Paine. Paper. 1.60

Boards. 1.75

Cloth. 2.00

We ni.Ty well be proud of a full-grown Oratorio,

the work of an American, and having a good
proniifie (it tiiking its jiUice among works of "tlie

iwasttM-H." Do not undertake it with the idea

that it is an easy Cantata. The composer did

not mean easy m"usi(\ He meant classical and
good music, which will cause and repay study.

Musical Enthusiast. A Cantata. ./. //. Hewiil. 50

A Musical Comedy, in which the Enthusiast of-

fers his daughter's hand as a priieto fhebestmu-
Blcian. Very entertaining, and not difficult.

Abiirf.viations.— Di'({i'oc8 of dKncullv nrc^ m:irku(l Irom

1 to 7. The /ivy l« markt'i! witli 11 ciipilal li'lUT Uf C li Hut,

itc. A Kmiill Rinnan Ictti'r miirkH the hiKhoHt nolo. If oil

the Btiiff, .in italic lultcT llio highest nolo. If iibovo tho iitiiR'.



^®iii§ ®i Htrsum
A Collection of FaTorite Waltzes, Polkas, Maiurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

The undersigned have the pleasure of anrtoHncisg the iss«e of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already receiTei with eathusiasra, as Stra«ss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a faatiliar

"presence" wkh AmericMi musicians.

A«fin€ portrat qf the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, road the followMg list of

Waltces.

Acadevilc.
Adeltee.
Af*I>o-

A«t«ef» Life.
Baaatlful Klne Danube
Belle H«*ene.
Bargaasinn.
CaaaMi.
Clear and Full.
C«1l«Mm,
CsBsvtien.
CoHtSBvereen*
Or^MBIlon.
DeTeashlre.
Editorial.
Fairy Storlefc

First nirtation.
From tke Hountaing,
Oprmaa Hearts
UarMony «fdie ^heres.
IloiM.
IllaatrctVon.
IsBvaer Heiterer.
,J«rl«f« Ball.
KwaBtier ll.ebeii.

l^eny Te«r,
I>et'8 be ^ay.
Life itt m» Ckerish.
I.ordy Kb^B Klange,
1.0T* wmA Fl«a«are.

LoT^r Tlenna.
BlaBheMan,
Marffaretta'e.

Marriage Bells. Telegram.
Morsenblatter. Trvrelling; Inddentg.
Now Tlaana. Tlkotian.
Oae Tbsastmd and OaeVllIage ivallows.
Oryhaas. [NIsI^tB. Wiener Banbona.

?iS:^t?onen. TOlkaS.
Pukllslicr. Alice.
KMlabow. Baden Baden.
Bblne. Kuai>re«B Anne's.
Besa. Madaaie l>eatner'fit

K«yal ft»B£B. New Aancn.
SerioBS i^l Hnmorons.I'izzteato.
Sopiile. Saas tiaacl.

Sonuds ttvai Vienna Stager's Joy.
Spiral. [Woods. Thunder and Kigktming.

Saltan's. Trltscb Tratsch.

Folka Mazurkas. Tfaltz Qiadrilles

Arm in Arm,
Dragan Fly.

Lob der Franen.
One Heart. One Sonl.

Praise of Woman.

Qiadrilles.

Belle Helene.
Children of Haimon.
Nordstern.
Orpbeas.
Wiener Frasken.
Will of the Wisp.
Wine, Women and SoBgDance af the Farlod.

CamiTal Botschaftez
Petitioner,

Galops,

Clear tlie Track,
Ostrich Feather.

Maeurba,

Fata Uo>eana,

Bancc.

PRICE IN BOARDS, $2.50 ; IN CLOTH, 3.00, FULL GILT FOR PRESENTS, 4.00.

CiiAS* M* l^iTSOM & Co*9 Mevr York*
k of Preved Excellence for High Schools, Seminaries, Academies,

and High Grammar Schools.

!:E hour of SIXGING!
By L. O. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEN.

PEicB ei.oo.

^le M^ur of Singing ^' has act with caexpected succcess, having been
iced into a large number of High Schools; a^d has also been used with buc-

the upper classes of Grammar Sehools, This saoc«a« is dOBOrod, as it is

silent practical work, with the best of music flo afTftsged in Two, Three,
)ur Parts, as to furnish pieces well graded as to difficulty, and none of
00 difficult.

Specitmen Copies fnailed, post'puid, f9T retail price*

tary Btndy

,EE-PART MUSIC.
ian Hymn
»ot why
a maging
I, wild galea
ig
3, to our native land
st's be gay
)n
of the past
fts tolls the
blessings
) the battle
ir boat
) river
fill is the morning
if praise •
changing orbit
rest, Uio sun
Take the songs
Bpnng

. American Hymn
aen praise the Lord
ere be light"
e come before thee
voices
;ftin

J beauty tender
I Hymn
ve i»nd [weak
STer lay our arms are
;ht t«moa yoftly
} of tkte o«eftH upiay
udsanfl olQ limes
Bfttive laufl Is fuir
frattr
liift 7» Wa Lord
ker, §uffl» uSj keep
CioiB home
!• [blows
tfce r«se. while yet it

Tes aie Mling
lid f<lng glufl songs
LOulfl breathe
emoiltis

Star-spangled banner
Stay not aay anguish
Sweet Buamer mom
Swlfti on kis pinions
Summer sunset
Tara'a harp
They are not lost
The happy year
The wooH-brook
Thvougk the willows
Up with the flag
Vive le roi

FOUR-PART MUSIC.
All good night
Ah, could I n'ith fancy
All that's bright must fade
Austrian Hyran
Before all lands
Come and watch the daylight
Come back, sweet May
Curfew bell

Bay of rest at sea
Days of youth
Ksin ie my homo [Ing
Evening's o*or the vale descend-
Falling leaves
Forgive and forget
From hiscave in Snowdon's mts.
Good night
Good night, thou glorious sun
Greelinj; glee
HarTOst song
How calm is evening
Isle of beautj,-, fare thee well
Know ye rtielaud
Lea/ by leaf the roses fall
LoTaiy itlght

M»*c"y»ar mark
'31i4 ploAsares and palaces
Moi«l»:i skiiies in splendor
My cliiiUkoot'3 songs
No, not n«ox-e wiileome
O genllc suiaa*r rain
O that sou^ stiU j^rolong
Oh, sing that song again
Over th» mountain wave

O vales, with sunlight
parting whispers
proudly, O sun,
Rest in peace
Softly fall the shades of evening
Softly treading, silence keep
Song of th« Seasons
Sweet Heme
Sweet th« aarly morning
The chase
The falling leaves
The last rose of summer
The merry spring-time
The moralng hroaks
The wiufi
The hour ©f prayer
The ^vind whispers low
The sun's gay beam
The summer days are coming
Village bells
"What delight, what joy
WTiat sound of midnioht
Wlieu the leaves are Killing
Where would 1 be?
Ye guardian spirits

Also, 38 Sacred Tunes for
opening and closing school.

ANTHEMS AND CHORALS.
A sure stronghold
Blessed bo the Lord
Blessing, and gloiy, and wisdom
Cast thy burden
God is our refuge
Lift up t» God
Praise y» the Lord
To God on high

MUSIC, FEM.AXE VOICES.
Memorial Hymn
Rest, weai-y pilgrim [try
Sing, for the praise of ourcoun-
Sprmg is retursing
Summer is heie
The smibeams are glancing
"Wake, gentle zephyr

A Ne-w and Most Attractive School Song-Book,

CHEERFUL VOICES!
By L. O. EMERSON,

Author ^f tke " Golden "WnMATH *' and " Merry Chimes," whose coUocUve etfea are in tb«

Deighl>orh«o€l 9t 9O#,9O0 ffeples.

PRICE 50 CTS.

A new book by so successful a compiler needs no introduction. '* Cheerful
Voices " contains in the first 00 pages an •xcellent and interesting Ilem^ntory
Course, with abundance of pretty melodies and 6u»e9 Ibr practice and illustration,

The Songs in the Vody 9f tie b<Mk wre selected and arranged with Mr. Emer-
son's weU-known admirable taste and judgment.

Sample Copies mMiledf p^at'paid, »a receipt of retail price.

At Evening
Autumn's Song
A Summer's day
Battle Hymn of the Republie
Beauties in nature
Beautiful Spring
Boat song
Brooklets dancing
Charmhig little valley
Christmas Song
Clatter, clatter, patter, palter
Cojistlng Song
Come, let us all l^e merry
Come. e©me, fcc
Days of youth
Doing nethlng
Festival Song
Forgive and forget
Friends ©f Freedom, &c.
Glide alone, ^ur bonny boat
Greeting Glee
Hail, Columbia!
Hark! the Alpine hunter's, &c
Home from the woodiamd
How bcautifnl tli* mow
Hasten to the woodland
I'm a sheplierd of the valley
I now freely offer
Joy of Summer
Joy to thee
rToyful wake the songs
Little acts of kinduesa
Lovely i-ose

Marching song
Meeting and parting
Merry, mony Summer time
Merry eongstera
'MiA iileiwtiraii and palaces
Moonlight aail

Morning wakes
My owu dear »iotiLntain home
Nature gives no son'ow
Never aay fail

X3^i:):e:x:-
Night song
Now, good night
Nymims of the sea
O'ei the fields, &c.
Oh! come yo into the, &e.
Oh! come, come away
Oh! liow brightly
O Lerd our God
On the ocean
On the mountains
Our way across the mountainB
Parting song
Parting whispers
Peaceful slumbering
Pilgiim chorus
Return mf Spring
King »ut. sweet bells
See the mountftin elope, &e.
Sing away, ye joyous birds
Smiling May
Song at close of day
Song ef triumph
S»iig of the morning
Sl?lSi»ing song
SiTT^ig is hero
SpBug and youth
Sta- of the twilight
Spring song
Summer is here
Sunrise
Sweet Summer
The buildera
The blacksmith
The cobbler
The Danube river
Tke forest bu*d
TiM farmer
Tke golden stair
Tke mellow horn
Tke morning call

The mountain horn
The merry Spring time
The pariiiig

The pedestrian
The rose-tree
The sckool-bell
Tlie sea
TIio search for the fairy, &e.
The skngk-ride
The Star-spangled Banner
The Ynle where my kome Uee
The Valley of Chniaouny
The Violet
The wnndorer's ftirewell

The wanderer's joy
The woods
The wood-breok
There's a good time coming
Up, away
Up. and "labor
Upidee
Vacation's coming
"Welcome to Summer
When the day with rosy light
"When up the' mountain, 4te.

"Work, fur the night is eoming

ROUNDS,
Come and sing
Come, follow
Gather roses, while they blow
Hark, the bell is ringing
Huuible is my little cottage
If a bodv meet a body
If 1 could. 1 would
Lo, the waving grain
Not too great
Roaming o'er the meadows
Shut the door
The cuckoo
Thirty days are in September
"While weinoet in peace again

Also 30 pieces of Sacred Mu-
sic for opening and closing
School.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte. Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTORY OF
Thirteen Valuable, or Invaluable,Music-Books!

E^=" Sent, Postpaid, on Receipt of Retail Prices. =®J

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. L," was pub-

lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Eacb Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following thirteen books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Library :

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. L
INSTRUMEXTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, ^^ith a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $1.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SOKG.
vocal.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL. III.;

OR,

IXSTRtniEXTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; clotli, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00,

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected bv experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

Btitutc the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting of Operatic Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAL AND INSTEUilENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $3.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, S4.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most
salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, §4.00.

Jtecently added to the Some Circle Series, August,
1S7S, making the " baker's dozen," or 13 books.

.^^S OF STtlAu,
^S,

Brought; out " after the JubUee," In consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of "Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

VOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, §2.50;

cloth, S3.00; full gilt, for presents, §4.00.

GEMS OF CERHAI SOHQ,

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Similar to Vol. I., but is distinguished by the Insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces, A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

33.00; full gUt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV,;

INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the most popular pieces published hince the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible quantity of good music for his money. Tha boolcs that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers ; and, where airs and short

pieces arc included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Hundred Dollars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBHAHY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIHTY-TWO DOLLARS.
ScoGESTiON 1. No better present for n Mtisical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No better Wedding-Present than the whole Library.

" 3. No better aid to the entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for use on the Piano or

llecU-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Dwight's JouKifAi. OF Musio,
Published every otlier Saturday

OLI"VEIi IDIXSOlsr Sz CO.,
277 Washington St.i Boston, Mass,

JOHN S. DWIGIIT, EDITOR.

j^p-TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2.00 per annum;
delivered by carriers, §2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.

Each subsequent insertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S25.00.
do four do do $15,00,

J, S. SPOONK[i, PRINTER, 4 PROVINCE COURT.

THE] ]¥ATr2«:VAI- COt,CS:GE ©F M"ffJSJlC

established by the Mekdelssohn Quintette
Club. Spring term will begin Feb. 10th.

THOMAS RYAN, Director.

830—4 Ti'emont Temple, Boston, Mass.

O. DITSON Sl CO. ofler these new, fresh, genial

Juvenile Song Books to the public, believing tbey will

bear comparison with any
others. 'Cheerful Voices,'

by that most successful

and popular Composer,
Mr. L. O. Ejiekson, is for

Common Schools, and as 300,-

000 teachers and pupils are

already familiar with his pre-

vious School Song Books, they will need no urging to try

this.

And as for our Sab-

bath School SongBook
whose glittering title

aptly describes the
brightness of its contents;

read the follo\ving extracts

from commendatory letters.

Superintendents say : "The
more we use it the better we like it." "The music has
a freshness and beautj- unsurpassed by any book I have

, seen." CAoHsi^-s say; "A work of sterling merit." "Far
excelling Sabbath School Music of the many books I have
had the pleasure to use." &c.

Price of Cheerful Voices 50 cts.

Price of Sparkling Rubles 35 cts.

Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conven-
tions, Academies.
ATTENTION !

to the following Choice List of

KEW CANTATAS ! OKATOKIOS ! ANTHEMS !

New and attractive Cantatas.
FORTr-SIXTH PSALil. . . . Dudley Suck. IM
FESTIVAL CANTATA. . .. Eugene Thayer. \Xy
GOUNOD'S CHORAL UUStC SO

Woll worthy of ciircful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSL4ST. . . . mmit. 50
An amusing and very melodious musical extrava£fanza.

KEW ORATORIOS.
ST. PETER J. A'. Paine. l.Vo
PRODIGAL SON Artltur SulUmn. 1.00

Fine effective compositions.

ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABRATH GUEST. . . Emerson. £ Morey. 1 SO
BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION. . 2 50
BAUMBACH'S SACRED QUARTETTES, [New]". 2^50

IN PRESS—NEARLY READY.
STRAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. l.oo

OI.XVER raiTsoar & co., i]iot>t«u.
CHAS. M. MilisOar & CO., Weiv Yoi-ii.

* XEACMEIS, for many years a Professor in a
'"^ State Institution, goes next Sunamer with his fam-
ily to (South) Germany for the education of his childi-en.

Would like to take charge of a very limited number of

pupils. They will find a home in the noblest sense. For
particulars as to expense, etc.. Address: "Pkofessoe N.

N." to the office of this paper. 832^1

MR. EUGENE THAYER will devote his time exclu-
sively to students desirous of becoming Church

Organists.or Teachers of Music. He has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St., Boston. [S29-ly

The Beethoven Quintette Club
of .Boston,

{C.N. Allen, 1st Violin: H. Hiendel, 2nd Violin; J. C.
Mullaly. 1st Viola; Chas. Koppitz, 2nd Viola and Flute;
Wulf Fries, Cello.) is prepared to accept engagements for
Classical and Secular Concerts, and musical entertainments.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
S29--ly] Care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical method, has acquired a Gold-

en Reputation as one 0/ (/te ?jf>ry befit Instruction Books.
Sells largely. Published with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Price, $3.00.

Olark^s New Method for Eeed Organs
Pleases everybody by its thorough course of instruction,

and most pleasing music. Price $2.60.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs. Seminaries and

Classes, that fear to attack the oratorios and classical can-
tatas.

Belshazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, .75

Pilgrim Fathers, .50 Indian Summer, ..30

Burning Ship, 1.0(1 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .35 Entertainment, 1.00

Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1..50

Children of Jerusalem, .30 Esther, ..50

Fairy Bridal, .50 Picnic, 1.00

Daniel, .60 Culprit Fay, 1.00

Haymakers, 1.00 Flower Festival, .45

Slorm King, .3S Twin Sisters, .60

JLSFE ©F 15aA::%'B>lEt [$2.00] ; of Chopin, [S1.50];
of 5fc;/tow7i [$2.00] ; ot Mendelssohn [$1.76]; oi Rossini
[SI. 75]; of Mozart [$1.75]; of Schumann [$1.75]; of
Gaitschalkl^X.h^y, of Weber [$1.75]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming biographies,

IiETTTTElSS oi Mendelssohn [$1.75]; oi Mozart, [1.75];
of ^fi'i/ioycji [§2.0u] ; Polko^s Reminiscences 0/ Mejidels-
soJin [$1.75].
These records of tlie inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the preceding.

Moore's !S]ns;jclo|i«>i1iwB of M'usiic [$6.00] contains
"all that ia wortli knowing" about music and musical
people.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSOH & CO., Boston.

OHAS. H. DITSON & CO.. New York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS

!

To a lady friend.

A. S$w«eS-^uuvdl ]Vlu>»ac ISox.
Costing from $500 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.

An EBog-ant Ouitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00

A. 'Violiu. Now a Lady's instrument. $5.00 to $50.00
(For the Rons and Girls.)

I>runiN, CoiBcei'tiiiiRM, Accoi*<il«oiKi4or i&^lutla&as,

Clarionet!!!, l!^iBuCef«, !Fllag-eoled:i4, JPafd^M.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

33 CocRT St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

§tw §\um Uv §\m\i

V AL

,

Esmeralda Levev. 50
Sands of Dee Southard. 30
From this wildly throbbing- Heart. (Ah, vous

dirai-je). Vocal Variations Adam. 60
Good Bye Tull^. 30

Silver Moon Tutt'i/. 30
The Passing Ship Gabriel. 40
Angel Child Gabriel. 40
None but 1 can saj' MffF^ Smith. 30
My Darling's Shoes Porter. 30
Dreams Mollo)/. 30
Dance on Forever. (Linden 'Waltz Song).^ije. 30
Hope's Sun will shine again Sanderson. 30
Voices of the Past Galli/. 30
Guess if you can. Lithograph title Pratt. 40
When we met on the sly. Song and dance.

Schleifarth. 30
Emerald Gabriel. 35
The Day when you'll forget me. For Guitar.

2'homas. 40
Farewell

! Warren SO
Fairer than thee Wattd. 35
One Angel more in Heaven Roseiaig. 30
Over the Stars there is rest. For Alto voice. Abl. 30
Only a Step beyond. Song and Cho. Haclieton. 30
Under the Violets. " "... Webster. 30
'Tis so hard to forget Rosewig. SO
Regret Linley. 30
Bring the Absent back to me. Song & Cho.

Huntly. SO
1 know who is coming to me. . . M. F. H. Smith. SO
Butterfly Song. In 'Chilperic" Offenbach. 30
Molly Bawn Asthore Thompson. 30
Sing me an English Song Wric/hton. 30
The Boy and Bird T Waud. 40
Shooting Stars. (Comic.) Song & Cho. Rosp-viir/. 35
Eyes of Summer Blue Blake. 40
My Love he stands upon the Quay.

Sainton-Dolby. 40
The Increase of Crime Arr'd by /. C. J. SO

DTSTEUMEIfTAL,

March from "L'Ombre." J. S. Knight. SO
Trois Idylles. No. 1. Le Calme Loeschhorn. SO
New Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Viano. Strauss. 75
iloment Musical Pcrabo. 40
Myrtle Wreath Waltz Fdward Strauss. 60
Happy Thoughts Waltz Nair. 35
Adeiphi March Mandelbaum. 30
Silver Hippies- Mack, each SO

No. 16. Piggy Wiggy Schottish. No. 17. Gar-
net Redowa. No. 19. Reverie Contemphation.

Commemoration Grand March Clark. 50
Melodies of Spring. No. 10. Maggie's Secret. »H

Wyman. 30
Trois Nocturnes. No. 3 Egghard. 35
Strauss Dance Music.

Drag:on Fly Polk.x Maz. From the Mountain Waltz.
SiuKcr's Joy Polka. Mme. Leutner's Polka.
Spiral AValtzes. Vibration "Waltzes.
Will o' the Wisp Wtz. Travelling Incidents W'tzes.

Price of each piece 25

Melodie in F. Illustrated Title Rubimlein. 40
Awfully Clever Waltz Lyle. 30

The Dariube River. Transcription. B. Richards. 40
Vision of the Past. (Vision du Pass6) Ga7iz. 75

Autumn Leaves. Op. 40. Wilson. 75

MusTC BY Mail.—Music ie sent hy mail, the expense be-

ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persons
at a distance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at

double these rates.
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MRS. JENNY KEMPTON,

VOOALIST AND TEACHER OF SINGING.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [798

SIMGIJ^Q AND PIANO.
Mrs. FAJsTS'IE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MKS. C. A. BARKY, Vocalist and Teacher

of Vocal Music,
Columbus AySBue.

124 Chandler St., near
[782—ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,

718—tf] 6 Bedford Sti-eet, Boston.

MENDELSS3HN MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the
first rank as an educator in evei-y department of
Music, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edward B. Oliver, Principal,
5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. ANDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G. W. DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Building.

(Dr. H. E, Sti-eeter*s Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremont St.

[797]

Mr. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPLL of the Leip7ig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore Kullak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—3m]

J. A. HILLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tausig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Address at Chickering & Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [805

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

E D W. S C H U B E R T H

,

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,
No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHIL.^DEI.PniA. [795

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. Y. [.357

LYON & H E A L Y

,

MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
CHICAGO, ILL.,

"WTiolesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,

Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

Of Every Description.

Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books, Musi-
cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the North West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables us to fur-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

^^^In addition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on liand and furnish
all Music and .Music Books published in Amci-i-
ca, together with a choice stock of Foreign
itugic. [794—3m

Ceo. A. Prince & Co.,

AND MELODEONS.

BUFFAL 0, N. Y.

,

CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 Now In Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
bo.irds, and Knee Swell, and is more beautiful in
design and finish than any now made in the
world for the price, and we guarantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to

any we have seen of other makers. The instru-
ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

PRDfciPAx Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tremolo or Vox Humana,
Peincipal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our high-priced instru-
ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of 8135, and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession,
and filled each in its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, - - S. T. Gordon.
Agent in Philadelphia, - James Bellak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City
and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment

Brass Imitimaittti f

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS— The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, insluding very choice

Instruments.

aiARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and
All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERT VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Viohn, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

|{a«oi atti lleUihoitS
©

FOR SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the aljove; also. Music Books, Sheet Music, and
Card .Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Meichandise, at prices and teims, that cannot
fail to prove satisfactory to purchaseis.

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO.,

33 COURT STREET, (ojjp. the Court House).

ION Sl HAML!
Cabinet Organs.

T|JC nBJS V ^™erican iMusical Instniments of
r8£ Urlbl siich exti-aordinary and recog^nized

excellence as to command awidesaleinEnropCfnonrith-'
standing competition there -vvitli products of cheap labor.

awarded highest premiums, including the
Medal at the Paris Exposition. Of hun-

dreds of Industrial Exhibitions^ there have not been six
in all where any other organs have been preferred to
these.

recommended by eminent mus-
cians as possessing excellencies

not attained in any others. See opinions ofOKE THOU-
SAND, in Testimonial Circular.

FXf8 I!QEl/i<l V ^°^Pl.<^y'^^& ^67*^r3li°iportantin-

reali inipi-ovt^nient.
ventions and embracing every

THE I^OST EXTENSIVE falS^f^I
world, producing better work at less cost than otherwise
possible.

DBJinCC CiVCn ^ndaslowas consistent with
rfSBUtO riACU scrupulous emploj-ment of
only best material and workmanship.

XlLX.'e.^STItAXSIO CA1?AX.OOtJ2: andXSS-
TI.^OiVIAJL CaSlCUB^AIS, nitli Kniportant
information about 4fti*;£-anM M'liicli ntay nave
PurcliaNoi-M from Idi^^appoiiitment iii Pur-
cha!4<^ of Inferior or wortlilei^s Instriimeuts
or iPa.yment of fi£ag-la ^Prices, sent free.

MASON &. HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

154 Tremont St, Boston ; 25 Union Square, New York ; 80 &.

82 Adams St., Chicago. —S32

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CARJL 9S]E:17@£1C, Sncoeiisor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
IVo. S20 Broariwaj", Bfew Ifork.

Iso branch house anywhere. S2o—1 yr.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

Vlie JTEeiMlelNHObu Q.uintette Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high tirade.

Papiis, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, THOI^IAS RYAUT,
S>irec-tor of IVatioi»ial Coll«»:e of .^nsic,

822 Vremont Xemple, BomVob, :^aii«.

The Choral Tribute,
By L. O. EMERSON",

the most satisfactory of all the modern Choir
and Singing School Books.

Price, $1.50; $13.50 per dozen.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely alTecLed by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OP CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing ul?.

How could it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes.
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best books of the country. Pru-e, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies !

NEW SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOK!

An appropriatiC name for this neat, complete
and most jleasing collection of masical gems,
(about 150 of thorn), by A. Hull and 11. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fro;,h, spirited ! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a corapact book of 210 pages,

which can be carried in the pocl;8t, and yet con-
tains a very large proportion of the most popu-
lar psalm tunes, spiritual songs, <fec. It would
bedifficidt to compile a moie convcnitiit book
for tho Vestry, the Prayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 00 cts.

Iho above books sent, post-paid, by

OHAS.

OLIVER DITSOK & CO,, lioston,

H. DITSON & 00., New York,
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Gossec.

[Translated from tlie French for Dwigbt's Journal of

Music.]

II.

It did not require a long examination to con-

vince Rameau that Gossec had not too highly

vaunted the capacity of his pupil, and he then

informed our two young people that he would

that very day put their ability to the test. Gos-

sec was to conduct the orchestra, while his wife

should accompany on the harpsichord the score

of his unpublished opera. La Guirlande.

"Now, my friends," said he to them, "I will

give you an hour to glance at this music, and
when you have examined it sufficiently, we will

go to the rehearsal."

Just at this time the messenger sent by M.
de la Popelinifere had come, and Rameau, sure

now that all would be well, had replied that

they must wait patiently.

The two young artists had been occupied

nearly an hour in studying the score placed be-

fore them, when they were interrupted in the

midst of their task by the entrance of the cos-

tumer and the dress-maker, accompanied by
Mme. Rameau. The latter had great difficulty

in making the young couple understand that it

was impossible for them to figure in a grand
assembly in their mean, hourgeois costume ; Gos-

sec, especially, declared that a man presented

and protected by the great Rameau ought to be

welcomed anywhere without regard to the ele-

gance of his dress.

Mme. Gossec was much easier to convince

;

the idea of seeing herself decked out for the

first time like a great lady, with her hair dress-

ed and powdered, pleased her excessively, and
she assumed the various postures required by
the dress-maker with infinite good will. The
costumer had rather more trouble with the hus-

band, who, absorbed in the study of his score,

raised mechanically his arm or leg as the cos-

tumer desired in order to take his measure ; but
to all questions addressed to him about the
choice of stuff, or the color or cut of coat or

waistcoat, he replied only, "As you like;" "It

is all the same to me!" The costumer and the

dress-maker both promised that their tasks

should be finished at the appointed hour, and
Rameau conducted his two protegg's to the
Hotel de la PopeliniJre.

It was by this time nearly noon. The musi-
cians, who had been waiting since nine o'clock,

were all in a sufiiciently bad humor, and the

presence of Rameau alone could keep them
from expressing their displeasure in loud mur-
murs. Their discontent was still further in-

creased by the presence of the new comers.
There were in the orchestra several old musi-
cians, whose conceit and irritability could be
measured only by the smallness of their talent,

and the idea of being conducted by an eighteen
year old child, an entire stranger, only increas-

ed their ill feeling. Gossec placed himself at

the music-stand, and at a signal given by him.

upon the invitation of Rameau, the rehearsal

commenced. At the very beginning the violins

executed their part so negligently that they

missed entirely a passage which was not with-

out some importance and some difiiculty. Gos-

sec immediately made them repeat the passage

;

it was no better played than before.

"Gentlemen, " said he to the musicians, "it

is noon, and the concert commences at six

o'clock ; it depends only uj)on yourselves

whether the rehearsal shall end in one hour

;

but as I wish above everything that the per-

formance should be excellent, I warn you that

I shall continue until we reach the desii-ed per-

fection. This is very easy ; time will not be

wanting, as we have six hours before us."

An old musician then rose from his seat and,

addressing the young leader, said: "That is

very easy for you to say, monsieur, whose name

I do not know, but that passage is badly fin-

gered, and it cannot be played."

"Lend me your violin, monsieur," replied

Gossec, coldly, and seizing the instrument

which the musician handed him with a bad

grace, he played the phrase with neatness and

l^erfect finish. "Tou see, monsieur," he add-

ed, ' 'that it is quite practicable ; but perhaps

you have not found the right position for exe-

cuting that passage ;" and he repeated the

phrase, pointing out the position and the fin-

gering.

From that moment the performers compre-

hended that they had found their match ; they

redoubled their care, their zeal and attention,

and the rehearsal went on swimmingly. One
more attempt was made to test, as they said,

the new conductor. It came from a flutist,

who rendered a phrase without style or grace.

Before beginning again, Gossec said, address-

the flutist: "Please listen and hear how that

phrase should be rendered ; Madame will show

you."

He then made a sign to his wife, who execu-

ted the phrase on the harpsichord with a taste

and grace which won the involuntary applause

of the most recalcitrant musicians.

At two o'clock the rehearsal terminated. The
performers then approached Gossec. In laying

down his "baton, he laid aside also the severity

and coldness of manner which he believed his

dignity required him to assume in order to im-

press his subordinates: his duties performed,

he showed- himself a thoroughly good fellow,

and resumed his habitual air of gayety and good
humor ; he knew how by a few adroit compli-

ments to attract those who appeared the least

disposed to be friendly towards him. In a few

minutes they all shook hands with him, protes-

tations of devotion followed, and Gossec had
no longer any but friends in the orchestra of

M. de la Popelinifere. During the rehearsal,

Rameau kept aloof ; buried in a large fauteuil,

he left the field clear for his young chef d' or-

chestre ; happy at seeing himself so well un-

derstood, so intelligently interpreted, he would

not by a single observation weaken the author-

ity of the new comer. But scarcely had Gos-

sec escaped from his new friends, than he felt

himself lifted from the ground and pressed in

the arms of the celebrated musician, who em-

braced him with great warmth,

"I promised you some good news," said Ra-

meau ;
' 'let us go to dinner ; I will tell it you

at table ;" and the two young people accompa-

nied him to his house.

The cloth was laid, and after the first few

moments of silence always required for the sat-

isfaction of the appetite: '^Come, " said Ra-

meau, opening the conversation, "you have

been recommended to me as a man of talent : I

might distrust your master's friendship, but

you have proved that he has not said too much.

Now, what can I do for you? What resources

have you in Paris?"

"Our resources are not very large," said Gos-

sec; "we started from Antwerp the possessors

of one hundred ci-owns, our savings for one

year, having both of us given lessons and hoard-

ed our means with great care. We have al-

ready spent more than half that sum ; but with

your protection lessons cannot fail us, and,

God and our youth on our side, I hope we shall

be able to live in Paris."

"Lessons, lessons," said Rameau, "they are

all very well, but first of all you need a regular

salary to raise you above want. Besides, you

wish to be a composer, to make a name for

yourself; can you do that when your whole

time will be absorbed by your jaupils? I fol-

lowed that occupation for thii-ty years, and

during those thirty years it kept me from suc-

ceeding. It was necessary that a generous pro-

tector, the same to whom I shall present you

this evening, should come to my assistance, in

order, not that I might emerge from obscurity,

for I had already attained some celebrity by

means of my theoretical works, but that I

might show the world what I had received from

God. All this came to me rather late, but I

have no I'ight to complain, quite the contrary.

However, I can help you to avoid the struggles

and trials that I have endured. An established

and almost independent position can be offer-

ed you at once. Would you like to be the

conductor of M. de la Popelinifere's concerts?

Once a week you will have to conduct a concert

at his hotel, and on Sundays during the sum-

mer to have masses and motets performed in

the chapel of his chateau at Passy. For this

you will have eighteen hundred livres a year."

"Ah! my wife!" cried Gossec, and instead

of thanking Rameau, he threw himself on his

wife's neck, embracing her with rapture.

The little worhan, blushing and ashamed,

drew back hastily.

"How can you, my dear," said she, "before

monsieur, to whom you do not think of ex-

pressing your gratitude."

"Madame is right," said Rameau, "it is I

whom you ought to embrace ; but I will dis-
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pense with it Avilliuglj', fori hope tliat Madame

will be more just and more grateful than you

are, when she learns that she on her part will

receive twelve hundred livres a year as haqisi-

chordist at the concerts in Paris and organist

of the chapel at Passy."

Willing or not, Rameau now had to receive

the embraces of both the young people, intoxi-

cated with happiness and joy.

Amidst this overflow of feeling the dinner

came to an end. At four o'clock thecostumer,

the dress-maker and the hair-dresser appeared,

punctual to their appointment. The two cos-

tumes were complete, and in their new dress

our young people were altogether charming.

The costumer could not, in so short a time,

have completed an entire outfit, had not the

wardrobe of the Opera come to his aid. He

had only to adapt to the slight figure of Gossec

a suit which smacked a little of the shepherd,

but which was in no way ridiculous, thanks to

the youth and good looks of the wearer. Ra-

meau appeared in his customary grave costume,

a coat of Terry velvet of a color bordering on

brown, with bright steel buttons, a white waist-

coat which set off the great cordon of Saint

Michel, with which he had been decorated,

black silk breeches, stockings of the same, and

shoes with gold buckles. At half-past five one

of M. de la Popelinifere's carriages came to con-

vey them to the hotel, where a large part of

the company were already assembled.

At that period the hotels of the financiers

were the great centres of pleasure and enjoy-

ment. Artists and men of letters were habitu-

al guests, and the flower of the nobility were

constantly to be found there. The superiority

of these assemblies over those exclusively aris-

tocratic, resulted from the fact that the great

lords were admitted less on account of their

rank than for their personal merit or their de-

cided taste for the arts. The line of demarca-

tion between men of intelligence and those who
had no titles but those of birth, was so thorough-

ly accepted that the latter never feared compro-

m si; g, by familiarity, a dignity which no one

thouglit of contesting. The relations of the

great lords with artists were a thousand times

more agreeable than they have been since, now
that artists find themselves in contact with

men who are always afraid that the superiority

of their position will not be recognized unless

they make it felt by their attitude and the dis-

tance they maintain between theniselves and

those whom they regard as inferiors.

After the concert, which was as successful as

he could have hoped, and during the interval

between the music and supper, Rameau pre-

sented Gossec and his wife to M. de la Popeli-

ni6re. The latter graciously confirmed the ap-

pointment which Rameau had already announc-

ed to them. Then, the poor little woman find-

ing herself very uncomfortable in the midst of

all this brilliant company who gazed at her

•with a rather embarrassing curiosity, Rameau

took her by the hand, and approaching a per-

sonage decorated like himself with the order of

Saint Michel

:

"3Iy dear friend," said he to him, "will you

permit me to present to your wife this young

person, who knows no one here but her husband

and myself? She is a very distinguished ar-

tiste, whom Mme. Vanloo will be delighted to

know, and for whom I am going to entreat lier

protection."

Carle Vanloo* hastened to conduct the young

woman to JIme. Vanloo.

Mme. Vanloo was a very beautiful person

whom Vanloo had married in Italy. The

daughter of a celebrated musician of that coun-

try, she herself had great ability as a singer,

and, although the Italian style was far from be-

ing generall3' adopted in France, she was the

wonder and the idol of the salons in which she

allowed herself to be heard. Carle Vanloo was

then forty-six years of age ; he was passionate-

ly fond of his wife, who was much younger

than himself. He had received very little edu-

cation, scarcely knowing how to read and

write; but he had great natural abilities. Con-

stant association with good society had given

him an ease of manner which concealed all the

disadvantages resulting from his want of edu-

cation ; besides, his talents gave him a superi-

ority which miglit serve as an excuse, if he

needed one, and his personal merit and his wife's

accomplishments attracted to him the best so-

ciety. The acquaintance of Mme. Vanloo was

therefore a very valuable one to Mme. Gossec,

and the two young women found in the simi-

larity of their taste for the art in which they

excelled, sufficient motives for laying the foun-

dations of a connection, which verj' soon as-

sumed the proportions of a genuine friendship.

Gossec had commenced a conversation with

a gentleman ten years his senior, who seemed

to be a congenial spirit. They talked of music

and literature, at that time the constant topics

of conversation. Gossec wished to talk of poe-

try, the stranger of music only. He appeared

to be a great partisan of the Italian school, and

Gossec, while acknowledging its beauties, de-

fended the French musicians and declaimed

with special fury against Rousseau, who, after

insistii g that good music could not be written

to Frei^ch words, had signally contradicted

aimself by publishing his Devin du Village, the

success of which had made a great noise.

Wliile d claiming against Rousseau, he pro-

lounced the name of Voltaire.

"I have had great good fortune," he added.

S^arcelj' arrived in Paris, I have obtained the

p • >tection of the greatest living French musi-

cian. Nothing is now wanting but to know
the greatest poet and philosopher."

P 111 ps," said his interlocutor, "I shall

one day be able to procure you that gratifica-

tion."

"Are you acquainted with M. de Voltaire?"

' 'Certainly, I have this veiy day received a

letter from him. Would you like to see it?"

Gossec seized the letter eagerly and read the

superscription

:

"To Monsieur de Marmontel."

Mannontel was one of the young men to whom
Voltaire was most partial. Scarcely thirty

years old, he had already obtained the most

brilliant success. After carrying oil three

times tlie prize at the Jeux Floraux at Toulouse,

he presented himself in 174G as competitor for

the poetical prize of the French Academy. The

subject given for competition was, ''The glory

of Louia XIV. perpetuated in 7ns successor."

Marmontel was crowned, nor was he less suc-

cessful in 1747. The subject was nearly the

* Painter of the last ccnturj'.

same :

'

' The clemency of Louis XIV. is one of the

mrtueaof his successor." It will be seen that at

that time the Academy was not desirous of in-

troducing any great variety into its subjects for

competition. The following year, 1748, Mar-

montel gave his tragedy, Denys le Tyran, and
had the honor of being called upon the stage,

a triumph never before enjoyed but once, by
Voltaire after the representation of his tragedy

of Merope. At supper, which was very gay and
lively, Gossec seated himself beside Marmontel,

and from that day were formed between them
the bonds of a friendship which death alone

was able to sever.

Returning to their modest lodging, our two
young friends thought they must have been

dreaming. They had risen in the morning
poor, strangers in Paris, with no support, no

protector, only the most uncertain future before

them ; at night they found themselves launched

into the great world, their maintenance assured

to them, and occupying a position, to which,

even in their dreams, they would scarcely have

ventured to aspire.

"Well, little wife," cried Gossec, as they en-

tered, ' 'what do you say to all that has hap-

pened to us?"

"I say that God is very good to us, but he

could not be otherwise, we love each other so

much!"

The next day, Gossec, who applied himself

seriously to his new duties, wished to make
himself familiar with the repertoire of the con-

certs he was called on to conduct. This re-

pertoire was not very extensive : it was limited

to a few pieces for the harpsichord, the best of

which were those of Couperiu and Rameau, a

few Sonatas for the violin and for the orches-

tra, the Overtures to the operas of Lully and
Rameau, and especially the dance music of the

latter. This, it must be admitted, was charm-

ing, and was so much in vogue that it was per-

formed in every country in Europe, even in

those where great dislike for French music was

displayed. In Italy, for nearly a whole cen-

turj', composers wrote no symphonies to pre-

cede their operas. The Overtures of Lully and

Rameau were generally acknowledged as mod-

els of this style, which one ought not even to

attempt to imitate. Gossec, however, knew
well that, however pleasing dance music might

be, and whatever interest might attach to the

fugue pieces they called overtures, he had a

more important part for the orchestra to fill

;

he desired to create and did create concert-mu-

sic. In 1754, after three years of rejjeated trials

and continued study, he gave his first Sympho-

ny. By a singular chance, during the very

year in which he, as he thought, was inventing

that style, Haydn wrote his first Symphony,

followed by so many others. But it was not

until twenty years later that these immortal

master-pieces became known in France, and

during that period Gossec reigned supreme,

and the title of King of Symphony was accord-

ed to him without dispute. The success of

Gossec's Symphonies was not at first as great as

his compositions merited. Tlie usual audiences

at M. de la Popelinifcre's concerts were too

much accustomed to tlie antiquated forms of

the pieces with which they had so long been

lulle<l, to allow themselves to be charmed by

such bold innovations as those of Gossec. The
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Symphonies, before they could gain public fa-

vor, had to be repeatedly executed at the sa-

cred concerts which were given at the Tuiler-

ies during those periods set apart for religious

observances when the theatres were closed.

Meanwhile Rameau was growing old and wrote

no more. M. de la Popelinifere was a fanatical

partisan of Rameau, and when the master ceas-

ed to compose, the protector withdrew Ins

bounty and dismissed the orchestra, which he

had maintained for twenty-five years, as soon as

he for whom he had createa it could no longer

supply it with his own compositions. Happily

for Gossec his reputation had increased, and

scarcely had he been discharged by M. de la

Popelinifere than he was received by the Prince

de Conti as his musical director, with pecuniary

advantages superior to those he had lost. He
profited by the leisure afforded him by his new

employment, and in 1759 published his first

quartets. This was a style of composition as yet

unknown in France, which also he can claim to

have created. The success of these quartets

was such that in two j'ears the edition was

counterfeited simultaneously at Liege, at Am-
sterdam and at Mannheim.

The history of musicians offers, generally, but

little interest, except when treating of their

early years and of their first appearance in pub-

lic. Nothing is more curious than the diver-

sity of means employed to clear that immense

barrier which separates their primitive obscuri-

ty from the celebrity they acquire in the end.

But, this first obstacle once surmounted, the

end is almost attained, and the careers of all

artists resemble each other ; their history is to

be found entire in the catalogues of their works.

Gossec's life offers no further interest except

through the multiplicity of his works; it is

therefore to a sketch of these, so to speak, that

my narrative will hereafter be limited.

Gossec had already created instrumental mu-
sic in France ; it was his lot also to bring about

an immense imjirovement in religious music.

Only the works of Lalande, Campra, Mondon-
ville, Beruier, and a few others less celebrated,

were performed in the numerous churches and
communities which maintained companies of

musicians and singers. The chapel-masters

were, it is true, composers, and did not fail to

have their own works performed by the choirs

which they directed ; but these works were rare-

ly known outside of the narrow circle for which
thej' were written. A great work was still want-

ing which should combine all the qualities

desired in that style of composition. The
composers already named had written only

motets, which were performed at Versailles at

low mass; thence they passed to the sacred

concert and to certain cathedrals where they

were adopted, but there could not then be

cited a single complete mass by any celebra-

ted master. In 1760, Gossec's famous Mass

for the Dead was performed at Saint-Roch

;

this marks a new epoch. The work was print-

ed, and remained the only specimen of that

style of composition until the Requiem of Mo-
zart became known in France thirty years later.

It was, I think, at the obsequies of Gretry, in

1813, that Gossec's mass was performed for the
last time in that same church of Saint-Roch,
where, fifty-three years previously it had been
heard for the first time.

(To be Continued.)

The Voice, and how to Use it,

BY W. H. DAXIELL.

[From the "Worcester Palladium.]

lY.

Pupil. Before proceeding with the question of

power, will j'ou explain more clearly what you
mean by the different pos'dioyis taken in different

registers ? I am afraid I do not quite understand
a'jout them.

Mr. D. Well, let me make it as clear as I can. I

have said that all sound was the effect of vibration

o{ something. For a familiar example let us take the

violiu : it is an instrument having four strings for

the vibratory medium. They are G, D, A, E

;

when tuned properly, the G being the lowest, and
the E tlie highest. Now any given tone may be
produced by a fixed number of vibrations in a sec-

ond ; but those vibrations may be produced equally

well bj' a long string, or by a sliort string having
greater weight. The G string is a heavy string,

wound with silver thread to increase its weiglit.

The D, A, and E strings are successively smaller

and not wound, there being no necessitj\ Now the A
may be produced by the large G, or by the small A
string ; onl}- in the first instance, the proper number
of vibrations must be gained by shortening the

string. Now it would be unnatural for the violin-

ist to use the low string for all the notes that can be
got from it, before going t9 the next ; on the con-

trary he uses each string for a certain number of

notes and no more, passing to other strings for

greater ease.

Pupil. Then the strings represent the registers.

Mr. D. Not too fast ; that is not my point. I

simply wish to convey the idea that, having obtain-

ed a certain number of tones from one string, it is

far easier to gain successive tones on other strings

than to continue on the first ; but this is merely pre-

liminary. The voice is produced by vibration of

what WB have termed, for convenience, the vocal

chord. This is an opening in the throat which can

be easily imitated by placing your hands together,

letting the palms and tips of the fingers come to-

gether. Then by slightly bending the forefingers,

you have the opening of the larynx as shown in the

ordinary use of the voice in speaking. As the voice

ascends, this opening closes more and mu>re. Now
you see that the whole extent of the muscle vibrates.

Ifaving reached a certain point, wliich I indicate as

F, G, the muscle is shortened, that is, the lower part,

for about one-quarter or one-third the distance, is

entirely clo.ied, wliile the upper part remains open.

Thus the vibratory part of the muscle is shortened.

The same action tlien takes place as before, until

arrival at about D, E, when again a shortening

takes place, and only about one third of the muscle
vibrates. In the male voice this extreme shorten-

ing produces the /a&e^to tone, while in the female

voice it becomes the upper register. In speaking

of upper and lower parts of the muscle, I am speak-

ing of it as if shown on paper. The upper part

should be more properly termed the front, and tlie

lower the back part of the chord.

Pupil. Do you advocate the use of the falsetto

tone in the male voice ? It is generally considered
wrong, is it not ?

Mr. D. It is generally regarded as something to

be avoided, but I doubt whether it is wise to give it

up. It is certainly most necessary to possess tlie

ability to produce it. In former times it was re-

garded as much a part of the voice as any other, and
you see for yourself that the action is natural. At
all events, it is most useful in forming and develop-

ing tone. We have yet, however, to overcome the

prejudice in favor of the splendid, shouting high C,

which is the great object to be attained in the minds
of most tenors. That same splendid note, so much
desired, may not be the greatest blessing to' any
conscientious singer. It cannot be indulged in with
safety. I have quoted Salvi as a model. He never
sang a high C like Lefranc, but he was an infinitely

greater artist, and liis high notes were pleasanter

to listen to, in my opinion. You must see from
what I have shown above, of the working of the
muscle, that such high notes, shouted, can only be
obtained in a forced, unnatural way and at the ulti-

mate expense of the organ.

Pupil. But the audience applaud these startling

much more than they do the softer ones. Should
not the singer aim to please all that he can ?

Mr. D. The audiences always applaud what is

simply startling, more than the simply artistic.

People like sensation. Applause is not the best test

of merit, or even of appreciation. I knew a singer

at one time to sing the beautiful contralto song "He

was despised," from the "Messiah." Tliere was no
applause after it, lint I saw a great many handker-
chiefs in use. Was not tliat a higher compliment
than clapping of hands? I thinlv so. Homage is

always intoxicating, and jjublic applause is homage
to a certain extent. Public singers and actors are
dearly fond of it, and for that reason will sacrifice

art to obtain it. Audiences are in a measure to

blame for the introduction of "clap-trap" into sing-

ing, and "gags" in acting, It all proceeds from a
longing for applause. No matter what kind of ap-

plause, whether judicious or not ; and there is not as

much judicious applause as one could wish. Few
people realize liow little sincerity, even, there is in

most applause. A few persons scattered over a
house can get up an encore without difficulty. But
startling notes will generally gain the desired end
without assistance.

Pupil. Then you deprecate the use of such high
tones ?

Mr. D. I deprecate the use of clap-tr.ap of any
kind. Let the singer learn to deal fairly with the
composer and strive to render his music in the
truest and best manner, and think of liimself only' as

tlie vehicle of the composer's thoughts. But gener-

,alh' tlie composer must take the second place.

Even in the drama, dress takes the place of good
acting. No, be not you one of those to cater to a
vitiated taste ! Be content to do everything well

and conscientiously, and gain applause rather by
well doing, than by sensational doing.

V.

Pupil. You have described three positions of the

vocal chord, taken in different parts of the voice.

Are these changes abrupt from one to another ?

Mr. D. Tliey are usually, with the voice as

commonly' used. . They ehould not be allowed, how-
ever, to be abrupt, unless one wishes to accomplish
what is termed "i/odeling," which is a distinctive pe-

culiarity of Tyrolese singing. It is evident that

good taste should lead one to sing as smoothly, not
as roughly, as possible. Let us classify these

changes, using the tenor voice. The muscle will

vibriite througliout its length to D, then it will close

for .about one-third its distance, so that two-thirds
will vibrate until arrival at about G, which is the
usual limit of the tenor voice. Then it will close

for two-thirds its length, and the falsetto voice be
produced, which will run up to a great .distance.

Let us term the lower register No. 1, and the others
successively 2 and 3. Instead of allowing the muscle
to suddenly contract between D and E, it may be
favored so as to gradually shade from 1 to 2—that

is, a gradual contraction may be induced by running
No. 2 down to about C ; after some practice, the
muscle becomes educated to act in a gradual man-
ner. So with the change from 2 to 3 ; No 3 must
be run down even as low as E, and the tone thereby
become educated as in the first inst.ance. It. is most
uuartistic to allow an abrupt change : the effect of

this last will be that the voice is enabled to go high-

er than G with an easy action of the muscle.

Pupil. But will the upper tones so made ever
become strong and ringing ? I do not doubt that

they may be clear and penetrating ; but supposing
you were to sing "Thou shalt break them," or

"Sound an alarm," songs requiring vigorous tones
on A, would you use that delivery of tone ?

Mr. D. No, I should not. In sucli cases I should
c.irry No. 2 up for the tone.

Pupil. But how tlien ? Do you not say that tke

muscle becomes strained in so doing ?

Mr. D. No, I have not said so. I instanced the

fact that on the violin the A could be produced on
the low G, as well as on the A string, and the case

is somewliat similar here. The voice should never

be carried to its extreme in any register. Even
though you change, there is still the ability to do
more than is actually done. Now in such songs as

you have instanced, it is necessary for the voice to

ring out like a clarion. Position No. 2 may then be
properly maintained, but very carefully. The dan-

ger is in using that position too frequently. It is

tempting to a singer, and frequently injury is done
by overtaxing the very delicate organ. The char-

acter of tones should be carefully maintained at all

times. One great use of the falsetto is to induce the

muscle to act easily and flexibly, for just such occa-

sions—but I think the lighter character of tone

preferable for common use.

Pupil. And how with bass voices—are they gov-

erned in the same way ?

Mr. D. The bass voice changes from 1 to 2 at

about C, D. I think the change should always take

place at that point. The great Baritone, Badiali, al-

ways sang in that manner, under all circumstances.
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I never heard him emit one of those bawling tones

•which baritones and basses of the present day so

nauch affect. When No. 1 is carried up to J) and E,

the effect is startling in the extreme, and to my
mind, by no means pleasant. Did you hear Sanl^

ley ? There was a model singer. No bavding was
ever heard fi'om him ; but the registers followed

each other so perfectly, that no change was notice-

able.

Pupil. But one must then constantly keep in

mind these divisions, or else be in constant danger

of violating rule.

Mr. D. By no means. A little care, and these

divisions take care of themselves. It becomes a

perfectly natural thing to take a given tone in a

certain manner, and you find that the voice really

takes care of itself. This seems strange, I know
;

but, to instance a case :—Some pupils of mine one
day asked if there was not something about the

proper delivery of tone which they had not known,
as a certain singer had claimed to be able to strike

any given note with ceiiainfi/, meaning that she

could strike it with precision without stopping to

think how it was to be done. I asked them if they
could not do the same. They thought not. Very
well. I immediately struck middle C, then the oc-

tave, then E, and finally upper G, all of which they
sang unerringly. I asked them if they experienced

any difficulty, and they replied in the negative, yet

they had taken notes apart, and in different regis-

ters. They realized then, that the voice would
really act properly without thought on their part.

Pupil. But if tills matter is thus simple, why
have people lectured and 'm'itten on the subject in

such a blind way ? It is really tiresome to read
most of the lectures on the subject.

Jf)'. D. I do not know. It is as much a mys-
tery to me as to you. I do not think that any form
of instruction is made sufficient!}' simple. I trust I

am not so egotistic as to believe that I can at once
explain away diflSculties that have long puzzled wise
men and deep thinkers on the subject, but I trust

that I am able to clearly represent what passes in

my 0T\-n mind. Mueh of what I have said, j'ou will

not find in any books. Many of the ideas are ob-

tained from careful study on my own part, and con-

versing -vrAh the best and most successful teachers.

I say hcst, as well as most sticccixful, for success does

not always argue goodness. But I desire to have
every proposition that I advance appeal to the
common-sense. I beBeve that no statement of the

teacher should be received without being reasoned
upon. As you know, I always encourage question-

ing and am always ready to explain what may not

seem clear. It is something hard, however, to so

put thought into language, as to have it perfectly

express the desired idea. But let us carefully ex-

amine aU things.

De.^th of an Exglish Comtoser. The Musical

World, of Feb. 8, has the following

:

A few days since the news of the death of Dr.

Henry Hu^h Pierson was received from Leipsic,

where, we believe, he had for some time been resid-

ing. Dr. Pierson was born at Oxford in 1815, his

father, being a clerg3"man of high position. As,

however, he is kno^Ti to the English public by his

musical achievements only, it will suffice to add
that his first instructor was Thomas Attwood, Mo-
zart's favorite English pupil, an intimate friend of

Mendelssohn, and predecessor of Sir John Goss as

organist of St, Paul's ; that he subsequently was ad-

vised by Ferdinand Paer, "the writer of a hundred
operas," who preceded Rossini as director of the

Italian Opera, and Cherubini as director of the Con-
seiratoire in Paris ; that, in the University of Cam-
bridge, he studied counterpoint with the late Doc-
tor 'Walmisley ; that he completed his musical edu-

cation under Rinck. organist and composer for the

organ, Toma-schek of Prague, and Reissiger of Dres-

den—all in their way more or less famous ; and
that the number of his works is considerable, in-

cluding secular and operatic, as well as exclusively

sacred pieces. He lived a great deal abroad, and
chiefly in Germany, where, in Hamburg, Berlin, and
other cities, some of his most important composi-
tions were produced. In this country Dr. Pierson
is principall}' remembered by his oratorio, Jerusa-

lem, first heard at the Norwioli Festival of 1S32, un-
der the direction of Sir. (now Sir Julius) Benedict,
and afterwards in Exeter Hall ; by Ids music to the
second part of Goethe's Fausl, a selection from
which Via» given also at Norwich in 1857 ; and by
his oratorio, JJezelciah, parts of wliich were intro-

duced at the Norwich Festival of 18B9. If not pre-

cisely a man of genius, Dr. Pierson was one who re-

garded hig art with real earnestness, who would
have disdained, for any amount of popularity, to

trifle witli it, and who spared no thought or pains
to make whatever he attempted as good as he could
possibly hope to make it. For this alone lie is en-

titled to the respect of all serious workers. "We
may add, as jiostscript, that, in 1841, Dr. Pierson
was elected, after the retirement of the late Sir

Henry Bishop, to the musical chair in the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh, a post now honorably filled by
Professor Oakeley.

The Stah-Spangled Banner.—Mr. Chappell, in a

recent number of Notes and Queries, places on record
the fact that this air is by John Stafford Smith, gen-

tleman of His Majesty's Chapel Royal, who lived in

the latter half of the last century. The original

words were "To Anacre»n in heaven," written by
Ralph Tomlinson, and set to music by Smith for the

Anacreontic Society, which lield very jovial meet-
ings at the Crown and Anchor, in the Strand. Staf-

ford Smith's glees : "Blest pair of Syrens," and
"Hark !' the hollow woods," are well known. Mr.
Chappell feels no doubt whatever about the author
ship of the musie.

\UU %]iX^l)i,

London.

Monday Popular Concerts. On Monday evening
Mme. Schumann made her first appearance for the
season, and was received with the accustomed favor.

The accomplished pianist, on whose performances
the interest of the evening was naturally concentra-

ted, selected for her solo displaj-, as on previous oc-

casions, the second Sonata of Beethoven's set of

three. Op. 31—viz., that in D minor, which has
been proclaimed by eminent German critics the
"dramatic sonata, par excellence," and if the keys of

the pianoforte can represent "dramatic" impressions,

there is no example to be cited by which such im-
pressions are more powerfully suggested. A dis-

tinguished quality of Mme. Schumann's playing,

apart from her universally acknowledged skill as a
mistress of the instrument in all its mechanical re-

quirements, is her power of realizing the ideas of a

composer, whatever conditions may have influenced

him during the process of composition. Hence she
is essentially a genuine interpreter of Beethoven,
who, of all writers for the pianoforte, was the most
imaginative and the least mechanical. We need not
describe over and over again Mme. Schumann's
reading of the D-miuor Sonata, one of the most pe-

culiarly individual emanations from the genius of

Beethoven. In the impassioned Allec/ro with which
it begins, the melodious and pathetic Adagio and
the Allegretto, its concluding movement, she was
equally at home. At the end of the performance
she was unanimously applauded, and twice called

back to the platform ; but instead of repeating Beet-

hoven's finale, she played a rornanza.—one of a set of

four characteristic pieces by Robert Schumann.
How Mme. Schumann plays her late husband's mu-
.sic need hardly be stated, and never did slie give

her whole soul to it with more enthusiasm than in

her execution on Monday night of the pianoforte

part in the well-known D-minor trio. Her associ-

ates were Mme. Norman-Neruda and Signer Piatti,

who, tojudge bj' their playing, heartily sympathized
with the gifted pianist. In short, Mme. Schumann
impressed her audience as of old.

"The quartets were Mozart's in B flat, one of the
set of six dedicated to Haydn, and Haydn's in E
flat, perhaps the finest of the ten he composed in

that key. Both were played to perfection by Mme.
Neruda, Herr L. Ries, M. Zerbini, and Sig. Piatti.

Every amateur of genuine and sterling music for

the chamber must be gratified to find that the direc-

tor, Mr. Arthur Chappell, is paying more and more
attention to the quartets of that most consummate
of all quartet writers, Haj'dn. During the present
series of concerts he has brought forward several

specimens of the master hitherto unknown to tlie

greater number of those who habitually frequent
St. James's Hall, and not one has been heard with-
out unqualified pleasure.

The singer was Mile. Nita Gaetano, who gave ex-

tremely well an air by Pergolesi, and created a sen-

sation in a new and charming song, by Mr. George
O.sbornc—"The Robin and the Miidon"—obtaining
a well-rnerited recall. Sir Julius Benedict was tlie

accompanist. At the next concert Herr Joseph
Joachim is to make his first appearance for the sea-

son.

—

Tirnen, Feb. 11.

A "Schubert Festival" made one of the Crystal

Palace Concerts, Feb. 1, the composer's birthday,

with this programme

:

Ovei-ture, "Rosamunde" Schuhert^
Part .Song, "Night in the Forest" "
Symphony, No. 5, in B flat (MS) "
Komance, "Der Vollmond strahIt"[Rosamunde]"
Hymn, -'O Lord our God" "
Pianoforte Concerto in F minor, op. 16 Henselt.
Aria, "O vago suol" [Ugonotti] jMeverbeer,
Fart Song. "The Gondolier" Schubert.
Overture, "Euryanthe" "Weber,

The overture to "Rosamunde," written for the
melodrama of "The Tragic Harp" (a.d. 1823), has
been frequently played at the Palace, being always
agreeably recognizable by the sprightly theme of

the allegro. The ballet music of "Rosamunde"
should not be neglected. The first part-song in E
major, not remarkably striking for Schubert, but a
good specimen of "Wald" music, derived color and
character from the subdued accompaniment of the
horns. The "Gondolier" song was accompanied on
the pianoforte. The hymn for quartet and chorus,

"The Song of the Swan," because composed in

1828, a few months before Schubert's death, has a

beautiful accompaniment of wind instruments, in-

eluding a pair of oboes, clarionets, bassoons, trum-
pets and horns, with 3 trombones. The charming
romance from "Rosamunde," the only solo in the

work, was sung by Mme, Lemmens with a true

sense of the verbal text. The orchestral accompan-
iments were discovered by Mr. Grove at Vienna,

and were snugly stowed away in a cupboard

!

"Credat Judfeus, erube.at Christianus." And now
for the s3-mphony : Schubert, like his great friend

and contemporary, has left' nine, composed between
1813 and 1828, the year of his decease. This sym-
phony (No. 5) follows the "Tragic" symphony in C
minor (both produced in 1816). and precedes the one
in C (February 1818). Mr. Grove who has reason to

believe that the symphony v)as never played inpublic

before Saturday last, describes the original autograph.

It is a small oblong pajier of dusky color, 16 staves

to a page, the ink much browned. The MS. was
begun with a new quill pen, which wore to a stump
before the end of the on(/a«ic Schubert however,
went on with it to tlie end of the trio, and then be-

gan the A««'c with a new one ! Those who are fa-

miliar with Schubert's individual style, so striking-

ly' revealed in the 9th symphony, and in his latest

solo sonatas for the pianoforte, will be surprised at

the strict observance of form, the simplicity of the

themes, and the straightforward character of the

whole work, never excursive, and adhering to the

main text as a cautious navigator of ancient times

would hug the coasts of the Mediterranean. With
every claim to originality, the impress of Haydn
was unmistakeable, not only in the style of writing,

but in the turns of thought and cheerful placidity of

temperament. Particularly may these characteris-

tics be discerned in the expressive andante (E flat)

diversified by an extreme modulation and a new
form of accompaniment, whilst the melody is enun-
ciated in alternate phrases by the strings and the

wind instruments. The minuet in G-minor recalls

to mind the fine third movement (same key) of Mo-
zart's grandest symphony. The finale, once more,
might pass for ijaydn's, but the gaiety and spright-

liness of "Pap.a" in this case are not unmingled with
tlie old fashioned and antique airs of grandpapa d la'

liigtail. The instrumentation of the fifth symphony
is ingenious, and the work undoubtedly denotes a

"period" in the composer's career. It was admira-

bly played bj' the Crystal Palace band.

British Orchestral Society.—The programme of

this society's fifth concert was as follows :

—

Symphnnv, No. ,3, A minor, Scottish—Mentlelspohn

;

Song, "The'W.Tnderer" [Mr. Lewis Thomas]—Schubert;
Song, IMS. "Over tlie roof .Tiid over tlie wall," Sapphire
Necklace [Miss Edith Wvmicl -Siilliv.-in ; Overture [first

time] to Sli:ilic«pe:irc's Winter T;ili' [composed expressly
for this society]—John I''raiircs liaiiiett ; Song, "Eose,
softly bloomiii'g," Azor and Zcniir.n [:\li^s .Tulia Elton]—
Spohr; Song "The shades of i'\Tiiiiig close around" [Mr
E. Lloyd]—F. Clay: Grand iiolonaisc in E lint, pianoforte
[Miss Nathalie I'^v'aiis] -Chripiii ; < )ua)-li't, "God is a Spir-

it," Woman of Sam.niia [IMiss r.ditli Wynne, Miss Julia
Elton, Mr. E. Llojd, and Jlr. Lewis Thomas]—W. S. Ben-
nett; Overture, Eginont—Beethoven.

Mme. Arabella Goddaed, for twenty years the

English favorite among pianists, has given her*

"Farewell Concert" in London. The Morning Ad-

vertiser s.ays of it

In the course of a few weeks Mme. Arabella God-
dard wtll be on her way to Australia. She will go
to the Colonies as the representative pianist of the

old country, and the presence of such a perfect ar-
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tist can do no leas than exercise a beneficial effect

upon the musical taste of the community on the

other side of the world. Mme. Goddard can ill be

spared fi'om London ; for, although pianoforte play-

ers abound, there are few who unite in themselves

every quality which constitutes a really great artist.

There are degrees of excellence in pianists as in

poets and painters, and a truly perfect development

in either is a rare exception. So it must always re-

main ; and the departure, for a considerable pei-iod,

of one allowed to be irreproachable as an exponent

of classical music, will leave a gap verj- ditHcult to

fill up. Madame Arabella Goddard's way is pre-

pared for her in the Australian Colonies, or wliere-

ever she may go ; and we cannot doubt that musical

culture in the most remote English-speaking coun-

tries or dependencies is sufiicientty advanced to

make her triumph sure and certain. The good-will

of the English public will follow her, and will be

accompanied by wishes for her speedy return

;

though some time must elapse ere Mme. Goddard
can be heard again in London. A voyage to Aus-
tralia is a very different thing from a few weeks'

trip to America ; but wdienever the lady may re-

appear after her colonial expedition, it will not be a

day too soon for her many admirers at home. On
Tuesday night last Mme. Goddard bade farewell to

London at a concert arranged on the model of the

Monday Populars. St. James's Hall was the locali-

ty, and' the audience was more than ordinaril}- nu-

merous. Haydn's Quartet in F, for strings, Op. 11,

No. 2, was plaved Mr, Garrodus, Herr L. Ries, Mr.
Zerbini, and Signor Piatti, with the exception of

that admirable violinist, Mr. Carrodus, a familiar

Monday Populur group of artists. The same com-
poser's Trio in G major, for piano, violin, and 'cello,

was played by Mme. Goddard, Mr. Carrodus, and
Signor Piatti. Woelff's Sonata. "Ne Plus Ultra,"

Op. 41, was the solo chosen by Mme. Arabella God-
dard, who first introduced it at the Monday Popu-
lars. Naturallj^ enough the pianist was heard at

her best on Tuesday night, and her rendering of the

Sonata was as perfect an example of pianoforte

playing as can well be conceived. The passages of

double notes for botti hands in the Allecp'O moderato
were given with clearness, precision, and a delicious-

ly crisp touch. Nothing was lost, slurred, or com-
promised

; and the whole performance of this move-
ment was a triumph of art. The variations on "Life
let us cherish'' were also given with every possible

gradation of light and shade, and the third in par-

ticular served to show the pianist's extreme delicacy
of touch. A storm of applause followed the per-

formance, and Mme. Goddard, being summoned to

the platform a second time, resiJonded to the com-
pliment with Thalberg's arrangement of "Home,
sweet home." The pianist was again heard, with
Signor Piatti, in Mendelssohn's fine Sonata in D
major for pianoforte and violoncello.

Pesth.—The Abbate Franz Liszt has fixed his

quarters here for the present. Contrary to his usu-
al custom, he will give one public Liszt Evening
this month, and another in March. Plis object in
taking this step is to assist a well-known German
composer, who lis saffering from an incurable dis-

ease, and for whom Herr Joachim, also, lately gave
a concert.

Stuttgart.—The Conservatory of Music, which
is under the patronage of the King, received, last

autumn, 170 new pupils. The number of pupils at

the present moment is 488, being -iS more than last

year. Of these, 177—namely 61 males, and 116 fe-

males—intend following music as a profession. 243
pupils belong to Stuttgart

; 28 are from other parts
of Wiirtemberg ; 16 from Baden; 5 from Bavaria;
22 from Prussia

; 1 from Alsace ; 3 fi-om the Saxon
Duchies ; 2 from Bremen ; 3 from Hamburgh

; 7
from Austria

; 32 from Switzerland
; 4 from France

;

54 from Great Britain and Ireland ; 9 from Russia

;

1 from the Danubian Principalities ; 1 from Turkey;
2 from Spain; 51 fi-om North America; 2 from
Africa ; and 2 from Australia.—A monster concert
has been given in the Theatre Royal for the benefit
of the victims of the inundations in the Baltic.
The performers were members of all the military
bands in the Wiirtemberg Army Corps. The idea
was started by Lieutenant General von Stiilpnagel.
An orchestra about 240 strong was formed from the
bands of seven line regiments, one of which is quar-
tered in Alsace, four cavalry regiments, the artil-

lery brigade, and the pioneers ; to these were add-
ed some fifty drummers and fifers. The opening
piece in the first part of the programme was dedica-
ted to the King of Wiirtemberg ; that in the second

to the Emperor of Germany ; both pieces were
played in full uniform, the performers wearing their

helmets, wliich they laid aside when executing the

other pieces in the programme. Herr Saro, of Ber-
lin, conducted. The Court was present during the

whole of the concert, which, in consequence of its

great success, will jirobably be repeated.

Paris.—The programme of Pasdeloup's Popular

Concert, Jan 19, contained : Symphony in D, Beet-

hoven ; Andante from 49th Symphony, Haydn

;

Sj'mphony in B flat, Schumann ; Violin Concerto in

E, Vieuxtemps, played by JI. Mauhin ; Overture to

Semiramide, Rossini.—The concert of Jan. 26 offer-

ed the Symphonic music composed by M. G. Bizet

on VArtesicnne, and a first hearing of the Overture

to Ivan Soussanine, an opera by the Russian compo-

ser Glinka (born in 1803, died at Berlin in 1867).

In the concert of Feb. 2, M. Pasdeloup celebrated

the quadruple anniversary of Mozart, Auber, Her-

old and Schubert. Consequently his programme

included the Overtures to Masaniello and Zainpa ;

frag-ments of a Quintet by Mozart, and the great

Schubert Symphony in G. The only composer on

the programme who was not born in January was

Beethoven, whose D-minor Symphony (the Ninth !)

was also given. But has not the singer of Fiddio a

right in all the festivals ? inquires Le Ifeneslrel.—
The selections for Feb. 9 were : Symphony in F by

Gouvy ; Largo from Haydn's 79th Quartet ; Beet-

hoven's Pastoral Symphony ; Violin Concerto in A,

by Saint-Saens, played by M. Sarasate ; Overture to

"Merry Wives," Nicolai.

The fifth concert of the Sociele des Conca-ts, at the

Conservatoire, presented Beethoven's second Sym-

phony; Chorus from Lulli's Armide ; violin Concer-

to by Saint-Saens, executed by M. Tolbecque ;
Cho-

rus from Psyche, by Ambroise Thomas ; Overture

to "Fingal's Cave," Mendelssohn ; Hallelujah from

Handel's Messiah.—For Sunday, Feb. 9, the pro-

gramme was as follows : Beethoven's Choral Sym-

phony ; Rondo and Bourree from Bach's Suite in B
minor ; Aria from Don Giovanni, sung by Mile.

Fidds Devries : unaccompanied chorus by Mendels-

sohn ; Overture to Freyscliutz.

The following lyric pieces were put on the Pari-

sian stage during 1872

:

Faniasio, Offenbach, 3 acts, Op^ra-Comique ; Le
Hoi Garotte, opera-bouffe-feerie, 4 acts, Gaiete ; JJne

Fete A Venice, opera-bouffe, F. Ricci, 4 acts, Athenee;
Le Soeteur Rose, idem, 3 acts, Bouffes-Parisiens ; Le
Vengeiir, opera-bouffe, Legouix, Varietfis ; Les 400
Femmes d All Bala, Nibelle, Folies-Marigny ; Les

Brioches dti doge, Demarquette, Folies-Bergdres ; Le
Passant, one-act, Paladilhe,Opera-Comique ;

Si/lvana,

de Weber, 4 acts, Athenee ; La Timballe d'Argent, 3

acts, Leon Vasseur, Bouffes-Parisiens ; Djamileh,

one-act, Georges Bizet, Op6ra-Comique ; Les Cent

Vierges, Charles Lecoq, Varietes; La Princesse

Jaime, one-act, Camille Saint-Saens, Op<5ra-Comique;

FAlihi, 3 acts, Nibelle, Athenee ; Dimanehe et

Lundi, one-act, Delandres, idem ; Helo'ise et Abelard,

idem, Henry Litolff, Folies-Dramatiques ; Don Cesar

de Bman, opera-comique, 3 acts, Massanet, Opera-
Comique ; Mme. Turlupin, opera-comique, 2 acts,

Guiraud, Athenee.

Bonn.—A grand festival is in preparation here in

honor of Robert Schumann, the jjroceeds to be de-

voted to the erection of a monmnent to the illustri-

ous composer. IV'me. Clara Schumann, Herren Joa-

chim and Brahms will take part as soloists.

A fresh laurel wreath was laid on Robert Schu-
mann's tomb on the 6th inst. It was sent from the

Dresden Singing Academy, which had celebrated

the day previous the twenty-fifth anniversary of its

foundation by the deceased composer.
The Dresdenei- Jonrnal, says it knows, on good au-

thority, that some anonymous admirers of Schu-
mann's music have subscribed thirty thousand tha-

lers to found a Schumann Exhibition Fund, and have
lodged the money in the hands of the composer's

widow.

Leipzig.—The thirteenth Gewandhaus concert

(16th Jan.) was devoted to the performance of the
following compositions:—Part 1. Overture to
"Euryanthe" (Weber) ; aria, from "Cosi fan tutte"
(Mozart), sung by Herr Nachbaur ; Introduction
a d Allegro appassoinata for the pianoforte (Schu-
mann), performed by Mme. Clara Schumann ; cava-
tina, from "La dame blanche" (Boieldieu), sung by
Herr Nachbaur

; 1. Impromptu, in C moll. Op. 90
(Schubert) ; 2. Scherzo, from the "Midsummer
Night's Dream" (Mendelssohn) ; morceaux pour
piano, performed by Mme. Schumann (J. 0. Grimm).
Part II. S3miphony (J. 0. Grimm), new work con-

ducted by tlie composer himself.

The programme of the fourteenth Gewandhaus
concert (2.3rd Jan.) included the following items :—

•

Part 1. Selections from the unfinished symphony in

H moll (Schubert) ; Holderlin's "Schicksalslied,"

arranged for orchestra and chorus (Brahms), first

time ; Concerto Allegro for the violin (Bazzini), per-
formed by Herr Salila, from Eraz ; Hauch's "Win-
ter and Spring," arranged for orchestra and chorus
(Hartmann), first time ; Schumann's arrangement of

Geibel's "Gipsy Life," for orchestra and chorus, in-

strumented by Gradener. Part II. Symphony (No.

1, C dnr) Schumann.

Vienna.—After being allowed to slumber for al-

most, if not quite, as long a period as the Sleeping
Beauty in the Wood, G\\KM&Armida has been re-

vived at the Imperial Operahouse, and restored to

its place among the stock-pieces of that establish-

ment. It is just a century since it was composed,
and since it triumphed at Paris over Duni, Phila-

dor, and Monsigny, over Rameau and Lulli, besides

effectual!}' putting an extinguisher on the previous-

ly popular Piecini. Every one engaged on the
present occasion strove to do his or her best towards^
making the revival a success. First comes Mme.
Dustmann, who sustained the part of the heroine in

a manner full}- justifj-ing the loud and frequent ap-

plause bestowed upon her. Mr. Adams was zealovs

and correct as Rinaldo. The characters of Ubald,
Hidroat, and Artemidor, found efficient representa-

tives in Herren Bignio, Kraus, and Miiller, respec-

tively ; Mme. Materna was the Fury of Hate, and
Mile. Siegstadt, the demon of the same objectiona-

ble passion. The chorus was efficient ; so was the
orcliestra ; the costumes were rich and in good
taste, and the new scenery reflects credit on Herr
Brioschi.

Munich.—Third Soiree for Chamber Music, given
by Herren J. Venzl, Ch. Lehner, C. Hieber, and J.

Werner, took place in the large hall of the Museum.
The programme contained Quartet in E flat major,
Cherubini; tliree Scotch Songs, with piano, violin,

and violoncello, Beethoven ; "Concerto Grosso" for

two violins, and violoncello, two oboes, two violins

(ripieno), tenor, double-bass, and piano, G. F. Han-
del ; two Songs with Harp, Fr. Lachner, and F.

Mendelssohn
;
Quartet in E, Op. 47, for piano, vio-

lin, tenor, and violoncello, R. Schumann.—The
fourth and last Subscription Coacert was devoted
to Handel's oratorio of Judcvs Maccabcens. The solos

were entrusted to Mme. Diez, Mile. Meysenlieim,
Herren Fischer and Vogl. The delight exhibited
by the audience in this great work proved that, de-

spite the—we mean, despite Herr Wagner—and all

his w-orks, a love for really classical music still ex-

ists in the Bavarian capital.

liuigljt's |0.iinml nf glusk.
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Harvard Symphony Concert.

The Seventh Concert, (Thursday, Feb. 27), a1^

tracted the largest audience of the season, and the

general voice pronounces it about as good a concert,

both in matter and performance, as the Harvard

Musical Association has ever given. There was not

a dull moment in it, nor aught that bordered on the

commonplace or the extravagant ; witness the bill

of fare

:

Overture: "The Hebrides," or "Fingal's Cave," op.
26 Mendelssohn.

Aria, [Contralto], "Son confusa pastorella," from
"Poro," [\Aith orchestral accompaniment for the
first time] Handel.

Mrs. Mora E. Bariy.
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Serenade and Allegro Giojoso, for Fiano-forte, with
Orchestra, op. 43 Mendelssohn.

Hugo Leonhard.

Overture to "Le Nozze di Figaro" Mozart.
**Krakowiaic : Grand Rondeau de Concert, Op. 14,

for Pianoforte -n-itli Orchestra Chop.n.
Hugo Leonhard.

Songs

:

a. *Ave Maria, (with Quartet accompaniment).
Franz,

h. ** "The Soldier's Bride, "op. 64,Xo. l.Sohum ....

c. Goethe's "Mav Song," op. 33, No. 6 F .mz.

Mrs. Flora E. Barrj-.
Symphony, No. 4, in D minor, op. 120 Schumann.
"l..trodu";;tion and Allegro.—Romauza.—Scherzo.—

Finale.

The most novel, as well as the most piquant and

brilliant feature was the "KraI;owiak" by Chopin,

which appeared shortly after his first Concerto,

(1S34 or 35), a work of immense difficulty for the

pianist, most fascinating in its unique and inex-

haustible vivacity. A fine Polish fire pervades it,

and the nrain theme, original with Chopin, is quite

in the spirit of some old national dance melody.

Upon the first appearance of the work a German
critic wrote of it as follows

:

"Tire introduction is formed hy a simple popul.ar melo-

dy, peciUiar in its rhjiilim and its haiiTiony, of the neigh-

borhood of the free citj' of Cracow, which we do not linow

in its original form. Nor are we ahle to determine what
share the composer has, if any, in the harmonic, striking-

ly effective, although always artless concatenation of the

rhj"thmical periods ; enough to say, that its effect is as

telling as it is singularly charming. This 3-4 AncJ.antino

qriasi Allegretto is followed hy a short transitional Allegro

moli€ in the same measure, in lively hra-vura for the prin-

cipal instrument, to which succeeds the Rondo [Allegro

non troppo, 2-4, F major], which also seems huilt upon a

still more joyous country melody, whence its name. This
leading subject keeps continually returning, or rather

strikes thi'ough evei'y^vhere "nith a resistless vivacity,

still more and more exciting : now we have the whole of

it, now only a part, now freshly ringing Mith a piquant
turn, and then so full of most suqirising and peculiariig-

ures, only interrupted by brief tuttl pass.ages, that one
masterly effort of bra-^-ura is followed ever by another
still more arduous and more striking. Not for a moment
is there the slightest flagging of the entertainment, which
is evermore renewed and varied, nay continually height-

ened, and which fonus a true and tasteful whole, com-
bining wonder with delight, if it be executed as it must be.

But verily that is not easy. It is a ven,' different sort of

piece, for in.stance, from this master's Concerto; yet as

it regards cUiflculty of rendering it stands quite upon the

same level. It requires a thoroughly accomplished bravu-

ra player, in order to succeed. It is not enough that it be
dashed off according to the notes and measure; but in

the midst of the greatest difficulty it must be played with

perfect ease, and with appropriate coloring and keeping

;

that is, it must be given v.'ith taste. In that case it Mill

please even a mixed assembly, and will be a veiy grateful

task for the performer ; more grateful than many other

things by the same composer, because here the diflScnlty

strikes even uninformed hsteners as being just precisely

what it is. Accordingly it will not fail hy its effect even
when played without accompauunent ; although the in-

strumentation gives it still greater freshness and, above
all, greater distinctness. The wind instiiiments, espec-

ially, make the foundation melody, and the allusions to

it, brighter and more rhythmically marked; while the

strings, holding out their notes to every solo, preserve

the full flow of the harmony."

That Mr. Leoxiup.d, in his most genial and effec-

tive presentation, for the first time in Boston, of

this mo.=t difficult and yet deliglitful composition,

proved himself fully equal to the requirements above

mentioned, all who heard it will agree. It was a

clear, precise, poetic rendering, full of delicacy and

full of ver%-e ; the mood of the composer took pos-

session of the audience, and the performer was

nnanimonsly recalled. If his triumph was not so

exceptional in the Mendelssohn Allegro, the reason

lay for the mo.st part in the nature of the composition

itself, the brilliancy and gladness of whose theme is

sometimes slightly clouded by the harmony. It

was, however, a thoroughly arti.stic performance

and gave real pleasure. On the whole, the pianist

seemed to surpass himself in that day's work, so

conscientiously prepared, so happily inspired. And
the accompanying instruments had also caught the

spirit of it.

The vocal selections were as choice as possible,

and sure to interest, .and Mrs. Barky never charm-

ed more by her chaste, refined and sj'mpathetic

renderings. The Aria from one of Handel's Italian

operas she has sung twice before in these Concerts,

with pianoforte alone ; but an orchestral accompani-

ment, completed by a loyal hand from the mere

sketch in Handel's score, was needed to make mani-

fest the real beauty of the piece ; and this good

work, for this occasion, had been exjircsslj' done for

us bj' Robert Franz. The fresh, naive, peculi.ar

charm of the melodj', free from the mere Handelian

commonplaces, was faithfully and sweetly conveyed

by the singer, and set in fine relief by the full in-

strumentation, which, however, might have been a

little more subdued in the performance.—The Ave

Maria by Franz, the organ-like harmony of which

had been transcribed from the pianoforte to a qu.ar-

tet accompaniment of muted strings by Mr. Dkesel,

was simply heavenly. A more soulful, pure, relig-

ious melody does not exist, and this time it ha:l fit

voice and accompaniment; all that there was left to

be desired was something more of weight and power

in Mrs. Barry's tones. The little ballad song by
Schumann, "Die Soldalenlraut" heard for the first

time, was very taking, and doubtless will have cur-

rency henceforth. And Goethe's playful little May
Song: "Wo geht's Liebcheu ?"

; Avith a melody as

witching, was sung better than ever this time, and

does not begin to lose its fi'eshness. The little

songs were exquisiteU' accompanied on the piano

by Mr. Dresel.

The orchestra had matter challenging its best

powers, and really responded to the challenge with

a zeal and loyalty which it has never yet surpassed.

The dreamy, seashore poesy, as well as vivid sen-

suous beauty of the "Hebrides" Overture, has sel-

dom siezed aad held attention so completely ; many
Tcneu) the work that day as they had never known
it; and who will undertake to name a work of Men-

delssohn's upon the whole more perfect ? The lit-

tle Mozart Overture to the "Marriage of Figaro''

was most enlivening. It was onlj"" too soon over.

Though taken at a lightning tempo (Mozart, at his

rehearsals, never could get it done fast enough to

satisfj- him), it came out perfectly clear in outline

and deliciously rich in color, the fine nervous accent

of the violin parts keeping every sense awake

and happy. It was refreshing to hear such an

overture for once outside of the theatre, where such

things .are poorly done and where the unmusical

opera public neither listens nor lets anj'body hear.

Played by a fit orchestra the unpretending little

gem of a piece had actually the charm of novelty,

and will be welcome when it comes in the same way
again.

But all this was only prelude to the magnificent

Schumann Symphony, in the rendering of which,

throughout the four closely connected movements

of the one indivisible and vital whole. Conductor

and orchestra covered themselves \vith honor. Mr.

Zerraun is at his best in just such tasks, creations

that require unanimous emthusiasm and unflagging

energy. The spirit, the broad pl.an, and the un-

swerving progress of the work, with tender justice

to all its lovely episodes, was all brought out in a

way that held all listening, wondering, delighted

to the end. It is a great Symphony, one of the

greatest, and yet it seemed so short I It is six

years since it last figured in the Harvard pro-

grammes, and turning back to the record of our

own impression then, we find it so true to the pres-

ent experience, that we think we shall be more .safe

in reproducing that, than in attempting any new
description :

The Symphony In I) minor w.as principally written in

IMl, Immediately after the first In B flat; but was worked
over anew In 1851 and published as No. 4, Op. 120. It was

first produced at the Dusseldorf festival in 1853. The
more we hear it the more we are inclined to think it the
best of all the four. Schumann had by this time become
master of the polj-phonic form, and this work especially

has that thorough unity and integrity as a whole which
we admire in the great models before him. Nothing can
be more unjust than to charge him, in these Symphonies,
the Concerto in A minor, &c., with throwing away the
traditions of the Symphonic form. Here there is not
only a leading motive worked into the texture of each
part, like organic fibre ; but the motives of one movement
reappear in another, knitting it all logically and poeti-

cally together. Thus the little phrase out of which the
first Allegro is wrought is bom already in the midst of
the thoughtful,sombre Introduction, where after an open-
ing crash in unison of all the orchestra, the middle in-

sti-uments, reeds, &c., flow in sixths [3^ time] with
pleading accent. Then comes the Romanza in A minor,
a quaint and lovely melody, so serious and earnest, sung
by violoncello [how beautifully Fries played it !] and
oboe in octaves, which calls up very naturally a reminis-

cence of the slow Introduction : and this muses on in un-
dercurrent, while a new subject, a delicious, cool, fresh

passage in triplets [sixteenths] sets in from the first vio-

lins. That Romanza is an exquisite poem and justifies

its title.

The Schei-zo, which follows in the original key, in

sharp, wilful, almost surly accents, reminds one of now
and then a strong Minuetto of that sort in Mozart, and
has like emphatic unity and conciseness ; its stem mood
u elts into a fascinating Trio in B flat, the first violins

first leaning on a syncopated note and then gliding off in

a smooth, liquid passage, made of phrases of six notes.

This gradually dies out, weaker and weaker, murmurs
itself in fragments, goes to sleep ;—the tempo is held

back, while reeds and lower strings heave a few tranquil

sighs, and suddenly, pianisnOTO, mth tremolo accompani-
ment, in doubly slow time, that leading phrase of the

first Allegro steals back in the violins, and mysteriously

the whole orchestra awakes and swells to a sublime cli-

max, holding out on a full dominant seventh chord,

which fills the mind with expectation. This sea-breeze

before dawn, as it were, is the transition to the Finale;

it harbingers the return, with renewed strength and
startling martial accompaniment, of that same dear

phrase of the first Allegro. The new and bolder

theme however prevails; relieved by episodes, one of

which is lilve a sweet gush of tenderness out of the heart

[Adagio] of the Choral Symphony. The bit of martial

fugue into which it determines itself towards the end,

the loud .and stern brass passages, and finally the rushing

Presto are grandly exciting. Indeed the whole move-
ment teems with glorious ideas, as when the mind in a

creative mood gets thoroughly \vrought up and summons
all its S'nift faculties about it ; so that the Finale is the

logical, clear climax and conclusion to a noble and sin-

cere Art product. Bluch might be said of the fine instru-

mentation, the clear individualization of parts in the har-

monic web, and so on ; but without any such analysis of

detail, the ideal, earnest, noble character of the whole

Symphony was sure to inij)ress itself on such audience in

such a performance.

The Eighth Concert, for next Thursday afternoon,

March 13, offers the following programme : Part I.

Overture to "Manfred," fiehumann; Bass Aria:

"Give me back my dearest Master," from Bach's

Passion Music (M. W. Whitney); short Entr'acte

from "Manfred" ; Overture to "Jessonda," Spohr.—
Part II. Aria and Gavotte from Bach's Orchestral

Suite in D ; **Concert Aria : "Alcandro, lo confes-

so," Mozart, (M. W. Whit.ney) ; Eighth Symphony
(in F), Beethoven.

••

Chamber Concerts.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club. The programme

of the second concert, Saturday evening, Feb. 22,

was as follows

:

Quartet in D minor. Op. 77 J. Kaff.
Modei-ato.—Vivace.—Andante.—Allegro.

Songs.—" Prayer" F. Hiller.
" Thine is my heart" Franz Schubert.

Quartet Satz, in C minor, posthumous fragment.
Franz Schubert.

Hungarian Dances, composed by Brahms, arranged
for Violin Joachhn.

Quartet in C, op. 59, No. 3, [Razoumofsky Set].
Beethoven.

The Quartet by Raff, by its strange opening har-

monies, made us feel that wo were entering a doubt-

ful and a dismal element ; and although later por-

tions of the work were bright and animated,we could
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not shake off the ungenial chill of the ingeuious mu-

sic which so failed to warm us. "We do not think

we were alone by any means in that experience.

The movement, not long since discovered, of an un-

finished Quartet by Schubert, was at least music,

unmistakable, with the Schubert fire in it, though

not so interesting as his better known jiroductions

of the kind ; refreshing after Raff. The Hungarian

Dances, composed by Brahms for the piano, four

hands, are very fi-esh and characteristic things, and,

as transcribed for the violin by Joachim, and per-

formed by Jlr. William Schultze, made a lively

and agreeable impression. The good old "Rasou-

moffsky" Quartet was a solid comfort to go home

on, and it was happy in the rendering. The vio-

lin of Mr. Hamm and the violoncello of Mr. Hennig

add rc«l life and strength to these performances.

The singer was iss Alice Fairmas, who sang

the "Prayer" bj' Hiller in a large and noble style,

and produced such a sensation with the Schubert

song, that she was obliged to repeat it.

For the third concert (last Saturday evening)

these were the attractions :

Trio, Xo. 3, Op. 110, for Piano, Violin and 'Cello.

Robert Schumann.
Allesro non troppo.—Moderato.—Presto.—Con fuoco.
r \ T fvom Don G'ovrinni; "Dalla sua pace". -Mozart.
< Recitati\ e and Sicili.Tno, from ''L'AUegro"Handel.
< Senate for Piano, in E flat. Op. 75 .Dussek.
Allegro non troiipo.—And.ante Moderato.—Alle-

gro moderato grazioso.
Quintet in F, Op. 59 Rubinstein.
Lento and Allegro non troppo—Allegro—Andante

assai—Allegro non troppo.

The Schumann Trio is one which we had never

heard before. Though somewhat mystifying in

some parts, it proved only less interesting tlian the

two Trios which are better known. The Allegro

seems almost wholly woven out of a little phrase or

motive similar to that in the "Bird as Prophet" in

one of his little M'aldacenen. The Finale is indeed

full of fire, bold and broad in themes and treatment.

The rendering, by Messrs. B. J. Laxg, Schultze
and Henxig, was all that could be wished, and we
must thank them for the first acquaintance with one

of Schumann's larger works.—The Rubinstein Quin-

tet, spiritedly led by r. Hamm (Mr. Schultze gen-

erously sharing the first honors with him), impress-

ed us with a sense of power, if not entirely of hear-

ty. We were glad of an opportunity to hear for once

something of Dussek's music.—a composer famous
in his day, and still played frequently in London,
by Mine. Arabella Goddard especially, but hitherto

neglected here as being out of date and wholly su-

perseded by the piano works of greater men like

Beethoven. Dussek's Sonatas, classical in form and
elegant in style, belonging to the same group with
those of Cramer and Clementi, are models in their

way, which to be sure is not a great one; they are

fluent, graceful, ornate, with an air of fine society

about them, but not profoundly stirring or imagi-

native. To perform them properly requires a fin-

ished artist, of great technical facility and taste, and
in this instance Mr. Lang, as might have been ex-

pected, proved himself abundantly equal to the re-

quirement. It could not be a very exciting, but it

was a very ple.ising and refined piece of readino-.

With all the elegance of these old writers, one must
saj', however, tliat a sense of sameness and of tame-

ness overtakes him before the end of the Sonata,

ever so well interpreted.

The singing, by Mr. Ciiaeles R. Hayden-, was an
interesting feature of the entertainment. He is a
young man, a native of this State, of modest, intel-

lectual appearance and sensitively musical tempera-
ment, who has studied both in Leipzig and in Italy.

His voice is a delicate, pure tenor, of fair power, and
he sings with real tast« and feeling. Both of his

selections, too, were excellent, and here as good as

new. The matter of this whole concert, it will be
observed, was new or nearly new to Boston.

This evening the Club give their fourth and !ast

concert, with this programme :

Sextet in ff, Op. 36, for two Violins, two Vlol.as .and
two 'Cellos Brahms.

Senate for Piano and 'Cello, in D, Op. 58.

Mendelssohn.
Messrs. Sumner and Hennig.

Solos for Violin : "Barcarole" Spohr.
"Air" and "Gavotte" from Suite Vieuxtenips.

Charles H.nmm.
Suite in Canon form, Op. 10, for two Violins, Viola,

'Cello and Basso J. O. Grhnm.

Chamber Concerts come in swarms just now. We
have yet to speak of the first of Mr. Laxg's series,

Thursday of this week (the second comes '''arch 20);

two or more Piano Recitals bv Mr. Peterstlea ; the

third Matinee of Messrs. Leoshard and Eichberg
(yesterday) ; and of the last N. E. Conservatory Re-

citals, in one of which Mr. J. A. Hills, with the

"Beethoven Quintette Club" (0. N. Allev. leader),

played Schubert's "Forellen" Quintet, for the first

time, we think, in Boston.—Miss Axna Mehlig. we
are happy to state, will o-ive tliree Matinees at Me-
chanics' Hall on the 19th, 22nd and 26th of this

March.
M «

I

fflP >i

The Kreiss5iann Testimonial. It is known to

many, but perhaps not all our music lovers, that th t

sterling artist and most generous and estimable

man,Mr. August Keeissmaxv, who has done so much
for e:ood music in this citv and vicinitv. has been
for the past two years and more, and still is, pros-

trated, with onlv occasion brief respites, bv one of

those painful infirmities which it requires more
than all one's natural strength merely to endure.

Thus arrested in the midst of liis activitv. he has

so far looked forward in vain to the resumins; of his

useful occupations. For manv j-ears the Conductor
of the Orpheus Musical Society, one of our best vo-

cal teachers, imbued more fully than perhaps any of

ourpublic singers with the spirit of the best German
song, to whose interpretations we owe so much of

onr acquaintance with the songs of Franz, as well as

of Schubert and Schumann, and we mnv add the

Arias of Bach,—he has placed this public under
obligations to him. By the subioined correspon-

dence it will be seen that the "Orpheus" propose

to give a C'omplimentary Concert to their old lead-

er, on the evenino- of March 29. In this testimoni-

al they are joined bv a large and influential com-
mi'tee of onr musical citizens and friends of Mr.
Kreissmann.

The concert, artietically, will be such nn one a.s he, with

his finetastc.would certainly approve. Mr. Zerrahn and the

Orchestra of the Symphony Concerts have cordially volun-

teered their services ; the "Orpheus" will sing some of tlieir

best 8cl:;ctions; and our four pianists, wlio have been more
orlessassociated with Mr. K. in times past, Messrs.Dresel,
Pakkek, Lang and LEONHABn, will contribute something

good. Other features of the programme will be duly an-

nounced. Meanwhile tickets, at $1.00. maj' be liad .at tile

Music Hall, or of any member of the Committee. There

are no reserved seats.
Boston, Feb. 14,1873.

Avgust Kreifismann , Eftq. : Dear Sir—The members oftbe
Orpbeus Mtisical Society, grateful for your long and efScient

labors during the many years you have been their musical
leader and director, are desiroiis to tender to yoxt a Testi-
monial Concert, to take place at the Music Hall on the 20th
of March, as a token of their gratitude and esteem.

In this thty are .ioined by a number of your pcrsonrd
friends, wbose names are subjoined, and who appreciate
your efforts for the promotion of mysic in Boston.
Hoping tb.'it our offer will meet with your approval, I

remain. Tour ob't serv't.

Louis Weissbeix,
President Orpbeus Musical Society.

Prff. L. .\gassiz. Dr. H. Bowditc.b, George H. Chicker
i'lg. J, S. Dwight, F. Geldowsky, George K. Guild. George
P.^King. Hugo Leonhard, J. C. D Parker, S. M. Quincy.
Nathaniel .Samuel. Charles J. Spraguo, Dr. Upbam, Robert
' ntliorp, J. Rradlee. Otto Dresel, Jnlilis Eicbbsrg, Robert
G ms, Rev. E E. Hale, B. J. Lang Henry Mason. Charles
C Perkins. J. M. Kodocanachi, S.Messinger James Sturgis,
Dr. 'W. P. Wesselhoeft. Carl Zerrahn, L. B. Barnes, Na-
tbaniel G. Chapin. Dr. Dix. Isidor Eichberg, Dr. B. Gers-
dnrff, E. Heidcrir.-ich, C. W. R. Langerhddt, Charles E.
Mever, Charles Pruefer, George D. Russell, C. Schraub-
stad.'er, F. H. Underwood, Dr. C. Wesselhoeft.

Bo.sto.v:. Feb. 17, 1S73.

Lotdii WHuabieii, Esq., President Orpheus Musical Socie-
iy : Dear Sir—Yours uf February 14 containing the agree-
able rnnouncr'mont of the Orpheus ifusical Society to ten-

der me a complimentary concert, was duly received, and I
take t'lis, my first opportunity, of accepting your kind of-

fer, to assure yon of the pleasure and thankfulness with
which it was received by me.
Dining my stay in Boston as a singer and public teacher,

and throughout my long Iconnection with your society as
tl eir musical leader and director, I bave always endeavored

perform my duties to the extent of my ability, and espec-
iailyh.ave I aimed to create a taste, as well as appreciation,
smong the public for the highest and noblest in art and
music.

It now gives me sincere gratification to know that these
efforts of mine have not been forgotten, and are thus es-
teemed by your society and so many of my friends.
Their kind offer will enable me to bear my hard sickness

with more ease, and to look forward with stronger hope to
the time when I shall have so far recovered as to be able to
meet them again in the rooms of their society.
Again thanking you for your friendly offer, which la

most highly appreciated by me, I remain.
Yours truly, August Kreissmaxit.

Slusital Ccrrv^spffithiue.

NEW YORK, FEB. 17.—The Brookl>-n Philharmonic
Society, in praiseworthy encouragement of American art,

have brought out a new Symphony by Mr. Geo. F. Bris-

tol, a composer whose name is already familiar to us
all through his beautiful Cantata '^Daniel" and his opera
"Rip Van vrinlvle," and whose face is always to be seen
among the lirst violins at our Philhannonic Conceits.

The Symphony, which was played at the third concert

of the Brooklj-n I'hilharmonic Societj', on Saturday eve-

ning, Feb. 8, is called the "Arcadinn," and is dedicated

to the club bearing that name in our citj'.

It is to be regretted at the outset, that Mr. Bristow has

placed, or endeavored to place, his composition under
the head of "programme music,"in which each part illus-

trates, or is supposed to ilustrate, not the progress and
development of an idea, but certain events or material

objects which it is not within the province of music to

describe. Any composer, therefore, who writes "pro-

gramme music," either does not rightly comprehend his

art, or is-sc-tting a trap to catch the applause of unrea-

soning and unmusical people. Mr. Bristow, not content,

after the announcement that his Symphony is descrip-

tive of -'the passage of emigrants across the plains, and
their arrival at the new Arcadia"—to leave the rest to

the imagination of his hearers, has subdivided his des-

cription, as follows:

1. Allcf/ro fippassiojiato. Tlie Emigrants joiuney
across the plcins.

2. An'^fftnte Religio-w. Halt on tlie Prairie.—Evening
Prayer.—Tallis's Evening Hymn.

3. Allefjro ma non troppo. Indian "War Dance.—At-
tack by Indians.

4. Allegro con i^pirito. The arrival at the new home.
—Rustic festivities and dancing.

Furthermore, each part being duly ticketed, it is

thought necessary to ampl'fy the labels after the follow-

ing manner. (I quote from the programme verbatim.):

Part 3. -'The scene now changes to an Indian encamp-
ment, where the savages are engaged in a war-dance, pre-

liminary to an attack. The third movement depicts the
commotion among the Indian?, who at the conclusion of

the dance fall upon tlie encampment of the Emigrants,

and, after a violent conflict, are repulecd. [Tlie subject of

this movement was suggested to the composer by Gener-
al Franz Sigel.] The attack terminating in favor of the

Emigrants, they proceed happily to their destination."

"What there is in the music to indicate that the attack

terminates in favor of the Emigi'anU instead of tAe /n-

(Uant, I cannot perceive.

The Symphony might as well have 1-een called "The
Expedition to Santo Domingo," or "Stanley in search of

Livingstone." [Subdivided: Part 1st. Thenoteof warn-
ing.—James Gordon Bennett in bed,—Depaiture of Stan-

ley.—Thoughts of home. Part 2nd. Encampment in the

African Desert.—Evening Hymn, &c., &c.]

Eliminating this very objectionable feature from the

programme, I can speak of the Arcadian Symphony in

terms of almost unqualiried praise. The themes, except

the ^rtrfan^e, are fresh and original; the interest for the

most part well sustained, and the instnimentation

throughout masterly.

The first movement (in E minor) opens.with a beautiful

theme which is given out by the viola, and which alter-

nates with a second motive for the violins. The other

instruments gradually take up the tirst motive until it is

sounded by the full orchestra. A beautiful and intricate

passage for the strings ensues, followed by a long suc-

cession of skilfully instrumented passages for strings,

reeds and horns, which, at length, results in a sort of

anti-climax and becomes tiresome. It is the general

opinion of critics here that the extreme length of this

mo /ement detracts from its artistic effect.

The second movement (B major) inti'oduces Tallis's

Evening Hjinu ; and the orchestration here, also, is ad-
mirable.

This is followed by an "Allegro ma non troppo," in A
minor, introducing a sort of Fackelta7fz^ wild as a witches'

revel on Walpurgis night. This is set off against a brief

interpolation in D major, which renders the barbaric
rhythm of the dance still more striking.

Tlie finale in E is a bright sparkling Allegro, full of
charming fancies, which,gradually iucrecsing to a Presto
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leads to a sort of dance-measiu-e, and forms a graceful

conclusiou to a work wliicU -nill rank among the best

that have been produced in jVmerica.

The other pieces upon the programme were as follows:

Andante from Ti'io, op. 95 Beethoven.
String Orchesti'a.

Overture to "Robespierre" LitolfE.

Concerto for Violin, (1st movement) Beethoven.
Variations in D minor Corelli.

Mme. Camilla Urso.
Kecit and Aria : *'Mura Felice" Rossini.
Die Waldhexe (The Forest AVitch) Rubinstein.

Miss Antoinette Sterling.

In the Andante from the great B-flat Trio, the haip

made a poor substitute for the piano, which is placed so

boldly in the work as Beethoven wrote it; nevertheless it

is a great pleasure to hear that lovely Cantabile, even
when thus changed.

Mme. Urso was admirable, as usual, and Miss Sterling

sang witli her customarj' earnestness and correctness.

The Brooklyn Philharmonic concerts are always well

attended,—as they certainly deserve to; be and in pro-

ducing a new and original work like the Arcadian Sym-
phony, the societj'^ i^roved its own enterprise and jjaid a

fitting tribute to an excellent composer.

On Saturday evening. Feb. 15, at the foiu-th concert of

the X. Y. Philharmonic Society-, the programme opened
with a SjTnphony in B minor, by Gade, a work which
made a vei"y favorable impression. It is divided as fol-

lows:

1. Allegro molto e con fuoco (B minor).
2. AllegTO moderato (B minor).
3. Andante [E maj.)
4. Finale. Allegro non troppo [B min].

This was followed by an Aria from "The Creation,"

rather poorly sung by Herr Carl Spengler. An Adagio
for the Violoncello by Bargiel came next, and this was
exquisitely rendered by Mr. F. Bergner, who is one of the

best violoncellists I have ever heard. Then came Mr.
Matzka's Overture "Galileo," a new work meriting an
extended notice which I have not time to give. A trans-

lation by Mme. Ritter pilnted in the programme gave a
key to the mxisic.

" 'The earth stands still!"—a dungeon's tortiu'e-trial

"Wrung from the lips, that ne'er before dissembled,

Of Galilei, new-found truth's denial;

Though gi*eat their victor^', his opponents trembled,

For, scarce unloosed the ignoble bonds that bound him,
Upsprings he, scattering the pale slaves around him,
"With gesture, glance, his pain-wrung lie disi>roves,

And cries, in tmth's ovm voice,

'And yet it moves!' "

Beethoven's Symphony in C minor occupied the second
part of the progranmie. The orchestra, throughout tiie

concert, played badly; worse than ever before, it seemed
tome.
At a concert given by the Onslow Quintette, at De

Garmo Hall, on Wednesday evening, Feb. 5, the princi-

pal selections were Schumann's Quartet in A minor (o]).

41, >"o. 1], a Trio in F [op. 6] by A. Bargiel, and No, 7 of

the "Seven "Words" by Haydn [1st and 2nd violin, viola

and violoncello.] Besides this there were part-songs by
Sullivan and Agnes Zimmermann, and a Vocal Quartet,

"The Ring," by F. Brandeis, sung by Misses Brainerd

and Bulkley and Messrs. Bush and Schauffler. The last

named piece was encored in a manner very complimen-
tarj- to the composer. a. a. c.

PHILADELPHIA, FEB.20.—Last Saturday Mr. "Wolf-
30H>' gave the la.-^t of his delightful series of matinees.

Raff's "Forest" Sj-mphony, by universal request, was re-

peated. The interpretation was very satisfactory. Mr.
"Wolfsohn honored us with a performance on the piano

of Taussig's "Invitation a la Danse" (Weber), and a

"Slumber Song" of his own. Cumbrous as the former is

it was agreeably given,and the latter was delightful. Mr.

Wolfsohn proposes to give a series of Saturday Evening
Orchestral concerts at the Academy, when in addition to

hia orchestra we shall hear several prominent vocal and
instmmental soloists.

In the evening at Musical Fund Hall a tremendous au-

dience asscmMed to hear the "Orpheus Club's** second

concert. This, as you are aware, is a male singing socie-

ty, and one of the three which should render Philadel-

phia famous for male choral singing. "When a society

badreachedsohigb ayioint, and in so short a time, it

cballengea close criticism. To l.-egin with the selec-

tions, there was not novelty enough. Of ten choruHes,

only two were new to the audience, and three others had
been sung by this very club at their first concert this sea-

son. The pieces were; "Sabbath Day," Kreutzer

;

«»Voyage," Mendelssohn; "Soldier's Life," Knecken;
"Snow Ltrop," Bamby; "Strike the L,yre," Cooke;
"Eeautits, have you Hcen a Ury," Kvans; "The J>etter"

and "April Showers," Hatton; "Good Night" by Abt,

and Spofforth'3 "Hail smiling mom." All the pianissimo

passages were excellent, but the forte portions suffered

for want of sec»nd bass. This is certainly the weak point

of the Club ; although eight individuals sing on this part,

it is always weakj indeed sometimes inaudible. The first

tenors are very fine, but on this occasion one of the num-
ber suffered his voice to break unpleasantly once or

twice, which somewhat marred the effect. On the whole

the concert was not nearly so great a success as the first

one, wliich probably bad made them over-confident. This

was the occasion of the public entree of Mr. Edward
Giles, a gentleman who has been studying in Europe for

a year or so, and from whom great things were looked

for. His selections were "AVeiss's "Village Blacksmith,"

Sullivan's "A life that lives for you," and Mariani's

"Contrabandiere." "Whether from a cold or fright, liis

register in wliich he prides himself was sadly limited, the

upper E being quite out of his us al easy reach, whUe his

low notes were ridiculously feeble. What we heard of

his voice, however, we were pleased with, and he sings

with great taste, but he wants power. His voice is a

smooth basso, but of limited range. He received an en-

core for the Italian song, and responded with another

which he sang -with great taste and expression.

That same evening Mr. Jarvis gave his fourth soiree at

Chickering Hall. I append the programme

:

Sonata^Piano, Op. 49, D minor, No. 3 "Weber,
Charles H. Jarvis.

Violin Solo—-'Andante and Rondo Russe".De Beriot.
G. Guhlemann.

Piano Solos

—

Barcarolle, Op. 60. F sharp. [First time] Chopin.
Noveletten, Op. 21, Heft. 1, No. 2, D major.

[First time] Schumann.
Fantaisie-Stuecke—Piano and Clarinet, Op. 73. "

Messrs. Jarvis and Plagemann.
Trio—Piano, Violin and 'Cello, G major. Op. 1,

No. 2 Beethoven.
Messrs. Jai-vis, Guhlemann and Popper.

On Tuesday, Feb. 18, Mr. Gaertner gave his second

concert at the Amateurs' Drawing Room. This was the

programme

:

Quintet in G minor Mozart.
Poco Adagio, 2 violins, viola and 'cello Haydn.
Canzonetta Mendelssohn.
Andante from Quintet Beethoven.
Nonetto Spohr.

A fine selection, and deserving of a larger audience.

The opening piece was played with firmness "and with
great expression. The Spohr Nb?ietto was exceedingly

well done. The artists showed more unitj' of action than

we are accustomed to find in our concerted performan-

ces. The "Austrian Hynui" Quartet should not be left

out of this brief account of one of the most delightful

performances it has ever been my fortune to hear.

FEB. 26.—On Saturday evening Musical Fund Hall was
again compactly filled; this time to hear the second con-

cert of the "Abt Male Singing Societ>^" Coming one

week afCer the ''Oi-pheus Club" it suggested compari-

sons. Tlie "Abt's" selections were more thoroughly mu-
sical and far- more difficult than those of the "Orpheus."

The programme was rich in good things, and was far bet-

ter rendered than that of the first concerts of the season.

Mendelssohn's "Love and Wine" is superb, and such a

noble rendering did it receive that it was heartily encored.

Hatton's "Life Boat," a spirited, melodious piece, was
redemanded. Gade's "Gondola Song"was a perfect spec-

imen of ;9i«nis.«mo singing; and again in "The Houri's

Prayer" and "The Tranquil Lake," both by Mueller, the

Society showed then- wonderful ability in delicate and
subdued passages. But by far the most magnificent

male paft-singing I evefbeard was in Moehring's "Battle

Prayer." The piece itself is wonderfully rich in its har-

mony; the clear, fresh voices of the fii'St Tenors con-

trasted finely with the superb richness of the low Basses,

and there was great exactness and unity of enunciation

on the part of all. It was enthusiastically encored. The

"Hostess's Daughter," by Smart, and Kuecken's "Loyal

Song," both repeated from the last concert, together

with MendelHSohn's "Wanderer's Song," and Bishop's

"Mynhen* Van Dunck," completed the chorus part of the

programme. Abt's "Ave Maria," as a quintet, and llat^

ton's "Good Night," .is a quartet, were also eung and

both were encoreU. Tlie only drawbacks to the Abt's

concerts arc; first, hearing the same old voices in every

quartet or quintet that is sung at every conceit: and sec-

ondly a tendency to fall from the i)itch. This latter is

owing probably to the fact that the second Bass is too

ponderous for the first Tcn-,rs, or that too little attention

is paid to this fault at rehearsals. The "Orpheus'' Club

seldom if ever fall in pitch, but they are kept up by the

continuous and ."ometime.'^ too prominent singing of their

Conduct^>r all through their concerts! Great as this

fault is, it is far more tolerable than to hear occasionally

the hareh crash of the conductor's voice above those of

the chorus. Eustack.

'prial Botitn.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

X4.A.TEST 3VCXJSIC
Publlsbea by Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocali vnih Piano Accompaniment.

What MoUie said. Song and Cho. 3. E5 to f.

Wellmann. 30
"Smile upon your Mollie darling."

An answer to "Moliie darling." Very melodi-
ous.

I am weary, let me rest. 3. E to e. Webster. 30
"Oh! the thought is strangely sweet!"

A very sweet song.

Kiss the Little Ones for me. Song and Cho. 2.

E to e. Webster. 30
" "When evening cometh downward
On wings of shadowy gloom."

Full of shnple beauty.

Hark ! 'Tis the Saviour's Voice. Trio for Alto,
Tenor and Bass. 4. A5 to a. Deems. 40
A well wi-ought "Hymn set to music," with con-

siderahle elaboration'in the accompaniment.

The Confession. 3. D to e.

'

Soott. 30
' But the answer that I made
Father, I forget,
Ora, ora pro me !"

"The Atlantic" speaks highly of it. It should
he a success in a concert.

The Joyous Reapers. Duettino. 2. B6 to e.

Campana. 35
" We are two merry, light-hearted reapers."
A cliarming little duet, with a touch of Italian

grace in it.

Philosophic Sam. Song and Cho. 2. G to f.

Roseviig. 30
"Sam! Sam! Sam! Sam!"

Comic. Much better than the average.

My one True Love. 3. G to e. Gabriel. 35
"Thou art mine forever!"

Graceful love song.

Field-Marshal Spring. (Feldmarshall Friihling).

Duet. 4. G to g. Alt.
" His trumpeters are larks so gay."

A quaint German conceit set to music. Very
pretty' for schools.

Easter Morn. Chorus and Recessional. 3. F.

Wilson. 35
A beautiful comhiaiation of chant and chorus.

The Old Time ; or. When you were Seventeen.

3. E6 to e. Thomas. 40
Some One far away. 3. G to f. Gray. 40
Darlinsr little Blue Eyes, 3. F to f. Ckandos. 30

Three beautifid ballads, well fitted to be popu-
lar.

Instrumental,

Starry Niffht for a Ramble. Waltz. 3. BJ.
The above song-melody [and another one] made

into a waltz.

Madril(^ne. Spanish Dance. 4. D- minor. .Sr«ft«r«r. 50
A -wild, brilhant dance.

Dors mon Enfant. Berceuse. 4. G. Waud. 30
Sweet and graceful "cradle song."

2nd Cantaljile. 4. Ab, Rosenhaini. 40
Melodious "Song without words."

Mendelssohn's 3d (Scotch) Symphony 5.

S. Smith. 1.25

A paraphi'ase for piano, and splendid, of course.

Fra Diavolo. Fantasie. 4 hands. S. Smith. 1.00
Brilliant arrangement of most pleasing airs.

Turldsh March. With portrait. 5. B6.

Jiubinstein. 40
Beethoven's Turkish March, arranged pretty

much as he would arrange it for our modem
jjianos.

Credit Mohilier. Grand March. 4. C. Cramer. 40
Not intended as a "Rogue's March" at all, but

powerful and brilliant.

Little Bird's Nest. Easy pieces by Mack. ea. 30

1. Little Party Waltz.- 1. G.

2. Herald Galop. 2. G.

4. Drnnimcr Boy's March. 2. G.

6. Little Rosebud Mazurka. 2. D.

7. Butterfly Redowa. 2. G.
The 20 |>ieces which will he found in the "Little

Bird's Nest" arc just the things for beginners.

Torchlight March. 4 hds. 5. YJi. Mnnrbccr. 1.25

This is Fackeltanz, No. 3, and is more properly
a Tovch-lJance than a March. Very powerful,
brilliant and spirited.

Children's Mn/iirka. 4 lids. 3. F. lAppitt. 40
A siKci's^riil al tcnijit to tainili.'irizc young play-

ers with the "mazurka" movement. Vei7 pleas-
Ing.

AnBREVlATIONS.—Dc'(?rct!H of dlflicntty nre m.irkod from
1 to 7. The kr}/ !m m:irkud with a cipltiii letter, aa 0, 13 Ihit,

&c. A nmall ll(»nian letter marlcH the hljjlieHt note, If on

tho stuff, an italic letter the highoHt note, lit' above the staff.
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A Collection of Favorite Waltzes, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

The undersi<^ned have the pleasure of announcing the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as StraHss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait o£ the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

o o K M T S s

Waltzes.

Academic.
Adeline.
Apollo.
Aquarellen.
Artist's I.ife.

Beautiful Blue Danube
Belle Helena,
Burgensinn.
CanoTa,
Clear and Full.
Coliseum,
Consortien.
Controversen.
Coronation.
Devonshire,
Editorial.
Fairy Stories.

First Flirtation.
From the Mountains.
German Hearts
Harmony ofthe Spheres.
Hope.
Illustration.
Immer Heiterer.
.Jurist's Ball.
Kunstler Leben.
Leap Year.
Let's be Gay.
Life let us Cherish.
Liorely Khein Klange.
Love amd Pleasure.

Lovely Vienna.
Slanhattan.

SIargaretta*B

.

Marriage Bells. Telegram.
Morgenblatter. Travelling Incidents.

New Vienna. Vibration.

One Tkousand and OneVillage Svrallows.

Orpkeus. [Nights. Wiener Bonbons.
Philomel. PnllrfiQ
Promotionen, ruift.dS.

Publisher. Alice.
Eainbow. Baden Baden.
Khine. Empress Anne's.
Kosa. Madame Leutner's.
Royal Songs. New Annen.
Serious and Humorous.Pizzicato,
Sophie, Sans Souci.
Sounds from Vienna Singer's Joy.
Spiral. [Woods. Thunder and I>ightnlng.

Sultan's. Tritsch Tratsch.

Folka Mazurkas. Waltz Quadrilles

Arm in Arm.
Dragon Fly.

Lob der Frauen,
One Heart, One Soul.
Praise of Woman.

Quadrilles.

Belle Helene,
Children of Haimon.
Nordstora.
Orpheus.
Wiener Fresken.
WiU of the "Wisp.

Wine, Women and SongDance of the Period.

Carnival Botschaftex
Petitioner,

Galops.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Feather.

Mazurka,

Fata Morgana.

Dance.

PRICE IN BOARDS, $2.50 ; IN CLOTH, 3,00, FULL GILT FOR PRESENTS, 4.00.
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^ COe9 New "¥&rU.

Book of Proved Excellence for High Schools, Seminaries, Academies,

and High Grammar Schools.

I3IE HOUR OF SINGING!
By L. O. E]>IEKSON aiid W. S. TILDEX.

PRICE $1.00.

* T7ie Sour of Sinahiff '^ hae met with unexpected succcess, having been
poduced into a large number of High Schools ; and kas also been used with sue-

s in the upper classes of Grammar Schools. This success is iessrved, as it is

excellent practical work, with the best of music so arranged in Two, Three,

il
Four Parts, as to furnish pieces well graded as to difficulty, and none of

•m too difficult.

Specimen Copies mailedf post-paid, for retail p^nce.
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Star-spangled banner
Stay not my anguish
Sweet summer mom
Swift on his pinions
Summer sunset
Tara's harp
They are not lost
The happy year
The wood-brook
Through the willowa
Up with the flag
Vive le roi

FOUR-PART MUSIC.
All good night
Ah, could 1 with fancy
All that's bright must fade
Austrian Hymn
Before all lands
Come and watch the daylight
Come back, sweet May
Curfew bell

Day of rest at sea
Days of youth
Evin is my home [ing
Evening's o'er the vale desceud-
Falling leaves
Forgive and forget
From his cave in Snowdon's mta.
Good night
Good night, thou glorious sun
Greeting glee
Harvest song
How calm is evening
Isle of beauty, fare thee well
Know ye the laud
Leaf by leaf the roses fall
Lovely night
Make y»ur mark
'Mi4 pleasures and palaces
Moi-miag shines in splendor
My childkoofl'3 songs
No, not more welcome
O gentle suianiar rain
O that song stili prolong
Oh, sing lliat song again
Over the mountain wave

O vales, with sunlight
Parting whispers
Proudly, O sun,
Rest in peace
Softly fall the shades of evening
Softly treading, silence keep
Song of the Seasons
Sweet Home
Sweet the early morning
The chase
The falling leaves
The last rose of summer
The merry spring-time
The morning breaks
The wind
The hoiu- of prayer
The wind whispers low
The sun's gay beam
The summer days are coming
Village bells
MTiat dehght, what joy
What sound of midnight
Wlien the leaves are falling
^Vhere would I be?
Ye guardian spirits

Also, 38 Sacred Tunes for
opening and closing school.

ANTHEMS AND CHORALS.
A sure stronghold
Blessed be the Lord
Blessing, and glory, and wisdom
Cast thy burden
God is our refuge
Lift up to God
Praise ye the Lord
To God on high

MUSIC, FEMALE VOICES.
Memorial Hjnnn
Rest, weary pilgrim [try
Sing, for the praise of our coun-
Spnng is returning
Summer is here
The sunbeams are glancing
Wake, gentle zephyr

A New and Most Attractive School Song-Booli.

CHEEBEITE VOICES!
By L. O. EMERSON,

Author of tke " Golden "Wkeath " and "Merry Chimes," whose collective sales are in the

neighborhood of 300,600 copies.

PRICE 50 CTS.

A new book by so successful a compiler needs no introduction. ** Cheerful
Voices ^^ contains in the first GO pages an excellent and interesting Elementary
Course, with abundance of pretty melodies and kunes for practice and illustration,

The Songs in the body of the book were selected and arranged with Mr. Emer-
son's well-known admirable taste and judgment.

Sample Copies tnailed, post-paid, on, receipt of retail price.

At Evening
Autmnn's Song
A Summer's day
Battle Hymn of the Kepublic
Beauties in nature
Beautiful Spring
Boat song
Brooklets dancing
Charming little valley
Christmas Song
Clatter, clatter, patter, patter
Coastuig Song
Come, let us all be merry
Come, come, &c.
Days of youth
Doing nothing
Festival Song
Forgive and forget
Friends of Freedom, &c.
Glide along, our bbuny boat
Greeting Glee
Hail, Columbia!
Hark! the Alpine hunter's, &c.
Home from the woodland
How beautiful the snow
Hasten to the woodland
I'm a shepherd of the valley
I now freely offer
Joy of Summer
Joy to thee
Joyful wake the songs
Little acts of kindness
Lovely rose
Marching song
Meeting and parting
Meny, men-y Summer time
Meri-y songsters
'Mid pleasures aai palaces
Moonlight sail

Morning wakes
My own dear miountain home
Nature gives no sorrow
Kcver sav fail

Night song
Now, good night
Nymphs of the sea
O'ei the fields, &c.
Oh ! come ye into the, &c.
Oh! come,'coTne away
Oh ! how brightly
O Lord our God ,

On the ocean
On the mountains
Our way across the mountains
Parting song
Parting whispers
Peaceful slumbering
Pilgrim chorus
Keturn of Spring
Ring out, sweet bells

See the mountain slope, &c.
Sing away, ye joyous bh'ds
Smiling May
Song at close of day
Song of triumph
Song of the morning
Spinning song
Spring is here
Spring and youth
Star of the twilight
Sprmg song
Summer is here
Sunrise
Sweet Summer
The builders
The blacksmith
The cobbler
The Danube river
Tke forest bhd
The farmer
Tk« golden stair
Tke mellow horn
Tke morning call

The niountain honi
The meny Spring time
The parting

The pedestrian
The rose-tree
The school-beU
The sea
The search for the fairy, &c.
The sleigb-ride
The Star-spangled Banner
The Vale where my home lies

The Valley of Chamouny
The Violet
The wanderer's farewell
The wanderer's joy
The woods
The wood-brook
There's a good time coming
Up, away •

LTp. and labor
Upidee
Vacation's coming
Welcome to Summer
^yhen the day with rosy light
"When up the mountain, &c.
Work, for the night is eoming

BOUNDS.

Come and sing
Come, follow
Gather roses, %vhile they blow
Hark, the bell is ringing
Humble is my little cottage
If a body meet a body
If I could, T would
Lo, the waving grain
Not too great
Roaming o'er the m.eadow3
Shut the door
The cuckoo
Thirty days are in September
"WhUe we meet in pQaca again

Also 30 pieces of Sacred Mu-
sic for opening and closing
School.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTOHY OF
Valuable, or Invaluable, Music-Books!

2®= Sent, Postpaid, on Receipt of Jletail Prices. =®J

A FETV years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

Prom similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Each Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERBES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following thirteen books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Libeaey :
•

HOME CIRCLE; VOL. L
IXSTEUMENTAL,

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, S3.00; full gilt, for presents, $i.OO.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, In boards,

$2.50; clcth, SS-OO; full gilt, for presents, $4.00,

HOME CIRCLE, VOL III.;

OK,

IXSTRUilENTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Trice, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

ntitutc the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting of Operatic Music. Price, in boards, §2.50; cloth,

^"5.00: full gilt, for presenu, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAL AXD INSTRUMENTAL,

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

JIuslc. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gUt, for

presents, S4.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL,

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of tlie most
salable volumes. Price, in boards, §2.50; cloth, §3.00; full

gUt, for presents, $4.00.

Jtecentlt/ added to the Some Circle Seines, August,
187S, maTiing the " baker's dozen," or 13 books,

^^s or sr«,
«

Brought^ out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

VOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may-

be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, $2^50

;

cloth, S3.00; full gilt, for presenU, $4.00.

CEHS OF CESRMAI SOSC.

Kightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland, Ger-

man and Englisli words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTETJ3IENTAL,

Similar to Vol. I., but is distinguished by the Insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL,

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV,;

INSTEUMENTAL.
Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers Is not large.

Here we haye the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4,00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible quantity of good music for his money. The books that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers
;
and, where airs and short

pieces are included, 123 to IGO are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Huildrcd DoUars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBRAHY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIHTY-TWO DOLLARS.
ScoOESTios 1. No better prcicnt for a Musical Lady than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No better Wedding-Present than the whole Library.

" 3. No belter aid to tlic entertaining of company in rarlor. Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for use on the Piano or
Eced-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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Dwight's Joxirnal of Music,
Published every other Saturday

OLrVER IDITSOrT <te CO.,
277 Washington St,. Boston, Mass.

JOHN S. B WIGHT, BDITOE.

^^TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2.00 per annum

;

delivered by carriers. $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates

:

One insertion per line 30 cents.

Bach subsequent insertion, per line. 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, $25.00.

do four do do $15.00,

J. S. SPOOLER, PKUVTER, 4 PROVINCE COURT.

ATEACMEH, for many years a Professor in a

State Institution, goes next Summer -with his fam-

ily to (South) Germany for the education of his children.

"Would like to take charge of a verj' limited number of

pxipils. They will find a home in the noblest sense. For
particulars as to expense, etc., Address: "Professor N.

N." to the office of this paper. 832—

t

established by the Mexdelssohn Quixtette
Club. Spring term will begin Feb. 10th.

THOMAS RYAN, Director.

830—4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

O. DITSON & CO. offer these new, fresh, genial

Juvenile Song Books to the public, believing they will

bear compat'ison with any
others. 'Cheerful Voices,'

by that most successful

and popular Composer,
Cheerful

Voices.

Sparkling

Rubies.

MR. EUGENE THAYER will devote his time exclu-
sively to students desirous of becoming Churfch

Organists or Te.icherfl of Music. He has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St., Boston. [829-ly

Mr. L. O. Emersox, is for

Common Schools, and as 300,-

000 teachers and pupils are

already familiar with his pre-

vious School Song Books, they will need no urging to try

this.

And as for our Sab-

bath School SongBook
whose glittering title

aptly describes the
brightness of its contents;

read the following extracts

from commendatory letters.

Superintendents say : "The
more we use it the betterwe like it." "The music has
a freshness and beauty unsurpassed by any book I have
seen." Choristers say: "A work of sterling merit." "Far
excelling Sabbath School Music of the many books I have
had the pleasure to use." &c.

Price of Cheerful Voices 50 cts.
Price of Sparkling Rxibies 35 cts.

Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.

OK^IVER DXTSOIV & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DIVSOIV &, CO., J¥ew York.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS!
To a lady friend.
A SH-eet-Toned Itlaelic Box.

Costing from $5.00 to $100.00
The large boles are wonderfully powerful and harmonious.
An Etegrant Onitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00
A Violin. Now a Lady's instrument. $6.00 to $50.00

(.For the Boys and Girls.)

Drums, Concertiuasi, Accordnongor flntlnan,
Clarionet., I'lutes, X'lagreoleu, Vltvts.

All these, of all varieties, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether with an unrivalled stock of

BAnrn iiriixRuitiEXTS.
are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN C. HAYITES & 00.,
33 CoDHT St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

" CHEERFUL

VOICES"

FOR

SCHOOLS.

There is

no mistake about

" GEMS OF

STRAUSS!!"

ALL

BUY IT.

the remark- CLAB^ivE S able char-

acter of this MODEL INSTRUCTION" BOOK. From the

first it has taken 111 bW the lead, Belling

largely, and eliciting high commendations front those

well quail- IviE I HOD fied to judge.

Musical Writers for the papers say; —"Likely to

become as popular T f^^ f^ as Richardson's.'-'

—

" The very book I
"—" Among notices, every article has

justly placed it far ff{tbU above any similar

book."—" Attracts and allures the pupil."—" Overflowing

with pure melo- ORCANSb dies."

Price $2.50. For sale everywhere.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

Boston and Neir Tork.
"SPARKLING

RUBIES'

FOR

SAB. SGH'LS.

Lyon & Healy,
Chicagro, III.

" MUSICAL

TREASURE
!'"

ALL

TRY IT!

The Beethoven Quintette Club
of Boston,

(C.N.Allen, 1st Violin: 11. Hicndel, 2nd Violin; J. C.
Mnllaly, 1st Viola; Chas. Koppitz, 2nd Viola and Flute

;

Wulf Fries, Cello.) is prepared to accept engagements for
Classical and Secular Concerts, and musical entertainments.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
829-ly] Care of Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston, Mass.

Bystbm f©b Be©ihhbeb
On The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
This thorough and practical mcthod/has acquired a Gold-

en Reputation as one of the very best InstTmction Books.
Sells largely. Published with American, also with Foreign
Fingering. Pricey $3.00.

EASY CANTATAS.
For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs. Seminaries and

Classes, that fear to att ack the oratorios and classieal can-
tatas.

Belshazzar's Feast, .50 Flower Queen, .75

Pilgrim Fathers, .60 Indian Summer, .30

Burning Ship, 1.00 Winter Evening
Quarrel of Flowers, .35 Entertainment, 1.00

Festival of Rose, .30 Book of Cantatas, 1.50

Children of Jerusalem, .30 Esther, .,60

Fairy Bridal, .60 Picnic, 1.00
Daniel, .50 Culprit Fay, 1.00
Haymakers, 1.00 Flower Festival, .45

Storm King, .38 Twin Sisters, .50

X.XFX: OF IXAlVOEIi [$2,001 ; of Chopin, [$1.50];
of Beethoven [%1.m'\; of Menddsmlm [$1.75]; of Bossini
[$1.76]; of Mozart [§1.75]; of Schumann [$1.75]; of
6^o«sc/ia?& [$1.50]; of Weber [$1.75]. These books are
elegantly bound and are charming biographies.

iETXEIlS of Mendelssohn [$1.75]; oX Mozart. [1.75];
of Beethoven [$2.00] ; JPolko^s lieTniriiscences of Mendels-
sohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters are

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the preceding.

Jfloore's Encyclopedia of masic [$6,001 contains
"all that is worth knowing" about music and musical
people.

The above books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price,

OLITEE DITSON & CO., Bostoa.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

^m ^X\m Ux l^jrvit

VOO At

.

What JloUie said. Song and Cho. . . Wettmann. 30
I am weary, let me rest. . . . Webster. 80
Kiss the Little Ones for me. Song and Cho.

Webster. 30
Hark ! 'Tis the Saviour's Voice. Trio for Alto,

Tenor and Bass. .... Deems. 40
The Confession. .... Boott. 30
The Joyous Reapers. Duettino. . Campana. 35
Philosophic Sam. Song and Cho. . Rasewiij. 30
My one True Love Gabriel. 35
Easter Morn. Chorus and Recessional. Wilson. 36
The Old Time ; or. When you were Seventeen.

Thomas. 40
Some One far away. .... Gray. 40
Darling little Blue Eyes. . . . Chandos. 30
Field-Marshal Spring. (Feldmarshall Friihling).

Duet. ....... Abt.
All like faded flowers. Song and Chorus. Zulz. 30
Rosalyn Sagnia. 30
The Violets blossomed where she trod. . Ryan. 35
The Raft Finsuii. 60

rUSTEUMENTAL.

50

60

50

75

75

Straicss. 30
30
30
26

Diamonds. 3 Salon Pieces, (from Weber's Opera.)
No. 2. Preciosa. . . Th. Oesten.

Selections from "Le Roi Garotte. Offenbach.
Waltz Ch. CooU.
Quadrille Arban.

On the High Sens. Waltz. . . Zichner.

New Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Piano. Strauss.

Honor the Ladies. (Ehret die Frauen). New.
Edward Strauss. 65

Off like a Rocket. Waltz. . . . Zyle. 30
Editorial Waltzes. .

Thunder and Lightning Polka*.

Coliseum Waltzes.

Jurist's Ball "

Doctrinen Waltzes. . . Edward Strams. 15
Air du Roi. (Amarj'Uis.) Violin and Piano.

Ghys. 40
The Fairy Sisters. Polka,

Puck. Galop Brilliant.

Good Old Times. Gavotte.

Starry Night for a Ramble. Waltz.
Madrilene. Spanish Dance.
Dors mon Enfant. Berceuse.
2nd Cantabile

Mendelssohn's 3d (Scotch) Symphony
S. Smith. 1.25

Fra Diavolo. Fantasie.

Turkish March. With portrait.

Credit Mobilier. Grand March,
Torchlight March. 4 hds. .

Children's Mazurka. 4 hds.

Little Bird's Nest. Easy pieces by
1. Little Party Waltz.
2. Herald Galop.

4. Drummer Boy's March.
6. Little Rosebud Mazurka.
7. Butterfly Redowa.

BOOKS.

St. Peter. An Oratorio. J. K, Paine. Paper. 1.60
Boards. 1.75

Cloth. 2.00

Musical Enthushst. A Cantata. J. H. Hewitt. 60

,;; W. Turner. 30
Schloesser. 60
Jungmann. 40

Ketterer. 50
Waud. 30

Rosenhain. 40

S. Smith. 1.00
Rubinstein. 40
. 'Cramer. 40

Meyerbeer. 1.25

Lippitt. 40
Mack. ea. 30

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music. ^ ' Persons
at a distance will find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be lent at
double these rates.
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MRS. JENNY KEMPTON,

'OOALIST AND TEACHER OF SlNGSNa.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [798

SINGING AND PIANO.
mes. fann'ie f. foster,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MES. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher

of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St.. near
Columbus Avenue. [782—ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. BOBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,
718—tf] 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Was established in April, 1856. Its claim to the
first rank as an educator in tvery department of
Music, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institute.

Address, Edwakd B. Oliver, Principal,
5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. AjSTDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G . W . DUDLEY,
~~"

Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing
and Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Streeter's Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 154 Tremont St.

[797]

Mr. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, .J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore KuUak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—3m]

J. A. HILLS,
Pupil of the late Carl Tauaig,

TEACHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Address at Chickering& Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [805

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Mass. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

EDW. SCHUBERTH,
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,

No. 610 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. [795

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Publishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. Y. [357

LYON & HEALY,
MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

CHICAGO, ILL.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

Of Every Description.
Our stock of .Sheet Music, Music Books, Musi-

cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the Xoith West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables us to fur-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

I:^=~In a/ldition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on hand and fumisli
all Music and .Music Books published in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of Fornirjn""

179-1—3mMiigic.

mi
AND iVlELODEONS.

BUFFALO, N.Y., CHICAGO, ILL

45,000 jVow in Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
boards, and Knee Swell, and is more beautiful in

design and finish than any now mside in the
world for tlie price, and we qunrantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to

any we have seen of other makers. The instru-
ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six, stops, viz.

:

Principal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tremolo or Vox Humana,
Principal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our higli-priced instru-
ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of $125, and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be recorded in regular succession,
and filled each in its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, -

Agent in Philadelphia,
S. T. Gordon.
James Btllak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City
and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment
OF

Biaii laitfmm©mfe

!

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS— The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Instruments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and
All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERT VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

^hnal itnl
o

FOR SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also. Music Books, Sheet Music, and
Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical

Merchandise, at prices and terms, that cannot
fail to prove satisfactory to purchasers.

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

33 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House)

Cabinet Organs.

Oai!] y American IHiisical Instrumente of
_81i.y such extraoixIinaiT and recognised

exoeilence as lo commnnd a wide sale in Europe, notwith-
standing competition there with prodxicts of cheap labor.

awarded highest premiumF, including the
,, . Medal at the Paris Exposition. Of hun-

dreds of Industrial Exhibitions, there have not been six
in all where any other organs have been preferred to
these.

recommended by eminent mus-
cians af; i;osFef^bmc excellencies

not attained in any others. See opinions ofONE THOU-
SAND, in Testimonial Circular.

FWf^i lEQFI/^l V ^^P^^yirig several importantin-

real improvement.
ventions and embracing every

THE RIOST EXTENSIVE ?a"lr?e^S\t
world, producing better work at less cost than othenvise
possible.

DRif^E^ CIV^El and as low as consistent with
I ItlU'E© ri/ft&y scrupulous emplojTnent of
only best material and workmanship.

TS.'?SO:%BAK. CARCCI.AII, nitli Important
InforBiiation about Or^an« nhicb maj xave
Purft;liaHf-rM from Dirtapiioiiitment in Piir-
claaMO of Inferior or worttileMi* InHtrumcnta
or Pa.THBcnt of Ui^li Prices, M<*nt fr««.

MASON &. HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

154 Tremont St., Boston ; 25 Union Square, New York
i
80 &

82 Adams St., Chicago. —832

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAIKIi HECS^En, ^ncccHsor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
930 ISroaiiway, IVew York.Wo.

No branch house anywhere. 825—1 yr.

National College of Music.

—

ESTABLISHED BY
Tlie ItI«n«l«^li*i<!iolin Qointo^tte Club.

Every branch of tbe Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teacher.s of high grade.

Pupils, sufficiently advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani*
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, 'riIO:?riA« RYAIIV,
Director of IVational Colleure of HIn»ic,

822 Tremont Temple, Boston, IVXaii*.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely nfFeclcd by the issue of new books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 600 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling larjjely, and pleasing all.

How coxild it be otherwise, since its thousand Tunes,
Pieces, and Anthems include the best music, taken from the
best lK>oka of the country. Priiie, 1.60.

Sparkling Rubies
NEW SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOK I

An ap))ropiiate name for this neat, complete
and most pleasing collectiun of masical gems,
(about 150 of them), by A. Hull and II. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fresh, spirited ! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a c )n«pact book of 210 pages,
which can be carried in the pocliet, and yet con-
tains a very large proportion of the most popu-
lar ))salin tunes, spiritual songs, <S;c. It would
be difficult to compile a more convenient book
for the Vestry, the I'rayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price 60 cts.

New and nttraetivo Cantatas.

KORTY-RIXTH PSALM. . . . Dudley S-utk. 1.00

FESTIVAL CANTATA. . . Extgent Thayer. 1.25

GOUNOD'S CHORAL MUSIC 60
Well worthy of careful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIASl'. . . . Hewitt. 60

An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza.

The above books sent, post-paid, by

OLIVER DITSON & CO,, Jjoston.

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

3:
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Gossec.

[Translated from the Freucli for Dwight's Journal of

Music]
in.

Along with this impulse given by Gossec to

instrumental and sacred music, a great revolu-

tion was going on in dramatic music. The
Opera had not been able to disengage itself

from the swaddling-clothes with which Lully

had bound it at its birth. The attempt made
in 1750 to introduce Italian music had only pro-

voked a fierce paper war, the result of which

was the almost immediate dismissal of the un-

lucky Italian singers. J. J. Rousseau had pro-

duced his Devin da Village, the success of

which seemed to predict that the reign of mel-

ody was about to commence. But this effort,

however successful it may have been, was, so

to speak, abortive, and found no imitators.

The slow, psalm-like strains of LuUy and his

followers were quickly restored to public favor.

Rameau, who for a moment had been nearly

dethroned, regained his ascendancy, and his

repertoire, for a short time banished by the ap-

pearance of the Italian huffonistes, had again

almost undisputed possession of the bills of

the royal Academy of Music. In the meantime
the revolution vainly attempted at that theatre

was going on in another place. Beside that

public encrusted with prejudices, whose apathy

and whose habits of routine it is impossible to

overcome, is another, young and jjrogressive,

whose enthusiasm nothing can check, and
whose taste and whose sympathies always tri-

umph in the end. This public, attracted for

the moment to the opera by the representation

of La Serva Padrona and other master-pieces of

the ItaliaB school, soon forgot the way to that

theatre when those works were no longer given.

It took that to the ComSdie-Italienne, where
their translations were performed, and where
Duni, Philidor and Monsigny had already at-

tempted to prove that pleasing music could be
made even to French words. Philidor's Bhise
lesacetier was given in 1759, Le Soldat Magician

in 1760, Le Marechal ferrantin 1761. Monsigny
had prepared the way for his master-pieces, Le
Deaerteur and Felix by works of less merit, but
which showed what might be expected from
his genius. These were; On ne s'avise jamais
detoat, 1761; Le Boi et le Fermier, 1763, and
Rose et Colas in 1764. It was in that year that

Gossec made his first effort in the dramatic
style and gave, at the Comfidie-Italienne, Le
Faux Lord, the music of which caused its suc-

cess. In 1767, his little opera of Les Pecheurs
met with such success that it occupied the stao-e

nearly the whole of the remainder of the year.

It was followed the next year by the Double
Deguisement and Toinon et Toinette.

But in 1767 a very colossus of talent took
possession of a stage which he was destined
during a period of more than forty years to
adorn and enrich, GrStry produced his Hurwi,
and Gossec saw that with such a rival no con-

test could be possible. He resumed his place

of composer of instrumental music, and the fol-

lowing year founded the celebrated amateur

concert, the orchestra of which was conducted

by the famous Chevalier de Saint-Georges. This

orcliestra, created by Gossec, was the first com-

plete orchestra that France had ever possessed.

In order to appreciate the innovations made in

the composition of this orchestra, it will be

proper to cast a retrospective glance at what

had been for a century the assemblages of mu-

sicians figuring either in the theatres or in con-

certs.

Lully, in creating the Opera, had found in

France no suitable elements for the proper

foundation of this species of performance ; he

was obliged to make use of the very inconsid-

erable resources to be found among the profes-

sional musicians, scattered as they w-erewithno

centre of union and no acquaintance with con-

certed music. Later he trained up pupils and

succeeded in bringing together an orchestra,

whose arrangement seems singular enough to

us, accustomed as we are to a wealth of instru-

mentation far removed from the simplicity of

those primitive germs. The orchestra of Lul-

ly's opera was arranged in the following man-

ner: the stringed instruments were divided

into five parts, comprising first violins, first viols,

viols, bass and double bass viols. Violoncellos

were not introduced until later, and the modern
double bass was not admitted into France until

1709, long after the death of Lully. It was
played for the first time by one Montclair, a

very clever composer, in Jephte, an opera of

his own composition. The effect of the in-

strument was found to be excellent, and Mont-

clair was engaged at the Opera as contra-bass-

ist. At first he was expected to play only once

a week, on Saturday, the great day for the

Opera, and that of the best performances. It

was not long before the contra-bass was de-

manded every day ; then a single one was not

enough, one was added, afterwards two, then

three, then four. At present there are eight in

the orchestra at the Opera.

To return to Lully's orchestra, we must give

a list of the wind instruments. These were

numerous, but were divided quite differently

from those of our day. First there were the

flutes, not the German flute, the only one now
in use, but the beaked flute (of which the flag-

eolet remains to us), and of which the smallest

inconvenience was its being almost constantly

out of tune. The flutes formed one complete

family ; there were treble, tenor and bass

flutes. It was the same with the oboes, the

bass of which is the bassoon. For brass in-

struments, there were trumpets with stops and

hunting horns ; and for instruments of percus-

sion they had kettle-drums and tambourines for

dance music. They had also a harpsichord for

accompanying the recitatives. But what they

were entirely ignorant of, was the art of blend-

ing these different instruments together. When

the composer desired a. forte, he wrote the word
tons (all), and then the copyist doubled the

parts for the stringed instruments by parts for

wind instruments of corresponding register.

In certain passages, rarely except in ritomellos,

the composer wrote flutes or oboes, and these

instruments played alone, which was the easier

for them as their system was complete. The

bassoons played almost always with the bass

and double-bass viols, which, mounted with

many strings, had very little sonority. But the

idea of taking advantage of the difference in

the tone of their instruments, and of giving

them particular parts for the purpose of blend-

ing them together, had not occurred to them.

However, Lully's orchestra excited the admira-

tion of his contemporaries, and one of his pan-

egyrists lauds him for having introduced every

known instrument, even, he adds, the tinker's

whistle. I have looked overall of Lully's scores

without flnding any indication of these instru-

ments, which are entirely unknown to me.

When Rameau gave his first opera, Eipjiolyte

et Aricie (1733), instrumentation had made
great progress ; the German flute had replaced

the beaked flute ; the oboes had been perfected

;

they were played with finer reeds and had

gained greatly in softness and sweetness. Ra-

meau, who was fertile in invention, made great

innovations in the arrangement of parts; he

concerted wind with stringed instruments, and

produced surprising effects by means of these

combinations. The clarinet, invented in 1690,

was not used in France until 1745, and then by

Rameau in his opera i« Temple de la Gloire;

but it made part of the orchestra onlj' occasion-

ally, and in the overture as a rare and curious

instrument. The clarinet had not yet obtained

the freedom of the orchestra. As late as 1780

the Comfidie-Italienne possessed none. GrStry,

however, had made use of it in Zemire et Azor,

but only in the minor trio, and as an unusual

instrument which must produce a magical ef-

fect. Besides, the clarinet, at the time it was

introduced into France, was not the same in-

strument with sweet, melancholy tones which

we now hear ; on the contrary, it was harsh and

piercing. The name it received proves this

:

Clarinetto is the diminutive of clarino, clarion,

trumpet; in fact, the first composers who made

use of it, employed it only to double the oc-

tave for the flourishes of horns and trumpets,

and this use was continued even after the in-

strument was, as it were, transformed. Haydn

and Mozart rarely fail to double their appeh of

horns and trumpets with the clarinet. The

French horn appeared about this time, and

caused the hunting-horn to be proscribed in

the orchestra. Its virtuosos could practise

upon it only in the dog-kennel and the ale-

house.

After the preceding account we can im-

agine the effect produced by the performance

of Gossec's 21st Symphony, in D, the score

of which presents the union of two parts
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for tenor violins, violoncellos, double-basses,

one flute, two oboes, two clarinets, two

bassoons, two horns, two trumpets and kettle-

drums. This is very nearly the arrangement

adopted at present. Its effect was immense,

and from that time the author continued to pro-

duce works composed upon that system, among

others his symphony entitled La Chasse, which

passed for the truest expression of the scene it

was intended to describe, until Mghul's over-

ture to Le Jeune Henri, for which in fact it had

served as model, appeared and bore off the

palm, -which up to that time had been reserved

for Gossec alone.

The directorship of the sacred concert be-

coming vacant in 1773, Gossec connected him-

self with GaviniBs and Leduc and obtained the

position. In his bands it could not fail to

prosper; to him it owed its great reputation,

which he was continually increasing by new
compositions. We may remark among others

the Oratorio of the Nativity, in which was en-

thusiastically applauded a choir of angels,

placed by the composer outside of the concert

hall, and siuging under the very dome of the

edifice.

However, if Gossec, finding the rivalry of

GrStry too dangerous, had relinquished the

Com?die-Italienne, the Eoyal Academy of Mu-

sic offered no similar peril. Since Rameau, a

single composer had obtained a decided success

at that theatre. This was Philidor with his

Ernelinde; but he seemed to take up art only

as a recreation. The one serious and important

thing for him was chess, and it was only in the

leisure moments left from his favorite game and

in order to rest from the fatigue caused by the

combinations of the chess-table, that he con-

sented to occupy himself with his operas. The
very genuine talent of Philidor thus offered no

serious obstacles, and Gossec, after the merited

success of his great opera, Sabinus, was almost

sure of occupying the place alone ; when a rival

not less formidable than Grfitry had been, ap-

peared and seized the position which for a mo-

ment Gossec might have flattered himself that

he had gained.

Sabinus, played in 1773, had been followed

by Alexis et Daphne in 1775, and it was in the

month of April, 1776, that the first perform-

ance of Iphigenie en Aulide took place. This

was the first of that series of master-pieces with

which Gluck was about to enrich France. Be
it said to the praise of Gossec, that he was not

only among the first to recognize the superiori-

ty of Gluck, but he was also one of the most

ardent partisans of that great man, aiding him

in the performance of his works with all his

influence and all his experience of men and

things. Gluck, who appreciated Gossec's merit

and his talent, swore to him an eternal friend-

ship, in which gratitude must have borne a

large part. Gossec gave to the Opera one or

two other works, but he continued to obtain

his greatest successes in the direction of instru-

mental and religious music. An impromptu

afforded him an especially remarkable triumph.

Gossec's manners were charming; notwith-

standing his great talents he counted only

friends, and he was every where received witli

open arms. A certain M. de Lasalle, Secretary

to ihn Opera, had a small count rj--house at

Cheneviferes, a village situated near Sceaux.

Gossec went there often on Sundays ; the great-

er part of the artists of the Opera met there,

and a sort of family festival was held. One

fine day in summer, the day of the village fete,

Gossec, who had set out early from, Paris, had

Just arrived with three singers from the Opera,

Lays, Chgron and Rousseau. Entering the

salon they found M. de Lasalle in conference

with the Cure of the place ; they were about to

withdraw discreetly, when M. de Lasalle in-

sisted that they should enter.

"Come in, my friends," said he, "I cannot

do without you
;
perhaps you can help me re-

lieve this poor CurS from his embarrassment.

He does not know which way to turn."

"What is the matter?" said the new arrivals.

"It is this, gentlemen," said the poor Cure;

"they promised me at Notre Dame to send me
singers to perform a musical mass. For a

whole month I have been announcing it at

church and have had it cried through all the

neighboring villages and chateaux, and we are

going to have a splendid assembly. Weill

Now see how unlucky I am. I have just re-

ceived a letter saying that Monseigneur will

not permit the cathedral singers to come here

to sing. You see I am a ruined man; all the

fine people whom I was expecting will turn

back without even entering the church as soon

as they hear that the musical mass is not to

take )>lace, and bad news flies so fast ! I shall

lose the magnificent collection I was counting

on, and these opportunities come only once a

year."

"Mon Dieu, yes," added M. de Lasalle, "the

worthy Curfi was just asking me if I could not

send to Paris for some singers from the Opera

;

but since you are here all ready, cannot you

gratify his wishes ?"

"What!" said the Curg, "are these gentle-

men from the Opgra?"

"Certainly," said M. de Lasalle, "I beg to

present to you Messrs. Lays, Ch6ron and Rous-

seau, three of our celebrities."

"Oh! I know these gentlemen very well,"

said the CurS, "I have often heard them spo-

ken of."

"Where?" asked Chgron.

"At confession," replied the Curfi. "Gen-

tlemen, do a kind act ; edify to-day those who
yesterday perhaps ran the risk of damnation for

the sake of hearing you."

"I ask nothing better," said Lays. "I

would sing willingly, but I know nothing by

heart."

"Neither do I," said Chfiron.

"Nor I," said Rousseau.

"Well!" says Lays, have not we what we
want here at hand? Let Gossec compose some-

thing for us, and we three will sing it."

"Compose what?" said Gossec, in an hour,

without accompaniments!"

"Ah! Monsieur Gossec," said the CurC,

"you have written such great, such beautiful

things! It cannot be difficult for you to per-

form a good action, and that is what I beg of

you."

"Well, then," said Gossec, "give me a sheet

of ruled paper, and leave me alone for a quar-

ter of an hour."

"Bravo!" cried Lays, "and during that time

we will take our Ijrcakfast, so as to recover our

strength and put us in good voice. You,

Cur6, go and announce that nothing is to be

changed except the names of the performers,

and that instead of singers from Notre Dame,

you are to have actors from the Opera. If the

devil gains any thing by it, your collection

shall lose nothing."

The CurS withdrew delighted; our three

friends breakfasted, Gossec wrote as if by in-

spiration his Salutaris. The three singers

rehearsed it, their mouths full, and a few

minutes afterward sang it in the church of Che-

neviferes, exciting the admiration of the entire

audience. The anecdote became known and

the singers had to perform the piece the next

Sunday at the sacred concert. It had immense

success, and this improvised Salvtaris re-

mains a master-piece.

In 1784, Gossec conceived the plan of a

school of song. There was at that time no

organized system of jjublic instruction in music,

and he felt the need of a school in which might

be trained the singers whom there was so much
difiiculty in obtaining for the theatre. The

Baron de Breteuil not only shared his ideas,

but furnished him the means for carrying them

out. This school, which contained the germ

of what afterward became the Conservatoire,

would no doubt have attained a high degree of

development, had not the painful events of

1789 interrupted every enterprise and forced

the founders to abandon their design. Gossec

had reached his fifty-sixth year when the revo-

lution broke out. A man of less energy might

have become discouraged at finding his career

interrupted, his habits interfered with, those

whom he was accustomed to see around him

scattered. His mind was still as young and

vigorous as if he had been thirty years young-

er; he had embraced with ardor the liberal

principles of '89 ; they were, in fact, those of

the great majoritj', it is only the excesses of

that revolution which caused it to be hated by
those who had hailed it with transport.

[Conclusion next time.]

The Sonata Form.

BY W. G. m'naUGHT.

[A paper read before the Tonic Sol-fa College (London),

January 2nd, 1873].

A Sonata is g^enerallj' understood to be a compo-
sition in several moments for one or two instru-

ments. These raovemenrs, although usually quite

separable, are alwaj's connected with one another

at least by relation of key ; and each is constructed

on one of several plans, the peculiar plan of the first

movement being- almost invariable. This particu-

lar plan has come to be known as the "Sonata

Form," and it is called a "First movement." Fre-

quent!}' a later movement is constructed on the So-

nata Form. Trios. Quartets, Symphonies, <tc., be-

ing real!}' Sonatas for a number of performers, have
precisely the same scheme ; and most Overtures are

also cast in the form ol a First movement. It sliould

be clearly understood that the term "First move-
ment" does not exclusively refer to the initial move-
ment of a piece, and that the CNpressiou "Sonata
Form" does not exclusive!}' refer to the form of a

Sonata. Both terms are used indift'erently to iden-

tify a certain construction which it is the object of

this paper to explain.

Of all forms of abstract music tlie sonata form is

the highest. Ilaydn was tlie iirst great mu.sicinn to

grasj) it, if he did not invent it (the germs of the

form can be traced in the works of earlier -writ ;rs),

and his innumerable quartets and symphonies are to

this day considered models of perfection in dear
form. Mozart and Beethoven, esiieeially the latter

in hi.s grand sonatas and Bymiihoriies, enlarged but

(lid not alter llii; plan. Nearly all the classical in-

struinerjtal works arc inducnccd Viy the sonata form.

"It is so gratifying to tlie ear, and so satisfai-tory to

the musical sense that it lias never been abandoned
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by any composer who has once learnt to work in it"

(iiullah). An effort to understand it will not be

misspent even by those clainiiii<j little or no techni-

cal knowledge of harmony, whose natural taste may
have led them to enjoy the performance of s;reat in-

strumental works. Their enjoyment will be en-

hanced and intensified when the form which great

musicians have created is grasped and habituallj^

followed. Recently all form in music has been vig-

orously attacked by an influential school of musi-

cians nicknamed apostles of the Music of the Future.

However, it is not my present purpose to attempt

its defence ; I have simply to expound it.

The mode of development in a first movement is

thematic. That is to say the whole of the move-
ment may be traced to the suggestions of one or

two comparatively short themes. These themes are

as it were the bud containing in embryo the full

blown rose. In this principle of thematic treat-

ment it will be observed there is a resemblance to

the construction of a fugue, of which more hereaf-

ter. A first movement is divided into two parts,

the division-s being commonly noted by a double
bar and the sign of repeat. In the absence of the

double bar in cases where the composer does not

care to have each half repeated, the divisions can
always be distinguished by the course of modulation
and the completion of the ideas or subjects. The
general theoretical plan may be first introduced as

follows :—First a subject is proposed in the princi-

pal key of the piece. A subject is not necessarily a

well defined melod3-; it may be characterized by pe-

culiar rhythm or striking harmony ; it is usually
however a musical idea that can be easily detached
from and remembered without its surroundings.
See Mozart's sonata in F (No. 1, Peter's), measures
1 to and again measures 44 to 50 oi AVfffro ; Beet-
hoven's sonata in F minor, op. 2 (p. 3, Pauer's edi-

tion), measures 1 to 9 Allfffro; also his sonata in ES
Op. 31, measures 1 to 8 and 45 to 52of Allegro. The
term Subject will be afterwards found to have tech-

nically a wider meaning. After the first subject
there occurs a passage, or it maj' be a series of pas-
sages, leading up to and very strongly suggesting a
now key by resting on its dominant. It is not easy
to define in words a "passage." A passage is gen-
erally florid, consisting of scale runs or of sequences;
it is rarely conclusive, and has a tendencj' to lead to

something. See Mozart in F, measures 38 to 42.

Beethoven in F minor 34 to 42, and in E6 53 to 56.

After the passage, if the key of the movement is

major, a second subject is announced in the key of

the dominant and after the second subject a second
passage markedly terminating in the same key. So
far no keys but those of the first and second sub-
jects arc more than glanced at ; the purpose being
to impress these two keys and subjects well on the
mind. The two subjects and their succeeding pas-

sages complete the first part of the movement, and
this is usually plaj'ed twice. The earlier portion of

the second part is taken up by the working of the
previous matter, which is now inverted, extended,
tortured, twisted, and sent roving into remote keys.
That which was major is now minor, that which
was loud is now soft, and the kej's of the first part
are almost as carefully avoided as formerly they
were affirmed. It is exceptional to find any new
matter in this portion of tlie movement. If an}'
matter apparently fresh is introduced, it is usually
soon fitted as a counterpoint to one of the subjects.
This freedom of change of key, rhj'thm, and design,
or as it is often called, free fantasia,* continues until
the composer's fancy is exhausted and the first sub-
ject is sought for in the original key. Then fol-

lows a recapitulation of the whole matter of the first

part with this difference, that instead of the passage
after the first subject leading to the dominant ^f the
new key, it is made to lead to tlie dominant of the
otiginal key, in which key the second subject now
appears, and the movement concludes with its at-

tendant passage, of cour.se similarly transposed.
Sometimes a composer prefers to end with a bril-

liant coda quite adventitious to the design. It is

often made up of the preceding matter. 'The fol-

lowing formula will assist the memory

—

( First subject and passages.
First part -| Second or dominant subject and

( passages.

{Free fantasia on previous matter.
Recapitulation of first part, both

subjects in one key.
Coda.

* A_ fantasia is a composition in which no particular
form is studied, the composer being; free to exercise liis
fancy without restriction or set design. The g -eat mas-
ters rarely expressed their thoughts through i S ; medium
of fantasias, but lesser geniuses for obvious reasons use
It oftener.

Mr. Macfarren graphically likens a first movement
to a lecture on chemistry in which the lecturer may
expound the qualities of salts and of acids (so our
first part with its first and second subjects) ; he will

then exhibit these diverse elements in combination,
and effervescence will be the result of the experi-

ment (so the working of our second part) ; lest the

spectators forget in their changed condition the

primitive nature of his ingredients, he will then

once more display them in their original simplici-

ty ; and perhaps, if he be generous, he may make
one more brilliant experiment for his peroration

(and thus, our recapitulation and possible coda.)

The formula given above is in practice somewhat
more complicated. A so-called subject often in-

cludes several ideas answering to mv first defini-

tion. The additional ideas are indifferently called

episodes, tributaries, parentheses, or they are class-

ed under the one title. Subject. Mr. Macfarren
says "A Subject now-a-days, or so much of a move-
ment as is classed under this wide description, often

consists of several distinct ideas, always consequent
indeed and growing out of what precedes, but quite

separable in the memory and recognizable as several

members of one entirety." For clearness' sake I

shall use the term Subject only for the two leading
themes, and shall distinguish the other matter as

episodes or tributaries. These episodes are not im-

perative in the design, and their number and length

are quite at the composer's discretion. In many of

Beethoven's works these episodes assume great im-

portance, and his elaborate treatment of them is a
characteristic feature of his style. Rarely they are

in a key remote from the principal key of the move-
ment. Thus if a first subject is in key C and the

second in key G, and connected with the latter an
episode in the key of the mediant (B) is announced,
a key remote from the original key is reached.

Usually, however, this episodical or parenthetical

matter clings to the keys of the subjects by which
it is preceded. It has been stated that the kej' of

the second subject is that of the dominant of the

original. This is the case when the principal key
is major. Very rarely the second subject is in the
minor or major of the third, or the sixth, or the

major key of the minor third or the minor sixth.

In an examination at random of twenty-first move-
ments in major keys nineteen had the second sub-

ject in the major key of the dominant, and one in

the major key of the mediant—Beethoven's sonata.

Op. 53, in C. In this single instance both the
change of key and the second subject, if uncommon,
are extremely beautiful. The first subject is in C,

the passage modulates into E minor and the domi-
nant seventh in that key is resolved on the major
tonic instead of on the minor, and thus the change
of key is almost insensibly eft'ected. When the key
or mode of the first subject is minor, the second
subject is in the relative major or in the relative

minor of the dominant, and sometimes it is in other
related keys. In ilendelssohn's "Refor i ation Sym-
phony" the first subject is in D minor, and the sec-

ond subject hovers between A minor and A major.

In Beethoven's A minor string quartet the second
subject is in F major, the minor sixth of the first

subject. But in the large majority of instances the
second subject of a movement in a minor key is in

either the relative major or in the minor of the
dominant. The following is the more extended for-

mula:

—

r Tonic group consisting of first sub-

I

ject, passages, tributaries, and
First part. { episodes.

I Dominant group consisting of seo-

1_ ond subject, ifec.

Working or development of previ-

vious matter in other keys.

Second part. < sometimes called free fantasia.

Recapitulation in principal key,
and Coda.

A so-called Sonata not constructed regularly but
still having some semblance of form is usuallj' titled

a "Sonata Quasi Fantasia," but it is not always the
composer thus apologizes for its irregular form. In

analyzing for the first time on the above plan it

may happen that the student will find it difficult to

distinguish the smaller divisions. It must be re-

membered that this continuous flow is one of the
necessities of a first movement, and wanting it the
cessation would be considered faulty. The subjects

and passages are therefore purposely somewhat
woven, and pompous closes are avoided except in

the two places where the passage leads to the sec-

ond subject, and the last passage or "peroration"

closes the first part, with a well marked cadence.

But in both cases the close is on the dominant, and
the ear confidently expects more.

Let me again remind you of the salient features of
a first movement by venturing another analogy. It

may be likened to a romance, the first subject being
the hero, the second subject the heroine, the epi-

sodes the subordinate characters ; or if an episode
be very prominent, a jealous rival, or the customary
villain. The first part is a simple description of the
characters, and the first portion of the second part
portrays the troubles, disappointments, and invari-
able general restlessness of the persecuted couple.
The ultimate recapitulation of the two subjects in
one key depicts the happy union of the couple now
virtually one, and the coda, if it be wild and furi-

ous, I must leave to the imagination of the experi-
enced what it may just possibly suggest.

It may help to avoid misconception if a brief des-
cription is added of the form of the other move
ments of a Sonata. If they are not an Air with va-
riations or a first movement, they will be found to

be a Rondo, and an extended Rondo may be mista-
ken by the learner for a first movement. A Rondo
has one principal subject to which after an episode
or episodes it constantly returns. There are nu-
merous forms of Rondo. Dr. JMarx distinguishes
five, of which the following arc briefly the plans.

1st. Form.—Theme or Subject, Passage, Theme
(same). Coda. 2nd. Form.—Theme, Episode (new
ke}-). Passage, Theme, Coda. 3rd Form.—Theme,
First Episode, Theme, Second Episode, Coda. 4th,

Form.—Theme, First Episode, Theme, Second Epi-
sode, Theme, and First Episode in same key. Coda.
6th. Form.—Theme, Episode 1, Coda. Repeat,
Episode 2, Theme, and Episode 1, in the same key.
Coda. Examples of these Rondo forms and of a
first movement will be found in Mr. Curwen's "Com-
monplaces of Music." The fifth Rondo form, with its

repeat of first part, has some resemblance to the
form of a first movement. But in the place of the
working of the first subjects as in a first movement a
new episode is introduced. The following will il-

lustrate the difference.

First movement— 1st. Subject, 2nd. Subject in

new key, working and recapitulation in one key.
5th. Rondo,—1st. Subject, Episode, or Second

Subject in new key, nmii Episode, and recapitulation
in one key.

The principal key of the movement is usually
monopolized by the first or principal subject, and
generally there is far less attempt at continuity than
in a first movement. The subjects and the episodes
are rounded off from one another.
The Minuet is a dance-like tune of two strains.

Formerly to avoid the monotony of repetition a
second or alternative Minuet was added, and it is

said that this second Minuet was often played by
only three of the performers in order to give effect

to the repetition of the first. Hence, naturally the
second Minuet was called a "Trio," and now, not-

withstanding how many performers are engaged, or
in how many parts it may be written, the alterna-

tive Minuet is still styled a Trio. The same term
is used to name the second melody of a March or a
Waltz.. Virtually the movement called \ inuetto
and Trio is a simple Rondo. In many modern sym-
phonies and sonatas, including those of Beethoven,
this movement is supplanted by the Scherzo, the
Italian word for a jest. In the Scherzo all the
lightness, piquancj' and plaj-fulness that the com-
poser can command are looked for. Usually the
plan of the Minuet is observed, but it is sometimes
constructed on the plan of a first movement.

A Sonata or Symphony is named after the key of
its first movement. Most grand Sonatas or Sym-
phonies have four or five moments. The first an
Allegro (occasionally preceded by a short Introduc-
tion extra to the design), is constructed on the plan
explained, and the composer's greatest skill is spent,

in developing this movement. The second move-
ment is usuall}' slower, and may be cast in the same
form or in the Rondo form. The third movement
is a Minuet or Scherzo, and the fourth an Adagio,
in which the most tender and languishing expres-
sion is expected ; this movement is either a first

movement or a Rondo. Lastly the Finale is a bril-

liant Allegro or Presto in the form of a Rondo, or

more rarely is in that of a first movement.

I have said that there is some resemblance to the
form of a Fugue in the form of a first movement.
In fact I believe it could be shown that the supple
Sonata f»rm has supplanted to a great extent the

Fugue form, more because of its resemblance than
because of its dift'erence. The first part of a Fugue
is taken up by a simple statement of the subjects in

closely related keys, the in'erest of the Fugue not
being in the subjects themselves, whiih frequently
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are not original, nor in the answer or connter-sub-

ject, in neither of which is there any scope for fancy

or imagination. But when the subjects are duly
presented there is almost absolute freedom of treat-

ment, as in the working of the second part of a first

movement. Further, a Fugue often concludes with
i, recapitulation of tlie subjects. Two of the most
wonderfid pieces of music extant combine the two
forms in one movement. Examine Mozart's over-

ture to Die Zauberjiote (The Magic Flute) and the

last movement of the so-cslled "Jupiter" Symphony
of the same composer, and you will find the essen-

tials of a Fugue and the form of a first movement
developed side by side.

The following is a brief technical analysis of the

first movement of Mozart's Sonata in F major.

—

Measures 1 to 9 Ist subject, 10 to 19 1st subject in

bass and upper part, and continuation, 20 to i." trib-

utary to first subject, 23 to 82 tributary itc. varied,

38 to 42 passage made up of fragments of first sub-

ject cadencing on the dominant of key C, 42 to 50

second subject in dominant, 50 to 57 variation on
and tributary to second subject, 58 to 61 tributarj',

62 to 67 passage to prepare for episode, 67 to 71

important episode, 71 to 82 fragment of episode and
passage of sequences to, 83 to 90 running passages,

90 to 103 passage to close first part. Second part

opens with allusion to first subject in C minor and
continues to measure 126 with passages derived

from measures 60 to 68 of first part aud fragments
of the first subject (109 to 111), and the second sub-

ject (113 to 115,) and a transposition (at 123 to 126)

of the closing passages (100 to 108) of the first part,

126 to 138 in double counterpoint, made entirely

from the first measure of the second subject, 189 to

142 passage suggested by rhythm of same, 143 to

146 second transposition of measures 100 to 108,

147 to 154 the first subject in original kej-, 154 to

156 portion of first subject in F minor, 156 to 158
the same in D6 major, 158 aud 159 the same in B6
major, 160 to 167 delayed progression of the first

measure of the first subject made to lead to transpo-

sition of passage in first part (measures 88 to 42),

169 to 200 transposition of dominant matter of first

part (measures 43 to 73) to the principal key, 200
to 207 working in double counterpoint of first por-

tion of first subject, with first portion of episode of

the second subject (measures 67 and 68), 207 to 220
protracted sequential treatment of the tributary to

the episode (measures 75 to 82), 221 to 241 transpo-

sition to principal key of measures 83 to 103.

The second movement of the same sonata is on
the same plan and the third movement is an extend-

ed rondo.

The Voice, and how to Use it

BT W. H. DAXIELL.

[From the 'Worcester Palladium.]

VI.

Pupil. My dear sir, will you clear up a mystery?
I hear people sing sometimes, who say that they de-

liver their tones naturally, never having ''injured

their voices by taking lessons." TJsuallj' their tones
are extremely throaty. Now I have seen old men,
singer.% of forty and fifty years ago, who never stud-

ied, yet would, as old men, sing in a manner which
I think you would indorse. Xow why is thi.s—why
should the uneducated singer of fifty years ago, be
superior to the uneducated singer of to-day ?

Mr. I). Well, it can hardly be otherwise, when
the educated singer of fifty years ago was better

than the educated singer of to-day. Let us first

deal with this fact. I say that the difference is

great—am I correct in my assumption ? Let ua see

—who were the singers then in their j^rime ? Grisi,

Persian!, Malibran, Hontag, Itubini, iJuprez, Tam-
bnrini, Lablaehe, Staudigl, and the English singers
Braham, Jncledon, Mr. and Mrs. Wood, and a liost

more. I give the names just as they occur to me
and doubtless omit many great ones. Now it may
be said that the accounts of these singers were prob-
ably exaggerated and that were we to hear them
now, our opinion of their singing might change

;

but it so happens that Grisi and Sontag have sung
here, in their old age, and even then there was no
yonnger singer wno could compete with either.

Stanttigl and Lablaehe are in the memorv of a great
many living persons, as it is not long since they
died. Ask any admirer of these great singers, what
were the characteristics of their singing, and unless

I am mistaken the reply would be—clear and pure
delivery of tone, distinct articulation, ease and grace
in singing. Ask how Rubmi compared with Wach-
tel, and tlie reply would probably be—there can be
no comparisons, where no similaritj' exists. One
sang like a finished artist, the other lil;e a "hack-
driver." Artistic rendering was the great thing

then, not shouting. A finished performance
throughout, not a bad performance, covered up by a

single high or low note at the end. Now please re-

member my remark at the very commencement of

these articles. "Public performers are educators.'

The people who imitated the singers of forty and
fifty years ago strove to make as little exertion as

possible, to enunciate clearly, to sing forward in the
mouth. I met a lady some time since, nearly sixty

years of age, whose voice was in perfect order, and
who sang ballads more satisfactoril}' than any con-

cert singers that I can name, yet she never took a

lesson of anybody. She had practiced by herself,

but then tliey were not fasliionahle exercises at all.

In fact, in her depth of ignorance, she had actually

fallen upon the plan of reading on different notes,

just as if that would do any good. So you see tlie

models which one has constantl}' in sight make all

the difference. Now let us take the present day.

You see, this is an age of progress. If we make a

good article to-day, bj' to-morrow it is time to adul-

terate it in some way, so as to lower the price, or

else increase the profits. In the old days, only
those took np music who had a natural tendency
towards it. In these days it is used as a means of

subsistence by thousands who know nothing of the

soul of it. 1 he consequence is, that a parcel of

mechanical music-makers, mechanical teachers, me-
chanical singers, and mechanical players have come
to form wliat is termed "the profession," and these

people necessitate half work. It is the correct thing
for every ladj' to know how to play and sing, but
"cheap instruction is as good as anj-," so many
think. Often the jiiano teacher will teach both
playing and singing. "It saves trouble and ex-

pense." The piano teacher probably does his best

to convey correct principles of singing ; but what
does he generally know about the Tuatter, more than
the pupil? If one were to come to me to study Rus-
sian, I should hardly consider myself qualified to

teach it, even though I had a grammar to assist me.
Now you can see that poor teachi»g must produce
poor results, but as likely to please as the reverse.

The present standard of criticism is frightfully low.

Now the uneducated singer, following after bad
models, will follow the faults as well as the excel-

lencies. A certain partially educated Italian tenor

captivated the American audiences several years
ago, by the beauty of his voice. He was and is to-

day so bad a singer, that he is not even tolerated in

his own country, yet here he became the great

standard of excellence. To sing like Brignoli was
all-desirable. To be told that one's voice was sug-

gestive of Brignoli's was great praise. Yet as a

singer, he has always been bad and his tone very
throaty. He has been the one imitated, and so you
constantly hear throaty tones. I regard his stay in

this country as altogether detrimental.

Pupil. But he is not one of the shouting tenors

whom you have mentioned, is he ?

Mr. D. No, he is the representative of the

throaty class. Mazzolini, Lefranc, and Wachtel are

good specimens of the shouters. Of course I am in-

stancing only the opera singers, who are the ones

usually imitated. There is another class of tenors,

who imitate some favorite balladist of the "Mother
kissed me in my dreams" type, and who can only be
described as namby-pamby. They are usually more
or less throatj', but as they are representatives of

only faults, we will not waste time on them. I do
wish, howevcT, to mention one singer of the genuine
type, wlio dares to sing like an artist. He is not

half appreciated, I think, for he sings only his com-
poser, or rather simply interprets him. He does
not eing anything carelessly and then depend on a

final note, but always gives his best. Why not

adopt hirn as a model, rather than some of the oth-

ers.

Pupil. I can think of but one answering your
description. iJo 3'ou refer to Geo. L. Osgood 1

Mr. J). I do. He in a genuine artist, but one
who will not be followed to a gi'cat extent, as he is

not sufficiently sensational. I do not mean to indi-

vidualize generally, but cannot refrain in this in-

stance. He has not been treated as warmly by the

papers, as was his due, and 1 think it only fair that

he should receive justice, when working in so good
a cause.

Pujnl. Does he not make use of the falsetto

voice ?

Mr. D. When occasion requires it he is not
afraid to. Conscious of his abilities, he sings to sat-

isfy himself, not his audience. Therein I respect
him. We have other genuine singers, but they are
not generally recognized as readily as the poor
ones. But let us bide our time. America contains
musical taste enough. Let us hope that we may
come finally to the knowledge of the difference be-
tween good and bad. First, however, tie standard
of criticism must be raised. Critics must know
whereof they speak, and then speak fearlessly, up-
holding the unpopular good, denouncing the popu-
lar had.

Translated for Dwight's Journal of Music.

An TTnpublished Ballet by Mozart.

[From the French of Victor "WiLDEn, in Ze J/enesirel

(Paris), Jan. 26, 1873.]

Mozart arrived at Paris (March 23, 1778) just as

the Academy of Music had passed through a little

managerial revolution. A royal decree had taken

the theatre from the control of the city government

and of the stewards of the Menus Plaisirs, and put it

into the hands of the Sieur Devismes du "Valgay,

who was to assume entire control and carry it on at

his own risk.*

The task did not appear difficult at first sight.

During the five years which had just elapsed, Glnck

had thoroughly replenished the national repertory,

and his incomparable genius had endowed our opera

with a host of master-pieces, of which the last, Ar-

mida (Sept. 23, 1777), was certainly neither in

jjrofit or merit the least distinguished.

Suard'a pamphlets, La Harpe's impertinences, the

Abbe Arnaud's sharp rejoinders, and Marmontel's

epigrams, in exciting the anger of both parties, far

from scaring away the general public, had, on the

contrary, roused its curiosity, and made the fortune

of the theatre.

Gluclvs departure, it would seem, would have put

an end to these quarrels, or, at least have quieted

them. Far from it. In the absence of the general-

in-chief the war was carried on with renewed heat

and fury ; the only change was in the fields of bat-

tle, the contests which formerly raged in the thea-

tre being now fought in the newspapers and in the

salons,—-a change which the director thought was

injurious to him. Devismes of course was not

pleased at the new aspect of affairs ; the quarrels

might continue indefinitely if they only took place

in his theatre. Possessing a restless and daring

disposition, he was read}', at any sacrifice, to rekin-

dle the flame which was now threatened with ex-

tinction. Presuming that he could easily recall the

partisans of the older French school, and repeat at

his theatre the boisterous scenes of 1752, he import-

ed, at great expense, a company of Italian singers,

whom he placed under the direction of Piccini, and

who were to plaj' the principal works of that mas-

ter, f

Les Buffons opened at last, Thursday , June 11,

1778, with the Fonfc Gemelle (The Supposed Twint).

"This opera," says the bill for that night, "will be

* Grimm's Literary Correspondence, 'Vol. X.

t In 1729 the first company of Italian buffo singers

came to Paris, but they failed to make an impression.

They produced two works : // Oiocaiore and Don dfico e

Lcahina. Castil-Blaze refers to this event in the Opera

Italien, making, however, a comical error in saying that

the troupe was under the direction of Lucio Fapirio, mis-

taking the rii'ffian for a man, Lucio Fapirio being the title

of a work in which the first of the above-named musical

interludes was introduced : Intermezzo nelV Lucio Fapirio,

Bays the prompt-book. In 1752 came a second Italian

company who, this time, effected a decided revolution.

Its first appearance was in La Sena Fadrona, August 2,

and its success was remarkable. I take occasion to note

here a fact little known. An opera by Pcrgolesi had al-

ready been presented at the Comedie ItaUennc (October

4, 174G), with Riccobini and Signora Monta or Montigni

in the cast.— Vide Le IHcHonnaire des theatre) de Faria, by

the brothers Parfait.
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followed by Les Petiis Riens, ballet pantomime by

M. NoTerre." \

Unhappily for the sehemes of Devismes, GlucVs

broad style, his dramatic recitatives, his startling

melopmax had put French ears out of conceit with

Italian arias. Transformed by him who "preferred

the muses to the sirens," the nation henceforward

sought its pleasures in the austerities of Art. Res

sevcra vaiim gaudium ! and despite the merits of

some of the singers, despite, too Piccini's amiable

melodies, the public gaped at the Finie Gemelle.

*' "With his opera boufFe

Friend Devismes chills us

;

If 'tis thus he purposes

To amuse the Parisians,

Better keep the doors closed

Than to give us a little something

Accompanied -with 'Little Nothings.' "

Notwithstanding the malice of this last squib, the

new ballet met with a better fate than the ultramon-

taine opera.

Did Noverre's ballet deserve the favor denied to

Piccini's opera ? I have been unable to find, either

at the National Library, or in the Library of the

Opera, the prompt-book of Zes Petiis Rimis. Happi-

ly the Journal de Paris of Friday , June 1 2, acquaints

us with the principal features of the ballet, and gives

the reader an opportunitj' to judge of its merits.

"It is made up of three episodes, each of which is

distinct in its action. The first is purely anacreon-

tic : it is Love ensnared and encaged ; it is, a very

pleasing composition, and was acted by Mile. Gui-

mard and Mons. Vestris, Junior, with all possible

grace. The second is a game of blind-man's buff;

Mobs. D'Auberval, the popular favorite, played the

leading part. The third is a frolic of Love ; to two

shepherdesses (Miles. Guimard and Allard), appears

a third (Mile. Asselin) disguised as a shepherd. The

two become violently enamored of the one, who, to

undeceive them, ends by revealing herself. The

scene is very piquant in effect, in consequence of the

intelligent and graceful action of this celebrated

trio. It should be noted that when Mile. Asselin

disabused the two shepherdesses, several voices

cried bis. The varied figures which concluded the

ballet were loudly applauded."

Whatever might have been the opinions enter-

tained concerning the new piece, it is certain that it

met with great success. The approving tone of ther

anonymous journalist—he was not always so good-

natured—is sufficient to verify the fact. But

Grimm's testimony is equally favorable : §

"It should be noted that there is in this last scene

an incident which has never failed to call forth

light murmurs [of disapprobation ?] in the midst of

the warmest plaudits, so true it is that the regard

for decency always exercises severe sway in our

theatres.
J

It is when the supposed shepherd, in or-

der to undeceive the two shepherdesses, who dis-

pute his contest, ends by permitting them to catch

a peep at her bosom. Though the action was per-

formed by Mile. Asselin with much grace and mod-

esty, the movement always divided the house, and

the voices which have cried bis have not overcome

those of the more critical spectators."

But neither Grimm nor the Journal de Paris have

a word to say for the music, and probably neither

gave it a thought. There is nothing surprising in

the omission. In works of this sort the pleasure of

the eyes must take precedence of that of the ears

;

furthermore, the greater part of the music of our

ballets was then put together with the aid of the

scissors and paste pot. Liberal use was made of

popular songs and fashionable airs, the words of

which, being well-known, were recalled to the mem-

t Vide Journal de Paris, June 10 and 11, 1778.

§ Grinmx's Literarj' Correspondence, Vol. X.

II
This was in 1778.

ory of the spectator, and served to indicate, precise-

ly, the action of the piece. These were called

"speaking-airs" {ai7's parlanfs.)

Did any one then suspect that he had been lis-

tening to the work of a master ?

" And you, men of art.

That I may enjoy myself

\Vhen it is witli Mozart,

Let them advertise it !"

Now they didn't advertise it. Noverre had

taken pains to conceal the name of his co-laborer

;

and Mozart, fearing to displease his patron, kept a

prudent silence. Besides, had the name of the real

author been known, would a different impression

have been formed ? Who in France then knew the

sweet and glorious name of Mozart ? Even those

who remembered the wonderful child would not

have suspected the presence of the great and illus-

trious composer—not even excepting Noverre.

And yet this work, given up with so much care-

less generositj",deserves the attention of the student,

I wish to exaggerate nothing, and while considering

this comparatively light but cleverly written work,

I shall carefully refrain from invoking the mighty

shades of Don Juan and Figaro ; but it is none the

less true that this delicate little ballet is, in its waj-,

worthy of its immortal author. I shall be told that

Mozart when writing this work knew that his name

would not eome before the public. I admit it. But

he had set his heart on captivating Noverre, and on

proving to hira that he was capable of honoring the

protection extended to him. Furthermore, being in

full possession of his faculties, he had only to put

his pen to paper to produce the most charming and

original fancies.

I said in a former article* that the score of Les

Petiis Riens is composed of an overture and twenty

numbers for dancing or pantomime. Of these there

are sixf which we may at once discard on the word

of the master.
J;

Critical study will readily detect those which are

apocryphal. We are absolutely certain of one of

them.§ But if to the five others we only apply the

test of style, it is clear, to our eyes at least, that

further doubt is not possible.

Independently of the overture, of which Mozart

expressly claims the paternity, there are fourteen

numbers which must be ascribed to him. All these

bear the stamp of the master, and we do not need

the previous avowal contained in the letter of July

9 to reveal to us their origin. It is very true that

in this letter Mozart seemed to acknowledge twelve

numbers only : Ucberhazcpi zwolf Stilcke xoerde ich

dazu geniaclU haben ; but iiberhaupi is hardly in-

tended for an exact expression. It is not then

"twelve" numbers, but "about twelve."

Is it not clear, besides, that in limiting the work

of the other composers to six numbers, he thereby

accepts all of the remainder as his own ?

Note here, too, that in excusing himself to his

father, who had taken him to task for writing for

nothing, he would naturally endeavor to belittle his

work, and the trifling importance of two pieces

(which, after all, amount to but twenty-four bars)

would appear to him to justify his little tergiversa-

tion.

I consider then as proved that the last fourteen

numbers of the work are by Mozart ; and I accord-

ingly give them a new enumeration, leaving out of

the question the first six numbers which are not by

the master.

* Le Menestrel. November 24, 1872.

t These are the first six of the score found at the Li-

brary of the Opera. They doubtless served as accompa-
niments for the first entrance of the ballet dancers',

X Seeks Siuecke werden von Andern darin seyn.

5 That nmnbered "2," and which is, as I have said, the

air Charmante GabrielU.

I will not again consider the overture, having

already given an analysis of its instrumentation ; it

has but one movement. It is not of the convention-

al classic form, but is that adopted by Gluck in Or-

pheus; and this sketchy character is peculiarly

adapted to the work which it precedes. Let us add

that it abounds in charming details, and that it is

full of Mozart's peculiar turns of melody: thus the

cadence which is found in the opening of Figaro, on

Susanna's words Sembra /alio in ver per me : is here

repeated, note for note. I now proceed to give a

detailed analysis of each number.

No. l.[ Largo con sordtjii. 4-4. C-major. 32bars.T

Strings, 2 flutes, 2 oboes. A very short presto is

interpolated leading back to the principal theme.

No. 2. No movement indicated ; in the form of a

Lied. 4-4. A minor. 18 bars. Strings.

No. 3. Andaniino. 2-4. C-major. 18 bars. Instru-

mentation limited to two violins which accompany

two flutes echoing one another. These responsive

moiifs were probably made from either side of the

theatre, suggesting the action in the scene of the

blind man's buff.

No. 4. Allegro. 6-8. C-major. 6 bars. Strings.

Very short melodrame, indicating as nearly as may
be guessed, that the blind-man has just caught one

of his opponents.

No. 5. Larghetto. 4-4. F major. 16 bars. Oboe

solo, strings, 2 horns.

No. 6. Allegro-Gavotte. 2-4. F major. 64 bars.

Strings, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, 2 bassoons.

No. 1, Adagio. 2-4. D-raajor. 12 bars. Strings,

2 flutes.

No. 8. No movement indicated. 6-8. D-major.

36 bars. Strings, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 horns. There

is a sudden change of movement introducing a

theme resembling those which Mozart has so inge-

niously interwoven in the last finale of Don Gio-

vanni : the Cosa Rara of Martini, and the Fra due

litiganii * of Sarti.

No. 9. No movement indicated. Gavotte-gracieuse.

6-8. A-major. 27 bars. Strings, 2 oboes.

No. 10. No movement indicated. Pantomime. 4 4.

A-major. 28 bars. Strings.

No. 11. Passe-pied. 3-8. D-major. 16 bars.

Strings. The first four bars are precisely the same

as the corresponding phrase in the second move-

ment of No. 1 of the six Sonatas for piano and vio-

lin dedicated to the Princess Palatine. Observe

that this last-named work was also written in 1778,

and that it was also engraved at Paris for the first

time, from the author's manuscript.

No. 12. No movement indicated. Gavotte. 4-4.

B-flat major. 50 bars. Strings.

No. 13. Andante. 4-4. B-flat major. 16 bars.

Strings, 2 oboes.

No. 14. No movement indicated. Giguc. 6-8.

E-major. 67 bars. Strings, 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 2

horns, 2 bassoons.

The second performance of Les Pelits Riens did

not take place until Saturday, June 20. The ballet

of necessity followed the fortunes of Piccini's opera,

the indifferent success of which was the occasion of

some delay before its next appearance. The Jour-

nal de Paris, of June 1 5th, explains the cause of this

delay. "The Bass who has just arrived will supply

the Signora Farnesi's place in the role of Marescial,

which she had undertaken as an accommodation."

It was rather venturesome to supply a baritone's

place by a Soprano. The Signer Fochetti had little

more success than his predecessor, and when pro-

duced for the third time, Thursday, June 25, the

role was taken by the Signor Tozzoni. But the

II This "No. 1" answers to "No. 7" of the fiill score, the

other numbers bear corresponding relations.

1[ Not including "repeats" or the da eapo.

• Fra due Htiganti il terze gode.
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J^inie gemclle was no longer on the play-bills after

its 4th representation. The ballet, surviving the

shock, re-appeared with new scenerj", Thurstlay,

August 13.

"It is with renewed pleasure that we have again

seen the ballet of Les PeiiU Jiiens, composed by

Mens. Jfoverre. The principal parts were executed

by Jiessieurs d'Auberval, and Vestris, Junior, and

Mesdemoiselles Guimard, AUard, and Asselin, with

all possible skill and grace."f

Such was the fate of this delightful work, from

the pen of one of the greatest composers by whom
Music has been honored.

For a time it amused the curious audience, then

disappeared into oblivion, without revealing its mj-s-

terious origin.

There was published in lS5fi, by Slons. Edouard

Foxirnier, an iateresting account of Mozart's sojonrn

at Paris, in which is recorded his connection with

is'overre. i

It is remarkable that it occurred neither to the

author of this work nor to any one of his readers to

search out this lost book.

It is true that one of Mons. Fournier's statements

was erroneous, for Annette and Lnbin, another of

K"overre's ballets, he ascribes to Mozart. Now, An-
nette and Lnbin was produced for the first time on

Thursday, July 9, 1778. § Mozart in a letter to his

father, written that day, could not have referred to

the latter, saying it had already been played four

times.

It was fated, doubtless, that the hook of Les Pe-

tits liiens, like La Belle au bois dormant, should re-

main for nearly a century in dusty libraries, and

that ninety-five years should elapse before its dis-

covery and restoration to its true author.

Victor Wilder.

A postscript appended to the above article an-

nounces that ths music of the ballet Les Petits Jiieits

would be produced at a concert in the Grand Hotel,

on Thursday, Januarj' 30, 1S73, in commemora-

tion of the Mozart anniversaiy, under the direc-

tion of Mons. DaubiS.

gfoit|l)t's laiu'iial of Ulusit.
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Harvard Symphony Concert.

The Eighth Concert, Thursday, March 13, offered

a programme whicli proved generally welcome,

—

perhaps none the less so that it was short.

Overture to Byron's "Manfred" Scliumann.
Bass --Vna : "Give me back my dearest Master,"

from the St. Matthew Passion Music Bach.
M. W. Whitney.

Entr'acte from the "Manfred" Music Schumann.
OTerture to "Jessonda" Spohr.

Aria and Gavotte, from the Orchestral Suite in D.
Bach.

••Concert Aria : "Alcandro, lo confesso," Mozart,
.' . W. Whitney.

Symphony, No. 8, ;». V Beethoven.

The sunshine of that bright Spring afternoon (in-

stead of the usual gas-light),—liope long deferred

throagh a long gloomy winter,—was not more ex-

hilarating than that happiest of all the Symphonies,

out of the darkest winter of Beethoven's life, of

which said suii.^hine was the visible reflection on the

walU. Streaming through the windows just below

the ceiling, the soft brigh'ness fell upon the glori-

oos head and shoalders of the Sun god high up op-

posite the stage, while what seemed the eescncc of

» Jmrruil 'U Pari; of Friday, Aug. 11, 1778.

I Revue Franr^aite, Vol. 7.

{ /oumii rf< />ari», of Friday. Aug. 14, 1778. Tlie sec-

ond representation of Annette and Lulin took place Thurs-

day, July 16,—which was seven days after the letter to

which we allude.

all sweetest, purest sunshine gushed forth in the

fresh, spring-like harmonics of that delicious S}'m-

phony, out of the heart of the divine musician,

whose bronze image loomed behind the orchestra.

Was it an "enormous idol sternly glaring at its

frigiitened worsliippers !" Was not the sun-girt

"Apollo, smiling and graceful, springing ga3'ly for-

ward into the Hall," received by music full as smil-

ing and divinely graceful ? Could our dear conva-

lescent in his "Easy Chair" have been rolled into

that forgiving Hall for one short half hour then, it

would have hastened his recovery, for which we all

sincerely pray.

Now it is too true that the E'ghth Symphony has

been better played in Boston than it was that day.

But so long as the bright chords did ring out

spring-like and exhilarating, so long as the inten-

tion and (he spirit of the composition were not diffi-

cult to catch, so long as the deaf and outwardly

wretched Master's inward heaven and sunshine of a

great loving, trusting heart were so revealed with

all the aid of a conspiring first Spring day, we, for

one, should just as soon have thought of counting

spots upon the sun as of listening for imperfections

in performance. If the Symphony was there—the

soul of it w^e mean,—if it came home to you and me
and made us happy, and transfigured the dull daily

life, what matter whether the mechanical execution

were a little more or less pronounced or scrupulous-

polished ? That is not a matter to be despised, of

course, or shiftlessly neglected. But there is such

a thing as taking the shadow for the substance,

which is particularlv unfortunate when the sub-

stance happens to be sunshine itself. The per-

formance, in many of its details, might have

been and ought to have been better. But the real

drawback this time was one admitting of no reme-

dy. The remedy will never come until our city

shall contain several times as many good orchestral

musicians as it now does,—nor in fact until a Boston

public will support not ten Symphony Concerts in

a winter, but one or two good concerts every week

the whole year round. This alone wovild make it

possible to hold first-class musicians to the work

(rehearsals and performance), as they are held to

theatres, Quintet clubs, militarj' band', &q., and as

Theodore Thomas alone, among concert-givers, can

hold them, by the inducement of a whole year's en-

gagement. In that waj' orchestra playing (in one

and the s.ame trained organization) becomes the

business and chief interest of the 50 or 60 men, who
otherwise drop out of the ranks at any call from

their respective theatres or quadrille bands, or quin-

tet clubs, which pay them in the long run for such

loyalty, in spite of any nobler occupation which a

few Symphony concerts may offer them. These,

and particularly their rehearsals, are always liable

to such desertions. Two "Quintette Clubs" were

reall)' the cause o( the one serious defect in the or-

chestral performance we are now reviewing
;
pursu-

ing their Club interests out of town, they took away

so many of our best violinists and 'cellists as to des-

troy the fair proportion between the string and

wind departments of the band. But these things

are the exception not the rule. For the most part

the musicians have been faithful and have shown a

real interest and pride in these endeavors to keep

the master works of instrumental music constantly

and worthily before a public that enjoys them.

Every year has shown improvement in the compo-

sition and in the performance of our orchestra. The

only fair comparison to make is with our own or-

chestras before these concerts were establiehcd

;

whoever can go back to that time, will admit that

we have made great progress. To find fault with

our local orchestras, because in completeness and in

uniform precision of performance they fall below

the standard of the only real permanent orchestra

in the whole country, the only one whose members
find their whole occupation in thus practising and

playing together all the year round, is unreasonable.

The real wonder is that we succeed so well, that so

many admirable and delightful concerts have been

given, and that our renderings of great works so

often (witness the Schumann Symphony in the con-

cert before the last) come near enough to the Thomas
renderings, even in technical execution, to suggest

comparison ; while in spirit and enthusiasm, and in

the artistie tone of the whole concert, they more fre-

quently excell than fall below them.

We believe the eighth SjTnphony was heard with sin-

cere delight by that great audience ; some parts of it

were never better given here, for instance the Minuet and
Trio, with the rich passage for the horns. The little gem
of an Entr'acte from "Manfred," too, was almost fault-

less. And the extremely difficult, impassioned, gloomy
"Manfred" Overture, though some of the wind instru-

ments had not quite found their pitch at the start, was
on the whole clearly and impressively presented. Of
course in that, as in all the pieces, the need of greater

breadth of violin and 'cello tone was felt. The Jessonda

Overture by Spohr, also beginning gloomily, and in a

morbid mood more commonp ace than that of "Man-
fred," but goon relieved by lively gipsey strains, with

something verj- like the Rossini sparkle in some passa-

ges, was given vei'y well indeed.

Mr. Whit>"ey's bass tones, both the deepest and the

hignest, never sounded more majestic. His intonation

and his execution, particularly in the Mozart Aria, which
is very difficult and full of bra\'ura passages of a wide
compass, which might seem written for a bassoon solo,

was certain and exact, and the whole style dignified and
man'y, commanding warm recognition. "Wliat one chief-

ly felt the want of, was more vitality, more elasticity
;

and this was most felt in the great Bach Aria, which also

was not quite so sympathetically accompanied as it might
have been, though Mr. Eichbekg's rendering of the vio-

lin o&^/gra^o was artistic; and possibly the piece was taken

just a little too fast to move easily. The additional in-

strumentation by Robert Franz (two clarinets and two
bassoons, answering to Bach's organ part) were used.

In the Mozart Aria the Italian words were of course more
advantageous for the singer. A curious fact regarding

Mozart's setting of those words, shows how readily he let

the light of his fine genius gild whatever convenient ob-

ject came to his hand, and how indifferently the same
text served for very different situations. Here we have

the strong man, the stern ruler (Clislhenes he is cal'ed),

amazed at the strange impression made upon him by the

appearance of a certain person,and at his unwonted expe-

rience of some sort of tender sympathy: '^Alcandro, lo

eonfessoy slnpisco di me stesfso. 11 volto, it ciglio, la voce di

costui nel eor mi desta un palpito improoiso,^^ &c. ; and

then as the Aria begins: "J^onso donde vieve quel tenero

affettoy Mozart composed the piece for a bass singer,

Fischer, in the same year "with Don Giovanni [1787.]

About ten years earlier he had used the veiy same words

for a concert aria for the Soprano voice, which he com-
posed for Aloysia Weber, with whom he was then in love,

the sister of the Constance Weber who became his w ife.

That time the situation supposed in the music and the

words was that of a pure and simple maiden startled by

the first revelation in her own breast of the tender pas-

sion.

The ninth concert (Tliursdav next) occurs on the anni-

versary of Beethoven's death, when a Beethoven pro-

gi-amme will be presented: 1. First "Leonore" Overture;

2. Triple Concerto for Piano, Violin, 'Cello (Messrs. Per-
ABO, HAMM and Fries) ; 3. Seventh Symphony. 4. Third

"Leonore" Overture.

Chamber Concerts.

Mr. B. J. Lang's first of four concerts was given

at Mechanics' Hall, which was entirely filled, on

Tliursday afternoon, March 6. The programme

was inviting.

Pianoforte Concerto, No. 1, in C major, op. 15.

Beethoven.
Allegro eon brio.—Largo.—Allegro.

[Cadenzas by Moscheles.)
Mr. B. J. Lang.

I

"Returning," Op. 34, No. «,. .Mendelssohn.
"To the atiBont on^," Op. 71, No. 3. "
"Suleika," Op. 57, No. 6 "

Mr. rhas. U. Ilayden.
Sonata in A major, for Pianoforte and 'Cello, Op. 69.

Beethoven,
Allegro ma non tanto.— Seherzo, Allegro motto,—

Adagio eantaliile.—Allegro vivaee.

Mr. Wulf Fries and Mr. B. .1. Lang.
Six liltle pieces for the pianoforte, Op. 72.

MendelBBoI n.

Mr. B. J. Lang.
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Senate in D mnior for two pianofortes, Op. 53.

Mozart.

AVegro con apirito.—Andante—Aneoromolto.
Mi-. J. C. D. Parker and Mr. B. J. Lang.

t

Mr. Lang limited himself to tlie first two move-

ments of the Beethoven Concerto, wisely, consider-

ing their great length. The Allegro is a larger,

richer movement than that which opens the second

or B-flat Concerto, so that the Cadenza by Mos-

cheles seemed not so disproportioned to the whole.

The slow movement is beautiful, full of a deep and

tender feeling, but, as in several of the master's ear-

lier Adagios, &c., the same thought and the same

mood seem too long drawn out ; it required all the

fineness of Mr. Lang's touch and phrasing to save

the last half from monotony. But the Allegro was

delightful ; and Mr. Sumner supplied the outline of

the orchestral accompaniment effectively on a sec-

ond grand piano. It was an uncommonly fine

Chickering on which Mr. Lang played, and the two

instruments, being brought forward into the open

hall, sounded much better than we have heard

pianos sound there before.

The Beethoven Sonata in A, one of the moat ge-

nial and delightful of his works in that kind, which

we hear played sometimes with violin, sometimes

with violoncello, went to a charm and was keenly

relished. Mozart's Sonata for two pianos was a

most acceptable novelty, full of the truest Mozart

life and charm throughout, and the performance by

Mr. Paekek and Mr. L.4NG was all that could be

wished. The six little Kuvlerstiicke by Mendelssohn

were a pleasant offering gracefullj' presented.

We were much gratified, and so were all, we

think, by the tasteful and expressive singing of Mr.

Havden. His tenor voice is of a pure, sweet, even

quality, his style refined and without affectation.

The first of the three songs by Mendelssohn is so

strikingly good, that we wonder it has not been

heard more in the concert room. A knight on

horseback in the storm dreams, to the wild music

of the winds (most palpably suggested in the accom-

paniment, which Mr. Lang played very finely), that

he has reached the castle of his lady love, who
makes him happ}-, and in this blissful mood he gal-

lops homeward, when an old oak, out of the min-

gled voices of the resumed accompaniment, cruelly

informs him that his adventure was nothing but a

dream ! One of Heine's romantic little poems, of

which Mendelssohn has caught the spirit perfectly.

Much might be said, too, of the beauty of the two

other songs.

Of the second concert (Thursday of this week)

we must speak next time.

On the same afternoon, at the same hour, Mr.

Carlfle Petersilea gave a. free Piano Recital in the

Meionaon, with a choice selection:

Sonata App.Tssionata, Op. 57 Beethoven.
Concerto in G minor. Op. 25 Mendelssohn.
Berceuse and Fantasie Impromptu, Op. GG. . . Chopin.
Fantasie, on Themes from "Les Huguenots."

Thalberg.

Messrs. Leonhard and Eichberg, on the next day,

had Wesleyan Hall uncomfortably full, as usual, for

their third matinee. They began with the great

Schubert Trio, ever welcome, ever exciting, never

disappointing,—the op. 100, in E flat,—Mr. A. Suck
taking the 'Cello part. Mr. Leonhard played splen-

didl3', but the strings somehow were not in perfect

tune ; at least the upper tones of the violin some-

times offended. That marching serenade of the

Andanle con moto, returning so unexpectedly in the

Finale, was delightful ; but the whole work abounds

in exquisite ideas and happy inspirations. Perhaps

no Trio, with the exception of the great "B-flat" by
Beethoven, has been so often heard of late years in

our city, yet it is always fresh.

Next came piano solos,—Schumann's charming

little series of "Scenes in the "Woods," op. S2, which

Mr. Leonhard played (not for the first time) with

the most delicate poetic feeling. These are of the

very best things of the kind. Mr. Eichberg's vio-

lin was much more like itself in the rendering of a

couple of movements from Bach's Sonatas for Piano

and Violin. These were most beautiful, and finely

rendered. The first, a musing, serious Andante in

P sharp minor (ending strangely on the dominant)

from the second Sonata, is notable from the fact that

its principal theme reappears, though in a different

rhythm, in a Song without "Words by Mendelssohn

(1st Set, No. 2) ; the latter appropriated it from

pure sympathy, no doubt, and by an original treat-

ment made it fairly his p^wn. The other was the

AdaijM which forms the beginning of the third So-

nata, in E major ; a very original and noble piece,

in which the violin meanders on in sweet poetic

reverie, while the accompaniment keeps repeating a

short figure of its own and pausing, quite indepen-

dontl}' (it almost seems) of what the violin is think-

ing, yet making a most interesting harmonious

•n-hole with it.—Those who heard Mr. Leonhard

play the "Krakowiak" of Chopin at the Symphony

Concert, can imagine how much sunshine he broucrht

in with it again into the smaller room, with Mr.

Otto Dresel to sketch in the orchestral accompan-

iment upon a second pianoforte.

The fourth matinee (yesterday)pre3ented the great

Beethoven Trio, op. 97 ; Bach's Chaconne for Vio-

lin (Miss Persis Bell) ; Scherzo in C minor, Chopin
;

and Schumann's Quartet with Piano.

Mendelssohn Qctxtette Clitb.—The fourth and

last of the Saturday evening concerts was the best

of all. The programme was this :

Sextet in fr, op. 36, for two Violins, two Violno. nn-l

two Violoncfl ofl Brahms.
Allegro non troppo — SchoTzn.

Son.ile for Pi.ano rind 'Cello, in D, op. .'iS. Mcndelppnhn.
Allegro nffsai vivace.—.Vllegretto Scherzando.—Ada-

gio —Finale, molto allcEjro vivace.

Messrs. Snmner and Hennig.
( a. Ilomanz.a. op. 8. No. 9 Mendelssohn.

J b. "An den Sonnenschein," op. 3fi,No. 3.Sohumann.
Mrs. Anna Gr.inger Bow.

Solos for "Violin. "Brircarole" Spohr.
"Air" and "Gavotto" from Suite Vieuxtemps.

Charles Hamm.
Suite in Canon form, op. 10, for two Violins. Viola,

'Cello and Bass J. 0. Grimm.
Allegro con brio.—Andnnte lento.—Tempo di Min-

uetto.—Allegro risoluto.

The two movements from the Sextet bj' Brahms

were among the most fresh and vigorous of the new

works presented in this series. They were played

with spirit, but the heroic temper of the leading vio-

lin was a shade more than np to true pitch in the

high tones at times ; the close atmosphere of the

room must have rendered it difficult to get into per-

fect tune at once. Messrs. Sumner and Hennig

gave an artistic and effective rendering of the Sona-

ta Duo by Mendelssohn, which is full of life and of

fine contrasts ; the broad choral harmonies in the

Adagio came out very grandly, Mr. Hennig having

a peculiarly large and generous quality of tone, as

well as masterly execution, not excelled by any

violoncellist whom we can remember to have heard

for many years. Mrs. Dow's bright, pure soprano

voice, and finished vocalization won the favor of the

audience,—so that she was obliged to repeat the

"Sunshine" rhapsodj' of Schumann (which, by the

way, was taken too slow)- Her style is simple, un-

affected, somewhat cold. Mr. Ham.'m is an effective

solo plaj'er, and handles the violin with a sure grasp

and searching, subtle power. The term "heroic" is

applied to certain operatic tenor Bin:ers, and whj-

not as well as to violinists ? Mr. Hamm seems to

us to be one of this class ; of animation, vigor, soar-

ing ardor one can feel sure when he plays ; if it

were sometimes more subdued, it were still better.

The "Air ' and "Gavotte" show that Vieuxtemps has

been a careful student of the old masters of Bach's

period ; certainly the imitation is ingenious. The

Suite by Grimm gives one more than enough of

Canon before the four movements—short ones to be

sure—are over. Such perpetual side-by-side imita-

tion is like seeing double . It is as if the two ears

were not precisely synchronous in their report. But

the work is clever and has music in it. The same

man, still prisoner to this fixed idea, has composed

another Suite in Canon,—for the full orchestra this

time.

Last week there was a lull, an interregnum, among

chamber concerts ; but this week they have rained

again, and without intermission. Thus: Tuesday

afternoon, N. E. Conservatory (Schumann Piano
Quartet, by Mr. B. D. Allen of Worcester, Messrs.

f^icHLER, &c. ; Songs composed bj' Mr. Allen, sung
by Mrs. West, etc.) Wednesday, Miss Mehlig.
Thursday, Mr. Lang. Frida}-, Messrs. Leonhard
and Eichberg. Saturday, Miss Mehlig again.

Later in the month Mr. Perabo conies on with a

couple of matinees, and still later there is prom-
ised a series by the new "Beethoven Quintette

Club."

We listened lately with great pleasure to the

singing of Male Part Songs by the "Boylslon
Club," which is composed of some forty fresh young
voices, trained to great precision and delieac}- by
Mr. Sharlaxd. The "rehearsal" at John A. An-
drew Hall was much enjo3-ed by an overflowing
crowd of invited friends.

Mr. Peck, of Boston Music Hall, offers marvel-
lous attractions for his annual benefit concert,

Wednesday evening April 9th. He will have Ru-
binstein and Wieniawski, the Thomas Orchestra,

Miss Annie Gary, Mr. Nelson Varley, and as much
more splendor as an audience of mere mortals can
well bear.

Mr. John Lodge EUerton, a well-known amateur
composer, died at his house in London, receatlj-,

we learo from The Aihrnaiim. He was born in

Chester, and, after taking a degree at Oxford,
studied music at Rome. He wrote some dozen
operas, never produced in England ; an ora-

torio, "Paradise host"; a Stabat Mater, masses and
motets, symphonies, and chamber music of all kinds.

But, numerous as are his compositions, none of them
have made their w'ay.

•-.^

PHILADELPHIA, MAncH 15.—Mr. Carl WoUsohn
gave his first "Saturday Night Popular Concert" at the
Academy of JIusic last Saturday evening. Tlie pro-

gramme was for all tastes. The "Allegretto" of Beetho-
ven's 8th Symphony was worthyof theencoreit received.

Tlie "Freyschuetz" overture and the"Midsummer Night's

r>reani" March were also really well given. Neivadba's
"Loielei" paraphrase. Lumbye's "Traumbilder" and
Strauss's "Blauen Donau" AValtzes completed the orches-

tral part. Mrs. Gulager, of New York, was the vocalist.

Her "piece de debut" was the Polonaise from "Jfjgnon,"

and so favorably did she impress hen .audience that she

received an encore. In Part II. she sang Bishop's "Lo !

here the gentle Lark " and for encorp, Millard's "Waiting."

She h.is a clear, round soprano voice, and her method is

most excellent. Herr Benno Walter, in the first movement
of Vieuxtemps' E-raajor Concerto, and in Ernst's "Otello"

fantasia, proved himself an artist of a verj' high order. His
playii-g is brilliant and firm, precise and fresh.

On Tuesday evening, 11th inst., Mr. Gaertner gave the

third of his "Classical Concerts" at the Amateurs' Draw-
ing Room.

Quintet. Op. 29, C major Beethoven.
Ailegrc'tto. Op. 8, E ra.a.jor Gade.
Andante Cantnbile. C major llavdn.
Marchen, Op, 29, D m.ijor Veit.
Nonetto, Op. 77 Onslow.

This last piece was most grateful to the audience, both
from its comparative novelty, and its intrinsic worth, as

well as from the smooth and accurate interpretation. The
Beethoven Quinret, and in short the whole programme,
was rendered in a highly satisfactoi-y manner.

On Thursday evening your celebrated ]\lenrtel3sohn

Quintette Club gave a concert at the Academy of Music
under the auspices of Mr. T. B. Pugh. The audience

was large and the performance excellent. Rubinstein's

F-minor Quintet was beautifully rendered. Mr. Heiudl's

flute solo was not audible clearly to all of the audience,

as he seemed to forget the vast size of the building. Mr.

Ryan was very successful in his selection. Mr. Hennig
was r.apturously w^elconied and seems to have unproved

since he left us. Mrs. Granger-Dow in the "Mignon"'

-M- Ji. ,
. -- . . :
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Polonaise was not entirely successful, and in lier English

song her enunciation was quite defective, but in the duet

"with Mrs. Bernard she was exceedingly good. It w.ts

the "Letter" Duet from Mozart's if£i/aro. Mrs. Bernard

acquitted herself finely in the Garden Aria from the same
opera

.

On Saturday evening Mr. Jarvis gave the fifth of his

classical Soirees.

Piano Solo, "Grand Sonata." D major— Hummel.
Chas. H. Jarvis.

Violin Concerto in E major Vleuxtemps.
G. Guhlemann.

{ Impromptu, F major Chopin

.

( Novelette. E Schumann.
Chas. H. Jarvis.

Rondo. 2 pianos Chopin.
Messrs. Jarvis and Guhlemann.

Solo. Violoncello Popper.
W, Popper.

Trio. D minor Mendelssohn.

On the same evening, Mr. "Wolfsohn's second Saturday

night concert took place. Miss Drasdil was the soloist,

and sang a "Prayer" by Hiller, and an English ballad by

Hay. Miss Drasdil was entirely successful; she sang

with intense feeling, and her voice is pure and even

throughout the whole compass. The "St. Petersburg

French Horn Quartet" performed two quartets. It is im-

possible to describe the perfection to which these men
have wrought this ungainly instrument; the pianissimo

effects are indeed wonderful. Xext week Patti sings us

her farewell ; and the week after comes the Rubinstein-

Thomas combination. Eustace.

Music in London.

Mme. Arabella Goddard's Retirement.—The

Musical Standard concludes its article on this event

as follows:

A brief sketch of her career may perhaps be interesting

at the present time. Born in 1836 at St. Saens, near St.

Malo, of English parents, she soon showed a talent for

music, and at the age of six was placed under Kalkbren-

ner at Paris. The master was famous for his system of

fingering, and the child soon acquired a correct method
of manipulation and steadiness of time never to be for-

gotten. After two years* study, Miss Goddard appeared

in public, playing one of Hummel's Concertos. In 1846

she was brought to London and placed under Mrs. An-
derson; she shortly after played before the Queen and
Prince Albert, who took the highest interest in her future

career. Thalberg wa^ her next master, and the famous
virtuoso boasted that his fair pupil was his only rival.

Under the direction of Mr. J. "W. Da\ison, the attention

of Mi«s Goddard was especially directed to classical mu-
Bic, and a tour in Germany developed and strengthened

her inclination for the highest species of pianoforte mu-
sic. She studied composition under Mr. G. A. Macfar-

ren; and now the yoTing artiste was well-nigh pe feet in

the path she had chosen, and regular daily practice soon

ripened the debutante into a performer of the very first

ability. Not that Mme, Goddard ceased to improve:

those accustomed to weigh minute differences noted year

by yea- a more perfect finish in her playing, and a larger

grasp and greater breadth in phrasing, shomngthat self

ctilture was not neglected, and that "excelsior" was still

her motto. Her first important appearance in London
was, we believe, at the old Promenade Concerts in the

Haj-mirket, in 1850. Three years after she played Sir "\V.

Stemdale Bennett's Concerto in C minor, at one of the

Xe-A- Philharmonic Concerts given in Exeter Hall under

Lindpaintner. Since that time she has been before the

public constar.tly, and from the Crj'stal Palace to the

Suburban Cone rt Room, her career has been a series of

triumphs.

In wishing an 1 predicting a.s much success for Mme.
Goddird during her extensive tour as she deserves, we
are s-lfish enough also to w'sh that she were not going

to quit London; and this last wish is greatly increased by

the reflection that on the lady's return here, she intends

to de%'0te herself entirely to teaching, and that the pub-

lic will hear her no moie. She will leave a void by no
means easy to fill. Foreign pianistes with limited reper-

toire?!, whose Htj'Ie -s as exaggerated as their pretentiuns,

may have their short day ; at present we know of no one

competent to fill Mme. Goddard's place. The list fare-

well has been said, and midst the universal regret with

which she leaves us, It is impos.silde to help feeling proud

of our countrywoman, and watching her colonial and
foreign career with close interest, Hope never deserts

the human breast; and it may be, that when London is

again reached, the fair pianiste may be led to reconsider

her detennination, and not deal so strong a blow at the

art of music, as her retirement mast necessarily be.

A Wagxer Society has been formed in London ;

through some mysterious influence, the rnii-sical

journals there are ringing with the reformer's praisea.

while they still hug their prejudices against Schu-

mann's music. The most temperate account that we
have seen of the first concert, is that of the Fall

Mall Gazette, from which we extract the following

:

Meanwhile Wagner is being introduced or re-introduc-

ed to us in London ; for it must not be forgotten that

some twenty years ago he officiated one season as con-
ductor at the Philharmonic Concerts, when several of his

orchestral pieces were performed under his direction.

"VVTiether through the fault of the public or of the com-
poser, certain it is that these works produced no favora-

ble impression. Nor did the success of the first "Wagner
Concert," which took place Inst week at the Hanover
Square Rooms—the first concert devoted specially and
exclusively, in this country', to "Wagner's music—prove
that music to be eminently acceptable, even to an audi-

ence composed largely of Germans, with many of whom
the question of "Wngner's merit is viewed, not so much
from a musical, as from a national and patriotic point of

%iew. Much of the music performed was in accordance
with the public taste, and much was in "Wagner's latest

stjie. But what was in accordance with the public taste

was not in Wngner's latest style, and what was in "Wag-
ner's latest stj'le was not in accordance with the public
taste. "We are merely stating facts without wishing to
imply that Herr Wagner is to be judged by the likings or
dislikings of his audience. It is worth noticing, all the
same, that the pieces most applauded were those belong-
ing to his earlier works, which have been often perform-
ed, and may often be performed again, without its being
at all necessary to construct for that purpose a theatre at

Bayreuth or elsewhere. For our part we like and admire
the Flying DutcJiman (which, however, is never mention-
ed by professed Wagnerites, and which Wagner himself
is said to regard as an error of his youth); we like and
admire Tannhaeuser, and we like and admire the little of

Lohengrin that we happen to have heard on the stage.

Wagner loses more than most composers by being heard
piecemeol in a concert-room; for the creator of the "art-

work of the future" does not "lisp in numbers," and his

whole system is opposed to the elaborntion and perfec-
tion of particular scenes which, however highly finished,

cannot, he maintains, jo:ned together, form a musico-
dramatic work possessing unity, but only a musical med-
ley, or mosaic. In London he must be heard at concerts

or not at all. But to judge of him as a stage-composer
one should ^vitness a performance of TannJiaeuser at Ber-
lin, or better still, of Lohengrin at Munich, or, best of all,

the longest works of his last period, as they are to be
given when a theatre fit for their reception and produc-
tion has been provided at Bayreuth. For this last oppor-
tunity', however, it will be necessarj' to wait, desirable to

attend Wagner concerts in nid of the Bayreuth fund, and
commendable to join the guarantee committee which is

to ensure the organizers of these concerts against the

possibilitj' of loss.

In his latest manner, Wagner seems inclined to replace

squarely-defined tune by so-called "continuous melody"
even in march music, of which, at the Wagner concert,

we had a specimen in his vigorous Kaiser Marsch. Still,

as a rule, a march in music must be looked upon as

something to be marched tf?; and the bold, effective

themes of which the Kaiser Marsch is mainly made up
convey no idea of the sort of music which forms the sub-

stance of Wagner's operas. They remind one rather of

Meyerbeer, as the well-known and undoubtedly effective

Tannha€user March (which, again, is no specimen of

Wagnerian music in general), must remind every one
who hears it of Weber.
At the first of the Wagner concerts a very fine orches-

tra, under Mr. Dannreuther'sable conductorship, did full

justice to the Taunhaeuur overture, the overture to the

Meifttersinger, the above-mentioned Kaiser Marsch, and
various instrumental and semi-instnimental pieces from
Lohengrin. Nor must we forget the prayer from Rienzi,

which, like the overture to Tannhaeuser, the Lohengrin
selection, and the Kaiser Marsch, excited much admira-
tion. Encores are scarcely a criterion : but however that

may be, the pieces most applauded and re-demanded
were those of Wagner's early manner; and the public

can form bnt little idea from the Wagnerian entertain-

ment provided for them at the Hanover Square Rooms
of the sort of treat that wi I await, at Bayreuth, those
who, by becoming guarantfjrs to the extent of five

pounds, will "secure the privilege of choosing four rc-

Kcn'cd scats at half-price." They will hear a fine singer,

however, in Herr Franz Diener, who, at the Wagner So-

ciety's first concert, sang, with much earnestness and
with all the dramatic power which Wagner's vocal music
absolutely requires, Lohengrin's expressive song to Elsa,

and Sigismund's intricate "Love song," in the Walkurre

—the second of the operas included in the Nitbdungen
tterie^ destined for the Bayreuth Festival.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Pnblisbed bj' Oliver Ditson dc Co.

Vooal, "with Piano Accompaniment.

All like faded flowers. Song and Cho. 4. E6 to e.

Lutz. 30
Rosalyn. 4. E to e, Dagnia. 30
The Violets blossomed where she trod. 4. F to

rt. Ryan. 35
The above three songs give evidence of fine

workmanship in their composition, and may be
safely recommended as effective concert songs.

The Raft. 4. E to f. Pimmti. 60
A verj- fine son^, descriptive of a shipwreck

and escape. Reminds one of the days of Henry
Russell and his thrilling musical declamations.

In the Land that lieth beyond. Song and Cho.
3. C to e. Hackleton. 30

Guide us to Rest. 3. . E^ to e. Kaye, 35
Two beautiful songs of a sacred character.

teach me to forget. Baritone Solo. 4. F
to f, Evnsmann, 35

With German and English words. Made on
this side the water, but is quite good enough to
be one of the "Gems of German Song."

The Handsome Man. From "Roi Carotte." 3.

F to d. Offenlach. 30
London Society. 3. E6 to d. Lee. 36
No ! Comic Due*-. 3. (5 keys) to f. Sckwenseck. 60

Tliree very laughable comicalities. "No !" is a
duet between Mr. and Mrs. T.

Ave Maria. 4. E6 to h. Wand. 50
An effective Ave Maria, with Latin and English

words.

The Little Gipsey. 3. D (and B&) to f.

Campana. 40
Words like an English Ballad, and music of

that pretty, solfeggio-like character, which Cam-
pani writes so neatly.

1 love my Love. 4. B6 to f. Pinsuii. 30
"•'0, happy words ! At Beautj''s feet
We sing them ere our prirne."

"The old sweet story," beautifullv warbled by
CiroPinsuti. Good concert song. "Words by C
Mackay.

Instrmuental.

Souvenir AValtz. 3. C. Wales. 35
An agreeable souvenir, certainly.

Mattei. 4 hands. Gird Valse de Concert. 4.

Ah. Weh. LOO
The 4 hand arrangement adds much to the

power, without detracting from the brilliancy.

Un Perle de Yarsovie. Four Hands. 5. E6.

S. S77lith. 15
A sprightly and powerful P«lonaise.

Flying: Leaves. 4. G. Roaenhain. 30
A sweet "Baritone Air" played principally with

the left hand, the right hand accompanying.

"\Vi}l-o-the*Wisp. Cap! ice. 4. D. Jensen. 40
As the name indicates, it is light, flitting mu-

sic, imitating very prettily the dance of a wander-
ing light.

Merry Bird AValtzes. 3. Fahrhaeh. 40
introduces Parrot and Mocking Bird calls, &c.

Trios Idylles. No. 3. Aventure Ruslique.

4. C. Lneachhorn. 30
Graceful, and not long enough to be tedious.

Overture to Poet and Peasant. 8 hands.
2 Pianos. 4. Brunner. 2.25
No overture, pro' ablv, is more popular, and it

seems to please as a soio, duet or, as in this case,
a double duet, and has even made a "sensation"
on the organ. Try it by all means in your next
Seminary exhibition.

Wedding March. 8 hands. 2 Pianos. 4.

Men.(hlsKohn. 90
Well-known as a solo and as a 4 hand piece, but

gains evidently in power and brilliancy by this
new arrangement. Mem. Be sure to hire an ex-
tra jjiano for your next wedding.

Books.

Belsiiazzar. a Cantata. By J. A. Butlerfteld.

It is termed perhaps properly, a Cantata, but
may also rank as a slK.rt nratorib. Tlie stoi-y has
reference to the taking of I'.nbylon by Cyrus, and
the characters, Belshaz/.ar, Cyrus, Daniel, Zerub-
babcl, Nitrocris, Shelomith, Festus, Ac, as well
as the incidents are ])artly from the Bible, and
j)artly imaginai-y. Has been given with accep-
tance, and in costume, as a sacred drama, being
"unequivocally endorsed" by the audience.

AiiBREViATiONs.—Dcgreufi of dlfflculty are morked from
1 to 7, The key \h mnrkcrl with a ciipiluf letter, jih C, B flat,

i(cc, A Hmall Roman letter niarkH tlie highest note, if on
the HtulT, an italiQ letter the hlgheHt note, If iibovo tho HtafT.



^ems of Ntraii§§ 1

1

A Collection of Favorite Waltses, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

The undersigned have the pleasure of announcing the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as Strauss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait of the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

Waltzes.

Acadttmic.
Adeline.
ApoUo.
Aq«ai'ell^"»
Artist's Life.
Beautiful Blue Danube
Belle Hdene.
Burgeneinn.
CanovA.
Clear and Fnll«
Colioennif
Coniortien.
Contioversen.
Coronal ion.
Devonshire.
Editorial.
Fairy Stories.

First Flirtation.
From the Mountains.
German Hearts
Harmony of the Spheres.
Hope.
Illustration.
Jmnaer Heiterer.
.Jurist's Ball.
Kunstler L.e1>en.
Leap Year.
Let's be Gay.
Life lot us Cherish.

Loroly Rliein Klange.
Love and Pleasure.

Lovely Vienna.
Manhattan.
Margaretta'e.

Marriage Bells. Telegn*am.

Morgenblatter. TraTelllng Incidents.

New Vienna. Vibration.

One Thousand and OncVillage Swallo-nrs.

Orpheus. [Mights. Wiener Bonbons.
rhiiomri. Polkas.

Alice.
Baden Baden.
Fmpress Anne's.
Madame Leutner's.
New Anneu.

Fromotlonen:
Publislier.
Bainbow.
Bhino.
Bosa.
Boyal Song^B
Serious and Hnmoroua.Pizzicato.
Sophie. Sans Souci.
Sounds from Vienna Singrer's Joy.
Spiral. [Woods. Tliunder and Lightning;.

Sultan's. Tritsch Tratsch.

Polka Mazurkas. Waltz Quadrilles

Arm in Arm.
Dragon Fly.

Lob dor Frauen.
One Hoart, One Soul.

Praise of Woman.

Quadrilles.

Belle Ilelene.
Children of Haimon.
Nordslern.
Orpheus.
Wiener Freeken.
Will of the Wisp.
Wine, Women and SongDance of the Period.

Carnival Botschaftez
Petitioner,

Galops.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Featlier.

Mazurka,

Fata MoEgana.

Dance.

PRICJ: IN BOARDS, $2.50 ; IN CLOTH, 3,00, FULL GILT FOR PRESENTS, 4.00.

Co»9 New York.

Book of Proved Excellence for High Schools, Seminaries, Academies, I

and High Grammar Schools.

i:HE HOUR OF SINGING!
By li. O. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEX.

PRICE $1.00.

* Th-e Hour of Singing ^' has met witli unexpected succcess, having been
roduo«d into a large number of High Schools; and has also been used with suc-

s in the upper classes of Grammar Schools. This snecess te deserred, as it is

excellent practical work, with the best of music so arranged in Two, Three,
1 Four Parts, as to furnish pieces well graded as to difficulty, and none of

m too difficult.

Specitn^n Copies mailed, post-paid, for retail price.

E nentary study

: THREE-PART MUSia
\ broaian Hvnin
\ me not why
a Is are singing
B V on, wild gales
B' t song
9 .hei'3, to our native land
Z le, let's be gay
C im on
B' oea of the past
Bnly as tolls the
P the blessings
P Jito the battle
J ly our boat
G iOj O river
Ki ! joyful is the morning
t;fin of praise
iiiver-changing orbit
UjLo west, the sun
J fill wake the songa
I J of spring

ier's American Hymn
all men praise the Lord
t there be light"

' 1, we come before thee
'ling voices
(Ijt again
*ning beauty tender
Iinng Hymn
I lative land [weak
>

,
never aay our arms are

\ night comes softly
"ipljis of the ocean spray
'Uriends and old times
*lmy native land is fair
'1 he water
'1 Praise yo the Lord
'^Father, guide us, keep
'«ing from home
'(jteMce [blows
]^k the rose, while yet it
IdleaTea are falling
mi and sing glad songs
oj; should breathe
^-memories

Star-spangled banner
Stay not my anguish
Sweet summer mom
Swift on his pinions
Summer sunset
Tara'3 harp
They are not lost
The happy year
The wood-brook
Through the willows
Hp with the flag
Vive le roi

FOUR-PART MUSIC.
All goml night
Ah, could 1 with fancy
All that's bright must fade
Austrian Hymn
Before all lands
Come and watch the daylight
Come back, sweet May
Curfew bell

Day of rest at sea
Days of youth
Ewn is my home [ing
Evening's o'erthe vale descend-
Falling leaves
Forgive and forget
From his cave inBnowdon's mta.
Good night
Gootl night, thou glorious sun
Greeting glee
Harvest song
How calm is evening
Isle of beauty, fare thee well
Know yo the land
Leaf by leaf the roses fall
Lovdy night
Make your mark
'Mid pleasures and palaces
Mominji shines in splendor
My childhood's songs
No, not more welcome
O gentle summer rain
O that song stiU prolong
Oh, sing that song again
Over the mountain wave

O vales, with sunlight
Parting whispers
Proudly, O sun,
Rest iu peaco
Softly fall the shades of evening
Softly treading, silence ke_ep
Song of the Seasons
Sweet Home
Sweet the early morning
The chaao
The falling leaves
The last rose of summer
The merry spring-tim^
The moruing breaks
The wind
The hour of prayer
The wind whispers low
The sun's gay beam
The summer days are coming
A'illage bells
What delight, what joy
What sound of midnight
When the leaves are falling
Where would I be?
Ye guardian spuits

Also, 38 Sacred Tunes for
opening and closing school.

ANTHEMS AND CHORAJLS.
A sure stronghold
Blessed be the Lord
Blessing, and glory, andwisdom
Cast thy burden
God is bur refuge
Lift up t© God
Praise ye the Lord
To God on high

MUSIC, FEMALE VOICES.
Memorial Hymn
Rest, weary pilgrim [try
Sing, for the praise of our coun-
Sprmg is returning
Summer is here
The sunbeams are glancing
Wake, gentle zephyr

A New and Most Attractive School Song-Book,

CHEEBFUI. VOICES!
By L. O. EMERSON,

Author of tk© " Golden WREAxn " and *' Merry Chimes," whose collective sales are in the

neighborhood of 300,000 copies.

PRICE 50 CTS.

A new hook by so successful a compiler needs no introduction. ^^ Cheerful
Voices *' contains in the first 60 pages an excellent and interesting EUmentary
Course, with abundance of pretty melodies and tunes for practice and illustration,

The Songs in the body of the book were selected and arranged with Mr. Emer-
son's well-known admirable taste and judgment.

Sample Copies niailcdf lyost-paid, on receipt of retail price.

At Evening
Autumn's Song
A Summer's day
Battle Hymn of the Republic
Beauties in nature
Beautiful Spring
Boat song
Brooklets dancing
Charming little valley
Christmas Song
Clatter, clatter, patter, patter
Coasting Song
Come, let us all be merry
Come, come, &c.
Days of youth
Doing nolhing
Festival Song
Forgive and forget
Friend? of Freedom, &c.
Gli<le along, our bonny boat
Greeting Glee
Hail, Columbia!
Hark ! the Alpine hunter's, &c,
Home from the woodland
How beautiful the snow
Hasten to tho woodland
I'm a shopherd of the valley
I now f I'eely offer
Joy of Summer
Joy to tliee

Joyful wake the songs
Little acts of kindness
Lovely rose
Marching song
Meeting and parting
Merry, meriy Summer time
Merry songstei-s
'Mid i^easures and palaces
Moonlight sail

Morning wakes
My own dear mountain home
Nature gives no sorrow
Never say fail

Klght song
Now, good night
Nj-mphs of tlio sea
O'ei the fields. &c.
Oh ! come yo into the, &Ct
Oh ! come.come away
Oh ! how bri";htly

O Lord our God
On the ocean
On llie mountains
Our way across the mountalnB
Parting Fong
Parting whispera
Peaceful slumbering
Pilgrim chorus
Return ©f Spring
Ring out, sweet bells
See tho mountain slope, &e.
Sing away, ye joyous birds
Smiling May
Song at close of day
Song of triumph
Song of tiie morning
Spinning song
Spring is here
Spring and youth
Star of the twilight
Spring song
Sununer is here
Sunrise
Sweet Summer
The builders
The blacksmith
The cobbler
The Danube river
The forest bird
The farmer
The golden stair
The mellow horn
The morning call

The mountain bom
The uieriT Spiing time
The parting

Tlie pedestrian
The rose-tree
The school-bell
The sea
The search for the fairy, &c.
The sleigh-ride
The Star-spangled Banner
The Vale where my home Ilea

The Valley of Chamouny
The Violet
The wanderer's farewell
The wanderer's joy
The woods
The wood-brook
There's a good time coming
Up, away
Up, and labor
Upideo
Vacation's coming
Welcome.to Summer
When the day with rosy light
"When up the mountain, &c.
Work, for the night is coming

ROUNDS.

Come and sing
Come, follow
Gather roses, while they blow
Hark, the bell is ringing
Humble is my little cottage
If a body meet a body
If I could. J would
Lo, the waving grain
Not too great
Roaming o'er the meadows
Shut the door
The cuckoo
Thirty days are in Sept«mber
While we meet in peace again

Also 30 pieces of Sacred Mu-
sic for opening and closing
School.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

#-*

THE HISTOHY OF
ThirteenValuable, or Invaluable,Music-Books!

E^=" Sent, Postpaid, on Meceipt of Retail Prices. _^

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson & Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Ciecle, Vol. L," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular, — in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Each Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following thirteen books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Libeaey :—

HOME CmCLE, VOL. I.

IXSTKUMEXTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of eaaj pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

doth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SON&.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Frice, In boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL 111.;

OR,

IXSTRCMENTAL.
Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Trice, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Seteetod by experienced Opera-Goers. Theie Songs con-

titutc the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting ofOperatic 3Iu9ic. Price, in boards, §2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAL AND mSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-
dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

presents, Si.OO.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of 6ong3 of all kinds. One of tbe most
salable volumes. Price, in boards, §2.50 ; cloth, $3.00 ; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Itecently added to the IIoTne Circle Series, Aug-ust,
1S73, making the " baker's dozen," or X3 books,

^^s OF sr«,^^^^

Brought out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other books. Sells superbly.

VOCAL.

Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of which it may
be said to form the second volume. Price, in boards, ?2.50;

cloth, $3.00 ; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEH2 OF GERMAI SOSC.

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Similar to Vol. I., but is distinguished by the insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
TOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs hare been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol.
OE,

IV,;

instrumental.

Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers Is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

I possible quantity of good music for his money. The books that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers ; and, where airs and short

pieces are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Hundred Dollars. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBRARY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIRTY-TWO DOLLARS.
ScOGESTIOX 1.

2.

3.

No better present for a Musical L.iily than one of the gilt bound volumes.

No better Wedding-Present than the whole Library.

No better aid to the entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than

Kccd-Organ.
a number of these fine books ready for use on the Piano or

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHARLES H. DITSON «& CO., New York.
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Dwight's Journal of Music,
Published every other Saturday

Or.I"V^EI^ IDITSOISr Sz co.,
277 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

JOHN S. D WIGHT, EDITOR.

.^TERMS.—If mailed or called for, $2.00 per annum;
delivered by carriers, $2.50. Payment in advance.
Advertisements will be inserted at the following rates :

One insertion per line 30 cents.

Each subaequeut in.sertion, per line, 20 cents.

Cards, six lines nonpareil, per annum, S'-JJ-OO.

do four do do $15.00.

J. B. SPOUNEli, FRtNTER. 4 PROVIISrCE COURT.

C.'lLliD TO ORG-A.nr ST^OEJl-XS.—As I have
every year more applications from Churclies desir-

ing Organists [at salaries from $200 to ?i2,000] than I can
furnish players for, Organ Students would consult their
present anxi prospective interests by communicating with
me. Very truly, EugExXE Thayer.
Care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St. , Boston. 834-tf

AXEACHElt, for many years a Professor in a

State Institution, goes next Summer with his fam-
ily to (South) Germany for the education of his children.
Would like to take charge of a very limited number of
pupils. They will find a hoine in the noblest sense. For
particulars as to expense, etc., Address: "Pkofessor N.
N." to the office of this paper. 832—

4

TU£ :WAXi:0]VAIi C0£I.£GK OST IUUjSAC
cst-ablished by the Mendelssohn Quintette

Club. S;vjii\g term will l)egin Feb. 10th.
THOMAS RYAN, Director.

830—

4

Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Oa DfeTSON & CO. offer these new, fresh, genia.1

Juvenile Song Books to the public, believing they will

bear ccnnparison with any
others. 'Cheerful Voices,'

by that most successful

and popular Composer,

O. Emerson, is for

schools, and as 300,-

^rs and pupils are

miliar with, his prc-

3l Song Books, they will need no urging to try

Mr. I

Comn
003 tp

alrea'

vijus -

this.

Voices.

uDies.

And as for our Sab-

bath School Song Book
whose glittering title

aptly describes the
brightness of its contents;

read the following extracts

from commendatory letters,

Su.perinttttd*nOi say: "The
more we use it the better we like it" "The music has
a freshness and beauty unsurpassed by any book I have
seen." Clvarister-'i say; "A work of sterling "merit." "Far
excelling Sabbath School Music of the many books I have
had the pleasure to use." &c.

Price of Cheerful Voices 50 cts.
Price of Sparkling Rubies 35 cts.

Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.

oj^iven uixsoiv &. co.. isoMtou.
CHAS. BY. nvx»0^ & CO., IVew Voik.

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS!
To a lady friend.

A ifeiHe.?C-Voned Itfuwic ISox.
Costing from $5 00 to $100.00

The large boxes are wonderfully powerful and harmoniouH.
An F '4^'--aiiC Ccuitar. Prices from $4.50 to $75.00

A v. --a. Now a Lady's instrument. $5.00 to $50.00
{For the. Boijs and GirU.)

Xtrtsmii), CoucvrtiuaM, Acc-or<1«*OGi.'« or IPIiitIiia«,

ClurionetM, XTIutcM, flag-eoletN, X'ift'.H,

All these, of all varietit^s, and of the best manufacture, to-
gether wJih an unrivalled stock of

are for sale at moderate prices by

JOHN C. HATNES & CO.,
33 Court St.. [opposite the Court House], Boston.

MR. EUGENE THAYER will devote his time exclu-
sively to students desirous of becoming Church

Organists or Teachers of Music. He has always been able
to secure positions for all competent students. Address,
care Mason & Hamlin, Tremont St., Boston. [S29-ly

EIGHBERG'S NATIONAL HYMN.
A composition of sufficient excellence to merit tbc above

sounding title, appears but once or twice ia a generation,

and our countrj'^, in this respect, is still poor. This Hymn
will live I The words are worthy ones.

To Thee, Country!
To thee, O country great and free.

With trusting hearts we cling.

Our voices, tuned by joyous love.

Thy power and praises sing.

Upon thy mighty faithful heart

We lay our burden down.

Thou art the only friend that feels

Their weight without a frown.

The music is simply magnificent, and the following ex-

tracts tell no more than th? truth as to its reception at the

"festival''' last summer. On that occasion it was performed

by 1200 trained voices from the Boston Grammar High and

Normal schools.

The power and genuineness of this popular composition.
—JSoston Daily Advertiser.

The excitement reached a climax in Mr. Eichberg's Na-
tional Hymn which wrought a marked sensation, etc.

—

Dwighfs JournaL

Both music and words were received by the vast audience
with long continued- and enthusiastic applause.

—

Boston.
Transcript.

The spontaneous ebulition of enthusiasm, that broke
through all bounds, etc.

—

Boston Post.

Price in Famplet Foriyv, 15 cts.

Arranged tor female voices [or for boys and girl-s], also

for mixed voices. No better seleclion for a Memorial Day
or 4th of July clioruses can possibly be made.

" CHEERFUL

VOICES"

FOR

SCHOOLS.

" GEMS OF

STRAUSS!!'

ALL

IT.

There is

no mistake about

the remark- WitaAI^K.& » able char-

acter of this MODEL INSTRUCT [ON BOOK. From the

first it has taken E^ &W the lead, selling

largely, and eliciting high commendations from those

well quali- IVIETHOO fied to judge.

Musical Writers for the p.-ipers say: —" Likely to

become as popular P ^J' tC as Richardson's,"

—

** The very book I "—*' Among notices, every article has

justly placed it far Kb EL \3 above any similar

book."—" Attracts and allures the pupil."—" Overflowing

with pure melo- %# |^ (jl#^ Bv ^^ dies."

Price $2.50. For sale everywhere.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

Boston and New Tork.

" SPARKLING

RUBIES"

FOR

SAB. SGH'LS.

Lyon & Healy,
Chicag-o, III.

" MUSICAL

TREASURE!"

ALL

TRY IT!

The Beethoven Quintette Club
of Boston,

(O.N. AUun, Ist Violin: H. Hiendel, 2nd Violin ; J. C.
Mullaly, l6t Viola: Chas. Koppjtz, 2nd Viola and Flute;
Wulf Fries, Cello,) is prepared to accept engagements for
Classical and Secular Conucrte, and musical entertaiimients.

Address, C. N. ALLEN,
829--ly] Care of Oliver Ditsou Sc Co., Boston, Mass.

^m ^UK in '^pM

VO AL

.

What Mollie said. Song and Cho. . . Welhnaun. 30
I am weary, let me rest. . . . Webster. 30
Kiss the Little Ones for me. Song and Cho.

WebsUa: SO
Hark ! 'Tis the Saviour's Voice. Trio for Alto,
Tenor and Bass. .... Deems. 40

The Confession. .... Boott. 30
The Joyous Reapers. Duettino. . Campana. 35
Philosophic Sam. Soiig and Cho. . liosewig. 30
My one True Love Gabriel. 35
Easter Morn. Chorus and Recessional. Wilson. 35
The Old Time ; or, When you were Seventeen.

Thomas. 40
Some One far away. .... Gray. 40
Darlins little Blue Ej-es. . . . Chandos. 30
Field-Marshal Spring. (Feldmarshall Friihling).

Duet. ....... Abt.

All like faded flowers. Song and Chorus. Lutz. SO
Rosalyn. ...... Dagnia. 30
The Violets blossomed where she trod. . Ryan. 35
The Raft Pbisuli. 60

IlfSTKUMENTAL.

Diamonds. 3 Salon Pieces, (from Weber's Opera.)
No. 2 Preciosa., ,. _ . Th. Oesien. 60

'^eTeetiouc ^;--Le tRoi t^rotte.4 Ojj.n'-^tli.

Waltz. . . "". . C/i. Coole. 60
Quadrille Arban. 60

On the High Seas. Waltz. . . Zichner. 75
rfew Vienna Waltzes. Violin and Piano. Slrauss. 75
Honor the Ladies. (Ehret die Frauen). New.

Edward Strauss.

Off like a Rocket. Waltz.

Editorial Waltzes. .

Tlmiidcr and Lightning Polka.

Colisemn Waltzes.

Jurist's Ball "

poetrinen Waltzes. . . Edmard Strauss. 15
Air du Roi. (Amaryllis.) Violin and Piano.

_ Ghys. 40
The Fairy Sisters. Polka. .

Puck. Galop Brilliant.

Good Old Times. Gavotte.

Starry Niglit for a Ramble.
Madrilene. Spanish Dance.
Dors mon Enfant. Berceuse,

2nd Cantabile.

Mendelssohn's 3d (Scotch) Symphony
S.

Fra Diavolo. Fimtasie.

Turkish Mareli. With portrait.

Credit Mobilier. Grand March.
Torcliliglit March. 4 hds. .

Children's Mazurka. 4 hds.

Little Bird's Nest. Easy pieces by
1. Little Party Waltz.
2. Herald Galop.

4. Drummer Boj''s March.
6. Little Rosebud Mazurka.

7. Butterfly Redowa.

BOOKS.

St. Peter. An Oratorio. J. K. Paine. Pap&r. 1.60

Boards. 1.75
Cloth. 2.00

Musical Enthusiast. A Cantata. J. H. Hewitt. 50

65
.' Lyh. 30
Strauss. 30

" 30
30
25

. /. W. I'urtier. 30
Srhloesser. 50
Jungmann. 40

Waltz.

Ketterer. 50
Waud. 30

Rosenhain. 40

Smith. 1.26

S. Striilh. 1.00
Jiubin.\tci7i. 40
. Cramer. 40

Meyerbeer. 1.25

. Lippitt. 40
Alack, ea. 30

Mdstc by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense be-
ing two cents for every four ounces, .or fraction thereof
(about one cent for an ordinary piece of music.) Persone
at a distance wili find the conveyance a saving of time and
expense in obtaining supplies. Books can also be sent at
double these rates.
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MRS. JENISY KEMPTON,

VOCALIST ANO TEACHER OF SINBIMG.

Address, care of Oliver Ditson & Co. [T9S

SINGING AND PIANO.
Mks. FANNIE F. FOSTER,

No. 6 Boylston Place. [790

MRS. C. A. BARRY, Vocalist and Teacher

of Vocal Music. 124 Chandler St., near
Columbus Avenue. [782—ly

Prof. & Mrs. EDGAR A. ROBBINS,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,
718—tf] 6 Bedford Street, Boston.

MENDELSSOHN MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Was established in April, 1S5C. Its claim to the
firet rank as an educator in every department of
Mii»ic, is sanctioned by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of our country. Schools
and communities are provided with skilful and
earnest teachers, on application to the Institut*;.

Address, Edward B. Oliver, Principal,
5 Columbus Sq., Boston, Mass.

G. ANDRE & CO.
IMPORTERS OF FOREIGN MUSIC,

1104 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

A large assortment of American Music con-
stantly on hand.

G . W . DUDLEY,
Concert Vocalist and Teacher of Singing

and Voice Building.

(Dr. H. R. Sti-eeter"s Method) Room No. 3,

Mason & Hamlin's Building, 1.54 Tremont St.

P97]

Mr. G. H. HOWARD,
pUPIL of the Leipzig Conservatory, also of J.

W. Tufts, J C. Lobe, August Haupt, and
Theodore Kullak, will receive pupils in Piano
Playing and Theory, after Sept. 1st, 1871. Ad-
dress at 22 Eliot St., or care of O. Ditson & Co.

[792—am]

J. A. HILLS,
Papil of the late Carl Tauaig,

TKAOHER OF

Piano, Organ, and the Theory of Music.

Address at Chickering & Son's, or 149 (a) Tre-
mont Street, Suite 44. [80.5

CHURCH ORGANS,
Manufactured by E. L. HOLBROOK, East

Medway, Miiss. Purchasers are invited to apply
for a circular containing testimonials.

E D W. S C H U B E R T H

,

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN MUSIC DEPOT,
No. 610 ARCH STREET,

PHFLADELPHIA. 79.5

J. SCHUBERTH & CO.,

Pitblishers and Dealers in Foreign and
American Music,

820 Broadway, near 12th St., N. Y. [.3,57

LYON & n E A L Y

,

MUSIC PUBLISHERS,
CniGAGO, ILL.,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Sheet Music,
Music Books, and Musical Merchandise

Of Every Description.
Our stock of Sheet Music, Music Books. Musi-

cal Instruments, etc., is the largest and most
complete in the North West. Our connection
with Messrs. O. Ditson & Co., enables us to fur-
nish their publications to Western Dealers, at
net Boston Prices.

;:^~In addition to the publications of Messrs.
O. Ditson & Co., we keep on liand and furnish
all Music and Music Books published in Ameri-
ca, together with a choice stock of FureUjn
ituMc. [794—3m

Qeo. A. Prince & Co.,

AND MELOOEGNS.

BUFFALO, N.Y., CHICAGO, ILL.

45,000 Now in Use. Ten Patents.

We are now prepared to fill orders for our new
low-priced double-reed Organ, "No. 55."

The case is solid walnut paneled, moulded and
carved brackets ; finished with 2 carpeted pedal
boards, and Kuee Swell, and is more beautiful in
design and finish than any now made in the
world for the price, and we guarantee that the
qualities and power of tone will be superior to

any we have seen of other makers. The instru-
ment has two full Five-Octave sets of reeds, and
contains six stops, viz.

:

Principal Bass,
Diapason Bass,

Tremolo or Vox Humana,
Principal Treble,

Diapason Treble,
Divided Swell.

Our Patent Graduated Swell is furnished
in this, the same as in our high-priced instru-
ments. The price is fixed at the very moderate
sum of $125, and there can be no deviation from
these figures.

Orders will be recorded In regular succession,
and filled each in its turn.

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

Agent in New York, -

Agent in Philadelphia,

- S, T. Gordon.
- James Bellak.

Also, the principal Music Dealers in each City
and Town in the United States and British
Provinces. [748

THE ATTENTION OF MUSICIANS
Is called to our

Splendid Assortment
OF

Biass . Imstimaimts

!

Of the most Approved manufacture.

Embracing one of the Largest Stocks in the

United States, at low prices.

VIOLINS— The Best, from $2 to $50 each.

Flutes of every variety of Quality and
Price, including very choice

Insti'uments.

MARTIN'S CELEBRATED GUITARS,
Flutinas and Accordeons, Clarinets,

Flageolets, Fifes,

and
All other Descriptions of Musical Instruments.

Together with

EVERY VARIETY OF STRINGS
For Violin, Guitar, Violoncello, and

Double-Bass.

li H)i0<> iittii l|t[al rott!

FOR .SALE and TO LET.

Our facilities are such as enable us to furnish

the above; also. Music Books, Sheet Music, and
Card Music for Bands, and all Kinds of Musical
Merch.inilise, at prices and terms, that cannot
fail to prove satisfactory to purchasers.

JOHN 0. HAYNES & CO.,

33 COURT STREET, (opp. the Court House)

^SO^ Sl HAMLIN
Cabinet Organs.

UNIVERSALLY

TUE HRIO V -Ai^firican Musical Instniments of
I nt SiHLl such extraordinai-y and recognized
excellence as to command a widesaIeihEn^ope,^ot^vith-
standing competition there with productB of cheap lahor.

Al UfAVC awarded highest premiums, includinp; the
nLWMV Q Medal at the Paris Exposition. Of hun-
dreds of Industrial Exhibitions, there have not been six
in all where any other organs have been preferred to
these.

recommended by eminent mus-
cians as possess'int; excellencies

not attained in any others. See opinions of ONE THOU-
SAND, in Testimonial Circular.

FVPS liQEUETI V ^i^ployJng several importantin-
tAUbUdtVkLf ventions and embracing every
real improvement.

THE MOST EXTENSIVE f^^o^i^Stll
world, producing bettet work at less cost than otherwise
jiossilde.

ODIf^^Ci £EV?n anflaslowas consistent with
rnilj£© r EAbaJ scrupulous employment of
only best material and workmanship.

M.RXSXRA'ffEI* CATAXOOrTEanflTES-
^ri.TaO^ySASi CaBCCUS^AIt, wlvh important
Xuforniation about 4>r$>raui« wliich maj fiave

PurcliaNerN fs'Oiii 'DBMappointment in Piir-
cIiaN<^ of Inferior or wortlileHs Instruments
or Pa.rnaent of Ili^li Priceiti, Ment fr«c>

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

154 Tremont St, Boston
i
25 Union Square, New York ; 80 &

82 Adams St,, Chicago. —832

JUL: SCHUBERTH & CO.,
CAItl. lli:iT:§»X:iB., Succemor,

Publisher and Dealer in

Foreign and American Music,
]Vo. SSO Broadway, IVew York.

No branch bouse anywhere. S25—1 yr.

National College of Music.
ESTABLISHED BY

Tlie ITI«>n4leEii!«ohn Quintette Club.

Every branch of the Art, Vocal and Instrumental, taught
by teachers of high grade.

Pupils, sufliciedtly advanced in their studies, will have
frequent opportunities of singing or playing to accompani-
ment furnished by the Quintette Club.

Address, THOMAS HYATT,
Director of I¥atio»al Colleg'e of IWnaic,

S22 Xreniont Vemple, Boston, IWatf*.

The American Tune Book.
Scarcely nffected by the issue of new "books, however

well-made or popular, this great, choice, eclectic

COLLECTION OF CHURCH MUSIC,
BY 500 EDITORS

holds on its even way, selling largely, and pleasing all.

How could it be othorwiso, since its thousand Tunes,
Pieces, and Anthems include the be.st music, tuiien from the
best books of the country. Price, $1.50.

Sparkling Rubies !

NEW SABBATH SCUOOL SONG BOOK!

An appropriate name for this neat, complete
ami most pleasing collection of masical gems,
(about 150 of them), by A. Hull and II. Saun-
ders. Music, new, fresh, spirited! Price 35 cts.

The Pilgrim's Harp,
Is the name of a compact book of 210 pages,

which can be carried ia the pocket, and yet con-
tains a veiy large proportion of the most popu-
lar psalm tunes, spiritual songs, &c. It would
be diflicult to compile a more convenient book
for the Vestiy, the Prayer Meeting, or Social

Singing Meetings. By Asa Hull. Price GO cts.

New and uttracjive Cantatas.

FORTY-fSIXTlI P8ALM. . . . Ihulley Bmk. 1.00

FK8TIVAL CANTATA. . . Eugene Tlmyer. \.2i

OOUN'OD'S CUOKAL MUSIC 60

Well worthy of careful study.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST. . . . IfcwUt. 50

An amuHing and very melodious muflieal extravaganza.

Iho above books sent, post-paid, by

OLIVER DITSON & CO., iJoston.

CHA8. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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To Beethoven.

BY C.

Yes, break, strong heart, and in thy music die,

—

Die to the hearts that worship not witli thee,

And live among thy peers, if such there be

Amid the throned Olympians on liigh.

Low, tender strains that breathe tlie passionate sigh.

And great assaults that set the spirit free.

And wild, heroic bursts of ecstacy.

And steadfast triiimphs that can fate defy.

Through the wide ocean of thy music swell

;

Strange, solemn meanings rush upon my soul

From depths unknown to me ; to thy control

I J'ield, and in thy spirit I would dwell

;

But where art thou, oh where, iu silent space ?

Shall Heaven bring me to thee, face to face ?

Music Hall, 1872.— )Voman^s Journal.

Gossec.

[Translated from the Frencli for Dwight's Journal of
Music]

IV.

Concluded from page, 402.

Gossec composed an innumerable quantity of

patriotic songs, and took part in all the nation-

al fgtes of the period. I have already related

how he composed his Hymn to the Supreme
Being; to him also was due the music compos-

ed for the apotheoses of Voltaire and J. J.

Rousseau, and the funeral march for the obse-

quies of Mirabeau. On this occasion, the tam-

tam was employed for the first time. At that

period there existed but one in France or per-

haps in all Europe. It is impossible to express

the effect produced by the introduction of this

instrument, of which no previous idea had been

formed. Whenever, during the march, which
was performed by wind instniments, the pro-

longed melancholy sounds of the funereal tam-

tam reached the ear, cries of terror and fright

were heard from the crowd who pressed upon
the steps of the cortege. This funeral march
was performed also under the Empire at the ob-

sequies of the Duke de Montebello. During the

Revolution, Gossec wrote two pieces for the

Opera, composed for the occasion, Le Camp de

Grandpre, and Le Siege de Toulon. He had
been made, conjointly with Sarrette, director

of the municipal school of music which preced-

ed the founding of the Conservatoire. But

hardly was this latter created than Gossec was

appointed one of the five inspectors, and all his

time and care were devoted to the prosperity of

the new establishment.

Up to this time the study of composition had
been especially defective, because the theory

had never been explained in a clear and precise

manner. The Germans and Italians indeed had
a system of regular harmony, but it had not

been formulated in any method, nor in any par-

ticular work ; the elements might be found

scattered among various authors, and the school

was in some sort traditional. In France it was
far worse, the theory was false ; it was based

upon the ingenious but erroneous system of Ra-

meau, that of the fundamental bass. Musi-

cians had generally adopted it, and its errors

had been propagated for more than forty years

before any of those who recognized and ac-

knowledged them ever thought of correcting

them. Instruction in composition was there-

fore carried on at the Conservatoire upon en.-

tirely opposing principles ; thus Cherubini and

Langle taught after the Italian method, while

Mehul and Eler had adopted the principles of

the German school, and Gossec and Lesueur

gave instruction in the French method.

Sarrette, director of the Conservatoire, was

no musician, but he was, what in the case in

question was far better, an excellent logician.

He saw that it was impossible to have any

proper instruction unless they could unite in

adopting a body of doctrine. But who would

undertake to formulate one ? Gossec had had

as a pupil a young musician of a subtle and in-

genious turn of mind, reflective and somewhat

cold, but clear and sagacious ; this young man,

having acquired from his master a theory with

which he was far from being satisfied, deter-

mined to study the German and Italian systems.

He resolved to blend the principles of the three

schools in a work which should unite the best

elements of each, and succeeded in composing

a treatise upon harmony, which, while recog-

nising the theory of chords, not like Rameau,

according to their algebraic origin, but after

their rational and musical essence, reconciled

the most contradictory ideas, and explained in

the clearest and most intelligible manner the

principles of an art, the acquisition of which

had hitherto seemed the more difficult, because

those whose duty it was to teach it found them-

selves incapable of explaining its elements.

Sarrette, as I have said, had convoked a sort

of congress of composers and theorists. For

six months they had been in session ; always

discussing, sometimes disputing, but making

no progress, and the solution of the main ques-

tion was almost despaired of, when the young

man I have mentioned went to Sarrette and

presented his work. Sarette already knew Ca-

tel, for he it was, through some meritorious

compositions, but as a theorist he did not ap-

preciate him. He invited him to submit his

method to this assembly of composers who
could come to no understanding. These gen-

tlemen were divided into three altogether dis-

tinct camps. Chtrubini and Langlg represent-

ed the Italian school ; the combatants for the

German method were Mghul, the elder Rigel,

jMartini and Eler, while the French school had

for its champions Gossec, Lesueur, Rey and

Rodolphe. Catel presente'd himself modestly

before this august tribunal to submit his work
to them. He prefaced it by an address in

which he showed both his wit and his modesty,

affirming that, far from wishing to overthrow

or bulla up one school more than another, his

sole aim was to profit by the excellent princi-

ples he had found in each, and to unite them

all in one system. This exordium disposed his

audience favorably toward him, and the read-

ing of the treatise finished the wort so well

begun. Hardly had the theory deduced in the

first pages been fully explained, when shouts of

"Bravo !" and "Good !" from the Germans and

Italians interrupted the reader every moment.

The French meantime kept silence. When the

reading came to an end, the Germans and Ital-

ians rose and said: "Those are precisely our

opinions ; that is what we wished, but were

not able to formulate. Our doctrine is all

there, it is that of reason and of truth."

"And you, gentlemen ?" said Catel, delight-

ed, turning toward the partisans of the French

school.

"My child," said Gossec, stretching out his

arms toward him, ' 'for more than forty years I

have been walking in darkness
;
you have

opened my eyes to the light. Come, embrace

your master, who will henceforth be yonr pu-

pil."

Catel threw himself on the good old man's

neck. The cause -was gained. According to

his promise, Gossec studied his pupil's method

and made it the base of his own instruction.

At the foundation of the Institute, he was

made a member, and was decorated with the

Legion of Honor soon after the institution of

that order. His glorious old age was devoted

to instruction, and besides Catel, we may name
among his principal pupils, Dourlen, Gosse and

Panseron. In 1814, at the Restoration, the

Conservatoire was temporarily suppressed, and

its founder, Sarrette, retired with a pension.

Wlien the Conservatoire was re-opened, under

another title and with a new organization,

Gossec would not resume his functions, less

perhaps, on account of his great age, than from

a desire to share voluntarily the disgrace of his

old friend and companloi, Sarrette. Gossec

was then eighty-oue years of age. It was time

for the hour of repose to strike for him, but he

preserved all his love for musical art, and nev-

er ceased to be interested in it. He attended

assiduously all the meetings of the Institute and

read some remarkable reports. He lived in the

Place des Italiens, and every evening his ser-

vant-maid, (he had long been a widower, and

besides his conductress had no other society,)

attended him to the theatre Feydeau, where he

occupied the last seat on the balcony at the left

of the spectator. The Tmbitues carefully pre-

served his place, which was never let. If, by

chance, it was occupied by some stranger or

provincial ignorant of his habits, he would

touch him lightly with the end of his cane

:

"Get out of the way," he would say, "I am
Gossec, that is my place." There is not a

single instance of resistance to that celebrated

name ; every one bent before the double royal-

ty of age and talent.

However, by degrees his faculties declined;

in 1823, his mind, formerly so vigorous and so

penetrating, had become so much enfeebled thst

he scarcely recognized his oldest and best
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friends. Sarrette watched over him constant-

ly ; he thouglit that a residence in the country

could not but be beneficial to him. Intellec-

tual life was entirely extinct within him ; Paris

could afford him neither comfort nor pleasure.

HaTing no family, he was left entirely to the

care of the servant who had been for many
years accustomed to attend upon Iiim. This

woman was married, and she and her husband

retired to Passy with the poor old man. His

fortune consisted of his pension from the Con-

servatoire and liis salaries from the Institute

and the Legion of Honor. All his resources

would die with him, it was therefore for the

interest of his servants to prolong an existence

to which they owed an unexpected benefit, for

Gossec's income was given up to them, while

his own wants required the expenditure of

scarcely half that sum annually. Thus his last

days were tranquil and happy, if we may call

that life happy which is little more than vege-

tative. He preserved much of his physical

strength and took quite long walks in the Bois

de Boulogne. Wlien he reached Ranelagh,

"Ah ! ah I" he would say, observing the

building, "that is the Opera-Comique, is it

not ?"

His conductress, careful not to contradict

him, always agreed with him.

"Weill let us go in."

"Oh, no," she would reply ; "you forget that

to-day is Easter and they are not playing ; we
will come back to-morrow." The next day he

would be told that it was Christmas or some

other festival, and every day he went away

happy in anticipation of the pleasure he was to

enjoy on the morrow. Thus he lived upon il-

lusions until his last hour. "Was I not right in

saying that he was happy to the last? He died

at the beginning of the year 1829, having at-

tained his ninety-sixth year.

The career of Gossec offers one peculiarity

quite remarkable in the history of art. Pate

willed that he should always precede in his ca-

reer some man of genius who should come and

seize the position he had attained, yet without

Gossec's own labors having opened the way for

his successor. A singular fatality raised him
up unknown rivals from every comer of Eu-

rope. He began with symphonies, which ought

at least to have secured him the supremacy in

that style of composition, and when his celeb-

rity seemed the most assured, the works of

Haydn appeared in France. He composed a

mass for the dead which passed for the master-

piece of the period, but as soon as that of Mo-
zart became known, it disappeared in oblivion.

Grfitry and Gluck appeared just in time to ar-

rest him in the career in which he had preced-

ed them. He founded the first school of song

which ever existed in France : hardly was the

edifice commenced when the Revolution came
and overthrow it, building upon its ruins the

Conservatoire, an establishment of such bril-

liant reputation that it has caused the very ex-

istence of the modest scliool whicli preceded it

to be forgotten. But one uncontested title re-

mained to him, that of theorist, and Lis own
pupil bore away from him this last crown. His
ignorance of this species of injustice on the

part of fate constitutes Go.ssec's highest praise.

Not only was he not aware of it, he may be said

to have seconded it by the kindly support he

always gave to the rivals who were to dethrone

him. He it was who aided Glack to accom-

plish the revolution which was to annihilate

the musical system in which his works were

written ; he was the first to make known the

compositions of Haydn, which condemned his

own to an eternal oblivion. It was because

Gossec had that quality so rare among artists,

the love of art for its own sake, making always

a complete abstraction of his own person and

his own works. He was of the small number

of those who rejoice at the success of another

artist ; he was one of those, in short, who see

only brothers and not rivals in' their competi-

tors. Gossec was, perhaps, not a genius of the

highest order, but he had immense talent. We
can readily recognize this when we reflect on

the imperfection of his early education, at a

time too when there was no organized musical

instruction, and when the few principles incul-

cated upon pupils rested upon foundations so

false that it took no less trouble to forget them
in practice than it had required time to learn

them in theory. The compositions of Gossec

may contest without too great disadvantage

with the fresh and animated works of Mehul

and Chfirubini ; what an amount of talent was

required for him to attain such a result, him
too, who had had no model, since such models

as he had were already excelled by his own
works !

At present nothing remains to the public of

all Gossec's works ; but they live entire in the

history of the art in which, from the multiplic-

ity and variety of his labors, he deserves to oc-

cupy a high position. What still lives, is the

memory of his goodness and of his noble char-

acter, a memory which can never fade in the

hearts of those who knew him. Too young to

be capable of appreciating him when he enjoy-

ed the possession of all his faculties, I have but

a confiised recollection of his features and his

figure : what I do remember perfectly is the re-

spect which he met with on every hand, the

veneration which his name and person insjjired

;

and these recollections of my childhood must

plead my excuse for the length of my naiTative.

Could I, however, have said less, or have neg-

lected the details of the long and honorable ca-

reer of this composer, who had the singular

fortune of hearing in Paris the last perfonn-

ance of the operas of Lully, and of witnessing

the first triumphs of Rossini ?

The First Birmingham Musical Festival

[Abridged from the Birmiugham Morning News.]

It is now one hundred and five years since

the first gathering of this kind was liekiin Bir-

mingham. Since 1768, the poj>ulation has risen

from under 40,000 souls to over 343,000, and
the local music meetings liave advanced no less

rapidly in importance. And, for the Benefit
of this Public Charity, on Wednesday, Thurs-
day and Friday, the 7th, 8t]i, and 9th of Sep-
tember, 1768, ''II Pcnnero3o,"&c., ''Alavmder^^
/'>«»<," and the "jtf&Mj'aA" were performed, "/i
Penaieroio^^ and "Alexander's FeastP at the the-
atre in King Street in the evening; and on
Thursday morning, in St. Philip's Church,
Handel's Te JJeum and JuhiUtte, the Coronation
and other Anlliems, and tlie Mcimiah on Fri-
day morning at the same plac-e.

Tlie corariiittee of management engaged the
b(;st vocfil and instrumental performers, at least

tliey secured tlie services of artists able to ef-

fectually execute tlie music set down in the
programme. To have allotted tiio principal

vocal parts in Handel's oratorios to Italian
opera gingers would Save been very injudicious.
The music was such as required English vocal-
ists for its interpretation, and the Festival
Committee wisely engaged none but English
vocalists as principals.

The result of somewhat extended inquiries as
to the magnitude of the orchestra at the first

Birmingham Festival is^ that the performers
numbered about seventy. The precise propor-
tions of the various departments is uncertain

;

but basing our calculations upon what isknown
of the orchestras of the period, we may suppose
that the chonis comprised about forty vocalists,

and that in the instrumental band there would
be probably six first violins, four second violins,

two violas, two violoncellos, two double basses,
one flute, two oboes, one bassoon, two horns,
two trumpets, and a pair of drums. To these
must be added the four principal singers and
the organist. The instruments enumerated
would form what may be called a complete
Handelian orchestra, the band being such an
one as wouixfi be required for an effective ren-

,
dering of the works of Handel, and, with the
exception of the trombone, comprising every

; species of instrument used at the great West-
minster Abbey Commemoration in 1784, when
the number of performers was five-hundred and
twenty-five.

The names of the principal singers, and of a

number of the principal instrumentalists, have
been presen'ed. The first soprano was Mrs.
Pinto. As Miss Brent she had before her mar-
riage made a great reputation. She was bom
about 1715, and became a pupil of Dr. Ame,
making some of her earliest essays in that com-
poser's operas. Dibdin, in Kis History of the

Stage, says: "Mrs. Pinto, possessing an excel-

lent voice, and being under a-master, the great

characteristics of whose musical abilities were
natural ease and unaffected simplicity, was a

most valuable singer. Her power was resist-

less, her neatness was truly interesting, and'her
variety was incessant. Though she owed a
great deal to nature, she owed a great deal to

Ame, without whose careful hand her singing

might, perhaps, have been too luxuriant."

Mrs. Pinto retained her vocal powers for a long
period. When nearly seventy she sang "Sweet
Echo," in "Comus, " at Covent Garden.
The principal tenor singer at this Festival

was Charles Norris, who was bom at Salisbury

in 1740. When a boy he was a chorister at the

Cathedral of that city, and his beautiful voice

and fine style attracted the notice of some pa-

trons of art, who imluced him to study for the

stage. He left the theatre to become an orato-

rio and concert singer; settled in Oxford, took
the degree of bachelor of music, and was ap-

pointed organist of St. .John's College. At the

great Commemoration of Handel, in 1784, he
was one of the principal tenor singers, and Bar-

ney speaks in high terms of his pathetic deliv-

ery. His last efforts in public were- at the

Commemoration of 1790, and^ at the Birming-
ham Festival of the same year. He died, ten

days after his last appearance in public, at

Imtey Hall, the-seat of Lord Dudley and' Ward.
Norris was a gooJ musician-. He left somefine

anthems, glees, and songs, and- also some ex-

amples of instnimental nnisie.

Very little can be said about the other two
principal singers at the Festival of 1768". Mr,

Matthews resided at Oxford, and his name ap-

pejrrs in the lisb of the principal basses fois the

Commemoration of Handel, in. 1784. He con.-

tinued to sing" secondary parts at the Birming-
ham Festivals untiT 1790. Mr. Price's n.amc is

to be found in the lists of prihcipafoat some of

the unnua-l meetings of the Thrae Choira of

Worcester, Hereford,, and Gloucester.

Tlic leader of the instrumental band was
Tliomas Pinto, the husband ofthe principal so-

prano already noticed'. He was bom in Eng-
land, of Italian parent.s, and, when a Ixiy, was
a remarkably clever player on the rioliii, teing
frequently eiupioyed as the leader of large

bands. He was a careless performer, and used

to boast that he could play difficult solos better
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at sight than after jiractice, for if the music

was quite strange, he could not be looking

about him instead of looking at his copy. He
was for some time deputy leader under Giardi-

ni, at the King's The^atre, and afterwards lead-

er at Drury Lane. He died in Ireland in 1773.

Another of the principal violinists was John
James Lates, musician to the Duke of Marlbo-

rough at Blesheim, and the composer of a num-
ber of pieces for the violin. He died in 1777.

The conductor was Mr. Capel Bond, of Cov-

entry. His duties were, according to the cus-

tom of the period, to play the organ at the

morning performances. The real labor of di-

recting the music devolved upon the leader of

the band. Mr. Bond resided at Co%'entry, and
was appointed organist of St. Michael's Church,

in that city, in 1750, and also of the Church of

the Holy Trinity ia 1752, He died in 1790.

Soon after his first appointment at Coventry he
commenced a series of oratorio performances in

Birmingham, and it is probable that this in-

duced the managers of the Festival to engage
him as their conductor. The various perform-
ances took place as announced ; and in addi-

tion after each of the evening performances a

ball was held at Mrs. Sawyer's, in the Square.

It is observable of the programme of music
performed at the first Birmingham Festival that

it was almost all selected trom the works of

Handel ; an Anthem by Boyce, and instrumen-
tal pieces by Mr. Bond and Mr. Pinto, being
the only exceptions. At the time there was
very little music available for concerts on a

large scale, and when scores were procurable,
the whole of the parts had to be written out
for the performers. That the oratorios written
by Englishmen—Greene, Arne, Stanley, Wor-
gan and Arnold—were generally unworthy of

a place along with the works of the mighty
master who produced "The Messiah," "Israel in

Egypt" ''Judas" and "damson, "is pretty well
proved by the fact of their having fallen into

oblivion. There were a few cantatas, such as

Galliard's ' 'Hymn of Adamand Eve, " which for

some years were regarded with favor ; but of all

the compositions of the period for the concert-

room, Handel's alone are now esteemed. The
introduction between the acts of a concert of

an instrumental concerto demands a slight no-
tice. The custom was an old one. When
Handel, in 1739, gave "Alexander's Feast," at

the Crown and Anchor, for the benefit of the
fund for the support of decayed musicians, "a
new concerto, composed by Mr. Handel on
purpose for the occasion, " was announced ; and
in the advertisements of his Lenten oratorios,

"new concertos for the organ and other instru-

ments" 'are frequently mentioned.
The first Birmingham Festival was a great

success. The tickets of admission were five

shillings each, and the receipts, together with
donations given at the church doors on Thurs-
day morning, amounted to £800. The ex-
penses were £601 ; so that a net profit of £399
was made for the Hospital.

The Voice, and how to Use it.

BY W. H. DANIELL.

rFrom the Worcester Palladiiun.]

YIL

Pupil. You have made mention of two great
basses, Lablache and Staudigi. Some little time
ago you spoke of some bass singers enlarging their
tone too much. Now I would like to know some-
thing about the proper action of the bass voice, for
it is evident that I have had ideas that you would
not consider correct. For instance, I heard an em-
inent singer on one occasion sing E, with what you
would designate as an open tone. The effect was
very startling, for the passage required great pow-
er.

Mr. D. It is probable that the effect would be
startling, but was it agreeable to the ear ?

Pupil. Well, I thought so at the time, or rather—I am not sure that it occurred to me to think
whether it was agreeable or otherwise—I expected
a loud tone and it came, and consequently I was not
disappointed

; but as to expecting a tone which
should be pleasant to the ear, I do not think I

should have desired it. The passage did not call

for it ; it simply needed loudness.

Mr, D. Then it might as well have been one
noise £s another. By loudness of course you mean
noise. Now let us see how that idea would operate.

The violinist wishes to gain greater power from his

instrument than it is capable of properly producing,
and we speak of the "rasping" effect. The cornet

player desires more tone than his instrument will

properly give, and we speak of the "noisy blare."

The tragedian forces his voice, and we accuse him
of "ranting." So you see that loudness is not the

only thing desir.able. Legitimate power wo do
want, but that does not consist in shouting. But
)'ou have hit upon a matter which needs some at-

tention. A great many bass singers do just this

thing of which you have spoken. Let us now go
back a little to the action of the organs again. 1

will repeat that all sound is the result of vibration,

and in the case of the voice, of the vibration of the

muscle called the vocal chord. A certain number
of vibrations per second produce a given tone, and a

certain number more per second produce a certain

higher tone. Now it is evident that with the same
chord the only way to in(rease the rapidity of the

vibrations is by shortening them. But let us take
an example which all must understand. A Tuba is

a brass instrument used for the bass of a brass band.
It can of course be made a very effective solo in-

strument if desired. Now let the performer play
the "Star Spangled Banner." This is a tune which
extends over a considerable range, and when sung
by a bass, is usually I believe taken in the key of G,
which carries the highest note up to D. The line

in which this occurs is the fifth :

"And the rocket's red glare,"

G A B B C D
and the usual way to do it, is to give a perfect yell,

for I can call it nothing else, on the D. Now notice
the Tuba. The tone gradually points off as it as-

cends, the upper tone being full and resonant, but in

proportion. It must strike you that the tone that

was sung was wholly out of proportion to the rest.

Pupil. Then you would designate the tone which
I thought was so fine, by the name of "yell." It

seems to me that you are very hard to please. Do
you ever hear anj'thing or anybody that is right ?

3fr. D. Now you are repeating what many oth-

ers say. I understand that people do me the honor
to believe that my standard is so high, that none
can attain to it. I think you will find, however, that
I have indorsed some singers as being good exam-
ples of their art. You will find that I only oppose
wrong that is proved to be such. I am not hyper-
critical, but aim at genuine progress. I detest hum-
bug and false show. I admire sincerity in all things,
and in singing as well as in other matters. I des-

pise the man who does a good action for the sake of

popular applause, and I despise in the same way
the singer who bids only for popular applause. As
one should do right for its own sake, so one should
sing honestly for no other motive than because it is

right and just to his composer and his listeners. I

am perfectly aware that my position is rather a

Quixotic one, so considered, but I am in earnest in

my views.

Pupil. Well, please indicate the best bass sing-

ers than you can name.
Mr. I). I imagine, from all accounts, that La-

blache and Staudigi were both as near perfection as

possible, though 1 have nothing but tradition to

guide me as to Lablache ; but I once knew a Bari-

tone singer who claimed to have been a pupil of

Staudigi, He had a splendid voice, but was a bad
singer, which led me to think that he had not been
a faithful student ; but one thing was very noticea-

ble. He could sing high G with perfect ease. His
voice tapered off beautifully, from which I gather
that he was so taught by the great master. Badi-
ali was a wonderful singer. His delivery of tone
was easy and natural. No trying to make tone too

large—all was beautifully shaped. He was an old

man when he died, but preserved his powers to the
last. The present race of Italian teachers seem to

aim for making the upper part of the voice large

and shaky. It may be said that the first fault pro-

duces the second. What is the effect ? The real

beauty of the voice disappears, and the voice be-

comes dry and unsatisfactory, I always feel troub-

led when I find people so mistaken, knowing as I

do, that they might be far more acceptable singers,

if they would be more natural. There it is again,

they should be more natural. The effect of that

would be to make them sing as they would speak,

and consequently deliver their voices in the same
way for both. I heard a singer not long since, hav-

ing a charming voice, but wrongly delivered, and

thought to myself: "How I should like to have you
hear your own voice once, just to realize how far

superior it is to this false voice, which you think is

yours." But he probably never will know what a
treasure he has, nor will .anybody else who listens

simply to his artificial voice.

Pupil. You .speak of a shaky tone, as if that were
a blemish. I had an idea that it was an evidence
of cultivation. Certainly, those studying under
Italian teachers generally use the tremolo, so-called.

Mr. D. So they do, and I can only account for
it from the fact that the majority of It,aiian teachers,
at least those in this country, are decayed opera
singers. When their voices fail them, they take up
teaching for a livelihood. Some of the most fash-

ionable teachers cannot sing a song respectably. Do
you question my statement ? Begin the list of fash-
ionable teachers in New York, for instance. The
ablest teacher there, or rather in Brooklyn, com-
menced teaching in the full glory of her powers,
and can to-day surpass any concert singer that I

can name ; but where is there another ? I do not
know of one. Now I fail to see how a system of
singing which will not last Signor or Signora who-
ever it may be, can be the best thing for a pupil.
The faults of the teacher will be imitated. The
shaky voice is the result of over-straining the vocal
chord. The pupil imitates it, and lo ! the fashiona-
ble tremolo.

Negro Folk Songs.

SLAVE MELODIES OF THE SOUTH, THE JUBILEE AXD

HAMPTON SINGERS,

The Editor of the New York Weekly Review, in the

article which follows, shows a just interest in the

untutored religious melodies of the ex-slaves of our

Southern States. The collection to which he alludes

of these songs, set down in notes by Mr. Seward,

may be found appended to an interesting volume
just published by Lee & Shephard of this city, en-

titled "The Jubilee Singers of Fisk University," pre-

senting, in a couple •f hundred pages, an account of

that institution and its teachers, the personal his-

tory and portraits of the singers, a chronicle of their

successfid musical and missionary tour through the

Union, and, as we said before, an Appendix con-

taining the words and notes of about sixty of the

songs.

At last the American school of music has been
discovered. We have had accomplished virtuosi,

skilful vocalists and talented composers. They have,
however, all trodden the beaten track. It has remain-
ed for the obscure and uncultured Negro race in this

country to prove that there is an original style of
music peculiar to America. This school is found in

the songs of the Southern blacks, and they have
been but lately made familiar to Northerners by
the efforts of two groups of colored singers who have
latefy given concerts in our principal cities. Both
of these bands of wandering minstrels are working
in aid of meritorious educational institutions.

The Jubilee Singers who appeared here some
months ago represent the interests of Fisk Uuniver-
sity, of Nashville, Tennessee. They are nine in
number, including : Ella Sheppard, pianist and so-

prano ; Jennie Jackson, soprano ; Maggie Porter,
soprano; Minnie Tate, contralto; Eliza Walker,
contralto ; Thomas Rutling, tenor ; Ben. M.
Holmes, tenor ; I. P. Dickerson, bass ; and Greene
Evans, bass. They have sung in most of our East-
ern cities with excellent pecuniary success ; and
the quaint, w^eird melodies in which their natural
talents and acquired skill have been exercised, have
been further made familiar to the public, through a
collection of some fifty of their favorite songs which
were reduced to musical notation by Mr. "rheodore
F. Seward of this city. Of these songs the editor
of the little book containing them, and published by
Bigelow and Main of this city, says

:

"The Songs—Of these neither the words, or the
music have ever before been published, or even re-

duced to written form, at least, to the knowledge of

the Jubilee Singers.

"The most of them they learned in childhood

—

the others, which were not common in the portion
of the South in which they were raised, they have
received directly from those who were accustomed
to sing them. 'These songs, therefore, can be relied

upon as the genuine songs of their race, being in

words and music the same as sung by their ances-

tors in the cabin, on the platform, and in the relig-

ious worship.
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"By the severe discipliue to which the Jubilee

Singers Jiave been subjected in the school-room,

they have been educated out of the peculiarities of

the Jfegro dialft, and they do not attempt to imi-

t;!te the pecuVar ironnnciation of tlieir race. They
have also reci ive 1 con^^iderable musical instruction,

and have beci m ; fai;]iliar with much of our best

sacred and classical music, and this has modified

their manner of execution. They do not attempt to

imitate the c^rotesqiie bodily motions or the drawl-

ing intonations that often characterize the .singing

of groat congregations of the colored people in their

excited religious meetings.

"It is true, however, both of the words and the mu-
sic,that whatever modification they have undergone,

has been wlioUy in the minds of the Singers under
the influence of the training and culture they have
received in the Uui^'er3ity of which they are mem-
bers."

The music of these songs is generally strikingly

mid. Some of them at once recall the "break-

downs" made familiar to us by the negro minstrel

troupes. Others suggest ordinary Sunday School

hymn tunes : but the majority are unique in con-

struction, rhythm and melody. The cultivated mu-
sician will at once perceive that they are crude and
childish, but he cannot deny their originality.

The success of the Jubilee Singers seems to liave

inspired a number of the pupils of the Hampton,
Va. Academy to "go and do likewise,"and a band of

nineteen members have started out on a similar

mission. Being greater in force, they are more effi-

cient in choral effects, and if less cultured than their

predecessors, their performances are even more
characteristic. They have given three concerts in

Kev>- York (at Steinway Hall) and have, on each oc-

casion been greeted by large and enthusiastic audi-

ences.

The institution in whose aid their concerts are

given is amply described in their programmes. It

is situated in the tow'n of Hampton, A^irginia, near

Fort Monroe, and the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay,
and by one of the curious coincidences of history,

close to the spot where the first slaN'es brought to

this country were landed. Here, too, the famous
order declaring black fugitives to be "contraband of

war," was issued, and here was established the first

school for Freedmen, from which, in the jiroAidence

of God, this existing institution has been developed,

beginning under the auspices of the American Mis-

sionarv- Association and the Freedmen's Bureau,
and drawing its support mainh- from Northern be-

nevolence.

The Jubilee Singers aiined to secure twenty thou-

sand dollars with which to pay off a mortgage on
their University- Buildings. The needs of Hampton
Normal College are much greater. The Institute

wants not le.=3 than SIS.^.OOU, and must raise S;'75,0O(i

of this amount during the ensuing year. In their

appeal to the Northern public the Hamjjton singers

say

:

"The women of the North could do no better deed
than to reach out helping hands to these sisters of

theirs, to whom, as yet, the nobler fields of woman's
kingdom are terra incoc/nila, and by wise and time-

ly assistance, to lead them to tliat knowledge of bet-

ter things, which they, themselves, unaided, cannot
reach.

"The young men and women who sing before j-ou

to-ni^ht know their own need and the need of their

race, and we ask you if there is nothing in their

wild music and dusky ftices which bring-s before you
the pathos and terror of their past, nothing which
reminds you how dee]j their ignorance has been,
and how dependent their future still is upon the
loving kindness and reasonable charity of tlieir fel-

]ow-<:itizeii3 ?

"It does not apjiear to nspossiVile that this ajipeal

can be unheeded b}- the wealthy and charitable

communities of the North. Every one will ac-

knowledge the first great need of the emancipated
negroes to be Education : and this can be best fur-

nished to them through such organizations as the
Hampton Normal Institute."

The words of these negro songs are as curious as

the music. They are marked by an oriental gor-
geonancss of imagerj-. which sometimes approxi-
mates to poetical genius and oftener descends to

mere nonsense. As originally tliey were only pre-

served orally, they are replete witii rejietition. In
most of them the first strain is of the nature of a

choms or refrain, which in to be sung after each
verse, and the return to this chorus should be made
without breaking the time.

We give a few specimens of this strange religious

poetry—this quaint hymnology of an ignorant, un-
cultivated, yet pious and devotional race. The

most noticeable is "Go down, "Moses," a song which
is not without historical interest, as it expresses the

yearning-s of the Southern slaves for freedom and
their half-formed hopes of emancipation:

—

yVhen Israel was in Egj'pt's land,

Let my people .co

;

Oppressed so hard they could not stand,

Let my people go.

Go down, Moses, way down in Ep;ypt's land.

Tell ole Fliaraoh, let my people go.

Tlius saith the Lord, bold Moses said,

Let my people go

;

If not I'll smite your first-born dead,

Let my people go.

Go down, Moses, etc.

AVe need not always weep and moan,
Let my people go

;

And wear these slavery chains forlorn.

Let my people go.

This world'6 a wilderness of woe,

Let my people go
;

O, let us on to Canaan go,

Let my people go.

"What a beautiful morning that will be,

Let ray people go

;

"When time breaks up in eternity.

Let my people go.

After a score of verses in this style, the "poem"
closes with a characteristic expression of denomina-
tional preference

:

The Devil he thought he had me fast.

Let my people go

;

But 1 thought I'd break his chains at last,

Let my people go.

take yer shoes from off yer feet,

Let my people go

;

And walk into the golden street.

Let my people go.

I'll tell you what I likes de best,

Let my people go

;

It is the shouting Methodist.

Let my people go.

1 do believe -without a doubt,

Let my people go,

That a Christian lias a right to shout,

Let my people go.

A spirited unison chorus is sung to these words:

I'm a travelling to tlie grave,

I'm a travelling to the grave, my Lord,

I'm a travelling to the grave,

For to lay this body down.

My massa died a shouting.

Singing glory, HalleUijah!

Tlie last word lie said to me
"Was about Jerusalem.

The succeeding verses ad infinitmn are simply
formed by substituting the words "Mv Missis" or

"My T'rother" for "My Massa." It will be readily

seen that the song can thus be prolonged till lungs

and patience are both exhausted.

An odd little trifle is entitled "Manj' thousand

gone."

1 No more auction Mock for me,

No more, no more,

No more auction block for me,

Many thousand gone.

2 No more peck o' corn for me, etc.

3 Xo more driver's lash for me, etc.

4 No more pint o' salt for me, etc.

.5 No morehundred lash for me, etc.

6 No more mistress' call for me, etc.

One of the most beautiful in point of melody is

"Steal Away."

Steal away, steal away,
Steal away to Jesus.

Steal away, steal away home,
I ain't got long to stay here,

My Lord calls me,

He calls me by the tliundcr

;

The trumpet sounds it in my soul,

I ain't got long to stay here.

My Lorfl calls me—He calls inchy the lightning;

The tnimpet sounds it in my soul;

I hain't got long to stay here.

CiioKLS.—Steal away, &c.

A great favorite is the following:

1 Gwlne to ride up in the chariot,

Sooner in the morning;

Ride up in the chariot,

Sooner in the moi-ning

;

Ride up in the chariot,

Sooner in the morning,
And I hope I'll .ioin the band,

O Lord have mercy on me,
And I hope I'll join the band,

And I hope I'U join the band.

2 Gwine to meet my brother there. Sooner, etc.

CiroRiTS.—O Loi-d have mercy, etc.

3 Gwine to chatter with the Angels, Sooner, etc.

Chorus.—O Lord have mercy, etc.

The most difiicult of all for any one save a South-
ern negro to sing—difficult on account of its incom-
prehensible rhythm is this :

Didn't my Lord deliver Daniel, d'liver Daniel, d'liver

Daniel,

Didn't my Lord d'liver Daniel, and why not a every

man ?

He dcliver'd Daniel from the lion's den,

Jonah from the belly of the whale,

And the Hebrew children from the fiery furnace,

And why not every man ?

Didn't my Lord deliver Daniel, d'liver Daniel, d'liver

Daniel,

Didn't my Lord deliverDaniel, and not a every man?

2 The moon run down in a purple stream,

Tlie sun forbear to shine.

And eveiy star disappear,

King Jesus shall be mine.

Chorus.—Didn't my Lord, etc.

3 The wind blows East and the wind blows "West,

It blows like the judgment day.

And every poor soul that never did pray, '11 be glad

to pray that day.

Chorus.—Didn't my Lord, etc.

4 I set my foot on the Gospel ship,

And the ship it begin to sail.

It landed me over on Canaan's shore.

And I'll never come back any more.

Chorus.—Didn't my Lord, etc.

These dusky song "n-riters seem to have a special

enmity against "Ole Pharaoh." One song declares

the intention of the writer to forward a letter to

"Massa Jesus to send some valiant soldier to turn

back Pharaoh's army, Hallelu !" and closes with
gusto ;

—

"When Pharaoh crossed the water,

The waters came together.

And drowned old Pharaoh's army, etc. Hallelu!

A very curious musical effect is made in "Roll,

Jordan, roll" by the unexpected introduction of a

flat seventh. The words begin thus :

" Roll, Jordan, roll,

RoU, Jordan, roll,

I want to go to Heaven when I die.

To hear Jordan roll

;

Oh brothers you ought t' have been there,

Ye-, my Lord,

A sitting in the Kingdom,

To hear Jordan roll.

Chorus.—Roll, Jordan, roll.

"Swing low, sweet chariot" tells how the singer

hears a band of angels coming after him, to carry

him over Jordan, Of "Sweet Canaan" it is said :

—

"My mother used to tell how the colored people ex-

pected to be fi-ee some day ; and how, one night, a

great many of them met together in a cabin, and

tied little budgets on their backs as though they

were going off somewhere, and prayed, and cried,

and siiook hands, and sung this song."

A very odd song runs as follows :

—

Go chain the lion down,

Go chain the lion down,

Go chain the lion down
Before the heaven doors cloFe,

Do you see that good old sister

Come a wagging up the hill so slow ?

She wants to get to heav'n in due time

Before the heaven doors close.

Another popular song tells how "Mary and

Martha just went along to ring those charming

liells"—went "way over Jordan, Lord, to ring those

charming bells." Another describes how "King

.lesus rides on a milk white horse," with the rather

inconserpiential refrain: "No man can a hinder me."

A version of the ]iarablc of "Ten Virgins" is sung to

a very pleasing melody. "We will, however, dose

here our extracts from these quaint rhymes with a

verse of "Judgment Day."
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Judgement Day is rolling ai'ound,

Oh ! liow I long t - go

;

I've a good old motliev in the heaven, my Lord.

How I long to go there too

;

There's a big camp-meeting in the heaven, my Lord,

Oh ! how I long to go.

CuoBUS.—Judgement Day, etc.

\Ye have spoken of the music of these songs as

Araericaa; but possibly it is of the real African ori-

gin. But whencesoever it comes it is certainly

unique and entertaining, and not without its tinge

of pathos. In addition'to this, its hearty sincerity

saves it from derision, even where it is weakest, in

either sentiment or melody ; for these strange relig-

ious ballads are the lolks-s'ongs of some four millions

of the people of the United States.

gbrgljfs |0in'intl cf Piisk
^^

BOSTON", APRIL 5, 1873.

End of the Volume.—The present number com

pletes the Thirti/second Volume and the Twenty-first

Year of our Journal. The Title page and Index of

the past two Volumes will take the place of the usu-

al music pages in the first number of a new volume,

after which there will be four pages of music in each

number as before. The St. Matthew Passion Music

of Sebastian Bach is finished with the present num-

ber. In No. 2 of the next Volume we shall begin

the publication of Schumann's little Album pieces

for the Pianoforte.

Harvard Symphony Concerts,

The ninth of the series of ten occurred on the

27th of March, -which happened to be the an-

niversary of the day on which Beethoven died

(in 1827). We commonly commemorate the

birth rather than the death of a great man.

The season of tlie advent is the season of rejoic-

ing ; but it is when the great man is taken away

that the world first begins to realize how great

he was ; Iris death reminds us"of liis real worth

;

whereas he was born into the world unknown,

unconsidered outside of a little circle. Our

hero, poet', master, saint, is nearer to us -n'hen he

dies than he has ever been before. So that

there is some sense in the German custom of

making an occasion of the anniversary of a

great composer's death, Here there was the

further motive of ministering to that strong

preference and even passion for Beethoven's

music, which has so long characterized this

musical community, and which is never satis-

fied with any season's concerts in n'hich he does

not have the lion's share. Accordingly this

was the programme :

Overture, "No 1," to '-Leonore," op. 138. [Now
proved to be No. 3, composed in 1807]. Beethoven.

Triple Concerto, m C. on. 56, for Pianoforte, Violin
and 'Violoncello. [Comp. 1S04-5] Beethoven.

Allegro.—Largo.—Rondo alia Polacca.
Ernst Perabo, Charles Hamm, and -Wulf Fries.

Seventh Sj'mxjhony, in A, op. 92. [Comp. 1812].

Beethoven.
Poco sostenuto ; Vivace.—Allegretto.—Scherzo.

Allegro con brio.
Overture, "Ko. 3." to "Leonore," in C, Op. 72. [Now

proved to be No. 2, comp. 1806] Beethoven.

This programme drew the largest audience of

the season, and on no occasion have we wit-

nessed a more universal, unremitting, close at-

tention. And there was every sign of general

satisfaction. No ! one sign was wanting : the

clapping of hands was far from overwhelming,

insignificant indeed compared with that which

follows any flashy, trivial performance. The
noble harmonies were drunk in and received in

silence,—a silence irritating and confounding

to those newspaper "critics," who measure Art

and all appreciation of Art entirely by that

noise thermometer, and know not what to say

when that is -nfanting. Have we all lived so

long and not found out that clap-trap always

is more clapped than the best things are ? that

the most supei-ficial, hacknied, ad cajytandum

song -ndll "bring the house down," while the

noble aria of Handel or of Mozart will carry

in-R'ard and sincere delight to an appreciative

but less demonstrative audience ? The cheap-

er things appeal to just the audience that is

demonstrative ; the nobler music is addressed

mainly to another public, one somewhat pre-

pared, one that listens from the soul, and may
not think to lift its hands and clap just in the

moment when it is most deeply moved, preoc-

cupied with those interior vibrations which

cease not with the tones by which they have

been set in motion. It does not follow that

that audience heard the great Beethoven works

unmoved and joyless, because they did not

break out into loud applause. In some cases

that may be taken as a sign of coldness, but by

no means in all. A comic actor, a punster, a

preatidigitateur of the piano, a self-exhibitor of

any sort, of course, has missed his mark when
he is not applauded. But an artist, in the high,

pure sense of Art, has aimed at a far higher

mark, and possibly has hit that, even if your

senses hear a very faint or even no reverbera-

tion ; had you been in sympathy, you would

have felt it though !

This Beethoven programme might, however,

have been better. Programmes, with tlie best

intentions, are liable to many accidents, so that

their final shape is governed by fatalities. Did

it ever occur to any of the gentlemen "critics"

how completely a single whim or change of

mind in a solo player may take all the vital

unity, all the symmetry, all the character out of

the best planned programme,—and that just

when it is too late to reconstruct the whole ah

ovo f Or how a sudden terrorism about too

great length may prompt the leaving out of just

the one little thing which would, by force of

contrast, have made the whole seem shorter?

In the present programme, for instance, the

great E-flat Concerto would have given the re-

lief of greater contrast with the other number
of the first part, besides that it is a far more

important representative Beethoven work, al-

though the Triple Concerto in itself is very in-

teresting, especially when played so finely as it

was by Mr. Perabo (who has a special fancy

for the work), as well as by his two associates.

The so-called "No. 1" of the four Overtures

to "Leonore" (or "Fidelio") is by no means so

great a work as the so-called "No. 3," (both of

which, besides the Concerto, are in the major

key of C,—another reason why the E-flat Con-

certo would have been better in thu place). It

is not so brilliant or effective an Overture, heard

by itself, or at the beginning of the Opera, as

the one in E, which Beethoven composed some

eight years afterward. But the "No. 1," the

real number three, has a peculiar interest when
brought into comparison with the great "No.

3, " which for a time it superseded ; far more

so than "No. 2" could have, since that is only

the imperfect sketch of "No. 3." The smaller

one, put at the beginning of this concert, was

purposely composed because the ' 'No. 3" was

too great, dwarfing the music of the first part

of the play. It has a singularly delicate and
tender, spiritual beauty ; a musing, tranquil

and half dream-like character, as[^of a recall-

ing in the memory of thrilling scenes, of

which the excitement is long past ; whereas

its magnificent predecessor (which of course

could only be put at the conclusion of the

programme) brings you right into the midst

of the exciting drama. This is the actual pres-

ence, the other is poetic reminiscence. To
many excellent musicians, we are aware, this

sort of relationship is something quite exter

nal, and of no account in music ; while to them
this smaller overture is too insignificant to be

brought into such comparison with the much
greater one. Schumann, however, was not of

their mind ; he speaks of it, under the innocent

impression that it was the earliest, as "a beau-

tiful, fresh piece of music, well worthy of Beet-

hoven's genius." But, judging from the very

close attention, we believe that most of that

great audience were deeply interested in the

piece with which the concert opened ; and to

all who were familiar with Beethoven's opera

(as most could safely be assumed to be), that

musing soliloquy of the violin, after the open-

ing chord, must have seemed, as we expressed

it once before, a thinking over as it were in

memory of "my prisons," after time has healed

the wounds and -n'rought sweet reconciliation.

We have only to add that the orchestra were

present in full force this time, and that all the

pieces, especially the Seventh Symphony and

the last Overture, were remarkably well per-

formed. The Symphony movements were

taken in a much truer tempo, than they were

when it was last played here (by the Thomas
Orchestra). As to the great "Leonora" Over-

ture, we doubt if it was ever brought out quite

so well in Boston.

Thursday, April 10th, will close this eighth

season of Symphony Concerts,—and grandly,

with the inspired great Schubert Symphony in

C, which by itself will form the second part.

Part I. , too, will be brilliant, fresh and varied,

—also short ; consisting of : 1. The bright Fi-

delio Overture in E. 2. The Soprano recita-

tive and Aria from Rossini's Tell : "Selva

opaca," by Miss Clara Doria. 3. Two little

orchestral gems from Schumann's Manfred mu-
sic, viz. : "Incantation of the Witch of the

Alps" (first time) and the ever welcome Entr'

acte. 4. Songs -n'ith pianoforte, by Lindblad,

Schubert and Taubert (Miss Dokia).

Chamber Concerts,

Miss An.va Meiihg gave the first of three Piano

Matinees, at Mechanics' Hall, on Wednesda}", March
19th. The audience was flattering in character, but

only moderate in numbers, since the announcement

came late in a season nearly all preoccupied with

chamber concerts. The programme was a rich one.

Senate. C sharp minor. Op, 26 Beethoven.
Preludes and Fugues. C minor, D major. . . Seb, Bach.
Sacred Song [Pour out thy heart before the Lord].

Molique.
Mr, Varley.

Rondo. A minor Mozart.
Songs without "Words Mendelssohn.

Scherzo. B flat minor. Op. 31 Chopin.
a.] "Si Oiseau j'etais" [If I were a bird. )

b.] Poeme d'Amour. [Love Song.]
J

Henselt.
Ballaa ["Flow'ret of the dale"] Molloy.

Mr. VarJcy.
Spinning Song [Flying Dutchman]... "Wagner. Liszt.
Soirees de Vienne [after Strauss] Tausig.

Miss Mehlig's ]5laying was never more brilliant,

more finished, more expressive. Her rendering
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particularly of the Chopin Scherzo, and of the Liszt

and Tausig transcriptions at the end, was really

magnificent. The Preludes and Fugues of Bach

too, from the earlier numbers of the "Well-tempered

ClaTichord," csme faultless from her fingers, show-

ing their fine imaginative quality as little tone-

poems, though they are in the fugue form. The

opening Adagio, and the little Allegretto and Trio

of the "Moonlight Sonata" were beautifully played,

and with true feeling. The swift, impassioned Fi-

nale, too, was brought out wonderfully well, except

in one respect: to-wit an overdoing of expression

by too much retarding of the tempo, particularly

whenever the second theme comes in. The Mozart

Rondo suffered from the same cause, as it did also

(to our feeling) in the rendering of Rubinstein ; the

simple, naive piece was refined to an almost morbid

sentimentalism, compelling it to express more than

was intended by it. This is one of the tendencies

which artists always before publics,—publics not

always very musical,—have to be upon their guard

against.

Mr. Vaelet's voice was in excellent condition,

and his rendering of the fine sacred aria by Molique,

with violoncello obligato by AVulf Fkies, was alto-

gether satisfactory. The Ballad, too, was very

sweetly sung, suiting his voice well, and charmed

so much that he was obliged to repeat it.

For her second Matinee, Saturday, March 22,

Miss Mehlig played the following selections :

Praeludium and Fugue, E minor Mendelssohn.
Menuetto. Op. 78 Scliubert.
Taran telle. C Heller.
Sonate. B flat minor. Op. 35 Chopin.

Grave. Scherzo. Marche funebre. Presto.

Kovellette. D major. Op. 21 Schumann.
Gnomentanz. E flat Seeling.
Venetla and Napoli Liszt.
Concert Etude. B flat minor Bendel.

The Mendelssohn Prelude and Fugue in E minor

was not the very familiar one from "Notre Temps,"

but one of the six in Op. 35, the Prelude being a

light and airy flight of arpeggios, the Fug ue wind-

ing up with a grand solid Choral. The Chopin So-

nata containing the well known funeral march was

played entire for the first time here. The March

and the short, swift Finale are the really taking

parts of it, though it is all interesting, and placed

the executive virtuosity of the performer in a bril-

liant light. The closing numbers of the programme

appeared rather trivial. Between the parts a

young Soprano singer. Miss Amna Starbikd late-

ly returned from studies abroad, was introduced,

who with a flexible, sweet voice, executed "Son ver-

gine vezzosa" from I Puritani, with ease and fluency.

We have not given the programme as it was print-

ed ; those who went with a curiosity to hear Miss

Mehlig play in unknown keys ("E-sharp minor,"

"C-flat minor, <fcc.) were disappointed !

The third Matinee (Wednesday 26th) began with

the Chromatic F'aniasia and Fugue, in F, of Bach,

superbly played. One of the simple, delicate Noc-

turnes by Field sounded very sweetly after it. This

was followed by a brilliant, freakish Scherzo (Men-

uetto capriccioso)irom the Sonata in A flat by Weber.

Then Mr. Varlet san'^ "Be thou faithful," from Si.

Paul, with fine voice and expression. And then

came a rather puzzling novelty, and a very elabo-

rate one, in the shape of a Sonata in F sharp minor.

Op. 11, by Schumann. A task of immense difficulty,

to which the lady was entirely equal. But either

the composition is not one of the most clear and edi-

fying among so many fine things of Schumann's, or

it required preparation on the hearer's part.

The second part began with two poetic Etudes by

Liszt: " Waldaira^uchen" (rustling of leaves in the

forest) and " Gv/yra^nreiijcrC^ ( dances of the gnomes).

Mr. Varley sang Cherubini's Ave Maria, and Miss

Mehlig closed the concert and the brief delightful

series with three ever welcome things by Chopin

Nocturne in G, op. 37, the Berceuse, and—we forget

which Ballade,—the programme said in "F flat" !

Mr. B, J. Lang's second Thursday afternoon Con-

cert, March 20, was even more interesting than the

first, and in fact, both for the matter and the manner
of performance, will be remembered among the best

of our chamber concerts. Bach's Concerto in C
major for two pianos,—even more beautiful than that

for three pianos,—admirably played by Mr. Dresel

and Mr. Lang, with string quartet accompaniment

by Messrs. Schultze, Hamm, Rtan and Hennig of

the Mendelssohn Quintette Club, gave a true tone to

the feast from the beginning. Mr. Lang then played

a Prelude in G minor and a Fugue in E major by
Bach,—the former from one of the "English Suites,"

the latter from the second part of the "Well-temper-

ed Clavichord," one of the most deep-felt, tranquil-

izing, sweet, religious, among all the Fugues, and

of the most pure and perfect in the movement of its

parts
;
you seem to hear four human voice parts in

it. Both were beautifully played. Mendelssohn's

Andante and Variations in D, op. 17, for violoncel-

lo and piano came next, a strong work, full of ge-

nius, in which Mr. Hennig's large and even tone,

artistic stj-le and execution told to great advantage

It was a great pleasuoe to hear once more that love-

ly, and in the middle part extremely bold. Nocturne

by Chopin, in C minor, op. 48, interpreted in Mr.

Lang's best style. Schumann's superb,, rousing

Quintet for piano, violins, ifec., (heard once before

this season in the concerts of Messrs. Leonhard and

Eichberg), was given with great spirit and trium-

phant mastery, as if the whole thing were the in-

spiration of the moment. Indeed the composition

bears that mark of genius : it seems to have all

come otit at one cast.

Messrs. Leonhard and Eichberg on the next day

had their turn again. (Fourth Matinee, at Wes-

leyan Hall).

Trio, for Piano, Violin, Violoncello in B flat.Beethoven.
Allegro con brio. Adagio. Allegro con Variazioni.

Messrs. Hugo Leonhard, Julius Eichberg and
Wulf Fries.

Chaconne [.with Schumann's accompaniment.] Bach,
Miss Persia Bell.

Piano Solo, Scherzo, op. 39, C sharp minor Chopin.
Mr. Hugo Leonhard.

Quartet for Piano and Strings Schumann.
Sostenuto assai. Allegro ma non troppo ; molto vi-

vace ; Andante cantabile; vivace.
Messrs. Leonhard, Eichberg, Mullaly and Fries.

The smaller B-flat Trio (op. 11) of Beethoven sel-

dom shines into our concert rooms, compared with

the great one, op. 97. Therefore all the more wel-

come ; for it is a most genial, charming work. The

Variations on the bright Italian sounding air from

one of Weigl's operas are full of invention and fine

contrast. It was very nicely rendered by the three

artists. Miss Persis Bell's performance of the great

Violin Chaconne by Bach was wholly without notes,

firm and correct throughout, with almost faultless

intonation. It is a task for the best skill of a mature

artist ; and for a girl hardly in the middle of her

teens to deal so easily and surely with its difficul-

ties shows force of character as well as talent. Mr.

Eichberg may be proud of his pupil. The fiery,

swift Chopin Scherzo (the third) was capitally done

by Mr. Leonhard, and the grand Schumann Quar-

tet, grandly- played, was a vivid reminder of one of

the best musical experiences of last year.

Jlr. Ernst Perabo gave the first of two Matinees,

at Weslej-an Hall, on Friday, March 28, assisted by

Messrs. Charles Ha.mm and RrDOLrn Hennio. A
large and sympathetic audience were present. Ills

programme was unique

:

Sonata, op. no. A flat major Btelhoven.
a. Moderato cantabile, niolto esprcssivo.

b. Allegro mollo. c. Adagio ma non troppo.
d. Fuga. Allegro ma non troppo.

".Album de Peterhof," 12 Morceaux pour Piano, op 75.

Rubinstein,
No. 1. "Souvenir." Moderato, C major.
No. 2. "Aubade." Moderato con moto.E flat maj.
No. 8. "Nocturne," Moderato assai. G major.

Douze Grandcs Etudes, op. 21 F. W. Grund.
(First time in Boston.)

Liv. 1, No. 1. Allegro con fuoco, C major.
Liv. 2. No. 9. Adagio con molto scntimento, E maj.

Grand Trio, op. 37. No. 3, B flat major. Wold. Bargiel.
a. Allegro moderato, con grazia.

b. Andante, molto sostenuto.
c. Scherzo, Allegro. d. Allegro moderato.

[Second time in Boston.]

The Beethoven Sonata, with its shifting moods of

thought and passion, was rendered con amore, and

so successfully that all were interested and would

like to hear it many times. Perhaps the Fugue,

however, was a little hurried in the excitement

which it naturally engendered. The three little

album pieces were among the most genial and

pleasing of the smaller compositions we have

heard by Rubinstein, and they could hardly have

found a better interpreter, always excepting of

course the composer himself. Of the two Etudes by
Grtmd,—entirely a new author to us,—we thought

the first had real character and beauty ; but the

Adagio, not very original in its theme, seemed over-

loaded with commonplace though finely elaborated

ornament. The Trio by Bargiel (which we were

obliged to lose when it was first played by the

Quintette Club lately) is a spirited and striking

composition, which we hardly know whether to

like or not upon a single hearing. The Scherzo is

quite taking ; and we thought the audience general-

ly seemed pleased with the whole work. It cer-

tainly had three strong forces combined in the ren-

dering.

At his second matinee, next Friday, Mr. Perabo

will play, with Wulf Fries, Beethoven's Sonata in

D, op. 102, and an Adagio by Bargiel ; also a

Sonata by Hummel, a Barcarole by Dupont, and

a Gavotte by Gluck.

•-*-^

The Kreissmann Testimonial Concert came upon

a very rainy night (last Saturday,) and yet the Music

Hall was very nearly full, while tickets enough had

been sold to actually cram it. The programme

might have been better, but the greater number

seemed to relish it exceedingly. The Orchestra,

under Mr. Zerrahn, although the theatres reduced

the number of violins, <fec.,played the Meercsitille and

Der Freischatz Overtures, the Allegretto from the

8th Symphony, and for a close the "Wedding March'

with a good will and quite effectively. The Orpheus,

under their new leader, Julius Eichberg, paid

the tribute of several of their more familiar part-

songs to the honored older leader and father of their

order, under whom they used to sing the best

part-songs and larger choruses composed for

men's voices by Mendelssohn. The fresh young

voices of the Boylston Club were joined with theirs

in singing the h3'mn :
" To thee, Country,"

which Mr. Eichberg composed for the School Fes-

tival a year ago, and which was eagerly applaud-

ed now as it was then. Miss Addie S. Ryan sanj;

Schumann's song : "Er der Hcrrlichste von alien"

very finely ; and Mr. VARLEy was imperatively

encored in Handel's "Sound an alarm," besides

which he sang "Be thou faithful" from St. Paul,

instead of the Concert Aria by Mozart set down

in the programme. About the most brilliant thing

in the performance was the piece for two pianos,

"Les Contrastes," by Moscheles, executed to a

charm by Messrs. Lang and Dresel, Leonhard and

Parker Mr. Eichberg's Concertino for four vio-

lins (Messrs. Schultze, Hamm, Suck and Eichberg),

with orchestra, was also well received.

The many friends of Mr. Kreissmann will re-

joice to learn that the testimonial was a substan-

tial one, and we all hope that it may cheer him
ill his illness, which has been so long and pain-

ful, and further his recovery.

I
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c* usiral C0rrespithiut,

New York, March 31.—We have been afflicted

with a brief season of Italian Opera, which, fortu-

natel}', is now ended. The troupe, with one or two

exceptions, was the same which had performed here

during the past fall and winter season, but this time

it was under the management solel}' of Mr. Maret-

zek, who has contrived to get rid of his old man of

the sea, yclept Jarrett.

Of this Lenten season of Opera there is little to

be said, save that two excellent artists, Mme. Lucca

and Miss Kellogg, have been unable to redeem the

general character of the performances, which were

the most wretched and slovenly that I have ever

witnessed. It is understood that the season has

been pecuniarily successful, but, from the drift of

public opinion, I judge that Maretzek and his enter-

prises will not be tolerated here in future.

Strakosch will be here next fall with Nilsson. and

will, undoubtedl}^, give us a season of Opera which

will be respectable, to say the least.

Among the concerts since the date of my last let-

ter, I note the following.

The third "Soiree Classique" of the Onslow Quin-

tette at De Garmo hall, on Wednesday Evening,

March 5th, with the following programme :

Quintet, B flat. No. 15 Mozart.
Part Songs.

J
a. Autumn Song. )

) b. Praise of Spring. 1 Mendelssohn.
Violoncello Solo. Romanza A. Franchomme.
Part Songs. J a. ''And wilt thou leave me lh»8.Florio.

\ b. "Come away death'' G-. MoFarren.
Quintet. C sharp minor Carl Graedener.

The vocalists were Misses Brainerd and Bulkley

and Messrs. Bush and Shauffler. Mr. Bernhardt

Bierlich played the violoncello, and Mr. Caryl Flo-

rio presided at the piano. The instrumental selec-

tions were well rendered,and the Graedener Quintet,

which was a novelty, made a favorable impression.

The last two parts, Menuetto and Allegro Energico

quasi Marcia, are particularly good. The vocalists

screamed with all their might, and the effect in the

small hall was anything but pleasing.

Next came Richard Hoffman's third Piano-forte

Soiree at Chickering Hall, on Saturday evening,

March 8th, when the talented pianist interpreted an

excellent programme to the most select and refined

of audiences. This reminds me that I have omitted

to mention Mr. Hoffman's Second recital on the eve-

ning of Feb. 22nd, when he played Mendelssohn's

Variations serieicscs, op. 54 ; Schumann's Araheske

and Abendlied ; a Mazourka and Valse by Chopin;

Gottschalk's "Last Hope" and his own Fantasie on

themes from "Faust." He also .took part in Beetho-

ven's trio, op. 1, the Sonata, Op. 5. No. 2, by

the same composer, for piano and violoncello,

and the Adagio and Allegro from Mendelssohn's

Sonata, op. 4, for piano and violin. Mr. Hoffinan

was assisted by Mr. Burke and Mr. F, Bergner, and

I have rarely listened to a programme so interesting

and so well interpreted.

On Saturday, March 15, the N. Y. Philharmonic

Society gave their fifth concert at the Academy of

Music. The following selections' were performed

:

Symphony. "Oxford." G maj Haydn.
Caviilina, "Bel Raggio." Rossini,

Mdlle. Corradic.
Concert-Stueck Von Weber.

Mr. Richard Hoffman.
Symphony. To the ZHvina Comedia Liszt.

The orchestral performance was, as usual, weak

;

and the vocalism only passible, the most artistic

performance being Mr. Hoffman's excellent render-

ing of "Weber's difficult Concert-Siuck,

The appearance of this gifted artist is so rare here

that it is considered a great privilege to be present

at a concert when he pla3's, and he has long been

considered as the most thoroughly classical and re-

fined artist whom we have among us.

Liszt's Symphony to the Divina Comedia is the

subject of much discussion, and, as the work of a

thorough musician, it should be seriouslyconsidered

;

but I should wish to hear it again before attempting

to describe it or to form any opinion concerning its

merits.

The N. Y. "Wagner Union was formed last fall, at

the instance of Mr. Theo. Thomas, for the purpose

of raising a fund to defray, in part, the tr-avelling

expenses of those of its members who will visit

Baireuth on the occasion of the great "Wagner Fes-

tival in 1874, and to purchase, for them, tickets of

admission to the performance of the "Niebelung

Ring." This fund is to be raised partly by subscrip-

tion, and partly by the proceeds of two Concerts

which Mr. Thomas and his orchestra are pledged to

give in New York. The first of these concerts took

place at Steinway Hall, on Friday evening, March
28th, before an audience, which, although not large,

was composed of musical people. The programme
consisted mainly of selections from "Wagner's com-

positions, with which, thanks to the perseverance of

Mr. Thomas, we are now tolerably familiar. It

was divided into three parts, separated by brief

intermissions, and opened with the overture to Der
Fliegende Hollander, an opera which belongs to an

early period of the composer's life; (it was produced

in 1840) and which presents fewer eccentricities

than his later works. The overture is massive and

sombre, in which the weird idea of the Phantom

Ship is plainly presented to the mind. This piece

was followed by the exquisite \'"orspicl to Lolicngriyi

and part first ended with ''Eine Fausl Ouverture,"

which seems to have been written in one of the

composer's most extravagant moods.

The second part was taken up by a masterly per-

formance of Beethoven's Eroica Symphony.
Part Third was composed of two scenas from "Die

"Walkiire."

a. Ritt der Walkueren.
6. Wotans Abschied.

with the vocal part by Mr. F. Remmertz, and the

Kaiser March, which concluded a most enjoyable

concert. a. a. c.

Dresden, Feb. 17.—As to music here it is, as j'ou

know, abundant and good, whether at the Court

Theatre or at the numerous concert rooms. Be-

ginning with the latter, there are at least half a

dozen places here where a most excellent orchestra

of 40 or 50 players give an excellent programme,

something like what our afternoon concerts of ten

years ago offered, often including a svmphony of

Beethoven or Mozart, and always admirably played.

"While you listen you may drink your beer, or eat

and drink whatever else you please, and stay as far

into the long evening as you can stand the thick

smoke, which makes the bright gas lamps in the

farther end of the long hall as dim as a London fog

does the street lamps, and irritates one's eyes final-

ly beyond endurance. These entertainments cost 5

groschen (about 12 1-2 cents) including programme,

(which you elsewhere pay for extra) and which also

answers the purpose of what we call a "check." It

is getting a good deal of what is very good for your

money.

Then there are the innumerable occasional con-

certs of the wandering stars of the musical world,

from UUman with his satellites to Clara Schumann

and Joachim and other lesser celebrities : no end of

charity concerts for the sufferers by the flood in the

North Sea ; the admirable trio and quartet concerts

in the Hotel de Saxe, where one finds the best

music and the elite of music lovers ; and lastly, but

by no means least, contrariwise greate"st, the Sym-

phony Concerts of the Court Theatre Orchestra

given in the Gewerbehaus, under the lead of Julius

Eietz, and a younger conductor, Schuch. These

are as good as orchestral concerts can be, and the

winter series of six, offers, with many standard com-

positions, a good many novelties. In the concerts

thus far have been given the 2nd and 3d Sympho-

nies of Beethoven, 3rd of Schumann, G minor of

Mozart, "Eantasliijue" of Berlioz, Suites by Bach

and Lachner ; Overtures; jV"or»ia;i7ien/aAr^ by Diet-

rich, Jubel, by Weber, Semiramis by Catel, Ahen-

cerragcs by Cherubini, and others. The programmes
generally have only 3 numbers, that of the last con-

cert being as follows : 1. Overture: Abcncerrages,

Cherubini; Variations on an original theme for

grand orchestra, bj' W. Taubert (1st time). II.

Overture to Richard III., Robert Volkmann (1st

time) ; Symphony in G minor, Mozart. The con-

certs begin at 7 and end at 8 1-2, a striking con-

trast to the interminable programmes and late hours

of the London concerts.

The theatre is now a temporary wooden building,

which will be used till the completion of the new
edifice to replace the one which, as you know, was

burned some two years ago. The new one progress-

es slowly, and for several years the Dresden theatre

will be the wooden shanty now standing near where

the old one stood. It is however admirably arrang-

ed for seeing and sound, and is the best temporary

music room I ever was in. I have heard a good

deal in the way of opera this winter, going mainly

to such operas as I had not previously known, and

such as we never have at home, such as Wagner's

Rienzi, Meistersinger and Lohengrin ; Gluck's Or-

pheus and Armide ; Schubert's Hailsliche K^-icg.

The prime donne are Mme. Otto-Alvsleben and

Mme. Kausz-Prause, who are equal to rendering any

roles. Besides these there are a host of lesser lights,

and the best chorus that I ever heard in a theatre,

for execution and musical voices, equal to our best

choice picked choruses, such as we sometimes get

together from private circles, but never dream of

hearing in a theatre.

Apropos of theatres, I went to the new opera

house in Vienna, which is the finest theatre exter-

nally and in its internal arrangement that I ever

saw. I was sorry not to hear an opera there, only

a superb ballet being givtu while I was there. I

should like if I could to give you a realizing sense

of a tragedy that I saw in Prague, performed in the

Bohemian language ; but my pen is not equal to

rendering its horrors adequately, so I forbear.

Paris.—The Choral Symphony of Beethoven was

brought out with such splendid success by the So-

ci6te des Concerts at the Conservatoire, that it had

to be repeated in the two succeeding concerts.

All the musicians of Paris, says Le Menestrd, were

eager to become acquainted at last with some of the

important works of Bach, "that patriarch of music,

and foster-father, as it were, of all the greatest ge-

niuses." Accordinglj' a hearing was organized for

the 11th of March, at the Salle Pleyel, by M. Lam-
oureux, which attracted a select public.

"The «eance commenced with a Concei to for two

pianos, with orchestra, very well pla3'ed by MM.
Delaborde and Fissot. The former artist also exe-

cuted another Concerto, of which the first move-

ment was altogether charming. Two choruses,

from his sacred Cantatas, produced a great effect, in

spite of some hesitations in the female voices. Mile.

Adele Monnier won applause in the beautiful Cra-

dle Song from the Christmas Oratorio. Finally,

two fragments of an Overture for flute and orches-

tra, played in a grand style by M. TafTand, that em
inent and excellent artist, completed the first part of

the concert. The second part "was still more inter-

esting. It contained an entire work, the Dramma
per mnsica : " 7'he Quarrel between Fhcebus and Pan."
The introduction (for orchestra and chorus) is a

magnificent page of brilliancj' and grandeur. Each
of the personages then sings his Air, separated by
recitatives from Airs by other characters (Momus.
Mercury, &c.). By two of these the audience were
ravished, namely the air of Pan (bass), full of frank
gayety and drollery, sung with verve and good
round tone by M. Bataille, aed that of Momus, the
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god of laughter sparkling with malice, which Mile.

Marcus sang with a great deal of spirit. The imi-

tative hi / han / hi f han I of the violins created

great diversion during the air of Midas, which for

the rest is of the ordinary cut, like those of Phoehus

and of Mercury." The article ends with praise to

M. Lamoureux, and a strong desire to hear more of

"old Bach."

London.
Mme. ScHU?tAx>"'s Recitals.— 5'("co«(i Recital.—Tlie

beautiful "posthumous" sonata of Schubert in B flat,

headed the scheme. This was so finely played that the

Emperor Joseph II. of Austria would ha%'e undoubtedly

encored the xchoJe icork, if his spirit had been present.

Bach's "Partita" in G, with an Andante and Presto of

Scarlatti [a dual number] succeeded. Mendelssohn^s

"Variations" in E flat, provoked an encore, which was
responded to by the most acceptable perfoimance of

Schumann's indescribably beautiful "Arabesque" in C.

The "Carnaval \_Scene8 Mignonnes] of this same inex-

haustible Robert Schumann, a fantastic, but rather

rambling and certainly verj' peculiar piece, concluded

the afternoon's entertainment.

JIme. La^TTowska [who appeared for the last time Fri-

day evening], was encored in both her songs,—Schubert's

"Death and the Maiden," and Schumann's "AValdesge-

spraech," or romantic dialogiie between another luckless

fair one and the terrible "Lorely" of the Rhiue. Mme.
Schumann, at this matinee, played with remarkable en-

erg5' as well as Jinesse. The audience, in fact, were slow

to leave the ball, so anxious were they to "talk over"

matters, and to vent their enthusiasm.~,Sra7it?ar(?.

According to her annual custom, Mme. Schumann—
whose brilliant reception at the Monday Popular Con-

certs, on the occasion of her fiist appearance for the sea-

son, was described not long since—gave two pianoforte

recitals on her own account. At the first, onAVednesday
week, in St. James's Hall, the accomplished lady began

with her late husband's '^A'tiides en/07'me de Variations,^'

which Schumann dedicated to ^-so?! ami William S.ern-

dale Bennett," who, in return, dedicated to Schumann
his ovm admii'able Fantasia in A major. The original

title of the piece, which stands as Op. 13 in the published

compositions of the master, was '^iJouze EUtdes Syn-pho-

niques.^' A more trjing and difficult work of its kind

can scarcely be named. There are twelve variations, all

constructed upon a verj' singular theme, confided, it is

said, to Schumann by an amateur ; and the whole takes

up a good half-hour in perfoi-mance. Nevertheless, diffi-

cult as are the variations, which tax the jjowers of the

executant more and more severely as one succeeds anoth-

er, Mme. Schumann plays them from beginning to end
without book, and plays them superbly—as, indeed, she

does whatever proceeded from the pen of her husband,

whose music lies as deep in her heart as it flows readily

under her hands. Admirable as is her interpretation of

the music of other masters, she is never, in our opinion,

so entirely herself, so beyond all rivalrj-, as in tliat of

Schumann, whose spirit seems to breathe through her

fingers. Many would, therefore, have liked more of

Schumann than was contained in the programme of

"Wednesday week's recital ; and, in fact, if the entire se-

lection had been made out of Schumann's works, vocal

and instrumental, not a soul in the room woiUd have

complained. As it happened, the only other excei-jits

from the same source weie three fancy pieces—"Auf-

sch^^TUig" ["Soaring"], "Wamm" ["Why"]jfrom Op 12;

and Scherzino, from Op. 2G~each attractive in its way,

each, it Ls almost superfluous to add, given in perfection,

but each, to a certain extent, familiar. Mme. Schumann
vouchsafed no more.

Among other compositions brought foi-ward by the

gUted pianist waft J, S. Bach's so-called Itaiianinchrn

Concert" [Italian Concerto], which Kuhnau, a contempo-

rao' of Bach's styled simply "A7anVr-AV>Ha(r,' and which,

if it really did cmanat*- fiom the genius of Bach, a fact

that Home in the face (f traditional '/woW-autliority deny,

ia comparatively one < f the least important woiks of ith

kind with which that most learned, ingeniouH, and jto-

found of muiiicians in accredited. Jt was played, howev-

er, in aucb a »tjie aft to win a "recall" for tlie j^Iaycr, who
earned further honors in a XoUurno by Cliopin, and a

couple of Schubert'H charming ^'Momfntt JHuxkaln" the

last of which [in F minor] wok encored. Thche also Mme,
Schumann perfonnwl without book.

The remaining pieces were the Adagio from Spohr's

Ninth Violin Concert^*, vcrj* cRTCTly executed [and with

deserved succej^j"] by Mile, Fric-se, well accompanied on

the pianoforte by Mr. .Sauerbrey, who also accompanied

Mme. Sauerbrej' in bongs by Gooiiodaud Schubert.

— Timet.

Monday Popular Concerts.—On Saturday after-

noon, the 8th instant, the programme was headed by the

second—in our opinion by far the best—of the "Rasou-

mowski" quartets, the one in E minor, now led by Herr
Joachim, as it was, before Christmas, [if our memory
does not fail us] by Mme. Norman Neruda. Schubert's

txmeful pianoforte trio in B flat [Op. 90] was played, at

the close, by Mme. Scnnmann, with MM. Joachim and
Piatti. "SoiTOwful, lyrical, and feminine," such are the

epithets applied to this trio by the admiring and sympa-
thetic Schumann, but we do not see the force of the first

adjective. Except the andante in E flat, the movements
have always appeared to ourselves remarkably vivacious,

full of "animal spirits," and joyous abandonment to the

impulse of the hour. Mine. Schumann played Beetho-

ven's solo sonata in E flat, Op. 29, making, out of many
points, a capital one in its quaint staccato of the scherzo

in A flat, of which movement, by the way, the startling

second theme in F was well taken up. Herr Juachim re

peated, by desire, Bach's sonata in A minor [the andante

and the allegro movements]. Mile. Nita Gaetano [Miss

Mackay, from the U. S. A.,] the vocalist, sang Haydn's
"Sympathy," and Sir J. Benedict's "T'amo."
The following is a copy of the Monday evening's pro-

gramme :

Quintet in C, op. 26 Beethoven.
^IM. Joachim, L. Ries, Straus, Zerbini, and Piatti.

Cantata, "II Xerone" Stradella.
Mr. Santley.

Suite de Pieces, in G minor, for Pianoforte alone.
Handel.

Miss Agnes Zimmermann,

Eecit. and Adagio, frcm Concerto in G miuor. Op.
2S, for Violin, with Piano Accomp Spohr.

Herr Joachim.
Song, "Nasce al bosco," [Ezio] Handel.

Mr. Santley.
Trio in D minor, Op. 49, for Piano, Violin and 'Cello.

Mendelssohn.
Miss Agnes Zimmerman, MM. Joachim & Piatti.

Conductor Mr. Zerbini.

VrEy>'A.—Gluck's Iphigcnia was to have been revived

at the Imperial Opera house some time ago, but for vari-

ous reasons, including the indisposition of some of the

principal artists, the public are still looking fonvard to

the first performance, or, at least were looking fonvard

to it a day or two ago.—The season of Sig. Merelli's Ital-

ian Operatic season, which commenced on the 10th inst.,

at the Theater an der Wien, is to extend to the 1st May.
Among the principal artists are Mmes. Adeliua Patti,

Barbara Marchisio, MM. Nicolini, Naudin, Graziani, and
Vidal. Conductor, Signor Arditi.-Herr Feustl, banker,

of Bayreuth, has just paid 1 his city a visit. His object in

coming was—not to put too fine a point on it-to "go
round with the hat," for the Grand-Xational-Festival

-

Stage-Play-Theatre now in course of erection at Bay-
reuLh.—It appears that the Universe has not exhibited the

alacrity they ought to have exhibited in contributing to

the funds for this great Wagnerian project. Some hun-
dreds of thousands of thalers are still wanting, and 1874

is fast approaching.—ZoncfonJ/ttffica?TToW(?.

Hambttrg.—A four-act comic and romantic opera,

WaJdmeister's BrautfaJirt, music by Herr Adolff Mueller,

has been produced at the Stadttheatre, but achieved at

most only a .succf.9 d'estiyne. Rcferiing to this opera, 'a

writer in a German contemporary observes: "There is a

kind of music which has gradually fallen into discredit

and disrepute; it is commonly known under the title of

*C onductor's music' {'Kapellmeistermusik'). For the ben-
efit of airy one to whom the term may be unintelligible,

we beg to offer the following short explanation : A con-
ductor, who conducts so and so many operas a week, be-

comes at last convinced that it is, after all, not so veiy
difficult to manufacture something like ^\hat he has be-

fore him; nay, he believes, as he is practically a thorough
musician, and knows all about the stage and the require-

ments of he public, tliat he cannot fail of success. He
is, from long use, perfectly familiar with the tablature

of opera, and is a famous adept at what Lessing denomi-
nates in hteratnre 'the official style;' as to anything el.se

necessary for the creation cf so difficult a work—as for

anv indisi»ensable quality which his good anpel may have
rcfu.scd him, he troubles his head no further about it; he
either does not deem it worthy of consifloration, or in his

conceit, imagines it will come to him in his sleep. Thus
it is that there spring into life those weakly bantlings,
which usually never liehold the light of the float any-
where but at the theatre where their authors occupy the
post of conductor, and which, after a short existence, are
doomed U) be forever buried beneath the dust of the li-

braiy of the theatre. This is called 'conductor's music,'
and, unfortunately, WahhaeiHttr'a Braut/aJirt nmst be
conhidered attpecimen of it."

BiircMKN.—Herr M.ax Briich's last work, OdyaneuH, has
been Hucce8ffully executed by the Singacademic, under
the direction of the corapoi-er. The two principal solo
partH of OdifHHfiUH iVAyH^f.H), and Penelope were sung liy
Herr Schelper and Mile. Keller, both of tlie Studttheater.

Spctiiil %^\itt%.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

T"«l»!i«!i«'il IPT Oliver Z>:t«on & Co.

Vocal, witli Piano Accompaniment.

Easter Carols.
Now He is Risen. Z. D to e. Tomkins.
Hail the bright morn. -3. Wi to f. Carr.

The first has one part on'y, and the last is for
mixetl voices.

The Eveninp; Star. 3. G to f. F. A. Slrams. 30
"Brightly shines the evening star."

Pretty melociy with flowing "arpeggio" accom-
paniment.

Just bej-ond the Pearly Gates. Song ife Cho.
3. E6 to ft. Pratt. 30

" Longing fondly, longing for us,
In tlieir heaveiily joy they wait."

There cannot he too many 'of ihese beautiful
"gate" songs. This is the last, and verj' good.

Beneath tlie Waves. Contralto Song. 4. E6
to e. Smart. 36
A sad hut musical description of the "world be-

neath the waters."

Fairest One, when first I met thee. 3. G to e.

Mtz. 30
"Thee I worship, fairest one !"

Musical lovers take notice ! Here is another
pretty thing to sing to the adored one.

So the Story goes. 3. G to </. Molloy. 30
"'Twas on a summer's day,

So the story goes,
A little maid" did stray,—

"

Admirable. Charming little storj', which
"goes" as niusicallv as the brook that carried the
lost rose to rhe ^tiller's son.

No Father, no mother. Song & Cho. 2. Ab
to d. Danhs. 30
"From morn until night I am walking the

street."
A beautiful, simple, touching ballad.

Little Darling. Song and Cho. 3. Eft to e.

Dnnhs. SO
" "Would you kiss me again, little darling.
And lay your sweet head on my breast."

Charming," and no mistake.

Friar Bacon. From "Selections of Old English
Songs." 2. A to e. 30

" "With that a meiTy devil
To talte an airing vowed,
Hiiggle, huggle,'ha ! ha ! ha !

Peculiar but good old song, as are the 15 con-
tained in the "selections" all, no doubt, raie fa-
vorites in their day.

Instrumental.

Fairj' Queen. (Eeine des Fees.) 4 hands. 4. Ab.
S. Smith. 1.00

May Pole Dance. 4. C.
" " 1.00

Sydney Smith is one of the most brilliant of
composers, but his works have been, in general,
too difificult for ordin.iry ])layers. The aV.ove l'\^o

pieces, however, if skilfully fingered, are hardly
above ihe 3d degree <'t diin\-ulry, and are as bril-

liant in this arrangement as in any other.

Little Bird's Nest.

No. 3. Piggie Buck Galop. 1. C. Maef:. 39
" !). Little Birdie's Dead March. 1. A min. 30
Little I irdies "who are learning to play will take

these among their first pieces.

Recreation. Polka lledowa. 2. Hb. Bonn. 30
Useful instructive pieces.

Melodious 5 Finger Studies for 4 hands. Bclirrnf.

In 3 Nos. each 75

Complete. 1.50

5 Finger Exercises are ven' useful, and (speak it

softly) a little tiresome. But the 4 hand arrange-
ment, and the "tones" which are evolved,gieaily
lighten the task of practicing them.

Eiglit Hands. Music well-arranged for 2 Pianos.

4 Performers.

Overture to Martha. 4. Horn. l.'TS

Soldier's Cliorus. (Faust). 4. Sehubert. 1.00

These are noble things for exhibition.", and,
when well-played, have almost an orchestral ef-

fect,

Pupils Recreation. 6 moderately easy and ele-

gant ]iieces. Wels. ea. .S5

1. I'ohinaisc. 4. F.

The "instructive" quality betrays itself at once.
Excellent practice.

Middlemarch Waltz. 4. Tolmalschoff-Straua,^. GO

, Tolmatschoir is one "variety" of Strauss, and
the waltz is brilliant and Strauss-y.

AnnnnvTATlONS.—Degrees ol difficulty arc marked from
1 to 7. The key \n marked with a cnpllnl letter, u» 0, B flat,

&c, A hmall Uoman letter miirkB the hlflicrt nolo. If on

the Blnll', an Ualiu letter the hl|{he»t nolo. If ivbove the utaflT.



ems of Ntra8i§§ 1

1

A Collection of Favorite Waltses, Polkas, Mazurkas, Quadrilles and Dances.

:Bir j"oi3:A.:isr3^ stir^^uss.
The undersio'ned have the pleasure of announcino; the issue of this new and splendid collection of the most brilliant music ; a work

already received with enthusiasm, as Strauss, with his marvellously vivacious ways, and wonderful leading power, is now a familiar

"presence" with American musicians.

A fine portrait of the composer adorns the title, and the 250 large pages of the book are well filled with the most popular pieces ; for

proof of which, read the following list of

COTSTEN TS i

Waltzes.

Academic.
Adeline.
Apollo.
Aqwai^nen.
Artist's Life.
Beautiful Blue Danube
Bello Helena.
Burgeasinn.
Canova,
Clear and Full.
Coliseum t

Consortien.
CoBtroveraen.
Coronation.
Devonsliire,

Editorial.
Fairy StorieB,

First Flirtation.
From the Mountains.
German Hearts
Harmony ofthe Spheres.
Hope.
Illustration.
Immer Heit«rer.
.Jurist*s Ball.
KunstJer Leben.
r.eap Year,
Let's be Gay,
Life let ttS Cherish.

Lorely Khein Klange.
Love and Pleasure.

Lovely Vienna.
Manhattan.
Margaretta'g.

Marriage Bells. Telegram.
Morgenblatter. Travelling Incidents.

New Vienna. Vibration.

One Thousand and OneVillage Swallows.
Orpheus. [Nights. Wiener Bonbons.
Philomel. PAllrao
Promotionen. roihas.
Publisher. Alice.
Bainbow. Baden Baden.
Bhine. Empress Anne's.
Kosa. Madame Lentner'S.
Koyal Songs. New Annen.
Serious and Hnmorons.Pizzicato,
Sophie. Sans Souci,
Sounds from Vienna Singer's Joy.
Spiral. [Woods, Thunder and Lightning.

Sultan's. Tritsch Tratsch.

Polka Mazurkas. Waltz Quadrilles

Arm in Arm.
Dragon Ply.

Lob der Frauen,
One Heart, One Sonl.
Praise of Woman.

Quadrilles.

Belle Helene.
Children of Haimon.
Nordstern,
Orpheus.
Wiener Fresken,
Will of the WSsp,
Wine,Women and SongDanee of the Period.

Carnival Botschafter
Petitioner,

Galops.

Clear the Track.
Ostrich Feather.

Mazurka,

Fata Morgana.

Dance.

PRICfe IN BOARDS, $2.50 ; IN CLOTH, 3,00, FULL GILT FOR PRESENTS, 4.00.

•f

Book of Proved Excellence for High Schools, Seminaries, Academies,

and High Grammar Schools.

VILE HOUR
By li. O. EMERSON and W. S. TILDEN.

PRICE $1.00.

'* TJie Sour of Singing " has met with unexpected succcess, having been
troduced into a large number of High Schools ; and has also been used with suc-

,ss in the upper classes of Grammar Schools. This success fe deeorved, as it is

I excellent practical work, with the best of music so arranged in Two, Three,
iid Four Parts, as to furnish pieces well graded as to difficulty, and none of

iem too difficult.

Specimen Copies maiZcdf post-paid, for retail price.

ismentary study

THREE-PABT MUSIC,
ibrosian Hymn
,k me not why
ds are singing
)w on, wila gales
at song
ithei-s, to our native land
Itn'e, let's be gay
5am on
lioes of the past
iiitly as tolls tlie

-ii'tlie blessings
.irtli to tlie battle
nly GUI' boat
Jbj O river
\v joyful is tbo morning
mil of praise

J evev-cbauging orbit
.1 tUo west, uio sun
Infill wake the songa
t/3 of spring
) tier's American Hymn
Jj all meu praise the Lord
'eL there be light"
1 d, we come before thee
i ing voices
i\ ^t again
^^ling beauty tender
t^niiiig Hymn
^ native land [weak
^^ never say our arms are
^ V night comes softly
^,nphs of the ocean spray
friends and old times

' my native land is fair
-'ihe water
' Praise yo the Lord
' Father, Ruide us, keep
'I ing from homo
[
itenee [blows

':;k the rose, while yet it

{; leaves are falling
• Lit and sing glad songs
'"I should breathe
'' j-memories

Star-spangled banner
Stay not my anguish
Sweet sumraer mom
Swift on his pinious
Summer sunset
Tara's harp
They are not lost
The happy year
The wood-brook
Through the willows
Up with the flag
Vive le roi

FOUR-PAUT MUSIC,
All good night
Ah. could 1 with fancy
All that's bright must fade
Austrian Hymn
Before all lands
Come and watch the daylight
Come back, sweet May
Curfew bell

Day of rest at sea
Days of youth
Evin is my home [ing
Evening's o'er the vale descend-
Falling leaves
Forgive and forgot
From his cave in Snowdon's mts.
Good night
Good night, thou glorious sun
Greeting glee
Har\'est song
How calm is evening
Isle of beautj.', fare thee well
Know ye the land
Leaf by leaf the roses fall
Lovoly night
Make your mark
'Mi* pleaswres and palaces
Morning shines in splendor
My childhood's songs
No, not more wolcome
O gentle summer rain
O that song stiU prolong
Oh, sing that song again
Over the mountain wave

O vales, with sunlight
Parting whispers
Proudly, O sun,
Rest in peace
Softly fall the shades of evening
Softly treading,. silence keep
Song of the Seasons
Sweet Home
Sweet the early morning
The chase
The falling leaves
The last rose of summer
The merry spring-timo
The morning breaks
The wind
The hour of prayer
The wind whispera low
The sun's gay beam
The summer days are coming
Village bells
What delight, what joy
What sound of midnight
When the leaves are falling
Where would 1 be?
Ye guardian spiiita

Also, 38 Sacred Tunes for
opening and closing school.

ANTHEMS AND CHORALS.
A sure stronghold
Blessed be the Lord
Blessing, and glory, and wisdom
Cast thy burden
God is our refuge
Lift up to God
praise ye the Lord
To God on high

]\rUSIC, FEMALE VOICES.
Memorial H^Tun:
Rest, weary pilgrim [try

Sing, for the praise of our coun-
Spring is returning
Summer is here
The sunbeauis are glancing
Wake, gentle zephyr

A New and Most Attractive School Song-Booli,

CHEERFUI. VOICES!
By L. O. EMERSON,

Author of tko " Goldkn Weeath " and " Merry Chimes," whose collective sales are in the
neighborhood of 300,000 copies.

PRICE 50 CTS.

A new book by so^ successful a compiler needs no introduction. ** Cheerful
Voices " contains in the first 60 pages an excellent and interesting Elementary
Course, with abundance of pretty melodies and tunes for practice and illustration,

The Songs in the body of the book were selected and arranged with Mr. Emer-
son's well-known admirable taste and judgment.

Sample Copies mailed, post-paid, on receipt of retail price*

At Evening
Autumn's Song
A Summer's day
Battle Hymn of the Republic
Beauties in nature
Beautiful Spring
Boat song
Brooklets dancing
Charming little valley
Christmas Song
Clatter, clatter, patter, patter
Coasting Song
Come, let us all bo merry
Come, come, &c.
Days of youth
Doing nothing
Festiral Song
Forgive and forget
Friends of Freedom, &c.
Glide along, our bonny boat
Greeting Glee
HaU. Columbia!
Hark! the Alpine hunter's, &c.
Homo from the woodland
How beautiful the snow
Hasten to the woodland
I'm a shepherd of the valley
I now freely offer
Joy of Sunimer
Joy to thee
Joyful wake the songa
Little .acts of kindness
Lovely rose
Marching song
^Meeting and parting
Meriy, meny Summer time
Merry songsters
'Mid ]:Ueasures and palaces
Moonlight sail

Morning wakes
My own dear mountain home
Nature gives no sorrow
Never say fail

Night song
Now, good night
Nymphs of the sea
O'ei the fields, &c.
Oh! come ye into the, &o.
Oh! come, come away
Oh ! how brif'htly

O Lord our God
On the ocean
On the mountains
Our way across the monntains
Parting song
Parting whispers
Peaceful slumbering
Pilgrim chorus
lletum of Spring
King out, sweet bells
See the mountain slope, &c.
Sing away, ye joyous birds
Smiling May
Song at close of day
Song of triumph
Song of the morning
Spinning song
Spring is here
Spring and youth
Star of the twilight
Spring so]i^

Sunnner is nere
Sunrise
Sweet Summer
The builders
The blacksmith
The cobbler
The Danube river
The forest^bird
Th^ farmer
The golden stair
The mellow horn
The morning call

The mountain horn
Tim merry Sprmg time
The parting

Tlie pedestrian
The rose-tree
The school-bell
The sea
The search for the fairy, &c.
The slcigh-ride
The Star-spangled Banner
The Vale where my home lies

The Valley of Chamouny
The Violet
The wanderer's farewell
The wanderer's joy
The woods
The wood-brook
There's a good time eoailng
Up, away
Up. andlabor
Upidee
Vacation's coming
Welcome to Summer
When the day with rosy light
T\Tiien up the mountain, &c.
Work, for the night is coming

ROUNDS.

Come and sing
Come, follow
Gather roses, while they blow
Hark, the bell is ringing
Hnmble is my little cottage
If a body meet a body
If I could, I would
Lo, the waving grain
Not too gi'eat

Poaming o'er the meadows
Shut the door
The cuckoo
Thirty days are in September
Wliile we meet in pcaca again

Also 30 pieces of Sacred Mu-
sic for opening and cloaiug
School.



For Singers! For Piano-Forte Players! For Reed-Organ Players!

THE HISTORY OF
Thirteen Valuable, or Invaluable,Music-Books!

JJ^^" Sent, Postpaid, on Jteceipt of Retail Prices, ^=&.

A FEW years since, it occurred to Oliver Ditson &, Co. to collect in book-form the most popular and valuable of their Piano
Pieces. Immediately the taste and judgment of Musical Experts, and the valuable experience of the Salesmen, were put in requisition.

A large number of pieces were designated, and of these the best selected : so that, when " The Home Circle, Vol. I.," was pub-
lished, it was found to contain, not, perhaps, the most severely classical, and certainly not the most difficult, pieces of the period, but
those which were bright, cheerful, popular,— in fact, the favorites of the preceding ten years.

From similar motives, and in a similar way, other books were from time to time issued ; until now, in 1872, the great

Each Book contains from 200 to

225 pages of Music. HOME CIRCLE SERIES The pages are of

SHEET-MUSIC SIZE.

Contains the following thirteen books, each complete in itself, and constituting, with the others, a most valuable Musical Libkaet :

HOME CIECLE, VOL. I.
INSTRUMENTAL.

The book that gave a name to the series. Large number
of easy pieces, with a few more difficult. Excellent as a

book of recreations for learners. Price, in boards, $2.50;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

GEMS OF SACRED SONG.
VOCAL.

A grand book for Sunday evenings. Price, In boards,

$2.50; clcth, $3.00; fuU gilt, for presents, $4.00.

HOME CIRCLE, VOL III.;

\T\
INSTRUMENTAL.

Contains the choicest pieces published since the appear-

ance of Vol. II. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

OPERATIC PEARLS.
VOCAL.

Selected by experienced Opera-Goers. These Songs con-

stitute the staple of all concerts and other entertainments

consisting ofOperatic ilusic. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

THE MUSICAL TREASURE.
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL.

The latest. Has already received the highest commen-

dations. Ballads, Sacred Music, Student Songs, Opera

Songs, Comic Songs, and a fine selection of Instrumental

Music. Price, in boards, $3.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for

present;, $1.00.

THE SILVER CHORD.
VOCAL.

A great variety of songs of all kinds. One of the most
salable volumes. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, §3.00; full

gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Itecently added to the Borne Circle Series, AMgust,
ISta, making the " baker's dozen," or 13 books.

.^^S OF STft^i,
**/

Brought out " after the Jubilee," in consequence of the

greatly increased popularity of " Strauss Music." 250 pages

packed full of the most brilliant and (all over the world)

most popular Dance Music. In price and style uniform

with the other hooks. Sells superbly.

VOCAL.
Similar in character to the Silver Chord, of -which it may

be said to foi*m the second volume. Price, in boards, $2.50

;

cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

CEH2 OF CERHAI SOIC^

Rightly named. Harmony and melody built up with a

skill and care which belongs only to Deutschland. Ger-

man and English words. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

INSTRUMENTAL.
Similar to VoL I., but is distinguished by the Insertion

of a large number of easy 4-hand pieces. A very conve-

nient book for teachers. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth,

$3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

Gems of Scottish Song.
VOCAL.

All collections of Scotch Airs have been ransacked to

form this choicest of all the collections. Price, in boards,

$2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for present, $4.00.

Home Circle, Vol. IV,;

INSTRUMENTAL.
Contains the most popular pieces published since the

appearance of Vol. III. Price, in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00

;

full gilt, for presents, $4.00,

SHOWER OF PEARLS.
VOCAL DUETS.

The number of talented Duet-composers is not large.

Here we have the best works of the best authors. Price,

in boards, $2.50; cloth, $3.00; full gilt, for presents, $4.00.

All the above contain songs and pieces condensed and compressed as much as they can be without injury ; the object being to give the purchaser the greatest

possible quantity of good music for his money. Tho books that have Duets or other long pieces have nearly 100 between the covers ; and, where airs and short

pieces are included, 125 to 160 are in a volume. These pieces would, if bought one by one at retail, cost nearly Four Hundred DoUarS. As it is,

THE COMPLETE LIBHAHY MAY BE BOUGHT FOR THIRTY-TWO DOLLARS.
ScOGESTiOK 1. No Ijetter present for a Musical Liidy than one of the gilt bound volumes.

"
2. No lictter Wedding-Present than the wliole Library.

"
3. iJo better aid to the entertaining of company in Parlor, Hall, or Vestry, than a number of these fine books ready for use on tlio Piano or

Kecd-Organ.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

CHAKLES H. DITSON & CO., New York. J
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Our guilt be - hold, .

.

Auf un - sre Scliuld,

.

our guilt be - hold !

auf un - sre Schuld!

m -19-

Our guilt be - hold,

.

Auf un - sre Schuld,.

our guilt be - hold

!

auf uu - sre Schuld!

^
Our guUt be - hold, .

.

Auf uu - sre Schuld, •

Our guUt be - hold !

auf un - sre Schuld!
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Look on Him,
Se - het ilm .

. betray'd and sold,

, alls Lieb' und Huld,

On the cru - el cross to

Holz zum Kreu - ze sol - ber
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. betray'd and sold,

, aus Lieb' \ind Huld
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guish,LookonHim, . . be-

gen, Se-het ilin . . . aus
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cross to Ian

sel - ber tra
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Him, .... betray'd and sold, . . . On the cruel cross to Ian
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St
- tray'd and sold, betray'd and sold,

Lieb' und Huld, aus Lieb' imd Huld,

On the cru - el cross to Ian

Holz zum Kreuze sel - ber tra

PS.^^i^^3g^gjg^g^i^^^%g^ 3=3=T

cross to Ian - - - - guisli! betray'd and sold, On the cru -el cross to Ian

scl - ber tra - - - - gen! aus Lieb' und Huld,HolzzumKreuzeselber tra

1=^

languisb! Look onHim betray'd and sold. On the cru - el cross to Ian

tragen! Sehet ihn aus Lieb' und Huld, Holz zum Krouze sel- ber tra
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Look on Him betray'd and sold,
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weep for an - guisli,Come,ye Daughters, weep for an
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Come, ye Daughters,weep for an
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^^g
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guish,Come,ye Daughters,weep for an
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Evangelist.

(Tehou.)

i

Piano- Forte.

m =ifcz5:^ T=F

1^
When Je - sus now had fin - ish - ed all these say-ings, He
Da Je - su die - se Ee - de vol - len - det hat - te, sprach

m^^
r

^
Jesus. (Bass.)

tea^g=CT^^^fct •&
said to His dis - ci - pies : Ye know that after two days is the Pass-o-ver, and the Son of Man is

er zu seinen Jilngern: Ihr wisset, daas nach zwe - ea Ta - gen Os - tern wird, und des Memchen Sohn wird

Wz
^7>

V sr-

i> i^fe#^^^ r -

e - - - ven now be • tray-ed
ii - ber - ant-wortet werden,

to be ... . cru
dass er ge - kreu

-(9

- ci - fi - ed.

zi - get werde.

^ ^^m^^ r r r-^r

$—i:

No. 3. CHORAL.
(66 = ;)

Soprano.

Alto.

COKO I & II

ESsiEE^

Tenor.

Bass. ^ 3=f=
-* • trg J I

"
-

f f f_ r

J^J J i-

:iit s j^ ^^^^^
f=n"

Say, sweet-est Je
Herz - lieb - ster Je

what
Tvas

pxis——-*
* ^ f I f f f

*
'

'-S

^
law Then hast bro - - ken, To
hast du ver - bro - - chen, dass

u ^=pj
6^=^f ^S^-f r—I:—r-

bring on Thee the dread-ful sen - tence spo
man ein solch hart Ur - theil hat go • - spro

ken? What is Thy
chen? Was ist die

guilt?
Schuld,

Of

:L_A_Jl ^
f"=T3^- ^

'

r r r r^
^m^ ¥=r'^^^

=i
=1^

wha I. RO grave trans - gres - - - sion Is Thy con - fes - - - - sion ?

was fur Mia - se - - tha - - ten biat du go - ra - then?
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No. 4. RECITATIVO.

^^^ CORO. I.

Evangelist.

Piano-forte.m
Then as - seni - bled to - geth - er the chief priests, and the scribes, and the
Da ver-sam- melten sich die Ho - hen - priest-er und Schriftge - lehrten, und die

*ap
-̂r -f

^-^ elders of the people, un-to the palace of the high priest, who was call - ed Cai-a-phas ; and they coeelders of the people, un-to the palace of the high priest, who was call - ed Cai-a-phas; and they con-
iL Aeltes - ten im Volk, in dem Pal - last des Hohen - priesters, der da hiess Ca - i-phas ; nnd hielten

^=^

P^

î ^^^^^ ^ tZS^IX 1^ .»=?=
H?=v: ii=ic

1^

suited, that Je - sua might be taken
Rath, wie sie Je - sum mit Lis - ten griffen

and put to death. They said, how - ev-er :

und tod - teten. Sie sprachen aber

:

r -

m i±.
'm

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenore,

Basso.

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenore.

Basso.

Piano-forte.

No. 5. COEO I. & n.

o-
I

-JUUi-Ji
No, not on the Feast, for fear there may be an np - roar.

*^ Ja nicht auf das Fest, auf dass nicht ein Auf - ruhr wer - de,

No, not on the Feast,
^

^es^^XJlr
for fear there may be

^

up - roar,

-P P—

-a ^

^ ^ ^
i^Egz

^m
No, not on the Feast, for fear there may be

^^^^
Ja nicht auf das Fest,

E^ ± m
a"f dass nicht ein Anf - ruhr

ibp

No, not on the Feast,

^
9ee^ 3=^2=

for fear there may be
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No. 6. RECITATIVO. CORO 1

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte. <^

i

^^^ ^ ^ =fe?<=g:i

Now, when Je - sus was in Beth - a - ny,

Da nun Je - sus war zu Be - tlia - ui - en.

in the house of Si-mon llie

im Hau-se Si-mo-nis des

S m
335i

^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
^ ^ \j V

lep - er,there came to Ilira a woman,who had a box of pre-cious ointment,AncI pour'd it on His
Aus-siltzi - gen, trat zu ihni era Weib, das liatte cin Glas niit kostlichera Wasser, und goss es auf sein

^

^ Ji

Tf -^

^^^m fe *—#-

B^ ^?—7-

i=^
head, As He at ta - ble sat.

Hanpt, da er zu Tische sass.

But when his dis-ci - pies saw it, they had in - dig-na-tion, and
Da das seine Jiinger sahen, ivurden sie nn - wil - lijr, und

s5 ¥ -¥

-bJ J-
^ ^

r "^

No. 7.

Evangelist.

Soprano,

Alto.

Tenore.

r
CORO 1.

Basso.

Piano-Forte.

Met. 88 =5=
J

S
?^=*^

said

:

sprachen :

'¥
E3E ^^^ ^ L̂j ' ^ ^ r

a^
Wherefore wilt thou be so waste - ful ? wherefore ? where-

Wo-zu die - net die - ser XJn - rath, wo - zu, wo -

^
^ss;

-»- B
^S ^ ^^ ^ ±=fz

Wherefore wilt thou be so waste-ful ? wherefore ? wherefore?
Wo-zu die - net die - ser Un - rath ? wo-zu ?„ wo- zu?^

Wherefore wilt thou be so waste-ful?
Wo-zu die - net die - ser Uu - rath ?

wherefore ?

wo - zn?
where-
wo -

^^3E=£ 'w^^^^



3'i

fore '! whc:et'
l,;-^ 1/ t<

1

ure wilt thou be so wasteful?
wo-zu die - net die - ser Unrath ?

S K N—I

—

Si

m= m
For this

Dieses

fore?

zu?

m
wliercforewilt thou be so waste-ful?

wo-zu die -net die - ser Unrath?

^^^
I.'—U—>^

For this ointment could be

Dieses Wasser battc

^ ^^ m^
wherefore? wherefore wilt thou be so wasteful ? l or this ointmcntcould be sold for much, be. .. sold,,

wo - zu ? wo-zu die - net die - ser Unrath ? Dieses Wasser liiitte miigen thcuer verkauft,

,

::i=?Ffi
ii^-9- ^ ^ '^ -4=^

fore?

zu?
wherefore wilt thou be so waste-ful ?

wo-zu die - net die - ser Unrath ?

For this ointment could be sold for much, be

Dieses Wasser hatte mogen theuer Ter-

I

ointment could be
Wasser hat - te

hTbe

^E ^sold tor much, be ' sold, and to the poor, to the poor be giv

mo - gea theuer rerkauft, und den Armen ge - ge-ben wer

Isite:
-t;—N-

sold for much, be sold,.,

mogen thcuer verkauft.

,

^n
ifcJV^

en, the poor.,

den, den Ar -

T=F

is ^3
iM;£

'm

and lo the poor, to the poor be giv

und den Armen ge-ge-ben wer
en,

den,

to the

und den

and to the poor,,

und den Ar
to the poor
men ge - ge

^:—|g

sold,.,

kauft,

.

,-.it tr
be
ben

S
giv

wer
en,

den,

to the

nnd den
'h M̂r^n^

and to the

und den
poor, to the

Ar - men ge -

poor
ge

be
ben

giv-en, for this ointment could be
werden,dieses Wasser liatte

fi
*-

(i
:£eS it i:.cS=^^&ai&s^^.

r r ej i^

r gE^j=g3=gg^
l .tgXK

Con 8vA.

p=g^^F^^
-F^J-J-J-^

^"^S
xf

m
poor,

Ar

* m^
and to the

men, und den
poor, to the

Ar - - - men ge

to the poor be giv - -

men ge - ge - ben wer -

•^ ^
—*

—

en,

den,

^
poor be gi - ven.

ge - ben wer - den.

3
to the poor, to the poor be giv - en.

vind den Ar - - - men ge - ge - ben wer - den.

poor,

Ar
to the poor be giv
men ge - ge - ben wer

^^^^^
S5^^a ?r

sold for

mc'l^ren

much, be sold, and to the
thcucT verkauft, und den

the

en, to the

den, Ar -

thepoor, the poor be

men gc - ge - ben

i
giv

wer
en.

den.

#!^
t m zz±

poo
Ar

to the poor he

men ere - ge - hen

E^fi
giv

wer
en.

den.

i
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No. 8. RECITATIVO.

coRo r.

Evangelist.

Piano-forte.

^

^

And Je
Da das

^ -f-^

sus, perceiv - ing it,

Je - sua mer - ke - te.

said un - to them

:

spracli er zu ih - nen :

r

3^

m
f

Jesus. ^^ ^i^ :i=t =t^^S *^ ^V—w^

Wherefore trouble ye the woman ? It is agoodworkthatshe hath done. Because the poor ye have
Was be - kiimmert ihr das Weib ? Sie hat ein gut Wert an mir ge - than ! Ihr ha - bet al - le - zeit

4: fc

'P

^it^
P

tk V=^^3^ ^
t

^^ w^ ^-^=i
al - ways with you, but me ye have not al - ways.
At - me bei eucb, mich a - ber habt ihr nicht al - lezeit.

That she hath pour'd this

Dass sie dies "Was - ser^ ^ I?t=m^=^ r-
Eb£^i ^

n^ fe^ ^ ^^=^
V --^

ointment thus up - on my bo - dy, this

hat auf mein - en Leib ge - gos - sen, hat

w
she hath done
sie ge - than,

J0

that they may bu - ry
dass man mich be - gra - ben^^^

M
ir

S E l fr-P- M^Fe=^^ a fe^ ±=fz^^^
me. Trn-Iy, I say to you : Wherev-er this

wird. Wahrlich, ich sage such : Wo dies E - van
gos - pel shall hereaf - ter be preach'd Ln all the
ge - li - um ge - pre - di - get wird in der ganzen
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z^^ -¥=^

world, there too will be told in her remembrance, what she hath done.
Welt, da y/ii-d mau auch sa - gen zu ill - rem Ge - dachtniss, was sie ge - tlian hat.

J-^ -leL

^fe=i
-£ff-

'i^ i¥
^
Con 8va.

No. 9. RECITATIVO.
CORO I.

Alto.

Piano-forte.

(R. Feanz.)

y^
EEE ^ E^^

Thou dear
Du lie -

Redeemer, Thou,
ber Heiland dii.

If Thydis-
wenn dei - no

te^^^^^^^g^t^^f Ses= '̂=^^^^

aSBg£ 3^
^^ *^

<-g 7 r -?-^^

i :£r
e tJ ~^~^

ciples

Jiinger

murmur
thoricht

loudly
atreiten,

"¥
A - gainst this woman here,
dass die - ses fromme Weib

Who fain with ointment
mit Sal - ben dei - nen

lioco cresc.

T -^

^^
W

^*5^

^^ ^^^J^a^^^N^^^fe^^^i^H^fe^SE -s—'-

s
Would bury Thee devout- ly ; These humble tears at least allow, With which my
nm Gra- be will be - rei - ten ; so las - se mir inzwis - chen zu, von niei - ner '

dear
Leib

m ^5^^
^r > -ti~

£E ^_

s

ii:S=

X!
=^= fet^^^tr-^

->—^^—^/-

—

V ^-^^ ,,^^4^-^^^ ' ' '
:j-

weep-ing eyes run o'er, Their wa-ter on thy head to pour.

Au - gen Thxa - nen - fliis - sen ein Wasaer auf dein Haupt zu giesaen.

-^? 3EEM?S=S5i
:g=€=f=e£n ^:

:liiie =<=?:

¥=

Si^
JF^jE ^
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No. 10. ARIA.

Andantino con moto. ( ^ = 104.)

CORO I.

Alio.

Piano-forte.

(R. Feanz.)

ub^zSr1

^ P
-/- JL.

it

M=
mf-

Grief and
Buss' und

'^3EWÊ^t^i-

W=f^ ^ t^^^
ztli

Se fz=«t

f=^I I
I

'

#
m/-

^=3^^
^i^ ^ ^ J- m ^m- ¥^^^

pam,
Eeu',

grief and pain
Buss' und Reu'

wring the guilt-y
knirscht das Siin - den

r
heart in
herz ent

^^^^^^d^ ==VTwl»i4-EL^
i-^i^iPa

•? "r

-a-

.

twain.

Ji^^^3^>^Si:^^^^g^^i^^^^^a^N^^i^-4=^=$i

a* -^—g-

=P^r
^>^

* i :i==^ ^^
Grief and pain,
Buss' und Eeu',

grief and pain
Buss' und Keu'
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^ ^^-ig^^
wring the guil - ty heart in twain,
knirscht das Siin - den-herz ent - zwei,

wring the guil - ty heart in twain,
kuirsckt das Siin - deu - herz ent - zwei.

Grief and pain, grief and pain
Buss* und Reu', Buss' und Reu'

wring the guil - ty heart in twain,
knirscht das Siin - den - herz ent - zwei.

:y=
T~r~7-s -f--^

tst=t^=m

Grief.
Buss'..,

and pain
und Reu'

W^EE^^^^d^^^^l
wring the guil - ty heart in
knirscht das Siin - den - herz ent-

I ^=i:
_^tf-#£

—

3^1? *=^=

=y=

twain.

PU—

X

^=^
miM:5^

^Si "3-^ -J-§^^¥^^
mf

i
-j^-

'^^

I
-ffSa=

^p^i^^^ i«Li

s»:t:i=

§a ^S



from mine eyes, like rain,.
- neh - mo Spe - ce - rei, •

Grate -ful balfn to my dear Mas
treu - er Je - su, dir ge - bah

iMM^^M

\

rain, Grateful balm
rei, treu - er Je

to my dear Mas - ter,

su, dir ge - - biih - ren,

^^m^^^^m^
^ =p^= ^^pg^# u
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No. 11. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

fe^^S£ ^^
J' r M-g^ ^m

Them one of the twelve dis - ci - pies, whose name was Ju - das Is - ca - ri

Da ging hia der Zwbl - fen Ei - ner, mit Na - men Ju - das I - scha - ri

fc

S^:

i 5^ Judas.

• ot,

• oth,

Went un - to

zu den Ho
the chief priests and said

:

hen - pries - tern, und aprach

:

Now what will

Was TTollt ihr

ye
mir

m
m^ 4=^

-f
r

»- ^ Evangelist.-*- -*- -*- _»_ „ tvangelist.

i=m
give me, If I to

ge - ben? Ich "will ihn

you be - tray him ?

euch ver - ra - then?

And they of - fered him thir - ty
Und sie bo - ten ihm drei - ssig

m
SB :f^

A.

r^^ 1?

^JJ r^ ^^m^̂ ^r^^f^^=^=^^^̂
sil - ver pieces. And from
Sil - ber - linge. Und von

thattimesoughthe oppor - tu - ni - ty, that he might betray Him.
dem an suchte er , Ge - le - gen - heit, dass er ihn ver - riethe,

m
l^^=

i&^Si
f

=5i

r ^

^m-
^ F
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No. 12. ARIA. COEO I.

J,
Andante con vioto. { J = 76.'

Soprano*

Piano-forte.

<R, FRANZ.)

f

flftr=-

^^
»/:

f

izS: ^^iii
rn

ft—d-

n
mf-

Sip lii !fe^

iLt-«|_,J_g:

r-

^—g- *-5h

m/_

S ^
On - ly bleed,
BUi - - te nur,

on - ly bleed,

blu - - te mir,

^W- Z&=± ESffi P—a—•-£ ^-V

—

^—'/ ^ azzit
-V—^>- =S ^L

on - ly bleed,thou dearest heart! On - ly bleed, thou dearest heart! On - ly bleed,thou dearest
blu - te niir, du lie - bes Herz! blu - te nur, du lie - bes Herz! blu - te nur, du lie - bes

^t#^^h^j.^.^.jgfeH-s^r

»/^^^ ^=i^

heart! On - ly bleed,thou dearest heart!.
Herz! blu - te nur, du lie -bes Herz!..

On - ly bleed, thou dearest
blu - te nur, du lie - bes



"?r 7>

•ynaa^

jc r

40

Si
=t

heart

!

Herz!
On - Ij bleed, thou dearest heart

!

blu - to nur, du lie -lies Herz!

—==^ ::==— Til J li^ ^^^ d, 7??/' ~==^ ^^=^1

""a

—

* -c —J-
—.o ^ S-J tf g

To thy breast
das an del -

for nurture cling
ner Briist ge - so gen.

Coil -ing there, the snake ac-

droht den Pfle - ger zu er -

m SE^
„ »? J. / -i-. h t:f^-l ;

=fe=i

g % if-tfc-^=

*•/
-*—*!« i

sed, Stings where it was fondly nur - - sed.

den, denn es ist zur Schlange wor - - den.

1'

J_



n

^"^^^^ mf» I* ^s ^^^ss^
Ah ! a child of Thine up - bring - ing,

Ach! ein Kind, das du er - zo - - gen,

^

To Thy breast for nurture
daa an dei - ner Brust ge -

cUng - ing,

so - gen,

Coi - ling there, the snake ac - cur ------ sed, Stings
droht den Piie - ger zu er - mor ----- den, denn

No. 13. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

i Piano-Forte.

^ \^ \- J^ }\ ^'^

Now on the first day of the un - leav - 'ned

A - - ber am era - - ten Ta - - ge der .sii - - ssen

9«ii^

m. ^ ^-¥=f

bread came the dis - ci - pies to Je - sus,

Brod' tra - ten die Jiin - ger zu Je - su.

And said un - to Him:
Und spra - chen zu ihm:

^_ A ^



No. 14.

(al = 104.

Soprano.

CORO I.

_y_ -jy-



No. 15. EECITATIVO.

Evangelist.

{Texok.)

Piano-Forte.

CORO I. 43
Jesus. (Bass.)

Passover,' -with my dis-ci - pies,

hal - ten, mit meinen Jiingem.

The dis - ci - pies did 'as Je - sus had ap -

Und die Junger thaten, vrie jinen Je - sus be - fob - len

i ^;
iS

£3=

r
^= ' -^ ^EE

pointed, and made rea - dj there
hat - te, und be - rei - te - ten

the Pass-0-ver. And when evening came, He sat down at

das O - sterlamm. Und am A - bend setz - te er sich. zu

^Ez

f "r
Jesus., ^^ W~^f=^ ^^

ta - ble with the twelve,
Ti - sche mit den Zwolfen,

^^^^^m
and as they ate, He told them : Veri - ]y I say to

imd da sie a - asen, spracb er: Walirlich, icli sa - ge

=^

P^:iS»z

i^l M- ?^^ ^
Evangelist.

5E -^

g^gz^^gnfe^^ A^

w =a
you:
euch:

One among you here
El - ner un - ter euch wird

shall be - tray
mich ver - ra -

U—U—U-
me.
then.

And they all grew ver- y
Und sie wurden sehr be

W^^

is m
^^
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z^-
^^

i

sad, And they be - gan,
trlibt, wad hu - ben an,

;=^=J^J' i
J' ^Jf^^^EEfe^lgEgE

eV - ry
ein Jeg - licher

one of them to say un - to
un - ter ih - nen, und sag - ten zu

^
AUegro. {J = 104.)

Soprano. COEO I.

W
Alto.

Lord, is it I ?

Herr, » bin ich's?

IS it I?
bin ich's ?

Tf
is it I?
bin icli's ?

1

!^' ^M
ri

Lord, is it I ?

Herr, bin icix's ?

Tenore. tutti.

Tf
IS it I?
bin ich's ?

Lord,
Herr,

w.
is it I?
bin ich's ?

W
IS it I ?

bin ich's?

--^ hkz=^ -^
=l2ff

Him:
ihm:
Basso.

Lord,
Herr,

is it I ?

bin ich's?

is it I?
bin ich's ?

Lord,
Herr,

is it I ?

bin ich's ?

i B?

IS it

bia

^W r
is it I?
bin ich's ?

i
AUegro.

^ -^

Lord,
Herr,

is it I ?

bin ich's ?

=feJ^^
^=F

-J- W-
±=^.

:toi _( . •- fc

S^
1^

tt

tn-j vlfiiup-l

^ ^^Sb
ff

Lord, is it I?
Herr, bin ich's ?

Lord,
Herr,

is it

bin

I?
ich's?

n-y n
is it I ?

bin ich's ?

IS it

bin

I?
ich's ?

Lord,
Herr,

w^r

^^ ^:

is it I ?

bin icli's ?

I?
ich's ?

is it I?
bin ich's ?

Lord,
Herr,

is it I? is it I?
bin ich's? bin ich's?

i^
41^ -^-

Lord,
Herr,

is it I ?

bin ich's ?

IS it

bin

I?
ich's?

is it I ?

bin ich's?

w 221
^

r
mi:•5^?=

,9^
g? ?P^

IF "rt ^
^
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(J=66.)
Soprano.

Alto.

Tenor.

Bass.

No. 16. CHORAL.
CORO I. & II.

'm 3
^

E3E=*': r:-j—

1

4
'f=^=f^^

?=s=^ E -:r-^+^-^

w^'fcEE -^sd
I

I
I*

"

— J J J
S^^tr

^

'Tis I ! my sins be

Ich bin's, ich soil - te

-J- ^- -^
=^

:E^E^Eg=r=
tray Thee ! Ah ! foul - ]y I re-

bii - - - ssen. An Hiin - den und an

I
fer=^ 3^e£ =^^^B

-tl^
=5= T-T ^^:^ŜE^

m:& =a:
=»=?c

^s:
.—r _ _ . _

pay Thee, Who died to make me whole ! Of all the wrong Thou bo - rest, The
Fii - ssen Ge - bun - den, in der H6U'. Die Gel - sselu und die Ban - den, Und

-J—J^J: m'r^^ uJ^" ^^-^=^.

J- J-.-H-n j

^
?=»-

jr j-gj-

ii
stripes, the crown Thou wo -

was du au3 - ge - Btan -

rest, The guilt lies hea - vy on my
den, Das hat ver - die - net mei - ne

soul.

Seel'.

No. 17. RECITATIVO.
CORO I.

Evangelist.

Piano-forte.

tE^^^ ^^S^Jesus.

-t=t; ^^E^ ^=H ŷ.—^-v—V-

i

Heansweredthem,andsaid: He who his hand withmeinthedishnowdippeth, even

Er antwor-te - te und sprach : Der mit der Hand mit inir in die Scliiissel tauchet, der wlrd

.J

I

ifefe

-©^

^

gp:
=^

123::;

^^=

jzt
:!?»:

=^ =?=^
=«^=jc: i

-?-^ 'i—»- fcfe
t:tj— -9* • —1^

1 L 7 t<

—

=tt

he'll betray me. The Son of Man goeth now a^vay,

mich ver - ra - then. Dea Menschen Sohn ge-hct zwar da - hin,

as of Him it standeth written : but

wie von ihm ge - schxieben ste - het : doch
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^m 1 :^ M* -?-?H>^

woe un - to that man by whom the Son of Man shall be betray'd

!

we - he dem Mensohen, durch welchen des Mensclien Sohn ver - ra - then wird.

Indeed, it were
Ea wa - re ihm

^^^ k*z Evangelist.

Es=£
£ S V=s: ±^ Z\2i ^E^^

pk

better, better surely for him if he had not been born.
besser, dassder-sel - bi - geMensch nochnie ge -bo - ren "wii-re.

Thereto answer - ed Judas,
Da antwor - te - te Judas,

r
^¥=W^

5©-^

^ P ^ :b^

-^St-

i ^^
Judas,

Br^tfe
Evangelist.

^
Jesus.

iE^ -V-^-c'-

-?-t:
^i^he that betray'd, and said : Lord, is it I ?

der ihn verrieth, und sjirach : Bin ich's, Eabbi ?

He said to him : Thou sayest.

Er sprach zu ihm : Du sagest's.

S.S=^.

--^z

f

-^?—--

=^
'Szi^zE^l

V
~0^ ^
^9^=^

Con 8va.
¥'

i
Evangelist.

=^-^ S ^^S ^-^H?g-:^=i^=4^=^ ^bz!!^ =t==^

And as they were eating, Je-sus took bread, bles-sed it, and brake it, and gave His disciples, and
Da sie a- ber as- sen, nahm Je - sus das Brot, dan-ke-te, und brach's, und gab's den Jiingern und

/
^4-

9 r'#

iy^ ^
Con moto

( J = 100.)

Jesus.

-kf-

-^
fz b»

EE V—5:

Evangelist.

«^A„J XT
said

:

Bprach i

Take, and eat,

Neh - met, es -

m
T'^

for this is

set ; das ist

=«&=i'=tf=r=F

p~^

?=^

my
mcin

body.
Leib.

=j.=a=^

And He took the
Und er nahm den

te—p=^=¥=5=
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i e*ii

Con Molo. 1 i = 100.)

JESUS

fe^^^=^^tiEF^F=^^#i^^ ^
cup, and of- fer'd thanks, and gave it them, and said:

Kclcli, und dan - fce - tc, gab ih - nen den, und sprach

:

Drink

Trin

ye

kct

all.

Al

i
G \^ ^ :i±4—g-

y. 4
- V

^r r
at £g

of it

;

le da - raus

;

this is my blood, of the new Co - ve-nant,

das ist das Blut des neu - en Testaments,

^ "T

J^ f=^
^ ^̂

^ s# -i J c-a-
r m

L=i ^ 1 . f-t^ i

^^ ^^fe^ ^^^^^-p
-iii '̂ " U- S

which is pour - ed out for ma - nj, for tlie re - mis - sion of sins,

wel —ches ver - gos - - senwirii far Vie - le, zur Ver-ge - bnng der Sun - - den,

tr

""

i ^^ ^
-* V—=-»•

±^:^^^

^ i^ =1=;;* I' r . 1

^-*-«»!-

Ie
^^ S §?=?=hE s fp=^E^

I say to you : I will not drink henceforth of this

Icla sa - go euch : Mi wer - do von nun an nicht mehr von die - sem Ge

m :t:3=h
t=t:

fruit, this fruit

- wSchs des Wein

of the vme,

.

- stocks trin -

un - til that day,

ken, bis an deu

when I shall drink

da icli's neu . , .

.

I
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•>=»—F

—

\-
:t: '^f Tr~^^ -f—fz f=F^

. ... it new.. with you in my Fa - - ther'a kingdom,

trin - ken wer - de mit cuch in mei - nes Va - ters Rcicli.

I

No. 18. RECITATIVO.
Laryhelto. {j>= 92.)|| COIiO I.

Soprano.

heart in tears

Herz in Tlirii

do swim,

neu schwimmt.

That we

.

class Je

so ... . soon must part with

stis . von uns Ab - schied

5^—g:g~T:gj'l
J2f~^*^~g3/'*3:g jj./""'^^

Him;
nimmt,

Yet in His tes - ta - ment we all re - joice

:

so macht mich docb sein Te - sta - ment er - freiit

:

His

Sein

o-e-

i^iE
(O gift how choice

!)

O Kost - - tiarkcit,

Doth He be

Tcr - maclit cr^ .Sra 1^ -^s
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»!/

^^
queath in - to my hand.
mir in mei - no Hiin - dc.

m
lov'd His own here liv - ing,

Welt mit de - nea Sei - nen
Nor
nicht

could be un - for - giv - ing,

bo - se kiin - nen mei - nen,

He
so

i^2
• ^ - -— —_=_ I

:|=t Z^ZI^-

poco riten.

m ^ She

loves

.

liebt....

tliem . . still un - to the end ....
er %ie bis an das En - de.

4i J -J 3^ ^ (

=5=^:

^^-
pprdendosi.

-»—^-^-
VP

i^^^=3=^-
W=^.

^
No. 19. ARIA. COEO I.

Andante con moto. ( ^ = 108.)

n Soprano.

s

Ne - ver will my heart refuseTIiee, Dwell
Ich will dir mein Her - ze scbenkcn, sen-
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i
> . . in me,

- - ke dich,

^

dwell in me, my . . . Life, my All

!

sen, - - - - ke dich mein.... Heil liin-ein!

^ ' ^nf 03 ^ ^ ^^_ S3
' —-^g -^

dwell in me,
ke dich,

s
-^^

mf ^

^S -^-?-
'

%?-? 1 11^ ±i=
^

^3^^"^
"'/

^ ?5plt^^ EteEK S
Ne - - ver will my
ich will dir mein

heart
Her -

re - fuse Thee,
ze schen - ken,

Dwell .... in me,
sen - - - - ke dich

ge^
p

it^=ff^

^"

i
-EiS— ^^^^^^s^^^^^

. my Life, my All

!

mein Heil bin - ein,

No, ne - - ver will^ my heart re-fuse
ich will dir mein Her - ze, mein Her - ze schen - - -

... Life, my All ! dwell in me, my Life, my All

!

Hci], hin - ein, sen - ke dich, mein HciT, hin - ein

!

^
Pf=^

0- f- rjLJLr^

^s4=
7 7 f ^i =^^a- =3i
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inf

-t a- » li-a—i-:S^ SR-^^ o it-a-

Ev - er-more in Thee I'll lose me.
Ich will mich in dir ver - sen - ken

:

»t»^''-T^ pja^jqi

II'"
si ^ ^-i»—g-»-«- S-e- -g B-^^=TrF^r=N

TT^'ne.)

ere - - seen . do.

frfr^T^ H^^^^^ e
If for Thee the world be small,Thou to me art more than all,Morethan worldSimyHeaVn
ist dix gleicli die "Welt zu klein, ei, so sollst dii mir al - lein mehr als "Welt und Him -

gU=^^rf^F^M-̂
G

f=t
^e^^^

^d^^'^T:,^ ^
B

m.ct^L i3:

ere - - SCO! --^
'

' '^ -rfo.

^^3^W *- «



in Thee will lose me! If for Thee the world be small, Thou.
in der ver - sen - ken; ist cJir gleich die Welt zu klein, ei,

to me
BO Sollst

^^&Se ^s^^

^ ^EE^M
art more than all, more,
du mir al - lein mehr,

^f=t?
^^^? -g—g 7

more than worlds, my Heav'n, . . . my all

!

mehr als Welt nnd Him - - - mel seia.

^ j™_ (D.C.)

m

4̂ •- ^^^^^^^ig^^^£

i
mf

a^£ «—^!

—

e-

-i/*—i^-

Ne - ver will my heart refuse Thee,DweU
Ich will dir mein Her - ze schenken, sen-

m ^gfl
II I ^

—-S^g ~3—* J-i==^it=^• f- mi

fe 3Ei=E ^^^
ra me,
kc dich.

dwell in me,
sen - - ke dich.

poro rtten.

^^=g=^^S
in me, my Life, my All

!

ke dich, mein Herz, hin-ein!

E^^t£ i
f

E&^
•poco riten.

J^
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No. 20. RECITATIVO.

II COIftO I.

Evangelist,

Piano- Forte.

i^=4t=P= Pffl^
And when they had sung an hymn ofpraise to - geth - er,

Und da sie den Lob - ge - sang ge - sprochen hat - ten,

^—^'^m
JESUS.

^^M =fc#'¥
:F^f=p=* ^ $^^^o

they wentoutintothemountofOlives.ThensaidJe-sus to them: This ve - ry night all of you will

gin-gen sie hia - aus an den Oel-berg. Dasprach Je - sus zu ill - nen : In die- serNacht wer-det ihr ench

i JSr4̂- M^
i=

m
^3= 'P T

1^ ^ ^-

Vivace.

r
^-f-A

tt^^=^ ^ ^ ^S9^i^^ SF-11=9=^ ^
fall a - way from me.
Al - le iir-gern an mir.

For it stand - eth written : I will smite the Shepherd, and the
Denn es ste - bet geschrieben : Ich wer -de den Hir-ten schla-gcn, und die

T̂ ¥
d^^^^
Im -Z3Z m

^^-^ Sie?-
Yivace. mf

^S m
m F

tfc*5i^^
Moderato.

=^ ^jEg
sheep of the flock

Schaa - fe der Heer - de

shall be scat-ter-ed a - broad,
werden sich zer - streu - en.

But when
Wann icli

I am ris'n a - gain,

a - ber auf - er - ste - he,

then I will go be - fore you in - to Gal-i - lee.

will ich Tor cuch bin - ge - ben in Ga - li - la - am.

rn .-J^s ^««=«*

i«
p ^p^

-z»-
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No. 21. CHORAL. CORO I. II

Soprano. /|it#ji?j

Alto,

-iJ%^̂

Ac-knowl-edge me, my Keep - er, My Step - herd, own me Thine,Thou
Er - ken - ne mich mein Hii - - ter, Mein Hir - te, nimm mich an. Von

I
''5^

i^^==A=n^-.^:^^4^^^s^^^
I 1, _ -

CIf. rn

rn^rn̂
J-^UiML=j=iJ-^-.^ aj^,-^ /u

;^^t£ff#^^
fount of blessings, deep - er Than deepest want of mine. Thy mouth full oft hath fed me With

dir, Queir al - ler Gii - ter, ist mir viel Gut's ge- than. Dein Mund hat mich ge - la - bet mit

_j»Ultttfc i h zL ^

^ g=F=P
milk and an- gel food; ThySpir-it still hath led.

Milch und sii - sser Kost; Dein Geist hat mich be - ga

me The way of heav'nly good,

bet Mit mancher Himmelslust.

No. 22. RECITATIVO. CORO 1.

Evangelist.

Piano- Forte.

@-tUL_f, p
jgs^^^j^ Petrus.

^ ^!^^
Pe - ter an-swer-ed ea - ger-ly, and said to Him

:

Tho' all men
Pe - trus a - ber ant - wor-te - te, und sprach zu ibm

:

Wenn sic anch

^
-rti^

"^ -^

i5^^
^

« Jfc mg==^^^zz:^^§* =b=s
be of - fend - ed fee-cause of Thee, yet I, Lord, will be " nev-er of - fend - ed.

Al - le sich an dir ar - ger-ten, so will ich doch mich nimmermehr iir - gem.

iS

A.

?
m

Evangelist, JESUS,^
——^ > =g

=9•p^ ^=b—^-4^
Je - sus said to him

:

Tru - ly I say to thee : This ve - ry night,

Jc - sus sprach zu ilim

:

WMlirlirb ich sa - ge dir : In die - ser Nacht,
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Evangel I sj,

^^^^^Ef^.^4J4e=|^=^;.gEj^^ ^^
ere yet the cock croweth, that thou wilt tliree times deny me,

e - he der Halm kiShct, wirst du naich dreimal verleugncn.

Pe-ter said to Him:
Pe- trus sprachzu ihm;

i^

/

3 ?^
Petrus.

3E ^ ^^.^^^5: ^^
Though I should have to die with Thee, Yet
Und wenm ich mit dir ster - ben muss - te, So

will I nev - er de -

will icli dich nicht ver -

^iz
=y-

151 m ^
Evangelist.

if
j-4

^ ^
ny Thee,

leu

And like -wise said al - so allthedis - ci - pies-

Dess - glei - cheii sag - ten auch al - le Jure - ger.

^M± ^zir^
^-^r -zr

fa^^H^
No. 23. CHORAL. CORO I. IL

Soprano,

Alto.

Tenore,

Basso.
^ .1^.-^

i i nj=Tg=
"-J ^ HJ . J

r=^=f^

g^ gĝ
I will stay here be - side

Ich will hier bei dir ste

Thee, Nor Thou my love djs - dain ! What-
hen, Ver - ach - te mich doch uicht ! Von

i.p^=^.=^^ ^ i

gteH=f ^^^ Si zS^î3zfe ^
ev-er woe be - tide Thee, Here steadfast I'll re - main. And when Thy heart is break - ing, In

dir will icli nicht gc - hen, Wenn dir dein Herze brichtWann dein Hera wird er - bias - sen, Im

^ J=F^ ziz ^ ^

^m k-311 ^ =f=^
death's re - lent - less grasp, Thee ten - der - ly up - ta

letzten To - des - stoss, Als - dann will ich dich fas -

king, With-in mine arms I'll clasp,

sen la meinen Arm und Schoos.
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No. 24. RECITATIVO.

CORO I.
^ -#

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte. V

?̂ ^g^m^-uu i)

Then came Je - sus with them un-to a place called Gethse-ma-ne, and

Da kam Je - sus mit ih - nen zu ei - nem Ho - fe, der hiess Gethsemane, und

JESUS.^^ 4* ^S^i= S:^^ ^^ ^
said to the dis - ci - pies : Sit ye here, •while I go yon-der and pray.

sprach zu seinen Jiingern

:

Setzet euch hier, bis dass ich dort bin - gc - he, nnd be

Evangelist.

U^^^v^l^-(..
\ q, i^ti:^^̂

#^==#- ^^M^^^VW^-i-6

And He took with Him Pet€r,and the two sons of Ze-be - dee, and be-gan to be sor - row-ful and

Und nahm zu sich Petrnm, und die zween Siihne Ze-be - da - i nnd fing an zu tram - - era und zum W , J--:^* "F
"te-^^

m ^^ f w
JESUS.^ t-9^^(;^[7=t3H V—V-

hea-vy,

za - gen.

Then said Je - sus to them

:

Da sprach Je - sus zn ih - nen :

My soul is sor-row - ful,

Mei-ne Seele ist be - trnbt.

^^^^^^^^^ ^ V

J J J IJ J, J ^

Jt >. r l^^^"^ -"

r ^'i-i f y -

. . • e en un
bis in

to death.

,dcn Tod:.

Tar-ry here, and watch with me.

bleibet hier, nnd wa - chct bei mir.

m g
9 =3E

feai-^f-^tij^ ^^ ^ ' ' '
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No. 25. CORO I. & 11.

(^ = 100.) CORO. I.

Zion.

Tenore Solo.

Piano-forte.

¥]7rrT -# ^-=: 5

grief

!

O Schmerz

!

Here throbs the rack'd and bleeding

bier zit - - tert das ge - qual - te

I
ĥeart.
Herz.

fezSoprano^

It sinks a - way

;

how pale His counte - nance 1

Wie sinkt es bin, wie bleicht sein An - ge - sicht !
sempre p

Alto.

Why must Thou
Was ist die

m r 'P\
;̂i^^zpr^COIftO II,

The Believers.
=^ sTenore.- <»-»—;

Why must Thou
Was ist die

Be - fore the
Der Eich - ter

Semt
f

I

sui - fer all these pangs of sor - row ?

Ur - sach' al - ler sol - cher Pla - gen?

fe ^-J—JPV^^ «--^-w-

I
. r f\m fezp:

suf - fer all these pangs of sor - row ?

Ur - sach' al - ler sol - cher Pla - gen?

^J—^-^tf=5^=r=r^

^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

j~^
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i ^^^^^^^ ^m
judge He must appear

filhrt ihn vor Gerioht.

No comfort, ah ! .

.

Da ist kein Trost,

.

[ r f
'

no helper near

!

kein Hel-fer nichtl

I -y-fri' &FF=^= ^s
^

from my sins they all their sting do bor - - row

!

- ne Sun - den ha - ben dich ge - schla - - gen!^^w

J 1 ^E^ 1- ^ 1—

from
mei

my
ne

sms
Sun

they all their sting do bor - - row

!

den ha - ben dich ge - schla - - gen!

^^^^m^iiaF=^^^

^^ •? Jz ^m f K SE£ i^
cf^^^

Tea, all

.

Er lei

the pains of Hell as-saU Him,
det al - le Hollen - qualen,

I
±^

Nor will His in -

er soil fiir frem -

^JEf^tt :*==«= ^m3t^^^. i^
<*— 90-m rS=t

-^ w

H^ SBS3^^^#iffl^^



m
feSEl^fe^ v^ ^^ i^

nocence avail Hini.

den Kaub bezalilen^^ m ^
Mine, all Lord Je - sus, mine the guilt, I own it

:

loh, ach Herr Je - su, ha - be dies ver - scliul - det:

i -^ dibJ-^J- -^-t2«^fej= =jr^

m ^ 5 ^^^ *
Mine, ah Lord Je - sus, mine the guilt, I own .• it;

Ich, ach Herr Je - sn, ha - be dies rer - schul - det:

^ga ^ ^emi^ 2e:* ^ P^^/

^^

Mine, ah Lord Je - sus,

Ich, ach Heir Je - su.

mine the guilt, I own . . it: MustThou a-

ha - be dies ver - Bchul - det, Wasdu er-

^^^m^I
!

ite ^m
-«-* ae^h« *m^mm SPHe

iF^^eF^^^ V—

u

^
Ah ! » . . couldmyloveforTheea '

Ach! konnt© mei - ne Lie - be

Sil?^: E^^^

^^
Must Thou a - tone it

!

Was du er - dul - - detl

£i=j^^-JHfi ^
f^zEE XJ ^J^

Must Thou a

Was du



fe-?

—

r^'—^^^
60

s»—f-

^ V U-
^^^ ^̂

-vail, Thy pain to mitigate, or share it, Or coald I only help Thee bearit. How
dir, mein Heil, dein Zittem und dein Zagen ver - mind - em oder helfen tragen, Wie

trs- ->«

—

g I i ^f^
Etzt ^^in-5^t=Mt=faj 3!=i*5=^^M-#:#=^^^^=3BB ^?=^

^
Ĵ'-

^I^.SS^g^^5rsJ:s3^
it

^^^ b^ -F^h^f^g-^^f B^ ^^^^~n3-f—fi-g—?-

t^ 5^==tn
glad - ly, how glad-ly %Q dear a task I'd hail

!

ger - ne, wie ger-ne, wie ger-ne blieb' ich hier!

No. 26. ARIA and CHOR. I. II.

( i = 80.) Andante.

Piano- Forte.

^^=^T

—

r
Oboe Solo.

^m 1^
I^Zjt

=f^
CeZ/o 6'o/o.

t3=1?Z
-fet-i ^

'^:^^^ t^~r

tr

m =j^.^^ /T°n^5^^ P^f—r •? g *-

±
¥- '^ r

:^_J_,4-^M-^ 2^

ii
=^ ^^ Ei^

m
^^-^b^-j-ipr^^^^^&^^^^

*f T J^M ¥=^^=^^^
l^^t^ r ^-J^-Ll=^=^=Fi

—

r-j
rr

CORO I.

Zion, TcDore Solo.

^^J' Li£££E£g
1 il watch with my dear Je- - - - -su
Ich 11011 bei meinem Je-------su

r^^^
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^m
al - way.

wa - chen.

Soprano, CORO n.

Pf-^ F r pf?r=^ mli

Alto.

So slum - ber shall our sins be - fall I

So schla - feu un - sre Sun - den ein

!

^^^ ^r=^ ^I?:g
So slum - ber shall our sins be - faU

!

Tenor.

^ag=^

Basso.

So slum - ber shall our sins be - fall I

So schla - fen un - sre Sua - den ein!

^^' r -J^" ^^ :3 r r

^ ^S2[A^ C.^^^
Î'll watch with my dear Je

Ich will bei meinem Je

su al - way.

Bu wa - chen.

^^SPg=^^^
So slum - ber shall our sins be -

So schla - fen un - sre Siin - den

i^ m ^^
w^-

a « 0-

r
So slum - ber shall our sins be

^
I J ^k^^ It ^

^ :.^33

So slum - ber shall our sins be -

So schla - fen un - sre Siin - den

^
nn-3M^^ ^SiP^9*-

^'=^^^^^^^^^-?^^ m





6S

=#^
^

Death no
Mei - nen

more.
Tod...

fall!

J-k:

ftOi!

11

:^S±£
^

/

^:-r!2i ^g^i&g rF-f-rl'^

—

>̂

.t^Wr

tP EtLKfe^ iwi
i^-^

t—r—r^3M
—1/^ laauauu -

Fear
bii -

I : Christ
sset sei -

is gone be - fore

!

ner See - len Noth!

^^^^^m^mrm^^ &̂F^^
R f T p; ^s|

Death no more,
Mei - nen Tod,

no, no more,
mei - - nen Tod ..

Fear .

bii - -

tr
;fci=p

^
^=3 7 J ? =i2«t

-/fc—-»-

^

i£#^^&te ^^z^^—^^P^g^^:^q*ikt

'Z^

g^gg^^faj^^^D-i^z^^F-^^^aig
I : Christ . . is gone •

.

- sset sei - - - ner See -

be - fore

!

len Noth;
His sor

Trau
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m^^m
are my joy, my glo
ma - - - - chet mich voil Freu

i^

And so for

Drum nnisa Tins

k

us . their pi - teous
diensfc - lichsem ver

Is bit

recit bit

=^i
lezzat

^S
i^

And so
Drum muss

for

uns

US their pi - teous
sein ver - dieust - licli

to 'i,
—»—^—»-

g
yet how sweet.
und doch sii

with - al ! is bit

sse sein ! reohfc bit

ter, yet how sweet
ter xuid doch sii - -^ S bE ^W^

^
- ter, yet
-•ter und

how sweet
doch sii ^ •

with - al

!

sse sein

!

is bit

recht bit

ter,.yet how
ter und doch

sweet !

.

sii - -

IS

sse .' recht

^ ^-•/ ^ 1^

ter, yet how sweet
ter und doch sii - -

^ ±i

with - al ! is bit -

sse sein ! recht bit

ter, yet how sweet,
ter und doch sii -

is bitter,

sse, recht bitter

yet how
und doch
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^^^
bit - tor, bit

bit - ter, bit

ter, yet how sweet
ter und doch su -

with - al ! sweet with
sse sein, su - - sse

-^9-^

-»—

^

i:
E£

sweet with - al! is bit
^'i" -- ase, recht bit

- ter, yet how sweet with-
- ter und doch su - sse

T- ^^
§L^Z :ffi ^S

sto - - ry is bit

Lei - - den recht bit

ter,

ter

Z7WZ

with

=^
=E ^^

al ! And so for

seio, drummuss uns

^M -H

US their pi - teous sto - ry Is bit - ter,
sein ver - dienst - lich Lei - den recht bit - ter

m ^ES
al!

sein.

And so

drum muss

for us

uns sein

their pi - teous sto - ry Is bit - ter,

ver - dienst - lich Lei - den recht bit - ter,

^^^Spfe^
so for us their pi - teous sto - ry Is bit - ter

drum muss uns sein ver - dienst - Heh Lei - den recht bit - ter

^^^^M
"L=^a 5

3^^
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i

^=E*=

^^
I'll watch with my dear

Ich will bei meinem

-?=-i=

yet how sweet with - al

!

und doch sii - sse sein!

S -e
\

^
yet

und

\=iz=i=zi-z

how
doch

sweet withal

!

sii - - sse seiul

f—

r

?=^ 5a—y-

=tffc=S^iJ ^
yet

und

how
doch

sweet with - al

!

su - sse sein!

^^^£ _» —

_

=^

S^^^gSS

=^^^^ ^f=F=^ :^
Je

Je

P
SU alway.

su wachen.

I'll watchwith my dear

Ich will bei mei-nem

V-
-r*r

-*-»^

m
So slumber shall our sins be - fall

!

So sclila - fen un - sre Siin - den ein

!

** ^ ~N ~i^*^ s^" ^ ^ tf -*—^—•-

±=az
P

'J. .^ ' _«^fe -V

—

Lt*^ "Ti —^ ^^^—x^
So slum - ber shall our sins be - fall

!

So schla - fen un - sre Siin - den ein!

#gq^^as\^=-^

^mm^^m̂ ^m m̂. -?—

A

-

^"^^i^^-^r^TTif^^^^^^^^^^^
si
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i^ itt:^ ^m
s

Je - su,withmy dear.. Je-su al

Je - - su, bei mei - nem Je - su wa

g r

-

i'

J^ff^^rr-r^-Ean

-^ai-

^ w s^

r ' te- ~— ¥

^ ^
P way.

chen.

rTzs^tr̂ ^mm-A^4fi^=a^ m 3E

§5fe

So slum - ber shall our sins be - fall ! So slum

So schla - fen «n - sre Siin - den ein ! So schla " -

ber

fen

shall OUT sins be -

sre Siin - den

»^

So slum -ber shall our

So schla - fen un - sre

^e

sins be - fall!

Siin - den ein!

^^ ^sg
So slum -ber shall our sins be -

So schla - fen un - sre Siin - den

mznjj^ -^
^it

'Yw~yS "T^ -g-i^-^d. -^hs—^
ia:

i?^ J I

91^ -fig-

rr-1-t-r

-^r-—^=^^ iii
iat t^^^rHr-

J
1 III ' '--

kdii_. i »k^.npfa==ni' ^1 p-



gs

^^T!^ '

^ i^—t^:

fall!

ein!

So slum

So scMa

—

H

ber sliall our sins be - faEl

fen un - sre Siin - den ein.^ ^ ^3^^ -a—tf-
-a-

fall

!

So slumber sliall our

ein! So sclilafen nn - - - - - sre

sins be - falL!

Sun - den ein!

if^r-^ ^^
¥

fall! So slum - ber

So Bchla - fen

shall

un

our

sre

sins be

Siin - den

fall!

ein!

^i&̂^- ^^=^^^s=^^
fall!

ein!

So slum-ber shall.

So scWa-fen un -

!#=fc=^= i^^a^^ iU

our ,sms be - felU

sre Siin - den ein':

tr

-\ I I J ^^S.§z -^t l^

'9^^^^—
^=^^rT

^^

m^m
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i# ^^-prm^=^3,^^z^V-j^ ^i^P—I-

B»-H^ -i*—)^ J l—V.
'-^^^ 3^ ^ T=

:tS3^^^^
^^*= rfc

^
'fzSM SS^^^I

^ =Si=

\§£^
^

1

E
fe»-bf*-f' -q^a —*—V

i m-?-»- ^;i—

^

^

No. 27. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

Piano- Forte.

few^;==^^.fe=^Eg;][ru4U-kM^^
And He went a little farther, and fell down up -on His face, and pray-

Und ging hiu ein we - nig, fiel . nieder auf sein An - ge - sicht, und be -

m̂̂
4. *—^

r
-^

Jesus.

i
ji=l»~^-. b^ lEfe ^ J-J^ S* ^^^^-Tt—^t-^ ^^ -V- =5==^ =^=y

- - ed, and said

:

te - te, und spracli:

My Fa - ther,

Mein Ta - ter,

if pos-si - ble, wilt Thou let

ist's mog - licli, so ge - he

^ i2z:

^m %
rV

s§fê̂ =!^ "^ ^
:^ f- -^ ^m^ ^=^- ^ Ses;

this cup pass from me !

die - aer Kelch von mir

:

yet not as I will,

doch nicht wie iclx will,

but as Thou wUt.

son - dern wie du willst.

^^ ^^^ *1 ^ ^r

-ST

OT

g^ -

3=
1



No. 28. RECITATIVO. COEOH.
Andante.

(^ = 100.)

70

Bass SolOi

Piano-Forte.

(R, FRANZ,)

§^:X-t-U=fegEiJj^#=?^?g^^^
The Saviour falls before His Father kneeling; There-by He raiseth me and
Der Hei - land fallt vor seinem Va-ter nie - der, dadurch er - hebt cr mich und

i£P^
^ fe^ -^̂fe^^^£=#=

all From Adam's fall,

AI - le von unserm Fal - le

The wondrous grace of God re - veal - ing.

bin - auf zu Got - tes Gna - de -wie - der.

fe%=^^ ^fn4
^.

iffiSfA•^^v^

^- ^
\f- ^=2=^

Pre - pared is He,
Er ist be - reit.

The cup, though death so bit - ter be. To
den Kelch, des To - des Bit - ter - keit zu

i J. h 7 ^= i 1̂=1=1=^:^^^m m-W 71 S

c rs=
5^=S«:

-i dr-

m
-w-

^^z--t ^ $E 4:t 4=b:

drink,

lee - ren.

=!?=i^
(And with the sins of all

in wel - cben Sim - den die

the vrorld that cup is fill'd, Ah ! loathesome
ser "Welt ge - gos - sen sind, die uns ver -

^- ^^= ,^^-
g^=5^^

.^^^3:a3 s=^? -9-fe#
l?s=a:^ d -S-rS TTf

^ ^
zfzJ-^Sd^̂ ^-^^S§^

sink
!)

- zeh - ren,

For 80 the lov - ing
well ea den lie - ben

Fa - ther will'd.

Gott ge - fiillt.
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No. 29. AHIA.

Andantino con moto. (J>i=I04.) CORO II.

Basso.

Piano-Forte.

m¥̂^^
Pfcs ^^.H

mf
J. > 7̂

^^^^^g* SE
-r

(R. rRANZ.l/iiS3ig=ggi3«=i|^^
-T ^^ iS

»!/>

g!i^ t^:=b=
Glad - ly
Ger - ne

i^ ^g ^ ^ LaŴ =4^,^^^̂
will I . . • . all re - sign - iug,

will ich .... mich be - que - men
Cross nor bit - ter cup de - cli - ning,

Kreuz und Be r cher an - zu - neU - men.

^i^ai ^
Drink, in .

.

trink'ich.

.

my Re - deem-er's name,
doch dem Hei - land nach.

a ff> ho. ^3^^:St»-
j. J-^^^ ur^i^u- .rrr^^

7 ?

^^Efd
'^^Û =-^li-

afejE^Eif

Ci^^^ S
m/--^^,^ ^§»E ?£Et&
Glad - ly will I,.. all re -sign - ing,.. glad - ly,

ger - ne -will ich . . mich be - que - men, .

.

ger - ne,



bit - - ter cup de - cli - -

Be - - cher an - zu - neh - -

ning. Drink . . . .

men, trink'

in my Ke - deemer's name, drink
ich doch dem Hei-land nach, trink'

^'^^ ^SH-^ e^ ^-

^Jfc

»E i
cresc.

pt^

^^^^ETOS
Jl

=F=f
^—

g

a-

6^^ l^^=^^^i:;E ^ ere - seen

t̂=±i
-V V-

m my Re -dee -

ich doch dem Hei -

mer's name, Cross, . . ..

land nach, Kreuz,....

nor bit - ter cnp-
imd Be - cher an

de

cli - ning, Glad-ly will I, all re - sign - ing, Drink

.

neh - men, will ich gcr - ne micli be - que - men, trink'

.

in my
ich docli

1^ fe^
Re - dee - mer's name,
dem Hei - land nach.

gr^^ "' mf
m
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mf dol. ^

flow-eth,— To the
flies - set,... hat den

dregs Sweeter made this cup of shame, Tas - tin"- first
Grund und des Lei - dens Ler - be Schmach diirch den er -

cup of shame, Tas - - ting
her - - be Schmach durch den

first, c what He be - stow - eth.

sten Trunk ver - sii - - sset.

w
do.

feS f
m.

•^sr—

^

BJi CAPO.

% ¥-=l^ ^ i '^^^
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No. 30. RECITATIVO. COEO I.

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

EE3E ?=^
And He came to the dis - ci - pies,

Und er kam zu eei - nen Jiin - gem,

=bi ^
and found them sleep - ing,

imd fand sie schla - fend,i

1^
'mm

Jesus.^e^^^^i ^^^^^jfeMN5^ v=^
and said to Pe - ter ;

und sprach zu ill - nen

:

Is it SO that ye cannot watchwith me one hour ? Watch and
Konnet ihr denn nicht ei - ne Stunde mit mix wachen ? Wacliet und^ j^

^
T

w

^^1^^^^ T-T-t
^

5=E E^
pray, that ye en - ter not in - to temp-ta-tion. The spirit in -deed is willing, but the flesh is

betet, das3 ihr niciit in An - fechtung fal - let. Der Geist ist wil - lig, a - ber das Fleisch isfc.

—-J-

weak,

schwach.

He went a - way a - gain, pray

Zum an - dem Mai ging er bin, be -

- ed, and said :

te - te, und sprach

:

My
Mein

^^^taS^-i.
:SE Vm m i

¥-
^i

^M-^-V-M^^-^^^Q--^^5E ^
Fa - ther, if this cup may not pass a - way from me, ex •

Va - tor, ist's nicht naoglich, dass die - aer Kelch von mir ge - he, ich

^M

Sm ^ ^z^
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g^^: I—r—=^
- cept I . . . . drink it,

triu - ke ihn denn;

'-^- ^ ^
Thy
So ge

will be done.
sche - he deia Wil - le.

US*- ^
=#f

i^

No. 31, CHORAL. CORO I. H.

Soprano,

Alto. ^^ i3^Es[ L-^J i \ m* 331

i =^ Jl ^i ^ -J: ^"^i
8 f Ji Vf

-f- f= k«i»

Now may the will of God be done

!

His will I would not

His help is near to ev' - ry one, Let not our cour-age
"Was mein Gott will, das g'scheh' allzeit, sein "Will' isfc stets der
Zu hel - fen den'n er - ist be - reit, die an ilm glau - ben

al - - ter.

fal - - ter.

be - Bte;

fe - ste;

i m-^-^=^=fg^ ^^^ V^Uf r^m=f=f^
i ^^ 6"^^ m=IS.S^^^^-J^\=^^^^

all our need, Our Friend in - deed, How ten - der - ly He chi
hilft au3 Noth, der from - me Gott, und zuch - ti - get mit Maa

deth! To
ssen. Wer

k ^ =k3± fff^^i^E^a
f &1 r "^ d" r f

'g=

i^n =M ^
Him hold fast: He builds to last, Who still in God con
Gott ver - traut, fest auf ihn baut, den will er niclit ver

No. 32. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

deth.

Evangelist.

(Tenoe.)

Piano- Forte.

Ife ^ m lt=ts: i p* ^5B W^
And again He cameand foundthem sleeping; Indeed their eyeswere full of
Und er kam nnd fand 8ie a - ber schlafend, und ih - re Au - gen wa - ren voll

S m
g%E

sleep. And He left them, and He went a - way a - gain, And pray - ed for the
ScHaf's. XJnd er liess Bie, iind ging a - - ber - mals >jn, Und be ^ te • te zum
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3=B—p=p=UL=LJi

—

'/ p—

^

S^
ifc^z^

third time, and said a - gain the same ve - ry words,

drit - ten Mai, unci re - de - te die-sel - bi - gen Worte.

Tlien came He to His dis-

Da kam er za sei - nen

4^1

? ^^E^r£F
:f= P

*
JESUS.

=bt i! ^^ E§! ^H^^3^^:g

ci - pies, and said to tliem

:

Jiingern, und sprach zu ih - nen

:

Ab

!

will ye sleep and take your rest now ?

Acb

!

woUt ihr nun schla - fen und ru - hen 1

-3a=
-Tte

—

-r

mw =^

W¥^^^ ^^^^S^ It ft«--tL
=S^ ^!

the hour is at hand, and the Son of Man in-to sinner's hands is now de - li - ver'd

die Stunde ist liier, dass des Menschen Sohn in der Sunder Ilande ii - ber - antwortet

^ m ±.

nr
-Ts/-

m

m f 1 tiSpi^SL *:^ kz £ It ^ ^4

ff-

¥
i^F-U
^ m.5:

m
up. So a - rise ! let us be go - ing ; look ye, he is here who doth be-tray me.

wird. Ste - het auf, las - set uns ge - hen

;

sie - he, er ist da, der mieh Ter - rath.

^
'^3^=^̂

i^52z m

Evangelist-
«=tafc

^ A —.,1 ».l.ri..^ i. T_T -. 1..^^ .-.n -^.-. n T-.-. Ann -rmi-l-ij-v -ntn ct r\r\r^ f\-V + 1 1 fl t TTT/J I tTQ cl icAnd . whUe yet He spake, came Ju - das,

Und als er noch re - de - te, sio - he.

who was one of the twelve dis

-

da tam Ju - das, der Zwiilfcn

?



$
ĉi - pies,

Ei - ner,

^
77

E^
-^ii

-?—?-

and with Him came a great multitude, with swords and with
ttnd mit ihm ei - no gro - sse Schaax. luit Schwcrtem und mit

i *
m
r
m s^-h

ig
lb= s

staves, from the chief priests and the el - ders of the peo - pie.

Stan- gen, von den Ho - hen - prie - stem xvnd Ael - te - sten des Volks.

i s
pi«^;

=iz

^ ^ :t:^ #
Now he that be -tray- eel Him had giv'n them a sig - nal be- forehand, and had
Und der Yer - - rli - ther hat - te ih - nen ein Zei - chen ge - ge - ben, nnd ge -

^l ~W

^^^ '^^ I a^
said: Whom-ev-er I shaU kiss,

sagt

:

"Welchea ich kii - ssen wer - de,

'tis He, Him seize ye.

der ist's, den grei - fet.

And straight-way

Und als - bald

"y -

m I

r ESm-^
^

i
Judas.,

ffft—•-

J=
r^-- 5^= ^9^'^^^F=^

r ^
Evangelist,

I

—

a— /I—'-\9—a^^

came
trat

he to Je sus and said : All hail to Thee, O Master

!

er zu Je - sum und sprach : Ge - griisset seist du, Eab - bi

!

-Iff

And kiss'd Him. Je - sus

Und kiissete iim. Je - sus

^̂
~± J«-

s=
^-

"Tt 1

—

=t
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^^ N—

^

Jesus.

^
--^ _ Evangelist,

fe
fc=ir^iZ^^^^^^ -V i^ 7

-V y
f̂=S=i.

said un - to him : My friend, -wherefore art thou come ? Then instant - ly they

a - ber sprach zu ihm

:

Mein Freund ! wa - rum bist du kommen ? Da tra - ten Bie hin-

Isrrif« fe-r^ Ji
i r rFl=^^E£*Ee^.^ k-

came, and they laid hands on Je - sus, • . . and took Him.
zu, und leg - ten die Han-de an Je - sum, und grif -fen ihn

i^ s*- ^^
m a ^^

No. 33. DUET and CHORUS.
Andante Iloderato. J = 80.

n Fl. & Ob.

Piano-forte.
m ^ ^ ^

-^^j.

«n poco ^ g=r^g^
^-^ /S~J=-^J3-JJ^Q=j=iS 3^^S^^^

^r=^^^^^̂ .^Tr.nn^. ^^E^ffq-^-Jtg^s îEfS3 -P=n^^^^ ??!==s

fe=^^=^^^^g^^^^^g^J^#^iJ-Ug

gt^rarz*

J.. J^

f=^

1P^^^s^^^s^^^^^^^S^ ^^m

fc^=JI=fe^fe^
^- g^

SEl
IpSiEi^fSE^

tr

=9r̂ —

^

k>-- U-M-i ^H*^ M^J4-t-L I J I
I

i J I I I
I

=^



Soprajio Soio.

7^

^ ^^^^^^e^^^^=£
Alas

!

my Je
Soist mein Je -

j^ Alto Solo,

sus now IS ta
- ana nun ge - fan ^

=^J^=^

zSz^^S:

Alas

!

my Je
So ist mein Je

SUS now
BUS nun

'4±-=^p=m
-j-—-^ J-—

B

Z 59—*
f P <̂

f^Ti-

IS

ge-

gm= §^^ Srf=^=^^-^^ =F;^

P«»aM j' T^^ ^S
^~J}*

—

^:~>^—tf—^—» ^-"-^i^
'lj.
^ w ^ " *

i—

.

^^^^^^ ^Br-1?- ^^^

5^5Ŝ -a g
^ ~~a>

ta - - - - -

fan ------
CORO 11. The Believers.
Soprano,

^^S^
Alto.

Leave Him, leave Him, bind Him not

!

Lasst ihn, haltet, bindet nicht

!

=^—
^V' l

7 ^^ -?

Tenore.

s ^ 7 -

LeaveHim, leave Him, bindHim not!
Lasst ilin, haltet, bindet nicbt!

Basso,
^-^. i»

9^^=^ ^ :^pr "b- g? -

:i=^ ^
tr^^Ŵ^

/ ^a^^
g^^^ stg^

S^fe
f^^EI

^^^^^^^=9^

^ ^

^m

ken.
- gen.

Moon
Mond

and stars

und Licht

have in
ist vor

w
ken.

• gen.

Moon
Mond

and stars

und Licht

bave in
ist vor

m
m
^̂ ^A^ Sfe ^^^^

:3iia= ^ T'

r~r 1^ r*-^ ijj gj

-r-rf-t- ^ ^
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^^
80

sor - row night for - sa - ken ;

Sclimerzeii un - ter - gan - gen;

Moon and
Mond imd

^S 1^^^^
sor - row night for - sa - ken;
Sohmerzen un - ter - gan - gen;

Moon
Mond

and
und

iE^ ^ i^^^^^?—?- ±*ipt^^g¥^^/ ?

5^ I EE ^ ^ ^^ Fp

stars have in sor - row night for - sa
Licht ist Tor Schmerzen nn - ter - gan

yr ^ l li:Vi^S=S. m
stars have in sor - row night for - sa - ken, For my Je
Licht ist Tor Sohmerzen un - ter - gan - gen, Weil mein Je

~»~i

• sus now is

- sus ist ge'

mfnrttm± ^-nnxP"^-^̂^^=^

f"=&^r^^^^

P fn\ Ljr |[K^^
---S-5

i ^^^^

i

- ken ; For my Je - sus now is

- gen; Weil mein Je - sus ist ge

ta

fan

t̂a
fan

¥ P aP -J-«>—

«

S:

CORO II.

Soprano. ^^ -^7

^

i
Alto.

Leave Him, leaveHim, bind Him not

!

Lasst ihn, haltet, bindetnichtl

^ i5=ts^^^^
Tenore. E^
Basso.

LeaveHim, leaveHim, bindHim not

!

Laast ihn, haltet, bindet nicht

!

ai^=iMS it*

^^^^ ^ gESEEf

i^3&
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fe

^^^
^^^^^^^

k̂en.

^^^=^=F' ggW '_J_ <^

=^:S
=tM7 3^^^

Leave Him ! leave Him ! bind Him not

!

Lasstihn! lialtet! bindet iiicht !

-^^^ih?—

-

-V—i^

^5SSiii:fc

m^

Leave Him! leave Him! bind Him not

!

Lasstihn! lialtet! bindet nicht!

#te1° y ^^i-Jz^jf4^i±^

B

—

a——^-
t ^̂̂ ^^=^ tr

^^^'''=?~^B^f^^~f^^^

^^^^^m
'^F

f

;-e-»v-^

^^^s^
g^^=ri+gg^

ShE

3^S 321

(

^ ±i ^
Lie's led a - way, ah I they have bound

.

Sie fiih - rcn ihn, er ist ge - bun

P^^^PS Ŝ =c^^sge^—^

He's led a - way, ah ! they have bound

.

Sie fiih - ren ihn, er ist ge - bun

-fe^-^^=^'

w^ Me^^3E^=^^^^^
W^

P l̂ J^a^^^^ LLL^
p* ^^ ^--^ '

^j. ^
^ ^ Pi SE

f^

•

#^F^ f=fr='^=ffFffS*S»-*-?-»-F-'*n
=Pi^^^^E
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p
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|!5gFrl^^^^a^ r 7 [
^

they have boiind.
ist £re - bun

Him.
den,

A-way, a
Sic full - ren

way!
jhn!

i^^g
A-way, a -

Sie fiih - ren

^
q=P=t^§3^
they have bound,
ist gc - bun

Him. A-way, a -

den. Sie fiih - ren

way!
ihn!

^i^rJ^ ^ S* Hr-: %4^^^^^^S^^¥
t^

i^f^^^=^^^F^?^=f ^^m
f V

^w^m^ w^^^^^^Mat -*-i^
'F

i
:(2z w^ -«—

^

t=^ pp^^ £:' Ic?;

I
way. All pi - ty ban
ihn. Er ist ge-bun

-tf^i-

=r
^ life 1^ t3&

A - way, a - way, all pi - ty ban
Sie full - ren ihn, er ist ge-bun

t£-
^ CORO II.

Ye lightnings, ye thunders, in clouds are ye
Sind Bli - tze, sind Conner in Wol - ken ver

van - ish'd ?

schwunden %

light - nings,

Bli - tze,

£ 3

^E= m̂=^^̂ ^̂ ^^
Ye light-nings, ye
Sind Bli - tze, sind

-3=±L -u-

I

I

jj' Vlvaee.

Ye lightnings, ye thunders, in clouds are

Sind Bli - tze, sind Donncr in Wol - ken
ye
ver

van - ish'd ?

schwunden ?

/If

-^^—7-w w

light - nings,

Bli - tze,

s ^ m,M



^=
ye tiiun - ders,
Bind Don - ner

^
clouds
"Wol -

—"^tej
are
ken

^^; ;fc^
ye vanish'd,
ver - schwunden,

-? V-?-
r

thunders,
Donner,

thun - dera,
Don - ner.

lightnings,
Bli - tze,

m
ligbtiiings,
Bli - tze,

thun - ders,
Don - ner,

SE^
lightnings,
Bli - tze,

ders,
ner.
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i
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i/
—U 1— b y :

lightnings, tliunders,

^^ 3^ ^ JE

^
lightnings, thunders, lightnings, ye

^^^^
thunders, in

^^ =e ^Don - ner, Bli - tze, sind Don - ner

i
Eli - tze, Don - ner, BU - tze.m3^:

=tn :i=

H lightnings, thunders, lightnings, thunders, lightnings, ye thunders, in

^ig^ :5=p= -g

—

g-

lightnings,

Bli - tze,

thunders,
Don - ner,

lightnings, thunders,
EU - tze, Don - ner.

—
^~W~'
thun
Don

^ -^-3^ 3^E e£^
vanish'd, lightnings, thunders, lightnings, thunders, ye lightnings, ye

m iE^ ^
i

schwunden. BU - tze,

J^
Don - ner,

r
Eli - tze.

jv
Don - ner, sind Eli - tze, sind^ ^-<i-

wm
vanish'd, lightnings, thunders, lightnings, thunders, ye lightnings, ye

^=g !5± ^
- ders.

,
lightnings,

ner, Bli - tze,

thunders,
Don - ner,

lightnings,

Bli - tze,

thun
Don
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:^ 3* g
Burst o - pen, O fierce flaming caverns of Hell

Er - off

^*=^4t -0-~r-

m
off - ne den feu - ri - gen Abgrund, O Hiil

S=^=*d
^i^

tC =?^
Burst o - pen, O fierce flaming caverns of Hell

5"

i^-f^^V-

n a

^^^£^^ 7 7
if-

Hell. then! Burst o - pen, O

-7—^
?=?=

Er - - off - neHoi

E^ 7 7 J|*=l=fr 1^

den

5ir
Hell then ! Burst

m^ ^ o - pen, O

^ 7 7 ^
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'3ttC:
z5=ez

then

!

=S^ ^^^
En - gulf thein

!

m
des - troy them,

ntc

w
lo!

e
zer - triimrare

!

— j»-

ver - schlinge,

^^ 7 -? ?- =1^=^
then! En - gulf them !

q^ ^
des - troy them,

^i•^ ?^^l

fes^a^ii
;
fierce, flaming caverns of Hell, then! de - vour them. O'e

^i= ^F^ ^
-ii

feu - -ri - gen Ab oriind, o Hijl - le, ver - dcr - be,

-f^

^ Xt— 1/

fierce, flaniing caverns of Hell, then! de - vour them, O'er

e^^E^ift=ij
g—?- -7 7 4

Con 8vA.,
^-^^^J-J^^i^^5
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^^f^=^-^^^^^^M
tray-er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

rather, das mordrisclie Blut,

M
! blast the be - tray - er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

den falschen Ver - ra - ther, das mor - dri - seine Blut

!

:^h _j'^-Lji:=^^Et^^§^= if

=Ss ^ ^ J m s ^±
tray-er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

rather, das mordrische Blut,

! blast the be - tr&y - er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

den fiilschen Ver - ra - ther,

=^^ M d

das mor- dri-sche Blut

!

M ^:*: $^ ^ EE ^^ ih:

^ ^
tray-er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

rather, das miirdrische Blut,

O ! blast the be - tray - er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

den falschen Ver - ra - ther, das mor - dri - sche Blut!

^ PE E£ '^rrrv

M ^ ibr^ S
tray-er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

rather, das mordrische Blut,

a£33frfr?^Fr=^^i=^

! blast the be - tray - er, the mur-der-ous brood

!

den falschen Ver - ra - ther, das mor- dri -sche Blut!

m :t^=3=^ al 0-

-»i- idi -*- *- -r IT IT "T

No. 34. RECITATIVO.

Evangelist,

Piano- Forte.

„CORO I.

es
^

f^
©2=^

^ft^
4

^3
it =S

And, be-hold, .

.

Und sie - he,

^^—N-
fe m^

one of them,

Ei - ncr von de - ncn.

that were with

die mit Je - su
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Je - sus, stretch'd his hand out, and struck a servant of the high priest, and smote off hia

wa - ren, recke - te die Hand aus, und schlug des Ho -heu-priesters Knecht, und hieb ihm ein

i 3£

Si 3^ =^
r

Jesus.

S^"^ r T
=^=irM:

ear. Then said Je - sus to him : Put up thy sword in - to its place ; for
Olir ab. Da sprach Je - sus zu ihm : Stec - ke dein Schwert an sei - nen Ort ; denn

m
§s

'p

Con 8va..

n £Xi-t r c ^-S—fr!=?= ^ ^
all they that take the sword, shall perish with the sword.
vrer das Schwert nimmt, der soil durch's Schwert umkommen.

il ~ I

E^EE*
Jr

Or thinkest thou, that
Oder meineat du, dass

flS

—

»-i

# s
m ^ -u-

ai!=ca:=i;=i:ii-P^-^-J^-»->^Pif=f!^ ^ ^^^
I . . . . cannot to my Father pray,
ich nicht konn-te meinen Va - ter bitten,

and He will give me more than twelve legions of
Jass er mir zuschick - te mehr denn zwiilf Le - gioneu

i1^ O^ ^
ii£ ^

i4 ^^B^^. ?^ ^=? r 7 5^ ^^3^
angels ? But how then shall the Scripture be ful - til - led, that so, so it must be ?

Engel ? Wie wilr -de a - ber die Schxift er - - fill - let ? Es muss al - so ge - hen.
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I

Evaneelist.

s *^^£ :t
Jesus.

3=§iz i?^ :^
In that hour said Je - sus to the multitudes

:

Zu der Stund' spmch Je - sus zu den Schaa - ren

:

Are ye all come out now
Ihr seid aus - ge - gan - gen

-=^^
f. V

m^ -P- i^tr-

-^r=,M^^^ EE^rt ^
^

as against a robber, with swords and with clubs, to take me ? I have been
als zu ein - em Morder, mit Schwertem und mit Stangen, micli zu fa - hen

;

bin ich docli

Con 8va

m fc m: It =t==t: i^ m^ t.s^ ?=?=
i= 3= -V -t^ 7 i>^^ -^ V-

dai - ]y here among you, yea, teach-ing in the temple, yet laid ye no holdup-on me.
tSglich bei euch ge - we - sen, und ha - be ge - leh-ret im Tempel, und ihr habt mich nicht ge - griffen.

^--\ J-^ ^J J iM -^Jli i -tw-
Sif-

=:dS^ Sp ?^

^^ ff

33E-y- i^—i?;

Truly this hath all come to pass, that the Scripture of the Prophets might be.. ful

-

A - ber das ist Al - les gc - schehen, dass er - fill - - - let wiir - deu die Schriften der Pro-

w ^
§te^̂

Evangelist

$

fil - led.

pheten.

SffeE
ip

Then all

Da verlies

the

T

dis - ci - pies forsook Him, and fled.

ihn nl - le Juu - ger, und flo-hen.

1^
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No. 35. CHORAL. CORO I. n.

Andante con moto._ ^^^

{^= 104.;

Piano--Forte./ /p . '

T°T

^
ili^m^ -id—

^

:f̂e^^

^

^«IfSrSS:
^^ =B=^ -^

^m
"^i^r-^

-^ff?-— rsz-
iSii:^:^

©3S -.Hn^ frg^ ^
*-*

j

i ji-g-

E^El^Se-d-

ff y^ F-^1 '-F—(P

h£ A^t
i|Ja-ffi^?=^==g—S^^--?==f^Tf"TW :^

!3s- l!^- -P--S-
y-^ > Fr—B—

^'S- ^fes_i2__

-19-

U_^
m. e p V- «=^S

^:rsi|^-^

G =£^ j^pgE^^^S
_»_ zt :Jr

-s 1*-

r#
^^^^^P'^^^"m^

r^.Jl It—[Ti7i— —f*»!S^—

f

tr "
I I

'g-g?—i

—

r ")

—

,\
[

Ik
I

^-^^-^ Ci«i^ ^'!»"J-^1 ^^----^-;-^;^
rmHpg-.iaM L II

J r*""^"

zii^.-
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A Soprano.

Alto.

O
o

Tenore.

w
,§#!

Basso.

wam trtri^r^T^^T^n^r^.

[m 5
CorCliva

sr
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M g^ ^E£
M ^^^?

thy sin so great

;

dein' Siin - de gross

;

^^
thy sin 'so great

;

^ * ^
Man
Mensch,

be
be

iM^±
A. A.

wail thy sin bo great

;

wein' dein' Siin - de gross

;

r.3^
5^ ^E^^^^ S S"

ifi i^ :Kt

=11=

^^E

tt

For
da -

which,
rum

from
Chri

His
stus

SU -

sein's

n ^
«

For which, from His
da - rum Chri - atus

m^-
SU -

sein's

-^

ai
For which, from His su - per - nal state,

da - rum Chri - stus sein's Va - ters Schooss,

£U •

sein'f

*

A=^=farJitJ^-^J=^:

For which, from
da - rum Chri -^^

g^3=g5^^—^^^e;:^?^ ^5^^

«m
per -

Va -

nal
ters

state, For Tvliich, from His su - per - nal state,
Schooss, da - rum Chri - stus sein's Va - ters Scliooss,^^- ^- J' ^sf

—

e-

m per - - nal state, For which, from His su - per - nal state,

S^ -h

His su - per - nal state...

8bus sein's Va - ters Schooss

?^
ii 3.^
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Christ

1.1

came
Esert,

on earth
und kam

to
aUf

w ^^^ -^^ P^xgiT

Christ came on earth
au - ssert, und kam

to
auf

suf
Er

^^. ^=^w— --/i-^^^-

Chrisfccameon earth to Sllf

=P=^
-V l^ L

Christ came on earth to
au - ssert, und kam auf

^A.^^MiMm^^nMm--3t<»—^>*
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Of Vir - gin moth -

Von ei - ner Jung •

-0-
er,

frau

pure
rein

and mild, of Vir - gin
und zarfc, von ei - ner

Elt*
Mi ^P"^ T caggj^=P

Of Vir - gin moth. - - er, pure and mild, of Vir - oin

^i* J !— Li-x,^ -^^ K-a—

.-f-*!!'

HT-i=

^
Mi*^

Was. bom
Tins

for us
tie

the

^

Q^3.i

Was born for us
Fur uns er hie

the

-^m.SfZ^I

g^
Was bom for
FUr uns er

—t^E^
US
hie

the ho - ly child,

bo - ren "ward.

the-

-^^
born for



ho
bo

- ly
reu

child ; was born for us,

ward; fiir tms er hieS ^
ho -

bo - ren ward

;

m-fi—0-

w ^

wM.
ho
bo

1^ y . '^^v
- ly child ; was born for

ren "ward; fiir uns er

US,

hie

the
S

ho - ]y child

:

bo - ren ward;

wm
us the ho - ]y child

;

laie ge - bo - ren ward

;

Cott Hca.
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^
«P

^r^r-^
would

Mitt*
He
ler

of

wer

fer.

den.

would

Mitt

^fe

He
ler

of

wer

fer.

den.

^
ft^-^m

-m-at—^t—i—i-^ifg-^-^ *w g—g-
^^

g-ji . 1-8—g—g—*-fak » *
cl »g -e— <^

mm^^m
m^m^mm vm.^^-^ r

'•"g:g=a
«sJ

-r-^-f^»^

4^- 7 7 -^j^-ffr 7 7 r

i»l^^
S. ic lit-

Ss Sf=^Ji^ a!=*:

afe^SB -n 7- ^#—7- ±^^-
^_J- t^

1
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^^^^
-if* ^ ^^^
Utt

He
und

heal'd the
legt' da

sick,

- bei

the
air

«]i!lfc m^-

dead, He heal'd the sick, the

und legt' da - bei all'

^^S^
dead,
gab,

He heal'd the sick, the

und legt' da - bei all'

^tz
i^i

^fej
dead. He heal'd the

£!^ «^ 6'0,,'bva^^^:
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t =5t

-M.^hun - - gry fed,

Krank - - lieit ab,

t ^:^=^ ^
a

hun - " gry fed,

ab.

He
und

m
heal'd
legt'

the
da

sick,

bei.

the
aU'

1^ E£ ^
hun - - gry

,, Krank v - ieit

fed, He heaPd the sick,

ab, und legt' da - bei

the hun
all' Krank

sick,

bei

the
aU'

s

=iAS

hun - - gry fed, He heal'd the sick,

Kraiifc - - heit ab, und legt' da - bei

the
aU'

ŝsr
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Un
Bis..

m ^
til

sich

the
die

day
Zeit

P=^=^=t=±

of
her

TTnf

M
Un - til the day of an

m Bis sich die Zeit her - dran -

guish, un - til the day
ge. bis sich die Zeit

5^^£3^
of
her -

Un - til the day of
Bis sich die Zeit her-

mi^ rts^^E
Un - til the day
Bis sich die Zeit

of
her

an - - guish, un -

dran - - - ge, bis

rrf r I I I
l it

.
L-r^=ss= I ^=^^ i i ¥ f =^
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'ts

i
a

WTieu
dasB

He for
fur

us
una

was
Be -

fjES
I- J' LJ^^

•t^^

When He
dasa er

for
fUr

of - fer'd up, for us
o - pfert wllrd', fllr una^ was

ge -^ ^^
gg

When He for of - fer'd up, for ua was

Ŵhen He

i^^ ^g=a^i
- fer'd up, When
- pfert wUrd', dass

for
fur

us
UDS

:^
was
ge -

of

£3=^=^
of fer'd

pfert
up,
wUrd',

When He
dass

for
fui

^m =c=it X_t-ti
us Tvaa
una ge

of

^
us was

^ una ge
of - fer'd up, TVlien He
o - pferb wUrd', dasa

for
fttr

US was
uns ge

of - fer'd up, for us was
o - pfert vtird', ftlr uns
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mm
for
for

us was
una ge

To
trUg"

of
w-

fer'd
pfert

drink
un -

up,
wUrd',

for
erer

all

Sim
the
deu

To drink
trlig' un -

for
srer

^ ^
of

iSS
jfi_

fer'd up,
pfert wtii-Q',

To drink
trlig" Tin

for aU
Slln

the
den

bit •

BChwe

k
us
nns

was
ge -

of

fei
fee—

^

fer'd up,
pfert wlird',

-IK- ^B J=^
P -^ L» »S ^ t«E¥^F=y=P

*i
it 7 •? ^ =^ ^i^

Con 8va.-

all

Sun
the bit - ter
den Bchwe - re

for all the bit - ter
Brer Stin - den schwe - re

m
u.m

cup,
BUrd',

cup,
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w

Con 8vA

Up
Wolil

ti^=^

guish,

ge,

Up - on the cross to Ian
Wohl an dcm Kreu - ze Ian

^*7 7

2=fei» i?=

guish,

ge,

Up - on.
Wohl an

the cross

.

dem ....... Kreu

=tt
guish, Up - on the cross to Ian - - guish, on the cross to

ge, Wohl an dera Kreu - - - ze Ian - ge, wohl an dem

Con 8VA.
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M&m
on
an

the
dem

cross

Ki'eu

to

ze

Ian
Ian

guish.
ge....

^:ElZZZE

guish, up - on the cross to Ian
ge, wohl an dem Kren - ze Ian ^^ ^

Up - on
Wohl an

the
dem

cross

Kreu
to

ze

Ian
Ian^

guish,
ze,

Up - on the cross to

Wohl an dem Kren - ze

Ian
Ian

ft

"*5E S
guish.

m^ r^-»-

^ft
fe

guish.

ge-

S» H*

guish.

ge.

A J-

z^

o:- »-%' » t

BBancmmiBaiB

sMsg
s^#34^^

^^^
i^^lP T^—t:

-?

—

-a>-_

End of the First Part.
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SECOND PART.
No. 36.

Alto.

(;>=96.)

Piano-Forte.

ARIA with CHORUS.
CORO I.

II Andantlno.

\

P*-

ffca
St=s=^-

T ^f ' If
i^

»-8h^—«

fif=^^ t
isie

-b-

^
¥gg ^i^^&t^is5tf:±ziks»P 7 I fi«—f^?^ fe fc— =31=1:=^=? s—a a I a-

1^

i^^ ^^^^^^pS ^M ^
i n~j =
^^^

^ < . g
;

P-
7 7

Ah!.
AchI .

now
mm

L-J rp

^m SE

I ^m^ f—F—

^

E "?

5—a,_
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^
i=J: 1 m ^ ^ : ê

my
mein

Je - su
Je - 8US

gone,
liin,

Ah

!

now is my Je - su gone I

achl nun ist mein Je - sua hinl

C0I40 II.
II Soprano,

Alto.

H- ¥mm
tr

^
mf Whither

Wo ist

mf Whither has thy friend de -. par
Wo ist denu dein Freund bin - ge - - gan

Tenors.

ted, O.
gen, 0-.

tr

thou
du

^^^ 't=±Z ^
Basso.

mf Whither has
AYo ist denu

thy
dein

friend de
Freund bin - ge

par
gan

m- *

ted, O
gen, O

mf Whither has
Wo ist denn

thy
deia

tr E&-^

*«-*—•^̂ i^i ^^^ S^'^sS ii^=k=^
has thy friend de
denn dein Freund hin-ge

par
gan

ted, O thou fair

gen, O du Sohon^
fair - est of all

Schon - ste un - ter den
WO
Wei

men,
bem,

O thou
O du

^%=P= ^ ^
fair - - est

Sclion - - ste,

thou
du

fair

Schbu

est,

ste, o
thou
du

^— tr.tr ^ --^^

friend de - par -

Freund bin - ge - gan

ted, O thou fair

gen, O du Scbtin

est, thou
ste, du

1^1 T-i ^tr^

^jC3^J^^-rf^^^
^~ tr '—-- .-—: . -^

=1 ^^
iii^ii^i ^



m
fair

Schon

m^̂ !^'
r I L

I I

est, fair - est of all wo -

ate un - - - ter den "Wei -

- - men ?

- bern ?

JSAto Solo.

^m 5^^

^m
m/Tntti.

Whither is thy be -

Wo hat sich dein Freund
lov - ed turn
hin - ge - wandt,.

IS
hold it? Whither is thy be - lov-ed
Bchauen ? Wo hat sich dein Freund hin - ge

turn
wandt,

.

• ed a - side, thy be-
"wo hat sich dein

WlMinii--^^'-~r-^f^ ^EE
WTiither
Wo hat

is thy be -

sich dein Freund
lov-ed turn
hin - ge - wandt,

.

ed a - side, thy be-
wo hat sich dein

m

i

Whither
Wo hat

is thy be - - lov - ed
sich dein Freund hin - ge -

tlft-i^
m

-U:j-
^s TTT
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^^^ US ¥f aP -

^Et s s ^ =?=l

ed a - side, thy be - lov - ed turn'd a - side ?

wo hat sich dein Freund bin - ge - wandt?

hl^=^^=4-\^^^-^^=^=^
lov - ed turn - ed a - side, thy be - lov - ed turn - ed a - side ?

Preund hin - ge - wandt -wo hat sich dein Freund hin - ge - wandt?

m a e

lov -

Freund,

ed turn - ed a - side, thy be - lov - ed turn - ed a - side?
dein Freund hin - ge - wandt, wo hat sich dein Freund hin - ge - wandt 1

m ^C-f-yLOJEEEE^
^fi=fefe=^^

tui-n - - -. - ed a - side, thy be - lov - ed turn - ed a - side ?

wandt, » wo hat sicli deiii Freund bin - - ge - wandt ?

ifeS^^md
53 L:^SkJ^ MsS^^ ^=^- -*-T-

^ 3=j=y^ ^ fr

^^ #
;>

Alto Solo

ti - ger's clutch
Ti - ger - klau -

'"^^wW~^"^^^^^^^^

i^^ a=f= n ^ p ^
Ah! where
Ach! wo

^^^P^
is my Je
ist mcin Je

SU
sua

gone

!

hin?

Ah!
Ach!

where is my
wo iat mein

p4tfS.—

^

m^ SE-^
Tw±zi.^g^=t*z

3^^^ -W- -#- MJddHa n=£ 3fe^
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m^̂ '^^̂ E^ r̂^^^^^ g^y^iE[E -̂B ^^te

i ^m^ ^̂ttu=$
Tutti.

O ! would we knew the way to

So wol - len wir mit dir ihn

^^
r̂ ^ -#—*::

! would we knew the way to

So wol - len wir mit dir ihn

gone ?

hin?

find.

i mnr¥g^S^ i^f= a= i^
O! would we knew the way to find

So wol - len wir mit dir ihn su -

i^P^E^E^^g-{L_^4^,££ l^^H=^̂ ^=r=k=^-
O ! would we knew the way to
So "woL - len wir mit dir ihn

find

su

7?=^ S* fc^^faiSf=5C
find Him,would we knew the waySU-- chen, wol - len wir mit dir

m m^mm^^^^^i^m
to find Him.
ilin su - clien.

tr

Him, O! would we knewtheway to find Him, the way to find Him,
chen, so wol - len wir mit dir ihn su - chen, mit dir ihn su - chen.

Him,0! would we knewtheway to
chen, so wol - len wir mit dir ihn

^^"^ e£ _t^J

M^J

find

su

m^ ate^feg^^=M£f^
Him, to
chen, ihn

find Him.
su - chen.

^=^^ifcifist

Him, 0! would we knewthe way, O ! would weknew the way to find Him,
- chen, so wol - len wir mit dir, so wol -len wir mit dir ihn su - chen.
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'M
s ^

Se
^i

Ah ! what

.

Acli! was
shall I .

soli ich

say to my soul,

der See - le sa - gen,

r--

when she .... anx - ious
wenn aie mich vrird

iS^ ^rjr^r r^ -5—*-

i^ F=^5^Ss:
- ly doth ask me

:

Ah

!

angst - lich fra - gen: Ah! .

n-^
s :^ fc^S:^̂=^j ÊL\4^ ^

I
'JT^^

f^^fF^g^^JJ^^ ^
where is my Je - su
wo.... ist mein Je - su3

where is my
wo ist mein

M J'
I

-'' ^»Egf^=J^NH^^t|f^^^^^
Je - su, my Je - su gone, Ah ! where is my Je - su gone ?

Je - - BUS, mein Je - sua bin, Ach

!

wo ist mein Je - sus hin ?^^^^^^^^g3^3,*^
»#^F%^-^^^f^g=*==#^

^ .^^
i* w—

r

No. 37. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

f:-f- .

fcj^^=fefe^
And they that had laid hold on Je - sus, led Him a - way to the high
Die a - ber Je - sum gegrif - fen hat - ten, fuh - re - ten ihn zu dem Ho-hen-

Plano- Forte.

îSasB:



Ill

^^^;^^^ir=pn3J^^^^p%e 3
priest call'd Cai- a -phas, witli whom all the scribes and the el - ders were as-sem - bled,

pries - ter Ca - i - phas, da - bin die Schriftge - lehr - ten und Ael - testen sich ver - eanunelt hat - ten.

I t-
-r»-

=*=Jzm ji

*-=r
» ^

p^^
-0 a •-

eS^^33 :g=b
Pe - ter too had follow'd af - ter Him a - far off, un - to the court of the high priest's

Pe - trus a - ber fol - ge - te ihm nach von fer - ne, bis in den Pa - last des Ho - hen -

a*
(K

p^^-T^^i :̂ Ê f̂^^=^^<^Â ES^ m̂£jXZS^ Ŝ .̂

palace; and enter'd in, and sit -ting among the servants, he waited there, that hemight see the

priesters ; nnd ging Mnein, und set - zte sich bei den Knechten, auf dass er sa - he, wo 63 hin - aus

1=

m̂w -^

p^:;^^=rtĵ ^̂ ^^^^̂ ^^^^^
end

woUte,

And
Die

then the high priests and the el - ders, and the council all sought to find false

Ho - henpriester a - ber und Ael - testen, und der gan - ze Eath such - ten falsches

-J=J-

I=f^
m^^ =^

% xm
¥

i
M ^ fel%^^^^^^^^^^m

wit- ness a - gainst Je - sns, that so theymight take His life ; yet found they none.

Zeug - nis3 wi - der Je - sum, auf dass sie ihn tod - te - ten, und fan - den kei - nes.

^I m fr=s^"^ ir

m g^=t}
^ 3= ^W
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No. 38. CHORAL. COEO I. n.

:^^ -^- CU-1 J H-J
I -luuiu 1 ^^^ /?S '

=3=^;±

_^ J3,i 1 Z^^ A
-f—a>- fel

^3 z^ zJ. J.^
The ruth - less

Mir hat die

world.
Welt...

ar - raigneth
triig - lich ge

me On false re •

richt't mit Lii - gen

d^ J--^ fii
i j n Sî

F=^^=r 2=f-•—A-

^

UJ

^;^
§1^

.-^^j- j^j^^^ 4^='^}^^s i=i:1^
port and cal - um - ny, With ma - ny a toil to snare
imd mit fat - schem G'dicht, viel Netz' imd heim - lich Stri -

me. Lord, be
cken. Herr, nimm mein

near,

wahr
To stay my fear ; 'Gainst all their arts .

.

in die - ser G'fahr, b'hiit'. mich vor fal -

pre - pare me

!

schen Tii - - ckenl

No. 39. RECITATIVO. COEO I. H.

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

^^ -i^r-^i^=i^= f̂m
Tea, tho' ma - ny false wit - nes - ses came forward, yet found they
Und wie - wohl viel falsche Zeu - gen her - zu - tra - ten, fan - den sie dooh

JL iM
?m V » ^3 ^E=t=J=^^^^W:^^

none. At last came there two false witnes - ses, and said

:

keins. Zu - letzt traten her - zu zween falsoho Zeugen, und sprachen

:

s
Alto,^

-ii-—9-

fel - low
hat ge -

m
This

(Witnesses.) CORO II. Er
Tenore.

^1
X^

This
Er

i ^
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Con 8va

Con 8va.

Evangelist.

LJUU;
High Priest.^m^ ^:sr^»-

fe ^=

3=tt
And the high priest a - rose, and said to Him

:

Und der Ho - lie - priester stand auf , und sprach zni ihm :

What an - swer
Ant - wor-test du

-e- f

^ i&i
V-

3=3^pr
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ifc^
'^E^Ê ''fH=^=tm^S!3

Evangelist.

5S^ =ii—T^ ^
makest Thou to what they witness against Thee ? But Je-sus was silent,

nichts zu dem, das die - se wi - der dich zeu - gen f Aber Je - bus schwieg stil-le.

i m^'
353

e£f W f¥ -^
T r

Tenore Solo.

Piano-forte.

No. 40. RECITATIVO.
COKO II.

Ee3E ^;c ^ =^=^==^=^
E^

^feEES

He wUl not speak ; He heareth, and is si - lent

!

Mein Je - su schweigt zu falschen Lii - gen stil - le,

How

y e-^^m M'^ V 0f

''

i^-y
—i=^

9^E^^ i^=T=-^=a =3z "^ î
^^

^ :^=*: ic- ^^^3E ^^ EfcE
^ -V—->-

clearly thus He showeth, that in His in

una da - mit zu zei - gen, dass sein er - bar

fi-nite compassion He is re-solVd.
- mensrol - ler Wil - le filr uns zum Lei -

fe:
=ti

»^ x «|g-
^t-

j^^r~^r-f^^f=wv^^v^
^ ^ m ^^ :^-^
Con 8va. F

^^
^c^

#

for

den
US
sei

to die !

ge - neigt,

EB^
O may we, in the like distress,

und daas wir in der - gleichen Pein

:fl_.^g^^g:

Him
ihm

ii9=%f 1
^i)^^- ^ ^ ^ ^El^ =^

^ i^^^
our ex - am - pie make,
Bol - len iihn - Uch sein,

and per - se - cu
und in Ver - fol

tion bear in silence.

gung stil - le schweigen.

^^ ^^ tm
'@s

^
^ ^^Sse; ^^1
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No. 41. ARIA. CORO 11

Larghelto. (^N = 104.)

Tenore Solo,

Piano-Forte.

f^q=t^^S^ Sz

Be - hold

!

Ge - duld!

be - hold!
Ge - duld!

m^^^^^M:2^^3;^
7> r -lS
^^£^^ -^i- ^^^ ES ji^IP

i
how
Ge -

«—0-ii ^ -^ o--3 »-

L _r

i^^^SS^
-k^ g^-t=;s-ti«-

^i^te^
SSS" 1^

i^ ^ g^^^^^^^^^^
ip

—

e-
r^~g^^~f-^-feS3t

gc 7 I

still,

duld,

Jiow calm ! So when e - vil tongues as

Ge - - duld! 'Wenu mich fal - sche Zuu - gen

m 3E ^i E^f-^«.
:ii*it

t^
£& -.^
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Ê*̂^3£
-SSî

3E -»—»—al-

me, My soul
chen, Ge - duld,

be calm !

.

Ge - duld! .

yes, when e - vil tongues as

wennmich fal - sche Zun - gen

i E!3»= ^^ mmi
Must
Leid'

I, in - no - cent of harn^ must
ich wi - der mei - - ne Schuld, leid'

in - no - cent of
wi - der mei - - ne

S
r

^ ^
-* ^^ —

"

- J =^
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i

harm,
Schuld,

w-

Suf - - fer shame, scorn and shame, suf
Schimpf und Spott, Schimpf und Spott, leid'

-N-

- fer scorn
ich Schimpf

i 3:

and
und

i?=f=^ '¥f

A—

-

^-

V H^"^^ T
-* #

j!?==t£^^ Ss:^^^*=
-a--- ^i=^ -Waik_ tC

shame, I'll

Spott, ei

!

be still ; in Je - su's name, Shall mine in - no - cence a -

so mag der lie - - be Gott mei - - - ne3 Her - zeus Un - scliuld

-of

^a^ -^
'i

iSz

W ^^S3| -g—h!

t-iF

^irz^ 3eHe^33?^^Ep-^^Ei^ ^
i^

:p==P

vail.

^3^ -^ --^

t^

^=^m^^^^s^^m A 1^ ^^^^ «H^ iS

s^_Z=1^
me!.. Aye, in Je-su's blessed name. Shall mine La -no -cence a-vail....
chen, ... ei! so mag der lie - be Gott mei - nes Her-zens Un - schiild ra - -

?E^^ ^- zaL itfe ^^JSZ

^-EE^^
»—#^

^ r=

S
^
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mi"S=t-

must
leid'

I,

ich

in - no - cent of
wi - der mei - ne

harm, Suf -

Schuld ScMmpf
fer shame, scorn and
\ind Spott, Schimpf und

A IbkhH

shame, I'll be still ; in Je - su's name shall my in - no - cence a - vail

.

Spott, ei! so mag der lie - be Gott meines Her - zens Un - schuld rii -

™1

î
me!
chen

!

^Y

^A
--^

^^?—»-Cj! J^zzzfi^.
-^¥==^

-
f—fî

E^ E^i



ĉalm!
duld!

No. 42. RECITATIVO.

Evangelist.

Piano- Forte.

COUO I.
=•

—

fl—fi-^^^fe^^^^ m
High Priest.

=9^
itfc=i^=

And the high priest an - swer-ed, and said to Him

:

I ad
Und der Ho - he - priester ant - worte - te, und sprach zu Uim i Ich be •

1 -^Z

m^E^
r

m^^=i=UM ^=§=^^^p^:
:> f r ^5^=5= --^=3=^^^^ia=^^fj-^

—7=^

jure Thee by the liv - ing God, thatThou do tell us, whether Thou be the Christ, the Son of
schwore dich bei dem le - ben-di-gen Gott, dass du uns sa - gest, ob du seiest Christus, der Sobn

^"

ii
-e-



--^ - Evanffelist.

120

^
JESUS.

eeSeSitzt
:t ff-i?=

=b=b: ->^—e-

^
God ? Je - sus said to him : Tliou say -est. Yet I say un-to you : Henceforth,'twill come to
Gottcs. Je - sus spi-ach zu ilim

:

Du sagest's. Doch sa - ge ich etich : Von nun an wird's ge -

-^ ?- gs^^^^=p--^^^a^^=^^:^gi^^=g^
pass, tliat ye shall see, shall see the Son of Slaii

soJiehen, class ihr se - hen wer - det desMerschcn Snhn
sit - ting on the right hand of
sit - - - zen zur Kechten der

^r= f
^^Me^^M

M -^-^
?r

WWTW^^^^^-~ J-^ Ĵ-^^^r-J^"

1=^
Evangelist.

=^
High Priest.

f^^ ^-?—«—

^

^8^ -j>—^

—

y~
i/ZZ^

-v—k^

i
Then the high priest rent .... his garments, and said

:

He hath spo - ken
Da zerriss der Ho - he - priester sei - ne Kleider, und sprach : . Er hat Gott ge -

1
t

7^
^ -^

^^^^^^^^^f=^='vr-
^

toE^
blasphemy ; what need we of fur-ther witnesses ? Look ye, now ye have heard Him utter blasphemy be-

lii - stert, was durfen wir weiter Zeu - gniss? Sie-he, jetzt habt ihr sei - ne Gottes - liisterung ge-

i r -
S
JL

^m=^
-L

-f—--
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m i
Evangelist.

^ ^sm

i

fore us. What think ye now ? They an - swer - ed him, and said

:

ho - ret. Was diin - ket euch? Sie ant - wor - te - ten, und spra-chen:

a*

# ^^,3,,,^,^ . -^

P* ^ ^=^
?

^=
iii"^r r 5#^=4

couo r.
Soprano. (J = 88.]^ ^^ ^

i
Alto.

He guil - ty is of death,

Er ist des To - des schul dig,

^=^^=h 3^

i
jl

Tenore.

He guil - ty is

Er ist dea To

of death,

dea schiil

^
He guil - ty is.

Er ist des To

Basso.

gfe^

of

des

death,

sclml

7
f;

['Cl-lC"=^ 1^
He guil - ty

Er iat des

IS

To

of death,

dea schul

%
COItO II.
Soprano.

^^

Alto.

He guil - ty

Er ist des

IS

To

of

des

death,

.

schul -

^^¥-

Tenore.

He guil - ty is

Er ist dea To

* Basso. *
He guQ - ty

Er iat des
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-t'^f '

F
'^7

=b=b= ^^S 1
Jin

He guil - ty is of
Er ist des To - - des

death,

.

schul -

^SX

.. of
dig, des

death is guil - ty!

To - des schul - dig

!

m^
.... He guil - ty is of death, .

.

^j dig, Er ist des To - des sohul -

of death . • .

.

dig, des To -

is guil - ty!

des schul - dig!

££ S ^

<lig,

He guU - ty
Er ist des

is of death,

.

To - des schul

m^ mM
of death is guil - ty!

dig, dea To - des schul - djgl

^?^
s

dig

of death,of death'
er ist des To -

is

des

guil
schul

ty!
dig!

•ff e- S P=p:^
dig,

of death, of death is

er ist des To - des^ guil

schul

ty!

dig!

S^^ ^
of
des

death, of death, of death
schul - - - dig, er ist des To -

is guil -,
des schul -

ty!

dig!

j=#iry He guil -ty is of death,
Er ist des To - des schul

.. of
dig, des

death is guil

To - des schul

ty!

dig!

ia:-5—I-

^̂ ^^a=ft
is of deatli, of death, of death
To - - des schul - - - dig, er ist des To -

t~T ^^
No. 43. RECITATIVO. COED I.

Evangelist,

Piano-Forte,

|
»i^^J^4-4=^=H=fc=^=^=S^^I^^

:fe 2?!=

Thea they be-gan to spit ia the face of
Da spei - e - ten sie aus in sein An - ge

Him, and buf - fet Him with
sicht, und schlugen ihu mit^̂ 3^ ^

9E^^
r

li 2E ^ ^^m^ ^ ^
blows.
FiiustcD.

b=
And oth-ers smote Him with the palms of their hands, say-ing:

Et - li - che a - ber schlugen ihn in's An - ge - sicht, und spi-achen:

i -^-

-^

m
m



Con 8vA,
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$

us, thou Christ,

ge uns, Christe,

1^—Nt—N -.

say who
wei- ist's,^^

¥-

gave the
der dich

is-

^
O tell us, O tell us, thou Christ,

Weis - sa - ge, Weis - sa - ge ims, Christe,

i

say who
wer ist's.

gave the
del- dich^

O tell us. O
5^^
tell us, thou Clirist, say who gave the

^
i.Sjthou Christ,

ge uns, Christe,

say who
wer ist's,

?-E$^P$

tell

sa

us,

ge,

us,O tell

Weis - sa - ee.

O tell us, thou Christ,
Weis - sa - ge, uns Christe,

say who
wer ist's.



(J
= 66.)

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenore.

Basso.

No. 44. CHORAL.
CORO I & II.

125

^^^^^^^^m ^E^z

9^^ z^-^-fl^L, Jl 1
-^'-^ ^7^

^ =^12_

Who could
Wer hat

SO rude
dich so ge

smite Thee,
schla - gen,

And mock at Thee, and
mein Heil, und dick mit

^n —fir—if-ti?--r
-^

J=^
r -r r

r^—J—J-

r~'
-jp—?z^

^==^-s^
ri^^A

I

9^^E ^
spite Thee ? Who wrong my Saviour so ? Thou art

Pla - - gen so ii - be! zu - ge - richt? Du bist

in - deed no sin - ner, As
ja nicht ein Siin - der, wie

^^E E£i;tjt
7"^ -^=f=

^.ai
':^t^*^ ^

a -3--*-"n -a ^
:^=S S5E^t=M^

we and all our kin are ; Nor of mis - do - ing
wir und uu - sre Kin - - - der, von Mis - se - tha - ten

canst Thou know.
weisst du nicht.

No

Evangelist.

Piano-forte.

45. RECITATIVO.
COEO I.

E^] * t

-^-\ "^m^m.
Pe-ter was sitting without there, in the court ; and there Game to him a
Pe -. trus a ber sass draiissen im Pa - last, und. es trat zu ihm ei - ne

e;n
% df-

gs^
w

Sr=^=^

1st Maid.

^^-
-^^.^,) EvanggMst

'$^=t=fcfc^^.^^A-

maid, and said : And thou, too, wast al-so with Je-sus of GaH - lee. But he did de-
Magd, und spraoh : Und du wa - rest auch mit dem Je - su aus Ga-li - la - a. Er laug - ne - te

St

&^=J^3a;i5i?gigE^^^5=£=te

-r
Evangelist

E£^^ -^&EE^=g"^
^'^T]?—p=

ny it before them all, and said : I know not what thou sayest.

a-ber vor ih - nen al-len, und sprach : Ich weiss nicht, was du sagest.

And again, as he pass'd the
Als er a - ber zur Thur bin-

^t^ «l

—

~
| a-—

"

l

I U ^
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m^^ & 2d Maid,

^-i?*-?- ±^
-iA-U-

door-way, he was seen by anoth- er maid, who said to them tbatwere there

:

ausging, sa - he ihn ei - ne an - de - re, und sprach zu denen, die da waren

-V^
This one al - so was with
Dieser war auch mit dem.

Jesus of Nazareth. And a-gain he denied it all, and swore an oath.
Je-su von Na-za-reth. Und er laugne - te a - bermals, und scliwur da - zu :

I do not know the
Ich kenne des Menschen

m-

w ^
Evangelist.

^=f^ ^?mW^^^^^^^^ ^^'

fi e

ES I
man.
nicht.

And af - ter a little while came they that were standing about there,

Und iiber ei-ne kleine AVei - le tra - ten hin - zu, die da standen.

and said unto Peter :

und sprachen zu Petro :

i i**
§iE

T ^

m
COIIO II.

a Soprano.

(J = 88.)

^ ^^E^ -C 5-

^ IV̂=ii-

Alto.

Surely,
Wahrlich,

thou al - so art

du bist aucH ei

one of them ; for thy speech, thy speech doth be-wray.
nervon de - nen;denndei - ne Spra - che ver-rath...^ m Ws^m g —^^ =^

m
iSurely,

"Wakrlich,

Tenore.

thou al - so art
du bist auch ei

one of them ; for thy speech, thy speech doth be-wray

.

nervon de - nen;denndei - ne Spra- che ver-rath...

^£^
Surely,
Wahrlich,

Basso.

thou al - so art
du bist auch ei

one of them

;

nervon de - nen;

thy speech,
denn dei -

thy

a^ =p: ^=3^r-'f^"fee feEfE^=i=^

Surely,
Wahrlich,

thou al - so art

du bist auch ei

one of them

;

ner von de - nen ;

thou al - so art one of
du hist auch ei - ner von



Con Sva.

No. 46. RECITATIVO.
Evangelist.

CORO I.

Piano-Forte.

jfe^Ej^
^ Lfe S^

m
And Pe - ter then be - gan to

Da hub eir an sich zu ver

-giTig^ Peter .

curse and to swear

:

fluchen imd zu schworen

:

'^
I
Ich

^^:
Con Svar

zL.

Evarvgelist.

jg^^^^gE^fefe^JfgiSSfeE^^
do not know the man. Andimme - diately the cock crew.
kenue des Menschen niclit. Oud als - bald kra - he - te der Hahn.

^^eE£»—

r

Then Peter thought a -

Da dach - te Pe - trus

^

PI
^

-if^
--L febsEi

Con Swa.,

^ m ic ^-*--?-»-

^
bout the word of Je - sus, which said un - to him: Before the cock crow again, wilt thou three

,

an die Wor - te Je - su, da er zu ihm saste

:

E - he der Hahn krii - hen wird, wirst du mich

y P^
m ^

-'¥

i'^=f=MS»If—t^

—

V—^
times deny me.
dreimal verliiugnen.

fei^^^^fefeg^^
Then went he out, and wept

.

Und ging heraus, und wei

ttSig
ve -ry bit- ter- ly.

ne - te bit - terlioh.

^^^
f-^

m
si

if?

Con 8i'a^^
¥



No. 47. ARIA. Alto Solo.
CORO I.

Andante con moto.
{
J\ = lOi.) jj^ VIOLIK SOLO.

128

Piano- Forte.

(R. FRANZ,)

'P
T

h^-^.
^,1 L.J,.

;3c:

BijnrHi-f

r-b£J4^fe^^

m/

-t -^ r j^£:^^:^pg E^
i==t^

par - - - don me,
Er - bar - - - - me clich,

"
,

-7 0.z±^;r:̂ Ji jrr'l —ff
'

—

o^—»:—^

—

e f—^f

=^
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^^E t^=t:-¥=^=^ ^
O par - don me, my God, and on .... my .... tears
er - bar - me dich, mein Grott, um mei - - - npr -.... Ziih

tears, my tears have pi - - ty.

mei - Der Ziih - len wil - - len.

t^^^^—'—
t
—

-r i-~n
?=f=F£
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Look on
Schaue

\

^ i^: ^^^^h
ittT^^"

^^BBini^^^^ P^M^BWrTtHii l il l BUB M^a^^1 I

v^

'»^^^^S^l^^^Pl^^^^il^EE^^d



par -

bar -

don me, my God,
me dich. mein Gott.

and on my .... tears

.

um mei - - - ner Ziili



|
fa^3ii^E^ ffr=r^:^:*i=^^̂ ^

par - -

bar -

don me,

.

me dicli.

and on

.

urn mei
my.
ner .

tears on my
Zah - ren. um

U=^^^^^^k^

on my tears, my tears have pi - - ty

!

rcn, um mei - ner Zilh - ren wil - - len.

m ^. ^ ^ -.J=^^£
^z:!^^=^==ot==^=jd-.

»- -»- -^ -^- '^^ n„/ c^™^.Dal Seffno. ^s



No. 48. CHORAL. CORO I. IL
133

Soprano.

Alto.

(J=69.)

Tenor.

Bass.

^E^

ii

--^

^^=^

m iŝ ^^

^^F=F=@=^'=£rf =3=

n ^^^- ^ :5

J

-

y
Though my

Bin ich

^^=^

^^^ rs;

feet from Thee have wander'd, Yet my heart was Thine again
gleichvon dir ge - widien, stell' ich mich doch wie - der ein.

ir=

tTf—^^ =p=g='^-

3=1tnj^Jgtj. ^^ j3j. A^;n i^—•-

-'^^ =F
When
Hat

on Thy great
una doch dein

love I pon - der'd, Bear - ing more than mor - tal pain.

Solm ver - gli - chen, durch seiu' Angst iind To - dea - pein.'

M^n'^- i "E iV *i E^
f=

4—J-

iftt

=^ =Jr =^ -Tl fe :^ J_

E^ i_ii.^_^=^^_
i^

I the guilt do not dis - own ; But Thy par - d'ning
Ich ver - liiug - ne nicht die Scliuld; a - - ber dei - - ne

grace a - lone
Gnad' nnd Huld

«* J i j—

n

J i i m

m^
^ faag^j [jiiifT'' ^ itiLJg^

^
Great - er is than all the sin, .... That I al - ways feel with - in.

ist viel gro - sser ala die Siin - de, die ich stets in mir be - fin - de.

No. 49. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

^ '^=^ fe&^^^=^^^
And when the morning came, all the high priests and the
Des Mor - geng a - ber hiel - ten al - le Ho - hen - priester und die

te

^--i-

1 ^^^^^ ic

^^^^^ r
el - ders of the peo - pie took coun-sel on Je - sus,

Ael - te - Bten des Volks ei - nen Eath ii - ber Je - sum,
to put Him to death,

daas sie ihn tod-te - ten.

a1 i
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^,-M^^^^^^^%gs=P=£^£g^^i^^^^^
And bind - ing Him, they led Him a - way, and straight-way de-liv- er - ed Him to
Und ban - den iln, fiih - re - ten iin bin, und" u - ber - ant - wor - te - ten ilin dem

ii

#r

g^ It—;—^s^ £ |5=5 i^ :^
^4- :g=S=

=b^:= 1 it:^ ES j^^^H^-fe-
Pon - tius Pi - late, the gover -nor. And pres - ent - ly Ju - das, he who had be -

Land-pfleger Pon - ti - o Pi - la - - to. Da das sa - he Ju -das, der iln ver-ra-then

£^^ ~fl'g~

r

_U *9 ifl

-^
^^E^^^^ii^^^ |^-J^Jgy==^=3^=^^^

tray'd Him,when he saw that He was con - demned, re- pent - ed him- self, and brought a
hat - te, dass er verdammt war znm To - do, ge - reu - e - te es ihn, nnd brachte her

7^»*
^

^
S

-f—Ti
it^=Mt -|a= q^=i^

gain the thir - ty sil - verpie-ces un-to the chief priests and el - ders, and said:

Tvieder die dreissig Sil • ber - lin - ge den Hoh - en - priestem uad Ael - te - steu, und sprach :

'£==

-=r

s #=

^T
Evangel ist.

Lo ! I have sin - - ned, in that I have betray - ed innocent blood. They answered:
Ich ha -be ii - bel gethan, dasB ieh im - schuldig Blut ver - ra - then ha -be. Sie sprachen:

k
-U'
—4

¥-
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^ COIRO I. II. (J
.84.'

-fe:Mz
-1^

P
us? See thou, see thou—N— to that. ee . thou to that.

^ 1^

anl A:\ he dxT- da he du

1=P-

usf See thou, see

^^E
thou to that. See

—0—
thou to that.

h ^
See thou, see thou to that.

*=
ifn

da sie

iiE=£
he du...

-75'-

H?:

PI

See thou, see thou to that.
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No. 50. RECITATIVO

COKO I

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

:t=^
And he cast down the sil-ver pie - ces in the tern - pie, And he with-
Underwarf die Sil - ber-lin - ge' in den Tem - pel, hub sich da-

pfeS

m ^^-4^-f :Sa=^^m oin;-^
drew, and went and hang - ed himself,

von, ging bin, und er - hiin - ge - te sich selbst.

Then did the chief priests take the
A - ber die Ho - hen - prieater

i f¥3? ^¥= ^ ¥ Tm iw m

f^^?feB3f^^
^

thir - ty sil - ver pie-ces, and said

:

nahmen die Sil - ber- lin - ge, und spra^chen

:

. 1st Priest.

g^r r r r , ^V=:i^

m 2d Priest.

It is . ^

.

Es taugt.

not, it is not law - ful

nicht, es tangt nicht, dass wir

m*=?= ^^V V V-

m
It is not law-ful that we . . . should
Es taugt nicht, dass wir sie in ... . den

3
^^ r

m^ ^ :3~=^_re ^mw^ m
^fe^FFfr ai^ -fs.

%E^̂ m^^E^^.
that we should put them in the trea

sie in.... den Grott-ea -ka-sten le

-# p-

^i ^
su - ry, for

gen, denn

N
•

^S-¥ V-

putthemin the trea

Gottes - ka-6ten le

i^^==r^^-^^-^ i 34^rt-gBi

su - ry, for

gen, denn

^^,=^i
^

T^
^ ^ -i^iXj^=j:

"^m-
w- ^^m
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BEg

gJB^^

R r> r-V V =p: SEE^"E1^ r T h ix
'tis the price of blood,.
es .... ist Blut

'tis the price, the price of blood,
geld, denn ea iat Blut - - geld.

-t2^ ^ tezr-K^^ -?

'tis the price of blood,.
es .... ist Blut

'tis the price, the price of blood,

geld, denn es iat Blut - - geld.

:i^ ^=M=^^^^
^ m-^^1

No. 51. ARIA. Basso Solo.
CORO II. Andante cmmoto. {J = 80.)

n (VIOLIN SOLO.)

^^m 1 ^

F

Piano-Forte.

(R. FRANZ.)

^^^^^eeeeeI
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gii^ -a—^—i-
•-b^—^^

138

Give me back my dear - est Master,
Gtibt mir mei - - iien Je - - ,anin wie -der,

tr

i:^^^^
mf_

£ p—»-
!

I

J/—i/
:;p==l/ ^S^

back my dearest Master !

mei - nen Je - sum "wie - der!

Xi ^-9—9-

the price, by Ju - das
das Geld, den Mor - der -

earn'd,

lohn.

Flung down at your feet and spurn'd :— Heard ye his di - sas-ter? See the
wirft euoh der ver-lor-ne Solm: Zu-... den Fiisaen nie- der, scht. Jna

price,

Geld,

by Ju - das earn'd,

den Mor -der - lohn.

see
'seM,

the price by Ju - das
da3 Geld, den Mur - der -

earn'd,

lohn,

Flung down at your feetand spurn'd: Heard ye his

wirft euch der ver - lor - ne Sohn zu den Fii -

di - sas
ssen nie

m
fc
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PteE
ter?
der.

^S=J=J=^=^^^^^^^^^^^^
pi

^^uj r-i^^H ^—r^^ t -t^ feb
:sa *=^=^

—

b
See .... tlie price by Ju - das earn'd,

Seiit, das Geld, den Mor - der - lohn,

Flung
wirft

down
euch

# m m^^=1^ ^TZT^m
mf

itst * M ^^EESE^g^=^ f-

iv

^^^ -l«=—«Mt "<J-Tfh ^^
-V—

^

at your feet,and spurn'd: Heard ye his

der ver-Jor-ne Sohn zu - den Fii

di-sas - ter?
- sseanie - der.

See the price by Ju - das
seht, das Geld, den Mor- der -

I^^S

^^^^^m i— —1-

m^ ^fe^^^tCi5J^ ^^^«j 9—

l

^
l> -i/—1/

earn'd, Flung down at your feet and spurn'd: Heard ye his di -

lohn, wirft euch der vev - lor - ne Sohn zu - den Fii - ssen

sas

nie

ter?
der.
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est, dear-est Master,
sum, mei - nen Je - sum

me my dear
mir mei

est, dearest Master, dearest
nen Je - sum wie - der, mei - nen

Mas
Je

ter, give, O give me

!

sum gebt mir wie-der,

^r^'.: r =M=^^^=^
Give me back my dearest
gebt mir mei - nen Je - sum

^^^^B^^^
'^m^^m^̂ ^^^^i p^h

=^

^g^!^^#i^ ^^^
Mas - ter, give me back my dear
wie - - der, gebt mivmci- nen Je

:^^^^^
est Master, Je - su, my sweet Mas
sum wie - der, mei - nen. Je - sum . wie

^^>?"f""F=f-f
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f

>- J

-it

-^ri

^l^^i^flll^^^l^^^
3

rt r]- ^^m

No. 52. RECITATIVO. COKO I.

Evangelist. ^r"r—^=r: ^ ^^^

Piano-Forte.

^ S^3^:^?==iz=b=^
And tliey took coun - sel then to - gether, and bought with them the

Sie Iiiel - ten a - r ber ei - nen Rath, und kau - ften ei - nen

-S-yv-

H i_

:|=^ ^S^^^^l £ -» * *-

-^^EE^^^'=fc^ -V

—

'^

pot - ter's field, for a bu - ri - al place for strangers. And there-fore that field hath been

Top - fers - a - cker da - rum, zum Be - griibniss der Pil - ger. Da - her ist der - sel - bi - ge

f̂
F

f
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^^^»^^^ :^:^
^>=^-^ ^—nJ—-C^

called the field of blood, . . and is so to tliis day.

JLc-ker ge - nen - net der Blufcacker, bis auf den heu - tigen Tag.

Then was ful - fil - led what was
Da ist er - f iil - let, das ge-

i
^ -U- ^==A MJ.#~^ ~-^ ^

I =s=

^s m jac^^ Z^
^^

spoken by the prophet Je - re - mi-ah, when he said : And theytookthe thirty silver

sagt ist durchdenProphe-ten Je - re - mi - as, da er spriclit : Sie ha -ben ge - nommeu dreissig Sil-ber-

J2J_ mm
r \

^^ ^ '^? ^^^ ^Etetei'^g^^^^^^ ti^EV—>^ =^^
pieces, whichwas the price of Him thatwas valued,whom they boughtof the chil-dren of Is- ra-el ; and
linge da - mit be- zrih-let "ward der Ver-kaufte, wel - chen sie kauf - ten von den Kindem Is- ra-el j und

i s=

g =6f=r^a^^3gB^^ a^felSE ^
in return they gave it for the potter's field, e'en as the Lord appointed me. Then did Je-sus
haben sie ge - geben um ei - nen Topfers - acker, als mir der Herr be - foUen liat. Je - sus a - ber

S
W" ^~

=^=^*
-r|:

^ mm #T it m
±=b *S

^^gi;s±p^^jy;=Jj^^^ il
Pilate.^^^

stand be -fore the governor; and the go - ver - nor ask - ed Him, and said: Art
stand vor dem Land - pfle - ger ; und der Land - pfle - ger frag - to ihn, nnd sprach : Bist

F "^^

O-'' -m

t
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Evangelist, Jesus.^
^ ^^ ^=:^

Thou the King of the Jews ?

du der Ju - den Ko-nig?
Je - sus an - swer - ed to him :

Je - sua a - ber sprach zu ihm

:

Thou
Du

g
I

^
'P.

^^^
w ^

Evangelist.^m ^^rTP~'^EJEEfe:g
sayest

!

sageat's.

And when he was ac - cu - sed
Und da er ver - klagt ward

of the chief priests and the
von den Ho-hen - pries-tern und

i T=F=
/

^^^=5= W

i^^
Pilate.

3l ?SS^f-i^^ ^=r^= 5̂
r r -T-

el

Ael

- ders,

testen,

He an - swer'd nothing,
ant - worte - te cr nichts.

Then Pilate said un - to Him : Hearest Thou
Da sprach Pi - la - tus zu ihm : Ho - rest du

i^^ -W=3=

S^P^ -fti:

--r^T

fejfefe^
«J==m Evangelist,

^'r"^^=^^

i

not, how gravely they accuse Thee ?

nicht, wie hart sie dich Ter - kla - gen ?

And He answer-ed him to ne - ver a word, not
Und er antwor - te - te ihm nicht aiif ein Wort, al-

i^'r

iS^
1^

^ % '^

so that the go - ver - nor did mar - vel great - ly.

dass sich auch der Land - pfle - ger sehr ver - wun - der - te.

=^

-4-

^ m—•—
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No. 53. CHORAL. CORO I. n.

Soprano.

Alto.

(J= 66.)

Tenore.

Basso.

s
rT=T TT ^=-^r—T

^
1^
j^^L-n^^ j-^j J ^.^
Com - mit tby ways, O
Be - fiehl du del - ne

t^^
J J J_

f-hj:JT^
pil - - grim On time's dark, stor - my
We - - - ge und was dein Her - ze

m&- ^^ ^
M

?=^

=^=i
j-1 J-*—«—«-

r
'

g-j
' r r

^j^i^-
S^ ^^^r^f

seas, To Him who or - ders
kraukt, der al - ler - treu - aten

all things Thro' sweet e
Pfle - - - ge dess, der den

ter - ni

Him - mel

^ i ^^^
^f='=^=s=r=r^ f

m
^^T

j^-p-n /^i 'L-^- Jl -^L-^^^^^:^=^
• ties.' Who
lenkt. Der

mea - sures out their conr
Wol - ken, Luft und Win

ses To clouds, winds, waves be
den giebt We - ge, Lauf nnd

(m ^m J J F! j-+J J J 4^^
C7T

Si E^ =ft^ :#= ^a ^ ^^
low, He too will find a
Bahn, der wird auch We - ge

path — way. Where - in thy feet may go.
fin - - - den, da dein Fuss ge - hen kann.

No. 54. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist. -^-%

Piane- Forte.

P^^^-^Vif—J' J' p i
;' J' i]_^ $^

^mmm V̂

Now up - on that feast, the gov - er - nor was wont to re
Auf dsa Fest a - ber hat - te der Land - pfle - ger Gewohnheit, dem

^ h ^ h h b^̂ =^^tiz! m̂^A'^'^^» *-

lease un - to the people a sin -gle prisoner,whomtheydemanded.
Volk ei - nen Ge - fa-nge-nen loa - zu - ge - ben, welchen sie wollten.

f
3^

And as it chanc'd, at the
Er hat - te a - ber zu

iS
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^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^
time they had there a pri - so - ner, one that was no - to - rious a - mong them all, nam'd
der Zeit ei - nen Ge - fan - ge - nen, ei - nen son - der - li - chen vor an - dem, der hieBs

i s= f^=

i fe^^=j=fe^a^s&=^^^=M^?^^^^#^
Ba - rab - bas. And when they were all as - sem - bled, Pi - late said un - to them

:

Ba - . rab - bas. Uud da sie rer - sam - melt wa - ren, sprach Pi - la - tus zu ih - nen:

m X
r

Pilate.

m ± ^
.-^. ^^ ^=^ ^^it

Which one will ye have re - leas'd im - to you,

Wei - chen wol - let ihr, dass ich euch loa • ge - be,

Ba - rab - bas, or

Ba - rab - bam, o-der

'mwr =^

W

mm ^-XP^?^
Evangelist.

^^fefe^^^a^gE $E

Je - sus, of whom 'tis said that He is the ChristT For in - deed he knew, that for en - vy
Je - sum, Ton dem ge - sa - get wird, er sei Chriatus ? Denn er wuss - te wohl, dass sie ihn au3

\L -I

^
r

—•

—

^^^^gs =5=f=Ei=

they had de - li - ver'd Him.
Neid ii - ber - ant - wortet batten.

1=^^^^^̂ ^^^m
While he was sitting on the judgment seat, his wife

XJnd da er auf dem EichtstiLhI sass, schi - ckete sein

^#= -J?—

-

^1
f r

-?—--
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Soprano,

0^^. "

r U^^f^s^^g^^JEJEJ^g^r:^^
sent to him, say - ing :

"Weib zu ihm, undliessihmsa - gen:

Have thou nothmg to do with this just man,

Ha - be du niclits zu schaffen mit die - Bem Gerechten,

m^ *

i eS^ ^^mm^^ d=#
for I have sufFer'd much this day in a dream,

ieh ha - be hen - te viel er - lit - ten im Traum

be - cause of Him.
von sei - net - we - gen.

J ^

$
feEgi
W-¥

i
Evangelist.i^ ^^ ^^w
But ' the chief priests

A - ber die Ho - hen - priester

and the el - - ders in - flu - ene'd the mul - ti -

und die Ael - te - sten ii - ber re - de - ten das

^
^ g^^eI E^^E l^ X

=tt

i

T
tude, that they should ask for Ba - rab - bas, and de - stroy Je - bus.

Volk, dass sie um Ba - rab - bam bit - ten soil - ten, und Je - sum umbriichten.

4s
f -^-

r

i ^
Pilate.S h- ^a^it'^—^—^

—

f-^
The ' Go - - - ver - nor answer'd and said to

Da ant - wor - te - te nun der land pfle - ger, und sprach zu

them :

ih - nen

:

Now
Welchen
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i^

ii

whether of the twain here will
wollt ikr im - ter die - sen zwei

ye
en.

#

^

r

that I
den icli

re - lease to
eucli soil los

W^you
ge - ben ?

—lir

They
Sie

=1^

answer'd :

spraclien :

go , u «~. Pilate.

- C0I20 I. & II.
Soprano.

^i

And Pilate said to them :

Pi - la - tus sprach zu ihnen :

And what shall I do now with
Was eoU ich dean machen mit

35

Barabbas !

Earabbam

!

Alto.

E^-Jta

Barabbas!
Larabbam!

Tenore.

Barabbas !

Biirabbaml

Basso.

Barabbas

!

Earabbam!
Soprano.

=?F=^
-*-.

Barabbas !

Barabbam

!

Barabbas

!

Earabbam

!

Tenore.

Barabbas !

Earabbam .'

Basso.

^5=^-fj
—9-

Barabbas

!

Barabbam

!

~M
ff

-SfZ.

'I

m»tt»-»"^—*—*

—

.̂ T
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^ m ^- V V V

Evangelist.

=*—^-f-_1 L i

-V 1^

Je - sus, of whom they say that He is Christ ? Then said they all

;

Je - SH, von dem ge - sagt wird, er sei Christus ? Sie sprachen al - le

:

i -8^-

C0I20 I. Sc S.X. in unison
Soprano. ( J

= 88

p d-

i ^^^*=4V l> P

ẑ^

i

Let
Lass

Him be cru
ihn kreu

m 2^
3tit 3^

Let
Lass

Him be
ihn

era
kreu

^S !^e -e-^-

Efefc
»«-•-«-

r^zzizp: ^^EE3^

j!*- -^—P- -o-JZ^-

S%£^^|^gi =5s=s:
->—

^

:*t

ci - fied, let Him be cru -

zi - gen, lass ilin kreu -

i
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No. 55. CHORAL. CORO I. II.

Soprano.

Alto,

(; = 66)

Tenore.

Basso.

What won-drous pun - ish - ment is this

"VVie wun - der - bar - lich ist doch die

to reii

Stra

der ! For
fe

!

der

:iFd=.t=a=j=T^=4=a^^ J: ^.g^ =»=t

m -^ ^-'^ J
.
J

-fi—

»

f^£^
I

j=Fft,^i,g==j

err - ing sheep is slain the Shep - herd ten

gu - te Hir - te lei - det fiir die Scliaa

mm i
der ; The Lord, the just one,

fe; die Schuld be - zahlt der

for

Her
the ser - vant pay -

re, der Go - rech -

eth, Who Him be - tray - - - eth!

te, fur sei ne Knech - - - - te!

No. 56. RECITATIVO.
CORO I.

Evangelist,

Piano-Fort§.

Pilatus.

feP^^^^E^gSg^^^^ :^

The go - ver-nor answer'd :—Why, what e - vil hath He done ?

Dor Landpflcger sag - te : — Was hat er denu XJe - bels ge - than ?

^&4 .r—

I

-» »^-

r ^TT
^

f
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No. 57. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Andante. (J\= 100.)

Jk
Soprano,

Piano-Forte.

^3: ^. 3EzE

-N-^?

He hath done on - ]y good to all.

Er hat ims al - len -wolil ge - than.

The blind have
Den Blin - den

^0=f3Eg=

P^-f-^-^ m

^^t^
back their sight thro' Him,
gab er das Ge - sicht,

the lame a - gain are walk - ing ;

die Lah - men macht' er ge - hend ;

i MHH-.MJZ 3^3^Efe
-V—i^

He told us of His Father's word,
er sagt' uns sei nes Va - ters Wort,

He drove the de - vils

er trieb die Ten - fel

forth

;

fort;

^^i^g^^lpSis

the
Be .

S^
be -side my Je • su nought hath done.
sonst hat moin Je - sus nichts ge - than.

-m^^^^M T ^
FF^^^p-^^^r

pf=i^=p^^^F.^^—

m
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No. 58. ARIA. CORO I.

Piano-forte.

Andante espressivo. ( j^ = 104.) -«- tn „

Flute Solo.

staccato.

S^^fe^g

^-^E^C^^

-^-
e^^^f^

-t-^ 1-

i^

i

-Tfr——,-ii,».^^ b_30

,^ —

s

;^
-i—*-i

>^f-^1

Soprano.

From
Aus

love,

Lie -

Vfl-o-
ZpT=gZ_-g =?=•= :^^S=

I

Fine.
:^^tt£^:^=

;>—

r

^E

E=^=

T^W^S=rzz=s=zai
arzu^tz. L I

,
!

-
: m^E3-><—t^ V > ^^ l^—-g^^H/

from love un - bouu - dcd,
- be, aus I \e - be,

yes, all from love my Saviour di - eth,

aus Lie - be will mein Ilciland ster - ben,

f-P^^,_ -l«-~^.»-

e^^ese:
&^2^

'

' -Fr-p^i-f-y-;^ T St£-PV^^^

Ei=3^^^? rj=^=^^ -J
jEg^E^
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Si^ ;^5=«r -* 4 :i=^=

yes, all from love my Saviour di
alls Lie - be will mein Hei - laud eter

i

^^^^3^-^3̂^_«g
-^-n-zr^~%

"""•-S* '—

O-^- =5=e=o=
-J»5 i^-

<" - fl-i

I -J
—

r 1—h-k>4—tf"
—

II IIIII III

eth. For sin He dies who sia hatli none, none, for
ben, Ton ei - ner Siin - de -weisa er nichts, nicbts, vou

—rg=^^5?.
i*,jt.ff f-i^f-.f-
-^i^iiei^—1="-

-r
Zi=S=±^.^

-fi ^
:^^^gi^.=|gq^^=^: ;?E!^SEi^2^

sin He dies who sin hatli none

;

ei - ner Siin - de weiss er nichts
;

fe
e-g^s ,^b:-» P

-_ .^^

-tf4^^4<=^-

^^^^^^»•
gp C <!/ gv

.^

^ii d^ ,a=:ja=:^^^^nE -
/fz

Lest th' e
dajss das

-i^—V-

ter

e -

nal doom, that li - eth O - ver
wi - ge A^er - dor - ben und die

rPf-E^g^gg ^^^gj^Nfe
-^~-

1

^^m. cf
*

—

:r'— ;i^ E^^
T
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aU.,
Stra

beneath the sun, Be a
fe de3 Go - richts, nicht auf

:&?:

l2^- r r

=!=::=F
^i^

gainst

.

my soul ac
ner See - - lo

coun - ted. From love,

blie - be. Aus Lie

r- %

=PH^

^ -V 1/- -J^—\^
121

. . yes, all from love my Sa - viour di

be, aus Lie --------be will mein Hei - land ster

*—«-
-I f ^^^£^^^ =?—c-^^^T^ '^tJ

" :2=t

fith, yes,
ben, aus

»-^ *-

:a| ;— |
1 1 1^^ "^^^ ^S*"!^

—

'

r
^?^^-»

SS^^gE ^F^^^

=?=^

^.^
i^

-1^ V=M:-^ I—ti:

iSp

all from love my Sa - viour di
lie - bo will mein Hci - land ster

^fe&B^^^^^^^^E^SES!^3Ei

^- ^^^
1^:

-r :}S=
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eth

;

For sin He dies, who sin Bath none, - none,
ben; von ci - ner Sun - de weiss er nichta, nijhta,

for

Ton

^

i -fca*

m _o—'-- ^^ifFT-l-J^^^g^^^g=i

r^- /" t^"

i ^ -J.A- ^ y?

-»—=?= 1
sin He dies, who sin hath none.
ei - ner Sun - de weisa er nichts.

E z^zfT^s:

^ ^
"^ i^i -T- ^^^ Dal Segno, j^

No. 59. HECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangelist.

y

:Q-

^S=±:
zkz ^̂ i^

Then cried they out all the more, and said

:

Sie S-lirie - en a - - ber noch mehr, und sjira - chen

:

Piano-Forte.

^te
i^

=t:

3tIm

(,' = 88)

COXiO I. II. Unison
li,

Soprano.
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Let Him be
Lass ilin

cru
lo'eu

ci - - fisd, let Ilim be cru
zi - - gen, la^s ihn krcu

uJi

fieri, let Him be cm
gcu, lass ilm kreii

CI

- zi

- ilcd !

- geiil

,
b^KJl!J!^-Li,^

^=^e; -^^^^ O P-
—^..— .

j
^ ^r-

u ^_

tied, let Him be
gcTi, lass ihn

ClU
kroii

E&^t?^
-r-^t^

Cl

zi

fied

!

gen!

4^_

ficd, let Him be cru
lass ihn krcu -

- fied!
- gen!

^i
fied!

gen!

RECITATIVO. C0R9 I.

Evana;elist.

^
SE

=P=-E^ti-,M^^-
-"iT

J-

rN--p- :fgE^^^ ^
.—

^

zz^=P/:

And when Pi - late saw
D.I a - - ber Pi - la -

that all

tus sa

did
he.

a
(lass

vail him
er nichta
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-p- -3- -g-

~V'^^' ^^1 —'"—ai= 3^
» ^ ^^--p^--^§5=^

no - thing, but that ra - ther a tu - mult was ris - vag, he took vra - ter, andwash'd his
scaaffe - to, i?ondcrn class eiu vicl grjs - ser Ge - fammol ward, nalim cr AYasscr, tmd wusch die

fpm
-«3-

r
Pilate,

m :J=i2 S3EE3=i^^|I^S^^
hands before the crowd,
Iliindo vor dcra Volk,

and said:

Tuid spracli

;

=ih=5l
i am in - nocent of the blood of

Ich bin iinschul - dig an dem Blu - te

this just
des Ge -

P-^ -f \

'

ftf ^3
]

i

J i+.^-»
i

1 \ & r-
^r

^^

i^^ —i^ ^-

T I

Evanselist.

»E ^^-^^

per - son ;

rech - ten
;

tts 9 ft *_

£E^:E§^"^gES^=^^^=^^^^^^E3^^
be it your care,

se - hct ilir zu.

£iS-

Then an - swered all the people, and
Da ant - wor - te - te das gan - ze Volk, imd

sH-
^

J, s-

ms=^ it
--^ i

f -

"^ r r
(J = 92.)

COXSO I. II. XJnison,
_ il Soprano

i
it Alto.

His blood be

.

Scin Elut kom -

on us,

me ii

on
bor

US and on our chil

uns und un - sre Kin

ai^ =^=^^E&^^
U Tenore. jm-Ti.

Ilis blood be
iSein Elut kom

on
- me

US, on us and on our chil - dren, His blood

.

ii - bcr uns und un - sre Kin - der, sein Elut . .

.

be...
kom -

^ =fc£

iJ-
m

m^^

said : His blood be on
spracli : Soin Elut kom - - me

Cassoj^ _^

— I— &—^

—

p—g—g—

4i=4^
^

US, on us and on our chil - dren, His blood be

U-berunsimd un -sre Kin - der, sein Elut kom
on
me

His blood be on
fjeiu Elut kom - - me

-^^̂ wm^.
us, on us and on our childi-en, be on us and
ii - bcr uns und un-sre Kinder, ii - ber nns und



Con 8vA,

l^ -pS^
d̂ren, be on

bcr

US, and on our
uns und an - sre

chil

Kin
dren, be.
der, ii

on us, and on our
bcr vns und un - sre

^mw 3l=|f? ^ u
children,

Kinder.
be on

ber

us, and on
uns Tind ira

our
sre

chil

Kin
dren, be
der, ii

on us, "and on. .

.

ber tins und un

m -&-

US, be on
bcr

US, be on
uns, ii - - ber

US, be
uns, ii

on
bcr

us, and on our childr

uns und un - sre Kin-d

en, be
r, ii

on us, and
bcr uns und

m^^^=&
blood be
Blut kom

on
me

VIS, on
ber

US, and on
uns und un

our
sre

chil - dren, His blood
Kin - der, sein Blut

be
kom

on
me

on
bcr
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us, luid oil our diildreii, be on us, auc'i on our children, be on us, ;uid on our chil
'

mis und un - sre Kiii-dcr, ii - bcr uiis und ini - src Kin - der, u - ber uiis imd un - sro Kin -

RECITATiVO.

Evangelist,

^
Piano-Forte. (

(

amo I.

L^2_ —>'-
mE$

i'=t
Tlieu bo

Da L'ub

re. - lea - sed

cr ill - iicu

Ba-rult - biis to tiieiii,

Ba - rab - baiu los

:

S>±r--

=B=^^
And when

a - bor

=3=
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he had scourged Jesus, forthwith he de-liv- er - ed Him, that theymight cru - ci-

Je - sum liess er geisselu, und u - ber -imt-wor - te - te ilin, dass er ge - kreuzi-get

fy Him.
wiirde.

i^«
H

f-=J: ^ pE

Ko. GO, RECITATIVO. COHO n
Largo. (J^^ 96.)

Alto

Piano-forte, i

(R. Fkajjz

^ m ^^ ^ 2t

^ ij^ p sr g,—-^ 3^
stands tlie blessed Saviour bound.
steht der Heiland an - ge - bun-den.

Now scourge they Him

!

O Gei - - sselung,

O stripes,

o Scblug',

o

flT-^-»T-

^

39^ 5
=# 5ES

_™/i

^^ u ^=tc
wounds

!

Wun-den

!

Tor - mentors,
Ihr Hen - ker,

stay your hands

!

hal - tet ein

!

Wm not
Er - wei

your sto - ny
cliet euch der

• -^- ". _^ ' -^ ' -fi-'' -0- -ff- -a-

f

m
Con Sva..

i =j^=j^—

r

4^^^- ^
hearts re - lent,

See - len Schmerz,
to see such
der An - blick

cru - el

Bol - cbes

an -

Jam
Tuish there ?

mers nicht ?

i±
i=^ ^ —BR

1
=3=
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do.

^
i^nc—

i

g a^afa:H?:=:^?^

no ! ye have a heart that must be like the rack it - self,

ja, ihr habt ein Herz, das muss der Blar - ter - siiu - le gleich

and
und

ere seen - - - do ^— ^-' '^^ ^-^

Con 8va.

^^^^^^3E^g "'/

t=bite^

yet much har - der too.

noch viel har - ter sein.

Have pi - ty,

Er - barmt euch,

stay your hands

!

ha,l-tet ein!

-^^mmtw^w^^^^Wi^M
decresc. riten.^ 7>

9^ ^m3= s^
~^

H-

No. 61. ARIA. CORO II.

Andante con moto. ( # = 84.)

Piano-forte.

( E. Feahz.)

Andante con moto. ( # = b4.) i»in i. i fe.*^ * J

^^^^^^^^^^^^

S^
9£i^ :5=:t: ±:z

-4,±-

S
lll^^ •'t

^^^^=r^f^« =i

ir r
»—fc

i- r

^ SeS3lE^-l ^i^=ir^
m/" Alto. cresc

^^ij^!i--^5^^^^p^aa5a^£fee^^ -?

—

Are my weep
Kon - nen Thrii

ing and my wai
nen mei - ner AVan

ling Un - a - vai
gen nichts er - Ian

ling,

gen,
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^^^^^:^^ £̂̂ =^=^ Ê^̂ ^ m̂^.
un - a - vai

nichts er - Ian

ling,

gen,

Take my heart, and all of me,
O, so nelimt mein Herz hin - ein.

^^^^^^^^^
my heart and all of me, take
so nehmt mein Herz hin - ein, O,

my heart, and all

so nehmt mein Herz
of me!
hin - ein!

fc=i=

ii=i
i ^ a;

I

^-"S^tp^^.

F~=^^^-
=^^

~: r

9ig—Turriji
^=g'=j==:v

^

p̂ •-»-

Ig

fc
--^

T-

^^ ^E^Ert^
_/_

^-'=^

?«/"

^^fef^ ©^3
Are my weep - - ing and my wai - - ling un-a - vai -

Konnen Thra - - nen meiner AVan - - gen nichts er - Ian

ling,

gen,

-^- r^?z
i^z

mf^^^ -± L4^ ^-J^
do.

f

¥^=^
i-^h

-#—

^

5^
-r-*-



are my wee
konnen Thril

ping and my wai
nen mei - ner "Wan

ling Tin - a - vai
gen nichts er - Ian

ling
- gen,

are my weeping and

.

kon - - - nen Thrilnen mei
my wailing un - a - vai
ner Wangen niclits er - Ian

W^W^^~^T~'^^'^ :j.-J- -Jr-oTijr^-f-T^-
•— F**i r I

-

^^ ^ f « fc
g-^

^^?==J 3=b: / .
'i r 7 .N ^i^^^-

^EE =?=•- -t^s—f^

IE
: -̂M?H^S^=c:

ling.

gen.

Take my heart, and all of me, O, take m"y
O, so nehmt mein Herz hin - ein, so nehmt mein

fe ^^? ^^^ ^^E^
^

heart,

Herz,

and all of
mein Herz hin

1^
me,
ein.

s

O! O take my heart, take
O

!

BO nehmt mein Herz, O • . • •

itg

-^a»l =1^

f ¥^
r •? T •? =^

r-/

^!5HE =^=^^^^:t±

^^^^
'^ i^^

my heart, and all of me !

60 nehmt mein Herz hin - ein!

^^
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iffc

S^-S^i^^
--n
^-^ =^=»

^^-^F^-^—I-

zfe

=b?=

^.T

S^^^^^^^^^§S
Yes, this heart, .... so vain - ly plea - - ding,

A - ber lassfc .• ea bei den Flu - - - tbeu.

"W:

3i^
-fi«=^; liP*
r tT' mf-FWE.

--

!

a.
' a J-

->v-

Pg -^-?-
^?=^=?

-N—

»

f^
-g

«i- 5e:^^^ -T-^-

^^Bi^^^g^i^^l^E^
When the sa - - cred wounds are blee -- ding, Shall the aJ-tar cba-lice be!
wenn die Wim - deu rail - de bin - - - ten, auch die O pfer - schia-le sein

!

\^^ES^^ES^^
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if::!2trt

?-.'»—
-*»J:

-e-

»—3L

Tt'^^^ -•—hi

--ff=^-

»—=-

f=3=F

Yes, this heart,.. so vain - - ly plea - ding, When
A - ber lasst es bei .

.

den Fiu - then, wenn
the sa - cred
die "Wun - den

r;et
±*=i=i. '-h>i—J

\^- ^^=^
2-—

i

i=
wounds are hiee - ding, Shall the al - tar cha • lice be

!

the al

mil - - -de blu - ten, auch die O - pfer - schaa - le sein

!

die O
tar
pfer-

S^^ ^ ^ :̂t= gi^^3 -f"~«ij-s
cresc.

-N-g^^^^ :a-^
j

cha - lice, the al - tar chalice be I

schaa - le. die O - pfer - schaale sein!

Yes, this heart, . .

A - ber lasst

SO vainly plea
es bei den J'lu

- dingr
then,

fc=l^^
tiTi*=^=*=S=3=i

ff5=
*=i= -r-f-f-

5=
"WTien the sa
vrenn die AVun

cred wounds are blee
- - den mil - de blu -

5;^
'un poco riten. -~--^

- ding, Shall the al-tar cha -lice be!
ten, auch die O - pferschaa • le sein!

un poco riten. DA CAPO.

^ipp^-f^gyp^:g^ =?=?

•^ f-

3' m m^E^fk^Em
5.

i
es;:
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No. 62. RECITATIVO.

COItO I.

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

|iNi^^-= ĴE^E^E^E^;ia^^^^^i
Then straightway the sol- diers of the governor took Je-sus in - to the common

Da nalimcn die Kriegskneclitedes Land - pfle - gers Je - sum zu sich in das

§̂ft^E^
^"

$
.^ / ^5E^3E^ E^^^^p^

hall, and ga - ther'd un - to Him all the band of sol - diers, and stripped

Kichthaus, und sam - mel - ten u - ber ihn die gan - ze Schaar ; und zo - gen ihn

m
^

fr
T

-V:
I * d

—

M
Him, and put on Him a scar - - let robe
aus, und le - ge - ten ihm ei - nen Purpurmantel an;

pg^^^^^^^^^l^E
and, plat - ting a crown of
und floch-ten ei - ne Dor - nen-

^
§teS

9-

.^i

m :$^ m^z^^t^^.
thorns, they put it up - on His head,
kro - nc, und setz - ten sie auf sein Haupt,

and a reed in His right
und ein Rohr in sei - ne rech - te

--t
il

eeS ^
¥

^ ^^e^s^^^^^
hand,
Hand,

and so they bow'd the knee be - fore Him, and mock - ed Him, and
und beu - ge - ten die Knie vor ihm, und spot - te - ten ihn, und

-If::-

9



COR.O I. &; II. (J = »4.)

-Soprano. —
»,
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-N ^-
i? fi-

Ilail...... Hail, All Hail, All Hail, Thou King,TbouKingof Jews !

m Jiz^
du, ge - grii

i
ssct

-^
du, Ju - den - kij -

ite= ~^—^->
"liKCIT."

Evang,

.fe ^
Hail,
seist

HaH, All
du, ge
a

Hail,
gi-li -

All
sset

Hail,
seist

Thou
du,

King,Thou Kingof Jews ! And
nig! UndJu - den - kti

:fc

m ^^^ ^ ^^
-*—

^

i; ::tr

Hail, All Hail, All Hail
=15=

to Thee,Thou Bang,Thou King of Jews !

=f^ al N N-

s
grii - sset seist du, go grii - sset seist du, Ju - den - ko - - nig!

-Cl^ PS #^
EE 'S-V tc;

Hail, All Hail, All Hail to Thee,Thou King,Thou King of Jews 1

:5=p=

X^

^=1

V -^ •—j^ a:a

=E^P
fePEp^ruj-

1
ii 3^^ ^ ^
Con 8va ^^^^^^^^^^^ r^^^^^^^M^
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^^^M^^^^F^^^ =^;;=TP

so they spit on Hiin ; and, ta - king the reed, they smotewith it on His head.
spei - e - ten ilin an; und nahraen das Rohr, und sclilugen da - mit sein Haupt,

m^

s
w ^

No. 63. CHORAL. CORO I. n.

Soprano.

Alto,

(J= 66.)

Tenore.

Basso. \

^ i

i^.n.i ^ J. Jr

^ [ ^ LT

i^^^i
-J- 4z z^ ±

=t

1. O Head all bruis'd and woun
2. ThoH face of God's a - noin
1. O Haupt voll Blui vind Wun

Du ed - les Au sich -

_ . =f=
ded, Hung up to bru - tal

- ted, Be - fore Thee all shall
- den, voll Schraerz iind vol - ler

te, vor dem aonst schrickt und

i =i ^L
z?sz

f nT~r ^^
-.L^-f^i -J-

J- j- ^
^ ^ —0——\ —

I J -^M* i^*

1. scorn

!

2. quail
1. Hohn!
2. scheut

O Head, for shame sur

In that great day ap
O Haupt, zu Spott ge •

Das gro - - sse Welt - ge •

roun
poin
bun -

rich -

ded
ted:
den,
te.

With crown of cru - el

Ah

!

now so wan and
mit ei - - ner Dor - nen -

Tvie bist du so be

1. thomi!

2. pale

!

1. kron'!

2. speit!

O Head, to hon - or
The light, all light ex -

O Haupt, sonst schon ge - -

TVie bist du so er - -

won - - ted,

cee - - <iing,

zie - -

blei - -

- ret,

- cbet,

To splen - dor all di -

That fill'd those soV - reign
mit hoch - ster Ehr' und
war hat dein Au - gen -

w
i=.=n=^ i=^. J-4^-J- i ijf=^

T'=f=^- t f=T-Cj'
A. j_

m Si: ^
d=i=it^^^t

^
1. vine,

2. eyes,
1. Zier,

2. licht,

Now out - rag'd and af -

Now quench'd in death, un -

jetzt a - - ber hoch schim
dem sonst kein Licht nicht

fron - - ted: All Hail, dear Mas - ter mme!
heed - - ing, Shall shame- less men de - spise ?

pfi - - - ret: Ge - grii - sset seist du mir!
glei • - chet. So schandlich zu - ge - - richt?

No. 64. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Evangeh'st.

Piano-Forte.

ist ^^M-g^ S^^1
And af - ter ma - king sport of Him, then they did pull the man - tie

Und da sie ihn ver - spot - tet hat - ten, zo - gen sie ihm den Man - tel

m
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^^^=^=^^
-^

Me^^^e^^^^J^
off, and clo - thing Him in His own raiment, they led Him a - way to be
aus, und zo - gen ihm sei - ne Klei - der an, und fiih - re - ten ihn hin, dasa sie ihn

=i=
--¥?_

3E M-

-^~
Con 8va.

^^^^i^^ M O «.

=d6=dft
-i^_5L-

Cl'U

kreu

i^^P
cified. And as they were going put, they found . . there a man of Cy-
zigten. Und in - dem sie hinaus gin - gen, fanden sie ei .

- nen Menschen von Ky-

^ is^
-^—^/-

-e—^—*- ~f-^-

^
re-ne, whose name was Simon; and they com - pel - led him to bear His cross.

re - ne, mit Na - men Simon ; den zwangen sie, dass er ilim sein Kreiiz tmg.

fe 3
r^

*
t^i^ ^

Con 8va.

No. 65. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Andante. ( / = 100.)

»? L_? ]JBasso P&EE

Piano-forte.

(R. Franz.)

^
Yea ! tru - ly,

Ja! frei - lich

to the cross our flesh and
will in uns das Fleisch und

blood
Elut

Will

^ -P
I

-
=t=?=b.

v.
=^ E^Et

(isi ^
iut
tfc ^M^

fei^^^ #=£ gEN£^^^^=^
1^-^

2zfe== zf—gz

only be compell'd; Whatmostfor ourownsoul is good,
Kreuz ge-zwungen Bein

;

je melir es uns-rer See-le gut,

In terror most is held,

je her-ber gelit cs ein.

^^a^^i^^^^^^^Sa
t±±t^

.ji
1^-
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No. 66. ARIA. CORO I.

Adagio. ( ^ = 104.)

Piano-forte.

( K. Franz.)

\

•ziTl

mf

0- ff - . .
• 'Cello Solo. "—' •

m^^^
.Xl 4^^ rfc ^^^

9s

-^3 l-jg:

f̂e«E
ii^

Basso. m/"

Come,
Komm,

9 1 SS

—

\-

H—"1—n"
-g-s)-.-trJ^?^—-^

'

-!
^-

-'—i » *tr*fh-

^-»l-
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m

\

^^^R
bles -

sii

sed cross ! be aye my song : My Je
sses Kreuz, so will ich. sa - - - - gen, mein Je

SU,.

su,.

-*-^—^-iS^^=^
ev - er give it me.
gieb 63 im - mer her,

Come, bles
komm, sii -

- sed cross,

sses Kreuz,
come,
komm,

-*^^»-h.* _^9^?—

-

H i
«5-

bles

i

H?=tc:
sed cross ! be aye my song : . . My Je - su, ev - er give it

sses Kreiiz, so will ich sa - gen, mein Je - su, gieb un - mer

P^5§^^ f 7 ^LJfr-^
^ ^=i N 7 7 r=fe^

^=S

.-^•. . do.

-j;-vflf-r- -f- ^ ,-—
-, « ff ~r",i^fa^:ti=itc-r^^^^b=L^-iJ^-
^« g=;̂c=!j_

-^—p-a
me. Come, bles - sed cross! be aye my song:.... My Je - -

her, komm, sii - sses Kreuz, so will ich sa - - gen, mein Je - V -

ere - - - seen ----- do, L«««^»iJ Rr l^^I^^^^^^I^ ^ ^=3-
.# •

,
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^^^mm 5^

- su, ev - er give it me

!

- su, gieb es im - roer heri

nf

m 5=^E^^
g-g-e-g—

H

^ sF=P^=? ^
And if too great

.

Wird mir mein Lei

;s4&iz?*=?^z
?=,^

s B
r -»>-

mf
^g^;

|^3Ei5i3=3^=^i^^iJitgzgiJ^

^ E& E&
=^=18= -i* ^

Sl * =^3E =*=?=^=b^ z5S=l^
my bur - den be, too great,

den einst zu sohwer, zu achwer,

too great, my bur

zu Bchwer, mein Lei
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^g^;£^&^=t=Q
den be, too great,

den einst zu • Bchwer,

too gi'eat,

za schwer,

too

zu

;^fc "-"=^— - ^

—

— '—J—h-B-riL-jt^i iMj^iejU^u'maoaJ——^—g | g»^ —5—F^T^rl 5——Tz^' TTT^—

^

S—:

<9»

EfeEfeSfi 2e;
-e^^

^=4-

great,

Echwer,

Thy help, O Lord,,

so hilf du mil' ...

,

will make me strong, . .

es sel - her tra

f[IuZM^ajiZi]_
t-\'-- -y

1 \

fiJ'J-Hni/iiUBJasii
i

s^ g iq^ a ri a =( r H !

^'^ ^mjgcnm.mi iui.i.t. i.-iv

^ --Spcz^ 4==±
-^—«- ^^

—J I—

J

^'

;
^ts-£ ^-=£ --&-

-*^3 M~~^—^^
1^

. . Thy help, O Lord,will make me
gen. so hilf du es mir sel - - . - ber

^^^^^3=i^—-^-—-r

is
^ti^
-f—-.^ i?

-^^

^ espte^i2« •=^- ^ P^
Strong, .

.

tra - gen,

Thy.
so. . .

help, O Lord,will make,will make me strong.

hilf da mir es sel - ber tra - gen.

g^^^tfe^C^g=r=?^g^^:^^rpr^^j

i2«: e£^ee;-^^

C^kr3^

?3#—

^

^
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m
J 11

>"'CTTij'j.-.-.j|UT*:^

=
:55—?:^^^^

9!i3-^

mf

-? C- 1 ^ ton»,^
I

9^^
7 7 :^^^ :ti £^

Come, bless - ed cross, Come, bless - - - ed cross. Come,

Komm, Bii - - sses Kreuz, komm, sii - - - - - sses Kreuz, komm.

§3

#—ft ^ ^S^^SiifesEP^E^
bles ... sed cross 1 be aye my song ! My Je

su - " = • - Bses Kreuz, so will ich sa - - gen, mein Je

^^
su,.

su,.

m
I -1

*—^—I-

*^



bles sed cross ! be aye my song : My Je - su, ev - er give it

sses Kreuz ! so 'will ich sa - gen, mein Je - su, gieb ca im - mer

"n*^™*—1—^ I

I

===-^—*^-- -gy-ov—i-

-W-
S:^S

V. ^̂
7 7

g^

E^ E£P'^g- j
» ^ -? 7-

aEs;iJ^:^^p=jy^^^:
me, come bles- sed cross ! be aye my song : . . .

.

her, komm, sii - sses Kreuz ! so will ich sa - gen.

My Je -

mein Je

—LJ ^^'"']'-»^^™ III

I

T '

\
i^

i
™T .T^-. i vi|PJH i

'

I

,

11 I I.
1

n'
1

m

f
^-^'^W^-:

t\ f

- 6u, ev - er give it me !

- - 8U, gieb es im - mer her

!

^=^ 1r^=3E|5^^^E|P rLr- L-^
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No. 67. RECITATIVO. CORO 1.

P^^ P -.»-
-f- -f-

Evangelist.
\i N . « e a ~

J ' » V -
'""1

JL. i'^ "
I

' '
1

i

> J y 6 \ f> \/ V V -^fArm * ' ' J 1 1 lj '' . ;j ^ * ' \^ 1

J' ' '"^

And whea tliey came an
Und da sie an die

- to

Sta- tte

place ..-<. cai - led

ka - men mit Na - men

Gol - go-tlia,

Gol - ga > tha,

(that

das

f Ak i'^ " - -^^ — —^ -^
\ fc_c ^

Piano-Forte. / '_4^ J ^
C\' • •i <

7 !• -1"" a \ ^.\
- \

-*-
k»-

m =fe/?

^^^^^=tr=5=
:i»

—

»

a^^M^^ s ^Sii=^ Sir

is, a Place of a skull,) they gave Him vine - gar to drinlj, tliat was mingled with,

ist ver-deut - sciet, Sciiidelstatt', ga-ben sie ihm Es - - sig zu trin - ken mit Gal -leu ver-

T Jpk=^ ^ T
^^ zten^ :t ^^ M̂fczfs- * q^H?:

gall ; and when He tas - ted it, He re-fus'd to drink,

mischet; und da er's sclimecke - te, wollte er's nicht trinken.

And af - ter they had cru - ci -

Da sie iha ; a-ber ge - kreu-zi-get

-^ r^rWT

^r
-4- ^ ^^'

^ -^I-^
*^~r #= ^^^^^E?=i

-^-o-^ ^^=^=^
fied Him, they di - vi - ded His garments, by cas - ting lots there - for ; that it might be fill

hat - ten, feheilten sie sei - ne Klei - der, und warfen das Loos da - rura

:

auf dass er - fiil - let

m T -
fe :3=

r -

Jt mm 1 ^EE =?=5^ --^

u=?^'- ^y- p ^5=^=?,^,=^
fil - led, which was said of old by the pro - phet : They par - ted my gar - - ments a

wiir - de, das ge - sagt ist durch den Pro - pile - ten : Sie ha - ben mei - ne Kleider un - ter sich ge -

Tr'~

*1
w

-f

f
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^^m=sm^^^ m̂^^^^=^=^^^
mong them, and up - on my ves - ture did '

they cast lots.

theiJet, unci ii - ber mein Gewand haben sie das Loos ge - worfeu.

iStr
And they all, sitting

Und sie sassen all -

3^
-»-

r
=sir

T 5p
r r

-^ it=^
M^^^fa.
5-

dowu, kept watch o - ver Him.

da, iind hii - te - ten sein.

-s—s—s~
' -ti—t-

=^ti^ -->-
-J^

And o - - ver His head they al - so posted up the.

TJnd o - ben zu sei - nem Hanpte hef - te - ten sie die TJr-sach'

* zJ^:
w

r
=^ «

ii tJ-̂
=^ i E£ #i

^r—g-ffg:

^di^SE*-5^5-
3^=^

=lAfe
?—;^1>- i^^ i^IIlfv

tellfcfc
^

fe s-v-^ifc
ac - cu - sa-tion, in wri-ting, namely: This is Jesus, the King of the Jews,

seines Todes beschrieben, niimlich : Dies ist Je - sus, der Ju - den Konig.

Then a-long with

Und da wurden zweeo

§^ mw
J a—

»

^^.—

i

l=i;U^g=^̂
E^^^^^^

i:fc S
Him two thieves were cru-ci-fied, one on the right hand, and one on the left.

Morder mit ibm ge - kreu - zi - get, ei - ner znr Eecbten, und ei - ner zur Linken.

Ând
Die

^ «I^ 5»S- -^

=1?9^^
W^

b^^
they that passed by, re - vi - led Him,

a - ber vo-rii - ber gingcn, lii - stcrtcn ibn

their heads, and say-ing:

nnd scbiittelten ill - re Kopfc, und sprachcn

:

'9b=z

f r r '?



COKO 1 . II.
Soprano.

177

$^E^
Thou that de - stroy'st the tern - pie of

:^ :^ E^ =t5:
- Ŝ^

Tenore. Dor (lu den Tern - pel Got tes zcr

=tC ^
Thou that de - stroy'st the tern - pie of

t Z!2

j^ Soprano,

"B
"*^^3E ^^

Thou that de - -

Der du den
;—a e

6^=^
Alto, Thou that destroy'st the tem - pie of Ged, and buil dest

E ^ 3^ Ŝ=^
]},

Tenore. Dei- du den Tcm-pel Got- tes zer-biiehst, und b;

->^

Basso, 'Jhou that destroy'st the tem - pie of God, and buil -

P^ S^^
dest

Thou that de - stroy'st the tem - pie of God, and buil

Der du den Tem - pel Got - tes zerbrichst, und ban
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tt —^S^
come down, . . . come down now
her - ab, so steig' her •

S3: M
from the cross

!

ab vom Kreuz

!

^^=r= i£=^S ^^^it
come down, come down,come down now from the cross !

so steig' Ixer - ab, so steig' her - ab vom Kreuz!

SI

^ -V ''fc^d^ J/_ ^SE
comedown, comedown, come down,come downnow from the cross!
her-ab, so steig' her - ab, so steig' her - ab vom Kreoz!

down, comedown, comedown, comedown,comedownnow from the cross!
steig' her - ab, so steig' her - ab, so steig' her - ab vom Kreuz!

-#~,

^^U^
come down, . . . come down

.

her -ab, so steig'

now
her -

from
ab

^SBCzJ-

the cross I

vom Kreuz

!

*E m -w g^
come down,

.

so steig' .

.

come down, come down now ft-om

her - ab, so steig' her - ab

the cross

!

vom Kreuz

!

-e—^^m -V—"aj^ ti:
. come down,
.. her- ab,

come down,.
so steig' .

.

come down, come down now
• her - ab, so steig' her

from
ab

the cross

!

vom Kreuz

!

^kz
-h "^

down,
steig'..

=5L-

comedown, comedown, come down,comedownnow
her - ab, so steig' her - ab, so steig' her -

fi'om

ab
the cross !

vom Kjeuz

!

:fiB£
4^:^^-^^
^

eS^-
-t^

s
r^l

^ ^ES fe#

^ ^
^ |*-1^

m^- jg 1 =1= ^^ ^

RECITATIVO.
Evangelist.

fc^ =Prt
Xt \^ \^ \^ ' =̂!?

=t

And likewise al - so the chief priests mock-ed at Him, saying, with the scribes, and the

Des - gleicheu auch die Ho -hen - priester spot - te - ten sein sammt Jen Schriftge - lehr - ten uml

%-

m
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COTS,0 I. &: II.
/• \r ^\^ TPa ^^

rrfc
f 1-43-

He ved

^

a=^^=^ ^=

He
An - dem hat

:TUTTI.-,» » ©

sa - ved

el - ders of
ael - tes - ten

the peo - pie :

\xnd sprach - en ;

sa - ved

Ut- rt=:^EE

He sa - ved

?E ^ 3=-

^ He sa ved others, Him-

n-~
O—

^
He sa - ved others, Him-

^
-R-i=ti=tc

An - dern hat er ge -

PS
hoi - fen, und

~^^ lb
ifc

He sa - - - ved others, Him-

Con bva
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^

i
cross,

Kreuz,

let Him
so stei

come down now
er

from
nun

the
Tom

^ m W^=^
let Him.

stei

m
the

come
ge

down from the
Tom

gsg^i^i

§?

come down fi'om

ge er nun
cross,

lireuz,

iE

come down now from the
so stei - ge er nun vom

P e-
'—^—"^

come down fr'om

ge e

the
vom

cross, come
Kreuz, so

doAvn now from the
stei - ge er ntin vom

^
cross,

. Kreuz,

let

so

Him
stei

down now
er

^ m ^^9

come
ge

let

^
Him.
stei

down n'om the
1 vom

3^ iiS'1 rtb-^-^
come down from the

JTi=t

cross,

Kreuz,

come down now from the
so stei - ge er nun vom

m^^
come down Irom
ge er nun

the
vom

cross, come
Kreuz, so

down now fi-om the

stei - ge er nun vom
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for He hath said :

er hat ge - sagt:

I am Son
ich bia Got

of

tea

g
for He hath said

:

er hat ge - sagt

:

I am Son
ich bin Got

^

of

tes

God.

Sohn.

m
God.

Sohn.

i
for He hath said

:

er hat ge - sagt;

I am Son
ich bin Got

^

of

tes

—«?

God.
Sohn.

is=lA

—inr^ij -Sf—ft

-^—f—f-
tc=t=

He will, for,

stet's ihn, cfenn

for He hath said

:

er hat ge - sagt;

I am Son
ich bin Got

i ^ i:
ts K -m

of

tes

God.
Sohn.

-• -^ »
—*>

—

God.

Sohn.

He wUl, for,

stet's ihn, denn

for He hath said :

er hat ge - sagt;

I am Son
ich bin Got

I
^=ir-

-»—•—•-

of

tes

S
He will, for,

stet'a ihn, denn

for He hath said

:

er hat ge - sagt;

I am Son
ich bin Got

^
of

tes

God.
Sohn.

-t?» d»——?—eg a* <»-—g ^ y^ -•H—p-

pi
-qt r

i ^
^

^ ^^ ^ "^

No. 68. RECITATrVO. COEO I.

Evangelist.

Piano- Forte.

x^̂ ES^ fe^a ¥=^
He was re - viled al- so by the robbers,whowere cru-ci - fi - ed with Him.
Des - glei- chen schmaheten ihn auch die MiJr - der, die mit ihn ge - kreu-zi - get wurden.

P
K
f w

i- ^r
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No. 69. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

LargJietto. {J\= 100.)

Alto Solo.

Piano-Forte,

2E^^S^ in

All Gol - gotha !

Ach Gol - gatha!

fe*^^^^^^^^
un - hap - py Gol - gotha !

un - sel' - - ges Gol - gatha

!

^^^^=B^ S: > N^
The Lord of Glo-ryhere a fe- Ion's doom must suf-fer; the sa

Der Herr der Herr-lich-keit muss schimpflicli hier ver - der - ben; der Se

vmg
gen

|i=—a j- ^-4>.B » ^
1—*—£

"

s
^'-^ r^r z2:^:

tS~« ^—i

«~T7i5

dzst:^
:fc^

^^ r r
-f-

l^ a—̂ * * U-" j^^ b ^=—^
light of all the world must to th'ac - cur-sed cross be nail'd.

imd das Heil der Welt wird als ein Fluch an's Kreuz ge - stellt.

=S

The Lord, who
Der Scho - pfer

^ -r°r =fe £%^^^ 3^4c
1?i- =t2=^

heav'n andearth cre-a- ted, by earth and air re-jec-ted, ha -ted! The sin - less,

Him - mels imd der Er - den soil Erd' und Luft ent - zo - gen wer-den; die Un - schuld,
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rnfc --^i

^ 7 ^
-v 'i/ ^/

here for sin must per - isli

:

mu33 hier schiil - dig ster - ben,

S=S=
m s'^^

Ah ! this in - deed af - flicts my
daa ge - Let mei - ner See - le

=^
S^ -g—^^»

—

g— ~z~~~r
—

,:

—

—

—

txitzS--^^
'»--*—

X

^
Tr:i_ ^^

T t^r r
^S =^>=Ffe ^^^P*.* . N-? ?- ^ ^7h"^

soul

!

nab,

ah Gol - gotha,

ach Gol - gatha,

un - hap - py Gol - gotha !

un - sel' - ges Gol - gatha I

^ S3
^-«r^z__:rS- 1^

=^
S
g-tf-g—tf- i^

r-
•^

^^ AI-U.

r r T

No. 70. ARIA and CHORUS.
Larghato. :fc!2—=j^^iJ^'Sq=i^
(/>= 100.) r

Piano-Forte./ COR,0 I

f-^?rNi^=?l^i^^^=

LJ tJ tJ

i^^^E3ji:i^S=i

g»—|-*—-|^*—\

—'-

I
S n^— =i!:^i^ii iE^S=t 3F- * ^

—

^ r

9̂^
r -

Look!
Se het,

telii^^ii^^^pg^^^
i^

f=trts^gie ./
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^^
ifc ^^-H^^ *^

-h—«—•-

Look where Jesus beck'ning stands, EeachingoutHis helping

se - het, Je - sus hat die Hand, una zu fas - sen aus - ge -

Ji ^ - - - - J ^ • i^ - 2 ' 5 1^

i m ^
reaching out His help-ing hands. Come,

spannt. Kommt,
hands,

spannt, uns zu las - sen aus

Come,
kommt,

Soprano & Alto. v ^ ^EE
COK,0 II.

Tenore & Basso. -^1 1sEE TZT" 7 ^
=!JL

^v- :fc

O where ? O
Wohin ? Wo-'

^

Lj^aS^

wy^^tji=g =s -r^rr-

^^^^^^

Come, in Je-su's bo- som seek redemption,

kommt, in Je - su. Ar - men, sucht Er - 18 - sung.

^

-k—gg-
find for-give

nehmt Er - bar -

EBSrr^7 7- t^^^^f^^^
where ? O where ?

hin? Wo-hin?m^ §̂dd^mi^tr^
^iSwv-

•—

^

1—

r

"1

I—J-l-J '•
J ^ ^
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I
V. iii^^^^

- ness ; Seek it

!

- men, su - chet!

, In Je - su's bo
In Je - su At

^^^^^ijfe^ifegj

^
som ; seek it ! in Je-su's bo - som.

men, su - chet ! in Je - su Ar - men.

5E

A
m^^^s

:fcE^
k=:fe

^^

Where?

-fe?-
a=pK^ -tr^iz^zfr

=fê

/ ffSHt ?r

*^

» ^ •

zht

JL
=^

s ^
-^

T'-

Live ye,

Le - bet.

live ye,

le-bet,

ŝ-F? f=E.

^•~r r?^^

^J ! J I J -
! J !

^ ^. !
;—UJ—

^
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ffc^^^^E^ =m^ *=f=

die.

ster

rest ye here, live ye,
hefc hier, le - bet,

live ye,

le - bet,

^ -r d. d.

^^^̂r^"
V::?-U: i.. ĝ

die
Bter

ye,

bet,

rest ye here,
ru - - - het liier.

Te for - sa - ken children
ihr ver - lassnea Kiichleia

isapiii^^^^P
4- J -^ i^^F^j • j-:-^^^4- J

•
I -^--^

I
^

dzi:
i:^=t^l

dear,
Uir,

cling
blei

^fezzg^M^^zM^Ep^
T^=g5^^j|5=^^^E^5?3^

§!S *a^ 1*—i-

^far-m3dE^^#J;Ea^^^J^N^^;^S *f-r»-

ing to Je
bet in Je

su's bosom, cling

su Armen, blei

fS

i -?

—

where ?

Wo?

^^ -^—-^

g^fej=pi=j^^gjj-j—

g

^

Where?
Wo?

=&i:

^^^^m
-^

^=p=
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Ŝ -•-*-»
=*d^z s^fe^fe^^

ing to Je - su's bo - som.
bet in Je - su Ar - men.

J^m

m
Where ?

fc

I^

Wliere?
Wo?^^^u S3 ;S^sa-±z=iL =*=r53-

J^s
ife *—=

—

a- -^^

/

^j . tr
-tr trz

i^ zM^^rt
^^"^

9! ^P -•
i 1^ TH"!^

^M

fc=^
•-«-3—g y y j-»-

^?-b—

1

»- i^
No. 71. RECITATIVO. CORO I. ^^
Evangelist. fe4 (^ r 7 / J^ J^ PfH^=^̂ ^^^^e=r

~'~^

And from the sixth hour there was a fear - ful dark - ness

Und von der aechsten Stvm - de an ward ei - ne Finster - niss

Piano-Forte.
^^P
hLA:J—Lffi r:^
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i^^nr^^^^ r ^ /
i > «i ^

o - verall the land,

u - ber das gan - ze Land,

un - til the ninth hour,

bis zu der neunten Scunde.

-V / 1^

And near the ninth

Und urn die neun-te

r^ —Wi— _^—

i ESEi

^B> g ^'

JESUS.

^~

a-^^^^^ ^ ^5i=b=^ ^2
it

hour Jesus cried a - loud,

Stundeschriee Je - sus laut,

and said: E - li, E - li,

und sprach : E - li, E ^ Ji,
Adagio.

la - ma, la-ma sa - bach-

la - ma, la -ma a - sab-

SE ^^--

^ 222 1-=^
^i2^ ir

$^

Evangelist,

m s g^slirkS -u i; r :5fe?- S^E^^I^•^ij-

tha - ni

!

tha - ni

!

That is

:

Das ist:

My God, my God, O wliy, why hast Thou for-

Mein Gott, mein Gott, wa - rum hast du micli rer-

i imm M
f^ Tr^

-b^

ii^ -*-

1^

feEg s^^ ^^^=t=tl=^
sa - ken me

!

las - sen

!

Now there were some re - main-ing there, who heard.Him
Et - li - cbe a - ber, die da stan - den, da sie das^̂

: /

a^

^ COKO I. (J = 88.)

Soprano.
_^ J^ s

m
j^^

=^=^
Alto, t^

Tenor, i^

I
Evangelist. -J^

-^ ^

^ ^S
cry-ing out,

ho - re - ten,

and they said

:

spracheu sie

:

Basso. He
Der

cal - leth for

ru - fet den

E
E

li - as.

li - as.

m :^ 3=i:
i^^m^^r

I ' !

iB̂E ^ n^^^w
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I

RECITATIVO.
CORO I. Evangelist. ^^=^=G ^ ^^^^'

And straight-way one a-raong them ran, .

.

TTnd bald lief ei - ner un - ter ih - nen,

and took a sponge, and

nahm ei - nen Schwamm, und

1^^
^^
i^m ^^ r-r r r ^s=#= &:Hti=^^^ -^—*- -?—i>^ -^^•i^-^^-^^ =T=5C

^» —1/

fil - led it with vin-e - gar, and put it on a reed, and gave Him to drink. The
ful - le-te ihn mit Es - sijj, und steckete ihnauf ein Eohr, und tian-ke-te ihn. Die

,1^ a^ Se ^
'a ^g=^

^r f- kXT^-J
coiio II. (j=88.;

TUTTI. w

7 r -?—?-
-•—•—*iH=?=z'z£:,=^^—t^

others said,howev - er

:

Andern a - ber sprachen

:

-I ^^s _^ >^ ^'z
-•^.

^t=i ztr^p:-7-^- 7 ? v^^z;?- -t.' L^

i

Wait,

Halt,

wait,

halt,

let's see now,

lass sehen,

if in-deed E
ob E - li - as

f+i 7 ? ill rr^ î—x ^"^^^T p •? 5

j^t 3^ ^ *
rf

-^^—

^

^-^iK-d-^
^ *,^

ia^^
REGIT. COEO 1

^ f^ Evangelist.
-i^ s s^ fe ^ =?=-s -7--^^=^^^5-^=^-"-^-* tcftctz==P

.s
^-^-^

^^fff-£i
But once more Je - sus cri - ed a-loud, and de-part-ed.

Aber Je - sns schriee a - ber-mal laut, und verschied.

^ f 1^

li - aa come to save Him.
kom-me, nnd ihm hel - fe.

sp
-^^ Ŵ

IT

^ -̂y

—

1
-\
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No. 72. CHORAL. CORO I. n.

Soprano,

Alto.

( j=65.)

Tenore.

Basso.

IE

§^
f-
T^

±

5i^^4=^
-TCi-.-

ir-r

Wlien I too am de - par -

On death's lone jour- ney star -

AVenn ich
Wenn ich

£*
=r^ =t:

is

ein - mal soil

den Tod soil^m
schei
lei -

^^

ting, Then part Thou not from

ting, My soul will feel for

- den, so schei - de nicht von
- den, so tritt du dann her -

me.
Thee!
mix!

- fiir!

^
J^ ~^^ ^

_bL "-^J^-^S^l-M
•Lf ĵ r ^g^r

Ĵ_

^EiE ^
5: 2z:

When near my end I Ian
Wenn mii- am al - - ler - bang

I
5 ^^

guish, Ail
sten wird

I

.

o - ther com - fort vain,

um das Her - ze sein.

Then
so

F=^ e
is

1 ^j
It

"r^ uL
r=?

J J n ^ A

r

^^ r
draw me out of an -

reiss' mich aus den Aeng -

No. 73. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

guish, Thro' Thy vie
- sten kraft dei - ner

to - nous
Angst und

pam.
Pein...

Evangelist.

Piano-Forte.

it^' t l'' ^ fe
And now behold

!

Und sie - he da.

the veil of the tem
_ der Vorhang im Tem

Mmm
pie was rent ia twain,
pel zer - riss in zwei Stiick',
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=?=F
^̂ ^=^

graves were o - pen-ed,
Grii - ber tha-ten sich auf,

and there rose up many bo
und standen ai^ viel Lei

dies

ber

^ za ^ ^ ^- ^ rm ^

^^ ^m^z ±= 5^^^ .̂

r 7

^1

ho - ly ones,

Hei - li - gen,

^
that were slee

die da schlie

=^35

ping,

fen

;

i

and came
und gin-gen

-|rT^

^i=t^=x^z
;3^=t

¥
1

I

!
1' I I 1 I I I .

I

I * '
» 1-"—1-«—t-p* *--t-i—Hd—M—H-

^TT -#- -^ ¥

^ =i=ii=bp *^ £* ^^iSS=^ :M=

i

^^
out of the graves af - ter His re - sur - rection,

aus den Grii - bem nach sei-ner Auf - er - ste - hung.

and went in - to the ho - ly

imd ka - men in die hei - M-ge

m
m

f
^

=t

m ^^^^^^^^m^3E
^ i^

city, and appear'd to many. Nowthecen-turion and they thatwerewithhim,andwerewatching
Stadt, und erschie - nenvie-len. A-ber derHauptmaun, und die bei ihm wa - ren, und be -wahre-ten

i "^

-W ^
f

^ ^^ ^f-h

^^^=^M^f^^^ E^5c^
&^

JesuSjwhen they saw theearthquake,and tho8ethingsthatweredone,weregreatly afraid, and said:

Jesum, da bio Bahen das Erd - be - ben, und was da geschah, er - schraken sie sehr, und sprachen :

-^

1 ^
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(
^\ ^ 104 ) COnO I. &- II. In unison.

Soprano.

M

S
Tru - ly this

Wiihr - lich, die

Alto.

eŜ ^Em
was the Son of God,

- ser ist Got - tes Solin..

m®l
the Son of God.
ge - we

^^^gE ^ <-^ mm^
Tru - ly this

Wahr - lich, die -

Tenore.

was the Son of
• ser ist Got - tes

God,
Sohn

the
ge

Son
we -

of God.

m

Tru - ly, tru - ly, this was the Son of God, the Son
AValir - lich, wahr - lich, die - ser ist Got - - - - tes Sohn ^ge - we
Basso. vf~'

r * I =
of God,

sen.

=|Efe^ E
Tru - ]y, this

Wahr • lich, die

was the Son of God, the Son of God.
ser isfc Got - tes Sohn ... ge - we - sen.

B i~M=E^S=^

r-^rr -^^^
RECITATIVO.

Evangelist. CORO I.

^ft=?—

j

;=^_^ ^—b—^^—

^

fe£'^^
And there were ma - ny wo - men
Und es wa - ren viel Wei - ber

there, looking on from a - far off,

da, die von fer - ne zu - sa - hen,

m^ 1^-

^f̂e

^^^
m

who had foUow'd af - ter
die da wa - ren nach - ge

Je - BUS from Ga - 11 - lee,

fol - get aus Gal - li - la -

and
und

s m£E

^S i^ iv- ^^ fii =^

s

mi - nis - ter'd un - to Him ;

hat - ten ihm ge - die - net

;

p^
^i

and among them there was Ma - ry Mag-da-
un - ter wel - chen war Ma - ri - a Mag - da-
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$&j-;^j=^^^^^fa^^-^e=f^^ipE^EH^=^=^^
le - ne, al - so Ma - ry, the mother of James and of Jo - ses, and the moth - er of
le - na, und Ma - ri - a, die Mut - ter Ja - co - bi und Jo - ses, und die Mut - ter der

?E

5

P fc ^^-=P\=^^
-K-»-=P=eh

r 7 * ?v=^
Ze-be-
Kinder

dee's

Ze-be

children.

da - i.

At e-ventide there came a wealthy man of A-rima-
Am A - bend a - ber kam era reicher Mann von A - rima-

i—

—

M mmZI2:

sBE rfe

1=tT-M^

M f—f-

iiiS^isS ?-#-
ftrfci ^

S^
^v=^c: ..M^

J=;i

th£ea,cal-]ed Joseph, who was also a dis-ciple of Jesus. This man went to Pilate,and begg'd of
thi-a, derhiess Josepli, welcher auch ein Junger Je - su war. Der ging zu Pi -la - to, und bat ihn

ia^ f^

^
^^ Ml «^«. E^

^JESE ^fcp ib^ ^E«=z£S3:
-?-,*- V—tMJ^-V:

(^
him the bo-dy of Je-sus. Then Pilate commanded the body to be deliver'd.

um den Leich-nam Je - su. Da be - faH Pi - la - tus, man soil - te ihm ihn gehen.

'^ -^ '
-J- "

s « m
ifcfc w ?"^

No. 74. RECITATIVO. CORO I.

Adagio. ( / = 96.)

Basso.

Piano-forte.

tej- . J^^y^-=r^- iU_JU:E=k^ fc

At e - ventide, cool hour of rest, Was Adam's fall made man - i -

Am Abend, da es kuh - le war, ward Adnma Fal - len of - fen -



^^
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3^
fest. So now at eve our foe doth Christ sub - due

;

bar. Am A - bend drii - cket ibn der Hei - land nie - der;

^"
i^ iSi=

T

§!^ =?=tt
At eve the Dove re - tiirn-ing flew,

Am A - bend kam die Tau - be wie - der,

And in its mouth the
und trug ein Oel - blatt

f^p^^^
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W-

bo - dy sinks to rest.

Leich-nam kommt zur Buh'.

3^
Ah!
Ach!

e^^^^^^
go, my soul,
lie - be See - - le,

beg thou His
bit - te

-J- ~ggL feg^ .

'

-» F,^^^=^==^.
corpse, Go ! shall the dear re - mains neg - lee - ted per - ish ? O
du, geh', lasse dir den tod - ten Je - siuu schen - ken ? O

^^
\ I

90- -P- -0

zr-

-•«
P^P^^^ ^^^^^^^

pre
hell

cious boon,
- sa - mes,

for heart and
O kost - lich's

soul
An

to cher - ish !

ge - den - ken

!

\t^^^^^ -^m >C f =i=i=5=T
^it^^ ESit^ r
No. 75. ARIA. CORO I.

Andante. /

J\= 108.) \

Piano- Forte.

I

^

:i^

/

l^^^r =^

^ElEj^^^SS^SEg^E^^gpS^
ig 3=E^

g:?'^^^
-0—i—•- "^^^m-0—. ^ ^ '

^ ^'^

^1 7~r^r~r~^f—>—J—

J

=j=i=f

^^^^^^p^^^^
^N^ EE? Pi
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Basso.

-V 1- -V '^-
Cleanse thee, O ray soul, from
Ma - clie dich, mein Her -

^.^ 7 7 -^ ^»—#- s
sm,.
rein,,

Cleanse thee, O my soul, from
ma - che dich, mein Her - ze,

-f-.^—N- .^^3J. -tvi^

r T r^ ^ -•—#—»-

=r=f
ifi

-f-- t5=t5: -t-t
Sfe g' r «L^^-V—•—

^

:^=^
sin, For my Je - su will I bu - ry, yes, my Je - su will I

'

rein, icli will Je - sum selbst be - gra - ben, ich will Je - sum • selbst be-'

=F=f



gu^^g

—

8^=gr:i-l
;:;^ v—ij J=

f-P-^
Ea -^'—St

- ry. Cleanse thee, O my soul, from sin, For my Je - su will I
ben, ma - che dich, mein Her - ze, rein, icli will Je - sum selbst be-

-^-o ^ '-st-^z

bu
gra

- ry,.

- ben.

Cleanse thee, O my soul, from
ma - che dich, melu Her - ze,

Ifc±^szfifz

§i ^^ ^S3^ t3- ife:^—>-

sm,
rein,

for.

ich..

my Je - su will I bu
will Je - sum selbst be - gra

ry, for my Je
ben, ich will Je

BU will I
sum selbst be-

^ ^^
^j" r

—

T T T Tf
iite-=

riv:

%= =i=t--F

V-*-

-UT T
-4 4-

Tt"=^=F
^k
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IS: 3^
bu - ry.

gi-a - ben.

Ul
f

P^

:^«^—

r

^ r*»«^ 1

"! '
I

==^—

I

'
1 =N 1

_i ^ ^J , 1 tf

—

m .

-« -Jf-
-*-

^ iv-1—»—»—-N- =^ . 3 J l^' I ] 1 ^ !. ^ P ,

-J- -g- -4-

^3^S±=±.

So with - in my peace - ful

denn er soil nun - - mehr in

rj—J-^^:^
*--T-

''^-

§S£^
"f i^iiYG.

^—1^-

BED=C=r:^^^T--r-r-
EE 3=P: :5c

breast Shall He rest, shall He rest, O! sweet - ly rest for-
inir...> fiir ...._ und fiir, fiir und fiir sei - ne sii - - sse Ru --he

^^ J^^^q^
ifc*:*3z33^^EE^

i_
-^ »!-.-

-^-Q^^
i^̂^ :trt

=S=?=
-^—*—»

—

^-

:^=^ 1^ -iF=^
¥-

t^^^r^T^'^'^v^^
i¥^ rtzzrt
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=ii=
^—

*

^g^m =?^-^—

^

-? '^^ p

ev - er, sweetly rest and reign forev - er

!

ha • - ben, sci - ne sii - sse ilu - he ha - - ben

!

a—-^•-T tf-T •-'ir-'ts-f-«

—

^h"^ i-B^^-g-^-a-^^

-*—«-

P^ h-f- -iv-g-

-^f-^ -T- =^^=^= ^7=?=

World,
Welt,

depart,
geh'aus,

world,
•\Velt,

depart,
geh'aus,

~^^ h

§S

I—^—«—

"?'i

^^S_=
ii=i= -^—

g

-
-tf'9

-^±- ^R—P-

-^-^^

->- =^-<^^^^^iil^ i^E^^77
let Je - sua in, World, de - part, let Je
lass' Je - sum ein, Welt, geh' aus, lass' Je sum ein i

i
-v-^ ^^ i:

^k=U: ••^ -«-=—g—*-

iz^ ^H ?=s=

y?

i:fc^=t
Cleanse thee, O my soul, from
Ma - - che dich, mein Her - - ze,

^^^ n
r^

-i^^

f=r=F=̂
^ ^^ i

<?iVO.y_
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No. 76. RECITATIVO.

COHO I.

Evangelist.

Piano- Forte.

m ^EEsite^^S^^N^^^
And Joseph took the body, and wrapp'd it in a clean cloth of linen, And
Und Joseph nalim den Leib, und wi - ckelto ihu ia ein' rciu' Leinwand. Und

^
S^

fc a 5: ^ :£ UU^
£ ^s ^ s^SE m^=^^ -fL-^

laid it in his own new tomb, which he hadhewn out in the rock; and

le - gte ihn in sein ei - gen neu' Grab, welches er ha - tte la - ssen in ei - nea Pels hauen ; und

^ '^

f^

^r

P^
r

^^^^̂ ^^=p=^^,̂ ^̂:^̂ =:̂ i=^̂ ^^
hav - ing roU'd a great stone to the door of the tomb, he went a-way.

wal - ze - te einen grossen Stein vor die Thiir des Gra-bes, und ging da-von.

And remaining there were

Es war a - ber all - da Ma -

m n:. M1^ m
'zS". ^ I^lfe^

Ma-ry Mag-da - le - ne, and the o - - ther Mary, sitting o - ver a - gainst the tomb,

ri - a Mag-da - le - na, und die an-de - re Ma - ri - a, die setzten sich ge-gen das Grab.

¥ m-5r

f T

m ^^ ^S^-fz 5^ |3§ etEta ^
Now on the next day, af-ter that of the prepa-ra-tion, came the chief priests and the Pharisees to

Dcs audern Tages, der da folget nach dem Kiist-ta - ge, ka-men die Hohenpriester und Eha-ri - sii - er

m



Soprano.
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COHO X.

1^ JI. (J = 88.)

Alto.

Sir,

HCIT,

we re - mem
ivir ha

ber it well ; we heard

.

ben ge - liacht, dass die

if -^^

Evangelist.

Sir, we re - mem - ber it well

;

TUTTI. Ilerr, wir ha - - ben gedacht,

we
dass

geth-er uu - to

fammtlich zu Pi

-Basso

Pi - late, and said

:

la - to, und sprachen

Sir, we re - mem
Hen", wir ha

ber it well

;

ben gedacht,

-f ^
we
dass

-V ^
-Soprano--

Alto.

Sir, we re - mem
Herr, ivir ha -

-m

ber it well ; we heard .

.

ben gedacht, dass die -

rz^=^m^
Tenor-

Sir, we re - mem - ber it well,

HciT, . ivir ha - - ben gedacht,

we
dass

-Basso

Sir, we re - mem we

that de - ceiv - er say,

ser Vcr - fiih - rer sprach,—

.

^ N ^

while
da

He
er

was
noch

^
yet
lo

a
be

live:

te:

17 jT- -M
heard
die -

that de - ceiv
ser Ver - fuh

cr
rer

say, while
sprach, da

He
er

was
roch

yet
le

a - live:

bo - te

:

=^
^

ia =F -j/-
-tL I^

^S
heard that de - ceiv er say, while He was yet a - live:

^V^

^ ^
1 f

^
SE IZZ ^

that

ser

de - ceiv - er say,

Vcr - fiih - rer sprach

while
da

tC N-

He was
noch

yet
Ic

a - live

:

be - te

:
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(p^=^^=m^=^.m^f^i^t^?^f^̂ ^^m^
than the first, worse than the first.

gcr denn der er - ste, iir - - - ger denu der er - - - - ste,

^P =i^
litt: mw^=^-¥

be worse,

.

te Be-trug iir

be worse,

ger, iir

^^.
be worse than

ger denn der cr -

the first.

- - ste.

^^^̂ S^^^^S 5»=H*-

worse, shall

trusr ar

be worse,

ger, ar

. than,

ger denn

.. the

der cr

first,

ste.

m^=4-^
f

• ^ fe: ^ --^

worse, shall

.

be worse,

.

M^^ ^ V-
be worse than the first,

ger denn der er - - - - ste.

g dS::
=?3t §fe& ^̂^Jzztz:^ V—V-

, . than the first, worse

.

ger denn der er - ste, iir -

than the first.

ger denn der er - - - - ste.

S, d

—

ic=N- 3t?r3^ t^^^ §^ ¥-"^^flgj'^\»

be worse,

.

te Be-ti'U£j iir

be worse

.

ger, ar

be worse than

ger denn der er -

the first,

- - ste.

^^^ -N-yg
-

d̂—*- SJ^^^^^^^^ES=H=

worse, shall be worse

.

trng ar - ger, iir

than the first.

ger denn der er - ste.

P^^^ ^ -# ^ ^^^ li

^ V U-

worse, shall,

trug ar

be worse,

.

be worse than the first.,

ger denn der er - • - - ste.

i^asEi s-*s»h

iP^^
^^=*=F ^^^^^ g^g^TTj,^ f=^^
pfe

RECITATIVO.
Evangelist. Pilates-

E=^ j=3:^=^^^^^^^^=^ 1^—yy-i p- ^y-U^—

u

And Pi - late said to them

:

Pi - la - tus sprach zu ihnen

:

Ye have there a watch ;

Da habt ihr die Hiiter;

go and make it se-cure as ye know

ge - het bin, und verwahret's, wie ihr
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Evangelist.

E^-jJdJO-^^^r^^E ^
how.

wis - set.

m
They went a - way,

Sio gin - gen liin,

and se-cur'd the se - pul-chre with

tmd verwahreten das Grab mit

w
i^ ^--

r
^ W^TIZX3= ^^

sol - diers,

Htt - tern,

and they seal - - ed the stone,

nnd Tcr - sie - gel - ten den Stein.

t =t^

? r

No. 77. BECITATIVO and CHOR.
COKO I.

Adagio. (/^= 96.)

Basso Solo.

Soprano. /

^^^^^^^^ tz=tc

Alto.

Tenore.

Basso.

Piaro- Forte,

Met 96 = ^

ife

The Lord hath Iain Him down to rest.

Nun ist dor Herr znr Euh' ge-bracht.

CORO II.
7>7>

i^

m

^S

^
E

^

PS^
fc

feSE
T^ -75^-

--r-

^
My Je

Mtin Ja

JM
^^^^S

My Je - su,

Mein Je - sn.

-«=

my.

.

mein.

^ 5C

My Je - sn,

Mein Je - Bn,

jza ^
ISB^:^^ ;--

=*==^^^

-bi^i
^
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Tenore Solo,

d5=itrrtw

—

i L-^
The pains are o'er, He for our sins so meek - ly

Die Miili' ist aus, die un - sre Siin - den Uim go

^r7g'

su, good .... night

!

sii, gu - - te Nacht!

^=—'tr^;
good .... night

!

gu - te Nacht!

night

!

Nacht!

^
=^

ir
^
?r

Alto Solo.

bore.
niacht.

^g^^
^ :Sf

My
Mein

Je
Je

my
mein

Je - SU,

Je

a «-

good night

!

gu - te Nacht!

^
^-,. - "-^—"

—

v— u
su, good ' night

!

su, gu - - te Nacht

!

My Je
Meiu Je

t^=?: £^ -[^g- Efe^tai=*:

My
Mein

Je
Je

my
mein

Je
Je

SU,

su.

good night

!

gu - te Nacht!
_« „,i^

iiiiSz
-fe:

d^ ^ ^̂:^ $^

^i^^^^p^ ^£ 1^
^iffl »'"f—1?*^—* v-^i

my tears of fond remorse bedew Thee, that ia my fall such
ich euch mit Buss' und Eeu' be - wei - ne, dass euch mein Fall in

wea-ry sa-cred limbs! See how
se - li - ge Ge - beine, seht, wie

^ ^ i ^
-w e=
^ s
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i^
Soprano Solo. ^]23t m rst:EP^

bitter woes were Tlune.
solche Noth gebraclit.

My soul shall bless Tbee all my
Habt Le - benslang fiir eu - er

=1^5:==5it

y ^BE
-?-g- M: -M^

My Je - su, my Je - su, good night

!

.Mein Je - su, mein Je - su, gu - te Nacht

!

^g£
My Je - su, my Je - su, good night

!

Mein Je - su, meia J e - su, gu - te Nacht

!

g=£fe

^
-^-^ rfcz^

=!?=

My Je - su, my Je - su, good night

!

=f^=^

My Je
Mein Je

su, good night

!

su, gu - te Nacht

!

3^5
j W 1

n [i '

-<i--a-

e *
V I

" >7m n P « 1 hoJVi_2^ « —^—1*—be—^—b

—

1 r J^—

b

b~—''^

r^ T 'J
-^—.—fc

—^b—b

—

'^—-V
^^ days with

Lei - deu
1,

thou - sand thanks,
tan - send Dank,

That Thou hast deem'd it worth
dass ihr mein See - len - heE

the
so

sac -

werth
-ri-

gs -

V 9-—• 1A -r 1, 1 u.
rm ''^ " (5
'.M/' rJ ^\J —

^^
1

-s)- /^

r^. 1 J iTJ f^ ^\ 1

-^
It

^ _i^
L__ ^ 1r

s
fice.

achfc't.

:##^ ^^
S^

i

My Je - su, my
Mein. Je - su, mein

=#^
Je - su, good .... night

!

Je - su, gu - - te Nacht! ^^^=^ / h 7 ^^- ^=^^S =^ :?^
My Je - su, my Je - su, good niarht

!

^^ SE ^
My
Mein

Je
Je

SU, good . . . night

!

su, gu - - te- Nacht!



No. 78. CONCLUDING CHORUS.
COJEIO X. II. ( J = 80.)

213

^^^^^^^^^^ft-f
7> VV f

^ f̂^fff=f^
£^3—!—®—T

\

A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zea uns

\^^a^̂ r^j .1 tr^

:fe
i-tzSJSZ

here sit we weeping, And mur
mit Thranen nie - der, mid ni

^^
mur low.

fen dir

^^^^mm^^^m^^̂ iS^s=mm
t^

A - round thy tomb
AVir set - zen uns

here sit we weep-ing, And mur
mit Tliranen nie - der, und ru

mur low,
fen dir

:^=f= :^si=:^ 5=3Sff-^
A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zen uns

^ Sa^

—

here sit we wesp - ing, And mur
mit Thranen nie - der, und

mur,
fen,

murmur low,
ra - fen dir

^^^ e -4^^^ 1
A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zeu nns

here
mit

sit we weep - ing,

Thranen nie - dor

And
und

A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zen uns

^^^is
here sit we weep-ing,
mit Thranen nie - der,

And mur
und ru

^^gjg
A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zen uns

^SI 5^ ds*3t

mur low,

fen dir

i3
here
mit

sit we weep-ing,.
Thranen nie - der,.

And mur
und ru

mur low.

fen dir

*itj

A - round thy tomb
Wir set - zen uns

W^
here sit we weep - ing. And mur
mit Thranen nie - der, und ru -

- mur,
- fen.
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